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ACT ON NEW RADIO LAW
'*

MANUFACTURERS TO
FIGHT R.C.A. TO END

COMMITTEE HEARS
OPINIONS ON BILL

INDEPENDENTS ALL TO GET
UNDER ONE FLAG
Victors

Over
Radio
Corporation
Subsidiary Consider Joining in New Battle
— Licensees Hold Meeting

(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
NEW YORK. — Organization of the independent Radio manufacturers for a fight to
the finish against the Radio Corporation of
America, has proceeded to the stage that
many such manufacturers not holding Armstrong licenses are expected to join forres
with uhe gn up for & ;li defense. The -la.est
group to consider joining in the fight on the
side of A. H. Grebe and the Bunnell companies, is the Independent Radio Manufacturers, an organization which recently won a
decisive victory over the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company of Boston, Massachusetts, a subsidiary of the Radio Corporation
of AmericaIt will be remembered by those who followed the last mentioned suit, that the "Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company was enjoined by the courts not to practice further
advertising of a nature harmful to the characters of the manufacturers of crystal detector receiving sets who were not infringing
certain patents said to be owned by the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company.
Fighting- Body Meets
On Thursday. December 28, the Associated
Radio Manufacturers, composed of Armstrong
patent licensees, had a meeting for the pur(Continued on page 2)

No Serious Objections Raised — Measure Starts
Regular Course

iS
Little Fred C. Shearer, Jr.,
Radio anthe world'snouncer, is atiniest
regular star on
by
broadcast
programs
WSB, The Atlanta Journal s
stabroadcasting
Radiophone
tion. He is seen holding his
on -which
s ban io,
homemade
he
sometimes
accompanies
himself. The murderous muthe left besical
weapon to Rogers,
longs to Ernest
the
WSB star shown below.
Master Shearer tickled the
nation's funny bone when he
recently gave an imitation or
Mr. Roger's famous "Willie
the Weeper"

(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
bill
WASHINGTON — Actual hearings on the important White Radio
committee of the
were commenced January 2 before the merchant tomarine
the
from
came
the bill
House of Representatives. The main opposition
army and navy officials who oppose having their operators and allstations
other
licensed by another (the commerce) department. However, on
Secretary of Commerce
bdl,
the
favored
departments
navy
point's the W and
IL lllH
Ijiii^AiU
lUTTW'VW
v~-~
biE*.; ard- —had unm/late need
favored the
department
Hoover r said that
his CleptlX
for its enactment, R. P. Maximum, representing the American
said that he spoke for the 16,000 licensed
Radio Belay League,
Radio amateurs who are members of the league and that he
Admiral
Hoover,
Secretary
supported the bill in general.
Zigemeier,
chief of
naval
communications; Major L.
B. Vender, army signal
corps; Eugene Sibley,
postoffice department; W.
A. Wheeler, department
of(Continued
agriculture;on Alfred
page 2)H.

TWO NEW OPERAS GO
ON ETHER FROM KYW
"Barber of Seville" and "Samson
and Delilah" Heard

Vaudeville and Radio were first linked up when
Ernest Rogers, Radio singing star, was introduced
from the stage of Loew"s Grand Theater, Atlanta,
Ga., to his audience by a Radio message from
WSB, "The Voice of the South"
-x-x-x-x-x-x:-

CHICAGO. — "The Barber of Seville"
"Samson and Delilah" on
January 35 and
January
were the Chicago Opera productions broadcast by Westinghouse Station KYW during the opening week of
the new year. Both operas were given for
the first time during the season and
afforded an unexpected treat for RadioThe cast for "The Barber
phans.
(Continued on page
produce

of Seville"
2) -m /shell

COPS USE KOP PLANT
TO "COP" CRIMINALS
Detroit
the station.
— KOPentisRadio
OIT.departm
DETRpolice
KOP is a very good call number
— particularly for a police department.
of a
The station is used strictly
wh^ry
icfor
h ofonbusiness purposes, no programs being
useo for
intoRadi
broadcast. It is brought
><nplete
hunting criminals, locating stolen automobiles and other official police busj
ness. It has proven its worth ^
eral recent criminal hunts.

sonnn

--those surrerTg ' ^

~
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TO FIGHT R.C.A. TO END

gation."

NEW OPERAS ON AIR
(Continued from page 1)
of former
array
the familiar
included
Claessens,
Galli-Curci,
Mines.
seasons;
Messrs.
Schipa,
Rimini,
Lazzari
and
Trevisan.
Cimini
conducted.
"Samson and Delilah" was interesting
from the standpoint of debuts, as Louise
Homer as Delilah and Charles Marshall
as Samson were heard for the first time
n these roles with the Chicago Opera.
Polacco conducted.

Radio Comes to Rescue
of Lonely, Historic Island

W
NEWDRAWYORK
S 'S
CROWD
BIG SHO

RULES

not they are subscribers to Radio
1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether orwill
close January 27 at midnight.
Digest. Illustrated. The contest is open now 24andissue
of this publication.
Awards will be announced in the February
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
Flewelling circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $25.00; Second, $15.00; Third. $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5.00 each.
4. In event of a tie, equal prizes will be awarded both contestants.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest, Illustrated.
and diagrams together with an.
6 To enter the contest send working drawings
and operation ot
article of hom 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the makingbuild
this set and
must
contestant
The
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set.
(a) how to make the set,
test it before entering the contest. The article must tell:
(d) actual
results,
maximum
getting
for
suggestions
helpful
(b) how to operate it, (c)
first employing
airline broadcasting station receiving range using only onebuttube,
third,
and
aerial,
no
ground
a
using
second,
ground,
no
but
aerial
indoor
an
only
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
prizes.
of
award
the
in
considered
be
system used will
7 In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
All articles published,
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated.
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates. Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants.
8 In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression," completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
10 Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by;
Flewellingforcircuit
in the
Radio' Digest
range.recomdeterminingandtheeven
to be usedis inencouraged
methodheretofore,
6, however,
mended See Rule

"

(Continued from page 1)
pose of discussing further organization.
Ten licensees were present and allin subthe
scribed to support A. H. Grebe
Radio Corporation of America monopoly
suit. The spirit of the meeting was indiwhile it could
' cative of a high morale, and it
is said that
not be definitely ascertained,
two important legal points, sufficient to
of the
efforts
monopoly
block the patent
Radio Corporation, were disclosed.
A.
are:
The officials of the organization
Company,
of the A. H. Grebe
H. Grebe
Weston of the RadioEdward
president;
Cut"t Company, vice president; Fulton
treasurer;
: of Cutting & Washington,
ncis P. Pace, lawyer, secretary.
Se Forest Corrects Rumor
■r Lee De Forest and Charles Gilbert,
sident of the De Forest Radio Telephone
are righteously
Company,
Telegraph
ered at recent misstatements regarding
In order to have
De Forest patents.
and the truth an interpublic underst
vith the two obtained the following
ement:
humors have been circulated throughout
trade..- id statements "iave been pubjd that the Radio Corporation of Ameror the American Telephone and Tele)h Companv, or both, are the owners of
In the interest of
he De Forest patents.
those unfamiliar
and to prevent
airness
imposed
being
from
x-ith patent matters
by misrepresented
misled
lpon or being
'acts we wish to advise that the De Forest
jompany is, and at all times has been, the
>wner of the De Forest patents, and any
statements to the contrary by anyone are
mtrue.
...
=
"The Radio Corporation of American and
ung
operatin
are
s
companie
ed
associat
ts
ler a license acquired from the DeForest
company through the A. T. & T. Company
md the Western Electric Company who are
This
licensees under the De Forest patents.
company
Forest
De
the
which
icense
is open to public inspection, and
^ranted
Ts recorded in the TJ. S. Patent Office.
"Nevertheless, pursuant to its attitude
ind policy of fairness, it cannot permit a
misrepresentation of facts to accomplish
what can be accomplished by fair legal
methods. The apparatus manufactured and
sold by the De Forest company is free from
infringement of any existing valid patent
of the United States owned by anyone other
than the De Forest company, and frees the
purchaser of such apparatus from any liti

JSTRATED

PRIZE CONTEST

FLEWELLING

Thorn, American Railway Association: Mr.
Maximum and others all appeared in favor
ofof the bill. Several of them,It however,
is believed
fered minor amendments.
that the bill will have speedy and favorably
action by the House of Representatives
when reported by the merchant marine
committee.
•Will Be New Year's
Gift
Literally, the final passage of the a\ hue
waves,
Radio
ate
bill, seeking to re-alloc
minimize interference and provide for the
adequate regulation of national Radio
gift to
transmission, will be a New Year's
practically every amateur in the country
and to every Radiophan. To be sure, its
benefits will not be realized at once, but
they will last for years to come.
The bills presented in both the Senate
and House last June, lay dormant at the
d
Capitol until Secretary Hoover returne
from a protracted trip to the West Coast
where he was busy with another national
project. Immediately upon his return, he
took up the question of the desired Radio
legislation with Representative W. H.
White Jr., of Maine, the House champion
it was anof Radio, with the result that be
started
nounced that hearings would
before the House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee on Tuesday, Janu-

ary

DIG

Seven New 360-Meter Plants
CHICAGO. — Seven new plants managed
r
to <*et the date 1922 on their 360-mete
broadcasting licenses by obtaining their
.
December
of
licenses during the last week
Station WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., was also
granted a Class B license, carrying with
it the use of a 400-meter wave length.
The new plants on 360 meters are:
WRAM, R. E. Compton and Carthage
College, Carthage, 111.; WQAC, E. B. Gish,

MANY

David W. Griffith, Wm. J. Burns, Chauncey Depew and E. H. Armstrong
Keep Interest Alive
NEW TORE. — Closing with exhibitors
leaving late Saturday niight, December 30,
the American Radio Exposition at Grand
Central Palace here broke all previous
records for previous Radio shows. The
great crowds, growing every day of the
ten days, were literally jammed about
the booths and entertainment features on
the last night.
One feature which held the interest
of all was the standard 500-watt broadcasting station which was located on the
main floor. Hundreds of well-known persons were accorded the honor of broadcasting from the show's station.
Show Program Excellent
The excellent character of the program
arranged for the show undoubtedly caused
many persons to attend who might not
have done so otherwise. The entertainment was not confined to Radio, but included motion pictures, crime detection
and other distinct fields in its scope.
On the day following Christmas, Richard Barthelmess was awarded a photo-

Amarillo, Tex.; WPAW, Radio Installation Co., Wilmington, Del.; KFCM, Richmond Radio Shop, Richmond, Calif.;
WPAX, S — W Radio Co., J. R. Shumate,
Jr., Thomasville, Ga. ; WPAV, Paul Tinetti & Sons, Laurium, Mich.; KFAZ, C. H.
Weatherell, Reedley, Calif.
The Government station at Estevan
Canada, reeentlj' established communication with Raratonga, New Zealand, 6,500
miles distant.
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Looking Ahead
More About Reflex Circuits, is a feature by Harry J. Marx in the next issue, January
20, of Radio Digest. Mr. Marx has uncovered some interesting new data
regarding these "trick"
hook-ups for the home
overtime" is always an
more about this type of

ATTRACTED BY ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES

circuits, and will show and tell about three more
experimenter to try out. Making one tube "work
interesting subject. Buy the next issue and learn
receiving circuit.

A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter III, will appear in next issue. The
"green", novice should not miss any of these simple explanatory articles by
Arthur G. Mohaupt. His next chapter will take up the subject of oscillating
circuits and the high frequency currents established in them. As these form
the real basis of Radio operation, no novice should miss the next chapter.

in "Tol'able
his acting
David."
Later
the same
evening,
for during
play medal
David Wark Griffith broadcast from the
show's station on the subject, "The Type
That Need Apply." His talk described the
best type of person adaptable to a motion
"William J. Burns Talks
picture career.
On Wednesday night, December 27,
William X Burns told the crowd attending how Radio was being used in the
detection and capture of criminals. On
the same evening Julius Tanner, vaudeville star, and "Uncle Dave" Cory, famed
writer of children's stories, contributed
to the show's popularity.
On the next night Chauncey Depew
attempted to break some broadcasting
records. A great many years ago when
the wired telegraph first reached around
the world, Mr. Depew gave an exhibition
of fast sending and his message circled
the globe in twenty-eight seconds. Then
Thomas A. Edison cut two seconds from
Mr. Depew's time. When the^. new mark
was recorded Mr. Depew contended he
was the best amateur, as the great inventor was a professional.
"The Major" Shows 'Em How
One of the daily features of the exposition was a demonstration of Radio receiving by Major Edwin H. Armstrong,
under the auspices of the Radio Club of
America.
Special
apparatus using
vacuum tubes
was constructed
and u? °-9.
for this purpose and an extraordinary
system of amplification was used so that
the receiving programs could be heard
distinctly and clearly by the crowd.
Armstrong worked at the show in a
special glass enclosed room on the mezzanine floor.

Radio Takes Role
as Show Booster
Broadcasts Effective in Calling Wide
Public Attention to Los Angeles
Pageant of Progress

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Radio was recently presented to the world in the role
of "A Messenger," by the Los Angeles
Radio Receiving Sets in Photo Diagram, one of the popular original features of Chamber of Commerce, when they decided
the Digest, will illustrate the new Federal Radio frequency receiving set. This to broadcast information concerning the
of Progress and Industrial Expowill appear in the January 20 issue. Place your order with the newsstand Pageant sition,
which they were to present to
dealer today.
Southern California and the world.
For several weeks before the opening
The Effect of Religious Broadcasting, is the subject of an article by Vera Brady and during the two weeks of the ExposiShipman to appear in an early number of the Digest. Will Radio aid in the
tion which was held a short time ago,
Stations KHJ, the Los Angeles Times;
propagation of Christianity? Does the broadcasting of various denominations*
services have
a unifying effect?
See what this interesting article discloses. KOG, the Evening Herald, and KWH, the
Los Angeles Examiner, included Pageant
The State, City
Station Index, to the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, of Progress news, information and programs in the broadcasting of their news
together with the third and last part of the station schedules, will appear in
the Digest. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. This service is original bulletins.
This was the first time that Radio has
with Radio Digest, and is the best directory of such stations that anyone can
been brought into play in connection with
secure.
an exposition of any kind on the Pacific
Coast, and in which the information was
broadcast by the newspaper stations.
The news matter, broadcast from an eduSEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
cational standpoint, proved from late reports to have been more than the success
Newsstands Don't Always

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. — Radio has
come to the rescue of lonely Polynesian
Pitcairn Island, which loomed large in
fiction and history as the refuge of the
mutineers of the British sloop Bounty,
years ago.
Until now the 200 islanders have been
compelled to depend for their news of the
outside world upon the occasional visits
of ships. Radio equipment has just been |
installed, however, and will do much to
'-"-e the isolation
of the island
resi- !
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An experimental twenty kilowatt vacuum tube at Rocky Point, Long Island,
transmitting on a wave length, of 19,000
meters, recently handled commercial transAtlantic
Radio traffic with Great Britain
and Germany.
ure or piece
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Everyone
Gets Chance
to Broadcast
"Act" from New York Plant
for Weekly Pr'ze
NEW YORK. — The Society Radio of
Radio Artists and Audiences, established
some months ago to effect a closer relationship between the audiences of Station
WHN and the artists who entertain them,
held the first of a series of amateur nights
on Thursday evening, January 4th. This
amateur night was comparable in every
way with an amateur night which one
might see in a vaudeville theater, and it
marked the first opportunity that has been
afforded to novice, amateur entertainers
to broadcast from an eastern station.
Anyone and everyone is eligible to compete for the prizes w-hich are offered at
WHN each Thursday evening. There is
no entrance fee. All that is required of a
would-be prize winner is that he write to
the station, telling the nature of his act
and the length of time it will take to
broadcast it. As the time for amateur
broadcasting is limited to one hour and a
half, no one person will be allowed more
than five minutes, nor will it be possible
to admit everyone who asks for a place on
the program at any one night. However,
letters will be answered in the order in
which they are received and each person
will be advised when he is to appear at
Station WHN to try for a prize.
Listeners-in are the sole judges of the
winners, and they cast their votes by telephoning to the station at the conclusion
of the program or by writing their decisions in a letter so that they will reach
the station before Thursday of the following week. The correct address of the station for those who wish to enter the contests or vote for winners is: Ridgewood
Radiophone Station WHN, Ridgewood,
Long Island, X. T.
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BRITISH LICENSES GO
TO NEW HIGH MARK

MASSACHUSETTS HIGH
IN CROSS OCEAN WORK

Marchof
mber Betw
and GTO
NoveN.—
the een
number
WASHIN
experimental Radio licenses in
England, which are granted only to
tent
l sed
those compe
makerch,usefu
tribution to Radioto resea
increaconfrom 8,000 to 18,000. An even greater
growth is expected with the recent
opening- of
several broadcasting stations throughout the isle.

tage
large s percen
chusetts form— a Station
in MassaMASS.
BOSTofON,
those heard across the Atlanc
tic in the amateur transatlanti ten
day test, .over 52 New England stations were heard. Among the most
notable achievements was that of S. S.
Heap of Atlantic, Mass., who got his
call across with only a 5-watt transmitter.

LEARNING

WHAT

TO COOK

THE ANTENNA

CHICAGO. — Sunday, December 24, Station KYW introduced its latest broadcasting feature, church services continuing
intermittently from 11 A. M. to 9 P. M.
This was accomplished by arrangement
with the board of directors of the Sunday
Evening Club, which gave permission for
the installation of a special telephone
wire connecting Orchestra Hall with the
station. This now makes possible the
broadcasting of the Central Church and
Sunday Evening Club's services in addition to the regular chapel services conducted by the leading pastors of Chicago
churches in KYW's studio at 3:30 p. m.,
Central time.
Central Church Known to Transients
If there is such a thing as a heart-throb
or flash of sentiment in the life of a great
city, that spark flashes in Chicago when
mention
made theof spiritual
"Old Central
Church"
which hasis been
resting
place
for years for strangers within the walls of
the city. The services of Central Church
are conducted by Dr. Frederick F. Shannon. For seven years before coming to
Chicago Dr. Shannon was pastor of the
Reformed Church of the Heights in
Brooklyn.
The feature of the Sunday Evening
Club's services is the musical program
furnished by a choir of 100 voices under
the direction of Edgar Nelson, who was
decorated by the King of Sweden. The
sermons are delivered by men of national
repute, and the entire order of service has
long been popular with Chicago residents.

NEWARK, N. J. — Oscar I. Lamberger,
Ph. D., author and lecturer, broadcast a
most interesting talk from L. Bamberger
Station WOR recently, entitled. "Longfellow," illustrated by Longfellow's poems.
Dr. Lamberger is a graduate of Leipzig University and was assistant professor
of comparative literature at Leipzig University, 1899-1S01. He is well known in
Germany and England, chiefly for his
translations of English and American
classics into German.
In conjunction with the late professor,
Charles Sprague Smith, of the Peoples Institute, N. Y., and John Collier, he organized "The National Board of Review," an
organization which on account of its powerful influence has done much towards- the
making of high grade motion-pictures, educational and otherwise. Dr. Lamberger
is now President of the Longfellow Literary- Society with headquarters in Brook-

NEW ORLEANS, LA.— Another lap toNew Orleans'
goal as a Radio
center
is the wardopening
at Tegucigalpa,
Honduras,
of the first of a number of Radio stations
under the auspices of the United Fruit
Company. The formal opening took place
December 1, and traffic was handled by
WNU,tion, forthe
company's
several
hours. New Orleans staThe Honduras station is among the first
to generate the high frequency current
by means of a 20-kilowatt triode tube. According to Crawford H. Ellis of the United
Fruit Company office at New Orleans,
virtually no trouble with static, usually
bothersome in the tropics, was experienced
between "WNU and the new- station. Five
new stations are being built in the tropics
by the concern. At New Orleans the 50kilowatt transmitter is to be replaced by
tube of 20-kilowatts, and greater range
is expected.
,

TACOMA, WASH. — Two more new
broadcasting stations have brought the
number in Tacoma up to five, considered a
record for a city of 100,000. KFEJ, the
Tacoma Radio News Service station,
opened up in December with records, news
bulletins and advertising material. The
idea is a new one, the station broadcasting
the names and lines of various firms who
sign with them, advising auditors to call
the office of the broadcasting station for
prices.
The other new station is BE1, the Third
Signal Company station at Camp Lewis,
on the outskirts of Tacoma. The army
station operates on 400 meters, sending
music and lectures five nights a week.

"Old Central Church," Spiritual Haven
of Strangers, and Sunday Evening Club Co-operate

Lecturer Honors Poet in Broadcast
from Newark Plant

Handles
Traffic of Fruit
Firm's Tropical Station

Two New Tacoma Plants;
City Sets Mark for Size

MORNING
UNTIL
EVENING
CHURCH
BROADCASTS

POEMS BY LONGFELLOW
GO ON ETHER AT WOR

NEW HONDURAS PLANT
WORKS NEW ORLEANS
WNU

TODAY

DAY-LONG SABBATH
SERVICES AT KYW

lyn, N. Y.

Plane, Storm Victim, Calls
for Repair Squad by Radio
LONDON, ENG. — How Radio can speed
ahead and tell of trouble has been illustrated in a recent incident in the airplane
The olda ready
problem,
"Whatin shall
I cook today?"
modern
who from
have service between France and England. A
found
solution
the Radiophone.
Manyno longer
recipes bothers
and menus
are housewives
broadcast daily
various large stations over the country by leading chefs and cooking experts.
The Mrs. Newly- plane in the London-Paris run was damwed believes it a great help.
© K. & H.
aged in a storm over the English Channel, the damage making it necessary to
stop as soon as land was in sight. The
Radio appeal broadcast by Attorney Gen- pilot realized this, and phoned the extent
Radio Helps in Columbus
eral John G. Price, of Ohio. Mr. Price of the damage and the repairs believed
Charity Drive for Kiddies sought the co-operation of Station WPAL, necessary.
Superior Radio & Telegraph EquipUpon his landing near Calais, he found
COLUMBUS, O. — One of the most touch- of the ment
drive.Company, and was given a place on the mechanics ready to work to replace
ing events connected with the annual the
weekly program before the charity the damaged parts. Fifteen minutes later,
charity "newsie" drive for the poor kidthe plane was in condition to continue its
dies of Columbus, held each year by promThe smallest Radio set in the world trip with its twelve passengers. The
inent business and professional men of
Colur jus, who sell special editions of The contained in a ten-gxain capsule, was re- plane was only ten minutes late in its
schedule when it arrived in Paris.
cently exhibited in New York city.
Ohio otate Journal for charity, was the

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

She Heard His Call

~n on
e Radioof
world
- NationpJ*
ig ft;-

w?"
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REBUILDING OF WBZ Growth in Radio Interest Keeps
Uncle Sam's "Lab" Staff on Jump
STRENGTHENS VOICE
SURMOUNTS ETHER BAR
ALL NEW ENGLAND

TO

Improved Springfield Station Uses Two
Oscillators and Three Modulators
of 250 Watts Each
By B. F. Kin?
Jlany Kadiophans have doubtless noticed that the voice of WBZ, the Westinghouse station at Springfield, Mass., is
considerably louder and clearer than it
was last winter. There is a good reason
for this improvement. The station was
entirely rebuilt during the summer and
is now one of the finest in the country.
The original station was opened in September, 1921, and was one of the pioneers
in the broadcasting field. Only two or
three stations now in operation have a
longer period of operation record. WBZ
was designed to serve New England only,
so that its power was limited. But,
though it was found to have a consistent
range of about 500 miles south and west
under good atmospheric conditions, it did
not entirely fulfill its purpose.
All New England. Hard to Beach
New England is peculiar from a Radio
standpoint, and for some unknown reason
there were several areas in this section
that WBZ could not reach. The new station, however, has remedied this situation
and now can be heard clearly on a detector
tube alone all over the northeastern part
of the country.
The new transmitting apparatus is of
the same type as that used by Stations
KDKA, KYW, and WJZ, although somewhat smaller. It has two oscillating tubes
and three modulator tubes, each rated at
250 watts. Ten-volt alternating current
for tjie filaments is supplied by a transformer from a 110-volt circuit, and 2000volt direct current for the plates is supplied by a motor-generator set located outside of the station and remotely controlled
from the transmitter. The tubes are kept
cooled by a fan mounted behind the
transmitter.
Antenna on 142-Foot
Towers
The transmitting antenna is supported
by two structural steel towers, 142 feet
high. These towers are located on the
roof of the company's Radio factory so
that the height of the antenna above the
ground is 200 feet. The antenna is made
up of six phosphor-bronze cables spaced
five feet apart and is 220 feet long between insulators. A counterpoise, of similar dimensions, is suspended 130 feet
below the antenna. Special arrangements
have been made to prevent breakage of
the antenna and counterpoise by ice, and
a heavy current can be circulated through
the antenna wires and down leads to
prevent
accumulations
during ice storms.
Shirred Monk Cloth Cuts Out Echoes
The studio, which is located on the third
floor of the building, is a room of 20 by 23
feet. Heavy carpets on the floor and
shirred monk cloth on the walls and ceilings eliminate all echoes. Among the
musical instruments used are a KnabeAmpico reproducing grand piano, a Victrola,
and a Brunswick talking machine.
The condenser type microphone, which
is standard at present, is hung from a
movable and adjustable stand. Its output
passes through three stages of amplification before it goes to the transmitting
room, where three more stages of amplification are provided. The studio amplifiers
are housed in a cabinet padded with felt.
A small receiver with a loop aerial is used
to check the character of. the performances broadcast.
Schedule of Operation
WBZ operates every night from 7:30 to
9 P. M. Eastern time. Its regular weekly
program

includes children's stories, agricultural reports, addresses, and music.
On Sunday, chapel services are broadcast
at Z P. M. and church services at 8 P. M.
A number of well-known people have addressed the Radio audience from WBZ,
including the governor of every New England state, and Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz.
It is stated that more than 2,000 hours
of operating time, conservatively estimated to be worth $150,000, has been
saved to navigation interests in the Great
Lakes in a single season by Radio advice
as to weather
conditions.

Carter
" TV- WA Y" Radio Plug
take two head sets and all types cord tip ter-

Information Service Installed for Fans, Experimental Investigations
Conducted, Radio Relay Perfected, Improvement Made in Various
Outfits as Part of Bureau of Standards Work
WASHINGTON. — During the past year
there has been a remarkable increase in
popular interest in Radio communication,
according to Dr. S. W. Stratton, former
chief of the Bureau of Standards. Dr.
Stratton
continues
in part:
"This has been greatly stimulated by
the fact that there has become available
Radiophone apparatus of satisfactory performance, by means of which market and
crop reports and other news, music, and
entertainments have been transmitted
broadcast and received by many persons.
This general interest has resulted in a
large increase in the bureau's correspondence on Radio subjects. Dozens of letters
asking for Radio information are received
each day, and many of these are of considerable importance.
Badio
Information
Service
Required
"In order to answer such inquiries, as
well
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LISTS

NEW
YORK. — One outstanding musical
novely of the present season broadcast
code."
from Station WEAF,
of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, was
that of recent date when Charles Wold,
famous for his work on musical glasses,
gave a special program. For many years
Mr. Wold has toured the country with
these musical glasses, fifty-two in all.
Mr. Wold wets his fingers and by rubbing
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"*->=.

MAILING

Makes Music on Glasses
with Fingers for WEAF

BALDWIN

R-3 Magnavox

A SET SCREW

mechanisms by Radio. The relay is
rugged and highly selective, and is very
useful when moderate strays or considerable interference exists. By proper
audio frequency tuning it has made clear
tape records of messages when interference was so severe that an experienced
operator could not copy the message at
all by the use of his phones. It can be
used for reception at fairly high speeds.
Relays of this type have been constructed
for various applications in the Signal
Corps and other branches of the Government service.
Equip
Surfboat;
Communicate Five miles
"At the request of the Coast Guard,
Radiophone transmitting and receiving
equipment was installed on a 36-foot motor-driven surfboat, and successful communication in both directions was maintained during a demonstration over a distance of about 5 miles from shore.
"The antenna used on the boat was a
single-turn coil antenna, of which the hull
of the boat formed a part. A special multistage amplifier was constructed for use
in this work.
Pind Better Alcohol for Arcs

as formed
toon current
keep the
bureau's staff
indevelopments,
it has
been necessary to devote much time to
the maintenance of a Radio information
service. An unusually large number of
visitors have called at the Radio laboratory, and in order to avoid continual in"An investigation was conducted to deterruption of the regular work in progress
termine the most satisfactory denaturing
special arrangements have been made for
formula
for alcohol used to supply hydrodemonstrating the exhibits of most gengen in the arc chamber of small arcs, and
eral interest. Members of the bureau
have delivered a number of lectures on several kinds of denatured alcohol were
found which gave more satisfactory opRadio
subjects.
eration than ethyl alcohol, which was used
Electron-Tube Generator Research.
as a comparison standard. Preliminary
"Theoretical and experimental investigations were conducted on the power out- developments were made on a short-wave
arc using electrodes submerged in alcohol.
put of electron-tube generators. A paper
"Improvements were made in a method
was prepared for publication on methods
of testing and rating electron-tube gen- of locating an airplane in flight transmitting Radio signals. Two trucks equipped
erators. A special form of electron-tube
with crossed-coil direction finders were
generator was developed for producing
used, and results of satisfactory accuracy
sparks of high frequency for use with
recording apparatus for recording the were obtained. Other work has been done
on direction finding and related problems
pressure
cycle in a gas engine
cylinder.
for the Air Service.
Work on Badio and Audio Amplifiers
Test Makes
of ReceivingSets
"Special amplifiers, using both Radio
"A comprehensive investigation has
frequency and audio frequency amplificabeen made on the construction, design, and
tion, were developed for particular purperformance of representative types of
poses, including direction finding, RadioMethods of testing
phone communication with surfboats of Radio receiving sets.
the Coast Guard service and reception of
material
sent
broadcast
by
Radiophony.
"A 5-stage amplifier was developed
12,400 Radio Dealers, i-overine U. S. by statee Per M $ 7. 50
which used 60-cycle alternating current to
1,614 Radio Mfr,.. coverine U.S. by states. PerliBt 15.00
1.757 Radio Supply Jobbers, coverinE U. S. by states.
supply power for the filaments and plates,
instead of the usual storage and dry bat260 'Radio Stations
Pe:Per Ii?t
4.00
list 15.
00
257 Mfre. who make and assemble complete Radio Sets
teries. Both Radio frequency and audio25,000 Radio Amateurs & Mfrs. of Radio Stations.PerPer listM
7.
50
4.00
frequency amplification are used in conAsk for price list covering Canada and England.
Send remittance with orde .
nection with a crystal detector. This amTrade Circular Addressing Co.. 16G W. Adams St., Chicago, III.
plifier has aroused considerable interest,
and is described in a paper which has
been published. A special amplifier was
developed for amplifying variations in direct current, or low-frequency alternating
currents.
Badio Belay Perfected
"A Radio-operated relay has been developed which employs audio frequency
tuning and has been found effective for
operating other mechanisms. Such a relay
can
be used
for
the
remote
control
of

minals. Price $1.50. Write for Bulletin on Car
ter "HOLD-TITE" Jacks and other products
CARTER RADIO COMPANY, 209 South Slate Street, CHICAGO

WITHOUT

and standards of performance have been
developed for receiving sets, and publications covering various classes of sets are
in preparation. Some of this, work has
been conducted in co-operation with commercial testing laboratories and retail
trade
organizations.
"The -bureau has co-operated with the
National Fire Protection Association in
the preparation of a revised rule for Radio
installations for the National Electrical
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"Jazz Nomads" Send Wicked
Tunes Into "Doughnut" as
Lady Visitor Looks On

Reporter
Tells How

Gets

"Inside"

Drake Hotel Plant, Chicago, Puts Sunday Evening
Program on Air

By V«ra Brady Shipman
"Say, fellows, aren't you going to play
'Three o'clock in the Horning?' You've
been on fifteen minutes and we've had
twenty requests." And the jocular voice
which the "Drake Radio Family" knows
so well announces — '■—
"By special request the Campus Nomads
play the" Drake broadcasting Station
will
I visited
"YVDAP
The enclosed
broadcasting roomSunday
is not evening.
so privately
as
many, and the chance guest can get a wonderful idea of how they do it at WDAP.
("We donouncerAtlantic
Pacific," as the anadds.)
Microphone Resembles Doughnut
The room is heavily hung with draperies
on three sides with the fourth side open.
Before a microphone which looks like a
large black doughnut with smaller doughnuts around the outer edge, the orchestra
plays, the soloist sings and the speaker
talks to the great unseen, as though the
audience were hidden in that doughnut.
A red electric light bulb flashes on when
the microphone is open, when the operator
in the adjoining room opens the switch
which opens the air to the broadcasters.
Intense silence drops at the moment the
light flashes on. The orchestra if not
ready, quickly assembles itself, and instantly the opening chords are sounded.
When the number is finished, silence until
the red bulb goes out. Then the hubbub
resumes until the next red flash.
Glimpse at Musicians
The Sunday night program I heard was
given by the Campus Nomads, a group of
five Northwestern University students
who are jazzing their way to knowledge,
and the Drake Hotel Orchestral Ensemble
of five soloists under the direction of
Henry Sellinger. Also pianologues by
Jean King Leighton with Anne Mortensen
Herre at the piano, were sent forth over
the air in Miss Leighton's regular fashion
of interesting dialect.
Two grand pianos in the broadcasting
room are used for every kind of musical
entertainment, all of which are under the
personal direction of Mrs. Saida Ballentine.
The Drake station, which unlike others
in Chicago, is privately owned, began its
existence atop the Wrigley building a year
or so ago and is owned by two Chicago
men, Thorne Donnelley and J. Elliott
Jenkins.
Goes to Transmitter Boom
By the courtesy of the announcer-operator (oh, how he hated to let a woman
in, and I can't blame him), Ralph Shukart,
otherwise called "The Sheik of the Drake,"
I was allowed to go silently into the operating room. Here the operator broadcasts
his announcements through the same kind
of a "doughnut" microphone, which
catches every room sound as well as longdistance wire telephone
interference.

Here the operator listens in on the musical program and times his announcements
accordingly. The second operator, M. L.
Green, courteously gave me some of the
data needed for this story.
Pine Peeling- Pervades Plant
I meant to stay just a short time, but I
found upon leaving that I had been there
nearly two hours. The time flew and the
informality, the courtesy from the owner
on down to each assisting operator, and
the comradeship which exists throughout
this station strengthened the feeling that
the listener in always obtains of the
"Drake family."
As I left the top floor of the Drake, the
boys at the telephone were still answering
"Oh, yes, Madam, they have played
'Three o'clock' and I am sure they will
play it again before the evening is over,
Yes, Madam, glad you called."

Close Large Business
Deal by Air; 'Bugs' Aid
COLUMBUS, O.— Except for the customary written confirmation and acceptance, a business deal involving several
hundred dollars brought to a successful
close by Radio recently by the Columbus
State Company, it has been announced
by H. W. Webb, secretary and treasurer
of the company. Amateur operators were
the exclusive "agents" in this matter.
Frank Hahne, tin and sheet iron worker
of Savannah, Georgia, is an old customer
of the Columbus Slate company and also
is a code Radio enthusiast. On Thanksgiving morning, he sat down to his transmitting set and sent a message to the
Columbus firm. It was picked up by an
amateur in Cincinnati, who in turn relayed
it. R. C. Bohannan, with the Erner &
Hopkins company, Station WBAV, received
the message at his home and called Mr.
Webb on the telephone. Mr. Webb at
once quoted by telegraph the price on sea
green slate, according to the amount
wanted.
The next day,and
' Hahne
the
written confirmation
also asentRadio
confirmation. A return telegram acknowledged the order and the deal was closed.
This is believed to be the first time in
the Radio history of Ohio that business
has
been negotiated through amateur Radio
stations.

Device Photographs Voice on Film
Reproducing Message for Broadcast
Flickers of Tiny Mirror Record Speech on Pallophotophone Film —
Developed Strip Gives Natural Tones — Weeks', Denby's and
Coolidge's Speeches Reach All Corners of U. S.
at Once by Means of Instrument
By B. S. Beach,
Christmas greetings and messages to
the people of the United States from Vice
President Coolidge, Secretary of War
Weeks and from Secretary of Navy Denby
were broadcast on Christmas eve from
Station WGY, the General Electric transmitter at Schenectady, N. Y., without their
being present, or speaking, in fact. This
was the first time that three leading
executives of the country ever attempted
to extend their greetings in a way that
reached the four corners of the country
simultaneously. The feat was made possible by use of the Pallophotophone, a new
device for photographing the voice and
later reproducing it with perfect clearness.
How Xt Was Done
The machine was set up in a hotel in
Washington ten daj s before. The vice
president and the war and navy secretaries spoke into a small recording horn.
As they did, their voices caused a small
diaphragm to vibrate to which is attached
a tiny mirror, scarcely smaller than the
head of a pin. This oscillation or flickering of the mirror reflected a beam of light
upon a moving photographic film, thus
recording the human voice accurately
with the overtones, the delicate shadings
of speech, and all other characteristics
which make one voice sound different
from another.
Develop
Film,then
Reproduce
*
The
film was
taken to Messages
Schenectady
and was broadcast twice on Christmas
eve from the WGY studio, the first time
at 7:30 o'clock Eastern time, during the
regular Christmas program and then
again at 10:30 o'clock for Radiophans in
the western states.
In reproducing, the film is passed before
a strong ray of light and the zigzag markings photographed on it by the sound
waves create electric waves which pass
through an arrangement of vacuum
tubes and produce
sound waves
again

which are sent directly into the Radio
broadcasting apparatus without the use of
a microphone
any sort of a pickup device ordinarilyorused.
Value of Device
The feat of recording the speech of a
person in a distant city is believed to have
introduced an entirely new element in
Radio broadcasting — the possibility of
making a master record and then broadcasting it days or weeks later from any
Radio station in the country.
The reality of the characteristics of the
reproduced and broadcast voices was
evinced by thousands of complimentary
letters received by WGY from fans who
praised the feat. The following is to WGY
from W. C. Crews, who listened in on a
single tube, non-regenerating set, 500
miles away from Schnectady, N. Y. :
"Calvin Coolidge, Weeks and Denby
came in just grand, almost as though they
were in the next room — sounded as though
it was the real thing. Had you not said
something about Photophone I never
would have known the difference. To me
it seemed marvelous.
"I am sure thousands of fans throughout the country would be interested in
knowing the outcome of the experiment,
as it related to Europe as well as knowing something in detail about the Photophone, and it is suggested that when results are definitely known that they be
given to RADIO DIGEST for a story."

Give Set to Wounded

Vets

SPRINGFIELD, O. — Mrs. Albert A.
Wright, of this city, is the chairman of a
committee of the Woman's Auxiliary of
the Springfield American Legion, which on
Christmas Day presented a complete Radio
receiving set to the wounded world w?"
veterans of Ward 27 at the Nation?^ *
diers' Home in Dayton. The
ward are those suffering fnr

overseas,

shell shock and woun/1 -■»"
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SERVICE OF BRITISH Book Reviews
RANKS BELOW U. S.
ENGLAND TRIES NEW
IN LICENSING

PLAN

Canadian Radio Official Declares American Standards Are Models
in Britain
OTTAWA, CAN.— Lieut. Com. C. P. Edwards, director of Radio in the department of marine at Ottawa, Ontario, has
just arrived back from a visit to Great
Britain, where he went as technical advisor to the Hon. Ernest Lapointe, minister of marine, in connection with the
imperial Radio scheme.
Interviewed by a representative of
RADIO DIGEST, Commander Edwards declined to make any statement about the
imperial Radio project until Mr. Lapointe
returns. The matter was still under discussion when Mr. Edwards left and consequently he has no knowledge of the decision finally reached.
Consents to Cross-Exaniinatoin
He consented, however, to undergo a
cross-examination at the hands of RADIO
DIGEST on the subject of Radio development in Great Britain.
"What actual progress," he was asked,
"is broadcasting making in the British
Isles?"
"The first broadcasting station was
opened while I was there," replied Commander Edwards.
"An that
entirely
scheme from
ours and
in thedifferent
United
States is being followed. In Britain the
principle of granting licenses to different
people has been rejected. Licenses are
granted to a specially established broadcasting company which is authorized to
establish stations in each territorial area
until the whole ©f the British Isles is
covered. Seven or eight stations are contemplated, London, Birmingham and Man:
Chester being among the centers chosen
for the location.
Britain Not Up on Quality
"In the matter of quality of transmission and also in the matter of programs
the British stations have not yet achieved
the high standards attained by the firstclass stations in the United States. They
would appear to be about where your stations were twelve months ago, but there is
little doubt that when they enjoy the same
experience in broadcasting as the stations
in America and Canada they will approximate to the same standards."
Hold American Standards as Models
•
"Is public interest in Radio keen?" he
■was asked.
and day.
it is growing
by leaps
and"Decidedly
bounds so,
every
The Prince
of
Wales, for instance, has already spoken
via the London station several times."
"What reputation does the stations in
the United States enjoy in Great Britain?"
asked the RADIO DIGEST representative.
"I was surprised and delighted to find
the reputation for reliability and accuracy
held by the American direction finding stations stood
veryorhigh."
In fact,
are
regarded
more
less as
modelsthey
whose
standards should be emulated as far as
possible."

Home Radio— How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur that desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75c.
Radio Experimenter's Hand Book. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price, $1.00.
Elements of Radio Telephony. By William C. Ballard, Jr., M. E. A reliable, authoritative discussion, in simple form, of
the essential principles of Radio telephony
and their application. The use of mathematics has been almost entirely avoided.
Price, $1.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how
to construct and operate a receiving set
successfully.
Price, $1.50.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic, and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Radio Receivers for Beginners. By Snodgrass and Gamp. Answers the universal
question,
Price,
$1.00."How can I receive Radio?"
Radio First Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian
Huffiing. Beginning
A simple treatise on Radio"Vanreception.
with
the elementary principles of electricity, it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The booh department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in onr Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Book Department, Radio Digest
111.
Illustrated,
123 W. Madison St., 'Chicago,

"SANTA" NOTES IN AIR
BRING CHEER TO KIDS
Goodfellows, Hearing Youngsters'
Letters, Lend Hand

ILLUSTRATED

RECEIVING

RECORDS?

SEND 'EM IN—
INcomplete,
the last issue
of RADIO
DIGEST
the
verified
list of
receiving
records to date was published. During
the week, the following new and superseding records were made. In order to inform
new readers, the rules of the contest can
be found in the last issue. The complete
list of records, revised and with rules, will
appear in the February 10 issue.
Station — MilesLocation
Away — Holder and
CFAC — 1650, R. A. Deger, Dayton, O.
CFCN — 1650, H. R. Wunder, Cheviot, O.
CJCG — 1375, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
CKCK — 1450, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
KDYW
S. D. — 1025, C. B. Martin, Springfield,
KDZF — 1850, C. H. Nolder, Cincinnati, O.
KFAP
N. J.— 1950, A. M. Tobias, East Orange,
KFBD— 1375, W. M. K. Young,
Kansas
City, Mo.
KFCF—
1300, R. Talbott, Grinnell, la.
KFCK — 1100, R. A. Deger, Cheviot, O.
KFDB — 2025, H. R. Wunder, Cheviot, O.
KFDF — 1150, H. R. Wunder, Cheviot, O.
KFV — 1125, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
KJJ
Mo.— 1325, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
KJR — 1500, W. M. K. Young, Kansas City,
KNI — 2075, R. A. Deger, Dayton, O.
KON — 1900, F. Brinnon, Urbana, O.
KOP — 1175, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
KPO — 1400, L. Snider, Sioux Falls, S. D.
KSD — 1700, N. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.
NOF — 1100, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
WCAH — 1075, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WCAY — 1050, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WCN — 1200, W. M. K. Young,
Kansas
City, Mo.
WDAJ — 2175, G. L. Harms, Portland, Ore.
WDAR — 1175, C. B. Martin, Springfield,
WEAF
S. D. — 2450, N. E. Parr, Albany. Ore.
WFO — 1000, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WGAY — 1000, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WGR— 2175, N. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.
WIAO — 1050, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WJAD — 1625, G. F. Cory, New
Bedford,
WJAP— 1200, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WJAZ — 1200, C. B. Martin,
Springfield,
WMAT— 1500.N. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.
"WO A A — 1525, G. F. Cory, New Bedford,
Mo.
WOAC—
1050, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WRL — 1100, W. M. K Young, Kansas City,
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KFC Announcer with Novel Scheme and
Bits of Comedy Swells
Fund for Poor

$866,000 TO REPAIR
NA VY RADIO PLANTS

Give full particulars, make of instrument local conditions, type and length of aerial. No circular letter proposition. Each case is individual.
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CHARITY DOLLARS ROLL IN
AS FANS CHUCKLE

By A. M. Ottenheimer
SEATTLE, WASH.— A new phase of
Radio broadcasting presents itself almost
every day, but one of the latest to come
to light is of a nature entirely different
from any previously revealed.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, operators of KFC, a 100-watt station, during
the Christmas season every year conducts
a campaign for funds for the needy of
Seattle. This year, however, Radio,
through KFC, was put in use and when
the drive was finished, the Seattle station
had the assistance of a station in San
Francisco, one in Calgary and another in
Denver.
The announcer at KFC, who has dubbed
himself "Spark Plug," devised a system
whereby the dollars literally rolled into
the fund. He explained that for $5,
which was to be turned into the fund,
KFC would play any record requested.
Each request was acknowledged and the
announcer, a man with a keen sense of
humor, had fans for hundreds of miles
around rocking in laugher at his remarks.
A small triangle, which he tinkled upon
the receipt of each call, he explained as
the clank of the cash register. His remarks were novel and the affair created
much comment.
Frisco Plant Joins in Scheme
The campaign began early in December
and on December 8 the operators at
KFDB, the Mercantile Trust Company station on Telegraph Hill, San Francisco,
heard "Spark Plug" explain his plan. The
plan was simple: upon the promise of $5
from any auditor, KFC was playing any
record requested. The operator at KFC
was struck with the idea that he might
find some customers in San Francisco. So
he called KFDB and offered to play any
record for Calif ornians — with the same ?5
poor fund proviso.
The idea took instantly. Customers
began to come. Then a new phase was
Congress Hears Heating and Light- added. A Seattle fan would call for a
record. KFC would transmit the call to
ing of Station Costs $956,000
KFDB, and the latter would play the recin Year
ord. The strength of the San Francisco
station made it possible for Seattle conWASHINGTON. — Some very interesting
tributors to the fund actually to dance to
facts regarding naval Radio activities San Francisco music.
have been brought out during recent hearCFCN and XFAF Recruited
ings on the naval appropriation bill by
CFCN, the W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd.,
Congress. The statement was made dur- station in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, then
ing the hearings that $866,300 was spent joined in and the $5 contributions from
during the past year for repairs to worn Canadian listeners were obtained in the
out parts of Radio stations and that $956,- same manner. KFAF, the Western Radio
000 was spent for heating, light and power Corporation outfit in Denver, Colo., also
in naval Radio stations. There are at took part in the performance for one night.
present 100 naval Radio stations operatKFC made an appeal td President Harding, which is a reduction from last year
ing to contribute $10 to the fund. KFDB
of 37, of which number 62 are Radio com- picked it up and relayed it on. Other stapass stations.
tions across the continent relayed it to
Answering a question by one of the Washington, D. C, stations. KFDB also
congressmen, the expert who was on the broadcasted a call for contributions to
stand stated that in 1922 the Navy Depart- every governor in the United States, asking other stations to relay the message on
ment has spent $2,510,421 on Radio apparatus, while it is asking for $1,823,255 to its proper destination.
The triangular conversations between
for next year. The maintenance costs
have been reduced, it is said, and they Seattle, Calgary and San Francisco were
are now lower than they have been for carried on late at night, the San Franmany years. During the course of the
cisco station operating under its experihearings, the statement was made that the
mental license call of 6XB, but hundreds
Navy Department is allowing commercial of Radiophans stayed up late at night just
fund. that purpose. Several hundreds of
concerns to take over such stations as the for
Navy does not need.
dollars were "Radioly" raised for the'
In response to a question as to the
amount spent in 1922, the expert said that
For the first time in history, airplane
it was roughly $3,000,000, but the Navy races
have been reported by Radio.
Department desires to cut this considerably and the request for the appropriation was reduced to approximately $150,000 per month for 1923. With ship work
it is running about $250,000 a month gross
for all Radio work. It was said that
there has been a great increase in nonVariable Grid Leak and
commercial traffic.

MEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS. — Tangible evidence that the Santa Claus letters
read over the Radiophone from Station
Official Books Give
WGI made a hit, not only with old Santa
but with other Radiophans who listened
Data on Simple Sets in, is shown in several cases that came
to the attention of the Amrad Station
management. One letter from four little
Uncle
Sam's
Circulars
Describe children of Italian parentage to Santa,
Crystal and Electron Outfits
sent to WGI and broadcast, asked Santa
for a "good reading book and some games,
WASHINGTON. — To meet the great pop- with a choo-choo train for little brother
ular interest in the use of Radio receiving and a sleeping Mama doll for little sister,
apparatus, the Bureau of Standards is because there would be no Christmas at
publishing a series of circulars 'descrip- their house, since papa had had to spend
tive of simple receiving sets. The first
his savings for big sister's funeral."
two of this series are Bureau of Stand- allWithin
five minutes after this letter was
ards Circulars 120 and 121. These two broadcast, a representative of the
circulars describe the receiving sets which Somerville, Mass., lodge of Elks telephoned
use crystal detectors.
for confirmation of the name and address
The third paper of this series is Bureau so that they might help the unlucky
of Standards Circular 133. This circu- youngsters with a Christmas dinner. A
lar is a description of an electron tube second telephone message came from a
detector and gives instructions for its Cambridge business man who wanted to
In Canada the Royal Canadian horse
operation. A receiving set employing an see that Santa brought them a basket of artillery
has met with great success in
electron tube detector is more sensitive toys and playthings. Over 1,000 letters
than a set employing a crystal detector to Santa Claus were received by WGI and its maneuvers by directing artillery fire
from
an
airplane
by means of Radio combroadcast.
and may be expected to give more satismunications.
factory results. The tuning devices, antenna, lightning switch, ground connection, and telephone receivers with which
IMPROVED REINARTZ CIRCUIT
Fraternities Have "Nights"
this electron tube detector is used may
improved circuit brings in all important staMEDFORD, MASS.— The first of a My highly
tions on both coasts and the Mexican border without
be those previously described in Circu- series of fraternity and club nights was any distortion
or other noises.
lars 120 and 121.
We danceunit.
to music from Atlanta received on one loud
held at Station WGI recently, when the Baldwin
This paper describes in detail the vari- Boston Masonic Club had a night, with
one of these supersensitive sets from my blueprints
ous parts which constitute the electron a special program under the direction of Build
and specifications.
Price 50e or with a perfect and comtube detector unit and gives illustrations Pres. W. L. Terhune of the club.
plete double wound spidenveb cod $3.00 by mail.
No
other
windings used.
showing the arrangement of these parts
Photo of my set on a glass panel with every order.
in the complete assembled unit. Detailed
Everything clearly shown.
Cheap and easy to build.
A card was recently received at Schenec- Easy to operate.
instructions for operating this set are
S.A.TWITCHELL,
1925 Western Av.. Minneapolis, Minn.
also given.
tady, N. T., from Mauli, Hawaii, saying
that signals from WGT had been clear.
MEDFORD
HILLSIDE,
MASS.— A
motor-driven
reed organ
has been installed in the Station WGI
studio in a
specially
prepared
room,
and
regular
->n recitals by the best organists in
*-v will be given frequently.
The
-^cially built for the Amrad
!£5ts -ofstops.
two manuals,

"SPARK PLUG" HITS
ON ALL CYLINDERS

Enclose 25c and addressed stamped envelope to

627 First Avenue North,

MINNEAPOLIS.

MINNESOTA

FRESHMAN

Micon Condenser Combined

Clarifies Signals, Lowers Filament Only
Current, Increases Battery
Life, Eliminates Hissing.
Unbroken
range — zero to 5 Megohms; all intermediate points.
Fixed Price
capacity, .00025 M. F.
At your dealers — otherwise send
purchase price and you will be supplied without
further by
charge.
Manufactured

$1.00

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.
97 Beekman

Street, New York City
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The Reinartz Set
Its Construction and Operation
The photo diagram illustrates a Reinartz
regenerative receiver designed and built by
Benjamin E. Freund in the Radio laboratory of the Chicago Salvage Stock Store,
Radio dealers located in Chicago. The
efficiency of this simple regenerative set is

.0005 Mfd.
Plate Condenser

Plate
Inductance
Switch

surprising to many Radiophans. Undoubtedly iis
t one of the most satisfactory
receivers. On page thirteen, Harry J. Marx
explains how to make and use the set illustrated here. Turn to Mr. Marx' page and
you'll want to make a Reinartz receiver.

Tuning
Inductance
Switch

X+

*45^

x-*

femartz Wou.nd
>pider Web Coil
5hoWingiaps

Vernier
Filament
Rheostat

.0005 Mfd.

Variable

Condenser

-X-

.00025 Mfd.
Variable
Condenser

■w-

.002 Mfd.
Phone
Condenser
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE.— The second part of the- schedule list appears

below. The first appeared last week and the last part,
together with the city-station index will appear next
week.)
WAAX. Crafton, Pa.
Radio Service Corp.
WAAY,
Youngstown.
O.
500 mi.
Tohrling
Hayner
Music Co.
Daily ex Sun, 5:30 pm, reports; 8:15-9
pro. music.
Eastern.
WAAZ.
Emporia.
Kans.
250 mi. Hollister-Miller Motor Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, weather, entertainment. Central.
WAH. Eldorado. Kans.
4S5 only. The Midland Refining Co. Daily ex Sat. 10:30 am. 1:30 pm, markets,
vreatber.
Sat, 1 pro, same. Central.
WAJT. Marshall. Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Yankton. S. D. Yanktou College.
WBAA. W. Lafayette. Ind. 50 mi. Purdue University.
Fri. 7:15-7:30 pm, educational
lecture.
Central.
WBAB,
Syracuse. N. Y.
1.000 mi.
Syracuse Badio
Tel. Co.
Mon.
Wed,
Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. concert,
agriograms
etc.
Eastern.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown. N. J. Fred M. Middleton.
WBAG,
Bridgeport. Pa.
4S5 also. 300 mi. Diamond
St. Fibre Co. Daily. 11:45-12 m. markets, weather.
Eastern.
WBAH.
Minneapolis. Minn.
200 mi. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun.
1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30. 5-5:30. 9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed. S-10 pm.
Central.
WBAJ. Toledo. O. 300 mi. Marshall-Gerken Co. Daily
ex Sun. 12:05-2 pm, 6-7:30. news, music, reports.
Tiles Thur. Sat, S-9 pm. concert. Eastern.
WBAN. Paterson. N. J. 200 mi. Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun.
9:15-9:45
am,
10:30-11.
1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:30-5:30, music.
Sat. morn,
only. Eastern.
WBAO. Decatur. 111. James Millikin Univ.
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
400 and 4S5 only.
1,500
mi. Fort Worth Star Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 9:4510 am, 11-11:30 am, 3-3:30 pm, 3:45-4 pm.
Daily
ex Sat and Sun. 7:15-S pm, 9:30-10:30 pm, news,
reports, concerts.
Central.
WBAQ. Mishawaka, Ind.
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WBAU, Hamilton. O. Republican Pub. Co.
WBAV,
Columbus.
O.
500 mi.
The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW,
Marietta. O. Marietta College.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
200 mi.
John El. Stenger.
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York. N. Y. 400 only. 1,500 mi. A. T. &
T. Co. Daily, 11-12 am, 4:30-5:30 pm. Thurs. 7:30
pm on Eastern daylight saving.
WBL,
Anthony
Kans.
200 mi.
T & H Radio Co.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri, 10-11 pm, concert, lecture.
Sat,
11-12
pm.
concert.
Sun,
10
am,
4-5 pm, church
service.
Central.
WBS. Newark. N. J. 100 mi. D. W. May. Inc. Mon,
Wed, Thur, 7:30-8:30 pm, reports, music.
Sun. 910:30 am, 1-3 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WBT,
Charlotte, N. C. 4S5 also. 500 mi.
Southern
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am. reports. 8 pm,
music.
Sun, 7:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago. HI.
City of Chicago.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass.
400 only.
500 mi.
Westingbouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's
hour:
7:45,
markets,
weather,
lecture:
concert.
Sun, 3 and 8. church service.
Eastern. 8-9,
WCAB,
Newburgh,
N. Y.
150 mi.
Newburgh
Daily
News.
Daily ex Sun, 1 pm, 2, 3, 7. Mon. Fri,
10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
only.
WCAD.
Canton. X. Y. 200. 4S0 also.
300 mi.
St.
Lawrence Univ. No regular schedule. Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
400 only.
Kaufman & Baer
Co.
WCAG, New Orleans. La.
200 mi.
Clyde R. Randall.
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thur, 8:30-10
rim, concert.
S:m, 2-4 pm music.
Central.
WCAH.
Columbus,
O.
150 mi.
Entrekin
Elec. Co.
Tues. Fri. 7-9 pm. music.
Wed. Thur, Sat, 7-8 pm,
music.
Sun, 10-12:30, church service.
Central.
WCAI, San Antonio, Tex.
Southern Equipment Co.
WCA1,
Univ. Place, Neb.
4S5 also.
100 mi.
Neb.
Wesleyan.
Univ.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am. weather.
news.
Wed, 9 pm, music, lecture.
Central.
WCAK.
Houston,
Tex.
100 mi.
Alfred P. Daniel.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:15 pm. music.
Wed, S-9:15, concert. Sun. 3-4:30 pm. concert.
Central.
WCAU
Northfield, Minn.
500 mi.
St. Olaf College.
Thur, 11 pm, music.
Sun, 8:30 pm. music, concert,
lecture.
Central.
WCAM, Yillanova, Pa.
Yillanova College.
WCAO,
Baltimore, Md.
100 mi.
Sanders & Stayman
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20. Mon, Wed.
7:30-S:30 pm.
Eastern.
WCAP. Decatur. 111. Central Radio Service.
WCAQ. Defiance. O. 200 mi. Tri-State Radio Mfg. Co.
Daily. 11:30-12:30 pm, 3, baseball: 6-6:30. baseball.
concert: 8, special program.
Central.
WCAR, San Antonio. Tex.
200 mi
Alamo Radio Elec.
Co.
Mon. Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert.
Sun,
11 am, church service.
Central.
WCAS.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
200 mi.
Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst.
Mon, 8-8:45 pm. music, lectures Central.
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. 485 only. 300 mi. S. D. State
School of Mines.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30 m,
3 pm, weather, reports.
Mountain.
WCAU,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
485 also.
500 mi.
Durham & Company, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, 2:30
pm, 6:30. reports, music.
Tues, Fri, 10-12 pm, concert. Sun, 2-4 pm, music.
Eastern.
WCAV. Little Rock, Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW,
Quincy, HI.
200 mi.
Quincy Elec. Sup. Co.
(Quincy Herald.)
Daily ex Sun. 8:45 am. markets:
il. markets: 1 pm, markets: 5, music, baseball. Tues,
Wed. Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:45 pm, concert.
Sun, 6:307:30 pm, religious.
Central.
WCAX. Burlington, Vt. Univ. of Vt
WCAY. Milwaukee, Wis. 4S5 also. 500 mi. KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am, reports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm. church services.
Central.
WCE. Minneapolis, Minn.
Findley Elec. Co.
WCK,
St. Louis. Mo.
50 mi.
Stix Baer & Fuller
(Grand Leader).
Mon, WTed,
Fri, 6:45-S pm, concert,
lecture,
bedtime story.
Central.
WCM, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
WCN, Worcester. Mass. 485 also. 100 mi. Clark Univ.
Daily, 11:15 am. 5:15 pm, weather. Evening program
irregular. Eastern.
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 400 and 4S5 only. 1.000 mL
The Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am,
WCX Woman's
Club; 2 pm,
2:15, music.
stoek reports;
2:50,
weather markets;
4:15.news;
markets,
Daily
ex Sat, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert ; 7-S :30 pm, week
starting Dec. 18 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert. Sun, 2:30 pm. 4 pm, church services. Central.
WD AC, Springfield, HI. Illinois Watch Co. Time and
weather, spark only.
WDAE, Tampa, .Ma. 485 ^Iso. TOO mi. [Samps Daily
^SimZs. Fansas
' Wed, Fri,
WDAF.
City. 8-10
Mo. pm,
400 music,
and 485lecture.
only. Eastern
500 mi.
Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. reports,
music; 6-7, educational, bedtime story, etc. Mon,
0Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 3:30-5:30 pm,
t »usic.
Central.
Il'AG, Amarillo. Tex.
J. Laurance Martin.
shAH, El Paso, Texas.
485 also. 300 mi. Mine &
in elter Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. news, re■
s. Tues. Thurs, Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm, music. MounalSO

Syracuse, N. T. 485 also. 200 mi. Hughes
Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed. Sat,
Z concert.
\ollege Park, Ga.
485 also. 300 mi. A & W.
,.-_,... Co.
Daily, 9-10 pm. concert etc. Central.
M .fc/ L'artford. Conn.
150 mi.
Hartford
Courant.
motor-dtSun. 2:30 pm. 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, music; 7:40.
cralld
i.'ory; 8:15.
concert.
Eastern.
bidiiea
u,onTljie. Fla.
485 also. 250 mi. Florida
specially
n. Daily. 11 am, time, weather, 3-3:15,
■•HI reci'^- 8-9:3° music.
10:05-10:20
pm. re■""-v tv x. Automotive Elec. Co.
-U
2.000 mi.
Drake Hotel
Tues,
4* Dm, 6 pm, 10 pm. dance music.
music.
Sun, 8:30 pm, 9 pm,

WDAQ. Brownsville. Pa. 200 mi. Hartman-Riker Elec.
& Mach. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-10:50 am, music;
12:50-1:10
pm.
music,
news,
weather;
5:05-5:30
music.
Tues. Thurs. Fri, 9:15-10 pm, concert
Sun,
5 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
VVDAR, Philadelphia. Pa.
Lit Bros.
WDAS, Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A Waite.
WDAU,
New Bedford. Mass.
500 mi.
A H. Smith.
Wed, Fri, 7:45-10 pm, music.
Sun, 10:30-12 m, 5-6
pm, church services.
Eastern.
WDAV, Muskogee. Okla.
Daily Phoenix.
WDAX,
Centerville. Iowa. 500 mi. First Nat'l Bank.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur,
7:30-9 pm. concert.
WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.
485 also.
300 mi.
Daily ex
Sun.
12:15-12:30 pm, 7:30-8:15, reports, news, music.
Central.
WDM.
Washington. D. C. 50 mi. Church of the Covenant. Sun, 10:30 am, church service; 3 pm, lecture;
7:30, church service. Eastern.
WDT. New York, N. Y. Ship Owners Badio Service.
WDV,
Omaha,
Neb.
100 mi.
John O. Yeiser, Jr.
Daily 7-8 pm.
Tues, Sat. 12-1 am.
Fri, 10-10:45
pm.
Sun, 2-4 pm.
Music.
Central.
WDY, Roselle Park, N. J. Radio Corp. of America.
WDZ, Tuscola. 111. 70 mi. James L. Bush.
Daily ex
Sun. every half hr.. 8:30 am-12:15, Chicago Board of
Trade quotations.
tainment. Central. Tues, Fri, 7-8 pm, concert, enterWEAA, Flint, Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge. Iowa.
4S5 also.
600 mi.
Standard Radio Equipment
Co.
Daily ex Sun, markets
every 30 min. from 9:40 am to 12:40 pm, 5:15 pm,
7-S pm, music: 8:15, bedtime story; 9:45, weather.
Wed,
Sat, 10-11:15 pm, dance music.
Sun, 10:30
am, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm, church services.
CentraL
WE AC, Terre Haute, Ind. 4S5 also. 75 mi.
Baines
Electric
Service
Co.
Daily
ex Sun,
10:15
am,
weather; 12-1 pm, 5-6, music.
Central.
WEAD.
Atwood,
Kan.
485 also.
150 mi.
N. W.
Kansas
Radio Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30
am, markets, music; 12, markets; 1:45 pm, markets;
on half hour 3:15 to 5:45, news sports.
Tues, Wed.
Thurs. Sat, 7:30-9, cor cert.
Sun, 11 am, church
service; 3 pm, sacred music; 7:30, church service.
Central.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF,
New York City, N. Y.
400 only.
1,500 mi.
Western
Elec.
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
4:30-5:30
pm.
Mon, Wed. Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm.
Tues, Fri, 7:30-S
pm.
Eastern.
WEAG. Edgewood,
WEAH,
Wichita,
Radio Co. Daily
pm, 1:30, 3:15,
Every third Sun,
WEAI. Ithaca. N.
WEAl,
Vermillion,
Mon,
tral. Wed. Fri,

R. I. Nichols-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
Kan.
485 also 50O mi.
Lander
ex Sun, 9:10 am, 10:40. 11:40, 12:30
reports.
Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert.
S pm, concert.
Central.
Y. Cornell Univ.
S. D. 300 mi. Univ. of S. D.
Sat, 7:30 pm, music, lectures.
Cen-

WEAK.
St. Joseph. Mo.
100 mi.
Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAM. North Plainfield, X. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfleld. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police news, etc.
Eastern.
WEAN,
Providence,
R. I. 50 mi.
The Shepard
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-5 pm. 6-8, music, bedtime stories.
Men. Wed, 8-10 pm, concert. Eastern.
WEAO, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio State Univ.
WEAP, Mubile. Ala.
485 also.
50 mi. Mobile Badio
Co.
Daily. 4-5 pm. 7-8:55.
Central.
WEAR.
Baltimore. Md.
4S5 also.
200 mi.
News
&
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 2-2:30 pm, 6:30-7,
weather,
music, news.
Thur,
Sat, 7:30-9:30
pm.
Eastern.
WEAS.
Washington,
D. C.
200 mi.
The Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed, Fri. 7-S pm.
Eastern.
WEAT, Tampa, Fla.
John J. Fogarty.
WEAU,
Sioux City, la. 50 mi.
Davidson Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 11, 1 pm. reports, Ltws.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAV,
Bushville,
Nebr.
200 mi.
Sheridan
Elec.
Service
Co.
Wed,
Fri,
Sun,
8-9
pm,
concert, news,
etc. Mountain.
WEAW,
Anderson,
Ind.
25 ml
Arrow Radio Lab.
Mon, Wed,
Fri, 7:30-S:30 pm, concert, news, etc
Central.
WEAX. Little Rock. Ark. T. J. M. Daly.
WEAY. Houston, Tex.
Will Horwitz, Jr.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo.
800 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:10 am, 12-12:45 pm, 3-4. Wed,
7-9 pm.
Central
WEH. Tulsa, Okla.
(300 S. Main St., Eldorado. Kans.)
Midland Refining Co.
WEV, Houston. Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Hurlburt- Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur. 8 pm. concert.
Central
WEW,
St. Louis. Mo.
4S5 also.
100 mi.
St, Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2 pm. reports.
Central.
WEY, Wichita, Kan.
485 also. 500 mi.
Cosradio Co.
(Wichita Beacon.)
Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40 am12:40 pm, stock markets.
Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm, weather; S-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm. church service, concert. CentraL
WFAA,
Dallas, Texas.
400 and 4S5 only.
1,500 mi.
Dallas News and Dallas Journal
Daily, 10:15 am,
reports; 12:30-1 pm, address; 6:45-7, bedtime story;
8:30-9. music.
Tues, Thur, Sat, 11-12 pm, music.
Central.
WFAB,
Syracuse, N. T. 100 mi.
C. F. Woese.
No
definite schedule.
WFAC,
Superior, Wis.
400 mi.
Superior Radio Co.
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
CentraL
WFAD,
Salina. Kan.
250 mi.
Watson Weldon Motor
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45 11:45,
1:30 pm, reports.
Tues. Thur, Fri, 8 pm, concert.
tral.
Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm, concert.
CenWFAF,
Poughkeepsie,
N. T.
200 mi.
H. C. Spratley
Radio Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, 11:30-11:45.
1:30-2 pm, 4-4:15.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8:15 pm. feature program. Eastern.
WFAG,
Waterford,
N. Y.
340 only.
300 mi.
Radio
Engineering
Lab.
Wed.
Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex.
Elec. Supply Co.
WFAJ, Asheville. N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Co.
WFAM,
St. Cloud, Minn.
485 also. 100 ml. Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:00 pm, markets;
7:30-9, entertainment.
Central
WFAN, Hutchinson, Minn.
485 also. 500 mi. Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Daily ex Sun, I pm, markets
etc. Central.
WFAQ,
Cameron, Mo.
Cameron Radio Co. and Mo.
Wesleyan College.
WFAS, Fort Wayne. Ind.
United Radio Corp.
WFAT. Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 485 also. 400 ml
Argus
Leader.
Daily ex Sun, 10:15-12:15 pm, 2:15, reports;
7:30 pm. music.
Tues, 8-9 pm concert.
Central
WFAU. Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
WFAV,
Lincoln, Nebr.
485 also.
300 ml
Univ. of
Nebr.
Daily ex Sun, 10:10 am, weather, markets.
» Sat, 9:00 pm, concert
Central.
WFAW, Miami, Fla.
Daily Metropolis.
WFAY,
Independence,
Kan.
500 mi.
Daniels Radio
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 4 pm, news.
Mon,
Tues. Wed,
7:30-8 pm, entertainment.
Thur, Fri,
7-8:30 pm.
Sat. 7-9 pm, music. Sun, 11 am, church
services.
Central.
WFAZ,
Charleston. S. C. 400 mi. S. C. Radio Shop.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news
music.
Tues,
Thur, 8-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia. Penn.
400 and 485 only.
350 mi.
Strawbridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sun, 1:16 pm, news;
3:30-4:30, concert: 5:30-6. sports.
Mon, Fri, 6:30-7
pm. Radio talk. Wed. Fri, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Fri, Sat, (alternate weeks) 7:30 pm, concert
at 8:30 pm.
Sun, 4 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WFO. Dayton. O. 4S5 also. 300 ml
Rike-Kum!er Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9 am, 11. 4 pm, music, news, reports. Mon, Wed. Fri, 8 pm, concert.
Sat, 11:30
pm. concert.
Central
WGAB, Houston, Tex.
250 mi. QRV Radio Co. Daily
ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, police reports; 1:30-2:30
pm,
concert,
agriograms;
4-5, concerts,
police
reports.
Central.
WGAD,
Ensenada,
Porto Rico.
250 mi. Escuela Hispano Americana de Radio Telegrafia, Inc.
Sat and
Sun eve.

tral

WGAH, New Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
pm, news: 7-7:15, music; 7:15-7:30, lecture. CenWGAJ, Shenandoah. la. 100 ml
W. H. Gass.
Mon, WIAQ, Marion. Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
Thur, 7:30-S pm.
Central.
WIAR,
Paducah,
Ky.
150 mi.
J. A Rudy & Sons.
WGAK. Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11-12 am. markets,
weather, news,
WGAL.
Lancaster, Pa.
35 mi.
Lancaster Elec. Supmusic: 4-5 pm, same and sports; 7:30-9, concert, lecply & Construction
Co.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm,
tures, etc. Sun, 11-12 am, church service.
Central.
concert,
Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
Eastern. lecture.
WIAS, Burlington. la. 400 ml
Hawk-Eye Home Elec.
Co. Tues. Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central
WGAM.
Orangeburg, S. C. 150 mi. Orangeburg Radio
WIAT,
Tarkio,
Mo.
Leon
T.
Noel.
Equipment
Co.
Daily ex Sun.
10 am.
markets,
WIAU, Le Mars, la. Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
weather;
11:55, time: 4 pm. Radio talk, markets,
WIAV, Binghampton, N. Y. N. Y. Radio Lab.
baseball; 6, music, lecture: 10, time, weather, entertainment. Sun, 11 am. church service; 11:55, time; WIAW, Saginaw, Mich,
Saginaw Badio & Elec. Co.
10 pm. time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WIAX,
Lincoln, Neb.
200 mi.
Capital Radio
Co.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
Thur, S pm, music, entertainment
Sun, 2:30 pm,
WGAQ,
Shreveport,
La.
500 mi.
Glenwood
Radio
8,
9,
church
service.
Central
Corp. Daily ex Sun, 8 pm, music. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 W1AY,
Washington,
D.
C. 200 ml
Woodward
&
pm, church service.
Central.
Lothrop.
Daily ex Sun,
10:30-11:30
am, 2-3 pm.
WGAR,
Fort Smith. Ark.
Southwest American.
music.
Sat,
S-10
pm,
concert
Eastern.
WGAS,
Chicago. HI
1,000 mi.
Ray-di-co
OrganizaWIAZ, Miami, Fla.
Flagler St, Elec. Supply Sales Co.
tion, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 9-9:20 am, 11:15-11:30.
WIK.
McKeesport,
Pa.
BOO mi.
K. & L. Elec. Co.
1:30-1:45 pm, 2:45-3, 5-6, music.
12:15-12:30
pm,
4-4:15,
4:30-4:45,
reports.
Wed,
Fri,
10-11
pm,
music.
Daily
ex
Sun,
6:30-7
pm.
Tues, Thurs. 9:30-10:30
Central.
pm. Sun. 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm. Eastern.
WGAT, Lincoln. Nebr.
100 mL
Am
Legion, Dent, of WIL, Washington.
D. C.
100 ml
Continental
Elec.
Nebr.
Mon, Wed, 9 pm, announcements.
Fri, 9-10
Supply Co.
Daily 5:30-7 pm., music, entertainment.
Eastern.
pm, patriotic program, concert. Sun, 3-5 pm, sermon.
Central.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa.
400 and 485 only.
1,000 mi.
WGAU, Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
Gimbel
Bros.
Daily ex Sun, ^:30-3:30
pm.
Mon,
WGAW,
Altoona, Pa.
Emest C. Albright.
Wed, Thur, 7-7:30 pm.
Tues, Fri, Sat, 7-12 pm.
WGAX,
Washington
C. H., O. 75 ml
Badio Elec.
Sun, am, pm, church service.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 2 pm, music, news.
Mon,
WIZ, Cincinnati, O. 4S5 also.
200 mi.
Cino Radio
Wed, Fri, 9:30 pm, concert, news.
Sun, 10:30 pm,
Mfg. Co. Daily Central
ex Sun, 12 m, 3:30 pm, 7-8, reports,
entertainment.
sermon.
Central
WGAY, Madison, Wis.
100 mi. North Western Radio
WIAB,
Lincoln, Nebr.
200 ml
American Badio Co.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 9-10 am, financial news; 11:30,
Mon, Wed, 8:30-9 pm. Central
news, opening markets; 4 pm, news, closing markets.
WJAD, Waco. Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Jackson's
Mon, Wed, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert.
Sun,
Radio Engmg. Lab. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1 pm. mar10:30-12 am, sermon.
Central
kets, news, music; 3:30-4, news, music; 6-6:15. sports:
WGAZ, South Bend, Ind. 200 ml South Bend Tribune.
8:45-9:45, concert, news. Sun, 11-12 am, church
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:30 am, household
bints, menus;
service;
3:30-4 pm, music; 6-6:15. sports; 8:45-9:45.
music.
Central
tral
2-3 pm, music, 7-8 pm, music
Central.
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa.
485 also. 300 ml
Register WIAE. San Antonio. Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Texas
and Tribune. Tues, Fri, 7:30 pm, entertainment.
Sun,
Radio Syndicate (Evening News). Mon. 9:30-10:30
5 pm, church service.
Central.
pm. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-S:30 pm, concert. CenWGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. 4S5 also. 200 mi. Am.
Radio and Research Corp. Daily ex Sun, 7 am, set- WJAF, Muncie, Ind. 100 mi. Muncie Press and Smith
ting up exercises; 9:30. 11:30, 3:25 pm, music; 10:31
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
am, 1:30 pm, 3, 6. 6:30, reports, news.
Mon, Wed,
7-8 pm.
Sat, 6-7 pm.
Central.
7 pm, entertainment. Tues, 8:30 pm, fashion talks, W1AG, Norfolk. Neb. 4S5 also. 150 mi. Norfolk Daily
News.
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3:30, 5:30,
concert. Thur, Fri, 9 pm. concert. Sat, S pm, conreports. Daily
Central
cert. Sun, 4 pm, concert; 6:30 pm, reports; 7:30,
WJAJ, Dayton. O. Y. M C A
church service: 8:30 concert.
Eastern.
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 4S5 also. 250 mi. White Badio
WGL, Philadelphia. Pa. 2,000 mi. Thos. F. J. Howlett
Tues,
Thurs,
Sat,
7:15-11:30
pm,
concert.
Lab. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-10:50 am, music; 11:05Eastern.
11:20, reports, news; 6-6:30, music, news. Wed,
8-9
pm, concert. Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
WGM,
Atlanta, N.Ga. T.' 400
Atlanta
Central.
WGR, Buffalo,
485 only.
also. 300
mi. Constitution.
Federal Tel.
WJAL, Portland. Me. Victor Radio Corp.
6 Telg. Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun, 12:15 pm.
weather, agriograms; 2, music; 3, lecture; 4 music;
WJAM, Cedar Rapids.Ia. 50 mi. D. M. Perham. Mon,
5:30,
Wed, Fri, 7-S pm, music.
Central.
Eastern.reports; 7:30, bedtime stories; S:10, concert.
WJAN, Peoria, 111. 300 mi. Peoria Star and Peoria
WGV, New Orleans. La.
Interstate Elec Co.
Radio Sales Co. Daily ex Sun. 11:30 am. markets,
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 400 and 4S5 only, 1,000 mi.
weather; 1:30 pm, closing markets, agriograms, bond
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:55 am, 12:30 pm,
news; 6:15.
sports. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 9:15-9:45 pm,
concert.
Central.
6, 10, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm, 7:45, concert Fri, 10:30 pm, special.
WJAP, Duluth. Minn. 200 mi. KeUey Duluth Co.
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
Mon, Thur, 8-9:30 pm, music. Sun, 11-12 m, pipe
WHA, Madison. Wis. 485 also. 600 mi. Univ. of Wis.
organ, 12-1 pm, church service.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. weather, markets. Tues,
WIAQ,
Topeka, Kans.
Capper Publications.
WIAR,
Providence, R. I. The Outlet Co.
Thurs, Fri. Sat, 12-1 pm, weather, markets, time.
WIAS, Pittsburgh, Pa. 150 mi. Pittsburgh Badio
Tues, 8-9 pm, concert. Fri, 8-9:15 pm, news, concert.
Sat, 1-1:20 pm. instruction.
Central.
Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader). Daily ex Sun
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi. State Univ. of la.
Eastern.
11-11:30 am. 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Tues, Fri, 7-8 pm.
Daily ex Sun. 8-8:30 pm, lecture, concert, sports,
news.
Sun, 10:45-12 am. church service.
Central.
tral Marshall. Mo. 100 mi. Kelley-Vawter Jewelry
WJAT,
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. 300. 4S5, 600 also. 500 mi.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-2:30 pm, 5:35-6, concert. CenClark W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:15
-am, 3 pm, 5 pm, reports, music, news. Mon, Wed,
WIAX, Cleveland, O. 485 also. 500 mi. Uruon Trust
Fri, 8ice. pm,
Co. Daily ex Sat pm. Sun, 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45,
Central.entertainment Sun, 10 am, church servEastern.
2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45, music, financial reports, news.
WHAC, Waterloo, la. 150 mi. Cole Bros. Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 6:15 pm, news, sports. Mon, Wed,
WIAZ, Chicago, 111 Chicago Radio Lab.
Fri. 9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WJO, Granville. O. 25 mi. Denison Univ. Tues, Thur,
WHAD, Milwaukee. Wis. 485 also. 100 mi. Mar5-6 pm. Central.
educational lectures. Sun, 5-6 pm, religious
stories.
quette Univ. Daily ex Sun, 10:58 am, time; 11:20,
WJH, Washington, D. C. 100 mi. White & Boyer Co.
weather. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
Daily ex
Sun, 1-2 pm, music. Tues, 7:45-10 pm,
music.
Eastern.
WHAE, Sioux City, la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec.
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-5:30 pm, music,
WJK. Toledo, O. 300 mi. Service Radio Equipment
reports.
Thur. 7 :30 pm, music.
Central.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-3 pm, reports. Mon, Wed, Fri.
WHAF, Pittsburgh. Pa. 200 mi. Radio Elec. Co.
7:30-9 pm, concert. Sat, 2-5 pm. sports, news. Sun
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 3-3:30 pm, music, news,
11-12:30 pm, 7:30-S:30, church services.
Eastern.
Sun, 9-10, music.
Eastern.
W1X.
New York,
N. Y. De Forest Radio Telephone &
Telegraph
Co.
WHAG, Cincinnati, O. 100 ml Univ. of Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WIZ, Newark, N. J. 1,500 mi. Westinghouse Elec &
WHAH. Joplin. Mo.
John T. Griffin.
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 15 minutes hourly from 9
WHAI, Davenport, la. 30 mi. Radio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
am to 6 pm; 12-12:30 pm; 7-10:15 pm. Miscellaneous
Daily ex Sat and Sun, 2-2:30 pm. 4:30-5-30. 10-11.
program
of highly varied nature. Sun, 3-l(r:15 pm,
music.
Eastern.
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm, 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WHAK, Clarksburg, W. Va. Roberts Hdwe. Co. 50 WKAA Cedar Rapids. la. 200. 485 also. 200 mi. H
mi. No definite schedule.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports; 5:30, reWHAI, Lansing. Mich. 200 mi. The Capital News.
ports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm,
Daily ex Sun. 9:15-9:45 am. 12:30-1 pm, 3:45-4:15.
music.
Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
7:30-8:30.
Sun. 2:30 pm.
Central
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 400 mi. Star Pub. Co. Tues, Fri,
WHAM, Rochester, N. T. Univ. of Rochester.
S-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment.
Central
WHAO. Savannah. Ga. 100 ml Frederick A Hill.
WKAD,
East Providence, R. I. Charles Looff.
Daily, 9:30-10 pm. Eastern.
,W!5AE'
Wichita
W. T.S. Bruce.
Radio Supply Co.
WHAP,
WKAG,
Louisville,Falls,
Ky. Tex.Edwin
definite Decatur.
schedule. Ill 100 mi. Dewey L. Otta, No
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Radio Co.
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 75 mi. Semmes Motor Co. WKAK,
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee Countv News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
Gray & Gray.
Mon,
Eastern.7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
WKAN,
Eastern. Montgomery, Ala. 200 mi. Alabama Radio
WHAR,
Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Radio & Elec.
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30 pm. 8:30, music, news.
Co.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 485 also, 1,500 ml Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5
pm,
service.7:30-9.
CentralSun, 9 :57-10 :45 am, 4-5 pm, church
WHAV. Wilmington, Del 200 ml Wilmington Elec.
Spec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music. Mon,
Wed, Fri. 6-8 pm, concert Tues, Thur, Sat, 6-7
pm. music.
Eastern.
WHAW, Tampa, Fla. 50 mi. Pierce Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat, Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, music, agriograms. Sat,
12-1 pm, 8-10, music, entertainment.
Eastern.
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 75 mi. Huntington Pub. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 3 pm. music; 1:30 pm. 6. reports, sports. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert. Central
WHAZ,
Troy, N. T. 400 only. 500 mi. Rensselaer
ern.
Polytechnic Inst Mon, 8:15-9:30 pm, music. EastWHB, Kansas City, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily, 10 am, 3 pm,
5, weather. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, ladies' hour; 7, bedCentraltime stories. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm. concert.
WHD, Morgantown. W. Va. 100 mi. W. Va. University. Daily. 4-6. 7-7:30, news etc Eastern.
WHK. Cleveland. O. 300 mi. Warren R. Cox. Daily
ex Sun, 1:30-2 pm, 4-4:30. 6-6:30. Tues, Thur, Sun,
8-9:30 pm. Concert
Eastern.
WHN.
Ridgewood. N. Y. Times Printing & Pub. Co.
WHX, Des Moines, Iowa, 50 ml Iowa Radio Corp.
Daily, 12:30-1 pm, 6-6:30. Sat, 3 pm, sports. Central.
WIAB, Rockford, HI. 50 mi. Joslyn Automobile Co.
Tues. Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Central
WIAC, Galveston, Tex. 485 also. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ei Sun, 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat. evening concert
Central
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 200 mi. Ocean City Yacht
Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAE, Vinton, la. 75 ml Zimmerman Radio Co. Tues,
Thurs, Sat. 9 pm. music, news. Wed, 8 pm, band
concert. Sun, 2:30 pm. music. Central.
W!AF, New Orleans, La. 300 mi. Nola Radio Co.
Sun, 10-11 am, music, lecture.
Central.
WIAH, Newton, la. 200 ml Continental Radio &
Mfg.
Daily 12:30-1 pm, music,
news. Mon, 7:308 pm. Co. Central
_
WIAI, Springfield. Mo. 100 mi. Heer Stores Co. Dally
ex Sun. 10:30-11, reports, news. Tues, Thur, Sat.
7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Central.
WIAJ, Neenab, Wise.
Fox River Valley Badio Supply
W IAK, Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 300 mi. Daily JournalStockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10, 10:15. 12
m 1:50 r>m. 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO. Milwaukee, Wis. 200 also. 100 mi. School
of Encineering. Mon. Tues. Thur. Fri, 10:15-10:80
am; 11:30-11 45, news; 11:45-12:10 pm, lecture: 5-6

WKAP,
Rico.
WKAQ,

Granston. B. I. Wilcox Flint
San Juan, Porto Rico. Badio Corp. of Porto

WKAR. East Lansing, Mich.
Mich. AgrL College.
WKAS. Springfield, Mo. 100 ml L. E. Lines Music
Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm, sports. Mon, Fri, Sat.
8-9:15 pm, music.
Central.
WKAV, Laconia, N. H.
Laconia Radio Club
WKAW, Beloit, Wis. 100 mi. L. M. Turner. Daily
12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30, concert.
Central.
WKAX, Bridgeport, Conn.
75 mi.
Wm. A Macfarlane
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga,
Brenau College.
WKAZ, Wilkes-Barre. Pa. 100 mi. Landau's Music
Co.
No
definite
schedule.
Sat,
8-12
pm, dance music
saving.
WKC,
500 ml service.
Jos. M Eastern.
Zamoiski Co
..
§,HP' Baltimore,
u am' s Md.
pm- church
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern, daylight
WKN,
WKY.

Memphis, Tenn.
Riechman-Crosby Co.
Oklahoma City, Okla. 485 also. 500 ml Oklahoma Radio Shop. (Daily Oklahoman.) Daily. 12 m.
weather;
Central. 7-7:30 pm, sports, specials; S:30-9:30. concert; 9, weather, news. Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, concert.
WL2.
Fairfield, O. U. S. Armv.
WIAC, Raleigh, N. C. N. C. State College.
W1AF, Lincoln, Neb.
Johnson Radio Co.
W1AG, Minneapolis, Minn. 400 and 4S5 only. 1 000
mi. Cutting & Wash. Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun,
9:30-12 am, music, market reports; 1:30-3 pm, music,
farm news, styles; 3:30-4:45, markets, music; 6-7:30,
farm news, children's hour. Thur, Fri, Sat, 8-9 -3t
Central.
pm, concert. Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, church services.

WIAH, Syracuse. N. Y. Samuel Woodworth.
W1A1, Waco. Tex. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Waco Elec
music,
Tues.
Sat. 7:45-8:45
Supply reports.
Co. Daily
ex Thur.
Sun. 9:30
am. 10:30.pm.2:30music.
pm"
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
WLAK. Bellows Falls. Vt. Vermont Farm Machine Co.
W1AL, Tulsa Radio Co.
Tulsa. Okla.
W1AM, Springfield, O. 100 mi. Morrow Badio Co.
Mon, Wed. Fri, S-9:30 pm, dance music
Central
W1AN, Houlton, Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WIAO, Scranton, Pa. 100 mi. 4S5 also. R. C
Ehrhardt and J. H. Jones. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:15
pm, bedtime stories, reports, 8-9:45 pm, music
Sun,' 7:30
pm, music; S:30, church services; 9:15,
music.
Eastern.
W1AP, Louisville. Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
WIAQ. Kalamazoo, Mich. 100 mi. A. E. Schilling
Daily,
10-12
pm,
music.
WIAR,
Marshalltown.
la. 50Central
mi.
Meikel Music Co.
No definite schedule.
(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week.
With this will appear the citystatiou index.)

RADIO

PLANT OWNERS IN
BETTERMENT GROUP
ORGANIZE
BROADCAST

TO

IMPROVE
SITUATION

Send
Proprietors
Station
Washington
"Feelers" to Learn Public Wants
in Radio Entertainment
WASHINGTON. — Definite action which
may insure the permanent improvement of
the Radio broadcasting situation in the
District of Columbia was taken when owners and representatives of all broadcasting stations here met at the City Club as
managuests of Harold H. Levi, general
ger of the Hecht Company, owners of
Station WBAS, and formed the Radio
Broadcasters' Association of Washington.
aThe membership includes represent
tives of concerns operating broadcasting
stations in the District of Columbia only.
C. O. Fisher, manager of the Radio department of Woodward & Lothrop, was unanimously elected president. A committee
was appointed to prepare and arrange
publicity for a questionnaire to determine
the wishes of the public concerning the
nature of Radio entertainment desired.
The most important action taken was improving the arrangement of broadcasting
schedules.
To Study Public Bemand
Mr. Levi urged those present to co-operate, organize and make a study of the
public demand for Radio entertainment.
C. O. Fischer and Chief Radio Inspector
Terrell, who was elected an honorary
member of the association, spoke briefly.
Mr. Terrell described methods pursued
in other communities, particularly New
York City, where station operators have
made every effort to co-operate for
greater efficiency on the part of broadcasting stations, and likewise for the greater
benefit shared by the public and listeners
in.
As the object of the session was the
furtherance of co-operation between operators of broadcasting stations and the
public dependent on the entertainment
supplied by these stations, it was decided
by all those present to eliminate so far as
possible long waits between the announcements and the actual broadcasts of selections on Radio programs.

Radio to Assist
China Missions
Phones

and Airplanes to Help Work
of Methodist Episcopal
Church in Orient

BOSTON, MASS. — Word has been received by the Methodist Episcopal missionary department that Radiophones and
airplanes are to be used as an aid in carrying on missionary work of the church
in virtually inaccessible parts of China.
This announcement is made by the committee on conservation and church advancement, the statement further adding
that the decision was reached at a conference of missionaries in Tzechow, West
China. Rev. James Maxon Yard, new
executive secretary of the centenary, in
China, sent the news to Rev. Paul Hutchinson, editor of the Chinese Advocate, and
the latter relayed it by Radio to the committee in America. The Tzechow district
is several weeks' journey from Shanghai
and the missionaries there can see the
mountains of Thibet from their headquarters. It lies in one of the wealthiest provinces of China, Szechuen, with 60,000,000
inhabitants. The Radiophone and airplane at present are the only means available for communication and quick transportation.

Predicts Wider Use of
Air Waves by Farmers
Weather Bureau Chief Sees Steps
Beyond Forecasts Stage
WASHINGTON. — A great future increase in use of Radio by farmers is forecast in the report of Dr. C. F. Marvin,
chief of the weather bureau, to the Secretary of Agriculture.
"The great value of Radiophony as a
means for disseminating weather forecasts and warnings to the people already
has been demonstrated," Dr. Marvin
pointed out. "Its future usefulness can.
not be estimated."
Extension of telephone lines into rural
districts overcame only a part of the diffi
culty of giving the farmer the latest
weather advice, the report continued.
Then came Radio. "Thousands of farmers installed such receiving apparatus
during the past year, and are now obtaining the weather forecasts and warnings
which are so important to their operations,
as promptly and effectively as the business
interests
in urban communities," said Dr.
Marvin.

DIGEST

ILLUSTRATED

KITCHEN, BUSINESS
HELPS TO WGI FANS
Women's Club Expert Gives Tues— Market
TipsDays
day
CookingFour
News
SeverMEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS.— to
the
al new features have been added
Amrad
WGI,
of
program
ing
broadcast
station here. In the afternoon on Tuesdays, the Amrad Women's Club has an
hour, and for a time a series of helpful
Fredercooking lessons by Mrs. Christine
ick, director of the Applecroft Efficiency
lesson
first
The
Station, will be given.
was "The Bride's Own Cooking Primer,"
a lesson intended for newlyweds.
The broadcasting of information of interest to business men has proven so popular that the regular program has been
enlarged and includes the following:
Mondays, at 6 p. m., a weekly review of
conditions in the iron and steel industry,
prepared by the Iron Trade Review;
Tuesdays, at 6 p. m., Babson business report, assembled by the Babson Statistical
Organization and reviewing the economic
situation of the past week; Wednesdays,
at the same hour, "News of the Wool
Market," prepared by the Commercial
Bulletin and arranged so that the layman
as well as wool dealers and merchants
may be interested; Thursdays, "Weekly
Review of the Shoe and Leather Industry,"
prepared by the New England Shoe and
Leather Association, same hour.

Ingram
Controls
Crowds
"Prisoner of Zenda" by
New
Device

HERE

FOR

LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive
guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock
of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 17x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, Switch
3
Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz
Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25
Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil, 1
Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram
to Construct This Set. Complete .
ORIGINAL

$11.45

BALDWIN

UNITS

$4.95

PARTS FOR REGENERATIVE

SETS

"C" 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube,
ThisTYPE
includes
1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch
Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set. Set is <£1 H QC
capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial
«p J. # •«/**

~~

VARIABLE

in

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — Radiophony
has found new application in the hands
of Rex Ingram, director of "The Prisoner
of Zenda," in giving commands to the
of extras in the great coronayoung tionarmy
scenes.
It was during the height of the recent
Radio popularity that the brilliant young
director undertook to transfer to the
screen Anthony Hope's celebrated romance, "The Prisoner of Zenda," which
was dramatized by Edward Rose. .
In the course of making "The Four
Horsemen," Mr. Ingram had encountered
an obstacle in the control of the thousands of actors in the big scenes. He
had in that case used a wire telephone
with success. But with the advent of the
Radiophone, he saw one undeniable superiority in the newer instrument; that there
need be no switchboard operator to delay
the transmission of his direction.
Practical use of the Radio idea brought
approval from Mr. Ingram. The working
out of the scheme was not so complicated
as he had anticipated. By placing subdirectors to issue orders to every group in
the crowds at the coronation scenes, and
so arranging the position of these subordinates as to hide them from the camera,
and equipping them with receiving apparatus tuned to the same wave length
as the transmitter he used, he was able
to direct the entire mass of people with
great success and instant response.

Coolidge's
Carries
RadioVoice
into Distant Homes
WASHINGTON. — Vice President Coosome interesting comlidge has received
munications in connection with the
broadcasting of his talk on Americanism
which was sent out by Station WGY at
Schenectady, N. Y., on Christmas Eve. A
great number of communications have
reached the Vice President, including one
from Jasper, Ind., Carthage, Mo., Gypsum,
Kans., Greensboro, Ala., and other distant
places.
The communication from Carthage says
in part: "Your message was as clear as
though you were speaking to us ten feet
From Gypsum comes the following:
"Articulation and modulation were as peraway."
fect here through a loud speaker as though
I had been there."
From Omaha, Neb.: "This address was
received in our home, every word perfectly audible and very clear, and it almost fills one with awe at the thought of
the great possibilities of the future of the
Radio as a servant of the public."

Champ Canary Warblers
Entertain from Chicago
CHICAGO. — Probably the most novel
features of any program broadcast by
Radio was recently sent out from Station
KYW. This entertainment was given in
connection with a recent midnight show
and consisted of the singing of twelve
champion roller canaries. These birds
were the prize winners in the International Roller Canary contest held at the
local Hotel Sherman. Several of the wee
yellow warblers have toured the world,
and have the distinction of having sung at
the Crystal Palace in London before King
I George.

BUY

COMPLETE

Radiophone Used
to Direct Movie
Rex

R-A-D-I-O

$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,
$3.30

U. S. A. Signal Corps
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now. $1.45
Value,
11

AvM-T*.
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Westen,
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Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather
helmet goes with each set! These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.
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FOR FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1 Freshman
Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs,
8 Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
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Type R3 $34.95
GENUINE
MAHOGANY,
$5 VALUE, NOW
VARIOMETERS
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$1.95
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THORDARSON
TRANSFORMERS
AMPLIFYING
NOW
GREWOL DETECTORS
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone Transmitters,
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Solid Copper Aerial
100 ft.
Spaghetti Tubing
yard
Cord Tip
Plugs
Lightning
Arresters

FORMICA

Wire.

2-Slide Tuning

OC-
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,...00'-
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at
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Of.
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. .25c
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Lightning

QC
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95c

«1
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AK
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Radio Brings Cheer
First Year's Popularity of the Science
is a great many years older than many realize. That is in a strict sense, it has existed
rather obscurely for many years. But it was about
this time, a year ago, that the Radiophone sprang boldly
into the limelight and grew in popularity at a breathtaking pace, until it reached its present status as an
institution almost as firmly established as if it had
grown steadily for a decade.
Eadio, in its recreational phase, has achieved popularity more quickly and more consistently than almost
any other thing the American public has ever known.
It has come to stay. It is spreading across the world.
Conservative estimates have placed at better than a
million the number of interested auditors who are
equipped with Radio receiving outfits varying from
home-made crystal sets, built of scraps, at an outlay
of a quarter of a dollar, to magnificent tube sets of
values up to a thousand dollars. The number is expected to double during the ensuing year.
Radio reaches everywhere. Few barriers prevail
against it. It defies time, space and matter. Every
day reveals some new phase of its usefulness. Home,
hospital, school, hall, store, office and factory are
entered and entertained by it. It is too large a thing
for the human mind even to conjecture at the ultimate
development.
Meanwhile, however, the Radio-minded of the nation are celebrating a milestone in Radio 's endeavors
with mingled awe at its great strides of the past, and
wonder as to what it will do in the future. The Radio
receiving set is speedily establishing itself as a fixture
of the American home, and is as permanent and necessary as telephone or baby carriage.
RADIO

Bringing Peoples Close Together
Air Communication Results in Removing Barriers
IT IS difficult to keep one 's feet on the ground when
contemplating the possibilites of Radiophone communication. They stagger the imagination. Radio is
a utility of great value and like all discoveries and
inventions it is causing a revolution in our civilization.
Every day sees new opportunities for service along different lines of activity.
Experimenters are working night and day on improvements. The greatest development in broadcast
ing has been made through the use of the vacuum tube
and future possibilities of immense improvement in
this one feature are confidently expected.
There is one important factor, however, in this recent product of the inventive genius so active among
our citizens that is fraught with tremendous significance. That is the effect that it will have on the ageslong struggle of the human race for attaining a perfect
system of society.
Radio now
is and along
"will become
more
so, one of
greatest
influences
the lines
mentioned,
fortheit
removes effectively those barriers of time, space and
lack of communication, and brings the peoples of the
world close together. It will act as a great impetus
to the movement to establish an international, or worldwide, language, and play no small part in assisting the
race to reach the goal destined for it by a beneficial
Providence.

Fundamental Definition Lacking
What Radio Means to Hundreds of Thousands
THE word Radio has as its fundamental definition
the means whereby concerts, plays, operas, football
scores and the like are brought iuto the individual home
with the expenditure of little money and a comparatively small amount of labor. To a certain extent
this is true, but there is now vastly more than that
connected with the science itself, has been in the past
and will be a hundred times more in the future.
Today Radio is the very heart string of the merchant marine of the world. It is the safeguard of the
tourist and sailor when miles away from home on the
"■n Vess expanse of the world's oceans.
True, lives
"~v ' lost regardless of Radio, yet how many more
"" «* fld by the fleetness and magic of the
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
There are times when a piece of news would never be
noticed by us stuck down in a corner somewhere on an
inside page of the daily journal. After hearing the
announcement from Station DOE of the theft of a large
number of five dollar Federal Reserve notes, and their
numbers, then we plainly saw the news item to that
effect in the paper we had just carefully perused. The
trouble in the circuit when such a thing happens to any
of us probably lies in our optical bulbs; one of these is
directional, the other fixed. One oscillates before the
printed page, while the other never leaves the filament
rheostat that gentle fingers are persuading to mount
ever higher! It is no easy thing to read all the news and
at the same time keep ambitious hands from ruining
the set. However, speaking of bank notes, I never knew
even one of their numbers personally.
Will England send its Radio Premier to this country
to beseech our aid in co-operating with them in their
effort to keep American made sets off the British market? Receiving sets manufactured in the United States
are admittedly superior to theirs, but they must needs
develop the industry to themselves. A British broadcasting company has been granted a charter which inline. sures that concern at least two years' monopoly in this

RADIO

INDI-GEST

The Grid Choked Up with Tears and Leaked
Why did the tube howl? Because an electron passed
round the plate, but found not a bite had been put on the

Hook the Two in Series
grid.
Dear Indi — The following was "lamped"
called newspaper "Radio"
department.

in a so-

ll-Plate
invariable
Condenser

$145

Please tell me how to hook-up said "invariable"
condensers. The same paper also mentioned the use of
"negative" B batteries. Do the dealers —pay
you L.the
F. W.
price when you purchase a "negative" B battery?

He Long
Usta into
Be the
Outnight
TillsheHesat Listened
"In"
watching
The fire that but feebly burned;
The hour of midnight solemly tolled,
But yet he had not returned.

From the American Radio Exposition held in the
Grand Central Palace, New York city, many items of
general interest were given the listeners in, one of these
being a wedding ceremony with two couples participating. It is rather a strange experience to hear the
parson proclaim, "I pronounce you man and wife,"
when neither of the contracting parties are visible to the
majority of the invited guests. The most aggravating
part of it all, perhaps, is to be unable to contribute the
usual rice and old shoes to the newlyweds. Some means
will be provided in time whereby we listeners may play
a more active part in starting a Radio-married couple
on their life journey. For instance, we might shock
them.

What could she do to keep him at home,
Keep him away from that club?
While love springs eternal hope will not die,
Traps must be set for that ' ' hub. ' '
But now you'll find him always at home,
And heproudly
you he
own, the day
That
's neverto been
out'11since
She bought him a Radiophone.
— Popular Wireless
(London.)

Even Poems Have Meter
At that same exposition, we heard a speech broadcast
by vice-president Griswold, of the American Telegraph
and Telephone Company, in which he called our attention to the problems of the future in Radio broadcasting. We were advised to consider the necessity of placing this great source of entertainment on a sound business basis, as considerable sums of money are required to
maintain broadcasting stations and to give to the publie what it desired to hear. Then, the following evening,
we heard (those of us who were listening to WJZ)
a rather, different aspect of the subject. We were told
that the expense of broadcasting was to be less the concern of the Radio audiences, than that well-organized
stations should be supported by public approval made
manifest to the ruling authorities. Whom are we to
believe? Read column .four, page one, of RADIO
DIGEST, of December 23rd issue. Shall we put all our
eggs in one basket?
Good news for the "silent period" fans! KSD
announced two evenings a week when virtually no
broadcasting would be done by stations in St. Louis,
Mo.
Others are learning to keep quiet, though it 's a
slow process.
Many of you may have heard the music from Station
WMAF and not known the identity of the owner of
that station. If other men of wealth would do as Col.
Edward Green has here done, devote some of their means
to the furtherance of the science of Radio, we could
advance even more rapidly than is now the case. He
has provided an equipment in his laboratory, which is
second to none, of such experimental value that important discoveries may be looked for from this source.
The
featureand,
of without
it all isexpense,
that anybenefit
amateur'
may appealing
visit the place
by
whatever he finds of new ideas. This is in marked contrast to the monopolistic spirit which seems to be pervading some quarters at the present time. Not that I
would suggest hampering the purely business phase of
Radiophony, rather, to extend the field of operation
beyond the narrow confines of a single corporate interest. We will continue to need diversified application to
this mammoth industry, if we wish to develop all of its
latent possibilities.
Like reading a dime novel detective story just before
retiring for the night, it is a bit disturbing to hear
hold-up descriptions direct from police headquarters.
That station in Detroit, Mich., with the well-chosen
call letter — KOP — is responsible for my having spent a
restless night on a recent occasion. In forboding tones
I heard of two cases of highwaymen successfully accomplishing their nefarious purposes, and could easily visualize the whole exciting drama. Each character was
carefully described as to dress, weight and the beautiful
finish of his treasured automatic, and in both cases I
was informed that these criminals were heading in my
direction. With so vast an audience it is quite possible
that the leading men were detained before they had
gone very far. The incident serves to impress one
anew with the utility of Radio broadcasting; not, however, with the need of spending money for blood curdling
literature.
Music with your meals is possible without the cost of
employing an orchestra. Simply tune that station
which is transmitting an orchestra concert for your benefit at the dinner hour.

Pa:
Ma:

"I see Radio is sent according to meters."
"First it was the gas meter, then the electria.

meter, then we get an automobile and Will uses it to
meet her every night and now it's Radio wavemeters. "

Dancing at Radio Frequency
He wondered why "The Blue Danube Waltz" didn't
sound just right. Then he found he had plugged in the
two-step amplifier.

We Like Radio but We Eat First
away.
When a Radiophan tells his wife, who is holding supper for him, that he wants to listen in just one more
minute — he is usually picking a minute half an hour

Well, You Need a Ground
Notatube:
Whataset:
Notatube:

"What's

in the Radio concert pro-

"Concert in A Minor."
"Probably Massa's in the coaled, coaled

Three Cheers for Marconi!
gram?"
LawyeT: "Now, if you will let me have some of
ground."
hisEx-Sweetie
love letters"(suing
—
for breach of promise): "I
haven't any. We both had Radio sets."

She Listens in for Him

Ida: "I can't afford a Radio receiving set."
Angela:
"How foolish! What is your hubby's averIda:
"Oh, usually midnight."
age income?"

RADIO
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
Chapter II
CHAPTER one we learned about the
IN"
nature of electricity and about the different kinds of electric currents that
-ed in modern Radio practice. We
also look up the subjects of electrical
pressure, current flow, and resistance, and
learned that pressure is measured in volts,
current flow in amperes, and resistance
in ohms. The entire chapter ought to be
carefully reviewed before a study of this
second chapter is undertaken.
In this chapter we will discuss electric
circuits and magnetism, two very important subjects with which everyone should
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Cell
be familiar who wishes to understand the
whvs and The
wherefore"s
Radio operation.
Electric ofCircuit
In order that an electric current can
flow, it is necessary to have a complete
and uninterrupted conducting path or
ring. This unbroken path over which
an electric current flows is called an electric circuit. The complete circuit includes three essential parts: First, a
source of current flow which may be either
a battery or a dynamo; second, the apparatus in which the energy of the electric
current is consumed, and third, the necessary connecting wires and switches.
In Figure 5 we have illustrated a simple electric circuit consisting of a dry
cell as the source of the electric current,
a buzzer in which the energy of the current is consumed, and the connecting
wires containing the switch or key K. As
long as the key is open, there is a break
or gap in the circuit and hence no current
can flow: but as soon as the key is closed,
the circuit becomes continuous and the
dry cell is then able to cause a current
to flow and to operate the buzzer. Although this is only a simple electric
circuit, still its operation is the same as
that of a large power circuit in ■Iwhich
Z,
a large water wheel driven generator
is
delivering several thousand horsepower
by means of a high tension (voltage)
transmission line to a distant city.
rzz!

'

cell

e

8

JU
B

St.

Every electric cell, storage battery or
dynamo, always has two terminals, one
positive and one negative. The positive
terminal is the one at which the current
leaves the generator and flows to the energy consuming device, while the negative terminal is the one at which the
current returns and again enters the generator. The wire conducting the current
away from the generator is hence known
as the positive side of the line, and the
other wire over which the current returns is the negative side of the line.
Thus, in Figure 5, A is the positive terminal of the dry cell and the wire ABC
is the positive side of the line, for through
it the electric current flows from the cell
to the buzzer. The wire DKE is then
known as the negative side of the line, for
through it the current returns to the cell.
Sometimes the earth or ground is used
as the negative side of the line for
conducting the return current. In Figure 6 we again have a simple buzzer circuit, in which the current leaves the cell
at the positive terminal A and flows
through the key K to the buzzer at B.
The current then leaves the buzzer at C
and enters the ground at E, it flows
through the ground to G, and then returns
to negative terminal of the cell at F.
Note carefully how a ground connection
is represented. For making a ground connection the wire can be connected
to a
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water pipe by means of a special "ground
clamp," or else it can be connected to an
iron rod or pipe which is driven down
into the earth to a depth of sis or eight
feet.
Ohms law
The amount of current (No. of amperes)
flowing in a circuit depends upon the
applied electrical pressure (volts) and
the amount of resistance (ohms) offered
by the circuit to the flow of current.
The higher the pressure, the more current will be caused to flow; also with
a high resistance the same pressure can
cause less current to flow than if the
resistance is small.
There is an impor-

t.int law which combines these three factors. This that
law istheknown
as Ohm's
Law,
and states
number
of amperes
of current flowing in a circuit is equal
to the number of volts pressure divided
by the number of ohms resistance. Thus,
if a storage battery can exert a pressure
of 6 volts, and the resistance of the filament of a vacuum tube is 3 ohms, the
number of amperes of current flowing
will be equal to 6 divided by 3 or 2
amperes.
Since at a given pressure the current
flow (No. of amperes) depends upon the
resistance of the circuit it is evident
that we can control the strength of the
current by regulating the amount of resistance. A device consisting of a variable resistance and used for regulating
the current flow in a circuit is called a
rheostat. It is always connected in series
in a circuit so that it forms a part of the
circuit and all the current must flow
through it. A rheostat is illustrated at
A in Figure 7. The current leaves the
storage battery at the positive terminal
P, and enters the rheostat at R. The
rheostat consists of a number of coils
of high resistance 'wire connected between
a series of contact points over which the
end of a rotating lever moves. In the
position in which this lever is in Figure
7, the current must first flow through all
of the resistance connected in between
A and B before it can flow on through the
filament of the tube. Thus by rotating
the lever any amount of resistance can

through a wire or any other conductor,
that conductor is surrounded with a magnetic field in the form of circular lines
of force, all of which have the conductor
as a common center. They all become
larger as the distance from the conductor
increases. Such a circular magnetic field
is illustrated in Figure S. The direction
in which the magnetic lines of force act
around the conductor depends upon the
direction in which the electric current
flows. If the current is reversed, the lines
of force act in the opposite direction
around the conductor.
The strength of the circular magnetic
field, that is, the number of magnetic
lines of force, depends upon the strength
of the electric current (No. of amperes)
— the larger the current, the more lines
of force encircle the conductor. We can
never have an electric current without
also having the magnetic field aronnd it.
Such magnetism is known as electromagnetism.
If the strength of the electric current
changes, the number of lines of force
also change. If the current increases, the
lines of force expand around the wire and
increase in number; while if the current
decreases, the lines of force shrink together and decrease in number. If the current flow stops altogether, all of the lines
of force collapse and disappear within the
wire.

portant part in the operation of all Radio
transmitting and receiving apparatus. In
fact, the entire art of Radio is based
partly
upon
the possibility
of establishing such
variable
magnetic fields.
The Third Chapter
With this chapter we have practically
completed our study of the electrical fundamentals of Radio, and are now ready
for the third chapter in which will be
taken up the subject of oscillating circuits. Oscillating circuits and the high
frequency currents established in them
form the real essence of all Radio operation. The third chapter is, therefore, a
most sires
important
and Radio
no onecanwhoafford
deto learn allone;
about
to miss that chapter.

Lightningof Arrester
The construction
a lightning arrester
shown in the illustration uses the brass
ends of shot gun shells for making the
- Pur«M OWT Mi-ttt CAP AWOTAProee/Jz'sCSEV
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Since a change in current strength
causes a change in the magnetic field
around the wire, an alternating or pulsat- body. A short tube is used between the
ing current which is constantly changing shell ends. The base is made of bakelite
in strength, is surrounded with a variable
or everchanging magnetic field. As the or porcelain. — George M. Swallow, Davenalternating current increases from zero
port, Iowa.
to a maximum value in one direction,
the lines of force expand outward around
the conductor; and as the current again
to zero, the lines of force also
be cut in or out of the circuit, and the decreases
shrink together and collapse within the
current correspondingly decreased or in- conductor. As the current reverses and
creased. As the current strength increases, the filament of the tube burns increases to a negative maximum, the
brighter, while with a decreased current lines of force again expand, but this time
act in the opposite direction. With the
the filament glows less dim.
The amount of current flow (No. of current again decreasing to zero, the lines
Immediate Delivery
amperes) in a circuit is measured with an of force again collapse.
An alternating current is thus surinstrument known as an ammeter. An
Dealers: Write for Discounts
rounded
with
a
variable
or
pulsating
magammeter, like a water meter, is always
netic field. Such a magnetic field, we will
Hudson-Ross, 123 W. Madison, Chicago
connected "in series" in a circuit so that
the entire current to be measured must learn in the next chapter, plays an imflow through it. As is illustrated in
Figure 7, an ammeter is represented by
a circle with the letter A in it. As the
current flows through the instrument,
the pointer indicates on a scale the number of amperes flowing. The two terminals of an ammeter are marked P
(positive) and N (negative). TVhen conLimited Number of
necting the instrument into the circuit,
the positive terminal must always be
connected to the positive side of the
line, and the negative terminal to the
negative side of the line.
Magnetism.
Although magnetism is a very broad
and interesting subject, we will be able
to— take up only a few of the important
£points
which are necessary in order to
understand the fundamental principles
of Radio. We are all familiar with the
small horseshoe
magnet
and have per-
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formed many interesting experiments with
it. A magnet will pick up only small
pieces of iron and steel; but no other
metals. Hence iron and steel are used
so extensively in the construction of
electrical apparatus and machinery, for
they are the only metals which will
carry magnetism
or can be magnetized.
However, a magnet does not possess
its power of attraction over the entire
surface, but only at certain places near
the ends of the magnet. These spots
where the magnetism seems to be concentrated are called the poles of the magnet. A magnet always has two poles, one
called the north pole and the other the
south pole.
If we lay a piece of stiff paper over a
magnet on a flat surface and then sprinkle
iron filings on the paper, these filings will
arrange themselves along definite lines
as is illustrated in Figure 9. These lines
are called magnetic lines of force or merely
lines of force, because the magnetic force
of the magnet seems to act along these
lines. These lines appear to come out
of one end of the magnet, the north pole,
travel around through the surrounding
space, and enter the magnet again at the
other end or south pole. The entire collection of lines of force is commonly
called a magnetic field, or magnetic flux.
Whenever
an electric
current
flows
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Panel Shield Prevents Body Capacity
COPP

Grounding Shafts Aids
in Eliminating Capacity
Finding that I still had considerable
trouble from body capacity in the operation of a Copp circuit receiving set, even
after the panel had been carefully shielded,

CIRCUIT RECEIVING
CONNECT
TO STATOR.
orcoNDENsea..

BINDING POST

y*

are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets at are discovered every
day. RADIO DIGEST is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, includstamped
ing
envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
RADIO
DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
I investigated for the trouble, found it
and got rid of it in the following manner:
The body capacity appeared to come
from the arrangement of shafts for the
movable sections of both the aerial condenser and the variocoupler which carried
it to the front of the panel and outside of
the protection of the grounded shield. The
trouble was overcome by changing the
connections to both the condenser and the
variocoupler. The sketch is self-explanatory.— E. H. Rankin, Lakewood, O.

Plugging in the Aerial

CONNECT
BEARING

/ ON

TO FRONT
OF ROTOR.

1/

VARIO-COUPLER-.

Bt

^K

SHIELD

_a! ■sh^j-m;

WDAP, WFAF, WOC, CKAC, WWG, KTW,
WBAP and WPAA. If the amateur has
difficulty in getting this set to operate, he
should reverse the A battery, or if he has
a rather large aerial he may get better
results by using the tap where the two
halves of the rotor are joined. — Samuel
Wells, Atlantic City, N. Y.

Mounting for Honeycomb

Coils

Homemade coils are difficult to mount
and are a nuisance if placed on the table
in front of the cabinet.
The coils may be
I -yo I

A-

draw a heavier line and so on, drawing
heavier lines until you have made five
grid leaks, then make the hook-up as
shown in the diagram.
Place the switch spring on the point
No. 1. If the signals are heard, but not
loud enough, turn to the next two, and so
on until the signals are heard the best. —
M. Hindert, Peoria, 111.

Signal Light on Loud Speaker
A friend of mine arranged a handy attachment for my loud speaker, which,
after my first carelessness in leaving my
battery connection on, has saved me much
trouble and expense in recharging the
battery. He attached a small automobile
lamp and socket on the base of the loud
speaker by spreading the twisted wires
sufficiently to slip them over the socket.
The wires were held together on 2ach side
of the socket with tape. The ends of the
wires were connected to the back of the
loud, speaker.
When connections are made

Mount for Spider Web Coils
The illustration shows a tray-like support for holding spider web coils. It is
made of wood to the dimensions given,
INSERT 5PIDER.WEB
COILS IN GROVES.

/"IN
ON

MOUNTED

PrtNEU.
S TO 6"-

B-

held in an upright position with a strip
of tin which is from 5 to 6 inches long and
about y2 inch wide and bent as shown in
the illustration. After shaping the strip,
mount it in a convenient place on the cabinet panel. If two coils are used, four
binding posts are necessary, two of which
are mounted just below each coil, then
enough wire is taken off the coil so that it
will reach to the binding posts and still
have enough wire to let the coil move back
and forth on the tin bracket to cause regeneration.
The other binding posts are put on the
panel in the same way, except that it is
put a little over and under the other coil,
S~T7AEK/al
v<r-„n
r-i
Honey comb coils
■30 TvRNCOIL
OR ONE 5QT.S/MGLE'
Jo
AND ALSO
00 /» J5T. S//VO.C.

although any width may be used suitable
to the diameter of the coils. The coils
slide in the grooves. Binding posts may
be placed on either side. — Irving A.
Brown, Anthony, R. I.

Phantom Tuner
with the loud speaker the small light is a
constant reminder that the current is on,
and I never forget now to disconnect the
battery circuit when I am through using
the instrument. — J. Howard Howe, Lewiston, Idaho.

MYERS TUBES

^
'KBATTEKY

nected to the inside ground wire. A small
piece of ordinary drop light cord is attached to the aerial and ground binding
posts. The other end has a regular light
plug attached. When ready for use I insert the plug. — William Graham, Chicago,
111.

Long Distance Receiver
The articles required for this set are
one variometer, one 23 or 43-plate variable
condenser, phones, batteries, detector tube,
socket, rheostat and grid condenser.
The variometer is split, or, in other
words, where one end of the stator is connected to the rotor metal plate, this lead
.001 or .boos

STATOR

is taken off and the rotor is used as the
plate inductance and the stator ends are
connected, one side in the grid and the
other side in the ground.
Using about 28 voits on the plate and
cuwith an aerial about 60 feet long, seven
tourist
'H?h" J*
?? **«*have
highbeen
at
-■■.ii
Vhe °"^end
followingandt
stations
PTO,

WHB,

OR,

6V.Srt>ltfiG£

10 VOLTS

S19.7S will brine one of these raarvelously sensitive instruments to
your address, prepaid- No aerial, ground. loop or radin frequency
used. All parts highest quality. Cutler Hammer, Remler. Dubelier,
etc mounted on genuine bakelite panel. Complete instructions furnished for wiring. No soldering necessary. Have music on Btrip
of lamp cord one hour after set arrives. Our Phantom gets over
distance and is practical using detector only. Wind lamp cord in
auto top and tune in music while driving. We've done it often.
Send stamp for booklet and learn the Phantom
story
VESCO
RADIO
SHOP.
Box
D-704.
Vacaville,
Calif.

INCREASE YOUR RANGE
BY ADDING A PERFECTLY
CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR
SET

Dealers: Write for Discounts

Hudson-Ross, 123 W. Madison, Chicago

o/e/K 1/oi.ri even
then by moving the coils closer together
or farther apart it will cause regeneration,
providing they are connected right. If
three coils are used and one is to be stationary, the stationary coil wires may be
drawn through the panel and pulled up
firm to it so that it will rest easy against
the panel and connect it. The other two
coils are put on as shown in the illustration, except that one coil will be on each
side of the stationary coil.
If regeneration is desired from a two
coil hook-up the diagram gives one that
received up to 200 miles distinctly. This
hook-up I am using with great success.—
Kenneth "Voeck, Baraboo, Wis.

Homemade

ROTOia.

GRIOLeAK.
WITCH KNOB

GRID
CONDENSER

*PH0N6S''
A-*-

0OIL.S

Where the aerial lead-in enters the
house I fastened an ordinary electric light
socket with screws to the wall and connected the lead-in to one of the two screws
in the socket.
To the other screw is con-

* AS? M^sTrega?
WHAS>
^d by tiix.

Procure ten switch points, one switch
knob, one grid condenser and one binding post. Fasten the switch on the panel.
In the track of the switch place the
switch points spaced equally about onehalf inch apart, then between the first
two points draw a light line with a
soft lead pencil.
Between the next two

CONNECT TO REAR.
BEARING OF ROTOR.
ON
VARIO-COOPLER..

CONNECT AERIAL
LEAD-IN TO ROTOR.
OF CONDENSER-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

GKOOND

Sz

[Ten Variations in Grid
Leak Increase Signals

SET

Multiple Headset

Usually when a receiving set is working good there are more persons wanting to listen in than there are headsets.
If there is one headset at hand a multiple hearing device can be made from a
good, sound cigar box. Procure some
rubber tubing, 3 or 4 feet for each person, and drill holes in the sides of
the box for the tubing to fit in snugly.
Tune in as loud as possible and detach
the receivers from the headset and place
them in the box. Each member of the
party listens in through a rubber tube
with its end placed in the ear. — Glenn
E. Ganfin,
Escanaba,
Mich.
In buying or building a receiver, select

tuning.
a design capable of rendering selective

SOMERVILLE
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READINGS
ANTENNA
HI-VOLTAGE +
GROUND
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LOUDCABINET
SPEAKERS
tifetfeW REAL
TYPE $<
Not just a common horn built into a cabinet. Beautiful— Compact—THE TONE
OF FINE
CABINET
PHONOGRAPHS.
Make your two-step set a HOME ENTERTAINER.
All SPIROLAS are of the best construction, with fine, rubbed finishes
^
ana are absolutely guaranteed.
SPIR0LA DUPLEX— uses any headset. Satin black
(DB) $4.85.
finish $3.85. Oak (DO) or mahogany (DM)
SPIROLA CONCERT— complete -tflth built-in unit
finish
and
$12.50.cord. Oak (CO) or mahogany (CM) finish
SPIR0LA SIMPLEX— uses Baldwin or other unit
Black (SB), oak (SO), mahogany (SM) finislt. same
prices as DUPLEX.
DEPT. D,
L. H. DONNELL MFG. CO.,

•*■

BOX

At dealers or postpaid

70,(C

0. D. if preferred)
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How to Mr % an^ Operate the Reinartz Receiver
An Ey* Nation of the Photo Diagram Shown on Page Seven
By II. J. Marx

isfactorily, if one desires to affect an Reinartz Is. It is only possible to lay
in position economy here.
bindingtheposts
s and placing
contactBefore
down general rules for the possible optwo right upper
first.
The coil should be mounted with the
binding posts in position, slip a small .002
eration,
experience andcarrylet
him theon experimenter's
from there.
mfd. fixed condenser under these two posts. eight tuning inductance leads toward the
In the set shown, a condenser having a front, the three grid Inductance taps to
The left and right condensers should
1-inch space between terminal holes, made the rear right, and the four plate induc- be set at zero capacity (all the plates out).
tance taps should be at the rear left, as The plate inductance switch (left) should
the mounting on the phone posts easy.
rest on the bottom contact point. Tuning
Next mount the switch levers and knobs one faces the front of the panel.
inductance switch (center) is left on about
Wiring1 the Set Properly
so
that
they
"feel"
right
when
turned.
the center contact, and the grid Inductance
The two variable condensers follow In
More
good
sets
go
wrong
from
imorder, and the vernier rheostat is the
proper wiring than from any other single switch (right) should be also on the contact point next to the bottom.
next to be fastened to the panel.
reason. It is for this reason that the conThe rheostat may be adjusted now
ventional wiring chart shown as Figure
until
the hissing or howling (oscillation)
2, and drawn by Mr. Freund, should aid
in placing the connecting tinned copper point is just approached.
bus wires properly.
Probably the best advice to give (at
The photo diagram, page seven, also least the most practical) is to vary the
will aid in making these connections. center and right switches until the
signals come in best. Then adjust the
Make all bends neat, and ALWAYS
SOLDER to the taps, apparatus or bind- 11-plate variable condenser (right) until
the best position is found. Next it is
It ingisposts.to be forewarned here that the advisable to vary the plate inductance
eight tuning inductance taps (top center switch and the 23-plate condenser (left)
switch) would best be left unconnected until full regeneration without distortion
obtained.
until the last, as their positions will in- is Small
changes in the adjustments now
terfere with soldering other connections.
may even better the reception. It is
Purchasers of the manufactured "Barr- neither
advisable
nor necessary to burn
Chas" spider web inductance will receive
with it a printed circular which will aid the tube filament very brilliantly. See
how low the rheostat can be turned once
materially in assembling this outfit.
Figure 1
you may be surprised at the good
The Figure 2 layout is designed to re- and
results.
the front of the panel and base of
body of Radiophone listeners in, has been
The tube socket, variable grid leak-con- the set semble
The
antenna system for best results
in
a
fiat
projection
so
as
to
show
denser combination, and Reinartz spider
only short lived.
with this set should not be much over or
The panel layout and circuit diagram web should then be fastened to the base the necessary connections more simply.
It will be noted that the two top taps under 100 feet in length.
accompanying this article are those used in the relative positions shown in the
by Mr. Freund in making the set which bottom photograph of page seven, which on the right, or grid inductance, switch,
are
connected together. This was done
view
is
of
the
base,
looking
down
on
it
is pictured in photo diagram.
from above.
only to secure balance, that is, so that
Farts Required
both the right and left switches would
Mounting Spider Web Coil
The set, if constructed exactly as shown,
the spider web coil should have four contacts on the front of the
will require one bakelite or formica panel notMounting
be difficult and can almost be left to panel, and hence, look symmetrical.
18 inches long by 7 inches wide and i35 inch the will of the builder. In the set shown
Explanation of Finished Set
thick, eight binding posts, two threePrompt Service— Quality Goods— Priced Right
For both the builder and the interested
Radio Division
inch dials, one rheostat dial, three a "BarrChas" coil was used and was Reinartz owner, the operation explanation
only
laid,
not
fastened,
on
a
circular
disk
switch levers (%-inch shanks) and knobs,
TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
16 switch contacts (%-inch shanks), six
20 S. Wells St.
Franklin 3986
switch stops, three fiat head nickeled
5206 W. Madison,
Austin 7041.
1122 E. 47th Si
L.ok tor the TELMACO Sign
wood screws 1% inch long, one 23-plate
variable condenser, one 11-plate variable
condenser, one variable grid leak and
condenser, combination CO to 5 megohms
and .00025 mfd. respectively), one standard four-prong tube socket, one .002 mfd.
All absolutely new Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell
fixed phone condenser, one vernier filatype liB-J $4.50; Willard 4 cell type SYK-13 $4.25: Wilment control rheostat, No. 14 tinned bus
lard 2 volt 40 A. H. for WD-11 tubes $4.75; 6 volts Ediwire for connections, and, one spider web
son $7.75; Edison B Battery elements 4c each.
coil Reinartz wound.
FLEWELLING
.006 CONDENSERS
The latter in this case is known as the
Bakelite mounted with binding posts. Set of three $2.90.
"BarrChasCo" inductance and is made
FLEWELLING
SPIDER WEB
COILS
by the BarrChas Radio Coil Company
Easier tuning; clearer signals; Green silk wound $1.75 ea.
of Springfield, Massachusetts. However,
FLEWELLING
VARIABLE
GRID
LEAKS
the photo diagram is illustrative of the
Give clearer music, louder signals on any circuit, 75c.
method of winding a similar coil in the
REINARTZ
LATEST
SPIDER
WEB
COILS
event one so desires.
Double green silk winding on Bakelite spider $1.95.
Extras Necessary
Figure 2
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE CONDENSER
In addition to the parts there will be
needed phones, a hard or soft tube, B bat- of panel material, which was supported may be valuable. The photo diagram Fits any condenser. Requires no extra space, 95c.
tery, -and A battery. This circuit will
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
the necessary external connections Best
function well with any tube, provided % inch away from the wooden base by shows
made.
Louder signals.
Cannot bum out.
$2.95.
of a %-ihch long spacing washer un- and names the parts in a proper fashion, Call
Book of all Canadian Stations, $1.25.
the correct plate voltage is used. With use der
S000 Meter long wave couplers. $7.95.
the disk in the center, through which and so as to avoid confusion.
Cunningham 300 or other soft tubes a B a wood screw was fastened. A small, ten
It is difficult to give definite sure-fire
We save you money.
Tell us what you need.
battery or plate voltage of 22% will be cent disk talking machine record, new,
for the positive working of a sensi- QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.
ample. With a WD-11 and other hard can be used to support the coil very sat- rules tive
regenerative
set.
That
is
what
the
tubes, 45 volts or more should be used.
A six-volt storage battery is indicated
in the photo diagram. This is proper
for lighting the filament of a standard
tube, but a battery of only four volts
should be used with a Myers tube, and
of only one and one-half volts (dry or wet
cell), with the WD-11
or TJV-199 tube.
The base used in making the set illustrated was of poplar and is designed
Jack
so that the entire assembled panel and
Microphone
Variometer
Variable Condenser
mounted apparatus will slide into the cabinet which affords the ultimate housing.
The cabinet can be made to suit one's
fancy or can be purchased already
finished. In the latter case, the panel
Positive contacts, con«
dimensions should be made to agree with
stant able
spring
tension.
the space allowed for the panel in the
insulated
frame. DurStandard
Microphone.
Super*
finished cabinet nearest approximating
Plug
No.
sensitive.
The
result
of
twentythe necessary size.
five years experience.
Drilling the Panel
501^4 Conductor. Each
The first step in the construction is
No. 21
Each $8.90
502—2 Conductor.
the drilling of the panel. It is here
All Bakelite moulded var503 — 3 Conductor. . .75
iometer. Two rotor and
suggested that bond or other tough
.80
This condenser is of the dec504 — 4 Conductor. ..$1.10
finished paper be pasted on the panel with
three stator terminals.
505 — 6 Conductor.
library paste. The paper should be
remeter type and is unusuStandard wound. For
ally well constructed.
1.10
. 1.25
stretched tightly and should be smooth
panel or base mounting.
against the side of the panel to be the
No.
501
Each
$8.00
No.
601
11 plate wit*- 5 plate
front when finished. After the paper is
Vernier. Knob anu 4-inch
mounted securely and dry, the holes necDial.
Each
$6.75
essary to be drilled should be laid out
Dial
The Kellogg plug fits all jacks.
in pencil on the paper. After making
No.
602
11
plate
without
VerIt is of strong construction and
nier. Less Knob and Dial.
sure that the holes are located properly
handsomely
finished.
Each
$4.50
on the paper, the centers should be centerpunched carefully.
No. 501
Each $1.00
No. 603 23 plate with 5 plate
Figure 1 shows the dimensions for
Vernier. Knob and 4-inch
locating and drilling the panel for the set
Head Set
Dial.
Each
$7.75
shown on page seven. Three drill sizes
The
value
of
extremely
light
are necessary, %, %, and % inch.
No. 604 nier.
23 Less
plate
without
VerKnob and Dial.
After drilling the holes, the paper may
and very small head sets in
Each
$5.50
No. 69A Head Set, 2400
be peeled off, and the sticking parts can
Radio receiving is most evident
ohms
Each $10.00
be rubbed off with a moistened cloth.
No. 605 43 plate with 5 plate
when using Kellogg head receiv69A Set, 2000
It is to be noted here that no holes
No. 69C No.Head
Four-inch,
all
Bakelite.
Vernier.
ers,
which,
however,
have
proved
are indicated for the mounting of the
Dial.
EachKnob and 4-inch
$8.75
ohms
Each
$8.00
Non-warping, reinforced
as sensitive and thoroughly efpanel on the base. However, if it is deconstruction.
No. 74A Head Set, 1000
ficient as they are light in weight
No. 606 43 plate without Versired to follow the design shown, drill
nier. Less Knob and Dial.
ohms (Single). Each $5.00
and small in size.
No. 502
Each $1.25
these holes Vs inch in diameter, % inch
Each
$6.50
from the bottom edge in the center of
the panel and 1% inches from each end.
Steps in Assembly
To make the assembly more easy, it
it advisable to insert and lock the switch

eain the7
ag
Shoy^fl
diagram
photo -p
HEjf
Ti
and the following arti -^rReinartz
tion and
construction
sot
.oivino- set
nst. jeiving
»nrt use
construc
merative tuner. Th y Benjamin
was designed and bufrt associated
E. Freund, technical j Stock Store,
with the Chicago S;o. The Reinartz
Radio dealers, of Ch and efficient, has
tuner, highly sensi'..xtensively by the
long been used ve amateurs of this
long distance reiarity with the great
country, but its p.
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The Reader's View
for Grand Opera from the
Metropolitan
Let me add a word to the plea for
broadcasting Grand Opera from the Metropolitan Opera Co. All who have had the
privilege of listening in on the operas as
-iven by the Chicago Civic Opera Co. will
ree that Station KYW, with the co-op<on of the opera company, is doing a
work in the line of educating
the
.in the best in music, and thereby is
,-naBring a service to this age and the
ising generation.
We are sure that the
■Metropolitan Opera Co. can be no less hunanitarian in its outlook on the musical
ivorld.
But we know there are many, as
e, who can not rely on getting Chicago,
ut in the South and East, here, can often
vithout interference get New York.
The
two sets, which we use interchangeably,
with a two-step audio amplifier, will not
always tune out other stations ' satisfactorily enough to get good results with Chi-ago.
f know this is the case with others.
We
all working to have better sets. Those
,-rr!j£,can afford to buy the more expensive
sets are doing so, and getting distance, or
the boys at home, as in my case, are
building more improved
sets.
We want
the best in Radio sets. Likewise, there is
no question in my mind that there is a
vast Radio
audience
that wants
Grand
Opera, and those who do not will learn to
want it. The more the Radiophans learn
about Radio, the better sets they want, so
with the listeners in regard to programs
. heard.
Take the movies.
Time was, not so long
ago, when slap-stick comedy and a piano
player would do. Now we want good plots,
finished actors, and a symphony orchestra.
We
have to
to grow
up to
the
best don't
in music.
If wait
the best
is made
availxble the growing
generation
will take
old of it, is my opinion.
The talking marine and player piano have done wonders
ta^jnake us, as a nation, more musically
inclinejd, but it remains for Radio to guide
ind shape our tastes.
The great majority,
f necessity, choose the records from the
0-cent stores.
But the Radio selections
ere, to use an old, old expression, "free as
tir," and if the producing companies will
only co-operate
with the managers
of
croadcasting stations, so they may send
out the best productions,
then the tube
will not jieed to usher in the familiar
'' ■'
- ty, clack," and even the hum-
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ble little crystal will "glow" with the reflected beauty of the tones it brings in.
To illustrate: In the last several weeks,
here in Virginia, my son of fourteen years
has learned to distinguish Grand Opera.
We turned in, by chance, New York the
night of the broadcasting of "Aida,"
which of course I recognized and thoroughly enjoyed. So last Friday, when my
son caught the last act cf "II Trovatore"
at Chicago, he breathlessly called, "I have
Grand Opera for you." He also stopped
his experimental tuning, lately, to listen
to the fine Shakespearean reader who recently gave "As You Like It," because he
had been making a book report on that
very play at high school. Then Saturday
night, a week ago, we heard the wonderful
Symphony Orchestra from New York, and
I find Radio is the way to study and teach
the symphonic form. Then the harpist,
whom we heard from Atlanta last Saturday, gave us clearly the tone qualities of
the harp in all their beauty.
What makes the Italians such a musical people is, not only their ability to
execute but the wonderful opportunity of
the masses to hear the operas. Think of
the impetus to the hearing of opera on
the stage this listening in will give! Why
do the young people love jazz? Because
they know it. But let them constantly
hear the best, and they will no more go
back to it than the Radiophans will discard their amplifying devices or their improved hook-ups. I know, for I am one
who from babyhood not only studied but
constantly heard the better forms of
music.
Who would stop the avenues, which
Radio is opening up, for the onward progress of a better appreciation and a truer
valuation of the best music? Let's have
Grand Opera from the Metropolitan! —
Harriet Reynolds Marchant, Petersburg,
Va.
Inikes Flewelling Set
It may interest you to know that I built
a Flewelling super-regenerative circuit as
given in RADIO DIGEST in the December
2 number and I have been getting some remarkable results. I am using the set
without any real antenna. For receiving
purposes I attach a wire to the heating
system of the house or simply drop fifteen
or twenty feet of ordinary annunciator
wire out of the window and not touching
the ground. In either of these methods
of receiving I have been able to receive up
to a distance of one thousand miles. It
remains to be seen what I can do with a
real antenna.

Now comes the strangest thing of all.
With this set and without any receiving
wire of any kind I can pick up stations as
far away as Pittsburgh and bring the
voices and music loud and clear. I can
pick up Pittsburgh in this manner almost
at will. I have demonstrated this fact to
several people who have been skeptical
and I have done it with the set inside of
a brick building in the heart of Asheville,
N. C, among all of the trolley and lighting wires. If you can devote the space
in your paper I wish you would give the
theory of the reception in this instance.
The set itself is picking up the signals
and regenerating them of course, but just
what part of it is probably doing it?
A good many of the Radiophans here
are interested in this and so far as I know
I am the only person in this part of the
state who has been experimenting with
the Flewelling circuit, although several
have tried out the Armstrong circuit.
Here I wish to congratulate you upon the
good paper which you put out and in my
humble estimation it is the very best published for those wishing to keep up with
the latest in Radio and to experiment with
circuits. Your diagrams are the most explicit for the novice that can be found anywhere. This is my first attempt at building or using a receiving set and I am very
proud of the fact that by using your diagram and directions I was able to put this
ning.
set up and it worked from the very beginIn final explanation I wish to state that
my set is mounted on a beaver board
panel with dimensions of about 10 by 14
inches. The connecting wires are rather
longer than ordinarily used and this may
have somethig to do with such long-distance' reception without receiving connections. Please note that Pittsburgh is
about 275 miles from here. Thanking you
and assuring you that I enjoy your paper
each week, I beg to remain. — Dr. F. C.
Locke, Oteen, N. C.

Condensers Vary
Mechanical motion of the dial of the
condenser of a receiving set is not necessarily an indication of the sharpness of
tuning. Moving a dial on one set a single
degree may lose a particular signal, while
it may take ten degrees of another set
to tune out the same signal. However,
ten degrees on the second condenser may
correspond to the same change in capacity
which is made in one degree on the first
condenser, if there are fewer plates or if
the latter are more widely separated.

HOW TO MAKE
FLEWELLING
RECEIVER
COMPLETE

Blue Prints
for the construction of a Flewelling Receiving Unit and two
step amplifier.

Full Instructions
FOR
Description

ASSEMBLY

of apparatus
and accessories and details of tuning.

Cabinet Dimensions
Panel Layout
List of Parts

Only 50c
Send only money
orders — no checks
stamps.
Coins at your own risk.
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Questions and Answers
■ ion as to the nature of the phenomCircuit for Out-of-Town Stations
Want* to Add Amplification
Silent
"Week!
ena you are experiencing. Off hand, tho
Nc\vi»i'
t. Pa.
(1648) 10.111. Chicago, 111.
i (12.'!:)) CTR, Has
U248) CG, Baylis, 111.
solution
might be in suspended broadFor one whole week wo failed to get
1 am having rU%OUlty in Kitting my set
l have a set containing ;i 48-plate varicasting of stations you are accustomed to
There are eight
able condenser, variocoupler, grid leak and hooked up so as to get out-of-town sta-l anything on our outfit.
receive. RADIO DIGEST affords a weekly
griil condenser, rheostat, detector tube,
bulletin of broadcasting stations and tho
socket. £2% -volt battery, G-volt storhours of operation by which you might be
battery, ami a pair of 2,000 ohm
able to determine if this might explain
phones. What other parts would it take
your period of silence. However, the
to add one stage of amplification?
cause may lie in the geological terrain.
Does it take a 45-volt B battery or a
H-'^-volt B battery for an amplifier? Can
Trees Near Aerial
you use one A battery for two tubes?
(1226)
JH,
Sylvan
Beach, N. Y.
Is there any way by which you can use
1. My aerial is 150 feet long, with leada transformer on a 110-volt electric light
in, and 35 feet high and entirely surso as to take the place of a storage batrounded by trees, some only a few inches
tery?
from the wire. Have heard stations 800
miles distant with this arrangement.
A. — Your detector set is complete as
now is. For one step of amplification add
Would raising the aerial above the trees
socket, rheostat, 45-volt B battery, amincrease the range of the set?
plifying tube and amplifying transformer.
2. What would be the advantage of
Best results will be secured with either
shunting a variable condenser across the
a 45-volt B battery or two 22%-volt batprimary of the first step amplifying transteries. The A battery may be used for
former? What capacity should it be?
two or more tubes.
A. — 1. It is granted that the higher
We do not believe that 110-volt transthe aerial, the better. Your present reformer designed by the Bureau of Standsults are certainly satisfactory and would
ards for elimination of the A battery is
not suggest the necessity of any change.
on the market as yet. Any six-volt
Proximity
of trees is not objectionable
output transformer will serve, although
provided they do not touch antenna at any
we do not recommend it as a practical
venture.
2. There would be no advantage derived
Page fourteen of September 2nd issue
will afford you diagram of one stage am- tions, and would appreciate your sending or ten sets in this neighborhood, also a from shunting a variable condenser across
the primary as suggested. If your cirplifier.
in nearby towns having the same point.
me sketch connecting the apparatus of number
cuit is regenerative, use a .001 mfd. fixed
trouble.
my set as you think it ought to be concondenser
here.
A. — It would be difficult to arrive at a
nected. I have one variocoupler, one 43Variocoupler Suggested
plate variable condenser, one 23-plate vari(1193) PMC, Ft. Stockton, Texas.
able condenser, one deterctor tube, two
I have been reading your paper from
the start and have gotten lots of informa- amplifier tubes, rheostats for each tube,
tion from your question and answer page. two audio transformers, one potentiometer, three jacks and one plug for
I am going to ask that you answer some
questions for me.
phones.
I have a detector and two-stage audio
Please lay particular stress on connectW. E. SUPPLY AND SERVICE
CORPORATION
frequency amplifier which I assembled. I
ing the potentiometer so as to bring the
am sending you the hook-up I use. My best results.
18
MURRAY
STREET,
New York
aerial is a three-wire inverted L,, seventyA. — Q. & A.1548 diagram shows one tv-pe
2 Blocks South of Chambers, between Broadway and Church St.
five feet long with a twenty-five foot lead- of circuit that you can employ with your
in and twenty-five foot ground lead. One apparatus, and which should bring in outend of my aerials is seventy feet high; the of-town stations'.
other, twenty. I have brought in Stations
Windings; Leak Resistance
WHB, WDAF, KFAF, KUT, and a number
nearer, but I have considerable trouble in (1246) MV, Portland, Ore.
tuning them in. I am using a homemade
1. The primary and secondary of my
loose coupler with tapped primary and variocoupler and grid variometer are
secondary for tuning.
wired with No. 24 wire and plate variometer with No. 21 wire. Should I have
"Would
work asbetter
withI
this
set?a variocoupler
Am I receiving
far as
used No. 21 wire throughout or a larger
should with this set under favorable con- sized wire and if so would results justify
ditions? Should a potentiometer across my rewiring the set?
the A battery weaken the signal? If not,
2. When a grid leak has too heavy a
why is it that I find this the case with
pencil effect
mark has
or" too
pencil mark
mine? Why is it that I can sometimes what
it onlight
the a working
of a
hear the whistle of a station clear but set, and how can I tell when it has just
can't tune the voice in? If I should add the right resistance?
one stage of Radio amplification to my
A. — 1. Wire used in construction of
set, would it increase the signal strength? your apparatus is all right and there
I would appreciate any change in the would be no advantage in making sughook-up you might offer to improve the
gested rewiring.
tuning.
2. The best way to determine resistance
A. — We are gratified to answer your in- of grid leak and proper adjustment to that
quiries briefly as follows:
This set will receive everything broadcasted within a 25-mile radius of
end is to make a heavy pencil mark and
We suggest the use of a variocoupler keep
your home.
Highly polished mahogany case with nickel-plated fittings.
erasing until you sense the verge of
with variometer for tuning and one in
Buy $20.00 worth of Radio supplies and receive this beautiful Crystal
plate circuit for regeneration. Radio fre- howling. When too little resistance obSet
absolutely
FREE.
tains, a howl or whistle is noticeable;
quency amplification will increase your
With each purchase of $10.00 or more we are giving free of charge a
range slightly and also the signal when too much, a decrease in signal
strength. For this addition of Radio fre- strength results.
$1.75 B Battery.
quency to your circuit, see page fifteen
Do You Need Radio Supplies?
Our Prices Speak Louder Than Words.
Loop Aerial in Series
of August 19th and page fourteen of September 16th issues of RADIO DIGEST.
(1258) ANF, Paterson, N. J.
AH Merchandise offered is Standard, Guaranteed, and is of perfect workYour receiving records are good. HowI am employing hook-up which you pubmanship. Mail orders must include postage. TERMS — Money Orders with
ever, your potentiometer should not funclished in your issue of Saturday, August
Orders^Checks not accepted.
tion as you describe. Increase the detec- 12th, 1922, page 15, of 1 stage Radio and
tor plate voltage slightly. This will doubt- 2 stage audio frequency with a 43-foot
INCLUDING
"Better Tnaii Tne Best"
PHONES,
PRICE
less remedy the unfavorable condition.
outdoor aerial. I am getting good reTUBES,
sults but would like to get better if possible by increasing my wave length inComplete
Don't Pot in Acid!
ductance with a loop aerial.
(1253) AM, Spiro, Okla.
AERIAL
Will you please show me how-to employ
How often would I have to put acid
and
a
loop
aerial
with
this
hook-up
and
size
in a storage battery? I am using a of variable condensers to use in their
charger to charge it.
BATTERIES
respective
places?
Could the battery be used while it was
A. — Place loop aerial in series with set
being charged?
with a forty-three plate vari$25.00 MIRCLE CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET WITH
3000 OHM
A. — Never put acid in a battery unless and antenna
able condenser across it. However, we
you have the experience and skill of a
.55CLEATS
PHONES,
100
FT.
AERIAL,
2
AND
POR.
TUBES,
$7.95
practical battery man and then not more do not believe that this will materially
SI.OO Genuine Bakelite Socket
$
often than at six month intervals. This assist you and would rather advise to in$6.50 Moulded
Variometer,
highest quality. $ 3.50
$1.00
4-in Genuine Bakelite Dials, 3-in., $0.45;
crease the length of your outdoor antenna
Special
Radio Soldering
Iron
4.95
is very important to the protection of
20c Bezel
15
one hundred and fifty feet.
$7.00 Guaranteed Genuine Bakelite Vario$8.00 BRANDES PHONES
5.75
your battery and should be carefully ob- to Page
coupler, silk wound
4.75
fourteen
of
September
16th
issue
$1.00
FRESHMAN
VAR.
GRID
LEAK
75
served.
$6.60 Wessco Variometer, highest quality
100 ft. Coil No. 14 1
7-strand
Pure
Copper
guaranteed
of RADIO DIGEST affords a rather com3.25
Aerial Wireififf
50
16.75
ff
$5.00 Acme Transformer
the battery
while being
charged
H0MECHARGER
DE
LUXE
13.25
prehensive article on loop aerials, which
3.40
is L'sing
not advisable
on account
of the
hum
$24.00 A BATTERY.
100 AMP., 6 V
rhordarson
Grid
Condenser
15
will
be
helpful
in
employing
them.
that occurs while charging.
11.45
$1.50
Thordarson
Vernier
Rheostat
1.
10
$19.00 A' BATTERY,
80 AMP., 6 V
8.75
1.65
$14.50 A BATTERY,
60 AMP.. 6 V
Johns-Manville Blk. Com. Tubes, 3-inch
25
$1.00
Rheostat
.32
75c Crystal Detector
35
Allen's Circuit Layout
2.40
$1.50 Multi
Jack
1.15
$5.00 23-pl.
Variable
Condenser
Condenser
Construction
1.95
$5.50 43-pl. Variable Condenser
$1.50 Twin
Adapter
1.15
(1238) FXB, Weehawken, N. J.
2.25
.35
$4.50
Variometer,
guaranteed
high quality.
$1.25 Universal
Plug
75
(1247) EJF, Vincennes, Ind.
I am particularly interested in the cir$4.25 Variocoupler, guaranteed high quality
$18.00 WESTINGHOUSE
BATTERY
Contact
Points,
dozen
cuit submitted by A. J. Allen, page 4,
CHARGERS
13.25
For my benefit and others, please say
.04
.02
Bronze Bus Bar, tinned, ft
$19.50 WESTINGHOUSE
BATTERY
if it is a good custom to have condensers Vol. 2, No. 11. Will be very thankful
$1.00 Socket
CHARGERS for A & B Batteries
16.00
consolidated. I have in mind making to know how he constructed the set, or
$5.00 Murdock
Phones
3.55
$3.00 BATTERY, 22'/2 V. VARIABLE.
HIGHEST
OUALITY
GUARANTEED,
70c Open Circuit Jack
40
lead foil and manila or waxed paper con- the position of various inductances.
LARGE
SIZE
85c Double Circuit
45
densers to nearly their minimum capacity
A. — The only communication we had
40c K. D. Crystal Detector
16
$1.75 B BATTERY. 22',<i V. VARIABLE,
HIGHEST
QUALITY
GUAR.,
SMALL
and then cut in parallel with each set from Mr. Allen, (3807 Graceland Ave.,
Magnet
Wire
20
per
cent,
discount
off
List.
SIZE
$3.00 Radio
Frequency Transformers
1.65
of plates, a 5, 11, or 13-plate rotary con- Indianapolis, Ind.) was that given in the
3-plate Vernier Variable Condenser
75c Battery
Hydrometer
35
.70
Knife Switch, S. P. S. T
14
denser with them, the idea being to lay article you read.
Guaranteed Genuine Bakelite Panels — 7x10,
$1.25; 7x18, $1.85; 9x10, $1.60: 5x5, 47c:
Knife Switch, S. P. D. T
22
all the foil sheets in one shallow container
.75
.85
5x9, 95c; 6x12. $1.25: 7x12, $1.50; 7x9.
I don't think the arrangement would be
Knife Switch. D. P. D. T
35
$1.15; 12x14. $3: 7x24
leading out the necessary taps for 4 auxil- very important, except first, that your
$6.50
Wessco
Audio
Transformers,
highest
50c Mica Condensers
07'/2
.25
quality guaranteed
3.25
iary condensers, and sealing up the lead grid leads (lead to grid variometer — to
$1.00 All Moulded
V. T. Sockets
4.50
$6.75 Westinghouse
Storage
Battery
4.75
3.00
sheet container permanently. Will one leak and condenser — to grid) should be
$1.50 MICROSTATS
$5.00 Shamrock Variocoupler
2.59
SPAGHETTI
per length
interfere with the others in such close as short as possible, and second, that the
$8.00 Wooden
Drcyfuss Horn
Phones . . .•
6.00
$7.50
6.00
$8.00 Moulded
Variocouoler, highest quality
proximity?
three variometers and their leads should
.25
A. — There will be no interference be- be separated enough so as to avoid back
tween condensers in close proximity in coupling through induction. If the latter
MAGNA VOX, NEW TYPE, NEW CONSTRUCTION.
the method you describe. Consolidation is impossible, shield the variometers with
NEW FINISH
$45.00
of condensers in this manner is practical shields.
ungrounded but commonly connected
and convenient.

Wessco

We Are Giving Away These
Beautiful Crystal Sets
HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOURS?

FREE

The Radio
Tube Set

$35

FREE

\
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Marrieddio.bySeveral
Ramarriages took
place
the
Grand at
Central
Palace during the
show.
This couple is rehearsing
for the occasion,

m

w:..

using the
Radiophone to receive
the marriage
ceremony.
In this case both
the bride and
bridegroom are
at the altar and
the minister at
home delivering
the marriage rites
by ether waves.

© u. & u.

"

Ivan Steschenko,
new basso with the
Chicago Opera
Company, is here
leading us in song.
In this case he is
Music Master Basilio in the comic
opera, "The Barfa
e r of Seville."
Steschenko
has been heard
over
times. KYW several
Moffett Photo

A new type Radiophone
recently brought out by
a large manufacturer of
these goods is shown in
this picture. It is a fine
cabinet construction.
The daughter of one of
the officials is listening in
on the new instrument.

X\

© Wide World

I

/

Presented with the smallest tube Radio
set by his associates at the federal board
for vocational training of war veterans
in Washington, R. Edwin Joyce is shown
listeningcastedinfromtoSt.a Louis.
concert that
Joycewasis broadin the
hospital at Washington, where he had a
leg
amputated
recently.
The
miniature
tube set is the invention of Barney J.
Goy, who is in charge of the electrical
training
courses
at the Washington© Int.
bureau for war
veterans.

Flewelling Data, Pages 12, 15; Reflex Circuits, 13
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RADIO JOINS CRIME WAR
'RICH' FOR DAY, HAS
PHONES INSTALLED
RADIO

FOR

WINNER IN "MILLIONAIRE" CONTEST

Lucky Boston Woman, Free to Have
"Anything,"
Spurns All for
Air Concert
BOSTON, MASS. — Mrs. E. W. Bickmore
of 40 Brent street, Dorchester, had a Radio receiving- set especially installed in
her home for one day, on New Year's
Day, and enjoyed a Radio concert throughout the day and evening. ' For1 some
years Mrs. Bickmore has been in poor
health, and whsn she won in the Boston
Post's contest of "A Millionaire For a

'

Day," she requested that the Post have

WHY?
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)

gWestinc— The
and Manufa
Electrical
house ON.
WASHINGT
turing Company, which sells
Radio apparatus through the Radio
Corporation of America, plans to present new sets to several members of
the Cabinet interested in Radio, accordding to E. L. Norcross, local representative, who has already installed a set
for Secretary "Weeks in the War Department.
The Boston Post's "Millionaire For a
Day" contest ran for a month and the
winners of each day's answer to the questions propounded in the paper were given
anything that they asked for, and allowed^
as guests aof millionaire
the Post, tomight
do just
imagined
do, as
all they~
ex-

SHIP-TO-SHORE RADIO
SETS UP NEW RECORD
Vessel in Pacific Covers 4,050 Miles
with 1KW Set
SAN FRANCISCO. — The most remarkable records yet made in ship-to-shore
Radio telephony were hung up during the
voyage of the S. S. Matsonia from Honolulu to San Francisco. The ship has a
one-kilowatt, combination Radio telephone
and telegraph set. With it the operator
was able to talk with the operator of the
station at Apia, British Samoa. The last
conversation took place at 8:30 a. m., when
the Matsonia was 4,050 miles from Apia.
The following day she docked in San Francisco.
During the entire voyage the vessel was
in constant. voice communication with the
shore, speaking directly to KPH at San
Francisco, or with KHK, at Hawaii, whichefef one was nearer. All the work was
done on a 550-meter wave length.

Gloria Chandler, dramatic reader
from the Grace Hickox studios,
who will shortly broadcast one
act plays from Station KYW, Chicago. Miss Chandler read "The
Angels
the midnight
Shepherd"Christ1
from
Ben
Hur and
on the
mas program from KYW

a Radio set installed in her home, that penses being- paid. Expensive limousines,
she might hear a Radio concert.
trips to New York, boxes at the opera,
The set was installed Saturday, tested theaters, dinners at the finest hotels and
out Sunday, and she heard the entire pro- all such things as people of means might
gram, including the beautiful sermon, at enjoy, were on the card if the daily
St. Paul's Cathedral as well 'as if she winner wished them. The program in
were
present into
there.theOn holiday
New Year's
Day each was laid out to suit the winners.
she listened
programs
Mrs. Bickmore was the one who chose
of the Shepard Stores and Amrad sta- a Radio concert over a specially installed
tions.
set, for one day.

Frances Starr, heroine of "Shore Leave,
Powers
Theater,
Chicago,
playing at
which was broadcast
direct from the stage
Saturday afternoon,
January
tion KYW.13, by StaNicholas
Murray
Photo

No. 2

CHIEF BURNS
TAKES STEPS
IN BIG DRIVE
Daugherty
How by
Crooks
Will BeTells
Defeated
Air Waves

Plans
National "Gallery"
WASHINGTON. — Attorney
General
Daugherty(Continued
announces on
a plan
page for2)a national

R ATE
IVrWl<^ JKJM3
V.IVimt
YVAIV
(Continued from page 1)
bureau of identification and information
in WaAington with Radio as the means
for broadcasting data on criminals and
their activities to the whole country. The
report has been verified by William J.
Burns, Chief of the Bureau of Investigaton. This national gallery of rogues and
crime, the idea of the attorney general, is
believed to be something unique in criminal investigation as it will cover the whole
country and be immediately available.
"In these days of preventative medicine, and fire and accident prevention,"
said Chief Investigator Burns, America's
foremost detective, ' ' we have now come to
crime prevention. We plan eventually to
have on file in this bureau photographs,
inger prints, descriptions and histories of
every known criminal in America, as well
as data
his methods
of operation."
Firston Real
Crime Prevention
Step
When legislation authorizes it and the
system gets into operation with state,
county and municipal police departments
co-operating, Mr. Burns believes the country will have made the first practical step
toward the prevention of crime and the apprehension of criminals.
If a local police department Radios to
Washington the details of a crime, together
With a description and name of the suspect, or asks for data on a man in the national rogues' gallery, the fugitive from
justice can then be sure that a few minutes
later his whole history will be broadcast
throughout the United States. Within an
hour after the commission of the crime he
would be watched for at every possible
point of departure. Mr. Burns believes
this would greatly hinder tlie activity of
criminals.
Rogues' Archives in Preparation
Already one police association has voted
to turn over its criminal historical data to
the Washington national headquarters,
where the government records will be
moved soon from. Leavenworth, Kansas,
to form the nucleus of the criminal archives to be kept by the new division
under Mr. Burns. Co-operation of all the
states is anticipated as well as from all
large cities where Radio broadcasting is in
popular use.
"A national bureau of identification will
be of immense value to the country," Mr.
Burns said, explaining that a criminal's
psychology is such that when he is known,
he is practically out of the game.
"Turn the light on him, and he is destroyed," Mr. Burns couched it. "Catch
him, without his knowing how it was accomplished," he said, "and he becomes uneasy and is ever thereafter slow to take
a chance." Sir Basil Thomson, formerly
head of Scotland Yard and a recent visitor
in Washington, was most interested in the
scheme, Mr. Burns said. Sir Basil is also
a firm believer in the value of Radio in
general police work.
Eadio Greatest Achievement in. World
"I believe Radio is the greatest scientific
achievement in the history of the "World,"
declared the chief of the government's
criminal investigation bureau. Within
two years, he predicts every home, institution and establishment will be equipped
with Radio receiving sets capable of receiving messages from all over the country and even abroad.
In New York, he added, the police broadcast warnings from headquarters when a
crime is committed and the criminal is
yet at large. These messages are not onlypicked up by all stations but by a fleet of
scouting automobiles. They immediately
scatter or assemble, so as to cut off the
escape of the criminal. The system is
also in operation in Chicago, and is applicable everywhere.
When asked if the criminals wouldn't
get Radio sets and learn what the police
were planning to do, Mr. Burns replied
that it wouldn't do them any good, as
they "couldn't dodge Radio broadcasts."

GROWTH OF PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE

FLEWELLING

PRIZE CONTEST

E

RULES

:£<?'

1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will close January 27 at midnight.
Awards
will be announced in the February 24 issue of this publication.

r»

2. The ohject
Flewelling circuit
3. Prizes are:
prizes) inclusive,
A. In event of

is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
receiving set entered.
First, $25.00; Second; $15.00; Third, $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
$5.00 each.
a tie, equal prizes will be awarded both contestants.

5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest, Illustrated.
S. To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with an
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set. The contestant must build this set and
test it before entering the contest. The article must tell: (a) how to make the set,
(b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d) actual
airline broadcasting station receiving range using only one tube, first employing
only an indoor aerial but no ground, second, using a ground but no aerial, and third,
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
system used will be considered in the award of prizes.
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated. All articles published,
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates. Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
W. Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by!
Radio Digest in the Flewelling circuit heretofore* is encouraged and even recommended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

Radiophone Arrives in Denmark
Washington, D. C. — The Radio telephone
has arrived in Denmark, and experiments
lately have been made with a view to bringing this method of communication to the
attention of the public, according to a report from Consul General Letcher, at
Copenhagen. The development of the
Radio is being retarded, however, by laws
forbidding the use of all amateur telephone

and telegraph outfits. Many firms and institutions have endeavored to secure permission to operate sending and receiving
stations but only certain schools, laboratories and educational institutions so far
have been given the requisite authority and
only for technical and educational purposes. It seems that nothing will be done
until the proposed international conference
on the regulations of Radio phone and
telegraph communication, which will meet
at Paris next month.
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Looking Ahead
Answering Questions on Flewelling Circuit will be a feature of the January 27th
issue of Radio Digest.
Many of the difficulties encountered by experimenters
• next
with number.
this wizard circuit will be explained simply in this article.
Don't mis3 the
Still More About Reflex Circuits will be given by Harry J. Marx, as a feature of the
next issue. Many fans have reported good results with these- double duty circuits. You will want to study them because they promise unusual possibilities of
reception.
Sure buy the January 27th number.
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter IV, in January 27th Digest, will give
many interesting facts for the new and old fans. These articles by Arthur G.
Mohaupt are proving popular because of their simplicity. Better order your
copy from your newsstand today.

IMPROVE CHECK ON
WEATHER BY RADIO
MORE ACCURATE REPORTS
BY FORECAST EXCHANGE
U. S. to Get Observations from Canada,
Mexico, Europe,
and Far Pacific
East Islands
WASHINGTON. — More accurate weather
forecasting is to be made possible this
year through international exchanges of
reports by Radio, it was learned at the
Depaxtment of Agriculture.
"Arrangements have been made for exchanging observations from Canada, Mexico, 22 European countries, the Pacific
Islands,
the of
FartheEast,"
saidbureau.
Charles
F.
Marvin,andchief
weather
Government statistics show that forecasts both of weather and temperature
have averaged better than 90 per cent accuracy for the past 10 years. The rapid
development of the Radio in the past year
has made increasing certainty possible.
Radio Aids Disseminating Reports
"Radio telegraphy as a medium for the
dissemination of weather forecasts, warnings and information to agricultural interests," said Mr. Marvin, "became a realization during the past year. With the
introduction of Radiophony the broadcasts
ing of information over the interior has
The introduction
increased
enormously."of Radiophony has
made it possible for anyone to receive
messages in spoken words instead of a
code. A year ago the daily forecasts of
the weather bureau were being broadcast
from 12 Radio stations in only seven
States, and principally by Radio telegraphy. On July L 1922, 98 stations in 35
States were broadcasting daily weather
forecasts and warnings.
Weather Bureau Has BTo Stations
The weather bureau does not own or
operate any
equipment. The
distributionRadio
work is accomplished
through
plants operated by other government agencies, corporations and private individuals,
bureau.
and
this without expense to the weather
To avoid unnecessary crowding of air
and interference with schedules, only two
stations are licensed to broadcast in any
city or community.
Formerly
farmers by were
so located as to bemany
inaccessible
newspapers
or telegraph. Telephone lines extended
into rural communities overcame some,
but not all of this difficulty. To benefit
by Radio telegraphy the code has to be
learned. The marvelous advance in Radiophony has changed this situation, for
thousands of farmers have installed receiving apparatus during the past year
and are
now and
obtaining
forecasts and warnings easily
promptly.

Air to Transmit
Motion Pictures
Time

Is Near When We Will See a
Movie at Home

Will moving pictures be transmitted by
Radio? Will an event that is happening
on one side of the world be reproduced
simultaneously on the other side?
Back of these questions there lies one
of the most astounding possibilities of
the immediate future. The thought has
not been conjured up by some imaginative
brain, but as a matter of fact is based on
some very careful experiments which show
remarkable promise of success within a
shorter time than is really popularly believed.

We are all more or less familiar in a
general way with the fact that photographs can be transmitted over distances
The Eighteenth Photo Diagram of the Standard Receiving Sets shown only by the
Digest will appear next week.
The Aeriala will be explained clearly in photo by means of telegraph lines, and even
through the instrumentality of Radio. In
First Anniversary of Broadcasting
diagram.
You'll want to see this one because of its simplicity.
this case, however, we need the invention
Since It Was Inaugurated
Story
of
a
Well
Known Broadcasting Station, will be part of the Digest nest issue. of a camera to take the photograph in the
at NOF
first place. Moreover, the photographic
A human interest tale of a station you have heard.
Guess which one?
plate has to be developed and a print made
WASHINGTON. — On the first anniverbefore the photo-telegraphic process can
sary of ftl^o^a^g/the PubU^HeaTthJ Tl» 0»fr °_ne Suref«« Broadcasting Schedule will be published as usual with part be put into operation.
Service announces that since its inaugura-j one m January L 7th number.
Many corrections have been made.
Keep your Hungarian Performs Remarkable Results
list up-to-date.
This service is original with Radio Digest,
Imitation is the sinThe new art involves the transmission
tion on NOF, the service has grown, uncerest form of flattery.
til today ten stations in nine states and
of a complete vision just as it is occurone in Canada, are carrying its educational
ring at some distant point. In this contalks. It is unique, in that it is the only
nection some remarkable experiments have
national Radio health service in the world.
just been concluded by Nicholas Langer, a
Its messages are not only heard by thouHungarian scientist, who has probably
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
sands, but are being used extensively in
produced the rudiments of a successful
Newsstands Don't Always
the foreign language press in both America
system. Although the practical developHave One Left
Publisher,
4.2
and Europe. For the first time a call is
ment of this may take several years, there
Radio Digest.
Illustrated.
being made for replies from listeners in
is no question that an auspicious start has
123 West Madison St.,
WHEN
YOU
WANT
Chir-ago,
Illinois.
to determine exactly how extensive is its
been made.
scope and how its broadcasts are received.
His own views, after outlining the diffiPlease And enclosed check HI. 0. for Five- Dollars
culties that will have to be overcome, were
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.
A Radio club is being organized in Seatexpressedsonal y, Ilook
in theforward
following
"Per-to
with words:
confidence
tle, its members being amateurs who dethe time when we shall not only speak
sire to become proficient in Radio telegraphy. The club proposes to establish a
with, but also see, those with whom we
YOU WANT IT!
broadcasting station, to open a bureau for
carry on telephone or Radiophone converinformation on all Radio subjects and to BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
sations, and the distribution of motion
undertake experimentation in the field of
picture films will be superseded by the diBY SUBSCRIBING NOW
Radio.
rect transmission from a central studio."
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SPREAD

GOSPEL

Bishop Francis J. McConnell, head
of the Pittsburgh area of the
Methodist Episcopal church, who
addressed the Sunday Evening Club
on January 14. Bishop McConnell
returned recently from the Orient.
This service was broadcast direct
from
KYW. Orchestra Hall by Station

The Reverend Gardner A. MacWhorter, priest in charge of St.
Edmund's
Episcopalthechurch.
Chicago, broadcasting
Christmas
midnight service from Station KYW.
Reverend MacWhorter is in charge
of the KYW studio chapel service
every Sunday afternoon.

Chicago Clergy Joins in Recognizing Value of Radio
Sermons

Fans Hear Huge Choir
. Services of Famous Sunday Evening Club and KYW Wins
Pastors' Praise
By Vera Brady Shipman
It was a Sunday afternoon in August in
the north woods. The Radio was turned
in on chapel services from WDAF, the
Kansas City Star. An old Swedish farmer,
who had probably not been inside a chureh
for many years, came with his family a
distance of thirty miles to make a call. As
in the north woods the Radio was tuned,
prayer came through the ether, the man
who lived in the woods stood with hat in
hand, with bowed head, his lips moving as
though in his own supplication. His face
was radiant. And the word of God that
afternoon reached a depth which is fathomless. A soul of a man apart from his
Maker, was in communion.
And Jesus said, "Inasmuch as ye do it
unto the least of these, ye do it unto Me."
Chicago Sunday Evening Club on Air
And now Chicago's nation-famous Sunday Evening Club service is being broadcasted direct from* Orchestra Hall each
week. The audience of about 1,500 people
listens to the word of God and supplication, to the great organ, to the choir of
a hundred voices, to the speaker of the
day — a man of international fame introthemanclub's
president — in this
church duced
of bythe
downtown.
But the vast invisible audience which
listens in from Kokomo, from Denver or

from Plain ville can never be counted. In
every group listening in oh a Radio set,
the gospel is heard, religious, spirit fills
the air tempororily and the unbeliever
who heards the Lord's prayer as he tunes
in from a Dakota ranch house, recalls
the prayer of his childhood.
KYW
Begin:* Three Service-Sunday
Station KYW Chicago began broadcasting three services on Sunday, December
24. The plan includes the morning service
direct from Central Church, Dr. Frederick
Shannon officiating, chapel services at the
broadcasting station at three o'clock in
the afternoon, directed by some wellknown ministers who bring their choir
and organist with them, and in the evening, the Sunday Evening Club direct from
Orchestra Hall. Somewhere, somehow, a
soul is being reached by some bit of one
of these services.
The man who ridicules, or the self
asserted atheist who listens in to such a
service, cannot but be impressed with
its seriousness. There are those who will
say: "You are not worshipping in your
church when you direct services from a
broadcasting
station." Church Service
Defends Broadcast
The Reverend Gardner A. MacWhorter,
priest in charge of St. Edmunds Episcopal
church, Chicago, gives this portion of the
prayer book service as his authority for
conducting services of this kind:
"It is meet, right and our bounden
duty that we should at all times and at all
places give thanks unto Thee, Oh Lord
Almighty
and Everlasting God."
"And that 'IN' ALL PLACES' is my
church authority for doing what I think
is a broader field of ministry than is
often attempted," says Reverend MacWhorter.
The Reverend was one of the first Chicago clergymen to be enlisted in the cause
of Radio church extension. As former
religious editor of the Chicago Tribune,
for six years priest in charge at St.
Chrysostom's and for the past year in St.
fidmund's, Chicago, Reverend MacWhorter's valuable aid has been solicited and
used advantageously many times, both for
himself and enlisting the services of his
colleagues in other churches.
Clergy Took Slowly to Radio
"It was very difficult," says Reverend
MacWhorter, "in the beginning to arrange
for ministers for services two Sundays
ahead. The clergy was afraid of Radio.
It would surely keep the congregation at
home; it would take away completely the
collection. The man who could hear it at
home would not bother to come and would
possibly keep others away. But the ministers who wavered began to see that that
kind of man was in the minority. If he
were interested at all, he would be helped
by the service. If he were a scoffer,
he wouldn't go to church anyway. If
he were a church-going man. Radio would
have no appeal as a substitution for the
nearness of "the house of worship."

The spark of interest in a service grows
into a full fledged desire for more. The
man may or may not attend church as a
result of the service. But he may find
something in it to apply to himself, and
he tunes in for more.
Denomination Doesn't Count in Ether
The Reverend Josiah Sibley, pastor of
the Second Presbyterian church, Chicago,
was the first minister to broadcast a sermon from a Chicago station when KYW
broadcasted on Lincoln's birthday, February 12, 1922.
Reverend Sibley says, "Radio sermons
are an influence for good. Letters. come
from Tennessee to Dakota telling of the
goodlic isitgradually
does 'Jie listener
pubinterestedin.inAnd
the the
novelty.
The listener in can get an equally valuable message from Protestant, Catholic
or Jewish ministers. The religious message to be broadcast today is that of
Christianity, which is greater than any
denomination."
Doubts
Stimulating- Effect of Broadcasts
The Reverend John Thompson, pastor
of the First Methodist church, Chicago,
the first denomination in the world to
erect a church skyscraper, was an early
Radio enthusiast.
"Whether it is stimulating church attendance," says Dr. Thompson, "may to
some minds be an open question. I have
already heard more than one man say
that he could stay at home and hear the
entire service. He thinks he has obviated
the absolute necessity of attending church.
Such men overlook all advantages of
united and plural worship. Radio can
never take the place in religious life of
regular church service. I give it as my
honest opinion, on the whole, broadcasting gives the invisible congregation listenig in, a fine conception of what the church
stads for, and a better idea of value of
pulpit ministrations. I think it will convey to the minds of non church going
public, a clearer vision of the larger
place that worship and preaching are
meant to fill in human life. It may absolutely stimulate interest in religion and
church as to lead to their becoming regular worshippers and loyal supporters of
the church in all its manifold ministries. This would be especially true if
the type of service and characters of ministers could be varied as much as possible. It would furnish different angles of

of the Woodlawn Park Presbyterian
church, was slower to become a convert
to this new phase of service. "I have
debated it for a long time," says Reverend
Shaw, "and I have concluded that the
general influence is for good. Many non
church going Radio listeners in, will tune
in to hear church services from curiosity.
If these services are not too long, great
good can be derived from every one."
And so the larger service is carried on,
and the message of God goes marching
on through the air, caught at various
points by some enthusiast who tunes his
set in on a church service.

KGB Scores in Giving
Entire Messiah Oratorio
Choir of 30 sitionSing
Handel's
Compoat Tacoma
Station
TACOMA, WASH.— One of the most ambitious undertakings attempted by a station in the West was carried to a triumphant consummation during Christmas
week by KGB, the Tacoma Ledger-William A. Mullins Electric Company broadcasting station in this city. The entire
Christmas oratorio, "The Messiah," by
Handel,
broadcast by a mixed church
choir of was
30 voices.
The choir was that of the Westminster
Presbyterian church, one of the largest
in Tacoma, and sang under the direction
of Raymond D. Holmes, well-known musical director. Eight men and women were
employed as incidental soloists. As far as
can be ascertained, this is the first time on
record that an entire oratorio of such size
and caliber has been given via Radio.

Interest in "Lighthouse
Club" Floods Mails
WASHINGTON. — The interest aroused
by the announcement of the formation of
an amateur Radio club in the Bureau of
Lighthouses has been very gratifying. A
number of responses have been received to
date and more are coming in every mail.
One member said that the amount invested
in a Radio set "brings in more pleasure
to oneself and family than the same
amount spent in giving the movies the
once over." Then, too, the "movies" are
not readily
available to men in the lighthouse service.

Is Unseen Power for Good
Dr. William H. Carwardine, religious
vision." of the Chicago Herald-Examiner,
editor
says, "The Radio will never take the place
of church. But it will be more influential
as an unseen power for good than any
Harpist Performs at WOR
other factor outside the house of worNEWARK, N. J. — Philip Sevasta, harpship. The Radio, we must consider, is
ist, reappeared at L. Bamberger & Comin many homes which are not religious.
station here, WOR, Friday evening,
In these, listening in on church services Januarypany's12.
Mr. Sevasta is one of the
is bound to have an effect upon thinking foremost harpists in this country and he
The Reverend Charles E. Shaw, pastor plays, as music critics have said, "with
a master's touch."
minds."
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EXPLAINS FEDERAL
Book Reviews NAVY WILL FIGHT
LICENSING: DENBY
R.F. RECEIVING SET
DX TYPE 58 UNIT BRINGS IN
DISTANT STATIONS
Apparatus Comprises One Step Radio,
Detector and One Step Audio
Amplification
(See Photo-Diagram on Page Seven)
The standard receiving set illustrated
on page seven is a Federal DX Type 58
Radio Receiver, manufactured by the Federal Telephone and Telegraph company of
Buffalo, New York. It comprises a tuned
primary and tuned secondary circuit, one
stage of Radio frequency amplification, a
detector and two stages of audio frequency
amplification. Since the receiver is provided with properly designed coupled circuits it is extremely selective and, in addition, is very efficient. Other adjustments
provide for change in coupling and control
of signal strength.
While this receiver will operate with a
wide variety of antennae, it is designed
particularly for the average experimenter's
antenna; for example, one comprised of
from two to four wires fifty to sixty feet
in length and at a height of thirty or more
feet above the ground.
A low resistance lead direct to the
ground is essential. Good electrical connection should be made to the water supply main, or equivalent grounding point,
and contact should be made by means of
a ground clamp securely bolted to the
metal surface, which has previously been
scraped clean of all dirt and corrosion.
Description of Connections
Since all the amplifying stages are included in the same cabinet with the detector, the description of the connections
is considerably simplified. It will be noticed that all the battery connections are
concentrated in four binding posts at the
base of the panel. Starting from the left,
the first is for the negative filament battery connection and is marked — A, the
seeond is for the positive filament battery and the negative plate battery and is
marked +A — B. The third post isvfoir the
positive plate battery tapped at 22.5 volts
and is marked +B DET. The fourth post
is for the positive plate battery with a
total of 67.5 volts and is marked -fB AMP.
The two binding posts on the left side
•f the panel are for the antenna and
ground connections. The upper one is
marked ANT and the lower one GND.
The two posts in the upper right corner
•f the panel are for auxiliary output connections, operating in conjunction with the
jacks.
Tuning Controls
The knob of the upper tap switch on the
left side controls the rough adjustment of
the primary wave length, while the one
below it is for the fine wave length adjustment. The large lower dial in the
center is used to adjust the wave length
ef the secondary circuit. The smaller
dial just above it controls the coupling
between the two circuits for^ obtaining the
point of resonance and most distinct reception.
The knob to the right of the large dial
marked AMP INCREASE controls the grid
potential of the Radio frequency amplifier
tube, and for this reason is one of the most
important controls for the best reception
of distant stations. The knob to the right
and a little above, marked DET INCREASE, controls the detector tube filament and is also a rather critical control.
The one to the right and a little below
this, marked R.F. INCREASE, controls the
filament of the Radio frequency amplifier
tube, while the one on the extreme right
controls the filament lighting of the two
(Continued
on page
15)

Vacuum Tuhe Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
Includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong- Snpei'-Begenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Prices, $1.00.
Badik) Receivers for Beginners. By
Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the universal question, "How can I receive Radio?" Price, $1.00.
Elements of Badiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication serivce of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying prirw
ciples of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price. $1.50.
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
The fundamental principles and methods
upon which recent developments are based
are emphasized. The vacuum tube istreated in a simple, fundamental and upto-date manner. Present methods and
tendencies of the art are explained in a
chapter which is non-mathematical. Price,
$2.00.
The ABC
Vacuum Tubes. By E. H.
Lewis. Is a book for beginners who have
no knowledge of either Radio or electricity and sets forth the elementary principles of theory and operation of the vacuum
tube. No attempt has been made in this
book to describe all the possible circuit
arrangements, but those shown may serve
as suggestions to experimenters who desire to evolve their own circuits. Price,

"NO COMMERCIAL PERMITS
FOR US," HE SAYS
Naval Stations Not Commercial, Secretary Declares
in Stand Against
Hoover
WASHINGTON. — "The navy will fight
very vigorously any attempt to bring its
Radio operators under commercial
This was following
Secretary the
of Navy
Denby's
declaration
statement
of
license."
Secretary of Commerce Hoover before the
House of Representatives merchant marine committee, urging that all Radio operators, including those of the navy, be
compelled to take out licenses from the
commerce department under the proposed
Radio bill.
Secretary Hoover declared that inasmuch as the navy department was accepting commercial business, it should not be
an "outlaw" among other broadcasting
agencies and should conform to the general regulations proposed in the KelloggWhite amendment to the Radio act of
1910.
To Be Settled Amicably
"If Secretary Hoover urged the licensing of naval Radio operators under any
condition, he must have acted upon misInformation as to the status of such operators," said Secretary Denby. "Wa
talked over the telephone about it and
are to have a conference about it soon
which will doubtless result in an. agreement.
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YORK

ing 700 Miles North of "Circle"
GOTHENBURG, SWEDEN. — One hundred and eighty-five Swedish coal miners
are now cut off from the world digging
coal in a mine 700 miles north of the
Arctic circle. They are on the island of
Spitzbergen, north of Sweden in the
Sea of Greenland, and the sun will not
again appear above their horizon until
next April. They have plenty of supplies
and plenty of fuel, and their camps and
mines will be lighted by electricity
through the long arctic night, One of
their principal diversions is the phonograph, and when they get tired of reading last year's newspapers, they can receive the latest world news through their
own Radio station.
The Swedish company for which these
men work shipped 72,000 tons of coal into
Sweden from Spitzbergen during last summer. But now nothing can be moved
until navigation opens again in the spring.
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Radio Entertains 185 Men Work-

Blue Prints

THE ONLY KNOB and DIAL

11 East 42nd Street

MINERS ISOLATED IN
ARCTIC GET AIR WAVES

HOW TO MAKE
FLEWELLING
RECEIVER

NAT Gives More Forecasts

ASK YOUR
4 in., $1.50

NEWARK, N. J. — Moffat Johnston,
who is now playing the leading role in
Brock Pemberton's production, "Six
Characters in Search of an Author,"
well-known Shakespearian actor, made
a broadcast from Station WOR on January 10. Mr. Johnston played at 14
Shakespearian Festivals at Stratfordon-Avon, before the World War. His
first appearance in New York was in
"Back to Methuselah."

"We take commercial business only
when it is necessary, and are gradually
eliminating it, for we do not want it.
Under no circumstances will we consent
1923 to Be Good to Farmers
to the licensing of navy men by any
$1.00.
COLUMBUS,
O. — Giving his first Radio
other
department
of
the
government.
Experimental Wireless Stations. By S.
E. Edelman. This book assumes that the They are part of the naval forces of the address through Station WPAL of the
Superior
Radio
& Telephone Equipment
reader has some knowledge of fundamen- United States and subject to orders and Company last week, Prof. B. A. Hibbard,
tal electricity and mathematics and is a regulation only by the navy department."
of the department of agricultural economBill in Committee Now
readily understandable text for beginners
ics of the University of Wisconsin, urged
in the art of Radio communication who
The Radio bill has been referred to a farmers of the Buckeye state to look fordesire to start with the elements. Earlier sub-committee of the House committee
ward with greater optimism for what 1923
editions of this book were published dur- on merchant marine. The sub-committee will bring them.
ing the war. The 1922 edition has been is composed
of the following:
revised and enlarged so as to cover the
For the first time in history, airplane
Representative White, of Maine, chairprogress made in the last few years.
man; and Representatives Chindblom, of races have been reported by Radio. The
Price, $3.00.
The hook department of the Radio Di- Hlinois; Rosenblum, of West Virginia; National Airplane Races, held in Detroit,
gest is prepared to send you any of the Hogan, of New York; Bankhead, of Ala- were described from the cockpit of a highbama; Davis, of Tennessee, and Bland, powered flying boat, which had been
books on Radio published, whether listed of ViiBinia.
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
equipped with a 50-watt transmitting set.
The
sub-committee
was to meet soon
what book you want, send us your check
in
an
effort
to
get
the
badly
needed
quick
and we will see that the book is mailed to
action on the bill.
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Book Department, Radio Digest IlWashington Scribes Get Set
lustrated, 123 W. Madison, St., Chicago, HI.
WASHINGTON.— One of the first of
the latest type of Radio receiving sets
made by one of the large electrical comNew Broadcasters for Week
panies has been presented to the National
CHICAGO. — During the past week eight Press Club in Washington. With this new
plants were licensed to broadcast on 360 set, which has a wide wave length range
meters' wave length. The list of new sta- and long reception radius, many of the
tions follows:
Washington correspondents whose papers
KFEL, Winner Radio Corpi, Denver,
now tune
in the
"home West
station."
Colo.; KFFQ, Markshoffel Motor Co., Col- broadcast,
Broadcasters
in the
Middle
and
orado Springs, Colo.; KFFJ, Jenkins Furni- South have been heard since the new set
ture Co., Boise, Idaho; WQAE, Moore Ra- has been installed. Theodore Tiller, wellCOMPLETE
dio News Station, Springfield, Vt.; WQAN,
known representative of the Atlanta
Scranton Times, Scranton, Pa.; WQAY, Journal, which operates WSB, was much
Gaston Music & Furniture Co., Hastings, disappointed recently when told that he
Neb.; WRAO, Radio Service Co., St. Louis,
"paged" by Radio the night before.
Mo.; WSAT, The Plainview Electric Co., was
His paper put on a special program for
Plainview, Tex.
him, announcing it by Radio and calling
for him to listen in. He was not in the
for the construction of a Fleclub.
A card was recently received by Station
however, and missed out.
welling Receiving Unit and two
WGY, of Schenectady, N. Y., from Maui,
step amplifier.
Hawaii, saying that signals from the former place had been clearly heard at the
latter.

NEW
ORLEANS. — Additional weather
forecasts and warnings were given their
initial broadcast recently from NAT, the
naval Radio station at New Orleans. The
new broadcasts, twice daily, on a wave of
1,832 meters, are for the district included
in Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Texas, and comprise weather forecasts,
river conditions, and a summary of the
conditions
over the United
States.
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Radio Receiving Sets
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Federal DX Type 58 Radio Receiver
As the seventeenth of the series of standard
receiving sets, Radio Digest presents herewith the
Federal DX Type 58 Radio Receiver, manufactured by the Federal Telephone and Telegraph
Company of Buffalo, New York. This receiving
unit employs the use of a tuned primary and
tuned secondary circuit, one stage of Radio frequency amplification, a detector and two stages
of audio frequency amplification. The circuit is

non-regenerative, extremely selective, and in addition, is very efficient. Full installation and
operation instructions will be found on page six.

of

Although the amateur may not' possess this particular make of apparatus, it will be well for him
to study the diagram fand instructions carefully.
The points of similarity in standard types of receiving sets will enable the beginner to benefit
materially.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
State, City, Call
Alabama:
Auburn, WMAV
Birmingham, WOAY, WST
Mobile. VVEAP
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona :
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD,
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Atk&Ds&s *
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Rock, WCAV,
WEAX
Pine Bluff, WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfield, KDZB, KYI
Berkeley, KQI, KRE
Del Monte, KLN
El Monte, KUY
Eureka, KNI
Fresno, KDZH, KMJ
Glendale, KFAC
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood, KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles, KDZF,
KDZP, KFCL
KFI, KHJ,
KJS, KNN,
KNV, KOG, KUS. KWH,
KXS, KYJ
Modesto, KXD
Oakland, KFBN,
KLX, KZM
Pasadena, KLB
Reedley, KMC, KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK, KVQ
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM,
KDYO,
KFBC,
KFFA,
KON
San Francisco, AG1, KDN,
KDZG,
KDZW,
KDZX.
KFDB, KLP, KLS, KPO,
KSL, KUO, KZY
San Jose. KFAQ, KQW,
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ. KWG
Sunnyvale, KJJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs,
KFFQ,
KFBV, KFCK, KHD
Denver, DD5, DN4
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL,
KFEL,
KLZ
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich, WAAQ
Hartford, WDAK
Middleton, WOAS
New Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT, WPAW
District of Columbia:
Anacostia, NOF
Washington, WDM,
WEAS, WHAQ, WIL,
WIAY, WJH, WMU.
WPM, WWX
Florida:
Jacksonville,
WDAL
Miami, WFAW,
WIAZ
Pensacola, WGAN, WLAV
Tampa
WDAE,
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH

Corrected
Every State,
Week
— Part State,IIICity, Call
City, Call
State, City, Call

State, City, Call
Georgia:
Atlanta, WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ
Decatur, WAAS
Gainesville. WKAY
Macon, WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO
Idaho:
Boise,
KFDD,
KFFJ KFAU,
Moscow, KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Wallace, KFCC
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WRAM
Chicago,
KYW,
WAAF,
WBU,
WDAP,
WGAS,
WJAZ,
WMAQ,
WNAJ,
WPAD
Decatur,
WBAO,
WCAP,
WHAP
Mattoon, WQAL
Peoria, WJAN
Quincy, WCAW. WCAZ
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield, WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana :
Anderson,
WEAW
Evansville, WNAM, WOAU
Fort Wayne, WFAS
Greencastle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAY
Indianapolis, WLK, WOH
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka, WBAQ
Muncie, WJAF
Richmond, WOZ
South Bend, WGAZ
Terre Haute, WEAC
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS, WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs, WPAF
Cresco, WNAG
Davenport,
WHAI, WOC
Des Moines, WGF, WHX
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge, WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Le Mars, WIAU
Marshalltown,
WLAR
Newton, WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney, WOAD
Sioux City, WEAU, WHAE
Vinton, WIAE
Waterloo, WHAC, WMAR,
WRAN
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwooa. WEAD
Beloit, WPAR
Eldorado. WAH
Emporia, WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence, WFAY
Liberal, WMAG
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Parsons, WOAJ
Salina, WPAD
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WE AH,
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Louisville,
WHAS, WKAG,
WLAP
Paducah, WIAR

(NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule
list appears below. Next week the first part will
appear. )
WLAS, Hutchinson, Kan. Hutchinson Grain Radio
Co.
WLAT; Burlington,
Ia. Badio and Specialty Co.
WLAV, Pensacola, Fla. 200 mi. Elec. Shop. Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
WLAW,
New York, N. T. New York Police Dept.
WLAX, Greencastle, Ind. Greencastle Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY,
Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WLAZ,
Warren.
O. Hutton & Jones Elec. Co.
WLB, Minneapolis, Minn. Univ. of Minn. 100 mi.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, 7:30-7:50.
Central.
WLK, Indianapolis. Ind. 485 also. 500 mi. Hamilton
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30 am, 12-12:30 pm,
2-2:30,
3-3:30, 5r5:30, reports.
Tues, Thur, 8:3010 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm, 8:30-10. Central.
WLW, Cincinnati, O. 485 also. 500 mi. Crosley Mfg.
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am-3
pm, music, reports.
Tues, Thur, Fri, 8-10:30 pm, music, news.
Sun,
11 am, church service.
Central.
WMAB, Oklahoma City, Okla. 500 mi. Badio Supply
Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Fri. 11:3012:30 pm.
Central.
WMAC, Cazenovia. N. Y. 330, 250. 275 only. 500 mi.
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD, Rock Port, Mo. Atchinson County Mail.
WMAF. Dartmouth,
Mass.75 ml.
BoundTucker
Hills" Elec.
Radio Co.
Corp.Daily
WMAG,
Liberal, Kan.
ex Fri, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, news. Fri, 8-9
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln, Neb. 100 mi. General Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 2:15 pm, music, news. Mon, Thur,
7:30 pm, music.
Central.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 600 mi. Dally
Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 am, 9:15,
10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 2:15, weather, markets. Central.
WMAK,
Lockport, N. Y. Norton Labs.
WMAL, Trenton, N. J. 100 mi. Trenton Hdwe. Co.
Mon. Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WMAM,
Beaumont, Tex. Beaumont Badio Equipment
Co
WMAN, Columbus, 0. 50 mi. First Baptist Church.
Sun.,
tral. 10:30-12 m., 7:30-9 pm, church services. CenWMAP,
Easton. Pa.
Utility Battery Service.
WMAQ, Chicago, 111. 2,000 mi. Chicago Daily News.
Mon. Wed, Fri. Sun, 7-7:30 pm. Sat, 4:35-5 pm.
Tues. Thur, 9:15-10 pm.
Central.
WMAR. Waterloo, Iowa. Waterloo Electrical Supply
Co.
Schedule
not established.
WMAT,
Duluth. Minn.
Paramount Radio Corp.
WMAV.
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala. Polytechnic Inst
WMAW, Wahpeton, N. D. 50 mi. Wahpeton Elec.
Co.
Daily,
7-7:30
pm,
music, sports, news. Central.
WMAX.
Ann
Arbor, Mich.
K. & K. Radio Supply

Louisiana:
New Orleans, WAAB,
WAAC, WCAG, WGV,
WIAF, WWL
Shreveport,
WGAQ
Maine:
Auburn, WMB
Houlton, WLAN
Portland, WJAL
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO, WEAR,
WKC, WNAY
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts:
Boston,
WFAU,
WNAC WAAJ,
Dartmouth, WMAF
Medford Hillside, WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester,
WCN,
WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WMAX
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn, WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX, WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP, WMAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis, WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG,
WLB
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St. Paul, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler, WNAR
Cameron, WPAQ
Columbia, WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson City, WOS
Joplin, WHAH
Kansas City, WDAF,
WHB, WMAJ, WOQ,
WPE
Marshall, WJAT
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, WEAK
St. Louis,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WMAY,
WRAO WEW,
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB WIAT
Tarkio,
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Polytechnic, KFED
Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings,
WKAM.
WQAY
Lincoln, WFAV, WGAT,
WIAX, WJAB, WKAC,
WLAF, WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk, WJAG
Omaha,
WAAW,» WOAW,
WDV,
WIAK, WNAL,
WOTJ, WOV
Rushville. WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
University
Place, WCAJ

WMAY. St. Louis, Mo. 1,000 mi. Kingshighway
Presbyterian Church. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm. Tues, 7-8
pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily
ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30, 8:30-9:30, music Tues,
Wed, Thur, 10:30-11 am, chapel. Eastern.
WMB, Auburn. Me. Auburn Elec. Co.
WMH, Cincinnati. O. 485 only. 500 mi. Precision
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, 4 pm, reports.
Mon,
Wed,
Sat, 8:15 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WMU.
D. C.
mi. sports.
Doubleday-HUl
Elec. Washington,
Co. Daily, 4:30
pm. 100
concert,
Thurs,
8.9. concert.
Eastern.
WNAB, Bowling Green, Ky. 500 mi. R. D. Nichols.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7:30-9, music. Central.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 200 mi. Shepard Stores. Daily
ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Tues. Thur. 7-8:30
pm. Wed. Sat. 9:30-11 pm, Fri, 8-9:30 pm. Sun,
11-12 am, 6:30-8:30 pm, church services. Eastern.
WNAD. Norman, Okla. 200 mi. Okla. Radio Engineering Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-8:15 pm, news. Central.
WNAF, Enid, Okla. Enid Badio Dist. Co.
WNAG,
Cresco, Ia. Hothert Badio and Electric Shop.
WNAH. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Wilkes-Barre Radio Repair Shop.
WNAJ, Chicago. 111. Benson Co.
WNAK, Manhattan, Kans. Manhattan Radio Supply
Co.
WNAL, Omaha, Neb.
R. J. Rockwell.
WNAM, Evansville, Ind. 200 mi. 485 also. Ideal
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, 10-11 am,
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
3-4 pm, music.
Central.
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. Syracuse Radio Telephone Co.
WNAQ, Charleston, S. O. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP, Springfield, O. 200 mi.
Wittenberg College.
WNAR,
Butler, Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
man). Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAS,
WNAT, Philadelphia, Pa. 500 mi. Lennig Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1 pm. Wed, Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun; 2:30 pm, 4:30, church services.
Eastern.
WNAV,
Knoxville,
Tenn.
People's
& Telg. Co.
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe,
Va.
HenryTel.Kunzmann.
WNAX, Yankton,
S. D. Dakota Radio Apparatus Co.
WNAY,
Baltimore,
Md.
Shipowners Radio Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. Y. 60 mi. Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO, Jersey City, N. J. Wireles3 Telephone .Co of
Hudson Co.. N. J.
WOAA,
Ardmore,
Okla.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks, No. Dak. 50 mi. 485 also. Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm, entertainment, reports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WOAC. Lima, O. Maus Radio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, Ia. Friday Battery & Elec. Co.
WOAE,
Fremont,
Nebr.
Medland
College.
WOAF,
Tyler. Tex.
Tyler Commercial College.
WOAG, Belvidere, HI
Apollo Theatre.

Nevada:
Reno, KDZK,

KFAS,

New Hampshire:
Laconia, WKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden, WRP
Jersey City, WAAT, WNO
Moorestowri, WBAF
Newark, WAAM,
WBS,
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield, WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Roselle Park, WDY
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
New York:
Albany, WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton, WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWT
Canton, WCAD
Cazenovia, WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
Newburgh, WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW, WWZ
Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood, WHN
Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse,
WBAB,
WDAI.
WFAB,
WLAH,
WNAN
Tarrytown, WRW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica, WSL
Waterford, WFAG
.
North
Carolina:
Asheville,
WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo, WDAY,
WPAK
Grand
Forks, WOAB
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio: WOE
Akron,
Canton, WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG, WIZ, WLW,
WMH
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV, WCAH,
WEAO, WMAN,
WPAL
WJAJ WA1, WFO,
Dayton,
Defiance, WCAQ
Fairfield, WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WBAU, WRK
Lebanon, WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta. WBAW
Springfield,
WLAM, WNAP
Stockdale.
WJAK
WJK
Toledo, WBAJ
Warren, WLAZ
Washington C. O., WGAX
Wooster, WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA
Enid, WNAF
Muskogee. WDAV
Norman, WNAD

State, City, Call

Okemah, WKAK
Oklahoma City, WKY,
WMAB
Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa, WEH, WLAL

Utah: KDZL
Ogden,
SaltKDYV,
Lake KZNCity.
Vermont:

Oregon :
Astoria, KFBM, KFGG
Corvallis, KFDJ
Eugene,River,
KFATKQP
Hood
Marshfield, KFBH
Medford, KFAY
Pendleton, KFFE
Portland, KDYQ, KFEC,
KGG, KGN, KGW, KQY
Salem. KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona,
WGAW
Bridgeport,
Brownsville, WBAG
WDAQ
Clearfield. WPI
Crafton, WAAX
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, W8AL
McKeesport, WIK
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU,
WDAR, WFI, WGL,
WIP, WNAT,
WOO,
WW AD
Pittsburgh,
KDKA,
KQV,
v WRAY
WCAE,
WHAF,
WJAS
Scranton,
WLAO,
WQAN,
State College, WPAB
Villanova, WCAM
Wilkes-Barre, WBAX,
WKAZ, WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston, WKAP
Edgewood, WEAG
East Providence, WKAD
Providence, WEAN, WJAR
South Carolina:
Charleston, WFAZ,
WNAQ, WOAH
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Rapid City, WCAT
Sioux Falls, WFAT
Vermillion, WEAJ
Yankton, WAJU, WNAX
Tennessee:
Knoxville, WNAV
Lawrenceburg, WOAN
Memphis, WKN, WPO
Abelen'e, WQAQ
Amarillo, WDAG, WRAU
WRAU
Austin, WCM, WNAS
Beaumont, WMAM
College Station, WTAW
Dallas,
WDAO,
WFAA,
WRR
El Paso, WDAH, WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAP, WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY,
WEV,
WGAB,
WRAA,
Laredo, WW AX
Orange, WKAD
Plainview, WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
SanWSAV
Antonio, AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WJAE, WOAI
Stanford, WOAZ
Tyler, WOAF
Waco,
WWACWJAD, WLAJ,
Wichita Falls, WKAF

WOAH. Charleston, S. C. 200 mi. Palmetto Radio
Corp. Mon, Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am, music.
Eastern.
WOAI, San Antonio. Tex. 485 also. 1,800 mi. Southern Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm,
3, 6, news, markets. Wed. 7:30-8:30 pm, concert.
Sun, 9:30-10:30
am, 7-8:30 pm,
concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans.
Ervin's Elec. Co.
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
WOAL, Webster Grove, Mo.
William E. Woods.
WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 1,000 mi. James D.
Vaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm, concert
Central.
WOAQ, Portsmouth, Va.
Portsmouth Radio Assn.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, MichKalamazoo College.
WOAR, Kenosha, Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS, Middletown, Conn. 100 ml. Bailey's Radio
Shop. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-6 pm, music. Sat, 9-12
pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT,
Wilmington,
Del.
Boyd MarteU Hamp.
WOAU,
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WOAV.
Erie,
Pa,
Penna.
Nat'l Guard.
WOAW, Omaha,
Nebr.
Woodmen
of the World.
WOAX, Trenton. N. J. 342 only. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAY,
Birmingham. Ala. John M. Wilder.
WOAZ, Stanford. Tex.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, Ia. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi. Palmer School of Chiropractic. Daily ex Sun. 10:55
am, time; 11, weather; 12 m, chimes; 2 pm, markets;
3:30. talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30, sports; 7,
concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only. Sun, 9 am,
chimes; 1:45
pm, 6, concert; 7, church services; 1,
concert.
Central.
WOE, Akron, Ohio. 100 mi. Buckeye Badio Service
Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8:15 pm, music, agriograms,
sports.
Sat, 4-4:30 pm, music, sports.
Eastern.
WOH, Indianaoplls, Ind. 1,000 mi. Hatfield Elec. Co.
(Indianapolis Star.) Dally ex Sun. 10-11 am, music;
10:15, financial, markets; 1-2 pm, music; 1:20, markets; 4-5 pm, music; 4:15, police notes; 4:50, sports.
Mon. Wed. Sat, 8:30-10 pm. Concert.
Central.
WOI, Ames, Ia. 485 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30, music,
weather.
Central.
WOK, Pine Bluff, Ark. 485 also. 500 mi. Ark. light
& Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 11-12
m, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 and 485 only. 500 mi.
John Wanamaker.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 1,000 mi. Western
Radio Co. Mon, Tue, Wed. Thur, 9:45 am, 10:55.
11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports, etc.
Fri. 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat, 8 pm. concert.
Sun, 7 pm, concert.
WOR, Newark, N. J. 400 only. 2,000 mi. L. Bamberger
& Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7, music,
talks, Tues, Fri, 8-10, music, entertainment. Eastern.
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Dally ex Sun, first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-g pm, markets.

KDYL.

Bellows Falls. WLAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia:
Blacksburg, WEAE
Fortress
Monroe,
Portsmouth,
WOAQWNAW
Washington:
Aberdeen. KNT
Bellingham. KDZR
Central ia, KDZM
Everett, KDZZ, KFBL
Lacey, KGY
Pullman, KFAE
Seattle, KDZE,
KDZT,
KFC, KHQ, KJR, KTW,
KZC
Spokane, BE1,
KFDC,KFBG,
KFZ
Tacoma,
KFEJ,
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla, KFCF
Wenatchee, KDZI, KZV
Yakima, KFV
West Virginia:
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD
Wisconsin:
Beloit, WKAW
Kenosha, WOAR
Madison, WGAY. WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAY,
WHAD. WIAO
Neenah, WIAJ
Superior, WFAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper,
KYQ KFCQ,
Laramie,
KFBU KFDF
Alaska:
Fairbanks, WLAY
Hawaii:
Honolulu,

KDYX,

KGU,

Porto Rico:
Ensenada,
WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary, CHBC, CHCQ,
CFAC, CFCN, CJCY
Edmonton, CHCC, CJCA
Fort Frances, CFPC
Halifax,
Hamilton,CFCE,
CKOC CJCS
Iroquois Falls CFCH
Kitchener, CJCF
London,
CFCX,
CHCS,
CJGC, CKQC
Montreal,
CFCF,
CFZC,
CHCX,
CHYC,
CJBC,
CKAC,
CKCS
Nelson, CJCB
Ottawa, CHXC
Regina, CKCK
St. John, CJCI, CKCR
Toronto, CFCA, CFTC,
CHCB, CHCZ, CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE,
CKCZ,
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFYC.
CHCA,
CHOC,
CJCE,
CKCD
Walkerville, CFCI
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CJCG,
CKCB,
CKZC,
CJNC
Cuba:
Havana,

PWX

Daily, 5 pm, music, markets.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOV, Omaha, Neb.
B. B. Howell.
WOU, Omaha, Neb. Metropolitan Utilities Dist.
WOZ,
Bichmond.
Ind.
485 also. 300 mi.
Palladium
Printing Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:25 pm, 4-5, 6:30-7,
music, markets.
Central.
WPA,
Ft. Worth.
Tex.
485 also.
1.000 mi.
Fort
Worth
Record.
Daily ex Sun, 10:58-11 am, time,
2:30-3 pm, 6-6:30, 9-9:30.
Sun, 3-3:30 pm, 9-9:30.
Mon. 11-12 mid.
Central.
WPAA, Waco, Neb.
Anderson & Webster Elec. Co.
WPAB.
State College, Pa.
Pa. State College.
WPAC,
Okmulgee,
Okla.
Donaldson
Radio Co.
WPAD,
Chicago, 111.
1,000 mi.
W. A. Wieboldt &
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30
pm, 6:30-7, music.
Central.
WPAF,
Council Bluffs. Mo.Ia. Central
Peterson's
Radio
WPAG, Independence,
Radio
Co..Co.Inc.
WPAH,
Waupaca,
Wis.
Wisconsin Dept, of Markets.
WPAJ,
Haven,
Conn.
Doolittle Radio
Corp.
Co.
lege. New
WPAK, Fargo, N. D. North, Dakota Agricultural ColWPAL,
Columbus,
0. Superior Radio & Tel. Equip.
Co.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans.
Awerbach & Guettel.
WPAP,
Winchester,
Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips.
WPAQ,
Frostburg,
Md.
General Sales & Engineering
WPAR,

Beloit, Kan.

50 mi.

R. A. Ward.

No definite

WPAS,
Amsterdam, N. Y. J. & M. Electric Co.
WPAT, El
Paso, Tex.
Patrick'sCollege.
Cathedral.
WPAU,
Moorhead,
Minn. Saint
Concordia
WPAV, Laurium, Mich.
Tinetti & Sons.
WPAW,
Wilmington, Del. Radio Installation Co., Inc.
WPAX.
Thomasville.
Ga.
S-W
RadioCentral
Co.
WPE,
Kansas
City, Mo.
300 mi.
Radio Co.
Sun. 6-7 pm, church services.
Central.
WPG, New Lebanon, O. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Nushawg
Poultry Farm.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15 pm, news, 66:30 pm, markets
Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm
program.
Central.
WPI,
Clearfield,
Pa. Elec. Supply Co.
WPM, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. Thos. J. Williams.
Inc. (Washington Daily News.)
Daily ex Sun. 12:30
pm, news. Mon, 8 pm, concert. Eastern.
WPO,
Memphis,
Tenn.
100 mi.
United Equip. Co.
Daily, 7:15-8:15 pm. music.
Central.
WQAA,
Parkesburg,
Pa.
1.50O mi. Horace A. Beale,
Jr. Daily. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB,
Springfield,
Mo.
Southwest
Missouri
Stato
Teachers College.
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex.
E. B. Gish.
WQAK,
Dubuque. Ia, Appel-Higley Elec. Co.
WQAL, Mattoon. 111. Cole County Tel. & Telg. Co.
WQAP, Lincoln, Nobr.
Am. Radio Co.
WQAQ,
Abilene, Tex.
West Tex. Radio Co.
WRAA,
Houston, Tex.
Rice Institute.

(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page S)
WRAM.

Carthago, 111. Robert E. Comptoa ami Carthago

Waterloo, la. 100 ml. Black Hawk Electrical Co. Dully « Sun. 5 pm, 5:30, concert, news.
Hon, Wed, Kri. B:80-9:I6 pm, concert. Sun, 11:15,
church services.
Central.
WRAR.
liavid City. Nebr.
Jacob Carl Thomas.
WRAU.
AmariUo. Tex.
Dally News.
_ ,
WRAY. Scraiiton. Pa. 4S5 also. 100 ml. Radio Sales
Corp. Dally 61 Sun. 11 am. music; 12 m; reports;
3:30-5:30 pm. reports, music; 7:8:30. bedtime stories,
music.
Sun. 3 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WRK, Hamilton, O. 1.000 ml. Doron Bros. Eleo. Co.
Tues, Thur. 9-10:30 pm. music, lecture. Sun, 10:80
am. church service.
Central.
WRL. Schenectady. N. Y. Union Collogo Radio Club.
WRM, Vrbajia. I1L 300 mi. Unly. of HI. Mon,
Thur, 8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30 news, talks, music Central.
WRP. Camden, N. J. 250 ml. Federal Inst, of Radio
Tel«. Daily ex Sat, Sun. 10-10:45 pm, music, news,
agriograms.
Eastern.
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 485 also. 200 ml. City of Dallas.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. weather: 3-3:30, sports,
markets, news; 7-7:15, police news; 8-8:30, music.
Sun, 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm. police news,
church service. Central.
_
WRW. Tarrytown. N. Y. 1.000 mL Tarrytown Radio
& Research Laboratory. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-12 m.
Mon. Thur. Sat, 6:15-7 pm. 7:30-8:30. 10:30-12 pm.
Sun. 1-3 pm.
Eastern.
WSAJ.
Grove City. Pa.
Grove City College.
WSAS. Lincoln, Nebr. 485 also. 700 mi. Nebr. Dept.
of Agrl. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9:30 am, 9:45, 10,
10:30. 10:45. 11. 11:30, 11:40, 11:50, 12 m. 1:15 pm,
1:30, 1:45. reports.
WSAV. Houston. Tex. 300 mL C. W. Vick Radio
Const'n. Co.tainment.Mon.
CeutraL Tues, Fri. 8-10 pm, concert, enter-

DIGEST

Use Little Effort to
Wind Honeycomb Coil

WRAN.

WSB, Atlanta. Go. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 ml. Atlanta Journal Dally ex Sun, 12-1 pm. music; 2:30,
reports; 4-4:45 pm. music, reports; 5-6 pm, 7-8.
10:15-12 music. Sun, 10:45 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9,
church services.
Central.
WSL. Utlca. N. Y. 500 mi. J. & M. Elec. Co. Dally
ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am, 2-2:30 pm. 3-3 :3U. 4-4:30.
5-5:30. music, news. Mon. Wed, 8-9 pm. Sat, 1111:30 am, 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. 2.000 mi. Alabama Power
Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 3-3:30 pm. 8-S:45, reports, concert. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church services. Central
WTAC. Johnston, Pa.
Perm Traffic Co.
WTAU, Tecumseh, Neb.
Ruegy Battery & Elec. Co.
WTAW. College Station. Tex. Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 48S only. 75 mi. Kan. State
Agrl. College. Daily ex Sun. 9:55 am, weather (code).
Central.
WTP, Bay City, Mich. 75 mi. Ra-Do Corp. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 1:30-2 pm, reports, news; 6:30-7:30 pm,
concert.
Central.
WW AC. Waco, Tex. 485 also. 200 mi. Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather, 1:30 pm, music.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 8:45 pm, music.
Central.
WWAD,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wright & Wright. Inc.
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 150 mL Wormser Bros. Daily
ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon, Sat, 8-9 pm,
music.
Central.
WWB, Canton. 0. Daily News Printing Co.
WW I. Dearborn, Mich. 200 ml. Ford Motor Co. Wed,
10-11 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WW1, Detroit, Mich. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 ml.
Evening News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:40 am, household
hints: 9:40-10:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30 am,
weather; 11:55-12 m, time; 14:05-12:45 pm, music;
3-3:30 music; 3:30-3:35, weather; 3:35-4:15, markets:
5-6, sports; 7:30-10, entertainment. Sun, November
11, and every other week, 11 am, 4 pm, church
services. Sun, fill in weeks, 2 pm, 7:30, church
services, special
Eastern.
WWL. New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT, Buffalo. N. Y. 200 mi. McCarthy Bros. &
Ford.
Daily 3-4:30 pm. 7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
WWX, Washington. D. C. 1,160 only. 600 mi. Post
Office Dept. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather; 10:30,
markets. 12:30, 2:15, 3:30. markets, 5 pm, 7:30,
markets; 9:45, weather.
Eastern.
WWZ,
New York City.
200 mi.
John Wanamaker.
Daily ex Sun, 1:15-2:15 pm.
Tues, 7:30-9 pm. Fri,
7:30-8:30 pm.
Eastern.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list The
first part will appear again next week.)

Multiple Phone Connectors

Dress fasteners make ideal devices for
holding- the tips of phone cords, and several of them connected together in a
block make a multiple holder. Turn up
or saw out two circular disks from panel
stock or battery jar sides, also make a

ORESS SNAPS
BETWEEN
KOeOER DISCS.

HOLES FOR.
CLAMPING
RUBBER DISCS
TO CETHER- .

The satisfaction of proudly exhibiting
the ordinary man's ability to make this
or that as well or better than the
"boughten article," is likely more pronounced in the Radio enthusiast than in
any other hobby, and this article is to
show how any kind of honeycomb coil may
be made with very little trouble.
First of all, determine the number of
turns you want, as this matter is important in selecting the size of wire to be
used. Number 24 single cotton covered
is about right for small inductances, and
Number 28 S. C. C. for large ones.
If possible, secure a heavy cardboard
box two inches in diameter and cut it into
rings one inch across in the manner of a
napkin ring. The start is made under
auspicious circumstances. However, such
a tube is not always at hand. Then take
a piece of soft pine and work it down to a
diameter of about 1% inches, cut some
heavy wrapping paper into long strips,
the width being about equal to the length
of the round pine stick, and with wellstrained shellac coat one side of the paper,
wrap it neatly around the stick until you
have built up a tube of 2 inches diameter.
Some oil or waxed paper wrapped
around the stick before laying on the
paper tube will greatly aid in slipping the
coil off the tube when the winding is
completed.
After the tube is thoroughly dry, and
has had another one or two coats of shelis ready
cut into
rings.
Don't
throwlac, it the
stick to
away;
it will
be needed
again. Cut about two inches off one end
of the round piece of wood, drill a hole
through the center of the small piece, and
take a nail just a trifle larger than the
drill hole and drive it through the drill
hole up to the head, which will leave about
an inch of the point of the nail protruding.
Take the longer piece of round pine and
set it on end and drive the nail into it, in
the center, if you can, but this is a matter
of little moment. This is your winding
form. The nail is used to hold it in the
vise, or if you have loaned that out,
fasten it on the work bench. This allows
one end to be revolved for your winding
while the other end holds your work upright and in front of you.
Take a strip of paper and measure
around the stick, marking the exact diameter on this strip, and mark off 24 equal
spaces on it, numbering each mark from
1 to 24, so that if there were a line number 25 it would just fall under the lap of
number 1. Now, in a straight row all the
way around the stick, drive a pin through
the center of each mark, into the wood as
far as you can drive it without its bending.
If you bend a pin pull it out and dp better on the next one, as a bent pin will
interfere with your winding.
After one row of pins has been put
around the stick, slip one of the rings over
the end of your stick down to where the
row of pins will stop it, and then drive
another row of pins around the stick, each
pin to be as close to the end of the ring
as possible, so that the ring will not slip.
Now, if you have the 24 spaces marked
and numbered so that the numbers are
visible to you, you are ready to begin
winding. Put the end of the stick that
holds the work in the vise, hold your
spool of wire in one hand, with a few
inches of wire sticking out, wrap it around
the pins 9 and 10, thence to 21 and 22,
going laterally across, then back again to
and around 8 and 9, then over and across
to 20 and 21, then to 7 and 8, 19 and 20, 6
and 7, and so on, until you have returned
to where you started from, which in the
few minutes you have been at work, gives
you exactly 24 turns. At this point, especially if making a large number of windings, it would be well to make a tally
sheet, so that if interrupted, you have not
lost count. After the desired number of
turns has been made, it is well to cut the
wire a few inches away from the coil,
secure the loose end with a weight, or get
Willie to hold it, while you drop a small
gob of hot sealing wax on it to hold it in

place.
Now, the coil is ready to apply a fixitive
or coat of something to hold it rigid.
Shellac can be used for this, putting on
only enough to hold it in shape, but
wood base to mount the disks orr with collodion
better for that
the dress fasteners between them. The purpose, andis a probably
couple of ounces will paint
wire connecting to the fasteners is shown a good-sized coil,
always remembering
by the dotted lines. — Dr. T. D. Morgan, that collodion is very inflammable and will
Rome, Ga.
dry in a few minutes.
After this is dry, remove one of the
Horn Attachment
rows of pins and slip the completed coil off
the form and mark the coil inside with
An inexpensive attachment for a loud the size wire, date, and more important,
speaker may be made of an old leaky bulb the number of turns.
used on a battery hydrometer.
One may
In starting your winding, especially a
large coil, it is well to take a sheet of
CUTHERE.
OFF
ATTACH TO END
paper and map off each zigzag of your
OF HORN
INSERT
winding
so you won't lose your place, as,
for
example,
PHONE.
9-10 to 21-22
8- 9 to 20-21
•
7- 8 to 19-20, etc,
When you have reached 10-11 to 22-23,
you are ready to go.
The expense of constructing a multiple
be obtained from a garage or battery wire antenna may be reduced and its
charging station. Cut out. the larger end efficiency increased by placing one or two
and insert a receiver. The other end may insulators in the rope connected to the
be slipped over the end of the phonograph bridle instead of inserting an insulator
horn. — Knud Overgaard, Kimballtown, la. in each individual wire.
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R-A-D-I-O
BUY

HERE

FOR

LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive
guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock
of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, Switch
3
Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz
Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25
Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil, 1
Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram
to Construct This Set. Complete. .,

°try&n#. BALDWIN
COMPLETE

PARTS

$11.45

UNITS

• • • $4.95

FOR REGENERATIVE

SETS

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector
1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts. 1
Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set. Set is <t1
capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial
"P*

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE, now. $1.75
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE, now. $1.45
$3.30 Value, 11

U. S. A. Signal Corps

Tube,
Switch
"7 QE
* • «»«*

$3.10 Value,
5 PLATE, now. $1.25
$2.70 Value,
3 PLATE, now. $1.15
PLATE,
now $1.35

Aviation Type

Western Electric Phones, $7.95

Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather
194-W
helmet goes with each set! These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

COMPLETE

PARTS

FOR

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1 Freshman
Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs,
8 Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
$1 9 /I C
Complete
«J)1Z.4«}

MAGNA

VOX, Loud Speaker, Type R3 $34.95

VARIOMETERS
GET^EAi$&"y>
$1.95
VARIOCOUPLERS, $4.50 Value, Now $1.75
HONEYCOMB COILS
75 Turns.. .^..r.
40c
1,500
1,250
1,000

Turns
Turns
Turns

$1.50
1.50
1.25

750
250
150
100

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

$1.00
75c
60c
50c

50 Turns

40c

35 and 25 Turns

40c

"
$8.50 Guaranteed 3,000 Ohm60c

•head phones

$3.6550c25c

RHEOSTATS
Sponge Rubber EAR CAPS, Pair
DIALS, 2, 3 and 3^ in...r.,. . $4.50
. . .VALUE,
NOW
EBB#8?£ TRANSFORMERS
GREWOL DETECTORS
Anti -Capacity
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone Transmitters,
Switches
Solid Copper Aerial Wire, IE.
100
mi ft.
.
,...«*»»»'
Spaghetti
Tubing.
Card Tip
yard
,...,
Plugs
Lightning
Arresters

FORMICA

,fi.10e
95c

2-Slide Tuning

<C1

CkK

3-Coil Honeycomb Mountings.
^l.SNJ
Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly
9RP

a

Signal Corps Hot Wire
all phones
Ammeters, at

0
$4.2
<CC 4c

*•»*'
*»'w

Lightning,
Switches . ....
now at
Hydrometers,
Radiecite Crystal,
at

45c

$1.65
$2.95
$2.45

45c
35c
$1.50
$2.65

PANELBLACKJ"OR thick,
Square Inch. He
BROWN

WE GUARANTEE ALL MERCHANDISE PURCHASED OF US
Mail orders filled same day received
BUY HERE FOR LESS

CHICAGO SALVAGE
STOCK STORE
509 South State Street, Chicago, 111.
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Problems to be Solved
Will the Year Bring Changes Acceptable to All?
THEEE is much speculation among Badiophans as
to what the new year we are now just entering
holds for them. There are many problems and some of
them either will be solved and Badio will continue its
march of progress, or else they will grow more menacing
and the welfare of the whole Badio public will be
jeopardized. Scientific men are not worrying much
about some of the tasks, for they are not problems of
the laboratory, but those of executives in control of
Badio affairs.
At present the industry is in a period of uncertainty.
There are still many questions as to ownership of and
the control of certain essential parts. There are questions of merchandising and of manufacturing. The
makers of outfits, with few exceptions, are not backing
the retailers with advertising campaigns, such as photograph and automobile makers use to aid the local
dealers. When this question is settled much will have
been done to stabilize the business. The new year
should bring a solution of this and other merchandising
problems.
The manufacturer is interested in broadcasting because it helps him to sell his outfits. In a similar way
the retailer is interested, and if it were not for broadcasting the public would not be interested in Badio.
Certain of the manufacturers are providing elaborate
entertainments, but these benefit not only themselves,
but also the manufacturers who do not broadcast or
contribute in any way to the expense of broadcasting.
There are broadcasters who neither make nor sell their
equipment, but who are content to continue their services for no other reason than the upbuilding of that
intangible asset called "good will." Others employ
broadcasting as a means of indirect advertising, feeling
that they are sufficiently compensated by the spreading
of their names. In no cases, however, are the broadcasters of America compensated by the audiences which
listen in to their programs. Will 1923 bring us closer
to a solution of this big problem?

DeForrest on Radio Prophecies
America Is the World Leader in Electric Science
SO MUCH interest has been aroused by the press of
the nation that the public now seeks information
on the wonderful science everywhere it can be obtained.
Consider what this widest diffusion of electrical knowledge, this, arousal of universal interest in Badio and
electrical technics, will mean to the American people,
if continued. We shall rapidly become an electrical
people — the elements at least of electrics and physics
will inevitably become a daily thought and talk and
custom of our masses. The man or woman who heretofore has complacently admitted 'all this Badio is absolutely beyond my grasp and comprehension,' will
become a curiosity — as much of an ignoramus or mental
'mossbaek' as are those who know not what causes the
tides, or that the stars are similar to our sun.
"A generation of such intimate familiarity with
electrical apparatus and knowledge of the fundamental
laws governing Badio phenomena must inevitably bring
about a rapid development in all electrical lines, which,
lacking this stimulus, would require perhaps a hundred
years to equal.
• ' This is to be one of the lasting, far-reaching, wealthproducing products of the new American industry.
Those who are listening in nightly to Badio entertainments and instruction surely will take to brief lectures
on the principles involved in the apparatus. And this
primary scientific education will be sugared with entertainment, made so easy of acquisition to the home that
its seeds of knowledge cannot fail to fall on a myriad
of receptive minds which could in no other way receive
it, and where it grows it will awaken a hunger for new
and deeper knowledge.
"America, already the world's leader in this field of
invention and application, will thereby so far lead and
surpass other nations as to defy comparison. This, at
least, will continue to be the situation until foreign
countries, following our enlightened example, will lift
their governmental bans on broadcasting and exert the
compete with us in universal electrical eduea3 home."

DIGEST
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Condensed
By DIELECTBIC
The phonographic record has made it possible for
future generations to hear the golden notes of Caruso's
voice in many of his famous opera roles and in lyric
songs. Will it not be possible tc record speeches by
notable men of science, art and statecraft, so that those
yet unborn may, by means of Badiophone broadcasting,
not only hear what great men of today said, but the
very inflection with which it was spoken? Men at sea,
on land, and even across the ocean, heard speeches by
three of our Cabinet members through the instrumentality of a new invention produced in the laboratories
of the General Electric company — the pallophotophone.
The presence of none of these national executives at
the broadcasting station WGY was required, for their
voices had been recorded some time previously and
could have been transmitted at any desired time. With
the tremendously rapid growth of Badio audiences
throughout the United States, one may easily coneeive
the importance of this late (I dare not say latest)
discovery.
In speaking from Station WOE at Newark, N. J., recently, Dr. De Forest called attention to the marked
increase in broadcasting by various newspapers in
nearly every section of this country. They are rendering a valuable service to Badio audiences and are,
naturally, peculiarly equipped to give up-to-the-minute
news. But in musical entertainment many of them are
contributing greatly to the pleasure of listeners-in, and
at no saving of trouble to themselves. I am looking to
them for incorporating in their programs noteworthy
features, such as are not already in use. You know a
member of the press is scouting pretty consistently
for the things which will appeal to the general public
and when you turn one loose on even a faint trail he is
most likely to track to earth some bit of elusive news.
Start him to ferreting out matters of interest, which
might easily escape notice by untrained sleuths, and
in all probability he will return to the broadcasting
studio with material that is at once new and desirable.
Yes, I have great faith in the press. They permitted me
to enter their ranks some years ago, before Badio bugs
were evolved.
You pioneers — old-timers — can renew your youth, as
no doubt many of you do, by catching the new born
enthusiasm of a beginner at the game and passing on a
little advice from the storehouse of knowledge at your
command. It is a very easy thing for the uninitiated to
become discouraged and skeptical, if left alone to their
own of ttimes aimless wandering in the mazes of Badio,
and to let their ambition to learn something of the
science lag. That is where we can step in and save the
novice from losing many a joyful evening with the dials.
I have just received the news of some pretty fair DX.
work from a membeT of the clan living in Pennsylvania,
who, when his set was completed, heard nothing for
three days. An experienced Badiophan suggested a
simple addition to his hook-up and that very night he
picked up a station in San Francisco. Is there any likelihood of this fresh "ham" giving up the sport? More
than likely*he will be looking about to see whom he may
induce to enter the ranks.
The American Badio Belay League won many fresh
laurels in the reeent tests for amateur reception. The
first French amateur station to be heard in this country
was picked up by a young lad living in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who as a bug is only a few months old. Whatever will
encourage the amatevjr will help the science, for we
must never lose sight of the remarkable things directly
attributable to their painstaking efforts to discover the
hidden mysteries, which leads me to call attention
again to the fact that quite a few of the broadcasting
stations are giving regularly lessons in code. If a
station near to you is not doing so at present, ask them
to, and have your friends who are interested follow
your example. Without a knowledge of the code you
are missing much that should be yours.
Even the fish which live in the sea are not free of the
effects of Badio. In Sweden the fishermen are notified
from the Gothenburg Badio central of the approximate
location of schools of herring, a service tending to
eliminate periods of long waiting and enhancing the
chances of getting more fish. Think what a comfort it
would have been to the whale, if he could have sent an
SOS call to someone to relieve him of Jonah!

RADIO

INDI-GEST

The Contestants Use Elastic Consciences
The standard definition of a straight line is "the
shortest distance between two points. ' ' A paragrapher

says that Badio has eliminated both the line and the
distance. He should see some of the "Beceiving BeeoTds" with which the Contest Editor often amuses us.
The TJ. S. covers at least three-fourths of old Mother
Earth if the said records are any criterion.

Yeh, We Gotta Stop These Wet Waves!
Dear Indi-Gest:
I think Secretary Hoover, Volstead, or maybe W. J.
Bryan, should do something about this Canadian stuff
that is eoming across the U. S. border to disturb the
morale and upset our nice New Year 's resolutions. For
instance, last night, I sat in on the watch services of
several churches, enjoyed a fine sermon from Pittsburgh, and picked up the chimes of Old Trinity in New
York. Everything was going well, and I decided to
usher in the New Year with a nice glass of milk.
Then along comes CEAC broadcasting the New
Year's celebration from the Mount Eoyal Hotel that
immediately busted up all the serenity and peace of the
evening with a lot of pre-Volstead jollification that
would cause any good, liberty-loving, free-born American citizen to just rise up and bleat.

Not only was the jazz particularly jazzy, but it was
punctuated too darn often with noises that sounded
like the popping of corks, while the laughter of the
men and women was loud and unseemly for so solemn
an occasion, then there were a lot of strange explosions
(vocal) that sounded like "hie." Finally some wretch
yelled into the microphone, ' ' Have one on me. ' ' With
righteous indignation I jammed the coils around, twirled
the knobs and picked up WOC, where the chimes were
playing. But when I settled back to hear the airs appropriate to chimes and the occasion, they played, ' ' The
Gang's AH Here," "How Dry I Am," and then "My
Country 'Tis of Thee. ' ' With a vague feeling that the
Palmer School had been listening in to Canada, I turned
to WMAT at Duluth, and found them suffering too, for
they were playing "The Early Morning Blues."
But alas! My set had probably been drinking in the
too much Canadian stuff. Let us organize to dry out
the damped waves from the Dominion. Quick, Hoover,
a Badio law! Volstead will help you.
CrTART.KS H.

NORTON.

All Right Now, Who Can Think?
A lecturer recently said, "Every cell in the human
body is in a state of vibration; we can't think without
creating an ether wave." It would require a mighty
sensitive Badio frequency receiver to pick up the thinking that some people do.

He Tried to Two-Way It Once!
The Office Squirrel suggests that the two-way Badio

I rather imagine that Santa Claus is seeking the expert knowledge of some famed voice specialist at the
North Pole, in order that he may be fully recovered from
the taxing experience through which he has maintained
his jovial characteristics and be ready to repeat the performance of speaking to millions of children when the
Christmas season shall return again. Many a small boy
has gulped his evening meal so as to miss no syllable
nttered by jolly St. Nick, especially where he had addressed aletter seeking some favor from him. This has
been a new delight to those who slept while Santa arranged the toys by the chimney side.
The Tiger has returned to his lair, but not before his
voice had carried to more people than ever heard a
native of France before, at one time. Begardless of
your attitude toward the purpose of his mission, bear
in mind that the broadcasting of his speeches to many
thousands of American citizens points to the new era:
the era of Badiophony. No important message from
any source need be restricted to the printed page; broadcast it, and let the waiting listeners in hear at first
hand what prominent men have to say. Public opinion
will be the beneficiary of knowledge so gained.

conversation will be a great thing for "Ma,"
"Pa" is not enthusiastic about it.

but that

Gall the Radio Doc and Capsule Crystal Set
One enthusiast writes to a broadcasting station: "We
eat up your beautiful concerts every night. ' ' Most of
the programs present something of a mixed diet. A
program running from grand opera to the "Jim Jam
Blues" is liable to give one musical indigestion.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
Chapter III

the variable condensers in general use
is induced which tends to keep the curThe general principles of construction of
in receiving apparatus.
rent (lowing. The effect of self-induction of a condenser are illustrated in Figure
Is thus to oppose any change of current 12. The plates are odd in number and
Type
Cap. in Mf<!.= .
3 -plate vernier
00004
in a circuit. It manifests Itself only are arranged so that one set fits in between
11-plate
00025
when the current varies or changes.
those of the other set. Variable condens23-plate
0005
ers have one set of plates fixed and the
This inductive or opposing effect is em43-plate
001
ployed in such coils known as choke coils other set capable of being rotated in and
Oscillating Circuits
which merely consist of a number of turns out between the others. Such condensof wire wound either around an air or
ers are used very extensively in lladio
An
oscillating
circuit, it will be rememiron core. The choking effect depends work.
bered, is one in which an electric current
upon the number of turns of wire and
The capacity of a condenser is a meas- if once started will continue to flow back
the nature of the core. The greater the
ure of the amount of electricity that can and forth very rapidly, that is. oscillate
number of turns the greater is the chok- be stored up in it. The unit of capacity is at a high frequency. An oscillating ciring effect; also with an iron core the the farad; but since this is a rather large
cuit combines the two electrical effects
choking effect is greater than with an air unit, the microfarad, which is one just described, inductance and capacity,
core. For a given coil the choking effect millionth of a farad, is more commonly and is set up by connecting an inductance
is much greater for a higher frequency used. The capacity of a condenser de- coil of some form in series with a conpends upon the area of the metal plates,
current than for a lower frequency curdenser. The inductance can be said to
rent. Air core coils are -commonly known upon the nature of the dielectric, and have a retarding effect upon the flow of
as Radio-frequency choke coils, because upon the distance between the metal the electric current, while the capacity
they are used to choke out or prevent a plates. The "dielectric constant" or tends to accelerate its motion. The result
high frequency current from flowing "specific inductive capacity" of an insula- is that by introducing both effects into
through a certain part of a circuit.
tor is the number of times the capacity of the same circuit, the current is caused to
a condenser is greater when this material oscillate, the frequency of oscillation deInductance
is
used
than when air is used as the diInductance is the general term applied
Figure 10
pending upon the relative amount of inelectric. Air is thus used as the basis
ductance and capacity in the circuit.
to the property or ability of an electric for
comparison
and is said to have a
Inductance is always represented by the
High frequency oscillating circuits in- circuit to generate an electromotive force dielectric
constant of 1. The dielectric letter L and capacity by the letter C.
volve two interesting and important elec- (volts) when the current in the circuit
trical phenomena, namely inductance and changes or varies. This inductive effect, constant K for other materials is given
A
typical
high
frequency
oscillating
table:
capacity. Although these terms may we just learned, is due to the variable in the following
circuit
as used in modern Radio practice
sound highly technical, we shall presently or pulsating magnetic field which is set
is illustarted in Figure
13, in which we
Air
-i
see how easily they can be analyzed and up by the current.
have the coil L connected in series with
Mica
4.8
(Continued on page 12)
understood.
Glass
5-10
Inductance is measured in a unit known
Induced Currents
Hard rubber
2-4
as the henry, in honor of an American
Xot only is it true that a conductor scientist and investigator, Joseph Henry,
Paraffin
2-3
Shellac
3-4
through which an electric current is flow- who made important electromagnetic dising is surrounded with a magnetic field;
Treated paper
3-4
coveries. A henry is a rather large unit,
but the opposite condition is also true,
From this table it can be seen that a
that is, if in some way a magnetic field
condenser with glass as a dielectric will
is established around a conductor, there
have a capacity of from 5 to 10 times as
will be generated within the conductor a
great as it would have if air were used.
voltage which will cause a current to
A variable condenser has maximum
flow when the circuit is closed.
capacity when the movable plates are
For example, in Fig. 10 we have the
completely enclosed within the fixed
coil L-l connected in series with the dry
plates, and can have its capacity deeell and the key K. Near the coil L-l
creased to any desired amount by rotating
is the coil L-2 connected in series with
the movable plates partially out from beFigure 13
an ammeter A. As soon as the key K
tween the fixed plates. The two sets of
is closed, current at once begins to flow and hence in Radio practice, in which plates must not touch each
other at any
in the circuit M and a magnetic field ex- smaller measurements are generally made, point while in any position, or the conpands outward around the coil L-l. This a subdivision known as the millehenry is
denser will be rendered inoperative. The
magnetic field (lines of force) cuts the often used. A. millehenry is l/1000th part variable condensers in common use have
KOTB
THE
rNSJJLATED-BiNDlNG
p osrs anpT -ji h . \yj r e ~ co nn ector
turns of coil L-2 and generates in it a of a henry. For still smaller measurethe plates made of hard aluminum about
voltage which causes a current to flow
ments the microhenry is used, a micro- 1/32 of an inch thick with an air space
«4?4
W^33^
ST__
KO>vb:
IVT^'C
C 6.
NEW
YORK
as is indicated by the ammeter. If the
henry the lAOOOth part of a millehenry or of 3/32 of an inch between the dates.
current sent through L-l is an alternat- one-millionth part of a henry.
The following are the sizes and capacities
ing current, a corresponding alternating
For many purposes a variable inductance is needed. A variable inductance can
be prepared by winding a coil so that a
series of taps are brought out at regular
intervals. Such a variable inductance is
illustrated in Fig. 11. Here he have a
coil of wire with taps brought out at
every fourth turn. These taps are conLimited Number of
nected to a series of switch points over
which the switch lever S moves. If the
Figure 11
lever stands at point No. L the current
enters at A and flows directly through
current of the same
frequency will be the
switchlever and out to B. If the
caused to flow in coil L-2 and
the clr- lever stands on point 4 as shown, the
cuit H.
twelve turns of the "coil are cut into
The voltage set up in the coil L-2 is first
the circuit and hence inductance to this
called an "induced" voltage and the cur- amount has been introduced into the cirrent caused to flow in circuit X is called cuit.
an "induced" current. The word induced
A "loading coil" is merely a form of
means "due to the influence of," for the variable inductance coil used to introduce
current in circuit X is a result of the in- a certain amount of inductance into a
fluence of the current in circuit it The
in order to obtain the desired operprocess of setting up an induced current circuit ating
characteristics. A little later we
is known as induction, and the two coila will see how
such loading coils are used
L-l and L-2 are said to be in "inductive
relationship" or to be "inductively
coupled." If the two coils are close together so that the induction is a maximum they are said to be closely coupled;
while if they are separated somewhat,
they are said to be loosely coupled. This
principle of induction is employed in
such pieces of Radio apparatus as loosel-igure 14
eouplers, vario-couplers, and variometers.
These will be taken up in a later chapin
Radio
antenna
circuits in case tke
ter. The coil L-l in which the inducing
•r influencing current flows is called the antenna itself is not of the proper dimensions in order to be able to receive
primary, while the coil in which the induced current flows is called the second- the desired signals.
One year subscription to Radio Digest and <£► wj f\i"\
Condensers and Capacity
ary. It is evident that in order to have
induction take place, a variable current
Capacity is the second important elecs
both
bound volumes 1 and 2
^p 4 mKjKJ
must flow through the primary in order trical effect necessary to set up an oscillating cicuit. Capacity is obtained by
to have a movable or pulsating magnetic
field for cutting the secondary.
means of a device known as a condenser.
A condenser consists essentially of two
or either volume 1 or 2, FREE with a
sets of metal plates separated by an infl» CS f\f\
sulator known as the dielectric The
plates of each set are electrically conyear's
subscription to Radio Digest. .
*p«3«\^f»J
nected, but the two sets are thoroughly
insulated from each other. The function
S*'*..11*?1*'?'
agencies,
news
dealers
or
other
sources.
Check,
express
t1^u*<h^b^Ji?UST BE- SENT Dj?ECT-No orders on this offer money
will beor accepted.
of a condenser is to store up electricity
Figure 12
in the form of an electric (electrostatic)
— «»"=» «r <=^f. «_
orders (no stamps) must accompany all orders.
TEAR
HERE—
MAIL
field
between
the
metal
plates.
A variable current also has an Inductive effect upon the coil in which it itself
flows, besides its effect upon nearby coni
ductors. Thus when a current begins to
flow in a coil such as L-l, it sets up a
PUBLISHER.
RADIO
DIGEST ILLUSTRATED,
magnetic field which rapidly expands and
123 West Madison St., Chicago, llliaois.
grows from zero to its full value. In
I hare already subscribed to the Kadlo Digest for one year,
doing so, these lines cut all the turns
so please reserve me one bound volume Xurober Two tor which
1 am enclosing check— M. 0. for Two Dollars.
of the coil and induce in them a voltag-e
which tends to prevent or oppose the
Please reserve me Bound Volume Xumber One and also Numgrowth of current. This is known as the
uer Two andfor one
to the
Dollars.
Illustrated,
whichyear's
I am subscription
enclosing check
— If. Radio
O. forDigest.
Seven
voltage of self-induction because it takes
(
Name
Immediate
Delivery
place within the coil itself. If the circuit is opened and the current decreases
Dealers: Write for Discounts
Address
to zero, the magnetic field again collapses;
1
City
and in doing so it again cuts the turns of
Hudson-Ross, 123 W. Madison, Chicago
the coil in such a direction that- a voltage I
State
'

IN THIS chapter we will see how the
electrical principles of the two previous chapters are employed in the
construction and operation of Radio circuits. Very high frequency (twenty
thousand cycles per second and higher)
alternating- currents are used in Radio
communication; and to obtain these high
frequency currents, special forms of circuits known as oscillating circuits are
employed. The word oscillating: means to
move back and forth very rapidly, and
hence an oscillating: circuit is one in
which an alternating- current of very high
frequency
flows.
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Rectifier for Charging B Batteries
Four-Jar Electrolytic
Rectifier and Hook-up

CONNECTIONS

Electric Light System
Used as Ground Tester

TO JARS AND IRON

A storage B battery is a nuisance unless
ready charging means are at hand. The
four-jar electrolytic rectifier is old, but
puzzling: and reis always
the hook-up

To ascertain whether a ground connection is good or not I have used the following method with much success. It is
commonly known that generally one wire
of the electric lighting system — the return wire — is grounded. If the ground
connection in question is good, it will
also answer as a return circuit for the
current in case the return wire is

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
THEE
ed out
workE
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
t them. There are
abou
knew
he only
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
inST is very much ial.
day. RADIO in DIGEring
such mater
terested secu
dls,
inclu
Send them din with full detai
ing stampe envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO 'KINKS DEPARTMENT,
RADIO DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

quires a lot of fussing with connections.
Such a rectifier can be made as follows:
Procure four pieces of sheet lead havin the illusing the dimensions indicated
tration and four pieces of sheet aluminum
of the same size. Both metals should be
as pure as possible. Make two saw slots
in each piece as shown. Procure four
one-quart fruit jars and hang the strips
over the edge of the jars. This will leave
the center strip standing vertical.
as per diaMake up a wiring "harness"
gram using snaps on the wire ends for
aluminum
and
lead
the
to
each connection
as to the B battery terwell
strips as minals.
Small notches can be filed in the
lead and aluminum strips for better connections. Ordinary flexible lamp cord is
good wire for this work. Ordinary lamp
sockets, represented by H, with plug-in
extensions are used. Instead of light
bulbs for resistance, use the family flat
iron as shown at F. With a medium
sized flat iron the resistance is about
right. The other connections are obvious.
Lump ammonium carbonate will be found
good to use as electrolyte. Make a saturated solution of this chemical.
If two- 24-volt trays are to be put on
charge, start them in parallel, but when
about half charged, change over to series
as shown. This will cut down the charging rate to about the right amount for
finishing — less than .5 amperes. The
parallel connection
will run about one
ampere.
An ammeter for these low currents is
usually a problem. The Westinghouse
company makes a small automobile ammeter that has no terminals. A loop extends on the back through which it is
necessary to pass one turn of the wire
which conducts the current to be measured. The dial of the ammeter reads up
to 20 amperes charge and 20 amperes
discharge.
Apply ten turns of small insulated wire
around this loop and the reading 20 will
really mean 2 amperes and the intermediate readings will also be in proportion. I
have calibrated one of these -ammeters
treated in this manner against a fine laboratory ammeter and have found it ex-

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Coninued from page 11)
the condenser C. The slanting arrow extending through the condenser C indicates
that condenser is a variable one, and that
by adjusting the plates any desired
amount of capacity can be introduced
into the circuit.
The frequency with which the current
oscillates is known as the natural frequency of the circuit. This frequency
depends upon the relative amounts of inductance and capacity in the circuit. If
. either the inductance or capacity is decreased, the oscillating frequency of the
circuit is increased; while if either is increased, the frequency is decreased. But
if one is increased and the other at the
same time decreased so that the product
of their values remains unchanged, then
the frequency of the circuit will not be
affected. These facts are generally expressed in the form of an equation, such
as the following:
5033
F>=
In the above equation F stands for the
frequency of the circuit expressed in
cycles per second, L is the inductance of
the circuit expressed in millehenries, and
' Cin ismicrofarads.
the capacity of the circuit expressed
In Figure 14 we have illustrated animation circuit, the righthand
hlch resembles
that in Fig-

Take a common reversible screw plug
grounded.
and attach one wire to one of the connections. To the other end of this wire
fasten a brass bolt or a nail, and tape
it so that it can be held without touching
the bolt. Screw the plug into a lamp
socket and place an electric bulb upon the

ALUMINUM
PLATES -H

tremely accurate. Connect this meter in gether and the wires lead direct to the
series at W in the wiring diagram, and other instruments of the set.
it will be perfectly easy to read down to
The connections may be made with wire
tenths of an ampere. — J. G. Utz, Detroit,
Mich.
or copper strips. In any case all the connections are made on the under side. —
Chas. J. Curran, El Paso, Tex.

Flewelling Condenser Bank

ground connection to be tested so that the
base of the terminal of the bulb will rest
on the ground, then touch the side of the
bulb with the bolt, the current being
Crystal Detector Mounting
turned on. If the globe lights as bright
Many crystal detector stands have as when in the regular socket, the ground
been described but for simplicity coupled connection is good. If this does not
with efficiency the following is my idea
work,ful nottryto reversing
caretouch the the
boltplug.
to theBeground
connection as this will very likely result
in much fireworks and a burned out fuse.
— Laurence Wingerter, Wheeling, W. Va.

In making a super-regenerative set using the Flewelling circuit described in
the October 21, 1922 issue of RADIO DIGEST, the amateur may be undecided as
to just what condensers to use and how to
arrange them, for there are three .006
mfd. condensers, which appear in the
illustration as C3, C4 and C5, and also
the grid leak R2, which is shunted across
the condenser C5. My condenser bank is
made up as shown.
The materials needed are as follows: A
small piece of insulating material approximately 4y2 by 5%, inches, which in my
case was cut from an old storage battery of the best stand. The materials needed are
cell. Seventeen tested fixed condensers a piece of thin brass or copper 8 inches
of .001 mfd. capacity each and one com- long and at least % inch wide; two bindbination leak condenser (all of which may
ing posts; a brass or copper 3/16 inch
be bought
cheaply)
three binding posts bolt at least \y2 inches long, three nuts
to fit it; a piece of wood 8 inches long,
•sVhard rubber
4 inches wide and % inch thick; a crystal
detector and its receptacle.
Four holes are bored in the wood, one
HEL£> (QUOINS POST
SERS
CONDEN
a % inch, 1% inch, 6% and 7y2 inches
EACH
END.BY BRASS
IN
PLACE
/ n „'"_\ /Q
ROD
THROUGH
from the end on which the receptacle is
mounted and half way between the edges.
These holes are enlarged in the bottom so
that the bolt heads are out of the way.
Two holes are bored in the brass or copper
strip, % inch and 4 inches from the end.
The cat whisker is soldered to the other
end of the strip and the whole is assembled as shown in the illustration.
The pressure of the cat whisker is regulated by tightening or loosening the nut
A, and the cat whisker can be moved from
side to side by moving the whole arm. —
and six brass bolts 1% inches long and of Vernon Hagelin, Geneseo, 111.
a size (2/32 should do) to pass through
the holes in the fixed condensers.
The condensers are set on the hard
rubber base so as to form a triangle with
six condensers together, held by a bolt at
each end. Condenser C5, of course, holds
the leak and condenser combination as
well as five phone condensers.
Dealers: Write for Discounts
The binding posts may be placed one at
each corner, as shown, or on the edge of
Hudson-Ross,
123 W. Madison, Chicago
the base, or they may be left out alto-

Howling Eliminated

Grounding the cores of the amplifying
transformers and the negative side of the
A battery to the shield of the panel will
sometimes
and
howling. aid in eliminating squealing

Don't Crowd Wires
Wires connecting parts of sets should,be
run as far apart as possible. Wherever
necessary these should cross at right angles. This will help to eliminate many of
the noises.

Phantom Tuner
$11.75 will brine ono of theae marvoloualv sensitive instrument* to
your addroas, prepaid. No aerial, ground, loop or radio frequency
uaed. AH parts hishort quolity. Cutler Hammer. Remlor. Dubolier.
etc., mounted on genuine bake lite panel. Complete instructions furnished for wiring. No soldering necessary. Have musio on strip
of lamp cord one hour after set arrives. Our Phantom gets over
distance and is practical using detector only. Wind lamp cord in
auto lop
in music
while the
driving.
Send
stampandfortune
booklet
and learn
Phantom We've
story don* it often.
VESCO

RADIO

Box

D-704.

Vacavllle,

Calif.

INCREASE YOUR RANGE
BY

MYERS 1UBES

ure 13. If by some means electrical oscillations are set up in coil L-l, these will
try by influence or electromagnetic in*
duction to cause a current to oscillate
with the same frequency in the circuit
L-2C. If the oscillation frequency of the
circuit Li-2C is different from that of the
current flowing through the coil L-l, the
inductive influence will not be very effective. But if the variable condenser C
is adjusted so that the frequency of the
circuit is the same as that of the current in coil L-l, then the inductive influence will be very pronounced and a strong
current will be caused to oscillate in the
circuit L-2CX
The process of adjusting the inductance
or capacity of a circuit so that it will
have the same frequency as that of another circuit, is called tuning. When two
circuits have the same oscillation periods
they are said to be in resonance. This
condition exists when *he product of the
inductance and capacity of one circuit is
equal to the product of these two effects
in the other circuit.
Chapter Four
In the next chapter the discussion will
continue with the method of sending Radio messages through space and the application of the principles of oscillating circuits for receiving these messages and
converting them into audible sounds. It
will be a most interesting and important
chapter, and will form a valuable link
in the complete story of effective Radio
reception.

SHOP.

ADDING
A PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR
SET

rHere'syour
opportunity.
Radioneeds
you. Win success
in this fascinating
field.

Trained men in demand at highest salaries.
Learn at home, in your spare time.

Be a Radio Expert

I will train you, quickly and easily, to design^

construct, install, operate, repair, maintain, and
sell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new methods
are the most auccessf ol in existence. Learn to earn
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LOUD SPEAKER
BETTER
TRUE CABINET
TYPE

Not just a common horn built into a oabrnet.
Beautiful — Compact—THE TONE
OF
FINE
CABINET
PHONOGRAPHS.
Make your two-step set a HOME ENTERTAINER.
All SPIROLAS are of the best construction, with fine, rubbed finishes
and are absolutely guaranteed.

SPIR0LA DUPLEX— uses any headset. Satin black
(DB) $4.85.
finish $3.85. Oak (DO) or mahogany (DM)
finish

SPIR0LA CONCERT— complete *ith built-in unit
and cord. Oak (CO) or mahogany (CM) finish
$12.50.

SPIR0LA SIMPLEX— uses Baldwin or other unit.
Black (SB), oak (SO), mahogany (SM) flnlsk. same
prices as DUPLEX.
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Winding- Information
to make an awful ncfise like statifc, but
Wants to Improve Set
Allen Circuit with. Two R» F.
it is. that for I disconnect the antenna.
(1564), HH, Los Angeles, Calif.
(1278) DG, Chicago, HI.
(1286), SW, San Jose, Calif.
How many turns should I have in the
I beg: to inform you that I am the proud
I am using UV-200 tubes on the receiver
I have picked up> KGW, Portland,
What size wire and they will not last more than twelve
Oregon, several^ times and also K.OG, Los owner of an Allen, selective long distance rotor of a variocoupler?
to fifteen hours. I have hrought in baseAngeles. KGW is 580 miles awajr airline,
ball scores over a thousand miles on my
and KOG, 300 miles. I also hear* Salt
set, but buying a new tube etvery week
is a little too costly for me.
Lafce (Aty, Seattle and other' Los" Angeles
stations regularly. Are these good reA. — Your difficulties suggest battery
sults? Iam using a'detector tube without
trouble. Determine by use of voltmeter
amplification. My\set is single-circuit reif your A battery maintains a steady volgenerative with a bank wound inductance
tage, and the same with your B battery.
coil and 23-plate variable condenser for
If not, recharge the A, or buy a new B
tuning.
whenever the trouble is indicated in either
Would a honeycomb set be better? How
of these sources of current. Be sure you
can
I increase
selectivity?
"Will Radio
are not i*sing over 22% volts on the plates
frequency
amplification
work successfully
i_jvwyv\
of any of the UV-200 tubes. They are
without audio frequency, and if so, how
"gassy" and won't stand much B battery
much would my range be increased by two
I— MVWA
without
paralyzing.
stages of Radio frequency? Would a set
using two variometers and a variocoupler
Loud speakers can be made of sea shells,
have* greater range? Have you any sugby cutting off the stem and attaching a
gestions for improving set?
receiver to the small opening.
A. — It is a question whether you would
achieve as grood results with a honeycomb
eet as you are now enjoying.
Vernier adjustments on all controls will
iacrease the selectivity of your set.
H'iiil
While Radio frequency will work suc■=• JQ.ZA. 1564cessfully as suggested, you would lose
6V.
45V.
the regenerative feature which is equal
Quality Radio Products
to about three steps of Radio frequency.
Dealers: Write for Your Discounts
A set using two variometers and a
variocoupler is about the best known and receiver as described in RADIO DIGEST for winding primary and secondary?
123 W. Madison, CHICAGO
doubtless would increase your range.
What size grid condenser and what kind
some time ago, and I am getting very
Your description of present set is not splendid results from its use.
of grid leak should I use?
specific so that it is not possible to advise
Can you suggest the best tube for my
I do not care to add the three stages of
GOV'T RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
where it might be improved.
audio frequency as recently shown in the detector set, hard or soft?
A.Thirty turns on rotor of a vario- Ail absolutely new Signal Corns Batteries. Edison 3 cell
Digest, as the one tube gives me plenty
BB-4
$4.50;
oeU type
coupler will give satisfactory results. For tyi*
WlllarU
2 volt
10 A.WUlard
H. for 4WD-11
tubes STR-13
$4.75: 6$L25volts
of amplification, but I do want to add two
B.D.-52 Questions
stages of Radio frequency, and my dealer winding primary and secondary, use the Edison $7.75; Edison B battery elements 4c each.
(1285), WHS, Middletown, O.
FLEWELLING
.006 CONDENSERS
be done as the set is regen- largest size of wire that can be put on
I have a single-circuit set with detector says it can't
erative. Admitted, but I believe RADIO and still accomplish the required number Bakelite mounted with binding posts. Set of three $2 90.
and one stage of amplification with which DIGEST can show me how, and I ask you of turns.
Variable Grid Condeusera .00025 or .0005 max. 45c.
I have received phone stations 750 miles
Use a .0005 mfd. fixed condenser and
FLEWELLING
SPIDER WEB COILS
distant. This set is not very selective but to give me the hook-up.
Again, can you tell me how to overcome rather heavy pencil line between terminals Easier tuning; clearer signals; green silk wound $1.75
is very susceptible to interference from this
for a grid leak. Experimentation will de- each.
fault?
I
have
great
difficulty
in
spark stations and other phone stations bringing in my distant stations from the
termine proper weight of the line.
FLEWELLING
VARIABLE GRID
LEAKS
do.Any standard tube, preferably soft, will
than the one tuned in.
Give clearer music, louder signals on any circuit. 75c.
fact that there is a great amount of
I am interested only in Radiophone re- whistling and howling right at the critical
REINARTZ LATEST SPIDER WEB COILS
ception and would like to try hook-up point. Sometimes I lose the station. I
Double green silk winding on RaJcelite spider $1.95.
Tube Trouble
R.D.-52, if that will overcome my troubles. presume body capacity causes much of
Choke colls for Reinartz detector plate circuit $1.70.
Is R.D.-52 an efficient hook-up for Radio- this. I am using Micadons, .00025 mfd.,
VERNIER
FOR VARIABLE
CONDENSER
(1282), PHS, Hattiesburg, Miss.
phone reception?
Kellogg 1.5 and 2 megohm, leaks. A
Requires no extra space, 95a
What I want to know is why my tubes Fits any condenser.
If the loading coil is necessary how with
.001
mfd.
condenser
seems
better
than
a
go dead so quick. When I say dead, I do HI-POWER
should it be made?
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
and a 1.5 megohm, leak seems bet- not mean that they are burned out, for they Best
made.
Louder signals.
Cannot bum out $2 95
What values should the honeycomb coils .00025
ter than the 2.
are
not,
but
they
refuse
to
bring
in
the
have?
Jacks. .58:
Open 3000
circuitmeter.46: long
Sin. wave
dr. couplers
.54: Doub.$7.95.<-Lr " 62A. — To be more fully deserving of the signals except when I first put them in Plugs
How much plate voltage should be used,
We save you money.
Tell us what you need.
confidence you express in RADIO DIGEST and then only for a few seconds. I turn
and how arranged?
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.
A. — Yes, R.D.-52 is an efficient circuit. we are taking time to make a sketch show- the rheostat on full and then they begin
ing the employment of two stages of RaA loading coil is not necessary unless
dio frequency. These can be connected to
your antenna falls short of fifty feet in
your present receiver in the manner delength.
sired, as shown by diagram Q. & A. 1564.
Honeycomb coils should be L75 seconBody capacity is very pronounced in
dary, L50 on primary and L35 on tickler.
your
receiver.
Give careful attention to
Use from 45 to 90 volts plate voltage,
adjustment of grid leak, although even
with a fairly hard tube as a detector.
this does not always effectively overW. E. SUPPLY AND
SERVICE
CORPORATION
come it.
Make it Regenerative

V

HUDSON-ROSS

•Wessco

(1284), RBC, Crystal Lake, III.
What will be the range of the following:
Loose coupler, 43 and 23-plate variable
condensers, grid leak, fixed condenser
and detector unit complete?
Would the addition of one step of amplification prove worth
while?
Will it be necessary to have another
battery to supply current to a Magnavox?
A. — The range of your apparatus should
be approximately two hundred miles, although it may attain even greater distance
under favorable conditions.
We believe that you would find a regenerative detector of greater advantage
than a step of amplification.
The same battery may be used for both
tubes and Magnavox.
Radio Frequency Amplification
(1274) LVP, Owensboro, Ky.
How many steps of Radio frequency
amplification would be necessary to bring
in stations whose carrier wave I can now
just hear? What happens when you place
Radio frequency before the detector?
Does it give more interference, or less?
A. — Two or more stages of Radio frequency will increase your receiving range.
However, it will also increase interference.
To bring in more clearly the present audible stations, you should go over your set
to lower the resistance at various points.
Critical Filament Adjustment
(1262) JF, Steubenville, O.
I have a regenerative receiving set.
When I try to listen in on the concert, I
have to get the music on one spot on the
rheostat. I have tried all ways to find
ou/, but it seems to me that nobody knows
the trouble. Another thing I want to mention is that I hear a humming noise like
high tension and I think that is what the
hum is. If you can help me in any way I
will be much obliged.
A. — The plate or B battery on your detector tube is probably of too high a voltage. Advise reducing it with potentiometer, or taps on battery, if any. The interference you experience may be due to tube
noises from the high voltage on your detector, although these may result from
high tension lines in close proximity. If
your antenna is not constructed at right
angles to the electric service lines, it
should be.

PHOTO

DIAGRAM

SET

(Continued from page 6)
audio frequency
amplifier
tubes and is
marked A.P. INCREASE.
Use of Jacks and Pings
The jack to the left does not take advantage of the last tube, while the one to the
right throws in the full amplification
power of the set. If the headset is connected to a telephone plug, then it is inserted in the desired stage. If binding
posts are to be used, a plug made of an
insulating material is furnished. This is
inserted like a receiver plug, and auto>matically operates the filament control,
throwing the two binding posts into the
plate circuit.
Tuning' Operations
When all connections are made, the set
is ready for operation. Set the primary
inductance switches on the last contact to
the left. Place the secondary condenser
scale on the highest division. Set the
coupling adjustment on the zero division
mark. Put the amplification control
pointer a quarter to a half way to the left.
Adjust the filament rheostats until all
tubes are burning brightly.
The audio frequency amplifier filament
rheostat — A.P. FIL — and the Radio frequency amplifier filament rheostat — R.F.
FIL. — should be rotated as far to the right
as possible and the detector filament rheostat rotated to the right until a loud hiss
is heard in the phones.
If this is not heard, the wire from the
+B DET terminal should be changed in
its connection to the B battery until the
hiss is heard. Then the detector filament
rheostat is rotated to the left until the
hiss barely dies away. Then adjust the
tuning circuits as follows:
With the upper button on the far left
tap, move the secondary condenser dial
through half a circumference. Continue
adjusting the upper switch on consecutive
buttons to the right and niove in conjunction, the condenser dial over its scale,
When signals are heard, adjust for maximum intensity first with the secondary
condenser, second, with the lower primary
inductance switch, and third, with the amplification control. All filament rheostats
should be adjusted carefully for clear re
ception.
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EVEBY

between

SPEAK

FREE
WITH

STREET, New York

of Chambers,

Broadway

LOUDER

Church

THAN

FREE

$10.00 AND
OVER
PURCHASE
VARIABLE
B BATTERY

and

St.

WORDS

FREE
A

$1.50 22'/2-VOI.T

Mail orders must include postage.
TERMS:— Money
Orders with
Orders— checks not
accepted.
All Merchandise offered is Standard, Guaranteed, and is of perfect workmanship.

"Better Thaa The BeetT

PRICE
Complete

The Radio
Tube Set
SOCKETS:
$1.00 Genuine
Bakelite Socket
$1.00 Sockets
$1.00 All Moulded V. T. Sockets
DIALS:

$35

$1.00
4- in. Genuine

Bakelite

Dials — 3-ln..

AERIAL
BATTERIES
and
.25

-...$

45c;

VARIOCOUPLERS :
$7.00 Guaranteed
Genuine
Bakelite Variocoupler. silk wound
$4.25 Variocoupler. guaranteed
high quality
$7.00 Moulded Variocoupler. highest quality
$5.00 Shamrock
Variocoupler
TRANSFORMERS :
$5.00 Acme Transformer
$3.00 Radio Frequency Transformers
$8.50 Wessco
Audio
Transformers,
highest
quality guaranteed
VARIOMETERS:
$6.60 Wessco
Variometer,
highest quality
guaranteed
$4.50 Variometer,
guaranteed
high quality.
$6.50 Moulded Variometer, highest quality. .

.40
.55
.35

4.75
2.25
4.50
2.59
3.40
1.65
3.25

3.25
2.40
3.50

PANELS:
Guaranteed Genuine Bakelite Panels — 7x10,
$1.25: 7x18, $1.85: 9x10, $1.60; 5x5, 47c;
5x9, 95c; 6x12, $1.25; 7x12, $1.50; 7x9,
$1.15; 12x14. $9; 7x24
$ 3.00
$1.50 Microstats
85
Spaghetti,
per length
07'/2
Special Electric Soldering Iron, 2 heats....
4.95
20c Bezel
15
PHONES:
$3.00 Brandes
Phones
$8.00
Dreyfuss
Phones
$5.00 Murdock
Phones
$1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak.

NEW

5.75
6.00
3.55
75

WIRE:
iioo ft. coil No. 14, 7-strand pure copper
Aerial Wire
50
Magnot Wire 20 per cent, off list.
RHEOSTATS
$1.50 Thordarson
Vernier
Rheostat
1.10
$1.00 Rheostat
32
Homecharger
De Luxe
13.25
Johns- Manville
Blk. Com.
Tubes, 3- in
25
DETECTORS:
1.15
$ .75 Crystal Detector
.35
$.40
Crystal Detector
.16
$1.50 K.
Multip. Jack
$1.50 Twin
Adapter
1.15
SI. 25 Universal
Plug
75
BATTERY
CHARGERS:
$18.00 Westinghouse Battery Chargers
13.25
$19.50
Westinghouse
Battery
Chargers
for
A. & B. Batteries
16.00
70c Open Circuit Jack
40
85c Double
Circuit
45
75c Battery Hydrometer
35
KNIFE
SWITCHES:
Knife Switch S. P. S. T
14
Knife Switch S. P. D. T
22
Wooden
Horn
g.00
Contact
Points, doz
Q4

BATTERIES:
$6.75 Westinghouse Storage Battery
4.75
$24.00 A Battery. 100 Amp.. 6 V
16.75
$19.00 A Battery, 80 Amp., 6 V
11.45
$14.50 A Battery, 60 Amp., 6 V
8u75
$3.00
Battery, 22' 2 V. Variable,
highest
quality guaranteed.
Large size
1.45
$1.75 B Battery. 22'/2 V. Variable, highest
quality guaranteed.
Small size
.75
CONDENSERS:
$5.00 23-pl. Variable Condenser
1.65
$5.50 43-pl. Variable
Condenser
1.95
3 -plate Vernier Variable Condenser
70
50c Mica Condensers
25
Thordarson
Grid Condenser
15
Bronze Bus Bar. tinned, ft
02
$25.00 MIRCLE
CRYSTAL
RECEIVING
PHONES,
100 FT. AERIAL, 2 CLEATS

MAGNAVOX,
FINISH

PHONES,
INCLUDING
TUBES,

TYPE, NEW

SET
AND

WITH
3000
POR. TUBES,

OHM
$7.SS

CONSTRUCTION,

NEW
$45.00
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e transThe interior of a miniatur
mitting and receiving set that fits
into a camera case. Note the neat
arrangement of coils, batteries, etc,
also the miniature vacuum tube
© K. & H.
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CHICAGO,

REPORT

EXPECT VOTE
IMMEDIATELY
ON RADIO BILL

ILL., SATURDAY,

JANUARY

ON LAW

RADIO VOICE GOES
Armstrong Sees World
PAST THICK WALLS
Wide Radio Concert

THIS RADIO

Inventor Talks Through Four Foot Only Necessary to Increase Power
Barrier with His New
of Transmitters, He Says
Instrument

A "powerful" subject was that
y 20
of the talk HILLS
broadcast Januar
—
MASS.
FOR
MED
from StationDWGI here IDE,
by Arthur La
Motte, of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours
company. It was full of pep and possibilities and told the farmers what they
could do with dynamite.

Special Action Asked — No Opposition Expected — Amateurs
Get Wider Wave Band

BOSTON, MASS. — Sheldon H. Fairbanks, manager of the Boston Radio Show,
NEW YORK. — A demonstration of how who has
just returned from New York,
Radio can be directed through walls of
director of the
steel and concrete was given at the Radio where he was advisory
Exposition here recently. It was a most
remarkable performance. The inventor of
the apparatus, Bernays Johnson, stood behind a wall at least four feet thick and
directed his voice at will through it.
It is possible, according to Johnson, to
place himself and his machine, which
needs no aerial or ground, inside the largest steel vault in the country and he will
talk to outsiders without the slightest
difficulty, metal doors and walls having
no deferring effect.
In his experimert Johnson has taken
his apparatus 200 feet into a coal mine
and talked through the solid walls in a
very clear manner. Johnson first made
experiments in 1908.

(By L. M. Lamm, Special Correspondent)
WASHINGTON.— After months of
careful deliberation the merchant marine
committee has made a unanimously favorable report to the House of Eepresentatives on the White Eadio bill. The report, unavailable for a few days, urges
immediate action on the bill on the part
of the House. The committee authorized
its chairman to ask for a special rule for

immediate consideration of the bill by
the House. If this is allowed, which
seems probable, the bill should pass the
House shortly after this dispatch has
gone to press, according to a statement
made bv Representative W. H. White of
Maine, ' ' father ' ' of the bill.
BUI Smooths Out Difficulties
The bill as reported out on the floor of
the house by Chairman W. S. Greene of

Committee Makes Unanimous
Favorable Report to House
of Representatives

Hoover-Denby Fight Ends

No. 3

27, 1923

Sara Southern as the
little lame girl in
"The Fool." Channing Pollock's new
play,
which
broadcast
from was
the
Times Square Theater,
New
York,
direct
from the stage by
telephone wires leading to WJZ, the
Westinghouse station. This was the
first time a play had
ever been broadcast
direct, although
operas
the
air had
fromgone
KYW,on
Chicago, in this
fashion, over a year

WAS

SPEECH

A "BLOW

UP"

I
\

'

/*■

American Radio Exposition at the Grand
Central Palace, quotes Major Armstrong,
the inventor, who was in charge of broadcast reception, as predicting that it would
not be long before Radio concerts would
be
broadcast
around the world.
the merchant marine committee, is
"All that will be necessary," says the Harding May Plan to Use Outfit to
identical with the bill introduced by Representative White two weeks ago, which Major, "will be to step up the power of
Address Nation
embodied all the changes suggested by the the transmitting station, receive it at a
committee. This bill compromises the central station — say in England — and reWASHINGTON. — In the basement of the
controversy between the Secretary of
lay it dicted
all thatover
Great Britain."
pre- White
broadcasting
round theHe world
House at Washington, President
Commerce and the war and navy departments which arose relative to the licensing would come in an amazingly short time, Harding is said to have a Radio transof army and navy Radio operators by and pointed out the tremendous possimitting set. Very few people know of
the department of commerce.
bilities for promoting better understand- this. The fact has been kept secret from
most of the very high officials, who are
ing between the nations.
Among other things the new bill will
enlarge the wave length band assigned to
popularly
supposed
to be at
"in the
the United
know"
amateur transmitting stations.
with
current
happenings
Million and Half Sets in U. S.
States capital.
The bill was changed in this fashion so
that it could be favorably reported to the
The station has never been used. There
A canvass of the country shows that
House without amendment.
there are about 1,500.000 Radio sets in is considerable speculation as to whether
No Opposition Expected in House
homes. It is estimated that Pittsburgh President Harding plans to address the
• No opposition to the bill is expected in has a set in one home out of every six whole nation in the future upon ultra-imthe House.
portant questions. The set is said to be
and that Detroit has between 40,000 and
(Continued on page 2)
powerful enough to enable him to do so.
60,000 sets.

President Has Secret
Transmitting Set, Rumor

RADIO

REPORT
"YES" ON LAW
(Continued from page 1)
The agreement reached between Secretary of Commerce Hoover and Secretary
Denby and their advisors has altered the
bill so that it now carries a clause that
army and naval Stations shall not require
commercial licenses, that their wave
lengths will be assigned by the President,
but that when commercial traffic is handled rules and regulations designed to prevent interference with other Radio stations will be observed.
In other words, governmental stations
when transmitting other than official matter will use commercial wave lengths and
comply with all regulations set down by
the Secretary of Commerce.
One feature of the Bill increases the
membership of the advisory committee of
the Secretary of Commerce from twelve to
fifteen, including a representative of the
treasury department, another from the
shipping board, and an additional member
who is not a governmental official.

FLEWELLING CONTEST
TWO WEEKS LONGER
to insistent demands from
OWING
interested Flewelling circuit experimenters, the Flewelling prize
contest under the auspices of Radio
Digest will be open to contestants two
weeks longer. This will make the contest close February 10 instead of January 27th. The prize awards will be
announced in the March 3 issue instead
of the February 24, to make allowance
for the extension. The rules of the
contest are given on page 2.

Auto Gets Stuck;
Radio to Rescue

FLEWELLING

RADIO RAISES DEBT
FROM NEW HOSPITAL
Final Appeal Brings Funds to Finish Construction Bills
LONDON, Ont., Can. — Radio played its
part in the opening here recently of the
beautiful new Western Ontario War Memorial hospital for sick children. It was
the ambition of the directors of the new
institution to have it entirely free from
liabilities by its opening date, but a few
days before the scheduled opening it was
discoveried that there were still several
accounts outstanding which aggregated
some few thousands of dollars.
A day was selected when there were to
be a number of large public meetings at
various smaller Western Ontario centers
and arrangements were made with a local
broadcasting station and with amateur
operators in the towns where the mass
meetings were to be held, to broadcast a
final appeal for funds. The next morning's
mail brought all the additional funds that
were required and quite a cash surplus.
This was set aside in order to equip a
Radio auditorium where the little patients
may listen to concerts broadcast from
local, Detroit and Toronto stations.
POOKS

ILLUSTRATED

PRIZE CONTEST

"LIFTS" CURRENT
FROM CARRIERS

RULES

1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will close February 10 at midnight.
Awards will be announced in the March 3 issue of this publication.
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
Flewelling circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $25.00; Second, $15.00; Third, $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5\00 each.
4. In event of a tie, equal prizes will be awarded both contestants.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest, Illustrated.
6. To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with an
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set. The contestant must build this set and
test it before entering the contest. The article must tell: (a) how to make the set,
(b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d) actual
airline broadcasting station receiving range using only one tube, first employing
only an indoor aerial but no ground, second, using a ground but no aerial, and third,
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
system used will be considered in the award of prizes.
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated. All articles published,
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates. Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
10. Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by.
Radio Digest in the Flewelling circuit heretofore, is encouraged and even recommended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

Station Hires 7-Year-Old
Girl for Vocal Concerts
BELLEFONTAINE, O. — Radio enthusiasts of this city are more than pleased
with the word that a resident of the city
has been given signal recognition by one
of the largest Radio broadcasting station
managements in the country. The local
dignitary is Miss Clarabelle McDonald,
aged seven, daughter of A. L. McDonald,

SENDS

MESSAGE WITH
ROWED POWER

Cleveland

Man
Takes
Current
WHK with Receiving

BORfrom

Set

CLEVELAND, O. — Using a regenerative
Copp circuit receiving set, H. S. Scott, of
this city, borrowed some current from
WHK, the local broadcasting station of
the Radiovox Company and sent a message that was received at Independence,
Kansas, and Butte, Montana. Station
WHK's wave length is 360 meters.
Mr. Scott's set is located at his place of
residence, about six hundred feet distant
from the Radiovox station which had finished broadcasting, but had not shut off
their generator and was still putting out
a carrier wave. Mr. Scott tuned his receiving set to the station wave length and
by tapping with his finger on the grid
terminal of the tube, gave his official, amateur station call, 8BFL, asking to be notified of its reception.
In due time, postal cards were received
from amateur stations at Independence,
Kansas, and Butte, Montana, stating signals were received QSA (loud).
Mr. Scott was formerly a Radio operator with the Marconi company, and is now
railroad claim agent, who has been placed in the engineering department of the Ohio
under contract by the Crosley Manufac- Bell Telephone company, at Cleveland.
turing company of Cincinnati, and was to
Mr. Scott is in charge of the Radio Engigive her first number from Station WL.W city.
neering class at the Cleveland T. M. C. A.,
on the night of January 26. Little Miss and is very
active in Radio work in this
McDonald, has been singing since she was
four years of age.
The committee appointed by the French
ministry of posts and telegraphs has recommended that no licenses be required for
receiving apparatus.
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Stranded
Quartet
Uses
Home-made
Set to Relieve
Misfortune"Sting"
i of
BOSTON, MASS. — A letter has been re
ceived by Station WNAC, the Shepard
Stores here, from a member of the Salisbury, N. C, Lodge No. 699 of Elks, telling
how he heard the concert given by Boston
Lodge of Elks on January 3, while on a
trip from Salisbury to Lynchburg with his
wife and another fellow Elk and wife.
The party got stuck in the mud about
eleven o'clock at night, ran into a ditch and
broke an axle (they have some awful roads
in some parts of the south), and five miles
from the nearest town.
The Salisbury Elk had a homemade Radio set in the car, so he decided to try
for some music to while away the hours
until daylight, when they could be able
to foot their way to town for help.
Erect Temporary Aerial
They ran a one-wire, 25-feet aerial from
a tree to a rail from a fence which they
stuck in the mud in front of the car, working all the while in the rain. The highest
part was not over eight feet from the
ground. Tuning in slowly, they picked
WNAC, just then broadcasting the Elk's
up
entertainment.
"Never did I hear music that sounded
so good, far out in the rain and lonely
country," continues the writer. "We heard
you acknowledge messages from Haverhill, Newburyport, Woburn and many other
places. It gave me an idea to send a long
distance
phone
call toto Bost'on.
"We walked
for almost
a mile
the nearest
house
where they had a rural telephone. The
exchange operator tried for about an hour
and although she got through to Boston,
could not get the Shepard Stores, so I imagine you had all gone home."

DIGEST

Here's Something
New in Revivals
WNAC
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Broadcasts Noonday and Sunday Sermons of Rev. Massee,
Evangelist

By F. XT. Eollingsworth
BOSTON, MASS. — Up-to-date revival
services are those being conducted at Tre-.
mont Temple by Rev. Dr. J. C. Massee, a
noted evangelist, whose sermons every
noonday as well as Sunday mornings are
being broadcast from the Shepard Stores
Station WNAC, via a telephone-microphone
connection between Tremont Temple and
the broadcasting studio.
Dr. Massee says that he has been informed by one of the Radio listeners, a
prominent and wealthy business man
whose name he refused to give, that the

"All the Live News of Radio"
,
1 to 6
Flewelling Prize Contest Rules
2
Receiving Records Contest
'.
4
Aerial-A Tube Detector Receiving Set Explanation
•
Photo Diagram of Aerial-A Receiving Set
7
Radiophone Broadcasting Stations, Part I of the Radiophonist's "Telephone Book"
S
Multiple
Connector;
Efficient Single
TubeHumor
Set; How
'
Editorials;Phone
Condensed
by Dielectric;
Indigest,
Columnto Make "Silver Dials"
109
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter IV, by Arthur G. Mohaupt
U
Coil of Wire Tunes Radio Frequency; Honeycomb Coils Used in Reinartz Circuit; Three Other
Kinks
12
latter
had been
preaching
after converted
listening by
in Dr.
to itMassee's
over a
The By-Pass Condenser in the Reflex Circuit, Part III, with Three New Hook-Ups, by
H. J. Marx
13 Radiophone.
Contributions Mailed In
R.F. and A.F. Added to Crystal Set, Hook-Up R.D.-71; The Reader's View
14
Numerous letters have also come in from
Questions and Answers, Devoted Entirely to the Flewelling Fans' Inquiries
15
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
ig people who stay at home and listen in
by Radio to the revival services, and many
of them have contrained contributions.
One letter was particularly appealing. It
was from a crippled boy, who informed
Dr. Massee that every day during the
serivces he has been carried to the home
E. T. Flewelling, Himself, will begin a series of exclusive articles on the circuit
of a neighbor to listen in over the Radiobearing his name in the next issue of the Digest. If you are having trouble with
He sent two dollars in his letter, a
your Flewelling "flivver," read what the inventor has to say. It will be sure to dollar
of it to be devoted, he asked, toward
help you.
Remember Flewelling is writing exclusively for Radio Digest.
helping some other crippled boy or girl
phone.
Reinartz Questions and Answers will fill page 15 in the next, the February 3, to hear the services by Radio through the
issue. If you want a simple, sensitive and efficient regenerative set, build a kindness of some neighbor who had a set.
To Broadcast
"Brimstone
Corner"
Reinartz tuner from Radio Digest's articles on the subject. If you have one
Arrangements have been made by Stabut can't get results, read the "Q. and A." page next week.
tion WNAC to broadcast the services from
For the Picture Fans. Ever heard Miss Jessie Koewing of WOR, the first woman
Park Street Church, Boston. This is one
announcer in the United States? Or the announcer on the other end of WJAX, of the most famous churches in Boston,
Cleveland? They have furnished the Digest with pictures and satisfactory located on the corner of Park and Tremont streets. The corner, from the characcounts of themselves and will appear on page five next week. Buy the Febacter of the fiery sermons preached in
ruary 3 issue and you can visualize two more mysterious announcers' voices.
years
past,
known
as "Brimstone
first
and third
Sundays
How to Construct and Operate a Crystal Detector Receiving Set will be told next Corner." Onwasthelong
the month, services from Tremont Ternissue by Arthur G. Mohaupt in the fifth chapter of his "A-B-C Lessons for in
pie will be broadcast.
Radio Beginners." Many fans stick to the crystal. Every crystal user or beWith the broadcasting of the services
ginner should read Mr. Mohaupt's article.
from St. Paul's Cathedral every Sunday
Lets on Balliet Was Unfortunately the Victim of a Train Wreck, and hence his morning and Dr. Massee' s service at noonday, New England Radiophans and all
long-promised series of beginners' articles has been delayed. But Mr. Balliet within reach of WNAC are fortunate.
will leave the hospital soon. Just when he will be able to resume his work Owing to the severe weather of the past
few weeks, many have been prevented from
of writing the series is indefinite, but "looking ahead."
church, but have had the services
Part II of the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory will appear in the Feb- attending
brought to their homes by Radio.
ruary 3 or next issue. You would be surprised at the expense and work
necessary to keep this feature up-to-the-minute for Radiophan readers of Radio
Alabama Farmers Wake Up
Digest.

Looking Ahead
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BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — The farmers of
Alabama have commenced to make use of
Radio. Throughout the state many farmers are availing themselves of the crop
summaries and market reports now being broadcast by Station WST. Recently
Roy C. Bishop, secretary of the Alabama
Farm Bureau Federation, took advantage
of an invitation of the Alabama Power
Company's plant in pushing the membership drive of his association. This organization now numbers 7,000 in Alabama,
and Mr. Bishop stated that by the use of
Radio he expected to more than double
the membership within a few weeks.

RADIO

"WIRED WIRELESS"
STANDS GOOD TEST
BROADCASTS TRAVEL OVER
ELECTRIC LINES
Apparatus

Plugged
Into
by
Socket Will Pick up
Messages

Light

— "Wired -wireless" or
WASHINGT
g: ON.
over electric light and power
broadcastin
lines — a new means of communication —
was successfully demonstrated publicly
for the first time at the Bureau of Standards by K. D. Duncan, Jr., of the Signal
Corps and consulting- engineer of the
North American company of New York,
and his assistant, I. Isler.
From the substation of the Potomac
Electric Power company in Georgetown,
the voice of Isler was transmitted over
the high voltage lines and received at the
Bureau of Standards — a distance of about
five miles.
Invention of Btajor-G-eneral Squier
"Wired wireless" is the invention of
Maj.-Gen. George O. Squier, chief signal
officer of the army. It consists, essentially, of substituting for the transmitting
and receiving antennas of Radio stations
the electric light wire network of a city.
Instead of the high frequency energy
being radiated through space in all directions, as with Radio, it is confined and directed to flow along definite paths from
the transmitting station to the various
receivers.
System Has Advantages
This new method of broadcasting, it
was explained by Mr. Duncan, offers a
large number of advantages over the more
familiar method of Radio broadcasting.
Among the most important is the elimination of a receiving antenna, elimination
% of fading, static troubles, interference
from the signals of Radio transmitting
stations and the fact that the receiving
apparatus may be plugged into any convenient electric light socket. Due to the
absence of radiation from the electric
lines, no interference is produced with
the commercial Radio traffic or with Radio broadcasting, and for this reason neither government transmitting nor
operators' Conduct
licenses Experiments
are required.
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STRONGEST PLANT TO
BE UNDER WAY SOON

KIDS OF ORPHANAGE
JOIN RADIO FAMILY

diss
— Aunce
Lond
patch fromQUE.
CAN.anno
, on
AL,
MONTRE
that the Marconi company is going ahead with its previous announced
plans to build the highest power Radio
station in the world at Vancouver, B.
C, and another station at Montreal, in
order that messages may be carried
readily from London to Australia
through Canada. The estimated cost
of the Vancouver station is $2,000,000.

the
en of' Ors' and
childr
Sailors
The
O. — home
A, Soldier
XENIOld
phans' in this city enjoyed
a most delightful treat this holiday
time when a Radio outfit was presented
the home by the Montgomery County
Veterans' association. The outfit has
been established in the assembly hall
in the library and the children of the
home and others are enjoying the
nightly concerts.

TO SING FOR WORLD

ASK CASH TO BUILD
POLICE RADIO PLANT
WASHINGTON
ACT
FOR

Would Enlist Aid of Private
in Apprehension
of
Criminals

VIA WOR

"I feel sure that the commissioners are
as anxious as the police department is to
have every aid of modern science available in Washington for detecting- and apprehending criminals," Major Sullivan said.
Beachbe consulted
Chicag-o by the
Radio Range
experts towould
police chief relative to the establishment
of the station, he said, and the advice of
army and navy experts as well as private
Radio engineers will be asked. The station contemplated would send its messages
at least as far as Chicago.
Washington would be surrounded by a
network of Radio stations, under the plan,
and every road out of the city would be
covered by the system. It is planned to
enlist through police officials of surrounding towns and counties, the co-operation
of private stations in their territories
through which they can be communicated
with by the Washington police. Beyond
this first ring encircling the city, the net
will be extended to other towns and larger
cities all over the eastern part of the
country,
and States.
it is hoped eventually, the entire United

CONTRACT HOLDS UP
WORK ON NEW PLANT

u.

GOTHAM TURNS RADIO
TO "HIGH BROW STUFF"
Perfected
in University Extension Course

NEW YORK. — While Radio listening in
for amusement has for a long time now
carried with it an improving public taste
in music and art, the first week of a deliberate and openly avowed intent of using
the broadcast for "high brow stuff" has
just been concluded here. The result has
been so satisfactory that the experiment
will be continued.
Miss Edith Bennett, the celebrated American born and American trained soprano, who has just been
Arrangements thus to establish a uni- selected from a long list of internationally famous recitalists to sing the world's first Americaversity extension course for the people Europe Radio concert, tentatively scheduled for January 30. Miss Bennett has a voice of rare beauty,
were made between the Society of Radio power and flexibility. She is also possessed of exquisite artistry and her diction in all languages
Artists and Audiences and the Lecture is almost perfect. Her coming inter- continental musicale will be sung in English, French and
The chairman of special committee of Radio-musical experts that chose Miss Bennett
Bureau of the Board of Education, New Italian.stated
that, in his opinion, she was the finest recitalist in existence for broadcasting
York, whereby selected lectures broadcast
Calvin Harris Photo
tabloid lectures from Station WHN, Ridgewood, Brooklyn.
Oakland, Calif., has an amplifying horn and is thirty-five feet over all. The bell
Marriage
by Radio is declared illegal made of 100 feet of spruce one inch thick. has an area of 144 square feet, while the
in New York state.
It has an opening twelve feet in diameter smaller end is the size of a nickel.

THE ANTENNA

BROTHERS

Stations

By X>. M. Lamm
WASHINGTON. — Request for an appropriation to erect a powerful police Radio
station here to broadcast information of
fugitive criminals will be made within
the next few days by Major Daniel Sullivan, superintendent of police, and will
meet
with the approval of the District commissioners.
Commissioner Rudolph, president of the
board of commissioners, declared the proposal "a fine thing." Money to establish
such a station is not now available and
would have to be obtained through an appropriation by Congress. "If such a proposal comes before the board of commissioners I will
in favor of it," Commissioner vote
Rudolph said.
The cost of establishing an adequate
station and maintaining it is being investigated and will be embodied in the report recommending the move which he
will submit to the commissioner in charge
of police within the next few days, Major
Sullivan said. While he had not yet discussed the plan with the commissioner,
Major Sullivan said that he did not doubt
approval would be forthcoming, in view
of the support given his recommendation
work.
for the purchase of tear gas guns in police

In cooperation with the Potomac Electric Power Company Mr. Duncan and Mr.
Isler have been conducting experiments
in this new method of broadcasting for
some time, during which the voice has
been transmitted over the high voltage
lines of the power company from the
Georgetown and Tenleytown substations
and received at the Bureau of Standards
and at different points in Chevy Chase,
D. C, and Maryland.
Radio transmitting and receiving apparatus, with a few minor changes, were
used in the public demonstration. A 300watt transmitting set was used.

Arrangements

OFFICIALS
ALLOTMENT

Spir L. and Lew P.

S. Waits to Renew Action on
Wheeling Station

WHEELING, W. Va. — The government
is ready to put up its new Radio station
at Langin Aviation field and will begin
the work of removing the old station to the
new location just as soon as the contract
is signed and received here, according to
Captain A. E. Simonin, in charge of the local landing place. The two huge Radio
towers have already been erected and
within three weeks after the contract is
signed the new station can be in operation,
Captain Simonin pointed out.
Plans for the new station call for an
expenditure of some $15,000, which will
make the Langin field station compare
favorably with any other in the country.
The new towers are sufficiently high to
permit the proper receiving of all messages during any kind of weather. Fog,
heretofore, has had considerable to do with
the operation on the old station.
A powerful new Radio station is bein§
built near Varberg, Sweden.

Grandpa Is a "Jazz Baby"

RADIO

NAA HAS HARD TIME
WINNING NOF FANS
REGRET
AT
PASSING
ANACOSTIA
PLANT

OF

Listeners Encounter Difficulty Tuning
Sets on Wave Length of Arlington Station
By Carl H. Buttman
"WASHINGTON. — NOF
has passed as
the government's official broadcasting station, and its big brother, NAA, has come,
but there are many fans who hated to
see
navy's work.
Anacostia
back
to itstheresearch
Some Station
find it go
difficult
to get accustomed to NAA at Arlington
and to tune it in on 710 meters, the new
wave assigned for government broadcasting from Washington.
A hurried survey of the neighboring Radio population indicates how well it liked
NOF, but it shows also that some must
add a coil to their sets and learn to tune
in on longer wave lengths. Out of 83
replies, 61 who have picked up the station since January 3, like the transfer
and received the music of the marine and
navy bands well enough. Of those who
object, 22 prefer NOF and the old 430meter wave length.
NAA Hears from Fans
Favorable replies to an inquiry were
received at Station NAA from New Tork
City, Manchester, N. H., Worcester and
Maiden, Mass., Wilmington, Del., and
Pittston, Pa. Some neighboring fans
claimed the broadcasting was too loud,
and others too weak. Fort Humphreys,
Va., an army station, approves the service
as "fine."
It is doubtful if the wave length can
be changed to a shorter one, due to the
fact that short w.aves interfere with the
regular longer waves used on other sets
at NAA for handling official traffic for the
government. However, some consolation
is found in the fact that the bands are
playing at the Marine Barracks in Washington two or three miles away, and a
single land line is used for the transmission to the Radio station. This will be
improved by the installation of a special
line, it is hoped.
Now the musicians perform on Wednesday and Friday nights, in a large barnlike room, too large for the purpose and
uncurtained. A sort of transmitting tent
is being made, however, which will tend
to restrain and concentrate the music for
transmission over the line to Arlington,
which is certain to improve the concerts.
Want
Concerts, Bess Politics
Some rather frank expression as to the
preference for the concerts was expressed
by listeners in who declared that some of
the official talks broadcast were a ^bore.
Others complain of a hum and fading, and
say NOF was perfect.
Other returns have come to the Public
Health Service, which sought to learn how
its broadcasts from NAA were received
by the Radio public. Out of about 100 replies, over half declared they could not get
NAA on the scheduled nights, while
thirty-one stated they got the broadcasts
"O K." The usual short wave sets were
found difficult to tune in on 710 meters
but the sets built for longer wave lengths
gave less trouble. Generally, the health
fans prefer NOF. Sixty out of 80 declared, that of four large stations heard
regularly they heard NOF best.
It is regretted by the navy that NOF
had to be closed, but the work there was
experimental and other work must be
undertaken. NAA has hardly shaken
down to regular work, and experts believe
that within a short time improvements in
the transmission will be manifest.

DIGEST

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
the Rea bit in although
Recordslag
doesn't
Contest,
INTEREST ceiving
many of the records have been boosted
to practically unbeatable distances. New
DX aspirants desiring to enter the contest
are advised to read the rules given with
the records on page 4 of the January 20
issue. The complete list of record holders
will appear in the February 10 issue.
Watch for this. The new records made
last week are as follows:
Station — Miles Away — Wno Heard It
CFCN— 1,775, John W. Hale, Houston, Tex.
CHCC— 1,325, Samuel
Woodson,
Jr., Liberty, Mo.
CKAC— 2,700, A. C. Carter, Juneau, Alaska.
CKCR— erty,1,225,
Samuel
Woodson,
Jr., LibMo.
KDYL — 2,075, T. F. Powers,
Somerville,
KDYS— 1,700, M. C. Ridenour, Kingwood,
W. Va,
KFAD— 1,250, Cyril Corn well, Osage, la.
KFAN—
1,250, Chas. N. Schwab,
Grinnell.
la.
KFBC— 2,125, J. D. Crosby, Stauffer, Pa.
KFBH — 1,450, R. B. Reed, Eureka, Kans.
KGN
— 1,875, Fay Allarding, Lake Odessa,
Mich.
KGU — 4,650, Eugene
Evans,
Tippecanoe
City, O.
K J J— 1,575, Chas. N. Schwab, Grinnell, la.
KOP— 2,075, T. W.
Smith,
Watsonville,
Calif.
KPO— 2,275, G. Murray, Toronto, Can.
KWJ— 2,125, C. J. Lohman, McDonald, Pa.
KZM — 2,700, Sarkis Kachajian,
Worcester,
WAAB— 1,150, H. K. Cooper, Owego, N. Y.
WAAP—
R. Clark,
Bridgeport,
Conn. 1,325, W.
WAEF— 1,125, F. P. Cerniglia, Tallulah, La.
WBAX — 1,000, Carl Baumeister, Avoca, la.
WCAR — 1,750, Sarkis Kachajian, "Worcester,
WCAX—
Kans. 1,325, Doyle Getter, Arkansas City,
WDAS — 1,200, Carl Baumeister, Avoca, la.
Can. 1,025, E. McDonald", Valleyfield, Que.,
WGF—
WGM — 2,175, Allan
Harvey,
Snohomish,
Wash.
WJAE— 1,700, A. Moffet. Ottawa, Can.
WJAX—
Harvey,
Snohomish,
Wash. 2,000, Allan
WKAF— 1,025, Wilbur Squier, Detroit, Mich.
WKY— 1,325, T. W.
Smith,
Watsonville,
Calif.
WLAV— 2,000, G. A. Gallagher, Berkeley,
Calif.
WMAF— 1,125, Cyril Cornwell, Osage, la.
WNAD — 1,500, C. T. Mower, Maiden, Mass.
WOAC— 1,600, O. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta.
WOAI— 1,800, O. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta,
WOAS— erty,1,125,
Samuel
"Woodson, Jr., LibMo.
WOZ—
Fred
Sheppard,
Centralia,
Wash.1,950,
WRR— 1,225, O. E. Frazier. Watts, Calif.
WSY — 1,950, T. W. Smith, Watsonville,
Calif.

The pastor nowadays does not necessarily have to attend his annual donation
party. In Spokane, Washington, the ladies
of one of the churches gave a reception to
the pastor, at which Radio addresses were
from absent ones.

"GOOGLE-SPARKY"
COMICS, GO ON AIR

FIVE CHURCHES
OF BIRMINGHAM'S
JOIN WSY

FANS
DRAW
RADIOED

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — The first broadcast direct from a Birmingham church
was made on a recent Sunday evening
from the North Highlands Methodist
church. The connecting telephone trunk
line connected WSY, the Alabama Power
Company's station, with the church, and
the sermon of the pastor, Dr. W. R. Hendrix, was broadcast. The subject of his
sermon was, "The Sunday School Teacher
in
the Building
of a program
Nation." rendered
Besides the
sermon
a musical
by
the choir was broadcast.
There are now five Birmingham churches
connected with WSY. These churches are
the North Highlands Methodist church,
First Methodist, First Baptist, Independent Presbyterian and Southside Baptist.

CARTOONS
BY
DIRECTIONS

Youngsters
in Novel Contest Sketch
Pictures on Special "Radio

Station

Broadcasts

Sermon

from

City for First Time

LOUISVILLE, Ky— "Barney Google"
and "Spark Plug," famous as racing cartoon characters, have been broadcast by
their creator, Billy De Beck.
It all happened Tuesday evening,
Charts"January 10th, at
WHAS, the station of the Louisville Courier Journal and Times.
How it happened and the way it was
worked was as follows:
The creator of "Spark Plug" was visiting Louisville, and a scheme was worked
out by those in charge of WHAS. This Patents Procured and Trade- Marks Registered. Advice and terms upon request.
was developed by printing in the papers a
series of crosslined charts that had two
ROBB,
ROBB & HILL.
1417
Hanna
Bldg., 956 McLachlan Bldg.,
charts, one for drawing "Barney Google,"
Cleveland,
O.
Washington, D. C.
and the other for "Spark Plug." The horizontal lines were indicated by the letters
of the alphabet while the verticals were
numbered from one to 44, beginning at
the left.
The contest was arranged for the youngsters listening in, who pasted the drawing
charts on pieces of cardboards. Then as
directions for lining the drawings were
broadcast by Billy De Beck, contestants
proceeded with the drawing, listening in,
and following carefully the instructions
given. Prizes were awarded for the best
drawings turned in by the children.
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AMATEURS ADOPT
EMERGENCY CALL
Prepare to Aid in Storms; "ASA"
Takes Place of "SOS"

HARTFORD, CONN. — Radio amateurs
expect to have their stations take the
place of practically all other means of
communication when the next big blizzard
strikes the country, and have adopted a
special emergency call of "ASA" which
will
be used,
as is the
"SOS" call
of ships
in distress
at famous
sea.
A communication to this effect has been
received here from N. B. Hood, manager
of the Rocky Mountain Division of the
American Radio Relay League, who explains that the call is to be used only in
case of "dire necessity" and that his
office "will do all in its power to protect
Sunday Bible Stories for
an amateur who uses this call for huKiddies New WGI Feature
manity's sake in case of storm or disMEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS. — Among
Radio amateurs have frequently been of
the new features added to the broadcasting program of Station WGI of this city great help in an emergency especially of
in Colorado, and Wyoming, when in
is a series of "Children's Hour" Bible sto- late
November, two trains were lost between
ries on Sundays around five P. M., East- aster."
ern time. These are read by "Uncle Billy," Denver, Colo., and Casper, Wyo., while
with an organ accompaniment by E. Lewis the snow drifted 15 feet high. Amateur
Dunham.
Station 7ZO got through a message to
Bankers are beginning to realize the 9ANQ, L. V. Wells at Kansas City and it
was
finally relayed to Omaha.
value of Radio publicity, as shown by a
recent talk from WGI by P. K. Parker,
treasurer of the Lynn Institution for Savings, on "What the Mutual Savings Bank
Can Do for You."
CHOKES
RECEPTACLES
ADAPTERS
The Pacific Coast States have a plan
Better Discounts, Standard Lines
which provides for the closing down of all
broadcasting stations at 10 p. m., Pacific
time, thereby giving listeners in that vi00/3
/o
DUNCAN Phone
RADIO
CO.
cinity an opportunity to hear concerts
OOl/
Rcom
64. 68 W. (ji
wachingten St. DEALERS
Cent. 3377
from the East.

MYERS

TUBES

a

iiv \ *HE wise man does
X not esteem a person
more
highly because
of

Couzens, Pomerene Talk on
Air; Harding Notes Read
NEWARK, N. J. — The regular and special program of the annual banquet of the
Ohio Society of New York, held in the
grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,
was broadcast Saturday night, January
13, from Station WJZ, located here.
The invisible audience heard the address
of Speaker Frederick H. Gillette of the
National House of Representatives, Senator Atlee Pomerene of Ohio and Senator
James Couzens, of Michigan, formerly
mayor of Detroit. Ogden Reid, president
of the Ohio Society and owner of the New
York Tribune, read the message to the
society from President Harding, who was
unable to attend in person. Mr. Reid, as
toastmaster, also introduced the speakers
of the evening.
Will Rogers was on the program following the banquet and selections of the
Waldof-Astoria's
and also
pipe broadorgan
and a soloist fromorchestra
Ohio were
cast.

ILLUSTRATED

said Confucius.
what he— says."
The wise radioist is not
misled by extravagant
claims — he knows that only
a Grebe Receiver can
come up to his expectations.
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WSB STARTS NEW
RADIO UNIVERSITY
EDUCATORS
NIGHTLY

LECTURE
"CLASSES"

IN

DICK ST

AND

ILLUSTRATED

CHAUNCEY

—

The Brooklyn Navy Yard Radio station, NAH, has begun the first of a series of broadcast concerts
with prominent opera stars and noted concert musicians. Titto Ruffo of the Metropolitan was first
of all the operatic stars to sing there, being heard in the opening concert. In the group, left to
right, are Lieut. Com. J. W. Reeves, in charge of station; Rear Admiral C. P. Plunkett, Navy Yard
commandant; Titto Ruffo; Enid Grange, piano accompanist. On our right — guess! Chauncey M.
Depew himself, as he appeared before the microphone at the recent Radio show in New York. He
is nearly 89 years now, so tookforget
as histhesubject,
"Howliveto inKeep
He says to banish Worry,
past and
the Young.™
future
© Int.
© K. & H.

WDAP to Chicago Plants Send Same
Board of Trade
Program at Once

Unique Chapter Written in History of
Radio as Atlanta Plant InauDrake Hotel Station to Carry Voice of Wires Carry Concert, Broadcast from
gurates "School"
"Pit" FloDirect
or
New York to Boston plant for
Report Speaker
from
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
Transmission

ATLANTA, GA. — Another unique chapter
on Radio history has been written by WSB,
Radiophone broadcasting station of The
Atlanta Journal, in establishing a Radio
university which will offer instruction to
its invisible listeners from the South's
ablest educators.
Atlanta being the key city to education in the South, little difficulty will be
encountered in obtaining1 the services of
distinguished instructors who will confine
their brief lectures to practical discussions
of subjects on which they have specialized.
Lectures to Be Easily Intelligible
WSB's "School of the Air" conducts its
classes nightly, except Sunday. The lectures occupy the first quarter-hour of the
station's
to 8 P. M.
broadcast,nationally
the first popular
regular 7broadcasting
period established in the South. Every
phase of education is covered in a manner
intelligible to all listeners interested in
gaining authoritative knowledge on fundamental matters.
Willis A. Sutton, superintendent of Atlanta's public school system and one of
the nation's foremost educators, is dean,
of the "School of the Air" and has associated with him a distinguished group of
men and women of letters, all prominent
members of the faculties of Georgia Tech,
Emery university, Oglethrope university,
Agnes Scott college, Cox college, the State
college and
of Agriculture,
the city's
high
schools
grammar schools
and other
educational institutions of Atlanta and the
state of Georgia.
Subjects Cover Wide Field
The course of evening lectures is given
by the department of science, history,
education, economics, engineering, english, home economics, psychology music,
and kindred subjects. The speakers briefly
discuss some phase of the general topic
from a practical standpoint.
The assignment of the fifteen-minute interlude daily to a variation from the
routine broadcasting of music and random
lectures has drawn favorable responses
from all classes of the Atlanta Journal
listeners.

ON AIR

CHICAGO. — WDAP, broadcasting station located on the Drake Hotel, this city,
has been purchased by the Chicago Board
of Trade, according to Robert M. Dougal,
retiring president of that body. Under
the new management the far-reaching
voice of WDAP will continue to transmit
concerts and other entertainment features.
A new arrangement provides for the
voice of the reader (in a glass booth on the
board floor) to be carried directly by telephone and Radio without relay, so that
farmers receiving the report will hear the
reader just as he reads the quotations
from the blackboard.
Schedule in Use
The schedule now being used by the
Board of Trade-Drake plant on all business days is as follows:
9:30 A. M. Central Standard Time — Receipts and shipments, estimated carlots,
local weather report, opening futures market: wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, pork,
lard and ribs.
10 A M. — Futures quotations, live stock
receipts and prices.
10:30 A. M. Futures quotations.
11 A. M. — Futures quotations.
11:30 A M. — Futures quotations.
12 M. — Futures and cash grain prices.
12:30 P. M. — Futures quotations.
1 P. M. — Futures quotations.
1:20 P. M. — Closing futures quotations
and high and low for day, cash grain
prices, gross bids for cash grain to arrive.
On Saturdays the closing prices are sent
at 12:05 P. M. instead of 1:20 P. M. The
visible supply changes are sent when
posted.
Concerts and entertainment will be
broadcast Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings at 10 P. M., and Sunday
evening from 9 to 10 P. M.
All broadcasts are on 360 meters wave
length. The station offices, address the
Drake Hotel, Chicago, are interested in
learning how WDAP is heard during daylight. Hearers are asked to write.

Reroute Italian Waves

OPERA, ON TOUR, TO
BE HEARD OVER AIR
CHICAGO
COMPANY
MAY
CONTINUE BROADCAST
Management Seeks to Arrange for Direct-from-Theater Service for
Radiophans
By Vera Brady Shipman
CHICAGO. — The Chicago Opera Company began its eastern engagement in the
Boston Opera House Monday, January 22,
opening with Marshall and Raisa in Aida.
Efforts have been made to arrange with
the eastern broadcasting station to broadcast the operas from the theaters direct.
At the time of going to press, Radio Digest had negotiated with the largest stations in the three cities. Boston. Washington and Pittsburgh, and a final decision
had not yet been reached.
The operatic schedule in the three cities
named includes the best operas on the
Chicago company's repertoire.
Probable
Schedule
Announced
The following was given as the probable
schedule by the opera management (with
the exception of Puccini operas which are
withheld from the air by copyright ruling)
any of which operas may be broadcast if
eastern stations co-operate with Radio Di-

BOSTON, MASS.— WNAC, the Shepard
Stores here, and WEAF, the broadcasting
station of the A. T. & T. company in New
York, recently conducted an experiment
in simultaneous broadcasting, the first
one ever attempted. Over about 300 miles
of copper telephone wire the musical program from WEAF, which was being
broadcast from New York on 400 meters,
was conducted to WNAC, and broadcast
from there on 360 meters. The telephone
line was equipped with filter circuits and
repeater amplifiers at intervals, and was
carefully tested and adjusted by the telephone engineers to eliminate
distortion.
WNAC reported that the sounds came
in clearly and without a flaw, and were
transmitted as easily as a local program.
The numbers included selections by the
Hotel Ambassador orchestra; Arthur
Wilde, 'cellist, formerly of the New York
Symphony Orchestra; Nathan Glantz, a
celebrated saxophonist; Devora Nadworney, contralto; Raymond Freemantle, barBoston:
Monday
night, night,
Aida; Rigoletto;
Wednesitone, and one novelty number, Edward
day matinee,
Pagliacci,
Avis, famous as a bird mimic.
Thursday night, Love of Three Kings;
Friday, The Valkyrie; Saturday night,
gest:
II Trovatore. Second week: Monday night.
Music Students' Concert
Love of Three Kings; Tuesday night, Par-s
matinee, Snow Maiden;
Closes Memory Contest sival; Wednesday
night, The Valkyrie; Saturday
COLUMBUS, O. — Artist pupils of the Thursday
matinee,
Carmen,
night, Jewels of the
Madonna.
Grace Hamilton Morrey School of Music,
here, rendered all numbers for the third
and final program of the Columbus DisOne half week in Washington at Poli's
patch's music-Radio memory contest which Theatre beginning Monday, February 5.
was broadcast from Station WBAV of the Monday night, Aida; Wednesday, night,
Erner & Hopkins Company January 15. Snow Maiden.
The music for the occasion included all
Last half week at Pittsburgh at the
recognized old classics of song, harp, vio- Syria Mosque beginning Thursday, Februlin and piano, as they have come down to
ary 8: Thursday night, Jewels of the Madonna; Friday, Aida; Saturday matinee.
this generation from 'the hands of the masters of old; the semi-classical ballads Carmen, night, Pagliacci.
and folk songs that have lived persistently
in this age of jazz and turbulence, and a
few of the newer, modern selections. The "{/" Prexy Starts College
pupils put on the program to prove again
that the work of old masters and modern
Lecture Course by Radio
classicists is ever a veritable fountain
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — A college Radio
for the music-thirsty
multitudes.
Hundreds of contestants heard the con- lecture course was inaugurated here recently when Dr. William L. Bryan, presicert and are in hopes that their answers
dent of Indiana University, delivered an
will put them in the class of seventeen, to
whom will be awarded prizes aggregating address from the local News-Ayres-Hamilton Radio station, WLK
The subject
was, "Why More Boys and Girls Are Go1700.

WASHINGTON. — Following the recent
suspension of direct Radio communicaNew Chief for Capital Club
tion between Italy and the United States
WASHINGTON. — William A. Parks has and pending the completion of a new high
been elected to succeed H. H. Lyon as pres- power station near Rome, Radio traffic
McMillan Talks for Fans
ident of the Washington Radio Club at from Italy to North and South America
Theing to Radio
course was arranged by the
College."
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS. — Capt. university
a meeting in the hall of the American As- is being handled via the high power staextension division and Station
Donald
McMillan,
Arctic
explorer
who
reWLK and consists of educational lectures
sociation of Engineers, 1317 New York
tions of Germany, France, and England.
avenue. Other officers elected were: G. Messages
broadcast Tuesday evening of each week.
from a circle
two-years'
explorvia France or Germany carry a
ing tripturned
in recently
the Arctic
on which
he
The lectures begin at 8:30 P. M., Central
L. Bidwell, vice president; H. A. Snow, rate of 20 gold centimes less than the
many important scientific discover- time, and are short and phrased in simple
secretary-treasurer; H. A. Wadsworth, cable rate, in the case of full rate tele- made ies,
broadcast
a
talk
January
18,
from
They are becoming increasassistant secretary-treasurer, and B. S.
grams. The same messages via London Station WGI. His subject was his experi- language.
ingly popular with Radiophans in the
Flather, chief operator. The membership will be 10
central west.
now includes 115 Radio enthusiasts.
ence "In The Frozen North."
cable rate. gold centimes less than the
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SIMPLE DETECTOR
Book Reviews
SET EASY TO TUNE
AERIAL-A
RECEIVING
UNIT
HAS FEW CONTROLS
Additional Amplification Stages Can Be
Added — Appeal Made in Low
Cost and Efficiency
Photo Diagram, on Page 7
The standard receiving set illustrated
on page seven is an Aerial-A, manufactured by the W. E. Supply and Service
Corporation of New York, N. Y. It is
one of the simplest that has yet been
shown and consists of the detector stage
only. Naturally, amplifying stages can
be added but its appeal is in the low cost
and efficiency of reception. It is provided
with a minimum of controls, thus permitting the newest of Radiophans to operate
it successfully.
The antenna need not have a total
length of more than sixty feet, thus permitting its use in many cases where fans
are handicapped for sufficient antenna
length.
A well-connected lead to the ground is
essential. Good electrical connection
should be made to the water pipe or equivalent grounding point, and contact should
be made by means of a ground clamp securely bolted to the metal surface, which
previously has been scraped clean Of all
dirt and corrosion.
Description of Connections
All connections are made at the back of
the cabinet, the base of which projects
about one inch, providing for the location
of binding posts.
Starting from the left side the first two
are for the phone connections. The third
post is for the positive side of the 22%volt plate or B battery. The center or
fourth binding post is for the negative
connection of both the plate and also the
six-volt filament battery. The positive
side of the storage battery is connected
to the fifth post. The sixth post provides
the connecting point for the ground lead,
while the seventh or last post is for the
antenna connection.
Tuning Controls
But three tuning controls are necessary,
two of which are for the wave length adjustment, and the third for the filament
control. This permits adjustment of filament lighting to the point of most efficient operation for the tube used.
The lower tap switch knob regulates
the inductance in the antenna circuit by
means of the coarser taps in the windings, and should be first adjusted after
the filament current has been turned on.
This permits the locating of the taps
where the reception comes in best.
The finer adjustment of wave length
is then affected by means of the upper tap
switch, connecting to the finer taps of
the primary
winding.
Because
of the

The Armstrong Snper-Begenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Radio Receivers for Beginners, By
Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the universal question, "How can I receive Radio?" Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make Xt. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75c.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
"W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how
to construct and operate a receiving set
successfully.
Price, $1.50.
Radio Communication, By John Mills.
The fundamental principles and methods
upon which recent developments are based
are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
treated in a simple, fundamental and upto-date manner. Present methods and
tendencies of the art are explained in a
chapter which is non-mathematical. Price,
$2.00.
Letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting
letters written to a boy. Each letter is
full and complete and the most advanced
student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.
The hook department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
hooks on Radio published, whether listed
in onr Book Review or not. Let ns know
what hook you want, send ns your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
hooks not accepted. Send money order or
check. Book Department, Radio Digest
Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago,
ni.

permissible accuracy of these adjustments no variable condenser is necessary.
After these two adjustments have been
made, the filament rheostat knob can be
readjusted for the best point of operation.
Mischievous youngsters have been having a lot of fun cutting leads and ground
wires of Radio sets. This up-to-date variation of the old ringing the doorbells and
putting "ticktacks" on the windows is
causing much annoyance to the Radiophans.

Radiophan, After Hearing Programs
of Nation, Longs for Something New
Arm Chair "Globe Trotting" with Receivers Is Found to Be Delightful
Hobby, However, Despite Certainty of Encountering
Several Varieties of "Hot Lips" and "Tomorrows"
The Radiophan sits at home comfortably
settled in his armchair, with his "Aida"
libretto at his elbow and hears every note
of Verdi's opera broadcast by KYW of
Chicago, while society, elaborately costumed, sits in its boxes, sees and is seen.
The Radiophan knows not the divertisement of bright lights, perfume or stunning
gowns.
"The first act is over. Kindly stand by
for about fifteen minutes."
"This is Station KSD, The St. Louis
Post
Dispatch."
A -speech
by General
Pershing
is discovered
on the air.
"This is Station WHB, the Sweeny Automobile school, Kansas City, Missouri, the
Heart of America."
One travels through the ether waves
from Denver to St. Paul. Hundreds of programs are broadcast each evening from all
sections of the country.
Programs Much Alike
Programs are nearly all alike. Solos for
voice and instruments fraternize with
band and orchestra. The youthful soprano
from the Kansas City Star sings the same
song that the lady from East Pittsburgh
sang last Tuesday or the lady from Atlanta will sing next Friday. Violin solos
are often hackneyed arrangements.
"Why doesn't
some ofenterprising
broadcast
a program
DIFFERENTstation
Music instead of the publishers' latest? It
may be good for the publishers' business
but it is hard on the Radiophan. The
listener in enjoys classics or songs of
sentiment, but the modern programs have
too little of these and too much emotional
slush.
Opera Stars and Jazz Vie
Many stations broadcast records. Located where good talent is not always
available, the enterprising broadcaster realizes that a good record is infinitely bet-

ter than a mediocre soloist. Operatic stars
vie with jazz releases. You can count on
several brands of "Tomorrows" and two
or The
threeRadiophan
"Hot Lips."is not overly critical.
He has not paid for his concert and does
not
too always
much. tune
Besides,
he doesn't
like expect
it he can
out ifwithout
the
performer having the slightest idea that
he was ever there. If he doesn't like a selection he will probably blame it on the
"static" and tune off to something else.
Getting two concerts at once is inconvenient. It is a bit uncanny when listening in on a band number from Fort Worth,
"The Eyes
of You Keep Smilin' Through"
from
Newark.
Wandering Back to Youth
A harp solo, "Maiden's Prayer," from
the Detroit News brings memories of little
girls' first music lessons, pigtails and
starched petticoats. As you dream and
idly play with the dials, Louisville impudently jumps in with Al Jolson's "CooDavenport follows with "Where the
West Begins." Minneapolis answers as
"The Call of the North." "Winnipeg, CanCoo." ada's, "Hello, hello, hello," is easily distinguished.
The clock strikes. You have been globe
trotting in your chair, "listening in" (in
Radio vernacular) to everywhere. One by
one the stations have signed o&.
"This is Station WMAQ, the Chicago
Daily News," closing chimes of "It's Three
o'Clock in the Morning" are followed by
Goodnight."
"signing off at ten o'clock.
But the air is not sleeping. The Drake
Hotel, WDAP, Chicago, broadcasts dance
orchestras far into the night.
And somebody, somewhere, is always
listening in.
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RADIO
Manufacturer
LOWEST

Direct to You

PRICES— HIGHEST

QUALITY

Everything guaranteed exactly as represented
or money
refunded.
We pay the postage

Variable Condensers
$4.50
$3.75
$5.50
$6.00
$4.50
$3.25
$2.50

value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,

43 plate
23 plate
23 plate Vernier
43 plate Vernier
1 1 plate Vernier
11 plate
3plate

SWITCHLEVERS with large
tapered
knob
BAKELITE SOCKETS or
3-inch
dials
$5.50 value, MOLDED
&a
VARIOMETER
$5.00
value, MOLDED
VARIO

COUPLER

SPECIAL

* q
* *jC
tyo
«GOC
Ark

«|>4.4U
&A rtrt
Jj>4.UU

$1.70
$1.40
$4.00
$4.50
$3.50
$1.25
$1.10

3 Coil HONEYCOMB
MOUNTING
2 Coil HONEYCOMB
MOUNTING
INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with tapered knob . . .
Double Blade eliminates use of switch
COMPOSITION
DIALS,
2 or 3 inch

JACKS

$2.45
22c
$1.00
peintsE

SPECIAL

These are a standard high grade make but
we must withhold name of makers account
cut in prices.
Single open . . . 32c
Double open . . . 43c
Single dosed . .38c
Single Fil
46c
Double Fil
50c
WD 11 BAKELITE
SOCKETS
WD 11 ADAPTERS

60c
50c

BATTERY
HYDROMETERS
ALL SENSITIVE
CRYSTAL
...

40c
20c

COMPLETE PARTS FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
includes 23 plate condenser, 3 .006 Condensers, 1Freshman Variable grid leak,
1 panel grid leak, 2 honeycomb coils, a double coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 8 rubber
knob posts, with diagram for construction.
Also 1 6x14 Panel.
Outfit Complete for
only

$11.95

COMPLETE PARTS FOR RHEINARTZ CIRCUIT
Includes 1 7x18 Panel, 1 bakelite socket, 1
high grade vernier rheostat, 11 plate condenser, 1 inductance switch eliminating
panel drilling for points, 1 23-plate condenser, 3fine switch levers, one Rheinartz
type coil, 8 rubber knob binding posts, 1
variable grid leak, 25 feet wire for construction, mounting base
board, and diagram,
Complete for only. . .

$10.95

We emphasize that we positively guarantee all goods purchased from us,
and fill your orders same day as received. Lowest Prices, Highest Quality

Manufacturers Outlet Company
MOCO RADIO
PRODUCTS

53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
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Radio Receiving Sets
Hfimtm

<i>.

The Aerial-A Tube Detector Unit
As the eighteenth of the series of standard receiving sets, Radio Digest presents the Aerial-A
Receiving Set, manufactured by the W. E. Supply and Service Corporation of New York, N. Y.
This receiving unit employs the use of a tuned
primary circuit, with detector stage only. The
circuit is non-regenerative and extremely simple.

Full installation and operation instructions will
be found on page six. Although the reader may
not possess this particular make of apparatus, it
will be well for him to study the diagram and instructions carefully. The points of similarity in
standard types of receiving sets will enable the
beginner to benefit materially.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti

AGl, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. 50 mi. Signal
Corps. U. S. A. Sun. 7-9 pm, Instruction.
Paciflo.
AQ6. Canton, O. 425 only. 75 ml. Hdqtrs. 135th F.
Artillery O. N. G. Wed, Fri, music. Sun, church
services.
Eastern.
AS6, San Antonio, Tex. 4S0 only. U. S. Array, Camp
Travis. Mon. 7:30-8:30 pm. Thurs, 9:30-10:30 pm,
music.
Central.
AV7, St Paul, Minn.
Signal Corps, U. S. A
BE1, Tacoma, Wash. 400 only. Camp Lewis, U. S.
Army.
Third Signal Company.
CFAC, Calgary, Alta., Can. 430 only. 400 mi. Western Eadio Co.. Ltd. Dally ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm.
Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm. Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont, Can. 400 only. 500 ml. Toronto
Star. Dally ex Sun, 12 m. weather; 2:30-3:30 pm,
news, music: 5:30-6, news: 8-9, concert. Sun, 8:459:45 pm, concert.
Eastern.
CFCB. Vancouver. B. C. Can. 440 only. 1,500 mi.
Marconi Co. Daily ex Wed. Sun. 3.30-4:30 pm. Dally.
8:30-9:30 pm, reports, news, music.
Pacific.
CFCE, Halifax, N. S., Can. 440 only. 150 mi. Marconi
Co.
Mon,
Wed.
Sun
night,
music,
entertainment.

KDYM,
San Diego, Calif.
Savoy Theater.
KDYO. San Diego. Calif.
Carlson & Simpson.
KDYQ, Portland. Ore.
Oregon Inst of Technology.
KDYS. Great Falls. Mont.
485 also. 1.000 mi
Great
Falls Tribune.
Daily 12 m weather,
time.
Mon,
Wed.
Sat. 8-10 pm, concert
Sun, 4 pm, church
services.
Mountain.
KDYV. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Cope & Cornwell Co.
KDYW, Phoenix, Ariz.
100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co.
Daily ex Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX,
Honolulu,
T. H., Hawaii.
500 mi.
Honolulu
Star- Bulletin Co. Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1:15 pm,
reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment,
music, talks.
Sun, 11 am-12:15
pm. 5-6, church services.
120th
Meridian.
KDZA, Tucson. Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB, Bakersfleld, Calif.
Frank E. Siefert.
KDZE, Seattle. Wash.
500 mi. The Rhodes Co. Daily
ex Sun. 10:30-11 am. 3:30-4:30 pm, news, music. Mon,
Fri. 7-8 pm, concert. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert. Pacific.
KDZF, Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZG,
San Francisco, Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZH, Fresno, Calif.
485 also.
50 mi.
The HeraldBuford Co.
Daily ex Sun. 8:15 am, 4-6 pm, news,
reports.
Daily ex Tues, Fri, 7-8 pm, reports, music.
Tues. Fri. 8-9 pm.
Pacific.
KDZI. Wenatchee, Wash.
Electric Supply Co.
KDZK,
Reno, Nev.
50 mi.
Nev. Mchy. & Elec. Co.
Wed. Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment.
Pacific.
KDZL, Ogden, Utah.
Rocky Mountain Radio Corp.
KDZM,
Centralia, Wash.
50 mi.
Hollingworth
Hdwe.
& Radio Supply Store.
Daily ex Sat & Sun. 8-9
pm, music.
Pacific.
KDZP, Los Angeles. Calif.
Newberry Elec. Corp.
KDZQ.
Denver, Colo.
500 ml.
Wm.
D. Pyle.
Daily
ex Sun, 6:45-7:15 pm, news, 9-10 pm, concert. Mountain.
KDZR,
Bellingham,
Wash.
200 mi.
The Bellingham
Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, 8:30-9, music, news,
codes, reports.
Sun, 7-S pm, music.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle. Wash.
Seattle Radio Assn.
KDZW. San Francisco, Calif.
Claude W. Gerdes.
KDZZ,
Everett. Wash.
50 mi.
Kinney Bros. & Sep-

ply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Tues, 8-10,
sports. Mountain.
KFCC. Wallace. Ida. 380 only. 100 ml Auto Supply Co. Daily, 7:30-8:30.
Pacific
KFCD, Salem. Ore. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Daily ex
Sun. 12-1 pm, 8-9, music, news. Sun, 3-4 pm, churcb
service.
Pacific.
KFCF. Walla Walla. Wash.
Frank A Moore.
KFCH, Billings, Mont 500 mL Electric Service Station, Inc. Tues, Thurs, Sat 7:30-9 pm, music
Mountain.
KFCK, dio Co.Colorado Springs, Colo.
Colorado Springs RaTards. Los Angeles. Calif.
KFCL,
Los Angeles Union
Stock
KFCM,
Richmond,
Pacific.
Shop.
Mon. 8-9

Calif.
500
pm, music

ml.
Richmond
Sun, 1-2 pm,

Radio
music

KFCQ,
Casper. Wyo.
Motor Service Stn.
KFDA, Baker. Ore. Adler's Music Store.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. Mercantile Trust Co.
KFDC, Spokane, Wash. 25 mi. E. B. Craney. Daily
ex Sat, Sun, 6-7 rm, music. Sat, 8-10 pm. Sun, 4-5
pm. Pacific.
KFDD,
Boise.Dm.
Idaho.
Michael's
11:15-12:30
8-9:15 St.
church
services.Cathedral.
Mountain.Sun.
KFDF, Casper, Wyo.
Wyo. Radio Corp.
K F D H , Tucson, Ariz.
Univ. of Ariz.
KFDJ,
Corvallis, Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL, Denver. Colo. Knight-Campbell Music Co.
KFDS. San Francisco. Calif.
John D. McKee.
KFEB, Taft. Calif.
City of Taft
KFEC, Portland, Ore. 25 mi. Meier & Frank Co., Inc.
Daily ex Pacific.
Sun, 4-5 pm, music. Thurs, Sat, 9-10 pm.
concert.
KFED, Polytechnic, Mont 100 mi. Billings Polytechnic
Institute.
Mon. 8-9 pm. lectures. Mountain.
KFEJ, Tacoma, Wash,
Guy Greason.
KFEP, Denver, Colo.
Radio Equimnent
Co.
KFFA, San Diego, Calif. Dr. R. C. Shelton.
KFFE, Pendleton, Ore. 100 mi. Eastern Oregon Radio Co. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music. Pacific.
KFGG, Astoria, Ore. Astoria Budget

CFCF, Montreal. P. Q., Can. 440 only. 1.000 mi. Marconi Co. Dally ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Ont, Can. 400 only. 200 mi.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd. Daily, 8 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCN, Calgary, Alta., Can. 440 only. 300 mi. W. W.
Grant P.adio Ltd. Experimental station. Sat, Sun,
after 11:30 pm.
Mountain.
CFCX, London, Ont, Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances, Ont, Can. International Eadio
Develop. Co.
CFTC. Toronto. Ont.. Can.
The Bell Telephone Co.
CFYC, Vancouver, B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC, Calgary, Canada. 410 only. 1,000 mi. W. W.
Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Dally, 8:4510 pm, news. stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA, Vancouver, B. C. Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver, Ltd.
CHCB, Toronto, Can.
Marconi Co.
CHCC, Edmonton, Alta., Can. Can. Westinghouse Co.,
Ltd.
CHCF Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCQ, Calgary, Alta., Can. 400 only. 150 mi. Western Radio Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm.
Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CHCS. London.
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
CHCX,
Montreal,
Que., Can.
B. L. Silver.
and authentic list of Eadiophone plants. Letters are being
CHCZ, Toronto. Ont, Can. Globe Printing Co.
CHOC, Vancouver, B. C, Can. Can. Westinghouse
sent various stations every day for information. No other
Co.. Ltd.
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
CHVC, Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. Metropolitan Motors Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 6-5:30 pm.
and a service which EADIO DIGEST has maintained from the start.
news, concert.
Eastern.
CHXC. Ottawa, Ont. Can. 400 only. 50 mi. J. R,
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
Booth. Jr. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8:30-10 pm, music, entertainment. Eastern.
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
CHYC. Montreal. Que., Can.
Northern Elec. Co.
CJBC, Montreal, Que., Can. 420 only. 75 mi. Dupuisis divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
Freres.
Wed, Fri. 9-10 pm, music.
Eastern.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 only. 1,000 mi. Ednext week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
monton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports,
concert; 8:30-10 pm,
concert.
Western.
index, to appear the week following.
CJCB, '■"elson, B. C, Can. 400 only. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
The station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 4-4:30 pm, concert Sat
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
12-12:30 pm. concert.
Eastern.
CJCE, Vancouver. B. C, Can. 420 only. 150 mi. Van(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
couver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. 3:30-5,
8-10, music, news.
Pacific.
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
CJCF, Kitchener. Ont Can. 420 only. 50 mi. The News
Record. Ltd.
Thurs, 9-11 pm. Eastern.
hours, and the kind of time used.
CJCG, Winnipeg,
Canada.
410 only.
1.000 mi.
Manitoba Free Fress.
Dally ex Sun. 10-10:30 am. news:
12-1 pm, reports.
Mon, Thurs, 8-10 pm. concert.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
Tues. 7-8 pm, music. Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm, music. Sun,
8 pm, every other week starting August 20. Central.
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
CJCH,
Toronto, Ont,
Can.
United Fanners
of Ontario.
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
CJCI, St John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
issues of EADIO DIGEST will give one the most complete" and accurate
CJCN, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Simons. Agnew & Co.
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.
CJCS. Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CJCY, Calgary. Alta., Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont, Can. 430 only. 800 mi. London
Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
Mon.
KFGH, Stanford Univ.. Calif. 500 mi. 300 and 410 also.
weather. Daily ex Tues. 7-7:45 pm, music Tues,
pelL
Daily ex Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm, 4:30-5:30, Daily
8:15Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular schedule.
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
9:15.
Pacific.
CJNC. Winnipeg, Man.. Can. 400 only. 1,000 mi.
Mon,
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Fallon Company.
KFAC.
Glendale,
Calif.
355
and
485.
250
mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-10 am,
KFI,
Los Angeles, Calif. 500 mi. Earle C. Anthony.
Press.
Daily ex Sun. 4:15-5:15 pm, news etc.
1-2 pm. Mon, 5:30-6:45 pm. Tues, 8-10 pm. Fri,
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Daily ex Mon &
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm, concert.
Pacific.
7-8 pm.
Sun, 3-4 pm.
CentraL
Fri, 7:49-8:20 pm. Tues. Sat. 2-3 pm. Sun. 10:45CISC. Toronto, Ont.. Can.
Evening Telegram.
KFAD,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
485 also.
100 mi.
CKAC, Montreal, Que., Can. 430 only. 1,000 mi. La
11 am. 4-5 pm. 7:40-8:20.
Pacific.
Wed, Fri, 8-9:15 pm. concert, weather, stocks, marPresse. Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, weather; 1:35-2:30,
KFV, Yakima. Wash. 250 mi. Foster-Bradbury Radio
kets. Sun, morning,
church service.
Mountain.
concert; 4:30-4:35, reports; 5:30-6, dance music.
Store.
Daily
ex
Sun,
3-4
pm.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9
KFAE,
PuUman.
Wash.
200 mi.
State College of
Tues, Thtirs Sat. 7-7:30 pm. bedtime stories; 7:30Wash.
Program irregular.
pm. Spokane.
Pacific. Wash. 300 mi Doerr Mitchell Elec.
KFZ.
8:30. concert; 8:30-9:30, music; 10:30-11:30, dance WFAF,
Denver.
Colo.
3,750
mi.
Western
Radio
Corp.
music.
Sun. 4-4:45 pm, 5-6, music.
Eastern.
Co. Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat, 7-8:30 pm. music etc.
Daily ex Thurs and Sun, 8-9 pm. music
reports,
CKCB, Winnipeg, Man., Can. T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
Pacific.
news.
Mountain.
CKCD, Vancouver. B. C. Can. 410 only. 150 mi.
KGB. Tacoma, Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Daily LedgerKFAJ,
Boulder,
Colo.
S00 mi.
Univ. of Colo.
No
William
A Mullins Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-9 pm.
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9:30
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
pm, music, entertainment, news.
Pacific.
Sun, 5-7:30 pm. Entertainment, news, weather, tides,
KFAN. Moscov. Ida. 200 mi. The Electric Shop. Tues,
CKCE, Toronto, Ont, Can.
Can. Ind., Telephone Co.
pohce
reports.
Pacific.
Thurs,
CKCK, Regina, Sask., Can. 420 only. 1.500 mi.
services. Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports. Sun, church
KGG, Portland. Ore. 500 mi Hallock & Watson Radio
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am, news,
Service. Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, music, entertainKFAP, Butte, Mont
Standard Pub. Co.
cific.
music; 1:15-2 pm. reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
ment, 7:30-8 pm, reports. Sun, 9-10, music. PaKFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
City of San Jose.
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music.
Tues, 7:30-9, concert
Sun,
KFAR,
Hollywood,
Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
9 pm. sacred concert.
Mountain.
KGN, Portland, Ore. 100 mi Northwestern Radio
KFAS,
Reno, Nev.
300 mi.
Reno Motor Supply Co.
CKCR, St. John. N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. Jones
Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
Mon, Tues, Thurs. 8-9 pm, music.
Pacific.
KGO, Altadena. Calif. 350 only. 300 mi Altadena
Elec. Radio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reKFAT,
Eugene. Ore.
100 mi. Pac. Radio Co. Tues,
ports. Atlantic.
Radio Lab. Mon, Wed, Fri, 5:15-6 pm, reports, code
Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, music. Sun, 8:45-9:15 pm, church
CKCS, Montreal. Que., Can.
The Bell Telephone Co.
lessons, agriograms. Tues, Thurs, 7:40-8:20 pm, conservice.
Pacific.
CKCZ, Toronto. Ont, Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
Sat, 7:40-9 pm, concert Sun, 2-3 pm, church
KFAU,
Boise, Ida.
4S5 also.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
service. certs.Pacific.
CKKC. Toronto, Ont, Can. Radio Equipment & SupMon, Wed, Fri. 9:30-10 am, 2:30-3:00 pm. reports.
ply-Co., Ltd.
KGU.
Honolulu,
Hawaii 485 also. 150 mi. The Hononews,
8:15-9
pm,
concert.
Tues,
Thurs,
Sat,
9:30-10
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont., Can. 410 only. 100 mi.
lulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues. Thurs. Sat.
am, 2:30-3:00 pm, reports, news, 7:45-8:15 concert.
Wertworth Radio Supply Co.. Ltd. Mon, Wed,
Mountain.
special
progTam. 150th meridian. (Three hours later
than Pacific.)
Fri, 8.30-9:30 pm, conceit. Sun, church services.
KFAV, Venice. Calif.
340 only. 50 mi. Abbot-Kinney
Eastern.
Co.
Mon,
Tues,
Wed,
Fri, 8:30-9:30
pm, music
KGW, Portland, Ore. 400 only. 2,000 mi. Oregonian
CKQC. London. Ont, Can. 410 only. 50 mi. Radio
Pacific.
Pub. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music, lectures,
Supply Co. Mon. Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
KFAW
Santa
Ana.
Calif.
485 also.
100 mi.
Radio
news, reports. Sun, 7-8 pm, church services.
entertainment.
Eastern.
Den. Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music.
Pacific
CKZC,
Winnipeg,
Man., Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
Mon,
Thurs,
8-9
pm,
concert
Pacific.
DD5, Denver. Colo. 412 only. 1.500 mi. Fitzsimmons
KGY, Lacey, Wash. 50 mi St. Martins College. Tues,
KFAY, Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500 mi. Virgin Radio
Gen. Hospital. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Fri, Sun, S:30-9:30 pm, news, concert, bedtime story
Service. Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm. Wed, 9-12 pm. Special
Pacific.
Mountain.
programs other days.
Pacific.
KHD, Colorado Springs, Colo. 485 also. 50 mi Daily
DM4, San Antonio, Tex. 1,500 mi. TJ. S. Army, Kelly
KFAZ, Reedley, Calif.
200 mi.
C. H. T. Weatherill.
Field.
No regular schedule.
ex Sun, 8:15 am. weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-7:30
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 pm, reports, news.
Pacific
DM7, San Antonio, Tex. 200 mi. U. S. Army, Brooks
pm, music, lectures.
Mountain.
KFBB, Havre, Mont
485 also. 150 mi. F. A Buttrey
Field.
No regular schedule.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 and 485 only. 2,000 mi
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, agriograms,
weather.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 340 only. 200 ml. Colorado NaTues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music
Mountain.
Los
Angeles
Times.
Daily
ex Sun.
7-7:30,
8-9:30.
Sun,
10-11
am.
Pacific 12:30-1:15 nm'
tional Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm. weather,
KFBC,
San Diego.
Calif.
100 mi.
W.
K. Azbill.
KHQ, Seattle. Wash.
Louis Wasmer.
Thurs.
Bible lesson for foil. Sun.
Sat. lectures.
news,
Thurs, 8:16-9:30 pm. special concert,
speech. concert
Mountain.
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop Tues
KFBD, Hanford, Calif.
485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
KDBZ, Bakersfleld, Calif. 100 mi. Frank Siefert.
8:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-S:15 pm.
Pacific
Welch.
Mon, Wed, 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30. news, music.
KJQ, Stockton, Calif.
C. O. Gould.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-3:15 pm, reports, music. Sun,
agriograms.
Tues, Thurs. Sat 6-7 pm, music.
Fri,
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific.
KJR. Seattle, Wash. 200 mi. Northwest Radio Service
3-4 pm, 9-10, news, music
Sun, 7-8 pm, church
KDKA. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 400 and 485 only. 2,000 mi.
services.
Pacific.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm. miscellaneous.
Pacific
KJS, Los Angeles, Calif. 100 mi. Bible Inst, of Los
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10KFBE,
San Luis Obispo. Calif.
50 ml. B. H. Horn.
Angeles. Tues, Wed. 12-12:30 pm, sacred music lec10:15 am, 12:30-1 pm, music; 3:00. sports; 7:00-9,
Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, 7-8. Pacific.
news, features, markets, entertainments; 9-9:55, conKFBG, Tacoma, Wash.
First Presbyterian Church.
Pacific. ture. Sun. 11:30-12:30 pm. sacred music, sermon.
KFBH, Marshfield, Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
cert; 9:55-10 pm, time. Sun, 10:45 am. church servKLB. Pasadena, Cal. 300 mi. J. J. Dunn Co. Mon and
ice; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, 7:30, church service.
KFBK, Sacramento, Calif. 485 also. 300 mi. KimballEastern.
Fri
7:30-8:15
Upson Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, 6-6 :30, concert, news.
concert.
Pacific.pm, concert. Sun, 3-4 pm and 8-9.
KDN, San Francisco, Calif. 4S5. 510 also. 500 mi.
Sun, 8-9 pm, church service. Pacific.
KiN, Del Monte. Calif. Monterey Elec. Shop.
KFBL, Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
Leo J. Meyberg Co. Daily, 1-2 pm, 8:30-9, 4:30-5:30.
KFBM, Astoria. Ore. Cook & Foster Hdwe. Co.
Daily, cert12-1
7-7:15. music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
Paciic.pm, weather, markets, news; 7-8 pm, conKFBN, Oakland, Calif.
Borch Radio Corp.
KDOW, New York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
is New York.
KLP, San Francisco. Calif. 500 mi. Colin B KenKFBQ. Prescott. Ariz. Savage Elec. Co.
KFBS. Trinidad, Colo. Chronicle News & Gas & Elec
nedy Corp. Mon. 7:30-8:30 pm.
Thurs, 8:30-9 pm
KDPM,
Cleveland, O. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg Co
. Sun. 4-5 pm.
Pacific.
Supply Co.
KDPT. San Diego. Calif. 250 mi. Southern Elec. Co.
KLS. San Francisco. Calif. 300 mi Wamer Bros
K F B U , Laramie,
Wyo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
Dally 7:30-9 pm. news, weather, concerts, lecture.
Pacific.
Radio
Supply
Co.
Daily,
12-1
pm.
Sat, 7:30-8 15
KFEV. Colorado Springs. Colo. Clarence O. Ford.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 500 mi. Salt KFC. Seattle. Wash.
700 mi. Northern Radio & Elecpm.
FJCific.
KLX. Oakland. Calif. 500 mi. Oakland Tribune. Daily
tric Co. Daily, eight hours, miscellaneous.
Pacific.
T^ke Tplegram. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, music,
■-nt Mountain.
ex Sun. 7:15-7:30 pm. news, entertainment.
Tues
KFCB,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
500 mi
Nielsen Radio Sup-

Continued —

7:30-8:15
pm. Fri, 8:15*9 pm,
concert
Pacific.

and Sun, 3-4 pm.

KLZ, Denver, Colo. 20v mi Reynolds Radio Co. Daily
ex Sun, 7:30 pm, news, markets, bedtime story,
concert.services.
Thurs, Mountain.
8-9 pm, concert Sun. 8-9 pm,
church
KM J, FTesno. Calif. 200 mi. San Joaquin Lt & Pr
Pacific.
Corp. Tues. Fri, 7-8 pm, music Sun. 5-6 pm, music
KMO, Tacoma. Wash. 200 ml. Tacoma Times. (Love
Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 11-1 pm, 6-7. 9:15-10,
concert, news, lecture. Pacific
KNI. Eureka, Calif.
T. W. Smith.
KNJ. RosweU, New Mex. 485 also. 750 mi Boswell Public Service Co. Daily, 8 pm, news, reports
concerts.
Mountain.
KNN,
Los Angeles. Calif. 100 mi Bullock's. Mon.
Pacific
2:30-3:30 pm. Wed, 2:15-3 pm. Thurs. 4-5 nm
KNT, Aberdeen. Wash. 400 ml. Grays Harbor Badio
Co.
cific. Daily. 6-5:30 pm. 7:30-8:15. news, concert. PaKNV, Los Angeles, Calif.
Radio Supply Co.
KOB. State College. N. M. 485 also. 500 ml. N. M.
CoUege Agrl. & Mech. Arts. Daily ex Sun. 11:55-12
Mountain.
m, reports. Mon, Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert.
KOG, Los Angeles, Calif. 300 ml. Western Radio
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, Wed, 5-5:30 pm. code,
news. Mon, Fri, 7:40-8:20 pm, music. Wed. 4:30-5
pm, code. 8:20-9 pm, music
Pacific
KON, San Diego, Calif. 200 mi. Holzwasser Inc
Daily ex Sun. 4-5 pm and 8:15-9. concert, news.
Sun. 10-11 am, 4-5 pm and 8:15-9, church service.
Pacific.
KOP, Detroit, Mich.
Detroit Police Dept.
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. 300. 600 also. 500 ml.
Hale Bros., Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11-12 m, 3:30-4:30
pm, concert. Wed, 7:30-8:15 pm, concert Sun, 1112:15Berkeley,
pm. church
KQI.
Calif. service.
Univ. Pacific.
of Calif.
KQP, Hood River, Ore. 350 only. 50 mi Hood River
News. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 7 pm, news. Tues. Fri,
Sun. 8:30-9:30 entertainment.
Pacific.
KQV. Pittsburgh, Pa. 300 mi. Doubleday-HiU Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, 2:30-3, music, lecment
Eastern.Wed, Fri. 10-11 pm, music, entertaintures. Mon,
KQW, San Jose. Calif. 345 also. 500 mi Chas. D.
Herrold.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Wed, 8:15-9 pm,
concert.
Pacific.
KQY.
Portland,
Ore. 200 mi Stobbs Elec. Co. Daily,
1-2 pm,
6-7. Pacific.
KRE. Berkeley, Calif. 200 mi. Maxwell Elec. Co.
Pacific.
Every other Sat, 8:15-9 pm. Sun, 1-2 pm, 6-7.
KSD, St Louis. Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi
St Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am.
10:40. 11:40, 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and
Sun, silent
certs. CentraLnights. Mon, Thurs, 11:30 pm, conKSL, San Francisco. Cal. 50 mi. The Emporium. Daily
ex Sun, 10-11 am, concert, news; 2-3 pm. concert,
educational
tional talk. talk.
Paciic.Sun, 2-3 pm, concert and educaKSS. Long Beach, Calif. Prest & Dean Radio Co. No
regular schedule.
KTW, Seattle, Wash. 500 mi. First Presbyterian
Church. Pacific.
Sun. 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30, 7-9:30, church
service.
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 485, 525 also. 1,500 mi
San Fran. Examiner. Daily ex Sun. 9-10 am. concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 3-3:30 pm,
lecture, news; 5:30-6:45 pm, concert; 9 am, 12 m,
Pacific.
6:45 pm. weather report. Wed, 3:30 pm, health bulletins. Sun, 9-10 am, concert; 5-6 pm, concert, news.
Kl>S.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

City Dye Works & Laundry

KUY. El Monte, Calif. 500 mL Coast Radio Co. Daily
ex
Sat, Pacific.
4-4:45 pm. Mon, Thu, 8\20-9 pm.
Sat. Sun,
3-4 pm.
KVQ, Sacramento, Calif. 300 mi. Sacramento Bee.
Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7:30 pm, news, reports, music
Sun. 6-7 pm, reports, music.
Pacific.
KWG, Stockton, Cal. 1,500 mi Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5 pm, news, concert, markets.
Tues
and
Fri.
8-9
pm.
concert. Sun, 2-3 pm,
concert.
Pacific.
KWH, Los Angeles, Calif. 485 also. 250 mi Examiner.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:30-6. 6-6:15. 8:20-9,
reports,
Sun, 8:30-9 pm, church service. entertainment
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto, Calif.
Herald Pub. Co.
KXS, Los Angeles, Calif.
Braun Corp.
KYI, Bakersfleld. Calif.
Bakersfleld Californian.
KYJ. Los Angeles, Cal. 485 also. 1,000 mi. Leo J.
Meyberg Co. (Hamburgers). Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm,
concert, markets, weather, news. Mon, Thurs. Sat,
8-9 pm, same program.
Pacific.
KYQ.
Honolulu, Hawaii. Electric Shop. No definite
schedule.
KYW,

Chicago, ni. 400 and 485 only. 2.000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:25 am,
10, 1:20 pm, 2:15. 2:30, markets; 3 (3:30 ex Mon,
Wed, Fn), 4, 4:15, 4:30, 5. news, sports (6:30 Mon
only, news, reports, sports), 6:50, bedtime stories; 8-9,
music; 9, news, sports; 9:05, speciai Sun, 11 am,
3:30 pm, 7, church services.
Central
KYY, San Francisco. Calif.
The Radio Telephone Shop.
KZC, Seattle, Wash. 100 mi. Public Market & Department Stores Co. Daily ex Sun. 6:45-7:15 pm,
music, news, agriograms.
Pacific
KZM. Oakland, Calif. 200 mi Western Radio Institute
(Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm
news.
Pacific.
KZN. Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1,000 mi.
tain.
Deseret
News. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, reports, music,
8-9:30 pm, music, news, bedtime stories etc. Mountor Co.
KZV, Wenatchee. Wash. Wenatchee Battery & MoKZY,
Plies San
Co. Francisco, Calif. Atlantic-Pacific Radio SupNAA.
Arlington,
W. Va. 710 only. 2,000 mi Official
government broadcasting
station. U. S. Navy Dept
Mon. Tues, Thurs, 7:15-7:30 pm, lecture. Mon.
Thurs, 6:45-7 pm, lecture. Tues. Thurs, 7:45-8 pm,
health lecture. Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:45 pm, band concert Eastern.
PWX.
Havana, Cuba.
Cuban Telephone Co.
WAI. Dayton, O. McCook Field. U. S. Army,
WAAB, New Orleans, La.
Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC, New Orleans, La,
Tulane Univ.
WAAD, Cincinnati, O. 200 mi. Ohio Mechanics Inst.
Fri. 2:30-4:30 pm. and Sat, 8:15-10:15 pm, Cincinnati Symph. Orchestra concert
Central
WAAF, Chicago, I1L 485 only. 300 mi. Chicago Daily
Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sat and Sun, S;30 am
10:30. 10:45. 12:45 pm, 3, 4:30, live stock and weather
reports.
Central.
WAAH, St Paul, Minn. 500 mi Commonwealth Elec.
Co. Mon, Fri, 12:15-1 pm, pipe organ concert. Mon.
8:45-9:30 pm. entertainment. Tues. 8-9:30 pm entertainment Wed, 1:15-2 pm, pipe organ. Sun. 3:30-4:30
pm.
Central.
WAAJ. Boston. Mass. 50 mi Eastern Radio Inst Mon,
Wed. .Milwaukee,
Fri. 9-10 pm.
WAAK,
Wis. music.
300 miEastern
Gimbel Bros. Daily
ex Sun. 10 am. 11:10. 12:10 pm. 1:25, 3. Daily ex
Wed and Sat, 7:15, 7:30 pm. Central
WAAM, Newark. N. J. 300 mi I. R Nelson Co
Daily ex Sun, 11-11:55 am, 3-4 pm, music. Wed.
Eastern.
WAAN, Columbia,
Mo.Instruction.:
Univ. of Mo.
w«:!2rS„pm'
code Kan.
special
program.
WAAP, Wichita,
500 mi 8-9,
United
Electric
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, educational program;
10:30 pm, weather. Tues, Fri, S pm. entertainment. Central.
WAAQ, Greenwich, Conn. 600 mi. New England Motor
hr.
Sales Eastern.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am -5:30 pm, every half
WAAS, Decatur, Ga.
Georgia Radio Co.
WAAT. Jersey City. N. J. 70 mi. Jersey Review. Wed.
7-8
concert, lecture. Sun. 7-8. church service,
concertpin. Eastern.
WAAW. Omaha. Neb.
485 also. 500 Omaha Grain Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 9:45. 10:45. 11:45. 12:45. 1:20,
8 pm, market reports. 8:15-9 pm, music.
Central.
will(NOTE—
appear The
next second
week. part of the station schedule list
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Multiple Phone Connector
A Simple and Inexpensive

^O

BRA55

OR

posts.

The phone
cord tips are then attached to the spring connectors.
If phone condensers are not used or
condenser is not equipped with binding
posts, the brass strips may be mounted
on a piece of bakelite or other panel material, or to the panel itself and connecting
wires from the set should then be attached
to the brass strips.

COPPER-

=£

SPRING
CONNECTORS

BRASS

Connection

Way of Making

Frequently one wishes to use two 01
more phonos on the receiving set. A simple and inexpensive way of making the
connection is by means of the arrangement
ShoWIl in the illustration. Two pieces ot
sheet brass or copper measuring about %
inch wide and o inches long are required.
Also, you will need six or more spring
If
old dry cells.
from
taken
connectors

.STRIP

BAKE LITE Oft
HARDRUB8ER

SPRING CON ■
HECTORS 50LDE.R
Et> TOGETHER.

t

■BRASS

STRIP

one wishes to use three headsets in multiple, three of the spring connectors are
soldered to each of the pieces of brass.
If the phone condenser is equipped with
binding posts for wire connections, a %
inch hole should be drilled through each
of the brass pieces near the lower end,
and they may then be attached to the phone
binding
regular
the
by using
condenser

A simple arrangement for connecting
phones in series is shown in the second
sketch. Here the brass strips are supported on a piece of bakelite in any desired manner. Additional connectors soldered together in pairs are also required.
The sketch shows the method of connecting two phones in series. — P. Starck, Sterling, 111.

Efficient Single Tube Set

using both ends, or the instrument can
be connected to one end and a regular
ground connection can be used on the other.
— A. A. Vawnut, Chicago, 111.

Using the hook-up shown with a single
wire aerial 80 feet long and 30 feet above
the ground and an ordinary ground I have
heard fifty different stations, the most
distant ones being KLZ and KEAF
at
Denver, Colorado. I am using a 23 plate
condenser and a vernier condenser in parallel with the primary of the vario coupler,
but
these
are
not
absolutely
necessary,

i=m.|.H^.
although they make tuning easier. It may
appear that the variometer in the grid
circuit is not necessary, but I find that
without using it, the tube filament must
be turned on more brightly to obtain the
same results. By using it the life of the
tube is lengthened and also the tuning is
made easier. When condensers are not
used the variometer is absolutely necessary for tuning.
I also found that the plate voltage for
the better operation of this set may be
found by letting the tube oscillate and
then rotate the tickler coil. If a click is
heard in the phones, as the tickler is rotated, the voltage is too high. It should
be lowered in small steps until the click
is eliminated. This will be the best voltage to use. Lower voltage will bring in a
weak signal and a high one will be difficult to tune. When the plate voltage is
right the set will be easy to tune.
In selecting a detector tube I find that
the best one to use may be found by turning the filament rheostat about half way
and inserting different tubes, in turn, in
the socket. The one which gives the
brightest light is invariably the best.
I have obtained better results with this
set than any of my friends using a onetube set, either homemade or otherwise. —
John
Brown,
Toungstown,
O.

Antenna Protects House
The antenna will not attract lightning
any more than a lightning rod, telephone
wire, gutter pipe or tin roof. The antenna, if installed properly, is much less
likely to be struck than any other object in
the neighborhood. During a thunderstorm
the antenna should be grounded, as when
it is connected direct to the earth it serves
as a medium which permits the static to
pass from the air to the ground, as does
the lightning rod. There is no risk with
a Radio antenna properly installed.

Indoor Aerial Erection
■When erecting an indoor aerial, hang
up aboxit 100 feet of wire, making the loop
as large as possible, with the fewest number of turns. String the wires through
the hall and around a room, or they can be
given several turns around the ceiling in
one
room.
Connections
can be made
by

How

to Make

"Silver"

ILLUSTRATED

R-A-D-I-O
BUY HERE FOR LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive
guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock
of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, Switch
3
Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz
Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25
Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil, 1
Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram
to Construct This Set.
Complete ,
ORIGINAL

45
$11.$4.95

BALDWIN

UNITS

COMPLETE PARTS FOR REG. RECEIVING SETS

TYPE "C"
This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube,
1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x1$ Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch
Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set. Set is djl 7 QC
capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial
*?*■ ' »vO

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

$4.30
$3.70

Value, 43 PLATE,
Value, 23 PLATE,
$3.30

now. $1.75
now. $1.45
Value,
11

$3.10 Value,
5 PLATE,
$2.70 Value,
3 PLATE,
PLATE,
now
$1.35

Dials

Secure a sheet of stiff brass, cut it to
the shape desired with whatever diameter
is wished and clean it top and bottom with
steel wool until it is bright. Having
drilled the shaft and supporting screw
holes for the knob, make a solution of sulphuric acid and rain water, using three
parts of acid to one of water. Pour the
acid into the water slowly, employing a
porcelain bowl as container. Dip and
wash the disc in this solution. Melt some
tinfoil in a clean pan and when the foil
has completely melted dip the brass disc
in it, allowing it to remain for about fifteen seconds. Place it in a pan of water
to cool.
The finish is made by rubbing surfaces
with a small piece of clean cloth until the
"silver" shines up brightly. The marking may be done with a pen and good ink,
or indentations may be stamped in the
brass disc before silvering. This treatment may be applied to all the brass work
on the set with a resulting neatness in
appearance. It would be well to give each
part a heavy coat of lacquer or good varnish to prevent tarnishing. — R. U. Batty,
Chicago,
111.

MYERS TUBES
Dealers: Write for Discounts

Hudson-Ross, 123 W. Madison, Chicago

U.S.
A. Signal Corps Av!^4°-wType Western Electric Phones, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather
helmet goes with each set! These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

COMPLETE

PARTS FOR FLEWELLING

cRactio
&/ie S^mxtacerSaprewB

MAGNAVOX, Loud Speaker, Type R3 $34.95
GENUINE
MAHOGANY,
$5 VALUE, NOW
VARIOMETERS
VARIOCOUPLERS, $4.50 Value, Now $1.75
$1.95
HONEYCOMB COILS
75 Turns
40c
1,500
1,250
1,000

Turns
Turns
Turns

$1.50
1.50
1.25

750
250
150
100

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

$1.00
75c
60c
50c

To hookup is simple — no
extras or adjustments are re-

HEAD

PHONES

$3.65

(V illustrated)
For homes, offices, amateur
stations, etc. . $45.00

TRANSFORMERS
GREWOL DETECTORS

$4.50 VALUE,

$1.65
$2.95
$2.45

Solid
100 ft Copper Aerial
Spaghetti

Cord Tip
yard

Tubing,

Plugs
Lightning
Arresters

Wire.

,

35c
10c
60c
95c

Coils, at
3-Coil Honeycomb
Phone

i^bs

Mountings,

Caps, for mostly

Signal Corps Hot Wire
all phones
Ammeters,

at

Anti-Capacity
Lightning
Switches

<C1

Hydrometers,
now
at
Switches

jpi.OVf

$4.20
$1.95
«e

Att
AUt.

Freshman
Variable
Grid
Leaks

$2.65

q>0.*±0

PANEL
Square
BLACK J"OR thick,
BROWN

HERE

At good dealers everywhere

New York Office :
370 Seventh Ave.

CA

45c
95c

OC»

Inch. He
OF US

FOR LESS

CHICAGO SALVAGE
STOCK STORE

with 18-inch horn
For store demonstration,
large audiences,
dance
halls, etc.
. . $85.00

Co,

50c
25c

Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone Transmitters,

BUY

R-2 Magnavox
Radio

Oakland, Cal.

45c

WE GUARANTEE ALL MERCHANDISE PURCHASED
Mail orders receive immediate attention

with 14-inch horn

40c
40c

RHEOSTATS
Sponge Rubber EAR CAPS, Pair
DIALS, 2, 3 and 3^ in
NOW

FORMICA

quired.
R-3 Magnavox
> Radio

50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

$8.50 Guaranteed 3,000 Ohm

2-Slide Tuning

THE two sizes of Magnavox
meet every requirement —
from home gathering to large
public audience.

CIRCUIT

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1 Freshman
Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs,
1 Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, g Binding Posts and 1 Diagram 41 O /IC
to Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete
«pl^,43

THORDARSON
AMPLIFYING

The Magnavox

now . $1.25
now. $1.15

509 South State Street, Chicago, 111.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
What marvel in Radio will be forthcoming in the year
1923? Will static be satisfactorily eliminated, thus encouraging the Radiophans to greet summer with a smile?
Probably a great many who first knew of the varied entertainment a receiving set would provide, learned to
operate one during the fall or winter and when the summer months came, with the unwelcome presence of static,
lost considerable enthusiasm. In quite a few instances, I
have known men and women to regard Radiophony as
something to use and enjoy in those seasons when static
was barely apparent, but to discard when sputtering and
crashing noises were part of an evening's treat. A real
fan fights through everything to gain his end; whether
it be to await patiently a lull in the battle of strays in
order to catch the station's call letters, or straining every
nerve to pick up the faint code letters. I believe static
will meet its complete banishment sometime during this
year. I also expect to* see vast strides in perfecting receiving sets. Let every means be used to further the
success of science in each branch of Radio, and every
fan. actively
common
good. support all movements tending toward our

, . . $6.00

27, 1923

No. 3

Receiving Not Affected by Legislation

Owners of Receiving Sets Will Not Be Hampered
NO REGULATIONS are planned for receiving stations by the WMte-Kellogg bill. The whole bill
?onsidered and action taken will be devoted to the transmission of all Radio messages and broadcasts. The
status of the amateur and the listener in, established
by the present law, is left unchanged, except that the
rights of the amateur are extended and additional wave
lengths are assigned for his use.
Much is left to the discretion of the head of the
Commerce Department, as it is believed that Radio has
a, fast growing future ahead of it which might be jeopardized if too stringent and detailed regulations were
?nacted into a law. Regulations believed just and necessary today, might within a space of a few months, prove
i handicap to the natural development of Radio. Hence
broad powers are planned for the secretary of commerce and his appointed advisory committee of twelve
members.

Auto Clubs Direct Tourists
Ether Waves to Direct the Autoist on the Road
AUTOMOBILE clubs in the future will become centers
of advice to traveling motorists. They are such aids
now, but the future will see them sending out advice as
to roads and directions while motorists are speeding along
the highways.
It will be done by Radio.
One inventor has designed an instrument for the automobile by which the driver can keep on the right
track to whatever town he desires to reach by means of
a method of Radio signaling. Wires strung along the
roads carry the signals which aTe caught by the instrument on the dashboard while the car travels ahead.
This is only a crude beginning to what automobile manufacturers expect eventually to install in their cars.
A Radio receiving and telephone transmitting set, compactly mounted on the right side below the dash, can
be made to carry on conversation with the nearest automobile club. From the auto club, in this way, the driver
can learn the way to his destination, or make hotel reservations, get aid in the event of a breakdown.
Service

DIGEST

Naval Radio Earnings

Rendered Is Valuable and Profitable

RADIO

in the navy, taken solely as a business proposition, is a money-maker for the Government. Government traffic handled by Radio stations, other than
natural communications, would have cost $1,080,800 at
commercial rates and was less than a third of the traffic handled the preceding year. This amount added to
the commercial receipts would1 have brought the year's
business in naval Radio traffic to $1,708,704 in receipts
and savings. When it is considered that the navy in
no way competes with commercial stations, but handles
messages only where and when commercial stations are
not available, the aid rendered in this auxilliary Radio
work may be better appreciated.
For the merchant marine alone the naval communication service handled 3,749,483 words during the past
year and forwarded press matter to the number of
1,012,279 words.

Will We Have Radio Power?
Wonders of the Future Most Difficult to Conceive
THE mind is hardly able to grasp the wonders of the
future that may be accomplished by means of Radiotransmitted power; they are so revolutionary and so
stupendous. In no direction does this apply with greater
force than in the flights of aircraft, where the safety of
the pilot and passengers and the capacity of the craft
are so dependent upon a continuous
supply of power.
It is within the range of possibility, in faet seems quite
feasible, that air -power machinery other than an engine,
might make as much as 500 miles an hour with comparative safety. This would make possible a trip through
the air from New York to San Francisco between sunrise and sunset, and to intermediate points in a corresponding length of time.
Relieved of the weight of the engine, the plane could
be equipped with safety devices, the weight of which
now makes these impracticable.
Without
heavy and
costly engines the price of the planes could be reduced
nre that would make them available for carrying

Secretary Hoover has a man's size job on his hands in
attempting to regulate the multiplicity of details involved
in Radio control. It is to be hoped he will receive the
loyal support of all factions, for they must necessarily
merge their interests in order to reap the full harvest.
Strong elements at work with diametrically opposed objections will wreak havoc with what has already been accomplished. We, the Radio public, must not allow any
corporate interest, department of government, nor any
other agency to lose one iota of gain through lack of
co-operation. While Radio is in its infancy is the time
for as to permanently secure every advantage for its
healthy growth, and this may be done by getting back
of Herbert Hoover and upholding him.
If ever a "bug" is happy it is when he can remove
every vestige of sneer from the supercilious, nonregenerated human, and it is possible to find such occasionally.
The other day I happened to be standing in a stationer 's
store examining the material which finds its way into
the columns of other Radio journals, just to see what some
editors let by, and while doing so an acquaintance stopped
to inquire if I was "one of those Radio fiends." Now
that was a severe blow, for I am careful to apprise the
unknowing that Radio is all things to me and without it
I am as a tubeless set in a pauper's den. However, it
afforded the opportunity to expound a little. He listened
in, purchased a copy of RADIO DIGEST, and will soon
possess the requisite equipment to classify as "one of
those Radio fiends. ' '

Shall Dreams Come

RADIO

True?

INDI-GEST

Friend of Isolation
You stay-at-home
folks,
With your comfort and jokes,
Who sit while the North winds blow,
With your wives and your chicks
And your bright, blazing sticks,
Or the cheer of your big stoves glow;
Have you given a thought
To the fellow who's caught
Up North in the drear and the snowl
When the heat of your day
Has at last passed away,
And dimmed is your midsummer
sun
When you're near by your fan,
Have
you thought of the man

While feverishly working to bring in the program of
a distant station you may unconsciously spoil the chances
of a fellow fan attempting the same thing. When your
tube produces interfering oscillations, someone is sure to
suffer the consequences. It is said for the new tube
invented by H. P. Donle that such interference is impossible when used in a plain circuit. It is to be hoped
that this tube may find its way to market, if it does what
is claimed for it. Considerable might be said on the
subject of tubes, with especial reference to their selling
price; also much might be written about the comparison
between domestic and foreign manufactured articles.
At this season of the year the farmers are able to
find time for some diversion and to devote a part of
their leisure to storing up information about various
phases of their work. Short courses in agriculture are
provided in many of the agricultural colleges throughout the country, whereby the busy farmer may gain the
latest knowledge to be had on the subject of animal
husbandry, fruit growing, seed selection, etc. It is not
possible for many farm owners to attend these courses
of only a few months' duration. To them the use of
Radio is invaluable. Receiving sets on farms are coming
to be as much a regular part of family equipment, as
are automobiles. Weather reports; crop reviews; price
quotations on farm produce; general business conditions;
each of these topics is sure to find attentive listeners
among farmers. Some of the State Experiment Stations
are now broadcasting lectures by professors of these institutions giving valuable data for use in the coming
season's program of planting. Thus does Radio extend
its services to the remote homestead, as well as to the
crowded apartment.
Broadcasting stations are besieged with words of advice as to the method and matter to be used, in satisfying
their audiences. It is perhaps impossible to please each
listener in on every program, but members of the Radio
audiences are requested to write to the stations signifying their preferences, to which heed is given. When
numbers in which you are not interested are being broadeast, it is possible to tune in another station where you
may find something more to your liking, then turn back
when the attractive feature comes along. The advice
which I wish to give repeatedly lintil it is generally
adopted is to announce the identity of the broadcasting
station immediately following a selection. There are
some stations practicing this to the great satisfaction of
their audience. Listeners in wish to know to whom they
are listening without being required to wait long periods
for the announcement.
I had a long paragraph in mind on my pet
silent periods — and it looks as though I should
keep it there for another week at least. Well,
chance to practice what I preach:
six days of

topii
have to
it is a
silence!

Who camps where the heat waves run;
Have you given a thought
To the one who has naught
Of
when day is done?
Therecompanionship
is many a chap,
Who

lives near

a trap

Way is
up chilled
'neathtoAurora's
Who
the bone bright glow
As he dwells there alone,
But who 's thankful he has Radio
Like the one who's hard fate
In the heat isolate,
It's a friend there at hand in the snow.

Ethereally Speaking
A California minister recently broadcast a talk upon

the value of the right atmosphere in home life.
The
home life, like Radio, often has static in its atmosphere.

It Often Sounds Like Soup
A Western writer poetically describes "great aerials
that stretch from towers that pierce the sky. ' ' Someone should now immortalize the great artists who fill
the "soup-bowl" transmitters that repose in the "sky
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
CHAPTER IV
IT IS generally said that Radio messages
travel through space in the form of a
wave motion, or that certain concerts
come in on a 40i)-nieter wave length. Now
as to the meaning of all these terms,
wave motion, wave length, frequency, etc.
Probably it can be explained and made
more clear to all if we use the old familiar illustration of water waves as they
exist on the surface of a pond or lake.
If a stone is dropped into a pond of still
water, the entire surface of the pond at

one complete wave length consisting of a
crest and a hollow. The horizontal line
OX represents the position of rest, and
the distance from this line to the highest
or lowest part of a wave is known as the
amplitude.
Being acquainted now with the nature
of a wave and a wave motion in a medium,
we are ready to consider the methods by
which Radio messages are carried through
space.
A complete
Radio communication
sys-
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Figure

once becomes disturbed. At the instant
the stone strikes the surface, a circular
ridge or crest at once forms and expands
outward in all directions. Following the
crest is a depression or trough in the
water. Such a disturbance consisting of
a crest and a hollow is called a wave. One
important point to remember at this time
is that the water does not actually move
from the point at which the stone struck
the surface, but the disturbance, only,
moves outward until it strikes some object
or dies out altogether.
Water Is Medium of Transmission
If the stone were tied to a string and
pulled up and down so that it struck the
water at regular intervals, the entire surface would soon be disturbed with a series of crests and hollows, all starting out
at the point at which the stone struck and
all spreading outward in all directions.
Such a disturbance is called a wave motion, and the water in which the disturbance takes place is called the "medium of
transmission.''
The rate at which the stone is moved
up and down determines the rapidity with
which the waves are sent out, or the frequency. The frequency may thus be defined as the number of waves occurring
per second. The greater the frequency,
the shorter will be each wave; while the
less the frequency, the longer will be each
wave. Now by the length of a wave, ot
the wave length, we mean the distance

15

tem consists of three essential parts,
namely, a sending station, a medium
through which the messages are carried,
and the receiving station at which the
messages are intercepted. The Radio
sending station can be compared to the
stone which was moved up and down so as
to cause a disturbance or series of waves
in the surface of the water. The Radio
receiving station, on the other hand, can
be compared to the cork, which floated on
the water. The receiving station, like
the cork, responds in all respects to the
disturbance of the medium in which it is
placed.
What Ether Is Like
From the very nature of Radio communication we know that it is accomplished
by means of some form of wave motion.
Now our common sense tells us that it is
impossible to have a wave motion or disturbance without also having some medium in which it can take place. We know
it is not the air which carries Radio messages, for they will travel through a vacuum in which no air exists. Consequently
it has been assumed that there is present
throughout all space and permeating all
objects a medium called the ether, and that
it is this ether through which Radio messages are carried. The ether permeates
(passes through) all matter like water
permeates a sponge. This explains why
Radio messages can travel through walls
of solid material which physically appear

y^$
A-Z

A-l

Figure 16
from one point on a wave to a corresponds
'ing point
the Wave
next wave.
Heighton of
Is Amplitude
Furthermore, if the stone is raised
higher so that it strikes the water with
a harder impact, then a more severe disturbance will be caused; that is, the waves
will still be of the same length, but the
crests will be higher and the troughs
deeper. This brings in another new term,
namely, amplitude. By the amplitude of
a wave or wave motion is meant the maximum distance from the position of rest to
highest or lowest point on a wave. The
amplitude of a wave, it must be remembered, always depends upon the force or
intensity with which the object strikes
the medium.
If a cork is placed on the water at some
point, it will be caused to move up and
down in exact accordance with the nature
of the wave or disturbance that is passing.
The cork will not move toward the shore,
but will always remain at the same spot
and merely move up and down. This
shows that the water does not move toward the shore, but that the wave disturbance only moves through it. The cork,
however, will in all respects, respond to
the wave motion in the water on which
it floats.
Thus in Figure 15 we have illustrated

impenetrable. Although no one has as yet
in any way come into physical contact
with the ether, still for want of a better
explanation we will assume that this ether
exists and that it is the medium through
which Radio messages travel.
Extent of Ether
Various properties or qualities have been
assigned to the ether in order to enable
us to use it for explaining the various existing conditions. The ether extends
throughout all space, even beyond the
farthest stars. The ether exists around
and through all objects much like water
fills a sponge. It cannot be removed from
any portion of space, nor can it be pumped
out of a container. The ether also offers
no opposition to objects moving through
it, for the action would be similar to moving a sieve through the air. It is also of
an extremely elastic nature, for a disturbance set up at any point in it immediately
spreads outward in all directions.
Waves Emanate in All Directions
The Radio sending or transmitting station consists of some form of electromagnetic machinery by means of which a disturbance or wave motion is set up in this
medium which we called the ether. These
waves emanate or are sent out from the
transmitting station by means of a group
of parallel stretched wires known as the

transmitting antenna or aerial. These
waves represent a certain amount of elecsentthat
out electrical
"broadcast"
through
space. trical
In energy
order
energy
can
be sent out, through space in the form of
a wave motion as was just explained, it
is necessary that they be of very high
frequency. Consequently, the apparatus
In the transmitting station consists of a
combination of oscillating circuits by
means of which high frequency electric
currents are generated, and these high
frequency oscillating currents then excite
the antenna and cause the electromagnetic
waves to be radiated through all space.
Travel 186,000 Miles Per Second
The Radio waves leave the antenna and
spread out in the form of expanding
spheres all of which have the antenna as
a center. They travel through space at the
enormous speed of 186,000 miles (300,000,000 meters) per second. In other words,
a Radio message would travel approximately eight times around the earth in
one second if there were enough energy
behind it to keep it going.
In Radio measurements the metric system is very extensively used. In the metric system the unit of length is the meter,
which is equivalent to about 39.37 inches.
Consequently a speed of 186,000 miles per
second, if expressed in the metric, system,
would be 300,000,000 meters per second.
A meter originally was chosen as one-ten
millionth part of the distance between the
equator and either pole of the earth.
Waves in Commercial Practice
The waves used in Radio communication
range in length from 75 meters (about 244
feet) to 25,000 meters (about 15% miles).
Since Radio waves travel through space at
the enormous speed of 300,000,000 meters
p^r second, the above wave lengths represent frequencies ranging from 4,000,000 to
12,000 per second, respectively. The frequency can always be calculated by dividing the speed of propagation (300,000,000
meters per second) by the wave length.
If it is desired to calculate the wave length
when the frequency is known, it is only
necessary to divide the speed by the frequency.
According to Government regulations,
all amateur transmitting stations must operate at wave lengths not exceeding 200
meters.
This corresponds to a frequency

of about 1,500,000 cycles per second. The
shortest wave lengths used in commercial practice are 300 meters, which are the
wave lengths used for communicating between ships at sea. Practically all broadcasting in this country at the present timo
is being done at wave lengths ranging
from 360 to 485 meters, the correspond
ing frequencies being 833,000 and 618,000
oscillations per second. For reliable long
distance communication such as transoceanic service, longer wave lengths are in
general use, ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 meters. These longer wave lengths
are more advantageous to use because they
are less affected by atmospheric conditions
and changes, and hence are more dependable for long distance transmission. Another important item is that when large
quantities of power must be handled such
as is necessary for long distance transmission, the sending apparatus is less
costly with the longer wave lengths than
with the shorter wave lengths.
Heat and Light Cut Bange
Radio waves in their passage through
space are subject to some very peculiar
conditions, most of which are as yet not
satisfactorily explained. For example.
Radio messages can be transmitted over
longer distance and with greater ease during the night than during the daytime.
(Continued on page 12)
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Coil of Wire Tunes Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency Helps
Bring in New Stations

TWO

CIRCUITS

USING

TUNED

Honeycomb Coils Used
In Reinartz Circuit

COIL
PLATE OF
DETECTOR TUBE.

A stage of Radio frequency will bring
in new stations that cannot be heard with
just a detector and audio amplification.
The tuned type of transformer is easy to

*■ TO PHONE
* TO GRID LEAK
* DET. TUBE.

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
TO PHONE.

are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. RADIO DIGEST is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirelv original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
RADIO DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

NEG.FILAMENTOF
DETECTOR..

7 ANTENNA

GROUND
-6 -Hi- w d»
mfd. capacity in the tickler coil. This
condenser can be replaced by a fixed condenser of the same capacity. — C. C. Dieffenbacher, Memphis, Tenn.

construct in the home workshop and gives
just as good results when accurately constructed as the core transformer. It is
not practical to use more than two stages
VAR.COND.

LEAP.

■#■

6 V.
LEAD.

COIU6FW\RE.

L-A/WSAAMA— '
of tuned Radio frequency amplification.
The ordinary hard amplifier tubes should
be used just like the ones used for audio
amplification.

The diagram is of the Reinartz circuit
using three duolateral coils and mounting. I have been using this hook-up for
some time and have been getting far superior results than with the regular Reinartz
circuit. Some features to this hook-up is
the fine selectivity in tuning out undesirable stations which are operating on
practically the same wave length.
I have picked up stations on the Pacific
Coast in the early part of the evenings
while the large stations are broadcasting
and have had no interference from them.
No extra apparatus are required to change
over to this hook-up. The diagram is
shown with a variable condenser of .0005

gg&V.I

Z&XsdL

A 23 or 43 -plate variable condenser is
connected in parallel with a coil of wire
wound on a cardboard or fiber tube. This
coil consists of about 38 to 40 turns of
No. 22 to No. 24 wire on a tube about 3a/£
inches in diameter.
A diagram is given for connecting the
transformer coil with the condenser and
also for one and two stages of Radio fre-

quency as connected in the circuit of the
Radio set. The transformer is simply
connected across the circuit of the tuning
coil.
This type of transformer is critical in
adjustment which is a great advantage as
it eliminates interference. It is easy to
construct and gives excellent results. —
Charles L. Smith, Jackson, Miss.

frequency. Connected to the receiving
antenna is some form of "tuning apparatus" by means of which the antenna can
be tuned or adjusted so that it will respond only to a particular wave length
and be non-susceptible to waves of other
lengths that may be passing through space
at the same time.

sounds

Clamping Fixed Condenser

Those who use the rolled type paper
condensers, such as for the grid and phone
condensers, may find that considerable
noise in their sets will result when the
paper comes loose from the tinfoil. This
can be easily remedied by placing the con-

STRING -

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
Some say that certain rays from the sun
render certain sections of the air conductive and hence enable it to absorb some of
the energy of the Radio waves and thus
make them less effective. Furthermore,
it is also known that the transmitting
range, that is, the distance messages can
be sent effectively, also varies from day
to day due to the various electrical conditions of the atmosphere.
Another annoyance is that on warm
days Radio transmission is often interfered with. This is explained by some as
being due to the greater quantities of
water vapor present in the air. This vapor is frequently heavily charged with
static electricity, which not only attracts
and absorbs considerable amounts of energy from the ether, but also seems to
collect and accumulate on receiving aerials and produce unpleasant sounds in the
telephone receivers. It is said that this is
the reason that greater ranges can be covered with the same amount of power during the winter than during the summer
months.
A very peculiar condition that exists in
many mountainous regions is that Radio
waves are reflected from the sides of a
high mountain or hill and in this maner
cause what is known as an "electrical
shadow" on the opposite side. This is
similar to the sun shining- on one side of
a billboard, being reflected, *and causing
a shadow on the other side. Such conditions often cause the various freak messages that are heard occasionally, for the
direct and reflected waves combine and
produce the most peculiar results.
An important point to bear in mind is
that it isn't always static that is the cause
of noise or trouble in a receiving set.
There may be a broken or loose connection
somewhere, or the antenna may be under
the inductive influence of some nearby
telephone or power line.
The Receiving" Station
The Radio receiving station, we were
told, corresponds to the cork that was
floating on the water in which the disturbance or wave motion was set up. And
as the cork responded in every respect to
the nature of the waves that passed it, so
the Radio receiving station will be influenced and caused to respond to the Radio
waves that pass it.
In order that the receiving station will
be influenced by the Radio waves as they
pass through space, it must be provided
with some form of antenna or aerial to
intercept the waves and absorb part of
their energy. This receiving antenna may
be in the form either of one or more parallel wires stretched out into space, or a
spiral or coil of wire commonly known as
a loop antenna.
As the advancing Radio waves come
upon the receiving antenna, they set up
in it by the process of electromagnetic induction electrical oscillations of the same

Receiving' Stations Unlimited in Number
It is evident that the number of receiving stations existing within the vicinity
of a transmitting or broadcasting station
will have but little effect upon the strength
of the signals received in any one station,
because as the waves advance they will
have but very little of their energy intercepted by the receiving antennas.
The electrical oscillations as set up in
the receiving antenna, however, are at a
very high frequency and far too rapid to
affect the human ear and produce the sensation of sound. The receiving station
must, therefore, contain additional apparatus for reducing these high frequencies to lower frequencies at which they
can be detected as sounds. Furthermore,
this reduction in frequency must be accomplished without in any way altering or
distorting the incoming oscillations, for
otherwise the sounds heard in the receivers will not correspond to those originally
sent out at the transmitting station and
the received signals would have no meaning. Also, the oscillations are still of an
electrical nature and must finally be converted into sounds so that they can be detected by the human ear. This is accomplished by means of telephone receivers,
in which we have a sensitive electromagnet that is affected by the electrical oscillations and that in turn moves a diaphragm. This diaphragm by its rapid
back and forth motion produces the sounds.
Figure 16 Explanation
In Figure 16 we have illustrated diagramatically the various parts comprising a complete Radio communication system. G is the electrical generating device
in which high frequency electrical oscillations are generated. These high frequency
oscillations excite the antenna, A-l, and
cause the electromagnetic waves to be
radiated into space. As these waves move
onward they are intercepted by the antenna A-2 of a receiving station. Electrical oscillations of corresponding nature
and frequency are set up in the receiving
antenna and these in turn affect the receiving apparatus, R. Here the frequencies
are reduced and finally sent through the
telephone receivers P H, where the electrical oscillations are changed to sounds
that can be detected by the human ear.
Although all these processes and transformations may seem rather simple to us
now, we must not forget that they represent the results of a great deal of time
and effort spent in study and research
work by some of the world's keenest investigators.
The human ear can detect sounds only
up to certain
frequencies,
above
which

become inaudible. Since the frequencies used for Radio communication
are far beyond those which the human ear
can be influenced by, they are generally
spoken of as Radio frequencies, while frequencies capable of affecting the human
ear are known as audio frequencies, the
word audio coming from the word audible,
capable of being heard. The dividing line
is drawn at 10,000. Frequencies below
10,000 per second are known as audiofrequencies, while frequencies above this
value are known as Radio frequencies.
Chapter Five
In Chapter Five will be taken up the
complete details of construction and operation of a crystal detector receiving set.
Since a crystal detector set is readily constructed at little cost, and since it gives
excellent results for listening in to nearby
stations, no one who wants to enjoy the
thrills of Radio can afford to miss Chapissue.
ter Five, which will appear in next week's

denser between two pieces of wood and
clamping the whole in a vise, then tying
the ends of the wood securely with heavy
silk thread. This will keep the paper and
tinfoil pressed tightly and CONDENSER*prevent the
noise
from Maine.
this source. — William A. Nash,
Biddeford,

Phantom Tuner
W-75 will brine one of these marvelously sensitive instruments to
your address, prepaid. No aerial, ground, loop or radio frequency
used. All parts highest quulity. Cutler Hammer. Remler, Dubelier.
etc.. mounted on eenuine bakelite panel. Complete instructions furnished for wirine . No solderine necessary . Have music on strip
of lamp cord one hour after set arrives. Our Phantom gets over
distance and is practical using detector only . Wind lamp cord in
auto
top
in music
while the
driving.
Send stampandfortune
booklet
and learn
Phantom We've
story done it often.

VESCO

RADIO

SHOP.

Box

D-704,

Vacaville,

Calif.

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE

GRID LEAK

Radio Study Methods
To obtain the best results in Radio, the
amateur, to increase his knowledge, should
study in the following order: Construction, arrangement operation, function,
care
and
principles
of operation.

Helps for Honeycomb

Coil Users

Persons using honeycomb coils wish to
try out some other kind of coils as an experiment, such as a regenerative set or a
single circuit tuner. It is usually necessary to make a lot of bothersome changes
in order to make the experiment. If three
Remler stationary plugs are secured and
plugged in the regular mounting wires
may be attached to the external binding
posts on these plugs so that any kind of
coils may be used. — Hollis Baird, Canada.
The modern rural school is beginning
to take up Radio instruction from the
more populous centers. In Hawaii a
powerful transmitting plant installed by
the public department at Honolulu sends
out educational subjects to the schools in
the rural districts.

tffctQtW BETTER

I? ~"°

TRUE

LOUD

With Micon
Condenser
Without
Condenser

75c
$1.00

Clarifies Signals, Lowers Filament Current,
Increases Battery Life, Eliminates Hissing.
Unbroken

range — zero to 5 Megohms; all intermediate points.. Fixed capacity, .00025 M. F.

At your dealer's — otherwise send purchase price
and you will be supplied without further charge.
Manufactured by

CHAS. FRESHMAN

TARINFT

CO., Inc.

97 Beekman Street, New York City

SPEAKER

TYPF

$0 ,85
O

Not just a common horn built into a cabinet. Beautiful — Compact—THE TONE
OE
FINE
CABINET
PHONOGRAPHS.
Make your two-step set a HOME ENTERTAINER.
All SPIROLAS are of the best construction, with fine, rubbed finishes
and are absolutely guaranteed.
SPIROLA DUPLEX— uses any headset. Satin black
(DB) $4.85.
finish $3.85. Oak (DO) or mahogany (DM)
finish
SPIROLA CONCERT— complete trith built-in unit
and cord. Oak (CO) or mahogany (CM) finish
$12.50.
SPIROLA SIMPLEX— uses Baldwin or other unit
Black (SB), oak (SO), mahogany (SM) finish, same
At dealers or postpaid
prices as DUPLEX.
BOX 70,
(C 0. D, if preferred)
DEPT. D,
L. H. DONNELL
MFG. CO.,
ANN ARBOR.
MICH.
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The By-Pass Condenser in the Reflex Circuit
Part III — Reflex Discussion Gives Three New Hook-Ups
THE key to reflex circuits lies in the
proper use of by-pass condensers. For
this reason the fan should thoroughly
understand their functions and the reasons
for their use.
Alternating: current when passing
through a coil or winding of wire encounters a resistance or choking effect,
due to the induction from the magnetic
field which is created. As the magnetic
field is intensified by the introduction of
iron cores, this resistance or choking
effect is decidedly increased. Direct current however is unaffected, the magnetic
field remains constant and unbroken, therefore no induction takes place.
Alternating current will therefore flow
through the primary winding of a Radio
frequency transformer! which usually has
an air core, an iron dust core, or even in
some cases a soft iron core of small
diameter. This same current however
Will not pass through the primary winding of an audio frequency transformer,
due to the iron core and increased number of turns of very fine wire.
Then again alternating current will pass
on through a condenser whereas a direct
current will not.
Audio Primary Must be By-Fassed
In reflex circuits the current comes
through as an alternating current of high
frequency. This current in passing through
the plate circuits first goes through the
primary of the Radio frequency transformer, where it encounters but little
resistance to its passage. The next winding through which it must pass is the
primary of an audio frequency transformer. As just explained the resistance
is too great. In order to overcome thi»,
the primary of the audio frequency transformer is shunted with a fixed condenser
through which the audio frequency current is enabled to pass instead of the
transformer
winding.
Now to follow through what happens
after the current has passed through the
series of stages the first time. Whether
a crystal or tube detector is used, the
current has been rectified and is then a
pulsating direct current in form, and of
much lower frequency. Having been reflected back to the tubes all over again,
it passes through the primary winding
of the Radio frequency transformer and
encounters very little resistance in passing through it. When it gets to the
primary of the audio frequency transformer, it goes through the winding instead
of the condenser, as was the case before
rectification.
Audio Transformer Secondary Effects
The question may be asked why it is
that the secondary windings of audio frequency transformers are not always
shunted with by-pass condensers. It will
be found that the natural capacity of
such a winding is usually sufficient to
permit the Radio frequency currents to
pass through.
There seems to be a wrong impression
that this by-pass condenser should be
variable and is added for tuning the
primary circuits of the various stages to
the proper wave lengths.
The variable resistance sometimes
added in the plate circuit, is used for
stabilizing the various
stages
through

GROUND
JACK FOR.

Plugging in
!>LOOP AERIAL:

O-A

By H. J. Marx

which two different frequency currents are
passing.
Hooi-Up Figure 1
The Figure 1 three-tube reflex hook-up
is very similar to the one published in
the first article of this series. Transformer coupling is used throughout, however. Three Radio frequency and two
audio frequency are required. A crystal
detector is used for rectification of the
Radio frequency current. A potentiometer
is shunted across the A battery and is

battery.
This
also acts as a by-pass the antenna is short. A .0005 mfd. varfor Radio frequency currents.
iable condenser is used to tune the seconThe variable condenser in the primary
dary circuit. The grid potential of all
circuit has a capacity of .001 mfd., while stages except the detector, is controlled
the one shunted across the secondary by means of a 400-ohm potentiometer
need not have more than .0005 mfd. All connected across the filament or six-volt
tubes have separate rheostat control.
battery. A .002 mfd. fixed condenser is
This circuit will be found selective and connected in between the moving lever
simple to operate. The plate voltage of the potentiometer and the negative tershould be about 80 volts.
minal, acting as a by-pass for any stray
Hoot-Up Figure 2
Radio frequency currents. Fixed condensers of .002 mfd. capacity are shunted
The same type of coupling, with, how-

Figure 2
used for controlling the potential of the ever, a tube detector, is illustrated in
grid of the first tube.
Figure 2. This circuit is likewise three
High variable resistance such as po- stages of Radio frequency, detector and
tentiometers (400 to 1,000 ohms or even two stages of audio frequency. A variomore) are inserted in series in the plate coupler, with two tap switches for both
circuits of the second and third tubes. rough and fine adjustment, is used for
A .002 mfd. fixed condenser is connected the tuning. A .001 mfd. variable condenser is added in series in the antenna
from the moving lever of the potentiometer to the negative side of the filament circuit although
this may be omitted if

+ O

Z^AF

O-B + O
I5IA.F.
Figure 3

across the secondary of the first audio
frequency transformer, across both windings of the second audio frequency transformer, across the plate batteries, and also
across the phone or output terminals.
In spite of the apparent complex nature
of the set, it presents no serious difficulties in tuning. The potentiometer is apt
to
be
rather critical
if its resistance
high enough.
The secondary
condenserisn'tis
also apt to be critical unless a vernier
is used. The plate voltage can be increased to as high as 100 in the amplifying stages but it is best to test out for
the voltage
giving
best results
without distortion
or the
mushing
of signals.
The filament rheostats will have decided
effectiveness in selectivity for distant
stations. In fact it would be advisable to
use a vernier rheostat for the detector
tube. The grid leak used in the detector
grid circuit might be of the variable type,
so that the best grid reaction adjustment
can be obtained. This will vary for the
different
be used. types of detector tubes that may
Hook-Up Figure 3
There is no reason why jacks should
not be incorporated in reflex circuits.
Although not called for in the Figure 3
illustration, filament control jacks may be
substituted. If this is done, both jacks
should be connected so that current is
furnished to all the tubes when a plug
is inserted in either jack.
The last two jacks are for plugging in
either the first or second stages of audio
frequency. The first jack (double-circuit
type) permits the use of a loop aerial,
automatically cutting out the variocoupler
which would then be unnecessary.
The variable condenser in the primary
circuit should have a capacity of .001 mfd.
The secondary variable condenser is of the
vernier type, having .0005 mfd. capacity.
It will be noticed that only the first
stage of Radio frequency uses the potentiometer for grid control. The usual .002
mfd. condensers are used for the by-pass
of all Radio frequency currents throughout
the circuit. When either jack is in use,
(Continued on page 14)
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hook-up was developed to meet
THIS
the request of a fan who wanted to
add Radio and audio frequency to
his crystal set. The additional parts required outside of batteries and tubes, are
inexpensive and simple.
If necessary (in case of a long antenna)
a .001 mfd. variable condenser is added
in the antenna lead as shown. A singleslide tuning coil is used for tuning this
circuit.
A 50-turn honeycomb coil with a .0005
variable condenser shunted across it permits adjustment of wave length in the
coupling
between
the Radio
frequency

The Reader's View
Ignorant Badio Dealers
It is unfortunate that so few dealers in
Radio apparatus know anything about
Radio. In buying my outfit, I visited 18
dealers in a city of 150,000 people. Seventeen of the number had absolutely no
idea of the distance range of the apparatus they sell nor could they answer intelligent questions concerning cost of upkeep or relative value of different types of
aerials.
One of the number was an amateur and
"knew his stuff" and told us truthfully
what he knew about Radio sets. He demonstrated fourteen makes
for us.
We
bought
a
set,
with
loud
speaker, and it works fine.
I became very much of a fan and bought
a smaller set for my own home. I had
the same experience in selecting a small
set — dealers knew little or nothing about
them, and would not let me try them.
A
dealer
was
also ignorant
of his
stuff but let me take a set on 15 days' trial.
I found it to be entirely satisfactory.
Have heard plainly, clearly and with little interference a total of 62 stations
scattered from Cuba to Portland, Ore.,
and from New York to San Francisco. I
know my set.
On December
18 to 23 I was in
,
. There is a broadcasting station there and five dealers in Radio apparatus. I spent not less than two hours
with each, and they were all unable to
get a single out-of-town station satisfactorily on their demonstrating sets. Not
only that, but I distinctly heard them advise prospective customers to do things
that any "boob" that has owned a set
thirty days knows not to do.
I called the dealer to one side and remonstrated and with his permission made
a few changes in bis lead-in wire, adjusted
plate voltage on his demonstrating set
and brought in five distant, out-of-town
stations loud and clear through a loud
speaker. I am not interested in any way
in the sale of Radio apparatus^ but at the
request of this dealer I looked over four
sets that were not giving satisfaction,
made necessary changes and adjustments
and each of the four sets worked fine on
local and distant stations.
Some dealers are preaching the doctrine, "Most any sort of aerial from bed
spring, loop, or 50 feet of wire strung
around a ceiling will do!" These types of
aerials do for local stations, but for distant reception, outside single-wire aerials
are so much better with most sets. —
S.P.D., Somerville, Tenn., via A. T. & T.
Co., New York, N. Y.
Classroom lectures on history are to be
broadcast by Radio from the University
of Washington.

Radio Tubes Repaired
UV

200 — C 300

$3.00

UV 201— C 301
WD 1 1— or VT 2

3.50
4.00

The right filament and proper vacuum. All
tubes guaranteed as good as new. Mark
plainly.
Pack carefully.

Radio 125Supply
and Repair Co.
WEST LAKE STREET
R«t

our

prices on

Radio

Equipment.
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Cardboard Tubes Are
Easily Made at Home

SET

to the box end and the other to the sliding
cover, as shown. The box was then attached to the back of the panel. The tip
of the sliding cover was left protruding
over the panel at the end. Sliding the
cover back and forth provided a means of
tuning in the coils. This gives parallel
variance rather than angular, and it produces the cheapest mounting that can be
procured. — G. E. Lippincott, Philadelphia, Pa.

It often happens that the Radiophan
wants a cardboard tube of a size not available. I find that it is a simple matter
to make them. A bottle, dry cell or any
TUBE
AMPLIFIER
other round object, which is 1/16 or 1/8
inch smaller than the outside diameter of
the size desired, is used for the pattern.
If these are not at hand a section cut from
One Tube Set
a limb of a maple tree may be used. The
The illustration shows a circuit using a
tube
is
made
of
layers
of
paper
like
kraft
i:
paper. The paper is cut to 6 or 7 inches detector tube that has given good results.
wide and about 5 feet long. Apply para- The antenna for this circuit is 10 feet high
fin to the object on which you intend to
AUDIO FREQ.
wind the paper and prepare a paste by
TRANSFORMER
mixing yellow dextrine with water until
you have a smooth paste, roll your paper
once around the pattern to keep the paste
out, then apply the dextrine on the paper
and spread it very thin all over it, then
-.1.1.16V.
roll the pattern along on the paper. If
there is not enough paper in the strip add
more and spread on the dextrine.
amplifier tube and the crystal detector.
paper will not always roll straight,
Any standard audio frequency transform- butThethis
will not be detrimental as there
er is used in the coupling between the
crystal detector and the audio frequency will be 2 inches for trimming when the
roll
is
complete.
When the desired thickamplifier tube. The .001 mfd. fixed conness has been reached leave it on the pat- and 25 feet long — one wire. The type of
denser across the primary of the audio
tern if possible and place it in an oven a variocoupler used in this circuit is the
frequency transformer acts as a by-pass
of Radio frequency strays that may leak to dry. When thoroughly dry trim it with one fitted with a rotor set on the upper
through. In the same manner a .025 mfd. tinner's snips, a razor blade, rasp, sand- end of the coil. — Le Roy Dolen, Sapulpa,
paper or anything that you may have Okla.
fixed condenses is shunted across the
plate battery, which should have a volt- available for this purpose. When finished
you will have a tube equal to anything
age of from 60 to 80.
Electrical Terms
Gille, Quincy,
111.
The controls for tuning have been re- you can buy. — Edward
Universal electrical terms are easily
duced to a minimum so that the tuning of
this circuit will be exceptionally simple.
understood by using a simple water analogy. Volts, or potential, the equivalent
Simple Honeycomb Coil Mounting
The mounting shown in the illustration to pounds pressure. Amperes^are equivalent to gallons, measuring volume. Watts
Interference Eliminator
is original with me, although it is so simpower
units,
^volts times
ple it may have been used many times. are the peres.
Ohms are
the or
resistance
unit. amThe illustration shows a hook-up in
which A represents a single slide- tuner In making of the Flewelling circuit I was
which is tuned to the undesfred wave
length and the tuner on the set is tuned
for the desired wave length.
The unde-

HU0S0N-R0

Quality Radio Products
Dealers: Write for Your Discounts

123 W. Madison, CHICAGO

sired wave length passes down the single
slide tuner and you have no interference.
A variable condenser is shown at B, which
when inserted will give better tuning than
the one slide coil. — Lester V. Hergman,
New York, N. Y.

REFLEX CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 13)
the by-pass
condenser
is automatically
connected across the phones.
The plate battery voltage will run from
60 to 100, depending on the types of tubes
that are to be used. These all should be
hard amplifying tubes. The 50,000-ohm
resistance and the 20-milhenry Radio frequency choke coil are obtainable at the
Radio stores.
The second and third tubes can be controlled through one rheostat instead of
two, if desired, but the first tube should
have an individual rheostat.
In using detector crystals for reflex
hook-ups, the same conditions apply as
in the normal circuits. For this reason
no special characteristics are required
other than what is normally expected.
Many developments have taken place in
the last few months so that a number of
the bothersome adjustments have been
eliminated.

' How to ^btdldihe
Reinhortzlieeeiver
is told, complete with illustrations and diagrams, in
the latest addition to our
FREE looseleaf, handbookcatalog now on the press.
Amateurs find the Reinhartz hookup by far the
simplest yet designed. In
efficiency it rivals the Armstrong and other wellknown circuits.
All the parts necessary for
building your Reinhartz Receiver are listed in the "ChiRad" handbook - catalog —
save yourself the trouble of
shopping around.
Write for your copy today
— ask for "Chi-Rad"
book, Edition RR.

Hand-

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
415 So. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO

confronted with the problem of mounting
the coils in the simplest manner possible,
as I have no workshop. I wound two sections of a mailing tube as directed, then
cut out a small piece of wood about 1
inch square and about % inch thick. The
piece was covered with tire tape. The
block was strapped to the coil.
A small wood box, such as is used for
packing fountain pens, made the- mounting. One coil was permanently
fastened

RADIO

MAILING

LISTS

12,400 Radio Dealera. eoverme V. S. by states Per M $ 7. 50
1,614 Radio Mfrs., coverini U. S. by ntatea. Per list 15.00
1,757 Radio Supply Jobbers, coverios U. S. by states,
list 15.
00
2G0 'ItsdioIStations
PecPer lirt
4.00'
257 Mira. who make and assemble complete Radio Seta
, 25,000
— . - _Radio
,
4.00
Amatenre & Mfra. of Radio Stations.PerPer list
M
7.
50
Ask for price list covering Canada and England.
Send remittance with orda .
Trade Circular Addressing Co., 166 W. Adams Su Chicago, 1U.

Marked Savings!
W. D. 11 Tube, $5.25; W. D. 11 Socket..
.56
$3.50 Baldwin R. F. Transformer..
2.98
$8 .00 Baldwin Variocoupler
6.50
$6.50 Fisher Variocoupler (large size)..
4.95
$45.00 Magnavox
(new type)
34.75
$20.00 Baldwin Claraphone
16.25
Baldwin Phones (type C)
9.50
$12.00 Western Electric Phones
9.50
$1.00 Freshman Var. Grid. Leak & Cond.
.80
$7.00 Federal Audio Transformer
5.50
23 P. Var. Condenser $1.25; 43 P. Var..
1.75
Prices quoted on other items.
Mail, money order only. Include stamps for postage.

RADIO MAIL SERVICE J^/cM?

SPECIAL
Stock Reducing Sale -limited Supply

All New Merchandise

Terms C. 0. D. — First Come, First Served
Immediate Shipment
Myers
Vacuum
Tubes.
Each,
Myers net
Adapters.
Each,
Myers net
Audio Frequency Choke

»f»Q og
.pO.OO
4»1 OZ\
«pl.AV
^O OG

Coils.
net
Myers Each,
Radio Frequency
Choke
Coils. Each, net
■Myers Receptacles.
Each,
net Condensers, .25 Mfd.
Mica Fixed

«BA.OO
*0 ">C
«p«J.OO
<£/"» r7f\
^M.i\J
<M fbC

Mica
Each, Fixed
net Condensers, 2.0 Mfd.
Each, net

itl '7f\
$«*.UO
^i./U

HARTMAN

RADIO COMPANY

MANSFIELD,

OHIO

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY ChicagoCOMPANY

References — Any bank or banker in Mansfield, Ohio.

DELICATE
SOLDERING
Both theon manufacturer's
amateur's
problem
all fine work is and
readily
solved
by the instrument constructed for this
particular purpose.

LISTS

AT

The Post Soldering Iron
Platinum Heating Unit
Interchangeable Tips
(Large and Small)
Universal Current

ONE-HAW
ACTUAL
SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Excellency. N. T. Evening
Mail Radio Institute
From your dealer or write

0
$6.0ELECTRIC
POST

COMPANY,

LISTS

AT

$6.00

Dept.

509,
E. 42nd St.
NEW 30YORK
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Questions and Answers
Devoted Entirely to Flewelling Fans' Inquiries

riewelling Ware tengrth Range
1 170(1) JKQ, St. Paul. Minn.
Kindly answer a few questions regarding' the Klewellins supor-resroneralive
panel set as shown on page 13 of the
December
9 issue.
1. My antenna is a single wire, 100
feet long and 25 feet lead-in. How will
this work with the coils mentioned in the
circuit?
3, What wave lengths Will this circuit
cover,
with
said
coils?
3. For panel mounting; can the primary
coil be stationary, arid the tickler movable?
4. With proper primary and secondary
coils, would it be possible to receive the
Arlington time signals? If so. what size
coils would be needed, and what other
changes?
5. Have yon anything definite, as to
what distance has been heard with this
circuit?
A. — 1. Your antenna construction is
rather long but should be effective with the
circuit in question.
2. This circuit should cover from two
hundred and fifty to four hundred and
fifty meters
wave length.
3. Primary coil may be stationary and
tickler coil moveable.
4. This circuit is not so effective on
high wave lengths, and it is doubtful if
you would receive Arlington time signals
through
it.
5. Generally speaking it has a receiving range of up to one thousand miles,
although we have had reception reports
as high as two thousand miles.
Flewelling for Economy and Bange
(1711)
HDC,
Douglas,
Ariz.
I was much interested in your article
in the DIGEST, which I read with religious
regularity, concerning the Flewelling
super-regenerative set for the following
reason:
I am a manual training teacher in a
town from 500 to 1,000 miles from any
good broadcasting stations. I have a
homemade Radio-audio set which receives
almost everything between here and
Portland, Oregon, Davenport, Iowa, Los
Angeles, and Houston, Texas. However,
complete with tuhes and batteries it cost
about $100 and is beyond the means of
most
of my
pupils.
It seems as if this hook-up, used with
WD-11 tube, should give distance and
volume
at little cost.
Do you agree with me?
Can a variable leak, which would be
easy for a boy to operate, be made having
a fiber base and an india ink line with
switch points, variable with switch? If
so, how wide a line, how great a. radius,
and how close should switch points be,
and how many of them?
Will this set receive 500 miles (Los
Angeles), 700 miles (Salt Lake), 900 miles
(Fort Worth) on a loop? If so, what
size?
I do not understand how antenna and
ground is connected to set. If aerial is
used is no ground jsed?
A. — We are gratified to hear from you
with such kindly expression of interest in
our publication in general and the Flewelling circuit in particular.
In our opinion this circuit employing
WD-11
tube, aa suggested, certainly
is worthy of experimentation. Use 100
volts on the plate
of this tube.
Tour
idea
of variable
leak
is
good,

although we would not trouble with the
contact points. Rather make a line scinch wide and 5 inches long on a piece of
fiber with india ink, using a sliding or
rotary lever on it.
The suggested range could be accomplished with a loop, as reports confirm
this. A 10 to 12-turn loop, 30 inches on
a side, will be satisfactory.
For antenna and ground take the two
leads which would come from the loop
antenna. Usually only one of the two
is necessary. Connect to the grid side of
the 50-turn coil.

Power Amplifier for Flewelling
(1739)
CBS,
Toledo,
O.
I have a Flewelling super-regenerative
panel receiver with single tube as illustrated in your December 2 issue. I have
also noted in your December 9th issue,
that amplification
can be added.
As I have a power amplifier and horn,
I am wondering if there is any way I can
connect this outfit to the Flewelling. If
this can be done, I would appreciate a
diagram of the filter circuit that should
be used in connection with the outfit so
as to eliminate the whistle in the set.
A. — The power amplifier and horn can
be used with the Flewelling circuit as suggested. It would be advisable, however, to
shunt a variable leak resistance across the
two input binding posts of the power amplifier, which are connected to the phone
terminals of the Flewelling panel. Use
separate B batteries on the power amplifier, although the A battery can be common.
(1740)

I am. going to try out the "one lung"
Flewelling circuit. I notice in your description of the amplifier (audio) for this
set you connect one end of transformer
secondary to positive side of filament instead of negative
side.
Why is this done, or is it immaterial?
Nearly all hook-ups connect to negative
side. I note also that positive side is
specified in Mr. Flewelling's telegram. I
note that positive side of A battery is
used throughout instead of negative as per
usual practice. I do not want to belong
to the five per cent who do not get results with this circuit so I am. trying to
get right before I start.
What effect does a grid condenser of
too large capacity have on signal strength?
A. — It is immaterial which method of
connecting audio transformer to filament
is employed, although It might be well in
executing any circuit to follow the details
of its originator.
A number of hard tubes
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2 DIGEST,

you give the Flewelling single-tube set
saying to use a hard vacuum amplifier
tube. Now, on page 13 of December 9
issue you say to use two amplifier vacuum
tubes. Then in the reading of it, you say
the elimination of the whistling must be
accomplished through the detector circuit.
Now what I want to know is. do I use
three of the same tubes to make a twostage audio frequency amplifier? Let me
know if you use a detector tube and what
kind of tube it is.
Could I use a variocoupler in place of
the honeycomb coils?
A. — In the Flewelling circuit hard tubes
should be used throughout for both detector and amplifier. The employment of
a variocoupler instead of honeycomb coils
will be entirely practical.

RADIO SUPPLIES STORES

$8.75 Westinghouse Storage B Battery
$24.00 A Battery, 100 Amp.. 6 V
SI9.00 A Battery, 20 Amp., 6 V

Our VARIABLE
CONDENSERS,
VARIOMETERS,
180 DEGREE
VARIOCOUPLERS
and AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
represent maximum workmanship and efficiency at absolute MINIMUM
prices.

of Tubes

(1744) GWK, Hope,
In the December

A — Having constructed your antenna
at right angles to high tension lines there
should be no interference from this source,
the mushiness of signals indicates an
incorrect value in grid leak. This may
be determined and overcome through experimentation. Use the best variable grid
leaks you can make or buy.

$14.50

338 Pearl Street

Pan

My aerial is in a nest of telephone and
high tension power lines, but I have it
running at right angles with the power
lines.nalsWould
this help to make my sigmushy?

silk

$7.00

YORK

Tin

(1737) FW, Detroit, Mich.
I put up a Flewelling circuit and it
works fine on WWJ
and WCX, which are
only one-half mile from me, but when
their concert is over and I try for long
range I get Atlanta, Kansas City, Newark,
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh and Schenectady, but the signals are
mushy. I can hardly understand them as
the music sounds like some one pounding
on a tin pan.
I intend rewiring it again and using two
steps of audio frequency amplification and
also a crystal detector so I can receive
WWJ
and WCX
on the crystal. Would
you please send me a diagram of the
Flewelling circuit, with a crystal detector
and also two stages of audio. I would
like to have it drawn so I would have a
jack for the crystal, one for the detector
and a jack for each step of audio; four
jacks in alL I want to use one A battery
and two B batteries, 100 volts for Flewelling and 100 volts for audio amplification.
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4.75
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4.50
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3.40
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3.25
4.50

$6.60 Wossco
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quality
guaranteed
3.25
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BATTERIES:
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With 3% Bakelite Dial

NEW

A diagram showing two stages of audio
frequency amplification for the Flewelling
appears on page thirteen of the December
9 issue.
This will be helpful to you.
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The picture is that of William Keating of
St. Paul, Minnesota, who has built a small
crystal set on which he has succeeded in
picking up stations for several hundred
miles from the city. Crystal sets, as a rule,
are not adaptable to long distances, but
young Keating has had unusual luck in
picking up such broadcasting stations as
St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., and DavenP°rt,
la. Keating's hook-up is very simple
and similar
to those used by most RadioPhans
© Int.

The very latest fad in Radio,
especially among Radio enthusiasts of the gentler sex, is the
game called Radio golf. Miss
Myrtle Rossiter (left) and Miss
Peggy Borner playing

©K.&H.

...J

Flewelling Tells "How"; Q. & A. on Reinartz
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PLANS FOLLOW $25,000
TEST OF SIMULTANEOUS
BROADCASTING SERVICE
American Telephone and Telegraph to
Establish First Station in Boston —
Two Plants Send Same Program
at One Time During Tryout
(By F. N. Eollingsworth, Special Correspondent)
NEW YORK. — An experiment in Radiophone broadcasting,
the first of its kind ever attempted, has resulted successfully —
so successfully, in fact, that the world's greatest telephone corporation isabout to launch the establishment of a chain of Radio
test laboratories and Radio toll stations that will extend from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts, both north and south in two
(Continued on page 2)

HEAR PHILADELPHIA
STATION IN HAWAII
SENSITIVE
BRIDGES

RECEIVING
SET
5,100-MILE GAP

Government Operator at Pearl Harbor
Picks Up
from "Laughing
WIP PlantRecord"
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Using- superreceiving operator
set, H. B.
Smith, at'a
governmentsensitive
Radio
stationed
Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands, while
"listening in" October 18, picked up Station WIP, Philadelphia, approximately
5,100 miles distant, making a world record
for long-distance receiving. Word has
just been received here of the feat. StaWIP is located in the Gimbel Brothers'
storetionhere.
"I heard what sounded like someone
laughing," said Mr. Smith in reporting the
reception, "and thought at first that an
operator in some broadcasting station
nearby had made some kind of a blunder,
for the sound came in clear and strong.
Then, to my astonishment, I heard the
sign-off, 'This is station WIP, Gimbel
Brothers, Philadelphia,' At another time
I heard the 'bedtime stories' broadcast
by this station.
Heard
"Iiaug-hing1 Record"
Station WIP
checked
up the various
items of musical programs broadcast the
day
preceding that named by Mr. Smith
and found that at 3:25 P. M., Eastern
(Continued on page 2)

■H

PA TO BE RADIOED
TO RADIO SON CASH
adon undergr
Princet
for money
home
uates may —send
PRINCETON.
via Radio at no cost to either them
or "the governor," according to a recent announcement by the Princeton
Radio club. It has arranged with
amateur Radio operators throughout
the United States and Canada to relay
messages from Princeton to their destinations free of charge.

''Gentleman Jim " Corbett
Tells ofN. New
Rules
NEWARK,
J. — The "Pug"
first public
read-

ing of the new Roosevelt boxing Rules
were given from Station WOR by James
J. Corbett' on January 9. A special committee of noted sporting editors and ring
celebrities was on hand at the Radio station to hear
"Gentleman
code and
several
recognized Jim's"
boxing proposed
experts
expressed opinion of the rules, broadcasting these immediately after the sending.

WJZ Crosses Ocean Again
NEWARK,
— Carl Ocean
Rollins'
voice
carried
across N.
the J.Atlantic
recently
when
he
sang
"When
Knights
Were
Bold,"
at Station WJZ. He received a letter from
Morgan Edwards, amateur of Southampton, England, stating that his solo was
picked up there.

Mona Morgan, Shakespearean
reader, whose recitals have- been
broadcast by WJZ. Miss Morgan's short snatches from the
master's
are aimed
beings
show
thatplays
Shakespeare
wroteto
(or human beings about human

RADIO
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CLOSE 1ST CONTEST
BUT OPEN NEW ONE

CHAIN

(Continued from page 1)
lines. This experiment, preparations for
which covered several months, was that
of simultaneously broadcasting from a
New York station on a 400-meter wave
length and from a Boston station on a
360-meter wave length. The results are
declared by experts to have been flawless.
WEAP-WNAC Program Three Sours Long
The New York station was WEAF, of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Company at 14 Walker street, New York^city,
and the Boston station was WftAC of
the Shepard Stores, on Winter street,
Boston. The program was three hours
a number of orcheslong, and comprised
tral selections, saxophone and cello solos,
contralto and varitone vocalists, and most
whose imitaunusual of all, a bird mimic,
tions of bird songs and notes were as
though he
as
heard
flawlessly
and
clearly
were in the same room with the listeners.a
run
was
station
From the New York
approxilong distance telephone circuit atof intervals
mately 300 miles, equipped
with repeaters or amplifiers and special
filters, which equalized the circuit so that
the sound came into the Boston station as
clearly as it entered at the New York end.
To equalize a telephone circuit means that
whatever goes into it at one end comes
out exactly the same at the other end, or
wherever it might be tapped.
If the lines had not been equalized, the
the low
high notes of the saxophone or been
the
tones of the piano might have
Boston
the
at
y
distinctl
heard
ones
only
.
end when broadcast
Problem Delicate; Pour Circuits Used
t, the conFrom a technical standpoin
trol of a broadcasting station 3Q0 miles
from New York by means of telephone
lines is a most delicate problem. Four
circuits were used to stage this feat. The
circuit, which carfirst was the "regular"
ried the broadcast program. The second
which could be
circuit,
was an emergency
one fail
plugged in should the regular nce.
The
through storm or other interfere
Boston,
In
used
third was a local circuit,
will
which
program,
issue
for a big side
be touched upon later in this article. The
fourth was the "order circuit," by inwhich
New
the telephone and Radio engineers
York and Boston kept in touch with each
other and noted progress of the experiment. There were fifteen experts handling the matter at the Boston end.
Four of these experts were stationed at
the Copley-Plaza hotel, about a mile from
Here, in the big ballStation WHAC
address sysroom, was installed, a "public loud
speaker
tem," consisting of four huge
power amas
horns with 50-watt tubes
being
was
n
plifiers. A bankers' conventio
held there at the time, and this evening
by comrendered to them
program was and
telephone as a special
bined Radio
entertainment.
100,000 Eadiophans Listen in
in adjustOwing to the care exercised there
was
ing the filters and repeaters,
over as
coming
no distortion; every note
hundred
a
least
At
original.
the
as
clear
thousand Radiophans, throughout New
England and along the Atlantic seaboard
listened in on this remarkable program.
Station WNAC has records of being- heard
as far south as Porto Rico, and Commerce,
Texas, as far east as the Azores, and as
far west as Montana. Therefore one can
imagine the possibilities of this combined
broadcasting.
The expense of the test was $23,000, but
telephone officials say it would have been
well worth double that to get the results
they obtained
A. T. & T. Co. Plan First Link
Within a very short time it is expected
that the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company -will establish in Boston their
own test laboratory and Radio toil station.
will constiWith the New York station it that
will be
tute the first linfc in a chain
established very soon west, north and
in big cities to the Pasouth cificalong
Coast. lines
Nothing definite had been decided until
the big test of January 4, but immediately
thereafter word came from New York that
the Boston station -will be established
within a few months. The project will not
stop in Boston, however, but the chain
Alwill be gradually pushed westward.
ready hundreds of letters and telegrams
have been received at Station WNAC telling of picking up the New York concert,
which -was duly announced as a simultaneous broadcast, in the usual matter-offact way that the Shepard station has.
mentioned the broadcast's
letters also
The
remarkable
clearness.

$100 FLEWELLING

PRIZE CONTEST

RULES

L Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will dose February 24 at midnight.
Awards will be announced in the March 17 issue of this publication.
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
Flewelling circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $40.00; Second, $25.00; Third, $18.80; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5.08 each.
4. In event of a tie, equal prizes will be awarded each tying contestant.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest.
«. To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with am
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set. The article should tell: (a) how to make the
set, (b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d)
actual airline broadcasting station receiving range using only one tube, first employing
only
an indoor
aerial
no ground,
second,combinations
using a ground
but no aerial,
thn-d,
if available,
t"=™«t
only but
a loop
aerial. Other
and notations
on theandantenna
system used wiH be considered in the award of prizes.
publication
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive
AH articles published,
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated.
manuscripts
Unused
rates.
space
regular
at
for
paid
be
wiH
not awarded prizes,
but
will be returned to contestants on request.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
of neatness, clarity of expres8. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints
sion, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
other than shown, by.
apparatus
of
parts
18. Originality in the use of various
in the FleweSEng circuit heretofore, is encouraged and even recomRadio Digest
mended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

perhaps no more expenditure than would
be involved in their traveling expenses,
and at aenergy.
great saving of his time and
nervous

Tufts Students Broadcast
Songs and Mandolin Tunes

from station WGL a program of glees,
mandolin numbers and readings most
pleasing to the listeners in who appreciate
college music. Tufts College is known
throughout the East as the "Singing College," and musical organizations go far
to bear out that name.

FLEWELLING
TO RUSH

FANS
URGED
PAPERS IN

Prizes Raised — L?ck of Time and Contestants Cause for Closing First
Contest without Awards
By the Flewelling Contest Editor
Get your Flewelling Contest manuscripts
in to Radio Digest before midnight February 24! Because no papers were submitted up to the first closing date, January
27, announced for the first contest, it was
erroneously extended two weeks. As such
an extension is not allowable according to
the postal regulations, the first contest was
therefore closed on January 27 without
award.
Frizes Increased
Bat, a creased
second
contest
is now
open.page)
Inprizes (see
rules
on this
should make the efforts of the contestants
more intensified.
Any manuscripts received too late for the
first contest win be, if the constestant desires, considered as entered in the second
contest.
Read the rules and do your best to win
one of the eight prizes offered
Awards will be announced in the March
17 issue.

BOSTON HEARS OPERA
BY PHONE FIRST TIME

Chicago
Singers,
Tour, Aids
Present
"Aida"—
RadioEnDigest
Plans for Service
Broadcast programs sound clearer on

ilEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS. — On a crystal or nonregenerative than on a
BOSTON, MASS. — Grand opera was
Tuesday evening, January 23, the Tufts regenerative set, but the latter brings broadcast
by Radio from Boston for the
College Glee and Mandolin Clubs broadcast them in louder.
first time January 22, when Station WNAC,
the Shepard Stores, sent out the opening
opera "Aida", given by the Chicago Opera
company at the Boston Opera House. The
company
is completing
a two weeks'
son in Boston.
By arrangement
with seathe
Chicago management, Radio Digest cooperating in the plans, microphones were
Eadio Digest, Illustrated, Volume 4, Number 4, published Chicago. Illinois, Efebmary 3, 1923. PuWisked
weekly by BaiHo Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street, Chicago. Illinois. SubserlEtlon rates, installed in the opera house and the great
yearly. Five Dollars: Foreign, Six Dollars; single copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter Airil 2T. fectly.
1922, at the postofflce at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3. 1ST9.
artists who took part were heard per"Aida" was selected for this first experiment in opera by Radio from Boston,
"All the Lire News of Radio"
1 to 9
Second FlewelKiiir Contest Rides.
2 as it can he appreciated without the visualization afforded by the costumes and
Ever Heard Them?
Here They Are— WJAX and WOR Announcers Featured
5
Radiophonis+'s Mart, Descriptions of New Apparatus en the Market
7 scenery, which might be necessary with
Radiophone Broadcasting Stations, Part II of the Radiophan's "Telephone Book".....,,.,,..... S some other operas. A special request was
Recervinir Records Contest
9 issued to Radio listeners to write to Ralph
Editorials; Condensed by Dielectric; Indigest, Humor Column
19 Flanders of the New England ConservaA-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter V, by Arthur G. Mohaupt
11
of ilusie their comments on the
Combination Tube and Crystal Set; Six Other Kmks
S opera tory
and its Radio qualities, so that he
can make a report which will have much
The "How" of the Simplified Super Circuit, Part I— Setting Up the Flivver Successfully, by
E. T. Flewelling
13 to do with plans for similar projects in
R. D. 72 Is Simple One Tube Regenerator; The Reader's View; Four Workshop Kinks.
H the future.
Questions and Answers Selected for the Reinartz Circuit Fan
15
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
16
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WIP

Looking Ahead

HEARD
(Continued

IN HAWAII

from page 1)

time, cast
a from
"laughing
record" Checking
had been up
broada phonograph.
the
time of reception at Hawaii it was found
E. T. Flewelling, Writing Exclusively for the Digest, will tell in Part II of Lis series, this broadcast would have been heard in
to appear next issue, more about the successful construction and operation Hawaii at 9:25 A. BE* the exact time reported by the Radio operator.
of Lis famous flivver super set. Can you receive 1,500 miles using only a wire
In other words, it is possible to broadcast
twenty feet long laid behind tLe picture molding in a room? Try it with music in Philadelphia at noon so that
a Flewelling.
residents of Honolulu, Hawaii, can "eat
breakfast
music."
How to Make a Panel Reinartz Tuner will be told by Harry J. Marx in tLe next their
Station
WIP, toPhiladelphia,
uses a 400meter wave length. The antenna is of the
issue, February 1 0, of Radio Digest. Its a toss-up between Flewelling and
L type, supported on the 19*Reinartz wben it comes to popularity. Both circuits are wizards for results, inverted
foot towers on top- of the store, and is
however, so we will leave it to tLe Radiophan^o cLoose.
composed
of foureach,
phosphor-bronze
wireslong,
of
seven strands
each 175 feet
Lambdin Kay and His WSB Radio Owls are in direct opposition with the ideas spaced eighteen feet apart.
The transmitting apparatus comprises
of Station WOAI of Sah Antonio, Texas. Read botL sides of tLe story in
tLe next Digest. Do you favor sucL broadcasting station organizations, or four 250-watt tubes, two used as oscillators, and two as modulators.
do you fall in line with WOAI and oppose tLem?
The Receiving Records Contest will appear in full, revised to date, in the February
10 issue. The contest has been travelling along for many months now, but
still records are broken every week. When will the maximum distances
be reached?

Czechs Investigate Radio

WASHINGTON". — "Radio" development
in Czechoslovakia has not yet passed the
stage of infancy according to dispatches
from Consul Winans, at Prague. He
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, by Arthur G. Mohaupt, will tell next week all states, however, that the government has
about the construction in general of tuning apparatus, such as loading coils, already taken an active interest in Radio
variometers and variocouplers.
Turn to page I 1 and read tLe fiftb chapter now. development and in view of a more extensive and popular acceptance of this form
Part HI of "RadiopLone Broadcasting Stations" with the State, City Index will be of communication at home has sent a
found on page 8 of tLe February I 0 issue. This original feature of tLe Digest special commission of experts to study the
is the most accurate, complete, and in fact, only reliable directory of broad- progress made in other countries. Whether a transmitting station will be erected
casting stations, published.
in Czechoslovakia will depend upon the
findings of this commission.

What System Holds fox Future
In time, say experts, the country will
be covered with Radio toll stations, so
that a big concert in New York, or the
inaugural address of a President, or the
speech of some silver-tongued orator may
Newsstands Don't Always
be broadcast by contract to any part of
Have One Left
the country. Arrangements can then be
made for loud speakers installed in some
WHEN YOU WANT
big auditorium where the audience can sit
and listen to an evening's program without ever seeing the participants. San
Francisco will be able to hear the Metropolitan opera, by contract with the company itself and the telephone company
with its Radio toll stations as the inYOU WANT IT!
termediary and transmitting agents.
Political parties can have the greatest BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
npafgn orators in the country speak to
ired audiences
simultaneously,
at
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
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Invents Radiophone Log

NEW ORLEANS. LA — Louis J. Gallo,
a young artist here, received word recently
that patent papers for his invention, the
'Radiophone Log," have been granted.
The device enables all Radio listeners to
find the exact distance of the reception
of signals. It is in the form of a number
of maps, made up into a pad, with all
cities having broadcasting stations located,
and their distances.
The listener tears off a perforated rule
and lays it on the points of broadcasting
and receiving, and the scale then shows
the airline distance between these points.

RADIO

'INDUSTRY'S FUTURE
TO TUBEOF FIGHT'
SAYSUP OUTCOME
SUITS
TO

FIX DESTINY

Chief of De Forest Company Declares
Victory by R. C. A. Will Throttle
Progress
(Special «• RADIO

DIGEST)

NEW YORK. — On the Question of the
De Forest Audion bulbs being; used by independent manufacturers of Radio equipment. Charles Gilbert, president of the De
Forest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Company, has issued the folio-wing: statement:
"In response to requests for a statement regarding the outlook on the future
of the Radio industry, I feel that from a
trade point of view there is nothing- of
greater importance at this time than a
consideration of the patent litigation begun by the Radio Corporation of America
against J. H. Bunnell & Co., and A. H.
Grebe & Co.
"The point at issue in this suit is the
right of independent manufacturers to
make xise of the De Forest three-element
vacuum tube.
De Porest Policy VS. B. C, A. Idea
"It goes without saying that if the
Radio Corporation should be successful
in this suit against the independent dealers
the outlook for distributors, retailers and
the buying public in general would be a
dark one were it not for the fact that the
only other concern in the United States
that has the right to make and sell vacuum
tubes is the De Forest Company.
"Independent dealers and manufacturers
may well be interested, therefore, in the
announced policy of the De Forest Company, which is that the purchaser of the
De Forest tubes should not be compelled
to buy complete sets in order to obtain
tubes.
«B. C. A. Policy Would Throttle Progress"
*' The policy of the Radio Corporation.
on the other hand, if successfully carried
•ut weald, in the opinion of the De Forest
Company, have a throttling effect upon the
jTOgress of the art and the industry.
'Independent distributors, retailers and
the buying public naturally wield a great
influence in the direction of public policy,
in so far as it affects the use of vacuum
tubes, and should not be at all backward
in their support of the policy taken by the
De Forest Company."
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PROBE FOR VIOLATION
OF SILENT HOUR RULE

PERMITS TUMBLE TO
LOWEST MARK EVER

earnes
is thelisten
— It cast
erst
hope AND
that, theO. broad
CLEVEL
In appreciate the quiet hour recently established in Cleveland for
better broadcast reception, and if any
violent interference is experienced, the
trouble should be immediately reported
to the proper authorities, so that the
interference can be investigated, according to an announcement by the
Cleveland Radio association.

of
lowestnsnumber
ever li— The statio
AGO.asting
CHICbroadc
censed during one week was
recorded when only two Class A plants,
one a college and the other a newspaper, were granted permits the week
ending January 13. The two new
broadcasters using the 360-meter wave
length are WRAM, Lombard College,
Galesburg. 111., and WQAF, Sandusky
Register, Sandusky, O.

'NIGHTIE RADIO' ENTICES SLEEP

THROUGH
BAR

Londoner's
Enables
flicted to"Ossiphone"
Listen In Through
Bones
The deaf will feel concerts broadcast

Government to Grant Request of
Communications Office

WOC Jumps Atlantic to
Supervise Road Construction
from Capital Through Air
Paris; Distance 4,700 Miles
DAVENPORT, IA.— Station WOC of this

city reports having been heard in France,
a distance of 4,700 miles. J. L. Luntley,
Aids Fire Fighters
PARIS, FRANCE. — In the case of a an amateur, living at Colombes, departlarge fire in Paris recently, an airplane,
ment of Seine, using a homemade receivequipped with Radio, circled above the
ing set, heard part of a talk by Maj. Dent
flames and gave information that was Atkinson, delivered Dec 16, according to
valuable in extinguishing the fire.
a letter which was recently received.

THE ANTENNA

CONCERTS
VIBRATING

Ask 30,000,000 Yen
to Develop Jap Radio

Institution Plans to Offer
Regular Courses

MARIETTA, O. — The Marietta College
faculty has decided to make a test of
broadcasting college education. A set of
continuous lectures win be broadcast, each
professor handling his own course and
"students" will be granted regular college credit providing they cover assigned
reading and furnish satisfactory reports,
pass examinations and incidentally, but
necessarily, pay certain fees.
Each student will be permitted to take
one or as many subjects as he or she desires, but it will be necessary to get in
touch with the college by correspondence,
register and be supplied with certain information.
This new feature is an addition to the
extension department of Marietta CoUege
and is under the supervision of Dr. A. C.
"Watson, head of the department of psychology. An efficient broadcasting station has been installed in the science
building, the call letters of which are
WBAW.

FEEL

That is, if the invention of a Londoner
by
can Radio!
be adapted for use in connection with
the Radio receiving instrument.
This Londoner, S. G. Brown, has invented what he calls an ossiphone, a device
which will enable a deaf person to hear
through his bones.
The invention consists of a small rectangular box, the greater part of which is
taken up by an electromagnet, with an
iron bar between the poles. The bar is
such that it can be made to vibrate when
the slight impulses of Radio are sent
through the magnet.
Extending from the magnet and bar is
a key with an ebonite knob. When the
instrument is connected to the phone
switches of a Radio receiving set a deaf
person can hear the concert merely by
placing his knuckles against the knob.
Similar to Telephone
When it is desired to hear another person in the same room a transmitting instrument, called
an the
"auralossiphone.
box," is used
in connection
with
The
aural box is connected through a set of
dry cells to the ossiphone. Speech entering the aural box can be heard in the same
way broadcast sounds are heard, through
the ossiphone.
There is, however, one kind of deafness
which, Brown says, his ossiphone cannot
overcome. That is the deafness that is
due to disease of the aural nerves leading
to the brain. For this, it is said, no instrument has as yet
proved Bones
successful.
Transmits
Through
But where deafness is due to merely a
physical cause, affecting only the outer or
even the middle ear, the ossiphone has
proved successful. Instead of merely energising, or magnifying, sound, this instrument transmits the sound vibrations
through
the
bones
the body unharmed,
to the an-f
ral nerves that
haveof remained
and through these to the brain.
Scientists, who have put this instrument
to test, say it has produced very satisfactory results.

College "Credits" Given
for "Air School" Study
Ohio

DEAF "HEAR" RADIO
BY TOUCH DEVICE

BROTHERS

CHICAGO. — Radio is now employed to
supervise highway construction. A demonstration of the method used by the North
Carolina state highway department in
directing road activities from the capital
was one of the novel features shown at the
thirteenth American Good Roads congress,
held in Chicago, January 15 to 19.

Spir L. and Lew P.

WASHINGTON. — In order to develop
commercial Radio on a large scale, the
Japanese Department of Communications
has requested an appropriation of 30,000,000 yen, which, it is said, will be granted
by the Government, according to a report
received by the Department of Commerce
from Commercial Attache Abbott, at
Tokyo. The organization of a private
company to manufacture Radio apparatus,
build stations, and do a general communication business, has been suspended, as
it conflicts with existing Japanese law.
If the appropriation is secured, the Department of Communications hopes to become
a party to the agreement in regard to exchange of patents existing between the
Marconi, Telefunken, Telegraphie sans
Fils,
ica. and the Radio Corporation of AmerA little ammonia immediately applied
to acid spots on clothes will neutralize the
acid and prevent it from burning a hole
in the cloth.
A single wire antenna, of moderate dimensions, say, 75 feet long, is more effective in selective tuning of a receiving
station.

When Ether Waves Are Wet

Af-
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GERMANY BUILDING Hidden, Radio Controlled, Man-o'-War
Target for Shells in Naval Games
VAST ETHER CHAIN

Baldwin Reorganizes with Filing
of Incorporation Papers

"Iowa" to Be Modern, Crewless Flying Dutchman in World's
ERECTS LARGE PLANTS TO Battleship
First Indirect Fire Practice to Be Held at Panama Bay — Radio
REPLACE CABLES LOST
and Planes to Assist Aiming of Guns
Excellent System of Radio Communication Makes Teutons Independent of Other Methods
WASHINGTON. — While the activities
of England, France and Holland in the
field of Radio has been concentrated since
the war on the establishment of communicatfon with their dominions and colonies,
Germany, deprived of all overseas possessions, has been building up within her
own borders a system of Radiotelegraph
and Radiophone stations that is second to
none in the world.
The loss to Germany of her ocean cable
system, built up at great cost during the
fifteen years preceding the war, made her
dependent on neighboring countries for all
her international communications except
that portion that she could handle by Radio. The logical result has been the increased use of high power Radio stations
for overseas communications, especially
to the United States.
Has Two Transatlantics
At present the central office of the
Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie,
located in the Oranienburgerstrasse, Berlin, controls the two great transmitting
stations, Nauen and Eilvese, and the two
receiving stations, Gelton and Hagen.
Both the transmitting stations work on
schedule, Nauen with New York, Moscow,
Madrid, Rome, and Bucharest; and Eilvese
with Rome and Madrid. Both have transatlantic press schedules as well.
Extensive changes are now in progress
at Nauen, designed to increase its power
and the flexibility of its operating plant.
Separate antennae are being constructed
for the American, the Asian and African,
and the two European circuits; and a special arrangement is planned for the new
Buenos Aires circuit which is to be opened
to public correspondence within the next
few months. The corresponding station
at Monte Grande, near Buenos Aires, is to
be maintained and operated by a combination of French, English, German and
American Radio companies.
How Chain Is Organized
The German Post Office station at
Koenigswusterhausen, near Berlin, transmits to London, Budapest, Sofia, and
Saraijevo, and its receiving station at
Zehlendorf makes up the return circuit.
Norddeich, a coastal station used for
hydrographic reports, shipping news, and
weather reports, completes this group
which is known as the Main Stations
Group (Hauptfunkstellen). Although communication is maintained with the foreign
cities mentioned the Main Stations group
operated principally within Germany.
The feeder stations of this system, or
"leading stations" (leitfunkstellen) operate an interior service as subsidiaries of
Koenigswusterhausen. The stations located at Dortmund, Breslau, Duesseldorf,
Frankfort on the Main, Hamburg, Hanover, Koenigsberg in Prussia, and Munich,
are each equipped with two sending and
two receiving installations. Dortmund operates a special service to Rotterdam as
well.
Start Public Radiophony
Public Radio broadcasting was inaugurated in Germany September 1, 1922, the
Post Office Department and the Express
Service uniting to establish the service.
Subscriptions, open to the public, are
based on the extent of the service rendered, and the only additional cost is the
installation charge.
The apparatus used may be employed
for either telegraphic or telephonic reception, vacuum tubes being supplied. In
accordance with the distance from the
broadcasting station, amplification in varying stages is provided.
Koenigswusterhausen is the broadcasting station and subscribers to the service
are now located in 176 cities and towns.
The material furnished so far has been
confined to economic news, such as bank
statements, exchange quotations, stock
market listings, etc.

PRICE
ONLY

$2.50

By Carl H. Butnian
WASHINGTON. — Indirect firing of 14inch
guns from
a battleship
at a over
man-o'war under
way but
out of sight
the
horizon, will be undertaken for the first
time in history in March at the naval maneuvers in Panama Bay. The target will
be the Radio-controlled Iowa of Spanish
War fame, unmanned and unarmed, but
operated by an officer aboard the U. S.
S. Shawmut several miles away.
Radio will bear two very important
parts in the battle practice of the fleet
this year. The maneuverable target ship
will be sent out to sea under Radio direction, and then when she is out of sight
indirect fire at her will be undertaken by
the aid of Radio observation and airplane
spotting.
Law Makers Plan to Attend
The Iowa is a 25-year-old warship,
which has served more than her time.
For the past two years she has been known
as Coast Battleship No. 4 and honored
here and abroad as the first Radio-controlled ship of war. Her actual bombardment
with heavy gun-fire from the Mississippi,
designated as the attacking vessel, has
occasioned considerable interest not alone
in the navy but in congress.
Secretary Denby's invitation to the
members of the Senate and House naval
affairs committees to witness the tests has
brought a flood of requests for transportation to Panama Bay in March for
the scheduled bout. A program of several varieties of battle practice gives
promise of unusual spectacle, seldom witnessed except in actual warfare, and then
only by officers and men in the engagement.
Iowa Is Modern "Plying- Dutchman"
Literally the Iowa is a modern, steam
"Flying Dutchman" without skipper or
crew. Some time ago far-sighted Radio
engineers of the navy developed a special
method of Radio control for the Iowa,
based, it is believed, on the inventions of
Benjamin F. Miessner. Today this works
perfectly. The ship's water and oil tanks
are filled, her oil burning boilers and engines are started by a skeleton crew of
caretakers. The control ship takes her
over, and the crew abandons ship. By
means of Radio her engines are speeded
up and slowed down, her rudder is thrown
to port or starboard or maintained at a
desired angle, and she performs within a
fraction of a second at the will of the
"master mind" aboard the control ship,
which may be as far as ten miles distant.
A special feature of the equipment prevents the Iowa from running away, stop-

Naval Radio in New Orleans
Gives Southern Sky Reports
NEW ORLEANS, LA. — The naval Radio
station here is now broadcasting weather
reports from the office of R. A. Dyke,
assistant forecaster, to all points throughout the South. All reports are in code.
Heretofore the weather bureau has taken
advantage of the naval sending station
only for the broadcasting of river reports.
The forecasts are for Louisiana, . Texas,
Arkansas and Oklahoma. Reports of the
stages of the Lower Red, the Ouachita and
Mississippi rivers are still being sent out
every night. The bulletins for marine interests which have been an institution for
the last six months will be continued at
two-hour intervals ending at midnight.
The bureau has announced as its schedule, 75th meridian time, wave length,
1,832 meters, spark; 10:30 A. M., state,
river and weather forecasts; 11 A. M.,
localized bulletin for shipping interests;
5 P. M., storm, hurricane and cold wave
warnings, when indicated, with general
weather summary.
The weather bureau announced that the
move to extend their weather report service is due to the increasing interest in
Radio throughout the South, and to the
success the only other forecasting stavice. tion, Denver, has had with a similar ser-
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At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
Coupler will be sent without further charge.

G. H. FISCHER
317 Cypress Hills Road

LAKE CITY.— Rumors of the reorganization of Nathaniel Baldwin, Inc.,
manufacturers of Radio telephone equipment, culminated recently when articles of
incorporation for "Baldwin International
clerk
Radio,here.
Inc.," were filed with the county
The new concern is capitalized for $1,250,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares of
common and 250,000 shares of preferred
stock, par in both cases being $1.
Incorporators are Nathaniel Baldwin,
president; David Neff, first vice president;
Thomas J. Yates, second vice president;
Harden Bennion, third vice president;
Lawrence Clayton, secretary- treasurer;
Lester F. Fisher and George H. Budd,
directors.

Five Tests Planned at Panama
Five basic problems of gun-fire will be
undertaken with the old Iowa as a moving target, in an effort to equal war-time
conditions as nearly as practically possible. Towing a target for gun-fire restricts
the angle of fire somewhat to avoid hitting the towing vessel. With the Iowa
under Radio control, and the Shawmut a
safe distance away, this objection is overcome.
As it is not desired to sink the Iowa,
special projectiles will be used. They
will have very thin walls and super-sensitive fuses. These shells will be filled with
high explosive charges, and it is expected
that when direct hits are made they will
all explode on the armor plate of the vessel and break up rather than penetrate her.
If she is hit many times at weak points,
she may sink, but the navy desires that
the tests be made without any such mishap. The Iowa's Radio control apparatus
is of considerable value, being the world's
first remote-control system for a full size
sea-going vessel. Then, too, future Radiocontrol development in the navy will undoubtedly be based upon this, the first
Radio warship.

The purpose of the incorporation, according to the articles, is "To carry on
the selling of and conducting sales agencies for the products of the Nathaniel
Baldwin Incorporated in all countries of
the world except the United States and
its possessions, and excepting the countries of Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
and all Asiatic countries south of and including China and east of and including
India, including all Asiatic islands with
the exception of any and all United States
territory."
Business reports show that the widespread use of Radio is affecting the mining industry in certain sections of th9
country, the supplying of crystals alone
having become a growing industry.
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wise man
does
not esteem
a person
more
highly because
of
— said Confucius.
what he says."
The wise radioist is not
misled by extravagant
claims— he knows that only
a Grebe
Receiver
can
come up to his expectations.

COUPLER

Affords a Guaranteed Range of 600 Meters.
Mechanically Perfect, Complete with Soldered Leads, Positive Pigtail Connections.
Genuine Bakelite Tubing and Fahnestock Clips.
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
LARGE AND SMALL
VARIOMETERS AND
VARIOCOUPLERS
TE FOR CATALOGUE
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ping her if the control is broken or the
aerials are shot away. If no Radio control signal reaches her electro-mechanical
brain for so long as fifteen minutes, the
fires are extinguished, the engines stopped
and everything shuts down. This en
ables the crew to board her again, repair
cruise.defects and start her on another
any
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Johnson, announcer of
WJAX, Cleveland, whose
voice is so pleasant, one
fan,
a woman,
she'dif
"stand
by" twosaid
hours
he said to. Above is James
M. Thorburn, engineer of
the station

WJAX, 'Wave from Lake Erie, " Wins
Fame for "Crack" Market Broadcasts
Voice of Elmer G. Johnson, Announcer of Cleveland Station, Familiar
• to Every Radiophan in America — Commercial Reports, Station's
Primary
Interest, Supplemented by Entertainment
By P. A. Price
"This is WJAX — the wave from Lake

ILLUSTRATED

485 meters for daily broadcasting. The
concert programs are sent out upon a
wave length of 360 meters.
Powerful Plant Reaches Out
This station is one of the most powerful
in the United States. The output is 500
watts and the antenna current on the 360meter wave length is 7.5 amperes and, on
he 485-meter wave length, it is 10 amperes.
WJAX has been heard at the four extreme
corners of the United States — Maple Grove,
Maine; Key West, Florida; San Diego,
California, and Seattle, Washington — according to letters and postal cards received
from Radiophans at these points, with reception noted from every State in the
Union. Letters from points outside the
United States have been received from St.
Johns, Newfoundland; Island Lake, Manitoba;nionandof Canada.
Edmonton, Alberta, in the DomiOthers letters have been received from
San Juan, Porto Rico; Havana, Cuba; The
Bermuda Islands; Limon and Tampico,
Costa Rica; and Nurgo Laredo, Mexico.
The S. S. Heredia wrote from Costa Rica,
and the S. S. Searchlight from Tampico.
The operator on the Searchlight picked
up WJAX first off the Great Bahamas, and
listened in each day until Tampico was
reached.
Broadcasts
Symphonies
In response to the many calls upon
WJAX for concerts and entertainments,
this station is putting on two entertainment programs a week, on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings. Probably the biggest
item of importance in relation to the evening broadcasting is the fact that WJAX
is broadcasting the entire season of
symphony concerts given by the Cleveland
Orchestra. It has also broadcast the
Cleveland Public Auditorium organ, one
of the greatest pipe organs in the United
States and owned with the Public Auditorium, by the people of Cleveland, Ohio.
Two thousand letters were received
from almost as many points in the United
States, as a tribute and appreciation of the
organ recital that was broadcast on the
evening of November 28, 1922. Such letters, more than anything else, testify to
the fact that good music is always appreciated, even in this day of jazz. The
musical programs are not always heavy;
there is a plentiful mixture of dance
orchestration and everybody within the
range of WJAX is perfectly satisfied.
Here's hoping that "The Wave From
Lake Erie" will continue to inundate the
country, and that the pleasant voice will
continue to greet us with "This is WJAX."

Erie!"
Judging from letters received by the
Union Trust Company, of Cleveland, Ohio,
which operates Station WJAX, the above
salutation must be familiar to every Radiophan in the United States and Canada.
And on this page is "WJAX," himself, in
the person of Elmer G. Johnson.
He is tall,- of athletic build, and good
looking as you can see for yourself in
the photograph taken especially for the
readers of the Digest. Mr. Johnson was
too modest to say very much about himself, but from one source and another it
was discovered that he hails from Iron
Mountain, Michigan, with Detroit as an
adopted home before he came to Cleveland.
He is twenty-four years of age; is fond
of football and baseball; pounds a wicked
key on the piano and, during the war, was
Radio operator on the U. S. S. Maine, and
later
in the
government's Radio
courseinstructor
at Harvard
University.
Voice Microphones Well
Johnson's voice carries wonderfully well
on the mysterious Radio waves, and it
is a pleasant voice to hear. One Cleveland
clubwoman was heard to remark, "When
WJAX says, 'stand by for two minutes,
please,' I am willing to 'stand by' for an
hour!" And down in Ohio an elderly lady,
who admits eighty summers, calls him
"her man," and tunes in all his broadcasts.
And mash notes! But Johnson is discreet
as well as modest, though they do say he
receives them in bunches.
The gentleman at the desk in the other
photograph is James M. Thorburn, Radio
engineer for the Union Trust Company,
and., the power behind the throne. Mr.
Thorburn was Radio operator on the U. S.
S. Mayrant during the war and saw service
across the Atlantic. Mr. Thorburn was,
at one time, operator aboard Henry Ford's
private yacht Sialia. That's the name;
not "Lizzie" as we started to write it.
WJAX
Work Primarily Commercial
WJAX is primarily a commercial Radio
station. Its most important program is
the broadcasting of market quotations and
financial news four times daily for the
special benefit of bankers and business men
of the fourth Federal Reserve district,
and it was one of the first stations in the
United States to realize the importance of
Radio to the commercial world and to
use Radio for the transmission of important business information.
WJAX capitalized upon the importance
of the time element in the transaction of
business, and the United States government, realizing that the Union Trust ComNearly 12,000,000,000 words flashed
pany was pioneering in the legitimate use
of Radio for business purposes, gave spe- through the air from German Radio stations in 1921.
cial permission to use a wave length of
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WASHCoue,
of his lectures was
t
broadcas from a local station through
the efforts of the Washington Post. It
is estimated that close to 100,000 persons listened to him, making a record
audience for the Frenchman. The lecwas broadcast on a 360-meter
length.
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GRANT RIGHT TO BIG
PLANTS IN BRAZIL
45-Year Concession to Install and
Operate
Station Goes
to World
News Agency

ICE SKATERS GLIDE
TO AIRPHONE MUSIC
STATION
CFCA
FURNISHES
TUNES FOR SPORT
Toronto Star Plant Even Supplies Mobile Receiving Car — Makes Round
of City's Rinks
TORONTO, ONT., CAN. — At Withrow
Park rink, here, a crowd of about one hundred skated to waltzes and fox trots broadcast by The Toronto Star's Radio station,
CFCA, and received by the well-known
white Radio car with the stove-pipe aerial.
"Here she comes," some boys shouted;
immediately the white truck hove into
sight. Everybody seemed to recognize it
at once, although there had been no advance announcement that the car would
be used in this way.
Help Pat Car in Position
There was a great rush of voluntary as-!
sistance, when the car was being moved
across the ice to what was considered the
best corner. Young people who apparently
were unaware of the bitterly cold wind
that swept the park, made the district
resound with hearty shouts as they
pushed the car into the desired position.
The operator tuned in as the announcer
at CFCA was calling out "Swanee River
Moon." Instantly the scores of skaters
had deserted the white truck. The first
strain of the waltz was the signal for a
flash of skates, and everybody was off on
a swinging gait.
Entertainment During- Intermissions
Followed other "hits" that set the crowd
off to a fast pace. As at all well ordered
rinks
therewaswere
"intermissions,"
no
music
being
played. But when
these
intermissions were different. There was
music,
but not suitable for skating. The
"off" numbers.
crowd stood around and enjoyed these

WASHINGTON. — A concession to install
and operate, for a period of 45 years, Radiotelegraph and Radiotelephone stations
for international communication has been
granted the Sociedad Anonyma Agenda
Americana, a Brazilian news agency, under a decree dated November 14, according
to Assistant Trade Commissioner Cremer
at Rio de Janeiro. The concession includes
the operation of Radiotelephone stations
for communication within the national territory but excludes Radiotelegraphy in
that field.
The Sociedad Anonyma Agencia Havas,
by a decree dater October 9, has secured
an extension until March 31, 1923, of its
original concession for a Radio station,
dated August 2, 1920.
The Radio Nacional Sociedad Anonyma
recently elected a board of directors of
five members, among whom are the society's president and secretary. This company was organized to control the international Radio service of Brazil, but the
capital subscribed to date is insufficient
for more than a preliminary investigation.
The Star Radio receiving car is making
Its existence, however, is an obstacle to
the establishment of this high-power in- a tour of the prominent rinks of the city,
tercontinental Radio service planned by "playing" at one each evening.
a group of foreign Radio companies.
The new station at Praia Vermelha was
opened to international service on Novem- House Load Speakers Cost
ber 28, but is a receiving station only.

"Father" of Art Amazed
at Gotham-London
Talk

$25,000; Plan Investigation

WASHINGTON. — The rules committee
of the House has ordered a favorable report on a resolution which provides for
LONDON ENGLAND. — Senator Gugliel- the appointment of a committee to make
mo Marconi, who was one of the listeners an investigation regarding the voice amplifier system which has been installed in
to a recent Radiophone talk between New
York and London, said the result was one the hall of the House of Representatives.
of the most remarkable in his experience. It is understood that the company installing the system of loud speaking which has
People in a room of the Western Electric
times been connected up with Racompany's factory in North London heard several
dio for broadcasting purposes, is asking
J. I. Carty, vice president of the A. T, and
T. company, as distinctly as if he was 125,000 for the system as installed at
only across the street, and when a Magnavox was used the voice was heard in present.
Radioman Ends Life
all parts of the room. There is no installation on this side powerful enough to
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— Frederick Maubenable a Radiophone reply.
erret, Radio expert and operator for the
United Fruit Company, committed suicide
More Clubs Should Do This
by shooting, January 9, at his home here.
COLUMBUS, O. — Letters commending No reason was assigned by relatives.
the proposed Radio bill in congress, de- Mauberret was 37 years old and unmarried.
signed to allow broadcasting stations of
different districts to transmit on varying
On officer of the Portuguese army has
wave lengths, were written and mailed to developed a system of operating call bells
Senator Frank B. Willis and Congressman by Radio which is intended to do away
watching for calls at RaJohn C. S*peaks, of Columbus, at the last with dioprolonged
receiving stations.
meeting of the Columbus Radio club.
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HEAR DAUGHTER SING
IN FAR AWAY ATLANTA

reader has some knowledge of fundamental electricity and mathematics and is a
readily understandable text for beginners
in the art of Radio communication who
desire to start with the elements. Earlier
editions of this book were published dur- Parents of Songstress Listen in on
ing- the war. The 1922 edition has been
Special Concert
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Hes- revised and enlarged so as to cover the
made in the last few years.
1,850
STATIONS
CONFLICT lar. A book that tells how to make a progress
NEW ORLEANS, LA. — The parents of
Price, $3.00.
simple
set.
How
to
make
the
cabinet.
It
Mrs. William H. Wrigley, Atlanta songVERY LITTLE
The book department of the Radio Diincludes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
stress, recently
heard
their daughter's
gest is prepared to send you any of the voice borne
Price, 75 cents.
on the
air waves
from the
books on Radio published, whether listed Georgia city. The New Orleans Daily
Silent Period Observance Keeps AmaThe Armstrong1 Super-Regenerative Cir- in our Book Review or not. Let us know
States
informed
hex
parents,
Mr.
and Mrs.
cuit.
By
George
Eltz,
Jr.,
E.
E.
This
teur Plants from Jamming Broadwhat book you want, send us your check Emmett Walsh, of New Orleans, that Mrs.
is a De Luxe edition of this famous cir- and
cast Phone Programs
we will see that the book is mailed to Wrigley and her husband, W. H. Wrigley,
cuit. Profusely illustrated and fully exyou. Postage stamps in payments for also a vocalist, were on the program for
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
plained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Radio
Receivers for Beginners. By books not accepted. Send money order or the evening, and that the concert was
OTTAWA, CAN.— Canada today has 1,800
check.
Book Department, Radio Digest Illicensed amateur Radio transmitting sta- Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the unibeing given
especially
for Mr.
the and
singer's
lustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI. father
and mother
to hear.
Mrs.
tions in addition to the fifty licensed comversal question, "How can I receive RaWalsh went to the Daily States office,
dio?" Price, $1.00.
mercial and broadcasting stations. But
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
and heard the program clearly, with ocwith this number in the air at various
Becomes Gulf Medic Center
casional interpolations in the voice of
times every day there is little confusion W. Stone. The text was written for the
NEW
ORLEANS,
LA.
—
Medical
service
guidance
and
instruction
of
Radio
stuor interference, according to the officials
Mrs. Wrigley asking, "Marna, are you
to
vessels
at
sea
will
be
sent
by
Radio
dents in the communication service of the
of the Radiotelegraphy branch of the DeMr. Walsh wired the Atlanta ConstituNavy. It is an instruction book for Radio from Marine Hospital Number 14, via the
partment of Marine and Fisheries here.
Algiers Naval Station. The call is NAT.
tion station, WGM, acknowledging the
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Every person operating a Radio outfit
success of the stunt.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer This order, given by H. S. Gummings, listening?"
in the Dominion of Canada is required to
surgeon
general
of
the
United
States
Pubtake out a license. Receiving stations are and R. R. Haugh. The underlying prinlic Health Service, places New Orleans
In Canada the Royal Canadian Horse
ciples of Radio thoroughly explained in
on a flat license rate of one dollar a year
in the position of medical center for Gulf Artillery has met with great success in
an<d these licenses are being secured simple language and understandable illus- seafarers. Service is free and is intended its maneuvers by directing artillery fire
trations. This book will teach you how to
through the post offices throughout the
from
an airplane by means of Radio comDominion.
construct and operate a receiving set suc- for ships carrying no ship's surgeon.
munication.
cessfully. Price, $1.50.
"When is
sending
arewave
issued
the
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
licensee
given alicenses
specified
length
Broadcasters Delay Meeting
on which he may transmit. Amateur The fundamental principles and methods
CHICAGO. — The meeting of the National
upon
which recent developments are based
transmission stations are kept down to a
Broadcasters league, which was to have
wave length which cannot interfere with are emphasized. 'The vacuum tube is been held here in the First Regiment
12,400 Radio Dealers, eoverinc U.S. by etatei Far M S 7/0
1,614 Radio Mfrs., coverine U. S. by states. Per list 15. 00
the work of commercial and broadcasting treated in a simple, fundamental and up1,757 Radio Supply Jobbers, covering U. S. by states,
armory,
in
January,
has
been
indefinitely
to-date
manner.
Present
methods
and
stations.
2fi0 'Radio Stations
Pet liet
«.W
tendencies of the art are explained in a postponed. The broadcasters had planned
257
and assemble complete Radio
-«,« Mfrs.
„• -„who make
.
Per Sets
list 15.00
Inspectors in Every City of 15,000
to meet in conjunction with the Radio
25,000 Radio Amateurs & Mire, of Radio Stations. Per M
7.50
In order to check the wave length which chapter which is non-mathematical. Price, exposition which was scheduled for JanAak for price list coverine Canada and En* land.
Send remittance with orda .
the amateur stations are using, inspectors $2.00.
uary
and
which
was
also
indefinitely
postThe
A
B
C
of
Vacuum
Tubes.
By
E.
H.
Trade Crailar Addressing Co., 166 W. Adams St., Chicago, ID.
are being appointed in every city that has
a population of 15,000 or over. These in- Lewis. Is a book for beginners who have
spectors have been placed on a part time no knowledge of either Radio or electric- poned.
ity and sets forth the elementary princibasis for a small salary and are required
ples of theory and operation of the vacuum
to spend their evenings listening in to
the various signals and gauging the wave tube. No attempt has been made in this
book
to describe all the possible circuit
lengths on which they are sent. These
inspectors have also been authorized to arrangements, but those shown may serve
deal with complaints from receiving sta- as suggestions to experimenters who desire to evolve their own circuits. Price,
tions whose work is interfered with by any
$1.00.
amateur sender.
Experimental Wireless Stations. By S.
Ether-Cops
Keep Air lane
Clear
E. Edelman.
This book assumes that the
The first twenty-five of these ethercops, as they are called, have already been
appointed and the results have more than
justified the efforts by the officials.
Amateur senders have cheerfully complied
with the new regulations and during the
Everything guaranteed exactly as represented
forbidden hours, 7:30 to 10:00 P. M., which
or money refunded. We pay the postage.
are reserved for the broadcasting stations
sending concerts and various reports, there
has been of late little difficulty with per3,000 Ohms
Two years of successful use all over
sons who formerly delighted in jazzing
Double Headsets
up the air to the discomfiture of thousands
the
world
guarantees
permanent
satof Radio fans.
isfaction.
Radio
and
Audio
FreSupersensitive,
newly constructed,
The expense of maintaining the ethercop brigade, which is composed chiefly of
q
u
e
n
c
y
.
»
design.
While
we
have them, only .
Send for Circulars
ex-service men who took up aerial communication work during the war, is more
PHONE PLUGS worth. $1.00.
$1.00 VEBNIEB DIAL
A A -.
than met by the money received from liRauland Manufacturing Company
Our price
.._..
cense fees.
75CCONTROLS
TBIPLE PHONE
AOtl
«*£©
New receiving licenses are being issued
35 South Dearborn Street
Chicago
SERIES
PARALLEL
CONNECTORS
ffcC
SWITCHES
every day in increasing numbers and indiScrew on binding' posts.
cations are that during the last few
months more people have taken to Radio
than had ever thought of it previously.

CANADA'S AIR COPS Book Reviews
CUT INTERFERENCE
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Manufacturer

LOWEST

"ALL-AMERICAN"

Amplifying Transformers

Direct to You

PRICES— HIGHEST

QUALITY

This Week's Leader hT $3.45

34c
35c

FOR

Jersey "Bug" Gives House
Dance with Ohio Music

YOUR

RADIO

COLUMBUS, O.— -A cheering "pat" on
the back for Columbus' newest Radio
broadcasting station came recently when
C. H. Lane, an amateur of Newark, N. J.,
called WPAL, the Superior Radio and
Telephone Equipment company, Columbus,
to tell the operator that a dance was being
held at his home to music being broadcast from the Columbus station. He said
that he had picked up stations in 14 different states that evening but that the Columbus program was coming in clearer
than
any
of the others.
t
One of the stations in the East is broadcasting a portion of the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne. The readings are
given by Miss Hildegarde Hawthorne, a
direct descendant
of the novelist.
"KNOW

WHAT

IS

IN

EXPERIMENTAL
By E. P. BAMSEY.

YOUR

'8

RADIO

DELICATE
SOLDERING

Both the manufacturer's
amateur's
problem on all fine work is and
readily
by the instrument constructed forsolved
this
particular purpose.

Not a Toy — 20th Century Wonder — Recently designed
after German army type, sensitive and effective for 15
or 20 mile range, entirely new and original. It will pay
you to buy one of these just to experiment with. Wonderful results obtained. Includes sensitive earpiece and
full instruction for operation and installation. G*A vf C

This set

Saves you 50% of the usual coat
and you get an unconditional
WRITTEN 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
Beet battery buy on the market to-

a-Voh
40
Anp day. Thousands of satisfied users.

s^aVIO1

SET"

Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Indiana University
A collection of radio experiments for experimenters
and students, mimeographed.
Tests, calibration,
measurements, construction, and use of radio apparatus. Sixty-two tests and exercises. Keferences to
all standard
books10 oncents.
wireless. Price $1.50. Postage and packing
UNIVERSITY
BOOK
STORE.
Bloominqton,
Ind.

Newest Crystal Receiving Set

V

oo

evoi< *<g ^5©
6-Voit %t ASO
•OAmp. A4fc=||ioo Amp. &*¥=:
Ac* abort omr rnbbtr containers

WORLD
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BATTERY

60 E. Roosevelt

CHICAGO,

Rd. — Dept
ILLS.

CO.
L.

The Post Soldering Iron
Platinum Heating Unit
-Interchangeable Tips
(Large and Small)
Universal Current

GREWOL DETECTORS
(4
AfF
(Fixed)
lOO
BALDWIN
TYPE C UNITS91 WITH
LONG- CORD
<£A
QA
BATTERY
Art**
(Original)
....^HiOU
WDHYDROMETERS
11

S6.00
^

POST

ELECTRIC

Ma7 Kadir^tate"'

COMPANY,

^

LISTS

AT

SJfi.OO
^^ •*•*•■** ■>*■

SN0EVyoE^2nd St
_i_

CO 9UC
9C

VARIOMETERS,

RHEOSTATS,

SOCKETS

condensite

■base -tapered knob
POTENTIOMETERS,
high
VARIABLE
GRID knob
LEAKS,
grade— tapered

2 LEVERS
coil

RUBBER
KNOB
panel type

eg !«*#
4C

MOUNTINGS

**■••» 9

§*A

J A

MOLDED
VARIO COUPtt*A
Aft
«»,»i,*W
$5.50 value
LEES, $5,00 value
iDtivU
COMPOSITION
DIALS,
AA.
BAKELI
2 or 3TE
inch.V. T.
fa&w
A&*%

MOUNTINGS
.;I!2E|..^,..*W«63
SW
ITCH
1 Qa
SOCKETS
OH*

POSTS,

per doz

BINDING

7ft A

*ft£C

IOC
Q1
AA
A fit*
9nwU
JE.
HUH
•»5>W

look! Variable Condensers look!
$4.50
$3.75
$5.50
$6.00
$4.50
$3.25
$2.50

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

ANTENELLA
ONE-HALF
ACTUAL
SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Eicelleney, N. T. Evening
Mall Badlo Institute
From your dealer or write
From your dealer or write

Cfl*tUI#

„

. l5au, .
3 ADAPTERS
COIL

tpft.^i-O
MOLDED

43
23
23
43
11
11
3

plate
plate
plate with vernier
plate with vernier
plate with vernier
plate
plate

AERIAL

SOCKETS

$1.70
$1.40
$4.00
$4.50
$3.50
$1.25
$1.10
$2.00 value. . .$1.45

We sell quality goods
only while
and atthese
the low
lowest
prices.
order now,
prices
are in Don't
effect. delay, send your

Manufacturer's Outlet Company
Moco Radio Products

53 W. Jackson

Blvd., Chicago, 111.
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The Radiophonist's Mart

leak is deable
THE CRLsignedadjust
inggrid
for mount
on the panel
through a single hole. Its use permits the adjustment of the grid potential
to the exact value that provides the maximum signal strength. By turning the
knob the resistance of the leak can be
changed gradually and smoothly to any
desired value from approximately Vj to 4
megohms. Not only is this grid leak particularly well adapted for the Flewelling
circuits, but it also permits the adjustment for best results in any type of
circuit and tube.
It has a bakelite base on which is
mounted a fabric strip, the ends of which
are connected to the two binding posts.
This strip is impregnated with a high
resistance compound of tested permanence.
The current from the grid leaks along this
strip, the amount being regulated by adjusting the area of contact of the strip
with a curved phosphor-bronze spring that
is held in position by a compression block.
This compression block is operated by a
screw attached to the operating knob.
As the knob is turned to compress the
spring, a larger area of the spring comes
in contact with the fabric strip and the
resistance between the binding posts is decreased. More current leaks across and THE
of theon apparatus
shownconstruct
in theionillustrati
presents
the negative potential of the grid is deess
such
compactn
and perfection in
creased. Turning the knob any other direction decreases the area of contact be- workmanship that it deserves special mention and recommendation to the Radiotween the spring and the strip, cuts down
phan. Not merely these points, but also
the rather unusual feature of using bank
windings with its effective reduction of
self-capacity, must be taken into consideration. The framework is considerably
smaller than most of the molded type of
ts
instrumen
in spite of which both the
variocoupler and variometers are very
compact in form. Two metal angle plates
with a highly nickel-plated finish are
fastened to the base for mounting. In the
event that the instrument is to be used
for the panel mounting, they are easily
taken oft! and fastened on the shaft side
and will hold the instrument to the panel

er average
is found
be large
audioto frequency
A rule, the
AS transform
er
transform
shown
in
the
illustratio
and clumsy in appearance. nTheis '
manufactured by Betts & Betts Corporation of New York city, and is manufactured in two types — W-400 and W-401.
Although very small, compact and neat in
appearance, still the efficiency is exceptionally high. The type W-401 has a
black covering over the coil windings and
possesses a higher ratio than the type
W-400 which has the yellow covering. All
parts have a polished nickel-plated finish.
Bindings posts are provided for the four
primary and secondary connections. The
four lugs on the base are windings for
securely fastening the transformer for
either base or panel mounting.
For best results the outside of the primary winding of the transformer primary
is connected to the plate of the detector
tube, either directly or through the wing
variometer according to the arrangements
of
in the wing circuit. The
tery.instruments
inside
end of the primary is connected
directly to the positive side of the B bat-

Compact Variocoupler and Variometer

Exact Value Obtained With This Grid Leak
the current leakage and permits a higher
negative potential between the grid and
the filament. The potential that provides
the maximum signal strength is thus obtained with ease and certainty.
These leaks can be obtained equipped
with a condenser, as shown in the illustration, or without if desired. The entire
instrument
up a long
space byon %theinches
back
of a panel ta"kes
2% inches
wide. They are manufactured by the
Central Radio Laboratories of Milwaukee,
Wis.

VARIABLE condensers of the rotating
plate type are -usually too bulky for
compact cabinet mounting. On that
account many an amateur seeks an instrument that will fit in a space available
on his panel without interference with
other apparatus of the set. Another objectionable feature of the rotating plate
type has been the difficulty of keeping the
plates in alignment and avoiding short
circuits, especially where sets are to be
portable.
For the condenser shown in the illustration, the manufacturers claim not
merely
compactness
and perfect insula-

The inside end of the secondary winding
of the transformer secondary connects with
by means of machine screws passing the positive side of the A battery filament
through four holes in the angle plates.
line leading to the amplifier tube, and the
The shafts have a firm natural bearing
in the brass spacing plates located at each
end which have a highly polished nickelplate finish. The rotors in both instruments turn very freely without friction
and are very well balanced. In the variometer the clearance between stator and
rotor windings has been reduced to a
minimum. The variocoupler primary is
amply provided with taps permitting both
rough and fine adjustment. Each tap has
been tinned so that soldering presents no
difficulties. In addition, a projecting tap
wire has a short spaghetti sleeve protecting it and reducing the tendency of breakage to a minimum.
. The Dayfan variocouplers and variometers are manufactured by the Dayton
Fan and Motor Company of Dayton, Ohio.

unBody Tuning for 10,000 Meters
yet most
simplest
ONE of the
of Radio
pieces
of new and
usual forms
I recently discovered a unique method
apparatus that has been called to of tuning in long wave stations such as
our attention is the small unit shown in WSO, POZ, and many others on wave
When used in connection lengths around 10,000 meters, by means of
the illustration.
a standard short wave receiver with two
stage amplifier and using the capacity of
the body as part of the tuning. The
method is simplicity itself, but a correct
technical explanation of that upon which
the method is based may be more difficult.
Disconnect the "B" battery-tap to the
detector tube from its binding-post and
hold the bare end lightly between the
fingerSj the tubes, of course, having been
previously lighted. Immediately the birdlike tones of many long wave C.W. stations will be faintly heard, and if the current to the two amplifiers is carefully adjusted and the proper pressure applied to
the "B" battery-tap, the signals will come
in as clear and loud as if using a regular
honey-comb set. It does not matter to
what wave length the tuner is adjusted,
nor whether the detector tube current is
on
same.or off; the "birdies" come in just the
The explanation of this phenomenon is
probably that the body's large capacity
acts in conjunction with the large inductance furnished by the transformer windings to form a tuner corresponding to
these high wave lengths, and that the amplifier tubes act as a detector. — Merrill C.
Orswell, Wallaston, Mass.
Be assure
insulate
well
yourandaerial.

INCREASE YOUR

your

leadrin

as

An Efficient Transformer of Small Construction
outside end of the secondary connects
directly to the grid of the amplifier tube.
If using a second stage of amplification, the same directions are followed,
except, of course, that the primary outside
terminal of the transformer will connect
with the plate of the first amplifier tube.
Third
and way.
fourth stages will be added in
the same

R. F. TRANSFORMERS
SCHINDLER

$2.00

IT WORKS — THE
DEALERS
WRITE

PRICE
FOR

LIST

IS RIGHT
DISCOUNTS

DUNGAN RADIO CO.68 ^chIcac'd"1 street
^S£ACOUSTICALAMPLliI^_

RANGE

BY ADDING A PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR SET

Insulated Shockproof Variable Condenser
tion, but In addition, shock-proof features.
The plates instead of being air-spaced,
have dielectric separators between which
the rotating plates slide. In addition, the
necessary spacing has been reduced to a
minimum. A large circular composition
disk at the front and rear and a transparent celluloid covering between the disks
make's the
The condensers arecondenser
made in alldust-proof.
standard capacities
by the Stahl Rectifier Company of Chicago,
Illinois.

Makes Loud Speaker Unit from Any Phone
with a single receiver of any of the standard high grade headsets it permits its
use for loud speaking purposes at absolutely minimum cost. This base or stand is
set on the inside of any bowl-shaped receptacle (which can be borrowed from the
kitchen) and the receiver is set upon it.
The space inside of this unit then acts as
a sound chamber. The bowl reflects the
sound waves and sends them out in the
same manner as the complete loud speaker
that this company manufactures. This
unit is manufactured by the States Electric Company of Newark, N. J.

IMPROVED

REINARTZ

CIRCUIT

My highly improved
and copyrighted circuit brings in
all important stations on botk coasts and the Mexican
border without any distortion or other noises.
We dance to music from Atlanta received on one loud
Baldwin unit.
Build one of these supersensitive seta from my blueprints
and specifications. Price 50c or with a perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil $3.00 by mail.
No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel with every order.
Everything clearly shown.
Cheap and easy to build.
Easy to operate.
S.A.TV/ITCHELL. 1925 Western Av.. Minneapolis. Minn.

II
23
43

PLATE
$1.25
PLATE
1.40
PLATE
1.75
Mail Orders Filled Same Day
Postaae Extra
No Personal Checks Accepted

Clear, resonant, mellow-toned as an
oldviolin,
theIn BEL-CANTO
AMPLIFIER gives,
its original richness,
the living voice of the artist, or the
most delicate tones of an orchestra.
Paderewski, the world's most famous
pianist,
says of it: "You
indeed
to
be congratulated
upon areyour
ingenious
invention."
Adjusted for the following circuits:
Regenerative
two stages
cation for stations
withinof50amplifimiles.
For long distance reception, 5 tube
radio and audio frequency circuit.
Special extra sensitive phone unit,
ample cord and plug, $30, F. O. B.
New York.

BEL-CANTO

CORPORATION

«7 East 34th Street

B.K.Ford&Co.4343c^AGFo,:harue

NEW

YORK CITY
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE.— The second part of tie schedule list appears
below.
The first appeared last week and the last part,
together with the city-station Index will appear next
weds.)
WAAX. Crafton. Pa.
Badio Service Corp.
WAAY, Toungstown, O. 500 mi. Yahrling-Bayner Musio Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8-9 pro, music reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ. Emporia, Kans. 250 ml Hollister-Miller
Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule. Central.
WAH, Eldorado, Kans. 4S5 only. The Midland Befining Co. Daily ex Sat, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, markets,
weather.
Sat, 1 pm, same. Central.
WAJT. Marshall, Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Yankton. S. D. Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind. 50 mi. Purdue University.
Mon
Fri 7:15-7:30 pm, educational lecture.
Central.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. Fred M Middleton.
WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 200 mi. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30. 9:30-10.
Sat, 11-11 :30 am. Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN. Paterson, N. J. 200 mi. Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun. 9:15-9:40 am. 10:30-11,
1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30. 4:30-5:30, music. Sat, mom.
only. Eastern.
WBAO, Decatur. Ul
James Millikin Univ.
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas. 400 and 4So only. 1.500
mi, Fort Worth Star Telegram. Dally ex Sun, 9:4510 am, 11-11:30 am, 3-3:30 pm, 3:45-4 pm. Daily
ex Sat and Sun, 7 :15-S pm, 9:30-10:30 pm. news,
reports, concerts.
Central.
WBAQ, Misbawaka, Ind.
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WBAU, Hamilton, O. Bepubliean Pub. Co.
WBAV, Columbus, O. 500 mi. The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. Mon. 7-9 pm. Central.
WBAW,
Marietta, 0. Marietta College.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre. Pa. 200 mi. John H. Stenger,
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular,
WBAY. Xew York, X. Y. 400 only. 1,500 mi. A. T. &
T. Co. Daily. 11-12 am. 4:30-5:30 pm. Thurs. 7:30
'
saving.
daylight 200
Eastern Kans.
pm onAnthony
WBL,
mi. T & H Badio Co.
Mon, Wed, Fri. 10-11 pm, concert, lecture. Sat.
concert. Sun, 10 am, 4-5 pm, church
11-12 pm.
service.
Central.
_ _ __
T
,r
WBS, Newark. X. J. 100 mi D. W. May, Inc. Mon,
Wed, Thur, 7:30-8:30 pm, reports, music. Sun. 910-30 am, 1-3 pm, church service.
Eastern.
Southern
WBT. Charlotte. N. C. 4S5 also. 1200 8 mi.
pm. weather,
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 11 am,
markets. Tues. Fri, 8:30 pm, music. Sun, i :30 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago. ILL City of Chicago. .
WBZ. Springfield, Mass. 400 only. 500 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. ' Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's hour; 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; X-9,
concert.
Sun, 3 and 8. church service.
Eastern. .
WCAB, Xewburgh, X. Y. 150 mi. Xewburgh Daily
News. Daily ex Sun, 1 pm, 2, 3. 7. Mon, Fri,
10:30 pm.
Eastern.
_
_
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
WCAD.
Canton, X. Y.
200, 480 also.
300 mi
St
Lawrence Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
Kaufman & Baer
400 only.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Michigan Limestone & Chem.
WCAF, Bodgers, Mich.

WCAG, New Orleans. La. 200 mi ClydeB. Bandall.
ex Sun. 6:45-7 pro, news, time. Thur, 8:30-10
Daily
pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm music.
Central.
WCAH Columbus, 0. 500 ml Bntrekin Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues,
7-9 pm,
concert.
Sun,
10-12:30,
church
service.
WCAI, San Antonio. Tex.
Southern Equipment Co.
Place, Xeb. 100 mi Wesleyan UniWCAJ Univ
versity. Wed, 7 pm. bedtime stories. Thurs, 9 pm,
music
lectures.
Central
WCAK, Houston, Tex. 100 mi. Alfred P. Daniel.
7-7:15 pm, music. Wed. 8-9 :lo, conex Sun,Sun,
Daily cert.
3-4:30 pm. concert.
Central.
WCAL, Xorthfield, Minn. 500 mi. St. Olaf College.
Thur, 11 pm, music. Sun, 8:30 pm, music, concert,
lecture. Central.
WCAM, Yillanova, Pa.
YiBanova College.
Sanders & StayWCAO. Baltimore, Md. 100 mi. pm,
5-o:20. Mon,
man Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:20
Wed, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAP, Decatur. UL
Central Badio Service.
WCAQ, Delance, 0. 200 mi. Tri-State Badio Mfg. Co.
pm. 3, baseball; 6-6:30. baseball,
Daily. 11:30-12:30
Central.
8, special program.
concert;
WCAR, San Antonio, Tex. 200 mi. Alamo Badio Elec.
Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun.
CentraL
11 am. church service.
WCAS. Minneapolis, Minn. 200 mi. Wm, H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Mon, 8-8:45 pm, music, lecWCAT. BapiYcity, S. D. 485 only. 300 ml S. D. State
School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 12:30 m,
.
Mountain.
3 pm, weather, reports.
Pa. 485 also. 500 mi. DurWCAU. Philadelphia,
ham & Company, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, 2:30
Tues, Fri, 10-12 pm, conpm, 6:30,
cert- Sun,reports,
2-4 pm,music.
music.
Eastern.
WCAV, Little Bock", Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec Co.
WCAW. Quincy. Dl 300 mi. Quincy Elec. Supply
Co (Quincy Herald). Daily ex Sun, 5 pm, music.
Sun. 11 am, church servconcert.
7-8:30
Wed, ices.
2:45 pro,pm,special
programs.
Central.
WCAX. Burlington. Vt. Univ. of Vt
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 485 also. 500 ml KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun. 11 am, reports. Mon. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm. music
CentraL
Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, church services.
WCE, Minneapolis, Minn.
Findley Elec. »Co.
WCK, St. Louis, Mo. 50 ml Stix, Baer & Fuller.
Daily, 12-12:30 pm. Tues. Tkurs, 3-3:30 pm, music,
news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:45-8 pm, concert, lecture.
CentraL
WCM, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
WCN. Worcester. Mass. 485 also. 100 mi Clark Univ.
Daily, 11:15 am, 5:16 pm, weather. Evening program
irregular.
Eastern.
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi
The Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am,
WCX Woman's- Club; 2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports;
2-50 weather markets; 4:15. markets, music. Daily
ex Sat, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert; 7-8:30 pm, week
starting Dec. 18 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert. Sun 2-30 pm, 4 pm, church services.
CentraL
WD AC, Springfield. EL Illinois Watch Co. Time and
weather, spark only.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. 4S5 also. 500 mi. Tampa Daily
Times
Wed, Fri. 8-10 pm, music, lecture. Eastern.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 400- and 485 only. 2,000
ml Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm,
reports, music: 6-7. educational bedtime story, etc:
11-45 pm-1 am, Nighthawk Frolic Mon. Wed. Fri,
8-io pm, concertSun, 4-5 pm, music.
CentraL
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex.
J. L-aurance Martin.
WDAH, El Paso, Texas. 485 also. 300 mi. Mine &
Smelter Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, news, reports. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music. Mountain.
WDAI, Syracuse, N. Y. 485 also. 200 mi. Hughes
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed, Sat,
evening concert
WDAJ, College Park. Ga. 4So also. 2,000 ml A. &
W. P. B. B. Co. Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm, 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Central
WDAK, Hartford, Conn. 150 mi. Hartford Courant.
Daily ex Sun. 2:30 pm, 3:30. 4:30. 5:30, music; 7:40,
bedtime
story: 8:15.
concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville, Fla. 485 also. 250 ml Florida
Times Union. Daily, 11 am. time, weather; 4-4:30
pm. 8-9, music; 10:05, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas, Tex.
Automotive Elec. Co.
WDAP. Chicago. HI. 2,000 mi Drake HoteL Tues,
Thur. 11:45 am, 1:45 pm, 6 pm, 10 pm. dance music.
Sat. 10 pm. 2 am, dance music Sun, 8:30 pm, 9 pm,
10 pm, concert.
CentraL
WDAQ. Brownsville. Pa. 200 ml
Hartman-Biker Elec.
& Mach. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-10:50 am. music;
12-5"-l:10
pm.
music,
news,
weather;
6:05-5:30
T 5. Thurs. Fri, 9:15-10 pm, concert.
Sun,
Eastern.
phla. Pa. Lit Bros.

WDAS, Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU,
New Bedford. Mass.
500 mi
A. H. Smith,
Wed, Fri, 7:45-10 pm. music.
Sun, 10:30-12 m. 5-6
pm, church services.
Eastern,
WDAV,
Muskogee, Okla.
Daily Phoenix.
WDAX,
Centerville,
Iowa.
ml news.
First Nat'l
Daily ex
Sun, 11:30
am, 500
reports,
Mon, Bank.
Thur,
7 :30-9 pm, concert.
WDAY, Fargo, X. D. 485 also. 300 ml Kenneth M
Hance. Daily ex Sun, 12:15-12:30 pm. Tues, Thurs,
Sat. 7:30-8:15, reports, news, music
Central
WDM, Washington. D. C 50 mi. Church of the Covenant. Sun, 10:30 am, church service; 3 pm, lecture;
7:30. church service.
Eastern.
WDT. Xew York, N. Y. Ship Owners Badio Service.
WDV, Omaha. Neb. 100 mi. John O. Yeiser, Jr.
Daily 7-8 pm. Tues, Sat, 12-1 am. Fri, 10-10:45
pm.
Sun, 2-4 pm.
Music.
Central
WDY, Boselle Park, X. J. Badio Corp. of America.
WDZ. Tuscola, 111 100 ml James L. Bush. Daily ex
Sun, every half hour. 9:30 am -1:15 pm, Chicago Board
of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint, Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 485 also. 600 ml Standard
Badio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 7-8, music;
S:15, bedtime story; 9:45, weather. Wed, Sat. 1011:15 pm, dance music Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm,
7:30, church services.
Central.
WEAC, Terre Haute, Ind. 485 also. 75 ml Baines
Electric Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am,
weather; 12-1 pm, 5-6, music
CentraL
WEAD, Atwood, Kan. 485 also. 150 mi N. W.
Kansas Badio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 11-11:30
am, markets, music; 12, markets; 1:45 pm, markets;
on half hour 3:15 to 5:45, news sports. Tues, Wed,
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9, concert. Sun, 11 am, church
service;
Central. 3 pm, sacred music; 7:30, church service.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Ya.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF, Xew York City, X. Y. 400 only. 1.500 mi.
Western Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm.
Mon, Wed, Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAG, Edgewood, B. L Niehols-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH, Wichita, Kan. 485 also 500 ml Lander
Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am, 10:40, 11:40, 12:30
pm, 1:30, 3:15. reports. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAI, Ithaca, X. Y. Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermillion, S. D. 300 mi. Univ. of S. D.
Mon,
tral Wed. Fri, Sat, 7:30 pm, music, lectures. CenWEAK, St. Joseph, Mo. 100 ml Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert
CentraL
WEAM, North Plainfield, X. J. 75 ml Burough of N.
Plainfleld. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police news, etc.
Eastern.
WEAN, Providence, B. I. 4S5 also. 50 mi The Shepard Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7, music
weather, concerts. Tues. Thurs, 8:15-10, concert.
Wed. Sat. 7-8 pm, concert Sun, 10:45-11:30 am,
7:30-8:45 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WEAO, Columbus. Ohio.
Ohio State Univ.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 4S5 also. 50 ml Mobile Badio
Co. Daily
Sun,7:15-8:45
12 m. reports;"
4-5 pm.
Daily
ex Sun,exMon,
pm, music
Sun, music
3-3:30
pm. ckurch service.
Central
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 4S5 also. 200 ml Xews &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-2:30 pm, 6:30-7,
weather, music, news. Thur, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WE AS, Washington, D. C. 200 mi The Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
WEAT, Tampa, Fla. John J. Fogarty.
WEAU, Sioux City, la. 200 ml Davidson Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2 pm, reports, markets,
news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm, concert. Sun eve,
church service.
CentraL
WEAV, Bushville, Nebr. 200 mi Sheridan Elec
Service Co. Wed. Fri, Sun, 8-9 pm, concert, news,
etc. Mountain.
WEAW, Anderson, Ind. 25 mi Arrow Badio Lab.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert, news, etc
CentraL
WE AX, Little Bock. Ark. T. J. M. Daly.
WE AY. Houston, Tex.
Will Horwitz. Jr.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 800 ml The Benwood Co., Inc
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45 pm, 3-4. Wed,
7-9 pm.
Central.
WEH. Tulsa, Okla. (300 S. Main St., Eldorado. Kans.)
Midland Befining Co.
WEV. Houston, Tex. 485 also. 500 ml Hurlburt-Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur, 8 pm, concert
CentraL
WEW, St Louis. Mo. 485 also. 100 mi. St. Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2 pm. reports. Central.
WEY, Wichita, Kan. 485 also. BOO ml Cosradio Co.
(Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40 am12:40 pm, stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm,
weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
traL
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert. CenWFAA.

Dallas, Tex. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 ml Dallas Xews and Dallas Journal Daily, 10 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm, address; 6:30-7, bedtime story:
8:30^9:30, music Tues, Thurs. Sat, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 2:30-3 pm, bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm,
music
Central
WFAB. Syracuse. N. Y. 100 mi C. F. Woese. No
definite schedule.
WFAC. Superior, Wis. 400 ml Superior Badio Co.
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news. Central.
WFAD. Salina. Kan. 250 ml Watson Weldon Motor
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:46, 10:45. 11:45.
1:30 pm, reports. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8 pm, concert
Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm, concert Central.
WFAF, Poughkecp5ie, N. Y. 200 mi H. C. Spratley
Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, 11:30-11:45,
1:30-2 pm, 4-4:15. Tues, Thurs, Sat, feature program, 8:15-9:15 pm.
Eastern. .
WFAG. Waterford. N. Y. 340 only. 300 mi Badio
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex.
Elec Supply Co.
WFAJ, Asheville, X. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Co.
WFAM, St. Cloud, Minn. 485 also. 100 mi Granite
City Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. markets.
Mon,
Wed.
7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAN, Hutchinson, Minn 485 also. 500 mi Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 1 pm, markets
etc CentraL
WFAQ, Cameron, Mo. Cameron Badio Co. and Mo.
Wesleyan College.
WFAS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
United Badio Corp.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 485 also. 400 mi Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 105 pm, 3:15,
7:30, reports, music Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8-9 pm, concert CentraL
WFAU. Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
WFAV, Lincoln. Xebr. 485 also. 300 mi Unrc of
Nebr. Daily ex Sun. 12:40 pm, markets. Wed, 8s30
pm, concert
Wed. Sat, 11 pm, concert.
CentraL
WFAW, Miami, Fla.
Daily Metropolis.
WFAY, Independence, Kan. 500 mi. Daniels Badio
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 4 pm, news. Mon,
Tues, Wed, 7:30-8 pm, entertainment. Thur, Fri.
7-8:30 pm. Sat 7-9 pm, music Sun, 11 am. church
services.
CentraL
WFA2, Charleston, S. C.- 400 ml S. C. Badio Shop.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news, music Tues,
Thur, 8-10 pm. Eastern,
WF1. Philadelphia. Pa. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 ml
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, reports; 1:16 pm, news; 2, reports; evenings,
3:30-4:30, concert;
Wed, Sat,
concert6:30-7.
Wed. children's
Fri, 10:10 hour.
pm;
Sun, 3:30 pm, organ recitaL Sun, 4 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WFO, Dayton. O. 485 also. 300 ml Bike-Kumler Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 11, 4 pm, music, news, reports. Mon, Wed. Fri, 8 pm, concert. Sat, 11:30
pm. concert.
CentraL
WGAB, Houston, Tex. 250 mi. QBV Badio Elec Co.
Dairy ex Sun, 8-45-9:15 am. news. Sat 7 pm, news;
8-9:15 pm. concert.
Central.
WGAD, Ensenada, Porto Bico. 250 mi. Escuela Hispano Americana de Badio Telegrafia, Inc. Sat and
Sun eve.
WGAH, Xew Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
WGAJ, Shenandoah, la. 100 ml W. H. Gass. Mon,
Thur, 7:30-8 pm.
Central.

WGAK. Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec Co.
W6AL, Lancaster, Pa. 36 ml Lancaster Elec Supply & Construction Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm,
concert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 150 mi Orangeburg Badio
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, markets,
weather; 11:55, time; 4 pm, Badio talk, markets,
baseball; 6, music, lecture; 10, time, weather, entertainment. Sun, 11 am, church service; 11:55, time:
10 pm, time, weather, music
Eastern.
WGAN. Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Shreveport La. 500 ml Glenweod Badio
Corp. Daily ex Sun, 8 pm, music Sun, 11 am, 7:30
pm, church service.
CentraL
WGAR, Fort Smith. Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAT, Lincoln, Nebr. 100 mi Am. Legion, Dept. of
Nebr. Mon. Wed, 9 pm, announcements. Fri, 9-10
pm,
patriotic program, concert Sun, 3-5 pm, sermon.
Central.

WGAU. Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa.
Ernest C. Albright
WGAX. Washington C. H.. O. 75 mi Badio Elec
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music news; 9:30 pm, concert news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 100 mi. North Western Badio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 9-10 am. financial news; 11:30,
news, opening markets; 4 pm, news, closing markets.
Mon. Wed, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert Sun.
10:30-12 am. sermon.
CentraL
WGAZ. South Bend. Ind. 200 ml South Bend Tribune
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am, household hints, menus;
5-5:30 pm, music Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, music.
Central.
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa. 485 also. 300 ml Begister
and Tribune. Tues, Fri, 7:30 pm, entertainment Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass. 485 also. 200 ml Am
Badio and Besearch Corp. Daily ex Sun, 7 am, setting up exercises; 9:30, 11:30. 3:25 pm. music; 10:30
am, 1:30 pm, 3, 6, 6:30, reports, news.
Mon. Wed,
7 pm, entertainment Tues, 8:30 pm, fashion talks,
concert Thur, Fri, 9 pm, concert Sat, S pm, concert. Sun, 4 pm, concert: 6:30 pm. reports; 7:30,
church service; 8:30 concert.
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa, 2,000 mi Thos. F. J. Howlett Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:45-11:30 pm, concert
Eastern.
WGM, Atlanta, Ga.
400 only.
Atlanta Constitution.
WGR, Buffalo, X. Y. 485 also. 1.000 ml Federal
Tel & Telg. Co. Daily ex Sat. 12:15 pm, weather;
(Mon, Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports;
7:30. bedtime story, news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert.
Sun, 3 pm, vesper services.
Eastern.
WGV, Xew Orleans, La. 300 ml Interstate Elec Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, music, talks.
CentraL
WGY, Schenectady, X. Y. 400 and 4S5 only. 1.000 ml
General Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:55 am, 12:30 pm,
6, 10, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm. 7:45, concert Fri. 10:30 pm, special
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA. Madison. Wis. 485 also. 600 mi. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:58-12 m, time signals; 12 m,
weather; 12:07 pm, agricultural bulletin; 12:20 pm,
educational lecture. Tues, Fri, S-9 pm, news, lectures, music Central.
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 ml Univ. of Iowa. Mon,
Tues, Wed. Fri, 8:30 pm, lecture, concert, news. Sat,
9 pm, sports.
Central
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. 300. 485. 600 also. 500 mi
Clark W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:45 am, 3 30
pm, 5, reports, music, news. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8
pm, entertainment Sun, 10 am, church service.
CentraL
j
WHAC. Waterloo, la, 150 mi. Cole Bros. Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 6 pm. news, sports. Mon. Wed, Fri.
9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis. 485 also. 100 ml Marquette Univ. Daily ex Sun, 10:58 am, time; 11:20,
weather.
Wed,
7:30-8:30
pm, music, entertainment
Central
WHAE. Sioux City, la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-5:30 pm, music,
reports. Thur, 7:30 pm, music. Central
WHAF, Pittsburgh. Pa. 200 mi. Badio Elec Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 3-3:30 pm, music, news.
Sun, 9-10, music
Eastern.
WHAG, Cincinnati, O. 100 ml Univ. of Cincinnati
Xo definite schedule. WHAH. Joplin, Mo.
John T. Griffin.
WHAI, Davenport, la. 30 ml Badio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Dally ex Sat and Sun, 2-2:30 pm. 4:30-5-30. 10-11.
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm, 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WHAK, Clarksburg, W. Ya, Boberts Hdwe. Co. 50
mi. Xo definite schedule.
WHAL. Lansing. Mich. 200 ml The Capital Xews.
Daily ex Sun, 9:15-9:45 am. 12:30-1 pm, 3:45-4:15,
7:30-8:30.
Sun, 2:30 pm.
Central
WHAM. Boehester, X. Y. Univ. of Bochester.
WHAO. Savannah, Ga. 100 ml Frederick A. Hin.
Daily, 9:30-10 pm. Eastern.
WHAP, Decatur. HL 100 mi Dewey U Otta. No
definite schedule.
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 75 ml Semmes Motor Co.
Mon,
Eastern.7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music
WHAR, Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Badis & Elec
Co.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 485 also. 1,500 ml Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5
pm, 7:30-9. Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church
service.
CentraL
WHAV, Wilmington, Del 200 mi. Wilmington Elec
Spec Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6-8 pm, concert Tues. Thur. Sat 6-7
pm, music
Eastern.
WHAW, Tampa, Fla. 200 ml Pierce Elec Co. Daily
ex Sat Sun. 12-1 pm, 4-5, music, agriograms. Sat
12-1 pm. music, entertainment
Eastern.
WHAY, Huntington, Lnd. 75 ml Huntington Pub. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 3 pm, music: 1:30 pm, 6. reports, sports. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert. Central
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y. 400 only. 2,000 ml Bensselaer
Polytechnic Lust Mon, 8:15-9:30 pm, music Transcontinental second Monday of each month, 12-1:30
am. music
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. 400 -and 485 only. 1,000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School -Daily, 10 am, 3 pm,
5, weather. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, ladies' hour; 7. bedtime stories. Tues," Thurs, San, 8-10 pm, concert.
Central.
WHD, Morgantown, W. Ya. 100 ml W. Va. University. Daily. 4-6, 7-7:30. news etc Eastern.
WHK, Cleveland, O. 300 ml Warren B: Cox. Daily
ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm, 4-4:30. music;
6-6:30, news; music Wed, Sun, 8-9:45 pm, sermon,
concert
Eastern.
WHN. Bidgewood, N. Y.
Times Printing & Pub. Co.
WHX, Des Moines. la. 50 ml Iowa Badio Corp.
Daily, 5:30-6:15 pm.
Wed. 8-9:30 pm.
Central
WIAB, Boekford, 111 50 mi. Joslyn Automobile Co.
Tues. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music
Central
WIAC,
Galveston,
Tex.
"4S5
also.
200
mi.
Galveston
Tribune- Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports.
Tues,
Sat evening
concert
Central
WIAD, Ocean City. X. J. 200 ml Ocean City Yacht
Club.
Fri, Sat Sun. 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
W1AE, Vinton, la. 75 ml Zimmerman Badio Co. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 9 pm> music, news. Wed, 8 pm, band
concert
Sun, 2:30 pm, music
Central.
WIAF, Xew Orleans, La. 300 ml. "G. A. DeLortrn.
Tues, 9-10:30 pm, Thurs. 12-1 am, music Sun, 1011:30 am, music
CentraL
WIAH, Newton. la. 200 ml Continental Badio &
Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm, music, news. Mon, 7:308 pm.
CentraL
WIAI, Springfield, Mo. 100 mi. Heer Stores Co. Daily
ex Sun, 10:30-11, reports, news. Tues, Thur. Sat,
7:30-8:30 pm, music
Central
WIAJ, Neenah, Wise Fox Biver Valley Badio Supply
Co.
WIAK, Omaha. Neb. 485 also. 300 ml Daily JournalStockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10, 10:15. 12
m. 1:50 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis. 200 also. 100 ml School
of Engineering. Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri, 10:15-10:30
am; 11:30-11:45. news; 11:45-12:10 pm. lecture: 5-6
tral
pm, news; 7-7:15. music; 7:15-7:30, lecture- CenWIAQ. Marion, Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah. Ky. 150 mi. Paducah Sun. Daily
ex Sun.
cert 3:30-4
lecture, etcpm. reports,
CentraL news, music; 8 pm, con-

WIAS, Burlington, la, 400 mi
Bawfe'Eye Heme Elec
...Co. Tues,
Central
WIAT,
Tarkio,Thurs,
Mo. 8-9
Leonpm.T. concert
Noel
WIAU, Le Mars. la. Am Trust & Savings Bank.
WIAV, Binghampton. N. Y. N. Y. Badio Lab.
WIAW, Saginaw, Mich.
Saginaw Badio & Elec C».
WIAY. Washington, D. C. 200 ml Woodward &
Lothrop. Dally ex Sun, 10:30-11:30 am, 2-3 pm,
music.
Sat, 8-10 pm, concert
Eastern.
WIAZ, Miami. Fla, Flagler St, Elec Supply Sales Co.
WIK. McKeesport, Pa. 500 mi. K. & L. Elec. Co.
Dally ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thurs, 9:30-10:30
pm. Sun, 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm. Eastern.
WIL, Washington. D. C 100 mi Continental Elec
Supply
Eastern. Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm., music, entertainment
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 only. 2,000 mi Gimbel
Bros, and Public Ledger. Daily ex Sun. 2:30-3:30
pm. Daily, 1:30-2 pm, 7-7:30 pm. Tues, 7-12 pm.
Fri, 7-9:55 pm. Sat 10:10-12 ro. Sun, am, pm,
church
service.
Eastern.
WIZ. Cincinnati, 0. 485 also. 200 mi Clno Badio
Mfg.
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun, 12 m, 3:30 pm, 7-8, reports,
entertainment.
Central
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 200 mi American Badio Co.
Mon. Wed, 8:30-9 pm.
Central.
WJAD, Waco, Tex. 485 also. 500 ml Jackson's
Badio Engrng. Lab. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. markets, news, music; 3:30-4, news, music: 6-6:15, sports;
8:45-9:45. concert, news. Sun, 11-12 am, church
service; Central
3:30-4 pm, music; 6-6:15, sports; 8:45-9:45,
music
WJAF, Muncie, Ind. 1,200 mi Muncie Press and
Smith Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news,
music Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat. 6-7 pm, music
Sun, 10-12 am, church services.
Central
WJAG, Norfolk, Xeb. 485 also. 150 mi Xbrfolk Daily
News. Daily ex Sun, 12:15 pm, 3:30. 5. 5:30. reports, code school.
Central
WJAJ, Dayton, O. Y. M C A.
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 485 also. 250 ml White Badio
Lab. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-10:50 am, music; 11:0511:20, reports, news: 6-6:30. music, news. Wed,
8-9 pm, concert Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAL, Portland, Me. Victor Badio Corp.
WJAM, Cedar Bapids.Ia. 50 ml D. M Perham. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm, music
CentraL
WJAN, Peoria, Di 300 mi Peoria Star and Peoria
Badio Sales Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, markets,
weather; 1:30 pm. closing markets, agriograms, bond
news; 6:15.
sports. Tues, Thurs. Sat 9:15-9:45 pm,
concert.
Central
W1AP, Duluth, Minn. 200 mi Kelley Duluth Co.
Mon. Thur. 8-9:30 pm, music. Sun, 11-12 m, pipe
organ, 12-i pm, church service.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kans.
Capper Publications,
WJAR, Providence, B. L
The Outlet Co.
WJAS, Pittsburgh, Pa. 150 ml Pittsburgh Badio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader). Daily ex Sun, 11:3012 m, 2:30-3 pm.
Mon, Tues. Fri. 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
tral Marshall, Mo. 100 mi Kelley-Vawter Jewelry
WJAT,
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-2:30 pm, 5:35-6. concert. CenWJAX. Cleveland, O. 485 also. 1,000 ml Union Trust
Co. Daily ex Sat pm; Sun, 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45,
2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45. music financial reports, news.
Tues, 7-8:30
pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment. Eastern.
WJAZ, Chicago, m.
Chicago Badio Lab.
WJD. Granville. O. 25 ml Denison Univ. Tues. Thur.
5-6 pm. educational
lectures. Sun, 5-6 pm, religious
stories.
Central
WJH, Washington, D. C. 100 mi White & Boyer Co.
Daily
Sun. 1-2 pm, music. Tues. 7:45-10 pm,
music. exEastern.
WJK, Toledo, O. 300 mi Service Badio Equipment
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-3 pm, reports. Mon, Wed, Fri,
7:30-9 pm, concert. Sat, 2-5 pm. sports, news. Sun
11-12:30 pm. 7:30-8:30, church services.
Eastern.
WJX,
New York,
Telegraph
Co. X. Y. De Forest Badio Telephone &
WJZ, Newark, N. J. 1,500 ml Westinghouse Elec. &
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 15 minutes hourly from 9
am to 6 pm; 12-12:30 pm; 7-10:15 pm. Miscellaneous
program
of highly varied nature. Sun, 3-10:15 pm,
music.
Eastern.
WKAA Cedar Bapids, la, 200, 485 also. 200 mi H.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun. 12:45 pm. reports: 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur. 11-12 pm,
music.
Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
CentraL
WKAC, Lincoln, Xeb. 400 mi Star Pub. Co. Tues, Fri,
S-9:30 pm. concert, entertainment
Central.
WKAD,
East Providence, B. L
Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls, Tex.
W. S. Badio Supply Co.
WKAG,
Louisville. Ky.
Edwin T. Bruce.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Badio Co.
WKAK,
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County Xews.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala. 200 ml Alabama Badio
Mfg. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. music news.
Central.Cranston, B. L Wilcox Flint
WKAP,
Bico. San Juan, Porto Bico. Badio Corp. of Porto
WKAQ,
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich.
Mich. Agrl College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 100 ml L. E Lines Music
Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm, sports. Mon, Fri, Sat,
8-9:15 pm, music.
CentraL
WKAV, Laconia, X. H.
Laconia Badio Club.
WKAW. Beloit, Wis, 100 ml L. M. Turner. Daily
12-12:15 pm, 7-7:30, concert
Central
WKAX, Bridgeport Conn.
75 ml.
Wm. A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga.
Brenau College.
WKAZ, Wilkes-Barre. Pa. 300 mi Landau's Music
Co. Xo definite schedule. Sat 8-12 pm, dance musaving.
sic Sun. 11 am, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WKC. Baltimore, Md. 500 mi Jos. M Zamolskl Co.
Tues. Thurs. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern, daylight
WKN, Memphis, Term.
Biechman-Crosby Co.
WKY. Oklahoma City. Okla. 485 also. 500 ml Oklahoma Badio Shop (Daily Oklahoman). Dairy ex Sun,
12 m, - weather; 7:30 pm, sports, specials; -9 pm.
weather, news. Tues, Wed. Fri, 8:30 pm, concerts.
Central.
WL2.
Fairfield. O. TJ. S. Army.
WLAC, Baleigh, N. C. N. C. State College.
WLAF, Lincoln, Xeb.
Johnson Badio Co.
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn 400 and 485 only. 1,000
mi. Cutting & Wash. Badio Corp. Daily, ex Sun,
9:30-12 am, music market reports; 1:30-3 pm, music,
farm news, styles; 3:30-4:45, markets, music; 6-7:30.
farm news, children's hour. Thur, Fri, Sat 8-9:30
pm,
CentraLconcert Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. church services.
WLAH. Syracuse. N. Y. Samuel Woodworth.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 485 also. 1.000 ml Waco Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues, Thur, Sat 7:45-8:45 pm, music
Sun. 3Bellows
pm. church
WLAK,
Falls. service
Vt
Vermont Farm Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Badio Co.
Tulsa. Okla.
WLAM, Springfield. O. 100 ml Morrow Badio Co.
Mon, Wed.
Fri. 8-9:30 pm, dance music
CentraL
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAO, Scranton, Pa. 100 ml 485 also. B. C
Ehrhardt and J. H. Jones. Mon, Wed, Fri 7:15
pm, bedtime stories, reports, 8-9:45 pm, music
Sun, 7:30 pm, music; 8:30, church services; 9:15,
music. Eastern.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
WLAQ. Kalamazoo, Mich. 100 mi. A. B. Schilling.
Co.
Daily, Marshalltown,
10-12 pm, music.
WLAR,
la. 50Central
ml Meikel Music Co.
Xo definite schedule.
WLAS, Hutchinson, Kan.

Hutchinson Grain Badio

WLAT, Burlington,
la. Badio and Specialty Co.
WLAV, Pensacola, Fla. 200 mi. Elec Shop, Inc
tral.
Daily
ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music entertainment CenWLAW,
Xew York. N. Y. New York Police Dept
WLAX. Greencastle, Ind. Greencastle Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY,
Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WLAZ,
Warren.
O. Hutton & Jones Elec. Co.
WLB.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
Univ. of Minn.
100 ml
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. 7:30-7:50.
Central
(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week.
With this wiU appear the citystation index.)

RADIO

TURN TO RADIO IN
FIGHT ON "DOPE"
New York Police Broadcast Lecture on Narcotics; Advice
to Addicts Listening In
NEWARK,
N. J. — Deputy Commissioner
Dr. Carleton Simon, head of the Narcotic
Squad of the New York Police Department,
delivered a lecture entitled, "Narcotics
and Society," at the Bamberger broadcasting station, WOR, of this city, on the night
of January
19.
Dr. Simon told of the work being accomplished by his world famous narcotic
squad and he expounded a few of his original theories pertaining to the enactment
of more comprehensive laws to govern the
manufacture and sale of drugs of all sorts.
He also explained some of his own highly
successful methods of treating drug victims.
Advises Chance Addicts Listening- In
The Commissioner concluded his address
by offering some fatherly advice direct to
the secret narcotic addicts of the eastern
states. He will inform them as to where
and how they may obtain effective treatment without publicly exposing their sad
plight.
In an interview regarding the broadcast,
Dr. Simon said:
"This is indeed an opportunity which I
have long sought. For many months I
have been trying to devise some practical
method of soliciting the wholehearted cooperation of the good citizens of this section of the countny in our all-important
anti-narcotic movement and also to establish some sort of direct communication
with the clandestine drug users in and
around New York, and I think I have
found exactly what I was looking for.
Believes Radio Talks Will Aid Move
"Unless I am badly mistaken, Radio will
enable me to accomplish a vast amount of
lasting good through the series of monthly
broadcastings of which this was the first.
"You may be sure that many secret
addicts were listening in to my first talk.
The majority of these unfortunates desire
to be cured but they are afraid to openly
seek expert medical advice. I sincerely
hope to save a great many of these poor
men and women through my series of
Radio

talks."

The vacuum tube used in Radio is the
most sensitive electrical device ever invented.
FOB
SALE
Nine Western
Electric
Loud
Speakers,
$125.00.
J.
H.
HOMRIGHOUS,
1029
Wenonah
Ave.,
Oak
Park,
111.
Phone
O. P. 4630.

HOW TO MAKE
FLEWELLING
RECEIVER

s
Record
week
t fansthe
T
with
supplied
be ving
willRecei
NEXContes
the revised list of record holders
again. The list grows longer, as do the
various mileages, with the increasing cold
of winter and improving Radio reception
conditions. For the uninitiated the rules
will be repeated next week. Records were
made or taken by the following Radiophans during the past week:
Station — Miles Away — Who
J. Barron,

Heard

City,

CFCF — 2325, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
CHCA — 1625, T. S. Wildman,
Nichols, la.
CKCK — 1625, L. Genack, Springfield, Mass.
KDYX— 4150,
W.
E. Long,
Sterling,
111.
KFAD— 1600, D. L. Kalter, Dayton, O.
KFBB — 1050, R. Henry,
Butler, Mo.
KFBQ — 1025, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
KFCF — 1775, R. A. Deger, Dayton, O.
KFDA — 2250, L. Genack, Springfield, Mass.
KFDB — 2400,
W.
H.
Rhodes
and
Chas.
Rhodes, Middleton, Pa.
KGG — 1550,
T. S. Wildman,
Nichols, la.
KGW — 2475,
Dr.
L. D. Bassett,
Sidney,
N. Y.
KYJ — 2025, V. V. Tompkins, Cleveland, O.

DEALERS

WRITE

DUNGAN
68

WEST

FOR

Variocoupler for Flewelling Super
Obtain or make a 180 degree type variocoupler similar to the Remler coupler but
remove the rotor from its shafts and in
its place insert a honeycomb coil of 75
or 90 turns. Good results may be obtained from a rotor of cardboard tubing
upon which may be wound about 80 turns
of D.C.C. wire, approximately number 24
B. & S. gauge. — Albert R, Miller, Jr.,
Spring Valley, Minn.

Many broadcasting stations have decided to suspend operations certain nights
each week so that owners of sets may
hear concerts from outside points.

1 [How
to Jbuild
the
Reinhartz
Receiver
is told, complete with illustrations and diagrams, in
latest addition to our

the

FREE
looseleaf, handbookcatalog now on the press.
find the Rein«<?/Amateurs
hartz hookup by far the
simplest yet designed. In
efficiency it rivals the Armstrong and other wellknown circuits.

RADIO

WASHINGTON
ST.,
Phone Central 3377

CO.
CHICAGO

KING QUALITY
^ ALL THE NAME

to

fit all tubes

necessary

for

building your

Reinhartz

Re-

shopping around.
Write for your copy

IMPLIES W

UNIVERSAL
ADAPTER
Designed

All the parts

ceiver are listed in the "ChiRad" handbook - catalog —
save yourself the trouble of

— ask for "Chi-Rad"
book, Edition RR.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
&
SUPPLY ChicagoCOMPANY

today
Hand-

Chicago
Radio Apparatus Co.
415 So. Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

and

valves, such as the WD- 11, WD21, French and British valves.

REINARTZ

CIRCUIT

PART

COMPLETE

QUALITY
ADAPTER is "Universal"
but
the construction
durable in
every respect. The split tube contactors bring about perfect contact;
the entire assembly is solid so that
the tube or valve, when inserted, will
remain rigid, and will set deeply into
the tube socket to which the tube is
to be adapted.
The 4 terminal prongs at the base of
the adapter are of uniform design, and
will itt any tube socket as easily as the
standard Radiotron tubes..

EVERY

Only 50c

KING QUALITY
UNIVERSAL
ADAPTER
R.10 — Price $1.00
or
Every Radio product that bears the
KING QUALITY name represents the
Best in design, operation and appearance. Lower in Price, Highest in
Quality.
Write today for bulletins of KING
QUALITY Radio Apparatus prices, etc.

RADIO APPARATUS DIVISION
King

Sewing
Machine
Company
Buffalo,
N. Y.

COMPLETE

ARMSTRONG REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT
EVERY

PART

COMPLETE

1 Litz wire variocoupler, 2 variometers, 1 tube socket, 3 3" dials, 1 Vernier rheostat, 6
binding posts, 1 inductance switch, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade d*1 O C\f\
RADION panel
«J>1 -6. UU
Plate
special
Plato
special
23 Plate
special
43 Plata
special
13 Plate
special
23 Plate
special
43 Plate
13

Bpllt tube re
contactors
suit In perfect
contact, sets deeply into tube socket

PART

$10.00
CIRCUIT

. 2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid leak,
1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 tube socket, S
binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade RADION panel, 1 3" dial <D 1 1 C\C\
and diagram and complete
instructions.
^IliUU

.3

Cabinet Dimensions
Panel Layout
List of Parts

DIGEST

Notes on Transformers

DISCOUNTS

ASSEMBLY

123 W. Madison Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

MEDFORD
HILLSIDE, MASS.— Carmela
Ippolito, violinist, played for the Radio
audience of Station WGI here, January 27.
Miss Ippolito was accompanied by J. M.
Sanronaa, member of the faculty at the
New England Conservatory of Music and
concejU pianist of note. Mr. Sanroma won
the prize Mason and Hamlin grand piano
in the annual competition at the New
England
Conservatory
recently.

FLEWELLING

of
apparatus
and
accessories and details of tuning.

RADIO

Prize Girl Violinist
Plays for Station WGI

Wenatchee,

FLEWELLING

Full Instructions

Book Department

Jeffords,

GRID LEAK
fDI VAR.
V I\ JJ
The Keystone to

4 prongs at
base; uniform
in
Note the
desig n — to fit
any tube socket.
Not alone is the design of the KING

for the construction of a Flewelling Receiving Unit and two
step amplifier.

Send
only
money
orders — no checks
stamps.
Coins at your own risk.

A.

Amplifying- transformers should be
placed at right angles and should not be
placed nearer than four inches from one
another. The primary and secondary terminals should be made correctly to the
plate, grid and filament leads. Otherwise
the transformer will work inefficiently.

It

Johnson

M.

WAH— 1275, A. G. Hilton, Blcknell, Calif.
WCX— 2050, A. G. Hilton, Bicknell, Calif.
WDAP — 1875, M. J. Bevilockway,
Lomita
Pk„ Calif.
WFAS — 1875, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
WHAI — 1600, Dick Lawrence, Sacramento,
Calif.
WLAP— -1925, A. G. Hilton, Bicknell, Calif.
WMAF — 1250, R. Henry, Butler, Mo.
WNJ— 2375, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
WOAZ — 1050, O. E. Frazier, Watts, Calif.
WPAB — 1250, J. Skinner, Corsicana, Tex.
WQAQ— 1025, R. A. Deger, Dayton,
O.

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 coil base, 1 tube socket, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 23-plate .005 MFD
variable condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 25
switch points and nuts, 8 binding posts, 1 variable grid leak 1.002 MFD phone condenser, 25 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram
and
complete
instructions

Blue Prints

FOR

Wash.
PWX
— 2675,

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—

CFCB — 2200, A.
Tenn.

ILLUSTRATED

EVERY

COMPLETE

Description

DIGEST

Variable
at
Variable
-at
Variable
at
Variable
at
VERNIER
at
VERNIER
at
VERNIER

special at

Condenser;

value.

$1.75;

Condenser;

value.

$2.50;

Condenser;

value,

$3.50;

Condenser;

value,

$4.50;

$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.65
Condenser;

value. $5.50;

Condenser;

value. $6.00;

Condenser;

value, $6.50;

3.75
4.00

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value. $1.10; special at

4.25

base;
$0.70

FILAMENT
with 2','e" dial;
value. $1.50;RHEOSTAT
special at
Potentiometer with knob; value, $1.75; special at

1-00

Potentiometer
special
at

1.15

with 2'/e" dial; value, $2.15;
_

85

V.

T.
SOCKETS— Nickeled
brass
sleeve,
composition base; value. $1.00; special at. $0.50
Ball
Bearing
Inductance
switch;
value
75c; special at
30

BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
Single
circuit;
value,
65c; special at
Double circuit; value, 90c; special at

30
.45

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron condensite and
Litz Wire wound secondary; value, $4.50;
special
3.25
THREE
INCH DJALS— Unbreakable— heat
resisting composition — high finish; special.
TWO INCH DIALS — Same design — for rheostats and potentiometer; special
EXTRA
SPECIAL— 3000 OHM
Headsets; $8.00 list; reduced to
RAYMOND VERNIER
$1.50; special

Telephone

RH EOST ATS— Value,

.30
25
3.50
95

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING HORN—
Nickel plated — highly polished; $8.00 list.. 3.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by
us — Mail orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID.
Send check or

WILLARD

money

order to:

RADIO COMPANY
291 Broadway, NEW

DepL R. D.

YORK

CITY

RADIO

10

Radio
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I IHt strafed
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Published by the Radio Digest Publishing Company, Inc.
123 West Madison Street
Telephone State 4844-4845
Chicago, Illinois
E. C. RAYNER. Publisher
Chas. F. Smisor, Editor
Evans E. Plummer, Managing Editor
Harry J. Marx, Technical Editor
Eastern Representative, Jacob Miller, 2126 Broadway, New York
Telephone Columbus 2390
Pacific Coast Representatives
E. J. Wood, 251 Kearny St., San Francisco
Telephone Kearny 1472
H. M. Morris, 417 Western Mutual Life Building, Los Angeles
Telephone 12011
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ILLUSTRATED

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Perhaps the problems that most perplex the public
are concerned with broadcasting. Some of the people,
undoubtedly the larger part, are not worrying about
this phase of the new mode of entertainment, preferring to leave the matter in the hands of the broadcasters.
A symphony orchestra has no peer in the music world,
unless it be a stringed quartet, and either of these are
faultlessly transmitted through the microphone. Stations WEAF, in New York City, and WJAX, in Cleveland, O.j have broadcast programs from two of the
finest orchestras in the country. I hope to see the
time when concerts will be broadcast all over the land
from symphony halls and academies of music, providing
the very best musical provender to eager audiences.
The United States occupies a unique position in the
matter of musical talent, having within its boundaries
the foremost artists in every branch of music. Unique
also in the perfection of its broadcasting facilities and
variety of entertainment offered, I cannot believe that
we will be without easy access to the best in music for
very long.

Cents

Chicago, Saturday, February 3, 1923

$6.00
No. 4

Self Operating Sets a Possibility
Radical Changes in Sets Yet to Come
WITHIN
a few years Radio operators as. we know
them today may be as scarce as horse car drivers
or American bartenders. The world is rapidly drifting
into the automatic age. Automatic operation has just
been introduced into the telephone field and Eadio is also
drifting into this- direction. There has been developed
recently an automatic recorder which is the first step toward operatorless Radio.
The automatic transmission and reception of Radiotelegraph signals of importance since it points the day to
greater speed. Greater speed means more traffic and
cheaper transmission, which eventually will bring about
a reduction in the world rate. Then, too, it will bring
transatlantic Radio into more intense competition with
the cable systems.

Identify Announcers' Voices

Stations Told by Mannerisms of Articulation
ONE of the interesting phases of Radio reception is
the study of the voices of the various announcers on
the air. The veteran fan can soon tell each station call
before it is announced by the sound of the voice of the
operator.
Atlanta, for instance, is a high pitched call, much as if
Lambdin Kay were yelling at the top of his voice, ' ' This
is the Atlanta Journal!" Schenectady, on the other
hand, is a soft, full, well-modulated voice, giving the impression that the announcer is making no special effort,
but merely talking conversationally with mouth close to
the transmitter.
There is hardly a fan who doesn't laugh each time to
hear St. Louis announce. "This is the St. Louis Post
Dispatch,Its' ' is
uttered bytouch
a man is's voice,
but in a woman
tone.
effeminate
a distinguishing
mark's
that cannot be mistaken. .
In Kansas City, the Sweeney Automobile School, WHB,
has an announcer with a strong voice but rather husky,
and except for the relative strength of the two stations,
is much like WOC at Davenport. Davenport, however,
never misses a chance to keep the fans in touch with the
fact that WOC is "transmitting". This is probably
better appreciated by listeners at a distance than near
the station.
Donald Campbell's voice at KYW comes in full and
clear and is well-known to all fans, while Ralph Shugart
at WDAP has a somewhat hesitating voice that at times
seems to be drawled out.
'

Politicians Keep Out
Microphone Not Popular with Vote Solicitors
AT THE time of the 1921 elections politicians overlooked the few stations that then operated. But
the sentiment that Radio stations were valuable in campaigning had been crystallizing and gaining headway
month by month until the 1922 elections found all the
handshakers, back-slappers and vote-seekers ready to
make their debut on the air. National and local figures,
great and small, beat a tattoo on broadcasting doors.
But the politicians discovered a strange thing in their
first contact with Radio. The campaigners, jolly good
fellows all, were rosy with smiles as they rushed to get
their voices on the air. But they did not always find a
willing response. "Politicians Keep Out" was the sign
to be read on almost as many studio doors instead of the
"Welcome" that all had expected to find. The broadcasters neither kept all politicians at arms length, nor
did they gather them fondly to their breasts. And in
practically no instance was any single political party
given exclusive use of the microphone.
A canvass of the situation resulted in that there was
not a single instance where broadcasting has brought into
being an absolute unbiased and impartial medium through
which public expression may be given to subjects that
have public interest, whether local, state wide, national
or international.
Broadcasting a political speech on state affairs would
Vie dry stuff for the listener in another state. There would
i >ry.
need to make an appeal for votes out of his own

National Radio Week accomplished far more than the
casual observer might think. Not only has it stimulated
the slothful to partake actively of its countless benefits;
stirred the fan to renewed efforts in bringing in new
recruits and thus widened the circle of Radio — enlightened citizens; but it has led the broadcasting stations
to strengthen and broaden their programs, so that they
have included features hitherto untouched. I can
picture the emotions of listeners-in who perhaps never
had heard the masterpieces of oratorio composers, and
several stations gave their audiences an opportunity
to listen to Handel's Messiah as rendered by choruses
numbering upwards of a hundred voices, nor had they
had the privilege of hearing the famous ancient chimes
from Old Trinity church in New York City. Such a
glorious experience it is to have in your home what
thousands of grateful listeners could never know without the marvelous aid of Radiophony. Don't let us
forget to express appreciation to our benefactors.
At least one candy manufacturer profited by the DX
owls early on the morning of January 1, when Station
WDAP, Chicago, presented a five-pound box of candies
to the first "owl" in each State to wire them that they
were listening. I believe a certain gentleman in St.
Louis, Mo., was about thirty seconds ahead of a gentlewoman, in the same State, to dispatch a telegram and
thus become the winner for that State. Possibly the
box was shared between them. It must have been somewhat of a wrench to a hard working DX-er to take the
time necessary for wiring, when he or she was so
anxious to locate a distant station and start the new
year with a record. Incidentally, let me explain that
a "gentlewoman" is one who is willing to listen by the
hour without begrudging the time lost from conversing.
What other medium presents so perfect a means of
spreading information as does Radiophony! It is unfortunately true that specious arguments may be broadcast on any subject, which to the unthinking may seem
undeniable. An instance of this kind came through the
air when Turkey was made to appear without blemish
in the suave language of a native son, and if ever a selfrespecting tube howls it must be when forced to receive
such an address. It is equally true, fortunately, that
useful and authentic information may find a large
audience through the instrumentality of a microphone. I
believe the majority of talks given over the Radio are of
a helpful nature. Those responsible for the character
of programs presented are often hard pressed for suitable
talent.
We should consider this when making our critiA great many of you readers of Radio Digest have
heard grand operas through your receiving sets as broadeast by station KYW in Chicago, and for some this has
been the first time performances by a leading opera
company have been heard. Pictures of artists whom you
have heard sing with the Chicago company have appeared each week in this paper, aiding to form a mental
picture of the actors on the stage. What I am interested
to know is, how many of you have attended an operatic
performance, either here in Chicago or elsewhere, since
listening in to these broadcasts. Will you write to me
in care of the Editor, stating that after hearing operatic
music by means of Radiophony you attended a performance? Such information will be very much appreciated and may be valuable in encouraging other companies to allow their performances to be broadcast.
Appeals for charitable purposes have found Radio to
be a decided help in reaching a large number of interested people. A few Sundays ago, Dr. Stores, rector of
Saint Thomas Episcopal Church in New York city, asked
for funds to be contributed to the United Hospital fund
and his request was carried by Radio to thousands outside his congregation. The response from those who were
listening to the services that morning from their homes
has been gratifying, I am told. Similar pleas have been
made from other men in other places with equally assuring results. At another religious meeting recently,
the Radio audience was asked to set aside an amount of
money to be given to their local church, since they were
not present to contribute to the offering then being taken.
Perhaps few followed the suggestion, but nevertheless
Radio made possible the spreading of the idea. The
audience to which you may appeal for anything is tremendously enlarged when broadcasting.
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A Little Light on the Subject

Dear Indi:

Do you happen to possess a Bake-light ?

— Indi.
Electrifan.

My friend Electri:
No, but I can furnish you with an ampli-fire.

Putting the Bakers Out of Business
The New York Evening Mail tells of a broadcast star
who sings twenty roles. The Office Squirrel says he
of soup. think it possible to sing that much pastry,
doesn't
although he has heard of a man who yodeled six plates

Our Q. & A. Department Will Not Tell—

If the rheostat offers resistance will the lightning
arrester?
If the
tector ? battery gets "charged"

will the crystal de-

If we'll all have to learn to talk French when we get
in daily communication with Parisian amateurs, or if
they will have to learn English?

She Sang It Before She Even Started
Miss Henrietta Warbler, dramatic soprano, was singing from Station PDQ.
Came through the ether —
"Miss Warbler's next number will be 'Last Night'."
Otto Meter.

He Wears a Silk Hat Over the Headset
'"How
' Spiffinscome?"
is the most henpecked man in the world. ' '
"His wife makes him put on evening clothes to sit
press. and listen to the Radio opera." — Buffalo Exhome

Try This on Your Antenna
The Office Squirrel says that a good safety first slogan
for the Radiophan might be ' ' Live Wire — Dead Fan ! ' '

Fair Grounds Radio'

A Washington paper asks, "What is a state fair without Radio ? ' ' Our answer is, ' ' Only fair. ' '

Probably Has Some High Power "Bottles"

The Office Squirrel notes that President Harding is
supposed to have a secret transmitting set in the White
House cellar, and hastens to query whether that is all the
secret stuff to be found in the head executive 's basement.

Attention, Policemen
Si (reading): "Big feat by Radio."

Hi: "We don't want none. We got all the big feet
in our family now that I can buy shoes f er. ' '

A Mixed Chorus of Radiophans
"Mr.
Place?'
(Ed.
everyone

tenor, will sing 'Who'll Take My
"Will
saidHowler,
the announcer.
note: — After hearing a few measures, almost
invisibly present offered to substitute.)
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A. B* C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
CHAPTER V
people are interested in r.ndio
MOST
io the extent of having a Radio receiving set installed in their home
and being able to listen in to the concerts,
speeches and other forms of entertainment that are now being broadcast from
numerous stations throughout the country
every evening. To obtain the best results
from this outfit, the operator must knowhow to adjust the various parts properly;
and to be able to do this intelligently, he
must know what the functions of the vari-

called, constitute.1? that part of a receiving station which intercepts the ether
waves and absorbs part of their energy.
In o'-der that best results will be obtained,
it is necessary that the utmost care be
expended in the erection of the aerial;
for if the aerial is defective or leaky, endless trouble will only be experienced, no
matter how perfect or of what good qualities the receiving set itself may be.
The antenna
of a Radio transmission
station must l>e of special dimensions and
IN5OLAT0R.

iNsuL^Tore.
AERIAL

LEAO-JN

WIR.E

LIGHTNING

SUPPORT

SWITCH

-.in. what better results than solid wire,
tor a greater amount of surface is exposed.
Supporting Aerial
The antenna wire can be stretched and
supported between any two convenient
points, at a height of at least 30 feet
above the ground. Better results are always obtained if the aerial is stretched
between a building and a pole or another
building, as is shown in Figure 17, than
if it is supported on a roof. The effective
section of an aerial should preferably be
kept from under the branches of a tree,
for the leaves in swaying with the wind
have a tendency to affect the wave length
of the antenna and thus interfere with the
tuning of the apparatus.
The ends of the antenna wire should
always be well insulated from the supporting structures so as to prevent leakage to the ground. Various forms of
antenna insulators can be purchased,
although porcelain cleats as used for exposed wiring serve the purpose very well.
Lead-in Wire

that there will be a direct metallic path
from the aerial to the ground.
Use of the Ground
Switch
In order to protect the operator while
the switch is in the upper clip and the
receiving apparatus is in action, some
form of lightning arrester or protective
spark gap should be connected across the
middle and lower clip of the switch. Various forms of such lightning arresters are
available on the market, but a very effective and simple gap or arrester can easily
be built at home.
A glass or fiber tube is used, about %inch in diameter and slightly shorter than
the distance between the middle and
lower clips of the switch. An old 60ampere fuse cartridge, cut off to the
proper length, will serve very well. Into
the ends of the tube are inserted fiber or
wooden plugs through the center of each
of which extends a piece of No. 14 copper
wire. The plugs are inserted to such a
depth that the ends of the wires are separated about 1/32 of an inch. The ends
of the tube are then filled with tar or sealing wax in order to exclude moisture.
The outer ends of the wire are then bent
at right angles and fastened under the
connecting screws of the middle and
lower clips. With the arrester attached
and the switch thrown into the upper
(Continued on page 12)

The outdoor antenna is electrically connected to the receiving apparatus within
the rooms by means of an insulated wire
known as the lead-in wire. This lead-in
wire is fastened to the near end of the
Figure 17
antenna (tEe joint being soldered so as to
insure good and. permanent contact), and
onstruction in order that the station will
ous parts are and how they operate with
directly
a "lightning
looperate at the desired wave length, but is run cated
near the topoint
at whichswitch"
the wire
respect to each other.
In this chapter we will, therefore, take for a receiving station the exact dimen- enters the house. This lightning switch
are not so very important, although serves to protect both the apparatus and
up a detailed discussion of the Radio re- there sions
are certain limits above or below the operator in case the aerial is struck
ceiving station, its component parts, and
how each operates. Again we will find which operation of the receiving appa- by lightning. It consists of a singlethat everything is based upon a few fun- vantage.ratus cannot function to the best ad- pole, double-throw (S.P.D.T.) knife switch
damental electrical principles; and if we
mounted in a vertical position on an insuBest Form of Antenna
recall these as explained in the previous
lating base, as is illustrated in Figure 18.
The best form of outdoor antenna to
chapters, we will see how simple it really
The wire coming from the aerial is conuse for a receiving station is a single
all is.
nected to the middle clip, while to the
wire stretched between two convenient upper clip is fastened the wire leading
Operation of a Set
A receiving station, as the name sug- supports. This single wire antenna to the receiving apparatus, and to the
gests, is a group of apparatus used for should be at least 40 feet long but not lower clip the wire leading to a good
the purpose of intercepting the Radio greater than 100 feet, for if the dimen- ground connection. By thus throwing the
sions are above or below these values, switch into the upper position the aerial
waves sent out at a distant transmitting,
and rendering them intelligible to ovu additional apparatus must be added to the is connected to the receiving apparatus,
NOTE
" THE_rN_SULATED^BINDING
receiving
apparatus, and this extra equip- and by throwing the switch into the lower
senses. There are thus a number of opPOSTS
AKD.7iN.wiRE
CONNECTOR
ment will cut down the efficiency of op- position the aerial is connected directly
erations to be performed by the receiving
eration.
station. Among these are the following:
to the ground. When the receiving apIn the first place, the station must be
It has been found that a single-wire
g4 W. 35 g ST.
; 531 SO. DEARBORN ST.
paratus is not in use, the switch should
JVOVO
TH'F^G.
. QO.
NEW
YORK
~
"CHICAGO
capable of intercepting the ether waves antenna gives best results in that less always be thrown into the lower clip so
interference
need
be
contended
with
in
as they pass through space and of absorbcase
several
transmitting
stations
in
the
ing part of their energy. Secondly, since
it is generally desirable to receive only the same vicinity are operating at or nearly
waves from one station at a time, the re- at the same wave length. Another imceiving station must be capable of being
portant advantage of the single- wire* aerial
adjusted or tuned to the wave length at is that static, Radio's greatest enemy, has
which the particular station desired is less chance to cause trouble. It seems
that static appears to collect on the aerial,
operating.
and hence the greater the network of
Set Reduces Frequency
After the station is tuned and the oscil- wires comprising the aerial, the more
lations are being received, these incoming surface is offered for static to accumulate on.
oscillations are at a Radio frequency and
Of course, it is also true that with an
far too rapid to be capable of being heard
by the human ear. The third operation aerial composed of several wires the received signals will be somewhat stronger
to be performed by the receiving station,
is thus to reduce the Radio frequency than with a single-wire aerial, but this
oscillations to an audio frequency. Fur- strength does not increase at the same
thermore, this must be accomplished with- rate as the number of wires is increased.
out in any way affecting the general na- However, in the long run it is generally
ture of the oscillations, otherwise their preferable to sacrifice some of the signal
messages cannot be interpreted by the strength in order to reduce the amount of
receiving operator. After the oscillations interference and the intensity of static,
have been reduced to an audio frequency,
material for Aerial
they are still of an electrical nature, and
Since the quality and intensity of the
hence must be converted from electrical incoming messages depend to a very great
current waves to sound waves capable of extent upon a properly constructed aerial.
affecting the human ear. This comprises
the fourth function to be performed by
the apparatus. Finally, the station must
also be provided with some form of protective device to shield the operator from
danger from lightning or other electrical
On account of the limited supply, the sale of these hound volumes No. 2 is limited strictly
sources.
to those readers of the Radio Digest who have subscribed for a year.
Functions of Farts
TO
A receiving station must thus perform
five essential functions, besides the addiAERIAU
tional operations that may be necessary
in order to be able to obtain certain speOne year subscription to Radio Digest and
cial operating characteristics. For intercepting the Radio waves and absorbing
both bound volumes 1 and 2.
part of their energy, the receiving anBy subscribing now for one year to the Radio Digest you get both BOUND VOLUMES
tenna or aerial is employed. For adjusting the receiving station to the wave
1 AND 2, 26 numbers, with one year's subscription for $7.00.
length of the desired station, special tunor either volume 1 or 2, FREE with a
ing devices and
are variable
needed, suchas variable
inductances
condensers.
The
Radio frequency oscillations are reduced
year's subscription to Radio Digest . .
to an audible frequency by means of a
ALL ORDERS MUST BE SENT DIRECT— No orders on this offer will be accepted,
special piece of apparatus known as the
■ TOGROCWVP.
through subscription agencies, news dealers or other sources. Check, money or express
detector. This detector may be either of
orders (no stamps)
must accompany all orders.
Figure 18
the crystal type or of the vacuum tube
type. Converting the audio frequency
TEAR HERE— MAIL
electrical oscillations to sound waves is it is very important that only the proper
accomplished by means of telephone re- materials should be used and that it be
ceivers. To guard the operator against erected in a safe and well-insulated manner. The single-wire aerial as used tor
harm by lightning, a device known as a
purposes would be from 40 to
PUBLISHER.
RADIO
DIGEST ILLUSTRATED.
lightning arrester is used. There is, how- receiving
123 West Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.
ever, very little danger in this respect, 100 feet in length and supported at any
and it is really much less than it is convenient height — generally the higher
I have already subscribed to the Radio Digest for one year.
so please reserve me one bound volume Number Two for which
the antenna the more effective it is. Copthought to be generally.
I am enclosing check — M. O. for Two Dollars.
per or bronze wire. No. 12 or 14 in size,
We will now discuss each of these esPlease
Dollars. reserve me Bound Volume Number One and also Numsential parts in detail and see how they gives best results, although aluminum
ber Two and one year's subscription to the Radio Digpst.
are constructed and how they operate. wire can also be used effectively.
Illustrated, for which I am enclosing check — M. O. for Seven
Iron wire, however, is very inefficient
Finally we will be ready to consider them
as a group, and learn how the entire and should be avoided if possible; for on
Name
equipment
is assembled, installed, and op- account of its higher resistance, the elecAddress
erated.
trical losses in it are greater with the result that the signals are greatly weakReceiving- Antenna
City
State.
ened. Stranded wire, it is claimed, gives
The antenna, or aerial as it is often
t~ -\ v^-*~ l\t I »-w^%.(, .*% I ' fcV^H»«>/*t.M
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Combination Tube

and

Jacks Used in Set to
Make a Quick Change

IN THIS SET

TWO

CIRCUITS USED

Crystal

The accompanying illustration shows a
simple hook-up in which jacks are used
for switching over from a tube set to a
crystal and back again.
TVith the crystal

jack the variocoupler is the only instrument in the circuit 'with the crystal. —
Hagen Thompson, Chicago, 111.

Long Shafts on Condensers

In operating a regenerative receiver any
movement of the operator's hands near
the variable condensers, will alter the
body capacity effect and make reception
difficult and sometimes impossible. To
overcome this I fitted extension shafts
and mounted the variable condensers as
shown in the illustration.
The dial or knob is first removed from
the condenser, and a long threaded nut
with tight fitting thread is screwed half-

Tube Socket Made of
Small Copper Tubes
The materials necessary to make the
socket illustrated are 1 piece of dielectric
material about 2% inches square, 4 binding posts, or brass bolts, and 4 pieces of
copper tube about Ys or& inch in diameter.
Make two cuts with a hack saw in the
top of the tube at A, % of an inch long.
Cut the tube half off % inch from the top
as at B. Cut up from the bottom to the
last cut and remove half the tube. Bend
the tube at C until the bottom half is at
right angles to the upper part. Drill a
hole at D for a bolt or binding post and as-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. RADIO DIGEST is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
RADIO DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Set

way on the shaft of the condenser. A
piece of brass rod long enough to extend
from the condenser shaft to the outside
of the panel is fitted into the nut on the
condenser shaft. This connection may
also be soldered, if desired, to hold it more
HARD RUBBER.
BACK PANEL TO WHICH
condenser is attached
KNOB OR DIAL
— FRONT PAN EL
CONDENSER

storage B battery is of 24 volts the whole
battery cannot be charged at a setting.
Only three cells can be charged at a time,
the remainder being charged three cells at
a time in succession until all are charged.
— Glen E. Gaufin, Escanaba, Mich.

Use for Phonograph Records

Any amateur attempting to listen in on
long distance work finds trouble when tun*\
NOTing with a variable condenser. Fine adEXTENSION
?5>\
IO"LONG. ROD
justments cannot always be made.
To remedy this I procured a 12-inch record and fastened it with screws on the
COOPL6I2.
dial of the condenser. By grasping the
outside
edge of the record and moving it
<LBASE BOARD.
slowly an extremely fine adjustment can
be made. If desired, a graduated scale
securely. The regular dial or knob is can be drawn on paper and pasted on the
then fitted to the front panel end of the record. With the aid of this device found
extension rod. This method is particularly well adapted for using table type it 'possible to tune in stations that could
not be heard before their use. — William
of condensers on the panel sets. — P. Stark, Bobinson, Edgewood, Pa.
Sterling, 111.

Charging the B Battery

Keep Storage Battery Clean

great many Radiophans own their
rectifiers for charging their A batteries but they do not know how to charge
their B batteries with it. As the average

Dirt and acid, -which collect on the tops
of storage batteries, can be wiped off with
a cloth moistened with a solution of water
and ammonia.

A
own

eg)

semble on the dielectric base. The piece
of tubing should be about 2 inches long. —
Albert R. Miller, Spring Valley, Minn.

Spools Make Switch Knobs

An ordinary thread spool makes a good
knob for experimental work. Cut the spool
in two, as shown in the illustration, and
NOTCHES

.ORAM

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
position, should a high voltage be induced
in the antenna due to some atmospheric
disturbance, the electric charge would find
it much easier to jump the gap of the arrester and escape into the ground than to
travel through the windings of the receiving apparatus with the possibility of
doing any damage.
The wire which leads from the upper
terminal of the lightning switch to be receiving apparatus in the room, should be
rubber-covered copper wire at least No. 14
in size, either solid or flexible stranded
wire. Where it enters the building, either
through the window casing or the wall, it
should be protected with a porcelain tube.
This insulating tube should slope downward toward the outside of the building
so as to prevent rain from entering the
room through the tube.
Ground Wire
The ground wire which leads from the
lower clip of the lightning switch to the
ground should be a No. 4 rubber-covered
copper wire and should be supported on
porcelain knobs in as straight a line as
possible, with no sharp bends. The lower
end of the wire should be connected by
means of a ground clamp to a water pipe.
In connecting the clamp to the pipe be
sure to scrape the pipe clean where the
clamp is applied, so that i good metallic
contact will be insured. In case no water
pipe is available, a good ground connection can be established by driving an iron
pipe into the ground to a depth of about
six or eight feet. Such a ground connection will be most effective if the pipe is
driven into the ground at some damp
place, for dry earth is a fairly good insulator.
Having
now
considered
the
outdoor
parts of a receiving station, we are ready
to take up the apparatus indoors.
The Receiving- Set
The receiving set itself comprises the
apparatus installed indoors, and serves
to render intelligible the signals which
are received over the antenna. The receiving set really consists of two individual yet interdependent parts, each part
having its own functions to perform.
These parts are, respectively, the tuner
and the detector. We will now review
briefly the nature and operation of each.
An antenna system is in reality a form
of open oscillating circuit containing both
inductance and capacity. The amount of
inductance depends upon the length and
arrangement of the wires comprising the
antenna, while the capacity depends upon
the number of wires used and their height
above the ground. An antenna may be
looked upon as forming a large condenser,
the wires forming one conducting plate
and the earth beneath the other plate,
while the air in between constitutes the
dielectric.
Natural Wave Length
antenna
system,
therefore,
like
oscillating
circuit,
has
its own

STR IB.

.

oscillation frequency or wave length. of a room, and to accomplish this additional equipment known as a loud speaker use the notched flange. Some spools have
This is known as the natural wave length
of the system, and the receiving antenna is required.
a knurled edge. A piece of sheet copper
will operate most efficiently if this nator brass is cut for a pointer or switch
Chapter
In Chapter Six
which Sis
will appear in the Cincinnati, O.
ural wave length is the same as that of
the incoming waves, that is, if the two next week's issue, we will take up a dis- blade and used on the end. — Arthur Gaebe,
are in resonance.
cussion of the construction and operation
However, since the desired messages of the different devices used for tuning
are not always at the same wave length a receiving station to the desired wave
"With reasonably careful usage the life
as the natural wave length of the an- length. Apparatus such as loading coils, of the standard vacuum tube should be
about
2000 hours or more.
tenna, it is necessary to alter or adjust tuning coils, variocouplers and variometers
the receiving antenna in some way so will be taken up in detail. All those
that it will be in resonance with the de- desiring a thorough knowledge of these
sired transmitting station. This adjust- devices cannot afford to miss this important article.
ing, or tuning, as it is called, can be ac$U. 75 will brinx one of these marveloualy sensitive instrument.! to
complished in one of three ways; the
your address, prepaid. No aerial, btou d. loop or radio frequency
used. AU parts hi*heat quality. Cutler Hammer, Remler. Dubelief.
Fading of Radio signals is caused by
length of the antenna can be altered, inetc., mounted on cenuine bakelite panel . Complete instructions furductance can be added into the system, or trees, steel buildings, rivers, electric
rushed for wirinc. No solderinz necessary . Have music on strip
of lamp cord one hour after set arrives. Our Phantom rets over
capacity can be introduced into the sys- wires, trolleys, tennis backstops and power
distance and is practical usini detector only . Wind lamp cord in
stations.
tem. But since it is not always convenauto
in music
while the
drrrine.
Send top
stampandfortune
booklet
and learn
Phantom 'W.'ve
story done it often.
ient to alter the dimensions of an antenna
VESCO
RADIO
SHOP.
Box D-7M,
Vacaville.
Calif.
that is permanently installed, the last two
schemes are the ones commonly used. It
is this station tuning process which constitutes the first function to be performed
by the receiving set, and the apparatus
of the receiving set by means of which
EVERY NOTE
this is accomplished is known as the
tuner. The apparatus used for tuning
INTO FULL
purposes, as well as the most efficient and
DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS
rapid method of tuning a station, will be I
RICHNESS
taken up in the next chapter.
Detector for the Set
MAKES YOUR
After the station is in tune with the
waves sent out from the desired station,
COMPLETE
123 Qf.&ladiron Jt.Chicaqo
the next operation is to convert the Radio
frequency oscillations to oscillations at
WITH OUTFITS
an audio frequency but of the same form
ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
and quality. This is the second duty to
be performed by the receiving set, and is
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
accomplished by means of the detector.
Triple Coil Mounting
$4.00
The detector really forms the most critiTwo Coil Mountings
3.50
Type C Unit,
.
$11.00
cal part of the receiving set, for upon its
action depends to a very great extent the
Type C Head Set,
$17.00
quality of the signals heard in the phones.
ture locks the
Acoilpatented
"Various forms of detectors have been
in place feaand
AT ALL GOOD DEALERS
devised since the Radio art first came into
prevents
the
coil
from being
existence, but of all of these only two
thrown out of
have proven satisfactory and are being
used at the present time. These are the
once
adju station
s tmentis
crystal detector and the audio or vacuum
tuned in.
tube detector, each of which has its own
Dealers write for
field of application in that it best fulfills
certain requirements. The mineral despecial discounts
STATES ELECTRIC COMPANY, Agents
Licensed
under
TJ.
S.
tector is used extensively for field servDe Forest Pat. 1365170
24 Clinton Street
Newark, N. J,
ice, and for small inexpensive home reAST0RL0ID MFG. CO., Ifc^MWfc
ceiving outfits. The vacuum tube, on the
other hand, is somewhat costly and hence
is used with stationary sets and where
greater volume or signal strength is desired. The crystal detector and its operation will be taken up in the next chapter, together with the tuning apparatus;
Not jnst a common horn built into a cabinet. Beautiful — Compact— THE
TONE
OF FINE
CABINET
PHONOGRAPHS.
while the vacuum tube detector, on acMake your two-step set a HOME ENTERTAINER.
All SPIcount of the more extensive electrical
^
ROLAS
are
of the best
construction, with fine, rubbed finishes
and
are
absolutely
guaranteed.
principles involved in its operation, will
be postponed until some later chapter.
SPIROLA DUPLEX— uses any headset. Satin black
(DB) finish $3.85. Oak (DO) or mahogany (DM)
A third duty which is often performed
SPIROLA CONCERT— comrlete irith
finish $4.85.
and cord, Oak (CO) or mahogany built-in unit
by many receiving sets is that known as
amplification. By amplification is meant
SPIROLA SIMPLEX— uses Baldwin or other unit.
(CM) finish
$12.50.
Black (SB), oak (SO), mahogany (SJI) finisk. same
the strengthening or increasing of the inAt dealers or postpaid
tensity. Amplification is employed when
prices as DUPLEX.
BOX 10,(C 0. D. if preferred)
the signals are either weak or it is deE. H. DONNEIX MFG. CO.,
DEFT. D,
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
sired to have the signals heard in all parts

Phantom Tuner

REINARTZ

SWELLS

ALL PARTS NECESSARY

ITm»mm;

BALDWIN PHONES

HELTONS

LOUD SPEAKER It

tfvt*W

REAL CABINET TYPE $Q.85
LOUD SPEAKERS
°
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The "How"
of
the
Simplified
Super
Part I — Setting Up the Flivver Successfully

Circuit

By E. T. Flewelling

ation of the simplified
SINCE the public
super circuit, the writer has had the
y
opportunit to spend considerable
time watching its action and building the
theory of its operation. . Hundreds of letters have been received telling the trials,
tribulations, and successes of those who
have tried out the circuit. These things
have brought together quite a few items
of interest.
Follow Specifications Strictly for Success
An analysis of the letters received
shows that those who have successfully
built the Simplified Super have in every
case followed strictly the specifications
called for. Xo letter has yet been received relating failure that did not also
contain its own answer. The experimenter did not use the apparatus especially called for, or else evidently had decided, upon a glance at the hook-up that he
could by changing the circuit a little,
considerably improve upon its action.
It is surprising how many letters of
this type have been received. To try to
improve a hook-up or to change it to
meet the apparatus that one happens to
have on hand without at first trying the
original, is to my mind the height of foolishness, because it immediately calls for
an assumption that the originator merely
hit upon a new circuit, gave it to the public at once without a care that it might
be improved upon and then fell asleep.
Now this little story is being written
with no other idea than to help out those
who wish to work with the Simplified
Super, and also to add in the notes to follow a little information that perhaps is
not known to everyone in the world.
Hundreds of Circuits Fail
If I said that two hundred different
combinations of hook-ups, apparatus, etc.,
had been tried, that would be a very low
estimate. All of these combinations with
small exception refused to fire. Those
which did go were not equal to the finally
developed circuit that has been published,
with the possible exception of one. This
one referred to seems to accomplish about
all that the flivver circuit does, but has
failed so far to match quite the results
given by a nicely balanced flivver circuit.
I will be pleased to show this alternative circuit with its notes in the next
few issues of Radio Digest because it
calls for even less apparatus and adjustment than the flivver circuit and illustrates the principle used just as well.
About the Use of loops
Most folks seem to assume that a loop
of average size will work properly, and
it will doubtless be of value to them to
have the following brought to their mind.
First note that a receiving set depends
for its audibility and distance qualities
upon the effective height of the antenna.
Without going into mathematics this
works slightly different than at
first glance might be assumed.
The answer is this. If an average
three-foot loop were computed, it would
be found that it possessed the ability of
an open antenna approximately one foot
high. A loop has the directional quality
as one of its most valuable advantages,
but unfortunately most of this is lost
when using a super set on a loop. It is
understood that any antenna system must
be tuned to take care of the wave desired,
but one is apt to forget entirely that a
loop is nothing after all but an antenna.
Therefore it too must be tuned. There
are at least two ways to do this, one by
connecting a variable condenser in parallel with the loop and another by building a loop that is absolutely right so far
as capacity, inductance, etc., are concerned. One can see how difficult that
would be for the average person.
To sum up, if your set "sings" when
tried alone and goes dead when connected
to an energy collector, you can be sure
that a series condenser is needed.
Points About Flivver's Operation
When the set is complete it is best to
adjust the leaks, etc., before being con-

Crystal Receiving Set
Uses Honeycomb Coil
For the benefit of other crystal detector
fans I am showing
this hook-up
with

Waerial

nected to any energy collector. We know
that the values for the set itself are correct. Therefore, if we adjust it alone, we
will have no outside influence to throw
us off.
As has been stated in previous articles,

for the happy medium.

After which, it

may be left in that adjustment.
Tickler Coil Adjustment
This brings us to the tickler adjustment. If, when your set is finished, you
get no sound from it, several factors must
be considered. These will be taken up
as we go along. The first is the polarity
of the tickler coil (75 or 90-turn coil).
If the magnetic field of this coil works
with the first coil (50-turn) you are all
right, but if the magnetic field works
against the first coil, the set is dead. This
condition is corrected easily by reversing
the leads to the tickler coil.
If you use improper coils for these two
coils (Giblin-Remler 50 and 75 or 90-turn
coils are specified), you either will get
no action or poor results, depending upon
E. T. Flewelling and his set "that
WHEN
how closely the values of your coils approach those of the specified coils.
made good in a day" were discovered byIt seems that hundreds of Radiophans
Radio Digest, the flivver circuit was prachave tried variocouplers using the stator
as the inductance and the rotor as the
tically unknown. Its appearance in the Ditickler. As a rule the results have been
gest is another scoop.
inferior. They might be improved to an
acceptable point by rewinding the rotor
to 75 to 125 turns instead of the number
generally used.
Use of Variocoupler
MR. FLEWELLING has agreed to write
If a variocoupler is used, be careful not
exclusively for Radio Digest. The
to have too many unused turns on the
stator, because the field set up as a result
article on this page is the first of a series to
of these unused turns will have a tendency to upset the balance of the set.
appear every week which will help the RadioMost of the variocouplers for broadcastphan in the perfecting of his own flivver set.
ing now on the market have a suitable
number of turns on the stator or tube, but
not enough on the rotor or ball for operation on a super set. Of course the exact
number of turns in either case cannot be
given because of one factor at least, we
do not know the diameter of the forms
to wind upon.
when the set is correctly adjusted one be able to compensate for it in most cases used
Inasmuch as the space available is not
can hear a little shrill whistle, and as by the use of, preferably, a variable condenser in series. That is, run your sig- sufficient to cover the subject in one
the coupling of the coils is changed there
nal through a variable condenser before article it will be necessary to continue
is added the sound like the tearing of
it
reaches
the set. This condenser is ad- our discussion in the next issue of Radio
cloth. Upon approaching the wave of a
justed to the point where the set comes to Digest.
broadcaster one will hear a series of small
weak squawks which increase in loudness life again and is further used as an aid
To secure good signals never burn
and finally spill over to become dead as to tuning to the wave length desired.
necessary. tube filaments brighter than
The set is then quiet excepting that vacuum
the wave is tuned in correctly.
the whistle is still audible. The lower
To Use Radio Digest as Forum
Inasmuch as I am unable to have a the tone, and the louder the whistle, the
When
figuring on the wave length of
is the amount of amplification obprivate secretary, it has become impos- greater tained,
and the grid leak should be -set your aerial, remember the lead-in counts.
sible for me to answer all of the letters
that I receive concerning this circuit. I
would indeed be glad to receive comments
and results secured, but it has become a
physical impossibility for me to answer
personally all of the questions asked,
much as I would like to do it. For this
reason I will write for Radio Digest all
available dope on the circuit so that further questions should be unnecessary.
the
From the above you can easily get, perhaps, the most important point about setting up the Flivver Circuit. It is this —
don't use a single thing that is different
from the articles called for unless you
are prepared to fight it out yourself. Not
a single set has failed to work as yet
when properly set up and adjusted, so
don't let the idea that there is a dark
secret somewhere in it bother you, because there isn't any.
Aerial Must Preserve Balance
We will take up the matter of aerials
first, because the set will be used on all
kinds . and varieties. The low frequency
oscillation (it really is not an oscillation)
that is responsible for the action of the
super depends upon the set having the
This Super Non-Regenerative Receiver, the
just correctly balanced values of inductance, capacity and resistance in the cirlatest creation of Professor J. H. Morecroft of
cuit. If the set itself has these values
correct it will function properly, the
Columbia University — eliminates Distortion,
values and hook-ups published are correct
Howling, Screeching; and is UNSURPASSED
so no trouble will be experienced from
this source.
in TONE — SELECTIVITY — CLEARNESS
Now if we put an antenna, ground, or
and EFFICIENCY.
loop, either of which may be termed an
energy collector, in with the set we must
be careful to preserve the correct balance.
This point seems to be the one giving the
most trouble and a few words concerning
it will not be amiss.
All grounds, loops,

In the Digest Exclusively —

At the New York Radio Show

JEWETT SUPER-TWELVE
Achieved

a Real

Triumph

CAN BE OPERATED WITH V/2 Volt Tubes
without storage battery ; also indoor aerial or loop.
Price without accessories $75.00 f. o. b. factory.

1500 miles. It is the two slide tuner set
with a 35 or 50 turn honeycomb coil as
a load coil. The stations I have heard
with this hook-up are KDKA, WHB,
WGM, WSB, WOC, WRM, WI/W and
8X1. — Raymond B. Searl, Bloomington, 111.

All Jewett Dealers are authorized and have
Protected Territory and Liberal Discounts.
Write for Details of Sales Policy.

Grid Condenser and Leak

To insure accessibility as well as rigidity to the grid condenser a piece of A-inch
fibre or bakelite may be cut and drilled to
correspond
with the condenser terminal
<h
CRYSTAL
holes and one side of the assembly bolted
together
with
a small bolt. The other
HONEY'
TUNING COIL
COMB
terminal can be fastened directly to the
COIL
grid terminal of the socket. This will
lessen wiring complications and will place
the grid leak in a position where the
PHONES
SLIDERS
pencil marks can be altered if necessary.
The writer has found that the number
of pencil marks does not seem to affect
the
tube operation to a noticeable extent.
*S="
GROUND.
However, in a closely assembled receiver
the grid leak is a rather sensitive adjust■Which
have received
over a I distance
of 500 speech
miles and
and music
code
ment,— H. E. Jameson, Milwaukee, Wis.

a

or antennas have different values, yet
most of them, especially grounds and
open antennas, average up to a value that
will be workable with the set as specified.
If a particular energy collector kills
your set when you connect it on, you will

Jewett

Manufacturing
NEWARK,

Corporation

N. J.
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R. D. 72 IS SIMPLE

V

VARIABLE

DIGEST

ONE

TUBE

The djagram shows a hook-up which
has proved very good for long distance
work. The apparatus consists of a variometer, variable condenser, grid condenser,
rheostat socket and binding posts. Recently this outfit was tested out in a drizzling rain and I heard KFAF, which is
1,000 miles from my set.
In the illustration A represents the
aerial, G the ground, C .0005 vernier condenser, C2 .0005 condenser with leak, T
the phones and V the variometer. The rotor is separated from the stator and the
two sections of the stator joined together

CONDENSER.

DETECTOR
TUBE

— VWWV*—
VARIABLE
GRID LEAK

$ HONEYCOMB
_|

Long Distance Stations
Picked Up On This Set

REGENERATOR

,, .O00Sm^d.<h_

L.50

ILLUSTRATED

COIL..

.00025 mW.
OOl m-}d .
VARIABLE CONDENSER

PHONES

.002

U/wv\

VARIABLE

ZZ.V2.S).

R.D. 72
FAIRLY reasonable priced, simple
sort of hook-up always appeals to
the average Radiophan. New circuits are his hobby, and he anticipates
with relish every new method of hooking
up his apparatus.
In the circuit shown, one is impressed
with the fact that practically all of the
tuning is accomplished by means of variable condensers, three of which are used
with capacities of .001, .0005 and .00025
mfds. The primary
(.OOlmfd.) condenser

should be connected so the moving plates 50 turns although the antenna values may
are on the gro.und side. In the plate (.00025 necessitate changes in the number of
mfd.) condenser the rotating plates should turns. A .002 mfd. fixed condenser is
shunted across the plate battery and the
be connected to the primary circuit.
The grid condenser (.0005 mfd.) should
be connected so the movable plates are phones.
The negative terminals of both baton the aerial side. In a circuit of this
teries are grounded. In tuning, the proper
type a variable grid leak is advisable, wave length adjustment is effected by
especially for the proper variation of grid means of the primary condenser. Readjustment for different tubes that may
generation is then controlled by the plate
be used. This will insure best efficiency circuit condenser. The filament rheostat
for each tube.
will also be found very sensitive for tuning in distant stations properly.
The honeycomb coil should be one with

The Reader's View

in the set in the usual manner. The brass
Crystal Mounting
strip takes the place of the catwhisker. —
The parts needed for this mounting are Frank
Basler, Altoona, Pa.
about two teaspoonfuls of brass filings, a
piece of some sort of crystal C, some mercury and lead E, a glass case A, about a
A loop antenna works better in a wooden
teasp >onful of shellac D, and a brass strip building than in one of steel structure.

A

Likes the Flewelling'
Tou have a valuable little paper.
Can
hardly wait from week to week.
"put one circuit.
over" when
you gave
us
theTouFlewelling
It brings
in the
local broadcasts fine on just a ground
wire. Have had a friend try it on his
antenna and he says be got Springfield,
Mass., Atlanta and Kansas City. This is
just the thing for the fellow without an
antenna.
I use a "peanut" tube.
Do your readers know of any improvement in the way of tuning, hook-up, regeneration, etc.? Have them send them
in. Have Dr. F. C. Locke, of Oteen, N. C.
tell us how he does it. — G. B., Evanston,
111.

Locating

Places for Shafts

In the construction of Radio apparatus
marking the places for the shafts on the
panel is a difficult problem. The location
may be found in the following manner:
Procure a piece of thin paper, place a coil
over it and mark the circumference.
Hold the paper to the light and fold it
so that the lines overlap or meet on each
half, then fold again at right angles to
the first fold. Where the folds meet at
the center will be the point for drilling
the hole. This paper placed on the panel
will locate the place for the hole. — Henry
A. Keys, Kinder, La.

Loop

With

Plug-in

6

6 6vi>

The desire of the engineers of various
manufacturing companies to simplify the
operation of receiving sets makes it quite
likely that many of the apartment houses
now building in New York city will have
both aerial and current source installed,
making it merely necessary to press a
certs.
button or turn a switch to get the con-

RADIO SUPPLIES STORES
Prompt Serra* —Radio
Qnalil?Division
Goods — Priced Right

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
20 S. Wells St.

> U/ww

at the center. Tuning is accomplished
with a variable condenser and regeneration with the rotor. — J. TV. Mayfield, Cincinnati.

C R L
VARIABLE

about & inch thick and % inch wide, and
two binding posts.
Place the crystal C in the lead and mercury E, and then tack it on the wooden
base. Place the brass filings B and the
brass strip A into the glass case A, allowing one end of the brass strip to extend to
the outside. Place the base with the crystal attached over the mouth of the bottle
and seal it with wax.
Wire the detector

1

Franklin 3986

5206 W. Madison. Austin 7041.
1122 £. 47th Si
ii
Look for the TELHACO Sign

GRID

LEAK

DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS

iiuto:flr!.»

123 W. Mad iron SiXhicago

Attachment

The material necessary to make the
as shown in the illustration is, four
of 1-inch square wood, % pound of
18 copper wire, one telephone plug,

loop
feet
No.
one

—No. 57—
Magnavox Radio
Completes Your Receiving Set
With the Magnavox you receive
every program clearly and in volume for dances, parties and entertainment.
R-2 Magnavox Radio with 18-inch horn; the
utmost in amplifying power
$85.00
R-3 Magnavox Radio with 14-inch horn; for
homes, offices, etc
$45.00
Model C Magnavox Power Amplifier; insures
largest power input for the Magnavox
Radio; 2 stags
$80.00; 3-stage
$110.00

At Good Dealers Everywhere
Unusual

Illustrated

Booklet on request

The Magnavox Co.,
New

two circuit jack and some scrap insulating
material. The loop will require ten turns
of the wire.
The plug is attached to the lower part
of the loop cross and the jack is mounted
table top. — Fritz Franke, Chicago,

York

Office:

370

Radio

Frequency

Receiver

GREATEST

SELECTIVITY
AND
SENSITIVITY
of any Receiving Instrument yet made
Tune
in the Station
You
Like
Best

Oakland, Cal.

Seventh

Avenue

MAM%ivaK

<Dfie Reproducer Supreme

Write for Bulletin No. 119-W

Jf eberal^elepljone anbGMegrapJ) Company
BUFFALO,

CHICAGO

N. Y.

OFFICE: 805 STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Questions and Answers
Selected for the Reinartz Circuit Fan

Same Circuit
US74) OLP. Osceola. la.
Will you please send me a wiring- diagram of a receiver using- a Reinartz spider
tvcb coil and the WD-11
dry cell tube?
Would this circuit be as efficient as the
one described in the December 23 issue of
the Digest?
Please give markings of batteries and
value of grid leak resistance.
A. See page thirteen of the November
25 issue of Radio Digest for diagTam of
circuit asked. We believe that this will
prove quite as efficient as the one appearing in December 23rd issue. Much depends upon skillful construction in any
case and comparative virtues are difficult
to determine to a nicety. Use a two
megohm grid leak.

THE POPULAR

REINARTZ

TtX

W

VAR.GRID

LEAK

TUBE
DETECTOR]
rvfd.

srrvjd.

Peanut Tube
(PSTn EPH, Jeffersonvilie, Ind.
In the November 25 issue you have a
hook-up using spider web coils (Reinartz
circuit).
Could I use the detector panel hook-up
with a dry cell WD-11 tube with good
results? If so how far should I receive
with a 75-foot, two-wire, L-type antenna.
~=~
6 VOLTS.
30 feet high, with a 50-foot lead-in?
A. The WD-11 tube may be used satisfactorily in the Reinartz circuit as suggested. The range of this receiver, under
all favorable conditions of construction
A. Hook-up Q. & A.-1552, page 15,
and location, should be approximately
January 6 Radio Digest will work satisfive hundred miles.
factorily if plugged in on your Reinartz
set phone jack. See page 13, November
Patent xnfringment
25 issue, for complete diagram of Reinartz tuner, detector, and amplifier.
(1S91) JPW, Oil City, Fain order to settle an argument I am
taking the liberty of writing you to ask
Variable Condensers
if the circuit used in the Reinartz tuner
described in the November 25 issue of
(1846) AD, Highland Park, Mich.
Radio Digest by H. J. Mars is patented.
Having a Reinartz single tube set, with
In other words, if a person should build a which I have obtained much better results
receiving set as described to be sold, than with several other hook-ups that I
would he be infringing or violating a
have tried, I would like to ask a few quespatent?
tions about the Hook-up Q. & A.-1434, NoA. All regenerative circuits come under
vember 25 issue:
the Armstrong Patents and are controlled
One variable condenser is marked .0005
by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu- mfd.
What should the other one be?
facturing Co. Seventeen other companies
own licenses to manufacture under these
What voltage should the B battery
patents. The Reinartz tuner embodies the have?
regenerative principle and so comes under
What resistance should the potential
this patent. Therefore to sell same with- have?
out a license is an infringement and
Has this particular set been tried out?
amenable to the law.
I am figuring on using WD-11 tubes.
Would Thordarson transformers be all
Reinartz and Honeycomb
Coils
right for the AF and an Erla for RF?
(1974) JDG-, Chicago, I1L
Will you kindly tell me through the
Q. & A. columns of Radio Digest if it
Keep your connections
tight
would be practical to use honeycomb coils
and your insulation right
as loading inductances to receive wavelengths of over 5,000 meters in connection
with the Reinartz circuit explained in a
recent
issue?
If so how many will be necessary and
where should they be placed? .
This circuit certainly is a wonder on
short waves and I wish to use it as a
Is the highest type of
long wave receiver if possible.
A. It is not advisable to use honeyRADIO PANEL INSULATION
comb coils as loading inductances with
Reinartz circuit. It does not load effecWe are authorized distributors
tively. Itis better to use a long wave set.

CONDENSITE
CELORON

Reinartz Amplification
(1957) WMK,
Detroit, Mich.
Owing to power lines surrounding my
home, the use of any outdoor antenna
causes my Reinartz set to hum. My 200foot attic aerial will only give local reception.
Will hook-up Q. & A.-1552, page 15,
January 6 issue, work as an amplifier for
the Reinartz as well as for the Flewelling
set, when plugged in on the phones?
Can one step of audio be added as on
page 7 of the December 23 issue? "Where
can I get the hook-up?

The
New

THE

ONLY

GENUINE

Tested Detector Tubes
Standard

Tubes

Standard
Detector

Tubes for 6-volt

Amplifier
Every

for 6-volt

Tube

Immediate Service
grade

Bremer-TuUy Mfg. Company
532-536
AND

S.

Canal

Street,

Chicago

GUARANTEED

Wave" Coupler
MABK

(\f\

Six_effident Hook-ups sent upon receipt of 10c stamps
or Free with each "All Wave" Coupler
Patents Granted and Pending
Thousands of Satisfied Users
Guaranteed with an Absolute Money-Back Guarantee to Operate as Advertised

PHONOLIER

56 Lafayette Street, New

CORPORATION
York City

*0

»7e

*Q QC
^£t.iO

$0.00
to functbn.

guaranteed

LUX MFCCO^^HicfGo51

STORAGE BATTERIES

Willard 2 volt 40 A. H.
WD-11 tubes $4.75?
Edison $7.75; Edison B for
battery elements 4c each.6 volts
FLEWELLING
.006 CONDENSERS
Bakelite mounted with binding posts. Set of three $2 90
variable
Grid Condensers
.00025 or WEB
.0005 max.
45c. '
FLEWELLI
COILS
NG SPIDER
Easier tuning; clearer signals; green silk wound
each.

$1 75

FLEWELLING VARIABLE GRID LEAKS
Give clearer music, louder signals on any circuit. 75c.
REINARTZ LATEST SPIDER WEB COILS
Double green silk winding on Bakelite spider Jl 95
Choke coils for Beinartz detector plate circuit $1.70.
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE CONDENSER
Eits any condenser.
Requires no extra space. 95c.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Best made. Louder signals. Cannot bum out S2 95
Jacks. Open circuit .46: Sin. eir. .54; Doub. cir .62;
Plugs .56: 3000 meter long wave couplers 57.95.
We saveInclude
you money.
whatOrder
you need.
Postage Tell
With usTour
QUALITY

RADIO

SHOP,

RICHMOND,

IND.

W.■ B.i^C
SUPPLY ANDSSC
SERVICE CORPORATION
O'

18 MURRAY

STREET, New York

% Blocks South of Chambers, between Broadway

OUR

PRICES

SPEAK

FREE
WITH

EVERY

LOUDER

and Church St.

THAN

WORDS

FREE

FREE

$10.00 AND OVER PURCHASE
VARIABLE B BATTERY

A $1.50 22y2-VOLT

Mail orders must include postage.
TERMS:— Money Orders with Orders — checks not
accepted. All Merchandise offered is Standard, Guaranteed, and is of perfect workmanship.

PRICE
Complete

INCLUDING
PHONES,
TUBES,

"Better Than The B est"

^ER,iAL^

2c
3c

Cbils,
^e ose °' asaU/Varlometers,
Eliminates
inasmuch
it performs in Varioeouplers
one compact and
unit Loading
the functions
of all of these devices combined.
For the Novict .The
"Allnovice
Ware"to attain
Coupler theenables
greenest
same the
results attained by the expert in building the simplest, most compact
and most efficient radio receiving set possible.
R«» Pr«»r»ar«»rl
for increases in the wave lengths of the broadcasting
uc * rc|jarcu
stations which are necessitated by their increasing number.
UniTCiial
Rociilts
AH-am*«l.^In(,lTldual Coupler
usera of written
**« "Auus
unusual
KeSUlIS
ATiamea—
that in Rhode Island it is nothing unusual to Wave"
bring in stations have
as far south as
Havana, Cuba, while in Mobile. Alabama, Newark, X. J., is brought in daily.
the
Coupler. on Look
of the "M1 Wa«"
f»f Imifatinne
Rpwarp
BlianonS^;ra(ia)a,ki
•A11 wave"
the forrotor.

CAPITOL

GOVT RADIO
A. With reference to the Reinartz
tuner detailed in the November 25 issue
of Radio Digest, the variable *-condensers
1.should be of .0005 and .0011.1.1.
mfd.
capacity.
The plate battery voltage should be from
forty to sixty. Resistance of potentiometer should be about two hundred ohms.
The apparatus you mention will serve
effectively. This circuit has been proven
and
is meetingwith much enthusiasm
wherever
used.

~, lV8c

Write us for information on high
Radio Material.
3/16'

For Sale — Westinghouse Aeriola Sr.
two-stage amplifier with tubes, $52.00
Amrad shortwave receiver and two-stage
amplifier, $92.00. Amrad two-stage Radio
frequency amplifier with transformers,
$2/. 00.
Burgess B Batteries,
$2.50.
MESABA
SPECIALTY
COMPANY.
310 Third Street South
Virginia, Minn.

60 VOLTS,

and carry complete stocks
Price
Vs per square inch cot to any size

Wave Length—
150 to 3000 Meters
FLAT AND BACK WOUND

$9

An amplifying tube is necessary in the
first tube socket of a super.

AERIAL
and
BATTERIES

TheEattio
Tube Set
SOCKETS:

$35

$1.00 Genuine
SI.OO
Sockets
DIALS:

Bakelite

Socket

$1.00

Bakelite

Dials— 3-ln. 45c;

4Genuine
in

$0.45
.35

VARICOUPLERS:

$7.00 Guaranteed
Genuine
Bakelite
Pioneer
Variocoupler,
silk wound
$4.25 Variocoupler,
guaranteed high quality
$8.00 Moulded Variocoupler,
highest quality
$5.00 Shamrock
Variocoupler

TRANSFORMERS:
$5.00 Acme Transformer
$3.00 Radio
$8.50 Wessco

TRADE

Set Will Not Regenerate
(1275) CR, Jameson, Mo.
I would like to ask a question concerning my homemade receiving set which
will not regenerate. I have tried all means
of regeneration but with no success. Could
there be any other reasons for this? I am
using a variocoupler, variable condenser
shunted across secondary, detector, and
one-stage amplifier.
In super-regeneration, does it make any
particular difference -about placing a de*
tector or amplifier tube in the first tube
socket?
A. — Your set, as now, is not designed
regenerative. For regeneration a tickler
coil is necessary. This is usually a variometer placed
in the plate circuit at any
convenient
point.

HOOK-UP

.55
4.75
2.25
4.50
2.50

3.40

Frequency
Transformers..
..
Audio
Transformers,
highest

quality guaranteed
VARIOMETERS:

$6.50 Pioneer Variometer, genuine Bakelite,
silk wound
$8.60 Wessco
Variometer,
highest
quality
guaranteed
$4.50 Variometer, guaranteed high quality..
$6.50 Moulded
Variometer,
highest
quality

BATTERIES:

1.65

3.25
4.50
3.25
2.40
3.50

S 6.75
$24.00
$19.00
$14.50
$ 3.00

Westinghouse Storage B. Battery....
4.75
A Battery,
100 Amp., 6 V
16.75
A Battery,
20 Amp.. 6 V
11.45
A Battery,
60 Amp.. 6 V
8.75
Battery.
22'/2
V.
Variable,
highest
quality guaranteed.
Large size
1.45
.55
$ 1.75 B Battery, 22'/2 V. Variable, highest
quality guaranteed.
Small size
$ 7.00 Westinghouse
Storage
B Battery
$1.00
W. D. II A Battery
PANELS:
3.00

Guaranteed Genuine Bakelite Panels — 7x10,
$1.25; 7X18. $1.85; 9x10. $1.60; 6x9.
95o: 5x5, 47c; 5x9. 95c: 6x12, $1.25;
7x12.
$1.50;
7x9,
7x24
Sphagetti.
per length

$1.15;

12x14,

Special Electric Soldering Iron,
two heat
20c

Bezel

MAGNA

VOX— NEW

5.50
J5

$3;
„
07'/2

455

15

CONDENSERS:
$5.00 23-pl. Variable Condenser
$5.50 43-pl. Variable Condenser
3-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

$ 1.65
1.95
70

50c Mica
Condensers
Thordarson
Grid Condenser
Bronze Bus Bar, tinned, ft

25
15
02

PHONES:
$8.00 Brandes Phones
$5.00 Murdock
$1.00 Freshman

Phones
Variable

5.75
Grid

3.55
75

Leak

100 ft coil No. 14, 7-strand pure copper
Aerial
Wire
Magnet Wire 20 per cent, off list.

.50

RHEOSTATS:

$1.00
Rheostat
Homecharger
De

....1.....

Luxe

JohnsWIRE*Manville Blk. Com. Tubes, 3-in
DETECTORS:
$ .75 Crystal Detector
•»»••
$1.50 Mulri Jack
$1.50 Twin
Adapter
SI. 25 Universal
Plug

BATTERY

$18.00 Westinghouse
Battery
Chargers
$19.50 Westlnghouso Battery Chargers far
A. & B. Batteries
70c Open
Circuit Jack
35c Double
Circuit
75c Battery
Hydrometer

$20.00

Wessco
Battery
Charger,
highest quality, guaranteed.
Special Introductory Price
KNIFE SWITCHES:

$5.00 Standard

S. T
D. T
D. T

Metal

.1

Horn

$7.50 Standard
Metal
Horn
$22.00 Pathe
Large
Speaker
$3.00 Radio
Frequency Transformer

TYPE, NEW CONSTRUCTION,
FINISH— ON SALE

$10.00 Guaranteed highest quality Wessco Phones.
on the market at the price.
Introductory price

.25

.35
1.15
1.15
.75

CHARGERS:

Knife Switch S. P.
Knife Switch S. P.
Knife Switch D. P.
Wooden
Horn
Contact Points

.32
13.25

13.25
16.00
25
30
35

11.95
14
22
35
5.50
06

4.50

7.00
15.00
1.50

NEW

Superior to any phone
$4.95
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Japanese are not
up new invenji taking
rions
and are keen to
look into any new things
that may come from the
United States. The picture is that of Mrs.
K. O. Gamaguchi, who
arrived recently from Japan. -.She is the wife of
a well known hotel owner
of Japan. She and her
husband are giving considerable of their time
while in the United
States to looking up Radiophones for their hotel.
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The Boy
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Scouts
are ■yy.yy*7.y.yy?'.
much Interested
in Radio. At Camp Kanohwahke, in
the Interstate Park of New York, 600
boys enjoyed holiday week of real
but
son of They
the camp
winterthe sport.
were director
"snowed and
in"
a fellow scout are using the Radio to
get the outside news. © U. & U.
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Bull Montana, former wrestler and partner of Douglas Fairbanks in the movies, has •
been bitten
by theemotions
Radio that
bug. any
Thisother
composite
of the "Bull"
exactly
the same
human picture
would experience,
and illustrates
humanly R| «
correct.
Mystery, doubt and enjoyment are registered. © Wide World Photos p:
ifSfm^^taEBPT^^-^^^^^'
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New Reinartz Tuner; Flewelling Tells "How"
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LOOP AERIAL PICKS
UP WGY IN LONDON
TRANSMISSION
SO
CLEAR
CHILD IS AWAKENED
Englishman, Using Ordinary Instrument,
*
Hears
Schenectady
and
Newark Plants
. LONDON, ENGLAND. — American broadcast stations were heard in London on
Christmas Eve by Captain Round, of the
Marconi Company, at his home at Muswell
Hill, using an ordinary standard Marconi
instrument, which in no sense might be
termed a freak apparatus designed
specially for the purpose of receiving
messages from America. It was a sixtube receiving set with a two-foot loop
atrial below the table on which it was
placed. In order to compensate for the
small aerial Captain Round fitted an extra
tube to the set. In conjunction with the
receiving instrument a two-step amplifier
was used.
Piano Solo Awakens Child
"The wave length on which the messages were received was half way between
the wave lengths of the London and Manchester broadcast stations," said Captain
Round. "At times the messages would be
perfectly clear. In fact one item, a piano
solo, was so loud it woke up one of the
children. Then the messages would fade
away entirely.
"The great obstacle to getting the
American stations strongly are the general post office Radio stations, like
Northolt and Leafield, which set up much
disturbance and interfere greatly with the
messages. But given a place in the north
■well away from such disturbed areas and
the chances are that the signals from
America will be heard quite well in favorable circumstances," continued Captain
Round. The stations heard were "WJZ, at
Newark,
X. J., and "WGY, at Schenectady,
X. Y.
One paper worries because people are
speculating as to the permanency of Radio.
Speculation indicates continued interest in
the art, which augurs well for its future.
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PASSES AIR BILL

SO. AFRICA PLANS
KOG Returns to Ether
LARGEST STATION
After Holiday Layoff
Continues Service Halted for Re- Government O.K.'s Scheme Offered
construction of Studio
By English Marconi Firm
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — After an absence of several weeks during the holiday
season. Station KOG, the Evening Herald
here, returned to the ether with the
advent of the new year by the recommencement of its afternoon broadcasting programs of news matter, market
reports and other features. The station is
not, however, presenting entertainment
programs at this time.
The suspension of the station's broadcasting features was caused by the desire
to re-construct its Radio studio, located
on the seventh floor of the Chamber of
Commerce building, together with other
preparations which are being concluded
in the form of arrangements to operate
KOG as a class B, 400-meter plant.

HARDING TRIES SET;
GETS ALL MIXED UP
ing stated
recently
thatnthe Hardtried
— Preside
OX.
WASHINGT
to work the Radio set which is
installed in the library at the White
House, the reception yielded noises
much like a conference report, it was
so jumbled up. The President heard
two or three stations at the same time
and apparently gave up in disgust trying to be entertained.

Grocer's Set Draws Business

LOXDOX, O. — A grocery store owner
of Alton, fifteen miles east of here, recently installed a sensitive Radio receiving set. He has been able to receive communications from stations in Norway and
Sweden, and incidently, the Radio outfit
is proving one of the groceryman's best
investments, attracting many new customers.

CAPETOWX, S. A. — South Africa plans
to have the largest Radio station in the
world. The government has accepted the
scheme put forward by the English Marconi company and it only remains for the
sanction of the Union Parliament to be
given for work to be begun at once.
South Africa will then take its place in
the great imperial Radio chain that is
being linked around the British Empire.
The engineer in charge of the construction of the station arrived in Cape Town
in December. He said that he was satisfied from the reports of the experts who
had ireviously examined many piospectivt
sites throughout South Africa that the
possibilities for long-range Radio at the
Cape were unlimited. The vicinity of
Cape Town as a site had been thoroughly
examined and reported upon favorably.
In addition to the consideration of the
city's geographical advantages, exhaustive
experiments were made with the wave
lengths of American and European stations, and the results of these indicated
that Cape Town was the best site for
reception.

ETHER TRUST
AIMED AT BY
AMENDMENT
Hoover Pleased at Action
Bill to Go to Senate Next —
Quick Action
There Expected
(By L. M. Lamm, Special Correspondent)
WASHINGTON.— Passing the House of
Representatives January 31 without a record vote, the White-Kellogg Radio bill remained unchanged except for one important
amendment said to be aimed directly at
the Eadio Corporation of America because
of its alleged grab for the control of the
ether and the monopoly of all apparatus
for ether communication. This amendment
was made by Bepresentative Jones of Texas,
and empowers the Secretary of Commerce
to revoke the license of any firm or corporation attempting to monopolize broadcasting or the manufacture of apparatus.
The bill now goes to the Senate where it
will be sponsored by Senator Kellogg of
Minnesota. It will be referred immediately
to the Senate committee on interstate commerce but it is very doubtful if any hearings will be held on the bill by this committee in view of the extended hearings
given by the House, committee and the fact
that there is praeticallv no opposition to
the bill.
_ Secretary of Commerce Hoover expressed
Ms pleasure when informed that the muchneededPear
bill ofhad been passed by the House.
Eadio Trust Expressed
When reported to the House for the first
time by the committee on merchant marine
the
expressed the poignant fear that a
Radiobody
Trust
was in the offing.
"Apprehension has been expressed," the
report states,
"and
there is evidence suffi(Contin
cient to raise
on page
theuedquestio
n in 2)reasonable
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NAVY CHIEFS LAUD
RADIO IN WAR USE

AIR BILL

(Continued from page 1)
minds that certain companies and interests
have been endeavoring to establish a monopoly in Radio communication through
control of the manufacture and sale of
Radio instruments, through contractual arrangements giving exclusive privileges in
the transmission and exchange of messages
or The
through
other means."
committee
believed that the subject
should be carefully investigated and appropriate action considered at an early date.
But the committee was unanimously of the
opinion that it was impossible during the
life of this Congress to inform itself as to
the facts involved. The bill is not, however,
an antitrust statute. There are included
in it several provisions which it is believed
will have a restraining influence upon those
who otherwise might disregard public right
and interest. It is specifically provided that
the Secretary of Commerce may refuse a
license to any person or corporation -which
in his judgment is monopolizing Radio communication. He is authorized with respect
to licenses for stations transmitting to foreign countries to impose any terms, conditions, or restrictions which may be imposed
with respect to cable landing licenses under
the act of May 27, 1921. The Secretary is
authorized to revoke the license of any person or company which the Interstate Commerce Commission finds has made any unjust and unreasonable regulation or practice with respect to the transmission of
messages.
The bill provides that the construction of
a station shall not be begun -until a permit
for its construction has been granted by
the Secretary of Commerce.
Besides these protective measures, of
course, the amendment made by Senator
Jones will aid in the prevention of a patent
or communication monopoly, such as might
be attempted, perhaps, by the Radio Corporation of America.
Bill looks to Future
In order to meet the expansion and development of Radio in the years to come,
the framers of the bill sought to .give the
Department of Commerce broad powers of
supervision, regulation and control. The bill
is limited in its scope; there are many
phases of the subject which invite study
and in the near future may require further
legislation. Only vital proposals, unanimously agreed to by the committee, were
embodied in the legislation.
Briefly, the bill requires licenses for all
transmitting stations other than governmental stations, and all except governmental operators. It directs the Secretary
of , Commerce to classify licensed stations
and makevention ofrules'and
regulations
for the preinterference.
The President
will
assign wave lengths to Government stations. But If the Government stations,
other than vessels at sea, are transmitting
commercial messages, they are subject to
the regulations for commercial stations
and traffic.
Other features of the bill give the President enlarged authority over all Radio stations in time of war, forbid aliens from
owning Radio stations in this country, restrain the transfer of licenses, limit their
duration and provide for revocation of licenses. The issuance of licenses rests with
the discretion of the. Secretary of Commerce.
More Waves for Amateurs
The bill recognizies the privileged status
accorded to amateurs by the Radio act of
1912. It strikes from existing law the words
"200 meters," and provides that "the wave
lengths for amateurs shall not be less than
150 meters or more than 275 meters." This
change was desired by the amateurs and
has the approval of the conference and of
the committee. The amateur is the only
user of Radio to whom a definite assignment of wave lengths ie made in the law
itself. Other wave lengths are allocated by
the Secretary of Commerce.
The schedule of fees provided has been
worked out to approximate in return the
cost of the service to the Government No
objection has been raised by any interest
either to the classification or to the amount
of the fees prescribed.

Radio Man Loses Life
in Naval Plant Flames

$100 FLEWELLING

PRIZE

CONTEST

RULES

1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will close February 24 at midnight.
Awards will be announced in the March 17 issue of this publication.
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
FleweUing circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $40.00; Second, $25.00; Third, $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5.00 each.
4. In event of. a tie, equal prizes will be awarded each tying contestant.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest.
C To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with an
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual FleweUing circuit receiving set. The article should tell: (a) how to make the
set, (b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d)
actual airline broadcasting station receiving ranee using only one tube, first employing
only an indoor aerial but no ground, second, using a ground but no aerial, and third,
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
system used win be considered in the award of prizes.
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated. All articles published,
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates. Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants on request.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
10. Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by.
Radio Digest in the Flewelling circuit heretofore, is encouraged and even recommended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

Cuba, besides such neighborly places as
Milwaukee, St. Louis, Atlanta, Birmingham, Ala., and Chicago. There were some
45 broadcasting stations covered in his
Hour in "Radio Travels" wanderings, with a grand total mileage
NEEDHAM, MASS. — Robert H. Anthony of 39,345. This is claimed by Mr.
of this town recently made a record of Anthony to be a record for the new game
over 3,576 miles per hour, using a four- of "Padio Golf."
tube set. This speed was maintained over
a period of six hours and ten minutes.
The latest result of Radiophony is the
Among the cities visited by Radio were
San Francisco and Long Beach, Calif., "Radio impresario." He is the gentleman
for the artists and mechaniKoswell, N. M., Colorado Springs, Dallas who calarranges
details in broadcast concerts.
and Fort
Worth,
Texas,
and
Havana,

Fan Goes 3,576 Miles an
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Looking Ahead
FleweUing
circuit.

Tells "How"
and makes
many
fans happy
with his Super
Read Part 111 of this exclusive series of articles next week.
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All Prime Stations of Sea Force to Be
Retained as Minor Plants
Are Quitted
By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON. — The value of Radio in
the U. S. Navy, both in peace and war, is
testified to by four rear admirals and
three captains in a report seeking, by
the elimination of unimportant shore
stations to increase the value of the navy
afloat. These naval experts declare an
efficient Radio service gives a nation that
most important of all wax assets — the
power to strike hard with its fighting
forces.
The abandonment or transfer of 27
minor naval Radio and compass stations
was recommended recently by the special
naval board on Shore Stations headed by
Rear Admiral Hugh Rodman, and was
forwarded to Congress by Secretary
Denby with his approval. Disposal of
these useless Radio shore stations will
make for naval sea efficiency.
"Every dollar saved through the elimination of the stations, whether In pay
of operators or for maintenance, will be
used to improve fleet communication and
make for efficiency and mobility of the
sea forces of the nation," said a naval
Radio officer, explaining the board's
recommendations.
New Commercial Stations Anticipated
Communication experts of the navy believe that when these naval Radio stations are closed, commercial interests now
served by these stations will immediately
establish new public stations equipped
with modern apparatus, which will guarantee better service to the public and
not interfere with broadcasting. Already
the old Miami Station is leased to a commercial company -which plans complete
new equipment.
Most of the old stations were unnecessary from a marine point of view, and the
navy could not afford to continue their
operation. Many of the Radio transmitting stations, recommended for the scrap
heap, were equipped with old spark sets
which interfered -with telephonic broadbeen maintained at acasting.
costSome of
ten them
times had
the reUirn
since
the war, because no local public Radio
service facilities were available.
Navy to Give Up Ho Prime Stations
All the high power naval Radio stations
such as Arlington, Annapolis, Porto Rico,
Canal Zone, Honolulu, Guam, and certain
stations in Alaska, as well as the semihigh power stations in the navy yards at
the twelve important naval bases, will be
retained, together with a number of minor
stations now in tise. Today there are 65
traffic stations and 33 compass stations
in operation, requiring a personnel of 70
officers and 1,257 men. The elimination
of 27 would leave 71 active stations. This
ashore
will be sufficient to meet the navy's needs
The Board recommended that eight
Radio stations on the Great Lakes and
those at Buffalo and Cleveland, be abandoned or turned over to the army for
operation. Nine located at Baltimore,
Md., Mobile, Ala., Miami and St. Petersburg, Fla., Grand Isle, La.; Port Arthur,
Texas; Indies,
Seattle, and
"Washington;
Is.,
West
Managua, Navassa
Nicaragua,

will probably be discontinued and abandoned.
Radio compass stations at Detour Pass,
White Fish Point, and Grand Morals,
Michigan, -were recommended for transfer
to another government, department or
Reinartz Tuners will be discussed by H. J. Marx again next week. He is going abandoned. The sites of two old and unused Radio stations at Siasconsett and
to tell about an improved Reinartz circuit in an early number. It's a "knock- South Wellfleet, Mass., were also recomout." Watch for it.
mended for disposal. It is said some of
them might be operated by the navy if
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter Seven, to appear next week will be commercial and shipping interests would
a study of crystal detectors. Read the sixth chapter of Arthur G. Mohaupt's meet the cost of maintenance.
series.
Turn to page 1 I .
Contest Papers Submitted in the Flewelling Contest are being studied by the Digest
Technical Staff. Have you turned in your paper? The first of these will
be published in an early issue.

Station WMAQ and the Ideals Behind It will be described by Vera Brady Shipman
next issue in an interesting illustrated article on the well known Chicago
BAR HARBOR, ME. — Clinton W. Ward,
Daily News
Fair Department Store plant.
of Longville, La., Radioman, first class,
TJ. S. Navy, was burned to death January
19 in a fire that destroyed the recreation The Only Sure-Fire Radiophonist's Telephone Book, Part I, will appear again
next -week.
hall and garage of the navy Radio station
at Otter Cliffs, five miles from here. All Looking Still Further Ahead, Benjamin F. Miessner and Thomas W. Benson, to
land wires were down so the news of the
tragedy did not reach here until brought
say nothing of Letson Balliet, -will soon have some new "dope" for the Digest
readers to digest.
over snow-blocked roads. J. R. Dalton,
another member of the Radio station
staff, was severely burned but -will recover. Facilities for fighting the fire
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
were lacking. The entire building and an
Newsstands Don't Always
adjoining garage were destroyed with a
Have
One
Left
loss of $150,000.
Publisher.
4-5
Radio Digest, Illustrated,
There are two Radio stations at Otter
123 West Madison St.,
WHEN YOU WANT
Cliff. One comprises a series of booths
Chicago, Illinois.
for receiving transcontinental messages,
but there are no facilities for transmitPlease -find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six. Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
ting messages. Near the receiving staRadio Digest, Illustrated.
tion is a Radio compass station, which
transmits compass bearings to ships at
sea. The power house for the plants is
YOU WANT IT!
at Seawall, 49 miles away.
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WNAC Rigs Loud Speaker
on Street Before Station
BOSTON, MASS. — A special loud speaker has been rigged up on the Tremont
street front of the Shepard Stores, connected with the broadcasting room on the
eighth floor of Station WNAC, and every
night a concert is given to passersby on
Tremont street and to interested groups
who stop to listen on the famous Common directly opposite. Hundreds of people, hearing the mysterious music issuing
from some point high above their heads,
crane their necks and locating it finally in
surprise, stop to listen.

Open New Manchester Plant

MANCHESTER, N. H — A new broadcasting station of 100-watts, owned by
Barton"s Department store here, and operating on 360 meters, was formally
opened by Governor Brown of New Hampshire during the week of January 22.
The station has a range of 1.S0O miles and
will be the only one east of Boston giving
regular programs. It will broadcast
afternoon concerts and high class programs four evenings a week.

RADIO

RADIO OPERA WINS
NEW ENGLAND FANS
MANY

LISTENERS
IN
FIRST TASTE

GET

Letters
to WNAC
Praise
Chicago
Opera Company's
Broadcasts
from Boston
BOSTON", MASS. — New England was
given a taste of opera by Radio on January 22 when WNAC. the Shepard Stores
station, broadcast "Aida."' sung by the
Chicago Opera Company at the Boston
Opera House. The event was a huge success. Many thousands of fans, especially
the younger element, received their first
impressions of grand opera in this manner.
At a time when orchestra seats at the
opera house were all sold out at six dollars each, many thousands of people were
able to share its benefits than could be
accommodated in the largest auditorium
in the East.
Broadcast Aids Opera Popularity
As for the benefit to the opera management? 'Well, at one Radio opera party of
twenty people, a half dozen or more were
heard to remark that they must go to
some other performance during the week.
The excellent renditions of the artists had
inspired them to action. There were six
new converts to grand opera. How many
hundreds more is merely a problem in
mathematics.
In another case a youngster listening in
at another station said he never knew
before that opera was so entertaining, and
if the applause could be taken as an indication of appreciation, everyone must
have been well pleased. He bought a
ticket for another opera.
Fan Thanks Radio Opera Fixers
A most appreciative letter was sent in
by A. TV. Straus, who has a sensitive set
and a powerful loud speaker, so that he
was able to give Radio parties on the
nights when Station WXAC had especially
elaborate programs. Mr. Straus expressed
in warm terms his appreciation of the
broadcasting of various high-class artists,
and particularly the performance by the
Chicago Opera Company, saying that the
public owes much in heartfelt gratitude
to this company and others interested for
their public spirit in arranging the Radio
performance.
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PLANTS SLASH JAZZ
AT REQUEST OF FANS

'WES" SPINS A BED
TIME YARN FOR PALS

g requests
FollowinWCAH,
of
fans.O. —Stations
from
BUS.
COLUM
the Entrekin Electric company,
and WPAL of the Superior Radio and
Telephone Equipment company, Columbus, have agreed to set aside a number of evenings for the broadcasting of
programs entirely void of jazz music.
The announcement states that vocal
and musical numbers of the better
class will be sent on these nights.

"Freckles" Barry, the youthful
y
eslehas
S.—n,W who
dian ofMAS
the scree
comeON
BOST
been appearing in a vaudeville skit at
the Shubert Theater, got in touch with
young Radiophans the other night,
when he broadcast from the Shepard
Stores station, WNAC, one of his
famous bedtime stories. The subject
was original with him and was greatly
enjoyed by hundred of fans.

SHE SUGGESTS

STOCK

GLUCK PICKS WPAL
FOR FIRST CONCERT
SINGS

Soprano, Known from Coast to Coast,
Gives Initial Radio Program
at Columbus
COLUMBUS, O. — A Columbus Radio
station, WPAL, of the Superior Radio and
Telephone Equipment company, was
chosen by Alma Gluck, whose soprano
voice is known from coast to coast and
across the waters, for her first Radio performance. Saturday afternoon, January
27, Miss Gluck sang into the microphone
of
Station
WPAL
for slightly over half an
hour.
Miss Gluck, who was visiting at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Edelman,
Columbus, is the wife of Efrem Zimbalist,
world-famous violinist, who is now on a
concert tour. Their children are at home
in New York and it was to enable them
to hear their mother's voice over a Radio
receiving set that Miss Gluck accepted the
invitation to sing from the Columbus station. A telegram was sent to the governess of the children to tune in for the
concert from the Columbus station. The
two children are six and four years of

COMPANY

age. Recognize
Singer in Music Stores
The famous singer during her two-day
stay in Columbus was taken on a tour of
the Columbus music stores by Mrs. Edelman, who is her niece. She was readily
recognized in several of the shops, in one
instance by a 90-year-old woman admirer.
Miss Gluck has been off the concert
stage for some time and frankly admitted
that the main purpose in this is to become
better acquainted with her two children.
She is learning the Russian language in
the meantime by writing three letters a
week in that tongue to her husband. She
returned to New York late Saturday
night.

WANTED— INSPECTORS ;
U. S. EXAM, MARCH 7
Both Men and Women Eligible;
$l,800-$2,200 Per Year

by

Margaret Lawrence, now being starred by Sam H. Harris in "Secrets" at the Fulton Theater,
New York City, recently broadcast a talk suggesting the formation of a Radio Stock Company.
The idea was so popular with the Radiophans that Miss Lawrence is still receiving letters from
them.
Miss Lawrence was very effective as a broadcaster, according to the listeners-in

WASHINGTON. — The Governme^j-i if
holding an examination on March 7 for
Radio inspectors. Salaries run from
?1,800 to $2,200 per annum, and the
examinations can be taken in practically
any large city by applying to the civil
service commission. Both men and
women are eligible; over 21 years of age
and under 50. The appointing officer reserves the right to specify whether he
desires a man or woman.
Applicants must have a scientific degree
from a school of recognized standing or
the equivalent of a high school education
and two years of Radio work, and all must
be Radio operators.
The examination includes theoretical
and practical questions in the construction, use and adjustment of Radio apparatus and auxiliaries, counting 50 per
cent. Education and experience in the
line of duties constitutes the other 50 per
cent of the test.
The Department seeks to provide a list
of available inspectors to take the places
of inspectors who have resigned, but it
is believed that the new Radio legislation
will require the services of a number of
additional inspectors.

Ann Arbor, Mich.; WQAM — Electrical
Equipment Co., Miami, Fla.; WKAC — State
Normal School, Mayville, N. D.; WRAD —
Taylor Radio Shop, Marion, Kan.; KFGB
— Loewenthal Bros., Pueblo, Col.; WQAF —
Sandusky, 111.;
O. ; "WRAM
—Sandusky
Lombard Register,
College, Galesburg,
WQAD
— Whitall Electric Co., Waterbury, Conn.;
WSAB — Southeast Missouri State College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; WQAH — Brock- Anderson Elect. Eng. Co., Lexington, Ky.

NEWARK, N. J. — Wells Hawks, the
far-famed publicity promoter for the Sam
H. Harris Enterprises, broadcast from
Bamberger Station, WOR, here recently
an interesting talk on "Men Who Juggle
the Alphabet," (meaning press agents).
He gave inside information pertaining to
the semi-mystic art of press agentry and
told about some of his most thrilling and
laughable personal experiences.

NATION'S COPS HEAR
GOTHAM POLICE CHIEF
Crack

Law
Enforcer
Talks
Radio on Police Work

JiliwAEK, N. J. — Commissioner Richard E. Enright, head of the Greater New
York police department and president of
the International Police Conference, broadcast a talk,
"Police
the special
benefit
of the
police"Work,"
chiefs for
of the
United
States, at Station WOR, the L. Bamberger
and Company here, on the evening of
January 26.
Every important police station in North
America is now equipped with a firstclass receiving outfit, and as Commissioner Enright is recognized as the world's
leading authority on the very latest methods of law enforcement, it is believed that
fifty thousand police officers between the
Pacific and Atlantic Coasts were among
the invisible audience.

Issue 10 Class A Licenses
One Class B in Two Weeks
CHICAGO. — One new Class B broadcaster and 10 Class A stations were licensed
during the two weeks ending January 27.
The Commercial Publishing Co. (Commercial Appeal), Memphis, Tenn., was licensed
as a Class B station on 400 meters, with
500 watts power. The following Class A
stations were licensed on 360 meters:
KFCP — Ralph W. Flygare, Ogden, Utah;
WPAY — Bangor Radio Laboratory, Bangor, Me.; WQAJ — Ann Arbor Times-News,
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BEIRUT, PALESTINE. — To open up
the orient, Radio has been called in and
will undoubtedly play an important part
in modernization of the near eastern
countries. A new Radio station has been
erected here which is the connecting link
between Syria and Lebanon, and has been
recently placed in operation by the
French, who are in charge. A series of
stations has been contemplated.
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CONTEST

KYT— 2250, W. Alan. Butler. Pa.
KZDQ— 1250, F. C. Woodford,
Canton. O.
KZM— 2700. Sarkis Kachajian.
Worcester, Mass.
KZX— 1650. E. K. Kitts. Bluefield, W. Va.
KZY — 1950, A. Galloway,
Jr.. Grand
Bapids, Mich.
XOF— 1100. C. B. Martin. Springfield, S. D.
PWX— 2675, M. A. Jeffords. Wenatchee. Wash.
WAAB— 1150. H. K. Cooper, Owego, N. Y.
WAAC— 1775. W. F. Macleod, Prince Albert. Sask.. Can.
WAAG — 1600, C C. Beery, Spokane. Wash.
WAAJ— 1600. B. & P. McDavid,
Houston,
Tex.
WAAL
— 1550.
Biehard
B. Martindale,
Los> Angeles,
Calif.
WAAM— 1450, C. Sawyer, Liberal. Kans.
WAAX — 1400, H. Baird, Biver de Chute. X. B., Can.
WAAP— 1325. W. B. Clark, Bridgeport, Conn.
WAAQ— 1325. W. Douglass. Guthrie, Okla.
WAAZ— 1700. W. E. Davidson.
Berwick, N. S., Can.
WAEF— 1125. F. P. Cemiglia. Tallulah, La.
WAH— 1275, A. G. Hilton, Bicknell. Calif.
WAOC— 1600. O. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta.
WAP — 1450, C. C. Beery, Spokane, Wash.
WBAA— 1575, C. C. Beery, Spokane,
Wash.
WBAD— 1125. X. Theobald, Attleboro, Mass.
WBAF— 1250. M. Xeuman,
Guthrie, Okla.
WBAG— 1125, M. L. Johnson, Atchison. Kans.
WBAH— 1050. F. T. Wycoff. Springfield. Mass.
WBAM— 1125, Dr. W. C. Wolverton. Linton. N! D.
\VBAP— 2550. C. Blanch.
Amherst,
X. S., Can.
WBAX— 1000. Carl Baumeister, Avoca, Iowa.
WBAY— 2175. C. Q Beery, Spokane. Wash.
WBL— 1825. W. E. Davidson. Berwick, X. S., Can.
WBT— 1100, W. E. Davidson. Berwick, X. S.. Can.
WBZ — 1400, C. Pearce, Hallis, Kan.
WCAE — 1100, Mrs. Nancy L Wolverton, Linton, X. D.
WCAG— 1325, K. McXeil, Ottawa. Ont., Can.
WCAH— 1075, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WCAK— 1025. F. J. McKenny.
Xew Prague, Minn.
WCAL — 1150. G. D. Bobarts, Edmonton, Alta.. Can.
WCAE — 1750, Sarkis Kachajian,
Worcester, Mass.
WCAS— 1125. G. D. Bobarts, Edmonton, Alta., Can.
WCAX— 1325, Doyle Getter. Arkansas City, Kan.
WCAY— 1050. D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WCJ — 1150. M. L Johnson, Atchison, Kan.
WCK— 1025, D. H. Harris, Marlboro, Mass.
WCM— 1650, C. M. Bice, Jr., Worcester,
Mass.
WCX— 1200, W. M. K. Young, Kansas City, Mo.
WCX— 2050. A. G. Hilton, Bicknell. Calif.
WDAE— 1225, J. Shamburg,
Tekamah, Xebr.
WDAF— 1675. W. E. Davison. Berwick, X. S., Can.
WDAH— i3oo, C. Hackney,
Fairmont.
Ind.
WDAJ— 2175, G. L Harms, Portland, Ore.
WDAK— 1200, B. Hastings, Atchison. Kan.
WDAL— 1125, M. M. Cardwell, Bepublic, Kan.
WD AN"— 1375, W. H. Spencer, Montreal,
Que., Can.
WDAO — 1500, M. J. Columbe,
Plattsburg, X. Y.
WDAP— 1875, M. J. Bevilockway,
Lomita Park. Calif.
WDAB— 1175, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
WDAS — 1200, Carl Baumeister,
Avoca, la.
WDAU — 1250, A. L. Lewis, Stanberry, Mo.
WDAV— 1275. J. H. Wall, Bensselaer. XT. Y.
WDT— 1125, B. Hastings, Atchison, Kan.
WDY— 2225. X'estor Barrett, Bepublic. Wash.
WEAF— 2450, XT. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.
WEAH— 1375, E. A. Howard,
Watch Hill, B. L
WEAK— 1100, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. X. Y
WEAO — 2100, Dobson
& Tucke. Oakland,
CaL
WEAP— 1250, M. J. Columbe. Pittsburgh, X. Y.
WEAT— 1175. B. Luther, Jefferson, la.
WEAY— 1200, H. S. Bahiser, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WEAY— 1950. H. Gow, Seattle. Wash.
WFAA— 1925. W. E. Davison, Berwick. X. S.. Can.
WFAF — 1075. Harold
Canon. Storm Lake, Iowa.
WFAG — 1375, B. L. Hartman,
Hoisington.
Kans.
WFAS— 1875. B. H. Seydel, Tacoma.
Wash.
WFAT — 1275, P. Benneyan,
Fresno, Calif.
WFAV— 1175. E. E. Case. Beverty, X. J.
WFAW— 1250. J. H. Wall, Bensselaer, X. T.
WFI— 1250. W. Douglass, Guthrie, Okla.
WFO— 1000, D. J. Morris. Weir, Tex.
WGAD— 2475, Geo. L Bitz, Bockwell City, Iowa.
WGAX— 1625, H. Lardner. Halifax, X. S., Can.
WGAS— 1250, W. E. Davison, Berwick. X. S.. Can.
WGAY— 1000, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WGF— 1025, E. McDonald, YaUeyfield.
Que., Can.
WGI— 1750. E. L. Dye. Plainview. Tex.
JVGL— 2375. R. B. Martindale, Philadelphia,
Pa.
WGM — 2175, Allan Harvey, Snohomish,
Wash
WGB— 2175, X. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.

By the Contest Editor
202 records pubthe ry
many
HOW
6 issue do you
lished in theof Janua
think were able to hold their own?
Well, a count shows 140 still in existence
with this revision of the complete list of
record holders. Sixty-two records were
broken and 63 new records were made.
The total list of records now numbers 265.
Going on with the statistics, only 61
records are for distances of 2,000 miles
and over; a mere 11 for distances of 2,500
miles and over; and only one for a distance of over 3,000 miles.
The contest editor would be glad to receive complete descriptions of sets us.ed by
the holders of records of 2,300 miles and
over. Then he can tell other fans the
tricks used to make real records. Have
vou had a record of that class published?
Send in the facts about your set if you
can qualify.
Station — Miles Away — Wno

DIGEST

Heard It

CFAC— 1650, B. A. Deger, Dayton, O.
CFCA— 1S50, C. C. Beery, Spokane, Wash.
CFCB — 2200, A. J. Barron, Johnson City, Term.
CFCF — 2325. B. H. Sevdel. Tacoma,
Wash.
LFCX — 1775, John W. Hale, Houston.
Tex.
CHBC— 2450, S. S. Florence B. Phillips.
CHCA — 1625, T. S. Wildman,
Nicholas, Iowa.
CHCC — 1325, Samuel Woodson, Jr., liberty. Mo.
CHCQ— 1300, W. Easley. Enid, Okla.
CJCA — 1650, Kenneth Meyer. Greensburg, Ind.
CJCB — 1300, V. Dennis, Oskaloosa, Kans.
CICE — 2100, F. C. Woodford,
Canton. O.
CJCG— 1375, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
CKAC— 2700, A. C. Carter, Juneau, Alaska.
CKCK — 1625, li. Genack,
Springfield. Mass.
CKCB — 1225. Samuel Woodson, Jr., Liberty, Mo.
DD5 — 1225, C. D. Mason. Cleveland, O.
DX4 — 2100, W. E. Davison, Berwick, X. S., Can.
KDJ — 2450, C. Edge, Jr., Melbourne, Fla.
KDKA— 2150, Geo. Walker,
Fresno, CaL
KDX— 2175. F. C. Woodford, E. J. Poyser, Canton, O.
KDPT — 1800, C. Hackney, Fairmont,
Ind.
ktivt, — 2075, T. F. Powers, Somerville. Mass.
KDYM— 1100, B. L. Hartman,
Hoisington,
Kans.
KDTQ— 2550, C. M. Bice, Jr., Worcester, Mass.
KDTB — 2300, F. H. Peran, Oswego. N. T.
KDTS — 1700, M. C. Bidenour, Kingwood, W. Va.
KDYW— 1025, C. B. Martin. Springfield, S. D.
KDTX — 1150, W. E. Long, Sterling, HI.
KDTT — 1100, P. Weisgerber, Jackson, Mich.
KKZF — 1850, C. H. bolder, Cincinnati, O.
KDZK — 1300, Harold
Canon,
Storm Lake, Iowa.
KBZQ— 1325, H. S. Bahiser, Pittsburgh, Pa.
KFAD — 1600, D. L. Kalter, Dayton,
Ohio.
KFAF — 1775, F. W. Foss, Boston, Mass.
KFAM — 1775, J. W. Hawes,
Boston, Mass.
KFAX — 1250, Chas. X. Schwab, Grinnell, Iowa.
KFAP — 1950, A. M. Tobias. East Orange, N. J.
KFAS — 1900, F. Brumon,
Urbana,
O.
KFAT — 1550, C. X*. Schwab.
Grinnell, la.
KFBB — 1050, B. Henry, Butler, Mo.
KFBC — 2125, J. D. Crosby, Stauffer. Pa.
KFBD — 1375, W. M. K. Toung, Kansas City, Mo.
KFBH — 1450, B. B. Beed, Eureka. Kans.
KFBK— 1950, H. S. Juday, Eldorado,
O.
I£FBM — 2450, T. W. Zeigler, Charleston. S. C.
KFBQ — 1025, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma,
Wash.
KFC — 1525, B. P. Wallace.
Cedar Kapids, la.
KFCB — 1150, F. B. Parsons, Indianola, la.
KFCF — -1775, B. A. Deger, Dayton, Ohio.
arsA — 2250, L Genack,
Springfield. Mass.
KFD1J— 2400, W. H. Bhodes and Chas. Bhodes, Middleton. Pa.
KFDF — 1150, H. B. Wunder,
Cheviot, 0.
KFEB — 1125. B. L. Hartman,
Hoisington,
Kans.
KFI — 2150, M. C. Bidenour,
Kingwood,
W. Va.
KFV — 1200, C. C. Sawyer, Liberal, Kan.
EFZ — 1750, E. StontoD. Vicksburg, Miss.
KGF — 1350, S. M. Woodson,
Jr., Liberty,
Mo.
KGG
Wildman, Lake
X'ichols,
Iowa.Mich.
KGX —— 1550,
1875, T.
Fay S.Allarding,
Odessa,
KGU — 1650, Eugene Evans, Tippecanoe City. Ohio.
KGW— 2475, Dr. L. D. Bassett, Sidney, X. T.
KGT — 1500, E. Coston, Edmond,
Okla.
KHJ — 2900, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
KHQ — 2500, C. M. Bice. Jr., Worcester, Mass.
KJJ — 1575, Chas. X. Schwab,
Grinnell, Iowa.
KJB — 1500, W. M. K. Toung, Kansas City, Mo.
KLP— 21S0, W. G. Mann, London, Ont., Can.
KLX — 2225, C. J. Lohman,
McDonald, Pa.
kt.z — 2100. W. E. Davison. Berwick, X. S.. Can.
KMO — 1200, A. Taylor, Winnipeg,
Man.,
Can.
KXI— 2075, B. A. Deger. Dayton,
O.
KXJ— 1350. X. M. Holmes.
Chippewa Lake, O.
KXT— 2425, J. H. Wall, Bensselaer, N. T.
KOB — 1975. C. M. Bice. Jr., Worcester, MaSs.
KOG — 2125, A. H. Jessup, Erie, Pa.
KOX" — 1900, F. Brinnon, TTrbana, O.
KOP — 2075, T. W. Smith, Watsonville, Calif.
KPO — 2275, G. Murray, Toronto, Can.
ICQP— 2100. G. A. Walter, McDonald,
Pa.
KQW — 1900, C. Conrad. Logansport,
Ind.
SSD — 1725. Wm.
Schauer, Daly City, Calif.
KT-'O— 2675. C. M. Bice, Jr.. Worcester,
Mass.
KUY — 2100, Boland
Smith, Hilo, Hawaii.
KYQ — 1125, G. D. Bobarts, Edmonton, Alta., Can.
KWG — 2500. Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney, Xew York. X. T.
KWH — 2250, Hugh Meetze, Manassas. Va.
KWJ — 2125. C. J. Lohman. McDonald, Pa.
KYF — 1100, B. L. Hartman.
Hoisington,
Kans.
KTG — 2175. J. F. Means.
Oil City, Pa.
KTJ— 2025. V. V. Tompkins,
Cleveland, Ohio.
KYW — 1850, J. J. Beales, Jr., San Anselmo, Cal.

Patents

WGY — 2575, J. J. Beales, Jr.. San Anselmo, CaL
WHA— 1250. W. E. Davison. Berwick. X. S.. Can.
WHAB— 1550. G. W. Perkins. Thomson,
X. Y.
WHAE— 1050, H. Bawls. Phoenix. Ariz.
WHAI— 1600. Dick Lawrence.
Sacramento,
Calif.
WHAN— 1250. K. McXeil,
Ottawa. Ont.. Can.
WHAS— 1425. W. F. Macleod. Prince Albert. Sask., Can.
WHAZ— 2200. Percy Severance, Pullman,
Wash.
WHB— 1675, W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S., Can.
WHK— 1550. L W. Gushwa, Firth, Ida.
WHX— 1025. Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney. Xew York, N. Y.
W1AC— 1200. H. Meetze, Manassas. Va.
W1AO— 1050, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WIAZ— 1200. F. T. Wycoff, Springfield, Mass.
WIP— 1000. B. V. Hammer, Creston, la.
WJAD — 1625, G. F. Cory, Xew Bedford, Mass.
WJAE— 1700, A. Moffet. Ottawa. Can.
WJAJ— 1000. D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
W.TAP— 1200. D. J. Morris, Weir. Tex.
Y\. 7 AX— 200. Allan Harvey. Snohomish.
Wash.
WJAZ— 1200, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
WJX— 1400, H. Simons, Ft. Worth. Tex.
WIZ — 2575. J. J. Beales. Jr., San Anselmo.
Cal.
WKAF— 1025. Wilbur Squier, Detroit. Mich.
WKAL— 1175, Mrs. X'ancy L Wolverton, Linton, N. D.
WKAX— 1100, C. M. Xorth, Maiden,
Mass.
WKAQ— 2400, B. V. Hammer.
Creston, la.
WKC— 1200. J. E. Latt, Fairfield. Tex.
WKY— 1325, T. W. Smith, Watsonville. Calif.
WLAB— 1100, C. H. Vale, Providence, B. I
WLAC— 1175. D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WLAD— 1275, M. J. Columbe. Plattsburg, X. T.
WLAG — 1525, D. O. Wolfe. San Jose. Calif.
WLAH— 1500, D. J. Morris. Weir, Tex.
WLAJ— 1450, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer, N.Y.
WLAL— 1025. Hugh Meetze. Manassas. Va.
WLAP— 1925. A. G. Hilton. Bicknell. Calif.
WLAV— 2000, G. A. Gallagher. Berkeley. Calif
WLK— -1950, Wm. Schauer. Daly City, Calif.
WLW — 1875, Biehard B. Martindale. Los Angeles, Calif
WMAB— 1250, W. F. Macleod.
Prince Albert, Sask.,
Can.
WMAC— 1075. C. Edge, Jr.. Melbourne.
Fla.
WMAD— 1150, H. J. Latshaw, Clearfield, Pa
WMAF— 1250. B. Henry. Butler. Mo.
tVMAT— 1600, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
VVMC— 1000. A. Taylor, Winnipeg.
Man.. Can.
WXAC— 1275. C. M. Bennett. Aurora, S. D.
WXAD— 1500. C. T. Mower. Maiden. Mass.
WXAF— 1375. J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. X. Y.
vVXAK— 1200, J. H. Wall, Bensselaer. X. Y
WXAT— 1000. B. V. Hammer.
Creston, la,
WX.T— 2375. B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
WOAA — 1525, G. F. Cory. Xew Bedford, Mass
WOAI — 1800. O. P. Klein, Leduc. Alta.
WOAS— 1125, Samuel Woodson, Jr., Liberty, Mo.
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known beforehand."
— said Confucius.
Insure complete radio
happiness with a Grebe
Receiver.
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buy on the market today. Thousands of satisfied users.
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CIRCUIT

PART COMPLETE

FLEWELLING
EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid leak,
1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 tube socket, 8
binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade RADION panel, 1 3" dial <t 1 1 OO
and diagram
and complete
instructions
ip 1 1 »UU

ARMSTRONG REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT

III.

PART COMPLETE

1 Litz wire variocoupler, 2 variometers, 1 tube socket, 3 3" dials, 1 Vernier rheostat, 6
binding posts, 1 inductance switch, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade <C 1 O l\(\
RADION panel
ipl£t*\J\J
3

Plate

special

13

Plate
special
23 Plate
special
43 Plate
special
13 Plate

special

Variable

at

Condenser;

value,

Variable
Condenser;
value,
at
Variable
Condenser;
value,
at
Variable Condenser;
value,
at
VERNIER Condenser; value.

at

23

Plate VERNIER
special
at
43 Plate VERNIER
cpecial at

with

$1.75;

$1.05

$2.50;
1.20
S3. 50;
1.35
$4.50;
1.65
$5.50;

Condenser;

value, $6.00;

Condenser;

value. $6.50;

3.75
4.00
4.25

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value. $1.10: special at

Potentiometer
special
at

with

base;
$0.70

2'/8" dial;

value, $1.75; spe-

2'/8" dial: value, $2.15;

85

V.

T.
SOCKETS— Nickeled
brass
sleeve,
composition base: value. $1.00; special at. $0.50
Ball
Bearing
Inductance
switch:
value
75c; special
at
30

BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
Single
circuit;
value.
65c; special at
Double circuit; value, 90c: special at

30
.45

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron condensite and
Litz Wire wound secondary; value, $4.50:
special

3.25

THREE
INCH DIALS— Unbreakable— heat
resisting composition — high finish; special.
TWO INCH DIALS— Same design— for rheostats and
potentiometer:
special
EXTRA
SPECIAL— 3000 OHM
Headsets; $8.00 list; reduced to
RAYMOND
VERNIER
$1.50:
special

Telephone

.30
25
3.50

RH EOST ATS— Value.

95

1-00
1.15

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING
HORN—
Nickel plated — highly polished; $8.00 list..

3.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by
us — Mail orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID.
Send check or
money order to:

Licensed under
Armstrong TJ. S.
Pat. Xo. 1113149

A. H. GREBE

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Branch — iol

WRITTEN

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 coil base, 1 tube socket, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 23-plate .005 MFD
variable condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 25
switch points and nuts, 8 binding posts, 1 variable grid leak 1.002 MFD phone condenser, 25 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram
<t 1 f\ C\C\
and
complete
instructions
«P A "• \J\J

FiLAWENT RHEOSTAT
value,
51.50: special at
Potentiometer with knob;
cial at
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Saves you 50% of the usual cost
and you get an unconditional
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Finest 23 Plate Variable
Condensers

539
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FACTORY TO YOU

FOR

Use Cram's Detailed Radio Map covering
the United States and Canada. Just one
hundred miles to the inch. Map plate 30x20
inches, on sheet 34x28 inches. Latest call
numbers at sides and bottom. Used by
Radio Digest and other Radio Experts.
Radio Districts and headquarters and
time divisions. New edition now ready.
Ideal for the purpose.
POSTPAID
Pocket Form
$035
Heavy Paper in Tube
50
Wall Style Wooden
Rollers.... 1.50
On Heavy Board for Tacks
6.75
Special
quantity prices to trade
and advertisers

HILL.

956 McLachlan
Washington,

Buffalo Broadcasts Boom
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Estimates
there are at the present time
casting stations within 500
two.
Buffalo, while a year ago there

RADIO
DISTANCES
To Estimate Them Quickly, Accurately

Procured and Trade- Marks Registered. Advice and terms upon request.

1417 Hanna
Cleveland,

WOAZ— 1050, O. E. Frazier. Watts, Calif.
VVOC— 1675. H. S. Troet, San Jose. Calif.
«'OH- 1150, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S., Can.
rtOI— 1525. B. H. Strong. BlckneU. Calif.
WOK— 1150, H. Bawls. Phoenix.
Ariz.
WOO— 1325, J. E. Lott, Fairfield, Tex.
WOQ — 1150, G. W. Perkins, Thompson, N. Y.
WOR — 2100, H. H. McMullen. Prescott, Ariz.
WOS— 1200, W. F. Macleod, Prince Albert. Sask.. Can.
WOZ— 1950. Fred Sheppard.
Centralia, Wash.
WPA— 1140. C. Edge. Jr., Melbourne, Fla.
WPAB — 1250, J. Skinner, Corsicana, Tex.
WPAC— 1075. Hugh Meetze, Manassas. Va.
WQAQ— 1025, B. A. Deger, Dayton, Ohio.
WR.L— 1100. W. M. K. Young. Kansas City, Mo.
WBP— 1300. A. Taylor, Winnipeg. Can.
WRR— 1225, O. E. Frazier. Watts. Calif.
WRW— 1225. K. E. Gabbert, Clay Center, Kan.
WSAS— 1225, F. T. Wycoff.
Springfield,
Mass.
WSAV— 1125. Billy WitMngton.
Jackson, Mich.
WSB— 2275. L K. Povntz. Victoria, B. C, Can.
WSL— 1175. L Hull. Eureka. Kan.
WSY— 1950. T. W. Smith. Watsonville, Calif.
wvp — 1150, C. M. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
WW.T— 2200. F. W. Hill. Cristobal. G Z.
WWL— 1275. G. W. Perkins, Thompson, N. Y.

East

3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

WILLARD

I
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IN THE AIR— HERE

AND

THERE

Below we have with us E. D. O'Dea,
"Radiodea" as he is microphonically
known, who manages and announces
for WWT. McCarthy Brothers and
Ford. Buffalo. N. Y. WWT
was the
pioneer broadcasting plant in western
New York. The two gentlemen in the
circle trying to talk both at once into
the "mouthpiece" of WOR, L. Bamberger and company,
Newark,
N. J„

FOR

are (left)
"Screenings" Don
for theAllen,
New writer
Yorkof Evening
World, and (right) J. E. Williamson,
inventor of undersea motion picture
photography. And below, well the daily
mail
Kolin inD. the
Hager
or "K. H."
as
he is of
known
air, contains
many
letters, ardent and perfumed, from the
girl Radiophans.
is chief
announcer and studio He
director
of WGY

OR AGAINST

PHONE

From the Address of a Strong
Anti-Clubman

From the Pen of a Died-in-theWool Member
Radiowls is destined to bring more attenBy a Hard-Boiled Badiowl
tion to WSB than any of the other venAre
you someone
a "Radiowl"?
If not.
you know is, for the tures.
unique fraternity of the air founded November 22 by WSB, Radiophone broadcasting station of the Atlanta Journal, has
swept the nation from coast to coast and
in the few weeks of its existence many
thousands of Radio "hugs" have filed application for membership and have received their "Radiowl" badges.
Open Secrets of the
Station WSB, known to thousands as
1. The name of the brotherhood
"The Voice of the South," was the first
of the air shall be WSB 10:45 RAbroadcasting station in America to conDIOWLS.
ceive the idea of joining its listeners by
the bonds of an air fraternity.
2. Membership is open to all disObject of Organization
ciples of Radio who have heard at
least twenty concerts from station
Briefly, the "Radiowls" is a formal afof the bugs
"hopeless,
benighted
and
WSB, "The Voice of the South," raincurable filiation
Radio
who sacrifice
health,
diophone broadcasting station of
The Atlanta Journal, Atlanta, Ga.
home and business" to tune in with the
extremely nocturnal concerts originated
3. Possession of. RADIOWL creand inaugurated months ago by WSB,
dentials is prima facie evidence that
the owner is a hopeless, benighted
'The Voice of the South."
and
incurable
Radio Bug.
A message through WSB's microphone
at midnight November 22 invited members
4. Every RADIOWL offers the
of the unseen circle to apply for charter
courtesies of his outfit to any vismembership in the Radiowls, the first
iting RADIOWL.
thousand applicants to receive blood-red
Every RADIOWL is automatically
credential cards and to be known forever
entitled to maximum privileges
as founders of the order.
when visiting the Big Roost, Atlanta Journal Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta Zs "Big Boost"
It was explained that Atlanta would be
Every RADIOWL pledges himself
the big Roost, that the head of the order
to introduce the wonders of radio
to uninitiated blind barbarians on
would be called the Big Whoo- WhooWhoo, that there would be various deall possible occasions.
grees of Radiowls, such as Boiled Owls,
Every RADIOWL pledges himself
Hard-Boiled Owls, Cuckoo Owls, Buzzard
to cooperate with the other RADIOwls, Ananias Owls, Hoot Owls, Screech
OWLS of his Home Roost in bringOwls and the like.
ing radio entertainment to hospitals,
The only qualification for entrance into
charitable institutions, prisons, orthe fraternity is that applicants testify
phanages and other centers where
they had listened to at least twenty conthe aged, the sick, the permanently
afflicted, or otherwise unfortunate,
certs from Atlanta's coast-to-coast station.
may benefit thereby.
One Owl an Early Bird
5. Every RADIOWL will hold a
credentials card from the Big Roost,
A marvelous feature of the organization of the Radiowls is that, while Lambcertifying that the member is a
bona fide lost soul of the unseen
din
Kay,thetheinitial
Journal's
announcer,
circle.
making
statement
relativewasto
the organization of the order, a listener in
6. The first 1,000 RADIOWLS
will hold Red cards as token of
Mississippi called by long distance telephone and was entered as a member before
charter membership. The second
Mr. Kay had left the microphone.
thousand will hold White cards, and
The thousand blood-red charter memthe third and additional thousands,
bership cards and lapel buttons were disif any, will hold Blue cards.
tributed in a few days after the initial an7. Local roosts will be known as
nouncement and many thousand have
(town) Red, White or Blue roosts.
since been sent to many parts of the
8. All local Roosts will be given
United States.
placards
standing. signifying membership and
WSB Leads Again
9. The head of the RADIOWLS
WSB has "started something" again. Already other stations are organizing their
will be addressed as the Big Whooregular listeners, utilizing the names of
Whoo-Whoo. This job was prevarious night fowl. First it was the chime
empted when the order was born by
call to identify the station, later the inLambkin
Kay, Radio Director-Anauguration of a slogan, "The Voice of the
South," and then the first late concerts.
Of all these, however, it seems that the

FANS, DO YOU

CLUBS?

By Anti-Phone Clubman
I've been asked to say why I am prejudiced against the formation of silly clubs

LIKE IT?
WSB

YES OR NO!

10:45 Radiowls

station "WSB.
becauseelse. he
thought ofnouncer,
it before
anybody
10. Serving in the posts of vice
presidents
will befrom
the" each
first state
RADI-in
OWLS to qualify
the union and in foreign countries.
They enjoy the entitlement of state
or national Whoo-Whoo (Mississippi
Whoo-Whoo or Porto Rico WhooWhoo. for instance). Next in rank
will be the heads of local Roosts,
known
as Little Rock Whoo-Whoo,
for example.
11. No RADIOWL meeting may
assemble before 10:45 p. m., Central
Standard time.
12. The RADIOWL call will be
the trilogy, "Whoo, Whoo, Whoo,"
chanted which
after the
fashion
of WSB's
chimes,
sound
the first
three
notes of America's war song, "Over
13. HE-RADIOWLS will be
classed generally as Hoot Owls; sheRADIOWLS as Cuckoo Owls; juvenile RADIOWLS as Screech Owls.
There."
14. A Boiled Owl is a RADIOWL
who conscientiously testifies that
he has lost one hundred (100) hours
of needed sleep to listen to WSB
concerts. A Hard-Boiled Owl is a
RADIOWL who conscientiously testifies that his health, household,
morals, or business are imperiled by
Radio mania. A Buzzard Owl is a
RADIOWL who has visited the Big
Roost. An Ananias Owl is a RADIOWL with imagination enough to
exaggerate the miracle of radio.
15. All RADIOWLS' ceremonials,
initiations, elections and other activities, as well as the transmission
of news of the circle, will be conducted during WSB's
nightly
10:45
trans-continental
concert
broadcast.
17. Other officers, titles, degrees,
penalties and the like will be introduced and established from time to
time, depending upon the happy notions that RADIOWLS may send in
to the big roost.
18. WSB 10:45 RADIOWLS modestly since
admits being
its kind
Adam.the first thing of

of a tawdry nature by broadcasting stations. My reasons against the clubs, from
which several famous long-distance Radiophone plants seem to be having "great
gobs" of fun, are very well stated by Ellis
Chaney, vice president of the Southern
Equipment Company, San Antonio, Texas,
operators of Station WOAI. He is stronglyopposed to such clubs and has made an
ether
he
hasaddress
to say: on the subject. Here is what
"Every owner of a receiving set which
has a range of 300 miles and over is entirely familiar with the recent idea of
some broadcasting stations organizing socalled clubs. It has been suggested to us
by some that Station WOAI should fall in
line and organize a club— one gentleman
going so far, in an effort to co-operate
with us. as to outline briefly by letter the
character of matter to be broadcast.
"He also suggests a name for the proposed club, and if we were going to undertake the club idea we would be very much
interested to consider the plan and we
want to thank this gentleman, whose name
is unknown to us, for his interest shown
and compliment him on the original and
amusing article which he submits as a
proposed
nouncement.opening or introductory anClubs Bore Fans; Lose Dignity
"In our opinion, the novelty quickly
wears off and listeners in become tired
and weary, and, in fact, provoked with the
reading of names and addresses of those
who have written a station in application
for membership in a club, or, for that matcasting.
ter, regarding having heard their broad"We think stations such as KSD of the
St. Louis Post Dispatch are apt to retain
the best will of Radio receiving set owners simply because they maintain their
dignity by not broadcasting anything except features of general interest, such as
high-class music, current news items, market reports and weather forecasts, without sidelights, and we are always pleased
when we are able to tune in on such a station and we admire and compliment them
for dignity and respect for those people
who have Radio sets in their homes.
Abase of Broadcast License
"We believe it is an abuse of the privileges granted under a Government license
to perpetrate various nuisances on the
Radio public in the form of ridiculous attempts at wit and humor, which is nothing more or less than plain shoddy advertising, which we hope will soon be more
closely supervised by the United States
Department of Commerce officials.
Acknowledge Communications by Mail
"We greatly appreciate receiving communications from listeners in who have
(Continued on page 6)
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VISITING DAY, CODE Book Reviews
PRACTICE AT WGI
GIVES

FANS CHANCE TO SEE
"HOW IT'S DONE"

15-Mimxte

Period
Daily
Introduces
Listeners In to DotDash Mystery

MEDPORD
HILLSIDE, MASS. — A "Eadio Visiting Day" has been established at
Station WGI, of the American Radio and
Research Corporation here, whereby New
England Radiophans may visit the station
and see how broadcasting is done, and
how a Radiophone plant is operated.
People who nightly listen to this or that
broadcasting station have a
certain
curiosity to see what the station and the
announcers look like, as well as how the
"thing" works.
Heretofore, the main reason why the
big broadcasters have not invited their
audience to visit them has not been because they were not wanted, but because
there was not sufficient space to accommodate all those who might care to come.
This main difficulty has been eliminated
at the WGI studio by a drawing system
which, it is believed, will be adopted, with
more or less modification to fit local
needs, by other broadcasting stations all
over the country.
Draw
from Applications;
Broadcast
Winners
The drawing system works as follows:
Those desiring to visit the broadcasting
station are invited by Radiophone to
make
application. These applications
are numbered. Then a list of numbers is
put in a hat and a drawing is made by a
committee. Those numbers selected are
the invited guests of WGI at the first convenient date.
The visiting plan was first put in
operation at the station recently when
at 10:20 P. M. Eastern time, Announcer
"HDM" broadcast that all letters received
before 6 P. M. the next night would be
included in the first drawing. Over 500
letters were received, including special
deliveries and telegrams. One resident
within a few miles of the station came
over in person, his automobile being the
first to break through the drifts on the
street of the broadcasting studio after a
heavy snowfall.
Code Signal Practice Period
Another new WGI feature is its code
practice period. A desire on the part of
many of the Radio audience for practice
in the reception of code signals has encouraged WGI to insert a 15-minute
period in its program each evening for
this particular purpose. In answer to a
query broadcast some weeks ago, asking
if the fans desired this instruction, over
300 replies were received and almost as
many telephone calls.
The Radio audience seems eager to
know what the mysterious dots and
dashes are saying. One or two letters
read; "If we must listen to that darned
buzzing, let us know how to interpret
them."
It is believed that practice in the code
will lead many Radiophans now interested
mainly in the broadcasting to become
real "DX" enthusiasts in amateur work.
These lessons are planned for Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6:15 p. m. Each
lesson will be repeated the night following at 6:45 p. m.
An article in the New York Times estimates that before the close of the coming
winter 3,000,000 Radio sets will be in use
and the concerts will have a total audience
of at least
50,000/000
persons.

"Vacuum Tune Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price. 75 cents.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George Eltz, Jr., E E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained- Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Radio Receivers for Beginners. By
Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the universal question, "How can I receive Radio T Price, $1.00.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
The fundamental principles and methods
upon which recent developments are based
are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
treated in a simple, fundamental and upto-date manner. Present methods and
tendencies of the art are explained in a
chapter which is non-mathematical. Price,
The A B C of Vacuum Tubes. By K. H.
$2.00.
Lewis. Is a book for beginners who have
no knowledge of either Radio or electricity and sets forth the elementary principles of theory and operation of the vacuum
tube. No attempt has been made in this
book to describe all the possible circuit
arrangements, but those shown may serve
as suggestions to experimenters who desire to evolve their own circuits. Price,

$1.00.
Experimental Wireless Stations. By S.
E. Edelman. This book assumes that the
reader has some knowledge of fundamental electricity and mathematics and is a
readily understandable text for beginners
in the art of Radio communication who
desire to start with the elements. Earlier
editions of this book were published during the war. The 1922 edition has been
revised
and
enlarged
so as to cover
the

Chicago
Radio Apparatus Co.
415 So. Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

progress
made
Price,
$3.00.

in

the

last

few

years.

The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send as your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
yon. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

FOR OR AGAINST?

(Continued from page 5)
heard, our programs and we invariably and
immediately pass all complimentary letters on to the artists -who perform over
WOAI, and it pleases these artists, just as
applause would from an audience in a hall
or theater.
"We not only do this, but a great many
of such letters and cards axe printed by
the San Antonio Evening News and Express, which, in a general way, acknowledges receipt to the sender, but we also
acknowledge every letter and card we receive by mail, sending our appreciation
and our broadcast schedule.
One's Tun Is Bother for Many
"We have received many thousands of
cards and letters from all over the continent and have them filed by states or countries and we are very proud of them and
want more and will appreciate, in the future as in the past, the thoughtfulness
■which prompts anyone to 'write, but we
believe the fan also appreciates the fact
we

Join our radio
parts.
Write
Radio
116 West 29th

WRITE
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68

CO.

Distributors
WASHINGTON
ST.,

WEST

CHICAGO

"ALL-AMERICAN"

KLENTZ

Distributors

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
&
SUPPLY ChicagoCOMPANY

Manufacturer
SOMETHING

Chicago

Direct to You

NEW

EVERY

WEEK

THIS WEEK'S

Sale

on

QUALITY

pay the postage

LEADER

Honeycomb

Coils

Complete set consisting of 16 coils ranging from <{» 1 "j Att
25 to workmanship
1500 turns regular
. «P 1is *■a •e*0
Fine
and value
wire $18.45.
on these Sale
coils.Price
Here
real
opportunity

Rauland Manufacturing Company
Street

DIO

LOWEST
PRICES— HIGHEST
Everything guaranteed as represented.
We

Send for Circulars

Dearborn

COLUMBUS,
O. — Olga Anna
Jones,
Columbus' first woman member of the
city council, was the speaker at the regular forum program of Station WPAL,
the Superior Radio and Telephone Equipment company. The broadcast by Miss
Jones "was given in connection with a program made up especially for her benefit.
Secretary of State Thad H. Brown, also
was heard on the Friday forum broadcasting program.

508 South Dearborn St.
ChicagoWabash 1389
Room 770

Two years of successful use all over
the world guarantees permanent satisfaction. Radio and Audio Frequency.

South

Honor Columbus Council Woman

RADIO CO.

Exclusive

Amplifying Transformers

35

found."

^4 to 10 megohms

DISCOUNTS

RADIO

is shortly

VAR. GRJD LEAK

Lines

FOR

impositions

C R L

FLEWELLING
Also Standard

of the amateur telegraph 'worker' — frequently entirely unwilling to co-operate
and regardless of the laws regulating his
license, if he has one, respecting the wave
length be may use and that he should always remember it is unsportsmanlike to
unnecessarily interfere with rightful
pleasure of thousands — the biggest detriment to and nuisance in Radio is the
broadcast station which is constantly indulging in 'horse play' of the nature just
mentioned. If we were going to pray together we would request you to join us in
a prayer that a remedy for both of these

dab and save money on sets and
ns your wants and worries.
Supply
and
Electric Co.
Street, Wilmington, Delaware.

The Keystone to

DEALERS

the fact the individual might be interested
to hear his name sent .through the air.
"Next to almost incessant interference

should not spoil many people's entertainment by reading each card, in spite of
TUNE IN

VAR. GRID LEAK

Jf
to build the
41 "How
ReinortzJReceiyer
is told, complete with illustrations and diagrams, in
the latest addition to our
-FREE looseleaf, handbookcatalog now on the press.
Amateurs find the Reinartz hookup by far the
simplest yet designed. In
efficiency it rivals the Armstrong and other wellknown circuits.
All the parts necessary for
building your Reinartz Receiver are listed in the "ChiRad" handbook - catalog —
save yourself the trouble of
shopping around.
Write for your copy today
— ask for "Chi-Rad" Handbook, Edition RR.

ILLUSTRATED

Lattice
Wound
Variometers
.. . ....... .v$2.95
Lattice Wound Vario Couplers
$2.95
50 turn
Honeycomb
Coils. ......................... .^.^.. • . . . .31c
75 turn
Honeycomb
Coils
35c
Grewol
Crystal
Detectors
.......$ 1 .50

.UrmIcX

BALDWIN
(with

TYPE C LOUD
long

SPEAKER

UNITS

cord)

^lajranaedPhfmlicfondcnsaiim Pro duct

.SHEETS TUBES

BODS

$4.00 NEW TYPE VARIOMETERS
(Wooden
staters eliminated)

RADIO PANELS

Freshman Variable Grid Leaks . 75c
Potentiometers with taper
knob
..$1 .25
W. D.
11 adapters
50c
3 coil mountings with knobs. $3.25
2 coil mountings with knobs. $2.65
Single
panel
mountings
36c

POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
V3Z

THICK

^2*

Y\&"
^32*
Ye"
3/>6"

THICK YA *
THICK K
THICK l!/2<
THICK 2*

PER SO. INCH
PER
PER
PER
PER

SO.
SQ.
SQ.
SO.

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

VA " THICK Z</2* PER SQ. INCH
3/e" THICK 4* PER SQ. INCH
VZ " THICK 5Y& PER SQINCH
LSEND TOR COMPLETE PRICEUST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STARRETT
519

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

(less capacity effect).

Rubber

knob

75c 4 phone
Vernier
dial
Two

inch

6

•

coupler,

binding
posts,
wire, 1 panel.

2 variometers,

1 rheostat,

1 inductance
switch,
Complete for

20

45c

connectors
controls

dials

1 tube
feet

1 9c
42c

B. posts

Complete Partsf or REGENERATIVE
1 vario

4.65
.$$2.95

Switch
leveTS
Bakelite V. T. Sockets

42c
. .42c
19c

CIRCUIT

socket, 3,

connecting

doz.

3-in. dials,

<£ 1
«P*

-j
QPf
*• •*/&

AH orders filled promptly. We are swamped with orders from satisfied customers. _ A
trial will convince you that we treat you right. Always glad to answer questions or give
information.

L

Moco

The

Products

House

's Outlet Company
of Service

and

Quality

28 South Wells St., Chicago, 111.
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The Radiophonist's Mart

Coil Unit for Reinartz Circuit

Single Phone for Loud Speaker

to the rather high cost of loud
DUE
speakers, many fans have attempted
to construct their own loud speaker
horns and simply add a good loud speaker
phone. One of these telephones, produced
by the Radio Industries Corporation of
New York, X. T., is shown in the illustration. This phone has a very clear sound
and reproduces the higher notes without
the chattering found in some others. Instead of the usual two-pole piece construction, only one spool is used. This brings
the pull in the mathematical center of the
diaphragm.
Less energy is necessary to pull this
down than if the pull was away from the
center. The further away the active pole
pieces are from the center, the more
energy is required to pull down the diaphragm. In addition to this, there is a
return
magnetic
circuit, due to the pe-

culiar construction of the magnet, which
extends to both sides of the shell. There
is no active pull at the end of these poles,
but the magnetic flux returns through the
diaphragm, giving a finely balanced magnetic circuit
The telephone has a heavy aluminum
shell with a hard rubber composition cap
and a non-rusting, sheradized diaphragm.
The windings have a high resistance.
The phone is also furnished with a fivefoot cord, the two tips of which are provided with a tag marked "very important,"
stating that the colored cord terminal
should be connected to the positive B battery circuit as this will then permit the
lines of magnetic force to follow the magnetized polarity of the receiver, and thus
avoid the demagnetizing effects of a reversal of polarity which would ultimately
wear down the efficiency of the receiver.

of theconsideration
Reinartz circuit,
all
TAKING ularity
into
the popRadiophans will be interested in the
spider web coils, made for use in same.
The coil shown in the illustration uses a
circular wooden core on which seventeen
wooden spokes or dowels project radially
about Wz inches from the surface. A
green double silk covered wire is used in
the winding and is provided with a brass
mounting bracket so that it can be
fastened to the base with the coil upright
as shown in the illustration. Four taps
and two end connections are provided for
the inner, or plate coil winding. The primary winding has an end connection and
nine taps, while the outer or secondary
winding, in series with the primary, has
three taps and an end connection.
The taps are long enough that soldered
connections can be made without the danger of running the solder or flux on the
rest of the coil, thus shorting some of the
turns. In addition the advantage of the
upright mounting eliminates the possibility of the solder
dropping
into the

MOUNTING BOARDS
for ATWATER-KENT
DEALERS

DUNGAN
68

only has there been a marked
NOT
development in types of circuits
used by amateurs in building their
own sets, but of late there has been a
decided tendency toward the construction
of higher grade and more practical apparatus, compact in form, but which will
rethat formerly
field units.
functionquiredover
three ora"four
An example
of this trend of development is shown in
the Paragon stage control switch, manufactured by the Adams-Morgan company
of Upper Montclair, N. J.

holes. A diagram is furnished with each
instrument showing just how to connect
the switch in a detector, two-stage amplifier circuit A recommendation is made
that the user see that the outside terminals of the primary and secondary windings of the terminals are connected respectively to the plate and grid of the
vacuum tubes. Unless this precaution is
observed, howling will result, due to audio
frequency oscillations in the circuits. In
the case of the primary windings, this
connection need not be direct.

This unit, as shown in the illustration,
Your set will act differently at different
not only permits the change over from times and under varying conditions, but
detector to any of the two stages of this time of year is good.
amplification, but also combines the filament control features. In this way, it
eliminates the necessity of three jacks
and the usual phone plug and adds a knob
and pointer to the front of the panel instead of the three jack holes. The framework is a molded job with fourteen lug
connections. The rotating element consists of a 10-arm. fan-type switch, automatically engaging with the contact
points connecting to the terminal lugs,
which are so interconnected that the windings of the transformers are thrown in or
IMPROVED REINARTZ CIRCUIT
out of the circuit as required for the stage My highly improved ami copyrighted circuit brinss in
which
the pointer indicates.
mil Important stations on both coasts and the Mexican
border without any distortion or other noises-

dance to music from Atlanta received on one loud
A metal bar across the framework acts We
Baldwin unit.
as a bearing for the rotating shaft and Build one of these surer-sensitive sets from my blueprints
also provides for panel mounting by means and specifications. Price 50c or with a rerfect and complete double wound splderweb coil $3.00 by mail
of two screws which are fastened to it No other
windings used.
on each side of the shaft hole. In this Photo of my set on a glass panel with every order.
Everything clearly shown.
Cheap and easy to build.
way the actual mounting of the instru- Easy
to
operate.
ment simply requires
a drilling of three S. A. TWITCH ELL. 1925 Western Av.. Minneapolis. Minn.

WEST

STANDARD
WRITE

windings. By setting the tap side towards the panel when mounting it on the
base, the lead lengths are reduced to a
minimum.
The neatness of appearance and good
workmanship are attractive features of
the coil. It has been placed on the market by Hudson-Ross,
Chicago, 111.
The positive connection of your B battery always goes to the plate of your
audion, although it can go through the
telephones and then to the plate.

Carter "TU-WAY"

RADIO SUPPLIES STORES
Prompt Service — Qoalily Goods — Priced Right

SIZES
FOR
DISCOUNT

RADIO
WASHINGTON

COMPANY
STREET

M1L/AGNAVQK
{Radio

Radio Plug

take two head sets and all types cord tip terminals. Price Si. 50. Write for Bulletin on Carter "HOLD-TITE" Jacks and other products.
CARTER RADIO COMPANY, 289 Sonti Stale Street, CHICAGO

Division
■
TELEPHONERadioMAINTENANCE
CO.

20 S. Wells St.
Franklin 3986
5206 W. Midinn. Aasua 7M1.
1122 E. 47la Si
^bb
L.ok for the TELMACO Sign bihm

WD-11 OUTFIT
TUBE)

{PEANUT

D/ie^eprodacerSvLprariB
IN Radio, there are no substitutes
for the Magnavox
electrodynamic principle.
When you purchase Magnavox
apparatus you assure yourself the
utmost satisfaction.
R-2

Magnavox
Radio
with 18-inch horn
(as illustrated)
Forstore demonstraticjD,
large audiences,
dance
halls, etc
. $85.00

This wonderful dry battery

( 4 A

CC

outfit
with a panel
range drilled
of 600 f I { 0«J
to assemble,
^^
miles comes to you ready ^^^^^^^^
A«J»^™"

R-3 Magnavox
with Radio
14-inch horn
For homes, offices, amateur stations, etc.

At good dealers every
where
$45.00

The

Magnavox Co.
Oakland. Cat

New York office
370 Seventh Ave.

finishedmarked,
box, condenser
in
to screw^^m
ready
mahogan
y ^m^^^^i
and
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, binding posts, socket, wire
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
WD-11
Tubes
S5.85
Head Phones
S4.50 and up
Two-stage
Amplifier
Box
complete
to
match
the above
$14.15
Postage extra on four pounds. No personal checks
received. Let us Quote on your wants.

RADIO
8 So.

Austin

PARTS

Boulevard,

CHICAGO,

CO.

ILL-

RADIO

DIGEST

ILLUSTRATED

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
State, City, Call

Alabama:
Auburn. WMAV
Birmingham, WOAT, WSY
Mobile.
WRAP
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD,
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Rock, WCAV.
WEAX
Pine Bluff, WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfield, KDZB, KTI
Berkeley. KQI. KRE
Del Monte,
KLN
El Monte. KUY
Eureka. KNI
Fresno, KDZH. KMJ
Glendale, KFAC
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood. KFAR
Long Beach. KSS
Los Angeles,
KDZF,
KDZP, KFCL
KFI,
KHJ,
KJS,
KNN,
KNV, KOG, KUS. KWH.
KXS, KYJ
Modesto, KXD
Oakland,
KFBN,
KLX, KZM
Pasadena, KLB
Reedley, KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK, KVQ
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM,
KDYO,
KFBC,
KFFA,
KON
San Francisco, AG1. KDN,
KDZG.
KDZW.
KDZX.
KFDB, KLP, KLS, KPO,
KSL, KUO, KZY
San Jose. KFAQ,
KQW,
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ. KWG
Sunnyvale, KJJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs,
KFFQ,
KFBV,
KFCK,
KHD
Denver,
DD5,
DN4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL,
KLZ
Pueblo,
KFGB
Trinidad, KF3S
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich, WAAQ
Hartford, WDAK
Middleton, WOAS
New
Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT,
WPAW
District of Columbia:
Washington,
WDM,
WE AS, WHAQ, WIL,
WIAY,
WJH, WMU,
WPM, WWX
Florida:
Jacksonville,
WDAL
Miami,
WFAW,
WIAZ,
WQAM
Pensacola, WGAN,
WLAV
Tampa
WDAE,
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH

Corrected Every Week — Part III

State, City, CaU
Georgia:
Atlanta, WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ
Decatur, WAAS
Gainesville, WKAY
Macon, WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO
Idaho :
Boise, KFAU, KFDD
Moscow, KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Wallace, KFCC
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
WAAF,
WJAZ,
Chicago,
KYW,
WBU,
WDAP,
WMAQ,
WPAD WCAP.
Decatur,
WBAO,
WHAP
Galesburg, WRAM
Mattoon, WQAL
Peoria, WJAN
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana:
Anderson,
WEAW
Evansville, WNAM, WOAU
Fort Wayne, WFAS
Greencastle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAY
Indianapolis, WLK, WOH
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka, WBAQ
Muncie, WJAF
Richmond.
WOZ
South Bend, WGAZ
Terre Haute, WEAC
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS, WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs, WPAF
Cresco, WNAG
Davenport,
WHAI,
WOC
Des Moines, WGF, WHX
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge, WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Le Mars, WIAU
Marshalltown,
WLAR
Newton,
WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney,
WOAD
Sioux City, WEAU, WHAE

Vinton, WIAE
Waterloo, WHAC, WMAR,
WRAN
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwood,
WKAD
Beloit, WPAR
Eldorado. WAH
Emporia, WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence, WFAY
Liberal. WMAG
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Marion,
WRAD
Parsons, WOAJ
Salina, WPAD
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WEAH,
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Lexington,
WQAH

(NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule
list appears below. Next week the first part will
appear. )
WLK. Indianapolis, Ind. 485 also. 500 mi. Hamilton
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30 am. 12-12:30 pm.
2-2:30. 3-3:30. 5-5:30, reports. Tues, Thur, 8:3010 pm. concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm. 8:30-10.
Central.
WLW, Cincinnati, D. 485 also. 2,000 mi. Crosley
Mfg. Co Daily ex Sun, 10 am-3 pm, music, reports.
Tues, Fri, -8-10:30 pm, Thurs. 10-12 pm, music,
news. ■ Sun, 11 am, church service.
Central.
WMAB, Oklahoma City, Okla. 500' mi. Radio Supply
Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-10:30 pm. music. Fri, 11:3012:30 pm.
Central.
WMAC, Cazenovia. N. T. 330, 250. 275 only. 500 ml.
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD,
Bock Port, Mo. Atchinson County Mail.
WMAF, Dartmouth, Mass.
Round Hills Radio Corp.
WMAG, Liberal, Kan. 75 mi. Tucker Elec. Co. Daily
ex Fri, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, news. Fri, 8-9
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln, Neb. 100 mi. General Supply Oo.
Daily ex Sun, 2:15 pm, music, news. Mon, Thur,
7:30 pm, music.
Central.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 600 mi. Daily
Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 am. 9:15,
10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 2:15, weatheT, markets. Central.
WMAK,
Lockport, N. T. Norton Labs.
WMAL, Trenton. N. J. 100 mi. Trenton Hdwe. Co.
Mon,
Thur,
7 :30-9 Tex.
" pm, music,
lecture.
WMAM, Beaumont,
Beaumont
Radio Eastern.
Equipment
Co
WMAN, Columbus, O. 50 mi. First Baptist Church.
Sun.,
tral 10:30-12 m., 7:30-9 pm, church services. CenWMAP,
Easton
Pa.
Utility Battery Service.
WMAQ, Chicago, 111. 1500 mi. The Chicago Daily
News (Fair Department Store). Daily, 4:35-5 pm,
9:15-10. Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, 7-7:30 pm. Tues,
Thurs, 7-8 pm.
Central.
WMAR. Waterloo, Iowa. Waterloo Electrical Supply
Co.
Schedule
not established.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn. 485 also. 2,400 mi. Paramount Radio Corp. (Duluth News-Tribune). Daily
ex Sun. 11:20 am, 4:20 pm, markets, reports, 6:507:30, stocks. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, classical program. Central.
WMAV.
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala. Polytechnic Inst.
WMAW,
Wahpeton,
N. D.
50 mi.
Wahpeton
Elec.
Co.
Daily, 7-7:30 pm, music, sports, news.
Central.
WMAX,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
K. & K. Radio
Supply
Co.
WMAY. St. Louis, Mo. 1,000 mi. Kingshighway
Presbyterian Church. Sun. 11 am, 8 pm. Tues, 7-8
pm, church services. Central.
WMAZ. Macon, Ga 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily
ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm. 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30, music. Tues,
Wed, Thur, 10:30-11 am, chapel. Eastern.

State, City, Call
Louisville,
WHAS. WKAG,
WLAP
Paducah,
WIAR
Louisiana:
New Orleans. WAAB,
WAAC, WCAG, WGV,
WIAF, WWL
Shreveport,
WGAQ
Maine :
„
Auburn, WMB
Bangor, WPAY
Houlton, WLAN
Portland, WJAL
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO, WEAR,
WKC, WNAY
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts :
Boston,
WFAU,
WNAC WAAJ,
Dartmouth, WMAF
Medford Hillside, WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester,
WCN, WDAS
Michigan :
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn, WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX, WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP, WMAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis, WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG,
WDB
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St. Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri :
Butler, WNAR
Cameron, WFAQ
Cape Girardeau, WSAB
Columbia. WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson Citv, WOS
Joplin,
Kansas WHAH
City, WDAF,
WHB, WMAJ, WOQ,
WPE
Marshall, WJAT
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, WEAK
St. Louis,
KSD.
WCK,
WEB,
WEW,
WMAY,
WRAO
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana :
Billings, KFCH
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls, KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Polytechnic, KFED
Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Lincoln, WFAV, WGAT,
WJAB,
WKAC,
WLAF,
WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk, WJAG

WMB. Auburn.
Auburn
WMC,
Memphis,Me.Tenn.
400 Elec.
and Co.'
485 only. 2,000 mi.
The Commercial Appeal. Daily, 12 m, 3 pm, weather,
markets ; 8 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati, O. 485 only. 500 mi. Precision
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, 4 pm, reports.
Mon, Wed, Sat, 8:15 pm, entertainment. Central.
WMU. Washington, D. C. 100 mi. Doubleday-Hill
Elec. Co. Daily, 4:30 pm. concert, sports. Thurs,
8.9. concert.
Eastern.
WNAB,
Bowling Green, Ky.
500 mi.
R. D. Nichols.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7 :30-9, music. Central.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 200 mi.
Shepard Stores. Daily
ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music.
Tues. Thur, 7-8:30
pm.
Wed, Sat, 9:30-11 pm, Fri, 8-9:30 pm.
Sun,
11-12 am. 6:30-8:30 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WNAD, Norman, Okla. 200 ml Okla. Radio Engineering Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-8:15 pm, news. Central.
WNAF. Enid, Okla. Enid Radio Dist. Co.
WNAG,
Cresco, la. Rothert Radio and Electric Shop.
WNAH, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Wilkes-Barre Radio Repair Shop.
WNAK, Manhattan, Kans. Manhattan Radio Supply
Co.
WNAL,
Omaha. Neb.
R. J. Rockwell.
WNAM, Evansville, Ind. 200 mi. 485 also. Ideal
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, 10-11 am,
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
3-4 pm. music.
Central.
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. 1,000 mi. Syracuse Radio
Tel. Co. Mon, Wed. Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. concert,
agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ, Charleston, S. C. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP, Springfield, O. 200 mi.
Wittenberg College.
WNAR. Butler, Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
WNAS,
man). Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAT, Philadelphia, Pa, 500 mi. Lennig Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1 pm. Wed, Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun, 2:30 pm, 4:30, church services.
Eastern.
WNAV,
Knoxville. Tenn.
People's Tel. & Telg. Co.
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe,
Va„
Henry Kunzmann.
WNAX,
Yankton.
S. D. Dakota Radio Apparatus Co.
WNAY,
Baltimore,
Md.
Shipowners Radio Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. Y. 60 mi. Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO, Jersey City, N. J. Wireless Telephone .Co of
Hudson Co., N. .7.
WOAA,
Ardmore,
Okla.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks. No. Dak. 50 mi. 485 also. Val
ley Radio.
Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm, en
tertainment,
reports.
Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WOAC, Lima. O. Maus Radio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, la. Friday Battery & Elec. Co.
WOAE,
Fremont.
Nebr.
Medland
College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 485 also. 50 mi. The Tyler Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 12 m, weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15, V. S. >T"vy

State, City, CaU
Omaha,
WAAW,
WDV,
WIAK, WNAL, WOAW,
WOU, WOV
Rushville. WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
University
Place, WCAJ
Nevada:
Reno, KDZK, KFAS,

State, City, Call
Enid, WNAFWDAV
Muskogee,
Norman, WKAK
WNAD
Okemah,
Oklahoma City, WKY,
WMAB
Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa, WEH, WLAL

Hew Hampshire:
Laconia, WKAV
Hew Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden. WRP
Jersey City, WAAT, WNO
Moorestown, WBAF
Newark, WAAM,
WBS,
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield, WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Roselle Park, WDY
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
Hew York:
Albany, WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton, WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWT
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia, WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
Newburgh, WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW, WWZ
Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood, WHN
Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse,
WDAI,
WFAB,
WLAH, WNAN
Tarrytown. WRW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica, WSL
Waterford, WFAG
Horth Carolina:
Asheville, WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo, WDAY, WPAK
Grand Forks, WOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio:
Akron, WOE
Canton, WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG, WIZ, WLW,
WMH

Oregon:
Astoria, KFBM, KFGG
Corvallis, KFDJ
Eugene,River,
KFATKQP
Hood
Marshfield, KFBH
Medford,
KFAY
Pendleton, KFFE
Portland, KDYQ, KFEC,
KGG, KGN, KGW, KQY
Salem, KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona,
WGAW
Brownsville, WDAQ
Clearfield. WPI
Crafton, WAAX
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, WGAL
McKeesport, WIK
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU,
WDAR, WPI, WGL,
WIP,
WOO,
WW ADWNAT,
Pittsburgh,
KDKA,
KQV,
WCAE,
WHAF,
WJAS
Scranton,
WLAO,
WQAN,
WRAY

Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV, WCAS,
WEAO,
WMAN,
WPAL
Dayton,
Defiance, WA1,
WCAQ WJAJ
Fairfield, WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WBAU, WRK
Lebanon, WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta, WBAW
Sandusky, WQAF
Springfield,
WLAM, WNAP
Stockdale. WJAK
Toledo, WJK
Warren, WLAZ
Washington C. O., WGAX
Wooster, WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA

State College, WPAB
Villanova, WCAM
Wilkes-Barre, WBAX,
WKAZ, WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston, WKAP
Edgewood, WEAG
East Providence, WKAD
Providence, WEAN, WJAR
South Carolina:
Charleston, WFAZ,
WNAQ, WOAH
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Rapid City, WCAT
Sioux Falls, WFAT
Vermillion,
WEAJ
Yankton, WAJU, WNAX
Tennessee:
Knoxville, WNAV
Lawrenceburg, WOAN
WPO
Memphis,
WKN,
WMC,
Abeleiie, WQAQ
Amarillo,
WRAU WDAG,

WRAU

Austin,
WNAS
Tgxrs * WCM,
Beaumont,
WMAM
WRR Station,
College
WTAW
Dallas,
WDAO,
WFAA,
El Paso, WDAH, WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAF, WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY,
WEV,
WGAB,
WRAA,
WSAV
Laredo, WWAX
Orange,
WKAL
Plainview,
WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WOAI
Stanford, WOAZ
Tyler, WOAF

tral.
press.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
CenWOAG. Belvidere, 111 Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 200 ml. Palmetto Radio
Eastern.
Corp. Mon, Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am, music.
WOAI, San Antonio. Tex. 485 also. 1.800 mi. Southern Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm,
3, 6, news, markets. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert.
Sun, 9:30-10:30
am, 7-8:30 pm,
concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans.
Ervin's Elec. Co.
WOAK. Frankfort, Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
WOAL, Webster Grove, Mo.
William E. Woods.
WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 1,000 mi. James D.
Vaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WOAQ, Portsmouth,
Va.
Portsmouth Radio Assn.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalamazoo College.
WOAR. Kenosha, Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS, Middletown, Conn. 100 mi. Bailey's Radio
Shop. Daily ex Sun. 4:15-6 pm, music. Sat, 9-12
pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT.
Wilmington, Del.
Boyd Martell Hamp.
WOAU,
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WOAV.
Erie, Pa.
Penna. Nafl Guard.
WOAW,
Omaha,
Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WOAX,
Trenton.schedule.
N. J. 342 only. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff,
Intermittent
WOAY,
Birmingham. Ala. John M. Wilder.
WOAZ, Stanford, Tex.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, la. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi. Palmer School of Chiropractic. Daily ex Sun, 10:55
am, time; 11, weather; 12 m, chimes; 2 pm, markets;
3:30, talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30, sports; 7,
concert; 10 pm, concert, Wed only. Sun, 9 am,
chimes; 1:45 pm, 6, concert; 7, church services; 7,
concert.
Central.
WOE, Akron, Ohio. 100 mi. Buckeye Radio Service
Co. Mbn. Wed, Fri, 7-8:15 pm, music, agriograms,
sports.
Sat, 4-4:30 pm, music, sports.
Eastern.
WOH, Indianaoplis, Ind. 1.000 mi. Hatfield Elec. Co.
(Indianapolis Star.) Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. music;
10:15, financial, markets; 1-2 pm, music; 1:20, markets; 4-5 pm, music; 4:15, police notes; 4:50, sports.
Mon, Wed. Sat, 8:30-10 pm. Concert.
Central.
WOI, Ames, la. 485 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily
ex
Sun,
9:30
am,
12:45
pm,
9:30,
music,
weather.
CentraL
WOK. Pine Bluff, Ark. 485 also. 500 mi. Ark. Light
& Power Co. Tues, Fri. 9-10 pm. concert. Sun, 11-12
m, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WOO,
Pa.
400 and 485 only.
500 mi.
John Philadelphia,
Wanamaker.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 1,000 mi. Western
Radio Co. Mon, Tue. Wed. Thur, 9:45 am. 10:55.
11:30. 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports, etc.
Fri, 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Sun. 7 pm. concert.
WOR. Newark. N. J. 400 only. 2,000 mi. L. Bamberger
& Co.
Daily ex Sun,
2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7, music.

State, City, Call
WWACWJAD, WLAJ,
Waco,
Wichita Falls, WKAF
'
Utah:
Ogden, KDZL, KFCP
SaltKDYV,
Lake KZNCity,
KDYL,
Vermont:
Bellows Falls. WLAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia:
Blacksburg,
WEAE
Fortress
Monroe,
Portsmouth,
WOAQWNAW
Washington:
Aberdeen. KNT
Bellingham. KDZR
Centralia, KDZM
Everett, KDZZ, KFBL.
Lacey, KGY
Pullman, KFAE
Seattle, KDZE,
KDZT,
KFC, KHQ, KJR, KTW,
KZC
Spokane, BE1,
KFDC,KFBG,
KFZ
Tacoma,
KFEJ,
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla, KFCF
Wenatchee, KDZI, KZV
Yakima, KFV
West Virginia:
Arlington, NAA
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD
Wisconsin:
Beloit,
Kenosha,WKAW
WOAR
Madison, WGAY, WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAY, WHAD, WIAO
Neenah, WIAJ
Superior, WFAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper,
KYQ KFCQ,
Laramie,
KFBU KFDF
Alaska:
Fairbanks, WLAY
Hawaii:
Honolulu,

KDYX,

KGU,

Porto Eico:
Ensenada,
WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary, CHBC, CHCQ,
CFAC, CFCN, CJCY
Edmonton, CJCA
Fort Fiances,
Halifax,
CFCE, CFPC
CJCS
Hamilton, CKOC
Iroquois Falls, CFCH
Kitchener, CJCF
London,
CFCX,
CHCS,
CJGC, CKQC
Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX,
CHYC, CJBC, CKAC
Nelson, CJCB
Ottawa, CHXC
Regina, CKCK
St.
John, CFCA,
CJCI, CKCR
Toronto,
CFTC,
CHCB,
CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE,
CKCZ,
CKKC
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFYC,
CHCA,
CJCE, CKCD
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CJCG,
CKCB,
CKZC.
CJNC
Havana,
Cuba:

PWX

talks.
Tues, Fri, 8-10, music, entertainment.
Eastem.
WOS,
Jefferson City, Mo.
485 also.
1,500 mi.
Missouri State Marketing
Bureau.
Dally ex Sun, first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm, markets.
Daily, 5 pm, music, markets.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOV, Omaha. Neb. B. B. Howell
WOU, Omaha, Neb. Metropolitan Utilities Dist.
WOZ,
Richmond,
Ind.
485 also.
300 mi.
Palladium
Printing Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:25 pm. 4-5, 6:30-7,
music, markets.
Central.
WPA. Ft. Worth, Tex. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Fort
Worth Record. Daily ex Sun, 10:58-11 am, time.
2:30-3 pm, 6-6:30, 9-9:30. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, 9-9:30.
Mon, 11-12 mid.
Central.
WPAA, Waco, Neb. Anderson & Webster Elec. Co.
WPAB.
State College, Pa,
Pa. State College.
WPAC,
Okmulgee,
Okla,
Donaldson Radio Co.
WPAD, Chicago. 111. 1,000 mi. W. A. Wieboldt &
Central.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm, 6:30-7, music.
WPAF,
WPAG,
WPAH,
WPAJ,
Co.
lege.
WPAK,
WPAL,

Council Bluffs. la. Peterson's Radio Co.
Independence, Mo.
Central Radio Co., Inc.
Waupaca,
Wis.
Wisconsin Dept. of Markets.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Doolittle Radio
Corp.
Fargo, N. D. North Dakota Agricultural ColColumbus, O. Superior Badio & Tel. Equip.

WPAM, Topeka. Kans:
Awerbach & Guettel.
WPAP,
Winchester,
Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips.
WPAQ, Frostburg, Md. General Sales & Engineering
Co.
WPAR,
Beloit,
Kan.
50
mi.
B. A. Ward. No definite
schedule.
WPAS, Amsterdam, N. Y. J. & M. Electric Co.
WPAT, El
Paso, Tex.
Patrick'sCollege.
Cathedral.
WPAU,
Moorhead,
Minn. Saint
Concordia
WPAV, Laurium, Mich.
Tinetti & Sons.
WPAW,
Wilmington, Del
Badio Installation Co.. Inc.
WPAX, Thomasville, Ga. 25 mi. S-W Radio Co.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, roads, weather, stocks, music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music. Sat, 10-11
am, codes. Sun, 11:30 am-12:30. 8:30 pm-9:30,
church service.
Eastern.
WPAY,
Bangor, Me.
Bangor Badio Lab.
WPE, Kansas City, Mo. 300 mi. Central Badio Co.
Sun, 6-7 pm, church services.
Central.
WPG, New Lebanon, 0. 485 also. 1.500 mi. Nushawg
Poultry Farm. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15 pm, news, 66:30 pm, markets Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm
program.
Central.
WPI,
Clearfield,
Pa. Elec. Supply Co.
WPM. Washington. D. C. 200 mi. Thos. J. Williamfc
Inc. (Washington Daily News.) Daily ex Sun, 12:30
pra. news. Mon,
8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
(Continued
on page
9)
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Simplified

Super

Part II — Details Regarding the Component Parts

Circuit

By E. T. Flewelling
each other may be varied to meet the
Use of Spider Web Coils
The variocoupler that would be suitable requirements called for in tuning in a
station.
for use in the Simplified Super was covered In the last article. Instead of a
variocoupler or Giblin Remler coils one
might prefer to use spider web or other
coils. Spider web coils are very efficient
and llexible so far as coupling is preferred.
To make suitable spider webs for broadcasting reception, that is 325 to 500
meters, procure some discs about 1/16 inch
thick of bakelite, cardboard or celluloid.
These discs are to be 4 inches in diameter
and are slotted to within % inch of the
center by 9 slots. The primary inductance
LI should be wound with No. 26 double
cotton covered wire to 32 turns and the
tickler coil L2 should be wound to 45
turns. It will be hard to get 45 turns of
No. 26 wire into the space given so that
it will be found preferable to use 30 or 32
wire for the tickler.
Single Layer Coil
Another type of coil that is popular is

ExclusiveT. Flewelling

E.
WHEN
and his set "that made
discovday"o were
good in
Digest, the
ered bya Radi
flivver circuit was practically
unknown. Its appearance in
the Digest is another scoop.
Mr. Flewelling has agreed to
write exclusively for Radio Digest. The article on this page
is one of a series to appear
every week which will help
the Radiophan in the perfecting of his own flivver set.

information concerning the
WHEX
Flewelling: circuit was first published it was believed to be best to
specify only one particular way in which
t
the circui could be set up, that is only
one list of materials needed was given.
This was done in order to simplify matters
and to avoid the confusion that might
arise if various coils, etc., were mentioned,
and because it was known that if the
specifications were rigidly followed the exThe Flewelling Super Circuit
perimenter was practically assured of success. Our letters have shown us that a
layer coil wound on cardboard
single
the
great many are endeavoring to make their or bakelite tubing, and if the experimenter
own loops, coils and other parts used.
prefers this type, suitable coils may be
There is considerably more interest for made by using a 4-inch tube with 30 turns
some in constructing their own parts and for the inductance LI and 45 turns for the
it will doubtless be of value if some details tickler L2, and as in the case of all other
are given about the component parts of the types of coils, mounting them so that the
inductive
relationship
or distance
from
hook-up.

STATION SCHEDULES
(Continued from page 8)
WPO.
Memphis.
Tenn.
100 mi.
United Equip. Co.
Daily, 7:15-8:15 pm. music.
Central.
WQAA.
Parkesburg.
Pa.
1.500 mi. Horace A. Beale,
Jr. Daily. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB.
Springfield,
Mo.
Southwest
Missouri
State
Teachers College.
WQAC,
Amarillo. Tex.
E. B. Gish.
WQAD,
Waterbury.
Conn.
Whitall Elect. Co.
WQAF.
Sandusky.
O.
Sandusky
Register.
WQ.AH,
Lexington,
Ky.
Brock-Anderson
Elect, Eng.
Co.
WQAJ. Ann Arbor. Mich.
Ann Arbor Times }.ews.
WQAK.
Dubuque. la. Appel-Higley Elec. Co.
WQAL.
Mattoon. 111. Cole County Tel. & Telg. Co.
WQAM, Miami. Fla.
Electrical Equipment Co.
WOAP,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Am. Radio Co.
WQAQ.
Abilene. Tex.
West Tex. Radio Co.
WRAA.
Houston. Tex.
Rice Institute.
WRAC.
Mayrille, X. D.
State Normal School.
WRAO.
Marion, Kans.
Taylor Radio Shop.
WRAM,
CTalesburg, 111. Lombard College.
WRAN,
Waterloo.
la.
100 mi.
Black
Hawk
Electrical Co. Daily ex Sun, 5 pm, 5:30. concert, news.
Mnn. Wed. Pri, ^:30-9:15 pm. concert.
Sun, 11:15.
church senices.
Central.
WRAR. David City. Xebr.
Jacob Carl Thomas.
WRAU.
Amarillo. Tex.
Daily News.
WRAY,
Scranton. Pa.
485 also. 100 mi. Radio Sales
Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, music: 12 m. reports;
3:30-5:30 pm, reports, music; 7:8:30, bedtime stories,
music.
Sun, 3 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WRK. Hamilton. O. 1.000 mi. Doron Bros. Elec. Co.
Tues. Thur, 9-10:30 pm. music, lecture.
Sun, 10:30
am, church service.
Central.
WRL. Schenectady, X. Y. Union College Radio Club.
WRM.
Urbana.
111.
300 mi.
Univ.
of 111.
Mon.
Thur. 8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30 news, talks, music.
Central.
WRP. Camden, N. J. 250 mi. Federal Inst, of Radio
Telg. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 10-10:45 pm, music, news,
agriograms.
Eastern.
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 485 also. 200 mi. City of Dallas.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12'30 pm. weather; 3-3:30. sports.
markets,
news; 7-7:15, police news;
8-8:30. music.
Sun, 11 am. church service: 7-8 pm. police news,
church service. Central.
WRW. Tarrytown,
N. Y. 1.000 mi. Tarrytown Radio
& Research
Laboratory.
Daily ex Sun. 10:30-12 m.
Mon. Thur. Sat, 6:15-7 pm. 7:30-8:30, 10:30-12 pm.
Sun. 1-3 pm.
Eastern.
WSAJ.
Grove City. Pa.
Grove Citv College.
WSAB,
Cape Girardeau,
Mb.
Southeast
Mo.
State
Teachers College.
WSAS, Lincoln. Xebr.
485 also. 700 mi. Nebr. Dept
of Agri. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun. 9:30 am, 9:45, 10,
10:30, 10:45. 11. 11:30. 11:40, 11:50, 12 ro, 1:15 pm.
1:30, 1:45. reports.
WSAV,
Houston,
Tex.
300 mi.
Clifford W. Vick.
Radio
Const'nCentral.
Co.
Mon. 8-10 pm, concerts.
Daily,
7:15-8 pm.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.
400 and 485 only.
1,500 ml.
Atlanta Journal. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music; 2:30,
reports; 4-4:45 pm. music, reports; 5-6 pm.
7-8,
10:45-12 music.
Sun,
10:45 am, 5-6 pm,
7:30-9,
church services.
Central.
WSL. Utica, N. Y. 500 mi. J. & M. Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat, Sun, 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30 pm, 3-3:30, 4-4:30.
5-5:30. music, news.
Mon. Wed, 8-9 pm.
Sat. 1111:30 am. 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun. 10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.

ONLY

$2.50

Improper method of connecting three .002 M. F.
fixed condensers together to secure a capacity of
.006 M. F. This arrangement is known as
"series" and the capacity value of the whole is
only .00067 M. F. See the correct method and
note
the difference
This brings us to a point that can hardly
be overemphasized. The Super circuit is
a very critical tuner and it is known that
one of the easiest things to do when
searching for a station is to jump right
over it without knowing that it is there.
When using a standard set equipped with
a common three-plate vernier condenser, it
has been noted at various times that up to
four different broadcasters have been
picked up within the range of the vernier
alone. It is therefore of the utmost importance, especially for long distance reception, to have all parts move as
smoothly
as
possible so that they may be
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. 2.000 mi. Alabama Power moved very slowly and evenly, in this way
Co. Mon, Wed. Fri, 3-3:30 pm, 8-8:45, reports, concert. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church
services. Cen- covering every point in their range.
tral. „
Condensers to Use
WTAC, Johnston. Pa.
Penn Traffic Co.
WTAU, Tecumseh, Neb.
Ruegy Battery & Elec. Co.
For the tuning condenser CI most any
WTAW, College Station, Tex. Agricultural and Me- make can be used, and as with anything
chanical College of Tex.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 485 only. 75 mi. Kan. State else, some are preferable to others. WhichAgri.
College. Daily ex Sun. 9:55 „ am. „ weather
Central.
„ (code).
ir
ever type is used be sure that a vernier is
WTP, Bay City. Mich. 75 mi. Ra-Do Corp. Mon, also used. It is best to use a condenser of
Wed. Fri, 1:30-2 pm, reports, news; 6:30-7:30 pm, .0005 MF capacity for broadcasting beconcert.
Central.
cause if a larger one is used, stations will
WWAC, Waco. Tex. 4S5 also. 200 mi. Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather, 1:30 pm, music. be jumped over, due to difficulty in moving
Mon. Wed. Fri. 8:45 pm. music.
Central.
the condenser without making a comWWAD,
Philadelphia.
Pa.
Wright & Wright, Inc.
paratively great change in capacity.
On
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 150 mi. Wormser Bros. Daily
ex Sun, Central.
4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon, Sat, 8-9 pm,
music.
WWB, Canton, O. Daily News Printing Co.
WWI. Dearborn. Mich. 200 mi. Ford Motor Co. Wed,
10-11 pm. music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ. Detroit. Mich. 400 and 4S5 only. 1.500 mi.
Evening Xews. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:40 am. household
hints; 9:40-10:25. health talks; 10:25-10:30 am,
weather; 11:55-12 m, time; 12:05-12:45 pm, music;
3-3:30 music; 3:30-3:35. weather; 3:35-4:15. markets;
5-6, sports: 7:30-10. entertainment Sun, November
11, and every other week, 11 am, 4 pm, church
services. Sun. fill in weeks. 2 pm, 7:30, church
services, special.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT, Buffalo. N. Y. 200 mi. McCarthy Bros. &
Ford.
Daily 3-4:30 pm. 7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
WWX, Washington. D. C. 1.160 only. 600 mi. Post
Office Dept. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather; 10:30,
markets. 12:30. 2:15, 3:30. markets, 5 pm, 7:30,
markets: 9:45, weather.
Eastern.
WWZ,
New York City.
200 mi.
John Wanamaker.
Daily ex Sun. 1:15-2:15 pm.
Tues, 7:30-9 pm.
Fri,
7:30-8:30 pm.
Eastern.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list.
first part will appear again next week.)

CRL
VAR. GRID LEAK
1/4 to 10 megohms

KLENTZ

RADIO CO.

Exclusive Distributors

508 South Dearborn St.
Room

770

ChicagoWabash

1380

Your Set Deserves One

ER

COUPL

Affords a Guaranteed Range of 600 Meters.
Mechanically Perfect, Complete with Soldered Leads, Positive Pigtail Connections.
Genuine Bakelite Tubing and Fahnestock Clips.

180°

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
LARGE AND SMALL
VARIOMETERS AND
VARIOCOUPLERS
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and the
Coupler will be sent without further charge.

G. H. FISCHER
317 Cypress Hills Road

& GO.

GLENDALE,

L. I., N. Y.

The

the other hand, if a smaller condenser ia
used, say an eleven-plate, the set will be
too much of the hair trigger variety.

Correct method of connecting three .002 M. F.
condensers in series in order to secure a capacity
of .006 M. F. This arrangement is known as
"multiple" or "parallel" and the capacity of the
whole is the sum of the capacities in parallel, or,
in this case, .006 M. F. The open ends are for
connection into the circuit
Body Capacity Effects
The matter of body capacity effects
with this set will have to be treated at
length later on, but this much can be said
while we are on the subject of the phones.
Remembering that the phones are not a
part of the supposedly low frequency
oscillation circuit we find that this effect
should not be, comparatively speaking, any
greater than with an ordinary receiver.
That it is, is due to fact that the Super is
so much more sensitive and acts here just
(Continued on page 13)
To

AGENTS WANTED
sell radio and electric apparatus and complete sets. State experience.
Radio Supply and Electric Company
116 West 29th Street,
Wilmington, Delaware

GOV'T. RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES

All absolutely new Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell
type HB-1 $4.50; Willard 4 cell type SYR-13 $4.25; Willard 2 volt 40 A. H. for WD-11 tubes $4.75; 6 volts Edison $7.75; Edison B Battery elements 4c each.

FLEWELLING

.006

CONDENSERS

Bakelite mounted with binding posts.

FLEWELLING
ALL PARTS NECESSARY
DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS

:iiMw:fltWJ

123 W.MadixonStXhicago

FLEWELLING

SPIDER

Set of three $2.90.

WEB

COILS

Easier tuning; clearer signals; Green silk wound $1.75 ea.
FLEWELLING
VARIABLE
GRID LEAKS
Givo clearer music, louder signals on any circuit, 75c.
REINARTZ
LATEST
SPIDER
WEB
COILS
Double green silk winding on Bakelite spider $1.95.
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE CONDENSER
Fits any condenser.
Requires no extra space, 95c.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
Best made.
Louder signals.
Cannot burn out.
$2.95.
Call Book of all Canadian Stations, $1.25.
SOOO Meter long wave couplers. $7.95.
We save you money.
QUALITY
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White Radio Bill
Early Consideration Vital to Development of Radio
AFTEB a thorough study of the White Radio bill,
the House Committee recommends its early consideration since it carries only proposals vital to Radio
development at this time. The approaching end of the
session is pointed out with the imperative need for
conferring regulatory powers upon the Department of
Commerce.
Little opposition is anticipated, and yet, some point
out, helpful legislation has been lost heretofore through
lack of public interest. If the Radio operators and
fans want the White bill passed this session, they must
assert themselves, indicating their desires to their
representatives in Congress. This is the opinion of
many who seek legislation.
If the bill is not passed this session, they say, new
measures will have to be introduced in the next session
of Congress, which does not organize until next December. Many believe a long delay would be most
unfortunate for a national service which is fast developing in its many useful phases.

Those Who Transmit
Where Some Interference Comes from and Why
NATURALLY everyone is acquainted with the fact
that no charge is made by the government for the
privilege of operating a receiving station. The same,
of course, is true of the transmitter. Outside of the
small notary fee, there is no charge for an amateur's
license or, in fact, any license.
Today, aside from the high power government stations there are thousands of so-called Radio amateurs
in the country possessing the authority and knowledge
of operating a transmitting station. The transmission
is sent out in code and phone, although the former
predominates. The licensing, it is agreed, has been
somewhat indiscriminate and quite a few operate
stations who in reality are not capable. In this lies
a source of interference which, it is hoped, will be
shortly cleared by better Radio legislation.

Natives of Jungles Broadcast
Before Radio the Natives Had Their Own Way to Send
Messages
OUR best Radio sets seem to be back numbers when
we learn that in the darkest Africa the bush
"Radio" has been in use many years by the natives.
Our invention may be wonderful wherein advancing
knowledge has made, broadcasting possible. Every
traveler in savage Africa has had evidence of the
almost incredible swiftness with whieh the native can
communicate with distant friends. The bush "Radio"
operates even more speedily than our telegraph.
The exact means employed varies with the tribe and
circumstances. Drum-beats are the usual signals;
smoke is often used, and in some parts of the Gold
Coast even whistling is enlisted for the conveyance of
news. More mysterious is the so-called veldt or bush
"telegraph," a phenomenon which wise Europeans do
not attempt to explain.
Bush villages can call up one another very much as
if they were on the telephone. Each has its collection
of signal drums, used for different purposes, and by
them the chiefs can tell each other that there is a
man-eating lion on the prowl, that the native commissioner has started his tax gathering tour, or that there
will be a big beer-drink at such and such a village on
the night of the full moon.
The European who has lived long in the bush and
who hears the sound of far-away drums knows well
that to him unintelligible beats are far from meaningless for the natives.
At the outbreak of the world war in 1914 a party of
explorers was located quite a number of miles from a
telegraph station in Africa. When the operator at the
telegraph station learned of it he sent a messenger on
a bicycle to bring the news. He need not have troubled. Four hours before the telegraph clerk arrived one
of the plantation overseers had asked the head of the
party mysteriously why the white men in Europe were
at war. It was the first intimation that the exploring
party had that hostilities were started. The bush
"telegraph" had beaten the wire lines and messenger.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
A short time ago the news of having talked to
England from a broadcasting station in this country
would have elicited considerable excitement. The
feat accomplished by officials of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company when their speeches
were clearly heard in a receiving set in Southgate,
England, affects us only slightly, in comparison to the
significance of the thing. We are told that it may be
months — years, before the arrival of such time as will
find Radiophony used internationally on a commercial
basis. That may be. It may also prove true that in a
much shorter time business will be utilizing this medium. It would be unwise to make a prediction in this
age of sudden discoveries. England is preparing to
talk back to us and when she does there may be something said by Yankee listeners about the Hinglish accent, by jove! Keep your directional loop aimed toward Senator Marconi or you may miss something. He
is working, too, on an important phase of Radio.
Before swinging away from the British Isles let me
call attention to plans, which are now maturing, for
the construction of a system over there to allow the
sending of messages from England to Australia at a
cost of two cents a word. They are awaking to a
realization of the necessity of meeting needs in conformity with modern practices. There is no advantage
in diseussing whether or not Radio is to supplant the
more common methods of communication between states
and nations, enough that it is to fill an important place
in this realm of everyday experience. Pity the country whose laek of vision is responsible for its tardiness in developing this new science and keeping abreast
of the times. As in every other field of world progress,
it is necessary to adjust oneself to changing conditions
and accept whatever tends to advancement. Where
outworn usages hinder, remove them, and let every
government aid its amateurs to a freer use of whatever ability they possess.
Prizes are being offered by some of the broadcasting
stations to the one who hears their programs from the
most distant point. An offer of this kind was made by
Station WNAC in Boston. DX owls have been indulging
in the pastime of picking up remote stations for a long
time, and will continue to do so. The number of such
patient ones will be rapidly increased, I fancy, if success
is to bring some more or less valuable gift. The notion
of possessing one of those large boxes of candy offered
by WDAP still lingers as a taunting memory. And,
just think of winning a WDAP Flivver. That would
be rattling good, wouldn't it?
The extent to which code messages may be heard by
stations far removed from each other is gradually assuming proportions whieh Radiotricians prophesied
would come eventually. A ship copied code from four
Atlantic amateur stations when one hundred and twenty
miles off the coast of China. That speaks well for our
amateurs. Still more recently a message from Japan was
received in its entirety by the receiving operator of The
New York Times, a distance of nine thousand miles.
If you live long enough, you will look back on these
records as commonplace in view of what will then be
possible.
Perhaps one of the most enjoyable, and at the same
time, profitable, features of a broadcasting program is
to be able to listen in to some after dinner speeches by
men who are eminent in their particular line. It has
been possible to hear railway officials, public officials,
university presidents at alumni reunions, leaders in the
automotive industry and many others address audiences
in banqueting halls through a receiving set in your
home. Except for the kindly offices of broadcasting stations this would be impossible for most of us. I happen
to know one ease of biliousness that was dissipated with
Coueism magic, simply by placing the patient where he
could hear the hearty laughter which followed witty remarks by Big Bill Edwards at a meeting of college athletic directors. Impressions of prominent men are often
found to be erroneous when the microphone transmits
side remarks made by them while seated at the speakers'
table in the dining hall of a hotel. Mr. Schwab was
thus truly revealed to an acquaintance, unmindful perhaps that what those present could not hear was entirely
audible in a headset.
No, I have not overlooked the mention of ' ' silent
periods ' '. It seems rather a hop*eless task to secure the
attention of some powerful stations to this subject. If
each of you fans will keep a fairly steady flow of letters
directed to your local stations asking for this service, we
will secure their attention ultimately. Opportunities to
hear distant stations without interference from local
broadcasters are becoming more general, but there is
plenty of room for improvement. Without doubt instances of silent periods obtain about which I know nothing and failure to mention them is not due to intentional
neglect. Where specific mention is made it is for the
purpose of presenting an example, as much so as for
congratulating them on their good judgment. Two instances will be cited of cordial cooperation along this
line. WGY signed off for a period lasting over an hour
in order that WHAZ might broadcast without interference from them. On another evening WEAF transmitted
its entire program over a special wire to WNAC, where
it was broadcast to the Radio audience of the latter
station. Pacific Coast stations are observing periods
of silence to the great joy of Radiophans in that section
of the country. Don't fail to express your appreciation
where stations follow this regime.
They deserve it.

By Edward
Tony, the Barber,
on Callow
"Da Rad-I-O-U"
Hello Peepla!!!
Deesa time I speaka to you about won greata machine.
It is calla Rad-I-O-U.
Grabba da speecha — da song from da fresh air.
De Rad-I-O-U was firsta invent by greata Italian man —
Signor Marconi.
Wan million peepla try to improva da work of Signor
Marconi.
I buy
Rad-I-O-U
for da shop — pay fiva dol' down—
feefta
centa week.
Gatta da louda speak for da shop — use — a da softa
speak for da wife.
Da customer in barber shop talka too much — da barb no
can do da work.
Da Rad-I-O-U maka da customer leesen in — no speaka
Da barb now can make da clean shave — no eutta da
ear — da chin — da lip.

out.'

Herba Da Hoove mak' greata mistak — he try to gat
congressaman to passa da bill to eontrolla da wave.
We tal Herba Da Hoove to lay offa Rad-I-O-U wave
control.
Comadome.
to barber shop gat nice — a marcella wave on da
Resta da hand an feet — hear Congressaman broadcuss
hot air into da fresh air.
Yours vera true, for Rad-I-O-U,
Tony the Barber.

Not Always the Shape
LastIndi
nite and the nite before, twenty-four stations
Dear
Jaythem
Pee. in.
were
at my— door. Turned on the juice and— let
Darned good set for the shape it's in.

Ukeleles out; Radiophones in

A recent heading reads, "Hawaii dances to Seattle's
music."waii's music.
A few years ago we were all dancing to Ha-

Old Gal-Lena Would Detect It
They were trying to improve reception on a crystal set.
"Shall I tickle the old gal-Lena?"
' ' You might try it, old top, if she '11 let you. ' '

Just a Good Variety, of Jazz
The broadcast program was being received on a loud
speaker. "My, but that static is awful tonight, isn't
"Static nothing!

That's a jazz orchestra!"
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
CHAPTER VI
told
IX THE previous chapter we were
about the Radio receiving- station, how
it consists of an antenna for intercepting the Radio waves as they pass througti
space, a device known as the tuner by
means of which the station can be adjusted
or tuned to the desired wave length, and
a detector by means of which the incoming Radio frequency oscillations are ren-

sttoete

BRASS

WOO^

TM"

TO&E WITH WWOINS
Figure 19
dered capable of affecting the human ear
after they have been passed through a pair
of telephone receivers. In this chapter
we will interest ourselves with the process
of tuning, as well as with the construction
and operation of their various devices by
means of which tuning is effected.
Tuning the Radio Station
Every antenna together with its leadin and ground wire has its own natural
oscillation frequency. In other words,
every antwnna system will respond more
readily to an incoming wave of a certain
length than to waves of other lengths.
This natural wave length of an antenna
depends upon the length of wire used and
the height of the antenna above the
ground. The longer the antenna or the
higher it is elevated above the ground,
the longer will be the natural wave length.
It is evident, then, that an antenna system could be adjusted to any desired
wave length by altering the length of the
wire used, or by changing the height
above the ground. But since either of
these methods is generally not very convenient, it is common practice to add to
the receiving apparatus an arrangement
of coils and condensers by means of which
the same effects can be produced as by
altering the dimensions of the antenna.
If the natural
wave
length
of an an-

to one end of the coil, the wire leading
to the detector is connected to one slider
and the wire leading to the ground is
connected to the other slider.
By moving the ground-connection slider
back and forth the antenna system is adjusted to the wave length of the incoming
signals, while by adjusting the other slider
the detector circuit is thrown into resonance with the antenna circuit. The twoslide coil has the advantage in that it
makes possible closer and sharper tuning.
By closer tuning is meant the ability to
tune in one station more accurately and
to exclude all others.
Loose Coupler
A loose coupler is illustrated in Figure
22. The term coupler suggests that there
are two inductively related or coupled
coils. The loose coupler, as shown, consists of two coils, a primary and a secondary. The outer or primary coil, consists
of a number of turns of wire wound on
an insulating tube. It is also provided with
a slider by means of which any number
of turns can be cut in or out of the
circuit.
Sliding in and out of the primary is
the secondary
coil which
also consists

netic fields act in the same direction the
inductance of the variometer will be a
maximum; while if the rotor is turned
through an angle of 180 degrees to this
position the two magnetic fields will
oppose each other and the inductance will
then be a minimum. By setting the rotoT
at any intermediate position any desired
amount of .inductance can be secured.
The common type of variometer used
STATOI?.
in Radio receiving apparatus has the
stator coil wound in two sections on the
inner surface of two wooden blocks which
are turned out to form a hollow sphere.
The rotor coil is wound on a wooden ball
which is mounted on a shaft and which
tfOTOC
rotates within the stator coil with a minimum amount of clearance between the
two. Such a form of variometer is illusSHAFT
trated in Figure 24.
In another type of variometer, the supports for the stator and rotor coils are
made of bakelite or some other insulating
compound. Such variometers are called
moulded variometers and are somewhat
neater in appearance, although there is
Figure 24
To operate a variocoupler, the antenna is still a question as to whether their operation is better than, or even as good as
first tuned to the desired wave length "by the operation of the wooden type.
Receiving Circuit
adjusting
the done
rota'ting
and circuit
after
this
has been
the switch,
secondary
is thrown into resonance with the primary
In Figure
25, circuit
is illustrated
a -very
efficient receiving
employing
a vario*
until the signals can be heard loudest in
{Continued on page 12)
the telephone receivers. In the coupler
illustrated in Figure 23, the secondary is
mounted at an angle of 45 degrees with
the rotating shaft The advantage of this
construction is that it enables the rotor
to
be adjusted through a greater range of
coupling.
ary can readily be observed. The antenna
is connected to the end or first tap of
the primary coil, while the ground connection is made to the shaft of the rotating switch, which moves over the contact
points to which the taps of the primary
are connected. The detector circuit is
connected across the secondary or rotor of
the coupler.

Ik
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Variometer

Figure

22

of a number of turns of wire wound on
an insulating tube slightly smaller in
diameter than the one used for the primary. The antenna is connected to one
end of the primary coil, and the ground
is connected to the slider. By adjusting
the slider, the necessary number of turns
can be introduced into the antenna circuit,
so that it will have the correct natural
wave length to receive the desired signals.
DETECTOR.
*3j~
Across the # terminals of the secondary
coil is connected the detector circuit The
Slides
incoming oscillations in flowing through
the stationary or primary coil set up
around it a pulsating magnetic field which
induces a current of corresponding nature
and frequency in the secondary coil. The
amount of this inductive influence upon
** 6R0UNti
Figure 28
the secondary can be altered by adjusting the position of the coil. The signals
tenna system is less than the length of will be heard loudest in the telephone
the desired incoming waves, the receiv- receivers when the secondary or detector
ing station can be adjusted to the desired circuit is in resonance with the primary
wave length by introducing additional circuit.
inductance into the system. This is
Variocoupler
accomplished by means of some form of
Another form of tuning device used is
inductance coil connected in series with
the variocoupler. This, like the loose
the antenna system. Such a "tuning coil" coupler, also consists of two coils, a pri
may be in the form of a one or two-slide
tuner, a loose coupler, a variocoupler, or a
variometer.
Single-Slide Tuning Coil
A single-slide tuning coil, as is illustrated in Figure 19, consists of a coil of
wire wound in a single layer around a
cardboard or fiber tube about four inches
in diameter. The coil consists of about
150 turns of No. 23 or 24 insulated wire.
cotton or enamel insulation being satisfactory. By means of the slider any number of turns can be cut into the circuit,
and hence any desired amount of inductance can be obtained from maximum
value of the coil to mimimum. A wiring
diagram illustrating how a one-slide tuning coil is connected into a receiving station is illustrated in Figure 20. As shown,
the antenna is connected ■
to the binding
* coil, while
post leading to one end of the
the ground wire, as well as the other
wire leading
to the phones
is connected
Figure 23
mary and a secondary, but differs in that
the secondary rotates within the primary.
The variocoupler is somewhat more effiDETECTOR
cient than the loose coupler and has the
additional advantage that it can be conveniently mounted on a panel.
PHOMES
SLIDERS
As illustrated in Figure 23, it consists
of a primary coil with a number of taps
brought out, by means of which the necessary number of turns can be cut in or
—
GROUND.
out of the circuit. These taps are electrically connected to a number of switch
Figure 21
points mounted on the panel and over
to the slider. By moving the slider back which a rotating switch lever moves. The
and forth the necessary amount of induc- secondary consists of a number of turns of
tance can thus be introduced into the anon an insulating tube sometensa circuit until the station is tuned wire wound
what smaller in diameter than that used
to the desired
wave
length.
for the primary.
The secondary is mounted on a rotating
Two-Slide Tuning Coil
A two-slide tuning coil is similar in con- shaft which extends through the front
struction to the single-slide coil except, of the panel and by means of which the
as its name suggests, it is provided with secondary can be adjusted to any degree
two sliding contacts. A common circuit of inductive coupling desired. On the end
used for connecting a two-slide tuner into of the shaft, projecting through the front
a receiving station is illustrated in Figure of the panel a graduated dial can be
21.
As shown, the antenna is connected mounted so that the position of the second-

The variometer is another type of variable inductance. The variometer, like the
variocoupler, consists of two coils, a stator
or primary coil and a rotor or secondary
coil. It differs from the variocoupler, however, in that there are no taps brought
out on the primary coil and no variation
in
the length or amount of wire used is
made.

\

In a variometer the two coils, that is,
the primary and secondary, are connected
in series and the amount of inductance of
the two windings is varied by changing
the position of the secondary with respect
to the primary. When the rotor and stator
are in such a position that their mag-
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for Spider

Operating Dial Knobs
Placed on Panel Front

ECCENTRICS

MOVE

Web

OUTSIDE

Efficient Circuit for
Use with Indoor Aerial

COILS

I have been experimenting for a long
time on reception without an aerial and
have at last come upon a circuit that is
excellent for the indoor aerial type. This
circuit is simple in construction when
used with one step audio frequency. I
find that stations can be readily copied at
distances as great as 1500 miles with great
ease and can be understood very plain.

Unless spider web coils are neatly constructed they present an unsightly object
on the front of a receiving set. Even if
they are neatly wound
they are so large

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are many
REd out
THE
at home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. RADIO DIGEST is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
RADIO DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

tliey will extend out from the front and
are in the way of the dial controls. It
is always best to mount these coils on
the inside of the case, but there is no
suitable mounting for this purpose. The
illustration shows a homemade device
that controls the coils within the case 'by
turning regular dial knobs on the panel
front.
The center coil is made stationary by
fastening it in an upright position, the
other two coils are hinged on like supports to the base surface. The control of
the hinged members are obtained by
eccentric disks attached to the dial shafts.
Coil spTings are used to keep the hinged
members against the eccentric — 2». S.
Musser,
Anderson,
Ind.

Inside Aerials

My first experiment was with a single
insulated wire in the molding in my room
with one step of Radio frequency but the

should then be taken from one end or
from the middle, depending upon which is
nearer the receiving set. All the wires
should be joined at the lead-in.
Another possibility in the way of an
indoor antenna is the bedspring. Several
springs may be joined together with better
results, a good contact being obtained by
tightening the end of the wire beneath one
of the brass nuts on the framework. Often
the antenna post may be connected to the
gas pipe and the ground post to the radiator or water pipe and excellent results
secured.

Card
BOARD

A. B. C. LESSONS

the Variometer V in series with the
detector and the phones. The circuit is
operated by first adjusting the switch S
until the antenna system is tuned to the
desired wave length. Next, the circuit
L-2-C is thrown into resonance by adjusting the variable condenser C and the degree

secondary of the coupler L-2 is connected
the variable condenser C.
The operation of the circuit is as follows: By means of the switch S, the
wave length of the antenna system is
adjusted to that of the desired incoming
waves. As these incoming oscillations
flow through L-l, they establish a pulsating magnetic field which as it expands
and collapses cuts the turns of the
secondary L-2 and induces in it electrical
oscillations of the same nature and frequency as originally flowed in the primary
circuit.
In order that these oscillations in the
secondary circuit may produce a maximum
effect the closed circuit C-L-2 must be
in resonance (have the same oscillation
frequency) with the primary circuit. This
is effected by adjusting the variable condenser C. Next the coupling between L-l
and L-2 is adjusted by rotating the secondary until the sounds are heard in the
receivers with maximum intensity. The
detector circuit is then connected across
the terminals A and B and the electrical
oscillations set up across the condenser
are then increased upon the detector.
Variometer Used for Tuning'
The use of a variometer for tuning
purposes is clearly illustrated in Figure
26. Here the left hand part of the circuit
is similar to that shown in Figure 25.
The circuit is completed, however, by
having
connected
across
the points A B

AMPLIFIERS
TUP>E

Eliminating

long'. Paste or shellac a sheet of tinfoil
on each piece, leaving at the end about
%-inch margin. In the center of this
margin place a paper fastener so that
the two parts will slide sideways- on each
other. Turn up the opposite end of the
top plate, making %-inch of it stand at
right angles to the base. Place a binding
post in the center of the upright part and

TO DETECTOR

=^STA6Q

and music will be much more natural and
noises will be diminished to a great extent. A variable condenser will give
slightly better results. This condenser
used as described is of value, especially
in loud talking instruments. — Arthur R.
Klinger, Staunton, 111.

an-' outside aerial, and the conditions
attending each are so varied that he
should try every one before deciding upon
the best.
Where the set is located on the second
floor or higher and a hallway fifty feet
long or thereabout is available, four wires
strung the full length will usually be the
best
sort
of indoor
aerial.
The
lead-in

TO DETECTOR

Amplifier Tube Condenser
By using a fixed condenser of .0005 mfd.
capacity across the grid and negative of
the second
stage amplifier tube the voice

When an amateur is experimenting, he
often finds need of an extra variable
condenser but as the experiment is only
slight, he does not make the purchase of
one for the occasion. The condenser herein described is homemade and it will over-

possibilities open to the
who is unable to erect

(Continued from page 11)
coupler and a variable condenser. As
shown, the antenna is connected to one
end of the primary coil L-l, while the
ground connection is made to the center
of the rotating switch S which moves
over the points to which the taps of the
primary
are
connected.
Across
the

fasten another binding post on the end of
the base piece. By simply sliding the
plates on each other, the capacity may be
varied. The maximum
capacity of the
condenser depends on the size of the
plates. — John Barry, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

Small Variable Condenser

come the difficulty. Procure two sheets of
stiff paper, or cardboard of any convenient
size, about 3 inches wide and 8 inches

There are many
Radio enthusiast

Coils

of coupling between L-l and L-2". After
this has been accomplished the variometerdetector circuit is thrown into resonance
by adjusting the position of the rotor of
the variometer V. It is thus evident that
with such completely tuned circuits maximum receiving efficiency is obtained. The
variometer V in figure 26 tunes the circuit
by altering the amount of inductance in it.
If we compare the circuit illustrated-'in
Figure 20 with that illustrated in Figure
26, we will at once see that the closed
circuit in the former has no period of its
own but must oscillate in unison with the
waves coming from the antenna, while in
Figure 26 the closed circuits are all perfectly tuned and will thus affect the detector with greater intensity.

the Howl

One

way to prevent the howl in regenerative receivers is to put a shield around
the detector tube. Such a shield can be
made from a piece of cardboard tube 1%
inches in diameter and 2% inches long,
with its outside covered with tinfoil, and
grounded. Place this over the- tube. —
Mike Kertz, Cleveland, O.
Damp weather tends to shorten the useful life of any form of dry cell, including
plate batteries, which should therefore be
protected as much as possible.
When your set does not seem to work
while tuning in a station, do not blame
the set but try another station. Some
stations have poor modulation.
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which

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with Lookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacaville. Ca I if .
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I was surprised at the results this proground.
duced and was able to copy with ease stations 700 miles distant, but still not being satisfied I next anchored an insulated
wire at the top of my bed, passing it four
times back and forth from head to foot
of the bed and into the set. No change
whatever was
made in the circuit.
My results were so much better than
the previous one that I always have used
this type of aerial. When through I always disconnect the lead-in and wind it up
on a spool which only takes a few minutes.
The circuit as submitted is used with an
ordinary one step audio frequency with
22 and 40 volts respectively on the plates
and six volts on the filaments. — D. P.
Metzgar.

ALL PARTS NECESSARY

This completes our study of the tuning
process of the receiving station, and we
are now ready to consider the two final
operations
to be performed,
namely,
the

action of
receivers.

results did not satisfy me and I changed
my Radio frequency to, audio frequency
and dropped an insulated number 18 wire
from my set out over the window ledge
until it remained about 1 foot from the

is to

appear

in the next week's issue, we will make a
detailed study of the crystal detector
and how it serves to render the oscillations capable of affecting the telephone
receivers so that audible sounds will be
produced in accordance with those originally sent in to the transmitting station.
Chapter seven will be of special interest
because it will sum up in a practical manner the principles set forth in the last
three chapters and apply them in the construction of an efficient receiving set.
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Reinartz Panel Set Designed for Compactness
Cabinet for Popular Tuner Occupies Small Space
rity of the Fleweliinpr
THE
Set has created a demand for
Panel popula
the same treatment of the Reinartz
Circuit, not merely the detector stage, but
also a two-stage audio frequency uniplilier. It was at first considered rather
doubtful whether or not the complete tuning unit and detector tube could be assembled on the popular seven by nineinch panel. After considerable planning
on the layout of the panel, the compact
arrangement shown in Figure 1 was decided on.
Naturally it was impossible to account
for all the different types of apparatus,
so in most cases only the shaft hole is
located, and the remainder of the drilled
holes necessary for mounting can be
filled in by the amateur as required by
the apparatus used. Care must be exercised to avoid apparatus where the overall dimensions are too large for the compact assembly.
Controls on Panel
The controls on the panel, as shown in
Figure 1, are: The five-contact point
lever switch which is the secondary wave
length control; the switch facing it, also
having five contact points, controls the
regeneration in the plate circuit; the
eleven-point contact switch is the primary wave length control; the knob in
the upper right corner is the rheostatcontrol. The latter can be any of the
average type. Vernier adjustment will be
of considerable assistance, however, in
getting the best results from the tube.
Going on with the discussion of the controls, the dial on the left side is the secondary condenser, having .0005 mfd.
capacity and a vernier adjustment; the
dial at the right is the plate condenser,
capacity .00025 mfd., which should also
have a vernier adjustment.
Some of the wound spider web coils on
the market have different tap arrangements. If this is the case the number of
tap holes for the three switches should
conform to the taps on the coil to be
used. Such a change in number does not
necessarily affect the operation of the set.
The knob and pointer at the center between the two large condenser dials is the
variable grid leak. This device will permit operation of the tube at maximum
efficiency through the proper control of
grid potential. A .00025 mfd. fixed condenser should be connected across the
two grid leak terminals.
All the binding posts are marked and
so need no further explanation.
Panel Layout
The panel should be 7 by 9 inches and
'/s inch thick. The holes should be located
and carefully centerpunched before drilling is commenced. Carefully centerpunch
marks to avoid slipping of the drill,
scratched panels and holes off-center.
The three countersunk holes in the base
are for wood screws which fasten the
panel to the baseboard. In drilling the
holes for the switches and contact points,
the number of- taps must be considered.
Also the fan will find that occasionally
the contact points have larger or smaller
heads. In any event the spacing dimension of the %-inch, shown in Figure 2,
will have to be altered so that the clearance of the contact points is about A inch.
If this spacing is too great the switch
lever is apt to jam between the points, or
if too small it will be difficult to make
connections in the rear without short circuits to adjacent points.
The three holes for mounting the rheostat are given inasmuch as a number of
the standard types were found to be alike.
It is advisable to check the location of
the two outside holes, however.

By H, J. Marx

The three %-inch holes give the shaft
location for the two condensers and the
variable grid leak. The holes for the
mounting screws should be located as required by the apparatus.
The binding post holes will no doubt be
found satisfactory for most of the types
available on the market. Further details of this panel Reinartz
set will be given in the next issue.
fromON page "HOW"
9)
ceiver, a capacity change will be noted.
If this is more noticeable with a Super it
is probably due to the extraordinary sensitivenes of the set. However, a peculiar
effect has been noticed, and a number of
letters have been received coinciding
directlytions towith
the writer's
observa-is
the effect
that if own
a station
tuned exactly on its wave, so to speak,
that is by accurate adjustment of vernier
controls, audibility is enormously increased (thus agreeing with super regenerative theory) but body capacity seems
to be practically eliminated. So much for
this point.
It is well to note that testing with
known stations under as nearly as possible the same conditions, that the author
has never been able to obtain the audibil-

LLING
FLEWE(Continued

Figure 2
ity distance, or lack of body capacity
effect, when using the circuit without a
vernier that could be secured with the
use of them. This point of exact sharp
and careful tuning when using the Super
circuit, cannot be overemphasized.
The bank of condensers C3, C4 and C5
seem to cause but little trouble except in

cases where the common paper dielectric
condensers are used.
Doubtless even these
(Continued
on page 14)
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The Reader's View
More Crystal DZ

Wort

In response to George H. Cook's query
as to crystal set records, published in The
Reader's View of the Radio Digest for
January 6, I wish to submit my record.
Below are a few of the stations which I
have heard and their airline distance from
Pleasant Hill:
"WGM, Atlanta, Ga., 700 miles.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 700 miles.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 650 miles.
WGY, Schenectady, N. T., 1,150 miles.
WLW, Cincinnati, O., 535 miles.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 500 miles.
WPA, Fort Worth, Texas, 500 miles.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas, 500 miles.
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn., 500 miles.
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas, 800 miles.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla., 300 miles.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 300 miles.
than Mr. Cook's.
evena simpler
set is of
two-slide tuning coil, a
consists
It My
civstal detector, and a fixed phone condenser. My aerial is one strand of solid
wire, 115 feet long and 40 feet high.
On almost any clear night (after the
local stations have signed off) I can pick
up and enjoy programs from one or more
of the above stations. — Ernest Pearce,
Pleasant Hill, Mo.
Speaking of No. 2 Yellow Corn
I have a suggestion to make to the
manufacturers and jobbers of Radio equipment: That they hurry up and build a
transmitting station and broadcast Radio
entertainment that the majority of buyers
of Radio equipment want.
In Chicago, for instance, all but one of
the broadcasting stations are controlled
and operated by firms and institutions
that are not in the Radio business, and
they seem more interested in broadcasting
market and stock reports, propaganda,
etc.
Many times I listen in, and about all I
can hear up to about 8 in the evening is
No. 2 yellow corn, etc., etc., until I get so
disgusted I am ready to smash up the set.
Recently a Chicago station changed hands
and the air is full of Radio waves that the
majority of fans are not particularly
interested in. If one wants to get real
good Radio entertainment, he is compelled
to wait until between 10 p. m. and 1 a. m.
to get it.
I think the Radio firms should pause
long enough to analyze the situation and
ascertain if the people will continue to
spend money for uninteresting news; also
to find out if the majority of buyers of
Radio equipment are people particularly
interested in the market reports or what
percentage of those market report fiends
are really purchasers of Radio equipment.
It seems to me if the manufacturers and
Radio jobbers want to continue making
money, they had better spend a little on
broadcasting stations and give the Radio
public programs that will keep them interested, and to transmit at a reasonable
hour of the day or evening. Many local
business men have sets and when at home
for noon lunch about all they can hear
is No: 2 yellow corn, etc., etc., ad nauseum.
The local stations can not be completely
or successfully tuned out. Practically all
through the day and during a good portion
of the evening the Radio programs are of
such a character that the man who looks
to his set for entertainment is disappointed.
As to the remedy here it is: The firms
that are making money out of Radio goods
should get together and install a firstclass broadcasting station and broadcast
all through the day interesting musical
programs on a wave length that can be
tuned in without interference from other
local stations that are cluttering up the
air with market and stock reports, news,
propaganda, etc. — Dr. Chas. E. Scharf,
Chicago, 111.

FLEWELLING

ON

"HOW"

(Continued from page 13)
as it does with an incoming signal it amplifies it greatly.
If the phones are touched (especially in
the case of metal backed phones) while a
station is being tuned in on any Radio recan be used if one is fortunate enough to
procure extra good ones. The returns,
however, have not been at all consistent
and their use is not to be recommended.
At the time that the Super circuit was
published it was almost impossible to
secure a fixed mica dielectric condenser of
larger capacity than .002 M. F. and in
order to secure the necessary large capacity of .006 M. F. one was forced to
connect three of this smaller capacity in
multiple with each other.
A large number of letters have been received showing these smaller condensers
in series with each other, and as this is a
mistake which means failure of the set
to operate, this point should be noted carefully in the accompanying illustrations.
There is great stress to be laid on having
full value or even greater for the condensers C3 and C4. If you are short of
sufficient condensers to make up the full
value for all three condensers, satisfactory results may be obtained if C5 is
slighted in favor of the other two. The
circuit will operate satisfactorily although
full value is not used at C5, but will not
do so if C3 and C4 are not full value.
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Largest
Radio
Store
in
America

BUY HERE

FOR LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate
i&, 1i Reinartz
rvcumru Wound
vvuunu
Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points,
Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire,
1 Base for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram to Construct
This Set. Complete

COMPLETE

$11.45

KNOCKDOWN

RECEIVING

SET

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 ^1*7 QC
Diagram to construct this set.
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial. . . .«p Jl I »Uij

VARIABLE
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,

now
now
$3.30 Value,

CONDENSERS

$1.75
$3.IOValue, 5 PLATE, now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE, now
11 PLATE, now
$1.35

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS AvarwTyw WESTERN

,

$1.25
$1.15

ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95

Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called
for in aircraft reception.

COMPLETE

PARTS

FOR

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1
Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 8 ^10
All
Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete
«p lutlv

MAGNA VOX, LOUD SPEAKER, Type R3
VARIOMETERS, Genuine Mahogany, $5 Value, Now
VARIOCOUPLERS,
$4.50 Value, Now
HONEYCOMB
COILS 75 Turns
1,500 Turns

$1.50

1,250 Turns

1.50

1,000 Turns

1.25

750
Turns. . .
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns

$1.00
75c
60c
50c

$34.95
$1.95
$1.75
.40c

50 Turns

.40c
.40c

35 and 25 Turns.

$8.50 Guaranteed
3,000 Ohm

Head Phones
45c
RHEOSTATS
SPONGE RUBBER EAR CAPS, Pair
...... 50c
DIALS, 2, 3 and 3i inch . .
25c
Thordarson Amplifying TRANSFORMERS, $4.50 Value, Now
GREWOL DETECTORS
Jp ■*-."£>
Anti-Capacity
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone Transmitters
$2.45
$1.65
Solid Copper Aerial Wire,
100 ft
Spaghetti Tubing,
Cord Tip
yard
Plugs
Lightning
Arresters

FORMICA

35c
10c
60c
95c

PANEL,!"

2-SIide TuningCoils, at
3-Coil Honeycomb
Mountings, with Knobs
Phone Caps, for mostly
all phones
Signal Corps Hot Wire
Ammeters, at

45c
$1.50
95c
$2.65

thick, Black or Brown,
$5.45 Square Inch.
BUY

HERE

FOR

SALVAGE

509 South State Street

l£c

Mail orders receive immediate attention.

We guarantee all Merchandise purchased of us.

CHICAGO

25c
$1.95
$4.20

Switches
Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers,
now at
Freshman Variable
Grid Leaks

LESS

STOCK

STORE
Chicago, Illinois
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Questions and Answers
Coil Position
(1768^ JILL, Sim Diego. CaL
1 built the Flewelling set according to
your diagram and specifications. Everything came in fine but; first, for operation,
the movable coil had to be always at right
angles with the stationary coil. Is this
perhaps due to the winding of the particular coils used being opposite to each
other? If so, will reversion of the leads
in either coil be the remedy?
Second, I could not -make the set work
without aerial or ground, even with broadcasting stations five blocks distant. I had
to use both, ground and aerial, making
my ground with a direct connection to the
negative of the filament.
Third, in using loop aerial, I had to connect one lead of the loo"p to the aerial and
one to the ground. The set works fine
with a Magnavox, and I can bring in Station KHJ, Los Angeles, in this city (San
Diego) on the Magnavox.
I used the combinations of 50 turns and
tickler of 75 and also 100, but only the 75
works in combination with the 50. I
could not use a 90-turn tickler coil, because they are not on the market.
I use, of course, a five-watt tube as detector.
Referring to the amplifier of the Flewelling, are the amplifier tubes supposed also
to be five-watt tubes?
A. — We do not believe that the position
of coils necessary for operation is due to
the direction of winding, but rather to
the character of the circuit. The 90-turn
coil was made by unwinding ten turns
from a 100-turn coil.
Use of a five-watt amplifier will give
more volume than any of the other tubes
afford.
This circuit requires very sharp tuning
and lack of it accounts, undoubtedly, for
your inability to hear without employing
antenna and ground.
Loop Aerial Construction
(1764) WM, Dallas, Texas.
In cuit
connection
Flewelling
cirpublished in'with
your the
magazine,
I desire
further information as to the following:
1. Amount of B battery required for
(a) detector, (b) first step audio, (c)
second step audio.
2. Specifications for a loop aerial lor
this receiver.
3. Will set function properly if connected to both aerial and ground?
4. Can I substitute a single circuit jack
for the two phone binding posts? Your
criticism is requested as to this change.
A. — 1. The voltage of B battery should
be from 90 to 150 on all tubes.
2. Radio Digest of September 16th,
page fourteen affords constructional data
for a loop aerial.
3. This circuit will function properly
using both aerial and ground.
4. Tour substitution of single-circuit
jack for two binding posts is correct and
a very good idea.
Body Capacity
(1784) EDW, Berkeley, Calif.
I am constructing a super-flivver receiver using the Flewelling circuit described in your December 2 edition, page
13, and ask that you answer a few questions concerning it.
My set is to be mounted on a glass panel.
I do not intend to use the condenser No. 4
in the aerial circuit, as I intend to use a
loop aerial.
"What size loop is advisable?
Can a peanut tube be used instead of
C-301 tube?
Will it be necessary to shield the instruments from body capacity?
What range of wave lengths will it receive ?
Can a loud speaker be operated without
an amplifying circuit?
"When first adjusting the grid leak (8)
should the honeycomb coils 1 and 2 be
parallel and should the condenser (3) be
set at full or minimum capacity?
Will a .5 megohm leak (9) non-adjustable be suitable?
A — Use a 10 to 12-turn loop, one-half
inch space between turns and wound on a
30-inch square.
Peanut or WD-11 tubes are satisfactory.
Use 100 volts on their plates in this circuit.
Body capacity will be noticed probably
in adjusting variable grid leak, or tickler
coil coupling.
Wave length range as described is approximately 250 to 600 meters. For local
stations you should be able to work the
loud speaker, but you may need one step
audio.
Keep honeycomb coils spread until grid
leak is once set. After this adjust honeycomb coil coupling, then readjust grid
leak if necessary. You will have to approximate correct tuning of coil by condenser 3 before doing anything else.
Yes, the leak (9), .5 megohm fixed, is
proper.
Wants Variable Grid Leaks
(1748) IK, Douglas, Ariz.
May I ask a few questions about the
Flewelling circuit?
I have been a victim

of the Radio "disease" and the "doctors"
proscribe my "medicine" to be a Flewelling
set.
About how far can this circuit receive
music? Kindly tell me where I can get
the variable grid leaks used in the circuit? Can we use more than a four to
one ratio transformer in this circuit without disastrous results?
A — T h i s circuit properly executed
should afford a range of one thousand
miles.
Personally we prefer to make grid leaks
by ink or pencil lines wbich can be through
experiment graduated to the correct value.
Otherwise, must refer you to a dealer,
several of whom advertise variable leaks
in Radio Digest
Although it may be possible to -use a

more than four to one ratio transformer the thing without a condenser In the primary circuit somewhere.
in the circuit, we would not, however,
A. — Congratulations for your success
advise the use of a delicate pair of
with the circuit in the experimental test.
phones in conjunction with it.
Antenna condenser may be shunted
across the loop, as suggested, and thus
will aid in tuning.
Loop Antenna
(1922) JDB. St. Paul, Minn.
Receivers and Amplification
Slung the Flewelling hook-up together
experimentally yesterday in about an (1976) FNP, Nelsonville, Ohio
I would like to know if using Brandes
hour, guessed at both grid-leaks and most
everything else, and it came to life right receivers in a loud speaker with detector
and
two-stage of amplification would ruin
off, bringing in KDKA with surprising volume both with indoor aerial and no ground, the diaphragms? I have had several
friends say it would ruin the silver diaand with ground and no aerial.
Your diagram calls for shortening the
phragms, and I would like to know.
A. — There could be no detrimental effects
antenna condenser if a loop is used. Should
not this condenser be shunted across the on the phones used, in the manner suggested, in a loud speaker.
loop?
I do not see bow one could tune
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BILL FACES YEAR
PERIL GROWS
AS SENATORS
FAILTO ACT
Monopoly Efforts Rapped
Representative
Jones
of Texas
Claims Three Firms Are
"in Cahoots"
BULLETIN

DR. DE FOREST GIVES
YALE RADIO LIBRARY
A fund
for theHAVE
purcha
of a —library
deN, se CONN.
NEW
voted to the science of Radio has
been established at Yale University by
Dr. Lee De Forrest, who is a Yale graduate. Dr. De Forrest has also established a fund for a course of 30 lectures
s for the benefit of adby Radio expert
vanced students and members of the
engineering staff.

Yank Accent Gets
Britishers9 Nanny
Otherwise,

England
Reports,
oceanic Communication

Trans-

was "Bully"

NEW YORK. — During the test recently
when heads of the American Telephone
and Telegraph company succeeded in talking by Radio direct to a group of prominent persons at New Southgate, England,
will not pass the upper house at the pres- reports from the old country were that
ent session of Congress. This, if true, the reception was clear and of good
volume. From a mechanical point of

will delay the passage of the much-needed
legislation for practically one yea'-.
WASHINGTON.—^: auaoojiStNii kaet
week's issue of Eadio Digest, the vVhite

view,
was "bully."
Thereeverything
was, however,
one objection. The
British audience, >y1hc'\ b>: the --ay, ineludHi Gag.IieJnso . ;sri jm, gre^- tired of
hearing
the "American
accent."
They

By L. M. Lamm
WASHINGTON.— The White Eadio
Bill is still resting on the desk of the
president of the Senate. It has not yet
been referred to any committee owing to
the illness of Senator Kellogg of Minnesota, who is to engineer the bill in the
upper honse. There is some feeling as
to what committee it shall be referred,
and, according to the last minute reports, opposition to the bill is developing
in the Senate and it is possible that it

Los Angeles Stockyards
Plant Begins Service
Four splendid artists heard
recently on the Class B wave
of WCAE, Kaufmann and
Baer, Pittsburgh. AU are
from Keith's Vaudeville.
Left to right: Ruth Watson,
soprano; Alice and Hazel
Furness, sopranos; Irene
Geirs-Dorf, of the Geirs-Dorf
10-piece iazz band

LOS vanceANGELES,
CALIF.—
the adof 1923 another
Radio "With
broadcasting
station was completed and made ready to
present its message to the world. The
new plant will be known to listeners as
KFCL, otherwise, the new Los Angeles
Union Stockyards. The station is expected to be a wonder for distance as the
masts of the new station are 150 feet
high, while the antenna is unobstructed
from the four points of the compass.
The Stockyards station will transmit
market quotations and crop reports from
Eadio control bill has been passed by the prayed that an Englishman be put on the length.
the government on 485 meters wave
if at all possible.
House of Eepresentatives and the bill is phone,
One whose qualifications included a
now in the Senate.
Park Lane way of saying things, could
There was considerable discussion on have commanded a fortune from the
the floor of the House during the debate American magnates. But there was no
on the bill, with Eepresentative Jones of such linguist immediately available.
Texas the principal opponent to the passage of the bill. As a matter of fact the Naval Radio Station Demolished
talk on the floor showed that the ConANCHORAGE, ALASKA.— The S. S.
recitations was given by Florgressmen as a body know very little about Starr
m of
prograWOR
J.— A Station
N. from
reported here by Radio recently that
NEWARK,ence Flinn
Eadio.
wind has demolished the naval Radio
here Monday, January 29. The broadeart
comprised
casts
"That
Old
Sweeth
station
on
St.
Paul
Island
in
the
Bering
Jones Anti-Trust Amendment
of Mine" and several other popular
Jones of Texas offered an amendment to Sea.
pieces. Miss Flinn has played in many
the bill, which was rejected by the House
Broadway productions, such as "PartTulane University, Station WAAC, is
"directing" the Secretary of Commerce
ners Again," "The Exciters," "Daddy
not to allow licenses to monoplies instead now broadcasting the U. S. Department of
d
s"
Dimple
now inTheatre
the "Maske
.
Woman" atandthe isEltinge
reports at 7:05 P. M. Central
of "authorizing" the Secretary not to. Commerce
time on Fridays.
(Continued on page 2)

STAR'S SONGS BRING
BROADWAY TO FANS
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(Continued from page 1)
In urging the adoption of his amendment
along these lines Mr. Jones said:
"The only place in this bill where any
effort is made to curb the tendency to
monopoly in this business is in this immediate paragraph, and in this paragraph
the Secretary of Commerce is not directed
to refuse or revoke a license when he finds
companies are trying to monopolize, but
he is simply authorized to do so. It seems
to me that if the Secretary of Commerce
finds that, in his judgment, a company
is trying to secure a monopoly in this
business he should be directed to say that
they proceed no further. And this is not
a mere idle chance that there may be a
monopoly.
Cites Case of Attempted Monoply
"It is readily recognized that there is
a grave danger of monoply in the business, and my information is that the
American Telegraph & Telephone Company, the "Western Electric Company, the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, and the Radio Corporation
of America, are today endeavoring to get
a monopoly in this business.
"The Western Electric Company monopolizes all broadcasting telephone apparatus that are recognized by the telephone company. In other words, it manufactures the apparatus that is used in
the broadcasting stations in that connection.
"The American Telegraph & Telephone
Company owns 100 per cent stock in the
Western Electric Company. These big
four companies have gone into a combination by means of which they seem to
have divided the business up. The Western Electric Company is to manufacture
all broadcasting apparatus that is used in
connection with telephone transmission.
The other companies agree not to mamifacture that.
Companies "All in Cahoots"
"The Radio Corporation sells receiving
sets, but they have agreed to sell only receiving sets that are manufactured by
the Westinghouse Electric Company and
by the Genera' Electric Company, so they
are all ir. cahoots. Only a short time ago
the Ainerican Telegraph & Telephone Com-pany owned a million dollars' worth of
stock in the Radio Corporation, and so
much public pressure was brought to bear
on them they transferred their stock, but
retained a contract of such a nature that
it enabled them to bar the Radio Corporation from entering the field of commercial
communication within the United States.
Curniiur Monopoly Most Important Thing1
"The mqst important thing in connection with the proposed legislation is to
try ~to curb monopoly in this business.
We have considerable regulatory powers
under the present law if they are used,
but there is a grave danger of a monopoly.
It is mentioned ....
that the American Telegraph & Telephone Company refused to furnish its wires and service for
the purpose of broadcasting an entertainment from the Century Theater in New
York, which has been giving Radio concerts. There was talk about it all over
the country, but they did not purchase
the apparatus from these big four, and
the American Telegraph & Telephone Company said:
" 'We will not let you transmit your entertainment over our wires.' That is the
situation with which we are confronted
today, and with that situation prevailing
does not this House think when the Secretary of Commerce, in view of the immense
powers granted under this bill, finds that
the companies are undertaking to monopolize the situation he should be directed
to refuse or revoke a license."
Accept Second Amendment by Jones
Jones offered another amendment to the
bill which was adopted and which reads
as follows:
"Or whenever the Secretary of Commerce shall find that in his judgment any
person or corporation is monopolizing or
seeking to monopolize Radio, communication directly or indirectly through the control of the manufacture or sale of Radio
apparatus
or offered
by otheranother
means."amendment,
Jones also
which was rejected when the bill finally
passed whereby an appeal could be taken
in court from the action of the Secretary
of Commerce in refusing or revoking a
license.
A number of other amendments were
also offered to the bill while it was under
discussion. None, however, was adopted
as the bill passed the House. As the bill
finally passed it was substantially the
same as reported out by the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee.

$100 FLEWELLING

NEW BEDFORD, MASS. — A new and
up-to-date lightship is almost ready for
Nantucket Shoals, and is now being completed at Bath, Me. It will present,
among many other new features in lightships, a Radio fog signal, electric signal
lights and an oscillator in place of the
submarine bell. The services of a Radio
operator will be enlisted. Radio communication equipment will be installed.
This is the most important lightship
station in the world, and there have been
many requests that it be equipped with
a Radio fog signal. The new ship will be
nation within a few months.

RULES

1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will close February 24 at midnight.
Awards will be announced in the March 17 issue of this publication.
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
Flewelling circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $40.00; Second, $25.00; Third, $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5.00 each.
4. In event of a tie, equal prizes will be awarded each tying contestant.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest.
6. To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with an
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set. The article should tell: (a) how to make the
set, (b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d)
actual airline broadcasting station receiving range using only one tube, first employing
only an indoor aerial but no ground, second, using a ground but no aerial, and third,
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
system used will be considered in the award of prizes.
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated. All articles published,
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates.
Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants on request.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
10. Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by.
Radio Digest in the Flewelling circuit heretofore, is encouraged and even recommended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

New England Fans Discuss
Silent Period Proposal
BOSTON, MASS. — Considerable discussion is going on in amateur circles over
the proposition of a silent period for amateurs, during which the many thousands
of other Radiophans, who merely have
receiving sets and wish only to listen to
broadcasts, may have a chance for a clear
ether without so much interference by
signals they do not understand.
Radio
Inspector
C. C. Kolster
recom-

(Patent Pending)

Radio Frequency
Transformers
No radio set is complete without radio
frequency amplification, and radio frequency amplification isn't perfect without
Schindler's new improved transformers.
Schindler's Transformers insure the highest type of amplification. They insure clearness, eliminate noise and static disturbance and bring the distant stations within
your reach. Signals heretofore too weak
for detection on outdoor antenna are made
audible on small indoor loop aerials wherever Schindler's Transformers are applied.
Price $2.
Order «prdirect»^
if your dealer can't
supply
you.,^

$2

supply you.

mends the hours between eight and eleven
in the evening, for the New England district. This will give experimenters and
amateur "sparks'" two hours after supper
in which to experiment without waiting
until the late hours of the night.
By making the silent period extend to
eleven o'clock, the inspector thinks this
will give Radio receivers a chance to hear
the broadcasts from the West and South,
whose best programs come in at this time
after the nearer eastern stations have
stopped.

Mica Patent
Condenser
PenJing
Schindler's "Build-Up" Mica Condensers
insure high efficiency and full capacity.
The "Build-Up" feature enables the operator to increase to any capacity up to .005
simply by adding extra plates of Mica and
Copper FoiL 35c for capacity .0005. ?5c for
.006 for Flewelling circuit.
An envelope containing 20 Mica and 20
Copper Plates, 25c. Order direct if your
dealer hasn't Schindler's in stock.

CHARLES

SCHINDLER

Manufacturer of
RADIO PARTS AND SPECIALTIES
1401-1403 West Delaware
Ave., Toledo, O.

C O NT E N T S

DUNGAN
RADIO
COMPANY.
Distributors
68 West Washington Street. Chicago. III.
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Looking Ahead
The Flewelling Contest Papers are pouring in. Many unique Super sets have been
constructed it seems. :Fhe contest closes February 24, so watch for the
publication of the series of winners.
Part III of the Reinartz Panel Set Series, by H. J. Marx, next week, will describe
the cabinet dimensions and battery connections. See Part II on page 1 3, this
week.

INVENTORS!
Last Call
for Space!
Reserve at
Once!

E. T. Flewelling in His Exclusive Digest Series, will tell more about the Flewelling
Super in his fourth article, to appear next week. Turn to page 1 4, this issue,
and read what he says about the "flivver" set.
A-B-C

Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter Eight, will be devoted to instructions
for the making of an efficient crystal detector set. Nearly every Radiophan
starts with a crystal set, so tell your beginner friends to read Mr. Mohaupt's
article in the February 24 issue.

Pictures from Prominent Plants will be featured on pages one and five of next issue.
Order it from your newsstand dealer or subscribe today.
Part II of the Radiophonists
February
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TESTS SHOW NEW
USE OF AIR WAVES
RADIO
IN
Seek

VERSATILITY
SEEN
CARRIER* TRYOUT

to Control
Remote
Apparatus
After Successful Transmission
of Voice Over Wires

COB-WEBS
AIRPHONE

DIGEST

IN MOVIES
ENTERTAINS

movingat picture
The schools
machine
in— the
Cable,
N, O.
LONDO
north of here, is covered with
cob-webs and the former patrons are
enjoying the Radio outfit recently installed at the school. For some time
the picture shows have been losing
money, it is stated, and the Radio outfit is expected to make up the deficit
in short order.

ILLUSTKATKP

MONTH'S EXPORTS TO
CANADA HOLD LEAD
dio apparatus Expor
for Novem
Raofsber
showGTO
thatN—
159,950 ts
pound
of
WASHIN
Radio apparatus, valued at $223,180,
were exported in that month. The
largest quantity from the monetary
c and Onstandpoint went to Quebe
tario with 23,214 pounds, valued at
$39,834, with Mexico, Argentine and
Cuba following, in the order named.

PITTSBURGH, PA. — Before representatives of all the larger light and power
companies of the United States, a new use
of Radio was demonstrated recently, that
of carrying on voice conversations by
means of Radio waves over high tension
power lines without the use of switches
and just as is done in the ordinary wire
telephone connection. It was also demonstrated that the system could be used for
remote control of all manner of apparatus.
The test was carried out between experimental stations located in the Colfax
and Brunots Island power stations of the
Duquesne Light company, points located
about 30 miles apart, by engineers of the
Westinghouse company and the Duquesne'
power company.
Effort to Control Switches
at Distance
For a long period of time the engineers
have been working on a method of carrier
current control for use in central power
stations and electric railways, or other
points using high tension electrical lines.
The idea behind the whole scheme is to
superimpose Radio waves on the power
lines and thus make use of Radio transmitting and receiving for both voice communication and control of remote
switches.
Preliminary research work on ordinary
transmission lines and feeder-line circuits
had indicated that the use of wired Radio
communication was simple and effective
on such lines. But when trying out the
Duquesne lines it was found that the system was so complicated and extensive that
many additional problems had to be solved
before carrier current despatching could
be done successfully.
The demonstration test held January
11 was entirely successful and proved
conclusively that this method interlacing
the telephone with the power lines would
soon be a feature in the plants of more
progressive companies.
Saves One Line; Cuts Sigh Tension Hum
It was demonstrated in a small room of
the power plant in Colfax that the carrier
current system of telephony allowing communication over high tension lines, besides saving an additional right of way,
does away with the great noises and high
induced voltages which operators so much
dread in talking along lines that parallel
high tension systems.
The new system was demonstrated over
a 66,000 volt line and is unique in that the
system was duplex and operated as does
the ordinary telephone.
When the telephone receiver is unhooked, the transmitting station automatically starts up, allowing talk in
both directions, without any switching.
This feature is entirely new in Radio as
all other transmitting and receiving must
be done by switching back and forth, because a station transmitting will not receive messages. The transmitting apparatus must first be switched off and the
receiving circuit switched in. However,
all this is done away with in the new system.
Selectively Picks Number Called
The calling or ringing of numbers is
selective and operated by special selector
keys which cause the bell to ring only at
the station desired. This eliminates the
distractive code ringing and allows station
operators to keep their minds on their
work.
The improved system has been carefully Miss Harriet Williams in Havana, Cuba, wanted her mother in Toledo to hear some of her favorite
worked out by C. A. Boddie, Radio enold tunes. So she broadcast "Mother Machree, " "April Morn'* and other pieces from Station PWX
gineer of the Westinghouse company, and in
Havana, and her mother, using a neighbor's phones, heard them quite as plainly as if her
the technical and economic features are daughter
were singing and playing her violin right at home. Incidentally, Miss Wilson's voice
now being analyzed by Mr. Boddie, as- carried 3,500 miles and was heard in Alaska — believed to be the record broadcast of a ■woman's voice
sisted by M. W. Cooke, of the Duquesne
Light Company.
a course in Radio for amateurs at its night
Adds Night Course in Radio
school. The class is the first of the kind
Plans to link New York City, Buenos
Aires, Paris, London and Berlin with new
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. — Interest in organized in the state.' It opened January 26. The class is in charge of C. N.
super-power international Radiotelegraph Radio here has become so intense that
stations are developing.
the Little Rock High school has added Clayton.

PWX

THE

ANTENNA

BROTHERS

LINKS MOTHER

TO DAUGHTER

Spir L. and Lew P.

GIRL'S VOICE HEARD
3,500 MILES AWAY
ALASKAN HEARS SINGER AT
PWX,

HAVANA

Performer's
Mother,
in Toledo,
to Favorite
Songs
Sung byListens
Daughter Far Away
By F. N. Holltngaworth
HAVANA, CUBA. — What is believed to
be the world's record for broadcasting a
woman's voice was established recently by
Station PWX of the Cuban Telephone
Company here, associated with the International Telephone & Telegraph Corporation of New York. A letter was received
at Havana from Robert E. Coughlin, of
Douglas, Alaska, 3,500 miles airline from
Havana, reporting that on the night of
January 6 his wife plainly heard "Mother
Machree" being broadcast from Station
PWX. The singer was Miss Harriet Williams, a member of the staff of the American consul general in Havana. Miss Williams is a coloratura soprano, as well as
a talented violinist.
Hoped Mother In Toledo Might Hear
She was formerly associate editor of a
Mexican magazine in New York city. On
the night in question, after a violin selection, she sang "Mother Machree" in the
hope that her mother, who lives in Toledo.
Ohio, might hear. Then she broadcast a
few words by expressing the hope that her
mother might be successful in hearing her.
Since then hundreds of letters have been
received from sympathetic fans wishing
to know whether Mrs. Williams had picked
up PWX. One fan grew so sympathetic
that he wrote offering marriage.
Mother Fails First, Succeeds Later
Unfortunately, Mrs. Williams was one
of the few who did not hear the program,
for the day before the concert the man
a ho owned the tree to which the antenna
was attached cut it dowTn.
On January 20, Miss Williams called
her mother by long distance telephone and
asked her to be listening for the concert
that night, when she sang again. A neighbor of the mother, William Steinaker, has
a receiving station with which he has been
able to enjoy the programs from the powerful Cuban broadcasting station on numerous occasions. Knowing the anxiety
of Mrs. Williams to hear her daughter,
Mr. Steinaker invited her to his home, and
to the delight of everyone was successful
in receiving the Havana program clearly.
Sings Mother's Favorites
Miss because
Williams
"Aprilof
Morn"
she sang
knew Batten's
it was one
her mother's favorites. Then she played
Wieniawski's "Obertass Mazurka" and
Handel's "Largo" on her violin.
Station PWX has a 500-watt transmitter, sending regularly on 400 meters, and
the International Telephone & Telegraph
Company has an exact duplicate of this
station at San Juan, Porto Rico, known as
WKAQ, which sends on 360 meters.

Radio Set to Reward
Lad

Crippled
Boy's DeedSo
Half His Money

Gave

Another Could "Listen"

BOSTON, MASS. — The crippled boy
who listened in at the Tremont Temple
revival services of Rev. Dr. J. C. Massee
and was so impressed with the music and
preaching that he gave up one of his two
precious dollars to help some other
crippled boy have a turn at listening in,
is going to have a Radio receiving set of
his own. A number of Dr. Massee's loyal
friends will provide the set, and when it
is to be installed Dr. Massee will call upon
the boy personally. Enough money has
been contributed direct to Dr. Massee for
this special purpose to insure that the
boy will receive the set, one of the best.
Australia has two Radio broadcasting
stations,
each giving a regular program
once
a week.

All the Symptoms
POP SAi
HESAVUAS
SETS AROUND
THAT
HES
FULL OF LITTOLE

Ji

THINGS THAT
MAKE
AND OSSOLATE
EVER THING.
J1 HIM
UNO
\| HE HOWLS
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department of this publication, using a
WOAB — 1250, G. E. Wharton. Houston, Tex.
WOAF— 1050, B. H. Schleiter, Freedom, Pa.
Geo. F. Cram Co. standard Radio map of
WOAQ— 1200, G. E. Wharton. Houston, Tex.
WOH— 1300, W. F. Macleod. Prince Albert, Sask., Can. the United States. Owing to much vaWPA— 1475, W. F. Macleod. Prince Albert, Sask., Can.
riance in maps, the distances are only
WPE— 1100, W. F. Macleod, Prince Albert, Sask., Can. given to the nearest 25 miles and are
WQAQ.— 1475, W. F. Macleod, Pr. Albert, Sask., Can.
Rules to Remember
claimed accurate only within 50 miles.
By the Contest Editor
The rules to follow in the contest are
5. There are no prizes awarded. The
but
few
and
easily
followed.
They
are:
a
only compensation record holders receive
are again with
we the
here to
supplement
list of 262 rec1. Amateurs who are able to beat the is the' distinction of recognition through
BIG PART IN TRAINING OF WELL,
ords published last week. Seems records given, or who can claim with good the columns of RADIO DIGEST.
as though no DX records are unbeatable. evidence, distance receiving records of
OFFICERS
In last issue, we — the contest editor — 1,000 statute miles or more for HadioRadio broadcasting, it is believed, will
Board Lays Down Definite Program; said that we would be glad to receive phone broadcasting stations found in the
complete descriptions of sets used by the
make for better speech. Listening regu1,309 Hours of Study for
"Broadcasting Station Directory," page 8,
larly to correct English will ultimately
holders of records of 2,300 miles and of
consecutive issues, may send in
Signal Men
over. Then we can tell other fans the suchthree
have its effect and broadcasters of spoken
records.
s.
tricks used to make real record
Have
By Carl H. Butman
2. Distances must be measured AIR- material to be efficient must of necessity
you had a record of that class published?
English.
LINE and expressed in statute miles. Dis- use good
"WASHINGTON. — Radio has a very im- Send in the facts about your set if you
portant part in the education of army
regard of this rule may cause amateurs
officers in communication, instruction in can qualify.
to be declared ineligible.
After the list of records follows the
Lockport to Be Heard Far
which important subject has recently been
3. Call signals of station heard, its locarules of the contests. Every week more
LOCKPORT, N. Y. — The Norton Laborstandardized.
tion and the mileage, as defined in Rule 2,
atory of this city has installed a new
new
DX
listeners
are
fighting
to
see
their
A definite program of instruction in
be given in reporting record. Other- transmitter with the intention of broadin print. Here are the latest rec- must wise
record will not be considered.
Radio, as part of the schooling of all names
casting messages as far as the Pacific
ord holders:
signal corps officers and other officers
4. Distances are verified by the contest coast.
Station — Miles Away — Who Heard It
assigned for training from the regular CFCX—
C. ill Bussey, Hudson, N. T.
army, national guard, reserve crops and CHCQ— 2000,
2100, G. F. Aiken, Providence, B. I.
civilian military training camps, has been CJCG — 1425, G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
KDZA—
2025,
Breisch Motor Co., Ringtown. Pa.
laid down by a board of army officers.
KFAB— 2325, Breisch Motor Co., Ringtown, Pa.
The board, headed by Col. H. B. Fiske, KFAE — 1650, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
and including Major S. M. Walmsley, KFBJ— 1775, Richard Reeder, Alliance, O.
KFC— 1875. G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
signal corps, recntly filed its report on KFCB—
1425. O. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta., Can.
army service schools including the signal KFCX — 1075, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
KMJ—
1050,
Liberal, Kans.
ALL THE NAME IMPLIES
school at Camp Vail, N. J. Three com- KPO— 2550, C.C. C.M. Sawyer,
Bussey. Hudson, N. Y.
munication courses are prescribed; the KXD — 2075, Richard Reeder, Alliance, O.
2325, Breisch Motor Co., Ringtown, Pa.
company officers' course, an advanced KTT—
KZV— 1150, D. D. Coutts, Madison, S. D.
tactical and administrative course, and NAA—
1075, C. M. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
ng in appearance and
an advanced technical course, all of which WBAB— 1425, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
yourKiset
VE King
IMPRO
WBAJ— 1075. G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
Quality parts are the
service.
include the subjects of Radio and "wired- WBAX— 1350, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
wireless."
WBT— 1250, W. C. Wolverton, M.D., Linton, N. D.
Best money can buy; cost no more than
Extent of Courses
WBZ— 1725, W. F. Macleod, Prince Albert, Sask., Can.
The course for company officers includes WCAE — 2150, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
inferior made products. We use genuine
WCAP— 1225, W. F. Macleod, Pr. Albeit, Sask.. Can.
approximately 1,309 hours of study for WCAQ— 1025, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
Bakelite exclusively.
WCK—
1225,
W.
F.
Macleod,
Prince
Albert,
Sask.,
Can
signal officers and 1,285 hours for officers
WDAL— 2450, J. Beckman, Seattle, Wash.
of other arms. Courses extend over a. WDAS—
1250, C. M. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
period of nine months, commencing in WDAY— 1200, G. E. Wharton. Houston, Tex.
WDT— 1400, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
September. Radio telegraphy and tele- WEAJ—
1300, Biehard Siegel, Lawrence, Mass.
1"PRICES:
and V/i"
VQuaal
phony covers a period of 180 hours and in- WFAC— 1200, G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
cuit
umy
cludes theoretical and practical instruc- WFAF— 1425, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
Tube
Radius: 55c
tion in fundamental electrical principles, WGAB— 1700, W. F. Macleod, Pr. Albert, Sask., Can.
iy2" 60c each
WGAK— 1050, D. D. Courts, Madison, S. D.
spark sets, thermionic vacuum tubes, con- WHAM— 1125, W. C. Wolverton, M.D., Linton, N. D.
Socket
King Quality
tinuous wave sets, antenna systems, wave WHAS— 1700, 0. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta., Can.
Base of genuine I
meters and other auxiliary apparatus, with WIK— 1150, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
Switch
Levers
WIP— 1150, D. D. Courts, Madison, S. D.
moulded
Bakespecial attention to army Radio sets.
lite with mirror
WJAS — 1900, Louis Raymond, Pullman, Wash.
finish ; tube and I
Tactical Radio procedure is studied dur- WKAF — 1500, C. M. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
With perfect mechanical and electrical feaWLAW—
1450.
C.
C.
Sawyer,
Liberal,
Kans.
tures. Mirror finish Bakelite knob with
terminal
binding 20 hours. This includes the princi- WMAK— 1175, Wm. J. Wolverton. Linton, N. D.
polished knurl that glows like a diamond.
ples governing the organization and oper- WMAM — 1300, Mascn Bradley, Pavilion, N. Y.
posts of
3 sizes: 1 in., 1V4 in., 1% in.
brass, ing nickel
plated and highly polished.
ation of tatical Radio nets for all arms, WMAQ— 1150, W. F. Macleod, Pr. Albert, Sask., Can.
WNAC— 1600, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
Black or mahogany
finished Bakelite Baseand the procedure essential to successPRICES:
Write
today
for
bulletins
containing
ful net operation. Other subjects pursued
Black or Mahogany Bakelite $1.00
complete lists of parts, prices, etc.
by the student officers includes codes and
ciphers, combat orders, electricity and
magnetism, wire communication, code
practice, message centers, etc.
Advanced Studies Given
Advanced studies in Radio are prescribed in the tactical and administrative
course for signal officers assigned to units
larger than divisions. This is also a nine I
DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS
months' course and covers study and instruction periods totaling 1,235 hours.
The subject requiring the greatest time is
the development of signal equipment
which covers 300 hours. Radio systems
123 W. Madison Jt.Chicaqo
W. E. SUPPLY AND SERVICE CORPORATION
of divisions and larger units requires 150
hours, and includes instruction ona the
18 MURRAY STREET, New York
tatical uses of the various Radio sets
2 Blocks South of Chambers, between Broadway and Church St.
furnished to Army combat units, the organization of such sets into nets and their
operation. Instruction in the preparation
of orders to signal officers of divisions,
WITH EVERY $10.00VARIABLE
AND OVERB PURCHASE
A $1.50 22%-VOLT
corps and armies such as the allotment
BATTERY
of wave lengths, call letters, and special
Mail
orders
must
include
postage.
TERMS:
—
Money
Orders
with Orders — checks not
sets is also given. Fifty hours is desigaccepted. All Merchandise offered is Standard, Guaranteed, and is of perfect workmanship.
Two years of successful use all over
nated for the study of codes and ciphers,
their design and solution.
$20.00 WESSCO BATTERY CHARGER DE LUXE
the world guarantees permanent sat-

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—

ING

REINARTZ

Radio Apparatus Division
KING SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

ALL PARTS NECESSARY

Wessco

Iri

MIMM*

"ALL-AMERICAN"

OUR

PRICES

SPEAK

FREE

LOUDER

FREE

THAN

WORDS

FREE

Amplifying Transformers

Some broadcasting stations have
adopted a novel scheme for letting
listeners in know that they are still tuned
in during the brief intervals of silence
between numbers on the programs. As
soon as a number is concluded a metronome, a small ticking instrument used by
pupils of music, is set in motion until the
next announcement is made.

isfaction. Radio and Audio Fre-

quency.

Send for Circulars

Rauland Manufacturing Company
35 South

Dearborn

Street

Chicago

Equipped with
a
doubly durable vibrator which can be
removed in less than
a minute without the

provements. Adapted
for the recharging of
radio A and B batteries and automobile
storage
at
tory pricebatteries
of $12.95

use of tools. Special
rubber treads and
various

other

the special introduc-

im-

PANELS:

SOCKETS:
$1.00 Genuine Bakelite Socket
DIALS:

$ 0.45

-in
$1.00 4Genuine
Bakelite Dials — 3-Sn. 45c;
V ARIOCOTJPLERS :
$7.00 Guaranteed Genuine Bakelite Pioneer
Variocoupler, silk wound
$4.25 Variocoupler, guaranteed high quality
$8.00 Moulded Variocoupler. highest quality
$5.00
Shamrock Variocoupler
.-.
TRANSFORMERS
:
$5.00 Acme Transformer
$3.00 Radio Frequency Transformers
$6.50 Wessco
Audio Transformers,
quality Transformer
guaranteed
Thordarson
$3.00 Radio Frequency Transformer

faith."
but little
TT E WHO lightly promises is sure to keep
( ( 11
Lao Tzu.
— Said
Beware
A.

of

unproven

statements — get

H. GREBE
& CO., Inc.
RICHMOND HILL, N. Y.
Western Branch
451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

*fli

results with

a

Grebe

Receiver.

highest

VARIOMETERS:
$6.50 Pioneer Variometer, genuine Bakelite,
silk wound
$6.60 Wessco
Variometer,
highest quality
guaranteed
$4.50 Variometer, guaranteed high quality. .
$6.50 Moulded Variometer, highest quality
BATTERIES :
$ 6.75 Westinghouse Storage B Battery
$24.00 A Battery. 100 Amp., 6 V
$19.00 A Battery. 80 Amp., 6 V
$14.50 A Battery. 60 Amp.. 6 V
$3.00 Battery, 22'/2 V. Variable,
highest
quality guaranteed.
Large size
$1.75 B Battery, 22'A V. Variable, highest
quality guaranteed.
Small size
$7.00 Westinghouse Storage 8 Battery
$1.00 W. D. II A Battery
CONDENSERS:
$5.00 23-pl. Variable Condenser
$5.50 43-pl. Variable Condenser
3-plate Vernier Variable Condenser
50c Mica Condensers
Thordarson Grid Condenser

.55
4.75
2.25
2.50
4.50
3.40
1.65
3.25
2.50

1.50

4.50
3.25
2.40
3.50
4.75
16.75
11.45
8.75
1.45
75
5.50
55
1.65
1.95
70
25
15

Guaranteed
Bakelite
— 7x10,
$1.25; Genuine
7x18, $1.85;
9x10.Panels
$1.60;
5x5,
47c; 5x9, 95c; 6x12, $1.25; 7x12,
$1.50; 7x9. $1.15; 12x14, $3; 7x24...$
Spaghetti, per length
Special Electric Soldering Iron,
two heat
20c Bezel
PHONES:
$5.00 Murdock Phones
$1.00
WIRE:Freshman Variable Grid Leak

3.00
07'/j

4.95
15
3.55
75

100 ft.Aerial
coil Wire
No. 14, 7-strand pure copper
.25
.50
Magnet Wire 20 per cent, off list.
RHEOSTATS:
.32
$1.00 Rheostat
iohns-Manville Blk. Com. Tubes, 3*10
DETECTORS:
.35
$.75 Crystal Detector
$ .40 K. D. Crystal Detector
$1.50 Multi Jack
1.15
$1.50 Twin Adapter
1.15
$1.25 Universal Plug
-75
BATTERY
CHARGERS:
$18.00 Westinghouse Battery Chargers
14.40
$19.50 Westinghouse Battery Chargers for
A & B Batteries....,
15.60
70o Open Circuit Jack
25
.16
85c Double Circuit
30
75c Battery Hydrometer
.35
KNIEE SWITCHES:

Knife Switch S. P. S. T
14
Knife Switch, S. P. D. T
22
Knife Switch D. P. D. T
.35
Wooden Horn
5.50
Contact Points
-Jo
$5.00 Standard
Metal Horn
4.50
Bronze Bus Bar, tinned, ft
02
$7.50 Standard
Metal Horn
7.00
100 ft. solid Copper Antenna Wire
1.40
$22.00 Pathe Large Speaker
15.00
MAGNAVOX— NEW TYPE.'n'eW
CONSTRUCTION,
NEW
FINISH— ON SALE.
$10.00 Guaranteed highest quality Wessco Phones. Superior to any phone on the market at the price.

Introductory

price

>-'..'l_
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FIGHTS "FADDISTS'! IN AIR

Chicago Newspaper-Store Station
Operated for Service, Advertising
"Best None too Good for Fans" Is Principle Upon Which Daily NewsFair Store Programs Are Planned — Managers Aim to
Keep Radio from Being "Plaything"
By Vera Brady Shipman

"This is Station WMAQ, the Chicago
Daily News broadcasting service, on top
of the Fair Store."
Within that announcement lies the advertising secret of a great newspaper and
a large department store. For WMAQ is
a joint ownership organization, the Fair
paying the equipment and operation expenses, while the News controls the broadcasting program service completely.
Why does a newspaper operate a broadcasting service? The answer is this, according to Walter Strong, business manager of the Chicago Daily News:
"The first function of a newspaper is
service to its readers. The newspaper
should take up a new departure as evidence
of its faith in progress. Radio came as a
novelty.
grownof into
a genuine
tor, past Itthehas'stage
a craze.
It isfacan
institution in the home and abroad. What
better service can a newspaper afford
than that of stimulating both the home
and occupational progress of the reading
public?"
Best None Too Good for Fans
The Chicago Daily News, appreciating
the growing enthusiasm for Radio, began
broadcasting programs of merit. . The
best would be none too good for the News
Radiophans.
When Mr. Strong opened the Radio department he took William S. Hedges from
the traction news division and placed him
in charge of a questions and answers
column. This rapidly grew into a regular daily newspaper feature with special
Saturday supplement.
The first programs broadcast under the
News auspices were sent out from KYW
April 25, 1922. The News ran a half-hour
program each evening along with others.
Miss Judith Waller was placed as the
head of the Radio program service. Miss
Waller is primarily an educator and her
aim has been from the first to elevate the
standard of broadcasted programs.
To Keep Radio from Being Plaything
"Now, we could let the fad go on being a fad." said Miss Waller, "and only
hear the inferior programs, by amateurs,
the jazz bands, the cheap ballads put out
by third-rate music publishers, if we preferred to do so; and doubtless that is
what thousands of people have already
done, Radio being put away as a plaything— laid one side with the closed
player piano and phonograph.
"Those of us who know what the possibilities of Radio really are do not want
it ever to become a plaything. We want
to keep it as an educational opportunity,
a means of giving the people higher and
better things. We want to reach the people in communities cut off from the big
cities with all their advantages.
Helps Small Community Home
"Think, for instance, what it might
mean to the home in a small community
where the professional artist never goes
to actually hear Galli-Gurci sing or Fritz
Kreisler play or Prof. Forest Ray Moulton
give a lecture on astronomy or to hear the

^

leaders on any subject discuss the big
questions they are so vitally interested in.
Isn't it a bit more personal than hearing
Galli-Curci or Kreisler^on a record or
reading a lecture or speech in the newspaper or magazine?
"If Radio can bring all these things
into the home isn't it likely that the tendency will be a returning to the old home
circle and won't it bring an interest to
the farm that will, in a way, offset the
longing for the 'big city' "?
Staff of Musicians
Miss Waller's assistants are musicians,
Miss Elizabeth Burton, assistant director
of program service, is organist of the First
Methodist church. Donald Weller, operator, Robert Whitney, announcer, are
musicians, as are the various assistants.
On October 2, 1922, at 9:15 P. M., Station WMAQ was opened on the Fair Store.
A gala night program was given by Daddi,
formerly of the Chicago Opera company,
Miss Olga Menn, soprano, a Chicago society leader, Wally Heymar, violinist,
and Alma Birmingham, accompanist.
The first person to speak over WMAQ
was Ed Wynn, whose antics in "The Perfect Fool" were elaborated in his dedicating remarks at the 7 P. M. program that
evening when the air was officially intruded upon.
Like Entering' Music Conservatory
A visit to Station WMAQ is like entering a music conservatory. Taking the
photo gallery elevator in the Fair Store
to the eleventh floor, and walking to the
front of the building facing above State
street, you enter a reception room having
chairs for waiting. Then on into the
studio, wholly sound-proof, artistically
furnished in brown tones, easy chairs and
davenports here and there, a large fern,
soft brown draperies, a Mason and Hamlin
grand piano.
Opera Singers, Celebrities, Visit WMAQ
When the opera is in season, opera
singers have broadcast. A visit to Chicago of a celebrity is apt to include a short
talk over Station WMAQ. The National
Federation of Women's Clubs witli Mrs.
Mary Oberndorfer as chairman of music,
has instituted a series of lectures, recitals
and pamphlets called "Hearing America
First." And Mrs. Oberndorfer broadcasts
a lecture recital weekly from WMAQ on
this subject. The children's hour is adequately represented by Georgene Faulkner, the original Story Lady, whose Monday evening stories to children are anticipated by all youthful fans. College
lectures, conservatory recitals, Babson
financial reports, are sandwiched in be
tween classical and semi-popular musical
programs.
Cough Cures Four in from Everywhere
From the fans who listen in, WMAQ
receives an average of more than 250 letters a day. They are from everywhere,
asking everything. The farthest distance
is 4500 miles, from an U. S. cruiser in
the South Seas near Australia. As I
watched Miss Waller open the third mail

A few peeps into the WMAQ studio on the opening night would have shown Ed Wynn, "The
Perfect
Fool,"actions
and Olga
Chicago
clubwoman
note. the
Ed now
persisted
his clownish
as heMenn,
lay onbrilliant
the floor,
as pictured
above, and
and soprano
officiallyofopened
famousin
station at 7 P. M., Central time, October 2, 19Z2

Four New Transformers
8 BROADCASTERS
LIMIT IN ENGLAND
Ready for Anacostia
Station Near Washington Will Be
One of America's Strongest
FORT WAYNE, IND. — Transformers of
the latest design have just been completed
at the local works of the General Electric
company for the government Radio station, NOF, at Anacostia, D. C, near
Washington. These transformers, when
installed, will make the station one of the
most powerful in America.
Designs for the large transformers were
made by engineers of the local works.
of the morning, a letter from an Iowa fan
was followed by a query for a hook-up
from downstate Illinois, and a garage
owner from Indiana told of his pals listening in with him. In response to a midnight test when the operator inadvertently
coughed into the microphone and said he
wished he knew a cough cure, at least
fifty suggestions for positive cures came
in the mail the next day. A child writes
in cramped style a request for Miss
Faulkner to tell the story of Chicken
Little. An isolated woodsman from the
north country told of "WMAQ coming
in fine" on a crystal detector.
Fair Store Tells Why It Broadcasts
And why does a great store like the
Fair give space and financial equipment
for a broadcasting station such as this?
E. J. Lehmalnn, Jr., president of the
Fair Store and son of E. J. Lehmann,
founder of the corporation, answers:
"The business value of Radio is one of
those unseen forces which can never be
counted. In dollars and cents, the returns are not evident. But in good will,
advertising value and general publicity it
brings in its own good returns. Hearing
the station 'On the Fair Store' and hearing the name broadcast many times daily,
cannot but be a strong advertising force
and when the government so regulates its
stations that they may be used as definite
advertising medium, then the returns will
show financial value, for the man who
listens in to a program is willing to listen
in to a talk on good merchandise, where
and how to get it."
Siffer Lemoine, Radio Engineer of the
Royal Swedish Telegraph Board, is in the
United States studying the American
Radio systems
and to confer with government Radio officials.

Transmission
Under
New
Plan
Begins ; Only Two Stations
in Operation
LONDON, ENGLAND. — Broadcasting
has finally begun in this country under
the carefully devised plan which took
practically a year to formulate and which
was designed to eliminate as far as possible all of the difficulties which have been
experienced in the United States, while
retaining all of the advantages. In general the plan limits the number of broadcasting stations for the British Isles to
eight in number, but so far only two are
actually in daily operation, one in this
city and the other in Manchester. A third
is being erected in Cardiff, Wales.
It is believed that by limiting the number of active stations to eight the entire
country will be adequately covered and
unnecessary interference between two or
more stations operating at the same time
eliminated.
The first station to be put into operation
was 2L0, which is installed in Marconi
House, on the Strand, in the heart of this
city. An experimental station had previously been in existence and the change
to a permanent station was an easy matter. The latter has a power output of one
and a half kilowatts, or approximately
three times that of the average Class B
station in the United States.
Since it went into operation 2LO has
been heard over the entire country and
easily reproduced on a loud speaker by a
receiving set in the Shetland Islands, off
the north coast of Scotland. There is no
doubt that it will be heard over the eastern section of the continent of Europe, and
under extremely favorable conditions may
be heard on the eastern coast of America
with super-sensitive receiving sets.

Hiker to Coast Talks to
Family from Station WDAF
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Leo Riley, Columbus, Ohio, youth who recently started on
a trip to San Diego, Calif., stopped off one
night this weekstudio
at the
broadcasting
andKansas
joined City
the Star's
Night
Hawks of Station WDAF. While at the
station he was permitted to send greetings by Radio to his family listening in
in Columbus, all the members of which
heard him.
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REVAMP CHAMBER
Book Reviews
'AIR EVILS'
TOBIGAIDINTERESTS
LINK
AND
PUBLIC IN SWEEP

National Radio Body Seeks to Improve
Broadcasts and Cut
Interference
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
NEW YORK. — Sweeping reorganization
of the National Radio Chamber of Commerce, linking up, as active workers in a
nationwide plan to wipe out the evils of
broadcasting and to solve other Radio
problems, every major interest of the Radio
industry and the public, is announced by
President William H. Davis following a
meeting of the Board of Governors at the
Chamber's
headquarters,
165 Broadway.
The Board of Governors adopted a new
constitution providing for the admission
to membership, either directly or through
regional chambers of commerce, of individuals, including the audience or the listeners in, manufacturers, jobbers, dealers,
broadcasters, amateurs, the press, and
organizations and institutions interested
in Radio, comprising educational, scientific, religious, civic, political and other
bodies.
Wo Better Broadcasting'
"Interference and the broadcasting of
the trivial and valueless has injured the
business and unless remedied may ruin
it," declared a report of a special committee appointed to conduct a survey of
the Radio situation and to recommend
changes in the organic structure of the
chamber, whose membership at the outset
consisted of manufacturers.
The committee was composed of Henry
T. Hunt, general counsel of the chamber
and late member of the railroad labor
board; George Lewis, secretary of the
chamber; and Ralph «5. Watrous, former
lieutenant-governor of Rhode Island.
Support and improvement of broadcasting
in cooperation with the United States
government and other agencies was said
to be a main object of the chamber.
"The main factors in the situation,"
continued the report, "are: The Government of the United States is interested in
Radio from the standpoint of national defense and public welfare. Furthermore,
Radio is a public utility of interstate commerce.
White Bill Does Not Improve Quality
"Congress has before it the White Bill,
which gives the Secretary of Commerce
power to make regulations controlling
broadcasting. This bill may be enacted
into law within six months. When the
Secretary shall have placed proper regulations in effect, interference will doubtless
be reduced. However, neither the bill nor
the regulations contemplated provide any
support for broadcasting or any measures
to improve its quality.
"The broadcasting class comprises manufacturing companies broadcasting to
support and extend their sales of apparatus, department stores broadcasting for
advertisement, newspapers broadcasting
for advertising and news purposes,
schools, colleges and universities broadcasting for educational purposes, churches
opoperating with broadcasting stations,
individuals broadcasting for their own
amusement, and the broadcasting activities of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company carried on primarily as
research and in preparation for whatever
the future may develop.
"There are at present ineffective oganizations of broadcasters, ostensibly
national in scope but not including the

liam C. Ballard, Jr., M. E. A reliable, authoritative discussion, in simple form, of
the essential principles of Radio telephony
and their application. The use of mathematics has been almost entirely avoided.
Price, $1.50.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
The Radio Amatenr's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
of this book is just out. It is complete, adapted for the amateur who desires to
authentic and informative work on Radio. know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.,
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Price, 75c.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. HesRadio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
lar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
simple language and understandable illusPrice, 75 cents.
trations. This book will teach you how to
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
is a De Luxe edition of this famous cirRadio Communication. By John Mills.
cuit. Profusely illustrated and fully exThe fundamental principles and methods
plained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00,
tetters of a Radio Engineer to His Son. upon which recent developments are based
By John Mills. A series of interesting are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
letters written to a boy. Each letter is treated in a simple, fundamental and upfull and complete and the most advanced to-date manner. Present methods and
student can skip over some of the letters tendencies of the art are explained in a
\and get just the information he desires. chapter which is non-mathematical. Price,
Price, $2.00.
The A B C of Vacuum Tubes. By E. H.
How to Retail Radio. A new book tell$2.00.
This is a book for beginners who
ing of tested plans and methods and Lewis.
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Radio First Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
71 Ijmiiuted PKrnelir Condensation Prodnrt
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
.SHEETS TUBES RODS
Radio Experimenter's Hand Book. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
principal broadcasters, as, for example,
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
the ' Radio Broadcasting Society of
TO ANY SIZE
America, which includes some thirteen or
more small broadcasters. In this field
^32" THICK Vz< PER SO. INCH
some sort of cooperation is compulsory in
/|6" THICK % « PER SO. INCH
the nature of things. Further cooperation has been brought about by the DeVtt" THICK
l< PER SO. INCH
/8 " THICK l/2< PER SQ. INCH
partment of Commerce."
Under the new constitution, both the
Z/\&" THICK 2* PER SQ. INCH
membership and the aims of the chamber,
'/4 " THICK 2J/2* PER SQ. INCH
now organized to function as a central
3/e " THICK 4« PER SQ. INCH
force in Radio control and regulation, are
much broadened.
VZ " THICK 5 V& PER SQ. INCH
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICEllST
Price, $1.00.
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
Elements of Radio Telephony.
By WilDEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

/niXhi Rad handbook
Because of the astonishing
number of requests for ChiRad's latest Handbook -Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages
of valuable
tion for every
radio informafan. It
includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and

RADIO PANELS

STAR

RETT

519 SOUTH

GREEN

equipment.
2.
Complete
instructions,
including
diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
3.Build
Radio a Reinartz
definitions,Receiver."
codes,
wire tables, etc.
Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled in the order in which we
receive them.

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
Chicago Street
415 S. Dearborn

%

WJLLARD
WILLARD

RADIO

COMPANY

DEPT. R. D., 291 BROADWAY,

Prices Right

Goods Genuine

REINARTZ
EVERY
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY
COMPANY
Chicago

"All Wave" Coupler
Wave Length— 150 to 3,000 Meters
TRADE MASK

Why
Be Confined
listening in on nearby

To

stations, when the "All
Wave" coupler in your set
will enable you to receive
broadcast reception
from stations thousands of miles distant?

THE
"ALL
WAVE"
COUPLER
COMBINES
SIMPLICITY OF
EFFICIENCY

Be Prepared
To receive on the higher
wave lengths that have
been and will be allotted to
broadcasting stations because of their ever increasing number.

Price %m
ASSEMBLY AND
OF RESULT

PATENTS ALLOWED
Inasmuch as all variometers, variocouplers and loading coils are eliminated.
Six efficient hook-ups sent upon receipt of ten cents in stamps to cover cost of
mailing.
"J*. D."

The rapid development of Radio is
proving of assistance to scientists in
other fields. A German inventor, Heinrich Scheiferstein, through a study of the
manner in which the oscillating currents
in Radio transmit energy to each other,
has developed by the use of an oscillating
motor what he claims to be a noiseless
timepiece.

;oRMiex

Thousands of Satisfied Boosters Attest to the Superiority of the
Genuine and Guaranteed

CAPITOL

have no knowledge of either Radio or
electricity and sets forth the elementary
principles of theory and operation of the
vacuum tube. No attempt has been made
in this book to describe all the possible
circuit arrangements, but those shown may
serve as suggestions to experimenters
who desire to evolve their own circuits.
Price, $1.00.
The book department of the Radio Sigreat la prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book la mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, Hi,

PHONOLIER

58 Lafayette Street, New

CORPORATION
York City

NEW YORK CITY

Delivery Prompt

CIRCUIT

PART COMPLETE

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 coil base, 1 tube socket, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 23-plate .005 MFD
variable condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 25
switch points and nuts, 8 binding posts, 1 variable grid leak, 1 .002 MFD phone condenser, 25 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram
<J* 1 f\ (\fi
and

complete

*r ^ "•""

instructions

FLEWELLING
EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid leak,
1 grid leak, 1 23-pIate .005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 tube socket, 8
binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade RADION panel, 1 3" dial d>1 1 AA
and diagram and complete instructions
ipl l.wv
3 Plata
special
13 Plate
special
23 Plate
special
43 Plate

Variable
at
Variable
at
Variable
at
Variable

13 Plate
special
23 Plate
special
43 Plate
special

VERNIER
at
VERNIER
at
VERNIER
at

special at

Condenser: value. $1.75;
Condenser; value,

$2.50;

Condenser;

value.

$3.50;

Condenser;

value,

$4.50;

Condenser; value, $5.50;
Condenser; value, $6.00:
Condenser; value, $6.50;

$1.05
1.20
1.35

1.05
3.75
4.00
4.25

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT— Condensite base;
value, $1.10; special at
$0.70
FILAMENT
value, $1.50;RHEOSTAT
special at with 2'/3" dial; .85
Potentiometer with knob; value. $1.75; Special at
1.00
Potentiometer with 2'/a" dial; value, $2.15;
special at
1.15

V. composition
T. SOCKETS—
Nickeled$1.00;brassspecial
sleeve,
base; value,
at. $0.50
Ball
Bearing
Inductance
switch; value
75c; special at
30
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS,
Single
circuit:
value, 65c; special at
Double circuit; value, 90c; special at

30
45

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron condensite and
Lite Wire wound secondary; value, $4.50:
special
3.25
THREE INCH DIALS— Unbreakable— heat
resisting composition — high finish; special.
TWO INCH DIALS— Same design— for rheostats and potentiometer; special

.30
25

$8.00 list; reduced to
3.50
^15* „_?PECJAL — Telephone Headsets;
RAYMOND VERNIER RHEOSTATS— Value,
$1.50; special
.95
ALUMINUM LOUD SPEAKING HORN—
Nickel plated— highly polished; $8.00 list.. 3.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by
us— Mail orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID.
Send check or
money order.
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Moulded Knobs with Celluloid Disks

dials shown in the illustraTHE two
tion present no new features except
ity
simplic
and neatness of appearance. The dial plate is a pressed celluloid disc about ^ inch thick. The one
is white finish with black graduations
and numerals, while the other is black
with white markings.
The knobs on both

are of polished black moulded bakelite.
A brass bushing holds the plate and knob
together, and also carries the set screw.
The dials run true and show no warping
tendency. They are placed on the market by the Radio Apparatus Division of
the King Sewing Machine company, Buffalo, N. T.

E

UNUSUAL, socket in the sense
that it combines substantial construction with extreme neatness of
appearance and design, is shown in the
.
ration
It is manufactured by the
illust
Radio Apparatus Division of the King
Sewing Machine company, Buffalo, N. Y.
AN

caps. The base has four holes for fastening down the socket to any base. The
prongs at the base are set in sufficiently
far that no metal parts touch the mounting board outside of the screws holding
it down.

Localities Affect Transmission
The range of transmitting and receiving
Radio messages depends upon the nature
of the territory lying between the transmitting and receiving stations, the greatest range for a given power being obtained over water. Any metal, particularly iron or steel, lying between the stations will cause loss of signal strength.
Such metal may either be in the form of
artificial structure, such as building
framework or tin roofs, or may be in the
form of ore deposits. Some regions of the
country are noted for their poor location
for Radio reception. In many places it is
possible to receive effectively from all directions but one, and it is usually found
that in this direction a metallic structure
or metal deposit is responsible for the lack
of reception.

Nickel Plated Socket on Bakelite Base
The base is made of moulded bakelite
in polished mahogany or black finish.
The metal tube of the socket is made of
A fully charged storage battery gasses
brass with a polished nickel plate finish. freely when it is time to remove it from
The binding posts, likewise nickel plated the charging circuit and the specific gravity as indicated by a hydrometer reading
and polished, hold the spring prongs in
position and are equipped
with
thumb will also stop rising.

Small Jacks Used

for Switches

Condensers Made of Mica and Copper

or
crystalconsets usingrequire
RADIO
vacuumreceiving
tube detectors
densers in the circuits to insure the
best reception from distant stations. The
condenser must be of high efficiency and
permanent capacity or undesirable noises
will be produced in the set. Condensers
using mica as the dielectric and copper
foil as the conducting plates are more efficient because mica has the lowest leakage and hysteresis losses, and copper foil
is the lowest resistance material for the
plates. In addition to higher efficiency,
rs have a higher breakmica down
condense
voltage.
The build-up mica condenser shown in
the illustration has the mica dielectric
and copper foil conducting plates held in
intimate contact between the formica insulating pressure plate on top and the
base below.
A rubber gasket (with fiber sheet between the rubber and copper plate) insures an equal distribution of the pressure over the entire surface of the plates.
This is very important because regenerative vacuum tubes sets are very sensitive to small changes in the capacity of
any of the condensers in the circuit. In
fact, much of the howling and squealing
of receiving sets is directly traceable to
faulty
grid condenser
condenser construction.
the entire
under pressure"With
the
plates have no opportunity to vibrate and
cause changes in capacity.
Condensers of many capacities are required in the various circuits now in general use and this form of condenser fills
a definite need at a reasonable price for
a condenser that may be easily increased
or decreased in capacity.
Each mica plate with the alternate copper foil plates connected to the binding
screws has a capacity of approximately
.0002 mfd. By adding more plates of
mica and copper foil the condenser may
be built up to a capacity of .005 mfd. Intermediate values of capacity may be had
by adjusting the tension of the nuts on
the pressure plate. A slight decrease in
the pressure reduces the capacity and an
increase in pressure gives a greater
capacity.
A grid leak unit consisting of a grid
leak resistance deposited on a fiber plate
may be placed on the top of the pile of

RADIO SUPPLIES STORES

copper and mica plates, with the resistance side down, so as to make contact
with copper plates near the screws. A
mica plate is placed immediately under
the grid leak unit so that the copper foil
makes contact only at the ends.
The condenser parts are supplied in an
envelope which contains 20 mica plates,
and 20 copper foil plates, sufficient to
build up a condenser to a capacity of .005
mfd. The condenser is manufactured by
Charles Schindler, of Toledo, Ohio.
During a Caesarean operation recently
performed in a hospital in Minneapolis,
Minn., surgeons entertained the patient
with a Radio set after applying a local
anesthesia. The patient's mind was soothed
and distracted from the operation by music
from a specially arranged band concert.
Improved Radio Detector Tubes
$2.75
Improved
Radio
Amplifiers
3.3S
3 eoil Mounts (Regular $5.00 value)
3.45
Reinartz Air Core Coils and Diagrams.. 2.00
$10.00 Automatic Head Phones, long
range receivers, pair
5.50
2 Slide Tuning Coils, $5.00 value
1.75
Complete Radio Receiving Outfit
5S.00
4 Tube Reflex, Panel Wired and Ready
to Use — 3 Radio— 3 Audio
Sent on receipt of price, prepaid.

LUX MFG. CO.

Dealers, Attention!
We are distributors for:
Frost
Howard
Estru
Baldwin
Remler
Dublier
United
General
Radio
Trimm
Cunningham
Rad-i-un Loops
Our stock is complete and deliveries
immediate.
Write for
attractive discounts.

WERNES&
Suite 1233

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
Franklin 3986

PATCH

Masonic

Building

CHICAGO

Pr«mpi SefTice— Qualilj Goods— Priced Right
Radio Division

20 S. Wells St.
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Branch Office:
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City,

Mo.

5206 W. Madison, Auslin 7641.
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Magnavox
Radio,
is limited
onlytheby volthe
amount of power input.

THERE is no doubt that the skill required in soldering has deterred
many a Radiophan from using jacks
on his set. It is no easy job for the newbeginner in Radio, unacquainted with
soldering, to connect his leads properly
to the jack terminals without splashing
the solder all over, making a poor electrical contact or short circuiting adjacent
terminals. For this reason jacks have
been omitted and binding posts substituted in spite of the awkwardness in
changing from phones to loud speaker or
from one stage of amplification to
another.
The apparatus shown in the illustration
is a new form of jack construction manufactured by the Radio Improvement company, New York, N. Y.
These jacks have miniature binding
posts for all terminal connections. In
addition, they do not project more than
1%" from the back of the panel, thus
cutting down the depth necessary for
clearance in the usual form of jacks.
As

observed from the front of the panel
when mounted there is no difference in
appearance from the usual type of jack.
The construction is compact and substantial and is mounted in the same
manner as the old type.

Magnavox Power Amplifiers are designed
for true power amplification, and give
marvelous results.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Beinartz brings in all Important
stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
and without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications,
price 60c. or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coll. $3.00 by mail. No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel witii every order.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value of
that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations 1000
miles away come in clearly on one tube. This Bet Is small,
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications $1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easy to operate.
Everything clearly shown.
Please don't send stamps.
S. A. Twitched, 1925 Western Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Model C
Magnavox Power Amplifier
For use with the Magnavox Radio and
insures getting the largest possible power
input. 2-stage $80.00, 3-stage $110.00.
At good dealers everywhere
The Magnavox Co., Oakland, Cal.
New York Office : 370 Seventh Ave.

AT

CUT

PRICES

Just a Partial List of the Many
Bargains Offered
$5.50 Murdock
Double head sets
$3.45
S5.00 Acme transformer,
Radio and Audio..
3.45
$18.50
"Homcharger"
Deluxe
13.95
$5.50 180 VariocouiWer on Bakelite silk wound
wire
2.45
$15.00
Western
Electric Phones
7.45
$6.00
"Tuska"
molded
variometer
with Genuine
dial
2 95
Ammeter
for for
Testing
Batteries..!..!.'!!
Hydrometers
Testing"B"Storage
Batteries
$2.50
Phonograph
Attachment
$2.50 Socostats
$5.00
43-Plate
Condenser
$4.00 23-Plate
Condenser
Framingham
Rheostats
2-Inch
Bakelite
Dials
3-Inch
Bakelite
Dials
4-Inch
Electric
Dials
W. D. 12 Transformer for W. D. II Tune
$1.00 Freshman Variable Ariel Leak and Condenser Combined
100 ft. 7 Strand Aerial Wire
Genuine
"All-Wave"
Coupler
50c Single Pole Switch
75c Double
Pole Switch
Vo lb. Annunciator Wire
Bus Bar Wire, Per Foot
$10.00 3000 Meter Coupler

!49
39
1.15
125
1.95
1.55
45
25
35
75
4.95
69
55
7.90
20
35
29
02
4.95

MODELL'S RADIO STORES

Dept. E,

191 Fulton St., NEW YORK CITY

Pay Postman C. O. D. plus postal charges, or send
your
remittance with
order.
MODELL'S — The

Great

Radio

Mail

Order

House.

RADIO

DIGEST

ILLUSTRATED

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
AG1, Presidio of San Francisco. Calif.
50 mi.
Signal
Corps. U. S. A.
Sun, Thurs. 8-9 pm. instruction.
music.
Pacific.
AQ6, Canton. O.
425 only.
500 mi.
Hdqtrs. 135th
Field Artillery 0. N. G.
Wed, Fri, music.
Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
AS6, Sau Antonio, Tex.
200 mi. U. S. Army, Ft. Sam
Houston.
Mon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7, St. Paul, Minn.
Signal Corps, U. S. A.
BE1, Tacoraa, Wash.
400 only.
100 mi.
Camp Lewis,
U. S. Army, Third Signal Co.
Daily ex Sat. Sun,
9-10 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC,
Alta.,Ltd. Can.Daily430ex only.
"1.000 pm,
mi.
WesternCalgary.
Radio Co..
Sun, 12:30-1
3-4.
Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
Toronto
mi.
500
only.
400
Can.
Ont..
Toronto,
CFCA,
star Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather; 2:30-3:30 pm,
news, music: 5:30-6, news; 8-9, concert. Sun, 8:459:45 pm, concert,
Eastern,
CFCB, Vancouver, B. C. Can. 440 only. 1.500 mi.
Van Couver Daily Province. Daily, 8:30-9:30 pm,
Pacific.
reports, news, music.
CFCE, Halifax, N. S.. Can. 440 only. 150 mi. Mar■Co. Mon. Wed, Sun night, music, entertaini
n
o
c
ment.
Can. 440 only. 1,000 mi MarMontreal.
CFCF, coni
Co. Dally P.ex Q.,
Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Mon. Wed, Fn,
Eastern.
7:30-9 pm.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Out., Can.
400 only.
200 mi.
Abitibi Power
& Paper Co.. Ltd.
Daily.
8 pm,
station.
Experimental
reports.
stock
and
weather
Eastern.
1500 mi.
275, 440 only
Calgary, Alta., Can.
CFCN,
Wed. Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm,
W W Grant Radio Ltd.
dancecall
'music.
Sat, Sun. after 11:30 pm using
test
9AC. Wed,
Mountain.
The London Advertiser.
CFCX. London. Ont., Can.
International Badio
Fort Frances, Ont., Can.
CFPC,
Develop. Co.
,
_
CFTC, Toronto, Ont.. Can.
The Bell Telephone Co.
Wentworth
Victor
Can.
B. C.
Vancouver,
CFYC,
W.
CHBC, Calgary, Alta., Can. 410 only. 1,000 mi.Daily
W. Grant Badio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) music.
ex Sat, 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock quotations,

B. C, Can. Badio
Vancouver.
CHCA,
couver. Ltd.
Marconi Co.
CHCB, Toronto, Can.
Badio
Can.
Man.,
Winnipeg,
CHCF

Corp.

of Van-

Corp.

of Win-

Wed, Sat, S-10 pm, concert. Sun, 4 pm, church
services.
Mountain.
KDYV. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Cope & Cornwell Co.
KOYW, Phoenix, Ariz. 100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co.
Daily ex Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX, Honolulu, T. H., Hawaii. 500 mi. Honolulu
Star-Bulletin Co., Ltd. Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1:15
pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment, music,
talks. Tues, Fri, 3:45-4:30 pm. Sun. 11 am-12:15
pm, 5-6, Church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZA. Tucson. Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB, Bakersneld. Calif.
Frank E. Siefert.
KDZE. Seattle. Wash. 500 mi. The Bhodes Co. Daily
ex Sun. 10:30-11 am, 3j30-4:30 pm. news, music. Mon,
Fri. 7-8 pm. concert. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KDZF, Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZG, San Francisco, Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZH, Fresno, Calif. 4S5 also. 50 mi. The HeraldBuford Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 am, 4-5 pm, news,
reports. Daily ex Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, reports, music.
Tues, Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm. Sun, 8-9 am, church service. Pacific.
KDZI, Wenatchee, Wash. 700 mi. Elec. Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon, Wed,
Fri,
8-9 pm,
music. Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Beno, Nev. 50 mi. Nevada Mch. & Elec. Co.
(Nevada State Journal.) Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm,
news. Wed. 6:30-7:30 pm, music. Fri, 8-9 pm,
special.
Pacific.
KDZL. Ogden, Utah.
Bocky Mountain Badio Corp.
KDZM, Centralia, Wash. 50 mi. Hollingworth Hdwe.
& Badio Supply Store. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 8-9
pm, music.
Pacific.
KDZQ, Denver, Colo. 500 mi. Wm. D. Pyle. Daily
ex Sun. 6:45-7:15 pm, news, 9-10 pm, concert. Mountain. Bellingham, Wash. 200 mi. The Bellingham
KDZR,
Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. Thurs. 7-8 pm, 8:30-9.
music, news, reports. Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat, 7:30cific.
7:45 pm, code practice. Sun, 7-8 pm, music. PaKDZT,
KOZZ.

Seattle.
Everett,

Wash.
Wash.

Seattle Badio Assn.
50 mi.
Kinney Bros.

&

Sep-

KFCD,
Salem, Ore.
100 mi.
F. S. Barton.
Tues,
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFCF.
Walla Walla. Wash.
Frank A. Moore.
KFCH,
Billings, Mont.
500 mi. Electric Service Station, Inc. Tues,
Thurs,
Sat, 7:30-9 pm,
music.
Mountain.
KFCK, dio Co.Colorado Springs, Colo.
Colorado Springs BaKFCL,
Los Angeles Union Stock
Yards. Los Angeles, Calif.

KFCM,
Bichmond,
Calif.
500 mi.
Bichmond
Badio
Shop.
Mon, 8-9 pm, music.
Sun. 1-2 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
Balph W. Flygare.
KFCQ. Casper, Wyo.
Motor Service Stn.
KFCV,
Houston,
Tex.
Fred Mahaffey,
Jr.
KFDA,
Baker, Ore.
25 mi.
Adler's Music
Store.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music.
Sun, 6-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFDB,
San Francisco, Calif.
400. 485 only.
1,500
mi.
Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, weather, markets; 1111:30, news, quotations;
2-3 pm. lectures, concerts.
Aion, Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 7-7:30 pm,
children's stories.
KFDC,
Spokane, Wash.
25 mi.
E. B. Craney.
Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6-7 pm.
Sat, 8-10 pm.
Sun, 4-5 pm,
irregular.
Pacific.
KFDD,
Boise, Idaho.
St. Michael's
Cathedral.
Sun.
11:15-12:30 nm. 8-9:15 church services.
Mountain.
KFDF, Casper, Wyo.
Wyo. Badio Corp.
KFDH, Tucson, Ariz. Univ. of Ariz.
KFDJ,
Corvallis, Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL. Denver, Colo. Knight-Campbell Music Co.
KFDS, San Francisco. Calif.
John D. McKee.
KFEB, Taft, Calif.
City of Taft.
KFEC,
Portland,
Ore.
25 mi.
Meier & Frank Co.
Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music;
6:30 pm, reports.
Thurs, 9-10 pm, concert.
Sat, ll
am-12 m, children's hour.
Pacific.
KFED, Polytechnic, Mont. 100 mi. Billings Polytechnic
Institute.
Mon. 8-9 pm. lectures. Mountain.
KFEJ. Tacoma, Wash.
Guy Greason.
KFEP, Denver, Colo.
Radio Equipment Co.
KFFA, San Diego, Calif.
200 mi.
Dr. B. O. Shelton.
Daily, 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.

Continued —
BEOADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which RADIO DIGEST has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
next week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
index, to appear the week following.

CJCD!S'Toronto?'
Canada.
Sat and
Co. Dailypm,ex concert.
12-12:30
CJCE. Vancouver, B. C,
couver Sun. Daily ex

The station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
hours, and the kind of time used.

CJCF,'
Kitchener,
Ont. Can.
420 only.
50 mi. The News
Record.
Ltd.
Thurs.
9-11 pm.
Eastern
CJCG, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 410 only. 1,000 mi.
Manitoba Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am,
news- 12-1 pm, reports. Mon, Thurs, S-10 pm. concert, Tues, 7-8 pm, music. Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm,
music. Every other Thurs commencing Feb. 15, 11
pm-l:30 am, dance music. Alternate Sun, 8 pm.
Central
CJCH.
Toronto. Ont., Can.
United Farmers
of OnCJCI, St. John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
CJCN, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Simons, Agnew & Co
CJCS, Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co. _
CJCY, Calgary, Alta.. Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont., Can. 430 only. 800 mi. London
Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 400 only. 1.000 mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, 8-10 pm, Thurs, 7-8 pm. Fri, 8-10 pm.
Alternate Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC, Toronto, Ont.. Can.
Evening Telegram.
CKAC, Montreal. Que., Can. 430 only. 1.000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, weather; 1:35-2:30,
concert; 4:30-4:35, reports; 5:30-6, dance music.
Tues, Thurs Sat, 7-7:30 pm, bedtime stories; 7:308:30, concert; 8:30-9:30, music; 10:30-11:30, dance
music.
Sun, 4-4:45 pm. 5-6, music.
Eastern.
CKCB, Winnipeg, Man.. Can. T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CKCE, Toronto. Ont., Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Begina, Sask., Can. 420 only. 1,500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
music; 1:15-2 pm. reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music. Tues, 7:30-9, concert. Sun,
9 pm. eacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John. N. B.. Can. 400 only. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Badio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 'pm, concert, reports. Atlantic.
CKCZ. Toronto, Ont., Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
CKKC, Toronto, Ont., Can. Badio Equipment & Supply Co.. Ltd.
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont., Can. 410 only. 100 mi.
Wertworth Badio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon, Wed,
Fri, 8.30-9:30
pm, concert.
Sun, church
services.
CKQC, London, Ont., Can. 410 only. 50 mi. Badio
Supply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKZC,
Winnipeg,
Man., Can.
Salton Badio Eng. Co.
DD5, Denver, Colo. 412 only. 1,500 mi. Fitzsimmons
Gen.
Hospital. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Mountain.
DM4, San Antonio, Tex. 1,500 mi. U. S. Army, Kelly
Field.
No regular schedule.
DM7, San Antonio, Tex. 200 mi. IT. S. Army, Brooks
Field.
No regular schedule.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 340 only. 200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm, weather,
news, concert. Thurs, 8:11-9:30 pm. special concert,
speech.
Mountain.
KDBZ, Bakersfield, Calif. 100 mi. Frank Siefert.
Daily ex Sun. T:30-3:15 pm, reports, music. Sun,
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, ?a. 2,000 mi. Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, 12:301 pm, music; 3, sports; 7-9:55 pm, news, features,
markets, concert; 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am,
church service; 2:45 pm. Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 vesper service.
Eastern.
KDN, San Francisco, Calif. 485, 510 also. 500 mi.
Leo J. Meyberg Co. Daily, 1-2 pm. 8:30-9, 4:30-5:30,
7-7:15, music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
KDOW, New York, N. Y. S.S. America. Home port
is New York.
KDPM,
Cleveland. O.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KDPT, San Diego. Calif. 500 mi. Southern Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news, weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1.800 mi. Salt
Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, music,
entertainment.
Mountain.
KDYM,
San Diego. Calif.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ, Portland. Ore.
Oregon Inst, of Technology.
KDYS. Great Falls. Mont. 485 also. 1,000 ml. Great
Falls Tribune.
Daily 12 m weather,
time.
Mon,

KNV, Los Angeles, Calif.
Badio Supply Co.
KOB, State College. N. M. 485 also. 500 mi. N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m. 9:55-10 pm,
time, reports.
cert. Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, conKOG, Los Angeles, Calif. 300 mi. Western Badio
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, Wed, 5-5:30 pm, code,
news. Mon, Fri, 7:40-8:20 pm, music. Wed. 4:30-5
pm, code, 8:20-9 pm, music.
Pacific.
KON, San Diego, Calif. 200 mi. Holzwasser Inc.
Daily ex Sun. 4-5 pm and 8:15-9, concert, news.
Pacific.
Sun. 10-11 am. 4-5 pm and 8:15-9. church service.
KOP, Detroit, Mich. 1,500 mi. Detroit Police Dept,
Daily ex Sun, 1 pm, 6:30, reports, police information,
emergency.
Eastern.
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. 300, 400 and 600 only.
1,500 mi. Hale Bros.. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11-12 m.
3:30-4:30 pm, concert. Wed, 7:30-8:15 pm, concert.
Sun, Berkeley.
11-12:15 Calif.
pm, church
service.
Kttl.
Univ. of
Calif. Pacific.
KQP, Hood Biver, Ore. 350 only. 50 mi. Hood Biver
News. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 7 pm, news. Tues. Fri,
8:30-9:30 pm.
Sun, 9-10 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
KQV, Pittsburgh. Pa. 300 mi. Doubleday-Hill Elec.
Co. Daily
ex
Sun,
12-12:30
pm,
2:30-3,
music,
lecment.
Eastern.Wed, Fri, 10-11 pm, music, entertaintures. Mon,
KQW, San Jose, Calif. 345 and 485 only. 500 mi.
Chas. D. Herrold. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Wed,
8:15-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.

Alta., Can. 400 only. 150 mi. WestCHCQf'ernCalgary,
Badio Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm.
Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CHCS, London,
Ont,, Can.
London Badio Shoppe.
CHCX,
Montreal,
Que., Can.
B. L. Silver •
CHVC. Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. Metroand Sun, 6-1:30 pm.
Daily ex Sat
politan Motors Co.
ern.
_
East
news, concert.
CHYC, Ottawa, Ont,, Can. 4o0 only. 50 mi. J. B.
entertainmusic,
pm,
8-10
Wed,
Jr. Mon,
Booth, ment.
Eastern.
_ - .
Montreal. Que.. Can. 420 only. 7o mi. DupuisCJBC,
Freres
Wed. Fri. 9-10 pm. music.
Eastern
1000 mi.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 only.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
Children's half hour,
pm.
7:30-8
markets,
weather,
Pacific.
8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
CJCB »'tlson, B. C, Can. 400 only. 100 mi. James
Gordon
Bennett.
Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, re410 only.
T. Eaton
Sat
concert.
pm.mi.
4-4:30 200
Sun,
Eastern.
Vanmi.
150
Can. 420 only.
Sun, 8-10, music, news.
Fa-

7:30-8:15 Pacific.
pm, Fri, 8:15-9 pm, and Sun, 3-4 pm,
concert.
KLZ, Denver, Colo. 200 mi. Beynolds Badio Co. Daily
ex Sun, 7:30 pm, news, markets, bedtime story,
concert. Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 8-9 pm,
church services.
Mountain.
KMPacific.
J. Fresno, Calif. 200 ml. San Joaquin Lt. & Pr.
Corp. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Sun, 5-6 pm, music.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Times. (Love
Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 11-1 pm. 6-7. 9:15-10,
concert, news, lecture. Pacific.
KNI. Eureka. Calif.
T. W. Smith.
KNJ. Boswell. New Mex. 485 also. 750 mi. Boswell Public Service Co. Daily, 8 pm, news, reports,
concerts.
Mountain.
KNN, Los porarily
Angeles,
Calif. 100 mi. Bullock's. Temdiscontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen. Wash. 600 mi. Grays Harbor Badio
Pacific.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-3 pm, 5-6, 7-8, news, concert.

The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
issues of RADIO DIGEST will give one the most complete and accurate
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.

KttY, Portland, Ore. 200 mi. Stubbs Elec. Co. Wed.
Thurs, Fri. 6-7 pm. Mon, Tues, Sat, 9-10 pm.
Pacific.
KRE, Berkeley. Calif. 200 mL Maxwell Elec Co.
Wed, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 5:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KSD, St, Louis. Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi.
St. Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun. 9:40 am,
10:40. 11:40, 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and
Sun, silent nights. Mon, Thurs, 11:30 pm, concerts. Central.
KSL,
San Francisco,
Calif. 50 mL The Emporium.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KSS. Long Beach, Calif. Prest & Dean Badio Co. No
regular schedule.
Church.
KT.!^'
Seattle,
First
Presbyterian
Sun, Wash.
11-12:30 500
pm, mL
3-4:30,
7-9:30.
church
service.
Pacific.
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 485, 525 also. 1,500 mi.
San Fran. Examiner. Dally ex Sun 9-10 am, concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 3-3:30 pm,
lecture, news; 5:30-6:45 pm, concert; 9 am, 12 m
6:4o pm weather report. Wed, 3:30 pm, health bulPacific.
letins. Sun. 9-10 am, concert; 5-6 pm, concert, news.
K US, Los Angeles, Calif.
City Dye Works & Laundry

K[iJu ?^¥onte' CaH- n500 mL C"8^ Kadi° Co.

Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific
KWG, Stockton. Cal. 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-6 pm, news, concert, markets. Tues and Fri. 8-9 pm. concert. Sun. 2-3 pm.

KWH,
485 also. 250 mi. ■concert.Los Angeles,
Pacific. Calif.
Examiner..
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm, 5:30-6, 6-6:15, 8:20-9,
reports,
t. Sun, 8:30-9 pm, church service. entertainmen
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto. Calif. 100 mi. Modesto Herald Pub.
Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 6:30-7 pm. Mon, 7-9
pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KXS. Los Angeles, Calif,
Braun Corp.
KYI. Bakersfield, Calif.
Bakersfield Califomian.
KjQKYW

Pendleton, Ore. 100 mi. Eastern Oregon Badio Co. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music. Pacific.
KFGB, Pueblo, Colo.
Lowenthal Bros.
KFGG, Astoria, Ore. Astoria Budget.
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 500 mi. 300 and 410 also.
Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular schedule.
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Fallon Company.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 1.50O mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm, 5-6 pm,
7-7:30 pm, 8-11 pm. Tues. Fri, 1:30-2:30 pm. Sun,
10:30-11:30 am, 4-5 pm, S-10.
Pacific.
KFV, Yakima. Wash. 250 mi. Foster-Bradbury Radio
Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon, Fri, 8-9
pm.
Pacific.
KFZ, Spokane, Wash. 300 mi. Doerr-Mitchell Elec.
Co.' Tues, Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music.
Sat, 7-8
pm.
Pacific.
KFAP, Butte, Mont.
Standard Pub. Co.
Tacoma, Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Daily LedgerKFAQ. San Jose, Calif.
City of San Jose.
William
A.
Mullins
Elec.
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun,
7-9 pm.
KFAR,
Hollywood,
Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
Sun, 5-7:30 pm. Entertainment, lectures, news,
KFAS,
Beno, Nev.
300 ml.
Beno Motor Supply Co.
weather, tides, police reports.
Pacific.
Mon. Tues. Thurs. 8-9 pm, music.
Pacific.
KGG, Portland, Ore. 500 mi. Hallock & Watson
KFAT, Eugene, Ore.
100 mi.
Pac. Badio Co.
Mon,
Badio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, music, enterWed, Sat,
8-9 pm,
lectures, music.
Sun, 8:30-9:15
church
service.
Pacific.
tainment, 7:30-8 pm, reports. Sat, 8-9 pm, answers
to Badio questions. Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm. music.
KFAU, Boise, Ida.
485 also.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
Pacific.
"
Daily ex Sun. 9:30-10 am, 3-3:20 pm, market, news,
KGB, Portland, Ore. 100 mi. Northwestern Badio
KGN,
8:30 pm. weather.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30-9 pm, conMfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
cert., Mountain.
KGO, Altadena, Calif. 350 only. 300 mi. Altadena
KFAV, Venice. Calif.
340 only. 50 mi. Abbot-Kinney
Badio Lab.
Sat, 8-9:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
Co.
Mon,
Tues, Wed,
Fri, 8:30-9:30
pm, music.
Pacific.
KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii. 485 also. 150 mi. The Honolulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues, Thurs, Sat.
KFAW
Santa Ana. Calif.
485 also.
100 mi.
Badio
special
program.
150th
meridian.
(Three
hours later
than Pacific.)
Den. Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music.
Mon, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KGW, Portland, Ore. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi. The
KFAY, Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500 mi. Virgin Badio
Morning Oregonian Pub. Co. Daily, 3:30-4 pm, news,
Service.
Mon,
Fri, 9-10 pm.
Wed,
9-10:30 pm.
features. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concerts. Sun,
Special programs other days.
Pacific
7-8 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAZ, Beedley, Calif.
200 mi.
C. H. T. Weatherill.
KGY, Lacey, Wash. 250 mi. St Martins College.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 pm, reports, news.
Pacific.
Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert, bedtime
KFBB, Havre, Mont.
485 also. 150 mi. F. A. Buttrey
story.
Pacific.
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, agriograms,
weather.
KHD, Colorado Springs, Colo. 485 also. 50 ml Daily
Tues, Fri, 3-9 :30 pm. music. Mountain.
ex Sun. 8:15 am. weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-7:30
KFBC,
San Diego, Calif.
500 mi.
W. K. AzbllL
pm, music, lectures.
Mountain.
Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 and 485 only. 2,000 mi.
KFBD, Hanford, Calif.
485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
Los Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:15 pm,
Welch.
Mon, Wed, 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30. news, music,
6:45-7:30, 8-9:30.
Sun, 10-11 am.
Pacific.
agriograms.
Tues, Thurs. Sat, 6-7 pm, music.
Fri,
KHQ, Seattle, Wash.
Louis Wasmer.
3-4 pm, 9-10, news, music.
Sun, 7-8 pm, church
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop. Tues,
services. Pacific.
8:15-9
pm.
Fri,
7:30-8:15
pm.
Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
50 mi.
B. H. Horn.
KJQ, Stockton, Calif. 100 mL C. O. Gould. Dally
Pacific.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 4-5 pm.
Wed,
Fri, 7-7:30 pm.
ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert. Mon, Wed, 9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 10-11 am.
Pacific.
KFBG, Tacoma. Wash.
First Presbyterian Church.
KJR, Seattle, Wash. 200 mi. Northwest Badio Service
KFBH, Marshfleld, Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pro. miscellaneous.
Pacific.
KFBJ, Boise, Ida.
70 mi. Jenkins Fum. Co. (Owyhee
KJS,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
100 mi. Bible Inst, of Los
Hotel.)
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Mountain.
Angeles. Tues, 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9, sacred music,
KFBK, Sacramento, Calif. 485 also. 30O mi. Kimbaillectures,
etc.
Sun.
11:30-12:30,
6-6:45
pm,
8-9,
L'pson Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, 6-6 :30, concert, news.
church services.
Pacific.
Sun, 8-9 pm, church service. Pacific.
KLB. Pasadena, Gal. 300 mi. J. J. Dunn Co. Mon and
KFBL, Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
Fri. 7:30-8:15 pm. concert. Sun, 3-4 pm and 8-9.
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo.
Chronicle News & Gas & Elec.
concert. Pacific.
Supply Co.
KLN. Del Monte, Calif. Monterey Elec. Shop.
KFBU,
Laramie,
Wyo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
Daily, cert12-1
KFBV, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Clarence O. Ford.
Paciic.pm, weather, markets, news; 7-8 pm, conKFCB,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
500 mi.
Nielsen Badio SupKLS. San Francisco, Calif. 300 mL Warner Bros.
ply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri. 8-9 pm, music. Tues, 8-10,
Badio
Supply
Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri, 8-9 pm.
sports. Mountain.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Paci£ .
KFCC, Wallace, Ida.
380 only.
100 ml.
Auto SupKLX, Oakland. Calif. 5U0 mi. Oakland Tribune. Daily
ply Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Sat,
ex
Sun,
7:15-7:30
pm, news, entertainment.
Tues,
Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm, music
Pacific,

pell. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm, 4:30-5:30. 8:159:15.
Pacific.
KFAD,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
100 mi.
McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather, stock,
reports.
Mountain,
KFAE.
Pullman,
Wash.
200 mi.
State College of
Wash.
Program irregular.
KFAF, Denver, Colo. 3,750 mi. Western Badio Corp.
Daily ex Thurs and Sun, 8-9 pm, music, reports,
news.
Mountain.
KFAJ.
Boulder.
Colo.
800 mi.
Univ. of Colo.
No
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN. Moscow, Ida. 200 mL The Electric Shop. Tues,
Thurs,
services. Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports. Sun, church

KFFE,

Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Electric Shop.
No definite
Chicago, HI. 400 and 485 only. 2,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:25 am.

Wed,.1:|,0,
Fri),Pm:4, 2:15.
4:15, 2:30,
4:30, markets;
5. news, 3sports
i?'
(3:30(6:30
ex Mon,
Mon
only, news, reports, sports), 6:50. bedtime stories; 8-9.
music; 9 news, sports; 9:05, special. Sun, 11 am,
3:30 pm, 7, church services.
Central
KZM Oakland, Calif. 200 mi. Western Badio Institute (Hotel
news.
Pacific. Oakland). Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm,
tain. Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also.
KZN,
1,000 mi.
peseret News. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, reports, music,
8-9:30 pm, music, news, bedtime stories etc. MounKZV. torWenatchee,
Wash. Wenatchee Battery & MoCo.
NAA. Arlington, W. Va. 710 only. 2,000 mi. Official
government broadcasting station. U. S. Navy Dent
Mon, Tues Thurs. 7:15-7:30 pm. lecture. Mon!
Thurs, 6:45-7 pm. lecture. Tues, Thurs, 7:45-8 pm,
health lecture. Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:45 pm, band concert Eastern.
fJ^X- Havana, Cuba.
Cuban Telephone Co.
«XAl.1.»r>a£t011'.P- McCook Field. U. S. Army.
JXA?5' ilpw Orleans, La.
Valdemar Jensen.
};,AA£' New 0rleans. La.
Tulane Univ.
AAD'oS£'91i1a,i'
""l- 8:15-10:15
0ni° Mechanics
Inst.
Fri.
2:30-4:30 pm, °- and20° Sat.
pm,
Cineinnati Symph.
Orchestra concert.
Central.
WAAF, Chicago, 111. 485 only. 300 mi. Chicago Daily
10:30, 10:45.
12:45 Dailv
pm, 3, ex4:30,
am,
Sun.andS:30
andstock
Satlive
■K'0oVFs,„J?ur
weather
nalCentral.
reports.
WA.AH' ,r.St' £aul- JHnn. 500 mi. Commonwealth
?ke2\ Co' „Tues- 8:30-10 pm, entertainment.
Sun,
u»«Ai
3:3° Masspm' church
service.Eastern
Central.
WAAJ. am'
,?,°!,torl',
50 miRadio Inst.
8:30-9:30 pm.*rt.
Sat. 9-10
7-8 pm..
pm, music.
Eastern.
ft'.™.
Tues, 10-11
pm. Thurs,
WAAK, .Milwaukee, Wis. 300 mL Gimbel Bros. Daily10 am. 11:10, 12:10 pm. 1:25. 3. Daily ex
ex Sun.
WAAM, Newark, N. J.
I. B. Nelson Co
u,Y.(L'md-Sat' 7:15' 7:3° 300
»m- mi.
Central.

Daily ex Sun. 11-11:55 am, 3-4 pm. music Wed'
Eastern.
7:30-8 pm. code instruction.; 8-9, special program'
WAAN, Columbia, Mo.
Univ. of Mo.
VVAAP, Wichita, Kan. 485 also. 500 mi United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, educational
program; 10:30 pm, weather. Tues, Fri, 8 pm. entertainment. Central.
WA^0,
Greenwich.
600 mi. New England Motor
Sales Co.
Daily exConn.
Sun, 9:30 am-S:30 pm, every half
or. Eastern.
VVAAS, Decatur, Ga.
Georgia Badio Co.
WAAT, Jersey City, N. J. 70 mL Jersey Beview. Wed,
7-8 pm, concert, lecture. Sun, 7-8, church service,
concert
Eastern.
VVAAW. Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 500 Omaha Grain Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 9:45. 10:45, 11:45, 12:45, 1:20,
8 pm, market reports.
8:15-9 pm, music.
Central.
WAAX, Crafton, Pa.
Badio Service Corp.
WAAY, Youngstown. O. 500 mi. Yahi ling-Bayner Music Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8-9 pm, music, reports.
Eastern.
YVAAZ,
Emporia,
Kans.
250 mi.
Hollister -Miller
Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm, entertainment.
Temporary schedule. Central.
(NOTE— The second part of the station schedule list
will appear next week.
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Old Flashlight Case
Makes Receiving Set

DIGEST

RADIO

Largest
Radio

The illustrations show a very unique
Kadio receiving sot. The receiver and
phone units are all enclosed in one ease,
making a very small ami compact set.
It consists of an old flashlight case with
the flared part of another case, a piece

ILLUSTRATED

Store

in
America

BUY

HERE

FOR

LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate
Condenser, 1 1 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points,
is, 1i Reinartz
rveinanz Wound
wouna
Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire,
1 Base for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram to Construct
This Set. Complete
of one-inch radiator hose on which is
wound a tapped inductance, a crystal
detector, a three-inch diaLwith knob cut
off in order to mount the rotary switch
and switch points, and two binding posts
for the ground and aerial connections.
Eleven switch points are mounted on
the dial and taps are taken off on the
first ten turns of wire on the inductance
coil and also one tap is taken off on the
fortieth and one on the fiftieth turn. The

COMPLETE

$11.45

KNOCKDOWN

RECEIVING

SET

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 (J* 1 "7 QC
Diagram to construct this set.
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial. . . «P A I •vv

VARIABLE
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,

now
now

CONDENSERS

$1.75
$3.10 Value, 5 PLATE, now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE, now
$3.30 Value, 11 PLATE, now,.
$1.35

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS

Aviation Type

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

$1.25
$1.15

PHONES,

$7.95

194-W

TERMINALS

RECEIVED

rotary switch has two arms, one arm is
set on the fiftieth turn and the other °rm
rotates over single taps until the station
comes in the clearest. — Mrs. H. Mayer,
San Antonio, Tex.
Because of the loneliness of lighthouse
keepers, who are isolated for weeks, even
months, Radiophone receivers are being
installed aboard lightships at sea and in
lighthouses around New York.

Batteries
SAVEYOU
50%
"WRniEH

SOLID

RUBBER

2YR.CUAR.

CASE

Factory-to-user selling methods and
low operating costs make possible the
remarkably
low prices that we quote
^m
rei
W
bek
below,
and the proved worth of the
Worl
World
Battery warrants the iron-clad guarantee that we give to every purchaser.

W "

Designed Especially for Radio
The World Noiseless Radio Battery was designed with the special requirements of radio operation in mind. It is not an experiment! It is made
by an old established company that for years has
been making the very highest type of batteries.
Remember that the success or failure of your set
depends upon the quality of battery that you buy.
The correct construction of the World Battery
makes it non-leak, non-conductive, non-deteriorating; and prevents hissing and frying noises. We
back these statements with a two-year written
guarantee.

Special Solid Rubber Battery Case
Because of the extensive demand for a battery
case that will insure home radio users against acid
leakage we have designed our special Solid Rubber
Battery Case. It is absolutely indestructible and
acid proof.

Users Are Delighted
T. B. Grove, 718 East Park A v., Fairmont, W.Va.,
writes:
"Battery
arrived isin putting
excellentitcondition
and
to say that
I am pleased
very mildly.
Your promptness in shipping was appreciated and
will do all that I can to advertise your product in
this vicinity. Again thanking you."
Frank C. Wozniak, Rt. 4 Box 101, Michigan City,
Ind., kind
says:and
"I prompt
am moreshipment
than thankful
you for
the
of the toBatteries.
They are just what I wanted.*'

Save 50% on Your Next Battery
No other manufacturer offers such a high quality
radio battery in a solid rubber case at such a low
Erice. Save 50% on your next battery and get
etter and longer service.
Buy a World Radio
Battery. Write today— at once.

WORLD

BATTERY

COMPANY

Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called
for in aircraft reception.

COMPLETE

6 Volt. 80 Amp. , $13.50
6 Volt. 100 Amp., $16.00

FOR

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

MAGNA VOX, LOUD SPEAKER, Type R3
VARIOMETERS, Genuine Mahogany, $5 Value, Now
VARIOCOUPLERS, $4.50 Value, Now
HONEYCOMB
COILS 75 Turns
1,500 Turns

$1.50

1,250 Turns. ..v
1,000 Turns

1.50
1.25

750
Turns
250 Turns.
150 Turns
100 Turns

$1.00
75c
60c
50c

•.

$34.95
$1.95
$1.75
.40c

50 Turns

.40c

35 and 25 Turns.

.40c

$8.50 Guaranteed 3,000 Ohm HEAD
PHONES
$3.65
RHEOSTATS
.,
45c
SPONGE RUBBER EAR CAPS, Pair
50c
DIALS, 2, 3 and 3| inch
25c
Thordarson Amplifying TRANSFORMERS, $4.50 Value, Now. . .$2.95
GREWOL DETECTORS
$1.65
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone Transmitters Lightning
$2.45
Solid Copper Aerial Wire,

100 ft
Spaghetti
Tubing,

yard Tip
Cord
Plugs

FORMICA

9C.
«**'*•
1 fif,

lw*
fin"uc

Lightning

QC.

Phone

Z-Slide Tuning
Arresters

UOC

Signal
Corps Hot Wire
all phones
Anti-Capacity

dJCAOC
AC

Switches
Ammeters,

«J>U.**«J

Coils, at

3-Coil Honeycomb

Mountings,

with Knobs

&A

Of»

$1.96
«P**.*iVJ

Caps, for mostly

at

,

Or.

Switches
Hydrometers,
now at
Freshman Variable
Grid Leaks

$1.50 Inch
PANEL,|" thick, Black or Brown, Square

45c
95c
$2.65

ljc

We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediate attention
Letters of comment on the merit of the merchandise sold and the service rendered
through our mail order department have brought duplicate orders which have put us
in a swamped condition.
We ask to bear consideration, if your order is a day or
two behind in delivery.

Dept. 12
1219 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

WORLD RADIO
BATTERIES

PARTS

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1
Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 8 ^10
/[C
Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete . .
. . .- .— .~v-.-.~. .— ■. ■.& In* etf-

BUY

HERE

FOR

LESS

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK STORE
S09

South State Street

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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Legislation for Us All
Amendment to Bill Is Worthy of Notice
JUST recently the White bill passed the House almost
unanimously. It now goes to the Senate. We have
Representative Jones of Texas to thank for his amendment. This clause strikes a blow to the interests which
have been so active in trying to close in on patents
for the purpose of controlling the entire Eadio trade
and the ether. The amendment empowers the Secretary of Commerce to revoke the license of any firm or
corporation attempting to monopolize broadcasting or
the manufacture of apparatus.
The Senate will next take up the bill and present indications are that there will be little opposition to it as it
now stands. Senator Kellogg will have charge of the
bill in this division of the legislature. This bill with
its amendment will greatly aid amateurs and the one
who wants entertainment.

Resp(
ponse from Listeners
Public Wants Learned by Letter or Telegraph
'T"*HE improved quality of the concerts sent out from
ports.1"
Pacifier "":"nr'
tjl OiCFao^'CT.c.f

* ''''
;~
•iv....;.o-b

—Uu^
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.>?
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-,^*» redone
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Before this day of
broadcasting is holding its own.
filling the air with entertainment, the few owners of
receiving sets were more interested in the why and
The Radio
how of the set instead of entertainment.
audience has now grown to such an extent that the
largest portion of those who listen in are doing so
only for the entertainment, not for the technical side
of the operation.
Ready-made sets which any one can operate have
come on the market; the amateur who sets up his
own set, once he has found his pet layout, gives himself little further trouble about its technical arrangement. Both he and the ready-made set operator are
content to use their outfits as they are and concentrate
on what they can get. For them the Radio receiving
set has become less a piece of apparatus to be tinkered
with in making constant experimental changes and
adjustments.
One of the difficulties always has been that the person listening in was not in responsive touch with the
broadcasting station. The broadcasting stations, on
the other hand, faced a corresponding predicament.
There was no spontaneous reaction from their audience.
They tried to meet this situation by suggesting to their
heareTs that they let them know by postcard or letter.
It is not known who started it, but some ingenius
person found the remedy for this one defect which stood
in the way of complete action and reaction between
audience and broadcasting station, and once it had
found it, it proved extremely simple. He turned to
his telephone, called a telegraph station and sent a
telegram to the broadcasting station. Within a few
minutes the broadcasting station had received the
telegram and in turn was reading it out to the listeners.
Here was a live eontaet -with the audience and the
station.

Picking Up the Carrier Wave
Re- Transmission a New Way to Relay Sound Waves
SOME amateurs have had recent successes in borrowing the carrier wave from a nearby broadcasting
station for their own purposes. A crystal set owner
received a concert at an exceptionally long distance just
because his aerial paralleled one that had power transmission on it. A tube set will receive louder when a
neaTby transmission dynamo is running and not broadcasting. Does this tend to lend power to the incoming
waves?
Various broadcasting stations are trying out this
same method or something along about the same lines
in relaying messages from a distant city to another.
A Canadian station has used their instrument for retransmission of concerts broadcast from New York.
The waves are picked up by a powerful sensitive receiver and highly amplified. The output of the receiver
is then fed into the broadcasting equipment and the
very entertainment sent out from New York or Chicago
can be enjoyed by others in distant sections of the
country through their own broadcasting station who
own simple sets.
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Condensed

What Ex-Governor Cox' Paper Thinks of It

By DIELECTRIC
It is doubtful if most of us realize to what extent
the Radio compass has been successful in averting
disaster at sea. In severe storms near the coast vessels
have been swept clear out of their course and driven
dangerously near to shoals, and when the ship's captain has regained control of the movement of his ship,
he has not known his exact location. By means of
the Radio compass full information may readily be had
and the proper course to steer is carried to him immediately upon receipt of his inquiry. During«the course
of six hours, eighty vessels were advised of their true
location while approaching New York Harbor (I believe my figures are correct), some of which were then
heading for shallow water. Just how many catastrophes
have been averted solely through the efficacy of the
Radio compass it is impossible to state, but the invention of such a scheme is of tremendous value to
shipping.
Acoustics is a subject that has occupied the attention of experts, presenting them with a formidable
problem. It is still a matter for exhaustive study and,
as concerns Radio audiences, a very vital one. There
are many features of broadcasting relating to the transmission of operas and concerts which need correction.
These in large part are acoustical imperfections. As
inspiring and generally enjoyable as are the concerts
being broadcast, it remains for a later day to devise
the means whereby the various choirs in an orchestra
may be heard in their true value. I have no doubt that
we listeners-in will find future concert halls to be designed with particular attention to what may be called
Radio acoustics. There is no intention on my part
to criticize without qualification the efforts of those
broadcasting stations which are doing so much to
spread a knowledge of classical music. They deserve
the utmost praise and loyal support of all true lovers
of music. No single feature of Radio is perfect. However, no effort is being spared to accomplish that end.
On New Year's eve the listening public were proAdded an opportunity of hearing the chimes in Old
Trinity, New York city, and to many who were far
distant from that city the melodies from these historic
bells were heard for the first time. The famed carillon
of Malines Cathedral in Belgium are now heard by
Radiophans in that country, since the installation of a
transmitting set in the belfry. What would it mean
to us if we might tune in to some powerful J^^+i^n in
the city of Philadelphia broadcast^-1 t^e "sound of
W^/'£
? e":^Sfo Independence Hall? It could
.je'i'.^ue to carry all over this land and even to Europe.
No oratorical attempt could equal in effect the hearing
of this historic bell on the fourth day of July, 1923!
The two hundred and seventeenth anniversary of the
birth of Benjamin Franklin was celebrated in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia. Radio made possible a
far larger audience at the ceremonies than could have
been the case otherwise. It is not the season of the
year when standing in a public square is entirely enjoyable, as was required of those attending the exercises in New York. Nor is it always convenient to
travel from place to place to attend several interesting
meetings. With a Radio receiving set one could hear
the speeches in the warmth of his home and be altogether comfortable. It would have been impossible for
most of us to gain access to the ballroom of the
Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia, yet thousands probably heard the entertainment given for the
benefit of the members of the Poor Richard Club assembled there. This broadcasting from notable assemblages is one of the treats in store for the owner
of a receiving set. I heard most that transpired at
the inaugurations of three Governors — and was present
at none of them. To hear the announcements at the
Capitol of one state one minute and from another state
the next is covering ground pretty fast.
Augustus Thomas expressed some skepticism as to
being heard by folks in Oregon and Washington while
he was speaking from station WOR in Newark, N. J.
He didn't do as Mayor Rolph of San Francisco is reported to have done, invite all those listening in to
wire him collect if they were able to hear his voice.
If he had, the bill for telegrams would have shattered
his disbelief in national broadcasting.
Before the fervor of this ' ' high brow ' ' reflection
fades out, I want to recall to your attention what is being done in some of the colleges and universities along
the line of broadcasting lectures by college professors.
When this thing gets to going as I expect to see it by
another year, then thousands of young men and women
will find a counterpart to correspondence courses in the
subjects selected for broadcasting from these higher
schools of learning. The University of Washington has
fallen into step with the times in broadcasting classroom lectures on history. Dr. Elliott, president of
Purdue University, was one of the first to lectuTe in
this fashion. There doesn't seem to be any sleeping
sickness among the officials of Station WSB, for Atlanta, Georgia, is the home of the "School of the Air"
from which prominent educators will speak on a variety
of subjects appearing in the usual eollege curriculum
each evening for a fifteen minute period. Station WHN
will broadcast from its studio on Long Island what
will amount to a university extension course. The
University of Pennsylvania adds a course, "Principles
underlying Radio communication," to be known as
"Physics 5." Thus do they come in stronger and —
Dielectric fades out.
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DAYTON

(OHIO) DAILY

NEWS

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Pancakes for Indi-Gest
An unusually attractive hook-up for mornin^ rseeptic::
cGHSlsts oi~nohevcomo Coils tuned in with paneack inductances. The combination is regenerative to a degree.
Aunt Jemima please note.

My Dear, Try to Shut Us Out

A California paper refers to Radio concerts that are
' ' open to the public. ' ' We '11 tell the world ! There are
more knot holes in a Radio broadcast than in a sand
lot ball park fence.

All Broadcasting — No Attempts at Receiving
"Pa, what does broadcasting mean?" asked Clarence.
"Telling
a secret to a woman,
son," Enquirer.
replied Pa.
— Cincinnati

The Radio Fanatic Husband
He is a traveling salesman,
Home from Saturday 'til Sunday night.
"Now hurry with the dinner, dear,
I must
the Radio
just right.
''
And
from setseven
until twelve,
P. M.
He never leaves his chair,
And then sits in till two, A. M.
Just to see what's there.

In the morning I will find upon
The stand, a nice long list,
Of all the far off stations that my
Husband couldn 't miss.
And as the next day's Sunday,
He will sleep till one, P. M.,
And then he 's up and doing the
Same thing over again.
Mrs. Paul W. Shtje.

Call in Abe to Split the Rails
Some Congressmen seem to think that Radio can be
laid out like pastures or grazing lands, with neat wire
fences which would keep the broadcasts and messages
within the confines of a State. Two of them actually
believe that State rights are involved in the bill before
the House, and want local Radio •control left with the
State governments.

Jazzing Up the Ether
Despite the general use of Radio and the millions of
fans informed as to the reception of broadcasts, some
remain ignorant of its possibilities. The other day in
the National Press Club, one member suggested that
the set be "speeded up," saying the music coming in
was ' 'too slow."
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter VIIBy —Artliur
The G.Crystal
Detector
Mohaupt
The quality of the tones reforms that part of a re- justments.ceived, however,
detector station
is very good.
which renders the
ceiving
The
vacuum
tube detector, on the other
incoming oscillations, after they have hand, is quite expensive not only in first
been passed through the telephone re- cost but also in upkeep, for it requires
ceivers, capable of affecting the human
the services of several batteries to supear.
ply electrical energy to the various cirIn the previous chapters we learned
cuits. The tube detector, however, is
that all Radio transmission is effected by
somewhat
positive in action and
means of electromagnetic waves which lends itselfmore
somewhat more readily to
travel through space at very high fre- careful adjustments and amplification, in
quencies and with a velocity of 300,000,000 meters per second. For example, a case it is desired to strengthen the received signals.
broadcasting station operating at a wave
Various mineral crystals have been
length of 400 meters, sends out 750,000
tried out, but today the one most comwaves per second. These waves, on bemonly used is the galena (lead sulphide)
ing intercepted by a receiving antenna,
induce in it electrical oscillations of the crystal. The carborundum crystal is also
used to some extent, especially in sets
that are used for field service and are
subject to rough usage.
The action of a crystal detector is based
upon a peculiar property of certain crystals due to which they will permit an
electric current to pass much more readFigure 27
ily in one direction than in the opposite
same nature and frequency. But these direction. The crystal thus acts as a
oscillations are all at a Radio frequency rectifier, that is, it is capable of converting an alternating current into a uniand far too rapid to be capable of affectdirectional pulsating current. The term
ing the human ear. It therefore becomes
uni-directional
means flowing in only one
necessary to provide some means or de- direction. The crystal is thus often said
vice
for
"reducing
these
high
frequencies
to an audio (audible) frequency, so that to rectify the incoming electrical oscillathe human ear can- recognize them and
Sensitive Spots on a Crystal
interpret their meaning. This is the part
A mineral crystal does not have this
is played by the detector in conjuncthat tion
tions."
with the telephone receivers.
rectifying
ability distributed over its entire surface, but there are certain regions
Damped and Undamped
(C. W.) Waves
or
spots
that
are more sentitive than
In an earlier chapter we were told that
These places at which the recthe high frequency electrical oscillations others. tifying
qualities are most pronounced are
for Radio transmission are" gen- called the sensitive spots of the crystal.
needed erated
by means of special types of circuits having some form of inductance The crystal will thus operate more efficiently at these sensitive spots than at
coil connected in series with a condenser.
places on the surface.
Two types of waves or oscillations are theIn other
order that they can be conveniently
employed in Radio communication, one handled, crystals to be used as detectors
being known as damped wave transmis- in Radio receiving sets are generally supsion and the other as undamped wave
ported or mounted in a metal cup, as is
(C. W.) transmission. These two types
of waves differ both In their general form illustrated in Figure 28. The crystal is
held
in
place by means of three set screws
and their mode of propagation.
Damped waves, such as are generated passing through the walls of the cup, or
by a spark transmitting station, consist
of a series or train of waves each one of
r\, A^)
which is of less intensity than the preceding one. Such a train of waves is
illustrated in Figure 27. The number of
these wave trains that are radiated from
Figure 29
the antenna per second, depends upon the
spark frequency of the station. It is else is held secure with a few drops of
common practice to use a spark frequency low melting solder. A crystal must never
of 1,000 discharges per second, and hence be subjected to high temperatures, for
1,000 trains of damped waves would be these cause it to crack or scale off, and
radiated from the antenna per second.
also greatly cut down the sensitiveness.
In damped wdve Radio communication
The metal supporting cup forms one of
there are thus two frequencies to be con- the electrical contacts to the crystal,
sidered; first the individual waves which while the other connection is made by
occur at a Radio frequency, and second means of a finely pointed piece of spring
the trains of waves which occur at an brass or copper wire. This fine point,
audio frequency. The Radio frequency of sometimes called the cat whisker, is fasthe individual waves depends upon the
tened to a movable arm so that it can be
amount of inductance and capacity in the moved around over the surface of the
transmitting circuit, while the audio fre- crystal when it is desired to locate the
quency of the wave trains depends upon sensitive spots. The point should rest
the spark frequency.
the crystal firmly, but not with exIn undamped or C. W. transmission, all upon cess
pressure.
of the waves are of the same intensity,
A convenient form of crystal detector
now available on the market has the crystal securely fastened to a neat support,
and also has the contact point permanently fixed and set at a sensitive spot on
the surface of the crystal. The crystal
with its contact point is covered with a
Figure 23
glass cover, while the rear is provided
and the antenna is charged with a con- with two contact screws for connecting
tinuous stream of uniform electrical the detector into the circuit. The entire
oscillations. In the case of a Radio-tele- detector is thus very neat in appearance
phone, these uniform or C. W. waves are and very suitable for mounting on a
moulded, or modulated as we say, into panel. The permanent setting of the
groups according to the nature of the contact point also eliminates the task of
voice or music that is being sent out. locating the sensitive spot every time the
Here again we have two frequencies to detector is to be used.
consider, namely, the Radio frequency of
How a Crystal Detects
the individual waves, and the audio freWe were just told that a crystal dequencies of the groups into which the
tector operates upon or moulds the audio
waves are moulded or modulated by the
sounds that enter the transmitter. The frequency groups, so that when they are
passed
through a pair of telephone reindividual waves that are moulded acceivers they will produce sounds similar
cording to the nature of the transmitted
to
those
that initially entered the transsounds are known as the carrier waves.
mitting station. This operation is brought
The detector, therefore, operates upon
about In the following manner:
the audio frequency groups or wave
When
a train of damped waves,
such
trains, and moulds them so that when
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they are sent through the telephone receivers they produce audible sounds corresponding in every respect to those that
entered the transmitter originally.
The Crystal Detector
The detector, it is evident from the preceding paragraphs, forms the most important part or unit of the receiving station, for upon its proper functioning depends the quality of the sounds that are
received. Numerous types of detectors
have been devised and tried out since the
Radio art first came into existence, but
of all of these only two have survived
and are now in common use. These two
are the crystal detector and the vacuum
tube detector. Each of these has its own
field of application in that it best fulfills
certain requirements.
The crystal detector is low in cost and
easy to manipulate, but possesses the disadvantages that it requires delicate ad-

ever, has all the individual current pulto flow through it in only one direction,
sations ironed out, with the result that
and hence only one-half of the current
pulsations can get through while the it forms a smooth current wave, one for
each
wave
train. It forms a so-called
other half cannot pass. The resulting
the wave trains, as is illuscurrent pulsations after they have been envelopetrated in of
Figure 31.
subject to this rectifying action by the
As each of these discharge current
crystal, appear as Illustrated in Figure waves flow through the telephone receiv29. Only one-half of each current wave
they attract the diaphragm. But
was able to pass and hence the loops on since ers,
they occur at an audio frequency
one side of the horizontal line have been
(corresponding to the frequency of the
wiped out while the other half remains. wave trains), they affect the receivers so
The current flowing in the circuit beyond
that a sound is produced. And since
the crystal is thus a unidirectional pul- these discharge .current waves form an
sating current. These individual current
pulsations still occur at a Radio frequency, exact envelope of the individual current
pulsations, the sounds produced by them
but the groups of pulsations come in at will be in every respect identical with
an audio frequency. The Radio frequency
those
that originally entered the transoscillations are not capable of producing
mitting station.
audible sounds, but the audio frequency
Operation of the Telephone Receivers
groups can be caused to produce audible
The telephone receivers, we all know,
serve the purpose of converting the electric current pulsations into corresponding sounds, so that the electric oscillations received by the antenna can be rendered intelligible to our physical senses.
The general principles of construction of
the
telephone
receivers used for Radio
Figure 31
the same as those used on our
sounds by means of a pair of telephone work are (Continued
on page 12)
receivers shunted by a small fixed condenser. The term shunted means connected in parallel or by-passed. The
phone receivers are thus by-passed by the
fixed condenser, as is illustrated in Figure
30.
The Action of the Phone Condenser
The current flowing in the detector and
phone circuit shown in Figure 30 is a
pulsating direct current we just found
out. But a direct current cannot flow
through a condenser, for the insulating
A Synthetic CRYSTAL DETECTOR
(Patent Pending)
sensitive MULTIPOINT
over its entire surface
dielectric forms a gap in the circuit. The
all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
result is that as these Radio frequency Eliminates
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in
Sealed
Packages
only.
Join
the
ever Increasing
current pulsations flow through the cir- Rusonite fans.
cuit, they accumulate on the plates of
Price, Postpaid, mounted
en.
the condenser and cause it to become
Sensltiveness
guaranteed
OvK.
charged. But this building up of a charge
RUSONITE
CATWHISKER
lasts only as long as one wave train con- 14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super OE„
tinues, and furthermore, the charge at
once tends to leak off through the tele- Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from us. £tOC
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
phone receivers. This discharge current
19 Park Row. N. Y.
in flowing
through
the receivers,
how-
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Figure 30
as are illustrated in Figure 27, are intercepted by the antenna of a receiving
station, an alternating potential of the
same nature is impressed across the terminals of the crystal. In the illustration
the loops above the horizontal reference
line represent the induced current pulsations in one direction, while the loops below the line represent the current pulsations in the opposite direction.
The crystal,
however,
permits current
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Cartridge Fuses Make Inductances
Substitute Windings
for Honeycomb Coils

Long Distance Circuit
with Double Feed Back

A blown No. 6 cartridge fuse may be
used in Radio work for winding inductances and then using' them in the same
way as honeycomb coils.
Wind these coils

The set shown in the illustration may
be of interest to many readers who would
like to receive from long distance broadcasting stations without using many tubes
and transformers. I can tune out all local
interference and tune in distant stations
loud enough to be heard several feet from
the phones on only one tube. The
distant station I have heard with most
this
hook-up was Denver Station, KFAF, which
came in very clear.

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, includstamped
ing
envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest Illustrated,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

This is a double feed back circuit and is

v

V3

Homemade

Tin/
O f/ECES
UOOO
AMO

with any handy cotton covered or enameled wire; soldering one end of the wire to
one end of the fuse and the other end of
the wire to the other end. Bank the windings for best results. For a socket for
these fuses use erector angles or regular
fuse blocks. Wind these coils to suit the
wave length desired. — Ben Bartzoff, Buffalo, N. T.

Clip for Battery Connections

An ordinary wooden clothespin can be
made into a good battery clip. A little
wire twisted about one jaw and -connecSPRING

RAP
SOLDER

TERMINAL WIRE
BARED WIRE AND
TO
HOLD.

tions made to It from the lead, completes
the clip. The clip can be attached and detached quickly and it keeps the terminals
scrapedCanada.
clean. — G. A. Bessette, "Valley
Field,

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
ordinary wire telephones; but since the
currents used in Radio practice are so
very small, compared to those used in
wire telephone communication, the Radio
phone receivers must be made much more
sensitive so that they will respond readily
to the faint currents flowing through
them.
The receivers commonly used for Radio
work are of the watch case type and consist of a hard rubber shell or case in
which is mounted a small electromagnet.
The electromagnet is of the horse-shoe
form, and has its two poles close together
near the center of the receiver. The core
is made of hard steel, and hence there is
a slight but constant magnetic pull on
the soft iron diaphragm which is adjusted so that it does not quite touch the
poles. The electromagnet is wound with
a large number of turns of fine wire, the
ends of the windings being brought out
to a pair of terminal screws by means of
which the receiver is connected into the
circuit.
As the electric current , pulsations of
the detector circuit flow through the
windings of the electromagnet they
alternately strengthen and weaken it, and
thus cause variations in the magnetic
pull on the diaphragm. The diaphragm
is thus caused to vibrate in exact unison
with the electric current pulsations, the
result being that sounds are produced
which are identical with those which
were initially sent into the transmitting
station. An important point to remember
is that it is not the sound waves that
travel through the air and are then heard
in the telephone receivers; but the sound
waves at the transmitting station cause
high frequency currents to be generated
and sent out broadcast. At the receiving
station these electrical waves are again
converted into sound waves. There are
thus two transformations of energy taking place.
Rating Telephone Receivers
Telephone receivers as used for Radio
service are generally connected in pairs,
forming a headset. They are usually
rated according to their resistance, as
2000 ohm or 3200 ohm sets. The higher
the resistance the greater number of
turns are used in winding the magnet,
and a greater number of turns makes the
receivers more sensitive.
But it will not do to compare the receivers made by two different manufacturers solely on their resistance as a
for one make of receiver may have

Variable Condenser

Put the piece of cardboard over the tin,
the bolts passing through the holes provided for them. Lay the other plate on
this, allowing the other bolt to pass
through the hole in the tin. Lay the
other board on in the same manner as the
first and turn the top of the binding posts

The type of variable condenser shown
in the illustration can be made easily and
used temporarily until one can be purchased. Cut two pieces of tin 4 inches
square.
On one leave a small tabe Vz inch
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square. On one leave a small tab % inch
variation. Bore a hole for the binding
post in the corner and on the same edge
opposite. On the other plate drill a hole
in the corner for the post.
The corner adjoining the hole and directly above the tab cut a %-inch square
out, as shown. Cut two pieces of cigar box
wood 5 inches square, also cut a piece of
cardboard to go between the plates to the
same size. Bore holes in adjoining corners
of all three for binding posts.
One of the boards is placed on the table
after the bolts for the binding posts are
run through the holes provided for them.
Place a piece of tin over it, putting the
bolts through the hole in the tin and allowing the notch fit around the other post.

down

fairly tight. Variation is accomplished by pulling the out or pushing it
in the wooden frame. — Keron C. Morrical,
Farmer City, 111.

Filling Chips in Panels
Sawing and drilling panels sometimes
result in chipping on the best side. If
this chipping cannot be avoided either of
the following mixtures may be used to fill
the chipped part, after which they may
be colored to match the panel with ink.
Dissolve celluloid in banana oil and ether.
This gives a good mixture. Dissolve as
much celluloid as possible in some high
grade concentrated acetic acid. — Glen E.
Gaugin, Escanaba, Mich.

a higher resistance, on account of finer of almost minor importance.
wire being used, than another, and yet it
Chapter Eight
Having now completed our study of the
will not be as sensitive as the second.
Hence, the statement that a 3000 ohm set principles of operation of a Radio receiving station, we are ready to put our
is more sensitive than a 2000 ohm set
does not mean anything, unless both sets knowledge into practical use by constructare of the same make and are wound
ing a crystal detector set and then obwith the same kind of wire.
serving its operation in accordance with
the instructions just given. Accordingly,
Operation of the Entire Receiving* Station
Eight will be devoted to the deWe will now review briefly the com- Chapter
tails of construction of an efficient crystal
plete operation of a crystal detector
detector receiving set. The chapter will
Radio receiving station, and in this man- thus comprise a practical conclusion to
ner sum up the contents of the last four
the work taken up this far.
chapters.
A Radio receiving station consists essentially of four parts, each of which
performs its own individual operations.
In the first place, there must be some
form of antenna to intercept the electromagnetic waves as they pass through
space. Electrical oscillations of the
same nature and frequency as were
originally sent out from the transmitting station are induced in the receiving
antenna. In order that the antenna will
respond most readily to these induced
oscillations, the receiving station must
next contain some form of tuning device
by means of which the wave length of
the receiving station is adjusted or tuned
to that of the incoming waves. For this
purpose devices such as tuning coils,
loose couplers, variocouplers, or variometers can be used.
The third essential part of the receiving station is the detector which accepts
the groups of Radio frequency oscillations and rectifies them into unidirectional
pulsations. These direct current pulsations then strike the condenser shunted
across the telephone receivers. Here a
charge accumulates, which finally leaks
through the telephone receivers. These
discharge pulsations thus occur at an
audio frequency and form a socalled envelope curve of the respective groups of
Radio frequency oscillations. As they
flow through the telephone receivers, they
cause variations in the strength of the
electromagnets, and in this manner set
the diaphragm into vibration. Audible
sounds are thus produced which in every
respect resemble those which originally
entered the receiving station.
Although the entire processes as just
explained seem perfectly simple and
natural, we must not forget that they
represent the results of many years of
study and effort carried on by some of the
keenest scientists and investigators of
the entire world. Little do many of us
appreciate or realize the large amount of
time and labor that was spent in solving
many a little process which now appears

A—
Storage battery (6 volts)
B— "B"
battery (22y2 volts)
CI— Variable condenser (.0025 M. F )
C2— Fixed Condenser (.0005 M. F.)
LI — Stator of variocoupler
L2 — Rotor of variocoupler
VI — Stator of variometer
V2 — Stator of variometer
V3 — Rotor of variometer
V4 — Rotor of variometer
Rl — Variable grid leak
very sensitive. Oscillations in the
circuit cannot blur out music as plate
the
phones are not in line with the main oscillations.
The amplification of this circuit is enormous. To obtain this double feed back
the use of the two variometers is required,
the rotors of both being separated and
connected as shown in the illustration.
The rotors are in the plate circuit and
the stators in the antenna or secondarv
circuit. — Alton Theodore, Charleston, S. C.

Amplifier Tubes

Changing the vacuum tubes in an amplifier around often gives good combinations which improve the results materially. The tube of the first step can be
changed with that of the second and the
second with the third. The best combination will be found by experiment.

One long wire will give better results
than several short ones for your aerial.

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT

Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By usin<* WD-11 tube
sf* fan be entirely self contained. Very easy to
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative
spare
own Comuse your
froJS, our instructions,
SSIH
. Only one tuning
control.
plete Instructions,
hookup and
of circuit
mailed to you for with
60 cents. Stamps photo
accepted
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box P.704, Vacaville, Calif.
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Questions and Answers
stranded Antenna Wire

(1920) DJS, niackfoot, Idaho
I am Installing a receiving set, consisting of detector, one stage of tuned radio
frequency amplification, and a two-step
amplifier. This set is put out by the
Crosley
of Cincinnati.
What Mi's:.
phonesCo. would
you suggest? I
want phones good enough that I will not
become disgusted with them and throw
then away, and get a better set.
What you
makes
of tubes
batteriesIs
would
suggest
withandthis"B"outfit?
the 16-strand braided antenna wire better
than the plain? What do you think of
the corrugated surface wire, put out by
the Yardell Corp.. Utlca, N. Y.? They
claim this wire has a collective surface of
10 points.
I noticed your article of "Antennae
and Radio
Lead-ins"
the December
issueI
of
Digestin and
would like 30th
to say
had figured on putting in an aerial, like
the one mentioned in your article.
It will be a single strand, 40 feet high,
75 feet long, N. W. by S. E., the other
wire will be S. W. by N. E., same length
and height. Three poles will be used. The
center pole holding the end of both wires,
insulated good. A lead-in from each
wire, with a double switch, allowing me
to use either aerial by simply throwing
the switch inside the room.
My idea for this kind of an aerial is this:
I have noticed on several of the sets in my
town a certain broadcasting station will
come in very clearly on an aerial facing
a certain direction, while another fellow
with aerial facing opposite direction will
hardly be able to pick them up. What do
you think of the idea? I do not understand a .001 mfd. condenser in series in use
with an aerial. Would you please explain?
I do not know whether you charge 25
cents for answered questions, like some
information bureaus, but will inclose it to
be sure.
Will you please answer by personal letter?
Do you know of a good book for Radio
receiving that is easy to understand and
yet one that will go right down to the inside of a set and tell you what each part
is. what it is for, and how it works?
I have been told that the direction your
leadin is taken off, the broadcasting stations in that direction will come in clearer
than those facing the opposite end of
aerial. Is this so? Would there be any
advantage in having a leadin from each
end of aerial?
Can "B" batteries be re-

charged? What do you think of the homecharger? What is meant by Potential and
Potent! almeter?
A. — It is not our policy to recommend
any particular make of apparatus. Secure
phones of well advertised make and rugged
construction of tlrree thousand ohms. The
same advice applying to all apparatus.
The sixteen strand braided antenna wire
is highly desirable. The corrugated surface wire cited is also very good and effective. Your idea for construction of antenna is good. It js admitted that a more
or less directional value exists from leadin end. No special advantage in having
lead-in from each end. A .001 variable condenser in the antenna circuit is for tuning.
Application to the Book Department of
Radio Digest with specific designation of
special phase of Radio information desired
will lead you to securing an authorized
work on the subject.
B batteries can be recharged when of
the storage type.
The Homecharger is all right. . Tube rectifiers are highly efficient.
Potential means possible voltage. A potentiometer is a meter for controlling
amount of potential.
Badio Frequency and Regeneration.
(1936) JGR, Los Angeles, Cal.
Being a constant reader of your valuable
paper and seeing a hook-up of the Flewelling single tube super-regenerative set,
I have decided on building a set accordingly. However, I see by the hook-up and
picture of the circuit, that one step of
audio frequency is used. I would much
prefer using one-step Radio frequency if
it can be accomplished. Radiophans here
seem to think that Radio frequency cannot be used on a regenerative set successfully, but I note an article in your issue
of December 30, page 11, Mr. Horle, of the
Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company states that R. F. is much better
than A. F., but he does not state whether
or not R. F. can be used in a regenerative
set with success. Will you please advise
me as to whether or not it can be used, especially with the type transformer I have
mentioned?
A. — Radio frequency amplification may
be used with a regular regenerative cirfully. cuit, but not with the Flewelling success-

Reflex Circuit
(1946) ELH, Akron, Ohio
I would like to ask you a question or
two concerning the reflex circuit. I have
two Federal audio No. 226-W and two
Acme A-2 Radio transformers. Can these
be used in the reflex circuit?
Would a variocoupler with units and
tens on 80 turns of No. 20 D. C. wire be
all right?
I have built several sets and never had
any trouble with them, but when I built
the Reinartz hook-up that you published
some time ago it would not work. I tried
everything', even left it at the Radio store
a couple of days, and they found everything just right, commending the workmanship, but could not find out why it
failed to work. I removed the variable
condensers and some of the wiring and it
worked
better.
Five different coils were tried out and
there was no difference. I now have the
Copp tuner and detector hooked up to the
amplifiers and it works fine.
A. — All apparatus you mention for use
in the reflex circuit is correct. The trouble
you have with the Reinartz circuit seems
to be with the coils. The common fault in
construction of these coils is to have a
short circuit in the two inside coils, even
though special care may have been taken
to prevent this trouble. Would advise rewiring coil. The Reinartz gives exceptional results when perfected and is well
worth the endeavor.
Say Reception
(1982) AJN, Walnut Ridge, Ark.
As a subscriber to the Radio Digest, I
wish to ask you to tell me why I cannot get
stations in the day time? At night we
hear everything from California to Cuba
and New
York.
I also hear the Drake

Radio frequency amplification has its
virtues and its limitations, and if r-cf ".'ell
understood in principle and use is apt t II
be difficult.

FLEWELLING
ALL PARTS NECESSARY
DEALERS:

WRITE

FOR DISCOUNTS

TEPT7TT

123 W.MadironJt.Chicaqo

Hotel, but have never heard KYW, which
we are very anxious to hear, especially
the grand operas.
I have a Westinghouse R. C. set and
loud speaker and should hear everything.
A. — The electromagnetic waves are set
up
near the earth's
surface
are partly
transmitted
as guided
waveandtrains
along
the earth's surface, modified by refractions and absorptions at its irregularities.
In the daytime the upper conducting
boundary will be less definitely marked
than at night on account of partial ionization of thebe air
the sun's of
rays.
there will
lessby reflection
the Hence
wave
known' as space wave in the daytime, and
consequently the guided wave will not be
assisted materially by a reflected or refracted part of the space wave. At night,
when the upper boundary is more sharply
defined, there is more reflection of the
space wave, which in general gives
stronger signals at night.
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GOV'T RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES

All absolutely new Signal Corps Batteries; Edison 3-eell
type BB-4. $1.50; Edison single cells for W. D.-ll
tubes, elements,
$1.50; 6 Volts
"B" 10c
battery
single
4c ea.Edison,
; double$T.75;
elements,
ea. Edison
FLEWELLING .006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.006 Bakelite mounted condensers with N. P. binding
posts,sic,set
$2.90.
Grid T5o.
Leaks Variable
(clearer Grid
mulouder(3),
signals
on Variable
any circuit),
Condensers .00025 or .0005 Mai., 45c
FLEWELLING SPIDER COILS
Easier tuning, clearer signals: green silk on Bakelite,
$1.75 REINARTZ
ea.
LATEST SPIDER COILS
Double green silk winding on Bakelite spider, $1.95.
Choke coils for Reinartz detector plate circuit. $1.70.
RADIO FREQUENCY
IRON & PARTS
B. F. Iron core material; special wire and forms for
construction of radio frequency transformers of highest efficiency.
REFLEX CIRCUIT TRANSFORMERS
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designedFORtransform
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''ANTENELLA
Plugged in
lamp socket
serves as a
practical
aerial for
this circuit *

"FRESHMAN"

Condenser Products
insure Accuracy and
Durability in any
circuit
FREE DIAGRAM
AT YOUR DEALER

Variable Resistance Leak-without Condenser
In the Flewelling modified super-regenerative circuit the following are the values of the constants:
Cs, C4 and Cc, approximately .006 mfd. MICON, not critical; Ri and C— FRESHMAN COMBINATION
VARIABLE RESISTANCE LEAK and MICON— .00025 mfd. Condenser, critical. R2, FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leak without condenser, very low. Co 'phone condenser, Micon .001 mfd. "B"battery, 18 to 250 volts using UV-201 tube (110 volts found very good) i L» is 50-tum coil or equivalent; Lt is 75-turn coil or equivalent; Ci is .0005 mfd. The two dotted leads, 1 and Z, are used in
various ways. Using both ground and aerial, connect these to 1 and 2. Using either aerial or ground
alone, or one side of Antenella or loop, connect to 1, leaving 2 free. Using both sides of loop or
Antenella, connect to 1 and 2.

CHAS. FRESHMAN

CO., Inc., 97 Beekman Street, New York City

Parts Pictured Here at Your Dealer.
Otherwise Send Purchase Price and You Will Be
Supplied,

Postpaid

Variable Res. Leak— Micon Cond
Variable Res. Leak— Without Cond
Antenella
Micon .001
Micon .006

$1.00
75
2.00
40
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Recently there was filmed a play
entitled "Via Radio" in which
many scenes were prepared and
many stage settings, one of which
is shown in the picture. However,
this picture is one which may be
readily duplicated in the average
American home. The father and
son are much interested in what
they are hearing over the Radiophone at home

There is no question but what the
Radiophone has been a boon to the
disabled soldier. Entertainment which
the boys receive helps in more ways
than one for it is educational and
takes up the idle time. Walter
Kofield and Erney Grenbush listening
in at the veterans' hospital
© World Wide Pictures

Since the advent of the Radiophone
many babies have been entertained by
the music as well as the bedtime stories.
Baby John Ferree is a very young Radiophan, but nevertheless he is interested in what is coming through the
headphones. It is just as interesting to
the little folks as the older people for
there is something mysterious about
having a voice come out of the air or
a box. Many times the mother is relieved of baby's care
simple receiving set by the use of a
© World Wide Pictures

.J*
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Reinartz Set, Page 13; Flewelling Theory, Page 7
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INSURES BETTER

MUSIC

ASKS FEDERAL QUIZ
TO UNEARTH TRUSTS

LATEST DEVICE

WHITE

WANTS
TRADE

ACTION
BOARD

FAIR SEX BROADCASTS ENTERTAINMENT
FOR FANS OF NORTH, SOUTH AND EAST

BY

Would Have Contracts, Patent Ownerships
Brought Under Spot Light
of Commission

ON DISTORTION
'FINIS'
SPELLS

i i

By L. m. Linuu
WASHINGTON.— Representative White of
Maine has introduced a resolution in the
House calling for an investigation by the
Federal Trade Commission of Radio activities.
Mr. White states that he believes that there
will be no opposition to the resolution in the
committee and he is of the opinion that it can
be passed at the present session of Congress.
The resolution, which has been referred to the
House committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, is as follows:

"Glow-Discharge"
Microphone
Declared One of Most Important Radio Feats

Reproduces

Near

Perfect

Westinghouse
Plans
Installation
.
Thomasr Invention
in All
Four Plants

"Resolved: That the Federal Trade Commission be, and it is hereby, requested to investigate and to report to the House of Representatives at the convening of the SixtyEighth Congress or as soon thereafter as
practicable, the facts relating to: '
'"(A) The
ip of patents covering
Radio apparatusownersh
used in intersta
te and
commerce and to all assignments orforeign
other
contracts concerning such patents;
" '(B) Contracts, leases or agreements in
whatsoever form the same may be the purpose, tendency, or effect of which is to control
or restrict the manufacture, sale, resale or
use within the United States of such Radio
apparatus, or to control or fix the price
thereof;
" '(C) Contrac
or agreements in
whatsoever formts,theleases
same may be, the
pur(Continued on page 2)

of

E. PITTSBURGH, PA.— A diaphragmless
"glow-discharge" microphone, said to be almost perfect in its reproduction of musical
and voice sounds, has just been announced as
perfected by Dr. Phillips Thomas, research engineer with the Westinghouse Electric company of this city. The perfecting of the
microphone, which has been used in trials for
the past several months at Station KDKA
here, is claimed to be one of the most important developments in Radio since broadcasting
the voice became popular, inasmuch as it will
eliminate virtually all distortion in broadcast(Continued on page 2)

Below is Mme. Jacquet,
distinguished Parisian
harpist. She is often
heard on CKAC, La
Presse, mous
there.
The she
faErard harp
plays was given her as
a prize when she was
sixteen years old

VV,,

Mary Brumby, head of the Mandolin club, Agnes
Scott College, Decatur, Ga., led her fair troubadors
at WSB, the Atlanta Journal, recently

BETTER CONCERTS,
CUT PLANTS— FANS

|

At our right is Ethel
Payne, charming
young
often
heard onsoloist
the air
at
that most famous of
all international staberger WOR,
and Company,
tions,
L. BamNewark, N, J.

Hawaii Hears WHAZ,
Distance 5,500 Miles

'We Pay for Programs," Listeners-in Decide — Irritated at
Station Interferences

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's
Station Claims World's Record

NEW YORK. — Better programs and
fewer broadcasting stations were the demands voiced by thousands of Radiophans in all parts of the country in
answer to a questionnaire recently sent
•out by the National Radio Chamber of
Commerce, it has been announced by that
organization. The questionnaire was designed to learn what improvements are
necessary to further extend the industry.
It was stated that listeners in are becoming more and more impatient with
the interference between stations. The
novelty having gone from Radio, patrons
now are demanding first-class service in
every respect, especially since it is becoming recognized that they themselves
are
paying for programs in one way or
another,

TROY, N. Y. — According to letters received by the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Radio broadcasting station,
WHAZ, a new
record reception
has been established forworld's
Radiophone
of
concert programs. Three different communities in Hawaii, with Radio receiving
stations, have been reported by letter^
stating that a clear reception of both
music and speech had been established at
an approximate distance of 5,500 miles.
This station is the largest broadcasting
station of any educational institution in
the country, and in the amateur transatlantic tests in December, Troy was heard
both in England and France. The mail
reports have just come in from Hilo, Wailuku and Haiku in the Hawaiian Islands,
the writer in each enumerating program
numbers and messages which were heard.
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MICROPHONE

(Continued from page 1)
iug formerly caused by mechanical resonance of every diaphragm microphone
transmitter. It fills a need which has long
beeS felt at every broadcasting station,
and beeauso of its obvious advantages over
every other microphone now in use, including the condenser microphone, the Westinghouse company has announced plans for installing the now device at all of its plants,
which are KDKA, WJZ, WBZ, and KYW.
Other stations are also considering the use
of the device.
Research. Work a Classic
The development of the new microphone
required much research and many unsuccessful attempts with other styles of
transmitters. This work by Dr. Thomas
is classic in the realm of scientific research and will go down in the annals of
electrical history.
Briefly, the carbon granule microphone,
such as In use on practically every wire
telephone, was discarded because of the
packing of the granules and the distortion
created from this. Secondly, a moving- coil
or "electrodynamic" transmitter was constructed. However, it was found that the
resonance frequency, that is, the "tune," of
the moving coil and connecting wires entered into the reproduction of the voice and
music, so that this style of microphone
was considered unsatisfactory also.
Condenser Type a Failure
Next the condenser microphone, designed
primarily for the measurement of sound
intensities, was tried out and met such
success that it is still in practical use at
hundreds of the leading Radiophone broadcasting stations. The condenser style,
although undoubtedly the best yet of any
microphone employing a diaphragm, still
had two serious disadvantages. Its diaphragm sagged very much with use and
varying atmospheric conditions, and a very
high degree of amplification was required
for its satisfactory operation.
Eliminate Diaphragm
It was then decided to attempt to reproduce the sound waves electrically by one
of the several ways not necessitating the
use of a diaphragm. At this stage in the
development, Dr. Thomas was possessed
with the idea of using the phenomenon of
the great change in potential across a socalled "glowing discharge" at reduced pressures of air when a change in the length
of the discharge path occurred. He believed somewhat of the same effect might
be present in air at atmospheric pressure
and went to work on this idea as a means
of making a diaphragmless "glow-discharge" microphone. In telling of his work
Dr. Thomas says:
Inventor Tells of Work
"A calculation showed that this effect
would afford ample sensitivity at reasonable impedance, were it to be even onehundredth as great in open air. Tentative
tests were made along1 this line, which
seemed to show that the sensitivity in open
air would not be sufficient for the purpose:
also it was necessary to use a diaphragm.
The writer, however, was able to show
that the discharge impedance could be
varied directly, without the intermediary
diaphragm, by pressure variation from
sound waves reaching the discharge path.
Origin of Name "Glow-Discharge"
"The direct current glow discharge, at
low pressure, is a fairly well-known form
of ionization conduction. Little has been
published, however, on its characteristics
in open air. Since the new microphone
makes use of such a discharge as its variable impedance, a brief description of the
phenomenon is thought to be desirable.
"The potential
application
of moderately
high
direct
between
two electrodes
separated a short distance in air, with
enough series resistance to prevent formation of the usual type of heavy current
arc, will cause the establishment of a peculiar low current, high voltage discharge,
having a characteristic glowing appearance, from which is derived the name
■glow-discharge.'
Nature of Discharge
"The order of current is from one to 20
milliamperes or more, at voltages ranging
from 200 to 1,000 volts. Such a discharge,
when produced between electrodes of certain metals, of which copper is one of the
best, is remarkably quiet and steady to the
unaided ear and eye. The discharge path
is very similar to that produced at low air
pressure.
"The development was completed by the
working- out of a low current, high voltage
rectifier, with resistance-capacity filters,
which permits the discharge to be struck
or started by flashover, and maintains its
current practically independent of discharge impedance. Units substantially of
this construction have been used in the
regular broadcasting programs of Station
KDKA
for several months."

Winnipeg New "Scalp" for
WCAH Station, Columbus

$100 FLEWELLING

PRIZE CONTEST

RULES

FLEWELLING
FANS FLOOD
MAIL WITH ENTRIES

1. Contest is open to all Radiophans, whether or not they are subscribers to Radio
Digest, Illustrated. The contest is open now and will close February 24 at midnight.
Awards will be announced in the March 17 issue of this publication.
2. The object is to locate and award prizes on a competitive basis for the best
Flewelling circuit receiving set entered.
3. Prizes are: First, $40.00; Second, $25.00; Third, $10.00; Fourth to Eighth (five
prizes) inclusive, $5.00 each.
4. In event of a tie, equal prizes will be awarded each tying contestant.
5. Judges will be the Technical Staff of Radio Digest.
6. To enter the contest send working drawings and diagrams together with an
article of from 1,500 to 2,500 words in length describing the making and operation of
an actual Flewelling circuit receiving set. The article should tell: (a) how to make the
set, (b) how to operate it, (c) helpful suggestions for getting maximum results, (d)
actual airline broadcasting station receiving range using only one tube, first employing
only an indoor aerial but no ground, second, using a ground but no aerial, and third,
if available, using only a loop aerial. Other combinations and notations on the antenna
system used will be considered in the award of prizes.
7. In sending material for consideration in the contest, exclusive publication
rights are automatically given to Radio Digest, Illustrated. All articles published,
but not awarded prizes, will be paid for at regular space rates. Unused manuscripts
will be returned to contestants on request.
8. In deciding the winners of the contest the judges reserve the right to call
for any set entered to be sent in for examination and test. Tubes. A and B batteries
and phones will not be required in sets sent in for testing.
9. Manuscripts will be judged from the standpoints of neatness, clarity of expression, completeness, and actual tried success of the set described.
10. Originality in the use of various parts of apparatus other than shown by
Radio Digest in the Flewelling circuit heretofore, is encouraged and even recommended. See Rule 6, however, for method to be used in determining the range.

Letters Show How Improvements Have
Been Made in Circuit — Last Call
for Contestants

official war and other departmental RaArmy Net on Paying Basis
dio traffic between stations of the army
WASHINGTON. — After a year's opera- Radio net; the army handles no commercial or naval messages.
tion, the army Radio service has now
reached the point where it is operating
During December the returns for traffic
on a paying basis, giving good service handled, when figured at commercial rates,
on all official communications in and out exceeded the costs for personnel and maintenance of the whole net, including sixty
of Washington. While perhaps not comparable to commercial Radio traffic sys- stations.
tems, the signal corps Radio traffic curve.
the plotting of which began in January,
Radio waves vary up to thousands of
1921, has risen by about $1,000 a month.
In December it reached the value of $6,- meters in length. They travel in all di200 for the month.
This is solely on
rections and through all mediums.
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Looking Ahead
Sets Submitted in the Flewelling $100.00 Prize Contest will be shown soon. Judging from the unique designs submitted, the descriptions of these sets will be
interesting reading for all fans who have been experimenting with the Radio
Flivver.
Watch for the series.
Another Fine Article by E. T. Flewelling will appear in the March 3 issue of Radio
Digest. Read his opinion on the theory of the circuit's operation, page 7, this
issue.
Arthur G. Mohaupt Will Tell Radio Beginners next issue how the vacuum tube
works. Chapter Eight of his splendid series for beginners appears on page 1 I.
Read it and keep on with the series.
An Interview with Jackie Coogan should interest the young readers of Radio Digest.
Watch for this feature in an early issue.
More Pictures of Popular Artists at AH the Well-Known Stations are assured for
readers of Radio Digest. Every issue features some of the singers, musicians,
readers and other artists. You hear them nightly but like to see them, don't
Partyou?
III of the Only Sure-Fire Radiophone Station Directory will occupy pages 8
and 9 next week. Three consecutive issues gives the whole directory. Buy the
Digest and know who you hear.
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COLUMBUS, O. — Winnipeg, capital of
the province of Manitoba, Canada, is one
of the new distances made by Station
WCAH of the Entrekin Electric Company,
YOU WANT IT!
Columbus, it has been announced by C.
A. Entrekin, proprietor. WCAH now has BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY
the record of being heard in 27 states In
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
the Union and two provinces of Canada.
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Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left

By the Contest Editor
As this edition of Radio Digest goes to
press, manuscripts, photographs and
"drawings to be entered in the $100.00
Flewelling Set Prize Contest continue to
arrive with every mail. The few remaining days before the closing- date of the
contest, midnight of February 24, it is believed will yield many more contributions
from aspiring Flewelling fans.
Marked ingenuity and clever assemblies
are shown by many of the amateurs who
have already submitted papers. And the
results they claim! It seems that Radio
Digest can be congratulated without a
doubt for having made the discovery of
E.
T. circuit.
Flewelling and his truly "flivver"
super
Fans Improve
Circuit
It is also interesting to note the changes
and modifications in the circuit which are
shown by some of the contestants. Greater
results than with the average Flewelling
receiver are claimed by some of the fans
who have made distinct changes in the
original circuit.
Well, now a word to the eleventh-hour
contestants. The date of the issue for
which this is being written marks the
close of the contest. Papers received after
midnight, Saturday, February 24, cannot
be considered in the contest. So mail in
your papers today, after carefully reading the rules of the contest which are
given in full on this page.

,

State

,,,,

„....

NEW YORK. — Judge Augustus N. Hand,
in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York, has
handed down decisions, granting preliminary injunctions in three suits brought
by the Radio Corporation of America for
alleged infringement of the De Forest
audion patents by the manufacture and
sale of vacuum tubes for Radio purposes.
The first of the suits was that against
the La France Import and Sales Company,
Inc., and others who are manufacturing
and selling a vacuum tube known as the
La France" detector and amplifier.
The second suit was against Harry
Rosenthal and others who are manufacturing and selling a vacuum tube detector tion"
and tube.
amplifier known as the "PerfecThe third- suit was against the Radio
Guild,
tubes. Inc., a dealer in the "Perfection"
One of the principal defenses urged
upon the court for a denial of the preliminary injunction motions was that the
Radio Corporation of America had no
right to maintain the suit because the
De Forest Radio Telephone and Telegraph
Company was the owner of the De Forest
audion patents. This defense was overruled by Judge Hand for the present, in
granting the preliminary
injunctions.

ASKS(Continued
FEDERAL
QUIZ
from page 1)
pose, tendency or effect of which is to give
exclusive rights or special privileges in the
reception
and transmission in interstate or
and
foreign commerce of messages by Radio,
" '(D) Such other facts as, in the opinion
of the commission, may aid the House of
Representatives in determining whether in
the foregoing respects or otherwise the
antitrust statutes of the United States
have been or now are being violated by
any person, company or corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the United

New Tropical Station Opens
Direct Route to Honduras

"
States.'
WASHINGTON. — The opening of the
new Tegucigalpa station of the Tropical
Radio Telegraph on December 1 provided
the first direct communication from the
United States to Honduras. Previous to
date the only available route was via AllAmerica Cables to La Liber tad in El Salvador and thence over the land lines of
that government and those of Honduras.
The new station is equipped with the
latest type of tube transmitters, with a
power of 20 kilowatts and a normal operating range of 1,500 to 2,000 miles.
The Navy Department has begun the
publication of the Communication Bulletin, issued in the Interests of increasing
the efficiency of Naval Communication*,
especially through greater rapidity and
accuracy in handling messages by Radio.
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ETHER UNITES TWO
'LOST' TEN YEARS
CFCA'S
MESSAGES
BRING
COUSINS
TOGETHER
One Relative in Canada, Other in U. S.,
Search Vainly for Each Other —
Radio Aids
TORONTO. ONT. — Two cousins-in-law
who were lost to each other for ten long
years, have loon brought together by The
Toronto Stars Radio station. CFCA.
In 1913 both left their native country of
Xorthants, England. One went to Canada,
the other to the United States. They lost
almost compute trace of each other. He
who cast his lot with the land of the Stars
and Stripes, heard the other had located
in Toronto.
in Toronto understood his
■s. was Hesomewhere
cousin
in the United
And with nothing more definite than
this to work
on, the
latest
scientific
y of
communication — Radio — was
-sod to try to put the two cousins in
tench with each other.
It was the first
time on record that such an attempt was
and the Star's station, CFCA,
has
tho unique distinction of being
the one
through which the experiment
was sucsfully carried out.
&3ked Aid of Radio
A request to endeavor to locate his relative came from Walter L. Hales, of
Orange. Massachusetts. He had heard EL
J. Fleming and Controller Singer speak
from the Star's station on New Year's
night, and was impressed with the wonderful medium offered by Radio for "putting across" a message. He said he wanted
k a favor — that CFCA tell the world
about his desire to find his wife's cousin,
■d Stanway, who came from Wellingboro. Not thauts, England.
"Perhaps I am asking too much of you,"
ote, "but I thought this would be a
new way of finding our long lost friends,
if Ayoubrief
would
be so kind." was made on two
announcement
evenings, after the end of the regular
program. Yesterday Mr. Stanway got in
touch with the Star. A friend of his, who
has a Radio set, had heard the announcement, and had passed on the message" to
him. Eagerly
inquired for his cousin's
address,
and gothe it.
Cousins Reunited.
Mr. Stanway has been living in Toronto
ever since he left England. He had been
very anxious to learn of the whereabouts
of his relatives in the States, but to no
avail. Every track proved to be false.
-\nd here was an alleged message from
his cousin right out of the clouds. He
seemed to think it incredible.
"You bet I'll lose no time in communicating with my cousin now," said Mr.
Stanway. He read the address over two
or three times, while the Star's representative checked it with that appearing on
the letterhead of the relative in Orange,
Mass.
A wire was sent forthwith to AValter L.
Kales. Orange, Mass., informing tilm of
the finding of his cousin, Leonard Stanway, in Toronto, as a result of the mesbroadcast by the Star.

Hundreds Miss Speech, so
Babson Repeats by Radio
BOSTON, MASS.— Roger W. Babson,
the "Wizard of Statistics," whose services
and that of his organization are employed
by big financiers all over the world, takes
to Radio like a duck takes to water.
Finding that some 3,000 people braved a
recent heavy snowstorm to hear his lecture "The Eusiness Outlook for 1923,"
only to be turned away because there were
no more seats, he repeated the lecture by
Radio from WNAC, the Shepard Stores
station, in the hope that a majority of
these, as well as other interested Radiophans might hear it. He is the man who
is building a community church and auditorium in Wellesley, Massachusetts, near
his offices, which will have services for
different denominations conducted entirely
by Radio.
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PROBLEMS OF WORLD
DISCUSSED BY JUDGE

WCX
FOSTERS
WORLD'S
LARGEST
BIBLE
CLASS

World
t oftly
was broadca
— "Our
adanProbsubjec
lems"
COLUMBUS,
st recen
by
dressO.tho
ll,
e
of the
Chief Justic C. T. Marsha
Ohio Supreme Court, from Station
WUAV, the Kmer & Hopkins company.
Judge Marshall's talk covered many
vital questions rising from the presentday situation in Europe, touching upon
the important phases of world unrest
as they affect America.

n, has Detroi
Press statio
one tof Free
the
WCX, y the
DETROIT.
largest — Sunda
School classes
in tho world. Every Thursday
afternoon Dr. Gaius Glen Atkins of the
Kirst Congregational church explains
the International Sunday School lessons. That thousands are listening in
is shown by the responses received expressing appreciation, from all over
the United States and Canada.

HEARS

CHICAGO

IN MID-OCEAN

will slang of air
invam;webster7
HIEROGLYPHICS
SEEN
IN
FUTURE VOCABULARY
Abbreviated Messages When Translated
Really Make Good Sense
for Layman Listener
By A. X. ChenowetU
COLUMBUS,
O. — Page the orthodox
grammarian!
There Is danger that even the modern
slang of conversation will bo revolutionized and given added stimulus toward
lower depths of abbreviated phraseology,
if Radio messages become common means
of communication, students and professors of Ohio State university claim.
Prof. Charles A. Wright, of tho department of electrical engineering at the university, raises the question if amateur Radio operators increase in number, will
their abbreviations slip into common usage
thus become a part of the Americanandvocabulary?
light on the Hieroglyphics
As an example of what might be thrown
at a person during informal conversation
with one of these fellows, cards received
at Robinson laboratory broadcasting station are submitted as evidence. One from
San Juan, Porto Rico, reads: "U wr wkg
2 EL. Am I rite? Wold like to hr fm u.
Congratulations OM." By way of interpretation, the following may be noted:
OM means "old man," wkg "working";
wr, "were"; U, "you"; hr, "hear"; rite
"right."
Another card from an operator in Fort
Worth, Texas, says: "Ur C. W. sigs hrd
hr Sept. 13 Vy QSA and steady. Called
u but N. D. Hv u ever hrd me?" QSA is
the international abbrevation for "loud."
ND means "nothing doing." Otherwise,
the message is very convincing to the average reader, is it not?

PICK EXPERT TO TEACH
TECH COURSE IN RADIO
Massachusetts 'U' Extension Officials Select Henry B. Phillips
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.— Henry Bayard
Phillips of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, a widely known Radio expert, has been selected by the division of
university extension, State Department of
Education of Massachusetts, to conduct
an advanced course in Radio reception and
transmission. Classes will he held in the
evening at the Technology buildings, and
the course will comprise ten lessons. In
this course Prof. Phillips plans to discuss
the comparative value of commercial apparatus and circuits, explaining clearly
and simply the theory and practice of the
latest types of circuits. The following
subjects will be studied: Advantages of
Regeneration; "Value of Super Regeneration; Audio Frequency and Radio Frequency Amplification; Commercial Apparatus; Transmitters; Heterotyne Methods; Reflex Circuits. The course is open
to all persons resident in the state who
have previously studied Radio.

Europe Hears 125 Plants
Transmission across 2,465 miles of the Atlantic ocean, from Chicago to a Europe-bound ship within Trans-Atlantic Tests
out any prearrangements, is the enviable record of the Drake Hotel station, WDAP, Chicago.
HARTFORD, CONN. — During the recent
Miss Florence McDonald, sister of the president of the Chicago Radio laboratories, made the receptions aboard the liner. On the last day Miss McDonald Radioed to Chicago that messages sent) transatlantic tests no fewer than 125 infrom there at 2:00 A. M. were received at 7:00 A. M-, in broad daylight, the difference being
dividual amateur Radio stations in the
due to passage of the ship into various time bands. Two days out she reported reception was being United States were heard by Europeans,
made with but one tube, both amplifiers being broken. Under directions from Chicago and help
from the Radio officers aboard the S. S. Berengaria she continued Listening in with the aid of whereas only 24 stations were heard during the entire test last year. Some of the
two British tubes fitted into the American set's sockets
© P. & A. stations
were heard 4,000 miles or more.
The
majority of the stations are located
mitter in Ohio. Word has been re- in Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts, New
ceived that the signals sent out by Mr.
Dougherty's Kin Claims
and New York, although several are
Daugherty on the night of November 19, Jersey
Amateur Distance Mark were picked up in Manchester, England, in the Middle West and West.
WASHINGTON C. H., O. — H. E. Daugh- an airline distance of about 3,500 miles.
erty, of this city, and a nephew of Harry The feat of Mr. Daugherty, just made
Many of the developments in Radio
M. Daugherty, attorney general of the known through letters received from have come from boys building and experiUnited States, has a claim to having the England, is attracting widespread atten- hojnes,
menting with sets in the attics of their
champion
amateur
long-distance
trans- tion.
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750 BROADCASTERS
AS FIELD TIGHTENS
STATIONS
INCREASE MANY
TIMES IN YEAR
Month

Brings Fewer New-Comers Than
Quitters — Seven New Plants
During Week

By Carl H. Buttman
WASHINGTON. — For the first time
since broadcasting began in September,
19,21, fewer new stations were licensed
during the past month than dropped out,
indicating that the field for broadcasting
is practically filled. This is not to be
wondered at, officials point out, because
the "Saturation point" has been reached.
Many fans say, "well, there are enough
anyway; we don't want any more; let
the better
ones
survive."
Today, there are 570 broadcasting stations, 28 of which are Class B or 400meter plants, the balance being on the
more popular 360-meter wave. On January 1 there were 576, showing a loss of
six during the month. While there were
28 new stations licensed in January, 34
old ones failed to renew their licenses.
Sixteen Times as Many as Tear Ago
On the first of February last year, there
were but 36 stations licensed in the new
pastime of broadcasting. Today, there are
almost
16 times
that number. Many
people believe that this is far too many,
particularly since they are not very well
distributed
on the 360-meter wave.
The Radio bill, however, provides for
the distribution of a large number of
new waves, which should aid in decreasing the interference. Competition is
creeping into the game. The best equipped
stations giving the best service to the
fans will probably become the permanent
ones in the long run, it is believed.
Seven
New
Broadcasters
Within
WeeS
Within the past week, seven new broadcasters were licensed, and two Class A
stations were transferred to Class B, allowing them to use the 400-meter wave.
The following are the new 360-meter
plants:
WRAV, Antioch College, Yellow Spring,
O.; WQAO, Calvary Baptist Church, New
York, N. Y.; WPAZ, Dr. John Tt. Koch,
Charleston, W. Va. ; KFCV, Fred Mahaff ey,
Jr., Houston, Tex.; WRAJ, M. H. Pickering Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; WQAR, Press
Publishing Co., Muncie, Ind.; WSAA,
Sprague, B. S., Elect. Co., Marietta, O.,
25 watts.
Transferred from Class A to Class B
Stations on 400 Meters:
KFI, Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Bos Angeles, Calif.; KPO, Hale Bros., Inc., San
Francisco,
Calif.
Broadcasters Which Have Stopped
The thirty-four broadcasters which
have not renewed licenses, and consequently were deleted from the records of
the Commerce Department during January follow:
WLAO, Anthracite Radio Shop, Scranton, Pa.; KZY, Atlantic-Pacific Radio Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.; WNAJ, Benson Co., Chicago, 111.; KFBN, Borch Radio
Corp., Oakland, Calif.; WOE, Buckeye Radio Service Co., Akron, O.; KDYO, Carlson & Simpson, San Diego, Calif.; WPB,
Central Radio Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo.,
(Relicensed at Independence, Mo., Jan.
6th); KFBM, Cook & Foster, Astoria, Ore.;
WSX, Erie Radio Co., Erie, Pa.; KDZW,
Claude W. Gerdes, San Francisco, Calif.;
KFAC, Glendale Daily Press, Glendale,
Calif.; WDAQ, Hartman-Riker Elec. &
Mach. Co., Brownsville, Pa.; WKAZ,
Landau's Music & Jewelry Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.; WKAD, Charles Looff, East
Providence, R. I.; WBAJ, Marshall-Gerkin Co., Toledo, O.; KVQ, James McClatchy, Sacramento, Calif.; WDAV, Muskogee Daily Phoenix, Muskogee, Okla. ;
KDZP, Newberry Elec. Corp., Los Angeles,
Calif.; KFC, Northern Radio & Elec. Co.,
Seattle, Wash.; WBAB, Andrew J. Potter,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; WAAX, Radio Service
Corp., Crafton, Pa.; KYY, Radio Telephone
Shop, San Francisco, Calif.; WNAG, Rathert Radio & Elec. Co., Cresco, la.; WGAS,
Ray-Di-Co. Organization, 'Chicago, 111.;
WFO, Rike Kumler Co., Dayton, O.; WPJ,
St. Joseph's College, Phila., Pa.; KFBO,
Savage Elec. Co., Prescott, Ariz.; WHW,
Stuart W. Seeley, East Lansing, Mich.;
WSN, Ship Owners' Radio Service, Inc.,
Norfolk, Va.; KJC, Standard Radio Co.,
Los Angeles, Calif.; WCAQ, Tri-State Radio Mfg. & Supply Co., Defiance, O.; WJAL,
Victor Radio Corp., Portland, Me.; WNAH,
Wilkes-Barre Radio Repair Shop, WilkesBarre, Pa.; WAJU, Yankton College, Yankton, S. D.
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RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
By

the Contest Editor
during
were made
records Receivi
SEVEN
ng Records
theTEEN
last week.
Contest aspirants need to produce real
mileages now to have the honor accorded
them of a place in the published list of
record holders.
The
new
records,
miles
distance
covered, and record holders are:
Station — Miles Away — Record Holder
KDYM— 2025. F. B. Steer, Cleveland. O.
KDYU— 1525, T. S. Wiidman, Nichols. la.
KGV— 3700. M. C. Bldwell, Grinnell. la.
KNJ— 1400, Chas. Smith, Weston, W. Va.
KYY— 2500, J. B. Purcell, Port Jerris. N. Y.
WDAQ— 2375. M. C. Bidwell, Grinnell. la.
WHAZ — 2550. H. Wilbert, San Francisco. Calif.
WKY — 2400, B. Bartholomew, Garrochales. Porto Eico.
WLAL — 1300, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno. Calif.
WLAY— 3675, M. C. Bidwell, Grinnell. la.
WLW — 1900. Perkins Benneyan, Fresno. Calif.
WMAC— 1300, B. T. Andrea. Cobalt. Ont.. Can.
WMAQ— 1S50, B. Bowe, Santa Clara, Calif.
WMB— 1300. B. Hastings, Atchison. Kan.
WNAQ — 1000, B. T. Andrea. Cobalt. Ont.. Can.
WOAS— 1275. L. Hull, Eureka. Kan.
WPAC-1225, B. T. Andrea, Cobalt. Ont., Can.

Youthful Radio Operator
Almost Hanged by Wires
NEW YORK. — A most peculiar accident
happened to Clifford Webster, aged 14, of
this city recently while he was fixing his
antenna in the attic of his home. He was
placing the wires in position near the attic
window, when his feet became entangled
and he stumbled forward headforemost
through the open window. The result was
that the wires slipped from around his
ankles to his neck, and he hung there,
half-strangled, until some of the other inmates of the house, who had heard the
commotion above, rushed upstairs and
released him. A doctor was called and
after some time managed to revive the lad.
The boy is said to be in a half-conscious
condition at his home.

Naval Plants Raise Rates
WASHINGTON.— The Naval Communications Service has doubled its Radio
commercial rates. After April 1, all naval
stations, requested to handle commercial
messages will charge at the rate of 12
cents a word. It is believed that this will
relieve the Department from further criticism. Emergency Commercial Service will
be continued, however, where there are no
other facilities.

ILLUSTRATED

FRANCE SUCCUMBS
TO BROADCAST BUG
SEND

"RADIOLA" CONCERTS
FROM NEUILLY

Plant

Operates
Daily
on
1,565-Meter
Wave
Length — Celebrated
Artists Perform

NEW YORK. — France has succumbed
to the lure of broadcasting, and daily
concerts from a powerful station situated
at Neuilly, on the outskirts of Paris are
on the air. These concerts are given by
celebrated French artists and have become known as the "Radiola" concerts.
The actual broadcasting station at
Neuilly operates on a wave length of
1,565 meters, and a power output of two
kilowatts in the aerial is utilized. The
transmitting apparatus is actuated under
the remote control principle, the studio
where the artists perform being located
in Paris in the offices of the Societe Francaise Radio-Electrique, owners of the station. The studio follows general practice
in this country, the walls and floors being
heavily draped in order to kill any possibility of sound echoes entering the micro-

DAILY RADIO PROGRAM
FOR SOUTH SEA CRUISE
WWJ to Entertain Passengers on
Detroit News' Tropical Trip
DETROIT. — One of the features of the
specially conducted cruise to the tropics
by the Detroit News in March will be a
Radio program conducted daily from the
studio of WWJ, the Detroit News broadcasting station here. A special receivingset is being prepared for this trip by the
News Radio experts. This set is to be
installed on the United Fruit Company's
big steamer, Pastores, just before it sails
March 3. Officials of the company will
install special antennae to care for requirements of the set.
It is expected that WWJ, the Detroit
News station, will be heard all the way
down to the islands. Of course the
steamer entertainments will not be confined to those sent out by the News. Programs from stations in New York, Texas
and the South generally, will be received
daily. However, special attention will be
given to WWJ and its bulletins. In this
manner the voyagers will be in touch with
Detroit every minute in the day.

Description
of Plant
phones.
The aerial at the transmitting station
is supported between two steel masts,
each 200 feet high. It has five wires supported on suitable spreaders. The transmitting apparatus is contained in four
large metal panels. The first contains
the modulating tubes, the next has the
rectifying valves for supplying the plate
current of the tubes, and the third panel
contains
the oscillating
tubes. These
three panels are erected so that they are
practically one unit.
The fourth panel contains the tuningelements — inductance and capacity for
controlling the wave lengths radiated.
The first concert was given on November 6, but recently daily concerts have
been undertaken. These are given every
evening between the hours of 8:45 and
10 o'clock Greenwich mean time.

DAYTON

RADIO SUPPLIES STORES
Prompt Service Radio
— QualityDivision
Goods— Priced Right

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
20 S. Wells St.

Franklin 3986

5206 W. Madison, Austin 7041.
1 122 E. 47th St.
I Look for the TELMACO Sign

Superior Products
ACCURATE,
BEAUTIFUL
Dealers

EFFICIENT
AND
IN
APPEARANCE
write for attractive
discounts to

WERNES
Masonic

& PATCH
Temple,

Chicago,

^This is the

111.

UV 200 — C 300
$3.00
UV 201— C 301
3.50
WD
I 1— or VT 2
4.00
The right filament and proper vacuum. All
tubes guaranteed as good as new. Mark
plainly.
Pack carefully.

Radio
Supply
and Repair ILL.Co.
12S WEST
LAKE ST., CHICAGO,
Repair returns

15 days after receipt.

4V. Peanut Tubes with Adapter
$2.75
Improved Radio Detector Tubes
2.50
Improved
Radio Amplifiers
3.00
3 Coil Mounts (Regular $5.00 value)
3.45
Reinartz Air Core Coils and Diagrams.. 2,00
$10.00 Automatic
Head Phones, long
range receivers, pair
5.50
2 Slide Tuning Coils, $5.00 value
1.75
Complete Radio Receiving Outfit, « p P fill
4 Tube
and
*S,yuu
Ready
3Panel
Radio—
3 Audio...
***'
Sent toReflex,
onUse—
receipt
of Wired
price,
prepaid.

LUX MFG. CO.

"cHTek^fn3*-

Radio Distances
Easily Read
Use Cram's Detailed Radio Map
covering the United States and
Canada. Just one hundred miles
to the inch. Map plate 30x20
inches, on sheet 34x28 inches.
Latest call numbers at sides and
bottom. Used by Radio Digest
and other Radio Experts. Radio
Districts and headquarters and
time divisions. New edition now
. ready.
Ideal for the purpose.
POSTPAID
Pocket Form
$0.35
Heavy Paper in Tube
50
Wall Style Wooden Rollers.... 1.50
On Heavy Board for Tacks.... 6.75
Special

Quantity prices to trade
and advertisers

The George F. Cram Co.
DEPT.

Ill N. MARKET STREET
RD
CHICAGO,

ILL.

switch

y
that does the trick
^flurn it till tjou hear it clicks
Foua Way Company, Spamer/eiD, Mass. USA

Turn 1 : Head Set
Turn 2 : Loud Sperker
Turn 3 : Both in Series
Turn 4 : Both in Parallel

— the latest and greatest ^
improvement in Radio! *P
A switch plug which makes it possible to tune in thru head set and
switch in loud speaker by turning dial. Two head sets can be readily
attached, or one head set and loud speaker. Both can be used at the
same time or either one alone.

FOUR WAY

COMPANY

DEPT. C, SPRINGFIELD,

MASS.

.50
Ask Your
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BRAZIL

Yank Station, Capping Brazilian
Mountain, Wins Coffee Land People
SPC Selects Unique Location Atop "Corcovada", 2,000 Feet Above
Sea Level — Antenna Vanishes in Clouds — Artists
"See" Audience Below in Rio de Janeiro
Bnxrell

By Aaron
Brazil, that progressive South American republic which is now celebrating the
one hundredth anniversary of its Declaration of Independence by holding centennial celebrations in the beautiful city of
Rio de Janeiro, is being entertained by
a Yankee Radiophone broadcasting station licensed as SPC.
The necessary governmental concession to erect and operate a short wave
experimental station during the centennial due to the world-wide reputation of
American broadcasting stations, was
easily secured by L. A. Osbourne, head
executive
thewho"Westinghouse
International of
company,
was in Brazil
while
the feature attractions of the centennial
were being made. Mr. Osbourne also secured the co-operation of the Brazilian
Light and Traction company in finding
a location and later in rendering program
and operating assistance.
Select "Corcovado" location
Entering the beautiful city of Rio de
Janeiro the most impressive sight is the
exquisite mountainous background of the
city, and particularly "Corcovado" an
almost perpendicular mountain with its
summit over 2,000 feet above sea level.
"Why erect high masts when such a
mountain is so near by?" queried the
Radio engineers.
"Can we get the location?"
This question was answered in the affirmative by F. A. Huntress, general
manager of the Tramway Light and
Power company who own the cog wheel
railway that climbs "Corcovado." He
also assured the engineers that .his company would be able to supply current on
the mountain top for the Radio outfit.
The party set out to explore the mountain crest The first 2,000 feet of ascent,

SEEKS FEDERAL GRIP
ON COMMUNICATIONS
tative
— Represen
. North
NGTONof
WASHI
Sinclair
Dakota has
introduced an interesting bill in
the House of Representatives "to secure
to the United States a monopoly of
electrical means for the transmission
of intelligence for hire; to provide for
the acquisition by the Post Office Department of the telephone and telegraph
network; and to license certain telephone lines, Radio and telegraph agencies." The bill has been referred to
the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.

or five-mile ride from Rio de Janeiro,
was made in 30 minutes, and the final
climb of 125 feet, by following the footpath to the circular observation tower on
the top.
A quick survey of the available space
on the crest disclosed a narrow
path
about 120 feet long, leading to a concrete
parapet on the edge of the precipice.
Engineers See Practical Use
The crest of Corcovado had always
been used as an observation point, but
the Radio engineers saw more than mere
scenery — they had a view of the prospective invisible Radio audience in
numerous ships at sea, and the million
inhabitants of the capital city several
thousand feet below.
The mountain ranges and their peaks,
while beautiful to look upon, were viewed
as obstacles to be overcome in broadcasting to the distant cities and towns in
Brazil. The tropical vegetation also suggested the climatic differences from the
United States where these engineers had
been active in developing several large
stations.
Start Broadcasting:; Send Opera
The call letters "SPC" were assigned
to the station, and the first concert was
broadcast. This concert was heard by
many local stations, and three days later
the S. S. American Legion, 151 miles out
at sea reported hearing the signals
clearly. The S. S. West Neres 175 miles
only.
out received the signals with one tube
The first week of broadcasting completely captured the Southern Republic.
The Grand Opera House, rivaling any in
the United States from point of architecture, has been equipped with a microphone, connected by direct wire to SPC's
mountain top station, and both afternoon
and
cast. evening performances are now broadA line has also been connected to the
Monroe mansion for broadcasting from
Rio. The mountain top studio, in the
same building with the operating room,
is duplicate in size and arrangement of
KDKA at East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Artists Can't Help but See Audience
The artists whose concerts are broadcast in the United States find it difficult
to visualize their audience. Those who
give concerts from SPC'S mountain top,
after looking out to the .ships at sea and
in the harbor at Rio, with a million population at their feet, as well as viewing
the centennial buildings and the presidential palaces, can easily visualize the
world as an amphitheater and the mountain top as the stage.

ASKS FOR CIVIL RULE
OF RADIO IN CHICAGO
Aldermanfor Includes
"Silent Night"
City in Appeal

MAY CALL PLANTS
IN FIGHT FOR BILL

FOR
CHICAGO. — Radio regulation may be STATIONS TO APPEAL
undertaken by the city council for the
LISTENERS'
AID
benefit
great armyrecently
of Radiophans ifof anChicago's
order introduced
by Plan
Alderman John Toman is passed.
toPlight
ArouseMay Attention
to Issues'
The order calls for the drafting and subSave It from
Discard
mission of an ordinance providing for the
licensing of Radio broadcasting stations
and other regulations, one of the chief
By L. M. Lamm
purposes of the ordinance to be the estabWASHINGTON.— An appeal to broadlishment of a "silent night." This is decasting
stations
to call the attention of
sired by Radiophans, Alderman Toman
says, in order that they may have at least their listeners in to the desperate plight
of
the
White
Federal
Radio control bill
ceiving.
one night a week for long distance re- and urge them to demand
action by the
The order was referred to the commit- Senate at this session is contemplated as
a
means
of
overcoming
the
obstacles
tee on gas, oil and electricity.
being encountered by this legislation
which is designed to bring about regulation of broadcasting activities.
Even though it is prohibited to sell
appeals from a majority of the
Radio receiving sets in Brazil, the twenty twoUrgent
million or more enthusiasts to their
millions of Brazilians now have an op- congressmen and senators will, it is felt,
portunity to listen in to the broadcasting have its effect.
through the various receiving sets at the
Plan Hay Save BUI
Centennial Exposition. Several loud
This plan, together with the reference
speakers have been installed in the exposition grounds — one outside of the Mon- of the bill to the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee a few days ago served
roe Palace and another outside of the
American Building. The President of to revive interest in the White bill in
Brazil and his official family listen in Congress, despite predictions made previously that the measure was dead so far
through a very attractive receiving sta- as this session
was concerned.
tion installed in the President's palace.
If the measure should ever reach the
SPC Has Unique Position
stage of committee hearings, the House
SPC has a unique position in the broad- members who handled the legislation in
casting field. At various times the sta- that body are expected to appear before
tion and antennae are in or above the the Senate committee and make a vigorclouds. Rio de Janeiro is practically on
ous fight against the objections raised to
the boundary line between the temperate the licensing features of the bill.
and torrid zones. The climate is varied
by the mountain range Serra do Mar
which runs along the coast. The dry
U. S. WARNS AGAINST
season has now changed tp the warm
and wet season with its subsequent tropETHER FOOLISHNESS
ical storms. Precautions have been
taken to prevent electrical interference.
The observances and records of SPC
broadcasting stations are
will, therefore, assist in studying the
warned by the
section
WASHINGTON.
— Radio
Operators
of
peculiarities of the air as far as Radio
of the Department of Commerce not to
telephony is concerned. The experiences
communicate
with
other
stations,
reof this station in penetrating the equator
ceiving included, by either telegraphy
and the torrid zone, when co-related
or telephony as broadcasting licenses
with the data being compiled by other
do not permit direct communication.
stations and close students of the new
Some stations have been guilty of acscience, will no doubt result in listing
knowledging letters, telegrams and
peculiarities of the atmosphere unknown
to science today.
telephone calls. Suspension or revocation of the license is the penalty.
In this it will parallel the study of
Owners are cautioned to observe the
the peculiarities of the ocean bottom
rules else their station licenses may be
which were a closed secret before the
endangered.
laying of the first Atlantic cable by
Cyrus Field.
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U. S. MAY USE AIR
Book Reviews
PHOTO INVENTION
LIFTS

VEIL
FROM
RECENT
SECRET TESTS

High Officials of Navy Consider Device
After Transmission of Pictures
from Station NOF
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
WASHINGTON. — Plans for the utilization by the government for an invention
for the Radio transmission of photographs, half-tones and other pictures are
under consideration by high officials of
the navy.
Secrecy regarding a demonstration on
December 12 of the invention of C. Francis
Jenkins, a "Washington scientist, has just
been removed by the group of navy officials before whom the tests -were then
made. Mr. Jenkins' apparatus was described some time ago in Radio Digest.
Besides the various members of the navy
department, there were present at the
demonstration J. C. Edgerton, supervising
Radio activities for the post office department, and John M. Joy, representing Will
H. Hays and the amalgamated motion picture industry.
Send Picture Through NOP
During the demonstration photographs
and drawings were broadcast through the
ether from the Anacostia station, NOF,
to the Jenkins laborator3^. The sending
unit was superintended by Commander A.
Hoyt Taylor, in charge of the Anacostia
station, -while the rest of the officials witnessed the reception of the pictures on
negative photographic plates at the Jenkins laboratory and watched their printing in the developing room.
Four pictures in all -were broadcast.
Two were photographs, one of President
Harding and the other of Secretary of the
Navy Denby. Two penciled sketches, one
representing a map and the other comprising written and printed letters, were also
sent. Although the original photographs
were said to be of fair photographic quality only, the prints made from the receiving plate in the laboratory were pronounced quite clear, the heretofore impossible feat of broadcasting half-tones
having been successfully accomplished.
Can be Used for Motion Pictures
About six minutes was consumed in
receiving each picture, but Mr. Jenkins
predicted this could be reduced to onesixteenth of a second, the speed necessary
to produce motion pictures.
A most interesting feature was a demonstration by one of Mr. Jenkins' assistants of his ability to identify the picture being sent by "sound." It had developed in earlier experiments that the
picture impulses gave off a series of
"groans" and that each picture had its
characteristic "sound", which could be
recognized after a few repetitions.
How
Device
Operates
The sending apparatus, consisting of a
stereoptican like machine, projects the
picture across a photo-electric cell in
steady, downward sweeps. With each
sweep the projected image is moved
slightly to the side, only a thin slice of
the image being drawn across the cell at
one time. The varying intensity of light
caused by the successive "slice" shadows
caused correspondingly varying impulses
to be broadcast.
At the receiving end an ordinary Radio receiver, on the diaphragm of which a
tiny mirror is mounted, -was used. Projected on the mirror was a strong beam
of light. Vibrations of the mirror as it
oscillated with the diaphragm caused the
light beam to fluctuate across a filtering
shutter, and thence through rotating prismatic rings onto the sensitive photographic plate. In this manner the light impulses are laid down side by side as they
are received from the original' picture.

Radio Receivers for Beginners. By
Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the universal question, "How can I receive Radio?" Price, $1.00.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative
Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr. E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store -equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Radio Pirst Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home. Price, $1.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and -informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue
print.
Price, 75 cents.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price 75c.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance
andcommunication
'instruction ofservice
Radio of students in the
the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting letters written to a boy. Each letter is full
and complete and the most advanced student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, -whether listed
in our Book Review of not, Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

RADIOPHANS ORGANIZE
WCX RED APPLE CLUB
WCX

Gives
Prizes
to
Listener In Reporting

First

DETROIT. — The Red Apple club has
been organized by WCX, the Detroit Free
Press station here. The club was formed
for the benefit of Radiophans in the
Middle West, West and the South. The
club holds a "frolic" every Tuesday evening from 11 to 12 o'clock midnight. At
a recent entertainment a prize of a fountain pen was awarded the first listener
from each state and Canadian province
who wired in that he heard WCX. In a
few minutes messages began coming from
all parts of the country.

ILL

U S T R A T E D

Make First Step
to Cross Pacific
Vessel

120 Miles Off Coast of China
Hears Amateur
Broadcasts ;
U. S. Surprised

WOAI STAND AGAINST
"AIR CLUBS" PRAISED
Revoke "Guilty" Stations' Licenses,
Fan Advocates

SAN- ANTONIO, TEX. — Another Radtophan has expressed his approval of the
anti-club policy of WOAI, as outlined recently by Ellis Chaney, vice president of
HARTFORD, CONN. — Not content With
sending Radio waves across the Atlantic the Southern Equipment Company, oper- ,
Ocean with the same power that it would ators of WOAI. He is H. W. Tribble. of
take to heat the filament on a 100-watt Rogers, Ark. Many Radiophans throughout the country have commended the
light and having the voice heard, via
Radiophone, by listeners in London, stand WOAI has taken in the abolishment
American amateurs have taken, unwitting- of station clubs and organizations as boresome and uninteresting to the majority of
ly perhaps, the first step toward conquer- Radio
listeners.
ing the Pacific as well.
Mr. Tribble writes as follows:
The best evidence that they are really
"You are to be commended in the stand
capable of doing this is the report received by the American Radio Relay you have taken with regards to such
League headquarters here, that four west Radio broadcast organizations as several
coast stations have been heard in Asiatic- now in existence and others. Such stawaters. American amateur signals have
tions should have their licenses taken
been heard now off the coast of every from them. If I understand it, the Radio
continent. What this will do toward laws require first-class entertainment,
linking up U. S. amateurs in a new bond and that is only foolishness.
of relationship with every""adio
country
"Yours for better
broadcasting,
thiswhere
next
"H. W. TRIBBLE."
Radio amateurs ar' 'le found, is a problem which
progyear may only t
Alexandra Carlisle and
TO 1L
jS China
Heard by Sli.
ma . -ir ignals by a
The reception i
Wm. A. Brady on Program
=s o:i the coast of
ship operator
120
China
was
one of , to NEWARK, N. J. — Miss Alexandra Carbiggest
surprises
lisle, the charming classic actress of interthat developed
during
'he
transatlantic
amateur
tests.
national fame, and William A. Brady, the
Not only were the signals from U. S. eminent theatrical manager, were the recent headliners on the program of the L.
stations heard clearly, but the operator,
Bamberger & Company station, WOE, of
in a postal card mailed from San Fran- Newark,
N. J.
cisco, stated that he could hear the signals a distance of twelve feet from the
headset. The best previous record for
amateur long distance transmission via
the Pacific was Yokohama, 900 mi'es this
side of the point where the amateur signals were heard.
6ZZ and 6EA Rate as Stars
Of the stations heard off the coast of
China, two were heard across both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans during the
DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS
transatlantic amateur test conducted
under the auspices of the American Radio
Relay League.
"With all due credit to the list of successful stations, we think 6ZZ and 6KA
are the stars," said Kenneth B. Warner,
123 W:Mqdixon5t,Chicaq©;
league secretary, "for they are in the China
list and they also got over to Europe,
including all -the long 2,500 mile drag
over the Rockies and across the United
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Radio is finding its way
curriculae. According to a
States."
Philadelphia the University
vania plans courses in Radio

toRMlCX

into college
report from
of Pennsylthis spring.

Hvl laminated Phtnolit DrndmsaliimrWuct
A SHEETS TUBES RODS

RADIO PANELS

bore holes m your window
or
Use One
"Hearwell"
flatwall!
lead-in.
minute
to install, no nails or tools
required. Window shuts
onto it. Safe, efficient, guaranteed, inconspicuous. A unique device. (Patented.)
Sample 50c in stamps. Dealers wanted, good
discounts, quick seller. Hearwell Company,
53 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY 5QUARE
TD ANY SIZE
VZZ
Y\q"
%a"
Ye"
3/\6"

N'T

DO
MAGNAV0XES

THICK Vz< PER SQ. INCH
THICK 54< PER SO. INCH
THICK
I* PER SQ. INCH
THICK 1/2* PER SQ. INCH
THICK 2* PER SQ. INCH

VA " THICK 2/2*
S/Q " THICK 4*
VZ " THICK

$29.95
SUPPLY

1S9 NORTH

SALES

STATE STREET

CHICAGO,

5 'A$ PER

SQ INCH

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

LIMITED

FEDERAL

PER SQ. INCH
PER SQ INCH

CO.

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

ILL.

"Keep the Fleet Mobile" is the Navy's
motto, based upon the theory that efficient and uninterrupted communication
between all units of the Navy makes for
mobility of our sea defense.

Air Talk Tells Fans Why
They Should Make Wills
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Make a Will Day
was observed in Buffalo recenty by Radio
when S. Grove McClellan of the trust
department of the Liberty Bank of Buffalo spoke from the Station WGR of the
Federal Telephone and Telegraph company, on, . "Why Tou Should Make a
Will."
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WASHINGTON
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1000—1500
MILES
ON
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL

150—25,000 METERS
m T^"v Rheostat, Storage Battery, V ari ocou pier,
l\l f ■ Variometer. 3-eoil Mounting, Variable In£ Y V^ductance, Taps, Dead End Losses or Radio
Frequency. Complete hook-up. cuts, instructions, everything. Price $1.00. Nothing left for
you to guess about. Build your own Receiver and
flase 50% or more and get better results. Radio
Experimental Laboratory, Box 194 F, Berkeley, Cat.
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Simplified

Part IV — Theory of Operation

Super

Circuit

By E. T. Flewelling
next question that enters Into our
THE
discussion seems to be the matter of
capacity effects. Roily capacity effects
were found quite bothersome until one
solution at least was found. The simion was In the reple secret of this solut
moval of the phones from any direct
connection with the plate circuit.
If the primary of an audio frequency
transformer is hooked up in place of the
phones and the phones are connected to the
secondary of the transformer as shown in
the diagram, it will be found that the body
capacity effects are reduced to a point even
less, perhaps, than that encountered with
the usual set.
It is necessary however to use a transformer having about the right values.
The writer in common with several fans,
PRIMARY^
PHONE ^CONNECTIONS
ORDINARILY
ON
FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT

^>-

. SECONDARY

g

=

1
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER.

however, has found that most audio frequency transformers will serve the purpose
nicely. Note should be made that it is
often, perhaps always, necessary to adjust
the leaks to compensate for this- change
which is of such marked advantage.
Writer's Experiences in Reception
The writer has often been asked to tell
what results he has had in the reception
of broadcasts with the Flivver circuit.
Modesty of course forbids any elaborate
statement on this subject. As a rather
typical case is occurring as I write this
article I think that it might be of a little
help to those not familiar with what the
Flivver circuit is, if I speak of it.
With the phones on my head, above the
sound of the typewriter, I am listening to
an announcer from a broadcasting station
trying to establish communication with a
Miss McDonald, who is on board the S. S.
Eerengaria. The announcer states that
last evening when he succeeded in reaching
her, the Berengaria was 2240 miles off of
Xew York, etc.
"When it is considered that this is being
done with a single tube Flivver circuit
using a WD-11 tube with 45 volts on the
plate, that no outside aerial is used and
the circuit is operating on an only grounded
2-foot loop, and that the announcer says
that he Chicago,
is at Station
Drake
Hotel,
it will"WDAP,
be seenThethat
the
Flivver Circuit- "gets there just the same."
Hears Distant 20- "Watt Plant
If the Flewelling Super is hooked up
according to the detailed directions that
have been given and is given the same
amount of attention and care that the
average Radio circuit is given, it will invariably perform in direct proportion to the
skill of the operator, taking into consideration of course the fact that so many
stations
are operating
transmitters
that

differ so much
from
each
other
in the
amount of power that they use.
It Is useless to try to pick up a station
a thousand miles away, if that station is
only using a 5-watt transmitter. This
reminds the writer of a case of reception
that he accomplished with the 2-foot
grounded loop and the Flivver a few nights
ago that is greatly to the credit of both
transmitter and receiver even though
admittedly, it might have been a case of
so-called freak reception. The transmitting station In question was picked up in
Wakefield, Mass., with an audibility at
least comfortable, and upon signing it was
determined to be Station WOAG, The
Apollo Theatre, Belvidere, Illinois. This
plant was only using four 5-watt tubes, so
all in all, the reception was most surely a
very creditable performance.
Advantage of Flivver Circuit
The circuit has the additional grid leaks
to handle to be sure, but as these are partlyresponsible for the extraordinary sensitiveness of the Flivver, one surely is willing
to make these additional adjustments to
get the extra advantages. The Flivver
circuit has never been very particular
about the kind of antenna it would function on. and for this reason has found its
greatest field in the homes of those not
able to have an outdoor aerial and others
who take into consideration the financial
side of their Radio investment. Of such
people, the Flivver is not afraid, and will
bring in the most surprising stations.
A popular question about the Flivver
seems to be "How does it work?" While
the writer does claim himself capable of
outlining a bomb-proof theory, yet there
are some interesting points to be considered. The following ideas are offered
In the hope that the question will eventually be answered.
Regenerative Set Distorts Sounds
Thousands of fans using regenerative
receivers have wished that they could find
a means of carrying regeneration beyond
the present limits of their receivers. However, unless some other factor is present,
it would be useless to do this, due to the
distortion that is more or less present
when regeneration is used and which increases as one uses more regeneration.
In other words, the more regeneration, the
more distortion. We wish for more sensitive receivers because our present ones
(meaning the popular regenerative sets),
when at their most sensitive point, are
unable to give an undistorted reproduction
of the incoming signal
Two reasons at least exist to explain
this. Regeneration is advanced too far,
and the circuit is in or near the point of
oscillating freely within itself, sometimes
called a condition of "free and sustained
oscillation," which if rectified, will result
in the familiar howl.
It will be shown that the Flewelling
Super is not able to go into this condition
and therefore cannot howl, and that it is
capable of bringing in a signal, without
distortion, that is so very weak that the
ordinary receiver is unable to indicate even
the existence of it.
Discussion of Theory Valuable
If we know how the Flewelling Super
differs in its action and more or less what
its action is, we will be better prepared
to handle our set properly. Distasteful
as it may be, a little discussion about the

theory
to us. of the circuit may be of some value
In a Radio receiving circuit there la
always reKenerating if we place a coil of
wire In the plate circuit or If the plate
circuit is coupled back to the grid. Even
a plain Radio frequency circuit using
transformer coupling has a regenerative
action In it due to the inductive effect of
the primary winding of the R. F. transformer in the plate circuit of the tube.
The familiar tickler coil is an example
of plate circuit coil. We know that as we
bring it into closer coupling with the
tuning inductance of our circuit, that we
increase the regenerative effect.
We are also causing another effect that
is of more value to our discussion. As
we increase regeneration we are lowering,
to say it roughly, the resistance of our circuit. This can be carried to the point
where the effective resistance of the circuit
is at a zero value.
When the point of zero resistance is
reached, we are unable to hold it because
such a condition allows other reactions
to be set up in the circuit. The circuit will
then go into either of two conditions, either
where the prevailing condition is one of
positive or where it is of negative influence. It might be on one side or the
other of the zero point but is controllable

In this respect by the amount of regeneration that Is used. We are Interested montly
in the point where the circuit Is in a rem
dition of violent regeneration and Is therefore easily influenced by any slight change
that might enter into it from a case of
positive
influence. resistance or negative resistance
We are not Interested in outlining the
theory of super-regeneration, and, having
placed our circuit in such a condition that
it may be influenced by the slightest
change, we will leave it for a moment
Orld Leak Controls Grid Charge
We are able, by proper manipulation of
the grid leak (this is one way in which
it may be done, especially when using a
hard tube) to completely stop the tubes
ability to function in the usual manner.
This may be done at any rate of speed
that we desire. If as in the case of the
Flivver circuit, we block off the A and 1!
batteries from their usual connection with
the grid, the grid will take a negative
charge from the filament of the tube by
way of the space charge in the tube. This
charge will build up to the point where it
is so great that it blocks the plate circuit
andNow
the iftube
action
"paralized."
a leak
is is
provided
for this grid
charge, the latter will leak off, the tube
(Continued on page 9.)

Everything guaranteed as represented.
Postage paid east of the Rockies.

REINARTZ

COMPLETE

PARTS

Consists of one 23 plate condenser, one 1 1 plate condenser, one Reinartz
Coil, one bakelite socket, 3 switch levers, contact points, vernier rheostat,
8 binding posts, 1 variable grid leak, 2 composition dials, 25 feet wire,
mounting base board and 7x1 8 panel, together with con- rf» -g /\ f\r*
struction diagram.
All complete for only
3) A Sj * ib^O

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

COMPLETE

PARTS

One 6x14 panel, one 23 plate condenser, tbree .006 Micon condensers,
2 honeycomb coils with mountings, one double adjustable bakelite coil
mounting, one Freshman variable grid leak with condenser enclosed,
one panel grid leak, one bakelite socket, one composition dial, 8 binding
posts, 25 feet wire and construction diagram. Also one /J» •« -a (St*
vernier rheostat.
All complete for only
3) J, J, e J/O

L
PHONE CONNECTORS
(take 4 sets phones),
75 cent value
VERNIER DIAL CONTROLS, 75 cent value
W. D. 11 BAKELITE SOCKETS, 75 cent value
2 COIL MOUNTINGS, $3.50 value
$5.00 Value 3 COIL MOUNTS with small dials, cut to
Switch Levers, taper Knob
Bakelite V. T. Sockets
2" Comp. Dials
3" Comp. Dials
Small Space Bakelite Sockets
Phone
Plugs
Hydrometers for Testing Battery
Buzzer Buttons
Series Parallel Switch

$0.19
42
.22
22
.28
.41
40
19
J9

BARRCHAS
Used
as
by none.

REINARTZ
INDUCTANCE,
$2.50
value

Bezels
Super Crystals
Grewol Detectors
Woodehorne
Speaker
Antenella Aerial Plug
Fourway Bakelite Plugs —
The Plug with a dozen uses
Glass Enclosed Crystal Detectors

$0.13
.20
1.50
7.50
1.50
1.50
AS

COILS
Imitated

by

all,

equalled
$2.20

BALDWIN TYPE C LOUD SPEAKING UNITS WITH LONG CORD
FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
GRID LEAKS
PANELS, ANY SIZE, %" STOCK, per square inch
TAIT
DIALS
dial without
a set screw),
4" $1.25;
3"
Silk wire
wound(TheVARIO
COUPLERS,
$4.50 value,
180 degree
THORDARSON
TRANSFORMERS,
$4.50 value; our price
HONEYCOMB COILS at our prices mean a saving to you. Order now.
All orders filled promptly.
now and insure immediate

42c
42c
60c
$2.65
$3.45

We are swamped with orders as usual.
delivery.
Now in our new quarters.

$4.85
.75
OlVi
75
2.90
ZM

Order
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below.
The first appeared last week and the last part,
together with tha city-station Index will appear next
week. )
WAH, Eldorado, Kans. 485 only. The Midland Refining Co. Daily ex Sat. 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, markets,
weather.
Sat, 1 pm, some. Central.
WAJT, Marshall, Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Yankton, S. D. Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette. Ind. 50 mi. Purdue University.
Mon. Fri, 7:15-7:30 pm. educational lecture.
Central.
WBAD,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. Fred M. Middleton.
WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 200 ml. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30. 9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am. Wed, 8-10 pm. Central.
WBAN, Paterson, N. J. 200 mi. Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun. 9:15-9:45 am, 10:30-11,
1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:30-5:30, music. Sat. morn,
only. Eastern.
_ ,
WBAO, Decatur, 111. 100 mi. James Millikin Univ.
University activities.
No definite schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas. 400 and 485 only. 1,500
mi. Fort Worth Star Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 9:4510 am, 11-11:30 am, 3-3:30 pm, 3:45-4 pm. Daily
ex Sat and Sun, 7:15-8 pm, 9:30-10:30 pm, news,
reports, concerts.
Central.
WBAQ, Mishawaka, Ind.
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WBAU, Hamilton, O. Republican Pub. Co.
WBAV, Columbus, O. 500 mi. The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. Mon, 7-9 pm. Central.
WBAW,
Marietta, O. Marietta College.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 200 ml. John H. Stenger,
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York, N. Y. 400 only. 1.500 mi. A. T. &
T. Co. Experimental
purposes only.
WBL, Anthony. Kans. 200 mi. T & H Radio Co.
Wed, Fri. 10-11 pm, concert, lecture. Sun, 10 am,
church service.
Central.
WBS, Newark. N. J. 200 mi. D. W. May. Inc. Daily
ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, music: 1-1:15 pm, reports;
2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Mon, Thurs. Sat. 7:308:30 pm, program. Sun, 9-10:30 am, sacred music:
1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT. Charlotte. N. C. 4S5 also. 1200 mi. Southern
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 11 am, 8 pm, weather,
markets. Tues. Fri, 8:30 pm, music. Sun, 7:30 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
WBU. Chicago. HI. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily
ex Sun, 10:15-10:30 am, 11:45-12 m, 4:15-4:30 pm,
police reports. Mon, Wed, Fri, 3:30 pm, 7:30,
speeches.
Central.
.
„
„
. m
..
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. 422 only. 1,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:30 pm,
children's hour: 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert.
Sun, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAB, Newburgh. N. Y. 150 mi. Newburgh Daily
News. Daily ex Sun, 1 pin, 2, 3, 7. Mon. Fn,
10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WCAC, Fort Smith. Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
WCAD,
Canton, N. Y.
200, 480 also.
300 mi.
St.
Lawrence
Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
400 only.
Kaufman & Baer
WCAF,

Rodgers,

Mich.

Michigan Limestone &

Chem.

WCAG, New Orleans. La. 200 mi. Cljde R. Randall.
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time. Thur, 8:30-10
pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm music.
Central.
WCAH, Columbus, O. 500 mi. Entrekin Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues,
7-9 pm. concert. Sun, 10-12:30, church service.
Central.
„
_
WCAI. San Antonio, Tex.
Southern Equipment Co.
WCAJ, Univ. Place, Neb. 100 mi. Wesleyan University. Wed, 7 pm, bedtime stories. Thurs, 9 pm,
music, lectures.
Central.
.
WCAK, Houston. Tex. 100 mi. Alfred P. Daniel.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:15 pm. music. Wed, 8-9:15, concert. Sun. 3-4:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WCAL, Northfield, Minn. 500 mi. St. Olaf College.
Thur, 11 pm, music. Sun, 8:30 pm. music, concert,
lecture.
Central.
WCAM, Villanova, Pa.
Villanova College.
WCAO, Baltimore, Md. 100 mi. Sanders & Stayman Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20. Mon,
Wed, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAP, Decatur
111. Central Radio Service.
WCAR, San Antonio. Tex. 1,000 mi. Alamo Radio
Elec. Co. Mon, Thurs. Sat. 8:30-9:30 pm. con"
cert.
Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis. Minn. 500 mi. Wm. H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Mon. 8:30-10 pm. music,
lectures. Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 5:30-6 pm,
code instruction.
Central.
.
.
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. 485 only. 300 mi. S. D. State
School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30 m,
3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7 :15 pm, concert. MounWCaIj, Philadelphia. Pa. 485 also. 500 mi. Durham & Company, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, 2:30
pm, 6:30, reports, music. Tues, Fri, 10-12 pm, concert. Sun, 2-4 pm, music.
Eastern.
WCAV, Little Rock. Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW, Quincy, HI. 485 also. 300 mi. Quincy Elec.
Supply Co. (Quincy Herald). Daily ex Sun, 5 pm,
music Wed, 7-8:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am. church
services, 2:45 pm, special programs.
Central.
WCAX. Burlington, Vt. Univ. of Vt.
WCAY. Milwaukee, Wis. 485 also. 500 mi. KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun. 11 am, reports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri. 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WCAZ,
Carthage, I1L
Carthage
College.
WCE. Minneapolis. Minn.
Findley Elec. Co.
WCK, St. Louis, Mo. 50 mi. Stix, Baer & Fuller.
Daily, 12-12:30 pm. Tues. Thurs. 3-3:30 pm, music,
news. Mon. Wed, Fri. 6:45-8 pm, concert, lecture.
Central.
WCM, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
_
WON, Worcester, Mass. 485 also. 100 ml. Clark Univ.
Daily, 11:15 am, 5:15 pm, weather. Evening program
irregular.
Eastern.
:
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 ml.
The Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am,
WCX Woman's Club; 2 pm, news: 2:15, stock reports;
2:50, weather markets; 4:15. markets, music. Daily
ex Sat, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert; 7-8:30 pm, week
starting Dec. 18 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert Sun 2:30 pm. 4 pm, church services.
Central.
WD AC, Springfield, 111. Illinois Watch Co. Time and
weather, spark only.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. 485 also. 500 mi. Tampa Daily
Times.
Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, music, lecture. Eastern.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 2,000
mL Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm,
reports, music; 6-7. educational, bedtime story, etc.:
11:45 pm-1 am, Nlghthawk Frolic. Mon, Wed, Fri,
8-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
Central.
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex.
J. Laurance Martin.
WDAH, El Paso, Texas. 485 also. 300 mi. Mine &
Smelter Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, news, reports. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm, music. Mountain.
WDAI, Syracuse. N. Y. 485 also. 200 mi. Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, reports. Wed, Sat,
evening concert.
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. 485 also. 2.000 mi. A. &
W. P. R. R. Co. Daily, 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WDAK, Hartford, Conn. 150 mi. Hartford Courant.
Daily ex Sun, 2:30 pm, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30. music; 7:40,
bedtime
story;
8:15.
concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville. Fla. 485 also. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily, 11 am, time, weather; 4-4 :3&
pm. 8-9. music; 10:05. reports.
Eastern.
WDAO. Dallas, Tex.
Automotive Elec. Co.
WDAP, Chicago, 111. 2,000 mi. Drake Hotel. Daily
ex Sun. every half hour from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm,
quotations, reports : 6 pm, news. Tues, Thurs, Sat.
10 pm, concert.
Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central.
WDAR. Philadelphia. Pa.
Lit Bros.
WDAS.
Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU, New Bedford. Mass. 500 mi. A. H. Smith.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 12:15-1:50 pm, industrial reports;
7:45-10 pm, music. Sun, 10:30 am-12, 5-6 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
WDAX, Centerville. Iowa. 500 mi. First Nat'l. Bank.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news. Mon, Thur,
7:30-9 pm, concert.

WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 485 also. 300 mL Kenneth M.
Hance. Daily ex Sun, 12:15-12:S0 pm. Tues, Thurs,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, reports, news, music. Central.
WDM. Washington. D. C. 50 mi. Church of the Covenant. Sun, 10:30 am, church service; 3 pm. lecture;
7:30, church service. Eastern.
WDT. New York, N. Y. Ship Owners Radio Service.
WDV, Omaha, Neb. 100 mi. John 0. Yelser, Jr.
Daily 7-8 pm. Tues, Sat, 12-1 am. Fri, 10-10:45
pm.
Sun, 2-4 pm.
Music.
Central.
WDY, Roselle Park, N. J. Radio Corp. of America.
WD2, Tuscola, 111. 100 mi. James L. Bush. Daily ex
Sun, every half hour. 9:30 am-l:15 pm, Chicago Board
of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint, Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 485 also. 600 ml. Standard
Radio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20 pm; 5:15 pm. 7-8. music;
8:15, bedtime story; 9:45, weather. Wed, Sat, 1011:15 pm, dance music. Sun. 10:30 am. 4:30 pm,
7 :30, church services.
Central.
WEAC, Terre Haute. Ind. 485 also. 75 mi. Baines
Electric Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am,
weather; 12-1 pm, 5-6, music.
Central.
WEAD, Atwood, Kan. 485 also. 150 ml. N. W.
Kansas Radio Supply Co. Dally ex Sun, 11-11:30
am, markets, music; 12, markets; 1:45 pm, markets;
on half hour 3:15 to 5:45, news sports. Tues, Wed.
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9, concert. Sun, 11 am, church
service; 3 pm, sacred music; 7:30, church service.
Central.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF, New York City, N. Y. 400 only. 1,500 mi.
Western Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm.
Mon, Wed, Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAG, Edgcwood, R. I. Nichols-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH, Wichita, Kan. 485 also 500 mi. Lander
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am. 10:40, 11:40, 12:30
pm, 1:30, 3:15, reports. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y. Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermillion, S. D. 300 mi. Univ. of S. D.
Mon.
tral. Wed. Fri, Sat, 7:30 pm, music, lectures. CenWEAK. St. Joseph, Mo. 100 mi. Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAM, North Plainfleld, N. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfleld. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police news. etc.
Eastern.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. 485 also. 50 mi. The Shepard Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7. music,
weather, concerts. Tues, Thurs, 8:15-10, concert.
Wed, Sat, 7-8 pm. concert. Sun, 10:45-11:30 am,
7:30-8:45 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WEAO, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio State Univ.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 485 also. 50 mi. Mobile Radio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm. music
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:45 pm, music. Sun, 3-3:30
pm, church service.
Central.
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 485 also. 200 mi. News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-2:30 pm, 6:30-7,
weather, music, news. Tues, Thur, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. The Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
WEAT, Tampa, Fla.
John J. Fogarty.
WEAU, Sioux City, la. 200 mi. Davidson Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2 pm, reports, markets,
news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm. concert. Sun eve,
church service.
Central.
WEAV, Bushville, Nebr. 200 ml. Sheridan Elec.
Service Co. Wed, Fri, Sun, 8-9 pm, concert, news,
etc. Mountain.
WEAW, Anderson, Ind. 25 mi. Arrow Radio Lab.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert, news, etc.
Central.
WEAX, Little Rock. Ark.
T. J. M. Daly.
WEAY. Houston. Tex. 1,500 mi. Will Horwitz (Iris
Theater). Daily ex Sun, 11 am. dinner hints, news:
12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm, time; 2:30 pm, music; 6
pm, news. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 11
am, 8 pm, church services; 9 pm, concert.
Central.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 800 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45 pm, 3-4. Wed,
7-9 pm.
Central.
WEH, Tulsa, Okla. (300 S. Main St., Eldorado, Kans.)
Midland Refining Co.
<
WEV, Houston, Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Hurlburt- Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues. Thur, 8 pm. concert.
Central.
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 485 also. 100 mi. St. Louis
tral.
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2 pm. reports. CenWEY, Wichita, Kan. 485 also. 500 mi. Cosradio Co.
(Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40 am12:40 pm, stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm, weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
tral.
weather.
Sun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert. CenW FA A, Dallas, Tex. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 ml. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Daily, 10 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm, address; 0:30-7, bedtime story;
8:30-9:30, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 2:30-3 pm, bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm,
music.
Central,
WFAB, Syracuse. N. Y. 100 mi. C. F. Woese. No
definite schedule.
WFAC, Superior, Wis. 400 mi. Superior Radio Co.
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central.
WFAD, Salina. Kan. 250 mi. Watson Weldon Motor
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45. 11:45,
1:30 pm, reports. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8 pm, concert.
Sun. 11 am^. church service; 8 pm, concert. Central.
WFAF, Poughkeopsie, N. Y. 200 mi. H. C. Spratley
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, 11:30-11:45.
1:30-2 pm, 4-4:15. Tues, Thurs, Sat, feature program, 8:15-9:15 pm.
Eastern.
WFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 340 only. 300 ml. Radio
Engineering Lab. Wed, Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex.
Elec. Supply Co.
Co.
WFAJ,
Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
WFAM. St. Cloud, Minn. 485 also. 100 mi. Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. markets.
Mon. Wed.
7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAN, Port Arthur. Tex. 100 mi. Elec. Supply Co.
Tues, Thurs, 10-11 pm. concert.
Central.
WFAQ. Cameron. Mo. Cameron Radio Co. and Mo.
Wesleyan College.
WFAS, Fort Wayne. Ind.
United Radio Corp.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 485 also. 400 mi. Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 1:15 pm, 3:15,
7:30, reports, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat. 8-9 pm, concert. Central.
WFAU, Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
WFAV, Lincoln, Nebr. 485 also. 300 mi. Univ. of
Nebr. Daily ex Sun. 12:40 pm, markets. Wed, 8:30
pm, concert.
Wed. Sat, 11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAY, Independence, Kan. 500 mi. Daniels Radio
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 4 pm, news. Mon,
Tues, Wed, 7:30-8 pm, entertainment. Thur, Fri.
7-8:30 pm. Sat, 7-9 pm, music. Sun, 11 am, church
services.
Central.
WFAZ, Charleston, S. C. 485 also. 400 mi. S. C.
Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news, music. Tues, Thur, 8-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa. 400 and 485 only. 1.000 ml.
Daily ex Sun. 10 am, reports : 1 :16 pm, news ; 2, reports; evenings,
3:30-4:30. concert;
6:30-7.
Wed, Sat,
concert.
Wed. children's
Fri, 10:10 hour.
pm;
Sun, 3:30 pm, organ recital. Sun, 4 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WGAB, Houston, Tex. 250 mi. QRV Radio Elec. .Co.
Daily ex Sun, 8:45-9:15 am, news. Sat, 7 pm, news;
8-9:15 pm. concert.
Central.
WGAD, Ensenada, Porto Rico. 250 mi. Escuela Htspano Americana de Radio Telegrafia, Inc. Sat and
Sun eve.
WGAH, New Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
WGA1, Shenandoah, la. 100 mi. W. H. Gass. Mon,
Thur, 7:30-8 pm.
Central.
WGAK. Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec. Co.
WGAL,
Lancaster, Pa.
35 mi.
Lancaster Elec. Supply & Construction
Co.
Mon, Wed, Fri. 7-8 pm,
concert, lecture.
Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 150 mi. Orangeburg Radio
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am, markets,
weather; 11:55, time: 4 pm. Radio talk, markets,
sports; 6, music,
lecture: 10, time,
weather, en-

tertainment. Sun, 11 am, church service; 11:55, time;
10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Shreveport, La. 500 mi. Glenwood Radio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 8, music
Sun,
11 am. 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WGAR, Fort Smith, Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAT, Lincoln, Nebr.
100 ml. Am. Legion, Dept. of
Nebr. Mon, Wed, 9 pm, announcements. Fri, 9-10
pm,
patriotic
program,
concert. Sun, 3-5 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAU, Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa.
Ernest C. Albright.
WGAX, Washington C. H., O. 75 mi. Radio Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news; 9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 100 mi. North Western Radio
Co. Dally ex Sun, 9-10 am, financial news; 11:30,
news, opening markets; 4 pm, news, closing markets.
Mon, Wed, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Sun,
10 :30-12 am, sermon.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend, Ind. 200 mi. South Bend Tribune.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:30 am, household hints, menus;
5-5:30 pm, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, music.
Central.

WGF, Des Moines, Iowa. 485 also. 300 mi. Register
and Tribune. Tues, Fri, 7:30 pm, entertainment. Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. 485 also. 500 mi. Am.
Radio & Research Corp. Daily ex Sun, 9 :30 am.
11:30, 3:25 pm, music; 10:30 am, 1:30 pm. 3. 6,
6:30, reports,
news;6:15
5 pm
Sat, children's
hour.
Mon,
Wed, Fri,
pm,ex code
practice. Tues.
Thurs, Sat, 6:45 pm. code practice. Tues, Fri, 2
pm,
Amrad
Women's
Club.
Sun,Sat.
8 :308 pm,
pm,
concert.
Thurs,
Fri, 9:30
pm, Tues,
concert.
concert.
Sun, 4 pm, concert, 6:30, reports.
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa. 2.000 mi. Thos. F. J. Howlett. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:45-11:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WGM, Atlanta, Ga. 400 only. 1,500 mi. The Atlanta
Constitution. Daily ex Sun, 6-7 pm. orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music.
Central.
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Daily ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather:
(Mon, Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports ;
7:30, bedtime story, news. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8 10 pm.
concert.
Sun, 3 pm. vesper services.
Eastern.
WGV, New Orleans, La. 300 mi. Interstate Elec. Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm. music, talks.
Central.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 370 and 485 only. 1,060 mi.
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:55 am, 12:30 pm,
6, 10, reports, time, sports. Mon. Tues, Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm, 7:45, concert. Fri, 10:30 pm, special.
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison, Wis. 485 also. 600 mi. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:58-12 m, time signals; 12 m,
weather; 12:07 pm, agricultural bulletin; 12:20 pm,
educational lecture. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, news, lectures, music Central.
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi. Univ. of Iowa. Mon,
Tues, Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm, lecture, concert, news. Sat,
9 pm, sports.
Central.
WHAB, Galveston. Tex. 300, 485. 600 also. 500 mL
Clark W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:45 am, 3:30
pm, 5, reports, music, news. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8
pm, entertainment. Sun, 10 am, church service.
Central.
WHAC, Waterloo, la. 150 mi. Cole Bros. Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 6 pm, news, sports. Mon. Wed, Fri,
9:30 pm. concert.
Central.
WHAD, Milwaukee. Wis. 100 mi. Marquette Univ.
Wed, 7:30-S:30 pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
WHAE, Sioux City, la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec.
Service Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-5:30 pm, music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music.
Central.
WHAF, Pittsburgh. Pa, 200 mi. Radio Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, .3-3:30 pm, music, news.
Sun, 9-10,
music. 0.
Ea*ern."
WHAG,
Cincinnati,
100 ml. Univ. of Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAH,
Joplin, Mo.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport. la. 30 mi. Radio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sat and Sun, 2-2:30 pm. 4:30-5-30. 10-11,
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm. 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WHAK,
W. Va. Roberts Hdwe. Co. 50
mi. No Clarksburg,
definite schedule.
WHAL, Lansing, Mich. 200 mi. The Capital News.
Daily ex Sun, 9:15-9:45 am, 12:30-1 pm, 3:45-4:15,
7:30-8:30.
Sun, 2:30 pm.
Central.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. Univ. of Rochester.
WHAO. Savannah, Ga. 100 mi. Frederick A. Hill.
Daily, 9:30-10 pm. Eastern.
WHAP, Decatur, 111. 100 ml. Otta & Kuhns. No
definite schedule.
WHAQ. Washington, D. C. 75 mi. Semmes Motor Co.
Mon,
Eastern.7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
WHAR,
Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Radio & Elec
Co.
WHAS, Louisville. Ky. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5
pm, 7:30-9.
service.
Central.Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church
WHAV. Wilmington, Del. 200 mi. Wilmington Elec.
Spec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music. Mon,
Wed, Fri,
6-8 pm, concert. Tues, Thur, 6-7 pm,
music
Eastern.
WHAW, Tampa. Fla. 200 mi. Pierce Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat, Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, music, agriograms. Sat,
12-1 pm, music, entertainment.
Eastern.
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 75 mi. Huntington Pub. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 3 pm, music; 1:30 pm, 6, retral.
ports, sports. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert. CenWHAZ, Troy, N. Y. 400 only. 2.000 mi. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Inst. Mon. 8:15-9:30 pm, music. Transcontinental second Monday of each month, 12-1:30
am, music.
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily, 10 am, 3 pm,
5, weather.
Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, ladies', hour; 7, bedCentral.time stories. Tues, Thurs. Sun. 8-10 pm, concert.
WHD, Morgantown, W. Va. 100 ml. W. Va. University. Daily, 4-6, 7-7:30, news etc. Eastern.
WHK. Cleveland, O. 300 mi. Warren R. Cox. Daily
ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm, 4-4:30, music;
6-6:30, news, music Wed, Sun, 8-9:45 pm, sermon,
concert.
Eastern.
WHN, Brooklyn. N. Y. 200 mi. Associated Broadcasters, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 am; 9:15-10:55, 12:551:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:15-5:30. 6:15-7. 7:30-8:30. 10:3012 m. Tues, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm omitted. Sun.
1-3 pm; 10:30-12 m. Eastern.
WHX,
Des Moines,
la.
50 mi.
Iowa Radio
Corp.
Daily, 5:30-6:15 pm.
Wed. 8-9:30 pm.
Central.
WIAB, Rockford. IU.
50 mi.
Joslyn Automobile Co.
Tuos, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music
Central.
WIAC,
Galveston, Tex.
485 also.
200 mi.
Galveston
Tribune.
Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports.
Tues,
Sat, evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 200 mi.
Ocean City Yacht
Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAE, Vinton, la. 75 mi. Zimmerman Radio Co. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 9 pm, music, news.
Wed, 8 pm, band
concert. Sun, 2:30 pm, music.
Central.
WIAF, New Orleans. La.
300 mi.
G. A. DeLortin.
Tues, 9-10:30 pm, Thurs, 12-1 am, music.
Sun, 1011:30 am, music.
Central.
WIAH,
Newton
la.
200 mi.
Continental
Radio
&
Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm, music, news. Mon, 7:308
pm.
Central.
WIAI, Springfield. Mo. 100 mi. Heer Stores Co. Dally
ex Run. 10:30-11. reports, news.
Tues, Thur, Sat,
7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Central.
WIAJ, Neenah, Wise.
Fox River Valley Radio Supply
Co.
WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 4S5 also. 300 mi. Daily JournalStockman.
Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10, 10:15, 12
m. 1:50 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
200 also.
W0 mi.
School
of Engineering.
Mon. Tues. Thur. Fri, 10:15-10:30
am; 11:30-11:45. news; 11:45-12:10 pm, lecture: 5-6
tral.
pm, news; 7-7:15, music; 7:15-7:30, lecture.
CenWIAQ. Marion. Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky.
150 mi. Paducah Evening Sun.
Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm. reports, news, music; 8 pm,
concert, lecture, etc
Central.
WIAS, Burlington. la. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye Home Elec.
Co. Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.

WIAT, Tarkio, Mo.
Leon T. Noel.
WIAU, Le Mars, la. Am. Trust & Savings Bank
WIAV, Binghampton, N. Y. N. Y. Radio Lab.
WIAW. Saginaw, Mich.
Saginaw Radio & Elec. Co.
WIAY, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. Woodward &
Lothrop. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-11:39 am, 2-3 pm

music. Miami,
Sat. Fla.
8-10 Flagler
pm, concert.
Eastern
WIAZ.
. Co. '
St., Elec.
Supply Sales
WIK. McKeesport, Pa. 600 mi. K. & L. Elec. Co.

pm.
Sun, S,uS;v
1:30-2:30
pm »mand 6:30-7
pro. Eastern.
£5ilyoex
„6:„30-7
Tues- Thurs.
9:30-10:30
WIL>
D. C.
100 mi.
Continental Elec.
bupplyWashington.
Co.
Daily 5:30-7 pm., music, entertainment.
Hj as tern.
WIP. Philadelphia,
Pa.
400 only.
2,000 ml.
Gimbel
Bros, and Public Ledger.
Daily ex Sun, 2:30-3 30
Fri, 7-9:55 pm.
Sat. 10:10-12 m.
Sun. am, pm,
church
service.^"'^pm
Eastern.
5S- 7 oalK'
7-7:30 pm.
Tues, 7-12
pm.
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 3:30 pm, 7-8, reports
entertainment.
Cent
^
'
Mon,
Wed, 8:30-9
pm.
Central.
ral.
WArM?' 4iniol2'^Nnbr- 202 mL American Radio Co.
Radio Engrng. Lab. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm marWt£Jt„
i?aC0'
rexu news.
$?5-, a*80'
500 mi' Jackson's
8:45-9:45,
concert,
Sun.music:
11-126-6:15,
am sportschurch
0 H'.P^S'
music;
service;
3:30-4
pm,3:30-4,
music;news,
6-6:15,
sports; 8:45-9:45
music.
Central.
Smith Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news
*«*,»„ J£incieo Ind^ -?'200 m1' Muncie Press and
bun,
10-12 am,Wedchurch
services.
Central.
^la,Mf.
Fri 7-8
pm; Sat,
6-7 pm music
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb. 485 also. 150 mi. Norfolk Daily
News. Daily ex Sun, 12:15 pm, 3:30 5 5-30 reCentral.
ports, code school.
WJAJ, Dayton, O. Y. M. C A.
WtA5'
O. 485
also. 250 mi. White Radio
Lab Stockdale,
Daily ex Sun,
10:30-10:50
am, music; 11:0511:20, reports, news; 6-6:30, music,
news Wed
8-9
pm.
concert.
Sun.
2-2:45
pm,
church service.'
\- £ 11 [1 ill,
Wf,AM-

Cedar Rapids.Ia.

50 mi. D. M.

Perham.

Mon

bun, K?9.15-11:30
weather; 1:30 pm
..,\\ed,'
7"8 pn>- am,
m"sic.markets,
Central.
closing markets, agriograms.
«nn ' f^"?,' ,?■ 300 mL, Tues.
PeortaThurs,
star- Sat,
Daily9-15ex
,AP' pm'S,uluth'
200 mlKelley Duluth
...?i45
concert.Mlnn- Central.
10:30-12,^lmr?',
midnight.
pipe Thurs,
organ,
?n0nA
.8-9:30 Sun,
pm, 11-12
music. m Mon,
pm,
church service.
Central.

Co
12-1
Sat,

W,J,AS' T°Peka, Kans.
Capper Publications.
W,JARA Providence, R. I. 485 also. 600 mi. The Outlet Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm. 5-6. Fri.
8-10 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WJAS, Pittsburgh, Pa. 150 mi. Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader).
Daily ex Sun, 11:30•uHi1'
A:3W
7"8 Pm.
Eastern.
WJAT,
Marshall.pm- Mo. Mon-100Taesmi. FrtKelley-Vawter
Jewelry
...Co.
ex Sun,
5:30-6
concert.
Central.
WJAX, Daily
Cleveland,
O. 4S5
also.pm. 1,000
mi. .Union
Trust
Co. Daily ex Sat pm; Sun. 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45,
2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45, music financial reports, news.
Tues, 7-8:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment. Eastern.
WJAZ, Chicago, 111. Chicago Radi» Lab.
WJD, Granville, O. 25 mi. Denison Univ. Tues, Thur,
5-6
pm,
educational
lectures. Sun, 5-6 pm, religious
stories.
Central.
WJH, Washington, D. C. 100 ml'. White & Boyer Co
Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm. music. Tues, 7:45-10 pm,
music. Eastern.
WJK, Toledo, O. 300 mi. Service Radio Equipment
Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-3 pm, reports. Mon, Wed Fri,
7:30-9 pm, concert. Sat, 2-5 pm, sports, news. Sun
11-12:30 pm, 7:30-8:30, church services.
Eastern.
WJX.
New York,
N. Y. De Forest Radio Telephone &
Telegraph
Co.
WJZ, Newark, N. J. 1,500 mi. Radio Corp. and
Westinghouse Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 9-9:15 am;
12-1:15 pm, 4-4:15, 7-7:30, 8-10:30.
Sun. 10:30 am1 pm, church services; 3-4:30, music.
Eastern.
WKAA
Cedar Rapids, la. 200. 485 also. 200 mi
H.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports; 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music
Thur,
11-12
pm,
music
Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 400 mi. The Lincoln Star.
Tues,
Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment.
Central.
WKAD,
East Providence,
R. I. Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls, Tex.
W. S. Radio Supply Co.
WKAG,
Louisville, Ky.
Edwin T. Bruce.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Radio Co.
WKAK,
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN,
Montgomery,
Ala.
200 mi.
Alabama
Radio
Mfg. Co.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. music, news.
Central.Granston, R. I. Wilcox Flint.
Rico.
WKAP,
WKAQ, San Juan, Porto Rico.
Radio Corp. of Porto
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich,
Mich. Agrl. College.
WKAS,
Springfield, Mo.
100 mi.
L. E. Lines Music
Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm, sports. Mon, Fri, Sat,
8-9:15 pm, music.
Central.
WKAV, Laconia, N. H.
Laconia Radio Club.
WKAW,
Beloit, Wis.
100 mi.
L. M. Turner.
Dally
12-12:15 pm, 7-7:30, concert.
Central.
WKAX, Bridgeport, Conn.
75 ml. Wm. A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga.
100 ml.
Brenau College.
No
definite
schedule.
College activities.
Thurs, 8:30 pm,
saving.
concert.
Eastern.
WKC. Baltimore, Md.
500 mi. Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.
Tues, Thurs. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern, daylight
WKN, Memphis. Tenn.
Riechman-Crosby Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City. Okla.
485 also. 500 ml
WKY
Radio
Shop
(Daily Oklahoman).
Daily
ex Sun.
12 m, weather;
7:30 pm, sports, specials; 9 pm,
weather,
Tues, Wed, Fri, 8:S0 pm, concerts.
Central. news.
WL2,
Fairfield, O. U. S. Army.
WLAC. Raleigh, N. C. N. C. State College.
WLAF, Lincoln. Neb.
Johnson Radio Co.
WLAG,
Minneapolis, Minn.
400 and 485 only.
1,000
mi.
Cutting & Wash.
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun,
9:30-12 am, music, market reports; 1:30-3 pm, music,
farm news, styles; 3:30-4:45, markets, music; 6-7:30.
farm news, children's hour.
Thur, Fri, Sat, 8-9:30
pm. concert.
Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm,
church services.
Central.
WLAH, Syracuse, N. Y. Samuel Woodworth.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex.
485 also.
1.000 ml.
Waco Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports.
Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm,
music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
WLAK, Bellows Falls. Vt. Vermont Farm Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Radio Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
WLAM,
Springfield, O.
100 mi.
Morrow
Radio
Co.
Mon, Wed,
Fri, 8-9:30 pm, dance music.
Central.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
WLAQ,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
100 mi.
A. B. Schilling.
Daily, 10-12 pm, music.
Central.
WLAR, Marshalltown,
la. 50 mi.
Meikel Music Co.
No definite schedule.
WLAS,
Hutchinson,
Kan.
485 also.
100 mi.
E. V.
Plush.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 10:30. 11:30, 12:30
pm, 1:30. markets; 12:30-1:15 pm, music.
Wed, 8-9
pm. concert.
Central.
WLAT, Burlington,
la. Radio and Specialty Co.
WLAV,
Pensacola,
Fla.
200 mi.
Elec.
Shop, Inc
tral.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment.
CenWLAW,
New York. N. Y. New York Police Dept,
WLAX,
Greencastle,
Ind.
Greencastle
Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY,
Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WLAZ,
Warren,
O.
100 mi.
Hutton
& Jones Elec.
Co. W7ed, 8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat, 10:30se'-vices.
11:30 pm, Eastern.
music, sports.
Sim, 7:30-8:30 pm. church
WLB.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
Univ. of Minn.
100 ml.
Dally ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. 7:30-7:50.
Central.
(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week. W'ith this will appear the citystation

index.)
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FLEWELLING

THEORY

(Continued from page 7)
becomes tree, and the notion renews Itself.
By using the exact value for the Kiid
leftk resistance, we can time this action
to moot our needs. Inddently this is what
Is done In the Flewelling Super and results
In a time element entering into our calculations. By Changing the time of this
action (which Is vers audible in the phones
When slow enough), we can start and stop
at any frequency all action in the circuit.
It is this stopping and starting: action
that Rives the Flewelling super its characteristic sound. It will therefore be seen
that the whistle Is not caused by the
familiar "low frequency oscillation of
10,000 to 15.000 cycles per second", but by
this starting and stopping action.
Bow Condensers Effect Action
It is well known that if a condenser is
placed in a suitable circuit and alternately
charged and discharged there will be set
up in the circuit a surging action that is
caused by the endeavor on the part of the
circuit to find a position of equilibrium.
The magnitude of action depends of
course, upon the constants of the circuit.
Now if the frequency of the surges of
the condensers is properly timed, and it can
be by proper timing of the tube function,
we will be enabled to let our circuit "run
away" to a point of maximum amplification,
and then to stop it from entering into the
condition of free oscillation by the application at the proper moment of positive resistance in the form of a surge from the
condensers. This cycle of events must
occur at a such a rate of speed that it
will, if audible at all, not be so slow as to
result in distortion and it is therefore
necessary to so adjust our leaks that maximum amplification will be obtained and yet
block out any distortion.
It will be found that the action's speed
will be dependent not upon the leak value
alone, but that this value must be changed
as other constants in the circuit are
changed. For example, in tuning, if the
tuning condenser and the coupling of the
coils are changed, the leak values should
be changed to correspond, and thus keep
the time element at the right point.
Flewelling Flivver Differs from Super
The above outline of action is but roughly
drawn. It is given to show that there is a
different action occurring in the Flewelling
Flivver than in the usual Super, because
so many folks have thought that there
was no difference in the two except that
the large inductances in the latter were
replaced by condensers.
Like all questions however, this one has
two sides to it.
Consider for a moment a Flivver circuit
modified so that it would have no plate coil,
and no ground or aerial, a circuit that has
no more opportunity for regeneration than
that possible by way of the coupling of the
grid and plate circuits through the tube
elements themselves. If you saw such a
circuit bring in a station ten miles away
would you blame the writer if he asked the
question, "Is this circuit dependent upon
regeneration for its action?" Unfortunately such reception is not yet at all reliable. It has been accomplished only in
rare cases but the accomplishment brings
such an element of uncertainty into our
proposition that -it seems worth while still
to entertain the doubt.

Light Socket Aerial
Phone condensers will make a socket
aerial. Procure three .001 mfd. phone
condensers
and connect
them
as showr
TOSET

cCEimO—^^^5PHONE CONDENSERS
SOCKET
THREE.OOI

FLEXIBLE WIRE

W\\d

in the illustration, using a hard rubber
base, wood or bakelite. — Arthur H. Phillips, "Winnipeg, Canada.
Radio
insurance
is now
being
offered
covering fire, lightning, breakage and theft.

Xhi Rad handbook

Iminmm

Because of the astonishing
number of requests for ChiRad's latest Handbook-Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages of valuable information for every radio fan. It
includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Complete instructions, including diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build a Reinartz Receiver."
3. Radio
definitions,
codes,
wire tables, etc.
Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled in the order in which we
receive them.

^ Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
415 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago

Largest
Radio
Store
in
America
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BUY HERE

Largest
Radio
Store
America

FOR LESS

in

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier
Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or any receiving set so that loudspeaker or
phonograph can be used in place of headset. These parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other
suitable size), 1 High Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks, 13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for
mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with complete instructions for assembling,
with template for drilling panel.
Complete

45

$12.
Complete
Parts
for
Reinartz
Circuit
3 Plate C
1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser,

Includes
1 1 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers, 2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound
Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil,
1 Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram to Construct this Set.
Complete

COMPLETE

KNOCKDOWN

RECEIVING

SET1.45
$1

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 $ 1 "7 OC
Diagram to construct this set.
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with outdoor aerial. . , .«p A • .Uif

VARIABLE
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,

now
now
$3.30

Value,

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS

CONDENSERS

$1.75
$3.10 Value, 5 PLATE, now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE, now
11 PLATE,
now
$1.35

Aviation Type

WESTERN

$1.25
$1.15

ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95

Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber
ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
194-W
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called
for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES

Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type
"C" Loud Speaking Units.
Special

These are the Genuine Nathanial Baldwin. "Mica Diaphragm"
£Q
ffc C
Phones, complete with silk cord and headband. Special at «P«7.«/«J

COMPLETE
Includes 6x14 Formica

PARTS

FOR

Panel, 23 Plate Condenser,

FLEWELLING

3 Micon

.006 Condensers,

Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard
Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete

FEDERAL

JACKS

FILAMENT
FILAMENT

CONTROL
CONTROL

$1.50

1,250 Turns

1.50

1,000 Turns

1.25

$8.50 Guaranteed 3,000
Ohm Head Phones...

$3.65

Rheostats
4DC
Sponge
Rubber
Ear
CA
Caps, Pair
3UC
Dials,
2, 3 and 3%
9C/.
inch
LiDQ
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers, $4.50 Value, M
flt
Now
iP^.3J

FORMICA

750
250
150
1 00

SINGLE CIRCUIT. .
DOUBLE CIRCUIT .

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

Grewol
Detectors
Signal Corps
Super
Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial
Wire, 100 ft
Spaghetti
Tubing,
yard
Cord Tip
.
Plugs

Variable Grid Leak, 1

Vernier Rheostat, 8 d>|0 k P
«p A£. itD
50c

MAGNA VOX, LOUD SPEAKER, Type R3
VARIOMETERS,
Genuine Mahogany, $5 Value, Now
VARIOCOUPLERS, $4.50 Value, Now
HONEYCOMB
COILS 75 Turns.
1,500 Turns

CIRCUIT

1 Freshman

$1.00
75c
60c
50c

Sensitive

$1.65

35c
$2.45
10c
60c

Lightning
Arresters
2-Slide Tuning

.... 4 ■

. .40c

50 Turns
35 and 25 Anti-Capacity
Turns.

95c

Coils, at
,
3-Coil Honeycomb

m . w . $34.95
.?. .$1.95
.,.^.^.$1.75

Switches
fl» A OA

$1.95

Phone
mostly tJ>T:.£U
O C
Mntgs., Caps,
with forKnobs
all phones
£*DC
Signal Cps. Hot Wire <J> P AC
Ammeters, at
«PJ°»"

...40c
. .40c

Switches
Lightning
.

Hydrometers,
now at
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leaks

$1.50
45c
$2.65
95c

PANEL,!" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch

We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediate attention
Letters of comment on the merit of the merchandise sold and the service rendered
through our mail order department have brought duplicate orders which have put us
in a swamped condition.
We ask to bear consideration, if your order is a day or
two behind in 'delivery.
BUY

HERE

FOR

LESS

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK STORE
509 South State Street

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

He
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Pay System in England
Owners of Sets Pay a Yearly License
OWNERS of stations in England are trying to put
broadcasting on a paying basis. Artists will be
paid for their performances before the microphone and
programs will be kept on a very high standard. This
is made possible by the British government regulations.
To own a receiving set in Egland oue must have a
government license costing about $2.20 a year. The
government has agreed to pay one-half of the funds
thus received to the broadcasting stations for program
costs. The other revenue necessary for the operation
of the stations will come from the sale of receiving
sets by the broadcasting companies.

A Great Silent Audience
To the Speaker the Microphone is the Only Audience
THE Ra<iio broacaster who has had previous platform experience must change his whole mental outlook. He has been accustomed to "feel out" his
audience. It may be cold, he must arouse it; it may
be critical, he must ingratiate himself; it may be turbulent, he must calm it; it may be sympathetic and
"go along" with him from the start.
Talking into a microphone is a good deal like making
an impassioned appeal to a wooden Indian— the expended energy is all on one side. The broadcaster must
build up a new technic, and draw powerfully on his
imagination — and his success will be in proportion to
his power to visualize, just as the success of the speaker
today
dience. lies largely in the ability to ' ' sense ' ' his auHe will stand in front of that steel transmitter in
the solitude and tense silence of the studio and a
greater audience than ever gathered in the Anthenian
theater of Dionysius, in the Roman Colosseum, or on
the hill of Tara will form in the prospect of his mind 's
eye. He will visualize the dwellers in the city apartment, in the street crowd that has drifted into the retailer's shop, the farmer and his family gathered
around the fireside, the lonely rancher on the western
jilain, the camping party. Did ever the human voice
since man communicated his ideas to man have such
an audience as this?

Go-operation Aided by Radio

Country Schools and Farm Bureaus Are Benefitted
Nr OTHING in the farm field is more impressive to
an outsider than the extension of co-operative
action in recent years. Just as common interest is a
powerful motive in co-operation, so the dissemination
of common intelligence and the maintenance of contact are conditions which make the promotion of common interest possible. Some of our states have farm
bureaus in every county. Information sent out by
Radio under their auspices would further the purpose
of such bureaus and get their information and their
•policies to the individual members with the speed of
light.
Perhaps the greatest general utility of Radio to the
farmer is in tying up with the extension work of the
agricultural colleges and schools and the various state
organizations devoted to improvement of farm methods.
Today a relatively small number of farmers, workers
or owners, benefit from such instruction. The exigencies
of farm work do not often permit enrollment for full
terms.
Radio would open the door of the argicultural school
to tens of thousands who would never otherwise receive such institutional instruction, and it would enable the student who has been obliged to terminate a
short course to continue his studies in many cases
under the same faculty. With practical men in charge
of such instruction the possibilities of Radio in this
direction are limitless.
Every high school and even the country schools in
remote districts should have the benefits of Radio. It
brings them within reach of the lectures, music, and
education methods of the metropolis. It means an
educational contribution of highest excellence to every
rural school. It includes not only direct and interesting instruction to the pupils, but stimulation of the interest of teachers and the increase of their efficiency.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Major Armstrong is quoted as having said that concerts would be broadcast all over the world "in an
amazingly short time," and that a central receiving
station on each continent would receive the program
and relay it. With the exception of jazz I don't know
of any distinctly American "accent" in music that
could disturb the sensibilities of foreigners and even
that is known to a large part of the civilized world.
What appeals to me strongly is the possibility of hearing singers and orchestras, which, for one reason or
another, do not take kindly to the idea of crossing the
seas to this country. Also, be it said, there are American artists to whom Europeans could listen with pleasure and profit. Beyond the mere entertaining of the
world's listeners in is the decidedly important feature
of broadcasting such information regarding any nation,
as would dispel the provincialism so rampant in some
quarters.
Now that it is possible to talk through thick walls of
steel and concrete, even without the use of aerials or
ground connections, the recording of bank officials
being locked into vaults from which they cannot communicate with those on the outside will be a thing of
the past. It might have its disadvantages as well in certain cases. A meeting of I. W. W. nonconformists might
have its proceedings spread abroad if a transmitter
were secretly installed in the room where these longhaired gentry were conniving. But we must not let
such thoughts deter us from encouraging the development of so useful a device. Let the spirits speak from
the dark recesses of a Congressman's cellar!
In calling attention to the astounding increase in the
number of receiving sets in use in this country, let me
cite an interesting instance where Radio has swept
through a commercial village which had been without
other sources of entertainment. This colony houses
the employees of a large manufacturing establishment.
They had no movie houses or other source of providing
amusement so they turned to Radio. It is natural that
many of them would have done so, even had theaters
abounded, but to find one hundred and forty-two sets
where there are only two hundred homes is a pretty
good average.
Much

food for thought is to be found in the announcement byDr. Hull, of the General Electric Company, of his uni-potential cathode vacuum tube. Consider that the power for plate and filament with these
tubes may be supplied from the house wiring, and that
a receiver, amplifier and loud speaker may be operated
from plugging in to a lamp socket, then you see where
such speculation leads. With the advent of the
' ' pickle ' ' tube and others in process of development we
shall soon realize a vast improvement over what we
have been content to use up to the present. The cost
of these tubes should be materially reduced and I
doubt very much the theory that such reduction would
cripple the manufacturer — very much. Does the set at
eighty dollars, or the set at three hundred dollars sell
the more quickly? Would not a popular price mean
greater sales? Perhaps I have too little "capacity"
to hold the facts in mind, though I shall be glad to
furnish my hook-up on demand.

RADIO

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender statable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Oh Shame!

You've Been Broad-Casting

DeaT
— much interested in the latest feminine
I'm Indi
very
footwear, especially the Radio Boots! I passed, one
of these 185-pound dames on the street the other afternoon, wearing a pair of No. 12 Radio Boots. Believe
me, boys, she had some wave length!
I didn't even bother to meter! "Watts the use?"
I said, "She's on her way ohm!"
So I let Uncle go over after Ant-enna, and he didn 't
find her, ether!
—HARRY
C. WOODS.

To Be Seen But Not Heard

"How do you like your new Radio receiving set? "
"Pine!
I've picked up broadcasting of every form
of entertainment
except oriental dancers." — London
Tit-Bits.

"It's the Bunk," Says Gamaliel

VIA RADIO TO
INDI-GEST, CHICAGO.
SEE YOUR OFFICE SQUIRREL CLAIMS I HAVE
OTHER THINGS IN MY CELLAR BESIDES THESO-CALLED SECRET TRANSMITTING SET STOP
IT'S A BASE LIE STOP OWING TO MY ADMINISTRATION IDON'T EVEN HAVE COAL STOP I
DO HAVE PRIDE IN MY ADMINISTRATION BUT
WHO
LN H
L CAN BURN PRIDE
THIS SIDE
OF STYX QUESTION
—GAMALIEL.

A Wag, a Moan and a Blank Despair
(With Apologies to Rudyard Kipling)
A fool theie was and he got the desire,
Even as you and I.
He bought some tubing and lots of wire,
Even as you and I.
He wrapped it round and took off taps,
And said the-thing may work, perhaps?
Even as you and I.

Edward J. Nally must have stirred the French
Radiophans with visions of the future and caused them
to speed up local movements toward progress in this
fascinating science. He may well be within the scope
of possibilities in predicting before a gathering in
Paris the transmission of an entire page of a newspaper
with one touch of a telegraph key. Then again, he
foretold the relaying of Radio concerts from a central
point by telephone to various broadcasting stations.
When that is done ('twere well, 'twere done quickly)
every owner of a receiving set in every state in the
Union may listen in to the Chicago Opera! A slight
urge from you fans might hasten that glad day.
I have implicit faith in the pallophotophone as an
instrument to be widely used not alone for the transmission of speeches by those who could not easily spare
the time to visit a broadcasting station, but as the
means of permanently recording a voice, an instrument
or the expression of an idea which may fittingly typify
the present age and be preserved for future generations. If the material at hand for recording such
things is of a destructive nature, then someone should
experiment until an imperishable substance be found.
With the mental picture so readily formed from the address of Dr. William Gates, which preceded the broadcasting of the Quiche language by a native Guatamalan,
it was not difficult to reach some notion of the mode
of life in that country and, to a linguist, appreciate
the significance of this Indian tongue in its relation to
other known languages. It is just such broadcasting
that shakes us loose from our local moorings and sets
us to realizing how little we know of the rest of the
world. Radio is the most cosmopolitan educational
medium in existence today.
Atlantic City, N. J., the famous bathing resort, is
looking forward to the time when it will enable bathers
to enjoy music as received by a central station and distributed through amplifiers along the boardwalk.
There is every reason to suppose that some day every
summer resort of prominence will have its public receiving set with amplifying devices for the pleasure
of all visitors, and even the effort of tuning in will be
left to the "town tuner." I am wondering if they
will broadcast "No. 2 yellow com" while stock
brokers are seeking recreation on the beach.

A panel he got and then switch points,
Even as you and I.
A condenser next and wire for the joints,
Even as you and I.
He listened for days and nary a sound,
Till some poor fish told him he needed a ground!
Even as you and I.

Where Paying Was Believing
The mayor of a prosperous California city recently
broadcast an address to the invisible audience by
means of one of the new 500-watt transmitters now
becoming popular on the Pacific Coast.
Being shop-

tical, he asked all out-of-town listeners in tos'wire him
collect. They did. However, the mayor requested
the
Radiophans to cease firing just as his telegraph bill
reached $3,000. Said mayor is now a hard shelled
Radioknut, almost ripe enough to pick, adds the Office
Squirrc.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter VIII — ByA Arthur
Crystal
Detector Receiver
G. Mohaupt
tor if properly conCRYSTALstructed detec
and used In connection with
well-designed antenna will give very
satisfactory results for receiving music
and other forms of entertainment broadthe various broadcasting staeast from through
out the country.
tions
A crystal detector Is inexpensive in first
cost, requires very little upkeep and maintenance, and is excellent for becoming acquainted with the general operation of a
Radio receiving set. The ability to "tune
and to "tune out"
certain station
in" a undesired
other
stations can be acquired
onlv through practice and experience, and
bv beginning with the simplest and gradA

—

SUPPORTING

BLOCKS

BASE

Figure 32
ually working up to the more, complex tube
setsj the numerous little tricks and stunts
can be learned readily.
Suitable for Short Range
Although it is generally said that a crystal detector is suitable only for short range
reception (twenty to thirty miles), instances are numerous where stations
located at distances of
500 to 1,000
miles away have been received, using
only a crystal. Of course, the long distance results were obtained with the use
vX an excellent antenna and under ideal
conditions. But there is absolutely no
reason why, if some operators can secure
such resuits, others cannot do likewise.
Under average conditions, however, a crystal will surely be able to receive and detect
signals within a range of about twentyfive miles from the local broadcasting
stations.
A crystal detector will not work satisfactory with a loop or other form of indoor
antenna, for it is not sufficiently sensitive
to catch the weak signals currents generally received with such forms of antennae.
However, with a good outdoor aerial it is
capable of
pleasure
and supplying
pastime. many an evening's

for these give excellent service and tune tho reeelvinl? set to the wave length
the incoming electrical oscillations so that used,
require little attention. If an exposed of the incoming signals.
when they are passed through the tele- crystal is used, it may have to be cleaned
One terminal of the rotor (L-2) of tho
phone receivers they are capable of pro- with a little benzine or alcohol occasionally variocoupler is connected to the detector,
while
the other side of the detector is conconfirst
will
We
to
remove
the
dust
and
dirt
that
may
have
sounds.
audible
siderducing
the construction
of the tuning unit.
nected to one of the telephone binding
accumulated on it. The detector is
The tuning device to be constructed will mounted directly over the center of the posts. The other telephone terminal is
be of the variocoupler type, consisting of a switch lever as illustrated in Figure 33. connected to the free end of the coupler
primary and a secondary, the primary Everything is now ready to be wired.
secondary. Across the condenser terminals
having a number of taps brought out and
is also connected a .00025 mfd. telephone
The Wiring Process
the secondary capable of rotating within
After everything has been securely or bypass condenser. If all the work is
the primary.
mounted and fastened according to the carefully and neatly done according to
results can be expected.
above directions, the apparatus is ready to directions, good The
Cabinet
Primary ofWindingFor the primary
the variocoupler a be wired. The wiring should be done with
The cabinet for housing the apparatus
No.
14
or
16
copper
wire,
preferably
tinned.
fiber or bakelite tube is used, 3/32 of an
can
be
built
of
good
quality soft wood and
inch thick. 3 inches In diameter and about To prevent any possibility of a ground or
stained any desired color, although a maDETECTOR
4 inches long. On this tube are wound
ANTENNA
hogany stain produces the most desirable
about 60 turns of No. 24 cotton covered
finish. If a more elaborate cabinet is decopper wire. The winding is begun about
sired,
quarter-sawed oak can be used.
»s inch from one end of the tube, and thirty
Three-eighths-inch stock is very suitturns are wound. Then a free space of
able, in that it is sufficiently strong and at
'., inch is left and the remaining thirty
the same time, easily worked. The two
turns are applied.
end pieces must be 6 inches long and 4
At each tenth turn of the winding, howinches wide, while the top piece must be
ever, a 1-inch loop is made. Counting the
9% inches long and 4 inches wide. The
beginning and ending of the coil, there will
rear wall is 6 inches wide and 9% inches
be seven taps for altering the number of
long. The entire cabinet is mounted on a
effective turns in tne winding. These taps,
base board 10% inches long, 4% inches
as will be explained later, are connected
wide, and % inch thick. The front is
to a series of switch points on the panel.
Figure
34
short circuit in the system occurring it is arranged so that the panel and the base
on which it is mounted will easily slide in
Secondary Winding
good policy to cover the wire with rubber and
out.
The secondary or rotor of the coupler or spaghetti tubing.
(Continued on page 12)
is also wound on a fiber, or bakelite tube,
All wires -should be run in perfectly
slightly smaller and shorter, however, than straight lines, and should cross each other
the primary. The secondary is securely at right angles. This not only adds to the
fastened to a %-inch. brass rod which neatness of the outfit, but avoids to some
passes through the center of the tube at extent the inductive interference of one
right angles to the axis. This rotor is circuit upon another. All connections and
then placed in the center of the primary contacts sould be soldered, for unsoldered
and the brass rod inserted in the space connections are likely to become dirty and
have their contact resistance increased to
left vacant by the winding.
such an extent that the apparatus will not
properly.
The secondary can then be rotated within function
the primary, and the brass rod acts as the
A SyntheticMULTIPOINT
CRYSTAL DETECTOR
An efficient hook-up to use for connect(Patent Pending)
sensitive over its entire surface
shaft. The secondary is also wound with
ing the various pieces of apparatus is given Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
60 turns of cotton covered copper wire,
and
volume.
Endorsed
by Badio experts and press. Sold
in Figure 34. As shown, the terminal or Eusonite
fans.
in Sealed Packages only. Join the ever increasing
about No. 26 in size. About %-inch space
is left vacant in the center to allow room binding post to which the aerial lead-in
Price, Postpaid, mounted
Cn,.
wore is brought is connected directly to
for the brass shaft to pass through.
Sensitiveness
guaranteed
«WC
one end of the primary (L-l) of the varioRUSONITE GATWHISKER
The coil is then securely tacked to two
coupler. The shaft of the rotating switch
wooden blocks %-inch thick, 1-inch wide, lever (S) is then connected to the ground 14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super OCand 4 inches long, and rounded out so as terminal or binding post Thus by adjust£>\jQ,
to properly fit the coil. These wooden
ing the lever (S) any number of turns of Sensitive
RUSONITE
CORP.
Order from your PRODUCTS
dealer or direct from'
us,
blocks are then supported against the rear the primary can be "cut" into use so as to
19 Park Row. N. Y.
side of the panel and held fast by means
of four flathead brass screws entering from
the front of the panel. The general appearance of the mounted coil as viewed
from the end is illustrated in Figure 32.
The Panel
WILLARD RADIO CORPORATION

The panel forms the vertical support on
which the various apparatus is mounted.
A convenient size to use is 6 inches high
First to Consider
by 9 inches long and %-inch thick.
The antenna is the first part to consider Although smooth surfaced wood stained
in the construction and installation of a black will serve very well, hard rubber or
Radio receiving station. As was stated in bakelite will be somewhat better. -The
is mounted by means of three flatthe previous paragraph, the outdoor anten- panel
head brass screws to a wooden base 9
na produces best results, although an aerial
inches
long, 4 inches wide, and %-inch
stretched in an open attic of a home will
thick. The base can be given one or two
give nearly the same results.
coats of shellac to preserve its appearance
For a receiving station, the single-wire
make it moisture proof. The geninverted L-type antenna will be found very and toeral
appearance of the panel with the
satisfactory. It is not so subject to interapparatus is illustrated in Figference from other stations operating at mounted
ure 33.
the same time, and does not cause as much
At a distance of 1 inch from the left
trouble due to the accumulation of static
edge and 2 inches from the top and bottom
as do two and four-wire antennae.
respectively', %-inch holes are drilled and
Length of Single-Wire Antenna
two binding posts inserted. The upper one
The single-wire antenna should be about is marked A, as the aerial lead-in wire is
60 feet in length and mounted at an connected here. The lower one is marked
elevation of about 40 feet It should G, as the ground wire of the set is connected to this terminal.
be properly insulated and securely mounted,
so that in case of failure or swaying in the
At a distance of 4 inches from the left
wind it will not come in contact with elec- edge and 3 inches from the top, a 9/12-inch
tric power telephone wires. Copper or hole is drilled through which the brass
phosphor bronze wire, either solid or shaft of the variocoupler projects for about
stranded, about No. 14 in size, is best an inch. On this shaft a 3-inch dial is
suited. Iron wire should not be used on then fastened. By rotating the dial the
account of its high resistan e.
The antenna is connected to the receiving rotor of the coupler can be set to any desired position. By means of the graduations on the dial the position of the rotor
can be noted, so that it can readily be reset
to this position in case a particular station is desired.
Two inches from the right edge and 2
inches from the top and bottom respectively. Vs-inch holes are drilled and two
more binding posts inserted. These terminals are marked PH, for it is here that
the telephone receivers are connected.
Mounting the Switch Points
The next step is to mount the switch
Figure 33
points and switch lever. For the shaft
set indoors by means of a No. 14 copper of the switch lever a 5/16-inch hole is
drilled
1% inches from the bottom and
lead-in wire. At the point where the lead-in
wire enters the building, an approved form 2 J£ inches from the right edge. At a
radius depending upon the length of the
of lightning arrester should be employed. switch
lever nine holes are drilled with a
This arrester is grounded to a nearby
No. 18 drill. Through the two end holes
water pipe or other suitable ground con- switch stops are inserted while in the other
nection. (The complete details of the antenna system were fully explained in the seven holes the switch contact points are
two preceding chapters, both of which will inserted. The holes for these contact
prove very valuable to those who wish to points are drilled % inch from center to
center.
Install a receiving set)
The last thing to mount on the panel
Constructing the Receiving Set
is the crystal detector. The holes to be
The receiving set itself, we will remem- drilled for this detector depend upon the
ber, performs the two important functions: type and design of detector used. It is
toning the station to the wave length of recommended, however, that a glass covered detector with fixed contact point be
the desired
signals
and
then rectifying

DEPT. R. D., 291 BROADWAY,
REINARTZ
EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART

complete

instructions.

YORK

FLEWELLING

COMPLETE

EVERT

I Reinartz wound coil, i coil base, I tube
socket, I Vernier rheostat, I 23-plate .005
MFD variable condenser, I 13-plate .00025
MFD
variable condenser. 3
inductance
switches, 25 switch points and nuts. 8 binding
posts, I variable grid leak, I .002 MFD phone
Radion panel
condenser,
25 feet
bar wire.
and bus
diagram
<£ I1 high-grade
/> t\(\
and

NEW

PART

Circuit

COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils, I 2-coil mounting, 2 coil
plugs, 3 .006 condensers, I variable grid leak,
I grid leak, I 23-plate .005 MFD variable condenser, I Vernier rheostat, I tube socket. 8
binding
posts, 20Booklet
feet busonbarJJ1
wire,1 I (\f\
highRadio Digest
grade RADION panel, I 3" dial and the
Operation and Construction <Dl 1 ,\J%J
of Circuit

«plV/«V/\y

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plato
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

AUDIO

Variable; value, $1.75...
Variable; value. $2.50...
Variable; value, $3.50...
Variable; value, $4.50. . .
VERNIER; value, $5.50.
VERNIER; value, $6.00.
VERNIER: value, $6.50.

FREQUENCY
FORMER
VALUE,
$4.50
PRICE,
TRANS-$2.75

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
Condensite base;
value, —$1.10;
special at
$0.70
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with
2'/a" dial; value, $1.50; special at
85
Potentiometer with knob; value,
$1.75; special
at
1.00
Potentiometer with 2'/s" dial;
value, $2.15; special at

ALUMINUM

1.15

LOUD

SPEAKING HORN
—
Nickel plated — highly
polished; $8.00 list.. $3.75

V. T. SOCKETS — Nickeled brass sleeve, composition base: value, $1.00; special at
$0.50
Ball Bearing Inductance switch; value, 75c;
special at
.30
BEST

value,

Double

QUALITY

JACKS,

65c; special at
circuit;

value.

90c;

Single

circuit:

special

at

.30
.45

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron condensite and
Lrtz Wire wound secondary; value, $4.50;
special
3^5

THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
rer.isting composition — high finish: special . .S0.30
TWO-INCH
DIALS — Same design— for rheostats and potentiometer; special
25
EXTRA
SPECIAL — Telephone
Headsets;
S8.0O list: reduced
to
RAYMOND
VERNIER
RH EOSTATS— Value,
$1.50:
special

REINARTZ
Value $2.50

3.50
.95

COILS
$1.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by
us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on Receipt
o[
Purchase Price
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Honeycomb Mounting on Cabinet Top
Logical Place on Set
for Duolateral Coils

LEVERS

OPERATE

Data on Construction
of Fixed Condensers

COIL ADJUSTMENT

Most amateurs who have been assembling the Flewelling circuit outfit have experienced difficulty in obtaining the .006
mfd. condensers, and many have built up
these condensers from units of other
standard capacities.
The construction of fixed condensers of
any capacity is a simple matter for any
amateur providing he knows the active
area of dielectric required. The formula
for finding this area is:

Regular mounting for honeycomb coils
The
is not liked by every Radiophan. place
front of the panel is not the logical
g
mountin
for
way
better
A
them.
for

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

2248 XK

ny little kinks
are atmahom
E d out
THER
e that would
■worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
There are
he only knew about them.
new hook-ups, new ways of making
ious unique ways of opparts and var
erating sets that are discovered every
is very much indar Radio in Digest
terested securing such material.
full details, includSend them in with pe
so rejected copy
ing stamped envelo
ed.
The work must be
may be return
entirely original, not copied. NT,
KINKS DEPARTME
RADIO
Radio Digest Illustrated,
123 "West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
the ilof the cabinet. In of
them is on top mountin
the
g is shown
lustration the
regular type, but the unique part about
opare
coils
this arrangement is that orthe
knobs. Cranks
erated by regular dials
and
are attached to the dial shaft ends
pitmans act on the two outside coils for
the adjustments. — W. H. Zink,
making
Baltimore, Md.

Spider Web Coils in Set

The accompanying illustration shows a
new hook-up which I developed recently,
which is so far superior to anything that
I have had before that I am going to pass
"With this hooktry.enough
others to
it along
up I getforChicago
loud
so that I
can understand the announcements 30 feet

Where A is the area
dielectric
C X TofX active
1010
A = inches, C is the capacity
surface in square
in microfarads, T is the thickness of the
dielectric in inches and K is the inductivity, which for various materials is as
follows:
Air
1.000
Glass (Common)
3.013 and 3.258
Glass (Light Flint)
6.850 and 7.000
Glass (Very Light Flint) .. .6.570
Hard
Rubber
2.050 and 3.150
Mica
6.000
Paper
1.500
Porcelain
4.380
For example, a condenser of .006 mfd.
capacity using mica dielectric of .001 inch
in thickness must have an active dielectric area of

primary, which is the largest, measures
over 4% inches.
Instead of jacks for connections I have
five binding posts at the lower right hand
corner of the cabinet. The first two are
for
for the detector and the other three step
the amplifiers. I have tried adding a
of Radio frequency but without success
as the loss in regeneration is not compensated for by the Radio frequency and
just the three
I get more out of using selective
, has a
tubes. This set is very
long range and is well worth the trouble
of making 111.the coils. — J. R. "Wilkinson,
I Kankakee,

A = .006 2248
X .001X X6 1010 = 4.448
There should therefore be used four
more sensitive and responsive the phones
are, the clearer and stronger will be the pieces of mica one by two inches and five
pieces
of foil one by 1.48 inches. The foil
sounds heard.
so placed that it projects % inch out from
Chapter
Nine
between
the mica.
In Chapter Nine we will begin our study
overlapping foil areas will then be
of the principles of operation of the three- % The
by 1.48 inches, or 1.112 square inches
electrode vacuum tube as employed in all
which with four dielectric sheets, gives
the
required 4.448 square inches.
higher-priced
receiving
sets. "We
consider the tube
as a detector
and will
thenfirst
as
Attention is called to the fact that the
an amplifier. In doing so, of course, we thickness
of the foil does not have any
will take up a discussion of all the import- bearing on the capacity of the condenser. —
ant circuits used for vacuum tube receivers. Since the successful operation of E. R. "Willard, Berkeley, Calif.
vacuum tube circuits is dependent upon a
Cat-Whiskers
thorough knowledge of the characteristics
and behavior of vacuum tubes, it is very
The cat-whisker of a crystal set should
important that everyone interested in this not be too long. Two inches of steel violin
fascinating and timely subject carefully E string is about the proper length. The
spring should rest very lightly on the
read the article in next week's issue.
crystal. If the spring is longer than two
Pins for Coil Winding
inches external vibration or jarring will
In winding a pair of honeycomb coils cause the spring to change position and
I had trouble in pushing the pins in the jump off the crystal.
wooden form without bending. Something
was needed that would not bend so I procured a box of used phonograph needles
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
and used them instead. They were just
loop, no
and no We
ground,
music 950
instead of aerial
interference.
have brings
heard instations
the right length and they solved the diffimiles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
culty. A coin such as penny or dime
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
placed between the finger and the pin
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
end forms an excellent shield when pushsuper regenerative. Only one tuning control. Coming them into the core. — Charles Spauldplete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
ing, Erie, Pa.
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT

VESCO

RADIO

SHOP.

Dry weather in Oregon is held responsible for the prevalence of static which
has interfered with broadcasting.
18V.

from the set through a loud speaker and
tube. "With
detector
the you
onlyaudio
using of
steps
can hardly
stand two
the
phones on the ears, and all the large stations in the country within 1000 miles
range come in loud enough so as to be
heard all over the room through the loud
speaker. In fact I seem to get about all
anybody is getting from Canada to Cuba
and from New York and the Eastern
states to Denver, Colo. Chicago will come
in through the loud speaker using a loop
aerial but not loud.
I am using spider web coils wound as
described by me in the Radio Digest of
September 2, using a 2-inch core and
from 39 to 43 pegs, the more the better,
and going in and out taking two pegs at
a time. They are far superior to the regular honeycomb coils and by bringing
down the taps to a number of small brass
screws on the core and making a little
switch lever out of thin brass, "they can
easily be tuned over quite a wide range.
I use No. 22 D. C. C. wire on the primary,
tapping at 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35. 40,
50 and 60 feet. The turns are hard to keep
track of and so in winding I measure off
so many feet to the next tap.
The secondaries are wound with No. 28
D. C. C. wire. This size not only seems to
work best but it enables one to put on
more turns without the coil getting too
bulky. It is tapped at 15, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90 and 100 feet Tickler is same
as a secondary. These coils will tune to
1000 meters or more. My aerial consists
of two wires about 150 feet long and I
am using for broadcasting reception 20
feet on the primary, 30 feet on>the secondaries and 30 feet on the tickler. The wiring is the same as a regular hook-up and
tuning the same as for the regular honeycomb set. I am using 67% volts on the
amplifying tubes and to get them to take
this voltage it is necessary to add a small
flash light cell or "C" battery in the grid
circuit with the negative to the grid. The
potentiometers are a help but not necessary. For broadcasting reception the
coils do not have to be so large but the

67>4V.

SWELLS
EVERY NOTE

JACKS

I to 5 springs;

Loud Speaker Hint

If a loud speaker is placed on a soft
rubber cushion about three-quarters of an
inch thick the sound will be much clearer.
The rubber must be of a certain density to
prevent a lateral movement of the loud
speaker.

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
Operating1 the Receiving
Set
The outfit is now ready to be put into
operation. One thing needed in learning
to operate a Radio outfit is patience. If at
first the apparatus does not work, do not
immediately condemn it for there are
plenty of other places where the trouble
may lie. Examine the antenna and lead-in
wire to make sure that all connections are
electrically secure and that the antenna is
well insulated etc.
After everything is in good condition,
the lead-in wire is connected to the antenna terminal of the receiving set, and
the ground terminal is connected to a
water pipe or other suitable ground, adjust
the inductance switch lever (S) until the
signals can be heard in the phones. Adjusting the switch lever alters the number
of turns of the primary in series with the
antenna, and in this way the set is tuned
to the wave length of the incoming signals.
The final step in the tuning process is to
adjust the position of the rotor by turning
the dial until the signals can be heard
loudest in the phones. Adjusting the rotor
alters the degree of coupling and in this
manner establishes a resonance condition.
In case the signals do not come in as clear
as they might, adjust the contact point on
the
found.crystal until a more sensitive spot is
The Telephone Receivers
Successful and satisfactory receiving
with a crystal set is dependent to a great
extent upon the operation and sensitiveness
of the phone receivers. To get best results,
as good a quality of phones as the pocketbook will permit should be secured, for the

price

New
design:
heavy phosphor-bronze
spacer washers
required.
Write for
these Jacks, "TU-WAT"
Plugs and
products.
CABTEB
RADIO -CO.. 209 S. State

70c

INTO FULL
RICHNESS

to

springs; no
Bulletin
on
$1.10
other Carter
St..

Chicago

CRL

WITH

Type C Unit,
.
Type C Head Set,

AT ALL GOOD DEALERS

RADIO

CO.

Exclusive Distributors

LOUD SPEAKER^

508 South Dearborn St.

Chicago

770

Wabash

1380

STATES EIJICTEIC COMPANY, Agents
469 Broad St.
Newark, N. J.

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum

Heating

POST

Unit — Interchangeable

6
POST

ONE-HALF
Certificate

of Excellency,
From

ELECTRIC

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument
for this particularconstructed
purpose.

SOLDERING
Large

Awarded

$11.00
$17.00

HELTVNC

Vi to 10 megohms

Room

MAKES YOUR
COMPLETE
OUTFIT^

BALDWIN PHONES

VAR. GRID LEAK
KLENTZ

Box D-704. Vacaville, Calif.

N.

&

IRON
Tips — Universal

ACTUAL
Y.

Current

Small

Evening

SIZE
Mail

Radio Institute

your Dealer, or write

COMPANY

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New

York
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Reinartz Panel Set Designed for Compactness
Part III — Construction of Cabinet
By H. J. Marx
best of amntcurs wilt spend a
THE
lot of time and money In assembling
an elaborate and efficient Radio receiving set and then usually put it in a
box which is called, in name only, a cabinet. Some even omit that, leaving it
open for the accumulation of dust and
dirt, not only making it unsightly in appearance, but also destroying its efficiency of operation. An open set is
always exposed to damage in handling.
Wires are bent, connections are broken
or become loose, sometimes parts or tools
axe dropped in between the apparatus,
causing short circuits or otherwise damaging the set.
Any well made set deserves a neat, substantial cabinet that not only makes it
dust and dirt proof but also enriches its
appearance and adds to its attractiveness.
Material Used
In building a cabinet naturally the
tirst consideration is expense. If made
at home, the labor is seldom an important
item. The expense, then, is simply a
question of the cost of materials.
Mahogany is often the first choice.
However, not only is its cost Iiigh, but
in addition the wood is rather difficult
to work and also difficult to obtain in the
sizes ordinarily required.
Pine is cheap and easily obtainable
but is much too soft for cabinets. Light
wood screws soon turn loose and the
cabinet will then come apart.
Birch is very popular among the cabinet makers. Cedar or cigar box wood is
also well adapted to cabinet work. In
fact the amateur cannot do better than
go to some box factory and get the
materials all planed to the proper thickness. This work can be obtained at a
nominal cost. Very often the manufacturers will be glad to make up a special
order cabinet at a very slight expense.
Size of Stock
The sides and top are made of %-inch
stock, S inches wide. The back is made
of *£-inch stock, also using the 8-inch
width. This width is sufficient to allow
for cutting off the 5£-ineh square strip
that is fastened to the top for the panel
to set against. The baseboard to which
the panel is fastened and also the base of
the cabinet are both cut from %-inch
stock, 8 inches wide.
The total stock required for a cabinet
is:
25 inches 14 -inch stock 8 inches wide
10 inches 56-inch stock 8 inches wide
20 inches %-inch stock 8 inches wide
Two small brass hinges in addition to
the miscellaneous nails and screws are
required. It is best to glue all joints for
the best sort of a job.
Base of Cabinet
The base of the cabinet can be very
simply constructed with a beveled edge,

SIDES

FRONT

To neutralize the effect of "body capacity" in tuning in Radiophone signals,
place a sheet of aluminum back of the
variometer dials. The aluminum strip
should be grounded. Care should be taken
that it does not touch the frame of the
variometer.

Storage Battery Leads
Keep the leads from the storage battery to the filaments of the vacuum tubes
as short as possible. There is a loss in
voltage in any wire carrying a current.
This can be reduced by increasing the size
of wire or reducing its length.

^_\
^RUBBER

CUSHION

SCREWS

CONGRESS RADIO CO.

??

BASE

503 So. State Street
CHICAGO

-

ILLINOIS

Open Until 9 P. M. Every Night
DETAIL

IO="

-11 OUTFIT

ATWATER-KENT

Tuning Aid

Hr-I

into the sides and back so as to avoid
splitting the wood when tightening the
screws. After assembly the base can be
covered on the bottom with a green felt
to avoid scratching the surface of the
table on which the cabinet stands.
Hinged Top Used
The top is hinged to the backboard, and,
if desired, a small hook can be fastened
to the sides to hold the top down. In
order to avoid accumulation of heat in
the. cabinet a hole can be drilled in the
top and a panel bezel inserted.
The jl-inch strip is fastened on the
underside of the top board Vs inch from
the front and simply keeps the panel in
position flush with the surface of the
cabinet.
Staining' the Cabinet
Naturally the deciding element in the
appearance of any cabinet is the finish.
If the wood is well grained, a natural
finish presents many advantages. If
mahogany, birch or oak are used, these
can be carefully sandpapered first using
a rough grade and finishing up with an 0
or even 00 grade. The surface can then
be oiled or given one very thin coat of
a high grade spar varnish or shellac.
This should be carefully applied in a
fairly brush.
warm room,
a good camel's
hair
Allow using
the cabinet
to dry
thoroughly, as handling it before the
varnish has hardened will spoil the
brilliant finish.
If the wood is stained, it can be given
the coat of stain first and then varnished,
or a good quality varnish stain can be
used. About three coats are usually required, each of which should be given
plenty of time to dry and harden. Each
coat should be rubbed down with a very
in this way eliminating the moulding edge fine grade of sandpaper, followed by
shown in the illustration. Naturally at pumice stone if a piano finish is desired.
any cabinet maker's, equipped with mould- Too much care cannot be taken in this
ing machines a fancy edge of this kind
part of the work.
Don't try to rush the
presents no difficulties.
The sides and backboard can be fastened to the base by means of countersunk
woodscr'ews
drivenshould
up through
the base.
Clearance holes
be drilled
and
TUBE)
countersunk in the baseboard, and in addition, a smaller drill should first be run
{PEANUT
ORIGINAL
NATHANIEL
BALDWIN
TYPE
C PHONES

All tubes have a particular plato
voltage at which they give the maximum
results and clearest reception. This
voltage, however, is best determined by
experimentation.

ARE MOUNTED
SHOWING HOW

Master
Baldwin
C Units
with
cords
$4.65
Master Baldwin Type C Headsets. 8.25
Victor $5.00 Headset
3.45
Brandes Superior Headset $8.00 list 5.95
CRL Adjustable
Grid Leak with
Condenser
1.50
CRL or Acorn Rheostats 75c value
.45
Glass
Covered
Detectors
$2.00
value
1
95
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
90

ON CABINET
HINGES '

job,
and or
above
all, don't use
varnish
brushes!

cheap

stains,

Batteries Recrttired
For the Reinartz circuit anywhere
from 22y2 to 45 volts have been used in
the plate circuit, depending on the type
of tube used. "With the average tube, a
six-volt storage battery is necessary. A
peanut (WD-11) tube can be used with a
dry cell in place of the storage battery.
In the dry cell the carbon or center post
is the positive terminal, while the zinc
or rim post is negative. This tube does
not require as much plate or B battery
voltage, and most efficient results can be
obtained by experimenting to find which
voltage is best suited to the tube.

Grebe Crystal
Type Dials
2" and Set,
3" with
Sicon
Receiving
Phone
3 Plate Variable Condenser
11 Plate Variable Condenser
23 Plate Variable Condenser
MAIL
ORDERS
RECEIVE
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

4

YOUR

KOR

25
4.50
1.00
1.25
1.45

LIST
PRICE

Bi

Saves you 50% of the nana) cos!
and you get an unconditional
WRITTEN 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
Best
6-Voh
40 Amp.

REINARTZ COILS

battery buy on the market today. Thousands of satisfied users.
»©50||°voi«
f|0O
0=l 60 Amp. »4XV=

even H9SOfl'-v«h

Complete

WGRLD
E.

BATTERY
Roosevelt
CHICAGO.

Rd.— Dept
ILLS.

with

Mounting Bracket and Hook-Up

!iimm:h

$4XSO

DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS

WAmp.
Afess-jflOO Amp. ***?=:
A*A a&sar omt rnbbtr eo/uooura
60

<£Q
F-f\
$17. OU

SECTION

CO.
L.

125 W. M adixon Jt, Chicago

PARTS

VARIOMETER.
$6.95
VARIOCOUPLER,
$6.95
MOUNTED
VARIOCOUPLER,
$11.25
2 STAGE
AMPLIFIER
$13.90

CROWN Coil Mountings

W.D.
11 ADAPTER
S0.90
W.D.
11 SOCKET
75
FRESHMAN
GRID
LEAK-COXD.
.80
Prices Quoted on Other Items
Mail
Money
Order
Only.
Include Stamps for
Postage.

especially adapted for

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT

RADIO MAIL SERVICE Jef« %?£ Nst-,.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in ail Important
stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
and without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications.
Price 50c. or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coil, $3.00 by mail. No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel witk every order.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
and brings
the Stations
full value1000
of
that the
little"Pickle"
tube as tube
mn other
circuit out
can.
miles away come in clearly on one tube. This set is small,
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications ?1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easv to operate.
Everytning clearly shown.
Please don't send stamps.
S. A. Twitchell, 1925 Western Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

This wonderful dry battery J «■ g\ OF
outfit comes
with a torange
600 $ § <•©«/
miles
you of
ready
J^ J
Less
to assemble,
panel drilled
Tube
and marked, mahogany ^m^^^^m&m
finished box, condenser ready to screw in
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, > binding posts, socket, wire
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
V/D-ll Tubes
$5.95
Head Phones
$4.50 and up
Two-stage Amplifier Box to match
the above
$14.15
e:ura on four pounds. No personal checks
received.
Let us quote on your wants.

RADIO
8 So. Austin

PARTS
CO.
Boulevard,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Used by many manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
For long and short wave reception.
A few4. of its many special features:
I. Special Locking Device to keep
the coil in place, thus preventing it
Dial, being thrown out of adjustment.
from
Z. Special Adjustable Bearing feature.
3. Special
constructed
Calibrated
snowing tlie stations tuned.
blocks. Positive Connections on rear of

Licensed under De Forest Patents

We also manufacture
W.I). II ArnlO
TRANSFORMERS
W.D.
1 1 RADIO
TR INSFI IRMERS
23 PLATE
VERNIER
CONDENSERS. .
PLATE
VERXIER
CONDENSERS. .
BAKELITE
MOT-LDED
VARIOMETER
BAKEUTE
MOULDED
VA-RIOCOUPLER

CROWN

RADIO

5.

5.00
6.50
8.00
S3.
00
5.50

At

9.00
MANUFACTURING

78 FIFTH AVENUE

Complete

with

Flexible

Leads.

your
dealers — otherwise
send purchase price and you will be supplied
postpaid.
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the receivers. The crystal is inside of
the little cup and held in position by a
small set screw. The cat whisker is the
thin wire spirally wound and terminating
in a projecting point, which rests lightly
on the surface of the crystal. It is
fastened to a universal mounting joint so
that, it can be moved over the entire
visible surface of the crystal in order to
find the sensitive spot.
This isSingle-Slide
about the Timing'
simplest Coil
and oldest
form of tuning unit and is used for tuning the circuit to the proper wave length.
In the same sense that any musical instrument string must be tuned to the
proper tone, so any receiving set must

-/wWv

TABLE

~£V.+

-<fOV~+

ries have been reNUMEROUSceived forinqui
an authoritative long
distance receiving set circuit. The
Armstrong Super - Heterodyne Circuit
comes nearest to filling the general retirements for a circuit of this sort. For
this reason it is given as Hook-Up Diagram R.D.-73.
The tuning unit is best supplied in two
honeycomb coils. Their values depend on
the wave length range desired for reception. The table of wave length values for
honeycomb coils will be found invaluable
for determining the proper coil to use for
LI. Naturally the inductance of the L2
coil in series in the secondary circuit
must be taken in consideration. L2 can
be made up of two sets of 18 turns of
No. 30 double cotton covered wire wound
on a tube 2% inches in diameter. L3 is
also 18 turns of the same wire wound on
the same tube close to L2, running in the
same direction.

No. of
Turns
25
35
50
75
100
200
150
250
400
500
300

OF WAVE LENGTH VALUES FOR HONEYCOMB
With Different Condenser Capacity Values

Milhenries
Inductance
.04
.075
.15
.6
2.3
1.3
.3
4.5
6.5
11.0
20.0

Wave length
with .001
mfd. capacity
377
730
1032
513
1460

Wave length
with .0005
mfd. capacity
267
365

2148
2854
3992
4802
8429
6244

730
516
1632
1032
2020
2822
3445
4415
5960

Wave length
with .00025
mfd. capacity
188
258
365
516
1074

COILS
Wave length
with .0001
mfd. capacity
230
163

730
2400
1426
1996
4214
3622

326
85
679
901
462
1263
1517
1790
2658

CI is a .0005 mfd. variable condenser
for secondary tuning. This might well be
of the vernier type. C2 should have a
capacity of .001 mfd., preferably vernier.
C3 should be fixed in value, .0001 mfd.
C4 and C5 should both be variable, .0005
mfd. C6 has a fixed capacity of .0001
mfd., C7 of .001 mfd. C8 consists of three
fixed condensers of .005 mfd. each.
The resistances
for coupling
between

tubes have the following values: R4,
50,000 ohms; R2, 1 megohm. Rl represents a 6-ohm rheostat, two of which are
used. Since each of these controls more
than one tube their resistance wire should
be able to carry at least 8 amperes.
Tuning will be found somewhat difficult
until the operator is acquainted with the
set. The circuit is not recommended for
the beginner in the Radio field.

to a brief part of the concert given by
some very noted artists in the Eastman
Theater. Elman, Homer, Bonnet, Paderewski and others perform in person, and
their concert is broadcast for just thirty
Wants Better Program
minutes. If 9:15 p. m. comes in the midCan the Digest help us in Rochester, N.
dle of a number the switch is thrown regardless, and the station signs off.
Y. to secure better broadcasting, or sugMr. Editor, I am voicing the complaint
gest a way whereby we Radio listeners
can accomplish the result? The story is of a big lot of listeners in Rochester
this —
where we are used to the best. "RochesTwo newspapers were after a permit
ter Quality" is world -known. Station
for a station. The Rochester Times- WHAM has unlimited facilities, but provides movie music. Will you help us
Union beat the Rochester Democrat and
Chronicle to it and established station smoke this circle in the open and give us
WHQ. After several months the two diversified music and instruction? — H. H
papers got together and presented a com- K.. Jr., Rochester, N. Y.
(The situation expressed by this letter is
plete station to the University of Rochesbeing investigated and will be remedied to the
ter, WHAM. This station was installed Note.)
in the Eastman School of Music and East- satisfaction of all, it is hoped. — Editor's
man Theater — all one institution and one
building. After many tedious months of
newelling'
Suggestions
testing, the Rochester fans were repaid
Referring to Question and Answer 1768
for their patience by a daily program as
MLL,
San
Diego,
Calif.,
I note that he
follows;must keep the coils at right angles, thus
2:55 p. m. — Weather forecast
securing very little regeneration. I am
3:00 p. m. — Orchestra music.
inclined to think that this is due to the
4:15 p.m. — Organ and orchestra,
fact that the leads to the coils are wrong.
7:00 p. m. — Orchestra selections.
If they are, the induction set up in the
7:30 p.m. — Bedtime
story;
market
report.
coils would be against each other, thereNaturally, the weather forecast differs
fore blocking the induction in both circuits.
from day to day, yet Is given at a time The receiver would cease to function,
when the farmer, shipper or business therefore, as the coupling is made closer.
man cannot listen in. This should be (This is not so pronounced in H. C. coils
given in the evening. The bedtime story as in single layer coils.)
also is different from day to day. For
I have found that to make the set work
the balance of the program the organ and at its best, the lead running from the plate
orchestra play to the movies, and the to the tickler coil must be connected to the
music once heard Monday is repeated with outside of the H. C. coil and the lead from
monotonous regularity, note for note, on the grid leak to the other coil should conTuesday, on Wednesday, on Thursday, on
nect to the inside of that coil, or if the
Friday and on Saturday. Sunday we are first connection is made to the inside, the
granted a blessed relief.
other connection should be made to the
Now let me tell you of the Eastman outside.
School of Music and the theater, housed
I have noticed that this very mistake
in a most magnificent building, a gift of was made in the diagram of the Flewelling
George Eastman to the citizens of Roch- circuit shown as R.D.-70, page 14, January
ester, held in trust by the i University of 20 issue. By changing the lead from the
Rochester. The theater is on a scale of grid to coil L.50 from the right hand side
grandeur and adaptability worthy of a of said coil to the left side and connecting
prominent place in the life of a city like the lead from the .006 mfd. condensers or
Chicago or New York. The organ is the the ground to the right side of the L50 coil
last word in organ construction, the or- instead of the left, much better results
chestra is a high-class symphony of some will be obtained.
sixty pieces and the music as rendered
I trust this information may be passed
could not be greatly improved, but oh the on to our friend in California, and any
monotony!
This may be overcome if the right presGOVT RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
sure is brought to bear for instance: New Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell Ope BB-4
The school of music has a staff of artists S4.50; Edison single eelis for W. D.-ll tubes SI. 50;
Edison 60 A- H. for W. D.-ll tubes $5.25; 6 Volts
teaching violin, cello, piano and voice. The Etlison
$7.75; "B" battery, Edison single elements. 4c
lOo each.
university has a staff of noted profes- each, double
sors. I have written to the president of FLEWELLING .006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.006
Bakelite
mounted Ruby Mica-Copper. N. P. bindthe university, Dr. Rush Rhees, suggesting posts. Set (3) $2.90. Var. Grid Leaks (clearer
ing that the school artists and the univer- music, louder signals on any cir.) 75c Var. Grid Cond.
sity professors devote maybe a half hour .00025 or .0005 max. 45c. Special design Audio Trans.
on alternate evenings to concert broadFLEWELLING SPIDER COILS
casting and educational talks. My letter Easier tuning, clearer signals; green silk on Bakelite
was unanswered. I have been to the own- $1.75 each.
REINARTZ
LATEST
COILS
ers of the two newspapers with my plea Double green
silk winding
on Bakelite spider $1.95.
for relief of this monotony and they re- Beinartz plate circuit caokes (triple adjustable) $1.70.
fer me to Mr. George Eastman. I have
RADIO FREQUENCY IRON AND PARTS
Iron for cores; special wire ami forms to contalked to him and he says see Dr. Rhees — R. F. .003
struct B, P. Transf. of highest efficiency.
Detailed
a very tight and interlocking ring for ease plans 50c.
in passing the buck.
REFLEX
CIRCUIT
TRANSFORMERS
design Bene* Or. Transf. & Diag. that really
With a fine Station WHAM has every Special $3.65.
advantage for diversified entertainment works
VERNIER
FOR VARIABLE
CONDENSER
and amusement, yet we get six days of Works
with any condenser.
Bequires no extra space. 95o.
movie music, each performance exactly HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER
like its predecessor, the organ even play- P.estt Ijoudest cignalsl No burn-outs. §295 with special
ing the same music as the orchestra with diagram.
20 OHM RHEO FOR W. D.-ll OR 201-A
-some slight exceptions.
tabes $1.60; 8 ohm for New DeFovst tubes $1.55.
Two to three times a month for one Iiiciude
postage wi*h order. Write for our complete list.
half of one hour we are allowed to listen QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

others who may be having trouble with
their sets refusing to operate except on
very loose coupling. — J. H. H„ Wayne, Neb.

The Reader's Review

be tuned to the same wave length as the
broadcasting station in order to receive
their concert. Wave length does not
mean the distance to the station, but
rather refers to the period of vibration,
similar to the musical tones of any
stringed instrument. Only one slide is
used for tuning.
Patents Procured and Trade- Marks Registered. Advice and terms upon request.
ROBB, ROBB & HILL.
1417 Hanna Bldg.,
956 McLachlan Bldg..
Cleveland, O.
Washington, D. C.

About Radio Parts
The Crystal Detector
average
person, when
first afflicted with Radioitis, begins his activities with a crystal set. That is to say,
he uses a crystal detector rather than a
The

DAILY CHICAGO SALES
5,000 PER DAY
Are you getting your share?
Sole Distributors to Jobbers
WEENES & PATCH.
159 N. State St.
Dealers Write to

DUNGAN
vacuum tube for changing the Radio current or waves as received through the
antenna,
into direct current to operate

FOR

Freshman

68 W.

RADIO

Washington

200
$GO.

St., CHICAGO

Products, Especially Adaptable

Mica$<|
theVARIABLE
New Flewelling
"Super"
Circuit
with
.00025
mfd.

RESISTANCE
LAEK

Micon Condenser
combined
MICON
without

.006 Tested
Condenser

Condenser

Chas. Freshman

.00

At your dealers — otherwise send
purchase price and you will be
supplied
without
further charge.

.O0
J75c
Co., $Inc., 97 Beekman St., N. Y. City

A Place for Your Radio Set

BOBBINS
RADIO DESK
Patents Applied For

PLENTY OF ROOM
FOR THE SET
A Place for the Batteries, Extra
Appliances, Tools, etc.
ALL
Height 31 inches, Top 19 x 32 inches
OAK or MAHOGANY

Price With
$22.50
Cash
Order

APARTMENTS

ENCLOSED

Robbins Woodworking Co.
Liber tyvUle, Illinois
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Questions and Answers
scribed. Ihave been reading it over and
iloulnrly important with me: -what wc
want is adjustment which is not critical it certainly looks good, but I would like
and a long wave-length range. All round some additional information on it. I
would like a sketch showing this hook-up,
Information solicited on the subject.
A. — It Is best to use transformer coup- for two additional steps of amplification
ling for two or four hundred-meter work with automatic filament jacks. Also would
and resistance coupling for over eight, like to know how primary of tuning coil
hundred meters wave length. Noting works, not being connected in any way
your reckless ai'titude toward employ- with secondary and tickler.
ment of tubes, more or less, would advise
A. — For employment of amplification
that extreme amplification is not favor- with receiver cited, merely add in the
able to the uncritical adjustment you are usual manner; output of detector to input
desirous of attaining. Would not advise of amplifier.
1 have purchased DX transformers. over three stages of audio frequency amIn explanation of the operation of unThey read 170-460 meters. Is it all right plification.
connected tuning coil: this is known as
to use on each stage of Radio frequency
inductive
coupling; that is, electricity
one of these transformers? Or, does each
Induction
Operation
flowing through the primary circuit crestage of Radio frequency require a differates a magnetic field which acts as a
(1890) EB, Akron, O.
ent type of DX transformer?
In your issue of December 16 a regen- medium for conducting or inducing curWhat is the best tube to use for Radio
rent
in the secondary circuit.
erative
tuner
and
detector
circuit
is
defrequency? I understand that the smaller
the tube the better.
In regard to the potentiometers, should
these be all 200 or 400 ohms resistance?
I am using Bradleyometers. Why are
potentiometers made with different ohmage?
Is a variable grid condenser better than
a fixed grid condenser?
In putting a condenser across the
phones at the detector is a large capacity
condenser an advantage?
In building this particular set, it is my
purpose to put it in units, or sectional,
each section being shielded with copper
on all sides, this copper being grounded.
Poes this have to be a separate ground?
Or would this ground go right to the regular ground? If it goes to the regular
cround,
this affect the op.Hi ofwhythe wouldn't
set?
What does "Mu" or "Himu" mean?
On my present set which is an ordinary variocoupler, variometer, regenerative hook-up, I get concerts very clearly
from as far south as Fort Worth, Texas,
and as far north as Minneapolis, Minn.
ITsing the Allen set with Radio frequency,
would I be able to increase this range?
Is Radio frequency only of value in connection with the use of a loop? In other
words, if a Radiophan has a good set with
a range as indicated, is there any advantage in his changing to Radio frequency?
I shall greatly appreciate the courtesy
■ •f your answers to the foregoing questions.
A. — Referring to your desire to employ
Radio frequency amplification to A. J.
Allen circuit, would advise that its value
is negligible and would not warrant making the addition.
The same type of Radio frequency
transformer will function on each stage.
Tubes of the highest internal capacity
are best for Radio frequency amplification.
Potentiometers may be of two or four
hundred ohms resistance; it makes no material difference.
A variable grid condenser is not sul>erior to a fixed grid condenser. A .001
condenser across the fones is advantageous, beyond that capacity has no advantage.
Copper shielding ground may go to the
regular ground. Shielding is not wholly
desirable since about ten per cent of
energy will be lost.
"Mu" and "Himu" tubes are simple
trade names of Myer's tubes.
In our opinion the employment of
Radio frequency with the circuit in question would not increase its range.
While Radio frequency is not advantageous with the Allen circuit it has its
virtues with a standard regenerative circuit in which case it is worthy of experimentation.
Allen Circuit
I) CHN, Paoli, Pa.
Referring to diagram O 1321 (A. J. Allen) which you very kindly furnished me,
will you please give me a new diagram of
this circuit. Introducing Hadlo frequency?
In dointr this, will you kindly insert telephono jacks at the detector and each stage
of audio amplification.
How many
stages of Radio frequency
should I have for this hook-up? This ques*
tion. •am.
of course, will bo answered in your

Store Fie welling
(2021) CK, Akron, Ohio.
As I am interested in the Plewelling
receiving circuit would you please give
me the following information:
First, what distance will It cover? I
have been receiving Havana, Cuba, Fort
Worth and Dallas. Texas, Denver, Colorado and Winnepeg, Canada, besides the
East Coast stations, Atlanta, Ga., etc., on
my single-circuit set. Can this set cover
the same range?
By using a 55-foot aerial what is the
proper size honeycomb coils I should use?
What are the advantages of this set and
also how will the amplification compare
with that of my single-circuit?
I am interested in this circuit and am
anxious to get the results of the contest
now on.
A. — The Flewelling circuit will afford
you reception equal to that you are enjoying with your present circuit. The advantages enjoyed with this set lie in its selectivity, sensitivity and principally in its
amplification and ease of adjustment. It
is altogether desirable and we cheerfullv
recommend it as worthy of all that is
claimed for it.
L50 and L75 honeycomb coils are correct with this circuit.

Resistance and Transformer Coupling'
U87S) JCDeP, Port Clinton, O.
What is the relative efficiencv that
exists between resistance coupled ami
transformer coupled Radio frequency
amplification at 200 meters? At 400
meters?
At 5,000 meters?
A few tubes more or less are not par-

lVi-Volt Tube
(1031) RB. Tiffin, Ohio
I would like to know if I could use a
1% volt vacuum tube anil a 1-cell battery
Instead of the 6-volt vacuum tube and 3cell battery without changing the hookup? If so, please show how it is accomplished on the diagram in the letter?
A. — A 1%-volt tube and dry cell battery
can be employed in any standard circuit
without change other than substitution of
1«A for usual 6-volt A battery. .

A Time and Labor Saver

Always lay out the various instruments
on an experimental table and try out the
circuit before building up a receiving set.
This may eliminate the necessity of tearing the system apart and rebuilding after
being once assembled in the cabinet.
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From the appearance of George
you would think that he was hearing a ghost story, but not so, for
there are coming over the phones
sweet melodies, among them
"Hear Dem Banjos Ringing, 'Way
Down in Alabam." Radio grips all
nationalities alike and none are
crone to pass it up

Erecting aerials for the highest Radio station in the
world on Mt. Corcovado, Rio
de Janeiro,
wheremany
the workmen experienced
thrills
and faced death in the depths
below if they made a misstep. The station is placed
at
the very peak of
the
mountain
© Int.

V

'wmsm

Little Miss Wagoner
listens in on a new
Radio receiving set
which is operated
with the new peanut
tube. The set is entirely void of storage
cells
© Int.

Cao^W

"How" of the Flivver Super— by E. T. Flewelling
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FOIL TRAIN CRASH
WAVES BRING
ENDANGERED
CARS TO HALT
New German Invention Ends
Travelers' Fear of Death
at Throttle

U. S. May Adopt Device
William

Dubilier Brings Remarkable "Look temOut"
Control Systo America

BOSTON" BROADCASTS
SECOND GRAND OPERA
BOSTON,
MASS.— In response
recognition
of
the enthusiastic
of the
Radio audience to the broadcast
of "Aida," as sung by the Chicago Civic
Opera Company, WNAC (the Shepard
Stores) gave a broadcast of "The
Jewels of Madonna," by the same company, February 3, at 7:50 P. M. This was
to stimulate invisible listeners to the
cultural benefit of grand opera.
should fall dead or helpless at the throttle,
the speeding steed of steel will be stopped
automatically by ether waves.
Mr. Dubilier is president of the
Dubilier Condenser and Eadio Corporation and has j-tst retiirnijd from a Jfrip
abroad.
The device, one of the most remarkable
of its kind, is of German design an* orig-

No. 8

3, 1923

PERIL

Columbus Radio Forces
Band for Good of Fans
Set Hours for Silence, Broadcasting, Sparks, and Testing
COLUMBUS,
O. — Columbus'
forces
are now banded
together forRadio
the
good of all fans in the city. Station
WEAO, Ohio State university, represented
by Prof. Roy A. Brown, of the department
of electrical engineering, is now a party
to the agreement which was signed by
the Columbus Radio club, two members of
the rank and file of listeners and memcity.
bers of the mayor's committee and the
three other broadcasting stations in the
This agreement definitely fixes the quiet
hours, from 7 to 10 P. M., on all nightsexcept Saturday.
Co^.tmbus broadcasting stations agree to transmit their evening programs between 7 and 9 P. M.,
all spark, continuous wave and ama-

(Bit Evelyn Lanzius, Special Correspondent)
NEW TOEK.— Death at the throttle
will no longer be a worry or fear for the
railroad traveling public if the German
Eadio train control invention just
brought into this country by William
Dubilier is applied to the steam and electric railways. When the device is in use
it is claimed train wrecks will be at a
minimum.
Even
though
the engineer

Exactly 942 letters commented favorably on the singing of sevenyear-old
Clarabelle
Bellefountaine,
Ohio, McDonald
after she hadof
appeared recently at the studio of
Station WLW,facturingtheCompany,
Crosley
ManuCincinnati

in the binedcountry
all forces were comto such anwhere
extent.

Radio Positions Open

ination.
The United States Railroad Commission required the use
of some form of automatic control
only a short promises
time ago,to and
instrument
fill this
the
requirements
and
even
surpass
the fondest dreams of present day
■•-•> inventors.
Stands Tests in Europe
The system of train control by Radio
has been in successful operation in some
of the European countries and has met
every claim of the inventors. The new
invention requires no apparatus placed
along the tracks, the entire apparatus
being placed within the cab of the locomotive and is directly connected with the
usual air brake mechanism now in use.
(Continued on page 2)
I
'I

Miss Edna Geertsen makes many
"hits" every time she hammers the
xylophone at the studio of KDYL,
The Salt Lake (Utah) Telegram, if
one is to judge from the number of
letters received after each one of her
appearances there. She is a member
of the KDYL Marconi Opera orchestra

wmmmmm7rmmmmw?mz

teur Radiophone sets will refrain from
transmitting during the period of the quiet
hours, and all testing of apparatus must
be done between 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
The new regulations go into the Radio
rules of Columbus along with the break-in
rules formulated last spring. Both will
be combined in pamphlet form by the
Columbus Dispatch for distribution by
the Radio club to all persons interested.
The complete code, which has been recognized more or less by all parties for a
year and now is given full sanction, is. to
be known as "The Columbus Plan," according to President Fred W. Redding, of
the Columbus Radio club. It is believed
that Columbus, at the time the decision
was made, was the only city of its size

NEW ORLEANS, LA. — Examinations
will be held here, May 1, at the New
Orleans customhouse, to fill the positions
of Radio
Assistant
Radio The
Engineer andEngineer,
Associate Radio
Engineer.
positions are with the government and pay
from $2,000 to $5,000 a year.

THREE FROM FAMILY
BROADCAST AT WBAV
Statio
was broadcast from progr
amn
unique
O. — AEarl
MBUS
COLUWBAV
, ,of the
and Hopkins
Company here, when three members
of one family were on the same bill.
Thomas J. Enright, baritone, and his
two sisters, Mary, violinist, and Mildred,
r R.
trio.in 'Walte
up the
madeis well
pianist, who
the vocal
known
Jones,
music world, was also on the program.
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NEW PICK-UP GIVES Listeners 9,000 Miles Apart Pick Up
TRUE TONE QUALITY WGY Broadcast of Christmas Greetings
Transmission from Schenectady Station Is Heard in Every State of
Union, Also Panama Canal Zone, Santo Domingo,
Canada and Mexico — Record Claimed

MICROPHONE
OF RADICAL
DESIGN USED AT WGY
Pallophotophone Inventor, C. A. Hoxie,
Adapts
Device
to
Broadcasting
Direct— Sound Quality Excellent
(Special to RA.DIO DIGEST)
SCHENECTADY, N. T. — Surprising- results have been obtained by the General
Electric Company's broadcasting station,
WGY, following the recent installation of
new microphone embracing the Pallophotophone principle. This station has acquired a remarkable true tone quality
through use of this instrument as those
Radiophans who have listened in will
testify.
A new use has been found for the remarkable device which photographs sound
on motion picture film and then reproduces
the sound from the film. C. A. Hoxie, the
Pallophotophone inventor, devised the pickup or microphone using the principle of
the reproducer.
How Pick-Up Operates
In the Pallophotophone pick-up a verysensitive diaphragm is set vibrating by
sound. The movement of the diaphragm
is communicated to a mirror three sixtyfourths of an inch square. A strong light
strikes the dancing mirror which reflects
the light beam at a sensitive light cell.
The variation in the beam of light, caused
by the vibration of the mirror varies the
effect on the light cell and thus produces
a corresponding variation in the electric
circuit. Amplification is then obtained' in
the ordinary way.
Moving' Fart 'Weight Half Flnhead
The new pick-up eliminates the hiss
which accompanies the use of the ordinary
microphone, and it is said to be more
sensitive and responds more readily and
accurately to sound waves, capturing harmonics which would ordinarily be lost.
A feature of the new pick-up is the
weight of the moving or vibrating part.
The diaphragm and mirror combined weigh
one-tenth of a grain, or half as much as
the head of a common pin.
The Pallophotophone pick-up is now a
permanent part of the studio equipment
of station WGY. Many letters complimenting WGY' on the improvement of its
tone quality were received after the program of January 30, when the play
"Bought and Paid For," which was broadcast through the new pick-up was presented.

Plan for Silent Night Will
Allow Fishing for Outsiders
CHICAGO. — Representatives of broadcasting stations and the Federal government, appeared before the Radio subcommittee of the Chicago city council committee on gas, oil and electric light recently
and discussed the proposed "silent night"
plan by which only one station would
broadcast each night and one night each
week would be allowed Radiophans to
"fish" for outside stations.
The representatives of the various stations agreed to confer on the plan and were
to report at a meeting to be held at a
future date.
One interesting point brought into the
discussion was that the proposed local
ordinance could in no way conflict with the
existing federal regulations and the rights
granted by these. It is doubtful on this
account whether or not an ordinance will
be passed

FOIL TRAIN CRASH PERIL

SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Electrical pulsations from the antenna of WGY, the
Schenectady broadcasting station of the
General Electric Company were radiated
so widely that they were received on two
different days in places 9,000 miles apart.
Postmaster Costa of Wailuku, Hawaii,
and a radio engineer in London, England,
at practically the same instant were
greeted with "Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year" from Secretary of Navy
Edwin Denby. The postmaster, A. L.
Costa, heard the message of good-will at
5:45 p. m., December 24, and Captain H
J. Round picked up the words at 4:15 a. m.,
December 25. The message was broadcast
at 11:15 p. m.. December 24, but the actual
words of the greeting were spoken December 13 at 1 p. m. in Washington, D. C,
where a photograph of a speech by the
secretary of navy was made by the Pallophotophone. This photograph, made on
motion picture film, was reproduced at
WGY, Christmas eve.
Possible New Record
In writing WGY Postmaster Costa stated
that "I heard your station very clearly
and picked you up just as a man with a
solid voice was finishing his talk which
ended by saying: 'I wish you all a Merry
Christmas and a very Happy New Year.'
The time he finished was exactly 5:45 p. m.
our time which must have been 11:15 over
there. After that talk you announced
very clearly the name and call letters of
your station thus: "This is WGY, the
General Electric Co., Schenectady, New
York. The next number on our program
The be time
will
— ." given

by

Mr.

Costa

and

the

words heard checked up with the log WGY.
The "solid voice" referred to was that of
Secretary of Navy Denby.
Christmas eve transmission of WGY established a new record for the station and,
it is believed, a record which is not exceeded by any other broadcasting station.
WGY was heard that night in every state
in the Union, in the Panama Canal Zone,
in London 3500 miles from Schenectady, in
in London 3500 miles from Schnectady, in
Cuba, Santo Domingo, Mexico and Canada.

French Trawlers Have Radio
WASHINGTON. — The use of Radio on
French fishing vessels has become so general that there is now hardly a trawler
in operation without complete Radio equipment according to Vice Consul W. W.
Corcoran, Boulogne. This development is
the result of years of experience and is
due largely
to the active
aid given
by" the
French
government.
In actual
operation
Radio installation has proved more valuable for the receipt of broadcast news,
storms warnings, notices to mariners, time
signals, etc., than for communication with
the shore.
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Jackie Coogan Broadcasts at WOR — and then gives an exclusive interview to
Radio Digest. Read what "Jackie" has to say when you buy the March 10
issue.
It's Good.
Charles V. Logwood vs. Edwin H. Armstrong for the Title to the Super-Regenerative Circuit Patent will be an interesting case and full of potentialities. The
U. S. Patent Office agrees that it was a little hasty in issuing this patent to
Mr. Armstrong and has reopened the case inasmuch as Mr. Logwood really
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TUBE)

had a patent application on file previous to the "Major." Read the exclusive
scoop and the only statement or interview Mr. Logwood has made as yet for
the press in the March 3 issue of Radio Digest. Compare the two circuits and
judge for yourself.
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Looking Ahead
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Radio
telephone
messages
have
been
sent successfully
from
balloons
to the
for distances up to 25 miles.

Be a Radio Expert

I will train you, quickly and easily, to design,
construct, ineta!!, operate, repair, maintain, and.
eell all forma of Radio apparatus . My new methods
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn

Radio Taught at College
COLUMBUS. MISS. — The Mississippi
State College for Women here has installed
a Radio set in the Physics classroom
where the students will be taught the
principles of Radio reception. A new set
was also recently installed by the UnivePsity
of Mississippi, located at University,
Mississippi.

(Continued from page 1)
be installed in any existing locomotive in a very short time and at a cost
of about $20 or $30.
The main features of the control system
Flewelling Tells How to Mount the Parts of the Flewelling Flivver Super in the
are now a secret on account of patent
next issue of this paper.
This will be the sixth article of his exclusive series
reasons, but the following information
for Radio Digest.
Read the fifth article, page 7, this issue.
was given the Radio Digest's representative by Mr. Dubilier, who brought plans
H. J. Marx Will Continue His Series on the Reinartz Set. Next week he will tell
for the control device to this country.
Better than Block Signals
further details regarding the making of the two-step amplifier for the compact
The system will do the work more effiReinartz panel set.
ciently than is now performed by the
present block signal system and is entirely
free from the human element, that is to Arthur G. Mohaupt's Article for Radio Beginners next issue will give a number
of popular vacuum tube circuits and discuss them. He will give pointers on
say with the use of Radio it will be
absolutely impossible for two trains to
operating tube sets.
enter into the same block. Another advantage of the system is that it is free
from any interference caused by either
static or Radio currents not inteded for
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
its operation.
Newsstands Don't Always
In case the engineer becomes disabled
Have One Left
upon approaching a signal a loud speaker
Publisher,
4-8
I23 West Madison St.,
will repeat the words, "Look Out," and if
no action is taken the train will be caused
WHEN YOU WANT
Chicago, Illinois.
to come to a standstill. The indicator
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Fivo Dollars
will then have to be readjusted before
(Six, Foreign) (or One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
the train can be moved. The apparatus
will fullfil the recent requirements laid
Name
~
down by the Railway Association Engineers for such devices.
It can
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■ you. Win success in this fascinating
field.
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TORONTO RESIDENT
CLAIMS BIG PATENT
LONGWOOD VS. ARMSTRONG
FOR SUPER CIRCUIT
Patent

Office

Admits

Error

in

Not

FullyClaim
Considering
Logwood's
Before Award
TORONTO, CAN. — Who was the first
man to conceive the principle of what is
known as the "super-regenerative" circuit
for Radio receiving- sets? Without going
into any technical details, it may be explained that this circuit is claimed to be
more sensitive than any other — In other
words that it enables reception over a
longer distance than is possible with any
other circuit.
bringing
out of the
wasThehailed
by engineers
all "super"
over the circuit
world
as the greatest contribution to the improvement of Radio during the past year.
It follows that the man who is officially
credited with priority in inventing the circuit must be assigned a permanent niche
in the Radio hall of fame.
Bl vai Claims
At the present time representations are
being made to the United States patent
office by rival aspirants to this honor.
Last year a patent for the circuit was
awarded to Major Edwin H. Armstrong,
a young American Radio engineer now
connected with Columbia University. It is
contended that at least one other person
had made application for a patent on the
same principle as discovered by Armstrong.
That other person is Chas. V. Logwood.
His claim of priority^, over Armstrong is
of especial interest tc4*'anadians, owing to
the fact that Mr. Logwood has been living
in Tl l onto for more than a year, and that
a circuit on which he holds a patent has
been used In the design of nearly every
big Radio broadcasting set in Canada.
Iiong Experience
His experience with Radio dates back to
1903, when he started working on Radio
telephone developments. At that time it
was possible to talk, without wires, a distance of one mile, under best conditions,
and when apparatus was not inclined to be
"mulish."
Mr. Logwood is best known, so far for
his work with Dr. Lee De Forest, who
revolutionized Radio science by his development of the vacuum tube. The young
Toronto resident Is registered as joint inventor with Dr. De Forest, of the famous
"ultra-audion"
circuit, which is patented
all
over the world.
There seems to be good ground for believing that Mr. Logwood may be awarded
the
much
circuit
The United prized
States 'super"
patent office
has patent.
tacitly
admitted that there was an error in not
more fully considering his application before granting that of Major Armstrong.
This means much, and the outcome of the
deliberations which are now going on in
this connection will be awaited here with
deep interest.
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SPRINGFIELD TO GET
PUBLICITY VIA ETHER

HEAR WMAK IN CAPE
BRETON AND SIDNEY

The Erner
D. O.y,— Columb
OFIEL
SPKIX
s compan
us, has&
Hopkin
asked Mayor Furry to appoint a
man to come to the broadcasting station
In Columbus and give an address pointing out the advantages of Springfield.
Mayor Furry ims advised Manager Hansell of the Springfield Chamber of Commerce of the letter and has asked him
to cooperate in arranging the program.

a ORT,
new microph
attachme
tests ntof
Official
Y.—one
LOCKP
which hasN. been added to the
equipment of the station of the Norton
Laboratories here, WMAK, show that
programs broadcast have been picked
up as far as Porto Rico, Sydney, Cape
Breton and points in Florida. Further
experimental work Is underway with the
new device.
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SPARKS"

TUNES

IN FOR

KIDDIES

Arrangements to Be Completed to
Broadcast from Platform

Alma, Stopped by Victor
Uses Records for Kiddies

ANTENNA

Pacific

Coast Listens to Air Messages
of Tragedy in "Graveyard

(Special to RADIO D1QE8T)
SEATTLE, WASH. — "We are on fire.
of Ships"
Help." "Are breaking
fast. We are going
down." "In dangerous position off Umatilla reef. Lost rudder." Such were the
messages listened In on by Pacific coast
Radiophans working on 600 meters during
the recent coast storm.
Filled with stories of despair, heroism,
of disregard to danger, men facing almost
sure death in the teeth of one of the
worst storms that has swept the Pacific
in years to rescue other men trapped
aboard doomed ships, the Radiograms came
one upon another with hardly an hour
passing without the SOS call.
Word by word, the messages halted and
broken, some trailing off into dead silence,
the Radio
broughtduring
the story
of the
toll
into Seattle
the day
and storm's
night.
The fitful flashes from stricken vessels
formed a weird tale of the tragedy of the
"graveyard of
ships."
Cutter
First on Air
First came the Radio from the coast
guard cutter Snohomish: "We are going
to aid of Steamer Nika," The Snohomish
was then at Port Angeles, only eight
hours run from the disabled Nika.
Later came the message that the Coolca
had been abandoned by her crew who were
picked up by the steamer Algerene. The
operalor of the naval Radio station at
Bremerton, Wash., heard something about
"Nika on Are" but the message? was indistinct and was without - Ignature. i
Numerous Radiograms were heard like this
without the completing signature or position of the ship, probably due to the fast
sinking of the vessel.
In no other tragedy of such scope has
Radio played such a large part in the
saving of human lives and valuable property as it has in the recent coast storm.
It is this development of modern science
that was the large factor in giving aid
to those in peril.

District Court of Appeals Sustains
Action of Supreme Court

Radio Operator C. P. Morgan of the S. S. St. Mihiel is one of the busiest men on the ship, entertaining all the children of the Army of Occupation. Many crying babies were hushed by the)
tone of the Radio. The picture shows "Sparks" Morgan entertaining little Anna Cauthom, born
in Coblenz.
this picture
was taken she was screaming at the top
voice
but wasA few
soon minutes
consoled before
by listening
in
© K.of& her1
H.
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CUTTER SNOHOMISH GIVES
AID TO SOS CALL

fierbert Hoover Loses
License Fight in Court

HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE
TO BE HEARD ON AIR

BUFFALO, N. Y. — A nation-wide high
school debate to b© held in the spring will
be broadcast from several middle western
and far western states. Arrangements are
now being completed to have the debates
broadcast from some of the platforms.
Where this Is not possible the broadcasting
will be done in exhibition debates.
The debate will be between Canisius
High School of Buffalo and high schools in
Cleveland, Toledo, Chicago, Omaha, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh. The Buffalo team will take the
affirmative side of the question:
"Resolved: That Buffalo has greater industrial advantages than any other city in
the United States."

WEIRD STORIES TOLD
BY DISTRESS CALLS

Famous

Singer Makes
Talk
Children Over Ether

to

COLUMBUS, O. — Radiophans in this city
and throughout the state and country were
disappointed when the announcement that
Madame Alma Gluck-Zimbalist, famous
singer, would not be permitted to sing
over the microphone as had been announced.
Victor Talking Machine company contracts were the cause of the failure of the
noted artist to carry out the program.
Accompanying the Victor objection to the
plan of the singer to give a half-hour concert, was an explanation of why the com-

BROTHERS

pany had compelled the restriction. Spurious records have been made through
Radio transmission, it was stated, two
being known to have been produced in
this manner. For this reason and to protect themselves and the artists, the Victor
company requested that the personal appearance of the singer be dispensed with.
Madame Gluck, keeping her promise as
best she could to her children in New
York who had been acquainted with the
plan of hearing their mother over the
radio, had several Victor records of her
best numbers played for the radio. She
prefaced each record with a little talk to
her children after informing other listeners that she regretted the original program
could not be carried out.
The average transmitting range of all
broadcasting stations in the United States
is given by one authority as 368 miles.

Spir L. and Lew P.

WASHINGTON, D. C— Herbert Hoover.
Secretary of Commerce, lost his appeal
from a mandamus requiring him to issue a
license to the Intercity Radio Company to
operate a Radio station in the city of New
York. The District Court of Appeals in a
decision by Justice Van Orsdel sustained
the action of the District Supreme Court
for the writ of mandamus.
The act under inquiry reposes no discreUon whatever in the Secretary of Commerce, the court finds, in issuing licenses
to persons and corporations coming within
the classification designated by the law.
His duty is mandatory and the courts will
not hesitate to require its performance.
Secretary Hoover refused the license because the Radio station was claimed to be
interfering with the sending of government
messages from naval and military stations.
The court finds that Congress recognized
there would be interferences, and the act
undertakes to prescribe regulations by
which the interference may be minimized
rather than prevented.
"The only discretionary act," says the
court, "is in selecting a wave length within
the limitations prescribed in the statute,
which, in his judgment, will result in the
least possible interference. The issuance
of a license is not dependent upon the fixing of the wave length. It is a restriction
entering into the license. The wave length
named by the Secretary merely measures
the extent of the privilege granted to the

Spirlicensee."
Becomes a DX Hunter

RADIu

THEORY IS THE BUNK
SAYS NOTED EXPERT
RECEIVING
STATIONS
CAN
NOT STRENGTHEN WAVES
"Regeneration
of Receiving
Stations
Serve —Dr.
to Weaken
PickardSignals"
BOSTON, MASS. — In a recent letter to
Lloyd C. Greene Dr. Greenleaf W. Pickard,
the famous Radio inventor and expert of
the Wireless Speciality Apparatus Company, gives some notable information on
Radio and explodes a popular theory that
the remarkable receptions by crystal detectors, of broadcasts from distant stations, reported from time to time, are
caused by re-radiation from neighboring
vacuum tube receiving sets tuned in to
the distant transmitting stations.
Dr. Pickard says that this theory is
entirely fallacious, and that one of the
things a receiving station of any kind
cannot do is to strengthen the electric
wave field in its neighborhood. Inevitably
it acts to weaken this field, he says.
The greater amplification or regeneration
employed by one station the weaker is the
electric field around its antenna and the
weaker becomes the reception of a neighboring station.
"From the distant broadcasting station
wave trains pass the receiving antenna,
and as a result a varying electric field
exists in its vicinity," says Dr. Pickard.
"This wave field induces a current in the
antenna and in turn the current produces
a field around the conductor which is outof-phase with the signal wave. The resultant field around the antenna, which
is the sum of the fields in the wave and
in the current around the antenna is always less than that of the signal wave.
If the impedance of the receiving antenna is lowered by regeneration -increase
the current in the antenna and consequently the electric field aroud it, will increase, but the resultant field will still
further decrease.
"Finally, if regeneration is increased
until the effective resistance of the antenna is zero, the field due to the current
in the antenna will exactly equal the wave
field and will be 180 degrees from it in
phase, and thus the field resulting in the^
immediate neighborhood of the conductor

DIGEST

JUDGE SCRATCHES
HEAD OVER REFLEX

COPS OF 100 CITIES
PLAN BROADCASTS

Communicates
By
Ether
"City Care Forgot"

Others to Follow
in Footsteps
. of Detroit Police Plant,
KOP

from

DETROIT*. — The police of 100 cities in
the United States, Canada and the West
Indies have agreed to cooperate with Supt.
W. P. Rutledge of the Detroit police department in developing a system of broadcasting police information.
The plan was first broached by Supt.
Rutledge at a convention of police chiefs
as long ago as 1920, but at that time the
scheme was looked upon as visionary. The
rapid development of Radio since then has
proven the plan is of practical value. The
Detroit police department at present is
broadcasting police information twice each
day, giving particular attention to stolen
cars. Departments in other cities with
receiving sets have formed the habit of
listening for these messages. Those without sets have made arrangements with
amateurs.
It is the hope of Mr. Rutledge that notice
of each major crime in America soon will
be broadcast to ail police departments
within a few minutes of its commission,
together with a description of the suspects,
thus eliminating the old method circularizMexican President Is Fan
ing departments.
MEXICO CITY.— President Obregon of
Mexico is an enthusiastic Radiophan, a set
now being installed in Chapultepec Castle.
Secretary de la Huerta has ordered a set
installed in his home near the lake in
will fall to zero and reception will be Chapultepec Park.
weakened materially.
"If regeneration is increased to such an
extent that effective resistance is less than
ALL PARTS NECESSARY
zero, having a negative value, oscillations
DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
will be produced and the field around the
antenna may have greater values than
the wave field of the signal. But, repreLARGER DEALER DISCOUNTS
senting, as they do, an unmodulated field
they only produce the all too well known
DUNCAN
RADIO
CO., Distributors
68 West Washington Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
squeal.
12f W M adixon J t.Chicaqo
"In a large measure a good crystal reception is due to a good antenna, a good
location for the (receiver and efficient
tuning, but primarily, however, to the
abnormally high transmission which occurs now and then, particularly on winter Don't Waste Money, Time and Patience on Cheap, Improperly
BOSTON, MASS. — Radio and its developments have caused so much confusion in
the Massachusetts courts that Judge
McLaughlin of the superior court has
sought the advice of the supreme bench
before he adjudicates a Radio inventor in
contempt or not.
William H. Priess of Belmont, inventor
of the Radio reflex circuit, amplifiers and
other Radio devices, is the central figure
in the court tangle. Some weeks ago the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
brought a bill in equity asking that the inventor be restrained from disposing of his
patents or applications for patents to anyone else. They claimed that he worked for
them under an employment contract.
After this company had received an
order of notice Priess executed an assignment of his patents to the De Forest Radio
Telephone & Telegraph Company. The
Wireless Specialty Company then asked
that Judge McLaughlin adjudge Mr. Priess
in contempt of court, arguing that the
order of notice was to all intents and purposes the same as a temporary injunction.
It. Is this point that Judge McLaughlin
will present to the supreme court to have
the whole matter threshed out.

pageantry climaxing the pre-Lenten festivals, were sent by Radio during his 1923
"trip across the Atlantic." Until unmasking at sundown, the king of the carnival
always conceals his identity, but traditions
of the festival have it that he, with his
court, sails for the "city care forgot" in a
royal barge, and during the trip "messages" are received faithfully recording his
progress.. On Mardi Gras day he is met at
the wharf, tendered a giant key to the city,
and frivolity rules the day.
Rex has one virtue discernible above all
others and about which he is consistent
year after year, that quality is the ability
to keep up with the times. He will hold
his centenary in just three more years, so
he can easily recall when sending his messages by telephone was the height of modernity. So, in 1923, the up-to-date all
Radiophone and receive important messages that way, and the press heralded the
approach of the incognito monarch in keeping with the march of progress.

BALDWIN!

nights."
For the greatest economy in broadcasting, many Radio engineers believe the
range will have to be extended to the
greatest possible extent and intermediate
stations eliminated.
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Rex, leader of the annual Mardi Gras
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efficiency, wide
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"OLD RELIABLE" OF SOUTH
Atlanta Constitution's Broadcasting
Plant Plays Part in South s History
Southern

Station Heard for First Time from Georgia Railway
Power Company's
50-Wattof Plant
Now Uses 500Watt Station
Their — Own

and

By S. L. Huntley
There are few listeners on Radio receivers capable of long distance reception
who have not heard Station WGM, the
Atlanta Constitution. Especially Is this
true east of the Rocky Mountains. However, there are scores of listeners west
of the Rockies who have also received
South.
concerts
from the "Old Reliable" of the
The history of broadcasting in the South
is closely coupled with the Atlanta Constitution. More than two years ago, just

South, Station WGM has had reports from
every state, every province of Canada,
south of the Arctic regions, Mexico, Cuba,
Alaska. Porto Rico, Central .America and
Yucatan,

before the San Francisco Democratic convention, one of the first really comprehensive aerials in Atlanta was erected on
the roof of the Constitution building in
the hope thatrespondent
the mightConstitution's
corbe able to staff
transmit
some of his articles by Radio. But this
experiment ended in failure.
Broadcasts for First Time
In the latter part of February, 1922, the
Constitution's executives put their heads
together for a Radio conference. Radio
broadcasting then in the South was something to be considered perhaps only by
semi-scientific minds. It was the middle
of March when the Constitution started
broadcasting. Installation of an efficient
broadcasting transmitter in the Constitution'slittle
building time.
could not be accomplished
for some

Moseley was added to the staff as program
director.
He announced each program.
Heard Only Twice Daily
Station WGM was one of the first broadcasting stations to receive a Class B, 400meter license, and operates under such a
license now. It is a notable fact that
WGM comes on the air only twice daily.
The schedule of two programs daily was
decided on for one reason alone. It was in
consideration for the type of programs
to The
be given.
number of listeners who comment
especially in their reports on the excellent
quality of Station WGM's programs is
notable. The Constitution's executives
believed that it would be possible to give
only two programs daily from Station WGM
as long as quality was to be the prime
consideration.
Variety in Programs
As soon
as Station WGM's
big transmitter was commissioned,
the second
Radio
orchestra organized in America was presented by the Constitution. This orchestra,
Warner's Seven Aces, said to be the premier
dance orchestra of the South, gives the program from Station WGM every night of the
week at 6:00 o'clock. The orchestra plays
dance music principally, but frequenUy
gives semi-classical and classical numbers.
The 9:30 o'clock program is devoted
largely to instrumental and vocal presentations of classical numbers. In this connection it is well to mention Signor E. Volpi,
noted director of opera, who furnishes
from his studio the 9:30 o'clock program
for Sunday, Tuesday and Friday nights.
"Old Reliable" SUent First Time
During its six months of age the Constitution's new station has enjoyed a remarkable record of service. WGM has
not failed its listeners in with programs
a single day with the exception of January
23 and January 24. when one of the heaviest sleet storms that has struck Atlanta
in
put "Old Reliable" off the air for
the years
two days.
Station WGM's aerial is an 85-foot cage
of six wires supported
by two
75-foot
(Continued on page 6)

When Station WGM began operations its
operator was Mr. Shropshire. When the
Constitution commissioned its own station.
Mr. Shropshire came with the newspaper.
G. C. Congdon, Jr., at the beginning of
broadcasting by the Constitution, was
placed in charge as director of the Radio
department.
Several months
ago L. O.

New Language Developed
by Code Fans Makes Hit
Da-Di-Da

Talk Popular with
Learning Code

Those

Radiophans have a new code to play with, and
almost any night listeners hear this new "dadi-da" talk, that sounds much like a fond papa
talking to his newly-arrived baby. According
to experts, the new language is the best method
of memorizing the Radio code, and is an adaptation of the language used by signal corps officers
in France during the world war. In this code
they telephoned much information over open
wires, and "Fritzy" never knew the difference.
To the uninitiated, however, it is bewildering.
although simple to learn once you start. A dot
in the International. Morse or Continental code
is denoted by the syllable "di" and a dash by
the syllable
"da."
So one ofcan
on a conversion in coder
by means
the carry
Radiophone,
as
well as converse by spoken word. By making
the dots and dashes represent certain words
when used in combination, one has a secret code
for use on Radiophone or ordinary telephone lines. The full Radio alphabet in the
"da-dit" code is as follows:
Letter
Code
A
Di-da
B
Da-di-di-dit
By tlie Contest Editor
C
Da-di-da-dit
D
Da-di-dit
SOME
of the
thesereaders
days we
are going
to
E
Dit
let all
of Radio
Digest
F
Di-di-da-dit
"in" on the kind of sets the 2,300-mile
and over record holders possess. That
G
Da-da-dit
H
Di-di-di-dit
ought to be something most Radiophans
would be interested in. At least the
I
Di-dit
J
Di-da-da-da
readers
of this column are eager for this
information.
K
Da-di-da
L
Di-da-di-dit
Last week 24 new records -were set.
These are given below. Next week the
M
Da-da
complete- list of record holders to date will
N
Da-dit
be given.
Watch for it.
O
Da-da-da
Station — Miles Away — Becord Holder
P
Di-da-da-dit
CHXC—
1500,
jr.
B. Gilbert. Douglas. Wyo
Q
Da-da-di-da
KF AT— 2200. L. A. Graf. Dunkirk.
N. T
R
Di-da-dit
KTEL— 1050, H. B. Wunder.
Cheviot, O
S
Di-di-dit
KFI— 2425. J. H. Mitchell, Elmhurst, L. I., N T
gJJ—2175,
M.
P.
Jaeot.
Copley.
O.
T
Da
KXI— 2150. John Kiener, Cleveland, O
U
Di-di-da
KQV— 132.5. M. B. Gilbert, Douglas, Wyo.
V
Di-di-di-da
^AA— 1150. H. S. Johnson.
Chandler,
Okla.
WAAJ— 1725, M. B. Gilbert. Douglas, Wyo
W
Di-da-da
WAAM— 1575. M. B. Gilbert. Douglas
Wyo
X
Da-di-di-da
WDAH — 1625. W. St Brown. Pittsburgh
Pa.
UGAD — 2575.
L. Jang. Hartley Falls.
Minn.
T
Da-di-da-da
WGAM— 11.75, H. B. Porter. Lvnn. Mass.
Z
Da-da -di-dit
WGF— 1175. B. S. Watklns,
Bridgeport, Conn.

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—

WEAN

Gives First Opera

"3-AD — 1000, John Klener, Cleveland. O.
WFAZ— 1000. Doyle Getter. Arkansas City, Kana
WEAQ— 2600. Edwin Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S
WLAT— 4200, M. P. Jacot, Copley. O.
WMC— 1125. C. T. Mower. Maiden, Mass.
WNAF— 1525, W. Rar.Hn
Woodfords,
Me.
WNAS— 1200. B. S. Maynard.
Detroit. Mich.
WOO— 1575, M. B. Gilbert. Douglas
Wyo
WQAM— 1150. B. Clark. Bridgeport. Conn.
WRR— 1425, B. S. Watkins,
Bridgeport, Conn.

D

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— For the first time
since its installation, WEAN, station of
the Shepard Stores here, gave an entire
opera program. This was heard not only
by Rhode Island and Connecticut fans,
but by many in Massachusetts. WEAX
is heard quite frequently by Boston listenUnique Concert by WSY
ers. The production was given by the
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— WSY, the AlaF. B. C. entertainers of East Providence,
bama Power Company broadcasting station
and the cast included some of the best here, recently gave a unique concert protalent in the state.
gram especially for Alabamians. A number
of musical selections composed by AlaData covering 340 of the American
bamians and played or sung by the combroadcasting stations shows that 40 staposers made up the program. The selections have a range of 55 miles. 69 stations
tions were heard at many places all over
a range of 100 miles, 73 of 200 miles, 43 the state. Among the composers who renof 300 miles, eight of 400 miles. 61 of 500
dered selections on this occasion were
miles, eight of 700 miles, 17 of 1,000 miles, people from Birmingham, Selma, Mont19 of 1,500 miles, and two of 2,000 miles.
gomery and other points in the state.

The Georgia Railway and Power company had a 50-watt transmitter it used
sometime before this for straight messages. An agreement was reached between
the Constitution and this company for the
Constitution to broadcast, using the power
company's station. It was, then, the middle
of March, when the Atlanta Constitution
Srst went on the air with a program.
Dubbed WGM
As soon as the Constitution began broadcasting, it was assigned the call letters,
W0-M, and these were used with the
Georgia Railway and Power company's
station. P. C. Herault and A. W. Shropshire, of the power company, were given
the contract immediately to erect a 500watt broadcasting station for the Atlanta
Constitution.
The was
Constitution's
ownair broadcasting
station
heard on the
for the first
time the night of September 1, 1922.
Since then Station WGM has operated
every night. Its week-day programs are
given between 6 and 7 o'clock and between
9:30 and 10:30 o'clock in the evening.
Central time. The Sunday schedule calls
for a broadcasting between 3:30 and 4:30
o'clock in the afternoon and between 9:30
and 10:30 o'clock in the evening.
Since it started broadcasting
in the
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NEW STATION BOWS Book Reviews
TO WESTERN FANS
OLD

TIMERS GIVE AWAY
NEWCOMER

TO

Dedication Program Presented in Three
Parts — Lasting
from Eight
Until Midnight
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Saturday evening. January 27, will remain a red letter
date in the Radio world for sometime,
for at the hour of 8 o'clock, the great
Examiner-Anthony Central Radio station
was formally dedicated to the ether world.
It was presented to an unseen audience
of millions, located over an area of thousands of miles.
The new station is to be known as the
Central Radio Station, and from it, programs which will be arranged by the Los
Angeles Examiner, Earl C. Anthony, Inc.,
the Evening Herald, Leo J. Meyberg Company andwill
the be"Western
Radio
Electric
Company,
broadcasted
at different
hours of the day and evening.
Replaces Old Stations
The new station will replace in the ether
KWH; the old KFI; KOG; and KYJ; all of
whom have been familiar for so long to
the public and who have completed their
work; have passed on as individual broadcasting units, with the exception of KWH,
the Los Angeles Examiner, which will continue to operate as an individual station
for the purpose of broadcasting weather
reports and other Government bulletins on
the 485 meter wave-length.
The dedication program was presented
in three parts. Part One, opening at 8
p. m., was presented by the Anthony
Studio. The Second Part was from the
Examiner Broadcast station, between 9
and 10:30 p. m., while Part Three from
10:30 to mid-night was from the Anthony
Studio. Among those who were presented
on the dedication program were: George
E. Cryer, Mayor of Los Angeles; William
M. Garland, distinguished for city adadvancement work; Len E. Behymer, internationally famous music impr< sario;
and Sid Grauman, managing director of
the Grauman Theatre interests of Southern
California.

Radio Products Corp. Fraud
Says Canadian Government
LONDON, ONT., CAN. — In a list of mail
order concerns which have been denied the
use of the Canadian mails under a fraud
order issued by the Dominion postal department is a New Tork firm styling itself
the "Radio Products Corporation of America," with offices at 55 Broadway, New
York City.
It is alleged that this firm has been
offering stock in its various undertakings
for sale by mail, and that its character has
not been found satisfactory upm investigation by the Canadian postal department.
Many Radiophans in London and Western
Ontario are said to have purchased stock in
the New York concern and as a result of
the postal ban on the concern, are now
wondering whether they will ever receive
any dividends on their investment.

The Kadio Amateur's Handbook. By A
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong- Super-Begrenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting
letters written to a boy. Each letter is
full and complete and the most advanced
student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Radio First Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75c.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
The fundamental principles and methods
upon which recent developments are based
are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
treated in a simple, fundamental and upto-date manner. Present methods and tendencies of the art are explained in a chapter which is non-mathematical. Price $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

2000 Ohms ($6.00 value). . . .$3.98
3000 Ohms ($7.00 value). . . .$4.98
FEDERAL
SALES COMPANY
Masonic

Temple, CHICAGO,

ILL.

Radio Tubes Repaired
200 — C 300
201— C 301
1 I— or VT 2

$3.00
3.50
4.00

The right filament and proper vacuum. All
tubes guaranteed as good as new. Mark
plainly.
Pack carefully.

Radio
Supply and Repair ILL.
Co.
US WEST LAKE ST., CHICAGO.
Repair

Improved Radio
Amplifiers

$2.75
$3.35

returns

15 days after receipt.

Radio Distances
Easily Read

Sent on receipt of price, prepaid

LUX MANUFACTURING
125 W. LAKE

ST.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

$5.00 List
3.50 List
A patented
ture locks feathe
coil in place and
prevents the
coil from being
thrown out of
a d j u s tment
once station is
tuned in.

licensed under TJ. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

Dealers write for
special discounts

AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., lnc2£,5&A*?

KHJ and KFI Both
Work 400 Meters
Broadcasting of Two Class B Stations
First Time in History of
Los Angeles

"WGM"

OLD RELIABLE

(Continued from page 5)
wooden and steel masts located more than
100 feet above the ground on the roof of
the Constitution's building. The wires are
No. 6 stranded cables and after six hours
of sleet Tuesday afternoon, January 23,
these wires were coated with three inches
of ice. The tremendous weight of this was
too muchat the
for center
one ofhoop.
the wires and " it
snapped
Operator Makes Repair
Operator A. W. Shropshire lowered the
antenna with a view to cutting the dead
end of this broken strand and replacing
the antenna. The storm was too intense
to contemplate immediate repair. Mr.
Shropshire had raised the antenna to the
top of the masts and had just entered
the operating room of Station WGM to
retune the transmitter to the changed
aerial when the entire antenna crashed
down
building.on the roof of the Constitution

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— For the first
time in Radio history, two Class B, 400meter broadcasting' stations went on the
air in the same city, at the same time and
presented their programs simultaneously,
when on Saturday evening, January 27, in
this city, KHJ, the Los Angeles Times,
presented its regular concert and the new
KFI, the Examiner-Anthony, Central Radio
Station, held its dedication program. The
event was made possible through a conference between those in charge of the
stations and Maj. J. F. Dillon, federal
Now Station WGM has an entirely new
Radio inspector for the sixth district.
antenna system since the antenna in falling
Major Dillon believes that this may be crashed through the wire counterpoise.
common practice soon if Congress will pass
the contemplated legislation providing a
wider band of wave lengths for stations.
According to heads of the Radio Chamber of Commerce, immediate limitation
He expects that the legislation will give
wave lengths sufficient meters apart so in the number of stations will have beneficial results in every way.
that listeners in will have no difficulty in
tuning in the station they desire to hear.
Forty Meters Necessary
HOLD-TITE' I ta
• JACKS
5 springs :
KHJ will continue to broadcast on its
wave length of approximately 400 meters,
price
70c
to
and the KFI will broadcast with a wave
length near 400 meters. The two stations
have tested this plan recently, both being
New
design;
heavy
phosphor-bronze
springs: no
spacer washers
required.
Write (or Bulletin
on
SI. 10
on the air at the same time on wave
these Jacks. "'TXJ-WAY"
Plugs and other Carter
lengths varying from 15 to 25 meters.
CABTER
BADIO
CO., 209 s. State St.. Chicago
products.
With a selective tuning device it was
found that ten meters difference did not
permit of separation, while 15 meters made
it possible to tune the station desired moderately well, although there was found
some interference. At a difference of 25
To test out the value of this paper as an advertising medium, readers of Radio Digest are offered
meters, perfect elimination of interference
an opportunity to obtain THE RADIO TELEPHONE HANDBOOK, by H. G. Cisln. M. E.. at
was found. It is therefore expected that
ONE-HALF COST.
a difference of 40 meters will make posThis most authentic handbook on RADIO has
never before sold at less than $1.00. We have sold
sible the relatively easy reception of concopies in every state in the Union, in Canada,
certs which will be presented by both KHJ
Mexico, Cuba, Porto Rico, Italy and even New
and KFI at the same time.
Zealand. We will ship this storehouse of valuable

■ Our Test— Your Opportunity ■

.006— 75c
SCHINDLER
BIG

MICA CONDENSERS

DISCOUNTS

TO

Df'ERS

DUNGAN Distributors
RADiO
68

WEST

WASHINGTON

ST.,

CO!

radio
information
(coin or
stamps). postpaid to any address for 50c
DEALERS: Send dollar bill for two copies and
resell over counter at list price. This exceptional
offer will not be repeated after our advertising
schedule has been worked out.
FREE: A. complete 28-page, 50-ce-nt Radio Dictionary upon receipt of 12c in stamps to cover
mailing charges.
Be sure to include this ad, together with your
name and address plainly marked.
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
1400 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

CHICAGO

Do You Want
a Real Headset?
Manhattan Phones

UV
UV
WD

Improved Radio
Detector Tubes .

ILLUSTRATED

Use Cram's Detailed Radio Map
covering the United States and
Canada. Just one hundred miles
to the inch. Map plate 30x20
inches, on sheet 34x28 inches.
Latest call numbers at sides and
bottom. Used by Radio Digest
and other Radio Experts. Radio
Districts and headquarters and
time divisions. New edition now
ready.

Ideal for the purpose.
POSTPAID

Pocket Form
$o.3S
Heavy Paper in Tube....-r;
.50
Wall Style Wooden Rollers.... 1.50
On Heavy Board for Tacks.... 6.75
Special quantity prices to trade
and advertisers

The George F. Cram Co.
Ill
DEPT.

N.

MARKET

RD

STREET
CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Dictograph Is the Best Headset
in the World at Any Price
This is the same supreme Dictograph Headset
that has always sold for $12 — same in quality,
same in guarantee, same in everything but the
price — $8 complete. Made by the makers of the
world standard Dictograph products — the marvelous "Acousricon" for the Deaf, the famous
Detective Dictograph, the Dictograph System of
Interior Telephones and the Dictograph Radio Loud
Speaker for the Home.
Read a few of the many letters we have
received from Dictograph Headset users.
You, too, can enjoy the utmost in Headsets
if you

own

one.

U. S. Marine
Hosp. N.
No.T.43.
Ellis Island.

"The Undersigned has tor the past sixteen years
been an amateur, commercial, and government
operator, and has used every known make of radio
receiver on the market. On April 21st one of your
Type R-l 3000 ohm receivers was purchased and it
can be safely said without dispute that they are
absolutely the best radio receivers on the market
C. H. West, TJ. S. P. H. S.
today, bar none,"
"I wish to compliment you on Laporte,
the 3000Ind.
ohm
Headset you now have on the market retailing at
$12.00 (now $3.00). I have been experimenting
with the radio game for the past year. In my experience Ihave tried out 14 different headsets. Including the
. which I purchased for $16.50.
I at last have found the ideal phone where tone
quality excels and harshness is eliminated, and I
cannot express myself in words as to the wonderJ. T. Bachman.
ful results I have obtained.'*
Go to your dealer's today and listen in with this
supreme instrument. Note the difference. Buy
two or three Dictograph Headsets and let the rest
of the family enjoy your set.
Always insist on Dictograph Products***
They are fully guaranteed.
If your dealer
cannot
supply
you,
order direct from us
DEALERS:— The Dictograph is the fastest selling Headset on the market today.
Order through your jobber or write direct
for names -of authorized distributors.

DICTOGRAPH

Type
types

PRODUCTS

R-l, 3000 ohms.
For all
of crystal
tube
receivingand sets.vacuum

CORPORATION

220 W. 42nd Street, New York City
Branches

in all principal cities
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Circuit
Simplified Make Super
Variable Leaks

Part V— The Importance of, and How to
By E. T. Flewelling

the
Flewelling Super Circuit and
THE
functions performed by its various
parts have been pretty well covered
by now, so far as Its general requirements
d.
haven't bothered much
are conc
of Its action, because It is
theory We
theerne
about
believed that no more than a rough outline
of this Is desired by the fans, most of
whom haven't the time for it.
It will be noticed however, that a question might be raised aa to how the circuit
operates, because of the article last week.
If we know what is happening in the set,
we are much more liable to get the most
pleasure and results from it. Let us settle
the operation, if we can, and then discuss
in detail a few points that have to do with
getting the maximum results from the
Flivver.
Operation of Pliwer
The explanation of how the Flivver circuit operates really was covered in Part
IV. last week's article. The action is due
primarily to the starting and stopping of
the tube action, and this action working on
the super circuit is responsible for the
results.
It is pointed out that there is no

■■*i

E.

T.

Flewelling, Inventor of the
Flivver Super Circuit

low frequency oscillation in the circuit. By
that statement we mean that there is not
the usual ' train of oscillations imposed
upon the circuit that are produced by a
tuned auxiliary circuit, as is general in
former types of super circuits.
Of course, the starting and stopping,
which results in more or less charging and
discharging of the condenser bank, will
result in oscillations of a type. However,
that the predominating action is the starting and stopping of the tube, is what we
wish to emphasize. It will then be seen
that the operator should learn to handle
the starting and stopping rather than a

separate oscillation. This Is really the keynote to success with the Flivver Circuit.
Action of Xieaka
Because the most important action of the
circuit is controlled mostly by the leak
resistances, let us take these up first in our
consideration of the best parts and proper
handling of the circuit.
An important point to remember is, that
If the blocking action Is allowed to take
place at too slow a rate, about all that one
will hear will be the sound caused by this
action. The blocking action must be controlled and timed properly to get the results, and the le-ks give us the ability to
handle this timing.
Time your set then with the two leaks
and you find that when you change the
coupling of the coils, or tune with the condenser, that you change the timing. Quite
often the speed will be too slow at the
point where the set is tuned to the sending station, and, although the broadcasting
is heard, it is not at all satisfactory because one hears too plainly the blocking
and freeing noises occurring. Then the
thing to do Is to speed up the blocking by
changing the grid leak resistance values.
Bring the speed up to the point where the
reception of the signal is satisfactory and
oftentimes you will find that by careful
tuning and setting of the leaks that perfect reception is accomplished but that the
squealing sound caused by the blocking is
entirely gone. It really is there still, but
It is occurring so fast that the resultant
note is too high in pitch to be audible to
the average person.
Importance in Flivver Circuit
It is probably very clear now, just how
important it is to have a grid leak that
can be changed in value to suit the station
desired. Pencil or ink marks on the condensers have been given as the simplest
and cheapest way of doing this. It is conceded, however, that it Is difficult to make
a permanent setting for these leaks which
is satisfactory at all points in tuning, and
it is believed that better work can be done
if both leaks are readily adjustable.
If you buy your grid leaks purchase the
best obtainable because your success depends munii upon their being of good
quality.
. 4- .
The Durham variable resistance is good,
but for the Radiophans who prefer panel
mounting one may use a leak that is controlled by turning a knob. Good leaks, of
this type are the CRL and the Freshman.
A number of manufacturers have sent in
for test purposes several of their variable
grid leaks. Once in a while we have found
a defective one that we could not operate.

Be careful that you are not trying to make
your sot work with a leak that looks all
right but is defective in reality.
TVTalrlTig Your Own Leaks
If you prefer to make your own leaks it
way:
may be done very easily in the following
The materials required to make the leak
are some India ink, a strip of closely
woven, smooth linen cloth, a strip of phosphor bronze or spring brass %-inch wide,
2% inches long and about 1/32-inch thick,
a piece of bakellte or hard rubber % or 14inch thick, %-inch wide and 3 inches
long, four brass screws, 4/36 or 6/32, three
washers and three nuts to fit, and an insulating knob with an internal thread.
First cut the bakellte strip and drill the
necessary holes. The control knob screw
hole is drilled small and then tapped to
fit the thread of the screw used. The cloth
is then cut to the size of the bakelite strip,

after which it is soaked in the India ink
ad laid on one surface of the bakelite. The
spring brass is bolted down over the cloth
at one end with two of the screws and
nuts, using a washer under each nut. Cut
a Vi-inch hole in the cloth where the control screw comes through, so that no electrical contact is made between the screw
and the cloth. Otherwise the leak would
be short-e'reuited at this point. See that
the spring lays fiat against the cloth all
along. Another screw and nut with washer
holds the other end of the cloth and makes
a connection for the circuit.
The body part of the remaining screw
with its nut is used for making the adjustment. The head is removed from the
screw and the insulating knob is substituted. The manner of making the adjustment can J?e readily understood by the
illustration In purchasing screws be sure
to select the proper thread to fit the insu-

lating knob. The end screws, A and B, are
used for the connections in the circuit.
The fabric is of high resistance and the
spring resistance negligible. The more
spring we lay on the fabric the less fabric
the current has to go through and the
lower the resistance of the leak. The
sketch and description for making are for
a type that the writer has been using successfully. Several points however should
be noted in the construction of this leak.
Be sure that when the spring is screwed
down that it works from one end of the
fabric to the other uniformly. This may
be done by laying a stiff piece of metal on
top of the spring and working the screw on
this more substantial piece. Change the
width of the fabric until the correct value
is reached, but be sure that this is not done
until the ink has had a day or two in which
to dry thoroughly. This type of leak can
be adapted to panel mounting. With both
leaks mounted In this way, the set may be
coaxed into doing its utmost.
No Trouble in Condenser Bank
The bank of condensers, C3, C4 and C5,
when once assembled properly, needs no
changes and can be forgotten. In fact, this
point should be emphasized. Be sure to
use condensers having a mica dielectric,
and then don't be afraid that you have the
wrong values. If you buy reliable appara
tus, you will find that these condensers
will be of such values that the set will at
least function.
The set will operate even when the
values of these condensers have large variations from the value .006 mfd. The value
.006 is given as the best, all around value.
Values from .002 to .012, in fact, have been
used successfully, but results, of course,
were
so good.
If your set doesn't
don't not
blame
the condensers
if you "Are"
have
good ones, but check up on your leaks, coil
coupling, tuning condenser, and whatever
you may be using as an antenna.
An ordinary amount of patience is
needed, no more. The time to find out
whether you can improve on the condenser
capacity values you are using, is after the
set is in operating condition. It is then
suggested that you do this experimenting
while receiving signals, in order that you
may know when the right point has been
reached.

for is
Aerial
on Tree
An Weight
aerial that
attached
to a tree
should have a balance weight attached at
one end'' to prevent the wire from snapping during severe wind storms. The
weight should be suspended so that it
will take up a maximum of 15 feet of the
rope's length.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

CRL

(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all Important
stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
and without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications,
price 50c, or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coil, $3.00 by mail. No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel with every order.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
and brings
the Stations
full value1000of
that the
little"Pickle"
tube as tube
no other
circuit out
can.
miles away come in dearly on one tube. This set is small,
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications $1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easy to operate.
Everything clearly shown.
Please don't send stamps.
S. A. Twitched, 1925 Western Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

VAR. GRID LEAK
V4 to 10 megohms

The Last Word in
Grid Leaks:

No. 106 wffiSt $1-50
No. 107 O.S!*. $1.85
EVERY

ONE

GUARANTEED

KLENTZ

TO GIVE

RADIO

EXCLUSIVE

% TO 10 MEGOHMS

COMPANY

DISTRIBUTOR

508 S. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

ILL.

A Fla^, I3T Your Radio Set

ROBBINS
RADIO DESK
Patents Applied For

PLENTY OF ROOM
FOR THE SET
A Place for the Batteries, Extra
Appliances, Tools, etc.
ALL
Height 31 inches, Top 19 x 32 inches
OAK or MAHOGANY

Price $22.50 Cash
With Order

APARTMENTS

ENCLOSED

Robbins Woodworking Co.
Llbertyville, Illinois

RADIO

DIGEST

ILLUSTRATED

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III

State, City, Call
Alabama:
Auburn, WMAV
Birmingham,
Mobile. WEAP WOAT, "WST
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD,
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Arkansas:
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Rock, WCAV,
WEAX
Pine Bluff. WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfield, KDZB, KYI
Berkeley. KQI. KRE
Del Monte, KLN
El Monte. KUT
Eureka, KNI
Fresno, KDZH, KMJ
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood. KFAR
Long Beach. KSS
Los Angeles,
KDZF,
KFCL,
KFI, KHJ,
KJS,
KNN.
KNV, KOG, KUS,
KWH,
KXS
Modesto, KXD
Oakland.
KLX. KZM
Pasadena, KLB
Reedley. KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDTM,
KFBC, KFFA,
KOX
San Francisco. AG1, KDN,
KDZG,
KDZX.
KFDB,
KL-0
SanKLS,Jose. KPO,KFAQ,KSL. KQW,
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ, KWG
Sunnyvale, KJJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs,
KFFQ,
KFBV,
KFCK,
KHD
Denver,
DD5,
DX4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL.
KLZ
Pueblo,
KFGB
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich. WAAQ
Hartford. WDAK
Middleton, WOAS
New Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT,
WPAW
District of Columbia:
Washington, WDM,
WE AS, WHAQ, WIL,
VTIAY. WJH, WMU.
WPM,
WWX
Florida:
Jacksonville.
WDAL
Miami. WIAZ, WQAM
Pensacola, WGAN,
WLAV
Tampa.
WDAE.
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH
Georgia:
Atlanta. WGM, WSB
College Park. WDAJ
Decatur. WAAS

State, City, Call
Gainesville, WKAY
Macon,
WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO

Idaho:
Boise, KFAU, KFDD
Moscow. KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Wallace, KFCC
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
Chicago, KYW, WAAF,
WBTJ, WDAP, WJAZ,
WMAQ,
WPAD,
WSAH
Decatur, WBAO, WCAP,
WHAP
Galesburg, WRAM
Mattoon. WQAL
Peoria, WJAN
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana:
Anderson,
WEAW
Brookville, WSAL
Evansville, WNAM, WOAU
Fort Wayne, WFAS
Greencastle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAY
Indianapolis, WLK, WOH
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka,
WOAO
Muncie, WJAF
Richmond, WOZ
South Bend, WGAZ
Terre Haute, WEAC
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS, WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WPAX
Council Bluffs, WPAF
Davenport,
WHAI,
WOC
Des Moines. WGF, WHX
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge. WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Le Mars, KFCY,
WIATJ
Marshalltown,
WLAR
Newton.
WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney,
WQAD
Sioux City, WBAU, WHAE
Vinton. WIAE
Waterloo, WHAC,
WMAR.
WRAN
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwooa. WEAJP
Beloit, WPAR
Eldorado. WAH
Emporia. WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence,
Liberal,
WMAG "WFAY
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Marion,
WRAD
Parsons, WOAJ
Salina, WFAD
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WEAH,
WEY
Kentucky :
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Lexington,
WQAH
Louisville,
WHAS. WKAG,
WLAP
Paducah,

'WLAR

{NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule
list appeals
below.
Next
week
the first part will
appear.)
WLK,
Indianapolis. Ind.
485 also. 500 mi. Hamilton
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 11-11:30 am. 12-12:30 pm,
2-2:30.
3-3:30.
5-5:30. reports.
Tues.
Thur, S:3010 pm. concert.
Sun. 2-4 pm. S:30-10.
Central.
WLW.
Cincinnati, O.
485 also.
2,000 mi.
Crosley
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am-3 pm. music, reports.
Tues,
Fri. S-10:30
pm.
Thurs.
10-12 pm.
music
news.
Sun. 11 am. church service.
Central.
WMAB.
Oklahoma City. Okla.
500 mi. Badio Supply
Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Fri, 11:3012:30 pm.
Central.
WMAC.
Cazenovia. N. T. 330. 250. 275 only. 500 mi.
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD, Bock Port, Mo.
Atchinson Countv MaiL
WMAF.
Dartmouth.
BoundTucker
Hills' Elec.
Badio Co.Corp.Daily
WMAG, Liberal. Kan.Mass.75 mi.
ex Fri, Sun. 7:30-S:30 pm. music, news.
Fri, 8-9
pm. concert.
Central.
WMAH.
Lincoln. Neb.
100 mi.
General Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun. 2:15 pm. music, news.
Mon, Thur,
7:30 pm. music.
Central.
WMAJ,
Kansas
City. Mo.
485 also.
600 mi.
Daily
Drovers Telegram.
Daily
ex Sun. S:15 am.
9:15.
10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm. 2:15, weather, markets.
Central.
WMAK. Lockport. N. Y. 4S5- also.
1,500 mi.
Norton
Labs.
Tues. S-9:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WMAL,
Trenton, N. J. 100 mL
Trenton Hdwe.
Co.
Mon. Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WMAM,
Beaumont,
Tex.
Beaumont Badio Equipment
Co
WMAN.
Columbus.
O. 50 mi.
First Baptist Church.
Sun.. 10:30-12 m.. 7:30-9 pm, church services.
Central.
WMAP.
Easton. Pa.
400 mi.
Utilitv Battery Service
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 4-5 pm. 6-6:45.
Wed,
S-9.55
pm. entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ.
Chicago. I1L
1500 mi.
The Chicago Daily
News
(Fair Department
Store).
Daily. 4:35-5 pm,
9:15-10.
Mon.
Wed. Fri, Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Tues,
Thurs, 7-8 pm.
CentraL
WMAR,
Waterloo.
Iowa.
Waterloo
Electrical Supply
Co.
Schedule not established.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn.
4S5 also.
500 mi. Paramount
Radio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun.
11:20
am.
4:20 pm,
weather:
Tues. Fri. 8-9:30
pm.
concert.6:15-7:30
CentraLpm, markets.
WMAV.
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala. Polytechnic Inst.
WMAW,
Wahpeton.
N". D.
50 mi.
Wahpeton
Elec.
Co.
Daily. 7-7:30 pm, music, sports, news.
Central.
WMAX.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
K. & K. Badio
Supply
Co.
WMAY,
St
Louis,
Mo.
1,000
mL
Kingshighway
Presbyterian
Church.
Sun, 11 am, 8 pm.
Tues, 7-8
pm, church services.
CentraL
WMAZ, Macon. Ga
250 mL
Mercer University.
Daily
ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm. 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30, music.
Tues.
Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am. chapel. Eastern.
WMB. Aubum. Me.
Auburn Elec. Co
WMC.
Memphis, Term.
400 and 485 only.
2,000 mL

State, City, Call
Louisiana:
New
Orleans.
WAAB,
WAAC,
WCAG,
WGV.
WIAF,
WWL
Shreveport,
WGAQ
Maine:
Auburn, WMB
Bangor, WPAY
Houlton. WLAN
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO,
WKC,
WNAY
Frostburg, WPAQ
Massachusetts:
Boston,
WNAC WAAJ.

WEAR,

WFAU,

Dartmouth, WMAF
Lowell, WQAS
Medford Hillside, WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield,
WBZ
Worcester,
WCN,
WDAS
Michigan :
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn,
WWI
Detroit. KOP. WCX. WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing,
WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP,
WHAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis, WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG,
WLB
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St, Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler. WNAR
Cameron, WFAQ
Cape Girardeau, WSAB
Columbia. WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson Citv. WOS
Joplin,
Kansas WHAH
City, WDAF,
WHB,
WMAJ.
WOQ
Marshall. WJAT
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph. WEAK
St.
Louis.
KSD,
WCK,
WRAO WEW,
WEB.
WMAY,
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB
Tarkio.
WIAT
"Webster Grove. WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Butte. KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Polytechnic, KFED
Nebraska:
David
City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Lincoln. WFAY.
WGAT,
WJAB.
WKAC.
WLAF.
WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk. WJAG

The Commercial Appeal. Daily, 12 m, 3 pm, weather,
markets: S pm, entertainment.
CentraL
WMH. Cincinnati. O. 485 only. 500 mi. Precision
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 11 am. 4 pm. reports.
Mon,
Wed,
Sat. 8:15 pm. entertainment.
Central.
WMU. Washington. D. C. 100 mi. Doubleday-Hill
Elec. Co. Daily. 4:30 pm. concert, sports. Thurs,
S.9. concert.
Eastern.
WNAB. Bowling Green. Ky. 500 ml B. D. Nichols.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm. 7:30-9, music. Central.
WNAC, Boston. Mass. 200 mi. Shepard Stores. Daily
ex Sun. 4-5 pm, dance music. Tues, Thur, 7-8:30
pm. Wed, Sat, 9:30-11 pm. Fri. 8-9:30 pm. Sun,
11-12 am. 6:30-8:30 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WNAD. Norman, Okla. 200 mL Okla. Badio Engineertral. ing Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-8:15 pm. news. CenWNAF. Enid. Okla. Enid Badio Dist. Co.
WNAK. Manhattan, Sans. Manhattan Badio Supply
Co.
WNAL.
Omaha. Neb.
B. J. BockwelL
WNAM. Evansville. Ind. 200 mi. 485 also. Ideal
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri. Sat, 10-11 am,
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
3-4 pm. music.
CentraL
WNAN, Syracuse, N. T. 1.000 mL Syracuse Badio
TeL Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm, concert,
agriograras. etc. Eastern.
WNAQ, Charleston. S. C. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP, Springfield, O. 200 mi.
Wittenberg College.
WNAR,
Butler, Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
man). Austin, Tex. Tex. Badio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAS.
WNAT. Philadelphia. Pa. 500 mL Lennig Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1 pm. Wed. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun, 2:30 pm, 4:30, church services.
Eastern.
WNAV.
Knoxville.
Tenn.
People's
& Telg. Co.
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe,
Va.
HenryTel.Kunzmann.
WNAX, Tankton.
S. D. Dakota Badio Apparatus Co.
WNAY,
Baltimore.
Md.
Shipowners
Badio Service.
WNJ, Albany. N. T. 60 mi. Shotton Badio Mfg. Co.,
Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am, market reportsWed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO, Jersey City. N. J. Wireless Telephone .Co of
Hudson Co., N. J.
WOAA.
Ardmore.
Okla.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB. Grand Forks, No. Dak. 50 mi. 485 also. Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm. entertainment, reports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
CentraL
WOAC. Lima. O. Maus Badio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, la. Friday Battery & Elec. Co.
WOAE,
Fremont,
Nebr.
Medland
College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 4S5 also. 50 mi. The Tyler Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m. weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15, U. S. Navy
press.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service. Central.
WOAG. Belvidere. Dl
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH. Charleston. S. C. 200 mL Palmetto Radio
Corp. Mon. Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am, music.
Eastern.
WOAI, San Antonio, Tex. 485 also. 1.S0O ml.
Southern Equip. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 10:30 am, 12:15

State, City, Call
Omaha,
WAAW,
WDV,
WIAK,
WNAL,
WOAW,

wou, wov

Rushville. WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
University
Place,
WCAJ
York, KFDR
Nevada:
Reno, KDZK,
KFAS,
New Hampshire:
Laconia. WKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden. WRP
Jersey City, WAAT, WNO
Moorestown, WBAF
Newark,
WAAM,
WBS
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield, WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Roselle Park, WDY
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
New York:
Albany, WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton,
WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWI
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia. WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport,
WMAK
Newburgh,
WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW, WWZ
Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood. WHX
Schenectady.
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse,
WDAI,
WFAB,
WLAH,
WNAN
Tarry town, WRW
Troy, WTTAZ
Utica.
WSL
Waterford, WFAG
North Carolina:
Asheville, WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo. WDAY, WPAK
Grand Forks, WOAB
Mavville. WRAC
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio:
Canton. WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG,
WIZ, WLW,
WMH
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WJAX
Columbus, WBAY, WCAH,
WEAO,
WMAX,
WPAL
Dayton, WA1, WJAJ
Fairfield,
WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton,
"WBAU, WRK
Lebanon. WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta, WBAW
Sanduskv,
WQAF
Springfield, WLAM, WNAP
Stockdale. WJAK
Toledo, WJK
Warren. WLAZ
Washington
C. O.. WGAX
Wooster.
WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA

State, City, Call
WWAC
Waco, WJAD,
WLAJ,
Wichita Falls, WKAF

State, City, Call

Enid, WNAF
Okema
h, WKAK
Norman,
WNAD
WMAB
Oklahoma
City, WKY.
Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa,
WGAF,
WLALWEH,
Astoria,
Oreg-on : KFGG
Baker, KFDA
Corvallis. KFDJ
Eugene,River,
KFATKQP
Hood
Marshfield, KFBH
Medford,
KFAY
Pendleton,
KFFE
Portland, KDYQ, KFEC,
KGG, KGX, KGW, KQY
Salem, KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona, WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, WGAL
McKeesport, WQAA
WIK
Parkesburg,
Philadelphia, WCATJ,
WDAR, WFI, WGL,
WW AD
WTP,
WXAT,
-WOO,
Pittsburgh,
KDKA,
KQV,
WCAE,
WHAF,
WJAS
Scranton,
WQAN.
WRAY
State College, WPAB
Yillanova, WCAM
Wilkes-Barre, WBAX,
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood,
WEAG
Providence, WEAN, WJAR
South Carolina:
Charleston, WPAZ,
WNAQ,
WOAH
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Rapid City, WCAT
Sioux Falls, WFAT
Vermillion, WEAJ
Tennessee:
Knoxville. WNAV
Lawrenceburg.
WOAN
WPO
Memphis,
WKN,
WMC,
Texas:
Abelene,
WQAQ
WRAU WDAG,
Amarillo,

WRAU

Austin. WCM,
WXAS
Beaumont, WMAM
WRR Station, WTAW
College
Dallas,
WDAO.
WFAA,
El Paso, WDAH,
WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAP,
WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY,
WEV.
WGAB,
WRAA,
WSAV
Laredo. WWAX
Orange. WKAL
Plainview, WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
San Antonio. AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WOAI
Stanford, WOAZ
Tvler, WOAF

pm. 3, 6, news, markets. Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm,
concert.
Thurs, 7:30-S:30 pm, concert.
CentraL
WOAJ, Parsons. Kans. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Thurs,
7-S pm,mon, music,
lectures,
news.
Sun,
3-4:30
pm. Sermusic, news.
Central.
WOAK. Frankfort, Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
WOAL, Webster Groves. Mo. 300 mL W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
CentraL
WOAN, Lawrenceburg. Tenn. 1.000 mi. James D.
Vaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm. concert.
CentraL
WOAO. Mishawaka. Ind.
200 ml
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalamazoo College.
WOAQ, Portsmouth.
Va.
Portsmouth Badio Assn.
WOAR. Kenosha. Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS. Middletown. Conn. 100 ml. Bailey's Badio
Shop.dance
Dailymusic.
ex Sun.
4:15-6 pm, music. Sat, 9-12
pm,
Eastern.
WOAT,
Wilmington,
DeL
Boyd Martell Hamp.
WOAU,
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WOAV. Erie. Pa. 600 mi. Penna. Nat'l Guard. Tues.
Thurs, S:30-10 pm, music. Fri, 10 pm, sports. Sun,
7:45 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WOAW,
Omaha,
Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WOAX. Trenton, N. J. 342 only. 300 mL F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAY, Birmingham. Ala. John M. Wilder.
WOAZ, Stanford. Tex.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport. la. 400 and 485 only. 1.000 ml Pal- mer School of Chiropractic. Daily ex Sun. 10:55
am. time; 11, weather; 12 m, chimes; 2 pm, markets;
3:30. talk: 5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30. sports; 7,
concert; 10 pm. concert. Wed only. Sun, 9 am,
chimes; 1:45 pm, 6, concert; 7, church, services; 7,
concert
Central.
WOH. Indianaoplis. Ind. 1,000 mi. Hatfield Elec Co.
. (Indianapolis Star.) Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, music;
10:15, financial, markets: 1-2 pm, music: 1:20, markets; 4-5 pm, music; 4:15, police notes: 4:50, sports.
Mon, Wed. Sat. S:30-10 pm. Concert
Central.
WOI. Ames. la. 485 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30, music,
weather. CentraL
WOK. Pine Bluff. Ark. 4S5 also. 500 mL Ark. Light
& Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm. concert. Sun, 11-12
m. 7:30 pm, church services.
CentraL
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 and 485 only. 500 mL
John Wanamalifer.
WOQ, Kansas City. Mo. 4S5 also. 1.000 mi. Western
Badio Co. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur, 9:45 am, 10:55.
11:30. 12:30 pm, 2. 7:30. time signals, reports, etc
Fri. 1:15 pm. sacred service. Sat. 8 pm, concert
Sun. 7 pm, concert
WOR. Newark, N. J. 400 only. 2.000 mi. L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun. 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30,
music, talks. Tues, Fri, S-ll pm, music, entertainment. Eastern.
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo. 485 also. 1.500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Dally ex Sun. first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm. markets.
Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed, Fri, S-9:30
pm. concert.
Central.
WOV.
Omaha.
Neb.
R. B. Howell.
WOU. Omaha. Neb.
Metropolitan Utilities Dist.

Utah:
Ogden, KDZL, KFCP
Salt
Lake
City.
KDYL
Vermont:
Bellows Falls, WLAK
Burlington.
WCAX
Springfield,
WQAE
Virginia:
Black
sburg, WEAE
"Washing
ton:
Fortr
ess th,
MonroWOA
Portsmou
e, QWXAW
XV^IJ-'KZN
KDYV,
Aberdeen. KNT
Bellingham. KDZR
Centralia, KDZ
Everett, KDZZ, MKFBL
Lacey, KGY
Mt. Vernon, KFGF
Pullman, KFAE
Seattle, KDZE,
KDZT
Spokane, KFDC, KFZ
Tacoma, BE1,
KFBG
KFEJ.
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla, KFCF
Wena
tchee,
0
KHQ,
KJR, KDZI
KTW
, KZV '
Yakima, KFV

West
Virginia:
Arlington,
NAA
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD
Wisconsin:
Beloit, WKAW
Kenosha, WOAR
Madison,
WGAY.
WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAY,
WHAD.
WIAO
Neenah, WIAJ

Superior, WFAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper,
KFDF
KYQe, KFCQ,
KFBU
Larami
Alaska
:
Fairbanks,
WLAY

Hawai
i :
Honolulu,

KDYX,

KGU,

Porto Eico:
Ensenada, WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary, CHBC, CHCQ
CFAC. CFCX,
CJGY
Edmonton, CJCA
Fort Frances,
CFPC
Halifax, CFCE, CJCS
Hamilton, CKOC
Iroquois
Kitchener,Falls,
CJCF CFCH
London,
CJGC.

CFCX,
CKQC

CHCS.

Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX
CHYC, CJBC,
CKAC
Nelson, CJCB
Ottawa, CHXC
Regina, CKCK
St. John, CJCI, CKCR
Toronto.
CFCA.
CFTC
CHCB,
CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN, CKKC
CJSC.
CKCE.
CKCZ,
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFYC
CHCA,
CJCE
Winnipeg,
CKCB,
Havana,
Cuba:

CHCF,
CKZC,

CJCG,
CJXC

PWX

WOZ
Bichmond.
Ind.
485 also.
300 mi.
Palladium
Printing Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:25
pm, 4-5 6 30-7
music, markets.
CentraL
WP,A' J'h. w°rth,
Tex.
4S5 also.
1.000 mi.
Fort
2:30-3 pm
6-6:30,Da'Iy9-9:30.
"?"%
Ke«,r„d-„
ex Sun.
time.
Sun, 10:5S-11
3-3:30 pm,am, 9-9:30
Mon,
11-12 mid.
CentraL
WPAB.
w£AA'

state College.
Pa.
V\aco^*eb- -Anderson
Webster
Elec
Pa. & State
College.

Co.

"PAD,
Chicago, HL0Ma- 1,000Donaldson
mL
W. Badio
A. Wieboldt
&
*,
= .£■ Oto"11660Co.
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30
pm, 6:30-7, music
Central.
JX£Ao'
Bluffs, la. Peterson's Badio Co.
lege Coun"l
WPAH,
Waupaca,
Wis.Mo. 4S5Central
only. Radio
3,000 Co..mL Inc. WisJiE.S'
Jfidependence.
9.30, 10:30, 11:30, 3 pm, 5, markets, weather, new*
S°Mm1ADJ?C"-,of,,,Ma,rkets- DaUy ™ Sun- «:3<» am,
etc
CentraL
*f*J;
Radio -Corp. ColWPAK, New
Fargo,Haven.
N. D. Conn.
North Doolittle
Dakota Agricultural
WPAL,

Columbus,

O.

Superior

Badio

&

Tel.

Equip.

WPAM,
w,p AP,
WPAQ,

Topeka, Kans.
Awerbach & GuetteL
Winchester,
Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips.
Frostburg,
Md.
General Sales & Engineering
schedule.
WPAR.
Beloit, Kan. 50 mL B. A. Ward. No definite
SoAl' Amsterdam. N. Y. 3. & M. Electric Co.
,vE.T,'
E1
Paso- Te3rPatrick's
Cathedral.
WPAV.
Laurium.
Mich.
Tinetti
& Sons.
w,EAr.'
Jloorhead,
Minn. Salnt
Concordia
College.
WPAW, Wilmington. Del. 50 mL The Radio Installation Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-6:30 pm, music code instruction.
Wed. 8-10:30 pm, music
Eastern.
WPAX. Thomasville. Ga. 25 ml. S-W Radio Co
Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm. roads, weather, stocks, music
Mon, Wed, Fri. S:30-9:30 pm. music Sat 10-11
11:30 am-12:30, 8:30 pm-9:30
am,
Eastern.
service. Sun,
churchcodes.
W,PAY,
Bangor,
Me.
WPAZ, Charleston. W. Bangor
Va.
Dr.Badio
John Lab.
B. Koch.
WPG, New Lebanon. O. 485 also. 1.500 mi. Nushawg
Poultry Farm. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:15 pm. news 66:30 pm, markets Mon, Fri, S-9:15 pm, music farm
program.
CentraL
WPI,
Clearfield,
Pa. Elec Supply Co.
pm. news. Mon. 8 pm. concert. Eastern.
WPM. Washington. D. C. 200 mi. Thos. J. Williams.
Inc. (Washington Daily News.)
Daily ex Sun. 12:38
WPO. Memphis. Tenn. 100 mi. United Equip. Co
Daily, 7:15-S:15 pm, music
Central.
WQAA. Parkesburg, Pa. 1.500 mi. Horace A. Beale
Jr. Daily, 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB.
Mo. Southwest Missouri State
Teachers Springfield.
College.
WQAC, Amarillo. Tex.
200 mi.
E. B. Gish.
WQAD, Waterbury. Conn.
Whitall Elect Co.
WQAF.
Sandusky.
O.
Sandusky Register.
WQAH, Lexington. Ky. Brock- Anderson Elect Eng
Co.

(Continued on page 9)
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WGAJ.
Ann Arlvr. Mich,
Ann Arbor Ttmn
N. « ■
WQAK.
Dubuque, la. Appel-UlEUsy Elec Oo
WQAL.
Matloon. Ill Coto Oount; T.I. .v Tdf, Oa
WQAM.
Mi.nm. Khi.
500 ml.
Electrical Equip
Co.
Daily en Sun. 5:15-8 15 r»n. Dews, stocks, woatner;
7:30-9 pin. mualo.
Sun. 9-1] pin. linisl.Kiisl.ill.
WQAO.
S.-n Vork, N. V. Calvary Baptist Cliunli.
wqap.
l lucoln, N.ii.
Am
Radio Do.
WQAQ.
AMli'tie. T.t.
West Tex. Radio Co.
WQAR. kfundr, lml.
Bxm l'ul>. Co.
WQAS.
Lowell,
Ma-i 50 ml Mill .' \\ ,'ilUr <'<>.
Dally « Sun. 10:45-11 am. 8:30-3 pill, inusl.-.
Hon.
Wed,
M,
5-1 pm. Dm
eonoart,
Thurs. silent.
Kasti-m.
Ri.-e Institute.
WRAA.
Houston. Tex.
Slate Norma] School.
WRAC.
Mayrtlle, N D
Taylor Rh.IIo Shop.
WRAD.
Marlon. Kans.
M.
11. l'l.kcrlng Co.
WRAJ,
800 mt.
Lombard
College.
WRAM. riltsl.urxll.
tr.il.sl.urg. I'a.
III.
KM,
7:30-0
pill.
iinniium-.-lii.nl.-*.
Bebedule Irregular.
Central. activities,
WRAN.
Waterloo.
la.
100 ml.
Black
Hawk
Kl.vWeal Co. Daily ex Sun. 5 pm. 5:30, concert, news.
Mon. Wed.
Kri. S 30-0:15 pin. concert.
Sun.
11:15.
church
Central.
WRAR. David City. Xebr.
100 mi. Jacob C. Thomas.
Tues. Kri. 7-0 pm.
Central.
WRAU.
Anuuillo. Tex.
50 ml.
Aniarillo Dally News.
Tues. Tliurs. 7:30-8:30 pm. niusie.
Central
wrav. yellow Spring. O. Antloch College,
WRAY,
Beranton, Pa.
485 also. 100 ml. Radio Sales
Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am. music: 12 m. reports:
8:30-5:30 pm, reports, music: 7:8:30, bedtime stories,
music.
Sun. 3 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WRK.
Hamilton. O. 1.000 ml. Doron Bros. Elec. Co.
Tues. Thur. y-10:30 pm. music, lecture.
Sun, 10:30
am. ehureh service.
Central.
WRL.
Schenectady.
N. Y. Union College Radio Club.
WRM.
Urbana.
I1L
300 mi.
Univ.
of 111.
Mon.
Thur. S30-S:50 pm. 9-9:30 news, talks, music.
Central.
WRP. Camden. N. J. 250 ml. Federal Inst, of Radio
Telg. Daily ex Sat. Sun. 10-10:45 pm. music, news,
asTiograms.
Eastern.
_
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 485 also. 200 ml. City of Dallas.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. weather; 3-3:30. sports,
markets, neves; 7-7:15, police news: 8-8:30. music.
Sun. 11 am. church service: 7-3 pm. polioe news,
church service. Central.
WRW. Tamtown. N. Y. 1.000 mi. Torrytown Radio
& Research Laboratory. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-12 m.
Mon. Thur. Sat. 6:15-7 pm. 7:30-S:30. 10:30-12 pm.
Sun, 1-8 pm. Eastern.
WSAA, Marietta, O. 50 mi. B. S. Sprague Elec. Co.
Wed. 7:30 rm.
Eastern.
WSAB. Cain; Girardeau. Mo. Southeast Mo. State
Teachers College.
WSAH,
Chicago. 111. A. G. Leonard. Jr.
WSAJ, Grove City, Pa. 700 mi. Grove City College.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL.
Brookville. Ind.
Franklin Elec. Co.
WSAS, Lincoln. Xebr. 485 also. 700 mi. Xebr. Dept
of Agri. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9:30 am, 9:45. 10,
10:30. 10:45. 11. 11:30. 11:40. 11:50. 12 m. 1:15 pm.
1:30. 1:45. reports.
WSAV, Houston. Tex. 300 mi. Clifford W. Vick,
Radio Ccnst'n Co. Mon, 8-10 pm. concerts. Daily,
7:15-8 pm.
Central.
WSB. Atlanta. Ga. 400 and 485 only. 1.500 ml. Atlanta Journal. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music; 2:30.
reports: 4-4:45 pm. music, reports; 5-6 pm. 7-8,
10:45-12 music. Sun. 10:45 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9.
church services.
Central.
WSL. Utica. X. Y. 500 mi. J. & M. Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30 pm. 3-3:30. 4-4:30.
5-5:30. music, news. Mon. Wed. 8-9 pm. Sat. 1111:30 am. 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun. 10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSN. Norfolk. Va. 100 mi. Shipowners Radio Service
Inc.
Mon. Wed. Sat, 8:15-9:30 pm. concert. Eastern.
WSX, Erie. Pa. 75 ml. Erie Radio Co. Tues. Thurs.
Sat. 10-10:55 pm, news, concert, lecture. Sun, 12:151 :30 pm, sermon.
Eastern.
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. 2,000 mi. Alabama Power
Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 3-3:30 pm. 8-8:45, reports, concert. Sun. 11 am. 7:30 pm. church services. Central
WTAH. College Station. Tex. 200 ml. Agri. & Mech.
College11 oram,Texas.
7:30-8:30
pm. addresses.
Sun,
4 pm,Wed.
7 pm,Fri, church
services.
Central.
WTAC, Johnston. Pa.
Penn Traffic Co.
WTAU, Tecumseh. Neb.
Ruegy Battery & Elec. Co.
WTAYV, College Station, Tex. 200 mi Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Tex. Wed, Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm,
addresses. Sun, 11 am. 4 pm, 7, church services.
Central.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 485 only. 75 mi. Kan. State
Agri. College. Daily ex Sun, 9:55 am, weather (code).
Central.
WTP. Bay City. Mich. 75 mi. Ra-Do Corp. Mon,
Wed. Fri. 1:30-2 pm, reports, news; 6:30-7:30 pm,
concert.
Central.
WWAC, Waco. Tex. 485 also. 200 ml. Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather, 1:30 pm, music.
Mon. Wed. Fri, 8:45 pm. music.
Central.
WWAD.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
Wright & Wright, Inc.
WWAX, Laredo. Tex. 150 mi. Wormser Bros. Dally
ex Sun, Central.
4:30-5:30 'pm, music. Mon, Sat, S-9 pm,
music.
WWB, Canton. O. 300 mi. Daily News Printing Co.
Tues. Thurs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WYVI. Dearborn. Mich. 200 ml. Ford Motor Co. Wed.
10-11 pm,
music, lectures.
Eastern.
WW!. Detroit. Mich. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 ml.
Evening News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:40 am, household
hints; 9:40-10:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30 am,
weather: 11:55-12 m. time; 12:05-12:45 pm, music;
3-3:30 music; 3:30-3:35. weather; 3:35-4:15, markets;
5-6, sports: 7:30-10, entertainment. Sun, November
11. and every other week, 11 am, 4 pm, church
services. Sun. fill in weeks, 2 pm, 7:30, church
services, special.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT, Buffalo, X. Y. 200 mi. McCarthy Bros. &
Ford.
Dally 3-4:30 pm. 7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
WWX, Washington. D. C. 1,160 only. 600 mi. Post
Office Dept. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather; 10:30,
markets, 12:30, 2:15. 3:30, markets, 5 pm, 7:30,
markets ; 9 :45. weather.
Eastern.
WWZ.
New
York City.
200 mi.
John Wanamaker.
Daily ex Sun. 1:15-2:15 pm.
Tues. 7:30-9 pm.
Fri,
7:30-8:30 pm.
Eastern.
(Xote. — This completes the station schedule list. The
first part will appear again next week.)

.tJRMlcX
A Laminated Phmolit umdtnsauim Product

. SHEETS

TUBIS

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
VZZ

THICK

/2«

PER SQ.INCH

Vl6"

THICK 3/\G PER SO. INCH

%2" THICK
K
PER SQ. INCH
'/&" THICK V/z< PER Sq. INCH
3/\S" THICK 2* PEP SQ. INCH
VA " THICK 2/2* PER SQ. INCH
S/3 " THICK A< PER SQ INCH
VZ " THICK 5 '/A* PER SQ INCH
SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAILORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

$98
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45

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.
$

161

Of) WESTERN ELECTRIC Complete
NO. with10-loudA speaking
LOUD
Horn,
^
SPEAKER
OUTFIT
Two
Stage
Power
Amplifier
and
VALUE
3-216- A Western

Electric Amplifier Tubes.

SPECIAL

AT

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit Complete Partsf or 2Step Amplifier
Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier
Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers,
2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid
Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base
for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram to (
Construct

This Set.

Complete

.*

$3.45
45
$11.

Moulded Variometers
180° Moulded Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers. ,

$3.45
$1.95

180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Leak and
Freshman Variable GridCondenser
Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
CRL Adjustable
Master Baldwin
with C Cord
Type
Units
Master Baldwin
Head Sets
Type C
Brandes Superior Headset

$1.75
.75c
$1.35
$3.95
$5.75
$6.95

Complete
Knockdown Receiving Set
This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cun

ningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet,
7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch
Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set. A|« |\ £*
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with Jh J[ | ,5/ij
outdoor aerial
■

VARIABLE
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,

now
now

Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or any receiving
set so that loud speaker or phonograph can be used in place of headset. These parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other suitable
size), 1 High Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks,
13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with complete instructions for assembling, with i wiring ontemplate for drilling panel.
Complete

Phone Connectors (take 4 sets of
$12.45
phones)
35c
Antenella Aerial Plug. .
$1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$2.60
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
50c
4 (Four) Way Plug
$1.35
Barchass Coils
$1.95
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers.$2.45

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil
Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard
Vernier Rheostat, 8 Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to
Wire and Construct This
Complete

CONDENSERS

$1.25
$12.45
$1.15

$1.75
$3.10 Value, 5 PLATE, now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE,
now
$3.30 Value, 11 PLATE, now
$1.35

U.S.A.
SIGNAL CORPS Av^nwTyw WESTERN ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government
for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements

BALDWIN

These are the Genuine Nathanial Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
d» A Q j*
Phones, complete with silk cord and headband. Special at «p*/.«7 «J

PHONES
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type CA
"C" Loud Speaking Units.

Guaranteed Headsets

3000
OHM
CONTROL SINGLE CIRCUIT. .
FEDERAL JACKS FILAMENT
FILAMENT CONTROL DOUBLE CIRCUIT .
MAGNA VOX, LOUD SPEAKER, Type R3
HONEYCOMB
COILS
1,500 Turns

$1.50

'.250Turns
1,000
Turns
Rheostats
Sponge
Rubber
Ear
Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3%
inch
Grewol
Detectors

FORMICA

1.50
1.25

45c
50c
25c

750

Turns

Spaghetti

$1.00

Special

ft C

«})£T.U«J

VALUE
$8.50

$34.95
75 Turns

}|J
5Q
Turns25 Anti-Capacity
100 Turns.
Turns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75c
50c
35 and
Turns
Lightning:
Q C
Sensitive
Switches
Arresters
«/ «J C
Lightning
Z-Slide Tuning
d* 1 AC
Switches
Coils, at
«|>1.«7J
Phone Caps, for mostly OF
Hydrometers,
all
phones
£iDC
Signal Cps. Hot Wire (C
iC
now at

Signal
Corps
Super
Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper
Aerial
Tubing,
Wire, 100 ft

called

35c
$2.45
10c

Ammeters, at
tpO.'ttJ
$1.65 yard
PANEL,!" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch

40c
.., B.'.1.,«c
40c

$1.50
45c
$2.65
l|c

We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediate attention
Letters of comment on the merit of the merchandise sold and the service rendered
through our mail order department have brought duplicate orders which have put us
We ask to bear consideration, if your order is a day or
in a swamped condition.
two behind in delivery.
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Small Receiving Sets in Favor
Simple Set Is Desired by Most Radiophans
ENTHUSIASM for the large and complicated set has
abated and most of the amateurs are now using or experimenting with the simplest form of a receiver. A
large portion of those who listen in are beginning to demand a small set that will receive broadcasts at a reasonble distance. The call for a set having a large number
of tubes with Badio and audio frequency is abating, and
in its place there has come a steady demand for a very
simple form of apparatus that will do the work required
of it. "Super" sets cease to be objects of experiment.
The added effect produced by the extra parts and accompanying complication does not compensate for the
expenditure.
There are many Radio bugs who like to fuss with super
sets, but the large portion of Radiophans want to sit
down and enjoy a concert and do not care to be bothered
with complicated apparatus. Then, too, these sets cost
more to build.
One of the main reasons the FleweHing set has been
such a success is found in its simplicity. It is not necessary to use several steps of amplification with this circuit, and in many instances only one tube will be sufficient
to pick up stations that usually require a five-tube set.
The crystal set has its advantages, not only in cost
but in upkeep. It is not necessary to use an A or B
battery or to have a large number of parts, and there
is no oscillation to cause squealing and noises.
The entire receiving set is undergoing many changes
and engineers are working on processes to simplify it.
When a very simple and easily controlled set is produced
there is a large market waiting and the business will
flourish. The receiver has ended being a plaything and
now is in the realm of useful entertainment.

Directing Motion Picture Plays
Large Armies of Players Directed by Radiophone
THE Radiophone has not had mueh time in which to
acquire a history, but it has found a new application
of itself in directing large numbers of actors in scenes for
making motion picture film. Recently Rex Ingram, producer of ' ' The Prisoner of Zenda, ' ' used the Radiophone
in giving commands to a young army of extras in the
great coronation scenes.
Practical tryouts of the Radio idea brought ' approval
from Mr.^Insrarn. The working out of the scheme was
not so complicated as he had anticipated. By placing
sub-directors to issue orders to every group in the. crowds
and so arranging the positions of these subordinates
as to hide them from the camera and equipping them with
receiving apparatus tuned in to his master phone, Mr.
Ingram was able to direct the mass of people with instantaneous response.

Expensive Apparatus Not Required
Farmers Benefited by Simple Equipment
TO RECEIVE Radiophone messages requires only a
limited equipment, simple and inexpensive. Thousands of farmers have installed receiving sets recently,
with the result that isolated rural homes have been
brought instantly in touch with the many kinds of
information and instruction which are being broadcast
continually.
Weather information thus reaches the farmer as
promptly and effectively as any urban business man.
Farm operations are absolutely dependent for success
upon the knowledge of weather conditions, and the
protection of crops from disaster due to frost, drought,
storms and other weather phenomena is only possible
if adequate warnings are received in time. Heretofore
a large number of farmers of the country were so
located that they could not be supplied by newspapers
or telegraph with the daily forecasts and warnings of
the weather bureau of the United States department of
agriculture in time to be of service to them. Radiophony has changed all of this. Also the number of
broadcasting stations has increased to meet the needs
of those equipped to receive the messages.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Much has been said in support of the plan to have
only a few of the better equipped broadcasting stations
transmit programs for the entertainment of all Radiophans. Whatever the ultimate outcome of propaganda
so directed may be, it seems certain that the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company is satisfied that it
can provide a single program simultaneously from a
number of toll stations situated in various parts of
the country. This was made evident through its recent
experiment with Station WNAC in Boston. There
seems to be little difference of opinion among those
who listen to WEAF as to the quality of their programs
and the excellence in transmission. If, when this chain
of stations is completed, they can persuade the Metropolitan Opera Company to broadcast their performances
from the New York station, everybody will have a
chance to listen to grand opera.
It is a natural source of pride for a broadcasting
station to be able to point to instances of reception of
its entertainment by fans in distant parts of the world.
While not so long ago it was a rare thing for Radiophony to be heard over distances of several thousand
miles, today such records are becoming quite general.
So fine are the spinal adjustments of Station WOC at
Davenport, Iowa, that an amateur in France, 4700 miles
away, heard part of an address by Major Atkinson at
this station. Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands, is about
5100 miles removed from the City of Brotherly Love,
yet WIP was heard by a government Radio operator at
the former place. Philadelphia may be accused of
being slow, but here she is setting up a great record for
the "speedy" towns to equal or surpass. Of course,
WJZ has been getting across fairly often, they have to
live up to their announcement — "the international
broadcasting station." It is really WGY to whom
must be awarded the medal for distant reception. It
is said that a member of the British Marconi Company
picked up the Schenectady station one night and the
volume of sound which came from his loud speaker
when a piano solo was broadcast, awakened a sleeping
child in an adjoining room. From the U. S. to England,
and then an. indefinite distance into slumberland!
To that perturbed Doctor, whose letter of protest
against broadcasting "No. 2 yellow corn" appeared
in the columns of this paper, little of joy may be found
in the announcement of the purchase by the Chicago
Board of Trade of Station WDAP. However, this city
is to be congratulated on having (since we shall continue to hear futures, etc., by Radio) so modernly appointed atransmitting system as the glass booth, from
which quotations are directly sent from the floor to the
world. I am quite sure that stock quotations are
limited to certain hours in the day, and that periods
in the evening are not so utilized. Be that as it may,
the fact remains that to a great many this particular
feature is of prime importance and greatly appreciated.
Health talks are mostly elementary, yetjhey are essential to many comprising Radio audiences. No, we must
not cut out the corn, rye, or Bourborn quotations,
though, of course, they should fall to at least one-half
of one per cent; nor should the instructions in the care
of infant feeding be prescribed, but broadcast all the
information available.
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(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Give Her a Radio Set
Lily's vacuum tubes were burning,
While my heart was wildly yearning
For a kiss!
Lil forgot me quite completely
As she tuned her set so neatly —
Frigid miss!
Lily's hair, intoxicating,
Tantalizing, aggravating,
Brushed my cheek.
How I longed to kiss these tresses —
With
Hersmyto own
seek!lips' fond caresses

"No!" her answer was emphatie
As What
the crashing
a din! of the static —
As I murmured:
"Dear, take pity,"
Lily shouted:
"Kansas City —
Tuned 'em in! "
As the signals came in clearer,
Lily's head kept coming nearer —
Glossy head of black —
Then she said:
"Such oscillation
Justifies
osculation"
Smack! some
Smack!
Smack! —
— Arthur L. Lipmann.

I have heard a number of well-meaning individuals
declare their objections to broadcasting church services, on the ground that church attendance was thereby
reduced. It is not possible to quote figures to substantiate my contention that few regular attendees
remain at home because they can hear the service
through a receiving set, but I feel confident that such
is the fact. Those who attended irregularly may be influenced by home eomforts. Others because of dislike
for the minister may avail themselves of the opportunity to remain at the dials and tune in whom they
please. It is the countless number of afflicted, who in
no other way could feel themselves a part of a worshipping congregation, to whom broadcasting church services are of inestimable worth. What will they say of
the services in Tremont Temple, Boston, being broadcast every noonday as well as Sunday mornings, which
has resulted in the conversion of one man and the contributions by many to the furtherance of this work?
Not being a licensed preacher perhaps I had better
leave you to think it over.

Sing to tune of "Wabash Blues"
One dreary night, Bill Sparks sat down to pound the
key awhile,
He slowly turned the rheostat and fiddled with a dial.
He thought
the statehe'd try to raise some bug that lived around

What is a Radiowl? Well, it depends upon the authority
you select for answering this question as to the exact
definition you will get. "The Voice of the South"
would give you a roseate view of this particular species of
' ' bug, ' ' while from other quarters would come beseeching
pleas for the quick extermination of every specimen of
Radiowl. To the ordinary listener in of local broadcasts
(not situated in the sunny southland) one of these birds
of ether flight might arouse no antagonism, because that
one would have turned out his lights and retired before
the Buzzard, Hoot, Ananias and Screech Owls had begun
their nightly play. It is when you sit up to hear what
follows the Bedtime Stories that you form an opinion
of Radiophone fraternities. Listening to the reading of
a long list of Owls who have communicated with the Big
WHOO-Whoo-whoo may equal as a thriller hearing the
letters of a distant station, and if it does, then don't
write Station WOAI for a definition of Radiowl. As
a matter of fact, there are comparatively few fans ignorant of the purpose and personnel of this club, whether
intentionally or otherwise.

A bluish flame!
A
The bulb was heard
Poor Bill arose and
Alas, the wreck of

This is Station DIELECTRIC, located between the
humorous and serious columns of Radio Digest, signing off till next week.
Good day!

I have heard so much about the FleweHing Circuit
— to know where they play. Is it similar to
IDear
wouldIndilike
the Orpheum Circuit?
— Polly W.

Sh! I.. Spy, Only a Ham

Can "Get This"

So helate!
confidently pressed the key, but alas! it was too

little ping!
to sputter and sing.
began to totter.
a fifty-watter.

—I. Spy.

No, They Drink That Stuff
Bathing by Radio is one of the last broadcasts from
the Public Health Service, but whether ether waves
were recommended was not made known.

It Books Along with the Short Circuit

,
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter IX — The Three Electrode Vacuum Tube
By Arthur G. Mohaupt

flalment Ik heated, the electrons close the
three-electrode racuum robe has the grid. Erich of these plays its individ- circuit and current can flow.
THE
ual and important function, as we shall
played u greater part thuu any other
Control of B Voltage
Hive 01 apparatus in furthering the presently see. The general appearance of
The strength of the current flowing in
i ho ihivt'-i-lectrode vacuum tube is illusprogress of the Radio art. In fact. Uadio
trated in Kigure 35.
the plate circuit depends upon the temtelegraphy and telephony would not be at
perature of the filament and the 10. M. F.
The filament forms the unit which is
its present high stage of development if
(voltage) of the B battery. If the B
heated
to
ineandescence
and
from
which
u were not for the introduction and perfecbattery is provided with taps for varying
tion of the three-electrode vacuum tube.
the negatively charged electrons are emitted. The filament is heated by means of the potential of the plate, the plate cirThe vacuum tube has now been developed
cuit current can be varied accordingly.
to such an extent that many results are an electric current generally supplied by
accomplished with it which were formerly a 6-volt storage battery, although there However, when the potential has reached a
certain
value, any further increase will not
is also a tube on the market which is so
considered impossible.
Prior to the advent of the vacuum tube designed that the filament can be heated affect the strength of the current, for under
Radio made slow progress. Numerous
by means of a 1%-volt dry cell. It is this condition all of the electrons coming
detectors and other de\ lcea were tried out. evident that a tube of the latter kind is from the filament are taken up by the plate
very desirable in that the expensive and as fast as they can be furnished. The
saturation point is thus said to be reached.
troublesome storage battery is not needed.
The filament is generally in the form of However, if the temperature of the filament is raised slightly by increasing the
an inverted V.
current flow through it, a high plate potenFilament Circuit Connections

n

v
trtrtrtr
*F G P
Figure 3S
but none proved exactly satisfactory.
However, in the few years that the vacuum
tube has been available, progress has been
made In so many ways and in so many
directions that it was almost impossible
for the average man to keep pace with it.
Electrons

from

Heated

Objects

The storage battery for supplying the
current to the filament is commonly known
as the A battery. The temperature of the
filament is controlled by the current
strength supplied to it, and the current in
turn is regulated by means of a rheostat
connected as is illustrated in Figure 36.
As is shown, the negative terminal of
the A battery is connected directly to one
terminal of the filament, while the positive
terminal of the battery is connected to the
rheostat. The other terminal of the rheostat is connected to the free terminal of
the filament. As the position of the rheoFigure 38
stat R is changed, the current, and hence
also the filament temperature is regulated
tial will again cause a further increase
accordingly. The entire circuit including
the filament, A battery and rheostat is in the plate circuit current, for more electrons are being emitted at the higher
known as the filament circuit.
temperature.
VhB Flate and B Battery
Every vacuum tube has a particular
The filament, when heated to incan- plate potential and filament temperature
descence, sends out the negatively charged at which it functions best, and these values
can be found only by experiment.
electrons, and soon the space in the tube
The Grid and Its Functions
becomes so densely charged negatively
that no more electrons can possibly escape
The grid, or third element of the tube,
from the filament. In order to avoid this is in the form of a wire network or perforated plate, and is placed between the
condition and to make possible a continuous stream of electrons, the plate is in- filament and plate of the tube, as is illustrated in Figure 38.
serted and sealed into the tube. The plate
The grid acts as a sort of control valve
is generally in the form of a rectangular
or circular cylinder surrounding the or regulator for the current flowing in the
filament.
plate circuit. If the grid is charged
positively, it will assist the plate and
In order to bring the plate into action.
cause an increase in the electron emission,

In order to fully understand the details
of operation of the three-electrode vacuum
tube, it will first be necessary to spend
a little time on the so-called electron
theory. According to this now generally
accepted theory, the atom as known by
the chemist is no longer the smallest
particle of matter; but the atom itself is
said to be composed of a large number
of still smaller quantities known as electrons. At the center of the atom is a
nucleus bearing a positive charge of electricity, while surrounding the central
charge are a large number of small negative charges of electricity called electrons.
These electrons are in a constant state
of motion or vibration, the degree of activity depending upon the temperature of the
object.
The higher the temperature, the more
active are the electrons; and when the
temperature reaches a certain degree, the
activity becomes so great that some of the
electrons actually leave the metal (are
flipped off, we might say) and travel outward into space with great velocity. Some
metals are capable of emitting (sending
off) more electrons than others. Also, the
electronic emission can he greatly increased by coating the metals with various
metallic oxides, such as thorium oxide for another battery is employed known as the
B battery, Figure 37. Tbis battery is
example.
hooked into the circuit so that its positive
Charges Space Negatively
It is interesting to note at this point terminal is connected to the plate and its
negative
terminal to the point N in the
that according to the electron theory
filament circuit. The point N is commonly
matter is really a form of energy, electriknown as the neutral or zero potential
cal energy, and that it manifests its presence only by the effects it produces on our
point.What Lets Current Flow in Tube
physical senses.
Since the emitted electrons are tiny
The result of the B battery in the circuit is that the plate will always- be at
negative charges of electricity, if the emission is permitted to continue for a short a positive potential with respect to the
time, the surrounding space will soon be- filament. Consequently, since opposite
come negatively charged. The result is electrical charges attract each other, the
that it is rendered a conductor for electric electrons (negative) emitted from the filacurrent. It is this fact which forms the
ment (negative) will be attracted by the
basis of operation of the vacuum tube as plate (positive), and thus form a continuous stream between these two elements.
used in Radio receiving and transmitting
The intervening space is by this action
apparatus.
Emission Controlled by Filament Heat
rendered a fairly good conductor of electricity, and current can flow through the
Another
important
factor
to be
considered is that the rate at which the elec- plate circuit as is indicated by the arrows.
Leaving
the B battery at the positive
trons are given
off can
be readily
conterminal, the current flows through the
milliammeter MA to the plate P, within
the tube it flows from the plate to the
filament, and then returns to the negative
terminal of the B battery. The milliammeter is inserted to measure the strength
<-^VWVV
of the current flow in the plate circuit.
It is a peculiar condition, and is a little
difficult to comprehend at first, that the
current in the plate circuit travels in a
A
direction opposite to that in which the
electrons within the tube travel. We must
Figure 36
satisfy ourselves by assuming that the
stream of electrons provides a conducting
trolled by regulating the temperature of path over which the current can flow.
the hot metal. The presence of a nearby
Cold Filament Stops Flow
electrically charged object also influences
the rate of emission, for a positive charge
The circuit between the plate and filawill attract the electrons and thus accelment, including the B battery, is generally
erate their flow, while a negative charge called the output circuit of the tube, for
will repel them and thus retard their flow. it is into this circuit, we will learn later
Let us now see how these principles are on, that the telephone receivers are conemployed in the vacuum tube construction
nected when the tube acts as a detector.
and operation.
As long as the filament is cold, no electrons
Construction of the Three-Electrode Tub* are being emitted, and hence the space
The three-electrode vacuum tube con- between the fialment and plate is an insusists of a glass tube out of which the
lator and no current can flow in the plate
circuit.
three elements or electrodes are mounted
and hermetically sealed (air tight). One
Under these conditions the B battery
of these elements is known as the filament,
can be left in the circuit indefinitely
another
as the
plate,
and
the
third as without being discharged.
As soon as the

Q

and hence also in the plate current (low.
However, if the grid is charged negatively,
U will repel .some of the electrons, thereby
opposing
the plate action and
deci •
. .,
the plate current flow.
Tuning' Apparatus in Circuit
To bring the grid into play, it is connected to the secondary of the coupler or
tuning coil, and is thus affected by the
electrical waves as they are received by
the antenna and enter the receiving sei.
Under normal conditions the grid is thus
at- a negative potential with respect to
the filament. As the incoming electrical
oscillations pass through the primary of
the coupler, they induce in the secondary
an alternating potential which passes from
zero to a positive maximum and then to
a corresponding negative maximum value.
Signals Control Flow Via Grid
Since the coupler secondary is connected
across the filament and grid, the alternating voltage pulsations from the received
signals will be impressed on the grid.
As the grid becomes less negative, the
electron flow will be greater and the plate
circuit current will be increased; but as
the grid becomes more negative, the electron flow will be retarded and the plate
current flow decreased. Pulsations will
thus be set up in the plate current which
correspond in every detail to the potential
pulsations induced in the coupler secondcontinued on page 12)
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3
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23 Plate VERNIER;
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Designed
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$4.50..
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value, $6.00.. 4.00
value, $6.50.. 4.25
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Bank Winding Gives Selective Tuning
Coupler Design Allows
Choice of Plant Desired

SENSITIVE

AND

SELECTIVE

Ground Line Kept Damp
with Water Pipe Well

HOOK-UP

Most fans in hooking up a Radio outfit
either have a poor aerial and a good
ground or a good aerial and a^poor ground.
Almost always it's a poor ground. Here
is a very simple way to make a good
ground, one that will keep itself wet for
a long time without having to watch it.

Bank wino first
TAPATZ0.2S.35,
anolas.totui

The accompanying circuit is very sensitive and selective providing the variocoupler is used as outlined. I use a variable B battery and have a variable con-

4-5ANDS&TS
TORN

UEAO-TN WIRE

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways1 of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest Illustrated,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

; .ooos vERNiea

VAR. CONO.
* REVOLVING
TOQROONDPLATES

Hf^+m^
long and 3 inches in diameter — oval
shaped. As the bare wire is larger the
slider touches it and not the small insulated wire. The slider is controlled by
the dial and it turns in a semicircle. — Bill
Keating, Minneapolis, Minn.

Multiple Catwhisker

If you have trouble in finding a sensitive place on the crystal try the method
which
I have used with much
success.

"it is only temporary." As a matter of
fact, all this poor work interferes seriously
with efficient operation and tuning of the
set.
It is evident that many leads and bad
connections on low tension circuits lead
to a waste of current and are still more
disastrous on high tension circuits. Loose
by means of solder. Small soldering lugs
provide a ready and neat means of doing
this.

denser with a vernier and two fixed condensers. Best results will be obtained
Extra Phone Connectors
with condensers using mica as a dielectric.
An excellent and inexpensive multiple
The volume of tone will be surprising
phone connector is shown in the illustrathe first time it is used and with one step
tion. This device can be used where it is
of amplification, 10 to 1 ratio, it is all
desired to use an extra head set. Two orthat can be desired.
dinary set screw binding posts such as
I am using this pet hookup in pref8.
erence to one with a variometer and variocoupler. I use an indoor aerial, two
wires 32 feet long, and a soldered ground.
Just a detector tube is used in the set.
I have heard out of town stations clear
A- BINDING
POSTS
CRY$TAU
and distinct while local stations are in Secure a small5TEELVIVR.E
piece of steel
wool and then
6- STUD
CCORD HAOE
TIPS BY CUTTING OFF SCREW
the air. There is practically no body wind a piece of wire around it, allowing
some of the steel to stick out at the end.
capacity
cago, 111. in this set. — C. "W. Miller, Chi- Cut the end off with a pair of tinner's
snips to make a "broom" end and spread
the ends out evenly. Attach this steel
Special Coil Winding
wool whisker to the set. Apply the broom
I have been getting good results with end lightly to the crystal. Tou will have
my crystal set which, outside of the coil, many steel points out of which one or
is extremely simple. -The hook-up con- more will find a sensitive spot. — Eli are often used for phone cord tips, are
fastened end to end with a stud made by
tains one coil only. On this coil are wound Nemensky, New York, N. T.
cutting off one of the screws of the post.
alternately the primary (60 turns of number 22 bare wire) and the secondary has
The phone tips are then connected in series as shown. — H. L. Peterson, Charles
Don't Throw Set Together
It is only necessary to glance at many City, Iowa.
homemade Radio receiving sets to find
Small pieces of rubber hose or tubing
out they have been literally "thrown" to- make
fair insulators for the lead-in wire
gether. Carelessness is a fault, and exwhere
it passes around the cornice of a
plains why so many sets will not function efficiently.
building.
The wire is run through.
For instance, wiring is allowed to loop
and stray around in every direction, connections are left unsoldered, wires are
merely twisted around one another, poor
POST
CARDS
connections are made to the binding posts,
60 turns of number 30 cotton or silk cov- and coils and other apparatus are loosely
A neatly printed post card for acknowledgeered wire. The coil is about 6 inches mounted.
The reason for all of this is
ment to broadcasting stations your reception

Secure a piece of galvanized pipe %
inch in diameter and 5% feet long, also
a piece of 2 inch pipe 3 feet long. Drive
the % inch pipe into the ground about 1 .
foot. Fill the pipe with water and let
it settle, then fill it up again. The water
in the 2-inch pipe serves to keep the
smaller pipe full all the time and also
keeps the ground wet around the smaller
pipe. — Dick H. Roberts.

Don't Boil in Paraffin
Spider-web coils should not be boiled
in paraffin, as this causes a considerable
increase in the distributed capacity of
the coils. In order to protect the insulation of the coils, from absorbing moisture,
they may be painted with or immersed in
collodion.
Like everything else you buy, do not
expect too much from a cheap ready made
set.

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no

RADIO-APPLAUSE

A. B. C. LESSONS

quite difficult to answer, for there are a
number of different factors that enter in
(Continued from page 11)
and determine the life of a battery. Among
ary by the osillations received from the these are the care exercised in the making
antenna.
of the battery, and the use and abuse
The operation of a vacuum tube will the battery receives in the hands of the
vary somewhat with different relative ad- owner. A good grade of B battery will
justment of filament current and plate vol- give reliable service for a long period;
tage. It is these changes in operating from 500 to 1,500 hours of use.
characteristics with different adjustments
In the course of time, however, every
that makes it possible to use the vacuum battery will gradually wear out and betube for the various purposes in Radio
come weak. The usual indication of a B
practice.
battery becoming weak is given by the
The A Battery
telephone receivers, for at the start the
The A battery is the one used for sup- signals come in strong and firm and then
plying current to the filaments of the gradually decrease in intensity or "fade."
vacuum tubes, and ordinarily must have It is true that at times this condition may
a terminal voltage of 6 volts. The battery also be due to some other cause,
may be either of the lead-sulphuric acid
d
Testing' Cells
type or the Edison-alkaline type. A greater
A battery can be tested fairly satisfacpressure than 6 volts must never be used,
torily with the aid of a battery voltmeter
or otherwise the filament is likely to be connected across the terminals of the batburned out. After the battery has been
tery. This test, however, should be made
in service for some time, it will be ex- only after the battery has been in use
hausted, and consequently must be re- for an hour or so. and not after the battery
charged.
has been resting for a time. Try the test
The B Battery
on the various battery terminals, and if
The B battery is the one used for sup- the readings are much below the markplying the required potential to the plate,
ings for these terminals, the battery is
and for the average detector tube has a practically run down and should be reterminal voltage of 22% volts. Ordinary
placed by a new one.
door bell dry cells could be used for this
Of course, any of the common wet cells
purpose, providing enough of them were can be used with good results, but their
connected in series to produce the neces- bulky size makes their use a little awksary 22% volts.
ward and inconvenient. Since the voltage
This amount of pressure is needed be- required for a B battery is 22% volts,
cause most detector tubes are made to and since a single wet cell has a voltage
work best under these conditions. In of only 1.1 volts, about twenty such cells
other words, at this pressure maximum would have to be used connected in series.
electron flow occurs and hence maximum
Chapter Ten
current flows in the plate circuit.
Having completed our study of the prinTubes used as amplifiers, however, reciples of construction and operation of
quire a higher plate voltage. The B bat- the three-electrode vacuum tube, we are
tery need not be of the storage battery now
ready to see how it is employed in
type because the current they are required Radio receiving circuits. Chapter Ten
to furnish is only a few thousandths of which will appear next week, will consean ampere, and this does not warrant the
quently be devoted to a number of efficient
higher cost.
vacuum tube circuits. It will be a most
life of B Battery
interesting chapter and contain many pracA question that is often asked is how
tical operating hints for the owner of a
long will the B battery last?
This Is vacuum tube set.

of their entertainments. 2 dozen 25 cents
postpaid.
D. J. SPANGLER, Elkhart, Ind.

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Box D-704, Vacaville. Calif.

ORIGINAL NATHANIEL

Baldwin
HEAD
SET
Type C

GOVT. RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
New Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell type BB-4,
$4.50; Edison single cells for W.D.-ll tubes, $1.50:
Edison 60 A.H. for W.D.-ll tubes, $5.25; 6 Volts EdiEdison single elements, 4o ea. ;
double,son. $7.75;
10c "B"
ea. battery
PEANUT TUBES
Wonderful det. and amplifier, smallest tube made; aero1 V., Ack
Yi Amp.,
dia. want
i 2%"a real
long.pocket
Just
a few plane
at style.
$9.50.
Quick %"
If you
set tube. FTJIiLY GUARANTEED.
FLEWELLING
.006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.006 Bakelite mounted Buby Mica-Copper, N. P. binding posts, set (3), $2.90. Var. Grid Leaks (clearer music, louder signals on any cir. ), 75c. Var. Grid Cond.,
.00025 or .0005 max., 45c. Special Audio Trans., $3.45.
Spider coils. Easier tuned, clearer signals; green Bilk
on Bakelite, $1.75 ea.
REINARTZ
LATEST
COILS
Double green silk wire on polished Bakelite spider, $1.95.
Eeinartz plate circuit choices (triple adjustable), $1.70.
RADIO
FREQUENCY
IRON
& PARTS
.003 Iron for cores; special wire and forms to construct R. F. Transf. of highest efficiency. Detailed
plans,REFLEX
50c.
CIRCUIT
TRANSFORMERS
Special Reflex Trans. & Dlag. that really works, $3.65.
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE
CONDENSER
Works with any condenser.
Keauires no extra soaee, 95c.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER
Best I
Loudest!
No
burn-outs.
$2.95
with
BPeo.
diagram.
20 OHM RHEO. FOR 201-A OR WJ>.-11
tubes, $1.60.
8 ohm for new DeForest tubes. $1.55.
Include Postage with order.
Write for complete list
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

Complete
SPECIAL
PRICE

$11.75
Free

with each pair of
these world's best
phones we give absolutely free

a $5.00

Sheltone Loud Speaker
This is a wonderful Loud Speaker.
Both for less than the regular price
of the phones.
Head set can be used in the regular
way as well as on Loud Speaker.
Cash with Order or C. O. D.

WALTER

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum

Heating

POST

Unit— Interchangeable

Certificate
V

6
POST
ELECTRIC

&

IRON
Tips— Universal

Current

Small

of Excellency,
N. Y. Evening
From your Dealer, or write
ONE-HALF ACTUAL

COMPANY

N. J.

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

SOLDERING
Large

Awarded

SCOTT

10 St. Lukes PI., MONTCLAIR,

Mail

Radio

Institute

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York
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Reinartz Panel Set Designed for Compactness
Part IV — Two-Step Amplifier Panel Layout
By II. J. Marx
As

intlotpftttd, the publication

WAS

<>f ih<> Bret of this series on the
iL-inai-i/. Panel Type Receiving Sot
brought in ■ voluminous mail requesting
details of a two-stop audio frequency
amplifier panel. Numerous letters also
asked for Jaoks In the chrault so that receivers could be plugged in any stage of
the set. Including the detector alone.
After duo consideration, it was deckled
to use double circuit Jacks Instead of lilument control,
All three jacks arc of this

CHOKT

AMPLIFIER

COIL

upper posts on the right side are for loud
speaker connections. The one in the lower
loft
coiner
is connected
to the negative
side of the A or filament battery; the lower
right post is for the positive B battery
connection. The lower center binding post
connects to the positive side of the filament
battery
hat tery. and the negative side of the plate
Farts Required
The
list of parts
required
Is given
in
the box elsewhere on this pageThe panel

AMPLIFIER

V.T.

V.T.

A.F
TRANSFORMER.

Q

Ui

»*-TSTACE

2^

DETECTOR
JACK

JACK

JACK

A-

1

STAGE

* B

+ A ©Figure

1— Wiring

Diagram

double circuit type since the last jack
cuts out the loud speaker binding posts
when the phone is disconnected. The lighting of the filaments is controlled entirely
by the individual rheostats.
Panel Layout
The panel layout is shown in Figure 2.
The two sets of three holes at the top
of the panel are for the filament rheostats.
Vernier type rheostats are not necessary.
The three large holes below these are for
the
stage
control
jacks.
The
diameters

LIST OF PARTS
1 Panel 7x9xy8 inches
2 A. F. Transformers
2 Tube Sockets
2 Rheostats
2 Amplifier Vacuum Tubes
3 Double Circuit Jacks
1 Choke Coil
7 Binding Posts
3 Flathead Wood Screws
1 Cabinet and Panel Baseboard
50 Feet Tinned Copper Bus Bar Wire

are not given since these will vary with
different makes of jacks.
The three countersunk holes at the base
of the panel are for the three flathead
wood screws fastening it to the baseboard.
The remaining seven %-inch holes are for
the binding posts. The two upper ones on
the left side are the input posts for connection to the
detector
unit.
The
two

FREE

DIAGRAM

tor Amplifier

is the same type and size as that used
for the detector unit. The cabinets for
both the detector and amplifier stages, as
stated in the previous articles, are alike.
Two audio frequency transformers of
any efficient commercial type are necessary. Two tube sockets, two amplifier or
hard tubes and two rheostats are required.
The sockets and rheostats should, for appearance sake, be the same type as used
in the detector set. The three jacks are of
the four spring double circuit type. The
wire used for connections should preferably be of the tinned copper bus bar type.
This wire not only makes a very neat
job but in addition takes solder quickly
and easily, thus insuring more efficient
electrical connections.
Choke Coil Employed
The choke coil called for in the list of
parts and shown
in the diagram
will no

MUSIC MASTER
LOUD

TALKER

Real discounts to live Dealers.

WERNES
159

N.

AT

&

State

YOUR

St.,

PATCH
CHICAGO,

ILL.

DEALER

PRODUCTS—

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Used by many manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
For long and short wave reception.
A lew of its many special features:
1. Special Locking Device to keep
the coil in place, thus preventing it
from being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Special Adjustable Bearing feature.
3. Special
constructed
Calibrated
Dial, showing the stations tuned.

Licensed under De Forest Patents

on rear
biod».Po,i,i"
WD.
ii AUDIO
TRANSFORMERS
$5.00
5. Complete Connections
with Flexible
Leads.of
e
actur
manuf
We also
W.D.
11 RADIO
TRANSFORMERS
4.00
23 PLATE
VERNIER
CONDENSERS
5.50
...
j i
»u
j
purotherwise
A* yourpricedealers—
6.50
VERNIER
43 PLATE
BAKELITE
MOULDED CONDENSERS
VARIOMETER
8.00
chase
and you
will be send
supplied
BAKELITE
MOULDED
VARIOCOUPLER
9.00
postpaid.

CROWN

RADIO

MANUFACTURING

Thousands

With .00025 mfd Micon <M (]Q
Condenser Combined ...'•' "^
Without Condenser
I Ou

:^m I ANTENELLA
No antenna or aerial needed.
Eliminates
all the inconveniences in radio ;([»f) f\f\
operates from any light socket. X / I
Price only
«J»tiUU

CHAS. FRESHMAN

Mica Condenser

.001

Mica

Condenser.

OTHER

"MICON"

MARK

Be Prepared

$ 1. 0 0
40C

SIZES

At your
dealer's
otherwise
purchase price
and — you
will besend
supplied
without further charge. A diagram
of the Flewelling Super Circuit sent
free
if your
dealer
can't
supply
you.
106 SEVENTH AVE.
/Note New\
NEW
YORK
CITY
V Address /

from

receive

the

higher

broadcasting stations because of their ever increasing number.

rice

THE
"ALL
WAVE"
COUPLER
COMBINES

PATENTS

ASSEMBLY AND
OF RESULT

ALLOWED

ill variometers,
Inasmuch
as nil
variocouplers
and
loading
coils
mailing.
Six efficient hook-ups sent upon receipt of ten cents in stamps

CAPITOL

on

wave
lengths that have
been and will be allotted to

stations thousands of miles distant?

PHONOLIER
58 Lafayette

Dent. "R. D.'

...

To

stations, when
the "All
Wave" coupler in your set
will enable you to receive
broadcast reception

SIMPLICITY OF
EFFICIENCY

CO., Inc.

CITY

Wave Length— 150 to 3,000 Meters

"MICON"
.006

YORK

"All Wave" Coupler
Why
Be Confined
listening in on nearby

LEAK

NEW

of Satisfied Boosters Attest to the Superiority of the
Genuine and Guaranteed

To

VARIABLE RESISTANCE

CORPORATION

78 FIFTH AVENUE

TRADE

EPSUfrZAgSff*"*

for Amplifier

found, the unused turns were unwound in
order to avoid any dead end losses. Another
method of varying the value of this choke
coil was to wind about ten turns and
then lay a number of light 1-inch brads
inside of the tube, thus building up an
iron core. Brads were added until the
best results were obtained. The nails were
then tied in a bundle and sealed in the
tube using sealing wax. Paraffin can be
used also for this purpose.
It will be found that with some vacuum
tubes this choke coil is not necessary.
However, it will usually be the case that
the plate battery potential can be built
up higher when the choke coil is used.

Mounting
especially
for s
Coil adapted
CROWN

$n g

We are distributors for the

of the Flewelling Super Circuit
FRESHMAN

Figure 2 — Panel Layout
doubt puzzle many fans. In some localities special chokes of this type have been
placed on the market. If not they can
be wound very easily.
On a tube lVt inches in diameter and
1% inches long, about thirty turns of No.
26 double silk covered wire are wound.
The actual number of turns necessary will
vary, but after the circuit has been completed, tests can be made by unwinding
or adding turns until the point is found
where reception is loudest and clearest.
The writer personally made this coil
with six taps and used a spring wire clip
to connect to the taps. After the set was
completed
and
the
best
adjustment
was

Street, New

are
eliminated.
to cover cost of

CORPORATION
York

City

$9M
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R.D. 74 SHOWS

back in the November 4, 1922,
WAY
Issue of Radio Digest, a simple regenerative receiving circuit was
published. This hook-up was sent in by
L. W. Martin, of San Antonio, Texas.
Since then it has been republished numerous times in various publications, each
time with a different name attached as the
so-called inventor of the circuit. Its simplicity and efficiency of operation has appealed to the fans to such an extent that
innumerable letters have been received not

Binding Posts Make Contacts
Experimenters who desire to make
changes do not like to unsolder wires from
switch taps. The illustration shows a
method of making switch points out of
binding posts and if a change is desired
it can be done without much trouble.
The
HCAo or
P03TU3EOAS
SWITCH
CONTACT.

BINDING f>OST

USEO

AS TAP

150— 25.000 METERS
m »^^ Rheostat. Storage Battery. Variocoupler,
I\l § 1 Variometer. 3-coiI Mounting. Variable In^ Y ^^pduct&nce. Taps, Dead End Losses or Radio
Frequency. Complete hook-up. cuts, instructions, everything. Price SI. 00. Nothing left for
you to guess about. Build your own Receiver and
save 50^ or more and get better results. Radio
Experimental Laboratory. Box 194 F. Berkeley, Cal

AT WATER
KENT
DEALERS:

Distributors
ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

mium.'HeM

123 W.Madixon StXhicago

Different Style of Hook-Up

HOOK-UP

The hook-up shown in the Illustration
seems to work as good as a detector and
one stage amplifier for DX and about the

voltage for the amplifying stages is same as a one tube for local. The coils
only in praise of the circuit but also re- plate
represented are the rotor and stator of a
questing, details of how to add two stages also 45. so the same batteries can be used variometer.
— Fritz
Franke,
Chicago,
for both detector and amplifier stages.
111.
of audio frequency amplification.
The initial detector circuit has been kept
the same as the original. No. 1 is a 60-tura
honeycomb coil, No. 2 is an ordinary .001
mfd. variable condenser, but it is suggested
that a vernier be used. No. 3 is a .00025
mfd. grid condenser. In some cases a grid
leak was found necessary, and when used,
a megohm resistance or more gave best
results. No. 4 is a vernier filament rheostat. The tube 5, is a soft detector tube,
but a potential of 45 volts was used in the
plate-filament circuit.
In the amplifying stages, 6 represents
hard or amplifier tubes, each using a filament rheostat, 7, which need not be vernier. No. 8 in both cases is a standard
Everything guaranteed as represented.
audio frequency transformer. No. 9 is a
typical .001 mfd.
phone condenser.
The

SIMPLEX

SPECIALS

K^-Haanovox
$28.95
Aeriola Senior Receiver
58.50
Aeriola Senior 2 Step Amplifier
61.20
Grcwol Detectors
1.65
Dubilier Ducon Aerial
1.15
Switch
Contacts,
dozen,
.10
Switch Levers
15
Simplex
2600 Ohm
Phones
3.60
Baldwin Type "C" Phones
9.45
SIMPLEX
RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY. St. Louis, Mo.
Cash with order
1806 Lafayette Avenue

1000—1500
MILES
ON
- TUBE - ONE - CONTROL

ILLUSTRATED

AMPLIFIER FOR POPULAR

WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%

knurled set screw head is used for the
switch points. The base, which is back of
the panel, is used for the connection and
it may also be held with the screw for
attaching the binding p-ost to its base. —
Chester Wilson, Chicago, 111.

ONE

DIGEST

WRITTEN

SOLID

RUBBER

2YR.CUAR.

CASE

In buying WORLD the highest Quality Battery
built direct from the manufacturer, you get two
profits. First, you get a battery free from extravagant selling expense. Second, you save the profit
charged by the middleman.

World Radio Batteries
6 Volt— 48 Amps,,

6 Volt— SO Amps.,

$8.50
$10.00

$12.50
$14.50

6 Volt— 60 Amps,

Out-of-town

6 Volt— 100 Amps.,

Full Rating Guaranteed
orders
shipped C.same
via express,
0. 0.day at received

WORLD
BATTERY CO,
5* EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Phone: Wabash 8360

CHICAGO

Look!
Variable $1.70Condensers
$4.50 Value 43 plate
$3.75 Value 23 plate
$1.40
$5.50 Value 23 plate with vernier
s.
$4.00
$6.00 Value 43 plate with vernier
$4.50

These Condensers

Look!

$4.50 Value 11 plate with vernier
$3.50

$325 Value 11 plate
$1.25
$2.50 Value
3 plate
$1.10
$4.50 Value 13 plate
$1.35
are of standard make and all list prices are guaranteed
to be original.

Reinartz Complete Parts
Consist of 23 plate condenser, 1 1 plate condenser, Barrchas coil, three
switch levers, contact points vernier rheostat, 8 binding posts (rubber
knob tops), 1 variable grid leak, 2 composition dials, wire for connecting,
diagram, baseboard,d, and
and 7x18
7x18 panel.
panel.
fli A
r\ pAll complete for

only..

3>lU.y5

Flewelling
Circuit Complete Parts
One 6x14 Panel, 23 plate condenser, three .006 Micon condensers, 2
honeycomb coils, one double adjustable knob control honeycomb coil
mounting, Freshman variable grid leak (condenser enclosed), panel grid
leak, bakelite socket, one composition 3-in. dial, 8 rubber knob binding
posts, diagram, vernier rheostat, baseboard, wire for
All
O C
making connections.
All complete for
tP A X »t/0

Complete

Soldering Outfits

The Handy Kit.
Contains wire, solder, iron, paste and everything ready for use.
A real bargain for anyone
STAPUT

PLUGS,

Q [J*
OOC

60c value, our price

46c

Our
Special this week
Rheostats 48c
Value PLAIN RHEOSTAT
.

$1.00
$1.25
$1.85
$1.00

Value VERNIER RHEOSTAT
Value ALL BAKELITE MICRO RHEOSTAT
Value A. K. type RHEOSTATS

92c
$1.25
66c

$8.50 Value Super Sensitive Headsets worth double our price
PHONE CONNECTORS (take 4 sets phones), 75 cent value
VERNIER DIAL CONTROLS, 75 cent value
W. D. 11 BAKELITE SOCKETS, 75 cent value
2 COIL MOUNTINGS,
$3.50 value
$5.00 Value 3 COIL MOUNTS with small dials, cut to
Fourway
Bakelite
Plugs
Switch Levers, taper Knob. . .$0.19
Glass Crystal Detectors
Bakelite V. T. Sockets
42
Buzzer Buttons
2 -in. Comp. Dials
22
Series Parallel Switch
3-in. Comp.
Dials
22
Super Crystals
.
Small Space Bakelite Sockets,.
.28
Woodehorne
Speaker
Phone Plugs
41
Antenella Aerial Plug
1.80 degree Vario Couplers,
Hydrometers for Testing
Battery
40
silk wire wound, $4.50 value

Please send money order whenever possible.
Attention
Dealers write for proposition.

Write us.

Built First to Last

CDTD-lDIL

CD. providence

$3.45
42c
42c
60c
$2.65
$3.45
$1.50
65
19
39
20
7.50
1.50
2.90

This insures better delivery.
paid to all correspondence.

The House of Service and Quality
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Questions and Answers
What range using a regular
ricase fidvisr mo if they will affect one conditions?
Triple HC Coil Hookup
Toning' Unit
100 foot single wire aerial?
Just a genanother in such closo proximity.
(1925) rb, Amsterdam
N. Y.
(2082) ITS. LudlOW, Ky.
Idea
is
all
require, as I realize it
I would like to know if the choke coll
A. — Answering your inquiry would ad- is impossible to Irate
will you kindly forward to me the best
a receiver for range
vise that the use of variable condensers
Shown In the Pecember 30th, 1922, Issue hookup for triple honeycomb colls and two
A. — Answering your several Inquiries
in close proximity, as suggested, will have with
Is an R. F. or nn A. F. and will a Myers stop amplifier,
reference to Flewelling circuit the
choke coll do?
A
We show on this page a diagram of no detrimental effect.
only variable condenser needed Is a twentyWill a high resistance grid leak of a
three
plate, although a forty-three plate
range of from 1,000 to 100.000 ohms.
may be used in the series with antenna.
Answer for that 50,000 ohms resistance?
The
circuit has a possible range of one
I am thinking of using a variocoupler
thousand miles and greater under favorable
for tuning one with 72 turns of 22 D. C. C.
conditions. You can determine if the range
on primary and 2S turns of 22 P. C. C.
Is greater than obtained with present reon secondary.
ceivers only through experimentation as
A. — Answering your inquiry referring
there are so many factors entering intp
the three tube Rellex receiver appearing
consideration in this relation.
In December 30th issue of Radio Digest,
Peanut circuit.
tubes may be used with any
would advise that the audio frequency
standard
choke coil Is Indicated. A Myers coil
It is probable that a range of five
should answer. Resistance as suggested
hundred miles, perhaps greater, could be
will be alright, and variocoupler may be
obtained with aerial described. It is difused.
ficult to more than approximate.
32-Volt Tubes
(1866) GEC, St. Francis, Kansas.
Kindly Inform us If there are as yet
any vacuum tubes on the market having
filament that can be used on 32-volt cur- circuit employing triple honeycomb coils
Flewelling Again.
rent. We have in mind the many farmer and two stages of amplification.
(2105) EMP, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
prospects for Radio equipment, who alWould a 43 plate and a 23 plate conready have lighting plants with standard
denser work in the Flewelling? I am
I2-volt battery. If such tubes are not now
using these condensers at present in a
Keflex Circuits
on market, will it not be likely that manuthree coil honeycomb outfit.
(1985) LJS, New York City, N. Y.
facturers will soon awaken to the demand
Would the actual distance covered by
for such a tube?
With reference to the article on Reflex the Flewelling be greater than the distance
Circuits,
part
2
in
the
January
6
issue,
We are often asked by the prospective
I cover now, on a regualr 100 ft. single
purchaser if It Is not likely that the broad- will you please answer the following strand aerial?
casting stations will cease their operations questions?
Would it be possible to use "peanut"
Can a WD 11 tube be used in place of tubes?
In course of a year or so and thus render
the receiving outfits valueless to them. the Myers tube?
Using a two foot loop, what range could
If so, will it be necessary to change the I reasonably expect to cover under Ideal
What Is your opinion on this matter, and
If the broadcasting is to continue, what capacity of the condensers?
What is the capacity of the condenser
will support it?
A. — There is no tube such as you de- across the phones? Of the condenser
scribe on the market at the present time. across the A. F. transformer?
A. — W. D. 11 tube can be used in place
The party with a 32-volt battery shduld
consider himself in luck from a radiofan's of Myers tube. However, results are not
quite
as good.
viewpoint. He can use six-volt tap for
the filament and the entire 32 volts for B
It will not be necessary in so doing to
battery.
change capacity of condensers.
.001 condenser across the fones, also
Relative to the art of broadcasting, in
our opinion It Is but now in its infancy. across amplifying transformer.
The above relating to Reflex Circuits is
We believe that it has come to stay and
there is not the slightest possibility of treated on in that series of four articles.
having to scrap our receivers for the lack
of it. There are many considerations to
Condenser Spacing
make it a worth while venture for the
broadcaster, not least its value from the (2OS0) GMF, Los Angeles, Calif.
advertising
standpoint.
I wish to use three variable condensers,
Primary, Secondary and Grid, mounted on
BD 68 and 69
a panel with one inch space between them.
(1963) RCS, Muncie, Ind.
I am a constant reader of your magazine and as such take the liberty of asking a few questions about your drawings
RD-6S and RD-69. This is the circuit I
have been looking for and want to know
the resistance of the potentiometer. Also,
is the tickler as used in this circuit very
effective, or would the circuit work nearly
as well without it? The reason I ask this
Is because in most regenerative sets to
Standard parts only in original packing.
which you add Radio frequency, most of
Sold on a "money-back" basis.
the effect of regeneration is lost. However, I note the tickler in your circuit is
Reference RADIO DIGEST
need on the Radio frequency amplifier tube
PHONES
instead of the detector tube. Possibly this
$11.00 Brown Phone. Adjustable Diaphragm.
makes quite a difference.
Single Unit
$4.95
5.50 Murdock Phones
3.45
A. — The tickler as shown is essential
6.00 Music Phones
3.50
for best results. Any standard potentio12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double... 8.95
meter will serve, resistances vary from
6.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C, Single... 4.50
8.00 Dictograph
5.95
two to four hundred ohms.
TUBES
V. V. 200
$3.95

RADIO
At Cut Prices

DEALERS
WRITE

DUNGAN
M

WEST

FOR DISCOUNTS
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Distributors
WASHINGTON
ST.,

CO.
CHICAGO

UChi Rad handbook
f^iiwfiViri^ik
Because of the astonishing
number of requests for ChiRad's latest Handbook-Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages of valuable information for every radio fan. It
includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Complete instructions, including diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build a Reinartz
Receiver."
3. Radio
definitions,
codes,
wire tables, etc
Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled in the order in which we
receive them.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
415 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago

U. V. 201
4.95
V. V. 201 -A
8.50
1V4 Volt Special
4.50
W. T. 501 Peanut
2.00
(Can be used on 3 dry cells or 6 volt "A" battery)

CABINETS
Made in our factory
7* i 10"
7" i 18"
7" i 2i"

$1.95
2-85
3.65

MISCELLANEOUS
$5.00 Srultlradloscope (with this, 4 people can
listen in on one head set)
$1.50
DTJRaTEK Penranent Crystal Detector
2.00
$7.50 Pioneer Moulded
Variometer
4.95
8.00 Pioneer Moulded Variocoupler
4.95
W.D.-ll Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester, Indoor and Outdoor
Type
.85
Murdock Lrruil Speaker Horn with Phone. . . . 5.00
$5.00 Acme Transformer, Badlo and Audio. . 3.45
5.50 — 180 Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
6.00 Genuine
"Tuska" Moulded
Variometer
with Dial
2.95
Ammeter for Testing "B" Batteries
.49
$5.00 43-Plate
Condenser
1.95
4.00 23-Plate Condenser
1.55
2-lnch Bakelite Dials
.25
4-inch Electros Dials
.75
3-lnch Bakelite Dials
35
W.D.-12 Transformer for W.D.-ll Tube
4.65
$1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
69
Genuine All-Wave
Coupler
7.80
$10.00—3000 Meter Coupler
4.95

Add

WHEN ORDERING BY MAIL
FoHtage by the Following Scale
PURCHASES

Up to S1.00
$1.01 to S2.00
2.01 to
3.00
3.01 to
5.00
5.01 to
7.00
7.01 to 10.00
Money or Personal

add
"
"
•'
"
Check Accepted

10c
loo
20c
25c
30c
40c

ModelVs
Established 1889
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Dept. F. 1, 191 Fulton Street, N.Y.C.

13 NUMBERS
52 NUMBERS

VOLUMES

IN THE BOUND VOLUME
IN YEAR'SSUBSCRIPTION

TWO AND THREE

Now Ready for Delivery.
Prepaid,
Each
Only

Parcel Po»t

COUPON

$2.00

• Radle Olfost «e* <•*»• lubjcHtxd
One year rabacription to Radio Digest
end both bound volumes 2 and 3.

$7.00

PUBLISHER, RADIO DICEST.
' 13 Wet Mi'ifiif St.. Chicaro. niinoJt.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two and also Number
Inree and one year .1 subscription to the Radio Direst. lor which
I am inclosiux check-M. O. for Sereo Dollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or Three and
<me Tear'scbeck-M.
subscription
to Frre
the Radio
e.<Josin4t
O. (or
Dollars.Digest. lor which 1 am
Name.
_
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A ' gobboon," as will be recognized by
Rumphans as popular B. R. (Before
Radio), a bunch of keys, bed springs
and the human body serve as antennae
for the set operated by O. C. Smith
of Jacksonville, 111. Everett Mann is
the part of the aerial standing in the
center of the picture. When this photo
was taken KSD, St. Louis, was coming in like "a ton of bricks"

7^*^*

w

1

*»«l$?i

r-yr

i

11
V

1mm®
One of the heaviest sleet storms to hit Atlanta
in years
proved tooThe
muchhavoc
for done
WGM'sby antenna
and
counterpoise.
the ice
is shown in the above picture. Attempts were
made by the operator, A. W. Shropshire, to
effect temporary repairs but despite his work
"Old Reliable" was forced to suspend operations
for two days. The normal . radiation of this station is 10% amperes, but this was cut to 7V4
amperes
for several days following the storm

11%

WWM
. Si
V:/::
"Wheat down six points," comes over the Radio. "F'evven's sake!" exclaims John Marvin Jr. and takes another hitch in his
(belt). "Mr."
Marvin Jr., a prominent citizen of St. Paul, Minn., is an ardent Radiophan
and spends his leisure hours wearing a headset. In an interview granted
a Digest reporter, Marvin said he was in favor of abolishing bedtime
stories in order to give more time for broadcasting market reports and
scientific lectures
© Int.

-

Reinartz Amplifier, Flewelling Set — This Issue

Radio Digest
EVERY
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Copyright, 1923
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R. C. A. IN NEW

FAN NEARLY LEAVES
HOME AS OPERA ENDS

WASHmeroN's birth
jgpEBRATION ON AIR

Broadcast So Perfect He "Thought
He Was in Theater"

— Fory the
ON,in D.theC. histor
INGT
#ASHftrst^Wme
of
ation ony
the cBj&br
of Washin
Birthday,
trte cerem
whichgton's
takes
place at the base of the Washington
Monument was broadcast over the entire country by Radio. The broadcasting set was erected in the doorway of
the Monument and connected by cable
with the Arlington Radio station, NAA.
to the hundreds of thousands who could
hear me over the Radio. It really made
me feel smaller than I am, being just one
of so many folks who heard me talk that
day. But when I began to talk I felt
like a great big giant speaking to so many
people at one time.
At themousleft
is "Jackie"
Coogan,
fachild movie
star, who
recently
gave a from
talk toStation
his many
admirers
WOR

1.

GRAB?

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. — Many splendid
reports on the broadcasting of the opera
"Rigoletto" recently by WOAI, the
broadcasting station of the Southern
Equipment Company and the San Antonio
Evening Xews-Express, as it was presented
at the Grand Theater by the San Carlo
Grand Opera Company, have been received
country.
from Radiophans in all parts of the
Dr. W. L. Kitchens of Stamps, Ark., who
heard the concert at his home, reported
the reception was perfect, so perfect, in
fact, that he imagined he >vas in the
Grand Theater in San Antonio listening to
the opera, instead of in his own home. Dr.
Kitchens expressed his appreciation in the
following telegram:
"Your program Monday night was so
perfect that at the conclusion I started
to leave my home, thinking I was in the
opera house at San Antonio. My compliments to the San Carlo Grand Opera

Company."

'IT'S THE BERRIES,'
— 'JAOiraOGAN
CHILD
WOR

STAR

WRITES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR DIGEST

Broadcasts First Talk of Movie
Youngster — Voice Is
Pallophotophoned

By "JACKIE" COOGAN
I have had a Radio receiving set for
some time, both in my home, in Los Angeles, and at the studio where I make my
pictures, and I get lots of fun out of
listening in at different times, just like
all the other readers of the Radio Digest.
.But it was not until I came to New York
on my last trip that I had the chance to
epeak on the Radio myself.
It was while I was visiting Newark.
N. J., where I met the boys and girls of
the
at Bamberger's
WOR
is thecityBamburger
station;store
and there.
after lunch
I spoke in their microphone.
I told the boys and girls, who were
listening, how interesting and thrilling it
was to speak to them all. Up to now it
has been just a case of their seeing my
pictures on the screen and me seeing
them in small groups in different places,
for after all, even twenty-five thousand
people (this is the number that met me
at Newark)
is a small group compared

o--'- ;

r
Above is Mme. Maeterlinck,
who,
critics for
say,voice
"is effect,
not a
singer asstriving
but a dramatic artist using music." She was on one of the
recent Bamberger
programs and many Store's
fans have
praised her part highly. At the
left is Mariona Rakauska, dramatic soprano, who delighted
listeners of KYW
with her Polish folk songs

I spoke over the Radio again for Gimbel
Brothers' store, at New York. But ^just
before this I had my voice photographed
on the pallophotophone, invented by Mr.
Hoxie. I think this was one of my most
interesting experiences. In a couple of
weeks this talk will be broadcast and I
will hear myself talk over my set in Los
Angeles, three thousand miles away, and
you can just bet I am going to tune in.
That will be some stunt. What do you
think?
It is really wonderful to think of all
(Continued on page 2)

Symphony

Heard

from

WNAC

BOSTON, MASS. — Members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, in a smaller
organization known as the Boston Symphony Ensemble, recently gave a concert
by Radio, the music being broadcast by
WNAC of the Shepard stores. The Symphony members played at Jordan Hall, and
the music was relayed to WNAC by telephone. These Boston Symphony Ensemble
concerts are made possible by special arrangement with Aaron Richmond, manager
of the Ensemble.
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ARMSTRONG
LICENCEES
AIM OF SUIT
May Hurt 17 Companies
Scathing Rebukes Greet R. C. A.
and
Westinghouse — Monopoly
Efforts Rapped by Independents
(By Special (jprrespondenee)
NEW YORK— Not hesitating once
in its reported efforts to monopolize the
"air" and all Radio apparatus, the Radio
Corporation of America has shot its latest
agitating holt
independent
manu-to
facturers.at
The move
which isRadio
rumored
be another spite action directed toward
complete and imperialistic monopoly of the
Radio industry, took the form of a suit instituted February 26 in the District Court
of New Jersey by the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company against the
.(Continued on page 2)
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DEALERS ORGANIZE
FOR AID TO WHAM

maintained that the legal right of an invention could not be licensed by a patentee, and that all infringement actions
(Continued from page 1)
must be maintained by the patentee alone.
Radioeraft Company, Inc., and the DeForest
Miss Florence King, famous Chicago
Radio Telephone and Telegraph Company, patent attorney, won this case.
for infringement of the Armstrong patent.
Sixteen Suits of R. C. A. Weakened
The Westinghouse company, one of the
Plant to Get HighNow for the interesting part. The coun- Rochester
Grade Artists as Result
sel for the Radio Corporation of America
five organizations in the Radio Corporaof Meetings
tion, claims that the Armstrong license, attempted to be heard in this case before
one of which is held by the Radioeraft Com- the Supreme Court. Their motion to be
heard
was
denied,
however.
In
the
R.
C.
pany, a subsidiary of DeForest, does not
ROCHESTER, N. T.— As a result of
brief, the counsel for the R. C. A. put
permit the sale of Armstrong circuit sets A.
down in black and white that the Radio several meetings held recently by the
through the regular trade channels of job- Corporation of America was relying on electrical dealers of this city who handle
bers and dealers, but only direct to the the decision of the Circuit Court of Ap- Radio supplies, a new organization has
peals for the Seventh District in sixteen been formed, known as the Radio Broadamateur. The suit evidently seeks to precasting Musical Association. The new asvent the seventeen independent manu- suits for injunctions and accountings
sociation will give a series of musical profacturers licensed under the Armstrong which they had pending because of ingrams
which will be broadcast from Stapatent from doing business except as mail
fringements of patents, "each of which is
tion WHAM.
order houses, that is, direct to the fan.
based upon one or more assignments." The
suit, R. C. A. vs. Jacob Hohenstein et al„
This move, it is said, is due to the inSuit Plimsy Cloak for Heal Purpose?
was mentioned as one of these cases.
tense interest in Radio in this section and
Although the suit just filed was directThe conclusion, therefore, is that the R. the excellent quality of the transmitting
ed against the Radioeraft and DeForest C. A. lost an important toe hold when it
in use
at the School
Broadcasting
stacompanies, it is said that the action is based many of its legal efforts on a deci- apparatus
tion in the
Eastman
of Music,
merely a flimsy cloak for the real purpose
sion which has since been reversed by which
is equal to that of any station in the
country.
of the monopolists. The real significance the Supreme Court of the United States.
of the suit is that it may be construed as
The high-grade artists appearing on
a test case against the sixteen other indethese programs are only available on one
pendent manufacturers who paid good
or two nights a week, and as the majority
White Asks
money to E. H. Armstrong for their li- Representative
of Radiophans in this city have sets with
censes. These manufacturers, it is said,
for
Federal
Investigation
a rather limited range, it was thought adare now being attacked by a group of five
broadcast additional material,
AUGUSTA, ME. — Congress Representa- and withvisable tothis
organizations called the Radio Corporaview the new association
tive White of this state is out after a
tion of America which is reported to have
was
formed.
entirely too much capital behind it for Federal investigation of the entire Radio
no other purpose than wrecking the Radio Situation of the country, particularly with
The association has announced that popindustry for the purposes of everyone ex- reference to possible violations of the
ular programs will be broadcast each evening except Sunday and Monday, from 7:30
cept themselves, by court suits, injunc- anti-trust laws. In a resolution he introtions, and other methods.
duced, as member of the House Merchant schedule.
to 8:30 o'clock, in addition to the regular
Marine
Committee,
he
asks
that
the
Fed"Buncombe by Woolwortli Building' Gang"
Another angle to the demoralization of
eral Trade Commission investigate the enthe Radio industry and hundreds of intire Radio industry. The resolution redependent manufacturers by the Radio
quired that a report to .the.next House be
Corporation of America is found in the be- given on the manufacture of Radio appara(Continued from page 1)
lief that the Westinghouse-R. C. A. clique
tus, ownership of patents, agreements
is seeking publicity for the Armstrong tending to restrict trade or fix prices and the fun we can get out of Radio and all
regenerative sets to counteract the grow- contracts or leases for exclusive rights or the interesting things we can learn. I
ing popularity with Radiophans of Reflex special privileges in the reception or trans- will never forget my first talk into the
circuit sets, a patent for one of the best
mission of messages. Rep. White is joint microphone and I hope every one of the
of which is owned by the DeForest Radio author of the White-Kellogg Federal Radio Radio Digest readers will have the same
Control bill.
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
chance I did. It was wonderful.
Radio manufacturers throughout the
country
are these
indignant
at the latest
"grab,"
as
one of
has termed
it. . Another
stated that the Westinghouse suit was the
"choicest piece of buncombe yet shot out
by the Woolworth Building gang." A third
person suggested that the R. C. A. wouldn't
stop at taking pennies from a blind man's Radio Digest, Illustrated. Volume 4, Number 9, publisked Chicago. Illinois, March 10, 1923. Published
cup.
Badio Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Subscription rates,
The counsel for DeForest in the suit weekly by
Five Dollars: Foreign. Six Dollars; single copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter April 27,
is Darby and Darby, New York City. The yearly.
1922, at the postofflce at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3. 1879.
date of the hearing has been set for March
19.
Ho String's on Armstrong licenses
"All the Live News of Radio"
1 to 6
An exclusive interview with C. V. Logwood, whose claims to
Investigation of one of the Armstrong Did Armstrong Invent Super?
the
invention
are
being
considered
seriously
by
the
Patent
Office
5
licenses held by an independent manufacturer shows that the license granted him Book Reviews
■
6
the right to sell to everybody except for The "How" of the Simplified Super Circuit, Part VI, by E. T. Flewelling
7
8
commercial purposes. It is hardly be- Radiophone Broadcasting Stations, Part I— Station Schedules and How to Use the Directory
9
lievable that this right could fairly and Receiving Records Contest, Completely Revised to Date
10
rationally be construed to mean specifi- Editorials; Condensed by Dielectric; Indi-Gest, Humor Column
cally the channels of distribution through A-B-C Lessons for Beginners, Chapter X — The Vacuum Tube as a Detector, by A. G. Mohaupt.. 11
12
which the goods were to be sold. Arm- How to Prevent Howling in a Set; Four Other Kinks
Set Designed for Compactness, Part V — Two Step Amplifier Construction, by H. J.
strong, reported to have been paid $500,- Reinartz
Marx
13
000 by Westinghouse, it is said, will be
called on to testify as to what he meant RJ). 75 Is Popular Single Tube Set; The Reader's View
14
15
then, and if the meaning has changed any. Questions and Answers
16
Another point of interest turned up in Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
the discovery that Dr. Edward Preston,
president of the Weston Instrument Company, manufacturers of high grade electrical measuring instruments, is a shareholder in the Radioeraft Company, now being attacked. The interesting part of the
discovery, not obvious to outsiders, is that
Dr. Preston, a multimillionaire, in pro- Flewelling Contest Prize Winners will be announced in the next issue of the Digest.
tecting his rights regarding electrical
Who do you suppose won the $100 in prizes? See the next issue for the
measuring instruments, has defeated sevdetails. It is planned to describe the prize winning sets in issues of the
eral of the largest electrical manufacturers
near future.
in the country in court battles when the
latter attempted to steal certain of his
He has something
patented ideas. It is reported that the Reinartz Sets will be discussed again next week by H. J. Marx.
neat in store for Reinartz fans.
Westinghouse Company was involved in
these so-called steals.
Whether the Westinghouse company G. C. Arnoux of WBAP, "Uncle Billy" of WGI and Harry Sadenwalter of WGY
will be a few of the mystery men unfolded to listeners in who read page 5 of
would like to "get back" at Dr. Preston
is not known, but as was said, the conthe Digest next week. The station announcers and staff members whose voices
nection presents some interesting sideare often heard, are but rarely seen, and less known. But their pictures in
lights.
the Digest will eliminate all this uncertainty and will help the invisible audience
Supreme Court Gives E. C. A. a Shock
to visualize the invisible personnel of the great broadcasters.
A very telling shock was given to the
Radio Corporation in its group of numer- Part II of the Radiophonist's Telephone Book will be given on page 8 of the
ous court actions and entanglements when
March
1 7 issue.
You can't get along without it, can you?
a decision in a patent suit was handed
down recently by the Supreme Court of A-B-C Lessons for Beginners, Chapter Eleven next week will discuss the action
the United States.
of the vacuum tube as an amplifier. A. G. Mohaupt will make this article
In a nutshell, this case was number 240
just as interesting as all of its predecessors.
See his Chapter Ten on page 1 1 .
between the Crown Die and Tool Company, petitioner, and the Nye Tool and
Machine Works, respondent. The latter E. T. Flewelling Will Tell More About His Circuit in the March 1 7 issue. The
had bought the "right to sue" the former
Digest
certainly
scored
for infringements from the owner of an
this week
on page
7. a hit when it "found" Flewelling. Read what he says
important patent. The District Court of
Illinois maintained that the right to litigate could not be bought from an inventor. The case was appealed to the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
Circuit, which court for the first time in
Newsstands Don't Always
the history of the United States, reversed
Have One Left
Publisher,
the decision and said that the right to
123 West Madison St.,
litigate could be purchased as a license
Chicago, Illinois.
WHEN
YOU
WANT
from an inventor.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
Supreme Upholds District Court
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
The case was then appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States, by the
Name
„
Crown Die and Tool Company. The final
judiciary gave its decision February 19.
Address
YOU WANT IT!
This was a reversal of the Circuit Court's
reversal.

R. C. A. IN NEW GRAB?

"JACKIE" COOGAN
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Tn other words, the Supreme Court sustained the first, the District Court, and
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ETHER ONLY PILOT
IN SIX HOUR FLIGHT
NEW

FRENCH
APPARATUS
PROVES SUCCESSFUL

Aveline Control Weighs But 90 Pounds
— Developed By State Research
Laboratories
PARIS. — A pilotless French military
airplane today made a flight of six and
one-half hours in an aerodrome. This is
an epoch making performance. The plane
could have reached Berlin, Vienna, Rome
or equivalent distances without the touch
of a human hand.
Radio Control
A pilot was sent up with the plane,
but he did not touch the controls during the flight. Two miles below he could
barely see the group of aeronautical engineers on Only field make the plane
ascend, descend, loop and bank itself at
just the right angle in making turns. It
responded instantly to Radio control. The
only action of the pilot was to land the
airplane after the flight. The control apparatus does everything but land the
Of Military Value
plane.
The apparatus, which weighs ninety
pounds, is called Aveline control. It has
been developed by state research laboratories. It has two pistons working as
arms, which are driven by compressed air.
Mercury tubes, making or breaking contacts with the tilting of the ship, constitute the heart of the control apparatus.
The apparatus will have not only military
value, but for commercial aviation it will
serve as a safety device.

Leper and Wife United to
Outside World by Ether
Receiving Set Installed in Leper
Colony By Army Officer
MISSOULA, MONT.— Through the magic of Radio the world has been restored
to two persons who for six years have
lived apart from their fellow men in
forced confinement — one a leper, the other
his wife.
Six years ago O. G. Willett, former state
senator, was found to have leprosy, contracted, it is believed, during his service
as a soldier in the Philippines. When he
was banished from society, his wife followed him into exile, and since that time
they have lived in a small bungalow near
the little
of Alberton,
Mcnt.people
Alberton
is intown
Mineral
county, whose
Senator Willett once represented in the
state assembly.
The Radio set was recently installed
by Lieutenant Alexander, a Radio expert
of Fort Missoula, Mont. With another
soldier and Mayor W. H. Beacon of Missoula, he visited the leper camp after
obtaining permission from the state board
of health to enter the enclosure.
The antennae was strung from the
bungalow at the top of a lofty pine, about
150 feet distant. Before he left Missoula,
Lieutenant Alexander had tested the set
and found
thatSan
he was
able toand
"pickNome.
up"
Los
Angeles,
Francisco,
Alaska.

Springfield Exchange Club
Listens in to Louisville
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. — Members of the
Springfield Exchange club spent an enjoyable night this week when they assembled
at the Foos Gas Engine company plant
and listened to a Radio program broadcast by the Exchange club of Louisville,
Kentucky. The Radio program was composed of musical numbers and several
four-minute talks, all having a part in
the program
being the
members
of the
ville club. After
program
hadLouisbeen
started,
was sent
to the Louisville aclub telegram
stating that
the program
was
being heard distinctly and was being thoroughly enjoyed. Twenty minutes later,
the Louisville announcer stated that the
telegram had been received and a special
number was played for the Springfield
organization.

Station WEAO Broadcasts
Ohio Senator's Messages
COLUMBUS, O. — Legislators of Ohio,
members of the general assembly in session at the present time, were given the
opportunity to broadcast messages to their
constituents from Station WEAO of the
Ohio State University on Thursday, February 22, as a part of the program of the
university in showing the public officials
the state university plant and a cross
section of its activities on University
Day,
annually
observed
on Donahey,
Washington's
birthday.
Governor
A. V.
cabinet members, supreme court judges, legislators and others in public life in Ohio
were in the party that visited the state
university and were guests of the Ohio
State Alumni association and other campus organizations.
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WOR TEST PROVES
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL
MISS BENNETT IS HEARD BY
EUROPEAN FANS
American
Soprano
Sings for Largest
Audience Ever Reached By
Human Voice
By P. K. HolllaffBWorth
NEWARK, N. J. — The trans-oceanic recital test recently made by the Bamberger
station, WQR, more than fulfilled the
fondest dreams of the Radio engineers
in charge. This test, the first of Its kind
to be made, proved to be perfect. WOR
.vas distinctly heard by amateurs in England, France, Italy and possibly nearly all
of the European countries. At the date of
writing cablegrams and letters continue
to flood the Bamberger store offering congratulations in appreciation of the program offered, from DX listeners living
m all parts of Europe.
Largest Audience Ever Beached
Experts here state that Miss Edith Bennett, of Concord, N. H., the young American soprano selected to test out the experiment of singing by Radio to an overseas audience, sang to the largest audience
ever reached by human voice. Miss Bennett, who was chosen from a long list
of American and European concert stars,
by a special jury of Radio-musical experts, is proclaimed
to be the world's
finest singer
for Radio broadcasting.
Only
this one vocalist was used for the program so that one voice could be considered in adjusting the powerful transmitting apparatus.
Beard by Assembled Audiences
Several of the big Continental newspapers, including the Paris-New York Herald,
the Antwerp Neptune, the Geneva Currier
and the Stockholm Svenska Dagbladt, made
arrangements to receive Station WOR's
program for assembled audiences. And,
of course, almost every individual Radiophan abroad made a serious attempt to
tune in the Bamberger station. According to the many communications received
a large majority of them were successful.
European Fans Doubtful
In spite of the fact that WOR has been
heard clearly in France, Italy, Belgium,
England, Scotland and Sweden on a dozen
or more former occasions, there were
some of the European Radioists who were
a bit dubious regarding the complete success of the recent experiment. The American Radio engineers, who made a complete check of all data leading to the test,
were more than positive that Miss Bennett's voice would be heard in the European countries, however, it can be safely
said that they did not expect the test to
be such a complete success as it proved.
Besides the many acknowledgements
from across the Atlantic, Station WOR
received a heavy mail from American
Radiophans who heard the recital. These
letters came from almost every section
of the states.

New England May Soon
Have New 'Silent Hours '
Inspector Kolster Plans Change
of Evening Broadcasting Hours
BOSTON, MASS. — Radio Inspector C. C.
Kolster of the New England division is
about to recommend to the Radio Bureau
of the U. S. Department of Commerce a
slight variation in the "silent hours," for
code sending, which he believes will
straighten out many of the difficulties now
being experienced throughout New England. First he will ask the Federal
Bureau to sanction the Monday "silent
night" broadcasting scheme for this district. With most of the local broadcasting
stations now silent on Monday night, it
gives the fans a chance to tune in on
long distance broadcasts, and also gives
the "spark" a chance to pound the brass
to his heart's content.
It is also planned by Inspector Kolster
to change the evening broadcasting hours
from 7:30 to a half hour later, with the pro-
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HILL GIVES CANADA
HEALTH OVER ETHER

NORWEGIAN COMPANY
TO MAKE AIRPHONES

— CanadaDr.will
W.
H. get
health N.byY. Radio.
itsLO,
BUFFA
Hill, director of the London Institute of Public Health, London, Ont.,
Canada, will do the broadcasting
through the London Free Press station.
Dr. Hill was formerly director of the
public health work of the state of Minnesota. The Free Press station carries
through all the western part of Ontario.

has beon formed
Chrisinny
recompa
ON.
INGTcently
WASHtianla,
Norway—, Ato manufacture
Radiophones and other equipment, according to a report from Assistant
Trade Commissioner Sorensen, at
Copenhagen. The company will make
a specialty of making the phones for
the Norwegian fishing fleet which comprises over 14,000 ships.

THE

"HIRED

HAND"

OF WBAP

NEW BROADCASTING
PLANT FOR CHICAGO
THE

"CRYSTAL
BE "SHOW

STUDIO"
PLACE"

Station

WJAZ
Promises
Air in Three Weeks
Program

TO

to Be
with

on

CHICAGO, ILL. — Chicago is soon to have
a new broadcasting station. Contracts
were recently signed and license arranged
for. This new station will have some
novel features that will give the public
casting.
an
insight In the mysteries of broadWJAZ will be the call of the new station to be located on the Edgewater Beach
Hotel here. It will be known as the
"Zeneth Edgewater Beach Hotel Station"
and it is already being spoken of in Radio
circles as "the crystal studio. ' This
comes from the unique design of the operating room and artist's studio.
"Showproper
Place will
of Cliicag-o"
The The
station
be located in
the main floor of the hotel and its walls
will be built of three thicknesses of plate
glass. This will offer a full view of the
entire station to spectators who care to
watch the work. The studio will be entirely draped in red velour with indirect
lighting, furnished in period style. In
an interview, Mr. E. F. McDonald, Jr., of
the Chicago Radio Laboratories, who will
operate
station,
make thisthestation
the said,
show "We
place intend
of Radioto
broadcasting
stations
in Chicago."
Paul Beese
to Furnish.
Music
The regular concert programs will be
broadcast from the crystal room and at
other intervals Paul Beese's Orchestra
will furnish dance music from the Marine
dining room of the hotel. Every Sunday
a concert will be given from the lounge
room and in the Summer time the orchestra
will broadcast from an open air platform.
Station WJAZ will be under the direct
supervision of the engineers of the Chicago Radio Laboratories, with Mr. L. M.
E. Clausing, operator, Mr. R. H. T. Mathew,
assistant engineer, and Mr. M. B. West.
formerly of the Navy Radio department
directly in charge. The antenna of the
station will be of the fan type. The set
will have an output of 10 K. W. Generators that are now being built are in relation and capable of 4,000 volts. The
new station will probably be heard for
the first time in the next three weeks.

FLORIDA COCOANUTS
FOR 1,000 LISTENERS
WQAM
Makes Unique Offer to
Those Hearing Program
MIAMI, FLA. — On Sunday, March 11,
Station WQAM will broadcast a transcontinental program beginning at 11:00
P. M., (Eastern time), and lasting about
two hours. Music for this program will
be
HaroldOrchestra,
Stern's Orchestra
and furnished
the Castleby House
both are
of New York City but now playing at the
Miami Beach Casino here. There will also
be selections
by wintering
some of America's
artists
who are
in Florida.leading
To each of the first thousand listeners
who acknowledge reception of this program . real Florida grown cocoanut will
be forwarded, post paid, free of charge.
This
offer
is made by the Curtis Bright
The Hired Hand" at the Fort Worth Star Telegram microphone, known the country over for his
humorous announcements.
He is president
Society"andof overworked.
WBAP, withHisa.' Company of Miami.
membership
of 10,000, whose purpose
is to see of
thatthethe"Radio
truth isTruth
not abused
WQAM, (formerly WFAW), broadcasts
activities are centered around the boiler room when not announcing. WBAP has still another the
programs prepared by the Miami
famous feature in the cow bells which open and close all programs, symbolical of the cattle empire
Daily
Metropolis. This station is operated
of the Southwest, of which Fort Worm is the capital
and maintained by the Electrical EquipCompany, and has the distinction of
grams running from eight to 11, and thus
of Mme. selections
Emilia Ippolito's
Vocal having ment
been heard in thirty states as well
giving the DX amateur two hours every School bersoffering
from the Opera
night for sending, after which he is to Cavalliera Rusticana, and the sextette as Canada, Porto Rico and Cuba.
remain silent for the rest of the evening, from Lucia. Also a concert on the same
during the broadcasts.
evening by the Peerless Quintet of Boston,
Convention at Columbus
relayed by telephone and microphone from
COLUMBUS, OHIO. — Hotel Columbus
the New England Hardware Dealers' ban- will be the scene of the first annual stateShepard Stores Program
quet at the Copley-Plaza. On another evewide Radio convention to be held March
the "Liberty Chorus" of the R. H. 16 to 18, according to officials of the ColumHas Many New Features White ningCompany
Store
Members
divided
BOSTON, MASS. — Some notable features
bus Radio Club. There will also be exwere added to recent broadcasts of the the program with the King's Chapel Choir,
hibits by Radio appliances companies and
Shephard Stores WNAC station. These which gave a fine Lenten concert of sacred a small broadcasting station in operation
at the hotel.
included an evening's program by mem- choral music.
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TALK

"Ether Talk is Enough to Make Anyone
Feel a Little Queer," Says
D. B. Carson
By a. C. Cong-don, Jr.
ATLANTA, GA. — Picture if you can
Henry Ford riding for the first time in an
automobile in 1923. Picture Thomas A.
Edison listening for the first time to his
phonograph. Picture the late Alexander
Graham Bell in 1922 using a telephone for
the first time.
If you can do all this, then you can
conjure up in your mind the picture that
was presented a short time ago in the
WGM, the "Old Reliable"
StationNot
studio
of
the ofsouth.
later than two weeks
ago, D. B. Carson, commissioner of navigation of the department of commerce, the
"big boss" of Radio, spoke for the first
time from a Radiophone broadcasting
station.
Introduced from "Old Sellable"
Mr. Carson is a native of Atlanta and
during a recent tour of port inspections
in the South visited- in Atlanta. He visited
the Atlanta constitution's station as one
of the first points of interest to him.
It was after five o'clock in the afternoon.
Station WGM presents its first evening
program at six o'clock. At six o'clock
Mr. Carson was introduced and gave his
first address by Radio.
Odd, isn't it?
When Mr. Carson stepped back from the
microphone, he wore a rather foolish look
on his face.
"Well," he said, "I don't blame people
for feeling a little queer when they are
delivering a talk by Radio."

YANK PLANES GET
PERMITS AS STATIONS
Ether Phones Become Safety Measure for Air Travelers
By Carl H, Buttman.
WASHINGTON. — Radio as a safety
measure for the protection of pilots and
passengers has come into its own in air
travel as well as on the sea, where its
value was first realized. Seven airplanes
and flying boats now are equipped with
Radio and answer to regular calls.
The first American commercial aircraft to be licensed as a limited commercial station was one belonging to the Airline Transportation Co., of California. The
Aeromarine company followed with the
"Buckeye" in December and licensed five
more planes recently. Radio equipment,
officials believe, will make for greater
safety in oversea travel and insure aid
when air boats are forced down on the
water.
The following aircraft have been licensed to date as limited commercial stations on 525 meters wave length:
KFBI, Airline Arrow, No. 1, Airline
Transportation Co., Los Angeles, Calif.;
KFBY, Balboa, Aeromarine Airways Inc.,
New York City; KFBA, Buckeye, Aeromarine Airways Inc., New York City;
KFBF, Gov. Cordeaux, Aeromarine Airways Inc., New York City; KFBJ, Nina,
Aeromarine Airways Inc., New York City;
KFBM, Ponce de Leon, Aeromarine Airways Inc., New York City; KFBZ, Santa
Maria, Aeromarine Airways Inc., New
York City.
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OPERA BROADCAST
DRAWS BIG CROWD

CKCK HELPS CAPTURE
Ether Cops Keep Watch
"DOC" PURVIS— BANDIT
for High Wave Length

German Opera Draws Heavily on
Fans — Reminiscent of Hammerstein Days

New Use Found for Broadcasters
By Regina Police Force

WINNIPEG, CAN. — Prompt use of the
Regina,
Sask.,was
Leader's
Radio for
broadcasting
plant CKCK
responsible
the arrest
of "Doc" Purvis, train bandit.
As a transcontinental train was nearing
Regina the masked bandit entered the express coach, held up and bound the messenger and took all the mail from stations
between Edmonton and Regina. He jumped
off the moving car as the train slowed
down for the station and made away in
the darkness. It was thought he had been
completely lost.
The trainmen who discovered the bound
messenger dashed to the nearest telephone
and informed the Regina police. ImmediMay
Change Policy
ate and up-to-date action was taken by
Then it was suggested that the wide the "coppers" and the Regina Leader's Station flashed a complete description of the
public interest had resulted from Satur- bandit as furnished by the expressman.
day's experiment, when a performance of
Within
ten minutes a net was spread
"The Flying Dutchman" had been sent by
Radio over a city and suburban population around the city and surrounding country
of millions from the Westinghouse plant that proved impossible to escape. The
at Newark, N. J., the music having been bandit was detected four days later
conveyed to that place on a single wire as he attempted to board an out going
installed in the Manhattan stage by the train. He said he had intended to leave
Postal Telegraph Company. Influential the city sooner but heard of the action
members of the Metropolitan directorate taken with the Radio and consequently
had likewise heard it and there were feared arrest.
those who said the result might change
the policy of the older Broadway house,
which hitherto has barred the broadcastNew Wrinkle for Fans
ing, of opera by Radio.
PAWTUCKET, R. I. — James Hanley,
Radiophan of this city has found that he
increased his signal strength by cupping
out the center of the diaphragm of one of
its phones so that the center almost
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — The Radio has touched the magnets. Before he did this
he
could generally hear Station KDKA,
given another evidence of its value re- Pittsburgh,
25 feet from the phones, but
cently, when the whereabouts of Louis
Gordon, former sergeant of Company B., after trying the new wrinkle he could
hear
at
least
25 feet further away. By
301st Artillery, military police corps, was
found. He was wanted to substantiate the loosening or tightening the receiver cap,
claim of an ex-service man who was d3*ing he can vary the sound to any degree of
in a Buffalo hospital, and letters to Gor- sound amplification.
don's last known address had been re
turned. Finally Station4 WGY was ap
pealed to. This plant complied by sending
out a Radio inquiry, by H. M. Laughlin
count y claim agent of the Chatauqua county committee, American Legion. Within
twelve hours after the broadcast inquiry
Gordon saw a lawyer, drew up the necessary papers and mailed them to the claim
agent. Later others by the name of GorDEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
don wrote in, giving their full names,
addresses and outfits with which they
served an doffered any assistance they
could.

NEW YORK. — Without warning save for
such explanation as followed the Manhattan's first "broadcasting" of an opera here
two nights previously, the former Hammerstein Theater in Thirty-fourth Street
was besieged by operagoers all day yesterday and its lobbies were the scene of a
wild but friendly "riot" last night when
the Wagnerian Opera Festival began its
second week with a packed house for "Die
Meistersinger." At first the management
was at a loss to account for the crowd,
some hundreds of whom had to be turned
away
room. for lack of either seats or standing

Canadian Government Give Canadian Amateurs More Leeway
OTTAWA, ONT. — "Ether Cops" are
maintaining a constant -vigil over the upper strata in Canada. Such is the term
applied to those inspectors who have been
appointed by the Canadian government
department of marine and fisheries. They
are mostly ex-service men and pass the
night checking up on the wave lengths
being used by amateurs in cities with a
population greater than 15,000.
Canadian government officials contend the
Canadian amateur is given more leeway
than the operators of any other country in
which Radio has become popular.

BEST RADIO BARGAINS
Westinghouse R. C. Set, Complete, $132.50;
now
$99.00
Tresco
Reinartz
Tuner
Set
Complete,
$104.00; now
79.00
Baby Lawson Crystal Set, Complete, $20.00;

now

WILSON RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SHOP
1503 3rd Ave.
SEATTLE, WASH.

Again the Ether Is Called
Into Use to Find Missing

DISTRIBUTORS

PRODUCTS

King Quality Switch Levers
King Quality Tube Sockets
King Quality
Plain and Vernier Rheostats
King Quality Dials
BEST MONEY CAN BUY

ALL PARTS NECESSARY

Costs No More Than Inferior Made

iiiimm:

Freshman Has New Home
NEW YORK. — The Chas. Freshman
Company, Inc., has recently moved their
quarters from 97 Beekman street to a
much larger and more pretentious store
at 106 Seventh avenue, on the corner of
17 street. This company is one well familiar to all Radiophans.

NOW

WRITE

DEALERS!
for ATTRACTIVE

WERNES
Masonic Temple,

123 W.Madison StXhicago

WASHINGTON, D. C. — It is possible, it
is understood, that the Secretary of Commerce might make an effort to change
Radio wave lengths in spite of the fact
that the Radio law is not being changed
by Congress. He might make an effort to
do something without the law.

FOR

KING QUALITY

FLEWELLING

May Change Wave Lengths

9.99

Dictograph
Loudspeaker, $20,00; now
12.49
K.-C. Crystal Set, Complete, $16.50; now..
7.99
Dictograph
Headset. $12.00; now
4.49
K.-C. 23 Plate Variable Condenser, $3.30;
now
|.64
Magic Crystal Detector, $1.50: now
39
Radio for Everybody,
by Lescarboura.
$1.50;
now
79
(Published by Scientific American.)
Vacuum Tube Hookups, includes Armstrong
Super-regenerative, by Brigham, 50c; now
.29
Send
Money
Order. All Goods
Guaranteed.

Products

PRICES

& PATCH
CHICAGO,

ILL.

—PEOPLE "FROM MISSOURI"
ARE OUR SPECIALTY!
MOST FOLKS don't believe that a perfect loud speaker can
be sold at so low a price — We "Show" 'em! We can convince
you, too, that SPIROLAS are, and always have been, the
most
perfect reproducers of voice and music that have ever
&
been produced. A trial on your own amplifier set will make
you a "Spirola booster" for life!
SPIROLAS combine perfect tone and loudness with
SPIROLA
SIMPLEX— uses Baldwin or other unit
beautiful style and finish, and exceptionally reasonable
Mahogany (DM) $4.85; Black (DB)
$3.85
price
—
an
unequaled
combination.
SPIROLA finish,
CONCERT—
Has
built Complete
in" Ba'ldwi'n
" unit.
SPIROLA
DUPLEX — uses any headset.
Beautiful
mahogany
bronzed
throat
with
unit
and cord. (CM)
$12.50
finish of dark red mahogany, bronzed throat.
(DM) •
$4.85 we'll
For ship
sale byby mail,
all good
dealers.(Guaranteed).
If vours hasn't
postpaid
C. O. themD
Same in black finish, nickeled fittings.
(DB)
$3.85 if you ivish.
AX\
ARBOR.v MICH.
L. H. DOXXELI.
MFG.
COMPANY,
Pent. T). Box

READY!

ACT

QUICKLY!!

The first and only complete line of high-grade receiving instruments made by one manufacturer. For many years we have specialized in
Radio instruments for voice and musical reproduction. We now offer a perfectly developed and GUARANTEED line of apparatus with a
price range to meet every demand.
Send for circular.

The Wonderful

New ACOUSTICOLA

with Loud Speaker Unit

Has a large, highly sensitive diaphragm with ADJUSTABLE device.
Will
Made in four models; especially designed as a Loud Speaker, arkable volume and clarity on weak signals.
Gives truest reproduction
of
not "blast" on the strongest amplified signals and gives rem
voice and music.
TRIMM "PROFESSIONAL"
TRIMM "CONCERT GRAND" MODEL

ACOUSTICOLA

A finely finished large walnut cabinet, enclosing a Cast
Aluminum horn with Loud Speaker Unit of exceptional
tone quality
finest
home. and volume. A handsome ornament for the
TRIMM

"STUDIO"

MODEL

ACOUSTICOLA

Has asame
Loud Speaker
as "Concert
model,
but
composition
horn ofUnit
somewhat
smallerGrand"
size. Walnut
cabinet.
Reasonably priced.
TRIMM

"SIMPLEX"

MODEL

ACOUSTICOLA

Designed to give all the advantages of the more expensive
"Concert Grand" and "Studio" models, but less expensive because not enclosed in a cabinet. Has the same
Loud Speaker
Unit mounted
on wood value.
base with composition horn uncovered.
A wonderful

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
&
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Chicago

ORDER

ANY

TRIMM

TRIMM

PRODUCT

RADIO

ON APPROVAL.

MFG.

T
R
I
M
M

3000 OHM

HEAD

SET

The finest instrument of its kind. Moulded Bakelite cases
and ear caps, single bar Tungsten steel magnets; light
weight.
Exceptional
tone and volume. A $12.00 quality
to retail at
$7.65.
TRIMM

"DEPENDABLE"

2400 OHM

HEAD

SET

Standard bi-polar construction. Aluminum case. Splendid appearance,
volume
and tone, to retail for only $5.00.
Greatest
value ever
offered.
TRIMM

Phonograph

ACOUSTICOLA

Attachment

The wonderful Trimm Loud Speaker Unit mounted in a
small cabinet to be placed in any phonograph, with bushings for attachment to the tone arm. A convenient and
aandsomely finished instrument.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.
prices.
Mention
your dealer's name.

Write us today for full description and

CO., Dept. 41, 24-30 S. Clinton St., Chicago

RADIO

Courts

Will Soon
Decide
Title Belongs
to
Logwood
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Meisner First to Register
Logwood Eager to Give Improved
Circuit to Radio World With
Few Restrictions
By Albert H. Monday
promises to be one of the most interesting and important steps in the deTeJopment of Radio, the Armstrong vs. Logwood case at present pending in the United
States patent office, is gradually being consummated, and judging from present indications Charles V. Logwood will win the
case. If this is the outcome it will mean that

N— ^

Major Edward H. Armstrong will be required to withdraw his patent rights, which
have been sold to the Radio Corporation of
America for $500,000, and the new circuit,
known as the Logwood super-regenerative
circuit, will predominate in the Radio
world.
Claim Herr Meisner Inventor
It is safe to say that practically every
Radiophan in the world today is familiar
with the Armstrong circuit, but it might
be mentioned, however, that Mr. Armstrong was believed to be the first man to
conceive the principle of what is known
as the super-regenerative circuit for Radio
receiving sets. It will be remembered
that this circuit was hailed by Radio experts all over the world as the greatest
contribution to the improvement of the
science; chiefly because it was an improvement in the sensitizility of the audion.
and consequently the audibility of telephone and telegraph signals was increased
by 1,000 timesThe new circuit was a development of
the regenerative circuit patented by Herr
Meisner, of Germany. This regenerative
circuit was also known and developed by
Charles V. Logwood and De Forest (simultaneously), E. Armstrong, Mr. Round, of
England and Mr. Franklin, of England. In
this case Herr Meisner was the first to
register the circuit, and therefore he was
given the credit for being the inventor.
First Case Decided
In the case of the super-regenerative
circuit it has been understood for some
time that Mr. Armstrong was the first to
register the circuit, and accordingly he
was granted the legal patents. But since,
however, it has been discovered that Mr.
Logwood really registered his application
before that of Mr. Armstrong's. The first
step in the case was decided in November
last when the United States patent office
declared an interference, as to whom was
the first inventor.
In the first interview ever given to the
world, and given exclusively to the Radio
Digest, Mr. Logwood pointed out that his
application was filed at Washington, D. C,
in March, 1921, whereas that of Mr. Armstrong's was filed on June 27, 1921. The
first written description of the circuit was
made by Mr. Logwood on December 16,
1920, and that of Mr. Armstrong in March,
1921.
Logwood Explains Difference
Without going into technical details Mr.
Logwood explained, in a few words, the
difference between the Logwood and the
Armstrong circuits. The Logwood circuit
is equipped with a mechanical exciter and
gives a broader field because both the mechanical and the electrical exciters can be
used. The Armstrong circuit has a tube
exciter by an electrical means. If the case
is won by Mr. Logwood it will mean that
the Logwood circuit will be available to
the whole world (of course subject to Mr.
Logwood's restrictions and patent exceptions), and will give a very broad field.
This will also mean that Mr. Armstrong
will be restricted. It is understood that
the Logwood circuit is so sensitive for
continuous wave reception that it is necessary to screen the tube circuit away from
the influence of the antena re-action.
There are five steps in the great case
now being held, which is expected to be
settled within the next eight months. The
first was recently declared by tie United
States patent office; the second is the
motion to take the testimony of E. Armstrong; the third is the motion to take the
testimony of Charles Logwood; the fourth
will be the summing up, and the fifth and
last step will be the decision.
Views Expressed by Dogwood
Asked by the Radio Digest to express
his view of the case, Mr. Logwood said:
"I have the greatest admiration of Mr.
Armstrong. He is a remarkable man and
has accomplished excellent work for the
development of the science, but in this
case it is a question of rights and I feel
that when the full testimony is in and
summed up, the decision given by the
United States patent office will be considered justice to everyone.
It is a pe-
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The striking similarity between the two circuits now in
patent rights dispute is clearly illustrated by the diagrams
shown above. Where Mr. Logwood used a mechanical exciter such as an alternator, Mr. Armstrong used a triode
tube oscillation generator. The picture at the right is that
of C. V. Logwood, claimed
to be the original inventor of
the circuit
ARMSTRONG

culiar psychological fact that when a new
invention is declared there are many inventors who were thinking along the same
lines, and in the case of the superregenerative circuit there was no exception. It is because inventors think along
the same lines of development and many
hit upon the new improvement at the same
time.
According to the patent laws in the
United States, and other countries for
that matter, it is the person who registers
the invention first that is given the credit,
and then, in the case of an invention that
has been stolen or obtained by illegal
means, it is necessary for the inventor to
prove his claim. But in this case it is a
question of priority that, I consider, has
been overlooked by the United States

^rrWAv^J

will be able to benefit by my inventions,
and especialy by the Logwood circuit. At
the present time the circuit is especially
suited for the large powerful stations, and
it is necessary for a well-informed man to
be in charge in order to get the best results, but I am eager to give the Radio
world the value of my experience: so that
the new science may develop as quickly

and as efficiently as possible."
Test Proves Audibility
One of the outstanding features of this
new invention of Mr. Logwood's is the
fact that telegraph signal reception does
not
depend on heterodyne
the "beat" circuit.
principleIn as
in
the Fessenden
tests
made in reception for telegraph signal
from continuous wave stations is 10,000
to one in audibility ratio against the
heterodyne circuit. Daylight reception
Will Improve Circuit
patent office."
Questioned regarding his next move in with one tube in the circuit the first of
the betterment of Radio, Mr. Logwood December, 1920, in San Francisco, actually received daily signals from Marion
said: "As soon as this case is settled I
am going to improve on the Logwood cir- Ross, so loud one could not keep the
cuit so that every one from the expert in phones on the ears at maximum intensity
charge of the largest station in the world while with the best reception the audito the fan who has his small crystal set
bility was but twenty.

Etherized Sermons
Bring in Collection
Liberal

Donations

Are

the

Result

CFCN Operates on
2,000- Watt Output

of

Joke Made
Massee by Dr.
BOSTON", MASS.— Rev. Dr. J. C. Massee
and Rev. Dr. A. C. Conrad, pastors of Tremont Temple and the Park Street Church
respectively, whose Sunday evening sermons are broadcast every week by Radiophone, find that spreading religion byRadio is an enterprise profitable to the
church as well as to listeners. Liberal
contributions have come in to both
churches by mail from Radio listeners who
were invited to assist in the regular offerings. Since they could not be reached
when the plate was passed among the
congregations they sent in their offerings
by mail. Dr. Massee has received contributions varying from twenty-five cents to
$10 and during Christmas week a special
contribution of $50. One man sends in
regularly, the church's weekly offering
envelope, with his contribution within.
Dr. Massee said that his first suggestion
for a mail offering from Radiophans was
at first made half jokingly, and the congregation took it as a joke. Next day a
Radiophan came in to Dr. Massee's office
and gave him a dollar, saying he had heard
the joking remark and had heard the congregation laugh. "Now let's see if the
people at the service do as well," he said,
as he walked out. At the next service. Dr.
Massee got $76 in bills, after telling his
congregation
of the
Radiophan's
challenge.
A Dorchester
woman
who has
a set
wrote that she would invite some women
friends to lunch and have them listen in
to the service. Another woman who heard
the Radio service of Dr. Massee wrote that
if she were not a Presbyterian she certainly would be a Baptist, and enclosed a
dollar.
As a result of the stories told about the
crippled boy who sent in a contribution to
help some other cripple to a chance for
listenining in, this boy has been given a
set, placed in his own home, and other
sets have been promised by various donors
to help other worthy sufferers, and a special fund is slowly growing also toward
this end by contributions sent in.

Meridian Opens New Station
MERIDIAN, MISS. — A new broadcasting
station has been opened at Meridian under
the auspices of the newly organized Meridian Radio Club. The station will send
reports of aid to farmers, such as weather
forecasts picked up and relayed and news
items of interest to the rural community.

INDIANS DANCE TO
WHAZ-TROY TECH
POLYTECHNIC
WINS NEW
New

INSTITUTE
NAME

Midnight Program Proves Popular
Among Brave Ex-Warriors
of
Famous
Custer Battle

TROT, N. T. — Sioux Indians to the
number of 160 — many of them exwarroirs of the Custer Battle of June
25, 1876, and a number of former Carlisle,
Pa.,
students —
gather atto Lone
ranch
Calgary and
PlantPlays
Offers
"CFCN
Night"
at Winnett.
Montana,
danceEagle's
to music
of
Listening
Room toOnly
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Students Orchestra broadcast from radiophone
station WHAZ at Troy, X. Y., approxmately 2,500 miles distant. And at the
By Jeffrey J. Ding-man
CALGARY,
ALTA.the
— "CFCN
observed
all over
Middle Night"
West was
and request of Lone Eagle — who discovered
Pacifie Coast States and in western Can- when he first "listened in" a month ago
ada on the night of February 19, when that "Big Chief WHAZ with the Mighty
W. W. Grant, owner of CFCN, The W. W. Voice" could be heard clearly threeGrant broadcasting station at Calgary, fourths of the way across the continent
broadcast a special program from 6XB, — the Students Orchestra will play "In
Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.
the Land of the Sky Blue Waters"
TV. W. Grant, former chief of the Radio and other modern Indian airs for the enstation of the Canadian government at Americans. tertainment of the descendants of the first
High River, Alberta, and now operating
It came about thus that the oldest anat Calgary one of the most powerful stations on the continent, was asked to broad- gineering college, which has developed
the art of broadcasting to the furthermost
cast from the Mercantile Trust Company's
station at San Francisco as a special fea- reaches of the continent from Alaska to
Panama in a few months, provided Radio
ture for 6XB, (test call for KFDB).
music for the first time for an Indian
Output of 2,000 Watts
Mr. Grant, who has devised a special dance last month.
The Troy Polytechnic inaugurated this
and most effective system for broadcasting, was heard clearly in Calgary and in winter an international Radio program
many other cities of western Canada. Monday night of each month. Immediate
CFCN at Calgary discontinued the regular response came from remote points in all
broadcast that night to afford fans here the Western states, Canada, Alaska, Mexthe opportunity of hearing Mr. Grant in from midnight to 1:30 A. M. on the second
San Francisco. While in the States Mr. ico, Cuba and Panama.
Grant "rode the goat" at The Night Owls
Club of Portland, Oregon.
Last week Mr. Grant commenced operation on his new set at Calgary and CFCN
now has a modulating output power of
2,000 watts, being equipped with four new
Liner Berengaria Picks Up WBAP
500-watt tubes which were especially manufactured at Montreal. It is believed
in English Channel
that with the new set, which has four
times the output of the old, CFCN will be
FT.
WORTH,
TEXAS.— The Ft. Worth
able, to establish new records and accom- Star Telegram believes
it is privileged to
plish feats which will startle Radiophans.
Communication with Australia and Con- claim a new record for station 'WBAP due
tinental Europe is within the bounds of to the successful relay by this plant of a
program broadcast by KHJ, Los Angeles,
possibility.
Calif. The program was heard almost all
over the entire Southwest.
Miss Florence Parsons Wins
This plant has been doing very successful distance work and on one event was
DX Prize Awarded by WNAC heard aboard the steamer Berengaria in
the English Channel. Mr. L. S. Rothael,
BOSTON, MASS. — Miss Florence Par- managing director of the Capitol Theatre,
sons of Sydney, B. C, has been awarded a
prize of a Sonochorde Loud Speaker by New York, listened to the complete program of WBAP over a receiving set inWNAC station of the Shepard Stores, as
stalled in his cabin of the Cunard Line
the person hearing this station the greatest
distance from Boston. The distance is vessel. He said the reception was un3250 miles, an exceptionally long one for a usally clear and free from interference.
100-watt station to be heard, which proves
All ships sailing from American harthat WNAC is ideally located for broadbors and carrying fifty or more persons
casting. One requirement of the contest
was that claimants should submit a portion are required by law to maintain and operate a Radio transmitting and receiving
of the program heard for verification beset capable of covering at least 100 miles.
fore being considered eligible.

RELAY OF BROADCAST
BY WBAP— FT. WORTH
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WHITE ASKS TRUST
Book Reviews
TRUTHS IN REPORT
How to Make Radio Receiving- Sets. This
booklet describes ten different receiving
sets and amplifiers which have been constructed in the research department of
the Federal Telephone and Telegraph ComDeems
Investigation of Reputed Trust
pany of Buffalo, N. Y. The booklet is
fully illustrated. It is free to all who ask
Activities Necessary for Intellifor it by writing the firm mentioned.
gent Radio legislation
Revolutionary Theories in Wireless. By
Frank E. Summers. A treatise in the how
By It. M. Lamm
why of Radio and science. A practiWASHINGTON, D. C. — Representative and cal
result of years of careful study and
White of Maine, who introduced the resoresearch
Non-techincal,
lution providing for an investigation by the written sobyyouthecanauthor.
understand it. Price,
Federal Trade Commission of the alleged
monopoly in the manufacture of Radio $2.50.
The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Cirinstruments and parts, reported this resocuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr.. E. E. This
lution to the House from the Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. At is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully exthe time of writing, Congress had not yet
plained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
adjourned. The committee in its report
on this resolution says:
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and pol"The Committee on the Merchant Marine
icies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
and Fisheries, having considered House
Resolution No. 548, reports the same to location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
the House without amendment, with the
recommendation that the resolution be
Radio First Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
passed. The members of the committee
are unanimous in their approval of the necessary equipment and cost of conresolution.
structing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
Request Prompt Action
The Radio Amateur's Handbook.. .By A.
"The House recently passed House bill Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
13773. In the preparation -of that bill the of this book is just out. It is complete,
members of your committee felt con- authentic and informative work on Radio.
strained to limit its scope because of a
Price, $1.50.
lack of accurate information on certain Fully illustrated.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Hesimportant phases of the general subject lar.
A book that tells how to make a
of Radio. That bill, therefore, dealt only
with those matters concerning which we simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
were advised and upon which we deemed includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
it vital that there should be prompt acHome Radio — How to make It. By A.
tion by the Congress.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
"It is a matter of common assertion that adapted for the amateur who desires to
the development of the art, its use and know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
enjoyment, is being hampered and re- full
75c. page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
stricted through the acquisition by a few
closely affiliated interests of basic Radio
Elements of Radiotelegrraphy. By Elery
patents, and that the intent and effect of W. Stone. The text was written for the
the practices of these interests is to estab- guidance and instruction of Radio stulish a monopoly in Radio instruments
dents in the communication service of the
and parts thereof. It is charged that Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
agreements have been entered into be- schools.
Price, $2.50.
tween manufacturers and dealers in Radio
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
apparatus the purpose and effect of which
is to eliminate competition, to restrict the and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
sale, and to unwarrantably maintain, the
and understandable illusprice of instruments and their parts. simple language
trations. This book will teach you how to
There is evidence of record of contracts
operate a receiving set sucor agreements made, which purport to construct and
cessfully. Price, $1.50.
give exclusive rights in the transmission,
letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
reception, and exchange of Radio mes- By John Mills. A series of interesting letsages, with the result that no competition
ters written to a boy. Each letter is full
in service is possible in the localities cov- and complete and the most advanced stuered by such contracts.
dent can skip over some of the letters
Ask for Truth
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.
"Your committee feels that an investigation should be made to ascertain the facts
Radio Experimenter's Hand Book. By
in connection with the matters specifically M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection
and the construction of simple
suggested and more generally covered by
the reported resolution. We desire to apparatus for transmission and reception
Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
know the truth. We must have this infor- of
mation in order to satisfy ourselves Price, $1.00.
whether unlawful agreements have been
entered into, whether unlawful practices
have been and are being engaged in, and
(Both Copyrighted)
to guide us in framing legislation for the
consideration of the House. The Members
My Highly Improved Reioartz brines in all Important
of this House must have the facts if they stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
are to legislate advisedly in the public and
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications,
interest on this subject."
price 50c. or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coll, $3.00 by mail. No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel witk every order.
prolongs ure
My W. D. It Circuit is especially designed for use
s
with
and brings
the Stations
full value1000of
that the
little"Pickle"
tube as tube
no other
circuit out
can.
miles away come in clearly on one tube. This set is small.
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications $1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easy to operate.
„;c F* EXPELS ALL
Everything clearly shown.
Please don't send stamps.
A aT>A
FROM
rOVMTUBE
PZALMM TROUBLES
Ofl
S. A. Twitched, 1925 Western Ave., Minneapolis. Minn.
COMPANY1
S9RADIAI.7,
WARREN STREET
NEW YORrf

MAINE SENATOR PUTS O. K.
ON QUIZ RESOLUTION

ILLUSTRATED

KRUMM ACCLAIMED AS
FATHER OF 360 WAVE
Sees

Advisability
in New
of Regulations

Kadio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning.$2.00.
230 page's, with 130 illustrations.
Price,

BY ADDING
A PERFECTLY
CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR
SET

A hmatti Pkemlic umdfnsaion Product

. SHEETS

TUBIS RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

B. K. Ford & Co^^o^r6

REINARTZ
THTW

ALL

PARTS

DEALERS:

The boos department of the Kadio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
hooks on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what hook you want, send us your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest niustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chi-

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

123 W. Sadiron

VZZ

THICK

Y\&"
^32"
'/8 "
3/\&"
VA"
3/B "

THICK 54 <
THICK
K
THICK V/z<
THICK 2*
THICK 2/2*
THICK 4<

'/2* PER SO. INCH
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER

SO.
SQ.
SQ.
SQ.
SQ.
SQ

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

VZ " THICK S'/A* PER SQINCH
SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICET.IST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

CREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

Si Chicago

WD-11 OUTFIT
TUBE)

cago, xn.
Patents

{PEANUT

Procured
and Trade- Marks
Registered. Advice and terms upon request.

ROBB, ROBB
& HILL,
1417 Hanna Bldg,
956 McLachlan Bldg.,
Cleveland, O.
Washington, D. C.

RADIO

FREE

Club
Membership

Join boy's Radio club. Become a radio expert. Membership FREE to those who
write at once.
Address:
National Boy's Radio Club
200 N. Second St.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
This wonderful dry battery {« n QC
outfit comes
with a torange
600 «J> ^I qJ< •Less
Ov
miles
you of
ready

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

to assemble, panel drilled
Tube
finished
box, condenser
ready ^^^^"^™""
to screw in
and marked,
mahogany
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, binding posts, socket, wire,
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
Two-stage Amplifier Box to match the above. $14.15

$5.00 List
3.50 List
ture locks the
Acoilpatented
in place feaand
prevents
the
coil
from being
thrown out of
a d j u station
s tmentis
once
tuned in.

Variocouplers, $4.00 value
Variometers, $4.50 value
Transformers, $4.50 value
Reinartz tuning coil, $3.00 value
Rheostat, $1.00 value

2.85
3.10
3.75
1.85
60

I '/2 " switch
Sockets.
EOo lever,
value 50c value
Baldwin type "C" phones, $12.00 value
Frost or Murdcck phones, $5.00 value

30
38'
9.00
4.25

Postage extra.

Dealers write for
special discounts

Licensed under U. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

RADIO

AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., Incg" B'Eti'ft

No personal checks received.
us Quote on your wants.

PARTS

8 So. Austin

Boulevard,

Let

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

National Advertised Radio
Federal Head Set, 2200 ohms, $8.00 list. .
Victor Head Phones, $6.00 list
Brandes "Superior" Phones
Master Baldwin "C" units, with cord

TYPE

DIALS,

2 AND

$0.95
1.20
.45
.25

3 INCH

PREMIER 180° VARIOCOUPLER,
$4.00 VALUE
UNITED AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER, 5 TO 1 RATIO.
ANTENELLA & DUCON, LIGHTING SOCKET AERIALS .
Piano

Hinged,

Prices
.$5.75

3.45
5.95
4.65

CRL Vernier Rheostats, $1.S0 value
CRL Adjustable
Grid Leak
CRL Rheostats, 75c list
GREBE

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY 5IZE

II

ary changes in Radio."

Apparatus at Reduced

INCREASE YOtJR RANGE

PLATE
$1.25
PLATE
1.40
PLATE
1.75
Mail Orders Filled Same Day
Postage Extra
No Personal Checks Accepted

BUFFALO, N. Y. — Arrangements have I
been made between the Automobile Club of
Buffalo and the Federal Telephone & Telegraph Company for broadcasting each i
night from Station WGR descriptions of
automobiles that have been stolen during
the day from members of the automobile
club. A reward of $50 will be offered in
each case for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the guilty parties.
Road conditions and other information of
interest to autoists will be broadcast at the
same time.

COLUMBUS, O.— In an interesting talk
given before the Columbus Radio Club,
L. R. Krumm, of the Erner & Hopkins
company, it developed that Mr. Krumm,
more than any other man, was responsible
for the fixing of 360 meters as the standard
wave-length of popular broadcasting. This
fact was learned while the speaker was
giving a short history of the Radiophone as
Big Development for Field
a prelude to his explanation of the White
Radio bill.
COLUMBUS, OHIO. — "Although Radio
has taken rapid strides in the short time
While with the Westinghouse company,
that people have known about it, it is
Mr. Krumm obtained the first broadcasting destined to advance further in the next
license for that coi.cern. It was an entirely
three years," declared R. C. Bohannan of
new subject to government officials. As a the
Erner & Hopkins company in his talk
standard for this service, Mr. Krumm sug"The
Radio'^ society
at the
gested the 360-meter wave length and it on
conventionDevelopment
of the Ohio ofEngineer
was adopted. He admits that at the time
at
the
Southern
hotel
this
week.
"It is
he could not foresee the tremendous increase in broadcasters, but now sees the impossible to predict what future development
will
be,
but
it
is
practically
ceradvisability of a new code of regulations,
tain that within the next three years we
such as embodied in the White bill.
shall see some remakable and revolution-

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

II
23
43

Code

Auto Club of Buffalo, N. Y.
Will Broadcast from WGR

Phonograph

Mahogany

Finished

2.85
3.25
1.25

Cabinets.
4.00

3
11
15
23
43

PLATE
PLATE
PLATE
PLATE
PLATE

VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
CONDENSERS
CONDENSERS
CONDENSERS
CONDENSERS

1.00
1.25
1.25
1.45
1.65

Mail Orders Receive Immediate Attention
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED
AS REPRESENTED

CONGRESS

503 South State Street
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The "How" of the

ILLUSTRATED

Simplified

Super

Circuit

the "Flivver" on the Panel
Part VI— Putting
By E. T. Flewelling
med that all those who have
IS presu
IT follo
wed this series now have all the
data necessary to build a Flewellins
super set properly. Mountins of the
various parts Is, of course, optional with
the one who builds his set»to meet indi-

ranks high In comparative tests, especially
When cost is considered.
For the fan desiring a suggestion for
mounting his set the method shown in the
accompanying halftone is given. These
pictures show the front and back view of

operation. The views were taken before
the set was wired in order to show the
simplicity of the outfit and to avoid any
possibility of hiding any mounting feature
with the wiring.
The 2-coil mounts are placed on the
left of the panel for the following reasons:
The 50-turn coll is placed in the extreme left mount and is only moved when
it is necessary to secure out of the ordinary conditions of coupling between the
coils. The antenna post is placed near to
this coll. Both the antenna post and the
coil are connected to the grid of the tube.
There is considerable body capacity effect
centered around these points and for this
reason they are placed as far out of the
way as is possible. This applies, of
course, only to the right handed operator.
Important to Have Grid Leads Short
The 75 or 90-turn tickler coll Is placed
In the mount on the right. This coil is
then moved to vary the coupling'. It
swings to the right and for this reason
the condenser and other controls are placed
as far to the right as is possible in order
to avoid interference with the coil when it
swings.
The view of the rear shows the socket
for the tube placed very close to the
adjustable grid leak and its condenser C2.
This construction makes it possible to
have a lead to the grid of the tube of
minimum length, wluch. is important.
One of the condensers of the condenser
bank C3C4CB is placed directly on the
coil mounting stud, another is placed on
the mounting of the grid leak R2, and the
third may be placed in the most convenient
position to suit individual needs.
Both binding posts on the left are directly connected to the 50-turn coil mount.
Only one is used as a rule, the one that
is connected to the grid side of the coil,
but
work.the second one may be used for loop
Of the four posts on the right of the
panel the two upper ones are for the
phones and the two lower ones for the
filament or A battery connections. The
B battery leads would ordinarily be taken
from the rear of the set but the A leads
are mounted on the panel so that the
filament current may be easily carried to
an amplifier if one is used.
The control knobs of the variable con-

vidual requirements. No doubt there is a panel mounting which is laid out with
results and ease of
plenty of room for improvement in the a view to maximum
Flivver circuit and more or less opportunity for those who may wish to experiment.
This is one of the reasons for the prize
contest that has just been closed by Radio
Digest.
The Flewelling super has a peculiar
characteristic, for at times distance will
make no difference whatever. It is a
consistent receiver as compared with other
sets. To get a comparable audibility with
ucdie,5
ON REQUEST
other sets, I have been forced to equalize
Dpalo-e
LITERATURE and DISCOUNTS
things by putting the Flivver on a 2-foot
loop, or even robbing it of any energy collector whatsoever. These tests were, of
course, in comparison with other singletube sets. The Flivver is simply a step
farther in the right direction, for reducing
first and upkeep cost.
The Flivver always

CRL

VAR. GRID LEAK

ATWATER
KENT

IMM/.L'flrl

123 W. Mad iron 5t Chicago

denser, rheostat and variable grid leaks,
are all placed close together so that practically all of the control of the circuit is
at one's finger tips and will enable one to
secure maximum ease in tuning.
Mount In Cabinet to Exclude Dust
If the panel is fastened to a baseboard,
as shown, the board will serve as a support for the panel, tube socket, etc., and
will not interfere with mounting the set
in a cabinet. It Is much easier to work
on a set that is mounted in this manner
than it is on one that has no support for
the panel. It is strongly recommended
that the set be enclosed in a cabinet in
order to exclude dust which will often
seriously affect the grid leaks. No peep
holes are cut in the panel to observe the
tube for the same reason.
Radiophans are using almost ?ny tube
they have in stock on the Flivver circuit.
For this reason it is not necessary to
make any expenditure for building a set
if you have a tube. If a tube is too soft,
that is, gas filled or low vacuum, it will
not operate correctly. One reason for this
is because it is not possible to control the
blocking action. The charge on the grid
will leak off through the tube itself instead of through the leaks where the circuit is controlled.
Discussion of Tubes for Circuit
Among the list of tubes that will
operate in the Flivver are the WD-11.
Myers, UV or Cunningham amplifiers, ami
the 202 5-watt power tube. Audibility
will depend to a great extent upon the
kind of tube used. Some tubes deliver a
greater volume of sound than others.
This part can only be made known by
trial. The WD-11 tube is as good as can
be asked so far as its ability to bring
in long distance work is concerned, but it
does not deliver the volume characteristic
of other tubes.
"When one is desirous of securing maximum volume from his set he must take
into consideration other factors along with
the tube. Any given tube will deliver
its maximum in a given circuit only when,
other things being right, the filament anil
plate voltages are exactly right. This
means that no two tubes, even of the same
type, will yield their best work on the
same setting of the A and B voltages.
(Continued on page 15)

V4 to 10 megohms
The Last Word in
Grid Leaks:
No. 106 ™$S&
No. 107 oJSSSU $1.85
$1.50
EVERY

ONE GUARANTEED

KLENTZ

TO GIVE Vi TO 10 MEGOHMS

RADIO

COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
508 S. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

FREE

DIAGRAM

AT

YOUR

ILL.

DEALER

of the Flewelling Super
Circuit
ESPECIALLY ADAPTABLE

FRESHMAN

PRODUCTS

FOR THIS CIRCUIT

VARIABLE RESISTANCE LEAK
With .00025 mfd Micon MQQ
Condenser Combined .
Without Condenser. .

75C

"MICON"
.006

Mica Condenser. $1.00

.001

Mica Condenser.

OTHER

40C

"MICON" SIZES
Price

.00025.
.0005
..... . .35
.35
Size
.002 ,
, . . .40

ANTENELLA
No antenna or aerial needed.
Eliminates
all the inconveniences in radio;
operates from any light socket.
Price only

CHAS. FRESHMAN

$2.00

.0025
Size
.01 . ..
.005,

Price

,50

At your
dealer's
otherwise
purchase price
and —you
will besend
supplied
without further charge. A diagram
of the Flewelling Super Circuit sent
free if your dealer can't supply you.
106 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW
YORK CITY
/Note New\
V Address )

CO., inc.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
AG1, Presidio of San Francisco. Calif.
50 mi.
Signal
Corps, U. S. A.
Sun, Thurs, 8-9 pm, instruction,
music.
Pacific
AQ6. Canton. O.
425 only.
500 mi.
Hdcitrs. 135th
Field Artillery O. X. G.
Wed. Fri. music.
Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
AS6. San Antonio, Tex.
200 mi. TJ. S. Army. Ft. Sam
Houston.
Mon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7, St. Paul. Minn.
Signal Corps. tT. S. A.
BE1, Tacoma, Wash.
400 only.
100 mi.
Camp Lewis,
V. S. Army, Third Signal Co.
Daily ex Sat, Sun,
9-10 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC,
Calgary, Alta.,
Can.
430 only.
1,000 mi.
Western
Radio
Co.. Ltd.,
(Calgary Daily Herald).
Daily
ei
Sun,
12:30-1
pm,
3-4.
Daily,
7:45-8:45
pm.
Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont.. Can. 400 only. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Dally ex Sun. 12 m, weather: 2:30-3:30 pm.
news, music; 5:30-6. news; 8-9, concert. Sun. 8:459:45 pm, concert. Eastern.
CFCB, Vancouver, B. C, Can. 440 only. 1,500 mi.
Van Couver Dally Province. Daily, 8:30-9:30 pm,
reports, news, music.
Pacific.
CFCE. Halifax. N. S.. Can. 440 only. 150 mi. Marconi
Co.
Mon,
Wed.
Sun night, music, entertainment.
CFCF, Montreal. P. Q.. Can. 440 only. 1.000 mi. Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Ont., Can.
400 only.
200 mi.
Abitibi Power
& Paper Co., Ltd.
Daily, 8 pm,
weather
and
stock
reports.
Experimental
station.
Eastern.
CFCN,
Calgary, Alta.. Can.
275, 440 only.
1500 mi
W. W. Grant Radio Ltd.
Wed, Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm,
dance music.
Wed. Sat, Sun, after 11:30 pm using
test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX. London. Out., Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC,
Fort Frances, Ont., Can.
International Radio
Develop. Co.
CFTC, Toronto, Ont.. Can.
The Bell Telephone Co.
CFYC,
Vancouver,
B. C,
Can.
Victor
Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC,
Calgary, Alta., Can.
410 only.
1,000 mi.
W.
W.
Grant Radio
Ltd.
(Morning
Albertan.)
Daily
ex Sat. S:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA,
Vancouver,
B. C, Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver, Ltd.
CHCB. Toronto. Can.
Marconi Co.
CHCF
Winnipeg,
Man., Can.
Radio
Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCQ, Calgary, Alta., Can.
400 only. 150 mi. Westem Radio Co.. Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm.
Daily. 7:45-S:45 pm.
Mountain.
CHCS, London,
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
CHCX,
Montreal,
Que.. Can.
B. L. Silver.
CHVC.
Toronto. Canada.
410 only.
200 mi.
Metropolitan Motors Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 5-5:30 pm,
news, concert.
Eastern.
CHYC, Montreal, Que., Can. Northern Elec. Co.
CHXC.
Ottawa. Ont., Can.
450 only.
50 mi.
J. E.
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment. Eastern.
CJBC, Montreal. Que., Can. 420 only. 75 mi. DupuisFreres.
Wed. Fri. 9-10 pm, music.
Eastern.
CJCA,
Edmonton,
Alta., Can.
450 only.
1000 mi.
Edmonton
Journal, Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-S pm. Children's half hour,
8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Pacific.
CJCB,
v'dsoB, B. C, Can.
400 only.
100 mi. James
Gordon
Bennett.
Daily, S-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
CJCD,
Toronto. Canada.
410 only.
200 mi. T. Eaton
Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 4-4:30 pm. concert.
Sat
12-12:30 pra, concert.
Eastern.
CJCE, Vancouver, B. C, Can. 420 only. 150 mi. Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, music, news.
Pacific.
CJCF, Kitchener. Ont. Can. 420 only. 50 mi. The News
Record. Ltd.
Thurs. 9-11 rra. Eastern.
CJCG,
Winnipeg.
Man.,
Can.
410 only.
1.000 mi.
Manitoba Free Press.
Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am,
news; 12-1 pm, reports.
Mon. Thurs, S-10 pm, concert. Tues. 7-8 pm, music.
Fri. 5:30-6:45
pm,
music.
Every other Thurs commencing Feb. 15, 11
pm-l:30
am, dance music.
Alternate
Sun, 8 pm.
Central.
CJCH,
Toronto, Ont., Can,
United Farmers
of Ontario.
CJCI. St. John. N. B.. Can.
400 only.
75 mi.
McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
CJCN, Toronto. Ont., Can.
Simons, Agnew & Co.
CJCS. Halifax. N. S.. Can.
Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CJCY, Calgary. Alta., Can. Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont.. Can.
430 only.
S00 mi. London
Free Press.
Daily ex Sun,
12:30-1:30
pm, news,
weather.
Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music.
Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC,
Winnipeg,
Man..
Can.
400 only.
1,000 mi.
Tribune
Newspaper
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
1-2 pm,
Tues,
8-10 pm,
Thurs,
7-8 pm.
Fri, 8-10 pm.
Alternate Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
Central
CJSC. Toronto, Ont.. Can.
Evening Telegram.
CKAC, Montreal. Que., Can.
430 only.
1.000 mi. La
Presse.
Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, weather;
4:30-4:35,
reports; 4:15-5:15, dance music.
Tues, Thurs. Sat,
7-7:30 pm. bedtime stories; 7:30-S:30. concert; 8:309:30, music: 10:30-11:30. dance music.
Sun, 4-4:45
pm, 5-6, music.
Eastern.
CKCB,
Winnipeg. Man.. Can. T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
CKCE, Toronto. Ont.. Can.
Can. Iud. Telephone Co.
CKCK.
Begina.
Sask.,
Can.
420 only.
1.500
mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am. news,
music; 1:15-2 pm. reports, music.
Mon, Wed, Fri,
music.
Tues,
7:30-9, concert.
Sun,
9Sat,pm. 7:30-8:15,
sacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John, N. B.. Can.
400 only. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Radio Co.. Ltd.
Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports. Atlantic.
CKC2, Toronto, Ont.. Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
CKKC. Toronto, Ont., Can. Radio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
CKOC,
Hamilton.
Ont..
Can.
410 only.
100 mi.
Wertworth
Radio
Supply
Co., Ltd.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 8.30-9:30
pm, concert.
Sun. church
services.
Eastern.
CKQC.
London,
Ont,. Can.
410 only.
50 ml
Radio
Supply Co.
Mon,
Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKZC,
Winnipeg,
Man., Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
DD5. Denver. Colo.
412 only.
1,500 mi. Fitzsimmons
Gen.
Hospital.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri, S-9 pm, music
Mountain.
DM4, San Antonio, Tex.
1,500 mi. TJ, S. Army, Kelly
Field.
No regular schedule.
DM7. San Antonio, Tex.
200 mi. TJ. S. Army, Brooks
Field.
Xo regular schedule.
DN4. Denver. Colo.
340 only.
200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm,
weather,
news, concert.
Thurs, 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech. Mountain.
KDBZ,
Bakersfield.
Calif.
100 mi.
Frank
Siefert.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-3:15 pm. reports, music.
Sun,
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDKA,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
2,000 mi.
Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am. 12:301 pm, music; 3. sports; 7-9:55 pm, news, features,
markets,
concert; 9:55-10,
time.
Sun,
10:45 am,
church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 vesper service.
Eastern.
KDN,
San Francisco. Calif.
4S5. 510 also. 500 mi.
Leo J. Meyberg Co. Daily. 1-2 pm, 8:30-9. 4:30-5:30,
7-7:15, music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
KDOW. Xew York, X. Y.
S.S. America.
Home port
is Xew York.
KDPM,
Cleveland. O.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KDPT,
San Diego, Calif.
500 mi
Southern
Elec.
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30'pm, news, weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 4S5 also. 1.SO0 mi. Sail
Lake Telegram.
Daily ex Sun. 7-S pm, news, music,
entertainment.
Mountain.
KDYM.
San Diego, Calif.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ, Portland. Ore.
Oregon Inst, of Technology.
KDYS, Great Falls, Mont.
485 also. 1.000 ml
Great
Falls Tribune.
Daily 12 m weather,
time.
Mon.
Wed,
Sat. 8-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 4 pm. church
services.
Mountain.
KDYV, Salt Lake City. Utah.
Cope & Cornwell Co.
KDYW, Phoenix. Ariz.
100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co.
Daily ex Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.

Corrected Every Week — Parti

KDYX. Honolulu. T. H.. Hawaii. 500 ml. Honolulu
Star-Bulletin Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1:15
pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment, music,
talks. Tues, Fri, 3:45-4:30 pm. Sun. 11 am-12:15
pm, 5-6, Church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZA, Tucson. Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB, Bakersfield. Calif.
Frank E. Siefert.
KDZE. Seattle. Wash. 500 mi. The Rhodes Co. Daily
ex Sun. 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30 pm. news, music. Mon.
Fri. 7-8 pm. concert. Wed, 8-9 pm, conceit.
Pacific.
KDZER, Bellingham, Wash. 200 mi. The Bellingham
Pub. Co. Mon. Wed. Fri. 7-8:30 pm. music, news,
reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice, Tues, Sat, Sun,
7-S pm.
Pacific.
KDZF, Los Angeles. Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZG. San Francisco, Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZH, Fresno, Calif. 4S5 also. 50 ml The HeraldBuford Co. Daily ex Sun. S:15 am, 4-5 pm, news,
reports. Dally ex Tues. Fri. S-9 pm, reports, music.
Tues, ice.Fri,Pacific.6:30-7:30 pm. Sun, S-9 am, church servKDZI, Wenatchee, Wash. 700 mi. Elec. Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon, Wed,
Fri,
S-9 pm.
music. Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno. Xev. 50 mi. Nevada Mch. & Elec. Co.
(Xevada State Journal.) Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm,
news. Wed, 6:30-7:30 pm, music. Fri, 8-9 pm,
special.
Pacific.
KDZL, Ogden, Utah. 100 mi. Rocky Mountain Radio
Corp.
Mon, 12-1 pm, 7-9 pm.
Mountain.
KDZM, Centralia. Wash. 50 mi. Hollingworth Hdwe.
& Radio Supply Store. Daily ex Sat & Sun, S-9
pm, music.
Pacific.
KDZQ, Denver. Colo. 500 mi. Wm. D. Pyle. Daily
ex Sun, 6:45-7:15 pm, news. 9-10 pm, concert. Mountain. Bellingham. Wash. 200 mi. The Bellingham
KDZR,
Pub. Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music, news,
reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice. Tues, Sat, Sun,
7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT. Seattle. Wash.
Seattle Radio Assn.

KFCH, Billings. Mont. 500 mi. Electric Service Station. Inc. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9 pm, musicMountain.
KFCK,dio Co.Colorado Springs, Colo. Colorado Springs RaYards. Los Angeles, Calif. Los Angeles Union Stock
KFCL,
KFCM, Richmond, Calif. 500 mi. Richmond Radio
Shop. Mon, 8-9 pm, music Sun, 1-2 pm, music.
Pacific.

KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
Ralph W. Flygare.
KFCQ,
Casper. Wyo.
Motor Service Stn.
KFCV. Houston. Tex. 300 and 600 also. 300 ml Fred
Mahaffey. Jr. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:30-8 pm, marCentralkets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, church services.
KFCY. Le Mars, la. Western Union College.
KFCZ. Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA, Baker, Ore. 25 mi. Adler*s Music Store.
Pacific.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music Sun, 6-8 pm.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 400, 485 only. 1,500
mi. Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am,
weather, markets; 11-11:30. news, quotations; 2-3
pm, lectures, concerts. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert. Spokane,
Sun, 7-7:30
KFDC,
Wash.pm,25 children's
mi. E. B.stories.
Craney. Mon,
Pacific.
Wed, Fri, Sat, 7:30-9 pm. Wed, Sat, 3-3:30 pm.
KFDD,
Boise,om.
Idaho.
Michael's
11:15-12:30
8-9:15 St.
church
services.Cathedral.
Mountain.Sun,
KFDF. Casper, Wyo.
Wyo. Radio Corp.
KFDH, Tucson. Ariz. Univ. of Ariz.
KFDJ,
Corvallis. Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL, Denver. Colo. Knight-Campbell Music Co.
KFDO, Bozeman. Mont
H. Everett Cutting.
KFDP. Des Moines, Iowa. 300 mi. Hawkeye Radio
& Supply Co. Daily 12 m. Mon. Wed, 7:30-9 pm.
Sat, 9-10:15 pm.
Central.
KFDR,
York, Francisco,
Xeb.
BuUock's.
KFDS, San
Calif.
John D. McKee.
KFDU,
Lincoln. Xeb.
Xeb. Radio Elec Co.
KFEB, Taft, Calif.
City of Taft.

Continued —
THE
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Radio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
next week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
index, to appear the week following.
The station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
issues of Radio Digest will give one the most complete and accurate
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.

KDZZ, Everett, Wash. 50 mi. Kinney Brc*. & Seppell. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. 4:30-5:30, 8:159:15. Pacific.
KFAD, Phoenix, Ariz. 200 mi. McArthur Brothers.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather, stock,
reports. Mountain,
KFAE,
Pullman,
Wash.
200 mL
State College of
Wash.
Program Irregular.
KFAF, Denver, Colo. 3,750 mL
Western Radio Corp.
Daily exMountain.
Thurs and Sun, S-9 pm. music, reports,
news.
KFAJ,
Boulder.
Colo.
800 mi.
Univ. of Colo.
No
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
K FAN. Moscow. Ida. 200 mi
The Electric Shop. Tues,
Thurs,
services. Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports. Sun. church
KFAP, Butte, Mont.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
City of San Jose.
KFAR,
Hollywood, Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
KFAS.
Reno, Nev.
300 mi.
Reno Motor Supply Co.
Mon. Tues, Thurs
S-9 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFAT, Eugene. Ore!
100 mi.
Pac. Radio Co.
Mon,
Wed.
Sat,
9-10
pm,
lectures,
music.
Sun. 8:30-9:15
church service.
Pacific.
KFAU,
Boise, Ida.
4S5 also.
200 ml
Boise H. S.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30-10 am, 3-3:20 pm, markets, news;
S:30 pm, weather.
Mon, Fri, 8:30-9 pm. concert.
Wed, S-9 pm.
Mountain.
KFAV, Venice. Calif.
340 only. 50 mi. Abbot-Kinney
Co.
Mon.
Tues. Wed.
Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFAW
Santa Ana, Calif.
4S5 also.
100 mi.
Radio
Den. Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm. news, reports, music.
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific
KFAY. Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500 mi. Virgin Radio
Service.
Mon.
Fri, 9-10 pmWed,
9-10:30 pm.
Special programs other days.
Pacific.
KFAZ, Reedley. Calif.
200 mi.
C. H. T. WeatherUl.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:15 pm, reports, news.
Pacific.
KFBB. Havre, Mont
485 also. 150 mi. F. A Buttrey
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, agriograms,
weather.
Tues, Fri. S-9:30 pm, music. Mountain.
KFBC,
San Diego, Calif.
500 mi.
W. K. Azbill.
Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KFBD. Hanford. Calif.
485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
Welch.
Mon, Wed, 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30, news, music,
agriograms.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 6-7 pm. music.
Fri,
3-4 pm, 9-10, news, music
Sun, 7-S pm, church
services. Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
50 mL
E. H. Horn.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri, 4-5 pm.
Wed,
Fri, 7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
KFBG. Tacoma. Wash.
First Presbyterian Church.
KFBH, Marshfield. Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
KFBJ, Boise, Ida.
70 mi. Jenkins Furn. Co. (Owyhee
HoteL)
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Mountain.
KFBK, Sacramento. Calif. 485 also. 300 mi. . KimbailUpson Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, 6-6 :30, concert, news.
Sun, 8-9 pm, church service. Pacific.
KFBL. Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo.
Chronicle News & Gas & Elec.
Supply Co.
KFBU,
Laramie,
Wyo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
KFEV. Colorado Springs, Colo. Clarence O. Ford.
KFCB.
Phoenix,
Ariz,
500 mL
Nielsen Radio Sup
ply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri. 8-9 pm, music. Tues, 8-10
sports. Mountain.
KFCC, Wallace. Ida.
380 only.
100 mi.
Auto Sup
ply Co.
Tues. Thurs. Sat. Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Sat
Sun
9:30-10:30 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFCD,
Salem, Ore.
100 mi.
F. S. Barton.
Tues
Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
| KFCF, WaUa WaUa, Wash.
Frank A. Moore.

KFEC, Portland. Ore. 25 mL Meier & Frank Co.
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. reports; 4-5 pm, music;
6 :30 pm, reports. Thurs, 9-10 pm, concert. Sat, 11
am-12 m, children's hour.
Pacific.
KFEJ, Tacoma, Wash.
Guy Greason.
KFEP, Denver. Colo.
Radio Equipment Co.
KFEQ,
Oak, Xeb.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFFA. San Diego. Calif. 200 ml. Dr. B. O. Shelton.
Daily, 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific
KFFE, Pendleton, Ore. 100 mi. Eastern Oregon Radio Co. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music. Pacific.
KFGB. Pueblo, Colo.
Lowenthal Bros.
KFGF,
lit. Vernon, Wash.
Buchanan, Stevens & Co.
KFGG, Astoria, Ore. Astoria Budget,
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 500 mL 300 and 410 also.
Leland Stanford Junior University. Xo regular schedule
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Fallon Company.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 1.500 mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 5-6 pm,
7-7:30 pm, 8-11 pm. Tues, Fri, 1:30-2:30 pm. Sun,
10:30-11:30 am, 4-5 pm, 8-10.
Pacific
KFV, Yakima, Wash. 250 ml Foster-Bradbury Radio
Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon, Fri, S-9
pm. Pacific.
KFZ, Spokane. Wash. 300 ml Doerr-Mitchell Elec.
Co. Tues. Wed. Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music. Sat, 7-8
pm.
Pacific.
KGB. Tacoma. Wash. 200 ml Tacoma Daily Ledger —
William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-9 pm.
Sim, 5-7:30 pm. entertainment.
Pacific.
KGG. Portland. Ore. 500 ml Hallock & Watson
Radio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, music, entertainment. 7:30-8 pm. reports. Sat. 8-9 pm, answers
to Radio questions. Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm, music.
Pacific.
KGN, Portland. Ore. 100 ml Northwestern Radio
Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
KGO, Altadena, Calif. 350 only. 300 mi. Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii 485 also. 150 mi. The Honolulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues. Thurs, Sat,
special program. 150th meridian. (Three hours later
than Pacific.)
KGW, Portland, Ore. 400 and 485 also. 1.500 ml
Oregonian Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm,
women's program. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Mon, Fri. 11-12 pm. Hoot Owls. Fri, 7-7:30
pm, lecture.
Sun, 7-S pm, concert. Pacific
KGY, Lacey, Wash. 250 ml St. Martins College.
Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert, bedtime
story. Colorado
Pacific. Springs, Colo. 4S5 also. 50 mi. C. F.
KHD.
Aldrich Marble & Granite Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:15
am, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, music,
lectures.
Mountain.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 2,000 ml Los Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:45-7:30.
S-9:30.
Sun, 10-11 am.
Pacific
KHQ, Seattle. Wash.
Louis Wasmer.
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop. Tues,
8:15-9 pm.
Fri. 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific.
KJQ. Stockton. Calif. 100 mi. Gould, the Light
Man. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm. concert. Mon, Wed,
Pacific.
9-10 pm, concert. Sun. 10-11 am, church services.
KJR. Seattle. Wash.
200 mi. Northwest Radio Service
Co. Daily ex Sun 8-9 pm. miscellaneous.
Pacific.
KJS. Los Angeles, Calif.
100 mi.
Bible Inst, of Los
Angeles.
Tues, 7-7:30 pm. Thurs, 8-9, sacred music,
lectures,
etc.
Sun.
11:30-12:30.
6-6:45
pm,
8-9,
church services.
Pacific.

KLB. Pasadena. CaL 300 ml J. 3. Dunn Co. Men and
Fri
7:30-8:15
concert.
Pacific pm, ceacert Sun, 3-4 pm and 8-9.
KLN, Del Monte, Calif. Monterey Elec Shop.
Daily. 12-1 pm, weather, markets, news; 7-8 pm, concert Pacilc.
KLS, San Francisco, Calif. 1,500 mi. Warner Bros.
Radio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri, 8-9 pm.
Sun. 12-1 pa
Pacific
KLX, Oakland. Calif. 500 ml Oakland Tribune
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, 7-7:30, news, entertainment. Tues, 8-9 pm. Fri, 9-10 pm. Sun, 10-11
am, church services.
Pacific.
KLZ, Denver, Colo. 200 mi. Reynolds Radio Co. Daily
ex Sun, 7:30 pm, news, markets, bedtime Btory.
concert. Thurs. S-9 pm, concert. Sun. 8-9 pm,
church services.
Mountain.
KM J, Fresno. Calif. 300 ml San Joaquin Lt. & Pr.
Pacific.
Corp. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music Sun. 5-6 pm, music.
KMO, Tacoma. Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Times. (Love
Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 6-7. 9:15-10, concert,
news, lecture.
Pacific.
KNI. Eureka. Calif.
T. W. Smith.
KNJ. Roswell, New
Hex.
485 also.
750 mi.
BosKNJ, Roswell. New Mex.
Temporarily discontinued
KNN. Los Angeles. Calif. 100 ml BuUock's. Temporarily discontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen, Wash. 600 ml Grays Harbor Radio
Co.
Pacific.Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, news, concert.
KNV, Los Angeles, Calif.
Radio Supply Co.
KOB, State College. N. M. 485 also. 500 mi. N. ML
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m. 9:55-10 pm,
time, reports. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Mountain.
KOG. Los Angeles, Calif. 300 mi. Western Badio
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, Wed, 5-5:30 pm, code,
news. Mon, Fri. 7:40-8:20 pm, music. Wed. 4:30-5
pm, code, 8:20-9 pm. music. Pacific.
KON, San Diego, Calif. 200 ml Holzwasser Inc.
Pacific.
DaUy ex Sun, 4-5 pm and 8:15-9, concert, news.
Sun. 10-11 am. 4-5 pm and 8:15-9, church service.
KOP, Detroit, Mich. 1,500 mi. Detroit Police Dept,
Daily ex Sun. 1 pm, 6:30. reports, police information,
emergency.
Eastern.
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. 400 only. 1.500 ml Hale
Bros., Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. Tues.
Sat. 8-10 pm. Sun, 11-12:30 pm, church services.
Pacific.
KOI, Berkeley. Calif.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood River. Ore. 350 only. 50 mi. Hood River
News. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 7 pm, news. Tues. Fri.
7:15-S pm.
Sun. 9-10 pm, entertainment.
Pacific
KOV, Pittsburgh. Pa. 300 ml. Doubled ay-Hill Elec
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm; 4:30-5. music
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fri. 4:30-5:15
pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW, San Jose. Calif. 345 and 485 only. 500 ml.
Chas. D. Herrold. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Wed,
8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KQY. Portland, Ore. 200 ml Stubbs Elec. Co. Wed.
Pacific.
Thurs. Fri, 6-7 pm. Mon, Tues, Sat, 9-10 pm.
KRE, Berkeley, Calif. 200 mi. Maxwell Elec Co.
Wed, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 5:30-7:30 pm, concertPacific.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi.
St, Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am,
10:40. 11:40. 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4. 8. Thurs and
Sun, sUent nights. Mon, Thurs, 11:30 pm, concerts. Central.
KSL,
San Francisco,
Calif, go ml The Emporium.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KSS, Long Beach, Calif. Prest & Dean Badio Co. No
regular schedule.
KTW. Seattle. Wash. S0O mL First Presbyterian
Church. Pacific
Sun, 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30. 7-9:30. church
service.
KUO. San Francisco, Calif. 485, 525 also. 1,500
ml San Francisco Examiner. Daily ex Sun. 9-10
am, concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:303:30 pm, lecture, news: 5:15-6:45 pm, concert: 9
am, 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather reports. Wed, 3:30
pm. health bulletins. Sun, 9-10 am, 2-4 pm, 5-6,
concert, news.
Pacific
KUS, Los Angeles, Calif. 300 ml City Dye Wks. &
Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 am, setting up
exercises; 12-12:30 pm, concert, time. Mon, Thurs.
cific. 2-2:30 pm, features. Tues. Fri, 4-4:30 pm,
Fri.
code practice. Wed, Fri, 6-6:45 pm, concert. PaKUY, El Monte. Calif. 500 mi. Coast Badio Co.
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific.
KWG. Stockton, CaL 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert, marand Fri. 8-9 pm, concert. San, 2-3 pm,
concert. kets. Tues
Pacific.
KWH. Los Angeles. Calif. 485 also. 250 ml Examiner.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm, 5:30-6. 6-6:15. 8:20-9,
reports,
entertainment. Sun, 8:30-9 pm, church service. Pacific.
KXD, Modesto, Calif. 100 ml Modesto Herald Pub.
Co. Daily ex Sun. Mon, 6:30-7 pm. Mon. 7-9
pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KXS. Los Angeles, Calif.
Braun Corp.
KYI, Bakersfield, Calif.
Bakersfield Califomian.
KYQ,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Electric Shop. No definite
schedule.
KYW,

Chicago, 111. 400 and 485 only. 2.000 mi. Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:25 am,
10, 1:20 pm, 2:15, 2:30, markets; 3 (3:30 ex Mon,
Wed, Fri), 4, 4:15, 4:30. 5. news, sports (6:30 Mon
only, news, reports, sports), 6:50, bedtime stories; 8-9,
music;
9:05, Central.
special Sun, 11 am'.
3:30
pm, 9, 7,news,
churchsports;
services.
KZM, Oakland, Calif. 200 ml. Western Badio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm
news.
Pacific.

KZN,
tain. Salt Lake City. Utah. 485 also. 1.000 mi.
Deseret Xews. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, reports, music.
8-9:30 pm, music, news, bedtime stories etc. Moun:
Co.
KZV. torWenatchee,
Wash. Wenatchee Battery & MoNAA. Arlington. W. Va. 710 only. 2,000 ml. Official
government broadcasting station. U. S. Navy Dept.
Mon, Tues, Thurs, 7:15-7:30 pm, lecture. Mon,
Thurs, 6:45-7 pm, lecture. Tues, Thurs, 7:45-8 pm,
health lecture. Wed. Fri, 8:30-9:45 pm, band concert. Eastern.
PWX, Havana, Cuba.
Cuban Telephone Co.
WAI, Dayton, O. McCook Field, U. S. Army.
WAAB. New Orleans, La,
Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC. New Orleans, La.
Tulane Univ.
WAAD, Cincinnati, O. 200 mi. Ohio Mechanics Inst.
Fri. 2:30-4:30 pm, and Sat. 8:15-10:15 pm, Cincinnati Symph. Orchestra concert.
Central.
WAAF, Chicago, HI 485 also. 300 mi. Chicago
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sat and Sun, 8:40
am, 10:30, 10:45. 12:30 pm. 12:45, 3, 4:30, live
stock and weather reports. Sat, same ex no program
at 3 and 4:30 pm.
Central
WAA.H, St Paul. Minn. 500 ml Commonwealth
Elec. Co. Tues. 8:30-10 pm. entertainment. Sun,
10:30 am. 3:30 pm, church service.
Central
WAAJ, Boston, Mass. 50 mi. Eastern Radio Inst.
Tues,
pm, Thurs, 8:30-9:30 pm. Sat, 7-S pm,
music. 10-11
Eastern.
WAAK. Milwaukee. Wia 300 ml Gimbel Bros. Daily
ex Sun. 10 am, 11:10, 12:10 pm. 1:25. 3. Daily ex
Wed and Sat. 7:15. 7:30 pm.
Central
WAAM, Newark, X. J. 300 mi: I. B. Nelson Co.
Daily ex Sun. 11-11:55 am. 3-4 pm. music Wed.
Eastern.
7:30-8 pm, code instruction': 8-9, special program.
WAAN, Columbia, Mo.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP,
Wichita,
Kan.
4S5 also.
500 ml
United
Electric Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, educational
program;
10:30tertainment.
pm. Central. weather.
Tues, Fri, 8 pm, enWAAQ. Greenwich. Conn. 600 mi. New England Motor
hr.
Sales Eastern.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am-5:30 pm. every half
WAAS. Decatur. Ga.
Georgia Radio Co.
WAAW. Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 500 Omaha Grain Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 9:45. 10:45. 11:45. 12:45. 1:20.
8 pm, market reports. 8:15-9 pm. music. Central.
WAAY. Youngstown. O. 500 mi. Yahrllng-Rayner Music Co. Tues. Thurs. Sat. 8-9 pm. music, reports.
Eastern.
(NOTE — The second part of the station schedule list
will appear next week.

RADIO

RECEIVING

RECORDS

By the Contest Editor
new
EDGING in at the last minute, 89
record holders passed the qualificatheir names
tions needed to have
listed in the complete, revised list of
records appearing below. The "horse
race" seems never-ending, and more than
once the Contest Editor lias had to paste
addltonal "map" to the one lie is now
using so that the Alaskans. Cubans, and
Nova Scotians could be checked in the
they submitted.
distances
The complete list of record
holders is
as follows:
Station — Miles

»

Away — Who

Heard

It

CFAO— 1*50, R. A. Deser. Dayton. O.
CFCA —— 2200,
1S50, AC J.l". Barron.
Beery, Sinikaue.
Wash.Term.
CJTCB
Johnson City.
CFCK— 2325, B. II. Seydel, Ta.vma. Wash.
CFCN— 2000 C. M. Bussey, Hudson. N. Y.
QDSO— 2450, s. S. Florence B. Phillips.
CHCA— 1625, T. S. WUdman, Nicholas, Iowa.
CHOC — 1325, Samuel Woodson, Jr.. Liberty. Mo.
CHOQ — 2100, G? F. Aiken. Providence. B. I.
CHXO— 1500, M. B. Gilbert. Douglas. Wyo.
OCa— 1850, Kenneth Merer, tirceiisburg. lnd.
—1425, G. E. Wharton.
Houston.
Tex.
CJCE — 2100. F. C. Woodford. Canton. O.
I'KAC — ST00, A. C. Carter. Juneau. Alaska.
EKCK— 1625, I*. Genack. Springfield. Mass.
CKCR — 1225, Samuel Woodson. Jr.. Liberty. Mo.
CJCB — 1300. V. Dennis. Oskaloosa. Kans.
DD5— 1225
C. D. Mason. Cleveland. O.
DN4 — 2100. W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S.. Can.
KDJ— 2450, C. Edge. Jr.. Melbourne. Fla.
Kl'KA— 3150, Geo. Walker. Fresno. Cal.
KPN— 217"
F. C. Woodford, E. .t. Poyser. Canton. O.
KDPT— 1S00, C. Hackney. Fairmont. Ind.
KDYL— 2450. B. Doull, Halifax, N. S.
KDYM— 2025. F. B. Steer. Cleveland. O.
KDYQ — 2550. C M. Rice. Jr., Worcester. Mass.
KDYK— 2300, F. H. Peran. Oswego. N. Y.
KDYS — 1T00. M. C. Ridenour.
Klngwood. W. Ta.
KDTD— 1525
T. S. Wildman.
Nichols. la.
KDYVV— 1125, C. Bennett. Aurora, S. D.
KDYX — 1150. W. E. Long, Sterling, 111.
KDYY— 1325. J. Wallace. Bridgeville. Pa.
KDZA — 2025, Breisch Motor Co.. Ringtown.
Pa.
KDZF— 1550. C. H. Nolder. Cincinnati, O.
KDZK — 1300, Harold Canon. Storm Lake, Iowa.
KDZQ — 1325, H. S. Rahiser. Pittsburgh, Pa.
KFAB — 2325. Breisch Motor Co.. Ringtown, Pa,
KFAD — 1600. D. L. Kalter. Dayton. Ohio.
KKAF — 17T5, F. W. Foss. Boston. Mass.
KFAE— 1650. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
KFAM— 1775. J. W. Hawes. Boston. Mass.
KF AN— 1250, Chas. N. Schwab.
Grinnell. Iowa.
KFAP— 1950, A. M. Tobias, East Orange, N. J.
FTTAS — 1900. F. Brumon. Crbana. O.
KF AY— 2200, L. A. Graf, Dunkirk, N. Y.
KFBB — 1050, R. Henry, Butler. Mo.
KFBC— 2125. J. D. Crosby. Stauffer. Pa.
KFBD — 1375. W. M. K. Young, Kansas City. Mo.
KFBH— 1J50. R B. Reed. Eureka. Kans.
KFBJ — 1775. Richard Reeder. Alliance. O.
KFBK— 1950, H. S. Juday. Eldorado, O.
KFBM— 2450. T. W. Zeigler, Charleston. S. C.
KFBQ — 1025, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
KFC— 18T5. G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
KFCB— 1425. O. P. Klein. Leduc, Alta.. Can.
KFCF— 1775, B. A. Deger, Dayton. Ohio.
KFCX— 1075. G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
KFDA— 2250, L. Genack. Springfield, Mass.
KFDB — 2400. W. H. Rhodes and Chas. Rhodes. Middleton. Pa.
KFDF— 1150, H. R. Wunder.
Cheviot. O.
KFEB — 1125. R. L. Hartman, Hoisington, Kans.
KFEL — 1050. H. R. Wunder.
Cheviot. O.
KFI— 2425. J. H. Michell, Elmhurst. L. I.. N. Y.
KFY — 1200, C. C. Sawyer. Liberal, Kan.
KFZ — 1750, E. Stonton. Yicksburg. Miss.
KGB — 1250. C. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
KGF — 1350, S. M. Woodson, Jr.. Liberty. Mo.
KGG — 1550, T. S. Wildman. Nichols, Iowa.
KGN — 1^75. Fay Allarding, Lake Odessa. Mich.
KGT — 1050, Eugene Evans, Tippecanoe City, Ohio.
KC7V— 3700. M. C. Bidwell. Grinnell. la.
KGW— 2475, Dr. L. D. Bassett. Sidney, N. T.
KGY — 1500. E. Coston, Edmond,
Okla.
KH.T— 2«00. W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S.. Can.
KHQ— 2500. C. H. Bice. Jr., Worcester. Mass.
KJ.T— 2175. M. P. Jacot. Copley. O.
KJR— 1500. W. M. K. Young, Kansas City. Mo.
KLP— 21S0, W. G. Mann. London, Ont.. Can.
KLX— 2225. C. J. Lohman. McDonald. Pa.
KLZ— 2100. W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S.. Can.
JOLT— 1050, C. C. Sawyer, Liberal, Kans.
KMO — 1200, A. Taylor. Winnipeg, Man., Can.
KNI— 2150. John Kiener, Cleveland. O.
KN.l— 1425. J. Wallace. Bridgeville. Pa.
KNT— 2425. J. H. Wall, Rensselaer, N. Y.
KOB — 1975, C. M. Bice, Jr.. Worcester, Mass.
KOG — 2125, A H. Jessup, Erie, Pa.
KOX— 1900. F. Brinnon. TJrbana. O.
KOP— 2075. T. W. Smith, Watsonville. Calif.
KPO — 2550, C. M. Bussey, Hudson, N. T.
KOP— 2100, G. A Walter. McDonald, Pa.
KQY— 1325. M. B. Gilbert, Douglas, Wyo.
KQW— 1900, C. Conrad, Logansport. Ind.
KSD — 1725. Wm. Schauer, Daly City, Calif.
KTW— 1250, C. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
KT."0 — 2675. C. M. Rice. Jr.. Worcester. Mass.
KFY— 2100. Roland Smith. Hilo, Hawaii.
KVQ — 1125. G. D. Robarts, Edmonton,
Alta.. Can.
KWG — 2500. Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney. New York, N. Y.
KWH— 2250. Hugh Meetze. Manassas, Ya.
KW.T — 2125. C. J. Lohman. McDonald. Pa.
KXD — 2075. Richard Reeder, Alliance, O.
KYF — 1100, B. L. Hartman, Hoisington, Kans.
KYG— 2175. J. F. Means. Oil City. Pa.
KYJ— 2025. V. T. Tompkins.
Cleveland. Ohio.
KYT— 2325. Breisch Motor Co.. Ringtown, Pa.
KYW— 1S50, J. J. Beales, Jr.. San Anselmo. Cal.
KYY— 2500. J. B. Purcell, Port Jervis. N. Y.
KZDQ— 1250. F. C. Woodford.
Onton, O.
KZM — 270O, Sarkis Kachajian,
Worcester, Mass.
KZN— 1650. E. K. Kitts. Bluefleld, W. Ya.
KZY— 1950. A. Galloway, Jr., Grand Rapids. Mich
KZT — 1175. C. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
NAA— 1150. H. S. Johnson. ChandleT. Okla.
NOF— 1100. C. B. Martin. Springfield, S D
PWX— 2675. SI. A. Jeffords. Wenatchee. Wash.
WAAB— 1150, H. K. Cooper. Owego. X. Y
WAAC— 1773, W. F. Maoleod. Prince Albert. Sask.. Can
WAAD— lion, R. Doull, Halifax, X. S.
WAAG — 1600, C. C. Beery, Spokane. Wash.
WAA.T— 1725. II. B. Gilbert. Douglas. Wyo.
WAAL
Richard
R. Martindale,
Los Angeles
Calif.— 1550,
WAAM— 1575. M. B. Gilbert, Douglas, Wyo.
WAAN— 1400, H. Baird, River de Chute. X. B„ Can
WAAP— 1325, W. B. Clark, Bridgeport. Conn.
WAAQ— 1325. W. Douglass, Guthrie, Okla.
WAAZ— 1700. W. E. Davidson. Berwick, X". S., Can.
WAEF— 1125. F. P. Ceraiglla. Tallulah. La. •
WAH— 1275. A G. Hilton. Bicknell, Calif.
WAP— 1450. C. C. Beery. Spokane. Wash.
WBAA— 1575. C. C. Beery, Spokane, Wash.
WBAB — 1425. G. E. Wharton.
Houston. Tex.
WBAD— 1125, N. Theobald. Attleboro. Mass.
WBAF— 1250. It Xeuman, Guthrie. Okla.
jyBA(-: — 1125. M. L. Johnson, Atchison, Kans.
VvBAJ— 1075. G. E. BTiarton, Houston. Tex.
WBAH— 1050. F. T. "(Vycoff. Springfield. Mas*
WBAM— 1125. Dr. W. C. Welverton. Linton, X D
WBAP— 2550. C. Blanch. Amherst.
X. S., Can.
WBAX— 1350. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
X5£T— 21:5- C. C. Beery. Spokane. Wash.
"Bf— 2575. A. B. Butters, Los Angeles. Calif.
,\-5L — 1825' W- E- Davidson, Berwick
X S., Can
WBT— 1250, W. C. Wolverton. M. D.. Linton, X. D
X-KrT1 '-,•'• w- F- Macleod. Prince Albert. Sask., Can.
,,-k'M: — 7„ ■ Perkins Benneyan.
Fresno. Calif.
££*£—**£■
5- McNeil. Ottawa, Ont.. Can.
S-£AS~;;'V- D- '■ Morris. Weir. Tex.
S-Ett
t1,0-2?- K- i' McKenny, Xew Prague, Minn.
S-SlTrino-9- 5' 55*arts- Edmonton, Alta.. Can.
5rn£S~}S2f' S= E' w[>arton. Houston. Tex.
J»g*5 — I2IS- ™ ,F- Macleod, Pr. Albert, Sask., Can.
J1C-AR— l.nO. Sarkis Kachajian. Worcester. Mass.
"•-AT — loOO.
wet?Uno- H.
£- ?,
K°°arts, Bronx
Edmonton.
Dammann,
N YAlta., Can.
WCA1 — 1050.
wot?~i2lo-

S0yIre
D. J. ?fte^
Morris. Arkansas
Weir. Tex.City. Kan.

ui'i
1150,
WCK— 1225,
WC.M — 1850,
WCX— 1200.
«r\
2050,
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Johnson, Atchison, Kan.
P. Macleod, Prince Albert. Sask.. Can.
XI. Bice. Jr.. Worcester. Mass.
XI. K. Young. Kansas city. Mo.
G. Hilton. Blcknell. Calif.
m. PerUna, Jr.. si,mx Falls, S. D.
WDAE— 1235, J. Shaniburg. Tekamah. Xebr.
WDAF- 107... W, E. Davison, Berwick, X. s. Can.
WH.UI
1615, W. M. Brown. Pittsburgh. Pa.
WDAJ— 21T5. t; I. Harms, Portland, lire.
\\ n VK — 1200. R. Hastings. Atchison. Kan.
WDAL — 2150, J. Bn-kman.
Seatlle. Wash.
WDAX— 1375. W. II. Spencer. .Montreal. Que.. Can.
WDAO — 1500. XI. J. Columbe.
Plattaburg. X. Y.
WDAP— 18TS, XI. J. Bevilockwav, Lomlta Park. Calif.
WTJAQ— 23TJ XI. C. Bldwell, i;rlnnell. la.
WDAn— 1175. c. U. Martin, Springfield, s. 1).
WDAS
1250, C. XI. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
WPAl ■— .250. A. L. Lewis, Stanbcrry. Mo.
WD.w— 1275. J. H. Wall, Rensselaer, X. Y.
WHAT— 1200, U. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WDT— 1400. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex
WDT— 2225. Xestor Barrett. Republic, Wash.
UK AD — 1000. John Kienor. Cleveland. O.
WEAF— 2450,
WEAH—
1375. X".
E. B.
A. Parr.
Howard.Albany.
Watch Ore.Hill. R I.
WF.AJ— 1300. Richard Siegel. Lawrence.
XIass.
WEAK— 1100, J. H. Wall, Rensselaer, N. Y.
WEAO— 2100. Dobson & Tucke, Oakland. Calif.
WEAJ'— 1250. M. J. Columbe. Pittsburgh, X. Y.
WEAT— 1525, B. Doull. Halifax, N. S.
WEAY— 1200. H. S. Rahiser, Pittsburgh. Pa.
WEAY"— 1950, H. Gow. Seattle. Wash.
WEY— 1400.
Bronx,
X. Y".N. S., Can.
WFAA—
1925. H. W.Dammann,
E. Davison.
Berwick.
WFAC— 1200, G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WFAF— 1125. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WFAG — 1375, R. L. Hartman,
Hoisington. Kans.
WTAL— 1125. P. A. Xleunier. Cleveland. O.
WFAS— 1S75. B. H. Seydel. Tacoma, Wash.
WF AT— 1275. P. Benneyan,
Fresno, Calif.
WFAX'— 1175. E. E. Case, Beverly. N. J.
WFAW— 1550, C. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
WFAZ — 1150. Edwin M. Perkins. Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
WFI— 1250. W. Douglass. Guthrie, Okla.
WFO — 1000, D. J. Xlorris, Weir, Tex.
WGAB— 1700, W. F. Macleod. Pr. Albert. Sask., Can.
WGAD— 2575. L. Jang. Hanley Falls. Jlinn.
WGAK— 1050. D. D. Coutts. XIadison, S. D.
WGAX1 — 1275, H. B. Porter. Lynn, Mass.
WGAN— 1625, H. Lardner, Halifax, N. S.. Can.
WGAJR— 1150. H. Dammann.
Bronx. N. Y.
WGAS— 1250. W. E. Davison. Berwick, N. S., Can.
WGAT— 1675, R. Doull, Halifax. N. S.
WGAY— 1000, D. J. Xlorris, Weir. Tex.
WGF— 1400, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
WGI— 1750, E. L. Dye. Plainview, Tex.
WGL — 2375, B. B. Martindale, Philadelphia. Pa.
WGXI — 2175, Allan Harvey, Snohomish,
Wash.
WGR— 2175, N. E, Parr, Albany, Ore.
WGY — 2575, J. J. Beales, Jr.. San Anselmo,
Calif.
WHA— 1250, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
WHAB— 1550, G. W. Perkins, Thomson,
X. Y.
WHAE— 1050, H. Rawls. Phoenix. Ariz.
WHAI — 1600. Dick Lawrence,
Sacramento. Calif.
WHAXI— 1125. W. C. Wolverton, XI. D., Linton, X. D.
WHAN— 1250, K. McNeil, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
WHAS— 1700. O. P. Klein. Leduc. Alta., Can.
WHAW— 1325, Edwin
XI. Perkins, Jr.. Sioux Falls,
S. D.
WHAZ— 2550, H. Wilbert, San Francisco. Calif.
WHB— 1675, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S., Can.
WHK— 1550, L. W. Gushwa, Firth, Ida.
WHX — 1025. XIrs. A. S. XIawhinney, New York, N. Y.
WIAC— 1200. H. Xleetze. Manassas, Ya.
WIAO— 1050, D. J. Xlorris, Weir, Tex.
WIAZ^ — 1200, F. T. Wycoff, Springfield, Mass.
W1K— 1150, G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
WIP— 1150. D. D. Coutts, Madison.
S. D.
WJAD— 1625. G. F. Cory. New Bedford, Mass.
W.IAE — 1700, A. Moffet, Ottawa, Can.
WJAJ— 1000, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WJAX — 200, Allan Harvey, Snohomish, Wash.
W.JAP— 1200, D. J. Morris, Weir. Tex.
W.JAS — 1900, Louis Raymond.
Pullman,
Wash.
WJAZ— 1200. C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
W.JX— 1400, H. Simons. Ft. Worth, Tex.
W.TZ^ — 2575, J. J. Beales, Jr., San Anselmo, Cal.
WKAC— 1175. H. Dammann. Bronx, N. Y.
WKAF— 1500, C. M. Bennett. Aurora. S. D.
WKAL — 1175, Sirs. Nancy L. Wolverton, Linton. N. D.
WKAN— 1100. C. M. North, JIalden, Slass.
WKAQ— 2600, Edwin Perkins, Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WKC— 1200. J. E. Latt. Fairfield. Tex.
WKY— 2400, B. Bartholomew.
Garrochales. Porto Rico.
WLAB— 1100. C. H. Tale, Providence,
R. I.
WLAC— 1175. D. J. Morris. Weir, Tex.
WLAD— 1275, M. J. Columbe, Plattsburg, N. Y.
WLAG — 1525, D. O. Wolfe. San Jose. Calif.
WLAH— 1500, D. J. Morris. Weir, Tex.
WLA1— 1450, J. H. Wall, Rensselaer, N. Y.
WLAK — 1200. C. Larsen, Sioux City, la.
WLAL — 1300, Perkins Benneyan. Fresno, Calif.
WLAP— 1925, A. G. Hilton, Bicknell, Calif.
WLAY— 2000, G. A Gallagher. Berkelev, Calif.
WLAW— 1450. C. C. Sawyer. Liberal, Kans.
WLAY — 1200. XI. P. Jacot. Copley, O.
WLK— 1950, Wm.
Schauer, Daly Citv, Calif.
WLW— 1900. Perkins Benneyan,
Fresno, Calif.
WXfAB—
1250, W. F. Macleod,
Prince Albert. Sask..
Can.
WMAC— 1300. R. T. Andrea, Cobalt, Ont.. Can.
WXIAD— 1150, H. J. Latshaw,
Clearfield, Pa.
WXIAF— 1250. R. Henry. Butler, XIo.
WXIAK— 1175. Wm. J. Wolverton, Linton, X. D.
WXLAil — 1350, H. Dammann, Bronx, N. Y*.
WXIAQ— 1850, R. Rowe, Santa Clara. Calif.
WXIAT— 1600, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
WXFB — 1300. B. Hastings. Atchison. Kan.
WXIC — 1625. Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
WNAC— 1600, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
WNAD— 1500, C. T. Mower, Maiden. Xlass.
WXAF— 1525, W. Rankin. Woodfords,
Me.
WNAK— 1200, J. H. Wall, Rensselaer. N. Y.
WNAQ — 1000, R. T. Andrea, Cobalt. Ont., Can.
WNAS — 1200, B. S. XIaynard, Detroit, Xlich
WNAT— 1000, B. V. Hammer,
Creston, la.
WNJ— 2375, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
WOAA — 1525, G. F. Cory. New Bedford. Mass.
WOAC— 1600. O. P. Klein, Ledue. Alta.
WOAI— 1800, O. P. Klein. Leduc, Alta.
WOAS^ — 1275, L. Hull. Eureka, Kans.
WOAZ— 1050, O. E. Frazier, Watts, Calif.
WOC— 1675, H. S. Trost, San Jose, Calif.
WOI— 1525, B. H. Strong. Bicknell, Calif.
WOK— 1650, B. Doull, Halifax, N. S.
WOO — 1575. XL B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
WOQ— 1250. C. W. Morrison, Mt. Royal. Montreal, Can.
WOR— 2550, H. R. Bobbins. Oakland. Calif.
WOS — 1375, L. Raymond, Pullman, Wash.
WOZ— 1950, I"red Sheppard, Centralia, Wash.
WFAB— 1250. J. Skinner. Corsicana. Tex.
WPAC— 1225, R. T. Andrea, Cobalt, Ont., Can.
WPAT— 1375. L. C. Kemp.
Seattle, Wash.
WQAJI— 1150, R. Clark, Bridgeport, Conn.
WBX— 1100. W. XI. K. Young, Kansas City, JIo.
WRP— 1300, A. Taylor, Winnipeg.
Can.
WRR— 1425, B. S. Watkins,
Bridgeport, Conn.
WRW— 1225, K. E. Gabbert, Clay Center. Kan.
WSAS— 1225, F. T. Wycoff. Springfield, XIass.
WSAY— 1125. Billy Withington,
Jackson, Mich.
WSB— 2275, L. K. Poyntz. Victoria, B. C. Can.
WSL— 1175. L. Hull, Eureka. Kan.
WSY— 1950. T. W. Smith, Watsonville,
Calif.
WYP— 1150, C. M. Bennett. Aurora, S. D.
WW.l— 2200. F. W. Hill. Cristobal, C. Z.
WWL— 1275. G. W. Perkins. Thompson.
N. Y".
W.
C.
W.
A.

L

Production of Radio Waves
To produce Radio waves it is necessary
to haxe an electrical circuit carrying a
vibrating or alternating current, which
sets the waves in motion. The condenser
two or more sheets of metal separated
by an insulating material called the dielectric, serves as the basis of Radio transmission. One of the metallic plates acquires a positi\-e charge of electricity and
the other a negatixe charge. They are
connected through a conducting wire and
a discharge takes place, giving rise to
Radio frequencj- current or waves.
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BUY HERE FOR LESS

America

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive
guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock
of first quality merchandise

Complete Parts for Reinartz

Circuit

Includes 1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier
Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers, 2
Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board,
and 1 Diagram
to Construct This Set.
* 1 1
AC
Complete

«pll

,*±D

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier
Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or any receiving set so
that loud speaker or phonograph can be used in place of head-set. These
parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other suitable size), 1 High Ratio
Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard
Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks, 13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for
mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with complete instructions for assembling,
with template for drilling panel.
C? 1 O
/I C
Complete
<D X £*• T"0
Moulded
Variometers
ISO
Moulded Varicouplers
Mahogany
Variometers
180° Bakelite Varicouplers
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak
and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier
Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

$3.45
$3.45
$1.95
$1.75

Brandes
Superior Headset
$5.75
Phone Connectors (take 4 sets of phones). 35c
Antenella
Aerial
Plug
$1 J5
3 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$2.60
WD-11
Bakelite Sockets
50c
4 (Four) Way Plug
$135
Barchass Coils
$1.95
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers. .$2.45

75c
$1.35
$3.95
$6.95

Complete Knockdown

Receiving Set

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham
Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel,
6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram
to construct this set. Set is capable of receiving 1 ,000 miles $1 7 OK
if installed with outdoor aerial
*P "*• " *** ^

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit
Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers,
1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak,, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 8 Binding
Posts and 1 Diagram to Wire and Construct This Set.
d* 1 O
A [J*
Complete
«P 1 fa»TU

VARIABLE
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE,

CONDENSERS

now
$1.75
$3.10 Value, 5 PLATE,
now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE,
$3.30 Value, 11 PLATE, now
$1.35

now
now

$1.25
$1.15

U.
S. A. Signal Corps Av^rwTyp* Western Electric Phones, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather
helmet goes with each set! These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin ''Mica Diaphragm"
complete with silk cord and headband.
Special at
Genuine
Special

Baldwin

3000 Ohm

"Mica

Diaphragm"

GUARANTEED

rtXrilKAL,
17|7 J~vt7 O A I
MAGNAVOX

Filament
Filament

SPEAKER,

Type

FORMICA
WE

PANEL,

$1.58
1.50
1.25
1.00
7Sc
60c
50c
40c
40c
40c

$9.95
$3.65
,35c
$4.65
50c

$8.50 Value

Control

Single
Double

Circuit..
Circuit.

R3

HONEYCOMB
1.500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1.000 Tumi .-.
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

Phones*

Loud Speaking Units.

HEADSETS,

IAPVC
JALN3
LOUD

Type "C"

$34.95

COILS

Rheostats

45c

I 2Lightning
Arresters
Slide Tuning
Coils,

Sponge Rubber* Ear
Caps, Pair
50c
Dials, 2, 3 and 3lA inch. 25c
Grewol Detectors
$1.65

at
Phone

Caps, for mostly

all phones
Signal
Cps, Hot
Anti-Capacity
Ammeters,
at

Signal Corps
Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
$2.45
Solid Copper Aerial
Wire,
100 ft
35c
Spaghetti Tubing, yard. 10c

25c
Wire $5.45

Switches
$1.50
Lightning Switches. . .$2.65
Hydrometers, now at.... 45c

]/s" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch

GUARANTEE

ALL

MERCHANDISE

PURCHASED

Mail orders receive immediate attention
BUY

HERE

CHICAGO
STOCK

FOR

95c
$1.95

1 J^c
OF

US

LESS

SALVAGE
STORE

509 South State Street, Chicago, Dl.
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Influence of the Amateur
Epoch-Making Invention Work of Experimenter
THE American amateur, under the law of 1912, was
given limitations as to power, wave length and decrement, which were considered by the framers of the law
as placing the amateur under such a handicap that he
would never be able to reach out far enough to make any
trouble with commercial and military communication. The
handicaps were considered sufficient to prevent his signals
from reaching beyond the distance of a mile or two.
Ten years of extensive study, patient research and
epoch-making invention, he has today produced short
wave Radio transmitting and receiving apparatus which
enables him to reach into the thousands of miles to cover
a continent where it was thought he would only cover
a city square. Before the World War the American
amateur had actually developed a Eadio relay system
which extended across the American continent from
coast to coast. At the time the war called him from his
work he. had organized Jiis fellows and covered the entire country with a network of amateur lines. Messages
ivere handled at the rate of several hundreds a night, and
they reached into every state iii the Union.
The contributions to the art made by the Eadio amateurs have not been fully told without reference to their
far-reaching effect in other countries. European amateurs
have not enjoyed liberal laws in the past. The exhibition made by American amateurs in the war, and the
achievements made since the war, have awakened other
countries to the value of the Eadio amateur. The result
has been that the laws of Canada, England and France
have been modified and regular international amateur
communication is a thing of the immediate future.

Composers Want Money
Broadcasting Stations Face Invoices from Authors
RADIO broadcasting has been running very smoothly,
with the possible exception of the general commotion
resulting from the lack of proper legislation to handle the
phenomenal increase in the number of stations desiring
to transmit.
Out of the clear sky now comes a new obstacle to its
progress. Authors of books and writers of popular songs
are beginning to ask for royalties whenever their favorite successes' are sung over the Eadio, or passages from
a literary success are read to the invisible audience.
They propose to levy a fee, through their organization,
on those stations which broadcast their music, literature
and songs. It should be remembered that the various
broadcasting stations throughout the country, for the most
part, are maintained at considerable expense. The only
return for the money invested is a certain amount of
advertising. This same advertising is also received by
all artists who perform at these stations and to all whose
material is used.
Common business sense ought to be applied to this
situation. We are trying to recover from the effects
of the war; business for none of us is what we would
like it to be, and for one concern, set of men or association to deliberately carry out a plan that not only
will wreck another industry, but at the same time seriously injure their own, is quite inconceivable.
If the law is on the side of the artist, author or song
writer to give them the right and power to drive, and if
they elect to drive broadcasting out of business then
all that can be done is to submit, take the loss in broadeasting investment, and pass it up. It can be done
quickly.
There is surely another way out of this trouble. It
is suggested that broadcasting stations announce the name
of the publisher, song writer or composer before and
after the broadcasting of each number. While at present there is no compensation to broadcasting stations
other than the advertising, every person should lend a
hand and take advertising for pay in a like manner.
There will be no loss from the artist, composer or song
writer, for their work will become better known. There
is no question of doubt but what this is good publicity
for there are too many examples to prove the point. Recently aNew York theatre, that had been running at a
loss, broadcast a performance of their show and the
next night the entire house was sold out.
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Condensed
By DIELECTEIC
The Cleveland Eadio Association has urged all listeners in to report any flagrant violation of the silent
hour rule which was established to enable listeners in
to hear broadcasting with the minimum of interference.
This idea is worthy of experiment by other communities and should be much appreciated where practiced.
In speaking of silent hours maintained by broadcasters
themselves, it is of course fair to remember that crystal sets are still in use and that the majority of owners
are new at the game. They should not be deprived of
entertainment for the sake of DX fans. Yes, but
look at the records made by some of these galenas!
Precisely, but do they constitute the majority? I have
been hammering away for ' ' silent periods ' ' and shall
continue to do so in the hope that we may all benefit,
even the crystal owner, for he may be encouraged to
get a tube set, which is the ultimate in Eadio reception.
Such are some of the utilitarian possibilities of
broadcasting for the farmer. But one may well doubt
if the service should be placed ahead of what broadcasting can do to make the farm a happier place in
which to live. The cultural and spiritual possibilities
of broadcasting are a gold mine that has been scarcely
touched.
None of us can expect to get away with a policy of
limiting broadcasting to those features which happen to
make a greater appeal than others. My favorite numbers
on a program may be decidedly unattractive to the rest
of you and vice versa. But for those who do not like
grand opera music for instance, there are a great number
who do and they are entitled to their enjoyment as well
as the first group. So my reiterated plea for the spread
of opera broadcasting is simply for the sake of adding
something to the usual program, and not to eliminate
other popular features. The number of letters received
by WNAC upon transmitting the Chicago Opera performances, and at WTP in regard to the German operas, is
a fair indication of the degree of interest in this particular music. Both the Boston and Philadelphia stations
deserve to be commended for their recognition of Eadio
opera audiences.
If the White-Kellog Eadio bill has to lie over for
possibly another year before becoming a law of the land,
it will be a very unfortunate thing, for the benefits likely
to accrue from such a measure as this are very much
needed right now. We surely need regulation in the matter of broadcasting in order to lessen interference between stations transmitting on the same wave length, and
we certainly need the Jones amendment to safeguard
ourselves (the Eadio Public) from a too voracious appetite which is rapidly developing in some quarters of the
industry. Thousands of sets are tuned in just waiting
the announcer to say that the White bill has become
aforlaw.
You can hear 'em all with a receiving set nowadays,
from the world's most famous boy movie actor to— to a
United States Senator! Jackie Coogan complained of
the heat in the studio of Station WOE, when he spoke
there recently, though he was not addressing his Eadio
audience. It was an ' ' aside ' ' remark that the microphone
picked up. Just prior to that he told a Eadio joke. He
said he had a Eadio receiving set and upon opening the
window got chilly. Now that would be some record, and
I'm inclined to think it would be a rather cold day when
the average bug could get Chile. This little chap is
more accustomed to warm receptions than to chilly ones,
so naturally such an incident as he related would be
novel. I- would be willing to wager that the thrilling experience of listening to Jackie's voice by boys and girls
— and grownups — would outweigh in enthusiasm the reception given to some men of broadcasting fame. It
is just such unique features as I have alluded to which
make Eadio take on fresh interest.
While the broadcasting stations in this country are
being improved and more powerful ones being built,
other parts of the globe are aiming to attract attention
to themselves. According to latest reports South Africa
is to have the largest Eadio station in the world. Engineers report that the vicinity of Cape Town is ideal both
for reception and transmission. When the station is completed it will add another and quite important one to
the ever increasing number of Eadio stations in the
British Empire. The French are responsible for the
plan to open the Orient to occidental influences through
establishing a series of Eadio stations, one of which is
located at Beirut, Palestine. And so it goes; and so it
will come eventually to cover the earth.
When you wish to let your family or friends back home
hear your voice, and any others who may care to listen,
all you need do is hire a broadcasting studio for a few
minutes. If the publicity of the thing is not objectionable to you, you may unburden yourself of some choice
observations which it would be unhealthy to deliver were
you face to face with the head of the house at home.
No such thought as this prompted Alma Gluek to speak
into the microphone at WPAL, during a visit in Columbus,
Ohio; nor to Harriet Williams, who was heard on the
program of PWX, Havana. The one was speaking that
her children in New York might hear her voice; the
other selecting the numbers her mother in Toledo, Ohio,
was fond of. I merely suggest the possibilities protided through the use of a transmitter.
What a difference in the manner of teaching code
lessons exists among the various broadcasting stations.
WGI, at Medf ord Hillside, Mass., seems to be going at the
thing in a way to benefit the largest number of novices
devoting some of their time to this interesting subject
and it is a pleasure to be instructed by them.
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(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable
manuscripts are turned over
up
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Willie Wonders Will He Win?
"Willie," said Mrs. Fan, to their young offspring.
"Daddy and I have arranged that he shall give you
a dime every time he is caught swearing."
"Gee, that's great!" cried the youngster. Then
he added hopefully: "When are you going to tune the
Eadio set, Daddy?"

But the Waves Are Undamped
The Director of Radio, or whatever his title may be,
will have his hands full controlling the waves, it is
pointed out by one fiend on history, who recalls that
old King Canute got into difficulties some years ago
and wet his feet terribly trying to do the same thing.

You Can Listen in But Not Gash in
"Have they arranged to send money by Radio yet?"
''Probably not.
Too many people would 'pick it

The Current Raised and the Station Called
A news item announces that a quartet had the place of
honor in a Eadio program. We suppose some one's sense
of humor selected that place for four of a kind.

We Keep Tuned in for the Tiernans
The Eadio gossiper should always bear in mind that
there are a million and a half receivers now in American
homes, and little receivers often have big ears.

Hey! Trust, Listen in on This
If the
Trust keeps on growing at the present
Dear
Indi Eadio
—
rate we are going to take down our KU Elux Klantenna,
capture this d 'hog in the manger, make a twenty-five turn
honeycomb
coil around his neck and string him up to the
middle of a wheatstone bridge.
We will then request

Mr. Hoover to install a variable grid leak across his
pituitary gland (or however you spell it) to stop his
growth. We will then watch him oscillate and howl at
audio frequency. When all oscillations cease and we are
sure his B battery is completely exhausted we will take
him down and send him to the Eadio museum at Arlington.— Go Getteh.

Right on the Dot He Dashed Off
A young woman arriving in New York from abroad
received a Eadio code proposal of marriage. Her answer was "Yes." We hope the sender got the code
signals straight. If he pounded out on da-di-da-da dit
di-di-dit and it should have been da-dit di-dit da-di-di-da
it might have caused an embarrassing situation.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter X — TheBy Arthur
Vacuum
Tube as a Detector
G. Mohaupt
t function perimportan
firstby the
THE
three-electrode vacuum
formed
tube is to detect Radio frequency
deoscillations. This action as a detector the
pends upon the fact that variations in
potential Impressed upon the grid cause
corresponding fluctuations in the current
flowing in the plate circuit of the tube.
Furthermore, there is a certain filament
temperature and plate pressure at which
the detector action of the tube is most pronounced. At this "critical point" the variations in grid potential will cause maximum
changes in plate current. A slight increase
in the change on the grid may mean an
increase of from five to ten times in the
gth of the direct current flowing "via
stren
the electrons" from the plate to the grid.
Thus the vacuum tube acts not only as a
detector or rectifier of alternating current
oscillations, but also as an amplifier or
relay. It is for this reason that the tube
" for
tron
is
an ed"elec
termedemitt
filament
from therelay
electrons
the often
cause the electrical oscillations to be "relayed" from the grid to the plate circuit.
process the oscillaAnd during this relay
tions are both rectified and amplified.
Fundamental Detector Circuit
Although numerous vacuum tube detector circuits have been devised and are
now in use, they are really all only modifications of the fundamental detector circuit as is illustrated in Figure 39. The
operation of this circuit is briefly as follows:
The Radio ether waves in moving
through space are interecepted by the antenna and induce in it electrical oscillations of the same nature and frequency
as were originally set up in the transmitting antenna from which the waves were
sent out broadcast. In order that these
induced oscillations majT be of maximum
intensity, the receiving antenna circuit
must be adjusted or tuned so that its natural wave length will be the same, or
nearly the same, as that of the impinging
ether waves. This tuning is accomplished
by adjusting the switch lever S until the
correct number of turns are cut "in of
the primary L-l of either a loose or variocoupler.
By electromagnetic induction similar
oscillations are then set up in the secondary L-2. In order that maximum results
will again be obtained from these oscillations, a variable condenser C-l is shunted
across L-2; and by varying the capacity of
this condenser, resonance is established in
the closed circuit L-2C-1. This causes
maximum voltage variations to be set up
across the condenser terminals, and these
pulsations are then impressed upon the
grid and filament of the detector tube.
The circuit between the grid and filament
is called the input circuit, or better, the
control circuit of the tube, for it is the
actions going on within this circuit that
control the entire operation of the tube.
It corresponds to the valve on a steam engine— the distance the valve moves determines the amount of steam that is let into
the cylinder and hence controls the functioning of the entire engine.
Action Within the Tube
The filament of the tube is supplied with
electric current from the A battery. As
long as the rheostat R is in the off position,
the filament is cold and no electrons are
being emitted. The space between the
plate and filament is thus an insulator,
and no current can flow in the plate or output circuit of the tube.
As soon as current is sent through the
filament, it becomes heated and negative
electrons are emitted. Due to the presence
of the B battery connected as is shown in
the figure, the plate is charged positively;
and as a result the electrons are immediately attracted to it. This closes the plate
circuit and allows the B battery to send
a current through the telephone receivers
PH. However, as long as this current is
steady in value, no sounds are produced
in the phone. A variable or pulsating current only, con produce sound in the telephone receivers.
At this point the control action of the
grid becomes effective. The electrons in
passing from the filament to the plate must
first pass through or encounter the grid,
and their action can be retarded or accelerated according to the electrical condition of the grid. The electrical condition
of the grid, in turn, is influenced by the
presence of the small condenser C-2 connected in series with the grid circuit, and
by the high resistance grid leak GR shunted across the grid condenser.
The high frequency potential oscillations
set up across the condenser C-l and impressed across the filament and grid, occur
or come in groups, the groups themselves,
however, occurring at an audio frequency.
As one of these groups or trains of waves
moves toward the grid, it encounters the
small grid condenser C-2. Through tBe
action of this condenser, each individual
wave of the group causes a negative charge
to form on the grid. This charge accumulates during the occurrence of one wave
train; but as soon as the wave
train

ceases, there is nothing to hold this negative charge, and hence it leaks off again
through the high-resistance grid leak. The
action of the grid condenser is thus to
allow a negative charge to accumulate on
the grid, while the grid leak allows the
charges to escape between the successive
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c-z.

Figure
wave trains.
The leak thus always maintains the grid at zero potential as long as
new wave trains are being received.
Rectifying Action of the Tube
As long as the negative charge exists
on the grid, the electron movement is hindered and reduced, and consequently the
flow of current in the plate circuit is also
decreased. Between wave trains, this retarding action of the negatively charged
grid disappears, and the plate circuit current increases to its normal value.
Now when the filament temperature and
plate pressure are of just the right value,
that is, are at the critical point, a given
negative charge on the grid will cause a
greater decrease in plate current than an
equally intense positive charge will cause
an increase in plate current. Consequently,
the current in the plate circuit becomes a
pulsating direct current with the decreases
or hollows greater than the increase. Also,
the "envelope"of the hollow in the plate
current corresponds in every respect to
the envelope of the trains of waves that
originally existed in the grid circuit.
Since audio frequency pulsations are thus
created in the plate circuit of the tube,
the telephone receivers will be duly affected and produce sounds corresponding
to the nature of the electrical pulsations
supplied to it. Since these electrical oscillations are identical with those sent out
from the transmitting station initially, the
sounds heard in the telephone receivers
will also be identical with those that entered the microphone of the transmitting
circuit.
The detector action of the vacuum tube
is thus in many respects similar to the
action of a crystal detector. The advantage of the tube, however, is that it is
more sensitive, and that it not only detects the weak signals but also amplifies
or strengthens them to a very great extent. Another desirable feature of the
tube, is that if it is at the proper filament
temperature and plate pressure, it does
not require the location of a sensitive spot
before the detector action can take place.
Constructing a Vacuum Detector
The circuit illustrated is a very satisfactory and efficient one for using a vacuum tube as a detector. L-l and L-2 are
the primary and secondary of a standard
vario-coupler, while C-l is a 23-plate variable condenser. The grid condenser C-2
is a smaller condenser having a capacity of
.000025 mfds. The grid leak is a very high
resistance, from one-half to two megohms.
A megohm is equal to one million ohms.
The battery for supplying current to the
filament of the tube is a 6-volt storage
battery, preferably of the lead-acid type,
while the B battery is a 22%-volt standard
battery used for supplying the positive
potential to the plate of the tube. The
rheostat for controlling the filament current should have a resistance of about 6

wire, or that it may have a serious ground
leak at some point. The lead-in wire
should be aecurely soldered to the antenna,
and both should be well insulated from
the ground. Good electrical contact should
also be made to the lightning switch, both
from the lead-in wire and to the wire leading to the set within the room. Only after
examining all these and making sure that,
they are in good condition should investigation be begun on the receiving set itself.

ohms and a current carrying capacity of
one and one-half amperes. The telephone
condenser is similar to the grid condenser,
and
mfds.should have a capacity of about .000025
The quality and loudness of the signals
received will depend to a great extent upon

The first step in setting a vacuum tube
detector into operation is to throw the
lightning switch into the upper position,
and then connect the lead-in wire and
ground wire to the receiving set. Be sure
that the ground connection makes good
contact, for this is very essential to the
proper working of the apparatus.
After the rheostat has been turned completely to the left so that all resistance
39
is cut in, the A battery and B battery are
connected to their respective terminals.
the sensitiveness of the telephone receiv- The apparatus is now ready for tuning.
ers. Therefore, it is not advisable to econPlace the telephone receivers to the ears
omize by purchasing a cheap set. Money and turn the rheostat to the right until
spent for a good head set is a safe in- the tube burns nearly but not quite at
vestment, for they do not deteriorate and
(Continued on page 12)
will give a much cleaner and purer tone.
Operating a Vacuum Tube Detector
The successful operation of a vacuum
tube detector depends to a great extent
upon the patience and skill of the person
gJ*AT'/< M'fifill*
in charge. Skillful and rapid tuning can
be acquired only with practice and experiFHere'syour opportunity. Radio needs
ence. Every receiving set has its own in'you. Win success in this fascinating field.
dividual characteristics, and it is up
Trained men in demand at highest salaries*
Learn at home, in your spare time.
to the operator to become acquainted with
these peculiarities before he can rapidly
and successfully operate his set and obtain best results.
I will train you, quickly and easily, to design.
construct, ins tail, operate, repair, maintain, ana.
However, if at first no results can be obBell all forms of Radio apparatus. My newmethoda
tained, do not immediately condemn the
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn
set as being no good or defective, for the
fault may not lie in the receiving appara$1,800 to $10,000 a Year
tus at all. It may be that the antenna
■
vingrhome-construction,
set, of latest design.
P ■*■&"
D E C? recei
Wonderful,
tube
has a serious ground contact at some point
Write for"Radio Facts" free. Engineer Mohaupt.
through which the electrical energy leaks
American Electrics! Association
away. It may also be that the lead-in
Dept. 243 A
4513 Ravens wood Ave.,
Chic* £9
wire makes poor contact with the antenna
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3
13
23
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Plate
Plate
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Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;

value,
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value,
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13 Plate VERNIER;
23 Plate VERNIER;
43 Plate VERNIER;
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Construction 3*1
*P*
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$1.75.... SI. 05
$2.50
1.20
$3.50
1.35
$4.50
1.65

value, $5.50.. 3.75
value, $6.00.. 4.00
value, $6.50.. 4.25

AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER
Designed for Use with W. D. 11 Tubes, List, $4.50, Price, $2.75
V. T. SOCKETS— Nickeled brass sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
$0.50
Ball Bearing Inductance switch; value, 75c;
special at
.30

EXTRA
SPECIAL — Telephone
3000
Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced t»

RAYMOND

Distributor! and Traveler* Wanted. Liberal Commissions. Large Sales. Quantity Production. Wire
Desired.

Circuit

COMPLETE

of Circuit

JO
45

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron
condensite
and
Litz Wire wound
secondary; value, $4.50;
special
3,25
THREE - INCH
DIALS— Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special.. .30
TWO-INCH
DIALS— Same
design— for rheostats and potentiometer; special
25

"Pat* if* Best Foot Foremost"
Its supersensitive side is up and has
loudly received broadcasting. Guaranteed QSA (your signals are strong). Look
for the "T" on the back.

PAKT

CONDENSERS

BEST
aUALITY
JACKS,
Single
circuit;
value. 65c; special at
Double circuit; value, 90c; special at

Foote's Hand-made
Triple - Test Crystal

YORK

2 honeycomb coils, I 2-coil mounting, 2 coil
plugs. 3 .006 condensers, I variable grid leak
I grid leak, I 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser, I Vernier rheostat I tube socket, 8
binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, I highgrade
panel, I on
3" (ftdial
andf\g\
the
Radio RADION
Digest Booklet
4 <%

I Reinartz wound coll, I tube socket, I Vernier rheostat, I 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser. I 13-plate .00025 MFD variable
condenser, 3 inductance switches, 25 switch
points and nuts, 8 binding posts, I variable
grid
leak,
.002 MFD phone condenser, 25
feet bus
bar Iwire,
I high grades ■* ir\ f\ r\
Radion panel and diagram JK | I II If 1
and

NEW

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

PART

3/3/23

COMPANY

VERNIER

Ohms

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value, $1.10; special at

3.50

base;

FILAMENT
value, $1.50;RHEOSTAT
special at

with

Potentiometer
cial at

with knob;

value $1.75; spe-

Potentiometer
special at

with

70

2'/e" dial;

2'/a" dial; value, 2.15;

85
1.00
1.15

RH E0STATS— Value.

REINARTZ
Value $2.50

ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING HORN — Nickel plated —
highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75

COILS
$1.75

TUNING

AND

and Z stages

List Price

DETECTOR

of audio-frequency

$35.00

UNIT

amplification.

for each ttnifc

Built
finished
inches in forMahogany
Amplifying
Unit.cabinets measuring 7x7x14 inches for Tuner and Detector Unit and 7x7x8
Affords an unusually high range of program selectivity and local stations can easily be tuned out
to its
secure
distant ones. Guaranteed to give excellent results, only the very best material being used
in
construction.

Territory

F00TE MINERAL CO., Inc. JMJSK5S.
107

North

19th Street,
Established

Philadelphia,
1876

Pa.

Special Price

$23.75

per unit

Combination

$45.00

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID on Receipt of Purchase Price.
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to Prevent Howling in a Set

Condenser in the Grid
and Filament Circuit
All that is needed to make the tryout
Is a .001 fixed condenser — a phone condenser of the right size will do. Attach
leads
to each
end of the condenser
and

HOOK-UP
TICKLER.

THAT
■^ZZZ/l

VOLTS

REDUCES

Simple Construction of
Variocouplers Rotors

NOISE

40 VOLTS

One of the simplest and easiest ways
to make a variocoupler or variometer rotor
is to use an old croquet ball as a base.
Place the ball in the top of a standard
Mason fruit jar and mark a ring on the
ball. Saw it off, and then mark another
ring on the opposite side of the ball, parallel with the first ring. Cut this portion
off also and the rotor section will be the
right size.
In boring the shaft hole, wrap a slip of
paper around the circumference of the
rotor and mark the length on the paper.
Divide the paper in half up to the mark
and place the half on the ball. Make a
mark at the ends and these will be the
through the bearings, or- a hollow shaft
Bore two holes, % or 1 inch through the
parallel faces to intersect the shaft hole.
These are used for leading out the connections. The end^ of the winding can
be soldered to the shafts and so taken out
through the bearings, or a holllow shaft
can be used, and the wires run through it.
When
starting
the winding
either tack

40 VOLTS

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are many
out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest Illustrated,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
E
THER
worked

connect one wire to the post marked
"grid" on the amplifying transformer of
the second step, the other to the negative
of the tube socket of the first tube. A
mica condenser is best for this purpose.
Make sure the condenser has been tested
and is not shorted. If more than two
tubes are used, follow the same method.
The diagram shows the connections. — Joe
McCormack, Godsden, Alabama.

Non-inductive Potentiometer
The illustration shows a non-inductive
potentiometer or rheostat which -can be
made cheaply.
The materials needed are

«fi

I SLIDER.

SLIOER.ROO

PENCIL LEAD

BASE
one slider, one rod, four Fahnestock clips
and the lead out of an ordinary lead
pencil.
The Fahnestock
clips serve as binding

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
maximum
brilliancy. First adjust the
switch S until the antenna circuit is tuned
to the desired wave length. Next turn the
rotor of the coupler until the desired degree of coupling is obtained between the
antenna circuit and the closed oscillation
circuit. Finally the set is thrown into
resonance by adjusting the variable condenser C-l.
The filament rheostat is another important factor to consider in tuning the set,
for as stated before, the filament temperature as well as the plate potential must
be of the correct value to secure most effective operation of the tube. Consequently, if the signals cannot be brought in
very clear or loud by manipulation of the
coupler and condenser, try adjusting the
filament rheostat, and generally this will
be found to do the trick. In fact, at times
the rheostat adjustment is so critical that
a vernier attachment is necessary in order
to bring the tube into the proper operating condition. By a vernier attachment
is meant merely an auxiliary resistance
adjustment capable of making very fine
changes in the current flow or filament
temperature.
Sometimes improved results can also be
obtained by altering the plate potential a
few volts. If it seems as though the tube
were not functioning at its best, change
the B battery contact from the 22% -volt
tap to the 21 or 19%-volt tap, or even as
low as the 18-volt tap. This will often
bring about surprising results.
Important Points to Remember
In order that a receiving set can operate at maximum efficiency, the resistance
of the interior circuits should be as low
as possible. Therefore all interior wiring
should be done with copper wire at least
No. 18 in size, although No. 14 or 16 is
better. All contacts should be well soldered so as to insure perfect electrical contact. It is a good idea to cover all wire
with insulation tubing so as to prevent
any possibility of a crossed or short circuit occurring.
The various pieces of apparatus should
be arranged so that all the necessary connecting wires will be as short as possible.
Furthermore, to present a neat appearance,
all wires should be run in straight lines
and turn at right angles. Try to avoid
running two or more wires parallel to each
other for otherwise inductive interference
between the several wires is likely to
cause serious trouble. For the same reason all wires should be arranged to cross
each other at right angles.
Often a change in the value of the grid

posts and holders for the lead by fastening two of them at each end of the lead
and passing a wood screw through the
holes in their ends and into the base.
When both pairs are fastened on in this
manner the lead is passed through the
two under the rod and connections are
made to the other two. When used as a
potentiometer leads are taken off at both
ends of the lead and at the slider rod.
Connections are made at the slider rod
and at one end of the lead when used as
a rheostat. — Earl Litt, Cherryvale, Kansas.

of the wires, but this is guarded against
by an electric heating circuit which melts
the ice as fast as it collects. Signals from
Annapolis have been heard in Australia.

Homemade

Battery Switch

Procure two small
sheeting and bend
shown and drill the
the
edges
of both

strips of light copper
the ends of each as
holes marked. Bend
pieces
so that
there
a circular piece of cardboard on each parallel face so as to project about % inch
all around, or put small brads around the
edges of the rotor. These will hold the windings in place temporarily. When the winding is finished, paint it with water gla^s —
sodium silicate. The water glass dries
with a hard, glassy surface, which will
hold the windings in place permanently.
The brads or cardboard can then be removed. An oatmeal box or a salt box
can be shellacked and used as the tube
Ohio.
with this rotor. — G. F. Lamkin, Cincinnati,

Aerial Construction
One

pound of No. 14 copper wire generally provides the correct span for the
receiving antenna which picks up the
broadcasting stations operating on 360
and 400 meter wave lengths. In comparison with this the aerial of the powerful
navy Radio station at Annapolis, Md.,
consists of 10 miles of wire, weighing
approximately seven tons. The great
mass of wire is held aloft by six 600foot steel towers. The natural p«riod —
that is the wave length of the aerial
alone — is 4700 meters. The station operates on a wave length of 17,145 meters.
Heavy accumulations of ice on the wires
would cause great strain and break many
leak resistance will add greatly to the
better operation of the set, for if the resistance of the leak is too low the negative charges will not accumulate sufficiently on the grid but leak off too quickly.
This, of course, will not allow the plate
circuit current to be affected with maximum intensity. On the other hand, if
the grid resistance is too high, the negative charges will experience too great difficulty in escaping between wave trains.
The result is that an excess negative charge
will accumulate on the grid and choke
the tube, thereby greatly interfering with
the best functioning of the tube.
since each tube has its own individual peculiarities as to the best filament temperature, plate potential and grid
leak resistance, the operator will get best
results by experimenting with these various factors until maximum intensity of
signals will be received. After he has
once determined these values, he can quickly set the adjustments to these values each
time the set is set into operation.
The essence of a vacuum tube is the
filament, and the life of the filament depends upon the temperature at which it
is operated. Consequently an important
rule to observe in operating a set is never
to burn the filament at a greater brilliancy
than is -necessary to secure best results.
If the filament can be burnt at a lower
temperature, the life of the tube will be
greatly prolonged; but if the filament is
burned at too high a temperature, the
tube life will be greatly decreased.
Another important point to observe is
never to connect the B battery across the
tube filament or A battery terminals, for
the high pressure of the B battery will
cause such an excess current to flow that
the filament will be burned out immediately. The same may happen if the interior wires are not insulated and should
accidentally come in contact.

A bulb that gives a weird, blue glow
when in use indicates that an over-supply
of current is coming from the B battery.

will be a pocket for the plunger end.
Procure a piece of copper wire, number
6 or 7, and thread one end to fit the nut
or knob of a binding post. Bend the
opposite end over to make it double and
round off the end. This makes the plunger.
When the plunger is pushed in the connection is made. — Daniel H. Mowat, Joliet,
111.

IMPROVED RADIO
DETECTOR TUBES
IMPROVED RADIO
AMPLIFIERS

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
43 Plate
*<$}»
23 Plate
*858i"
3-in. Dial, to fit, 25c
Fully

Guaranteed.

Money

Order

Morganson Eng. Co.

many an evening's pleasure
be spoiled.
Chapter Eleven

can

quickly

gB^"10!?. v.'

In the next chapter we will consider the
second important function of the vacuum
tube, namely its action as an amplifier.
We will discuss the general subject of
amplification, and show how additional
vacuum tubes can be used to intensify the
signals detected by the detector tube. It
will be a most interesting and important
article.

GOV'T. RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES

New Signal Con>s Batteries. Edison 3 cell type BB-4.
$4.50; Edison single cells for W.D.-ll tubes, $1.50;
Edison 60 A.H. for W.D.-ll tubes, $5.25; 6 Volts Edison, $7.75; "B" battery Edison single elements. 4o ea. ;
double, 10c ea,
PEANUT TUBES
Wonderful det. and amplifier, smallest tube made; aero1 V„ Ack
y* Amp.,
dia. want
x 2^"a real
long.pocket
Just
a few plane
at style.
$9.50.
Quick %"
if you
set tube. FUUjY GUARANTEED.
FLEWELLING
.006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.006 Bakelite mounted Kuby Mica-Copper. N. P. binding posts, set (3), $2.90. Var. Grid Leaks (cleaver music, louder signals on any cir. ), 75c. Var. Grid Cond.,
.00025 or .0005 max., 45c Special Audio Trans.. $3.45.
Spider coils. Easier tuned, clearer signals; green silk
on Bakelite, $1.75 ea.
REINARTZ LATEST COILS
Double green silk wire on polished Bakelite spider, $1.95.
Reinartz plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable*. $1.70.
RADIO FREQUENCY
IRON & PARTS
.003 Iron for cores; special wire and forms to construct B.. F. Transf. of highest efficiency. Detailed
plans,REFLEX
50c.
CIRCUIT
TRANSFORMERS
Special Reflex Trans. & Dlag. that really works. $3.65.
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE
CONDENSER
Works with any condenser.
Requires no extra space, 95c.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER
Best!
Loudest!
No
burn-outs.
$2.95 with spec
diagram.
20 OHM RHEO. FOR 201-A OR WJX-11
tubes, $1.60.
8 ohm for new DeForest tubes, $1.55.
Include Postage with order.
Write for complete list
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

Platinum

Heating

POST

inches, on sheet 34x28 inches.
Latest call numbers at sides and
bottom. Used by Radio Digest
and other Radio Experts. Radio
Districts and headquarters and
time divisions. New edition now
ready.

Certificate

Special

DEPT.

Unit — Interchangeable

From

N.

&

Y.

Ill N. MARKET
RD

STREET
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Both the
manufacturers'
and amateurs'
problems on all fine
work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON

Tips — Universal

Current

Small

Evening

your Dealer, or write
ONE-HALF ACTUAL

Vy
6ELECTRIC
POST
COMPANY

quantity prices to trade
and advertisers

The George F. Cram Co.

SOLDERING

of Excellency,

' Ideal for the purpose.

POSTPAID
Pocket Form
$0.35
Heavy Paper in Tube
50
Wall Style Wooden
Rollers.... 1.50
On Heavy Board for Tacks
6.75

Large

Awarded

ILL,

Use Cram's Detailed Radio Map
covering the United States and
Canada. Just one hundred miles
to the inch. Map plate 30x20

Delicate Soldering
THE

CHICAGO,

Radio Distances
Easily Read

Check.

Hence,

If all the above suggestions and warnings are carefully observed and followed,
successful operation of the outfit is bound
to be secured. However, a little slip here
or there may so seriously interfere with
the functioning of the various parts, that

MANUFACTURING

1045 No. Wells St.

$1.65
$1.45
or

$2.7CO.5
$3.35

Sent on receipt of price, prepaid

LUX

Mail

Radio

Institute

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

TOHj
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Reinartz Panel Set Designed for Compactness
Part V — Two Step Amplifier Construction
By H. J. Marx

<2>

S
Figure 1

the panel has been drilled and
AFTER
the parts are all on hand, it is a
simple matter to assemble them on
the panel. The two tube sockets and the
two frequency transformers are fastened
to the baseboard.
In determining where to set them on the
board, the constructor should bear in
mind that it is advisable to keep both
the grid and the plate leads as short as
possible. In figure 2 the tube sockets and
transformers are shown. It will be
noticed that the grid and plate leads are
kept to very short lengths. In addition
care should be taken to avoid running
any other leads very close and parallel
to these. Outside of this last point, it
is not of very great importance to try to
limit the lengths of the A and B battery
circuit leads.
Keep feature
Leads Away
from writer
Panel found
*
Another
that the
of considerable importance was not to
have any leads flat against the panel.
They should be kept at least ig to l4 inch
clear of the panel. After the set accumulates a certain amount of dust and
dirt it provides a series of leaks between
any wires that are flat against the panel
and in this way gradually decreases the
efficiency of the set. Letters are often
received, stating that some set used to
work wonderfully well but of late it has
not been giving -satisfactory service. It
is usually very puzzling to analyze difficulties of this nature but they can always
be traced back to some seemingly little
point of construction item as just mentioned.
It might be mentioned here that it is
not advisable to lay out the panel with
a pencil as J:his will also provide leaks
between
terminals.
Jack Mounting and Soldering'
Before mounting the jacks, test them to
make sure that the springs are making
good contact and the separate circuits are

insulated from one another. Then insert
the plug and examine to see whether the
outside springs are making proper contact
with the tip and sleeve of the plug.
In mounting the jacks on the panel
make sure that they are fastened rigidly
and securely. A loose jack will mean weak
electrical connections and ultimate short
circuits.
Soldering leads to jack terminals is a
delicate operation and has been the cause
of many vitrolic exclamations. Unless
tinned wire is used, it will be found best
to tin the lead wire before fastening it
to the jack terminals.
For soldering jack leads a light soldering iron, preferably electric, with a long
tapered, %-inch wide chisel edge tip,
should be used. A tip of this type allows
insertion between the various jack leaves,

Figure 2
at the terminals where the con- of this series. When the two are used
nections are made, care should be taken so together the two binding posts on the
upper right side of the detector panel
wire leads don't come in contact with
metallic parts of the framework of the
(phones or output) and the two on the
upper left side of the amplifier (input)
various pieces of apparatus, such as tube
sockets, transformers, jacks or rheostats.
are connected together. Separate batteries are not required for the amplifier.
Where two wires cross each other very
close, it is advisable to put a semi-circular
loop or "jump over" in one so that there
is at least a ^i-inch clearance.
It will be noticed that although both
Storage batteries which are to stand idle
transformers are facing the same way, the for a month or two should be fully charged
cores are parallel but not in line. Xo
before being put away. If the battery is
detrimental effects were noticed in the permitted to stand for any length of time
compactness of this assembly, and shield- in a discharged condition, the plates will
ing was never taken into consideration.
become white, an indication that sulphate
The Cabinet
^
is forming, which is very harmful to the
The cabinet used for these amplifying
cells.
stages is exactly the same as that described for the detector stage in Part III
Except

The Idle Battery

WorldRadio
Batteries
S AVI YOU

without touching the adjacent ones and"
thus reheating a completed connection.
If the leads come very close together at
the jack terminals, it is best to cover
them with spaghetti to safeguard against
short circuits. Don't get the impression,
however, that spaghetti is an insulator
against induction from one lead to another.
It is used merely to prevent actual short
circuits between the leads.

50%

Because of the astonishing
number of requests for Chiliad's latest Handbook-Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages
of valuable
tion for every
radio informafan. It
includes the following:

Details of Wiring' and Assembly
The choke coil can be supported by the
two leads that run to it, or if preferred.
it can be fastened to the panel by means
of a fiber strip through the core, with
machine screw holes at each end.

WRITTEN

SOLID

World Radio Batteries

6 Volt— 40 Amps,

equipment.
2. Complete instructions, including diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build
a Reinartz
Receiver."
3.
Radio
codes,
wire
tables, definitions,
etc.

minals. Price $1.50. Write for Bulletin on Carter "HOLD-TITE" Jacks and other products.
CARTES EiDIO COMPANY, 209 Sooth Stale Street, CHICAGO

2YR.GUAR

CASE

in buying WORLD the highest Quality Battery
built, direct from the manufacturer, you get two
profits. First, you get a battery free from extravagant selling expense. Second, you save the profit
charged by the middleman.

1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and

Carter
"TU-WAY" Radio Plug
take two head sets and all types cord tip ter-

RUBBER

$8.50
$10.00
6 Volt— SO

Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled in the order in which we
receive them.

Out-of-town

Amps,

6 Volt— 80 Amps.,

$12.50
$14.50

6 Volt— 100 Amps.,

Full Rating Guaranteed
orders shipped same day
via express, C. 0. 0.

as received

WORLD BATTERY CO.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
Chicago Street
415 S. Dearborn

Phone:

58 EAST
Wabash

ROOSEVELT
8360

ROAD
CHICAGO

WHY HAVE YOUR RADIO SET KNOCKING AROUND?

ROBBINS
RADIO DESK
A

combination of Practical Radio Equipment and a piece of attractive furniture for
the home.

The top is 31lA by 19H. A large
set can be placed upon it with
for other purposes. The height,
comfort.the operator ample knee
allows

receiving
space left
31 inches,
room and

You would be proud of your set with all
wires, batteries and other displeasing parts
obscured from view in a neat appearing
piece of furniture.

OAK,

MAHOGANY

PRICE $22.50
We

Can

Use

High

PAT.
AND

APPLIED
WALNUT

WITH ORDER
CASH
Class Representatives
in
Territories.

FOR

Send

for

Descriptive

Literature

Robbins Woodworking Co.
Open

LIbertyvIHe, Illinois
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Everything guaranteed as represented.

00025

L.i.i.1.
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of hookdemand for simple forms
ups has brought to light many unusual circuits. These simple diagrams
are very often found to possess unusually
good reception qualities, although difficulty is occasionally experienced in selectivity because of the set's simplicity.
This circuit is very similar to the R.D.
74 of last week, with the exception that
two honeycomb coils are used instead of
one. An unusual feature, however, is the
fact that the plate coil has 400 turns.
For
this reason,
a rather
loose
coupling

The Reader's View
Regarding the WHAM
Situation
The Times-Union and The Democrat &
Chronicle bought the best broadcasting set
obtainable and gave it to the Eastman
School of Music. We are paying for the
operation of this station. Erecting the
station at the Eastman School makes it
possible to broadcast the wonderful concerts that are given in the School of Music
and the music of the orchestra which is
rapidly developing into one of. the best
orchestras in the country.
After we have spent thousands of dollars and. thus, given Radiophans of this
vicinity the best that can be obtained, it
is rather irritating, to say the least, to
get such a letter in regard to this station.
Not until we attempted to do something
in Radio has it been my experience to receive criticism for public benefaction. I
can't understand the attitude of the owner
of a Radio receiving set when he thinks
he is privileged to condemn and criticize
those who are giving him something for
nothing. And yet, that is the spirit of the
letter which you are publishing in the
Radio Digest and also the spirit of your
own letter to Mr. Eastman.
There is no reason in the world why we
should be expected to go out and employ
artists or an orchestra at the expense of
thousands of dollars a year and give it
to Radiophans. And, I feel that you are
not justified in expecting us to do so. As
a matter of fact it costs about a quarter
of a million a year to maintain the orchestra at the Eastman School and as a result
of our expense in operating the station,
music of this orchestra is broadcast every
night. We are sorry that we haven't a
- different program every night, but it isn't
necessary for a person to listen to this
program unless he wants to. We have
received thousands of letters thanking us
for this service. Evidently it is not possible to please everyone.
Some of the greatest artists in the world
give concerts at the Eastman Theater. In
every case Mr. Eastman has personally
insisted that they permit the broadcasting
of at least a part of their concerts. As a
result of his personal interest and influence it has been possible for Radiophans
to hear from Station WHAM
artists whose
work is not broadcast from any other
station. Among these artists are the following: Mrs. Louise Stires, John Charles
Thomas, Percy Hamus, Paderewski, etc.
In the meantime dealers of this city
who benefit most from the development of

Mercury \\ Volt Tubes
$6.50
Guaranteed
Better Than WD 11 's
LIMITED SUPPLY
FEDERAL
N.

Coast to Coast Receiving Apparatus
of the Very Best Material

RD.75

THE

159

SET

TUBE

SINGLE

R.D. 75 SHOWS

State

SALES CO.
St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Radio Tubes Repaired
$3.00

UV 200 — C 300
UV 201 — C 301

3.50

The right filament and proper vacuum. All
tubes guaranteed as good as new. Mark
plainly.
Pack
carefully.

Radio Supply and Repair Co.
IMS NORTH

WELLS

Repair returns

ILLUSTRATED

15

ST., CHICAGO,
days

after

receipt.

ILL.

is

required.
A WD-11 tube will operate successfully
in this circuit, by merely substituting a
dry cell instead of the 6-volt storage battery. A .001 mfd. variable condenser is
indicated in the ground circuit. This can
be reduced to .0005 mfd. if a long aerial
is used, but vernier control is suggested
for either condenser. A grid of .00025
mfd. is used with or without a grid leak.
The vacuum tube is a soft or detector
tube and only 22^ volts are required in
the plate circuit.
Radio have raised a fund of several
thousand dollars with which they intend
to provide a program five nights in the
week to supplement the music from the
Eastman Theater. We have offered to
broadcast their programs for them without any charge what-so-eyer and in the
very near future this additonal service will
be established. This will meet the unjust
criticism which you raised and give the
Radiophans in reach of Station WHAM
awhere.
program that will not be surpassed any-

We are including all standard articles of the highest class in the
sets herein described.
Have a number always on hand, packed
for immediate shipment

Reinartz Complete Parts
Consisting

of 7x18

panel,

inductance coil used
switch levers, contact

23 plate condenser,

11 plate condenser

Barrchas

in ' Reinartz circuit, 2 dials, one bakelite socket, 3
points, Freshman variable grid leak, vernier rheostat,

8 binding posts, 25 feet wire,
for construction, for only

base

board

and

diagram

(J* 1 f\
Qj C
*P *• v»2/0

Flewelling Complete Parts
Consisting of 6x14 panel, one 23 plate condenser, one composition dial,
three .006 Micon condensers, 2 honeycomb coils, one double adjustable coil
mount, one Freshman variable grid leak, one condenser, one vernier rheostat, one bakelite socket, 8 binding
construction
diagram,
for
only

posts, 25 feet wire

and

d* 1 1 QC
«P 1 1 •t/w

Moco Wonder Circuit Complete Parts

Inasmuch as publicity was given to the
letter criticizing the management of Station WHAM I think in all fairness this
reply should be published. — Frank E.
Gannett, Editor of Rochester Times-Union,
Rochester, N. Y.

(Something new, wonderful and efficient.) 1,000 mile range and over.
Consisting of 6x10 panel, 23 plate condenser, W.D.-ll socket, one honeycomb inductance coil, panel and coil mountings, one rheostat, .00025 fixed
condenser with panel grid leak, 8 binding posts, 25 feet wire,
and complete construction working diagram, for only

The time is approaching when every
aircraft will be required by law to carry
Radio equipment. At the first public session of the International Commission for
Aerial Navigation it was agreed that all
aircraft engaged in public transportation
(carrying 10 or more persons) must carry
a set.

Can be attached to any of the above circuits, giving a longer range and
100% more efficiency in volume of tone. Consists of two transformers,

RADIO
At Cut Prices
Standard

parts only in original packing.

Sold on a "money-back" basis.
Reference RADIO
DIGEST
PHONES
$11.00 Brown Phone, Adjustable Diaphragm.
Single Unit
$4.95
5.50 Murdock Phones
3.45
6.00 Musie Phones
3.50
12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double... 8.95
6.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Single. . . 4.50
8.00 Dictograph
5.95
TUBES
TT. V. 200
$3.95
U. V. 201
4.95
U. V. 201-A
8.50
1V£ Volt Special
4.50
W. T. 501 Peanut
2.00
(Can be used on 3 dry cells or 6 volt "A" battery)
CABINETS
Made in our factory
7" i 10"
$1.95
7" x 18"
2.85
7" i 21"
3.65
MISCELLANEOUS
$5.00 Multtradioscope (with this, 4 people can
listen in on one head set)
$1.50
DURaTEK Permanent Crystal Detector
2.00
$7.50 Pioneer Moulded
Variometer
4.95
8.00 Pioneer Moulded Variocoupler
4.95
YV.D.-H
Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester. Indoor and Outdoor
Type
85
Murdock Loud Speaker Horn with Phone. . . . 5.00
$5.00 Acme Transformer. Kadio and Audio.. 3.45
5.50 — 180 Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
6.00 with
Genuine
Moulded
Variometer 2.95
Dial "Tuska"
Ammeter tor Testing "B" Batteries
49
$5.00 43-Plate
Condenser
1.95
4.00 23-Plate Condenser
1.55
2-inch Bakelite Dials
25
4-inch Electros Dials
75
3-inch Bakelite Dials
35
W.D.-12 Transformer for W.D.-ll Tube
4.65
$1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
69
Genuine All-Wave Coupler
7.90
$10.00 — 3000 Meter Coupler
4.95
WHEN
ORDERING
BY MAIL
Add
Postage
by the Following
Scale
PURCHASES
Up to $1.00
add 10c
¥1.01 to $2.00
"
ijC
2.01 to
3.00
" 20c
3.01 to
5.00
"
25c
5.01 to
7.00
.-. " 30c
7.01 to 10.00
- 40c
Money

or

Personal

Check

Two Stage Amplifying Unit Complete Parts

$7.95

6x10 panel, 2 bakelite sockets, 3 jacks, 2 rheostats, 7 bind- d* 1 f\ QP
ing posts, wire and construction diagram complete for. . . . «J) A l/eOt)

Special Hygrade Variable Condensers
$3.50 Value
I1
$4.50 Value
43 plate
$1.70
$6.00 Value 43
$3.75 Value
23 plate
$1.40
vernier
$4.50 Value
13 plate
$1.35
$4.50 Value
II
$5.50 Value 23 plate with
vernier
vernier
Note: Vernier condensers with dials 50 cents extra. All list
genuine, not inflated.
Condensers of.$4.00
all other capacities on hand.

plate

$1.25

plate with
$4.50
plate with
$3.50
prices quoted here are

Thisphones
Week's
Special—
3,000excellent
Ohm standard
Headsets
These
are unusual
bargains,
make,
with patented universal joint, adjustment on receiver, d» *y Q C
and comfortable band for head.
Regular list, $7.50. . «pO»»/0
Vernier dial controls 75c value.
4 Phone connector posts, 75c
value
WD. -11
Bakelite
sockets,
75c
value
V. T. Bakelite sockets, 75c
value
Plain
rheostat,
$1.00 value....
Super crystal
Single open
circuit jacks
Double
closed
circuit jacks. . .

42c

Write

send

coils. . . .'.
rheostat,
$1.25

34c
value .. 92c

2-inch
Composition
dials
75c
Value
phone
plugs

60c

Battery hydrometers,
75c value . 40c
Soldering
outfits,
$1.00
value .. 85c
Glass crystal
detectors
.65c
Series
parallel
switch
lever. . . .39c
Double
open
circuit jacks
40c
50 Turn
coils
34c
Inductance
switches
$1.20

28c
48c
. 20c
35c
.45c

I 80 degree VARIOCOUPLERS,
Silk
at soldering
points.
Regular
$4.50
Basket wound VARIOMETERS
(no
Two
coil mountings, bakelite,
knob
Three coil mountings with graduated
Woodehorn loud speakers,
look like

Please

75 Turn
Vernier

42c

wire wound, with special bakelite discs
value
$2.90
dielectric interference)
$2.90
control,
$3.50
value
$2.60
dials on top
$3.45
Western
Electrics
$7.50

Everything guaranteed exactly as presented.
money
orders whenever possible.
This insures quicker
Correspondence
cheerfully
answered.
Write
us.
Dealers and representatives write for our proposition.

us.

22c
46c

delivery.

The House of Service and Quality

Accepted

ModelVs
Established 1889

RADIO

STORES

Dept. F. 1, 191 Fulton

Street, N.Y.C.

Moco Products

28 So. Wells Street, Chicago, IU.
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Questions and Answers
Set Advice
(1905) WFB, Dickinson, N. D.
Can you advise me regarding a receiving set? I desire to get a good receiving
set capable of receiving over as long a
distance as possible. I read in your publication of amateurs picking up foreign
stations. I want to procure a set for use
with a loud speaker for home use that is
not too difficult to operate. What set or
sots would you recommend? I am not
trying to commit you to any one manufacturer's product. But it has occurred
to me that there is probably some receiving set or sets that occupy the same relative position in the Radio field as do the
Packard and Pierce Arrow cars in the
automobile field; that you would know
and perhaps you would advise me.
I have a friend who has a RC Westinghouse receiver and another has a ''Zenith"
made by Chicago Radio Laboratory from
which they get fair results. The Radio
Craft D-6, put out by a branch company
of the De Forest Radio Tel. Co.. has been
recommended to me for long distance
work: also the Mu-Rad MA-13, and the
Kennedy sets have been recommended to
me as the best. I will appreciate any advice you may give me. Are there new
changes so likely as to make advisable
now the purchase of only a small, inexpensive set?
A. Any one of the sets you have
enumerated stand pre-eminently among
the best. Personally the writer favors a
circuit having the regenerative principle
and employment of two or three stages of
audio frequency amplification as given
the best results without a high degree of
knowledge and skill in operation.
While the claim is made that Radio outfits are well standardized, the fact of the
matter is that it can never become standardized in any way whatsoever and the
more we know about it the less apt shall
we be to standardize it. What is new tomorrow will be scrapped two years hence.
This is not said with any view to discouragement of buying complete outfits,
nothing is further from our mind. The
novice should, by all means, buy a simple
outfit, which is the best possible thing he
can do to familiarize himself with the
art. Once the outfit has fulfilled its
mission he can go in for parts to his
heart's content, but to the man not elec-

RADIO
Use

KXOTT
Send

trically and mechanically inclined, we
would say buy the outfit by all means,
because he would probably make a mess
of It and become discouraged.
There are many things to be learned by
experimenting with Radio and too much
of it cannot be done. The more who do
experiment, the better for all concerned.
It is like no other thing of which we can
speak. It has no precedents. So in this
light we are loath to advise specifically
any method of procedure. It is the rapid
developments of the art that makes it so
fascinating.
Helnartz Circuit
(2027) EHR, Chicago, Hi.
Please state in order of value to the
average "fan," Reinartz, Flewelling or
hook-up employing variocoupler and two
variometers.
Which is best and why?
Is the WD-11 tube satisfactory?
Does it give as great range as large
tubes?
May it be used successfully for amplification?
How many would be required for a large
horn?
What changes are necessary in R. D. 70
Circuit to get two stages of amplification?
Are honeycomb coils interchangeable?
Is it necessary to keep on hand a number of variously turned coils for use in
reception of different wave lengths?
What is the range of Circuit R. D. 70,
Meters?
A. — It is best for a novice to begin with
a simple tube set employing the regenerative principle until he has familiarized
himself with the action. For selectivity,
simplicity of tuning and operation generally it is best to use a variocoupler, and
a two variometer circuit for a starter.
The Flewelling and Reinartz are both good
circuits of the regenerative type and either
is simple of construction and operation.
The WD-11 tube are proving very satisfactory as detector tubes and afford a
range equal to the ordinary six volt tube.
However, it does not afford the volume
| of an ordinary tube when used as an
amplifier.
Two or three stages of amplification are
required for satisfactory employment of
a horn.
No changes are necessary in Diagram R.
D. 70 for use of amplification.

SUPPLIES

R. D.

BOSTON

27, MASS.

Radio Fair

Dillon Condenser
A

real condenser, correct capacity, carefully made, handsomely
finished.
(Tested.)
.00025 M. F. D
Grid 15c
.0003
M. F. D
Grid 17c
.0005
M. F. D
Grid 17c
.001 Phone
20c
.0015
Phone
20c
.002
Phone
25c

.0025
.003
.004
.005
.006

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone

BD-66
(2051) IWH, Toledo, Ohio.
Will you please inform me as to the
range and distance of your hook-up. No.
R.D. 66. page 14, of the December 23, 1922,
issue, also, is it capable of cutting out
stations and receiving another with a minimum of interference?
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to R. D. diagram No. 66, appearing
in December 23rd issue, would advise that
properly executed this is an effective and
selective circuit and with proper tuning
should afford a minimum of interference.
It is difficult of course to tune out signals of mutual wave lengths on simultaneous broadcasting. The range of circuit above mentioned should be about one
thousand miles.
Five Tube Set
(2081) P. N.. Gary, Ind.
Will you kindly answer a few brief
questions
in regard
Mr. issue?
Marx's tube
set
as described
in Nov.to 18th
Could I use Dayton Fan link wound to
2,600 meters as a vario coupler and R.
C. Radio frequency transformers which
work to 5,000 meters?
Will this change the capacity of the
condenser across the secondary of coupler?
Is this set regenerative?
Will the detector and 2-step audio without R. F. work the loud talker?
A. — Referring to the set described in November ISth issue will state that the inductance cited wil serve effectively as suggested. No change in condenser necessary.
The circuit in question is non-regenerative.
Two stages of amplification are usually
adequate for employment of a loud

know what the surface of each would be
required to build a condenser of .006 capacity. Everybody is trying the Super
but if you can make the condensers there
will be about $3.00 saved which is enough
to buy the coil mounting.
A. — Answering your inquiry relating to
construction of condenser of .006 mfd.
capacity would advise that about twentyfour .square inches would approximate it
nearly enough. This, of course, means
twelve square inches on each side.

"HOW"

OF SUPER CIRCUIT

(Continued from page 7)

The difference may be exceedingly small
but it will always be there because no
two things can be made identically alike
in every respect. On the other hand this
difference usually is quite large, and when
a particular plate voltage is specified, that
voltage should be taken only as a fair
average. Then try out different voltages
to procure final results. Remember that
it is not the correct setting of the plate
voltage or the filament or grid that gives
tne best results, but that they are only
secured when these three factors are all
working with each other. This point, of
course, applies to any and all Radio tubes,
likes Power Tube
The writer is rather partial to the
TJV-202 tube, which although an expensive
tube comparatively, is one of the best
tubes for receiving that we have, volume
and other factors considered.
The greater the plate voltage that we
can control with our tube, the greater
will be the volume and amplification secured. A hard tube will generally handle
greater voltages on the plate than a soft
tube. This is another argument for the
use of hard tubes in the Flivver circuit.
If a soft tube is used in the Flivver
circuit, and the grid leak is omitted, it
will be seen that the blocking action can
still be present because the charged grid
speaker.
will still be able to free itself through
the gas molecules present in the tube.
Pord Spark Coil Condenser
This means that we cannot control the
(2113) JRDP, Leominster, Mass.
I desire to ask you a question about timing. However, if the characteristics
the construction of the condenser bank of the tube happen to be right, very good
used in the Flewelling Super. I am using results may be obtained, although they are
a piece of tinfoil and paraffined paper taken not comparable with a set in which the
from a Ford spark Coil and would like to timing is under exact control.

BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO MERCHANDISE
AT THE

INSTRUMENTS
for selective
and sharp tuning.
stamp for description.

E. R. KNOTT MACHINE CO.
DEPT.

Honeycomb coils are not interchangeable
nor is it necessary to keep on hand variously turned coil for different wave lengths.
This is accomplished by tuning.
The range of circuit R D. 70 should be
one thousand miles or over.
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CROWN Coil Mountings
especially adapted for

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Used by many manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
For long and short wave reception.

Licensed under De Forest Patents
We
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1. Special Locking Device to keep
the coil In place, thus preventing It
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2. Special Adjustable Bearing fea4.
ture.
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5. Complete with Flexible Leads.
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Mothers have found a new way to keep the kiddies quiet while the
housework is being done. The happy youngster above may not
understand all the many strange things he hears over the ether,
but he is highly interested
© Keystone

DIGEST

ILLUSTRATED

This photo shows an exceedingly
set perRadio
simple fected
by W. receiving
E. Foster, of 2308
Bryant avenue, Minneapolis, at
a cost of about $8. With this
little instrument programs have
been heard from Louisville. Atlanta, Los Angeles and Fort
Worth. It consists of a vernier
rheostat, one 50-turn honeycomb
r, 23-plate
coil, a grid condense
variable condenser and tube

if ■-. • ^.r<:-yy.-:^ry->r.->^:<<'.y?:'

©Int.

The "Sheik" is seen above listening in on KHJ, The
Angeles Times station. Rudolph is a true Radiophan
has a set installed in his dressing room at the studio as
as at his home
© U. &

Los
and
well
U.
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Radical Action Against Trusts Urged —
Unless Science Is to Be Thrown
in Discard
By A. H. Munday
TORONTO, ONT. — "The harm being
done to the advancement of Radio by the
big trusts, and the small trusts for that
matter, can almost be put down as irretrievable, and unless some radical action
is fostered by enthusiasts all over the
world the science will soon be on the way
to the discard," declared Mr. Charles V.
Logwood, in giving his opinion on the big
trusts, and their handling of the circuits.
"The healthy development of any new

TEST CASE ON AIR
LAW TO BE MADE

PLANTS ENTITLED
ACKNOWLEDGE

TO
WIRES

F. R. Stark, Western Union AttorSecretary of Commerce Will File
ney, Tells How
Appeal in Case Against
CHICAGO. — The regulation of the deInterstate Company
partment of commerce which apparently

WASHINGTON. — The Secretary of Commerce will file an appeal in the Supreme
Court of the United States in his case
against the Intercity Radio Company of
New York City. The District of Columbia
Court of Appeals recently handed dowh a
decision in which it upheld the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia requiring the Secretary of Commerce to issue a

10

PRIZE

WINS FLEWELLING
CRYSTAL FAN WILL
BE FUTURE EXPERT

No.

prevents broadcasting stations from acknowledging telegrams and telephone calls
does not prevent Radio operators from
announcing the fact that messages have
been received, but it does prevent broadcasters from talking directly to the sender
of the telegram. This is the view taken
by Francis R. Stark, general attorney for
the Western Union Telegraph Company.
"It seems to me quite evident that a

'La Femme Charmante' above is Nedelka
Simeonova, violinist virtuoso, a pupil of
Leopold Auer. She is one of the most
popular artists who broadcast at WOR,
Miss Lucile Wiseman (left), soprano, and Miss Mildred Wiseman, violinist, artists on the
the Bamberger Store station, Newark, N. J.
entertaining staff of WOAI, at San Antonio, Texas, are favorites with Radiophans
movement is of course subject to certain Radio license to the Intercity company. station may broadcast the information
restrictions and regulations, but the ev- The case will go to the United States that a telegram has been received and
eryday fan with his crystal set is an Supreme Court as the first test case under received at a certain time, without any
important person to consider, and his re- the Radio law.
personal communication to the individual,
quirements should be considered equally
which would violate the regulations," said
as much as the most powerful stations all
Mr. Stark. "It is not the broadcasting of
WEAF Has Mexican Night
over the world. It is from these young
NEW YORK. — Mexican Night was a the information that a telegram has been
(Continued on page 2)
received, but only "the transmission of
specialgramfeature
Station WEAF's
March 5. of
A distinguished
grouppro-of acknowledgments to individuals relating
musicians and speakers under the auspices to the receipt of such a telegram."
ENGLAND HEARS WCX
of the Consul General of Mexico in New
York City furnished the Radio audience an
BROADCAST MARKETS
Wittenberg Heard in England
entertaining and instructive evening.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. — According to
F. P. deHoyos, General Agent of the Na- word
received here, messages and concerts
tional Railways of Mexico, delivered a talk
— The Detroit Free Press
IT,Station,
DETRO
WCX, has received
Radio
sent out recently by the Wittenberg colon the culture of Mexico.
tion
lege Radio station here, have been picked
from New Castle,
informa
up in England. The college station was
England, that broadcasts of its market
established only a short time ago and
New Club for Davenport
reports had been picked up in that
its first program less than two
DAVENPORT, IA. — A new club was sent
place. The reports are said to have
monthsout ago.
recently organized here known as the
come in strong and clear. This is the
Davenport Radio Club. At the first meetfirst time WCX has received informaing officers were elected as follows: W. R.
tion that its broadcasting has been
BOSTON, MASS. — A recent Radio club
heard in England, although they have
Yancy. president; H. A. Wright, vice pres- is one formed in Holyoke, Massachusetts.
A
drive is now being made for increased
ident;
Clarence
E.
Alford,
secretary
and
d
been reporte heard far.
membership.
treasurer.

FLIVVER SET
RACE TAKEN
BYSTUDENT
To Describe

Prize Sets

F. P. Hall and A. J. Barclay Second
— SevenWinners
and Third teen
Win Mention
CHICAGO.— Lawrence M. Blakey, student at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga., has been awarded
first prize of $40.00 by the judges of the

Mme. Freda St. Jerna, the Swedish Nightingale, has the distinction of being the first
singer heard over WOAI, the Radiophone
station of the Southern Equipment-Evening News-Express, at San Antonio, Texas
$100.00 Flewelling Prize Contest, conducted by Badio Digest. F. P. Hall,
Owego, N. Y., won second award of
$25.00, and A. J. Barclay, Tampa, Fla.,
won the $10.00 given as third prize.
Fourth to eighth prizes, respectively, of
(Continued on page 2)

CHICAGO NOW ADMITS
OUTSIDERS MONDAYS
casting stations now remain silent
GO. — Three Chicago broadCHICA
every
Monday
from 7 o'clock
ans a
until midnight, to night
give Radioph
chance to hear out-of-town stations.
This agreement was made recently by
representatives before the Radio subcommittee of the council committee on
gas, oil and electric light. The new
Zenith Edgewater Beach station will
also adhere to this plan.

March iy, 1923

RADIO

FLEWELLING

AWARDS

(Continued from page 1.)
$5.00 each were awarded to A. R. Miller,
Jr., Spring Valley, Minn; Charles Priesmeyer, Chicago, 111.; E. C. Hebert, Detroit, Mich.; J. A. Harris, W. Lynn, Mass.,
and Thomas Dimply, Kansas City, Mo.
Marked Ingenuity Shown
Marked ingenuity and careful workmanship were found in practically every entry.
Distance reception was one of the deciding factors which cost several excellent
entries their places in the prize.
High lights on the prize winners are
interesting. Mr. Blakey, first prize winner, fulfilled every rule of the contest and
.submitted a very neat and complete manuscript. His care in treating the subject
and building the prize set were considered important factors by the judges in
making the award.
Mr. Hall, second prize winner, showed
some unique ideas in construction, and
even extended his paper to include the
making of a two-step Radio frequency
amplifier.
Mr. Barclay, winner of third prize, took
great care in preparing his description
of his set, submitting excellent diagrams
and photographs.
Third Prize Set Next Week

DIGEST

TORONTO COPS PLAN
BROADCAST STATION

NAA, Old Time Naval Plant, Responsible
for Naming Town in Virginia "Radio"

When NAA First Began Operation All Transmission Was Conducted
from Hut Near By — Now Is Operated By Remote
Control On Seven Separate Circuits

By Carl H. Batman
sets without interference, thanks to "duWASHINGTON — There is a town named
Radio. It is in Virginia just across the
Back
the early days, Chief J. W. Scanplex in
operation."
Potomac from Washington. It is there lin was listening in one night, on Decemthat the gigantic towers of the Naval
ber 29, 1912, to be exact. He heard a curiRadio station, from which the name came,
ous series of numerals and letters formis situated.
ing words unintelligible to him. He had
heard
similar characters in code for sevUsually it is known as Arlington, being
eral nights, but on the night mentioned he
near the great National Cemetery, but the
call letters of the station, NAA, are known copied the message and told his superior
almost around the world. In the Postal officers in Washington that he had heard
copied "FL." He was laughed at. FL
Guide, the tiny village at the foot of the and
was the call of the Eiffel Tower in Paris,
three great towers, one of which is 600 and
no one believed he could pick up a
feet high, is listed as Radio.
message from that distant station. He
This Naval Radio station was put in insisted, however, and a report containing
operation in 1912 and was the first of the the copied message was transmitted to
Navy's chain of high-powered Radio sta- Paris through the Department of State.
tions to be established. It has only be- The reply proved that he was correct. He
come well-known to American fans since had copied Eiffel Tower, and correctly exthe
government
broadcasting was transcept for a few characters. For the first
The
third
prize
set,
Mr.
Miller's,
will
ferred there in January, but today many time, an American naval station had
be described in the next issue of Radio
thousands
of
Radio
owners
listen
in
on
Digest, that of March 24. The following
caught a European Radio station.
week (April 7) the second prize set will 710 meters when NAA speaks.
Soon thereafter experiments were underbe described, and in the April 14 issue,
taken between NAA and the Eiffel Tower
Seven Sets Now in Use
the complete description of the first prize
and direct two-way communication was
When the station was first put in op- established in 1913.
set will appear.
eration only code signals were sent and
Old Set Beaches Far
The descriptions will be very detailed
Ten years ago, all operations
With the old 100 kilowatt Fessenden
so as to aid Flewelling fans in their ex- received.
were conducted on a single set from a little spark set, put in operation in 1913, some
perimental work.
the direction of a sup- remarkably long distance results were
From the many excellent papers sub- hut nearby under
erintendent of communications. Today it achieved.
mitted in the contest, the judges selected
Naval vessels in the Mediterseventeen for honorable mention. The is different; seven separate transmitting
ranean have copied the tivne signals,
contestants whose papers were worthy of circuits are operated by remote control which are still sent out from NAA on this
from the naval and munitions buildings in set, after 19 years of service. An amateur
honorable mention follows:
E. C. Galbreath, Denver, Colo.; W. J. Washington, from which wire lines link up in Brazil heard NAA as long ago as 1914,
with the
Pusey, Haskell, N. J.; H. C. Borgfeldt, naval
use.Radio circuits for both army and but this is not uncommon today.
Some of the first Radiophone experi"Wilmette, 111.; L. C. Fairfield, Winnipeg,
All receiving is done in Washington by
ments were conducted from Arlington in
Manitoba, Can.; E. E. Holmes, Los Angeles, Calif.; Harry Shiples, Salt Lake special antennae and loops. Simultaneous 1915 when the announcements were reCity, Utah; H. J. Perkins, Lake Worth, operation is permitted with six sending
ceived in Pearl Harbor,
Honolulu.
Fla.; E. E. Cook, Chicago, 111.; -Dr. B. F.
Morrow, New York, N. T.; E. Schmidling,
Milwaukee, Wis.; M. L. Healy, Boston,
Mass.; J. B. Rathbun, Chicago, 111.; H. E.
Dudrey, Ashland, Ky. ; Henry Burr, Kansas. City, Mo.; Theodore Madige, New
York, N. Y.; J. F. Callahan, Brooklyn, N.
Y. ; Geo. A. Remling, North Tarrytown,
N. Y.
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(Continued from page 1.)
Radiophans that we will have to gather
our future experts, and unless we gain
their confidence, and help them to help
themselves, the science will suffer in the
next
wood. generation," emphasized Mr. LogRaps Certain Firms
He pointed out that as soon as any
Radiophan has worked out a new circuit
that showed promise of an improvement
on the one in popular use, he was immediately requested to submit the plans to
certain firms throughout the United States,
with the promise of large returns if his
circuit proved meritorious. As soon as one
of the companies had secured the sole
rights they immediately place it out of
reach of all except the largest stations,
and then at a great expense to the companies licensed to use it.
Mr. Logwood, who is at present figured
in an action against Major Armstrong
regarding the priority of patenting the
Armstrong circuit, is at the present time
working on several new circuits with the
interests of the small Radiophan at heart
solely.
Thinks Logwood Will Win
"In my opinion it will not be very long
before some action will be taken; perhaps
it will be by the small fans themselves,"
declared Professor J. M. 'Buckley, of Manchester, England, who is on a tour of Canada and the United States to secure firsthand information on Radio and its application in North America. "I have studied
the Armstrong circuit and am also fully
acquainted with the claim of Mr. Logwood.
In my opinion, Mr. Logwood will win his
case, because the United States patent
office has already allowed his claim of priority of application, as I understand it. I
think that it will be one of the finest
moves ever made for the science if Mr.
Logwood succeeds, because he is a man,
and associated with men, who are far from
being purely mercenary. They have the
true interests of the Radiophans at heart
and with their guidance, that is of Mr.
Logwood and his associates, the Radio
world will make great advancement."

Health Board Uses Broadcast
March 15 to March 22 was Diphtheria
Week in Philadelphia. Then Philadelphi;.ns heard all the Board of Health knows
about diphtheria "vaccination" cure and
treatment. They had the news broadcast
to them over the Radio as well as delivi id to them by regular pre-Radio day
channels,

weekly by Radio Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Subscription rates,
yearly. Five Dollars; Foreign, Six Dollars; 6ingle copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter April 27,
1922, at the postofflce at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Looking Ahead
Reflex, Reinartz, and Flewelling, featured every issue. Watch for the new developments in these circuits through the columns of Radio Digest.

TO

BE ONE OF THE MOST
POWERFUL IN WORLD

Other Canadian Forces Intend to Follow
In Footsteps
Dicksonof Chief
, TORONTO, ONT. — One of the most powerful Radio broadcasting plants and longdistance receiving stations in the world is
to be installed at the police headquarters
in Toronto, Canada, within the next few
months if present plans of the police commissioners materialize. In a special interview to a representative of the Digest,
Chief Dickson said that before long the
department will enter into negotiations,
and it is expected that the plant will be
in operation before the fall of the present
To Keep abreast of Times
"We must keep abreast of the times,"
declared Chief Dickson, "and I have had
my ear to the ground regarding Radio for
year.
many months. I fully realize that Radio
is the coming science that is going to
revolutionize police methods, and the world
generally, but it should be remembered
that there will have to be the necessary
government restrictions so that the work
of the police and other departments for
the protection of the public cannot in any
way be interfered with. Tes, the possibilities of the new science are great, especially in the prevention of crime and the
detection of criminals. Canada is especially suitable for high powered stations
for police work, chiefly because it is a
country of long distances and few large
police centers. Then again there are many
outlying districts that have not yet been
equipped with telephones. These centers
can now be equipped with high powered
Radio stations at small expense, and in
this way help in watching for the safety
of the public.
Awaits Improvements
Chief Dickson is opposed to the immediate installation of a broadcasting station
because he felt that there might be some
radical improvements m apparatus very
shortly, which might make necessary the
scrapping of any equipment bought now.
For icythis
reason
a "watchful
will be
adopted
for a few waiting"
weeks. polChief Dickson pointed out that the head
of the United States secret service, W. J.
Burns, has his own broadcasting station,
as have also the chiefs of police of New
York, Detroit and other large centers
throughout the United States. Almost
every Radiophan is acquainted with the
Detroit police's appropriate Radio call letThree Centers with Plants
Communication has been going on with
ters,
"KOP."
Chief Dickson
and the chiefs at Montreal
and Ottawa with regard to the opening of
a station by the chief in each of these
three centers, and it is now reported that
all three have definitely decided on the
same
policy
that ofdecision
Chief isDickson's.
So, when
some asdefinite
reached,
all three centers will have high powered
stations, but it is understood that the one
to be installed at Toronto will be one of.
the most powerful in the world in order to
be of the greatest service for points
throughout Western Canada and also, at
the same
time, be in touch with all stations in Europe.

The chief stated that he had gone-into
the matter of cost and other details in
connection with the installation and the
operation. He has, we understand, full
knowledge of the whole situation, and is
in a position to take prompt action when
A New Development in Reinartz Sets, will be the next subject discussed by H. J. it is considered opportune to act.

Third Prize Flewelling Set, designed by A. J. Barclay of Tampa, Florida, will be
described in full by the winner himself in the next issue of thte Radio Digest.
The second and first prize sets will be described in the April 7 and 1 4 issues
respectively.
»
Marx.

It's good.

Don't miss it!

A-B-C Lessons for Biginners, Chapter Twelve next week will take up a twostage audio frequency amplifier, as well as a detector employing regenerative
amplification.
A. other
G. Mohaupt's
and
fall in line Read
with the
beginners.Chapter Eleven on page 1 I, this issue
The Only Sure-Fire Radiophonists' Telephone Book, Part III with State, CityStation index. Watch for the new feature which will give daily schedules of
the high power broadcasting plants.
Last But Not Least, E. T. Flewelling, will tell some more interesting details regarding the experimental work he is doing. Read this too in the March I 7 Radio
Digest.
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NOVEL FAMILY UNION
FOLLOWS KYW SONG
Telegraph
Operator
Sings
for
Broadcast — Finds New Cousin
CHICAGO. — On January 8, Frank D.
Greif, 2713 Florence avenue, who is a telegraph operator and sings as an avocation,
sung over the Radio in the Westinghouse
KYW program. Siting at his Radio set
in Binghamton, N. Y., George F. Greif, an
electrical engineer, heard the song, and the
name of the singer.
George F. Greif, reversing the idea that
"you may forget the singer but you can't
forget the song," wondered if the singer
were a relative, as the name is not a
common one. He wrote the Chicago singer
and a checkup of their relatives disclosed
that they were first cousins, having the
same ingrandfather,
born
Germany. Frederick Joseph Greif,
Frank D. Greif, having lost his father
when a child, did not know a great deal
about his grandparents, but the mother of
George, living in Lakeland, Fla., furnished
the information that disclosed the young
men their consanguinity.
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'WORLD-WIDE' PHONE
COMING-STEINMETZ
WIZARD
OF SCHENECTADY
MAKES

PROPHECY

Static
Elimination,
Selectivity,
Two
Goals
Sought — Believes
Radio
Will Not Supplant Wire Liner
By T. N. Hollingsworth
BOSTON. MASS. — Radiophone talks ami
concerts will be sent completely around
ti'.e world front some central broadcasting
station in the very near future, says Dr.
Charles P. Steinmetz, the electrical wizard
of Schenectady, in a recent interview here.
' Ungineers are working day and night on
many things which will revolutionize Radio," he said. "They have been working
tor years on a scheme to entirely overcome
static electricity, and they have nearly
reached their goal. There has been a
constant impro\tment in eliminating
static, and in the near future I expect to
see static interference completely wiped
out.
"Selectivity, that is the ability to tune
out stations and tune in others to make
the use of the Radiophone more secret — is
another improvement on which experts all
over the world are working. These men
have made remarkable strides in the past
year, but in the coming few months I
expect to see much more accomplished.
See Future of Utility
"I see no reason why, in the near future,
Radio communication cannot be made
almost as fool-proof as the land line telephone of today. It will be possible, I
believe, to carry on a Radiophone conversation with a far distant station on a prearranged scale of wave lengths without
the fear of others listening in.
"I do not believe that the Radio will
ever supersede the land line telephone system, however. There is too much need
tor both for either to crowd out the other.
They are both here and here they will stay.
We cannot get along without the telephone
for certain uses and we cannot now get
along without the Radiophone. They both
have separate missions in our business
and social life."
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NEW ZEALAND HEARS
WHAZ— NEW RECORD

g to
listenin
N, wis—
.1 quartet
giving While
a program
recently
BERLI
from station WLAG of Minneapolis, Dr. B. E. Scott of this city heard
the announcer say: 'I hopo Dr. Scott
g in." The
of Berlin,
is listenin
doctor
then Wis.,
realized
that he was
listening to a quartet one of whose members
was his brother. He called the station
by long distance telephone and five minutes later heard his brother's voico
bidding him a "good-night."

from
broadca
s andne music
--Wordtelepho
Nr. byV. Radio
, st
TROY
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute station hero have been heard distinctly in New Zealand, according to a
cablegram from Invercargill, N. /..,
reaching the station today. This is
regarded here as a new record for distance, the airline mileage to Invercargill being nearly 10,000 miles. New
Zealand fans heard WHAZ on three
separate days.

GANNA

WALSKA

SINGS FROM

WJZ

WHITE BILL DEAD AS
CONGRESS ADJOURNS
NINE MONTHS
BILL CAN

BEFORE NEW
BE MADE

Department
of Commerce
Must
Continue under
Law Enacted
10 Ancient
Years Ago

BULLETIN
WASHINGTON. — During the closing
hours of Congress the White resolution,
providing for an investigation by the Federal Trade Commission of the alleged
monopoly in the Radio industry, was
passed by the House of Representatives.
No time is set for the completion of the
report and therefore the results will probably not be made public until the next
session of Congress.
The White Radio bill which passed the
House some weeks ago died a natural
death in the Senate, owing to the continued
opposition of some of the Democratic
members to increasing the power of the
secretary of commerce.
Secretary of Commerce Hoover announced that he will call a Radio conference to consider the temporary assignment of new wave lengths. Invitations
for the conference have not gone out yet
but the secretary stated it would probably
be held March 20.
The secretary will reassemble the committee that acted during the last Radio
conference which was held at the department of commerce, about a year ago. The
conference will be held largely because
of the failure of the White bill to pass
Congress. Hoover stated that he could
hardly believe that there was anything
in the rumor, which has been current for
some time, that the Radio Corporation of
America succeeded in killing the White
Radio bill in the Senate.

WASHINGTON. — The White Radio Bill
died in committee along with a number of
other important legislative documents
when the 67th Congress adjourned on
March 4. The House and Senate do not
convene until December 4, when a new bill
will months
probablyaway.
be introduced — but that is
nine
Whether Secretary Hoover can manage
to keep the ether from getting more
jammed with broadcasts and other Radio
communications without legislation, remains to be seen. Lack of a new law
makes it necessary for the Department of
Commerce to continue under legislation
Los Angeles Evening Herald Has No
enacted ten years ago when broadcasting
Transmitter but Works as
was unknown and there were few commerRemote Control
cial and amateur stations.
Will Try to Use Old law
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — On Monday,
It is probable that the Secretary will
January 29. at 5 o'clock, Radiophans who
undertake
the partial reallocation of wave
were listening-in heard, "This is the Evenlengths within the limits of the existing
ing Herald broadcasting through the cenRadio law in an effort to reduce interfertral Radio station at Anthony's, Los Anence and make for peace in the ether.
geles." This was the re-dedication of
KOG. This station is now only a remote
Just what plans the department has for
control for KFI, the 500-watt plant of
improving conditions in the present Radio
pandemonium, are not known, but a plan
Anthony's,
Angeles.
Since thatLostime
and henceforth Radio
for execution within a few months is beStation KOG, it stills retains its old call
ing worked out, it is understood.
letters, goes on the air every afternoon
To Appeal Inter-City Case
and every alternate evening at the hours Above is the first exclusive photo of Mrs. Harold McCormick, nee Ganna WaUka, lyric soprano,
The decision of the District Court of
over the Radiophone. The picture was taken on the occasion that Mme. Walska sang
named above. The afternoon programs in- singing
over
Station
WJZ
direct
from
the
Waldorf
Astoria
following
her
arrival
in
America.
©
K.
&
H.
Appeals
requiring the Secretary of Comcludes Radio news bulletins, and closing
merce to reissue a license to the Intermarket reports.
The code lessons which became a part lovers with their interpretation of classi- principal speaker at the religious confer- City Radio Company of New York, although that station has been severely comence held at the university, March 2 to 4.
cal scores. The vocal numbers were preof the Herald's Radio program with the
plained of due to interference, will be
old station will be suspended until plans
sented by the well-known Carl Bronson An additional feature of the program
are worked out at a later date to continue Artists who have appeared from time to broadcast was songs by the Fiske Uni- appealed, it was announced recently.
Secretary
Hoover and his solicitor have
the same, as there are many boys who time on the Radio programs of KOG. The
versity quartet of Nashville, Tenn.
desire to learn code receiving and many Bronson artists are known throughout
Amateurs within 200 miles listened to taken the matter up with the attorney general's office requesting that the case be
others with a knowledge of telegraphy Southern California and their appearance Dr. Mott's speech Sunday afternoon, and
get entertainment from listening in on at KOG Is always looked forward to with it
is estimated that the evening address appealed to the Supreme Court of the
Radio signals.
interest. Prof. Carl Bronson presided at was heard within a radius of 1,000 miles. United States. It was the action of the
Court of Appeals that caused Secretary
The opening concert which was Radio- the piano for the concert.
phoned from the new input station of
Hoover to state recently that: "This reNew
Plant
for
Ann
Arbor
The Evening Herald was heard and enmoves the last shred of the Department's
DETROIT. — The Times-News of Ann
joyed by thousands of Radiophans WHA Broadcasts Religious
Arbor is the newest broadcasting station authority over Radio."
throughout the Western States. The program was made up in equal proportions
Radio played an important part in the
Services by John R. Mott in Michigan. It is known officially as
of both vocal and instrumental music.
MADISON, WIS.— Radio Station WHA, WQAJ and operated on 360 meters. This ceremonies conducted in connection with
Instrumental numbers for the program University of Wisconsin, recently broad- station is broadcasting concerts in connec- the two-hundredth anniversary of Benjacast the addresses given Sunday afternoon
were furnished by the famous Fuhrer
tion with the musical interests of the Unimin Franklin's entrance into Printing
versity of Michigan and Ann Arbor.
string quartet who have delighted music and evening, March 4, by Dr. John R. Mott,
House Square, New York.

Dedicate KOG as
Sub-Station of KFI
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il RAILROADS IN
SOUTH HAVE PLANT
TRAVELERS
LISTEN
IN TO
CONCERTS ON TRAIN
Ex-College
Boys
Organize
Novelty
Orchestra to Furnish Music for
New York Limited
By Vera Brady Sblpman
There are there railroads in the middle
south, privately owned, which can boast
of the only railroad ownership Radio
broadcasting- station in the world. These
roads, the Atlanta and West Point, the
Western Alabama, and the Georgia railroad, are all under the presidency of C. A.
Wickersham with his son Frank Wickersham as signal engineer for the three, and
director of Radio.
The College Park Radio station was
originally put in to broadcast train dispatches with the experimental call letters
4XO. The idea of broadcasting programs
was developed and the companies' own
orchestra was gathered together and placed
at College Park in 1921 when the programs
were installed for reception on trains running on these roads between Montgomery
and Atlanta, on the through New Orleans
to New York lines. The receiving set is
placed on the diner of the train and the
whole train assembles after the evening
meal to hear the programs of jazz orches^
tra tunes.
Try Various Stunts
Interesting combinations have been used
by degrees of amplification. In one instance a violin solo was played on the train
to the piano accompaniment in the College
Park studio broadcasted to the train.
Other combinations of orchestral instruments have been effected by train and
studio, with exact rhythm and time.
The station is in charge of I. Miller
and B. W. Benning, whom I met at the
Constitution office in Atlanta preparatory
to my trip to College Park. The announcer
is Gene Curtis, a local College Park lad,
son of a local physician. There are five
musicians on the orchestra staff programs:
Fred Graf, director, playing violin, saxophone and trombone; "Nick" Nickolas, an
overseas veteran who combines piano,
voice and a rare buzz on a comb; Frank
Caldwell, voice and banjo; F. B. Myers,
saxophone, and Frank Corts, a genuine
Hawaiian steel guitar soloist.
Broadcast for Passengers
Their programs are broadcasted at 7:30
and 8:30 p. m., and 10:30 and 11:30 p. m.,
expressly for entertainment of passengers
on board the New York limited while running from West Point, Georgia, to Atlanta.
WDAJ, as the College Park station calls,
is
a 500-watt
3'60
meters
in Class station
A. Theyoperating
have been onheard
at Buenos Ayres, at sea and in every state
and Canadian provinces, according to their
map which they proudly display.

The Only Set
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NAVAL BAND MUSIC GERMANS HEAR WOR'S
TRANS-OCEANIC TEST
WINS RECORD PACT
Concert
Broadcast
from Station
KHJ Results in Compositions
Being "Canned"

LOS ANGELES,
CALIF. — Through the
advancement made possible by Radio, the
music of the naval band of the battleship
U.S.S. Oklahoma has been preserved for
posterity. A short time ago this band
was received at Radio station KHJ, the
Los Angeles Times, in their studio to be
monitored in preparation for the navalRadio concert which was presented a few
evenings later by the officers and enlisted
men of the U.S.S. Oklahoma from Radio
station KHJ.
The harmonious result of
this monitor test was so satisfactory that
the band was put "on the air."
Among those who were listening in to
the concert was Theophilus Fitz, president
of the Golden Record Company of this city,
who immediately completed arrangements
with the band to make two records prior
to the special naval-Radio concert through
KHJ.
The

records have proven a distinct success and arrangements have been made
through the reproducing company to place
these records free of charge on every
American vessel in naval service. Permission has also been given to place a
reproduction in colors of the battleship
Oklahoma on the records.

ORIGINAL NATHANIEL

Baldwin

Teutons Listen In on American
Concert for First Time

Type CSET
HEAD
Complete
SPECIAL
PRICE

NEWARK,
N. J. — A cable from Lichterfelde, Germany, a suburb of Berlin, states
that Miss Edith Bennett, the young: American soprano who sung for an overseas
Radio concert recently from Station WOE,
was heard by the Seehof experimental station at six o'clock in the morning, which,
allowing for the five hours' difference in
time, would be midnight Eastern Standard
time. This is the first time Germany has
listened in on an American Radio concert,
so far as has been reported. Eight high
vacuum amplifiers were used in receiving,
but only ordinary antenna, eight meters
high.

$11.75

Free

with each pair of
these world's best
phones we give absolutely free
a $5.00

Sheltone Loud Speaker
This is a wonderful Loud Speaker.
Both for less than the regular price
of the phones.
Head set can be used in the regular
way as well as on Loud Speaker.
Cash with Order or C. O. D.

Radio Tubes Repaired
UV 200— C 300
UV 201— C 301

$3.00
3.50

WALTER

Radio Supply and Repair Co.
ILL.

104S NORTH WELLS ST., CHICAGO,
Repair returns 15 days after receipt.

SCOTT

10 St. Lukes PL, MONTCLAIR,

The right filament and proper vacuum. All
tubes guaranteed as good as new. Mark
plainly.
Pack carefully.

DON'T

N. J.

GUESS

Premier "7-in-l"
Radio
USE Variable
A--.
Resistance for AH Tube Sets

Efforts to afford relief to the deaf and
dumb by means of Radio are producing
encouraging results. One child of twelve
had his hearing developed to a point where
he pronounced the word "Dog" when a picture was shown — the first word he had
ever spoken in his lifetime.

REINARTZ
PRICE 50 CENTS EACH
Has

seven carefully calibrated values of resistance of approximately Ys megohm each
between terminals. Protecting bakelite discs
assure
Don't
guess — itpermanency
is importantofto resistance.
have resistances
properly adjusted to function with your other
apparatus
tube
sets. to get the best results from all
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PREMIER UNIVERSAL RADIO PRODUCTS— ARE
high grade and efficient. Request bulletin
covering complete line.
DISTRIBUTORS: Some territory open for

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
&
SUPPLY ChicagoCOMPANY

live,

responsible concerns.
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Electric

Company

Manufacturers — Eat. 1905

(Dept. A) 3802-3810 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, IU.
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Coil Mountings
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especially

adapted

for

Flewelling Circuit

Used by manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
For
tion. long and short wave receptures.
A few of its many special fea1. Special Locking Device to keep the
coil in place, thus preventing it from
being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Special Adjustable Bearing feature.
3. Special constructed Calibrated Dial,
showing the stations tuned.
4. Positive Connections on rear of
blocks.

Licensed under De Forest Patents

List Price $5.00
Winn

SCR- 1 1

Sets were perfected long before the radio craze
WINN
started — hundreds working successfully when radio was handled
by technical men only. They are not experiments — not built
of hastily assembled parts gathered haphazard.
WINN
Sets are scientific — the result of years of study and
actual experience. We design and build every one complete
— so positive of their built-in quality, precision, performance,
that we give a definite, all-covering written guarantee of service
and satisfaction with every set.
The SCR-ll, shown above, is a remarkably fine set that is guaranteed to
operate a loud speaker at any distance up to 1000 miles, without distortion.
It is practical, highly sensitive, easily handled, and comes in a beautiful
mahogany or walnut cabinet, with engraved bakelite panels.
Exceptionally high efficiency— Vernier attachments— balanced condensers —
copper shields— may also be used with loop aerial. All at reasonable cost—
$155, f. o. b. Chicago.
Ask your dealer or write for full details.
DEALERS — Write for interesting proposition

WINN ELECTRIC

CORPORATION

Radio Sets and Supplies

Transportation Bldg.

Chicago

CROWN

"WD

5. Complete with Flexible Leads.

11"

The Transformer Designed Especially for
Use with "WD 11" Tubes
The reputation gained by the Crown "W D 11"
with jobbers, dealers and users is evidence that
there

is no

service

other

transformer

in amplifying

giving

without

such

reliable

distortion.

The

Crown "WD 11" is mechanically perfect, ruggedly
constructed and priced right. It is a transformer
all jobbers

and

dealers

can

back

to the limit.

We also manufacture
23 PLATE
VERNIER
CONDENSER
43 PLATE
VERNIER
CONDENSER
BAKELITE
MOULDED
VARIOMETER
BAKELITE
MOULDED
VARIOCOUPLER

$5.50
6.50
8.00
9.00

Audio
Radio

Frequency,
Frequency,

$5.00
$4.00

At
dealer's
— otherwise
sendyour
purchase
price
and you
will be supplied postpaid.

Croton&abto
Jlamrfacturmg Corporation
NEW YORK CITY
78 FIFTH AVENUE
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Of course you know who "Uncle Billy" is — if you have ever listened in on WGI, Medford, Massachusetts. Here is a picture of "the bedtime story man" (center above). We are sorry to say that
Peter Rabbit and Johnnie Chipmunk were not at the station when the photographer called or we
would have made it a group. While a lot of the kiddies have the impression that "Uncle Billy"
looks something like Billie Possum, there are some grown-ups who still think "G. C. A." (G. C.
Arnoux), program director of WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas, is "fat and forty." We are forced to run a
picture of "G. C. A." (left) , in order to cut down on some of our correspondence correcting this rumor
that is riot among the fair sex. At the right is Harry Sadenwater, who has been placed in charge
of the technical direction of the General Electric Company's broadcasting plants. Sadenwater will be
remembered as the Radio officer aboard the ill fated NC-1, one of the three flying boats of the
United States Navy that attempted to cross the Atlantic in May, 1919. Mr. Sadenwater' s craft ran
into a heavy fog and was forced to seek safety in the ocean. The plane was badly damaged by
waves but the crew was finally rescued by a Greek freighter

BRITON'S STATIONS
PURPOSELY LIMITED
LICENSED RECEIVING SETS
DEFRAY EXPENSE
Four Broadcasting Plants Supply News
and Time for All of the
British Isles
By F. N. Hollingsworth
LONDON, ENGLAND. — Britons have
only four broadcasting stations to entertain them and to provide the news of the
day via the air, but, considering the size
of the British Isles, this seems to be amply
sufficient. The number has been purposely
limited, however, to lessen interference.
Receiving stations are licensed, and a portion of the license fees turned over to the
broadcasting stations through the British
Broadcasting Association to help defray
expenses of the work. The largest station
is at Marconi House, with call letters 2LO,
and wave lengths of 400 and 800 meters,
using 1500 watts power. The station at
Manchester, 3ZY, has 800 watts power
and a wave length of 385 meters, while the
other two are 5NO at Newcastle on 400
meters and 5IT at Birmingham, on 420
meters. In tuning in to attempt to pick
up England, fans should remember that
London is five hours earlier than Eastern
Standard time.

Fans Wire and Phone in
on WQAM's Clearness

ETHER WAVES BRING
DE FOREST AWARDED
SON BY FLYING BOAT
MEDAL BY INSTITUTE
Special Committee Appointed to
Investigate the Audion
PHILADELPHIA. — Presentation of the
Elliott Cresson medal to Dr. Lee de Forest
for his invention of the Audion or threeelectrode vacuum tube took place here at
the Franklin Institute of the State of
Pennsylvania in connection with a joint
meeting of the Institute of the Philadelphia Section of the American Society of
Civil Engineers.
The special committee appointed by the
Institute to investigate and report upon
the Audion consisted of Mr. Charles E.
Bonine, chairman, and Dr. George A. Hoadley, with the following consulting members: General J. J. Carty, Dr. A. E. Kennelly, Major General George Owen Squier,
Mr. John Stone. The presentation address was delivered by Dr. Walton Clark.
The report upon which the award was
made says in part:
"This invention of the three-electrode
vacuum tube for the purpose of amplifying minute electrical currents and pressures, called by the inventor the Audion
and variously known as the electron amplifier, thermionic amplifier, three-electrode
bulb, et cetera, the specific invention considered in this report, is one of the most
important ever made in the field of the
electrical transmission of intelligence and
through its development has worked a
profound revolution in the art of Radio
communication."

Huge

Seaplane Delivers
Mother's Side

Man

to

MIAMI, FLA. — The eleven-passenger flying boat Buckeye of the Aeromarine Airways, Inc., performed an unusual service
recently aided by a new Radio apparatus
carried aboard the huge seaplane, according to adyices received by C. F. Redden,
president of the company, at the executive
office, Times building, New York.
Shortly before the Buckeye sailed on its
first trip to Nassau from Miami, a Radio
message was received from Carter De
Gregory at Settlement Point at the west
end of Grand Bahama island, stating that
his mother was seriously ill in Nassau and
requesting that the Buckeye stop for him
and carry him to the British island.
F. Kuback, Radio operator aboard the
Buckeye, sent a message from the flying
boat to a ship in harbor at Settlement
Point giving directions to have Mr. De
Gregory aboard a small boat ready to be
transferred to the aircraft.
The descent was made promptly for Mr.
De Gregory and the voyage was resumed
without delay; the Buckeye arriving in
Nassau that evening.

Pullman Conductor Gives
Passengers Air Concert
Receiving 400-Mile
Set Furnishes
Trip Music for

TEXARKANA, TEX. — People here who
were passengers on Kansas City Southern
passenger train No. 1, southbound, March
1, are discussing what they profess to be
Hotel Guests Dance by Music of
NEW YORK. — Picking the winner of the the first Radio entertainment for railway
Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest was the passengers in this territory.
Miami Plant
Radio audience's unusual privilege on the
The Radio set is the property of Pullevening of Saturday, March 3, when WEAF
man conductor, Tom Chapman. It was
MIAMI, FLA. — Telegrams, letters and broadcast the college men's voices through installed
in the Pullman with aerials runtelephone calls coming in to The Metrop- a special direct wire installation at Carnening along the top of the coach. The set
olis tell of the clearness with which the
gie Hall. Entered in the contest were glee furnished the passengers with concerts all
programs put on by the new Radio station clubs from Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Coalong the 400-mile journey between here
WQAM are heard. Among the cities relumbia, Dartmouth, Cornell, University of
porting by wire or letter are Glen Cove, Pennsylvania, New York University, Penn- and Kansas City.
N. T.: Somerville, N. J.; Needham, Mass.;
sylvania State, Amherst, Wesleyan and the
Arcadia, Orlando and Hialeah.
University of Wisconsin. The latter is
Hear WHB in New York Tube
Telegrams, local and long distance tele- winner of the Intercollegiate Prize Contest
NEW YORK N. Y. — Officials of the
phone calls, received during the broadcast held in the Middle West.
Interborough Rapid Transit company of
of WQAM attested to the popularity of
York recently used the subway and
Each glee club sang one "light" song New
East river tunnel to test Radio reception.
Tasillo's Le Bal Tabarin Orchestra of
Hartford, Conn., which furnished a recent and one "college" song of their own selec- Kansas City, WHB, was picked up in the
tion, followed by a rendition of "The Huntprogram.
er's Farewell" by Mendelssohn. The com- concrete tube sixty feet under ground,
plete vocal merits of each club may thus and. also midway to Brooklyn in the tube
This orchestra is now filling a season's
engagement at Luna Park dancing pavil- be fairly judged. The Radio audience not under the river.
ion. In several of the leading hotels of only enjoyed a program of unusual merit,
Miami and Miami Beach guests often but had the opportunity to test its disEvery state in the Union reported havdance to its music which was received over
criminative powers in selecting the wining heard WGY on Christmas eve. At the
Radio and The Metropolis has received
ner, whose name is yet to be announced same time WGY was heard in London,
many expressions of thanks by telephone through WEAF as soon as the judges' Liverpool, Mexico, Porto Rico, Cuba and
and telegram.
decision is reached.
Canada.

Glee Club Contest Is New
Novelty of Station WEAF

CREATION OF NEW
DEPARTMENT ASKED
NEW
POST
OFFICE
DEPT.
WILL INCLUDE RADIO
Adoption of New munication
Department
Is Not Urgedof ComBy President
By Carl H. Butman
The creation of a Department of Communications, including Radio, is suggested
in the report on the reorganization of the
executive departments submitted to the
joint dentcommittee
a few days of
ago.Congress by the PresiThe committee, headed by Walter F.
Brown, suggests that the Post Office Department be renamed the Department of
Communications, and that it include an
Assistant Secretary for Telephone and
Telegraph, including Radio.
To Add Development
Bureau
In the report Mr. Brown says in part:
"The only important chaage contemplated is the addition of a bureau (to the
Post Office) to develop and extend telephone and telegraph communications, including Radio, for the general public benApparently the Navy would retain its
communication system as would >the Signal Corps, but it is evident that Radio
regulation would be transferred from the
Commerce Department to the Department
of Communication, although the Bureau
of Navigation, under which the Radio
section operates today, is left in the Commerce Department.
President Does Not Urg-e Adoption
Although
the report is labelled as
efit."
recommended
by the President, his letter
of transmittal states that with few exceptions, the changes have the sanction of
the cabinet, and adds that it is his hope
that the suggestions will be of assistance
to the committee. Further than that, the
President does not appear to urge its
adoption.

Signal Corps Establishes
Two New Army Net Stations
WASHINGTON. — The War Department
has announced that Radio stations are to
be established by the signal corps at Fort
Sill, Okla., and Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
as a part of the army Radio net. The
station at Fort Leavenworth will be a relay
point for transcontinental business. The
signal corps land line in Alaska extending
from Fort Gibbons to Koyukuk, a distance
of about 200 miles, is to be abandoned, and
a Radio station will be established at
Ruby to take care of the locality previously
served by that line.

March

RADIO

ANTS INCREASE
ELEVEN IN MONTH

RECEIVING

regard of this rule may
to be declared ineligible.

RECORDS?

cause amateurs

3. Call signals of station heard, its location and the mileage, as defined in Rule 2,
must be given in reporting record. Otherwise record will not be considered.
By the Contest Editor
4. Distances are verified by the contest
published department of this publication using a
to the 312
ADDI
last week, 45 new Geo. F. Cram Co. standard Radio map of
list records
the complete
inNG
U. S. BROADCASTERS NUMdistance reaches were made last
BER 581 NOW
the United States. Owing to much variance in maps, the distances are only
week. Of the past week's newcomers, 26
of these beat old records and 19 were rec- given to the nearest 25 miles and are
Losses 13, New Stations 24, Net Gain
ords for stations not represented hitherto. claimed accurate only within 50 miles.
H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, Nova Scotia,
11, During February — 28 Class
5. There are no prizes awarded. The
B's on Air
Canada, deserves special mention for havonly compensation record holders receive
ing acquired 24 of the "DX Crowns" during is the distinction of recognition through
the week. The new records appear below,
By Carl H. Batman
of the contest which the columns of Radio Digest.
WASHINGTON — An increase of eleven followed by theforrules
the benefit of the new
are repeated
broadcasting- stations is shown on the rec- Radiophans who may have become interords of the Department of Commerce dur- ested:
Christen College Station
ing- the month of February. On the first of
Miles Away
Who Heard It
February there were 570 stations licensed Station
ITHACA, N. Y. — Members of the staff of
1250. B. TT. Livingston, Morristown, N. J.
the
College
of Electrical Engineering at
to broadcast entertainment data and news, CHCF—
CKCK— -1650. L. C. Burwen, Jr.. Charlotte. H. C.
Cornell University made their first broadwhile on March 3 there were 581 broad- KDYW — 2175, Edmund Howard, Waterbury, Coon.
KF„
-1950.
J.
W.
Mayfleld,
Cincinnati.
O.
cast February 28. A series of talks by
casters operating.
KHJ -3000, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
During the past month 24 new licenses KJR— 2S00. H. S. Olding, Xew Glasgow. N. S., Can.
President Livingston Farrand and memNAA—
2250.
B.
J.
Gall,
Blythe.
Calif.
bers of the faculty were broadcast from
were issued to broadcast, but 13 old sta- WBL— 1S00. H. S. Olding. Xew Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
tions ceased to function. Of the total sta- WBU— 1250. H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. X. S.. Can.
Station WEAI, the university Radio stations transmitting entertainment today, 28 WCAE— 2250. B. Taylor, Iivermore, Calif.
tion. This station is expected to develop
WCAH— 1050. A. B. Butlers, Los Angeles, Calif.
are Class B stations operating on 400 WCAT—
into a high-powered transmitting station,
1975. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
meters, the balance being on 360.
keeping the outside world in touch with
WCAQ— 1150. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
university affairs and athletics.
WDAE— 1625, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S., Can.
New Stations' Calls
WEAB— 1550, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
New stations licensed during the past WEAE— 2000. B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WEAI— 2075, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
three weesk follow:
WEAP— 1700, R. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WSAC, Clemson Agricultural College, WEA2— 1475. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
Clemson College, S. C; KFDV. Gilbrech & WEY— 1125, R. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
1375, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
Stinson. Fayetteville, Ark.; WW AT, Mari- WWFAC—
FA F— 2200, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
REINARTZ,
FLEWELLING,
ULTRA
gold Gardens, Chicago, 111.; WRAB, Savan- WFI—
2200, R. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
AUDION and TWO STAGE AMPLIFYING
nah Board of Public Education. Savannah. WGAK—
1400, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
DIAGRAMS
Ga.; KFER, Auto Electric Service Co., Inc., WGAN— 1700,
H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
Fort Dodge, la.; WQAW. Catholic Uni- W<3F— 1425. Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
These diagrams complete in every detail, and
versity of America, Washington, D. C; WGV— 1S00. H. S. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
designed by our staff draftsmen.
KFEV, Radio Electric Shop, Douglas, Wyo.; WHA — 1650. Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
Send fifty cents (50c) for complete set or fifWHAA— 1450, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. X. S., Can.
WTAS, George D. Carpenter. Elgin, 111.; WHAL—
teen cents (15c) each.
1100,
H.
S.
Olding.
New
Glasgow.
N.
S.,
Can.
WDAD. Central Kansas Radio Supply, WHB— 1650, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
Special Prices to Dealers
Lindsborg, Kan.; KFDO. Everett H. Cut- WIAO— 1250. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S., Can.
ting, Bozeman, Mont.; WQAV, Huntington W 12— 1175, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
MANUFACTURERS
OUTLET
CO.
& Guerry, Inc., Greenville. S. C. : KFDP, WLW— 2000. K. Taylor, Livennore, Calif.
28 South Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Hawkeye Radio & Supply Co., Des Moines, VVMAG— 1150, L. C. Burwell, Jr., Charlotte, N. C.
1350, H. S. Olding. Xew Glasgow. X S., Can.
la.; KFDU, Nebraska Radio Elect. Co., VVNAB—
WNAM— 1375. H. S. Olding, Xew Glasgow. X. S.. Can.
Lincoln, Neb.; KFCZ, Omaha Central High WO
A 1—2250, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. X. S.. Can.
School, Omaha, Neb.; WBAB, Andrew J. WOAZ— 1525, E. S. Macartnev, Ottawa, Out., Can.
Potter. Syracuse, N. T.; WQAT, Radio WOK— 1725. H. S. Olding, Xew Glasgow. X. S.. Can.
The Best Phone for DX Work
Equiprnent Corn., Westhampton, Va,; WPAC — 1250. Perkins Benneyan. Fresno. Calif.
WQAQ— 2150, H. S. Olding, Xew Glasgow, X. S., Can.
KFEQ, J. L. Scroggin, Oak, Neb.
WRP— 1375, Guy V. Carrolo, Houston. Tex.
WRR— 2000. H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
Thirteen
Stations
Dropped
The thirteen stations which were dropped WWB — 2150, B. Taylor, Ldvermore, Calif.
during February follow:
Boles to Remember
KFED, Billings Polytechnic Inst.. PolyThe rules to follow in the contest are
technic, Mont.; WKAG, Edwin T. Bruce.
They are:
M. D., Louisville, Kv.; WTAX, Capital but few and easily followed.
Made by Neufeldt & Knhnke, Germany
1. Amateurs who are able to beat the
Radio Co., Lincoln, Neb.; WNAF, Enid
Radio Distributing Co., Enid, Okla.; WOH. records given, or who can claim with good
Regular $14.50 List Price
Hatfield Electric. Co., Indianapolis, Ind. ; evidence, distance receiving records of
WLAF, Johnson Radio Co.. Lincoln, Neb.;
WDAR, Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1,000 statute miles or more for RadioBy
Mail $8.50 Postpaid
phone broadcasting stations found in the
WLAR, Mickel Music Co.. Marshalltown.
A Large Purchase Makes This Offer Possible
la.; WDY, Radio Corporation of America. "Broadcasting Station Directory," page 8,
Roselle Park, N. J.; WHAF, Radio Electric of three consecutive issues, may send in
ALBERT KREH
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; WJK. Service Radio such records.
Equipment Co., Toledo. O.; WJAE. Texas
2. Distances must be measured AIR208 BROAD STREET, ELIZABETH, N. J.
Radio Syndicate, San Antonio. Tex.; WDV,
LINE and expressed in statute miles.
DisMoney refunded if not satisfactory in 5 days
John O. Yeiser, Jr., Omaha, Neb.

SEND 'EM IN—
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Ohio vs. Michigan

WKAA

THEY

250 PAIR

LAST!

HEADPHONES

Navy Standard

Specifications
PAIR

*&"

per
$Ajv PREPAID
ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
POSTAGE

CO.

158 WEST LAKE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

1000-1500
MILES
ON
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL
150—25,000 METERS
m T^-v Rheostat, Storage Battery, Variocontiler,
l\l f 1 Variometer, 3-coil Mounting. Variable Inj( Y "i ,#ductance.
Dead End
Losses cuts,
or Badio
Frequency.Taps,
Complete
hoofc-up,
instructions, everything. Price S1.00. No checks. Nothing
left for you to guess about. Build your own Beceiver
and save 50?i or more and get better results. Radio
Experimental Laboratory, Box 194 F. Berkeley, Cal.

Immediate Delivery

Flewelling Circuit
Accessories
23 Plate Precision Condensers
.$1.10
13 Plate Precision Condensers
85
.006 Fixed Condensers
38
Two Coil Mounts, Deforest License
2.35
D. L. 50 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
D. L. 75 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
Variable Grid Leak only
28
Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
35
High Grade Bakelite Rheostat
50
W. D. liTube Socket
35"
V. T. Tube Socket
35
Hard Rubber Panel, 7x10
1.00
Write for Prices on Other Parts.
ORDER

DIVISION

ECONOMY RADIO CO.
132 Nassau St., Dept "R.D."
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Xo C. O. D.
Postage Paid

National Advertised
RADIO APPARATUS
at Reduced Prices
Federal Head Set, 2200 ohms,
$8.00
list
$5.75
Victor Head Phones, $6.00 list . 3.45
Brandes "Superior" Phones. . . . 5.95
Master Baldwin "C" units, with
cord
4.65
CRL Vernier Rheostats, $1 JO value
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak
CRL Rheostats, 75c list

$0 95
129
Us

Grebe Type Dials, 2 and 3 inch. $0.25
Premier 180°
Vario coupler,
$4.00 Value
2.85
United Amplifying- Transformer, 5to 1 Ratio
3.25
Antenella & Ducon, Lighting
Socket Aerials
1.25

Piano Hinged, Phonograph Mahogany
Finished Cabinets.
7"xl8"— $10.00 value
8'xlO"—
7.50 value
3 Plate Variable
1 1 Plate Variable
15 Plate Variable
23 Plate Variable
43 Plate Variable
Mail

Orders

EVERYTHING

Receive

$4 75
'.'.'.'.'.'. 4M
Condensers. .$1.00
Condensers . . 1 .25
Condensers. . 1.25
Condensers. . 1.45
Condensers. . 1.65
Immediate

GUARANTEED

Attention

AS REPRESENTED

Congress Radio Company
503 South State Street, CHICAGO,

HEAD

SET

ILLINOIS

WASHINGTON. — That farmers throughout the country are receiving the Radio
market news reports broadcast by the Department of Agriculture is shown by the
replies to an inquiry sent out by Radio
recently. About half of the replies received were from farmers, the rest being
from grain dealers, banks, telephone .companies, and other agencies which serve the
farmer. Radio has developed more rapidly in the Middle West than in other farm
sections of the country, and this probably
accounts for the fact that the inquiry
shows the greatest interest to be in grain
reports. Next in interest are livestock
reports and weather reports.

Error in Advertisement
The

World
advertisementsBattery
appearing in Company's
the Radio Digest,
issues March 3 and March 10, were in error as to price, as at the prices quoted it
would be impossible for this company to
supply batteries in solid rubber cases.
The correct advertisement appears immediately below.

WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU
frrr t iTt^

50%
WRITTEN

2YR;CUAR

In buying WORLD the highest duality Battery
built direet from the manufacturer, you get two
profits.
First,expense.
you get Second,
a batteryyou
freesave
fromthe
extravagant selling
profit
charged by the middleman.

World Radio Batteries
6 Volt— 48 Amps.,

$8.50

C Volt— 8» Amps.,

$12.50

6 Volt— 60 Amps.,

6 Volt— It* Amps.,

$10.00

$14.50

Full

Out-of-town

Rating Guaranteed

orders shipped same day
via express, C. 0. D.

as received

WORLD BATTERY CO.
58 EAST
Phone:

Wabash

ROOSEVELT
8360

ROAD
CHICAGO

^n>.Mi»nnii>iiH<HitmimimniiiiiMfn.immmiiiiiiniiimnun!iiiiii^

I FREE

Home
E Demonstrations
of the

Famous
= Long-Range
! MICHIGAN
Radio Sets ^

Uses Fifteen Watts

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.— Station WKAA of
this city is now broadcasting with fifteen
watts in-put, using three five-watt tubes.
This plant uses the Colpitt-De Forest circuit with grid modulation. DX fans have
reported hearing WKAA over a thousand
miles away.

MAIL

WHILE

Department of Agriculture
Quizzes Farmers on Reports

DIAGRAMS

N and K-6000 OHM

COLUMBUS, O. — Ohio may have lost to
Michigan in football and basketball, but
"by hickory," when it comes to Radio
that's different, according to members of
the Ohio Amateur Radio club. "Beat
Michigan" is the slogan adopted by the
club for their convention which will be
held at Hotel Columbus, April 6, 7 and 8.
The Michigan Amateur Radio convention
was held at Flint, Michigan, two weeks
ago.
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OUR dealers, everywhere, are instructed to arrange for
free Radio Entertainments in the homes of representative citizens, the dealer doing all the wiring and other
work necessary, without charge, or obligation.
If you want such a demonstration in your home, and do
not know who our nearest dealer is, write us, giving the
name and address of the merchant with whom you prefer to make such an arrangement.

Send
forCircular
tellingtheabout
whole
wonderful
MICHIGAN
line of
Radio Sets and
Parts

March
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The "How"
of the Simplified Super Circuit
Part VII Listening in to DX Stations Without an Aerial
By E. T. Fleiielling
new set
BECAUSE the writer started a
and had photos taken of it to girt th>'
al
materi
fans an idea as to how the
eft be assembled, it seemed only fair to
continue with the set and see wh:it may be
done with it. Considering that the Flivver
is used by many who are not able, or do
not have the privilege of putting up an
outdoor antenna, it is best to build the
outfit without thought of using an outdoor
antenna at all.
The writer most of the time uses his
Flivver without an outdoor antenna, but
because there was a chance of its presence
influencing the results, he checked up by
disconnecting the aerial from the entrance
to the house and took it down temporarily.
After every chance of aid from the aerial
was eliminated he prepared the Flivver for
its test. The set had been wired and so
a two-foot loop and variable condenser
were simply placed across the tuning inductance. Then a wire was run to the
gTOUnd from the grid side of the inductance.
Pound Minimum Wave Length 380
The Flivver certainly was full of "pep,"
and although it was after 4:00 p. m., and
the Sbepard Stores (WNAC) was on the
air or "the ground," the writer was unable
to get them. The tuning condenser and
the loop condenser were set at their minimum and the set was then checked by use
of a wavemeter. It was found that the
lowest point which could be reached was
380 meters.
A Giblin Remler 50-turn coil was being
used and it was decided to make some
changes in the coil. It was removed, five
turns were taken off. and then the coil was
replaced. A smaller variable condenser.
.00025 mfd., was placed in the loop circuit
and before the writer had a chance to
put on the phones we heard the announcer
-say, "WNAC the Shepard Stores, Boston."
Coils Have Too Sigh. Wave Length
The wavemeter now showed that the set
had a range of from 335 meters to 425
meters. Most of the 50-turn coils have
proved all right for broadcast use, yet
more than once it has been found necessary to set the tuning condenser at the
zero point on the dial before even the
slightest sound of broadcasting on 360
meters could be heard, and it was necessary to remove a few turns of wire from
the 50-turn coil.
As a rule the coils run very good and
no trouble has been experienced from this
source with the 400-meter stations. It is
therefore an easy matter to check up. that
is, if one hears 400-meter stations but none

in 360-meters lie may be sure that it is
because his set cannot tune low enough.
The tirst station was very loud but
not so clear. The grid lead I'.l was
changed bo that the squeal was raised In
pitch to a point where it was less prominent. The condenser leak R2 as a rule
can be kept more or less constant alter It
is set correctly.
When the grid leak was adjusted so
that the squeal was hardly audible the
station was lost- The leak was increased
in resistance to a point where a slight
click was heard in the phones and then the
"lost" station came in perfect. So loud
was it in fact that the phones were put
on a horn. The broadcast could be heard
by sitting from 5 to 10 feet away from
the horn.
The set was left then for more than an
hour and returned to at about 7:00 p. m.
for the evening's work.
Working for Distance
It was not long before stations outside
of Boston were heard. They came in
rather poorly and were hard to get because the Boston stations were too close
to us and blanketed the weaker and more
distant stations.
A total of 15 different stations were received during the evening. It must not be
taken that they all came in "like a brass
band;" because this was not the case.
Some of them were pretty weak by the
time that they arrived. WGM, Atlanta,
Ga., came in with so much outside noise
that the writer was unable to make out
who it was until the phones were on the
horn. In the next, room the smaller, or
rather weaker noises and the the announcer's voice could be heard better.
RecepBUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF
RADIO
MERCHANDISE
AT
THE

Radio Fair
Don't Miss the

FEDERAL
MASONIC

SALES
TEMPLE,

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

as represented.

Coast to Coast Receiving Apparatus
of the Very Best Material
We are including all standard articles of the highest class in the
sets herein described. Have a number always on hand, packed
for immediate shipment.

Reinartz Complete Parts
Consisting of 7x18 panel, 23 plate condenser, 11 plate condenser
inductance coil used in Reinartz circuit, 2 dials, one bakelite
switch levers, contact points, Freshman variable grid leak, vernier
8 binding posts, 25 feet wire, and diagram for construction, (J* 1
for only
«P 1

Barrchas
socket, 3
rheostat,
f\ Q ff
U.t/O

Flewelling Complete Parts
Consisting of 6x14 panel, one 23 plate condenser, one composition dial,
2 honeycomb coils, one double adjustable coil mount, one Freshman variable grid leak, one condenser, one vernier rheostat, one bakelite socket,
8 binding posts, 25 feet wire and construction diagram,
^11
Q C
for only
<P 1 I »U D

Moco Wonder Circuit Complete Parts

of the World
AT THE

Tubes
Guaranteed
Limited Supply on Hand
Include Parcel Post with Order

guaranteed

(Something new, wonderful and efficient.) 1,000 mile range and over.
Consisting of 6x10 panel, 23 plate condenser, W.D.-ll socket, one honeycomb inductance coil, panel and coil mountings, one rheostat, .00025 fixed
condenser with panel grid leak, 8 binding posts, 25 feet wire, d* ^ Q C
and complete construction working diagram, for only
«P I »*J%J

$5.00 VALUE
Above

Everything

Radio Sensation

Improved Detector Tubes
$2.35
Absolutely

Hon in many cases was not at all good was don<-> with a UV-201 using 123 volts
from a musical standpoint because the set on the plate.
had to be pushed too hard.
Typical
Flivvergiven
Evening'
The above
is simply
as a typical
Distance Versus Musical Quality
Instance work carries with it little of evening with the Flivver. Results are
value as far as music is concerned, but the sometimes better one evening than another, of course, but the question has
greater the distance your set is capable
of covering, the easier and better will it been asked so many times whether the
Flivver
can get the distant stations that
i-'et the nearby stations. Quality and disIt seems but fair to show what can be
other. tance very seldom combine one with the
it.
Here is of
a little
hint. The Super Flivver
During the evening several different expected
tubes were used in the set, and all gave set is not working at its maximum unless
results. Some tubes gave louder recep- sooner or later, you are able to bring in
tion than others, but all were able to on the ground alone a station that is 1,000
handle the DX work.
Most of the work miles away from you.

Permanent Radio Fair, Inc.
HOTEL
Broadway

IMPERIAL
and 32nd

St., New

York

Two Stage Amplifying Unit Complete Parts
Can be attached to any of the above circuits, giving a longer range and
100% more efficiency in volume of tone. Consists of two transformers,
6x10 panel, 2 bakelite sockets, 3 jacks, 2 rheostats, 7 bind- d» 1 f\ O C
ing posts, wire and construction diagram complete for. . . . *P A \J *\JxJ

This Week's Special-3,000 Ohm Headsets

These phones are unusual bargains, excellent standard make,
with patented universal joint, adjustment on receiver, «o ng
and comfortable band for head.
Regular list, $7.50. . <pO, VD
Vernier dial control. 75c value
4 Phone Control post, 75c value
W.D.-ll Bakelite sockets, 75c value
V. T. Bakelite sockets, 75c value
Plain rheostat, $1.00 value
Super crystal
Single open circuit jacks
Double closed circuit jacks
75 Turn coils mounted

42c
42c
60c
28c
48c
20c
35c
45c
90c

1 80 degree VARIOCOUPLERS, Silk
at soldering points.
Regular $4.50
Basket wound VARIOMETERS
(no
Two coil mountings, bakelite, knob
Three coil mountings with graduated
Woodehorn loud speakers, look like

Vernier rheostat, $1.25 value
2-inch Composition
dials
75c Value phone plugs
Battery hydrometers, 75c value
Soldering outfits, $1.00 value
Glass crystal detectors
Series parallel switch lever
Double open circuit jacks
50 Turn coils mounted
inductance
switches

92c
22c
46c
40c
S5c
65c
39c
40c
90c
$1.20

wire wound, with special bakelite discs
value
$2.90
dielectric interference) ....... .$2.90
control, $3.50 value
$2.60
dials on top
$3.45
Western Electrics
$7.50

Everything guaranteed exactly as presented.
Please send money orders whenever possible.
This insures quicker delivery.
Correspondence
cheerfully answered.
Write
us.
Write us.

The

House

of Service

and

Quality

^^^UiACTURER'S
CO; HI.
28 So. WellsOUTLET
Street, Chicago,

Moco Products
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.adiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below. The flrst appeared last week and the last part,
together with the city-station index will appear next
week.)
WAAZ.
Emporia.
Kans.
250 mi.
Holllster-Miller
Motor Co. Tues. Thurs, 7-8 pm. entertainment.
Temporary schedule. Central.
WAH, Eldorado, Kans.
485 only. The Midland Refining Co. Daily ex Sat. 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, markets,
weather.
Sat, 1 pm, same. Central.
WAJT, Marshall. Mb.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Yankton, S. D. Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind.
100 mt
Purdue University.
Mon. Krl, 7:15-7:30 pm, educational lecture.
Central,
WBAB,
Syracuse, N, Y.
300 mi
Andrew J. Pott»r.
Daily, 7-8 pm Irregular.
Eastern.
WBAD. Minneapolis, Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. Fred M Middleton.
WBAH.
Minneapolis. Minn.
200 mi. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. 3-3:30, 5-5:30. 9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am. Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson. N. J. 200 mi. Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun.
9:15-9:45
am.
10:30-11,
1-1:15 pm. 2:15-2:30. 4:30-5:30, music.
Sat. morn.
only. Eastern.
WBAO.
Decatur, HI
100 mi.
James MilliMn Univ.
University activities.
No definite schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
400 and 4S5 only.
1.500
mi. Fort Worth Star Telegram,
Daily ex Sun, 9:4510 am. 11-11:30 am, 3-3:30 pm, 3:45-4.
Daily ex
Sat and Sun. 7:15-8 pm, 9:30-10:30. news, reports,
concerts.
Sat, 6:30-6:45 pm, bible lesson.
Central
WBAU, Hamilton, O. Bepublican Pub. Co.
WBAV.
Columbus,
O.
500 mi.
The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW,
Marietta. 0. Marietta College.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
200 mi.
John H. Stenger,
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York. N. Y. 400 only. 1.500 mi. A. T. &
T. Co. Experimental
purposes only.
WBL,
Anthony.
Kans.
200 mi.
T & H Eadio Co.
Wed. Fri. 10-11 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am,
church service.
Central.
WBS. Newark. N. J. 200 mi. D. W. May. Inc. Daily
ex Sun.
10:30-11
am, music: 1-1:15 pm, reports:
2:15-2:30 pm. music, reports.
Mon, Thurs. Sat. 7:308:30 pm, program.
Sun, 9-10:30 am, sacred music:
1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT. Charlotte. N. C. 4S5 also. 1200 mi.
Southern
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am. 8 pm. weather,
markets.
Tues. Fri, 8:30 pm, music.
Sun, 7:30 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
WBU,
Chicago. El.
100 mi.
City of Chicago.
Daily
ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am, 11:45-12 m. 4:15-4:30 pm.
police
reports.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 3:30 pm,
7:30.
speeches.
Central.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass.
422 only. 1,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 7:30 pm,
children's
hour; 8 7:45.
markets, service.
weather,Eastern,
lecture; 8-9,
concert.
Sun.
pm. church
WCAB, Xewburgh, N. Y. Temporarily discontinued.
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
only.
WCAD,
Canton. N. Y.
200. 480 also.
300 mi.
St.
Lawrence Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
400 only.
Kaufman & Baer
Co.
WCAF, Bodgers, Mich.
Michigan Limestone & Chem.
Co.
WCAG. New Orleans. La.
200 mi.
Clyde B. Bandall.
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thur, 8:30-10
pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm music.
Central.
WCAH,
Columbus.
O.
500 mi
Entrekin
Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12:30 am. music, news.
Tues.
7-9 pm,
concert.
Sun,
10-12:30,
church
service.
Central.
WCAI, San Antonio. Tex.
Southern Equipment Co.
WCAJ.
Univ. Place. Neb.
150 mi.
Neb. Wesleyan
Univ.
Daily, 10:30 am, weather.
Tues, 7 pm. bedtime stories. Thurs. 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK.
Houston.
Tex.
100 mi.
Alfred P. Daniel.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm. music.
Wed, S-9 pm, concert. Central.
WCAL, Northfield, Minn.
500 mi.
Dept. of Physics.
St. Olaf College.
Mon, Fri, 7:30 pm, college extension courses. Tues, 7:30 pm.
Thurs, 11 pm.
Sat,
12 m, music
Tues. Thurs, Sat, 9:40 am, chapel,
sports, news.
Sun, 8:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WCAM, Yillanova, Pa.
Villanova College.
WCAO,
Baltimore,
Md.
100 mi.
Sanders
& Stayman Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20.
Mon,
Wed, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAP. Decatur. 111. Central Radio Service.
WCAR,
San Antonio.
Tex.
1,000 mi.
Alamo Radio
Elec
Co.
Mon,
Thurs,
Sat,
8:30-9:30 pm, concert Central.
WCAS,
Minneapolis.
Minn
500 mi.
Wm.
H. Dunwoody
Industrial
Inst.
Mon.
S:30-10 pm, music,
lectures.
Mon. Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 5:30-6 pm,
code instruction.
Central.
WCAT. Rapid Citv, S. D. 4S5 only. 300 mi. S. D. State
School of Mines.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 12:30 m,
3tain.
pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert. MounWCAU,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
485 also.
500 mi.
Durham & Company, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, 2:30
pm. 6:30, reports, music.
Tues, Fri, 10-12 pm, concert. Sun. 2-4 pm, music.
Eastern,
WCAV. Little Rock. Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW.
Quincy. HL
4S5 also. 300 mi.
Quincy Elec.
Supply Co. (Quincy Herald).
Daily ex Sun, 5 pm.
music
Wed. 7-8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am. church
services, 2:45 pm, special programs.
Central.
WCAX. Burlington, Vt.
Univ. of Vt.
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 485 also. 500 mi. KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am, reports. Mon. Tues, Thur. Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm. church services.
Central.
WCAZ,
Carthage. 111. Carthage
College.
WCE, Minneapolis. Minn.
Findley Elec. Co.
WCK.
St. Louis. Mo.
50 mi.
Stix, Baer & Fuller.
Daily,
12-12:30 pm.
Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:45-3 pm,
concert, lecture.
Central.
WCM, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
WCN. Worcester. Mass. 485 also. 100 mi. Clark Univ.
Daily, 11:15 am. 5:15 pm. weather. Evening program
irregular. Eastern.
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 400 and 485 only. 1.000 ml.
The Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am,
WCX
Woman's markets:
Club: 2 pm.
2:15, music
stock reports;
2:50, weather
4:15.news;
markets,
Daily
ex Sat, 8:30-10 pm. week starting Dec 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert: 7-8:30 pm, week
atarting Dec. 18 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert. Sun. 2:30 pm, 4 pm, church services. Central.
WOAC,
Springfield. HI. Illinois Watch Co. Time and
weather, spark only.
WDAO,
Lindsborg,
Kans.
485 also.
200 ml
Wm.
Louis Harrison.
Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, entertainment, weather. Central.
WDAE. Tampa, Fla.
485 also. 500 mi. Tampa Daily
Times.
Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WDAF,
Kansas
City. Mo.
400 and 485 only.
2.000
mi
Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm,
music; 6-7, educational,
bedtime
story, etc: 11:45
pm-1
am. Nighthawk Frolic.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, concert.
music Martin.
Central
WDAG,
Amarillo,Sun,Tex. 4-5"J.pm,Laurance
WOAI.
Syracuse, N. Y.
485 also.
200 mi.
Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed. Sat,
evening concert.
WDAJ, College Park, Ga.
4S5 also. 2.000 ml.
A. &
W. P. R. B. Co.
Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm, 10:30-11:30
pm, concert
Central
WDAK,
Hartford,
Conn.
150 mi.
Hartford Courant.
Daily ex Sun. 2:30 pm, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, music; 7:40,
bedtime
story; 8:15,
concert.
Eastern,
WDAL, Jacksonville, Fla.
485 also.
250 mi
Florida
Times Union.
Daily. 11 am, time, weather; 4-4:30
pm. 8-9. music: 10:05. reports.
Eastern.
WDAO. Dallas. Tex.
Automotive Elec Co.
WDAP,
Chicago. HL
2,000 mi.
Drake Hotel.
Daily
ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm,
quotations, reports; 6 pm, news.
Tues, Thurs, Sat.
10 pm, concert
Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central.
WDAS. Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU,
New Bedford. Mass.
500 mi
A. H. Smith.
Mon. Wed,
Fri. 12:15-1:50 pm. industrial reports:
7:45-10 pm. music.
Sun.
10:30 am-12.
5-6 pm.
church services.
Eastern.

WDDairy
AX, exCenterville,
ml
First Nat'l.
Sun. 11:30Iowa.
am, 500
reports,
news.
Mon, Bank.
Thur,
7:30-9 pm, concert
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 485 also. 300 ml
Kenneth M.
Hance.
Daily ex Sun. 12:15-12:30 pm.
Tues. Thurs.
Sat, 7:30-8:15, reports, news, music
Central.
WDM.
Washington. D. C. 50 mi. Church of the Covenant Sun. 10:30 am. church service; 3 pm, lecture;
7:30, church service.
Eastern.
WDT. New York, N. Y. Ship Owners Badio Service.
W DZ. Tuscola, 111. 100 mi. James L. Bush.
Daily ex
Sun. every half hour, 9:30 am-l:15 pm, Chicago Board
of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint. Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB. Fort Dodge. la. 485 also. 600 ml.
Standard
Radio EquIp. Co.
Daily ex Sun. markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20 pm; 5:15 pm. 7-8. music;
8:15, bedtime story; 9:45. weather.
Wed, Sat. 1011:15 pm. dance music
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm,
7:30, church services.
Central
WE AC, Terre Haute. Ind. 485 also. 75 ml
Baines
Electric
Service Co.
Daily
ex Sun,
10:15
am,
weather; 12-1 pm. 5-6, music.
Central
WEAD.
Atwood,
Kan.
485 also.
150 ml.
N. W.
Kansas
Badio
Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30
am. markets, music; 12, markets; 1:45 pm, markets;
on half hour 3:15 to 6:45, news sports.
Tues, Wed.
Thurs. Sat, 7:30-9, concert.
Sun, 11 am, church
service: 3 pm, sacred music; 7:30, church service.
Central
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF,
New York City. N. Y.
400 only.
1,500 mi.
Western
Elec
Co.
Daily ex Sun.
4:30-5:30 pm.
Mon, Wed. Thur. Sat. 7:30-10 pm.
Tues, Fri. 7:30-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAG, Edgewood, B. I. Nichols-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH,
Wichita.
Kan.
4S5 also.
500 ml
Lander
Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am. 10:40. 11:40.
12:40 pm, 2, reports.
Wed,
Sat, 8- pm, concert
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert
Central.
WEAI, Ithaca. N. Y. Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermillion, S. D.
Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAK,
St Joseph, Mo.
100 mi.
Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert
Central.
WEAM, North Plainfleld, N. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfleld. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police news. etc.
Eastern.

6ports;

6,

music,
lecture: 10. time,
weather,
entertainment. Sun, 11 am. church service; 11:55. time;
10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN. Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ,
Shreveport,
La.
500 mi.
Glenwood
Badio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm. 8. music
Sun,
11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WGAR, Fort Smith, Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAT, Lincoln, Nebr.
500 mi
Am. Legion, Dept of
Nebr.
Mon, Wed, 9 pm, announcements.
Fri, 9-10
Central.
pm, patriotic program, concert
Sun, 3-5 pm, sermon,
WGAU. Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW. Altoona, Pa,
Emest C. Albright.
WGAX,
Washington C. H., O.
75 mi
Badio Elec
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news; 9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis.
100 mi. North Western Badio
Co. Dally ex Sun, 9-10 am. financial news; 11:30,
news, opening markets; 4 pm, news, closing markets.
Mon, Wed, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Sun,
10:30-12 am, sermon.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend. Ind.
200 mi. South Bend Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household hints, menus;
Central
5-5:30 pm, music.
Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7-8 pm. music.
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa.
485 also. 300 mi. Begister
and Tribune. Tues, Fri. 7:30 pm, entertainment.
Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI. Medford Hillside. Mass.
485 also. 500 ml
Am.
Badio & Besearch
Corp.
Daily, 5-6:45 pm. Children's Hour, reports codes.
Tues, Sat. 8:30-10 pm,
concert
Wed,
6:45-S:30
pm.
Thurs. Fri, 9:30-11
pm,
Fri, 9, 2church
pm, services.
Amrad
Women's
Club. concert.
Sun, 4-5 Tues,
pm, 8:30,
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia. Pa,
2,000 mi. Thos. F.
lett
Tues,
Thurs,
Sat,
7:45-11:30
pm,
Eastern,

J. Howconcert.

WGM, Atlanta, Ga.
400 only.
1,500 ml
The Atlanta
Constitution.
Daily ex Sun and Wed, 6-7 pm, orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30
pm. music.
Sun, 3:30-4:30
pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, -music.
Wed, 12-1
am, concert
WGR,
Buffalo, N. Y.
4S5 also.
1,000 ml
Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co.
Daily ex Sat. 12:15 pm, weather:
(Mon, Thurs, agriosrams) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports;
7:30, bedtime story, news.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert.
Sun. 3 pm. vesper services.
Eastern.
WGV. New Orleans, La.
400 mi.
Interstate Elec. Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, S-9 pm, music, talks.
Mon, Wed,
Sat, 11-12:30 pm.
Sat, 7:30-S:30 pm.
Central.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 370 and 485 only.
1,000 ml
General
Elec Co.
Sun, 12
''2:30 Fri.
pm,
6,
10, reports,
time, Daily
sports.ex Mon,
Tues;m, Thur,
2-2:30 pm, 7:45, concert.
Fri. 10:30 pm. special
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.

WEAN, Providence. B. I. 485 also. 50 mi. The Shepard Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7. music,
weather,
concerts.
Tues.
Thurs, 8:15-10. concert.
Wed,
Sat, 7-8 pm. concert
Sun, 10:45-11:30
am,
7:30-8:45 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WEAO,
Columbus, O. 375. 485 also.
1,000 ml
Ohio
State Univ.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm. 4:30. reports,
music.
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert
Central
WEAP, Mobile. Ala.
4S5 also. 50 ml
Mobile Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon,
7:45-S:45
pm, music
Sun,
3-3:30 pm, church service.
First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert
Central.
WEAR.
Baltimore, Md.
485 also. .200 ml
News & WHA,
Madison,
Wis.
485 also.
1,000 mi
Univ. of
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 2-2:30 pm. 6:30-7,
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:59-12 m. time signals, weather;
weather, music, news.
Tues, Thur, 7:30-9:30 pm.
7 pm, lectures, news.
Mon, Thurs, 7:20 pm, agrioEastern.
grams,
concerts,
sports.
Central
WE AS, Washington,
D. C.
200 mi.
The Hecht Co.
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi. Univ. of Iowa.
Mon,
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
Tues, Wed. Fri, 8 :30 pm, lecture, concert, news.
Satr
WEAT. Tampa. Fla.
John J. Fogarty.
9 pm, sports.
Central.
WEAU,
Sioux City, la,
200 mi
Davidson Bros. Co.
WHAB,
Galveston. Tex.
300, 485. 600 also.
500 mi
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2 pm, reports, markets,
Clark
W.
Thompson
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun,
9:45
am.
3:30
news.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 8:30 pm. concert.
Sun eve,
pm, 5. reports, music-news.
Tues. Thurs, Sat. 8
church service.
Central.
pm, entertainment.
Sun,
10 am,
church
service.
WEAV.
Bushville.
Nebr.
200 mi.
Sheridan
Elec.
Central.
Service Co.
Wed, Fri, Sun, 8-9 pm, concert, news,
WHAC,
Waterloo, la.
150 mi.
Cole Bros. Elec. Co.
etc. Mountain.
Daily
ex
Sun.
6
pm.
news,
sports.
Mon.
Wed.
Fri,
WEAW,
Anderson,
Ind.
25 mi
Arrow Badio Lab.
9:30 pm. concert.
Central.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert, news, etc
WHAD,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
100 mi.
Marquette
Univ.
Central
Wed. 7:30-S:30 pm, music, entertainment.
Central
WEAX. Little Rock. Ark.
T. J. M. Daly.
Sioux City. la.
200 mi.
Automotive
Elec.
WEAY,
Houston, Tex.
1,500 mi.
Will Horwitz
(Iris WHAE,
Service Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-5:30
pm. music,
Theater).
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, dinner hints, news;
reports.
Thur. 7:30 pm. music. Central.
12 m, music: 12:57-1 pm, time; 2:30 pm, music: 6 WHAG,
Cincinnati. 0. 100 mi.
Univ. of Cincinnati.
pm, news. Wed. Fri. 8-10 pm, concert. Sun. 11
No definite schedule.
am, 8 pm, church services; 9 pm, concert.
Central.
WHAH,
Joplin, Mo.
Hafer Supply Co.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 800 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc.
WHAI, Davenport, la. 30 mi. Radio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45 pm, 3-4. Wed,
Daily ex Sat and Sun. 2-2:30 pm.
4:30-5-30.
10-11.
7-9 pm.
Central.
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm. 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WEH. Tulsa, Okla. (300 S. Main St.. Eldorado. Kans.)
WHAK,
Clarksburg,
W. Va.
Roberts Hdwe.
Co.
50
Midland Beflning Co.
mi. No definite schedule.
WEV, Houston, Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Still
WHAL,
Lansing, Mich.
200 mi
The Capital News.
Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:45. 4:30.
Mon.
Wed.
roads. Tues, Thur, 8 pm, concert.
Central.
Fri,
Sat, 12 midnight
Sun, 2:30 pm.
Central.7:45 pm.
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 485 also. 100 mi. St. Louifl
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2 pm. reports. CenWHAM, Rochester, N. Y. Univ. of Rochester.
tral.
Savannah,
Ga.
100 mi.
Frederick
A. Hill.
WEY, Wichita, Kan. 485 also. 500 mi. Cosradio Co. WHAO.
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
(Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun. hourly, 8:40 am- *WHAP.
100 mi.
Otta & Kuhns.
No
definite Decatur.
schedule. HI.
12 :40 pm. stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm, weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
WHAQ, Washington. D. C. 75 ml
Semmes Motor Co.
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert. Central
Mon,
Eastern.7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
W FA A, Dallas. Tex. 400 and 485 only. 1.500 ml DalWHAR, Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Badio & Elec.
las News and Dallas Journal. Daily, 10 am. reCo.
ports; 12:30-1 pm, address: 6:30-7, bedtime story;
WHAS,
Louisville. Ky.
4S5 also.
1.500 mi.
Courier
8:30-9:30, music Tues, Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, muJournal
and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5
sic Sun. 2:30-3 pm, bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm,
music
Central.
pm. 7:30-9.
Sun, 9:57-10:45
am, 4-5 pm, church
service.
Mon
night,
silent
Central.
WFAB. Syracuse. N. Y. 100 mi. C. F. Woese. No
WHAV.
Wilmington,
Del.
200 mi.
Wilmington Elec.
definite schedule.
WFAC, Superior, Wis. 400 mi. Superior Badio Co.
Spec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-1 pm, music.
Mon,
Wed, Fri,Eastern.
6-8 pm, concert.
Tues, Thur, 6-7 pm,
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central
music.
WFAD, Salina. Kan. 250 mi. Watson Weldon Motor
200 mi.
Pierce Elec. Co. TemSupply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45. 11:45, WHAW, Tampa, Fla.
porarily discontinued.
1 :30 pm, reports. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8 pm, concert
Huntington,
Ind.
75 mi
Huntington
Pub.
Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm, concert. Cen- WHAY,
tral.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather.
Mon, Wed, Fri, S pm, concert.
WFAF, Poughkecp5ie, N. Y. 200 mi. H. C. Spratley
Sun, 3 pm, sermon; 4 pm, concert.
Central.
Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am. 11:30-11:45.
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.
400 only.
2.000 mi.
Bensselaer
1:30-2 pm, 4-4:15. Tues. Thurs, Sat, feature proPolytechnic Inst.
Mon. 8:15-9:30 pm. music.
Transgram, 8:15-9:15 pm.
Eastern.
WFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 340 only. 300 mi. Badio
continental second Monday
of each month,
12-1:30
am, music.
Eastern.
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
WHB. Kansas City, Mo.
400 and 4S5 only.
1.000 mi.
Sun, 2-4 pm. church service.
Eastern.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily. 10 am,. 3 pm,
WFAH. Port Arthur. Tex. 100 mi. Elec. Supply Co.
Tues. Thurs. 10-11 pm, concert.
Central
5, weather. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, ladies' hour; 7. bedWFAJ, Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Central.time stories. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm, concert.
Co.
Co.
WFAN,
Hutchinson. Minn. Hutchinson Elec Service WHD,
Morgantown.
W. Va.
100 mi. W. Va. University. Daily. 4-6, 7-7:30, news etc. Eastern.
WHK. Cleveland. O. 300 mi.
Warren R. Cox.
Daily
WFAM. St. Cloud. Minn. 4S5 also. 100 mi. Granite
ex Sun, S:30-9 am. test; 1:30-2 pm, 4-4:30, music:
City Elec Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm. markets.
6-6:30,
news,
music
Wed,
Sun,
8-9:45
pm.
6ermon,
Mon, Wed.
7 :30-9 pm. entertainment.
Central.
concert.
Eastern.
WFAQ, Cameron. Mo. Cameron Badio Co. and Mo.
Wesleyan College.
WHN.
Brooklyn.
N. Y.
250 mi.
Associated BroadWFAS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
United Badio Corp.
casters, Inc. Daily ex Sun. 7-8 am; 9:15-10:55. 12:551:15 pm. 2:15-2:30. 4:15-5:30. 6:15-7. 7:30-8:30. 10:30WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 4S5 also. 400 ml Argui
12 m. Tues. Wed. Fri, 7:30-S:3O pm omitted.
Sun,
Leader. Daily ex Sun. 10:15 am, 12:15 pm, 1:30,
1-3 pm, 5-6; 10:30-12 m.
Eastern.
2:30, reports, music Tues, Thurs. Fri, 8-9 pm, conWHX.
Des Moines. la.
50 mi.
Iowa Badio Corp.
cert. Fri. 11 pm, concert.
Central.
Daily, 5:30-6:15 pm.
Wed. 8-9:30 pm.
Central
WFAU, Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
50 mi.
Joslyn Automobile Co.
WFAV, Lincoln. Nebr. 485 also. 300 ml Univ. of WIAB, Boekford, 111.
Tues, Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm. music
Central.
Nebr. Daily ex Sun, 12:40 pm, weather. Mon,
WIAC.
Galveston.
Tex.
4S5
also.
200
mi.
Galveston
Thurs,
7 pm, lectures. Thurs, S pm, concert CenTribune.
Daily ex Sun. 12:35 pm, reports.
Tues,
tral
Sat. evening concert.
Central
WFAY, Independence, Kan. 500 mi. Daniels Badio
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 200 mi.
Ocean City Yacht
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 4 pm, news. Mon,
Club.
Fri. Sat. Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
Tues. Wed, 7:30-8 pm, entertainment. Thur. Fri, WIAE.
Vinton, la. 75 mi Zimmerman Badio Co. Tues,
7-8:30 pm. Sat. 7-9 pm, music. Sun, 11 am, church
Thurs, Sat, 9 pm, music, news.
Wed, 8 pm, band
services.
Central
concert.
Sun.
2:30
pm.
music.
Central.
WFAZ, Charleston, S. C. 485 also. 400 mi. S. C. WIAF,
New Orleans. La.
300 mi.
G. A. DeCortin.
Badio Shop. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, reports, newi, muTues,
9-10:30
Fri. 12-1 am, music
Sun. 10sic. Tues, Thur, 8-10 pm.
Eastern.
11:30 am.
musicpm, Central
WFI. Philadelphia. Pa. 400 and 4S5 only. 1,000 ml
WIAH.
Newton.
la.
200 mi.
Continental
Badio
&
Strawbridge and Clothier. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, reMfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm. music, news. Mon, 7:30ports; 1:16 pm. news; 2, reports; 3:30-4:30, concert;
8
pm.
Central.
6:30-7, children's hour. Wed. Sat, evenings, concert.
WIAI. Springfield. Mo. 100 mi. Heer Stores Co. Dally
Wed, Fri, 10:10 pm: Sun, 3:30 pm, organ recital
ex Sun, 10:30-11, reports, news.
Tues, Thur, Sat,
Sun, 4 pm. chapel
Eastern.
7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Central.
WGAB, Houston, Tex. 250 mi. QBY Badio Elec Co.
W1AJ, Neenah, Wise
Fox Biver Valley Badio Supply
Daily ex Sun, 8:45-9:15 am. news. Sat, 7 pm, news;
8-9:15 pm, concert.
Central.
WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 300 mi. Daily JournalWGAD, Ensenada, Porto Bico. 250 mi. Escuela HisStockman.
Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10, 10:20. 12
pano Americana de Badio Telegrafia, Inc. Sat and
Co.
m,
1:30 pm. 3:50, markets, weather.
Central
Sun eve.
WIAO,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
200 also.
200 mi
School
WGAF. Tulsa, Okla.
Goller Badio Service.
of Engineering.
Mon. Tues. Thur. Fri, 10:15-10:30
WGAH, New Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
am; 11:30-11:45. news: 11:45-12:10 pm. lecture: 5-6
WGAJ, Shenandoah. la. 100 mi W. H. Gass. Mon,
pm.
CenThur, 7:30-8 pm.
Central.
tral news; 7-7:15, music; 7:15-7:30, lecture.
WGAK. Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec Co.
W1AQ, Marion. Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WGA1, Lancaster, Pa. 35 mi. Lancaster Elec SupWIAR, Paducah. Ky.
150 mi. Paducah Evening Sun.
ply & Construction Co. Mon. Wed, Fri. 7-8 pm,
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, reports, news, music. 7concert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm. church service.
8 pm, concert, lecture, etc
Central.
Eastern.
WIAS, Burlington, la. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye Home Elec.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 150 mi. Orangeburg Badio
Co. Tues, Thurs. 8-9 pm. concert
Central.
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. markets,
WIAT.
Tarkio. Mo.
Leon T. Noel
weather:
11:55, time; 4 pm* Badio
talk, markets.

WIAU, Le Mars. la.

Am. Trust & Savings Bank.

wiaw, Saginaw. Mich.
Badio
& Elec.
J!!Aw' BinehamPton. N. Saginaw
Y. N. Y.
Badio
Lab. Co
Lothrop. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11:30 am, 2-3-cnT
T7:,hVjVaslrin«?on'
mi- Woodward
music
Tues, Fri, Dt.
6:45 C'
pm, 20°
reports.
Sat 8-9l«m'&
WIAZ.
concertMiami,
Sun. Fla.4:45 Flagler
pm, vesper
services.
St. Elec.
SupplyEastern!^'
Sales Co.
Wr>K'-, McKe«>Port. Pa. 500 mi K. & L, Elec Co
Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm. Tues Thurs <fVn lfpfri
pm. Sun, 1:30-2:30 ml
6-30-7 va " Eastern

WIP. Philadelph
WSuonW
"r^^'n
, 10°only.
mt 2,000
Continental
Elec
ia, DPa.£ 400
mi Gimbel
■>-3or??n
ex Sun
Daily music'
Bros, and Public Ledger. pm"
entertainment.
Eastern.
Fn. 7-9:;>o i pm. Sat. 10:10-12 m. Sun am
nm
church
service.1:30-2Eastern.
§£ ,D„ali?'
rX 7-7:30 pmS
1-U»m
Wxff„,gUCo(?clnT\ati,'
J185 12
"J*0-mi 3:30
200 ml.
Cino reports
Badio
Daily °ex Sunpm. 7-8
Mon. Wed, 8:30-9 pm.
Central.
*S'
r^fol5',„N<;Dr20°, **■
American Radio
"Co.
reports,
ral
Cent
entertainment.
WiA?'
J5"300- TeI- *85 also. 600 mi Jackson's

U^'°j£Fag±*\3:30-4,
oDaUy news,
« Sun.
12:30-1
pm sportsrZ
I
S'iT' music;
music;
6-6:15.
fe'rri"™- 5<i-<.£°?cen- Dews' Sun- U-12 am- church
wiAFV Muncie. Ind. 200 ml Muncie Presi and
Smith Elec
Co. Pm- Daily
Sun
jT»
n™«:45-9:«„„!„
music?'
Cental.
mU31C:ex 6"6:15'
^^
&un. 10-12 am, church services.
Central
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb. 485 also. 150 mi.
Norfolk Dailv
News.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15'^'Sat
pm. 3:30 6*5 SS
S^IO^'^'^M7-'
5-30iSSto'
rWJAJ, Dayton, O. Y. M. C A.
ports, code school
Central
'
WtA,K' Rockdale.
11:20.
reports,
nab9n Dailj' J*

O. 485 also. 250 ml White Badio
news;
6-6:30,
music, news
Wed
Sun' 1":30-10:50 am" music? 11*05?

WnAJ?'
faPids.Ia.
mi. D. pm'
M Perham.
Mon
Central'S^ar,C°DCert'
SuD' 50 2'2:45
<*"'<* *"*«■'
Ned, Fn, 7-8 pm. music.
Central.
'
W=AN'
„Peoria. HI 300
Peoria Star Dailv «x
Sun, 9 am, 11:30, 1:30 mi.
pm. 3, markets
weShe?

WJAP' S^uth- 5Iilm- 20« mL Kelley Duluth Co
Mon, Thurs. 8-9:30
ceS^CenW
eS' ^^pm. music.
Sat' ***-»M
*£?%£Mon ThurT
s,?'
pm, i .30-9 pm, church service.
Central
pm*^1™ mi^EhV *%»■ 1.1-12 m. Wpe or^an! gft
inurs, health talks. Sun, 8 pm, church services
Publications,
let Tn^nf„
Co Daily &
ex ^Sun.
^Srs
10-11
am,Capper
2-3 mi
pm.
5-6
Fri
WiJ„ARr.„Pr0rVid-?nce'
*•22°
485^also.
600
The Out<■">"<-" services.
Central.
not regular.
WJA.S.
Schedule
Pittsburgh,
Pa. 150
ml Pittsburgh Badio Sun8-10 pm, concert
Eastern.
"
11 -30Daily
House
?iy
12 m,
2:30-3(Pittsburgh
pm.
Mon.Leader).
Tues. Fri.
7-8 expm. S^nEastern
Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6
WrA,T'T?Ia,rshall'c.1I°r100 ml-pm. Kelley-Vawter
Jewelry
concert.
Central.
W1AX, Cleveland, p. 485 also. 1,000 mi. Union Trust
Co
Daily ex Sat pm; Sun, 9-9:45 am. 10-10:45.
t^„'« Chicago,
7T™3~3:4DWmusie',, financlal sports, news.
WJAZ,
BJ. Chicago Eadio Lab.
WJD. Granville. O. 100 ml
Denison Univ.
Fri Sat
«™. entertain^-^O
"""*
rnent-. Gaston™1
religious
Central
o-b pm, stories.
music, educational
lectures.
Sun. 5-6 Dm'
Wi.H:, Wasnington, D. C. 100 ml. White & Boyer Co
Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, music. Tues. 7:45-10 pm'
music.

Eastern.

v

'

Westinghouse
WTe*l
T'Co.1.500
DeDaily
FoTest
Sun. Telephone
WiZ>
f?aWh^?ork'
^ark. Elec
N.N' J.
ml.exRadio
Badio
Corp. amand&
12-1:15 pm. 4-4 :lo. 7-7:30. 8-10:30. Sun. 9-9:15
10:30 am1 pm, church services; 3-4:30. music
Eastern,
WKAA. Cedar Bapids, la. 200, 485 also. 200 mi H
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pin, reports; 5:30 repm
11-12
Thur.
ports, agriograms; 6-7. music.
. music.
Sun. 4-5 pm, church service.
Central
WK AC, Lincoln, Neb. 400 mi. The Lincoln Star. Tues
Fn, 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment.
Central.
WKAD,
East Providence, B. L
Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls. Tex.
W. S. Badio Supply Co.
W,KAK, Orange,
Okemah,
Okla.
Okfuskee
CountyBadio
News.Co.
W,!5AH'
^,est
Palm
Beach.
Fla.& Gray
Planet
WKAL,
Tex.
Gray
,rAN'„MoDH.<>meIymi. pm,Alabama
Mfg.
Co.
Mon, Wed.^Ja-Fri. 200
6:30-7
music,
Rico.
Central.
WKAQ,
W,SAP.'

San Juan. B.Porto
Bico. Flint
Badio
Cranston,
I. Wilcox

Corp.

Badio
news.

of Porto

Jf!!5AJ?' East
Lansing,Mo.Mich.100 Mich.
WKAS,
Springfield,
mi.
L.Agrl.
E. College.
Lines Music
Co. Daily
Sun, 6:30-7
8-9:15
pm, exmusic.
Central.pm, sports. Mon. Fri. Sat.
X(!SAy- Laconia,
N. H. 100 Laconia
Club.
WKAW,
Beloit, Wis.
mi.
L.Badio
M. Turner.

Daily

"5 AX. Bridgeport,
Conn. concert.
75 mi. Wm. A. Macfarlane
..,J,2;lr:15
P™. 7-7:30,
WKAY, Gainesville.
Ga.
100 mi. Central.
Brenau College
Xo
definite
Thurs, S:30 pm,
concert. schedule.
Eastern. College activities.
saving.
WKC, Baltimore,
Md.
500 mi. Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.
Tues. Thurs. Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern, daylight
W'<N. Memphis, Tenn.
Biechman-Crosby Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla.
485 also. 500 ml
WKT
Radio
Shop
(Daily Oklahoman).
Daily
ex Sun.
12 m, weather;
7:30 pm. sports, specials; 9 pm.
Central news.
weather,
Tues. Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm, concerts.
W12.
Fairfield. O. U. S. Army.
WIAC. Raleigh, N. C. N. C. State College.
WtAG,
Minneapolis.
Minn.
400 and 485 only.
1.000
mi.
Cutting & Wash.
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun.
9:30 am. 10:10, 10:30. 11:30, 1:30 pm. 2:20. 4:30. reports; 6-6:30 pm, children's hour; 6:30-7:30, lecture.
Tues,
Wed,
Fri, music.
Mon.
10:10 pm, concert.
Thurs, cert9:15Centralpm, concert.
Sat, 8:30, 10:30 pm, conWLAH, Syracuse, N. Y. Samuel Woodwortn.
W1AJ. Waco. Tex.
485 also.
1,000 ml.
Waco Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:30. 2:30 pm,
music, reports.
Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45
pm. music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
WLAK, Bellows Falls, Vt. Vermont Farm Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Badio Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
W1AM,
Springfield, O.
100 mi.
Morrow
Badio
Co.
Mon. Houlton,
Wed, Fri,Me. 8-9:30
pm, Hdwe.
dance Co.music
Central
WLAN,
Putnam
W1AP, Louisville. Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
W1AQ,
Kalamazoo.
Mich.
100 mi.
A. E. Schilling.
Daily, 10-12 pm, music.
Central.
WIAS.
Hutchinson, Kan.
4S5 also.
200 mi.
E. V.
* Plush.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:20, 11:30. 12:30
pm, 1:30,
5:15. markets,
weather;
12:30-1:15
pm.
5-6, music
S-9 pm, concert.
Sun, 3 pm,
music.
Central.Wed,
WIAT,
Burlington, la. Badio and Specialty Co.
W1AV,
Pensacola.
Fla.
200 mi.
Elec.
Shop.
Inc
tral.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment.
CenWIAW,
New York. N. Y. New York Police Dept.
W1AX.
Greencastle,
Ind.
Greencastle
Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
W1AY.
Fairbanks.
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WIAZ,
Warren,
O.
100 mi.
Hutton
& Jones Elec.
Co. Wed. 8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat, 10:3011:30 pm, Eastern.
music, sports.
Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, church
services.
W1B.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
Univ. of Minn.
100 mi.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. 7:30-7:50.
Central.
(The third and- last part of the station schedules will
appear next week. With this will appear the citystation index.)
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FLEWELLING

BASIS OF R.D. 76

DIGEST

RADIO

Largest
Radio
Store
in
America

.0O0Z5

Largest
in
Radio
Store
America

BUY HERE FOR LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive
guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock
of first quality merchandise

g.P.76{

6 6V.0

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit

90V I

Includes

attempts have been made to
MANY
adapt the Flewelling condenser
bank to other circuits, some of
which have given very good reception
while others show but doubtful performance. One of the new developments of
this circuit is given here as Hook-Up R.D.
76.
For some time .006 mfd. condensers
were rather scarce on the market so the
more standard capacity of .005 mfd. was
substituted.
A 50-turn honeycomb coil is used in
the antenna circuit with a .001-mfd.
vernier variable condenser in series on the
ground

side. Regeneration has been increased by the use of a 250-turn honeycomb coil in the plate circuit. In addition
a .00025 mfd. variable condenser is placed
in series between the antenna and plate.
A variable grid leak with a .00025 mfd.
is used as in the original
grid condenser

Flewelling. A fixed condenser of .001 mfd.
capacity is shunted across the telephone
receivers. A hard tube is used in combination with about 90 volts of B battery
in the plate circuit.
The resistance of the variable grid leak
should be kept high and the filament
rheostat, which should be of the vernier
type, is turned on about three-quarters of
full current. The plate condenser is kept
low while the condenser in the ground circuit is adjusted for wave length. The
coupling between the two coils is adjusted
for best results in conjunction with variations of the plate condenser. Often the
grid leak and the rheostat can be readjusted for improvements in reception.
The controls for tuning are numerous
and require a little practice and some skill
in operation, but the circuit is very selective and will amply repay the experimenter in results.

Gold Plated Aerials

Book Reviews
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is a complete
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully_illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Home Radio — How to Slake It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
75c.

. SHEETS

TUBES

RODS

Posts and
Complete

RADIO PANELS

DUNGAN
68

WEST

RADIO

WASHINGTON

ST.,

CO.
CHICAGO

$3.95
$6.95

Vzi

THICK

THICK
3/32" THICK

5l/& /2PER«

519

\6"

SOUTH
VA " GREEN

YQ"

CHICAGO

2<

A<

Genuine Baldwin
Special
3000

Ohm

INCREASE YOUR RANGE
ADDING A PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR
SET

"Mica

This Set.

djl <J
A C
«P 1 4&»TtO

CONDENSERS

BALDWIN

Diaphragm"

GUARANTEED

FEDERAL

ye"
Vz"

BY

Construct

now.

.SI .25
.$1.15

PHONES

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
complete with silk cord and headband.
Special at

MFG. CO.
ST.

and

ORIGINAL

SQ INCH

y4<

V
RETT

to Wire

helmet goes with each set! These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

.SEND
3/i6" FOR COMPLETE
2y2c PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR

dl 1 *7 Q C
«P X I •t/O

U.
S. A. Signal Corps Av^4°Vype Western Electric Phones, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with large soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather

PER SQ. INCH
PER SQ. INCH

l<
V/z<

miles

now.

PER SQ. INCH
PER SQ. INCH

THICK

1,000

$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE-, now
$1.75
$3.10 Value, 5 PLATE,
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE, now
$1.45
$2.70 Value, 3 PLATE,
$3.30 Value, 11 PLATE, now
$1.35

PER SO. INCH
PER SQ. INCH

THICK
THICK

Receiving Set

of receiving

VARIABLE

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY 51 ZE
THICK
PER SO. INCH
THICK

LOUD

Type "C" Loud

HEADSETS,
Filament
Filament

JACKS-

MAGNAVOX

WE

PANEL,

Units.

Value

$9.95
50c
$4.65

$3.65
.35c

Single
Double

Circuit ....
Circuit. . .

SPEAKER, Type R3

$34.95

COILS

Rheostats
1,500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1,000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

Phones,

Speaking

$8.50

Control
Control

HONEYCOMB

FORMICA

the

DISCOUNTS

1 Diagram

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

$1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
75c
60c
50c
40c
40c
40c

ALL

or Brown,

MERCHANDISE

LightningTuning
Arresters
2-Slide
Coils,

11

PLATE

$1.25

23

PLATE

1.40

Switches

$1.50

Lightning Switches. . .$2.65
Hydrometers, now at
45c

Square

Inch

PURCHASED

Mail orders receive immediate attention

43

PLATE
1.75
Mail Orders Filled Same Day
Postage Extra
No Personal Checks Accepted

B.K.Ford&Co.4343crAGFo:h.Lre

CHICAGO
STOCK

95c

at
$1.95
Phone Caps, for mostly
all phones
25c
Anti-Capacity
Signal
Cps, Hot
Wire
Ammeters, at
$5.45

Signal Corps
Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
$2.45
Solid Copper Aerial
Wire,
100 ft
35c
Spaghetti Tubing, yard. 10c

y6" thick. Black

GUARANTEE

45c

Sponge Rubber Ear
Caps, Pair
50c
Dials,
3 and 3l/2 inch.$1.65
25c
Grewol 2, Detectors

l^c
OF

US

BUY HERE FOR LESS

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
DEALER

75c
$1.35

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers,
1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat, 8 Binding

Jl laminated Phmolic ton dtnsation Product

ALL AMERICAN
REAL

X ^.'"X'O

Brandes Superior Headset
$5.75
Phone Connectors (take 4 sets of phones). 35c
Antenella
Aerial Plug
$1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$2.60
WD-11
Bakelite Sockets
50c
4 (Four) Way Plug
$1.35
Barchass Coils
$1.95
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers. .$2.45

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit

."5RMICS

The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 133 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

$4.75
4.75
4.50

$3.45
$3.4S
$1.95
$1.75

to construct this set. Set is capable
if installed with outdoor aerial

Revolutionary Theories in Wireless. By
Frank E. Summers. A treatise in the how
and why of Radio and science. A practical result of years of careful study and
research by the author. Non-technical,
written so you can understand it. Price,
$2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.

10-1 for 1st stage
5-1 for 2nd stage
3-1 for 3rd stage

A

Moulded
Variometers
180° Moulded Varicouplers
Mahogany
Variometers
180° Bakelite Varicouplers
Freshman
Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

Never use oilcloth as a cover for the
table on which a Radio is placed. It acts
as a conductor.

to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.

in

Complete

Complete Knockdown

How

set

Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or any receiving set so
that loud speaker or phonograph can be used in place of head-set. These
parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other suitable size), 1 High Ratio
Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard
Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks, 13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for
mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with complete instructions for assembling,
with template for drilling panel.
^ 1 O
>i C

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham
Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet, 7x18 Formica Panel,
6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram

Armstrong Super-Begenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully exPrice, $1.00.
plained. Fifty-two pages.

Never
operate
a receiving
cellar or other damp place. •

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier

Gold-plated wire for the antenna is the
latest for the utmost efficiency. R. H. G.
Mathews, of Chicago, central division
manager of the American Radio Relay
League and one of the best known amateurs in America, uses gold-plated wire
to avoid corrosion, wb4ch increases skin
resistance
and so lowers
efficiency.

The

Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price,
$2.00.

1 7x18 Formica Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard Vernier
Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers, 2
Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board,
and 1 Diagram to Construct This Set.
ct* "I 1
A IT
Complete
«J> 1 1 •TT«3
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509 South State Street, Chicago, 111.
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Radio Controlled Airplanes
Tremendous Possibilities for Quick Action of Planes
RADIO controls an airplane in a six-hour flight. Not
a soul on board but yet the ether wares from the
ground turned the trick. Does this seemingly unimportant
news dispatch from France have any meaning to you?
Major General Patrick, chief of the TJ. S. air forces,
recently stated that Radio controlled planes would be
common in this country before long. That being the
case, the lives of many TJ. S. military pilots will be
lengthened considerably. Nowadays, eight years is
about the maximum life of our military fliers. They
are often ^ai~:l for life long before the eight years
are up. ixaiio will prolong the lives of the pilots and
make military aviation a more attractive career for
youths looking forward to imitating Methuselah.

Snowbound Farmers
Shut in by Large Drifts, Radio Relieves Monotony
MANY
persons living in the country who looked upon
Radio as a plaything are now well convinced that
broadcasting is a real utility. Recently an eastern state
was almost buried under snow. The cities were able to
cope with the snow after a fashion, but the country was
practically isolated, especially after the wind churned
up the snow and drifted roads as rapidly as shovelers
and tractors opened them. The farmer was snowed in.
Rural mail carriers found it impossible to get through
for days. In some cases the telephone lines were temporarily out of commission. Notwithstanding his isolation the farmer with a Radio receiving set was able to
get the news of the day.

Ether Etiquette
The Right of One's Neighbor Should Be Considered
THERE is a certain code of action in every sport, one
that is intended to permit the greatest number to
enjoy that sport. In the theater, hats are removed. The
person who stands in his seat at a ball game is soon
requested with ' ' down in front, ' ' and if he does not
' ' down ' ' he is apt to be downed. Persons who are noisy
during a symphony concert are asked to leave. If you
think the matter over for a moment you will appreciate
that corresponding features exist in Radio broadcast reception and that "listening in" must be played as a
gentlemen's game.
Every Radio receiving station consists of an antenna
of some description connected to some type of receiving apparatus. The antenna intercepts and absorbs from
the passing magnetic waves a certain amount of energy.
This amount will vary with the type of receiver used,
the operation of receiver, the size of the antenna and
overall the efficiency of the receiving set.
Listeners employing crystal sets can do a great deal of
good for other listeners by detuning their sets when they
are in use. It is not necessary to disturb the adjustment
of the crystal to do this. Merely turn your tune dial or
knob, or place your tuning coil sliders to either end of
their scales and your set will not absorb the energy that
other listeners in wish to pick up.
Most regenerative receivers become miniature transmitters when the regeneration control is placed at a point
where the receiver will oscillate. Waves radiated from
a station using a receiver in this way can be picked up
several blocks away by other regenerative sets.
Every Radiophan has heard the faint whistles and
squeals moving over the scales of their sets, spoiling
the reception of distant concerts. These whistles are
caused by thoughtless fans receiving signals while their
sets oscillate. These listeners find the station with their
detector tube oscillating and then, by careful adjustment,
lower the ' ' beat note ' ' to zero. By keeping the receiver
at this central adjustment it is possible to receive signals
with the detector tube oscillating. Since the slightest
change in either the transmitting station's wave length
or the receiving station's antenna or adjustments will
cause a growl or squeal, this method is to be discouraged
as most impolite and unsportsmanlike.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Is there any special significance in the fact of thirtyfour broadcasting stations failing to renew their licenses
to broadcast during the month of January? Are there
already enough stations operating to fulfill the needs
of the" Radio audiences of the country? Everyone of
you knows that there are too many using the ether now,
on the present allotment of wave lengths. Even with
the benefits to come with the ultimate passage of the
White bill, it would seem desirable to eliminate some
of the less efficient broadcasting stations. We have
passed the stage of quantity requirements and entered
the quality era. "Very few fans are content merely to
hear ' ' something. ' ' The letter printed in Radio Digest
from Rochester, N. Y., is an indication of the modern
trend of listeners in away from the cut-and-dried character of program. Something of the 400-meter station requirements must be made to apply to all stations in the
very near future.
Homesickness, at least, may be reduced to a minimum
by copying the plan of Station WW J, which proposes to
install a receiving set on the S. S. Pastores of the United
Fruit Company, so that the passengers (from Detroit)
may have the home news daily on their cruise to the
tropics. This plan would no doubt work well aboard
other vessels within a broadcasting radius of the home
station. But what about that other dread malady often
accompanying sea travel? If Radio can be used to prevent seasickness as well, then it will be a boon to a large
number of voyagers. A reflex circuit might tend to
stabilize the undue amount of oscillation set up in the
feed-back system of a passenger in a rough sea. The
details of this Radio specific I shall leave to some medical
fan.
Eadiophans in Chicago are going at the silent period
program with a vengeance. They first proposed an
ordinance compelling one night a week of silence on
the part of local broadcasters, so that DX work might
pursue its course undisturbed. It looked a little dubious
to me, however, since the measure was referred to the
committee on "gas." That is the subject in hand, but
most such committees favor the gas-er rather than the
gas-ee. However, the local plants have agreed on a
silent Monday night without recourse to an ordinance. It
only goes to show how determined we fans can be to gain
our end. ' ' Silence, and mighty little of that, ' ' has been
the slogan of the vast majority of broadcasting stations,
though I'm glad to say that quite a few have lately acceded to the popular demand without being coerced in
such forceful manner. It will come to all of us eventually. In the meantime Radio Golf suffers in some quarters.
What becomes of the Radiowl in the light of this warning from the Department of Commerce? Surely the reading of letters and telegrams from Screech and Hoot
owls is in contravention to the rule against acknowledging
such messages by broadcasting. It is not alone the clan
to which I have referred as violating this rule to whom
all censure is due. There are many stations in the
habit of reading communications from listeners in. This
is uninteresting to most of us, as a matter of fact, and
probably pleases only those whose names are being read.
The revocation of licenses is a stern measure — but enforceable.
I believe much good is to come as the result of the
activity of the National Radio Chamber of Commerce.
This body is concerned with improving the character of
broadcasting programs by eliminating much that is trivial
and without real value to the main Radio public. Whether
or not it should come within the scope of this organization to use its influence to debar questionable matter
from the air, I do not know. That such matter is being
broadcast I do know, having heard it. It may be assumed
that children should be in bed while these vaudeville
skits are being sent out. Quite likely. There are some
adults to whom alleged witticisms carry considerable
nauseating effects. Of course with the audienee in the
hall we are not concerned, but the larger audience wishing to hear something worthwhile and clean can hardly
be expected to tune in culpable stations as frequently as
would otherwise be the case. Before a number of invited guests expectantly awaiting what should come from
the loudspeaker, such incidents are not helpful to the

RADIO

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

But What's in a Name?
Dear
Indi — over some of the programs of the multitudGlancing
inous broadcast plants, I fain would report that Mrs.
Pipes plays (the violin, not the organ) for KGW, Arthur
Bean is served'Seattle fans a la ether, and Mr. Head and
Mr. Stern are now featured at one of the Atlantic Seaboard stations. Oh, yes, Mr. Story recently told a fairy
— Indiphan.
tale for the children listeners of WGI.

Oh Ladio!
called my love by Radio,
In hopes that she would hear;
asked her if she'd marry me,
And closed it, "Billy Dear."

Oh Indeed
! sad is
my predicament
—
a sorry
mess;
When I tuned in my receiving set
— Lord Jeff.
I heard forty answer, ' ' Yes ! ' '

Here's an Old One in a New Setting
A director of a broadcasting station was asked by a
prospective user of the service what the charge was. "One
hundred dollars for the first ten minutes ' ' was the answer. "All right," said the prospect, "we'll skip the
first ten minutes. ' '

Another distance record has been established by Station
game.
WHAZ, the Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, at Troy,
N. Y., and one by an amateur, A. G. Leonard, Jr., of this
city. In the first instance, concert programs were received in New Zealand over a distance of 10,000 miles,
both speech and musie being clearly received. Mr. Leonard's record is quite noteworthy for a 200-meter station.
His voice was heard by the operator of the Awaru station,
at Invercargill, New Zealand, a distance of 8,000 miles.
The voice was said to be very plain though weak, while
the CW messages were clear and strong. These records
are multiplying
most
any day. rapidly and you can look for a new one
Two large audiences heard speeches simultaneously, the
one in Chicago and the other in New York, by means of
telephonic communication, while at the same time a much
larger audience was listening in to the proceedings through
their receiving sets. Honor was paid to the memory and
contributions of Dr. Alexander Graham Bell to telephonic development. Radio development has not yet
reached the point where a two-way conversation may be
carried on between two stations privately. Scientists are
working out the principles involved but have not succeeded so far in attaining the desired end. Much that
has seemed impossible is now a reality, so that this difficult problem may be solved and become a practical
phase of Radiophony.

His Type Cornered All the Gold Bricks
The Office Squirrell sez he heard of a so-called Radiophan who is so dumb he thinks COD is a broadcasting

station. Said dumbbell also thinks all noises other than
musie are created by the died-in-the-wool DX worker next
more.
door who has only been "in Radio" for ten years or
O. O. Mclntyre, the famous New York writer, recently
said, "Talking bv Radio is just like talking into a knot
hole."
— G. C. C. Jr.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XI — The Vacuum Tube as an Amplifier
By Arthur G. Mohaupt

» MPL.IFICATION* in Radio refers to
/\ stiviiKihening or increasing the inJ~\
tensity
of to
Uie the
signals
received
detected.
Prior
perfection
of and
the
ihree-«lectrode vacuum tube, numerous attempts haT been made to produce or develop son amplifier device, but all
attempts w e without real success. With
the advent of the vacuum tube, however,
the problem was solved quickly, for not
only can the vacuum tube be used as a
detector of Radio signals, but under the
proper conditions can also be used as an
amplifier of the rectified oscillations existing in the output or plate circuit of the
detector tube. Exactly how this can be
accomplished will now be explained.
The Vacuum Tube as an Amplifier
Although the average detector tube can
also be used as an amplifier with some degree of success, better results can be obtained if a specially prepared tube, known
as an amplifier tube, is employed. Although an amplifier tube greatly resembles a detector tube in its mechanical construction, it differs, however, in that a
much higher vacuum exists within the
amplifier tube. In fact, the degree of
vacuum is_practically as high as can be
obtained with modern exhausting apparatus.
On account of this higher vacuum the
amplifier tube is often referred to as a
"hard tube" to distinguish it from the
soft detector tube in which there are still
small quantities of gas left. The higher
vacuum makes it possible to employ a
much higher plate pressure, and hence
the oscillations impressed on the g"rid
can be greatly amplified without in any
way distorting or altering the nature of
the signals.
General Operation of Tube
In order to understand fully how a
three-electrode vacuum tube adds as an
amplifier, let us review briefly the general
operation.of "U"e
will remember
as the
filament
a tube
is heated, that
negatively
charged electrons are emitted which fill
the interior of the tube. If then a positive potential is applied to the plate from
some source of electrical energy, such as
a group of dry cells, the electrons are
attracted toward the plate and render the
intervening space a good conductor of
electricity.
A current can then flow in the plate
circuit, the energy being supplied by the
dry cells. Between the filament and the

the decreases, the signals would be distorted and the sounds heard would not be
very pleasant.
Increase and Decrease in Plate Current
If then, an alternating electromotive
force Is impressed upon the input circuit
of the amplifier, that is, across its filament and arid, the positive and negative

the filament and grid where they undergo rectification and are reduced to oscillations at an audio frequency. These
audio frequency oscillations are then sent
into the primary of the transformer and
induce current oscillations of a much
greater potential in the secondary circuit.
These oscillations are then impressed

Figure 41

voltage alternations will cause corresponding increases and decreases in the plate
circuit current — with the difference, however, that the intensity of the electrical
oscillations in the plate circuit is much
greater than that of the oscillations initially impressed upon the plate and grid.
The necessary additional energy is supplied by the battery supplying the high
plate pressure.
The alternating electromotive for operating the input circuit of the amplifier
tube is generally obtained by means of a
transformer connected into the output circuit of the detector tube. This transformer is of the step-up type, so that the
change of voltage impressed on the grid
will be as high as is practically possible.
Very slight, practically no current is required to affect the grid, and hence large
voltage variations can be created in the
plate circuit by supplying only minute
quantities of energy to the grid circuit.
It is for this reason that the three-electrode vacuum tube can be used so effectively as an amplifier of electrical oscillations.
Connections for Amplifying Tube
In Figure 40 is shown a wiring diagram
illustrating the scheme of connections
used when an amplifying tube is used in
connection with a transformer for amplifying the electrical oscillations in the output circuit of a detector tube. D is
the detector tube with the connections M
and N leading to the turner.
In the plate

upon the filament and grid of the amplifier
tube T. Here they cause corresponding
fluctuations in the plate circuit current,
but since the battery B-2 is capable of
supplying additional energy, the electrical oscillations are of much greater intensity and hence are capable of affecting
the telephone receivers so that louder
sounds are produced in them.
In case one amplifier tube does not produce sufficient amplification, a second one
can be used, but it is seldom advisable to
employ more than two, for otherwise undesirable distortion of the signals is likely
to result.
Kinds of Amplification
Amplification in Radio circuits can be
effected in several ways. The first method
was explained in the previous paragraphs,
and consists of sending the electrical oscillations in the output circuit of the detector tube into one or more amplifier tubes
until the desired strength of signals is
obtained. This method of amplification
is known as "cascade amplification," for

the amplifier tubes are said to be connect, d
in cascade — the word cascade meaning one
on top or above the other. It is seldom
advisable, however, to employ more than
two stages of such cascade amplification,
for as was stated, undersirable distortion
of the signals is otherwise likely to result.
This method of amplifying the audio
frequency oscillations of the output circuit of the detector tube Is also commonly
referred to as audio frequency amplification since it affects or amplifies the
audio frequency oscillations.
Connecting' Amplifying: Tube in Cascade
In Figure 41 is illustrated the method
of connecting two amplifier tubes in cascade. Such an arrangement is known as
a two-step or two-stage amplifier. As is
(ihown, the output circuit of the detector tube is connected through an audiofrequency transformer to the input circuit of the first amplifier tube. Into the
plate circuit of this amplifier tul.3 is
connected the primary of a second audio
frequency transformer, and the secondary
of this transformer is in turn connected
into the input circuit of the second am(Continued on page 12)
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Trained men in demand at highest salaries*
Learn at home, in your spare time.
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REINARTZ
CIRCUIT
FLEWELLING Circuit
EVERY

PART

COMPLETE

EVEBY
PAST COMPLETE
Z honeycomb coils, I 2-coil mounting, 2 coil
plugs 3 .006 condensers, I variable grid leak
I grid leak. I 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser,
I Vernier rheostat. I tubs socket. 8
binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, I highgrade RADION panel, I 3" dial and the
Radio
Digest
Booklet
on (t> * .
X5J

I Reinartz wound coll, I tube socket, I Vernier rheostat. I 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser. I 13-plate .00025 MFD variable
condenser, 3 inductance switches, 25 switch
points and nuts, 8 binding posts, I variable
grid
leak I .002 MFD phone condenser 25
feet .bus
bar wire. I high grade a « ^
Aav
Radion panel and diagram Js 1 (l fill
and

complete
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STAGE

AUDIO
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$ 1 I .00

AMPLIFIER

1-7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Frequency Transform
ers (5E to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats,
EVEBY PAKT COMPLET
/,
T_n n
2 V. T. Sockets, 3 Jacks (Double Circuit), 7 Binding Posts, ^1 1 (\r\
«J> 1 1 «UU
1 Variable Resistance Leak, Necessary Bus Bar Wire
Figure 48
plate is the grid in the form of a screw or output circuit, instead of having the
or woven network of fine wires. The telephone receiver, we have the primary
electrical condition of this intervening winding of an iron-core step-up transgrid has the ability to control the elecformer. The secondary of this transformtronic emission and hence also the flow of
er, in turn, is connected across the filament
current in the plate circuit.
and grid of the amplifier tube* T. Into
If the grid is negatively charged, it the plate circuit of this tube the telephone receivers are then connected in
repels some of the electrons back upon
the filament and thus weakens the plate series with the high-voltage battery B-2.
The circuit arrangement operates in the
current. On the other hand, if the grid
is charged positively, it attracts the elec- following manner:
When
the receiving apparatus is tuned
trons on their way to the filament, inr
creases the number that are emitted from to the frequency of the incoming electrical oscillations, these are impressed upon
the filament, and in this manner strengthens the current flowing in the plate circuit.
Detector and Amplifier Action
That the tube may function as a detector or rectifier of electrical oscillations,
the relative electrical, conditions of the
three elements or electrodes has to be
such that a positive charge on the grid
produces a greater increase in plate current flow than the decrease in plate current flow caused by an equal negative
charge.
In this manner a unidirectional p-ulsating current is set up in the plate circuit, and the envelope of these direct current oscillations correspond in all details
to the electrical oscillations that are initially sent out at the transmitting station.
That the tube may act as an amplifier
"Puts its Best Foot Foremose'
of electrical oscillations, the relative elecIts supersensitive side is up and has
trical conditions of the three electrodes
loudly received broadcasting. Guaranmust be slightly different. The conditions
teed QSA (your signals are strong). Look
for the "T" on the back.
must be such that equal positive and negative variations of the grid potential will
Distributors and Travelers Wanted. Liberal Commissions. Large Sales. Quantity Production. Wire
cause correspondingly equal increases and
Territory Desired.
decreases in the plate circuit current.
This state o^f affairs is effected by apF00TE MINERAL CO., Inc. S'ffiSs
plying a higher positive pressure to
107 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
the plate of the tube. If the increases in
Established 1876
plate current were greater or less than
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Triple -Test Crystal
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3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;

13 Plate VERNIER;
23 Plate VERNIER;
43 Plate VERNIER;

value,
value,
value,
value,

SI. 75.
$2.50.
$3.50.
$4.50.

value, $5.50.. 3.75
value, $6.00.. 4.00
value, $6.50.. 4.25

AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER
Designed for Use with W. D. 11 Tubes, List, $4.50, Pri
V. T. SOCKETS
Nickeled brass sleeve, composition base;
value $1.00 ; special at
$0.50

$2.75

Ball Bearing
Inductance switch; value,
75c;
special at
$0.30
Double
Coil Mountings
2.50
Triple
Coil Mountings
3.50
BEST
OUALITY
JACKS.
Single
circuit:
value.
65c; special
at
30
Double circuit; value, 90c; special at
45
VA3I0C0UPLER — Celeron condensite and
MULTIPLE
INDUCTANCE
Lib Wire wound secondary; value, $4.50:
Knob and Dial (15 switch
special
3,2;
THREE - INCH
DIALS— Unbreakable— heat
resisting composition — high finish: special..
TWO-INCH DIALS— Same design— for rheostats and potentiometer; special

EXTRA

REINARTZ
Value $2.50

25

SPECIAL

Telephone 3000 Ohms
$9.00 value; reduced to
RAYMOND
VERNIER
1.50; special

.30

Headsets;
$3.50

RH EOSTATS— Value,

.95

COILS
$1.75

SWITCH
Points)

with

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value, $1.10; special at

base:

FILAMENT
value, $1.50; RHEOSTAT
special at
Potentiometer with
knob;
cial at

with

2'/B"

dial;

value

$1.75;

spe-

Potentiometer
speoial
at

dial;

with

2'/e"

value,

Induction Coils, equipped with standard
mountings. 50 turns, 95c; 75 turns

2.15;

1.75
70
85
1.00
1.15
1.00

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING HORN— Nickel plated —
highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.
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1 apped Coil and Variocoupler Circuit
Feed Back Produced by
Two Coils on One Tube

HOOK-UP

FOR SELECTIVE

GRID LEAK £COND.

The materials necessary to make the
hook-up shown in the accompanying illustration consist of one variocoupler, one
43-plate condenser,
one tapped coil on a

One Knob Control for
Tuning a Crystal Set

TUNING

The set described is tuned completely
by means of a variable condenser, the inductance being fixed. The detector may be
of any make, but I would suggest the use
of a. Grewol. The variable condenser is
of the Crosley make, which is in the form
of a book. The antenna is 300 feet long
and 50 feet high, ard the inductance consists of a 2% -inch cardboard tube wound
with 75 turns of magnet wire.
Of course, if the antenna is shortened.

FIRST STEP.

G

P

S

Yh

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
s
are many little kink
E
THER
worked out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
ways of opparts and various unique over
ed every
erating sets that are disc
is very much inday. Radio Digest
terested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest Illustrated,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

45 V.

the. number of turns on the inductance
must be increased. With this set the
writer has heard all of the local stations
as well as WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas,
which is 250 miles distant. Two other
stations were easily heard, WDAF, a powerful station in Kansas City, Mo., 650
miles away, and WFAA of Dallas, Texas. —
Milton Hobbs, Houston, Texas.

■WPL
.ooi mjd

tube three inches in diameter and 12 inches
detector unit and other acceslong, one
sories such as B battery, headset, etc.
In a way the circuit is critical. The
secondary of the coupler must be turned
until regeneration is obtained. When once
at this point, the set can be left alone, but
still it will tune out the little fellow. The
tapped coil consists of two separate coils,
wound in the same direction but not connected. They are each tapped. About 40
turns of No. 16 or 18 ware is used for the
aerial inductance. The upper portion
should be the aerial inductance, and the
lower the plate feed back. — Willard Tolhis, Bethesda, O.

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
plifier tube. Into the output circuit of this
tube the telephone receivers are connected
in series with the battery B-2.
As was stated before, a higher plate
pressure is needed for amplifier tubes
than is required for detector tubes. The
B batteries used in amplifier circuits generally have a pressure of 45 volts, although pressures even as high as 67 and
90 volts are sometimes used. Often a
single 45-volt B battery is used with a
22%-volt tap, the plate circuit of the detector tube being connected to this tap
while the plate circuit of the amplifier
tubes is connected to the 45-volt terminal.
Audio Frequency Transformers
The transformers used for linking the
output circuit with the input circuit of the
next amplifier tube are known as audio
frequency transformers, for they are used
to step-up the voltage of the audio frequency electrical oscillations impressed
across the primary winding.
The number of times that a transformer steps up the voltage depends upon the
relative number of turns in the secondary
and primary windings. Transformers are
consequently rated according to the number of times they step up the voltage, this
factor being termed the transformation
Radio. A 10 to 1 transformer steps up
the voltage ten times. It also has ten
times as many turns on the secondary
winding as on the primary winding.
Whenever two stages of audio frequency
amplification are employed, it is better
to use two transformers having a different votage ratio, especially if the ratio
of the first is high. If the first transi former has a 10 to 1 ratio, it is better to
use for the second transformer one having a ratio of 5 or 3 to 1. However,
equally good results can be obtained, and
some claim even better, if two transformers of the same ratio are used, providing
the transformation ratio is not too high.
Thus, very good results can be obtained
by using two transformers each having
a 5 to 1 ratio.
Radio Frequency Amplification
Often when the receiving apparatus is
not very sensitive, or when the transmitting station is so far away that the
incoming waves are too weak to properly
affect the detector, it is possible to
strengthen or amplify these signals before
they reach the detector tube. Such amplification is known as Radio-frequency amplification, for the oscillations that are
being strengthened or amplified are still
at a Radio frequency.
The same amplifier tubes as were used
for audio-frequency amplification can also
be ueed for Radio frequency amplification.
However, any number of steps of Radiofrequency amplification can be used without in any way affecting the quality of the
signals. The successive steps of Radiofrequency amplifiers can be linked to each
other
in several ways,
although
Radio-

•=-

6ROUND.

frequency transformers are most commonly used. These transformers differ from
the audio-frequency transformers mentioned above in that they do not contain
an iron core.
Regenerative Amplification
Another form of amplification used very
extensively is that known as regeneration or regenerative amplification.
In regenerative amplification the plate
circuit of the detector tube is tuned by
means of some form of inductance, such
as a variometer, until it has exactly the
same oscillation frequency as that of
the incoming waves. Under these conditions some of the energy of the plate circuit is actually fed-back upon the grid
circuit, with the result that it is again
sent through the detector tube and amplified to a large extent.
Each of these methods of amplification
will be taken up in detail in later chapters, where practical instructions will also
be given for constructing the various
types of amplifiers.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all Important
stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
and without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications,
price 50c. or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coil, $3.00 by mail. No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel with every order.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
and brings
the Stations
full value1000
of
that the
little"Pickle"
tube as tube
nn other
circuit out
can.
miles away come In clearly on one tube. This set is small,
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this Is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications $1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easy to operate.
Everything
clearly shown.
Please don't send stamps.
S. A. Twitchell. 1925 Western Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

WD-11 OUTTUBE)
FIT
{PEANUT

This wonderful dry battery (| n
OP
outfit with a range of 600 «f> I < • OD
miles comes to you ready
I J
Less
to assemble,
panel
drilled
Tube
and
marked,
mahogany
finished
box, condenser
ready^^""i™^^"i
to screw in
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, binding posts, socket, wire,
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
Two-stage Amplifier Box to match the above. $14.15
Variocou piers, $4.00 value
2.85
Variometers, $4.50 value
3.10
Transformers,
$4.50 value
3 75
Reinartz tuning coil, $3.00 value
185
Rheostat, $1.00 value
so
Sockets, EOc value
38
I V2" switch lever, 50c value
30
Baldwin type "C" phones, $12.00 value
9.00
Frost or Murdock phones, $5.00 value
4,25
Postage extra.
No personal checks received. Let
us quote on your wants.
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Chapter Twelve
The practical construction of a twostage audio frequency amplifier, as well
as a detector employing regenerative amplification will be taken up in Chapter
Twelve. Everyone interested in the constructure of either of these circuits should
not miss this most important chapter.
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HEAR ATLANTA ON CRYSTAL

1045 No. Wells St.

receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Dallas, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Denver, San Antonio on crystal
without batteries. Your crystal set requires
only easy, inexpensive changes. Send stamp
for further information, or $1 for copyrighted
drawing and instructions. Everything clearly
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed. LEON
LAMBERT,
505 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kan.
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Use Cram's Detailed Radio Map
covering the United States and
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to the inch. Map plate 30x20
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and other Radio Experts. Radio
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time divisions. New edition now
ready.
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AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., lnc.^&Avv.

New Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell type BB-4,
$4.50; Edison single cells for W. D.-ll tubes. $1.50;
Edison 60 A. H. for w. D.-ll tubes, $5.25; 6 volts Edison. $7.75; "B" battery Edison, single elements, 4c
each; double, 10c each.
PEANUT TUBES
Wonderful det. and amplifier, smallest tube made; aeroplane
style.
1
Volt
Amp. if Wyou dia.
a few at $9.50.
Act Viquick
wantx a2%"
real long.
pocket Just
set
tube.
FULLY GUARANTEED.
FLEWELLING .006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.006 Bakelite mounted Ruby Mica-Copper N. P. binding
posts, set (3) $2.90. Var. Grid Leaks (clearer music,
louder signals on any car.), 75c. Var. Grid Cond.,
.00025 or .0005 max., 45c. Spec. Flew. Audio Trans.,
$3.45. Spider coils, easier tuned, clearer signals;
green silk on Bakelite, $1.75 each.
REINARTZ LATEST COILS AND PARTS
Double .green silk wire on polished Bakelite spider,
$1.95; Reinartz plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable),
$1.70. Special Reinartz Audio Transformer with diagram, $3.35. Complete set Reinartz tuner and detector
parte, $10.65. Tuner Det and 2 stage parts, $17.95. 2
stage outfit, $8.35.
Hi-Power Loud Speaker with pair latest Baldwin
Phones, $10.90.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
Best! Loudest! No burn-outs.
$2.65 with spec, diagram.
RADIO
FREQUENCY
IRON
AND
PARTS
.003 Iron for cores; special wire and forms to construct
R. F. Transf. of highest efficiency.
Detail plans, 50o.
REFLEX
CIRCUIT
TRANSFORMERS
Special Reflex Trans, and Diag. that really works, $3.65.
VERNIER FOR VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Works with any condenser.
Requires no extra space. 95c.
Armstrong Super, new 3 tube outfit, beautifully built, at
jaorlfice.
20 OHM RHEO. FOR 201-A or W. D.-ll tubes, $1.60.
8 ohm for new DeForest tubes, $1.55.
Include postage with order.
Write for complete list,
QUALITY
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RICHMOND,
IND.
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Questions and Answers
Patent Situation
U799) GLR. Newport News, Va.
The Klewelling circuit, featured In your
paper, presents some interesting aspects
for marketing in this city. We must oover
distance here, the nearest broadcasting
station being over one hundred miles, and
the price of the instrument must be within reach of the average, pocketbook. The
Klewelllng tuner meets these requirements.
We are anxious to manufacture and
market such a tuner and would like some
information regarding the legal side of
this circuit. What would be necessary in
order to build and market this instrument
complete? Could this instrument be sold
completely assembled with the exception
of the wiring (directions for wiring and
operating to be furnished with set) without infringing on any patents? We would
also like to know if instruments such as
the single circuit with tickler coil regeneration could be sold assembled but not
wired, or with everything except the plate
circuit wired?
A. — Armstrong undoubtedly may, in
time, get his patent on the super-regenerative principle. This patent may take
two years to be adjudicated. Whether the
circuit is super-regenerative has been
questioned. Regardless, Flewelling has
applied for patent rights.
Therefore, direct and complete manufacture of the set for sale would render you
liable for infringement.
However, sale of the parts, or the parts
assembled except for the wiring, should
not constitute an infringement. Directions for completing the wiring may also
be sold legally.
This same treatment is, I am sure, applicable to any other patented circuit.
If you will read the main front page
story in the December 23rd issue, you will
learn some few points of interest to you
and regarding some Radio patents.
Plate Voltage of Plewelling
(2209) VH, Geneseo. 111.
In the description of the Flewelling circuit which was given in the Radio Digest
for October 21, 1922, the statement was
made that the plate voltage could vary
from 18 to 250 volts, but that 110 volts
was
very
good.
Beginners
in the con-

TRIMM
3000

struction of Radio receiving sets, who
had decided that they would make a
"flivver," might think this meant that
the 110 volt lighting current would work,
ii it was direct current; in fact, the wording of the sentence suggests that very
thing. However, such a connection would
prove disastrous because the high amperage of the lighting circuit would scatter the bulb over the landscape. In this
same connection, do not use Ignition or
telephone dry cells in the construction of
a B battery, because their amperage is
also too high.
A. — Noting your criticism of grammatical construction in description of plate
voltage employed in Flewelling circuit as
described in October 21st Issue of Radio
Digest, we do not detect any ambiguity and
even though it were misinterpreted as suggested no greater damage than the possible blowing of a fuse would result.
However, you are correct in statement
that it wouldn't work.
Indoor Antenna
(2223) JLP, Wamego, Kan.
I have assembled a receiving set consisting of detector and two stages audio
amplification and have had very satisfactory results with it. My antenna is
about 130 feet long and 40 feet high and
built of stranded wire. I have received
practically every large station In the
United States, including KHJ at Los Angeles, KDKA at Pittsburgh, WGY at
Schenectady, WJZ at Newark, etc., and
have also received Havana P\VX. I have
been able to run these stations through
my loud speaker very satisfactorily.
In experimenting with an indoor antenna Iput up one of stranded wire on the
ceiling, the wire being about 12 feet above
the ground level. By altering a few connections Ireceived the following: WLW
at Cincinnati, WBAP at Fort Worth,
WFAA at Dallas, WOC at Davenport, DN4
at Denver, KHJ at Los Angeles, WSB at
Atlanta, and WLAG at Minneapolis.
All

FLEWELLING

PHONES

Ohm, $7.65;

2400

Ohm,

ALL PARTS NECESSARY

Burgess "B" Batteries

Quality Radio Supply Co.

WHAT

DO YOU
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RADIO

ON?

IS IT CONVENIENT, CONFINED AND ATTRACTIVE?
IF NOT ORDER TODAY A

ROBBINS
IN OAK

RADIO

OR MAHOGANY

DESK

FINISH $22.50

THE IDEAL PROVISION COMBINING YOUR RADIO OUTFIT WITH ATTRACTIVE FURNITURE. YOU WILL BE PROUD OF YOUR SET ON A
ROBBINS RADIO DESK WITH ALL WIRES, BATTERIES AND OTHER
DISPLEASING PARTS HIDDEN FROM VIEW.
For sale by reputable radio and furniture dealers or write

ROBBINS WOODWORKING

CO., LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.

DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

$5.00

Real Dealer Discounts
U WEST

these were received the same evcnlns on
Loop Aerial
the detector and one stage audio frequency.
(2117) you
lU'J.please
Clinton.
111.
They came In Just a3 strong and clearer
Will
answer
through your
than with the outside antenna hooked up column of the Radio Digest, what size
as before.
wire,
and
how
large
should
a loop aerial
be made.
I would like to know If these are unusual results with an indoor antenna such
A. — A three foot square frame having
as I have described. If It is unusual it Is six or eight turns of number fourteen
wire,
spaced one-half inch apart makes an
en account of the different hookup I dis- effective
loop aerial.
covered experimenting with the new antenna Being a reader of several Radio
magazines I thought you would be the most
Plate Voltage on WD-ll
responsible authority on this subject. I
(2053) AVH, Oelwein, la.
will certainly appreciate any information
Please advise how much Plate or B batyou can give me and will advise of anyto use on the WD-ll — dry cell tube
further developments I might find to ad- in theteryFlewelling
circuit?
vance the science of Radio.
A.
—
Answering
your inquiry would adA. — In our opinion the reception you
vise that about forty-five volts are suffihave accomplished under experimentacient plate voltage for WD-ll tubes.
tion with an indoor antenna is much beyond the usual and worthy of congratulation. Many of the most valuable contributions to the science of Radio have come
from amateur operators and Radio is indebted to a great extent to such for its
NEW STOCK— Guaranteed
Our
List Price
present benefits.
No. 4156. Zzy2 Volts (100 hrs.)
$1.75 $1.39
Dry Batteries on Crystal Set
No. S156. Z2'/2 Volts (250 hrs.)
2.25
1.69
No. 21S6. 22'/2 Volts (1200 hrs.).... 3.00
2.29
(2322) LB, Bonner Springs, Kan.
Binding Posts. Per doz
OS
Will a few dry batteries improve the
Switch Points.
Per doz
10
wave lengths of my crystal detector set?
DIALS, 4-inch Moulded, J4-inch shaft...
.25
Cash
with
Order
or
C.
O.
D.
If so, please tell me how to connect them
to it.
A. — The employment of dry cell batterBox 65
LA GRANGE,
ILL.
ies, or any other kind of battery, has absolutely no effect upon wave length range.

MIMM.'fltW
iron Jt.Chtcaqo
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Be Prepared
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To
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To receive on the higher
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stations, when the "All
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An informal ten-minute talk by Bernays Johnson from the Wanamaker
Station WOO on Radio minerals and
how to operate a loud speaker on a
crystal set brought forth the world's
record of 5,600 letters. This is by far
the largest number of letters received
by any station in response to a short
talk of any nature

DIC E S T

A new transmitter invented by Dr. Phillips Thomas.
With this transmitter it is said that music and other
sounds are broadcast exactly as produced. In this transmitter the new diaphragm takes the place of the usual
form. A minute electrical discharge takes the place of
the mechanical disk. It is affected by the sound waves
just like the diaphragm and responds well to all vibrations

March

All broadcasting stations throughout
the nation are adopting some means
of designating their stations by means
of a slogan, chime bells or a whistle.
From the great Southwest where the
cattle roam the prairies comes the
jingle of cow bells. The illustration
shows these bells that sound out their
tones from Station WBAP at Fort
Worth,
Texas

i~, 1923
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WHAS PLANT
BUILDS BODY
VIA A1RPH0NE
Health
Broadcasting
from
Louisville Station Becomes
Popular Feature

Aids
Charts

Physical

CHICAGO,

(By Special Correspondent)
LOUISVILLE, KY.— Physical culture
enthusiasts and other persons seeking to
regain their health are now enabled to do
their "daily dozen" to the commands
that come over the ether from WHAS,
the Courier-Journal station of this city.
This was an innovation and novel form of
entertainment that proved quite satisfactory to physical directors when first
instituted on the phonograph records. But
now science has given the people who
would be healthy one step farther to go.
The lessons in physical culture along
with setting-up exercises are broadcast
by the Courier-Journal station each eve-

PAT.

ILL., SATURDAY,

OFF.

MARCH

BRINGS
JANESVILLE FAN GETS
2LO-LONDON STATION
F.
Stewart
Dr. is
WIS.— le,
VILLE
s, ,of Janesvil
JANES
Richard
the first
Radiophan in this section of the
country to tune in 2LO, London, England, successfully. Dr. Richards had
the British station on two successive
days. The feat was accomplished on
a regenerative tuner using two stages
of Audio frequency and a loud speaker.
Reception was said to be very clear.
ning.last
excepting
ninean o'clock
and
for the Sundays,
best partat of
hour.
The exercises are directed by Charles L.

Culture

Help
to Secure
Results
from Body-Building
Program

U. S.

It is hardly necessary
to tell you the charming lady at the right
is Anna Q. Nilsson,
for surely by this
time you have seen
her in "The Isle of
Lost est
Ships,"
latmovie. her
It was
while working in this
production that Anna
turned Radiophan and
now she can tell you
the call
station on oftheanyPacific
coast. Below is Mrs.
Pearl Calhoon, a
popular
WBAP star at

No. 11

24, 1923

HEALTH

TRADE COMMISSION
WILL INVESTIGATE
Formal Order Is Issued to Make
Monopoly
Inquiry of Alleged

BUFFALO TO HAVE
1,250-WATT STATION
NEW

PLANT SHOULD
HEARD IN EUROPE

BE

(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
WASHINGTON, D. C— The Federal
Trade Commission has formally ordered Will Have 1,000 Square Feet Space on
an investigation of Radio patents and an
Eighteenth
alleged monopoly, as called for by the
Hotel Floor
Statlerof New
White resolution which passed the House
during the last days of Congress.
An official copy of the resolution was
By Warner Bates
submitted to the commission on Friday,
BUFFALO, N. Y, — The Federal Telephone
when the commission formally ordered an & Telegraph Company of this city, will
establish one of the most modern broadcasting stations in the United States atop
the eighteen-story Hotel Statler that is
just being finished here. The installation
will be made in the eariy spring and il is
anticipated that the sending apparatus to
be constructed will be powerful enough to
broadcast to Europe.
The Hotels Statler Company has allotted 1,000 feet of floor space on the eighteenth floor for the studio and reception
room of the Federal Company
and the

Shontz, physical director of the Louisville investigation. The rest of the matter is
Y. M. C. A.
merely routine and it is not probable that
Allow Use of Eeadset
a report will be made public until the
Mr. , Shontz has selected and put in use next session of Congress convenes.
a series of movements that are welladapted to one wearing headphones. This
CONCERT IS
in itself was one of the largest features EGYPTIAN
to be worked out of the project. The
GIVEN TO HONOR TUT
movements to be used had to be selected
to give the average person the greatest
benefit in the least time or it was feared
that the public would soon tire of the WJAX Zips Up Ether With Nile
lessons.
Flavored Jazz
Also the question of the connecting cord
of the headset figured in. The exercises
CLEVELAND, O. — Songs of a distinctly
had to be selected so that one would not Egyptian
flavor, jazz with a regular Nile
become humorously entangled in the re- zip to it and to top it all off a travelog
ceiver connection.
by Archie Bell, dramatic and music critic
of the Cleveland News and News-Leader,
Publishlisteners
Charts for
To allow
theListeners'
maximum ad- world traveler and author, in which he told
vantage of the broadcast health, the of his visit to the Valley of the Kings,
Courier-Journal and the Louisville Times marked the Cleveland News Radio concert
have published charts showing eighteen in honor of King Tut broadcast recently
positions to be used in following the Radio from Station WJAX of the Union Trust
exercises. With the illustrations of the company. As an added attraction in the
various movements are directions and ex- "Radio night in Egypt," selections in the
planations for taking the exercises.
sented.
State Music Memory Contest were pre(Continued on page 2)

i\

Wah-Wah
Taysee,
full blooded
Princess
of the Sioux Dakota
tion WOR of from
L. BamTribe, who entertained
Staberg & Company, Newark, N. J., March
Thursday
afternoon,
I

power room broadcasting
house will be
above this, on the roof. The antenna will
be hung between
two large steel towers
capable of withstanding
a 90-mile gale,
and will be visible for many miles around.
To Use 1,250 Watts Power
The new set, now being designed by the
engineering
department
of the Federal
Telephone & Telegraph Company, will use
(Continued on page 2)

BOY DECIDES TO SKIP;
FOUND BY BROADCAST
regular Sherlock Holmes trick,
COLUMBUS,
O.— Radio
and as a result
Charlespulled
Martin,a
aged eleven, son of Detective Clarence
Martin, missing for the past week, is
back home. A message sent out from a
Columbus broadcasting station, giving
a description of the missing youth, was
picked up at a garage at South Bloomfield, where Charles was located.
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FANS DISSENT WITH
ourfEAU TRANSMITS Canadian Ether Cops Are on the Job
to Check on Amateur Wave Lengths
PLAN FOR SILENCE
TEST WAVE SIGNALS
FIRST

"CHECK-UP"
COVERS
1,000-MILE RADIUS
Government Is Enabling Fans to Standardize Wavemeters and
Other Equipment
By Xi. M. Lamm
"WASHINGTON,
C. — The preliminary
Bureau of
Standards
has been D.
conducting
tests to determine the practicability of
regularly transmitting signals of known
wave lengths. This has been followed by
the bureau by the first regular transmission of such signals. The object of the
work is to enable persons having Radio
apparatus to standardize their wavemeters
and other equipment.
The preliminary tests included wave
length measurements by observers located
within 1,000 miles of Washington, and
demonstrated the practicability of transmitting such waves. In general, the
results were in fair agreement, but differences as high as 7 per cent existed. Wavemeters must be in closer accord than this
and it is hoped that this system of standard wave transmission will result in more
accurate measurement and adjustment of
Radio apparatus of all kinds.
Make First Transmission March. 7
From the information obtained, it appeared desirable to transmit standard wave
signals after 11:00 P. M. Eastern Standard Time, when broadcasting stations are
through with their programs. Therefore,
the first regular transmission of standard
waves on March 6 and 7 took place from
11 P. M. to 1:30 A. M., and included wave
lengths from 550 to 1,500 meters.
The general call for the transmission
of standard wave lengths is "QST de WWV
Standard Wave Signals" repeated and on
the same frequency as the test signal. The
standard wave signal is "WW V" repeated.
In the announcements, the wave length
of the test signal is stated. The general
call and announcements are made by both
Radiophony and Radiotelegraphy. For the
standard wave signal and for announcement by Radiotelegraphy, unmodulated
continuous waves are used.

RESTORES HEALTH
(Continued from page 1)
The project is only one of the many
achieved by Station WHAS in line with
its policy of giving something a little
better than that ordinarily heard by the
invisible audience in the vicinity of Louisville. Credo Harris, director and manager
of the station, is an idealist and has already done much toward the establishment
of this reputation of the station.
Many Plants to Build Health.
Some time ago, Station WGI, Medford
Hillside, Mass., inaugurated the policy of
transmitting setting-up exercises each
morning. These were followed by weight
increasing and then weight reducing exercises. The range of WGI, however, has
been somewhat restricted to the New England states on account of the peculiar
geological strata of that vicinity.
The wider range and larger audience
of Station WHAS, it is believed, will
popularize the Radiophone method of
health-building. Several other stations
have taken up the promotion of sports in
their broadcast programs, and it is known
that many of the plants are considering
the airphone.
upbuilding of the nation's health by
the

Frisco Radio Show
Will Open April 3

Fans in Canada Are Given More Latitude Than in Any Other Country- "STAGGERED
HOUR"
FAILS
Yet They Co-operate to Fullest Extent in Complying with
TO REGISTER
Regulations on Transmission
Chicago
Broadcasting
Stations Fear
"Free 'as the air we breathe" has its
Some twenty-five of these "ether cops,"
Proposed Project Would Be
limitations since Canada's "ether cops" as they are called, have thus far been apCostly to Them
are on the job checking up Radio amateurs
pointed, and the results have more than

who start agitating the upper strata with
their sending apparatus and incidentally
straying from the straight and narrow
path of their prescribed wave length.
Canada today has some 9,000 persons
operating Radio outfits on receiving licenses and another 1,800 with transmitting
licenses, in addition to the 50 licensed
commercial stations which are operating
in the Dominion. But with this number
"in the air" at various times every day,
there is little confusion or interference
with commercial work, according to officials of the Radio Telegraphy Branch of
the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
Every person operating a Radio outfit
in the Dominion is required to take out a
license, classified according to station.
Receiving stations are on a flat license
rate of one dollar per year, these licenses
being secured through postoffices all over
the Dominion. When sending licenses are
issued the licensee is given a specified wave
length on which he may transmit. Amateur transmission stations are thus kept
down to a wave length which cannot interfere with the work of commercial stations.
In order to check the wave length which
the amateur "fans" are using, inspectors
have been appointed in cities of over 15,000 people, who work on a part time basis
for a small salary and spend their evenings "listening in" to the various signals
and gauging the wave lengths on which
they are sent. These inspectors also deal
with complaints from receiving stations
whose work is interfered with by any
amateur sender.

justified the steps taken, according to officials at Ottawa. Amateur senders have
cheerfully complied with the regulations,
it is stated, and during the forbidden
hours, 7:30 to 10 p. m., which are reserved
for the larger stations sending concerts
and similar material, there has of late
been very little difficulty with persons who
formerly
delighted in
up the air"
to the discomfiture
of "jazzing
their hearers.

The to"staggered-hour"
plan
forCHICAGO.
enabling —fans
reach into the ether
and bring in the waves broadcast by distant stations is not meeting with the
approval that was anticipated by the
authors of the idea. Instead of the one
hour of silence each day, the majority
of fans who have expressed their views
prefer
tinued. to have the silent-night plan con-

The expense of maintaining the "ether
cops" brigade, which is composed chiefly
of ex-service men who took up aerial communication work during the war, is more
than met by the money received from license fees, it is stated at the Department,
and as a result Canada probably suffers
less from interference in aerial communication than any other country in the world.
In many cases it has been found by investigation that when complaints against
amateurs were received, the signals complained of really came from ships many
hundreds of miles away, whose signals
were clearly transmitted through some
freak of atmospherical conditions.
Amateurs in Canada are given more latitude than in any other country where
Radio has become popular, officials of the
Department claim, and with this they have
earned the respect of commercial senders
everywhere by their adherence to the regulations under which they may work.
New licenses are being issued every day
in great numbers, it is stated, r.nd indications are that during the last few months
more people have taken to Radio as a fad
than had ever thought of it previously.

There is also a feeling among the broadcasters in Chicago that if they are to keep
off the air they should do so for economic
reasons on one night rather than cancel
week.
programs
at varied hours throughout the
Idea of Plan
The staggered-hour plan would close
stations
Chicagobetween
between7 and
6 and8 7Tuesday
o'clock
Monday in,
evening,
evening, between 8 and 9 Wednesday, between 9 and 10 Thursday, between 10 and
11
Friday and
between to
11 this
and 12
o'clock
Saturday.
Opposition
plan
has
sprung up among persons who object to
simultaneous broadcasting, because they
fear that under the staggered-hour plan
there will never be a time when only one
Chicago station is in the air.
It is feared that under the silent-hour
plan stations might book programs too
extensive for broadcasting before being
compelled to shut down for the silent hour,
and rather than release the talent the
stations would open up at the conclusion
of the silent hour, when some other station on a different wave-length was supposed to have the air without interference.

WGR— STATLER PLANT
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Looking Ahead
The Second Prize Flewelling Set, designed by F. P. Hall, Owego, New York, will be
described by Mr. Hall in the next issue of the Digest. Mr. Hall has shown very
unique design and it will pay all Flewelling fans to read this article. The first
prize winner, designed by Lawrence M. Blakey, student at Georgia Tech, will
appear in the April 7 issue.
The Ultra Reinartz Receiver, Part II, next week will tell how to go about laying out
the panel. This improved, long distanced receiving set, designed by H. J. Marx,
has many advantages to its credit.
A-B-C Lessons for Beginners, Chapter Thirteen, next week will deal with Radio frequency amplification. The successful use of Radio frequency amplification
demands a complete knowledge of its peculiar traits. Read A. G. Mohaupt's
Chapter 1 2 in this issue and continue reading next week,

Exhibits Include Latest Developments E. T. Flewelling in Part VIII of His Series, to appear next week, will describe the
and Inventions in Bath Receiving
construction of a Flivver Super for both long and short wave reception.
and Transmitting Apparatus
The Only Complete

and Weekly Directory of Broadcasting Stations appears in Radio
Digest. Part I will appear next issue. The directory lists every broadcasting
SAN FRANCISCO.— A complete Radio
station in operation in Canada, Cuba, Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and, of course,
and Electrical show will open to the public
the United States.
Tuesday morning, April 3rd and will continue daily up to and including Sunday,
April 8th. The entire Civic Auditorium More Pictures of Announcers — Stanley W. Barnett of WOC, Davenport, J. N. Cartier, of CKAC, Montreal, and Emory L. O'Connell of WGAT, the American
here has been leased and arrangements for
Legion station in Omaha, Nebraska, will be the mysterious voices pictured in
special display booth construction and
the next issue of the Digest.
decorations are under way.
The Radio Exhibits will include the Did You Ever See a
Real Cave-Man? Well, Radio Digest has located one down in
latest inventions and developments in both
Virginia and found that he was able to build himself a complete receiving outfit
receiving and transmitting equipment and
capable of reaching across the Continent. Watch for the story by Armstrong
everything electrical will be displayed
,Perry in next issue.
from electrically heated curling irons to
mammoth motors and power apparatus.
Special Features for Visitors
J. C. Johnson, local manager for the
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
American Radio and Electrical Exposition
Newsstands Don't Always
Publisher,
Company, reports that display booths are
Have
One
Left
being provided for 144 exhibitors. He
123 West Madison St.,
stated that in addition to the exhibits,
Chicago, Illinois.
WHEN YOU WANT
special features would be provided for the
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
public education and entertainment. An
(Six,
for One Year's Subscription to
entirely new program is promised for each
Radio Foreign)
Digest, Illustrated,
day.
The Exposition has been endorsed by the
Name •.*••• ,s>rcFv, *,. ,03* *tt, »»•««-«•/, ,t?v,»,i
Pacific Radio Trade Association, the Cal
ifornia State Association of Electrical ConYOU
WANT
IT!
flu dress T?. . . . * . • * v. . . .t. » . • . .pr. ■ . ...••••*.. ■
tractors and Dealers, the San Francisco
Electrical Development League and the
BE
SURE
OF
YOUR
WEEKLY
COPY
City
mr..w
6tet( ........t-.~.
Electrical Contractors and Dealers AssoBY SUBSCRIBING NOW
ciation of San Francisco.
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(Continued from page 1)
five 250-watt tubes, three acting asoscillators and two as modulators.
The present Federal station, WGR, is a
500-watt station with a 2,000 mile range.
Its messages have been picked up at
points in Florida, Texas, California, Oregon, Saskatchewan and other points in
northern Canada. None of the present apparatus will be used in the new installation, the old station being retained for
experimental purposes only.
Ii. C. F. Horle, chief engineer of the Federal Company, will have charge of the
new installation. M. .A. Riggs will be in
charge
of the studio.' L. B. Wellen will
be
announcer.
Special Cables Throughout Hotel
A feature of the. new installation is that
special cables will connect with all the
public rooms in the hotel, so that by plugging in a switch, a speech being made or
music in any of the public rooms will be
broadcast.
The Buffalo Hotel Statler is installing
two large, specially constructed Wurlitzer
organs, one in the ball room and the other
in the main dining room, and organ recitals
will be regular features from the Federal
station. The Statler Company is also
bringing to Buffalo from the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, Vincent Lopez and
his famous orchestra. They will be in
the city for the opening of the hotel and
remain for some time. While here, there
will be daily concerts by the Vincent Lopez
orchestra.
Plant Shows Steady Growth
The Federal Telephone & Telegraph Company secured its broadcasting license in
March, 1922, and started with a set having
a radius of 100 miles. May 21 of that year
a set was completed with a calculated
radius of from five to 800 miles, at which
time WGR
was opened.
The present location of the station WGR
on the outskirts of Buffalo, has mitigated
against securing all the best talent corning
to the city, as many artists have declined
to make the long trip to the plant, either
because of lack of time or the inconvenience. It is anticipated that the new location, in the business heart of the city, will
result in a great improvement in the quality of the concerts broadcast from WGR.

Passenger on Moving Train
Gets Message Through Air
BUFFALO, N. Y. — The first recorded 11317
stance of a commercial Radiogram reaching a passenger on a moving train recently occurred on the Lackawanna Railroad, when a message received by telegraph at a station en route after the train
had passed was relayed to it from the
railroad broadcast station.

Fans Fight Induction

CHILLICOTHE, O. — Walter Barrett and
Charles Wissler, of this city, are making
an experiment that is being watched by
local Radiophans. They are endeavoring
to get rid of the noise caused by induction
from
city arc
tensiontheelectric
lines.lights and other high

■MM
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ENGLAND PLANS TO
ERECT GIANT PLANT
WILL ALSO LICENSE MANY
PRIVATE STATIONS
Is No Longer Considered Necessary to
Exclude Non-Governmental Enterprises Says Bonar Law

RADIO

HOOT OWLS' SHRIEKS
MAKE NIGHT HIDEOUS
Hoot Owls
Thehideous
ORB.—
with
night
, the
making
areLAND
PORT
their hoots In the vicinity of Portland several nights each week, since
ECYG, the Portland Oregonlan broadcasting station, has organized this
order of Radio maniacs. .Members are
initiated both in person and via the
ether. So far hundreds of night owls
all over the nation have been initiated.

DIGEST

MISSISSIPPI DIVIDES K
AND W ETHER PLANTS
WA

S 1 1 1 NGTON.—
The dividing
Mississippi
River
is now the
line
between the K calls of the West
and the W calls of the East, as far as
broadcasting
concerned.
All
new calls stations
Issued toarebroadcasting
stations cast of the Mississippi will
begin with W and those west with K.
stations already listed will retain their
original calls.

LONDON. — The British Government lias
decided to erect a Radio station for communication with the Dominions so Premier Bonar Law announced in the House
of Commons. The Government has also
decided to license the erection of private
Radio stations in Great Britain for Worldwide communication, the Premier stated.
Asked as to whether he was aware of
the disappointment on the part of the
Dominions because of the delay in announcing an imperial Radio policy and
whether he was able now to state the
Government's policy. Premier Bonar Law
replied that the policy had been recently
reviewed by the Imperial Communications
Committee, the chairman of which was
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Col. L.
C. Amery, and its recommendations had
been considered by the Government.
Favors State Supported Chain
In view of the development of Radio
and other circumstances since the late
Government decided in favor of a state
supported Radio chain, Bonar Law, said
it was no longer considered necessary to
exclude private enterprise from participation in Radio communication within the
Empire.
This statement was received with
cheers.
Proceeding the Premier said the Government therefore decided to grant licenses for the erection of Radio stations
in Great Britain for communication with
the Dominions and colonies and foreign
countries subject to conditions necessary
to secure British control.
At the same time the Government had
decided that it was necessary in the interests of national security that there
should be a Radio station in Great Britain
capable of communicating with the Dominions -wholly operated by the state.
Such station, the Premier said would be
erected as soon as possible and would be
available for commercial traffic when
necessary.
Will Promote News
Asked as to whether private enterprise
would now be allowed to go ahead unopposed by subsidized state services,
Bonar Law replied, "Except the opposition
of competition."
An Empire Radio policy has long been
urged upon the Government, as well as
the encouragement of private Radio enterprise.
The London Times has been one of the
strong advocates of an Empire Radio
chain under central control, and it recently said: "At present it is often a
matter of comment that more news of the
Dominions does not appear in the newspapers here. A substantial part of the
reason for any dearth there may be of
news from overseas lies in the high cable
rates.
The Radiophan rushing to bed after a late concert is apt to forget to disconnect the battery wires
of the power speaker. This is especially possible where (as in many cases) a separate battery is
Offers Reduced Bates
used
for coil excitation. To prevent this, this pretty Radio Miss has placed a small six-volt lamp
"One of the first results that it is hoped in parallel
with the power speaker, and the burning of same is a continual reminder that the curto reap from a co-ordinated Radio system
rent is on. Result: no rundown batteries next morning
© K. E. H.
is a cheap news service. Such a service
would be of the utmost value both to the
Empire as a whole and to the many countries that compose it, for it is frequently
regretted that people at home know so
little of the people in, say, the Antipodes
and Canada, and vice versa. It would be
in the power of the newspapers to dispel Big Demand for Top Floor Suites Find Ideal Spot to Gather Cathethis mutual ignorance of they could get
dral's Vibrations
Cause Porters to
efficient news service by Radio at cheap
Grumble
By
Jean
Sargent
rates."
BOSTON, MASS. — Relocation of microBOSTON, MASS. — There is a shortage
SWEDISH EXPERT BUYS
phones at St. Paul's Cathedral, following
in top floor suites at local hotels, owing more than six months research work by
AMERICAN APPARATUS to the demand by Radio bugs. Radio broadcast experts at Station WNAC, has
resulted in locating a transmitter
apparatus salesmen and travelers com- finally
pete with each other for the choice top in the organ chamber in the choir loft
which
reproduces every note both high
United States' Company Out-Bids floor rooms and suites, so that they can
All Competitors
string aerials far above the ground, and low. This work which has just been
done by Sam Curtis, chief operator, and
either on the roof or set-ups inside.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Siffer Lemoine,
officials at the Shepard Stores Sta"It ain't bad enough to have all we other tion,
Radio engineer of the Royal Board of
has resulted in their organ music
Swedish Telegraphs, has spent the past can do in regular hotel work, but to have being declared the best ever broadcast.
to
string
eye-rails
for
a
lot
of
fat
old
two months in the United States making
Since Radio broadcasting was first done,
arrangements for the delivery of appara- ladies and fat men — 'ts too much," grum- experts have been experimenting with
bled
one
hotel
porter.
'About
every
other
tus and equipment for the new high-power
trying to locate them adRadio station to be erected at Goteborg. guest wants a top floor room or suite so microphones invantageously
to reproduce true church
Tile contract for this equipment, which he can get better reception on his portable organ music. Until the present time it
was secured by an American company in set, and if there ain't eye rails in the has been unsuccessful, as the locations of
competition with British, French, and room, he calls for some porter to put them the microphones or transmitters have
either slighted the very high or low tones
German bidders, provides for the supplyA lot of travelers these days are taking of the pipes.
ing of a 200-kilowatt Alexanderson genersets
about
with
them
in
their
trunks
and
It has been usual in broadcast organ
ator, with all necessary equipment, apparatus, plans and specifications for com- spend their time listening in instead of recitals to use several microphones in
plete installation.
going down to the dance floor. Many all- order to secure the lower tones.
The construction of the organ and the
The steel towers to be erected for the winter guests, too, in Boston hotels have
had
sets installed, with permanent aerial location of the pipes in the organ chamber
antennae will be similar in height and ar- set-ups.
up."
rangements to those used in the latest
caused Operator Curtis to try out a microphone in among the pipes inside the
American high power Radio stations, but
the actual design of the towers and the
Restrictions in Japan have kept Radio organ chamber. Several days have been
material will be furnished by a Swedish a mystery to the general public. Only taken up with tests, and such authority
firm. It is expected that the installation colleges, newspapers and government in- as Sewell Cabot and others declare the
stitutions have been licensed to operate broadcasting of organ music to be the
will be completed and the initial tests
best they ever listened in on.
receiving sets.
made before the end of the year.

TINY LIGHT WARNS

HOTEL GUEST FANS
MAKE MORE WORK

FAIR MISS

Locate Microphone After
Six Months 'Experiments

'SALTS' RELY MORE
ON RADIO COMPASS
PAST YEAR
BRINGS
FORTH
MANY DEVELOPMENTS
Government Orders Equipment for New
Fog Signals
Installed—
Five intoUseBe Now
WASHINGTON, D. C— Important progress has been made in the past year in
the development and use of the Radio
compass as a navigational instrument on
board ship, according to officials of the
Lighthouse Service of the Department of
Commerce. Subsequent to the conference
held at the Department of Commerce last
May two of the largest Radio manufacturing companies have announced their undertaking of the supplying of Radio compasses or direction finders and instruments of foreign manufacture are also
available.
Installations of improved types of Radio compasses have been made on a number of vessels, including the largest coastwise steamer on the Pacific coast, some of
the largest steamers on the Atlantic, and
several Government vessels.
These instruments are in actual use in
navigation and satisfactory results are
being uniformly reported from the vessels with recent installations, both in obtaining positions by bearings taken on
Radio stations on shore to locate the vessel, and by bearings on approaching vessels to avoid collision.
Fog Signals Increased
The number of Radio fog-signal stations
in operation by the United States Lighthouse Service has been increased to five,
namely, Fire
Island
Light
"Vessel,
N. Sea
T.,
Ambrose
Channel
Light
Vessel,
N. Y.,
Girt Light Station, N. J., Diamond Shoal
Light Vessel, N. C, and San Francisco
Light Vessel, Calif. Radio fog signals
will soon be installed at seven other stations, for which equipment has already
been purchased; Boston Light Vessel,
Mass., Nantucket Shoals Light Vessel,
Mass., Cape Charles Light Vessel, Va.,
Cape Henry Light Station, Va., Swiftsure
Light Vessel, Wash., Columbia River Light
Vessel, Oreg., and Blunts Reef Light Vessel, Calif. These first installations are
being made principally on the important
outside lightships for the reason that
these are the principal sea guides for a
very large amount of shipping and also
because in fog the signal on a light vessel
has the great advantage of permitting a
ship
to run directly for it without risk of
stranding.

Letter from Blind Man
Opens Case for Charity
Government
Experts Urge
Fund be Started

That

WASHINGTON. — A pathetic letter .from
a blind man in Highmore, S. D., was received recently by the Department of
Commerce asking which branch of the
Government was distributing Radio receiving sets to blind people. The Department
Radio officials were forced to reply that
the Department had no sets to distribute
and knew of no appropriation from which
such donations could be made.
It occurred to the Government officials,
however, that there was an opportunity
for some charitable organization to perform a great public service for those who
cannot see. Most blind, they point out,
have no means of receiving information
or instruction except when they are read
to. Since Radio offers an audible means
of instruction and entertainment and 570
broadcasting stations furnish programs
free during practically every hour of the
day, Government Radio experts urge that
a fund be started from which inexpensive
Radio receiving sets could be purchased
for those unfortunates who are forced to
spend their days in darkness. Radio broadcasters are furnishing the material, and
some believe there are individuals or or<
ganizations
bringwhothese
casts to the who
ears will
of those
need broadthem
most of all.

Harry F. Higgins, Northwest
Broadcast Pioneer, Dies
TACOMA, WASH. — The recent death of
Harry F. Higgins, managing editor of the
Tacoma Ledger, deprived Radio of one
of the figures who played an important
part in its development in the Northwest.
It was under Mr. Higgins' leadership
that KGB, The Ledger-Mullins Electric
Company station, one of the best known
in the West, was established. His efforts
also advanced the cause of broadcasting
and brought the entertainment standard
to a higher plane than they had been.
Many Radiophans attended his funeral.
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.'PLED BY FALL;
RADIO FILLS HOURS
6ZH,

AMATEUR
OPERATOR,
FALLS FROM MAST

District
Superintendent
of American
Radio Relay League Is Graduated
from School by Ether
By P. US. Hollingsworth.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. — Everyone along
the Pacific Coast knows amateur station
6ZH, and there is not an amateur but will
cut in and answer when he hears this station calling. For the owner is Lester
Picker, an invalid who has to lie in bed
with a broken back and operate his key
from his bedside, but who nevertheless is
district superintendent of the American
Radio Relay League, and a hero to the
amateur knights of the spark and key.
Picker was graduated from high school
by Radio, too, a distinction not achieved
by any other Radiophan in the world,
but not a distinction which he coveted, by
any means, for it meant that he was unable to attend the exercises that mean so
much to every boy and girl at some time
in their lives.
Falls From Mast
He is down on his luck, but still able
to get something out of life, thanks to the
Radio, which has cheered many lonely
hours of pain and suffering. If it were
not for amateur Radio, Picker would not
be lying there with a broken back. It
was while he was putting up a new 55foot mast at his station, that he fell, as
the guy wires broke. He was for weeks
under a doctor's care before he was able
to even reach for his key. The accident
happened not long before the graduating
exercises at the San Diego Roosevelt Memorial High School, and he was due to receive his diploma with the rest. The
chair where Picker was to sit was vacant,
but their thoughts were with him, and
at a word from Principal T. A. Russell,
someone telephoned to another San Diego
amateur, who relayed the message by
Radio to 6ZH. A switch was thrown in
and a hush fell over the big audience as
all eyes were turned to the big horn on
the platform.
Talks to Classmates
In the next few minutes there was no
other sound but Picker's voice, until he
signed off with his customary "Good
Night, 6ZH." On this eventful night hie
clung to his old familiar call, after he
told of his pleasure at being with his old
classmates, in part at least, and expressed the hope that he might join them
again at some reunion and tell of his experiences.
Every amateur on the Coast knows his
story and frequently they call his station
with a cheery, "Hello, old man, how are
you?" Now and then an old amateur
friend from far back to the Mississippi
will call him, or someone in Vancouver, or
maybe way down to the Gulf of California. He is always there with a cheery
answer, and his signal is as quick and
sharp as the crack of a whip.

Appeal Filed in Supreme
Court in Intercity Case
May

Not

Be

Argued
Term

Until

Fall

WASHINGTON, D. C— The Solicitor
General of the United States, on behalf
of the Secretary of Commerce, has filed
an appeal in the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of the Intercity
Radio Company against the Secretary of
Commerce.
It may remembered that a short time
ago the Intercity Company obtained a
temporary injunction against the Secretary of Commerce from taking away its
Radio license, from the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia! An appeal
was made by the Secretary to the Court
of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
The Court of Appeals upheld the lowercourt and the matter has now been taken
to the United States Supreme Court to
obtain a definite ruling on the constitutionality of the present Radio law. It is
probable that the case will not be argued
until the fall term of the court.

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
By

the

Contest

Bditor

the past
during
G records
IVIN
en.
RECE
of sevente
the total
reached
week
The distances are steadily increasing,
although now and then new stations beginning operation cause a flood of records
for mileage spans of not far above the
minimum allowed, 1,000 miles.
The following new or susperseding records were made last week:
Station — Miles Away — Who Heard It?
AS6 — 1250, John Klener, Cleveland, O.
KDYX— 5000. C. F. Kose, Jr., Springfield. Mass.
KDZE — 1725, Philip Delano, Bonne Terre, Mo.
KFAU— 1325, Boss Hansch, Baraboo, wis.
KFCL— 1250. C. E. Moothart, Firth. Nebr.
KFDL— 1225, John Klener, Cleveland. O.
KFV— 1400. Elmer Gahhrun. Bice Lake, Wis.
KGY — 1650, D. E. Sogers, Crandon, Wis.
KLB — 1900. Billy Withington, Jackson, Mich.
K MO— 1600. Boss Hansch, Baraboo. Wis.
KWH— 2300, C. L. Walker, Napanee, Ont., Can.
KYI— 1750, W. Schultze, Chicago. BL
W DAE— 1700. Wm. Hurst. Jr., Winnipeg, Can.
WFAH — 1025. John Kiener, Cleveland, O.
W I AG— 1250. Wm. Hurst, Jr., Winnipeg, Can.
WJX— 2550. Bobert Bowe. Santa Clara, Calif.
WQAM— 1300, Wm. Attwill, Swampscott, Mass.

Birmingham Will Give Fans
Sermons from Station WSY
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Practically all
of the sermons preached in Birmingham
churches from now on will be broadcast
over WSY, of the Alabama Power Company.
Dr. J. R. Hobbs, pastor of the First
Baptist church, has adopted the unique
plan of making the request of all listeners
in to take part in the services. As a result many people in Birmingham, as well
as in other towns and cities, who have
Radio
sets are "going to church at home"
nowadays.
The Alabama Power company has received numerous letters from all parts of
the country congratulating them upon this
means of spreading the gospel. Judging
from the number of letters received by
the Alabama Power Company thousands
of people listen to sermons preached in
Birmingham
and broadcast over WSY.

Washington State College
Installs 500-Watt Plant
PULLMAN, WASH. — The new 500-watt
broadcasting station of the Washington
State College is now functioning.
The set was installed a few weeks ago
by student engineers and is now filling a
definite place in the air in the Northwest.
Entertainment, music and other features
are broadcast but the station was installed
primarily for extension work. Weekly
lectures of educational topics, constituting
a regular course, are delivered by college
professors.
College sports, basketball, baseball and
football, will be broadcast play by play.
This was first attempted at a recent basketball game between W. S. C. and the
University of Idaho teams.

Ether Drama Has
Thrills of Stage
WGY'S Audience Builds Mental Scenery
to Fit Plays— No Two
Settings Alike
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — When WGY
puts on a weekly melodrama, broadcasted
from its station, every Radio listener mentally builds his own scenery to fit the
play as spoken by the actors of the drama.
Thus, as no two minds work alike, and
everyone's imagination differs from his
fellow's in the mental pictures it sets up,
there are as many varieties of scenic settings as there are listeners. The listener hears a telegraph key and lines read
referring to a small village railroad station, in "The Travelling Salesman" first
act, a play given recently. This sets up
creative action in the mind of the listener,
and he follows the players as they speak
their lines, with a mental picture of the
scene as it might be in reality.
Ether Drama Proves Popularity
Only "sound atmosphere" is possible
in Radio drama. But one gets all the
sound effects possible on the stage, such
as thunder, an auto honr, the whistle of a
locomotive, a telephone bell, dishes rattling or someone pounding a typewriter.
The
of these of"ether
to beplayers
more careful
tone dramas"
inflection have
and
shading, since they cannot help out the
effect by their gestures and personal
presence. The listener has the advantage
of the blind man who attends the drama,
however, because he has experience and
so imagination to aid in mental pictures.
That there is great appreciation and enof these
is attested byjoyment
the
800 to"ether
1,000 dramas"
letters received
after every such performance, expressing
appreciation of the writers, many of them
coming from those who have seen actual
broadcasted.
stage productions of the same plays

KFC Out of Business
SEATTLE, WASH — KFC, The Post-Intelligencer broadcasting station at Seattle,
has discontinued broadcasting. Unforeseen
conditions made the disruption of the
service necessary. KFC was the pioneer
broadcasting station of the State of Washington.

Seyferlich's

$25:22

Texas Listeners Follow Wisconsin
Game Play by Play
Reports from Radio receiving stations
along the Atlantic, _ Pacific, and Gulf
coasts,
from states
as" farand
south
as Texas,
and several
telegrams
hundreds
of
letters from listeners within a radius of
1,000 miles announced the success of the
broadcasting
of the
recent
"Wisconsin
basketball games
by the
University
of
Wisconsin Radio station WHA.
The games were sent directly from the
gymnasium, play by play, and "listeners
in" heard the applause and cheering.

December Exports of U. S.
Total $163,236 Apparatus
WASHINGTON. — Radio exports shipped
out of the country in December totaled
$163,236 in value, less than the total for
November which was $223,180. The decrease is explained by officials of the Department of Commerce as due to large
shipments of apparatus to Argentine in
November. In December, Canada took the
largest amount valued at $74,344. Total
exports of Radio apparatus for 1922
amounted to $2,897,799 being more than
a thirtieth of the total electrical exports
for the year, which amounted to over
$63,000,000.

A Micrometer Rheostat

Radiogram Rate Increased

$1(P REGENERATIVE
GUARANTEED

RECEIVING

SET— Post Paid
iya or 6 Volt Tubes Used
68

West

SPECIFICATIONS

2000 Mile

Dungan Radio Co.
Washington

Street,

Chicago,

Resistance — zero to approximately 7 ohms.
Current carrying capacity V/2 amperes.
Temperature co- efficient practically zero.
Base and knob — special heat resisting composition. Price $1.50
Jobbers write for discounts

HOWARD
01.

RADIO

4248 N. Western Ave.,

COMPANY

Chicago,

IU., U.S.A.

Memo Pad
What I will need to make a good tHfee set
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

501 variocoupler
605 variable condenser
2 tube socket
505 miniature condenser
503 mounting
609 radio resistance
502 dial
69A head set

Kellogg No. 501 rheostat
Kellogg switch and switch po4n4fl

A and B batteries
A Detector tube
Panel Labeling Outfit and Soldering Iron
enables anyone to mark his own Radio
Panels. Duplicates the work of an expensive engraving machine and permits the
Radio constructor to brand his trademark
or name on the panel.
Complete set of nine separate
words with holder and Cutler-Hammer Radio Soldering Iron.
Special Trademark Plates Made to Order.

COAST STATIONS HEAR
WHA BROADCAST GAME

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Navy Department has announced that the rate for
commercial traffic through all Radio stations of the Naval Communication Service
except those of the Great Lakes, will be
12 cents per word effective April first.

New International List Ready
WASHINGTON. — A new edition of the
Berne International List of Radiotelegraph stations will soon be ready for
distribution, the Department of Commerce
has been advised. Copies of this, the 8th
edition, can be secured by addressing the
International Bureau of the Telegraph
Union
at Berne, Switzerland, for 14 francs
Swiss.

New Club Organization to
Give Members Cheaper Sets

SAN JOSE, CALIF. — One of the latest
clubs to come into existence is the Radio
Broadcasting Club of this city. The new
club is intending a national membership
and expects to soon have its supporters
scattered from coast to coast. There are
two notable features: First, there will be
a department established to answer all
questions, technical or otherwise, from
members, and second, the club will have
its own sales organization. It is the intention to give the members the benefit
of co-operative buying. J. P. Whidden is
president and can be reached through the
club at 52 Ryland Building, San Jose, California.
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and cabinet

Kellogg radio equipment fee rssemmended
for several reasons
First — 1% is easy to i&sta&i and siapie to operate.
Second —

Zi

grade material
results.

built sf the highest

give the best possible

Third — It is electrically and mechanically oorreot and will last a life time.
Fourth —
Switchboard

It is built by the Kellogg
and Supply Co. . who have man-

ufactured high grade telephone equipment
for the past 25 years.
Fifth. —

GUARANTEED
Dealers*
S8 W.

Discounts
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Application

Every, Kellogg radio part is

by the manufacturer .

"Use, is the test."
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BOASTS

THREE

PLANTS

Digest Writer Visits Southern
Stations During Pre-Lenten
Festival

Have to Fight Heavy QRM
A Newspaper, a Business Concern
and a University Unite to
Promote Broadcasting
By Vera Bradley Shipman
Orleans at Mardi Gras time. A
quaint southern city, with its narrow twisted
cobbM streets, its overhanging balconies
and sunken courts. The French and Italian
quarters, miniature cameos of foreign
lands, a eity of mystery, of romance, a
citv in its entirety given over to revelers.
Mardi Gras — when King Rex rules the day.
But my primal Interest was Radio and
the day following my arrival I paid the
New Orleans broadcasting station a visit
in the interest of the Digest.
There are three New Orleans broadcasting stations: Tulane University (broadcasting on 100 watts) on Friday evenings
and occasional Wednesday bulletins; Interstate Electrical Company with its Saturday evening musical programs under the
direction of William A. Oppenheimer, and
the Daily States, broadcasting a minstrel
frolic each Thursday evening. Hubert De
Ben is Radio editor of the States, featuring a Sunday page of Radio interest each
week.
Xew

Heavy Interference
Encountered
Crowded by heavy interference from the
Here you have a peep back stage in the broadcasting studio of Station WJV, New Orleans,
La. At the time the photographer made his visit to the plant, four pretty high school girls
U. S. Naval Station and United Fruit Comwere
entertaining the Pelican State fans with instrumenal and vocal numbers. The girls
pany wireless messages on the coast line.
shown in the picture are students at the McDonald High School, of New Orleans, and have
New Orleans broadcasting is still in Its
won favor from listeners in from the first time they volunteered their services to the station.
youth. However, it fills its local mission
In fact, they are one of the most popular quartets of any southern station
of crystal set listeners in requirements
with programs of interest.
the Arctic, to work in co-operation in
broadcasting weather forecasts daily. The
Tulane University has several good distance records and its programs are schoNorwegian government is financing Mr.
Ekerold's
undertakings.
lastic. Its director, Daniel S. Elliott, a
Johns Hopkins University man, is the professor of College Physics. The senior year
Norwegian Plant to Give Storm
National Guard Teaches Radio
Stations
Will
Maintain
of Electrical Engineering at Tulane con- Other
Warning to Ships
tains a Radio course of research problems.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — The 174th Regiment
Lectures include Radio engineering and
Silence
During
Program
is one of the first of the federNEW TORK. — What will be known as of Buffalo
alized National Guard outfits to comply
practical construction.
the farthest north Radio station has just with the new army regulations providing
Extension courses of general university
NEWARK, N. J. — Tentative arrange- been erected in Jan Mayen, the tiny cone for instruction in Radio telephony in all
work are broadcasted weekly. The Tulane
ments have been made between WJZ, the of an extinct volcano in the Arctic Ocean,
station WAAC, stresses particularly upon Westinghouse broadcasting station here, north of Iceland. Akbard Ekerold is the batallion headquarters.
its outside aerial for good broadcasting.
and
2LO,
the London station of the Brit- constructor, and should become the
Dr. Elliott contends especial value in this.
ish Broadcasting Corporation, for a spe- world's greatest weather man. All science
AGENTS WANTED
™™nT t^^^i
cial
program
from the latter station, in
Hew Station Being' Built
Liberal Commission. We handle all high-grade Unas.
is agreed that the place where the world's
an attempt to reach the United States.
weather, good or bad, originates is the
A new 500 watt station is now under conIt is planned to have reception of the Arctic zone and if storm warnings could
struction at Tulane, being entirely assem- English program by the American station
bled by the students within the Electrical named above, after the completion of a be sent out from this region many lives
saved and thousands of shipEngineering department and will be in new powerful transmitter for 2LO, which might be
wrecks avoided. Until the advent of the
operation in the spring. Tulane has been will be about April 1. The latter will conRadio this was not possible, but now Mr.
developed thru the personal efforts of Penduct its tests on 360 meters, enabling
dleton Lehde, president of the Electron fans equipped with sets to receive that Ekerold proposes to put three stations in
Engineering Company of New Orleans, a length to tune in and listen direct.
staff Radio engineer for Tulane. Mr. Lehde Newark will stand by during the test and
has acted in the capacity of chief announc- cooperation of other stations to be silent
er, working in conjunction with the physics during the period between 7:00 and 7:30
department of the college. This station P. M. Eastern time, will be requested.
evolving from the war Radio station, has
Station 2LO has been heard several times
developed instructive capacity. Dr. A. B.
this country by amateurs. Newark, in
Dinwiddie. the president of Tulane, is a in
this case will merely listen in, and keep
man of strong technical interest and has records of the reception and other dataaided the Radio course and WAAC station It is possible that this test, if successful
in its greater mission of collegiate broad- will open up a field for international broadcasting.
casting, by which the best music and
Big Future Predicted
speakers of the world may be heard in all
countries.
Talent for New Orleans programs is local with occasional visiting supplement,
Tulane recruiting many of its programs
There are more than 100 different types
from Newcombe College, the women's de- of receiving sets now made by 30 manupartment of Tulane occupying adjoining facturers.
grounds.
The Interstate Electric Company operates its Radio studio on top of its office
building on Baronne street and the grand
piano encourages good musical programs.
Mr. Oppenheimer, director of WGV, is president of the Radio Association of New
Orleans, meeting monthly in evening session with visiting speakers.
Three stations can mean a great future
to New Orleans broadcasting. A newsUse Cram's Detailed Radio Map
covering the United States and
paper, a business concern and a university:
these three broadcasting. Each has the
Canada. Just one hundred miles
opportunity to carry the vanguard of
to the inch. Map plate 30x20
New Orleans to the unseen audience listeninches, on sheet 34x28 inches.
ing in every evening in homes all over the
Latest call numbers at sides and
country.
bottom. Used by Radio Digest
and otber Radio Experts. Radio
Districts and headquarters and
time divisions. New edition now
ready.
Ideal for the purpose.

WJZ and 2LO Negotiate
for Trans-Atlantic Test

Radio Distances
Easily Read

TWO STATIONS PLAY
"ROSARY" IN HARMONY

— While George W.
ON. l, MASS.
BOST
Russel
Jr., of this city, was
tuning out WNAC, WNAC announced "The Rosary" by a quartet,
and at that exact time he picked up
WGT, and there, "on top" of WNAC
was WGY announcing "The Rosary,"
by a violinist.
Russell held both stations during
the selection, the violin playing in almost perfect time with the singers.

POSTPAID
Pocket Form
$8.35
Heavy Paper in Tube
SO
Wall Style Wooden Rollers.... 1.50
On Heavy Board for Tacks
6.75
Special quantity prices to trade
and advertisers
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Co.
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"JERSEY" JONES GIVES
SPORT TALKS AT WHN

„.„. JAPAN SYSTEM
BLOCKED BY JAPS

British Broadcasters Must Pay for
Printed Programs as Regular Ads'

R.C.A. CONTINUES TO HOLD
COMPLETE MONOPOLY

Iff London Papers Alone Announcements Rim as High as One Hundred Agate Lines — Entail a Cost o£
$500 Per Day

New Ministry of Communications Not
so Friendly to Plan as
Predecessor
TOKYO. — The impetus which the PanPacific Commercial Conference at Honolulu
last October gave towards obtaining better
American-Japatelegraphic facilities for has
almost died
nese news communication
away. For a time it seemed that definite
and beneficial results would follow, but,
as previously, sustained and concentrated
effort has been lacking.
The Pan-Pacific Conference, though devoted primarily to commercial questions,
took up as a major point the subject of
trans-Pacific news communication. It was
decided that the only present hope for relief lay in the possibility of an agreement
between the Japanese and United States
governments which would insure co-operation between the Radio stations of the two
countries. A resolution to this effect was
introduced by Baron Yasushi Togo, head of
the Japanese delegation, and adopted. It
was resolved "that the governments of the
the Parespective countries bordering on facilities
cific be urged to use their Radio
and other means of communication, in cooperation with each other and with other
provide means of inter-comagencies, to munication
for the public, whenever and
wherever such services cannot be obtained
through privately operated agencies, to
accomplish the following purposes: (1) the
transmission of commercial messages at
the usual commercial rates, (2) the transmission of news messages promptly and in
the low rates necessary for establishing
regular news reports."
Eadio Corporation Monopoly
The resolution itself was weak-kneed,
for in the matter of news reports the
in the Far East from which "such
points
services cannot be obtained through privately operated agencies" are exceedingly
few and usually unimportant.
The Radio Corporation's arrangement
with the Japanese Government, which exercises a monopoly over all means of communication in Japan and between Japan
and other countries, affords "such services." The objections which are raised
so justly are directed against the quality
of service rendered and the price which
must be paid.
In spite of the over-cautious wording,
however, the delegates understood that an
American-Japanese agreement was contemplated when they adopted the resolution. This view was shared by the PanPacific Association of Japan, to which the
making of necessary arrangements in this
country was delegated.
Document Hang's Fire
The inalienable right of committees to
procrastinate has been largely responsible
for the fact that nothing has been done
here yet. When Baron Togo returned to
Japan, after a tour of the United States,
he conferred with Prince Tokugawa, president of the Pan-Pacific Association in this
country. The Pan-Pacific Association of
Japan is an auxiliary organization of the
Pan-Pacific Union and helped materially to
promote Japanese attendance at the conference. Prince Tokugawa himself was
not present.
Into Prince Tokugawa's hands, Baron
Togo placed the matter upon his return
from the conference and his American
tour. The Prince was to draft a document
to be presented to the Department of Communications, recommending favorable action along the lines proposed in the resolution. As far as can be learned, the drafting of this document is still unfinished and
the proposal has yet to be brought officially to the attention of the Department
of Communications. The Imperial Diet is
now in session and Prince Tokugawa, who
is president of the House of Peers, has
many demands upon his time. Baron Togo,
who is a member of the Upper House, also
has an unusual amount of his time occupied by official duties.

CALIFORNIA CONTINUES
TO HOLD FIRST PLACE
Texas Claims Second Honors with
36 Broadcasting Stations
■WASHINGTON. — California still continues to lead in number of broadcasting
stations, with 59 in operation, while Texas
has climbed to second place with 36.
Every state except Mississippi had one
or more stations on March 10 when the
total of broadcasting stations had reached
588, the highest point since this art was
undertaken in September, 1921.
Out of these stations 66 represent educational institutions, and 67 newspapers
and periodicals dispensing information
and news as well as entertainment. Several cities, a number of churches, theaters
and, of course, many electrical apparatus
manufacturers and distributors are also
included.

LONDON. — British Radio broadcasting
is passing through a baptism of fire. In
recent weeks the newspapers have been
printing as news the daily and week-end
programs of the British. Broadcasting
Company — the combination of Radio apparatus manufacturers which has been entrusted by the postmaster general with
the arrangements for daily broadcasting
programs. Two weeks ago members of
the Newspaper Proprietors! Association
and the Newspaper Society notified the
broadcasting company that the programs
would not be inserted unless paid for at
regular rates. The broadcasting company
replied that it would not use advertising
space to announce its programs, a decision
that will be watched in its results on the
Radio boom, for undoubtedly these published announcements have played a large
part in its development.
Would Be $500 Daily
In the London papers alone, these programs have occupied spaces of some hundred or -more agate lines, and at an average might mean an outlay by the broadcasting company of at least $500 daily.
The provincial press forms another proposition of some magnitude.
Radio broadcasting has been booming in
England recently. At first no news was
given in the programs, but with the formation of the broadcasting company
arrangements were made for the reception
and broadcasting of news from Reuters,
Ltd., the Press Association and the Ex-

change Telegraph Company.
Broadcasting
a daily feature from London, Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle, with
Cardiff and Glasgow to be added shortly.
Ho Sunday Evening Papers
There are no morning or afternoon programs at all, broadcasting taking place
at 5 p. m. (children's stories till 6 p. m.)
and from 7 to 10:30 p. m. News bulletins
are given at 7 to 9 o'clock, and are preceded by announcement that the news
items are the copyright of the three distributing agencies.
The bulletin gives weather reports, rates
of foreign exchange and sundry news
items, followed on Saturdays by football
results. Up to now, no sensational event
has happened to give the broadcasting
service any big boost, though it was expected by many that the domestic event
in which Princess Mary, Viscountess Lascelles, figured, would have been a "big
noise" for the broadcasting.
In any case, it would appear that the
Radio news bulletin in its present form
is hardly Jikely to present any serious
opposition to the daily newspapers, practically only the 9 o'clock items offering
any opportunity for freshness and new
news, the Sunday evening bulletin being
the only one at all that provides a real
boom in news service, since Britain has
no Sunday evening papers, and there is
consequently a gap of 24 otherwise newsless hours between Sunday morning and
the next day.

Station WPAL Broadcasts
Second Midnight Program

To

COLUMBUS, O. — Station WPAL, of the
Superior Radio & Telephone Equipment
Company, recently transmitted its second
midnight program, beginning at midnight
and continuing one hour. The previous
late concert of the station was given three
weeks ago and was so well thought of
that Station WPAL is making plans to
make the midnight entertainment a regular part of its weekly program.
On its fipst late transmission, Station
WPAL made an intensive effort to reach
listeners in Philadelphia and other large
cities of the eastern seaboard where many
of its friends were listening. That the
attempt was entirely successful was
shown by the large number of communications received by the station during the
week following.

is now

Issue

New

Technical

Paper

WASHINGTON.— -The Bureau of Standards will shortly issue Letter Circular 87
entitled "Methods of Measuring Properties of Electron Tubes." It is a technical
paper intended to advise manufacturers
and engineers how the Bureau makes its
tests.

Writer Will Gossip to Fans Three
Nights Each Week
NEW YORK. — "Jersey" Jones, the popular and well known sport writer and
boxing expert of the New York Globe, will
broadcast gossip three times weekly from
the WHN Radiophone Station, Ridgewood,
this city. Mr. Jones has been associated
with the Globe. for several years and is a
recognized authority on all sports.
Many letters to WHN and to the New
York newspapers have shown conclusively
that there is a great demand by Radiophans for live sport news and authoritative comment on all athletic activities —
amateur
first
talks and
from professional.
WHN will be inMr.
the Jones's
nature
of an experiment, as he intends, as soon
as possible, to adjust his programs to
wishes of his listeners in as they are
expressed to him in writing. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays are the days the
sport talks are given and the time is
10:*0 P. M. It is proposed to maintain
this schedule for the time being until the
fans' opinions are had.

RADIOGRAM
Mr. Crystal Set:
Vicinity — Any Broadcasting Station,
Anywhere.
You are not doing your duty.
Sir:
You are not 100% efficient —
Unless you are equipped with the best crystal obtainable.
If you are not equipped with a HOT SPOT
CRYSTAL, you are not 100% efficient. •
HOT SPOT CRYSTALS make your set talk
louder.
The
new
principle
involved
in
mounting,
insures
the utmost
in sensitiveness to Radio
impulses
and dependability.
Thousands of satisfied users of HOT SPOT
CRYSTALS attest to this.
Spend 25c and be convinced.

PYRAMID

PRODUCTS

CO.

117 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Distributor for North Central States

MOST
Boise, Idaho, has a $10,000 Radio outfit
in its high school.

LIVE JOBBERS & DEALERS
SELL
HOT
SPOTS

Cornell on Air as WEAI
ITHACA, N. Y. — The value of the higher
education will be demonstrated by Cornell
University through the medium of Radio.
The Radio transmitter at the university
was installed recently and is accomplishing good work. Members of the College
of Electrical Engineering are sending out
nightly talks by President Livingston Farrand and other members of the faculty,
all of which deal with university topics.
The new station is WEAI.
A Radio receiving set has been installed
at
Rico.the leper colony at San Juan, Porto

CUT PRICES
on Well-Known Lines
Baldwin Phones
Baldwin Single Units
Guaranteed 2000 Ohm Phones
Silk Reinartz Coils
Condensers, Bakelite Ends:
3 Plate
11 Plate
23 Plate
11 Vernier with Dials
23 Vernier with Dials
43 Vernier with Dials
Charger with Tun gar Bulb
Jacks, All Circuits
Sockets
Rheostats
Dials, Bakelite, 3 in
Honeycomb Coils, 50 and 75
Phone Plugs
C. R. L. Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
Transformers :
P p

$6-65
3.65
2.95
1.25
.65
95
1.10
2.00
2.35
2.95
9.85
.45
-30
-35
.21
.40
.45

Everything

guaranteed

as represented.

m

Coast to Coast Receiving Apparatus off the Very Best Material
We are including all standard articles of the highest class- in the sets herein
described. Have a number always on hand, packed for immediate shipment.

i

REINARTZ

COMPLETE

PARTS

Consisting of 7x18 panel, 23 plate condenser, 11 plate condenser Barrchas inductance coil
used in Reinartz circuit, 2 dials, one bakelite socket, 3 switch levers, contact points,
Freshman variable grid leak, vernier rheostat, 8 binding posts, 25 feet wire, and <£°| A OS
«J>xv»t7*J
diagram for construction, for only

FLEWELLING

COMPLETE

PARTS

Consisting of 6x14 panel, one 23 plate condenser, one composition dial, 2 honeycomb coils,
one double adjustable coil mount, 3 .006 condensers, one Freshman variable grid leak, one
condenser, one vernier rheostat, one bakelite socket, 8 binding posts, 25 feet d?? 1 QC
wire and construction diagram, for only
yllii/J

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL— 3,000 OHM

HEADSETS

These phones are unusual bargains, excellent standard make, with patented universal
joint, adjustment
<>Q Q£
Regular
list, $7.50.on receiver, and comfortable band for head.
Vernier
rheostat,
$1.25
value
.....92c
Vernier dial control, 75c value
42c
2-inch Composition dials
22c
4 Phone Control post, 75c value
42c
75c Value phone plugs
46c
W.D.-ll Bakelite sockets, 75c value...... 60c
Battery hydrometers, 75c value...
40c
V. T. Bakelite sockets, 75c value
28c
Soldering outfits, $1.00 value
85c
Glass crystal detectors
65c
Plain rheostat, $1.00 value.....
48c
Series parallel switch lever
39c
Super crystal
20c
Double open circuit jacks
40c
Single open circuit jacks
35c
50 Turn coils mounted.
90c
Double closed circuit jacks
45c
Inductance
switches
$1.20
75 Turn coils mounted
90c
180 degree VARIOCOUPLERS, Silk wire wound, with special bakelite discs at soldering points. Regular $4.50 value
$2.90
Basket wound VARIOMETERS (no dielectric interference)
$2.90
Two-coil mountings, bakelite, knob control, $3.50 value........
$2.60
Three-coil mountings with graduated dials on top
$3.45
Woodehorn loud speakers, look like Western Electrics
$7.50
Everything guaranteed exactly as presented.
Please send money order whenever possible.
This insures quicker delivery.
Correspondence cheerfully answered.
Write us.
Write us.

The House

of Service and Quality

1-25
1.95

3.00
A.
F., io-i
3-1 Shielded
and 5-i'shYelded.'.'.'.'".*.'.'.'." 2.95
A." F.",
Lattice
Variometers
2.95
Lattice Variocouplers
2.75

Prompt deliveries — Mail Orders Only

CHI-CITY RADIO CO.
945 CRESCENT

PLACE

CHICAGO

^^Nui^^uR^CoOTLErcoSl
28 So. Wells Street, Chicago, 111,
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Microbes on the Microphone

Spir L. and Lew P.

SHOWING
«■ COCK. ROftCH
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PLANES USE KITES
FOR SOSANTENNAE
ALL SHIPS OF AEROMARINE
AIRWAYS ARE EQUIPPED
Recent Test of Flying Aerial Proves
Successful at Miami Bay— Seaplanes Call Aid
MIAMI, FLA. — Further equipment to
insure safety of passengers riding in commercial airships has been added to the
seaplanes run by the Aeromarine Airways,
Inc. The latest device is a signal kite
equipped with a Radio aerial which makes
it possible for seaplanes forced to the
water to acquire a wider range in sending
calls for help.
The kite, which is roughly six feet
square, carries to a height of 400 or 500
feet an intense antenna for the Radio
equipment inside the seaplane. It has
been found that when a plane rests on
the water tho aerial across the wings of
the ship does not give sufficient range
because it is too low.
Does Double Work
While in flight, the seaplane can produce
its own antenna by having a lead attached to a wire drop and swing beneath
the pontoon. A kite flying at sea acts as
a signal to passing ships as well as provides an antenna for Radio work.
Tests of the kite aerial were recently
made by the Aeromarine Airways in Miami bay. All of the ships of the corporation are equipped with the kite, it was
said. This is a second step in safety in
applications installed this year, the first
being the inclusion of smoke pots for
signalling when a plane is in distress.

STUDENTS
TO STUDY
New

PERK UP
AIRPHONE

Subject Awakes
Keen
terest Among Pupils in
Canadian School

In-

TORONTO, ONT. — The keen interest
being shown in the advancement of Radio
throughout the world by school-children
is one of the most interesting features of
the Radio world, and one that is daily
growing in popularity. That the school
children of Canada are not lacking in their
interest was recently indicated when a
discussion on the advantages and disadvantages on the Radio as compared with
the telephone was held in one of the
largest schools in Toronto.
The discussion lasted two hours, and,
according to the principal and teachers,
never had so much interest been displayed
in any other subject. It was afterwards
found out that of the seven hundred
pupils, more than four hundred were Radiophans. Of the number, three hundred
and ten owned their own Radio sets.

Catch Speed

Messages

The United States army has perfected a
method by which the fastest Radio message can be caught on wax cylinders and
reproduced at lower speed on dictaphone
machines, making the message easy to
read.

graph an example follows. In a certain
play there is a long pause between the
speaking lines. In order to fill up this
gap and thus hold the attention of the
Radio listeners, an announcement of the
dramatic action is made.
"Sophie is entering, her hair and dress
are disarrayed, her eye is registering
Amrad Studio Conducting Experiments with Blind to Ascertain Method
ferocity, a knife is extending from the
of Giving Plays for Listeners In — Offerings Are Combodice
of her dress. She is moving
plete in Every Detail Excepting Scenery
stealthily toward the Prince, she is grasping the hilt of the knife savagely, she is
By H. M. Taylor
making ready to strike."
(The speaking
lines of the Prince begin here abruptly.)
The Radio broadcasting station, WGI, "blind" and it is therefore necessary to
at Medford Hillside, Massachusetts, has reach the imagination through the meThis action is being performed in the
dium of the ear. Experiments have and studio, the announcer is affected and his
caught the vision of the educational possibilities of the Radio. A glance at the are being made with blind people. Care- voice will register the "sensation of perful data is kept of the results of these
programs presented will be convincing
experience"
of action.
The spirit
as to this assertion. On the staff at experiments from a physical and psycho- which sonal
is in
the voice
will arouse
the
Amrad are trained men in several different
logical standpoint. The data thus ob- imagination
of the Radio listener, who,
tained is used in the broadcasting of plays
lines, each of whom is carrying on experiments with a view to methods of educa- and recitations. This data together with will in turn enjoy that "sensation of personal experience" of action.
tional extension.
the comments received from Radio listenThe "Human Program"
ers is carefully studied. Out of this maAnother
interesting feature has been
terial Amrad is developing a unique
method of educating the public in spoken worked out, namely, the "human program". The announcer supplies with
drama.
his voice the material provided on a
Must Substitute for "Business"
printed
program.
The method of preHow is the imagination to be stimusenting the program is based upon the
lated? In previous broadcasting of plays habit people have formed of reading a
the continuity of thought and interest has printed one. For instance the cover page
been broken. There are necessarily is read giving the name of the play, the
pauses in spoken drama during which writer, and the company presenting it;
dramatic action will take place. -To those the cast of characters and their descripwho actually see the action the attention
tions; the descriptions of the acts and
is held. To those who are "blind" there scenes; the synopsis of the play.
must be some satisfactory substitute for
The
modulations
of the voice,
the
(Continued on page 15)
the eye if attention is to be held. Attempts have been made to announce the
stage business, but the past tense has
been used. This method fails in that it
does not stimulate the imagination. It does
not awaken the "sensation of personal
experience" of the action, which arises
from a mental activity. Remember Radio
listeners
"blind", must
and
that
with are
them theoretically
the mental activity
be the imagination. Only through the ear
will the imagination be aroused.
Standard parts only in original packing.
TJss Present Tense
The substitute for the eye must be the
Sold on a "money-back" basis.
PHONES
voice of the announcer. Experiments have
shown that if the voice has in it the
$ 7.50 Gilbert Phones
$3-95
7.50 Royal Fones
3.75
8.00 Brandes
Superior
5.95
spirit of the dramatic action; if the an12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double... 8.95
nouncement of the dramatic action is in
6.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C, Single... 4.50
the present tense and using the participle
8.00 Dictograph
5.95
TUBES
form of the verb; if the announcement
m.
Volt
Peanut
Tube
2.00
is made in the same amount of time reTJ. V. 200
3.95
quired to perform the action, there is an
TJ. V. 201
5.50
effect upon the imagination which will
1% Volt Special
4.95
arouse a "sensation of personal experiCABINETS
ence" of the action.
Announcement of Dramatic Action
7" x 10" Made in our factory145
7" x 18"
2-15
To better explain the foregoing para7" x 24"
2.95
MISCELLANEOUS

Station WGI Makes Intensive Study
of Visualization of Invisible Drama

RADIO
At Cut Prices

RADETEC
Trade Mark

DETECTOR
Professor W. Eugene Hammett, musical and
dramatic director at Station WGI, the man
who has charge of the "blind" experiments
Professor W. Eugene Hammett, a teacher
in Boston, is one of the Amrad staff;
the director of the musical and dramatic
clubs. For some time Professor Hammett has been experimenting on dramatic
art as associated with Radio. One of the
clubs at Amrad is known as the Amrad
Players, made up of Radio enthusiasts.
This club is being used in the experimenting and from the reports of their
work, it is proving sue cessful.
Experiments Made with Blind
The basic principle of dramatic broadcasting is the stimulation of the imagination. Theoretically Radio listeners are

ALL AMERICAN
SHIELDED
10-1
5-1
3-1

AUDIO

DUNGAN
68

WEST

TRANSFORMERS

for 1st stage
for 2nd stage
for 3rd stage.
REAL DEALER

DISCOUNTS

RADIO

WASHINGTON

STREET,

$4.75
4.75
4.50

CO,
CHICAGO

Latest development. Semi-permanent. Most
satisfactory detector on the market. Manufacturers who use them can't make sets fast
enough. Tested to music three times.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
For sale at your dealers or we will send one
for a dollar
and your
dealer's name.
Dealers
and Jobbers,
Write.

TOWNER 2620
RADIO
Victor St MFG. CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
.

(Patent Pending)
MULTIPOINT
A Synthetio CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
sensitive over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in Sealed fans.
Packages
only.
Join the ever increasing
Busonite
Price, Postpaid, mounted
Sensitiveness
guaranteed

RUSONITE

Morrison Loud Speaker with Siren Horn
18.50
Brach Outdoor Lightning Arrester
2.50
Solderall. Tube
25
$12.00 Amplitone. Nickel Horn
4.95
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
9.95
50.00 Regenerative Single Tube Set
25.00
DURaTEK Permanent Crystal Detector
2.00
W.D.-ll Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester, Indoor and Outdoor
Type
85
Murdook Loud Speaker Horn with Phone. . . . 5.00
5.50 — 180 Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
Ammeter for Testing "B" Batteries
49
$5.00 43-Plate
Condenser
1.95
4.00 23-PIate Condenser
1.55
2-inch Bakelite Dials
25
4-inci Electros Dials
75
3-inch Bakelite Dials
35
W.D.-12 Transformer for W.D.-ll Tube
4.65
$1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
65
Genuine All-Wave Coupler
7.90
$10.00—3000 Meter Coupler
4.95
18.50 Homcharger DeLuxe
13.95
1.00 Bakelite Socket
50
20.00 Dictograph
Loud Speaker
13.95
WHEN ORDERING BY MAIL
Add
Postage
by the Following
Scale
PURCHASES
TJp to §1.00
add 10c
$1.01 to $2.00
" loo
2.01 to
3.00
" 20e
3.01 to
5.00
" 25c
5.01 to
7.00
" 30c
7.01 to 10.00
" 40c
Money Order or Personal Check Accepted

50c
GATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super

OKt*

Sensitive
«<Ot
Order from your dealer or direct from us,
RUSONITE 19 ParkPRODUCTS
CORP.
Row. N. Y.

Established 1889
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Dept. F. 4, 191 Fulton Street, N.Y.C.
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xvadiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — PartHI
State, City, Call
Alabama:
Auburn, WMAV
Birmingham, WOAT. WST
Mobile, WEAP
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD.
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Arkansas:
Fayetteville, KFDV
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Kock, WCAV,
WEAX
Pine Bluff, WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfield. KDZB, KYI
Berkeley. KQI, KSE
Del Monte. KLN
El Monte, KUT
Eureka, KNI
Fresno, KDZH, KMJ
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood, KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles, KDZF,
KFCL,
KFI, KHJ, KJS,
KNN, KNV, KOG, KUS,
KWH, KXS
Modesto, KXD
Oakland, KLX. KZM
Pasadena, KLB
Reedley, KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDTM,
KFBC, KFFA, KON
San Francisco, AG1. KDN,
KDZG,
KDZX.
KFDB,
KLS, KPO,
KSL, KUO
San Jose. KFAQ,
KQW,
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ. KWG
Sunnyvale, KjJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAV
J
Colorado :
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs, KFFQ,
KFBV, KFCK, KHD
Denver, DD5, DN4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL, KLZ
Pueblo, KFGB
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich,
"WAAQ
Hartford, WDAK
Middreton, WOAS
New Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Waterbury, WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT, WPAW
District of Columbia:
Washington, WDM,
WEAS, WHAQ, WIL,
WIAT, WJH, WMU,
WPM, WQAW
Florida:
Jacksonville, WDAL
Miami, WIAZ, WQAM
Pensacola, WGAN, WLAV
Tampa
WDAE,
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH
Georgia:
Atlanta, WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ
Decatur, WAAS

State, City, Call
Gainesville, WKAY
Macon, WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO, WEAB
Idaho:
Boise, KFAU, KFDD
Moscow, KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Wallace, KFCC
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
Chicago,
KYW.
WAAF,
WBU,
WDAP,
WJAZ,
WMAQ,
WPAD, WSAH,
WWAY
Decatur,
WBAO,
WCAP,
WHAP
Elgin, WTAS
Galesburg, WHAM
Mattoon, WQAL
Peoria, WJAN
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana:
Anderson,
WEAW
Brookville, WSAL
Evansville, WOAU
Fort Wayne, WFAS
Greencastle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAT
Indianapolis, WLK
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka, WOAO
Muncie, WJAF
South Bend, WGAZ
Terre Haute, WEAC
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS, WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs, WPAF
Davenport,
WHAI, WOC
Des Moines, KFDP, WGF,
WHX
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFER, WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Le Mars, KFCY, WIATJ
Newton, WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney, WOAD
Sioux City, WEAU, WHAE
Vinton, WIAE
Waterloo, WHAC, WMAR,
WRAN
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwood, WEAD
Beloit, WPAR
Emporia, WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence, WFAY
Liberal, WMAG
Lindsborg, WDAD
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Marion, WRAD
Parsons, WOAJ
Salina, WFAD
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WEAH,
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville, WHAS WLAP
Paducah,
WIAR

State, City, Call
Louisiana:
New Orleans, WAAB,
WAAC, WCAG, WGV.
WIAF,
WWL
Shreveport,
WGAQ
Blaine:
Auburn, WMB
Bangor, WPAY
Houlton, WLAN
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO, WEAR,
WKC, WNAY
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts :
Boston,
WFAU,
WNAC WAAJ,
Dartmouth, WMAF
Lowell, WQAS
Medford Hillside, WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester,
WCN, WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn, WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX, WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP, WMAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis,
WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG,
WLB
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St. Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler, WNAK
Cameron, WFAQ
Cape Girardeau, WSAB
Columbia. WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson City. WOS
Joplin,
Kansas WHAH
City, WDAF,
WHB, WMAJ, WOQ
Marshall, WJAT
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, WEAK
St. Louis.
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WEW,
WMAT,
WHAO
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB WIAT
Tarkio,
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Bozeman, KFDO
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls, KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Lincoln, KFDTJ, WFAV,
WGAT, WJAB, WKAC,
WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk. WJAG

(NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule WMAZ, Macon, Ga- 250 ml Mercer University. Dally
list appears below. Next week the first part will
ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30, 8:30-9:30, music. Tues,
appear.)
Wed, Thur, 10:30-11 am, chapeL
Eastern.'
WMB, Auburn. Me.
Auburn Elec. Co.
WLK, Indianapolis, Ind.
485 also. 509 mi. Hamilton
WMC, Memphis. Term.
400. 485 only.
2,000 mi. The
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30 am, 12-12:30 pm,
Commercial
Appeal:
Daily,
9:30
am,
12 m, 3:20 pm,
5-5:30.
reports.
Tues, Thur, 8:30-10 pm, concert.
weather, markets;
8 pm, entertainment.
Tues, Fri,
Sun, 8:30-10.
Central.
11 pm. Midnight
Frolic.
Central.
WLW,
Cincinnati,
O.
2.000 mi
Crosley Mfg. Co.
O. Precision
Equipment Co. TemDaily ex Sun, 10 am, 1 pm. 3, 4. Mon. Wed. 8-10 WMH. Cincinnati.
porarily
discontinued.
„ „
pm.
Tues. Thurs, 10-12 pm, music, news.
Sun. 11
am, church service.
Central.
WMU,
D. C.
mi. sports.
Doubleday-Hill
Elec. Washington,
Co. Daily, 4:30
pm. 100
concert,
Thurs,
WMAB,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
500 mi. Radio Supply
8.9. concert.
Eastern.
Co.
CenWNAB, Bowling Green, Ky. 500 mL B. D. Nichols.
tral. Mon, Wed, Thurs, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm. 7:30-9. music. Central.
WMAC. Cazenovia. N. Y. 330, 250. 275 only. 500 mi.
WNAC. Boston, Mass. 200 mi. Shepard Stores. Daily
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
ex Sun. 4-5 pm, dance music Tues, Thur, 7-8:30
WMAD, Kock Port, Mb. Atchinson County Mail.
pm. Wed, Sat. 9:30-11 pm, Fri. 8-9:30 pm. Sun,
WMAF, Dartmouth. Mass. Bound Hills Kadio Corp.
11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:30-8:30 pm, church _ services.
WMAG, Liberal, Kan.
75 ml. Tucker Elec. Co. Daily
Eastern.
.
ex Eti. Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, news.
Fri, 8-9
WNAD. Norman, Okla. 200 mi Okla. Radio Engineerpm, concert.
Central.
WMAH,
Lincoln, Neb.
100 mi.
General Supply Co.
ing Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:45-8:15 pm, news. Central.
Daily ex Sun, 2:15 pm, music, news.
Mon, Thur,
WNAK,
Manhattan, Kans. Manhattan Radio Supply
7:30 pm. music.
Central.
Co.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo.
485 only.
600 mi. Kansas
B. J. Rockwell.
City Daily Drovers Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 8:15 WNAL, Omaha, Neb.
WNAM. Evansville. Ind. 200 mi. 485 also. Ideal
am.- 9:15, .10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15, 2:15, weather,
markets, news.
Central.
Apparatus Co.. Inc. Mon, Wed. Fri, Sat. 10-11 am,
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
WMAK, Lockport. N. T. 485 also. 1,500 mi.
Norton
3-4 pm, music.
Central.
Labs.
Tues, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WMAL,
Trenton, N. J. 100 mt
Trenton Hdwe. Co. WNAN, Syracuse, N. T. 1.000 mi. Syracuse Radio
TeL Co. Mon, Wed. Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. concert,
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WMAM,
Beaumont. Tex.
Beaumont Kadio Equipment
WNAQ. Charleston, S. C. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
Co.
WNAP, Springfield. O. 200 mi.
Wittenberg College.
WMAN,
Columbus,
O. 50 mi.
First Baptist Church.
WNAR,
Butler,
Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
Sun., 10:30-12 m., 7:30-9 pm, church services.
Cenman). Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin Statestral.
WNAS,
WMAP,
Easton, Pa.
400 mi.
Utility Battery Service
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, 6-6:45.
Wed,
8-9:55 WNAT, Philadelphia. Pa. 500 mi. Lennig Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1 pm. Wed, Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
Sun, 2:30 pm, 4:30. church services.
Eastern.
WMAQ,
Chicago. HI.
1,500 mi
The Chicago Dally
WNAV,
Knoxville.
Term.
People's
& Telg. Co.
News (Fair Department Store). Daily ex Mon, 4:35WNAW,
Fortress Monroe,
Va.
HenryTel.Kunzmann.
5 pm, 9:15-10.
Wed. Fri, Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Tues
WNAX, Yankton,
S. D. Dakota Radio Apparatus Co.
Thurs, 7-8 pm.
Central.
Baltimore,
Md.
Shipowners
Radio Service.
WMAR,
Waterloo.
Iowa,
Waterloo Electrical Supply WNAY,
WNJ, Albany. N. Y. 60 mi. Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,
Co.
Schedule not established.
Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am, market reports.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn
485 also. 500 mL
Paramount
Radio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am, 4:20 pm,
Wed, S:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
Jersey City. N. J. Wireless Telephone . .Co of
weather;
6:15-7:30 pm, markets.
Tues. Fri. 8-9:30 WNO,
Hudson Co., N. J.
pm. concert.
Central,
WOAA,
Ardmore,
Okla.
Dr.
Walter Hardy.
WMAV,
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala, Polytechnic lust.
WMAW,
Wahpeton,
N. D.
50 mi.
Wahpeton
Elec. WOAB, Grand Forks, No. Dak. 50 mi. 485 also. Valley
Radio.
Daily
ex
Sun.
10-11
am. 2-2:30 pm, enCo.
Daily. 7-7:30 pm, music, sports, news.
Centertainment, reports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WMA'X,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
K. & K. Radio Supply WOAC, Lima, O. Maus Radio Co.
Co
Sigmirney, la. Friday Battery & Elec Co.
WMAY.
St. Louis,
Mo.
1,000 mL
Kingshighway WOAD.
Fremont.
Nebr.
Medland
College.
Presbyterian Church.
Sun, 11 am, 8 pm.
Tues, 7-8 WOAE,
WOAF, Tyler, Tex.
485 also. 50 mi. The Tyler Compm, church services.
Central.

IM^UMtt

State, City, Call
Oak, KFEQ
Omaha,
KFCZ,
WAAW,
WIAK,
WNAL,
WOAW,

wou, wov

Rushville. WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
Universitv
Place, WCAJ
York, KFDR
Nevada
:
Reno, KDZK,
KFAS,
New Hampshire:
Laconia, WKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden, WRP
Jersey City, WNO
Moorestown,
WBAFWBS,
Newark,
WAAM,
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield. WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
New
York:
Albany,
WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton, WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWT
Canton.
Cazenovia.WCAD
WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
Newburgh, WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW.
Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood. WHN
Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse,
WBAB,
WDAI,
WFAB,
WLAH,
WNAN
Tarrytown, WRW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica,
WSL
Waterford, WFAG
North Carolina:
Asheville, WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo,
WPAK
Grand WDAY,
Forks, WOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio:
Canton, WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG, WIZ, WLW,
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WMH
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV, WCAH,
WEAO, WMAN,
WPAL
Dayton, WA1, WJAJ
Fairfield, WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WBAU, WRK
Lebanon. WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta, WBAW
Sandusky, WQAF
Springfield, WLAM, WNAP
Stockdale, WJAK
Warren, WLAZ
Washington C. O., WGAX
Wooster,
WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA

State, City, Call
Norman, WNAD
Okemah, WKAK
Oklahoma
WMAB City, WKY,Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa, WEH, WGAF,
WLAL

Astoria,
Oregon: KFGG
Baker, KFDA
Corvallis, KFDJ
Eugene,River,
KFATKQP
Hood
Marshfield, KFBH
Medford,
KFAY
Pendleton, KFFE
Portland, KDYQ, KFEC,
KGG, KGN, KGW, KQY
Salem, KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona, WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, WGAL
McKeesport,
WIK
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WCATJ,
WFI, WGL, WIP,
WNAT, WOO,
Pittsburgh.
KDKA,WWAD
KQV,
WCAE, WJAS
Scranton,
WQAN,
WRAY
State College, WPAB
Villanova, WCAM
Wilkes-Barre, WBAX,
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston, WKAP
Edgewood, WEAG
Providence,
WEAN, WJAR
South Carolina:
Charleston, WFAZ,
WNAQ, College,
WOAH WSAC
Clemson
Greenville, WQAV
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Rapid City. WCAT
Sioux Falls, WFAT
Vermillion, WEAJ

Beloit, WKAW
Kenosha, WOAR
Madison, WGAY, WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAY, WHAD, WIAO
Neenah, WIAJ
Superior, WFAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper, KFCQ, KFDF
Douglas,
KFEV
KYQ
Laramie,
KFBU
Hawaii:
Honolulu,

Austin, WCM, WNAS
Beaumont, WMAM
College Station, WTAW
Dallas,
WDAO,
WFAA,
WRR
El Paso, WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAP, WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY,
WEV,
WRAA,
WSAV WGAB,
Laredo, WWAX
Orange, WKAL
Plainview, WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WOAI
Stanford, WOAZ
Tyler, WOAF

WOI, Ames, la, 485 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily
Sun, 9:30 am,
12:45 pm, 9:30, music,
weather. ex CentraL
WOK. Pine Bluff, Ark.
485 also. 500 mi. Ark. Light
& Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm. concert. Sun, 11-12
m, 7:30 pm, church services.
CentraL
WOO,
Philadelphia.
Pa.
400 and 485 only.
500 ml.
John Wanamaker.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo.
485 also. 1,000 ml. Western
Radio Co.
Mon, Tue, Wed. Thur, 9:45 am, 10:55,
11:30. 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports, etc.
Fri. 1:15 pm, sacred service.
Sat, 8 pm, concert
Sun, 7 pm, concert.

Wisconsin:

Alaska:
Fairbanks, WLAY

Tennessee:
Knoxville, WNAV
Lawrenceburg, WOAN
Memphis,
WKN,
WMC
Texas:
Abelene, WQAQ
Amarillo,
WRAU WDAG, WRAU

mercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 12 m, weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15. U. S. Navy
traL
press.
Sun, 11 am, 7:80 pm, church service.
CenWOAG, Belvidere. DJ Apollo Theatre.
WOAH,
Charleston,
S. C.
200 mL
Palmetto Badlo
Corp.
Mon, Thur.- Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am. music.
Eastern.
WOAI,
San
Antonio,
Tex.
485
also.
1,800 mL
Southern Equip. Co.
(Evening News-Express.)
Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3. 6, news, markets.
Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm, concert.
Thurs, 7:30-8:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans.
50 ml.
C. E. Ervin.
Thurs,
7-8 pm,
news.
Sun, 3-4:30 pm. Sermon, music,
music, news.lectures,
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort. Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
WOAL, Webster Groves. Mo.
300 mi.
W. E. Woods.
Sun. 3-5 pm.
CentraL
WOAN.
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.
1.000 mi.
James
D.
Vaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WOAO, Mishawaka. Ind.
200 mi.
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalamazoo College.
WOAQ, Portsmouth, Va.
Portsmouth Badio Assn.
WOAR, Kenosha. Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS,
Middletown,
Conn.
100 ml.
Bailey's Badlo
Shop.
Daily ex Sun, 4:15-6 pm, music.
Sat, 9-12
pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT.
Wilmington, DeL
Boyd MarteU Hamp.
WOAU,
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WOAV, Erie, Pa,
600 ml. Penna. Nat'l Guard.
Tues,
Thurs, 8:30-10 pm, music.
Fri, 10 pm, sports.
Sun,
7:45 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WOAW, Omaha, Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WOAX, Trenton, N. J. 342 only. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAY, Birmingham, Ala, John M. Wilder.
WOAZ, Stanford, Tex.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, la. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi. Palmer School of Chiropractic
Daily ex Sun, Tues.
night, 10:55 am, time; 11, weather; 12 m, chimes;
2 pm, markets;
3:30, talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed;
tra],
6:30. sports; 7, concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed. only;
9:30 pm, concert, Sat only.
Sun, 9 am, chimes; 1:45
pm, 6, concert; 7, church services; 8, concert.
Cen-

State, City, Call
Waco,
WWACWJAD, WLAJ,
Wichita Falls, WKAP
Utah:
Ogden, Lake
KDZL.City,
KFCPKDYL,
Salt
KDYV, KZN
Vermont:
Bellows Falls, WLAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia:
Blacksburg, WEAE
Fortress Monroe, WNAW
Portsmouth, WOAQ
Westhampton, WQAT
Washington:
Aberdeen. KNT
Bellingham. KDZR
Centralia, KDZZ,
KDZMKFBLi
Everett,
Lacey, KGY
Mt. Vernon, KFGF
Pullman, KFAE
Seattle, KDZE,
KDZT,
KHQ, KJR, KTW
Spokane,
KFDC,
KFZ
Tacoma, BE1, KFBG,
KFEJ,
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla, KFCF
Wenatchee, KDZI, KZV
Yakima, KFV
West Virginia:
Arlington, NAA
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD

KDYX,

KGU,

Porto
Rico: WGAD
Ensenada,
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary, CHBC, CHCQ,
CFAC, CFCN, CJCY
Edmonton, CJCA
Fort Frances, CFPC
Halifax, CFCE, CJCS
Hamilton, CKOC
Iroquois
Kitchener,Falls,
CJCF CFCH
London,
CFCX,
CHCS,
CJGC, CKQC
Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX,
CHYC, CJBC, CKAC
Nelson, C.TCB
Ottawa, CHXC
Regina, CKCK
St. John, CJCI, CKCR
Toronto, CFCA,
CFTC.
CHCB,
CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE,
CKCZ, CKKC
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFYC,
CHCA,
CJCH
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CJCG,
CKCB,
CKZCl
CJNC
Cuba:
Havana, PWX

WOR.

Newark. N. J. 400 only. 2.000 ml. L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30.
ment. Eastern. Tues, Fri. 8-11 pm, music entertainmusic, talks.

WOS,

Jefferson City, Mo. 435 also. 1,500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Daily ex Sun, first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm, markets.
Daily,
5 pm, music,
pm, concert.
Central. markets. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30
WOV. Omaha. Neb.
R. B. Howell.
WOU, Omaha. Neb.
Metropolitan Utilities Dist.
WPA, Ft. Worth, Tex. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Fort
Worth Record. Daily ex Sun, 10:58-11 am. 11:30-12
m, 1:30-2 pm, 2:30-3. 6-6:30. Daily ex Sun. Mon,
Wed, 8:30-9:30 pm, 10-10:05. Mon, 11-12 mid.
Sun, 3-3:30 pm, 9-9:30. Central.
WPA A, Waco, Neb. Anderson & Webster Elec. Co.
WPAB.
State College. Pa.
Pa. State College.
WPAC,
Okmulgee.
Okla.
Donaldson Radio Co.
WPAD, Chicago, 111. 500 mi. W. A. Wieboldt & Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 6:30-7 pm, music.
Wed, Fri, 10-11 pm.
Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm.
Central.
WPAF, Independence,
Council Bluffs. Mo.la. Central
Peterson's
Radio
WPAG,
Radio
Co.. Co.Inc.
WPAH. Waupaca. Wis. 485 only. 3,000 mi. Wisconsin Dept. of Markets. Daily ex Sun. 8:30 am,
9:30, Central.
10:30. 11:30, 3 pm, 5. markets, weather, news,
etc.
lege. New
WPAJ.
Haven,
Conn.
Doolittle Radio
Corp.
WPAK, Fargo. N. D. North Dakota Agricultural ColWPAL, Columbus, 0. Superior Radio & Tel. Equip.
Co.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans.
Awerbach & Guettel.
WPAP,
Winchester,
Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips.
WPAQ, Frostburg, Md. General Sales & Engineering
schedule.
WPAR,
Beloit, Kan. 50 mi. R. A, Ward. No definite
WPAS. Amsterdam. N. Y. J. & M. Electric Co.
WPAT,
El
Paso, Tex.
Patrick'sCollege.
Cathedral.
WPAU,
Moorhead,
Minn. Saint
Concordia
WPAV, Laurium, Mich.
Tinetti & Sons.
WPAW, Wilmington, Del. 50 ml The Radio Installation Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-6:30 pm, music, code instruction. Wed, 8-10:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WPAX, Thomasville, Ga. 25 mi. S-W Badio Co.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, roads, weather, stocks, music.
. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music. Sat, 10-11
am, codes. Sun, 11:30 am-12:30, 8:30 pm-9:30,
church service.
Eastern.
WPAY,
Bangor, Me.
Bangor Badio Lab.
WPAZ, Charleston, W. Va,
Dr. John R; Koch.
WPG, New Lebanon, O. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Nushawg
Poultry Farm. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15 pm, news, 66:30 pm, markets Mon. Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm
WPI,
Clearfield,
Pa. Elec. Supply Co.
program.
Central.
pm, news. Mon. 8 pm. concert. Eastern.
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WPM. Washington. D. C. 200 ml. Thos. J. Williams.
Inc. (Wellington Dally News.)
Dili; ex Sun. 13:30
WQAA.
Parkosburg-. r».
1.500 ml.
Horace A. Boalo,
Jr. Dally. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB.
Springfield.
Mo.
Southwest
Missouri
State
Teachers Colloge.
WQAC, AroarlUo. Teat. 200 mL
K. B. Glsb.
WQAO.
Walertmry.
Coon.
310 only.
SO ml.
The
WMtall
Kiev. Co.
Men.
Wed.
Kri.
I:MKT45
pro.
music. Boy Scout news.
Wed.
II 80-9:90 i>m. eoncert. Eastern.
WQAF.
Sandusky.
O.
Sandusky Register.
WUAH.
Lexington.
Ky.
Brock- Andsrsoo
Meet. Eng.
Co.
WQAJ. Ann Arbor. Mich.
Ann Arbor Times News.
WQAK.
Dubuque. la. Appel-lligley Elec. Co.
WQAL.
Mattoon.
IU.
100 ml.
Coles County Tel
&
Telg. Co.
Tues. Thurs, 9-11 pm. music, lectures.
Central
WQAM.
Miami.
Fla.
500 ml.
Electrical Equip. Co.
Dally ex Sun. 5:15-5:45 pm. news, stocks, uesther;
7:30-9 pm. music
Sun. 9-U pm. music
Eastern.
WQAO. New York City. N. Y. S00 mL
Calrary Baptist Church, Sun,
11:15-12:15
am.
8:30-9:30
pm.
church serricoa.
Eastern.
WQAP. Lincoln, Nebr.
Am. Badlo Oo.
WQAR. Munde. Ind.
Press Pub. Co.
WQAT,
Westhampton.
Va.
Badlo Equip. Corp.
WQAS,
LoweU.
Mass.
50 ml.
Prince-Walter
Co.
Dally ex Sun. 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm. music. Mon.
Wed.
Frt. 6-7 pm. news,
concert.
Thurs.
silent.
Eastern.
WQAV. GneuitUe, S. C. 75 ml. Huntington & Guerry.
Inc. Tues. Thurs. 7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Sat. 7:30-8
pm. music.
Eastern.
WQAW.
Washington.
D.
C
Catholic University
of
America.
WRAA.
Houston. Tex.
Bice Institute
WRAB. Savannah, Ga. Savannah Board of Public Education.
WRAC.
MayvUic. N. D.
State Normal School.
WRAD,
Marion. Kans.
Taylor Badlo Shop.
WRAJ, Pittsburgh. Pa.
M. H. Pickering Oo.
WRAM,
Galesburg.
IU.
200 mi.
Lombard
College,
Wed.
7:30-9 pm. college activities, announcements.
Schedule iTTegular.
Central
WRAN,
Waterloo.
la.
100 ml.
Black
Hawk
Mectrical Co. Dally ex Sun, 5 pm, 5:30. concert, news.
Mon. Frl, 8:30-9:15 pm. concert.
Sun, 11:15. church
WRAR. David City. Nebr.
100 mi. Jacob C. Thomas.
Tues. Frl. 7-9 pm.
Central.
WRAU. Amarillo. Tex.
50 mL
Amarillo Daily News.
Tues, Thurs. 7:30-S:30 pm. music.
Central
WRAV, YeUow Spring. O. Antioch College.
WRAY,
Scranton. Pa.
4S5 also. 100 mi. Radio Sales
Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am. music: 12 m. reports;
3:30-5:30 pm, reports, music: 7:8:30. bedtime stories,
music
Sun, 3 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WRK, Hamilton. O. 1.000 ml. Doron Bros. Elec. Co.
Tues. Thur, 9-10:30»pm.
music, lecture.
Sun, 10:30
am. church service.
Central.
WRL.
Schenectady. N. Y. Union College Radio Club.
WRM. Urbana, HI. 300 mi. Univ. or IU. Mon. Thurs.
8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news, talks, music
Central
WRP. Camden. N. J. 250 mi. Federal Lost, of Radio
Telg.
Daily ex Sat. Sun, 10-10:45 pm. music, news,
agriograms.
Eastern.
WRR. DaUas. Tex. 485 also. 200 ml
City of Dallas.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, weather; 3-3:30. sports,
markets,
news; 7-7:15. police news: 8-8:30, music.
Sun. 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm, police news,
church service. Central
WRW, Tarrytown.
N. Y. 1.000 mi. Tarrytown Badlo
& Research Laboratory.
Mon, Thur, Sat, 6:15-7 pm.
7:30-8:30. 10:30-12 pm.
Sun. 1-3 pm.
Eastern.
WSAA, Marietta, O. 50 mi. B. S. Sprague Mec. Co.
Wed, 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB.
Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Southeast
Mo.
State
Teachers College.
WSAC. Clemson College, S. C. Clemson Agri. College.
WSAH, Chicago. Dl
A. G. Leonard. Jr.
WSAJ.
Grove City. Pa.
700 mi.
Grove City CoUege.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL. BrookviUe. Ind.
Franklin Elec. Co.
WSAS. Lincoln. Nebr. 4S5 also. 700 mL
Nebr. Dept
of Agri. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 10 am, 11, 12:20
pm. 2, reports.
Central
WSAV.
Houston,
Tex.
300 mi.
CUfford W. Vick.
Radio Const'n Co.
Mon, S-10 pm, concerts.
Daily,
7:15-8 pm.
Central.
WSB. Atlanta, Ga.
400 and 485 only. 1.500 ml.
Atlanta Journal Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music; 2:30,
reports; 4-4:45 pm, music, reports; 5-6 pm,
7-8,
10:45-12 music
Sun,
10:54 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9.
church services.
Central.
WSL. Ctica, N. Y. 500 mi. J. & M. Mec. Co. Daily
ex Sat, music,
Sun, 11-11:30
am, '2-2:30
4-4:30.
5-5:30.
news.
Mon.
Wed, pm,
8-9 3-3:30,
pm.
Sat.
1111:30 am, 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSN, Norfolk, Va.
100 ml
Shipowners Badio Service
Inc.
Mon, Wed, Sat, 8:15-9:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WSY,
Birmingham,
Ala.
2,000 ml
Alabama Power
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm.
Mon. Wed. Fri,
8-8:45 pm, reports, concert.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm,
church services.
Central.
WTAC. Johnston. Pa.
Penn Traffic Co.
WTAU, Tecumseh. Neb.
Ruegy Battery & Mec. Co.
WTAW, CoUege Station, Tex.
200 ml
Agricultural and
Mechanical CoUege of Tex.
Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm.
addresses.
Sun, 11 am, 4 pm, 7, church servicea
Central.
WTG. Manhattan. Ban.
485 only.
75 ml. Kan. State
Agri. CoUege. Daily ex Sun. 9:55 am, weather (code).
Central
WTP.
Bay City, Mich.
75 ml.
Ba-Do
Corp.
Mon,
Wed. Fri. 1:30-2 pm, reports, news; 6:30-7:30 pm.
concert.
Central.
WWAC, Waco. Tex. 485 also. 1,500 ml
Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1:30 pm, entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm. music entertainment.
Central
WW AD, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wright & Wright. Inc.
WWAX,
Laredo. Tex.
150 mi.
Wormser Bros.
Daily
ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music.
Mon, Sat, 8-9 pm,
music
CentraL
WW AY, Chicago. 111 Marigold Gardens.
WWB, Canton, O.
300 ml
Daily News Printing Co.
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WW I. Dearborn. Mich. 200 ml Ford Motor Co. Wed,
10-11 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ,
Detroit, Mich.
400 and 485 only.
1.500 mi.
Evening News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:40 am, household
hints;
9:40-10:25,
health
talks;
10:25-10:30
am.
weather; 11:55-12 m. time: 12:05-12:45 pm, music:
3-3:30 music; 3:30-3:35, weather; 3:35-4:15. markets;
5-6, sports; 7:30-10, entertainment. Sun, November
11, and every other week, 11 am,
4 pm, church
services.
Sun. flU in weeks, 2 pm, 7:30. church
services, special.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT.
Buffalo, N. Y.
200 mL
McCarthy
Bros. &
Ford.
Daily 3-4:30 pm. 7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list The
first part will appear again next week.)

How to Solder Joints
Anyone who has experimented with a
Radio set has encountered troubles due
to loose connections. When wires have
to be connected tog-ether or to nuts, binding- posts and the like, gTeat care should
be taken to see that every joint is tight
and, if possible, soldered.
In your set the only connections that
should not be soldered are the ones that
you will have to change from time to
time, such as telephones and A and B
batteries. It might even be well to solder
the B battery connections, as the plate
batteries usually last six months.
A good electrical joint must first be
strong enough to stand any strain of
handling. Where two wires are joined
they always should be twisted together
and soldered in the center, the soldered
part making a perfect connection and the
splice taking up the strain.
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BUY HERE

Largest
Radio
Store

FOR LESS

America
in

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

FreuncPs Wonder
Circuit $13.20

Complete Parts for Ultra Audion

Circuit (KBBWnaSrtWood-) $11.90

Consisting of:
Regular Price Our Price
0x10%
Formica
Panel
$1.42
$ 1.20
23-Plate Condenser
3.30
1.45
Bakelite Socket (Render)
1.00
.45
Special Ultra Audion Coll. Plain or Bank Wound with Taps. . 3.00
1.95
1 Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50 1.35
CRIj Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Mlcon Condenser
.35
.25
2 Switch Levers
70
.50
18 Switch Points
50
.30
2 Switch Stops
10
.05
S Binding
Posts
80
.40
Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet, size 9x10% with hinged top 5.00 2.95
25 ft. Hookup
Wire
20
.10
Regular Price
Each order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring.
These construction plans are not drawn
in a schematic form but are drawn so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can foUow with ease. Our Price

KHO,

$19.37
.
_
_
Q*1 1 Oil
«n I
#-/li
T
" w

Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard

Vernier

Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers,
2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid
Leak, 8 Binding Posts, 25 Feet Tinned Wire, I Base .
for Coil, 1 Mounting
Construct This Set.
Moulded Variometers

Base Board, and 1 Diagram

to <L | I A C
tjJA *•*»**
$3.45

Complete

180s Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany
Variometers

$3.45
$1.95

180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

$1.75
75c
$1.35
$3.95
$6.95

and KYY

received from Chicago on one

Regular Price
Complete instructions for drilUng. assembling and wiring
furnished with each order. Written bo that anyone without
any technical knowledge can understand. Our Price

Complete Parts for Reinartz Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica

KFI,

tube.

9x10% Formica Panel
$ 1.42
1.20
Regular Price
Our $Price
9x10% Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet with hinged top.... 5.00 2.95
Bakelite Dial
.75
.25
Variometer
6.00
1.95
43 Plate Vernier Condenser
7.00 3.45
Remler
Bakelite Socket
1.00
.45
6 Binding Posts
80
.40
CRL Variable Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Mlcon
Condenser
.35
.25
Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
1.35
$24.32
/h 4 A «r> A
\ I < / II
ylviuV

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit
Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or any receiving
set so that loud speaker or phonograph can be used in place of headset. These parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other suitable
size), 1 High Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks,
13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with
for assembling, with Jk
ft» "I
Iff
template
forcomplete
drilling instructions
panel.
I /O 4If

Complete
Brandes Superior Headset
Valley Battery Chargers
Antenella Aerial Plug
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
Barchass Coils
Firth Cord
Tip Plugs
Thordarson
Amplifying
Transformers

-,

«|f ***»-»«#
$5.75
$16.20
$1.15
$3.45
$2.60
SOc
$1.95
60c
$2.45

Complete Knockdown Receiving Set

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet,
7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever,
rer, 12
lc Switch
owiicd
Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set.
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with
outdoor aerial

Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil
Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket,
11 Howard
ci,
nuwdiu
Vernier Rheostat, 8 Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to
Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete
:

$4.30
$3.70
$3.30
$3.10
$2.70

$7.00 value 43-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

VARIABLE
$17.95 CONDENSERS

Value,
Value.
Value.
Value,
Value,

43
23
II
5
3

PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,

now
now
now
now
now

_

„

SI.75
$1.45
SI.35
$1.25
$1.15

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS Avi»"" WESTERN
Each Phone

$335

$3.45
$2.95

ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95

Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
These are the only phones to
pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES
Genuine

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
^Q
Q CS
Phones, complete with silk cord and headband.
Special at «4*^»^«J

3000

$12.45

$6.50 value 23-plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$6.00 value 11-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

Ohm

MAGNA

GUARANTEED

VOX, LOUD
Jacks

FORMICA

SPEAKER,

Super

Sensitive

Diaphragm"

$1.50
1-50
1.25
,. 1.00
75c
60c
50c
40o
40c
40c

Lightning

Type C£ A.

Special

$8.50 Value

d

CJ

«P£*.V>«J

$3.65

......... .$27.45
Cabinets WALNUT

COIL

1,500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1.000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

Signal 50Corps

"Mica

Speaking Units.

Type R3 . .... .

HONEYCOMB

Pacent Single Circuit
$0.35
Pacent Double Circuit
50
Federal Single Circuit Filament
Control
Federal Double Circuit Filament
35
Control
Rheostats
Sponge
Rubber
Ear
Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3%
inch
Grewol
Detectors

HEADSETS,

Baldwin

"C" Loud

6x 5%"
Gx 7%"
fisll"
6x16%"
6x22"
9x12%"
9x10%"

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

Q E! r

MAHOGANY
AND
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
7" deep
5%"Anti-Capacity
deep

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2.95

Switches

CJO
Af?
Lightning
Arresters
... 45c Microphone
Arresters
U%t\*
Transmitters
$£t.tO
2-Slide Tuning
35c
... 50c Solid Copper Aerial
Switches
.
Coils, at
Wire, 100 ft
Hydrometers,
10c
Phone
Caps,
for
mostly
OC
... 25c Spaghetti Tubing,
now at
fcJC
$1.95
all phones
$1.65 yard
PANEL,!" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch

$1.50
45c
$2.65
ljc

We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediate attention

Complete Parts for Single Tube Reflex Circuit $32.65

Consisting of
Begulax Price Our Price
43-Plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$7.00 $3.95
Radlon Loop Aerial
7.00 5.95
Cunningham C301-A Tube
9.00 5.95
Grewol Glass Inclosed Detector
2.00
1 .65
All American Badlo Frequency Transformer
4.50
3.45
All American 5 to 1 Badlo Audio Frequency Transformer. . . . 4.75
3.95
2 .001 Mlcon Condensers
70
.50
1 .002 Micon Condenser
.45
.35

BUY

HERE

Howard
Potentiometer
Howard
25 Ohm
Bheostat
8 Binding Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel
•
9x10% Genuine Solid Makogany Cabinet with hinged top....
Complete
instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring
furnished so that anyone with no technical knowledge can
easily follow.
Begular Price
$45.22 Our Price

FOR

LESS

J-5?
■•'<{
-JJ
5.00
!.•**

1.20

$32.65

CHICAGO
SALVAGE
STOCK
STORE
S09 South State Street
CHICAGO,

1.35
.40
2.95
1.00
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University Radio Courses
Large Number of Colleges Now Broadcast
ENGLAND and Germany are planning to broadcast
university extension courses. A number of prominent
institutions of learning in the United States have made a
enbeginning in this direction and their reports of the that
couraging success attending their efforts show us
the possibilities of the new method are not underestimated.
Sixty other educational institutions are broadcasting
educational and musical programs, forty-seven of them
area nombeing colleges and universities. The combinedestimated
to
inally covered by these institutions has been
be seven or eight times the total area of the United
States.

Air-Borne Religion Aids Church
Congregation Grows Instead of Getting Smaller
THEEE are some ministers who declare Radio religion
a curse and that there is a disposition to loll in an
easy chair and listen in a moment or two at a sermon
from some broadcasting station instead of going to
church.
There are many listeners in, but is Eadio making serious
inroads upon church attendance? We have an idea that
persons who were pious enough to go to church before
Eadiophony became popular, still will go to church.
A few years ago, by the way, many ministers regarded
the automobile as an invention of the devil because it
took more people away from church than it took to
church, yet around any country church nowadays on
Sundays there is a whole flock of flivvers. The many
who go motoring — and not to church — Sundays did not
go to church when they could not go motoring. Religion
that is killed by gasoline or by Radio never was alive.

Beginners Have Less Patience

Increase in Ready-Made Instruments Causes Laxity
THE Radio enthusiast developed by the growth of
broadcasting has not the same amount of patience, or
knack for tinkering with a set to develop and improve
its latent possibilities as the boy or man who took up
Radio in the days when only code was in the air.
With the great increase in the manufacture of readymade sets of great range there has been a growth in the
number of persons who are inclined to use the set that
is the easiest to adjust, instead of the one that will
give the best results.
The way for a novice to go about it is to start in with
a small set, preferably a crystal set. After he has become familiar with its operation he may safely attempt
to work a more powerful receiving set.
Many of the sets now offered for sale are very selective. This means they are capable of receiving a
station only when it is tuned very closely, or when the
station desired is so close as to require practically no
tuning. This is a great advantage as it enables one
familiar with the operation of such a set to tune in a
distant station that would otherwise, if received at all,
be only a jargon because of the interference from other
transmitters operating on almost the same wave length.

Aid to Exploring Parties

Travelers Find Receiving Sets Invaluable
THOSE who make expeditions into desert lands are
proceeding with a very much greater feeling of safety
since Radio came into wide use. One of the great conveniences that Radio has furnished is the ability to get
the correct time.
Scientific observations are greatly dependent upon having the correct time, and heretofore getting this has entailed hard work in the way of calculations. About a
year ago an expedition was sent by the American
Museum of Natural History to explore the central
plateau of Asia. The members first went to Peking
and from there to Kaisan and thence to Urga, Mongolia,
a distance of about 800 miles.
Traveling heretofore into the desert has involved silences and isolation that often overwhelmed men, but
with the present expedition, every evening at sundown,
Peking was picked up by Radio and the news of the
day learned, and in addition, scientific data procured.
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By DIELECTRIC
At the Franklin Institute, in Philadelphia, a very appropriate ceremony took place not long ago. The Elliott
Cresson Medal, which has been awarded to only a comparatively few scientists, was bestowed upon Dr. Lee de
Forest as the inventor of the audion tube. Every owner
of a tube set must feel that the American Society of
Civil Engineers has honored itself in honoring so eminent
a Radiotrician. This invention is undoubtedly one of
the most important to the progress of Radio science. Any
Old Timer will verify that statement.
When baseball was in season we listened in for the returns from the World's Series and thousands enjoyed
that single feature. Then football came along and many
games between the great universities were followed play
persons scattered all over the counby interested
by play
try. There
is always a Radio audience when sports of any
kind are being broadcast and fortunately for them the
winter months do not prevent certain types of games
being played. Basketball is another of the sporting
events receiving some share of attention by broadcasting
stations. Evidently a very exciting game of basketball
was played by the Universities of Michigan and Wisconsin a short while ago. At least the announcement from
Station WHA, at Madison, Wis., and the very audible
commendation of the crowd, for one or the other team,
made one listener in break out in perspiration from the
excitement of witnessing a splendid forward pass reach
its mark. Yes, you fairly see all that is going on as the
plays come through your set. KDKA had to inform the
Radio publie in the vicinity of New York (as well as
elsewhere) of the progress of the fight between Greb and
Tunney. You may have to ask someone on the other side
of the continent about events transpiring right at home —
but it 's on the air, if you want it.
The idea of supplying shut-ins with Radio receiving
sets is worthy of commendation and emulation. There are
several agencies at work seeing to it that unfortunate
beings need be without contact with the Radio world no
longer. One of the well-known broadcasting stations,
WOC, at Davenport, is carrying on just this particular
work. They announce from time to time the installation
of a new set in the room of a sufferer, who is unable to
get about and previously lacking means of hearing the
interesting things so many of us have been enjoying for
some time. Publie subscriptions provide the means of
purchasing sets for these people, and there is no doubt
of their genuine appreciation for what is being done
along this line. It is difficult to conceive of a gift that
would be better suited to conditions surrounding a shutin than a Radio set. Why not begin an organization with
this idea in mind in the locality in which you are living?
In case there may be some of you readers who failed
to notice tribution
theto the
statement
concerning
De Forest's
advancement
of theDr.
science
of Radioconat
his alma mater, I shall take this occasion to mention
it. He has provided a fund for the purchase of a library of Radio works, and another for a course of lectures
by experts for the benefit of advanced students, at Yale
University. What Dr. De Forest has done for the science
to which he is devoting his remarkable ability, surely
others could do for institutions not so favored at present.
It is with the hope that someone in the habit of whiling
away time in the reading of this column will be inspired
to action by duplicating his example, that I pay particular attention to so worthy a subject by so eminent
The first item to which your attention is called this
week concerns opera. In New York City the Wagnerian
Opera Festival gave permission to WJZ to broadcast a
few of their performances. If there is any question in
the minds of those who are at the head of things at the
Metropolitan Opera House, in that city, as to the advantages to be derived from broadcasting opera music, then
they are not open to any argument. Following the broadcasting for the first time from the Manhattan Opera
House of one of the Wagner operas there was almost a
riot for seats to the next performance. Undoubtedly
Radio had nothing to do with this occurrence, so agreeable to the management ! ! No, the publicity element in
broadcasting is unquestionably nil. Why, then, such interest in opera so suddenly manifest? Oh, well, some of
the receiving sets couldn't translate the jargon so they
came to headquarters to find out what it all meant.
That 's pretty lame reasoning, but I defy the Metropolitan
to produce any better. All objections so far are weak
signals and may yet fade out entirely.
It is only natural that having met with so much success the Radiowls should find a competitor in the field
of Radio Clubs. The newly organized aggregation of
DX Fan-aties perhaps wisely eschewed the animal kingdom in looking for a name and chose instead from the
vegetable kingdom. I say ' ' wisely ' ' because Michigan is
known as the parent state of vegetarian cults, and though
Battle Creek is slightly distant from Detroit, it is not
so from a DX-er's standpoint. At any rate, the Red
Apple Club is a reality, made so by Station WCX, the
Detroit Free Press broadcasting station. It is about time
for another club with an euphonious name to spring up
somewhere. How about forming the Bachelor Button
Fraternity, or the Maiden Blush Sorority? If prizes are
to be offered by each new club to secure larger membership, then the name really counts for little. The main
requirement is to begin at a late hour (late for the particular section) and acknowledge each new member 's oath
of allegiance before broadcasting any entertaining ( ! )
features. Chicago should start a "Flivver" Society.
Then you would see a club with some membership!
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(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Classify Her as Chickenoradiophan
I must let you in on the following received at the
Dear WNAC,
Shepard
Stores station:
Kindly appraise Middleboro Male Singers of our appreciation Sunday Concert. Also ask them to come again.
Our set is on the dining table. Yours truly was tuning
in when "Mandalay" was announced. Mrs. M. had just
got her plate charged with a hot chicken dinner which she
had labored long to prepare. Then the problem-climax.
Which to let wait; hot dinner or "Road to Mandalay."
She got them both by donning receivers, with cord draped
across the table carefully dodging the gravy bowl and
the boiled onions.
Can you beat that for efficiency? Just try eating and
receiving and note the difficulties with only a WD-11
tube.
— Radioknut Jean Sargent.

Referred to National Museum

of Radioknuts

Dear Indi. — In Scientific American supplement No.
134 July 27th, 1878 B. P., appears an article by Prof.
C. W. MaeCord, captioned ' ' A Mechanical Curiosity, ' ' de-

* \

HALT

scribing a machine of six gear wheels, which by turning
the crank 262,500 times will result in one entire revolution of the smaller wheel.
Can you give me a hook-up whereby I can use this
machine as a vernier adjustment in connection with the
11-plate "invariable condenser" shown on page 51 of
the catalogue of a well-known Chicago River mail order
house?
E. E. Jateff.

Outdoor Sports Modernized
Dear. Indi. — Little Aileen listens each night for the
tale of the sandman. One cold afternoon she was taken
down town by a neighbor and for the first time in her
life saw a man wearing ear-muffs.

Returning home she reported the incident to her mother.
"He was walking along the street with his Radio receivers on his ears, ' ' she said. Polly-' ' Ioway Sheba. ' '

niri
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A. B. G. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XII — Regenerative

Radio Receivers

By Arthur G. Mohaupt

efficient form of Radio reAVERT
ceiving circuit is that known as the
regenerative receiver. This circuit
employs the so-called feed-back principle,
by which is meant that part of the energy
of the plate circuit is fed back upon the
grid circuit so that it has to pass through

long time and has proven itself satisfactory to thousands of users.
As is illustrated in Figure 43 it consists
of a variocoupler and two variometers,
one variometer being connected in the grid
circuit and the other in the plate circuit.
The general operation of the circuit is

should bear in mind that operating a set
of this kind involves two distinct and individual processes: First tuning the set
to the desired wave length and then cutting in the regeneration. If both are attempted at one time serious difficulties
or complications may set in.
Learning to operate a Radio receiving
set involving several adjustments is very
much like learning to run an automobile.
A Radio set has its good qualities just
as well as its limitations; and although
two sets may be built exactly alike, their
operating characteristics may be widely
different. Patience is the main quality
to be developed by the operator, and after
he has learned his set all troubles will
disappear and endless enjoyment and
pleasure will be in store for him. Never
condemn a set until you are sure that all
the auxiliary equipment is in perfect
operating condition — such as the antenna
and ground connections, the A and B batteries, etc.

In Figure 41, Chapter XI, there was an error. One of the secondary leads from T-l was left open.
The diagram above shows the correct connection
the tube a second time with the result as follows: By means of the switch S the
that the intensity of the signals heard in primary L-l of the variocoupler is adjusted to the wave length of the incoming
the phones is greatly increased. We will
The Equipment Needed
now see how this regeneration is accom- oscillations. The next step is to tune the
grid
circuit
by adjusting the variometer
The apparatus needed for constructing
plished.
Tuned Circuits Are Necessary
"V-l until it has the same oscillation fre- a two-variometer set of the kind just described is as follows: In the first place,
quency as (is in resonance with) the
In order to consider the very fundamentals upon which the principles of regenera- received signals. After this has been a convenient size of panel to use is 7
tion are based, it is necessary to again accomplished, the degree of coupling is inches by 21 inches by -f\ inch. The general layout of the panel should be arranged
recall the operation of the three-electrode corrected by rotating the secondary L.-2
until the signals
can be as is illustrated in Figure 44. As far to
vacuum tube. It will be remembered that of the coupler
under suitable conditions of plate pressure and filament current adjustments,
very slight variations in the grid potential
will cause relatively large changes in
GRID
plate current.
VARIOMETER.
Further, if the plate circuit of the system shown in Figure 42 is so adjusted that
the maximum values of the current oscillations flowing in it occur at the same instant as those in the grid circuit, the
result will be that part of the energy will
be transferred from the plate to grid circuit This energy will strengthen the
oscillations induced from the antenna primary circuit and thus cause potential
variations of much greater intensity to be
impressed on the grid.
Figure 44
Effect of Feed Back
heard with greatest clearness. Finally the left as possible is mounted the first
The effect of this plate circuit energy the plate circuit is tuned by adjusting the variometer, which, as is labeled, is conbeing fed back upon
the grid circuit is variometer V-2. This throws in the renected into the grid circuit. To the right
that the signals are amplified many times
generation and greatly increases the of the variometer is mounted the variocoupler. The shaft of the coupler, as well
strength of the sounds produced in the
telephone receivers. During the entire as the shafts of the two variometers, protuning process, of course, it may be necessary to make slight readjustments of the
various settings in order to obtain best
results.

Figure 42
their normal amount in the detector tube.
Signals which without regeneration can
hardly be heard, can be made very strong
by employing the regenerative principle.
Signals from much greater distances can
also be received with regenerative circuits.
Other additional features are that with
regenerative receivers tuning is much
sharper and less interference is encountered when several nearby stations are
operating at or nearly at the same wave
lengths.
Converting Tube Set Into Regenerative
To convert an ordinary vacuum tube
receiving circuit into a regenerative circuit, one of two schemes can be employed:
Either the grid and plate circuits can be
tuned so that both oscillate at the same
frequency (be in resonance), or some additional device can be introduced into the
circuit by means of which some of the
energy of the plate circuit will be fed
back upon the grid or input circuit.
Such

Operating1
thethis
Set kind, or any
In operating
a set of
other regenerative set, the control knob
marked regeneration (sometimes also
called the tickler) should first of all be set
for minimum or zero, before any tuning is
attempted. If this is not done, such a
frequency as to partially annul the weaker
incoming signals, the result being that it
may be very difficult, if not impossible, to
catch or tune in anything at all. However,
after the set is in tune, the regeneration
knob is slowly turned to the right or
toward the maximum position. It may be
that at first no appreciable or noticeable
changes will result, but suddenly a point
will be reached at which a surprising increase in signal strength will occur. It is
at this point that the frequency of the
plate circuit is in synchronism (in resonance) with the grid circuit, and regeneration can take place.
Regeneration should not be increased
too much, for otherwise the two circuits
will again be thrown out of resonance,
and the quality of the signals will be
spoiled due to distortion. It is generally
more advisable to sacrifice signal strength
slightly in favor of purer and more perfect tone qualities.

»G
Figure 43
coupling of the two circuits may be either
Seducing' Filament Current
Another worthwhile point to bear in
of the inductive, capacitive or resistance
type. With any of these systems, how- mind is that the filament can be burned
ever, very fine adjustments of the coupling at a somewhat reduced brilliancy by increasing the regeneration. Two important
devices must be provided eo that the
correct degree of regeneration can be advantages are gained from such operaeffected without causing distortion of the
tion for by burning the filament at a lower
signals. Inductive coupling seems to be temperature the life of the tube will be
most satisfactory and most easily oper- greatly prolonged and the drain on the
ated, and hence is now used to a very A battery will be less severe.
When first learning or attempting to
great extent in all modern receiving apparatus of the better class.
operate a regenerative set of the two
Two-Variometer Circuit
variometer type, a little trouble may at
The so-called
"two-variometer
circuit" first be experienced by the beginner; but
is a very popular type of receiver employ- he should not be discouraged, for it is only
ing the principle of tuned plate regenera- a matter of becoming acquainted with the
tion. The circuit has been in use for a circuit and learning its peculiarities.
He

Figure 45
to the panel. This grid leak can be either
of the lead pencil mark or of the variable
type, although the former is much cheaper
and practically just as satisfactory.
Further to the right is the second or plate
variometer with its control dial. And
clear at the right end of the panel is the
rheostat for controlling the tube filament,
the socket being mounted directly in back
of the rheostat. Above the rheostat a
number of small peak holes are drilled
(Continued on page 12)
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Baldwin

HEAD
SET
Type C
Complete
SPECIAL
PRICE

$11.75

* * ^w these world's best
phones
Pa*rfree°^
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w^k absolut
Ffocwe give
a $5.00

Sheltone Loud Speaker

FLEWELLING

ALL

PARTS

This is a wonderful Loud Speaker.
Both for less than the regular price
of the phones.

NECESSARY

Head set can be used in the regular
way as well as on Loud Speaker.
Cask with Order or C. 0. D.
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RADIO SPECIALS
Build Your Own

Set.

Complete Parts

FLEWELLING

REINARTZ

Includes 6 in. x 14 in. panel, double coil
mount (adjustable), one 23-plate condenser,
one dial, two honeycomb coils, one Freshman
grid leak and condenser, one rheostat, one
socket, eight binding posts, connection wire,
3 .006 condensers, one sr» -« *-t m n.
fixed grid leak and dia- JK 1 V
£L fl
gram for construction.
y ltt»TV
TWO

R.-1

ject through the panel and are provided
with the three-inch dials. Between the
first are connected the taps of the coupler
primary.
To the right of the coupler dial and
at about the same level with the switch
lever on the left, the grid leak is mounted

STAGE

Consisting of 7x18 panel, 23-plate condenser,
two
dials, 11-plate condenser, Reinartz coil,
forconstruc
socket, three switch levers,
contact points,
$10.40
grid leak and condenser, rheostat, binding
posts, wire and diagram j- - _. _ _

ULTRA-AUDION

AMPLIFIER

Consists of 6x10 panel, one 3-1 transformer,
one 7-1
transformer,
two rheostats,
ets, three
jacks, five
<t> •* /\two Asockf\
binding posts and
}K III U 1 1

Includes one 6x10% panel, one 75-turn coil,
one variable condenser, one grid leak and
condenser,
one for
socket,
one rheostat, binding posts, wire
connec*}» f* g\ r*
tion and print for con- JS *\ U *S
struction.
«K *J • */ V

print for construction.
«f» A V • "X V
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Phone Plug
35
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1. 10
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Phone
Plug
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3 Plata Condenser
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Type C Baldwin Unit
3.65
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Type
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.40
K. W. Detectors
1.40
2200 ohm Fones
2.98
100 ft. 7 strand Aerial Wire.
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Murdock 2000 ohm Fones... 4.30
Composition Insulators
10
Murdock 3000
4.50
Moulded V. T. Socket
.25
180 Degree Premier Coupler. 2.65
Freshman
Grid Leak
and
Thordarson Amp. TransformCondenser
75
ers 3-1
2.65

Moulded Variometer
$2.9$
Wooden Variometer
1.95
Thordarson 7-1 Trans
2.95
All Amer. 10-1 Trans
3.95
All Amer. 5-1
3.9S
All Amer. 3-1
3.65
Reinartz Coil
1 .25
Murdock
Speaker $3.00 4.75
22% Volt Loud
B Battery,
45 Value
Volt B Battery, ,. $5.50 1.70
Value
2.95
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Use of Two Aerials Eliminates QRM
One or Both Antennae
Used on Receiving Set

CONNECTIONS

MADE

Circuit Using Either
an Audion or Crystal

TO AERIALS

In the illustration is shown
a simple
hook-up in which a crystal and an audion

Local interference caused me considerable trouble until I devised an antenna as
shown in the illustration. I have a fourwire antenna about 30 feet long: with a

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
RE
THE
ed out
at home that would
work
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of makingparts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

lead-in from the outer end. Another antenna was constructed the same length,
but only three wires were used. This was
placed 6 inches below the four-wire antenna. The lead-in from this was run
down to the switch as shown.
Either antenna or both can be used by
manipulating the switches. Both switches
are thrown to ground both antennae when
it is desired to cut out interference.
This sort of a connection may be looked
upon as a foolish arrangement but I have
been using it for many weeks and it gives
very good results. — R. L. Clinton, Hammond, Ind.

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
through the panel for observing the operation of the tube.
Binding* Posts Heeded
Eight binding posts are needed, two for
the aerial and ground, two for the A battery, two for the B battery and two for
the telephone receivers. The antenna and
ground terminals are mounted at the left,
the antenna on top and the ground below.
The two binding posts for the A battery
are inserted at the right end toward the
bottom, and the two B battery terminals
toward the top on the right. It is a good
idea to mark the battery terminals positive and negative, for if the battery connections are reversed the apparatus cannot function properly.
The variometers and variocoupler can
be either purchased or made at home, but
it is recommended that ready built ones be
used, for these are more correctly designed
and will hence give better and more satisfactory operation. The wiring should preferably be done with No. 14 or 16 tinned
copper wire covered with some form of
insulation tubing. To present as neat an
appearance as possible all wires should
be run in straight lines and bend at right
angles. Wherever wires cross they should
always do so at right angles so as to
prevent any inductive interference of one
circuit upon another. Likewise another
condition to be avoided as much as possible is to run parallel wires close to each
other, for the inductive influence of one
upon the other may cause undesirable and
disturbing noises in the telephone receivers.
In making connections it, is best practice to solder all contacts so as to insure
electrical connection and prevent any corrosion of the touching surfaces. Soldering
paste can be used to good advantage, but
it should be used sparingly and the joint
wiped perfectly clean when finished. Better than soldering paste is acid with zinc
disolved in it, but this also should be
used sparingly.
The Inductive Feed-Back Circuit
Another very common and efficient regenerative circuit operating on the inductive feed-back principle is illustrated in
Figure 45. It is evident that this circuit
is merely a modification of the simple
vacuum tube detector circuit, regeneration
being effected by means of the socalled
"tickler coil" which is connected in series
with the plate circuit and is in inductive
relationship with the secondary of the
variocoupler. This coupling, however,
must be adjustable in some way so that
the degree of regeneration can be altered
in order to obtain the necessary amount
of feed-back action. The circuit operates
in the following manner.
The circuit is first tuned to the frequency of the incoming signals by adjusting the dial switch S connected to
the taps on the primary of the variocoupler. The circuit is next thrown into
resonance by adjusting the tuning condenser C-2 and the rotor L-3 of the vario-

coupler. Finally regeneration is thrown
in by tuning the tickler coil to the right
until the signals are heard with maximum loudness in the phones. Due to the
action of the tickler coil the current oscillations flowing in the plate circuit induce
corresponding potentials in the coupler
secondary. These combine with the potentials induced by the coupler primary and
thus cause greater variations in potential
to be impressed upon the grid of the detector. This in turn causes increased current pulsations to flow in the plate circuit. In general, the circuit is comparatively simple, is easily constructed, and
gives very good results.
Chapter thirteen
Chapter thirteen, which will appear in
the issue of next week, will deal with
Radio frequency amplification. Radio frequency amplification it will be remembered plays a very important part in long
distance receiving when the incoming signals are too weak to efficiently operate the
detector. It is also very important when
reception with a loop aerial is attempted.
Consequently everyone who wishes to obtain complete information on this important phase of Radio operation should be
sure to provide himself with this next
chapter.
Wherever possible, the receiving set
should be inclosed in a dustproof cabinet.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings la all Important
stations on both coasts and Mexican border, loud, clear
and without distortion. We dance to music from Atlanta
received on one loud Baldwin unit. Build one of these
wonderful sets from my blueprints and specifications.
price 50c, or with a perfect and complete double wound
spiderweb coll. $3.00 by mail. , No other windings used.
Photo of my set on a glass panel wltk every order.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
and brings
the Stations
full value1000of
that the
little"Pickle"
tube as tube
no other
circuit out
can.
miles away come In clearly on one tube. This set Is small,
complete, portable. For the man who wishes the highest
efficiency this is the set to build. Price of blueprint and
specifications $1.00, or with complete and perfect windings $5.00. Photo of set with every order.
Either set is cheap and easy to build, easy to operate.
Everything clearly shown. Please don't send stamps.
S. A. Twitchell, 1925 Western Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

WD-11 OUTFIT
TUBE)
(PEANUT

Value of Short Wiring

,,m\MMU
The reason for the use of short wiring
and right-angle turns in connecting" a set
is a simple one. Every wire carrying an
electric current has a magnetic field; If
two wires are placed near each other, they
will absorb current, but if placed at right
angles they will oppose each other, which
is just what they should do. If the wires
are run long they will, of course, meet
with other long leads, and there will be
adverse induction.

Perfect Contact
All electric contacts should be soldered.
They provide a continuous metal contact
between wires, and this does away, to a
large extent, with losses by resislance.

rHere'syour
opportunity.
Radio needs
* you. Win success
in this fascinating
field.
Trained men in demand at highest salaries.
Learn at home, in your spare time.

This wonderful dry battery <£ « a QC
outfit with a range of 600 «?!■€• OD
miles comes to you ready ^ JJ Less
to assemble, panel drilled
Tube
and marked,
mahogany
finished
box, condenser
ready^^^^■■^■^
to screw in
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, binding posts, socket, wire,
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
Two-stage Amplifier Box to match the above. $14.15
Variocouplers, $4.00 value
Variometers,
$4.50 value
Transformers,
$4.50 value
Reinartz tuning coil, $3.00 value
Rheostat, $1.00 value
Sockets. EOo value
I'/a" switch lever, 50c value
Baldwin type "C" phones, $12.00 value....
Frost or Murdock phones, $5.00 value. ....

No personal cheeks received.
us quote on your wants.

PARTS

LUX
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3.10
3.75
1.85
60
38
30
9.00
4.25
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MANUFACTURING

1045 No. Wells St.
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Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

CO.
ILL.

$5.00 List
3.50 List

Be a Radio Expert
I will train you, quickly and easily, to design,

ture locks the
Acoilpatented
in place feaand
prevents
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coil
fromout
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construct, install, operate, repair, maintain, and.
eell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new methods
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn.

once
a d j u station
s tmentis

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year

CD
ETC* receiving
Wonderful, home-construction,
tuba
• ■*»»
set, of latest design.
Writefor"Radlo Facts" free. Engineer Mohauni.
American Electrical Association
Dept. 243A

4513 Ravenswood

Ave.,

tuned in.
Dealers write for

Licensed under TJ. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

special discounts

Chicago

AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., Inc. KM*?-.

INCREASE YOUR RANGE
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Chi Rad handbook

BY ADDING A PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
TOUR
SET

Because of the astonishing
number of requests for ChiRad's latest Handbook-Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages
of valuable
tion for every
radio informafan. It
includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Complete instructions, including diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build
a Reinartz Receiver."
3.
Radio
codes,
wire
tables, definitions,
etc.

Chicago Street
415 S. Dearborn

8 So. Austin Boulevard,

W.T.50I
PEANUT
WITH ADAPTER
DETECTOR
IMPROVED
IMPROVED
AMPLIFIERS

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.

RADIO

Radio proved of great value in the
flooded areas of Oregon, making possible
restoration of electrical connections much
earliermade.
than they would otherwise have
been

Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled in the order in which we
receive them.

1/

Postage extra.

are used separately as desired. A series
parallel switch is used for making a quick
circuit.
change from a crystal to an audion In the
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Latest Reflex Is An "Inverse Duplex'

David Grimes Invents
Radical Reflex Design

GRIMES

INVERTED

REFLEX

OETECTOR.

ArOPLIFIEE.

AMPLIFIER

Phantom Circuit Uses
Three Spider Web Coils

SET

Upon experimenting with the set using
no aerial described in Radio Digest,
issue of December 16. 1922. I found a much
better circuit, the drawing
ot \yhli

of reflex circuit that lias
w dtypa
ANK
arouse
considerable interest is the
se
■'Inver
Duplex" shown in the hookOp diagram. It is the invention of David
Grimes of Staten Island. The peculiarity
of design in this circuit is in the Inverted
reflex action.
In the popular
form
of reflex circuit,
after the detector stage the audio frequenPARTS

NEEDED

2 Radio Frequency
Transformers.
2 Audio Frequency Transformers.
2 Amplifier Tubes.
Tube.'
31 Detector
Tube Sockets.
1 Vernier Rheostat.
1 Power Rheostat (2 Tubes).
4 .001 Mfd. Mica Fixed Condensers.
1 .0025 Mfd. Mica Fixed Condenser.
1 400-Ohm
Potentiometer.
-.
1 .0005 Mfd. Vernier Variable Condenser.
Panel (10 by 18 by % suggested).
8 Binding Posts.

O-A

A+6-B

♦ 022iV.

shown herewith. For tuning I use three
spider web coils, each having 30 turns.
Three variable condensers of .001 mfd. capacity are required. — Kenneth Steele,
Northumberland, Pa.

+ £)&7iV.

spaced around one end of the block. At a exactly like the first, but with only 55
distance one inch from these holes punch turns. The five turns less on the stator
25 more holes exactly across from the about evens up the amount of wire on
first holes.
cy amplification follows in consecutive oreach coil. Shellac the second coil very
der starting from the first or second tube.
Winding pins of some kind are neces- thoroughly and when dry take out the pins
The phones are connected in the plate cirsary. Procure some stiff steel wire and cut
cuit of the second or third tube depending
the have
string
between' even
the two
it into lengths 1% inches long. The wind- and
coils.remove
They will
a perfectly
and
on whether there are one or two stages
ing will require 50 of these pins. Insert close space between them. The coils are
of audio frequency amplification. In the
these in the fifty holes. This makes the mounted on two pieces of brass with brass
inverse duplex circuit the reflex is first
block ready for winding.
bolts as shown in the illustration. — Edwin
carried to the second tube, then from the
Procure some No. 22 or 24 insulated wire Rust, Phoebus, Va.
Honeycomb Variometer
plate circuit of this tube it runs through
A honeycomb variometer combines both and wrap a couple of turns of it around
an audio frequency transformer and is the compact and low capacity features of one of the pins for an anchor. Count 13
Farmers of Michigan and neighboring
coupled to the first tube. The phones are the honeycomb coil with the added vari- pins and put the wire around the pin just
able inductance feature of the variometer. opposite. Count 13 more pins and put the States are to receive broadcast advice on
connected in the plate circuit of the first
how
to improve their live stock.
wire
around
the
pin
on
the
opposite
side,
tube.
First, to prepare for the making of the
Loaded Distribution More Even
coil, procure a round wooden block at least which will bring the wire one pin in front
of where it was started.
This method distributes the load more
There will be no need of counting the
PROLONGS USB
evenly between the two tubes under doupins
any farther; just place the wire in
ble duty. The second tube is carrying the
front
of
the
pin
wound
on
previously.
Put
amplified energy of the. first tube in the
on sixty turns on the rotor of the varioRadio frequency stages. In the normal
meter, two layers and ten more turns, each
reflex, this second tube would again carry
EXPELS ALL
13 pins being counted as a turn.
the amplified energy of the first tube for
After winding the rotor do not take it
TUBE
TROUBLES
the audio frequency stages. However, in
off but give it a coat of banana oil or
the inverse duplex, this second part is resome very hard white shellac. When this
RADIAL!, ! COMPANY
DZALE.B
OR
versed, so that the first tube carries the
is dry take a ball of string and wind it
99 WARREN STREET
NEW VQRK
amplified energy of the second tube for
around the rotor, which is the first coil.
the audio frequency stages. In this way
Wind it evenly if you want a flat stator,
the second tube furnishes the most plate
but if a concave stator is wanted make
energy for the Radio frequency, while the
the string crown in the center between
the pins.
first tube gives the most for audio freOn top of the string make another coil
quency. This more uniform distribution
of the load has resulted in an increased
Patents Procured
and Trade-Marks
Regisefficiency in the tube action and circuit
tered. Advice and terms upon request.
operation.
ROBB, ROBB
& HILL,
By-Pass Condenser locations
1417 Hanna Bldg.,
956 McLachlan Bldg.,
Another variation of this new circuit
Cleveland, O.
Washington, D. C.
is the location of the by-pass condensers.
Instead of being placed across the priThe Best Phone for DX Work
mary and secondary transformer windings
they are connected directly in the grid
to filament and plate to filament leads.
A potentiometer of 400 ohms resistance is used as a resistance unit for connecting in the secondary of the second
audio frequency transformer to the grid
circuit of the first tube. In this way the three inches in diameter and 1% inches
"Puts its Best Foot Foremost''
Made by Neufeldt & Kuhnke, Germany
Its supersensitive side is up and has
Radio energy is controlled by the resist- across the end. See that it is perfectly
loudly received broadcasting. Guaranance in series.
round
and
then
punch
25 holes
evenly
teed QSA (your signals are strong). Look
Regular $14.50 List Price
for the "T" on the back.
It will be noticed that the grid circuits
of all tubes are connected to the negative
Distributors and Travelers Wanted. Liberal Comfilaments.
missions. Large Sales. Quantity Production. Wire
A Large Purchase Makes This Offer Possible
Territory Desired.
Apparatus Required
F00TE
MINERAL
CO., Inc. a?i
If possible all transformers used should
be of the shielded type. The writer has
107 North
19th Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
20S BROAD
STREET, ELIZABETH,
N. J.
Established 1876
had varied experiences with Radio fretake two head sets and all types cord tip terMoney refunded if not satisfactory in 5 days
quency transformers in reflex circuits.
minals. Price $1.50. Write for Bulletin on CarMany of the standard types will not operter "HOLD-TITE" Jacks and other products.
ate satisfactorily at all, while others are
CARTER RADIO COMPANY, 209 South Stale Street, CHICAGO
only mediocre in results. No doubt special transformers for reflex circuits will
soon be on the market.
The quality of the tubes used in reflex
circuits is more than an important item.
Condensers
should all be of the mica
"Built First to Last'
For 201A and 301A Tubes
$1.10
This little beauty was approved
Power Rheostats for Two or More
1000— 1500 MILES
ON
Tubes
.1.50
by our engineers only when
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL
convinced that they had pro150—25.000 METERS
DEALERS:
ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
duced the one socket that com_ y — ^ Rheostat, Storage Battery, Varioooupler,
bines all the essential features
3-coilDeadMounting.
Variable
In/l\/#|Variometer,
V \ #ductance. Taps,
End Losses
or Kadio
^^ Frequency.
hook-up,Nocuts,
instructions, everything.Complete
Price $1.00.
checks.
of a good socket.
Nothing left for you to guess about. Build your own
1. Positive Cotogrip Contacts,
Receiver and save 50% or more and get better results.
Radio Experimental Lab'y, Box I94F, Berkeley, Cal.
123 W. Mad iron Jt.Chicago
2,. Hard Rubber Insulation.
3. Rugged Construction.
4. Compact Design.
5. Concealed Mounting.
Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
It is impossible to show the
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this parunique mechanical action
ticular purpose.
of Cotogrip contacts in a
THE POST SOLDERING IRON
photograph. It is different
from any other socket you
Platinum Heating Unit — Interchangeable Tips — Universal Current
have ever seen. This
(Large and Small)
socke' will interest you in
every way.
dielectric type. Paper condensers cannot
be substituted with any prospects of satisfactory performance.
Only two terminals of the potentiometer
are used inasmuch as the connections are
made similar to a rheostat.
The battery connections are indicated
clearly
in the diagram.

N and K-6000 OHM
RADIO

HEAD

Foote's Hand-made
Triple -Test Crystal

SET

By Mail $8.50 Postpaid

Carter "TU-WAY"

Radio Plug

25 OHM RHEOSTATS

ALBERT KREH

(oiocjrip

!hum:

Delicate Soldering

You

ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
^
$/y
• w^k Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
\J~
From your Dealer, or write

POST

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer

C0T0-C0IL

CO. PROVIDENCE
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to Construct a Flewelling

Super Set

The Third Prize Winner in the $100 Flewelling Set Contest
By A. J. Barclay , C. E.
and text, to avoid
possible mounting board C, by being screwed
(Editor's Xote. — The following article is photographs
against a small block of wood mailed to
the third prize manuscript submitted in the confusion.
the mounting board.
flOO.OO Fleieelling Bet Contest conducted bv
Panels and Mounting: Board
The
panel
A should
be laid out and
Radio Digest. The second prize set descripThe mounting board C, which holds all
tion will appear next week. The first prize drilled as shown in Figure 2. Holes shown apparatus not fastened to panels, should
paper icill be published in the following issue, by double circles should be countersunk,
be boiled in paraffine or heavily varnished
that of April 1.)
It is fastened at right
all others being straight holes.
Sizes of to prevent warping.
Flewelling: Circuit first
the bow
N
WHEmade
to the Radio public
its
in Radio Digest, last October, it
created perhaps no more interest than any
of the other new hook-ups which are announced daily in newspapers and Radio
Anfenna or
D
journals. But the astonishing results proGround
duced by it soon gave evidence that this
circuit contained elements which bid fair
to make it one of the epochal discoveries
of modern Radio science.
•
Upon hearing of the results obtained
%
by others, the writer decided to try some
(5faiorJ
experiments of his own, the results of
■which have been so astonishingly and unusually successful that the present article
was written in hope of assisting others to
obtain equally gratifying results.
orL-7S
L-50
The hook-up employed in his set is
Ground
shown in Figure 1, and is practically the
same as the diagram shown in the January 20 issue of Radio Digest. This
diagram embodies certain suggestions of
the writer, as further outlined herein.
rLEWELLING
ClffCU/T.
List of Farts Employed
The parts used in making the set are
•
as follows:
A. 1 Panel, 6x8xtV inches, Bakelite.
B. 1 Panel, 2x4tixj\ inches, Bakelite,
Figure 1
for condenser bank.
drills
have
not
been
specified,
and
must
C. 1 Mounting board, White Pine, 6x8x
angles
to panel
A by meanr
of screws
through the three lower holes.
V2 inches.
of course conform
to the particular'
requirements of the apparatus
used.
"D. 1 "Asterloid"
3-Coil Honeycomb
Coils Used; Assembly Suggestions
WTien the panel is drilled, and ready, it
mount.
-ZT should be given a coat of shellac on the
The writer used for honeycomb coils
E. 1 23-plate Walnart Variable Vernier
back side, and when this has dried to a (H) an L-50 in the primary circuit and an
Condenser.
sticky consistency, the sheet of tinfoil L-75 or L-100 in the secondary. The larger
F. 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat.
should
be laid on it, and carefully rubbed
G. 1 Federal Double-Circuit Jack.
coil in the secondary gave the best reH. 3 Giblin-Remler Honeycomb Coils, into close contact. The panel holes can
sults, but it is suggested that some exthen be opened up with a pencil. Remove
perimenting be done, as set characteristics
L-50, L-T5 and L-100.
I. 1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and the foil for a short distance around the will differ.
Condenser.
holes for condenser shaft, jack and antenThe photographs show more clearly
than any description, the relative locations
of the parts. However, a few comments
on the assembly may be of value.
Use No. 14 tinned wire for connections.
■8"
In general all joints should be soldered.
Great care should be taken to keep heat
*
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Figure 2
3 Kellogg
Tubular
Condensers, .005 na post, and be sure to insulate all cir, with clips.
cuits (except ground) from this shielding.
. 1 Kellogg
Tubular
Grid
Leak, 0.4 Separate the variable condenser from the
., with
clips.
• shield by sheet mica,
or similar insulation.
1 Kellogg V.T. Socket.
25'
. 1 Jlicadon phone condenser, .001 JIF.
Lay out and drill panel B as shown in
Figure 3, this being a compact and con. 1 V.T.-2,
or Western
Electric " "E"
venient arrangement. All holes are coun1 Sheet tin foil, 6xS inches.
tersunk on the back side. This panel is
1 Walnart Vernier Knob
(optional).
conveniently
mounted
upright
on
the
6 Binding Posts.
Miscellaneous brass nuts, bolts. Xo. GOV'T RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
inned copper wire, etc.
New Signal Corps Batteries. Edison 3 cell type BB-4.
$4.50: Edison single cells for W. D.-ll tubes. SI. 50;
Edison 60 A. H. for W. D.-ll tubes, $5.25; 6 volts Edison, $7.75; "B" battery Edison, single elements, 4c
each; double, 10c PEANUT
each.
TUBES

Figure 3
It will be noted that this list contains
exact descriptions of each article used.
This by no means signifies that this particular make is the best to use. There are
on the market many articles that will
serve the particular purpose just as well,
and maybe even better.
The letters designating the parts above
have
been
uniformly
used
in drawings,

Wonderful det. and amplifier, smallest tube made: aeroAmp. if %"
a few plane
at style.
$9.50.1 Volt
Act Vlquick
you dia.
wantx a2*£"
real long.
pocket Just
Bet
tube.
FULLY
GUARANTEED.
FLEWELLING .006 CONDENSERS & PARTS
.G06 Bakelite mounted Ruby Mica-Copper N. P. binding
posts, set (3) $2.90. Var. Grid Leaks (clearer music,
louder signals on any cir. ). 75c. Var. Grid Cond.,
.00025 or .0005 max., 45c. Spec. Flew. Audio Trans.,
$3.45. Spider coils, easier tuned, clearer signals:
green silk on Bakelite. $1.75 each.
REINARTZ LATEST COILS AND PARTS
Double green silk wire on polished Bakelite spider.
SI. 95; Reinartz plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable).
SI. 70. Special Reinartz Audio Transformer with diagram, S3. 35. Complete set Reinartz tuner and detector
parts, outfit,
$10.65.$8.35.
Tuner Det. and 2 stage parts, $17.95. 2
stage
Hi-Power$10.90.
Loud Speaker with pair latest Baldwin
Phones.
REFLEX
CIRCUIT TRANSFORMERS
Special Reflex Trans, and Diag. that really works, $3.65.
20 OHM RHEO. FOR 201-A or W. D.-ll tubes, $1.60.
8 otoa for new DeForest tubes. $1.55.
Cnclude postage with order.
Write for complete list.
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

e-

away from the fixed condensers. It is
apt to spoil them. Use screws or clips
for these connections.
Body Capacity Aids
The knob of the writer's variable grid
leak was slotted with a hacksaw, and
the adjustments made with a long screw
driver. This eliminates body capacity,
which otherwise is very bad. This leak
is the source of most of the trouble found
in using the set, as it is very critical, and
must be set just exactly right. The setting will vary with changes in the rheostat setting, and a readily changeable leak
of fine graduation is essential.
Connect the stator plates of variable
condenser E to the aerial circuit. This
will eliminate body capacity effects, which
otherwise cause serious annoyance. A
vernier condenser at this place is essential, as close enough tuning can hardly be
obtained by dial alone. The writer used in
addition a Walnart vernier knob, and
foundoutlay.
the added convenience well worth
the
How to Operate Set
In operating the set, the following suggestions will be found useful:
Place the coils close together, using
middle and one outside plug. Light the
filament to proper intensity, and turn condenser knob until the screeching, if any,
disappears. Then adjust the variable grid
leak until the oscillatory whistle almost,
but not quite, disappears.
Then revolve the condenser knob slowly,
and listen. First there will be silence, except for the whistle. Further turning may
(Continued on page
15)
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FLEWELLINQ

SET

(.Continued from page 14)
produce a gradually
Increasing
roaring
sound. Continue turning ""til a "twittering" sound is beard, caused by heterodyne
effects within the sot. When this po
ed, stop, and continue the adjustment

cleared and Intensified by careful adjustments of coils and condenser.
By connecting the center (fixed) and
free movable coil tn parallel, it Is possible
i<> have the primary oil fixed or rede at will. With a movable primary,
much looser coupling is obtainable, rounder certain circumstances in
more flexible tuning.
A very small amount of practice will
make It very eftsy to tune in any desired
station. The tuning, however, should be
done systematically, and a effort made to
learn what each sound moans, how it is
caused, and how to yet rid of it if objectionable.*
Results Attained
Using a set made and operated as just
described, the writer has heard clearly
the following stations, at his home in
Chicago:
"Without aerial or ground of any kind;
WGM, Atlanta. Ga.: WGY, Schenectady,
N. Y.: \YHB, Kansas City, Mo.; KDKA,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; YV'DAF, Kansas City, Mo.
With aerial made of 10 feet of lamp
cord, and a water pipe ground; WHB, Kansas City, Mo.; WWJ, Detroit, Mich.: WGM,
Atlanta,
Ga.; Y\'BZ,
Springfield, Mass.;

DIG

EST

the ground post as usual. In this position it really seems to drain off static,
and thus to give clearer reception.
The question of a cabinet is left to the
desires and ingenuity of the reader.
No amplification of this circuit has been
attempted as yet. But certain faint voices,
and other indications give rise to the belief that with further elaboration, even
greater distances may be covered. Experiments with this circuit seem as yet to
have only scratched the surface of its
possibilities.

WGI

"BLIND"

RESEARCH

(Continued from page 7)
phraseology
used and the power of description are the means
by which
the

"human programme'' places the Radio
listener in a receptive attitude and does
away with a greal deal of explanatory
remarks during the progress of the play.
Victrola Plays Overture
A third point of interest which is meeting with the approval of Radio listeners
is the overture and entr'actes. The victrola has proven to be the .best so far.
A great deal of careful study is being
made as to the kind of music to present.
There is a decided difference between a
theatre audience and a Radio audience.
The familiarity of home surroundings
makes it imperative to choose music
which will hold the attention. Another
factor in this problem is the greater cosmopolitanship of the Radio audience over
that of the theatre.

CRL
VAR. GRID LEAK
V4 to 10 megohms

The Last Word in
Grid Cond
Leaks:
enser

slowly with the vernier plates. As the WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; KSD, St. Louis, Mo.;
vernier is turned, the heterodyne effect WDAP, Kansas City, Mo.;-WSB, Atlanta,
will sound like a siren, rising to a shrill Ga.; WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.
With a 10-foot lamp cord aerial only,
equeal, then sinking again into silence.
These silent points are the ones to watch, no ground; all stations above; WDAJ,
Davenport,
la.
as any reception will be effected with the College Park, Ga.; WOC,
With ground only; WGM, Atlanta, Ga.;
vernier in one of these positions.
WGY,
Schenectady,
N.
Y.;
WDAF,
Kansas
Tuning Refinements
City, Mo.; KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.; WWJ,
Should a careful trial of the entire, Detroit, Mich.
"twittering" portion of the dial bring no
Ground Best on Ground Post
result, separate the hone3-comb coils about
Although instructions generally say
% inch, and repeat the condenser adjustment. If still no result, separate the coils that when the ground only is used, to put
to Ji inch, and try again. And so on. it on the antenna post, the writer got his
When voice or C.W. is heard, it may be results with the ground wire attached to

J.-NU. 1UU

■LtHJ. J.U/ Condenser

"No
EVERY

ONE GUARANTEED

KLENTZ

1 Oft Without

$1.50

With
TO GIVETSJ'/4n TO1 07
10 MEGOHMS

RADIO

COMPANY $1.85

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
508 S. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

ILL.
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MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS and DEALERS
Reserve Your Booth at the PACIFIC COAST

|
j

1 Radio & Electrical Exposition |
1
April 3 to 8 inclusive, at the Civic Auditorium
I
in San Francisco

I
1

=| Endorsed by the Pacific Coast Radio Trade Association, the San Francisco Electrical Develop- =
g * ment League, the California State Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers, and the ==
== Electrical Contractors and Dealers of San Francisco.
==

144

BOOTHS

144

S Standard booth construction, 10 by 10 feet, consisting of solid rear wall, 8 feet high;
=j height sides and front, together with your company
sign.
All ready for occupancy.

railing §=
Price =

1= range, "for entire exposition period, $65 to $225, according to location.

H

|

|

Contract For Space NO W!

ESS

For details or allotment of space, write or wire

| RADIO
==

AND ELECTRICAL

J. C. JOHNSON,

Manager

EXPOSITION,

EEj

687 Mission St., San Francisco |

Under the auspices of the American Radio Exposition Co., Inc., New York

EEE
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About Radio Parts
Head
Receivers
In order to change the electrical or
Radio waves into sound waves which are
audible to the ear, receivers are employed. These receivers employ
the
same principles as used in the telephone.
A small electro-magnet, operated by the
fluctuating electrical currents, causes a
diaphragm to vibrate and produce sound
waves
similar
to those
received
at the

DIGEST

cause short circuits, rendering the
paper dielectric, soften the wax
denser valueless.

conand

Book Reviews

The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price $1.50.
Vacuum Tub© Receivers.- By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.

Double-Slide
Toning
Coil
In a single slide tuning coil, only one
slider is used for tuning. When a tuning coil is connected in series in the antenna and ground circuit, the antenna
and the lead in already provide a certain
natural wave length and the tuning coil
is used to add the remainder necessary
for agreement with that of the broadcast-

ing station. This is in itself then a complete circut. In addition the current has
a circuit passing through the detector
not the antenna and lead-in wires in
and receivers. This circuit, since it has
series, should have a few more turns than
the antenna circuit in order to get the
best results. A two-slide tuner, then,
provides means for tuning this second
circuit to closer agreement by adding a
few more turns to it.
Variable Condenser
Another method of tuning that is often
used is by means of a variable condenser.
It is sometimes used alone in place of the
tuning coil or in conjunction with a tuning coil when it permits much more accurate and closer adjustment. Contrary
to the impression of many new fans it
does
not
increase
the
volume
of
the

a

WILLARD

Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway, New York City

Radio Simplified. By Kendall and Koehler. New developments of Radio described
in non-technical terms. The latest and
most efficient hook-ups. Tells about
vacuum tune, loose couplers, varioeouplers, variometers and everything necessary for those who aim to get the best
results in building or operating a Radio
outfit.
Price $1.00.

broadcasting station. The cords terminate in two tips; in the illustration above
a phone slug has been connected to the
tips, but this is only used in conjunction
with a set equipped with telephone jacks.

WILLARD
RADIO COMPANY

to the sheets which in turn heat the waxed
never be soldered to the terminals of this
type of condenser as the heat is conducted

The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting
letters written to a boy. Each letter is
full and complete and the most advanced
student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Home Radio — How to Make it. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Raidiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75c.
Radio for tne Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
The fundamental principles and methods
upon which recent developments are based
are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
treated in a simple, fundamental and upto-date manner. Present methods and tendencies of the art are explained in a chapter which is non-mathematical. Price $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest 123 "W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

Wireless Operators Wanted
Investigate the opportunities offered thru
taking either our residence or home study
course of Radio instruction, conducted by
the Radio Corporation of America. No
new operators accepted by the eastern division of that corporation other than our
graduates. Write for complete information.

Radio Institute of America
(Formerly
Marconi
Institute)
328-A Broadway, NEW YORK

"The Best for Less"
REINARTZ

.

CIRCUIT

EVERT PAKT COMPLETE
1 Reinartz wound coil, 1, tnbe socket, 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MED variable
condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 16
switchable points
nuts,MFD
4 switch
and nuts,
8 binding:
posts,
grid leak,and
1 .002
phone stops
condenser,
23 feet
bus bar
wire,2 3" dials, 1 vari1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram and complete
instructions

FLEWELLING
EVERT

PART

$10.00

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting-, 2 coil plus's, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 tube socket, 8 binding: posts, 20 feet bus bar wire. 1 high-grade
RADION
1 3" dial
the Radio Digest Rooklet on Opera- ,
tion and panel,
Construction
of and
Circuit

$11.00

TWO STAGE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
EVERT
1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Irequency

PART

COMPLETE

Transformers

(5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats,

Sockets, 3 Jacks (Double Circuit), 7 Binding- Posts, 1 Variable
Necessary Bus Bar Wire.
Can be used with either of the above
circuits or any other receiver

TUNING

AND

Resistance

2 V. T.
Leak,

$11.00

DETECTOR

UNIT

and 2 stages of audio-frequency amplification
List Price
$35.00
for each unit
Built in Mahogany finished cabinets measuring- 7x7x14 inches for Tuner and
Detector Unit and 7x7x8 inches for Amplifying: Unit.
Affords an unusually high range of program selectivity and local stations can easily
be tuned out to secure distant ones. Guaranteed to give excellent results, only the
very best material being- used in its construction.

Combination ... $40.00

Special Price . . $2 1 .75

per unit

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable:
Variable;
Variable:
Variable;

value,
value,
value,
value,

$1.75. .. .$1.05
$2.50
1.20
$3.50
1.35
$4.50
1.85

13 Plate VERNIER; value, $5.50.. 3.75
23 Plate VERNIER; value, $5.00.. 4.00
43 Plate VERNIER; value, $6.50.. 4.25

Ball Bearing

Reinartz

Inductance
Switch
Value, 75c;

Coils

Including
Mounting
Value,

$2.50

$1.75

Special at 30c

AUDIO

V. T.
SOCKETS
brass sleeve,
Nickeled

FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

base;
value,
composition

Designed for use with
W. D. 11 Tubes,

$1.00; special

List, $4.50;
Price,

at 50c

$2.75

EXTRA

ALUMINUM LOUD
SPEAKING HORN
Nickel
plated, highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75

HONEYCOMB

SPECIAL

Telephone 3000 Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

COILS

50 turns mounted

FREE
crystal set, except to the extent that more
accurate tuning will give better reception.
When connected in series it enables the
operator to reduce the natural wave
length of the set, but does not build up
the wave length. It is sometimes provided with one or two rotating plates that
are controlled separately from the others.
This adjustment permits finer control and
is called a "vernier."
Fixed Condensers
Fixed condensers as shown are usually
built up of copper or tinfoil sheets
wrapped in wax paper and are used as
phone or grid condensers. Where connected across the receivers, a capacity of
.001 or .002 microfarad is most often used
and serves as a by-pass for unrectifled
currents to pass through the phones.
With tube sets these condensers are used
for grid control and have a capacity of
.00025 to .0005 microfarad.
Leads should

This

95cmounted

75 turns

$1.00

Catalogue

THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special. .$0.30
TWO-INCH
DIALS
— Same design
stats and potentiometer;
special— for rheo25

Make D X Records
With D X Supplies

RAYMOND
VERNIER
RH EOST ATS— Value!
$1.50; special
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT — Condensite
base;
value. $1.10: special at
FILAMENT
2'/8"
dial;
value. $1.50;RHEOSTAT
special at with

Catalogue

should

be

called

"Recipes for Long Distance." It was
written to help amateurs pull in the
most
distant stations.

To Get Your Copy
Write Department P. O.

D-X-Radio
123 Liberty

Street

New

Co.
York

City

Potentiometer with
cial at

knob; value,

■

$1.75;

spe-

Potentiometer
special at with 2'/8" dial; value, $2.15:
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS,
Single Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value. 90c; special at
Induction
Coils,
equipped
with
standard
mountings, 50 turns, 95c; 75 turns
MULTIPLE
POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)...
LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
approved by underwriters

95
70

Variocoupler
Celeron and
condensite
Wound ;
Secondary
value, $4.50;

.85
1-00

Special,
Iatz
Wire'

1.15
30
45
1.00
1.75
$0.90

$2.95

Double Coil Mountings
Triple Coil Mountings

$2.45
3.35

TELEPHONE
PLUGS
FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MIC0N CONDENSER Combined

.60
.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.
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DIGEST

Ultra

Reinartz

Receiver

Part I— The Circuit and How to Make Tuning Unit
By 11. J. Marx
diagram by numbers is as folia a never-ending demand for the circuit
THRRE
lows. (1) tuning unit, (2) two .0005 Mfd.
now circuits, each one a little bettor
vernier
variable
condensers, (3) .091 Mfd.
than the preceding, and thus, each
one making another step of progress In vernier variable condenser, (4) .001& Mfd,
the science of Radiophony. There are but fixed condenser, (5) .0025 fixed condenser, (6) two .00015 Mfd. fixed condensers,
three or four types of circuits that have
promised sufficient possibility of further (7) detector or soft tube, (8) two amplifier or hard tubes, (0) two audio frequendevelopment and thus furnished sufficient
cy transformers, (10) vernier rheostat,
incentive for experimentation.
(11) two ordinary rheostats, (12) tapped
The Ultra Reinartz circuit then is not a tickler and choke, (13) .002 Mfd. fixed
new departure, but rather a development condenser.
Besides this there is required

^k

of the grid condensers, connected in parallel with one another, one of which is fixed
and the other, variable. This method of
connection permits a variable control of
high capacity values without expensive
large capacity variable condensers.
Another departure from the usual form
of circuit is the additional condensers in
the grid circuit of the amplifying stages.
The Tuning1 Unit
The efficiency of any circuit is centered

©(D

^^

l— vwvw

.

ra

r

a6

GR£>.

I

+a6bof the old familiar form of Reinartz, with
some of the many improvements that have
been made from time to time.
The circuit is given herein. In the
series of articles complete details will be
given for the construction of the set with

eight binding posts, three tube sockets,
one panel 10 by 22 by Vt inches, two
seventeen
contact
switch levers and
points.
The primary circuit as in the old form
of Reinartz is controlled by a tap switch

I

-L

to a. great extent in the tuning- unit. It is
important that the dimensions and instructions be followed carefully if results
are to be obtained.
Fiber, bakelite or even cardboard tube
can be used. The wire used in winding
the tuning unit is Number IS double cotton
covered. In winding a spacing cord —
any light weight string or heavy thread j
will do — is kept between the turns of wire. j

n

Condenser *7C/»
f Uv
Without

Size

.0005
.001
.002
.0025
.005
.006

Assure absolute noiselessness — clarity of tone — accuracy — constant fixed
capacity.

ANTENELLA

ALL

PARTS

DEALERS:

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE

DISCOUNTS

:nMM:fltM*
123 W.Madixon

.ft, Chicago

THE BULL DOG MAST SEAT
Fills a Long Felt Want
If you are detracting from the appearance of your home by using an unsightly mast (a 2x4
or crooked pole), install in its place the only Aerial Mast Seat on the market today. A solid
and substantial base for your Mast, eliminating sagging and swaying, affording permanency
and security.
Greater range and more satisfactory results from your receiving set.

ORNAMENTAL
STRONGLY CONSTRUCTED
QUICKLY AND EASILY INSTALLED
GRIPS YOUR MAST LIKE A VICE

Unbroken range — Zero to 5 Megohms — Clarifies
signals, lowers filament current, increases battery life, eliminates hissing.

CONDENSERS

REINARTZ

which varies the number of turns in use.
The grid circuit is controlled by the variation of the self-induction similar to the
variometer in the so-called two-variometer circuit.
An unusual feature is the high capacity

With .00025 mfd.
Micon Condenser
Combined

"MICON"
Tested Mica

The primary winding starts with twelve
turns tapped every turn. Then nine turns
are wound without taps. After leaving a
half-inch space nine more untapped turns
are wound. The end of this winding is
then connected with pigtail braid to the
rotor winding.
The rotor winding consists of two sets
of nine turns each, wound with Number
22 D.C.C. wire not separated by spacing
thread. A quarter-inch space is left between the two tosets
turn's. on
The the
freelarge
end
is connected
a of
terminal
tube by another pigtail connection.
Tickler Coil "Winding
The feed back winding is spaced two
inches from the finish of the last winding on the large tube. The first five turns
are each tapp«d but the last five are not.
All taps should be staggered around the
tube so that sufficient clearance will be
had for making soldered connections to
the contact points of the switches without
crossing and touching of the leads.
Details for mounting the tuning unit on
the panel will be given in the next issue.

B+6C

Freshman Products—VARIABLE
AccurateRESISTANCE
and Dependable
LEAK
Price

35
.40
40
50
1.00
75

Adjustable to any pitch of roof, either peaked or metal ridge roll type.

Seat for 1
inch Mast
Seat for 1 y2 inch Mast

MAST

SEAT

MANUFACTURING

119 Fifth St. S, E., Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send me Mast Seats to cover remittance.

Name. ,
Address

YORK

CO.

119 5th Street S. E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Jobbers and Distributors
Write for Discount
MAST SEAT MFG. COMPANY,
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is $

At your dealer's — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

CO., Inc., 106 Seventh Ave., NEW

$2.00 each
$2.50 each

If your dealer cannot supply you, clip coupon and mail with your remittance to

.006 Micons and Variable Resistance Leaks, especially adapted
for New Flewelling Super Circuit

No antenna or aerial needed. Eliminates
all the inconveniences in radio, operates
from any light socket.
Price only $2.00.

CHAS. FRESHMAN

J

'-"0

2B+ 22Va.

USE SPACING TKffiEAO BETWEEN
/ AL-i. TU52NS
\
9-rURNS/
\^. IOTURNS

two stages of audio frequency amplification. The addition
of Radio
frequency
amplification
has not been attempted as
yet and therefore Will not be discussed.
The Ultra Reinartz Circuit
The
apparatus
required
and shown in

1-6

©

Another method is to use some Number
20 bare copper wire, winding the two
wires together. When finished, the tube
and winding are given a coat of celluloidacetone solution or other "dope". When
this Is dry the bare copper wire is removed. This loaves the insulated winding
fixed in position with even spaces and
gives a minimum of between-turns capacity in theTurn
coil. Numbers
and Taps

City
Check, Money Order or Bank Draft

Mi
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Keeping a Log of the
Day's Work in Radio

FREQUENCY

RADIO

B*
60 V.

ONLY drawback in the minds of plate inasmuch as the single-turn contact
THE
many Radiophans to the addition of on the tuning coil slider will give sufficiently accurate adjustment.
Radio frequency amplification stages
The two binding posts in the original
to their sets is the lack of definite knowl- detector
set are indicated and marked as
edge concerning the necessary hook-ups.
The hook-up diagram R.D. 77 illustrates antenna and ground. The antenna post
connects
to the plate of the amplifier tube
ng
one
hooki
d
of
e
metho
an inexpensiv
stage of Radio frequency amplification to while the ground post is connected to the
a standard type of receiving circuit. The positive terminal of the 60-volt plate battery used for the plate potential on the
standard type in this case is represented
as a simple double-circuit variocoupler amplifier tube. The same storage battery
set. The parts required for the additional can be used for both tubes. The plate
stage of Radio frequency are one single- potential on the detector tube can be controlled by tapping the plate battery of
slide tuning coil, a variable condenser of
.0005 mfd. capacity, one hard tube, a the amplifier tube. The addition of audio
socket, a filament rheostat, and one 200 to frequency amplifying stages will have no
effect on the Radio frequency hook-up.
400-ohm potentiometer.
The single-slide tuning coil should be
This method of connecting Radio freone designed for from 200 to 400 meters
quency amplification- will be found more
in order to avoid dead end losses incurred or less uniform and applicable to most of
in long wave length tuning units. The the receiving circuits now in use. On this
variable condenser need not have a vernier account the hook-up has become popular.

Homemade

Glass Panel

Ever since I saw a set with a glass
panel I have wanted one. I found by
trial that a hole could be drilled in glass
easily. Then I made a panel of glass as
follows: The panel is 12 to 24 inches,
enclosing two stages of Radio with a
detector and two stages of audio.
To the fans who want the best I would
say by all means don't fail to give the
Radio amplification a trial on a glass
panel. Anybody that can drill steel can
drill glass by using a little carej all that
is required is to make a drill of each size
you will need out of a three-cornered file,
grinding it slowly on a hand emery to prevent heat and drawing the temper.
Then

Connection for Phone Tips
The
blades
make
These

clips or parts used to
of an ordinary knife
good connections for
clips are removed from

receive the
switch will
phone tips.
the switch

PHONE
TIP
L SCREW
^-'CONHECT'

WIRE FROM

BOUT— 4
BOLT

BRA-iS STRIP

1 [

INSTRUMENTS
HERE

PANEL.

wwet
[I switchM

II
v phone

A log, whether of the Radiophan or
ship's officers, is a record of the day's
run or the day's work, so to speak, with a
record of all the happenings aboard ship
or over the Radio and brief accounts of
things encountered on the voyage (by ship
or Radio). Commercial Radio operators
are required to keep such a daily log, and
many amateurs have adopted the habit.
Whether one be a spark or merely a listening enthusiast, it is not a bad scheme to
adopt,
and ismemo
easily pad
kept;orasthe
easily
as diary
one's
daily office
daily
so affected by some conscientious souls.
The log can be an ordinary blank book
without ruling, to give the owner a chance
to rule off the spaces for his own log.
The spaces will include the date, time, call
and remarks and being from page to page
can be<vpncarried over from one page to
another when necessary, for the day, so
that the log will give data from the time
of sitting in until quitting time, which in
RBUAX3
HUB
D1TB
H>Z3

4.55
6.15

730
70O
900
S.00
75 3
9.15
3.30
9.S5

—

7)U4t/~J- CmO fst^utU*^-

KDKA
WEAFJ
WNAC

—

^&*W
CSU&C****£> j£ta£&n<^i.
r^w^iAfu/

Westinghouse Village, in Pennsylvania,
boasts of 143 Radio sets in its 200 homes.

*£cr* (RXZJUJ Jpe^JiS
t4€*fi***dh Onpvnuua* (fiuryAjLtu.

—

j<«~a*j s£*«f Urii^eeu,
£2mj£Z£t£'W jas^eZu*r-&u*a—
j±*~~e<,
eel**.
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Fixed Crystal Detector

Not being content with the usual type
of crystal detector for use with a reflex
circuit I proceeded to construct a fixed detector. A small crystal mounted in a
metal alloy was fitted in the end of a fiber
tube % inch in diameter and % inch long
so that the bottom of the mounted crystal
was flush with the end of the tube. A
strip of brass % x 1 inch was fastened
to the bottom of the mounted crystal with
a drop of solder. The brass was fastened
to a hard wood board with a small screw
and was used as one connection to the
crystal.
By means of a small brush dipped in
shellac the edges of the crystal were
coated so as to insulate the lower connection from the upper surface of the crystal.
The tube was then filled with brass fillings. A wire was led from the brass fillings to a binding post on the board for
the other connection. Sealing wax was
then used to seal the tube. — Frank Currin,
Spokane, Wash.

DON'T

ATWATER
KENT

ON REQUEST
LITERATURE and DISCOUNTS

mi mm:

123 W.Madixon It, Chicago

GUESS

USE A

Premier "7-in-l" Variable Radio
Resistance for All Tube Sets

~Kt*jCtjiL~
-ovl, 7IOTHMZZi*
^i«a.*^*£c^n-*~£^

some cases might be as late as 3 A. M.
The more neatly and carefully this is
kept, the more satisfaction- there will be
in it. Any unusual distant signals heard
or stations identified should be carefully
logged, and in the remarks column any
data entered that will serve to check up
with proof that such a station was heard.
Thus fans in Vancouver getting Havana,
Cuba, should always enter some portion of
the program, along with the exact time,
in order to prove up his claims, together
with comment on the quality of the signals received.
To the regular spark this Radio log may

wcdiers

block and mounted on the panel. The cord
tips are pushed into the space used for
the switch blade. — Laurence Fensky, Menasha, Wis.

&rie.UrvXoJL;
c&meicn*. £nv&A4i( m S J62pl,

WGI

WJZ
to. OS NAA

DmIapc

**

C1LL

2L0
—

not be such a novelty, but there are many
thousands of owners of listening sets to
whom such a method of keeping track of
the results obtained has never occurred.
Appended is a sample log, which can be
modified as desired, or amplified to include
more columns if deemed necessary. — F, N.
Hollingsworth, Boston, Mass.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH
Has seven carefully calibrated values of resistance of approximately */g megohm each
between terminals. Protecting bakelite discs
assure
_ permanency
Don't
guess — it
is importantofto resistance.
have resistances
properly adjusted to function with your other
apparatus
tube
sets. to get the best results from all
PREMIER UNIVERSAL RADIO PRODUCTS— ARE
high grade
and, efficient.
Request bulletin
covering
complete
line.
DISTRIBUTORS: Some territory open for
live, responsible concerns.
Premier Electric
Company
Manufacturers — Eat. 1905

(Dept. A) 3802-3810 Ravenswood Are., Chicago, III.

Advice to Prospective Buyers
When buying a Radio set, ask the
dealers to show the inside of the apparatus. If all connections are not soldered, the wires will become loose and
reception will be impossible. Paste or
acid, if spread carelessly over the wiring,
or dirt inside the receiving box, will cause
trouble. If fillings have been allowed to
get into the telephone receiver, the attraction of the magnets will gradually cause
them to make their way through the insulation and render the phones worthless.
Watch out for these difficulties and avoid
the disappointment that comes when a
Radio enthusiast gets all set to listen in,

Perfection

CROWN
Coil Fo
Mountings
0
di
Ra
r
s
t
c
u
d
o
r
P
n
w
o
Cr
Flewelling Circuit
especially

use turpentine in which gum of camphor
has been dissolved for a lubricant. Lay
the glass on a perfectly smooth surface
and use a breast drill, drilling until the
point of the drill comes through, then
turn the glass over and very carefully
finish the hole edge. I drilled my panel
in this way, having over fifty holes, and
never had a bit of trouble.
I- find by using the magnavox with the
four stages is much better than trying
to use a horn with the receivers, as in
this way I can cut back the filament on
my audio tubes and eliminate much of the
noise while the magnavox will amplify
the music to the desired intensity. When
receiving from stations in the east and
California I can use the full amplifying
power of all stages and bring them in
loud enough to hear all over the house. —
Howard N. Booth, Jackson, Miss.
Radio is being charged with the responsibility for a decrease in fiction reading
during 1922.

WRITTEN

2YRLCUAR,

In buying WORLD the highest Quality Battery
built, direct from the manufacturer, you net two
profits. First, you get a battery free from extravagant selling expense. Second, you save the profit
charged by the middleman.

World Radio Batteries

6 Volt— 40 Amps.,

$8.50
$10.00

6 Volt— 60 Amps.,
Full

Out-of-town

Rating

6 Volt— 80 Amps.,

$12.50
6 Volt— 100 Amps.,
$14.50
Guaranteed

orders shipped same day
via express, C. 0. D.

as

received

WORLD
BATTERY CO.
58 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Phone: Wabash 8360

CHICAGO

for

Used by manufacturers as standtion. ard equipment on sets.
For long and short wave receptures.
A few of its many special fea-

and, can't.

VorldRadio
Batteries
SAVEY0U
50%

adapted

1. Special Locking Device to keep the
coil in place, thus preventing it from
being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Special Adjustable Bearing feature.
3. Special constructed Calibrated Dial,
showing the stations tuned.
4. Positive Connections on rear of
blocks.
5. Complete with Flexible Leads.

Licensed under De Forest Patents

List Price $5.00

CROWN

"WD

11"

The Transformer Designed Especially for
Use with "WD 11" Tubes
The reputation gained by the Crown "W D 11"
with jobbers, dealers and users is evidence that
there is no other transformer giving such reliable
service in amplifying without distortion. The
Crown "WD 11" is mechanically perfect, ruggedly
constructed and priced right. It is a transformer
all jobbers and dealers can back to the limit.
We also manufacture

23 PLATE
43 PLATE
BAKELITE
BAKELITE

VERNIER
VERNIER
MOULDED
MOULDED

CONDENSER
CONDENSER
VARIOMETER
VARIOCOUPLER

$5.50
6.50
8.00
9.00

Audio Frequency,
Radio Frequency,

$5.00
$4.00

At
dealer'sprice
— otherwise
sendyour
purchase
and you
will be supplied postpaid.

Croton
&abto jfWanufacturing Corporation
NEW YORK CITY
78 FIFTH AVENUE

"U!
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Questions and Answers
Short and long" Wave Receiver
(2479) T\V, Kansas City. Mo.
I am making a short ami ions wave
receiver and am using a varioeoupler and
honeycomb v'oils. 1 have a six-pole double
throw switch so T can use either ono of the
tuners. 1 would like to have you publish a
hook-up using the above ami also a detector and three-step umplitier using tive-

I have become so enthusiastic over the
a set like this must necespass?
results attained in my one tube Reflex, currentsarilywhich
that 1 am Kolng to build the three tube
Wheretance can
I buy
the F.50,000
ohm resisset ami there are several questions I wish
7A? Can
a R.
transformer
be
you would set me right on.
used in this stage efficiently?
I would like to know If there is any
Can a Reinartz or Flowelllng tuner he
sain iu efficiency by usinvv difterent ratios used with the Reflex? If so, how Is it
in the different stapes of the R. F. trans- connected?
formers. Ihave made several R. F. transA. — Noting your success in executing

sibly due to some electrical appliance In
■ i" ' proximity? This would cause such
a condition.
iii M would be vory slip;hf gain in cfllcl " through using different ratio transformers in proposed amplification, v
advise using thi same on all stages. Two
layers of number twenty wire should
equal one and one-half m. H.
Separate rheostats for control of tubes
is advisable. Any type of Galena crystals
is good for use in this circuit.
Would suggest that a grid leak will
serve as resistance. Do not know, at this
writing,
where be asecured.
fifty thousand ohm resist:! nee could
Radio Frequenc. transformer ca.i be
used effectively, as suggested.
It would not be practical to use either
Reinartz or Flewelling tuner with this
Reflex circuit.

."5RMIC3!
'/32

A Lamuutfd Pknolic Cnndcnsalion Produce

.SHEETS TUBES

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

spring filament control jacks. The last
step has two jacks; a four-spring for a
born and a three-spring for phones.
A. — Complying with your request we
show Diagram Q & R 2479, employing
apparatus of your specifications and showing two stages of amplification. Filament
control jacks are shown. A third stage
of amplification may be added in like manner as those shown.
Keflex Circuit
(2092) WLF, Newark, N. J.
I am certain that you will be interested
to know that I have built the one tube
Reflex set described in- recent issue and I
desire to say that it is some little set.
I get all the local stations on a loud speaker
with sufficient volume to be heard all
over my apartment and would say that
the volume is equal to my detector regenerator using one step of audio-frequency amplification. I have also had
Atlanta, Ga., on the phones with fair
volume and several stations within a
hundred mile radius. I am using a Murad
R. F. and an Atwater-Kent A, F. transformer, a peanut tube with 67 volts on
the plate and a very poor crystal. I cannot
note any difference in reception by adjusting the 240 ohm potentiometer and find
that the set works just as well when it
is removed from the circuit. There is a
very bad hum in the set similar to an
A. C. hum when listening for long distance
when the local stations are off and I have
tried to eliminate it by adjusting the
potentiometer, B battery current, filament
current and even taking the set to another
location, but I cannot get rid of it. It
is not audible when the local stations are
on, that is, tuned in, because of the fact
that the music is so strong as to drown
it out. What can it be?

formers by winding No. 40 wire on a spool
with a slot 1%" diameter and %" wide
by about &" deep. The first one I wound,
had 90 turns for primary and 180 for
secondary. When this was substituted for
the Murad, in my one tube set, it was
found to operate with about the same
efficiency. I built three others with ratios
of 1; 1% to 1; 2% to 1; 3 but they did
not work near as well. Now what I want
to know is, shall I use the 1; 2 for the
first stage, the 1; 2% for the second or
use the same ratios for each stage?
I have a core of a bundle of wires from
an old spark coil which measures one-half
in diameter by five inches long. Can I
make the 1% millihenry choke from this
and if so, how many turns and what size
wire must I wind on it. I would like to
cut the length of this core down to make
it more compact, so please give me the
proper specifications.
Can I use a single rheostat to control
the three tubes or is it advisable to have
separate ones for each?
What in your estimation, is the best
crystal detector to withstand
the high

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TD ANY SIZE

Referring to "hum" cited; it is difficult
to venture an opinion as to its source
without a personal inspection.
Is it pos-

RADIO AtentsWanted
Make Big Money in Spare Time

Demonstrate, sell and install famous TRECC?
Lone Distance Tuba Sets among friends and
neighbors. Get Your Own Demonstrating Set at
Special
TREGO range.
can be set
in '
SO
minutes.Agents'
2,000 Price.
mile receiving
You upsell
complete outfit at $49.50 everything included. Ac- /
tually worth
$100. U.S.
Fully Patent.
guaranteed. Licensed
under
Armstrong
Hue's a big m om y-miklitg opportunity.
Get Complete Details.
TREGO
MFG. CO.
1931 RADIO
Main Strait
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.SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

519

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

3/6"

'/a"

City, Mo.

•/a"

s/e"

DEALERS

"

V\G

Write for our New Catalog listing well
known and nationally advertised lines.
Real discounts to live dealers

WERNES

STATE ST.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We receive programs from Atlanta, MinneapDavenport,Denver,
Fort 'Worth,
Dallas,on Kansas
City, olis,
St. Louis,
San Antonio
crystal
without batteries. Your crystal set requires
only easy, inexpensive changes. Send stamp
for further information, or $1 for copyrighted
drawing and instructions. Everything clearly
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed. LEON
LAMBERT. 505 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kan.

Prices Slashed!
Buy Here for Much
Basis.

VA°

& PATCH

159 NORTH

HEAR ATLANTA ON CRYSTAL

BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO
MERCHANDISE
AT THE

Reflex circuit we are pleased to congratulate you upon the fine D X reception
attained!

Less; All Mer-

chandise Sold on a "Money Back"
FONES

$ 6.00
12.00
6.00
9.00

Manhattan
2000 Ohm Fones
$3.68
Nathaniel Baldwin Type C Double...
8.35
Nathaniel Baldwin Type C Single
3.95
Trimm
3000 Ohm Pones
5.95

TUBES

Radio Fair
Don't Miss the

Radio Sensation
of the World

V. V. 200— List. $5.00
TJ. V. 201— List, $6.50
v. v. aoiA

Improved
Detector Tubes
Mercury
1% Volt; guaranteed
W. D. 11

$45.00
25.00
.50
1.10
7.50
7.25
1.00
1.00

3.85
5.45
e.50
better

than

2.45
6.50

MISCELLANEOUS
Magnavox Loud Speaker, Type R3... 26.95
Atlas Loud Speaker
19.95
Dials, 2 and 3-lnoh
23
Dayton Rheostats
79
Moulded Dayton Variocouplere
4.95
Moulded Dayton Variometers
4.. 4.75
Erla Sockets
49
Dayton Dials
45

Switch Levers, 50o value (adjustable radius)
.25
Mounted Hot Spot Crystals, 35c value
20
$2.00 Grewol Enclosed Crystal Detector
1.55
$25.00 6- Volt 100 Ampere hour Batteries.. 13.95

AT THE

A Two-Tear Guarantee with Every Battery Sold.

Permanent Radio Fair, Inc.

"If
in Radio, wepurchased
have it."from
We guarantee
all it's
merchandise
us. Mail
orders receive prompt attention. Buy here
for much less.

HOTEL

IMPERIAL

Broadway and 32nd St., New York

FEDERAL

SALES CO.,

Masonic Temple

Chicago, ID.

.Number
13 NUMBERS
52 NUMBERS
VOLUMES

IN THE BOUND VOLUME
IN YEAR'SSUBSCRIPTION

TWO AND THREE

Now Ready for Delivery*
Prepaid,
Each
Only...

I the Radio DiB*rt who have luoicrltwiJ

One year subscription to Radio Digest
and both bound volumes 2 and 3
By tubvrEblnB
now far cn» yati* to tha Radio
BOUND
VOLUMES 2 AND 3. 28 number*, with
lor t7.00.
ALL ORDERS MUST BE SENT DIRECT—
No
on 1M« ailoffer will
> lUmpi) n»wi
mint*r€»r%
accompmy
be accepted through lubtcrlption aatnclo*.
dtilrrt
or etftor tourcai.

ufltwaa^fJ^lpW^BIi ■%■ jforf*V

Check, wonty or utma

onion *

r

££!£?..$2j00
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I am inclosing check— M. O. for Seven Dollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or Three aud
ooe year's subscription to the Radio Digest, (or which I am
enclosing check— M. O. lor Five Dollars.

Above is a close-up of the Radio teapot
set, one of the most intricate bits of
by an amateur RadioapparatusIt made
pban.
is equipped with both tube
and crystal detectors and tuning )s
accomplished by a 13-point switch and
the adjustment of the relation between
' three spider web coils. The size of
the set can be appreciated by comparison with the hand holding it
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WILL SETTLE
WAVELENGTH
SAYS HOOVER
Harold

T.
Powers
Elimination
of
Spark Sets

Suggests
All

Receivers to Be Cheaper
Squier Says Give Broadcasters War
Department's Wave
Lengths
BULLETIN
By E. E. Plivmmer

■WASHINGTON.— On Wednesday, March
21, the public hearing
of the Radio Wave
Length Conference was closed and the Hoover
Committee went into an executive session to
promulgate recommendations of changes to
be made until adequate legislation can be
passed.
At the hearings Wednesday, J. C. Rosenthal, of New York, representing the music
publishers and authors threw a bombshell
into the meeting by announcing that all
broadcasting stations would be asked to
make payment on copyrighted material used
and if refused the matter would be taken
into the courts.
WASHINGTON.— When the senate failed
the American public in an emergency it automatically forced 1923 development under
1912 conditions. The only source of cheer to
the Radio public then lay in the conference of
representatives of the Radio industry which
opened in Washington March 20.
In the opening address of the conference,
Secretary of Commerce Hoover, chairman,
said, as Congress had failed to bring about
any step of progress that it was almost necessary and the government probably would
give the broadcasters a wave band of six
hundred to sixteen hundred meters.
Zither Is Government PropertyFollowing Hoover's talk a survey of Radio inspectors and complete report of the
Radio field was read. Following this all
members of the conference were heard in
turn. Each signified his willingness and
hearty co-operation to make the old law do.
Major General Squier said broadcasters
could have the war department wave bands
if needed, as wars do not happen daily.
Hiram B. Maxim asserted
it was necessary

Photo by Bachrac

R. C. A. OFFERS AID TO
INVESTIGATE TRUSTS

France Handles Letters as
Deferred Message Traffic

TVASHIXGTOX, D. C— A Radio letter
service has been put into effect in
France, by which letters mailed in that
country and received at the Radio station
are transmitted as deferred traffic after
the clearance of all other messages. On
arrival in the destined country they will
WASHIXGTOX, D. C— Officials of the be mailed to the addressee. The messages
Federal Trade Commission in charge of must be written in plain language of
the Radio investigation under the Con- either the country of origin or the country
gressional resolution state that prelim- of destination and must contain at least
inary arrangements are being worked out. 20 words. The French Government acIt is not believed at the present time that
cepts no responsibility for delays in transoccurring in the mails of the
any hearings will be held and it is proba- countries mission
concerned in the Radio letter
ble that only two or three experts will service.
work on the investigation. It is understood that the Radio Corporation of
America has offered to co-operate with
the
commission
CALIFORNIA CHURCH
can.
■ in any way in which it

Preliminary
Arrangements
for
Commission's Probe Nearing
Completion

WILL TEACH

The first trans-Atlantic
test of Radio telephony
by
Girl,'
Radio
Original
enhanced by "The
was
WJZ
Miss
Vaughn
De Leath.
(She appears
in
the circle to the right.)
In "The
/0!Bf
Laughing
Lady,"
recently
'./
broadcast by WJZ, Ethel
Barrymore
(above)
^
plays the star role
"<>S*Krt>i

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR
VISITS DISTRICT EIGHT
SPRIXGFIELD, O. — Following the report of several complaints in this section,
A. G. Parkhurt, assistant Radio inspector
for the eighth district, traveling out of
Detroit, visited this city. He inspected
several Radio stations about which there
had been some complaint and will make
his report within a short time.

RADIO

community church that has come
EL to the
CAJOX,
GAL.—that
This Radio
city has
conclusion
is thea
great thing of the day. The church,
therefore, has installed a complete
Radio equipment in a tower room and
has invited those who are interested in
the use and development of Radio to
join a class for instruction. A licensed
Radio operator is in charge.

RADIO

«.S. STATION HEARD
ALL OVERENGLAND
ONE
British
of

MAIL
TWO
Fans
Special

FORTYBRINGS
LETTERS
Acknowledge
Reception
Program Broadcast
by WOR

NEWARK,
N. J. — The remarkable ease
with which British Radiophans receive the
broadcasting: stations in this country during- periods when their own local stations
are shut down was emphasized by the
recent test made by station WOR.
at
Newark, N. J., in giving a special midnight program. In a single mail last week
the operators of the station received
forty-two letters from fans scattered all
over England.
Incidentally, the test shows how thoroughly the British public have gone in
for Radio, because in order to hear the
program they all had to stay up until
5 o'clock in the morning. Even the most
"died-in-the-wool" distance bug in this
country would scarcely stay up that late
for a record.
Gets
Humorous
Letters
By a strange coincidence, the fan who
reported receiving WOR on a loud speaker
was N. G. Baguley, of 23 The Park, Newark, England. He wrote a lengthy letter
describing his set, which consisted of
three stages of Radio-frequency amplification, a detector and two stages of audio.
All of the letters emphasized the clarity
of the announcers voice — J. E. K., who in
private life is Miss J. E. Koewnig. In
this respect some of the letters were
really funny. One from a fan in Woking,
just outside of London, wrote: "Dear Sirs
(and Madame your Mistress of Ceremonies whose clarity of speech is wonderful)." Another from Margate was addressed to "The Lady Announcer of
WOR."
The letters give an insight to the transmission of the new broadcast stations in
England, as all of them were unanimous
in declaring that the modulation of all
the American stations heard by them was
far superior
to the local stations.

WEIRD SIGNALS SAID
TO COME FROM MARS
French War Ministry Conducts Investigation ofMysterious Noises
PARIS. — The war ministry is investigating mysterious Radio signals heard
19, which some Radio experts suggest came from Mars.
The Eiffel tower, which is the most powerful station in the vicinity, did not utter
the peculiar noises and no other French
station emitted them, it is said.
Astronomers say they do not believe
another planet was signaling the earth,
but they professed ignorance of the origin
of the weird Radio noises. Experts agree
that it was not static.
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RADIO BARGAINS

IN
Friday
AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER
Sunday
(SEE NOTE
Monday BELOW

Station and City

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CJCG, Winnipeg, Man
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WEAF, New York, N.-Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.. ..
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark, N. J
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R. . . .
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn .
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark, N.J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. . . .
WWJ, Detroit, Mich

400
440
410
430
400
360
400
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
422
710
400
400
360
360
400
400
400
360

400
401)

too

400
370
400
400
400
400

300
400
400
360
300
400
400
360
400
400
400
400
360

(Instructions for Use.
If your city uses Eastern
city uses Mountain Time,
two hours.
Thus the use

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
Saturday

Tuesday
7:00- 8:00
8:00-10:66
6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
6:00- 8:00
5:00- 9:00
6:00-10:00
4:45- 7:30
8:00-12:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:00
7:15-10:36
6:30r 8:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30
6:00-. 6:30
7:00-' 9:30
10:10-11:30
8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30

7:00-8:00

Wednesday
8:00
12:30

7:00- 8:00
6:00-10:30
6:009:00 11:309:00
9:00-10:00 7:00- 10:00
9:00
5:00-12:30
8:00
4:45- 7:30
00-10:00
0:007:30
'7:
15-10:
6:008:00
36
00- 7:00
9:30
8:00-10:00 9:006:0000- 8:40
8:00- 9:30 6:005:00:00-10:30
6:45- 7:40 4:45:15-10:30
30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00
:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
:00- 1:00
11:45- 1:00
:30-ll:30
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
30- 9:00
6:30- 7:00
30- 9:30
10-11:00
8:30-12:00
45- 7:30
5:30- 6:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30

30-10:30
00- 9:00

6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
6:00-11:00
6:00- 7:30
7:00- 9:30
6:00- 7:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
11:00- 1:00
9:30-10:30

:00- 8*0
:30- 9:00
6:00- 6:30
7:00- 9:30
6:00- 7:30
8:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30

10:00-11:00
7:00- 8:30
6:30- 9:00
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00

■

NATIONAL

Thursday
7:00- 8:00

8:00-10:00
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00

5:00- 9:00

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30

7:00- 8:00
5:30- 6:45

6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

6:00-' 9:00
9:00-10:00
6:008:00
5:00-12:30
6:00-10:00
4:457:30

5:00- 9:00
4:45- 7:30
6:00- 8:00
8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30

4:45-' 7:30
11:30-12:30 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
1:00
5:45- 7:40 11:307:00- 8:40
7:15-10:36
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:309:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00

8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00

7:15-10:36
6:30- 8:00

7:00-10:00
8:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
9:10-11:00 7:00- 8:30
8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9;00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30
7:15- 9:30
7:00- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
9:15-10:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
7:00- 8:30
6:30- 9:30
5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00

A1RPHONE

The most practical Radio Set ever made,
complete in every detail and most efficient.
Endorsed by leading engineers as the best
ever seen or heard. Complete with two interchangeable Inductance Goils> ranging
ranging from
num

7:45- 8:45
8:00- 9:00
3:00- 5:00
3:455:00- 5:30
6:00- 8:00
5:00- 6:00

price
150 to$12.50,
2700 meters. Regular '
Special
Condenser, Vernier
d»o fttt
43-Plate
atondenser:...$3.oo 43-PIate Variable
Condenser,
dj* m e
Condenser,
d»i (jt
23-Plate
Vernier
23-Plate
Variable

$7.35

7:00- 8:00

ll-Plate
Vernier
Condenser,

7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
4:00- 5:00
7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00

ll-Plate
Variable
at
Condenser

at
We
De

carry a complete line of
Forest
sets and
parts

.$2.75
ATLAS CUT
RATE RADIO $1.25
SHOP

9:30-10:30
7:30- 8:30
9:30-10:30

345

S.

6:30- 7:30

Clark St.,
Chicago,
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

III.

8:00-10:00

6:00- 8:55

9:10-11:00

7:00- 9:30
6:00- 7:30

7:00-10:00
11:00- 1:00

7:00- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:30

Panel Labeling Outfit and Soldering Iron
enables anyone to mark his own Radio
Panels. Duplicates the work of an expensive engraving machine and permits the
Radio constructor to brand his trademark
or name on the panel.

Seyferlich's

8:00- 9:30
7:00-10:00

9:30-10:30
5:15- 6:30
7:00-10:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
7:00- 8:30

im- 9:30

9:30-10:30
8:00- 9:00

Complete set of nine separate
words with holder and Cutler-Hammer Radio Solder-

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30

ing Iron.Trademark
Special

— All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific time, subtract
is very simple.)
6:30-

$25:22

Plates Made

to Order.
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(Continued from page 1)
The First Prize Flewelling Set, designed and made by Mr. Lawrence M. Blakely,
that the broadcasters learn co-operation
student at Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga., will appear in the next
as have the amateurs, and this was something lacking by a majority of the plants
issue
of the Digest. Blakely's design showed such dexterious workmanship and
today. W. A. Wheeler, of the Department
complete understanding of the "Flivver" that the judges were sold on it at first
of Agriculture, said he thought the agriculture depaartment of second importance
sight.
This appears in the April 7th issue.
Don't miss it.
only to mobile forces, after Hoover had
The Q and A Page will be devoted to questions and answers on the Reflex circuit.
advanced a new theory that the ether
Every day the Digest's mail is flooded with requests for information on the
was government property.
recently popular hook-up. As a result we have decided to turn over the entire
Sets Will Be Cheaper
Q and A departmnt to the Reflex April 7.
Get a copy.
Major Armstrong expressed himself as
a believer that Radio sets would be at a The Announcers Series will be continued in the next issue. This time we will not
minimum in price to everyone within a
tell you who they are until the April 7th number appears. Who do you think
year, so increasing the listeners in of the
broadcasting stations. He urged that the
they are?
Maybe it's the announcer from your favorite plant.
Better see.
wave lengths be regulated as speedily as Part II of Broadcasting Station Schedule appears in the Digest next week. Three
possible. L. E. Whittemore, of the Bureau
issues of the Digest gives you the only popular directory published.
of Navigation, coincided with Mr. Armstrong in his views and said he believed
E. T. Flewelling will continue his exclusive series of articles on the "Flivver" cirthe summer months would not experience
cuit set. If you are a flivver owner or contemplate building one, don't miss a
the slump in Radio interest as was shown
last year. C. Francis Jenkins, inventor
single article of Flewelling's.
Reserve your copy of April 7th at your newsstand.
of Radio pictures, asked consideration of The Radio Conference was covered in person by E. E. Plummer, of the Digest staff.
the conference for his new device when
Mr. Plummer was in Washington and together with the regular correspondent at
fixing the wave lengths.
the Capital, L. M. Lamm, will give you all the latest news in the April 7th issue
A suggestion for the elimination of all
You'll want to know.
on the new Hoover regulations.
spark transmitters was presented by
Harold J. Powers of the Amrad. However,
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter Fourteen to appear next week will
this issue was greeted as impracticable by
in no way fail to keep up the high standard Arthur G. Mohaup has attained.
quite a number of the conferees.
1 I, this issue, and read chapter thirteen.
Turn to page
Wave Iiengrth. Big Issue
The prime questions of the conference
are understood to be the re-distribution
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
of wave lengths and elimination of interference, especially in the interest of broadPublisher Radio Digest,
casters and Radio receiving set owners.
123 West Madison St..
A new survey of the wave bands assigned
Chicago, Illinois.
WHEN
YOU
WANT
tentatively lastryear to different services
by the committee will be made with rePlease find enclosed check M. 0. for Fivo Dollars
gard to any vital changes which may have
(Six. Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.
taken place during the last twelve month.
Secretary Hoover is anxious to aid every
Name
service without handicapping any, particularly the mobile services such as ships
YOU WANT IT!
Address
and planes. There are a number of. wave
bands which it is hoped can be reassigned
BE
SURE
OF
YOUR
WEEKLY
COPY
City
8tat«
or transferred so as to improve general
conditions.
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
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At Cut Prices
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parts only in original packing.

Sold on a "money-back" basis.
Reference:
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PHONES

Modell's Special, 2200 ohm
$3.45
$ 8.00 Brandes
Superior
5.95
12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double... 8.95
6.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Single... 4.50

TUBES

1% Volt Mercury Tubes
TJ. V. 201
Imported Peanut Tube
(Can be used on 2 dry cells.)

$4.95
5.50
2.00

Made CABINETS
in our factory
7" x 10"
7" x 18"
7" x 24"

MISCELLANEOUS

$1.45
2.15
2.95

$5.50 Coto Coll Transformer
$3.95
8.00 Dayton
Variometer
5.45
8.00 Dayton Varioeoupler
5.45
DURaTEK Permanent Crystal Detector
2.00
W.D.-ll Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester, Indoor and Outdoor
Type
.85
Ammeter for Testing "B" Batteries
49
$5.00 43-Plate
Condenser
1.95
2-inch Bakelite Dials
.25
4-inck Electros Dials
75
3-ineh Bakelite Dials..
35
W.D.-12 Transformer for W.D.-ll Tube
4.65
$1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
.75
$ 8.00 Genuine All-Wave Coupler
6.95
10.00 — 3000 Meter
Conpler
4.95
18.50 Homcharger DeLuxe
13.95
1.00 Bakelite Socket
50
20. 00 Dictograph
Loud
Speaker
13.95
Bristol Loud Speaker SETS
22.50
$132.00 Radiola B. C. Set
Little Gem Crystal Set
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
35.00 DeForest
Tube Set
Add

$79.50
6.50
9.95
18.50

WHEN
ORDERING BY MAIL
Postage by the Following
Scale

PURCHASES
Up to $1.00
add
$1.01 to $2.00
"
2.01 to
3.00
"
3.01 to
5.00
,
"
5.01 to
7.00
"
7.01 to 10.00
,
"
Money Order or Personal Check Accepted

lOo
15o
20c
250
30c
40c
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NORWEGIAN PLANTS
TO BE ALL NORSE
BROADCASTERS
WILL
RE
CEIVE LIST OF OWNERS
Telegraph

Administration
Will Provide Operating Personnel and
Cost of Maintenance

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Norwegian
Telegraph Administration has recently
made public a memorandum intended to
form the basis for negotiations with for
aign companies applying for broadcast ins
licenses in Norway, according to a report
received by the Department of Commerce
from the American Vice Consul at Christiania. The principal provisions of this
memorandum are as follows:
The company to which a license for
broadcasting is to be issued must be a
stock company in which only Norwegian
capital is represented and in which Norwegian Radio manufacturers, Norwegian
press, and local amusement syndicates
must have an interest. Material to be
broadcast will be limited to entertainment, general information, and news. All
Norwegian firms interested in any way in
the manufacture of Radio receiving apparatus, and all press associations, whether
agencies, bureaus, or newspapers, shall be
invited to subscribe for stock in the company.
Administration Bears Expense
The Telegraph Administration will
place the use of the Christiania Radio station at the disposal of the broadcasting
company for experimental purposes and
for the erection of any apparatus needed
for broadcasting. This additional apparatus must be supplied by the company at
its own expense. The Telegraph Administration will provide the operating personnel and bear the cost of maintenance,
including the power required. To cover
the cost of overhead and operating expenditures, the company will pay the Telegraph Administration a fixed monthly sum
to be agreed upon.
Broadcasting from the Christiania Radio
station is to be limited to a few hours in
the evening. At all other times the Telegraph Administration is to have exclusive
use of the station. All material to be
broadcast must be censored and edited by
the Telegraph Administration or by any
other government agency which it may
designate. The term of the concession or
franchise will be limited to two years
pending future legislation.
Can Not Monopolize
Licenses for receiving apparatus are to
be sold or rented only to persons who have
secured licenses from the Telegraph Administration. The broadcasting company
is to furnish each owner or renter of such
apparatus with a catalogue containing the
names and addresses of all owners or
renters. Furthermore, licenses for receiving apparatus will be issued only to those
possessing apparatus of Norwegian manufacture, approved by the Telegraph Administration-and bearing its seal and registered.
The company Is not to have a monopoly
in the manufacture of receiving apparatus,
but may require a remuneration for broadcasting, the amount of which is to be
approved by the Telegraph Administration.
Foreign manufacturers shall have the
right to make an agreement on reasonable
conditions with the broadcasting company. The company shall pay a definite
fee to the Telegraph Administration for
every receiving set sold or rented.

Convict Has Receiver in
Ohio State Penitentiary
COLUMBUS, O. — The most rabid Radiophan in this section has been found. He
is Erwin F. Kumler, an inmate of the
Ohio penitentiary serving from three to
five years for automobile stealing. He
was returned recently to Cleveland to testify at the trial of his alleged partner and
was given permission to return to his cell
with his Radio outfit by Warden P. E.
Thomas.
Kumler brought the set back from his
trip and has installed it in the pen. The
concert hours have been set from 6 to 7
p. m., and a loud speaker will be used.
After these hours, Kumler will be allowed
to continue his listening in with an individual headset.

Niagara Falls Fans Band
to Combat Interferences
NIAGARA FALLS, N. T. — To combat
the evils of nightly disturbances by amateur Radio senders who disregard all rules
of the air, about 100 of the Niagara Falls
fans have organized a Radio Association.
Efforts are being made to bring membership up to 300. The association has entered complaint regarding unwarranted
disturbances to the Radio inspector for
the district. There are approximately 1500
fans in Niagara Falls.
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USE RADIO TO SELL
NEW YORK BUILDING

BOSTON DX AMATEUR
HEARS KDYX-HAWAII

eted real
0,000
estateYORK
deal.— was
compl
by
A $1,20
NEW
Radio today, after E. Clifford Potter, cruising in the Mediterranean
d the
aboar
had
"satof In"
guesAdriat
sions
his collea
in ic,
discus
the with
deal
In this city, By the long distance
Radio transaction, the seven-story
building at Broadway and 39th street
was sold to the Amri Realty Company.

C2 Bromfiel
. le
(Boston)d,
Somervil
Road,
J. PRISTAS
Y West
EMOR
Mass., picked up Honolulu on the
evening of January 7, at 12:15 E. S. T.
He heard snatches of a violin solo. He
wrote Station KDYX, Honolulu, Hawaii, for confirmation, and after several
weeks of waiting, received verification.
Honolulu is over 5,100 miles from Boston. This is believed to be a DX record.

THE CHIC RADIO-HAT

GIRL

"DAUGHTERS OF THE
SEA" PHONE CHEER
SEATTLE ORGANIZATION TO
LOOK AFTER SAILORS
A

Powerful
Transmitting
Plant Will
Give Messages
Courage to
Those in ofDanger

SEATTLE, WASH.— For the purpose of
making more comfortable and pleasant the
hours spent in their home ports by the
masters, mates and pilots of the Pacific
and developing Radio broadcasting to
their ships while at sea, wives, daughters
and sweethearts of mariners living in
Seattle have formed an organization called
the "Daughters of the Sea."
The Daughters of the Sea plan to bring
home closer to the ship, and the Radio
will be their chief means toward that
end. The club has undertaken the fitting
up of quarters on the top floor of one of
the city's tall buildings, and is furnishing
them with a library, comfortable chairs,
smoking accessories and marine glasses,
so that seafarers may watch from the
windows the ships making and leaving
A powerful Radio sending and receiving
apparatus is to be installed on the roof
of the building and entertainments, conport. certs, etc., in the clubrooms will be broadcast to the ships at sea. The personnel
of vessels in any storm area will be
cheered by the voices of loved ones at
home. A practical service also will be
maintained; the location of all ships from
the home port will be recorded from day
to day. The plans also include the entertainment of visiting captains from other
ports of the world. There will be a committee supplying all arriving ships with
flowers, and seamen strangers, will be provided with comfort and entertainment.

AMATEUR CONVENTION
WILL BEHELD APRIL 6
Ohio A. R. R. L. to Hold Its Second
Get-to-gether

"Something
the you
spiritmust
of theadmit
eternal
is just
to keep
step
ahead of thealways
oppositenew,"
sex. is But
the feminine.
Radio Hat Perhaps
is NEW. it The
petite
Miss a above
exhibited the, novel head gear at a recent millinery show and came away with first prize. The
best part about it is that it actually works and one can receive messages over it for some
distance.
This fact was proved by bringing in stations 1,000 miles away

PLAN TO AIRPHONE
NEWS TO VETERANS

FIRE STOPS PLANT IN
MIDST OF BROADCAST

Commander

WEAN

Personally
to Address 50,000 Legionnaires
Over Ether

BOSTON, MASS. — Plans are being per-!
fected by State Commander William H.
Doyle of the American Legion to have
broadcasted all legislation and Legion
business of interest to Massachusetts
World War veterans, as a means of personally reaching thousands of Legionnaires in their homes and Legion posts
throughout the state. The innovation has
been approved by National headquarters,
and steps have been taken by the latter to
have broadcasted weekly Legion news of
importance throughout the country.
According to plans now being completed,
a special entertainment under the direction of State Legion officials from some
central broadcasting station, and arrangements are being made for the placing of
a receiving set in every post in the state.
Commander Doyle will address the 50,000
or more Legionnaires in this manner, and
a synopsis of legislation affecting Legion
members will also be given. Weekly concerts for the benefit of disabled veterans
in Bay State hospitals is part of the plan
also.

Will Be Off Air Pending
Repairs

PROVIDENCE, R. .1. — A fire that recently caused a damage of $1,500,000 in the
Shepard Stores here, run by the same management as the Shepard Stores of Boston,
burned out the Shepard broadcasting station, WEAN, in the store.
About twenty persons were gathered in
the Radio room, listening to a concert that
was in progress from the broadcasting department, when the fire started. Immediately the announcer gave out word that
there was a fire in the store and that the
program would have to be stopped, Before firemen got the blaze under control,
it having started a second time when they
were about ready to leave, three floors
were burned out, with the enormously valuable stock of merchandise, with the damage estimated at over a million.
A hundred lines of hose from surrounding cities and towns poured tons of water
into the fourth, fifth and sixth floors for
hours before any impression was made. At
times it seemed as though half the business section around was doomed. Until
repairs are made to the building, the broadcasting station will be out of commission.

COLUMBUS, O. — Arrangements are almost complete for the second Ohio A. R.
R. L. Amateur Radio convention to be held
at Hotel Columbus in this city on April 6,
7 and 8. The committee in charge of the
various phases of the meeting have promised that this will be by far the most
elaborate and most interesting gathering
of Radiophans ever staged in Ohio.
Numerous attractions have been provided, including the following: Trip to the
signal corps station WVZ at Fort Hayes,
convention association meeting, A. R. R.
L. traffic meeting, code and other contests
with many valuable apparatus prizes,
meeting a Hartford representative of the
A. R. R. L., five-minute talks by district
superintendents of Ohio, practical information of C. W. transmitters, information
on all types of receiving equipment, discussion of fundamental electrical facts
that every amateur should know, initiation services into the Royal Order of Wouf
Hong, with every good A. R. R. L. man
eligible; visits to Columbus stations, displays of apparatus by dealers and manufacturers, discussion of filters, rectifiers
and what not and a great banquet on the
closing evening of the convention.
Bob Bohannan, technical adviser of the
club and operator of station WBAV, will
install a 10-watt broadcasting set in the
hotel for demonstration purposes. It will
operate with a loop antenna. The first two
days of the convention will be for delegates only, and only those having badges
will be admitted to the sessions. The third
day, Sunday, will be open to the public.
Exhibits of dealers and manufacturers
spection.
will be open at all times to public in-

SOS CALL OF SHIP
SAVES MAN'S LIFE
Stricken Man Carried from Ships
to Hospital in Raging Sea
CAPE MAY, N. J. — John H. Steel today
owes his life to the miracle of the Radio
and the courage of two hardy skippers
who risked their lives, with those of their
crews, to save him.
Steel, a member of the crew of the Fen•wick island lightship, anchored thirty
miles southeast of this city, was attacked
with appendicitis Saturday night. The
skipper broadcast a Radio appeal, which
was picked up here. He rushed it to Capt.
R.
C. Weightman of the coast guard cutter
Kickapoo.
Despite a raging sea and vicious wind,
Capt. Weightman put to sea, and by 8
o'clock was alongside the Fenwick. The
latter's crew put a boat over with Steel in
it, and after a hard fight transferred the
sick man to the Kickapoo, whence he was
Lewes,
hurried to the government hospital at
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1 AND CHURCH
UNITE IN SERVICES
TO

BROADCAST
ADDRESS
FROM THEATER

Columbus, Ohio, Holy Week Services
Will be Heard by Thousands
of Fans
COLUMBUS, OHIO. — Epoch-making in
the movement of the alliance of the
church and stage will be the fact that the
address of President William O. Thompson, of Ohio State university, will be
broadcast from the Keith stage in this
city on Good Friday. This event will
mark icesthewhichclosing
the at
Holy
will beof held
the "Week
noon servhour
at Keith's theater.
Offers Theater
President Thompson will be the daily
speaker. The services will be held under
the auspices of the Columbus Federation
of Churches through the courtesy of manager W. W. Prosser, of the local Keith
theater, who each year places the theater
at the disposal of the organization for the
Holy Week services. Last year, the theater was packed daily by representative
men and women of Columbus, including
bankers, brokers, state, city and county
officials, attorneys, physicians and ministers— in fact all busy people who were
glad of the noon-time opportunity to attend Holy Week services at a place so
convenient to the center of the city.
President Thompson's final address will
be broadcast throughout the country, the
station to have this privilege to be announced later.

Sunday School Lesson By Air

ATHENS, O. — Rev. Deforest Murch, of
Cincinnati, formerly of this city, taught
the Sunday school lesson recently at the
Christian church in Athens by Radio from
Cincinnati.

DIGEST

ETHER WAVES PEP
UP MAIL SORTERS
"Mr.

Gallagher
and Mr. Shean"
Help
Get
Mail
Out
on Time

WASHINGTON, D. C— Sorting mail by
Radio is the very latest thing in the postal
service, exemplified at the Washington
city postlast
office
evening
week.from 9 to 11 o'clock one
A thousand clerks and carriers did their
duties in the great workroom of the office
while a Radio receiving set filled the air
with music drawn from the air.
First Assistant Postmaster General
Bartlett inaugurated the novelty by
broadcasting a message to the workers
from the Post Office Department sending
station. This brief message was broadcast by Mr. that
Bartlett
exactly
Following
there
were atno9 o'clock.
more
speeches, nothing but lively music to help
put
intoenjoyment
the workers
and "pep up"
their speed
general
of life.
Last year the Minneapolis post office
introduced a phonograph on its night
shifts, but the local office Is said to be
the first in the country to entertain its
workers by Radio.
The receiving appartus is one owned by
the office of the air mail service. Post
Office Department.
If the operator tuned in on a "bedtime story" or a lecture on housekeeping,
he switched off to some other wave length
as it was not believed that such entertainment and the proper sorting of mail
would mix. But any distributor can sort
letters better, it is held, to the lively
strains of the tune that made Gallagher
and Shean famous. So the aim was to
"listen in" on concerts, selecting the best
from the air waves. Postmaster Chance
introduced ment.
the novelty
by way of experi^_^_^^^___^__^

"TJEwho lightly promises
is sure to keep but
— Lao Tzu.
little faith."
Heed not the persuasions
of those who would sell
you something "just as
good" — get results with a
Grebe Receiver.

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat No. 1113149

A new Radio station has been opened at
Vari, Greece.
The calLis SXB.

A. H. GREBE

Electric
& Radio Supply Co.
165 North Wells Street

Western Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Chicago, 111.

Kellogg
Murdack
Frost
Fada
Card-well
Howard

Jobbers and Distributors oj the Following
Central Radio Lab.
Mesco
A. C. Elec. Mfg.
Vesta
Erla
Signal
U. S. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Acme
Thcrdarson
Walnart
All American

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Lines:
Carter
General Radio
Baldwin
Franco (Battery)
Cunningham

Tubes

Get in touch with us — NOW — our prices will interest you. Everything in Radio.
Prompt shipment assured.
Write us.

kVMiii[n!itnnn!.;i^!iiiiiuiiii[niiHiiwmi!.'ininiiniiiii;iinniimmnn>

Memo Pad
What I will need to make a good tube set
Kellogg No. 501 variocoupler
Kellogg No. 605 variable condenser
Kellogg No. 2 tube socket
Kellogg No. 505 miniature condenser
Kellogg No. 503 mounting
Kellogg No. 609 radio resistance
Kellogg No. 602 dial
Kellogg No. 69A head sot
Kellogg No. 501 rheostat
Kellogg switch and switch points
and B batteries and cabinet
Detector tab©
Kellogg, radio equipment is recommended
for several reasons

veENIO
eiver
rati"S
RecR"
neC
RegeMR
A Long-Distance Wonder-Worker

First — It is easy to install and simple to operate.
Second — It is built of the highest
grade material to give the best possible
results.
Third — It is electrically and mechanically correot and will last a life time.
Fourth — It is built by the Kellogg
Switchboard, and Supply Co., who have manufactured high grade telephone equipment
for the past 25 years.

2

HIGHEST type of Regenerative Receiver. Licensed under Armstrong
U. S. Pat. 1,113,149 and pending Letters Patent 807,388.
Enthusiastic letters from customers all over the country tell of nightly
triumphs in tuning in distant or elusive stations, thru both headphone
and loudspeaker.
Set comprises tuner, detector and two stages of amplification in one handsome mahogany cabinet Dials are operated by the famous $ 1 O C 00
MRC Split-Hair Vernier. Price, without tubes or batteries. . 1 £+ «->—

MRC ''Junior" Regenerative Receiver
amplification.
less tubes
$C750
similar
to the Price,
"Senior"
but without
the
and batteries
%J t _
Also ask us about the Michigan Two-Stage
Amplifier and our line of Condensers, VarioCouplers, Variometers, Rheostats, Etc.
When you send for circular, give us name
and address of your favorite Radio Dealer.

Fifth. — Every Kellogg radio part is
GUARANTEED by the manufacturer.

**Use, is the test.**
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Spir L. and Lew P.

T

HE BOYS HAPPENED TO
BE OOT NEAT
EVENING
WHEN MAW
ANTENNA.
WANTED
TO LISTEN \N,

l2)
OBTAIN
BETTER
RESULTS
SHE VOOOLD
[RELIEVING
P.Y USING 6 VOLTS INSTEAD
I - 4-VOLTS SHE
HOOKED
THE 6 VOLT BATTER.Y
THRU

SPIR. L'S

TDBES,

4 VOLT

BANG'. BANG^BANQ',

KYW Jazz Revues
Keep Fans Awake

J. P. Kibler, Luray Cavern Guide, Is

Many

Guide Learns Code on Improvised Set Built of Nondescript Parts and
Crystal Dug from Virginia Mine — Uses Rural
Telephone Line for Aerial

Small Town Clubs Hold Dances
to Isham Jones, Cook and
Melody Boys

By BOBEET J. STANTON.
Insomnia has become prevalent with
the Chicago Radio audience since the inauguration of the midnight revues which
are broadcast every Friday night from
Westinghouse Station KYW, a theater
without footlights. The old fashioned
nightcaps have become a style of the past
and have been replaced by the more upto-date headphones.
Can you imagine reclining at ease in
your downy cot while being entertained
with a program of the latest popular
music with nothing more to do when
the show has ended that to shut off
your set, remove your headphones and
open the gates to the "Land of Nod".
However, there is a fly in the ointment,
as it is impossible -to lie in bed when
Isham Jones, Cook's Dreamland, and the
Alabama
Melody that
Boys
such "hot"
dance
selections
evenplay
the microphone

Original and Only "Cave Man" Fan
By Armstrong- Perry
He took me in. One Of the first things
had found
NGTON
WASHI
with thea I saw was a bookcase full of technical
overIf theI house
soaring.—
mole
crows and turkey buzzards I would books. Here and there about the room
not have been much more surprised than were other watches, repaired or in process,
I was to find that J. P. Kibler, Luray Cav- tools and Radio apparatus.
A completed
erns guide, was a Radio enthusiast.
With other officials of the Cave Men's
Club of America, I accepted the cordial
invitation of T. C. Northcott, owner of the
property,
to explore
Lurayin and
Ruffner's
caves. Both
are located
the same
hill
and in spite of the failure of other explorers we hoped to find some connection between the two. Mr. Kibler stayed with us
through two days of hard climbing and
squeezing.
If I wormed my way into any

in the studio starts to "shake and shiver."
Clubs Dance to H.VW Jazz
Many clubs in small towns throughout
the country have held Radio dances, for
which the music has been supplied by
selections played during these midnight
revues from KYW. Many of the programs
have been furnished by musical comedies
playing in Chicago theaters, such as Shuffle Along, The Greenwich Village Follies,
Spice of 1922, Lillies of the Field, and
the French Doll. The next musical comedy
to furnish a midnight program will be
Raymond Hitchcock's new show which is
scheduled to arrive in Chicago this month.
Mr. Hitchcock claims the Radio is now
his second nature and that he is preparing
a special monologue to broadcast from
KYW.

The United States
ting stations and one
tion on the Atlantic
connect this country

now has six transmitcentral receiving staCoast which serve to
with Europe.

THIEVES USE ETHER
FOR COMMUNICATION
high govern— A ses
MASS.expres
BOSTON,ment official
the belief
als
arrested rethat the princip
cently and indicted for alleged conspiracy in the theft of $100,000 worth
of motor cars, and violation of the
Dyer act, used the Radio in communicating with one another or with socalled agents. It is said that $100,000
is an estimate of the value of the cars
stolen.

J. P.
Luray,

Kibler emerging
from Ruffner's Cave,
Va, where underground
Radio experiments are to be made.
This cave is not open to
the public
passage that he did not enter it was purely
a matter of avoirdupois.
Finds Home-Made Genius
After we had penetrated every nook and
corner of the two great caverns I walked
home with him. He lives on his own
farm about a mile from the Luray entrance pavilion. Two men in a carriage
were waiting for Mr. Kibler. Going to a
shop near the house he brought out some
repaired parts of farm implements for
one, then he went into the house and
brought out a watch he had repaired for
the other. I began to wonder what kind
of a genius I had met up with.

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, usinir no

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music inof interference.
We have
heard WD-11
stations tube
0"0
miles stead
distant
on one tube.
By using
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacaville. Calif.

ATTENTION

Delivery

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
ACCESSORIES

Radio receiver consisted of an oatmeal box
wound with No. 20 single cotton covered
wire. The first six turns were tapped
singly. There were sixty more turns,
tapped every ten turns.
A 2 3 -plate vari-

Amateur Substitutes for Operator
and Succeeds in Bringing Aid

Uses Telephone Aerial
He is patiently learning code by means
of a home-made crystal detector. The
base is hard rubber. The galena he dug
himself from a Virginia mine. The cat
whisker is held by a brass spring. In his
code work he uses as an aerial the rural
telephone line, on which he has worked
enough to learn all its various uses.

Immediate

J. P. Kibler, Luray Cavern
guide, and Radio
amateur— with his cheap but efficient homemade receiver

SEAMAN FAN SAVES
SHIP BY SOS CALL
SEATTLE, WASH. — With only a slight
knowledge of the international Morse code.
Seaman Addison Galligan recently saved
the entire crew of the wooden steamship
Nika, thirty-three men in all, when he sent
an "SOS" which brought the Coast Guard
cutter Snohomish to the side of his vessel
near Umatilla Reef. The ship was rudderless and blazing with a fire that had
started in the coal bunkers.
For a long while Galligan had been experimenting with a Radio receiving set
at his home in Everett, and like hundreds
of Radiophans, he realized the value of the
code. Some day, he thought, it might
come in handy at sea.
Galligan was a seaman, and pressed into
service in the absence of a regular operator, he slowly tapped out the call for
"F-i»r-e."
letters after
and the
help
Fifteen
minutes
the Snohomish
caught the first call she was on her way
to Umatilla Reef.

\

able condenser, an electron tube from a
mail order house, and a home-made grid
leak and condenser were other elements in
the receiver. The latter was made from
two pieces of hard rubber with mica and
copper sheets between them, and a lead
pencil mark. Using 2,000-ohm phones he
had heard stations as .far away as Seattle
and Des Moines on the one tube. He
lighted his filament with an auto battery
and for the "B" battery used seventy-five
cents' worth of dry cells from a mail order
house.

23 Plate Precision Condensers....
$1.10
13 Plate Precision Condensers
85
.006 Fixed Condensers
38
Two Coil Mounts, Deforest License.. 2.35
D. L. 50 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
D. L. 75 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
Variable Grid Leak only
28
Variable Grid Leak and Condenser. . .35
130° Variocoupler
2.50
W. D. 11 Tube Socket
35
3000 Ohm Phones, guaranteed
3.95
Hard Rubber Panel, 7x10
1.00
Write for Prices on Other Parts.
MAIL ORDER
DIVISION

ECONOMY RADIO CO.
132NEW
Nassau
St., CITY,
Dept. N.
"R.D."
YORK
Y.
No C. 0. D.
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of the Simplified

Super

Circuit

Part VIII — A Radical Departure in the Flivver Circuit
By E. T. Flewelling

proven rather conclusively
HAS thebeen
IT that
best all around Radio receiver
is also the most simple one. However,
most Radiophans like a large number of
controls to procure the finest adjustment.
It is a good idea to strive for simple
means of attaining our ends and in Radio
as in other things we are rewarded by better all around results if simplicity is
closely followed.
It is understood that during the recent
Trans-Atlantic tests that most of the results were obtained by simple receivers,
and that even the super-heterodyne, admittedly the most elaborate of all Radio

Such a circuit arrangement is shown in the inductance coils are changed to com*
Figure 2 and constitutes an extraordinary pensate for the additional capacity in the
circuit when both aerial and ground are
receiver in many ways.
used at one time, any type of super set
Condenser Bank Eliminated
The familiar bank of three condensers will work in practically the same manner
and the second adjustable grid leak pe- that it will if the antenna or ground alone
culiar to the Flewelling circuit is omitted is used.
in this circuit.
The answer is as follows:
The point is, that so long as equal re-

satisfaction. It has been used to receive
in the usual super manner, both broadcasting on the usual' wavelengths and
code on wavelengths ranging from 150 to
25,000 meters. This was done while
working with eitner antenna, ground, loop,
combinations of these, or even with
nothing
at all.
We have also enjoyed

.

Photo Showing Arrangements of Parts of Simplified Flivver Set

When the theory of the Flewelling
Super is understood it will be seen that
the effect is caused principally by the
blocking and freeing of the tube working
Figure 1
in conjunction with condensers. It has
been
that only one condenser is
receivers, failed to score p hit in these needed found
to attain this end if a good control
tests.
maintained over the grid of the tube
Interchangeable
Coils e Wide Range is
by means of a suitable variable grid leak
Let us consider t' ircuit shown in and the other points that we have taken
Figure 1. This is ..-.straight single-cir- up in our previous articles, are taken care
cuit tickler coil type of regenerative re- of. The condenser is the familiar .006
ceiver, is as simple as can be wished for
and is a typ« that is very popular. If an Mfd. capacity and the grid leak is one that
interchangeable type of coil such as the is not affected by changing atmospheric
honeycomb or Giblin-Remler coil is used conditions, the cartridge type ' of enclosed resistance of the Pudlin Engineerin such a circuit — one may reach any wave
ing Company, being very satisfactory.
length commonly in use, by the simple
More Simple to Operate
'
method of changing coils. Various sizes
We have made exhaustive tests and
of coils are available in these types.
These coils are perhaps the most efficient comparisons with this one-condenser circuit and the three-condenser bank type
available to most of us. They eliminate and have
no hesitancy in reporting that
dead end losses, due to unused turns of
results
were identical in both cases, but
wire, and they contain a minimum amount
of distributed capacity. Because of these of course, slightly easier to secure in the
points they give us a receiver of good case of the one-condenser circuit due to
its being the more simple. The circuit is
confidently offered to meet with full approval.
The photographs show a convenient
manner to mount the parts of this circuit.
Front and rear views of an unwired set
are shown, and the assembly is the result
of study as to the arrangement so that the
set will have the most convenient operating characteristics.
It will be noticed that the grid condenser and the grid leak are mounted directly upon the grid post of the socket.
This is a convenient mount for them and
also has the further advantage of giving
minimum length to the grid lead, an important item to consider.
Binding Posts and Switches
The series-parallel switch is mounted at
the top of the panel (because it is not
often used, where the location means
minimum length of leads between the tunFigure 2
ing inductance and the tuning condenser.
The "two-pole switch at the bottom is
tonal qualities and highest efficiency, used to change from the simple regenerative set to the super set. The reason
which is surely worth while.
for the arrangement of the other parts
Change in Circuit
was
covered
in our previous article.
If such a circuit is slightly changed to
Posts are shown for both antenna and
allow the super effect to be used at will,
we have a still better receiver. If you use ground connection jn the usual manner
Giblin coils to cover the wave lengths in and in changing over from the plain circuit to the super this connection need
use, it will be found that even greater
flexibility may be secured If the tuning not be changed if the proper inductance
coils
are
in use.
condenser is arranged so that it may be
Use of Both Aerial and Ground
connected in series or in parallel with the
In our various articles on the use of
tuning inductances as may be desired.
The maximum range with a minimum super sets mention has been made that it
number of coils may be covered. For was not possible to use both ground and
these reasons it is of advantage to add antenna at one time, or to the contrary,
to the circuit two switches that will en- that radical results might be obtained if
able us to make these changes at will. they were used.
Let rae say here that if

Radio & Electrical Exposition
April 3 to 8 inclusive, at the Civic Auditorium
in San Francisco
Endorsed by the Pacific Coast Radio Trade Association, the San Francisco
Electrical Development League, the California State Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers, and the Electrical Contractors and Dealers
of San Francisco.
For details or allotment of space, write or wire

RADIO

AND

ELECTRICAL

687 Mission Street,
J. C. JOHNSON,

Manager

EXPOSITION

San Francisco

Under the auspices of the American Radio Exposition Co., Inc., New York

suits are obtained with one, why, use
both? If both are used, say in the case
of the 360-meter stations, it simply means
that we use smaller coils because the additional capacity required is supplied by
the added ground or antenna.
We have been considering the use of
the super using only ground or aerial, and
so recommend 50 and 75-turn coils as best
suited to cover the average needs. If
both antenna and ground are used, as in
the case of the set under consideration,
you will probably find that a combination
use of a 35 and a 50-turn coil will be sufficient for 360-meter work.
Receiver Proves Excellent
If it will be of any assistance to the
fans in considering the relative value of
the set shown, let me say that such a set
has been in use by the writer for some
time and has given a great amount
of

many
the auto.concerts

while

using

the

set

in

The super is at its best, of course, on
short waves. When it is desired to reach
the longer ones it is only necessary to
plug in the right coil and turn the switch
to
cut out the
super" super
action.
"arious
combinations
of coil'
action
and
series or parallel connections of the tuning condensers are at the finger tips.

"MAKEWe Carry
PERFECTION
SELECTION"
Only STANDARD AdvertisedYOUR
Radio Equipment.
Every Product

Sold on a MONEY

BACK

GUARANTEE.

FREE

A $1.25 Voltmeter or Ammeter Given
with Each Purchase of $5, or Over

VACUUM

SETS— Fully

TUBE

Assembled
List Our
Price
Price

Tuska Regenerative
one-tube
set —
Armstrong circuit
$ 50.00 $ 24.95
Cutting
and Washington
Regenerative 3 tube set will receive over
2,000 miles — Armstrong
circuit.... 125.00
59.50
D.
D.
3D.
D.
D.

L,
L.
L.
L.
It

25
35
50
75
100

HONEYCOMB

LOUD

COILS

SPEAKERS

1.54
1.54
1,65
1,65
1.75

Bristoll Loud
Speaker
22.50
Pathe Loud Speaker.
Made
by the
well known Pathe Phonograph Co..
22.00
Woodehora Loud Speaker — for perfect
reception
7.50
Magnavox Loud Speaker, newest model
45.00

HEAD SETS

Federal Phones—
Dictagraph
Phone 2200
— 3000Ohms.'
Ohms
Potter Precisioa Phones — 2200 Ohms
Potter Precision Single Phone — 1100
Ohms
Dr. Seibt Phone — Made in Germany,
imported by John Firth & Co. One
of the best Phones made
Nathaniel Baldwin Phones — Type C.
Baldwin Single Phone — Type C

TRANSFORMERS

Thordarson former
Audio Frequency
TransW. D. 12 former
Audio
Frequency
TransAcme
transformer — type A-2S

VARIABLE

CABINETS

17.50
6.00
29.75
6.50
6.50
5.50

4.50

3.00

16.00
12.00
6.00

7.25
10.25
4.95

4.50

3.85

5.00
5.00

4.00
4.75

1.50

1.10

2.50

1.35

3.00
4.00

1.50
2.00

6.60

4.00

7.70

4.50

Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x10
2.35
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x18
2.95
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x24
3.45
PANELS
Hard Rubber Panels, unbreakable,
7x10
90
Hard Rubber Panels, unbreakable,
7x18
1.60
Hard Rubber Panels, unbreakable,
7x24
2.30
Genuine
Formica Panels — Cut any
size at 2 cents per square inch.
All Panels 3/16 inch thick.
Silk Wound ALL WAVE Coupler
9.00
5.75
Silk Wound BAKELITE Vario-Tuner
12.00
7.50
A. B. C. Make—
Made.
PHONEThe Best
CONDENSERS
All Capacities Fixed Condensers, grid
leaks, etc
30
.09
Freshman Variable Grid Leak
75
.60
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak and
Condenser
combined
1.0O .75
PERFECTION
PAYS
PARCEL POST

FREE

RHEOSTATS

Price

Porcelain
— DeForest Type — iList
6 Ohms Rheostat
1% Amperes
Moulded
Rheostats
1.00
1.20
Klesner Vernier Rheostats
1.50
Framingham
Vernier Rheostat
1.75
Amsco Potentiometers
— 360 Ohms Resistance

JACKS

Firco Jacks,
Firco Jacks,

1.50

Open Circuit
Grip.
Closed Circuit
PLUGS

CRYSTAL

DETECTORS

Glass enclosed, moisture proof, spring
adjustment, moulded bakelite base,
with tested crystal, perfect design . .
type — moulded base (completely
~ Open
assembled)
DIAL
AND
KNOB
3 inch Composition Dial and Knob. .
3*4 inch Unbreakable Dial and Knob
— Vi inch hole
4 inch Composition Dial and Knob—
Vi, —inch
Knob
extraHole
fine quality
V T. SOCKETS
Single Sockets — Brass Tubing
Double
Sockets — Brass Tubing
Triple Sockets — Brass Tubing
Single
Sockets — Alden
Napier
red
moulded condensite
W. D. 11 Socket — extra fine quality
VARIOMETERS
«7isher Mahogany
franco
Mahogany— 150 to 500 meters
Pathe Moulded
Raven Redometers— Silk
Moulded
Wound Bakelite VariColumbia
Black
Moulded
Bakelite
Variometers— Silk
Wound
made Red Moulded Bakelite — the best
Eagle
VARIOCOUPLERS
Franco
Tubing Mahogany — Silk wound Fibre
Fisher
Fisher
Pathe
Eagle

Mahogany
Variocouplers. . '. . . .
ISO1 Variocoupler
Moulded
Silk
Wound...'
Moulded Red Bakelite
— the best

Franco
ISO"
madeWound
Silk

Variocov '..er,

HONEYCOMB
Triple
Mountings
adjustment
Double
MouTitings
adjustment
Single Mountings

COIL

Our
Price
1.15
' 1.00
.75
$ 0.55
.40
.40
l.OO

Flat Plugs
Round
4 Way Plugs
Plug — Bulldo;

18.50

S.OO
12.00
9.00

CONDENSERS

3 Plate Vernier Condenser, moulded
ends
11 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.00025
23 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.0005 Condenser,
43 Plate
moulded '. ends.
.001
Franco
23 Plate Variable Condenser
Kith Vernier
Franco 43 Plate Variable
Condenser
with Vernier

1.15
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.35

FILAMENT

1.000"
.70
1.50

1.25

.30

1.25
1.50
.50
.75
1.00
21.25
..75
00

3.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
6.00
5.00

.30

.55
.35
2f50
3.50
2.50

7.00

4.75

5.50

4.30

1.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

2.50
2.25
2.50
3.50
5.75

Bakelite

6.00
8.50
MOUNTINGS

with

leads — screw

with

leads — screw

5.00
3.50

5.00
.55

EXIDE "A" StorageBATTERIES
Battery. 0 V. 40
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LXL5
17.85
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 80
1.75
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL9
23.10
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery, 6 V. 120
31.50
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LXL-13...
Bright Star "B" Battery, 22% Volts
Bright Star "B" Battery
3.00
Bright Volts,
Star "B"Variable,
Battery 5 Positive
5.00
22%
terminals
1.75
Bus Bar Wire (2 ft. lengths)

3.00

19.00
2.00
.40
1.10
3.50
25.00
.03
l.lf

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION, Dept. R. D., 119 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
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J. N. Cartier, manager and announcer (before megaphone), a direct lineal descendant of the<
Frenchheard
explorer
and discoverer
Canada, whoseandname
he bears. on Career's
voicecoast,
at CKAC
has
been
in Juneau,
Alaska, inof Copenhagen,
by amateurs
the French
including,
ships in the Bay of Biscay.
His voice is strikingly discernible among others, owing to the fact
that he speaks French and English without the slightest trace of foreign accent

Stanley W. Barnett (at the left) is in the air every evening and heard all over the country as
announcer for WOC, Davenport, Iowa. In addition to having achieved fame as an announcer,
Mr. Barnett is licensed as a first class Radio operator. His popularity among fans is best
expressed in the words oi one Radiophan who wrote, "I think the voice of the announcer at WOC
is best adapted to his work. He has many rivals but none better"

Emory L. 0 Connell, announcer for WGAT
the
Nebraska broadcasting station at Lincoln. (at
Emory
'"■
He says that
law at the University of Nebraska.
his chosen .profession, as a lawyer's words must go
He also says that it trains a man

ANNOUNCER MAKES
GRAMMAT1C BREAK

Station KPO Is Monument in Memory
of F. J. McCarthy, Cash-Boy-Inventor

REQIJFSrn. FOft^ELETGRAMS
HEARD BY FANS

Charles V. Logwood Tells of Many Hardships Undergone, by Himself and Deceased Companion Who Gave Valuable Aid
to Airphone in Its Beginning

CFCN

Draws 373 Fan Letters from
United States, Canada and
Alaska

By Jeffrey I. Dingman
CALGAET, ALTA.— Once again CFCN
the broadcasting station of the W. W.
Grant Radio, Ltd., at Calgary has startled
Radiophans; in fact, rather shocked them,
and another Radiophan has given CFCN
the credit for accomplishing something
entirely new in broadcasting.
Imagine the startled look that would
appear on the countenance of a listener
who heard the words, "Where the h — 1 are
those tion
telegrams?"
floatingdistant.
in from That
a sta-is
hundreds of miles
what happened to Edward M. Sehorn, proprietor of The Daily Journal, Willows,
California, recently,.
Sehorn Chides Grant
In a letter to CFCN, in which he gently
chided Mr. Grant, Mr. Sehorn said:
"Last night while listening to your concert— which by the way, came in as well
as the best on the Coast — I distinctly
heard your announcer say: 'Where the
h — 1 are those telegrams?' • or words to
that effect. He probably said it to himself, not realizing that his softly-spoken
'h — 1' would be heard all over the country.
I don't object to such mild swear-words,
however, and this is probably the first
time on record such a word has been
broadcast."
Mr. Grant laughingly pleaded guilty to
the charge, saying he was about to broadcast telegrams from distant points, but the
communications had been mislaid.
Draws
372 Letters
"I know I had the microphone extended
at arm's length," said Mr. Grant. "I
would have spared my audience had I
thought my words would have been heard
by the oatside world. Still, it is certainly
an indication of the enormous output
power CFCN possesses."
In the same morning's mail with this
letter there were 372 other communications from Radiophans who had heard the
request for the missing telegrams from the
Calgary station. They were from thirty
states in the Union, six from provinces of
Canada, and one from Alaska.

WPAL

Broadcasts Chorus

COLUMBUS, O. — The Westgate Masonic
chorus of forty male voices rendered a
complete program broadcast from WPAL,
the Superior Radio and Equipment Company here. The concert by the chorus
was its first experience in the Radio studio.
Station WPAL has inaugurated readings
on operas. The first of this series was the
opera "Tannhauser" with Burleigh Cupp,
member of the faculty of the Morey School
of Music, explaining the three sets in the
opera.

MB

|j
|
&
ff.

By Albert H. Munday
It is not generally known to Radiophans emphasized that in their ranks must be
throughout the world, and in San Fran- found the future experts who are to
cisco especially, that the high power sta- carry on with the development of the
tion KPO, one of the most powerful in new science.
Start First Radiophone Company
the
on the
of Hale
Brothers'
Storeworld,
at Fifth
and top
Market
streets,
is a
first started working at the
monument to the memory of a boy who, age"McCarthy
of twelve for the Pacific Telephone
had he lived, would have been one of the
Company in 1903, "rewizards of Radio today. That boy was and Telegraph
lated Mr. Logwood. "He was then a
Francis Joseph McCarthy, who in 1906, freckled-faced
youngster helping to install
when only 17 years of age, gave demon- house telephones. I was also with the
strations on a Radiophone on which he company and we often worked together.
had been working for more than three We were both interested in Radio and
years. McCarthy was probably the first spent considerable time and money in
boy Radiophan in the world and one who making small sets. Later McCarthy went
was destined to lead the world in matters to work as a cash boy in Hale Brothers
of Radio. Unfortunately he was' - killed store. One day Prentiss Cobb Hale asked
in an accident in Oakland in 1906, shortly young McCarthy what his hobby was and
after his first success, but his Radiophone he promptly told Mr. Hale that the only
patents have brought his family the sum thing he was ever interested in was Radio
of $100,000.
telephony. Mr. Hale promised to help
him and immediately bought several exStarved to Get Set
pensive books and encouraged McCarthy
Although only a mere lad he had his as- as much as possible. A short time later
sistant and that boy is still one of the the first Radiophone- company to be
leaders in the Radio world today. It is started in the world was floated by young
Charles V. Logwood, who claims that had
I was appointed his asMcCarthy lived he would have revolution- McCarthy sistant.and
We built a station on the beach
ized the world with his inventions and at San Francisco
and carried out many
his service to the Radiophans. Mr. Log- experiments which were successful. In
wood worked day and night with Mc- 1905 we gave our first demonstration and
Carthy and together they actually starved spoke a distance of one mile from the
for days at a time in order that the money Cliff
to Mile Rest. I was sent to
they saved could be spent in making a New House
York to purchase special equipment
new set. It must be remembered that in
those days it was impossible to buy the and had just returned to San Francisco
parts to make a set and everything when the earthquake came and our apparatus was wrecked. McCarthy was
piece by piece had to be designed and
killed in an accident a few weeks later."
made by the experimenters.
Will Help the Amateur .
The story of McCarthy and his assistant Big Station Nearly Ready
Logwood as boys who toiled for months
to Link Argentina to U. S.
and years to perfect their youthful inventions, reads like a romance, and is a
BUENOS AIRES.— The big, high-power
story that will eventually go down as a Radio
station at Monte Grande, near
part of history of the Radio world. Giv- Buenos Aires, the first South American
ing all credit to McCarthy, who he con- station in the international commercial
sidered a genius, Mr. Logwood told his Radio system, is almost completed, and it
story especially to the representative of is
that service will begin in
the Digest in order to show that the Juneannounced
or July next.
future of the science really rested with
It
will
place
Argentine in direct Radio
the Radiophans who are struggling day communication with
the United States for
in and day out with their new sets and
the .first time, as well as- with Europe.
their experiments. It is chiefly due to Engineers
say
there
are two strange,
his many trials and difficulties that Mr.
"dead areas," one near the equator
Logwood understands the trouble of the static
off Brazil and one in the South Atlantic
youthful Radiophans of today whom he which
only a station equipped like that
is very eager to help them to help them- at Monte Grande can overcome.
selves. As soon as the Armstrong vs.
Logwood case, now pending in the United
Fifty-one Radiophone stations are broadStates Patent Office, is settled, Mr. Logcasting daily the national crop and market
wood intends to work on several new circuits that will be especially suitable for reports of the Department of Agriculture.
youthful Radiophans. He pointed out More than 15,000 individuals, firms and
that it was only in helping them that the railroads co-operate in gathering the data
future of the science can progress and broadcast throughout the country.

right), the American Legion, department of
is a disabled World War veteran studying
the announcer's job is excellent training for
"a long way" to convince the average jury.
to speak . ''e on his feet "

All-Zanesville
Program
Broadcast by Rotarians
COLUMBUS, O. — An all-Zanesville Radio program was broadcast from Station
WBAV, Erner & Hopkins Company, here
recently. The program was the second of
a series of concerts being presented by
talent from various Ohio cities from the
Columbus station. The Zanesville Rotrians had
charge of the arrangement.

Z0.000 Call Letters
Indispensable to every radio owner. Contains
up-to-date list of over 20,000 Amateur. Commercial, Army, Navy, Transoceanic High
Powered, and Broadcasting Stations in the
UNITED STATES *,,d riANAOA. International Morse Code and Convention Signals;
the construction and operation of the Beinartz
Tuner, Detector, and one -stage Amplifier; etc.
Included with the book is a splendid twocolor map of the United States and Canada,
2x3 ft., showing radio district boundaries,
starularu
timestations,
lines, geographical
location of
broadcasting
etc.

Buy the Book with the
Blue Cover
Tke greatest dollar value on the radio market.
At your dealers or direct by mail. Use check
or money order. Do not send stamps.
Dealers:
Write for proposition

RADIO DIRECTORY AND
PUBLISHING CO.
45-R

Vesey St.,

New York City
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
A.G1, Presidio of San Francisco. Calif.

50 mL

Signal

KDYX, Honolulu, T. H., Hawaii.
500 ml.
Honolulu
Star- Bulletin Co.. Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1:15
pm,
reports;
6:30-7:30
pm,
entertainment,
music.
talks.
Tues. Fri, 3:45-4:30- pm.
Sun, 11 am-12:15
pm, 5-6, Church services.
120th Meridian..
KDZA. Tucson. Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB, Bakersfield. Calif.
Frank E. Siefert.
KDZE, Seattle. Wash.
500 mi. The Rhodes Co. Daily
ex Sun, 10:30-11 am. 3:30-4:30 pm. news, music. Mon.
Fri. 7-S pm. concert. .Wed, 8-9 pm, concert
Pacific.
KDZF. Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZG. San Francisco, Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZH, Fresno, Calif.
485 also.
50 mL
The HeraldBuford
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 8:15 am, 4-5 pm, news,
reports.
Daily ex Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, reports, music.
Tues, Fri. 6:30-7:30 pm.
Sun, 8-9 am, church service. Pacific
KDZI,
Wenatchee,
Wash.
700 mi.
Elec. Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:30
pm, music
Mon,
Wed,
Fri,
.8-9
pm,
music.
Sun,
11
am-12:30
pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno, Nev.
50 mi.
Nevada Mch. & Elec Co.
(Nevada State Journal.)
Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm,
news.
Wed.
6:30-7:30 pm, music.
Fri, 8-9 pm,
special.
Pacific.
KDZL.
Ogden. Utah.
100 mi. Bocky Mountain Badio
Corp.
Mon, 12-1 pm, 7-9 pm.
Mountain.
KDZM,
Centralia, Wash.
50 mi.
Hollingworth Hdwe.
& Radio Supply Store.
Daily ex Sat & Sun. 8-9
pm. music
Pacific.
KDZQ.
Denver. Colo.
500 mi.
Wm.
D. Pyle.
Daily
ex Sun, 6:45-7:15 pm. news. 9-10 pm, concert. Mountain.
KDZR,
Bellingham,
Wash.
200 mL
The Bellingham
Pub. Co. Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-S:30 pm, music, news,
reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice.
Tues, Sat, Sun,
7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle. Wash.
Seattle Badio Assn.
KDZZ,
Everett. Wash.
50 mL
Kinney Bros. & Seppell.
Daily
ex
Sun.
2:30-3:30 pm, 4:30-5:30. 8:159:15.
Pacific.
KFAD,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
200 mL
McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-S:30 pm, news, weather, stock,
reports.
Mountain.
KFAE.
Pullman.
Wash.
1.500 mL
State College of
Washington.
Mon, Wed, Fri. 7-9 pm, lectures, music.
readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver, Colo.
3.750 mL
Western Badio Corp.
Daily ex Thurs and Sun, 8-9 pro, music, reports,
news.
Mountain.
KFAJ.
Boulder.
Colo.
S00 mL
Univ. of Colo.
No
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN, Moscow, Ida. 200 mL The Electric Shop. Tues,

tion, Inc. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9 pm. music.
Mountain.
Corps, U. S. A.
Sun, Thurs, S-9 pm, instruction,
music.
Pacific
KFCK,dio Co.Colorado Springs, Colo. Colorado Springs BaAQ6. Canton. O.
425 only.
500 mi.
Hdqtrs. 135th
Field Artillery 0. N. G.
Wed, Fri, music.
Sun,
KFCL, Los Angeles, Calif. 485 only. 1.500 ml. Los
church services.
Eastern.
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30
AS6. San Antonio. Tex.
200 mi.
U. S. Army. Ft. Sam
am. 12-12:30 pm. 4-4:30, 8-8:20. live stock reports.
Houston.
Mon, Thurs. irregular.
Pacific
AV7, St. Paul. Minn.
400 only. 500 mi. Signal Corps.
KFCM, Richmond. Calif. 500 mi. Richmond Badio
D. S. A. (St. Paul Armory).
Daily ex Sun. 2-2:80
Pacific.
Shop. Mon. 8-9 pm, music Sun, 1-2 pm, music.
pm.
music,
announcements.
Thurs.
8:30-9:15
pm.
Central.
BEI, Tacoma, Wash.
400 only.
100 mi.
Camp Lewis.
KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
Balph W. Flygare.
Army. Third Signal Co.
Daily ex Sat. Sun.
KFCO, Casper, Wyo.
Motor Service Stn.
6-7 pm. music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 300 and 600 also. 300 mL Fred
CFAC,
Calgary. Alta..
Can.
430 only.
1.000 mi.
Western
Radio
Co., Ltd., (Calgary Daily Herald).
Mahafiey, Jr. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:30-8 pm. marCentraLkets, entertainment Sun. 2-3 pm. church services.
Daily
ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm, 3-4. Daily. 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont, Can. 400 only. 500 mL Toronto
KFCY, Le Mars, la. Western Union College.
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather: 2:30-3:30 pm,
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Central H. S.
news, music; 5:30-6, news; 8-9. concert. Sun, 8:45Pacific. Baker, Ore. 25 mL Adler's Music Store.
KFDA,
9:45 pm. concert. Eastern.
Daily
ex
Sun,
5-6
pm,
7-8, music. Sun. 6-8 pm.
CFCB. Vancouver, B. C. Can. 440 only. 1,500 mi.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 400, 485 only. 1.500
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily. 8:30-9:30 pm, reix>'ts. news, music
Pacific.
mL Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am,
weather, markets; 11-11:30. news, quotations; 2-3
CFCE. Halifax, N. S., 'Can. 440 only. 150 mL Marconi Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainpm, lectures, concerts. Mon, Wed, Fri, S-lO pm,
ment.
concert. Spokane,
Sun, 7-7:30
KFDC,
Wash.pm,25 children's
mi. E. B.stories.
Craney. Mon,
CFCF, Montreal. P. Q.. Can. 440 only. 1.000 mL Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun 1-1 :30 pm. Mon, Wed. Fri.
Wed, Fri. Sat, 7:30-9 pm. Wed. Sat, 3-3:30 pm.
Pacific.
7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Ont., Can. 400 only. 200 mi.
KFDD. Boise, Idaho. St Michael's Cathedral. Sun.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Ltd. Daily, 8 pm,
11:15-12:30 om. 8-9:15 church services.
Mountain.
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
KFDF, Casper, Wyo. 485 also. 600 mi. Wyoming
Eastern.
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
CFCN. Calgary. Alta., Can. 275, 440 only. 1500 mL
Wed, Fri. 8-9 pm, music. Sun. 8-9 pm, sacred
W. W. Grant Radio Ltd. Wed, Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm,
music;
11-11:30. music.
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson. Ariz. 200 mi. Univ. of Ariz. Tues.
dance music. Wed. Sat. Sun, after 11:30 pm using
test call 9AC.
Mountain.
tain.
Thurs,
7:30-8:30 pm, music, lecture, reports. MounCFCX, London.
Ont.. Can.
The London Advertiser.
KFDJ.
Corvallis. Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
CFPC. Fort Frances, Ont., Can. International Radio
Develop. Co.
KFDL. Denver. Colo.
Knigkt-Campbell Music Co.
KFDO, Bozeman.
Mont.
H. Everett Cutting.
CFTC, Toronto. Ont.. Can.
The Bell Telephone Co.
KFDP,
Des
Moines.
Iowa.
300 mi. Hawkeye Radio
CFYC. Vancouver. B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
& Supply Co. Wed, 8-9:30 pm. music, entertainment
Sat. 9-10:30 pm, music, entertainment
CentraL
CHBC. Calgary. Alta., Can. 410 only. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
KFDR.
York, Francisco,
Neb.
Bullock's.
KFDS, San
Calif.
John D. McKee.
ex Sat. 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations, music.
KFDU.
Lincoln.
Neb.
Neb.
Radio
Elec.
Co.
Mountain.
KFDV.
Fayetteville, Ark.
Gilbrech & Stinson.
CHCA. Vancouver. B. C. Can. Radio Corp. of VanKFDX.
Shreveport. La.
First Baptist Church.
couver. Ltd.
KFEB, Taft. Calif.
City of Taft
CHCB, Toronto, Can.
Marconi Co.
KFEC,
Portland,
Ore.
25
mL Meier & Frank Co.
CHCF Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of WinInc.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music;
nipeg, Ltd.
CHCQ, Calgary. Alta., Can. 400 only. ISO mL Western Radio Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm.
Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CHCS, London,
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
CHCX.
Montreal.
Que., Can.
B. L. Silver.
CHVC. Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. Metropolitan Motors Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun, 6-6:30 pm.
news, concert. Eastern.
CHYC, Montreal, Que., Can.
Northern Elec. Co.
CHXC, Ottawa, Ont.. Can. 450 only. 50 mL J. R.
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment- Eastern.
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
CJBC, Montreal. Que., Can. 420 only. 75 mi. Dupuisand authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
Freres.
Wed. Fri. 9-10 pm. music.
Eastern.
CJCA. Edmonton. Alta., Can. 450 only. 1000 mi.
sent various stations every day for information. No other
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-S pm. Children's half hour,
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Pacific.
CJCB. *"elson, B. C. Can. 400 only. 100 mi. James
and a service which Radio Digest has maintained from the start.
Gordon Bennett. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
CJCD. Toronto. Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 4-4:30 pm. concert. Sat
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
12-12 :30 pm. concert.
Eastern.
CJCE, Vancouver. B. C, Can. 420 only. 150 mi. Vanis divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
couver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, music, news. Pacific.
next week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
CJCF. Kitckener, Ont Can. 420 only. 50 mL The News
Record, Ltd.
Thurs, 9-11 pm. Eastern.
index, to appear the week following.
CJCH. Toronto, Ont., Can. United Farmers of Ontario.
CJCI. St. John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mL McThe station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
Lean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
C1CN, Toronto. Ont., Can.
Simons. Agnew & Co.
CJCS, Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Tele(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
graph Co.
CJCY, Calgary, Alta., Can. Edmund Taylor.
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
CJGC. London, Ont.. Can. 430 only. 800 mi. London
Free Press. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
hours, and the kind of time used.
•
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm. music Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg. Man., Can. 400 only. 1.000 mi.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, 8-10 pm, Thurs. 7-8 pm. Fri, 8-10 pm.
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
Alternate Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
CentraL
CJSC. Toronto. Ont.. Can.
Evening Telegram.
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
CKAC. Montreal, Que.. Can. 430 only. 1,000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, weather; 4:30-4:35,
issues of Radio Digest will give one the most complete and accurate
reports; 4:15-5:15, dance music. Tues. Thurs, Sat,
7-7:30 pm. bedtime stories; 7:30-8:30. concert; 8:30list of broadcasting stations obtainable.
9:30, music; 10:30-11:30. dance music. Sun, 4-4:45
pm, 5-6, music.
Eastern.
CKCB. Winnipeg, Man.. Can. T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
CKCE, Toronto. Ont., Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Regina. Sask., Can. 420 only. 1.500 mi.
6:30 pm, reports.
Thurs. 9-10 pm, concert
Sat, 11
Thurs. Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm. music, reports. Sun, church
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
am-12 m, children's hour.
Pacific.
services.
Pacific.
music; 1:15-2 pm reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
KFEJ, Tacoma. Wash.
Guy Greason.
KFAF, Butte. Mont
Standard Pub. Co.
Sat, 7:30-S:15. music. Tues. 7:30-9, concert. Sun.
9 pm, sacred concert.
Mountain.
KFAQ, San Jose. Calif.
City of San Jose.
KFEP, Denver, Colo.
Badio Equipment Co.
CKCR, St. John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. Jones
KFEQ,
Oak, Neb.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFAR,
Hollywood,
Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
KFAS.
Reno. Nev.
30n mi.
Reno Motor Supply Co. KFER, Fort Dodge, la. Auto Electric Service Co.
Elec. Radio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports. Eastern.
Mon, Tues. Thurs
8-9 pm. music.
Pacific.
KFEV, Douglas. Wyo. 4S5 also. 250 mi. Felix
KFAT, Eugene, Ore.
100 mi.
Pac. Badio Co.
Mon,
CKCZ. Toronto, Ont., Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
Thompson Radio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
Wed, Sat, 9-10 pm, lectures, music
Sun, 8:30-9:15
CKKC. Toronto. Ont., Can. Radio Equipment & Supspecial warnings.
Mountain.
church
service.
Pacific
ply Co.. Ltd.
KFFA,
San Diego, Calif. 200 mi. Dr. R. O. Shelton.
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont., Can. 410 only. 100 mi.
KFAU.
Boise, Ida.
4S5 also.
200 mL
Boise H. S.
Daily, 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
Wei tworth Radio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon, Wed,
Daily ex Sun, 9:30-10 am, 3-3:20 pm, markets, news:
KFFE, Pendleton. Ore. 100 mi. Eastern Oregon BaFri, S. 30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun, church services.
8:30 pm, weather.
Mon. Fri, 8:30-9 pm, concert
dio Co. Daily, 7:30-S pm, music
Pacific
Eastern.
_ ,.
Wed. 8-9 pm.
Mountain.
KFFO,
HUlsboro,
Ore.
Dr.
E.
H.
Smith.
CKQC. London. Ont.. Can. 410 only. 50 mi. Radio
KFAV. Venice. Calif.
340 only. 50 mi. Abbot-Kinney
KFFft. Colorado Springs. Colo. 250 mL The MarkSupply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
Co.
Mon.
Tues,
Wed,
Fri,
8:30-9:30
-pm,
music
Pacific.
.
. „
sheffel Motor Co. Daily. 4-5 pm, concert. Mon. Wed.
entertainment.
Eastern.
Fri. 8-9:30 pm. special program.
Mountain.
CKZC,
Winnipeg.
Man., Can.
Salton Badio Eng. Co.
KFAW, Santa. Ana, Calif. 4S3 also. 100 mi. Badio
KFGB, Pueblo. Colo.
Lowenthal Bros.
DD5. Denver. Colo. 412 only. 1,500 mL Fitzsimmons
Den Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm. news, reports, music.
KFGF, Mt Vernon. Wash. 50 mi. Buchanan. Stevens
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert. Pacific
Gen. Hospital. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music
& Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. Mon. Wed.
Mountain.
KFAY. Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500 mL Virgin Badio
Fri. 7-9 pm, music Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, muDM4. San Antonio, Tex.
1.500 mi.
U. S. Army. Kelly
Service. Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm. Special programs other
sic Sun, 2-3 pm.
Pacific.
Field.
No regular schedule.
days. Pacific.
KFGG, Astoria. Ore. Astoria Budget
DM7, San Antonio. Tex.
200 mL
U. S. Army, Brooks
KFAZ, Reedley, Calif.
200 mi.
C. H. T. Weatherill.
KFHA,
Gunnison.
Colo.
Colorado State Normal Scbo»l.
Field.
No regular schedule.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 pm. reports, news.
Pacific.
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 500 mi. 300 and 410 also.
DN4. Denver, Colo. 340 only. 200 mi. Colorado NaKFBB, Havre, Mont.
485 also. 150 mi. F. A Buttrey
I.eland Stanford Junior University. No regular schedule
tional Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm. weather,
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, agriograms,
weather.
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara.
Calif.
Fallon Company.
news, concert. Thurs, 8:16-9:30 pm. special concert,
Tues, Fri. 3-9:30 pm. music. Mountain.
KF1, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 1.500 mi. Earl
speech. Mountain.
_
KFBC,
San Diego, Calif.
500 mi.
W. K. Azbill.
KDBZ. Bakersfield, Calif. 100 mL Frank Siefert
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 nm, 5-6 pm,
Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
7-7:30 pm. 8-11 pm. Tues. Fri, 1:30-2:30 pm. Sun,
Daily ex Sun. 7:30-3:15 pm, reports, music. Sun,
KFBD, Hanford, Calif.
485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
10:30-11:30 am, 4-5 pm. 8-10.
Pacific
sacred program, irregular. Pacific.
Welch.
Mon, Wed, 3-4 pm. 7:30-8:30. news, music,
KFV. Yakima. Wash. 250 mL Foster-Bradbury Radio
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 2.000 mi. Westinghouse
agriograms.
Tues.
Thurs.
Sat.
6-7
pm.
music.
Fri,
Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon, Fri, 8-9
Elec & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, 12:30nm.
Pacific.
3-4
pm,
9-10,
news,
music
Sun.
7-S
pm,
church
services.
Pacific.
.
1 pm music; 7-9:55 pm, news, features, markets,
KF2, Spokane, Wash. 300 mi. Doerr-MItchell Elec
concert; 9:55-10. time. Sun, 10:45 am. church servKFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 50 mi. B. H. Horn.
ice: 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert; 4:45 vesper
Co. Tues.
Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm,
pm.
Pacific.
i music Sat 7-8
Mon. Wed, Fri, 4-5 _pm. _Wed,^^ Fri.
7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
.
service. Eastern.
„_„
KGB. Tacoma. Wash. 200 mL Tacoma Daily LedgerKDN,
San Francisco,
Calif.
485, 510 also. 500 mi.
KFBG, Tacoma. Wash.
First Presbyterian Church.
William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-9 pm.
L20 J. Meyberg Co. Daily. 1-2 pm, 8:30-9, 4:30-5:30.
KFBH, Maxshfield. Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
Sun, 5-7:30 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
7-7-15, music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
Boise. Ida.
70 mL
Jenkins Fum. Co. (Owyhee
KGG, Portland. Ore. 500 mL Hallock & Watson
KDOW.
New York, N. T.
S.S. America.
Home port KFBJ,
Hotel.)
Daily. 8-9 pm.
Mountain.
Radio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm. music, enteris New York.
KFBK.
Sacramento.
Calif.
485
also.
300
mi.
Kimbailtainment, 7:30-8 pm, reports. Sat. 8-9 pm. answers
KDPM
Cleveland. O. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Upson Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. 6-6:30, concert, news.
to Radio questions. Sun. Wed, 9-10 pm. music.
KDPT,
San Diego, Calif.
500 ml.
Southern
Elec
Sun 8-9 pm, church service. Pacific.
Pacific.
Co
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news, weather, conKFBL, Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
KGN,
Portland.
Ore. 100 mL Northwestern Badio
certs lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo.
Chronicle News & Gas & Elec
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1,800 mL
Salt
Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
Supply CO.
KGO.
Altadena.
Calif.
350 only.
300 mL
Altadena
Lake Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, music,
KFBU,
Laramie.
Wyo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
entertainment.
Mountain.
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KFBV, Colorado Springs. Colo.
Clarence O. Ford.
KGU. Honolulu. Hawaii.
4S5 also. 150 mi. The HonoKDYM.
San Diego. Calif.
Savoy Theater.
KFCB,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
500 mi.
Nielsen Radio Suplulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-0 pm. Tues. Thurs. Sat
KDYQ
Portland. Ore.
4S5 also.
2o mi. Oregon Inspecial program.
150th meridian.
(Three hours later
ply Co. Mon. Wed. Fri. 8-9 pm, music.
Tues, 8-10.
Tues, 9-10 pm. Badio lectures.
Pacific stitute of Technology.
than Pacific.)
sports. Mountain.
KFCC, Wallace, Ida.
380 only.
100 mL
Auto SupKDYS
Great Falls. Mont.
485 also. 1.000 mL
Great
KGW,
Portland.
Ore
400 and 485 also.
1.500 mL
Falls Tribune.
Daily 12 m. weather, time.
Mon.
ply Co. Tues. Thurs, Sat. Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm.
Sat,
Oregonian
Pub.
Co.
Daily ex Sun.
3:30-4 pm.
Sun. 9:30-10:30 pm, music.
Pacific.
V."ed. Sat, 8-10 pm, concert
Sun, 4 pm, church
women's
program.
Mon,
Wed.
FrL
8-9
pm. conKFCD,
Salem. Ore.
100 mL
F. S. Barton.
Tues,
services.
Mountain.
_,__._
„ „
„ _
cert. Mon. Fri, 11-12 pm. Hoot Owls.
Fri. 7-7:30
'. DYV
Suit Lake City. Utah.
Cope & Comwell Co.
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific
pm. lecture.
Sun, 7-8 pm, concert. Pacific.
Frank A. Moore.
XDYW
I'loenix. Ariz.
100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co. KFCF, Walla Walla, Wash.
KGY.
Laccy. Wash.
250 mL
St Martins
College.
KFCH, Billings, Mont
500 mi.
Electric Service StaDa.!;' ex Sat. 7-7:30 pm. Mountain.

Continued —

Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news. Concert, bedtime
story. Colorado
Pacific. Springs, Colo. 485 also. 50 mi. C. F.
KHD,
am. weather. Mon. Wed, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, music,
lectures
Mountain.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 2.000 mL Los Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:45-7:30
8-9:30.
Sun. 10-11 am.
Pacific.
KHO, Seattle, Wash.
Louis Wasmer.
KJJ, Sunnyvale, Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop. Tues.
8:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific.
KJO, Stockton, Calif. 100 mL Gould, The Light
Man. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert. Mon, Wed,
9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 10-11 am, church services.
Pacific.
KJR. Seattle, Wash. 200 mi. Northwest Radio Service
Co. Daily ex Sun
8-9 pm. miscellaneous.
Pacific.
KJS, Los Angeles, Calif. 100 mL Bible Inst, of Los
Angeles. Tues. 7-7:30 pm. Thurs, 8-9. sacred music,
lectures,
etc.
Sun,
11:30-12:30,
6-6:45
pm.
8-9,
church services.
Pacific
KLB, Pasadena, Cal. 300 mi. J. J. Dunn Co. Mon and
FrL 7:30-8:15 pm. concert Sun, 3-4 pm and 8-9.
concert. Pacific.
KLN, Del Monte. Calif. Monterey Elec. Shop.
Pacilc.pm. weather, markets, news: T-8 pm. conDaily, cert12-1
KLS. San Francisco. Caof. 1,500 mi. Warner Bros.
Badio
Supply
Dai'y, 11:30-1 pm. Fri. 8-9 pm.
Sun, 12-1
pm. Co.
Pacific.
KLX, Oakland. Calif. 500 mL Oakland Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm, 7-7:30, news, entertainment Tues. 8-9 pm. Fri. 9-10 pm. Sun, 10-H
am, church services.
Pacific
KLZ, Denver, Colo. 200 mi. Reynolds Badio Co. Daily
ex Sun.
7:30 pm, news,
markets,
bedtime
story,
pm,
8:20-9 pm,
music.
Pacific,
churchcode,services.
Mountain.
KMJ, Fresno. Calif. 300 mL San Joaquin Lt. & Pr
Corp. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Sun. 5-6 pm. music.
Pacific.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Times. (Love
Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 6-7, 9:15-10, concert,
news, lecture.
Pacific
KNI. Eureka. Calif.
T. W. Smith.
KNJ, Roswell, New Mex.
Temporarily discontinued.
KNN, Los porarily
Angeles,
Calif. 100 mL Bullock's. Temdiscontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen. Wash. 600 mi. Grays Harbor Radio
Co.
Pacific.Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, 7-8. news, concert
KNV, Los Angeles. Calif.
Badio Supply Co.
KOB. State College, N. M. 485 also. 500 ml. N M
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m, 9:55-10 pm.
time, reports.
cert. Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, conDaily ex Sun, 4-3 pm, 8:15-9, concert, news.
Sun,
10-11 am, 4-5 pm, 8:15-9, church service. Pacific
KOG, Los Angeles. Calif. 300 mi. Western Radio
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, Wtd, 5-5:30 pm, code,
news.
Mon, Fri, 7:40-8:20 pm, music.
Wed. 4:30-5
KON, San Diego, Calif. 200 ml. Holzwasser Inc.
concert.
Thurs.
8-9 pm. concert
Sun, 8-9 pm
KOP, Detroit, Mich. 1,500 mi. Detroit Police Dept
Daily ex Sun, 1 pm, 6:30, reports, police Information,
emergency.
Eastern.
KPO. San Francisco. Calif. 300, 400 and 600 only.
1.500 mi. Hale Bros., Inc Tues, Thurs, Sat, S-10
pm, concert, lectures. Sat. 3-4:30 pm. Sun. 11-12:30
pm, church services.
Pacific.
KQI. Berkeley. Calif.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP. Hood River, Ore. 350 only. 50 mi. HoocPBiver
News. Daily ex Sat, Sun. 7 pm, news. Tues. Fri.
7:15-8 pm.
Sim, 9-10 pm. entertainment.
Pacific.
KQV, -Pittsburgh, Pa. 300 mi. Doubleday-Hill Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm ; 4:30-5. music.
Mon, Wed. Fri. 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fri. 4:30-5:15
pm. children's program.
Eastern.
KQW, San Jose. Calif. 345 and 485 only. 500 mi.
Chas. D. Herrold. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Wed,
S-9 pm. concert
Pacific.
KOY, Portland, Ore. 200 mL Stubbs Elec. Co. Wed.
Thurs. Fri, 6-7 pm. Mon. Tues. Sat, 9-10 pm.
Pacific.
KRE. Berkeley, Calif. 200 mi. Maxwell Elec. Co.
Wed, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 5:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KSD, St. Louis. Mo. 400 and 4S5 only. 1 500 mi.
St. Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 9 10 am,
10:40. 11:40, 12:40 pm. 1:40. 2:40. 4, 8. Thurs and
Sun. silent
certs. Central.nights. Mon, Thurs, 11:30 pm, conKSU Ran, Francisco. Calif. 50 mL The Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
KSS.
Longschedule.
Beach. Calif. Prest & Dean Badio Co. No
regular
KTW. Seattle, Wash. 500 mi. First Presbyterian
service.
Church. Pacific.
Sun. 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30, 7-9:30, church
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 4S5. 525 also. 1.500
mL San Francisco Examiner. Daily ex Sun. 9-10
am, concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:303:30 pm. lecture, news; 5:15-6:45 pm, concert: 9
am, 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather reports. Wed, 3:30
pm. health
concert.
. news.bulletins.
Pacific. Sun. 9-10 am, 2-4 pm, 5-6.
KUS, Los Angeles. Calif. 300 mL City Dye Wks. &
Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30 am. setting up
exercises:
12-12:30 pm. concert, time. Mon, Thurs,
cific.
Fri. 2-2 :3C pm, features. Tues, Fri, 4-4:30 pm,
code practice. Wed. Fri, 6-6:45 pm, concert PaKUY, El Monte, Calif. 500 ml. Coast Badio Co.
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific
KWG. Stockton. CaL 1.500 mi. Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5 pm, news, concert, marand Fri. 8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 2-3 pm.
concert. kets. Tues
Pacific.
KWH. Lcs Angeles, Calif. 485 also. 250 mi. Examiner.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm, 5:30-6, 6-6:15. 8:20-9.
reports,
Sun, 8:30-9 pm, church service. entertainment.
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto, Calif. 100 mi. Modesto Herald Pub.
Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 6:30-7 pm. Mon. 7-9
pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KXS. Los Angeles. Calif.
Braun Corp.
KYI. Bakersfield, Calif.
Bakersfield Calif omian.
schedule.
KYQ, Honolulu, Hawaii. Electric Shop. No definite
KYW.

Chicago. 111. 400 and 485 onlv. 2.000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:25 am.
10. 1:20 pm. 2:15. 2:30, markets; 3 (3:30 ex Mon,
Wed. Fri). 4. 4:15, 4:30. 5. news, sports (6:30 Mon
only, news, reports, sports). 6:50. bedtime stories; S-9,
music; 9, news, sports: 9:05, special. Sun, 11 am,
3:30 pm. 7. church services.
Central.
KZM. Oakland. Calif. 200 mi. Western Badio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun. 6:45-7 pm,
news.
Pacific.
KZN. Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1.000 mi.
tain.
Deseret
News. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. reports, music.
8-9:30 pm, music, news, bedtime stories etc. MounKZV, Wenatchee. Wash. 485 also. 200 mL Wenatchee
Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:15 pm.
weather. Mon. Wed. Fri. 1st to 15th each month.
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month. 8-8:45 pm.
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month. 7:30-9 pm:
15th to last each month, 11 am-12 :30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
NAA, Badio, Va. 710 only. 2.000 mL U. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun. 9:45-10:40 am, 12:25-12:40
pm. 1:45-2:20. markets, weather; 2:45-3. (Tues. only)
Dept Interior: 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets, weather: 10:05-10:20. weather. Mon. 6:45-8:20 pm, Dept.
programs. Tues. 7:05-S:4O pm, Dept. programs. Wed.
7:25-7:40 pm. Dept programs; S:05-9:40, Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri.
S:05-S:40 pm. band concert.
Eastern.
OA, Ottawa, Ont, Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX, Havana. Cuba. 400 only. 1,500 mi. International Tel. & Telg. Corp. Wed. Sat. 9-11:30 pm.
music.Dayton.
Eastern.
WAI.
O. McCook Field, U. S. Army.
WAAB. Nrw Orleans. La.
Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC. New Orleans. La.
Tulane Univ.
WAAD,
Cincinnati. O. 200 mi. Ohio Mechanics Inst.
F-.
2:30-4:30
pm. and Sat. 8:15-10:15
pm, Cincinnati Symph. Orchestra concert
Central.
(NOTE — The second part of the station schedule list

will appear next weet
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Book Reviews
The Armstrong- Super-Begrenerativa Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is ■ De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely Illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pases.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Vacuum Tab* Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
Some Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
YV. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio fop the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Revolutionary Theories in Wireless. By
Frank E. Summers. A treatise in the how
and why of Radio and science. A practical result of years of careful study and
research by the author. Non-technical,
written so you can understand it. Price,
$2.50.
How to Make Radio Receiving- Sets. This
booklet describes ten different receiving
sets and amplifiers which have been constructed in the research department of
the Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company of Buffalo, X. Y. The booklet is
fully illustrated. It is free to all who ask
for it by writing the firm mentioned.
letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting letters written to a boy. Each letter is full
and complete and the most advanced student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price. $2.00.
Radio Experimenter's Hand Book, By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price,
$1.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in oar Book Review or not. Let as know
what book yon want, send as your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
yon. Postag-e stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

$5.00 List
3.50 List
A patented
ture locks feathe
coil in place and
prevents the
coil from being
thrown out of
a d j u s tin en t
once station is
timed in.

Licensed under U. 8.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

Dealers write for
special discounts

AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., Ine.^ooW^.
GOVT

RADIO STORAGE

DIGEST

RADIO

Largest
Radio
Store
in
America

Store
America
BUY HERE FOR LESS
in
Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Ultra Audion
Circuit (
Known

as the Wonder
Circuit

FreuncTs Wonder

) $11.90

Consisting of:
.45
Regular Price
Out Price
0x10%
Formica
Panel
..7... ..$T«
1.45
1.95
23-Plate Condenser
3.30
.95
Bakelite Socket (Render)
1. 00
1.35
$ 1.20
Special Ultra Audion Coll. Plain or Bank Wound with Taps. . 3.00
1 Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50
CRL
Grid Leak
1.50
.0005 Mlcon Condenser
35
.25
2 Switch Le?ers
70
.50
18 Switch Points
50
2.95
2 Switch Stops
10
.05
i Binding
Posts
80
Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet, size 9x1014 with hinged top 5.00
.30
i5 ft. Hookup Wire
20
.10
.40
Regular Price
$19.37
Each order includes complete Instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring.
These construcUon plans are not drawn
in a schematic form but are drawn so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can follow with ease. Our Price

Complete Parts for Reinartz $11.90
Circuit
Includes 1 7x18 Formica

Panel, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Howard

Vernier

Rheostat, 23 Plate Condenser, 11 Plate Condenser, 3 Switch Levers,
2 Dozen Switch Points, 1 Reinartz Wound Coil, 1 Variable Grid
Leak, 8 Binding Posts. 25 Feet Tinned Wire, 1 Base .
for Coil, 1 Mounting Base Board, and 1 Diagram to\l I A C
Construct
Moulded

This Set.

Complete

ylitlU

Variometers

$3.45

1801 Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany
Variometers

$3.45
$1.95

180' Bakelite
Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

$1.75
75c
$1.35
$3.95
$6.95

Complete Knockdown

$4.30 Value,
$3.70 Value,
$3.30 Value.
$3.10 Value.
$2.70 Value,

43
23
II
5
3

PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,

KEG,

from Chicago on one

$17.

_...

$1.75
SI.45
$1.35
SI.25
$1.15

tube.

set so that loud speaker or phonograph can be used in place of headset. These parts consist of 1 Formica Panel 7x10 (or other suitable
size), 1 High Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 1 Low Ratio Thordarson Transformer, 2 Howard Rheostats, 2 Bakelite Sockets, 3 Jacks,
13 Binding Posts, 1 Baseboard for mounting, and 1 Wiring Diagram with complete instructions for assembling, with ff> 1 O i r
template for drilling panel.
\ I / uS
Complete
Brandes Superior Headset
Valley Battery Chargers
Antenella Aerial Plug
^
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
Barchass Coils
Firth Cord
Tip Plugs
Thordarson
Amplifying
Transformers

«r»A**»T«J
$5.7S
$16.20
$1.15
$3.45
$2.60
SOc
$1.95
60c
S2.95

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit
Includes 6x14 Formica Panel, 23 Plate Condenser, 3 Micon .006 Condensers, 1Freshman Variable Grid Leak, 1 Remler Leak, 2 Coil
Mount, 2 Honeycomb Coils, 2 Coil Plugs, 1 Socket, 1
Howard
L nuwdni
Vernier Rheostat, 8 Binding Posts and 1 Diagram to ch
Wire and Construct This Set.
Complete

VARIABLE 95 CONDENSERS

now
now
now
now
now

$12.45

$7.00 value 43-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

$3.95

$6.50 value 23 -plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$6.00 value 11-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

$3.45
$2.95

ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95

Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
These are the only phones to
pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL
Ohm

MAGNA

GUARANTEED

VOX,

LOUD

BALDWIN

$0.35
50

Federal
Single Circuit
Control
Federal Double Circuit
Control
Rheostats
Sponge
Rubber
Ear
Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3%
inch
Grewol
Detectors

Filament
Filament

45c
50c
25c
* | CC
$I.O«>

FORMICA

35
50

Super

Solid Copper Aerial
Wire, 100 ft
Spaghetti
Tubing,
yard

PANEL,!"

"Mica Diaphragm"

Speaking Units.

TypetJJ^^

Special

£2 E5

%P**.VJC»

$8.50 Value

$3.65
Cabinets

COIL

1.500 Toms
1,250 Turns
1.000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

Signal
Corps
Microphone
Transmitters

Baldwin

"C" Loud

Type R3

HONEYCOMB

Single Circuit
Double Circuit

PHONES
Genuine

HEADSETS,

SPEAKER,

Jacks
Pacent
Pacent

Circuit $13.20

received

Complete
Parts for 2 Step Amplifier
Can be used to amplify Reinartz, Flewelling, Crystal or $13.20
any receiving

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
CQ
Q CT
Phones,
complete with silk cord and headband.
Special
at *P^»^«-*

3000

and KYY

Regular Price
$24.32
Complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring
furnished with each order. Written so that anyone without
any teclinical knowledge can understand. Our Price

WESTERN
U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS '"W
Each Phone

KFI,

Regular Price
Our $Price
9x10% Formica Panel
$ 1.42
1.20
9x10% Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet with hinged top
5.00 2.95
Bakelite Dial
75
.25
Variometer
5.00
1 .95
43 Plate Vernier Condenser
7.00 3.45
Render Bakelite Socket
1.00
.45
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
CRL Variable Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Mlcon
Condenser
35
.25
Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1.50 1.35

Receiving Set

This includes 2 Variometers, 1 Coupler, 3 Dials, 1 Rheostat, 1 Cunningham Detector Tube, 1 Bakelite Socket, 1 Mahogany Cabinet,
7x18 Formica Panel, 6 Binding Posts, 1 Switch Lever, 12 Switch
Points, 2 Stops and 1 Diagram to construct this set.
Set is capable of receiving 1,000 miles if installed with
outdoor aerial

BATTERIES

Xew Signal Corps Edison 3 cell type BB-4, 14.50;
Single cells for W. D.-ll tubes, $1.50; 60 A. H. for
W. D.-ll tubes. J5.25; 6 volts Edison. $7.75: Edison
B" battery single
elements,
ea. ; double. 10c.
Genuine
Peanut4o Tubes
Wonderful Det. and Amplifier. Smallest tube made
(aeroplane style). 1 V., yL amp., %" dis. x 2%"
long. A real pocket set tube. Just a few at $9.50.
Fully guaranteed.
Reinartz Coils and Parts
Double green silk on polished Bakeltte spider. $1.95;
Reinartz plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable),
SI. 70; Spec. Reinartz A. F. Transformer witk diairsm, $3.35; Complete set Reinartz tuner and detector parts, $10.65; Tuner, Det. and 2 Stage. $17.95.
Two stage outfit, $8.35.
Hl-Power
Amplifying
Transformers
Bestl
Loudest!
No bum-outs.
$2.65 with special
iiagram.
Flewelling .006 Condensers and Parts
.006 Bakelite-Buby Mica-Copper Cond. & N.P Binding Posts. Set (3), $2.30.
Variable Leaks, 75c;
Special Flew. A. P. Transformers with Diag.. $3.15;
Spider Colls, green silk on Bakelite, $1.75 each.
... _
Specials
"'-Power Loud Speaker and Pr. Baldwin Phones,
S 0.90, 20 ohm Rheo. for 201-A or W. D.-ll tubes
SI. 60; Spec. Reflex Trans, and Diag. that really
works, $3.65; Vernier attachment for any Var Conlenser. 95c; Variable Grid Cond.. .00025 or .0005
max.. 45c; Armstrong Super, new 3-tube outfit owner
sacrificing; Owner must sell 2800 mile record 20
«att Transmitter. Radio Freo.. .003 Iron and
Mails, for B. F. Trans. Write for complete list.
Include postage with order.
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND.
INDIANA

Largest
Radio

$1-50
1-50
1.25
100
75c
60c
50o
40c
40o
40o

Sensitive

Lightning

35c
$2.45
10c

Arresters
2-Slide Tuning
CoUs,
Phone atCaps,

o%"
Gx 5%"
6x7%"
6x14"
6x16%"
6x22"
9x12%"
9x10%"

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

Q C _
O 1 «/*»*»
QC

for mostlyQl.UD
OC_

all phones

CDQ

AND
MAHOGANY
6" deep
deep
6"
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
7" deep
Anti-Capacity
5%"
deep

$27.45

WALNUT

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2-95

Switches
Lightning
Switches

$1.50
45c
$2.65

Hydrometers,
now

at

ljc

thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch

We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediate attention

Complete Parts for Single Tube Reflex Circuit $32.65

1.00

Consisting of
Regular Price Our Price
43-Plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$7.00 $3.95
Eadlon Loop Aerial
7-00 5.95
Cunningham C301-A Tube
9-00 5.95
Grewol Glass Inclosed Detector
2-00 1.65
All American Radio Frequency Transformer
4.50
3.45
All American 5 to 1 Radio Audio, Frequency Transformer....
4.75
3.95
2 .001 Micon Condensers
70
.50
1 .002 Micon Condenser
45
.35

BUY

HERE

Howard
Potentiometer
Howard
25 Ohm
Rheostat
8 Binding Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel
9x10% Genuine Solid Makozany Cabinet with hinged top
Complete
instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring
furnished so that anyone with no technical knowledge can
Regularfollow.
Price
$45.22 Our Price
easily

FOR

j-JO
'-"g
,-»0
I.«
5.00

1.20
2.95
1.35

LESS

$32.6
CHICAGO
SALVAGE
STOCK
STORE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
509 South State Street

.40
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
American museum expedition was the first one
history of big scientific explorations- to utilize a
receiving outfit. With Radio the vast areas are
the touch of civilization, and the hitherto sensation of separation with its tendency to morbidness, is
counterbalanced by the reception of broadcast programs.
The
in the
Radio
within

Not long ago I ventured the assertion that practically
the entire world would be able to listen in to a concert
from a single station in the near future. Some places
were missing from the list of those successful in tuning
in WOR, the Station of L. Bamberger and Company,
Newark, N. J., when they broadcast a special program
recently, but from all accounts a large part of the Radio
world heard most of the numbers sung by Miss Bennett.
The reception of her voice was singularly true throughout
its entire range, which is something to be envied by many
of the Radio singers. Not the least comforting feature
is an Ameras regards Edith Bennett is the fact that she
ican girl and received her entire musical training in the
United States. Requests for encore numbers will be coming in from European fans if they can be assured of such
rendition.

$6.00

No. 12

Need for Radio on Aircraft
Ruling in Denmark Forces Radio Equipment on Airplanes
THE air traffic commissioner of Denmark recently
rules that all airplanes must be equipped with Radiophones. This is held as an important advance in both
aviation and communication in Denmark. It is a progressive step not yet taken in the United States. Although
ships of the sea must be so equipped, aircraft do as they
please. After manv accidents in aerial traffic over sea
routes with some loss of life, two aerial navigation lines
have voluntarily begun to equip their aircraft with Radio
as a safety precaution.
Rear Admiral Moffett, chief of the naval bureau of
aeronautics pointed out the necessity of Radio equipment, ot at least pigeons on all aircraft, several months
ago. All army and naval planes are Radio equipped at
least when on long distance trips, and in addition carrier
pigeons. The need of legislation for aircraft and aerial
navigation is pointed out by many American experts,
but a bill now before Congress was caught in the legislative jam and did not pass this session.

Vital Element in Life
The Audience Listening In on Radio Reaches Millions
scientists and engineers outdid themIN THE last Tenyear
selves. years of ordinary progress was crowded
into the short space of twelve months. Turn whichever
way you will and Radio greets you. Open your paper
tonight, and somewhere within its columns you will find
a discussion of Radio and the Radiophone.
The Radiophone is a fact, not a theory. It has already
become a vital element in our domestic, industrial, social
and political life. Radio provides the biggest show on
earth at the present time. The Radio audience numbers millions and consists of people representing every
country in the world.
The cast of the Radio show is unlimited; all the world
is the stage. World's Series baseball games, play by
play, direct from the diamond; prizefights direct from
the ringside, blow by blow, mingled with the sound of
the gong and outcries of the crowd ; football games, direct
from the gridiron, yard by yard, backed by college songs
and cheers ; track meets, lap by lap ; and now the latest
feature added to the program is opera, aside from the
regular stock market quotations, weather reports, timely
topics, etc.

About Amateur Operators
Canada Checking Up on Licensed Amateur Stations
CANADA has 1,800 licensed amateur Radio transmitting stations and fifty licensed broadcasting and
commercial stations. Every owner of a Radio set in
Canada is required to have a license. The rate for a
receiving station is $l.a yea* and licenses are obtained
through the postoffices.
In order to check the wavelengths of transmitting stations Radio inspectors are being appointed in every city
with a population in excess of 15,000. Twenty-five of
these Radio policemen, most of them ex-service men,
already have been appointed, to see that amateur transmitters comply with the new regulations which forbid
amateur dots and dashes of voices in the air from 7:30
to 10 p. m., the hours reserved for broadcasting stations.
Amateur transmitters in the United States number
17,000 and there are no hours stipulated when these
stations cannot send messages. In many instances the
amateur gets above the allotted wavelength and causes
interference from those trying to hear the concerts.
Many persons believe that the amateur should be
heavily restricted by legislation, but it must be remembered that because of the liberal rights granted by the
government to the amateur there was a host of selftrained amateurs in this country, second to none in the
world, ready to enter the army and navy as Radio operators when the war broke. Great Britain had placed
restrictions on her Radio amateurs and the result was a
great shortage of operators in war time. A few Marconi
operators had to handle the service until others could
be trained. Regulations in the United States have been
such that encouragement has been given to the amateur
to experiment. The result has been that many improvements have come from amateurs experimenting in the
attics of their homes.

Many instances of isolated communities and of individuals who, because of the peculiarity of their occupation, cannot enjoy the usual social privileges common to
the rest of us, have found in Eadio receiving sets the secret
to pleasures formerly denied them are on record. However, I believe the first time that Radio has altered the
dread lot of a leper (banishment from society) is in the
ease of Mr. Willett, a former state senator of Montana.
For a man who has served in a public office to be absolutely cut off from his f ellowmen must be a very depressing experience. It is not difficult to imagine the feelings
of this man — and his wife, who remains with him — when
he can turn to his set and hear from several states various
announcements and classes of music. Some financially
able Radiophan could greatly enhance the possibility of
reducing melancholia among these unfortunate outcasts
by donating sets to leper colonies.
The Radio Trust is ever with us, in one form or another, according to those who should be in a position to
learn something of the facts. Whether such a thing
actually exists or is in process of forming it is advisable
for every fan to acquaint himself with as much information on the subject as he can acquire. Radio should never
become the exclusive property of a single group, and that
includes the manufacture and sale of sets and accessories
as well as broadcasting. We are already familiar enough
with the results of a monopoly of a very necessary adjunct to an efficient receiving set and such familiarity does
not encourage us to see any further monopolistic encroachments. Isay we should secure all the information available in order that our correspondence with national representatives may be intelligent. Every fan should make
it his business to impress his desires on Congress.
The city of Chicago has not been slow to make innovations either in the material broadcast or in the manner
of its transmission. Now we are to have a station in this
city which may compare favorably for ornate construction with any anywhere. This "crystal studio" is fortunate in its setting, for one thing, being installed in the
Edgewater Beach Hotel and for another, the peculiar
construction of the studio itself. It will be possible for
those interested in the procedure to witness what takes
place in a Radio studio, due to the walls being made of
plate glass. This station is not on the air as yet, but when
you hear an announcer give the call WJAZ you may know
the crystal studio is broadcasting.
We fans (some of us at least) have had access to
first-hand information concerning several foreign countries, their mode of living, commercial advantages, presence or lack of progressive institutions, attitude of mind
regarding this great country of ours and it has been presented through the popular disseminator — the microphone. On different occasions there have been broadeast "Italian, Russian, Japanese, Mexican Night" programs, consuming most of the evening's allotment of
time, presenting some of the foremost artists and publie men, with music and addresses calculated to enlarge
our knowledge of the world about us. It is quite possible, of course, that some statements to which we listened
were polished up for the occasion, nevertheless, such informative features convey facts worthy of attention and
tend to acquaint races with each other 's motives. It is
rather important that we see the other fellow's point of
view, not least of all when we turn our sets into trans-'
mitters.
Passengers by rail need be without entertainment only
so long as the railroad companies fail to provide adequate means of listening to Radio broadcasting. On
long journeys one tires of the usual means of diversion
ordinarily supplied and wishes for a Radio set placed
in one of the cars for the passengers ' use. Some trains on
a few of the railroads have equipped the dining car
with receiving sets and where this has been done it has
been greatly appreciated. If you happen to be travelling on the New York limited from West Point, Ga.,
not only will you be provided with the means of hearing
Radio concerts, but the railroads operating in that section will give you a full program during the evening.
They have their own broadcasting station maintained
for the express purpose of entertaining you. It does
more than entertain the passengers, however, for listeners
in many States have reported hearing them. I have
many times listened to the announcer calling the train
number and imagined the group gathered in the diner
before the reciver, as the train sped north. Give us
more trains equipped for Radio reception.

RADIO

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

Our Steno Sometimes Says Things at Her's

Dear Indi. — I see where a French engineer claims to
have invented a new machine for setting type, which
has a special attachment permitting Radio copy to be
received direct on the machine. Would like to know
if any one has built a typewriter that will write out a
letter when you talk at 'it.— Polly, "Sheba Steno."

-

Yeh, Marconi and He Were Cousins
You've run 'cross the chap who is sixty years or more.
Who lives of the past — in the good old days of yore;

He's the type of bug who just sits around to buzz
Squeegee.
'Bout the great old Radio "ham" he — used
to was.

Marcelled Tonsils Are Also Cute
When " phonographed voices" are sent by radio, the
ladies will get the habit of manicuring their voices before having the photos taken, — Brownie.

But Thinka Tha Shieks, Rita
Dear Indigest — The static is said to be heavy in the
Desert of Sahara. Radiophans should consider this
before planning their summer vacations. — Rita M.

Now

You've Whole
Gone Day
and Spoiled Our

Oh, Indi! — Some time ago a Radio amateur claimed
to have reduced milk to an etheral state and sent it
by Radio to a distant point and there restored it to
its liquid form. What great possibilities suggest themselves for the transportation of — no, the thought is too
terrible.—' ' Oley. ' '

And Insects Have Antennae

Radio
the news
air; is everywhere,
It's on the press, it's in
the zoos,
It's in the homes and in
Baldtheir
One.RaThe latter —have
dio gnus.
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A. B, C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XIII — Radio Frequency Amplification
By Arthur G. Mohaupt

Is an
O frequency amplification
RADI
effective means of increasing the

amplification can be introduced to such
an extent as is necessary to render them
capable of operating the detector to best
advantage, and after this audio-frequency
amplification can be brought into play to
further
strengthen
the rectified
current

these noises are the results of oscillations
of comparatively low frequency, and these
cannot be effectively transmitted through
an amplifying circuit designed especially
for Radio frequency
oscilliations.
Also, with Radio frequency a number

range of a vacuum tube receiving
set: that is, it enables a detector circuit
to receive signals from distant stations
which in themselves would be too weak to
alone. Radio freoperate the detector
quency amplification also makes possible
n of Radio messages and musithe receptio
cal entertainments by means of a loop
or other form of indoor antenna.
Adding Stages of Preq.uency
Although one or two steps of audiofrequency can easily be added to a delector receiving set. the addition of these
parts merely strengthens or amplifies the
current oscillations after they come from
the detector. They do in no manner, however, increase the range of the original
receiving. Remarkable changes can be
brought about in a receiving set employing
two stages of audio frequency amplification, if one step of Radio frequency ampli46
fication is substituted for the second stage oscillations and render them capable Figure
of of stages can be effectively used without
of audio frequency amplification. In such
distorting
or seriously impairing the
a loud speaker. Radio frepractice no more tubes are necessary than operating
amplification is thus not limited quality of the signals amplified. Howwere initially employed, yet stations can to one orquency
ever, a Radio frequency amplifier cannot
two stages as was the case with
be heard which formerly were entirely out audio frequency
amplification, but any be used effectively to amplify "loud" sigof reach — and all this is accomplished
nals,
as the amplification would be only
of Radio frequency amwith perfect reproduction and sufficient number of steps
plification can effectively be employed comparatively slight and hence would not
tone volume to effectively operate a loud
until the received signals are of the warrant the application of this auxilliary
speaker.
necessary intensity to operate the de- apparatus.
Operation Must Be First Learned
tector.
Another advantageous feature resulting
But simple as it may seem and appear
from the use of one or more steps of
"With an indoor loop aerial with which
at first thought, the application of Radio
the induced signals are inherently very Radio frequency amplification, is that the
frequency amplification should not be at- weak, Radio frequency amplification if
selectivity of the receiver is greatly intempted until thorough knowledge and
creased, for experience has shown that a
skill of operation has been obtained in the properly designed and applied can be used
to
strengthen
these
faint
oscillations
to
difference
of only twenty-five meters in
use of the plain or regenerative receiver.
transmitted by two difThe three-circuit regenerative receiver is such an extent that they can affect the the wavelengths
ferent sending stations is sufficient to
detector
with
the
same
efficiency
as
the
capable of producing remarkable results
make
it
possible
to
tune in one station and
signals
received
from
a
good
outdoor
anif the operator knows how to make the
tenna. With an outdoor antenna it is exclude the others. It is true, of course,
proper plate voltage and filament current
that
such
effects
can be secured only
seldom necessary to employ more than
adjustments in addition to skillfully ma- one or two stages of Radio frequency in through skillful and efficient tuning. It
nipulating the coupler secondary so as to
secure the necessary degree of coupling order to give the receiving station the is for this reason that it was suggested
required for tuning in the desired stations desired range, but with a loop aerial as above that Radio frequency amplification
and tuning out undesired and interfering many as three stages are necessary in should be dealt with only after the simple
order to produce sufficient effects upon the receiving circuit has been thoroughly
stations. Only after the operator is thor- detector.
mastered.
oughly satisfied that he understands his
of Radio
Frequency
Ampliset completely and that he is obtaining the Advantages
Types of Radio Frequency Amplifiers
fication
best possible results that his outfit is
Radio frequency amplifiers are classified
capable of producing, should he direct his
With the use of Radio frequency
according
to the methods of coupling that
thoughts and attention to Radio frequency amplification numerous advantages are is used between
the successive stages of
amplification. The latter at once intro- gained which are not possible with audio
the amplifier circuit and between the last
duces additional amplications and re- frequency amplification. With the latter
quires special tuning adjustments which
all noises, irrespective of their source stage and the detector circuit. The simplest of all is the resistance-coupled type.
were not needed with the plain detector or nature, are amplified; and if such discircuit. However, after its application
turbances are present to any extent, they
and operation have once been mastered. will soon so seriously interfere that the
Radio frequency amplification is capable sounds in the phones will be anything but
of producing surprising results that will pleasant.
Radio frequency, on the other
^Siifes.
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
.TRANSFORMER

in which a high resistance Of suitable
value is connected between the output
circuit of one tube and the input circuit
of the next tube. This method, however,
is satisfactory and efficient only for long
wave Radio communication, such as for
transoceanic service, and hence is not of
interest at this point.
In the inductively coupled type some
form of inductance is used between the
successive tubes. In jome circuits a variometer can be effectively used for this purpose. Then there is also the capacitance
method of coupling, but this has thus far
not proven satisfactory.
Transformer Coupled Type
Probably the most convenient and most
satisfactory type of Radio frequency amplifier is the transformer coupled type.
In these the output and input circuits of
successive tubes are coupled by means of
specially designed Radio frequency trans(Continued on page 12)

25 OHM RHEOSTATS
For 201A and 301A Tubes
$1.10
Power Rheostats for Two or More
Tubes
1.50

DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

LUUW&}

Chi Rad handbook
UlMltWfl\*T'>hT*
Because of the astonishing
number of requests for ChiRad's latest Handbook-Catalog, we are forced from this
date on to make this small
wrapping and mailing charge.
In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages
of valuable
tion for every
radio informafan. It
includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and

A Micrometer Rheostat

'yM

equipment.
2. Complete instructions, including diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build
a Reinartz
Receiver."
3.
Radio
definitions,
codes,
wire
tables,
etc.

:»ifiisiS'^
^

Just wrap a dime up in this
ad and mail it to us today.
Requests for books will be
filled
the order in which we
receivein them.

flHskii^ *&k£*^58m
vlsk?'

<Q-A+fr
Z2/iV.
Figure 47
at once induce an incentive to dig deeper hand, does not involve the presence of
into its realm
to see if there really is these disturbing tube and battery noises
any limit as to what can be accomplished
to such an annoying extent; for most of
with its assistance.
Principles Underlying Badlo Amplification
In order that a three-electrode detector
BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANtube can function properly, it is necessary
that the potential variations impressed
DISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
on the grid be of sufficient intensity to
OF
NEARLY
A HUNDRED LEADaffect or influence the migration of the
ING MANUFACTURERS OF
negatively charged electrons from the filament to the plate.
RADIO MERCHANDISE AT THE
If the incoming oscillations are too
weak to produce any appreciable effect
upon the flow of current in the plate
circuit, no sounds can be produced "within
the telephone receivers. This would be
the case with the signals coming from a
far distant station, or if the antenna were
indoors or otherwise "shielded" by some
intervening object. However, if these
faint oscillations could in some way be
intensified without distorting them or
Don't Miss the
altering their inherent nature, they would
be capable of more effectively acting upon
the detector tube and thus rendering it
capable of functioning more efficiently.
Operation of Radio Frequency
of the World
It is this very effect that is accomplished when Radio frequency amplification is employed. Instead of impressing
the received signals directly upon the
AT THE
input circuit of the detector tube, they
are first sent through one or more suitably coupled amplifying tubes before they
are sent to the detector. As a result the
Permanent Radio Fair, Inc.
signals are greatly amplified and can
hence produce the same effect upon the
HOTEL
IMPERIAL
detector circuit as the signals from a
nearby station.
Broadway and 32nd St., New York
No matter how weak the incoming signals may be to start with, Radio frequency

Chicago Radio
Apparatus Co.
Chicago

.#■'' ' .,.

41S S. Dearborn Street

SPECIFICATIONS
The
latest development in Micrometer
Rheostats.
Instantaneous
knob
control.

adjustment' with

one

Price $1.50
Jobbers write for discounts

HOWARD

RADIO

COMPANY

4248 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

CONGRESS
Radio
Co.
503 So. State St, Chicago, 111.
FEDERAL
HEADSET,
2200 Ohms
VICTOR HEADSET,
2000 Ohms
BRANDES SUPERIOR, 2200 Ohms
BALDWIN
"Mica Diaphragm"
Units..

Radio Fair

BRACH
LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
GREBE TYPE DIALS, 2 and 3 in
Bradleys tats
V. T. Composition Socket
R. B. Crystal Detector
Fada Switch Levers
2 Slide Tuning Coils

Radio Sensation

Foote's Hand-made
Triple -Test Crystal
"Puts its Best Foot Foremost"
Its supersensitive side is up and has
loudlyteed QSA
received
broadcasting.
Guaran(your signals
are strong).
Look
for the "T" on the back.
Distributors and Travelers Wanted. Liberal Commissions. Large Sales. Quantity Production. Wire
Desired.

Territory

F00TE MINERAL CO., Inc. StSS
1D7

North

19th Street,
Established

Philadelphia,
1876

Pa.

$5.00
3.4S
S.9S
4.25
.95
25
1.60
.50
.95
25
1.85

Piano Hinged, Phonograph Mahogany
Finished Cabinets.
7"xl8"— $10.00 value
$4.75
8"xl0"—
7.50 value
4.00
CRL Vernier Rheostats, $1.50 value
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak
CRL Rheostats, 75c list
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45

3
11
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43

$1.00
1.25
1.45
1.65

Plate
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Plate
Plate
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Condensers
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Immediate
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Two-Stage Set Reduces Distortion
CONNECTIONS

Use Different Ratios
in A.F. Transformers

Rotor Shaft That Runs
True in Variocoupler

IN THE CIRCUIT

Many amateurs would make their own
variocouplers If it were not so difficult to
get the rotor shafts true. I had this
trouble until I hit on the method as
shown in the illustration. Procure an
empty thread spool and give it a coat of
shellac, inside and out.
A coat of thick

The illustration shows a hook-up for
two stages of audio frequency amplification which has proven very satisfactory
in that it cuts down greatly on the dis-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
E
THER
worked out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
DEPARTMENT,
KINKS
RADIO
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

tortion often obtained in using this type
of amplification. It will be noted that
two different audio transformers are
used. The first has a 10 to 1 and the
second a 3 to 1 ratio. Another peculiarity
is in the transformer connections. The
diagram shows these clearly. — Fritz
Franke,
Chicago, 111.

A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
formers. The one disadvantage of this
type of coupling is that the transformer
must be especially designed for the wave
lengths of the signals which it is desired
to receive. Practically all modern Radio
frequency transformers as used for the
reception of broadcast programs are designed for a range of from 300 to 550
meters. For the efficient receiving of
wave lengths above and below this band,
transformers of slightly different design
are necessary. In general, however, well
designed Radio frequency transformers
can be depended upon to give quite satisfactory and efficient results.
Circuit With. One Stage B. F. Amplification
In Figure 46 is shown an interesting
circuit in which one stage of Radio frequency and a detector are employed. The
tuning circuit at the left consists of a
standard variocoupler in the antenna circuit, and a variometer in the grid circuit
for tuning this circuit into resonance
with the incoming oscillations. The current oscillations in this tuned circuit are
impressed upon the grid and filament of
a hard amplifier tube. In this tube the
oscillations are amplified and then sent
into the primary of a Radio frequency
transformer. From the secondary of this
transformer the oscillations then pass
through the grid condenser into the grid
and filament of the detector tube, where
they undergo rectification and additional
amplification. Into the output circuit of
the detector tube are connected the head
phones in series with the B battery which
supplies
the necessary
plate pressure.
As was stated, the tube used in the
Radio frequency amplifying circuit is a
"hard" amplifying tube which has its
filament heated by the same A battery
that supplies current to the filament of
the detector tube. For the plate potential of this amplifying tube it is advisable
to use a pressure of at least 67 volts in
order to obtain most satisfactory results.
The Potentiometer
Another device used in connection with
this amplifying circuit is the potentiometer P in the figure. This potentiometer
is a variable resistance usually of about
200 ohms and is connected across the A
battery circuit. It also has a third sliding
contact which is connected to the tuning
circuit of the left. By adjusting this
sliding contact the potential of the grid
with respect to the filament can be easily
varied. Experience has shown that best
results are obtained if the grid of the
amplifier tube is slightly negative with
respect to the filament. Thus with the
aid of this potentiometer any degree of
negative potential necessary can be supplied to the grid. This is a very important
adjustment in all Radio frequency amplifiers.
Radio And Audio Frequency Amplification
In Figure 47 is illustrated another interesting receiver circuit employing one step
Radio frequency and one step audio frequency amplification. This circuit if
properly tuned is capable of producing
very remarkable results. It has a very
great range, and at the same time if
used with a good antenna can pTOduce
signals loud enough to be reproduced in
a loud speaker.

It will be noticed that the Radio frequency amplifier and detector circuit are
the same as shown in Figure 46, but the
output circuit of the detector tube feeds
directly into one step of audio frequency
amplification. Of course, if desired a
second step of audio frequency amplification can be added to strengthen the signals still more, but this will seldom be
found necessary.

Construction Details
In the construction of receiving sets
employing Radio frequency amplification
as was illustrated in the above two figures,
certain regulations must be observed in
order to prevent unpleasant interference
between the various component parts. For
instance, the variocoupler and variometer,
which should be of good quality, should
not be mounted closer than four inches
apart. In fact, if possible they should
be placed at opposite ends of the panel.
In arranging the tubes and transformers
it is best to allow a space of approximately three inches between the last Radio frequency amplifying tube and the detector tube. Also, if possible, a space of
at least four inches should be allowed
between the last Redio frequency transformer and the first audio frequency transformer. This is necessary in order to
prevent any inductive interference, especially if the transformers are not
shielded. If two audio frequency transformers are used, trouble can often be
avoided if they are mounted with their
cores at right angles to each other.
Close Connected
With the exceptions suggested above,
the various parts such as tubes and transformers should be arranged so as to be
as close together as possible. In this
way the necessary connecting wires will
be shorter; and, as is commonly known,
the shorter the wires the less danger there
is of losses or interference.
To assist in the tuning process it is a
good idea to connect a 3-plate or 5-plate
variable condenser across the primary of
the first Radio frequency transformer. In
this way this primary circuit can be tuned
into resonance, with the effect that much
louder signals will result. In fact, often
the adjustment of this little condenser
will tune one station out and another in.
Another important element wich plays
a vital part in the tuning process is the
rheostat
controlling
the current
to the
CARTER

"HOLD-TITE"

JACKS

detector tube. For this reason it is best
to use a rheostat with a vernier adjustment so that very close settings can be
made. The grid leak in the detector tube
circuit also needs careful consideration,
for if the resistance is too low, it will
load up the grid with an excess charge
and thus paralyze the tube just when maximum amplification is wanted. Although black enamel may be added to the outside
there are numerous variable grid leaks on if desired. Wrap the ends of the shafts
the market, the most satisfactory form yet with one layer of empire cloth, soak it In
devised is the pencil mark type, for-with shellac and push it into the spool while
this the resistance can be easily varied the shellac is still wet. Keep the ends
as required. By changing the thickness Yz inch apart. The shaft, will be true
of the pencil mark between the terminals and the dial will not scrape the panel. —
of the grid leak, the point can readily be Jack Ward, Berkeley, Cal.
determined at which the detector tube
will give maximum amplification without
Back Panel Mounting for Coils
paralyzing itself.
Chapter Fourteen
This way to mount spider web coils Is
The next chapter will deal with addi- exceedingly efficient and they are contional circuits employing two or three
trolled by knobs on the panel front. I am
stages of Radio frequency amplification.
using this style mounting on my threeIn addition, special information will fre circuit tuner and I get excellent results.
given in connection with loop aerials an<J — Chas. P. Cothran, Covington, Tenn.
the types of circuits best adapted for this
type of aerial. The chapter will thus
form an important addition to the present
one, and should not be overlooked by any
one desiring a complete knowledge of this
all important subject.

FACTORY TO YOU

Be sure your lightning switch is not
covered with ice, otherwise the signals
will be extremely weak.
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Tresco Radiophones
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Federal Two-Step Amplifier
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Just Consider
— the essential features
necessary to make an
audio frequency transformer a good one — •

!•* High Amplification.
2. Minimum Distortion.

3. Low Interstage Linkage.
4» Convenient Mounting.
S. i Compactness.

Cotoco transformers make
these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.
"Built First to Last"
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New design; heavy phosphor-bronze
spacer washers required.
Write for
these Jacks, "TU-WAY" Plugs and
products.
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Finest 23 Plate Variable
Condensers
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$5.00
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Increased Signals with Two Tube Set
HOOK-UP

Loud Tones Produced
With Inexpensive Set

USED

IN THE

Broken Molded Socket
Repaired Like New

SET

Very often a molded socket becomes
broken at the small lip which locks the
bulb. It is a tedious job to repair one of
these and a new socket will cost a dollar
— often more — to replace it.
If a new lip or lock is made on the opposite side, or any other side and the connections moved accordingly the dollar will

O002S
The accompanying- diagram is that of
my receiving outfit. The antenna is one
wire 1 35 feet longr and 44 feet high. The
le.uiin is No. 14 gauge wire 40 feet long.
This was done to overcome any variableness which might be caused by the swaying of the wire, fading away as it is
called.
The variocoupler is the secret of the
loudness of the signals. The diagram is
self-explanatory. The rotor hooked up in
this way Is practically a variable condenser with increased signal strength.
The 1*2 -volt filament battery gives it another boost on its way. The stator using
the whole coil also gives increased signal
strength, and does away with taps and
switch which are valueless as far as I
have experimented.
Tuning' the Set
The variometer is another secret to increase your signals, which will take a
little patience to learn how to manipulate
it. If once accomplished it takes away
that critical adjustment of the rheostat.
Set your condensers, variocoupler and
variometer at zero. That means, with the
plates on the condensers all the way in.
The rotors of the variocoupler and variometer are set in the same p-osition as the
stator. Turn on your rheostats until the
point just below where the hissing and
howling starts. Rotate your variocoupler
to about 50 on your dial, then adjust your
43-plate condenser in the primary circuit
until the whistling or howTling starts. For
long distance reception the plates will
need to be almost entirely all the way out.
Try to bring the station almost in, either
with the rofor of the variocoupler or condenser then finish off with the variometer
until the maximum
signal is obtained.
Never rotate your variometer over a quarter of a turn from its first position.
Just experiment with it in the position
you may have it before you start to tune,
then by turning it back to its first normal
position, you may get a surprise in the increase of your signal and how it will
eliminate tube noises and static. Do the
final adjusting with the variable condenser across the primary of your transformer. This should be used sparingly
and most of the time left with the plates
all the way in. If you want to use a fixed
condenser it must be .006 mfd. capacity.
Tune

with

Condenser

Remember when leaving a station and
bringing in a new one to just turn your
43-plate condenser slightly or the variocoupler, either one will give results. As
a rule you will need to finish up with the
variometer again. I am using a variable
grid leak. About 1 megohm is the right
capacity, nothing critical about its operation. One thing that must be remembered
is that your transformer must be tapped
from a 21-volt B battery. This is important.
Body capacity is my worst enemy, but
I reduced this to a minimum by taking
little strips of nickel plated metal about
-ru inch thick, % inch wide and 4 inches
long and making a double bend in them at
right angles. Small holes were drilled in
the ends of each strip for the purpose of
screwing on the knobs of the dials. Rubber tubes were slipped over the ends of the
strips to keep the fingers from touching
the metal parts. — O. P. Klein, Luduc,
Alta, Canada.
If no solder is handy apply a flux to
the joint, then wrap it with several thicknesses of tinfoil and heat the joint with
a match. This will make a tight connection that will serve in an emergency.

JAW

Flewelling Variable Grid Leak

In building the Flewelling super circuit
I had trouble in adjusting the lead pencil
mark variable grid leak, so I set about
to make one which resulted in the device
illustrated. A very fine adjustment may
be had, and by changing the first grid
leak tube any resistance that is needed for
a certain set is easily found.

4g

TOGRlOOPTUBE

GT CONMNSJBoJ

TdAeWAt.

Wooden

Panels

TO+%.
POINT
TO 6%
POINT.
To7l*POlMT
ASOB-BASE^
base 2 inches wide and 6 inches long
is cut from Formica. On this is mounted
the grid leak and grid condenser. This
base with its parts can be mounted on the
back of the panel as a single unit.
Procure nine pair of grid leaks and condenser mounting clips and one grid leak
tube of one megohm, seven of 1/10
megohms and one grid condenser. Mount
these on the base and connect up as
shown, using a seven-point switch. — A. C.
McLellan, Westville,
Ind.

B- —

Never Dope a Battery
According to the old time horse racers,
you can dope any horse, if he is reasonably speedy, so that, he can win one. race
easily. And according to battery men it
is possible to dope a storage battery so
that it will show a remarkable amount of
pep for a while.
But, with both the horse
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IMPROVED
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Sent on receipt of price, prepaid

LUX MANUFACTURING
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$28^0

DISCOUNTS
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VAR. GRID LEAK
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The Last Word in
Grid Leaks:
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1-Tube SUPER SET

Complete
Batteries,

with
Aerial, Phones,
(fcOA Tube,
£±(\

McArthur Electric Co.
500
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ESTABLISHED
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Chicago,
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common to all other radio
OVERCOMES the defects
loud speakers — the harsh jarring sounds, the noises and
over-tones. It creates the illusion that the artists are in the
very room with the listeners.
The DICTOGRAND RADIO
LOUD S P E A K E R is designed to operate on any
vacuum tube receiving set,

DELIVERY

0n request AND
LITERATURE

(One Customer's Record)
Los Angeles every night last
week on a

Ind.

KENT
IMMEDIATE

MILES

With the Adjustable Air Gap

ATWATER
ueaiers
na»|ai,»

ILL.

2000

DICTOGRAND

DESIGN AS SPECIFIED IN
DIGEST,
MAR.
21 ISSUE
Also All
Necessary
Parts
SHOP,
Richmond,

CHICAGO,

CO.

be saved and a neat job accomplished.
Be careful to have the prongs of the
tube set firmly on the springs, then mark
the place where the lock pin will be when
the tube is fully inserted. Drill a hole
at this point the same size as the original,
then drill another alongside of it and with
a hacksaw cut the vertical slot ^;o this
last hole so that the lock pin will slide
in freely. Be sure to change the connections befors using the tube. — H. F. Manchester, Atwater, Cal.

The Most Wonderful Radio
Loud Speaker in the World
The

VARIO-COUPLER
$ *♦•
J*
TCS
# ^J
QUALITY
RADIO

Attractive

A buzzing noise in the phones may often
be traced to a loose connection or a run
down battery.

REINARTZ
MARX
RADIO

Made

■Wooden panels of a Radio box can be
rubberized by breaking several old phonograph records into small pieces, putting
them in a tin can, and adding one-half
pint of denatured alcohol. This will dissolve in a day or two; then apply on the
boards with a brush. A very glossy finish
can be obtained if the rubber surface is
shellacked. One-quarter inch wood is of
correct thickness for most small receiving
panels. It would be well to dry the material in a warm oven before applying the
insulating mixture.

t-1-S

POINT

and
the
battery,
the dope
is really
the
beginning of the swift, sad finish.
There are various kinds of battery dope
being put out with rosy promises of increased battery performance, but they are
all alike in one particular; the good they
do is temporary, and is far over-balanced
by the harm they are sure to work later.

giving maximum results when
two stages of amplification or
more, are used. Requires no
extra batteries. You simply
The Adjustable

Air Gap

consists of an adjusting dial mounted
in front of the cabinet, by means of
which neticthe
between 'themay
magpoles distance
and the diaphragm
be
increased or decreased, thus varying
the pull of the magnet on the diaphragm and permitting tuning up in
complete harmony, under all varying
conditions of reception.
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DEALER

plug in — and listen.
The
LOUD

DICTOGRAND
SPEAKER,

RADIO

like all Dicto-

graph products, is guaranteed
period

for a

of one year against all electrical or mechanical defects.

TO DEMONSTRATE

IT

The unusual demand upon our facilities has not enabled us to complete our
distribution. If your dealer has not yet received his stock of DICTOGRAND
Radio Loud Speakers, send to us direct.

THE DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS CORPORATION
»
Dealers

Dept. R. D., 220 West 42nd Street, New York City
Branches in All Principal Cities
Order through your jobber; or send to us direct for names of authorized

distributors.
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How to Construct a Flewelling Super Set
The Second Prize Winner in the $100 Flewelling Set Contest
By F. P. Hall
(Editor's Vote— The following article is

the second prize manuscript submitted in the
$100.00 Flewelling Set Contest conducted by
Radio Digest. The first prize set description
will appear next week.)
writer, as an enthusiastic reader
THE
of Radio Digest since the first issue
came out in search of the new and
novel "hook-ups" usually to be found in
there, ran across the first published layout of the now famous Flewelling circuit,
cut it out and immediately began work
on it.
A supply of fixed condensers was hurriedly procured, and a rough arrangement
hurriedly fixed up on a board, and finally
stations began to come in; due to the fact
that I was using Myers audion tubes, —
this type of tube being a pet of the writer, some difficulty was experienced in getting the proper values of condensers and
grid-leaks, and considerable experimentation was necessary before the wonderful
concert of squeals and shrieks was gotten
under control.
Layout Por The Cabinet
The front of the receiver consists of a
formica panel 6 inches by 7 inches by &
inches, and a 23 plate variable condenser
mounted on the back on the left hand side
and about 2y2 inches down from the top
of the panel — the panel being first shielded
by shellacking on the back a sheet of
thin copper foil and placing under pressure until dry.
A 4 inch dial was fitted to the shaft
of the variable condenser and a small
extra kn'v with a %-inch diameter rubber
faucet • „._her was located at the lower
center5'
"panel,
bearing
against
the
4 inch x;r
dialthewith
enough
friction
to act
as a vernier in turnms the dial.

their proper positions with small escutcheon pins. Three holes were then drilled
in the sides and top for fastening the
panel to the case. These were countersunk and nickel plated oval head screws
were fitted.
Mounting- for Coils
A couple
of wood
blocks
2 inches
in
diameter and 1 inch thick were made to

densers, of a value of .006 mfd. each. A
small hard rubber panel was prepared
slightly larger all around than two of
these fixed condensers laid side by side
with about %-inch clearance between
them, and three long brass screws were
fastened to each side of this hard rubber
panel in such a way as to permit two
condensers to lay side by side with the

BINDING POST PANEL
FORMICA

K-T->u-+fK+-r-i-5■ +■ fy - 1 + B -

■'^W-

^ <^y.y....^-

SOLDEE^-^Z NUTS
TO INSIDE OF FLANGES
AND DRILL TO SUIT.

iIi

16 "
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Clips Por Holding' The Tubes
Four clips to hold the Myers tube were
obtained and placed at the right upper
side of the panel, and directly under the
same was
fastened
a Bradleystat.
At the left and sj'mmetrical with the
Bradleystat knob was then drilled a %inch hole, and from the "makings" of a fit the inside of the two Giblin-Remler
variable condenser purchased at a depart- 50 and a 75 turn coils, and four large
ment store for 30c, a 3-plate vernier vari- fibre disks cut out of ^-inch fibre of
able condenser was constructed and a size equal to the outside diameter of
mounted directly under the 23-plate vari- the two coils were fastened to either side
able and connected thereto by suitable of the wood plugs after the coils had been
leads. The movable blade in this vernier placed thereon.
condenser was cut down with the tin
A brass strip was screwed to the block
shears to a size of about that of half of holding the 50-turn coil and bent and
a silver dollar, in order to provide sharper drilled to fasten to the end plate of the
tuning control.
23-plate variable condenser. A longer
The shaft of the vernier condenser brass strip is fastened to the other 75extends
through the %-inch hole in the turn block and a small hinge soldered or
VARIABLE
TWO
FRESHMAN

micon
freshman's
.006

the Myers tube requires a grid condenser
of .0005 mfd. value, one of this size must
be obtained, or can be made with two
brass or copper strips about -ft-inch
wide, with an overlap of %-inch separated
and covered by thin pieces of mica, and
fastened securely together.
In order to keep the grid leaks as short
as possible, the grid condenser was placed
directly between the 23-plate variable condenser and the grid terminal of the tube.
A lead was brought from the grid terminal to the grid leak and from the other
terminal, connected to the minus side of
the filament or A battery circuit, instead
of shunting the grid leak around the grid
condenser.
Flexible leads of stranded insulated
wire were connected to the outside and
inside ends of the 75-turn coil, one lead
going to the plate terminal of the tube,
and the other to the B battery plus connection.
The second variable leak was bridged
across the third .006 mfd. condenser which
itself bridges the other two, and by sawing slots in the hard rubber buttons or
knobs on these two leaks and making
corresponding small holes in the case,
these can be adjusted from outside the
receiver by use a small. screw driver.
Leads to the Farts
The other necessary leads were run to
connect up the Bradleystat, the 50-turn
coil, the condensers and phones. All wiring was of Xo. 14 wire, covered fully
with spaghetti tubing, and all connections
soldered and made tight.
Four flexible leads about
9 inch long
were arranged to connect with
the four
(Continued on page 15)

third condenser raised above these two
by about %-inch and held firmly in that
position by two nuts on each screw in
the ends of the condenser. (See sketch
showing detail.)
The condenser panel was mounted on
the rear of the front panel at right angles
with it, a brass strip supporting it rigidly.

OR
A Synthetic CRYSTAL DETECT
(Patent Pending)
MULTI
over
itsPOINT
entire
surface
inary clearness
Eliminates allsensitive
detector
troubles.
Extraord
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Soid
in Sealedfans.
Packages only. Join the ever increasing
Busonite
Price, Postpaid, mounted
CfJr

The Grid Leaks
On the reverse side of this small condenser panel two Freshman variable grid
leaks were mounted (see sketch), the sealing wax in them being carefully melted
out and the grid condensers removed.
As
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guaranteed
»Jv»»»
RUSONITE
14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super OC.
Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from". . ..
us, *i«*l»
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row, N. Y.

GRID LEAKS..

Crown Products

.006

CROWN Coil Mountings
especially

BANK.
OF CONDENSER,

'* "«£S8

t=J BRASS LEG

adapted

for

Flewelling Circuit

ARRANGEMENT

SS

Used by manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
tion. ^m
For long and short wave recep-

ADJUSTING
KNOB AKIOaREW
CONTROLLING
SECONDARY1.

panel previously described as on the left |
side, and fitted With an extra knob. This
knob has a small screw or saw cut filled
in with white lead to designate when the
vernier condenser blade is in. the "half -in,
half-out" position, as to afford" maximum
tuning control this blade should be placed
in this position before tuning with the
4-inch dial.
Phone Jack
A phone jack was next fastened to the
panel at the extreme left as this location
is best adapted to keep the phonecord out
of the way while operating the instrument.
Two black binding-posts were then
fitted at the upper corners of the panel,
the one at the right making contact with
the copper foil shielding only, suitable
holes being cut in this shield at the other
binding post and also wherever variable
condenser shafts, legs, etc., required.
Near the top of the panel, to the right
of the dial and not too near the plate riveted to the lower end of the same,
terminal of the Myers tube, was drilled as well as fitted to the back of the panel
in such a position as to allow this coil to
a small hole and tapped for an 8-32 screw,
into which was placed a long brass screw swing into contact with the other coil on
of this size with the head rounded off on the end of the condenser.
At the bottom of this same brass strip
the under side, and fitted on the front
of the panel with a small hard rubber and on the opposite side from the coil was
knob, which was securely fastened to soldered a small angle shaped piece of
prevent the knob unscrewing. This knob brass strip having a slot to engage the
on the outside of the panel being used for head of the screw threaded through the
giving a micrometer adjustment in the panel, as previously described, this being
coupling of the two inductances, as is the variable coupling arrangement shown
in a sketch.
shown in detail in a sketch submitted
Condenser Bank
herewith.
A number
of small
name
plates with
The nextstruction ofstep
to" considerbank,
was— the
conthe condenser
consistthe words
"Aerial",
"Ground",
"Phones",
were then fastened to the panel in
ing of the three large fixed capacity con^mm

For Radio
Perfection

Atures.
few of its many special fea1. Special Locking Device to keep the
coil in place, thus preventing it from
being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Special Adjustable Bearing feature.
3. Special constructed Calibrated Dial,
showing the stations tuned.
4. Positive Connections on rear of

Licensed under De Forest Patents

List Price $5.00

WN

"WD

11"

blocks.
5. Complete with Flexible Leads.

The CRO
Transformer Designed Especially for
Use with "WD 11" Tubes
The reputation gained by the Crown "W D 11"
with jobbers, dealers and users is evidence that
there is no other transformer giving such reliable
service in amplifying without distortion. The
Crown "WD 11" is mechanically perfect, ruggedly
constructed and priced right. It is a transformer;
all jobbers and dealers can back to the limit.
We also manufacture
23 PLATE
43 PLATE
BAKELITB
BAKELITE

VERNIER
VERNIER
MOULDED
MOULDED

CONDENSER
CONDENSER
VARIOMETER
VABIOCOUPLEB

$5.50
6.50
8.00
9.00

Audio Frequency, $5.00
Radio Frequency, $4.00
sendyour
purchase
and yon
At
dealer'sprice
— otherwise
will be supplied postpaid.

Croton IXabto jWamtfacturmg Corporation
NEW YORK CITY
78 FIFTH AVENUE
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SET

(Continued from page 14)
binding posts fixed to the back of the
case which were supported and insulated
from the case by a 1-inch strip of formica
fastened thereon. This strip was suitably
marked with A— and — , and B— and — .
Three oval head nickel plated screws
fastened the panel securely in place in
the case, with a slight rake or slant of
about lib inch in 6-inch height, which
makes the operation of the knobs, etc., on
the front easier and more convenient than
when the front panel is vertical.
Sheet Metal Case
The case itself was made from a sheet
of medium weight tin, with the dimensions and layout as given in attached
sketch. This was cut out and formed up
with the aid of a brake, at a sheet metal
shop. After forming, the seams were
soldered, and the edges as well as the
surplus solder filed down smooth and the
corners rounded. Three small brass lugs
were soldered to the inside at the center
of the top edge and the two sides for
tapping later to receive the panel holdingon screws.
Five 8-32 brass nuts were also soldered
to
the inside
on the ana
"hange^.^that
around
the uui.eom,
..^csextends
were
made to permit screws to be placed in the
wood bottom to fasten into these nuts
and hold the tin case down firmly upon the
base.
When the case was finished, filed and
smoothed with emery cloth to a final finish, it was then japanned or painted with
black enamel, the first coat rubbed down
and a second one given. A piece of hard
wood about V4 -inch or &-inch thick was
cut to the required size and finished
smooth and enameled. Four rubber head
tacks or bumpers were then fastened to
the bottom to act as feet.
Aerial or Ground
Connections
As explained in Radio Digest both aerial
and ground are not required. You will
recall that in the first part of this article
I stated that the binding post marked

RADIO

FANS

"ground" was attached to the copper
shielding and hence to the metal case only,
but otherwise has no connection with the
wiring. I have found that if a ground
connection is made to this binding post,
thus grounding the shield, it eliminates
the capacity effect and also adds to the
loudness and stability of the reception.
In operation the receiver is the acme
of simplicity. Just connect the batteries,
turn up the filament to a low brilliancy,
screw in the coupling knob until you hear
the tube grow "mushy", turn the big dial
andI find
you inmeet
a number
"squeals".
operating
the of
receiver
that the
closer the coupling the less B battery is
normally required. I get good reception
with 45 volts on the plate and sometimes
when a distant one refuses to come-in
pile on the B battery up to 180 volts, and
my, how at
the about
tube 1does
"With coils
the
coupling
inchsing.
between
and 90 volts on the plate, about everything
on the air can be brought in.
Selectivity of Set
The principal advantage of this particular

DON'T

THIS— BUY

Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%
WRITTEN
Every World

2YRCUAR

User Is a Booster

WRITTEN

2 YEAR

$T.50
6 Volt— 60

Amps.

GUARANTEE

40Am°Ds.
JpT.oO
6 Volt— 100 Amos.

$9.00 6 $13.00
6 Volt— 80 Amps.
Volt— 120 Amps.
$10.50
$15.00
Full Rating Guaranteed
Thousands

of Satisfied

Users

Recommend

World Radio Batteries

ATTENTION

Eliminate manent
Will
records.Pins by using Signal Dots for perBooks can be closed and Maps removed from wall
without disturbing record.
Made in two sizes for Maps. Books or Cards.
Send fifteen cents in stamps for envelope containing
100 p1c"*H in three colors. Mention Map, Book
or Card. Dealers write for special discount for
Cross lots.
I_ L. Smith 4. Co.; 188 Washington St, Lynn, Mass.
Mfrs. of Badio and Auto Specialties.

PASS

Out-of-town
orders
shipped
same
day as received via express, C0.D.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Just West of Michigan Avenue
Chicago, III.
OPEN
EVENINGS and SUNDAYS
Wabash 8380
Phones
Victory 2728

Thousands of Satisfied Boosters Attest to the Superiority of the
Genuine and Guaranteed

"All Wave" Coupler
Wave Length— 150 to 3,000 Meters
TBADE

MASS

Be Prepared

Why Be Confined

To listening in on nearby
stations, when the "All
Wave" coupler in your set
will enable you to receive
broadcast reception
from stations thousands of miles distant?

To receive on the higher
wave
lengths that have
been and will be allotted to
broadcasting stations because of their ever increasing number.

THE
"ALL
WAVE"
COUPLER
COMBINES

Price $9H

SIMPLICITY OF
EFFICIENCY

PATENTS

ALLOWED

?_ d."

PHONOLIER

EST

design is the extreme selectivity obtainable. First there is the vernier filament
control, second, the dial vernier, then the
small vernier condenser, and for a finishin? touch the closely controlled coupling
knob.
The small size of the vernier condenser
blade is also a great advantage, but yet
I have had two stations with waves so
close that less than a quarter turn of the
vernier gave me either.
In general I think this circuit is the
greatest ever, and I have tried out a lot
of "trick" hook-ups. I think there are
great possibilities yet undisclosed with- it.
I find, for instance, that in using ilyers
audion tubes, that on account of the
changed values of this tube due to its
compact construction and low internal
capacity and impedance, that the values of
the three fixed condensers of .006 mfd.
capacity are not critical, the- circuit operating fairly well on as low as .001 mfd.
for these condenser
values, and as the

CORPORATION

58 Lafayette Street, New York City

srid condenser is 1/5 the usual size for
the regular type of tube, it may be that
less than a ,006 mfd. is best.

BETTER DISCOUNTS
on Standard

Lines

to

DEALERS
DUNGAN
Radio

RADIO CO.
Distributors

68 W. WASHINGTON
CHICAGO

STRi-l. i

Don't Waste Money, Time and Patience on Cheap, Improperly
Designed Radio Parts. Insist on Getting New York Coil Company's Products, Which Insures Entire Satisfaction. Honestly
Priced, Scientifically Constructed and Engineered to Deliver the
Maximum Results.
JOBBERS
while discounts. AND

DEALERS

get our complete literature and worth-

Standard 90 Degree Variocoupler, $3.50.
OUR 180 DEGREE VARIOCOUPLER is a masterpiece, suitable
for- use in any circuit. Mosj efficient and best constructed Coupler in
existence. Price, $4.50.
Our Combination Mounted Variocoupler for table or back panel
mounting has all taps connected and soldered, nothing else like it.
Price, S8.00.
MOUNTED 3 CIRCUIT TUNER.
Exceptional selectivity and sharp tuning
makes the most easily constructed and
highest efficiency Set known. Price,
without Dial, S6.00.
Our Variometers are full size precision instruments. They are not of the
"competitive" type. Price, $4.00.
Our Audio Frequency Transformers
are the choice of the leading manufacturers and radio engineers.
Guaranteed to give high magnification,
less distortion and better all around efficiency. No howling. Price, S4.00.
NEW YORK COIL COMPANY'S Variable Condensers are the
standard by which others are judged, containing such features as all
metal framework, adjustable bearings and positive electrical contact:
11 Plate
$1.50
43 Plate
S3.00
23 Plate
2.00
3 Plate
1.25
NEW YORK ENTERTAIN-A-PHONE RECEIVING SET No. 2—
Complete with detector and two stages of amplification, all in one cabinet. Contains a non-regenerative two circuit hook-up with two stages
audio amplification. Results are simply a revelation. It must
operated andbeheard
to be appreciated.
Workmanship
and
design
and material of exceptional
character throughout. Of unusual interest to the jobber.
Price, S50.00, fully

ASSEMBLY AND
OF RESULT

Inasmuch as all variometers, variocouplers and loading coils are eliminated.
Six efficient hook-ups sent upon receipt of ten cents in stamps to cover cost of
mailing.

CAPITOL

DIG

NEW

guaranteed.

YORK

COIL COMPANY,

340 Pearl Street

Inc.

' New York City, N. Y.

RADIO
the means of controlling the flow of electrons from the filament to the plate. It
can retard or even increase the flow depending on the charged condition of the
Slid.
This
third element
increased
the

About Radio Parts
THE LOOSE COUPLES
Another form of tuning unit that closely
resembles the tuning coil is the loose
coupler. However due to its bulky construction it has gradually lost its former
popularity.
The resemblance to the tuning: coil in
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WILLARD— -

WILLARD
RADIO COMPANY
Dept. R.D., 291 Broadway, New York City

"The Best for Less"
REINARTZ CIRCUIT
EVERY PART COMPLETE
I Reinartz ■wound coil, 1, tube socket, 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser, 1 13-plate .00035 MFD variable condenser,
i inductance switches, 16
switchable points
nuts,MFD
4 switch
and nuts,
8 binding
posts,
grid leak,and
1 .002
phone stops
condenser,
23 feet
bus bar
wire,2 3" dials, 1 vari1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram and complete
instructions

FLEWELLING
efficiency of the tube to an unlimited extent and is______________
the biggest development made
in Radio.
this instrument lies in the fact that its
primary winding is adjusted for the
proper wavelengths by means of a slider,
but here the resemblance ends, as there
are two distinct circuits which are inductively coupled. The current flowing in
the one creates a constantly varying magnetic .field which induces an alternating
current in the other secondary winding.
This secondary winding can also be
adjusted for wavelength control by means
of the tapped switch at one end.
By sliding this secondary in and out of
the primary winding the induction in the
secondary is controlled.
For different wavelengths there are certain points of resonance, that is the point
of coupling, where the current in the
secondary reaches its maximum value. In
this manner very selective tuning is possible.
THE
VACTTUM
TUBE
The success of the Radio industry is
due to the development of the vacuum
tube. Not only because it takes the place
of the crystal detector < with increased
efficiency but also because of its ability
to act as an amplifier.
It consists essentially of an evacuated
bulb which has four sets of terminals.
Two of these terminals are connected to
. the filament which when heated emits
electrons that flow to a second element
called the plate. This plate also has an
external terminal.
The peculiar property of this flow of
electrons or current, which makes it so
valuable is the fact that the electrons
will flow only from the filament to the
plate but not back again. In this manner
alternating current when passed through
the filament to plate circuit loses all the
impulses in one direction and becomes a
direct pulsating current.
The third element called the grid also
has an external
terminal.
This
grid is

INCREASE YOUR RANGE
BY

ADDING
A PERFECTLY
CONSTRUCTED VARIABLE CONDENSER TO
YOUR
SET

11
23
43
Postage

PLATE
PLATE
PLATE

$1.25
1.40
1.75

Mail Orders Filled Same Day
Extra
No Personal Checks Accepted

B.K.Ford&Co.4343c:lecrtAGFr,rue

WHAT

DO YOU

IS IT

Renewing Dial Figures

The use of Radio for the dissemination
of information about the collection of
waste paper and its importance to the
paper industry is the latest step taken by
the book paper and board manufacturers
of the country towards relieving the present shortage by informing the public that
there is a new and active market for this
waste.

and 2 stages of audio-frequency amplification
List Price
$35.00
for each unit

TUNING

FONES
$ 6.00 Manhattan 2000 Ohm Fones
$3.75
12.00 Genuiner Nathaniel Baldwin Type C
Double *
8.65
6.00 Genuine
Nathaniel Baldwin Type C
Single
4.50
7.00 Guaranteed 2400 Ohm Pones
3.95
TUBES
U. V. 200 Detectors— List $5.00
4.25
XT. V. 201 Amplifiers— List 6.50
5.35
U. V. 201A
5.95
Improved Detector Tubes
2.65'
Mercury 1% Volt; guaranteed as good as
WD. 11. Fits standard socket; consumes
14 ampere current per hour
5.95
MISCELLANEOUS
$45.00 Magnavox Loud Speaker, Type R3
26.95
25.00 Atlas Loud Speaker
17.95
Mounted Hot Spot Crystals. 35c value
20
Crystal Detector Stands, 90c value
40
$2.00 Grewol Enclosed Detector
-1.55
Genuine Reinartz Coils, 15 taps, $3.00 value. 1.95
$7.50 Moulded Dayton Variocouplers
4.95
7.25 Moulded
Dayton Variometers
4.75
1.10
Dayton Blusostat
.75
1.00 Genuine Dayton Bake lite Dials
.45
.30
.50 Dials 2 and 3 inch
.25
1.00 Erla Sockets
.45
Switch Levers. 50c value (adjustable radius)
10-1 Transformers (well-known) $4.75 value
3.75
3.75
5-1 Transformers (well-known)
4.75 value
3-1 Transformers
(well-known)
4.50 value. 3.45
Radio Frequency Transformers — $4.50 value...
3.45
Genuine Million Point ■ Crystals
25
SolderaU
20
HONEYCOMB
COILS
25 Turns
$0.35
200 Turns
$0.70
35 Turns
35
250 Turns
70
50 Turns
35
750 Turns
90
1000 Turns
1.15
75 Turns
35
1250 Turns
1.40
100 Turns
45
1500 Turns
1.50
150 Turns
55

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Chicago, III.

RADIO

ON?

AND

WALNUT

DESK
FINISH

THE IDEAL PROVISION COMBINING YOUR RADIO OUTFIT WITH ATTRACTIVE FURNITURE.
YOU WILL BE PROUD OF YOUR SET ON A
ROBBINS RADIO
DESK WITH ALL WIRES,
BATTERIES AND OTHER
DISPLEASING PARTS HIDDEN FROM VIEW.
For sale by reputable radio and furniture dealers or write

CO., LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.

value.
value,
value,
value,

$1.75...
$2.50...
$3.50...
$4.50...

value, $5.50.. 3.75
value, $6.00.. 4.00
value, $6.50.. 4.25

Ball Bearing

Reinartz

Inductance
Switch
Value, 75c;
Special at 30c

Including
Coils
Mounting

^Sjr

Value, $2.50

$1.75

V. T.

AUDIO

SOCKETS
Nickeled
brass
sleeve,

FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER
' W. D. 11
Designed
for Tubes,
use with

base;
value,
composition

List, $4.50;

$1.00; special
at 50c

Price, $2.75

EXTRA

ALUMINUM LOUD
SPEAKING HORN
Nickel
plated, highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75
HONEYCOMB

SPECIAL

Telephone 3000 Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

COILS

50 turns mounted. .$0.95
75 turns mounted. . 1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
335

FEDERAL SALES CO.
Temple

Variable:
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;

13 Plate VERNIER;
23 Plate VERNIER;
43 Plate VERNIER;

"IF IT'S IN RADIO WE HAVE IT"
ALL
MERCHANDISE
IN ORIGINAL
PACKING AND GUARANTEED ON A
"MONEY BACK" BASIS
BUY HERE
FOR MUCH LESS

Masonic

$11.00
UNIT

DETECTOR

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

BUY HERELESS
FOR MUCH
All Merchandise Sold on a
"Money Back" Basis

AND

Built in Mahogany finished cabinets measuring 7x7x14 inches for Tuner and
Detector Unit and 7x7x8 inches for Amplifying Unit.
Affords an unusually high range of program selectivity and local stations can easily
be tuned out to secure distant ones. Guaranteed to Comb
give inat
excellent
results,
only
the
ion...
$40
.00
very best material being used in its construction.
Special Price .. $21.75 per unit

PRICES
SLASHED!

RADIO

ROBBINS WOODWORKING

TWO STAGE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
$11.00
EVERY PART COMPLETE
1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Frequency Transformers (5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats, 2 V. T.
Sockets, 3 Jacks (Doable Circuit), 7 Binding Posts, 1 Variable Resistance Leak,
Necessary Bus Bar Wire.
Can be used with either of the above
circuits or any other receiver
:

SET YOUR

IN OAK, MAHOGANY

$10.00

Every amateur wants a neat looking
panel, but in time the marks and numbers
become darkened and yellow. This makes
a panel look bad. A little white paint
may be mixed thickly so that it is like
a paste and then spread it over the figures
on the dial. When dry the surplus may
be wiped off with a damp rag, leaving the
depressions full of white paint. — W. King
Jenkins, San Francisco, Cal.

CONVENIENT,
CONFINED AND ATTRACTIVE?
IF NOT ORDER TODAY A

ROBBINS

CIRCUIT

EVERT
PART
COMPLETE
1 uif r nii^suu,
2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23 -plate .0005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 tube socket, 8 binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade
RADION panel, 1 3" dial and the Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction of Circuit
,

EXTRA

SPECIAL

While They Last

Clapp-Eastham — 39 Plate Variable Condenser, .001 capacity, Bakelite
ends.
Equipped with 3-in. Dial
Clapp-Eastham
— 5 Plate Variable Condenser, Bakelite ends. Dial for
vernier
Clapp-Eastham — 39 Plate Variable
Condenser,
.001 capacity,
Glass
enclosed for table mountings.
Precision made.
Equipped with 3-in.
dial.
Reduced to
VARIOCOUPLER— Celeron Condensite and
Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value $4.50.
Special
Potentiometer
cial at

^
with

knob; value,

$1.75;

$2.95
spe-

Potentiometer with 2'/a" dial; value,
$2.15;
special
at
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS,
Single
Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE
SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)...
LIGHTNING

ARRESTERS
approved
derwriters

by un-

1-00
1.15
30
45
1.75
$0.90

$1.95

THREE-INCH DIALS— Unbreakable— heat
resisting composition — high finish; special, $0.30
dial;
TWO-INCH DIALS— Same design— for rheostats and
potentiometer:
special
25

$1.15
$3.95

RAYMOND VERNIER
$1.50;
special

RH E0STATS— Value.

FILAMENT
RH E0STAT— Condensite
value. $1.10; special at
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with
value, $1.50: special at
TELEPHONE
PLUGS

base;

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and M1CON CONDENSER Combined

95
70

.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.

2'/s'
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Construction

DIGEST

of the Ultra Reinartz Receiver
Part II — The Panel Layout
By H. J. Marx

IN PART I. details for the construction
of the special tuning units of the ultra
Reinartz Circuit were described. The
lay-out of the panel with the comments
on the mounting' of the various Instruments are Riven in this installment.
The panel required should have overall
dimensions of ten by twenty-two inches
and should preferably be made of quarter

never

practical for assembly of Radio apparatus because of the losses due to leakage on account of the low resistance quality of wood, especially when not thoroughly dried or when covered with a coating
of paint. Figure 1 gives the dimensional
lay-out for the location of all of the ar>paratus required for assembly. It will
be noticed that no baseboard is used, but

may

vary according to the type of instrument used.
Grid Circuit Control*
The grid circuit is controlled by the
variation of eelf-lnductive coupling between the rotor and windings of the tuning unit. This control Is operated by
means of the dial, the location of which is
indicated by the lower quarter inch hole,

condenser
and
will
be
indicated
later issue.
Feed Back Control

No. 1— Tuning Unit
No. 2— .0005 Mfd. Vernier Variable Condenser
No. 3— One
Condenser

Ml

Mfd. Vernier

in fact, all of the instruments are directly
panel mounted even to the Audio frequency transformer. The sixteen countersunk holes running along the outer edges
of the panel are for wood screws that
hold the panel in place in the cabinet.
All binding posts are located in the rear
in order to avoid the unsightly appearance
of the many leads running to the front
of the set.

three controls that effect the regeneration of feed back in this circuit are
located in the upper left quarter of the
panel. The two quarter inch holes are for
the plate condensers (No. 2) both of which
have a capacity of .00005 and should be
equipped with vernier control. The one
on the left controls the feed back from
the antenna circuit to the plate circuit of
the detector tube, while the one on the
right controls the feed back from the antenna circuit to the plate circuit of the
first Audio frequency amplifier tube. The
tapped switch located a little below and
between the several lines of these two
condensers is used to control the amount
of turns used in the tickler coil winding
on the tuning unit. It will be noticed that
not only do these taps control the actual
number of turns in this winding, but also
because of the spacing between turns,
variation in taps will, to a certain extent,
vary the distance and therefore the coupling between this tickler winding and that
of the primary and grid circuits.
The same details apply to the location
of the contact point holes and the type
of switch lever as described for the primary switch and apply to this tickler
switch.

Variable

Primary

Circuit Control

The

primary circuit is controlled entirely by means of the tapped switch in
the center of the left end of the panel.
This switch consists of twelve taps from
the primary winding on the tuning unit.
The dimensions for the spacing between
contact points may vary somewhat due
to the variations in the diameter of the
heads of the different contact points that
are on the present market. In the same
manner, the radius on which the circle is
drawn for the location of these points may
vary depending upon the length of the
lever-on of the switch. Likewise the
drilled hole for mounting the switch lever

No. 4— One .0015 Mfd. Fixed Condenser
No. 5— One .0025 Mfd. Fixed Condenser
No. 6— Two
.00015 Mfd.
Fixed
Condensers
No. 7— Detector or Soft Tube
No. 8— Two Amplifier or Hard Tubes
No.
9— Two
Audio
Frequency
Transformers
No. 1&— One Vernier Rheostat
No. 11— Two
Rheostats
(Vernier
Optional)
No.
12— Tapped
Tickler
and
Choke
Coil
No. 13— One .002 Mfd. Fixed Condenser
8 Binding Posts
3 Tube Sockets (Panel Mount)

"HOT SPOT"
CRYSTALS

3 Double-Circuit Jacks (Optional)
4 Dials

GUARANTEED

that

material

be

a

good

used.

quality

"Wooden

of

panel

panels

are

(Lattice Variometers
ESTRU Lattice Variocouplers
(Coils
ATTRACTIVE DEALERS'
DISCOUNTS

WERNES

- CHICAGO
LISTEN

To Make Your Set
Talk Louder
Deep-seated mounting insures the utmost in
sensitiveness to Radio impulses. Made of
the purest
grade efficient
of detector
crystal, silicon
."Hot
Spot
is far more
than galena,
or radiocite.
A

Trial

Will

Convince

You

All live jobbers and dealers

& PATCH

159 N. State St.

ALL

PARTS

DEALERS:

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

ttttet:

123 W.Madixon .ft, Chicago

Everything guaranteed as represented.

1 Panel 10 by" 22 by % inches
Z Switch Levers
17 Contact Points

essential

are ln<
for
obi

REINARTZ

four inches from the left edge of the panel,
equipped with vernier control. The fixed
(Details of the mounting of this rotor
will be covered later.)
The variable grid condenser shown as
No. 3 in the hook up diagram in last
week's issue is located by the quarter
inch hole in the lower half of the exact
center of the panel. This condenser has
a capacity of .001 Mfds., and can be
condenser (No. 4) of .0015 Mfd. capacity
is mounted
on the back of this variable

sell "Hot Spots"

PYRAMID

PRODUCTS

117 No. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.
Distributors for North
Central States

IN ON— Stockton, Calif., or Seattle, Wash.

ORIGINAL

CO.

BLUE

PRINTS

of the Famous
MAWHTNNEY
RECEIVING
APPARATUS
A series of 7 blue prints giving in full details all the necessary
information, specifications, and method of construction, and
assembling of the MAWHINNEY
RECEIVING Apparatus. This
is the 5-tube receiving set that picked up 5 stations
in California, recently written about in Literary
Digest and Radio Globe. The Blue Prints tell you
in a very simple and clear manner just how to construct a duplicate of MAWHINNEY'S trans-continental receiving set.

Coast to Coast Receiving Apparatus of the Very Best Material
We are including all standard articles of the highest class in the sets herein described1.,
Have a number always on hand, packed for immediate shipment. We use material not
found in other sets.

REINARTZ

COMPLETE

PARTS

Consisting of 7 x 18 panel, 23 plate condenser, 11 plate condenser, Barrchas inductance coil
used in Reinartz circuit, 2 dials, one bakelite socket, 3 switch levers, contact points, Freshman variable grid leak, vernier rheostat, 8 binding posts, 25 feet wire, and dia- d»i f\ QC
gram for construction, for only
«pll/«J/*#

FLEWELLING

COMPLETE

PARTS

Consisting of 6 x 14 panel, one 23 plate condenser, one composition dial, 2 honeycomb coils,
one double adjustable coil mount, 3 .005 condensers, one Freshman variable grid leak, one
condenser, one vernier rheostat, one bakelite socket, 8 binding posts, 25 feet wire d>1 1 QC
and construction diagram, for only
«pil.^»J

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL— 3,000 OHM

HEADSETS

These phones are unusual bargains, excellent standard make, with patented universal
joint, adjustment on receiver, and comfortable band for head. Regular list, <JjO QC
$7.50
<pOo 170
MOUNTED
HONEYCOMB
COILS
25, SO, 35 and

75 turn coils mounted — regular

ANNOUNCING

THE

B-METAL

CRYSTAL

price, $1.25;
AND

our price, 90c

FIXED

ea.

CRYSTAL

DETECTOR
This is the last word in crystals, not a mined mineral but a synthetic crystal sensitive
wherever you touch it. The fixed crystal detector needs no adjusting and is set ready for
use at all times, encased in glass.
B-Metal crystal packed in individual dust proof container
50c ea.
B-Metal crystal detector
$1.00 ea.

rOs

NOTICE — The products sold by this company are of the best material obtainable. A trial order will convince you that the slight reduction .in price on an article made by one of our competitors will not repay you
for the difference in the quality you may get. We guarantee everything exactly as represented and cheerfully
answer any correspondence. Kindly send money order whenever possible as this insures quick delivery. We
prepay postage on orders East of the Mississippi.

Our new Price List is just off the press. Ask for one when you send your order.
Write us.
The House of Service and Quality

If your dealer cannot supply
you — Send $2.00 for complete
set of prints.
'

A. S. MAWHINNEY

801 RIVERSIDE
Dept. 22

DRIVE
New York

Svf^UJ^CTURERS

Moco Products

.\

The

In the upper right-hand corner
dicated
three sets of peep-holes
(Continued on page 18)

inch stock. This circuit is not sensitive
or critical to body capacity effects and
leakages, but at the same time, it is highly

In

OUTLET

COT

28 SO. WELLS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL

March j?r, 1923
RADIO

SIMPLE FORM

THIS

circuit is another one of the reflex type, especially adapted to loop
aerials, but is also practical for an
outdoor antenna with the addition of an
extra tuning unit. It corresponds to three
stages of Radio Frequency, detector and
two stages of audio frequency.
The tap switch and coil unit shown
in the grid circuit is easily constructed.
The coil consists of 42 turns of No. 20
gauge double cotton covered wire wound
en a 3 -inch tube and tapped at every

REINARTZ

RECEIVER

1) T G E S T

OF 3-TUBE REFLEX

three turns. This then gives the end terminal on the condenser side of the circuit
and seven taps to be connected to contact
points. Instead of a lever arm switch,
the fan type is recommended. This short
circuits the unused turns and reduces
dead end losses to a minimum. The condenser has 23 plates and a vernier in
order to permit maximum selectivity in
tuning in distant stations.
The tubes are all amplifier or hard tubes,
and a 60-volt plate battery is recom-

Novel Panel Set

(Continued from page 17)
A panel set can be made from an ordinary window sash having the small panes
servation of the lighting of the tube fila- of glass.
The glass is removed and the
ments. Directly under each one and on
The panels on
the same center lines are indicated the panels set in their places.
holes for the mounting of three rheostats.
In the original set made up, although only
the first was required as vernier, for the
PANELS
sake of uniformity of appearance, the
same type was used for all three tubes.
Two counter-sunk holes under each
rheostat location are for the mounting of
a panel type of tube socket.
In order to provide sufficient clearance
for the rheostats, a spacing block is inserted between the tube socket and the
panel. This increases the distance between the tube and the panel and gives
plenty of clearance for the movement of a set like this are all the same size and
the rheostat The four counter-sunk
holes under each of the two tube loca- are interchangeable. The instruments
tions on the right side are for the mount- should be mounted directly on the panels.
ing of the Audio frequency transformers — Clyde Hansley, Stockton, Cal.
on the panel. The laminated cores are
kept in a vernier line in order to avoid
magnetic reactions between transformers,
although both are of the shielded type.
The three holes to the right and a little
below the center of the rheostat locations
Enclosed Crystal Detector
are for the assembly of three double circuit jacks. These jacks are not included
Attractive
Dealers'
Discounts
in the hook up diagram given in the last
issue and the insertion is left to the option of the constructor. They can be
omitted or added as desired.
The two countersunk holes below the
159 N. State St.,
CHICAGO
primary tapped switch and the other two
under the second amplifier plate condenser
location are for the mounting of the tuning unit. Details of this mounting will
be given in the next part of this series.

GREWOL
WERNES

mended. As different tubes work on various plate potential values it is best to
experiment to see just what plate voltage
will give the best results. A power rheostat is used for controlling the filament
current of all three tubes at the same
time.
It will be noticed that the grid potential
of all three tubes is controlled by means
of potentiometer across the A battery.
The resistance of this instrument should
be 400 ohms.

WD-11

HERE
What

You

^This is the

Been

Looking

TUBE)
(PEANUT

Pending

PRICE $1.50
Real Radio fans, in the building of their sets, will
more than appreciate this device, which gives them
a variable resistance whiek is adaptable for use in
all Radio hook-ups — in the grid circuit — as amplifier
coupling resistance for both radio and audio freauency — "B" battery resistances — antenna shunts —
tuned loop circuits — resistance couplers for both
radio and audio frequency, and many other places
in
radio hook-up that the amateurs' ingenuity
willthe
suggest.
Our complete Parts Bulletin on request.
DISTRIBUTORS— Some
territory
open
for live,
responsible concerns.

PREMIER

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est. 1905
3802-3810 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, III.

This wonderful dry battery fff A
OC
outfit with a range of 600 $ I < • OO
miles comes to you ready
J^ ^J Less
to assemble,
panel
drilled
Tube
and marked,
mahogany
finished
box, condenser
ready^■^■■■■Mi
to screw in
place. Variocoupler wound complete, rheostat, dials, binding posts, socket, wire,
screws and picture diagram for wiring, all
at above price.
Two-stage Amplifier Box to match the above. $14.15

Variocouplers, $4.00 value
Variometers,
$4.50 value
Transformers,
$4.50 value

Reinartz tuning coil, $3.00 value
Rheostat, $1.00 value
Sockets. EOc value
\W switch lever, 50c value
Baldwin type "C"
Frost or Murdock

Postage extra.

phones.
phones,

$12.00 value
$5.00 value

No personal checks received.
us quote on your wants.

RADIO
8 So. Austin

PARTS

NECESSARY

DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

switch

that does tke trick

Turn it "till tjou hear it click
fovfz Why Company. Spr/ncweld, Mass. U.S.R.

— e»

\rOU must have a
1 FOUR WAY Radio
Switch PlugJ-^-the latest
and greatest improvement
in Radio.

For

A VARIABLE RESISTANCE THAT
MOUNTS ON PANEL

Patents

\\\\m\
ALL

and PATCH

IT IS
Have

This hook-up will give satisfactory results for use with a loud speaker.

Dry Cell Container

With
vogue of amateurs
the new 'WD-11
vacuum tubethe
increasing,
are wandering around for means to accommodate
these little tubes and accessories to their
sets. A Radiophan has this suggestion for
taking care of the dry. cell used for filament current. A straight-sided aluminum
drinking cup was procured at a ten-cent
store. A dry cell fits into it nicely. It
was secured to the case by two brass
flathead wood screws with a fiber washer
interposed for insulation purposes. — A. K.
Chenoweth, London, O.

WD-11 OUTFIT

Just

A crystal detector is used for rectification and can be of the fixed adjustment type. Three Radio frequency transformers and two audio frequency transformers are required. The by-pass condensers used across the primaries of the
audio frequency transformers and the
phones have a fixed capacity of .002 mfd.
each.

2.85
3.10
3.75

1.85
60
38
.30

9.00
4.25

Let

PARTS CO.
Boulevard, CHICAGO,
ILL.

A switch plug that makes it pos*
sible to tune in through head set
and switch in loud speaker by
turning dial. Two head sets can
be readily attached, or one head
set and loud speaker. Both can
be used at the same
xj/T time or either one alone.
Four Way
Company
^qh

Dept.

C, Springfield, Mass.

Turn Is Head
Turn 2s Loud
Turn 3s Both
Turn 4s Both
Parallel

1

Set
Speaker
in Series
is

Ask

$1.50
dealer
your

1923
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Questions and Answers
Longr and Short Wavelengths
(2064) OMF, Los Angeles, Calif,
noes the Flewellinfi circuit amplify the
short wave lengths more than the
- the same as the other super ie-

Itself shielding somewhat reduces the eiliclency of a s<-t and of two evils it
sometimes a matter of choosing the lesser.
in the matter of your failure to receive
stations to the south of you. while
i

tag from other directions, if the condition
Using the proper size colls what is the Is persistent, it is doubtless due to some
Intervening
effective wave length range of this cir- electric lines.obstruction, mineral deposit or
cuit!
Could a peanut tube be used in this
circuit? Is a peanut tube so critical that
Keflex Circuit
when using it as an amplifying tube
EDC, Tecumseh, Neb.
\ enier rheostats need be employed for [2320)
Where should the .002 mfd. fixed conlong distance reception?
denser be place. 1 in the reflex circuit shown
A. — Its action of amplification is the in Radio Digest of January 6?
same as that of other super circuits in reWould
a UV-201 do as well as the
spect to wave lengths. Its effective wave
length range is up to about one thousand Myers tube installed with proper control?
How many turns of wire should one use
meters, using proper inductance coils. A
peanut tube may be used and is not on a loop? Would a larger loop (a larger
critical enough to necessitate vernier frame) be better?
Received WWJ, WFAA and KSD very
rheostats for long distance reception.
clearly on a homemade loose coupler and
Condenser Value and Potentiometer
-a crystal detector about two weeks ago.
A. — The .002 mfd. fixed condenser is to
■ 2133) AS, Oak Park, 111.
I would like to try out Hook-Up R.D.65. be placed in the lead one side of which is
Please advise the value of the variable connected to variable condenser and input
condenser shunted across the secondary and the other side of which goes to rheostat and negative battery.
honeycomb coil and the condenser between
potentiometer and one lead of the same
A
UV-201
tube will serve effectively as
coil.
suggested.
A. — With relation to R.D. 65, a variable
condenser of .0005 mfd. capacity is shunted
Phone Coils
V
neross the secondary honeycomb coil, and (2433) GJ, ■Winding
Springfield, Mo.
either .0005 or .001 mfd. capacity between
I wish you would please publish what
potentiometer and one lead of coiL
size wire to use and how to wind an old
pair of phones into about 2,000 or 3,000
Body Capacity
ohms.
(2150) HCH, Charleston, W. Va.
A. — You should use No. 40 S.C.C. wire
Please advise me how to eliminate body
capacity. I was told to put tin foil on the
back of the bakelite. I did this and connected it to the ground. It helped some
(Both
Copyrighted)
but still bothers me very much. I have a
My tant
Highly
brings
In all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
three-circuit tuner; variocoupler, variable
loud,
clear
and
without
distortion. We dance to
condenser and two variometers. I get
music
from
Atlanta
received
on
one
loud
Baldwin
very good results otherwise. I would like
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
to ask also about getting the same staperfect and complete double wound epiderweb coil,
tions every night. I get stations from the
13.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
North, East and West of here but nothing
my set on a glass panel with every order.
from the South.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and Is imiA. — There is no practical means of
tated the most.
Thousands are in use.
reducing body capacity effect other than
My W. D. I I Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
the method of shielding as suggested.
In
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
Ci ivers?

ami wind rnch coil full.
Care must be
exercised to have the polarity of the fixed
1 tin Bame as that of the electric
t. To determine this use a batter)
ami compass,
If with the current Rowing
ii the
coil,
the
electro-n
attracts the same end of the needle on a
compass aw the corresponding; pole
of t lie fixed magnet, the polarity i
should also be true of the
oilier side of the fixed magnet and Its
electro-magnet with the exception that
thej should both attract the opposite ends
of the compass needle.
About eight turns of wire on loop will
serve.
A four-foot frame would be better.
We
are pleased to congratulate
you
upon your DX reception with a crystal
detector set.

HEAR

of the FLEWELLING

FRESHMAN

ATLANTA

ON CRYSTAL

REAL RADIO
$2.25
2.50
.........Special
Pr.

V ARIOCOCFLERS :
Raven

(Greensllk

wound)..........

1-55

_..._..„
-.„

2.50
2.25
2.00
(150-3200 meters). 7.25
„
-...Special Pr.

CONDENSERS:
Regal 43 pi. .001 mfd
Cap
„
Regal II PI. .00025 Mfd Cap
Dubllier condensers all types and capacities Including varladom ill stock
Special
American
Bell 43 Pi. with Vernier
American
Bell 23 PI. with Vernier

RHEOSTATS :
Regal (High quality 6 oho).........,

Fada
POTENTIOMETERS :

Radio Corp. PR 536
General
Radio
(400
Atwatar-Kent

(200

Paragon
(200
Ohm)
Arasec
(150 Ohm)

Pr.
5.50
4.50

.85

75
1-05
-70
1. 85
.70
Special Pr.
Special Pr.

►.

Special Pr.

(200 Oka)
Ohm)

Ohm).-

2.65
1.65

-

Klsaaer Vernier
Paragon
Standard
_.
Framlngham
Bradtaystats
Roberts (6 atam staadard)
6e»eral Radio (Any and all resistances)
Radio Corp.

Framingham

Special Pr.
Special Pr.
Special Pr.
.....
-

1. 10

1.60
1. 10

,

SOCKETS:
Regal
(all nickeled)

75

Beil (Moulded Bak. Panel or Base Mounting)..
Raneee
(Flae
quality)
Turney
(AH
metal One finish)
De Forest
(Moulded)
Special
General
Radio
Special
Radio Corp.
(UR 542)
fP"*!1!

Double

(Fada)

.90
.40
25
Pr.
Pr.
fc-

Special Pr.

Triple
(Fada)
Special Pr.
WD
II (Rameco)
.40
WD II (Bell Panel or Base Mtg.)
.90

TRANSFORMERS:

.Audio Freq.)

Betts II Betts (13 to I Ratio)
5.50
Amertrans (Best transformer on market, limited
supply)
7.00
Radio
Corp.
UV 712
~. .Special Pr.

TRANSFORMERS:

Ave.

(Radio Freq.)

Trlcoil
(Of Subway
Reception fame)
Radio
Lab.
RT-I
(Limited
supply). .„
Murad
T-ll
(Old standard)
Radio Corp. UV
1714
Special

1.50
3.90
3.80
Pr.

BARGAINS
Kosco 3-ln.
Moulded
Kesco
2-in.
Moulded
American
Hard
Rubber 3-hi
American
Hard
Rubber 4-ln
Electros*
4-iB.
Fada
Knob
Emaloid 3-ln. Unbreakable
Emaloid 2-in. Unbreakable

$0.25
.25
.75
85
.75
.35
.25

CABINETS:
PANELS:
(Mahogany)
(Gen. Bak.)
for immediate assembly)
.$3.60 7x10
....$1.40
... 3.85 7x12
1.65
... 4.15 7x14
1.95
... 4.50 7x18
2.50
... 5.25 7x24
3.35
HEAD TELEPHONES:

7x10(Knockdown
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x24

Baldwins (Single Units)
Gen. Type "C"
Western
Electrics
(Type
509 W)
Frost (2000 ohm)
Brandes
Superior
(2000
ohm)
Telephone connectors for Three pair phones

TUBES:

Meyers
Hl-Mu
(Last lot)
All Standard Tubes In stock at

BATTERIES:
("B" only)
Volton 22'/i V. Small size

Volton
22'/, V.
Volton 22'/, V.
Volton 45 Volt

Medium
sire.
Large size

6.00
10.00
5.00
6.20
95

4.35
Special Pr.

,

,.. .90
1.14
1.55
1.98

MISCELLANEOUS :
Phonograph
Attachments
"Y" Shape
Radiophone adapter
(Rubber)

1.25
2.00

Solderette
(Soldering
iron to attach to standard plug)
Single Cet Jacks
Double closed
Cct Jacks
Telephone plugs
Telephone plugs (for two phones)......
Vernier
Dial
adjustments
Brach
Indoor Lightning Arrester
Argus
Lightning
arrester
Bus Bar Wire
Per ft
Spaghetti
(Any color)
Per lot.
Reinartz Spider Web
Coll
All De Forest
DL Coils at
Special
Deforest Triple
Coll Mounting
Special
Single Coll Mounting
Double
Coil Mounting
Triple Coil Mounting

|.50
25
35
65
70
.40
1.25
1.00
.015
.08
1.75
Pr.
Pr.
45
2.25
3.25

We also carry In stock at all times all parts
for Flewelling, Reinartz. Reflex and Hazeltine
Neutrodyne Circuits. Write for prices.
Also plans and instruction for completion and
successful operation of Armstrongs Super- Regenerative Receiver. Parts for this also ready
for immediate shipment

All merchandise guaranteed by both the manufacturer and ourselves. Will be shipped upon
receipt of purchase price. Orders of not less than $5.00 sent prepaid east of the Mississippi
River — all others must include postage.

RADIO & MECHANICAL
23 WARREN

(Formerly Marconi Institute)
Broadway
New York

VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
With
.00025 mfd.
Micon
Con
denser Combined
Without

SUPER

TRADING

STREET, NEW YORK

CORPORATION
CITY

City

Condenser
ANTENELLA

LEAK

.75
$1.00

"MICON"
.006 Mica Condenser
.001 Mica Condenser
OTHER

Size

.0005
.002

CHAS. FRESHMAN

SEVENTH

$2.00

AVENUE

"MICON"
.005

$1.00
40
SIZES
Price

Price

.35
40

.0025 ..
Size
.01 ....

JO1.50
.50
.75

At your dealer's — otherwise send purchase
price and you can be supplied without further
charge. A diagram of the Flewelling Super
Circuit sent free if your dealer can't supply

No antenna or aerial needed.
Eliminates all the inconveniences
in Radio; operates from any
light socket.
Price only
106

CIRCUIT

CO., INC.
NEW

YORK

you.

Minneapolis. Minn.

DIALS:

Queens
degree).."
Moradio (180
(Cotton
covered)
Moradlo
(Enameled)
Eastern Long Wave coupler
Atwater-Kent

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
328 A

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

VARIOMETERS:
Feri (Revolving stator)
Raysol
(Kiln
dried
parte)
Atwater-Kent

Iim-sllgate
opix>rtunltles offfrwl through TODY
takther ourtho 1(1
( oritSB of radio Instruction. Concluded by tinRADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA— no now
operators accepted by tho Eastern Division of that
corporation other than our graduates.
Write for complete information.

PRODUCTS-^T^aR^iV^0

1000 miles away come in clearly on one tuba This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to buildPrice of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either
easy to build, easy to operate. Everything set
clearlyisshown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

receive programs from Atlanta, MinneapDavenport,Denver,
Fort 'Worth,
Dallas,on Kansas
City, olis,
St. Louis,
San Antonio
crystal
without batteries. Your crystal set requires
only easy, inexpensive changes. Send stamp
for further information, or $1 for copyrighted
drawing and instructions. Everything clearly
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed. LEON
LAMBERT,
505 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kan.

Wireless Operators Wanted

FREE DIAGRAM AT YOUR DEALER

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

We

Another cause of fading Is the rapid
change
in barometric
pressure
between
the transmitter.
A dense fog between the two stations may
absorb some of the radiated energy.

Cfc
MES Choi
VOLU
D Two
BOUN
POSTPAID
or Three
withNumbers
Une
Years Subscription post
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Jackie Coogan, the
youngest movie
star, is shown
using a crystal set
he made all by
himself
© Newsreel

i.S*

Pictures seen and heard at the same time, via Radio, is the new hope of C. Francis
Jenkins, the inventor of the photographic Radio picture transmission. He has
already sent and received photographs via Radio and is working on an invention
that will not only show the event in stills, but will show the action on screens in
picture houses throughout the United States. Mr. Jenkins asserts that while his
idea seems beyond the realm of possibility, it is very practical in theme. In tests
already made, pictures have been sent for short distances of ten or fifteen miles,
but plans are being formulated for transmitting photographs via Radio over distances of a hundred miles or more. Insert above is the principal unit of the transmitter, showing the circular disk prism which forms the key to the Radio problem
of sending photographs via Radio
© Newsreel

1

The amateur receiving set contest now in progress
at the Radio Fair at the Hotel Imperial, New York
City, has drawn entries from all parts of the country among which are many unusuals. Above is a
novel entry in a vacuum tube set with spider web
inductances, all mounted on the base of a standard
audion socket
© Newsreel

■9 1923
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Ultra Reinartz, Flewelling Data; Reflex Q. & A.
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DO SOULS BROADCAST?
'TOMMY"OPENS
MEIGHAN,
RESTING
BETWEEN
SCENES,
UP POCKET
SET TO
ENTERTAIN
FRIENDS

MAGICIAN THURSTON SETS
UP SPEAKER FROM WHICH
STRANGE LANGUAGE COMES
Conan Doyle Says, "Spirit Talk" — Magic
Master Believes Some People Human
Radio Stations — Offers Love-at-First
Sight Illustration — Psychic Communication Possibility
a
By S. L. Huntley
CHICAGO. — Howard Thurston, famed man of magic, who broadcast recently a talk on "East Indian Magic" from Station WMAQ of
the Daily Xews, advances the theory in an interview with Radio
Digest that the mysterious sounds heard in a sea shell resemble some
unknown language. In addition he claims that every human being is
a sort of a broadcasting station. In elaborating his startling ideas,
Thnrston said:
Thurston Tells Story
"One stormy night last December five men sat in a room in a Long
Island home. The hour was past midnight.
One of the group sat near
(Continued on page 2)

-_

..... — .- - - — ...
Our film-famed RadioLeatrice Joy Tom Meigban and Director Alfred E. Green out on location.
phan. Meighan, likes to carry about his pocket Radio set, much to the enjoyment of the company.
Below is Evelyn Freedman, youthful violinist starred many times via KYW, Chicago

CURE FOR OLD LAW
IN HOOVER'S
HANDS
CONFERENCE
SUBMITS
RE"PORT ON QRM REMEDY
Plants May Get Wave Band from 222
to 545 Meters — Room for All,
Belief
By E. E. Prammer
WASHINGTON", D. C. — With the completed report of the second Radio Conference laying before him. Secretary of
Commerce Hoover states that he will
adopt it as soon as he has conferred with
other cabinet members to be sure that it
will meet with their approval. He also
says that he has received legal advice to
the effect that the prescribed changes in
wave lengths can be made without an
executive order from the president.
The conference report marks a new era
for the Radio public. The extensions in
-broadcast wave bands and definite prescribed wave lengths for the fifty large
power phone broadcasters, will make for
much less interference. Suitable wave
lengths are provided for more than 500
low power stations as well.
down, the important recomBoiled (Continued
on page 2)

MAKE EXPERIMENT IN
MUSTER CALL BY AIR
Seventeen Companies of Infantry
Respond Quickly to Broadcast
CLEVELAND, O. — An experiment of using the Radio as a means of mobilizing
troops, conducted here by Colonel L. S.
Connelly, in command of the 145th Infantry, was pronounced a big success.
Within two hours after an "emergency
order" was broadcast, he had received replies from all of the eighteen companies
with the exception of the one at Akron.

BETTY BLYTHE TALKS
ON MOVIES FROM WGR
n Rawomevicin
hans in
ity
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tress, gave a special concert and talk
from the Federal Telegraph and Telephone Company's studio, WGR. Hiss
Blythe gave some good advice to those
of the fair sex who have it in their
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the motion picture business.
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(Continued from page 1)
a large reproduction of an ordinary sea
shell— it alone filled half of the room. 'Just
now, gentlemen,' I said, 'the
a few minutes
and
sounds are heard best between two had
three o'clock.' Four of these men have
matters
psychic
with
their names linked
for the past decade, among them, bir
Doyle."
Arthur Conan
Weird
Sounds Come
came. A low but distinct
sounds
"The
clear
murmur at first, that swelled into a us,
flowing babble, weird and mysterio
continued the magician. "Pulsating, rising and falling with accents and articulations— an unknown tongue."
What was it? That is the question
that the five men tried to learn and it is
great is
the question that Thurston the
his present
going to try to solve whenagain
returns
tour is completed and he
this summer to his Long Island ashome.
well as
Mr Thurston is a Radiophan
spiritualism.
a magician and a believer inthat
began
he
ago
It was a few months
loud
experimenting with a sea shell as a other
heard
speaker and found that he
that
shell
noises and sounds fromthethis
Radio.
were not brought in by
Builds Sea Shell Speaker
idea of buildFrom this he grasped the now
has in his
in? the large shell that he
of filling
ments
experi
many
Alter
home.
of sea
the shell with different amounts strange
the
where
water he found a point
n the
betwee
loudest
heard
were
rounds
hours .of two and three o'clock in the
morning
It is the belief of some, including Conan
that
Dovle, that it is the voices of spirits learn
are heard and it only necessary to
speak
they
the strange language in which
in order to commune with those who have
Radio waves
passed on. Some say it is in
tune with
from Mars that have been
shell. That
the
of
length
the natural wave
ether waves produce the weird sounds, is
a point that all agree on and one that is
highly of interest to Radiophans.
"It is my belief," said Mr. Thurston as
I sat in his dressing rorom, following his
(Continued on page 4)
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.ATTENTION-

AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER IN
Sunday
Friday
Tuesday FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
(SEE NOTE
Monday BELOW

Station and City

Met.

400
CFCA, Toronto. Ont
440
CFCN, Calgary, Aha
430
CKAC, Montreal. Que.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa . 360
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif. 360
KFI. Los Angeles, Calif. . . . 400
400
400
KGW, Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles. Calif ... . 400
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. . 400
400
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
400
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio. Va
400
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas. 400
422
WBZ, Spring6eld. Mass
710
400
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv. Mo...
WDAJ, College Park, Ga... 400
WDAP, Chicago. 111
400
WEAF, New York, N. Y... 360
360
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFl, Philadelphia. Pa
400
WG1, Medford. Mass
400
400
WGM, Atlanta. Ga
360
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y
WGT, Schenectady. N. Y. . 400
WHA, Madison. Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.. . 370
400
400
WHAZ, Trov, N. Y
3c0
WHB, Kansas City. Mo... 400
400
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark. N.J
400
WKAQ, San Juan.P. R...
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn 360
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
360
400
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. . . . . 400
WO A I, San Antonio. Texas. 400
360
WOC, Davenport. la
360
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa.... 400
400
WOR, Newark, N. J
400
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
400
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
400
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
360

7:i> 8:00

6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
6:00- 8:00
5:00- 9:00

7:M->:i:j
6*0-10:30
6*0- 9*0
9:00-10:00
5*0-12:30

6:00-10:00
4:457:30

4:45- 7:30
8:00-11:30 6*0- 8:00
8*0-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8*0- 9:30
5:45- 7:00 6:45- 7:40
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8*0
7:00-10*0
6:00- 1*0
7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6*0
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30

Wednesday
Thursday
*0- 8:00
7*0- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
6*0- 9:00 6*0-9:00
9:00-10:00
6:00- 8*0
5*0- 9*0 5*0- 9:00
6:00- 7*0
4:45- 7:30 4:45-' 7:30
8:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30
7:00-8:40
8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00

7:15-10:30
6:308*0
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1*0
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2*0 7:30-11:30
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
8:30-10:00 7:00-11:00
8:30
9:30-10:30 7:009:30-10:30
6:45- 9:00 7*0- 9:00
7*0- 8*0 7:00- 8*0
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

6:00- 6:30 8*0-10:00
6:00-11
6*0-6:30
:00- 9:30 6:00- 7:30
7:00- 9:30 7*0- 9:30
10:10-11:30 6:00- 7:30 6*0-7:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
7*0-10:00 8:00-10*0
8:00- 9:30 8*0- 9:30 7*0-10*0
9:30-10:30
7*0- 8:30
10*0-11:00
6:50-11*0
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10*0 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:0040:45-12:00
I 8:00- 8:45
8*0- 8:45
6:30- 9:00' 6:30- 9*0

Saturday

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
6*0- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 9*0-10:00
9:00-10:00
6:00- 8*0 5*0-9:00
5:00-12:30
4:45- 7:30 4:45- 7:30
6:00-10*0
7:00- 8:00

8.00-11:30
8*0- 9:30
5:457:40 11:30- 1*0
7:00- 8:40

6*0- 8:00
8*0-10:00
8*0- 9:30

7:45- 8:45
3:003:455*06*05*0-

5*0
5*0
5:30
8*0
6*0

7*0- 8*0

8*0-10:30
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30 6:307:15-10:30
8*0 630- 8*0 7*0- 8*0
6:30- 8*0
4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00
7*0-10*0
6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
6:001*0
6*0- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 10:00- 2*0
6:30- 9:00 8:30- 9:30 6:30- 9*0 9:30-10:30
8:30-12:00 7:30- 8:00
8:30-10:30
8:30-12:00
8*0- 9:30 8:30-10:00
5:30- 6:00 9:30-11:00 8*0-11*0
9:30-11:00
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
6:30- 7:30
9*0
6:45- 9:00 7*06:45-11:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30 6:00- 8:55 9:10-11:00
7:15- 9:30
7:00- 9:30 7*0- 9:30 7:00- 9:30 7*0- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
9:30
9:15-10:30 6:00- 7:30 7:308:30-10:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10*0 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 7:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30
12:302:00
7:30- 8:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30 7*0- 8:30 9:30-10:30 8*0- 9:00
6:50- 9:10
5:15- 6:30 7*0-10*0| 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:0OjlO:45-12:O0
7:30- 9:00
8:00-8:45:
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 9*0i 6:309:00

Immediate

23 Plate Precision Condensers
$1.10
13 Plate Precision Condensers
85
.006 Fixed Condensers
38
Two Coil Mounts, Deforest License
2.35
D. L. 50 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
D. L 75 Honeycomb Coil
1.45
Variable Grid Leak only
28
Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
35
180= Yariocoupler
2.50
W. D. 11 Tube Socket
35
3000 Ohm Phones, guaranteed
3.S5
Hard Rubber
Panel; 7x10
1.00
Flewelling Coupler. 100 turns on rotor. . . . 2.50
3 Plate Vernier Condenser
65
Fisher 180° Coupler..
2.25
Write for Prices on Other Parts.
MAIL
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equipment.
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More About the Ultra Reinartz Receiver — In the next issue H. J. Marx will give
complete details for the final assembly, instructions for making connections,
and how to tune the popular improved Reinartz Receiver. Part III of this series
will be found on Page 1 7. Read it.
E. T. Flewelling Again Next Issue
Mr. Flewelling will in Part X of his series tell
more
about
the
simplified
"flivver"
The Digest is the only place you
can read articles by E. T. Flewelling.Receiver.
Arthur G. Mohaupt in His Chapter XV for Radio Beginners will give much information on the construction and operation of loop antennae.
Read Chapter XIV
on page I I of this issue.
Receiving Records Contest- — This popular DX fan feature will appepar in full in
the April 1 4th issue. Records for all stations will be revised to date.
Part III of the Only Sure Fire and Complete Broadcasting Program Directory — Buy
the
next issue to complete your list of stations and get the State, City-Statiton
Index.
The Fourth Prize Flewelling Set, designed by A. R. Miller, Spring Valley, Minnesota, will be described by Mr. Miller in nthe April 14 issue. Order it at your
newsstand today.
Looking Still Further Ahead — The Digest can promise detail for the construction
of a cheap and efficient reflex panel set. This sest will be described by H. J.
Marx following the conclusion of the Ultra Reinartz Set series. And another
card we have up our sleeve to show our readers most any issue now is a
complete weekly series of advance programs, including every broadcasting station in North America with 500 watts antenna input or more. With the innovation of this costly new service, the Digest hopes to permit its readers to pick
an especially interesting program that they may desire to hear, and then listen
in for that station on the night when the selected program will be on the air.

Radio Digest
YOU WANT IT!
BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS
CO.
415

SEND IN THE BLANK

TODAY

Publisher Radio Digest
123 West Madison St.,
Chicago. Illinois.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.

South

Chicago.
Dearborn

Street,
B. D.

RADIO
At Cut Prices
Standard parts only in original packing.
Sold on a "money-back"
basis.
PHONES
$ 7.50
8.00
12.00
8.00

Looking Ahead

WANT

also includes:

1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and

Pin terthis
ad toit jour
letand mail
together
with a dime for your

"All the Live News of Radio"
1 to 7
Receiving
Damped
Waves,
Comic
Strip
4
"Have You Heard 'Em?"
Three More Announcers
5
The "How"
of Simplified Super Circuit, By E. T. Flewelling
6
Kentucky
Plant
Reflects
Ideals
7
Receiving
Records
Contest;
Book
Reviews
9
Editorials;
Condensed by Dielectric; Indigest,
Humor
Column
10
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter XIV — Radio Frequency Amplification, by Arthur
G.
Mohaupt
11
Charges
1 wo Sets of B Batteries
12
How to Make a Multi-Wave
Coupler
13
Hew to Construct a FleweUing Super Set, The First Prize Winner in the $100 Flewelling Set
Contest, by Lawrence M. Blakey
14
About
Radio
Parts
16
Construction
of the Ultra
Reinartz
Receiver,
Part
III — Tuning
Unit
Details
and
Mounting',
by H. J. Marx
17
Hook-Up R. D. 78, Adding R. F. to Crystal Set
18
Questions
and Answers
19
Radio Illustrated,
a Page
of Pictures
20

YOU

complete
with illustrations and diagrams, in the

latest Handbook-Catalog.
addition
to the "ChiRad"

Badlo Digest. Illustrated, Volume 4, Number 13, published. Chicago, Illinois, April 7. 1923. Published weekly
by Radio Digest Publishing Company, 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Subscription rates, yearly.
Five Dollars: Foreign. Sis Dollars: single copies. Ten Cents, filtered as second-class matter at the postoffice at
Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3. 1S79.

WHEN

Postage Paid

low tp Jbuild the
Reinartz Receiver

CONTENTS

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left

Delivery

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
ACCESSORIES

(Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
If your city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
city uses Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific time, subtract
two hours.
Thus the use is very simple.)

CONFERENCE

(Continued from page 1)
mendations of the conference are these:
conPreviously all broadcasting was
centrated on three wave lengths, 360, 400,
g
extendin
field
new
and 485 meters. A
from 222 meters to 545 meters can now
be created for the purpose. Within that
field stations can be assigned individual
wave lengths and divided into two classes.
corThe higher power Class A stations
responding to the present Class B stations
288
between
lengths
can use the wave
meters and 545 meters, while lower power
stations (new Class B stations) can use
the waves from 222 to 2S6.
The seemingly small increase in wave
bands is in fact quite large. The impormore-ina great
tant phase
exist
lengths
wavemany
station
dividualisphonethat
in the lower wave length ranges than do
in the higher. For this technical reason
smaller, rather than larger, waves are
recommended.
Amateurs and Ships
The report recommends an extension of
the amateur wave band from 150 to 222
meters, instead of 200 as now used. All,
including special, amateurs will be in that
band however. Special amateurs will use
meters, and spark" stations
to 222 in
from be200confined
will
the 150-200 meter band.
A recommendation is made that ships
on 450 meters keep silent between 7 and
11 P. M. and as soon as possible alter their
apparatus to transmit on 600 meters and
above. Provision is also made to allow
ship telephony on bands much higher than
those used by broadcasters.
"The reading of telegrams or letters bybroadcasting stations should be permitted,"
says the report, "so long as the signer is
not addressed in person and so long
as the text matter is oi general interest."
Another recommendation is that simultaneous rebroadcasting (relaying) be permitted as a service only on a broadcasting
wave length, and with the authorization of
the original broadcaster and of the Department of Commerce.
Digest Aids in Beport
The new regulations recommended are
based on a plan submitted by the Radio
inspectors, and include elements from
other plans submitted by representatives
of the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies, the Xational Radio Chamber of Commerce, the Institute of Radio
Engineers, the American Xewspaper broadcasting stations, and Radio Digest Illustrated.
It is the unanimous opinion of the conference that the Secretary of Commerce
in licensing stations has the authority
under the present law to regulate hours
and .wave lengths of operation of stations,
and to revoke or withhold licenses of stations when such action is necessary to
prevent interference detrimental to the
public good.
The conference also urged that the fullest co-operation be given by those who
operate broadcasting stations and by the
public with the Department of Commerce
in the co-operative adjustment of local
broadcasting problems in order to realize
the fullest possibilities of the recommendations outlined.
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Gilbert Phones
$3.95
Brandes
Superior
5.95
Xathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double. . . 8.95
Dictograph
5.95
TUBES

\Vz Volt Peanut Tube
2.00
V. V. 201
5.50
1% Volt Mercury
4-95
CABINETS
Made in our factory
7" x 10"
1.45
7" x 18"
2-15
7" x 24"
2-95
MISCELLANEOUS
Solderall. Tube
.25
$12.0(1 Amplltone,
Xiekel Horn
4.95
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
9.95
50.00 BegeneratiTe
Single Tube Set
25.00
DUBaTEK Permanent Crystal Detector
2.0O
W.D.-ll
Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester. Indoor and Outdoor
Type
.85
5.50 — ISO Decree Varioccupler on Bakelite.
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
$5.00 43-plate Condenser
1.95
4.00 23-Plate Condenser
1-55
2-inch Bakelite Dials
.25
4-inch Electros Dials
75
3-inch Bakelite Dials
35
% 1.00 Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak
and
Condenser
Combined
65
$10.00—3000
Meter Coupler
4.95
1.00 Bakelite Socket
50
$ 5.00 W. D. 12 Audio
Frequency
transformer
3-75
3.00 Owl Badio Frequency transformer. . . 1.50
5.50 Coto coil radio frequency transformer 3.45
5.00 Sleeper Badio frequency transformer. 1-95
5.00 Acme Audio and Badio transformer. . 3.45
8.00 Dayton
Variometer
5.45
8.00 Dayton
Variocoupler
5.45
5.50 Murdock Tariable condenser, 23-plate 2.95
6.50 Murdock variable condenser, 43-plate 3.25
25.00 Aerex
Crystal set
9-95
132.00 Badiola
set
The
newB. C.Morrison
Siren
loud 79.50
speaker
18-50
5.00 Multi-Badioseope
1.59
Little Gem
set
6.50
WHEN
ORDERING
BY MAIL
Add
Postage
by the Following
Scale
PURCHASES
Tp to $1.00
add 10*
$1.01 to $2.00
"
loo
2.01 to
3.00
** 20c
3.01 to
5.00
"
25e
5.01 to
7.00
"
30c
7.01 to 10.00
" 40c
Money Order or Personal Check Accepted

Name
Address
City

RADIO
State

STORES

Dept. F. 6, 191 Fulton Street, N.Y.C.
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BROADCASTERS TO
HELP BAG BANDITS
CANADA
Mounted

WILL NOT IMPOSE
TAX ON SETS

Police
Plan
to
Prevent
Border Raids with Aid of
Science

By Jeffrey J. Slngman
CALGAKV. ALTA — Bandits from the
United States side of the international
boundary line who conduct systematic raids
on the prairie provinces of Canada this
year for the first time in the history of
Canadian criminology will have to reckon
with the Radiophone, if suggestions being
made to the governments of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta are acted upon.
Call on Badio for Aid
Attorney-General Craig, of Manitoba, announced in the Legislature last week that
information* had reached the government
that bandits from south of the line will
attempt to repeat the exploits which caused
a reign of terror in Southern Manitoba, as
well as in parts of Saskatchewan and Alberta, last fall. Everything possible is be
ing done, however, to prevent raids on
banks and to capture the raiders. It is
quite probable that the Radiophone will be
employed. This will be the first time that
Radio will have been used systematically
in the detection of crime in this country
To Broadcast Descriptions
Canada has taken the lead in commercializing Radio by the establishment of two
stations for commercial Radiophone work,
between Swan River and The Pas, Manitoba. These stations are now being installed for the Manitoba government, and
it has been suggested that descriptions of
bands and news of the raids could be broadcast, thus diminishing the danger from
marauding bands. That this can be done
successfully has been proven. CKCK at
Regina having been mainly instrumental in
the capture recently of "Doc" Purvis,
Canadian National Railway train robber.
Attorney-General Craig stated that the
American border is being patrolled closely
day and night by large forces of mounted
police. Now it has been suggested to the
government that each detachment install
Radio receiving apparatus, and also that
descriptions of suspicious characters arrested and then released for lack of evidence, could be broadcast, so that future
misdemeanors might be more easily traced
to the proper source, and the work of the
police facilitated immensely.
No Tax on Badio
It was also announced in the Legislature
that the Manitoba government does not intend to impose a tax on Radio receiving
sets. This announcement was made by
Hon. F. M. Black, provincial treasurer, in
justifying the action of the Manitoba telephone system in taking over the work of
broadcasting from the two Winnipeg daily
newspapers. Mr. Black said, however, that
the telephone systems expected some revenue from rentals.

DIGEST

LEVIATHAN LIFEBOATS
TO CARRY EQUIPMENT

MIDSHIPMEN DRILL IN
UNISON TO AIRWAVES

oats on the
N.— Lifeb
GTO
WASHIN
ca's
than,
st
Levia
being
liner. aregreate
passenger Ameri
equipped with Radio sets, it was ane
tunat
d
nounced today. Shoul the unfor
occur and disaster befall the great ship.
the survivors will be able to communicate with vessels sent to the rescue.
The Radio sets are as powerful as those
on the average cargo carriers.

trolled drill was a A feature
of onthe
Kadio-c
GTON.
WASHIN
Annapolis
Gymnkhana
held recently,
The midshipmen
in the drill
team wore Ku Klux costumes
and in
their conical helmets were installed
small Radio receiving sets. From a
sending station on the roof of the gymnasium, Instructions were issued to the
men in the drill.

ANOTHER

BEAUTIFUL

CONVERT
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BERLIN. — After four months of experimenting, the Express Service Company
(Eildienst Gesellschaft), Berlin, has begun
a daily service of financial and commercial
news broadcasting to subscribers in
various parts of Germany, according to a
report to the Department of Commerce
from Consul E. V. Richardson, Berlin.
This company is financed by German capital and is purely a private undertaking.
Having arranged with the National Government for the use of the Radio station
at Koenigswusternausen on a limited
basis for a definite period, a regular service of financial news is received from the
United States, Switzerland, Sweden, and
other countries, via the high power station at Nauen, Germany.
This information is broadcast immediately by Radio telephone to subscribers
of the company. These number at present
about 800 and are mostly banks and industrial institutions located in some 200
towns and cities. It is expected that New
York quotations handled by this service
will be available generally to subscribers
within ten minutes of their dispatch from
New York.
Each subscriber rents from the company the necessary receiving apparatus
paying for the service itself an annual
fee of 300,000 marks, and for the apparatus an annual rental of approximately
200,000 marks. There are 2% hour schedules daily, beginning at 9:30 a. m. and 5:00
p. m.

School Has Club
ELMHURST, ILL. — The students of the
Elmhurst High School here recently
formed a Radio Club and held their first
meeting March 14 th. Officers were elected
and it is the plan of the club to install
a powerful receiving set.

FAMOUS WIZARD WORKING
ON PRIVACY DEVICE
Claims

Solution of Directional Control
Soughtventors
By All In-

LONDON. — Guglielmo Marconi Is on the
track of Radio directional control. The
inventor revealed today that he hoped
soon to perfect a device by which Radio
messages would be received only by the
person for whom they are intended.
This problem, long one.osf the greatest
difficulties in Radio development, has occupied Mr. Marconi's attention for some
time, he said, and while declining to divulge his secret, he asserted he was confident he could overcome the obstacle.
Marconi has made numerous experiments to this end already. The chief
tests of his device, however, will be made
in late April, on his yacht Electra. The
yacht is now at Southampton and will
leave at an early date for a cruise along
the coast of Spain and western Africa.
Is Confident of Suocesa
"The entire matter," he said, "is only
in the experimental stage, but I believe it
will at least point the way for a successful
device of this kind which may be improved
later. If successful it will revolutionize
Radio
telegraphy."
Mr. Marconi
explained that the greatest
difficulty with regard to Radio is the
listening-in by strangers to private communications. Under the new method, it
would convert the Radio to a sort of telephone as far as privacy is conoerned.
If the new device accomplishes its purpose, it will be possible to send Radio
messages from one station to another
across the Atlantic without anyone listening in.
Privacy to be Assured.
Both Mr. Marconi and his associates are
maintaining a close guard over his newsecret, which will be continued until the
invention has proved itself. It is understood here, however, that the plan follows
somewhat the lines of receiving instruments whereby stations can tell the point
of the waves' origin to a small fraction of
a second of arc.
The air waves' origin has long been the
problem of those seeking a method of directional Radio. If Mr. Marconi succeeds
in this, it will mean reducing the sendins
of Radio messages to the simplicity of
telephone calls — and they would be
equally private.

First Radio Baby of the
Land Is Son of Operator
Proud Father Promises to Have
Youngster Broadcast Soon
TACOMA, WASH. — America's first Radio
baby! Many children have claimed the
title, but here is the real heir.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stenso,
whose marriage ceremony was broadcasted last year from KGB, the Tacoma
Ledger-Mullins Electric Company broadson.
casting station at Tacoma, Washington, a

TEUTON ETHER SERVICE
GIVES FINANCIAL DATA
New York Quotations Reach Germans in Ten Minutes

MARCONI PROMISES
NEW SECRECY SET

"Which
way adventuring
do I turn it?"
asked
movie favorite,
as she
headphones
on
her first
in the
air. Lila
Now Lee,
she pretty
is an addicted
bug. Hope
it isadjusted
not longheruntil
we hear
her on the air as well as see her on the screen

WSB'S Owls Hold Annual Government Scientists
Banquet at Ansley Hotel Puzzled by "Dead Spot
Special Microphone Gives Music to Land of Lost Waves Covers Fortytf
Mile Area
"Stay at Homes"
ATLANTA, GA. — The first annual
banquet of the Radiowls of Station WSB,
an organization made up of fans who
listen in each night at 10:45 p. m., was
held at the Ansley Hotel Rathskellar, here.
A musical program was given during the
dinner by Ernest Rogers, Journal reportersongster, Miss Bonnie Barnbart and Fred
Houser, vention
the Bureau.
secretary o* the Atlanta ConFollowing the dinner dancing was in
order to the music of the Ansley hotel
orchestra. A special microphone gave the
music to the fans who were unable to be
present.
The whole entertainment was planned
and carried out through the ingenuity of
Lambdin Kay, Radio director of WSB.

Tube Set Circular Available
WASHINGTON. — A circular describing
how to build a tube set, the third pamphlet on Radio construction to be published by the Bureau of Standards, is now
available from the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington. D. C, for 10 cents. Write
for Circular 133, "Description and Operation of an Electron-Tube Detector Unit for
Simple Radio Receiving Outfits."

As readers of The Radio Digest will
remember, Mr. and Mrs. Stenso were
united in the bonds of matrimony in the
studio of the Ledger station. The entire
wedding party was there but the guests
were scattered all over the West with
Radio receivers clapped to their ears. The
entire service, from the wedding march
and the nuptial vows to the benediction
and the concluding kiss, was broadcasted
and heard by hundreds of thousands of
Radiophans for thousands of miles around.
Mr. Stenso at first favored naming his
heir apparent Kenneth Gordon Byron
Stenso, in order that his initials might be
K G. B., but he was loath to burden the
youngster with so many names, so the
new head of House of Stenso will go
through life with the "handle" Calvin.
KGB plans to have his fond parents
bring young Calvin down to the Ledger
studio and have him chuckle and coo a bit
via Radio shortly. Mr. Stenso the elder
is chief operator at KGB.

WASHINGTON. — Government scientists
are trying to determine the cause of "dead
spots" between a number of cities in the
United States which form an almost impenetrable barrier to the direct exchange
of Radio messages.
The most pronounced of these appears
to be between here and Baltimore. To get
a message to this point, less than forty
miles distant, Washington senders are using Chicago and other comparatively remote cities as a relay point. The pleasures
of Radio concerts are almost completely
lost between the two cities.
Dr. J. H. Dellinger, chief of the Radio Spain Declares Ether Will
division of the bureau of standards, who
Be Government Monopoly
is trying to fathom the mystery, reports
that a similar difficulty exists between
WASHINGTON,
D. C. — Cable advices
Pittsburgh and Cleveland, Hartford and state that the Spanish
Government has
Boston and Providence and Boston. The
Radio telephony a State monopmost plausible theory now advanced. Dr. declared
oly.
Bids
for
an
exclusive
concession to
Dellinger says, is the existence of a Radio exploit Radio telephony in Spain
will be
activity in these dead spots which so af- invited within 60 days and foreign counfects certain layers of the atmosphere as
tries interested will be given an opporto render transmission of waves impostunity for submitting proposals. It is
sible.
In the case between Washington and stated, however, that Spaniards will be
Baltimore, theories advanced in other given preference.
quarters are that the dead spot may be
The American amateur is now only waitcaused by the electric railway line between the cities, by the numerous highing the installing of proper Radio apparatension cables and conduits between them
tus in China to bridge the Pacific with his
or by the topography of the country.
code transmitter.
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CFCN BROADCASTS
MARITIME CONCERT
OFFER
OF
PEANUT
TUBE
MADE TO LISTENERS
Unique
Program
Attracts
Flood
Letters from Western United
States and Canada

of

CALGARY, ALTA. — CFCN, the broadcasting station of the W. W. Grant Radio,
Ltd., at Calgary, recently staged a unique
affair fax,
whenNova W.Scotia,
"W. Grant,
a nativea ofspecial
Halibroadcast
"Maritime Concert" to the Maritime Provinces of Canada, 3,000 miles distant. Mrs.
W. W.ents atGrant,
visiting
Grant's inparthe time,
was Mr.
listening
on
CHAC, Halifax, at the opposite end of
the 3,000 mile air line. The test was uniformly successful and will be repeated in
the near future.
Offer Free Tu»e
A new peanut tube was offered- free to
the first five Radiophans of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island
and the Dominion of Newfoundland who
reported the reception of the first "Maritime Concert," and a fifteen-year-old Halifax Radiophan was the first to answer.
He is Robert Doull, the son of Dr. Arthur
E. Doull, 34 Street, Halifax. Many other
telegraphic communications were received
from the Maritime provinces saying
CFCN signals had come in QSA, and all
Maritime Radiophans expressed their appreciation of this novel concertYoung Robert expressed his pleasure in
the following telegram: "Congratulations
to Grant picked up CFCN at ten fifteen
Wednesday night,"
Here is a telegram from H. Brennen,
Chebucto Head, Nova Scotia: "Picked up
CFCN shortly after midnight signals very
clear."
Young Robert heard CFCN at Calgary
on a Marconi Model C regenerative set.
Brings Flood of letters
"I was trying to tune in for about an
hour," the young Radiophan said in a
letter, "and at last at ten fifteen I heard
odd bits of distorted music, evidently from
a piano and then a voice. I distinctly
heard the announcer say "CFCN, Calgary, Alberta, Canada." It was not exceptionally clear but I heard it all right.
I also heard part of the Maritime Program."
Never before has a Radio feature attracted such a flood of letters and telegrams as this one, communications having
been received from all over the middle
and western United States and from practically every province in Canada. At the
time Mr. Grant had just had the armature
on his generator re-wound a"nd was operating on only about three-quarters of
the full power. The normal modulating
output power of CFCN is 2,000 watts.

Scenes from Pollock's Play
Are Broadcast from WNAC

CODE AMATEURS AND
LISTENERS POW WOW
— Amate
ONT.
s in" urs
g
"listener
are and
gettinorLONDON, dinary
together here with the idea of
forming an association. The objects
will be to secure legislation bettering
Radio conditions and do away with a
certain amount of ill-feeling between
the two classes of Radiophans who
claim that each is trespassing on the
toes of the other.

DO

SOULS

Station For Bar Harbor to Be
Turned into Coastal
Plant

BROADCAST?

Pat

Pend.

The Radio Terminal for your A battery.
Saves time, trouble and money. No more
poor contacts. Easy to adjust and fits all
straight
of two. post A batteries. Trial set 75c a set
Dealers write for discount

Wm. J. Sturtz & Sons Spec. Mfg. Co.
Room

710, 79 W.
CHICAGO,

lington, Va. ; Cayey, P. R.; Guantanamo,
Cuba and Panama, besides a large number
of coastal Radio stations. The 'station at
Bar Harbor, Me., receives all official Government messages from Europe, the Pacific and the Fleet in the West Indies
transmitting them to Washington over a
leased wire. Since the fire at the Bar
Harbor station, which destroyed some
buildings and barracks there, the Navy
has decided to turn this station into a
Washington.
coastal
station and receive all trans-Atlantic and trans-continental traffic at
Federal officers raided a gang of bootleggers in Virginia and heard prices being
quoted tainedbyfor the
means
of a Radio set mainpurpose.

VERNIER
VAR.
CONDENSERS
COMPLETE
WITH KNOB AND 3 IN.
RUBBER

Monroe
ILL.

St.

A. H. GREBE

DIAL

$5.00 Value 11 plate with 3 plate Vernier
$2.00
5.50 Value 19 plate with 3 plate Vernier
2.15
6.50 Value 11 plate with 3 plate Vernier
2.50
Plain—
I Plain —
3 Plate
...$0.75
23 Plate
$1.25
11 Plate
98 I 43 Plate
1.50
iVz Amp. Battery Charger with Tungar Bulb,
$15.00 value
9.95
BALDWIN
(MICA DIAPHRAGM)
HEADSETS 7.95
Include 5c per item for parcel post

CHI-CITY-RADIO CO.

945 CRESCENT

PLACE,

CHICAGO,

"Seeing men in haste do
not seek to overtake
Kang Hsi.

The wise man carefully
deliberates, — then buys a
Grebe
them"Receiver.

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1113149

HERE
IT IS

ST. LOUIS, MO. — A new fifty-four apartment building now under construction,
here, will be equipped with complete Radio installation. A large central receiving
station will be located on the roof with
trunk lines to each apartment. In order
for a resident of the building to listen in
it is only necessary to push a button and
they will be immediately connected.

New

WASHINGTON. — Despatches for American Naval Vessels in the Near East are
now being transmitted by Radio from
Annapolis and are being copied directly
by vessels in the vicinity of Constantinople, with excellent results, according
to Admiral Ziegemeier, Director of Naval
Communications.
Have Direct Belay
(Continued from page 2)
Radio is becoming a very formidable
afternoon performance, "that every person competitor with cable service, and as far
has a Radio plant incorporated in their
is concerned, cables as albeing. Some are sending stations and some as themostNavy
obsolete. Messages are never routed
receiving, and there are others that possess by cable
except
to some South American
the power of both.
countries, and if a man-o-war is there,
"In my performance this afternoon, I they go by Radio. Direct regular Radio
said something that was not exactly pleas- circuits are maintained between Washinging to my audience. I at once knew it did
and San Francisco and San Diego, and
not effect them well although they did it istonseldom
that a single word is missed.
not make a sound and I did not need to
Washington
directly with
read their faces. This demonstrates my Puget Sound, communicates
and Puget Sound and San
Francisco
communicate
every
odd hour of
point.
the day.
Demonstrates Theory
'Take a case of love at first sight. Two
Bar Harbor Is Costal Plant
persons of opposite sex meet, neither
On the Atlantic Coast, the Navy has
speaks, they may not resemble the ideals
the other has stored in his or her mental seven main Radio stations: Bar Harbor,
art gallery — yet, they are in love. This is Me.; Sayville, L. I.; Annapolis, Md.; Ara further demonstration.
"I do not mean to say that it is the
mental part of the make up of the human
body that broadcasts the thought or feeling, it is the spiritual side of one that so
functions. I, and I am quite sure you
everyone else, has met a person who is
distasteful from the time before they even
uttered a word, or it may be vice versa,
as the case of love at first sight
"I also think that this power of silent
communication is highly developed in
animal life, for example, a flock of sea
gulls that all fly from a point at once.
Of course, I have read and heard of them
having a leader and this is some times
the case, but if you will study them you
will see many instances that they all start
in unison.
"Also it is an established fact that a
dog listens in, so to speak.
"This is due to what is called instinct but
I believe it is silent communication.
To Continue Research
"How does a carrier pigeon find its way
back to its home? Of course the question
will arise, from whom or what is the
pigeon receiving the waves? This is exmenting.actly along the line that I am experi"It is regretable that I could not carry
my experiments to a more definite conclusion before I went out on the road this
last time. But I do intend to continue
them as soon as I return this summer."
When questioned on what he thought
was the cause of the mysterious sounds
emitted from the shell, he said, "That is
not for me to say. I think it could be
any one of the things it is claimed to be
by others but just what it is is yet to be
proved. I do think the sounds are very
similar and are much like a strange
tongue. However I have made several
world tours and have heard many languages, but it resembles none that I have

BOSTON, MASS. — Scenes from "The
Fool," Channing Pollock's successful play
at the Selwyn Theatre, Boston, were broadcast recently by WNAC, the Shepard
Stores, by special arrangement. Channing
Pollock personally gave a short lecture
preceding the play. Of course listeners heard."
had to visualize for themselves the personality of the characters and the stage
setting, although these were briefly announced, but the plan was highly successful. It is the first time a professional play
has been broadcast from a New England
station.

Apartment Has Radio

Cables Give Away
to Ether in Navy

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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At the left we have the Spanish announcer, also
the English announcer at PWX, Cuban Telephone Company, Havana, Cuba. In other
words, R. P. Falcon leads a double life. Known
only as "RPF of PWX," he is heard twice a
week by hundreds of thousands of Radiophans.
He is Cuban by birth

At the right— ah, the Sheik announcer of WGM,
1~ O. Moseley (his mother named him Lasso).
Devoid of comment, he is: Single; better looking than Rudolph, according to eye-witnesses;
twenty-nine summers young; graduate of
Emory University; owner of his own newspaper
in Dublin, Georgia, and a law student

SENDS ANNOUNCER
STRANGE REQUEST

Airphone Wig-Wags Location of Rum
Runners ' Delivery Boats Off Coast

JACKIE HEARS HIS
VOICE MILES AWAY

PROUD
FATHER
WIDE WORLD TO

"Lost Motorboat," Ruse Used in Radio Messages Flashed to Confederate on Shore — Coast Guard Chief Thinks Signals
Real SOS — Government Investigating

KING
OF KIDDOM
IN ON HIS OWN

WANTS
KNOW

NEW YORK. — Radio messages flashed
between the rum fleet off the Jersey Coast
and a well-known hotel in Broadway near
Times Square in New York set every
Coast Guard station on the alert recently.
The first message, sent from the big steam
By C. H. Huntley
was addressed to a man at the
A proud father recently wrote WSY, yacht Ister,
It said that a motor boat was
the Schenectady broadcasting station of hotel.
the General Electric Company, requesting adrift and was headed for Jones Inlet on
the station to announce in the air that Long Island. The man in New York was
an eight-pound boy had been born to advised to salvage it.
The service was prompt- A few minto him and that mother and son "are doing
utes later the man on Broadway replied
■well." Probably every father who recalls that he
would set out for Highlands imhis feelings on the arrival of the first
mediately. A third message sent from
born will sympathize with this man whose
desire was just a modern elaboration of Times Square to the Ister notified the
yacht
that
three
boats were being sent
the wish of a *rand new father to shout
out to different points.
the good news from the housetops.
Fleet Can Be Seen
Think of Station as Human
Coast Guard Station 87, at Jones Inlet,
This request is unusual but every broad- picked up the messages, and immediately
casting station is asked to make announce- instructed station masters for miles
ments of matters just as personal as this around to maintain extra watch for the
one. It is interesting because it illus- missing motorboat or for any of the three
trates the intimate, personal relationship craft dispatched from shore. At No. 87
which the Radio listener feels exists be- the rum fleet was not visible, it was said.
tween him and the Radio broadcasting The fifteen or more ships had withdrawn
station. To the average listener a broad- far beyond the three-mile limit in" order
casting plant is not an elaborate mechan- more safely to ride out the heavy weather
ical outfit consisting of motor generator and the storms of the last few days.
The
set, transmitting equipment and antenna;
it is human, its voice comes out of the
night and enters his home, amusing the
SENDS PORTO
children, entertaining the grown-ups, re- MAXIM
lieving monotony and loneliness.
RICO PRESS APPEAL
It is not to be wondered therefore that
those in charge of broadcasting stations
receive warm, personal letters from writers unknown to them, or that requests President of A. R. R. L. Relays
are made to broadcast matters which are
Message from IAW
purely personal.
Many Strange Bequests
HARTFORD, CONN. — The first news
A correspondent recently asked one sta- despatch ever sent by amateur Radio
tion to announce that he, his wife and from the United States to Porto Rico
child were all well. He explained that reached its destination and was printed
his parents in a western state have a re- recently in the San Juan Press, according
ceiving set and frequently hear this plant to a copy of this newspaper received by
and he thought it would be fine for them the American Radio Relay League here.
to hear from their son and his family. The news story was signed by Hiram
The writer ingenuously requested that the Percy Maxim, president of the A. R. R. L.,
announcement be made three successive and was relayed from his station IAW in
evenings as his parents might be out one this city. The despatch read:
or two evenings but would surely get the
"From Hartford, Conn.
message one night out of the three.
Another correspondent asked the aid of "The San Juan Press, San Juan,
Porto Rico.
Radio to find his eight months old Airedale pup. He said the children missed the
"The coldest weather of the winter is
puppy and he gave a description of the freezing the New England states to-night,
animal with its license number.
and is causing a great amount of suffering. The coal strike has caused a shortA Cleveland friend of "WGT asked that
station to co-operate in his plans for a
age of fuel, and the deep snows which
surprise party. The man and wife to be block the city streets make the delivery
surprised were Radiophans and the writer of what little coal there is almost impossible. Rich and poor suffer alike. The
requested WGT to say "Hello, Mr. and
Mrs. Blank" at the precise time that Mr. temperature to-night as this message is
and Mrs. Blank's friends would enter the sent is below zero and going down each
front door.
hour.
Asked to Repeat
"As I sit in my Radio room, with the
An unselfish youth requested WGT to ice covering all the windows, I marvel at
the
wonders of Radio, where one man in
repeat the first act of one of its Radio
dramas because his brother was late the frozen north talks to another in the
getting home and had missed the opening warm tropics. Radio is fast bringing the
ends of the world closer and closer toof the play.

Mother and Son "Doing Well" Broadcast, Latest Announcement Card

fleet was said, however, to be visible to
other stations in the daytime through
marine glasses.
Coast guard chiefs interpreted the message from the yacht to mean that liquor
was aboard the castaway boat. Their
theory was that the drifter was one of the
flotilla of small craft which has plied between the rum fleet and the shore.
Ister Turns Bum Banner
The steam yacht Ister was formerly the
Nahma and was owned by Robert E.
Goelet. She was sold, however, and is now
under British registry. She came from
England in February and lay for awhile
off rum row and then left again, presumably for Nassau. She returned a short
time ago and took her place with the other
ships that make up the wholesale liquor
market outside the three mile limit.
The man who exchanged Radio messages withlast
the night,
yacht, it
"left
for
Montreal
washurriedly"
said at the
hotel. The clerk said the man was expected back soon.
Prohibition officials said they never had
heard of the man who sent the Radio
messages. They said the customs and
coast guard men would attend to the case.

LISTENS
SPEECH

Pallophotophone
Records
Broadcast
Made in East
by Jackie
Coogan
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Jackie Coogan
heard himself talk tonight and was 3,000
miles away from his voice. That sounds
strange and might be but for the fact that
a new invention has made it possible to
perfectly photograph ,the voice on a motion picture film,
A month ago, when Jackie was in New
York, he was invited to give a short talk
into the Pallophotophone by the General
Electric Company. This film was developed and tonight it was broadcast by Radio from WGY, the General Electric station in that City.
Thousands undoubtedly heard the juvenile movie star's voice but for the benefit
of those who did not, here is what he
said:
To Hear
Himself 3,000 Miles Away
"Dear
Friends:

"This is Jackie Coogan talking to you
over the Radio by means of the Pallophotophone. Ican hardly say a word but this
is certainly the most interesting invention
that I have ever seen. While I am saying
these words, my voice is being photographed on a motion picture film. Then
Mr. Hoxie, who invented this machine,
will develop and print this film, just as
they do with my motion picture films, and
he will send it out over the Radio when
I get back home in Los Angeles. I am
saying these words in New York but I
WASHINGTON. — In a recent report will
hear them over my own receiving
given out by the government it is shown set when I get back across the continent
the United States now has a total of 588
two aor wonderful
three weeks
fromI know
today.I shall
Isn't
broadcasting plants. California and Texas that
thing?
top the list in having the greatest num- get quite a thrill from hearing myself
ber while Mississippi has not a single talk to myself three thousand miles away
station. Following is the latest list of from myself.
the number of stations in each state:
"I get a lot of fun out of Radio.
California, 59; Texas, 36; Ohio, 31; New
Here's a little story I heard the other
York, 30; Pennsylvania, 28; Iowa, 26; Mis- day:
souri, 25; Washington, 24; Illinois, 24; chilly. A little boy had a Radio set and it
work. A man told him to open
Nebraska, 23; Kansas, 19; Oregon, 16; wouldn't
the window. He did and he got (Chile)
Indiana, 15; Colorado, 15; Michigan, 14;
Minnesota, 14; New Jersey, 13; WisconGets Raise in Salary
sin, 11; Florida, 11; Georgia, 10; Massa"I've just come to New York with my
chusetts, 10; District of Columbia, 9; Oklahoma, 8; Louisiana, 8; Connecticut, 7; mother and father to have them decide on
Kentucky 7; Arkansas, 6; South Carolina, the stories I'm going to make for my
6; Alabama, 5; Arizona, 5; Idaho, 5; new Metro contract. I've met TMarcus
Maryland, 5; Montana, 5; North Dakota, Loew and my old friend Big Bill Edwards
5; Tennessee, 5; Utah, 5; Rhode Island, 4; and a dozen of other folks. I've had a
South Dakota, 4; Wyoming, 4; North Caro- great time and I've made a lot of wonlina, 4; Virginia, 4; Delaware, 3; Hawaii,
derful new friends. New York is a won3; Maine, 3; Vermont, 3; West Virginia,
city — but oh boy, it's cold. Not the
3; New Mexico, 2; Nevada, 2; Porto Rico, people, derfulbut
the climate. So Til be glad
2; Alaska, 1; New Hampshire, 1.
when we get back home to dear old California, where all my boy friends are and
Butzie, my police dog, and my bicycle and
all my other toys and everything. Besides,
gether, and the day is not far distant I start getting a raise when we get home.
when Porto Rico and New England will be I used to get .$6 a week for working in
as across the street. I wish it were possi- pictures but my Daddy dear has promised
ble tonight to send some Porto Rico
week
from new
now scooter
on. Andout I'm
weather across the street to New England. me
going$10to a get
a brand
of
"HIRAM PERCY MAXIM."
my first week's salary."

588 Broadcasters
Are
Listed By Government
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of the Simplified Super

Circuit

Part IX — Amplification
By E. T, Fleivelling

E is an important point to be
THER
considered regarding the Super set
before a person tries the addition of
an amplifier. It is the matter of setting
ication in mind.
with 'amplif
leaks setting
theWhen
the grid leak
to control
the pitch of the squeal, do not at any time,
set the pitch of the squeal too high. The
best way is to set it high and then slowly
bring it down. Listen for a single click
in the phones. At this point the proper
movement of the tickler coil will produce
the rushing or tearing sound in the phones.
This is the point desired and it will be
found that when a station is tuned in the
squeal will be properly regulated by
the balancing of the tickler coupling
and the tuning condenser. It is this
balance that sometimes raises the pitch of
the squeal so high that we can barely
hear it.
Kise and Fall of Voltage
Careful analysis of the Super action
shows that while the squeal which is
caused by the rapid blocking and freeing
of the tube action this action is also indicative of a corresponding rise and fall
of voltage in the circuit. This voltage
amounts to a surprisingly large value at
times. This is entirely stopped by the
large voltages that accumulate on the grid
and it is only because we can control this
action that our tube functions. Bearing
this in mind it is easy to see what might
happen to the amplifier tube if we allowed
these large values of positive and negative
voltage to be applied to the grid of the
amplifier tube.
"We will most certainly

by a variable resistance. The
amplify parts of the rising and falling replaced
voltage, but because the amplifier tube will condenser is, as a rule, unnecessary, and
the
resistance
serves to cut down a great
be paralyzed or blocked, part of the time,
we will not amplify the signal to any deal of useless noises. It can be varied
to
suit
the
taste.
great extent.
This leaves the Super circuit undisturbed
We spoke about bringing the pitch of

Navy Publishes Bulletin

The Navy Department has begun the
publication of the Communication Bulletin, issued in the interests of increasing
the efficiency of Naval Commumnications,
especially through greater rapidity and
accuracy in handling messages by Radio.

THE F. G. S. CRYSTAL

the squeal down to the point where the
click is heard. This is the point at which
the Super works best but the voltage
changes are at such a value that the
amplifier tube is also blocked because the
voltage, rising and falling, has also both
positive and negative7 values. This combination being applied to the amplifier grid
can have but one result — impossible distortion of the signal with terrific howls
and squeals.
Separate B Batteries
There is another point to consider. In
the average amplifier the B battery is
generally used in common with the detector. There is always a certain amount of
Youth Steals Set; Is Jailed
coupling
back from one circuit to the other
CLEVELAND, O. — Cleveland's champion
Radio bug landed in the toils of the law and you wTill find that amplifiers which
a few days ago, charged with the theft of are built with an eye to tone, quality, etc.,
three Radio outfits. Chester Bobowski, are so arranged that everything is done to
fifteen, holds the record as the result of prevent this coupling back of one circuit
his arrest and confession of having entered on the other because it always results in
the Holy Name parochial school, from distortion, and useless noises. To use separate B batteries, one for the detector, and
which he removed two outfits valued at $61.
-The youthful "bug" wanted more ways one for the amplifier is but one step in the
to get messages from the air, so he took right direction for any amplifier and because of the large values running through
a. $37 Radio set from another party, police
say. All of the apparatus was found under the Flewelling Super circuit it is essential
that at least we use separate B batteries.
a bed at his home.
The Amplifier
If this is done we will be able to operate
Warn of Forest Fires
the amplifier more or less successfully, if
Radio engineers on the Pacific coast our ears will stand for it, because, as the
have devised a means of testing the air squeal is raised when we tune in the station the circuit becomes more or less
' close
for humidity,
static
and the
humidity
having
relations.
When
humidity
be- stabilzed and there is less trouble due to
comes low the forests become relatively
coupling
dry and there is greatest danger of fires. blocking
Such a and
circuit
shown "back.
in the diagram is
By warning the supervisors and other suitable for the fans who do not care to
officials concerned with fire prevention to enter into a complicated circuit to secure
be prepared for trouble, it is expected maximum amplification. It will be noted
that many serious forest fires can be that the usual condenser across the priprevented.
mary of the transformer is omitted and

8,000

Miles

on

Hay-Wire

Aerial

HARTFORD, CONN. — A report has
come in to the headquarters of the American Radio Relay League that E. S. Strout
of Waterloo, la., an amateur using a small
hay-wire aerial, has been heard aboard
a ship 100 miles east of Brisbane, Australia, more than 8,000 mile away, thus
establishing a new long distance record.
Compare this with what was considered
a remarkable record ten years ago, of 25
miles from Hartford to Springfield, Mass.,
via Windsor Locks, Conn.

Sparks Disappear

Passing of the spark transmitter in
favor of continuous wave transmission
for amateur Radio stations was indicated
in the American Radio Relay League traffic report for February. Out of a total of
121,592 messages handled by members of
the league 108,713 or 89 per cent, went
through the air over the continuous wave
route.
PATENTS
AND
TRADE-MARKS
"Patents and Trade-Marks;" 64-page book. free. Excellent 1417
references.Hanna
23 years'
experience.
ROBB,
4. HILL,
Bldg.,
Cleveland,
Ohio.ROBB
956
ilcLachlen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

maximum amplification is to be obtained
we must use some method to eliminate
from the amplifier circuit blocking action
that is going on in the Super itself. If
such steps are taken real amplification is
secured and the writer feels that it is
well worth the trouble taken. In our talk
next week the writer will attempt to describe such a circuit so that the fans may
have the opportunity to see for themselves
what
may
be accomplished with but two
the amplifier.
tubes,
one for the detector and one for

and one
separate

can handle the amplifier as a
unit.
Tube Connections
A hard tube, of course, is used and the
plate voltage is determined by the tube
used. That is, use the voltage on the plate
of the amplifier tube that gives the best
results.
Note particularly the manner in which
the connections are made in the tube. The
rheostat is placed in the negative lead
from the A battery and the return from
the grid through the transformer is connected to the battery side of the rheostat.
This gives us proper grid biasing due to
the drop through the rheostat, for average
work and if we wish to push things farther
we can use separate biasing or a C battery
as we raise the plate voltage. This point
applies of course to amplifiers in general
but many are not very familiar with
amplifiers "in general" and because the
point is so important it —isB best to speak
of it.
—A
If we wish to improve on this circuit
there are tw-o things that it will be necessary to take care of. First we might improve the circuit to still further cut down
the coupling back troubles.
Secondly, if
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REFLECTS

AMERICAN CUTS IN
ON EIFFEL TOWER

STATION CONTINUES
WATTERSON'S
WORK
CREDO
HARRIS
MAINTAINS
STANDARDS

IDEALS

YANKEE

OF WHAS

HAS

SENSE
French

Broadcaster of Louisville Courier-Journal Puts Spirit
of "Marse
Henry"
on the
Air

"DISJOINTED

OF HUMOR"

Police Fail to See Joke in Interference Created by Unknown
Private Plant

On the right is Credo Harris, director of Station WHAS, whose influence for higher
grade programs is felt by Radiophans. At the left is Harold A. Sayler, whose southern
accent has pleased many in colder climes. The center photo is of Miss Helen Mitchell,
PARIS. — "An American with a disjointed
By Vera Brady Shipman
New Albany, Indiana, who gave a recent clavichord recital and was dressed according
sense of humor," as he is described by the
to the period of the songs. The instrument was loaned by Frank C. Carpenter, Louisville
As every home or business concern reMinistry of Telegraphs and Telephones, is
flects the countenance of its founders, so
tomed to the Great Lakes. The house being sought by the French police, at the
in carrying out this ideal, adds
Radio broadcasting' station reflect to "WHAS
its programs each day, brief paragraph boats, the regular pleasure and cargo trips request of the French Government, on a
in its programs its "man behind the gun" talks on bible characters, given by advance to and from Cincinnati and down the charge of being responsible for interference
— the moving spirit of the local organiza- students of the several Theological Semi- Mississippi to New Orleans, are picturesque with
the Eiffel Tower's Radio telephonic
broadcasting.
tion.
naries located at Louisville, recitals of as could be desired.
The Louisville Courier-Journal, WHAS especial worth and talks on general interThis interference, it is alleged, is carried
Louisville's beautiful park, with its nat- out through a private Radio telephone staas it is known on the air, has been well
est by visitors or representative citizens.
ural curves and rows of white-gowned
known in newspaperdom since the fiery A regular system of setting up exercises birches,
tion capable of working on a long wave
its residences and its city hall,
days of its illustrious editor, the late is now in preparation to be broadcasted
which houses a mayor whose regime is no- length and has caused havoc with the Govofficial Radio transmission during
Henry Watterson, "Marse Henry." as he each evening for ten minutes, directed by
table in its integrity, Mayor Houston the last fewernment'sdays.
was affectionately known. Southern de- a local physical director. They call it the
Quin, whom it was my pleasure to intermocracy has been represented faithfully
Picks on Entertainment
view, has a career outstanding for clean,
in the halls of fame through the Courier- largest "physical culture class in the moral strength.
The supposed practical joker who is the
owner
of
the strong Radio outfit has been
Journal's
eloquent
outbursts
of
patriotism.
Favor Better Program
WHAS announcer is Harold A. Salleyer,
WHAS was opened at Louisville in the
like Mr. Harris, has the southern
"troubling"
the Eiffel
Tower
Louisville Arts Club is a charming re- systematically
world."
adjoining building to the newspaper on who
transmission,
but
has studiously
refrained
which is pleasing on the air. The
treat where members dine in quiet and
July 16, last summer. The station operates accent
from
interfering
while
official
communicachief operator is J. E. Graft with Fred where visiting artists may be entertained
on 360 meters. At one time a change was Harlow
tions were being sent, contenting himself
as assistant.
in the spacious reception halls.
contemplated, but at the urgent request of
with disturbing musical selections and simiA drive around Louisville gave the firstAnd to the first time viistor to Louislar entertainment features.
fans, the station remained in the original
time visitor a splendid idea of the city
class.
ville, the spirit of the newspaper broadPromptly while
at the
of 5 o'clock,
and its environment. On the Ohio river,
casting, the WHAS spirit that better pro- afternoon,
the stroke
Eiffel Tower
was in one
the
Meet Credo Harris
the broad driveway along the wharves
grams make better listeners, will go far midst of a program of classical music, the
When I contemplated visiting Louisville shows a river traffic to us who are accus- in its intended radiation.
station, and the Digest office notified them
meddler, who is officially known as "Zero
of my intention, a prompt card of their
Radio Telephone Post," broke in 'with a
Arts Club courtesies was forwarded me.
But tanks entirely controlled bjr Radio characteristic interruption.
have been invented. They are devised to
"Classical music is no good," said the
I was interested to find just what kind
be manless. Radio alone, from a safe dis- voice, speaking English; "let me give you
of
a
man
was
back
of
"WHAS,
whose
tance,
is
planned
to
drive
the
tank
and
thoughtfulness for small courtesy was so
Thenreal
a piano
man the machine guns.
evident. I asked for Credo Harris. Mr.
some
music."was heard giving a ragtime
Nations Are Working to Develop
This is no vague possibility, for it has
Harris greeted me.
rendition
of
"Casey
Jones." the approximate
The
police
have learned
Manless
War
Machines
been
put
into
practice
in
maneuvering
a
3k Bs a man of poise, a writer, a critic
manless battleship at sea. Firing the guns location of this Radio outfit, and they are
and a man of infinite dreams of what a
hunting it in the vicinity -of Asnieres.
broadcasting
station should accomplish.
WASHINGTOX.— Radio is being pre- could have been the next step.
Affiliated with the first families of Ken- pared for the next war.
tucky (a brother-in-law of the present
With every advancement in battleship,
Lieutenant-Governor Ballard, I afterwards tank or machine gun construction, governlearned), Mr. Harris has gained acments throughout the world are developquiescence of the leaders of the arts in
ing Radio to perfect their military maLouisville and has, through their co-opera- chinery.
tion, kept his programs of WHAS on a
Radio tanks have been known for at
footing of unusual distinction.
least three years. Latest reports concern
VOOOl
Use Chimes
the development of these weapons so as to
And is it not typical of the plan of bring them under Radio control.
such a man that the WHAS opening and
According to the plans, no opening
closing chimes signal is the opening bars would be needed for the operator's vision.
of My Old Kentucky Home," putting the He would be entirely encased in armored
hearers in instant sympathy with southern steel, and would receive his minute direcideals?
tions by Radio from another, but more remote and hidden, tank controlled by an of"I feel," said Mr. Harris, "that every
broadcasting station owes to its listeners
ficer. This officer could regulate a platoon
a sense of responsibility of what comes of tanks.
to them through the air. If we give our listeners jazz, we are helping to keep the
American pleasures down to the war level.
Four years of careful attention to the details of manuIf we give them too scholarly a program
facture of this type of inthey will tune out and leave us 'high and
ductance unit has yielded
dry' for programs from other stations who
give them what they think they want.
a
product
of unquestioned
is a complete Radio Detector
But the broadcasting opportunity has a
superiority. And with induty to its unseen audience, whose emoClearer
tone,
greater
volume,
longer
life
than
creased efficiency in manutions (however latent) will respond as well
other detectors. Adjusted and tested to
facturing methods, moderto a Kreissler arrangement of some favormusic. Permanent, but can be re-adjusted.'
ate
prices
for all sizes
ites as to a new jazz release. The public
Ask prevail
Your Dealer
If detector is unsatisfactory on arrival, return
for
refund.
For
Sale
at
your
dealer
or
does not want to be 'edicated' but she does
we
will
send
one
P.
P.
for
a
dollar
and
your
want the broadcasting station to realize
dealer's name.
that her ideals, her desires and her hopes
Manufactnrers
of crystal sets, SPECIAL
are for fulfillment of a degTee better than
OFFER!
Dealers and Jobbers, write!
the mob. And so on every program which
goes out from WHAS, there is meant to be
TOWNER RADIO MFG. CO.
some message of depth, some aesthetic
2620 Victor Street J, Kansas City, Missouri
flash which touches a heart waiting for
Reference: Fidelity Nat. Bk. & Tr. Co.. K. C. Mo.
PROVIDENCE Built First to Last'
the sunrise."
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Kadiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE.— The second part of the jchedule list appears
The first appeared last week and the last part.
together with the city-station index will appear next
WAAF.
Chicago.
111.
4S5
also.
300 mi.
Chicago
Daily Droivrs Journal.
Daily ex Sat and B
am.
10:30.
10:45.
12:30 pm.
12:45,
3. 4:30.
live
stock and weather reports. Sat, same ex no program
at 3 and 4:30 pru. Central
WAAH. St. Paul. Minn. 500 mi. Commonwealth
Elec. Co. Tues. S:30-10 pm. entertainment. Sun,
10:30 am, 3:30 pm. church service.
Central.
WAAJ. Boston. Mass. 50 mi. Eastern Radio Inst
Tues.
10-11
pm.
Thurs,
S:3O-9:30
pm.
Sat, 7-S pm,
music. Eastern.
WAAK. .Milwaukee. Wis. 300 mi. Gimbel Bros. Daily
ex Sun. 10 am. 11:10, 12:10 pm. 1:25, 3. Daily ex
Wed and Sat. 7:15. 7:30 pm. Central.
WAAM, Newark. N. J. 300 mi. I. R. Nelson Co.
Daily ex Sun. 11-11:55 am, 3-4 pm. music. Wed.
7:30-S pm, code instruction : S-9. special program.
Eastern.
WAAN. Columbia. Mo.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita. Kan. 4S5 also. 500 ml United
Electric Co Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, educational
program; 10:30tertainment.
pm.Central weather. Tues, Fri, S pm, enWAAQ. Greenwich. Conn. 600 ml New England Motor
Sales Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am-5:30 pm. every half
hi. Eastern.
WAAS. Decatur, Ga.
Georgia Badio Co.
WAAW. Omaha. Neb. 485 also. 500 Omaha Grain Exchange. Daily ex Sun. 9:45 am. 10:45, 11:45, 12:45
pm,
tral. 1:20, S, market reports; 8:15-9 pm, music. CenWAAY, Youngstown, O. 500 mi. Yahrling-Bayner Music Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, S-9 pm. music, reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ. Emporia. Kans. 250 mi. Hollister-Miller
Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm. entertainment. Temporary schedule. Central
WAJT. Marshall. Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Yankton. S. D. Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind. 100 ml Purdue University.
Mod, Fri.
7 l"-7:30
lecture. J.Central
VVBAB.
Syracuse,
N. pm,
Y. educational
300 mi Andrew
Potter.
Daily. Minneapolis,
7-S pm.* irregular.
Eastern.
WBAD,
Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. Fred M. Middleton.
WBAH. Minneapolis. Minn. 200 mi. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30. 5-5:30. 9:30-10.
Sat, 11-11:30 am. Wed. S-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson. N. J. 200 mi. Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun. 9:15-9:45 am. 10:30-11,
1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:30-5:30, music. Sat. mom.
only. Eastern.
WBAO, Decatur, 111. 100 mi. James Millikin Univ.
University activities.
No definite schedule.
Central
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas. 400 and 4S5 only. 1,500
ml Fort Worth Star Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 9:4510 am, 11-11:30 am. 3-3:30 pm. 3:45-4. Daily ex
Sat and Sun. 7:15-8 pm, 9:30-10:30, news, reports,
concerts.
Sat, 6:30-6:45 pm, bible lesson.
Central.
WBAU. Hamilton. O. Bepublican Pub. Co.
WBAV. Columbus. O. 500 mi. The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1 pm. Mon, 7-9 pm. Central
WBAW,
Marietta, O. Marietta College.
WBAX. Wilkes-Barre. Pa. 200 mi. John H. Stenger,
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAV. New Yoik. N. Y. 400 only. 1.500 ml A. T. &
T. Co. Experimental
purposes only.
WB1. Anthony Kans. 200 mi. T & H Badio Co.
Wed. Fri. 10-11 pm, concert, lecture. Sun. 10 am.
church service.
Central.
_ WBS. Newark, N. J. 200 ml D. W. May. Inc. Daily
ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, music: 1-1:15 pm. reports;
2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Mon, Thurs. Sat. 7:308:30 pm. program. Sun, 9-10:30 am, sacred music;
1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT. Charlotte. N. C. 485 also. 1200 mi. Southern
Badio Corp. Daily ex San. 11 am, 8 pm. weather,
markets. Tues. Fri. 8:30 pm, music. Sun. 7:30 pm.
church services.
Eastern_
„ .
WBU. Chicago. Til. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily
ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m. 4:15-4:30 pm.
police reports. Mon, Wed, Fri, 3:30 pm, 7:30.
speeches.
Central.
_ „ .
. „, ..
WBZ. Springfield. Mass. 422 only. 1,000 cm. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm.
children's hour: 7:45. markets, weather, lecture; S-9,
concert
Sun, S pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAB, Newburgh. N. Y. Temporarily discontinued.
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
WCAD,
Canton, N. Y.
200. 480 also.
300 mi.
St.
Lawrence
rniv.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE. Pittsburgh. Pa.
400 only.
Kaufman & Baer
WCAF,

Bodgers.

Mich.

Michigan limestone

&

Chem.

WCAG, New Orleans La.
200 ml
Clyde B. Bandall.
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thur. 8:30-10
pm, concert.
Central
__
„
WCAH,
Columbus,
O.
500 mi.
Entrekm
Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 11:30-12:30 am. music, news.
Tues.
7-9 pm.
concert.
Sun.
10-12:30. church
service.
Central.
„ .
. „
WCAI,
San Antonio. Tex.
Southern Eauirrment Co.
WCAJ.
Univ. Place. Nebr.
150 mi.
Nebr. Wesleyan
Univ
Daily, 10:30 am, weather.
Tues. 7 pm. bedtime stories Thurs, 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK
Houston.
Tex.
100 mi.
Alfred P. Daniel.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music.
Wed. S-9 pm. concert. Central.
„
. __
.
WCAL.
Northfield. Minn.
500 nil. Dept
of Physics.
St Olaf College.
Mon, Fri, 7:30 pm, college extension courses. Tues. 7:30 pm.
Thurs. 11 pm.
Sat.
12 m, music.
Tues. Thurs. Sat. 9:40 am. chapel,
sports, news.
Sun, S:30 pm. church services.
Central
WCAM, Yillanova. Pa.
Yillanova College.
WCAO.
Baltimore.
Md.
100 mi.
Sanders
& Stayman Co.
Daily ex- Sun. 12-12:20 rm, 5-5:20.
Mon.
Wed. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
.
WCAP, Decatur
Til. Central Badio Service. *
WCAR.
San Antonio.
Tex.
1.000 mi.
Alamo
Eadio
Elec.
Co.
Mon,
Thurs.
Sat.
8:30-9:30
pm. concert. Central.
,
_
—
WCAS, Minneapolis. Minn. 500 mi. Wm. H. Dunwoodv Industrial Inst. Mon. 8:30-10 pm. mnsic.
lectures. Mon. Tues, Wed. Thurs. Fri. 5:30-6 pm.
code instruction. Central
WCAT, Rapid City. S. D. 485 only. 300 mi. S. D. State
School of Mines. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 12:30 m.
3 pm, weather, reports. Wed. 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
_,
WCAU,
Philadelphia.
Pa.
485 also.
500 mi.
Durham & Company, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, 2:30
pm. 6:30, reports, music.
Tues, Fri. 10-12 pm, concert. Sun. 2-4 pm, music.
Eastern.
WCAV. Little Bock. Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW,
Qnincy, HI. 485 also. 300 ml
Quvncy Elec.
Supply Co. (Quincy Herald).
Daily ex Sun. 5 pm.
music. Wed. 7-8:30 pm. concert. Sun. 11 am. church
services, 2:45 pm. special programs.
Central
WCAX.
Burlington. Tt.
Univ. of Yt
WCAY, Milwaukee, TS is. 485 also. 500 mi. KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am. reports Mon. Tues. Thur. Fri. 8:30-9:30 pm. music.
Sun
730-8:30 pm. church services.
Central
WCAZ.
Carthage, HI
Carthage
College.
WCE
Minneapolis. Minn.
Fuidley Elec. Co.
Stix. Ba«r & Fuller.
50 mi
St. Louis. Mo.
WCK.
Daily,
12-12:30 pm.
Mon,
Wed,
Fn. 6:45-8 pm.
concert, lecture.
CentraL
WCV1, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
_•_.,,
WCN Worcester, Mass. 485 also. 100 mi. Clark Univ.
Dai'ly.
am, 5:15 pm. weather.
Evening
iireEular.11:15 Eastern.
.
, program,
WCX
Detroit
Mich.
400 and 485 only.
1.000 ml.
The Detroit Free Press.
Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am.
WCX Woman's Club: 2 pm. news; 2:15. stock reports;
weather markets; 4:15. markets, music.
Daily
-10 pm. week starting Dec. 11 and alafter. concert: 7-8:30 pm, week
weeks thereafter, con18 and 4alternate
tartine Dei
pm. church services.
Central.
V DAC. Springfield, 111. Il'inois Watch Co. Time and
WDAO
Llmisltorg, Kans.
48o also.
200 mi.
Wm.
n.
Tnea, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, enterc ntral
,
. _
„ .,
Iso. 500 mi. Tampa Daily

!; r"ll>'- - .

«»„ ■ vr^_

Times.
Wed. Fri. 8-10 pm. music, lecture. Eastern.
WDAF.
Kansas
Cirv. Mo.
400 and 1S5 only.
2.000
mi.
K
\ Sun. 3:30-4:30 Dm.
music; 6-7. educational,
bedtime
story, etc. ; 11 :45
pni-1 am. Nighthawk
Frolic.
Mon. Wed. Fri. S-10
pm. concert.
Sun. 4-5 pm, music.
Central
WDAG, Amarillo. Tex.
J. Laurance Martin.
WDAI,
Syracuse, N. Y. 4S5 also.
200 mi.
Hughes
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, reports. Wed. Sat,
evening concert,
WDAJ, College Park, Ga.
4S5 also.
2.000 mi.
A. &
w. p. It. R. Co.
Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:30
pm. concert.
CentraL
WDAK.
Hartford. Conn.
150 mi
Hartford
Courant
Sat, S pm. concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville, Fla,
4S5 also.
250 mi
Florida
Times
Union.
Daily. 11 am. weather;
4-4:30 pm,
music; S-9, entertainment; 9:30. reports.
Eastern.
WDAO. Dallas. Tex.
Automotive Elec Co.
WOAP.
Chicago. 111.
2.000 mi.
Drake Hotel
Daily
ex Sun. every half hour from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm,
quotations, reports: 6 pm, news.
Tues, Thurs. Sat.
10 rm. concert.
Sun, 9 pm. 10. concert.
Central
WDAS.
vYoreester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU,
New Bedford, Mass.
500 mi
A H. Smith.
M'iv, Wed. Fri, 12:15-1:50
pm, industrial reports;
T -45-10 pm.
music.
-Sun. 10:30-12
am,
5-6 pm.
church services.
Eastern.
WDAX.
Cecterrille,
Iowa.
500
mi
First
Nat'l
Daily ex Sun. 11:30 am. reports, news.
Mon, Bank.
Thur.
7 :30-9 pm, concert
WOAY, Fargo. N. D. 4S5 also. 300 mi
Fargo Badio
Service Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am.
Tues. Thurs.
Sat, 7:30-8:15 pm, reports, news, music.
Central
WDM,
Washington.
D. C.church
50 mi service
Church
of thechurch
Covenant. Sun. 11 am,
; S pm,
service. Eastern.
WDT. New York. N. Y. Ship Owners Badio Service.
WDZ. Tuscola, 111. 100 mi. James L. Bush.
Daily ex
Sun, every half hour. 9:30 am-l:15 pm. Chicago Board
of Trade quotations.
Central
WEAA, Flint, Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge. la. 4S5 also. 600 mi.
Standard
Badio Equip. Co.
Daily ex Sun. markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20 pm: 5:15 pm, 7-8. music;
8:15, bedtime story; 9:45. weather.
Wed, Sat, 1011:15 pm, dance music.
Sun, 10:30 am. 4:30 pm.
7 :30. church services.
Central
WE AC. Terra Haute. Ind. 485 also. 75 mi.
Baines
Electric
Service
Co.
Daily
ex Sun,
10:15
am,
weather; 12-1 pm. 5-6. music.
Central
WEAD,
Atwood,
Kan.
N. W. Kansas Badio Supply
Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAE, Blacksburg,
Ya.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF,
New York City, N. Y.
400 only.
1,500 mi.
Western
Elec.
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
4:30-5:30 pm.
Mon, Wed. Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pro, Tues. Fri 7:30-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAG. Edgewood, B. I. Nichols-Hinelihe-Bassett Lab.
WEAH,
Wichita,
Kan.
485 also.
500 mi.
Lander
Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9:40 am. 10:40. 11:40,
12:40 pm, 2, reports.
Wed.
Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert.
CentraL
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y. Cornell Univ.
WEAJ. Yermillion. S. D.
Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAK,
St. Joseph, Mo.
100 mi.
Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert.
Central
WEAM. North Plainfield, N. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pro, music, police news, etc
Eastern.

Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun. 12 m. reports, news, music. Tues. Thur. 8-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 and 4S5 only. 1.000 mi.
Daily ex Sun. 10 am. reports; 1 pm, news; 2.
music; Sat,
3:30-4:30.
Wed.
evenings,concert;
concert-6:30-7.
Wed, children's
Fri, 10:30 hour.
pm,
dance music. Sun, 3:30 pm, organ recital; 4, church
services.
Eastern.
WGAB. Houston, Tex. 250 mi QBV Badio Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 8:45-9:15 am. news. Sat, 7 pm, news;
3-9:15 pm. concert.
CentraL
WGAD. Ensenada. Porto Bico. 250 mi. Escuela Hispano Americana de Badio Telegrafia, Inc. Sat and
Sun eve.
WGAF,
Tulsa, Okla.
Goller Badio Service.
WGAH, New Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec Co.
WGAJ. Shenandoah, la. 100 mi W. H. Gass. Mon,
Thur. 7:30-8 pm.
Central
WGAK. Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec. Co.
WGA1. Lancaster, Pa. 35 mi Lancaster Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm,
concert, lecture. Sun. 3-3:30 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 150 mi Orangeburg Badio
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. markets,
weather; 11:55, time: 4 pm, Badio talk, markets,
sports; 6. music,
10.' time,
entertainment. Sun. 11lecture;
am. church
service;weather,
11:55. time;
10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN, Peasacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
Sun,
WGAQ,
Shreveport,
La.
500 mi.
Glenwood Badio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm, 8, music
11 am, 7:30 pro, church service.
Central.
WGAR,
Fort Smith. Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAT, Lincoln, Nebr.
300 mi.
Am. Legion, Dept of
Nebr.
Fri, 9 pm, music, announcements,
patriotic
addresses.
Central
WGAU. Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa.
Ernest C. Albright.
WGAX,
Washington C. H.. O.
75 mi.
Badio Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 12 m. music, news; 9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun. 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis.
100 mi.
North Western Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather: 11:30. news; 1
pm.
activities; 4:30. news.
Sun, 10:30-12 am,
sermon.Univ. CentraL
WGAZ. South Bend. Ind.
200 mi
South Bend Tribune.
Centralex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household hints, menus;
Daily
5-5:30 pm, music
Tues, Thurs. Sat. 7-8 pm. music.
WGF. Des Moines, Iowa.
4S5 also. 300 mi. Begister
and Tribune. Tues. Fri 7:30 pm. entertainment.
Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass.
485 also. 500 mi
Am.
Badio
& Research
Corp.
Daily, 5-6:45 pm. Children's Hour, reports codes.
Tues. Sat, 8:30-10 pm,
concert.
Wed,
6:45-8:30
pm.
Thurs. Fri, 9:30-11
pm,
Fri 9, 2church
pm, services.
Amrad
Women's
Club. concert.
Sun, 4-5 Tues,
pm, 8:30,
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia,
Pa.
2,000 mi. Thos. F. J. Howlett.
Tues,
Thurs,
Sat,
7:45-11:30
pm,
concert.
Eastern.
WGM, Atlanta, Ga.
400 only.
1,500 mi. The Atlanta
Constitution.
Daily ex Sun"
Wed, 6-7
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30
pm. andmusic
Sun, pm.3:30-4:30
pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music
Wed, 12-1
am, concert.
WGR.
Buffalo, tt. Y.
485 also.
1.000 mi.
Federal
Tel & Telg. Co.
Daily ex Sat. 12:15 pm, weather;
(Mon, Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports ;
7:30, bedtime story, news.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert.
Sun, 3 pm. vesper services.
Eastern.
WGV, New Orleans, La.
400 mi.
Interstate Elec. Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, S-9 pm, music, talks.
Mon, Wed,
Sat, 11-12:30 pm.
Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm.
Central.
WGY. Schenectady. N. Y. 370 and 485 only.
1,000 mi
General Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 12:30 pm,
6, 10, reports, time, sports.
Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm. 7:45, concert.
Fri, 10:30 pm. special.
Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA,
Madison.
Wis.
4S5 also.
1,000 mi
Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun. 11:59-12 m. time signals, weather;
7 pm, lectures, news.
Mon, Thurs. 7:20 pm, agriograms, concerts, sports.
Central
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi.
Univ. of Iowa.
Mon,
Tues, Wed. Fri, 8;30 pm, lecture, concert, news.
Sat,
9 pm, sports.
WHAB,
Galveston.Central.
Tex.
300. 4S5, 600 also.
500 mi
Clark W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:45 am. 3:30
pm, 5, reports, music, news.
Tues. Thurs, Sat, 8
pm. entertainment.
Sun,
10 am,
church
service.
Central.
WHAC,
Waterloo, la.
150 ml.
Cole Bros. Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 6 pm. pews, sports.
Mon. Wed, Fri,
9:30 pm. concert.
Central
WHAD.
Milwaukee.
Wis.
100 mi.
Marquette
Univ.
Wed. 7:30-8:30 pm. music, entertainment.
CentraL
WHAE.
Sioux City. la,
200 mi.
Automotive
Elec
Service Co.
Daily ex Sun.
12:30-5:30
pm, music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music. Central
WHAG.
Cincinnati, O. 100 mi.
Univ. of Cincinnati
No definite schedule.
WHAH,
Joplin, Mo.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport, la. 30 mi
Radio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sat and Sun. 2-2:30 pm.
4:30-5-30.
10-11,
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm. 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WHAK.
Clarksburg,
W. Ya.
Boberts Hdwe.
Co.
50
mi. No definite schedule.
WHAL,
Lansing, Mich.
200 mi.
The Capital News.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:45, 4:30.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri, 7:45 pm.
Sat, 12 midnight
Sun. 2:30 pm.
Central.
WHAM. Bochester. N. Y. Univ. of Bochester.
WHAO.
Savannah.
Ga.
100 mi.
Frederick
A. Hill.
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WHAP,
Decatur.
HI.
100 mi.
Otta & Kuhns.
No
definite schedule.
WHAQ. Washington, D. C. 75 mi. Semmes Motor Co,
Mon. 7-8 pm. lecture on automobile upkeep, music
Eastern.
WHAR, Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Badio & Elec.

WEAN, Providence. B. I. 485 also. 50 mi. The Shepard Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7. music,
weather,
concerts.
Tues.
Thurs. 8:15-10. concert.
Wed,
Sat. 7-8 pm. concert.
Sun. 10:15-11:30
am.
7:30-8:45 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WEAO, Columbus. O. 375. 485 also.
1,000 mi
Ohio
State Univ.
Daily ex Sun. 1:30 pm, 4:30, reports,
music.
Thurs, 7-9 pm. lecture, concert.
Central.
WEAP, Mobile. Ala.
485 also. 50 mi
Mobile Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12 m. reports; 4-5 pm. music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon,
7:45-3:45
pm, music
Sun.
3-3:30 pm, church service.
First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central.
WEAR,
Baltimore, Md.
4S5 also.
200 mi
News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 2-2:30 pm. 6:30-7,
weather, music
news.
Tues, Thur, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS,
Washington,
D. C.
200 mi.
The Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun. 3-4 pm.
Wed. Fri. 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
WEAT, Tampa. Fla,
John J. Fogarty.
WEAU.
Sioux City. la. 200 mi
Davidson Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am. 11. 2 pm, reports, markets,
news.
Mon.
Fri. 8 -30 pm. concert.
Sun eve,
church
service. Wed.Central.
WEAV,
Bushville,
Nebr.
200 mi
Sheridan
Elec.
Service
Co.
Wed, Fri, Sun, S-9 pm, concert, news,
etc. Mountain.
WEAW,
Anderson,
Ind.
25 mi
Arrow Badio Lab.
Mon,
Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert, news, etc.
Central Wed,
WEAX. Little Bock. Ark. T. J. M. Daly.
WEAY.
Houston. Tex.
1.500 mi
Will Horwitz
(Iris
Theater).
Daily ex Sun, 11 am. dinner hints, news;
12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm. time: 2:30 pm, music: 6
pm, news. Wed. Fri. 8-10 pm. concert. Sun. 11
am, 8 pm, church services; 9 pm, concert.
Central
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 800 mi. The Benwood Co.. Inc.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45 pm. 3-4. Wed.
7-9 pm.
Central.
WEH. Tulsa. Okla. (300 S. Main St.. Eldorado. Kans.)
Midland Refining Co.
WEV. Houston, Tex. 485 also. 500 mi Hurlburt- Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues. Thur, 8 pm, concert.
Central
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 485 also. 100 mi. St. Louis
Univ.
Daily
ex
Sun,
9
am,
10,
2
pm.
reports. Central
WEY. Wichita. Kan. 485 also. 500 mi. Cosradio Co.
(Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun. hourly. 8:40 am12:40 pm. stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm, weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
WHAS,
Louisville. Ky.
485 also.
1.500 mi.
Courier
weather.
Sun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert. Central
Journal
and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5
Co.
WFAA. Dallas. Tex. 400 and 4S5 only. 1.500 ml Dalpm. 7:30-9.
Sun. 9:57-10:45
am. 4-5 pm, church
service.
Mon night, silent
Central.
las News and Dallas Journal Daily, 10 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm, address; 6:30-7, bedtime story;
WHAV,
Wilmington,
Del.
200 mi.
Wilmington Elec
8:30-9:30, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm. muSpec
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-1 pm, music.
Mon,
2:30-3 pm. bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm,
Wed, Fri, 6-8 pm.. concert
Tues, Thur. 6-7 pm,
music. sic Sun,
Central.
music
Eastern.
WFAB. Syracuse, N. Y. 100 mi. C. F. Woese. No WHAW, Tampa, Fla.
200
mi.
Pierce
Elec
Co.
Temdefinite schedule.
porarily discontinued.
WFAC, Superior, Wis. 400 mi. Superior Badio Co. WHAY,
Huntington,
Ind.
7; mi
Huntington
Pub.
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 3 .
WFAD, Salina. Kan. 250 mi Watson Weldon Motor
pm, Fri,
music;8 pm,
6 pm,concert.
markets, news, weather.
Mon, Wed.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sim, 8:45 am. 9:45. 10:45. 11:45,
Sun, 3 pm, sermon; 4 pm, concert
Central.
1:30 pm, reports. Tues. Thur. Fri. 8 pm. concert.
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.
400 only.
2.000 mi
Bensselaer
tral.
Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm, concert. CenPolytechnic Inst.
Mon. 8:15-9:30 pm. music.
Transcontinental second Monday
of each month,
12-1:30
WFAF. Fotighkecpsie. N. T. 200 mi. H. C. Spratley
am. music.
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo.
400 and 485 only.
1,000 mi.
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am. 11:30-11:45.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School
Daily, 10 am, 3 pm,
1:30-2 pm, 4-4:15. Tues. Thurs. Sat. feature program. 8:15-9:15 pm.
Eastern.
5. weather. Daily ex Sun. 2 pm, ladies' hour; T, bedWFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 340 only. 300 ml Badio
time stories. Tues, Thurs. Sun. 8-10 pm, concert.
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat. 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Central.
Sun. 2-4 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WHD. Morgantown. W. Ya.
W. Va. University.
TemWFAH, Port Arthur, Tex. 100 mi Elec. Supply Co.
porarily discontinued.
WHK, Cleveland,
O. 300 mi.
Warren B. Cox.
Daily
Tues, Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Central.
ex Sun. S:30-9 am. test: 1:30-2 pm. 4-4:30, music;
WFAJ, AsheTille. N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Co.
6-6:30, news, music.
Wed, Sun. 8-9:45 pm, sermon,
WFAN. Hutchinson. Minn Hutchinson Elec Service
concert.
Eastern.
Oo.
WHN,
Brooklyn.
N. Y.
250 mi.
Associated
BroadWFAM. St. Cloud. TvTiTm. 485 also. 100 mi Granite
casters. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 7-S am; 9:15-10:55. 12:55City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm. markets.
1:15 pm. 2:15-2:30. 4:15-5:30. 6:15-7. 7:30-8:30. 10:30Mon. Wed.
7:30-9 pm. entertainment.
Central
12 m. Tues. Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm omitted.
Sun.
WFAQ. Cameron. Mo. Cameron Badio Co. and Mo.
1-3 pm, 5-6; 10:30-12 m.
Eastem.
Wesleyan College.
WHX,
Des Moines,
la.
50 ml
Iowa Badio
Corp.
WFAS, Fort Wayne. Ind.
United Radio Corp.
Daily, 4:30-5:30 pm, mnsic. special.
Central
WFAT. Sioux Falls, S. D. 4S5 also. 400 mi. Argus
WIAB.
Bockford. Ill
50 mi.
Joslyn Automobile Co.
Leader. Daily ex Sun. 10:15 am, 12:15 pm. 1:30,
Tins. Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm. music.
Central.
WIAC.
Galveston,
Tex.
4S5
also.
200
mi
Galveston
2:30. reports, music. Tues, Thurs. Fri. S-9 pm, .concert, Fri. 11 pm, concert.
Central.
Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 12:35 pm. reports.
Tues,
WFAU, Boston. Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
Sat. evening concert.
Central
WFAV, Lincoln. Nebr. 485 also. 300 mi. Univ. of WIAD, Ocean City. N. J. 200 mi.
Ocean City Yacht
Nebr. Daily ex Sun. 12:40 pm. weather. Mon,
Club.
Fri. Sat Sun. 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
Thurs, 7 pm, lectures. Thurs, 8 pm. concert. Cen- WIAE. Vinton. la. 75 mi Zimmerman Radio Co. Tues,
tral
Thurs. Sat. 9 pm. music, news.
Wed, 8 pm, band
WFAY, Independence. Kan. 500 mi Daniels Radio
covwevt:
Sun. 2:30 pro. nasie.
Central
WIAF.
New Orleans. La.
300 mi
G. A. DeCortin.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 4 pm. news. Mon.
Tues. Wed, 7:30-8 pm. entertainment. Thur. Fri.
Tues. 9-10:30 pm.
Thurs. 12-1 am. music.
Central.
WIAH.
Newton.
la.
200 mi.
Continental
Radio
*
7-8:30 pm. Sat. 7-9 pm, music. Sun, 11 am, church
services. Central
Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm. music, news. Mon. 7:30WFAZ,
Charleston. S. C. 4S5 also.
400 mi.
S. C.
fi pm.
Central.

WIAI. SpriDefleld, Mo. 100 mi. Heer Stores Co. Dally
ex Sun. 10:30-11, reports, news. Tues, Thur, Sat,
7:30-8:30 pm. music.
Central.
WIAJ. Neenan. Wise
Fox Biver Valley Badio Supply
WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 300 mi Daily JournalStockman.
Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am. 9:10, 10.20, 12
m, 1:30 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central
WIAO.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
200 also.
200 mi.
School
of Engineering.
Mon. Tues. Thur. Fri. 10:15-10:30
am; 11:30-11:45, news; 11:45-12:10 pm. lecture; 5-6
pm, news; 7-7:15, music; 7:15-7:30. lecture.
Central Marlon. Ind.
WIAQ.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky.
150 mi. Paducah Evening Sun,
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. reports, news, music. 78 pm, concert, lecture, etc.
Central.
WIAS, Burlington. la. 400 mi.
Hawk-Eye Home Elec.
Co. Tues. Thurs. 8-9 pm. concert
Central
WIAT. Tarkio. Mo.
Leon T. Noel.
WIAU, Le Mars. la. Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
WIAV. Binghampton. N. Y. N. Y. Radio Lab.
WIAW. Saginaw. Mich.
Saginaw B-adio & Eiec. Co.
WIAY,
Washington.
D. C.
200 mi.
Woodward
&
Lothrop.
Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11:30
am, 2-3 pm
music
Tues, Fri, 6:15 pm, reports.
Sat, 8-9 pm,
concert
Sun. 4:45 pm, vesper services.
Eastern.
WIAZ, Miami. Fla.
Flagler St, Elec Supply Sales Co.
WIK,
McKeesport.
Pa.
§00 mi.
K & L. Elec Co.
Daily ex Sun. 6:80-7 pm.
Tues. Thurs, 9:30-10:30
pm. Sun. 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm. Eastern.
W1L, Washington.
D. C.
100 mi
Continental Elec.
Supply Co.
Daily 550-7 pm., music, entertainment.
Eastern.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa.
400 only.
2.000 mi
Gimbel
Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 250-3:30 pm.
Daily, 1:30-2
pm, 7-7:30.
Tues, 7-12 pm.
Fri, 7-9:55 pm.
Sat,
10:10-12 m. Sun. 2-3:30 pm, concert. Eastern.
WIZ, Cincinnati, 0. 485 also.
200 mi.
Cino Radio
Mfg.
Co. Daily Central.
ex Sun, 12 m. 3:30 pm, 7-8, reports,
entertainment.
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr.
800 ml.
Am. Elec Co. Mon.
Thurs, 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special.
Sun, 7:40-8:40
pm, church services.
Central.
WJAD,
Waco,
Tex.
485 also.
500 mi.
Jackson's
Radio Engrng. Lab. Daily ex Sim. 12:30-1 pm. markets, news, music; 3:30-4, news, music; 6-6:15, sports;
8:45-9:45,
concert
news.
Sun,
11-12 am. church
service; Central.
3:30-4 pm. music; 6-6:15. sports; 8:45-9:45.
music.
WJAF,
Muncie,
Ind.
200 mi
Muncie
Press and
Smith Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm. news,
music
Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm, music.
Sun. 10-12 am. church services.
Central
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 485 also. 150 mi Norfolk Daily
News.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15 pm, 3:30, 5, 5:30. reports, code school.
WJAJ, Dayton.
O. Y. M.Central
C A.
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 485 also. 250 mi White Badio
Lab. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-10:50 am, music; 11:0511:20, reports, news; 6-6:30. music, news. Wed,
Central.
8-9
pm, concert Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
WJAM, Cedar Bapids.Ia. 50 mi D. M Perham.
Mon,
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm, music
Central.
WJAN,
Peoria. HI
300 mi.
Peoria Star.
Daily ex
Sun, 9 am, 11:30, 1:30 pm, 3, markets,
weather,
agriograms.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 9:15-9:45
pm, concert. Central.
WJAP,
Duluth.
Minn.
200 mi
Kelley Duluth
Co.
Mon, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Mon. Thurs. Sat..
10:30-12 midnight
Sun. 11-12 m. pipe organ. 12-1
pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ,
Topeka.
Kan.
200 mi
Capper Publications.
Thurs.
talks.
Sun, 8 pm, church services.
Schedule health
not regular.
Central
WJAR. Providence, R. I. 485 also. 600 mi. The Outlet Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm. 5-6. Fri,
8-10 pm, concert
Eastern.
WJAS. Pittsburgh. Pa.
150 mi
Pittsburgh Badio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader).
Daily ex Sun. 11:3012 m, 2:30-3 pm.
Mon. Tues. Fri. 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
WJAT,
Marshall, Mo.
100 mi
Kelley-Vawter Jewelry
Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, concert.
Central
WJAX, Cleveland. O. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Union Trust
Co. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45,
2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45. music, financial reports, news.
Tues, 7-8:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30
pm. entertainment. Eastern.
WJAZ, Chicago, 111 Chicago Badio Lab.
WJD, Granville, O. 100 mi
Denison Univ.
Fri Sat.
5-6 pm. music, educational
lectures.
Sun, 5-6 pm,
religious stories.
Central
WJH, Washington, D C. 200 mi
White & Boyer Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports; 1-2 pm, music.
Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WJX, New York. N. Y. De Forest Badio Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
WJZ,
Newark.
N. J,
1,500 mi
Badio
Corp.
and
Westinghouse
Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:15 am;
12-1:15 pm. 4-4:15. 7-7:30, 8-10:30.
Sun. 10:30 am1 pm, church services: 3-4:30. music
Eastern.
WKAA,
Cedar Rapids. la. 200. 485 also. 200 mi. H.
F. Paar.
Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports: 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7. music.
Thnr,
11-12 pm,
music
Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln. Neb. 400 mi.
The Lincoln Star.
Tues.
Fri, 8-9:30 pm. concert, entertainment.
Central.
WKAD,
East Providence. B. I. Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls. Tex
W. S. Badio Supply Co.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Radio Co.
WKAK, Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County News.
WKAL, Orange. Tex
Gray & Gray.
WKAN,
Montgomery.
Ala.
200 mi
Alabama, Badio
Mfg. Co.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. music, news.
Central.
Rico.
WKAP, Granston. B. I. Wilcox Flint
WKAQ,
San Juan. Porto Bico.
Badio Corp. of Porto
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich.
Mich. AgrL College.
WKAS,
Springfield, Mo.
100 mi. L. E. Lines Music
Co. Mon, Fri, Sat, S-9:15 pm, music
CentraL
WKAV, Laconia, N. H.
Laconia Badio Club.
WKAW,
Beloit. Wis.
100 mi.
L. M
Turner.
Daily
12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30. concert.
Central.
WKAX. Bridgeport, Conn.
75 mi
Wm. A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga.
100 mi
Brenau College. No
definite schedule.
College activities.
Thurs, S:30 pm.
concert.
Eastern.
saving.
WKC. Baltimore. Md.
500 mi
Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.
Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern, daylight
WKN, Memphis, Tenn.
Biechman-Crosby Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City. Okla.
485 also. 500 mi
WKY
Badio
Shop
(Daily Oklahoman).
Daily ex Sun.
12 m, weather;
7:30 pm, sports, specials; 9 pm,
weather,
Tues, Wed. Fri, 8:30 pm, concerts.
Central. news.
WL2.
Fairfield. 0. TJ. S. Array.
WLAC. Raleigh. N. C. N. C, State College,
WLAG, Minneapolis,
Minn.
400 and 4S5 only.
1.000
mi
Cutting 4 Wash.
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun,
9:30 am. 10:10. 1050. 1150, 1:30 pm. 2:20. 4:30. reports;
pm, children's
hour; 10:10
6 :30-7 pm,
:30. - concert
lecture
Tues,
Wed,6-6:30 Fri
music
Mon,
Thurs, cert9:15Centralpm. concert
Sat 8:30, 10:30 pm, conWLAH. Syracuse, N. Y. Samuel Woodworth.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex.
485 also.
1.000 mi.
Waco Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, report*.
Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45
pm, music
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WIAK, Bellows Falls. Vt. Vermont Farm Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Radio Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
WLAM,
Springfield. 0.
100 mi
Morrow
Badio
Co.
Mon. Wed.
Fri, 8-9:30 pm. dance music.
Central.
W1AN, Houlton. Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
WLAQ.
Kalamazoo.
Mich.
100 mi.
A. E. Schilling.
Daily, 10-12 pm. music.
Central.
WLAS.
Hutchinson,
Kan.
485 also.
200 mi
E. V.
Plush.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 10:20. 11:30. 12:30
pm,
1:30.
5:15.
markets,
weather;
12:30-1:15
5-6, music.
Wed,
S-9 pm. concert
Sun. 3 pm,
pm.
music.
WLAT.
WIAV,
tral
Daily

Centra).
Burlington.
la. Badio and Specialty Co.
Pensacola.
Fla.
200 mi.
Eiec.
Shop.
Inc.
ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment
Cen-

(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week. With this will appear tho citj^taticn index.)
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RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
By The Contest
Editor
-10 old recwith
Again
are
wo
HERE
ords beaten and 18 new ones added
to the list. Mr. Arthur Chapelle of
Woodluirn, Oregon seems to hold the record for the most stations received this
time. Who have YOU heard this week?
See If you can't beat these distances.
AYhen you send in your stations be sure
to measure them AIRLINE, and submit
the distances you measure. Otherwise
they are ineligible.
The records for the week appear below:
Station — Miles Away — Who Heard It?
CHCB— :125. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
DM4 — iroO. Arthur Chapelle. Wooiibura. Ore.
KDZQ— :175. 11 S. Oldinc New Glasgow. X. 8.. Can.
K FAD— -125. Mrs. A. S. Uawblnnoy. New York. N. Y.
KFAW— 1325. M. L. Johnson, Atchison. Kana.
KFCC — li;s. M. U Johnson.
Atchison. Kans.
KFCL— 1300. M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFGH— H:"5. M. U Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFV— 1150. A. L. Ober. North Manchester. Iod.
KFZ— 2175. A. A. Acken. Jersey City. N. J.
KGG— 1650. Vernon Adams.
JopUn. Mo.
KHD— 1000. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
KSD — IC00. Walter Lee. Lost Harbor. Alaska.
WAAB— 13S5. C H. Vale. Providence. R. I.
WAAF— 1S50. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WAAP— 1400. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WAAW— 1300. A B. Butlers. Los Auseles. Calif.
WBAM— 1S25. H. S. Oldlng. New t lasiow. N. a. Can.
VVBAO— 1200. H. 8. Olding. New Glasgow. N. 8,. Can.
WBZ— 2500. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
O™.
W CAS— 1450. Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn.
Or*
WCM— 21T4. H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. 8.. Can.
WCX— 2075. L. W. Beretta. San M»teo. Calif.
WEY— 1250. Mrs. A S. Mawhinney.
New York. N. T.
WHAK— 2175. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WHAM— 2:;5. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WHAS— 1950. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore,
WJAN— 1700. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WKAL— 1S50. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WKAQ— 3S50. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WLAG— 1575. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WLAL— 1525. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WLW— 2025. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WMAB — H50. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore,
WOAP— 1950. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WO I— 1550. L. W. Beretta. San Mat-o. Calif.
WOO, — 1475. Arthur Chapelle.
Woodburn.
Ore,
WOR — 1S0O. Jack Costa. Haiku. Maul. T. H.
WPAH — 1650. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn,
Ore.
WPAK— 1250. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WPE— 14T5.
Arthur
Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WRW— 2550. L. W. BereUa. San Mateo. Calif.
WSY— 2050. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WTAW— 1525. L, W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WTG— 1375. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WWAD— 1050. M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
2L0— 3175. S. F. Richards. Janesrille. Wis.

Vernier Condenser Made
from Pencil and Tinfoil
The illustration shows a novel vernier
condenser and an interference eliminator.
The body A Is made of a pencil about 2
inches long with a strip of tinfoil 1%
inches long laying half way around the
pencil. A wire is represented at C, which
passes through the panel, and at the end
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BUY

as the
Complete(Known
PartsCircuit
forWonder
Ultra Audion
Circuit

List Our
Price Price
$0.20 $0.10
40
.25
2.00 1.59
50
.25
10
.05
75
.S3
.25
.09
50
.25
12.00 8 35
5.00 3.95
LIST

Switch Points (per doz.)
Switch
Levers
Grewol
Detector
Four in. Dials, Y* in. Shaft
Binding
Posts
W. D. 11 So-kets
SpasheHi
Tubing
(yd.)
Radio Mans
Baldwin Phones
(Tvpe C)
Trimm
Phones
(2400 Ohm)
WRITE
FOR
PRICE
Cash or C. O. D.
Postage to cover shipment must accompany
order.
Box 1035
Chicago, HI.

KHO. KFI, and KTT

$11.90
Complete Parts for Reinartz Sets,
$11.45

CONSISTING OF
Regular Price
Our Price
7x18 Formic*
Panel
$1.89
$1.70
Bemler
Bakelite
Socket
1.00
.45
Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
1.35
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3.30
1.45
11 Plate Cunl Variable
3.10
1.35
S Switch Levers
1.50
.75
2 Dozen Switch Points
80
.40
1 Schoouhoven
Reinartz
Coil
3.00
1.95
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser Combined.... 1.00
.75
8 Binding Posts
.80
.40
25 Feet Tinned
Wire
30
.20
Baseboard
for Mounting
.50
.25
Blueprint with Complete Instructions for
Assembly
and Wiring
|.0Q
.50
Regular

Price

.$21.69 $11

AZ

received from Chicago on one

tube.

Regular Price
$ 1 .42Our $Price
1 .20

8x10% Formica Panel

' Bakelite
9x10% Genuine
Solid Mahogany Cabinet with hinged top....
5.00
Dial
75
Variometer
5.00
43 Plate Vernier Condenser
7.00
Bender Bakelite Socket
1.00
8 Binding Posts
80
CRL Variable Grid Leak
1.50
.0005 Mlcon
Condenser
35
Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
Regular Price
$24.32
Complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring
furnished with each order. Written so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can understand. Our Price

Regular Price
$19.37
Each order Includes complete Instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring. These construction plans are not drawn
In a schematic form but are drawn so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can follow with ease. Our Price ..

2.95
.25
1.05
3.45
.45
.40
.95
.25
1.35

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier

$13.20

Can

be used to amplify Reinartz. Flewelllng, Short
Wave
Receiver, Crystal, Aultra Audion or any Receiving Set so that Load
Speaker or Phonograph can be used in place of head set.
.90
CONSISTING OF —
Regular Price
Out Price
7x10 Formica Panel or Other Suitable Size
$1.05
2.95
3.95
.65
High Ratio All-American or Thordarson Transformer
4.75
Low Ratio Thordarson or All-American Transformer
4.50
2.00
2 Howard
Rheostats
2.20
2 Bemler Bakelite Sockets
2.00
1.50
$0.80
3 Double
Pacent
Jacks
3.00
13 Binding Posts
1.30
.15
Baseboard
for Mounting
JO
Wiring

Regular
Price
Diagram,
with Complete
Irstruetions
Assembling Panel

$20.10
for Drilling, and
Our Price

Moulded

Variometers

$3.45
Our Price f***™
$3.45
$1.95

188° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany
Variometers

180' Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

$1.75
75c
$1.35
$3.95
$6.95

Complete Parts for Knocked-Do wn
Receiving Set

Value. 43 PLATE,
Value, 23 PLATE,
Value,
II PLATE,
Value,
5 PLATE,
Value.
3^PLATE,

$17.95

Regular Price Our Price
$10.00 $3.90
5.00
1.75
3.00
.75
1.00
.45
1. 10
.80
5.00
4.45
4.50
2.75
2.25
|.75
.80
.40
50
25
40
.20
1.00
.75
1.00
50

Brandes Superior Headset
Valley Battery Chargers
Antenella Aerial Plug
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
Barchass Coils
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
Thordarson
Amplifying
Transformers

new
now
now
now
now

..

„

$12.45
"C

Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit $12.45

Regular

Price

$22.16
Our Price

VARIABLE
$17.95 CONDENSERS
$1.75
$1.45
$1.35
$1.25
.$|.|S

_

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS

$5.75
$16.20
$1.15
53.45
$2.60
50c
$1-95
..60c
$2.95

CONSISTING OF—
Regular Price Our Price
6x14 Formica Panel
$1-26
$1.10
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3.30
1.45
Three .006 Mica Condensers
3.00
2H5
CRL
Variable
Grid
Leak
1-85
1.35
Remler Grid Leak
iiv-i:--i
.-J?
„•?§
2 Coil Adjustable Honeycomb Coil Mounting with Knobs
4.00
2.6o
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil
75
.40
"5 Turn Honeycomb
Coll
80
.40
2 Bemler Coil Mounts with Straps
1.20
.80
1 Bemler
Bakelite Socket
1.00
.45
Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1-50
1.35
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
1.00
.25
8 Binding Post3
$2
.40
1 Baseboard for Mounting
30
.20
1 Blueprint
with
Complete
Instructions
for
Assembly and Wiring
1.00

$30.85
Our Price

Aviation

$3.95
$12.45
$3.45

$7.00 value 43-plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$6.50 value 23-pIate Vernier Variable Condenser
$6 00 value 11-plate Vernier Variable Condenser

w71** WESTERN

ELECTRIC

$2.95

PHONES,

$7.95

Each Phono Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an avia tion leather helmet goes with each set ! These are the only phones to
pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called tor in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
<CQ
Q ES
194Phones,
complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special
at *P^*^*-*

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED

NATIONAL RADIO
and SUPPLY
CO.

Circuit $13.20

) $11.90

$4.30
$370
$3.30
$3.10
$2.70

Useful Hints

LESS

Freund's Wonder

Consisting of:
Regular Price
Our Price
9x10%
Formica
Panel
$1.42
J 1.20
23-Plate Condenser
3.30
I.4S
Rakellte Socket (Remler)
1.00
.45
Special Ultra Audion Coll. Plain or Bank. Wound with Taps..
3.00
1.95
1 Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50 1.35
CRL
Grid Leak
1.50
,S5
0005 Mlcon Condenser
.35
.25
8 Switch Lerers
70
.50
18 Switch Points
50
.30
t Switch Stops
10
.05
i Binding
Posts
80
.40
Oenulne Solid Mahogany Cabinet, size 9x10% with hinged top 5.00 2.95
25 ft. Hookup Wire
.20
.10

Regular Price

If your tuner is wound with bare wire
on a threaded core and the wire has worked
lose put it in the refrigerator over night,
so that the chill will contract the tube.
Immediately upon removing it work the
wire tight and fasten. As the tube warms
it will expand and tighten the wire.
Silk is one of the best materials for
keeping the surface of rubber and nickel
parts bright.
Rub old and discolored panels with some
cheesecloth saturated in household ammonia and finish with a piece of silk dipped
in crude oil. — Allen Bartlet, Milwaukee,
Wis.

FOR

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

CONSISTING OF
2 Variometers
1 Variocoup:er
3 Bakelite Dials
Bemler
Bakelite Socket
Howard
Rheostat
-.
Cunningham C-300 Detector Tube
Mahogany
Cabinet
Genuine
For *•& Panel
8 Binding Pix„s
Switch Lever
12 Switch
Points
Freshman Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
Complete Drawing for Assembly and Wiring

a knob, D, is used. The pencil A loosely
fits into the paper tube E, which also has
a piece of tinfoil, F, glued to its outside.
By rotating the knob D the two pieces of
tinfoil are brought close together or separated as desired. The tinfoil is connected
to the regular condenser as shown. — Lester V. Hegman, New York, N. Y.

HERE

Jacks.

Dials, 2. 3 and 3'/2 Inch
Grewol
Detectors

Genuine

HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65 | MAGNAVOX,

Pacent Single Circuit
$0.35
Pacent Double Circuit
50
Federal Single
Circuit Filament
Control
35
Federal Double Circuit Filament
Control
50
Rheostat;
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair...

PHONES

45c
50c
25c
$1.65

1.500
1,250
1.000
750
250
150
100

Turns HONEYCOMB
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

(Z ej

«P**.V>U

Type R3 . . . $27.45

Cabinets WALNUT

MAHOGANY

by
by
by
by
by
by

..$1.50
.. 1.50
..
.. 1.25
1.00
.. .60
.75
.. .50
. . .40
*>
-40

Spaghetti

Typegjyl

Special

Speaking Units.

Loud
LOUD
SPEAKERS,

COIL

75 Turns
50
Turns.'.'.'.'.'.'
35 and
25 Turns

Signal
Carps
Super
Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
$2.45
Sel'd Cooper Aer'al Wire, 100 ft. 35c

Mica Diaphragm"

Baldwin

Tubing,

yard

6"
6"
6"
6"
6"
7"

deep
deep
deep
deep
deep
deep

by 5%"
6x 5%'
6x 7%' I0o
95c
6x16%'$1.95

Lichtning
Arresters
2-STide Tuning Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones

25c

deep

AND

. 1.95
.$1.45
2.45
2.95
... 2.95
. 3.95

....

Anti-Capacity

. 2.95

Switches

$1.50

Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers, now at

$2.65
45c

* V*c
FORMICA PANEL, y8" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch
9x12%'
14"
immediate attention
6x%'
9x10
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive

Tube Reflex Circuit
Parts for Single
Complete
Consisting of
Regular Price Our Price

43-Plate Temier Variable Condenser
Kadion Loop Aerial
Cunningham
C3G1-A
Tube
Grewol Glass Inclosed Detector
All American Radio Frequency Transformer
All American 5 to 1 Radio Audio Frequency Transformer....
2 .001 Micon Condensers
1 .002 Mlcon Condenser

$7.00 $3.95
7.00 5.95
9.00 5.95
2.00
1.65
4.50
3.45
4.75
3.95
70
.50
45
.35

BUY

HERE

6x22"

Howard
Potentiometer
Howard
25
Ohm
Rheostat
8 Binding Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel
■.■■■:;---yi
Solid Mahogany Cabinet with hinged top....
9x10%
Complete Genuine
instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring
furnished so that anyone with no technical knowledge can
easily follow.
Regular Price
$45.22
Our Price

FOR LESS

1. 10
1.50
5.00

$32.65
1.20

.80
1.42

$32.65

CHICAGO
SALVAGE
STOCK
STORE
509 South State Street
CHICAGO,

2.95
1.35
1.00
.40

ILLINOIS
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Army Teaching by Radio
An Important
Part in the Instruction of the Army
RADIO has a very important part in the education
of army officers in communication and the instruction in which important subjects has recently been
standardized. A definite program of instruction in
Eadio, as a part of the schooling of all signal corps
officers and other officers assigned for training from
the regular army, national guard, reserve corps, has
been laid down by the board of army officers.
The course for company officers includes approximately 1,300 hours of study for signal corps officers
and 1,285 hours for officers of other arms. Courses
extend over a period of nine months, commencing in
September. Eadio telephony and telegraphy covers
praca period of 180 hours and includes theoretical andprincitical instruction in the fundamental . electrical
ples.
Tactical Eadio procedure is studied during twenty
hours. Advanced studies in Eadio are prescribed in
the tactical and administrative course for signal corps
officers assigned to units larger than divisions. This is
also a nine months' course and covers study and instruction periods totaling 1,235 hours. Thus Eadio
enters into the studies of the army officer and it becomes a part of his daily routine the same as other
subjects.

Factor in Everyday Life
A Necessity in Every Home Like the Telephone
RADIO promises soon to become a necessity in
every home. Although the science is still young
its growth has been tremendous. Already it has been
and
playing an important part in transcontinental
transoceanic communication. Messages and weekend
letters are being flashed through the air night and
day in almost illimitable numbers, and this traffic is
increasing so fast that large Eadio concerns have had
difficulty in keeping up. with it.
The place where the receiving set is already a
necessity is the farm. Now, with one of these sets
tuned to a large central broadcasting station, the
farmer gets first hand information about the weather,
about crop movements and prices and about all other
matters on which his existence depends. He is brought
closer to the city. His evenings heretofore dreary
and uninteresting, are made cheerful and profitable
through the Eadio set. He finds that he can keep the
farm hand down on the farm. The girls have less
desire to see the big city. And a happier, more prosperous agricultural population is the result.
Out at sea, Eadio is not only a necessity, but it is
required by law. This is to protect lives of passengers and crews on ships.
By the same . token, Eadio 1 sets on every train in
the country can be imagined — not only as an entertainment but as an actual requirement by law. Many
an accident could be prevented by such installation,
and it would repay the railroad company in a short
time.

As a Base for a Scenario
An Opening for the Play of Imagination
WEITEES
of scenarios find much help in Eadio.
One serial that has become widely known depends almost entirely upon Eadio for its action and
its plot.
The time is about ripe for Eadio as an every day
means of communication to be visualized in the
movies. Instead of the heroine frantically jiggling
the hook as the villain tries to get access to her room,
will be shown an aerial on the housetop; then the
young lady rushes over to her set and sends the call
for the leading man, and in jig time he is on the
scene. Millions of feet of costly film will be saved
and the whole performance speeded up.
Eadio opens a new field for the clever director of
the movies. The very mystery of the art itself leaves
an opening for the play of the imagination in stimulating the passage of the sound. What a chance the
old ghost in the haunted house will now have to raise
the old hob and stir things up with the superstitious.

DIGEST

Condensed
By DIELECTEIC
After listening to the broadcasting of an opera, a
certain gentleman was so engrossed in the performance
that at its conclusion he started to leave his home, thinking he was present at the opera house. Perhaps he did;
perhaps not. It speaks well for the broadcasting station
capable of transmitting so perfectly as to cause a listener
in to forget his whereabouts. Also, it shows how
thoroughly this class of music is enjoyed by some of
the Eadio audience. While listenening to the broadcasting of the drama "The Green Goddess," from Station WGY recently, I pictured the whole thing so vividly
that between the acts I had to go out and get a — fresh
cigarette. Someone in speaking of these Eadio dramas
complained of the loss of effect in not being able to see
the scenery. Perhaps my imagination is well developed in comparison with this friend, for the scenic effeet
of the drama mentioned was all that could be desired
and a trifle better than is sometimes found upon the stage.
The Germans claim to be experiencing one of the detractions to broadcasted concerts noted by some of us. They
protest against the seeming intentional interference from
the French station in Eiffel Tower with their broadcasting of that famous, though disliked, song ' ' Deutschland
Uber Alles. ' ' It may be a coincidence. There have been
times when you and I have particularly desired to heard
a number from a certain station, and we had listened
to the preceding numbers without interference, but just
as this interesting feature began a nearer station came
crashing in on the same wavelength. That WAS a matter
of coincidence, but we used stronger terms in describing
it. Not so very long ago Germany was given to understand that the song in question "had words, but they
didn't make sense." They appear to have gone "up in
the air" over the thing and the French are repeating
the lesson through the ether.
When EADIO DIGEST scooped the
something was started that made fans
try sit uphump
and "take
notice.to It
madeup
journals
themselves
catch

Flewelling circuit
all over the counsome
Eadio
with other
the demand

for information on the subject. The "Flivver" has
made a place for itself in Eadio history, and, as was to
be expected, is one of the most talked of and copied sets
in existence. Now that the prize contest, conducted by
this paper, is settled we can get back to work on DX
stuff and try to improve our records against the day
when a prize may be offered for the greatest distance
obtained with a "Flivver." I know of five fans in my
neighborhood constructing these popular sets and when I
finish writing this there will be another one on the job.
Dr. Steinmetz almost shattered my ground connection
some months ago when he assailed the ether theory.
Then "a voice from the South" took up the cry. and
Mr. Artzinger came along with his banner announcing
a substitute: hydrogen ions! All that has passed and
we still talk in terms of ether. At present I am trying
to convince myself that the Electrical Wizard from
Schenectady is correct in his prognosticating the elimination of static in the near future. That old static
broadcaster is the most detrimental foe of Eadio bacilli.
When he's gone forever, then you'll see Eadio bugs
multiply as never before.
Station WQAM has made friends over a considerable
portion of the United States since its first concert. I
wonder how many of the Eadiophans sojourning in
Miami, Florida, for a few months of the year carry
their receiving sets with them. It would seem to me
pretty hard to leave the set at home, depending on a
kind acquaintance to tune in your native cit's broadcasting station for you. Perhaps they are content to
listen to the programs from this competent station in
their midst. It is evident that the dance musie from
WQAM is enjoyed by guests in the hotels in that vicinity, for a number of the hotels have receiving sets
installed and tune in Tasillo's orchestra for their benefit. That reduces one item of expense, incidentally, for
the management may dispense with the services of an
orchestra.
What is likely to become one of the most popular of all
Eadio Clubs is the Eadio Broadcasting Club, of San Jose,
Cal. This is to become a national organization according
to the plans of the promoters. One of the objects of
this new club is to establish its own sales organization,
whereby members may profit from reduced cost of parts.
If you never bought parts for a set you may not appreciate what this will mean to thousands of fans. In
purchasing a complete set one is liable to remain ignorant
of the ofttimes excessive cost of certain units. Yet the
owner of a receiving set is generally dissatisfied until he
has experimented -in building a set for himself, and to
such the E. B. C. will have a decided appeal.
Broadcasting of the forecast from the Weather Bureau
has occupied a regular place on the daily program of stations all over this country, providing a much appreciated
service in quarters where impending weather changes
could be taken into account in planning certain business
operations. The certainty of forecast and the earlier it
can be given are of prime importance to its worth. From
the report of a station to be established in the Arctic
zone, financed by the Norwegian government, we may
look for an increase in both of these two essentials and
place greater credence in what the "weather man" has
to say. The starting point for either good or bad weather
appears to be in the Arctic region, hence our interest
in having a Eadio station there. The observer should be
supplied with some variety of sand which may effectually
prevent
any sueh storm as swept over the country a few
weeks ago.

RADIO

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

We'd Lots Rather Seeum
Dear Indi — I see where a set of bells is being cast at
Troy (N. Y.) for a manufacturer in Cincinnati. Eadio
tests already made show that these chimes can be
heard in the Sandwich Islands. The next step is to
arrange things so that the belles of the Sandwich
Islands can be heard on the Atlantic coast. — Polly.

They Thought It Was a Tin Cabinet
Sir Indigest — A Montana news item says, "Forty
boys taking Eadio." An automobile owner in New
Jersey is wondering whether they can be connected
with the fan who took his Eadio — and the "car"(?)
that he had it installed in — Jimsie III.

Radio
What is it that's all the rage
And sets the world all ablaze
And every one has the craze?
Eadio!
What is it when you're alone,
You listen quietly on the phone
To music of the sweetest tone?
Eadio!

',

What is it that fills the air
With music, song and speech so clear
And bringsEadio!
to all who listen, Cheer?
What is it that's most erratic,
Full of noises, squeals and static
That drivesEadio!
the listener nearly frantic?
Alas, what is it makes you rash
To spend all your spare cash
— E. H. P.
And sends your bank account to smash?
Eadio!

Aw Shux — You Gawan
Dear Indi — I see Mr. Pearl, a member of the Institute of Eadio Engineers, broadcasted a lecture on the
past, present and future of Eadio. Mr. Pearl's words
were without doubt, jewels of thought. — Lillian G.

Sure, You Win the Cut Glass Antenna
Dear Indi. — Here is a cortical titillation I broadcast
spontaneously the other night. My girl says to me, says
she, "Why do
I says, says
just like that.
How's that
know
if you

you call mother Eadio?"
I, " 'Cause she is alius listening in!" —
for a snappy comeback? Would like to
Webb.
offer a prize for good— Spider
ones like
this?

Judging
Our goSteno-'S
Failure
Indigest
— Eadio byshould
a long way
in the cure
of the one who talks too much.
The Eadiophan will
eventually .
get the habit of being a good listener.
Isadoke —
Next week, "The Radio Tramp," by Walt Drummond,
will appear in Indi-gest. This poem is probably, so far,
the only Radio epic written. Watch next week! — Indi.
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A. B. G* Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XIV — Radio Frequency Amplification
By Arthur G. Mohaupt

RADIO frequencys, amplification, as the
name suggest
is the process of
amplifying the signals received at a
receiving station while they are at a Radio
frequency. This method of amplification
is employed when it is desired to reach out
to far distant stations from which the signals would ordinarily be too faint and
weak to efficiently operate the detector
tube.
Radio frequency amplification is thus
employed ahead of the detector tube, and
may consist of one, two or three stages
depending upon the amount it is desired
to amplify the oscillations before they are
sent into the detector tube for rectification. Two stages of Radio frequency
amplification will generally be sufficient,
and it is seldom necessary to use more
than three. When more than three stages
of Radio frequency amplification are employed, the tuning process becomes rather
complex due to the adjustments that are
necessary.

"^T^"^

electrical oscillations of greater intensity I Another regenerative circuit to which J The rheostat controlling the filament
tvi be set up in the plate circuit. These are I Radio frequency amplification can be added I current of the detector tube should present through the Radio frequency trans- | very
easily and with
advantage,
is thelforably be of the vernier or micrometer

former where they are stepped up to a
higher potential, and from the secondary
are impressed upon the input circuit of the
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Figure
Two Stages Radio Frequency
By means of one or two stages of Radio
frequency amplification it is not only possible to effectively receive more distant
stations, but the amplification process does
not involve the unpleasant introduction of
numerous extraneous noises which become
so prominent when audio frequency is employed. The reason for this is that these
noises practically always occur at an audio
frequency, and are thus very slightly,
practically not at all amplified in the
amplification circuits which are designed
primarily for Radio frequency oscillations.
Another advantage gained is that by tuning the Radio frequency amplifying circuits the receiving circuit can be rendered
more selective, that is, it is possible to
more efficiently tune in a desired station
without experiencing as much serious interference from other stations operating
at or nearly at the same wave length.
R.F. With Regenerative Circuits
A very efficient receiving circuit employing the regenerative feed back principle
is that in which a standard variocoupler is employed with the rotor or secondary connected into the plate circuit of
the detector tube. The primary is connected into the antenna circuit with the
variable contact to the ground terminal.
The current pulsations set up in the plate

48
detector

tube.
Here they undergo
fication and further amplification.

recti-

Figure SO
familiar two-variometer circuit. This circuit, it will be remembered, contains a
variocoupler for tuning the antenna circuit, and a variometer in the grid and the
plate circuit of the detector tube for tuning these circuits into the resonance with
the received oscillations.
By making but a few minor changes
and adding another tube and its auxiliary
control apparatus, the circuit can readily
be arranged to contain one step of Radio
frequency amplification ahead of the detector. The modified circuit is illustrated
in Figure 49. It can be seen that the tuning
circuit on the left is not at all altered,
except that the grid leak and condenser
have been removed from the grid circuit
of the first tube. The entire circuit is
thus converted into an amplifier unit, and
of course, an amplifier tube must also be
substituted for the detector tube formerly
used in this circuit. The output or plate
circuit of the amplifier tube contains the
original variometer, but has one or two
more B batteries in series with it, so that
higher plate pressure is available, ranging
from 45 to 90 volts as may be needed.

type, for with the detector tube of today,
containing as it does still small quantities
of gas, a delicate adjustment of the filament current is a very important factor
in the tuning process.
For the plate circuit of the detector tube
a pressure of from 18 to 22% volts is
needed, depending upon the gaseous condition of the tube. In the operation of the
set this plate pressure should be varied
until the tube functions best. In general,
the entire circuit is operated like the corresponding detector circuit.
Two Steps of R.F. Amplification
When it is desired to greatly increase
the range of a receiving station, or when
an inferior indoor antenna is employed,
two stages of Radio frequency amplification can be effectively employed ahead of
the detector. A circuit employing two
steps of Radio frequency amplification, a
detector, and two steps of audio frequency
amplification, is illustrated in Fig. 50.
The operation of the circuit is as follows: From the tuning circuit at the left
the oscillations are set up in the grid circuit of the first amplifying unit.
This

A.FT.

The plate circuit pulsations in flowing
through the coupler secondary L2, boos;
those in LI with the result that the regenerative action is brought into play and
the signals 'are further intensified. The
pontentiometer P has a resistance of 200
ohms and is employed for obtaining the
necessary grid potential. A 90-volt B-battery pressure is necessary in the plate circuit of the amplifier tube, while for the
detector tube only from 18 to 22% volts
are necessary.
In general, the circuit is easy to con-

Figure 51
Style of Coupling
To this plate circuit is also coupled the
input or grid circuit of the detector tube
through the fixed condenser C of about
.001 mfd. capacity. This style of coupling
the Radio frequency amplifier circuit to
the detector unit is often referred to as
impedance coupling, since it is a combination of inductance and capacity effects.
The resistance unit R is a variable high
resistance and should have a range of from
one-half to two meghoms in order to suit
the individual needs of the particular circuit used.
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circuit is tuned into resonance by means
of the variometer
V.
From the output
circuit of this first amplifying unit, the
(Continued on page 12)
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Detector Tubes

Figure 49
circuit in flowing through the coupler secondary reinforce the oscillations in the
primary, and thus cause an increased
variable potential to be impressed upon
the grid of the detector tube. This, in
turn, further intensifies the current oscillations in the plate circuit.
Radio frequency amplification can be
added to great advantage to this circuit,
and the received signals will as a result
not only come in louder but stations at
much greater distances can be reached.
This circuit arrangement is illustrated in
Figure 48. The Radio frequency circuit, it
can be seen is very similar to the plain
detector circuit ordinarily employed.
The Antenna Condenser
The condenser C-.l in the antenna circuit
is of the 43-plate type and is used in connection with the primary LI of the variocoupler for tuning the antenna circuit to
the frequency of the incoming oscillations.
The potential variations thus set up across
the "active turns" of the coupler primary
are then impressed across the grid and
filament of the Radio frequency amplifier
tube.
This tube acts as a relay by causing

struct, is simple to operate, and gives very
good results. If signals of great volume
are desired, one or even two stages of
audio frequency amplification can further
be added to the receiver.

RECTIFIER.
(Patent Pending)
A SyntheticMULTIPOINT
CRYSTAL DETECTOR
sensitive over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in
Sealed fans.Packages only.
Join the ever increasing
Busonite
Price, Postpaid, mounted
Cn„
• Sensitiveness
guaranteed
OvIC

RUSONITE

CATWHISKER

M Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
OC«
Sensitive
&OC
Order from your dealer or direct from us.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. V.

We consider ourselves
fortunate in having purchased alimited number
of Radio Corps Aeriotron
Vacuum Tubes, Type W
R 21A Amp. and W R
21D Detectors.

Amplifying

Tubes

$4.25

These tubes, used by the Radio
Corps of America in the Aeriola Grand Receiver, are especially designed to give efficient
service. The W R 21 D is a
super-sensitive detector — a
wonder detector capable of detecting the faintest signals of
distant broadcasting stations.
The W R 21 A is an undistorting amplifier and will solve
your problem of volume.

Both of these tubes work on 4 volts and consume a minimum
filament amperage.
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Charges Two
Device Saves Second
Half of A. C. Cycle
In using an electrolytic rectifier for
charging B batteries with a toy transformer giving a maximum of 29 volts,
only one 12-cell battery can be charged.

DOUBLE
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Sets of B
RECTIFIER

29 VOLTS

Batteries
Rubber Socket Pads
Reduce Tube Noises

CONNECTIONS

By placing several layers of soft rub-i
ber, which can be cut from old Inner rubes,
under the tube socket, tube noises can be
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Send them In with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
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sufficiently strong to effectively operate
the detector tube. For this reason three
stages of Radio-frequency amplification
are needed. With a fairly good outdoor
anetnna, however, the third stage is superfluous, and involves not only excessive
first cost but also greatly increases the
drain on the A-battery.
The details of construction and operation of loop aerials will be taken up in
the next chapter. At present we will merely consider the receiving circuit that is to
be used in connection with this form of
aerial.
Three Stages of Radio Frequency
An interesting circuit employing three
It occurred to me that time could be stages of Radio-frequency amplification,
saved by charging a second battery with and one that can be used very effectively
the other side of the A. C. current cycle in conjunction with a lop aerial is illustrated in Fig. 51. Although the tuner at the
that was not being used. The illustration
shows the connections necessary to make left is shown as employing a variocoupler
(which
would be the case with an outdoor
this circuit
antenna), the same arrangement can be
The same results can be had with one used with a loop aerial by omitting the
battery if it were arranged so that it coupler and connecting the terminals of
could be opened between the sixth and the loop directly across the points XT.
seventh cell. It not only does the work The reason for this is that the loop conbut seems to be easier on the aluminum
tains the necessary amount of inductance
plates. — H. J. Linkins, Springfield, 111.
which is otherwise supplied by the coupler.
The only adjustment then needed to throw
the loop circuit into resonance is the tuning condenser C-2. A 23 -plate condenser
A. B. C. LESSONS
with a vernier adjustment will generally
be found to be very satisfactory for this
(Continued from page 11)
electrical pulsations are impressed upon purpose.
The Radio-frequency amplifier units are
the primary of a Radio-frequency amplifying transformer. The primary of this very similar to those illustrated in the
transformer is tuned into resonance by previous circuit diagram except that a
means of a 5-plate or 3-plate variable third step is employed before the oscillations finally are impressed upon the input
condenser connected directly across the
circuit of the detector tube. The operation
two primary terminals.
of the entire circuit is in general quite
The secondary of the amplif ying trans- the same as that of Fig. 50, and the same
former feeds directly into the grid and
filament circuit of the second amplifier suggestions given there also apply to this
unit. In this tube the oscillations are circuit. The circuit can also be expanded
again relayed and amplified and finally somewhat by introducing a variometer into the plate circuit of the detector tube.
impressed across the terminals of a secChapter Fifteen
ond Radio-frequency transformer. If very
Chapter Fifteen will be devoted to the
sharp tuning is desired, the primary of
this second transformer can also be subject of loop aerials. The principles of
shunted by means of a 3-plate variable operation of this type of aerial, as well as
condenser. The disadvantage resulting the practical construction of one, will be
from such practice, however, is that too set forth in great detail. Those interested
many controls are introduced, and these in this form of Radio reception will find
the chapter very interesting and well
make the tuning process too complex.
worth while reading.
The secondary of the second Radio frequency transformer then impresses the intensified oscillations upon the grid or
1000—1500 MILES ON
input circuit of the detector tube, and from
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL
the output circuit of the detector tube the
ISO— 25.000 METERS
oscillations are further sent through two
• 7^»yBheo3tat,
Storage Battery. Variocoupler.
stages of audio frequency amplification.
f\f m ■Variometer, 3-coil Mounting, Variable InThe result is that a loud speaker can be
X Y 1, -#duotanee. Taps. Dead End Losses or Radio
Frequency. Complete hoofe-up, outs, invery effectively operated by means of sigstructions, everything. Price SI. 00. No checks.
nals received from very far distant
Nothing left for you to guess about Build your own
Receiver and save 50% or more and get better results.
stations.
Radio Experimental Lab'y. Box IMF. Berkeley. Cal.
Circuit Simple to Tune
The circuit as just described is really
quite easily constructed and is also rather
simple to tune. It will probably be found
that the most important adjustment in the
tuning process is the condenser connected
across the primary of the first Radio frequency transformer. It is also advisable
to employ a vernier rheostat for controlling the filament current to the detector
tube. The potentiometer P also plays an
important role, for with it the first grid
503 So. State St, Chicago, III.
circuit is biased to the necessary extent.
For the plate circuit of the detector tube
FEDERAL HEADSET,
2200 Ohms
$5.00
a pressure of from 18 to 22% volts is
VICTOR
HEADSET,
2000 Ohms
3.4S
necessary, while for the two stages of
BRANDES SUPERIOR, 2200 Ohms
5.95
audio frequency amplification about 45 or
BALDWIN "Mica Diaphram" Units
4.25
67 volts will be found very effective. For
the plate circuits of the Radio-frequency,
BRACH
LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
.95
GREBE TYPE DIALS, 2 and 3 in
25
amplifier units, B-Battery pressure as high
Bradieystats
1.60
as 90 volts can be used to very good adV.
T.
Composition
Socket
50
vantage. Otherwise the circuit contains
R. B. Crystal Detector
.95
nothing extraordinary or of unusual design.
Fada
Switch
Levers
.
.23
Another condition that will be found to
KLOSNER VERNIER RHEOSTATS
95
exist is that the condition of the amplifier
tubes also is an important factor, and
Piano Hinged, Phonograph Mahogany
often surprising results can be effected by
Finished Cabinets.
merely interchanging two or three of the
7"xl8"— $10.00 value
.....$4.75
tubes. The writer has also found that
8"xl0"—
7.50 value
4.00
with many amplifier tubes the filament
current also enters into the tuning process
CRL Vernier Rheostats, $1.50 value
$0.95
in order to obtain not exactly the loudest
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak
1.20
CRL
Rheostats, 75c list
45
but chiefly the clearest signals.
Three Stages of R.P. Amplification
3 Plate Variable Condensers
$1.00
Three stages of Radio-frequency ampli11 Plate Variable Condensers
1.25
fication are employed when an indoor loop
23 Plate Variable Condensers
1.45
aerial is employed, for with this form of
43 Plate Variable Condensers
1.65
antenna the amount of energy received
from the incoming oscillations is so small
Mail
Orders
Receive
Immediate
Attention
that considerable amount of amplification
EVERYTHING
GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED
is necessary before the oscillations are

CONGRESS
Radio
Co.

Lightning
Protection Hook-Ups
There are two instruments used in the
protection of the Radio outfit from lightning— the switch and the arrester. If a
switch is to be used, which is the best
means, and a single ground employed for
both aerial and ground, the switch should

w

V

Tosrr

w

dp ARRESTER.

TO SET.

reduced. Jars are absorbed in this manner
and capacity between the socket and base
is reduced.
burg, Pa. — John F. Dwiggins, Peters-

Grounded

ijfz

ti

Causes

Trouble

FLEWELLING

be of the double pole double throw kind.
If the latter is the case the ground must
be outside of the building. The illustration shows three hook-ups using switch
and the arrester. One shows a hook-up
for the arrester, one with the switch employing two grounds and one with one
ground. — Vernon Hagelin, Geneseo, 111.
The University of "Wisconsin Radio station had one of the first Radiophone broadcasting stations in the U. S.

Wire

In a certain section of a village owners
of receiving sets were bothered by the
interruption of the service. Various
reasons were given for the trouble. Many
thought it was the instruments in use.
Finally it was decided to have the local
electric company make an investigation.
The trouble was finally found in a
grounded wire in a lamp near a corner
street. The lamp was one of the new
lighting system just installed. Not all
the trouble comes from static. — H. C. S.
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VACUUM
TUBE

Our

A $! -25 Voltmeter or FILAM
Ammeter Given rnrP
|$ee
with Fully
EachListAssembled
Purchase
of $5,ENTor RHEOST
Over ATS .T.tvl^r'i
SETS—
Our
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Price
Price
Tuska
Begenerative one-tube set —
Armstrong circuit
$ 50.00 $ 24.95
Cutting and Washington Begenerative 3 tube set will receive over
2,000 miles— Armstrong circuit
125.00
HONEYCOMB COILS
59.50
D. 1a 25
154
1.15
D. I* 35
1.54
D. L 50
.;
L65
D. L. 75
L65
1.25
D- L. 100
1.75
1.15
LOUD SPEAKERS
1.35
7.50
Bristol! Loud
Speaker
22.50
18.50
Pathe Loud Speaker.
Made by the
well known Pathe Phonograph Co..
22.00
17.50
Woodehom
reception Loud Speaker — for perfect
29.75
Magnavox Loud Speaker,
newest
model
HEAD SETS
6.00
45.00
Federal Phones — 2200 Ohms
Dictagraph
Phone — 3000 Ohms
12.00
S.0O
Potter Preclsioa Phones — 2200 Ohms
9.00
Potter Precision Single Phone — 1100
Ohms
- 4.50
Dr. Seibt Phone — Made in Germany,
imported by John Firth & Co. One
of the best Phones made
16.00
Nathaniel Baldwin Phones — Type C. 12.00
Baldwin Single Phone — Tvpe C
6 00
TRANSFORMERS
Thordarson
Audio Frequency
Transformer
4.50
W. D. 12 Audio Frequency Transformer
5.00
Acme
transformer
— tvpe CONDENSERS
A-2S
5 00
VARIABLE
3 Plate Vernier Condenser,
moulded
ends
11 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends,
„
.00025
23 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends.
■ 0005
43 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.001
Franco 23 Plate Variable Condenser
with Vernier

6.50
3.00
5.50

7.25
4.95
10.25
3.85

4.76
4.00

1.50
1.10
1.35
1.50
2.00

2.50
3.00
4,00
6.60

Franco 43 Plate Variable
Condenser
with Vernier
7.70
CABINETS
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x10
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x18
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x21
PANELS
Hard Bubber Panels, unbreakable.
7x10
.
Hard
Bubber Panels, unbreakable,
7x18
....
Hard Bubber Panels, unbreakable.
7x24
...,
Genuine
Formica
Panels— <Iut any
size at 2 cents per square inch.
All Panels 3/16 inch thick.
Silk Wound ALL WAVE Coupler....
9.00
Silk Wound BAKELITE Vario-Tuner
12.00
A. B. C. Make
—
The
Best
Made.
PHONE
CONDENSERS
All Capacities Fixed Condensers, grid
leaks, etc
30
Freshman Variable Grid Leak
75
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser combined
1.00
PERFECTION
PAYS
PARCEL POST

PERFECTION

RADIO CORPORATION,

4.00
2.95
2.35
3.45
4.50

.90
1.60
2.30

7.50
5.75
.09
.60
.75

— DeForest Type — $
Porcelain
* Ohms Bheostat
1% Amperes
6 Ohms 1% Amperes
„...$ 1.20
Moulded
Bheostats
1.00
Klesner Vernier Bheostats
1.50
Framingham
Vernier Bheostat
1.50
Amseo Potentiometers—JACKS
360 Ohms Resistance
1.75

Firco
Jacks, Open Circuit
Flrco Jacks.
PLUGS
Closed Circuit

70
.85

Flat Plugs
Bound Plugs— Bulldog Grip
i Way Plug
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
Glass enclosed, moisture proof, spring
adjustment, moulded bakelite base,
with tested crystal, perfect design .
Open
type — moulded base (completely
assembled)

1.00
1.25
1.50

Price

1.15
1.00
$ 0.55
.40
.75
.40

1.25

.30

4.50
.50
.60
1 50
1.25
DIAL
AND
KNOB
3 inch Composition Dial and Knob. .
.75
3Vi inch Unbreakable Dial and Knob
— Vt inch hole
J.00
4 inck Composition Dial and Knob—
.50
Vi —inch
1.25
.60
Knob
extraHole
fine quality
75
.50
1.35
V T. SOCKETS
Single Sockets — Brass Tubing
1.00
.35
Double
Sockets — Brass Tubing
2.00
Triple Sockets — Brass Tubing
3.00
.90
Single
Sockets— Alden
Napier
red
.30
moulded
condensite
1 00
.55
W. D. 11 Socket — extra fine quality
1.00
.40
VARIOMETERS
fisher Mahogany— 150 to 500 meters
5.00
franco Mahogany
5.00
2.50
Pathe Moulded
6.00
4.75
2.50
3.50
Raven Bed Moulded Bakelite Variometers—Silk Wound
7.00
Columbia
Black
Moulded
Bakelite
Variometers — Silk
Wound
5.60
4.30
Gagle Bed Moulded Bakelite — tke best
made
8.00
VARIOCOUPLERS
Franco Mahogany — Silk wound Fibre
2.50
Tubing
5.00
3.50
5.50
Fisher Mahogany Variocouplers
5.00
2.50
Fisher 180" Variocoupler
5.00
2.25
5.75
Pathe Moulded Silk Wound
6 00
Eagle Moulded Bed Bakelite — the best
2.76
__ made 180"
8.50
Franco
Variocoupler,
Bakelite
Sillc Wound
5 00
3.55
HONEYCOMB
COIL MOUNTINGS
Triple Mountings
with leads — screw
adjustment
5.0O
Double
Mountings with leads— screw
adjustment
3.50
Single Mountings
55
BATTERIES
.40
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 40
3.00
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL5
17.85
EXIDE "A" Storage Batterv. 6 V. 80
14.00
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL9
23.10
2.O0
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 120
19.00
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL-13...
31.50
Bright Star "B" Battery. 22% Volts
1.75
1.10
Bright Star "B"
Battery
3.00
3.50
25.00
Bright Star "B" Battery
5.00
22%terminals
Volts,
Variable,
5 Positive
1,75
Bus Bar Wire (1 ft lengths)
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How to Make a Multi-Wave Coupler
Meter Range Increased
With New Construction

COUPLER

AND

HOOK-UP

Lengthen Dry Cell Life
By Heat on Gas Range

DIAGRAM

There are a large number of Radiophans
who have B batteries made up of t
flashlight batteries.
I use the following
method for renewing these batterii
have considerable success with it. 1'lace

The multi-wave set shown in the illustration has a r;
ifl u> 3380 meters.
The construetion of the coupler is clearly
shown. The primary winding Is on a 4inch tube 4 •"., inches lonu-. The short
wave section is straight wound, with fio
turns of wire, tapped every 10 turns. The
long wave winding is wound the same as
a duo-lateral coil ami consists of 400
turns
at every
turns.
The tapped
secondary,
which Z~>acts
as a tickler.
is a 3-inch tube, 1 ti inches Ions, and is
wound with 4< turns of wire. The set is
equally efficient on long or short waves.
I am obtaining very good results, receiving: from both coasts and also from Canada and Cuba. — Arthur Klinger. Staunton.
111.

Interference of Receiving Sets
It has been a matter of common experience that two Radio receiving; sets in the
same building- or in adjacent buildings
will interfere with each other when tuned
to "listen in" on the same transmitting
station. This is especially true when the
antenna leads or wires run from a common
pole. To reduce this consequent effect as
much as possible, the antenna wires and
the lead-in should be strung- as far as
possible away from any other antenna
system. If possible, the wires should be
strung at right angles to any neighboring
system.
It is surprising that even the scratching
occasioned by making the necessary fine
adjustments on the crystal detector, will
be audible on adjoining tube receivers.
causing much interference and annoyance.
— P. J. SI. Clute, Schenectady, X. T.

Vertical

Loose

Coupler

The vertical loose coupler shown in the
illustration has the crystal detector
mounted on the side of the panel, which
is a great convenience. The crystal cup
has a short bolt in the center which slides
back and forth in the slot of the bracket
to one side of the panel. The knob on
the back of the cup serves as a locknut to
hold the crystal cup after the adjustment.
The cat whisker is soldered to the outer

o

Another cause of fading: and weak signals is poor aerial insulators. Porcelain
cleats are commonly used on receiving
aerials and serve the purpose very well
until they become corroded or covered by
smoke. Smoke or corrosion is composed
chiefly of carbon which is a very good
conductor of electric waves. The glazed
kind give better results but because of
the fact that only three of the four sides
are glazed they will not perform their
duty any great length of time. The aerial
should be stretched very tight so the
capacity between it and the ground cannot vary in the least and cause your set
to fail to tune in the long distance stations.
Another cause of fading is the rapid
change in barometric pressure between
the receiving station and the transmitter.
A dense fog between the two stations may
absorb some of the radiated energy.

Testing the Storage Battery
A voltmeter* -will always indicate the
exact state of charge or discharge of a
storage battery. When making a test of
this sort, it is advisable to use the battery
for a few minutes before taking a voltage
reading to determine its condition.
This

n
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A battery that is being used and is completely discharged will show a reading
of about 1.8 volts. By discharge is meant
that the battery should not be used anylonger until after it has been recharged,
since although the battery will continue
to supply current until the voltage per cell
drops to zero, such procedure will generally in permanent damage to the battery.— P. J. M. Clute, Schenectady, N. Y.

Regulation

of

Filament

Current

When the filament current of a vacuum
tube is too high, its life will be materially
shortened. Even a very small excess of
current will reduce the life of the tube
twenty-five per cent.
It is quite unsatisfactory to endeavor
to regulate the current by observing the
brightness of the filament, for while this
is often done, it is quite uncertain, inasmuch as what one person may consider
the proper brightness, another person
would consider either too low or too high.
Although ammeters are sometimes used,
the makers of vacuum tubes announce
that the best results from the tubes are
secured when the filament current is regulated by using a voltmeter.
If the voltage at which the tube should
be operated is not printed on the tube
itself or on its container, the Voltmeter
should be connected across the filament
circuit at the socket, and the rheostat
adjusted so that the voltage reading is as
low as possible at the time the receiver
is giving the loudest reproduction. This
voltage at which the tube will operate
the best should be marked on the base of
the tube for future reference. — P. J. M.
Clute, Schenectady, N. Y.

a piece of sheet iron over a flame and put
the batteries on it one or two at a time
and allow them to heat until the wax on
the top bubbles. This is well worth trying
for it will reduce your B battery cost. —
Clyde Hensley, Stockton, Cal,
A three-plate vernier condenser should
be connected in shunt to a larger one and
not in series.

GET STATIONS
You

Never

Heard

Before

If you want real distance and clear signals
you must use the

FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leak

The latest and most essential part of an
efficient tube set
COMBINED WITH
.00025 MED. MICOX
CONDENSER,

$1.00

Affords an unbroken range — Zero to 5
Megohms.
signals.
Lowers
filacurrent.Clarifies
Eliminates
hissing.
Increases
batterymentlife.

At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.
COWfAUf/i

end of the switch lever which is turned by
the knob, thus giving a semicircular swing
up and down and lateral adjustments on
the slotted bracket.
To get the proper pressure on the crystal it is only necessary to bend the outer
end of the switch lever up and down.
This is the best detector idea I have
ever tried or seen. I am about 80 miles
from Chicago and I have picked up jazz
and piano music right along. — Lewis Elithorp, Clinton, Wis.

Possible Cure for Fading

The cause of fading has puzzled many
Radio experts for many years but the
TJ. S. Bureau of Standards has taken careful observations on this subject and its
possible cure.
In the first place, what is fading? All
persons who have ever "tuned" a receiving set are aware of the fact that when
the desired station is tuned in perfectly
it sometimes fades away gradually but
more often very suddenly. They then
blame the receiving or sending set, when
the trouble is not with either, and cannot
be "cured" very easily.
If you have this trouble you will notice
that there are large metallic objects near
your aerial such as steel-frame buildings,
windmill towers, trolley wires, telephone
or telegraph wires, and very high soft
wood trees. All these objects absorb the
weak waves sent out by the broadcasting
station and send them to the ground instead of to the receiving set. The waves
are not very strong when they leave the
transmitter and any loss through absorbtion leaves a small amount of current to
be picked up by your detector tube, and
consequently very weak signals.

is accomplished by turning the current on
the tube filaments. This precaution is
necessary, since most storage batteries,
even when almost exhausted will show a
voltage reading of about 2 volts per cell,
if the test is made after the battery has
been standing idle for a time. Readings
of each cell of the battery should be taken.
When recharging a battery after discharge, its state of charge may be easily
determined by connecting the voltmeter
across the terminals of each cell in succession, while the battery is being charged
at a normal charging rate. A completely
recharged cell should show a voltage reading of 2.5 to 2.7 volts.

REINARTZ

CIRCUIT!

New
CTtra Circuit
Coupler
and 24th
Diag.Radio
$4.75,'
builtandto
specifications,
page 13.
of March
Digest,
Ruby llica-Copper-Bakelite mounted Condensers. X. P.
binding posts, .00015, 50e; .0015. 60c; .0025. 70c.
Reinartz coil. doub. green silk-Bakelite Spider $1.95.
Reinartz plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable) $1.70.
Complete set Reinartz tuner and detector parts $10.65.
Tuner. Det. and 2 Stage $17.95. Two Stage Outfit $8.35.
GOVT RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
N'ew Signal Corps Edison 3 cell type BB-4 $4.50; Single Cells for W. D.-ll tubes $1.50; 60 A. H. for W. D.11 tubes
$ Volts
Edisondouble
$7.75;10c.
Edison "B" battery single$5.25:
elements
4c each;
FLEWELLING
CONDENSERS
&~PARTS
.006 Bakelite-Ruby .006
Mica-Cor-per-Condand N.
P. Binding Posts, Set (3) $2.30. Variable Leaks 75c. Spider
Coils, green sill: on Bakelite $1.75 each.
GENUINE
PEANUT
TUBES
Wonderful Det. and Amplifier.
Smallest tube made
(aeroplane style) 1 V. % amp. %" dia. x 2%" long.
HI-POWER
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
Best! Loudest! Xo burnSPECIAL
outs. $2.65 with spec'l diagram.
20 ohm Rheostat for 201-A or W. D.-ll tubes $1.00.
Hl-Power Loud Speaker and Pr. Baldwin Phones $10.90.
Variable Grid Cond.. .00025 or .0005 mat. 45c. Vernier
attachment for any Var. Condenser 95c. Armstrong
Super, new 3 tube outfit. Owner sacrificing. Write for
complete list. Include postage with order.
QUALITY
RADIO SHOP, RICHMOND,
IND.
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to Construct a Flewelling Super Set
The First Prize Winner in the $100 Flewelling Set Contest
By Laivrence M. Blakey

(Editor's Xotc. — The follow inn article is instruments of this circuit. Briefly, in the
the first prize manuscript submitted in the mind of the author, the Flewelling circuit
§100.00 Flewelling Set Contest conducted by comes nearer answering all of these than
Radio Digest.)
the world in general may
WHILE
still be ignorant of the fact that
Major Armstrong developed, a few
years ago, the now famous regenerative
circuit, as used in Radio receiving sets,
and which was named after him, it is certain that the Radio world is well aware of
the fact. The Radio world is also aware
of the fact that this noted inventor later
startled Radio enthusiasts with the announcement of the development of what
are now known as the "Armstrong SuperRegenerative" circuits. These proved a
great success for the inventor, but others
of less experience and patience found them
to be practically an absolute failure, each
of the three systems being too critical of
adjustment.
This, however, showed that the audion,
or vacuum tube, could be tirade to perform
wonders, and it only remained for our
friend,field,
Edmund
T. Flewelling,
of 'WakeMass., to bring
out a circuit
with
these super-regenerative qualities, minus
the critical disadvantages of the Armstrong circuits, and at the same time reducing the number of pieces of apparatus
necessary for such a set.
It, therefore, is the purpose of this article to describe in a non-technical and
comprehensive manner the design, construction and operation
Design of such a set.
In designing a Radio set of any descrip- any other that are known to him. It is
tion, a number of things should be taken true, of course, that this does not answer
into consideration, a few of which are all twelve, either, but in the few exceplisted below. It will be found that most
tions the design of the assembly will counterbalance the faults in the circuit. For
of these are self-explanatory and no further description will be given, as the ob- instance, as will be explained later, the
Flewelling
circuit
falls down completely in
ject of this list is simply to get the buildII PLATE
SERIES
PARALLEL
■VARI
A&U:
_y
SWITCH

er's mind
directed
along understand
the proper channels in order
to better
what
follows:
List of Requirements
1. Sensitiveness as a receiver or capability of picking np distant
stations.
2. Maximum
output from minimum
input, or a design for efficiency.
3. Simplicity and ease of operation
over the average or required
range of wave lengths.
4. Selectivity, mating it possible to
receive clearly one of several
stations operating on nearly the
same wave length.
5. Cheapness of construction without
loss in efficiency — accomplished
by the reduction of expensive apparatus.
6. Freedom
from body capacity effects, which is necessary to enable accurate tuning.
7. Designed for expansion, so that in
the future a more powerful receiver can be made by means of
additions without alterations.
8. A set capable of being converted
into a portable receiver on desired occasions.
9. A circuit adaptable to surrounding
conditions, such as available
ground and aerial connections.
10. Clarity of received signals without undue distortion.
11. Compactness
of units
(without
crowding, which would reduce
efficient operation, howling, etc.),
thereby saving space and reducing cost of construction.
12. Neatness
of construction and set
so that it may be presented on
any occasion.
After the prospective builder has read
over this list, he is at a loss as to what
circuit will answer these requirements,
and after picking out his circuit, which
will be the best method of assembling the

coming up to requirement No. 6. In fact,
body effects are very noticeable in this
circuit, due to its extreme sensitiveness
and "super" characteristics. However,
this can be overcome by proper construction and assembly.
Experiments Made First
Before the actual construction of this
set was . undertaken by the writer, some
experiments with the circuit were performed, in order to better determine the
peculiarities of it and thereby enable better assembly of the various parts. As
these may be of general interest to the
reader, a few of the results obtained will
be given at this time.
Excellent results were obtained in these
preliminary tests and many undesirable
features found, one of which was the effect caused by bringing the hands within
a few inches of the wiring in order to
tune the set. It was almost impossible to
put the hands on the condenser knobs
without completely losing a station, and
served to demonstrate the absolute necessity of some kind of non-conductor for
this purpose. This is what was meant by
No. 6 in the list of requirements.
Another noticeable requirement was the
necessity of verniers on the two condensers. While verniers might be advantageous if placed on the coupling adjustments, they are not necessary if vernier condensers are used, due to the fact
that fine adjustments can be made with
these condenser verniers which will compensate for the rougher adjustments of
coupling, or the tickler.
Materials and Construction Design
Since this was to be a Radio flivver set
and we could not afford an expensive set,
yet desired something more than a crystal
receiver, that would reach out, the writer
decided to build it as cheaply as possible
without lowering the efficiency noticeably
by using inferior apparatus. With this
idea in view in this article, we will first
take up the various increments which go
to make up the whole set and discuss the

advantages,
disadvantages
and the best
design of each.
Referring
to the circuit diagram,
we

chief disadvantage of these condensers
lies in the fact that it is hard to make
good contacts.
Also, unless tightly wrap-

will first take up the variable condensers.
Much has been said by various manufacturers as to the absolute necessity of having a good, reliable condenser. While this
is entirely true, it has led many readers
to believe they must pay enormous sums
for good instruments. Of course, the more
expensive ones are more desirable from a
constructive point due to balancing, verniers, etc., but for the proper functioning
of these instruments, these things are not
essential. The writer used variables which
cost him $1.25 and fl.35 respectively, and
no better results could be desired than
these instruments have produced.
While discusing condensers it seems desirable that the various fixed units be taken up next. When this circuit was first
introduced, it was almost impossible to
secure condensers of the .006 mfd. size.
These have been placed on the market
recently, however, for the benefit of those
who care to purchase them, and most of
them seem to be excellent for the purpose
for which they are intended.
Mica Condensers Best
It is highly desirable that mica condensers be used for this size, but since paper condensers are much cheaper, they
may be used with very good results. The
ped, they have a tendency
to pop and

crackle in the receiver, which is very annoying, and at times even throws the set
out of adjustment for some certain station. This is due to the variation of the
(Continued on page 15)
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FREE
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%Vl " Hish — Beautiful Bubberiied Finish

Type C Headset Complete
PERSONALLY test every pair of phones
to GIVE
YOU
a headset
that has no
?qual.
YOU
CAN
USE
HEADSET
IN
REGULAR WAY ALSO.
I

My

price on these special selected $10
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Cash with Order or C. O. D.
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SCOTT,
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Flewelling Says! f
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aclty which Is caused by the varying
charge placed upon the tinfoil sheet.-. As
this charge varies, the attraction or repulsion between the plates vary, which in
turn causes a vibration within the condenser which results in the variation of
the capacity. This can be overcome to a
great extent by placing these three condensers as shown in the elevation sketch
of the assembled set. Here the condensers
are mounted in triangular form on a fiber
support and securely held in place by the
x -sided fiber fastening placed on top of
•hem. This is screwed down tightly enough
that it keeps the tinfoil sheets pressed
firmly against the separating dielectric,
thereby eliminating electrical vibration.
In this manner little trouble is experienced.
All other capacities are indicated on the
circuit diagram an<l may be purchased at
the local dealers.
Variable Resistances
The variable resistances R, and R2 will
be next in the order of the discussion. Rt
is not at all critical and is of very low
value, though good results may be obtained over a large range. It seems that
about one-fourth megohm is about right
for this. This, being non-critical, can
be of the pencil mark or ink type and is
placed on the front of the rear panel between two switch points, these in turn
passing through the panel and connecting to the .006 mfd. condenser.
R. is rather critical for best results
and it is advisable that a variable grid of
some standard make be used. One with a
knob adjustment and not the pencil mark
kind are the ones required. However, one
constructed as follows is giving excellent
results on the set under discussion. It,
too, is mounted on the front of the rear
panel, and may be seen in the photograph,
though the sketch does not show it. This
consists of an india ink mark on the panel,
about 4 inches long and ^3 inch wide.
placed in semicircular form and varied by
means of a knob and lever arm, the arm
being about 1*4 inches long. At one end, a
switch point passing through the panel
makes connection with the ink mark, the
other end being open. This is shunted
across the .00025 mfd. condenser as indicated in the circuit diagram. The exact
value of this depends entirely upon the
make of the tube used, the value of the
high voltage or B battery potential, and
the amount of current flowing in the filament circuit. The value, while rather
large, can be determined only by experiment; therefore the necessity for the variable leak of this character.
The rheostat may be of any reliable
make and need not be a vernier, as hard
tubes are used and the ordinary variation
is fine enough for practically all purposes.
Series-Parallel Switch
It was found advisable in preliminary
tests to use a series-parallel switch for the
first
whichandgives
an "added
range condenser,
in wavelength,
in view
of the
fact that this set is built with the idea
that as longer wave lengths are assigned
(which is sure to be the case in a very
short tirde) more capacity will be needed
as larger coils are used. Then by switching this into the parallel position, it is
adding
to the
other may
condenser"
Also, capacity
as various
aerials
be used,
the condenser may be required to function
either as a series or parallel unit. In operation, if the condenser is used in series,
it decreases the natural wave length of the
aerial, therefore, this position should be
used on long aerials. For aerials of the
proper length for the set, the condenser
may be turned to the "out" position, and
for short aerials where longer wave
lengths are required and the other condenser cannot supply this, the parallel position is used, thereby increasing the
wavelength of the antenna circuit.
Eliminating Body Capacity
Since it was absolutely essential that
body capacity effects be eliminated in
some way in order to obtain efficient operation, it was considered best to use some
kind of insulating rod or handle. In order
to produce a neat-looking set, it became
necessary for these to extend from the
dials and knobs, back through the panel.
This required the use of some means for
mounting the instruments farther back, so
it was considered advisable to use a second panel, of the same, size, fastening
them together in such a way as to make
them self-supporting and independent of
any cabinet mounting. This also increases
accessibility in case of repairs and in the
original construction. The method is clearly shown in the sketches and photographs.
Just how
far back
this second
panel

Eyelets Make Good Bezels
Drill the holes necessary and of a size
to take the body part of a shoe eyelet.
Five or seven holes are most generally
used. Procure the eyelets from your local

6

SHOE eXEUTS

I!
I!
shoemaker of a color to match your panel
— in most cases black. Insert these in the
holes with finished part out, or on the
front. This will improve the appearance
greatly. — Lloyd Dearolph, McDonald, Pa.
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ARRANGEMENT

OF SET

Hand Capacity on Dials
Reduced to a Minimum
When using metal dials that are not insulated from the shaft, they may be used
to advantage In reducing hand capacity.
1 'n the condenser, ii used In parallel
witli tl
nee or in series with the
ground should
lead
.,. con.
denser
be on the grounded side.
On the variocoupler, use pigtail connections, but in: ti ad of following the ordinary
custom of fastening wire to the shaft then
pigtail to the shaft, bore a hole on each
side of the rotor and sink a couple of brass
screws, bring out the wire to these screws
and then pigtail to the screws, soldering
the whole to insure perfect connection.
The shaft should now be again pigtailed,
this time to the ground circuit.
If the dials are not the metal type, they
may be easily grounded by giving them a
couple of coats of aluminum paint.
On a set thusly shielded, I have found
it impossible to detect the slightest trace
of A.
theJohnstone,
annoying Pocatello,
"hand capacity
E.
Idaho. effect." —

Straight Line Switch Contacts
In building my Radio outfit I had a lot
of trouble in getting a good tight connection with the regular switch arms. They
were always coming loose, so I finally
thought of the method shown in the illustration. Instead of using a switch arm
a slider and a slider rod takes its place.
Block*!:
SUPER
ROO
CONNECT
HERE
WOODjji'l
*NT£NNft

should be to insure maximum diminution
of capacity effects without being farther
than necessary, was the next question.
Since it was decided to mount the honeycomb coils on the front panel, the rear
panel need be no farther back than these
coils would be from the hands while working the verniers, wThich were placed low on
the panel for this reason. That, therefore,
will be left for the individual builder to
decide, but should this same layout be
used, this was found to be approximators' inches.
A Myers tube was used in this set and
there was found plenty of room on the
front of the back panel to mount the tube,
it being within 1% inches of the panel
when mounted.
Panels and Panel Material
This leads us the choice of the panels
to be used, and it was found that the minimum size panel that could be used successfully was 6 by 9 inches, and these cost
$1.25 each. Since it is advisable that formica, or some other good panel material,
be used instead of wood, this presents
another expense problem, since two of
these are required. A short search, however, revealed a store that carried regular
formica panels, polished and unpolished,
so two unpolished ones of the right size
were purchased, at a total cost of $1.00.
By using emery cloth and sandpaper, the
panels were grained along their longest
dimension, thus producing the dull finish
now used by a large number of leading
Radio manufacturers today. The panels
were then laid out, drilled and engraved.
As space will not permit, and as the average builder will probably not care to do
his own engraving, this process will not
be discussed at this time, though with a
little practice almost any one can engrave
their own panels satisfactorily.
The coil mountings are both of the
swivel type, it having been found in the
preliminary tests that a full 180 degree

Carter "TU-WAY"

Radio Plug

take two head sets and all types cord tip terminals. Price $1.50. Write for Bulletin on Carter "HOLD-TITE" Jacks and other products.
CARTER RADIO COMPANY, 209 Sooth Slate Sued, CHICAGO

ALL
Radio Parts
At a Big Saving and Prompt Service. Mail
Your Orders Here; Your Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
$12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Phones,
Double
S 7. S3
9.00 Trim m 3000 ohm Phones
5.95
7.60 Sterling Phones
4.90
5.00 Improved Detector Tubes
2.70
6.50 V/2 Volt Tubes, Standard base...
5.80
45.00 Magna vox Loud Speakers
26.9)
30.00 Music Master Loud Speakers... 27.45
2.00 Grewol
Enclosed
Crystal
Detectors
1.50
1.00 Earla Sockets
55
1.00 Hydrometers '
63
High-grade Moulded Variometers
4.75
High-grade Moulded Variocouplers...
4.43
Two- Way Phone Plug
83
Enclosed
Audio
Transformer,
Ratio
5 to 1
3.48
Formica Panels cut to any size, %" thick
V/2 sq.SPECIAL
inch, ft", PRICES
2c, '/*"— Vfyt.
to Dealers

ENGINEERING SERVICE
832

Windsor

Ave.

BUREAU
Chicago,

111.

coupling is advantageous in many cases.
The photographs illustrate these mountings in place on the front panel.
The coils are two De Forest coils of 50
and 100 turns, the tickler being the larger
of the two. However, after a little experimenting, it was found that 85 turns worked
better, and so the 100-turn coil was reduced to this size.
Another feature in the design of this
set is in constructing it in such a manner
that an amplifier unit may be added, both
audio and Radio frequency, should the
builder ever get that ambitious, and we
are sure many will. This accounts for
the fact that the A and B battery binding
posts are placed at each side of the panel.
At
onlyno one
set on the
writer's
panelpresent,
is in use,
connection
having
been
made through, for at present no Radio
frequency amplifiers have been developed,
to our knowledge, but that, too, is only a
matter of time.

As the
straight
now have
William
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rOINTS

contact points are placed in a
line it is very easy to make. I
no trouble in loose connections. —
M. Funk, Phoenixville, Pa.
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f Most
I for the
I Money
in
1 Radio
"SENIOR" SET

When you buy a Michigan "Senior" Regenerative Receiver
for $125.00 or a "Junior" Receiver for $57.50, you get the
clearest, most satisfactory long distance service that an
equal investment ever brought.
These sets are licensed under Armstrong U.S. Pat 1,113.149
and pending Letters Pat. No. 807,388. This means that they
represent the highest achievement in Radio Engineering.

Send
fortrated
IllusCircular
"JUNIOR"

SET

Factory Branch: 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Illinois
H. O. Ragh, Radio Engineer, in charge
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About Radio Parts
The
Varioconpler
The variocoupler closely resembles the
loose coupler in many respects. In the
loose coupler the primary winding has a
slider for tuning adjustments; in the
variocoupler the adjustments on the primary are usually controlled by means of
taps and a switch. The taps are numerous
to provide for as much range in adjustment as possible. Occasionally the primary is furnished with a double contact
switch, one to give rough adjustments,
the other to give finer adjustments, that
is to say, the one has taps perhaps for
every 10 turns, while the other further
subdivides one of these taps with a separate contact on each turn. The tuning is
first adjusted on the contacts with 10
turns then is finely adjusted per turn
through the other.
In the loose coupler the inductance effect is controlled by sliding the secondary
winding in and out of the primary winding
but the variocoupler has no sliding adjustment between the coils; it operates
under a different mechanical adjustment.
In this instance the secondary winding is
rotated about its shaft on the inside of
the end of the primary tube, then the
secondary will receive the full inductive
effect when the cores or insides of the
tubes are in line; in this way the variations of coupling are controlled.
The current flowing through the primary creates a magnetic field in the core
of the primary; this magnetic field in turn
induces a current in the secondary but the
strength of this current varies depending
on whether the secondary is receiving the

ized as before but instead of two separate
circuits there is only one. The coils of a
variometer should both contain the same
length and size of wire so that the induced
current is the same as the initial current.
The initial current then goes through both
coils but in addition there is the effect of
the induced current in both coils of the
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She Variometer
The variometer as a rule is one of the
persistent curiosities of Radio apparatus.
Most amateurs have not tried to analyze
fully its operation or its theory, yet it is
actually a very simple device. It consists of two coils connected in series, the
one turning inside the other. The same
effect and control of the induction is util-

PONT PASS THIS-BUY.T I
WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVEYOU
50%
WRITTEN

"The Best for Less"
REINARTZ
CIRCUIT
EVERY PART COMPLETE
1 Belnartz wound coil, 1. tube socket, 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0045 MFD variable
condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 16
switchable pouits
nuts,MFD
4 switch
and nuts.
8 binding;
posts,
grid leak,and
1 .002
phone stops
condenser,
23 feet
bus bar
wire,2 3" dials, 1 vari1 high-grade Kadion panel and diagram and complete
instructions

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 tube socket, 8 binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade
RADION panel, 1 3" dial and the Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction of Circuit

$11.00
TWO STAGE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
series. Note here that we write of the
effect of the induced current! This induced current may add to the initial current or it may subtract. If the current
flows through both coils in the same direction the magnetic fields assist each other
and the self induction of the variometer
is at a maximum. If the inner coil is
rotated so that the current flows through
the coils in opposite directions the magnetic fields oppose each other and the self
induction is at a minimum. The self induction of the variometer therefore depends on the relative positions of the
coils; by the rotation of the inner coil a
continuous variation of inductance may be
obtained.
______________

For best results when using more than
one pair of telephone receivers on the
same receiving set, they should have about
the same resistance and should preferably
be of the same type and manufacture. The
pairs of headsets should be connected
in series, similar to the way the two
receivers composing a headset are connected. If two or more sets of receivers
are connected in series the energy delivered to the output terminals of the receiving set is divided between the several
sets of receivers, depending upon the various resistances of the sets. Thus, it is
apparent that matched headsets are advisable.— P. J. M. Clute, Schenectady, N. Y.

EVERY PART COMPLETE
1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Irequency Transformers (5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats, 2 V, T.
Sockets, 3 Jacks (Double Circuit), 7 Binding Posts, 1 Variable Resistance Leak,
Necessary Bus Bar Wire.
Can be used with either of the above
circuits or any other receiver
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$8.50
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$10.00
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$12.50
6 Volts— 100 Amps.,
$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
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Full Rating Guaranteed
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ORDER
TODAY.
5^ discount
for cash, or will ship C. O. D. Subject to inspection. AU orders shipped same day as
received.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
Dept.-K 1219 S. Wabash Av., Chicago, 111.

$11.00
UNIT

DETECTOR

and 2 stages of audio-frequency amplification
List Price
$35.00
for each unit
Built in Mahogany finished cabinets measuring 7x7x14 inches for Tuner and
Detector Unit and 7x7x8 inches for Amplifying Unit.
Affords an unusually high range of program selectivity
and local stations can easily
ation ...
be tuned out to secure distant ones. Guaranteed to Com
givebin
excellent
results,
only00
the
$40.
very best material being used in its construction.
Special Price .. $21.75

3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

per unit
CONDENSERS
Variable: value. $1.75.... $1.05
Variable; value, $2.50..
Variable; value, $3.50..
Variable; value, $4.50..

13 Plate VERNIER;
23 Plate VERNIER;

value. $5.50.. 3.75
value. $6.00.. 4.00

43 Plate VERNIER;'

value, $6.50.. 4.25

Ball Bearing
Inductance

Reinartz
Including
Coils
Mounting

Value,
75c;
Switch

Value, $2.50

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple
Double

Coil Mounting
Coil

$5.00 List

Mountings

Special at 30c

$1.75

3.50 List

Licensed under U. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

Dealers write for
special discounts

AST0RL0ID MFG. CO., lnc.B£&AvY-.

HERE

IT IS

V. T.

AUDIO

SOCKETS
Nickeled
brass sleeve,

FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

ture locks feathe
A patented
coil in place and
prevents
the
coil
from being
thrown out of
adj u s trnent
once
is
tuned station
in.

Designed for use with
W. D. 11 Tubes,

base; value,
composition

List, $4.50;

$1.00;
special
at 50c

Price, $2.75

EXTRA

ALUMINUM LOUD
SPEAKING HORN
Nickel
plated, highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75

Just What You Have
Been Looking
For
A VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
THAT
MOUNTS ON PANEL

HONEYCOMB

SPECIAL

Telephone 3000 Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

COILS

50 turns mounted . . $0.95
75 turns mounted. . 1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35

EXTRA

WRITTEN
2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

6 Volts— 40 Amps.,

$10.00

FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
EVERY
PART
COMPLETE

2YRC0AR

Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

COMPANY

Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway, New York City

Connecting Headsets

full benefit of this magnetic field. In
turning the secondary around the number
of lines of magnetic force that flow
through the core of the secondary winding
are decreased, therefore decreasing the
strength of the- induced current.
For short wave work the variocoupler
makes a neat compact unit for panel
mounting while the loose coupler is rather
bulky and not as neatly adapted to this
use. If it is necessary to increase the
sizes for larger wave lengths it will he
found that the loose coupler may be expanded with less difficulty. The variocoupler becomes too bulky for practicable
purposes. Of course loading coils may be
added but even here it will be found that
the loose coupler responds more readily
to longer wave lengths.

RADIO

Patents

Pending

PRICE $1.50
Real Radio fans, in the building of their sets, will
more than appreciate this device, which gives them
a variable resistance which, is adaptable for use in
all Radio hook-ups — in the grid circuit — as amplifier
coupling resistance for both radio and audio frequency— "B" battery resistances — antenna shunts —
tuned loop circuits — resistance couplers for both
radio and audio frequency, and many other places
in
radio hook-up that the amateurs' ingenuity
willthesuggest.
Our complete Parts Bulletin on request.
DISTRIBUTORS — Some
territory open for live,
responsible concerns.
PREMIER
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Manufacturers Est. 1905
3802-3810 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, 111.

SPECIAL

While They Last

Clami-Eastham — 39 Plate Variable Condenser, .001 capacity, Bakelite
3-in. DialCondenser,
with Variable
Equipped
ends.
Clapp-Eastham
— 5 Plate
Bakelite ends. Dial for
vernier
Clapp-Eastham — 39 Plate Variable
Condenser,
.001 capacity,
Glass
enclosed for table mountings.
Precision made.
Equipped with 3-in.
dial.
Reduced
to.
THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable
VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron Condensite and
Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value $4.50.
J"*
Special
clal at
Potentiometer

with

knob

Potentiometer
special
at

with

2'/s"

value,

$1.75;

spe-

$2.15;

I.OO
1*15

BEST
aUALITY
JACKS.
Single
Circuit;
value, 65e; special at
Double Circuit; value, 90c: special at

30
45

dial;

value,

MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE
SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch points) ...
LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
approved by un- 1.75
derwriters
$0.90

resisting

TWO-INCH
stats and

«1 0,1
ifL.yo
«1 1 C
^A.i-O
>j|3 95

— heat
composition — high finish; special. ,$0.30
DIALS— Same
potentiometer;

RAYMOND
VERNIER
$1.50;
special

design—for
special

RH E0STATS—

rheoValue,

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value. $1.10; special at

base;

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
value, $1.50; special at
TELEPHONE
PLUGS

dial;

with

2'/s"

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MIC0N CONDENSER Combined

25
95
70
-B5
60
.75

both by the manufacturer and by us— Mail
Every article advertised above is guaranteed
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
of the Mississippi River.
AU others include postage.

__HHH-BBH-HMri~~Ba-HB>M-B-BB-i
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Part III — Tuning Unit Details and Mounting
By H. J. Marx
quite obvious thnt the efficiency of
IT theis Ultra
Kcinartz Receiver is centered
In the tuning unit. Because of this its
construction h:\s been analyzed to the fullest details The parts required for the
mounting of the unit on the panel and also
for the assembly of the rotor of the secondary circuit are easily made up and in
some cases were selected from the usual

shaft is first pulled tight to the support,
with one nut and tlu-n locked in place with
a second nut.
Considerable
care should
be taken in this assembly so that thi
alignment will be continuous or the rotation of the rotor will be eccentric.
The bearingsShaft
for Bearing's
the shaft as indicated
by the numerals 6 and 7 were taken from

shaft nut can then be turned down In place
loosely. The same operation is now repeated for the other side. The shaft nuts
can then be tightened and the locknuts
added. If the spacing collars have set
screws they should be tightened, as it will
prevent them from turning and wearing
against the rotor tube. It must not be
overlooked that tho shafts and rotor are

Tuning Record Simplifies Set

— orou.

BEND

DETAIL VIEW
OF ROTOR
BEARINGS

miscellaneous collection of odds and ends
(usually called junk) that will accumulate
in the hands of every Radiophan.
Unit Support
The support used for mounting the unit
on the panel is shown as number one in
the illustrations. Two of the patterns
shown are cut from A-inch sheet brass.
The cutting is best accomplished with a
scroll saw and retouched with a file afterwards.
The %-inch holes can be drilled
after the bending operation in order to
assure proper locations. In bending the
turns should be made sharp as possible
and at right angles. If the brass is very
hard and brittle, it would be advisable to
heat it to a red heat and then bend it
while hot in order to avoid cracking at the
bend. The lugs on the inside of the circular segement should be bent down until the
inner face is flush with the curved edge
of the support. That is the reason the
inside edge of each lug is slotted back -fa
Inch as shown, and in this way provides
bending clearance. Do not use sheet iron
or steel for these pieces, due to their reaction in the magnetic field of the tuning
unit.
Botor Shafts and Supports
The rotor shafts are supported and fastened to the rotor tube by means of the
two supports indicated and detailed as
number 2 in the illustration. These also
are made of A-inch sheet brass stock,
bent and drilled as indicated. If possible
it is best to slightly curve the lug on each
end of these supports to fit the contour of
the inside of the tubing. Small 6-32 machine screws and nuts (brass) can be used
to fasten these to the rotor tube.
The shafts, numbers 3 and 4, are both
of -ft-inch brass rod but the one used
on the panel side is % inch longer to accommodate the dial. The end is turned down %
inch from the end and a 6-32 thread is cut
back to the shoulder.
In assembling, the

."5RMIC3:

A IzramaalPlimJit bndotslion Product
.SHEETS TUBES RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

JL

two switch levers that were found in the
odds and ends. They had been drilled for
a -ft-inch shaft. If the ones on hand happen to be % inch — then % inch brass rods
can be substituted for the shafts. The
length is not very important except on the
panel side. There, any excess can usually
be accounted for by a few strokes of a file.
The spacer collars indicated by the number 5 were also found in the odds and ends.
Here likewise it may be necessary to file
off the sides slightly in order to get the
proper thickness. The exact dimensions
cannot be given as they will depend on the
thickness of the flanges on the shaft
bearings.
Assembly
The rotor should be assembled in the
tuning unit before the whole is mounted
on the panel. The shaft supports are fastened in the rotor and the bearings are
attached to the large tube. The rotor is
then held in position inside and the shaft
inserted from the outside, at the same time
slipping the spacing collar in position. The

2000

to act as one unit and rotate together. A
poor job will mean a loose rotor and impractical tuning.
Connections
Before the locking nuts are fastened on
the rotor shafts — the ends of the rotor
winding should first be looped around the
shaft — one end to each shaft. In this way
the two shafts are used to carry the circuit from the rotor and pigtail connections
are avoided. The end of the grid winding
on the unit can be looped under the front
bearing nut before it is tightened down. A
terminal lug can be inserted over the rear
bearing and the grid lead can easily be
soldered to it, when the unit is mounted
into place.

/2*

*&> SO. INCH

THICK

54 <
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THICK

K

PER SQ. INCH

Kl6THICK
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8"
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2J-2<
4<

PER SQ INCH
PER SQINfH

5!4*
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Y*iTHICK
"
"
%2 THICK

9

"
VA THICK

3/8"

1-Tube SUPER
Complete

519

SOUTH

GREEN ST.

CHICAGO

ALL
DEALERS:

PARTS

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

JMl.tM!
123 W. M ad ito n SiXhicaqo

with

SET

Phones,

Tube,

^ttDlies:..Aeria1, $30.60
McArthur Electric Co.
500 S. Dearborn, Chicago,
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS

111.

BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO MERCHANDISE AT THE

Increase
Efficiency
the Receiver's

Radio Fair

The high efficiency, wide distance-range and perfect clearness
of Federal Standard Head Sets

Don*t Miss the

Radio Sensation
of the World
AT THE

SftlNCH

STA R R ETT M FG. CO.

REINARTZ

(One Customer's Record)
Los Angeles every night last
week on a

'/2"

SEND POR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

Users of Radiophone receivers will find
that if they keep a record of tuning adjustments from day to day, it will help
them in bringing in the same stations on
subsequent occasions. The record consists of a blank with one duled space for
the station, another column for the location of the station, distance, or mileage
from the receiving station; the wave
length of the station; a column for the
antenna condenser, another for the taps,
one for the tickler and one for the vernier
rheostat, in the order named.
By reference to this record, it will be
a comparatively easy matter to determine
what adjustment is the best for bringing
in any particular station desired. A little
study of the conditions surrounding a
particular set, such as metal roofs or
steel structures near by whether on a
hill or in a hollow and such matters, will
help, with a study of the daily chart kept,
to solve many of the difficulties experienced in bringing in a station, and help
to calibrate the receiving set to the approximate wave length point for any sta*
tion. — F. N. Hollingsworth, Boston, Mass.

MILES

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
THICK

After tho tuning unit has been completely assembled, the panel suppoits can be
means Then
of short
G-32 machine
screws and nuts.
the location
of the
rotor shaft should be checked on the panel.
If .satisfactory the unit can be secured to
the panel with four % inch long countersunk head 6-32 machine screws.

are
the logical
result
of 22 ofyears'
experience
in the
making
precision communication apparatus.
Federal Standard Head Sets are nationally
endorsed by experts.
Use them and get
PROFESSIONAL efficiency from your
radio. Federal makes a complete line of
radio apparatus.
Write for descriptive literature and price.

Federal
Standard Head
Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms
and 3200 Ohms
resistance

For sale by leading dealers

Permanent Radio Fair, Inc.
HOTEL

IMPERIAL

Broadway and 32nd St., New York

Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Chicago Office— 504 Plymouth Bldg., Chicago, 111.
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ADDING

R.F. TO CRYSTAL

Radio Parts Made from
Old Storage
Batteries

SET

R r TRANSFORMED

ooos
VAKL
COtslD.

VARIQCOUPUER
*5V.

I™

PLATE

R.D -79 I

B-ATTERY

DIGEST

plan of alternating the crytal detector circuit uses a varioFOLLOWING the s
the K. D. diagram
with both simple coupler and a 23-plate variable condenser
and more complicated types of cir- as the tuning unit. The additional parts
cuits, the one shown this week illus- then are another condenser, the amplifier
trates a simple method of adding a vacuum tube, the socket, the rheostat,
stage of Radio freqency to a crystal de- transformer and necessary batteries. The
tector set. It must be realized that the 43-plate or .001 Mfd. variable condenser
crystal detector has the untold advantage is used in series in the antenna circuit.
of rectifying the received current with no The one variable condenser tunes the secdistortion. Its weakness lies in the fact
ondary circuit of the tube. The other
that weak currents are unable to pass variable condenser tunes the secondary
through. If, therefore, a stage of Radio circuit of the transformer for what may
frequency amplification is added to It, be called the crystal and phone circuit.
Forty-five to 60 volts can be used in the
this primary difficulty is overcome.
In hook up R. D. 79 it is assumed that plate circuit of the amplifier tube.
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting
Amateur Radio Call Book. In this book letters written to a boy. Each letter is
there will be found a complete list of all full and complete and the most advanced
amateur, special amateur and Radiophone student can skip over some of the letters
broadcasting stations. Just the book to and get just the information ha desires.
have near you when listening in on stations Price, $2.00.
and new call letters are heard. There is
Radio Communication. By John Mills.
a large two-color map included, also how The fundamental principles and methods
to construct and operate a honeycomb coil upon which recent developments are based
set, detector and two stage amplifier. are emphasized. The vacuum tube is
Price, $1.00.
treated in a simple, fundamental and upGetting Acquainted With Radio Re- to-date manner. Present methods and tenceivers. By Paul Godley. Describes the
dencies of the art are explained in a chapnecessary parts. How to put an aerial,
ter which is non-mathematical. Price, $2.00.
tuning, regeneration, loud speakers, dry
The book department of the Radio Dicell tubes, connecting the receiver, operagest is prepared to send you any of the
tion, faults and their remedies. Price, 25 books on Radio published, whether listed
cents.
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A. what book you want, send us your check
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition and we will see that the book is mailed to
of this book is just out. It is complete, you. Postage stamps in payments for
authentic and informative work on Radio. books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio DiFully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
gest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.

Book Reviews

fit the angle of the roof at the ridge. Two
nails may be necessary for anchoring it to
the ridge boards. A pipe reducer can be
used to bring the pipe down to % inch.

There are many uses for the parts
taken from a storage battery that are a
'CttATS At
great help to the Radio amateur. The
material for constructing the apparatus
which I am going to describe can be
procured for a few cents from a local
«»<£ATO«S
garage.
Everyone knows that the sides of a battery jar can be used for making panels
and dials but what are you going to do
with the remaining part after all four
sides have been cut away? This part has
the form of a box with small pieces separating it into five small sections. It can
be used to hold several sizes of nails or
screws. A cover for this tray can be
made out of the narrow side of the jar
by fastening it with small hinges. I have
three of these trays made up exactly as An efficient 15 or 20-foot pole can be made
described which I use to hold screws and rigid with but one set of guy wires. —
nuts of different sizes and threads. Tou Charles L. Marshall, Atchison, Kan.
can even reserve one for your table and
use it for an ash tray. It can be polished
If distortion is neted in the amplifier,
by rubbing the surfaces with oil.
be overcome by using
power
Dials can also be made with these this may
tubes
which
will stand very high plate
parts. The knobs that cover the holes voltages.
for pouring the electrolite in the jars can
be used for the knobs. These knobs are
A variometer makes a good variocoupler
hollow so that a screw can be fastened
in one by pouring the melted material of if the stator is unsoldered from the rotor.
phonograph records in around the shaft.
The dials are cut out of the sides of a
jar with a fret saw.
Next comes the making of condensers.
The forms for making small phone condensers can be easily cut from the narrow
sides of the jar. A grid condenser can be
made by taking 2 pieces of tinfoil 1 inch
wide and 5 inches long, and 3 pieces of
waxed paper 1% inches wide and 6 inches
long. Place a piece of tinfoil between
the pie pieces of paper and wind the whole
on one of the forms mentioned. A binding post must be placed at ea^h end of
the form in holes which have been drilled
through it so that direct connection to
the tinfoil can be made with thin copper
or tinfoil. This constitutes a good grid
condenser whose capacity is .00025 mfd.
Other capacities can be calculated. —
Eugene Schmidt, TJtica, N. T.

Antenna Pole Roof Support
In erecting a pole for an aerial on top
of a barn or house it is sometimes necessary to mount it without cutting a hole
in the roof. One way to do this is to use
a % -inch pipe for the base by cutting one
end of the pipe and spreading the parts to

G R E W O L
Crystal Detector
Attractive Dealers' Discounts

WERNES

AND

159 North State Street

PATCH
CHICAGO

A Micrometer Rheostat

The Armstrong1 Super-Begenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to made Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75c.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio
thoroughly
explained
in

WE

LIVE

IN

SPECIFICATIONS
The
latest development in Micrometer
Rheostats.
Instantaneous
adjustment
with one
knob control. Price $1.50

KANSAS

but we receive programs from Atlanta,
Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison, Los Angeles, Dallas, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Denver and San Antonio on crystal
without batteries. Tour crystal set requires
only easy, inexpensive changes. Send
stamp for further information or $1.00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions.
Everything clearly explained. Satisfaction
guaranteed. LEON LAMBERT, 505 South
Volutsia. Wichita,
Kansas.

Jobbers write for discounts

HOWARD

RADIO

COMPANY

«48 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

THE BULL DOG MAST SEAT
Fills a Long Felt Want

BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $0.85
^^^>T *.T --T^ modern
TRUE phonographs,
CABIXET TYPE,
liketheir
the beauty
finest
^^^^k
with all
fZ%
^B
ii,nd
Pert'ect
tone.
Makes
your
two-step
set
a
real EXTER■ V^^H
TAINER for family and friends.
SPIROLA
DUPLEX
uses any
«|^^V
headset.
SPIROLA
SIMPLEX
uses
Baldwin
or other
unit.
^^^^
Either type, black with nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany finish
with bronzed throat, $4.85.
At dealers or postpaid (C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
L. H. DQyXEIX arFG. COMPANY,
Dept. D,
Box 70, ANN ARBOR.

f

If you are detracting from the appearance of your home by using an unsightly mast (a 2x4
or crooked pole), install in its place the only Aerial Mast Seat on the market today. A solid
and substantial base for your Mast, eliminating sagging said swaying, affording permanency
and security. Greater range and more satisfactory results from your receiving set.

ORNAMENTAL
STRONGLY CONSTRUCTED
QUICKLY AND EASILY INSTALLED
GRIPS YOUR MAST LIKE A VICE

MICH.

,

Adjustable to any pitch of roof, either peaked or metal ridge roll type.

Listening

across

the

continent — New

ORIGINAL

BLUE

York

to

PRINTS

California

of the Famous MAWHINNEY
RECEIVING APPARATUS
A series of 7 blue prints giving in full detail all the necessary information, specifications, and method of construction, and assembling
of the MAWHINNEY RECEIVING Apparatus. This is the 5-tube
I
receiving set that startled the Radio world by picking
up 5 stations on the Pacific Coast with only a fire
escape as an aerial.
The blue prints tell you in a
B\^
very simple and clear manner just how to construct
=t9
a duplicate of Mawhinney's trans_J
continental receiving set.
If your dealer cannot supply
you —of Send
set
prints.$2.00 for complete

A. S. MAWHINNEY
801 RIVERSIDE
Dept. 30

DRIVE
New York

Seat for 1
inch Mast
Seat for 1 V2 inch Mast

,.T. . . $2.00 each
$2.50 each

If your dealer cannot supply you, clip coupon and mail with your remittance to

MAST

SEAT

MANUFACTURING

CO.

119 5th Street S. E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Jobbers and Distributors Write for Discount

MAST SEAT MFG. COMPANY,
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is $
Name

119 Fifth St. S, E., Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send me Mast Seats to cover remittance.

Address.....

City
Check, Money Order or Bank Draft
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Questions and Answers
Loop Aerial
(S784) EDO. Teeumsi-h, Neb.
Wrote you some time ago concerning
some Information on the Keflex circuit
. in (he January t> number of Radio
Digest. Have my sot completed now,
t.ut so far have hail DTlt little luck wan
it. I am Inclosing hook-up. ulueh while
altered eonsiderably in appearance, is exaetly in every way the same as the one
printed in the Jajiunry fi issue. Would you
be so kind as to eheek over the hook-un?
i have used the best nia,terials obtainable
here in my outfit ami am very anxious to
make it "work" on a loop. Mow larsre and
how many turns of wire on loop for the reception of broadcasts on 4S"> meters or
The plate voltage? Are the fixed
condensers of the proper capacities? Are
they properly placed?
A. — Noting your difficulties in operation
of Reflex circuit appearing in Radio Digest and sketch submitted will advise
that so executed it should function with
satisfactory results, your experience to
the contrary. It is impossible to determine where your trouble lies without a
personal inspection of set. Some slight
discrepancy is acting as a deterrent and
when remedied will remove your trouble.
For loop aerial use eight turns of No. 18
wire on a 3-foot square frame. This
should be effective.
Use about forty-five volts on the plate.
Fixed condensers as indicated are of
right capacity and properly placed.
Three-Tube Keflex
(2S1S) WHP, Brooklyn, N. T.
In the Radio Digest of January 27
you published an artcile on Reflex circuits under the heading of "The By-Pass
Condenser in the Reflex Circuit;" also
three different hook-ups.
As I have used a two-tube Reflex circuit
published by you for some time with the
finest of results, I decided to build the
three-tube and crystal-detector circuit
with jacks as published by you in Figure
3 in the above issue, but I cannot understand how these jacks work as you have
them in your drawing. I can see where
the first A.F. jack might work all right,
but where are the connections for the second jack? When the plug is inserted and
the body of the jack having no connection,

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By usinsr WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own snare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
s>*per regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESC0 RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacaville. Calif.

there is but one eonneetion for the plug
Should the body of this jack be connected
up as the lirst .1
1 have built this set, but I do not gel
any difference in volume between the fust
and second .iaek, although the volume is
tvood and very clear it is not enough louder
than my two-tube Keflex to warrant using the extra lamp, and I do not think it
works as well on my loop aerial as my
old set.
Being unable to get a 10 mllhenry choke
coil I used a five hundred-turn honeycomb
eoil, ami in place of the 50,000-ohm resistance Igot the smallest I could, which
was one-tenth of a megohm. Perhaps
these values being wrong have upset the
whole works.
I would be pleased if you would explain
the operation of the jacks as you have
them drawn in this circuit and would
like to have you give me any other information that would enable me to get out
of my trouble, and if you have a blueprint of this circuit kindly mail me one
and I will send you a check for same and
also for your trouble.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to three-tube Reflex circuit appearing in Radio Digest, will advise that
in the connection of the jacks the prong
which is connected to positive B and the
.002 condenser should be connected to the
body of jack. Diagram is missing in that
detail.
It is not our belief that the substitution
of appartus differing from specifications
will
affect functioning of the circuit materially.
Connection of jacks described should
afford sufficient volume.

WD-ll

(Both

Suitable

apparatus did yon find to work the best?
Ratio of Radio transformers and make?
Ratio of audio transformers and make?
(26G6)
I am WJO,
now Johnstown,
Interested inI'm.the Reflex cir- Type
lulus? (Have on hand U. V. 200cuits published in December 80, January 201). ofDielectric
in fixed condensors mica
6 and January 2(1. 1928; and your answers
to a few questions will be much appreci- or paper? In circuit No. 2 what is the
high)
variable
resistance
ated. Is the tube WD-11 suitable in Re- ohms used in plate circuit? of 600 to 2,000
flex? With an outdoor aerial which is
A. — Answering your inquiries with refbest, loose coupler, variocoupler or H. C".
erence to Reflex circuit appearing in
coils? How to connect up this aerial circuit in that case? Can another tube be Radio Digest will advise that any standard apparatus of rugged construction will
used instead of crystal? If a crystal is
better is there a type that will keep its serve effectively.
Transformers
should be of three or four
adjustment? Can a potentiometer be used
to one ratio.
on a 1% volt cell?
U.V. 201 tube is highly desirable. Hard
A. — Referring to Reilex circuit appearing in December 23 issue, will advise that tubes are used.
Use mica dielectric in condensers.
a WD-11 tube is not suited to this type of
receiver.
A graphite variable resistance of six
hundred
to two thousand ohms is indicated
Use a variocoupler with the out-of-door
aerial. Manner of connecting antenna is for plate circuit.
shown in the diagrams.
It is necessary to use a crystal detector
in Reflex circuit and it cannot be replaced
with a tube, as suggested. Dutec or Million Point detectors should not lose their
Investigate the opportunities offered through taking either our RESIDENCE or HOME STUDY
adjustment.
COURSE of radio instruction. Coiidui'ted by the
A potentiometer can be used on a 1%
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA— no new
operators accepted by the Eastern Division of that
volt cell.
corporation other than our graduates.
Write for complete Information.
Keflex Apparatus

Wireless Operators Wanted

(2597) LGG, Philadelphia, Pa.
In the diagram No. 1 calling for two
tubes, two A F. transformers, two R. F.
transformers and a crystal detector, what

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

328 A

(Formerly Marconi Institute)
Broadway
New York

Delicate Soldering
THE

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

Platinum

Copyrighted)

My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and witbout distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mail. .No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetareproduced,
in use. and is imiMy W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
withthat
the little
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of
tube tube
as no and
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high quality silk insulated coil3 are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more. . Write for prices.

Not

$

Heating

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instru-.
ment
for this par>*
ticular constructed
purpose.

POST SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

IRON
Tips — Universal

Awarded

Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio
From your Dealer, or write
SIZE
ONE-HALF ACTUAL
6\y

POST

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

City

Current

Institute

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

Ave.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Numbers Two
or Three
ES
VOLUM
BOUND

Memo Pad

POSTPAID
POST
CC
Choi
BY PARCEL

with One Year's Subscription
to RADIO DIGEST

What I will need to make a good tube set
A Kellogg No. 501 variocoupler
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

605 variable condenser
2 tube socket
506 miniature condenser
503 mounting
609 radio resistance

Kellogg No. 502 dial
Kellogg No. 69A head set
Kellogg No. 501 rheostat
Kellogg switch and switch points
and B batteries and cabinet
Deteoter tube

Kellogg radio equipment is recommended

for several

first — It is easy to install and simple to operate.
Seoond — It is built of the hxgheot
grade material to give the boot possible
results.
Third — It is eleotrically and mechanically oorreot mad will last a lifo tirno*

13 NUMBERS
BOUND VOLUME
Pare! PC IN4JTHE
2.00 T
52 NUMBERS IN YEAR'SSUBSCRIPTION
VOLUMES TWO AND THREE

Fourth — It is built by the Kellogg
Switchboard and Simply Co. , who have
ufaotured high grade telephone equi
for the past 25 years.
Fifth. — Every Kellogg radio par*
GUARANTEED by the manufacturer.

A

Now Ready for Delivery.
Prepaid,
Each Only...

COUPON

I
PUBLISHER,
123 Wcit

One year subscription to Radio Digest
and both bound volumes 2 and 3

"Use, is the test1

ALL ORDERS
MUST BE SENT DIRECT— No tdtn en this offer will
be aecefted throuoh fuburlptiOfi agencies newt dealers or ny all orders.
Critck. aimty

-J
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~

RADIO DIGEST.
.
Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.

Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two and also Number
Three and one year's subscription lo the Radio Digest, for which
I am inclosing check— M. O. for Seven Dollar*.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or Three and
one year's subscription to the Radio Digest, (or which I am
enclosing check— M. O. (or Five Dollars.
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Lester Picker, invalid for life,
due to a fall from his aerial
mast, operates his station,
6AJH, from the bedside
© P. & A.
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RADIO HELPS DEAF HEAR
CHILD TESTS
HOLD HOPES
FOR OTHERS
O. M. Pittinger, Supt. Indiana
Schools for Deaf, Finds
Airphone Success

Kiddies Hear First Music
Amplified Sounds Awaken Latent
Sense — Score in Trial — Nearly
All Respond

Miss Jean Barry, comely and talented Barry portion of
the Pantages vaudeville team, White & Barry. With
Miss White, Miss Barry recently appeared on a program at KGB, The Tacoma Ledger-Mullins Electric
Company Station at Tacoma, Washington. She sings
attractively but her forte is piano work

360 and on 400 meters temporarily, filing applications for transfer to the two new special
classes if they desire to do so.
The new classes will comprise: Class A.
s.tations under 500 watts in power, similar
to the present general class, to which "distinctive" wave lengths lying between 222 and
300 meters will be assigned "so far as is
possible"; and Class E stations rated between 500 and 1,000 watts, especially qualified for long distance and efficient service,
which may be assigned wave lengths between
300 and 345 meters and between 375 and 545
meters. There are thirty Class B stations
today, which will be given special waves
within these two bands, although they may
continue to operate on 400 until the new plan
can be put into effect. Most B stations will
receive exclusive waves except where there
are several plants in one localitjr, in which
event they will have to divide their hours.
Modifies Conference Program
Judging from his final report on the recommendations of the Radio conference, Secretary
(Continued on page 2)

Voliva Will Teach "Flat
World" Theory from Zion
New

Miss Bessie
Brown, vorite
a fatainer enterfrom
Station KSD
Lewis Smitii
Photo

Plant

to Tell the WorldIt Is Flat

ZION, ILL. — Two steel towers will be
erected on a hill near the Zion tabernacle
to serve as antenna towers for the new
Zion Radio broadcasting station from
which the teachings of Voliva, his theories
of flat worlds, fixed stars and oysterless
existence will be broadcast. This location
will place the antenna 230 feet above the
level of the lake.
The location was decided upon following a conference with F. S. Bernhardt,
engineer in charge of installation. A
building will be erected immediately underneath the antenna and will contain
on operating room, generating room, reception room and studio. The station
will broadcast on 400 meters wave length
and will be in operation early in May.

By Felix F. Bruner
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— "The partially deaf may regain hearing through
Eadio," says O. M. Pittinger, superintendent of the Indiana Schools for the
Deaf. In an interview with the Digest
Mr. Pittinger said: "Although I believe
it is highly possible to restore hearing
to those having latent hearing, I do not
think it probable that the totally deaf
person can be made to hear through any
treatment.
"Eadio may become valuable in this
connection as constant listening to intensified sound waves coming through the
receivers should develop hearing. Children who are thought deaf have not
really developed their talent for hearing,
and I think Eadio will aid them to again
form the lost habit of detecting sound
waves. In my recent tests at the Indiana
State School for the Deaf I have found
that some of the children who were considered past hearing, were able to distinguish between words and music.
Many Hear for First Time
"I am very pleased with the results of
these tests, and it is my plan to continue
the work with Radio. I expect to accomplish what has been hitherto considered
In the experiments that recently took
the impossible."
place
a surprising number of the children
of the school were able to really hear for
the first time that they could remember.
While many that could hear the music
(Continued on page 2)

WESTINGHOUSE FAILS
IN RADIOCRAFT FIGHT
CornElectric and Manufacturingghouse
Westin
— The
YORK.
inary ina prelim
denied
NEW
has been
t
junction in its suit agains the Deforest Radio, Telephone and Telegraph
Company and the Radiocraft Company,
a subsidiary. The Westinghouse Company is suing for alleged infringements
of the Armstrong license grant held by
the Radiocraft Company. It is said
that Westinghouse is merely after
publicity.

RADIO

RADIO HELPS DEAF HEAR

AN EVENING

(Continued from page 1)
were unable
to hear the announcements,
the tests were thought highly successful.
Future tests are to be made with the aid
of a highly amplified loud speaker and it
is thought the intensified sound waves will
be audible to even a greater number of
the children.
A score of the children, some of them
rated entirely deaf and others almost completely deaf, responded to the recent experiment, many being able to hear fairly
clearly.
Case of Isabelle Schaible
Isabelle Schaible, a pupil, heard music
for the first time. Others were able to
hear and distinguish between speaking
and music, but Isabelle responded more
completely than the others.
She sat with a Radio headset over her
ears. Her face almost shouted in her excitement. The strains of a dance orchestra were being received from a local station.
Instructors, pupils and visitors crowded
about and watched her. She started beating time to the music with her foot. Any
doubt that she was hearing was dispelled.
Isabelle, whose home is at Lafayette,
Ind., has been deaf from childhood. Instructors rated her "completely deaf." She
could distinguish nothing when the set received a concert from Detroit. But when
the loud tones of a local dance orchestra
came through the phones she immediately
responded, signaling with her hands to an
instructor that she heard music.
When the music stopped and an announcer started talking she signalled she
could not hear a sound, although persons
with normal hearing listening in on other
sets could hear perfectly.
Few Fail to Respond
A score of pupils, whose hearing was in
all stages to complete deafness, submitted
to the experiment. Only four or five did
not respond. A number considered deaf
could distinguish between speaking and
music.
first two pupils with whom the experiment was tried were Gertrude McKnight of Carmel, Ind., and Mary Monfreda of Indianapolis. When the phones
were placed to their ears their faces
brightened. They expressed the opinion it
was "fine" and could distinguish between
speaking and music.
Leon Heinrich, South Bend, Ind., an advanced pupil, put the receivers to his ears.
His face was a study for a moment.
"I can hear something like a street car,"
he said.
Instructors expressed the opinion he had
felt the vibrations of a street car and the
vibrations of the headset felt the same.
Compare to Talking' Machine
On the second test, when an Indianapolis station was broadcasting, Leon accurately and repeatedly distinguished between music and talking. He has been
deaf since he was five years old.
Many of the children declared they were
listening to a phonograph when the music
was being played. It was explained that
while some possibly had sufficient hearing
to distinguish phonograph music, others
had recognized the vibrations of the Radio
music as similar to those of the phonograph.
Intense interest in the experiment was
expressed by instructors and pupils alike.
They gathered around the receiving set
and whenever any one succeeded in hearing there were smiles and congratulations.
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from

page

AT HOME

440
400

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgarv, Alta
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo...
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WD AP, Chicago 111. . .
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.. ..
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark, N. J
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis, Tenn

7:00- 8:00

430
360
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
6:00- 8:00
5:00- 9:00
•4:457:30
6:00-10:00

400
400
710
422
400
400
360
360
400
400
400
360
400
400
370
400
400
360
400

7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:001:00

8:00-11:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:00

7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30
6:00- 6:30

400
400

7:00- 9:30

360
400
360
400
360

WW J, Detroit, Mich

7:00- 8:00
7:00-8:00 11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
6:00- 8:00
5:00-12:30 5:00- 9:00
6:00- 7:00
4:45- 7:30 4:45- 7:30
6:00- 8:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
6:45- 7:40 7:00- 8:40
8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00 7:00-11:00
8:30-10:00 7:00- 8:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
6:00-11:00 6:00- 6:30
6:00- 7:30
7:00- 9:30 7:00- 9:30

10:10-11:30 6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
10:00-11:00
7:00- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00

400
360
400
400
400
360
400
400

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark, N. J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga

(Instructions for Use.
If your city uses Eastern
city uses Mountain Time,
two hours.
Thus the use
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WITH THE LISTENER
IN
Sunday
Friday

Tuesday FOR
(SEE NOTE
INSTRUCTIONS)
Thursday
Monday BELOW
Wednesday
Met.

Station and City

The
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Saturday

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
6:00- 8:00
'8:00-' 9:00
5:009:30 5:00-12:30 5:00- 9:00
6:00-10:00
4:45- 7:30 4:45- 7:30 4:45- 7:30
6:00- 8:00
8:00-11:30 8:00-10:00
11:30- 1:00 8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:40
7:00- 8:40 8:00-10:30
7:00- 8:00

7:008.-00
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00

7:45- 8:45
3:00- 5:00
5:00
3:455:00- 5:30
6:00- 8:00
5:00- 6:00

7:00- 8:00

'9:30-10:36
7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
11:45- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 9:00-12:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00 7:30-11:30 10:00- 2:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00 7:30- 8:00 8:00-11:00 8:30-10:30
9:30-11:00 9:30-11:00 8:00- 9:30 8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:009:00
6:30- 7:30
6:45-11:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30 6:00- 8:55
7:15- 9:30 7:00- 9:30 9:10-11:00
7:00- 9:30
7:00- 9:30 7:00- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
9:15-10:30 6:00- 7:30
8:30-10:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 12:30- 2:00
7:30- 8:30
7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30 800- 900
6:50- 9:10
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 9:30-10-30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00 7-30- 9-00
8:00- 8:45
7 "30- 8 '30
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00

"Under the plan amateurs are given the
whole area from 150 to 220, instead of
being fixed upon 200 with special licenses
at 375. The special license hitherto issued
for amateurs at 375 will now be issued at
220. Certain special cases will be taken
care of otherwise. It is proposed, in cooperation with the amateur associations,
to develop an assignment of wave bands
in classifications so as to somewhat relieve the present interference among amateurs. The number of wave bands which
can be used among the short wave area
assigned to the amateurs is greater in
proportion than among the longer wave
lengths, and these arrangements expand
the area

f

assigned

to amateurs."

Duo -Reflex
DEALERS: Send (or free blue
prints of the Erla Duo-Reflex
one tube circuit.

123 W: Mad ixonJt, Chicago
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E. T. Flewelling Has More to Tell — Read
of his series, to appear next week.
A

Programs

of the

Leading

he has to say in the eleventh

You

Never

article

Radio writer — will start in an
for this attractive feature.

Plants — furnished

for you

the easy chair and enjoy a program you have selected.
programs are on pages 4 and 6 this week; more next
A.

$200

Annex

MINNEAPOLIS

If you want
what

New Beginners Series — by a nationally-known
early issue.
Tell your novice friends to watch

Advance

$100
STAMPS)

MEASUROGRAPH
-

MINN-

GET STATIONS

Cheap Single Tube Reflex — that will bring the local ones in on a loop, and
run circles around a regenerative set — will be desecribed in the next series
by H. J Marx,

in" the Station.

231 Tribune
D

Looking Ahead

and "Tune

Gauge complete
with
Mapand
36"xwave
24"
showing
location,
callWail
letters
length of Broadcasting Stations, Standard
Time Zones, radio districts, and other
valuable information. No set complete
without this outfit. Mailed prepaid,
rolled in tube .with full instructions.

1)

Hoover did not think it expedient to undertake so broad a program of reconstruction, and has compromised on the committee's plan. This he terms a step in
ideal development of measures for prevention of interference in public broadcasting. It is evident that limited personnel and funds come into the question
of a general revision of broadcasting regulations and the assignment of exclusive
waves, while some difficulties present
themselves in those bands used by shipping.
In order to provide a systematic assignment of wave lengths to the various
stations broadcasting without hardship,
the commerce department proposes to cooperate with the individual stations within
the broad confines of the recommendations
of the conference.
Classes Under New Bales
The
"co-operative"
regulations
follow:
"Class A will include those stations
equipped to use power not exceeding 500
watts. In this class it is proposed that
the Radio inspectors, in co-operation with
the station owners, shall assign distinctive
wave lengths to each station so far as is
possible in the area from 222 to 300
meters. No station will be required to
change from 360 unless it is so desired.
"Class B will include those stations
equipped to use from 500 to 1,000 watts.
In this class it is proposed to similarly
offer to license these stations on special
wave lengths from 300 to 345 and from
375 to 545 meters, having regard to the
maintenance of some ship work on 450
meters as outlined above and again no
station will be required to change from
360 unless it so desires.
"Class C will comprise all stations now
licensed for 360 meters. In this class no
new licenses will be issued for stations on
360 meters until the plan is entirely realcontinued
in fourth
column)

hitherto

Transformers

— All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific time, subtract
is very simple.)

"All the Live News of Radio"
An Evening at Home with the Listener In

OKEHS NEW LAW

(Continued from first column)
ized. Stations which do not wish to move
under the general plan may remain at
360 meters, but they will necessarily be
subject to some interference at best. It
is thought that by the above plan the
stations can be gradually brought into
accord without hardships.
Amateur Stations

so

you

can

sit

Heard

Before

real distance and clear signals
you must use the

FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leak

in

Fifteen plants' advance
issue.

B. C. Lessons for Beginners — Chapter XVI next week will be devoted to a
discussion of Reflex Amplification by Mr. Mohaupt. Read his article on Loop
Antennae on page
1 1 , this issue.

Part I of Your "Telephone Book" Again Next Issue — Keep your Radiophone
directory up-to-date every week by the only means easily available, that
of buying your weekly copy of the Digest.

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
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NAVY TRANSMITS
15,768,308 WORDS
SIXTEEN
WITH
No

DISTINCT
USERS
NAVY LARGEST

Transfer of Funds or Reimbursements Are Received for Traffic —
Savings Are Actual

WASHINGTON. — During (he first quarter of the fiscal year 1983, the Naval Communication Service transmitted about four
and one-half million words by Radio, the
Navy's part of which was three million.
some of which necessarily was administrative, in connection with the Communication Service. It is surprising that the
next largest user was the Department of
Agriculture with nearly half a million
words.
Handle 15,768,308 Words
In the calendar year, the Navy handled
a total of 15,768,308 words for the Government through its shore stations. Of this
total. 10,884,217 were Naval orders and
despatches. The balance, nearly five million words, was for other departments,
both the Agricultural and War Department
riling over a million words each. All told,
16 different bureaus used the Navy Radio
service, including the White House and
the House of Representatives.
Based on commercial rates, the Communication Service for the year ending
June 30, 1922, handled for the Navy $2,721.000 worth of business and $1,040,667
for other Government Departments.
Makes Offer to Other Departments
The Navy receives no transfer of funds
or re-imbursements for the work performed for other Government Departments, yet the savings are actual. The
Navy has these necessary facilities and
offers them to other departments' use for
official business. During the fiscal year
1922, the commercial work handled
amounted to $277,122.42. This was actual
cash turned into the U. S. Treasury. Thus
the total Government and Commercial
traffic amounted to a little over four million dollars, earnings and savings.
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WDAP AND WOC HAVE
FIRST STATION SONGS

CANADA TELLS FANS
OF MAIL PROCEDURE
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Win'.is
Davenport, cago
Iowa.
The the
Drake
composed by Jack Nelson, pro
director of WDAP, The official WOC
son:; is a published ballad entitled •Station WOC of Davenport, Iowa — Where
the West Begins." Words and music
were written by Nat Ozraon, a song
writer of Moline, 111.
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of mails and kindred topics are being
broadcast by tho post ortlco department at Ottawa as a means of informing tho public on matters of general
Interest. The messages contain helpsent to cenful hints regarding mails
ters within the Dominion and also to
foreign countries.

"J.E.K." OF WOR

HERSELF

KYW TO BROADCAST
PLAYS FROM STAGE
CHICAGO

PLANT IS FIRST IN
THE FIELD

Arrangements
Are Completed
to Put
Day" Players'
on Air "Bargain
North Shore
By Robert Stanton
CHICAGO. — Radiophans of the United
States will be entertained on the evening
of April 17th, with another feature attraction from Westinghouso Station KYW.
Since the entire production of Shore Leave
was broadcast from Powers theater several months ago, Wilson J. Wetherbee and
Walter C. Evans, director and chief engineer respectively, of KYW have endeavored to develop the broadcasting of spoken
drama to meet the popular demand of the
invisible audience for this form of entertainment. Their efforts have culminated in
arranging through the co-operation of
Jessie Royce Landis, director of the
North Shore Players company, and
daughter-in-law of Kenesaw Mountain
Landis, barrister and baseball arbiter, a
schedule of one-act plays to be produced
from time to time in the studio of KYW.
Stag-e
The First
first toof Broadcast
these is from
entitled
Bargain
Day, and was arranged and directed under
the personal supervision of Mrs. Landis.
The part of the harassed husband will be
played by Sidney M. Spiegel, Jr., who
acted the roll when the play was given in
Chicago. The finale lead will be interpreted by Jessie Royce Landis.
Station KYW is now widely known to be
the first broadcasting station in America
to have broadcast an entire drama directly
from the stage of the theater and the aim
of the management is to give KYW's
audience more plays and to make the station a theater without a stage.

Basketball Game and
Concert Cause Friction

RECEIVING SETS ARE
USED ON HOUSEBOATS

Argument Settled by Broadcasting
Two Events Alternately

HOUSTON, TEX.— Rice Institute nearly
had a row with Texas A. & M. College, during the basketball finals at the city auditorium here. It all happened over RadioBOSTON MASS. — Several houseboat
phone rights.
owners have been beating the coal and the
Broadcasting stations in Houston have a
schedule whereby The Evening Post furlandlord during the past winter by establishing winter quarters on their housenishes a two hour musical program beboats, tied up at the L Street Bridge,
tween 8 and 10 p. m. each Friday night.
South Boston. Two of them have added
The basketball games were played during
Radio sets to their snug quarters and have
the same hours. Rice Institute station,
had a good time all winter, listening to the
WRAA, wanted the air; but The Evening
broadcasts from various stations and
Post artists were assembled in the studios
laughing at the landlord profiteers. John
each Friday ready to send a concert proPowers,merly aowner
theferry
"Cityused
Point,"
forfrom WEAY, Will Horwitz Jr.'s Iris
motor of
boat,
between
theatergram station.
South Boston and Castle Island, and con- Above is Miss Jessie E. Koewingr, popularly known as "J. E. K.," announcer and program director
The same thing happened three successive weeks. Leo W. Martin, announcer at
verted into a houseboat, and Charles Nord- of Station WOR, of the L. Bamberger Stores, Newark, N. J. You have often heard, This is
well, owner of another houseboat, installed Station WOR of, etc., J. E. K. announcing, etc."— that is she. J. E. K. is single, as she says, WEAY, solved the difficulty by having a
their Radio sets just as if they lived in "That is, I hope I won't be long." She absolutely refuses to give her age, but judging by her telephone placed in The Post studio so that
a city dwelling, but instead of using photo, we are sure it could not have been very long ago since she was born in Evanston, 111. while a musical number was going out a
the WOR sheprograms,
them knitting
and then announces sometimes —
steampipes or waterpipes for grounds, Miss Koewing arranges allotherwise
sits arounddirects
and does
reporter could write the basketball playthey merely dropped the ground wires
by-play. The game was flashed between
overboard. With the coming of warm
numbers.
weather, they will lift anchor and move
LISTENING
IN
BARRED
out into the bay, going back and forth
from shore by rowboat or power launch,
TO HOUSE MEMBERS
Springfield Has Club
and using their Radio sets at night on the
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — A new club was
water instead of going to the movies.
recently organized here to be known as the
"Fan" Is Too Easily Confused with Sir W. Joynson-Hicks
Associated Radiowls." The
Ill-favors "Springfield
Baseball Followers
object of the club is the advancement of
"Counter Attraction"
Radio as a science and to promote a better
Dr. Stefan Grotowski Opens
CALGARY, ALTA.— The Morning Al— The members of the house spirit of good fellowship between RadioWEAF Polish Night Program bertan at Calgary, owner of CHBC, has of LONDON.
commons will not be subjected to the phans. Officers are, H. B. Watkins, president; E. N. Grlse, vice president; E. C.
NEW YORK.— The Polish Night Pro- adopted the Radio Digest spelling of "Ra- temptation of "listening in" to jazz music
gram broadcast through WEAF on the
diophan", after a year's use of "radio or other entertainment features on the Tarleton, secretary and H. F. Oliver,
evening of April 2, was arranged by the fan" this being considered a better term. Radio telephone, to the detriment of their treasurer.
Polish Bureau of Information of New York. The usage is also becoming more and attention to official business, it was anProminent Polish citizens and officials and more general among Radio editors of daily
nounced by the postmaster general in
musical talent of the highest order co- newspapers throughout Western Canada. reply to a suggestion made by a member broadcasting.
operated to acquaint the Radio audience Owing to this, it is now impossible to that receiving apparatus be installed in
To this suggestion Sir W. Joynsonwith the culture and art of Poland. Dr. abbreviate to "fan," which although the house. The member based his sug- Hicks,
the postmaster general, replied
Stefan Grotowski, Polish Consul General sometimes convenient in writing headgestion on the desirability of giving the that he did not think it was his duty to
lines, is considered to be confusing with commoners an opportunity of passing on
in New York opened the program with a
counter attraction" in the
brief talk on Poland since the war.
chamber "such
of thea house.
followers of motion pictures or baseball. the quality of the post office department's provide

Owners Laugh at Landlords and
Coal Barons

Mo rn ing A Ibertan A dopts
Digest's Word Radiophan
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, April 10
KDKA, Eastern, 8:30 P. M., Concert by F.
Feisenbaum, violin; Mrs. P. Feigenbaum, accompanist; Adele Eggers
Furniss, soprano; Miss Schaney, accompanist; Brinley Jones, baritone.
Program: Soprano solos, "For All
Eternity," Mascheronr; "Sing, Smile,
Slumber," Gounod. Soprano and violin
obligatos, "The Summer Wind," Bischoff, and "Sweet Miss Mary," Neidlinger. "Violin solos, "Serenade,"
Pieine; "Romance," Wienawski; "Sarabande," Bohm. Baritone solos, "The
Last Watch," Pinsuti; "I Passed by
Your Window," Brahe; "The Wolf,"
Shield: "There Is No Death," O'Hara,
and "Thanks Be to God," Dickson.
XSD, Central, 8:00 P. M., Allie Schmidt,
soprano; Mrs. Oma Culbertson Prescott
and Mrs. A. H. Helbig, pianists.
KYW, Central, 11:30 A. M., Table Talk,
domestic science, by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson. 8:00 to 9:00 P. M., Verna Lyon
Boorman, contralto;
^allieflute;
Menkes,
companists Joseph Izzo,
Mrs. acW.
G. Watson, reader; Pasadena Orchestra
Deluxe; Elmer Gray, piano; Charles
Elkln, violin and alto sax.; Walter
Wagg, cornet; Carl Morris, C melody
sax.; Sig. Meyer, banjo; Jack Wrout,
drums; Isham Jones and orchestra.
Program: 1, Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
Sheean, "Flower of Araby." by Pasadena Orchestra Deluxe; 2, "Cradle Song,"
"Rosalie," by Verna Lyon Boorman;
3, "Berceuse," "Mazurka," by Joseph
Izzo; 4, "Baby Blue Eyes," "Sweet
Lovin' Mamma," "Dearest," by Pasadena Orchestra Deluxe; 5, "Romance of
a Hammock," "The Saleslady," by Mrs.
W. G. Watson; 6V Popular Dance Selections, Isham Jones Orchestra; V, "I
Come toLyon
Thee,"
"Teach 8,MeFlute
to Pray,"
Verna
Boorman;
Solo, by
by
Joseph Izzo; 9, "Sonnet on Stewed
Prunes," by Mrs. W. G. Watson; 10,
"You've Gotta See Your Mamma Every
Night," "Funny Blues," "Aunt Hagar's
Blues,"
by Pasadena
Deluxe.
WBAP, Central,
7:15 to Orchestra
8 P. OT., Concert
by the Fort Worth High School Glee
Club; 9:30 to 10:30 P. M., Concert by
the Harmony Club of Fort Worth.
WBZ, Eastern, 7:45 P. M., "Installation of
Bird Gardens," by C. J. Anderson, The
Bird Man; 8:00 P. DC, Concert by Roberts Banjo Club.
*
WDAP, Central, 10:00 P. M., Miss Burdette
Cleveland, sopr.; J. E. Stevens, bass;
Miss Helen Steen, sopr.; Miss Helen
Gre-im, Jack Chapman's Dance Orchestra.
WUY, Eastern, 7:40 P. M., Address, "The
World's Greatest Nursery," by Clifford
R. Pettis; 7:45 P. M., Vaudeville program, Orchestral selection, "March of
the Spirits," by The Troubadours;
Tenor solo, "Good Night, Little Girl,
Good Night," by Earl Emery; Instrumental Trio, "Mighty
Lak'H. a P.Rose,"
by
H. B. Cosgeshall,
violin;
Cheney,
saxophone; A. O. Conant, piano; Humorous Monologue,
"The English
Dude,"Duet,
by
Maurice
G. Randall;
Saxophone
"One Sweet Day," by Charlotte Hofeliche and Rudolph Beerle; Mrs. J. S.
Beerle, Accompanist; Yodeling Selections, "My Alpine Sweetheart," "Lullaby," by Charles J. Bradt; Piano Duet,
"Souvenir
of and
Stephen
Foster,"
by Genevieve Beerle
Rudolph
Beerle;
Male
Quartet,
"A
Little
Close
Harmony,"
by
Troy Masonic Quartet, Orville Ackert,
1st tenor; Asa O. Coggeshall, 2nd tenor;
Charles W. Mead, baritone; Henry A.
Leffingwell, bass; Echoes from old time
minstrel end man— shaking the bones
and tambourine, by Jack Williams;
Humorous Monologue, "The Dude Fireman," by Maurice G. Randall; Novelty
solos, "Dishpanola Solo," "Spadeola
Solo," by Harry P. Cheney; Male Quartet, "MoreQuartet;
Close Harmony,"
by Duet,
Troy
Masonic
Saxophone
"Sweet
Kentucky
Sue,"
by
Charlotte
Hofeliche and Rudolph Beerle; Bass
solo. "In the Garden of My Heart," by
Henry A. Leffingwell; Orchestral selection, "1923 March," by The Troubadours.
WHAS, Central, 4:00 to 5:00 P. M., Concert
by the Alamo Theater orchestra, Three
minute biography of Old Testament
characters,
Pianoplaying
solos and
Tenor
solos,"Hezekiah:"
Robert Veazy,
his
own accompaniments; Selections by
Heyde C. Conrad, playinT the Alamo
Theater orcran; 7:30 to 9:0O P. TO., Full
concert by the Louisville Normal
School, Miss Dorothy Park, director;
Soprano soloists, Miss Grace Deppe,
Miss Helen Ferguson; Violin soloists,
Miss Mary Louise Wilde, Miss Ethelreda Wilde, Miss Viola Hawkins. Louis
Stabler; Piano soloists, Miss Grace Weiber, Miss Ethel Slote, Miss Dorothy
Park; Reading, Miss Ruby Feige; Piano
accompanists, Miss Dorothy Park and
Miss Grace Deppe; Reading, "An Interexercises.esting Historical Episode;" Setting-up
WJAX, Eastern, 7:30 P. M., Concert furnished by the Cleveland News.
WJZ, Eastern, 7:00 P. M, "Polaris, Story
of
an Eskimo
Dog,"
by theBynes.
author 7:30
and
lecturer,
Ernest
Harold
P. M., Dance music by the Vincent Lopez
"Red Cap" Orchestra. 8:30 P. ML, Program by Stockbridge Stocks, first started
by Dorothy Stockbridge. Organization
made possible by the fact that all work
in connection with their production is
done by members of the company in
every capacity from stage carpenter to
"handsome hero." These members, all
amateurs, are composed of writers, artists, lawyers and reporters. Most of the
plays given by the Stockbridge Stocks
are written especially for them, as is
their presentation this evening by Christopher Morley; 9:00 P. BL, "Broadcasting Broadway," by Bertha Brainard: 9:15
P. M, "University of the Air;" "Vision
and
Purnose
in Business,"
John G.
Jones,
Alexander
Hamiltonby Institute;
9:30 P. M, Concert by Patricia Boyle,
blind pianiste; 9:45 P. ML, Concert by
Ellen Richmond
Marshall,
young
con-

WIW, Central, 8 P. ML, Band concert by
Tenth Infantry Band of Fort Thomas,
Ernest Fisher, Conductor; Cello solos
by Mrs. H. Morris, accompanied by
IT IS the policy of the Digest to give its readers all the service possible.
Ruth Draper; Baritone solos by Ray
Lombardi, accompanied by Marjory
Therefore, the new department, ' ' This Weeks 's Advance Broadcast ProGarrigus; A short Radio burlesque by
grams," has been started. It will eventually contain advance programs
Richard Alvin Plough; March, Barnum
for every station having a 500-watt transmitter or its equivalent. Details
and
by Tenth
regarding these stations other than given here, will be found in any three
Band;Bailey's
A groupfavorite
of Italian
songs, Infantry
by Ray
consecutive issues of the Digest in the Broadcasting Station Directory.
Lombardi, accompanied by Marjory Garrigus; Tenth Infantry Band, selections
However, for the convenience of the listeners in, the following data is
from The Red Mill; Cello solos Berceuse
supplied for the stations whose advance programs are given:
from Jocelyn; Calm as the Night, by
Call Letters Owner and Location
Wave-Length
Mrs. H. Morris; Fox Trot. "All Muddled
KDXA
Westinghouse Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa
360
Up:" Trombone Tragedy, "Sliperitus,"
EED
Post-Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo
400
Tenth Infantry Band; Waltz, "Wedding
KYW
Westinghouse
Co., Chicago, 111
400
of the Winds," Tenth Infantry Band;
WBAP
Star-Telegram,
Ft. Worth, Tex
400
A groupbardi,
of Marjory
English
songs at
by the
Ray piano;
LomGarrigus
WBZ
...Westinghouse Co., Springfield, Mass
422
WDAP
Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago, 111
390
Sounds from the Sunny South; SelecWGY
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y
,
370
tion from Chimes of Normandy, Tenth
Infantry Band; Cello soloi Saraband,
WHAS
Courier- Journal and Times, Louisville, Ky
360
by Mrs. H. Morris, Ruth Draper at the
WJAX
Union Trust Co., Cleveland, 0
40O
piano; March 324th Field Artillery,
WJZ
Westinghouse Co., and R. C. A., Newark, N. J
360
Tenth Infantry Band.
WLW
Crosley Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, 0
360
WMAQ
Daily News and Fair Store, Chicago, 111
400
WMAQ, Central, 4:35 P. ML, Program arWMC
Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn
400
ranged by the Cosmopolitan School of
WOC
Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, la
400
Music and Dramatic Art; 7:00-7:30 P. M.,
Miss Georgene Faulkner, the Story
WWJ
News, Detroit, Mich
400
Lady,
for the
children; soprano.
9:15-10:00
P.
M., stories
Mrs. Clara
M. Schevill,
WOC, Central, 3:30 P. M.. Educational
talk, by D. K. Kirk; 7:00 P. M., Concert,
by Mt. Ida Presbyterian Church Choir,
WHAS, 4:00 to 5:00 P. M., Concert by the
of
Davenport, Iowa; 10:00 P. ML, Musical
tralto.cludes
Miss
Marshall's
repertory
inAlamo
Theater
Orchestra;
Three
minute
English, French, Italian, Russian
program,
by Swedish Baptist Church
biography of Old Testament Characters:
and German songs; 10:01 P. KL, ContinuChoir,
Moline,
"Sennacherib";
Piano
solos,
Miss
Alice
Musical
Director. 111., Erwin Swindell,
ation program by Patricia Boyle; 10:15
Griffin; Selections by Heyde C. Conrad;
P. M., Continuation program by Ellen
Eastern, 3:00 P. ML, The Detroit
7:30 to 9:0O P. ML, Soprano solos, Miss WWJ,
Richmond Marshall.
News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., The Town
Beatrice Thompson, accompanied by Mrs.
WXW, ist,Central,
10:COWalters;
P. M., Soprano
soloCrier; The Detroit News Orchestra, proAlbion Cornwall; Baritone solos, Albion
Mrs. H. Neale
Piano soloist,
gram by the J. L. Hudson Stores.
S. Cornwall, accompanied by Mrs. Albion
Miss Lillian Finn; Reader, Miss Nora
5. Cornwall; Soprano and baritone duets,
Beck;
Fluegel
horn
soloist,
Edward
SoMiss
Thompson
and
Mr.
Cornwall,
acbarg; Entertainment by the Roger Hill
companied by Mrs. Cornwall; Piano
Dance Orchestra; 1, Opening selections
Thursday, April 12
solos, Miss Carol Dean Talley, of Annisby the Roger Hill Dance Orchestra; 2,
ton, Ala.; Reading, Miss Augusta Van, of
Vocal solos, 'Twas April, Little Boy
Anniston, Ala.; Lyric soprano solos. Miss KDKA, Eastern, 6:00 P. M., Organ recital
Blue, by Mrs. H. Neale Walters; 3. Piano
Sara Riley, of Buckhorn, ky., accomfrom the Cameo Motion Picture Theater;
solo, The Love Waltz, by Miss Lillian
panied by Reginald Billin; singing Ken-*
Finn; 4, Fluegel horn solo, My Heart at
8:30 P. ML, Concert by Imperial Sextet of
tucky mountain ballads; Reading, An InThy Sweet Voice, by Edward Sobarg;
Harmony, assisted by Pika Johnson and
Margaret Daugh, soloists; Program:
exercises. teresting Historical Episode; Setting-up
5, Reading
of story,
"By Courier,"
by
Miss
Nora Beck;
6, Selections
by dance
Orchestra
selections,
"Lovin'
orchestra, Pack Up Your Sins, Ivy, Dear- WJAK, Eastern, 8:30 P. M., Concert by the
Sam," "A Kiss
in the "Falling,"
Dark." "Carolina
Conference Orchestra and Conference
est and Fate; 7, Vocal solos, Hail, Gloriin the Morning," "French Trot," "Stutous Morn, One Fleeting Hour, In Sweet
Chorus of the Sixteenth Annual Meeting
"Lonely Nest,"
"Buddy,"
and
September, by Mrs. H. Neale Walters;
"I Wish tering,"
I Knew."
Vocal
selections,
of the Music
Con8, Piano solo, Butterflies at Play, by
ference.Supervisors'
Program, Part 1,National
1, Overture,
"Carolina in the Morning," by Mr. JohnMiss Lillian Finn; 9, Fluegel horn solo,
"Mirella"; 2, "The Happy Wanderer";
son; and "Buddy," by Miss Daugherty.
3, Minuet from Symphony in E Flat; 4, KYW, Central,
selections from "The Bohemian Girl," by
8:00 to 9:00 P. ML, Musical
Edward
Sobarg;orchestra.
10, Concluding selec"Rakoczy March"; 5, Minuet for Strings;
program courtesy Lyon & Healy Concert
tions by dance
6, Grand March from "Queen of Sheba,"
Department, also Isham Jones and orWMAQ, Central, 4:35, Program arranged
by Conference Orchestra, Osbourne Mcchestra; 9:05 P. MT., "Twenty Minutes of
by the Bush Conservatory of Music;
Conathy, rector.
Northwestern
University,
Good Reading," by Rev. Claude J.
7:00-8:00, The Weekly Babson report;
Part 2, Community
singing Diby
Pernin.
Edgar Lee Masters, poet; Robert B.
audience and chorus led by George Oscar WBAP, Central, 7:15 to 8 P. M., Concert
Harshe, .director of the Art Institute
Bowen, University of Michigan, Music
School of Art, will talk.
by Blewett's orchestra of Denton. Texas;
Department. Part 3, Ten choruses by
9:30 to 10:30 P. M., Concert by the 300WMC, Central. 8:00 P. M., Program sponAmerican composers sung by the Confervoice choir of the First Baptist Church,
sored
by
the
Beethoven
Club
of
Memence Chorus, directed by W. Otto Miessphis, Mrs. W. A. Bickford, chairman;
ner, Milwaukee State Normal School: WBZ, Eastern, 8:00 P. M., Concert by
11:00 P. 111., Midnight Frolic.
Fort
MabelWorth.
Burns, soprano; Mrs. Eftaver,
"Out of the Silence," "Hope Carol,"
WOC, Central, 3:30 P. M., Educational talk
violin; Wilber Woodworth, basso; Mary
"Song of the Marching Men," "Indiana
by F. C. Walker; 5:45 P. M., Chimes conMountain
Song,"
"Israfel,"
"Song
of
the
Steele,
pianist.
cert. (No broadcasting on Tuesday eveWestern Men," "My Ole Banjo," "Sum- WDAP, Central, 10 P. ML, Concert, Miss
ning by agreement of Tri-City Stations.)
Jessie R. Edwards, soprano; Mrs. Clara
mer Night," "Mexican Serenade," "Here
WWJ, Eastern, 8:30 P. ML., The Town Crier;
West Moulton,
contralto; Jack ChapThe Detroit News Orchestra; Jimmy
Comes the Flag."
man's Dance Orchestra.
Jenkin's Trio; Miss Marie T. Bush, so- WJZ,
Eastern,
2:00
P.
ML,
"Book
Review,"
WGY,
Eastern,
2:00
P. M., Music and talk.
by
Grace
Isabel
Colbron;
9:00
P.
M.,
prano; LeRoy De Turk, pianolog.
"What Animal Experimentation Has
"Foods for Health and Pleasure"; "Fat
Folks
Their Food,"
by Anne
Lewis
Taught Us,"
Jessie G. Cole,
nutriPierce,and
Director
of Tribune
Institute;
tionist, N. Y.Miss
Department
of Health;
Wednesday, April 11
9:15 P. ML, "Review of Reviews," by
7:45
P.
WL,
Radio
drama.
"On
Trial;"
Beatrice Prince; 9:30 P. M,, Ampico SeInstrumental selection, "Intermezzo;"
ries of Distinguished
WGY
Orchestra;
Drama,
Trial,"
Reizenstein;
The cast:
The "On
Defendant,
The artists
for evening Artists'
are John concerts.
Mundy,
KEKA, Eastern, 6:15 P. M-, Dinner concellist, and Clytie Hyne, soprano; 10:01
cert by KDKA Little Symphony OrchesEdward
H. Smith; His Daughter, Rosetra, direction of Victor Saudek; 8:00
P.
M.,
Continuation
of
program
by
the
mary St.( Continued
Louis; Hison Wife,
Ruth SchilAmpico Artists.
page 6)
P. ML,rect Special
program
difrom the Fort
Pitt broadcasted
Hotel. Walter
Dill Scott of Northwestern University,
Evanston, 111., lecturer; Ruth Bowers
Gibson, violin: Adalaine Merrill Biddle,
accompanist; 9:15 P. ML , Concert by Professor Grogan, piano; Mrs. Grogan, harp;
Mrs. Delphine Heimert, dramatic soprano; Mrs. Edna Griffey Mars, accompanist, and KDKA Orchestra. Program:
Soprano solos, "I Know," "Yesterday
and Today," "Song of the Soul," and
"From the Land of the Sky Blue Water";
Orchestra, Overture, "Oberon." Popular
as
being especially adapted for his
circuit.
Hits of the Day; Excerpts from "Robin
Hood"; Concert waltz, "Roses from the
South"; Themes from "La Tosca," "MadUsed
also by equipment
many manufacturers as standard
on sets.
ame Butterfly," and "La Boheme," Puccini; and "Evolution of Dixie."
A Few of Its Many Features
KSD, Central, 8:C0 P. M., Bellglade Or1. Special Looking Device to keep tho
chestra; 8:30 P. ME , Helene Hellweg, socoil in place, thus preventing it from
prano, N. V. Dixon, baritone, Charles
Maehl and Mrs. N. V. Dixon, pianists.
being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Spo-ial AdJ'i^tabh Bea-'nn feature
KYW, Central 8:CO to 9:CO P. ML, Rose
3. Specially constructed Calbrated
Quinn, contralto; Sallie Menkes, accompanist; Milan Lusk, violinist; Eloise
1*
of cabinet
as well
D:al,mounted
showing Inside
the stations
tuned.
Ca'i
Bedlam, pianist, accompanist; Ben Ray
and Rudy
Patek,
concertina;
Betty
Will4.
Pos.t.ve
Connections
on
rear of
iams and her Musical Buddies; Betty
blocks.
Williams, piano; Joe Williams, saxoLice..sej ucaer ve nuredt i"aie_iti
5. Complete with Flexible Leads.
phone; Leigh Taylor, saxophone; Isham
Jones and orchestra; program, 1, A
Dream, The Cradle Song, by Rose Quinn;
2, Cavatina, Souvenir, by Milan Lusk;
3, Burning
Sands,
Lovin'
Sam, byMoon,
Ben
Ray
and Rudy
Patek;
4, Lullaby
t. rwareLMBQ
Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses, by
TO be sure of the best results,
you must equip your set with
ITAKTFIKLD, KASS.
Betty Williams and Her Musical BudCrown Coil
Mountings.
Manu&WTSRIU/ PARK
dies; 5, Caprice Viennoise, Japanese
factured under ideal conditions,
Etude, by Eloise Bedlan; 6, Popular
they
are
scientifically
correct,
dance selections, by Isham Jones and or16 Fifth ^anuo,. _ ,
mechanically perfect and rugFebruary 22nd, 1033.
chestra; 7, Love Sends a Little Gift of
Crown Radio Nfs* Corp.
Roses, The Sweetest Story Ever Told, by
gedly constructed.
Rose Quinn; 8, Caprice Espagnole, by
**w Topk City, Na* Yea*
Milan Lusk; 9, Dixie Highway, Wedding
Price only $5.00
of the Winds, by Ben Ray and Rudy
•anttamani
Patek; 10. Sahara Butterfly, Dearest, by
Itountine.
Plesaa aocapt H7 thanka for tha Cr*wn Trlpl* Coil
Betty Williams and her Musical Buduhloh you.aS kindly «ant ma for t««t purpoflaa.
fn°£*
"£
'l"*"
»"oh iould flho- aatUnco for tha Colla,
dies; 9:05 P. M., "Spring Clean-Up and
At your dealers — otherwise
postlatwwMfl In tha Mai w^araant,
X ma partloul-rly
" nd v*ry valuaola "Mn uolna ?°»ir Hountlns In nf
Beautifying
autonoblla,
Board of Fire Campaign,"
Underwriters.by National
paid on receipt of purchase
tha
mlaplaoa
not
dl«
Jarring
tha
«•
Inasmuch,
Coll ealtlnfj.
WBAP, Central, 7:15 to 8:00 P. ML, Concert
, I found •
by Jesse Morris of Dalhart, Texas; 9:30
h^b-crada *«a rali«bU
to 10:30 P. M., Concert by the Glee Club
to ba a vary
I found! It r^cowapd
0n tha ofahola,
ycur Croar. *rlpl« CoU
and
appnratoa.
Olaoa
of the Daniel Baker College, Brownwood,
.icoSrftlnc vary highly *nan «s«4 In ny Circuit.

FLEWELLING

RECOMMENDS
ngs
Coil Mounti
OWN Triple
CR

Read what Mr. Flewelling writes—

WBZ, Eastern, 7:45 P. M., "The Most Danin the
States,"
by
Harold gerous
E. Animal
Miner,
M. United
D., State
District
Health Officer; 8:0O P. BI , Concert by
Laura O. Payne, soprano; L. Thompson,
baritone; Miss Thompson, pianist and
accompanist.

Croton Eabto
fHTg- Corp.
price

78 Fifth Ave.

New

York

a^aln thanklna you,

1 •»_

Vary truly «yet(rp.
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NIGHT HAWKS USE
DIRECT WIRE PLAN
UNIQUE

DIGEST

THE "MERRY

OLD CHIEF" AND CARLTON

COON

MICROPHONE
EXCHANGE EMPLOYED

Operator on Duty All Day Can Connect
with Local and Out-of-Town
Points
By Vera Brady Shlpman
"It's the Kansas City Night Hawks
folks," and the air is full of Jazz. The
Coon-Sanders orchestra at the Hotel
Muehlebach is a nightly feature of WDAF,
the Kansas City Star, beginning at 11:45
p. m. Coon of the orchestra assists the
Merry Old Chief, designated as the "professor," in initiating
membersor bya
Radio with
the aid ofnew
a cowbell
cuckoo.
This microphone connection with the
Star's plant, (there is one on the announcer's table as well as one secreted
in the flowery latticed ceiling decorations
of the Muehlebach grill), belongs to a
series of connections located at various
public buildings of Kansas City as well as
in three Kansas towns — and is unique in
this country in complete broadcasting
service. An operator is always on duty at
WDAF on the Star roof, ready to tune
in at any hour for any kind of a public
gathering.
Where Direct Wires Go
There is a wire to the American Royal
building from which last November, when
the Kansas City Live Stock Show was in
progress, the famous Lindsborg, Kansas,
Messiah chorus of 500 voices was presented. By broadcasting this chorus to those
who could not attend the show in person,
the
world's greatest oratorio was saved for
thousands.
A wire to the Grand Avenue Temple
tunes in some of the finest religious gatherings, which houses a choir of Kansas
City's finest
national
note.musicians, and an organist of
A wire to the new Million Dollar Speedway tells the world of the races direct as
they are run.
A triple connection for the Neumann
Theater gives Radiophans the orchestra,
stage acts or the pipe organ.
Three Muehlebach Hotel microphones
connect into the dining rooms, the most
spectacular of which is the grill housing
the Night Hawks' frolic.
Wires Connect to Outside Cities
There is a wire to the University of
Kansas at Lawrence, forty miles away.
Last December, a K. U. alumnae program
was given. I know of one group listening in Chicago (450 miles away) who sang
their alma mater with a deeper significance
and yelled their famous "Rock Chalk" with
a stronger vehemence because of the
romance attending Radio.
A wire out to Manhattan, Kansas, the
State Agricultural College, 150 miles
west, performs a like college service.
Connection with the Kansas State Penitentiary at Lansing, permits news broadcasts of escaped prisoners.
A performance at any of those places
at any time, is connected by a turn of
a switch, and the entire nation is given
the opportunity to listen in.
Foreign Listeners Hear WDAF
Not only America, but foreign countries
are hearing
"WDAF. three
London,
3,500A miles
away,
has reported
times.
ship
off Australia told of hearing the Star station once. Even Hawaii listens in each
evening to the Night Hawks. The states
of Central and South America, the West
Indies, and Alaska have expressed thanks
for the WDAF entertainment. A man in
London, England, has even made a dictaphone record of a complete WDAF concert.
The Radio department of The Star
keeps WDAF on its tiptoes. The personnel includes Leo Fitzpatrick, Radio editor
and Merry Old Chief of the Night Hawks;
Robert M. Reed, program manager; D. D.
Johnson, engineer and operator; Ernest
Moorfield, chief announcer; Don Phelps, assistant operator; John Patt, secretary and
assistant announcer.
The Kansas City Star, one of America's
greatest newspapers, is keeping up to its
journalistic standard in the realm of Radio
as well.
Turkey has neither ship nor coast stations open to public service. This country will not accede to certain regulations
regarding the accounts for Radiograms
originating from foreign vessels in the
harbor of Constantinople.

This is the "Merry Old Chief," of the Kansas City Star Night Hawks, initiating new members into that organization at one of the regular nightly
sessions held at the Hotel Muehlebach. The attending gentleman (with the cow bells) is Carlton Coon of the Coon-Landers Orchestra.
If you are
a listener of WDAF you have heard both of them on the air

25,000 BOY SCOUTS
TAKE UP AIRPHONES
Several Powerful Sets Are Maintained by Individual Troops —
Others Have Own Apparatus
NEW YORK.— The 25,000 Boy Scouts
of Greater New York are taking; an active interest in Radio. Not only do many
of the individual Troops maintain powerful sets but in addition several thousand
of the boys have installed apparatus of
their own.
A special Radio Information Bureau is
conducted by the Manhattan Council,
which has jurisdiction over some 7,000
Scouts. Through this agency the boys
are encouraged to build their own sets,
and so gain a much more intimate knowledge of the principles of Radio than they
could otherwise get. As an outcome of
thus teaching the Scouts to depend on
their own resources, a number of ingenious sets have been developed among
which
but pounds,
efficientis "Hiking
Set"
weighinga small
only ten
outstanding.

WERNES

Letters from All Parts of Country
Prove Popularity of Bamberger Programs

J. — The a "opera
season"
at NEWARK,
WOR here N.
is proving
great success.
Philip Ienni, the manager of the Puccini
Grand Opera Company, which is putting
Congdon Resigns From WGM
has received thouWGM, The Atlanta Constitution, has a on the sandsperformances
of letters from fans from all over
new director. Through the resignation of the United States, Canada and Mexico,
George Congdon, Jr., L. O. Mosely, for- telling how much the operas are enjoyed
mer assistant director and well-known by everyone. The operas are given once
sheik with the Southern drfawl, has been a month. The entire cast and orchestra
promoted to director of the station. Mose- assembles at the WOR studio. The folly is a native Georgian, graduate of Emlowing operas are yet to be given:
ory College, member of the Phi Kappa
"Aida", April 17; "Carmen", May 8;
Psi fraternity, and an all-round news- "Barber of Seville", June 1. Other operas
will be announced later.
paper man.

Introduce
New
Bill to Prohibit
Race News by Radio
LONDON, ONT. — A bill which has been
introduced in the Ontario legislature by
Hon. W. E. Raney, attorney-general, aimed
at bookmaking on horse races, covers
broadcasting tips by Radio. If it is
found that it does not, then amendments
will be made to cover this form of spreading news, states the attorney-general.
It is further interesting to note that Sir
Lomer Gouin, of the Dominion Parliament,
may have to bring in further amendments to his federal legislation on betting
on horse racing. The section of the criminal code to which the federal bill is connected names "telegraph, telephone, mail
or express" as prohibited means for conveying information.
Apparently Radio is not named in the
criminal code. It means that another section of the code will have to be amended to
bring Radio in as illegal methods for distribution of betting odds and prices.

International Conference
on Radio to Follow Hague
WASHINGTON. — An international conference for the control of submarines,
Radio and aircraft may follow the informal negotiations just concluded at The
Hague. The State Department has cabled
the governments concerned for permission
to make public the report of its special
commission, which was submitted to Secretary Hughes Saturday. The interested
nations may then seek to work out the
problem in much the same way they undertook the limitation of armaments.

DEALERS!
STATE STREET

CLEVELAND, O. — Plans for another
Radio Concert by the Al Sirat Grotto band
have been formulated here by officials
following
thealmost
receipt
of section
"encore"of telegrams from
every
the
country. The first Radio concert by this
famous band was given recently at the
Union Trust company's broadcasting station, WJAX, under special arrangements
with the Cleveland News and NewsLeader.

WOR Opera Season
Wins Fans9 Favor

CANADA TO BAR BOOK
MAKERS FROM ETHER

AND

PATCH

"TF an artisan wants to
■*■ do his work well, he
must begin by sharpening
— Confucius.
his tools."
To see the Grebe craftsmen at work is to know
why the Grebe Receiver
is the choice of the wise.
Write for
'Musing of Dr. Mu"

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1113149

A. H. GREBE

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR:
AMRAD— KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY
WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
159 NORTH

WJAX Broadcasts Al Sirat
Grotto Band — Proves Hit

CHICAGO

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, CaL
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ADVANCE

Dangerous to Health," Dr. W. Nicolls,
PROGRAMS
Jr.; 7:45 P. M., "The Pirates of Pen(Continued from page 4)
zance;" Pallophotophone Address, Cololing; Her Father
(deceased).
Horace
nel Frederick Palmer; Operetta, "The
Roberts; The Dead Alan, Frank Quinn;
Pirateslivan;ofThe Cast:
Penzance,"
SulRichard,Gilbert
Pirate & Chief,
His Widow,
Margaret
V, Smith;
His
M. H. Simmonds; Samuel, his LieutenSecretary, Edward E. St. Louis; A Maid,
ant, Carl N. Jester; Frederic, a Pirate
Viola Karwowska;
A Hotel Proprietor,
Apprentice, Asa O. Coggeshall; MajorCortland
Hopkins;
The Judge,
Frank
General
Stanley, of the British Army.
Oliver; District Attorney, J. S. B. MulKolin D. Hager; Edward, Police Serlarkey;
Defendant's
Counsel,
Frankgeant, J. F. Quinlan; Mabel, General
lin Hill; The
Foreman
of the Jury,
Severn
Le
Valley; Act I, scene 1 — Library in the
Stanley's youngest daughter, Edith
house of Gerald Trask. June 24. 1922.
Ennis; Kate, Edith, Isabel, General StanTime, 9:30 in the evening; Scene 2 — The
ley's daughters, Ethel Guest, Agnes
MacDavitt, Jane Terrell; Ruth, a PiratCourt Room; Orchestral selection. "Jarical Maid of All Work, Rose Mountain
dins d'Amour;"
Act II, scene 1 — The
and WGY Orchestra; Act I: Pirate
Court Room, scene 2 — The sitting room
in the home of Robert Strickland, June
Chorus, "Pour, O King, the Pirate
24, 1922, at 7:30 in the evening; scene
Sherry;" Ruth, "When Frederic Was a
3 — The Court Room;
Orchestral
selecLittle Lad;" Pirate King and Chorus,
"O Better Far;" Ruth and Frederic,
tion,
"Serenade;"
Act
III.
scene
1
—
The
Court Room, the second day of the trial;
"Oh, False One;" Ladies' Chorus,
scene 2 — A room in a hotel on Long
"Climbing Over Rocky Mountains;"
Island thirteen years earlier; scene 3 —
Frederic and Ladies' Chorus, "Oh, is
The Court Room;
Orchestral selection,
There Not One Maiden;" Mabel and
Ladies' Chorus, "Poor Wandering One;"
"Intermezzo Gracile;" Epilogue — scene 1
— Jury Room; Scene 2 — The Court Room;
Mabel, Frederic and Ladies' Chorus,
"How Beautifully Blue the Sky;"
Orchestral
selection,
March." by
WEAS,
Central,
4 to 5 "Victory
P. M., Concert
Major-General
the Alamo
Theater
orchestra;
Three
Am
the Very Stanley
Pattern and
of Chorus,
a Modern"I
minute
biography
of Old
Testament
Major-General;" Cast, "He is Telling a
Terrible Story;" Act II: Mabel and
Characters:
"Manasseh;"
by
Heyde
C. Conrad,
playing Selections
the Alamo
Ladies' Chorus, "O Dry the Glistening
Theater
organ; 7:30 to 9 P. M., Full
Tear;" Sergeant of Police and Policeconcert by the Warren Memorial Quarmen, "When the Foeman Bares His
tette, Miss Esther Metz, soprano; Mrs.
Steel;" Ruth, Frederic and Pirate King,
Guy Ellis, contralto; Dr. Noble Mitchell,
"When You Had Left Our Pirate Fold,"
tenor; Walter Shackelton, bass, accomMabel and Frederic, "Ah, Leave Me Not
panied by William E. Pilcher, Jr.; Three
Alone;" Mabel, Sergeant and Policemen,
minute digest of International
Sunday
"Tho' in Body and in Mind;" Sergeant
School lesson for April loth, by Rev.
d,nd Policemen, "When a Felon's Not
J. B. Weatherspoon; Three minute Child
Engaged;"
Sergeant, Pirates and PoliceWelfare
talk, by Linton Swift; Readmen, "A Rollicking Band of Pirates
ing: An Interesting Historical Episode;
We;" Samuel, Pirates and Policemen,
Setting-up exercises.
"With Catlike Tread;" Major-General
WJAX, Eastern, 8:15 P. IS., Last concert,
Stanley with Pirates and Policemen,
by the Cleveland
Orchestra,
Program,
"Softly Sighing;" Entire Cast, "We
Symphony No. 4, F Minor, Op. 36; OriTriumph Now;" 10:30 P. M., Musical
ental Impressions, Korean Sketch, Siamprogram, Instrumental selection, "Old
ese Sketch, Entenraku,
Chinese
CereTime Medley," by WGY Quartet; Palmonial Music, 700 A. D., Japanese Noclophotophone Address, "The Need for
turne, Chinese Sketch,
Good
Friday
the
National Reserve Corps," General
Spell, Transformation Scene and GlorifiBrice P. Disque; Contralto solo, "In the
cation, from Parsifal,
Overture,
"The
Gloaming," by Gladys Robinson, Ann
Russian
Easter," Op. 36; Instruments
Connell, accompanist; Piano duet, "Poet
and
Peasant," by Mrs. W. Murdock and
used
in
"Oriental
Impressions"
sent
from Orient by composer.
IvanErnest
Strough;
Cello Instrumental
solo, "Traumerei;"
WWJ,
Eastern, 8:30 P. M., The Town
by
Burleigh;
selecCrier;
The
Detroit
News
Orchestra;
tion, Fantasia on "My Old Kentucky
Miss Evelyn Karr, coloratura soprano;
Home," by Quartet; Contralto solo,
Bruce
Meyers,
baritone;
William
M.
"Juanita," by Gladys Robinson; Piano
Schumaker, tenor; 11:00 P. M., Midnight
duet, dock
"Humoresque,"
by Mrs.
Murconcert; Miss Evalyn Karr, coloratura
and Ivan Strough;
Some W.Humor
soprano; The Detroit News Orchestra.
from "Topics of the Day;" Violin solo,
WIW, Central, 10 P. M., Entertainment by
"Flower Song," by Edward A. Rice; Inthe Hotel Sinton Dance Orchestra; Onestrumental selection, "Homestead Meloact play by Albert Hackett of the Stewdies," by Quartet; Contralto solo, "Just
art Walker Players.
In the cast, Kay
a Song at Twilight," by Gladys RobinStrozzi, as the youthful
wife; Albert
son; Instrumental selection, "Down on
Hackett,
author, playing the part of
the Plantation," by Quartet.
young husband;
Alvin Plough, descrip- WGY, Eastern, 9:00 to 11:00 P. M.t Music
tionist;
Violin solo. Meditation
from
by Cain's
Castle4 Orchestra.
Central,
to 5 P. KC, Concert by
Thais, William
Stoess Ellerbrock,
ac- WHAS,
the Alamo Theater Orchestra; Three
companist; To My First Love, Rain, by
minute biography of Old Testament
Happye West; Violin solos. The Canebrake Waltz:
Old-Fashioned
Days, by
Characters: "Josiah;" prepared and read
by C. M. Hanna, of Shelby ville, Ky.; SeWilliam
Stoess;
"Mon
coeur ne peut
lections by Heyde C. Conrad, playing the
changer," by Happye
West; A one-act
Alamo Theater organ; 7:30 to 9 P. M.,
play,
"The Selected
Obligingviolin
Husband,"
by Albert
Hackett;
and vocal
solos;
One hour concert by the Courier-Journal
Quartet; Mrs. Charles Shannon, soprano;
Entertainment
by the Hotel
Sinton
Dance Orchestra.
Mrs.
K. tenor;
W. Su'rman,
contralto;
W.
WMAQ,
Central, 4:35 P. M., Program arSurman,
Albion S.
Cornwall, K.baritone; accompanied by Mrs. Albion S.
ranged by the Lyceum Arts ConservaCornwall; Soprano solos: Miss Monroe,
tory; 7:00-8:00 P. M., Talk
on Boy
of Jeffersonville, Ind., accompanied by
Scouts; Price Trio, Steel Guitars; 9:15,
Miss Anna Jacobs, of Jeffersonville;
The Cosmopolitan School of Music and
Dramatic Art.
Tenor solos: H. Archer Culmer, accompanied by William E. Connen; Guitar
WMC, Central, 8 P. M., Hotel Chisca Philtrio: Miss Georgia Pope, Miss Ruth
harmonic Orchestra; Miss Clara Ahern,
director.
Elder and J. Henry Brady; Reading: An
WOC, Central Standard, 3:30 P. M., EduInteresting Historical Episode; Settingup exercises.
cational talk, by Karl G. Stephan; 7:00
P. M,, Artist musical program,
Erwin WJZ, Eastern, 3:00 P. M„ Concert by the
Swindell, musical director.
Steinway Piano Company; 7:30 P. M.,
Dance music by the Vincent Lopez "Red
"WJZ, Eastern, 7:00 P. M., "Jack Rabit
Cap" Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., "Trip to
Stories," by David Cory, N. Y. Evening
Yucatan,"
by Prof. Archeology,
Marshall H.Columbia
Saville,
Mail; 8:30 P. ML, "Understanding MisProf, of American
understood Latin America,"
bv Paul
University; 8:40 P. M., Literary talk by
Vanorden
Shaw;
9:00
P.
M.,
"Sports,"
by
Harper Bros.; 8:55 P. M., Concert by
W. J. Slocum, Sport Editor, New York
Billy Mac Williams, Scotch comedian;
Tribune; 9:30 P. M., Concert by LeiderA. D. Smith, accompanist; 9:10 P. M.,
kranz Society from Leiderkranz
AudiLiterary talk by the Outlook; 9:25 P,
torium, N. Y.; 10:01 P. M., Continuation
M., Continuation of program by Billy
of program by Leiderkranz Society.
MacWilliams; 9:45 P. M., Unique entertainment arranged by Remizoff for Club
Petroushka, a chorus of twenty Gypsies
Friday, April 13
of the Great Russian Steppes will sing
weird and dreamy melodies and wild
and passionate songs. They will be acKDKA, Eastern, 7:30 P. JUL, Review of
companied upon the seven-stringed Russian guitars. The Balalaika Band, a
"Cyrano
de
Bergerac"
Rostand,
by
Marjory Stewart; 8:15 P. M., Concert by
typical Russian institution will also
Carnegie Tech. Mandolin and Glee
perform.
Clubs,
Hall. broadcast from Carnegie Lecture WMAQ, Central, 4:35 P. M,, Program under direction of Bertha L. lies, presiKSD, Central, 8:00 P. M., Mound City
dent of the Academy of Dramtic EducaOrchestra; 8:30 P. M., Pauline J. Bell,
tion; 7:00 to 7:30 P. M., Mrs. Marx E.
soprano; Louise Bernero and Anna SorOberndorfer, on "Hearing America
kin, pianists; 11:30 P, M., Mrs. Frank
First,"
one of pianist
a series;
P. M.,
Howard, mezzo-soprano; Mrs. J. H. EgEsther Sopkin,
and 9:15
the Sopking
gerts, violinist; Lucille Cook, pianist;
String
Quartet.
John C. Sartelle, whistler; J. H. Eg8 P. M., Entertainment furgert, cellist; Mrs. Georgia McAdams WMC, Central,
nished by Miss Marguerite Storch, conClifford, reader; Max Mason, French
tralto; Mile. Madelin Gamier, soprano;
Horn; James Hay, Jr., flutist; Mrs. NelMiss Rosamond Werner, pianist, and
lie MacKenzie, accompanist.
Mr. C. H. Van Hooser, baritone; 11:00
KYW, Central, 8:00 to 9:00 P. M., Musical
P. M., Midnight Frolic.
program, Salvation Army Band, Adjut. WOC,
Central, 3:30 P. M., Educational
J. A. Fynn, conductor, also Isham Jones
Talk, by C. C. Flanagan; 7:00 P. M.,
and his orchestra; Program: 1, "Divine
Musical Program, by The P. S. C. OrLove,"
Selection:
of Libertv,"
by
Salvation
Army "Banner
Staff Band;
2, Vocal WWJ, Eastern, 3:0O P. M., The Detroit
solo, "The Name of Jesus," by Colonel
News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., The Town
Fynn; 5, Sextette, "The Lost Chord," by
Crier; The Detroit News Orchestra;
Salvation Army Sextette; 6, March,
Anne Campbell, Detroit News poet; Mrs.
John M. Carter, soprano; James E.
"Vigilance;" Selection, "Nazareth,"
Chimes, "Hollingside;" March. "EmanciBrown, tenor; Miss Amy M. Vente, lyric
soprano; Prof. R. A. Turner, Michigan
pation,"
by
Salvation
Army
Staff
Band;
9:05 P. M„ Review of Latest Books by
Agricultural College, speaker.
L. Jones, Lit. Ed. of Chicago Evening
Post.
WBAP, Central, 7:15 to 8:00 P. M., Concert
by Mrs. Leslie Ware and Bess Ware of
Saturday, April 14
Baylor College for Girls, Belton, Texas;
9:30 to 10:30 P. M., Program by the
President's
Day banquet
of the Fort
Eastern, 7:00 P. M., "One-day Auto
Worth
University
Club, musical
pro- KDKA,
Trip and Road Conditions," Pittsburgh
gram by the Texas Christian Univ.
Auto Club; 7:15 P. M., One-act play by
WEZ, Eastern, 8:00 P. M., Concert by
School of Drama, Carnegie Institute of
Mint. Calixta Dupont Courchene, pianist
Technology; 8:0O P. M,, Boy's Features,
and reader, assisted by E. S. Wells,
by the J. G. Bennett Co.; 8:30P. M„ Contenor.
by Monessen
Volunteer
WGY, Eastern, 2:00 P. M., Music and talk,
Band, certdirection
of W.
B. Laird. Firemen's
KHJ,
Pacific, First anniversary of station,
Music in the Home," Mrs. Edward P.
8:00 P. M., Sanrmie Sisters in Patriotic
Pressey; 7:40 P. M., Health Talk, "Golf
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DIGEST

the Broadway Presbyterian Church Choir
revue; Address by Colonel Arthur Willpresenting cantata, The Atonement.
iams and Colonel J. M. T. Partello.
Central, 9:15 P. M., Hans Muenzer,
KSD, Central, 8:00 P. M., Thaleta Krons- WDAP,
violinist; Henry Selinger and the Drake
bein, contralto; Hartzel Lyon, baritone.
Concert Ensemble.
KYW, Central Standard Time, 8:0O to 9:00
P. M., Program, Henrietta Pepin, so- WGY, 10:30 A. M„ Church services, Serprano; Margaret Miller, accompanist;
mon, "Christianity Limited," Rev. A. W.
Rogers, D. D., Emmanuel Baptist
R. C. Kuhn, violinist; Mrs. R. A. Brandt,
accompanist; Bruce L. Stocking, pianist;
•Church; 4:00 P. M., Orchestral selection,
M. S. Wetzel, pianist. Isham Jones and
"Serenade," by WGY Symphony Orchestra, Leo Kliwen, conductor; Soprano
orchestra. Program, 1, Lost — A Wonderful Girl, by B. L. Stocking and M. S.
aria, "One Fine Day," from Madam Butterfly," by Irene Nettles. Mrs. Katherine
Wetzel; 2, Pepin;
"Ich Liebe
Dich,"
"Leng," and
by
Michaelson, accompanist; Orchestral seHenrietta
3, Mr.
Gallagher
Mr. Sheen, by B. L. Stocking and M. S.
"Lyric Suite,"
Wetzel; 4, Berceuse from Jocelyn, by
"March lection,
of the
Dwarfs,""Shepherd's
by WGY Boy,"
SymR. C. Kuhn; 5, Popular dance selections,
phony Orchestra; Soprano solos, "The
by Isham Jones and Orchestra; 6, The
Time
for
Making
Songs
Has
Come,"
"In
Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold, soprano
the Time
of Roses,"
by Irene accompaNettles,
solo, by Henrietta Pepin; 7, Medley of
Mrs.
Katherine
Michaelson,
Popular Airs, B. L. Stocking and M. S.
nist; Orchestral symphony, "Surprise
Wetzel; 8, Pekin, by R. C. Kuhn; 9, AgSymphony,
etto, AllegroG diMajor,"
Molto, Andante.
by WGY MenuSymgravatin' Papa, by B. L. Stocking and
phony Orchestra; 7:30 P. M., Church
M. S. Wetzel; 9:05 P. M., "Under the Eveservices, sermon, "Christ and His
ning and
Lamp," humorous
a service including
articles
sketches. stories,
Church," manuel
Rev.
W. Rogers, D. D., EmBaptistA.Church.
WBAP, Central, 6:30 to 6:45 P. M., Review
of the interdenominational Sunday WHAS, Central, 9:57 A. M„ Organ music;
10:0O A. M., Church service under the
school lesson by Mrs. W. F. Barnum,
leader of the Barnum Bible Class of the
auspices of the Broadway Methodist
First Methodist Church.
Church; Rev. Dr. David K. Pegues; organist and choir director. Miss Florence
WBZ,
8:00 P. M., Concert by Maranist.Eastern,
Ritter. Miss Ruth Hedden, soprano;
jorie
Brown, soprano; Paul Webber, piMiss Alma Hood, contralto; Miller Haas,
WDAP, Central, 10:OO P. M,, Mrs. Agnes
tenor; Robert D. Creamer, baritone; 4:0O
T. McMeekin, soprano, and popular
to 5:00 P. M,, Address by Dr. Maxwell
Savage; contralto soloist, Mme. Cara
music program; Jack Chapman's Dance
Sapin; baritone soloist, Reginald W. BilBreaux.
WHAS, Central, 4:00 to 5:00 P. M.; Conlin; violin soloist, Miss Emily Locke
cert by the Alamo Theater Orchestra;
Three-minute '.r'ography of Old Testa- WJZ, Eastern, 11:00 A. M., Morning services West End Presbyterian Church, N.
ment Characters: 'The Three Prophets,
Y. City, sermon by Rev. A. E. Keigwin,
Zephaniah,
Habakkuk,
Nahum";
tions by Heyde
C. Conrad,
playingSelecthe
D. D.; of
Sacred
music by
children's
mixedof
Alamo theater organ; 7:30 to 9:00 P. M.,
choir
110 voices
under
direction
Full concert by the Beta Pi Omega SoMiss Maleva Harvey, organist, also by
rority, Miss Margaret Hammerstein, dimixed quartet; Willard Ward, baritone;
rector. Reader, Miss Bessie Sonner;
Lotta Madden, soprano; Jane Crawford
Violin solos, Miss Sarah Hill RichardEller, alto, and Easton Kent, tenor; 3:40
son; Piano duets, Miss Mary Emily CheP. M., "Poems," by Angela Morgan; 4:10
nault and Miss Annette Waring; Piano
P. M., Concert by Erna Korn, contralto,
solos, Miss Ruth Blakey and Miss Marand Hedy Spielter, pianiste; 6:30 P. M.,
garet Hammerstein; Soprano solos. Miss
Readings and records from the "Bubble
Sallie Pennington, Miss Thelma Duffin;
Books That Sing," by Ralph Mayhew;
Contralto solos, Miss Stella Wharton;
7:0O
P. M.,Before
"Coming
Events
Cast World
Their
Five-minute address, Arthur Mason, asShadows
— What
Present
sociate director of Louisville ConservaShadows
Augur,"
fifteen
minute
analytory of Music; Setting-up exercises.
sis, by New York Times Annalist; 7:15
WJZ, Eastern, 1:15 P. M., Concert by G. O.
P. M., Estey Organ Recital; 8:00 P. M..
West and Swanee Orchestra, B. Nathan"Visby — Enchanted City of the World,"
son, violin and saxophone; R. C. Errickby Wirt Barnitz, World Traveler; 8:15
^on, saxophone; A. R. Wooley, saxoP. M., Concert by Frances Callow, harpphone; G. I. Johnson, banjo; O. R. Seaist; 8:45 P. M., Concert by Waldorf Asman, trumpet; Early Worthley, tromtoria Symphony Orchestra, Joseph
bone; H. Ennis, drums; Wm. Griffin,
Knecht, conductor; 10:01 P. M„ Concert
bass; G. O. West, piano director. Thev
by Myron Watkins, tenor.
will
popularStories,"
numbers;
P. M~.,
"Uncleplay
Wiggily
by 7:00
Howard
R. WWJ, Eastern, 11.00 A. M., Church servGaris,
author.
ices fromDetroit
St. Paul's
M., The
News Cathedral;
Orchestra. 4:00 P.
WMAQ, Central, 7:00 to 7:30, Talk on Red
Cross by Capt. Hiatt; 9:15, Talk on the
"Plan to plant another tree" campaign;
the Park-Kostner Band.
Monday, April 16
WMC, Central, 8:00 P. M., Program supplied by residents of Helena, Arkansas,
quartette composed of Hugh Bennett,
first tenor;. Joseph Greenfield, second WBAP, Central, 7:15 until 8:00, Vocal and
tenor; E. E. Clifford, first bass, and
instrumental concert presented by the
W. F. Evans, second bass; Mrs. B. L.
Fine Arts Department of the Texas PresLyford, soprano; Prof. Sharkis, violinbyterian College, Milford, Texas; 9:30 to
ist; Mrs. S. E. Mundt, pianist.
10:30, Concert by the American Legion
WOC, Central, 3:30 P. M., Educational talk,
quartet and other artists of Paris. Texas.
by C. C. Hall; 7:00 P. M., Musical pro- WHAS, Central, 4:00 to 5:00 P. M„ Congram, Erwin Swindell, musical director.
cert by the Alamo Theater Orchestra;
Girls' Glee Club of Penn College; 8:00
Three-minute biography of Old TestaP. M., Educational lecture, "America and
ment Characters: "Zedekiah," prepared
and read by Rev. R. R. Rose, of ShelbyHer
Wonderland,
the world
Yellowstone
Park,"
by Chas.
A. Payne,
traveler
and
ville, Ky.; Piano solos, Miss Margaret
special lecturer for the University of
Munro, of Berkeley, Cal. ; Mezzo soprano
Minnesota; 9:30 P. M., Dance program
solos, Miss Ruby Freeman, of Benton,
(one hour), P. S. C. Orchestra.
111.;
Selections by Heyde C. Conrad, playWWJ,
Eastern,
3:0O
P.
M„
The
Detroit
ing the Alamo Theater organ; 7:30 to
News Orchestra.
9:00
P. M., WHAS is silent on Monday
evenings.
WGY, Eastern, 2:0O P. M., Music and
household talk; Instrumental selection,
"Lalla Rookh," by WGY Instrumental
Quartet; Some humor, from "Topics of
the Day;" Cello solo. "Siciliano," by
Ernest Burleigh; Soprano solo, "My Lullaby," by Mrs. Edward Coons. E. C.
Smith, accompanist; Instrumental selection, "Air de Ballet," by WGY Instrumental Quartet; Reading, "Something
of Interest to All;" Instrumental selection, "Mazurka Caprice," by WGY Instrumental Quartet; Address, "The
Broadcast
Listeners'
Antenna,"
by R.solo,
H.
Langley, Radio
Engineer;
Violin
"Air" from "Concerto in A Minor," by
Edward A. Rice; Soprano solo. "I Love
But Thee," by Mrs. Edward Coons: Instrumental Trio, "Romance," by American Trio;Edward
Soprano Coons:
solo, "A
Memory,"
by Mrs.
Instrumental
trio, "Le Cygne," by American Trio.

Sunday, April 15
KDKA, Eastern, 10:45 A. M., Services First
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Rev.
M. Alexander; 2:30 P. M., Bible Story
for Children, by Rev. W. A. Logan, of
Alpha Lutheran Church, Turtle Creek,
Pa.; 2:45 P. M., Address by Dr. L. S.
Mudge of Philadelphia, Pa.; 4:00 P. M.,
Organ recital by Dr. C. Heinroth, organist; 4:45 P. M., Vesper services of
Shadyside Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Rev. Hugh Thompson Kerr; 7:45
P. M., Special service for sailors and
seamen, by Rev. E. J. Van Etten, of
Calvary Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh.
KYW, Central, 11:00 A. M., Central church
services from Orchestra Hall. Dr. F. F.
Shannon.
MusicalProtheroe;
program under
tion of Daniel
3:30 P.direcM,,
Studio Chapel service, Dr. A. J. McCartney, Kenwood Ev. Church; 7:0O P. M.,
Chicago Sunday Evening Club service
from Orchestra Hall, Chicago. Special
musical
program
by Choir
of OneNelson.
Hundred under
direction
of Edgar
The speaker will be Dean Charles R.
Brown, Yale University.
WBAP, Central, 11:00 A. M., 12:15 P. M-,
Complete services First Methodist
Church, Rev. J. W. Bergin; Will Foster,
organist; 3:30 to 4:30 P. M., Concert by

THE

Japanese

Speaks

YORK. — It was the Radio audience's unusual privilege to hear the
Japanese Ambassador to the United States,
the Honorable H. E. Masanao Hauikara
when speeches at the annual dinner of the
Japan Society were broadcast through
WEAF on the evening of April 4.

ARTHUR

VARIABLE

Ambassador

NEW

HIGH

PUDLIN
RESISTANCE

especially designed adjustable Grid Leak to be used in critical
circuits where adjustment depends upon accurate leak; endorsed by leading radio engineers of the country including
the well known Mr. Flewelling.

1/10 — 5 Megohms.
Price,
With .00025 Condenser. . .

ARTHUR

PUDLIN
329 E. 29TH

75c

ENGINEERING
STREET,

NEW

YORK

Interesting proposition to
Disrtibutors, Jobbers and Dealers

CO.
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FIVE MELODY

ETHERIZED SERVICE
PROVES POPULARITY
LISTENERS
IN GATHER
SMALL GROUPS

IN

Dl G E ST

BOYS OF STATION

WSY

Wife Sues Hubby;
Names Radio Set
Says

His Affections
Are Won
Coil, a Tube and a Hank
of Wire

by — a

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — One small
joy-bringing Radio set has been named as
a co-respondent in a divorce complaint
which has been filed in the local Superior
Court on March the 15th. The case is
BOSTOX, MASS. — A tremendous power considered to be the first one of its kind
has been developed by the Radio for the on record.
church, in the past few months, since the
The complaint was filed by Mrs. Grace
Greater Boston Federation of Churches Mead Purdy against her husband, Kenhas taken up the Radiophone and services
neth C. Purdy. Mrs. Purdy stated that
broadcasted from two different stations her married life had been perfectly happy
by arrangements with several different until her husband became a victim to
churches. The congregations, from mere Radio. After that, she said his passion
h~->dfuls have grown to thousands, and for her was entirely submerged in his
';.e sphere widened from a comparatively passion for Radio.
few members of the sending church to
Spends Cash on Set
homes many miles distant, some of them
Instead of presenting her with money
hundreds of miles away.
to
buy
clothes
with, she says her husband
Listeners In Are in Groups
to spend all his free change on
One Nashua. N. H., young man told began
of one Sunday night service when a group Radio material. This in spite of the fact
of eight gathered at his home to hear the that his income was stated to be over
broadcasted service from WGI (Amrad). $500 a month. Not only did Mr. Purdy
He stated that he knew personally of spend all his money for Radio, but he
five other similar gatherings in his own spent all his time in the company of his
neighborhood. In addition lenten services new desire declares his wife An the complaint. Finally, the point was reached
have been broadcasted every noon from
where Mr. Purdy received the choice of
Keith's Theatre, Boston, and letters have his wife or his Radio set, and according
been received from all parts of New Eng- to the statement of Mrs. Purdy in Court,
land, as well as other states.
her husband chose his Radio set.
(rives Copies of Address
One speaker, J. Weston Allen, received
a request for the manuscript of his address, that 100,000 copies of it might be
made for distribution. A set recently presented to the Massachusetts Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, for
use at its temporary home by the Episco- Lake
Forest School Will Be on
pal Cathedral of Boston has been productive of much good among the children.
the Air About May 1
Request for Address Given Over Ether
Results in 100,000 Copies Being
Distributed

CFCN Works Five
Hours9 Broadcast

WESTINGHOUSE IS
BARRED BY CHINA

Special New
St. Patrick's
NightCalgary
Concert Sets
Record for
Plant

MINISTER OF WAR REFUSES
RIGHT TO EXPORT

CALGARY, ALTA. — Five hours of Radio Apparatus
Classified as Contrabroadcasting without an intermission was
band of War — Refer to Arms
the feat accomplished by CFCN, the Radio
Conference Restrictions
station of the W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd.,
WASHINGTON, D. C— The Government
at Calgary,
Patrick's
day, March on
17. St.Three
Irish night,
concertsSaturand of China has refused the Westinghouse
a dance program were broadcast between Electric International Corporation permission to import Radio materials into China
9:30 o'clock in the evening and 2:30 o'clock
time.
the next morning, Mountain Standard and to establish broadcasting and receiving
stations.
Give Special Concert
Application which was made through the
American
Legation at Peking, followed a
Several local talented artists were secured to broadcast a special Irish concert decision by the concern to attempt to establish Radio telephony in China. Permisfor the benefit of local and Alberta Radiosion was refused by the Minister of War,
phans. Following this there was a special
concert and partial dance program for on the ground that Radio apparatus is
residents of Prairie City, Oregon, which contraband of war, and therefore cannot
was requested by telegraph by Paul H. be brought into China, upon penalty of
Crouter, of Prairie City. Then CFCN seizure. Reference was made by the
went on the air with its regular Saturday Chinese to the restrictions concerning
Radio adopted by the Washington Arms
CHICAGO. — Lake Forest college will night, program, which was followed with Conference.
WOC REPLACES WIRES
soon be telling the world all about the a program for Republic, Washington, arranged with Rev. Raymond A. Riedner,
advantages of education on the North
DOWN BY SNOWSTORM Shore,
Records to be played on the phonograph
pastor of the Church of the Immaculate
according to plans announced today Conception.
which teach the Radio code, are now on
by President Moore of the institution.
the
market and are said to be very good
Following
its
lengthy
program
teleContracts
have
been
signed
for
the
inDavenport Plant Handles Sickness
grams and letters were received from all for anyone taking up this interesting and
stallation of a broadcasting outfit, which
and Death Messages
will be erected soon after May 1. The parts of the country congratulating CFCN. profitable study.
set will be capable of broadcasting 800
DAVENPORT, IA. — A severe sleet and miles, it is said. The operating room and
snowstorm played havoc with all lines of studio will be placed on the third floor
communication in the vicinity of Daven- of College hall with aerials strung to
port recently. The Bell Telephone Com- hall.
masts erected on College hall and North
pany's losswas
of toll
poles inat the
area alone
estimated
two Davenport
thousand.
The telegraph wires were demoralized,
making it exceedingly difficult for the January Exports of U. S.
telegraph companies and railroads to get
Total $141,577 Apparatus
messages through to destination.
On the following morning, Radiophone
American Radio exports in January fell
off slightly over those of December. The
Station stantly
"WOC,
on the with
job, two
was operators
placed at conthe exact figures were: January $141,577
service of the railroad, telegraph and against December, $163,236. During January, the last month for which figures are
telephone companies for important messages to aid them in securing crews and available, most of these exports went to
material to repair their lines, and for Canada, although large shipments of apsickness and death messages. The regular
paratus went to Australia and Cuba.
programme of Station WOC was abandoned for this work, and the station was
Establish Customers Club
kept busy until far into the night. This
BOSTON, MASS. — Chandler & Farquhar,
is probably the first time on record when
a Radio assistance to the public through hardware dealers, who have opened a new
the aid given the telegraph and telephone store here in Winthrop Square, having an
companies in time of a storm.
enlarged Radio department, have established a Customers' Club on the second
floor, extending across the entire front of
Canada Hears Police Message
the building, and well back to the rear.
LONDON, ONT. — The possible wide use Here are comfortable chairs, with all the
of the Radiophone in tracing criminals latest Radio publications, and a library
and stolen property was illustrated by the of books on Radio, and a chance to smoke
fact that a London Garage having a re- and talk Radio with friends or acquaintances. Talks and expert advice are given
ceiving Radio set, received recently here
SALES
OFFICES
a message broadcast from Palmer Chiro- by a staff of Radio experts to those who
practic college (WOC) in Davenport, Iowa, wish help or information. In addition,
Chicago
—
Philadelphia
—
St.
Louis
—
Minneapolis
— Washington, D. C. — San Francisco
asking police and garage employees to the firm constructs sets free for those
Canadian and British Licensees:
Colonial Radio Ltd., Hamilton, Canada
be on the lookout for a stolen motor car. who buy their parts there.

COLLEGE TO HAVE
NEW BROADCASTER

y[xrur 04tai*Lci4&s/
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
State, City, Can
Alabama:
Auburn, WMAV
Birmingham, WOAY, WSY
Mobile. WEAP
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD,
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Arkansas:
Fayetteville, KFDV
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Rock, WCAV,
WEAX
Pine Bluff, WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfield. KDZB, KTI
Berkeley, KQI. ERE
Del Monte, KLN
El Monte, KUT
Eureka, KNI
Fresno, KDZH, KMJ
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood. KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles, KDZF,
KFCL,
KFI, KHJ, KJS,
KNN, KWH,
KNAr, KNX,
KITS,
KXS KOG,
Modesto, KXD
Oakland, KLX. KZM
Pasadena. KLB
Reedley, KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK
San Diego. KDPT, KDTM,
KFBC, KFFA, KON
San Francisco, AG1, KDN,
KDZG,
KDZX.
KFDB,
KLS, KPO.
KSL,
KUO
San Jose. KFAQ,
KQW,
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ, KWG
Sunnyvale. KJJ
Taft. KFEB
Venice, KFAV
■
Colorado:
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs, KFFQ,
KFBV, KFCK, KHD
Denver, DD5, DN4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL, KLZ
Gunnison, KFHA
Pueblo, KFGB
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich.
"WAAQ
Hartford. WDAK
Middleton, WOAS
New Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Waterbury, WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT, WPAW
District of Columbia:
Washington, WDM,
WEAS, WHAQ. WIL,
WIAT, WJH. WMU,
WPM, WQAW
Florida:
Jacksonville, WDAL
Miami, WIAZ, WQAM
Pensacola, WGAN, WLAV
Tampa,
WDAE.
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH
Winter Park, WRAP
Georgia:
Atlanta, WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ
Decatur, WAAS

State, City, Call
Gainesville, WKAY
Macon, WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO, WRAB
Idaho:
Boise, KFAU, KFDD
Kellogg, KFET
Moscow, KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Wallace, KFCC
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
Chicago,
KYW.
WAAF,
WBU,
WDAP,
WJAZ,
WMAQ,
WPAD, WSAH,
WW AY
Decatur,
WCAP,
WHAP WBAO,
Elgin, WTAS
Galesburg, WRAM
Mattoon, WQAL
Peoria, WJAN, WQAX
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana:
Anderson,
WEAW
Brookville, WSAL
Evansville, WOAU
Fort Wayne, WFAS
Green castle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAY
Indianapolis, WLK
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka, WOAO
Muncie, WJAF
South Bend, WGAZ
Terre Haute, WEAC
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport, WHAI. WOC
Des Moines, KFDP, WGF,
WHX
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFER, WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Lamoni, KFFV
Le Mars, KFCT, WIAU
Newton,
WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney, WOAD
Sioux City, WEAU, WHAE
Vinton, WIAE
Waterloo,
WRAN WHAC, WMAR,
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwood, WEAD
Beloit, WPAR
Emporia, WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence, WFAY
Liberal, WMAG
Lindsborg, WDAD
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Marion, WRAD
Parsons, WOAJ
Palina, WFAD
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WEAH,
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Lexington,
WQAH
Louisville, WHAS WLAP
Paducah. WIAR

(NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule
list appeals below. Next week the first part will
appear. )
WLAW,
New York, N. Y. New York Police Dept.
WLAX.
Greencastle,
Ind.
Greencastle
Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY.
Fairbanks.
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WLAZ,
Warren,
0.
100 mi
Hutton
& Jones Elec
Co. Wed, 8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat. 10:3011:30 pm, music, sports.
Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm. church
services.
Eastern.
WLB.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
Univ. of Minn.
100 mi.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. 7:30-7:50.
Central.
WLK.
Indianapolis. Ind.
485 also. 500 mi. Hamilton
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30 am. 12-12:30 pm,
5-5:30, reports.
Tues, Thur. 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 8:30-10.
Central.
WLW,
Cincinnati,
O.
2.000 mi.
Crosley Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 1 pm, 3, 4. Mon, Wed, 8-10
pm.
Tues. Thurs, 10-12 pm, music, news.
Sun, 11
am, church service.
Central.
WMAB.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
500 mi. Radio Supply
Co.
Mon,
Wed,
Thurs,
8:30-9:30
pm,
concert.
Central.
WMAC. Cazenovia, N. Y. 330. 250, 275 only. 500 mi.
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD.
Rock Port, Mo. Atchinson County MaiL
WMAF. Dartmouth, Mass.
Round Hills Radio CorpWMAG, Liberal, Kan.
75 mi. Tucker Elec. Co. Daily
ex Fri, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, news.
Fri, 8-9
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH,
Lincoln, Neb.
100 mi.
General Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 2:15 pm, music, news.
Mon, Thur,
7:30 pm. music.
Central.
WMAJ,
Kansas City, Mo.
485 only.
600 mi. Kansaa
City Daily Drovers Telegram.
Daily ex Sun. 8:15
am. 9:15. 10:15. 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15, 2:15, weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK,
Lockport. N. Y. 4S5 also. 1.500 mi
Norton
Labs.
Tues, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WMAL,
Trenton, N. J. 100 mi.
Trenton Hdwe.
Co.
Mon. Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WMAM,
Beaumont, Tex.
Beaumont Radio Equipment
Co.
WMAN.
Columbus,
0. 50 mi.
First Baptist Church.
Sun.,
Central. 10:30-12 m., 7:30-9 pm. church services.
WMAP,
Easton. Pa.
400 ml.
Utility Battery Service
Co.
Daily ex Son, 4-5 pm, 6-6:45.
Wed.
S-9:55
pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ,
Chicago, HI.
1,500 ml
The Chicago Daily
New* (Fair Department Store).
Daily ex Mon, 4:355 pm, 9:15-10.
Wed, Fri, Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Tues.
Thurs. 7-8 pm.
Central.
WMAB,
Waterloo.
Iowa.
Waterloo
Electrical Supply
Co.
Schedule not established.

State, City, Call
Louisiana:
New Orleans. WAAB,
WAAC, WCAG, WGV,
WIAF,
WGAQ WWL
Shreveport,
KFDX,
Maine:
Auburn, WMB
Bangor, WPAY
Houlton, WLAN
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO, WEAR,
WKC,
WNAT
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts :
Boston,
WFAU,
WNAC WAAJ,
Dartmouth, WMAF
Lowell, WQAS
Medford Hillside, WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester,
WCN,
WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn, WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX, WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP, WMAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis, KFDZ,
WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG. WLB
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St, Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler, WNAR
Cameron, WFAQ
Cape Girardeau, WSAB
Columbia, WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson City, WOS
Joplin, WHAH
Kansas City, WDAF,
WHB, WMAJ, WOQ
Marshall, WJAT
Moberly, KFFP
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, WEAK
St. Louis,
KFEZ,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WEW.
WMAY, WRAO
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB
Tarkio, WIAT
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Bozeman, KFDO
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Lincoln, KFDU, WFAV,
WGAT, WJAB, WKAC,
WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk. WJAG

WMAT, Duluth, Minn. 4S5 also. 500 mi. Paramount
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am, 4:20 pm,
weather: 6:15-7:30 pm. markets. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAV.
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala. Polytechnic Inst.
WMAW, Wahpeton. N. D. SO mi. Wahpeton Elec.
Co. Daily, 7-7:30 pm, music, sports, news. Central.
Co.
WMAX, Ann Arbor, Mich. K. & K. Radio Supply
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo. 1,000 mi. Kingshighway
Presbyterian Church. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm. Tues, 7-8
pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ. Macon, Ga. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily
ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm. 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30. music Tues,
Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am, chapel. Eastern.
WMB. Auburn. Me.
Auburn Elec. Co.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. 400. 485 only. 2,000 mi. The
Commercial Appeal. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 12 m,
3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert: S,
music. Wed night silent. Tues, Fri, 11 pm, Midnight Frolic. Central.
WMH, Cincinnati,
O. Precision
Equipment Co.
porarily
discontinued.
, Tem_.„
WMU.
D. C.
mi. sports.
Doubleday-Hill
Elec. Washington.
Co. Daily. 4:30
pm. 100
concert,
Thurs,
8.9. concert.
Eastern.
WNAB, Bowling Green. Ky. 500 ml R. D. Nichols.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7 :30-9, music. Central
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 200 mi. Shepard Stores. Daily
ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Tues. Thur. 7-8:30
pm. Wed. Sat. 9:30-11 pm. Fri. 8-9:30 pm. Sun,
11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm. 6:30-8:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAD, Norman. Okla. 200 mL Okla. Radio Engineering Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-8:15 pm. news. CentraL
WNAK, Manhattan, Kans. Manhattan Radio Supply
WNAL,
Omaha, Neb.
R, J. RockwelL
Co.
WNAM, Evansville, Ind. 200 mi. 485 also. Ideal
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri. Sat. 10-11 am,
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8. entertainment Sun.
3-4 pro, music.
Central.
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. 1,000 mt Syracuse Radio
Tel. Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm, concert,
agriograms.
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ. Charleston, S. C. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP, Springfield. O. 200 mL
Wittenberg College.
WNAR.
Butler, Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
man). Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAS,
WNAT, Philadelphia. Pa. 500 mi. Lennig Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1 pm. Wed. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun, 2:30 pm, 4:30. church services.
Eastern.
WNAV,
Knoxville, Tenn.
People's Tel. & Telg. Co.
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe, Va.
Henry Kunzmann.

State, City, Call
Okemah
, WKAK
Norman,
WNAD
Oklahoma
WMAB City, WKY,

State, City, Call
Oak, KFEQ
Omaha,
KFCZ,
WAAW,
WIAK,
WNAL, WOAW,
WOU, WOV
Rushville. WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
University
Place, WCAJ
York, KFDR
Nevada:
Reno, KDZK, KFAS,
New a amp 3 hire:
Laconia, WKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden. WRP
Jersey City, WNO
Moorestown, WBAF
Newark,
WAAM,
WBS,
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield, WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
New York:
Albany, WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton.
WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWT
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia. WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
Newburgh, WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW.

Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa, WEH, WGAF,
WLAL
Oregon: KFGG
Astoria,
Baker, KFDA
Corvallis, KFDJ
Eugene, KFAT
Hillsboro,
KFFO
Hood River, KFHB, KQP
Marshfield, KFBH
Medford,
KFAT
Pendleton, KFFE
Portland, KDTQ, KFEC,
KGG, KGN, KGW, KQY
Salem, KFCD
Pennsylvania :
Altoona. WGAW
Clearfield, WPI
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, WGAL
McKeesport, WIK
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU,
WDAR,
WFI, WGL,
WWAD
WIP, WNAT,
WOO,
Pittsburgh.
KDKA.
KQV,
WCAE, WJAS
Scranton,
WQAN,
WRAY
State College, WPAB
Villanova, WCAM
Wiikes-Barre, WBAX,
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston, WKAP
Edgewood, WEAG
Providence, WEAN,
WJAR, WRAH
South Carolina:
Charleston, WFAZ,
WNAQ. WOAH
Clemson College, WSAC
Greenville, WQAV
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Brookings, KFDT
Rapid City, WCAT
Sioux Falls. WFAT
Vermillion, WEAJ
Tennessee:
Knoxville, WNAV
Lawrenceburg, WOAN
Memphis,
WKN,
WMC
Texas:
Abelene, WQAQ
Amarillo, WDAG, WRAU
Austin, WCM, WNAS
Beaumont, WMAM
College Station, WTAW
Dallas,
WDAO,
WFAA,
WRR

Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood, WHN
Schenectady,
WGT,
WRL
Syracuse,
WBAB,
WDAI,
WFAB,
WLAH,
WNAN
Tarrytown, WRW
Troy,
Utica, WHAZ
WSL
Waterford. WFAG
North Carolina:
Asheville, WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Greensboro, WQAZ
Raleigh. WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo, WDAT, WPAK
Grand Forks, WOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio:
Canton, WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WMH
WHAG, WIZ, WLW.
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV, WCAH,
WEAO,
WMAN,
WPAL
Dayton, WA1, WJAJ
Fairfield, WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WBAU, WRK
Lebanon, WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta, WBAW
Sandusky, WQAF
Springfield, WLAM, WNAP
Stockdale, WJAK
Warren, WLAZ
Washington
C. O., WGAX
Wooster, WGAU
Youngstown. WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA

El Paso, WDAH, WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAP, WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAT,
WSAV
WEV,
WGAB,
WRAA,
Laredo, WWAX
Orange, WKAL
Plainview, WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WOAI
Stanford, WOAZ
Tyler, WOAF

WNAX, Yankton.
S. D. Dakota Radio Apparatus
Co.
WNAY,
Baltimore,
Md.
Shipowners Radio Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. 1. 60 mi. Shotton Radio Mfg. Co..
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO.
Jersey
Hudson
Co., City.
N. J. N. J. Wireless Telephone .Co of
WOAA.
Ardmore.
Okla.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks. No. Dak. 50 mi. 485 also. Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm. entertainment, reports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WOAC, Lima, O. Maus Radio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, la. Friday Battery & Elec. Co.
WOAE.
Fremont,
Nebr.
Medland
College.
WOAF. Tyler. Tex 485 also. 50 mi. The Tyler Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 12 m, weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15, U. S. Navy
tral.
press. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service. CenWOAG, Belvidere, in
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 200 mL Palmetto Radio
Corp. Mon. Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am, music.
Eastern.
WOAI, San Antonio. Tex. 485 also. 1,800 mi.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News -Express.) Daily
ex Sun. 10:30 am. 12:15 pm, 3. 6. news, markets.
Tues. Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm, concert. Thurs, 7:30-8:30
pm. concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons. Kans. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Thurs.
7-8 pm,
music,
news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm, Sermon, music, news.lectures,
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort. Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
WOAL, Webster Groves, Mo. 300 mL W. E. Woods.
Sun. 3-5 pm.
Central
WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 1,000 mi. James D.
Yaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WOAO, Mishawaka, Ind.
200 ml
Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo. Mich.
Kalamazoo College.
WOAQ. Portsmouth, Va.
Portsmouth Radio Assn.
WOAR, Kenosha. Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS. Middletown. Conn. 100 ml. Bailey's Radio
Shop. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-6 pm, music. Sat, 9-12
pm. dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT,
Wilmington. Del.
Boyd Martell Hamp.
WOAU,
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WOAV. Erie. Pa. 600 mi. Penna. NatT Guard. Tues.
Thurs. S:30-10 pm. music. Fri, 10 pm, sports. Sun,
7:45 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WOAW,
Omaha.
Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WOAX, Trenton. N. J. 342 only. 300 mi F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAY,
Birmingham, Ala. John M. Wilder.
WOAZ. Stanford. Tex.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC. Davenport, la. 400 and 485 only. 1.000 mi. Palmer School of Chiropractic Daily ex Sun. Tues.

night.

10:55 am, time; 11, weather;

12 ru. chimes;

State, City, Call
WWACWJAD, WLAJ,
Waco,
Wichita Falls, WKAF
Utah:
Ogden, KDZL, KFCP
Salt
Lake
City,
KDYL,
KDYV, KZN
Vermont:
Bellows Falls, WLAK
Burlington. WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia: NAA
Arlington,
Blacksburg, WEAE
Fortress
Monroe,
Portsmouth,
WOAQWNAW
'Washington:
Westhampton,
WQAT
Aberdeen,
KNT
Bellingham, KDZR
Centralia, KDZM
Everett, KDZZ, KFBL
Lacey, KGY
Mt. Vernon, KFGF
Neah Bay, KFAE
KFHH
Pullman,
Seattle. KDZE,
KDZT
KFHR,
KHQ,
KJR,
KTW
Spokane, BE1,
KFDC,KFBG,
KFZ
Tacoma,
KFEJ,
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla, KFCF
Wenatchee, KDZI, KZV
Takima, KFV
West Virginia:
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD
Wisconsin:
Beloit, WKAW
Kenosha, WOAR
Madison, WGAT, WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAT, WIAJ
WHAD. WIAO
•Wyoming:
Neenah,
St. Croix Falls, WRAL
Superior, WPAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Casper,
KFDF
KYQ KFCQ,
Douglas,
KFEV
Laramie,
KFBTJ
Alaska:
Fairbanks, WLAY
Hawaii:
Honolulu,
KDYX,

KGU,

Porto Bico:
Ensenada, WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary, CHBC, CHCQ,
CFAC, CFCN, CJCY
Edmonton, CJCA
Fort Frances,
Halifax,
CFCE, CFPC
CJCS
Hamilton. CKOC
Iroquois
Falls,
Kitchener, CJCF CFCH
London,
CFCX,
CHCS,
CJGC, CKQC
Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX,
CHTC, CJBC, CKAC
Nelson, CJCB
Ottawa, CHXC, OA
Regina,
St. John, CKCK
CJCT, CKCR
Toronto, CFCA,
CFTC,
CHCB,
CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE,
CKCZ,
CKKC
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFTC,
CHCA,
CJCE
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CKCB,
CKZC, CJNC
Cuba:
Havana,
PWX

2 pm, markets; 3:30. talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed:
6:30, sports; 7, concert; 10 pm, concert, Wed. only;
9:30 pm, concert, Sat only. Sun, 9 am, chimes; 1:45
pm.
tral 6, concert; 7, church services; 8, concert CenWOI, Ames, la. 4S5 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily ex CentraL
Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30, music,
weather.
WOK. Pine Bluff. Ark. 485 also. 500 mi Ark. Light
& Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm. concert. Sun. 11-12
m, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 only. 500 ml John
Wanamaker. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, organ recital;
11:30, weather; 12 m, time; 4:45 pm, organ recital;
9:55, time; 10:02, weather. Mon, Thurs. 7:50 pm,
concert.
Eastern.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 1,000 mi Western
Radio Co. Mon, Tue. Wed. Thur. 9:45 am. 10:55.
11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports, etc.
Fri, 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Sun. 7 pm, concert.
WOR, Newark. N. J. 400 only. 2.000 mi. L-. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun. 2:30-4- pm, 6:15-7:30,
music, talks. Tues, Fri, 8-11 pm, music, entertainment. Eastern.
WOS. Jefferson City, Mo. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Dally ex Sun, first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm. markets.
Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed. Fri, 8-9:30
pm,
concert.
CentralR. B. Howell.
WOV,
Omaha, Neb.
WOU, Omaha, Neb.
Metropolitan Utilities Dist.
WPA. Ft. Worth, Tex. 485 also. 1,000 mi. Fort
Worth Record. Daily ex Sun. 10:58-11 am, 11:30-12
m, 1:30-2 pm. 2:30-3, 6-6:30. Daily ex Sun. Mon.
Wed, S:30-9:30 pm, 10-10:05. Mon, 11-12 mid.
Sun. 3-3:30 pm, 9-9:30.
Central.
WPA A, Waco, Neb.
Anderson & Webster Elec. Co.
WPAB.
State College, Pa.
Pa. State College.
WPAC.
Okmulgee,
Okla.
Donaldson Radio Co.
WPAD. Chicago, 111. 500 mi. W. A. Wieboldt & Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm, 6:30-7 pm, music.
Wed, Fri, 10-11 pm.
Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm.
Central.
WPAF, Independence,
Council Bluffs. Mo.la. Central
Peterson's
Radio
WPAG,
Radio
Co.. Co.Inc.
WPAH, Waupaca, Wis. 485 only. 3.000 mi. Wisconsin Dept of Markets. Daily ex Sun, 8:30 am,
9:30, 10:30. 11:30, 3 pm, 5, markets, weather, news,
etc.
Central.
WPAJ.
New
Haven.
Conn.
Doolittle Radio
Corp.
WPAK,
lege. Fargo, N. D. North Dakota Agricultural ColWPAL, Columbus, O. Superior Radio & Tel. Equip.
Co.
WPAM, Topeka.(Continued
Kans.
Awerbach
& GuetteL
on page
9)
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WPAP.
Winchester.
Kr.
Theodore P. Phllllr*.
WPAQ.
Froatburs.
Bid.
General
Salea
& Efurineertaf
On.
WPAR. Belott. Kan. SO ml. R. A. Ward. No dednlU
schedule.
WPAS,
Amsterdam. H Y.
J. ft M. ElertrK- Oa,
WPAT.
EI Piso.
Til.
SalM
Patrick's Cathodral.
WPAU.
Moorhend,
Minn.
lVm\.rdla Oollere.
WPAV,
Laurluni. Midi.
Tim.iu ft Sous.
WPAW. Wllmlna-lvn. Del 50 mL The Radio Installation Co. Pally ex Sun. 4-6:30 pm. music, code Instruction. Wed. S-10 :30 pm,
mualc.
Kastorn.
WPAX. Thomasrllle. Oa. -'5 ml. S-W Kadlo Ch.
Daily c\ Sun. 5-6 pnl. roada, weather, stocks, music.
Mon, Wed, Frl. S:S0-9:3O pm. muala Sat. 10-11
am. codes. Sun. 11:S0 am-12:30. 8:30 pm-9:30.
church service.
Eastern.
WPAY.
Bauer,
Me.
Bangor Radio Lab.
WPAZ.
Charleston. \V. Va.
Dr. John R. Koch.
WPG. New Lebanon. O. 4S5 also. 1.500 ml. Nushawg
Poultry Farm. Dally ax Sun. 12-12:15 pm. uews, «6:30 pm. markets Mon. Frt, S-9:45 pm. music, farm
rri'uram.
Central.
WPI. Cleartleld. Pa.
Elec. Supply Co.
pm. news.
Mon. 8 pm. concert.
Eastern.
WPM. Washington. D. C. 200 mL Thos. J. Wllllama.
Inc. (Washington Dally News.) Dally ex Sun. 12:80
pm, news.
Mon. 8 pm. concert.
Eastern.
WQAA, Parkesburg, Pa. 1.500 mL Horace A. Boale.
Jr. Dally. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB. Springfield. Me. Southwest Missouri State
Teachers College.
WQAC, Amarfflo. Tex.
200 mL
E. B. Qlsh.
WQAD. Waterbury. Conn. 310 only. 30 mL
The
Whltall Elec. Co. Mon, Wed. Frl. 6:80-7:45 pm.
music. Boy Scout news. Wed. 8:30-9:30 pm. concert. Eastern.
WQAF.
Sandusky.
O.
Sandusky
Register.
WQAH.
Lexington, Ky. Brock-Anderson Elect Eng.
< o.
WQAJ.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Ann Arbor Times News:
WQAK.
Pubuoue. la.
Appel-Hlgley Elec
Co.
WQAL. Mattoon. m. 100 mi. Coles County Tel. &
Telg.
Co.
Tues,
Thurs,
9-11 pm, music, lectuwa.
Central.
WQAM.
Mlamt
Fla.
500 mi.
Electrical Equip.
Co.
Paily ex Sun,
5:15-5:45
pm. news,
stocks,
weather;
rm.
music.
Snn.
9-11 pm.
music.
Eastern.
WQAO. New York City. N Y. 300 ml. Calvary Baptist Church. Sun. 11:15-12:15 am, 8:30-9:30 pm,
church
serrices.
Eastern.
WOAP.
r.
Am.
Ra.lio Co.
WQAR. Muncle. Ind.
Press Pub. Co.
WOAT. Richmond, Va. 200 ml. Radio Equipment
Corp. Daily ex Sun, 2-5:15 pm. music. Sun. 3-5.
Eastern.
WQAS. Lowell. Mass. 50 ml. Prince-Walter Co
Dally ex Sun. 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm. music Mon.
Wed. Fri. 6-7 pm. news, concert. Thurs, silent.
Eastern.
WQAV. Greenville. S. C. 75 ml. Huntington & Guerry,
Inc.
Tues. Thurs.
7:30-8:30 pm, music
Sat. 7:30-8
Sn. music.
Eastern.
AW,
Washington,
D.
C.
Catholic
University
of
America.
WBAA.
Houston. Tex.
400 ml.
Rice Institute.
Mon.
n. concert,
college
activities.
Sun,
4:30
pm.
lectures.
Central
WP.AB. Savannah, Ga. Savannah Board of Public Education.
WRAC.
Mayville,
N. D.
State
Normal
School
WRAD.
Marion. Kans.
Taylor Radio Shop.
WRAH.
Providence,
B. I. Stanley N. Bead.
WRA1. Pittsburgh. Pa.
M. H. Pickering Co.
WRAL. St- Croix Falls. Wis. Northern States Power
Co.
WRAM, Calesbtrrg, m.
200 mL
Lombard College.
Wed. 7:30-9 pm. college activities, announcements.
Schedule
irregular.
CentraL
WRAN.
Waterloo.
la.
100
mi.
Black
Hawk
Electrical Co. Daily ex Sun,
5 pm. 5:30. concert, news.
Mon.
Frl, 8:30-9:15
pm, concert.
Sun. 11:15, church
^itraL
WRAR,

David City, Nebr.
100 mL
Jacob C. Thomas.
Fri. 7-9 pm.
Central
WRAU. Amarlllo. Tex. 50 mL Arnarillo Daily News.
Tires. Thurs. 7:3O-S:30 pm. music.
Central
WRAV.
Tellow Spring, O.
Antioch College.
WRAY. Seranton, Pa. 485 also. 100 mi. Radio Sales
Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, music; 12 m, reports; 3:30-5:30 pm. reports, music; 7, bedtime
music Wed, 8:15-9:45 pm, music 8at,
S:15, 10:30 pm, music Sun, 4 pm, chapel Eastem.
WRK. Hamilton. O. 1,000 mi. Doron Bros. Elec. Co.
Ties. Thur. 9-10:30 pm. music, lecture. Sun, 10:30
am.
church service.
Central.
WRL.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Union College Radio Club.
WRM. Crbana. HI 300 mi Univ. of I1L Mon, Thurs,
8:30-8:50 pm. 9-9:30, Univ. news, talks, music CentraL
WRP. Camden, N. J. 250 ml. Federal Inst of Radio
Telg. Dally ex Sat. Sun, 10-10:45 pm, music, news.
agrlograms.
Eastern.
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 485 also. 200 mL City of Dallas.
Dally ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. weather: 3-3:30. sports,
markets, news; 7-7:15, police news; S-S:30, music.
Sun. 11 am. church service; 7-8 pm. police news,
cinirel: service.
Central.
WRW.
Tarrytown.
N. Y.
1.000 mL
Tarrytown Radio
&: Research Laboratory.
Mon, Thur, Sat, 6:15-7 pm.
-8:30, 10:30-12 jxn.
Sun.
1-3 pm.
Eastern.
WSAA, Marietta. O. 50 ml. B. S. Sprague Elec. Co.
Wed. 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB. Cape Girardeau, Mo. Southeast Mo. State
Teachers College.
WSAC.
Clemson College.
S. C.
Clemson AgrL
College.
WSAH,
Chicago. BL
A. G. Leonard. Jr.
WSA1. Grove City, Pa. 700 mi. Grove City College.
College
activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL.
Brookville,
Ind.
Franklin Elec. Co.
WSAS. Lincoln, Nebr. 485 also. 700 ml. Nebr. Dept.
of AgrL Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 10 am, 11. 12:20
pm.
2, reports.
CentraL
WSAV, Houston. Tex. Clifford W. Tick. Temporarily
discontinued.
WSB. Atlanta, Ga. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mL Atlanta Journal. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm. music; 2:30.
reports: 4-4:45 pm, music, reports: 5-6 pm. 7-8,
10:45-12 music Sun, 10:54 am, 5-6 pm, 730-9.
church services.
CentraL
WSL. Utica. N. Y. 500 mL J. & M Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am, 2-2:30 pm. 3-3:30. 4-4:30.
5-5:30. music, news. Mon. Wed. 8-9 pm. Sat 1111:30 am. 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSN, Norfolk. Va. 100 ml. Shipowners Badio Service
Inc.
Mon. Wed. Sat 8:15-9:30 pm. concert Eastern.
WSY. Birmingham. Ala. 2,009 ml. Alabama Power
Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 3 pm, 3:30, news,
weather. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8 pm, music. Tues, Thurs,
5 pm. entertainment Sun. 11 am. 7:30 pm, church
services.
CentraL
WTAC.
Johnston, Pa.
Penn Traffic Co.
WTAU, Tecumseh. Neb.
Ruegy Battery ft Elec. Co.
WTAW. College Station, Tex. 200 ml Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Tex. Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm.
addresses. Snn, 11 am, 4 pm, 7, church serrices.
I
tral.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 48S only. 75 ml. Kan. State
AgrL College. Daily ex Sun, 9:55 am. weather (code).
Central.
WTP,
Bay
City. Mich.
75 mi.
Ra-Do
Corp.
Mon.
Wed.
Frl. 1:30-2 pm,
reports,
news;
6:30-7:30
pm.
rt
CentraL
WWAC, Waco. Tex. 485 also. 1.500 ml Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1 :30 pm, entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm. music, entertainment CentraL
WWAD.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wright & Wright, Inc.
WWAX,
Laredo. Tex.
150 ml.
Wormser Bros.
Daily
ex Sun. Central.
4:30-5:30
pm,
music
Mon,
Sat, 8-9 pm.
WWAY,
Chicago,
Dl
Marigold Gardens.
V/WB. Canton, O. 300 mi. Daily News Printing Co.
Tues. Thurs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WWI. Dearborn. Mich. 200 mL Ford Motor Co. Wed.
lfl-11 pm.
music,
lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ, Detroit. Mich. 400. 485 only. 1.500 ml Evening News. Dally ex Sun, 9:30-9:45 am, household
hints; WS-1<1:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30 am,
weather; 11:55-12, time: 12:05-12:15 pm, music;
3-3:30. music; 3:30-3:35, weather: 3:35-4:15, markets; 5-6, markets: 7-10. entertainment. Sun. April
Id. and every other week, 11 am, 5:30 pm, church
se:-vices.services.
Sun. fill
in weeks, 2 pm, concert; 7:30,
church
Eastern.
WWL.
New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT.
Bun-Mo.
N. Y.
200
mi.
McCarthy
Bros.
&
Ford
Pally
3-4:30
pm.
7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list The
first part will appear again next week.)
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BUY
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LESS

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of
satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Known
Partsas theforWonder
Ultra Audion
Circuit (
Circuit

Freund's Wonder
Circuit $13.20

) $11.90

Consisting of:

KHG.

Regular Price
9x10%
Formica
Panel
$1.42 Our Price
1.45
23-Plate
Condenser
3.30
Hakellto
Soeltet
(Render)
1.00
Special Ultra Audion Coll. Plain or Bank Wound with Taps. . 3.00
$ 1.20
1 Howard
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
CRL
Grid
Leak
.0005 Mlcon Condenser
2 Switch
Levers
18 Switch
Points
8 Switch
Stops
9 Binding
Posts
Genuine Solid Mahosany Cabinet, size 9x10% with hinged top
JS ft Hookup
Wire
'.
Regular
Price
$19.37
Eaoh order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring. These construction plans are not drawn
In a schematic form but are drawn so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can follow with ease. Our
Price
..

$11.90
Complete Parts for Reinartz Sets,
$11.45
.45

CONSISTING OF
7x18
Formica
Panel
Remler
Bakelite
Socket
Howard
Vernier
Rheostat
23 Plate
Variable
Condenser
11 Plate
Cunt
Variable
3 Switch
Levers
2 Dozen
Switch Points
1 Schoonhoven
Reinartz
Coll
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
8 Binding Posts
25 Feet
Tinned
Wire
Baseboard
for Mounting
Blueprint with Complete Instructions for
Assembly
and Wiring
Regular
Moulded

Regular Price
$1.89
1.00
1.50
3.30
3.10
1.50
.80
3.00
Combined. . . . 1.00
80
30
50

$1.70
1.35
.40
1.95
.25
.75
.40

1.00

Price

Variometers

Our Price
1.45
.75
1.35

.$21.69
,

/1C
.50

$3.45
Our Price «P **•*«'
$3.45
$155

180'
Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany
Variometers

180°
Bakelite
Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser
CRL. Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
Master Baldwin Type C Head Sets

$1.75
75c
$1.35
$3.95
$6.95

Complete Parts for Knocked-Down
Receiving Set $17.95
CONSISTING OF
2 Variometers
1 Variocoupler
3 Bakelite
Dials
Bemler
Bakelite
Socket
Howard
Bheostat
Cunningham
C-300 Detector Tube
Mahogany
Cabinet
Genuine
Formica
Panel
8 Binding Posts
Switch
Lever
12
Switch
Points
Freshman Grid Leak and Condenser Combined
Complete Drawing for Assembly and Wiring
Regular Price

$4.30
$3.70
$3.30
$3.10
$2.70

Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,

43
23
II
5
3

PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,
PLATE,

Phone

.80
.75
1.75
.45
4.45
$3.90
2.75
1.75
.20
.75
.40
.25

received from Chicago

Can be used to amplify Keinartz, Flewelling, Short Wave Receiver, Crystal, Aultra Audion or any Receiving Set so that Loud
Speaker or Phonograph can be used in place of head set.
CONSISTING OF —
Regular Price
7x10 Formica Panel or Other Suitable Size
$1-05
High Ratio Ail-American or Thordarsou Transformer
4.75
Low Ratio Thordarson or All-American Transformer
4.50
2 Howard
Rheostats
2.20
2 Remler Bakelite Sockets
2.00
3 Double
Pacent
Jacks
3.00
13 Binding Posts
1-30
Baseboard
for Mounting
30
Wiring

Regular
Price
Diagram,
with
Complete
It-structions
Assembling Panel

Brandes

Superior

for

$20. 10
Drilling,
and
Our Price

Headset

Plugs
Tip
Amplifying

Cord
Firth
Thordarson

i?H5

$12.45

Valley Battery Chargers
Antenella Aerial Plug
Mounting
3 Coil Honeycomb
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
Barchass Coils

516^0
$115
53.45
»^fi0
••50c
$L»
• -60c
5Z.95

Transformers

$12.45
Complete Parts for Flewelling Circuit
CONSISTING OF—
Regular Price Our Price
6x14 Formica Panel
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
Three .006 Mica Condensers
CBL Variable Grid Leak
Bemler Grid
Leak
2 Coil Adjustable Honevcomb Coil Mounting
50 Turn Honeycomb
Coll
75 Turn
Honeycomb
Coll
21 Bemler
Mounts
with Straps
Remler Coll
Bakelite
Socket
Howard
Vernier
Bheostat
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
8 Binding Posts
1 Baseboard
for Mounting

..;......
with Knobs

'.

»-

JJ.IO
I •«
f-"
1.35
.25
Z.65
.40
.40
.80
,*it

j-oo
1-00
§0
30

1.35
.25
.40
.20

$22.16

Regular

Our Price

$7.00 value

43-plate Vernier

$6 JO value
$5 00 value

23-plate Vernier Variable
11-plate Vernier Variable

*Tw* WESTERN

*'-2B
g-3U
?•""
1.85
.40
4.00
75
•80
1.20
•—\JSi

1.00

Price

.50

$1.45
$1.35
$1.25
$1.15

tube.

Complete Parts for 2 Step Amplifier
$13.20

$17.95
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
„...„...„
$1.75

now
now
new
now
now

on one

Regular Price
Our $Price
S 1.42
1.20
Cabinet with hinged top
5.00
2.95
75
.25
6.0O
1.95
7.00
3.45
1.00
.45
80
-40
1.50
.95
35
.25
1 .50
1 .35

1 Blueprint
Complete
Assemblywith and
WiringInstructions for

$30.85
Our Price

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS
Each

Our Price

Regular Price
$10.00
5.00
3.00
1.00
1. 10
5.00
4.50
2.25
J50
50
.40
1.00
1.00

and KYY

Regular
Price
$24.32
Complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring
furnished with each order. Written so that anyone without
any technical knowledge can understand. Our
Price

.20
$11

KFI,

9x10% Formica Panel
9x10% Genuine Solid Mahogany
Bakelite
Dial
Variometer
43 Plate Vernier Condenser
Bender
Bakelite
Socket
8 Binding
Posts
CRL Variable Grid Leak
.0005
Mlcon
Condenser
Howard
Vernier
Rheostat

Variable

ELECTRIC

$12.45

Condenser

$3-95

Condenser

S3 .45

Condenser

$2.95

$7.95

PHONES,

to

These are the only phones
Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet goes with each set!
in aircraft reception.
pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for

ORIGINAL
These are the Genuine
with
complete
Phones,

Nathaniel
silk cord

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED
Jacks

Baldwin "Mica
headband.
and

^""i"6 ?aJdwi,n. "Mica ^Diaphragm"
Special
"C" Loud Speaking Units.

HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65 | MAGNAVOX,

Pacent Single Circuit
$0.35
Pacent Double Circuit
50
Federal Single Circuit Filament
Control
35
Federal Double Circuit Filament
Control
50

Rheostats
45c
Sponge Rubber Ear Cans, Pair...
50c
Dials. 2, 3 and 3'/2 Inch
25c
Grewol
Detectors
$1.65

PHONES

BALDWIN

Diaphragm"
fi»Q QCS
at 3>£*.I70
Special

1.500 Turns HONEYCOMB
1,250 Turns
1,000
750 Turns
Turns
lUllto
<
150
250 Turns
Turns .
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25

Cabinets

COIL

Spaghetti
Lightning

. . $27.45
Type R3 .$4.65

LOUD SPEAKERS,

'

. 1.50
nn
..$1.50
1.25
Sj;
..,. 1.00
.75

Turns.

Signal
Corns
Super
Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
$2.45
Solid Copper Aerial Wire. 100 ft. 35c

Type

6i 5%"
6x7%"
6x14"

MAHOGANY
by 6" deep
by 6" deep
by 6" deep

6x16%"
6x32"
9x12%"
9xl0y2"

by
by
by
by

Tubing,
yard
Arresters

10*
»|o

2-Slide Tuning Coils, at....
51-so
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
25o

AND

WALNUT
. 1.95
.$1.45

6" deep
6" deep
7" deep
5%"
deep

2-95
2.45
2-95
3.95
2-»»

Anti-Capacity Switches
Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers, now at

$1.50
$2.65
45o

* V*c
FORMICA PANEL, V8" thick, Black or Brown, Square Inch
e attention
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us. Mail orders receive immediat

Complete Parts for Single Tube Reflex Circuit

Consisting of
Begular Price
Price
43-Plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$7.00Our $3.95
Radion Loop Aerial
7.00
5.95
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
9.00
5.95
Grewol
Glass
Inclosed
Detector
2.00
1.65
All American Badio Frequency Transformer
4.50
3.45
All American 5 to 1 Badio Audio Frequency Transformer. . . . 4.75
3.95
2 .001 llicon Condensers
70
.50
1 .002 Mlcon
Condenser
.45
.35

BUY

HERE

Howard
Potentiometer
Bheostat
Ohm
8Howard
Binding 25 Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel

•

•

1.50
i'liiilMimi'tiiiiS"*™

with hinged top....
9x10% Genuine Solid Makosany Cabinet
Complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring
can
furnished so that anyone with no technical knowledge
Our Price
easily follow.
V».£i
Rpjular Price

FOR

LESS

$32*65

1. 10

1.35
1.00
.40
1.20
2.95

1.42
.80
5.00

$32.65
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Aid to Shorthand Students
Good Practice Obtained by Taking Down Speeches
EVEEY day brings to light another use for Eadio
broadcasting. It is now revealed that students of
shorthand and typewriting are picking up addresses out
of the ether to increase their speed at the typewriter or
in writing shorthand symbols of the speaker's words.
Those who have had to rely upon the patience of a member of the family or a friend to read to them while they
dashed off the dots, dashes and curves, can appreciate
the advantage of Eadio dictation.

Railroads Considering Radio
Large Demands for Communication Forces New Methods
THE unusual . development of the Eadio in recent
months has aroused renewed interest in the investigation now being conducted by the Telegraph and Telephone section of the American Eailway association in
the use of Eadio and wire carrier systems on the railroads.
The committee having this in charge are consulting
with manufacturers of Eadio equipment so as to make
a study of the feasibility of securing carrier current
telegraph operation over railroad wire plants.
It is the intention to use Eadio to a greater extent
on railroads, wherever it can be placed to advantage
at the present time and to gain a place for standardization on all systems.

Warning to the Youth
Be Careful About High Power Electric Wires
RECENTLY a boy of 16 years rose early one morning to fasten his wires to the rear porch of his
home and in doing so he tossed the ends across an
electric light service wire, the ends of the antenna
falling to the next door yard. He ran down and
grasped them. The wires stuck and he tugged and
twisted them. This tugging wore the insulation from
the electric light wires and there was a flash. The
boy fell to the ground screaming — his hands and arms
were burned by the high voltage which had run
through his antenna wires. He was started for the
hospital but he died en route.
Eadio experts can draw a lesson from the tragedy,
pointing to it as a warning to youthful Eadiophans
for exceptional care in the preparation of their sets
in the city and the dangers of permitting antenna to
be too close to power and light wires.

Condensed

I HEY YOU, 6ET
AWAY. THOSE
ARE MY FISH.

Eadio, as usual, is abreast of the times. Ever since
the discovery of Tut-ankh-Amen 's resting place and the
treasures buried with him, there has been a mad rush to
make everything we wear and do correspond to that
period in ancient Egypt. So Station WJAX, of Cleveland, broadcasted a Eadio night in Egypt and made quite
a hit. This is the first, I believe, that Eadiophony has
been used to pay homage to King Tut, who, if he could
see and hear again would find just a few things of which
his age could not boast — Eadio among them.
Nearly all fans are agreed on one thing and that is the
genuine observance of a silent period. Chicago is not
alone in its attitude toward the "staggered hour"
scheme as it is a dangerous substitute for a real period
of silence. Nothing short of an entire evening's silence
■.on the part of local broadcasting stations should be countenanced. This subject has been hashed and rehashed
until it would seem as though we were ready to go ahead
and do something, but some such substitute as the staggered hour comes up to prove how slow is our progress.
One fan in the East wrote a savage letter to a daily newspaper expressing his candid opinion of a local station
whose duty seemed to be to broadcast each evening until
a very late hour. He was desirous of hearing something
other than the announcement of that station's call letters. There remain some stations who would seemingly
prefer to shut down completely rather than give one
evening a week to the reception of outside broadcasting.
But that leads to another observation.
Some of the interference now experienced, by those
operating receiving sets will disappear with the allocating
of higher wave bands to broadcasting stations. This was
proposed by the National Eadio Chamber of Commerce at
the meeting called by Secretary Hoover a short time ago.
Extending the range of wavelengths to include up to 550
meters would lessen the present jam on two wave lengths,
considerably clearing the air. Perhaps this should have
been attended to before now; yet we must not lose sight
of the fact that until rather recently no one foresaw the
trouble resulting from so many licenses to broadcast. It
had to be either a reduction of the number of stations
licensed or a greater number of wave bands on which
they could operate. Possibly the English rule was a very
wise one pertaining to broadcasting. Our problem will
soon be solved and then we can enjoy listening in with
a minimum of interference.
You may have read of the appeal to the Department
of Commerce from a blind man in South Dakota for a
receiving set, as he understood these were being distributed to the blind. Of course no such generous plan is
in effect anywhere in our government departments. However, the Government Eadio authorities are urging private
parties to contribute to a fund for the express purpose
of purchasing sets for the afflicted. A blind person is so
limited in his contact with the rest of the world without
a receiving set and so very much a part of it with one.
Surely inexpensive equipment could be assembled at
specified points and then distributed to those so sorely
needing them. Eadio Clubs might profitably spend some
of their time in constructing sets for the blind; bringing
credit to the club and untold joy to the sightless.
Music carried by Eadio is being used in one instance
to supply this necessary adjunct to a movie house.
A Eadio amplifier installed in the gallery of Old
Chapel at Pennsylvania State College gives to the students music from a large group of broadcasting stations, insuring good orchestra music with the cinema.
There are times when the selections being transmitted
are held despite the incongruity sometimes noticed,
as, for instance, a comedy picture with music of a
serious or sacred nature. At this student Y. M. C. A.
gathering there are in the neighborhood of one thousand present and some of the music heard there originates in the city of Chicago. This is said to be the
only motion picture audience in the country securing
its music in this manner.
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(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

The Radio Tramp
By Walt Drummond
At times, when tuning in your set,
You hear a g-r-r-r! and clack!
And other sounds come trooping in—
You cannot keep them back.
Now, I will tell who makes these sounds,
It's my friend, Happy Jack;
He's either on his way somewhere,
Or else he's coming back.
Jack was an old-time printer tramp,
Was ever "on his way,"
Who rode a hundred thousand miles
In box-cars in his day.
He worked on every sheet of note,
A day or two at most;
He And
'd journey
fromcoast
the to
north
then from
coast.down south,
One day, about five years ago,
Jack halted here to rest;
He'd worked his way in from the east,
Was headed to the west.
. He said to me: "In this fast age,
The freight train is too slow.
I've had a hunch when 30 's called
I'll ride the Eadio.
(The "Radio Tramp" \eMl be concluded in April 21 issue)

We Don't Read the Disgust
Dear Indi — 'SKe. 'Slie. I don't believe it either ! Tou
are alius saying something about QRM and there ain't no
sech station. I know 'cause it ain't on page 8 of the
Disgust.
See for yourself.
— Peggy.

Your Third Question Is Correct

Advertising with Noise
Filling the Air with Overstrained Music Is Obnoxious
THEEE have been complaints to our office on many
different subjects but the most recent one, and one
that is quite common to most of us, is for Eadio shops
to make as much noise from their stores as it is possible for them to make. The expectation, of course, is
to gain trade by this manner of supposed advertising.
One local paper in a certain community says, ' ' Loud,
noisy, nerve-racking, tormenting and torturing music
comes from the Eadio store." In this community a
petition was circulated which had many signers. It
was used to place the grievance before the commissioners. The petitioners said that after a solid day spent
in listening to the strains of jazz and syncopated
canned music as wafted to the street from the Eadio
shop they do not only go half mad, but they are unable
to work with normal efficiency.
Eecently we published an editorial on "Ether Etiquette" which pointed out the unsportsmanlike methods of breaking into concert time or, in other words,
"speaking out loud in an assembled audience." Now
this complaint comes at the other end of the line.
Neighbors' rights are again trodden to earth.
It may be all right to fill the air with music from
one's retail store, but it would be better to confine
it within the walls. Then, too, with the tone brought
down to where it should be, the reproduction will be
more perfect and the all-around results and business
getting will be better.
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The popularity of exercising to Eadio has entered
a stage of low visibility, yet Station WHAS has made
a valiant attempt to renew the interest in this gymnastic feature. Not only does this station devote a
certain period to instruction in health exercises, but
they arrange them in such a manner that they may be
followed when headsets are used. A picture was
shown in a Eadio paper of the entire office force in one
company taking their regular exercises to the instructions coming through the loud speaker. Invite in all
your friends who have not the advantage of a receiving
and then
get liver.
"WHAS That
to lead
all ingentleman
alleviatingsettorpidity
of the
sad you
looking
with sallow complexion will become a new individual
after a few trips to your home while this feature is
being broadcast. Try it.
There are certain limitations to the things a licensed
liquor dispensary in England may do and one of them
concerns Eadio. So many owners of hotels and restaurants have been impressed with the attractiveness
of providing their patrons with Eadio reception that
they have installed these wherever possible. However,
the British authorities have recently ruled that public
houses in England may not install Eadio sets, as to do
so would convert them into a different type of entertainment house than that stipulated in the liquor
license. We have no such restrictions over here, but
then we haven't the liquor houses either.

deer indi — as i am a reader of the radio disgust i think
i got a rite to ask some q & a's — (1) can you play dx
records on the phonograph? (2) do you have to change
the toobes plates to bowls when you use a souper set?
horribly yrs, dick h roberts — hootstown arkansas.

You Are Right, You're Right, We'll Sayurite !

Indi — In some section "squeals" are bothering the
fan.
Probably the air hogs. — Lillian G.

Yea, He Lives in Our Block
Dear Indi — A headline reads: "1,000,000 persons
within 3,000 miles of the city to hear 'The Fool.' "
Who M.
using Eadio has not heard him, I ask you? —
Eita
There was a young man from Wilmette
Who rigged
up ina the
Radio-set,
When
he tuned
latter
He beard the thing chatter,
— In Disgust.
"Good-Night," with the whole alphabet.

—Or

the "Lost Chord"

Indigest — I suggest the "Broken
Melody"
be appropriate when statie is around. — S. N.

might
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XV — Construction and Use of the Loop Aerial
By Arthur G. Mohaupt

ent form of
THE loop aerial is a conveni
aerial to use for receiving Radio messt
and
entertainments
sages broadca
when it is difficult or impossible to erect
a suitable outdoor antenna, or when an
aerial is desired that can be readily carried from place to place without Involving
extensive erection or construction work.
The loop aerial is also the best type of
aerial to use when it is desired to reduce
to a minimum the Interference resulting
from other stations operating at or nearly
at the same wave length. In fact, it is in
these extreme directional effects that the
greatest possibilities and values of the
loop aerial lie. For example, a properly
designed loop aerial can be directed toward a distant transmitting station, and
the 6ignals received without practically
any interference from local or nearby stations, except in case one of these is in the
same line with the distant station.
Advantages of Loop Aerial
Other advantages of a loop aerial are
• that it is entirely immune from any dan-

<K^

Fig.

52

ger due to lightning, and that it is not
affected by atmospheric or weather conditions. Static also does not interfere
with the effective operation of the loop.
In spite of these numerous desirable
features, the loop aerial is by no means
a perfect aerial, for the amount of energy
it can absorb is very small, and hence
Radio frequency amplification is necessary before the incoming oscillations arts
strong enough to be impressed upon the
input or grid circuit of the detector tube.
This not only adds to the initial expense
of the required apparatus, but it also
adds to the number of adjustments that
must be made in the tuning process.
The loop aerial really came into existence only during the last few years, for
prior to that the principles underlying

satisfactory form of loop, both from the
point of view of directional qualities and
receiving efficiency, is the square loop.

ing. If the plane of the coil is parallel I it passes over the ends of the 42-lnch supwith the front of the wave, that is, if one porting sticks,' It is a good plan to mount
face of the coil is In the direction the| bakelito
end
pieces
with
suitably
cut
AUDIO
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FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS
^TRANSFORMERS-^

Fig.
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grooves in them for holding the loop.
The square loop is easily constructed, is wave is moving, then the oscillations In- This
will to some extent avoid the collecduced in opposite sides of the coil .will
very directional, and if properly designed
tion of dirt and moisture, and thus preoppose
each
other
and
thus
be
neutralized.
forms a very effective receiver.
However,
if
the
plane
of
the
loop
is
at
ventwires
current
between the succesThe Spiral Loop
sive
at leakage
these points.
right angles
to the'side
frontof ofthethecoil
advancing
The square loop, in turn, can be wound wave,
In mounting the loop it makes little
the nearer
will be
in two ways. In the first place, it can be intercepted before the farther side is; difference as to whether the sides of the
wound in the form of a spiral with one and
although the difference may appear coil are vertical and horizontal, or whether
turn inside of the other and each turn
minute if the speed of propaga- it is tilted at an angle of 45 degrees so
becoming smaller as the center of the to be tionsoof the
wave is considered, the out- that one diagonal forms the vertical axle.
loop is approached. A loop aerial of this of-phase conditions
of the oscillations in But it should be constructed perfectly
type is illustrated in Figure 52. As is opposite sides of the
loop are sufficient symmetrical, and mounted so that it will
shown, the wire starts at one corner, and to enable the detection of the resulting remain in a set position without requiring
after making one complete turn, the sec- induced currents if sufficiently sensitive constant resetting.
ond turn is started inside of the first,
is employed.
Winding' the Loop
the successive turns being spaced about apparatus
It is thus evident why the loop aerial is
one-half inch apart. The spiral loop thus so directional in its « operation, for the
The actual size of wire to use is not so
resJmbles a large pancake coil, with all nearer the face of the loop is at right very important, but should be sufficiently
the wires lying in the same plane and angles to the front of the wave the large to avoid high resistance or exceseach successive turn being smaller than greater will be the phase difference, and
sive current loss. Practically any size
the preceding turn.
the more marked will be the resulting wire between 14 and 18 is very suitable.
copper wire is quite generally used
The Solenoid Loop
flowing in the loop. There- Bare
to good advantage, for it does not involve
Another way of winding a square loop oscillations
fore, when a loop aerial is used for re- any
serious
dielectric losses due to the
is illustrated in Figure 53. Here the loop is
ceiving, the plane of the loop should point
wound in the form of a large square coil in the direction of the station from which insulations. Number 14 braided or tinned
copper strand seems to work best and
or solenoid with a very large diagonal the received signals are coming. By then produces
the best quality signals.
compared to its length. This form of loop turning the loop slightly in one direction
As to the size of the loop, experiments
aerial seems to be the more popular and or the other, a position will be found at
shown that in general the larger
is used to a greater extent than the spiral which the signals are coming in loudest. have
loops operate with better efficacy, for
loop. One important feature about it is If the loop is turned at right angles to with
a
larger loop less turns are needed
that it lends itself readily to being wound this position, no sounds at all will be to give the
necessary inductance, and with
on the interior of the cabinet enclosing heard.
less turns the amount of distributed cathe receiving apparatus. Such an arrangepacity
is
reduced.
However, another facConstructing1 a Loop Aerial
ment forms a very compact and self-contor to consider is that a coil which has the
In the construction of a loop aerial thero greatest inductance possible for a given
tained unit; and if used in conjunction
(Continued on page 14)
with suitable Radio frequency amplifying are two items to consider, the first is the
apparatus, it gives very satisfactory and supporting framework and the second is
efficient service.
the winding of the loop itself. The framework should be rigid and strong enough
The spiral loop is highly directional and
can be wound to be very compact. It is to support the loop without requiring any
50
used very extensively for Radio compass bracing from the wire itself. It should
stations and direction finders. It pos- also be arranged so as to be capable of besesses the disadvantage, however, that its
ing rotated on a vertical axis in order
CRYSTAL SET
operation is restricted to the shorter wave that the loop can easily be adjusted for
The best set for
lengths, in that it cannot easily be wound receiving sending stations in any direcbeginners or others desiring a real
for the longer wave lengths on account tion.
A convenient arrangement to use is two
of the smaller
cessive turn. space allotted to each suc- varnished wooden strips 42 inches long so
good
set Tunes
for little
money.
up
The solenoid loop, however, is not ham- that each side of the square loop will be
to 600 meters; can
pered by such restrictions, because for a about 30 inches (two and one-half feet)
receive up to 50
given size loop more turns can be ar- long. This size has been found to be very
miles radius under
normal conditions.
ranged and each turn is of the same satisfactory for receiving wave lengths
length. It is somewhat less directive than ranging from 360 to 485 meters. In order
Has received 100*^
that
the
wire
will
be
well
insulated
where
the spiral loop and also permits of broader
ratings nical
fromdepartments
Techtions.many publicatuning. It is thus somewhat better adaptof
ed for the reception of broadcast mesdirect.
Sold by orreliable
sages and musical entertainments.
dealers,
sent
How the Loop Aerial Receives
The operation of the loop aerial is, of
Investigate the opportunities offered tkrough takcourse, based upon the principles of elecRITTER RADIO
ing either our RESIDENCE or HOME STUDY
tromagnetic induction. We will remember
COURSE of radio instruction. Conducted by the
CORP.
RADIO CORPORATION OP AMERICA— no new
that Radio messages are carried through
operators accepted by the Eastern Division of that
230 New
CanalYork.
Street,
space in the form of electromagnetic
corporation other than our graduates.
waves, and these waves as they advance
Write for complete information.
details.
are intercepted by the numerous metallic
Dealers write for
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
objects and wires that lie in its path.
(Fornierly Marconi Institute)
As these waves thus come upon the loop
Patent Pending
328 A Broadway
New York City
aerial, they cut across the wires comprising the loop and induce in them electrical oscillations corresponding in nature
to the characteristics of the impinging
waves.
BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $9.85
The effect produced by these induced
^fcJCT.T.T-^
TRUE
CABINET TYPE,
like the finest
oscillations, however, depends upon the
^-^^■^
modern phonographs, with all their beauty
position of the loop with respect to the
/!! ^^B and perfect tone. Makes your two-step set a real EXTER|v/B
TAINER for family and friends. SPIROLA DUPLEX uses any
direction in which the waves are advanc-

RITTER GRAND $2

Wireless Operators Wanted

Fig.

S3

Radio frequency amplification were still
very vague, and suitable apparatus was
not available on the market for effectively
receiving the small amounts of energy accepted by a loop aerial. However,- with
the advances made recently in the design
and perfection of Radio frequency amplifying apparatus, the loop aerial has now
come into its own, and bids fair to extensively replace the old familiar outdoor
aerial where compact and portable receiving equipment is desired.
Types of Loop Aerials
As the name suggests, the loop aerial
consists of a long wire wound in the form
of a loop or coil and held rigid on some
convenient and sturdy support. This loop
may be wound in different forms or
shapes; for example, it may be wound in
the form of a square, rectangle (one pair
of sides longer than the other) or a tri
angle (three-sided loop). Some loops have
even been wound in the form of a figure
eight, or a square loop with figure eight
windings. However, from numerous trials
and tests it has been found that the most

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings In all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coll,
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
100O ismiles
come' inportable.
clearly onForonethetube.
set
small,away
complete,
man This
who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c. or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your- specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

S. A. TWITCHELL

19ZS Western

Ave.

Minneapolis,

Minn.

^B
^m
^^^^Pr

headset. SPIROLA SIMPLEX uses Baldwin or other unit.
Either bronzed
type, black
finish
with
throat,with$4.85.nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany
At dealers
or postpaid
(C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
L. H. POWELL
MTG.
COMPANY,
Dept.
P.
Box 70,
ANN
ARBOR.

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum

Heating

POST

SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

MICH

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON
Tips — Universal

Current

(Large and Small)

Awarded

Certificate

of Excellency,
N. Y. Evening
From your Dealer, or write
ONE-HALF ACTUAL

J
6V
POST
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

Mail

Radio

Institute

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York
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Reinartz Hook-Up
Change in Tickler Coil <
Wiring Improves Circuit

HOOK-UP

FOR

Secures Results
RECEIVING

Picture Molding Hook
Supports Inside Aerial

SET

The ordinary picture frame hook provides a means for making an inside
aerial support. All that is necessary is
to procure a number
of the hooks and

After having done considerable experimenting: with the Reinartz circuit I found
that very much stronger signals could be
received with the hook-up
as shown
ki

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
REd out
THE
home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, I1L

solder on a rod conection 9 inches long.
A notch Is cut in the outer end into which
the wire is placed. These are attached to
the molding at intervals and the antenna
wire dropped into the notches.

Value of Short Wiring

Figure

Figure 1. It will be seen that the change
is made with the inside or tickler coiL
The connection thus makes all the current which passes through the receiver
to also run through the tickler coil. Several of my friends have tried this and find
they get stronger signals.
Being
bothered
with a considerable

1

the grid coil and the antenna lead was
Soldering Gas Torch
taken from the severed end of the units
I was experimenting with a gas torch
coil. The joined switch handles were con- recently and it gave me the idea as folnected to the ground, thus eliminating all
lows: An eversharp pencil was procured
chance of body capacity. Naturally the
removed
from it. A
flow of current had to be reversed in the and the magazine
tickler coil, which change is noted. My
other change is also shown on this dia• RUBBER
<SAS

*

The reason for the use of short wiring
and right-angle turns in connecting a set
is a simple one. Every wire carrying an
electric current has a magnetic field; if
two wires are placed near each other, they
will absorb current, but if placed at right
angles they will oppose each other, which
is just what they should do. If the wires
are run long they will, of course, meet
with other long leads, and there will be
adverse inductions.

HOSE

FEED

rubber hose was attached to the large
end of the pencil and the other end of the
hose secured to a gas connection on the
gasIf stove.
there is no connection on the stove
lift one of the burners from the pet cock
and slip the hose on this tube. I found
this
a very handy tool for soldering conMo.
nections.— Robert M. Cramer, Chillicothe,
Radio signaling up to the present time
is made up of several different methods:
Damped wave telegraphy (spark) ; interrupted
continuous
tinuous wave
(CW). wave (ICW), and con-

A Synthetic CRYSTAL DETECTOR
sensitive MULTIPOINT
over its entire surface
(Patent Pending)
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in
Sealedfans.
Packages only. Join the ever increasing
Busonite
Price, Postpaid,
mounted
Cfl—
Sensitiveness CATWHISKER
guaranteed
w"t
RUSONITE
14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from us.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. Y.

OCwC

iiimiiiiinmmiiiiiiiiimiiiminmi'*

Figure 2
amount of body capacity from the switch gram but it could be easily used on the
handles and points I made some changes Chicago,
regular Reinartz
circuit.— C. K. Beebe,
111.
which absolutely eliminates this trouble.
The diagram Figure 2 shows how this was
accomplished.
Switzerland is showing a growing inThe coil of units was separated from the
terest in Radio. Parts of that country
coil of 15 and sevens, or the grid coil are cut off from Radio communication
where they joined in the center, then these owing to the very high mountains, but
coils were again joined by connecting the fans in other sections listen in daily to
two switch handles together. The grid the news sent out from the Eiffel Tower
lead was taken from the severed end of in Paris.

"SENIO
MRC
rative
eiver
RecR"
Regene

pio<lrip

A Long-Distance Wonder-Worker

"Built First to tost'
This little beauty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had pro*
duced the one socket that corn*
bines all the essential features
of a good socket.
2. Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
2. Hard Rubber Insulation.
3. Rugged Construction.
4. Compact Design.
5. Concealed Mounting.
It is impossible to show the
unique mechanical action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph. It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket will interest you in
every way.
You ought to have one.

5

TTIGHEST type of Regenerative Receiver. Licensed under Armstrong
XI U. S. Pat 1,113,149 and pending Letters Patent 807,388.
Enthusiastic letters from customers all over the country tell of nightly
triumphs in tuning in distant or elusive stations, thru both headphone
and loudspeaker.
Set comprises tuner, detector and two stages of amplification in one handsome mahogany cabinet Dials are operated by the famous tin COO
MRC Split-Hair Vernier. Price, without tubes or batteries. . 1 £< S_
MRC "Junior" Regenerative Receiver
amplification.
similar
to the Price,
"Senior"
but without
the
less tubes
$C 750
and batteries
O f __
Also ask us about the Michigan Two-Stage
Amplifier and our line of Condensers, VarioCouplers, Variometers, Rheostats, Etc
"JUNIOR" SET

When you send for circular, give us name
and address of your favorite Radio Dealer.

Factory Branch: 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Illinois
H. O. Rash, Radio Engineer, in charge

Ask Your Dealer

COTO"COIL

CO. PROVIDENCE

G rand Rapids ,Michigan

BUMM
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HoWi to Make a Regenerative Receiver
Cabinet and Coils Are
Easily Made at Home

PANEL

LAYOUT

FOR

ONE

TUBE

SET

The following is a description of the
construction of a good regenerative receiver, using the well-known Armstrong
tickler coil in the plate circuit.
LIST

OF

The solution or electrolyte used in lead
acid battery is composed of water and
sulphuric acid. This solution will destroy
any but wool cloth and hence should not
be spilled on carpet or clothing. If the
solution should become spilled, apply as
quickly as possible, household ammonia
or baking soda to the spot covered by the
solution. The ammonia or soda, being
alkalies, will neutralize the sulphuric acid
and prevent its further destructive power.
— H. E. Jameson. Milwaukee, Wis.

MATERIAL

1 bakelite panel 18 in. by 9 in. by Vi in. thick.
1 bottom of cabinet 18 in. by 6 in.
1 top of cabinet IS in. by 6 in.
This wood
should
be walnut, oak or mahogany Min- thick.
2 sides of cabinet 9 in. by 6 in.
1 back of cabinet 18 in. by 9 in.
17S ft. No. 23 S. S. C. magnet wire.
2 .001 Mfd.
variable
condensers unmounted
with knobs and dials.
1 telephone condenser, .0012 Mfd. capacity.
1 cardboard tube E in. long, 41 _■ in. diameter
by \i in. thick.
1 cardboard tube IK in. long, 2% in. diameter,
% in. thick.
20 switch points % in. diameter.
S switch stops 7-32 in. diameter.
2 switches
for inductance — radius
of blade
IVi in.
1 switch lever and knob for tickler coil.
2 bushings for tickler coil shaft.
1 brass rod 7 in. long by 3-16 in. diameter.
8 binding posts.
1 filament rheostat.
1 grid leak condenser.
1 vacuum
tube socket.
t machine screws with nuts for condensers
and rheostat.
2 dozen wood screws.
Construction of Coils
Take the cardboard tube, 4% inches in
diameter, and punch two holes at the extreme end about V2 inch apart, leaving
enough protrude for connections and begin winding, taking a tap off after ten
turns have been wound. Continue the
winding until ten taps of ten turns each
have been taken. This completes the primary. A space of 2 inches should be left
between the primary and secondary wind-

How to Prevent Spilled
Acid from Doing Harm

Breaks in Flexible Receiver Cords

the wire across the space and wind twentyfive more turns in the same direction, on
the other side of the space. Punch two
small holes near the end of the last turn
and make the wire fast, as at the beginning of the winding, leaving about 4 inches for connections.
In the center of the %-inch space cut
one 3-16 inch hole on each side for the
shaft. No bushings are necessary here,
as the tickler should be kept in place by
sealing wax after the tickler has been inserted inside the large tube and the shaft
pushed through the holes. The two ends
of the winding on the tickler coil, where
connections are to be made, should be
soldered on to about 6 inches of soft
flexible cord wire, a telephone cord, or
the like, to give enough play in the wire
when revolving the tickler inside the
large coil.
The soldered connection should be insulated with a piece of rubber tubing.
When the coil is completed it should be
given a good coat of shellac.
Insert the tickler inside the inductance
coil and pass the brass shaft through both

' AERIAL

with

a hole in the center, should be obtained for a foundation for the coil, which
should be screwed down to the cabinet
through the blocks. When fastening the
coil to the bottom, see that the end of the
shaft fits exactly through the hole drilled
in the panel for the tickler coupling The
primary and secondary condensers and filament rheostat should be screwed to the
panel with the six machine screws and
nuts. The vacuum tube socket and grid
leak condenser are fastened to the bottom
piece of the cabinet. All binding posts,
switch points and switch stops should
be screwed to the panel before wiring.
The ten taps from the primary and secondary are soldered to their respective
switch points. The telephone condenser
may be maintained in place by the con( Continued on page 14)

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704, Vacaville. Calif.

One of the commonest occurrences of
open circuits in a Radio receiving outfit
is in the flexible telephone receiver cords.
These leads are continually being twisted
and untwisted and bent so that it frequently happens that the strands break,
usually near the tips.
The symptoms of this condition are
evidenced by hearing intermittent or interrupted signals in the receivers every time
the flexible cords are shaken. The noise
heard when the broken ends of the strands
are rubbed together is a series of clicks
quite similar to strong static.
One remedy is to cut off the broken end
and solder the cord tip on the new cord
end thus made available. In most cases,
however, it will be found advisable to put
in new cords, since a repair to a broken
cord weakened by constant usage may
only serve as a temporary remedy. — P. J.
1C Clute, Schenectady, N. Y.

W. T. 501 Peanut Tubes, 4 V. Vt

«9

Amp.
Adapter
Improvedwith Radio
6 V.

**•
*•»
*0 71S

Detector
Improved Tubes
Radio 6 V. ,

"¥*••
50
O' aC

I Tube Regenerative Receiving Set with *oq
75
Amplifiers
ipO.OO
Detector
TubeV. and
3000 Ohm
Headset. . «?*»•
• •»
Philips 3'/2
1/2 Amp.
Detectors
*Q f\f\
and
For

^"GROUND
ings on the coil. After the last tap of tickler and large tube. The end of the
shaft should have a small hole about 1-32
the primary has been taken off, the wire
inch drilled through the diameter and a
should not be broken, but wound diagonally
pin
inserted to keep the shaft in position.
across the 2-inch space and the secondaryThe two leads from the tickler are brought
winding started. Take a tap off for each
out
through the two small holes in the
complete turn and take ten taps. Punch
coil.
two small holes % inch apart near the inductance
Drilling the Panel
last tap and push the end of the wire
through one and then through the other
The
panel
should
be drilled as illustrated, and the
bottom
of
the
cabinet
hole, pulling it up tight, leaving enough
fastened
to it with wood
screws.
Two
for connections.
small blocks of wood
or other
material
Through the center of the 2-inch space,
between the primary and secondary, cut
a hole 3-16 inch in diameter through each
side of the coil for the tickler coil shaft.
The two bushings for the shaft should be I
fitted in these holes. Two more small holes |
are punched through the space between
the windings, in order to make connections from the tickler to the plate. "When
the coil is completed, it should be given
JbnunttdFhnobtUmsilan Product
a good coat of shellac.
b SHEETS TUBIS
RODS
Tickler
Coil Winding
The tickler coil winding is started on
the cardboard tube, which is 2% inches
long, in the same manner as the primary
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
coil, by punching two holes at the end of
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
the tube, pushing the wire through one
TO ANY SIZE
hole and bringing it through the other,
leaving 4 inches for connections, wind
K32 THICK
/2< PER SO. INCH
twenty-five turns, then leave a space of
% inch in the center of the tube, bring
'/l6" THICK y^< PER SO. INCH

RADIO PANELS

REINARTZ
ALL
DEALERS:

PARTS

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

mi mm:

uv

123 W.MadironStXhicaao

%2" THICK
YQ " THICK
3/r6" THICK

K
PER SQ. INCH
l'/2« PER SO. INCH
2* PER SO- INCH

1/4 " THICK Z'/ZC PER SO- INCH
3/Q " THICK
4* PER SO INCH
'/2 " THICK 5 !4* PER SO INCH
-SEND FOR COMPLETTPhICETJST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

MFG. CO.

GREEN ST. CHICAGO

Carry

Only

STANDARD

Amplifiers,
each Imported Holland Radio«pO.W
Dry
CellonSets,
Sent
receipt of price, prepaid Tubes.

LUX
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"MAKE PERFECTION
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MANUFACTURING

North
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YOUR SELECTION"

Advertised

Radio

Equipment.

Every
Product
Sold on a MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE.
PRPC
A S1.Z5 VOLTMETER
OR AMMETER
GIVEN
WITH
EACH
CDITC
*JV *-**-■
PURCHASE OF $5, OR OVER
" I\.Ili.d
List
FILAMENT
RHEOSTATS
Price
VACUUM
TUBE
SETS— Fully List
Assembled
Our
Our
Price
KL0SNER
VERNIER
RHEOSTATS..?
L50
Price
Price
Porcelain Rheostat — DeForest Type —
1.15
Tuska Regenerative
one-tnte set—
6 Ohms \Vz Amperes
L20
.15
Armstrong
circuit
$ 50.00 $ 22.50
Moulded
Rheostats
LOO
Framingbam
Vernier Rheostat
L50 $ 0.75
Cutting
and
Washington
Regenerative 3 tabe set will receive over
Amsco Potentiometers
—
360
Ohms
Resistance
1.75
2,000 miles — Armstrong
circuit. . . . 125.00
59.50
JACKS
HONEYCOMB
COILS
D. L. 25
1.54
1.15
Firco
Jacks,
Open
Circuit
70
D. L. 35
1.54
1.15
.40
Firco Jacks, Closed Circuit
.85
D. L. 50
1.65
1.25
PLUGS
.40
LOO
D. It 75
1.65
1.25
Flat Plugs
LOO
D. L. 100
1.75
1.35
LOUD
SPEAKERS
Round Plugs—Bulldog Grip
1.25
.50
1.25
.60
4 Way
Plug
L50
.30
Bristoll Loud
Speaker..!
17.50
Pathe Load Speaker.
Made
by tie 22.50
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
7.50
well known Pathe Phonograph Co. . 22.00
Glass enclosed, moisture proof, spring
17.50
adjustment. Moulded bakelite base,
Woodehom Loud Speaker — for perfect
reception
4.80
L25
witn tested crystal, perfect design. .
6.00
28.75
.75
Magnavox Loud Speaker, newest model 45.00
assembled)
Open
type — moulded base (completely
HEAD SETS
1.50 30
Federal Phones — 2200 Ohms
DIAL
AND
KNOB
6.50
8.00
Dictagraph Phone — 3000 Ohms
12.00
5.95
3 inch Composition Dial and Knob. .
Potter Precisioa Phones — 2200 Ohms
9.00
3%— %inchinch
Unbreakable
Dial and Knob
.75
hole
Potter Precision Single Phone — 1100
3.00
Okms
4. SO
4 inch Composition Dial and Knob—
5.50
hi
inch
Hole
L25
N. in& Germany.
K. Phones —This
6000 is Ohms—
Knob — extra fine quality.
one ofMade
th&
3.45
2.95
best phones made
16.00
7.75
CABINETS
LOO
2.35
10.25
Xathaniel Baldwin Phones — Type C. 12.00
Mahogany Cabinet— hinged top 7x10.
Baldwin Single Phone — Type C
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x18.
6.00
TRANSFORMERS
4.95
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x24.
3.50
Thordarson former
Audio Frequency Trans3.85
2.5C
VARIOMETERS
4.50
2.50
Fisher
i.00
5.00
Franco Mahogany
Mahogany — 150 to 500 meters
W. D. 12 former
Audio
Frequency Trans4.00
5.00
Pathe
Moulded
5.00
Acme
transformer — type A-2S
6.00
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
7.00
Baven Redometers— Silk
Moulded
Wound Bakelite Vari3 Plate Vernier Condenser, moulded
Columbia
Black
Moulded
Bakelite
ends
1.50
1.10
Variometers — Silk
Wound
11 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
5.50
4.30
Eagle Red Moulded Bakelite — tie best
.00025
2.50
1.35
made
8.00
23 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
2.50
VARIOCOUPLERS
.0005
3.00
1.50
43 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
2.50
Franco Mahogany — Silk wound Fibre
Tubing
5.00
.001
4.00
2.00
Franco 23 Plate Variable Condenser
Fisher Mahogany Variocouplers
5.00
2.25
with Vernier
6.60
4.00
Fisher 150' Variocoupler
5.00
3.50
Pathe Moulded Silk Wound
6.00
Franco 43 Plate Variable Condenser
with Vernier
7.70
4.50
Eagle Moulded Red Bakelite — the best
5.75
made
8.50
V T. SOCKETS
Franco
ISO'
Variocoupler,
Bakelite
Single Sockets— Brass Tubing
1.00
Silk Wound
5.00
.35
1.35
Double
Sockets — Brass Tubing
2.00
HONEYCOMB
COIL MOUNTINGS
Triple Sockets — Brass Tubing
3.00
.55
Single
Sockets — Alden
Napier
red
Triple
Mountings
with leads — screw
.58
.40
adjustment
moulded condensite
1.00
.90
W. D. 11 Socket — extra fine quality
1.00
Double
Mountings
with
leads—
screw
adjustment
HARD
RUBBER
PANELS
3.50
7x10 unbreakable
Single Mountings
5.00
.40
7x18 unbreakable
1.50
BATTERIES
7x24 unbreakable
1.95
EXEDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 40
BAKELITE
PANELS
Amperes
Hours.
Type
3
LXL5
17.85
14.00
7x10
EXIDE ■•A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 80
3.00
7xlS
2.25
7x24
3.25
Amperes
3 T.VT.q
EXTDE
"A"Hours,
StorageType
Battery.
6 V. 120 23.10
19.00
1.2S
All Panels 3/16 inch tkicfe.
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LSL-13...
3L50
25.00
Silk Wound ALL WAVE Coupler
9.00
5.75
Everyready
Storage
7.50
Silk Wound BAKELITE Vario-Tuner
12.00
6 Volt. 90 "A"
Amperes
HoursBattery— ■ 18.00
L75
16.00
A. B. C. Make — The Best Made.
Everyready
"A"
Storage Battery—
PHONE
CONDENSERS
6 Volt. 110 Amperes Hours
2.00
All Capacities Fixed Condensers, grid
Bright
Star
"B"
Battery,
22%
Volts
L10
leaks, etc.
30
.09
20.00
Bright Star "B" Battery
Freshman Variable Grid Leak
75
.60
5.00
Bright Star "B" Battery
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak and
lS.c:
22%terminals
Volls,
Variable.
5 Positive
Condenser combined
LOO
.75
3.00
3.80
PERFECTION
PAYS
PARCEL POST
Bus Bar Wire (2 ft. lengths)
.03
PERFECTION

RADIO CORPORATION, Dept. R. D., 121 West 23rd St, NEW YORK
L75
STORES ALSO AT 59 CORTLAND ST. AND 128 CHAMBERS ST.
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A. B. C. LESSONS
(Continued from page 11)
length of wire is a more efficient absorber
of radiant energy than another coil of the
same inductance but with less number of
turns. It is therefore necessary for a
given wave length to strike a happy medium between these several attending circumstances. For the reception of ordinary
broadcast messages which are sent out at
wave lengths ranging from about 360 to
485 meters, a loop about 30 inches (2%
feet) sQuare and wound with ten turns
spaced % inch apart, forms a very efficient receiving aerial.
The wires leading from the loop to the
receiving set should be arranged as short
as possible and should be placed so as to
reduce to a minimum all capacity and
inductance effects upon adjacent conductors, etc.
The Receiving Circuit.
The receiving circuits used with loop
aerials are very similar to the multi-stage
Radio frequency amplifier circuits illustrated and discussed in the previous chapter; except that in this case the loop is
regarded as comprising the tuning coil or
inductance, and the receiver is tuned to
the desired wave length by means of a
23-plate variable condenser shunted across
the terminals of the loop. The remainder
of the detector and amplifier circuits do
not differ from the receiving circuits employing a variocoupler or variometer as a
tuning inductance.
An efficient loop aerial receiving circuit
is illustrated in Figure 54. Here three
stages of Radio frequency and two stages
of audio frequency amplification are employed. As is shown, the terminals of the
loop lead directly to the terminals of the
receiver corresponding to the aerial and
ground connections. Shunted across these
two terminals is a 23-plate variable condenser for tuning purposes. The remainder of the circuit does not differ any from
the general form previously described.
In operating a receiving station of this
kind, the filaments are first heated to their
normal brilliancy. The receiver is then
thrown into resonance with the incoming
waves by adjusting the tuning condenser.
The loop is then rotated the necessary
amount to bring the signals in loudest,
and finally the other necessary adjustments are made until stable operation results.
After resonance is established between
the loop and the tuning condenser, the potential oscillations are impressed on the
grid and filament of the first amplifier
tube. From here they are sent through
the second and third stages of the Radio
frequency amplifiers, and are then impressed upon the input circuit of the detector tube. From the output circuit of
the detector tube the audio frequency oscillations are amplified through two stages
of audio amplification. The current oscillations are then sufficiently strong to efficiently operate a loud speaker.
Conclusion
Although the loop aerial 'will hardly replace the outdoor aerial completely; nevertheless, with improved Radio frequency
amplifying apparatus and more efficient
receiving and detecting equipment, the
loop aerial will come into more and more
extensive use among the Radio public. It
Is true that the necessary stages of Radio
frequency amplification greatly increase
not only the initial cost but also the maintenance expense; but where these items
are of less importance, the loop aerial receiving station forms a very desirable
form of Radio receiver.
Chapter Sixteen
Chapter sixteen which will occur in the
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AT
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PRICES.

next week's issue, will be devoted to the
nature and characteristics of reflex receiving circuits which have of late come
into such extensive use. The reflex circuit, combining as it does Radio and
audio frequency amplification, is a very
interesting type of receiver and one that
many will like to try out.
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(Continued from page 13)
nections.
Other wiring should be done as
indicated in diagram.
The wiring should
be done with stiff wire and covered with
rubber tubing or other insulating material.
The two sides, back and top of the cabinet are screwed together and then fastened to the panel and bottom. Applying
two coats of varnish on the cabinet makes
a very neat appearance to the set.
In order to distinguish the different controls, and improve the appearance of the
receiver as a whole, small name plates
may be attached under their respective
controls. If the A and B battery binding
posts are marked by a name plate, the
polarity is readily ascertained, and mistakes are less likely to occur.
No further explanation of the wiring is
necessary, as the diagram and back view
of the set is simple and easily understood.
The receiver has a wave length range
from 200 to 700 meters. — A. R. Friess.
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HEAD
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Reindrtz Receiver

ST. LOUIS. — At a recent gathering of
owners and operators of licensed Radio
transmitting stations in this city, an organization to be known
as the "Radio

APPARATUS
Watch

ilowtQJbuildthe

New Association Formed

S 2.39

22%price
-volt$3,large
at size "B" Batteries, regular $ 1.59
National Air Phones Crystal Set; regular
price $12.5C
S 7.35
De Luxe Home Chargers, regular price
§18.50, at
$13.75
Original Nathaniel Baldwin Head Sets.
Type C
$ 9.45
Original Xathaniel Baldwin Single TJnits
Type C. with cord
$ 4.65
14 Karat Gold Grain Detector.
Puts the
joy in radio: regularly $2.00, at
$ 1.55
Atlas Supreme Radio Set. range 1,500 to
2,000 miles on one tube; special
$22.50
Brach Lightning Arrester; regular price
$2.50
$ 1.05
Mahogany Finished Cabinets; size 6x9....$ 1.35
We

1

Kansas City, Texas, Cuba, Atlanta, etc., Transmitters'
Association
of St. Louis"
on a Cunningham 300 tube with 22% Volts was formed.
The
object
of
this
association,
as set
Max. on the plate. At that time I had
finished experimenting and built it into forth in the constitution, is to promote the
interest
of
all
licensed
Radio
operators
a permanent set for taking on trips. I
their stations. The following officers
have tried out many of the new arrange- and
were elected: J. D. Lucas, president; P. F.
ments and have yet to find anything better than the one I decided to use; but I Ring, vice president; Leslie Essington,
and
treasurer.
admit that some of the new ideas make a secretary
little more noise, which some fans believe
is volume. — Judson Hayward.

NOT Return it at Our Expense,

Week -End Set
Many thanks to your prompt reply to
my letter of February regarding the
Super-Hetrodyne circuit. This information checks up with the data I have on
hand and from which I am going to build
my set during the summer.
I have followed your articles regarding
the Flewelling Circuit with interest. The
first one came out in your paper of October 21st, 1922, and the next morning I
had one in operation — it is certainly a
wonder — we do not call it a "Flivver" —
a "Week End" Set is the name we have
given it. In the back of the car it goes
with a WD 11 tube. 75 feet of wire and a
pair of Baldwin phones and we have music
wherever we go.
During the last of November I picked
up practically all of the stations east of

S4.50
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the pull of the magnet on the diaASK YOUR DEALER TO
phragm and permitting tuning up in
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DEMONSTRATE IT
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The unusual demand upon our facilities has not enabled us to complete our
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"How"

Part X —

of
the
Simplified
Super
Circuit
An Explanation of Several Causes of Failure
By E. 7 . Flewelling

ls throughout the
my trave
DURING
s I have been able to
United State
l>iek UP sonic very valuable information concerning the points that seemed to
give the fans the greatest amount of dilliculty in securing successful operation of
the Flewelling circuit.
It seems best at this time to get right
down to cold, hard, point-blank statements
as to how the circuit should be handled,
because it Is only in this way that one
may be sure of securing; the results that
most of us know may be obtained.
The various parts have been discussed
but there are so many new fans who have
entered into the game that it is only fair
to go over some of the points for their
benefit.
Utilizing a Nuisance
Previous articles have shown that one
of the main features of the circuit is that
of changing a nuisance into a utility. To
be more clear, in the old days, the squealing and howling caused by rectification
with a block tube, due to oscillations and
improper grid leak settings, etc., was considered the nuisance. Now, in the
Flewelling circuit the entire secret is this:
Absolute control of the blocking and
absolute control of any squealing or
howling that may present itself in the
operation of the circuit. This is done
in two ways; with proper values in the

circuit itself, and by positive control of
the grid by the way of the grid leak.
The whole secret of the circuit operation
actually centers on this point. Everything
else being right, If you are unsuccessful
in making the circuit operate, then you
may concentrate your entire efforts on the
grid leak.
Proper Grid Leak Necessary
At the time the circuit was first brought
out, it was an impossibility to secure
any satisfactory form of commercial grid
leak due to the popularity of the Flewelling
circuit and our constant hammering on the
point that a good grid leak is an absolute
essential in any Radio circuit, especially
one using hard tubes, however, there are
now several more or less acceptable forms
manufactured. There is one type in
particular that enjoys a large scale that
is not at all suitable for any Radio circuit.
It is suggested that you be careful not
to try this form on the Flewelling circuit.
It seems too bad that we must limit our
remarks to suggestions at times, but due
to the large field that we are in and the
fact that the writer has no personal axe
to grind we will have to satisfy ourselves
with references only to those types that
have been used and found successful.
Grid leaks are very difficult to manufacture
and secure uniform results from each and
every one and it is suggested
that you

purchase what you believe to be a reliable
form and if you are unable to secure
results from it understand that possibly
you were unfortunate in that the particular
one that you purchased happened to be
defective. Give the leak benefit of the
doubt and purchase another one. This
may seem a peculiar procedure but it is
suggested in view of the writer's extensive experience with the types of leaks
now manufactured. I am simply passing
this on to you as my own personal experience, and it is only a profitable thing
to do. As said before, a good grid leak
is valuable on any set.
Mounting the Coils
Another point that comes to mind is the
matter of mounting the coils. I am going
to have a lot to say about various coils in
future articles. The plan is to broaden
out considerably from the 50 and 75-turn
coils.
Considering these two just now, the
point comes up as to whether tight or
loose coupling is desirable. It is easily
answered to this end. Local work frequently calls for loose coupling. Distance work on the other hand almost
invariably calls for close coupling. Many
are troubled with the question "What type
of mounting should be used?" and this is
answered in the same way as before. A
good reliable honest product is the only

Combination WD1 1 Tube
Socket and Grid Leak

brass, % inch wide were cut and bent
to form angle supports as shown. Use
6-32 or 8-32 round head brass screws and
nuts for fastening the supports to the
base. The whole arrangement is attached to the panel just under or over the
rheostat, as desired, by means of the
same size flat head brass screws and nuts.
— J. M. Walsh, Honesdale, Pa.

cutting aerials down, in an effort to get
rid of the alleged nuisance. The work
is believed to be that of boys, but so far
the miscreants have not been discovered.

An inexpensive and neat little socket
for the YVD 11 tube was made up in combination with the grid leak condenser
and support as shown in the accompanying
sketch. A piece of H-inch thick insulating composition was cut 2 % by 3

VAR, CRlO l£AB

CONDENSER

inches to serve as a base. Four vacuum
sockets were located, as shown, to
take the tube prongs. A variable grid
leak of the pencil type with cap was
mounted near one edge. The grid condenser is of the type to fit the terminals
of the leak and is attached thereto underneath the base.
Two pieces of ^-inch

of Illinois, County of Cook, SS. — Before me. a
notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared E. C. Hayner, who. having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he
is the publisher of the RADIO DIGEST and that the
g Is. to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publica'ion for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24. 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing
editor, and business managers
are:
E. C. Rayner. 717 Irving Park Blvd.. Chicago. Til. : editor. Chas. F. Smisor. 4757 Lake Park
Ave.. Chicago, 111.; managing editor, Evans E. Plummer. 101S X. State St., Chicago, DJ; business manager,
none.
2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses
of individual owners, or. if a corporation, give its name
and the names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding 1 per c?nt or more of the total amount of
stock.) Radio Digest Publishing Co.. Inc.. 123 W.
Madison St.. Chicago, Ills.; E. C. Rayner. 717 Irving
Park Blvd.. Chicago, Ills. : S. 0. Bronsteln. 4600 Lincoln Ave.. Chicago. Ills. ; F. T. Ryan. 123 W. Madison
St.. Chicago. Ills.; A. B, White. 7015 Ellwood Ave.,
Chicago. III.; Joseph Seaman. 2CO Fifth Ave. New
York. X. Y. : George Seaman. 2350 Parkwav. W. Chicago. DX; D. B. Seaman, 49 Cedar SL, Chicago, Dl.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or
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4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders,
if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books of the
company but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security bolder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such trustee
is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain
affiant's
full knowledge
and
beliefstatements
as to the embracing
circumstances
and conditions
under
which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than tbat of
4 bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by
him.
9. That the average number of copies of each Issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six
months preceding the date shown above is
fTliis information is required from daily publications
onhv.)
E C. RAVXER.
Publisher.
Sworn and and subscribed before me this 2(uh day
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I SEAL)
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A HIGHLY SELECTIVE YABIOCOUPLER having
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facilitate very sharp tuning. Wound with No 21
single silk or black enameled pure copper wire
Eighty turns on stator— fifty-five on rotar. All
metal parts ranges from 150 to 750 meters. All
metal
— contactsforpositive
stays circuit
"Put"
at any parts
angle.brass
Adaptable
either— single
or loose coupled tuned plate hook-ups. Bakelite
button
on each tap wire permitting easy and
safe
soldering.
Our Complete Parts
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One of the uses of Radio is the taking
of speeches, news and lectures by shortand speed.
handficiency
students,
thus increasing their ef-

Cut Down Aerials
LONDON, ENGLAND. — French Radio
experts are having considerable difficulty
ascertaining who is broadcasting on the
same wave length as the Eiffel Tower and
at the same time. In the vicinity of London there is a problem of a different nature. Interference from amateurs has been
prevalent and now someone has taken to

PENCIL HARK

answer. Inasmuch as I have suggested
various types for other parts of the circuit,
I will say that at this time I am using
the Crown coil mounting, which, I believe,
is manufactured in New York. The idea
to be looked for in a coil mounting is the
ability of the mounting to give either loose
or close coupling and stay where it is put.
In other words, do not purchase a mounting that is unable to hold its setting.
Adjusting the Colls
This brings us to the point which I have
often emphasized, but the Radiophans
seem to overlook. The Flewelling circuit
has been reduced to the point where it is
•as simple as can be expected and where
it is guaranteed to work immediately if
the famous grid leak and other parts are
right, with this one exception, the fields
of the two coils must work together.
Therefore, when the circuit is entirely
finished and it does not operate, and the
grid leak has no effect on it, there is only
one thing to look for, and that is the ability
of
coils to They
"work"must
together
"buck"
one theanother.
work ortogether.
Try reversing the two lead going to the
75-turn coil, if unable to get results.
These two points are the kernel of the
nut. If they are right, it is safe to say
that you will enjoy the same wonderful
results as reported to date by thousands
of my friends.

on request.
open
for live,
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RECEIVING

RECORDS

By the Contest Editor
ete list of reccompl
week
S
THI
d to
holdersthe
ord
revise
date is given.
Since the March 10 issue, 132 more
records have been added to the 312 then
published. Only 70 of these records have
been beaten, and the rest have been able
to hold their own. Send your records in
this week and see if you can keep them
in until the next time the complete list
appears.
The rules of the contest are also given
this time for the benefit of the new fans
Who have become interested.
Below is the list of the "survival of the
fittest":
Station — Miles Away — Who Heard It
AS6 — 1250. John Klener. Cleveland. 0.
CFAC— 1650. B. A. Deger, Dayton, O.
CFCA— 1K50, C. C. Beery. Spokane. Wash.
CFCB — 2200. A. J. Barron. Johnson City. Term.
CFCF — 2325. B. H. Seydel. Tacoma. Wash.
CFCN — 2000, C. M. Bussey. Hudson. N. Y.
CHBC — 2450. S. S. Florence B. PhilliDS.
CHCA — 1625. T. S. Wildman. Nicholas. Iowa.
CHCB — 2125, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
CHCC— 1325. Samuel Woodsou. Jr.. Liberty, Mo.
CHCF— 1251), B. U. Livingston, Morristown. N. J.
CHCQ — 2100, G. F. Aiken, Providence. K. I.
CHXC— 1500. M. B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
CJCA — 1650, Kenneth Meyer. Grecnsburg. Ind.
CJCB— 1300, V. Dennis. Oskaloosa. Kans.
CJCE — 2100. F. C. Woodford. Canton. O.
CJCG — 1425. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
CKAC — 2700, A. C. Carter. Juneau, Alaska.
CKCD — 1325, E. M. Perkins. Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
CKCK — 1650. L. C. Burwell. Jr.. Charlotte. N. C.
CKCR — 1225, Samuel Woodson. Jr.. Liberty. Mo.
DD5 — 1225. C. D. Mason. Cleveland. O.
DM4 — 1700. Arthur Chapelle. Woodbum. Ore.
DM7 — 1150, L. J. Martin, Minneapolis. Minn,
DN4 — 2100. W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S.. Can.
KDEK— 1225. E. M. Perkins, Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
KDJ— 2450, C. Edge, Jr.. Melbourne. Fla.
KDKA— 2500. Robert Bowe. Santa Clara. Calif.
KDN— 2175, F. C. Woodford. E. J. Poyser, Canton, O.
KDPT— 1800, C. Hackney, Fairmont. Iud.
KDYL— 2450, B. Doull. Halifax. N. S.
KDYM — 2025, F. B. Steer. Cleveland. O.
KDYQ — 2550, C. M. Bice. Jr.. Worcester. Mass.
KDYH — 2300, F. H. Peran. Oswego, N. Y.
KJJYS — 1700, M. C. Bidenour, Kingwood. W. Va.
KDYU— 1525. T. S. Wildman. Nichols. la.
KDYW — 2175, Edmund Howard. Waterbury, Conn.
KDYX— 5000, C. F. Bose, Jr.. Springfield. Mass.
KDYY— 1325. J. Wallace. Bridgeville. Pa.
KDZA — 2025. Breisch Motor Co., Bingtown, Pa.
ELDZE — 1725, Philip Delano. Bonne Terre. Mo.
KDZF— 1850, C. H. Nolder. Cincinnati. O.
KDZK — 1300, Harold Canon. Storm Lake. Iowa.
KDZQ— 1250,
2175, E.
H. M.
S. Olding,
N. S'..
Can,
KDZT—
Perkins, New
Jr.. Glasgow,
Sioux Falls.
S. D.
KFAB — 2325, Breisch Motor Co., Bingtown, Pa.
KFAD — 2125, Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney. New York, N, Y,
KFAE — 1650. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
KFAF — 1775, F. W. Foss. Boston. Mass.
KFAM— 1775, J. W. Hawes. Boston. Mass.
KFAN — 1250, Chas. N. Schwab. Grinnell. Iowa.
KFAP — 1950, A. M. Tobias. East Orange. N. J-.
KFAS — 1900, F. Brumon, Urbana, O
KFAU — 1325. Boss Hansch. Baraboo. Wis.
KFAW — 1325, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFAY— 2200. L. A. Graf. Dunkirk. N. Y.
KFBB— 1050. B. Henry, Butler. Mo.
KFBC— 2125. J. D. Crosby. Stauffer. Pa.
KFBD— 1375. W. M. K. Young. Kansas City, Mo.
KFBH — 1450, B B. Beed. Eureka. Kans.
KFBJ — 1775. Bichard Beeder. Alliance. O.
KFBK— 1950, H. S. Juday. Eldorado. O.
KFBM— 2450, T. W. Zeigler. Charleston. S. C.
KFBQ — 1025, B. H. Seydel. Tacoma. Wash.
KFC— 1950. J. W. Mayfleld. Cincinnati. O.
KFCB— 1425, O. P. Klein, Leduc. Alta.. Can.
KFCC — 1175, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFCF— 1775. B A. Deger. Dayton. Ohio.
KFCL — 1300, M. L. .Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFCX — 1075. G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
KFDA— 2250, L. Genack, Springfield. Mass.
KFDB— 2400. W. H. Bhodes
and Chas. Bhodes. Middleton. Pa.
KFDF— 1150, H. B. Wunder. Cheviot. O.
KFDL — 1225, John Kiener. Cleveland. O.
KFEB — 1125, B. L. Hartman, Hoisington. Kans.
KFEL— 1050. H. B. Wunder. Cheviot. O.
KFGH — 1425, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KFI — 2900, W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S., Can.
KFV— 1750, A. L. Ober. North Manchester. Ind.
KFZ— 2175, A. A. Acken, Jersey City. N. J.
KGB— 1250, C. Bennett, Aurora, S. D.
KGE — 1350, S. M. Woodson. Jr.. Liberty. Mo.
KGG — 1650, Vernon Adams, Joplin, Mo.
KGL — 1650, D. E. Bogers. Crandon. Wis.
KGN — 1875, Fay Allarding. Lake Odessa. Mich.
KGU — 4650, Eugene Evans, Tippecanoe
City. Ohio.
KGV— 3700. M. C. BidweU. Grinnell. la.
KGW— 2475, Dr. L. D. Bassett. Sidney. N. Y.
KHD — 1000, Arthur Chapelle. Woodbum.
Ore.
KHJ— 3000, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
KHQ — 2500, C. M. Bice. Jr., Worcester. Mass.
KJJ— 2175, M. P. Jacot, Copley, O.
KJR— 2800, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S„ Can.
Trr.B — 1900, Billy Withiugton, Jackson. Mich.
KLP — 2180, W. G. Maim, London. Out.. Can.
KLX— 2600, C. C. Dunbar, Greenville. N. H.
KLZ — 2100, W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S„ Can.
KM.I
1050, C. C. Sawyer. Liberal. Kans.
KMO — 1600. Boss Hansch. Baraboo. Wis.
KNI— 2150. John Kiener. Cleveland. O.
KNJ— 1425, J. Wallace. Bridgeville, Pa.
KNT— 2425, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
KOB— 1975, C. M. Bice, Jr., Worcester. Mass.
KOG— 2125. A. H. Jessup. Erie, Pa.
KON— 1900, F. Brinnon. Urbana, O.
KOP— 2075, T. W. Smith. Watsonville. Calif.
KPO— 2550, C. M. Bussey. Hudson. N. Y.
KQI— 1350, E. M. Perkins, Jr., Sioux Falls, S. D.
KQP— 2100, G. A. Walter. McDonald, Pa.
KQV— 1325, M. B. Gilbert. Douglas. Wyo.
KQW — 1900, C. Conrad, Logansport. Ind.
KSD — 4000. Walter Lee. Lost Harbor. Alaska.
KTW—
1250, C.
C. M.
Bennett.
S. D1. Mass.
KUO — 2675,
Bice. Aurora,
Jr.. Worcester.
KUY— 2100. Boland Smith. Hilo. Hawaii
KVQ — 1125. G. D. Bobarts. Edmonton. Alta.. Can,
KWG — 2500. Mrs. A. S. Mawkinney. New York. N Y.
KWH— 2300, C. L. Walker, Napanee. Ont.. Can.
KWJ— 2125, C. J. Lohman. McDonald. Pa.
KXD — 2075. Bichard Beeder. Alliance. O.
KXS— 2325, A. C. Thompson, Owego. N. Y.
KYF — 1106, B L. Hartman. Hoisington. Kans.
KYG — 2175, J. F. Means. Oil City. Pa.
KYI— 1750, W. Schultee, Chicago. 111.
KYJ— 2025, V. V. Tompkins. Cleveland. Ohio.
KYT — 2325. Breisch Motor Co.. Bingtown. Pa.
KYW — 1S50, J. J. Beales, Jr., San Anselmo. Calif.
KYY — 2500, J. B. Purcell. Port Jervis. N. Y.
KZM — 27O0, Sarkis Kachaiian. Worcester. Mass.
KZN— 1650, E. K. Kitts. Bluefield. W. Va.
KZV— 1175, C. Bennett. Aurora. S. D.
KZY— 1950, A. Galloway, Jr.. Grand Bapids. Mich.
NAA— 2250, B. J. Gall. Btythe, Calif.
PWX— 2675. M. A. Jeffords. Wenatchee.
Wash.
WAAB— 1325. C. H. Vale. Providence. B. I.
WAAC— 1775. W. F. Macleod. Prince Albert, Sask., Can.
WAAD— 1100, B. Doull. Halifax. N. S.
' WAAF— 1850, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
i WAAG — 1600, C. C. Beery, Spokane. Wash.
WAAJ— 1725, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
WAAL — 1550, Bichard B. Martindale. Los Angeles, Calif.
WAAM— 1575, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
WAAN— 1400, H. Balrd, Biver de Chute. N. B.. Can.
WAAP — 1400. Arthur Chapelle, Woodbum.
Ore.
WAAQ— 1325, W. Douglas, Guthrie. Okia.
WAAW— 1300, A. B. Butters. Los Angeles. Calif.
WAAZ— 1700, W. E. Davidson. Berwick. N. S., Can.
WBAA— 1575, C. C. Beery. Spokane, Wash.
WBAB— 1425, G. E. Wharton.
Houston. Tex.
WBAD— 1125, N. Theobald, Attleboro, Mass.
WBAF— 1250, M Neuman. Guthrie, Okla.
WBAG — 1125. M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
WBAH— 1050, F. T. Wycoff. Springfield, Mass.
WBAJ — 1075. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex,
: WBAM— 1825, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S., Can.

CONTEST

WBAP— 2550. C. Blanch, Amherst. N. S.. Can.
WBAQ— 1200, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WBAX— 1350. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WBAY— 2175. C. C. Beery. Spokane. Wash.
WBF — 2575. A. B. Butters. Los Angeles. Calif.
WBL— 1900, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WBT— 1250. W. C. Wolverton. M. D.. Linton. N. D.
WBU— 1400, Wilson Woodside. Calvary. Alta.. Can.
WBZ — 2500. Arthur Chapello, Woodbum. Ore.
WCAE — 2250, R Taylor. Livermore. Calif.
WGAF — 1025, F. J. McKenney. New Prague. Minn.
WCAG — 1325. K. McNeil. Ottawa, Ont.. Can.
WCAH— 1950, A. B. Butlers, Los Angeles. Calif.
WCAL— 1150. G. D. Bobarts. Edmonton. Alta.. Can.
WCAN— 1225. E. M. Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WCAP— 1225. W. F. Macleod.
Pr. Albert. Sask.. Can.
WCAQ— 1150. H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WCAB — 1750, Sarkis Kachijian, Worcester. Mass.
WCAS— 1450, Arthur Chapelle. Woodbum. Ore.
WCAT— 1975. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
We AX— 1325. Doyle Getter. Arkansas City. Kan.
WCAY— 1050. D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WCAZ— 1375. W. E. Davison. Berwick, N. S.. Can.
WCJ — 1150. M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kan.
WCK— 1225. W. F. Macleod. Prince Albert. Sask.. Can.
WCM— 2174, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S'.. Can.
WCN— 1200, W. M. K. Young. Kansas City. Mo.
WCX— 2075. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WCY— 1150. Edwin M. Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WDAE— 1700. Wni. Hurst. Jr.. Winnipeg, Can.
WDAF— 1675. W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S.. Can.
WDAH— 1625. W. M. Brown. Pittsburgh. Pa.
WDAJ— 2175, G. L. Harms. Portland. Ore.
WDAK— 1200. B. Hastings. Atchison. Kan.
WDAL— 2450. J. Beckman. Seattle. Wash.
WDAN— 1375. W. H. Spencer. Montreal. Que.. Can.
WDAO— 1500, M. J. Solumbe. Plattsburg. N. Y.
WDAP— 1875, M. J. Bevilockway, Lomita Park, Calif.
WDAQ— 2375. M. C. BidweU. Grinnell. la.
WDAB— 1175. C. B. Martin, Springfield. S. D.
WDAS— 1250, C. M. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
WDAT— 1200. E. M. Perkins. Jr.. Sioux FaUs. S. D.
WDAU— 1250, A. L. Lewis. Stanberry. Mo.
WDAV— 1275. J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
WDAY— 1200. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WDT— 1400. G, E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WDY— 2225, Nestor Barrett, Bepublic. Wash.
WEAB— 1550, H S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WEAD— 1000. John Kiener, Cleveland. O.
WEAE— 2000, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WEAF— 2450, N. E. Parr. Albany. Ore.
WEAH— 1375, E. A. Howard. Watch HilL B. J.
WEAI— 2075, E. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WEAJ — 1300. Bichard Siegel. Lawrence, Mass.
WEAK— 1100, J. H. Wall. Rensselaer. N. Y.
WEAO — 2100, Dobson & Tuckie. Oakland, Calif.
WEAP— 1700. B. J. Gall, BLvthe. Calif.
WEAT— 15Z5, B. Doull. Halifax. N, S.
WEAV— 1200. H. S. Bahiser. Pittsburgh, Pa.
WEAY— 1950, H. Gow. Seattle. Wash.
WEAZ— 1475. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S„ Can.
WEV — 1400, H. Dammann. Bronx. N. Y.
WEY— 1250. Mrs. A. S, Mawhinnev. New York. N. Y.
WFAA— 1925, W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S.. Can.
WFAC— 1375, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S„ Can.
WFAF— 2200, B J. Gall. Blythe. Calif.
WFAG— 1375, B. L. Hartman. Hoisington. Kans.
WF AH— 1025, John Kiener, Cleveland. O.
WFAJ— 1150, W. E. Davison. Berwick. N, S.. Can.
WFAL— 1125, P. A. Meunier. Cleveland. O.
WFAS— 1875, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma. Wash.
WFAT— 1275. P. Benneyan. Fresno. Calif.
WFAV— 1175. E. E. Case, Beverly. N. J.
WFAW— 1550. C. Bennett. Aurora. S. D.
WFAZ— 1150. Edwin M. Perkins. Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
WFI— 2350, A. B. Butler, Los Angeles. Calif.
WFO— 1000. D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex
WGAB— 1700, W. F. Macleod. Pr. Albert. Sask.. Can.
WGAD— 2575. L. Jang. Hanley Falls. Minn.
SS-^K"-1400'
H- sN. S.. Can.
WGAM— 1275. H.
B. Olding.
Porter. New
Lynn. Glasgow.
Mass.
SrS-Q—
170a' H.
H s-Dammann.
Olding, New
W GAB— 1150,
Bronx.Glasgow,
N. Y. N. S.. Can.
JJIS4S, — 125°w- Doull,
E- Davison.
WGAT—
1675. B.
Halifax.Berwick.
N. S. N. S.. Can.
WGAY — 1000, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WGF — 1425, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno. Calif
}\9:l~ 175°- E- L- Dye. Plainview. Tex.
ES^T"^37'
B- Martindale.
Philadelphia.
JVGM— 2175, E-Allan
Harvey. Snohomish.
Wash.Pa.
JVGR— 2175, N. E. Parr. Albany. Ore.
JJOV— 1800. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S., Can.
))'z\
■*• Beales.
Jr.. San
Anselmo.
"HA—— 2o'°1650, JPerkins
Benneyan,
Fresno.
Calif.Calif.
S3i^A~~
s- Olding.
Glasgow,N N.Y. S.. Can.
WHAB— 145°1550, HG. W.
Perkins. New
Thomson.
WHAE— 1050, H. Bawls. Phoenix. Ariz.
"HAI— 1600, Dick Lawrence.
Sacramento.
Calif
,\ISA£~2175' ^thur Chapelle, Woodbum.
Ore.
^S^^T^o0?; H; s- Olding, New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
,^AJ.I— 2225- Ar'hur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
„.SA£~ 125°. K- McNeil. Ottawa. Ont.. Can.
X-S^- U50' E- M- Perkins. Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
}).?JA?,~~ 19o°' Arthur Chapelle, Woodbum. Ore.
".S^^i32,5- E- M- Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
,,rlfAZ— 25o°' H- Gilbert. San Francisco. Calif.
jyHB-ms,
E. Davison.
Berwick.Ida.N. S.. Can.
WHIv—
15o0, w.
L. W.
Gushwa. Firth.
VvHX— 1025, Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney, New York. N. Y.
JVIAC— 120©. H. Mutze, Manassas. Va.
JXJ^-1000- E- sr- Perkins, Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
^•fS-",12?!?- Wm- Hurst. Jr., Winnipeg. Can.
S,xA2~ J2^0' H- s- Olding, New Glasgow. N. S., Can.
ttlK.— 1150, G. E. Wharton.
S-ft?,,1?20'^11',,11Perkins, Houston.
Jr.. Sioux Tex.
FaUs. S. D.
^%~}?B'
5d WlttOlding,
McKinley.
Ft. Worth, N. Tex.
S1^117^2-,,8New Glasgow.
S.. Can.
WJAE— 1700,
A.
Moffet.
Ottawa.
JJ^hR}$%%■
GFCo1*New
Bedford.
Mass.
W.IA.I— 1000, D. J. Morris. Weir. Can.
Tex.

WJAN—
^"iN^-!3^0,'
M. Perkins.
Sioux Falls.
1700, eArthur
Chapelle.Jr..
Woodburn.
Ore. S. D.
WJAP— 1200, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WJAS— 1900, Louis Raymond. Pullman. Wash.
\VJAX — 200, Allan Harvey, Snohomish. Wash.
WJAZ— 1400. Wilson Woodside, Calgary, Alta., Can.
WJX — 2o50, Bobert Bowe. Santa Clara. Calif.
WJZ— 2575, J. J. Beales. Jr., San Anselmo. Calif.
YMxAC— 1175. H. Dammann, Bronx. N. Y:
WKAF— 1500, C. M. Bennett, Aurora. S. D
WKAL— 1850, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WKAN— 1100 C M. North. Maiden. Mass.
WIvAQ— 3850, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn, Ore.
WKC— 1200, J. E. Lart. Fairfield. Tex.
"^Jir2400Garrochales.
WLAB—
1100, E-C. Bartholomew.
H. Vale. Providence.
B. L. Porto Kico.
WLAC— 1175, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WLAD— 1275. M. J. Columbe. Plattsburg. N. Y.

1500

Miles on

One

Tube

.

Set

Complete parts for Begenerative Beceiver. We hear
Havana, Cuba, regularly on this receiver. It consists of the following standard parts: 1 180° varioeoupler; I 23-pIate D. X. variable condenser; 1
Freshman var. grid leak and condenser; 1 Howard
socket; 1 Klosner vernier rheostat; 1 Fada switch
lever; 14 switch points; 2 switch stops; 8 binding
posts; 1 7"x9" bakelite panel; 1 mahogany cabinet;
2 3" dials;
shield diagram.
for panel; bus wire, tube
soderall,
and copper
connecting

MAILED

POSTPAID

FOR. . .$12.85

Money order or checks accepted
RADIO SUPPLY STORES, 254 W. Stiegel Si, Manheim, Penna.

FLEWELLING
ALL

PARTS

DEALERS:

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

:iiMM:flri.u
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WLAG— 1575. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WLAH— 1500. D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WLAJ— 1450. J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
WLAK — 1200, C. Laraen. Sioux City. la.
WLAL— 1525, Arthur Chapolle. Woodbum. Ore.
WLAP— 1925, A. G. Hilton. BickneU. Calif.
WLAV— 2000. G. A. Gallagher, Berkeley. Calif.
WLAW — 1450, C. C. Sawyer. Liberal. Kans.
WLAY— 4200, M. P. Jacot, Copley. O.
WLB — 1150, Wilson Woodside. Calgary. Alta.. Can.
WLK— 1950, Wm. Schauer. Daly City. Calif.
WLW— 2025. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WMAB— 1450, Arthur ChapeUe. Woodburn. Ore.
WMAC— 1300. B. T. Andrea. Cobalt. Ont.. Can.
WMAD— 1150, H. J. Latshaw. Clearfield. Pa.
WMAF— 1250. B. Henry. Butler, Mo.
WMAG— 1150. L. C. Burwell. Jr.. Charlotte. N. C.
WMAK— 1175. Wm. J. Wolverton. Linton. N. D.
WMAM — 1350. H. Dammann. Bronx. N. Y.
WMAQ— 1850. B. Bowe. Santa Clara. Calif.
WMAT— 1600, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno. Calif.
WMB— 1300, B. Hastings. Atchison. Kan.
VVM(3 — 1625. Perkins Benneyan. Fresno. Calif.
WNAB— 1350, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WNAC— 1600. G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WNAD— 1500, C. T. Mower. Maiden. Mass.
WNAF— 1525, W. Bankin. Woodfords. Me.
WNAK— 1200, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
WNAM— 1375, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WNAQ— 1000, B. T. Andrea.
Cobalt. Ont.. Can.
WNAS— 1200 B S. Maynard. Detroit. Mich.
WNAT — 1000. B. V. Hammer. Creston. la.
WNJ— 2375. B. H. Seydel. Tacoma. Wash.
WOAA— 1525, G. F. Cory. New Bedford. Mass.
WOAC— 1600, O. P. Klein. Ledue. Alta.
WOAI— 2250, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WOAP— 1950, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WOAS— 1275, L. Hull. Eureka. Kans.
WOAZ — 1525. E. S. Macartney, Ottawa. Ont., Can.
WOC— 1675. H. S. Trost, San Jose. Calif.
WOI— 1550. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WOK— 1725, H. S'. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WOO— 1575, M. B. Gilbert. Douglas. Wyo.
WOQ — 1475. Arthur ChappeUe, Woodbum. Ore.
WOB— 4800. Jack Costa. Haiku. -Maui. T. H.
WOS— 1375. L. Baymond. Pullman. Wash.
WOZ— 1950. Fred Sheppard,
Centralia. Wash.
WPA— 1950. W. E. Davison. Berwick. N. S.. Can.
WPAB— 1250, J. Skinner. Corsicana. Tex.
WPAC — 1250. Perkins Bennevan. Fresno. Calif.
WPAH— 1650, Arthur ChapeUe. Woodburn.
Ore.
WPAK— 1250, Arthur Cbanelle. Woodbum, Ore.
WPAT— 1375, L. C. Kemp.
Seattle. Wash.
WPE — 1475. Arthur ChapeUe. Woodbum. Ore.
WQAM— 1300, Wm. Attwill, Swampscott. Mass.
WQAQ— 2150, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WBL— 1100, W. M. K. Young, Kansas City. Mo.
WBP— 1375, Guy V. Carrolo. Houston. Tex.
WBR— 2000. H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WBW— 2550. L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WSAS— 1225, F. T. Wycoff. Springfield. Mass.
WSAY— 1125, BUly Withington, Jackson. Mich.
WSB— 2275, L. K. Poyntz. Victoria. B. C. Can.
WSL— 1175. L. Hull. Eureka. Kan.
WSY— 2050. Arthur ChapeUe. Woodburn. Ore.
WTAW— 1525, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WTG^ — 1375. Arthur ChapeUe. Woodburn.
Ore.
WWAD— 1050, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
WWAX— 1325, August Vinroth. Linton. N. D.
WWB— 2150. B. Taylor. Livermore. Calif.
WWJ— 2200. F. W. HiU. Cristobal. C. Z
WWL— 1275 G. W. Perkins. Thompson. N. Y.
2LO— 3175, S. F. BichaTds. JanesUle. Wis.

Rules to Remember
The rules to follow in the contest are
but few and easily followed.
They are:
1. Amateurs who are able to beat the
records given, or who can claim with good
evidence, distance receiving records of
1,000 statute miles or more for Radiophone broadcasting stations found in the
"Broadcasting Station Directory," page 8,
of
consecutive issues, may send in
suchthree
records.
2. Distances must be measured AIRLINE and expressed in statute miles. Disregard of this rule may cause amateurs
to be declared ineligible.
3. Call signals of station heard, its loca-

"MULTIPS"
ACCOMMODATE £2 HEADSETS
ON ONE
*•* PAIR POSTS
Send 25c — Satisfaction Guaranteed
Sole Distributor
A. J. SLAP, 132 Nassau St., N. Y. City

tion and the mileage, as denned in Rule 2,
must wise
be record
givenwillin not
reporting
record. Otherbe considered.
4. Distances are verified by the contest
department of this publication using a
Geo. P. Cram Co. standard Radio map of
the United States. Owing to much variance in maps, the distances are only
given to the nearest 25 miles and are
claimed accurate only within 50 miles.
5. There are no prizes awarded. The
only compensation record holders receive
is the distinction of recognition through
the columns of Radio Digest.

Station WLK Closes Down
Due to Insufficient Aid
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — It was officially
given out last week that Station WLK will
suspend operation at once. It was the
unfortunate condition of the Hamilton
Manufacturing Company, owners of WLK,
to be unable to sufficiently enthuse the
local Chamber of Commerce to underwrite
the station.
The entire broadcasting apparatus incorporated in the plant with the exception
of antenna and towers, is now for sale.
The equipment is very flexible as the
Meisner circuit was used with two large
variable condensers, one in the antenna
and one in the plate circuit.
When questioned by the Digest, Francis
F. Hamilton, manager of the station, said,
"We have been broadcasting for a year
and a half for only the fun of it. It is
extremely regrettable that we could not
receive the support necessary for continuation of operation."

Panel Labeling Outfit and Soldering Iron
enables anyone to mark his own Radio
Panels. Duplicates the work of an expensive engraving machine and permits the
Radio constructor to brand his trademark
or name on the panel.

Seyferlich's

Set of seven separate characters JK f •i*v
Set
nine separate
tf» 1J^
/J ™ f)(i
and
characters
Holder A
and of
Holder
to fitwith
anyWORDS
Iron
■ O™.
"™
Complete set of nine separate |»
to fit any Iron
words with holder and Cut- ,
ler-Hammer
Radio
Solder-

™~"

Special
ing Iron.Trademark Plates Made to Order.
Dealers'
Discounts on Application
68 W.

Seyferlich's
Real RadioChicago
Washington St.
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Part IV — Wiring the Rear of the Panel
By H. J. Marx
previously that all btndstated
WASposts
ITincr
connections were in the rear
of the panel in order to avoid the usual
Collection of Unsightly wires adorning the
front of the set. In the Illustration of the
front of the panel (Fig. 1), it can be seen
that the only connecting points are the
Jacks for plugging in the phone receivers.
Even the connections for the loud speaker
are made in the rear.
Connection Panel
All these connections in the rear are
concentrated on the panel detailed in Figure 2. This is made up of %-inch panel
stock. Eight binding posts are mounted on
this panel. The %-inch holes are drilled
for the posts.
The proper connections to these posts
are indicated in the illustration. The
countersunk holes at each end are for the
6-3.' thread brass machine screws fastening the panel to the two brass angle strips.
These strips or supports are fastened to
the panel sockets. No details are given of
these strips — since the method of mounting this connection panel will vary with
different types of apparatus used. It is
therefore left to the ingenuity of the constructor. The method of mounting is
clearly indicated in the back view illustration. Figure 3. Wiring
After all of these details of the mountting of the apparatus on the panel have
been completed, the question of wiring
is next. The wire used by the author was
a No. 14 gauge tinned and rubber covered
copper wire. This particular kind of wire
isn't required necessarily. Any good No.
14 gauge copper wire can be used, but it
must be covered with spaghetti tubing or
otherwise insulated on account of the con-

Figure 3
fixed plate side of the amplifier condenser the soldering iron in difficult corners aftercan now be connected up to the plate cir- wards.
cuit of the first amplifier tube. The tube
Don't let leads rest against the panel or
and rheostat connections to the battery against any part of the instruments .exterminals should now be inserted.
cept at joints. Panel material may be a
perfectly good insulator, but after it is
Wiring Amplifying Stages
covered
dust and grease, it is apt
After these connections have been made, to becomewith
a perfect grid leak with just
it is advisable to take up the amplifying sufficient
conductance to prevent perfect
stages.
In the illustration, double-circuit operation of the set.
The Cabinet
Details of the construction of the cabinet have purposely been omitted especially
because most of the constructors have
particular cabinet ideas in mind. The
panel size is 8 by 22 inches while the
depth of the cabinet should be about 8
inches. It should have either a hinged
cover or back to provide easy access to the
tubes and the connection panel.
Tuning Directions
In operating this circuit both the detector and amplifier plate condensers
should be set at 0, that is with the plates
all the way out. The grid condenser is
set at 50 around or with the plates halfway in. The tickler switch lever is set
at the center tap. The dial on the rotor
of the tuning unit should be adjusted so
that when indicating the maximum of the
graduations the rotor winding is in line
and runs in the same direction as the secondary winding. In tuning, this dial is
Figure 1
set at about 50 or halfway, which would
siderable amount of wiring necessary- Ig- jacks have been added. As stated in the put the rotor tube in a position at right
noring this point will be the cause of a first article, these are not essential and angles to that of the tuning unit.
lot of difficulties through short circuits.
were omitted to simplify the wiring diaThe primary tap switch should now be
Since the wiring is somewhat compligram. First the transformer circuit con- moved over the contact points for rough
nections should be made, taking care to investigation for any carrier waves. At
cated, and although the instruments are
not crowded, the wiring can only be satis- keep the grid lead from the secondary the same time, the grid control should be
factorily done if some form of procedure of each transformer to the grid of its am- varied by means of the rotor dial. When
plifier tube as short as possible.
is followed.
has been brought to the maxiThe fixed condensers in the secondary reception
Procedure in Wiring
mum point of intensity and clearness, then
Obviously the first step in wiring would circuits require no special support outside the grid condenser can be adjusted as rebe the tap leads to the contact points of of that of the leads. They should be
quired. The next step then is to vary the
placed in a position such that there will tickler tapped
switch. This will work
—
*r
-—
* be
no
tendency
for
them
to
contact
with
very closely in conjunction with the deCQNKECTiON PAN€U
any metal parts. In addition their positector plate condenser. This dial should
tions should be such ac to avoid any inter- be increased until the regenerative effect
capacity re-action to any adjacent parts is brought up to its best point without
of the circuit.
distortion.
If the amplifier stages are in
£
Soldering Directions
A
word
of
caution
might
well
be
added
-i*i— ii--^~.r— i-/at this time that care be taken so that all
Figure 2
soldered connections make good electrical
the switches. In making these connec- contact. More than one Radiophan has
tions it is advisable to remove the two condemned a circuit because what appeared to be a good soldered connection
plate circuit condensers so that the solderfive connections to the tickler coil wind- was*« really only a resin joint.
!As a suggestion, wipe all soldered joints
ing iron can be handled more easily. The
DON'T
lng are the first to be soldered. Then the with a cloth while they are still warm
leads connecting the plate of the first tube andrt- in addition, scrape off all surplus
and the tickler switch lever should be in- resin when hardened. This will immediately disclose any poor connection and
serted. A space of bared wire should be
left on this lead for connection to the avoid the necessity of trying to insert
detector "plate condenser after it has been
replaced.
REINARTZ CIRCUIT!
The connections should now be made
New Ultra Circuit Coupler & Diag.. J4.75 — built to
[DC
lor the primary tap switch. Then the H.
Man's specif. In March 24th Radio Digest.
mounted
Condensers N. P.
primary switch lever is connected to the Ruby3. Mica-Copper-Bakelite
binding posts, .00015, 50c; .0015. 6O0; .0025, 70c.
ground binding post. The lead from the Reinartz
M^^pt
^. Booster
Because I you
deal
with a for
manucoil Doub. green silk-Bakellte Spider, $1.75.
facturer who
is direct
responsible
the
first contact point on the primary switch Reinartz
plats circuit chokes (triple adjustable), $1.70.
performance and quality of the Battery.
should be soldered to it. The two plate Complete set Reinartz tuner & detector parts, $10.65.
Tuner,
Det.
&
2-Stage,
$17.95.
Two-stage
outfit,
$8.35.
condensers are then replaced and this lead
RADIO
STORAGE
BATTERIES
can run from the two condensers over to New GOVT
World-Radio-Batteries
Signal Corps Edison 3-cell. type BB-4. $4.50; Sinthe antenna binding post. The lead rungle cells for W. D.-ll tubes, $1.50; 60 A. H. for W. D.« Volts— 40 Amps.,
6 Volts— 80 Amps.,
ning from the stationary plates of the 11 tubes. $5.25; 6 Vu.ts Edison, $7.75; Edison "B"
detector plate condenser can now be tapped battery single elements, 4c ea. ; doable, 10c.
.006 COND'RS & PARTS
into the lead between the detector tube .006FLEWELLING
Oond. & N. P. Binding
6 Volts— 60 Amps.,
6 Volts— 108 Amps.,
80c ca. Variable Leaks. 70a.
plate and the tickler switch lever. The Posts.BakeUte-Ruby-Mica-Copper
terminal attached to the shaft bearing Spider Coils, green silk on Bakelite, $1.55 ea.
GENUINE PEANUT TUBES
on the rear side of the tuning unit com- Wonderful Det & Amplifier.
Smallest
tnbe
made
6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps,
ing from the rotor winding can be con- long.
Full Rating Guaranteed
nected then to the rotating plates of the (aeroplane style), 1 V., V4 Amp., %" dia. x 2V
MAIL
YOUR
ORDER
TODAY.
5% discount
.001 mfd. variable condenser. The fixed HI-POWER AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
for cash, or will ship C. O. D. Subject to InBest! Loudest! No bum-oats. $2.65 with special
plates are connected to the grid of the first diagram.
spection. All orders shipped same
day as
SPECIAL
received.
tube. In addition, as shown in the diagram given in Part I of this series, a .0015 20 OHM RHEO. for 201-A or w. D.-ll tubes. $1.00.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
Grid Cond. .00025 or .0005 max., 45c.
mfd. fixed condenser is connected across Variable
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, III.
Vernier Attachment for any Var. Condenser. 95c.
the two terminals so that the total maxi- Write for complete list. Include postage with order.
mum capacity will be .0025 mfd.
The QUALITY RADIO SHOP, RICHMOND, 1ND.

i'-£

use, the amplifier plate condenser capacity
should gradually be increased by rotating
the dial counter clockwise up to the point
of maximum intensity.
THE END.

Correction

In the March 31 issue, page
to Make a Prize Flewelling
P. Hall, the grid condenser
given
.0005 mfd. through a
mfd. calaserror.
This should have

14, in "How
Set," by F.
value was
typographibeen .00005

Again, on page 17 of the same issue, in
"Construction of the Ultra Reinartz Receiver," by H. J. Marx, top of fourth coltwo each
platehaving
condensers
are mfd.
re-'
ferred umn,tothe as
a .00005
capacity.
.0005 mfd. This figure should have been

sh

$8.50
$10.00

$12.50
$14.50

Over
ZOfiOO Call Letters
Indispensable to every radio owner. Contains
up-to-date list of over 20.000 Amateur. Commercial. Army, Navy, Transoceanic High
Powered, and Broadcasting Stations in the
UNITED STATES and CANADA: International Morse Code and Convention Signals;
the construction and operation of the Reinartz
Tuner, Detector, and one-stage Amplifier; etc.
Included with the book is a splendid twocolor map of the United States and Canada.
2 x 3 ft., showing radio district boundaries,
standard
timestations,
lines, geographical
locaUon of
broadcasting
eta

Buy the Book with the
Blue Cover
Tke greatest dollar value on the radio market.
At your dealers or direct by mail.
Use check
or money order.
Do not send stamps.
Dealers:
Write for proposition

RADIO DIRECTORY
AND
PUBLISHING CO.
45- R Vesey St,
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About Radio Parts
The

.0005
VARIABLE
CONDENSED
, VARIO
.COUPLER.

6V.

4-5 V

^.D.-QO

IWINDINGSV5
^Y

LOUD
SPEAKER

Battery

The operation of the vacuum tube is
based on the fact, that when the filament
is heated to a degree of incandenscence,
because of its resistance to the current
flowing through it, electrous are emitted
by this filament which pass over to the
plate in the tube. In order to heat the
filament of the tube then, an external
source of electrical current is required.
In the popular 6-volt tube a storage battery is commonly used. With the advent
of the
1%-volt
tubes, dry cells are often

GRIDOOOZS
CONDENSER.

|CONNECTED
IN SERIES

Storage

FREE
The wonderful
SHELTONE
LOUD
SPEAKER
with
every original

BALDWIN
N ATH.

Type C Headset Complete
PERSONALLY test every pair of phones
to GIVE
YOU
a headset
that has no
;qual.
YOU
CAN
USE
HEADSET
IN
REGULAR WAY
ALSO.
My price on these special selected <t 1 O AA
I

9

WALTER
Phones
A

are either in or directly connected to the
grid lead and therefore maximum energy
control is possible. Since the plate circuit is directly connected to the antenna
circuit, the action is regenerative throughout. The tube used is a hard or amplifier
tube and requires 45 volts in the plate circuit. This circuit will be found well
adapted for long distance reception and,
because of its simplicity, will be exceptionally interesting to that host of fans
who live on the excitement and anticipation of trying out new and freak hook
ups.

very similar to one that
mentioned, not only in the
pubDigest, but also in many other
lications, is illustrated in R. D. 80. Its

CIRCUIT
has been

ctpeculiar feature is the method of conne
ing the two windings of the variocoupler
the
ol
of
contr
a
in series, thus enabling
three
antenna and grid circuit through
ch in
distinct means: First, the tap swit
d, the variomthe primarv circuit; secon
er,
eter effect of the rotor of the variocoupl
nser.
and third, through the variable conde
ols
contr
these
all
that
zed
It must be reali

carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price.
$2.00.

Book Reviews
af
Lefax Radio Handbook. A loose-le
handbook. This book never grows old or
us
apparat
out of date. All of the latest
and hook-ups are added as time goes on.
Anvthing that grows old is taken out and
Price, $3.50.
new leaves substituted.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained m
illussimple language and understandable
trations. This book will teach you.how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is a complete
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Price, $1.50.
Fully illustrated.
Home Radio — How to Make It By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
75c.

Radio Simplified. By Kendall and Koehler. New developments of Radio described
in- non-technical terms. The latest and
most efficient hook-ups. Tells about
vacuum tune, loose couplers, variocouplers, variometers and everything necessary for those who aim to get the best
results in building or operating a Radio
outfit.
Price, $1.00.
book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Iiet us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a. De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully exPrice, $1.00.
plained. Fifty-two pages.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Elements of Raaiotelegraphy. By Elery
The

The

Kenosha

Adrian "Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it

RADIO
$10.00
6.50
5.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

ENGINEERING
832 Windsor

SERVICE

Ave.

f

BUREAU

AT

Broadway

THE

IMPERIAL
and

32nd

St.,

New

Calif., or Seattle, Wash.

BLUE

PRINTS

of the Famous
MAWHINNEY
RECEIVING
APPARATUS
A series of 7 blue prints giving in full detail all the necessary information, specifications, and method of construction, and assembling
of the MAWHINNEY
RECEIVING Apparatus. This is the 5-tube
receiving set that picked up 5 stations in California,
recently written about in Literary Digest and Radio
Globe. The Blue Prints tell you in a very simple and
clear manner just how to construct j; duplicate of
Mawhinney's
transcontinental receiving set.

A. S. MAWHINNEY
801 RIVERSIDE
Dept. 59

DRIVE
New York

$25.00 RADIOETTE
Crystal Set— Uses
Loose Coupler and Variable Condenser
$7.50
7.00 DIAMOND

2,000 Ohm

Headsets.. 3.00

6.00 REXO
180°
800-Meter
Couplers
with Bank Wound
Secondary
3.50
5.00 600-METER
DX
Couplers
.'..1.55
5.00 CHELSEA Type 43-VIate Glass
Enclosed Variable Condensers for
both Table and Panel Mounting.. 3.00
4.00 as
CHELSEA
Above

$1.25
Double

Type

23-Plate— Same

Mail

METERS

«» — — ^Rheostat.
Storage Battery, Variocoupler.
i\l § lVariometer. 3-coil Mounting. Variable In£ y 1^^#ductance.
Dead End
Losses cuts,
or Badio
Frequency.Taps,
Complete
hook-up,
instructions, everything. Price SI. 00. No cheeks.
Nothing left for you to guess about Build your own
Receiver and save 509& or more and get better results.
Radio Experimental Lab'y, Box I94F. Berkeley, Cal.

2.40

CLAPP-EASTHAM
M pAction
Air Cooled /| "\/>

Rheostats

1000—1500
MILES ON
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL
150—25,000

EVERY ITEM GUARANTEED
ON MONEY-BACK BASIS

"t/l/
Orders

Promptly

Filled

WILLIAMSBURG RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY, INC.
801

Flushing

Ave.,

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

WILLARD
WILLARD
RADIO
COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway, New York City

"The Best for Less"
REINARTZ
EVERT

PAKT

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket, 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser, 1 13-plate .00035 MED
variable condenser. 3 inductance
switches, 16
switchable points
nuts,ME1)
4 switch
and nuts,
8 binding
posts,
grid leak,and
1 .002
phone stops
condenser.
23 feet
bus bar
wire,2 3" dials, 1 vari1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram and complete
instructions

FLEWELLING
PART

$10.00

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE

iucr

rueusiai,

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, '2 coil pings, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 tube socket, 8 binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade
RADION panel, 1 3" dial and the Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction
of Circuit

TWO

STAGE

AUDIO
EVERY

FREQUENCY
COMPLETE

PART

$11.00

AMPLIFIER

1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio ^frequency Transformers (5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats, 2 Vi T.
Sockets, 3 Jacks (Double Circuit), 7 Binding Posts, 1 Variable Resistance Leak,
Necessary Bus Bar Wire.
Can be used with either of the above
circuits or any other receiver

Permanent Radio Fair, Inc.
HOTEL

It your dealer cannot supply
you — Send $2.00 for complete
set of prints.

«

the

Radio Sensation

In On — Stockton,

ORIGINAL

IT

Don't Miss

Chicago, 111.

Listen

Each owner of a private Radio set in
France must obtain a license and pay 10
francs as an annual fee.

EVERY

of the World
$5.85
5.80
2.70
1.50
5S
63

function

Depending on the type of circuit used
the polarity of the terminals is of more or
less importance. So the fan should acquaint himself with the possitive and
negative post of the battery.
The storage battery is an accumulator
of electrical energy. Through a chemical
reaction it absorbs current that is led
into it and likewise through a reversal of
the chemical action is always ready to
release its electrical energy. In Radio
this energy in the storage or A battery is
used to light the filament.

To Have Plant

Radio Fair

PARTS

Of High Grade and Low Cost
LongRange
Phones
V/2 Volt Tubes, standard base....
Improved
Detector
Tubes
Grewol
Crystal Detectors
Earla
Sockets
Hydrometers
Formica Panels Cut to Any Size.
Prompt
Service — Mail Only.
Special
Prices
to Dealers

substituted but the fundamental
of the battery is the same.

a cost of about
It is the
intentions
to $30,000.
broadcast
the company's
Midwest
league baseball games.

"W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio Receivers for Beginners. By
Snodgrass and Camp. Answers the universal question, "How can I receive Radio?" Price, $1.00.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest and

Cash with Order or C. O. D.
"f1*",'u
postpaid
is.
SCOTT,
10 St. Lukes Place, Monlclair,
N. J.

SALE!!

KENOSHA,
WIS.— The Simmons Company, one of the largest concerns in Kenosha, is planning a broadcasting station at

BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO
MERCHANDISE
AT THE

S% " H«l> — Beautiful Bubbcrited Finiih

York

BALL BEARING INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value
75c, special..
$0.30
V. T. SOCKETS— Nickeled, brass sleeve,
composition base value, $1.00; special at
50
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER—
Designed for use with W. D. II Tubes,
list,
$4.50;
price
2.75

$11.00

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;

13 Plate VERNIER;
23 Plate VERNIER;
43 Plate VERNIER;

value,
value,
value,
value,

$1.75..
$2.50..
S3. 50 . .
$4.50..

. 1.20
..$1.05
1.35
. 1.85

EXTRA
SPECIAL
Telephone
3000 Ohms
Headsets;
$9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

3.75
4.00

value, $5.50.
value, $6.00.
value.
$6.50.

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . 4.25
$0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1-00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.75

ALUMINUM LOUD SPEAKING
HORN polished;
Nickel plated, highly
$8.00

list

VARIOCOUPLER— Celeron Condensite and
Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value $4.50.
Special
$2.95

TWO-INCH
stats and

Potentiometer
cial at

1.00

RAYMOND
VERNIER
$1.50: special

1.15

FILAMENT

with

knob;

value,

$1.75;

spe-

Potentiometer with 2'/a" dial; value,
$2.15;
special
at
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
Single
Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value. 90c: special at
MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)....
LIGHTNING

ARRESTERS
approved
derwriters

by

un-

30
45
1.75
$0.90

$3.75

THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special. $0.30
DIALS — Same
potentiometer;

design — for
special

rheo-

RH EOSTATS— Value.

RHEOSTAT— Condensite

f value, $1.10; special at
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
value, $1.50; special at
TELEPHONE
PLUGS

25
95

base;
70

with

2</s"

dial;

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

85
60
.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.
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Questions and Answers
Thousand Mil* B»c«ption
coupler in this unit, also number Of turns
between taps on the primary?
i2S40) ATB, St. Louis, Mo.
I have built a three-tube reflex circuit,
What is the capacity of ■ 23-plate condenser? Can WD-11 tubes be used satisusing- the crystal detector according- to
the diagram shown in one of your recent
factorily with the above circuit.'
issues.
A. — Answering your inquiries, will advise that In Reflex circuit referred to stanI have been able to bring in broadcast
dard Radio frequency transformers are
concerts within a range of 1000 miles,
used.
For audio frequency transformers
using either the loop or outside aerial, but
all out of town stations even WOC Daven- have three or four to one ratio.
Use a standard variocoupler having fifport, fail to come in as loud as my three
ty-six turns of No. 22 wire tapped at every
stage Radio frequency set. without audio
amplification, although on local concerts seventh turn on primary and thirty-six or
forty
turns
of Xo. 26 wire on secondary.
I have all the amplification expected from
A 23-plate condenser has a .0005 mfd.
two stages of audio. Can you tell me the capacity.
cause of the trouble?
We would not advise the use of WD-11
A. — It is impossible for us to determine tubes with the circuit in question.
the source of limitation without a personal
mspection of the set. Barring defective
Reflex Selectivity
apparatus, possibly an inefficient crystal,
the condition cited should not prevail in (2S47) XD. Wilmette, 111.
a properly executed circuit from diagram
In making a set using two stages of
given.
A. F. amplification I believe that transformers of different ratio are used. Please
give this proper ratio for the first and
Flewelling and Beinartz
second stages.
(2324) EPS, Boston. Mass.
What would be the correct ratio for
In making a comparison of the Flewell- each A. F. transformer used in the fouring and Beinartz circuits for broadcasting tube reflex set published in the Radio
station reception, which circuit has the Digest for January 20, 1923?
In R. F. amplification which is best,
greater range? Which is the more selective?
tuned impedance or the regular transWhat are the chief points of advantage former?
of each over the other?
How does the four-tube reflex set comA. — A comparison of the relative virpare with a six-tube set using regeneratues of the Flewelling and Beinartz cirtion in regard to selectivity, sensibility,
D.
X.
and set noises?
cuit is largely a matter of personal discrimination. They are of the same type.
In any set does a 43-plate condenser
detract from the efficiency of the set?
They require respectively:
Flewelling. — Does not require much of
A. — Use transformer of ten to one ratio
an antenna, a loop will serve.
and three or four to one ratio on first and
Tuning very critical.
second steps of audio frequency amplificaExternal and tubing noises rather protion respectively.
nounced.
Use three or four to one ratio transAmplification very, very high.
formers for Reflex set described in JanSelectivity
very good.
uary 20th issue of Radio Digest.
Bange one thousand miles or over.
With Radio frequency amplification
Beinartz. — Requires a fairly good an- transformers are preferred rather than
tenna.
tuned impedance for wave lengths under
Tuning very easy.
one thousand meters.
External and tube noises none.
Amplification fair.
Selectivity
very
good.
Bange one thousand miles or over.
The above will help you to make your
own comparison.

ATWATER

Inductances and Capacities
(2593) JG, Chicago, 111.
In your January 27 issue you show several diagrams of Reflex circuits. In your
circuit Xo. 2 will you kindly advise the
ratio of windings and frequency range of
Badio and audio transformers?
What number of turns are required on
the primary and secondary of the vario-

KENT

ueai

IMMEDIATE

ers
n09lare

DELIVERY

on
reouest AND DISCOUNTS
LITERATURE

Memo Pad
What I will need to make a good tube set
Kellogg No. 501 variocoupler
Kellogg No. 605 variable condenser
Kellogg No. 2 tube sooket
Kellogg No. 506 miniature condenser
Kellogg No. 509 mounting
Kellogg No. 609 radio resistance
Kellogg No. 602 dial
Kellogg No. 69A head set
Kellogg No. 501 rheostat
Kellogg avltob and switch points
and B batteries and cabinet
Detector tube
Kellogg radio equipment is recommended
for several reasons
First — It is easy to install and simple te operate.
Seoond — It is built of the highest
grade material to give the best possible
results.
Third — It is electrically and mechanically correct and vill last a life time.
Fourth — It is built by the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Co., who have manufactured high grade telephone equipment
for the past 25 years.
Fifth. — Every Kellogg radio part is
GUARANTEED by the manufacturer.

"Use, is the test.**

The Reflex circuit compares favorably
with six-tube regenerative as to selectivity and is less noisy. However, probably
does not afford so great a range.
For short waves a forty-three plate
condenser connected across an Inductance
does not afford close tuning adjustment.
However, it is necessary in the antenna
circuit.

set and is usually located In the most un-<
expected place.
There may be some fault in your storage battery. If you have another available, or even a set of three dry cells,
you can easily determine if trouble lies
in battery or A battery leads. AVould not
be at all surprised if the trouble is found
to be in leads.

Trouble

There are 33 Radiophone stations in the
United States broadcasting religious services. The territory covered, it is estimated, represents 65.2 per cent of the total
area of the country.

(2378) ICS, Carllnville, 111.
The last few days I have had trouble
with my set. I am able to tune in a
station clear enough then suddenly my set
seems to go practically or totally dead
for several seconds, say from 5 to 10, when
the station "comes back" again. This
happens not only with stations farther off,
such as KDKA, but also with those near
by, such as St. Louis (KSD). My battery
ought not to be at fault as it was recharged a short time ago. I cannot see
any cause for trouble in the set. It
seems to be the same as ever. At times
the glow of the filament varies, will be
dimmer for some seconds, and then comes
back again. This fading out is exceedingly annoying.
I have had very good luck with my
little set. Have listened to concerts from
stations from San Francisco to Troy, N.
T., and from Canada to Havana.
This may be something old to many. I
am only a novice
—A at the — game.
B
I find in your A.B.C —Ajust
what I have
been looking for.
A. — Noting — your specifications and difB
ficulties experienced
would advise that the
condition has been encountered by the
writer personally and has invariably
re-

DETECTOR
AMPLIFIER
Aerial
Ground
+A
Phones

Input
Output .+BI
.+B Phones
+A.... .a-b|
A-B

CARTER

8 NAME

$1-98Va°rriometer

Vario-Coupler
Mica
.006 llicasers, 30c:CondenPhone or Grid Condenser-.. 20*; 23 Plate Condenser.
$1.43: 43 Plate, 51.70; 3 Plate Vernier, 75c; Bakelite V. T. Socket. 40c
Any size dial with Knob.
25c. Variable Grid Leak. 35c. Panels Drilled Free.
%.
Hi.
A.
2c;
K
in.
2'/2o
per square inch. Every
article guaranteed.
STAR RADIO SUPPLY & MFC CO.
2061 East I02d, Cleveland. Ohio

PLATES

PLATES

JACKS

New
phosphor-bronze
springs- no
spacer design:
washers heavy
required.
Write for Bulletin
on
these Jacks, "TU-WAY"
Plugs and other Carter
CABTER
CO.. 209 S. State St.. Chicago
products. RADIO

EHZ
NAME

"HOLD-TITE"

TO A SET

Printed on celluloid, fits flush to
panel, always in

20 Cents a Set
CHAS.

A.

REIFEL

489 Columbus Ave.
New
York City

place.
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The tiny tot with the viol is a member of the Kindergarten
Class (or beginners at the Music School Settlement, New York
City, where East Side children get music lessons at a nominal
charge.
These youngsters
recently were on the air from Station
WEAF.
Above is the largest Radio dial and socket in the world.
It is
eing shown at the Third Radio Show at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York City.
Decker
illustrates
comparison.
This daily
unusual exhibit Mrs.
causedDorothy
a continual
blockade
by thethe
crowd
that gathered
before

the booth

Right Photo © Fotog

H. D. Miller, Director of Broadcasting at the Amrad Station
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass., answering his mornair he ifistheknown
as epistles
"HDM,"
and ing
hemail.mustOn betheknown,
pile of
is an indication.
"Why the mail man left
town" might be a better title for this picture. "It is highly amusing," said Mr.
Miller, "to read the unique requests
that the fans ask a broadcaster"

,,.~is--That Radio outdoes Tut-Ankh-Amen in decoration for milady's hats is shown by the novelty above worn by Miss Marie Fleming
© K. & H.

> Ci 13580509
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RADIO AIDS BOOTLEGGER
MAKES RUM
TRAILS SAFE
FOR RUNNER
Prohibition
Enforcers
Have
New Handicap in Northern
New York

Big

Plant

Pilots

Booze

Illicit Liquor System Very Complete
— "May Revolutionize 'Profession' nDeclares One
By A. K. Munday
MONTREAL, QUE.— Radio has joined
forces with rum-runners ! Already handicapped by a lengthy boundary line and
roads made inpassable by the weather, prohibition officers are now face to face with
a problem developed by the criminal application of Radio.
Somewhere in the woods, over the
Canadian line, according- to men known
to be engaged in the business of rumrunning, is a large powerful transmitting
station. In every town and city on the
booze route there are, according to the
same source, large and powerful receiving
stations.
Details of the new safeguard for the
(Continued on page 2)

Airphone Gives Sermon
for Pastorless Church
Belmont

The petite brunette in the center?— That is
Miss
Inez Chambers,
violinist virtuoso,
of
KGW.
Now that you know who it is, you will
agree that Inez plays as she looks — 'Eh Bebe!'
How heavenly she plays.
At the right is Perin
McGregor, well known and popular baritone,
in Gypsy costume of one of his favorite roles.
Mr. McGregor is considered a headliner on
the programs of Station CJCD, Toronto,
Canada.
He
has been
heard many
times from this plant and is always in
demand by the fans. Above, left, is
the 16-year-old pianist who entertained you recently from Edmonton, Alta. — "Eula,
meet
the fans. — Fans, meet Miss
Eula Owens of CJCA."
If
Mr. Keith is on the lookout for all star talent,
we
recommend
the
above
three as a
sure-fire trio

Congregation
Joins
Songs with Broadcast

in

BELMONT, MASS.— A little matter of
being without a pastor at any time will
not bother the Belmont Methodist Episcopal Church here, for a Radio receiving
set with powerful amplifiers has been installed in the church, alongside the pulpit.
The regular pastor was away one Sunday,
and the laymen of the church took charge,
with James P. Kelley in* the pulpit.

CALGARY POLICE OUT
AFTER TAX DODGERS
Canadian Owners of Home-Made
Sets Evade License
CALGARY, ALTA.— Phenomenal development in Radio in this city has forced
a new duty on members of the Calgary
Police Department.
Both uniformed and plain-clothes men
are now engaged in detecting Radiophans
who have constructed Radio receiving instruments of the ten cent store variety,
and are endeavoring to evade payment of
the license levied by the post office.

New Broadcast Plant to Be
Erected in Dublin, Ireland

CALLIOPE IS PUT ON
AIR FOR FIRST TIME

A Radio station, somewhat similar to
the Eiffel tower in Paris, but not quite
so large, will shortly be erected in Dublin,
according to the British press. It will be
entirely a government enterprise, and is
expected to be situated in the Phoenix
park, where there is every facility for
such a plant.
The Free State authorities, once the
station is established, intend broadcasting
to towns in the provinces the latest market reports, news, and weather bulletins.

cert was broadcast recently by
TTLER, TEX.— A novel Radio conMorgan's
Doug Station
of the J.from
members
le
Company
Vaudevil
WOAF, when a calliope was tuned up
and the music from the old favorite of
circus days sent out into the ether.
The
bers. program also included orchestra
music, vocal solos and Hawaiian num-

mm
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DEFOREST COMPANY
BOUGHT BY JEWETT
DR.

DEFOREST TO REMAIN
AS ADVISOR

Possible

Purchased
Newly
poration Will Combine with
Jewett Company

That

Cor-

(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
MICH. — Outright purchase
DETROIT,
of the entire business, good will and
patents of the DeForest Radio Telephone
and Telegraph Company was announced
todav by President E. H. Jewett of the
Radio and Phonograph Co. of DeJewe"tt
troit.

Associated with Mr. Edward Jewett in
the purchase are Theodore Luce, former
Detroiter now associated with the New
York and Chicago bond house of A. C.
Allyn; Frank W. Blair, President of the
Union Trust Co. of Detroit; H. M. Jewett,
President of the Paige-Detroit Motor Car
Company; and several other capitalists
and Radio experts.
Possess 181 Patents
As a result of the purchase, the Detroiters come into possession of 181 Radio
patents, among them the basic rights to
the three-electrode audion bulb, which is
an essential part of every long distance
Radio receiving or sending set. All other
tube manufacture is conducted by virtue
of license under DeForest patents. Among
the other patents are several others covering Radio equipment in general use, as
well as a large number representing more
recent development and research by Dr.
Lee DeForest, and embodying startling
new developments in the Radio field.
The purchase also includes the fine new
plant of the DeForest Company at Jersey
City, the largest individual plant in the
world devoted solely to Radio manufacture, at which DeForest inventions are
anmanufactured commercially. No
nouncement was made of the amount of
money involved in the transaction.
DeForest to Remain.
Dr. DeForest remains with the company
under a long-time contract as consulting
engineer and is now, according to Mr.
Edward Jewett, giving a large share of his
attention to the perfection of equipment
by which the human voice is synchronized
and reproduced in connection with moving
pictures, thus adding a startlingly widened
range of interest to the hitherto silent
drama.
"Dr. DeForest is really the father of
modern Radio," commented Mr. Jewett in
discussing the transaction. "Without his
contributions to the science, commercial
Radio would not be possible. Like most
inventive geniuses, the commercial side of
his work has been distasteful and he is
glad to turn over this factor to our group.
It is our intention to make the name
DeForest as significant to the general public of the best and the most advanced in
Radio, as it stands today among the
experts. In accordance with this policy
we will put behind the DeForest products
every bit of Detroit enthusiasm and merchandising ability within our power.
May
Consolidate
"The affairs of the DeForest Company
will be administered from Detroit, though
we have no plans for any immediate
change in the personnel or operating
methods of the Jersey City factory.
"Will the DeForest Company be eventually combined with the Jewett Radio and
Phonograph Company?" Mr. Jewett was
asked.
"Such a combination is more than possible," replied Mr. Jewett. "It is also
possible that the DeForest purchase may
eventually result in a large addition to
the manufacturing facilities of the Jewett
plants

(SEE NOTE
INSTRUCTIONS)
Monday BELOW
Tuesday FOR
Thursday
Wednesday
CFCN, Calgarv, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver Colo
KFDB, San Francisco Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco Calif .
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio Va
PWX, Havana Cuba . .
WBAP, Fort Worth Texas
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit Mich .
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo...
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago 111 . .
WEAF, New York, N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WG1, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo N. Y .
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WHA, Madison Wis
.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky . .
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland 0 .
WJZ, Newark, N.J
WKAQ, San Juan P. R .
WLW, Cincinnati 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio Texas
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa

headquarters o'jf. the large booze ring. The
rum-runner reports to this station, whereas formerly lie was obliged to communicate with every town along the line by
telephone.
The minute the report as to location and
time is received at the Radio station, it
is broadcast to every station. The
time, meaning the exact hour at which
he has paid for his protection in every
town, a proceeding observed before the
trip is attempted, is then arranged according to the time made on the trip.
May Revolutionize "Profession"
"So far," declared one rum-runner, "it
has worked fine. I have made two trips on
the Radio schedule and got through without a hitch. All the men at the stations
are experts in Radio and have no trouble
in picking up all the signals. In fact,
it is the most complete working system
that I ever been connected with, and it
looks as if it is going to revolutionize
the 'profession'

of rum-running."

Radiograms can be exchanged between
vessels and Syria by means of the Alexandria Radio station. The rate is the
same as the rate for Egypt increased by
an additional rate of 30 centimes per word.

400
440
430
360
360

7:00- 8:00
6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:002:00
8:45-11:30

400
400
400
400
400
400
400

8:00-11:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30

400
710
400
422
400
400
360
360
400
400

6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00

400
360
400
400
400
370
360

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30

400
400
400
400
360
400
360

7:00-8:00

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30

6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

6:00- 9:00

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
6:05- 7:40 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
7:00- 9:30
7:30
7:30- 9:00 5:459:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

6:00- 6:30

8:00-10:00
6:00-11:00
6:00- 7:30

6:00- 6:30

6:00- 9:30

6:00- 9:30

6:00- 9:30

10:10-11:30 6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
10:00-11:00
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30 7*0-10:00 5:15- 6:36
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00

360
400
400
360
400
400
400
400

WSB,
Ga J...
WOR, Atlanta,
Newark"N.
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. . . .
400
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
360

FRISCO EXPOSITION
NETS 5,000 DAILY

Saturday

One Hundred and Forty-Four Exhibitors Show Latest Ether Apparatus and New Inventions

7:45- 8:45
7:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00 11:30-12:30 3:00- 5:00
6:00-10:30 3:45- 5:00
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:15
9:00-10:00
9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
9:00-10:00
12:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-11:30 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:00
Sldci-' 7:40
9:30 11:30- 1:00
5:457:00- 8:40 6:30- 6:45
7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30 7:00- 8:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 9:36-10:30
5:30- 6:00 7:30- 9:30 8:00-11:00
8:30-10:00
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30 8:30-10:00
7:00- 9:00
6:30- 7:30
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00
7:008:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30
7:15- 9:30 6:00- 8:55 9:10-11:00 6:00- 9:30
6:00- 9:30
6:00- 9:30
6:00- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
9:15-10:30 6:00- 7:30 7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:009:30
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:009:30
9:30-10:30
7:30- 8:30
8:00- 9:00
7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
6:50- 9:10
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 8:30
6:30-7:30
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00

SAN

FRANCISCO,
CALIF.— The National Radio and Electrical Exposition
that recently closed at the Civic Auditorium here attracted crowds estimated
at five thousand persons a day. The attractions of tha show included many
novel inventions and adaptions new to
the ether science. There were 144 exhibitors.
The opening address of welcome by
Mayor Rolph and a short talk by Louis
E. Leurey, president of the San Francisco
Electrical Development League, were
heard not only by those assembled in the
Civic Auditorium, but also by countless
Radiophans throughout the country. This
broadcasting feat was made possible by
means of remote control leading to Hale
Brothers'
Class B Station KPO.
Elaborate receiving apparatus was installed in the auditorium to supply musical programs from Station KPO between
8:00 and 10:00 each evening.

WDAL

The War Mothers of Idaho have presented a $500 set to the former service men at
Boise Barracks.

Lowest Prices
Western Army Stores
BALDWIN
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123 West Madison
Street, Chicago. Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly.
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Entered as second-class matter at the postofflce at
Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

"AH the Live News of Radio"
An Evening at Home with the Listener In

...1 to 9
2

Pretty Miss Uses "Bridge Arm"
Aerial
This Week's Advance
Broadcast Programs
Small Church Saves Choir Expense
Pola Negri, Paramount Star, Turns Fan
Directory of Broadcasting
Stations, Part 1
Fredrick B. Ostman
Wins Hoover Cup
Editorials;
Condensed
by Dielectric;
Indigest
A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter XVI — The Reflex Circuit, by Arthur
Dial Mounting for Spider Web Coils and Other Kinks
How to Construct a Variable Grid Leak

3
4
5
7
8
9
10
G. Mohaupt. . 11
12
13

"How" of the Flewelling Super, Part XI — Inductance vs. Capacity, by E. T. Flewelling
Construction of a Good Loud Speaker at Home, by Thomas W. Benson
Practical, Easily Made Single Tube Reflex Set, Part I— Circuit and Panel Layout, by
Marx

14
15
H.

Jj

The Reader's Vie w ; Book Reviews
Questions
and
Answers
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures

17
18
19
20

Looking Ahead
E. T. Flewelling, Do You Know Him? — In a new series of articles starting next issue
Mr. Flewelling will describe the construction of the marvelous One Condenser
Super

of April 28.

The

A

Set.

Be sure

to get the whole

series by starting -with the issue

Single Tube Reflex Set — that will bring the local plants in on a loop, will be
continued by H. J. Marx in the next issue. Only a small investment is needed
to make this efficient wonder set. Read the first article describing it on page 1 7,
this issue.

New Beginner's Series — by a nationally-known Radio writer — will start with the
conclusion of the series by Arthur G. Mohaupt. Tell your novice friends to be
on the lookout for this feature which will lead them through the intricacies of
Radio nomenclature without a scratch.

You

Part

Can

Tell When You Listen in for What and Where — with the new advance program department recently started in the Digest. Most all the big stations are
there.
Take your pick of their features and stay home that night.

without

this weekly

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Radio Digest
YOU

WANT

IT!

BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
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Two
of the Only Complete Radiophone Station Directory
will appear next
issue, following Part One this week. Over 600 plants in the United States,
Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii, and the Dominion of Canada, are given. You
can't get along

:

the

CONTENTS

Simplified

Gives Buttons

JACKSONVILLE,
FLA.— The Florida
Times, Station WDAL,
is now awarding
to their listeners in a button with the
insignia and call letters of the station.
In order to receive a button it is only
necessary to write the Times and give
data to prove reception of their programs.

(Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
If your city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
city uses Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses. Pacific time, subtract
two hours. Thus the use is very simple.)
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(Continued from page 1)
rum-runners, as told in Montreal, prove it
to be complete in every respect. The place
where the sending station is located is the

Met.

Station and City
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AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER
IN
Friday
Sunday

at Allegan."

RUM RUNNERS

DICES

W.

227-29
Madison St.
CHICAGO,

410-12
S. Wabash Ave.

ILLINOIS

Mail Orders Promptly

Filled
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KYW AIDS DISTRESS
IN RAGING STORM
ISOLATED

NEWSPAPERS RECEIVE LATEST NEWS

Listeners In Co-operate with Westinghouse Plant in Reporting Wrecked
and Disabled Trains
CHICAGO. — Recently when a blizzard
and sleet storm rased through the Middle
West and disabled telegraph wires, Station KYW. Westlnghouse Company, aided
Dews agencies, railroads, and brokerage
concerns in relieving the ensuing distress.
Radio then returned to its original role
as one of the protectors of public safety
and. by broadcasting over a wide area
warnings, orders, and news dispatches,
enabled trains to be located and newspapers to come out on time and give outof-town traders up-to-the-minute stock information which enabled them to put
through valuable deals.
Arrange Code Communication System
As soon as the storm was known to
have spread over a wide area and reports
began to come in that telegraph wires
were
down allin through
Middle "West,
the officials
charge the
of Station
KYW
began to receive numerous requests from
the managers of railroads and the press
associations for assistance in dispatching
trains and spreading news. Although not
organized for this relief work, a temporary system of communication was esby Walter
C. Evans,
atingtablished'
engineer
of KYW,
in chief
which operthe
broadcastingsetstation's
code
transmitting
was put topowerful
use.
In a short time the code set was broadcasting over a wide area an appeal to
broadcasting stations and amateurs located in the western portion of the Middle
West to be on the watch for wrecked
trains and those which were behind schedule. The persons hearing the call were
instructed to communicate immediately
with KYW, giving the station all available
information. News began coming in at
once by one way or the other. Included
in the first signals received was the information that a train running on a single
track line had been wrecked and passengers and crew were in distress. Telegraph
signals were also received from train operators telling of damage and where help
was needed.
Straighten B. B. Tangles
With this information officials of the
Illinois Central railroad and the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad at once
got into communication with the places at
which train service was halted and by
Radio transmitted orders that soon
straightened out a tangled situation.
Then word was received that because of
wrecked telegraph lines the Belvidere, 111.,
Republican and the Sterling, 111., Gazette
were severed from the news agencies. Late
news bulletins were, therefore, read from
the studio and the newspapers were enable to fill their columns. According to
letters received from the various editors
all the broadcast news bulletins came in
clearly, enabling them to make all their
issues on time.

0 1 CIO ST

ETHER WAVES HELP
TO TRAIL PRISONERS

RECEIVING SETS ARE
INSTALLED IN TAXIS

of
possibi
g lity
up the
to plokin
aid The
MBUSas. an O.—
COLURadio
was
convicts
trail of escaped
demonstrated here when G, L, Plrrung
received '■> Radio broadcast from Davenport, [owa, statin;;' that two men,
serving sentences lor murder, had escaped from that city. Full descriptions
of both men were given over the Radio
and received perfectly by the Columbus
amateur.

of up to. date
this
In featureFRANCE
popular
— A taxis
S, aro
PARI
cabs, which
the Radio
city
are equipped with Radio receiving sets
by which passengers can entertain
riding to their desthemselves while
tinations. Concerts are picked up from
the Eiffel tower, as well as English
broadcasts and those from Holland.
An increased charge of two francs is
asked.

USES "BRIDGE

LAMP"

AERIAL

SECOND OHIO SHOW
HAS NOVEL EXHIBITS

In localities where an outside aerial is impracticable or forbidden, the Radiophan is oft hard put
for a means of "getting" favorite stations. Our photo shows Miss Minnie Greenhouse, an ardent
fan, who
solved the
uses an aerial
ordinary iron "bridge lamp," which makes© K.
a beautiful bit ofhas
decoration
and problem.
serves as She
an efficient
& H.

R. C. Higgy Displays Collection of
Twenty-one Different Types
of Tubes

INVITE VETERANS
REUNION OVER

TO
ETHER

COLUMBUS, O. — Columbus dealers in
Radio sets and parts provided one of the Confederates Sing Old Civil War
Songs for Microphone
most unusual displays possible at the
second annual Ohio Radio Amatuer convention, held recently at the Columbus
ORLEANS, LA. — The invitations
hotel. Displays were on exhibit by the toNEW
attend the reunion of Confederate
Superior Radio & Telephone Equipment veterans in New Orleans were conveyed by
Co., The Erner & Hopkins Co., Avery & Radio, Captain James Dinkins, in charge
Loeb Electric Co., Higgy-Avery Co., and of arrangements, announced. The captain
the Hughes-Peters Electric Co.
and declares nothing
One of the most interesting displays to is himself a veteran
advanced methods of anthe Radio enthusiast was the collection but the most nouncements
would
have
the aged
of vacuum tubes brought to the show by soldiers, whose ideas, he served
asserts, are as
R. C. Higgy, of the Higgy-Avery Co., con- progressive as those of the youngest
sisting of tubes which he has picked up
The announcements were broadover a period of years, from both this recruit.
cast April 2 and April 7, from the De Soto
country and abroad. Twenty-one types of hotel's station. In addition to the anreceiving tubes, the largest of which was
nouncements a quartette of veterans sang
a monster auditron three inches in diameter and six inches long, made up the Civil war songs, including "The Girl I left
Behind Me" and "Lorena," and the sercollection.
vices of a fife and drum corps were arThe Erner & Hopkins company installed
This is said to be the first
a miniature broadcasting station with an occasion rangedoffor. the
of fife and
outfit of ten watts capacity for visitors drum music in braodcasting
New Orleans. Miss Ida
to, view. Hundreds of Radiophans from all Jontz, secretary of the New Orleans Y\
parts of Ohio watched this outfit with
wonder and amazement during the three W. C. A., was in charge of the announcement-by-Radio programs. The convention
days' convention.
was slated for April 10 to 13. Advance
notices of the programs were broadcast.

WRAV

Strongest in Ohio

YELLOW SPRINGS, O. — Station
WRAV, the strongest in this section, has
been erected at Antioch College here and
is now in active use. The equipment is
that of the broadcasting station formerly
maintained at the Rike-Kumler store in
Dayton, dismantled some time ago. Since
then it has been strengthened until now it
is much more powerful.

Boston Has School Club
BOSTON, MASS. — A Radio club has just
been organized in the South Boston High
School. Tentative plans are under way for
a broadcasting station. The officers are:
Fred Flynn, president", Robert Hairn, vice
president; Henry Jonses, secretary; John
Lynch, treasurer.

Calgary Board of Trade
Uses CHCB Daysfor Publicity
Plan Two-Minute Talks for Several

OFFER MEDICAL AID
TO SEAMEN BY AIR Ml
STANDARDIZED
CHEST HELPS

MEDICINE
DOCTORS

Range of Ills Treated Over Ether Waves
Varys from Ear Ache
to Hernia
WASHINGTON, D. C— Just a year ago
the U. S. Public Health Service announced
that it had completed arrangements to expand the medical aid service to American
seamen, with which it had first been
charged by Congress a century and a quarter ago, by prescribing by Radio for any
sailor who might be taken ill at sea, and
who might apply. Messages for aid were
to be forwarded to the Service by the
ship's Radio via the Radio Corporation of
America or the Independent Wireless TeleDiseases Vary
graph Company.
The range of diseases and mishaps for
which aid has been invoked during the first
year has been amazing. The list includes
appendicitis, asthma, cramps, diarrhea,
ear ache, eye injuries, heart diseases, hernia, hiccoughs, influenza, infected teeth,
malaria, opium poisoning, ptomaine poisoning, and swallowing broken glass. Many
of the diagnoses were made on board ship
because sailors are resourceful in meeting emergencies. Sometimes interchange
of several messages was necessary to obtain clear information as to the cause of
the trouble. Cramps among the crew and
later more cramps and worse cramps elicited the information that all the sick ate
at a single mess. This known, treatment
of the sick and means of preventing further cases were definitely outlined.
Bequest from Czecho-Slovakia
When the patient grows better and the
captain's apprehension is relieved, the case
usually drops from observation. Weeks
afterwards, perhaps, the interested hospital receives direct information as to
what occurred later.
The latest call for help involving the
Radio service of the Public Health Service came, not from a ship or sailor, but
from a young man of 24, who lives in faraway Czecho-Slovakia. He had read in a
local newspaper a Service broadcast about
cancer, and at once wrote to say that he
had had cancer of the nose and throat
since he had been 18, and to beg the Service to Standardize
tell him "howMedicine
to get cured."
Chests
The Service could not tell him how to
get cured; nobody could do that without
seeing him — if then. But it could and did
tell him that he very probably did not
have cancer at all. Cancer of the throat, it
added, was a very fatal and rapid disease
which seldom or never spared a victim for
anything like six years; and, furthermore,
it was a disease of later life and was very
rare in persons as young as he. It advised him to be examined by a competent
physician without delay.
The "Ship's Medicine Chest," a manual issued by the Public Health Service
and carried by most ships, prescribes the
carrying of standard stocks of easily applied remedies. This enables the Public
Health Service physician at the hospital
ashore to prescribe by Radio with the
knowledge that the drugs he specifies are
probably in stock on the vessel.

BROADCAST HELPS TO
AID GIRL'S RECOVERY
Victim of Skiing Accident Forgets
Pain by Listening In

MONTREAL, QUE. — The science of Radio is helping the surgeons cure a Montreal society girl of a broken back injury
CALGARY, ALTA. — Definite advantage which was thought at the time to be fatal.
of the advertising facilities afforded by
Miss Florence Gardner, victim of a skiing accident a few weeks ago, who has
the Radiophone has been taken by business men of. Calgary for the first time. been in the Montreal General Hospital
Officials of the Calgary Board of Trade, ever since and whose ultimate recovery is
analagous to the Chamber of Commerce in now certain, does not find time swing
United States cities, will give brief heavy on her hands despite her injury.
speeches from CHBC, The Morning Al- And it is interest in Radio, the doctors
bertan broadcasting station, extolling the claim,
that is giving her new life to fight
good points and the beauties of Calgary her battle with death.
and the surrounding district. The speeches
Dr. D. Smelzer, assistant superintendent
will be of two minutes duration to be of the hospital, who is himself an expert
given at intervals of several days, and in the science of Radio, says that listenbusiness men consider that Calgary in this
ing in to the many excellent concerts,
manner will receive the most valuable broadcast from the United States and
and widespread advertising possible, and Canadian stations, has made life very
that onlybe over
the Radiophone could such happy for Miss Gardner.
results
obtained.
Publicity dealing with the famous BanffWindermere trail to be opened this sum- Underground Communication
mer will be given for the special benefit
of Radiophans of the United States, whom
Possible by Ether Waves
it is expected will form the greater part
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. — Radio communiof the tourist traffic through Calgary and
cation with those underground is believed
the mountain resort in the Rockies this to be possible through the experiments of
the Radio and Research Club of the
CHBC has been heard in every state in Springfield Hig^h School. In tests conducted at the Woodside mine, 250 feet
the UnitedandStates
every
province' an
of
year.
Canada,
thus and
it is.
anticipated
underground, the club received messages
audience of multitudes of peoples from from Radio stations in all parts of the
many nations will be reached in this big country, and succeeded also in communipublicity campaign.
cating with the outside world. The only
means of communicating with entombed
Hospitals in Hartford, Connecticut, are miners at present is by means of tapping
equipped with Radiophones.
on the walls.
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But Webster Didn't Have a Radio

The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, April 17

KB2A (Eastern, 360), 6:00 P. M., Organ
recital, H. R. Webb, Cameo Motion Picture Theater; 8:30 P. Iff., Concert, Allegro Mandolin Sextet and Company, direction of Percy Lichtenfels.
K(JW (Pacific, 400), 3:30-4:00 P. W., Woman's program on child training.
KHJ (Pacific, 40O), 8:00-10:00 P. M., German program, Los Angeles Trio, Piano,
Mav McDonald Hope; Violin, Calmon
Lubeviski; Cello, Ilya Bronson.
ESS (Central, 400), 8:0O P. M., Concert,
Mart Radmer's orcnestra; 8:30 P. Iff.,
Violin,
Aleda J.Meyer
Bassell andArdell
IreneHuth;
Huth;Piano,
Baritone,
Levy; Soprano, Alma Fuchs; Accompanist, Mrs. A. R. Alexander.
XYW (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M., One act
play, "Bargain Day;" Soprano, Bernice
Anderson; Violin, Dorothy Boger; Accompanist, Lila Hanmer; Dramatic
Coach, Jessie Royce Landis; Jimmy
Hartwell's Orchestra. Dance music,
Isham Jones orchestra.
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. Iff.,
Concert Tenor, James Wood; Violin,
Clyde Whitlock; Baritone, C. E. Whitlock; 9:30-10:30 P. M., Opera, "La
Traviata," Euterpean Club.
WDAP (Central, 390), 10:00 P. Iff.-1:00 A.
BE., Soprano,
Rosemary
Concertina duets, Rudy
Patek Hughes;
and Ben Ray;
other artists by courtesy of Mrs. Saida
Ballentine; 10:00 P.Iff.-l:0O A. M., Dance
music program, Jack Chapman's orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 3:00 P. M., Amrad
Women's Club; Talk, May Bliss Dickinson, Chairman of Mothercraft and Child
Welfare Committee; 6:15 P. BE., Weekly
review, "Iron Trade Review," 8 :30 P. BE.,
Weekly business report, Roger W. Babson; Lecture, "Benares, the Holy City
of the Hindus," Satyananda Roy, Calcutta, India; Concert, Boston Collegians,
direction of George P. Rupert, Jr.
WGY (Eastern, 370), 7:40 P. Iff., Talk,
"Keeping
Fires Out
Wm.
G. Howard;
7:45of P.Our
BE.,Forests,"
Comedy
drama,
"Merely
Mary
Ann,"
four acts,
music bv WGT instrumentalin orchestra.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Concert, Alamo Theater orchestra,
Three-minute biography of Old Testament piano,
characters,
"Nebuchadnezzar;"
Tenor and
Robert
Veazy; Alamo
Theater organ, H. C. Conrad; 7:30-9:00
P. BE., Concert, Ray PfafE orchestra;
Reading, "An Interesting Historical
Emsode;"
Setting-up exercises.
WJZ (Eastern, 360), 1.15 P. M., Recital,
Soprano, Ethel Burton; Contralto, Etta
Linipert; Piano, Mrs. L. Carroll Beckel;
5:30
IE., Dr.
"TheSigmund
Music Lover,"
musicP. by
Spaeth;digest
7:00 of
P.
BE., an adventure with Mitch and Sheeters.
from
"Mitch
Miller,"
by
Edgar
Lee
Masters; 7:40 P. BE. Concert, Patricia
Boyle, blind pianist; 8:10 P. Iff., "Overheard in a Pullman Smoker" by Major
G. K. Weston, East Orange, N. J.; 9:15
P. BE., Concert, Williams College Musical
Club from the Hotel Plaza.
WTfcW (Central, 360), 10:00 P. BE., Musical
program, Piano, Virginia Gilbert; Violin, Smith Farrar; Tenor, Fenton Pugh;
Talk, Dr. Kaswell A. Mayo; Dance
music, The Royal Ambassadors' orchesWBIAQ (Central, 400), 4:35 P. Bff., Concert,
Bush Conservatory; 7:00-7:30 P. BE., Gilbert & Sullivan Operetta, "Trial by
Jury," Singers Club; 7:30-8:00 P. BE.,
Talk, J. M. Fitzgerald; 9:15 P. BE., Talk,
"Value and Need of Community Centers," Eugene T. Lies.
■WOC (Central,
3:30 P. 5:45
BE., Educational talk, F.400),
C. Walker;
P. BE.,
Concert, Chimes.
WSB (Central, 40O), 7:15 P. BE., Radio
Operatic
Prologue
Atlanta's
Annualof
Metropolitan
OperaforWeek,
direction
Erin Farley; 10:45 P. BE., Colored Choir
Big Bethel Methodist Episcopal Church.
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 9:30 A. EI., "Tonight's
by Woman's
tor; 3:30
P. Dinner";
BE., Talk
Speaker,
Col. JohnEdiT.
Axton. •
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 7:00 P. BE., The
Town Crier; Detroit News orchestra;
Saxophone, Jack Leffel; Syncopated
songs, Douglas Bailey; Dance music,
Kasoors orchestra, Port Huron, Mich.

Wednesday, April 18
XDKA (Eastern, 360), 6:15 P. IS., Concert,
KDKA Little Symphony orchestra, direction of Victor Saudek; Tenor, Elmer
F Abtett; Accompanist. Bertha Geib.
400), 3:30-4:00 P. BE., ChilXGW (Pacific,
dren's urora-am; Music, pupil3 of Mary
Stories by Aunt Nell; 8:00Bullock:

BUILDING, as It were, on the first appearance of this feature in the
Digest, the advance programs are this week more in number and
easier to use as a result of improved form. It is planned to soon
furnish advance programs for every big station (500 watts or more) in
the Digest Radiophone Directory (page 8). The form too, will be changed
to meet with the demands for space as the stations become organized so
as to be able to furnish advance programs with expediency. There are
only fifty eligible plants. Already sixteen of these will be found in the
"Advance
Programs."
features
listed
below.
parts
station programs
as are Only
regular
week are
in and
week
out, Such
are, as
theyof have
been from the start, found in the Digest Radiophone Directory. The following data on the stations for which advance programs are given, may
be of help to the listener in:
Call Letters Owner and Location
Wave Length
KDKA
Westinghouse Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa
360
XGW
Oregonianian, Portland, Ore
400
KHJ
Times, Los Angeles, Calif
400
XSD
....Post-Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo
400
KYW
Westinghouse
Co., Chicago, 111
400
WBAP
Star-Telegram, Ft. Worth, Tex
40O
WBAP
Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago, 111
390
WG-I
Am. Radio & Research Corp., Medford, Mass
360
WGY
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N* T
370
WHAS
Courier-Journal
and Times, Louisville, Ky
360
WJZ
Westinghouse Co., and R. C. A., Newark, N. J
360
WLW
Crosley Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, 0
360
WBEAQ
...Daily News and Fair Store, Chicago, 111
400
WOC
Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, la
400
WSB
Journal, Atlanta, Ga
400
WWJ
News, Detroit, Mich
400

9:00 P. Iff., First Act of opera "Ernani,"
Portland
Opera
Thursday, April 19
KHJ
(Pacific,
400),Ass'n.
8:00-10:00 P. IS., Chinese program.
XSD (Central, 400), 8:00 P. Iff., Concert, KDKA (Eastern, 360), 6:00 P. Iff., Organ
Knights of Columbus Choral Club at
recital,
R. Webb,
Motion Univ.
Picthe Odeon.
ture H.
Theater;
8:30 P. Cameo
Iff., Concert,
of Pittsburgh Band, transmitted direct
KYW
(Central,
400), 8:00-9:00 P. Iff.,
from Carnegie Music Hall.
Musical program of the Marshall Field
Choral Society assisted by Chicago KHJ (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. St., ConMadrigal
Club,
phoned
from
Orchestra
cert, Philharmonic Symphony orchesHall.
tra; Flutist, J. J. Gilbert.
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. BL, XSD (Central, 400), 8:15 P. Iff., Massenchor Concert, 600 voices at St. Louis
Concert, Fort Worth Chamber of ComColiseum, instrumental music by St.
merce; 9:30-10:30 P. Iff., Concert, Texas
Hotel orchestra.
Louis Symphony orchestra.
WGX (Eastern, 360), 6:45 P. Iff., Talk on
farm, garden and lawn, by Breck's;
Girls' Story Hour, Eunice L. Randall;
Trio, Rita Bowers, director; Talk,
"Water," Henry Copley Greene, American Red Cross; Trio.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. BE.,
Alamo Theatre organ, H. C. Conrad;
Three-minute biography of Old Testacharacters,
"Jeremiah";
Recital
under ment
auspices
Mary
Frances Stewart,
Louisville Conservatory of Music; "Just
Among Home Folks,"
Louisville
Courier-Journal;
Dailyfrom
short
story,
from Louisville Times; 7:30-9:00 P. Mn
Musical program, Stella Carrico, piano
solo; Mary Bell Garrett, soprano; Rebecca Saunders, contralto; Mary Adams,
piano solo; Mary Gorman, soprano;
Grace Deppe, soprano; Mary Scudder,
piano solo; Helen Eichenberger, accompanist; Violin recital, studio of King
Waller; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode;" Setting-up
exercises.
WJZ (Eastern, 360, 5:35 P. BE., "Iron ana
Steel Review," by the Iron Age; 7:00 P.
IS., "Animal
Bedtime;9:00
Stories,"
by Florence Smith Vincent
P. BE., Program
by Doubleday Page & Co.; 9:15 P. Iff.,
Program by the National Tuberculosis
Ass'n; 9:30 P. M., Ampico Series of Distinguished Artists' concerts, by Wm.
Knabe & Co.; Talk, "Must Music Tell a
Story," John Tasker Howard, composerspeaker.
WI.W (Central, 360), 8:00 P. Iff., Children's program; Violin, Richard White;
"Ann's Half Birthday," a play for children, with introductory remarks by
author, T. C. O'Donnell, given by Junior
Students
of Reulman School of Expression.
WMAQ (Central, 400), 4:35 P. BT., Piano
recital, pupils of Mme. Sirockey, Lillian
Korecky, Mildred Korinek, children;
7:00 P. Iff., Stories of Paul Revere,
Georgine Faulkner, the Story Lady;
9:15 P. M., Musical program, Tenor,
John Griffin, Pianist, Robert Lindt.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M., Talk, D.
K. Kirk; 7:00 P. Iff., Concert, Pipe Organ,
E. John Richards; 8:00 P. M., Lecture,
"Americanism," J. Williams, Colfax,
Iowa; 10:00 P. Iff., Concert, Carlisle
Evans orchestra.
WSB (Central, 400), 10:45 P. Iff., Musical
program by Atlanta Woman's Club.
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 9:30 A. Iff., "Tonight's Dinner;" Talk by woman's editor; 7:00 P. Iff.. The Town Crier; Detroit
News orchestra; Speaker, G. S. Goldwater, Detroit fire marshal; Musical
program, Grinnell Bros, music store.

XW3T (Central,
400), 8:00-9:00
P. BE.,Isham
Concert, Lyon & Healy;
Dance music,
Jones orchestra; 9:05 P. BE., "Twenty
J.Minutes
Pernin.of Good Reading," Rev. Claude
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8-00 P. Iff.,
Popular selections; Violin, Rowe Davison; Piano, Jack Norwood; 9:30-10:30 P.
BE., Concert Texas Women's College.
WDAP (Central, 390), 10:00 P. IC-1:00 A.
Iff., Musical program, Soprano, Helen I.
Blakeley; Baritone, J. F. McNichols;
Soprano, Lorraine Ford. Senn High
School students, boy soprano, Francis
Goetz; Baritone, Gordon Ibbotson; Cello,
Wm. Williams; 10:0O P. M.-1:00 A. ML,
Dance music program, Jack Chapman's
orchestra.
WG-I (Eastern, 360), 6:15 P. Iff., "General
Conditions in the Shoe and Leather Industry," by New England Shoe and
Leather
Ass'n;
8:30 P.P. Riley
MC., "Americanism," Judge
Thomas
of Maiden;
Talk to American Legion Posts by Hon.
James T. William; "Fashionable Intelligence" by Percy Fendall, A Comedietta
in One Act, presented by The Amrad
Players, W. Eugene Hammett, Director.
Sketch,
L.
Young,"Drifted
Amrad Apart"
Players.by Sir Charles
WGY (Eastern, 370), 2:00 P. BE., Talk,
"What Animal Experimentation Has
Taught
Us," Jessie
Cole, nutritionist,
N. Y. State
Dept. G.
Health;
7:45 P. M.,
Concert, Columbia County Philharmonic
Orchestra.
(Continued on page 6)
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SMALL CHURCH

DIGEST

EXPENSE

SAVES

Photo shows Rev. L. R. Hartley in his pulpit
and the loud speaker and receiving sets that
furnish the organ recitals. The church with this
novel method is always crowded. The church
has no organ so Dr. Hartley uses organ preludes
that chimes
come viaproblem
Radio is
from
St. Thomas's
The
solved
by placing church.
a loud
speaker outside of the church and using Radio
chimes
©K. & H.

AIRPHONE DIRECTS
WEIRD OPERATION
ADMINISTER
TREATMENT
FROM MOVING SHIP
After Ether Communication with Doctor Ship's Cook Is Operated
Upon by Unskilled Officers
NEW ORLEANS, LA. — One of the
strangest stories ever brought into port,
a drama of the sea, complicated surgery
and the newest marvel of communication,
Radio, was told by witnesses when the
United States Shipping Board vessel Elkhorn docked here.
The officers of this vessel witnessed the
weird phenomenon of a first mate perming a surgical
operation
on the ofship's
cook at forthe
direction,
by Radio,
the
surgeon of another steamship, while both
vessels were traveling farther and farther apart as the operation progressed.
The cook of the Elkhorn, Samuel
Thompson, was washed aft during a storm
at sea, striking obstructions on the deck
and sustaining a horrible wound where
a chunk of flesh weighing several pounds
was torn away from his thigh. There was
no ship doctor aboard. Radio Operator
Nugent was on the job, however, and he
sent an appeal through the air asking any
surgeon within hearing to communicate
with the Elkhorn's Radio. Doctors Wood
and Croft of the S. S. American, enroute
to England, answered. The Elkhorn was
on her way to France, but the American
was so much speedier than the freighter
that the distance between them was constantly widening. A description of the
wound was Radioed to the surgeons,
who replied:
"Has bleeding stopped?
Wire pulse."
First Officer Edgerly and Third Officer
Ziess Radioed back:
"Yes. Temperature 102. Pulse 100.
Unable to sleep.
Pains around spine."
Instructions for washing the wound, for
injections to deaden the pain, and for
bandaging came back immediately from
the America's surgeons. Later diet instructions came. The wound failed to
improve and the two mates, dreading instructions to operate, reported faithfully.
The wound turned black, and the ether
conveyed instructions to cut the dead
flesh away. With a sterilized razor blade
the operation was performed by First Officer Edgerly, with laudanum administered
as an anaesthetic.
Anxiously awaiting the result, the next
morning the America's surgeons received
the report that the operation had succeeded. The cook recovered rapidly ami the
freighter's officers and crew celebrated
the first day he was able to go on deck.
He went ashore at Le Havre and went
to a hospital to convalesce.
The ship

Three and four stages of amplification and two special type loud speakers are used.
Sunday evening services are devoted entirely to Radio

Accounting Examination
Is Given Over Broadcast
Feasibility of Unique Plan Opens
New Method for Quiz

Some of the
© K. & H.

White Star Liner
Has Powerful Set

$8,000 HAUL MADE
ON WESTINGHOUSE
THIEVES

TAKE
VALUABLE
APPARATUS

Dealers All Over
United
States
Canada on Lookout for Stolen
Merchandise

and

SPRINGFIELD, MAS S.— Automobile
Sending Machine Enables Operator to
thieves and stolen automobile smugglers
Work at Rate of 100 Words
have
done an enormous business for sevNEW YORK. — Students in the Haaren
a Minute
eral years, their operations extending to
High School of New York had the unique
NEW YORK.— The White Star liner all parts of the United States and Canexperience of receiving their lessons by
ada and to many foreign countries. CrimRadio, on April 4, between 1:15 and Majestic, the largest ship afloat, is
apparently keep up to date as well as
equipped
with a Radio set which is not honestinals
1:45 p. m., when Station WJZ at Newfolk, for the latest type of criminal,
ark broadcast a series of accounting prob- only more powerful than that usually to following hard on the heels of the auto
lems, which was received by Radio in the be found on a passenger vessel, but which thieves, is the Radio robber. And they
in itself marks an innovation in ship
class room of the high school, where add- Radio.
are going into the game wholesale, too,
ing machines were used in the solution of
On such a huge vessel, carrying as it with prospects of large returns unless
the problems.
speedily
caught.
This is the first experiment to be made does a human population larger than that
Recently a gang stole from the Westwith a view of determining the feasibility of many a small town, the problem of inghouse
Electric and Manufacturing
of conducting a course of instruction by handling Radio messages calls for exstorehouse here 807 Radio
Radio in an educational institution of
traordinary ingenuity and resourcefulness, Company's
head
sets,
1,000
radiotron bulbs, type WD
New York or elsewhere.
11
and
133
loud speaker units. A haul
and
so
it
happens
that
the
Majestic's
At a recent conference, which was at- Radio office is the only one employed on worth, at a low estimate, around $8,000.
tended by the officials of the Board of an ocean liner that is equipped with a Not so much as the value of two or three
Education, it was decided that the experi- machine for sending messages.
high-powered cars, but perhaps more easment should first be carried out at the
100 "Words a Minute
ily disposed of, to dishonest dealers or inHaaren High School, under the direction
It is the use of this remarkable madividual buyers.
of R. W. Burnham and Fred Siegel, of the
chine that makes it possible to send RaA
reward of $200 has been offered by the
diograms
at
the
rate
of
one
hundred
and
faculty. Accordingly, a high power receivcompany, and the Springing set was installed in the building with more words a minute, a speed which no Westinghouse
field police have sent out a broadcast and
a power amplifier attachment, so that the Radio operator could reach or ear recog- circularized every Radio dealer and secpupils in all parts of the classroom will ship. nize, a speed never before attained on a
ond-hand store as a warning. The tubes
be within easy hearing distance. In order
were not packed in the ordinary carton
that the officials of the Board of EducaOnce a message is filed for transmission used for retail stores, but smaller ones,
tion might know the character of the in- on the Majestic, but little human effort 2%x2%x6% size. The loud speaker units
struction broadcast and witness the dem- is required to flash it to its destination. should not be found on sale anywhere as
onstration, they were in full hearing of
The passenger's Radiogram blank is a separate article, but are sold only in the
handed in by the purser and by him to Radiola Grand Radio Set. Dealers and
the
voice
headquarters,
where instructor's
an installation
was atmade.
A skilled one of the operators. On other ships the others
having such Radio units offered
accountant at the board headquarters per- operator pounds a telegraph key, but on to them will thus know they are stolen.
formed the problems given from the the Majestic he pounds a typewriter inbroadcast station and checked the final
stead. Each stroke of a key perforates a
results of the students.
paper tape, and thus the message is con- Japan Asks 30,000,060 Yen
verted into a series of holes. This perforated paper tape is then passed through
More than 1,000.000 acres of timberto Develop Ether Traffic
a
transmitting
machine which is a marvel
land are now patrolled daily in the vicinIn order to develop commercial Radio
ity of Spokane by an airplane fire patrol. of ingenuity — an electrically driven ma- on a large scale, the Japanese Department
chine which does its work almost noise- of Communications has requested an apThe plane is equipped with Radio. One
lessly and which never makes a mistake.
plane covers in two and one-half hours
propriation of 30,000,000 yen, which, it is
350 Messages a Say
the same territory that required the conIn a single trans-Atlantic voyage her said, will be granted by the government,
stant attention of a large force of foroperators will handle 3,000 messages, according to a report received by the Deesters.
partment of Commerce from Commercial
aggregating about 40,000 words. Even
Abbott, at Tokio. The Organizathe city branches of land telegraph com- Attache
tion of a private company to manufacture
finished its voyage to Antwerp and made
panies handle no more. In a single day
its return voyage to America, which just the Majestic has handled 350 messages in Radio apparatus, build stations and do a
general
communication business, has been
ended with her entrance at this port.
ten hours.
suspended, as it conflicts with existing
While on her way here the officers reJapanese law. If the appropriation is
ceived word that the cook contracted a
Gets Brazilian Reports
complication of diseases while at Havre,
secured, the Department of Communications hopes to become a party to the
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— The New Or- agreement in regard to exchange of patand died there at a hospital. The' unleans Green Coffee Association members
fortunate
denouement,
the
ship's
officers
feel, does not detract from the immensity are now offered an opportunity to get
ents existing between the Marconi, Telefunken, Telegraphie sans Fils, and the
of the discovery that Radio operations
reports
on
the
new
Brazilian
marRadio
Corporation of America.
can be successfully performed, since the prompt
ket at first hand by Radio through the
healing of the wound for which the Radio- enterprise of Clarence Fox, of the S. A.
A
Philadelphia
high school boy has
directed operation was put in effect, was Levy Co., Importers, here, who has just
both prompt and complete. The Elkhorn installed one of the finest receiving sets in built a set in a corncob pipe that gives
the city.
landed at Havre late in January.
good results.
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Saturday, April 21

4)

WEAS
(Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Alamo Theater organ, H. C. Conrad;
Three-minute biography of Old Testament characters, "Ezekiel;" Musical
program, instrumental trio, double violin quartette, female chorus, girls' glee
club; "Just Among Home Folks" from
Louisville Courier-Journal; Daily short
story, Louisville Times; 7:30-9:00 P. M.,
Dance music, Franklin orchestra; Threeminute digest of International Sunday
School lesson for April 22, T. F. Gordon;
Child welfare talk, "Truant," Frederick
Hess; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode;" Setting-up
exercises.
"WJZ (Eastern, 360), 2:00 P. M„ "Book Reviews," Grace Isabel Colbron; 7:0O P.
M., "Jack Rabbit Stories," David Cory,
New York Evening Mail; 9K)0 P. OT.,
"Sports," W. J. Slocum, Sporting Editor
of the New
York Tribune.
WJmVT (Central, 360), 10:00 P. M., Concert,
Iota Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
Sorority, Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music.
WMAQ

(Central, 400), 4:35 P. M., Dramatic program; 7:00 P. M., Talk for
Boy Scouts; 7:15 P. M., Talk, Mrs. W. G.
Bennett, International Order of King's
Sons and Daughters; 7:30 P. M., "The
Irish Minstrel," Cathal O'Byrne; 9:15 P.
M., Cosmopolitan
String Quintette.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M., Talk, Karl
G. Stephan; 7:00 P. M., Concert, Hawkeye orchestra, Clinton, Iowa, Gladys
Muerling, pianist; 8:0O P. M., Lecture,
"Our National Parks," Carl Balcomb,
Davenport, Iowa.
"WSB
(Central,
P. M.,Chalmers
Concert
by Edna
Mae 400),
West, 7:15
soprano;
Shumate, pianist; John Hannoules,
saxaphone; 10:45 P. M., Georgia Serenaders Singing Syncopators.
W WJ

(Eastern, 400), 9:30 A. K., "Tonight's Dinner"; Talk by woman's editor; 7:00 P. M., The Town Crier; Detroit
News orchestra; two piano duet, Agnes
Jackson and Deora Wolfe; Soprano,
Edna J. Sylvester; Baritone, C. F.
Gesley.

Friday, April 20
KDEA
(Eastern, 360), 6:15 P. M., Concert,
KDKA Little Symphony Trio; 7:15 P. M.,
Special farm features by the National
Stockman and Farmer; 7:30 P. M., "Why
I Hold on to My Illusions," as answered
in Rostand's
"Chanticleer."
XG-W (Pacific, 400), 7:00-7:30 P. M„ Univ.
of Oregon extension course lecture;
8:00-8:15 P. ML, Scotch songs, K. B.
Meeker; 8:15-9:00 P. M., George Olsen's
Portland Hotel Orchestra; 11:00-12:00
P. M,, Meeting of Hoot Owls.
KSD (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M., Soprano,
Louise Heimueller; Piano, Marguerite
Heimueller and I. Esther Wright;
Reader, Thelma Duckworth; 11:30 P. M.,
Piano, Catherine Carmichael; Baritone,
W. F. Davie; Tenor, Waldo Finke.
KTTW (Central, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. OT., Baritone, R. G. Ball; Accompanist, Gertrude
G. Perkins; Piano, Amy
Degerman;
Reader, Margaret H. Miller. Dance music, Isham Jones orchestra; 9:05 P. M.,
Book
review, Llewellyn
Jones.
WBAF
(Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. M.,
Concert, Booker T. Washington Negro
High School, Cleburne, Texas; 9:3010:30 P. M., Coronation of "Queen Ater
from Decatur," assisted by the Home
Brew orchestra of Decatur, Texas.
"HTGI

(Eastern,
360),
P. M., Concert,
Travelogue, David
M. 9:30
Cheney;
Amrad Banjo-Mandolin Club, W. Eugene
Hammett, Director.
WST
(Eastern, 370), 2:00 P. MC„ Fashion
talk, "Monograms on Smart Apparel,"
courtesy Modern Priscilla; 7:40 P. M.,
Health talk, "Start Hay Fever Prevention Now," N. Y. State Dept. Health;
7:45 P. M., Concert, N. Y. State Dept.
the American Legion; Talk, "American
Legion and Its Future," A. S. Callan;
Talk, "The Disabled and the War," Col.
Cornelius W. Wickersham; Address,
"The Three Hundred Year Struggle Toward the Pole," Capt. Donald McMillan, arctic explorer.
WEAS
(Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. fit.,
Alamo Theater organ, H. C. Conrad;
Three-minute biography of Old Testament characters, "Daniel"; Piano solo,
Margaret Hammerstein; Recitation,
Mary Angela Sweeney; "Just Among
Home Folks," from Louisville CourierJournal; Daily short story, from Louisville Times; 7:30-9:00 P. M., full concert
auspices Mrs. Jane Webster Murrell,
dedicated to all grandmothers, music
prior to 1860; Reading, "An Interesting
Historical Episode"; Setting-up exercises.
WJZ
(Eastern,'
360),Company,
3:00 P. M.,
Concert,
Steinway
Piano
direct
from
Steinway Hall; 5:30 P. ML, "Foreign and
Domestic Commerce Report" issued by
United States Department of Commerce;
5:50 P. M., Conditions of Leading Industries, by Magazine of Wall Street; 7:30
P. M., Dance music, Vincent Lopez "Red
Cap" orchestra, direct from Hotel Pennsylvania Grill; 8:30 P. ML, Program arranged by Columbia Musical Club; 9:30
P. M., Literary evening conducted by the
Outlook, Harper Bros., and Scientific
American.
WMAQ

(Central, 400), 4:35 P. M., Program by Columbia College of Expression; 7:00 P. ML, Musical, "Hearing
American First"; Lecture, Mrs. Marx E.
Obernderfer; 9:15 P. ML, Concert, Buddie
William's orchestra, Univ. of Chicago.
"WOC
(Central,7:00
400),
P. ML, Talk,
C. C.
C.
Flanagan;
P. 3:30
M., Concert,
P. S.
orchestra; 8:00 P. M., Lecture for farmers, Hon. Smith W. Brookhart, U. S.
Senator from Iowa.
WSB
(Central, 400), 7:15 P. ML, Concert,
Ritz Harmony Boys; 10:45 P. ML, Concert, Atlanta Kiwanis Club.
WWJ
(Eastern, 400), 9:30 A. ML, "Tonight's Dinner"; Talk by woman's editor; 7 P. ML, The Town Crier; Detroit
News poet; Detroit News orchestra;
VochI recital furnished by Mrs. Earl F.
Chase.

(Pacific, 400), 3:30-4:00 P. ML, Children's Program; Violin, Grace Astrup;
Accompanist, Dorothy Clark; Stories by
Aunt Nell.

WWJ
tor.

A. M„ "To(Eastern, 400), 9:30
night's Dinner"; Talk by woman s edi-

Sunday, April 22
(Eastern, 360), 10:45 A. M., Church
KDKA
services, Emory Methodist Episcopal
Pittsburgh, Pa., Rev. W. WofChurch,
ford T. Duncan; 2:30 P. M., Bible story
for children, Rev. W. A. Logan, of Alpha Lutheran Church, Turtle Creek, Pa.;
4:00 P. M., Organ Recital, Dr. Charles
Heinroth, direct from Carnegie Music
Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 4:45 P. ML, Vesper
Presbyterian
Services, Shadyside
Church, Pittsburgh, Pa., Rev. Percial H.
Barker; 8:30 P. ML, Concert, Carnegie
Tech Symphony orchestra, direction of
direct from Carnegie MuVick sic O'Brien,
Hall.

WBAP
(Central,
400),
7:15-8:00
P.
M.,
Concert, Hawaiian guitars, Edith and
Grace McDowell, Dallas, Texas; 9:3010:30 P. M., Dance music, Owen Crockett's Texans Supreme Dance Orchestra.
WGY
(Eastern, 370), 7:45 P. M., Concert,
violin, Alexander Koszalka; Reading,
"Cohan on the Radio," Lillian Fisher;
Humor from "Topics of the Day," courtesy Pathe Exchange; 9:30 P. M., Program St. George's Society, Albany, N.
Y. ; Baritone, John Dick; Address, "Your
Australian Cousins," Capt. Kilrov Harris; Piano, T. Frederick Candlyn: Address, "Mutual Relationship Between
United States and Great Britain," Judge
Frederick Crane; Address, "The Heritage from the Motherland." Rev. Paul
Hickok;
Tenor, Samuel Whittam.

SEND

and

set up on the premises

of

last of the "wooden

walls of England."

RADIO
At Cut Prices
Standard

parts only in original packing.

Sold on a "money-back"
basis.
PHONES
$ 8.00 Brandes
Superior
$
12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double..
7.50 Modell's special
TUBES
1% Volt Peanut Tube
U. V.
201
1% Volt Mercury

RECORDS?

Below are the records made this week:
Station — Miles Away — Who
Heard
It
££9N—
210°- C. E- V. J-Bell,
Cuddy.
Dedham.
DD5— 1550,
Ottawa.
Can. Mass.
KD2R— 1050, W. C. Wolverton,
Linton. N. D
KDZZ— 1050, W. C. Wolverton.
Linton, N. D
KFDL— 1750, E. J. Cuddy, Dedham.
Mass.
KfHJ—
1250,
J.
B.
Bradley.
Justin,
Tex.
KLS— 1400, J. E. Bradley, Justin, Tex.
KNV— 1725, A. C. Flint, Chicago, III
WAAM—
2125,J- B.E- J. Bradley.
Gall, Blythe,
X.NA— 1175Justin,Calif
Tex.
WDAH— 1025, Paul Glaister, Napanoeh,
N
Y
WFAM— 1025, J. H. Wall, Rensselaer, N. T. '
w.SAE— 1100'
Steele. Northumberland,
WGAQ—
1025. Kenneth
W. J. Wolverton,
Linton N. D Pa,
WHAH— 1100, Paul Glaister, Napanoeh. N. T.
WHAY— 1700, B. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WIAF— 1325, C. V. Bell. Ottawa, Can.
WJAQ — 1200, Paul Glaister. Napanoeh.
N. Y
WKAS— 1075, Paul Glaister, Napanoeh, N. Y
WLAG—
4150, H. A. Crowe. S. S. Ethan Allan. South
of Hawaii.
WLAK — 1575, Vinson Crowder. Houston, Tex.
WLAZ— 1950, R. J. Gall. Blythe. Calif.
WMAY— 1400. B. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WOAW — 1100. Louis Raymond.
Pullman,
Wash.
WOS— 1625, G. L. Harms,
Portland,
Ore.
WPAC— 132o, L. C. Hopkins, Enfield, Conn.
WQAM— 1400, C. V. Bel), Ottawa. Can.
WTAC— 2025, B. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WW 1—1800, R. J. Gall. Blythe. Calif.

2.00
5.50
4.95
1.45
2.15
2.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Solderall. Tube
J12.00 Amplitone.
Nickel Horn
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
DlTlaTEK
Permanent
Crystal Detector
W.D. -11 Adapter
$1.50 Lightningdoor Type
Arrester, Indoor and Out5.50 — 180 Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2-inch Bakelite Dials
:
4-inch Electros Dials
3-inch Bakelite Dials
$ 1.00 Freshman
Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
Combined
1.00 Bakelite Socket
5.00 W. D. 12 Audio Frequency transformer
3.00 Owl Radio Frequency transformers.
5.50 Coto coil Radio frequency transformer
5.00 Sleeper Radio frequency transformer
5.00 Acme Audio and Radio transformer
S.00 Dayton
Variometer
8. 00 Dayton Variocoupler
5.50 Murdock variable condenser, 23-platei
6.50 Muidock variable condenser, 43-plate
132.00 Radiola R. C. set
The
new
Morrison
Siren
loud

SEVERAL
new week,
recordsbutwere
made
ing the past
R. J.
Gall,durof
Blythe, California, seems to have the
most records in this time. Keep account
of the stations you hear and see if YOU
won't be the lucky one next time. Have
you any records over 2,300 miles that have
not been entered? See if you can't hold
the record in your state for receiving the
longest GO.
distance. Hurry up- and send 'em
LET'S

5.95
8.95
3.95

MadeCABINETS
in our factory

7" x 10"
7" x IS"
7" x 24"

'EM IN—

speaker

25
4.95
9.95
2.00
65
95
2.45
25
75
35
75
50
3.75
1.50
3.45
1.95
3.45
5.45
5.45
2.95
3.25
79.50
18.50

5.00 Multi-Radioscope
1.50
Little Gem set
6.50
50.00 Turney single tube set
18.50
1.25 Western Electric Ammeter for testing
B batteries
49
2.00 2214 volt B. battery
1.00
New radio map
35
0
Add

When
Postage

Ordering by Mail
by the Following
PURCHASES

Up to $1.00
$1.01 to $2.00
2.01 to
3.00
3.01 to
5.00
5.01 to
7.00
7.01Money
to Order
1.0.00 or

Admiral Freemantle Sets
Up Ship Cabin to House Set
LONDON
ENGLAND.— Admiral Sir Edmund Freemantle has had the old captain's
cabin of his former flagship "Impregnable"

Personal

Scale

add
"
"
"
"
"
Check Accepted

10c
15c
20o
25c
30c
40c

RADIO STORES
Dept. F. 8, 191 Fulton

Street, N.Y.C.

''First Under the Wire"

BOBBINS

BADIO

DESK

The Ideal Furniture
Provision to Accommodate the Entire Radio Set
For Sale by First Class Furniture and Radio Dealers
or Write

Robbins Woodworking Company

390),
9:00-10:00
P. M.,
Sellinger
and
Drake
ensemble,
assisted
by

(Eastern! 360), 8:30 P. M., Federation Church Service, Rev. Fred Alban
Weil, Pastor of First Parish Church of
Quincy; 9:00 P. M., Musical, Quartette
of First Parish Church of Quincy.
WGY
(Eastern, 370), 10:3O A. M., Church
service; Sermon, Rev. Frank T. Rhoad,
Second Presbyterian Church, Amsterdam, N. Y.; 4:00 P. M., Concert, WGY
symphony orchestra; Boy soprano, William DeMorest; Accompanist, Mrs.
Katherine Chamberlayne; 7:30 P. M.,
Church service; Sermon, Rev. Frank
T. Rhoad, Second Presbyterian Church,
Amsterdam,
N. Y.
WHAS
(Central, 360), 10:00 A. M., Church
services auspices First Unitarian Church
of Louisville, Rev. R. Ernest Aikin,
pastor; 4:00-5:00 P, M., Sacred concert
Ella Sharrard violin quartette.
WJZ (Eastern, 360), 11:00 A. M., Church
services, St. Thomas' Church, New York
City, sermon by Rev. Ernest M. Stires;
3:45 P.M., Concert by Ruth Beard Addis,
contralto; 4:15 P. M., Concert, Abraham
Goldberg, violinist; Mr. Gain, pianist;
6:30 P. M., Readings and Records from
the "Bubble Books That Sing" by Ralph
Mayhew, Harper Bros.; 7:00 P. M.,
"Coming events cast their shadows before— what present world shadows augur," an analysis by the New York Times
Analyst; 7:15 P. M., Organ recital direct
from Estey Auditorium; 8:00 P. ML,
Betty Blythe, motion picture star, will
sing a selection; 8:15 P. M., Symphony
Concert by American Orchestral Society,
Inc., Chalmers Clifton, conductor.
WSB
(Central, 400), 5:00 P. M., Musical
program, Senior Christian Endeavor;
7:30 P. M., Church services, Wesley
Memorial
Church.

and

The Impregnable was built and launched
in 1840 as The Howe, and was the largest

WHAS
(Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Alamo Theater organ, H. C. Conrad;
Three-minute biography of Old Testament characters, "Zerrubbabel;" Piano,
Julia Woods;
"Just
Among Journal;
Home Folks"
from
Louisville
CourierDaily
short story from Louisville Times.

RECEIVING

ashore

the Autovoyers, Ltd., as a Radio demonstration theatre. He formally opened it recently. The cabin was carefully restored
with the aid of naval experts and makes a
unique rendezvous of both historic and
scientific interest, with its fine acoustic
properties for the reception of Radio broadcasts.

Monday, April 23

WBAP
(Ceritral, 400), 11:00-12:15 P. ML,
Church service, First Methodist Church,
Fort Worth; 3:30-4:30 P. M., Sacred conWDAP
(Central,
Concert,
Henry
Hotel
concert

taken

WWJ
(Eastern, 400), 2:00 P. M., Detroit
News orchestra; Tenor, Walter Bates;
rison Burch.
Soprano.
Edith Pickles; Pianist, Har-

KGW

KHJ (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. ML, Dance
music, Donald Campbell's orchestra.
KDKA
(Eastern, 360), 6:00 P. ML, Organ
recital, H. R. Webb, Cameo Motion Picture Theater; 7:00 P. ML, "One Day Trip
by Automobile," Pittsburgh Automobile
Club; 7:15 P. ML, "Under the Evening
Lamp," stories of the Youth's Companion, including "In the Pound," "Hospitality to Ideas," "Till the Day of
Judgment," "Baseball for all the Family," "Not on the Time Table"; 8:00
P. M., Men's fashions, furnished by J. G.
Bennett Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 8:15 P. ML,
"Spring House Cleaning Your Automobile," by Ray McNamara, of the
Pittsburgh Post; 8:30 P. ML, Concert,
Whistler, Elizabeth Drake; Violin, Oscar
Schwarm; Piano, Mrs. Edwin Denham.
KSD (Central, 400), 8:00 P. ML, Concert,
Gallergher orchestra; 8:30 P. ML, Piano,
Helen Peeck; Reader, Marie LeMaster;
Soprano,
Mrs. Hazel
Epping
Herligers.
KYW
(Central, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. ML, Concert, W. W. Kimball Co.; Selections on
Kimball pipe organ; Dance music,
Isham Jones orchestra; 9:05 P. ML, 'Under the Evening Lamp," articles and
humorous sketches furnished by Youth's
'
Companion.
(Central, 390), 10:00 P. ML-2:00
WDAP
A. ML, Popular music program, Jack
Chapman's orchestra.
WG-I (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. ML, Talk on
New England Problems, direction of
New England Business Men; Concert,
Coyne's orchestra of Lawrence, Matthew
T. Coyne,
Director.
WCrY (Eastern, 370), 9:00 P. ML, Dance
music, Cain's Castle orchestra.
WHAS
(Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. ML,
Alamo Theater organ, H. C. Conrad;
Three-minute biography of Old Testament characters, "Syrus, the Great ;
Concert, Georgetown College orchestra;
"Just Among Home Folks," from Louisville Courier- Journal; Daily short story
from Louisville Times; 7:30-9:00 P. ML,
Concert, the Town Club of Louisville
Conservatory of Music; Readings, Mrs.
Billy Nash Perry and Martha Frances
Brantley;
Setting-up exercises.
WJZ (Eastern, 360), 1:15 P. ML, Concert,
Bill Stanler's Novelty Orchestra of East
N. J.; 2:00 P. ML, "Pung Chow
Chinese Game, by Harper Bros.; 7:00
aOrange,
P. ML, "Uncle Wiggily Stories," by Howauthor; 8:30 P. ML, "FashGaris,
ard R. ions,"
by Harper's Bazaar; 8:45 P. ML,
Concert, by Elfrieda De Roda Helmuth,
coloratura soprano; 9:00 P. ML, Program
by Good Housekeeping Magazine; 9:30
P. ML, U. S. Army night.
(Central, 400), 7:00 P. M„ Lecture,
WMAQ
"Worlds in the Making," Arthur D. Carpenter; 9:15 P. M„ Piano, Emil Borg;
Violin, Elmer Swansen.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M„ Talk, C. C.
Hall; 6:30 P. M., Sport News; 6:35 P. M.,
Sandman's visit; 7:00 P. M., Concert,
Kiwanis Club of Rock Island, HI.,
Soprano, Mrs. J. T. Mordy; 9:30-10:30
music, P. S. C. orchestra.
P. M„ Dance
(Central, 400), 7:15 P. M., Special
WSB
for Shut In Invalids; Concert, Old Maid
Artists

April 21, 1923

DIGEST

LIBERTYVILLE,

ILL.

WGI

YOU— YOU— YOU

T-Tell— Tell 'Em I-I-I Use the
Famous Neutrodyne Circuit
1: It is the first to employ a 4-1 ratio Radio frequency step-up transformer the SUPERAMPLIFIER.
dial.
2: Two dials do most the tuning, last two read nearly same as second

Be C2LUS6

18

Stations

for
<p5.UU
Parts

r|i^

3.
4:
5:
6:

It is a four-tube reflex, too— 2 RF. Det. 2 AF.
It is convenient, using only a 50-ft. indoor aerial.
Squeals and howls of regenerative circuit neutralized.
Same station always gotten on same dial settings.

intensity.
From
Coast

to

Coast

brought

in

in

3%

hours

with

Loud

Speaker

2 "Neutrodyne"
Special Condensers
Instructions and Blue Print of Circuit in Detail

3 Four to l SUPERAMPLIFIERS

Superamplifier

Co. 534 ^fc^o PKWYuuinwi
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RADIO COPS WATCH
A1RPH0NE TRAFFIC

POLA

DIGEST

NEGRI, PARAMOUNT

STAR, TURNS

FAN

ARR.L. TO HELP CONTROL
BROADCAST JAM
300

Stationed
Deputies
Volunteer
Through Land to Turn "Stop and
Go" Signs on Signals

By Kenneth Bolles
If vou can imagine the panic that would
principal streets of New York
the
In
exist
City should all traffic squads be relieved
from duty, when traffic was at its highest
point of congestion, you can imagine thea
chaos that exists in the air traffic as
result of the unprecedented popularity of
broadcasting.
You are not aware, ordinarily, of course,
of the air traffic, because the telegraph
messages and the music passing over your
head are of a too high rate of vibration
for human ears. This is known as Radio
frequency. It is not until you, like a
million others, have obtained a Radio receiving set which can be tuned to these
higher frequencies, that you begin to appreciate the problem that faces the modern Radio engineer — the need for a traffic man of the air.
They "Get in Way"
Then you realize that Radio transmitin the
other's way blocks
in each
stations get
same tingmanner
that
one automobile
another.
Boston Fireman Builds Cheap Vest
It is for reasons such as the foregoing
Pocket Receiver with Low
that the American Radio Relay League,
the national organization of telegraphing
Expenditure
amateurs, has a traffic manager. His work
mav be compared to the city traffic expert,
BOSTON, MASS. — Firemen at the Mason street fire station, in the downtown
who studies the peculiar conditions that
exist in the territory under his jurisdic- shopping district here, are obtaining
tion and suggests regulations for the or- much enjoyment as the result of the ingenuity of one of their number, James J.
derly movement of motor vehicles and
pedestrians. The striking difference is Harrington, who has built a number of
miniature Radio sets. These are able to
that where one is dealing with a tangible
pick up concerts from stations WGI and
problem that can be seen and recognized
WNAC.
The set developed by Harrington
by the layman, the other faces what at
is remarkable for its small size and low
the outset would appear an even more
difficult situation since he is dealing with cost. Exclusive of the headset the material for each set cost 35 cents. The
a medium which the most learned students of Radio science are not sure ex- completed set is no larger than a watch.
The good results obtained with this set
ists— the ether.
are attributed to the winding of the coil
Many Work Simultaneously
The chaotic condition of the ether is which consists of twelve feet of No. 26
obviously due to the fact that it is ~eing wire wound on a piece of a cigar box
wood, three-eighths by one-eighth inch
used simultaneously by thousands of navthick. There is about one-eighth of an
al, commercial and private telegraphing
inch space between each parallel wire and
stations in addition to about 600 broadis wound in the opposite directasting stations. It is generally ad- each layer
tion. The coil is contained in a box one
mitted that the growth of Radio has been
and one-half inches long, one and oneunhealthy one. There is not a corner
half inches wide and seven-eighths of an
of the United States that does not have
a transmitting station sending out its inch deep, made of cigar box wood.
The crystal holder, bought for ten cents,
quota of waves.
is on top of this box, the holder being
As its contribution to the general
scheme to make the ether an efficient made of fiber, with the usual cat whisker
medium for the broadcast listener, the and two binding posts. A third binding
amateur and the various classes of trans- post (double) is placed between the two
mitting stations, the American Radio Re- single posts. Harrington's home is at 19
Rowell street, Dorchester, Mass.
lay League through its traffic manager,
F." H. Schnell, and its operating department, is about to launch a plan for gathConductors Call WHN as Stop
ering data on interference by establishing
NEW YORK. — "Cypress Avenue, WHN
300 official observing stations. The operStation" is the new announceators of these stations will listen for and Broadcasting
ment of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit street
record interference on broadcast waves
car conductors on the Myrtle Avenue line
of every description, government, comin Ridgewood, this city. Especially on
mercial, private and atmospheric, as well Thursday evenings when WHN listeners
as conflicts between broadcast transmitgo to the station in large numbers, there
ters and broadcast receivers themselves.
have been so many requests for directions
Information Gathered
to the broadcasting studio that the carmen
The problems of 1912, when the first have decided upon the new plan as easier
Radio law was enacted, are not by any for themselves.
means the problems of 1923 and the Radio
"stop and go" signs for controlling the Patents Procured and Trade- Marks Regisether are not adequate, for the original
tered, Advice and terms upon request.
law failed to take into account the huge
ROBB, ROBB & HILL,
956 McLachlan Bldg.,
traffic that was to develop in the air. With 1417 Hanna Bldg.,
Cleveland. O.
Washington, D. C.
Radio legislation still pending, a number
of commercial organizations and the A
R. R. L., which is a non-commercial organization of amateurs who regard Radio
as a hobby, are doing their utmost to relieve ether traffic with present legislative
_backing.

Pola Negri, beautiful Paramount Star, spends all her
spare time listening in on the ether waves. Her first
interest in Radio was awakened when she arrived on the
coast recently and found a beautiful set installed in her
bungalow

Japan to Permit Private
Owned Broadcast Plants

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
COST OF THIS SET

Licensed Companies Will Charge
Subscribers for Ether Service

975 Meters Used in Turkish Waters
The United States Shipping Board has
given the information that by agreement
of the Allied Communication Officers the
wave length of 975 meters is assigned
to United States naval vessels operating
in Turkish waters. This wave length and
no other is used by United States vessels.
In view of this fact, it is believed that
the difficulties which have appeared from
time to time will disappear. The station
at Constantinople does not call, receive,
nor send on any wave length other than
975 meters.

what it likes."
eye to seeKwan-Yi-Wu.

The Grebe Receiver delights both ear and eye,
for the ear enjoys good

SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Listeners of
WGY who had never heard English spoken
backward heard this unique demonstration
by Radio recently, when WGY, the Schenectady station of the General Electric
Company broadcast two paragraphs of. an
inspirational speech by Dr. Frank Crane
on a Pallophotophone film by reversing
the fill*. ■
The Pallophotophone is an instrument
which photographs or records sound on
motion picture film. The film looks just
like motion picture film but the photographed image consists of a series of up
and down lines of varying degrees of amplitude and frequency. Everyone is familiar with the result obtained by reversing the motion picture; falling buildings
are rebuilt; the man jumping off the wall
is seen jumping back when the film is reversed. The same thing occurs when a
speech film is reversed, the speech is
given backward.

music, — the eye beautiful
craftsmanship.

WorldRaclio
Batteries
SAVETOti

Listeners In Hear Queer English
from Pallophotophoned Speech

WRITTEN

The Bridgeport (Conn.) Telegram says
that the newspapers should welcome Radio
as
a useful ally, rather than a dangerous
rival.

"ALLOW
ear the
to
-^*-hear what theit likes,

PONT PASS THIS-BUYlT

WGY RUNS VOICE FILM
BACKWARD AS NOVELTY

WASHINGTON, D. C— Public broadcasting in Japan has been placed in the
hands of private enterprise due to a relaxation of the Government's policy governing communications, according to a
report from Commercial Attache Abbott,
at Tokyo.
Many applications to operate stations
have been received by the Government
but for the present only three or four
financially sound companies in the larger
cities, such as Tokyo and Osaka, will be
licensed. These companies will be required to pay a tax and will be permitted
to collect for their service direct from
subscribers. The Government will charge
users a yearly
registration fee and turn
panies.
over a part to the broadcasting com-

2YRCUAR

WRITTEN
2 YEAR
GUARANTEE
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
and quality of the Battery.

.50% ■■--

performance

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1113149

Wo rid -Radio-Bat te rie s
6 Volts— 40 Amps.,

$8.50
$10.00
6 Volts $

6 Volts— 80

Amps.,

$12.50
$14.50
1 6.00 120 Amps,

6 Volts— 60 Amps.,

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

Full Rating Guaranteed

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.
.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

A. H. GREBE
Richmond

& CO., Inc.
Hill, N. Y.

Western Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
AQ6.

Canton, 0.

425 only.

500 ml.

Hdatrs.

135th

Field Artillery O. N. G.
Wed, Fri, music.
Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
AS6, San Antonio, Tex. 200 mi.
U. S. Army, Ft. Sam
Houston.
Mon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7, St. Paul. Minn.
400 only.
500 mi.
6th Inf.
Minn.
Xat'l Guard,
St. Paul
Armory.
Daily ex
sun, 2-2 :30 pm, music, announcements.
Tues, 8:3010 pm.
Thurs. 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BE I, Tacoma, Wash.
400 only.
100 mi.
Camp Lewis,
U. S. Army. Third Signal Co.
Daily ex Sat. Sun.
6-7 pm. music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC,
Calgary, Alta.,
Can.
430 only.
1,000 mi.
Western
Radio
Co., Ltd., (Calgary Daily Herald).
Daily
ex
Sun.
12:30-1
pm,
3-4.
Daily,
7:45-8:45
pm.
Mountain.
CFCA. Toronto, Ont., Can. 400 only. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather: 2:30-3:30 pm,
news, music: 5:30-6, news: S-9, concert. Sun, 5:457:20, 7:45-S:45 pm, concert.
Eastern.
CFCB. Vancouver, B. C, Can. 440 only. 1,500 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily. 8:30-9:30 pm, reports, news, music.
Pacific.
CFCE. Halifax, N. S., Can. 440 only. 150 mi. Marment. coni Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainCFCF, Montreal. P. Q.. Can. 440 only. 1,000 mi. Muconi Co. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
7 :30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls. Ont., Can. 400 only. 200 mi.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Ltd. Daily, 8 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCN, Calgary, Alta., Can. 275, 440 only. 1500 mi.
W W. Grant Radio Ltd. Wed, Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm,
dance music. Wed. Sat, Sun, after 11:30 pm using
test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX. London.
Ont., Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances, Ont., Can. International Badio
Develop. Co.
CFTC, Toromo. Ont.. Can.
The Eell Telephone Co.
CFYC, Vancouver, B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC, Calgary, Alta., Can. 410 only. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Badio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
ex Sat, S:45-9:45 pm, news, stock quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA. Vancouver, B. C, Can. Badio Corp. of Vancouver, Ltd.
CHCB, Toronto, Can.
Marconi Co.
CHCF Winnipeg, Man., Can. Badio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCS, London,
Ont, Can.
London Badio Shoppe.
CHCX,
Montreal, Que., Can.
B. L. Silver.
CHVC, Toronto, Canada. 410 only, 200 mi. Metropolitan Motors Co. Dally ex Sat and Sun, 5-5:30 pm,
news, concert.
Eastern.
CHYC, Montreal, Que., Can.
Northern Elec. Co.
CHXC, Ottawa, Ont, Can. 450 only. 50 mi. J. K,
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment. Eastern.
CJBC, Montreal, Que., Can. 420 only. 75 mi. DupuisFreres.
Wed, Fri, 9-10 pm, music.
Eastern.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 only. 1000 mi.
Edmonton Journal/ Ltd. Daily ex Sun, "12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour,
S:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Mountain.
CJCB, welson, B. C, Can. 400 only. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 4-4:30 pm, concert. Sat
12-12:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
CJCE, Vancouver, B. C. Can. 420 only. 150 mi. Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, music, news. Pacific.
CJCH, Toronto, Ont., Can. United Farmers cf Ontario.
CJCI, St. John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
CJCH. Toronto, Out., Can.
Simons. Agnew & Co.
C1CS, Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CJCY, Calgary, Alta., Can. Edmund Taylor.
C1GC, London, Ont, Can. 430 only. S00 mi. London
Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
C1NC, Winnipeg, Man.. Can. 400 only. 1,000 mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, 8-10 pm, Thurs, 7-8 pm. Fri, 8-10 pm.
Alternate Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC. Toronto, Ont. Cam
Evening Telegram.
CKAC, Montreal, Que., Can. 430 only. 1,000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, weather; 4:30-4:35,
reports: 4:15-5:15, dance music. Tues, Thurs, Sat,
7-7:30 pm, bedtime stories; 7:30-8:30, concert; 8:309:30, music: 10:30-11:30, dance music. Sun, 4-4:45
pm, 5-6, music.
Eastern.
CKCB, Winnipeg, Man., Can. T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
CKCE, Toronto, Ont, Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Begina, Sask., Can. 420 only. 1,500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
music; 1:15-2 pm reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music. Tues, 7:30-9, concert Sun,
9 pm, sacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Badio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports. Eastern.
CKCZ, Toronto, Ont., Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
CKKC, Toronto, Ont, Can. Badio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont, Can. 410 only. 100 mi.
Wertworth Badio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon. Wed,
Fri, 8.30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun, church services.
Eastern.
CKQC, London, Ont., Can. 410 only. 50 mi. Badio
Supply Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKZC,
Winnipeg,
Man., Can.
Salton Badio Eng. Co.
DD5, Denver, Colo. 412 only. 1,500 mi. Eitzsimmons
Gen. Hospital. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Mountain,
DM4, San Antonio, Tex. 1,500 mi. TJ. S. Army, Kelly
Field.
No regular schedule.
DM7, San Antonio, Tex. 200 mi. V. S. Army, Brooks
Field.
No regular schedule.
DN4, Denver, Colo.- 340 only. 200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm, weather,
news, concert. Tours, 8:16-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech. Mountairf/KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 2,000 mi. Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, 12:301 pm, music: 6-9:55 pm, news, features, markets,
concert: 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am, church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert; 4:45 vesper
service. Eastern.
KDN, San Francisco, Calif. 485, 510 also. 500 mi.
Leo J. Meyberg Co. Daily, 1-2 pm, 8:30-9, 4:30-5:30,
7-7:15, music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
KDOW, New York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
is New York.
KDPM,
Cleveland. O. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KDPT, San Diego, Calif. 500 ml Southern Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news, weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1.S00 mi. Salt
Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, music,
entertainment Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego, Calif. Savoy Theater.
KDYQ, Portland, Ore. 25 mi. Oregon Institute of
Technology. Tues, 9-10 pm, educational lectures.
Pacific.
KDYS, Great Falls. Mont.
4S5 also. 1.000 mi
Great
Falls Tribune.
Mon, Wed,
Sat 8-10 pm, concert.
Sun 4 pm, church services.
Mountain.
KDYW,
Phoenix, Ariz.
100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co.
Daily ex Sat. 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX,
Honolulu, T. H., Hawaii.
500 mi.
Honolulu
Star- Bulletin Co.. Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1:15
pm
reports;
6:30-7:30
pm,
entertainment,
music,
talks
Tues, Fri, 3:45-4:30 pm.
Sun, 11 am-12:15
pm, 5-6, Church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZA, Tucson
Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB,
Bakersfield,
Calif.
500 mi.
Frank
Siefert.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, reports, music.
Sun, sacred
program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDZE
Seattie, Wash.
501) mi. The Bhodes Co. Daily
ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30 pm, news, music. Mon,
Fri, 7-8 pm, concert. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert. Pacific.

KDZF, Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZG. San Francisco. Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZI,
Wenatchee.
Wash.
700 mi.
Elec. Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30
pm, music.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri,
S-9 pm,
music.
Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Pacific,
KDZK, Reno, Nev.
50 mi.
Nevada Machine & Elec.
Co.
(Nevada
State Journal.)
Wed,
Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific
KDZR,
Bellingham,
Wash.
200 mi.
The Bellingham
Pub. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music, news,
reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice.
Tues, Sat, Sun,
7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle. Wash.
Seattle Badio Assn.
KDZZ,
Everett, Wash.
50 mi.
Kinney Bros. & Seppell. Daily
9:15.
Pacific. ex Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. 4:30-5:30, 8:15KFAD,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
200 mL
McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather, stock,
reports.
Mountain.
KFAE,
Pullman,
Wash.
1.500 mi.
State College of
Washington.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-9 pm, lectures, music,
readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver, Colo.
3.750 ml. Western Badio Corp.
Daily exMountain.
Thurs and Sun, 8-9 pm. music, reports,
news.
KFAJ,
Boulder,
Colo.
800 mi.
Univ. of Colo.
No
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN, Moscow. Ida. 200 mi. The Electric Shop. Tues,
Thurs, Sat 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports. Sun, church
services. Pacific.
KFAP. Butte. Mont
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
City of San Jose.
KFAR,
Hollywood,
Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
KFAT, Eugene, Ore.
100 mi.
Pac. Badio Co.
Mon,
Wed. Sat, S-9 pm, lectures, music.
Sun, 8:30-9:15
church service.
Pacific.
KFAU,
Boise, Ida.
485 also.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news: 8:30 pm,
weather.
Tues. Fri, S-9 pm, concert.
Thurs, 7:30S:15 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFAV. Venice, Calif.
340 only. 50 mi. Abbot -Kinney
Co.
Mon,
Tues, Wed,
Fri. 8:30-9:30 m
music.
Pacific.
KFAW,
Santa Ana, Calif.
485 also.
100 mi.
Badio
Den.
Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music.
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAY, Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500' mi. Virgin Badio
Service.
Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm.
Special programs other
days.
Pacific.
KFAZ, Beedley, Calif.
200 mi.
C. H. T. Weatherill.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 pm, reports, news.
Pacific.

weather,
markets;
11-11:30,
news,
quotations;
2-3
pm, lectures, concerts.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert.
Sun, 7-7:30 pm, children's stories.
Pacific,
KFDC,
Spokane,
Wash.
25 mi. E. B. Craney.
Mon,
Pacific.
Wed, Fri, Sat, 7:30-9 pm."' Wed.
Sat, 3-3:30 pm.
KFDD,
Boise, nm.
Idaho.
Michael's
11:15-12:30
8-9:15 St.church
services.Cathedral.
Mountain.Sun.
KFDF,
Casper, Wyo.
4S5 also.
600 mi.
Wyoming
Badio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
Wed,
Fri. 8-9 pm. music.
Sun. 8-9 pm. sacred
music; 11-11:30, music.
Mountain.
KFDH,
Tucson, Ariz.
200 mi.
Univ. of Ariz.
Tues,
Thurs. 7:30-8:30 pm, music, lecture, reports.
Mountain.
KFD1,
Corvallis, Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL. Denver. Colo. Knight-Campbell Music Co.
KFDO. Bozeman,
Mont
H. Everett Cutting.
KFDP.
Des Moines. Iowa.
300 mi.
Hawkeye
Badio
& Supply Co. Wed, 8-9:30 pm. music, entertainment
Sat, 9-10:30 pm, music, entertainment
Central.
KFDR,
York. Francisco,
Neb.
Bullock's.
KFDS. San
Calif.
John D. McKee.
KFDU,
Lincoln, Neb.
Neb. Badio Elec. Co.
KFDV,
Fayetteville, Ark.
Gilbrech & Stinson.
KFDX,
Shreveport, La.
First Baptist Church.
KFDY, Brookings,
S. D.
S. D. State College of Agri.
& Mech. Arts.
KFDZ, Minneapolis, Minn.
Harry O. Iverson.
KFEB,
Taft, Calif.
200 mi.
City of Taft.
Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:15-7 pm, music, news.
Pacific.
KFEC,
Portland,
Ore.
25 mL
Meier & Frank
Co.
Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music:
6:30 pm, reports.
Thurs, 9-10 pm, concert.
Sat, 11
am-12 m, children's hour.
Pacific.
KFEJ, Tacoma, Wash.
Guy Greason.
KFEP, Denver, Colo.
Badio Equipment Co.
KFEQ,
Oak, Neb.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFER. Fort Dodge, la. Auto Electric Service Co.
KFEV,
Douglas.
Wyo.
485
also.
250 mi.
Felix
Thompson
Radio Elec. Shop.
Weather
reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
KFEY, Kellogg, Ida. Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining &
Const Co.
KFEZ,
St. Louis, Mo.
American
Society of Mech.
Engrs.
KFFA,
San Diego, Calif.
200 ml.
Dr. B. O. Shelton.
Daily. 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
KFFE,
Pendleton,
Ore.
100 mi.
Eastern Ore. Radio
Co. Daily ex Sun. S:30-9:30 pm, music
Pacific.
KFFO. Hillsboro, Ore.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
KFFP,
Moberly, Mo.
First Baptist Church.
KFFQ.
Colorado
Springs, Colo.
250 mi.
The Mark-

ContinuedBBOADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Eadio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
nest week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
index, to appear the week following.
The station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
issues of Eadio Digest will give one the most complete and accurate
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.

KFBB, Havre, Mont 485 also. 150 mi. F. A. Buttrey Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm. agriograms,
weather, news. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music. Mountain.
KFBC, San Diego, Calif. 500 mi. W. K. Azbill.
Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon. Pacific.
KFBD. Hanford, Calif. 485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
Welch. Mon. Wed, 3-4 pm, 7 '30-8:30, news, music,
agriograms. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 6-7 pm, music. Fri,
3-4 pm, 9-10. news, music. Sun, 7-8 pm, church
services. Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 50 mi. E. H. Horn.
Mon,
Pacific. Wed, Fri, 4-5 pm. Wed, Fri, 7-7:30 pm.
KFBG,
Tacoma,
Wash.
First Presbyterian
Church.
KFBH. Marshfield. Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
KFBJ, Boise, Ida.
70 mi. Jenkins Furn. Co. (Owyhee
Hotel.)
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Mountain.
KFBK, Sacramento, Calif. 4S5_ also. 300 mi. Kimball-Upson Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, 6-6:45, concert, news, codes. Sun, 10-11 am, church service;
S-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFBL, Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
KFBS. Trinidad, Colo. Chronicle News & Gas & Elec.
Supply Co.
KFBU,
Laramie,
Wyo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
KFCB, Phoenix, Ariz. 500 mi. Nielsen Radio Supply Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, S-9 pm, music. Tues, 8-10,
sports. Mountain.
KFCD, Salem, Ore. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Tues,
Wed,
pm. Wash.
Pacific. Frank A. Moore.
KFCF. Fri,
Walla 7-8Walla,
KFCH, Billings, Mont. 500 mi. Electric Service Station, Inc. Wed, Fri, Sun, 7:30-9 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFCK,dio Co.Colorado Springs, Colo. Colorado Springs BaKFCL. Los Angeles, Calif. 485 only. 1,500 mi. Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30
am, 12-12:30 pm, 4-4:30, 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Pacific.
KFCM, Kichmond, Calif. 500 mi. Bichmoncl Eadio
Shop. Mon. 8-9 pm, music. Sun, 1-2 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
Balph W. Flygare.
KFCQ., Casper, Wyo.
Motor Service Stn.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 300 and 600 also. 300 mi. Fred
Mahaffey, Jr. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:30-S pm, marCentral.kets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, church services.
KFCY, Le Mars, la. 300 mi. Western Union College. Fri, 8-9 pm, music, educational.
Central.
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA, Baker, Ore. 25 mi. Adler's Music Store.
Daily
ex
Sun,
5-6
pm,
7-8,
music.
Sun,
6-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif. 400, 485 only. 1,500
mi.
Mercantile Trust Co. Dally ex Sun, 10-11 am.

sheffel Motor Co. Daily. 4-5 pm. concert. Mon. Wed.
Fri. 8-9:30 pm. special program.
Mountain.
KFFR, Sparks, Nev.
Jim Kirk.
KFFV,
Lamoni,
la.
Graceland
College.
KFGB, Pueblo. Colo.
Lowenthal Bros.
KFGF, Mt. Vernon. Wash. 50 mi. Buchanan. Stevens
& Co. Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:30 pm. Mon. Wed,
Fri, 7-9 pm. music. Tues. Thurs, Sat. 7-8 pm, music. Sun, 2-3 pm.
Pacific.
KFGL. Arlington, Ore.
Arlington Garage.
KFHA, Gunnison, Colo.
Colorado State Normal SchooL
KFKB,
Hood River. Ore.
P. L. Boardwell.
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 500 mi 300 and 410 also.
Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular schedule
K F H H , Neah Bay, Wash.
Ambrose A. McCue.
K F H J . Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Fallon Company.
KFHR, Seattle, Wash.
Star Elec. & Badio Co
KFI, Los Angeles, CaUf. 400 only. 2,000 mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 5-6 pm,
7-7:30
pm, 8-11 pm. Sun, 10:30-11:30 am. 4-5 nm.
8-11.
Pacific.
KFIF, Portland, Ore. Benson Tech. Student Body
KFV, Takima. Wash. 250 mi. Foster-Bradbury Badio
Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon, Fri, S-9
pm.
Pacific.
KFZ, Spokane, Wash. 30O mi, Doerr-Mitchell Elec.
Co. Tues. Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music. Sat, 7-8
pm.
Pacific.
KGB. Tacoma. Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Daily Ledger —
William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-9 pm
Sun, 5-7:30 pm. entertainment.
Pacific
KGG, Portland, Ore. 500 mi. Hallock & Watson
Badio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, music, entertainment, 7:30-S pm, reports. Sat, S-9 pm, answers
to Radio questions. Sun,' Wed, 9-10 pm, music.
Pacific.Portland. Ore. 100 mi. Northwestern Eadio
KGN,
Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
KGO. Altadena, Calif. 350 only. 300 mi. Altadena
Badio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii. 4S5 also. 150 mi. The Honolulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues, Thurs. Sat.
specialPacific.)
program. 150th meridian. (Three hours later
than
KGW, Portland, Ore. 400 and 485 also. 1,500 mi
Oregonian Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 11:30 am
weather; 3:30-4 pm. woman's program; 7:30, weather
Mon, Wed, Fri, S-9 pm, concert. Mon, Fri, 11-12
pm. Hoot Owls. Fri, 7-7:30 pm, lecture. Sun 7-8
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KGY. Lacey. Wash. 250 mi. St. Martins College.
Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert, bedtime
story.Los Pacific.
KHi,
Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 2.000 mi. Los ' Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:45-7-30
8-9:30.
Sum
10-11 am.
Pacific
KHQ, Seattle, Wash.
Louis Wasmer.
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop. Tues.
S:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific.
KiO, Stockton, Calif. 100 mi. Gould, The Light
Man.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert.
Mon, Wed,

Pacific.
9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 10-11 am. church services
KJR, Seattle. Wash. 1,500 mi. Northwest Badio Service
Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon
7:30-8:30 pm,
music.
Tues. stories.
Fri, Sat, Thurs,
8:30-9:30
pm'
concerts,
lecture,
bedtime
9-10'30
pm. Los
Pacific.
KJS,
Angeles, Calif. 100 mi. - Bible Inst, of Los
Angeles. Tues, 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9. sacred music,
lectures,
etc. Sun,
11:30-12:30, 6-6:45 pm, S-9,
church services.
Pacific.
KLB. Pasadena. Cal. 300 mi. J. J. Dunn
Fri.
7:30-8:15
concert.
Pacific. pm. concert. Sun, 3-4
KLN, Del Monte, Calif. Monterey
Pacilc.pm, weather, markets, news;
Daily, cert12-1

Co. Mon and
pm and 8-9.
Elec. Shop.
7-8 pm. con-

KLS. San Francisco, Calif. 1,500 mi. Warner Bros
Badio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri, 8-9 pm!
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX, Oakland, Calif. 500 mL Oakland Tribune
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, 7-7:30, news, entertainment Tues. S-9 pm. Fri. 9-10 pm. Sun 10-11
am, church services.
Pacific.
KV?'
Co.
Daily, D™"1".
ex Sun, Colo.7:30-8 200 pm,mi. news,Beynolds
markets, Badio
bedtime
story.
Thurs.
S-9 pm, concert.
Sun, 8:30-10:30 pm
concert.
Mountain.
KMJ, Fresno, Calif.
300 mi.
San Joaquin Lt. & Pr
Corp.
Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Sun. C-6 pm, music
Pacific.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. 200 mi. Tacoma Times. (Love
Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 6-7, 9:15-10, concert
news, lecture.
Pacific.
KNI, Eureka, Calif.
T. W. Smith.
"
KNJ, Boswell, New Mex.
Temporarily discontinued.
KNN, Los porarily
Angeles,
Calif. 100 mi. Bullock's. Temdiscontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen, Wash. 600 mL Grays Harbor Eadio
Co.
Pacific.Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, news, concert.
KNV, Los Angeles, Calif,
Badio Supply Co.
KNX, Los Angeles, Calif. Elec. Lighting & Supply Co.
KOB. State College, N. M. 485 also. 500 mi. N M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m, 9:55-10 pm,
time, reports.
cert. Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. conKOP, Detroit, Mich. 1,500 mi. Detroit Police Dept
Daily ex Sun. 1 pm, 6:30, reports, police information,
emergency.
Eastern.
KPO, San Francisco. Calif. 300, 400 and 600 only
1,500 mi. Hale Bros.. Inc. Tues. Thurs, Sat S-10
pm, concert, lectures. Sat. 3-4:30 pm. Sun, 11-12 30
pm, church services.
Pacific.
KQI, Berkeley. Calif.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood River, Ore.
Apple City Badio Club.
KQV, Pittsburgh, Pa. 300 mi. Doubleday-Hill Elec.
Co. Dairy ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm ; 4:30-5, music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fri, 4:30-5:15
pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW, San Jose, Calif. 345 and 4S5 only. 500 mi.
Chas. D. Herrold. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Wed,
8-9 pm, concert
Pacific.
Pacific.
KOY.
Portland, Ore. 200 mi. Stubbs Elec. Co. Wed.
Thurs, Fri, 6-7 pm. Mon, Tues, Sat. 9-10 pm.
KRE, Berkeley, Calif. 200 mi. Maxwell Elec Co.
Wed, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 5:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KSD, St. Louis. Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi.
St. Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 3:40 am,
10:40. 11:40, 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and
Sun, silent
certs. Central.nights. Mon, Fri, 11:30 pm, conKSL, San Francisco, Calif. 50 mi. The Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
KSS, Long Beach, Calif. Prest & Dean Badio Co. No
regular schedule.
KTW, Seattle, Wash. 500 mi. First Presbyterian
Church. Pacific.
Sun, 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30. 7-9:30, church
service.
KUO. San Francisco, Calif. 485, 525 also. 1.500
mL San Francisco Examiner. Daily ex Sun, 9-10
am, concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:303:30 pm, lecture, news; 5:15-6:45 pm, concert; 9
am, 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather reports. Wed, 3:30
pm, health bulletins. Sun, 9-10 am, 2-4 pm, 5-6
concert, news.
Pacific.
KUS, Los Angeles, Calif. 300. mi. City Dye Wis. &
Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 am, setting up
exercises; 12-12:30 pm, concert, time. Mon, Thurs,
cific. 2-2 :3C pm, features. Tues, Fri, 4-4:30 pm.
Fri,
code practice. Wed, Fri, 6-6:45 pm, concert. PaKUY, El Monte, Calif. 500 mi. Coast Badio Co,
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific.
KWG. Stockton, Cal. 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert, marand Fri, 8-9 pm, concert Sun, 2-3 pm,
concert. kets. Tues
Pacific.
KWH, Los Angeles, Calif. 485 also. 250 mi. Examiner
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm, 5:30-6. 6-6:15, S:20-9.
reports,
Sun, S:30-9 pm, church service. entertainment
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto,
Calif.
100 mi.
Modesto Herald Pub.
Co.
Daily ex Sun, Mon,
6:30-7 pm.
Mon.
7-9
pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KYI, Bakersfield, Calif.
Bakersfield Califomian.
KYQ,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Electric Shop.
No definite
schedule.
KYW, Chicago, 111. 400 and 485 only. 2,000 mi.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun 9 30
am, 10, 10:30, 11. markets: 11:05, weather; 11-30
news; 11:35, table talk; 12, 12:30, 1, 1:20 2-15 2-30'
markets; 3, 3:30, 4, news; 4:15, markets; 4:30 5news;
6:30, Sun,
markets;
6:503:30
bedtime
concert'
9,
speciaL
11 am,
pm, 7,story;
church8, services
Central.
KZM, Oakland. Calif. 200 mi. Western Badio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm,
news.
Pacific.
KZN,
tain. Salt Lake City, Utah. 485 also. 1,000 mi
Deseret News. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm, reports, music,
8-9:30 pm, music, news, bedtime stories etc.- MounKZV, Wenatchee, Wash. 485 also. 200 mi. Wenatchee
Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:15 pm
weather. Mon. Wed. Fri. 1st to 15th each month,
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, S-S:45 pm.
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month. 7:30-9 pm ■
15th to last
each month, 11 am-12 :30 pm. church
Sfr'Tices.
Eastern.
NAA. Radio, Va. 710 only. 2.000 mi. U S Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun. 9:45-10:40 am, 12:25-12-40
pm, 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3, (Tues. only)
Dept Interior; 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets. weather; 10:05-10:20. weather. Mon, 6:45-8:20 pm Dept
programs. Tues. 7:05-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Wed
7:25-7:40 pm, Dept programs, 8 :05-9 :40._ Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri,
8:05-8:40 pm, band concert.
Eastern.
OA. Ottawa, Ont.. Can. Dept. of Marine & Fisheries
PWX. Havana, Cuba. 400 only. 1.500 mi. International Tel. & Telg. Corp. Wed, Sat, 9-11:30 pm.
music.
Eastern.
WAI. Dayton, O. McCook Field. U. S. Army.
WAAB, New Orleans, La.
Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC, New
Orleans, O.La. 200 Tulane
1'nir. Mechanics Inst
WAAD,
Cincinnati,
mi. Ohio
No regular schedule.
Central.
WAAF, Chicago, 111. 485 also. 300 mi. Chicago
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sat and Sun, 8:40
am. 10:30, 10:45. 12:30 pm, 12:45, 3, 4:30, live
stock and weather reports. Sat, same ex no program
at 3 and 4 :30 pm.
Central.
WAAH,
St
Paul,
Minn.
500 mi.
Commonwealth
Elec. Co.
Tues, S:30-10 pm, entertainment.
Sun,
10:30 am, 3:30 pm. church service.
Central.
(XOTE—
The
seoond
part
of
the
station
schedule list
will appear next week.
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WINS CUP

BUY

:TH"
Radio

HERE

FOR

LESS

Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

Complete Parts for Ultra Andion Circuit (wK0nX &S&) $11.90
FREUND'S WONDER CIRCUIT
COMPLETE PARTS FOR REINARTZ SETS
$13.20
COMPLETE PARTS FOR 2 STEP AMPLIFIER . . $12.45
$11.45
Mouldeu Variometers
$3.45
Master Baldwin Type C. Head Sets
$6.95
180° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord

$3.45
$1.95
$1.75
75c

$1.35
$3.95

Brandes
Superior
Headset
Antenella
Aerial
Plug
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
WD-11
Bakelite Sockets
Barchass Coils
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
Thordarson Amplifying
Transformers.

$5.75
$1.15
$3.45
$2.60
50c
$1.95
60c
$2.95

Complete Parts for Knocked Down Receiving Set $17.95
COMPLETE PARTS FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT $12.45
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

The Hoover cup, awarded annually to the owner of America's best amateur Radio station, under
the auspices of the American Radio Relay League Board of Direction, this year went to Frederick
B. Ostman of Ridgewood, N. J. Mr. Ostman is shown in the above photo making' a repair on his
station 20M. This plant is one well known to amateurs and it is a safe bet that you can pick him
up any night
© K'. & H,

NEW JERSEY FAN
WINS HOOVER CUP
Operator of 20M to Keep Coveted
Trophy for One Year
HARTFORD,
CONN.— The Hoover cup,
awarded annually to the owner of America's best amateur Radio station, under
the auspices of the American Radio Relay
League Board of Direction, this year went
to Frederick B. Ostman, of 180 Broad
street, Ridgewood, N. J. Announcement
that 20M, his station, had been chosen as
the winner for 1922, was made at the
league headquarters here today by the
committee of three judges selected by
Hiram Percy Maxim, president of the A.
R. R. L.
This trophy is the highest honor in
amateur Radio and is awarded by the
Department of Commerce through Secretary Herbert Hoover to the best all-around
amateur station, the major part of which
is home-made. The entries are judged not
alone on station arrangement or equipment, but on nine factors which the A.
R. R. L. Board of Direction considers
necessary
in an ideal station.
The essentials considered in making the
award include extent to which apparatus
is home-made, ingenuity in design, construction and arrangement; efficiency of
transmitter, consistent transmitting range,
efficiency of receiver, obedience to United
States laws and local co-operative regulations, quality of operator's sending,
amount of traffic handled, accuracy, completeness and neatness of station log.
In making the award two other stations
among the list of entries were considered
particularly, 2FZ, operated by F. Frimerman, of 740 Prospect avenue, New York,
and 5ZA, operated by Louis Falconi, of
Roswell, N. M. The latter was the winner of the Hoover cup last year. Any licensed amateur Radio station in the
United States or its possessions is eligible
to participate in the contest.
A movement is under way to provide
Toledo, Ohio, with a radio broadcasting
and receiving station for its police department.

SOMETHING

NEW

B-Metal
Guaranteed

SUPER CRYSTALS
Anyone who has Bpent most of an
evening and lo»t the best part of a
concert trying to find a live point on a cheap crystal,
will appreciate B-Metal. It is the king of crystals.
In a class by itself. Fully guaranteed loud talking.
Over 22,000 in use in Detroit. Buy one today at
any
If one.
your dealer hasn't B-Metal yet,
write dealers.
us and get
B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.,
DKTROIT. MICHIGAN

50*

Mrs. Edward M. Munzer Is
Only Woman Radio Engineer
HEWLETT,
L. I. — Mrs. Edward M. Munzer, of this city, enjoys the distinction of
being the only woman Radio engineer in

$4.30
$3.70
$3.30
$3.10
$2.70
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00

Value, 43
Value, 23
Value,
11
Value,
5
Value.
3
Value, 43
Value, 23
Value,
11

PLATE, now
PLATE, now
PLATE,
now
PLATE,
now
PLATE, now
PLATE Vernier
PLATE Vernier
PLATE Vernier

Variable
Variable
Variable

$1.75
$1.45
$1.35
$1.25
$1.15
$3.95
$3.45
$2.95

Condenser
Condenser
Condenser

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS (Aviation Type 194-W)
WESTERN ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet
goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for
sensitiveness
and loudness,
the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES

the world.

She is
a graduate"
of the Massachusetts
Institute
of Technology
with
the degree of electro-chemical engineer.
During the war Mrs. Munzer took a
special Radio course at Hunter college,

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special at
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C" Loud Speaking Units.
Special

New York, and was granted a grade "A"
license as Radio operator. She later was
appointed government inspector at the
DeForest Radio station at Highbridge,
N. Y., where she remained through the war
making
various
experiments
and tests.
Mrs. Munzer now is affiliated with the
Davidson Radio corporation and is engaged in special research work in the
Radio field.

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED

AERIOLA
SR. STYLE
TUNER
UNIT
Green silk on Bakelite Tubes with diagram $5.G5.
REINARTZ
ULTRA CIR. ALL
PARTS
$29.90
Ultra Beinartz Tuner Unit & Diag. $4.95 wound to H.
J. Marx' specif. March 24th Radio Digest. Ruby MicaOopper-Bakeiite mounted Condensers N. P. binding
posts .00015 50c; .0015 60c; .0025 70a Beinartz coil
Donb. green silk-Bakelite Spider $1.65. Beinartz plate
circuit chokes (triple adjustable) $1.70. Complete set
Beinartz tuner & detector parts $10.65. Tuner. Det.
& 2 Stage $17.95.
Two stage outfit $8.35.
GOV'T RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
New Signal Corps Edison 3 cell type BB-4 $4.50;
Single Cells for W. D.-ll tubes $1.50; 60 A. H. for
W. D.-ll tubes $5.25: C Tolls Edison $7.75; Edison
"B" battery single elements 4c ea. ; double 10c.
HI-POWER AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Bestl Loudest! No-burn-outs. $2.65 with spec'l diagram.
GENUINE
PEANUT
TUBES
Wonderful
Det.
& Amplifier.
Smallest
tube
made
(aeroplane style) 1 V. >A amp. %" dia. x 2Yt" long.
FLEWELLING
.006 COND'RS & PARTS
.006 Balcelite-Buby Miea-Copper Calibrated Cond. 85c.
Spider coils, green silk on Bakelite, $1.75 ea.
NEW SPECIALS
20 OHM BHEO. FOB 201-A OB W. D.-ll tubes $1.00.
Variable grid leaks 1/10 to 5 Megohms 75c. HIPOWEB LOUD SPEAKER & PR. BALDWIN PHONES
$10.90. Variable grid Cond. .00025 or .0005 max. 45c.
Vernier Attachment for any Var. Condenser 95c.
Armstrong Super. New 3 tube outfit. Owner sacrificing.
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

CONGRESS
RADIO CO.
503 So. State St, Chicago, HI.
Brandes Superior Phones
Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
Master Baldwin Headsets

Units

Grebe Type Dials, Z and 3 inch...
V. T. Composition Socket
Glass Enclosed Crystal Detector.
Fada Switch Levers
CRL
CRL
CRL

Adjustable Grid Leaks.
Leak and Condenser. . . .
Rheostats,
75c List

Burgess Large 22% volt B Bat
90 degree Variocouplers
3-Plate Variable Condensers
11- Plate Variable Condensers
23- Plate Variable Condensers
43-Plate Variable Condensers
23-Plate Vernier Condensers
41-Plate Vernier Condensers
Mail
Orders
EVERYTHING

$5.95
4.65
7.25
.25
J7
.40
1.70
1.20
.25
.45
2.45
1.10
1.00
1.25
1.45
1.65
3.35
3.75

Receive
Immediate
Attention
GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED

fljft QC
«P«7.I7«J

HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65
$4.65
MAGNAV0X, LOUD SPEAKERS, Type R3 . . . $27.45
JACKS
Pacent Single
Pacent Double
Federal Single
Control
Federal Double
Control

Circuit
Circuit
Circuit Filament
Circuit Filament

3S
.50

HONEYCOMB
1,500
1,250
1,000
750
250

$0 35
50

COIL

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

$1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
.75

Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials, 2. 3' and iy2 Inch
Grewol
Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
Solid Copner Aerial Wire,
100 ft

4Sc
50c
25c
$1.65
$2.45
35c

150
100
75
50
35

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
deep
and 25 Turns
deep
deep
deep
MAHOGANY

60
50
.40
.40
40

CABINETS

6x5^"
6x7*6"

AND

WALNUT

by 6" deep
by 6" deep

6x14" by 6"
6xl6i/$" by
by 6"
6x22"
9xlOK" by 6"
5Vz" deep.
9xl2'/2" by 7"
Spaghetti Tubing, yard
Lightning
Arresters
2-Slide Tuning
Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Anti-Capacity
Switches
Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers,
now
at

$1.45
2.45
1.9S
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.95
10c
95c
$1.95
25c
$1.50
$2.65
45c

Formica Panel, H" thick, black or brown, square inch . . VAc
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us
Mail orders receive immediate attention

Complete Parts for Single Tube Reflex Circuit . . . $32.65
Consisting of
Regular Price Our Price
43-Plate Vernier Variable Condenser
$7.00
$3.95
Radion
Loop
Aerial
7.00
5.95
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
9.00
5.95
Grewol Glass Inclosed Detector
2.00
1.6S
All American
Radio
Frequency Transformer
4.50
3.45
All American 5 to 1 Radio Audio Frequency Transformer
4.75
3.95
2.001 Micon Condensers
70
.50
1 .002 Micon Condensers.....
.45
JS
Howard
Potentiometer
1.5*
1.35
Howard 25 Ohm
Rheostat
L10
1.00
8 Binding
Posts
.80
.40
9xlOJ4
Formica
Panel
1.42
1.20
9x10k Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet with hinged top
S.00
2.95
Complete instructions for drilling, assembling and wiring furnished so yf, ^ -^ ^ —*
that anyone with no technical knowledge can easily follow.
Nk &J
£%^
Regular Price, $45.22.
Our Price
«fJ«JAl»VFcJ

BUY HERE FOR LESS

CHICAGO
STOCK

SALVAGE
STORE

509 South State Street

Chicago, Illinois
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Stolen Goods
How to Keep Equipment Well Locked
NATUEALLT the petty burglar picks up goods
that are readily turned into money. Recently
there have been many complaints about stolen
apparatus. A super set gone, a loud speaker stolen.
These things are "as good as gold" to the pilfering
person or shoplifter. There -is no special reason why
Radio materials should be made the object of these
thefts, only that they are now a ready means of exchange for money.
While this equipment is so desirable at present dealers should use some care where it is stored and keep
the most expensive apparatus in vaults or in wellprotected storage places.

Tired Typists Get a Rest
Broadcasting Keeps the Weary Worker at Home Evenings
MUSICAL shows are usually dedicated to the
"tired business man," but entertainment by
Radio is claimed as a boon of the "weary"
working woman, who is characterized no longer as the
girl" since the' listening privilege
"poor
came toworking
her.
Many tired workers stay home nights and rest up
while listening in. Before the Radiophone many of
these workers took enjoyment in dancing or at the
movies, adding more fatigue to the tired eyes and
constitution. It is now easy to get entertainment
staying at home, obtaining rest as well.

Working Out Its Own Future

Who Knows What Is in Store for Radio?
REVIEW of the accomplishments of Radio the
past year and of the prophecies of experts for
its future but cause one to ponder upon the inadequacy of any possible foretelling of what this great gift
of nature is to accomplish. We can but gasp and
wonder.
In view of the fact that Radio has always been with
us, excepting for the invention of some apparatus of
importance small in comparison, with the natural elements used, who can answer the question, "What of
the future?" Radio for the transmission of power has
such tremendous possibilities within its scope that the
most confirmed dreamer and the scientist of the widest
vision can only guess in a feeble way.
Radio, now that it has been recognized in the abstract, will work out its own destiny. Such a force
once started at work is not to be stopped, but it will
go on and on, along its destined course. We can only
hope that the course will run along smoothly and in
peaceful channels, and for the benefit of the greatest
number of the world's people.

A

Farmer's
Growing Interest
Much Equipment Found in Rural Homes
ACCORDING to a survey recently conducted by
the United States Department of Agriculture,
Radio market news is proving of national practical use. Almost 50 per cent of the hundreds of returns to an inquiry sent out by Radio were from farmers who had Radio receiving apparatus, the remainder
were from grain dealers, mills, elevators, banks, telephone companies, co-operative organizations, farm
bureaus, and other agencies which disseminate the
reports among large groups of farmers.
Greatest interest was shown in the grain market
reports, which inform farmers of wheat, corn and oats
prices at the leading grain markets. Next in importance came the livestock reports of prices and
movements at the principal livestock markets of the
country. The weather reports came next, following by
reports on poultry products, fruits and vegetables,
dairy products, hay, cotton and other farm products.
The first survey made by the department was to determine how widely its Radio market reports are being
received and used by farmers, and it afforded much
valuable information for developing the service to the
maximum of efficiency. It had been known in a general way that the service has been of value to producers and other agricultural interests in the marketing of crops and to consumers through the regulating
of market supplies, but definite data were not available
until developed by this survey.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
We have not reached the point in this country yet
where we have our members of legislatures inspired
by the Radio reception of some light dance music or
talks on dressmaking. There has been some suggestion
of the advisability of letting our representatives listen
in, in preference to so much broadcasting on their part.
But then we are no more backward in this respect than
are our English cousins. Members of the House of
Commons recently requested the installation of a
receiving set and were denied this privilege, on the
ground that it would serve as a counter attraction and
seriously interfere with the orderly processes of law.
Not so very long ago it was announced that one of
the largest manufacturers of Radio sets was gratuitously supplying our Senators at Washington with
receiving sets — for what reason? Of course, I for
one do not venture to say, because while the White
bill was reasonably sure of coming before the last
session of Congress it stood a good chance of being
passed, still a set or two in the hands of a novice can
produce considerable interference. It would seem preferable to provide a receiver rather than a transmitter
though, and then it would be desirable for we amateurs
to do the transmitting.
A great many fans are experiencing considerable
difficulty in tuning in the Government broadcasting
station, NAA. This is unfortunate. That station is
giving some excellent service in the form of talks by
the United States Bureau of Education. Its period
of broadcasting is not a long one in the evening but
is very much worthwhile. The inability to tune in is
not due in every instance to the wave length of 710
meters, for many able to reach that wave length cannot
seem to select the station. It is just as true that there
are stations on the lower wave lengths which fans
find difficulty in getting in spite of being favorably
located with reference to these. Perhaps someone can
supply a formula to be followed that will insure the
reception of these illusive broadcasters.
Among a certain class of people in this country the
broadcasting station is looked upon as a most convenient and cheap means of sending news. They consider
a transmitting station as a specially constructed apparatus for giving to the world, exactly the information
they conceive to be most appropriate. Hence we
learn of some very amusing incidents connected with
broadcasting. No one doubts the sincerity of the
proud father's wish to announce all over the land
news of special importance to himself, yet it would
hardly cause a real "ham" to hold on to a station
which gave the color of hair, eyes, weight and chest
tones of a new infant. Just such a request was received by Station WGY, and they also had a letter
asking the station to broadcast news cf the state of
health of an entire family for the benefit of aged parents in the West, not once but three times for, as was
explained, the parents might be out on two of the
nights. This seems a trifle ridiculous to the majority
of us and yet it tends to show the feeling of intimacy
between the listener in and the announcer. The voice
from the air carries a conviction to some that it is
speaking solely to that individual.
One large group of Radio concerns has been annexing all the patented features of any value obtainable
and it is not yet through acquiring. John Hayes Hammond, Jr., has been devoting his inventive genius to
developing several important devices which have a
great value to our Government. These he has sold to
the group referred to, although the Government retains
an option on all of them for military and experimental
uses. What principally concerns us as amateurs is
the system Mr. Hammond is said to have perfected to
eliminate our old enemy static. If this actually works
and is really OWNED by certain interests, how much
will it cost the average fan to avail himself of its
service? There is one consolation for you and me and
that is Dr. Steinmetz's assertion of several experts
about to succeed in establishing a static remover.
We may have the advantage of knowing what to do to
rid our sets of this evil without riding our purses
as well.
Several fans have confessed to me that the most alluring part of owning a receiving set was to be able to tune
in stations which gave lectures on various subjects of a
truly educational character. Many there be who keep
their tubes warm for the lighter features and turn a cold.
filament toward the oncoming waves of brain exhilarators.
Yet the numbers will increase of ardent seekers for
knowledge, and to them the educational programs from
many of our universities and colleges will present valued
opportunities for securing it. Another of our schools
has entered the list of broadcasters, Washington State
College, and while the usual entertaining features will
appear on their programs, lectures will also be given in
a regular educational course. My prediction of several
months back is being realized today, which was that the
colleges would see the tremendous possibilities latent in
the use of Radio for educating the masses and avail
themselves of this large lecture room.
There is still one suggestion which has been repeatedly
made by listeners in to the broadcasting stations that
remains disregarded by them. I refer to the custom of
announcing the station immediately following a number.
It is usually a long intermission between numbers and the
listener likes to know to what station he is listening.
Compliance with this request will be appreciated by the
DX fans.

RADIO

INDI-GEST

(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

The Radio Tramp
By Walt Drummond
(Continued from April 14 issue)
"The other night I had a dream.
A strange form came to me
And said, 'You've rambled all your life;
Your punishment shall be —
" 'When Death calls time your spirit shall
In no one place abide,
ButThewith
the shall
speedride.
of light shall move —
Radio
" 'And all your friends upon the earth
Will hear a g-r-r-r! and clack!
Each time you start to go somewhere
And when you're eoming back.' "
Now, Jack thought this a happy fate,
And when he said good-bye,
His heart was in his hand-clasp and
A glad light in his eye.
That night he fell beneath a train
Out on the Santa Fe.
A trackman found his lifeless form
At dawning of the day.

*

*

«

*

*

So, when you hear these noises queer,
It's my friend, Happy Jack —
He's either on his way somewhere,
Or else he's eoming back.

Now

Lil, You Stop It

Indigest — The first taxi driver to equip his cab with Radio
Lillian G.
deserved
success. "None but the brave deserve the fare." —

It Was Black Bawled
' ' We want to keep our eyes open for dis class legislation," said Rastus, at a meeting of the Sons of Africa.
"I see they's a White Radio bill bein' introduced in

Maybe It Doesn't Oscillate?

Indigest ' —' One fan wrote to a broadcasting station
Congress.
that he had the "bug" so bad that his head was beginning to resemble a vacuum tube. Sort of light-headed,
probably. — Don A.

Betcha There's Alota QRM
Dear Indi — I fear that Radio weddings may lead to
bigamy. While women are as attractive as they are
and proposals as easy as that by Radio, man will certainly be sorely tempted.— Spark Gap.

We'll Say You Do
Dear Indi — A couple a nites ago I thought I'd horn
in on the atmosphere, and the first thing I heard was
"The ushers will now collect."
Right away quick, I plugged in two more bottles, and
was just in time to hear an announcer at Jefferson
City, would
Mo., saying
that the convicts' band of the State
Pen.
now play.
And here's what they played —
' ' The land of the free, and the home of the brave. ' '
Do I "make" it?
— Baker.

You're Bad as Lillian G.
Dear Indi — "It is more blessed to give than to receive"
is a good motto for a broadcasting station. — Spider Webb.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XVI—
The Reflex Circuit
By Arthur G. Mohaupt
EX circuit is a form of
THE REFL
amplifier circuit that has recently
come into use and been found very
effective and satisfactory. In the reflex
circuit an entirely now principle is employed, for here the amplifier tul •
designed to serve a double duty — the same
tubes act first as amplifiers of the Ka^'iio

Figure 55
frequency oscillations and then as amplifiers of the rectified audio frequency oscil ations. In this manner gTeat economy
of tube operation is effected, because, instead of having to use one tube for intensifying1 the incoming oscillations before
they are impressed upon the detector circuit and another tube for amplifying the
audio frequency. oscillations from the output circuit of the detector tube, the same
results
are oscillations
accomplished
"reflecting"
the latter
backby through
the
first tube and having this single tube do
the work of both.
Comparison of Circuits
The reflex circuit differs from the regenerative circuit in that in the latter the

X_

tnl detector, if properly adjusted, gives
excellent rectification with a minimum
amount of this distortion. If a detector of
this type is thus used in connection with
a single amplifier tube, a circuit can be
arranged consisting of one step of Radio
frequency amplification, a detector, and
one step of audio frequency amplification,
and all this Is accomplished with a single
tube. If two amplifier tubes are used in
connection with a crystal detector the
equivalent of a five-tube set can be arranged, consisting of two stages of Radio
frequency amplification, a detector, and
two stages of audio frequency amplification. The use of dry cell tubes in connection with a reflex circuit thus forms a
very economical and efficient Radio receiver.
Although the reflex circuit employs no
really new fundamental principle or idea,
it merely employs the facts already known
in a more novel and economical manner.
"We will now consider a few interesting
reflex circuits and observe how the various effects just described are obtained.
The circuits presented here are not original with the writer, but have been tried
out and found quite satisfactory and effective.
A Single Tube Keflex
The simplest form of reflex circuit is
that employing a single amplifier tube in
conjunction with a crystal detector. A
circuit of this type is thus equivalent to
a standard three-tube circuit employing
one tube for Radio frequency amplification, a detector tube, and one tube for
audio frequency amplification. The general scheme of connections is illustrated
in Figure 55.
As shown, the receiving circuit is tuned
to the wave length of the incoming signals by means of the antenna series condenser C-l, and L-l the primary of a
standard variocoupler. The series condenser C-l should be of the 43-plate variable type. Shunted across the secondary
or rotor of the coupler is a 23-plate conR.T

circulating in the input circuit of the tube. nected a 200- or 400-ohm potentiometer for
obtaining the necessary stabilizing voltage
Radio Frequency Transformer
Into the output circuit of the tube is for the grid circuit of the tube.
The single tube reflex circuit is tuned
connected the primary of a standard Radio

Figure 57
frequency transformer RT. In series »vith in the following manner.
After the crystal detector has been properly adjusted,
this primary are the telephone receivers
and the 45-volt B battery which supplies and the tube has been lighted to the proper
(Continued on page 16)
the positive potential to the plate of the
tube. The phones are also shunted by
the by-pass condenser C-4 of .002 mfd.
The secondary of the Radio-frequency
transformer contains the crystal detector
CRYSTAL SET
D. The entire secondary circuit is shunted
Receives plainly 10 to 25 miles.
All wires
by another fixed condenser C-5 of*. 002 mfd.
concealed
by
handsome leatherette
cover.
capacity. Across C-5 finally is connected
Exceptionally
sensitive
crystal.
Easily
and acthe primary of the audio frequency transformer AT. Across the A battery is con•g p — -^wa
Q
curately rods
tuned
contva*^''
cealed
and by
sliders.
@5<K* <rSr\ Most compact and
neatest appearing receiving set made.
Easily installed.
5 inches
high.agePrice
$4.50,
PostPrepaid.guarantee.
Sold on
money-back
AGENTS WANTED.
Bldg.
Carter "TU-WAY" Radio Plug
George
Radio
Co
take two bead sets and all types cord tip terChamber of Commerce
minals. Price $1.50. Write for Bulletin on Car-
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ter "HOLD-T1TE" Jacks and other products.
CARTER RADIO COMPANY, 209 Sonlh Slate Street, CHICAGO

COIL

Minneapolis,

Minn.
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Figure 56
oscillations of the output circuit of the denser C-2. This should preferably be of
detector tube are tuned into synchronism the vernier type in order to make very
with those in the input circuit, with the close adjustments possible. The terminals
result that one group reinforces the other. of this condenser are also connected to
In the reflex circuit, however, two groups the input circuit of the amplifier tube T.
of oscillations, one at a Radio and the In series with the wire leading to the filament, however, is the secondary of an
other at an audio frequency, actually flow
through the same tube at the same time. audio frequency transformer AT. This
In this manner the number of tubes re- transformer secondary is in turn shunted
quired is greatly reduced, and the drain on by a fixed condenser C-3 of .002 mfd. cathe A battery is also greatly decreased.
pacity. This condenser serves as a bypass for the Radio frequency oscillations
Furthermore, it is known that the crys-

Just Consider
— the essential features
necessary to make an
audio frequency transformer a good one —
High Amplification.
Minimum Distortion,
"Low Inter stage _Linkage
Convenient Mounting.
Compactness.

"SENIOR"

SET

When you buy a Michigan "Senior" Regenerative Receiver
for $125.00 or a "Junior" Receiver for ,$57.50, you get the
clearest,
most satisfactory long distance service that an
equal investment ever brought.
These sets are licensed under Armstrong U.S. Pat L113.149
and pending Letters Pat. No. 807,388. This means that they
represent the highest achievement in Radio Engineering.

Send
fortrated
Illus-

vCotoco transformers make
these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.
"Built First to Last?

$5.00

At Your Dealer's

COTO'COIL

in
1 Radio

CO. PROVIDENCE

Circular
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Dial Mounting for Spider Web Coils
Diagram Shows Method
for Charging Battery

External Controls for
Internal Inductances

The accompanying hook-up should prove
valuable to the many Radio enthusiasts
who live in several large cities where D.
C. current is available. By screwing a
100 watt 32 candlepower, carbon filament
lamp into one of the sockets, allows about
1 amp. of current to pass. If % amp. is
required, use a lamp of one-half the capacity mentioned. This is seldom necessary as 1 amp. is sufficiently close for
" APART
this kind of work.
More sockets can be added if a greater
charging capacity is required. But not

This way to mount colls is exceedingly
efficient and the coils are controlled by
knobs on the panel front.
I am using this

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
REd out
THE
home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

style mounting on my three- circuit tuner
and get excellent results.
The two outside coils are actuated by
the crank on the rod 1 and through the
pitman 2. A hinge 3 allows the pitman
to work freely. A small spring 5 keeps
the shaft and dial snugly in place. Small
collars with set screws 5 are used on the
rod 1 for adjusting the parts. A regular
panel bushing is used for the rod bearing.
Small machine screws 8 are used for the
hinge mounting. The parts used and manner of construction is clearly shown in the
illustration. — Chas. A. Cothran, Covington,
Tenn.

Home

Made

Rheostats

The following home made rheostats have
been used throughout a four step amplifier and detector and have proved very
economical and efficient.
The form is made of plaster of paris
mixed with water. In mixing stir the
cement into the water until it is quite
thick, then pour this into an old baking
powder can cover, previously painted with
melted paraffine and allowed to cool. The

A TO LINE
10 AMP. FUSE
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is

told,

complete with
trations and diagrams,

illusin the

latest addition
to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions,
wireless codes, wire
tions, etc. tables, definiPin this ad to your letter and mail it together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
x.

Send for it, today!

O
CHICAGRATU
Sg§ APPA
SRADSO
CO.
415

South Chicago.
Dearborn

Street,
B. D.
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POST

SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON
Tips — Universal Current

(Large and Small)

ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
From your Dealer, or write

POST

ELECTRIC

*

COMPANY

o

Memo Pad

Reinar tz Receiver

Delicate Soldering
THE

rOi

BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $f .85

What I will need to make a good tube set
Kellogg No. 501 variocoupler
Kellogg No. 605 variable condenser
Kellogg No. 2 tube socket
miniature condenser
Kellogg No. 505
Kellogg No. 503 mounting
Kellogg No. 609 radio resistance
Kellogg No. 502 dial
Kellogg No. 69A head set
Kellogg No. 501 rheostat
Kellogg switch and switch points
and B batteries and cabinet
Detector tube
Kellogg radio equipment is recommended
for several reasons
First —

It is easy to install and sim-

ple to operate.

Second — It is built of the highest
grade material to give the best possible
results;
Third —

Platinum Heating

/7\°\

4OFNS8

s*

SERVICE BUREAU
Chicago,

2onN24

o

PARTS

Big Saving — Mail Order Only
Baldwin Phones, Double
$7.85
Long Range
Phones
4.70
V/z Volt Tubes, Standard base. 5.8Q
Imported Detector Tubes, Better
than
Cunningham
(guaranteed)
4.25
2.00 Grewol Crystal Detector
1.50
1.00 Earla Socket
.55
1.00 Hydrometer
63
Electric Soldering Iron, complete
2.50
SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS
832 Windsor Avenue.

2orN23

It will turn down very easy and quickly. inches long and % inch wide is bored at
It should be turned down to %-inch in one end to fit loosely over the shaft. Place
thickness and 2 inches wide. A groove is a washer on the shaft, then this strip,
cut in the side a trifle nearer the top than and the shaft through the rheostat and
the bottom to a depth of % inch. This is panel and fasten just tight enough that the
to hold the resistance wire.
shaft will turn smoothly. It is fastened
The resistance wire is the same as that on the front of the panel by means of a
washer
and an 8-32 nut. The washer and
used in electric toasters, etc. A piece 4%
inches may be bought or salvaged from nut will be hidden from view by the knob. more than 15 can be supplied on <aJhnumber
~"*4
The last mentioned brass strip is used for
any electric shop's repair box for a few the connection with the shaft and also for 14 wire. Number 12 wire will handle 20
cents. At one end of the element turn
of current.
one of the spirals to right angles with a stop for the contact arm. — E. A. John- amperes
To determine the polarity of the wires,
stone, Pocatello, Idaho.
the other turns thus forming a loop. Bore
dip the ends into a glass containing a
two %-inch holes in the circular groove
little electrolyte. The one which gives
in the form 1 inch apart. Put a 6-32 bolt
Holding Dials on Shafts
off the bubbles is the negative. — Lloyd W.
% inch long, through the loop on the wire
Remove the dial from the shaft and cut Symons, Laurium, Mich.
and plaster it into one of the holes in the a piece of emery paper the proper size
form, allow this to set four hours and then to fit in the dial as a bushing. Insert the
The Radiophone is becoming a serious
fasten the other end of the wire to the emery paper so that the abrasive side will
"menace" to the safety of the herring off
other hole in the same manner.
face the shaft, then tighten the set screw. — the Swedish coast. The fishermen out at
The shaft is made of an 8-32 bolt, 1V2 J. Hovey,
Sylvan Beach, N. T.
sea soon will be told from the Gothenburg
inches in length. The contact arm is
made from a piece of spring brass %
There are 33 Radiophone stations in the Radio central the exact location of the herring schools, which will tend to eliminate
inch in width and 1% inches in length. United States broadcasting religious serwasteful waiting on the part of fishermen
A hole is bored at one end to fit over the
vices. The territory covered, it is esti- and doubtless mean a considerable increase
shaft, and it is held on the shaft by an
mated, represents 65.2 per cent of the total
in the catches of herring.
8-32 nut. The other end of the contact area of the country.
arm is bent over to make contact with the
element.
A strip of sheet brass % inch wide is
bent around the shaft to form a bearing.
^Hfc?m ~^T ~^
TRUE CABINET TYPE,
like the finest
This bearing is fastened in the form by
^t/St
modern phonographs, with all their beauty
means of a thin plaster of paris cement.
mTnt Pffl an^ Perfect tone. Makes your two-step set a real ENTERIt has been found to make the rheostat
m^MS
TAINER for family and friends. SPIROLA DUPLEX uses any
more sturdy to extend this bearing through
XtitigBW headset. SPIROLA SIMPLEX uses Baldwin or other unit.
^^^^
Either bronzed
type, black
with
throat,with$4.85.nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany finish
the panel also.
The rheostat is fastened to the panel
At dealers or postpaid (C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
MICH.
by means of 6-32 bolts through the rheoIv H. DOTnSTEIX MFC
COMPANY.
Pent. T>. Box 70, ANN ARBOR
stat and the panel.
A brass
strip 1%

At a
$12.00
10.00
6.50
5.50

ENGINEERING
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cement should be allowed to set for at
least thirty-six hours. It will appear to
be quite dry and hard in much less time,
but experience has taught me that it is
not safe to work until absolutely hard.
After allowing this to dry, it may easily
be removed from the tin by heating until
the paraffine is melted.
The form may be shaped as follows:
Bore a hole in the center, and screw it
down to a board or bench. The form
should fit loosely on the bench that it may
be turned by hand while cutting it. It is
cut by turning with one hand and holding
a knife or file against the plaster of parts.

RADIO
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It is electrically

and mechan-

ically correct and will last a life time.

Fourth — It is built by the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Co., who have manufactured high grade telephone equipment
for the past 25 years.
Fifth. — Every Kellogg radio part is
GUARANTEED by the manufacturer.

'•Use, is the test.**

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York
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How to Construct a Variable Grid Leak

r

Contact Relieves Wear
on Variable Resistance
The largo cylinder !
at wood or
other Insulating material with
boani glued .'.mum! the periphery. In the
center of this cylinder an India Ink lino B
is drawn almost around the block. At one
end of the ink line, as shown in the diagram, a metal strip is held down with the
screw C which serves also as a stop. The
metal strip D is then brought down to the
screw E.
Another small cylinder F is made to face
the first one. This cylinder is made of
brass with an J, -inch shoulder turned down
on each end. Both of these cylinders are
mounted on the back of the panel .G. The
large cylinder is held against the panel with
the shaft .>•' the dial H. The small cylinder
is held in place with the screw I. It is adjusted so that it will turn freely.
To keep a slight tension on the two rollers
a fiber strip is employed with a binding
post on each end, J and K. Under each
post is a spring- brass strip which presses
and against the rotor screw on each of the
cylinders. Between the panel and the rollers are washers L, and II.
■When
the knob
is turned
the
large cylinder
rotates
with ittoandthetheleftbrass
roller rotates towards the right as if they
were geared together, causing the leak to
become smaller. — R. H. Van Buskirk, Detroit, llieh.

Regenerative

Hook-Up

This regenerative hook-up was evolved
after considerable experimenting. The
variometers are made as follows:
Procure a cardboard tube 3 inches in
diameter and wind on 40 turns to make the
stator. Either make or purchase two rotors 2^ inches in diameter. Each should

PLAN

OF ROTARY

Mica Diaphragms
Secure enough mica to make two diaphragms. The mica can be purchased in
sheets 3 by 5 inches. A sheet of this size
will make two disks. Secure the mica
about the same thickness as the metal
diaphragms.
Take the metal diaphragms out of the
phone and make a circle on the mica, using the metal diaphragm as a templet. In
the center of the mica make a hole about
3/16 inch in diameter.
Procure a piece of tin, the thin kind
used in cartons, and cut out a piece the
size of a dime. Tin one side of this and
place it tinned side up on the top of the
work bench. Place the mica disk over the
tin disk with the small hole in the mica
disk over the center of the tin disk.
Weight the mica disk down in place so
that a soldering iron can be used easily
with both hands.
Drop a small ball of solder in the 3/16inch hole large enough to cover it. After
it has cooled off hit it several times with
a small riveting hammer to make the conI
tact tighter.

Gives Advice on How
Best to Operate Set

GRID LEAK

Forgot everything you ever knew about
the art, doubt anything that is told to you,
light up
; j ti«i turn everything
that is Unliable.
You will probably get
just as good results as the expert, while
they last, but if you want steady, consistent reception, get busy and work for
it! No detail is too trivial to overlook.
Study the theory of Radio, find out Ju! t
what each part does when you gi
knob a turn to the right or left and why
it does it. If you assemble your own
solder everything
tight.
Shield youi
not just on the back of the panel, bui
separate piece of tuning apparatus,
transformer,
and, to make
it con
ing theboard or magnet
polestheusethickness
a large ofcardfiber washer
the every
tube.
Then shield the sides and top
small tin disk. Insert a washer in the of the cabinet.
Keep the A and B batphone with the mica diaphragm on the
teries in perfect
condition.
Install the
small disk side of the diaphragm. If it aerial high and make connections to the
does not function right heavier or thinner ground as deep and wet as possible.
cardboard washers must be used until the
Place the set on a solid foundation to
proper distance between the magnets and prevent vibration, then and not until then
tin disks has been found.
can you invite your friends in for a given
The first night I tried this out I re- concert and give it to them. — J. Hovey,
ceived Havana, Cuba, and Los Angeles, Sylvan Beach, N. Y.
using the phone containing this mica diaphragm and a small portable talking machine horn for a loud speaker with three
At the Beach
station, San Francisco,
stages of audio frequency. — Leo C. Krell. better reception is being obtained over
tofore when antenae were used,
loop aerials than has been possible hereParaffin Used in Sets
Paraffin is less used in Radio work than
1000—1500
MILES ON
in almost any other branch of electrical
work. The beginner who makes his own
ONE - TUBE - ONE - CONTROL
150—25.000
METERS
set would profit by the use of more paraffin.
Its insulating properties are well known,
jk • ^^Rbeostat, Storage Battery, Variocoupler,
especially to those in the telephone inVariometer,Taps,
3-coil
Mounting,
Variable
Industry. It repels moisture, is an excellent
^l\[[\
Y 1 #ductapce.
Dead
End
Losses
or Radio
Frequency.
hook-up,
Ininsulator, and very inexpensive.
structions, everything,Complete
Price $1.00.
Nocuts.
checks.
Nothing left for you to guess about. Build your own
Wooden rotor balls and paper tubes should
Receiver and save 50% or more and get better results.
be boiled in paraffin before winding to
Radio Experimental Lab'y, Box I94F, Berkeley, Cal.
prevent shrinkage and to further improve
their insulating properties.

AGENTS

WANTED

g^T SSSS2

SRMICS

Liberal Commission. We handle all high-grade lines.

^tlamjiuted FJunnlic Condensation Product

. SHEETS

'A"BATT.6V.=

|i|

TUBES

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
"=~GROUNt>

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

■•e"BATT.Z

2pTl'r|,—

The small tin disk extends below the
be wound with 40 turns of wire. One of
the variometer stators is tapped at every surface of the mica when in place in the
10 turns. The other stator is untapped.
phone.
In order to keep this from touchThe loose coupler can be of any ordinary type of from 150 to 2,000 meters.
The variocoupler has 80 turns of wire on
a 4-inch stator tube. The rotor can be
made or purchased and should be wound
with 60 turns of wire. Tap the stator of
the coupler every 10 turns. Make the connections as shown. There is no variable
condenser in the circuit, but a fixed conIMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
denser of .001 mfd. capacity is placed
uediers
on request
noa|are
LITERATURE AND DISCOUNTS
across the phones. — Ellsworth E. Myers,
Oregon City, Ore.

ATWATER
KENT

T

Use a mat under your storage battery
unless you are boss around the house as
the acid might get on the rug and ruin it.

STANDARD
AT

ATTRACTIVE
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W. Mad iron Jt, Chicago

APPARATUS

PRICES.

Watch

This

Column

EACH

WEEK.

It WiU

Pay

You

Complete Parts to Build
Your Own TUBE
SET $15.00
Shamrock Variocoupler
Socket
Switch lever and switch points

3-inch dial
7x12 Bakelite panel
Klosner rheostat
A GUARANTEED

Grid leak and Grid condenser 23-plate variable condenser
Rubber binding posts
(made by Jorn Firth)
12 feet buss bar wire
Complete book of latest circuits
1% Volt TUBE
FREE
with ABOVE
PARTS
CABINETS
These are carefully constructed of genuine mahogany,
hand rubbed.
The tops are hinged for easy
access to interior.
They are made to fit your parlor.
7x10, $3.35.
7x12, $3.50
7x4, $3.75
7x18, $4.00.
7x24, $4.50.
PHONES
W. & K., German manufacture. 6000 ohms resistance.
Nowhere at any price can you equal
the supreme sensitiveness of these phones, and we stand ready to demonstrate this claim to (
your satisfaction
PLr^

$

HEAD

8.00 Brandes — Superior
8.00 Dictograph

SETS

8.00 Federal 2200 Ohms

7.50
6.00
6.00
5.50
12.00
12.00
6.00
SI6I.0O
55.00
45.00
40.00
20.00
15.00

$

P°r^
5.50
5.75

;.

4.95

Strom berg Carlson
Frost
3000
Ohms
Royalfone
Murdock
Type
57
Western Electric 509W
Baldwin Type C. Master
Baldwin Type C. Single

EOCD

4.75
4.25
3.75
4.10
9.50
8.50
4.00

SPEAKERS

Western
Electric
Western
Electric
Magnavox
(New Type)
Callophone
Dictograph
Brittania

„

$145.00
50.00
31.50
30.00
15.00
12.50

p^
6.50 Rasla
4.50
6.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
5.00

7x10
7x10
7x15

$1.30
90
70
45
60
23
1.00
1.25
1.00

gge
$5.75

TRANSFORMERS
U.

$5.60
5.60

V. 712

Thordarson
Amplex
W.
D.
General
Radio
Jefferson
A mertram
Acme

12

5.10

$1.35

HARD

3.00
3.95
4.35
5.00
5.95
4.10

„

PANELS
BAKELITE— 3/16 inch

7x12
7x14

MISCELLANEOrS
Firth
23-Plate
Condenser
Firth Triple Sockets
Firth Double Sockets
Millard
Rheostats
Double
Phone
Cords
Fada
Type
Switch
Levers
Firth
Crystal
Detectors
Brach
Lightning
Arrester
Bulldog
Phone
Plugs

AUDIO

$7.00 Federal
7.00 Radio Corp.

7x15

Stock

1.45
7x18
1.85
7x24
RUBBER— Grade
$0.90
7x18
1.35
7x24

$1.95
2.50
2.95

A

$1.45
1.90

SPECIALS
Three
Coil
Mountings
Two
Coil
Mountings
Single
Coil
Mountings
180°
Variocoupler
Variometers
Vernier
Rheostats
1 1 -Plate
Condenser
43-Plate
Condenser
W.
D. II Sockets

$3.50
2.75
50
2.79
2.75
1.35
1.35
2.15
30

Full Line of AU Standard Sets and Accessories at Greatly Reduced Prices.
Write for Our Quotations
AU Mail Orders Shipped on same day as received.
Send Money Order including Postage

STUYVESANT

15 E. 14TH STREET,

NEW

YORK

RADIO

CITY

CORPORATION

Bet. 5th Ave. and Union Square

VZZ

THICK

/2«

PER SO. INCH

V\§"
Z/ZZ

THICK
THICK

34 C
K

PER SO. INCH
PER SQ. INCH

Vq " THICK l'/2« PER SQ. INCH
ZA&" THICK 2*
PEP SO. INCH

A SyntheticMULTIPOINT
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
(Patent Pending)
sensitive over its entire surface

Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in
Sealedfans.
Packages only. Join the ever increasing
Kusonite
Price, Postpaid, mounted
CfJi»
Sensitiveness
guaranteed
OvH»

RUSONITE

CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super

OK-

Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from us,
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
W Park Row. N. Y.

£>OC

VA "
3/e"

THICK 2/a«
THICK 4*

'/2 " THICK

PER SO. INCH
PER SO INCH

5 V4$ PER

SO INCH

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICEllST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAILORDERS
DEALERS

STAR
519

PRICES ON APPLICATION

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO
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By E. T. Flewelling
a
IS not a bad idea to branch out
little in our discussion about the
Flewelling Circuit. We might, for instance, consider why we have specified
50 and 75-turn coils for the set. While
these values were selected as giving the
best all around results, yet it will be
.found that with an antenna or ground
system of small capacity, for instance,
that we can very profitably use coils of
a larger size.
Coils of a Larger Size
It is suggested that when the set Js
first tried out, to use neither antenna
nor ground. Try at this time to use a 100turn tickler coil and a 65 or 75-turn tuning' coil. The 65-turn coil is easily made
by removing 10 turns from a 75-turn
coil. You will find such a coil of value
many times, even if not used in the Flewelling Super.
In order to use these larger coils successfully, it. is better
to cut
down
the

tenna or ground,

IT

size of the variable condenser from a 23plate to an 11-plate. This change too, will
be found of general value.
Use More Inductance, Iiess Capacity
The point that we are trying to bring
out is this:
It is of importance in any Radio receiver to use as much inductance and as
little capacity as possible. Much better
results are obtained in this way, but of
course it cannot be carried too far, and
the values that we speak of above have
been found "to be about the limit; that is,
a 65 or 75-turn tuning inductance, a 100turn tickler coil and an 11-plate variable
condenser. The values are given for the
ordinary honeycomb coil, so that if you
wind your own coils on larger diameter
tubing, you will have to use a smaller
number of turns on, say, a four-inch
form, in order to get about the same value
that you would obtain on the two-inch
honeycomb form. A Flewelling set, using
values as given should, without
any an-

REAL

RADIO
Special

YARIOCOUPUERS :
Raven
(Greensilk
Eastern greensilk

Queens

(180

1. 55
1-80

2.50

Moradio
(Cotton covered)
Moradio (Enameled)
Eastern
Long Wave coupler
Atwater-Kent

(150-3200

CONDENSERS:
Regal

Regal

43

pi.

.001

II pi. .00025

mfd.

mfd.

2.25
2.00
meters)
7.25
Special Pr.

Cap

2.65

Cap

Dubilier
condensers,
all types
and
including Variadons, in stock
American
Bell 43 pi. with Vernier
American
Bell 23 pi. with Vernier
Malone-Lemmon
23 pi. Vernier
Malone-Lemmon
43 pi. Vernier
Arrow 23 pi. Vernier

1-65

capacities
Special Price
5.50
4.50
6.00
7.00
4.25

RHEOSTATS :
Regal
(High quality 6 ohm)
Klosner
Vernier
Paragon Standard

85
75
1.05

Framingham
.'
70
Bradleystats
1 .85
Roberts (6 ohm standard)
70
General Radio (Any and all resistances) Special Pr.
Radio
Corp.
...-'.
Special Pr.
Fada
t
Special Pr.

POTENTIOMETERS :
Radio Corp. PR 536 (200 ohm)
General
Radio
(400 ohm)
Atwater-Kent
Framingham
(200 ohm)
Paragon
(200 ohm)
Amsco
(150 ohm)
Bradieyometer,
400 ohms

Special Pr.
Special Pr.
Special Pr.
1. 10
1.60
1. 10
3.00

SOCKETS:

Regal
(all nickeled)
Bell (Moulded Bak. Panel or Base Mounting)..
Rameco
(Fine
quality).....
Turney (All metal fine finish)
De
Forest
(Moulded)
Special
General
Radio
Special
Radio Corp.
(UR 542)
Special
Double
(Fada)
Special
Triple
(Fada)
;
Special
WD
II (Rameco)
WD
II (Bell Panel or Base Mtg.)

TRANSFORMERS

(Audio Ereq.) :

Betts & Betts (13 to I Ratio)
Amertrans
(Best transformer on
limited
supply)
Radio Corp.
U V 712

TRANSFORMERS

(Radio

market,

75
.90
40
25
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
40
90
5.50

7.00
Special Pr.

Ereq.):

Tricoil
(of Subway
Reception
fame)
Radio Lab. RT-I
(Limited supply)
Murad T-ll
(Old standard)
Radio Corp. UV
1714

Xiong' Distance Receiver
Flewelling is essentially a long distance receiver. On local stations that

The

are easy to bring in, it is not much superior to a good regenerative receiver, but
where the regenerative receiver weakens,
because of distance, you will find that the
Flewelling will be at its best. This does
not mean that an antenna is useless with
the set. Best results will always be secured by using a good antenna. An interesting point may
be of help
here.
The Flewelling will give excellent results when connected to the ground alone
or to the antenna alone. Why not, then,
connect the antenna and the ground together, and then by connecting them to
the set, secure the benefits of both? It
really does prove of value to do this, and
greatly increased results have been reported by those that are using such a
connection.
Energy Collector
No appreciable results are secured by
connecting an energy collector to the bottom or filament side of the turning inductance; so our connection is always to
the grid side of the inductance, as shown
in the sketch.
If you find that upon connecting your
set to the energy collector (antennae and
grounds are energy collectors) that the
little whistle stops and the set refuses
to work, then you may be sure that you
are using a tuning inductance with the
wrong number of turns. In such a case
simply change this coil until you find
the correct value. Then, in tuning, be
careful to turn your condenser dial
slowly, and carefully adjust the distance
between the two coils. Slow, careful adjustment will give much better returns
than a quick or rapid manipulation of the
control knobs.

FLEWELLING
ALL

PARTS

1.50
3.90
3.80
Special Pr.

& MECHANICAL
23 WARREN

reform
unusua
rathergenerative
hook-upl has
the ofadditional feature of using regeneration,
to a certain extent, not only in the plate
circuit of the first tube, but also in the
THIS

plate circuit of the second tube. Its amplification power is exceptionally good,
but it requires considerable practice before the skill of the Radiophan is sufficient to get the full benefit of its possibilities.
A variocoupler is used with a double
tap switch arrangement on the primary
circuit. A condenser can be placed i'i
series, shunt, or omitted, depending upon
the conditions under which the set will
operate. A variable grid leak is used in
order to obtain maximum results on the
grid potential. The grid condenser has a
capacity of .00025 mfd. A .002 mfd. blocking condenser is used
in the lower side of the secondary circuit.
If a 1%-volt tube is used, the dry cell
battery should be substituted in place of
the 6-volt battery indicated in the diagram. Sixty volts are used in the plate
circuits of both tubes. Because of the
high plate voltage, naturally a hard or
amplifier tube is necessary for both
stages.

ATTRACTIVE

tv

CABINETS:
(Mahogany)

7x18
7x24
HEAD

STREET,

7x10
7x12
7x14

4.50
7X18
5.25
7x24
TELEPHONES:

$1 .40
1.65
1.95

("B" only):

Small size
Medium
size
Large size. . >

90
1.14
1.55
1.98

MISCELLANEOUS :
Phonograph
Attachments
"Y" Shape
Radiophone
Adapter
(Rubber)
Solderette
(Soldering iron to attach to
standard
plug)
Single Cct Jacks

1.25
2.00

Double closed
.';Telephone
plugsCct Jacks
Telephone
plugs
(for two
phones)
Vernier
Dial
adjustments
Brach
Indoor Lightning Arrester
Argus Lightning Arrester
Bus
Bar
Wire
Spaghetti
(Any color)
Reinartz
Spider
Web
Coil
All De Forest DL Coils at
De Forest Triple Coil Mounting
Single
Coil
Mounting
Double
Coil Mounting
Triple Coil Mounting

35
65
70
40
1.25
1. 00
.015
.08
1.75
Pr.
Pr.
45
2.25
3.25

Erla radio frequency transformers are at the forefront
of radio progress, assuring
best results. Prices : Types
AB1, 2, 3, $4; Reflex, $5.

Erla bezels are finished in
bright nickel or dull black
enamel. Telescoping rim fits
anyJ^"toJ<"panel.
Made20c.
in
l"andl>£" sizes. Price,

1.50
25

Per ft.
Per Igt.
Special
Special

Erla fixed condensers offer
material improvement over
present standards, adhering
most closely to their rating.
Eleven sizes, 35c to $1 each

NEW

YORK

con-

Hear Atlanta
W«l

^**J'»»«»*

rams from Atlanta

We receive prog£a1
Cl«VC
£%*%
Minneapolis,
Davenport, FortWorth, Dallas, Kansas

City, St. Louis, Denver on Crystal without batteries.
Usual crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings andinstructions. Everything
clearly explained^ Satisfaction GUAEANTEED.

Leon Lambert, soi* South Volutsia, Wichita, Kan.

Will be shipped upon
east of the Mississippi

CORPORATION

The cost of this circuit is so modest as to make
it available to every American home. Also it is
so simple to construct and operate as to present
no difficulties for even the most inexperienced
individual.
Tuning is extremely sharp and selective, undesired
stations being eliminated almost at will. Remarkable as well is the purity and clarity of tone,
achieved through perfect modulation, plus the
effective damping of parasitic noises.
The heart of this and other guaranteed Erla
circuits is the Erla radio frequency transformer.
Overcoming the high capacitance of domestic
vacuum tubes in unique degree, and with lowest
inherent capacitance, it provides unequaled magnification without distortion.
Our bulletin No. 13, giving diagrams andinstructions
for building the Duo-Reflex circuit may be obtained
gratis from leading radio dealers. Or write us direct.
Electrical Research Laboratories
Dept, A 2515 Michigan Ave., Chicago

We also carry in stock at all times all parts
for Flewelling, Reinartz, Reflex and Hazeltine
Neutrodyne Circuits. Write for prices.
Also plans and instruction for oompletion and
successful operation of Armstrong Super- Regenerative Receiver. Parts for this also ready
for immediate shipment.

TRADING

grid

The entire family listens to broadcasting, with the
new Erla Duo-Reflex circuit, the most powerful
single -tube circuit ever built. Through a loud
speaker, ample tone volume is provided, except
for the most distant stations. And, for local
reception, a loop aerial is effectively employed.

2.50
3.35

Baldwin
(Single Units) Gen. Type "C"
6.00
Western
Electrics
(Type
509 W)
10.00
Frost
(2000 ohm)
5.00
Brandes
Superior
(2000
ohm)
6.20
Telephone connectors for Three pair phones...
.95
TUBES :
Meyers
Hi-Mu
(Last Jot)..
4.35
All Standard
Tubes
in stock at
Special Pr.
Murdon
V2 Volt Detec. and Amp
4.75
Volton 22'/2 V.
Volton 22'/2 V.
Volton 22'/2 V.
Volton 45 Volt

the

Erla Reflex Transformers
Make This Possible

$0.30
25
25
75
85
75
35
25

PANELS:
(Gen. Bak.)
for immediate assembly)
$3.60
3.85
4.15

BATTERIES

opportunity
reinforcing
trol in each of
tube.

DISCOUNTS

Kesco
3'/2-in. Moulded
Kesco
3-in. Moulded
Kesco
2-in. Moulded
American
Hard
Ruber 3-in
American
Hard
Rubber 4-in
Electrose 4-in.
Fada
Knob
Emaloid
3-in.
Unbreakable
Emaloid
2-in.
Unbreakable

7x10
7x12
7x14

23-plate variable condenser is connected in series between the plate circuit of' the tube and the grid circuit.
This controls the regenerative feed-back
and in this way reinforces the grid circuit with all the energy that can possibly be thrown into it. A similar plan
with a smaller condenser is followed in
the first audio frequency tube where the
plate circuit is connected to the grid circuit, again feeding back the plate energy
in its secondary or grid circuit.
This method of regeneration makes the
grid adjustments rather critical but at
the same time takes advantage of every

Operate a Loud Speaker
on One Tube

123 W. M ad iron J t.Chicaqo

(Knockdown

A

NECESSARY

!iimm:
DEALERS:

All merchandise guaranteed by both the mam facturcr and ourselves.
receipt of purchase price. Orders of not less than $5.00 sent prepaid
River — all others
must
include
postage.

RADIO

reception

BARGAINS

$2.25
2.50
Price

wound)
wound

degree)

reliable

DIALS:

VARIOMETERS:
Feri (Revolving
stator)
Raysol
(Kiln
dried
parts)
Atwater-Kent

give

over a distance of from 100 to 200 mile's
at night. It is possible to carry the set
around in your hand and comfortably
listen to nearby local stations.

Erla sockets stand alone in
quality of workmanship and
beauty of finish. All parts
triply nickeled.
Polished
Radion
base. Price each,
$1.

CITY

■naiiiniV

RADIO
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How to Construct Good Loud Speaker at Home
A Design Embracing Moving Coil and Mica Diaphragm
Thomas

W. livtison

TY of Radio enterFOrn.ATU
THE
tainments has in a sense created ■*
d
leman
for loud talking: receivers to
the end that a number of persons may be
entertained
Without
the
necessity
of

magnetic field. The ooii being rigidly attached to a mica diaphragm, Imparts the
motion to the diaphragm and thus to th<
sound.
column of air in the horn, thus producing

eacli one wearing; a headset. The use of
the so-called loud speaker also permits
of dancing and exercising-, pastimes practically impossible when headsets are used.
There are numerous methods for making
a gramaphone serve as a loud speaker byconnecting the headset to the tone arm,
but these are at best but makeshifts and
render impossible the use of the phonograph as a source of music.
On the other hand, the idea of constructing- a loud talker apparently presents many difficulties that seem to discourage the otherwise clever constructor
or experimenter. There is but little available data on the subject. Even books purporting to give full details are too indefinite for the average man. However, with
a little experimenting and not a little
search of the technical press, the loud
speaker pictured herewith was built and
works very satisfactorily.
-S6
The appended data and dimensions are

Housing for Mechanism
The housing for the mechanism is made
from standard 2% -inch wrought iron pipe
5% inches long. The ends of the pipe
should he squared up in a lathe if possible.
A disk of soft iron % inch thick has a
16
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given not in the sense that they represent
the ideal design for this type of apparatus
but simply as the details of a device that
works, is easily constructed with limited
facilities and is inexpensive.
Action of Loud Speakers
The various details of the construction
are given in the illustrations and are
complete enough to serve as working
drawings. The loud speaker is of the
electro-dynamic type that employs a coil
suspended in a dense magnetic field as
in the best types of loud talkers. The
suspended coil is connected to the output
circuits of the vacuum tubes and any
variation in current strength resulting
from an incoming signal will result in the
coil moving
back
and forth
across
the
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SUPPLY
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Cleveland,

Ohio

the

OUtSlde

hold
ring

the diaphragm rigidly
is made so that when
it will

touch

Of

the

pipe.

To

a narrow split
it rests on the

the

front

of

the

transmitter. Details of (his arrangement
will be made clear by the illustrations.
Base Plate and Assembly
A base plate is necessary for the speaker. In this case one having a base %
inch thick and 5 inches in diameter was
used. Holes are drilled through this plate
to pass the leads from the field winding
and a center hole countersunk to pass the
long flathead screw holding the device
together. It will be noted that a %-inch
square block is placed between the coil
and the bottom or base plate. This block
is long enough to reach across the pipe
and machine screws pass through the side
of the pipe into the ends of this block.
It will then be clear that when the coil
is inserted in the pipe, the block slipped
into place and fastened with the screws
into the ends of the block, the unit can be
assembled with the long screw up through
the base into a solid unit. A hole % inch
in diameter is drilled in the side of the
pipe above the pole pieces to pass the
leads to the small moving coil. This hole
should be bushed with a short length of
soft rubber tubing glued into place.
Moving Coil Construction
The moving coil will be next to receive
attention.
Details of its construction are

'

'*\

f'

N

The three
and

the

:mi

-.nip:

cuds

I a

as

possible

sweat

are then benl

bent

L'-.",(i

to

so

thai

hexagon

together

they

brass

the

will

nut

to

til

which

they are soldered. This is a rather delicate job and care should be taken to do it
right. The top of the nut should be close
to 1 inch from the bottom of the form,
filing the nut if necessary and being careful not to get solder into the threads of the
nut. The threads may be filled with clay
while soldering to protect them.
A thin strip of waxed
paper
is then
glued around the form
and the winding
started.
Leaving a long end of the wire
(Continued on page 16)
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hole Ti inch in diameter drilled in its
center and is turned down to fit into the
pipe. A recess is cut in one side to make
the pole pieces % inch thick. This disk
is slid into the pipe and fastened with
its top face 1 inch from one end of the
pipe as shown. Field Magnet
The field magnet for the speaker is
wound on a soft iron core 11/16 inch in
diameter and 4% inches long. Heads cut
from fiber are mounted on the core leaving one end of the core project % inch.
After insulating the core with two or
three layers of fish paper or heavy waxed
paper the winding is put on. This consists of nearly two pounds of Number 20
D. C. C. magnet wire. Eighteen layers of
wire are wound on with twenty turns to
the layer. This completes the field winding which should then be laid aside, and
the housing for the speaker finished.
Mounting for the Diaphragm
As a mounting for the diaphragm an
old telephone transmitter was used. It is
usually possible to pick up one such from
the repair department of the local telephone company. The inner ring supporting the transmitter diaphragm is turned
down a little and the inside of the pipe
is turned out so that the ring will fit inside the pipe as shown in the illustration.
The outside
of the pipe is then turned

BUYERS OF RADIO MERCHANDISE CAN SEE THE EXHIBITS
OF NEARLY A HUNDRED LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF
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MERCHANDISE
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HEAD
SETS
Potter Precision Phones — 2200 Ohms
Nathaniel Baldwin Phones — Type C
Baldwin Single Phones — Type C . . .
N. & K. Phones. 6000 Ohms, made
in Germany.
The best made. . . .
TRANSFORMERS
Thordarson former
Audio Frequency TransW.

DICTAGRAPH
OHMS;
NONE

PHONES,
BETTER

MADE.

$8.00.. '.

5.50
10.25

16.00

7.50

Firco Jacks,
Firco Jacks,

DIAL AND

CABLETS
Cabinet — hinged top 7x10
Cabinet — hinged top 7x18
Cabinet — hinged top 7x21
PANELS
Hard 7x10
Rubber Panels,
unbreakable,
Rubljer Panels,
7x18
Hard
Rubber Panels,
7x21

PERFECTION
PERFECTION

V.

STORES

ALSO

4.0(1
1.10
1.35
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1.50
4.00

.75
.40
1.00
$0.55

.70
1.50
1.25

.60
1.23
.30
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.75
l.OO
1.25
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.30
.50
.35
.50

5.00
5.00
6.00

2.5G
2.50
3.50
.40

VARIOCOUPLER

Franco
Fisher
Fisher
Pathe

— Silk Wound FibreMahogany
Tubing
Mahogany Variocouplers. . . .
180° Variocoupler
Moulded
Silk Wound

best made
Eagle
Moulded

Red

Bakelite — the

1.00
7. no
5.50
5. CO
i' 00
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

2.50
2.50

Franco
180° Variocoupler Bakelite
Silk Wound
8.50
HONEYCOMB
COIL
MOUNTINGS
.55
Triple Mountings with leads — screw
adjustment
Double
Mountings with leads — screw
adjustment
3.50
5.00
Single Mountings
BATTERIES
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery, 6 V.
40 Amperes llouis. Type 3 LXL5
EXIDE "A" Storage Batters-. 6 V. 17.83
80 Amperes Hours,
Type 3 LXL9
23.10
EXIDE "A" Storage Batten.-. 6 V.
120 Amp. Hours. Type 4 l.XL-13
Bright. Star "B" Battery. 22% V.
31.50
Bright Star "B" Battery
Bright
star "B"
Battery5 Positive
22%
Volts.
Variable,
1.75
terminals
Bus
Bar Wire
(2 ft. lengths)
5.00

2.30
1.60

7.50
12.00
9.00

CONDENSERS

30
75
1.00

POST

RADIO CORPORATION,
ST.

11

$1.20

Fisher Mahogany — 150 to 500 meters
Franco Mahogany
Pathe Moulded
Raven Red Moulded Bakelite Variometers— Silk Wound
Columbia
Black
Moulded
Bakelite
Variometers — Silk Wound
Eagle
Bakelite — the
best Red
made Moulded

2.95
3.45
2.35

CORTLAND

1.15
1.75

1.00
1.00
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unbreakable,

AT

T.

Price
Our.40

Single
Sockets — Brass
Tubing
W. D. 11 Socket— extra fine quality

7.70

PAYS PARCEL

KNOB

3 inch Composition Dial and Knob
3%
inch
Unbreakable
Dial
and
Knob— H inch hole
4 inch Composition Dial and Knob
—'A inch Hole
Knob — Extra
fine quality

4.75
3.85

12 Audio Frequency Transformer
5.00
transformer — Type
A-2S....
5.00
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
3 Plate Vernier Condenser, moulded
ends
11 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.00025
1.50
23 Plato Condenser, moulded
ends,
.0005
2.50
43 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends,
3.00
.001
Franco 23 Plate Variable Condenser
with
Vernier
4.00
Franco 43 Plate Variable Condenser
6.60
with Vernier

Price
1.50
1.00
1.50

$5.95

JACKS

Open Circuit
Closed Circuit

Flat Plugs
PLUGS
Round Plugs — Bulldog Grip
4 Way Plug

4.50

D.

$28.75
List
RHEOSTATS

Porcelain Eheostat — DeForest Type,
6 Ohms,
1%
Amperes
Moulded Rheostats
Klesner Vernier Rheostats
Framingham Vernier Rheostat
Amsco
Potentiometers — 360
Ohms
Resistance

7.50 6.00
45.00
29.75
9.00
12.00
6.00
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Our

Price
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one-tub& set — ■ Price
Armstrong circuit
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SPEAKERS
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Speaker
22.50
18.50
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given in the illustration. Prom .010 inch
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brilliancy by turning the rheostat to the
right, the antenna circuit is tuned by
means of the coupler primary L-l and the
antenna condenser C-l. The potentiometer
P is then adjusted until all noises have
disappeared. Finally the tuning condenser
C-2 and the coupler secondary L-2 are adjusted until the desired signals or music
are heard in the phones. In the meantime, of course, it will constantly be necessary to make slight readjustments of
some of the various controls in order to
bring in the signals with maximum clearPrinciples of the Keflex Circuit
The underlying principles upon which
this reflex circuit operates are these.
After the tuning circuit is in resonance
with the incoming oscillations, the Radio
frequency potential variations set up
across the condenser C-2 are impressed
grid and filament of the ampliupon the
fier tube T. In order that the secondary
of the transformer AT, which is also in
this circuit, cannot choke these high frequency pulsations, it is shunted by the
by-pass condenser C-3.
In the tube the oscillations are amplified
and relayed to the output circuit in which
are the primary of the Radio frequency
transformer RT and the head phones PH.
But since the windings of the phones have
a high inductance and would thus choke
the high frequency pulsations, they must
also be shunted by a by-pass condenser so
as to provide an easy path. In the secondary circuit of the Radio frequency
transformer the induced oscillations are
rectified by the crystal detector, and
finally sent into the primary of the audio
frequency transformer AT. This also is
shunted by a fixed condenser which serves
as a low resistance by-pass.
Through Amplifier Tube Second. Time
In the transformer AT the oscillations
are stepped up to a higher pressure and
again sent through the closed oscillation
circuit and into the amplifier tube for a
second time. But this time they enter the
tube at an audio frequency. In the tube
they are again amplified and relayed to
the output circuit. The transformer primary RT, however, offers no opposition to
these audio frequency oscillations, and
hence they are free to flow and operate the
telephone receivers. None will this time
pass through the condenser C-4, because
the phones form a path of lower impedance than does the condenser, and an
electric current we know will always take
the past of least resistance.
It is evident that in several parts of the
circuit bgth Radio frequency and audio
frequency oscillations flow at the same
time, but these two groups are entirely independent and hence will in no way interfere with each other.
The potentiometer P is a very important factor, but by means of it the necessary stabilizing potential is impressed on
the" grid,
and the tube is thus prevented
from
oscillating.
Operation of Keflex Circuit
The successful operation of a reflex circuit depends to a great extent upon, the arrangement of the various parts. The
transformers and other apparatus should
be so arranged that all connecting leads
will be as short as possible, and so that
all inductive interference will be minimized. It is advisable to use parts only
of the best material and workmanship, for
inferior apparatus may cause endless
trouble and bother.
In the two-tube reflex circuit one tube
is used as an amplifier and the second tube
as a detector. The principles of operation
are very similar to the single tube circuit, except that Instead of a crystal detector a tube detector is used. The amplifier tube should be of the 201 or hard type,
while the detector should be a 200 or soft
tube.
Two-Tube Keflex Circuit
The circuit arrangement of such a twotube reflex circuit is illustrated in Figure
56. As in the previous case, the receiver is
tuned to the frequency of the incoming
ifwaves by means of the series condenser
C-l and the coupler primary L-l. The
circuit is then thrown into resonance by
adjusting the'5 tuning condenser C-2 and
the coupler secondary L-2. In order to
provide a low impedance path for the
Radio frequency oscillations in the gridfilament circuit, the secondary of the
transformer AT is shunted by a fixed condenser. The value of this condenser will
depend to a great extent upon the transformer used, and the correct value needed
can be determined best by experiment.
From the output circuit of the amplifier
tube the oscillations enter the input circuit of the detector tube through the Radio
frequency transformer RT. The phones
which are in series with the primary of
this transformer are again shunted by a
by-pass condenser in order to reduce the
high frequency impedance. From the output circuit of the detector tube, the audio
frequency oscillations are again fed back
into the amplifier tube through audio frequency transformer AT. The amplifier
tube thus at the same time acts as an amplifier both for the Radio frequency and
audio frequency oscillations. But, as was
stated before, these two groups act entirely independent and do not interfere
with each other.
A very important adjustment, it must
be remembered,
is the potentiometer
P

which controls the stabilizing potential on
the grid of the amplifier tube.
A Three-Tube Keflex Circuit
A very desirable three-tube reflex circuit is illustrated in Figure 57. Here we
have employed two amplifier tubes and a
detector tube. The entire circuit is thus
equivalent to a five-tube set. The incoming oscillations, after being received
through the tuner, are passed through the
first two tubes and here undergo amplification at a Radio frequency. They then enter
the detector tube where they are rectified
and reduced to an au"dio frequency. Finally these audio frequency pulsations are
again sent through the two amplifier tubes
and again undergo amplification, but this
time at an audio frequency. The three
tubes thus perform the same functions as
are ordinarily accomplished by means of
five tubes. It is due to this economy in
the number of tubes required that has
rapidly brought the reflex circuit into such
great favor. The details of operation of
the circuit illustrated in Figure 57 are
very similar to those given for the previous circuits and hence need not be reviewed again at this time.
It will be noticed that between the first
and second amplifier tubes the Radio and
audio-frequency transformers are connected in series. This is permissible and
the operation is satisfactory for the following reason. The inductance of the
primary and secondary of the Radio frequency transformer is sufficiently low so
as not to offer any serious opposition to
the passage of the audio frequency pulsations coming from the plate circuit of the
detector tube. Similarly the distributed
capacity existing between the windings of
the secondary of the audio frequency
transformer is sufficient to permit the passage of the Radio frequency pulsations
without any serious opposition. Across
the primary of the audio frequency transformer, however, it is necessary to shunt
a by-pass condenser in order to provide a
path of low impedance for the high frequency pulsations. Likewise the phones
must be shunted by a similar condenser.
A capacity of .002 mfd. will generally be
found quite suitable for these by-pass
condensers, but since different makes of
transformers have somewhat different
characteristics, condensers of different capacities should be tried out until the best
results are secured. As with the previous
circuits, the potentiometer should be remembered as a very important element in
the tuning
process.
Another
Two-Tube
Keflex
The three-tube reflex circuit just described can readily be converted into a
two-tube circuit which is equivalent to an
ordinary five-tube circuit by replacing the
detector tube with a crystal detector. It
is true that with a crystal detector, although a better quality of rectification is
secured, considerable signal strength is
lost, and it is for this reason that it is
more advisable to employ a tube instead
of a crystal where tone volume is sought.
It is never advisable to employ more
than two stages of audio-frequency amplification with a reflex circuit, for otherwise
the resulting distortion will be too great,
and the quality of the tones received will
be very inferior.
In general, however, a reflex circuit, if
properly arranged and constructed of good
quality apparatus, will give surprisingly
good results and is well worth being tried
out by the person in search of a new circuit to experiment with.
Chapter Seventeen
Chapter seventeen, which will appear
next week and will be the last article of
the A-B-C's of Radio, will be devoted to
the subject of Radio storage batteries —
their operation, construction, selection,
and care.
With a variocoupler,
and a couple of variable
any kind of hook-up can
with when the set is not
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shell and the fine wires leading from the
movable coil are soldered to them.
Then the diaphragm can be dropped into
place. The split ring is placed on top of
for a lead, 360 turns of Number 40 en- the diaphragm and last, the cover is put
ameled wire are wound on the form in on. The cover is held firmly in place,
as even layers as possible, fastening the holes are drilled through the outer edge
wire in place with liquid collodion. A as shown, and 6-32 screws are tapped into
coating of this substance should be ap- place. This holds the cover in place.
plied to the entire coil, after it is wound,
Terminals are arranged on the base to
to hold the wires firmly in place. The connect to the field coil of the talker and
leads are run halfway up two legs of the
to the primary of the transformer.
spider and tied with fine silk thread fasWaking the Horn
tening finally with a few drops of collodion. Winding on a nail the leads can then
The horn can be purchased or made
be coiled into a small, close spiral.
from thin wood as in the one described.
Making" the Diaphragm
Dimensions are given for the horn, although they may be changed to suit the
The diaphragm is cut from a clear sheet
of mica .004 inch thick and a small hole is constructor's taste. A brass transmitter
mouthpiece
is cut off and inserted into the
punched in the exact center. The coil is
then attached to the diaphragm by a short throat of the horn, fastening it with machine
screws.
This mouthpiece screws
2-56 brass machine screw. Before asinto the transmitter face and holds the
sembling the speaker it is well to con- horn securely.
struct the trasnformer and wire it into
It is important that the moving coil
Reason for Transformer
should not touch the pole pieces. This can
place.
be
detected by pressing lightly on the
A transformer is necessary with this
device for the following reason. It is well diaphragm with the finger. The friction
known that the resistance of the output between the coil and pole pieces, if present, can be easily felt. If the device is
circuit of a vacuum tube should approach
that of the plate to filament resistance of assembled carefully, being sure that the
the tube itself. This implies the use of center pole pieec is in the center of the
a 2000 or 3000-ohm headset. In our case hole and that the coil is directly below
were we to connect the movable coil to the center of the diaphragm, no trouble
the plate circuit of the tube it would have will be encountered.
to be of that resistance, which, to say the
Battery Connections
least, would mean a bulky coil.
The field coil is connected to a 6-volt
The disadvantage of a large movable storage battery and will draw about 1
coil lies in the increased interia of the cell ampere. No resistance is necessary in the
and diaphragm from the additional weight circuit. The primary winding of the
and that the air gap would be longer, re- transformer is connected into the circuit
quiring alarger field coil and heavier cur- in place of the phones by means of a plug
rents to force the same number of mag- or other switching arrangement.
netic lines of force across the gap. ThereThis device will be found to function
fore a transformer is used having a pri- entirely satisfactorily when properly constructed and is well worth the trouble and
mary with a high resistance to be connected into the tube circuit and a low re- expense of construction. The music is
sistance secondary to match the low re- clear and free from metallic sounds and
sistance of the movable coil which in this
with two stages of audio frequency amplicase is fifty ohms.
fication quite loud. It would appear that
slightly louder signals might be obtained
Constructing- the Transformer
In constructing this transformer use if the resistance of the transformer primary was wound to 2000 ohms, but since
was made of an old telephone coil of the
dimensions shown in the illustration. A the device is working up to expectations
coil of this size can be readily made if an the change has never been made.
old telephone coil is not available. The
windings are all taken from the coil. For
An amateur should not expect too much
the secondary winding there will be re- from a cheap, ready-made set.
quired 225 feet of Number 38 S. C. C
magnet wire wound into smooth layers
and with leads brought out at one end of
the coil.
"Wrap two or three layers of paraffined
paper over the secondary and wind on the
primary. For this winding an old 1000ohm ringer was obtained and wire wound
onto the transformer to form the primary
winding. These ringers can be bought
very cheaply and serve the purpose nicely.
The wonderful
Leads from the primary are likewise
SHELTONE
LOUD
brought out to terminals on the coil.
SPEAKER
with
every original
Mounting' the loud Speaker
The speaker proper and the transformer
NATH.
8 V High — Beautiful Eubberi^iPinish
are mounted on an oval wood base 6
inches wide and 8 inches long. Two wires
run direct from the secondary of the
Type C Headset Complete
transformer up the side of the talker and
I PERSONALLY test every pair of phones
to GIVE
YOU
a headset that has no
through the bushed hole in the talker
5qual.
USE
HEADSET
IN
shell. These should be fairly heavy wires,
REGULARYOU WAYCAN ALSO.
say Number 20, enclosed in soft rubber
My price on these special selected iJIO AA
tubing clipped to the side of the talker
shell with a strap held under the screws
Cash with Order or C. O. D.
fastening the outer pole piece in place.
<P1'«UU
postpaid
Phones is,
WALTER
SCOTT,
10 St. Lukes Place, MontcUir,
N. J
The ends of the wires are bared inside the
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Practical, Easily Made Single Tube Reflex Set
Part I — Circuit and Panel Layout
By II . J. Marx
much Is being published
ALTHOUGH
about roll ex circuits, it Is quite evident that most of the things paid
are but a rewrite ot" previous mi
Multi-stat-e reflex circuits are rather dlfficult to balance, and considerable i
mental work must be carried through before such can be put on a sound, practical
for amateur use. The greatest percentage of Radiophans have but little patience to experiment with a complicated
circuit in order to develop its working- efficiency. For this reason the fan is advised
to start low with reflex circuits and after
working for a time, more thought can be
placed
towards building multi-tube
sets.
)rtunately, atter a short period or
Radio reception the new fan begins to
dream about one of the nine-tube outfits
with an elaborate switchboard control, all
the developments of circuits incorporated,
and a world-wide receiving ranee,
sibly the only check rein on his | lans is
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LIST OF PARTS
Cabinet
Panel 7xSx:3 Inches
Var occupier
Inductance Switches
Vernier Variable Condenser
(.0005 Mfd.)
Tube Socket
Amplifier Tube
Rheostat
Crystal Detector
R. F. Transformer (Reflex Type)
A. F. Transformer
Fixed Condensers (.002 Mfd.)
Open Circuit Jack
Binding Posts
Ft. Tinned Wire
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the immediate cost, and thB least thought
oi is the circuit to be used. These are
the fans who are always writing for more
circuit. The more apparatus required the
greater will be their delight.
For the sake of the fellow who would
like to do a little distance work with a
simple circuit, without incurring unnecessary expense in purchasing apparatus the
following single tube reflex panel is receded.
The Single Tube Reflex Circuit
The hook-up- diagram is shown in Figure
1. A variocoupler is used for the tuning
unit.
The
primary
circuit is tuned
by
means
of a double set of taps for both
rough and fine adjustment.
The secondary
is tuned by means of a variable condenser
Td across the rotor.
Six volts are
■ed for the A battery inasmuch
as
)lt tubes are not always efficient in
reflex circuits.
The plate voltage should
be about
ninety,
but if 201-A, VT-2
or
21C-A tubes are used, the voltage can be

32
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Figure 2
action
of the phone
impedance
on the
If a UV-201, VT-2 or 216-A tube is used,
Radio frequency oscillations.
the usual form of 6-ohm rheostat is reApparatus
Required
quired, but with 201-A tubes it is necesAs was said, the variocoupler used in
sary to use a 25-ohm rheostat for proper
of the filament current.
the original set has two sets of taps for control
".
2
both rough and fine adjustment.
Rather
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Figure 1
increased considerably.
In this way the than put the usual form of contact points
volume is improved.
and lever switches on the panel, the form
The primary of the audio frequency of inductance switches with the contact
transformer is shunted with a .002 mfd. points assembled on the unit in the rear
fixed condenser which acts as a Radio fre- of the panel, were used.
The variable condenser should be of the
quency by-pass. Likewise the phones and
the B battery are by-passed with a fixed vernier type for selectivity in tuning. No
condenser in order to avoid the choking potentiometer is required in this circuit.
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Bakelite Panel.. V-'2 per sq. inch
Every Item Guaranteed Perfect
and Original

WILLIAMSBURG RADIO
SUPPLY CO., INC.
801 Flushing Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stagg 1707

RECOMMENDS
Triple
OWNMountings
CRCoil

as
being especially adaptod for bis
circuit.
Used also by many
manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
A Few of Its Many Features
1. Special Locking Device to keep the
coil in place. Uius preventing It from
being thrown out of adjustment.

2. Special Adjustable Bea.-inq feature.
3.outside.
Specially constructed Cal brated
as
Dial,
showing the stations tuned. C;v
be mounted Inside of cabinet as well

4. Positive
blocks.

Connections

on

rear
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5- Complete with Flexible Leads.
Licensed under De Forest Patents
be sure of the best results, you must equip your
T°
y%
^V
IMI
rftfc
ICT*
¥Llul
U* JT
§B§1 set with Crown Coil Mountings.
Manufactured
under
correct, mechanare scientifically
ideal conditions,
XPTJII^T?
tx.lV^.JCj Oil*
t' *^B •m\^^3\m
^^ ically
perfect and theyruggedly
constructed.
At your dealers — otherwise postpaid on receipt of purchase price
WRITE FOR FREE CIRCULAR AND CATALOGUE

Order
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The panel required can be either formica,
hard rubber, or any other good panel
stock. The dimensions are 7 by 8 by %
inches.
The cabinet should be constructed
to suit oneself.
The one described for the
Flewelling set will also serve here.
Panel Layout
The layout of the panel for the mounting of the apparatus is given in Figure 2.
Part two of the article will show a view
of the rear of the set with the apparatus
in position.
The two 5/32-inch holes in the left upper
side are for the antenna and ground binding posts. The two in the right upper
side are for the phones or loud speaker if
it is desired rather than plugging in on
the jack. The four holes along the lower
edge are for the battery connections.
Reading from left to right these should
be A — , A+, B — , and B-k No holes are
indicated for fastening the panel to the
set, as these will depend on the cabinet
construction employed by the builder.
The two 5/16-inch holes, one in each of
the lower corners, are for mounting the
inductance switches on the panel. The
two 5/32-inch holes between the latter two
are for the crystal detector mounting.
The variable condenser is mounted in
the upper left corner and the rheostat in
upper right corner. The large 7/16■9,the
inch hole is for the jack. The variocoupler
is mounted in the center of the panel.
Variations in the make and type of apparatus used may necessitate alterations
in- the mounting holes. The shaft locations in most cases can be kept as indicated. In the set the main purpose in
mind was simplicity, compactness and rea-i
sonable cost of construction.
The second article, describing the completion of the single tube reflex set, will
appear next issue.

Crotott aaatrio jflTg. Corp.NEW
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R A DIO
to congratulate your publication to which
I am a subscriber. In my humble opinion
it is really the best of them all. I am not
saying this because I am writing to you
it. — Oscar C. Miller.
but I really mean

The Reader's View
Use
of Telephone
Batteries
V H. of Geneseo, 111., in question and
answer No. 2209 of March 17th, Radio
Digest, in criticising your statement in regard to plate voltage said: "Do not use
ignition or telephone batteries for the
construction of B batteries on account of
Amperage."
Highdoes
theHow
he get that way?
I can't see it, as my idea of it is that
the resistance of the circuit will take care
of the current flow. He wouldn't need to
worry about that "High Amperage" if he
will just keep his eye on his voltage.
"Would suggest Mr. V. H. that you study
ohms
law.
Am I right, answer man? — John Davison, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Reinartz

Having built a Reinartz receiver complete as described in. one of the November numbers of Radio Digest, I thought
you might be interested in learning of my
success. I am using only the detector
unit, but expect to build the amplifier
soon. I certainly like the set, and I think
its performance is exceptional.
With my detector set, during a period of
four weeks, I have received one hundred
and fifty-five stations in the United States
and Canada, and PWX
at Havana, Cuba.
Of these, at least twenty-five are over
City.
one thousand miles distant from Rapid

I have an aerial thirty feet high, 90 feet
long with a thirty-five foot lead-in, and a
Silent
Night
thirty-five foot ground to a water pipe.
In response to your inquiry as to how I I am using a Radiotron tube and 22 y2
like the "Silent Night" I will say that I volts on the plate. I am not using a phone
am very greatly enthused with it and if condenser, but with Ft. Worth, Kansas
I were inclined to be selfish, would wish
City, Chicago, Davenport and Denver, I
can hear and understand words plainly
for a number of "Silent Nights" every
week; not that our Chicago programs are ten feet away from the phones. This is
with the detector. With St. Louis I can
not just as good as the out of town prohear music plainly twenty feet away from
grams, but I have a number of far range
sets and naturally like to try them out.
the phones, and can hear the beat of it at
However, I consider the rights and desires
the other end of the house. The music
often
comes in so loud that it is painful
thankam
and
sets
crystal
of
users
of the
to keep the phones on the ears.
ful for the one "Silent Night"
a week.
I wish that some of our local broadWithout a ground I have received Schecasting stations were as considerate of
nectady, N. Y., and with ground but withthe people of Chicago as they are of the
out aerial have received Davenport, 700
residents of distant parts. They are anxmiles away. With neither aerial nor
ious to be heard at a great distance and to ground I have received the Night Hawks
get messages and telegrams from far away
at Kansas City. Using a davenport spring
for aerial, I have received Los Angeles,
stations, but they make it almost impossible for Chicago fans to get any but the Portland, Ore., and Atlanta.
most efficient and powerful distant staI considered my results so remarkable
tions by their almost incessant broadcastthat I thought I would write Radio Digest
ing at night. I suppose that the gentleabout
it, and let you know what results
men of the Chicago Board of Trade have
can be achieved with a Reinartz, detector.
too much "pull" to have anybody make
I certainly am more than pleased with
any effective criticism of the broad wave
my set. Incidentally, I wound my coil
on which they are apparently transmitmyself.
ting, but they ought to be good enough
I would be extremely interested in knowsportsmen not to want to take up the
ing the results others are getting with
whole ether and leave something for someReinartz
sets, especially those using only
body else.
detector. — Harold
C. Nystrom.
I am curious if there is any "under the
surface" reason, for restriction of broadcasting by the various stations to 360 and
400 meters. It seems to me that with the
hundreds of wave lengths available, more
than two wave lengths could be given over
Just
What
You
Have
Been
Looking
For
for the enjoyment of probably not less
than two million owners of receiving sets
A VARIABLE RESISTANCE
THAT
in this country.
MOUNTS ON PANEL

HERE

IT IS

As to my suggestion for a "Silent Hour"
each day instead of an entire "Silent
Night," I can see that it might be a difficult innovation to inaugurate all over the
country but I notice Alderman Tolman, to
whom I also wrote, has broached the matter to the fans, and I really think that
even if restricted to Chicago, it would
possess obvious advantages over the
ent Night." However, rather than
plicate the issue, I am willing to
low" on the subject.
In concluding
this
long letter,
I
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Armstrong" Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price,
75c.
Elements of Radiotelegraphs-. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Lefas Radio Handbook. A loose-leaf
handbook. This book never grows old or
out of date. All of the latest apparatus
and hook-ups are added as time goes on.
Anything that grows old is taken out and
new
leaves substituted.
Price, $3.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio
thoroughly
explained
in

Radio Simplified. By Kendall and Koehler. New developments of Radio described
$2.00.
in
non-technical terms. The latest and
most efficient hook-ups. Tells about vacuum tune, loose couplers, variocouplers,
variometers and everything necessary for
those who aim to get the best results in
building or operating a Radio outfit. Price,
The hook department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
$1.00.
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. let us know
what hook you want, send us your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in. payment for
•jooks not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison. St., Chicago, 111.
A study of the broadcasting situation
reveals eighty-three Radio stations in the
United States broadcasting religious
services. These cover a territory that
represents 65.2 per cent of the area of the
United States.

We Will .Mail You One

VERNIER VAR.
CONDENSERS
COMPLETE

WITH KNOB AND 3 IN.
RUBBER DIAL

$5.00 Value 11 plate with 3 plate Vernier
5.50 Value 19 plate with 3 plate Vernier
6.50 Value 41 plate with 3 plate Vernier
Plain —
•
I Plain —
3 Plate
$0.75
23 Plate
11 Plate
98 I 43 Plate
2Y2 Amp. Battery Charger with Tungar Bulb,
$15.00
value
BALDWIN
(MICA DIAPHRAGM)
HEADSETS
Include 5c per item for parcel post.

$2.00
2.15
2.50

945

ILL.

$1.25
1.50
9.95
7.95

CHI-CITY-RADIO CO.
CRESCENT

PLACE,

CHICAGO,

COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US
3 0 CENTS

IF

NOT Return it at Our Expense

Zo bel- Stein laboratories

REINARTZ
EVERY
Patents

Pending

PRICE $1.50
Beal Radio fans, in the building of their Gets, will
more than appreciate this device, which gives them
a variable resistance whick is adaptable for use in
all Radio hook-ups— in the grid circuit— as amplifier
coupling resistance for both radio and audio frequency— "B" battery resistances — antenna shuntstuned loop circuits — resistance couplers for both
radio and audio frequency, and many other places
in the
radio hook-up that the amateurs' ingenuity
will
suggest.
Our complete Parts Bulletin on request.
DISTRIBUTORS— Some
territory open for live,
responsible concerns.

PREMIER

ELECTRIC

322 9™ ST. BR00KLYN.N.Y.SuUTHa650
4-21-23

MURDON 1 Yz VOLT TUBES. These tubes are sold on an absolute "Money Back" basis. They use from 18 to 45 Volts on the
plate and consume '/^ ampere current per hour.

MODEL HOMCHARGER
SOLDERALL

Write for attractive discounts to

AND

PART

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket, 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
condenser, 1 13-plate ,00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 16
switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and nuts, 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak, 1 .002 MFD phone condenser, 23 feet bus bar wire,
1 high-grade Radion panel and diagram and complete
instructions

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

$10.00

EVERY
PART
COMPLETE
2 honeycomb colls, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 tube socket, 8 binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire. 1 high-grade <J» <f ■• £\£\
RADION panel, 1 3" dial and the Radio Digest Booklet on Opera- N I I Mil
tion and Construction
of Circuit.
*T * * • W

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est. 1905
3802-3810 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin Fones
(These are not the Master Baldwin manufactured in Chicago)

159 N. STATE STREET

The

"The Best for Less"

In addition to our other lines we have taken over the distribution ofthe following:

WERNES

By

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway, New York City

DEALERS!

DE LUXE

Beginners.

Answers the unican I receive Ra-

The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is a complete
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully
illustrated.
Price,
$1.50.

wish

A real EADIO SET— Listen in on
Concerts. Lectures. Singing, etc. Can
IULLIVI,
I \> to 100 miles
receive
75
and more.
your name and address and we
will tell you HOW you can get a
VACUUM TUBE RADIO SET
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
Don't delay. Write today
tor FREE KADIO PLAN.

Oa

for

language
and will
understandable
illustrations. This book
teach you how
to
and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest and Adrian
Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio
reception. Beginning with the elementary
principles of electricity it carries the
reader on into the the essentials of Radio
telephony. The most successful methods
of Radio reception are explained and special reference given to practical tuning.
230 pages, with 130 illustrations. Price,

construct
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Receivers

Snodgrass and Camp.
versal question, "How
dio?" Price, $1-00.

"Silcom"sing

The Set you always Wanted, FREE

simple

Book Reviews
Radio

Receiver

April 21, 1923

D IG E S T

PATCH
CHICAGO

TWO

STAGE

AUDIO

FREQUENCY

EVERY

PART

AMPLIFIER

COMPLETE

istuis, a v. x.
1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Frequency Transformers (5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats, 2 V. T.
Sockets,
Variable
Leak, circuits
Necessary
Bar Wire. 7 Binding
Can bePosts,
used 1with
eitherResistance
of the above
or Bus
any "
other receiver.

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

13 Plate
23 Plate

43 Plate

Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
VERNIER;
VERNIER;

VERNIER:

value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,

value,

$1.75
$2.50
$3.50
$4.!

1.50.
$5.50
$6 00

$6.50

$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.85
3.75
4.00

4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . $0.95
Honevcomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1..00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings.
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.75

BALL BEARING INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value
75c, special
$0.30
V. T. SOCKETS— Nickeled, brass sleeve.
composition base value, $1.00; special at..
.50

$11.00

AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER—
Designed for use with W. D. II Tubes,
list,
$4.50;
price

ALUMINUM HORN
LOUD SPEAKING
Nickel plated, highly polished;
$8.00 list

TWO-INCH
stats and

Potentiometer
cial at

RAYMOND
VERNIER
$1.50; special

knob; value,

$1.75:

spe-

'-00

Potentiometer with 2'/s" dial; value,
$2.15;
special
at
'-'5
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS,
Single
Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
30
Double Circuit: value. 90c; special at
45
MULTIPLE
POINT
INOUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)
1.75
LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
approved by underwriters
$0.90

$3.75

THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish: special. .$0.30

VARIOCOUPLER— Celeron Condensite and
Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value $4.50.
Special
$2-9S
with

2.75

EXTRA
SPECIAL
Telephone
3000 Ohms
Headsets;
$9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

DIALS— Same
potentiometer:

design— for
special

rheo^

RHEOSTATS— Value,

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value, $1.10; special at

base;

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with
value. $1.50; special at...
TELEPHONE
PLUGS

dial;

2'/a"

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

25
95
.70
85
60
.75

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.

RADIO
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Questions and Answers
Tnbe Rectifier
(2956). J'U'IC. Marion. 1ml.
Plenso send me diagram for Installing
a tube rectifier for oharglng storage batteries, Cor Radio use. if you wish you
may publish same as 1 am a weekly reader
of Radio Digest

+rAC
j-»
*40110 TURNS
OF NS 16DCC
I r\ n n r\ r> j-i

all rlghti But electricians did some repair
work on the motor and since then I have
had the trouble on either counterpoise or
LAMINATED
IRON C0R.E

A. — Complying: with your request we are
giving on this page a diagram of a rectifier
for charging storage batteries. Details of
windings are given.
Tubes
(2662) AJR, New York City.
The Flewelling booklet received yesterday. I note in the drawing 3 that you
would place the variable grid seal with
condenser on the bottom opposite the condenser. Also I see in the illustration on
the cover that you have a 3-inch dial for
its regulation. I would like to follow
your dimensions, therefore will you please
let me know the brand used?
Do you think that my range will be
larger with a Radiotron 202 than with a
201 or a VT1?
A. — With reference to the Flewelling
circuit, would advise that any standard 3inch dial may be used and are obtainable
at any Radio supply dealers.
"Would to
advise
using
not
possible
obtain,
thena aVT2.
VT1, If
rather
than the tubes you suggest.
Commutator Interference
(2412) DDC, Madison, S. D.
We have a very good homemade set
here in our office, which is situated all ori
one floor. We have 3 h. p. Kimble variable speed motor on one of our presses.
Whenever the motor is running- all you can
hear in the receivers is a steady roar. We
also have % and Vi h. p-. Kimble motors
which do not seem to affect Radio reception, also two or three other small motors.
I am working- on aerial -and counterpoise,
but when I switch over to ground the
noise is much worse. I have tried a loop
aerial so we could get markets from
WFAL, but it works just the same as the
other aerial. I discovered today that I
could hear the motor with no aerial or
ground connection, which would seem to
indicate that the sparks from the motor,
if this is the cause, were going direct to
the set.
Do you think that a shield placed around
the motor and grounded would help it
any? For a while after I put up my
counterpoise about two months ago it was

A.— Wo arc giving herewith diagram of
tl detector
circuit
which
under
favoi ible conditions of electrical perfection should have a range of one hundred

The Radio Digest Q. & A. Department
does not consider it ethical to divulge the
circuits of manufactured sets. We would
request that all inquiries in such cases be
mailed to the manufacturers.

ground.
If you can give me any idea of how to
get away from this trouble I will certainly
be very grateful.
A. — Carefully noting the difficulties you
are experiencing through proximity of
electrical appliances, would advise that it
is caused by the sparks given off between
the brushes and commutator of motor.
WTiile shielding, and grounding shield,
will reduce the interference to a great
extent, it is doubtful if you will be able
to entirely eliminate it. Believe that by
shielding it can be reduced to a minimum
so that reception may go on with reasonble satisfaction.
S Batteries
(2377) CIW, Washburn, N. D.
Please advise why our B batteries are
exhausted after about a week, using two
to three hours each night. They are the
22% volt, used three units on my Reinartz
two stage set for detector and amplifiers,
disconnected while idle.
The current number of Digest advises
recharging dry cell B batteries with rectifier (used as with A batteries) charging
three cells at a time. We assume that
negative connection and third of positive
taps are charged first, then negative and
last tap. Is this the proper procedure?
What sort of ammeter is used to determine state of charge of B batteries? What
amperage should constitute a full charge
for 22% volt B battery?
A. — Noting your experience with batteries would advise that this is not as it
should be. Your B batteries should last
for several months. There is some faulty
connection in your set which short circuits batteries. To test for this, turn tube
out and by means or a volt-meter connected in series with B batteries notice
if the meter registers. If it does, go over
set for faulty connection.
The article to which you make reference has to do with charging of storage B
batteries. The dry cell type cannot be
recharged.
Test battery
with
a voltmeter
only.

Just Out!

Coil
should bo ten inches In length,
:
I,
One
variable
condenser,
twenty-three
plate, is indicated.
There Is no necessity of using a loading
coil as tuner will accomplish
i.m>
drcd meters wave length.
Plate Battery Voltage

NiM 1- use an ammeter as that would vitiate life to almost 'nothing. In using a
voltmeter it should register not less than
eighteen
ing used. volts while the batteries are beCrystal Circuits
(2992), HCH, Fresno, Cal.
Kindly send me two or three hook-ups
for a three slide tuning coil, and a two
slide tuning coil. What should be the
length of these coils?

(2310) STD, Houston, Texas.
I have a receiving set which Is regenerative, using a variable condenser, two
variometers, a variocoupler, W. D. 11
tube and a socket, fixed grid leak and
denser (condenser .00025 M. F.) cond
.0025 M. F. across the phones, 22% volt
B battery and dry cell. I find it necessary
to burn the filament so high that the noise
is excessive to bring in out of town stations. What shall I do?
A. — Noting specifications and condition
experienced in lighting the filament of
the tube would advise that it is indicated
that your B battery is low. Add about
four volts potential, making a total of
twenty-six volts, and you will probably
overcome the difficulty.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE
CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)

I am using just the one variable condenser, either across the detector and
ground, or across the aerial and ground.
Which is best?
Do you think a variable condenser and
loading coil is as good as a honeycomb
coil?

My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
Imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
musio from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mall. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit Is the most successful of
any Reinartz
produced,
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetare
in use. and is imiMy W. D. 1 1 Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tlie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

S. A. TWiTCHELL

1925 Western Ave.

Numbers Two
or Three
ES
VOLUM
BOUND
«t

PANEL
MOUNTING

.

—

Minneapolis, Minn.

POSTPAID
POST
CC
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A irk

with One Yearns Subscription
to RADIO DIGEST

FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leaks
The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set.
Price complete with either .00025 or
.0005 mfd. Micon Condenser

$1.00

Price without ^W^
Condenser
/ Qv

Fisher 180' Bakelite Gen. Variocoupler
3 Plate Vernier Condenser
15' Plate
Precision Condenser
Condenser
23
Plate Precision
43 Plate Precision Condenser
.006 Fixed Condensers
Freshman Var. Grid Leak & Cond
Freshman Var. Grid Leak only
Spec. Mtd. Audio Transformer
Switch Levers, 20c. Condensers
Reinartz Blue Prints, complete
.00025 Grid Cond. & Var. Leak
Hard Rubber Panels, 7x10
Hydegrade Rheostat, Reg. 65c, Spec..
Potentiometer, 240 ohms
3000 ohm D. X. Receivers
Phonograph Attachment,
Single
Phonograph
Attachment,
Double
Rexite Super-Sensitive Synthetic Crystal
WRITE

FOR

COMPLETE

LIST OF

$2.25
40
85
1.10
1.55
38
75
60
2.95
IS
50
J8
85
.35
95
3.85
75
1.25
50

PARTS

ECONOMY RADIO CO.
132 Nassau

St.,

New

Dept. "RD"

York, N.Y.

Mounted on any panel
in a few seconds.
Enables you to get stations
that you never heard before.

The only Variable Leak that
is entirely sealed.
New Construction of FRESHMAN
Leaks guarantees permanent resistance, unbroken range of 180
degrees.
No pencil markings.
Eliminates hissing.
Clarifies
signals.
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

GHAS. FRESHMAN GO. Inc.
1(6 SEVENTH

AVE., NEW

YORK

CITY

Number

Parce!Port.IN$2THE
13 NUMBERS
.00 rBOUND

52 NUMBERS
VOLUME
S TWO AND

VOLUME

IN YEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION
THRE
E
.„„„..,

Now Ready for Delivery,
Prepaid,
Each
Only. . .

COUPON

ceount cf the limited tusoly. the selo of these bound volumes It
d strictly to those ruder* of the Radio Oleest who here subscribed

One year subscription to Radio Digest
and both bound volumes 2 and 3
By tubtcHbing
now tor one yoar to tlu
BOUNDyear.VOLUMES 2 AND 3, 26 number
for J7.00.

n this offer will
ALL ORDERS
MUST BE SENT DIRECT— No orders ar other tources.
be accepted through lubitrlotion agencies, news d-akri piny all orders.
Check, money or turns orders (no stamni) must mceo,

$7.00
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One way of reducing the panel cost is
to build a set like this one. This
unique set has been constructed on an
ordinary twelve inch disc phonograph
record. Front shown
and back views
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Broadcast Boosts
Sale of Records
Knight-Campbell Music Company Has
Large Returns as Direct Results
of Radio

By A. S. Hall
DENVER, COL. — Should the broadcasting stations be assigned any specific sum
monthly or yearly by the songwriters, as
suggested at the Washington conference
on March 21? Does the broadcasting of
popular music cut into the sales of phonograph records and player-piano rolls, as Broadcast Owners Call Conference
claimed by the song writers?
j a the roof of the continent, the
to Fight Music Society Ruling
"Mile-High City," comes an emphatic
"NO," voiced by no other authority than
on Copyright Features
KFDL, through it's operator, "Shorty"
Gegg. The Knight-Campbell Music ComCHICAGO. — As a result of a prelimpany, of Denver, Colo., owners and operators of KFDL, refute the statements of
inary conference held here recently bethe songwriters and phonograph record
tween interests representing Westingmanufacturers that Radio is putting the house Stations WJZ, KDKA, KYW and
WBZ, the Daily News station, WMAQ;
record
business
"on to
thethis
bum."
"There's
nothing
(Continued
on pagetalk2) about the the Drake Hotel, WDAP, and station
WJAZ of the Chicago Radio Laboratories, together with the Crosley comJessie Royce Landis (below) played one of
plant assured
WLW, ofthat
Cincinnati,
the principal
in "Bargain
which phans panyare
popular Radiomusic
was
recently roles
broadcasted
fromDay,"
the studio
of KYW.
daugh- will be a part of all programs on all
ter -in - lawShe ofis aKenesaw
stations onin page
the country
deMountain Landis, famous broadcasting
( Continued
2)
baseball arbiter

Unite to Supply Songs

Above is Violet Palmer and her reflection. It is a
bard matter to decide which is the more attractive,
isn't it?WOR,
Miss ofPalmer
on a recent
Station
the L.wasBamberger
and program
Company,of
Newark, N. J. Her part of the program kept several postmen busy next day bringing letters of appreciation from fans who had listened in

BOSTON FAN TUNES IN
KYQ, HONOLULU PLANT
Reception Proves Successful Two
Days at Same Time
BOSTON, MASS.— Marcy H. Hall of
136 Federal street, Boston, reports that
on Saturday March 24, at 1.15 A. M.,
Boston time, he tuned in on Station KYQ,
an electric shop in Honolulu, H. I., and
listened in for about ten minutes, during
which time phonograph records were
played. On the following day, in company
with a friend, he again tuned in on the
same station at the same time and held
them for 35 minutes, until 1:50 A. M.,
Boston time. They first heard a bedtime
story and then two phonograph records,
"When Hearts Were Young" and "Running
Wild." This was all done with a regenerative detector and two stage amplifier,
one transformer having an open secondary.

WGY TO HAVE DANCE
ORCHESTRA ON ETHER
— Through the
N. Y and
CTADY,
SCHENE
remainder
of April
every week
during May, WGY here, will broadcast the Saturday evening dance music
of Cain's Castle Orchestra from 9 to
11 o'clock, Eastern time. This feature
is introduced especially for isolated
communities which cannot get a dance
orchestra and which now, with the aid
of loud speakers, will be able to hold
weekly dances.

"'•"." - -;
;:.

production of Romeo
the Selwyn's
Cowl, inShakespear
Jane Juliet,"
e's immortal love story at
and
under the direcHenry Miller's Theater, produced
Reicher, was recently heard from
tion of Frank
Station WJZ, Newark, N. J.
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tions. Iam with you 100 per cent. Have
a modern
'nroadcast
programs would
includestation's
relatively
few of
discontinued American Society of Com- purchased,
(Continued from page 1)
posers' compositions," Powell Crosley, Jr., the society's compositions."
Cincinnati, WLW.
KPAP and Others Join Fight
spite the demand of the American So"We will not submit to demands of
"We think position taken by American
ciety of Composers, Authors and Pub- Society
American
Society of Composers for broadtoward Radio broadcasters is unlishers, of New York, that their copycasting music. They have about as much
reasonable and we are opposed to it," W. legal claim as the manufacturers of patright selections be eliminated from the
News. Station WFAA.
air unles a substantial license fee be A. Dealy, Dallas
ented washing machine would have in case
WGY Statement
a purchaser took in washing for pay. The
paid them by the broadcasters.
Martin
P.
Rice,
director
of
broadcasting
The conferees agreed to resist the un- for the General Electric Company station, purpose of copyright is to protect holder
from infringment by other authors or pubreasonable attempt of the music organsays: "WGY does not use the
lishers putting out music already copyization to hold them up for fat fees for WGY,
music which the American Society of Comrighted. If American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers purports
the broadcasting of their copyright seposers have legal right to enforce their
lections by refusing to pay the assess- to control. The installation of a broad- demands we will close down rather than
casting station like WGY involves an ex- submit," Western Radio Corporation,
ment or to broadcast the society's music.
penditure of one hundred thousand dollars Station KFAF.
A call was sent to all broadcasting staand
the
operation costs as much
tions in the country to attend a meeting more. Atannual
on advice of legal department,
the resent time there is no we"Acting
have declined to secure license from
at the Drake Hotel; "Wednesday, April operative plan for collecting any definite
25, for the purpose of organizing the revenue from those who listen to the American Society of Composers," Starbroadcasters and to furnish them with program and no assurance that the listen- Telegram, Fort Worth, Texas, WBAP.
"Will not take out license for broadmusic from the independent publishers,
ers will purchase apparatus from the
casting copyright music. American Somanufacturer
who
pays
for
the
broadcastmemnot
are
that
ciety of Composers should pay for the
composers
and
authors
bers of the society.
ing. As everyone knows thousands enjoy widespread publicity gained by them
broadcasting received on homemade sets through broadcasting instead of we payAction Culminates Long1 Controversy
This action of the local broadcasters fol- without contributing a penny to broading them," Amrad, Medford, Mass., WGI.
casting stations producing the programs.
lowed quick on the broadcast announce"The attitude of KSD as to copyright
ment from Stations KYW, WDAP, WJZ, With such an arrangement the demand of music
will depend on report of its atand the other stations over the country the society that broadcasting stations pay
torneys who are giving great care to the
that no more music controlled by the New a license fee based on the number of
study of this St.
unusual
York society would be broadcast from listeners in seems unreasonable.
Post-Dispatch,
Louis. legal question,"
Broadcast Refusal of License Purchase
these stations. The whole was a culmina"It
is
not
practical
to
place
the
broadtion of a controversy that has been on for
caster with his non-paying audience in the
"WMC, broadcasting station of the Commonths between the station owners and same class
as the moving picture theater
mercial Appeal, Memphis, does not intend
the music society, for the assessment of with its very definite capacity for collect- to apply to the American Society of Comlicense fees for broadcasting copyrighted
ing revenue. This is particularly true in
posers for license to broadcast copyright
musical selections.
view of the fact that even if licenses were music.
As owners of one of the big Radio
The subject was first broached at a conference held in New York in September of
last year, between the Music Society, the
Authors League of America, Music ChamMusic Publishers' Assober of Commerce,
ciation of the United States, the Music
Publishers' Protective Association, the
Department of Commerce, American TeleKadio Digest, Illustrated, Volume 5, Number 3, published Chicago, Illinois, April 28, 1923. Published weekly
phone & Telegraph Company, Radio Cor- by
Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly.
poration of America, General Electric FiveRadio
Dollars; Foreign. Six Dollars;
single
copies. under
Ten Cents.
matter at the postofflce at
Chicago,
Illinois,
the Act Entered
of Marchas second-class
3. 1879.
Company, Westinghouse and the National
Radio Chamber of Commerce.
Broadcasting1 Not for Profit
The music publishers demanded that the All the Live News of Radio
1 f0 7
Radio interests recognize their right to Twins Sing for KYW Listeners
3
collect fees for the broadcasting of their Advance Broadcast Programs
4
copyrighted selections as constituting a Back Stage Folks of Three Plants
5
public performance for profit. The broad- Radio Apartment Kiddies Listen In
7
casting interests resisted this interpreta- Directory of Broadcasting Stations
8
tion and took the stand that broadcasting
10
was ont a public performance for profit Editorials; Condensed by Dielectric; Indigest
and further that the music publishers A-B-C Lessons for Radio Beginners, Chapter XVII— Storage Batteries and Their Care, by Arthur
G. Mohaupt
U
were more than adequately compensated
12
by the publicity given their music by Accessible Cabinet for Radio Sets; Hook-Up for Clear Signals and Other Kinks
Special
Circuit
for
DX
Reception
13
broadcasting resulting in additional sales
of sheet music, music rolls and phonograph How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set, Part I— Amplifier Details; Making the Inductance, by E. T. Flewelling
15
records from which the publishers made a
profit. The initial conference resulted in a How Ocean Vessels Are Guided by Radio Waves, by Peter J. M. Clute, B. E
„. 16
deadlock and adjourned until the latter Practical, Easy Made Single Tube Reflex Set, Part II— Wiring the Set, by H. J. Marx
17
part of October when a second meeting of Hook-Up of New Kaufman Circuit; Book Reviews
18
the same interests were held. The dis- Questions and Answers.....
19
cussions of the second conference were
20
much like the first and resulted in an Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
agreement that a test suit would be
brought to determine whether the broadcasting, of a copyrighted musical selection
constituted a public performance for profit
and as such an infringment of the rights
of the copyright holders.
Digest and Drake Query Plants
Tell Your Beginner Friends — that Thomas W. Benson, a man in Radio for over a
No test suit being instituted, the conscore of years and well acquainted with every scientific development the wonder
troversy dragged along until just recently
science has ever had, will begin a series of "first reader" articles for novices
the music society sent out an ultimatum
next week. His general topic will be what every Radiophan should know, and
letter demanding copyright fees or the dishis first article will tell of the fundamental facts of electricity as applied in
continuance of the broadcasting of their
Radiophony.
Start with the May 5 issue.
music. This was met by a standpat refusal on the part of the broadcasters and
many stations announced the withdrawal A Three-Tube Set Reflexing on Two Tubes — is the title of a series by H. J. Marx
starting with the May 5 issue. The set does with three tubes what normally is
of the society's music from their program.
To determine what effect the order
accomplished only by the use of six, and does it better. Developed after three
ivould have on broadcasting and how genmonths'
research;
and along
reception
obtained
erally the revolt against paying the asby this set,
which exceptional
can be used volume"
with either
loopdistance
or outdoor
aerial.are While
not
sessments was among the broadcasting
low in cost, the apparatus meets the popular demand for an all-around good
stations telegrams were sent by Radio
receiving set.
Digest and the Drake Hotel station WDAP
to most of the important broadcasters
Re-Allocation of Wave Lengths for Class B Stations — an interesting article on
throughout the country. The replies were The the
new wave length assignments and plan by which it is believed the interferalmost unanimous in refusing the payment
ence between broadcasters will be eliminated will be given in the May 5 issue.
of license fees to the music society.
Order a copy today so you will have the details of this great plan in a nut shell,
"WSB does not propose to pay American
and so you will know where, after May 1 5, you may expect to hear your favorite
Society license/' wired Lambdin Kay, the
Class B broadcasters.
famed "Voice of the South," director of
the Atlanta Journal station.
"The Detroit News has received no ulti- Advance Programs — More Every Week — With this issue of the Digest is given the
matum from any composers' society deweek's advance programs in detail for twenty-four of the country's leading broadmanding we pay license for copyrighted
casters. As with other similar features, this is available through no other
music. Station believes it is not required
source. Eventually it is planned to give advance programs for every Class B
to pay royalties because station is not
station, but this will of necessity take time until the broadcasters become so
operated for profit. We believe license fee
organized as to furnish these sufficient time in advance.
could not be collected from Station WWJ,"
replied Charles D. Kelly, editor and supervisor of the Radio Department of the De- E. T. Flewelling's One Condenser Flivver Super Set — will be described more fully
by the author and inventor in Part II of the new series next week. This intertroit News.
Plants Show Fight
esting offspring of the original Flewelling is worthy of construction by the
"We are advised that we are not infringRadiophan who has not attempted the Flivver Super as yet. Watch for Mr.
ing copyright laws by broadcasting withFlewelling's article telling the really correct method to secure amplification
out first securing a license, and until we
with his set. Until protected by patents he will not be able to whisper this con■ are advised to the contrary we shall not
fidence in the ears of the readers.
take out a license," telegraphed Credo Harris, director and manager of the Louisville
Courier-Journal station, WHAS.
"As owners of Staiton KGW we have deSEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
clined to buy license from American SoNewsstands Don't Always
ciety of Composers. We look upon the
Publisher Radio Digest,
Have One Left
demands of society's lawyers as offer to
123 West Madison St.,
sell us immunity from litigation over a
Chicago, Illinois.
WHEN YOU WANT
fantastic issue," said the Portland OrePlease find enclosed check M. 0. for Fivo Dollars
gonian.
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.
"We shall not buy license if necessary,"
says the spunky woman director of WLAG,
"The Call of the North." "If necessary
Name
..
we will boycott all compositions under
Address
control of American Society of Composers.
YOU WANT IT!
This is the opinion of our backers and my
personal opinion as a professional BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
City ...
musician."
. BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
"Approve
action of broadcasting
sta-
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broadcasting- stations of the country, the
Commercial Appeal will give unhesitatingly its moral support to any project to
fight this move on the part of the American Society. Our refusal to apply for
license and pledge of moral support to
fight them is being broadcast," G. P. Newbern, Radio editor.
"We absolutely refuse co-operation with
American Society of Composers," Richard
Johnson, Alabama Power company, Birmingham, Ala., WST.
"Our attitude same as "Westinghouse and
Drake Hotel," F. G. Wickersham, engineer,
Atlanta and Westpoint Railroad, WDAJ.
"Why Should We Pay?" Asks WOO
"Wanamakers does not expect to take
out license for broadcasting copyright
music. Why' should they charge us anything. There is a legal aspect for the lawyers to settle, but as a, matter of moral
right we should not be charged a license
fee. Broadcasting is an expense entirely;
it is not done for profit. The awakened interest in music will benefit the composers
more than anything else. We have to buy
the scores of music we broadcast anyway,"
says tion
Gordon
H, Culley, Philadelphia, StaWOO.
Philadelphia stations, according to the
Public Ledger, will continue to send out
copyright music until it is legally shown
they are violating copyright law in so doing. This includes Stations WFI, Strawbridge & Clothier; WDAR, Lit Brothers;
WIP,
makers.Gimbel Brothers and WOO, WanaBeplies to Donnelly Telegrams
The following replies were received by
Thorne Donnelly, WDAP, Drake Hotel,
Chicago, to his wire of inquiry:
"Yes, we will stand with you and other
stations on copyright matter," WOC,
Davenport.
"We will back organizing independent
publishers," WGAT, Lincoln, Neb.
"We heartily agree with sentiments,"
Doubleday Hill Electric Co., Washington,
D. C, WMTJ.
"Will back you," WCAT, Milwaukee.
"Willing to co-operate within reason.
Willing to send representative if personal
action
necessary
to these
demands," WCK,
Stix, Baer
& Fuller,
St. Louis.
"With you.
Will send representative
Peoria Radio, WJAN.
"We are certainly with you," Doubleday
Hill Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., KQV.
"Cannot send representative to confer
about music composers' demands. This
being a state institution prevents very
active participation in this movement. It
has our Iowa
hearty
WHAA,
City. approval," A. H. Ford,
"We are interested. What date will
meeting be held?" Deseret News, KZN,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
"Interested and agree broadcasters
should co-operate," Register Tribune, W.
W. Waymack, editor, Des Moines.
"Will erate,"
doLee J.
everything
Meyberg. possible to co-op"Will co-operate in any way possible to
frustrate
SocietyJ. of
Scranton, demands
Penn., WQAN,
D. Composers,"
Keator, Mg.
editor, Scranton Times.
"We are with you," Electric Equipment
Company, WQAM, Miami, Florida.
"We will send representative," Western
Radio Co., Kansas City, Mo.

BOOSTS RECORD

SALES

(Continued from page 1)
sale of phonograph records falling off
since the advent of Radio," said Gegg, "at
least, as far as the Knight-Campbell Music
company casting
is from
concerned.
started23,broadKFDL on- We'
January
1923,
and while that is not such a long time ago,
our books show that the sale of records
in" the phonograph department has increased more than thirty per cent in February and March as compared With February and March of last year.
"We use a number of records for. our
entertainments. The names and numbers
of each record played is kept on the station log. Nearly every time we broadcast,
the following day someone will come in
to the store and ask for 'the third record
you . played
last record.
night on the Radio,' or
some
other suqh
"The same thing has happened at our
branches at Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
At Colorado Springs, our branch house
furnishes records to KFFQ, and the folks
drop into the store there and ask for numbers they have heard over that station the
same as they do here.
Broadcast Secures Mail Orders
"The sale of records by means of Radio
is by no means local. Our mail order department ships out numerous orders that
were secured through the medium of the
Radio.
"In Denver, we also furnish records to
KFAF and KLZ and we find our sales have
jumped likewise through the broadcasting of these two stations.
"The idea that Radio is cutting into the
sales of phonograph records is all wrong.
It's the biggest booster for records we
have ever found. Any assessment against
broadcasting stations is going to put a
pretty bad crimp in the broadcasting game,
and
course, it is going to be felt in the
musicof business.
"Summing it all up, Radio has not
harmed the music business, it has helped
it wonderfully.
Excellent results are obtained from a kite
antenna.
Fly the kite with wire instead of
cord.
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35 WAVE LENGTHS
FOR 30 LOCALITIES
CLASS

A PLANTS GET NEW
RATINGS MAY 15

Interference to Be Entirely Eliminated
Under New Distribution of Broadcasting Wave Lengths

•DIE MEISTERSINGER"
BROADCAST BY WNAC
opera.
's broad"l>ii'
—Wagnerwas
MASS mger."
N, Miist.rs
BOSTO
cast by WNAC (the Shepard
StOr«8) recently, in its entirety, direct from the Boston Opera House.
on the nerian
opening
night The
of Boston's
Wag-of
opera season.
large cast
European singers was headed by Frederick Schorr, who sang the part of
Hans Sachs, the benevolent cobbler.
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TALKING AUTOMOBILE
PUZZLES BIRMINGHAM
Bl T.M
ALA — has
Automobile
row 1 NO
in HAM.
IMrinlngham
a mystery, li is a talking Studebaker
ear. Crowiis have been attracted by tin'
novelty. Supposedly the owners have
it hooked up with a Radio set. But
it is invisible and cant well be found
on inspection. Still it talks, sings,
tells all about the weather and gives
the latest quotations In Standard Oil,
preferred, etc.

By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON. — Interference, the bugitioo of both Radio operators and fans.
will be greatly reduced, if not eliminated.
by May 15. On that date, the assignment
of about 35 exclusive wave lengths to some
localities, where class B broadcasting
stations are situated, will go Into effect.
Have lengths for Class A stations will
also be assigned by districts by May 15, it
is hoped.
The tentative distribution of broadcasting waves will mean that anyone in the
I'nited States with a good receiving set
w ill soon be able to pick up each and every
high-powered Radio broadcasting station
and most of his local stations without experiencing the interference which has been
prevalent for many months.
Stations 3,000 Miles Apart
Practically every B station will have a
national exclusive wave length, between
300 and 345 or 375 and 545. except where
there are two or more such plants in one
locality, but the waves are assigned to
localities rather than stations and will
have to be shared in some cities.
In four instances. New York, Philadelphia, Los Angeles and San Francisco, two
or three additional wave lengths will also
be assigned, but they will not be exclusive
nationally. These waves all located on the
Atlantic Coast will be repeated in the Pacific Coast cities, While not exclusive,
these additional waves will aid in supplying additional facilities and will scarcely
cause interference as the stations will be
about 3,000 miles apart.
Time Difference an Aid
The difference in time across the continent of 3 hours will also tend to eliminate
any interferences. As soon as the nine
Radio inspectors can arrange with the
class B station owners in their districts.
authority to broadcast will be issued on the
specified wave lengths and stations will be
required to use them only. Where two or
more stations exist, a time schedule will
be arranged. Until the assignments are
made definitely, B stations will continue
to operate on 400 meters, and C stations on
380, but by the middle of May it is hoped
that all readjustments will be completed
and the transfers made. A few wave
lengths in each district have been reserved because of anticipated interference
with other lines of communication or held
for new stations.
Assignment of Class A Waves
By May 15, the nine Radio inspectors of
the Department will also undertake the
relocation of specific waves to old class
A or new class C stations in their districts
now operating on 360 meters. These wave
lengths, between 222 and 300 meters, will
not be exclusive nationally but will be exclusive in each district, giving practically
every station a selective wave. Along the
borders of adjaeent districts, inspectors
plan to arrange the allocation of wave
lengths so that no material interference
will be created due to the assignment of No, it is not the same young lady in two different poses — we thought so too, at first. They are
twins, the Connor girts, Velma (left) and Thelma.
These two attractive young ladies were the
waves in close proximity.
ones who entertained KYW listeners in the midnight revue recently
Class C stations now licensed on 360
meters will be permitted to continue the
use of this wave length If they so desire,
but they will not be permitted to vary the
NOTED VODVIL STARS
wave length.

TWINS SING FOR KYW

c

LISTENERS

AIRPLANE DIRECTED
FROM WGR PLANT
TEST OPENS NEW POSSIBLE
AID FOR FLYERS
Success of Experiment Means Considerable Extension of Ether Industry
to Equip Planes
BUFFALO, N. Y— Station WGR has
been making successful experiments In directing of airplanes by Radio telephone
with L. L. Irvin of Buffalo, driver of the
plane with which experiments were conducted.
Mr. Irvin's plane is equipped with a receiving set, using the usual trailing wire
antennae. Every afternoon he goes up
and floats about in the air above BufTalo
listening to the program given by the
Federal Telephone & Telegraph Company,
station WGR, far below.
Fans Hear Commands
Arrangements were made for the experiment to take place one afternoon last
week. At a prearranged time L. B. Weller.
the announcer at the Federal station, took
control of the aircraft. Radiophans were
astonished to hear the directions, "Turn
right!" "Turn left:" etc., breaking into
their afternoon program, but those in the
northern section of Buffalo who happened
to be in their windows watching the airplane while listening in could understand
for with every command the plane executed the proper movement within 15
seconds after the command was broadcasted.
Reception Poor in High Altitudes
The success of these experiments, which
were repeated on the following afternoon,
opens up a field for speculation as to the
possible use of the Radio all over the
United States in connection with flying,
both commercial and pleasure.
Representatives of the Federal Company
are of the opinion that these experiments
may lead to a general broadening of the
practicability of flying and more advanced
experiments will be carried out in the near
future. In the first attempts it was found
that the directions could not be clearly
received when the plane got into the higher
and colder regions of the air and the subject is being studied further to see if these
defects can be remedied.
Will Be of Aid to Airplanes
It is not improbable that the time may
come when Radio stations all over the
country will be prepared to render material assistance to visiting or transient flyers by giving them for instance landing
information,
geographical
"dope",
local
weather local
conditions,
etc.
This in turn would mean a considerable
extension of the Radio industry as it
would imply the equipment of all service
planes with Radio receiving apparatus.

Fast-Moving Train
Picks Up Signals
For the First Time in Canada
cast Is Received on
Trainboard

Broad-

CALGARY, ALTA. — For the first time
in the history of Radio in Canada. Radiophone signals were successfully picked up
on board rapidly moving railway trains
when
the
Vancouver train of the
TO SING FOR EUROPE Canadian WinnipegPacific railway reported reception of signals from several powerful
Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston,
American and Canadian stations, on its
Harris,
Keith-Orpheum arrival in Vancouver.
Installs Broadcast System
Fairhaven Mills Starts Noon Dance Marion
Headliner, on WJZ Program
BOSTON. MASS. — A combination of sysOfficials Co-operate
Idea— 16 Others Fall
tems for internal and external broadcastRailway officials co-operated with Rayin Line
NEW YORK. — Marion Harris and Paul
ing has been purchased by the Copleymond Wylie, Orpheum headliner and an
Plaza Hotel of this city, which will benefit
Specht and his orchestra will broadcast
Radiophone listeners all over the country,
to Europe as official representatives of the ardent Radiophan. in the carrying out of
Mr. Wylie had a receivespecially in New England, as well as the
record manufacturers at the Talking Ma- the experiment.
was installed in a drawing
hotel management and its guests.
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.— Over 35,000
chine Dealers' Association banquet to be rooming setofwhich
the Winnipeg-Vancouver train.
The main idea is the installation of a men and women are being given entertain- held at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
ment and education through the Radio, by
public address system in the ballroom,
Miss Harris is well remembered as The aerial on the swiftly-moving train
whereby it will be possible to broadcast means of sets installed in the various wel- probably one of the best and most favor- was perfect, Mr. Wylie said on his arrival
at the Pacific Coast. In some places the
fare buildings. A special program is given
voice and music so that they will be plainably known stars of the Keith and vibration
of the train rendered hearing of
ly heard in all parts of the big ballroom. each noontime from 12 to 1 o'clock from
circuits and is known world- the concerts exceedingly difficult, but in
Seven microphone pockets will be installed Station WDAU of Solcum & Kilburn, this Orpheum
wide in every home where there is a
in this room, and one in the state suite. city, including concerts and dance music, phonograph. She is the same Marion that spite of this, musical selections from Chicago, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Kansas
These will be inter-connected with a public which are picked up by the powerful re- first sang such songs as "I Am Looking
address system so that if there is any
ceiving sets at the mills and amplified
City, and Calgary were heard. From Chi"Sweet Cookie," and "Nospecial event or popular program taking by loud speaking devices, so that the for a Bluebird,"
cago
the music of the Drake Hotel Orchesbody's Baby," for the records. It is a
tra was heard, while the Naval Band at
place in the tea room, it can be broadcast workers may dance or just listen in. as scoop indeed
to have this star on the air
in the ball room, thus permitting a greater they may desire.
for the entertainment of the WJZ fans.
Frisco was
playing
the soldiers' chorus from
Faust
also heard.
number of people to hear it.
The talking machine men have made arThis new form of education and enterA special land wire between the Copleytainment at the mills by Radio was started
rangements with Station "WJZ of Newark
Plaza and Station WNAC, the Shepard
Mills, and the mill elec- for what is to be the greatest broadcasting
Stores, will be kept in connection, furnish- at the Fairhaven
tricians
built the powerful receiving set, event in the history of the Westinghouse Antioch College Station
ing the outside Radio audience excellent with two steps
of amplification. Other Company. Specht will play for the Radio
material from the Copley-Plaza's numerous mills heard of the plan and soon realized between the hours of eight and ten-thirty,
WRAV Opens as Class A
programs, and greatly increasing the eveand also between courses of the dinner and
YELLOW
SPRINGS, O. — S t a t i o n
its
practical
benefits,
so
that
today
sixfor
dancing.
ning's entertainment.
teen mills have Radio receiving systems.
WRAV, of Antioch college, this city, reAt the Fairhaven Mills, John A. Gifford,
cently opened with elaborate dedication
Other notable artists, such as John
and David Beanland, mem- Steale, the McCarthy Sisters, Ted Lewis. services, will broadcast concerts regularly
Government
Considers
Airphone James bersGolden
of the welfare association, have Vincent Lopez and many others are also on Wednesday and Sunday evenings. A
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A number of buwave length of 350 meters is used. The
reaus and departments of the government charge of the Radio program and with scheduled to appear on the program.
The banquet will be held in the main station has so far been heard in Ohio.
are considering, it is understood, the ad- them co-operate W. M. Newington and
visability of using the Radio to send out Irving Vermilyea of the local broadcasting ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania. Last Indiana. Kentucky, Illinois, West Virginia,
instructions to their field agents. The station. In addition the Fairhaven Mills year, Paul Wbiteman represented the rec- Pennsylvania and Michigan. The outfit
matter of using Radio in place of the have motion pictures, including many
industrs',were
but selected
this yearfor Specht
and Kumler
was givencompany,
to Antioch
college by the Rikeof Dayton.
Miss ordHarris
the honor.
reels especially made for them.
telegraph is being given consideration.

ETHER ENTERTAINS
MILL'S EMPLOYEES
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, April 24

HERE is the third appearance of this new service for Digest Readers.
It has in its third week grown to such a size that the type size had
to be decreased. There are only fifty eligible station for the listing,
but already
twenty-four
these will
found of
in the
"Advance
Programs."
Only
features
are listedofbelow.
Suchbe parts
station
programs
as are
regular week in and week out, are, as they have been from the start, found
in the Digest Radiophone Directory. The following data on the stations
for which advance programs are given, may be of help to the listener in:
Wave Length
Call Letters Owner and Location
..
360
KDKA
Westinghouse Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa
KFI
Earl C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
400
.400
KG-W
Oregonian, Portland, Ore.
KHJ .
Times, Los Angeles, Calif
400
KSD .
Post-Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo
400
KYW
Westinghouse
Co., Chicago, 111
400
Star-Telegram,
Ft.
Worth,
Tex
400
VTBAP
■WFI . .
WBZ
Westinghouse Co., Springfield, Mass
422
WDAP
Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago, 111
390
WFAA
News and Journal, Dallas, Tex
400
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa
400
WGI
Am. Radio & Research Corp., Medford, Mass
360
WGR . .
Federal Tel. & Tel. Co., Buffalo, N. Y
400
WGY
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y
370
"WHAS
CourierJournal
and
Times,
Louisville,
Ky
360
WIT
Gimbel Bros. & Public Ledger, Phila., Pa
400
WJAX
Union Trust Co., Cleveland, 0
400
WJZ
Westinghouse Co., and R. C. A., Newark, N. J
360
WIiW
Crosley Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O
.360
WMAQ
Daily News and Fair Store, Chicago, 111
400
WMC
Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn
400
"WOC
Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, la
400
WOO
Wanamakers, Philadelphia, Pa
400
WWJ
News, Detroit, Mich
40O

KDKA (Eastern, 360). 6:00 P. M., Organ recital. H. R.
Webb, organist. Cameo Theater; 7:15 P. M., Talk.
"The
in folks
Summer,"
P. LeCour: Lady;
7:45
P. M..Care
Visitof toFurs
little
by theC.Dreanitime
8:15
M.. Talk.
"Making
Cood."
Louis D.D.Bliss,
Pn.s.,P.Bliss
Electrical
School,
Washington.
C. ;
8:30 P. M., Concert, Bakule choius of Czecho
Slovaklan children, auspices of American Red Cross.
KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M., Peter Rabbit; Los
Angeles County Medical Sy. : Concert. Junior Music
Clubs of Southern Calif.; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Egan School; 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Reading, Dr. Frank
Nugcl of Hollywood Opera Reading Club; Programs of
Matinee Musical Club, MacDowell Club and Los Angeles Music Teachers' Assn.
KHJ (Pacific 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M., Concert, Monrovia Chamber of Commerce.

KSD (Central. 400), 8:00 P. M., Concert, South Side
Jazz Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., Vocal selections, Majestic
Four; Floreine Mandolin Orchestra,
KYW (Central. 400), 2:35-3:00 P. M., Concert, Lyon &
Hoaly; 8:00-8:58 P. M., Musical program, Lyon &
Healy ; Dance music, Isham Jones and orchestra.
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M.. Concert. Eastland Music Club, Eastland, Tex.: 9:10-10:30 P. M..
Concert, Harmony Club of Fort WorthWBZ (Eastern, 422), 8:00 P. M., Concert, James
Clarkson Orchestra, Springfield, Mass.
WDAP (Central. 390), 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
Maybelle Crockett Dodds, soprano; Ing:borg Olson,
soprano; Hugh B. Marchall. Scotch 6ongs; Englewood
High School Orchestra and soloists: Dance music.
Jack Chapman's Orchestra,
WFAA (Central. 400), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address, DeWitt McMurray; 830-9:30 P. M., Recital. Mrs. O. T.
Holt. Mrs. Loighton E. Cook and W. H. MeRaven;
11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical program under auspices of
Sanger Bros.
WFI (Eastern. 400), 1:15-2:00 P. M., Concert, Meyer
Davis Bellenie-Stratford Orchestra; 330-4:15 P. M..
Recital; 6:30-7:00 P. M„ Children's own half hour.
WGI (Eastern. 360), 3:00 P. M., Ann-ad Women's Club;
5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," by Uncle David: 6:15
P. M., "Iron Trade Review"; 8:30 P. M.. Business
report, Rogert W. Babson; Instrumental quartet, Ida
Mauneh, director; Lecture, "King Tut-ank-amen and
His
Family Tree," John E. Pember, Boston Sunday
Herald.
WGR (Eastern, 360), 730 P. M., Digest of news; 7:45
P. M., Talk, "Topics of Scientific Interest."
WGY (Eastern, 370). 7:40 P. M., Address, "War on
the Gypsy
Moth,"
MacDonald,
Commissioner of New
York Alexander
State Conservation
Commission;
7:45 P. M., Radio drama, "Strongheart"; Overture,
"lihinefelB." WGY Insti-umental Quartet.
WHAS (Central. 360). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ selections, H. C. Conrad at Alamo Theater; Three-minute
biography of Old Testament characters ; Vocal selections, soprano solos; "Just Among Home Folks."
column in Louisville Courier- Journal ; 7 30-9:00 P. M.,
Concert: Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode" : Setting-up exercises.
WIP (Eastern, 400), 2:00-3:00 P. M., Song recital:
6:00-6:30 P. M., Dinner dance program; 7:00-7:30
P. M., Uncle Wip's bedtime stories and roll call;
7:30 P. M., Talks: 10:10 P. M.-l:0O A. M., Dance
music, Charlie Kerr's Orchestra in L'Aiglon Cafe,
WJAX land
(Eastern,
360), 7:00 P. M., Dance music, CleveNews.
WJZ (Eastern, 360). 4:05 P. M., "Fashions," from
Women's Wear Daily Newspaper; 5:30 P. M„ "The
Music Lover," Dr. Sigmund Spaeth; 5:45 P. M„ "Importance of Retaining Free Shooting in America,"
Juhri D. Burnham, president of American Game Protective Ass'n, N. Y. ; 7:00 P. M.. "Peeps nt Many
Lands" series, courtesy The Macmillan Company;
730 P. M.. Recital, Mrs. Ed. H. Graves, soprano;
Russel B. Kingman, cellist,
WLW (Central, 360). 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
Aiehele's Novelty Dane-1 Orchestra, with Vocal selections by Marguerite Gertig, "Fate," "Baby Blue
Eyes," "Lovin' Sam," "Chicago," "Carolina In the
Morning," "Wonderful World of Romance," "In the
Garden of My Heart": Ed. Decker, tenor; Lloyd
Brown, accompanist; "Dondlno," "Ave Maria,"
Mitchell Humphrey, violinist; "Irish Love Song," "I
Love You Truly," Esther Fairchild; "Andante with
Variations," P. H. Danforth and Mitchell Humphrey,
violinists; "A Rose in Heaven," "Love's Old Sweet
Song," Ed. Decker: Aiehele's Orchestra.- with Miss
Gertig, "Somebody Else," "Old Fashioned Days," "If
You
"Why
WMAQ Tried,"
(Central.
400),Can't
4:35I."P. M., Program by Bush
Conservatory of Music: 7:00 P. M., Talk on Foreign
Relations, Edward P. Bell; Gardening talk, Mrs. Jean
C, Weis; 9:15 P. M., Musical program, Mrs. Jewell
M. Lovejoy, soprano; Blanche L. Bonn, pianist.
WMC (CentraJ, 400), 8*0 P. M., Musical program, fifteen artists, arranged by Mrs. G. L. Meyers : 1 1 :00
P. M., Midnight Frolic concert.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk, F. C.
Walker; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M„ Grand organ recital;
4:45-5:00 P. M., Grand organ recital and trumpets.

WWJ (Eastern, 400), 3:00 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., The Town Crier; News Orchestra;
KewB Male Chorus,

Wednesday,

April 25

KDKA (Eastern, 360), 6:15 P. M., Dinner Concert.
KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra, Victor Saudefe,
director; 7:45 P. M., Visit to little folks by the
Dreamtime Lady; 830 P. M., Concert. KDKA Little
Symphony Orchestra, Prelude, "Meistersinger," (Wagner) ;"Walter Prize Song." from "Die Meistersinger."
(Wagner); Quintet from "Die Meistersinger"; Finale
from "Die Meistersinger."
KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M., Peter Rabbit; Nick
Harris Detective Stories from Pantages Theater Bldg. ;
Concert, Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.; 10:0011*0 P. M., Program. Wa-Wan Club; Vocal selections. Radio Girls Quartet; Program, Musical Optimists.
KGW (Pacific,
330-4:00
M., Children's
Program; Piano 400),
selections,
Ena P.Pullin;
Stories, Aunt
Nell; 8:00-9*0.. Concert
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M., Musical program.
Artists' Ensemble, The Los Angeles Trio, May MacD.
Hope, pianist; Calmon Luboviski, violinist; Ilya Bronson, cellist.
KSD (Central. 400), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Mrs. Frank
Howard, mezzo soprano; Mrs. Harriet H. Young,
pianist; Mrs. Bessie B. Ricker, reader.
KYW (Central, 400), 8:00-8:58 P. M.. Musical program,
"The Nightingale's Song," "Where Blossoms Grow."
Grace Z. Wallace, soprano; Selections from "Lohengrin," "Humoresque," Paul G. Hummel, pianist;
"The Sunshine of Your Smile," "Love Sends a Little
Gift of Roses," George Daubach, tenor; "Voices of
the Woods," "Beloved. It Is Mora," The Aeolin
Quartet; Dance music, Isham Jones and orchestra;
"Rose of My Heart." "Sing on," Grace Z. Wallace:
Selections from the "Meistersinger," Southern Melodies, Paul G. Hummel; "The World Is Waiting for
the Sunrise," "I'm Always Longing for You," George
Daubach: "Smilin" Through," "Medley from the
South Pike." The Aeolin Quartet.
WBAP (Central, 40O). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert, Parker
County Square Dance Orchestra, Weatherford. Tex. ;
930-1030
M.. Concert, Rex Maupin's Original
Texas Hotel P.Orchestra.

WFI (Eastern. 400). 1:15-2*0 P. M., Concert. Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 3 30-4:15 P. M ,
Concert to be announced by Radio; 6:30-7*0 P, M.,
Surprise feature for children; 730 P. M., Boy Scout
Radio Corp; 8*0-9:55 P. M., Short talk and concert;
1030-12:00 P. M., Concert. Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra.
WGI
P. M.,
Tales,"
by
Uncle(Eastern,
David; 360),
6:45 5:00
P. M„
Camp"Twilight
Fire Chat,
Eunice
L. Randall' Talk, "Scarlet Fever," Henry C. Greene;
Concert, Gitana Fabian, mezzo soprano; Telnah
Fabian, pianist and reader; Talk on Farm, Garden
and Lawn,
furnished
by Breck's.
WGR
(Eastern,
360), 730
P. M., Digest of news; 8*8
P. M., director.
Dance music. Dr. Knell's Orchestra, Oscar
Witte,
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Organ selections. M. C. Conrad at Alamo Theater; Three-minute
biography of Old Testament characters. "Darius the
Great," W. H. Wakefield. Lewisburg, Tenn. ; Vocal
selections. Katherine Gunther, soprano; "Just Among
Home Folks." column in Louisville Courier-Journal;
7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert, Louisville Rotary Club, Robt.
Montgomery, director; Address, Jas. H. Richmond,
Rotary Club district governor; Vocal selections, Mrs.
Newton G. Crawford, soprano; Mrs. Geo. T. Settle,
contralto; Reginald W. Billin. baritone; Violin solos,
J. T. Johnson. Jr. ; Recitation, Nathan P. Bloom ;
Piano solos. Wilton Terstegge: Humorous address.
Julius H. Ellis; Old folk melodies, on ocharina, Jos.
T. Burge; Original verse, Chas. G. Harris; Mandolin
solos, Harry G. Tulmini : Piano accompanist. Carl
Shackelton;
Setting-up evercises.
WJAX
chestra.(Eastern, 360), 8*0 P. M., Concert, WHK Or-

WIP (Eastern, 400), 2*0-3*0 P. M., Musical program6:00-630 P. M., Dinner dance music; 7:00-730 P M.i
Uncle Wip's bedtime stories and roll call
WJZ (Eastern, 360). 6:00 P. M., Musical program; 7*0
P. M., "Animal Bedtime Stories." Florence 8. Vincent; 9:00 P. M., "Foods for Health and Pleasure"
and "How the Lean Should Live," Anne L. Pierce9:15 Jerome
P. M.. Alexander;
Talk. "The 930
Importance
Impurities,"
Dr,
P. M.. of
Concert,
Laura
Combs, soprano; Lucille Colett. violinist.
WLW (Central. 360). 8*0 P. M., "A Half Hour of
Happiness for Children" Dance music, Tull's Varsity
Orchestra, "Love Was Once a Little Boy." "Swing
Along." "Kentucky Babe," "Little Tommy Went
A-fishing\" "Sweet and Low"; Vocal selections, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music Male Quartet.
WMAQ (Central. 4C0), 4:35 P. M.. Program by Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art; 7:00
P. M., Stories, Georgene Faulkner; 9:15 P. M„ American Legion program, talk by Rev. Martin Luther
Thomas.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk,
D. K. Kirk: 6:35 P. M., Sandman's visit; 7*0 P. M.,
Pipe organ concert, Erwln Swindell; Ted Sloat, baritone; 8:00 P. M., Lecture, commemorating 25lb Anniversary Spanish -American War. Bev. W. J. Ferris;
Davenport,
la. Concert, J. E. Zimmerman Orchestra,
10:00 P. M.,
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M., Grand organ recital;
4:45-5:00 P. M., organ recital and trumpets.
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 3:00 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M.. The Town Crier; News Orohestra:
Vocal selections. First National Bank of Detroit.

Thursday, April 26
KDKA (Eastern, 360). 6*0 P. M., Organ recital; H. B.
Webb, organist. Cameo Theater: 7:45 P. M., Visit to
little folks by Dreamtime Lady; 8:15 P. «., Shakedrama, Carnegie
"The Taming
of the
Shrew." School
of Drama spearean
from
Institute
of Technology.
KFI (Pacific. 400), 8:45-7:30 P. M., Peter Rabbit; Program, Y. M. C. A.; 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Concert, Sherwood Music School; 10:00-11:00 P. M., Vocal selections, Hollywood Girls Quartette; Los Angeles Oratorio Sy. ; First Congregational Church Choir; Instrumental music, Geo. J. Birkel Co.
KHJ

(Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00
P. M., Musical
gram. Southern
Pacific Company's
(Continued
on pageBand.
6)

DEALERS!
Write today! Get on our mailing list
to receive our "Weekly Turnover
Bulletin" — shows weekly special bargains, discounts and
best
prices.
Keeps you posted on all radio items that will
turn rapidly, giving you a long profit. Will
help make your store the leading radio supply headquarters in your community.

"WEnNESe/PATCn
159 S. STATE

ST., dnCAGO.ILL.

WBZ (Eastern, 422), 7:45 P. M., Lecture, "The Value
of Sanatorium
Tuberculosis."
Summer Remmick, Treatment
Director ofin Dept.
of PublicDr.Health;
8:00 P. M., Concert, Tech Banjo Club.
WFAA (Central. 400), 12:30-1*0 P. M., Music from
the Melba Theater bill of the week.
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BACK STAGE FOLKS OF THREE

PLANTS

"This is Station WLAG. the 'Call of the North/ located on the Oak
Grove Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn/' How many times have you heard
that? Perhaps you, like many other Radiophans, have begun to
wonder just what the young- lady looks like who has such a charming voice. It is with this point in mind that we publish Miss
Eleanor Poehler's picture (left). She is program director and
assistant manager of WLAG. Below is Warren Cox, the announcer
of Station WHK, of the Radiovox Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Besides announcing Warren happens to own the plant and, of course,
has to run it. The pleasant looking chap with the cap and glasses
at the right is none other than Robert M. Reed himself. He, as
you know, is assistant Radio editor and program manager of Station WDAF, owned by the Kansas City Star. Reed was formerly
connected with Station WKY, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. He
became so good at the Oklahoman plant that he was stolen by the
talons of the Night Hawks. And then, too, WDAF made the steal
to remove
the fast and close competition
in the neighbor
state

Dr. Hund Gets Appointment

ARCTIC EXPLORER
TO HAVE A1RPH0NE
PLANS

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Department
of Commerce has announced that Dr.
August Hund of Berkely, Cal., has been
appointed as Electrical Engineer of the
Radio Section of the Bureau of Standards.
Dr Hund graduated from the Technische
1913.
Hochschule,
Carlsruhe, in 1911 and took
the degree of Doctor of Engineering in

TO LISTEN IN FROM
FROZEN LANDS

One young woman who has made a
marked success of broadcasting readings
has been given the graceful title of "The
girl with the voice with a Radio smile."

Crew of Seven Men to Chat with Chicago Stations from Near
North Pole
BOSTON, MASS. — Donald MacMillan.
the Arctic explorer, is planning to take a
powerful Radio receiving and transmitting
outfit with his expedition on the ship Bowdoin, next summer. No matter how far
North the party penetrates, the receiving
part of the outfit at least will go with
them, and while they are sitting inside
their snow igloos in the frozen North, they
can be listening to the latest jazz broadcasts from civilization.
Not only will the explorer's ship be
equipped with a powerful receiving set,
but it is planned to have a powerful sending set also, and there will be daily chats
between the Bowdoin, which sails from
Eastport, Me., about the middle of next
June and the Chicago broadcasting station
at the Edgewater Beach hotel. E. F. McDonald, a millionaire Chicago Radiophan,
is now on his way to Maine to oversee the
installing of apparatus on the Bowdoin
while she is in winter quarters.
Novelty for Esquimos
Radiophans
asked of
to "stand
by"
each
night forwillthebe voice
MacMillan
from the Arctic. It is believed that he
may be received better in some parts of
the country than in others, owing to various forms of interference.
'"If we have the same experience with
the Eskimos regarding Radio that we did
with the regular wire telephone, it will be
interesting
and amusing,"
Mr. end
Mac-of
Mil an. Ifound
one Eskimo said
at one
the wire. He would yell and then run to
the other end of the wire to try to hear
the sound of his own voice. When I
caught up with him he explained gravely
that it could not be done. There was no
hole in the wire."
The next expedition will have a crew of
seven men abroad, to go within 720 miles
of the pole. Five phonographs will be
taken, one to be given to each of the
Eskimo tribes. Two thousand pounds of
pemmican, a highly concentrated food, will
be taken along to avoid any possible food
shortage ashore.

Eleanor Poehler Good as Director of
Station WLAG;
Woman

"The Call of the North"

Who Arranges All Programs for Minneapolis Plant Receives
Variety of Presents from Male Listeners in Including
Flowers and Sausages — Is Professional Musician

By Vera Bray Shlpm.an
This is the Minneapolis Station WLAG,
the Call of the North. There is a woman
in Radio at WLAG. Eleanor Poehler, a
professional musician, a soprano of distinction, is especially well equipped for her
service to the Radiophans, as program
director.
WLAG is operated by the Cutting and
Washington Radio Corporation, on the Oak
Grove Hotel, and is supported by the following business organizations of Minneapolis: the Northwest Farmstead; L. S.
Donaldson Company; E. E. Atkinson and
Company; The Northwestern National
Bank; The Minnesota Loan and Trust
Company; The Purity Baking Company;
Powers Mercantile Company; Sterling
Electric Company; and the Findley Electric Company.
Get Woman Director
When the business men contemplated
opening Station WLAG they sought for
a man to direct the programs. But there
was none available. They turned to the
women's clubs for suggestions for the
next best thing, a woman. And a most
remarkable thing happened. Three different women recommended Eleanor Poehler, and here she is.
Officially they call her associate manager. Her carefully directed programs are
heard each night, far reaching even to
Hawaii, where one entire program was
received.
Build $250,000 Terminal
Truly a woman, she might tell her age
MIAMI, FLA. — The Tropical Radio
Telegraph Company, affiliated with the so long as the Digest is in Chicago and
United Fruit Company, is building a huge she in Minneapolis, but WE shall not tell.
Radio terminal, said to be the second We might want a like favor some time.
largest in the United States, at Hialeah,
Receives Varied Presents
Fla., near here. Construction was started
recently. The plant is to handle the
Eleanor Poehler (she never signs herSouth American, Central American and
self Mrs.) early widowed, has one son
West Indian business of the company, and upon whom she dotes. Alarm clocks are
will cost about $250,000. The towers will her pet aversion. They never catch HER
be 437 feet high and have a span of 1,050 napping.
Flowers of every kind she loves.
"If I had money enough I'd have a
feet.
'
bunch for every dress.
"Men?
Politics?
Germany has a public Radiophone service with subscribers in 176 cities and
"The Radio business keeps me too busy
towns.
to be seriously interested in either.
I

have of course interesting letters from
male fans. The gifts they send me are
mostly
and sausage."
Mixed candy
romance?
A native of Minneapolis, Eleanor Poehler's wide acquaintance and good musicianship combine to best advantage in Radio
for WLAG. It takes brains to direct Radio
broadcasting programs and WLAG is fortunate in having its director filling all requirements.
The ringing of three silver chimes announces programs from KFI.

lit
dow [q bviddike
Reinartz Receiver
is told,

complete
with illustrations and diagrams, in the
latest addition to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions, wireless codes, wire
tions, etc. tables, definiPin terthis
ad toit your
letand mail
together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
Send for it, today!

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS CO.
415

South Chicago.
Dearborn

Street,

Z0.000 C&U Letters
Indispensable to every radio owner. Contains
up-to-date list of over 20,000 Amateur, Commercial, Army. Navy, Transoceanic High
Powered, and Broadcasting Stations in the
UNITED STATES and CANADA. International Morse Code and Convention Signals;
the construction and operation of the
REINARTZ
TUNER,
ONE-STAGE

DETECTOR,
AMPLIFIER

AND-

Included with the book is a splendid twocolor map of the United States and Canada,
2 x 3 ft., showing radio district boundaries,
standara
timestations,
lines, geographical
location ot
broadcasting
etc.

Buy the Book with the
Blue Cover
The greatest dollar value on the radio market.
At your dealers or direct by mail.
Use check
or money order.
Do not send 6tamps.
Dealers:
Write for proposition

RADIO DIRECTORY
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PUBLISHING CO.
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A Real Aerial Act

Spir L. and Lew P.

WOULD'NT fl SOUND FUNNV?

ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

WOO

(Continued from page 4)
KYW

(Central. 400). 8:00-9:50 P. M.. Musical program, "So Fair a Flower," "Coming Home," "There
Is No Death," "Come to the Fair." Dolly Wade, soprano. Sallie Menkes, accompanist; Dance music,

Isham Jones and orchestra; 9:05 P. M., "Twenty Minutes of Good Beading," Kev. C. J. Pemin. S. D.,
Head of Dept. of English, Loyola University.
WBAP (Central. 400), 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert. North
Ft. Worth High School Orchestra and Glee Club;
9:30-10:30 P. M., Concert. Baptist Sunday School
Orckestra, Abilene, Tex.
WBZ (Eastern, 422). 8:00 P. M-, Concert, Willimansett
Minstrel Club.
WDAP (Central. 390). 10:00 P. M., Program by "Sun
Dodgers
Club"; Dance
music. Jack Chapman's OrWFAA (Central. 400). 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. Judge
B. B. Muse, on Texas Bepublic; 8:30-9:30 P. M.,
Program of music, readings and address, Mrs. J. Yancey Fincher and pupils; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical
program under auspices of D. 1>. Whittle Music Co.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 1:15-2:00 P. M., Concert, Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra: 3:30-4:15 P. M..
Song Becital;
6:30-7:00
Hour,
Stories by
Cousin P.
Sue.M., Children's Own Half

(Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M., Grand organ recital; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ and trumpets; 7:509:00 P. M., WOO Orchestra. Robert E. Golden, director and violin soloist: 9:00-9:55 P. M.. Grand
organ recital. Miss Mary E. Vogt at the console.
WWJ (Western, 400), 3:30 P. M„ Concert. Detroit News
Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., The Town Crier: The Detroit
News Orchestra; Loretta A. Haas, soprano; Joe
Qualters, tenor; E. Laceohee, one string violinist;
1 1 :00 P. M. . Detroit News Orchestra : Joe Qualters,
tenor; E. Laceohee, one string violinist.

Friday, April 27
KDKA (Eastern. 360), 6:15 P. M.. Dinner concert. Trio
of KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra; 7:15 P. M..
"Why I Hold on to My niusions," as answered in
Rostand's "Chanticler." Miss Marjory Stewart; 7:45
P. M., Visit of the Dreamtiroe Lady; 8:30 P. M..
Concert, King Haw Entertainers, assisted by trio of
KDKA Orchestra.
KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Peter Babbit: Concert. Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif. : 10:0011:00 P. M., Program, Public School Music Teachers
Ass'n. ; Male chorus, 100 voices, Orpheus Club;
Dominant Club; California Federation of Music Clubs.
KGW (Pacific. 400), 7:00-7:30 P. M., University of
Oregon Extension Course Lecture: 8:00-8:15 P. M..
Vocal selections; 8:15-9:00 P. M.. Concert, George
Olsen's Portland Hotel Orchestra; 11:00-12:00 P. M.,
Meeting of Hoot Owls.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Musical program.
Conservatory of Music. University of Southern California.

WGI (Eastern. 360), 5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," by
Unole David; 9:30 P. M., Talk, "Romance of the
Shoe," Harry
M.
Wood;
Concert, Deschamps
OrWGR (Eastern. 360), 7:30 P. M., Digest of news; 7:45
P. M., Boy Scout program; Industrial employment
news.
WGY (Eastern. 370). 7:45 P. M.. Concert. American
Locomotive Company Band, Joseph Konicek, director;
KSD (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Thaleta
Kronsbein, contralto; Hartzel Lyon, baritone; Mathilda
Overture. "Mignonette," Band: "Faded Love LetEarickson, soprano; Miss McGregor, contralto: Miss
ters," John O'Bourke, tenor; "The Butterfly," Band;
DeVoltine. pianist; 11:30 P. M.. Vocal selections.
"A May Morning," Gladys J. Hayner, soprano; Suite,
Bertha M. Donnelly, soprano. Mrs. George Lamke,
"Atlantis, the Lost Continent" I, "Nocturne and
accompanist.
Morning Hymn of Praise." 2. "A Court Function. " 3.
"I Love Thee." 4. "The Destruction of Atlantis." Band ; KYW (Central, 400), 8:00-8:58 P. M., Musical program,
Address, "The Broadcast Listeners' Antenna," B. H.
arranged by Inland Elee. Co.. Isham Jones and orLangley; "Tke Bugler." Mortimer L. Moore, bass;
chestra; 9:05 P. IH., Book review, Llewellyn Jones.
"American Patrol." Band; "Slave Song," "The
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M.. Concert. C. B.
Scarecrow," Gladys J. Hayner; "Old Timers," Band;
Brooks and family of the Southwestern Baptist Sem"Wonderful World of Romance." "John O'Rourke;
inary, Fort Worth, Tex.; 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Bi"Home Sweet Home the World Over," Band; "The
monthly Radio concert. Texas Christian University.
Japanese Love Song," "April, My April," Gladys
WBZ (Eastern. 422), 7:45 P. M., Talk. "The Necessity
J. Hayner; "American Legion March," Band.
of
Keeping
GoodEdith
Records."
WHAS (Central 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Organ selections;
P. M.. Becital,
Nowill, Thomas
soprano. McCarry; 8:00
H. C. Conrad at Alamo Theater: Three-minute bi(Central, 400), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address. Dr.
ography of Old Testament characters. "Zerxes"; WFAA
Robert S. Hyer, Southern Methodist University, on
Vocal selections, Ruth Cartwright, mezzo soprano.
Sunday school lesson; 8:30-9:30 P. M„ Varied proHazel MeClellan. soprano; "Just Among Home Folks,"
gram, Edith Beilharz, violinist.
column in Louisville Courier- Journal : 7:30-9:00 P. M..
Dance concert, Shawnee Terrace Dance Combination;
WFI (Eastern, 400). 1:15-2:00 P. M.. Concert. Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; 3:30-4:15 P. M..
Three-minute digest of International Sunday School
lesson, Sunday, April 29; Child welfare talk: ReadMusic recital and talk; 6:30-7:00 P. M.. Children's
own half hour with Cousin Sue.
ing, "An Interesting Historical Episode"; Setting-up
exercises.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 3:00 P. M.t Amrad Women's Club.
Address. Miss D. H. Goodwin; Talk, Ruth E. NewWIP (Eastern, 400), 1:00-1:15 P. M., Talk on Selection
and Preparation of the Practical Home Garden: 2:00man;
story hour.
Eunice
Randall;5:00
9:30P.P. M.,M.,Girl's
Travelogue,
David
M. L.
Cheney;
3:00 P. M., Artist recital; 6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dinner
dance music;
P. M., Uncle Wip's bedtime
Shakespearean comedy. "The Twelfth Night," Amrad
stories
and roll7:00-7:30
call.
WGR
(Eastern, 360), 7:30 P. M.. Digest of news; 8:00
players.
WJAX (Eastern. 360), 6:30-7:30 P. M.. Concert, CleveP. M., Program. Buffalo Community Chorus. Address,
land Hotel Orchestra; 8:00 P. M.. Concert, Music
"Motoring Preparedness," F. C. Edwards.
Dep't. Cleveland. Federation of Women's Clubs, and
Cleveland Institute Quartet; "Life." "A Mountain
WGY (Eastern, 370), 2:00 P. M.. Talk. "The Child in
Madrigal," " "Twas April," "Before the Daybreak,"
the Home," Mrs. E. P. Pressey; 6:30 P. M., Talk for
children; 7:40 P. M.. Talk. "Insects and Diseases."
"Firefly
Fairies,"
Federation
Chorus.
Mrs.
Zoe
Long
Fouts, conducting, Mrs. J. E. Hikes, accompanist.
Dr. E. P. Felt; 7:45 P. M.. Concert. Commercial Bank
Club of National Commercial Bank and Trust Co..
Violin solos, Etude for two violins, second violin,
Quincy Porter; Berceuse for violin alone. Milon de
Albany, N. Y. ; "On Parade." bank orchestra: "The
Ribaupierre; Polonaise, Andre de Ribaupierre. Choral
Winter Song." bank quartet; "Tommy Lad." Thomas
numbers, "By Moonlight" and "Narcissus." violin
G. Kenny, tenor; "One Little Word." De Rose Orohligatos by Quincy Porter; "Land of Musion."
chestra; "Something from the Old Days." Jacob H.
Herzog, reader: "The Day is Ended." Godfrey J.
"The Wind on the Wold." "In the Red April Dawn."
"All in a Garden Green." "This is a World of
Smith, baritone; "Meditation," Willis S. Reynolds,
Gladness." "Prelude," Jean Binet; "Bagatelle."
violinist; "Laborers Night Song," quartet: "In MayRoger Sessions; Ukranian Folk-song, "The Virgin of
time," orchestra; "The Barefoot Trail." T. Reed
Potchaiv," Quincy Porter; Variations in D Minor,
Vreeland, tenor; Address, "Modern Banking," Jacob
"Cavatina" from B flat Major Quartet. Finale from
H. Herzog; "The Parting Rose," quartet: "Other
D Major Quartet, Cleveland String Quartet.
Lips," orchestra; "The Two Grenadiers." Leo K. Fox.
baritone; Violin duet, "Meditation Relegioso," WilWJZ (Eastern. 360), 7:00 P. M.. "Jack Rabbit Stories."
lis S. Reynolds and Peter Van Deloo: "De Little
David
Cory;
8:30
P.
M.,
"Old
English
Sheep
Dogs."
Frank F. Dole: 8:45 P. M.. Becital. Helen S. DonSunflower Coon," quartet; "Who Cares," orohestra;
ovan, violinist: 9:30 P. M., Recital. Anna Todoto.
10:30 P. M., Musical program, selection from "You're
soprano; Pasquole Romano, baritone. Anna Pinto,
in Love," WGY Orchestra; "Valse Bluett*." Edward
harpist.
Rice, violinst; Comedy talk. "The Income Tax ColWLW (Central, 360), 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
lector"; "By the Side of a Streamlet." orchestra;
"Elegie," Ernest Burleigh, cellist: Selection from
"The Fresh Paint Orchestra," University of Cin"Maytime," orchestra; "Scene de Ballet." orchestra.
cinnati; "Farewell," "Dark Eyes Tender." Marjorie
Wilson, contralto; "Calm as the Night." Mrs. H.
Morris, cellist; "Silver Threads Among the Gold."
"Somewhere
a Voice
is Calling,"
"A Perfect
Mrs.
H. Morris,
cellist;
Ruth Draper,
pianist.Day,"
Corrine L. Sims, soprano, "Annie Laurie," "Old Folks
at
Home,"
Corrine
L.
Sims;
Dance
music.
Hotel
Sinton Dance Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, 400), 4:35 P. M., Program by Lyceum
Arts Conservatory; 7:00 P. IH.. Talk for Boy Scouts;
Gardening talk, Mrs. J. C. Weis; "Supply and Demand," H. W. Graham, reader; Talk, "Interesting
Auto gramTrails,"
9:15 Trio.
P.M.. Proby RichardRockwell
De YoungStephens;
and Havden
DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
WMC (Central, 400). 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Hotel Chisca
Philharmonic Orchestra. Clara Ahern. director.
W0C (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M.. Educational Talk. Karl
G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert: 6:35 P. M.,
Sandman's visit; 7:00 P. M., Musical program Erwin
Swindell, musical director. Old-Time Fiddlers' Contest; 8:00 P. M., Lecture, "Citizens' Military Training
Camps," by Capt. D. D. Dewey, Q. M. Department.
Officers' Reserve Corps. U. S. A.

(Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Organ selections, H. C. Conrad at Alamo Theatre: Three-minute
biography of Old Testament characters. "Esther."
by J. A. Buck, Stuart, Okla. ; "Just Among Home
Folks." column in Louisville Courier- Journal : 7:309:00 P. M., Vocal selections, Genevieve Tims, soprano,
Carl G. Herder, Jr., tenor, Sara Gilmore. soprano;
Reading, Mirion Broughton; Vocal selections. Mary
Waechter, soprano; Piano solos. Helen I. Mitchell.
New Albany, Ind. ; Vocal selections. Rose Boden. soprano; Saxophone solos, Bobert Seaton; Reading, "An
Interesting
Episode";
exercises.
WIP
(Eastern.Historical
400), 2:00
to 3:00 Setting-up
P. M.. Miscellaneous
musical program-; 6:00 to 6:30 P. M.. Dinner dance
music;
and
roll7:00
call.to 7:30 P. M., Uncle Wip's bedtime stories
WJZ (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M., Becital. Mme. Ami W.
Powell, soprano; 8:30 P. M., Literary talk. Outlook
and Harper Bros.; 9:00 P. M., Concert. Maplewood,
N. J., Ladles' Quartet; 9:15 P. M.. "Daylight Savings,"
MarcusYork
Marks.
Pres.
of P.
National
Daylight Symphony
Ass'n. of
New
City;
9:25
M.. Concert.
Mandolin Orchestra of Jersey City.
WMAQ (Central, 400). 4:35 P. M., Program by Columbia School of Music; 7:00 P'. M-, Musical lecture,
Mrs. Marx E. Oberdorfer; 9:15 P. M.. Czecho Slovakian program; Anna Lukesova, soprano; Talk, Dr.
Sraetanka, consul.
WMC (Central. 400), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Hotel Gayoso
Orchestra, Gasper Pappalardo. director; 11:00 P. M..
Midnight Frolic concert.
WOC (Central. 400). 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. C.
C. Flanagan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert: 6:35 P. M.,
Sandman's visit; 7:00 P. M.. Concert. P. S. C. Orchestra; 8:00 P. M.. Lecture. "Improved Order of
Red Men," by Great Incohonee. John E. Sedwick.
WOO (Eastern. 400), 11:00 A. M.. Grand organ recital; 4:45-5:00 P. M„ Organ recital and trumpets.
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 3:00 P. M.. Concert. News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M.. The Town Crier: News poet;
News Orchestra; Vocal selections, pupils of Marcus
KeUerman,

KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M., Peter Rabbit; Los
Angeles County Dental Sy. ; Concert, Junior Music
Clubs of Southern Calif.; 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Program,
University
of Southern
M.. Ben
VoNeU.
cal selections.
Packard Calif.;
Radio 10:00-11:00
Club. HarryP.Coe,
McLaughlin, Leonard Van Berg.

Saturday, April 28

Grid Leak Problem Solved

KDKA (Eastern, 360), 6:00 P. M., Organ recital, H. B.
Webb, organist. Cameo Theater. Pittsburgh, Pa.; "One
Day Trip
by M.,
Automobile,"
Club;
7:15 P.
Talk. J. L. Pittsburgh
Ray; 7:30 P.Automobile
M„ Talk
to Boys; 7:45 P. M., Visit of the Dreamtime Lady;
8:15 P. M., "Spring House Cleaning Your Automobile," Bay MeNamara; 8:30 P. M., Minstrel show by
Men's Glee Club of Calvary Presbyterian Church,
Braddock. Pa., Evan H. Lloyd, director.

Best possible variable leak for Fleweiling
and Kaufman Circuits made for ten cents.
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Robblns Woodworking Company
LIBERTYVILLE,
ILL.

A. MURRAY

RADIO SPECIALTIES

1306 Atlantic Ave.
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SET

For Distance — For Clearness — For i
Getting What You Want
When You Want It
= The MICHIGAN "SENIOR" Regenerative Receiver =
I with Michigan Split
Vernier
ONEHairBEST
SETDial Control is the =
->~-^_

DESK

Provision to Accommodate the Entire Radio Set
For Sale by First Class Furniture and Radio Dealers
or Write

Send twenty-five cents for diagram.

■I .

the Wire"

The Ideal Furniture

(Continued on page 9)
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"First Under

(Pacific,
400), 3:30-4:00
M.. Children's
program; Piano Selections,
Mary P.Hamey;
Stories, Aunt

KSO (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M., Musical program.
DeMartini Sisters; 8:40 P. M., Vocal selections,
Manon D. Methudy. contralto. May Langefort. pianist.
KYW (Central, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Musical program; "I Hear a Thrusk at Eve." "Elysium," Louise
Joyner, soprano; Popular selections, Aarseth's Bealart Syncopators; "Bird of Love Divine," "Capricious
Shepherd Maid," Charles W. Green, tenor; Dance
music, Isham Jones and orchestra; "The Old Love,"
"Sing Me Love's Lullaby," Louise Joyner; "Mary of
Allendale," "Hurrah for Maggie O'Grady." C. W.
Green; 9:05-9:25 P. M., "Under the Evening Lamp,"
by Youth's Companion.
WBAP (Central. 400), 6:30-6:45 P. M.. Sunday school
lesson, Mrs. W. F. Barnum, leader of Barnum Bible
Class. First Methodist Church.
WBZ (Eastern, 422), 7:45 P. M.. "Under the Evening
Lamp," by Youth's Companion; 8:00 P. M., Concert.
WDAP (Central, 390), 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
Harrison Higk School Bank and soloists, James C.
Goss, Basso, Ray G. Zender, Baritone; Dance music
Jack Chapman's Orchestra,
WFAA (Central, 400), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. Prof.
Clyde Eagleton, Southern Methodist University, on
Current History Comment; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Music and
readings,
arranged Old
by Texas
11:00-12:00
P. M., Concert,
Mill Poets'
TheaterAss'n;
Orchestra,
Don
Albert, conductor.
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REINARTZ

KGW

"JUNIOR"

SET

Licensed under Armstrong's U. S.
Pat 1,113,149 and pending Letters
Pat 807,388, representing the highest development of Regeneration,
the soul of radio.
Send for Circular describing: Michigan "Senior"and"Junior" Receivers
and Michigan Radio Accessories.

Factory Branch: 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Illinois
H. O. Rush, Radio Engineer, in charge
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KIDDIES LISTEN IN
Rosalind Luncciord, dubbed "Radio's Mary
Pickford"
by the many
circle
of listeners,
is so admirers
successful in inWSB's
emulating a tiny tot when telling of the adventures of "L'il Red Ridin' Hood" and
other nursery classics that many listeners
are reluctant to believe this popular reader
of the Atlanta Journal is quite a dignified
and grown-up exponent of the dramatic
art. Two of her most ardent followers are
shown. These two lucky youngsters live
in the first Radio apartment house to be
built. It is located in Newark, N. J., and
all guests are given Radio service by
simply plugging receivers in a wall socket
in whatever room they may be
Rifrht I'lioto© K. & H.

DR. WINSLOW AIDS
DEAF BY AIRPHONE
NEW

EXPERIMENTS PROVE
PRACTICABILITY

Noted

Specialist to Give Special Demonstrations at Clinics Within
Next Few
Weeks

By Lenore Stuart
Dr. Paul V. Winslow, an eminent. New
York specialist in nose, ear and and throat
surgery, announced last week that deafness can be cured by means of Radio. Dr.
Winslow bases his announcement on the
results of several experiments performed
by him. He states that he has given the
Radio treatment successfully to a number
of his patients who were afflicted with
deafness.
Dr. Winslow has long been noted for his
cures of deafness. Heretofore he has relieved thousands by his methods of
surgery alone; but with the introduction
of Radio he believes that there will come
a revolution in the science as it has been
-practiced up to this time.
Listening' in Plus Surgfery
Dr. Winslow's formula is a simple one.
He has equipped his office with a Radio
receiving set, and as a preliminary treatment to his cu-e of deafness he gives his
patients a prescribed course of "listening
on the Radio." This is followed by a
simple surgical operation. The first treatment is a complement to the second, and
by this judicious combination of Radio
and surgery he claims to effect a complete
cure for deafness, providing it has not
gone beyond the catarrhal stage.
According to Dr. Winslow the receiving
apparatus has a stimulating effect on the
vibratory nerves of the ear; it reawakens
and reanimates the dormant sensibilities,
so that by the use of this preliminary
treatment the subsequent surgical operation is rendered surprisingly simple, completely restoring the impaired facilities of
the auditory regions. Many cases, until
now considered incurable, have shown
surprising treatments.
results' uponTheundergoing
the
combined
doctor states
that in the more severe cases surgery is
at the present time a necessary adjunct
-to the Radio, but by further experiment
he hopes soon to -entirely eliminate the
use of his surgical methods in curing
deafness.
To Give Clinics
Several clinical demonstrations of the
curing of deafness by Radio are to be
given by Dr. Winslow within the next few
weeks. He has also arranged special demonstrations before certain of the more
prominent members of his profession for
the purpose of proving to them that his
theory regarding the use of Radio is practical and will produce the results he
claims for it.
The hundreds of cures to Dr. Winslow's
credit together with his unequivocal endorsement of the Radio as an ever increasing aid in his work open the way to a
myriad of novel uses of Radio. Until
now it has been considered, for the most
part, an entertaining factor in life with
the addition of possible educational values,
but with Dr. Winslow's theory substantiated. Radio must become a unique rd
separate element in the vanguard of the
ever growing crusade for the physical
welfare of the nation.

Experimenters
Club of Canada
Holds
Out on Offers Made by Manufacturing Concerns
By Albert H. Monday
TORONTO, ONT. — What is being termed
as the greatest blow ever sustained by
the Radio trust has been launched here.
It is the formation of what is to be known
as the Experimenters Radio Club of Canada, and is the first of its kind in Canada.
The chief aim of the new organization
is to help the Radiophan in every way,
and it is the contention of the officers of
the club that in order to render help, the
"bugbear" of the big trusts must be eliminated.
The new association, after having been
organized only three days, had a membership of over one thousand members. This
number is increasing every day. It is
expected that within the next month every
Radiophan in Canada will be a member.
In this way the new organization will
have practically complete control of the
Radio industry in Canada.
Sells Apparatus at Low Price
The force of the blow that has been
aimed at the big trusts is already being
felt. This is borne out in the statement
that many influential persons, and officials
of large manufacturing concerns, have
made a point of getting in touch with the
officials of the club, and have asked them
to meet them and discuss matters that
will interest both the organization and the
Radio trusts. But the new club is standT
ing its ground and gaining strength with
every move.
All Radiophans are eligible to join the
club and are charged a nominal fee of one
dollar, but they are entitled to a service,
that, it is stated, will revolutionize the
science in Canada. There is a sales department which sells all goods at the
lowest possible price. In fact goods have
been sold so low during the first three
days of the club's organization that many
manufacturers have phoned to the secretary and other officers asking them to
supply them.

Broadcast Robin Hood
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. — A complete
"Robin Hood" program was broadcast here
recently by Station KPO, the Hale Bros.
Company plant. Douglas Fairbanks gave
permission for the broadcast, rights for
which he owns.

(Patent Pending)
A SyntheticMULTIPOINT
CRYSTAL DETECTOR
sensitivo over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts arid press. Sold
in Sealed Packages only. Join the ever increasing
Rusonite fans.
Price, Postpaid, mounted
tZ(\g*
Sensitiveness
guaranteed
«JV/v»

RUSONITE

CATWHISKER

U Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super

OK-

Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from us,

•O*'

RUSONITE

PRODUCTS

19 Park Row. N. Y.

CORP.
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BUFFALO AIRS OUT
VACANT POSITIONS

/.|

actual results of the work, Mr. Zimmer
says that recently he has been receiving
applications from all parts of the world.

10c

Broadcast Results in Applications
from All Parts of United
will bring you immediately our 32-page
booklet containing complete diagrams and
descriptions of Flewelling, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative and other circuits. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.

States
BUFFALO, N. Y. — V. A. Zimmer, superintendent in charge of the Buffalo office
of the New York State Employment .Bureau, is meeting with considerable success
in obtaining men for local jobs by Radio.
Once a week a general survey of the
employment situation and list of the jobs
open in Buffalo is broadcast by Radio from
Station WGR of the Federal Telephone
and Telegraph Company. So far as is
known, Buffalo is the first city to attempt filling positions in this manner.
Although it is difficult to check up the

Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at light

FREMONT
RADIO SALES CO.
prices.
227-229 Fulton St.

NEW

YORK

CITY

-STANDARD
APPARATUSReputable Merchandise at Attractive Prices
$ 8.00 Brandes
p^fe
8.00
8.00
7.50
6.00
6.00
5.50
1 2. CO
12.00
6.00

Superior
HEAD
SETS
D ictograph
Federal,
2200
Ohms
Strom berg Carlson
Frost,
3000
Ohms
Rayalfonc
Murdock
57
Western
Electric 509 W
Baldwin
Type C
Baldwin
Single

$5.50
r?r"i
5.75
4.95
4.75
4.25
3.75
4.10
9.50
8.50
4.00

6.50 Turtiey

3.75

6.00 Gilbert
6.00 Berwick

T\![^e

2.95
4.75

VARIO

COUPLERS

. p^
2.59

$ 4.75
3.50
4.00
6.00
5.00

FAD A 180°
WORKRITE
SHAMROCK
EMCO
180°
COLUMBIA

180°

3.95

$ 4.C0
8.00
5.00
6.00
3.50

SHAMROCK
ATWATER
KENT
(Moulded)
COLUMBIA
(Moulded)
EMCO
(Moulded)
WORKRITE

$2.59
6.80
3.95
4.95
3.40

3.40
.$4.50
4.95

180°
180°

VARIOMETERS

MISCELLANEOUS

3-Plate Condenser
1 1 -Plate
Condenser
23-Plate Condenser
43-Plate Condenser
1 1 -Plate
Condenser Vernier
23-Plate
Condenser
Vernier
43-Plate
Condenser Vernier
Fada
Sorkcts
(Single)
Firth
Sockets
(Single)
Firth D Sockets
(Double)

Pull

Line

$1.00
1.40
1.65
2.55
2.75
3.25
3.95
95
38
70

U.
W.
W.
U.
U.
W.

TUBES

V. 199
D. II
D. 12
V. 201 A
V. 200
E. 216 A

PANELS

BAKELITE— 3/16

7x10

$6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
4.95
9.50

$1.35

7x12

1.45

7x14

Inch

7x15

Stock

HARD
7x10
7x15

$0.90
1.35

7X18
7x24

p^ FEDERAL
RADIOAUDIO
CORP. TRANSFORMERS
U. V. 712

$7.00
7.00
6.50
4.50
6.00

RASLA
THORDARSON
AMPLEX
W.

D.

5.00 GENERAL RADIO
7.00 AMERTRAN
5.50 ATWATER
5.00 ACME

12

CORP.

2.50

2.95
A

$1.45
1.90
$5.60
■ P""'e
5.60
5.10
3.00
3.95

4.35
5.95

KENT

RADIO
$7.00 RADIO
6.50 RASLA

$1.95

7X18

1.85 7x24
RUBBER — GRADE

4.55
4.10

TRANSFORMERS
U.

V.

1714

SPECIALS

Millard
Rheostat
De Forest Rheostat
Fada
Rheostat
Fada
Vernier
Rheostat
Klosner
Rheostat
Klosner
Vernier
Rheostat
Firth
Crystal
Detectors
W.
D. II Sockets
Reinartz Coils

$5.60
5.10
$0.45
95
70
1.20
70
1.20
98
30
1.45

of All Standard Sets and Accessories at Greatly Reduced Prices.
Write for Our Quotations
All Mail Orders Shipped on same day as received.
Send Money Order including Postage
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RADIO

DIGEST

Kadiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below. The first appeared last week and the last part,
together with the city-station index will appear next
week J
WAAJ,
Boston, Mass.
50 ml.
Eastern Radio Inst.
Tues. 10-11 pm.
Thurs, S:30-9:30 pm.
Sat. T-S pro.
music. Eastern.
WAAK. Milwaukee. Wis. 300 ml
Glmbel Bros.
Daily
ex Sun. 10 am. 11:10. 12:10 pro. 1:25. 3. Daily ex
Wed and Sat. 7:15. 7:30 cm. Central.
WAAM,
Newark.
N. J. 300 mi.
1. B. Nelson Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11-11 :55 am, 3-4 pm, music.
Wed,
7:30-S pm, code instruction-: S-9, special program.
Eastern.
WAAN, Columbia. Mo.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP,
Wichita.
Kan.
4S5 also.
500 ml
United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, educational
program:
10:30 pm. weather.
Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainment. Central.
WAAQ. Greenwich. Conn. 600 mi. New England Motor
Sales Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am-S:30 pm. every half
hr. Eastern.
WAAS, Decatur, Ga.
Georgia Badio Co.
WAAW.
Omaha, Neb.
4S5 also. 500 Omaha Grain Exchange. Daily ex Sun. 9:45 am, 10:45, 11:45, 12:45
pm,
tral. 1:20, 8, market reports; 8:15-9 pm, music. CenWAAY, Youngstown, O. 500 mi. Yahrling-Rayner Music Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 8-9 pm, music, reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ.
Emporia,
Kans.
250 mi.
Hollister-Miller
Motor Co. Tues, Thurs, 7-8 pm, entertainment.
Temporary schedule. Central.
WAJT. Marshall. Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WAJU, Tankton. S. D. Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind.
100 mi.
Purdue University.
Men. Fri. 7:15-7:30 pm, educational lecture.
Central.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown. N. J. Fred M. Middleton.
WBAH,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
200 mi. The Dayton Co.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30, 9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am. Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson, N. J. 200 mi.
Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun.
9:15-9:45
am,
10:30-11,
1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:30-5:30, music.
Sat. morn,
only.
Eastern.
WBAO,
Decatur, IB.
100 mi.
James
Millikin TJniy.
University activities.
No definite schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 400 and 4S5 only. 1,500 mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 am,
11-11:30, 12-12:15 pm. 1-1:15. 3-3:30. 3:45-4, markets: 5:30-5:45, 6:30-6:45, sports. Daily ex Sat, Sun,
7:15-8 pm, 9:30-10:30, concerts.
Sat, 6:30-6:45 pm,
bible lesson. Sun, 11 am-12:15 pm, church; 3:30-4:30,
concert.
Central.
WBAU, Hamilton. O. Republican Pub. Co.
WBAV,
Columbus,
O.
500 mi.
The Ernor Hopkins
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW,
Marietta, O. Marietta CoUege.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
200 ml.
John H. Stenger.
Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY, New York, N. Y. 400 only. 1,500 mi. A. T. &
T. Co. Experimental
purposes only.
WBL,
Anthony.
Kans.
200 mi.
T & H Radio Co.
Wed, Fri. 10-11 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am,
church service.
Central.
WBS, Newark, N. J. -200 mi. D. W. May, Inc. Daily
ex Sun.
10:30-11
am, music; 1-1:15 pm, reports;
2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports.
Mbn, Thurs. Sat. 7:308:30 pm, program.
Sun, 9-10:30 am, sacred music:
1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C. 485 also.
1200 mi.
Southern
Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am, 8 pm, weather,
markets.
Tues, Fri, 8:30 pm, music.
Sun, 7:30 pm.
church services.
Eastern.
WBU.
Chicago, HI.
100 ml
City of Chicago.
Daily
ex Sun, 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m, 4:15-4:30 pm,
police
reports.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri, 3:30 pm,
7:30.
speeches.
Central.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass.
422 only. 1,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's hour: 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert.
Sun, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAB, Newburgh, N. Y. Temporarily discontinued.
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests
only.
WCAD,
Canton, N. Y.
200. 480 also.
300 mi.
St.
Lawrence
Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
400 only.
Kaufman & Baer
Co.
WCAF,
Bodgers, 3Iich.
Michigan Limestone & Chem.
Co.
WCAG, New Orleans. La.
200 mi
Clyde B. Randall.
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thur, 8:30-10
pm, concert.
Central
.WCAH,
Columbus,
O.
500 mi
Entrekin Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12:30 am, music, news.
Tues,
7-9 pm,
concert.
Sun.
10-12:30, church
service.
Central Daylight
Savings.
WCAI, San Antonio. Tex.
Southern Eauipment Co.
WCAJ,
Univ. Place, Nebr.
150 mi.
Nebr. Wesleyan
Univ.
Daily, 10:30 am, weather.
Tues, 7 pm, bedtime stories. Thurs, 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK.
Houston,
Tex.
100 mi.
Alfred P. Daniel.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central.
WCAL,
Northfield, Minn.
500 mi.
Dept, of Physics,
St. Olaf College.
Mon, Fri, 7:30 pm, college extension coursesi Tues, 7:30 pm.
Thurs, 11 pm.
Sat.
12 m, music.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 9:40 am, chapel,
sports, news.
Sun, S:30 pm, church services.
Central
WCAM, Villanova, Pa.
Villanova College.
WCAO,
Baltimore,
Md.
100 mi.
Sanders
& Stayman Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20.
Mon,
Wed. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAB,
San Antonio,
Tex.
1,000 mi.
Alamo Badio
Elec.
Co.
Mon,
Thurs,
Sat. 8:30-9:30
pm. concert.
Central.
_
WCAS,
Minneapolis.
Minn.
500 mi.
Wm.
H. Dunwoody
Industrial
Inst.
Mon,
S:30-10 pm. music,
lectures.
Mon,
Wed, Thurs, Fri, 5:30-6 pm, code
instruction.
Central
WCAT, Sapid City, S. D. 4S5 also 3C0 mi. S. D. Stat©
School of Mines.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30 m.
3 pm, weather,
reports.
Wed,
7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
WCAU, Philadelphia. Pa. 4S5 also. 500 mi. Durham
& Co., Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 11:15 am-12:15 pm, 11:30, 2:15-3, 5-6, reports, music.
Mon, Thurs, 6:30S pm, music.
Tues, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert.
Thurs,
9-11:30 pm, music.
Sun, 11:15 am-12:15
pm. reports, business sermon; 1-1:30, markets.
Eastern.
WCAV, Little Rock. Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW,
Quincy, 111. 485 also. 300 mi
Quincy Elec.
Supply Co. (Quincy Herald).
Daily ex Sun, 5 pm,
music. Wed. 7-8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am, church
services, 2:45 pm, special programs.
Central
WCAX. Burlington, Vt. Univ. of Vt.
_
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 485 also. 500 mi. KesselmanO'Driscoll Music House.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am, reports. Mon, Tues, Thur. Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Pun. 7:30-S:30 pm. church services.
Central
WCAZ,
Carthage. Ill
Carthage
College.
WCE, Minneapolis, Minn.
Findley Elec. Co.
WCK,
St. Louis, Mo.
50 mi.
Sttx. Baer & Fuller.
Daily, 12-12:30 pm, 3-4. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:45-8 pm,
concert, lecture.
Central
WCM, Austin. Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
WON, Worcester. Mass. 485 also. 100 ml. Clark Univ.
Daily, 11:15 am, 5:15 pm, weather.
Evening program
irregular.
Eastern.
WCX,
Detroit, Mich.
400 and 485 only.
1.000 mi
The Detroit Free Press.
Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am,
WCX Woman's Club; 2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports;
2:50, weather markets; 4:15. markets, music
Daily
ex Sat, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert; 7-8:30 pm, week
starting Dec. IS and alternate weeks thereafter, eoncert. Sun. 2:30 pm. 4 pm, church services.
Central.
WD AC, Springfield, 111. Illinois Watch Co. Time and
weather, spark only.
WD AD, Lindsborg,
Kans.
485 also.
200 mi
Wm.
Louis Harrison.
Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, entertainment, weather. Sun, 3:30 pm, vesper services.
Central.
_
_
WDAE. Tampa, Fla. 485 also. 500 mi. Tampa Daily
Times. Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm. music, lecture. Eastern.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 400 and 185 only. 2,000
mi. Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm,
music; 6-7, educational, bedtime story, etc.; 11:45
Tiru-l am. Nighthawk Frolic. Mon, Wed. Fri, 8-10
pm, concert.
Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
Central

WDAG. Amarillo. Tex.
J. Laurance Martin.
WDSouth.
AH.
El / Pa«o.
Tex.
Trinity Methodist
Church
WDAI.
Syracuse, N. Y.
485 also.
200 mi.
Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed, Sat,
evening concert.
WDAJ, College Park, Ga.
485 also.
2.000 mi.
A. &
\V. P. H. R. Co.
Daily, 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:3"
1 in. concert.
Central
WDAK,
Hartford. Conn.
150 mi.
Hartford
Courant.
Sat, S pm, concert.
Eastern.
WDAL,
Jacksonville, Fla.
485 also.
250 mi.
Florida
Times Union.
Daily. 11 am. weather;
4-4:30 pm,
music; S-9, entertainment; 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas, Tex.
Automotive Elec. Co.
WDAP.
Chicago, 111.
2,000 mi.
Drake Hotel.
Daily
ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm.
Quotations, reports : 6 pm. news.
Tues, Thurs, Sat.
10 pm, concert.
Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central.
WDAR,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lit Bros.
WD AS, Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU.
New Bedford. Mass.
500 mi
A H. Smith.
Mon, Wed,
Fri, 12:15-1:50
pm, industrial reports;
7:45-10 pm,
music.
Sun,
10:30-12
am,
5-6 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
WDAX,
Centerville, Iowa.
500 mi. First Natl Bank.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur,
7 :30-9 pm, concert.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 485 also. 300 mi
Fargo Badio
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 9 :30 am, weather.
Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-S:30 pm, concert.
Sun, 10:30 am,
church service; 4-5 pm, music.
Central.
WDM, Washington,
D. C.church
50 mi.service;
Church8 pm,
of thechurch
Covenant Sun. 11 am,
service. Eastern.
WDT, New York, N. Y. Ship Owners Badio Service.
WDZ, Tuscola. 111. 100 mi. James L, Bush.
Daily ex
Sun, every half hour, 9:30 am-l:15 pm, Chicago Board
of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint. Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge. la. 485 also. 600 mi.
Standard
Radio Equip. Co.
Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20
pm; 5:15 rm, 7-8. music;
S:35. markets; 9:45, weather. Fri, 10-11:15 pm, dance
music. ices. Sun,
Central. 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, 7:30, church servWEAD,
Atwood,
Kan.
N. W. Kansas Badio Supply
Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Ya.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF,
New York Citv, N. Y.
400 only.
1,500 mi.
A. T. & T. Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. Mon.
Wed, Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm. Tues, Fri, 7:30-S pm.
Eastern.
WEAG, Edgewood, B. I. Nichols-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH,
Wichita,
Kan.
4S5 also.
500 mi
Lander
Radio
Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9:40 am, 10:40, 11:40,
12:40 pm, 2, reports.
Wed,
Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert.
Central
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y. Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermillion, S. D.
Univ. of S. D. Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAK,
St. Joseph, Mo.
100 mi.
Julius B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAM. North Plainfield, N. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police news. etc.
Eastern.
WEAN. Providence. B. I. 4S5 also. 50 mi. The Shepard Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7. music,.
weather,
concerts.
Tues,
Thurs, 8:15-10, concert.
Wed.
Sat. 7-8 pm, concert.
Sun, 10:45-11:30
am,
7:30-8:45 pm, chuich service.
Eastern.
WEAO, Columbus.
O. 375, 4S5 also.
1,000 ml
Ohio
State Univ.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, 4:30, reports,
music
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert.
Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala.
485 also.
50 mi.
Mobile Radio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m. reports; 4-5 pm, music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon,
7:45-S:45
pm,
music.
Sun,
3-3:30 pm, church service.
First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central.
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 485 also. 200 mi. News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7, weather,
music, news.
Tues, Thur, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WE AS, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. The Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm.
Eastern.
WEAT, Tampa, Fla.
John J. Fogarty.
WEAU, Sioux City, la. 200 mi Davidson Bros. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2 pm, reports, markets,
news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8:30 pm. concert. Sun eve,
church service.
Central.
WEAV, Bushville. Nebr. 200 mi. Sheridan Elec.
Service Co. Wed, Fri. Sun, 8-9 pm, concert, news,
etc. Mountain.
WE AX, Little Rock Ark.
T. J. M Daly.
WEAY, Houston. Tex. 1,500 mi. Will Horwitz (Iris
Theater).
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, dinner hints, news;
12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm, time: 2:30 pm, music; 6
pm, news. Wed, Fri, S-10 pm, concert. Sun. 11
am, S pm. church services: 9 pm, concert.
Central.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 800 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45 pm, 3-4. Wed,
7-9 pm. Central
WEH, Tulsa, Okla. (300 S. Main St.. Eldorado, Kans.)
Midland Refining Co.
WEV, Houston, Tex. 485 also. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur, S pm, concert.
Central.
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 485 also. 100 mi. St. Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2 pm. reports. Central.
WEY, Wichita, Kan. 485 also. 600 mi. Cosradio Co.
(Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40 am12:40 pm. stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm,
tral. weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm. church service, concert. CenWFAA, Dallas, Tex. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Daily, 10 am. reports; 12:30-1 pm. address; 6:30-7, bedtime story;
8:30-9:30, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, mu2:30-3 pm, bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm,
music. sic Sun,
Central.
WFAB, Syracuse, N. Y. 100 mi. C. F. Woese. ko
definite schedule.
WFAC, Superior, Wis. 400 ml Superior Badio Co.
Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central
WFAF, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . H. C. Spratley Badio
Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 340 only. 300 mi. Badio
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex. 100 mi. Elec. Supply Co.
Tues. Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAJ.
Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Co.
WFAN, Hutchinson, Minn. Hutchinson Elec Service
Co.
WFAM, St. Cloud, Minn. 4S5 also. 100 mi Granite
City Elec Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm, markets.
Mon, Wed.
7 :30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAQ, Cameron, Mo. Cameron Badio Co. and Mo.
Wesleyan College.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 4S5 also. 400 mi. Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15. am. 12:15 pm, 1:30,
2:30, reports, music. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Fri, 11 pm, concert.
Central
WFAU. Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
WFAV. Lincoln, Nebr. 485 also. 300 mi TTniv. of
Nebr. Daily ex Sun, 10:00 pm, weather. Mon.
Thurs,
7 pm, lectures. Thurs, 8 pm, concert. Central
WFAY. Lincoln, Nebr. Nebr. Wesleyan Univ.
WGV, New Orleans, La.
500 mi.
Interstate Elec. Co.
. Siton, Wed,
Sat, 8-9 pm, music, talks; 12-1 mid.,
music
Central.
WFAZ,
Charleston.
S. C. 485 also.
400 mi.
S. C.
Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news, music. Tues, Thur. 8-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 and 4S5 only. 1,000 mi
Strawbridge ' & Clothier. Daily ex SUn. 10 am, reports; 1 pm. news; 2, music: 3:30-4:30, concert;
6:30-7,
children's
hour. music.
Wed, Sat,
Wed. 10:30
pm, dance
Sun. evening,
9:30 pm,concert.
organ
recital: 7:30 cfaurch services. Eastern.
WGAB. Houston, Tex. 250 mi. QRV Radio Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 8:45-9:15 am. news. Sat, 7 pm, news;
8-9:15 pm, concert.
Central.

WGAD. Ensenada. Porto Rico. 250 mi. Escuela Hispano
Americana de Radio Telegrafia, Inc. Sat and
Sun eve.
WGAF.
WGAH,
WGAJ,
Thur,
WGAK.
WGAL.

Tulsa, Okla.
Goller Radio Service.
New Haven. Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
Shenandoah, la. 100 ml W. H. Gass. Mon,
7:30-8 pm.
Central.
Macon. Ga.
Macon Elec. Co.
Lancaster. Pa. 35 mi. Lancaster Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm,
Eastern.
concert, lecture. Sun. 3-3:30 pm, church service.

WGAM, Orangeburg. S. C. 150 mi. Orangeburg Badio
Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. markets,
weather; 11:55, time; 4 pm, Badio talk, markets,
sports; 6, music, lecture; 10, time, weather, entertainment. Sun. 11 am, church service; 11:55, time;
10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Shreveport, La. 500 ml Glenwood Badio
Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, S, music.
Sun,
11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WGAR, Fort Smith, Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAU. Wooster, O. Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa.
Emest C. Albright.
WGAX, Washington C. H.. O. 75 mi. Badio Elec.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news; 9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 10O ml North Western Badio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather; 11:30. news; 1
pm, Univ.Central
activities; 4:30, news. Sun, 10:30-12 am,
sermon.
WGAZ, South Bend. Ind. 200 mi. South Bend Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am, household hints, menus;
Central
5-5:30 pm, music Tues, Tkurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, music.
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa. 485 also. 300 mi. Begister
and Tribune. Tues, Fri, 7:30 pm, entertainment. Sun.
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WG!, Medford Hillside. Mass. 4S5 also. 500 mi Am.
Radio & Research Corp. Daily, 5-6:45 pm. Children's Hour, reports codes. Tues, Sat, 8:30-10 pm,
concert. Wed, 6:45-8:30 pm. Thurs, Fri, 9:30-11
pm. concert. Tues, Fri, 2 pm, Arm-ad Women's
Club. cert.Sun,
Eastern.4-5 pm, 8:30. church services; 9, conWGL, Philadelphia, Pa. 2,000 mi. Thos. F. J. HowEastern.
lett. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7:45-11:30 pm, concert.
WGM, Atlanta, Ga. 400 only. 1,500 mi. The Atlanta
Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed, 6-7 pm, orchestra conuert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Sun, 3:30-4:30
pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Wed, 12-1
am, concert.
Central
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. 485 also. 1,000 mi Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Daily ex Sat. 12:15 pm, weather;
(Mon, Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports;
7:30, bedtime story, news. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert.
Sun, 3 pm, vesper services.
Eastern.
WGV, New Orleans, La. 400 mi Interstate Elec. Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, S-9 pm, music, talks.
Mon, Wed,
. Sat, 11-12:30 pm.
Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Central.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi.
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 12:30 pm,
6, 10, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm, 7:45, concert. Sat, 9 pm, special. Fri,
10:30 pm. special. Sun, 10:30 am, 4 pm, 7:30 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison, Wis. 485 also. 1.000 mi. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather.
Daily ex Sat, Sun. 7 pm, lectures, news. Mon,
Thurs, 7:30 pm, agriograms, concerts, sports. Sat,
12:15-1 pm, music, codes. Sun, 1:30-2:30 am, concert. Central
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi. Univ. of Iowa. Mon,
Tues, Wed. Fri, 8:30 pm, lecture, concert, news. Sat,
9 pm, sports.
Central
WHAB. Galveston. Tex. 300, 485, 600 also. 500 ml
Clark W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:45 am, 11,
3:30 pm, 5, reports, music, news. Tues, Thurs, Sat,
S pm. entertainment.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church
WHAC.
la. 150
ml Mon,
Cole Wed,
Bros. Elec.
Co.
Daily, 'Waterloo,'
6 pm, news,
sports.
Fri, 9:30
pm, concert.
Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis. 100 mi. Marquette Univ.
Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment.
Central
WHAE, Sioux City, la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-5:30 pm, music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music
Central.
WHAG, Cincinnati, O. 100 mi. Univ. of Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAH,
Jcplin, Mo.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport, la. 30 mi. Radio Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sat and Sun. 2-2:30 pm. 4:30-5-30. 10-11.
Sat. 10-11 am. 2-2- :30 pm. 5-5:30. 11-11:30. Central.
WHAK, Clarksburg, W. Va. Roberts Hdwe. Co. 50
mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAI, Lansing, Mich. 200 mi The Capital News.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:55, 4:30. Mon, Wed,
Fri,
Central.7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight. Sun, 2:30 pm.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. Univ. of Rochester.
WHAO. Savannah, Ga. 100 mi. Frederick A. Hill.
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WHAP. Decatur, 111. 100 mi. Otta & Kuhns. No
definite schedule.
WHAQ, Washington. D. C. 75 mi. Semmes Motor Co.
Mon. 7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
Eastern.
WHAR,

Atlantic City. N. J. Paramount Eadio & Elec.

WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 485 also. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5
Co. 7:30-9. Sun. 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church
pm,
service.
Mon night, silent.
Central
WHAV, Wilmington. Del. 200 mi. Wilmington Elec.
Spec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-1 pm, music. Mon.
Wed.
6-S pm, concert. Tues, Thur, 6-7 pm,
music. Fri,
Eastern.
WHAW, Tampa. Fla. 200 mi. Pierce Elec. Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 75 ml Huntington Pub.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, S pm, eci.cert.
Sun, 3 pm, sermon; 4 pm, concert.
Central.
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y. 400 only. 2.000 mi. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Inst. Mon, 8:15-9:30 pm, music Transcontinental second Monday of each month, 12-1:30
am, music
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily, 10 am, 3 pm,
5, weather. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, ladies' hour; 7, bedtime stories. Tues, Thurs, Sun. 8-10 pm. concert.
Central.
WHO,
Morgantown, W. Ya. W. Ya. University. Tenir
porarily
discontinued.
WHK,
Cleveland,
O. 300 mi. Warren R. Cox. Daily
ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm, 4-4:30. music;
6-6:30, news, music Wed, Sun, 8-9:45 pm, sermon,
concert.
Eastern.
WHN, Brooklyn. N. Y. 250 mi. Associated Broadcasters, Inc. Daily ex Sun. 7-8 am; 9:15-10:55. 12:551:15 HI. 2:15-2:30, 4:15-5:30, 6:15-7. 7:30-S:30. 10:3012 m. Tues, Wed, Fri, 7:30-S:30 pm omitted.
Sun.
1-3 pm, 5-6; 10:30-12 m.
Eastern.
W1AB, Rockford, 111. 50 mi. Joslyn Automobile Co.
Tues, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music.
Central.
W!AC, Galveston, Tex. 485 also. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat, evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 200 mi Ocean City Yacht
Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, S-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAE. Vinton, la. 75 mi. Zimmerman Badio Co. Tues,
Thurs, Sat. 9 pm. music, news. Wed, 8 pm, band
concert. Sod. 2:30 pm. music.
Central.
WIAF, New Orleans. La. 300 mi. G. A. DeCortin
Tues, 8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am, church services. Central.
WIAH. Newton, la. 200 mi. Continental Badio &
Mfg. Co. Daily. 12:30-1 pm, music, news. Mon, 7:308 pm.
Central.
WIAI, Springfield, Mo. 300 ml Heer Stores Co. Daily
ex Sun. 10:30-11 am. reports,, news. Tues, Thurs,
7:30-8:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15 pm, music, entertainment Central

iilito^HH

IM

WIAJ. Neenan, Wise

Fox River Valley Badio

Supply

WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 485 also. 300 mi. Daily JournalStockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10 10 20 12

WIAO,
Milwaukee.
'
markets,
pm, 3:50, Wis.
m, 1:30
200 weather.
also. 200Central
mi School
cf Engineering. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 11:30-11-45
am news; 11:45-12:10 pm. lecture; 5-6 pm. news;
7-7:30, music
Central.
WIAO. Marion. Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR. Paducah, Ky 150 mi. Paducah Evening Sun.
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, reports, news, music 7Central.
8 pm, concert, lecture, etc.
WJASl BurUugton. la. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye Home Elec.
Co
Tues.
Central
WIAT,
Tarkio.Thurs,
Mo. 8-9
Leonpm,T. concert
Noel
WIAW, fe?
Saginaw,
Mich. ^m^Tlust
Saginaw &Badio
& Elec
iu!AH"
1£ars' JaSavings
Bank.Co.
WIAY,
Washington, D.
w »& Imghamptpn,
N. Y.C. N.200Y. mi.
RadioWoodward
Lab.
&
Lothrop. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11:30 am, 2-3 nm
pm,'
8-9
Sat,
reports.
pm,
6:45
Fri,
Tues,
music
Eastern.
Sun, 4:45 pm, vesper services.
conceit.
WIAZ, Miami, Fla. Flagler St, Elec Supply Sales Co.
WIK, McKeesport, Pa. S00 mi K. & L. Elec Co
Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thurs. 9:30-1030
pm. Sun, 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm. Eastern.
WIL, Washington, D. C. 100 mi Continental Elec
Eastern.
Supply Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm.. music, entertainment.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 only. 2.000 mi. Gimbel
Bros, and Public Ledger. Daily ex Sun, 6-6:30 pm
Eastern.
am, pm,
Sun, 7_7:3°
10:10-12 m. pm'
Sat,
7-12 pm.
Tues. service.
J™- church
R*^--,-.2'3
W-!Z*'
Cincinnati,
O.
4S5 12
also.
200 mi
Cino reports,
Badio
Mfg.
Co. Daily Central.
ex Sun,
m, 3:30
pm, 7-8,
entertainment.
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. S0O mi. Am. Elec. Co. Mon
Thurs.
pm, music, speciaL Sun. S-9 pm
church 9:30-10:15
services.
Central
WJAD,

Waco. Tex. 200 and 375 also. 500 mi. Jackson's Radio Engrng. Lab. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm,
news, music. Mon. Fri, S:45-9:45, concert. Sun 1112 am, church service; 3:30-4 pm. music
Central.
WJAF,
Muncie,
Ind.
200 mi
Muncie
Press
and
Smith Elec Co.
Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4 pm, new*
music.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm, music.
Sun, 10-12 am, 2-3:30 pm, church services. Central.
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 485 also. 150 mi. Norfolk Daily
News: Daily ex Sun, 12:15 pm. 3:30. 5, 5:30, reports, code sekool
Central
WJAJ. Dayton, O. T.KCA,
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 485 also. 250 mi White Badio
Lab. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-10:50 am, music; 11-0511:20, reports, news; 6-6:30, music, news. Wed,
Central.
8-9
pm, concert. Sun, 2-2:15 pm, church service.
WJAM, Cedar Bapids.Ia. 50 mi. D. M. Perham. Mon
Wed, Fri, 7-S pm, music.
Central.
WJAN, Peoria. Ei. 300 mi. Peoria Star. Daily ex
Sun, 9 am, 11:30, 1:30 pm, markets, weather,
agriograms. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 9:15-9:45 pm, concert. Central!
WJAP, Duluth, Minn. 200 mi. Kelley Duluth Co
Mon, Thurs, S-9:30 pm. music. Mon, Thurs. Sat
10:30-12 midnight Sun, 11-12 m. pipe organ, 12-1
pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ, Topeka. Kan. 200 mi Capper Publications.
Thurs, health talks. Sun. S pm, church service*
Schedule not regular.
Central.
WJAR. Providence. R. L 485 also. 600 ml The Outlet Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am, 2-3 pm. 5-6. Fri.
8-10 pm, concert
Eastern.
WJAS, Pittsburgh. Pa. 150 mi. Pittsburgh Radio Supem. ply House (Pittsburgh Leader). Dailv ex Sun, 11:3012 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pra. EastWJAT, Marshall, Mo. 100 mi. Kelley- Yawter Jeweliy
Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, concert
Central.
WJAX, Cleveland, O. 4S5 also. 1.000 mi. Union Trust
Co. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9-9:45 am. 10-10:45.
2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45, music, financial reports, news.
Tues, 7:30-9:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment. Eastern.
WIAZ, Chicago, 111 Chicago Radio Lab.
WJD, Granville, O. 100 mi. Denison Univ. Fri. Sat,
5-6 pm, music, educational lectures.
Central
WJH, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. White & Boyer Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports; 1-2 pm. music.
Eastern.
Tuts, 7:45-10 pm, concert; S pm, cnurch services.
WJX,
New York,
N. Y. De Forest Badio Telephone &
Telegraph
Co.
WJZ, Newark, N. J. 1,500 ml. Badio Corp. and
Westinghouse Elec. Co. Mon, Thurs, Fri, 8:30-10:30
pm. Tues, 7-10:30 pm. Wed, 9-10:30 pm. Sat, S:3011 pm. Cedar
Sun, Rapids,
S:30-10 la.
pm. 200,
Eastern.
WKAA,
485 also. 200 mi. S
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm. reports; 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm,
music.
Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 400 mi. The Lincoln Star. Tues.
Fri, 8-9:30 pm. concert, entertainment.
Central.
WKAD,
East Providence, B. I. Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls, Tex.
W. S. Radio Supply Co.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Badio Co.
WKAK,
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN, Montgomery. Ala. 200 mi. Alabama Badio
Mfg. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm, music, news.
Central.
WKAP, Granston. R. I. Wilcox Flint
WKAQ. San Juan, Porto Rico. 1,500 mi. Badio Corp.
of Porto Rico Tues, Sat, 7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WKAR, East Lansing. Mich.
Mich. Agrl College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 100 mi. L. E. Lines Music
Co. Mon. Fri, Sat, 8-9:15 pm, music.
Central.
WKAV, Laeonia, N. H.
Laconia Badio Club.
WKAW, Beloit, Wis. 100 mi. L. M. Turner. Daily
12-12:15 pm, 7-7:30. concert.
Central
WKAX, Bridgeport, Conn.
75 mi.
Wm. A. Maefarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville. Ga. 100 mi. Brenau College. No
definite schedule. College activities. Thurs. S:30 pm,
concert.
Eastern.
WKC,
saving.Baltimore. Md. 100 mi. Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.
Tues. Thurs. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern, daylight
WKN, Memphis, Tenn.
Riechman-Crosby Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. 485 also. 500 mi. WKY
Radio Shop. (Daily Oklakoman). Dailv ex Sun, 10
am, 10:30, 11, 11:30. 12 m, 12:30 pm, 1, 1:20,
markets, weather; 2:30 pm, concert; 7:30 pm, spoBts,
specials; 9 pm, weather, news, Tues, Wed, Fri, S:30
pm, concerts.
Central.
W12,
Fairfield, O. U. S. Army.
W1AC, Raleigh. N. C. N. C. State College.
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn. 400 and 485 only. 1.000
mi Cutting & Wash. Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun,
9:30 am, 10:10, 10:30. 11:30, 1:30 pm. 2:29, 4:30, re6-6:30 Fri,
pm, children's
hour; 10:10
6:30-7:30,
lecture.
Tues, ports;
Wed,
music. Mon,
pm, concert.
Thurs, cert.
9:15Centralpm, concert. Sat, 8:30, 10:30 pm, conWLAH. Syracuse, N. Y. Samuel Woodworth.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 4S5 also. 1.000 mi. Waco Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues. Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm. music.
Sun, 3Bellows
pm, church
Central.Farm Machine Co.
WLAK,
Falls, service.
Vt. Vermont
WLA1, Tulsa Badio Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
W1AP, Louisville, Ky.
W. V. Jordan.
W1AQ, Kalamazoo, Mich. 100 mi. A. E. Schilling.
Daily, 10-12 pm, music.
Central.
W1AS, Hutchinson, Kan. 485 also. 200 ml. E. V.
Plush. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:20, 11:30, 12:30
pm, 1:30. 5:15, markets, weather; 12:30-1:15 pm,
5-6, music Wed, S-9 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm,
music
Central
tral
WLAT,
Burlington, ' la. Badio and Specialty Co.
W1AV,
Pensacola,
Fla.
200 mi.
Elec.
Shop. Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment.
Cen(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week.
With this will appear the clty-

station index.)
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ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

of Loularille Glee Club; Heading. "An Interesting Historical Episode": Setting-up exercises.
WIP (Eastern. 400), 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Song and musical
recital; 6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dinner danco music: 7:007:30 P. M.. Uncle Wlp's bedtime stories and roll call;
10:10 P. M.. Oanco music, Cbarllo Kerr's Oroliostra
at Cafe
L'Alglon.
WJZ
(Eastern.
360). 8:45 P. M.. Concert. Fred W.
House. wloUniit; L. P. Ooddard. pianist; 9:00 P. M..
lecture. "Roses." Robert Pyle. Pres. of American
Rose Sy. ; S30 P. M.. I'nlted States "Navy Night."
Talk. "Lessons of the Nary Maneuvers in the Bay
of Panama." by Rear Admiral R. K. CoonU. Chief of
the Bureau of Naval Operations; Concert, Battleship
"Maryland" Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central. 400). 7*0 P. M.. Talk. Samuel M.
Feltou. Pres.. Chicago Great Western Railway; 9:15
P. M.. Concert. Lake View High School Orchestra.
WMC (Central, 400). 8:00 P. M.. Negro stories. Judge
Jesse B. Webb; Songs, Hiram Kulson. guitar accompaniment; Popular songs, Mary Louise Armstrong,
M. J. Arorwater and F. Moorman,
pianists.
WOC (Central. 400), 330 P. M„ Educational talk.
C. C. Hall; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert: 6:35 P. M„
Sandman's visit; 7: :0O P. M.. Musical program, artists from Kewanee. 111.: 930-10:30 P. M.. Dance
program. P. S. C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern. 400). 11:00 A. M.. Grand organ recital; 4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital and trumpets.
WWJ (Eastern. 400). 930 A. M.. "Tonight's Dinner."
talk by Woman's Editor; 3:00 P. M.. Concert. News
Orchestra.

Sunday, April 29
KDKA (Eastern. 360). 10:45 A. M., Church service.
East End Christian Church, Pittsburgh. Pa.. Rev.
John R. Ewers, minister; 230 P. M., Bible story for
children. Rev. W. A. Logan. Alpha Lutheran Church.
Turtle Creek. Pa.; 2:45 P. M.. Concert; 4:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Dr. Charles Heinroth. organist and
director of Carnegie Institute ; 4:45 P. M.. Vesper
services. Shadyslde Presbyterian Church. Pittsburgh,
Rev. Hugh Thomson Kerr, minister; 7:45 P. M.,
Church services for the shut-ins. Rev. E. J. Van Etten.
Calvary Episcopal Church. Pittsburgh.
KFI (Pacific. 400). 10:00-11:00 A. M.. Church service
for all denominations. Church Federation: 4:00-5:00
P. M., Musical vesper service. Natl. Federation of
Music Clubs: Industrial chorus. Antonette R. Sabel.
director; 8:00-10:00 P. M., Concert. Packard Girls'
Concert
10:00-11:00 P. M., Concert, Bennett's
Packard Club;
Six Orchestra.
KYW (Central. 400). 11:00 P. M., Central Church service. Dr. F. F. Shannon, pastor: Musical program,
direction Daniel Protheros: 3:30 P. M„ Chapel services. George P. Magill, Wilmette Presbyterian Church;
7:00 P. M.. Chicago Sunday Evening Club service.
WBAP (Central, 400), 11:00-12:15 P. M., Church service. First Methodist Church. Rev. J. W. Bergin, pastor: 330-430 P. M., Sacred concert.
WDAP (Central, 390), 9:15 P. M., Concert, Henry
Selinger and Drake Concert Ensemble; Alice Sullivan,
Soprano.
WFAA (Central. 400). 2:30-330 P. M.. Radio Chapel
Bible Class. Dr. Wm. M. Anderson. Jr., First Presbyterian Church. Sacred music; 930-10:00 P. M..
Choristers from Central Christian Church; 10:00-11*0
P. M.,
Concert,
Orchestra.
WFI
(Eastern.
400),Paul
4:00E. P.Ashley's
M.. Chapel
services: 730
P. M.. Arch Street Presbyterian Church service: 930
P. M., Organ recital.
WGI (Eastern, 360). 4:00 P. M., Concert. Mai-Con
band of Maiden. Mass.. C. R. Reasoner. director;
"Adventure Hour." by Touth's Companion; 830 P.
M., Church service. Rev. Lyman J. Radcliffe.
WGR (Eastern. 360). 3:00 P. M., Vesper service. Hot.
Geo. A. Briggs, Baptist.
WGY (Eastern, 370). 930 A. M., Church service.
Anthem. "They Shall Not Hunger Nor Thirst," Albany Street M. E. Church Choir; "Consider and
Hear Me," Josephine Mairs, contralto; Sermon, "The
Ministry of Reconciliation," Rev. Albert D. Angell,
D. D., Albany Street M. E. Church; 4:00 P. M..
Musical
program, "March
and Leo
Procession
Bacchus,"
WGY Symphony
Orchestra,
Kliwen.of conductor;
"Turkish March," Frances Bisman, pianist; Excerpts
from "Carmen," WGY Orchestra; "Faschingsschwank
Aus Wlen. Opus 26." Frances Bisman; "Valse
Triste." Edward A. Rice, violinist: two movements
from the "Sixth Symphony," 1. "Awakening of Joyful Feelings on Arrijal in the Country." 2. "Village
Festival." WGY Orchestra: 630 P. M.. Church service. Anthem, "I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes," Albany
Street M. B. Church Choir; "The Shadows of the
Evening Hours," quartet; Sermon, "Some Things that
Help to Make an Ideal Christian." Rev. Albert D.
Angell. D.D.
WHAS (Central. 360), 937 A. M., Organ music: 10*0
A. M., Church service, Warren Memorial Church,
Rev Dr. Samuel Collen: Organ selections. Wm. E.
Pilcher Jr. ; Vocal selections. Esther Brown, soprano,
Mrs Guy Ellis, contralto. Dr. Noble Mitchell, tenor.
Walter Shackelton. bass; 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert.
Portland Ave. Presbyterian
Church Choir.
WIP (Eastern. 400). 11:00 A. M., Church services.
Holy Trinity Memorial Chapel. Rev. Janney Rudderow.
minister; Music. Boy choir and male quartet; Emest
Felix Potter, organist and choir master; 2*0 P. M.330 P. M.. Concert. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra. JTery
SarkozL director.
WJZ (Eastern, 360). 1030 A. M., Musical program;
11:00 A. M., Church service of West End Presbyterian Church. N. Y., Rev. A. Edwin Keigwin. D.D.,
pastor; 3:45 P. M.. Concert. Ruth Beard, contralto;
4:40 P. M., "Something for Everybody," by Youth's
Companion: 630 P. M.. "Readings and Records
from the Bubble Books that Sing," Ralph Mas-hew;
7*0 P. M.. "Coming Events Cast Their Shadows
Before; — What by
Present
World Shadows
an
interpretation
the Annalist;
7:15 P. Augur,"
M.. Organ
Recital; 8*0 P. M.. "Inspirational Talk." O. D.
Marden; 8:15 P. M.. "Experiences In Siberia with
the A. E. F..*' Gen. Wm. S. Graves: 8:45 P. M..
Concert, Waldorf Astoria Orchestra, Joseph Knecht,
director.
_
_
.
WWJ (Eastern. 400), 11:00 A. M.. Church Bervlce
from St. Paul's Cathedral, Dean Rogers, rector; 4*0
P. M.. Concert, News Orchestra; Recital. Bassillios
Kyros. bass.

Monday, April 30
KFI (Pacific 400), 6-45-730 P. M.. Peter Babbit;
Talk. Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce: Concert.
Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.; 10*0-11*0
P M.. Program. Gaumut Club; Female chorus.
Woman's Lyric Club of Los Angeles; Program. Hollywood Chamber of Commerce.
WBAP (Central, 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert, Sinn
Finn Syncopaters; 930-1030 P. M., Concert, Hubbard Texas Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern. 400), 1:15 P. M.-2*0 P. M., Concert.
Meyer Davis, Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; 330-4:15
P. M., Song Recital; 6:30-7 30 P. M., Concert, Meyer
Davis. Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern. 360), 730 P. M., Digest of news: 8*0
P. M..(Eastern,
Musical 370),
program.
of Buffalo.
WGY
7:45Buyers'
P. M.,Club
Musical
program:
"Scherzo-Opus 31." Elvira Spadora. pianist; "Joy of
Spring," Mrs. Edwin Newkirk. contralto: "Topics of
the Day." Pathe Exchange; "Mary of Argyle," Walter S. Cowan, tenor; "Humoresque," Part I. Anne F.
Brubaker, reader; "Hame O'Mine," Walter S. Cowan:
"Hungarian," "Le Papillon," "Pirouette," Elvira
Spadora; "My Ain Folk." Mrs. Edwin Newkirk;
"Humoresque," Part H, Anne F. Brubaker: "Bonnie
Doon," Walter S. Cowan; "Lecture on Woman,"
Anne F. Brubaker; "One Fleeting Hour," Mrs. Edwin
NewfeirS; "Kamenoi-Ostrow," Elvira Spadora.

7:45- 8:45

COMMISSION PLANS
TRUST QUIZZ SOON

3:00- 5:00
3:45- 5:00

NEW

Sunday
AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER
IN
Saturday
Friday

(Continued from page 6)
WFI
(Eartern. -100). 1:15-2:00 P. M.. Curort. Meyer
liails ltrllpTUt-SinUunl Orchestra; 3:30-4:15 P. M..
Musical lSellerue-StraUord
rtvlUl: 6:30-7:00Orchestra:
P. M.. 7:50-10:30
t'oncert. P.Meyer
M..
Musi. -ill tviuvtt.
_
WGI (Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M., Talk on NYw England
nroblama under Jluvtiou Of Now lCngland busine*
men: Muslnal program.
, ,
WGY (Eastern, 370). 9:00 P. M., Dance- music fain s
Cutis Orchestra.
_
WHAS (Central, 360). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Onran seloeiI.mii. H Q Oonnul at Alamo Theater: Three-minute
'iv of OKI Testament characters. "Kara"; Piano
soloo. Margaret Mur.ro. Berkeley. Calif. : Vival selections. Kuby Freeman, Benton. III.; mezzo soprano:
"J\j8t Among Hnnu<
Folks."
column
In tJnlrarelt*
Lmllsrtllo
Courier-Journal:
7:30-9:00
P. M..
Concert,

DIGEST

(SEE
BELOW
Tuesday FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
Mel. NOTE
Monday

Station and City
CFCA, Toronto. Ont
CFCN. Calgary. Alia
CKAC, Montreal, Quo
KDKA, K. Pittsburgh, P» .
KFAF, Denver. Colo
KFDB. San Francisco, Calif.
KFI, Los Angeli-s. Calif . . . .
KCW, Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los AukoIcs, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD. St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA. Radio, Va
PWX, Havana. Cub*
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX. Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park. Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago. Ill
WEAF, New York. N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFI. Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Mcdford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville. Ky.. ..
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark. N.J
WKAQ, San Juan. P. K....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N.J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. . . .
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
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(Instructions for Use.
If your city uses Eastern
city uses Mountain Time,
two hours.
Thus the use

7:00- 8:00
0:00- 0:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-11:30

8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8*0-12:30 8:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:30 0:05- 7:40
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1*0
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00
8:309:30 8:30-12:00
6:30-' 9:66
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 6:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9*0
7:15- 8:30
8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30 6:00-11:00
6*0- 7:30
730- 9:30 6:00- 9:30

6:00- 7:30
10:10-11:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8*0- 9:30 9:30-10:30

STATION KHJ GIVES
SUNRISE PROGRAM
Resurrection Morn Services Pierces
Pall of Rain Over
Broadcast
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — With the
dawning of Resurrection morn, 1923,
there was conducted in this city, the first
Easter Radio sunrise service in the West.
Arranged originally for the benefit of
shut-ins and those who would not be able
to attend the impressive outdoor sunrise
services held at many points of the Southland at Eastertide, the Radio service of
KHJ which was presented through the
courtesy of Dr. Edward M. Hiner, dean of
American band school masters, became a
saving gift and the solving of the difficulty induced by inclemency which was
in reality a boon to the parched land of
the state.
Nature seemed to lend beauty to the
service. Before dawn a gray murk overhung the Southland. A curtain of rain
veiled the splendor of the Easter sunrise;
the dawn was dark. While within The
Times Radio studio, the pall took the
guise of a background for beaming smiles
and the bounty that goes with sunshine.

COLOR

MAP

Size 25x38 inches, showing the location of all the
broadcasting stations of United States and Canada,
their wave lengths, exact geographical position,
change of time area, amateur radio districts, etc.,
eta Also a complete list of call letters (listed
alphabetically! of ail the broadcasting stations,
bound In a separate cover.

on

the Receipt
of 50 Cents in Coin
(No Stamps)

Walter B. Spiegel, 45 Vesey St., New York City

WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50
and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
Excepting
VT-I

and

VT-II

MAIX ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended Xo

H & H RADIO
GO.
NEWARK, N.

516 Clinton Avenne

9:00- 1*0
10:00-11:00
8:45-11:30

6:06-10:30
6:00- 9:00
7:30- 8:15
0:00- 1:00

6:45-11:36
10:00-12:00
'7:15-10:30
8:00-10:00 6:009:30
8:00- 9:30 11;30-12:30
6:25- 8:40 5:45- 7:40
8:00-10:30
7:1.5-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7*0-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 9:00
BtSOV 9:30
9:66 8:30-12:00
8:307:00- 9:30 5:30- 6:00
6:45- 7:30 8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
6:00- 6:30
6:00- 6:30 7:15- 9:30
8:00- 9:30

7:30- 9:30

6:00- 7:30

9:15-10:30
10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30

8:00-10:00
7:00-10:00

7:30- 8:30
7:00- 8:30

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:009:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:00

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1*0
10:00- 2:00

8:45-11:30

8:00-11:30
11:30- 1:00
7:00- 8:40
7:15-10:36
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1*0
7:30-11:30
6:30- 7:66
8:30- 9:30
7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00
730- 9:00
6:00- 8:56
7:30- 9:30
6:00- 7:30

7:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30

9:00- 9:30
9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
9:00-10:00
12:00- 1:00
8:45-11:36
10:00-12:00
8*0-10:00
8:00- 9:30
6:30- 6:45
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8*0

7:00- 8:00

8:00-11*0
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30

8:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00

6:30- 6:45
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 6*0
11:451*0
6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
6:309:00 9:30-10:30
8:30-12:00

6:30- 7:30
7*0- 8:00
7:30- 9*0
9:10-11*0
7:30-10:00
7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:30
7*0-10:00
8*0- 9:30

8*0-10*0
7-30.' 9*6

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00
7:308:30
6:30- 730

— All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific time, subtract
is very simple.)

WMC (Central. 400), 8*0 P. M., Concert. Steamer
Idlewild Orchestra. Bob Miller, director.
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M„ Grand organ recital; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital and trumpets;
7:50 P. M., Musical recital to be announced by radio;
8:10 P. M., Concert, J. W. C. I. Military Band.
Arthur A. Eosander. director; 9*0 P. M., Grand
organ recital; 10:10-12:00 P. M Concert, Adelphia
Hotel Concert Orchestra, A. Candelori, director:
Vocal and piano solos
will be rendered between numbers.■

Mailed

7:00- 8:00

9:30-10:30
10:00-11:00
7:00- 8:30
6:50- 9:10 7*0- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30
5:156:30
7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12*0 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45 6:00- 9:00 8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00

(Central, 360), 4:00-5*0 P. M., Organ selections, H. O. Conrad at Alamo Theater; Three-minute
biography of Old Testament characters, "Nehemiah,"
K. G. Tucker, El Paso. Texas; "Just Among Home
Folks,"
column in Louisville Courier -Journal.
call, (Eastern, 400), 2:00-3:00 P. M., Song and musical
WIP
recital; 6*0-6:30 P. M., Dinner' dance music; 7:007:30 P. M., Uncle Wip's bedtime stories and roll

TWO

Thursday

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30

7:00-8:00
8*6-10:36
6:00- 9:00 6:66-' 8:66
9:00-10:00
9-00-' 1*6 16:00-12:66

WHAS

A LARGE

Wednesday

J.

The program opened with a trumpet
flourish to herald the dawn of the commemorative day, by Dr. E. M. Hiner, Joe
Colling, Jr., Aimie Reinwald and Robert Fraker. "Joy to the World," was sung
by Anna Hiner, soprano, accompanied by
a cornet quartet. Uncle John read St.
Matthew, the 28th chapter, that illustrious document of the resurrection, wherein
is told the story of that One who has
arisen to preach immortality. A prayer,
composed by Florence Edna Powell, was
read by Uncle John. A poem by Edna
Powell, who passed away on Easter Sunday, 1917, was read. "All the air is filled
with sunshine," read the first line, and
it appeared miraculous that with those
words came a flood of golden sunlight
that smiled through the haze in a blaze
of glory. The cornet quartet presented
"In the Cathedral," Barnard; and "Rosary," Nevin. Anna Hiner sang "Holy
City," with obligato by Dr. Hiner.
Passengers riding in Radio-equipped
trip.
taxis in Paris pay 2 francs extra for the

YORK
OFFICE
WILL
PLAY LARGE PART

Definite Plans Not Yet Formulated but
Information Will be Compiled
for Early Start
By Xi. m. Lamm
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Investigators of
the Federal Trade Commission will soon
begin work on the survey of the Radio
field and alleged Radio trust, which was
provided for in the White resolution which
passed the House of Representatives during the closing hours of Congress.
Work on the investigation has been
somewhat held up because some of the
officials of the Commission felt that
changes are so rapid in the Radio Industry
at present that if the investigation were
begun at this time, the report would be
old before the next session of Congress at
which time a report must be made. The
situation has been fully discussed, however, and it has been decided to begin work
in the very near future.
New York Office to Take Fart
While definite plans have not yet been
formulated by the Commission for the investigation it is probable that all of the
information now available in the various
government departments will be gone over
and tabulated following which the necessary field work will be carried out. The
New York office of the Trade Commission
will of course take part in the investigation in view of the fact that the executive
offices of the Radio companies are located
in New York.

Another New Broadcaster
Added to California 's List
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — Another new

station was added to the list of Southern
California plants with the opening during
the last week of March of the new plant
of the Radio Corporation of America,
located on the Catalina terminal in the
Wilmington section of Los Angeles Har-

The first message sent from the station
bor.
was one of greeting from David P. Fleming, manager of the Wilmington Transportation Co., to William Wrigley, Jr., on
Catalina Island. Commercial operation of
shifts.station ___^________
the
is on a 24-hour service with
three operators working on eight-hour

French Tax Sets
A decree of the French government provides that each owner of a receiving set
shall pay 10 francs as an annual fee,
keep secret all intercepted messages and
cease operations when the government so
instructs.
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Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
For those having perfect hearing the tortures of
being very deaf are hard to imagine. Having among
my acquaintances people who are mutes and those who
are partially deaf I am of the opinion that it is more
discomforting to be among the latter group. They are
generally supposed to get the gist of a conversation
and receive little sympathy if they fail, while the mute
is saved this ordeal. It is very encouraging to learn
of the results of recent tests at the Indiana Schools for
the Deaf and to note that apparently not all of the
children supposed to be totally deaf are actually so.
Other tests have been made prior to this and phenomenal results claimed, however, it is certain that
Radio is to play a great part in restoring the ability to
hear and distinguish sounds to those who have latent
hearing, and that of itself would be sufficient to make
us thankful to the discoverers of Radiophony.

<S3?» 58
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As time goes on the demand on the part of listenersin for programs of a general high character will be met
with a fuller response from the broadcasting stations.
Already the public's demand for certain features has
resulted in their incorporation in the regularly listed
numbers to be broadcast. Those who wanted to hear
Vol, V
Chicago, Saturday, April 28, 1923
No. 3
grand opera given to the Radio world were finally
successful in getting it. One of the large opera companies still holds aloof and refuses to allow its performances to be sent out through the ether. Opera
has been broadcast in most of the large cities of the
Distorted Sounds from Large Horns Not Effective
country this season and with profit to the managers
PEOPLE still exist who will not allow a phonograph
in their homes. The first impression given by the as well as to the public. The first station to give this
class of entertainment was KYW, transmitting performbig horns attached to the machines in their earlier
ances by the Chicago Opera Company. This same stadesigns made many people feel the phonograph would
tion was the first to respond to the appeal to broadcast
never produce clear music. Big horns protruding from
the windows of Eadio shops have in the same way
plays directs from the stage. Now we are to be provided with theatrical performances as a regular feature
given a bad impression and introduction to Eadio. The
music from such horns has been distorted and mixed
from their studio. Station WGY has put out some very
good "Radio dramas" to the enjoyment of audiences
with a "tin" sound. The right receiving set produces
tuned to the Schenectady station. In due season we
mellow tones, why distort them to produce loudness?
will have everything we want to hear, even if it costs
us contributions to broadcasting.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copies, 10 Cents

Bad Impressions

Incentive for Factory Workers

Installation of Radio Solves Production Problems
IN THIS busy age there is always a demand for something that will relieve the monotony of the daily
grind. This was proved by one of the largest manufacturers of knit goods who recently installed Radio in
his factories.
The girls were given five minutes out of every hour
for recreation and rest. The experiment was tried with
Radio by installing a set in the girls room in lieu of a
great interest was taken in the conphonograph.
certs over the ARadio.
It was thought that the workers would take advantage of this new arrangement and stay overtime,
but by careful observation it was found to be opposite
in this ease, for being interested in the new-found diversion, they worked hard to pass the time and did not
waste time as usual, by lagging, but hurried back to
work to discuss the different things they had heard
during the five minutes' rest.
As a result, the girls, instead of growing dissatisfied
and leaving, stayed and seemed happy, and the news
spread that none of the girls employed in this factory
were leaving, and for this reason the owner of the
factory could get all the help he wanted.

No Limits to the Field Covered
Distance Depends on the Power Back of Station

is a system of communication whereby intelIV>-ADIO
ligence is transmitted with the speed of light, in all

directions, for any desired distance, without the aid
medium, by the propagation and detecof anytion ofartificial
electrical disturbances in space.
An analysis of this definition will indicate the unique
inherent characteristics of Radio which make it serviceable where other systems of communication cannot
be applied.
While the speed of transmission in Radio is no
greater than that of the wire communication systems,
it is equal to it. A Radio message travels at the rate
of 186,000 miles per second; more than 1,000,000 times
the speed of sound.
A Radio transmitter will radiate its message in all
directions, a characteristic which has made broadcasting possible. A broadcast message can be heard by
those in subthose in airplanes, in ships at sea, by mines
or other
marines submerged in the sea, and in
points under the surface of the earth.
So far as is known Radio communication can be
accomplished over any desired distance. Radio stations
already have transmitted completely around the world,
and since the medium which transmits light to us from
stars and planets is the same medium which transmits
Radio communication, it is reasonable to believe that
a Radio message can be propagated through space for
a distance depending only on the amount of power
which is put behind it.
The third inherent characteristic of Radio, by which
it transmits intelligence without the aid of any artificial medium, places it in a field absolutely all its own.
Not only does this permit communication with points
otherwise inaccessible, such as for example, aircraft,
ships and inaccessible parts of the country, but it eliminates the need of securing rights of way for transmission lines and their construction and maintenance. A
Radio system is, therefore, rendered more positive than
wired systems in that it is not subject to failures which
frequently occur during the winter months in wire
lines.

We look to the youth of the land for fearless investigation into untried methods of hooking up a set. Much
that has been done to develop compact, portable receiving sets has been due to the ingeniousness of the
young amateur. Of course he has contributed much
else besides to the progress of Radio. As an organization of boys, there is perhaps no equal to the Boy Scouts
in promoting practical tendencies. They have taken
to the science of Radio enthusiastically and in most
eases have had careful supervision. In New York
alone some twenty-five thousand Boy Scouts .are delving
into the mysteries of Radio, building their own sets
and adding to their store of knowledge most useful information. One of the Scout sets is a portable one
adapted to use on hikes and weighs but ten pounds.
One of the most promising phases of the future of Radio
is the keen interest displayed by boys who will become
the men directing the affairs of amateur leagues. So
long as the boy is encouraged to spend part of his time
in Radio experimentation there need be no apprehension about further growth in this line.
It would be a splendid thing for Radio if every community had a live, aggressive club comprising the set
owners and set makers boosting the game and developing new members. There are clubs that actually accomplish little, but the recently organized "Springfield
Associated Radiowls" in Massachusetts is on the right
track in attempting to accomplish its purposes. Cooperation and experimentation are the essentials to a
successful Radio club.
It begins to look encouraging for the listeners in
since Secretary Hoover 's conference completed its session with a constructive program. If the proposed
changes in wavelengths are accepted as final, then we
are on the way out of the tangle which would certainly
have led to disaster, so far as broadcasting is concerned. It is very comforting to note that the amateur
is well eared for in the schedule as outlined. In fact
he is favored as he has not been before, and this is
as it should be. A great deal is due to those not professionally concerned with Radio for its permanent
advancement, and they should be granted every legitimate concession. Radio Digest was active in this conference with intent to aid in successfully overcoming
the difficulties to efficient broadcasting. This paper
has always done its share to promote the welfare of
its readers — the great body of Radiophans — in whatever problem has presented itself, and you may rest
assured it will continue to do so.
"When I meet a genuine Radio BUG I like to find
out just how much he is contributing to the game.
Some of them are gifted with technical ability and aid
the beginner in assembling his set. Others have Radio
frolics, at which invited guests may revel in the joys
of listening to what comes in through the set. I found
one of these lately. He is an artist and while working
away on his illustrations, sits with head phones all day
long. Then when he goes home he sends out for folks
who do not own a receiving set and brings them in to
share the evening's entertainment. This he has done
all winter, and when the Sunday afternoon recitals are
broadcast the loudspeaker is aimed out of the window
to give passersby as much as they like of the sacred
music. Following up the results I found that nearly
a dozen new enthusiasts had been added to our roll
due to his enthusiasm and generosity. This is what
Ithem.
call a g-e-n-u-i-n-e Radio Bug! Let's have more of
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(This column is open to all aspiring Radioknuts who
tender suitable contributions. Try to "make" the column
if you can. All unsuitable manuscripts are turned over
to the Office Squirrel who does not guarantee their return
or anything else for that matter. — Indi.)

QUESTIONS

and ANSWERS

Q. &ackording
A. dept., to Radeeo
In-Di.jest, Dere ser I bot a
arial
the speshificatins
of mister h J man
butt
it
wonte
fit
my
house
lot being 2 long- sew
plese give me a picshure of and
same alterd 2 fit PS
i hav an garadge on my lot?
— PDQ (000).
A — Would suggest you moving
garage hack in
the alley. In case you have no your
alley, borrow vour
neighbor's garden. We never heard of H. J. Marx.
Dear Mr. Indi-Gest:
Please be so kind to pardon my seeming familiarity,
but my wife (one will acquire wives, won't one?) has
made an urgent plea that you answer her interrogation. In your most interesting paper of April 21, she
read a story regarding the introduction of illicit liquors
into this country by the aid of Radio and wishes to he
enlightened regarding whether or not the initials
A. R. R.
L." represent the— "American
Running
League
?
Alogonquin Rum
Tonsils
III.
A
—
CD
Yes.
(2)
We
are
investigating,
if
so shall
with
ours?in your application to join the A. R.
we send
R. I..
(181200003689%$"&123)
BLAH,
Maywood.
In your issue of April 21 I notice a very good looking Sheik on your front cover. Please give me his telphone number.
— La Verne.
A — All mail addressed to Perin in care of Indigest
will be forwarded. Members of the other persuasion can
reach Inez and Eula in the same manner.

READERS'

VIEWS

Did You Rub with the Alcohol?
Dear Indigest — After reading the Indigest I contracted a headache and rubbed my head with alcohol
and went to sleep with a heating pad as a pillow. I
was awakened by Station POZ playing All Ali. It came
—Lillian
G.
in over the pad^ like a ton of bricks. Can
give name
of pad and brand of alcohol on request.

Yes, It Is There— If You Look For It
Dear Indigest — I have been a subscriber to Indigest
for the past year and in looking over one of the latest
copies I notice you have a department known as the
Radio Digest. I am glad I discovered this as it is a
very nice little feature.
— Polly W.

BOOK

REVIEWS

How and Why to Make Radio Sets, by Xlophone Zapp,
is one of the recent publications of Spark and Coil
Publishers, Inc. Mr. Zapp describes the parts of a Radio
set where there is no danger of confusing one with the
other. For instance he clearly shows the difference between a tube and a variometer by illustrations drawn
by his four year old daughter.
Eadio As I Know It is a book that could contain another hundred blank pages and would not cover the subject to fuller extent. Written by Ivan Awfulitch, the
Russian Radiophan. The English edition De Luxe,
bound in heavy flexable insulated oil cloth, is now to
be had. Translated from the Russian by Polly W.

NOTICE!
Due to spring alterations the department of Indigent
known as the Radio Disgust will be moved over one column
to the right. This will put Indigest in the center column
of page 10 next issue. During repairs and alterations business will go on as usual.
— Indi.
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A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Chapter XVII — ByStorage
Batteries and Their Care
Arthur G. Mohaupt
ant auxilPROBABLYdevicethe most Importion
iary
used In connect
with a
modern vacuum tube receiving sot is
the storage battery which is used to supply the current to the tikiments of the
tubes. Although this battery is by most
broadcasting fans considered to be of secondary importance and hence is given only
casual attention, it is a very scientific
piece
of apparatus.
In order
that
best

RUBBEH

GLASS

BULB
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FLOAT

RUBBER.

Figure
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results and longest life can be obtained
from it. it should really receive more maintenance and upkeep attention than the receiving set itself, for if the battery goes
bad the receiving apparatus is lifeless.
It is true that most Radio instruction
literature falling into the hands of the
owner of a receiving set deals only with
the operation of the set and completely
omits the batteries, and it is for this reason that the present chapter on storage
batteries will prove a very important guide
to the purchaser or owner of a battery.
Differs from a Dry Cell
Fundamentally the inherent principles
of operation of a storage cell are no different from those of an ordinary dry or
wet cell of the primary type, for they both
consist of two sets of plates or electrodes,
one positive and one negative, and a solution or electrolyte capable of chemically
acting more upon one electrode than upon
the other. The one least acted upon, in
this case, is the positive terminal. A
storage cell differs, however, in this respect:
After it is exhausted through active use,
both plates and electrolyte can be restored
to their original condition by sending a
direct current from some external source
back through the cell in a direction opposite to that in which the cell itself
would cause a current to flow. This is not
possible with the ordinary primary cells,
for when these' are exhausted, the worn out
parts must be replaced with new ones. It
is true that a dry cell can often be rejuvenated to a slight degree, but as to
restoring it back to complete normalcy,
that is impossible.
Kinds of Storage Cells
There are two types or kinds of storage
cells in common use today, one is known
as the lead-sulphuric acid type and the
other as the nickel-alkaline or Edison type.
The former has been in use for a long
time, while the latter has come on the market only in more recent years. Each has
its own individual advantages and disadvantages, but since the lead cell is in most
extensive use among Radio fans today, the
present chapter will be devoted only to
this type of cell.
The lead storage cell consists of two
groups of plates, one positive and one negative. The positive plate is brown in color
and consists of a pasty mass of lead peroxide (a chemical compound of lead and
oxygen) supported in a grid or frame work
composed of lead and antimony. The negative plate is gray in color and consists of
pure lead in a very finely divided state
(known as sponge lead) also supported in
a similar grid.
The electrolyte consists of

PLAY
SAFE

a dilute solution of chemically pure sulphuric acid dissolved in distilled water.
Chemical Action
The lead peroxide and spongy lead are
known as the active materials, for It is
through their chemical reaction with the
sulphuric acid of the electrolyte that the
electrical energy is developed.
When the storage cell Is called upon to
furnish electrical energy to the filaments
of the tubes or other apparatus, it Is said
to be discharging, and when a current is
being sent through It from some external
source to restore the various parts to their
original condition it is said to be charging.
During the discharging process the active materials of both groups of plates
unite with some of the sulphuric acid of
the electrolyte and form a new chemical
compound which appears on the plates in
the form of a white salt, known as lead
sulphate. There are thus several changes
going on within a cell during discharge;
both plates are being slowly converted into
lead sulphate and the solution is being
weakened to the sulphuric acid being used
up by the plates.
During the charging process, on the
other hand, the entire chemical actions are
reversed, that is, the positive plate is converted back into lead peroxide, the negative to pure lead, and the electrolyte becomes stronger due to the acid being returned to it from the plates.
Thus it is evident that although called
a storage cell, it really does not store electricity. What it stores is chemical energy.
The Commercial Lead Battery
A complete lead storage battery as is
commonly used in Radio practice consists
of three individual units or cells connected
together "in series" and supported in a
wooden or composition box or case.
Each unit or cell, in turn, consists of
groups of plates, one positive and one negative. The two groups are assembled so
that the plates of one fit in between those
of the other, the plates being prevented
from touching each other by means of insulating separators placed between each
pair. Each group of plates terminates in
a lead post which projects through the
tops of the cell covers.
The three cells are connected in series
when the entire battery is assembled. The
positive terminal of the first cell and the
negative terminal of the third cell form
the terminals of the complete battery.
The positive terminal is generally colored
red and is marked POS or P or +. The
negative terminal is usually colored black
and is marked NEG or N or — . It is to
these two terminals that the wires leading
to the tube filaments are connected.
Hating of Storage Batteries
Storage batteries are always rated as
to their terminal voltage and the quantity
of electrical energy which they can supply
under proper conditions
of operation.
The three-cell storage battery as used
in Radio practice has a terminal voltage
of about 6 volts. Each cell has a pressure
of 2, volts, and the three in series thus
have a combined pressure of 6 volts. When
a battery is fully charged, the pressure
is slightly above this value, and when
the battery is discharged the pressure is
a little below. The average voltage on
discharge is, however, about 6 volts.
The quantity of electricity which a
storage
cell can furnish
is measured
or
CARTER

"HOLD-TITE"

price
New
design;
heavy phosphor-bronze
spacer washers
required.
Write for

CARTES
roduets

' "TU"WAY"
«><>
RADIO
CO.. 209 Plus»
S. State

70c

to

$1.10
springs;
Bulletin

120-VOLT

+

D.C.CCIRCOIT

T*

FOSE BLOV.K.

LAMPS

IN PARALLEL

6 -VOLT
BATTER.V
59

hour
battery
the
normal
current
is 80
divided by 8 or 10 amperes.
It is a peculiar condition that if a
battery is discharged with a greater current than the normal value, the full rated
capacity of the battery cannot be obtained;
while if the discharge current is less than
the normal value, more than the rated
charge of the battery can generally be
extracted. This difference in available
capacity is due to the formation of lead
sulphate on the surface of the plates, and
the readiness which which the electrolyte
can ooze through the pores of the active

ratings nical
fromdepartments
Techtions.
of many publica-

ILL.
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THE
Platinum Heating

$

Awarded

Oil Cvvfital We receJve pro*-

Leon Lambert, 5oi tgouth Volutsia, Wichita. Kan.

POST
ELECTRIC
^
6

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

POST SOLDERING

Unit— Interchangeable

IRON
Tips— Universal

(Large and Small)

Certificate

of Excellency, N. Y. Evening
From your Dealer, or write
ONE-HALF ACTUAL

COMPANY

pams from Atlanta

Mail

Radio

Current

Institute

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

THE MOST ECONOMICAL TUBE MADE

other Chicago
Carter
St..

Th© best set for
beginners or others desiring a real

Pcnd

St., CHICAGO,

^*"

Minneapolis, Davenport, FortWorth( Dallas, Kansas
City,
Louis, set
Denver
on Crystal
withoutinexpensive
batteries.
Uenal St.crystal
requires
only easy,
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings andinstructiona. Everything
clearly explained^ Satisfaction GUARANTEED,
i

no
on

CRYSTAL
SET $2
RITTER
GRAND

RITTER RADIO
CORP.
230
Patent Pending

Canal Street,
New York.

Dealers details.
write

for

Copyrighted
3 Volt Dry Cell Tube, 22 J£

GRID

B

Battery,

Amperage

.15

$2.50

Adapters for Standard Sockets
A

FU-

Sold by reliable
dealers, or sent
direct.

Wm. J. Sturtz & Sons Spec. Mfg. Co.
710, 79 W. Monroe

Hear Atlanta

Delicate Soldering

good set for little
money. Tunes . up
to 600 meters; can
receive up to 50
miles radius under
normal conditions.
Has received lOtKe
Pat.

Syringe Hydrometer
The syringe hydrometer is the device
most commonly used for determining the
condition of charge or discharge of the
cells of a storage battery. As is illustrated in Figure 68, it consists of a glass
tube about an inch in diameter and provided at one end with a rubber bulb and
at the other end with a tapered stem to
whioh is attached a piece of rubber tubinp
2 or 3 Inches in length.
Inside of this glass tube is another glass
stem called the float. This float is
weighted at the lower end with lead shot
or mercury, and has the upper part provided with a graduated scale reading from
1,100 to 1,300.
The principle of operation of the hydrometer is that an object of a given weight
will float to a greater depth in a lighter
liquid or solution than it will in a heavier
one. Since the strength of the solution
in a storage cell depends upon the state
of discharge, that is, upon the amount
of sulphuric acid that has been extracted
from the solution by the active material
on the plates, the depth to which the
hydrometer stem floats in the solution
battery.
will readily indicate the condition of the
Specific Gravity
The strength of the solution is termed
its specific gravity, which refers to the
number of times it is as heavy as pure
water. Thus, in a fully charged battery
the solution is nearly 1.3 times as heavy
as pure water, and its specific gravity is
said to be 1300. As the battery discharges, the solution becomes weaker and
its specific gravity decreases. A battery
should never be discharged beyond the
point at which the specific gravity of the
solution drops below 1150.
Before a hydrometer is used, it should
be thoroughly
cleaned
in pure water
so
(Continued
on page 14)

AMMETER.I

Figure

material and replenish the exhausted solution.

50

and don't take a chance on bumins out your expensive tubes. Here is a radio terminal for your "A"
Battery that saves time, trouble and money. It fits
all straight post "A" Batteries. It is made of meta!
and coated with lead to withstand the bite that is
in the acid 1 'our battery. Price 75c a set of two.
Send MONEY ORDER. NO CHECKS. Dealers and
Jobbers, write for discount.

Room

JACKS
I to 5 springs;

designated in "amporo-hours." An amperehour is the quantity of electricity that has
been supplied or consumed when a current of one ampere has flowed for a period
of one hour. To calculate ampere-hours
it Is only necessary to multiply the current
used in amperes by the length of time in
hours.
The storage batteries most commonly
used in Radio practice have a capacity
of 60 or 80 ampere-hours, A 69-amperehour battery could furnish a current of one
ampere for 60 hours, or 2 amperes for
30 hours, 3 amperes for 20 hours, etc.
Normal Charge or Discharge Current
All lead batteries are designed and constructed so that if they are discharged
at a certain "normal" rate they will be
exhausted in 8 hours. This is known as
the "normal" charge or discharge current,
and the strength of this normal current
in amperes can always be calculated by
dividing the ampere-hour capacity of the
battery by 8.
Thus, with an 80-ampere-

RL ATE

FEW
OF OltR
DISTRIBUTORS:
M. & M. Company. 500 Prosix-'ct Avo., Cleveland, Ohio.
S. S. S. Electric .Supply Co.. 65 West 18th St.. New York City.
Koploy & Ross. 124-1 Randolph St., Detroit, Mk-h.
Hampton Radio Sales Co.. 833 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
K. O. Jackson & Co.. 504 South State St.. Chicaco, 111.
Lawrence Radio Corp., 815 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
Dealers, Jobbers and

Distributors, write for Quantity discounts

DELTA MIDGET TUBE CO.
241 MARKET

STREET

NEWARK,

N. J.

If you can't get them from your dealer, write us direct
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Accessible Cabinet for Radio Sets
r\_c
FANE.C.FOR.'

OPEN'
Hook-Up for Clear Signals
The accompanying hook-up is one that
I find gives clearer signals than any I
have tried. As you can see from the diagram there is a 50-turn coil inserted between the filament lead and the condenser

Wire Wound Filament Rheostats

When static is real bad the strength of
the leak can be increased to where it will
take the harshnessaout of the static but it
Will reduce the signals somewhat.
GRID
The
ordinary
grid
leak
consisting
of

The sliding contact arm in brushing over
the rheostat coil may possibly burn or
oxidize the surface of the wire and prevent
good metallic contact. This is especially
so when the contact arm is narrow and
covers only one or two wires at a time.
Remove any such oxidization with sandpaper or a pocket knife for best filament
results. — H. E. Jameson, Milwaukee, Wis.

LEAD

I IIJ^

condensers and other small condensers can be quickly made by leaving
the insulation on the wires and twisting
them together like in making a regular
soldered joint. The longer the splice the
greater the capacity of the condenser.
The capacity of these condensers can be

r

Grid

cabinet has proven very satisfactory. Many of the sets in town are
equipped with these cabinets and they like
them well. — Howard R. Robertson, Hubbard, Iowa.

+B

TRANSFORMER

pLATE

:\_)

F>RI.

V_/

pencil marks on a strip of paper can be
used, but I have had best results by making these lines with ordinary black drawing ink. — Chas. L. Smith, Jackson, Miss.

Detector or Amplifier

made of any value by connecting them in
series
tions. and parallel in different combina-

$5,00
6 VoltGUARA
Detector
Tubes
1
NTEED
$/jS,
6.50 6.5G
Volt Amplifier Tubes
Write for our special price list

These condensers are very compact and
when wrapped with a piece of tape they
will stand the hardest kind of rough usage. — C. L. Smith, Jackson, Miss.

Oil Can Soldering Torch

PAULA

233 West 34th

WILLARD

bank and the aerial is also connected to
the condenser bank. This coil is tightly
coupled to the main inductance and it is
sometimes necessary to reverse the leads
in connecting up since it also acts as a
tickler. — Ira Simmons, Nowata, Okla.

Street

$2.75
3.50

RADIO New
CO.York

City

, TUBES4 95
4/28/23

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway, New York Ci$

Condensers Allow Variation

"The Best for Less"

Operators using spider-web inductance
coils of fixed position are restricted to a
particular wave length, and even if the

Tin disc soldered
over. opening [
of funnel^

REINARTZ
EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART

COMPLETE

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket. 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MF1> variable
condenser, 1 13-plate .00025 MFD variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 16
switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and nuts, 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak, 1 .002 MFD phone condenser, 23 feet bus bar wire,
1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM and urais, x vancomplete instructions

FLEWELLING
spout is soldered to the upper part of the
handle. The illustration shows plainly
the construction of the torch. — C. W.
Pomeroy,
St. Louis, Mo.

Improper Tapping
Often a station will come in best when
the switch arm rests on two adjacent
switch points. This may be due to improper tapping of the antenna tuning inductance, which may be the stator winding
of a variocoupler.
Perhaps the safest way to overcome this
difficulty is the use of the units and tens
method in tapping, which necessitates two
separate sets of switch points.
However, if only one switch arm is used,
it is advisable to predetermine the best
arrangement in advance. To this end, the
beginning of the winding is tapped closely
— say every five turns — increasing to seven
or eight and then to every 10 turns.
"With the above idea in mind when tapping your tuning coil, it will be an easy
matter to get in between turns when tuning by means of a small variable condenser properly placed in the circuit.

LOUD

coils are mounted for coupling, the range
is still limited unless variable condensers
are used. The best arrangement is to
place one variable condenser in series
with the primary, and shunt another
across the secondary. This affords results
equal to those obtainable with a variocoupler.

SAVE

YOUR

All Radio Parts— Mail Your
Orders to Us
$12.00 Baldwin Phones, Double. Type C..$8.75
10.00 Automatic
Electric Phones
4.70
6.50 1% Volt Tubes, Standard base
4.85
CBL Adjustable Grid Leak & Condenser.. 1.65
Special Prices to Dealers
ENGINEERING SERVICE BUREAU
832 Windsor Ave.
Chicago,
III.

SRMICS
Jllaminated PhEnolic UudrnsatmnProduct

.SHEETS TUBES

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

W

BALDWIN

RODS

RADIO
PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

FREE

THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK

/2*
54*
1*
l'/2*
2*
2/2*
4*

PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER

SQ.INCH
SO. INCH
SQ. INCH
SQ. INCH
SO. INCH
SQ. INCH
SQ.INCH

THICK

5 'A*

PER

SO INCH

'/t6"

Hieh — Beautiful Rubberized Finish

Type C Headset Complete
PERSONALLY test every pair of phones
to GIVE
YOU
a headset
that has no
squal.
YOU
CAN
USE
HEADSET
IN
REGULAR WAY ALSO.
My price on these special selected <t 1 O (\(\
•P1*"w
is, postpaid
Phones Cash
with Order or C. O. D.
WALTER SCOTT, 10 St. Lukes Place, Montclair, N. J

MONEY

On

SPEAKER

I

GRID
S\

AUDIO
FREQUENCY

=^LlL7ZnKJl^

The

The wonderful
SHELTONE
LOUD
SPEAKER
with
every original
NATH.

SEC.

NEG.F1L.

Small Condensers Made of Wire

hinging both the cover and the back instead of just the cover. The accompanying illustration shows the way it is constructed.

In the December 9, 1922, issue of Radio
Digest there appeared an article on an oil
can made into a soldering torch. The illustration shows an improvement oh this
device. Most all oil cans are so arranged
that the spout is unscrewed from the body
for filling and cleaning. The spout is cut
from the screw base and used for the
blow torch. The screw base is used for a
cap by soldering a disk of tin over the
place from which the spout was cut.
A tin tube is made to fit the inside of the
opening
and
is used for the wick.
The

:: ctoseo

'HINGE

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

The amateur who has a one or two stage
audio frequency amplifier on his set is
well acquainted with the hiss or frying
sound it gives forth when operating at its
best or highest capacity. By placing a
grid leak across the secondary of the last
amplifying transformer nearly all the frying and hissing noise can be eliminated
without noticeably reducing the signal
strength.

&£vet

GROOVE

In making a Radio cabinet for my set
recently I discovered a little scheme that
helps wonderfully. It is simply this: I
run the commercial cabinets one better by

little kinks
are many
RE
THE
worked out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Grid Leak Installed to
Take "Fry" Out of Set

TOP AND BACK HINGE TO BASE

Entire Set May Be Seen
When Cabinet Is Open

.SEND
'/8"FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAILORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION
"
%2

Vzi'

STAR 2" RETT
519

*/3/8"
SOUTH

GREEN

VA"

MFG. CO.

ST.

CHICAGO

EVERY

PART

CIRCUIT
$10.00

COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coH plugs,
grid leak, 1 grid leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD variable
•1 tube socket, 8 binding posts, 20 feet bus bar wire,
panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM, 1
Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction

3 .006 condensers, 1 variable
condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat,
1 high-grade
3" dial and the
of Circuit.

TWO STAGE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
$11.00
EVERY

PART

COMPLETE

1 7x9 Panel, 2 Audio Frequency Transformers (5 to 1 Ratio), 2 Rheostats, 2 V. T.
Sockets, 7 Binding Posts. 1 Variable Resistance Leak, Necessary Bus <h4 4
t\i\
Bar Wire.
Can be used with either of the above circuits or any 'K I
other receiver.
ylliVV
VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron Condensite
and Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
S4..50.
Special
$235

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable:
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;

13 Plate VERNIER:
23 Plate VERNIER;
43 Plate VERNIER;

value.
value,
value,
value,

$1.75
S2.50
S3. 50
$4.50

$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.85

value. $5.50..
value, $6.00..
value. $6.50..

.. 3.75
.. 4.25
4.00
..

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
LOO
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Keinartz Coils and Mounting
1.75
Potentiometer with knob; value, $1.75: special at
1.00
Potentiometer with 2'/8" dial; value, $2.15;
special at
1.15
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
Single Circuit;
value. 65c; special at
.30
Double Circuit: value. SOc: special at
.45
MULTIPLE POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points). ... 1.75
LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
approved by underwriters
$0.90
THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special.. $0.30

A BEAUTIFUL

BALL BEARING INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value 75c. special
$0.30
V. T. SOCKETS— Nickeled, brass sleeve,
composition base value. $1.00; special at..
.50
AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price
$2.75
EXTRA SPECIAL— Telephone 3000 Ohms Headsets: $9.00 value: reduced to
$3.50
ALUMINUM LOUD SPEAKING HORN— Nickel
plated, highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75
TWO-INCH
DIALS — Same design — for rheostats and potentiometer; special
RAYMOND
VERNIER
RHEOSTATS— Value,
$1.50; special
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
base;
value, $1.10; special at
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
With 2'/s"
dial:
value, $1.50; special at.
TELEPHONE
PLUGS
FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

"SALRITE"

PENCIL

.25
95
70
85
60
.75

FREE

With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahoganite
Rubber, about five inches long. Equipped with vest pocket clip, 10 extra
leads and eraser. Will write like a charm and last a life time. Only a
limited

supply

available — so

rush

your

order

now.

Every article advertised above is guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us — Mail
orders filled immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all orders of $5.00 or over east
of the Mississippi River.
All others include postage.

■m
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Special Circuit for DX
Variocoupler Employed
with Spider Web Coils

COILS

The Circuit shown In the Illustration Is
a re.il DX st-t. This circuit ni:iy be ■
pet •!' mine than
but It
me Ibetter
satisfaction
anyhas
so Riven
far that
have
used, li consists of a \ ariocouplor With
40 turns on the rotor, two spider web colls
each \ Inches In diameter with 20 turns
mounted permanently 4 inches apart, variable condensers, etc. The rotor of the
variocoupler, as well as the spider web
coils, provide regeneration for the set. To
tunc the set rotate the aerial condenser
until signals are heard, then increase regeneration With the rotor, and vernier
condenser. The results obtained with this
set are extraordinary. — John J. Pulley,
Philadelphia, Penn.

Flexible Leads for Rotors
Variometers and variocouplers in which
the bearings alone are relied upon to conduct the energy from the moving coil, or
rotor winding, to the rest of the circuit,
are generally subject to trouble evidenced
by intermittent signals. This is due to
the fact that the bearing is either too
tight to allow the rotor to turn readily
or too loose to make good electrical contact. In any case, it is always advisable
to put stops on the coil and make use of
flexible "pig tail" connections to the rotor
winding. — P. J. M. Clute, Schenectady,
X. Y.

PRODUCE

Bracing Aerial Pole at
End of a Ridge Roof

REGENERATION

SPIDER NOES
COILS

0005

Reception
The accompanying diagram shows an excellent way of bracing an aerial pole
where an anchor for a fourth Riiy v
not available. My aerial consists of a 20foot two-by-four on the end of a 20-foot
building'.
Ithas
fa braced
in the
manner
described and
withstood
several
storms
.ive torn other aerials down.
I call this a truss brace.
When a turn-

GfttDVJEAK

<§>

.0005

'A'oMT.

^-<5"6-;Htt
O

holes with molten paraffin, after the paraffin has cooled it may be trimmed down so
as to make the space around the holes even
and neat. After this has been done paint
the panel with aluminum, silver or gold
picture frame gilding. After the first coat
has dried thoroughly, it is well to apply a
second or even a third coat, as the thicker
the shielding the more effective it will be
and the less resistance it will offer for the
accumulated charges to pass on to the

ground.
After the gilding has thoroughly dried,
the spots previously paraffined may be
cleaned off with a knife, leaving the spots
free from the gilding.
A slight reduction of hysteria losses
Condenser Serves Double
may be obtained by using a separate shield
for
each instrument, that is by dividing
Having only one variable condenser and
needing another I conceived the idea of the shielding into separate portions for
using one for both the primary and sec- each instrument, shieldings all being
ondary. By using a small phone con- grounded.
A very finished and neat effect may be
denser in series in the primary circuit I
obtained by using gilding to match with
brass instruments, or the aluminum to
match aluminum of nickle plated apparatus.— E. A. Johnstone, Pocatello,
Idaho.

ITT

BflTT.

Eliminating Capacity Effects
A handle for turning the knobs may be
made from a wooden dowel rod 14 inch in
diameter and about 12 inches long. A
pencil eraser attachment designed to fit
over a pencil end is slipped on one end of
the rod.
This provided me with a vernier
, ROUNDED

ERASER

*"- ERASER

TIP

WOOD

ROD • l/txTi*

ATTACHMENT

that is as good as any on the market. The
adjustment was secured by putting the
eraser end up to the edge of the dial and
slowly twisting the outer end of the rod.
Before using the eraser should be tapered
with sandpaper. — Raymond Dannenbaum,
Vallejo, Cal.

Use of Celluloid Putty

TURNBUCKie

Mo. is placed near the ground it probuckle
vides an easy method of keeping the guy
wires taut. — P. C. Bowman, Springfield,
A loading coil is an inductance connected in the antenna circuit to receive
longer wave lengths than the natural
wave
length
of the antenna.
Your

Sheet celluloid is as good an instrument
as bakelite in making Radio apparatus.
The different parts may be glued together
with celluloid putty. This is made by
filling a four-ounce bottle half full of
equal parts of ether and denatured alcohol, and then that
adding
"scraps"
of
cut celluloid
can all
be the
forced
into the
bottle. After 24 hours stir with a stick.
Beware of fire, however.

High-grade
Crystal Set, complete; value
$12. at
$ 6.45
3000-ohm Supreme Head Sets: value $8.50
$ 3.95
180 -degree High-grade Couplers, reg. price
$4.50
S 2.39
22%-volt large size "B" Batteries, regular
price $3, at
$ 1.59
National Air Phones Crystal Set; regular
price $12.50
$7.35
De Luxe Home
Chargers, regular price
$18.50, at
S 13.75
Original Nathaniel
Baldwin
Head
Sets,
Type C
$9.45
Original Nathaniel Baldwin
Single Units
Type C, with cord
$ 4.65
14 Karat Gold Grain Detector.
Puts the
joy in radio; regularly $2.00, at
$ 1.55
Atlas Supreme Badio Set, range 1,500 to
2.00C miles on one tube; special
522.50
Brach Lightning
Arrester; regular price
,Mahogany
S2.50
1.05
Finished Cabinets; size 6x9
$$ 1.35

GetRAD
into IO
Business"BU
forGS"
Yourself
did the trick and brought in stations I
could not hear before. — John F. Dwiggans, Petersburg, Tenn.

Wire End Connections
Number 14 or larger copper wire or busbar is easily flattened at the end and a
of suitable
size drilled in it. This

hole

Increasing Crystal Set Range
Cut off about J4 inch from the contact
end of the cat whisker and replace it with
a piece of filament support wire from a
burned out 25 watt mazda electric light
bulb. This is a, very fine wire with considerable stiffness. — Arthur Thornton, McKeesport, Pa.

SPECIAL!

ONE WEEK
ONLY

A GUARANTEED 6-VOLT TUBE
DETECTOR OR AMPLIFIER

takes the place
end of the wire
connection that
or binding post
or the flaps of
way. — D. B. T.

of soldering a lug to the
and it makes a permanent
will slip under a small nut
without a bunch of solder
the lug sticking up in the
Dell, Columbia, S. C.

$1.50, postage extra
Economy Radio Co., 132 Nassau St., N. Y, C.
Complete

Shielding Panels
Many methods of shielding panels have
been tried by the writer, but the following
method has proved to be the most durable,
neat and equally effective to any of the
other methods tried.
The shielding must not touch any of the
apparatus in the circuit, with the exception of \he ground connection, otherwise
trouble may occur from shorts and
grounds. After drilling the panel for the
various
instruments,
paint around
these

A RADIO

Why not turn your hobby into money? You
can easily make £15.00 a day, or as much
more as you like, by our wonderful plan oi
selling Radio direct to the millions of people just waiting for our better parts or sets.
We furnish everything you need at lowest
factory prices and tell you how to build a
profitable business of your own.
Knott products are up-to-the-minute. Knott
plans are unique and unbeatable. Radio is
just beginning to come into its own— are
you? Want to make more money — want to
be your own boss? Write TODAY for FREE
instructions,
How To Sell Real Radio.

E. R. KNOTT
l-D

EUery

MACHINE

St., S. BOSTON

set will work just as good unmounted as in a cabinet.

We

carry

a complete
line of De
sets and parts

ATLAS CUT-RATE RADIO

345 So. Clark St.
CHICAGO
TWO STORES
345 S. Clark St.
133 N. Dearborn St.
Mail Orders Promptly

CO.

Filled

27, MASS.
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BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $9.85
^fcJc"*.^?^

TRUE

CABINET

TYPE,

like the finest

.— T^Bfe)
modern phonographs, with all their beauty
J^^t SSI
;i!''"1 perfect
tone.
Makes
vour
two-step
set a real ENTERMQ/JB
TAIXER
for family and friends.
SPIROLA DUPLEX
uses any
^^^^V
headset.
SPIROLA
SIMPLEX
uses
Baldwin
or
other
unit.
^^B^^^
Either type, black with nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany
finish
with bronzed throat, $4.85.
At dealers
or postpaid
(C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
I* H. DOSSELL
MFG.
COMPANY,
Dept,
D.
Bos 70,
ANN
ARBOR

Set of Parts with Panel for

Reinartz .... $10
Ultra- Audion $10
Fie welling. , .$10
All Merchandise

Fully Guaranteed

Seyferlich's St.
RealChicago,
Radio111.

68 W. Washington

CONSOLE

T^Y
OUI? SET
AND PRACTICAL

ATTRACTIVE

Built to inclose the entire set leaving ample space
tor loud speaker. Is equipped with a compartment for tools and an acid proof battery tray
which insures protection to rugs, clothing and
instruments. It has a bench of proper 'height
making it possible to operate and enjoy your set
in comfort. Superior in convenience, quality and
design. Made in mahogany, walnut or oak finish.
Top 18" by ZSy2". Height 38". Moderately
priced.
For further information write

PASSOW

4221 N. Leavitt St.

fa

& PASSOW

Manufacturers
Chicago, ID.

COTO-COIL

Forest

Cotoco

CO. PROVIDENCE Built First to Last'
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(Continued from page 11)
that no dirt or foreign matter of any kind
will get into the solution. To use the
hydrometer, the caps of the cells are
opened and the rubber tube is inserted
until the end projects below the surface of
the electrolyte. The bulb is then squeezed
and slowly relaxed so that some of the
solution can gradually rise into the glass
tube. The inner stem will then float in
this extracted solution, and the point on
the scale on the same level with the surface of the solution will be the specific
gravity. To get most accurate readings,
the hydrometer should always be held at
the same level as the eye, this will avoid
parallax and eliminate errors resulting
from looking at the stem at an angle.
When taking a hydrometer reading, care
should always be exercised so as not to
spill any of the solution on the tops of
the jars. Also the solution should always
be returned to the cell from which it was
taken. After a hydrometer has been used
a number of times, it is always good
practice to clean it well in pure water.
"When not in use, a hydrometer should
always be kept in a clean place, preferably a closed box, so that no dirt will get
into the battery solution.
Care of Storage
Batteries
A storage battery should always be kept
in a clean dry place and where it will not
be subjected to too high or too low temperatures. The tops of the cells should be
kept as free from dirt and moisture as
possible. In case some acid solution is
spilled on the jars, this should first be
wiped off with a cloth soaked with dilute
ammonia or baking soda solution, and then
cleaned further with pure water. The
accumulation of dirt and moisture on
top of the cell jars may cause currentleakage and premature exhaustion of the
battery.
Another important point to observe is
to see that the electrolyte within the cells
is always kept at the proper level. It
should never be allowed to become lower
than the tops of the plates, but on the
other hand should always be about % to
% inch above. The amount of water in
the solution will constantly become less
due to evaporation and electrolysis, and
it will hence be necessary from time to
time to replenish this. Only pure distilled
water should be added to the solution,
never any acid; for it is only the water
that evaporates, not the acid. However,
in case some of the electrolyte has been
spilled, it will be necessary to add more
acid. When this is necessary, the solution
added to the cells should be of the same
specific
gravity
as that
still remaining.
A battery should always be kept in a
well charged condition in order to secure
maximum capacity and longest life from it.
It should never be allowed to remain in a
discharged condition for any length of
time, nor should it ever be discharged
beyond the point at which the specific
gravity drops below 1150. Best efficiency
and greatest activity will always be obtained when the plates are maintained
well-charged so that a minimum amount
of lead sulphate can accumulate on the
surface.
Charging Storage Batteries
The process of charging a storage
battery consists of sending an electric
current from some external source through
the cell in a direction opposite to that
in which the battery itself causes a current to flow. During this charging the
active material on the plates, as well as
the electrolyte, are restored to their original condition again.
For charging purposes only direct current should be used. Alternating current
will not do.
Where a direct current light-

ing circuit is available, the battery can
charged directly from this line, providing, that sufficient resistance is cut in
series with the battery to cut the current
down to the necessary value. Unless this
is done an excessively large current will
flow, with the result that either the fuses
are blown or the battery ruined. For
charging purposes the positive terminal
of the battery must always be connected
to the positive side of the charging circuit.
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One Way to Charge
In Figure 59 is illustrated a typical
circuit arrangement for charging a storage
battery from a 120-volt direct current
lighting circuit and using incandescent
lamps as a resistance for regulating the
amount of current flow. As is shown, the
circuit enters at the fuse block and the
double-pole switch. Connected in series
with the line is an ammeter used for indicating the amount of current flowing in
the circuit. The current then flows
through the bank of lamps (the lamps
being connected in parallel) and then
enters the positive terminal of the battery.
The negative terminal of the battery is
then connected to the negative side of the
line.
The number of lamps to use depends
upon their size and the amount of charging current desired. An ordinary 60-watt
lamp permits about one-half ampere to
flow. Hence enough lamps will have to be
cut in until the current is of the right
value. The normal charging current it
will be remembered can always be determined by dividing the ampere-hour capacity by eight. If a charging current of
6 amperes is wanted, twelve 60-watt lamps
will have to be connected in parallel, and
the entire group of lamps then connected
in series with the battery. The battery
should be allowed to remain on charge
until the specific gravity has become
steady at a value of -between 1275 and
1300.
Rectifiers
Where only alternating current is available, some device must be used for rectifying or transforming it into direct current. There are numerous types of rectifiers on the market, some are of the bulb
type and others are of the vibrating reed
type. The bulb type of rectifier is generally quieter and more positive in operation and less likely to give trouble.
If the above, suggestions and directions
are carefully followed, little trouble will
be experienced in using a storage battery,
and maxim efficiency and longest life will
be obtained from the apparatus.
THE
END

AERIOLA SR. STYLE TUNER

UNIT

Green silk on Bakelite Tubes with diagram, $5.65.
REINARTZ ULTRA CIR. SET PARTS $29.50
Ultra Reinarte Tuner Unit & Diag.. $4.95, wound to
specifications March 24 Eadio Digest, Ruby MicaCopper-Bakelite mounted Condensers. N. P. binding
posts, .00015, 50c: .0015, 60c; .0025, 70c. Eeinartz
coil Doub. green silk-Bakelite Spider, $1.65. Beinartz
plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable), $1.70. Complete
set Beinartz tuner & detector parts, $10.95. Tuner,
Det. & 2-Stage, SIS. 90. Two-stage outfit. $8.95.
GOV'T RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
New Signal Corps Edison 3-cell type BB-4, S4.50; Single
Cells for W. D.-ll tubes, $1.50; 60 A. H. for W. D.-ll
tubes,tery$5.25;
6 Volts 4cEdison,
$7.75; 10c.
Edison "B" Batsingle elements.
ea. ; double.
HI-POWER AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Best! Loudest! No burn-outs. $2.65 with spec diaGENUINE
PEANUT
TUBES
gram.
Wonderful
Det.
& Amplifier.
Smallest
tube made
(aeroplane style), 1 V. H amp. y2" dia. x 2M." long.
FLEWELLING
.006 COND'RS & PARTS
.006 Bakelite-Ruby -Mica-Copper Calibrated Cond., 85c.
Spider coils, green silk on Bakelite, $1.75 ea.
NEW SPECIALS
20 OHM RHEO. FOR 201-A OB W. D.-ll tubes, $1.00.
Variable grid leaks, 1/10 to 5 Megohms. 75c. HIPOWER LOUD SPEAKER & PR. BALDWIN PHONES.
$10.90. Variable grid. Cond. .00025 or .0005 max., 45c.
Vernier Attachment for any Var. Condenser, 95c. Armstrong Super. New 3 tube outfit. Owner sacrificing.
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

Largest
Radio
Store

BUY HERE

America
in
Supplies

Radio
faction.

We

in
Largest
Radio
Store

FOR LESS

America

purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satis*
carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
WR-21 DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER TUBES
4 VOLT FILAMENT, 7 AMPERE.
FORMALLY
FITS WD-11 SOCKET, OR STANDARD SOCKET

EQUIPPED IN AERIOLA
WITH ADAPTOR.

GRANDS.

WR-21 DETECTOR
r„.
$3.95
WR-21THESE
AMPLIFIER
...
4.25
TUBES WILL OPERATE ON 6 VOLT STORAGE BATTERY

Complete Parts for Ultra Audion Circuit (&3?3£5t) $11.90
FREUND'S WONDER CIRCUIT
COMPLETE PARTS FOR REINARTZ SETS
COMPLETE PARTS FOR 2 STEP AMPLIFIER . . $13.20
$12.45
$11.45
WD-12 TUBES
$6.50
The Genuine WD-11

ADAPTORS

Tube Equipped

with Standard

Base to Fit Standard

Socket

FOR WD-11 AND WR-21 TUBES

Moulded
Variometers
180° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser '..
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord
Radio Corporation of America

$3.45
$3.45
$1.95
$1.75
»..75e
$1,35
$3.95

New

and Improved

UV-199
Operates on 3 Volts DSrfi*nd
(2 Dry Cells); TUBE
Consumes M
Sensitiveness and Loudness

as UV-201.

50c

Master Baldwin Type C. Head Sets. . . .$6.95
Brandes
Superior
Headset
$5.75
Antenella
Aerial Plus
$1-15
3 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
$3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
= ....$2.60
WD-11 Bakelite Sockets
50c
Barchass Coils
$1.95
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers. $2.95
Radiotron Tube.

(1/16) Ampere.

Same

Characteristics for

$6.50
75c

Socket for UV-199 Tube

Complete Parts for Knocked Down Receiving Set $17.95
COMPLETE PARTS FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT $12.45
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
$4.30 Value, 43 PLATE, now
$3.70 Value, 23 PLATE, now
$3.30 Value,
1 1 PLATE, now
$3.10 Value,
5 PLATE, now
$2.70 Value,
3 PLATE,
now
$7.00 Value, 43 PLATE Vernier
$6.50 Value, 23 PLATE Vernier
$6.00 Value,
I 1 PLATE Vernier
Radiotron

UV-201-A

Tubes,

Variable
Variable
Variable

6 Volt

$1.75
..$1.45
$1.35
$1.25
$1.15
$3.95
$3.45
$2.95

Condenser
Condenser
Condenser

Filament,

.25 (M)

Ampere.

.Cfi

Operates on Formerly
6 Volt Storage
or 4 Dry Cells in Series
for $9.00
Sold Battery

Cft

*p\J»*JM

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS (Aviation Type 194-W)
WESTERN ELECTRIC PHONES, $7,95
Each Phone Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet
goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for
sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL BALDWIN

PHONES

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special at
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C" Loud Speaking Units.

i>p2C13.1 .,,,,,,,,,.,.........♦...,................«••...•■•..#••.•«•..••••■..•••••..».,#«

<JQ QC
«p£7.»7*J
&A CC

T^

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65
MAGNAV0X, LOUD SPEAKERS, Type R3 . . . $27.45
JACKS
Pacent Single Circuit
Pacent Double Circuit
Federal Single Circuit Filament
Control
Federal Double Circuit Filament
Control

HONEYCOMB
1,500
1,250
1,000
750
250

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

.

.50

.35
.$0.35
90

COIL
'

$1.50
1.50
1-25
1.00
.75

Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3Yz Inch
Grewol
Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire, 100 ft

45c
50c
25c
$1.65
$2.45
35c

150
100
75
50
35

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns

60
50
.40
.40
40

CABINETS
MAHOGANY
6x554"
6x Wi"
6x14"
6x1654"
6x22"
9x12^"
9x10^"

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AND

WALNUT

6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
7" deep
Sy2" deep

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2.95

Spaghetti Tubing, yard
10c
Lightning
Arresters
95c
2-Slide
Tuning
Coils, at
$1.95
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones....
25c
Anti-Capacity
Switches
$1.50
Lightning
Switches
$2.65
Hydrometers,
now
at
45c

Formica Panel, H" thick, black or brown, square inch . . IKc
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of US
Mail orders receive immediate attention

BUY HERE FOR LESS

CHICAGO
STOCK
509 South State Street

SALVAGE
STORE
Chicago, Illinois
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How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set
Part I— Amplifier Details; Making the Inductance
By E. T. Flewelling
IT WAS promised in the April 14 number of the' Digest that further details
regarding the construction of the Flewelling Amplifier would be discussed in
a future installment of this .series. So
many thousands of Radiophans have
poured in letters requesting further information on this subject that it is planned
to devote this, the first installment of a
new series describing the greatest development yet of the Flewelling Flivver,
which is none other than the One-Condenser Super.
Another consideration, which must be
allowed before proceeding. In the April
14 issue the One-Condenser Flewelling was
shown with no B battery potential on the
amplifier tube. This error of omission
was made by the draughtsman in preparing the circuit for illustration, and was
not noticed until too late.
The corrected circuit is shown herewith.
Explanation of Circuit
In the diagram illustrated the condenser
4 takes the place of the former bank of
three fixed condensers of .006 mfd.
capacity and the variable grid leak
shunted across them. Condenser 4 has
a capacity of .006 mfd.
It will be noticed that a single pole
double throw switch is connected in the
circuit at this point. By throwing this
switch to point 1, the hook-up becomes
purely regenerative, shunting the .006 mfd.
condenser and breaking the plate connection to the grid circuit. By means of
this switch it is possible to make comparisons between signals on an ordinary
regenerative apparatus, and the wonderful stimulation in the same signals effected by converting the apparatus to a Flewelling Super.
Guarding
Against
Back
Coupling
The necessity of guarding against the
possibility of back coupling from amplifier to detector, or vice versa, has often
been pointed out in the previous series
of articles in the Digest. In this seemingly trivial point of apparatus design
and construction lies one of the secrets
that is of paramount importance in the
successful accomplishment of amplification.
The second point to consider is the necessity of guarding against the free action
of the whistle, or blocking action, characteristic of the Flewelling Super detector, upon the grid of the amplifier tube.
Due consideration must be given both

Just Out!
PANEL
MOUNTING

these stumbling blocks, else no success
may be righteously expected in the use
of the completed amplifier. Otherwise the
experimenter will .simply amplify all of
the tube noises, static or atmospherics,
and other extraneous sounds, and will re-

Variable Resistance Leaks
The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set.
Price complete
.0005 mfd.

with either .00025 or
Micon Condenser

$1.00
Price without
Condenser

75cpanel
Mounted on any
in a few seconds.
Enables you to get stations
that you never heard before.

The only Variable Leak that
is entirely sealed.
THE NEW CONSTRUCTION of
all FRESHMAN Leaks guarantees
permanent resistance, unbroken
range of 180 degrees. No pencil
markings.

ceive but very little relative amplification
of the signal coming in.
Elimination of Troubles
Considering the elimination of these
troubles, first remember what has been
previously said regarding coupling back.
Shielding of the amplifier will help considerably and a separate B battery for
the amplifier becomes a necessity. Were
it not for the expense, a separate A battery might also be of help, but the extra
cost makes this impractical. In regard to
keeping the whistle action from the grid
of the amplifier, this is really the most
important point.
This may be done in two ways, the first
of which is by far the most satisfactory.
This is the placing of a filter between the
detector and the amplifier tubes.
In the second method instead of keeping the action from the grid we "sidetrack" it by the placing of a high resistance across the primary of the audiofrequency transformer. This high resistance would be of the order of from 100,000 to 5,000,000 ohms. A good variable
leak will serve very nicely for this pur-

care of for the Radiophans within a very
short time. The above method of handling
amplification is very good. Because we find
it necessary to postpone for a few issues
complete details on the amplifier for the
circuit let us consider the building of the
new type of Flewelling Super.
The first circuit that was published contained three large fixed condensers plus
an extra grid leak. After pounding out
the theory and closely analyzing the action of the circuit we found that the extra
grid leak and two of the large condensers
were unnecessary. Exactly the same action and results are obtained by the use of
a standard tickler coil circuit plus an added connection and one large .006 mfd.
condenser. The diagram for this circuit
is shown herewith and constituted what
is undoubtedly the simplest known form
of the circuit.
Complete Instructions to be Given
Success with the Flewelling circuit has

RADIO
basis.

S S.00 Brandes Superior
$ 5.95
12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double.. 8.95
7.50 llodell's special
3.95

TUBES

2.00
5.50
4.95
(.45
2.15
2.95

Solderall, Tube
25
$12.00 Amplitone,
Nickel Horn
4.95
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
9.95
DUBaTEK
Permanent Crystal Detector
2.00
W.D.-ll Adapter
65
$1.50 Lightning Arrester, Indoor and Outdoor Type
.95
5.50 — ISO Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
2-inch Bakelite Dials
25
4-inch Electros Dials
75
3-inch Bakelite Dials
35
$ 1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser Combined
75
1.00 Bakelite Socket
50
5.00 W. D. 12 Audio Frequency transformer
3.75
3.00 Owl Radio Frequency transformer.. 1.50
5.50 Coto coil Radio frequency transformer 3.45
5.00 Sleeper Radio frequency transformer 1.95
5.00 Acme Audio and Radio transformer
3.45
8.00 Dayton
Variometer
5.45
8.00 Dayton Variocoupler
5.45
5.50 Murdock variable condenser. 23-plats 2.95
6.50 Murdock variable condenser, 43-plate 3.25
132.00 Radiola R. C. set
79.50
The
new
Morrison
Siren
loud
speaker
18.50
5.00 Multi-Radioscope
1.50
Little Gem set
6.50
50.00 Turney single tube set
18.50
1.25 Western Electric Ammeter for testing
B batteries
49
2.00 22% volt B. battery
1.00
New radio map
35
When
Ordering by Mail
Add Postage by the Following
Scale

PURCHASES

Tp to
$1.01
2.01
3.01
5.01
7.01

$1.00
to $2.00
to
3.00
to
5.00
to
7.00
to 1.0.00

Money

Order or

Personal

Check

add
"
"
'•
"
"

Accepted

ALL

10c
15c
20c
25c
30c
40c

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE

DISCOUNTS

!|IJ.TM:flrI.H
JtChicago

123 W.Madixon
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The self-evident superiority of RADION Panels has
created for them a tremendous popularity among those
who build their own sets. It is so easy to drill, cut
and engrave RADION, and there is not the slightest danger of
chipping.

The beautiful surface polish exceeds the finish on the finest of
hard woods. Every panel is protected by its individual envelope
on which complete instructions are printed. These are the 18
stock sizes carried by most dealers:
RADION

PANELS,

6x7

Black

6x14
6x21
7xSize—
9
7x10
7x12

$0.75
1.50

Your

1.15
1.25
1.50
1.75

Stock Sizes, 3/16 in thickness.

Mahoganite
1.85
1.40
2.75
$0.90
1.55
1.85
1.40
2.20
2.75

Dept. F. 9, 191 Fulton Street, N.Y.C.

i^tf

Black

Mahoganite

$2.65
3.00
6.00
2.25
2.15
2.85
4.25
4.25
8.50

dealer can usually supply any of the above

sizes from

$3.25
3.70
7.40
2.75
2.60
3.45
5.20
5.20
10.35

stock.

If

RADION
excels in the four most important insulation characteristics,
namely: Low phase angle difference; low dielectric constant; high resistivity; low absorption of moisture.
Remember all hard rubber panels are not RADION, nor do they possess
the electrical and mechanical characteristics of RADION.
Be sure you
get
the genuine. See that every panel is stamped and in its original
envelope.
DEALERS
*
W y°u d° HOt handle RADION Panels, Dials, Knobs, Sockets,
etc., we have a proposition which will interest you.
Write
for
catalogue
and
price-list
or consult any leading electrical or radio jobber in
your territory.

Hard Rubber Company
Department

STORES

Size —

7x21
7x24
7x48
9x14
10x12
12x14
12x21
14x18
20x24

you cannot
get will
it send
your order with the price (give the dealers'
name),
and we
ship us
promptly.

American

At your dealers— otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

RADIO

PARTS

DEALERS:

ON
SADIIMWJ

Standard parts only in original packing.

1% Yolt Peanut Tube
U. V. 201
1% Volt Mercury
CABINETS
Made in our factory
7" x 10"
7" X IS"
7" x 24"

FLEWELLING

by me and my friends will have Radion Panels."

At Cat Prices
Sold on a "money-back"
PHONES

will start in with a common cardboard 4 inches in diameter and 6 inches
long. Also secure a rotor ball 3% inches
in diameter and mount it suitably so that
it will rotate freely within the cardboard
tube. Now if your tube and ball are not
of the exact dimensions, don't go to the
expense of buying others. These are
given as general dimensions and anything
will serve if it is reasonably near the
size given.
(Continued on page 18)

One radio fan writes: "The finish is so far superior, and the working qualities so satisfactory
there is no question but that future sets built

pose.

Eliminates hissing.
Clarifies
signals.

CHAS.
FRESHMAN GO. Inc.
106 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

been absolutely phenomenal but, judging
by the number of inquiries and reports of
success received within the last few weeks
since this circuit was originally published,
we know that there is a very large demand on the part of the fans for complete instructions concerning how they
themselves may construct the circuit.
Therefore, we shall begin a series of
articles describing completely in every detail how the simplified Flewelling circuit
may be constructed, using only the simplest, most easily obtainable and chea jest
but best materials.
There have been so many attempts to
merchandise and commercialize the name
Flewelling that hereafter it will be impossible to mention any specific make of
apparatus. Inductance Winding
We

MISCELLANEOUS

FRESHMAN

Patent situation Prevents Diagram
Due to the patent situation the writer
will be unable to publish a diagram showing what has been found to be the best
method of handling amplification with the
Flewelling Circuit, but this will be taken

15 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y.
Oldest and largest

R. D.

manufacturers of Hard

Chicago Office: Conway Bldg.
Rubber

and

its products.
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How Ocean Vessels Are Guided by Radio Waves
Ether Signals from Submerged Cables Bring Ships into Harbor
By Peter J. M. Clute
ASIDE
and

from the broadcasting of news

entertainment and the linking of
widely separated points, Radio has
many potential uses. Perhaps, one of the
most useful developments in this line is
the Radio piloting cable, with its great
possibilities in the field of commerce and
navigation.
Submerged Cable
The Radio piloting cable is essentially
an insulated, electrically-charged, submerged submarine cable laid in a channel
or an entrance to a harbor, and is used as
an aid to navigation by serving as a guide
to vessels entering during foggy, misty
or hazy weather. Under such atmospheric
conditions, the navigating officers are unable to pick up the buoys which are used

end, along the channel to a point several
miles away, usually at the entrance to the
harbor. Current at a frequency of about
500 cycles per second is supplied to the
cable, thus producing an alternating magnetic field around the cable. "Vessels
equipped
with onspecial
loop and
or connected
"pick-up"
coils
mounted
each side
to suitable amplifiers are thus enabled to
follow the lay of the cable by a simple
comparison of the relative strength of
signals received by the "pick-up" coils.
Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic idea of the
scheme.
Magnetic Field
The existence of a magnetic field about
a conductor
carrying
current forms
the
basic principle of the Radio piloting cable.

a conductor permeate all space around it,
the field becomes gradually weaker and
weaker as the distance from the conductor
increases, so that for all practical purposes it may be assumed that the field
exists only in the space close to the conductor. The field strength decreases inversely proportional to the square of the
distance from the conductor. Also, along
all parts of a conductor in which the same
current is flowing, the field is uniformly
distributed.
The Radio piloting cable, in consequence
of the 500-cycle alternating current flowing in it, radiates a corresponding alternating magnetic field. With proper apparatus this field can be detected or
"picked up" at a distance of up to 1000
yards. By this means, the position of the
piloting cable can be located by sensitive
receiving and amplifying equipment.
Experiments to Find Range
Experiments which have been made with
the Radio piloting cable with the object
in view of determining the useful range
of operation, have been instrumental in
securing valuable data for the further
elaboration and development of the scheme.
The detecting equipment consists essentially of two "pick-up" or loop coils, one
being suspended vertically on each
side
of the vessel, from ten to 15 feet above
the water-line. Figure 3 shows the installation. Each coil is made up of two hun-

dred to three hundred turns of number 12
or number 14 B. & S. gauge wire wound
on a four-foot square loop frame. A
double-throw selector switch permits connecting either detecting coil in circuit with
a sensitive audio-frequency amplifier outfit. With this vacuum-tube amplifier, the
comparative or relative strength of the
signals picked up by the two coils will
furnish
the means
of determining
the

THROW
DOUBLE^* _
SELECTOR.
SWITCH

?

O.

'PICK-OP'

COILS

VESSEL
AT

SIDE

Your Selection"

We Carry Only STANDARD Advertised Radio Equipment.
Every Product Sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
FRFF
A $1-25 VOLTMETER OR AMMETER
* **■«-■*-■
PURCHASE
OF $5, OR

CONDUCTOR.
.LINES OP
FORCE

Circular Lines of Force
DIRECTION OP
CURRENT FLOW
Figure 2

tively demonstrated during these tests, inasmuch as the navigating officers, in each
case, were able to pursue a course at either
side of the piloting cable without any
difficulty, although having no previous experience with the scheme.
Cable Placed In Harbor
The submerged
insulated cable is laid
along the harbor or channel bottom, extending from a power station at the shore

Referring to Figure 2, the circular lines
of force are further and further apart as
the distance from the conductor increases.
This is representative of the fact that the
strength of the magnetic field near a
straight conductor is greatest next to the
conductor and diminishes as the distance
increases.
While the lines of force about

HERE
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What

You

Been

Looking

ment used. FREE
DIAGRAM

For

A VARIABLE RADIO RESISTANCE
THAT MOUNTS ON PANEL
IN A JIFFY

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY
COMPANY
Chicago

Patents Pending.
Real Radio Fans, in the building of their sets, will
more than appreciate this device, which gives them
a variable resistance which is adaptable for use in
all Radio Hook-ups — in the grid circuit — as amplifier coupling resistance for both radio and audio
freaueney — "B" battery resistances — antenna shunts
— tuned loop circuits — resistance couplers for both
radio and audio frequency, and many other places
in the
radio hook-up that tie amateurs' ingenuity
will
suggest.
Has switch lever and seven carefully calibrated
values of resistance of Ms megohm each between
terminals. Protecting bakelite discs assure permanency of moisture-proof India ink resistance.
Don't guess — it is important to have resistances
properly adjusted to function with your other apparatus to get the best results from all tube sets.
A Premier Variable makes this sure and easy.
Code No. 250.
Price...
S 1.50 each
DISTRIBUTORS — We make a most complete line
of radio parts. Some territory open for live, responsible concerns.

PREMIER
3800

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est. 1905
Ravenswood
Ave.
Chicago,

d»l 7 fj r*
«pl / . / D

$5.95
N. & K. PHONES

6000 Ohms.
Made in Germany

KL0SNER Vernier Rheostats

ACME TRANSFORMERS
$6.50

$4.25
CONDENSERS

List
Price

3 Plate Vernier Condenser,
moulded
ends
$
11 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends
.00025
23 Plate Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.0005
43 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends.
.001
Franco
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
with Vernier
Franco
43 Plate Variable Condenser
with Vernier
leads — screw

with

leads — screw

BAKELITE

PANELS

7x10
7x18
7x24
All Panels 3/1S inch thick.
Silk Wound AT.T, WAVE Coupler
Silk Wound BAKELITE Vario-Tuner
A. B. C. Make — The Best Made.

1.50

$ 1. 10

2.50

1.35

3.00

1.50

4.00

2.00

6.60

4.00

7.70

4.50

5.00

3.55

3.50
3.00
.55 .40
1.25
2.25
3.25
9.00
12.00

5.75
7.50

CONDENSERS

All Capacities Fixed Condensers. Grid
Leaks, etc.
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak
and
Condenser
combined
All capacities of Dubilier Mieadons
and Freshman Micons in stock.

30
.75

.09
.60

1.00

.75

CABINETS

Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x10
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x18
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x24

PERFECTION RADIO
STORES
ALSO

Complete
parts
including
DRILLED
PANEL.
FREE
d>11
O £
DIAGRAM
«|> 1 1 .& O

KAUFFMAN CIRCUIT
parts
including
DRILLED
FREE
(h 1 fi nr

DIAGRAM

*p 1 D . V D

TH0RDARS0N

Transformers

2.35
2.95
3.45

BALDWIN PHONE
list $6.00.

&A

*7 C

Special. . . «p*r. / O
VARIOMETERS

Price
List

Fisher Mahogany — 150 to 500 meters. $5.00
Franco Mahogany
5.00
Pathe Moulded
6.00
Baven
Red Moulded
Bakelite Variometers— Silk Wound
7.00
Columbia
Black
Moulded
Bakelite
Variometers — Silk Wound
5.50
Eagle Bed Moulded Bakelite— the best
made
8.00

2.50
Our
Price
4.75
3.50
S2.50

VARIOCOUPLERS

Franco Mahogany — Silk Wound Fibre
Tubing
Fisher Mahogany
Variocouplers
Fisher ISO0 Variocoupler
Pathe Moulded
Silk Wound
Eagle Moulded Red Bakelite — the best
made
Franco
180°
Variocoupler,
Bakelite
Silk Wound

HARD

7x10 Unbreakable
7x18 Unbreakable
7x24 Unbreakable

RUBBER

2.50
3.50
2.50
2.25
5.75

5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
8.50
5.00

PANELS

BATTERIES

EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 40
Amperes Hours, Tyne 3 LXL5
17.85
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. SO
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL9
23.10
EXIDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 120
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LXL-13
31.50
Everyready
"A"
Storage Battery — 6
V., 98 Amperes Hours
18.00
Ereryready
"A"
Storage Battery — 6
V., 110 Amperes
Hours
20.00
Bright Star "B" Battery. 22H Volts
1.75
Bright Star "B" Batten3.00
Bright Star "B" Battery
5.00
22^4 V. Variable. 5 Positive terminals 1.75
Bus Bar Wire (2 ft. lengths)

CORPORATION,
AT 59 AND 78 CORTLAND

WHOLESALE

$3.25

Original Nathaniel.

Our
Price

COIL MOUNTINGS

witn

PHONE

.59C

$4.50 LIST

Type A 2 S
$5.00 List

ITDmr
^ JV.I1.H.

LIST $1.50

Complete
PANEL.

$8.00 List.
3000 Ohms

Triple Mountings
adjustment
Double
Mountings
adjustment
Single Mountings

Parcel Post

REINARTZ CIRCUIT

DICTAGRAPH PHONES

HONEYCOMB

Perfection Pays

GIVEN WITH
EACH
OVER

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Complete parts including DRILLED
panel double coil Mounting and Honeycomb coils; only standard equip-

VARIABLE

IT IS
Have

MAGNAVOX LOUD SPEAKER
TYPE R. 3
$27.45

'

vessel's position with reference to the
location of the submerged piloting cable.
The "shielding" effect of the ship's steel
frame or hull exerts an unusual influence
in that louder signals are obtained when
the vessel is slightly to one side of the
cable than when it is directly over the
cable. In the latter position, the signal
strength will be approximately the same
from the two coils.

"Make PERFECTION
Figure 1
to mark the navigable channel. Ordinarily The magnetic field produced by a current
the vessel cannot proceed into the harbor of electricity always lies in a plane at
until the fog or mist has raised. By right angles to the current producing it.
the use of the Radio piloting cable, as In other words, the lines of force about
demonstrated by practical tests and ex- a straight conductor carrying a current
periments with this system at several are concentric closed circles, of which the
large harbor entrances, vessels with navi- conductor is the axis. This is shown in
gating bridges screened in so that the Figure 2. If the direction of current
pilots could not see the channel, have through the wire is reversed, the direction
successfully managed to keep to the of the lines of force will be reversed.
course and dock in safety. The feasibility It will be apparent from the illustration
and practicability of the system was effec- that the positive direction of the lines of
force bears the same relation to the direction of current as the direction of rotation
CND VIEW
5106 VIEW.
of a right corkscrew bears to the direction in which it advances. Likewise, to
an observer looking along a conductor in
the positive direction of the current, the
positive direction of the lines of force will
be clockwise.

OF

Figure 3

.85
1.95
1.50
14.00
25.00
19.00
16.00
1. 10
18.00
2.00
3.50
.03
1. 10

121 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
ST. AND
128 CHAMBERS
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Practical, Easily Made Single Tube Reflex Set
Part II— Wiring the Set
By H. J. Marx

, the apparatus has been mounted
AFTER
on the panel there are still three
. parts to be taken into consideration.
The tube socket, the audio frequency transformer and the Radio frequency, or reflex
transformer.
Figure 1 shows a baseboard measuring
six Inches by seven inches and 5/18 inches
in thickness. Naturally the size of this
baseboard is dependent on the cabinet
size, for this reason no provision was
made for it in the panel laryout.

grid terminal connects to the secondary
of the variocoupler and the fixed plate
terminal of the variable condenser.
The plate binding post on the socket
connects to P terminal of the Radio frequency or reflex transformer.
In reflex this compact arrangement of
apparatus is an important feature as it
avoids unneoessarily long leads. Because
of the double duty imposed on the tubes
naturally inductive interference will be
unduly noticeable and should be avoided.
Voltage of A Battery
The A battery voltage should be 6 since
peanut tubes are not recommended for
reflex circuits. The B battery voltage at
about 90 will give best results although
with different tubes it may have to be
changed.
The construction of a suitable cabinet is
left to the discretion
of the builder.
THE END

■7u*vwr

or
GAS* BOAKJi

In winding your loose coupler, both coils
are wound in the same direction.

Figure 1

In the illustration a suggested arrangement of these three units is given. The
secondary terminals of the Radio frequency or reflex transformer should be
facing the primary terminals of the audio
frequency transformer in order to keep
the leads as short as possible. The crystal
detector is connected in series between the
grid terminal of the Radio frequency
transformer and the plate terminal of the
audio frequency transformer. The by-pass
condenser should be connected across the
primary terminals of the audio transformer.
Inductance Tap Switches
The inductance switches used are of
the type with the contact points on a
mounting plate in the rear of the panel.
Since each switch has 15 contact points
and there are only 6 each rough and fine
tap connections only the alternate contact
points were used and the last 4 points
were left open. The odd points on the dial
of the switch, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, are
connected while the remaining points are
open. If desired, however, the first and
second, third and fourth, etc., can be
connected together and thus eliminate the
open points which may confuse a person
In turning.
The leads from the taps on the variocoupler are usually long enough to make
connections without a lengthening piece.
The contact points on the switch are
slotted so that it is a simple matter to
6lip in the leads.
Soldering the Wires
A little soldering paste is placed on
each point and when the soldering iron
is applied the flux will flow into the slot
and around the wire. Then when the
solder is applied it will fill up to the slot
and lock the wires in position with good
electrical contact.
Antenna and Ground Connections
Looking at the rear of the panel the
antenna binding post is in the upper right
hand corner. Following the circuit, the
lead runs from this point to the terminal
of the rotating plates of the variable
condenser, then to the one secondary
terminal of the variocoupler. From here
it goes to the lever terminal of the inductance switch, and over to the grid
W. T. 501 Peanut Tubes, 4 V. Vi Amp. with
Adapter
(Use storage battery or 3 dry cells in series)
R. V. T. 5-6 V. Detectors
R. V. T. 5-6 V. Amplifiers
(Sent on receipt of price. No C. 0. D. orders
accepted)
Regenerative
Receiving Set with
Detector Tube and 3000 Ohm Headset.
VERY
SPECIAL
VALUE

$Z75
2.75
3.35

1 Tube

1043

LUX

North

MANUFACTURING
Wells

Street

CHICAGO.

CO.

29.75

ILLINOIS

Cunningham
Detector Tube
Cunningham
I Pr.

COLIN B. KENNEDY

genuine

Standard Price
terminal
the audio frequency
trans
former.
The lead from the ground binding post
connects only to the lever terminal of the
other inductance switch.
Battery Posts Connections
The binding post in the lower right hand
corner (rear view) is the A-f- terminal and
the lead runs direct to this post on the
tube socket.
The two posts in the center are for the
connections to the negative sides of both
A and B batteries. These two posts are
connected together by one lead which then
runs to the rheostat, then to the one side
of the .002 mfd phone and battery by-pass
condenser, in addition this lead connects
to F — terminal on the secondary of the
audio frequency transformer.
The lower left binding post is the B+
terminal and is linked to the phone post
above it, in addition the lead connects to
one terminal of the open circuit jack.
The other terminal of this jack is linked
to the top left binding post, the other side
of the by-pass condenser and the B+ side

»Here sy our opportunity. Radioneeds
* you. Win success in this fascinating field.
Trained men in demand at highest salaries.
Learn at home, in your spare time.

Be a Radio Expert

I will train you, quickly and easily, to design,

construct, install, operate, repair, maintain, and.
eell a!) forma of Radio apparatus. My newmetheda
are the most sneeessf ul in existence. Learn to earn.

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year
P Imfc
D E7 b
CT receiving
Wonderful, home-construction
. tnbe
■
set, of latest design.
Writef or"Rad io Facts" free. Engineer Mohanpfc,
American Electrical Association
Dept. 24-4

4513

Ravcnswood

Ave.,

Chicago

ARTHUR
East 29th Street

of the Radio frequency
or reflex transformer.
Tube Socket Connections
The
positive filament lead has been
added, the negative filament terminal of
the socket connects to the rheostat.
The

SUPER

HIGH RESISTANCE

Leak

PUDLIN ENGINEERING

CO.

New York City, N. Y.

and

$145.00

($10 with order and balance on receipt of goods.)
We can save you money on Crosley Sets.
Write for Prices
Satisfaction Guaranteed

IMPERIAL PUB. SUPPLY CO.
Cedar Rapids

Iowa

Radio Frequency
Transformers

Get your Receiving Set in readiness to overcome the
difficulties experienced in warm weather, by equipping
with Super Radio Frequency Transformers and the Super
Loop Aerial.

Use With Any

Greater
Audibility

Amplifying Tubes

Comparative
tests with the
Super Radio
Frequency

These transformers are
adapted for use
with ard
anyamplifying
stand-

Transformers
and other
makes show
three to ten
bility.
times the audi-

PUDLIN

Has made the ROSENBLUM Circuit possible
Hear 3,000 miles on 1 tube
Blue prints FREE on receipt of 2 cent stamp
Variable high resistance leaks, price 75c
with .00025 condenser, $1.00
ARTMICA
Condenser, all capacities, 25c
Our PRODUCTS endorsed and used universally byE. T. Flewelling, Wtn. Rosenblum and other noted Radio inventors
329

Amplifier Tubes

Frost Phones included with each

Type 281 Short Wave
Regenerative
Receiver
Typo 521 Two Stage Amplifier, Latest Type.

THE ARTHUR
VARIABLE

2000 Ohm

tubes and give
wonderful
results with the
new Cunningham or Radiotron tubes.

Gives Remarkable

Range

In the Mississippi valley, with loop aerial only, using two stages of Super
Radio Frequency, Fairbanks, Alaska, Honolulu, Porto Rico, and Mexico
City have been heard with clarity and volume, and Amateurs from coast
to coast are picked up with ease.
SPECIFICATIONS: Fits any standard vacuum tube socket, or can be
used without socket. Wave length band 180 to 650 meters without necessity
of radio frequency condenser. Furnished in two stages, No. 1 and No. 2.
Complete instructions and circuit diagrams with which these transformers
may be used, are furnished with each transformer.
Radio Frequency Transformer No. 1
.r.
$4.50
Radio Frequency Transformer No. 2
M«. .....
5.00
Super Loop Aerial
9.00
Sent prepaid to any part of U. S. on receipt of purchase price

Super

Antenna

Company,

Quincy,

Illinois, U. S. A.

RADIO

ARRANGEMENT
BY KAUFMAN

by

means of the variable grid leak. Although the circuit is new apparently on
the surface, it is but a combination of
various developments and ideas that have
been presented in the past and due credit
should be given to the originator for the
time and patience required in developing it
to a practical stage.

MADE
SHOWN

Undoubtedly the
limited possibilities
velopment along this
apparent that more
it from time to time.

circuit affords unof still further deline and it is quite
will be heard from

FLIVVER SUPER SET
(Continued

from

page

15)

Use

about No. 22 wire of double covering, either cotton or silk. Do not use
single covered wire or enameled wire.
Begin and wind 130 turns of wire on the
tube, taking taps off from the 50th. 85th,
100th, 115th and 130th turn. This gives
us six taps that may be chosen on the
winding. These will be found to be plenty.
No attempt should be made to pick out
single taps.
Do not shellac the winding. Depend
upon tightness of the winding to hold
it in place, and if necessary to use a
binder, use nothing but collodion. The
rotor ball should have from 100 to 125
turns upon it.

6U-=-

OOI

45 V,

interest is being
CONSIDERABLE
aroused in Radio circles throughout
the East over the efficiency of the
new Kaufman Circuit, originated by Wolff
Kaufman. This circuit is illustrated as
hook up Diagram R. D. 82. At first glance,
no especial differences are noted in the
circuit. Actually there are two distinct
departures from the usual form of circuit.
First, the plate circuit feeds through the
primary tuning inductance before passing
through the receivers to the opposite side
of the plate battery. In series in the plate
circuit and the antenna lead, is added a
single layer inductance consisting of 80
turns of No. 22 cotton covered wire wound
on four inch tubing. The last 20 turns are
tapped at every turn. This tapped switch
connects to the antenna side while the
tapped side of the coil connects to the plate
of the tube. The untapped end of the coil
with a condenser in series connects to the
grid side of the secondary of the variocoupler. In addition, a variable grid leak
is added from the grid of the tube to the
lead, connecting this condenser and the
tapped coil.

This constitutes the heart of the Flewelling receiver and inasmuch as space
is limited, more details of construction
will be given in the second article of this
series, to appear next week.

Which Side Is Positive
The positive side of a battery is that
from which current flows to the external
circuit. Negative is the return circuit to
the battery. This applies only in direct
current.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
J3.OO by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
produced,
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetaxe
in use. and is imiMy W. D. 1 1 Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the little
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that
tube tube
as noand
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high Quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

Considerable experimentation and analysis is taking place in this circuit to determine the exact theory of operation. On
the surface, we have obviously a form of
regenerative feed back which may be compared somewhat to a reflex idea in which
the plate energy not only feeds to the
primary circuit and thus re-enforces its
power, but in addition feeds directly back
through a capacity and inductance coupling
to the grid circuit.
It will be noticed that the capacity coupling between this plate and grid circuit has
a very low value and apparently the most
effective control of this grid feed back is
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Reviews of Books
Ideas
for
the
Radio
Experimenter's
Laboratory. By M. B. Sleeper. This book
tells in a simple way the how and why of
Radio apparatus. Comprehensive data is
given on such necessary laboratory instruments as the oscillator, wavemeter, direction finder, Radio compass, Vacuum tube
characteristic measuring set and detailed
advice given on the winding of various
kinds of standard inductance coils. Price,
75 cents.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Radio Experimenter's Hand Book. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction
of simple

CONGRESS
RADIO CO.
Grebe Type Dials, Z and 3 inch
|V. T. Composition Socket
Glass Enclosed Crystal Detector
Fada Switch Levers
CRL
CRL
CRL

Adjustable
Leak and
Rheostats,

Grid
Leaks
Condenser
75c List

Mail
Orders
EVERYTHING

Ave.

VARIOCOUPLERS :

Raven
(Greensilk
wound)
Eastern greensilk wound
Queens
(180 degree)
Moradio
(Cotton covered)
Moradio
(Enameled)
Eastern Long Wave coupler
Atwater-Kent

1.55
1-80
2-50
2.25
2.00
(150-3200 meters)
7.25
Special Pr.

CONDENSERS:

.

Regal

2.65

Regal

43

pi.

.001

II pi. .00025

mfd.

mfd.

Cap

Cap

Oubllier
condensers,
all types
and
including Variadons, in stock
American
Bell 43 pi. with Vernier
American
Bell 23 pi. with Vernier
Malone-Lemmon
23 pi. Vernier
Malone-Lemmon
43 pi. Vernier

Arrow 23 pi. Vernier
RHEOSTATS:

1-65

capacities
Special Price
5.50
4.50
6.00
7.00

Regal
(High quality 8 ohm)
Klosner Vernier
Paragon Standard
Framingham
Bradleystats
Roberts (6 ohm standard)
General Radio (Any and all resistances)
Radio Corp.
Fada

4.25

85
-JS
»■«■
-JO
'-85
.70
Special Pr.
Specia
Pr.
Special Pr.

POTENTIOMETERS:
Radio Corp. PR 536 (200 ohm)
General
Radio (400 ohm)
Atwater- Kent
Framingham
(200 ohm)
Paragon
(200 ohm)
Amsco
(150 ohm)
Bradleyometer,
400 ohms

SOCKETS:

Special Pr.
Special Pr.
Special Pr.
.10
1.60
1.10
3.00

Regal
(all nickeled)
••••;••
Bell (Moulded Bak. Panel or Base Mounting)..
Rameco
(Fine quality)
Turney (All metal fine finish)
Do
Forest
(Moulded)
Special
General
Radio
Special
Radio Corp.
(UR 542)
Special
Double
(Fada)
Special
Triple
(Fada)
Special
WD
II (Rameco)
WD
II (Bell Panel or Base Mtg.)

TRANSFORMERS

(Audio Freq.) :

Betts & Betts (13 to I Ratio)
Amortrans
(Best transformer on market,
limited
supply)
Radio Corp.
UV 712

TRANSFORMERS

-■?.
.90
40
25
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
40
90
5.50

7.00
Special Pr.

(Radio Freq.):

Tricoil
(of Subway
Reception fame)
Radio Lab. RT-I
(Limited supply)
Murad T-ll
(Old standard)
Radio Corp. UV
1714

1.50
3.90
3.80
Special Pr.

,

Emaloid

2-in.

Unbreakable

PANELS
(Bakelite):
(Knockdown for immediate
7x10
$3.60
7x10
7x12
3.85
7x12
7x14
4.15
7x14
7x18
7x24

HEAD

4.50
5.25

7x18
7x24

$0.30
25
25
75
85
75
35
'

25

assembly)
$1.40
1.65
1.95
2.50
3.35

TELEPHONES:

Baldwin (Single Units) Gen. Type "C"
6.00
Western
Electrics
(Type
509 W)
10.00
Frost (2000 ohm)
5.00
Brandes
Superior
(2000 ohm)
6.20
Telephone connectors for Three pair phones. . . .95
TUBES:
Meyers
Hi-Mu
(Last
lot)
4.35
All Standard Tubes in slock at
Special Pr.
Murdon Vi Volt Detec. and Amp
4.75

BATTERIES

("B" only):

Volton 22 </, V. Small size
Volton 22'/2 V. Medium size
Volton 22'/2 V. Large size
Volton 45 Volt

90
1.14
1.55
1.98

We also ferry in stock at all times all parts
for Flewelling, Reinartz. Reflex and Hazeltine
Neutrodyne Circuits. Write for prices.
Also plans and instruction for completion and
successful operation of Armstrong Super- Regenerative Receiver. Parts for this also ready
for immediate shipment.
Mawhinney
Blueprints — complete
set
$2.00

All merchandise guaranteed by both the manufacturer and ourselves. Will be shipped upon
receipt of purchase price. Orders of not less than $5.00 sent prepaid east of the Mississippi
River — all others
must
include
postage.
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& MECHANICAL
23 WARREN

TRADING

STREET, NEW

YORK

CORPORATION

CITY

NOTICE!
By Popular Demand We Are
Continuing *Our Specials for
One Week More
$5.00 Ames Audio Transformers,
4-1
5.00 Acme Transformers
8.00 4000 Ohm Phone with
Headband
Plug
2.0O 60 Turn Tapped Coil for
new Greene Circuit
9.00 Potter
Phones

<f»0 AC!
3>Z.i70
<j»0 AC
«pO«TfO
<JJO Qfi
ip4t%J%J
O C
uOC
(hi
l-fk
«J>4o5U

15.00 Sor
sine
Tunits

(h/-» wp
«pD./0

Bakelite Panel.. iy, per sq. inch

Every Item Guaranteed Perfect
and Original

WILLIAMSBURG RADIO
SUPPLY CO., INC.
801 Flushing

Ave.

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Stagg 1707

Bargains
We have just purchased the entire stock of a large radio corporation and to
clean it up quickly we are offering the following items of standard equipment at less than dealers' cost.
VARIOMETERS
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
$ S.S0 Pre9to (no capacity)
10.00 Remler Mounted
S.50 Panel Niehoff R. E. S

$3.75
7.50
,. 3.75

VARIOCOUPLERS
$12.00
4.00
S.50
4.50
5.00
4.75
4.00

Remler Mounted,
New
York.
90°
Presto,
90*
Westrad,
180°
R. E. S, 180°
Fada,
180°
Signal, 90°

60c
50c
50c
75c

180°

$8.50
£95
3.75
2.95
3.50
3.50
t9S

SOCKETS

MISCELLANEOUS :
Phonograph Attachments "Y" Shape
1.25
Radiophone
Adapter
(Rubber)
.2.00
Solderette (Soldering iron to attach to
standard plug)
1.50
Single Cct Jacks
25
Double closed Cct Jacks
35
Telephone
plugs
65
Telephone
Mugs
(for two
phones)
70
Vernier
Dial
adjustments
40
Brach
Indoor Lightning Arrester
1.25
Argus Lightning Arrester
1.00
Bus
Bar
Wire
Perft.015
Spaghetti
(Any color)
Per Igt.
.08
Reinartz Spider
Web Coil
1.75
All De Forest DL Coils at
Special Pr.
De Forest Triple Coil Mounting
Special Pr.
Single
Coil
Mounting
45
Double
Coil Mounting
2.25
Triple Coil Mounting
3.25

book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
hooks on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Forstage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Radio

Minneapolis, Minn.

Kesco
3'/2-in.
Moulded
Kesco 3-in.
Moulded
Kosco
2-in.
Moulded
American
Hard Ruber 3-in
American
Hard
Rubber 4- in
Eleotrose 4-in.
Fada
Knob
Emaloid
3-in.
Unbreakable

The

Receive
Immediate
Attention
GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED

DIALS:

Special

1.20
1.70
.45

Burgess Large 22*4 volt B Bat
2.45
90 degree Variocouplers
1.10
3- Plate Variable Condensers
1.00
,11-Plate Variable Condensers
1.25
23- Plate Variable Condensers
1.45
43-Plate Variable Condensers
1.65
23-Plate Vernier Condensers
3.35
43-Plate Vernier Condensers
3.75
Mahogany 7-18 Cabinets, silver hinge. . . 4.50
Federal 2200 Ohms
5.00

REAL RADIO BARGAINS
$2-25
2.50
Price

25
.37
40
25

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

VARIOMETERS:
Ferl (Revolving stator)
Raysol
(Kiln dried parts)
Atwater-Kent

$5.95
4.65
7.25

Units

Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained i:*
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.

ITEMS OF REAL VALUE

503 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
Brandes Superior Phones
Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm"
Master Baldwin Headsets

apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price, $1.00.
Lefax Radio Handbook. A loose-leaf
handbook. This book never grows old or
out of date. All of the latest apparatus
and hook-ups are added as time goes on.
Anything that grows old is taken out and
new leaves substituted.
Price, $3.50.

Signal WD 11
Corona
Porcelain
Star, fibre and nickel
Red Moulded
Bakelite

Microstat
Vernier
,
Hipco
for Amplifiers
C. R. L. Vernier
C. R. L. Plain
R. E. S. for Amplifiers

STORAGE
$20.00
24.00
28.00
32.00
20.00
18.00

Yale
60 hour
Yale
90 hour
Yale 120 hour
Yale 150 hour
Everready
110
Everready 90

...

EXTRA

$1.10
.65
90
.49
.65

BATTERIES
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
hour capacity
hour capacity

100 ft. No. 14 Bare Copper
$0.39
Lead-in Tubes,
12 inch
50
Porcelain
Lightning Switch
.30
Brach Outdoor Lightning Arrester 2.10
No. 14 Weatherproof Lead-in Wire,
Per C
1.75
1.00 U. S. Signal Corps Antenna Cable
(4 Strand Tinned Copper, 3 Strand
Tinned
Steel)
.65
.10 Porcelain Strain Insulators
07
.15 Large Type Insulator
10

PHONES
.45
25
.30
.49

RHEOSTATS
$1.50
1.00
1.25
.75
1.00

$0.50
.85
.50
3.00
2.50

$15.00
17.00
19.90
22.00
16.00
14.50

$6.00
5.00
8.00
5.00
9.00

Frost 3000 Ohm
Frost 2000 Ohm
Brandes Superior
Red Star 2400 Ohm
Dictograph

$4.95
3.95
5.95
3.50
S.9S

;

MISCELLANEOUS
$8.50
9.00
6.00
1.25
.06
.55
.40
.05
.75
12.00

Remler
Detector
Panel
$5.95
Remler
Detector
Panel
6.50
Remler
Detector
Panel
4.50
Remler Potentiometer (with switch)
.90
Nickel Binding Posts— 2 for
.05
Remler Grid Leak and Condenser..
JO
Tin Foil for Shielding
25
Square Tinned
Busbar
Wire,
foot
.02
Dayton Bakelite Dials, 3 inch
49
Atwater-Kent Circuit Tuner (mtd.) 8.90

SPECIAL — With each $15.00 order for above goods, we will sell one genuine WD
iyz Volt Tube-^for $5.00. ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER.

All goods are standard, well known products, and are guaranteed.
you are not perfectly satisfied.

RADIO
Box 361, Dept. A-3

SALES

Your money

CEDAR

11—

refunded if
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Questions and Answers
Phone Connections
(8298) MMS, Baltimore, Md.
i would appreciate to be enlightened as
to the following:
is ii necessary to put a lightning arrester on an Insulated lead-in that is
soldered to a tin roof and used as an anten a V
Does it harm a I20>ampere A battery
to Ischarge
it at the to
rateturn
of 10
amperes'?
it necessary
your
tubes off
when finished, or is it better to disconnect your batteries leaving your rheostats at their last tuning point?
What is meant by connecting phones
In parallel or series? I could never differentiate these two terms in my mind.
When vising- an Ever Ready dry cell B
battery with a 45 volt tap when it runs
low can I increase the current by using
a 4% volt unit in series?
I get best results from my detector tube
when the point on the side of the tube
is not pushed all of the way in the slot.
The contacts seem to be O. K.; why is
this?
If you do not disconnect your A and B
batteries when your rheostats are off,
does it consume any current?
I have a detector and a 2-step amplifier with a tuner of the Reinartz type
using a spider web coil, and two 23-plate
condensers with one rheostat, controlling
the two amplifying tubes. How can I
tell if this set is regenerative; if not,
how can I make it so?
I can only receive local stuff in the day
time, but at night I get a thousand miles
and more consistently. How can I receive out of town stations in the day
time?
What is the function of a transformer?
Can Radio frequency in a separate unit
be attached to a Reinartz circuit?
How?
I am using two 45-volt B batteries in
my Magnavox, but it seems like 90 volts
paralyze the tube; 45 volts seems to work
better, but I can only get local stations
with any volumn.
Will a 201 A tube function properly
with the present type of transformer?
Is a 6,000-ohm phone louder than a 2,400-ohm?
A — Theoretically there would be no
necessity of using a lightning arrester
on an insulated lead-in as described; however, it is a requirement of fire underwriters and must be complied with.
No detriment will result from charging A battery at the rate suggested.
Would advise turning rheostat down
just after charging battery before connecting battery to set.
We are illustrating by diagram method
of connecting phones in series and parallel
for your information.
Battery current may be increased in
the manner suggested, but when it runs
low it will begin to make noises in tube;
thus it would be rather advisable to use
a new battery.
Would advise clearing contacts points
with emery cloth to permit of fitting closely tube into socket.

ATWATER
KENT
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
naalere
LITERATURF
ueaiers on
request AND DISCOUNTS

!|IMM' Chicago
FLEWELLING

123 W.Madi.ronXt

No current is consumed when filament
of tubes are not lit.
The circuit you are using is already employing regenerativo principle.
Reception by night is both theoretically
and demonstrable better by night than by
day, due to the ionization of the air by
the sun's rays. The receiving range is
about one-tenth as great in day time as
at night.
A transformer's function is to step up
the voltage, generally
speaking.
How-

that the voltage of A battery depends
peanut tube, requires one and on* hall
mum the type of tube used. A WD 11,
volt on the likmicnt. A Myers tube requires four voltH and a standard tube such
as Cunningham or Kadiotron requires six
volts. B battery voltage for a WD 11
tube should be sixty-five while for other
tubes as high as one hundred and fifty
volts may be used.

Reinartz with WD-ll
(2396) LOS, Canton, S. D.
In your issue of January 13th, in artiPARALA.EL
SER.IES
cle by H. J. Marx on "How to Make and
CONNECTIONS
C0NNE.CTI0N
Operate a Reinartz Receiver," it states
that "this circuit will function well with
any tube." Does this mean that I can use
a 1% volt tube in hook up shown in same
article?
,
If not, why?
Have not been able to get a Nov. 25th
PHONE
issue to see the hookup for WD-ll tube.
PHONE
TERMINALS
A.
— Answering your inquiry, will advise
TERMINALS
that a one and one-half volt tube may be
used in the Reinartz circuit. As a matter
ever, in a Radio receiving circuit it has of fact in any standard circuit. No change
is required in circuit other than substimany
purposes.
tution of a one and one-half volt dry cell
Method of using Radio frequency with
for
the usual six-volt battery.
Reinartz circuit is shown on page thirWe note your failure to secure Novemteen of December 16 issue of Radio Digest.
ber 25th issue of Radio Digest.
May we
However, we are not advising that it is
generally effective with this circuit.
If a tap is used so that detector tube
does not get to exceed twenty-two and
one-half volts, ^>late potential amplifying
tube should easily stand ninety volts
without detriment.
A 201 A tube will function effectively
and afford more volume than a 201.
A 6,000-ohm phone is not necessarily
louder but more sensitive than a 2,400ohm.
SYNTHETIC
Flewelling- Battery Voltage
RADIO
CRYSTAL
(2392) W.N.A., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Will you please inform me by return
mail the voltage of the A and B batteries
COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
that are to be used with Flewelling Set?
YOU
ARE NOW
USING
In the description batteries are not mentioned.
OURS
IS BETTER MAILJJg
A. — Answering your inquiry with ref3 0 CENTS
erence to Flewelling
circuit will advise
NOT Return itatOur Expense:

-o—

faih
a o

o—

(2372) LO, Chicago, 111.
Please tell me an easy way to find the
polarity of receivers?
A. — Answering your inquiry as to method of determining polarity of phones,
would advise that this may be accomplished by means of an ordinary compass.
allThe south pole of the magnet (in receiver)
wswill attract the north seeking pole of the
compass and the north pole of the magnet
(in receiver) will attract the south seeking pole of compass.

DEALERS!
Here's a chance to clean up
big on a fast seller. Stack
up on the best cat whiskers

We Will .Mail You One

DON'T PASS **A
THIS-BUYg

VorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU

IF

Zob el- Stein laboratories
322 9T_HST. BROOKLYN,N.Y.South2650,.

Milco Gold Cat
made — Whiskers

A cat whisker without a fault.
Covered with 1-10, 10 Kt. goldfilling. Prevents any coating that
possibly could insulate the cat
whisker from the crystal. This
— never corrodes
super-sensitive
Cat Whisker —
— never oxidizes
•— never insulates itself froth

the crystal.
Write today for our attractive proposition.

weenes ftocn
159 TS. STATE

Wffimmm

ST., CHICAGO.ILL.

t^mxnvznw/

50%
WRITTEN ZYRCUAR
Every

WRITTEN
2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

World
User
Is a
Booster
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

Bound

World-Radio-Batteries
6 Volts— 40 Amps.,

6 Volts— 80

6 Volts— 60 Amps.,

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

$8.50

$10.00

Volumes

Numbers Two, Three, or Four

Amps.,

Postpaid
by Parcel
Year's
Subscription

$12.50

Post
with
One
to Radio
Digest

$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED..

ICY
^"//J,

%H,

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, III.

Greatest Collection of Radio
Info mati n Ever Published

Reinartz Long Distance Circuit
Ultra-Reinartz Circuit
Flewelling
"Flivver"
Circuit
Grimes "Inverse
Duplex"
Circuit
Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Armstrong
"SuperHeterodyne"
Circuit
Two,
Three
and
Four
Tube
Reflex
Circuits

RECOMMENDS
Tringple
CRCoiOWl NMounti
s
as
being especially adapted for his
circuit.
Used also by many manufacturers as standard equipment on sets.
A Few of Its Many Features
1. Special Lacking Device to keep the
coil in place, thus preventing it from
being thrown out of adjustment.
2. Special

Adjustable

Bearing

feature.

3. Specially constructed Calibrated
Dial, showing the stations tuned. Can
be
mounted inside of cabinet
as well
as outside.
^^^^^^^
4. Positive Connections
on rear of
blocks
Leads.
Flexible
with
Complete
5Patents
Licensed under De Forest
To be sure of the best results, you must equip your
>t with Crown Coil Mountings. Manufactured under
ideal conditions, they are scientifically correct, mechanconstructed.
ically perfect and ruggedly
At your dealers— otherwise postpaid on receipt of purchase price
WRITE FOR FREE CIRCULAR AND CATALOGUE

LIST
PRICE

suggest the advantage and convenience > of
having your name upon our regular mail
Ing list rather than depending upon news'
stand service, which is apt to be disapa
pointing as in this instance
Keceiver Polarity

$5.00

Croftm Eabto jfWTg- Corp.NEW

78 FIFTH AVENUE

YORK

A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
In addition to these features tkese
routines receiving
contain set
many
instructive
articles,
diagrams,
how
to make articles, new apparatus, pictures and illustrations, hook-up diagrams, broadcasting
nical articles
and bookstations,
reviews. tech*

[flR

13 Numbers

VOLS.
THREEPar- &*«>FOUR
Now
ReadyTWO,
for Delivery.
AA
On
account
of the
limited
the
eel Post
Prepaid,
Each,
Only supply,
«P^«W
sale of these bound volumes is limited
strictly to those readers of the Radio
Digest who have subscribed for a year.
One year subscription to Radio Digest
and both bound volumes <£*7 An
subscribing
to the
2Byand
3 or 3 andnow4 for one year
?'•""
Radio Digest you get both BOUND
VOLUMES 2 and 3, 26 numbers, with
one year's subscription, for $7.00.
One year subscription to Radio Digest
and bound volumes, 2, 3
<CQ AQ
RECT—No ordersMUST
on this
ALL ORDERS
' BE offer
SENTwillDI-be
accepted through subscription agencies
news dealers or other sources. Check,
money or express orders (no stamps)
must accompany all orders.
rrzsexMXM

r

in the Bound

Volume
52 Numbers
in Year's
Subscription
COUPON
PUBLISHER,
123 West

RADIO
Madison

DIGEST,
St., Chicago,

Illinois.

Please reserve me Boun Volume Number rwo
id one year's subscripNumber Three
and also
for which I am inclosDigeto the M.Radio
Seven Dollars
O. for
ingtion ckeok—
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or
Three or Four and one year's subscription to the
Radio Digest, for which I am enclosing check—
M. O. for Five Dollars.•••
Name
City.
0*r»\»A «• .•>. i »>:«: <- »
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What . is Billie Dove, Metro
screen actress, listening to with
such eagerness ? Whatever the
Radio waves were waving, they
kept Miss Dove occupied during
the five weeks she and the
other members of the cast of
"All the Brothers Were Valiant"
spent aboard the whaling
schooner, the "Carolyn Frances." It was on this schooner
that many of the important
scenes in this Irvin V. WiUat
production of Ben Ames William's story were filmed. "All
the Brothers Were Valiant"
is a Metro picture

It would be disappointing indeed
to find out that two of the star
performers of a Radio musical
comedy were not Radiophans.
However, we need not worry on
account of George Clark and Tiny
Mite,
principals
of "Radios"
at
the London
Palladium,
for the
above picture proves how they
stand on the question

A real loud speaker installed on the roof
of the Western Electric permitted the officials of the company to speak to Pres. Du
Bois via telephone and Radio as he sailed
on the S. S. Aquitania. After the farewell
messages a quartet sang songs for the passengers on the Aquitania © K. & H.

The photo shows Operator Raymond F.
wave-of
has asome
station with
This length
Guy
at WJZ. wave
meter adjusting
the finest Radio apparatus in the scounface
try. From the look on Raymond
that
judge is
H.
you can
K. &deli©this
play
not adjusting
cate apparatus

m

-7 1

©C1B576636
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NEW WAVES

No. 4

TO END QRM
MAY 15 DATE
PLANTS TAKE
ON NEW PLAN
To the left is Miss Gertrude
Paine, who is spoken of in
broadcasting circles as "a peppy
monologist and snappy accompanist." From this title you
will readily judge she is somewhat of a jack of many trades
and her versatility makes her
almost indispensable to the
broadcasters. Miss Paine recently gave some of her most
popular readings
and piano
lections from Station
KQV, se-of
the Doubleday-Hill Electric
Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Listener-in's Woes Cease
Official Order by Herbert Hoover
to Take Effect — Stations Enthused Over Unique System
By E. E. Plummer
CHICAGO. — -Broadcasting station interference and many other woes of the listener
in will disappear at noon, May 15, with the
taking effect of the reallocations of wave
lengths in accordance with the Second National Radio Conference. The plan to end
QRM, as "interference" is known in Radio
code abbreviations, has been signed by Secretary of Commerce Hoover, and provides
for 34 distinct and well separated wave
lengths for Class B stations in 36 different
(Continued on page 2)

:■'■.•■:' ":■
Following
the recent broadcast
of Miss WOR,
Made.
laine Borschneck-Bossi
from Station
Newark, N. J., we received numerous requests
to print the picture of the "lady with the night
ingalewhovoice."
were one
of the fortunate
ones
were If
so you
charmingly
entertained
by her,
you will admit this talented coloratura soprano
is equally charming
in appearance
as is the
sound of her voice over the ether. It is unofficially announced that Miss Bossi will again be
on one of the early programs of WOR by special
^'•-■v who have heard her before
^~m^-^__ request
of the many
fans

WNAC Gives Jazzmania at
Request from Mae Murray

WGV DISTANCE RECORD
CLAIM SUBSTANTIATED

BOSTON, MASS. — Mae Murray, the motion picture star, had a special broadcast
arranged for her by WNAC
(Shepard
Stores) on April 13, when she gave a
Radio party in New Tork. She has been
so pleased with WNAC programs that she
made a request that the Colonial Orchestra
play "Jazzmania"
during her party.

Heard in Alberta, Canada, and Off
the Azores

TINY RECEIVER TUNES
IN WNAC AND OTHERS
MASS. — Carlton Margeson,
ON,
BOST
King street, Dorchester, Mass.,
171
has built a tiny crystal Radio set
that is only four inches long, seven and
one-half inches wide, and one and onehalf inches high. The tuner has 500
turns of Number 22 cotton covered
wire, with 20 taps 25 turns apart. He
gets Station WNAC quite clearly, and
even WGI with this set. The total cost
was $1.35.

NEW ORLEANS, LA. — The record long
distance range for the small current used
is believed to have been achieved by WGV,
broadcasting station of the Interstate
Electric Co., this city.
The station radiates on one and seventenths amperes and recently received a
report from Grand Prairie, Alberta, Canada, which arrived simultaneously with a
verbal report from the Radio operator of
the S. S. Broncho, who came ashore and
told L. C. Parker, Jr., of the Interstate
company that he had heard WGV programs
while at sea off the Azores some weeks
ago.
"A similar maximum range is claimed
by a St. Louis station, but that record
fails to approximate the New Orleans)
record since the St. Louis station uses a
nine ampere current," Mr. Parker declares
in an interview with a Digest representative.

ll *
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WAVE

(Continued from page 1)
cities, with 21 other wave lengths reserved
for future B plants not now in existence.
Already a part of the plan has gone into
effect; no broadcasters falling below the
rigid qualifications set for Class B are being licensed for 360 meters, but are assigned wave lengths between 222 and 300
meters. These assignments are made by
the district Radio supervisors who exercise
their judgment to see that there will be no
interference within their districts or with
the districts adjacent.
Listeners In Can Tune Better
The wave lengths assigned to the B stations in the various localities are in accordance with the plan of the conference
and are based entirely on the willingness
of the various stations to co-operate in
putting them into effect. Every station
so far has fallen in with the plan with
enthusiasm because of the better broadcasting and general beneficial effect it will
have on Radio. Listeners in will be able
to select their station at will, and without bringing in several other plants they
have no desire to hear.
It is understood that any station nowoperating on 360 meters will have the
privilege of remaining on that wave length
if it so desires. Such stations, now commonly known as Class A, if they remain
on 360 meters will be in what will be
called Class C. New Class A stations
(having an input less than 500 watts in
their antenna, a Class B requirement) will
be assigned a wave between 222 and 286
meters.
Besides the elimination of the general
400-meter wave, hereafter all government
reports will be sent out by each station on
its assigned wave, rather than on 485 meters, thus discontinuing use of this wave.
Exclusive Waves for Class B Plants
The thirty Cass B stations, now all on
400 meters, will be heard all over the
country, once they obtain their new exclusive wave lengths, inasmuch as interference with other similar plants and
small local stations has been their only
barrier to this goal.
For the purpose of wave distribution
without interference the country is divided into five zones. Assignments within
these zones are for cities rather than for
specific Class B stations, it will be noted.
These follow:
ZONE

l

Springfield and Wellsley Hills, Mass.
Schenectady and Troy, N. Y. .......
New York City and Newark, N. J...
Philadelphia
Washington, D. C

ZONE 2
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Chicago. Ill
Davenport and Des Moines, la
Detroit and Dearborn,
Mich
Cleveland and Toledo, 0
Cincinnati. 0
Madison,
Wis.,
and
Minneapolis,
Minn.
ZONE 3
Atlanta, Ga.
Louisville, Ky
Memphis, Tenn.
St. Louis, Mo
ZONE 4
Lincoln, Neb
Kansas City! Mo
Jefferson City. Mo
Dallas and Fort Worth, Tex
San Antonio, Tex
Denver, Col. (reserved)
Omaha,
Neb
ZONE 5
Seattle. Wash.
Portland, Ore.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Cat
Los Angeles,

Cal.

San Diego, Cal

,-

Frequency,
Kilocycles
S90
790
740
660
610
590
760
630
920
670
620
580
770
970

Wave
Length,
Meters
337
3S0
405
455
492
509
435
395
448
326
484

680
730
630
780

429
500
400
546
411
341
476
441
385

930
570

527
323

610
660
960
590
710

455
492

760
640
560

May 5, 1923

RECEIVING

FOR BROADCASTERS

Kilocycles will supercede meters in designating the transmitting waves of all
stations next year.
Class A Flan Similar
Similar somewhat to the plan for the
Class B stations is that which has gone
into effect for the Class A stations. District Radio supervisors are reassigning
S3::-kilocycle (360 meter) stations according to the plan, and all new Class A plants
will receive "district-exclusive" wave frequencies between 1050 and 1350 kilocycles,
that is, 222 and 286 meters, to take effect
at once. The reassigned Class A plants
will not use their new waves until May 15.
From the schedule of wave lengths for
Class A stations, printed below, it will be
seen that at least 20 distinct waves,
lengths are available for distribution in
each of the nine Radio districts by the
supervisors. Three or four wave lengths
in each district will be reserved for the
best of the local stations of this class,
these waves not being assigned to stations in the immediately adjoining districts.
This gives the better of the Class A
broadcasters a partially exclusive transmitting wave. For example, the wave
length 222 meters may be assigned to
stations only in the 4th, 5th and 8th districts; similarly, the wave of 233 meters
will be authorized for use only in the 2d,
5th and 7th districts, while waves 224,
226, 229, etc., will be allocated in every
district. This plan, it is believed, will
tend to prevent considerable local interand create
virtually
an "A-l"A
class of ference,
stations
within
the general
class.
Each of the Class A station allocations,
it will be noticed, is separated 10 kilocycles from the next.
As in Class B allo-

Class A Wave Frequencies and Lengths
Below is given the Class A broadcasting
wave frequencies and lengths, and whether
the particular wave is to be assigned in
each of the nine Radio supervision districts or is to be restricted in use to only
certain districts. In the latter case the
numbers of the districts entitled to its
use are given:
Length,
Wave

Wave
Length,
222

cycles
quency
Meters
1350...
1340 . . .
...224...
.
1330..
Kilo- . . .22*. ..
1320...
1310 . . . ...227...
1300. .. .. .220...
Fre- .. ...231.. .
1290...
V29.V.
...233...
...234...
1260...
1270... ...236...
1250... ...238...
1240. . . ...240...
1230... ...242/..
...244...
...246...
1220. ..
...248...
1210

Assigned
Districts
...4.
5,
8
...All
...1. 6,
...All
9
...All 5.
...2.
...All
7
...All
...All
...1, 3, 6
...All 4,
...2,
...All
...AH

ft

cycles
quency
1190. ..
1180...
11TU.. .
1160...
1150...
Kilo- . .
1140.
1130. ..
1120...
Fre1110...
1100...
1090...
1080. . .
1070.
1060. . .
1050...

Assigned
Meters
Districts
. ..252...
....256...
..2541... ...All
. . .All
...1. 3, 6
...All
...258...
. . .All 5, 7
. ..261. .. ...2,
...263... ...All
...266. .. ...All
...208...
. . . 270. . . ...4, 7. 8
...273... ...All
...275... ...All
...1. 6. S
...278...
...280...
...283... ...All
...286... ...All

...3, 8, 9

Women's Club Gives Hints
on Gardening by Broadcast
AKRON,

O. — Radio waves were very successfully used by the Ohio Federation of
Women's clubs, April 22 to 28, to arouse
public interest in gardening and landscaping, it was announced here this week by
Mrs. W. W. Milar, chairman of the state
federation's conservation committee. "Garden Hints" were broadcast by Radio,
flashed on moving picture screens and
printed in the newspapers during the drive.
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By the Contest Editor
new records
and week
seventeen
ones
BACK
again this
witholdtwelve
. beaten. Of these, S. S. Atwood of
Esperance, Washington, wins honorable
mention for submitting the most records
and also the longest distance, which is
2500 miles. This is not being done every
day. Send in your measured records.
Station Heard — Wiles Away — Who Heard It
CFAC— 1750. Ted Lehman,
Ashland.
Ky
CHYC— 2aw, s. s Aiv-raxl, Bmenmee, Wash
KFDJ — 2180, Ted Lohnian, Ashland
Kv
KGB— 1725, Louis Hruehiss, Chicago, 111.
KGY— 1925, Paul French, Oxford. Sikh.
KJS — 1150, W. F. Galloway. Vancouver. B. C, Can.
KOG— 2J50. H. F. Andrews.
Albany, N T
KWH— 2350, C. K. Bichtmeyer.
Allcrjtown. Pa.
WAAS— 1023, E. B. Miller, Plainview,
Tex.
WBAJ— 1150, E. B. SOIler. Plainview, Tes
WBT— 2250. Kcnnah Curtis, Seattle. Wish.
WCAI— 1100, A. C. Flint. Chicago. III.
WCAL— 1400. .S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WCN— 1750, E. B. Miller. Plainview, Tex.
WDAU— 1700, E. B. Miller, Plainview, Tex.
WFAM— 13011, S. S. Atwood. Esperance, Wash.
WFAV— 1350, S. S. Atwood,
Esperance,
Wash.
WGAB — 1750, J. .A. Bernier, Quebec, Can.
WIAO— 1700. S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WLAZ— 2075. A. B. Butters, Los Angeles.
WIMAG — 1325. K. T. Andrae, Cobalt, Ont.. Can.
WMAH— 1350. S. S. Atwood.
Esperance,
Wash.
WMAU — 1400, W. W. Selden, Springfield, Mass.
WNAC— 2500, S. R. Atwood, Esperance, Wash.
WOAJ — 1550, S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WOAN— 1100, H. M. Clark, Auburn, Me.
WOAW— 1325, H. M. Clark, Auburn, Me.
WWAC— 1550, Donald Wood. Waco, Tex.
WWAX— 1700, Sydney Warner,
Springfield. N. 1.

$1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1

Book
of Hook-Ups
REINARTZ FLEWELLING REFLEX
many others, simple and elaborate, fully diagrammed and
explained. Used continuously
by thousands of Radio fans,
both amateurs and professionals. The greatest book ever
published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little book before
you at all times. Send your check
or money -order for one dollar and
the book will be mailed to you.
Fifty hookups
in the
all The
different. Send your
orderbook—
today.
edition is limited.

BOOK

OF

ELS

312
423
509
395
469
536

Reserved wave lengths in the five zones,
that is, wave lengths which will be held
awaiting the the erection of anticipated
plants capable of B ratings, are: Zone 1,
303, 319, 469, 357, and 288 meters, Zone 2,
294, 345 and 366 meters; Zone 3, 300, 316,
375, 462 and 333 meters; Zone 4, 361, 291
and 306 meters; Zone 5, 297, 330, 349 and
370 meters.
What "Kilocycle" Means
In the tabulation above, it is noted that
frequency in "kilocycles" is made the
basis of the assignment. Dividing the
speed of Radio waves, 300,000,000 meters
per second, by the wave length, gives the
frequency in cycles. A kilocycle is 1,000
cycles. In Radiophony it has been found
best to rate stations according to their
kilocycles frequency, as it is the separation or difference in this frequency, one
station to another, that will permit the
listener in to tune in the one and tune
out the other.
The difference between each locality assignment, it will be noted, is 50 kilocycles.
Another technical reason for this separation is to prevent audible heterodyning,
sometimes called "beat notes," as a result of one station's frequency being too
close in number to anonher's. The beat
note is audible to most people when below
18 kilocycles difference exists between stations.
Stations will be rigidly required to keep
within two kilocycles of their assigned
waves. Constant check will be required
to maintain accurate adjustments of the
broadcast transmitters.

$1.00

1133 North California Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

$1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1
SEND FOR BOOKLET

TRUTH

ABOUT

VARIABLE

REVELATION
0-S MEGOHMS

Major General Mason M. Patrick, Chief of the U. S. Air Service, in the next issue
will tell Digest readers how Radio is being applied in aviation. Of these two
modern forces in war, Radio plays an important part in assisting the other,
aviation.
Read what Major General Patrick, has to say.
Hazeltine Neutrodyne Circuit — will be discussed in an article next issue by
Harry J. Marx, technical editor of the Digest. Mr. Marx has some interesting
disclosures to make regarding this, the latest addition to the rapidly growing
field of Radio

HOOK-UPS,

RADIO COMPANY

LEAKS

AIREX

Looking Ahead
The

RECORDS?

SEND 'EM IN—

cations, stations must keep adjusted to
within two kilocycles of their assigned
wave frequencies.

390
517
309

720
700
150
550
600

LENGTHS

DIGEST

"hook-ups."

Radio. Waves; How They Are Made; How They Travel — the subject of Chapter II
of Thomas W. Benson's series of articles for Radio beginners. Are ycro a
newcomer?
Read the second chapter next issue.
The Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Set — description for the making of which starts
with this issue, will be continued next week. This wonder set, built and
described by H. J. Marx, accomplishes the work of six tubes, but uses only
three.
Read more about it next week.

LEAKS

VARIABLE
ONLY

LEAK

25c

DITTO WITH
.00025 or MK
MICA CONDENSER

35c

PAY NO MORE
ATTRACTIVE
DEALER & JOBBER
PROPOSITION
SOLE NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

ALBERT

B2 NASSAU

J. SLAP

ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

A Micrometer Rheostat

E. T. Flewelliag's One Condenser Flivver Super Set — Part II next week. Due to
illness and need of rest, Mr. Flewelling was forced to postpone the article
which was to have appeared this week, but assures us he will have many live
hints on the new set to tell Digest readers next issue.
Advance Programs of the Big Broadcasters for the Week — and more stations
represented than in any other source of similar information. Watch this
exclusive Digest feature expand. Read it every week so you will know the
best nights to listen in.

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Radio Digest
YOU WANT IT!
BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

SEND IN THE BLANK

TODAY

Publisher Radio Digest.
123 West Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Please find enclosed cheek M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One
Radio Digest,
Illustrated.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Rheostats.
The
latest development in Micrometer
Instantaneous
knob control.
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with

one

Price $1.50
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Subscription

State

HOWARD

4248 N. Western
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Chicago,

111., U.S.A.
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BOOTLEGGERS FIND
PROFITABLE FIELD
E "PEANUT TUBES"
SMUGGL
ACROSS BOUNDARY
Detroit Fans Make Purchases of Scarce
Apparatus — Ask No Questions
and Say Nothing

DIGEST

WOO CONCERT HEARD
THROUGH PARIS LOOP

YOUNG BROADCASTER
HAS NEIGHBOR TALENT

WOOA.
Station
d a, letter
PA.—from
hasADEL
receive
Andre
PHIA
PHIL
Marie, Electrical engineer, 4 Rue
Richepanse recording the remarkable
fact that Station WOO's transatlantic
concert, broadcast March 15 with Marcel
Dupre. organist of Notre Dame Cathedral at the grand organ, was heard in
Paris on a loop aerial. This concert
was heard simultaneously across
America and across the Atlantic ocean.

-old high school
y,
Jr.,
16-yearTEX.—
MahaffestuTON.
HOUS
dent, claims to beFred
the youngest
broadcasting station operator in the
world. He has regular programs daily
except Sunday at 7:30 to 8 p. m. with his
own violin selections, piano solos by
neighbors and vocal numbers. Mahaffey's station is KFCV, 360 meters. He
uses 10 watts antenna input and is
heard all over the Southwest.

DETROIT. — A new kind of .bootlegging
has developed between Detroit and Windsor. Ont., just over the International
boundary
— smuggling
tubes"
into
the States.
Just why "peanut
a situation
of this
kind should exist is difficult to determine.
although there are plenty of critics ready
to offer explanations.
However, the stealthy traffic here is a
surprise to a great many people. Many
are
asking American
the question.
because
the North
market"Isis itcontrolled
or divided? Is it made easy for the consumer to buy what the interests -wish to
sell it, but not at all easy for the public
to buy what it wishes when it wishes T'
Can Get It Across the Biver
It is extremely difficult here to .buy
much of certain kinds of Radio equipment
that the people are after. This comes in
at infrequent intervals and even then one
must have his order filed several days in
advance before he can get it. However,
it does not seem to be just the same across
the Detroit river, a mile from the center
of the city. There is little trouble over
there it is said getting the very equipment that cannot be obtained here. Many,
however, are not stopping to ask questions but make their purchases, put them
away securely and say nothing.

RADIO

FOOLS

THE POLLIES

ENGLISH STATIONS
RELAY BROADCAST
SIMILAR

WAVE
HAMPER

LENGTHS
TEST

Success of Experiment Opens Big Possibilities for British Broadcasting
Company's Stations
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. — A highly
interesting experiment in Radio broadcasting procedure was carried out recently
at the Manchester station of the British
Broadcasting Company. For some time
past the station has been relaying the
Paris time signals, which are sent out on
a wave length of 2,600 meters, then the
officials endeavored to pick up and relay
the London and Birmingham broadcasting
stations.
This they did, part of the children's
"talk" from London
the "talk" and
orchestral program and
from Birmingham
being received on a special aerial, which
is set some short distance away from the
normal transmitting aerial on which the
items were re-radiated to the Manchester
area listeners-in. The great difficulty lies
in the fact that the wave lengths of the
stations are so similar — Manchester is 385
meters, London 369 meters, and Birmingham 420 meters, — so that a particularly
selective circuit is necessary to avoid
jamming by the re-radiated signals.
This is the first time a direct Radio
relay has been accomplished on the British
Broadcasting Company's stations, and it
naturally opens up big possibiliti
es. If,
as seems quite likely, the development becomes a thoroughly practical proposition,
it may probably result in there being one
big central broadcasting station only, say
in London, where the best of the leading
musical and vocal talent could be engaged,
while in other parts of the country the
auxiliary
their areas.stations would merely relay the
program for the private listeners-in in

JEK of WOR Has New
Test Given Aspirants
Hears Violinist Over Phone Before
Giving O. K.

PHONOFILM GIVES De
VOICE TO MOVIES

NEWARK, N. J. — You know, or perhaps
you don't
know,
everysubmit
one who
casts from
WOR thatmust
to broada test
being
made
of
his
voice,
or
playing.
JEK, program director, made this "When
rule,
some of the other station managers
thought that she would not be able to
make artists come all the way to Newark
for tests, especially since Radio programs
are not paid for. But artists realize the
publicity value in Radio, so they are willing to go to a little trouble to get on a
program. Every day from 4 to 5 p. m.
there is a steady stream of applicants, to
make "try-outs." A novel one was made
the other day, however. A very busy
young violinist from New York had requested the privilege to broadcast and had
been given the usual reply — that he would
have to make a try-out. So he called up
WOR and asked JEK if it would be possible to play without being he-rd by her
beforehand.
"No," said JEK, "I'm sorry, but I must
hear you play before I give you permission to play for the vast audience."
"But I can't possibly get over to make
the try-out, as I am leaving on a concert
tour in two weeks and I want to play
over the Radio before that time."
put nowadays,
on her thinking
cap — her
it's aother
cap
sheJEK
wears
more than
hats, too.
Miss Marion Merle, pretty vaudeville girl, fooled her trained troop of macaws, cockatoos and parwith a Radio instrument. The set she carries is made from an old newspaper camera box,
"I'll tell you what to do," said she. but itrotsworks
just as good as the best of them and the tropical talking birds got the thrill of their
"Play
a piecebeforso me
telephone.
© International
That would
likeover
the the
Radio
that x young lives trying to learn the source of the mysterious chatter
can judge how you would come over the
Both stations went out on different wave
"
American Legion Station
lengths, and the double broadcasting
air'
"It's a go," said the young man, and
phans.
played beautifully! And he played for
Closed for Summer, April 1 proved quite popular among the Radiothe Radiophans, on Friday, April 13th, at
OMAHA, NEBR. — April 1 marked the
8:30 p. m. — Lindsley Lindy, who has given
concerts in London, Paris and Berlin, and close of the American Legion Station,
WGAT. The station will not be opened
Bequeaths Radio Set
who plays on a real "Strad."
The first case on record of a Radio
again before early in the fall.
One of the features of WGAT has been receiving set being specified in a will was
Some big-hearted New Yorker anony- simultaneous broadcasting in co-operation revealed when the will of J. J. O'Heir was
mously contributed $100 for the purchase with Station WJAB. This was done by probated in New York. He bequeathed a
of a radio outfit for the leper colony in using a line and line amplifiers, which con- "Radio
set and tools, valued at $500," to
Porto Rico.
nected WJAB with the Legion
studio. William Watson.

New Device Showing
Invented by Dr.
Forest Given First Public

THE

ANTENNA

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

NEW YORK. — The first public showing
of Dr. Lee de Forest's latest invention,
the phonofilm, was given at the Rivoli
Theater recently. Many so-called "talking
pictures" have been exploited in the past
in which a phonograph supplies the sound,
but this will be the first showing of a film
that literally talks and supplies music.
The phonofilm, as the name implies, is a
combination upon the same film of picture
and voice or music. The sound waves are
photographed on the film at the same time
the pictures are taken, thus insuring at
all times perfect synchronization. In reproducing these sound waves are transformed into telephonic electric currents.
By the use of Audion amplifier these currents are amplified 100.000 times and
finally turned back into sound again
through "loud speakers" located behind the
motion picture screen.
A most astonishing result is accomplished: a dancer appears on the screen
keeping perfect time with the music supplied by the film; a singer appears from
whose moving lips comes every note in
perfect tone and synchronism; the bow of
a cello player
holds the fascinated attention of the ment.
audience, as every stroke brings
forth the mellow strains of the instru-

Frisco

Entertains

New

Orleans

NEW ORLEANS, LA. — At a recent
meeting held by the New Orleans Chapter, American Association of Engineers,
a Radio program by the San Francisco
chapter of their oraginzation was the
chief feature of entertainment. Motion
pictures of Louisiana bird life followed
the ether program.

E. T. Flewelling, of Course!

RADIO

S Y, BIRMINGHAM,
GETS TRADE MARK

AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER IN
(SEE NOTE
Station and City

Dick

Johnson, Designer of
blem, to Be Heard on
Broadcast
By

George

H.

Em-

Watson

BIRMINGHAM.
ALA. — WSY, broadcasting station of the Alabama Power Company, has what it believes is something
new. It is a trade mark which appears
on all literature sent
out by the station.
Thousands are already familiar with
the three strokes of
the anvil which ring
before the michrophone of WSY
and
in the phones and
loud speakers over
the continent.
The trade mark,
SERVICE
FROM
just
protected is
THE HEART OF DIXIE shown herewith. It
depicts Thor, the old Norse God of battle
and thunder, striking shafts of lighting
from an anvil. The iron is symbolic of
the iron and steel working center of the

WSY

south, the bars of lightning are the artist's
conception of WSY's service. The ancient
thunder gives a touch of the supernatural
still associated with the Radiophone.
WSY's slogan "Service From the Heart
of Dixie"
underlies
the
figure.
Dick Johnston, announcer for WSY, has
just mailed out 5,000 letters announcing
that the artist from Tuskegee Institute
who made the design will be heard soon
on the WSY program. Each letter shows
the new7
trade mark.

Decree Issued to
Cover Cuban Radio
Divide

Stations into Five Classes and
Assign to Each a Set
Wave Length

WASHINGTON,
D. C— Pending the
passage of a law to cover the use of
Radio telegraph in Cuba, a presidential
decree has been issued defining the various classes of non-governmental Radio
stations and prescribing certain general
rules for their operation, says Acting Commercial Attache P. L. Edwards in a report
to the Department of Commerce. Up to
the present time there has been no law or
regulation covering the construction or
operation of Radio stations in Cuba.
Under the decree, non-governmental
Radio stations are divided into five
classes, A, B, C, D and E, to each of which
is assigned a wave length and a maximum
power. No sets of any of these classes
will be used for commercial purposes.
Owners Must Register
All owners of stations coming within
any of these five classes were registered
with the Director General of Communication before March 16, 1923. After that
date no station could be used unless the
proper permit had been issued by the office
mentioned.. The permits are for a term of
one year in the case of classes A, B and
C, and for five years in the other two
classes. Applicants must pass an elementary examination, but it is not believed
that this requirement will in any way
hamper the issuance of licenses.
Can Not Use S. O. S.
The decree further provides that the
Government may, under specified circumstances, require transmitting stations of
any of the five classes to cease operation
without their claiming indemnity from the
Government. Transmitting stations of
any class are made subject to the regulations of the International Radio Convention signed in London in 1912. The decree
also prohibits the transmitting of the international distress call, S. O. S., either as
a special signal or in the course of any
general text. Penalties are provided for
the disclosure of any public or Government message intercepted by any station.
Only apparatus capable of transmitting a
pure, continuous wave may be used.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
¥3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube tube
as no and
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete*, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high Quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

S, A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

May
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CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta.
CKAC, Montreal, Que.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis. Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass....
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park. Ga...
WDAP. Chicago. Ill
WEAF, New York, N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WHA. Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. . ..
WHAZ, Trov.N. Y
WHB, Kansas City. Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, O
W1P, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark. N.J
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R. . . .
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, O
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N.J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich.

BELOW

FOR

INSTRUCTIONS)

Met.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

400

7:00- 8:00

7:00-8:00

6:009:00
9:00-10:00

6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30

7:00- 8:00
6:00-10:30
6:00- 9:00
7:30- 8:15

440
430
360
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
422
710
400
400
400
360
360
400
400
400
400
360
400
370
400
400
360
400
360
400
360
360
400
360
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
360

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-11:30
8:00-12:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30
7:30- 9:30

8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
6:00-11:00
6:00- 7:30
6:00- 9:30

7:00- 8:45
6:00- 6:30
8:00- 9:30

9:00- 1:00
8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
11:30-12:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:40
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30
7:15- 9:30

Saturday

Sunday
7:45- 8:45
7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30 3:00- 5:00
6:00-10:30 3:45- 5:00
6:00- 9:00 6:009:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00- 9:30
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
9:00-10:00
10:00- 2:00
12:00- 1:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-11:30 8:00-10:00
11:30- 1:00 8:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:40 6:30- 6:45
6:30- 6:45
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:308:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10*0- 2:00 9:00-12:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 9:30-10:30
7:30- 9:30 8:00-11:00
8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00 8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:30- 7:30
6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 8:55 5:00- 5:30
9:10-11:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:30
7:30-10:66
7:30- 9:30
6:00- 7:30
8:30-10:30
7:00-10:00
9:30
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:009:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30

7:307:30- 9:30
9:30
6:00- 7:30 9:15-10:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
10:00-11:00 7:00- 8:30
6:50- 9:10
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00

6:00- 7:30
10:10-11:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45

6:00- 9:00

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-11:30
8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
6:05- 7:40 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00 7:00- 9:30
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

Friday

7:00- 8:00

Albert H. Waitt, Millionaire Owner and
Operator of Station 1AOV, Sued
for Divorce
NEWTON, MASS. — A mania for Radio is
given as one of the grounds for the divorce
suit institute! by Mrs. Lillian B. Waitt
of this city against her millionaire husband, Albert H. Waitt, in an interview recently. "He is obsessed with Radio,"
declared Mrs. Waitt of her -errant husband. "Not only did he have a receiving
set, but he had a powerful transmitting
apparatus, by special license of the United
States government, It was a registered
station, with the call 1AOV.
Husband Locks Up and Leaves

SPEED TRANSMISSION
TEST MADE BY ARMY
100 Words a Minute Is Achieved
by New Apparatus
WASHINGTON,
D. C— Successful experiments in high speed Radio transmission "between the Army Message Center in
the Munitions building here have just been
completed. With new commercial apparatus, capable of sending mechanically
from a perforated tape up to a speed of
100 words a minute and recording the
messages in a caw-toothed ink line on a
tape, a reception speed of 65 words a minute has been achieved. After a little
practice, signal corps experts say, their
operators will be able to mechanically
copy the received messages visually as
well as by ear, and in this way a great
saving of time will be made in clearing
traffic.

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 7:30

(Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
If your city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
city uses Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific time, subtract
two hours.
Thus the use is very simple.)

Wife vs. Husband
and Airphone Set

5, 1923

suiting an attorney, thinking he might
have hidden my jewelry there, but I did
notMrs.
findWaitt,
them."in a statement, also declared
that her husband was displeased with her
trip to New York and broadcast the fact
from his sending station. When she asked
him why he did it, he answered that he
wished to let her friends know that she
was coming.

When
figuring on the
wave
length
of
your aerial, remember the lead-in counts.

PAH0DISK
-PATENT

APPLIED

FOR-

An attractive piece of furniture deed to accomconstruct
signed
set and its entire
modateandthesoRadio
t.
With it you make a neat
equipmen
installation of Radio in the home.
Its many advantages and moderate
cost make it almost indispensable.
For sale by first class Radio and
Furniture Dealers or write

Robbins Woodworking Co.
LIBERTYVILLE,
Dept. C. ILLINOIS

"Night after night, with a hired Radio
operator, he would go to the Radio room
at the top of the house and spend hour
after hour there, leaving me alone. I
think any jury will consider that gross
neglect and cruelty.
"When I returned from a visit to New
York, and found him gone, after publishing in the local newspapers and telling
the servants and friends that he was going
to South America, I went up to the Radio
room and found it padlocked, with a

It is written :
"The cure of ignorance

printed sign on the door reading: 'Radio
Station 1AOV Closed!' That's how far he
carried
his obsession.
"I had

the padlock

smashed,

after

is study." The wise
man carefully investigates, — then buys a
Grebe Receiver.

con-

Suc^j!^

"As valuable to your
radio set as RADIO

is valuable to the world*

INh'S
URPU
THiab
ARVar
le DLHig
Resistance Leak
Eliminates

the hissing and all disagreeable noises.
you to hear all stations

Enables
clearly.
Endorsed by Flewelling, Rosenblum
and other leading Radio engineers.
Price with .00025 Mica
Condenser
Price without Condenser

$1.00
.75

For sale at all good dealers. If
your neighborhood
hasn't
them
in stock, send dealer
ns purchase
price and we will mail you immediately the Arthnr Pudlin Variable
High Resistance Leak. Also send
dealer's name.

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1113149

A. H. GREBE
Richmond
Western

& CO., Inc.
Hill, N. Y.

Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Arthur Pudlin Engineering Co.
1540 Broadway,

New

York.

Hiiim
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Left photo shows H. W. Leyenberger, a teacher of the Haaren high school, giving via Radio
several problems for his class in mathematics to figure out in their school room several miles
away. Two girl students are checking the results of the problems. Miss Elinore Hastings of the
teaching staff of the Haaren high school of New York is shown above teaching a class via Radio.
The questions are transmitted via Radio from headquarters of the board of education and the
students of the class are then required to solve the problems. This is the first attempt at introducing the Radio in the classroom and is being tried by the New York board of education in
co-operation with the Westinghouse
station WJZ
at Newark, N. J.
© International

CUBAN PLANT PWX
GIVES FANS OPERA
PRIZES OFFERED
BY DIRECTOR
San

HEARERS
GALLO

Carlo Grand
Opera Company
Remain Three Weeks— Plan
Other Broadcasts

to

"Sun Dodgers" Give Radio
Sets to Crippled Children
CHICAGO, ILL. — Thousands of crippled
children in Chicago will soon be "tuning
in" their own Radio receiving sets to
iokes, musical entertainments and bedtime stories.
The Board of Trade Radio station.
WDAP, located on the Drake hotel, has
recently organized a "Sun Dodgers" club
for this purpose. Membership is $5 and
this sum will purchase a crystal set for
one crippled child. Nearly TOO Radiophans
havevolunteers.
responded to the "via the air" call
for
Boy Scouts will make the installation
and show the children how to manipulate
the knobs and dials.

President Harding
to Speak on WJZ
Broadcast Enables Nation's Leader to
Speak
to Largest
Audience
Reached by Any President
NETTwillYORK,
N. Y. — President
Harding's
voice
undoubtedly
vibrate through
the
ether from Station TY,TZ, when he speaks
before the Volunteers of America in New
York on May 10. Definite arrangements
have not been made relative to the hall
in which the address will be given, but it
is expected that the microphone will pick
up the President's voice from either the
Metropolitan
Opera House or the Hippodrome.
Such broadcasting will give President
Harding the distinction of addressing the
largest audience of any President in the
history of the United States. The waves
of YCJZ have sufficient power to carry their
message to every state in the Cnion, so
when this station places its microphone
iefore the President, his voice will be
heard in thousands of homes.

HAVANA, CUBA. — Opera across the sea
carried the message of friendship from
Cuba to the United States on Tuesday
night, April 24th, when the San Carlo
Grand Opera Company opened its season place where he will attend the opera next
in the Theatro Xacional here. The entire season as he will be given seats at a
performance in a city nearest to his home
opera,
Seville," with
Titta town on the San Carlo itinerary.
Ruffo, "The'
Tito Barber
Schipa, ofJosephine
Lucchese,
The San Carlo organization will remain
and others in the cast, was broadcast.
Beginning at 9:00 P. M., Eastern time, in Havana for three weeks and in its
the broadcasting was done by the Havana casts will appear Giovanni Martinelli, Lucresia Bori, Mari Kouznezova, Anna Fitstation, PWX, arrangement with The Cu- ziu,
Rappold, Sophia Charlebois
ban Telephone Company, which trans- StellaMarie
De Mette, Manuel Salazar, Marie
mitted the performance from a micro- Valle, and
others,
with Carlo Peroni and
phone in the theater to the sending plant.
The rates of Swedish coast stations
This enterprise had the official stamp of Giacomo Spadoni, conductors, and The were
recently reduced to 30 centimes per
Pavley Oukrainsky Russian Ballet. Other
the Cuban government through arrange- broadcasts
word, minimum
3 francs per Radiogram.
are planned.
ment by General Crowder, U. S. A., with
the President of the Cuban Republic. The
President was in attendance at the opera
and preceded the broadcasting of the
music with a speech through the Radio to
those listening in this country.
Award Prizes to Listeners In
Fortune Gallo, director of the San
"Built Firtf to Last"
Carlo Grand Opera, will give prizes to
those Radiophans who send in the best
This little beauty was approved
written accounts of what they heard on
by our engineers only when
Tuesday night. These reports should be
convinced that they had proaddressed to Fortune Gallo, Aeolian Buildduced the one socket that coming, New York City. The prizes will conbines all the essential features
sist of boxes and seats for performances
of The San Carlo Company on its tour
of a good socket.
of America next season, 1923-1924. The
I. Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
prize winner will determine the time and
2.. Hard Rubber Insulation.
3. Rugged Construction.
R-C CABINETS
4. Compact Design.
Mahoganette — Thoroughly well constructed
5. Concealed Mounting.
— hinge top — nickel lift knob.
With
or
without
"Arceelite."
Special
Radio
Panel
already
attached.
Costs
no
more than interior grades of cabinets.
Ask your dealer or apply to
THE
R-C MILLS,
Manufacturers
303 4th Ave.
New York City

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, do aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Box D-704. Vacaville, Calif.

It is impossible to show the
unique
mechanical
action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph.
It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket will interest you in
every way.

Club

Discusses Radio Frequency

MILWAUKEE, TTIS. — Radio frequency
amplification has been the topic of interest and discussion at the last several
meetings of the Milwaukee Radio Amateur's Club, Inc. I. H. Strassman, 9AHO,
A. R. R. L. City Manager, awakened the
members' interest with his talk entitled,
"Radio Frequency Intervalve Transform-

RADIO
At Cut Prices

Standard parts only in original packing.
ers."Sold on a "money-back" basis.
PHONES
S S.00 Brandes
Superior
$ 5.95
12.00 Nathaniel Baldwin Type C. Double.. 8.95
7.50 Dietzen special, 3000 ohms
3.95
TUBES
\Vz Volt Peanut Tube
2.00
XVi Volt Mercury
4.95
CABINETS
Made in our factory
1" i 10"
1.45
7" i IS"
2.15
7" x 24"
2.95
MISCELLANEOUS
525.00 Giblin crystal set
7.95
5. 30 Triple coil mounting
3.95
Solderall. Tube
25
$12.00 Amplitone. Nickel Horn
4.95
25.00 Aerex Crystal Set
9.95
IH'BaTEK
Permanent
Crystal Detector
2.00
YV.D.
-11 Adapter
65
$1.50 Argus Lightning Arrester, Indoor and
Outdoor Type
95
5.50 — ISO Degree Variocoupler on Bakelite,
Silk Wound Wire
2.45
2-inch Bakelite Dials
25
4-inch Electros Dials
75
3-inch Bakelite Dials
35
$ 1.00 Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser Combined
75
1.00 Bakelite Socket
50
5.00 W. D. 12 Audio Frequency
transformer
3.75
3.00 Owl Radio Frequency transformer.. 1.50
5.50 Coto coil Radio frequency transformer 3.45
5.00 Sleeper Radio frequency transformer
1.95
i 8. 00 Dayton
Variometer
5.45
8.00 Dayton Variocoupler
5.45
5.50 Murdock variable condenser, 23-plate -2.95
6.50 Murdock variable condenser. 43-plate 3.25
132.00 Radiola R. C. set
79.50
Ths
new
Morrison
Siren
loud
speaker
18.50
5.00 Multi-Radioscope
1.50
Little Gem set
6.50
1.25 Western Electric Ammeter for testing
B batteries
49
.50 Xew radio map
35
Add

When
Postage

Vp to
SI. 01
2.01
3.01
5.01
7.01

SI. 00
to S2.0O
to
3.00
to
5.00
to
7.00
to 10.00

Money

Ordering1 by Mail
by the Following

PURCHASES

Order or

Personal

Check

Scale
add
"
"
"
"
"

Accepted

10c
15c
20c
25c
30c
40c

You ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer

RADIO
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STORES

Dept. F. 10, 191 Fulton St., N. Y. C.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, May 1

KFI (Pacific. 400). 6:45-730 P. M.. Peter Babbit: Loe
Angeles County Medical Sy. ; Concert. Junior Music
Clubs of Southern Calif.: 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Concert,
Kgan School: 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Beading, Dr. Frank
Xagel of Hollywood Opera Beading Club: Programs of
Matinee Musii al Club, MacDowell Club and Los Angeles Music Teachers' Assn.
KHJ (Pacific, 400). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert: 6:45730 P. M., Children's Hour, concert and bedtime
story by 'Tncle John": 8*0-10:00 P. M., May Day
party given by Uncle John.
KYW (Central. 400). 8:00-8:58 P. M., Bosine Leonard.
Soprano: Bobert Lindt, Accompanist: Balph P. Elliott.
Tenor; Hariet Weeber. Accompanist; Mary Agnes
Doyle. Header: Wendell \T. Hall. Music Maker.
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8*0 P. M., Concert. Mrs.
Pearl C. Davis, soprano; E. Clyde Whitlock, violinist;
930-1030 P. M.. Concert, Gainesville. Texas. Orchestra, under auspices of the Chamber of Commerce,
C. C. Shell, director.
WDAP (Central. 390), 10:00 P. M., Concert, Lake View
High School Band; Sinfonian Quartette; Soloists. Mr.
Benj. CarsTvtll, Tenor; Virginia Burch, Contralto.
WDAR (Eastern, 400), 12:02-1*0 P. M„ Organ redtal.
Stanley Theatre; Concert. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra;
3*0-3 30 P. M.. Vocal and piano solos: 4:15-4:45
P. M.. Talk.
Logan.P. "Affairs
of the
Heart;"
Musical
recital:Betsy
5:45-6:00
M., Dream
Daddy
with
little tots; 730-7*0 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys
and girls.
WFAA (Central. 400), 1230-1*0 P. M., Address.
"Music Week," D. L. Whittle, Pres. of Dallas Music
Trades Ass'n ; 830-930 P. M., Band concert; 11*012*0 P. M.t Musical program under auspices of Lester
Gunst Co.
WFI (Eastern, 400). 1:15-2*0 P. M.. Meyer Davis.
Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra; 330-4:15 P. M-,
Nellie G. Abbott, violinist, Philadelphia Women's
Symphony Orchestra; 6 30-7*0 P. PH., Popular Music;
9:00 P. M.. Musical program.
WSI
(Eastern.
350).talk,
3*0 Buth
P. M.,
Modem
Priscilla
E. Amrad
Xewman;Women's
5:00 P.Club.
M..
"Twilight Tales." Uncle David; 6:15 P. M.. "Iron
Trade
Beview";
830 P. M.,
Business
W. Babson;
Entertainer,
Xelson
Waring,Beport,
pianist.Soger
WGR (Eastern, 400), 3*0 P. M.. Music; 4*0 P. M.,
Ampico
7 30of P.
M., Digest
of Day's
News;
7:45 P. Becital;
M.. Topics
Scientific
Interest
prepared
by
Scientific American.
WGY (Eastern, 370). 1*0 P. M„ Music and address,
"Furnishing the Summer Porch;" 7:40 P. M., Address, "New York's
Fresh Superintendent
Water Fisheries,"
Justin
T. Maboney.
New York
of Inland
Fisheries; 7:45 P. M., Musical program, "Non e ver,"
Howard H. Wheeler, cornetist: "Crooning Water."
Lois B. Hardesty, soprano: "Nocturne In C Minor."
Irene Cooley, pianist; "Armorer's Song," from "Bobin
Hood." Edmund Wltherwas. bass; "In Autumn."
Howard H. Wheeler; "Tis Spring," "To You," Lois
B. Hardesty; Address, "The Moral Influence of the
Drama." Babbi Goodman Lipkind; "Etude in E
Minor," (Chopini, Irene Cooley: "Asleep in the
Deep," Edmund Witherwax; "Venus Waltz," Howard
H. Wheeler; "Within Mv Heart a Song," "Good
Night," Lois B. Hardesty; "The Bass Viol," Edmund
Withenvax;
First inMovement,
"AllegroIrene
Moderato,"
from
the Concerto
A Minor (Grieg),
Cooley,
Kittv Mienhold, pianists.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5*0 P. M., Organ recital.
Hevde C. Conrad. Alamo Theatre organ; Biography
of Old Testament
Vocal
selections. characters.
Mrs. James"The
M. Sanballat
Bussell, Crowd;"
soprano;
May Greece, accompanist ; Piano selections. Miss Mary
Greene;
"Just
Among
Home
Folks,"
Louisville
Courier- Journal : 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert, Louisville
Flnte Club. Oakley H. Kellogg, Dr. Theodore Beust.
Earl Keursteiner. Chas. Gardner. Mrs. Theodore
Beust, accompanist; Beading. "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, 400). 1:00-1:15 P. M., Business talk;
2:00-3*0 P. M., Artist Becital: 6:00-630 P. M.,
Dinner
Music;
P. M.,music
Uncle Charlie
Wip's
Bedtime Dance
stories;
10:10 7:00-730
P. M., Dance
Kerr and
orchestra
WJAX
(Eastern.
360),from
8:00Cafe
P. L'Aiglon.
M., Concert arranged
by Cleveland News: Dance music, Joe Smith-Martha
Lee Club Orchestra; Negro Spirituals, Mozart Club
of Cleveland; Chorus, Lutheran Choir.
WLW (Central. 360), 10*0 P. M.. Concert, Alpha
Chapter of Delta Omicron Sorority, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
WMAQ (Central, 400), 435 P. M., Program arranged
bv Bush Conservatory of Music; 7*0 P. M., Babson
report; W, I. Lyon talks on "Bird-banding;" Clarence
Hansen talks on "The Power of the Small Town;"
9:15 P. H., Vocal music. Miss Grace George; David
W0C
(Central,
400)',talk
12:00
P. M.,
Educational
by M.,
F. C.Chimes
Walker;Concert:
5:45 P. 330
M.,
Chimes Concert,
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00-1130 A. M.. Grand organ
recital; 5*0 P. M., Grand organ recital and trumpets.
WWi (Eastern. 400). 930 A. M.. Music: 3*0 P. M.,
The Detroit News Orchestra; 7:00 P. M-. "The Town
Crier." Detroit News Orchestra, program by Healy
Shops.

Wednesday, May 2
CFCN

(Mountain, 440), 1030-12 P. M., Dance program, Imperial Orchestra, Plaza Cabaret.
KFI (Pacrne, 400), 6:45-730 P. M., Peter Babbit; Nick
Harris Detective Stories from Pantages Theater Bldg. ;
Concert, Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.: 10*011*0 P. M., Program, Wa-Wan Club; Vocal seleetions, Badio Girls Quartet; Program, Musical Optimists.
KGW (Pacific 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M., Old Timers
Party.
KHJ (Paerflc, 400), 12 30-1:15 P. M., Concert; 6:45738 P. M., Children's Hour, Concert and Bedtime

HERE
is the fourth appearance of this new service for Digest Readers.
There are only fifty eligible stations for the listening, but already
twenty-three
of these Such
will be
foundof instation
the "Advance
Only
features are listed below.
parts
programsPrograms."
as are regular
week in and week out, are, as they have been from the start, found in the
Digest Radiophone Station Directory. Much other data on the stations
for which advance programs are given, •will be found there.

Story by "Tncle John," 8*0-10*0 P. M.. Soldier's
Program, Post War Service League of Hollywood,
KYW (Central. 400). 8*0-8:58 P. M., Musical Program
courtesy of Lyon & Healy Concert & Artist Department; Wendell W. Hal], KYWs Music Maker.
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. M.. Concert. Mrs.
Prigmore, O. Webster, with other artists: 9 30-10:30
P. M., Concert. European Club of Fort Worth.
WDAR (Eastern. 400). 12*2-1*0 P. M.. Organ recital.
Stanley Theater, concert, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra;
3:00-3 30 P. M., Fashion talk. Betsy Logan; Becital;
4:15-4:45 P. M.. Talk, "Affairs of the Heart," Betsy
Logan; Musical program: 5:45-6:00 P. M., Dream
Daddy with the little tots; 730-7:50 P. M„ Dream
Daddy with the boys and girls.
WFAA (Central, 400). 1230-1*0 P. M., Address,
"Brotherhood
of Man
Pageant,"
J. Howard
Payne.
WFI (Eastern. 400). 1:15-2:00 P. M., Meyer Davis
Dance Orchestra, 330-4:15 P. M., Musical program;
630-7*0 P. M., 1030-12:00 P. M., Meyer Davis
Bellevue
Stratford Dance
Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern. 3B0), 5*0 P. ft., "Twilight Tales,"
Uncle David; 6:45 P. M., "Camp Fire Girls,"
Eunice L. Randall; Concert, Emma Ainslee, contralto, and pupils: Health talk, Henry Copley Greene,
American Bed Cross: Talk on Farm, Garden and
Lawn, Breek's; Concert, Emma Ainslee and pupils.
WGR (Eastern. 400), 2*0 P. M.-3D0 P. M., Music;
4*0 P. M., Ampico recital; 7*0 P. M.t Digest of
Day's Xews; 8*0 P. M., University of Buffalo quartette. W. E. Davis, director; H. M. Parker, violinist.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4*0-5*0 P. M., Organ recital,
Heyde C. Conrad, Alamo Theatre organ; Biographical
sketch of Old Testament characters, "Melaehi," T. O.
Alexander, Baton Bouge, La. ; Mother's Day address,
Bryan B. Bladock, Fort Worth, Texas; "Just Among
Home Folks," Courier- Journal; 7 30-9*0 P. M.,
Concert, Senior class of Louisville Conservatory of
Music. Bobert Xall Thompson, director, pianists,
Katherine Pedigo, Geraldine McXeely, Evelyn Kaiser,
Mrs. Marie Bornwasser, Marie Whiteside, Clarice
Thompson,
Mildred
Strehler,
ings, Mabel
Morrison,
BessieDorothy
Sonner;Adams
Vocal; Headsolos,
Margaret BickeU Iva Dagley. Sallie Pennington, Elizabeth Shelter. ; Violin solos, Cora Cook, Texarkana,
Texas, Marion
Nugent.
WHK (Eastern. 360), 8*0 P. M., Concert, WHK
Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. 400). 2:00-3*0 P. M.. Popular musical
program; 6*0-630 P. M., Dance music; 7*0-7:30
P. M., Uncle Wip's Bedtime Stories.
WLW (Central.
360),
8:00 Company;
P. M., Children's
entertainment. Willis
Music
Original poems,
T. C. O'Donnell, editor of Writer's Digest; Badario,
"Trader Turned Gentlemen;" Concert, Casino
Orchestra.
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KYW (Central, 400). 8*0-8*8 P. M., Musical Program,
Edison
Symphony
Wendell Bev.
W. Hall,
Music Maker;
925 Orchestra;
P. M„ Beading,
C. J. KYW'S
Pemir.
S. J., Head of English, Loyola University.
WBAP (Central. 400), 7:15-8*0 P. M., Concert,
Boscoe Camrike, negro dialect songs; 930-10:30 P. M.,

f

DEALERS!
KELLOGG

REFLEX

Write for our catalogue
and dealers helps. It will
help tive
yourdiscounts.
sales. Attrac-

SCRANTON

DIALS

Furnished
in the following
sizes
:

3 inch
2 inch

-16c net
14c net

We sell only to Dealers

Erla Reflex Transformers

159 IT. STATE ST., CHEGAGO.HL.

DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE

.UUM.'HtM

soloist: Masonic
8:00 P.Service
M., Association:
Lecture. "Americanism."
auspices
10*0 P. M.,
Musical Program, Erwin Swindwll,
director.
WOO
(Eastern, 400), 11*0-11:30
A. M., Grand Organ

ti

(Continued on page 12)

Distributors

KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-730 P. M., Peter Babbit; Program. T. M. C. A.; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Sherwood Music School; 10*0-11*0 P. M., Vocal
selections, Hollywood Girls Quartette; Los Angeles
Oratorio Sy. ; First Congregational Church Choir ;
Instrumental music, Geo. J. Birkel Co.
KGW (Pacific. 400), 7:00-730 P. M„ Lecture, University of Oregon Extension Coarse; 8*0-8:15 P. M.,
Vocal selections, Helen Drain, contralto; 8:15-9*0
P. H., Concert. George Olsen and orchestra; 11*012*0 P. M., Hoot Owls.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 1230 to 1:15 P. It., Concert:
6:45-730 P. M., Childrens* Hour; 8*0-10*0. DeLuxe
Program
featuring Frank J. Steiner, 'cellist and J. J.
Gilbert, flutist.

(Central. 400), 4:35 P. M.. Program by Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art; "Stories
for
the
Musical children"
Program Miss
bv Mr.Georgene
& Mrs. Faulkner;
Clarence 9:15
Eddy. P. M..
WOC (Central, 400), 12*0 noon. Chimes Concert;
3 30 P. M., Educational Talk, D. K. Kirk; 6 35
P. M.,cert.Sandman's
Visit; 7*0
P. M., Edna
Pipe Organ
ConE. John Bichards,
organist,
SonnevUle,

123 W. MadironJiChicaqo

KE PERFECTION

m&mmafo

YOUR SELECTION"
for Add
Parcel5% Post

We Carry Only STANDARD Advertised Radio Equipment.
Every Product Sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

rprr;
A $1.25 VOLTMETER OR AMMETER GIVEN WITH EACH
MT rvUflli
PURCHASE OF $5, OR OVER
MAGNAVOX
SPEAKER,

LOUD
Type

$9T

R. 3

A.^\

«P*« * »^**

FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT.
Complete
including
DRILLED
panel,
double
Mounting
and
Honeycomb
g, 1 _
coils;
only
standard1
equip- 7KI
/

parts,
coil
rym
/ £>

RHE0-

REINARTZ
plete
parts

Com- ^ - Drilled Si
1

CIRCUIT.
including

FREE

REINARTZ

DIAGRAM

PHONES.

N. & K. PHONES.
None
Better
Made
PERFECTION
Guaranteed

ACME

3000

6000 Ohms.

$5.00

tfl

BALDWIN
Nathaniel.

List
3 Plate Vernier Condenser,
moulded Price
ends
$ 1-50
11 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.00025
2^0
43 Plate
Condenser,
moulded
ends,
.001
4.00
Franco
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
with Vernier
6.60
Franco
43 Plate Variable
Condenser
with Vernier
7.70

Our
Price
$ 1. 10
1-35
2.0*
4.00
4.50

COIL MOUNTINGS

with

leads — screw

witk

leads — screw

BAKELITE

5.00

2.75

3.50
55

2.45
.40

PANELS

7x10
7x18
7x24
All Panels 3/16 inch thick.

125
2-25
3.25

CABINETS
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x10
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x18
Mahogany Cabinet — hinged top 7x24

2.35
2-95
3.45

ALSO

-,„
Si 1
V

for the construction of a
Flewellmg Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

_ —
^?K

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY

* iA«]

C»Q
OP
ipij.^O

Description of apparatus and
accessories and details of tuning.

CABINET DIMENSIONS
PANEL LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS

PHONE.
Original
0A
7C
List $6.60.
Special .. «J>4T. / O

PHONE

CONDENSERS

All Capacities Fixed Condensers, Grid
Leaks, etc
SO 30
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak.'
Leak
and
Freshman
Variablecombined
Grid
js
Condenser
..
I 00
and FTeshman Micons in stock.
All capacities of Dnbilier Miead'ons
"

HARD

RUBBER

PANELS

7x18 Unbreakable BATTERIES
..
7x24 Unbreakable
!.'.'!!!!!!!!
EXTDE "A" Storage Batterv, 6 V. 40
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LXL5...
EXTDE "A" Storage Battery, 6 V. 80
Amperes Hours, Type 3 LXL9
ESXDE "A" Storage Battery. 6 V. 120
Amperes Hours. Type 3 LXL-13
Everready
"A" Variable Storage Battery— 6 V., 90 Amperes Hours
Everyready
"A."
Storage Battery — 6
_V„ 98 Amperes Hours
Everyready
"A"
Storage Battery — 6
V., 110 Amperes
Hours
Everready "B"
"B" Batterv—
Battery —22%
15 V...
Everready
V.
Volton "B" Battery— 22% V.
'"
Bright Star "B" Batterv.....
.
S.M"
"£"
22% Volts
BrightV. S"
Star
"B" 5Battery.
Battery
22%
Variable,
Positive terminals
Bus Bar Wire (2 ft. lengths)

.75
$0.09
.60

1.50

7x10 Unbreakable

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION,
STORES

»7C

180° BAKELITE COUPLER.
*0
OCT
Silk Wound.
List $5.00. Our Price «P<i.30

OC

*frTt*nJ

CONDENSERS

Improve

Price...

TfaeiV&i
BLUE
PRINTS

_ _
QS

... *P * * •*/**

TH0RDARS0N
TRANSFORMERS.
$4.50 List

<CC
CA
*p\Jm%J\J

QA
List

VARIABLE

Triple
Mountings
adjustment
Double
Mountings
adjustment
Single Mountings

Our

'Jtt

VARIOMETER, ^o
*\tf
duality.
List $5.00. JH^.Hij

TRANSFORMERS.
A2S

tf5C

CQ.
Dt/C

COILS.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
your phone.
List $2.00.
DICTAGRAPH

CDET
T KLL

KLOSNER VERNIER
STATS.
List $1.50

Panel.

Vf * • • ■ **
ment used. FREE DIAGRAM
PERFECTION
VARlOCOUPLERn,,-,
OCf
SILK
WOUND.
Fibre
Base.
MZ..ZjT%

HONEYCOMB

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

Thursday, May 3

WMAQ

Type

ISRMICS

Becital; 1130-11:55 A. M., Grand Organ Becital
and trumpets; 9*5 P. M.
WSY (Central. 360), 8*0 P. M.. Musical program.
"On The King's Highway." Male Choir; "The Bird
of the Wilderness," Mrs. Lucile B, Brooks, soprano;
"Crucifix," Brown Bates, bass, J. D. McGill, tenor;
Praise God In His Holiness." Quartet; "Bose of
My Heart," Brown Bates; "Trovatore," Mrs. Kimball Morrison, pianist: "His Way Is Mine," Male
Choir; 'Tarewell," Mrs. H. T. Burnett, contralto;
"I Will Magnify Thee," Double Quartet; "Whispering Hope," Mrs. Lucile B. Brooks, Mrs. H. T.
Burnett; "Martha," Mrs. Kimball Morrison; "The
Biver of Life," Male Choir.
WW! (Eastern, 400), 3*0 P. M., Kews Orche«tra;
7:00 P. M., The Town Crier. Xews Orchestra; Mrs.
Meta Goebel Owen, mezzo soprano; Miss Julia WenzeL
pianist.

Concert.(Central,
Bex Maupin's
Original
Hotel Orchestra.
WDAP
390), 10:00
P. Texas
M.. Musical
program.
Mrs. Hannah Butler assisting artists; Milan Lusk,
violinist
WDAR (Eastern 400). 12:02-1:00 P. M.. Organ Tecital,
Stanley Theatre; Concert Arcadia Cafe Orchestra9:00-3:30 P. M.r Soprano and piano solos; 4:15-4 M5
P. M.. "Affairs of the Heart" Betsy Logan; Talk,
Musical program; 5:45-6:00 P. M., Dream Daddy
with the little tots; 7 30-7:50 P. M„ Dream Daddv
with
boys and girls; 10:10 P. M.-1:00 A. M.. ConcertOrchestra.
VTDAB artists and Howard Lannan's Arcadia Cafe
WFAA (Central. 400). 1230-1:00 P. M.. Address,
"Public Service
Holland,
presidentTransportation
Dallas BailwayProblems,"
Co.; 830-9 W30 MP.
M., Masonic service program under the auspices of
Masonic service committee of Grand Lodge of Texas:
11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical program under auspices of
Will A. Watkin Co.
WFI
(Eastern, 400),
1:15-2:00 P. M., Mever Davis
Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra: 330-4:15 P. M.,
Billy Meek, dialect stories; J. S. Magee, violinist

£5
1.95
'.'.'.
1735

14.00

23 10
31.50

25.00
19.00

18.00
|8.oo
20 00
5'
50
300
|~75
300
I.'75
s'.oo
175

15.50
16.00
18.00
2.20
3.95
1. 10
2.00
.95
3.50
1. 10
.03

121 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY

AT 59 AND 78 CORTLAND ST. AND
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

128 CHAMBERS

ST.

—
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First Steps

DIG

E S T

for Beginners in Radio

Chapter I — Laws of Electricity Used in Radiophony
By Thomas
THOROUGH understanding of Radio
A
phenomena demands a knowledge of
the laws of electricity. Radio being
but a special application of this useful
servant of man depends thereon for its
fundamental units anil laws. Athough
having symbols and terms distinctly its
own, Radio phenomena will be more clearly
understood in the light of the paragraphs
to follow.
Electromotive Force
In order that electricity might Bow in
a wire of circuit it is necessary that a
difference of potential or electrical pressure exist between two points connected
by a conductor.
To measure this potential
TUBE

BEGINNERS will find the accompanying series by Mr.
Benson very helpful in learning the rudiments of the
popular science of Radiophony. His articles yet to appear
are:
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

FILAMENT

6QHMS

RHEOSTAT

BATTEftr t^ VOLTS

40HM&

or electromotive force (E.M.F.) we make
use of the volt which is then the unit
of pressure so to speak. Thus we find
that a dry cell has a voltage of 1%, that
is, the pressure at the terminals of a
battery tending to make a current flow in
any circuit connected to it, is 1% volts.
There is no fixed unit of voltage but is
arrived at by other means.
Now when we connect an electrical
device to the dry cell, let us say the filament of a YVD1-11 tube with a rheostat
in series as shown in Figure 1, a current
will flow. The amount of current flowing
is measured in amperes which is the quantity of current.
It should be made very clear that the
voltage is forcing the current around
through the rheostat and filament but the
amperes is the amount of current flowing.
Resistance
Whenever a circuit is completed the material or conductor through which the
current flows offers a certain resistance or
tends to hold back the current. This effect
is measured in ohms, the unit of resistance. Going back to our illustration we
find we have a very fine wire in the tube
and also a rheostat made of wire that has

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.

II — Radio Waves and their Propagation.
III — Pointers about Aerials and Grounds.
IV — About Condensers and Inductances.
V — Tuners and How to Tune Your Set.
VI — About Crystal Detectors.
VII — Tube Detector Theory and Operation.
VIII — The Regenerative Detector.
IX — Radio Frequency Amplification. .
X — Audio Frequency Amplification.
XI — How Super Regeneration Is Accomplished.
XII — Reflex Circuit Operation.
XIII — About Headsets and Loud Speakers.
XIV — Batteries Used in Radiophony.

that the current can branch and flow
the circuit we have say a 4-ohm rheostat through them simultaneously a different
and the filament of the tube with a resist- rule holds good. When the resistances are
ance of 6 ohms. This gives a total of 10
ohms when all the rheostat is in. To all alike the resulting resistance of the
determine the current we simply divide set is equal to the resistance of one divided
by the number in parallel. Thus, putting
the voltage 1.5 by the resistance, 10 ohms two like resistances in parallel cuts the
giving .15 amperes. Say we cut the rheo- resistance in half, three in parallel gives
stat out entirely leaving the battery con- but one-third the resistance of one unit.
nected direct to the tube, this gives but
On the other hand if resistances of un6 ohms and on figuring it out the current
like value are connected in parallel it comwill be one-quarter ampere.
plicates matters somewhat and we must
Since the current is equal to the voltage fall back on formulae again. When two
divided by the resistance it also holds that unlike resistances are in parallel the folwhen voltage and current are given the
lowing holds good:
resistance is equal to the voltage divided
bv the current or:
R+R
E
R (total resistance)= RXR
That

is,

their

product

divided

For instance, the UV 200 takes 1 ampere
filament current at 5 volts. To determine
its resistance divide voltage, 5, by current
1, and we find its resistance is 5 ohms.
-o
Going one step further it will be clear
that the product of the current and resistance should equal voltage. We can
N
DRY CELLS 1
express this as E=IXR.
MULTIPLE
Resistance In Series
+
It has been stated that when resistances
~oare in series that is when the current must
— -oflow through one after the other the total
C^
resistance is equal to their sum. However,
STORAGE CELLS IN
when they are connected in parallel or so
MULTIPLE

-k

OR.Y CELLS
SERIES

+

^_

-

IN

+

-

STORAGE CELLS IN
SERIES

a high resistance. By regulating the holding back effect of the circuit we can control
the amount of current or amperes flowing.
Thus by turning the rheostat handle so
there is less resistance for the voltage to
overcome the current through the filament
increases and it gets hot.
Ohm's taw
The law of current flow is known as
Ohm's Law, the most fundamental law of
electricity, and also, the most simple. Put
into words, the current in a circuit varies
directly as the voltage and inversely as
the resistance. Put in the form of a
formula we have:
B
R
That is, the current in amperes (I) is
equal to the voltage (E) divided by the
resistance (R) in Ohms.
Let us see how this works out. When
resistances are connected in series their
total resistance is equal to the sum.
In

LUX

North

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
Excepting
VT-I

and

VT-II

MAIL ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To
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CHICAGO,
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Federal Standard Head
Sets are made nuitk 2200
Ohms and 3200 Ohms resistance.

Patents Pending.
Real Radio Fans, In the building of their sets, will
more than appreciate this device, which gives them
a variable resistance which is adaptable for use in
all Radio Hook-ups — in the grid circuit — as amplifier coupling resistance for both radio and audio
frequency — "B" battery resistances — antenna shunts
— timed loop circuits — resistance couplers for both
radio and audio frequency, and many other places
in
radio hook-up that the amateurs' ingenuity
will the
suggest.
Has switch lever and seven carefully calibrated
values of resistance of % megohm each between
terminals. Protecting bak elite discs assure permanency of moisture-proof India ink resistance.
Don't guess — it is important to have resistances
properly adjusted to function with your other apparatus to get the best results from all tube sets.
A Premier Variable makes this sure and easy.
Code No. 250.
Pries
$1.50 each
DISTRIBUTORS— We make a most complete line
of radio parts. Some territory open for live, responsible concerns.

ir^^

PREMIER

3800

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est. 1905
Ravenswood
Ave.
Chicago, 111.

^**,y»*«»»

rams from Atlanta

Minneapolis, Davenport, FortWortht receive
Dallas, Kansas
progJ
«tal
City,
Denver
on CrystalWewithout batteries.
Cfi*V
On St. Louis,
Usual crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or 31
for copyright drawings and instructions. Everything
dearly explained. ^Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
.

Leon Lambert, sof jtouth Volutsia, Wichita, Kan,

their

T^OR
clear-*ness durable
and wide efficiency,
distance-range,
Federal Standard Head Sets
have no superiors.

CO.

A VARIABLE RADIO RESISTANCE
THAT MOUNTS ON PANEL
IN A JIFFY

Patents Procured and Trade-Marks
Registered. Advice and terms upon request.
ROBB, ROBB
& HILL.
1417 Hanna Bldg.,
956 McLachlan Bldg.,
Cleveland. O.
Washington, D. C.

/%WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50

MANUFACTURING

^^»»

Radio
Head Sets

W. T. 501 Peanut Tubes, 4 V. </x Amp. with
Adapter
$2.75
(Use storage battery or 3 dry cells in series)
R. V. T. 5-6 V. Detectors
2.75
R. V. T. 5-6 V. Amplifiers
3.35
(Sent on receipt ofaccepted)
price. No C. 0. D. orders
I Tube Regenerative
Receiving Set with Detector Tube and 3000 Ohm Headset.
VERY
SPECIAL VALUE
29.75
1045

Hear

Jfeberal
i£>tanbarti

fp

+

by

sum.
When more than two unlikes are in
parallel
the formula
becomes:
1
R (total resistance) =
1
1
1
Ri Rs R3
Which can be readily solved. The reader
may doubt the value of these formulae
to the experimenter but their value will
be apparent when one wishes to build up
say a given grid leak from a number of
smaller or larger leaks.
Standard of Resistance
The standard of resistance being an ohm,
it is advisable when high resistances are
used to use other units. Thus the megohm
is used for one million ohms. A halfmegohm leak then has a resistance of half
of one million or 500,000 ohms.
The resistance of a conductor varies as
its length, diameter and material. Increasing the length of a wire will increase
its resistance and vice versa. Increasing
the size of wire reduces its resistance and
increases the current carrying capacity.
The use of special materials, such as
German silver, nichrome and constantan,
gives wires having high resistances.
Units of Energy and Power
Having obtained an idea of the relationship between the units of pressure, current
and resistance, we can go on to a consideration of the units of energy and
power. We have seen that a certain
voltage is required to force the current
through the circuit, and since the current
does the work we must consider both
voltage and amperage in determining the
energy expanded in the circuit to do work.
(Continued on Page 14)

Federal
line of
apparatus
catalog.
priced.

makes a complete
Standard Radio
— all reasonably
Write for latest

Made of specially treated steel with
permanent magnets, scientific wiring
and adjustment, and precision machining of metal parts, these Head Sets
have achieved a well deserved universal recognition and endorsement
by Radio experts.
To secure professional efficiency
from your receiver insist on having
Federal Standard Head Sets ; Federal
Standard is the product of over twenty
years' experience in the manufacture
of communication apparatus.

Ask your dealer for Federal Standard Head Sets.
If out of stock he can get them from our nearest
office. A ccept no substitute.

Jf eberalGTelepfjone &3Megrapf) Company
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

IIX.
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DIGEST

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
State, City, Call
Alabama:
Auburn, WMAV
Birmingham, WST
Mobile. WBAP
Montgomery, WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix,
KDYW,
KFAD,
KFCB
Tucson, KDZA, KFDH
Arkansas:
Fayetteville, KFDV
Fort Smith, WCAC, WGAR
Little Rock, WCAV.
WEAX
Pine Bluff, WOK
California:
Altadena. KGO
Bakersfield. KDZB, KYI
Berkeley, KQI, KRE
Del Monte, KLN
El Monte, KUY
Eureka, KNI
Fresno, KMJ
Hanford, KFBD
Hollywood, KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles, KDZF,
KFCL,
KFI, KHJ, KJS,
KNN, KNV, KNX, KUS,
KWH
Modesto, KXD
Oakland, KLX. KZM
Pasadena. KLB
Reedley, KFAZ
Richmond, KFCM
Sacramento, KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM,
KFBC, KFFA
San
Francisco,
KDN,
KDZG,
KDZX.
KFDB,
KLS,
KPO,
KSL,
KUO
San Jose. KFAQ,
KQW,
San Luis Obispo, KFBE
Santa Ana, KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Stanford Univ., KFGH
Stockton, KJQ. KWG
Sunnyvale, KJJ
Taft. KFEB
Venice, KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder, KFAJ
Colorado
Springs, KFFQ,
KFCK
Denver, DD5, DN4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL, KLZ
Gunnison, KFHA
Pueblo, KFGB
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich. WAAQ
Hartford, WDAK
Middleton, WOAS
New Haven, WGAH,
WPAJ
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington, WHAV,
WOAT, WPAW
District of Columbia:
Washington, WDM,
WEAS, WHAQ, WIL,
WIAY, WJH, WMU,
WPM, WQAW
Florida:
Jacksonville,
WDAL
Miami, WIAZ, WQAM
Pensacola, WGAN, WLAV
Tampa.
WDAE,
WEAT,
WHAW
West Palm Beach, WKAH
Winter Park, WRAF

state, City, Call
Georgia:
Atlanta, WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ
Decatur, WAAS
Gainesville, WKAY
Macon, WGAK,
WMAZ
Savannah, WHAO, WRAB
Idaho:
Boise, KFAU, KFDD
Kellogg, KFEY
Moscow, KFAN
Thomasville, WPAX
Illinois:
Belvidere, WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
Chicago, KYW. WAAF,
WBU, WDAP, WJAZ,
WMAQ, WPAD, WSAH,
WWAY
Decatur, WBAO, WHAP
Elgin, WTAS
Galesburg, WRAM
Mattoon, WQAL
McLeansboro, WRAS
Peoria, WJAN, WQAX
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola, WDZ
Urbana, WRM
Indiana:
Brookville, WSAL
Evansville, WOAU
Greencastle, WLAX
Huntington, WHAY
Indianapolis, WLK
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka, WOAO
Muncie, WJAF
South Bend, WGAZ
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Burlington, WIAS, WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM,
WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport. WHAI, WOC
Des Moines, KFDJ, WGF
Dubuque, WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFER, WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Lamoni, KFFV
Le Mars, KFCY, WIAU
Newton,
WIAH
Shenandoah, WGAJ
Sigourney, WOAD
Sioux City, WEAU, WHAE
Vinton. WIAE
Waterloo, WHAC, WMAR,
WRAN
Kansas:
Anthony, WBL
Atwood, WEAD
Beloit, WPAR
Emporia, WAAZ
Hutchinson, WLAS
Independence, WFAY
Liberal, WMAG
Lindsborg, WDAD
Manhattan,
WNAK,
WTG
Marion, WRAD
Parsons, WOAJ
Topeka, WJAQ, WPAM
Wichita,
WAAP,
WEAH,
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green, WNAB
Frankfort, WOAK
Lexington,
WQAH
Louisville, WHAS WLAP
Paducah,
WIAR

(NOTE. — The third and last part of the schedule
list appears
below.
Next
week
the first part will
appear. )
WLAW,
New York. N. Y. New York Police Dept.
WLAX, Greencastle. Ind. Greencastle Community
Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY,
Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Northern
Commercial
Co.
WLAZ, Warren, 0. 100 ml Hutton & Jones Elec.
Co. Wed, 8-9:15 pm. classical concert. Sat. 10 -.Soil :30 pm, music, sports. Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
WLB. Minneapolis. Minn. Univ. of Minn. 100 ml.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm. 7:30-7:50.
Central.
WLK, Indianapolis, Ind. 485 also. 500 mi. Hamilton
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11-11:30 am. 12-12:30 pm.
5-5:30, reports. Tues, Thur, 8:30-10 pm. concert.
Sun, 8-:30-10.
CentraL
WLW, Cincinnati, O. 2,000 mi. Crosley Mfg. Co. Dally
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3, 4, reports. Mon, Wed,
8-10 pm, entertainment. Tues, Thurs, 10-12 pm. music,
news. Sat 2 pm, special. Sun, 11 am. church services. Eastern.
WMAB, Oklahoma City. Okla, 500 mi. Kadio Supply
Co. Mon, Wed, Thurs, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert. Central.
WMAC, Cazenovia. N. Y. 330, 250. 275 only. 500 mi.
C. B. Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD, Rock Port, Mo. Atchinson County Mail.
WMAF, Dartmouth, Mass.
Round Hills Kadio Corp.
WMAG, Libera], Kan. 75 ml. Tucker Elec. Co. Daily
ex Fri, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, news. Fri, 8-9
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln, Neb. 500 mi. General Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun. 2:15 pm, music, news. Mon, Fri, 10
pm. music.
Oentral.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 485 only. 600 mi. Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 8:15
am, 9:15, 10:15. 11:15. 12:15 pm, 1:15, 2:15, weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK, Lock-port, N. Y. 485 also. 1,500 mi Norton
Labs.
Tues, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WMAL, Trenton, N. J. 100 mi. Trenton Hdwe. Co.
Mon, Thur. 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WMAM, Beaumont, Tex. Beaumont Kadio Equipment
CoWT.rAN, Columbus, 0. 50 mi. First Baptist Church.
Sun..
tral. 10:30-12 m., 7:30-9 pm, church services. CenWMAP, Easton, Pa. 400 ml. Utility Battery Service
Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, 6-6:45. Wed. 8-9:55
pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ. Chicago, HI. 1,500 ml The Chicago Daily
News (Fair Department Store). Daily ex Mon, 4:355 Tjm, 9:15-10. Wed. Fri, Sat, 7-7:30 pm. Tues,
Thura. 7-8 pm.
Central.
WIYJAR, Waterloo, Iowa. Waterloo Electrical Supply
r?o
Schedule not established.
WMAT, Dulutu, Minn.
485 also.
500 ml. Paramount

State, City, Call
Louisiana:
New
Orleans. WAAB,
WAAC, WCAG, WGV,
WIAF, WWL
WGAQ
Shreveport,
KFDX,
Maine:
Bangor, WPAY
Houlton, WLAN
Maryland:
Baltimore, WCAO, WEAR,
WKC,
WNAY
Frostburg, WPAQ
Massachusetts:
Boston,
WFAU,
WNAC WAAJ.
Dartmouth, WMAF
Lowell, WQAS
Medford Hillside. WGI
New Bedford, WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester,
WCN,
WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Bay City, WTP
Dearborn, WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX, WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Escanaba, WRAK
Flint, WEAA
Kalamazoo, WOAP, WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Laurium, WPAV
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WIAW
Minnesota:
Duluth, WJAP, WMAT
Hutchinson, WFAN
Minneapolis, KFDZ,
WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG, WLB, WRAH
Moorhead, WPAU
Northfield, WCAL
St. Cloud, WFAM
St. Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler, WNAR
Cameron, WFAQ
Cape Girardeau, WSAB
Columbia. WAAN
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson City, WOS
Joplin, WHAH
Kansas City, WDAF,
WHB, WMAJ, WOQ
Marshall, WJAT
Moberly, KFFP
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, WEAK
St. Louis,
KFEZ,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WEW,
WMAY, WRAO
Springfield, WIAI, WKAS,
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana :
Billings, KFCH
Bozeman, KFDO
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls, KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont, WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Lincoln, KFDU, WFAV,
WGAT, WJAB, WKAC,
WMAH,
WQAP,
WSAS
Norfolk, WJAG

Radio Corp. Dally ex Sun, 11:20 am, 4:20 pm.
weather; 6:15-7:30 pm, markets. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WMAV.
Auburn.
Ala.
Ala. Polytechnic Inst.
WMAW, Wahpeton, N. D. M mi. Wahpeton Elec.
Co. Daily, 7-7:30 pm, music, 6ports, news. Central.
Co.
WMAX,
Ann Arbor, Mich. K. & K. Radio Supply

State, City, Call
Oak, KFEQ
Omaha,
KFCZ,
WAAW,
WIAK, WNAL, WOAW,
WOU, WOV
Rushville, WEAV
Tecumseh,
WTAU
University
Place, WCAJ
York, KFDR
Nevada:
Reno, KDZK
Sparks, KFFR
NEW
HAMPSHIRE:
Laconia,
WKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR
Camden. WRP
Jersey City, WNO
Moorestown, WBAF
Newark, WAAM,
WBS,
WJZ,
WOR
N. Plainfield, WEAM
Ocean City, WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Trenton, WMAL, WOAX
New Mexico:
Roswell, KNJ
State College, KOB
New
York:
Albany,
WNJ
Amsterdam,
WPAS
Binghamton. WIAV
Buffalo, WGR, WWT
Canton, WCAD
Cazenovia, WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
Newburgh, WCAB
New York, KDOW, WBAY,
WDT,
WEAF,
WJX,
WLAW,
WSAP
Poughkeepsie,
WPAF
Rochester, WHAM
Ridgewood, WHN
Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse,
WDAI,
WFAB,
WLAH, WNAN
Tarry town, WRW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica, WSL
Waterford, WFAG
North Carolina:
Asheville, WFAJ
Charlotte, WBT
Greensboro, WQAZ
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo,
WPAK
Grand WDAY.
Forks, WOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton, WMAW
Ohio:
Canton, WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG,
WIZ, WLW,
WMH, WSAI
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV, WCAH.
WEAO, WMAN,
WPAL,
WWAJ
Dayton, WA1, WJAJ
Fairfield, WL2
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WBAU, WHK
Lebanon, WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta, WBAW
Sandusky, WQAF
Springfield, WJAK
WNAP
Stockdale,
Warren, WLAZ
Washington C. O., WGAX
Wooster, WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore, WOAA

State, City, Call
Norman, WNAD
Okemah, WKAK
Oklahoma City, WKY,
WMAB
Okmulgee, WPAC
Tulsa, WEH, WGAF,
WLAL
Oregon:
Arlington, KFGL
Baker, KFDA
Corvallis, KFDJ
Eugene, KFAT
Hillsboro,
KFFO
Hood
River, KFBH
KFHB, KQP
Marshfield,
Medford,
KFAY
Pendleton, KFFE
Portland,
KDYQ,
KFEC,
KFIF,
KQY KGG, KGN, KGW,
Salem, KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona,
WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton, WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Johnstown, WTAC
Lancaster, WGAL
McKeesport, WIK
Parkesburg,
WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU,
WDAR,
WFI, WGL,
WIP, WNAT,
WOO,
WWAD
Pittsburgh,
KDKA,
KQV,
WCAE, WJAS
Scranton, WQAN,
WRAY
State College, WPAB
Villanova, WCAM
Wilkes-Barre,
WBAX,
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston, WKAP
Edgewood, WEAG
Providence,
WEAN,
WJAR, WRAH
South Carolina:
Charleston, WFAZ,
WNAQ, College,
WOAH WSAC
Clemson
Greenville, WQAV
Orangeburg, WGAM
South Dakota:
Brookings, KFDY
Rapid City, WCAT
Sioux
Falls, WFAT
Vermillion,
WEAJ
Tennessee:
Knoxville, WNAV
Lawrenceburg. WOAN
Memphis,
WKN,
WMC
Texas:
Abelene, WQAQ
Amarillo, WDAG, WRAU
Austin, WCM, WNAS
Beaumont, WMAM
College Station, WTAW
WRR
Dallas,
WDAO,
WFAA,
El Paso, WDAH, WPAT
Fort Worth. WBAP, WPA
Galveston,
WHAB,
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK.
WEAY,
WEV, WRAA, WSAV
Laredo, WW AX
Orange,
WKAL
Plainview,
WSAT
Port Arthur, WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, DM7,
WCAR, WOAI
Stanford. WOAZ
Tyler, WOAF

Inc.
Daily ex Sun,
16-10:15
am, market
reports.
, Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO.
HudsonJersey
Co., City.
N. J. N. J. Wireless Telephone .Co of
WOAA.
Ardmore.
Okla.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks, No. Dak. 50 mi 485 also. Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am. 2-2:30 pm. entertainment,
reports.
Sun.
3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WOAC. Lima, O. Maus Radio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, la. Friday Battery & Elec. Co.
WOAE.
Fremont,
Nebr.
Medland
College.
WOAF, Tyler. Tex. 485 also. 50 mi. The Tyler Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m, weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15, U. S. Navy
tral.
press. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service. CenWOAG, Belvidere, HI
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 200 ml Palmetto Radio
Corp. Mon. Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1 am, music.
Eastern.

WMAY, St. Louis, Mo. 1,000 ml. Kingshlghway
Presbyterian Church. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm. Tues, 7-8
pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily
ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30, music. Tues,
Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am. chapel. Eastern.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. 400, 485 only. 2.000 mi. The
Commercial AppeaL Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12 m,
3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert; 8,
music. Wed night silent. Tues, Fri, 11 pm. Midnight Frolic. Central.
WMH, Cincinnati. O. Precision Equipment Co. TemWOAI, San Antonio, Tex. 485 also. 1,800 ml
porarily discontinued.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.) Daily
WMU. Washington, D. C. 100 mi. Doubleday-Hill
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm. 3, 6, news, markets.
Elec. Co. Daily. 4:30 pm. concert, sports. Thurs,
8.9. concert.
Eastern.
Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm, concert. Thurs, 7:30-8:30
pm. concert.
Central.
WNAB, Bowling Green, Ky. 500 ml R. D. Nichols.
OAJ, Parsons, Kans. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Thurs
WO;
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7:30-9, music. Central.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 200 mi. Shepard Stores. Dally
7-8 pm,
music,
lectures,
news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm. Sermon,
music,
news.
Central
ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Tues, Thur, 7-8:30
Frankfort. Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
pm. Wed, Sat. 9:30-11 pm, Fri, 8-9:30 pm. Sun, WOAK,
WOAL, Webster Groves, Mo. 300 ml W. E. Woods
11-12 am, 2:30-4, pm, 6:30-8:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central.
WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 1,000 mi. James D.
WNAD, Norman. Okla. 200 mi. Okla. Radio EngineerVaughan.
Daily, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
ing Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-8:15 pm, news. CenWOAO, Mishawaka, Ind.
200 mi.
Lyradion Mfg Co.
tral.
Kalamazoo College.
WNAK, Manhattan, Kans. Manhattan Radio Supply WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich.
WOAQ, Portsmouth, Va.
Portsmouth Kiwanis Club.
Co.
WOAR. Kenosha,
Wis.
H. P. Lundskow.
WNAL.
Omaha, Neb.
B, f. Rockwell.
WNAM, Evansville, Ind. 200 ml. 485 also. Ideal. -WOAS, Middletown. Conn. 100 mi. Bailey's Radio
Shop. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-6 pm, music. Sat, 9-12
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat. 10-11 am,
pm, dance music.
Eastern.
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
WOAT.
Wilmington, Del.
Boyd Marten Hamp.
3-4 pm, music.
Central.
Evansville, Ind.
Sowder
Bowling
Piano Co.
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. 1,000 mi. Syracuse Radio WOAU,
Tel. Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm, concert,
WOAV, Erie. Pa. 600 mi. Penna. Nat'l Guard. Tues.
Thurs, 8:30-10 pm, music. Fri, 10 pm, sports. Sun,
agriograms.
etc. Eastern.
7:45 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAQ. Charleston, S. C. Charleston Radio Elec. Co.
WOAW,
Omaha,
Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WNAP,
Springfield. O. 200 mi.
Wittenberg College.
WOAX.
Trenton.schedule.
N. J. 342 only. 300 ml F. J. Wolff.
WNAR.
Butler, Mo.
C. C. Rhodes.
Intermittent
WNAS,
man). Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin StatesWOAZ,
Stanford, Tex.
Peniek Hughes Co.
WNAT, Philadelphia, Pa. 500 ml Lennig Bros. Co. WOC. Davenport, la. 400 and- 485 only. 1,000 ml Palmer School of Chiropractic. Daily ex Sun, Tues.
Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1 pm. Wed, Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun. 2:30 pm. 4:30, church services.
Eastern.
night, 10:55 am, time; 11. weather: 12 m, chimes;
2 pm, markets; 3:30, talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed;
WNAV,
Knoxville. Tenn.
People's Tel. & Telg. Co.
6:30, sports; 7. concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe, Va.
Henry Kunzmann.
9:30 pm, concert. Sat only. Sun, 9 am, chimes; 1:45
WNAX, Yankton.
S. D. Dakota Radio Apparatus Co.
tral.
pm, 6, concert; 7, church services; 8, concert. CenWNAY,
Baltimore.
Md.
Shipowners
Radio Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. ~i. 60 mi.
Shotton Radio Mfg. Co..

State, City, Call
Waco,
WWACWJAD, WLAJ,
Wichita Falls, WKAF
Utah:
Ogden,
KFCP City,
Salt
KDYL,
KZN Lake
Vermont:
Bellows Falls, WLAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia :
Arlington, NAA
Blacksburg, WEAE
Fortress
Monroe,
Portsmouth,
WOAQWNAW
Westhampton,
WQAT
Washington:
Aberdeen,
KNT
Bellingham, KDZR
Everett, KDZZ, KFBL
Lacey, KGY
Mt. Vernon, KFGF
Neah Bay, KFHH
Pullman, KFAE
Seattle.
KDZT,
KTW KDZE,
KFHR,
KHQ,
KJR,
Spokane, BE1,
KFDC,KFBG,
KFZ
Tacoma,
KFEJ,
KGB,
KMO
Walla Walla. KFCF
Wenatchee. KDZI, KZV
Yakima, KFV
West Virginia:
Clarksburg, WHAK
Morgantown, WHD
Wisconsin:
Beloit, WKAW
Kenosha, WOAR
Madison, WGAY, WHA
Milwaukee,
WAAK,
WCAY,
WHAD. WIAO
Neenah, WIAJ
St. Croix Falls, WRAL
Superior, WFAC
Waupaca, WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper, KFCQ. KFDF
Douglas, KFEV
Laramie,
KFBU
KYQ
Alaska:
Fairbanks, WLAY
Hawaii:
Honolulu, KDYX, KGU,
Porto Rico:
Ensenada, WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada ;
Calgary,
CHBC,
CFAC,
CFCN, CJCY
Edmonton, CJCA
Fort Frances, CFPC
Halifax,
Hamilton, CFCE,
CKOC CJCS
Iroquois Falls,
London,
CFCX,
CJGC. CKQC

CFCH
CHCS,

Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX,
CHYC, CJBC, CKAC
Nelson, C.TCB
Ottawa, CHXC,
OA
Regina, CKCK
St. John, CJCI, CKCR
Toronto, CFCA.
CFTC.
CHCB,
CHVC,
CJCD,
CJCH,
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE, CKCZ, CKKC
Vancouver.
CFCB,
CFYC,
CHCA,
CJCE
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CKCB,
CKZC, CJNC
Havana,
Cuba:

PWX

WOI, Ames, la. 485 also. 200 mi. Iowa State College.
Daily ex Central.
Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30, music,
weather.
Ark. Light
WOK. Pine Bluff, Ark. 485 also. 500 ml
& Power Co. Tues. Fri, 9-10 pm. concert,
m, 7:30 pm, church services.
CentraL
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 400 only. 500 ml.
Wanamaker. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, organ
Sun,recital;
11-12
11:30, weather; 12 m, time; 4^45 pm, organ recital;
9:55, time; 10:02, weather. Mon, Thurs, 7:50 John
pm,
concert.
Eastern.
WOQ. Kansas City, Mo. 485 also. 1,000 ml Western
Kadio Co. Mon, Tue. Wed. Thur, 9:45 am, 10:55.
11:30, 12:30 T>m, 2, 7:30. time signals, reports, etc.
Fri, 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Sun, 7 pm. concert.
WOR, Newark, N. J. 400 only. 2,000 ml L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30,
music, talks.
ment. Eastern.Tues, Fri, 8-11 pm, music, entertainWOS, Jefferson City, Mo. 485 also. 1,500 ml Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Dally ex Sun, first
15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm, markets.
Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOV.
Omaha. Neb.
R. B. Howell.
WOU, Omaha, Neb.
Metropolitan Utilities Dlst.
WPA, Ft. Worth, Tex. 485 also. 1,000 ml. Fort
Worth Record. Dally ex Sun, 10:58-11 am. 11:30-12
m, 1:30-2 pm, 2:30-3, 6-6:30. Daily ex Sun, Mon,
Wed, 8:30-9:30 pm, 10-10:05. Mon, 11-12 mid.
Sun, 3-3:30
Central.
WPAA,
Waco. pm,
Neb. 9-9:30.
Anderson
& Webster Elec. Co.
WPAB.
State College, Pa,
Pa. State College.
WPAC.
Okmulgee,
Okla.
Donaldson Radio Co.
WPAD, Chicago, 111. 500 mi. W. A. Wieboldt & Co.
Dally ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 6:30-7 pm, music.
Wed, Fri, 10-11 pm.
Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm.
Central.
WPAF, Independence,
Council Bluffs. Mo.la. Central
Peterson's
Radio
WPAG,
Radio
Co..Co.Inc.
WPAH, Waupaca, Wis. 485 only. 3,000 ml. Wisconsin Dept. of Markets. Daily ex Sun. S :30 am,
9:30, 10:30, 11:30, 3 pm, 5, markets, weather, news,
etc.
Central.
WPAJ.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Doolittle Radio
Corp.
lege. Fargo, N. D. North Dakota Agricultural ColWPAK,
WPAL,

Columbus, O. Superior Radio & Tel. Equip.

WPAM, Topeka, Kans.
Awerbach & GuetteL
WPAP,
Winchester,
Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips.
WPAQ, Frostburg, Md. General Sales & Engineering
Co.
Co.
schedule.
WPAR,
Beloit, Kan. 50 ml. R. A. Ward. No definite
WPAS,
WPAT,

Amsterdam. N. Y. J. & M. Electric Co.
El Paso,
Tex.
SaintonPatrick's
Cathedral.
(Continued
page 9)
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WPAU.
Hoarhead, Minn.
Cttncordta College.
WPAV.
L«urlum,
Mich
Tinettl & Sons.
WPAW, Wumlniton, r>.l. BO mi. Ttu- Radio InstallnUon Ov
P»Hv e\ Sun. 4-6:30 pm. musk-, code ln■troelian.
Wed, 8-M:S0 pm. music.
Eutarn.
WPAX.
Xbonuitln*.
G«.
-"• mi
S-W
Radio Co.
Dally ex Sun. 5-li pm. roads, weather, stocks, music
Men'. eodaa,
Wed.
Krl.
pm. music. S:30 Sat.pm-9:S0,
10-11
am.
Sun. 8:30-9:30
11:30 UD-11:30,
church service.
Eastern.
WPAY.
Buuor.
Me.
Bangor Radio I.ab.
WPAZ. Charleston. W. Va.
Dr. John R. Koch,
wpu.
Km
Lebanon, O. IS
! ml. Xushawg
Poultry Firm.
Dally u sun. 18-13:15 pm. nana, 8in. markets
Xlon. Frl. 8-9:45 pm. music, farm
program.
Central.
WPI, Clearfl.ld. Pa. Elec. Supply Co.
pm. news.
Mon. 8 pm. concertEastern.
WPM. Washington. D. C. 200 ml. Thos. J. Wllllama.
Inc. (Washington Dally News.)
Daily ei Sun. 12:30
Sn, news.
HDD, S pm, concert.
Eastern.
AA. 1'arkcstmrg. Pa.
1.500 mi. Horace A. Beale.
Jr
Dally. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB. Bprincfleld, Mo. Southwest Missouri State
TeaetMia r
WQAC. Amarlllo. Tei.
200 ml.
E. B. Glsh.
WCAO. W'.inrtmrv. Conn. 310 only. 30 mi. The
Whltjll Elec Co. Mon. Wed. Frl. 6:30-7:45 pm.
music. Roy Scout news. Wed. S:30-9:30 pm. concert. Eastern.
WQAF.
Sandusky.
O.
Sandusky Register.
WQAH.
Lexington. Ky. Brock-Anderson Elect Eng.
< o.
WQAJ,
Ann Arbor. Mich.
Ann Arbor Times News.
WQAK.
Dubuque, la. ApDel-Hlgley Elec Co.
WQAL.
Mattoon.
111. 100 mi.
Coles County Tel. &
Telg. ral.Co.
Tues, Thurs. 9-11 pm, music, lectures,
WQAM. Miami. Fla. 500 ml. Electrical Equip. Co.
Dallv ex Sun. o: 15-5:45 pm. news, stocks, weather:
7:30-9 pm. music.
Sun. 9-11 pm. music.
Eastern.
WQAO. New York City. X. Y. 300 mi. Calvary Baptist Church. Sun. 11:15-12:15 am. S:30-9:30 pm.
church services.
Eastern.
WQAP,
Lincoln. Nebr.
Am. Radio Co.
WQAR. Muncie. Ind.
Press Pub. Co.
WQAT. Richmond, Va. 200 ml. Radio Equipment
Corp. Daily ex Sun. 2-5:15 pm. music. Sun. 3-5.
Eastern.
_ ,
_ ,
_
WQAS. Lowell. Mass. 50 mi. Prince-Walter Co.
Dally ex Sun. 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm. music. Mon.
Wed. Frl. 6-7 pm. news, concert. Thurs. silent.
Eastern.
, _
. _
WQAV. Greenville. S. C. 75 mi. Huntington & Guerry,
Inc. Tues. Thurs. 7:30-8:30 pm, music Sat, 7:30-8
pm. music.
Eastern.
/
WQAW. Washington. D. C. Catholic University of
America.
,
WQA2. Greensboro. N. C. Greensboro Daily News.
WQAX. Peoria. 111. Radio Equipment Co.
WP.AA. Houston. Tex. 400 mi. Rice Institute. Mbn,
S-9 pm. concert, college activities. Sun, 4:30 pm.
extension lectures.
Central.
.
WRAB. Savannah. Ga. Savannah Board of Public Education. ......
WRAC.
Mavville. N. D.
State Normal School.
WRAD,
Marion. Kaus.
Taylor Radio Shop.
WRAF. Winter
struction Co. Park. Fla. Winter Park Electric ConWRAH.
Providence. R. I. Stanley N. Bead.
WRAK. Escanaba. Mich. Economy Light Co.
WRAL. St. Croix Falls. Wis. Northern States Power
Co.
WRAM. Galesburg, 111. 200 ml. Lombard College.
Wed. 7:30-9 pm. college activities, announcements.
Schedule
irregular.
Central.
WRAN. Waterloo. la. 100 mi. Black Hawk Electrical Co. Dally ex Sun, 5 pm, 5:30, concert, news.
Mon. Fri. 8:30-9:15 pm, concert. Sun, 11:15. church
services.
Central.
_
WRAR, David City. Nebr. 100 mi. Jacob C. Thomas.
Tues. Fri. 7-9 pm.
Central.
WRAS.
McLeansboro, 111. Radio Supply Co.
WRAU, Amarillo. Tex. 50 mi. Amarillo Daily News.
Tues. Thurs. 7:30-S:30 pm, music.
Central.
WRAV, Yellow Spring. O. Antioch College.
WRAY. Scranton. Pa. 4S5 also. 100 mi. Badio Sales
Corp. Dally ex Sun, 11 am, music: 12 m. reports: 3:30-5:30 pm. reports, music; 7. bedtime
■itories. music. Wed. 8:15-9:45 pm, music. Sat,
8:15, 10:30 pm, music
Sun. 4 pm. chapel.
EastWRK. Hamilton. O. 1.000 mi. Doron Bros. Elec. Co.
Tues. Thur, 9-10:30 pm. music, lecture. Sun, 10:30
am. church service.
Central.
WRL.
Schenectady. N. Y. Union College Baoio Club.
WRM, Urbana, El 300 mi. Univ. of Dl Mon, Thurs.
8:30-S:50
pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news, talks, music. CentraL
WRP. Camden. N. J. 250 mi. Federal Inst, of Badio
Telg. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 10-10:45 pm, music, news,
agriograms.
Eastern.
_
•
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 485 also. 200 nn. City ef Dallas.
Dailv ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. weather; 3-3:30, sports,
markets, news: 7-7:15. police news; 8-8:30, music.
Sun. 11 am. church service; 7-8 pm, police news,
church service. Central.
WRW. Tarn-town. N. Y. 1,000 mi. Tarrytown Radio
& Research Laboratory. Mon, Thur. Sat. 6:15-7 pm.
7:30-8:30. 10:30-12 pm.
Sun. 1-3 pm.
Eastern.
WSAA, Marietta. O. 50 mi. B. S. Sprague Elec. Co.
Wed. 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB. Cape Girardeau, Mo. Southeast Mo. State
Teachers College.
. ^ ,
WSAC. Clemson College. S. C. Clemson Ago. College.
WSAH, Chicago. HI. A. G. Leonard, Jr.
WSAI. Cincinnati. O. United States Playing Card Co.
WSAJ, Grove City. Pa. 700 mi. Grove City College.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL, Brookville, Ind.
Franklin Elec. Co.
WSAP.
York.Nebr.
N. Y. 485Seventh
WSAS. \'ew
Lincoln,
also. Day
700 Adventist
mi. Nebr.Church.
Dept.
of Agri. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun. 10 am. 11. 12:20
pm. 2, reports.
Central.
WSAV. Houston. Tex. Clifford W. Tick. Temporarily
discontinued.
WSB, Atlanta. Ga. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi. Atlanta Journal. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm. music; 2:30,
reports; 4-4:45 pm. music, reports; 5-6 pm, 7-8,
10:45-12 music. Sun, 10:54 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9,
church services.
Central.
WSL, Utlca. N. Y. 500 mi. J. & M Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30 pm, 3-3:30. 4-4:30,
5-5:30, music, news. Mon. Wed, 8-9 pm. Sat. 1111:30 am, 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun, 10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSN, Norfolk, Va. 100 ml. Shipowners Radio Service
Inc. Mon. Wed. Sat. 8:15-9:30 pm, concert. Eastern.
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. 2,000 ml. Alabama Power
Co- Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 3 pm, 3:30. news,
weather. Mon. Wed. Fri. 8 pm, music. Tues. Thurs,
5 pm. entertainment. Sun. 11 am, 7:30 pm. church
services.
Central.
WTAC. Johnston, Pa.
Penn Traffic Co.
WTAU. Tecumseh, Neb.
Buegy Battery & Elec Co.

AERIOLA

SR.

STYLE

TUNER

Reviews of Books
Home Badio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verill, This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
Know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
lull page
illustrations and diagrams.
Price.
75c.
Getting- Acquainted With Radio Receivers. By Paul Godley. Describes the
necessary parts. How to put an aerial,
tuning, regeneration, loud speakers, dry
cell tubes, connecting the receiver, operation, faults and their remedies.
Price, 25c.
Radio Simplified. By Kendall and Koehler. New developments of Radio described
in non-technical terms. The latest and
most efficient hook-ups. Tells about
vacuum tube, loose couplers, variocouplers, variometers and everything necessary for those who aim to get the best
results in building or operating a Radio
outfit. Price, $ 1.00.
Amateur Radio Call Book. In this book
there will be found a complete list of all
amateur, special amateur and Radiophone
broadcasting stations. Just the book to
have near you when listening in on stations and new call letters are heard. There
is a large two-color map included, also
how to construct and operate a honeycomb
coil set, detector and two stage amplifier.
Price, $1.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Forstage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
WTAW. College Station. Tex. 200 mL Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Tex. Wed, Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm.
addresses. Sun, 11 am, 4 pm, 7, church services.
Central.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 4S6 only. 75 mi. Han. State
Agri. College. Daily ex Sun, 9:SE am. weather (code).
Central.
WTP, Bay City, Mich. 75 mi. Ba-Do Corp. Mon,
Wed,
1:30-2 pm, reports, news; 6:30-7:30 pm,
concert. Fri.Central.
WWAC, Waco, Tex. 485 also. 1,500 ml. Sanger Bros.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am. weather; 1:30 pm. entertainment. Wed, Sat. 8 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
WWAD,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Wright & Wright, Inc.
WWAJ. Columbus. O.
Columbus Radio Club.
WWAX, Laredo. Tex. 150 mi. Wormser Bros. Dally
ex Sun, Central.
4:30-5:30 pm. music. Mon. Sat, 8-9 pm,
music.
WWAY,
Chicago. HI. Marigold Gardens.
WWB. Canton, O. 300 mi. Daily News Printing Co.
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WWI. Dearborn, Mich. 200 mi. Ford Motor Co. Wed.
10-11 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ. Detroit, Mich. 400, 485 only. 1,500 mi. Evening News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:45 am, household
hints: 9:45-10:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30 am,
weather; 11:55-12, time; 12:05-12:45 pm, music;
3-3:30. music; 3:30-3:35, weather; 3:35-4:15. markets: 5-6, markets; 7-10, entertainment. Sun, April
15, and every other week, 11 am, 5:30 pm. church
services. Sun, fill in weeks, 2 pm, concert; 7:30,
church services.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans. La.
Loyola Univ.
WWT,
Buffalo. N. T.
200 mi.
McCarthy
Bros. &
Ford.
Daily 3-4:30 pm, 7:30-9:30.
Eastern.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list. The
first part will appear again next week.)

I WD 12 Tubes
\

$6.50 \

The same as WD 11 with Standard base.

\ UV 199
Tubes
Consumes
only .06 of
I UV 199 Sockets
) UV 199 Adapters

an

j
Also WD 11 and 201 A Tubes
J Special Prices to Dealers on All

} ENGINEERING
• 832 Windsor

SERVICE

Avenue

In Stock.
Badio Parts.

\
(

BUREAU

}

Chicago, 111.

Radio

Largest
in
Radio
Store

I

A knock-down aerial. All
parts perfect and made
to fit properly. Results
guaranteed.
Canminutes.
be assembled in 10
Loop aerials of this kind
never sold for less than
$5.
tory. We manufacture and
sell right from our fac-

ter SetGrand $250
RitCrystal
The best set for beginners or others desiring
a real good set for little
money. Tunes up _ to
600 meters; can receive
up to 50 miles radius
under normal conditions. Has received
10070 ratings from technical depts. of many
publications. Call and
see the crystal set and
loop aerial working.
Mail orders filled.

RITTER
DEALERS

RADIO

Store
America

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
WR-21 DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER TUBES
4 VOLT FILAMENT. 7 AMPERE.
FORMALLY
FITS WD-11 SOCKET, OR STANDARD SOCKET

WR-21
WR-21

DETECTOR
AMPLIFIER

THESE

TUBES WILL OPERATE

EQUIPPED IN AERIOLA
WITH ADAPTOR.

GRANDS.

.,

ON 6 VOLT STORAGE

BATTERY

Complete Parts for Ultra Audion Circuit (w^EA)

$3.95
4.25

$1L90

FREUND'S WONDER CIRCUIT
$13.20
COMPLETE PARTS FOR REINARTZ SETS
COMPLETE PARTS FOR 2 STEP AMPLIFIER . . $12.45
$11.45
WD-12

TUBES

,

The Genuine WD-11

ADAPTORS

$6.50

Tube Equipped with Standard

FOR WD-11

Moulded Variometers
180° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord
Radio Corporation of America

New

AND

WR-21 TUBES

50c

Master Baldwin Type C. Head Sets. ...$6.95
Brandes
Superior
Headset
$5.75
Antenella
Aerial
Plug
$1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
$3.45
2
Coil
Honeycomb
Mounting
$2.60
75c
WD-11 Bakebte Sockets
50c
Barchass
Coils
$1.95
$1.35
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
$3.95
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers. $2.95
and Improved Radiotron Tube.
/nx>
^sv

UV-199
Operates on 3 Volts D2mP°imearnd
(2 Dry Cells); TUBE
Consumes J)6
Sensitiveness and Loudness

Base to Fit Standard Socket

$3.45
$3.45
$1.95
$1.75

as UV-201.

(1/16) Ampere.

Same

$6.50

Characteristics for

Socket for UV-199 Tube

75c

Complete Parts for Knocked Down Receiving Set $17.95
COMPLETE PARTS FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT $12.45
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
$4.30
$3.70
S3.30
$3.10
$2.70
$7.00
$6.50
$6.C0

Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,

PARTS

43
23
11
5
3
43
23
11

Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate
Plate
Plate

now
now
now
now
now
Vernier Variable Condenser.
Vernier Variable Condenser.
Vernier Variable Condenser

.$1.75
.$1.45
.$1.35
.$1.25
.$3.45
.$1.15
.$3.95

FOR SINGLE TUBE REFLEX

SET

as listed in Radio Digest
Radiotron

UV-201-A

..

Tubes,

6 Volt Filament,

.25 04

$2.95
) Ampere.

Operates on Formerly
6 Volt Storage
or 4 Dry Cells
in Series
00
for $9.
Sold Battery

.«fi

Cft

$27.65
*f>\J»*J\*

U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS (Aviation Type 194-W)
WESTERN ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet
goes with each set!
These Eire the only phones to pass the Government specifications for
sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special at
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C" Loud Speaking Units.
Special

<t"Q QE
«p«7.«7d
&A CC
JPH.OO

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65
MAGNAV0X, LOUD SPEAKERS, Type R3
JACKS

Ritter Loop Aerial $1

in
Largest
Radio

BUY HERE FOR LESS

America

j

$6.50 r
ampere.
$0.75 )
$1.25 5

UNIT

Green silk on Bakellte Tubes with diagram. $5.65.
REINARTZ
ULTRA C1R.
SET PARTS,
$29.90
llira Reinartz Tuner Unit & Diag.. $5.95. wound to
the specifications of March 24 Radio Digest. Ruby
Mica-Copper-Bakelite mounted Condensers N. P. binding posts. .00015. 50c; .0015. 60c; .0025. 70c. Reinartz
coil Doub. green silk-Bakelite Spider, $1.65; Reinartz
plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable). $1.70. Complete
set Reinartz tuner and detector parts, $10.95. Tuner,
Det. and 2 Stage, $18.90. Two stage outfit, $8.95.
GOVT RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES
New Signal Corps Edison 3 cell type BB-4. $4.50; Single Cells for W. D.-ll tubes. $1.50: 60 A. H. for
W. D.-ll tubes. $5.25: 6 Volts Edison, $7.75; Edison
"B" battery single elements. 4c ea. ; double, lDc.
HI-POWER AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Best! Loudest! No bum-outs. $2.65 with 6pecial
diagram.
GENUINE
PEANUT
TUBES
Wonderful
Det.
and Amplifier.
Smallest tube made
(aeroplane style). 1 V., Vi amp.. W dla. x 214"
long.
FLEWELLING
.006 COND'RS
& PARTS
.006 Bakelite-Ruby Mica-Copper Calibrated Cond., 85c.
Spider coils, green silk on Bakelite. $1.75 ea.
NEW SPECIALS
30 OHM BHEO. for 2C1-A or W. D.-ll tubes, $1.00.
Variable grid leaks, 1/10 to 5 Megohms, 75c. HIPOWER LOUD
BALDWINPHONES,
$10.90. SPEAKER
Variable grid.AND
Cond.,PR.
.00025
or .0005
max.. 45c Vernier Attachment for any Var. Condenser, 95c. Armstrong Super. New 3 tube outfit
Owner sacrificing.
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND.

DIGEST

Pacer.t Single
Pacent Double
Federal Single
Control
Federal Double
Control

Circuit
Circuit
Circuit Filament

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

.35

Circuit Filament

SO

HONEYCOMB
1,500
1,250
1,000
750
250

$0.35
.50

COIL
,'

Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3J4 Inch
Grewol
Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire, 100 ft

$1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
.75
45c
50c
25c
$1.65
$2.45
35c

150
100
75
50
35

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns

$0.60
50

$27.454040

CABINETS

MAHOGANY
6x5^"
6x7?^"
6x14"
6x16'/^"
6x22"
9x12^"
SxlOVi"

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

6"
6"
6"
6"
6"
7"
5K"

AND

40

WALNUT

deep
deep
deep
deep
deep
deep
deep

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2.95

Spaghetti
Tubing, yard
Lightning
Arresters
2-Slide Tuning
Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Anti-Capacity
Switches
Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers,
now
at

10c
95c
$1.95
25c
$1.50
$2.65
45c

Formica Panel, H" thick, black or brown, square inch . . l>^c
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us
Mail orders receive immediate attention

BUY HERE FOR LESS

CORP.

230 Canal Street
New York City
WRITE
FOR
DETAILS

CHICAGO
STOCK

SALVAGE
STORE

509 South State Street

Chicago, Illinois
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Two Circuit Sets Best
When Making a Set Make a Good One
IT IS just as easy for the amateur, -working from a diagram if necessary, to build a two-circuit set and be
assured -when he finishes the job that he has something
that will give him long distant reception. Let us stick
to the hook-ups that get the most of Radio impulses to the
receiver rather than urging or even suggesting something
that is far inferior in performance under slightly unfavorable conditions.
Hook-ups, diagammatically, at least, are the cheapest
part of the set and the parts required for a two-eireuit
hook-up are little more than that for a single-circuit set,
all things considered.
It is quite necessary to guard against capacity effect in
the single circuit, much more than in the two-circuit set,
therefore the former is much harder to handle, and there
is more internal and external capacity effects that are
going to interfere and selectivity is not, it is generally conceded, as easily obtained as with the two-circuit set.
There is rarely a week free from complaint from single
circuit users about interference. The logical means to an
end is to build a two-circuit set or if you have a single
circuit change to a two-circuit.

World's News by Air

Great Demand for Information Is Now Supplied
DEMAND
for information is being satisfied by Eadio.
That this demand is greater than it has ever been in
the history of mankind is attested to by librarians, who
point to the large number of scientific works being read
today. It is part of the great progress made in scientific
development in the last quarter century.
Eadio has not been in the least progressive in this development. In fact, with the development of Eadio, all
other sciences are being aided. For Eadio is being used
as a means by which knowledge of the other sciences is
being spread.
Tune m on any broadcasting station and you will just
as likely hear a lecture on the fundamental principles of
the Einstein theory as you will on the latest developments
in. the cure of cancer. Universities throughout the United
States have enrolled their faculties toward the dissemination of information under their auspices. Eegular courses
in certain subjects are being broadcast, and more are
being planned.
Concerts are giving Eadio listeners a wider knowledge
and greateT appreciation of music. Plays, classic and
modern, also help advance the education of the public
by Eadio. Health lectures are regular events for Badiophans. So are lectures on child care, and on various other
topics now and then are broadcasted.

Growth of the Industry
Almost Three Million Fans Now Have Sets
OLD
established manufacturers of Eadio apparatus
of a year ago were wondering how they would dispose of their stock. Many dealers were just making a
bare living at selling Eadio apparatus. Just about three
hundred thousand Eadio amateurs scattered throughout
the United States constituted the field for sales of Eadio
goods and apparatus.
Since then a great change has taken place. Old apparatus, instruments manufactured under patents fifteen
years old, ordinary double slide coil crystal sets were
becoming immediately popular. Now there aTe more
than six hundred incorporated manufacturers of Eadio
apparatus in the United States. It is impossible to estimate the number of dealers. There are almost three million fans who have bought and installed Eadio receiving
sets.
These sets receive music and other broadcast matter
from some five hundred or more broadcasting stations
located in every state in the Union. Every state but one
has one or more stations, and some have as many as
twenty.
With the establishment of more solid Eadio regulations, with the advent of fair competition and intelligent
manufacture of Radio apparatus of good design Eadio
will still grow.
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GEE! THIS ISA SWELLEVENING FOR AWALK

INDI-GEST

5, 1023

RADIO SUPPLIES! WONDER
WHATSON THE AIR.
TO-NITE?

we arccolumn?
in our new'
us over
in Here
the center
Thathome!
is whatHowwe do
wantyou tolike
know.
Do
you Radioknuts want a whole column of Indigest or do you
like it better at we were? It will all depend on your nay so
ichethcr or not we stay here or move back to the right hand
column under Al Brown. Personally we like it better here
but ice hare it up to you, so write in and tell us what you
think of it. — Indi.

INDIGEST SCOOPS WORLD ON
STEBBINS' DEGENERATIVE

SET

BULLETIN
Squedunk, Minn. — In an interview with Indigest
Stebbinsthesays,
if it hold
ain'tonto
the they
dad circuits.
blamest
shame
way "Gol
most darn,
inventors
I intend to give the Sooper Degenerative to everybuddy
that's got the nerve to use it."
By Slatherty Simpson
Armstrong, Logwood and Flewelling — and now comes
Stebbins. The Radio Indigest has scooped the Radio
world on one of the most deficient sets ever invented.
It is with pride that we announce the series of articles
"written exclusive
for and
INDIGEST"
by Lem
Stebbins,
inventor,
postmaster,
constabule.
of Squedunk,

GOSH?
SOME

BET
GOOD

I HISSED
PROGRAMS

Minn., on his latest circuit "The Stebbins Souper Degenerative Set." Article I begins next issue with Mr.
Stebbin'sfor exclusive
drawing of the set in INDIGEST.
Watch
it!
A Radio Shock
One night, as the storm beat and blustered,
I sat at my Radio set.
And listened to lectures and concerts and talks.
By guys I never had met.
I had just heard a concert that came
From Los Angeles over the wire;
It was followed a few monments after,
By a clergyman preaching "Hell Fire."
I followed as closely as may be,
But my senses would lag and shirk,
And I drowsed as the clergyman ended,
And then came to with a jerk.
He had preached on sinners and sinning,
And I felt like a blooming toff ;
But he ended his lecture and then inquired,
"How do you shut the d ——J.
n thing
off.-'" MOORE.
FOSTER

QUESTIONS

and ANSWERS

Q. & A. Department, Indigest — Dear Sir: Can you tell
me whether I can buy, and who makes, the super-ultra
panel stretcher? I have a 7x18 panel that I would like
to stretch to a 10x20.
Thank you horribly. — Lillian G.
A. — It is against the policy of Indigest to advertise
any Radioknut apparatus. Sorry. However you might
try to borrow one from Al Brown he has one that he
stretches his cartoons with.
Q. & A. Deparment, Indigest, Dear Sir; Will you kindly
tell me what are the present circulation figures of your
asteamed paper
Thanks for the answer, — Jimsie.
A — At present we are the leading paper in the field and
are now running 000,000,000,07 more copies than our nearest competitor, the radio digest.

READERS'

VIEWS

We Shall Ask Arthur— We Shall
Indi: Hah, Hah! Shhh! Not so loud. In looking over
Mr. Mohaupt's article last issue of radio digest (April 28),
page 11, I noted the title "Storage Batteries and Their
think? with
In the
first column
ICare,"
note aand
cut then
of a glasswhatcha
arrangement
a rubber
nipple
attached. Ha, Hah! Very clever of that fellow Mohaupt.
Yes, yes. Is he married?
-WOR Listener In.

EDITORIALS
The music publishers of a certain society demand pay
for their copyrighted material. Is this a mercinary motive
or fair? — We think so too.
INDIGEST has taken its stand and we feel that we are
founded on the sound principles of Being Right. WE
WILL NOT publish any copyrighted music of the authors,
composers and music pub. assn. in our unfilched column,
as we are founded on non -money-making principles and
do not believe in grasping extortion (unless the assn.
should wish at any time to pay us for doing the same).
Until such time we ask that the Radioknuts, and all
INDIGEST followers, stand by us in our just and honest
views and refrain from whistling any and all songs published by the assn. Their latest number is "My Mammie Was
Born in Ireland and Lives in Dixie Land — So That's Why
I'm the Sheik of Schenectady."
DON'T sing or whistle it! ! I!

INDIGEST KINKS?
SEND A DOLLAR—
that
the home
out in little
kinks
Indigest
are many
E worked
THER
would hamper your fellow Radioknut and cause him much worry. Indigest is very much interested in securing such material and is willing to
accept a dollar for each kink printed.
Send a stamped envelope so rejected
copy may be returned. Under no circumstances will the dollar be sent
back.
INDIGEST KINKS DEPARTMENT
Deer Endi — i bot a radeeo set and my muther-in law
wuz alius trying to listen in, sew i hooked the hed set to
her dome during a thunder storm and now the old dame
aint botherin me no more. This kink will wurk providing
youre luky but you stand to loose a good set by having
eZra HechT.
same burnt out. Enclose pleze find my — dollur.

Looking Ahead
Indigest ative
hasCircuit.
scooped
the we
Stebbin's
Sooper
It is the
withworld
prideon that
announce
the Degenerseries of
articles, to begin in INDIGEST, written exclusively for INDIGEST by the inventor. Reserve your copy of INDIGEST at
your favorite news-dealer — 10c.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
One 's mental condition at the time of illness Teally has
much to do with the rapadity of recovery. That may be according toCoue ; if it is, don 't belittle it on that account.
A young lady is doing very well in the Montreal General
Hospital in spite of having suffered a broken back and
this is largely due to being able to listen in to concerts and
other entertaining features over the Eadio.
The usual procedure of broadcasting from a college was
reversed when the authorities at Haverford College, Pa.,
used their receiving set a short time ago to bring a
lecture to the student body. Lord Robert Cecil's lecture
delivered in Philadelphia was broadcast through Station
WFT and it was desired to have the students take notes
on it. This is likely the first time that a class has been
addressed by Eadio with the "prof" in another town.
A church without a pastor need not necessarily be a
church without preaching. If the members will purchase
a receiving set and amplifier they may utilize the services
of a minister supported by others. The Belmont Methodist Episcopal Church, of Belmont, Mass., installed just
these things and when their regular pastor was away they
carried on the services by employing the aid of Eadio.
Instead of closing a weak church it might be made to
thrive by this means.
When Station WEAF sent out the songs of the college
glee club contesting at Carnegie Hall, New York, we
were asked to pass upon the merits of each and pick
the winner. The singing by each of these clubs displayed careful training and excellent ensemble. Dartmouth received the first prize, Princeton second and
Yale third. I'm glad the decision did not rest with me,
because I was lost in the beauty of their combined
voices.
Eadio is fast becoming an economic asset to various
fields of endeavor. I shall mention only one instance
at this time. Where a large force of foresters were formerly needed to patrol a certain district in the neighborhood of Spokane that work is accomplished by one airplane. Patrolling these one million acres of timberland
requires but two and one-half hours daily, whereas the
former system required constant attention. The secret of
it lies in the fact of the plane being equipped with Eadio.
You see Eadio is an economizer, whether so used or in
place of six seats at a concert hall.
Eadio is one of the best publicity agencies available.
The use for this purpose is coming to be more extensively
recognized both in this country aud in Canada. There
it is being used by the Calgary Board of Trade to reach
probable tourists from every State in the Union and every
province in Canada. Calgary and its environs will be
extolled as exceedingly attractive points to visit with
Eadio broadcasting as the medium setting forth this
information. CHCGr is being used for this purpose and
since it has been heard all over the United States the
Canadians are expecting notable results.
This is for the pessimist who views Eadiophony as a
plaything and of but passing interest. When blizzards
and cyclones destroyed means of communicating with
adjacent territory by putting the telephone and telegraph
lines out of commission, what was done? Why they
waited until those lines were repaired. During the recent
blizzard in the Middle West, which wrought havoc with
the telegraph lines, what was done? Well, KYW got
busy with their EADIO transmitting station and relayed
whatever news was of importance to receiving sets tuned
to their station. Without Eadio this could not have been
done, but with it the storm's damage was mitigated.
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Simple Arrangement Adds Step of R.F.
Radio Frequency Permits
Loop Aerial to Be Used

\z

0

A

©-T-O

B

Line Switch on Battery
Saves Charge and Tubes

HOOK-UP

RADIO AMPLIFICATION
<&

It Is a very simple matter to add a step
of Radio Frequency amplification using
the system shown by the accompanying
diagram.
The simplicity of the arrange-

Practically all filament rheostats

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

ment is exceeded only by its efficiency and
very few parts are needed to construct
the amplifier.
The antenna connection is arranged so
that either a loop or outdoor antenna may
be used. For a loop, shunt the antenna
binding post marked No. 2 to the ground
post and connect any standard loop without condenser.
For an outdoor antenna, use the antenna
binding post marked No. 1 so that the
condenser in the set will not be connected.
The other details of the set are standard
parts, variometer, tube and socket with
proper batteries according to the tube, a
3-plate and a 23-plate variable condenser,
a 200 to 400-ohm potentiometer and a
filament rheostat.
With this outfit it is unnecessary to
have direct connection between the Radio

Shape for Resistance Spring

Variable Grid Leak

When laying out the phosphor bronze
contact piece for the Flewelling variable
leak care should be taken to have this
piece of the proper shape. This is to make
the change of resistance gradual.
It is quite evident to students of mechanics that a beam supported at one end

Many Radiophans have old rheostats lying around whose resistance wire is either
loose or broken. It is possible to make
a variable grid leak out of one of these.
Pry out the fiber ring on which the wire
is wound and remove the wire. Then replace the fiber ring and glue it back into

STRENGTH
PREFERABLE
CONSTROCTIOf)

and of uniform thickness should have the
shape of a triangle, if the stress is to be
uniform. Furthermore, it is best to go one
step further and make the contact piece
so that the end nearest the adjusting
screw will be raised from contact with the
resistance unit before the supporting end
is raised. — Carl Schindler, West Allis, Wis.

place.
Next take a very fine file and make the
surface of the fiber, where the contact lever
touches, very smooth. Mark this surface
all the way around with a pencil. Connect one end of this marking to a binding
post. It will then be seen that resistance
can be varied by just turning the knob located on the other side of the panel.

<r

HILCO
VARIOCOUPLER

$6

are many little kinks
REd out
THE
worke
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison SU Chicago, 111.

Especially Adaptable for REFLEX

\\\\MA\
DEALERS:

POST

SEND

FOR LITERATURE

123 W.MadiTon StXhicagc

Delicate Soldering
THE

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument
for this particularconstructed
purpose.

SOLDERING

Platinum Heating Unit— Interchangeable

IRON
Tips— Universal Current

(Large and Small)

ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail .Radio Institute
From your Dealer, or write

POST

(Patent Pending)
surfaceOR
entire
its NT
over
"DETECT
CRYSTAL
SynthetfoMULTIPOI
A sensitive
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Badio experts and press. Sold
in Sealed Packages only. Join the ever increasing
Rusonite fans.
Price mounted, SensiCft^.
Hveness guaranteed
O W.
frequency amplifier and the primary circuit of the tuning unit. Instead, if found
to be too harsh for local stations, attach
the ends of a coil of about 25 turns of
an oatmeal box with a No. 25 wire to the
output of the Radio frequency amplifier
unit and place the coil near the tuning
unit, about 3 or 4 inches from the primary
coil. — Jj. W, Martin, Houston, Texas.

Moving Coil Speaker
The

best-known loud speaker is composed of a metallic horn connected to what
is actually a telephone receiver of large
size. The permanent magnet is energized
by an external source of current, and the
diaphragm is actuated by a coil of wire
suspended between the pole pieces of the
electromagnet. The actuating current
passes through the suspended coil.

RUSONITE

COMPANY

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St, New York

Most
for the
Money

CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super OC.
Sensitive
«3C
Order from your dealer or direct from us.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. Y.

in
Radio

NEW CONSTRUCTION
of an FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leaks
guarantees long life and permanent
resistance— no pencil markingsassures an unbroken range of 180
degrees. Eliminates hissing. Clarifies signals.

ELECTRIC

"SENIOR"

SET

z >>

When you buy a Michigan "Senior" Regenerative Receiver
for $125.00most
or asatisfactory
"Junior" Receiver
for $57.50,
you that
get the
clearest,
long distance
service
an
equal investment ever brought.
These sets are licensed under Armstrong U.S. Pat 1,113.149
and pending Letters Pat No. 807,388. This means that they
represent the highest achievement in Radio Engineering.

A New

Leak for

PANEL MOUNTING

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds— 2
mounting screws serving as connections
behind the panel.
Complete with either .00025 or .0005 mfd.
Micon Condenser
Without

7C/»

Condenser

I «JC

$1.00

A necessary essential for every
tube receiving set
At your dealer's— otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid
Also ask your dealer for a free diagram of
the Kaufman and Flewelling circuits.

\$xadio\
Condenser
shman
(Ras. Fre
106 Seventh Avenue

New York City

are

constructed
withserves
a zero
or "off"
position which
the point
purpose
of a
switch between the vacuum tube and the
storage or A battery. However, it oftentimes happens that in the hurry of cutting
off for the night, the rheostats are not
turned completely off. Under these circumstances, the filament battery is left
connected in the circuit discharging all
night
long through
the resistance.
To prevent this, it is advisable to connect a separate battery line switch, which
through practice and force of habit, should
be opened first before the filament rheostats are turned back to zero. Then, if
the latter operation is not performed, the
battery circuit will be opened anyway by
means of the line switch. — P. J. M. Clute,
Schenectady, N. Y.

RADIO

CE PROGRAMS
ADVAN
(Continued from page 6)
360). 5:00 P. M.. "Twilight Tales."
WGI (Eastern,
Uncle David; 6:15 P. M.. "General Conditions in
the Shoe and Leather Industry." iVw Englandof Shoe
the
9:30 P. M.. "Romanco
Ass'n;
and Leather
Concert, Crescent Gardens
Shoe." Harry M. Wood:
WGBhfEiftern.
400). 2:00 P. M.. Music; 3:00 P M..
Music: 4:00 P. M., Ampico recital; 7:30 P. M., Digest
Of DflV'^
^»6WS
WGY (Eastern, 370), 1:00 P. M., Music and address,
"Using Colored Oilcloth:" 7:45 P. M.. Radio drama,
"The Fortune Hunter;" Instrumental selection, excerpts from "Tumble In/- WGT Orchestra.
WHAS (Central. 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ recital.
Hevde C. Conrad. Alamo Theater Organ; Biographical
Old Testament charactetrs "Besume of the
sketch
" Margaret Moore, Bainbridge, Ga. ; Evelyn
History of
Campbell, soprano, Dorothy Adams, accompanist:
Dorothy Adams, pianist. "Just Among Home Folks.
Courier- Journal; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Mrs. Elmer Graham,
soprano; Mrs. Chas. Nicholson, accompanist; Joe
Eisenbeis, tenor: Duet, Mrs. Graham, soprano: Mr.
Eisenbeis. tenor; Heading. Elizabeth Somers Stelger,
Robert Muth: Mrs. Chas. K. LesUe, soprano; Chas. K.
Leslie, baritone ; Duets, Mrs. Chas. K. Leslie, soprano,
Mr. Chas. K. Leslie, baritone; Reading. An Interesting Historical Episode."
5 P. M.. Short talk: 2:00WIP (Eastern, 400), 1:00-1:
Artist recital; 6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dance
3:00 PM.
music; 7:00-7:30 P. M., Uncle Wip's Bedtime Stories.
8:00 P. M„ Concert, Singer's
360),soprano.
WJAX
Dixie Howell,
Club. (Eastern.
WLW (Central. 360). 10:00 P. M., Musical program
Sigma Alpha Iota Sorority. Beta Chapter. College of
Music. "Scottish Airs." "Talse." Frances Beoach.
Pianist; "From the Land of the Sky Blue Water.
"Walts." Eleanor W. Mackey. soprano; A Little
"Red Moon." Lucile B. McKiss."
a Little
Love
Keever.
violinist:
Corrine Sammet. Saxophonist;
Frances Bejach. pianist; Vocal selection. S. A. I.
Sextette: Violin solo. Lucile B. McKeever; Vocal
duet. Eleanore Mackay. Amy Hattersley: "Maids o£,
Cadiz" "A Picture," Amy Hattersley; 'Bohemian
Dance." Margaret Q. Finny, pianist.
WMAQ (Central, 400), 4:35 PM., Program by the
Lyceum Arts Conservatory; 7*10 P. M.. Bockwell
Stephens, Auto Editor Daily Xews. gives 2nd of series
of talks on auto trails: "Worlds in the Making.
Arthur Carpenter; Gilbert W. Butler will talk to.
Boy Scouts; 9:15 P. M., Helen Leefelt, pianist; Geo.
Simons, baritone.
. _.
WOC (Central, 400). 12:00 M., Chimes concert: 3:30
P. M.. Talk. Karl G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes
concert: 6:35 P. M., Sandman's Visit; 7:00 P. M.,
8:00 P. M., Lecture, "Tosemite
Musical program;
National
Park,"
James
V. Lloyd,
National
Park
WOO^lEastern,
400). 11:00-1130
A. organ
M.. Grand
Becital- 11:30-11:55
A. M., Grand
recitalOrgan
and
trumpets; 7:50-9:00 P. M„ WOO Orchestra, Bobert
E. Golden: 9:00-9:55 P. M., Organ Becital, Mary E.
'
at the console.
Vogt (Eastern,
WWJ
400). 3:00 P. M., News Orchestra: 7:00
P. M., The Town Crier. News Orchestra; Mrs. Mane
Haines, contralto; Fred Walters, baritone.

KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M„ Peter Babbit: Concert, Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.; 10:0011:00 P. M., Program, Public School Music Teachers
Ass'n; Male chorus, 100 voices, Orpheus Club;
Dominant Club; California Federation of Music Clubs.
KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-30 P. M., Peter Babbit; Concert. Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.; 10:00.
11:00 P. M., Program, Public School Music Teachers
Ass'n- ; Male chorus. 100 voices. Orpheus Club ;
Dominant Club: California Federation of Music Clubs.
KHJ (Pacific. 400). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert; 6:45730 P.
M., Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00 P. M„ De
Luxe
Program.
KYW (Central, 400), 8:00-8:58 P. M., Nita Obrassova,
Soprano; Margaret Carlisle, Accompanist: Milan
Lusk, Violinist. Elioise Bodlan, Pianist, Accompanist;
Wendell W. Hall. Music Maker; 9:05-9:25 P. M., Book
Review, Llewellvn Jones, Literary Editor Chicago
Evening
Post; 10:00 P. M.-l:00
A. M., Midnight
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert, Grace
Williams' Orchestra: 9 30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, College of Industrial Arts Girls' Orchestra of Gainesville,
WDAR
'(Eastern,
400),
12:02-1:00
P. M„ Cafe
OrganOrchestra
recital.
Stanley
Theatre:
Concert.
Arcadia
recital; 3:00-3:30 P. M„ Betsy Logan's Household
Hints; Musical program; 4:15-4:45 P. M., Talk. "Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan; 5:45-6:00 P. M.,
Dream Daddy with little tots: 7 30-7:50 P. M.;
Dream Daddy with boys and girls: 7:50-8:00 P. M„
Songs: 8:00-9:50 P. M., Musical program.
WFAA (Central, 400), 1230-1:00 P. M., Address, "The
Sunday School Lesson." Dr. Robert S. Hyer. Southern
Methodist University; 8:00-9 30 P. M.. Musical program. G. M. Wallace and mixed quartet.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 1:14-2:00 P. M., Meyer Davis
Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra; Strawbridge and
Clothier Male Quartette :6 30-7:00 P. M.
WGI
M„ Amrad
Club.(Eastern,
Address, 360),
Miss 3:00
D. H.P. Goodwin;
5:00 Women's
P. M.,
Girl's story hour, Eunice L. Bandall ; 9:30 P. M.,
Travelogue,
David
M. Cheney;
Concert,
Somerville
WGRar(Etastern,
2:00 P. recital;
H., Music;
3:00M.,P.MMusic; 4:00 P.400),
M„ Ampico
7:00 P.
News
Digest; 8:00 P. M., Vocal concert, direction W. H. F.
Penny, composer.
. „
WGY (Eastern. 370). 1:00 P. M„ Music and needlework talk, "The Demure Dotted Muslins," courtesy
of Modern Priscilla: 7:45 P. M„ Concert, "Swanee
Smiles." WGT Instrumental Quartet: "Little House
e' Dreams." Arthur A. Gayne, baritone; 'Xullaby
Waltz," Quartet; "Grand Opera Strains," James H.
Johnstone, maudolinist ; Baseball talk. "Prospects of
1923 Baseball Season." "Daniel," sport writer for
the New York Herald; "Chansonette," Quartet:
"Casey at the Bat," Arthur A Gayne: "Aggravating
Bag," James H. Johnstone; Address, "The Badiotron," W. C. White. Research Laboratory, General
Electric Co.; "Panama Twilight," Quartet: "Nailo."
Arthur A. Gayne; "Lights Out," "Frolic of the
Kazoos," James H. Johnstone: "Japaloma," Quartet;
1030 P. M., Musical program, "Song of Steel,"
Union College Glee Club; "Serenade." John Burnham,
violinist; "Kashmiri Song," "Longing, Dear, for
You." Glee Club: "Sweet Melody." "I Love a Little
Cotttage," Union College Instrumental Club: "Bouta
Marehin'," Glee Club; Some New Saws. W. V. Fretts.
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RAJJLAXLSTPEETCOMPANY
NEW YORK.

99 WAPOEN
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10c

will bring you immediately our 32-page
booklet containing complete diagrams and
descriptions of Flewelling, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative and other circuits. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.
Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right
prices.

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
227-229 Fulton St.

NEW

YORK

CITY

The Bishop Brothers. B. A, Stllson: A Vocal Melange:.
Civil Engineering Quartet; "Sunklst Bose." "Your
Kisses," Instrumental Club; "The Road to the Isles."
"The Old Road." Glee Club; "The Kerry Dance,"
"The Spring Has Come," David M. Brockaway; "Man
Lindy
Club . Lou," "Exhortation." "Alma Mater," Glee
WHAS (Central. 360). 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Organ recital,
Heyde C. Conrad, Alamo Theatre organ; Biographical
sketch of Old Testament Characters, "Resume of the
Prophecy," W. A. Stevenson, Commerce. Ga, ; Concert, under auspices of Alice Monroe. Jeffersonville.
Ind. ; Anna Jacobs, soprano: Kathryn Steller, contralto; Albert Hebner. tenor; "Just Among Home
Folks." Courier- Journal: 730-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Summers Syncopaters, New Albany, Ind., Lenore Summers, piano and director; U. S. Government address:
Beading.
"An 400).
Interesting
Episode."program,
WIP
(Eastern.
2:00-3:00Historical
P. M.. Musical
6:00-630 P. M., Dance music, 7:00-7:30 P. M„ Uncle
Wip's Bedtime SATURDAY.
Stories.
MAY S.
WIP (Eastern, 400). 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Song Becital;
6:00-630 P. M.. Dance music: 7:00-730 P. M.. Uncle
Wip's Bedtime
Stories.
WMAQ (Central. 400), 4:35 P. M„ Program arranged
by Columbls School of Music; 7:00 P. M„ "Talks on
music of Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Marx E. Obemdorfer. assisted by Mrs. Cora Thorne-Blrt, soprano:
9:15 P. M.. The Shrine Chanters. Choral.
WOC (Central. 400), 12:00 noon, Chimes Concert:
3:30 P. M., Tali. C. C. Flanagan; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes
Concert; Program.
635 P. M„
Sandman's
Visit; 8:00
7:00'P.
M.,
Musical
P. S.
C. Orchestra:
P. M..
Educational Lecture by Col. Geo. W. Harris. Inf.
USA
WOO (Eastern, 400). 11*0-11:30 A. M.. Grand Organ
Becital; 1130-11:55 P. M„ Grand Organ Becital and
trumpets.
WSY (Central. 360). 8:00 P. M„ Musical program.
"Steal a Little Kiss." Maurer's Orchestra; "Light
of the World We Hail Thee," Ned Maurer, cornetist:
"Roaming in the Gloaming," Scottie Stuart; "Lovely
Lucerine," Maurer's Orchestra; "Selected." Percey
Rosenberger, reader; "Moon Blver," Preston Matthews,
saxophonist; "Am I to Blame." "Wonderful Land ol
Dreams," "You've Got to See Your Mamma Every
Night or Orchestra.
You Can't See Your Mamma_ at „All..
Maurer's
WWJ (Eastern. 400), 7:00 P. M., The Town Crier,
News Poet; News Orchestra; Louise H. Campbell,
Michigan Agricultural College speaker; C«ckbum Bros,
popular songs.

Saturday, May 5
CFCN
(Mountain, 440), 1030-12:00 P. M„ Dance selections, Imperial Dance Orchestra, Plaza Cabaret.
KFI (Pacific, 400), 6:45-730 P. M„ Peter Rabbit: Los
Angeles County
Dental
Sy. ; Concert, Junior Music
Clubs of Southern Calif.; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Program,
University of Southern Calif.: 10:00-11:00 P. M„ Vocal selections, Packard Radio Club, Harry Coe. Ben
McLaughlin. Leonard Van Berg.
KGW
(Pacific,
P. M„Stories,
Children's
program, pupils of400),
Mrs. 3:30-4:00
Marie Johns;
Aunt Nell.
KHJ
(Pacific, 400), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert: 6:45730 P. M., Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00 P. M„ De
Luxe Program.
KYW
(Central. 400). 8:00-8:58
P. M., Musical Program, courtesv W. W. Kimball Co.; Wendell W. Hall,
Music
Maker;
9:05-9:25, Under
the Evening
Lamp
Sketches, Youth's Companion.
WBAP (Central. 400), 7:00-7:20 P. M„ Sunday school
lesson, Mrs. W. F. Barnum, leader of Barnum Bible
Class of First Methodist Church.
WDAP
(Central, 390),
10:00 P. M„ E. E. Harder,
clarinetist; Harmony
Four; W. G, Kassing,
tenor,
other artists.
WDAR
(Eastern, 400), 12:02-1:00 P. M., Organ recital,
Stanley Theatre:
Concert, Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra;
3:00-3:30 P. M., Tenor and piano solos and short talk;
4:15-4:45
P. M., Dance
music;
5:45-6:00
P. M.,
Dream Daddy with little tots; 7:30-7:50 P. M., Dream
Daddy with boys and girls.
WFAA (Central. 400), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address, "Current Historv Comment," Prof. Clyde Eagleton, Southern Methodist University: 830-930
P. M., Musical
program.
Anna
P. Baker
and assisting musicians;
11:00-12:00
P. M., Musical
program,
Mrs. Albert
Smith. Joseph B. Brown, and assisting musicians.
WFI
(Eastern, 400),
1:15-2:00
P. M., Meyer
Davis
Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra;
James
Wilson
Public
School Orchestra;
6:30-7:00
P. M.. Meyer
Darts Concert Orchestra: 8:00-8:15 P. M., Talk for
beys. Dr. William Barnes Lower;
8:15-9:00 P. M.,
Cantoresau
Cyrnralg (Ladies Welsh
Choir).
WGI
(Eastern. 360), 6:15 P. M., Condition of Massachusetts Highways, Automobile
Legal Ass'n.: 7:00
P. M., Talk on New England Problem's, direction of
New England business men; Drama, "The Thirteenth
Chair,"
Players,
W.
Eugene
Hammett
director. Amrad
WGY
370), 8:00 P. M„ Dance music, Cain's
Castle(Eastern,
Orchestra.
WHAS
(Central, 360). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ Becital,
Heyde
C. Conrad,
Alamo
Theatre
organ; Concert,

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple
Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

$5.00 List
3. SO List
A

patented
ture locks the feacoil

in place and prevents the coil from
being thrown out
of adjustment
once station is
tuned in.
Licensed under TJ. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

Dealers write for
special
discounts

ASTORLOID MFG. CO., g*5gSf n. y":

lIow to Jbuild the
Reirtdrtz Receiver
is told,

complete
with illustrations and diagrams, in the
latest addition
to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions, wireless codes, wire
tions, etc. tables, definiPin this ad to your letter and mail it together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
Send for it, today!'

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS CO.
415

South

Dearborn
Chicago.

Street,

May

DIGEST
Kentucky Sextette Orchestra, Arthur Jackson, director
and drums:
"Just P.
Among
Home Folks."
Journal;
7:30-9:00
M., Concert,
Apollo CourierConcert
Orchestra, Bruno Weincrt, violin and director; Luigi
Besta. trombonist; Miss Balough, accompanist; George
A. Besta, clarinetist; Katherine Lucile, pianist;
Beading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode."
WMAQ (Central, 400), 7:00 P. M„ "Custer Battlefield
Highway," Wm. D. Fisher; 9:15 P. M.. "The Paul
Bevere Club Blue Square Follies."
WOC (Central, 400). 12:00 noon. Chimes Concert: 330
P. M.. Talk. C. C. Hall; 5:45 P. M., Chimes Concert;
635
P. M..
P. M„P. Musical
Program;
9:30Sandman's
P. M., Visit;
Dance 7:00
Program,
S. C
Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00-11:30 A. M„ Grand Organ
Becital; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Grand Organ Becital and
Trumpets.
WWJ

(Eastern. 400), 3:00 P. M., News Orchestra.

Sunday, May 6

5, TQ2j

"Danse Arabe," from the "Nutcracker Suite," WGY
Orchestra; "A Tear Ago," "In the Silent Xlght,"
"William A. Fay; "Minuet," from the "Military
Symphony."
Orchestra:Church,
7:30 P.
M., Churol
services. FirstWGY
Presbyterian
Albany,
N. Y.
Prelude, "Spring Song." Harold W. Thompson ;
Antiphon. "Bless the lord, O My Soul;" Hymn,
"O God. Our Help In Ages Past"; Prayer; Anthem.
•Jerusalem. O Turn Thee to the Lord," Quartet;
Offertory, "Indian Melody," "Watchman, What of
the Night?"; Hymn, "Fling Out the Banner. Let It
Float";
Scripture;
Sermon,
Hopeful
World."cf
Robert E.
Speer, L.L.
D., "This
Secretary
of Board
Foreign Missions and President of the Federal Council
of Churches of Christ In America; Prayer; Hymn,
"Christ for the World We Sing"; Benediction;
Thompson.
Postlude, "March of the Priest," Harold W.
WHAS (Central. 360), 9:57 A. M„ Organ recital;
10:00 A. M., Church services. Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church, Rev. Dr. Chas. W. Welch, pastor;
Ind.
2*m.
Cohen, organist
and choir
director;
P. M.,E. Concert,
Spec.al Double
Quartet,
2\"ew4:00-5:00
Albany.
Holy <£astwn.
Trinity
Memorial
Chapel,
B.M..Janney
WJf.
400), 11:00
ChurchEudderow,
services.
(Continued
on A.page
14)

KFI (Pacific, 400). 10:00-11:00 A. M„ Church service
for all denominations. Church Federation; 4:00-5:00
P. M„ Musical vesper service, NatL Federation of
Music Clubs; Industrial chorus, Antonette B, Sabel,
director; 8:00-10:00 P. M„ Concert, Packard Girls'
Concert
10:00-11:00 P. M., Concert, Bennett's
Packard Club;
Sii Orchestra.
WBAP (Central. 400), II A. M.-I2:I5 P. M„ Church
services. First Methodist Church. Bev. J. W. Bergin,
pastor, Will Foster, organist; 330-430 P. M., Concert.
WDAP (Central, 390), 9:15 P. M., Theodora Blieding,
violinist; Katharine Gorin, pianist; Henry Selinger
and Drake Concert Ensemble.
WFAA (Central, 400), 2:30-330 P. M., Radio Chapel
Bible Class, Dr. William M Anderson, Jr.. pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, musical program; 93010:00 P. M„ Musical program, Choristers of Central
Christian Church; 10:00-11:00 P. M„ Concert Bob
Harris' Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 4:00 P. M„ Chapel services; 7:30
P. M., Services from Arch Street Presbyterian
Church, Phila. ; 9 30 P. M., Organ recital.
WGI (Eastern. 360). 4:00 P. M., Concert, L. Doersam,
baritone, Florence Doersam, accompanist; "Adventure
Hour,"ices,Youth's
Companion;
M., Church servMassachusetts
Federation8:30of P. Churches.
WGY (Eastern. S70), 9:30 P. M„ Church services. First
Presbyterian Church, Albany, N. T., Prelude, "Andantina," Harold W. Thompson; Anthem, "In
Heavenly Love Abiding," Quartet; "The Echo Amen,"
Choir; Offertory, "Meditation," "O Best in the Lord."
Alto solo; Hymn. "Faith of Our Fathers. Living
Still"; Sermon, "Faith to the Front," Bev. Wm.
Herman Hopkins. D. D., First Presbyterian Church,
Albany, N. Y.. Prayer; Hymn. "My Faith Looks Up
to Thee"; Benediction; Postlude, "March," from
"Aida," Harold W. Thompson: 3:00 P. M., Concert,
"Turkish March." from "Ruins of Athens," WGY
Symphony Orchestra, Leo Kliwen, conductor; "Cortege
du Serdare." from the "Caucasian Sketches," WGY
Orchestra; "Prologue," from "I Pagliacci," William
A. Fay, baritone; "Blue Danube," WGY Orchestra;
"Invictus." "How Many Dreams," William A. Fay;

r

ALL PARTS
DEALERS:

LOUD
SPEAKER

FREE
The wonderful
SHELTONE
LOUD with
SPEAKER
every original
NATH.

$12.75

All standard
parts
mounted on
7"xl4"
Bakelite
Panel,
string-wired,
complete,
ready for wiring.

REAL

St

BALDWIN
My

price on these special selected <M O

RADIO

56.50-1^ volt dry cell tube

l^fettlo&t

$4)00

$5.00— 6
volt tube detector
V M— $6.50—6
volt twbe amplifier
£f
180 Bakelite coupler, reg. $5.00
$2.25
3 plate vernier condenser
40
13 plate precision condenser
85
23 plate precision condenser
1.10
43 plate precision condenser
1.55
Kardon Audio Transformer, reg.. $5.. 2.95
.W3025 condenser Var. Leak
38
Variable Leak only (Airex)
25
Freshman Var. Leak & Condenser...
.75
Freshman Variable Leak only
60
Long range radio headset, reg. $10.. 4.75
Potentiometer
95
7x10 Hard Rubber Panels
75
.006 Flewelling condensers
58
W. D. 11 Bakelite sockets
35
Electric soldering Iron
5.00
Complete list sent on request
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Making a Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Receiver
Part I— Panel Layout and Hook-Up
By H. J. Marx
tlircp months of research work
AFTER
ami experimentation, there is a considerable degree of satisfaction In
presenting .1 circuit that accomplishes a
little more than what has been done
before. Experience teaches us that rarely
can we get that all-around combination
of advantages continually sought, but seldom attained. Some circuits have the advantage of their good distance reception:
others have volume; then again others
have the disadvantage of requiring too
many tubes: or, again, tuning may be complicated and difficult.
In working on this circuit, it has been
the aim
of the author
to eliminate unPARTS REQUIRED
VT— 3 Hard vacuum tubes and sockets
VC — Variocoupler
CS — 2 Contact switches
RT — 2 Radio frequency
transformers, reflex type
AT-1— 2 Audio frequency
transformers
AT-2— 1 Audio frequency transformer,
high voltage type
P-l— Potentiometer, 400 ohms
J-l — 2 Double circuit jacks
J-2 — 1 Open circuit jack
J-3 — Jack type battery switch
R-l— 1 Rheostat, 6 ohms
R-2— 1 Power rheostat, 6 ohms
R-3 — 1 Grid leak, variable
C-l— Variable condenser, .0005 mfd.
C-2— Variable condenser, .0005 mfd.,
vernier
C-3— 4 Fixed condensers, .002 mfd.
C-4— 1 Fixed condenser, .0015 mfd.
C-5 — 2 Fixed condensers, .006 mfd.
CD— Crystal detector
Eight binding posts
One panel, 9x1 2s ,x.l inches
One sub panel, SVaxllVixtk inches
One cabinet, 7 inches inside depth
25 Ft. tinned bus bar wire
20 Ft. spaghetti tubing
necessary controls, reduce so far as possible not only the quantity of apparatus
but also the number of necessary adjustments. After the circuit development was
completed, then arose the problem of compact assembly on the panel and in the
cabinet. This required time and patience,
but was worth the effort.
Not Low-Priced Outfit
The Reflex De Luxe cannot be considered
a low-priced
outfit, but its cost is low
when its possibilities are considered.
The

no hesitation in the use of this circuit
with either type of receiving antenna.
The antenna and ground connections can
be made direct to the binding posts,
whereas the loop can be plugged in on a
jack, automatically cutting out the var.iocoupler tuning unit. In addition, if the
two contact switches are turned so the
lever on each one rests on contact 15,
the circuit can be operated as a single cir-

switches
to 15, a different
arrangement
is provided.
Circuit Inverse Keflex
The circuit used in this set is not only
reflex, but also utilizes
the inverse
ar-

rangement which both Priest and Grimes
found to show great possibilities for development. Various changes have been
made after trial in an effort to incor(Continued on Page
14)

WILLARD-

WILLARD RADIO
COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway,
New York City

"The Best for Less"

FLEWELLING
2 honeycomb coils. 1
23-plate
.00051
Mleak,feet1 bus
bar wire,
Circuit
1 3" dial and the

EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART

COMPLETE

2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid leak, 1 grid
MFD.
variable
Vernier rheostat.
tube socket, "8 binding posts,
high-grade
panel condenser.
ALREADY 1 DRILLED
AS PER 1 DIAGRAM,
Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction of

Two-Stage Radio Frequency Amplifier — Parts complete in every detail for this Circuit— $11.00.

CONDENSERS
3 Plate Variable;
13 Plate Variable;
23 Plate Variable;

value, $1.75
value, $2.50
value, $3.50

iATTEOT

SWITCH

volume with three tubes has been suffi- cuit tuner, using the primary and secondary condensers for tuning controls, or
cient to make the diaphragms of the best
of loud speakers chatter, and one of the by switching
just one
of the contact
chief difficulties was in getting sufficient
control over its volume without loss of
the good quality of the reception. The circuit has been arranged for use with both
IO E^'
ftCEfEi VAC
RAD
outdoor and loop aerials. Experimental
UUM TUBSET
I7D1717
work has been conducted entirely with the
use of a loop aerial.
The Set you always Wanted, FREE
A real RADIO SET— Listen in on
Inasmuch as an outdoor antenna is unConcerts.
ii:t,cive
i JLectures, Singing, etc. Can
questionably more efficient, there need be
_receiye_75 to 100 miles and more.
[ will
your tell
name
you and
HOW address
you canandgetwea
I VACUUM TUBE RADIO SET
CARTER RESISTANCE UNIT
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
By placing this Resistance Unit in the Rheostat
circuit, regular 6 ohm Rheostats will properly
Don't delay. Write today
operate the new No. 201-A and No. 199 Tubes.Each
for FREE RADIO PLAN.
Home Supply Co.
Code No. 15-A,
15 ohm, for No. 201-A Tube.. 50c

RUSH-

Code

No. 25-A, 25 ohm, for No.

199 Tube

50c

Write for bulletins on this and other Carter products
CARTER RADIO COMPANY

Dept. 457
131 Duane St.. New

York

209 South State Street. Chicago

3

BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $9.85
^fck" T.T„T" ?:?? modern
TRUE phonographs,
CABINET TYPE,
the beauty
finest
i-^9n
with allliketheir
V/3% ^Hi and perfect tone. Makes your two-step set a real ENTERftyH
TAIXER for family and friends. SPIROLA DUPLEX uses any
Vg
^B
headset.
SPIROLA
SIMPLEX
uses
Baldwin
or other unit.
^^^^T
Either bronzed
type, black
with
throat,with
$4.85.nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany finish
At dealers or postpaid (C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
T„ H. DOXNELI,
MEG. COMPANY.
Dent. T). Box 70. ANN
ARBOH

VERNIER:
VERNIER;
VERNIER;

value,
value.
value,

$11.00

1.35
.. 1.85

43 Plate Variable; value, $4.50....
13 Plate
23 Plate
43 Plate

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron Condensite
and Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
$4.50.
Special
$3.95

..$1.05
1.20

$5.50
$6.00
$6.50

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price
$2.75

3.75
4.00
4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, "5 turns mounted.
LOO
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
. 1.75

A BEAUTIFUL

BALL
SWITCH — $0.30
value BEARING
75c, specialINDUCTANCE
V.
T.
SOCKETS — Nickeled,
brass
sleeve,
composition base value, $1.00; special at..
.50
EXTRA
SPECIAL— Telephone
3000
Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value: reduced to
$3.50
ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
HORN— Nickel
plated, highly polished; $8.00 list
$3.75

"SALRITE"
SALRITE

PENCIL
C'".«.ms».?r-

l! !<!

With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahoganite Rubber, about five inches long.
Equipped with vest pocket clip, 10 extra leads and eraser. Will write like a ciarm and last a lifetime.
Only a limited supply available — so rush your order now.
BEST

QUALITY

JACKS.

value, 65c; special at

Single

Circuit;

Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
MULTIPLE POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)
LIGHTNING
derwriters

ARRESTERS

approved

by un-

30
45
1.75
$0.90

THREE-INCH DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special. .$0.30

REINARTZ

TWO-INCH
stats and

DIALS — Same design— for rheopotentiometer; special at
$0.25

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
value. $1.10; special at

base;

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
value, $1.50; special at
TELEPHONE
PLUGS

dial;

with

2'/a"

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

CIRCUIT

EVERY

70

.75

PART

COMPLETE

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket, 1 rheostat. 1 23-plate .0005 MFD. variable condenser, 1-13-plate
.00025 MFD. variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, lfi switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and
nuts, 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak, 1 .002 MFD. phone condenser,
23 feet bus bar. Hire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM
and complete Instructions
Two-Stage Radio Frernienry Amplifier — Parts complete in every detail for this Circuit — $11.00.
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately— transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.

MICH.

FREE

TO*

JL

™
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PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 12)
minister; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Musical program. Arcadia
Cafe Concert Orchestra. Fery Sarkozi. director.
WWJ
(Eastern. 400), Church services from St. Pauls
Cathedral:
2:00 P. M.. News
Orchestra; Leo Kobitaile. Cyril Wezmael,
duets.

Monday, May 7
KFI (Pacific. 400). 6:45-7:30 P. M., Peter Rabbit;
Talk Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce; Concert.
Junior Music Clubs of Southern Calif.: 10:00-11:00
P M., Program. Gaurnut Club; Female chorus.
Woman's Lyric Club of Los Angeles: Program. Hollywood Chamber of Commerce.
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert. Mrs.
Emmet Davidson, other artists of Mineral Wells.
Texas' 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, novelty numbers.
De Molay Orchestra of Fort Worth.
WDAR (Eastern. 400). 12:02-1:00 P. M.. Organ recital Stanley Theatre: Concert. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 3:00-3:30 P. M.. violin and soprano solos;
talk; 4:15-4:45 P. M.. Betsy Losan's "Affairs of the
Heart": Musical tea time program: 5:45-6:00 P. M.,
Dream Daddy with little tots; 7:30-7:50 P. M.. Dream
Daddy with boys and girls.
.
WFI (Eastern. 400). 1:15-2:00 P. M., Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:30-4:15 P. M.,
Piano Bellevue
solos, EdnaStratford
Grifflnburg:
Davis
Dance 6:30-7:00
Orchestra.P. M., MeyerWGR (Eastern, 400). 2:00 P. M., Music; 3:00 P. M..
Music: 4:00 P. M., Ampico Becital; 7:30 P. M.,
News Digest; 8:00 P. M., Vocal recital. Philip Small,
baritone; Marion Bonning. accompanist; Mr. Bork
and his male Quartette: George Phelps and Henry
Hangaur. piano duet; Bichard Lippicli and his mandolin 'rio; Philip Bozemmaget,
violinist
WGY (Eastern. 370). 7:45 P. M., Musical program.
"Zenda." Picotte's Paramount Orchestra; "I Hear
Tou Calling Me." "Absent." David T. Williams,
tenor; "Call Me Back. Pal O' Mine." Paramount
Orchestra; "Topics of the Day." Pathe Exchange;
"Don't Forget Me." Orchestra: "Baldwin." from the
Welsh Opera "Baldwin." David T. Williams; "One
Moonlight Night." Orchestra: "I'll Think of Tou."
Orchestra; Address. "Killing Boll Weevils with
Poison Dust." U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; "Lovebeam." Orchestra; "On a Byth na Hav' o' Hudd."
sung in Welsh. David .1. Williams ; "I Never Miss tie
Rain." Orchestra: "Side by Side." Orchestra.
WHAS (Central, 360). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ recital,
Heyde C. Conrad. Alamo Theatre organ; Vocal selections, Mrs. C. C. Harne. soprano. Mary Thompson,
accompanist; Address, "Give Tour Car a Home."
.T.
W.
Zimmerman; "Just Among Home Folks,"
Courier-Journal.
WIP (Eastern. 400). 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Musical program;
6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dinner Dance Music; 7:00-7:30
P. M.. Fncle Wip's bedtime stories.
WOO (Eastern. 400), 11:00-11:30 A. M.. Organ Recital. Mary Vogt at the console; 4:45-5:00 P. M-.
Organ recital and trumpets: 7:50 P. M., Orchestra
and organ recital and .T.W.C.I. Band: 10:10 P. M.12:00 P. M., Dance music

Keep Dust Out of Set

A small brush should be a part of the
equipment of every receiving set. Keep
the dust from collecting between the terminals, contact points, on the plates of the
variable condensers. Dust the set each
day. Radio instruments are delicate, and
require care and attention similar to a
■watch if thej' are to function with efficiency.

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 7)
The unit of energy is the watt and is
defined as the amount of power in a circuit
when the instantaneous values of voltage
and current are both unity or one. Which
follows that the wattage in a circuit is
the product of the voltage and amperage.
This is not a measure of power unless a
time element is considered, for the watt
denotes the rate at which energy is being
expended but wrhen we state a time such
as a watt-hour, we then have a measure
of power. The majority of electrical devices are rated in watts and from the
above data it is easy to determine the
current consumed in amperes.
Consider a step down transformer rated
at 60 watts. Since the wattage is the
product of the voltage and amperage it
holds that dividing the watts by the volts
will give the amperes. Therefore we divide
the input of the transformer in watts by
the voltage of the line and get the current
consumption in amperes.
Kilowatt Hour and Ampere Hour
The usual unit in calculating the cost of
electricity is the kilowatt
hour.
Kilo
meaning 1000, this unit denotes 1000 watt
hours.
Storage batteries are rated in ampere
hours which is the product of the current
flowing and the length of time in hours.
Thus a battery rated at 60 ampere hours
will deliver 3 amperes for 20 hours or 2
amperes for 30 hours and so on theoretically. Practically there is a slight diversion
from these figures but they are close
enough for most purposes.
From this, one can readily determine
the length of time their battery will operate the tube before recharging is necessary. Consider a three-tube set which
consumes nearly three amperes it will be
seen that a 120-ampere hour battery will
operate this set 120 divided by 3, or 40
hours.
It is practically impossible to put any
ampere hour rating on a dry cell for its
life will be determined not only by the
amount of current drawn but the frequency and length of time such withdrawal takes. As a rule the life of a dry
cell, either of the large ignition or B
battery type, is increased by use in a
number of short stretches rather than one
long one and allowing time for recuperation between periods of use.
Connecting1 Cells; Series and Parallel
In connecting cells together they can
be connected in either series or parallel.
When cells are connected in series, that is,
the carbon or positive to the negative or
zinc, the resulting voltage will be the sum
of the voltages of each cell. Thus two
dry cells give 3 volts, three cells 4%
volts and so on. Where storage cells are
used each cell in series adds 2 volts. When
connected in parallel or multiple the voltage is the same as one cell but the avail-

DIGEST

able current is equal to the sum of the
current ratings of each individual cell.
Thus we see the advantage of using two
or
more The
dry voltage
cells inis multiple
on but
"WD-11
tubes.
not raised
the
drain on each cell is less, and two cells so
connected will last more than twice as
long
time. as one cell used in the circuit at one
Milliamperes
When dealing with currents in the plate
circuit of a tube, use is made of the term
milliamperes. ililli means 1000 and is
used here in the sense of one thousandth
of an ampere. This small unit is necessary as the current in the plate circuit is
so small, usually in the neighborhood of
5 milliamperes which means 5/1000 of an
ampere.
The relationship between the various
electrical units shown above will enable a
clearer understanding of what is to follow.
We shall next treat of Radio waves and
their propagation through space.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

THREE TUBE REFLEX
(Continued from page 13)
porate every improvement possible. The
condenser values have been determined
by experiment and should be adhered to as
closely as possible. The constructor is
strongly urged to consider only the use
of good quality apparatus. For example;
paper dielectric condensers vary so much
in capacity and are usually so poor in
quality that their use is absolutely out
of the question.
The assembly of the apparatus on both
the panel and the sub panel, which will be
taken up in the next article, is such as
to avoid as far as possible all inductive
reactions. This arrangement has been
tested and should be followed accurately.
Unnecessarily long leads must be avoided.
Changes in the circuit or in the apparatus
are apt to materially effect the efficiency
of operation. Successful operation cannot
be assured if any alterations are made.
In any form of tube circuit, consideration must be given to the type of tube
used. While there may be an advantage
in substituting dry batteries in place of
storage cells, the fact must not be overlooked that economy is sometimes accomplished only at the expense of the output.
As previously stated, the peanut tubes
have not been found very satisfactory for
reflex work.
In the circuit diagram all the units of
apparatus have been keyed and these key
numbers are explained in the list, "Parts
Required." The variocoupler should have
both rough and fine taps. In the one used
there were six rough and also six fine or
single turn taps. The contact or inductance switches had fifteen contact points.
To avoid dead or open points, 1 and 2 are
connected together leading to the first
tap, likewise 3 and 4 to the second, and
so on, until 11, 12, 13, and 14 are all connected to the last tap. Contact point 15
is connected to the one secondary terminal. This same arrangement holds true for
the other contact switch. In this way the
lever is always in use and avoids the possibility of making a connection with an
open contact, thus saving a waste of time
in trying to tune without the circuit in
operation.
The Radio frequency transformers used
were of a reflex design. Two of the audio
frequency transformers are of the average
type, while the third (AT-2) should
be one designed for higher voltages in
order to avoid any possibilities of burnedout windings. The potentiometer should
be of 400-ohm type, and is used to control the reflexing of the first stage of
audio frequency to the first tube.
Two double circuit jacks are used. One
is for plugging in the loop, and the other

for use with the phones. In addition, an
open circuit jack is added so that the
loud speaker can be plugged in if it is not
desired to make connection to the binding
posts in the back. J-3 is the jack type
battery switch used for cutting out the
A battery when the set is not in use. R2
should be a 6-ohm power rheostat, capable
of carrying at least three amperes current. The condenser CI need not be
necessarily of the vernier type, but C2
should be, especially on account of its
use in conjunction with the loop aerial.
The by-pass condensers C3, 4 and 5
should be of the mica dielectric type with
accurate capacity range.
The crystal detector CD can be of the
fixed adjustment or variation type, although the fixed adjustment avoids the
necessity of constantly setting for sensitive contact. Eight binding posts will be
required for connections on the sub panel.
The layout for the sub panel will be taken
up in the next article. Details of the
cabinet construction will be covered later,
likewise, the wiring routine will be given.
The panel layout shown in Figure 2
indicates not merely the location holes
for mounting the instruments, but also
shows the dials on the front of the panel,
and suggestions for engraving or name
plates that can be incorporated on the
panel. All instruments are symmetrically
arranged about the vertical centerline.
The coupler is located at the top center
with the tap switches on each side. The
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they Vernier,
last—
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Vernier.

Mounted

50-75-

Vernier Condensers
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Reduces static interference and distortion to a minimum. Brings clearer
signals and tone.
Works on all standard vacuum tube
sets.

with
standCorporation

'BRIGHT STAR" stock;
B BATTERIES
tfJO QC

22j4-volt,

BALDWIN
Head
SET
Guaranteed

Replaces aerials, loops, electric light
plugs, etc. Eliminates Lightning
dangers.

TUBES
furnishe
Radio d

special at

rial

Pending)

W D 12

$2.00 value,

$12.00 value,
Type C,

m SHORT- CUT

Length
Aerialtuning than
A short aerial
givesofsharper
a long one, from which it is obvious that
a long aerial picks up more energy than
"a short aerial and causes more difficulty in
eliminating interference. On the average,
best results are obtained with an aerial
from 50 to 75 feet long.

|Western Army Stores j

44 - plate

GOOD BYE
AERIALS!

1022in
three jacks and battery May
switch5, are
the extreme right and left hand sides.
The two variable condensers are mounted
in the two lower corners of the panel.
The two rheostats and potentiometer
are located in the triangular arrangement
in the lower center of the panel with a
crystal detector in the center of the triangle.
As stated in previous articles telling of
panel layouts, apparatus mounting holes
will have to be checked up with the actual
make of parts used in order to make sure
of their location. Provided the outside
dimensions of the parts are satisfactory,
the location dimensions given can be employed satisfactory. The twelve holes
around the border of the panel are for the
fastening of the panel to the cabinet.
These are not indicated as countersunk
because nickel plated roundhead wood
screws were used.
In the next article the layout of assembly of the apparatus on the sub panel will
be taken up in conjunction with the mounting of this sub panel on the main panel.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Questions and Answers
loos© Coupler
(2429) CK, Marvel. N. D.
In a loose coupler, is the secondary and
primary coil connected together in any
way by wire? What is the use of the
rods that the secondary coil slides on? Are
they necessary? How do you tune in a
station on a crystal set using a loose
coupler? I live 15 miles from a sending
station. Will a 75-ohm receiver be all
right to use? Are the vacuum tubes
known as the W-ll the tubes that are used
with dry cells.
A. — Answering your inquiry, will advise
that primary and secondary of loose coupler are not connected in any way.
Rods are merely used to support the secondary coil, although sometimes the wires
from the secondary coll are connected to
them for appearance sake. Not necessarily, however.
Tuning is accomplished by experimentation until receiving wave length of broadcasting station desired. It is largely a
matter of patience and practice till accomplished.
A seventy-five ohm headset is not very
efficient. Better have a three thousand
ohm set if possible.
WD11 tubes are used with dry cells, as
suggested.
Ultra Audion Hook-Up
(35 IS) IMA, New Orleans, La.
Please give me the ultra audion hook-up.
I believe it is the same one certain publications are misnaming
the "Gibbons"

and names of other so-called inventors who
do not deserve the credit.
A. — Hook-up. is given herewith. Dr Lee
DeForest is responsible for the discovery
of the ultra audion circuit and to him all
credit belongs. You are right in saying
the other "inventors" do not deserve
falsely claimed credit.
Wight and Day Reception
(2362) NG, Philadelphia, Pa.
I am using Radio frequency amplification with various types of transformers
and receiving throughout the whole day
long distance fine, but as soon as night
gets on a terrible static is dropping in my
receivers and the noise is so great that
I cannot receive any distant station excity stuff.
I'm three
using steps
three of
steps
of
R. F.ceptand
detector
A. F.
amplification. Please help me settle my
problem. I'm using about 100 ft. single
wire aerial 30 ft. 'high.
A. — Noting difficulties experienced in
night reception will advise that this is
contrary to theory and precedent. Reception should far excel that obtained during
daytime. It is indicated that there is disturbance occasioned by electrical apparatus in your proximity. Possibly a
faulty arc light adjacent to your set. It
is not a static disturbance, as suggested.
Tour antenna construction is good.

t

Relnortz Hook-Up
I howls, etc.
I have followed directions
on them,
("571) SHL, San Bernadino, Calif.
very carefully and checked up
Some
few issues back you printed a not once but several times,
photo-diagram
of the Reinartl
with a|
A. — The figure two diagram
appearing

ANTetfNA

hook-up in panel layout form showing the
instruments connected on a panel. Can you
repeat this hook-up?
A. — The hook-up was given in the issue
of
January 13 and is repeated again herewith.
Choke
Coils and Transformers
(2318) EAL, Plymouth, 111.
I would like to ask a few questions
regarding the Reflex circuit No. 3 of the
January 27th issue. Could I get as good
results by using an R. F. transformer in
place of the choke coil and high resistance? What tubes would be best for
this circuit. Could the W. E. 2 16 A tubes
be used? If so what plate voltage should
they require? Would it be possible to
light the filament and furnish the plate
voltage off the 60 cycle A. C? What is
the wavelength range?
A. — In reference to the Reflex circuit
would advise that Radio frequency transformer may be used effectively in place
of the choke coil and high resistance.
TJ V 201 tubes will serve satisfactorily
in this circuit. W E 216A tubes may be
used
tial. with about ninety volts plate potenIt is possible to light filament from
A C supply by employment of rectifiers
and transformers.
The wave length range is about one
hundred and ninety to six hundred meters.
Squeals and Howls
(2867) RLB, New York City.
In your issue of January 27, on page 13
you published a hook up figure 2. I have
built this set, and am writing you to see
if you elin give me some information as
to the tuning of it. The local stations
come in very fair (although not as good
as a 3 bulb set that I have) and I have
only been able to get WDAP Chicago for
distance.
I get any amount
of squeals.

in the January 27th issue of Radio Digest
is correct and has given splendid results.
It is indicated that a discrepancy exists,
possibly inefficient apparatus, since you
do not experience the satisfaction afforded
to others.
It is difficult to suggest the source of
limitation without a personal inspection of
set, but having assured you of its possibilities we trust you will not be discouraged before you locate your trouble.
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If your reference is to jack used on
second stage of audio frequency on number three, this is error. Base of jack
should be connected to first prong.

GUARANTEED

VACUUM

NECESSARY

SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL

Resistances
(2852) WGG, Chicago, 111.
I desire to build the Reflex circuit as
described in your January 27th issue, page
13, figure 1. Please tell me how or where
to purchase the 50,000 ohm resistances as
described and how to make them? I find
it almost impossible to secure these resistances. Iwish to use three Federal
R. F. and two Atwater Kent 9 to 1 ratio
A. !•'. transformers. Will these high resistances be of any advantage in this set?
Am I using good judgment in selecting
high ratio transformers? Do you consider
circuit No. 3 better than No. 1?
I do not quite understand why a jack
such as described in this circuit on the
second A. F. is used.
A. — Resistances employed may be
secured through any responsible dealer.
Would advise the use of lower ratio
audio frequency transformers than the
9 to 1 cited. Three and one-half or four
to Personally,
one.
circuit number one is preferred.

Reflex without Crystal
(2940) PW, New York City, N. Y.
I have made your one tube Reflex. All
local stations come in clear and loud on
an indoor aerial. I can also receive these
stations very faint when I disengage the
cat whisker.
What is the cause of this?
Can a third R. F. transformer be used
in the three tube Reflex? If so where is
the best position for it? These two sets
were published in the December 30th, 1922
issue.
Do you sell old issues of the Radio
Digest, and what is the price? What
numbers
contain Reflex circuits?
A. — With reference to Reflex circuit will
advise that action of same when cat
whisker is disengaged is due to inductance between various parts and does not
interfere with operation.
For addition of a third Radio frequency
transformer in this circuit we are directing your attention to page thirteen of the
January
27th issue of Radio Digest for

Abalene Radio
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Below is a novel crystal
set that an ingenious fan
constructed in the case of
an old desk telephone. This
set has worked very successfully on local stations
where there is no QRM
© Swastika

<Si^^M
The thing that the feminine
mind cannot adapt to decorative
purposes never has been created.
Even Radio has succumbed to
the whims of *ye ladye ove
fashyone'
© K. & H. ^.

Hudson P. Maxim, noted
American scientist and inventor, is shown in the
accompanying picture before the microphone in the
studio of Station WGM, the
Atlanta Constitution, Atlanta, Ga. He delivered a
lecture recently to the vast
invisible audience of
WGM's
listeners in

I :$&'*'
»W1

»lOi \**
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RADIO LINKS U. S. FLYERS
CLASS "A" LICENSES
GRANTED 16 PLANTS
EACH

GETS WAVE
EXCLUSIVE IN OWN STATE

Wild Animal Circus, Daily Paper, Three
Colleges, National Guard Unit,
One Church, in List
WASHINGTON*.— Sixteen Class A stations, the first of the newly classified
broadcasters, have been licensed by the
Department of Commerce. Although several of the licenses are for the same wave
length, it will be noted that these are all
in different districts and states, so separated as to avoid any marked interference.
Of the sixteen new plants, Louisiana received three, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Texas each received two,
and Illinois, Pennsylvania and Indiana got
one apiece.
Represented among the new broadcasters are a daily paper, a church, three universities, a wild animal circus, a national
(Continued on page 2)

The lower left photograph shows Miss
Bernice Kazounoff,
concert pianist and
music instructor. She
was one of the feature
performers to be
heard on a recent program broadcast from
the studio of Station
WEAF. New York.
One
critic said,reminds
"Miss
Kazounoff
one of the bouyant
Percy Grainger and
his individuality of
interpretation." The
young lady smiling so
prettily in the center
is none other than
Miss Bonnie Earnhardt, "The Bedtime
Story tant
Girl"
assisprogramanddirector
of the Atlanta Journal's Station WSB.
In the right circle is
Miss Cecil Arden,
mezzo soprano of the
Metropolitan Grand
Opera Company, who
sang to the listeners
of WDAF
a short
while ago

'GREAT
BOON"
SAYS MAJOR
GEN. PATRICK
Use

Waves

Chief of Air Fighting Forces Writes
of Aid Airphones Give
Pilots
By Major

General M. Patrick, Chief of
U. S. Air Service
Of all the discoveries and scientific developments of the past few years, none
have been more interesting, nor rapidly
exploited than aviation and Eadio, two
agencies which are destined to play a vital

KSD TO BROADCAST
TEN WEEKS OPERA
Fans Will Hear St. Louis Municipal OperaSundays
Thursdays and
1IEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS. — The
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, controlling by copyright,
the compositions of certain song writers
and musical composers and also the publication of these compositions by certain
publishing houses, has advised that it
will not permit the broadcasting of its
copyrighted music without payment of a
fee for a license to do so. Station WGI,
joining with 34 other stations, will not
broadcast any composition covered by
copyright belonging to the Society named.

Directional

ST. LOUIS, MO. — Ten weeks of light
opera, extending through the entire season of the St. Louis Municipal Opera Company will be broadcast this summer by
Station KSD, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
The broadcasting will be on Monday and
Friday night of each week, weather permitting. In case of rain the postponed
broadcasting will be on Thursday or Sunday night. Each opera will be sent out
complete.
The season will open May 28 with Victor
Herbert's "Naughty Marietta".

part in nomicboth
future military
and ecolife oftheAmerica,
and which
are
mutually dependent
one upon the other.
(Continued on page 5)

WESTWARD HO— WITH
AIRPHONE APPARATUS
ick Ganneexperimenters, Freder
Radio
Two Howar
PA. — and
d
, Pa.,
hauer,
PHIAd,
ADELEywoo
PHIL
Berliner, 2133 Spring Garden street,
Philadelphia, have started in an automobile equipped with Radio with which
they expect to conduct elaborate researches in various parts of the country to determine factors affecting
Radio transmission. The young men
have Los Angeles as their destination.
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HAVE COURTS RIGftT
TO REGULATE AIR?
WILLIAMS-BERGMAN
CASE
TO DECIDE
ISSUE
Youthful "Sparks" Sued by Banker Radiophan for Alleged "Gumming Up
of Atmosphere"
By E. E. Pearson
BLOOMINGTON, ILL. — Have the courts
jurisdiction over the air? Can legal mandate control the boundless ether which
extends from planet to planet and which
has puzzled the scientists since the times
of Aristotle? Will an injunction extend
through the empyrean? These and other
problems may be solved when the case is
called in a few days in the Livingston
county circuit court, the first injunction
suit ever instituted to restrain a broadcaster by Radio.
The lawyers for the defense and prosecution have been busy preparing for the
hearing, set for the April term of court.
The eyes of the Radio world will be centered upon this unique issue. Men of national prominence from many sections of
the country will assemble, including Herbert C. Hoover, secretary of commerce;
Mitchell Lewis, machine gun manufacturer of New York; Hiram P. Maxim, president of the American Radio Relay League;
K.
B. "Warner,
other
notables. secretary of the league, and
Banker vs. Youthful Sparks
When Cutter in his "Song of the Lightning" wrote, "Away, away, through the
sightless air, stretch forth your iron
thread," he had little idea to what marvels the study of electricity would lead.
Yet his words were strangely prophetic
when he predicted: "The journey ye make
in a hundred years, I'll clear at a single
bound."
Principals in this initial case, involving
the right to use the air, are Bdward JSeWilliams, president of the State Bank of
Dwight, and W. Wylie Bergman, a youth
of 18. McWilliams applied for and was
granted a temporary injunction which restrained Bergman, an amateur Radio operator of the same city, from operating
his broadcasting station, because it interfered with the receiving of Radio messages in the McWilliams mansion.
Tucked in one corner of the living room
of the Bergman cottage is the Radio apparatus which has created such a turmoil.
The little cubby hole that houses his instruments is packed and jammed with
coils, gaps and other Radio apparatus.
On the walls are tacked messages received
at various times. He proudly exhibits his
commission as chief of the northern Illinois district. High in the air, a distance
of 150 feet, are his lofty aerials. Day
and night they receive and send the messages from and to other amateur stations
from one end of the country to the other.

WORLD WAR VETERANS
GIVE ETHER PROGRAM
Picked Men of 300 Broadcast from
Station WNAC
BOSTON, MASS. — A special musical
program by world war veterans who are
etudents at the Boston Conservatory of
Music and other musical schools and colleges throughout New England was broadcast from WNAC (Shepard Stores) station on April 10th. These veterans were
selected from some 300 disable 1 men,
veterans of the war in France, studying
various branches of music for concert, orchestra or band work, under the supervision of the TJ. S. Veterans' Bureau, and
the program was remarkable, both for its
variety and high quality.

LICENSE NEW

AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER IN
(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City

A young lady of Mobile, Ala., took an
examination for a first-class amateur license and passed with 91 per cent.

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgarv, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD.St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cub*
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass....
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectadv. N. Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.. ..
WHAZ, Trov.N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
W J AX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, Newark. N.J
WKAQ, San Juan. P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark, N. J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich

Monday
7:00- 8:00

400
430
440
360
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
427
400
710
400
422
400
400
360
360
400
400
400
360
400
400
370
360
400
400
400
400
360
360
360
360
400
400
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
360
400

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
7.-00- 1:00
10:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-11:30
8:00-12:30
8:005:45- 9:30
7:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30
7:30- 9:30

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
7:00- 8:00

7:00-8:00

7:00- 8
6:00-10:30 11:30-12
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9
9:00-10:00
10:00-12
7:00- 1:00 9:00-10
7:00- 1
8:45-11:30 10:00-11
10:00- 12:00 8:45-11
8:00-10:00 8:00-10.
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9
6:05. 7:20 6:25. 8
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
6:00-11:00
6:00- 7:30
6:00- 9:30

Friday

7:00- 8:00 3:00- 5:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
6:00-10:30
1:45- 3:45
5:00- 9:00 5:00-9:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
10:00-12:00
7*0- 1:00 7:00- 1:00 10:00- 1*0
7:00- 1:00
9*0-10:00
9*0- 2:00
12:00- 1:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-11:30 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7*0- 8:00
8:00- 7:40
9:30 11:30- 1*0
6:457:00- 8:40 8*0- 9:30
8:00- 10:30 6:30- 6:45
7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:308:00 7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7*0- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:001:00
6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00-12*0
10:00- 2:00
2:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 7:00 10:009:30-10:30
6:309:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00 7:30- 9:30 8:00-11:00 8:30-10:00
8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 8*0
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
6:30- 7:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

7:15-10
8:00-10
6:307:00-108
6:00- 1
7:30-11
6:30- 9
8:305:45- S7
7:00- 9
9:30-10
7:00- 9
7:00- 8
7:30- 9
7:00- 8:45
6:00- 6:30

8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30
7:15- 9:30

5:00- 8::
5::
6:00-

8:00- 9:30

5:00- 5:30
9:10-11:00
7:30-10:00
7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:30

7:309:30
7:30- 9:30
7:30- 9:
6:00- 7:30 9:15-10:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
7*0-10:00
7:00-10:00 8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00-10:
7:30- 8:30 8:00- 9
10:00-11:00 7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
6:50- 9:10
5:15- 6:30
7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00
7
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 6:00-'
7:00-10
10:45-12
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 9:00 8:00- 8
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9

TRUTH

Sunday
6:45- 7:45

7:00- 8:00

10:10-11:30 6:00- 7:30
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45

Saturday

SEND FOR BOOKLET

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00

ABOUT

LEAKS

i.

AIREX
LEAKS

25c

0-S MEGOHMS

VARIABLE

LEAK

ONLY

DITTO WITH
.00025 or .0005
35c
MICA CONDENSER
PAY NO MORE
ATTRACTIVE
DEALER
& JOBBER
PROPOSITION
SOLE NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

ALBERT
132 NASSAU

J. SLAP

ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

O-SO-EZ
Crystal Receiver
Patent

Pending

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9*0

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 7:30

Price $1.75
The scientific built Receiver with the new
tuning principle. Highly selective, that
made good in a day. Ideal for broadcasts
withinset.30 miles. An auxiliary for your
tube

CONTENTS
Badlo Digest, Illustrated, Volume 5, Number 5,
bv Badlo Digest Publishing Company. 123 West
Five Dollars; Foreign, Six Dollars: single copies.
Chicago, Illinois,

VARIABLE

REVELATION

(Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time.
If your city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your
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It's Spring — Moving and House Cleaning Are Over — and the weather is so
nice that it would be a fine time to get up on the roof and repair or rebuild
that antenna for the coming summer months. And in accordance with this

Panel

suggestion, Thomas W. Benson, in his beginners* series next issue, 'will devote
Chapter III to "Pointers About Aerials and Grounds." Let's fix up the stormbeaten old copper wires for many merry moments during the cool of the
summer
evenings.
Mr. Benson's Loud Speaker Construction Article, by the way, stirred up so much
interest and brought his so many letters that he has promised to furnish soon
an article for the Digest which will be a consensus of the data and information
requested by the zealous homemade loud speaker constructors.
FleweUing Next Issue will tell Radiophans more about the making at home of a
first-class one condenser flivver super. He's really anxious to help the many
misguided Flewellingphans who can't get theirs to work properly, so read
his detailed
series now appearing in the Digest.

PLANTS

(Continued
from
page
1)
guard unit, a Radio Club and three electrical and Radio concerns.
The sixteen new stations and the wave
lengths which they will use are:
KFGM, Abilene Daily Reporter, Abilene,
Tex., 233 meters; KFHF, Central Christian
Church, Shreveport, La., 266 meters;
KFGP, Cheney Radio Co., Cheney, Kans.,
229 meters; KFHI, Chas. V. Dixon, Wichita, Kans., 224 meters; KFGV, Heidbreder
Radio Supply Co., Utica, Nebr., 224 meters;
KFGC, Louisiana State Univ., Baton
Rouge, La., 254 meters; KFFX, The Mcr
Graw Co., Omaha, Nebr., 278 meters;
KFGJ, Mo. National Guard, 138th Infantry, St. Louis, Mo., 266 meters; KFHC,
Univ. of Okla., Norman, Okla., 254 meters;
KFHD, Utz Electric Co., St. Joseph, Mo.,
226 meters; KFFZ, Al. G. Barnes Amusement Co., Dallas, Tex., 226 meters; KFGD,
Chickasha Radio & Elec. Co., Chickasha,
Okla., 248 meters; WABA, Lake Forest
College, Lake Forest, 111., 266 meters;
WABB, Dr. J. B. Lawrence, Harrisburg,
Pa., 266 meters; KFFY, Pincus & Murphy,
Inc., Alexandria, La., 275 meters; WRAF,
Radio Club Inc., Laporte, Ind., 224 meters.

DIGEST
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15 Is the Date for Many Wave Length Changes — That's why you should have
the Digest's weekly three-part Broadcasting Station Directory (Page 8) to help
you with the latest information on station wave lengths, schedules, calls, owners,

time bands, etc. "An Evening at Home with the Listener In" is a feature that
helps, too.
Next issue this will contain a complete revision of wave length data.
H. J. Marx and His Reflex De Luxe, will be with us again May 19. He will tell
you how the wiring should be done. He also promises — not next issue but
soon — some honest-to-goodness data on the Hazeltine Neutrodyne receiving
circuits. And another article he is planning is one which will tell how to build
loading coils for Reinartz receivers, so that their wave length range will be
increased.
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NEW CODE SYSTEM
DEVISEDBY SQUIER
SPEEDS
UP TRANSMISSION
NEARLY THREE TIMES
First

Presentation of New
Alphabet
Given Before National Academy
of Science
By Carl H. Batman

WASHINGTON. — A new telegraph alphabet for use In Radio, telegraph and
cable in all languages has just been given
to the world by Maj. Gen. George O.
Squier, Chief Signal Officer of the Army
and one of America's most prolific electrical communication inventors. With his
new code system a speed 2.65 times the
present transmitting rate can be achieved,
and it is easier to tune to.
The first presentation of this new universal code was made recently by the
General in a speech before the National
Academy of Sciences In Washington. It
now appears that the code used for almost
80 years will be superseded throughout
the world, with a gain of over 150% in
speed.
Variations to Perfect New Code
Briefly, General Squier proposes to vary
the amplification or intensity of each half
cycle of alternating current to send a
dot, space or dash, each of which requires
the same time of transmission. The signals are distinguished in receiving by
the three different amplitudes, one each
for the dot, dash and space. Six permutations are possible with the three intensities; one arrangement being to represent the dot with a certain intensity, the
dash with a larger one and the space with
a smaller amplification. The method tried
successfully by General Squier in the
Signal Corps laboratories was with the
dash the largest, the dot intermediate
and the space the smallest. Other methods will be tried, however, and a better
arrangement may be found.
The system has been studied by Radio
experts of the Army and Navy, who, it is
reported, find no bugs in it; on the
contrary, they see added efficiency, and
decreased interference. It is the plan
of the inventor to submit the system to
the next International Technical Conference on Telegraphy with a suggestion for
unification of all codes, Radio, wires and
cable, using the same system of modulation for the signals.
Has Many Advantages Over Morse
The present telegraph alphabet was invented by Professor Horse in 1S44, before
the telephone, alternating- arc or Radio
transmission, and yet, with advances in
nearly every other phase of communication, we have continued to use the same
alphabet, which, it was pointed out by
General Squier, does not fit. It was for
this reason that General Squier "redesigned" the 80-year old alphabet for 1923
use. In the old alphabet the dots, dashes
and spaces required different time for
transmission, whereas the new plan provides for sending each in the same space
of time. In his system in alternating
current, no consecutive signals are of
the same sign, but different amplitudes.
In Morse such letters as S and H, required
three or four signals of the same sign
and were not as legible as the signs for the
letters A and N, where no two signs were
alike, they being composed of dots and
dashes. The several letters of the old
alphabet did not have the same legibility
and the whole alphabet was slowed down
by the "slow" letters to their speed. This
defect has cost the world hundreds of
thousands of dollars in transmitting costs,
it is estimated.
Besult of Eight Years' Work
General Squier's alphabet is the result
of nearly eight years of research and experimentation, begun in 1915 in connection with devising a new cable alphabet.
Its present application today to all three
kinds of code work will make it no longer
necessary to learn three code systems.
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CFCN CONDUCTS DAYTIME RECEIVING TEST

BAN STOCK TIPS AND
FIRM ADVERTISEMENT

the
Testsianfor govmationALTA
of the— Canad
inforY,
CALGAR
ernment are at the present time
being conducted by CFCN, The W. W.
Grant Radio, Ltd., broadcasting station at Calgary, under special instructions from Ottawa. CFCN is carrying
out special daylight transmission tests
in order to ascertain how broadcasts
are received in the daytime in the provinces of Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia.

st
tion or
broadca
to
the Radio
Use ofinforma
YORK.—market
NEW
forecasts of business by its members is prohibited by the terms of a
resolution adopted this week by the
governing committee of the New York
stock exchange. The resolution prohibits also broadcasting by Radio of
any matter intended to advertise firms
of members or to stimulate interest In
particular securities on the stock market.

SCREEN

STAR

HEARS

CFCN USES DIRECT
WIRE FROM PLAZA
REMOTE CONTROL PROVES
TO BE SUCCESSFUL
Broadcast of Imperial Orchestra, Mile
and Half Away, Brings Many
Congratulatory Wires
By Jeffrey J. Blngman
CALGARY, ALTA. — Remote control and
a telephone cable line one mile and a half
in length is now being used by CFCN.
The W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd., at Calgary,
to broadcast music from a down town
dance orchestra. This is the first time
this device has been used in Radiophone
broadcasting in Canada.
The first test was staged on the night
of Saturday, April 14, from 10:30 o'clock
to 11:30 o'clock. Mountain Standard Time,
the regular broadcast hours for CFCN.
It proved entirely successful and hundreds of telegrams and letters were received, complimenting both Mr. Grant and
the splendid orchestra.
Music Magnified 90 Times
Station CFCN, situated on Crescent
Heights,
outlyinghigher
districtsone
which isof onCalgary's
a considerably
level than the city proper, was connected
with the Imperial Orchestra at the Plaza
Cabaret, in the business section of the
city. A pair of cables was used, and they
had a capacity and resistance equivalent
to an ordinary open air telephone line
thirty miles in length, in point of difficulties which it was found necessary to overcome. Music and speech was magnified
ninety times regular strength by use of
a special voice frequency amplifier designed by W. W. Grant, who also designed
and manufactured the special pick-up
equipment which was installed at the
Plaza.

OPERA

?

>«.!..

Above

is Florence Vidor, star of the screen, listening in to a concert by the Chicago Opera Company, the music being radiated through the Cuban Telephone Company's Station PWX. Like
many of the movie folks, Florence and her husband, King Vidor, the noted director, are ardent
Radiophans
© Photonews

Fire Chief Broadcasts
After Patting Out Blaze

Appearing
in his from
"fire-fighting
togs,"
Chief
Goetz stepped
his red racing
automobile, used in answering all alarms,
into the broadcasting studio, and took his
place before the microphone. The chief
had just returned from directing the work
Chief Goetz Tells WOAI Listeners of the city's fire fighters as they battled
the
blaze and the elements in conquering
About Spontaneous Combustion
a stubborn blaze at a warehouse.
The topic of the address was timely.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.— A touch of
realism, not appreciated by Radiophans, Chief Goetz took as his subject "Spontawas given to the address recently over
neous Combustion," and the fire from
Station WOAI, by Fire Chief A. J. Goetz which he had just returned is thought
of the San Antonio Fire Department, when to have been caused by spontaneous comChief Goetz broadcast the fifth of a series
bustion in the warehouse filled with hay
and grain.
of short talks on fire prevention.

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

Plaza Dancers
Pleased
The crowd of dancers and pleasure seekers who crowded the floor of the Plaza
were immensely pleased by the novelty.
However, surprised as they were when
they entered the cabaret to find a Radiophone broadcaster installed, they were
more surprised later when they learned
that all sounds in the room could be
heard all over the country. Clapping,
applause, calls for encores, laughter and
light talk, all could be distinctly heard
by the multitudinous invisible audience,
as was testified by telegrams received.
Both local and out-of-town Radiophans
who listened in told CFCN that the orchestra reproduction was the best they had
ever heard. This innovation, following
close on many features recently staged
by CFCN, has created considerable talk
in local Radio circles.
Fans Wire Appreciation
Here are a few of the hundreds of telegrams whic started pouring in one hour
after the broadcast had ceased:
"Concert coming in fine many thanks."
Noel Kerr, Wenatchee, Wash.
"Congratulations successful transmistonightWallula,
enjoying Wash.
numbers broadcast."
J. C. sion
Ruff,
"Initial program remote control being
received here perfectly a fine orchestra
congratulations please acknowledge by
Radio tonight." Frank A. Moore, Walla
Walla, "Wash.
concert coming in fine good stuff."
B. "Tour
C.
A. J. Peters and TV. J. Easson, Victoria,
"Tests tonight coming in wonderfully
loud and clear." A. F. Dickenson, Wenatchee, Wash.
"Concert coming in splendidly." Vernal
Saithers, Helena, Mont.
Similar
Plaza'sforImperial programs
Orchestra have from
been the
arranged
in
the near future, Mr. Grant has announced.

Almhouse

to Have

Set

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Radio may be a
luxury enjoyed chiefly by the well-to-do
but inmates of the Calhoun county aimhouse, near Jacksonville, Ala., are going
to hear concerts just like anybody else.
The set was installed at the expense of the
keeper, W. H. Nunnally.

Try This on Your Cane
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NEW YORK TO HAVE
DUAL STATION SOON
MAY

15TH
DATE
SET
FOR
OPENING OF WJY-WJZ

Aeolian Hall Plant of R. C. A. to Give
Double Program on 405 and
455 Meters
NEW YORK. — Broadcast Central, the
new station of the Radio Corporation of
America which has been the subject of
considerable speculation among Radio
listeners who have heard the station testing, will be opened May 16 at Aeolian Hall
with call 2XR.
Located in the heart of the city's musical and theatrical district, where entertainment of the highest order is ever
available, this station will offer the American public most elaborate programs with
a very high degree of faithfulness in reproduction. The wires, high on Aeolian
Hall, which tower 400 feet above the
Fifth avenue and 42nd street, provide two
distinct antennae. The new super-station
will transmit two broadcast programs
simultaneously, on different wave lengths.
WJV and WJZ New Calls
The closing of Station WJZ at Newark,
N. J., now operated jointly by the R. C. A.
and the Westinghouse Company, will coincide with the opening of Broadcast CenThe well-known
will be
retainedtral.for
transmission call
from"WJZ
the Aeolian
Hall station on 455 meters, while the call
"WJT will be used for the other wave
length of 405 meters, both of which have
recently been allocated to the new station.
The new station is fitted with a double
antenna and two independent transmitters
which will permit a dual program to be
broadcast. One program can be a classical
or serious entertainment; the other, popular airs, dance music and lectures.
Divide Badiophans
into Two Classes
A thorough analysis has been made of
the types of programs best suited to the
requirements of the public and this study
has revealed the fact that generally, the
Radio public may be divided into two
classes, those who prefer classical or similar entertainment and those desiring
dance music and popular airs.
Not only will transmission be carried on
from the two studios which are a part
of the station, but the main recital hall
of Aeolian Hall has been connected to a
switchboard in the station, thus providing
another source of the finest music obtainable.
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RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
By the Contest Editor

of these
s? you
do
None think
of them
under DX
1,
T
WHArecord
200 miles! If you are able to pick
mating
es
s
up station at distanc
approxi
these, you can be sure you have a worthwhile set. H. S. Olding, of New Glasgow,
N. S., is back again this week with five
new records to his credit. The longest
record this week, however, is sent in by
M. H. Hall, of Boston, Mass., who listens
in regularly to Hawaii. Watch for the
contest rules next week.
Below are the record holders for this
week:
Station Heard — Miles Away — Who Heard
CJCN— 1900, Nestor Barrett, Republic, Wash.
K DPT— 2600, B. G. Williams, Springfield. Mass.
KDZK— 2050, C. E. Carber, Pittsburgh, Pa.
KM J— 1550, H. E. Clark, Monmouth, I1L
Kftl— 1650. H. E. Clark, Monmouth, 111.
KTW— 1600, H. E. Clark, Monmouth, IH.
KYQ— 5100, M H. Hall. Boston. Mass.
WBAU— 1200, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.
WCAZ— 1450, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. 8.
WDAX— 1500, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. 8.
WFAA— 2000, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. B.
WMAV— 1500, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.
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DIGEST
R. H. G. Mathews

Speaks on

So Called "Standard"

Parts

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— "Don't buy any
'standard' Radio parts on the market, unless you know something about them,"
was the message of R. H. G. Matthews,
central division manager of the American
Radio Relay League and representative of
the Chicago Radio Laboratory, in an address delivered at the Second Annual Amateur Radio Convention held in Columbus
recently.
Explaining in detail tests made of
"standard" Radio equipment, he asserted
much of the higher priced receiving equipment, while of excellent mechanical construction, is very low in electrical efficiency. This condition is the result of
many electrical manufacturers entering
the Radio field without first obtaining a
thorough knowledge of underlying fundamentals, and not in any intent to defraud,
Matthews indicated.

Ritter Loop Aerial $1

A knock-down aerial. All
parts perfect and made
to fit properly. Results
guaranteed.
Canminutes.
be assembled in, 10
Loop aerials of this kind
never sold for less than
tory. We manufacture and
$5.
sell right from our fac-
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ter SetGrand $250
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The best
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beginners or others
amoney.
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DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

I'J'M.'fltT

123 W.Madixon.ft.Chicaqo

Good Bye Aerials!
So Long Static

(Fat. Fending)

VISE

The Handiest Tool for Building Your Own Set
From Your Dealer or Send $2.00

t

r

New

243 West 54th St.

RADIO

CORP.

230NewCanal
Street
York City
WRITE

Guaranteed, or
Refunded.

Short Cut Radio Corp.

100% ratings
technical depts.from
of many
publications. Call and
see
crystal working.
set and '
loopthe aerial
Mail orders filled.

DEALERS

Postpaid, Anywhere,
for $5.00
Satisfaction
Money

600 meters; can receive
up to 50 miles radius
under normal
conditions. Has received

RITTER

Replaces aerials, loops, electric
light plugs, etc. Eliminates
lightning dangers. Reduces
STATIC interference and distortion. Brings clearer signals
and truer tone. Works on all
standard vacuum tube sets.

FOR

York

"Dept. R. D."
Makes Your Set Portable.
Size only 6J4 by 2%.
Dealers write for our proposition

DETAILS

f=F&ONi
SUPEfl
TXP&

Crystal Detector for the
Reflex
Circuit.
Dustproof and fixed.
WERNES

&

PATCH
Chicago

159 N. State St.

$7.50 list Price— Highest quality instrument using
btst grade of materials. Made to bring in long
distance. Can be used as a loud speaker unit.
Hiotzen fones receive clear, loud signals.
rinrp A. B. C. of RADIO— a 62-page boob
rtvEiij
in clear,
■ written
nationally
known simple
Radio English,
expert- byEx-a
plains the underlying principles of wireless
telephony, with diagrams, drawings and glossary.
A. B. C. of Radio FREE.
Send check or money order for $3.95 TODAY for
this wonderful Dietaen super-fone. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
Standard parts only in original pack-

No. 1010X

30 Ohm

Rheostat

Excellent results assured with use
on New Type tubes.

UV199A

Using

small

6 ohm
20 ohm
30 ohm

UV201A

filament

current

$0.75
1.00
1.10

At your dealers.
Otherwise sent postpaid
on receipt of purchase price
Write for catalog illustrating and describing our entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

AER0V0X WIRELESS CORP.
Z08 W. 17th ST.

NEW

YORK

on a "money-back"
DURaTEKing. Sold
Permanent
Crystal Detector. basis.
...$ 2.00
W.D.-ll Adapter
.65
2-inch Bakellte Dials
25
3-inch Bakellte Dials
35
$1.00 Bakellte Socket
50
5.00 W. D. 12 Audio Frequency transformer 3.75
3.00 Owl Radio Preauency transformer
1.50
5.50 Coto Coil Radio Preauency transformer 3.45
3.00 Sleeper Radio Preauency transformer.. 1.95
5.00 Acme Audio and Radio transformer. . 3.45
8. 00 Dayton Variometer
5.45
8.00 Dayton Variocoupler
5.45
5.50 Murdock variable condenser, 23-plate 2.95
6.50 Murdock variable condenser, 43-plate 3.25
132.00 Radiola R C. set
79.50
5.00 Multi-Radioacope
1-50
Little Gem set
6.50
50.00 Turney single tube set
18.50
Money Order or Personal Check Accepted

THE BULL DOG MAST SEAT
Fills a Long Felt Want
If you are detracting from the appearance of your home by using an unsightly mast (a 2x4
or crooked pole) , install in its place the only Aerial Mast Seat on the market today. A solid
and substantial base for your Mast, eliminating sagging and swaying, affording permanency
and security. Greater range and more satisfactory results from your receiving set.

ORNAMENTAL
STRONGLY CONSTRUCTED
QUICKLY AND EASILY INSTALLED
GRIPS YOUR MAST LIKE A VICE
Adjustable to any pitch of roof, either peaked or metal ridge roll type.

Seat for 1
inch Mast
Seat for 1 V2 inch Mast

$2.00 each
$2.50 each

If your dealer cannot supply you, clip coupon and mail with your remittance to

MAST

SEAT

MANUFACTURING

CO.

119-D 5th Street S. E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Jobbers and Distributors
Write for Discount
MAST SEAT MFG. COMPANY,
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is $
Name....

119 Fifth St S, E., Minneapolis, Minnesota
KD-5-12-23
Send me Mast Seats to cover remittance.

Address.

RADIO

STORES

Dept. F. 11, 191 Fulton St., N.Y.C.

City
Check, Money Order or Bank Draft

J
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RADIO LINKS U. S. AIR SERVICE
i

The photograph below shows the crossed
system of the transloop antenna
mitting station for direction finding: at
McCook field. This station is making
rapid strides in Airplane-Radio and
valuable experiments are being conducted by the officers in charge. At
the right is shown the interior of the
Radio hut. Note the neatness and
convenience of arrangement of the
switchboard and instruments.

ETHER STATIONS TO
USE NO PAY SONGS
BROADCASTERS
UNITE
IN
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Chicago— Composer's
Meeting
HoldSociety
Getsat Little Satisfaction
— May 14 Next Meeting
CHICAGO.— At the recent meeting held
at the Drake Hotel, in which twenty of the
larger broadcasting stations were represented, a national organization was formulated to be known as the National Association of Broadcasters. The aims and purposes of this organization are: To encourage and aid the development of musical and
literary genius, to support every movement
to advance the art of Radio broadcasting
and to encourage the enactment of laws and
legislation designed to meet this purpose,
and to protect its- members from unjust and
unfair demands by anyone.
In order to put the newly formed organization on a firm footing a subscription of over ten thousand dollars was
raised at one meeting. This amount is a
nest egg toward a fund that is expected
to reach the efifty thousand mark. All
members have been called on to underwrite their stations with the amount considered to be the just share of preliminary
expenses of organizing the Association
and starting the service of issuing music
and song compositions to the members
free of charge. It is also proposed by the
broadcasters to establish dues on a sliding
scale.
To Have Censorship Board
It is the plan of this association to
establish a board of censorship in New
York to which all musical compositions to
be broadcast will be submitted. If the
compositions pass this board, they will
in turn be given to the individual stations to be put on the programs for the
benefit of their listeners. In this manner
it is anticipated to keep the standard of
such numbers high and offer each member the service of unrestricted numbers
free from an excessive tax or license.
Another development that is looked to
by the association is the question of paid
talent. At the present it has been a
rarity to have paid performers on any
broadcast program, but if any time in the
future the tables should turn the members intend to be organized so as to meet
reasonable claims.
Publishers So Not Fare Well
Representatives of the American Society
of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers met with small success when they
appeared before the meeting to re-state
their demands of royalties on copyrighted
compositions. These men were allowed to
present their case and then were dismissed
with the statement they "were not needed
further." At this time the meeting went
into closed session at which only direct
representatives from broadcasting stations were admitted.
At this session resolutions were passed
as follows:

J.\

"The members of the association are
determined to arrange the operation of
their broadcasting so that the officers of
a corporation, perhaps located many miles
distant from their station, may rest easily
in the knowledge that no music will or
may be broadcast from their station which
could
versy. involve them in any legal controProblem of Self Support
"The members believe that the one unsolvable problem confronting broadcasters
has been the question of making broadcasting financially self-supporting. No
plan has heretofore been developed which
seemed feasible. The committee having
charge of this
phase and
of the
Association's
activities,
believes
hereby
goes on
record as believing that this Association
possesses within itself the power to collect very substantial sums of money,
which sums should ultimately equal or at
least nearly equal the cost of major broadcasting. Make no mistake about what here
is being said. Put in other Words, the
committee believes that a membership in
this Association will eventually be a great
financial asset."
It was also developed that the American Society of Authors, Composers and
Music Publishers controlled a comparatively small amount of the music published in America. The Producing Managers Association has already taken the
stand that the society cannot control the
songs of their productions and any license
they would issue could not carry with it
the right to broadcast the songs incorporated in their shows. This serves to cut
down the entire list of compositions controlled by the society to about thirty per
cent of -the total. Of this balance, it was
stated, the ones sung in the Broadway productions would be considered far superior,
so the remaining few more popular songs
are very small in number.
Does Broadcast Popularize Song's?
The question of popularizing the song
was raised and met with the statement concerning a certain song that has been discarded from public sales for the past six
months. This song was recently used by
two powerful stations on several nights
and the following week the investigated
sales reached forty-five hundred copies.
This was after the song had been long
considered dead.
In an interview concerning the recent
meeting one prominent broadcaster said:
"We have been told by the representatives of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers that if we
wish to test the legality of their claims
they will be pleased to accommodate us."
Rather than wage an expensive court
battle our station has decided to refrain
from broadcasting any of the selections
the copyright of which is controlled by the
society. Through the newly formed association we will be able to obtain selections that are the equal of any the society
may control and will broadcast them inTo Tote on Officers
stead."
The Association of Broadcasters has
called their next meeting for May 14, 1923
to be held at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
At this meeting the officers who were
placed in nomination will be acted upon.
The officers appointed at the recent meeting, whose names will be placed before
the assembly for vote, are:

(Continued from page 6)
It Is obvious that Radio furnishes the
only successful means of communication
between the ground and airplanes in flight
and by the same token, as aviation develops, both as a military arm and as a commercial agency for transportation, intercommunication between airplanes and
ground will become one of the most important functions
of Radio.
The value
of Radio
communication has
been to aircraft in the past and its potential value in the future is realized but by
few people. In all aviation activities in
war and most of the flying in peace, aircraft have some definite mission to perform with reference to certain individuals
or organizations on the ground. In war,
all airplanes are equipped with Radio ap-

paratus, either telegraph or telephone, for
intercommunication with the ground and
other planes in the air. In peace time
military and in commercial flying, Radio
performs two functions: one, in intercommunication between plane and ground, and
the other in intercommunication between
ground stations and control points. Organized schedules for flying cross-country
are still in the first phases of their infancy, yet in the short length of time that
has elapsed since the signing of the
armistice, much progress has been made.
The establishment and operation of an
aerial mail route by the Post Office Department from New York to San Francisco, and the success that has been attained in its operation, is well known.
In this operation, Radio stations have
been established at all landing fields and
control stops and are used in the despatch
of planes flying along the route, and in
the dissemination of meteorological data
on conditions along the route.

Army Has "Model Airway"

In addition to this route the Army now
has in operation and has had for several
months a so-called "Model Airway" along
which planes fly on definite schedules.
This airway extends north from Washington to Mitchel Field, Long Island; south
to Langley Field, Virginia, and west
through Cumberland, Maryland; Moundsville, West Virginia; Dayton, Ohio, to Detroit and Chanute Field at Rantoul, Illinois. Airplanes are sent out from all of
these stations at regular intervals, and
one or more planes are flying along each
leg of the airway each day. The intercommunication between ground and planes
at this time is limited, but intercommunication between landing fields and control
stations along the route is completely established and planes are despatched and
meteorological data sent out from these
stations by means of Radio with a promptness and regularity such as is found in a
well organized railroad system.
Certain of the planes are now equipped
with Radio apparatus for intercommunication with ground stations and it is
planned in the near future to so equip
all planes.
The ultimate value that Radio can
render aviation is tremendously great.
Not only will it serve its purpose in interPresident, J. E. Jenkins, Station WDAP,
Drake Hotel, Chicago. Vice Pres., Powell
Crosley, Crosley Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Vice Pres., Bodin Washington, Cutting
Washington, New York. Vice Pres., R. N.
Johnston, Station WSY, Birmingham, Ala.
Secretary, E. F. MacDonald, Chicago Radio
Laboratory. Treasurer, Frank Elliott,
Station WOC, Davenport, la.

communication between planes In the air
and ground and planes, but utilizing Radio
frequency impulses It Is being made use
of in problems of aerial navigation, and
already direction finding apparatus for airment. craft has passed its first stages of developPilots to Got Direction
The directional properties for both
transmission and reception of coils and
loops is well known and it is apparent
that any direction finding system will be
based on a proper utilization of these properties. In their application, two possible
systems can be used. One is directional
transmission on the ground and nondirectional reception by means of a trailing wire antena in the air, and the second
is by means of non-directional transmis-

sion from an antena on the ground and
directional reception by means of coils on
the planes. Both of these systems are
based on the same principle, wherein pilots
will receive the impulses in the air and
determine their location or their direction
of flight therefrom. For example, in nondirectional transmission, a system of
beacons at principal cities throughout the
country can be established which will send
out signals with their own peculiar tone
qualities and wave lengths. These signals
are received by either stationary or movable loops on the airplanes and, by means
of maximum and minimum, points, the
direction from which they are transmitted
can be established. Having received signals from two or more stations, the airplane then determines its own location by
plotting their directions. This system can
be made general and can be utilized by
a number of airplanes in flight. It requires the presence of personnel in the
plane other than the pilot however, and
for military purposes is limited in its
application. In the system of directional
transmission two loops are erected at an
angle to each other varying from 90 to
180 degrees and are used as the transmitting antenna for the ground station.
Throw Over Switches Used
Mechanical throw-over switches are provided at the station which permit the
transmission from first one loop and then
the other. Loop antennae transmit most
effectively in the direction of their own
plane and least efficiently in a direction
perpendicular to their plane. Consequently, in a system of alternate transmission
from two loops the line which bisects the
angle between them is the line upon which
the intensity of signal sent from both
planes is equal. In the employment of
this system the bisecting line is pointed
in the direction of the proposed flight and
the plane flies along this line, endeavoring always to keep itself in such a position that this equal signal intensity is
maintained. With the knowledge that
this condition will obtain if he flies accurately, when one or the other of the
signals becomes appreciably stronger than
the other, the pilot knows that he has
deviated from his line of flight and makes
such corrections as will bring him back
thereon. This system works equally well
in flying either away from or toward the
transmitter and furnishes a desirable
means of direction finding for planes flying along a definite route.
Another system, and one which is used
by commercial planes flying across the
English channel between England and
France, is one in wtiich by means of directional reception on the ground at a number of stations, of signals sent from a
plane in flight, the position of the plane
is determined and its location furnished
it by Radio telegraph.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, May

8

(Eastern. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Concert. Selection from "Tumble Inn." Star Orchestra; "Roses,"
Arthur Davies, tenor; "Pizzicato Polka," Suite. "From
the South," Star Orchestra; "The Swan." H. Saunders,
cellist; "Until," Arthur Davies; "In Wintertime."
Orchestra; "The Evening Star," H. Saunders: "My
Dreams," Arthur Davies; "Dolores." Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert; fr:45-7:30
P. M.. Children's Hour, Concert and bedtime story by
"Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M., Concert. Alpha
Epsilon Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha, musical fraternity.
KSD
(Central.
7:00Edward
P: M.,Meisenback.
Children's violinist;
program,
Thelma
Boiler,400),
reader:
Fanny Kusselnian. soprano; Lorraine Thessler, pianist;
Harriet Thesen, reader; Milton Adler, pianist; Calvin
M. Woodward, Manuel Training School Orchestra:
Musical program, 8:00 P. M.. Olga Buermann, Swiss
Alpine Singer; Martin Kiefer, zither; Fred Kiefer,
violin;
Connbly. Address, "Turkey and the Turks," Lt. J. I.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program. Birdie Gordon, soprano, Sallie
Horkes, accompanist; Arthur W. Blake, tenor. Martha
Huber, accompanist; Henry Walter Graham, humorist.
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M.. Concert. Bex
Maupin's Original Texas Hotel Orchestra: 9:30-10:30
P. M., Concert, Harmony Club of Fort Worth. Tex.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 390), 10:00 P. M..
Musical program. String Quartet, courtesy of Louis
Brosseau; Mrs. Jane M. Spear, pianist; Clarence A.
Pierce, baritone; Jack Chapman's Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. 400), 12:02-1:00 P. M.. Organ recital,
Stanley Theatre; Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
3:00-3:30 P. M.. Song recital and short talks: 4:154:45 P. M., Betsy Logan on "Affairs of the Heart;"
Musical program; 5:45-6:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with
little tots; 7:30-7:50 P. IM„ Dream Daddy with boys
and girls.
WFAA
(Central,
400),
12:30-1:00
P. M.. Address,
. DeWltt McMurray, editor of The Semi-Weekly Farm
News; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Readings, Mrs. J. Y. Fincher
and pupils; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical program, under
auspices of W. A. Green Company.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 1:15-2:00 P. M., Concert, Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; 3:30-4:15 P. M.,
Musical
recital; 6:30-7:00 P. M., Children's Own Half
Hour.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 3:00 P. M.. Amrad Women's Club;
5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," Uncle David: 6:15
P. M., "Iron Trade Beview;" 8:30 P. M., Musical
program.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 2:00 P. M„
Music; 4:00 P. M., Ampico recital.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:35 P. M.. Address, "Marking
Mountain Trails," Arthur H, Hopkins, New York
State Conservation Commission; 7:45 P, M., Musical
Program, "Psyche," American Trio; "The Old Refrain," Edward A, Rice, violinist; "Bolero," American
Trio: "The Swan," Ernest Burleigh, cellist; Address,
"Union College Days of John Howard Payne," Dr.
Charles Alexander Richmond; "Home, Sweet Home,"
Union College Glee Club; Address. "John Howard
Payne and Home, Sweet Home," Willis T. Hanson, Jr. ;
"Bigoletto," WGY Instrumental "Quartet," "Spanish
Dance," Earl Rice,' pianist; "A Little Bit of Harmony," Glee Club; "Canto Amoroso." Edward A. Bice
and Leo Kliwen, violinist and violist; "March,"
Quartet.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ recital,
H. C. Conrad, organist at Alamo Theater; Musical
program, Margaret Monroe, pianist; Ruby Freeman,
soprano; Ruth Sharp, accompanist; "Just Among Home
Folks," Courier-Journal; 7:30-9:00 P. M„ Concert,
Resta Trio; Heading, "An Interesting Historical
Episode."
WIP
(Eastern, 400), 2:00-3:00 P. M., Musical program;
6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dinner dance program; 7:00-7:30
P. M., Uncle Wip's Bedtime Stories; 7:30 P. M.,
Becital; 10:10 P. M.-l:00 A. M.. Dance music,
Charlie(Eastern,
Kerr's Orchestra
Cafe. Cleveland
WJAX
360), 7:30in P.L'Aiglon
M.. Concert.
News Orchestra.
WLW (Eastern, 360), 10:00 P. M„ Musical program.
Stiles Male Chorus, First Baptist Church, Middletnwn,
Ohio, R. E. Morrison, director, Mrs. R. E. Morrison,
pianist; "Over the Hill at Break of Day," Male
Chorus; "The Fisherman," R. E. Morrison, tenor,
Leonard Boyd, baritone; "Praise Ye the Father,"
"The Son of God Goes Forth to War." "There. Little
Girl. Don't Cry," "The Boys of the Old Brigade,"
Male Quartet; "De Coppah Moon," Chorus; "On the
Road to Mandalay," Mr. Morrison; "Carry Me Back
to Old Virginia," Double Quartet; Piano solo. Mrs.
Morrison; "Tell Me, Little Maiden," Chorus: Yiolin
solo, George Cope; Negro Spiritual, Chorus; "On the
Sea," "Pale in the Amber West," Quartet; "When
Shall We Meet Again?" Mr. Boyd and Chorus: Tenor
solo,
Chorus.Wells Shartle; "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 400), 4:35 P. M..
Program arranged by Bush Conservatory of Music;
7:00 P. M., Instrumental selections, Chicago Civic
String Quartet; Readings, Edmund Vance Cooke; Talk,
under auspices of Nat'l Farm & Garden Ass'n: 9:15
P. M., Musical program, Mrs. Elizabeth Jenks. soprano;
Sylvia Marburger, pianist.
WMC (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M., Musical program, arFrolic. ranged by Mrs. Nell Murphy; 11:00 P, M., Midnight

HERE is the fifth appearance of this new service for Digest Readers.
There are only fifty eligible stations for the listening, but already
twenty-two
these will
found ofin station
the "Advance
Programs."
Only
features
are listedof below.
Suchbe parts
programs
as are regular
week in and week out, are, as they have been from the start, found in the
Digest Radiophone Station Directory. Much other data on the ctations
for which advance programs are given, will be found there.

CFCA

WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M„ Educational talk, A. G.
Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes.
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M.. Organ recital. Mary
E.
Vogt, organist; 4:45-5:00 P. M„ Organ recital and
trumpets.
WWJ (Eastern, 400), 8:30 P. M„ The Town Crier:
Concert, The News Orchestra; Mrs. Fred Kopp, mezzosoprano; Dean McComb, tenor; Doris Mclntyre, pianist.

Wednesday,

May 9

CFCA (Eastern, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M., Concert, "Ballet
Egyptian," Star Orchestra; "Sui Ci Dio." from "La
Gioconda,"
Norma
Hermiston,
soprano; Violin solo.

Mannie Roth; 'Tarenghi," Star Orchestra: "Yesterday
and Today." Norma Hermiston; Selection from
"Katinka." Orchestra; "From the Land of the SkyBlue Waters," Harry Adaskin, violinist; "The Star."
Norma
Hermiston;
"Song
of India," Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Program by Boyle
Heights Junior High School; 6:45-7:30 P. M., Concert
and bedtime story by "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M..
Program
by Chamber
of Commerce of Owensmouth.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, Ellyn Swanson Eugel, contralto,
Sylvia Jackson Holsberg, accompanist; Frank D. Greif.
tenor, Martha Grief, accompanist; Wilfred C. Marceau, reader.
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8:00 P. M.. Concert. Denton
Epworth League; 9:30-10:30 P. M., Concert. Fort
Worth High School Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, 400), 12:02-1:00 P. M., Organ recital,
Stanley Theatre, ^Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 3:003:30 P. M., Tenor and piano solos; 4:15-4:45 P. M.,
Short talks and song recital; 5:45-6:00 P. M.. Dream
Daddy with little tots; 7:30-7:50 P. M., Dream Daddy
with boys and girlB.
WFAA (Central. 400), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. "The
Republic of Texas." Judge Eugene B. Muse.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 1:15-2:00 P. M., Dinner Music,
Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra;
3:30-4:15 P. M., Recital; 6:30-7:00 P. M., Surprise
feature for children, and short story; 7:30 P. M., Boy
Scout Radio Corp., 8:00-9:55 P. M., Musical concert
and addresses; 10:30-12:00 P. M., Dance music, Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Dance Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 6:45 P. M., Program, "Camp Fire
Girls," Eunice L. Randall; Concert, Amrad BanjoMandolin Club: Health talk, Henry Copley Greene of
American Red Cross: Talk on Farm. Garden and Lawn,
by Breck's; Amrad Banjo-Mandolin Club.
WGR (Eastern Daylight Saving, 360), 3:00 P. M.,
Music; 4:00 P. M., Ampico recital; 8:00 P. M.. Dance
program, Rudolf Pinkel Orchestra; Talk, "Give Your
Car a Home," F. B. Thompson.
WHAS (Central, 360), 4:00-5:00 P. IM„ Organ recital,
H. C. Conrad, organist; Concert, Mary Anderson
Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert, under
auspices of Alice Monroe, soprano, Jeffersonville,
Ind.
Reading, 360),
"An Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WHK ; (Eastern,
8:00 P. M„
Concert,
WHK
Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern, 400), 2:00-3:00 P. M., Short talks and
musical program; 6:00-6:30 P. M., Dinner dance music;
7:00-7:30 P. M., Uncle Wip's bedtime stories.
WLW (Eastern. 360), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Syrian Temple Shrine Band, Noble Henry Fillmore, conductor,
Noble Frank S'imon, cornet soloist; "Noble Men,"
"Morning, Noon and Night," Band; "Willow Echoes."
Noble Frank Simon; "Ballet Egyptienne," "The Man
Among Men," "Dusty Trombone," "The Only Tune
the Band
Could byPlay
Was entertainers,
Old Lang Syne,"
Vocal
selections
Syrian
Nobles Band;
Eddie
Ball, Howard Hafford and Billie Waterworth : "How
NOT to Play the Clarinet," Noble Jake Bohrer; "A
Bit of Everything," Noble Clarence Betzner; "Goodbye," Band.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 400). 4:35 P. M.,
Program arranged by Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art; 7:00 P. M., Stories, Georgene Faulkner; 9:15 P; M.. Musical program, Burdette Cleveland, pianist; Ailene Webster, soprano.
WOC (Central, 400), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. D. K.
Kirk; 6:30 P. M., Bandman's visit; 7:00 P. M.. Pipe
organ recital, Edwin Swindell, organist, assisted by
Mrs. O. D. Doran, soprano, Jessie Howell, reader;
10:00 P. M., Musical program. Second Congregational
Church Choir, Moline, 111.
WOO (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M„ Organ recital, Mary
E.
Vogt, organist; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital and
trumpets.
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Replace your old Coils with a

B-T RE1NARTZ
VERNIER TUNER

Another Bremer-Tully "hit" which guarantees greater RANGE, SELECTIVITY and
CONTROL than any coil ever made. Saves
work— no taps, switches or switch points
needed. Suitable for all NEW BROADCASTING WAVE LENGTHS.
Designed
. for adaptation
modern hook-ups.

to

practically

all
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—Micrometer Rheostats
—25 Ohm Rheostats
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35%
40% off.
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DO NOT START YOUR SET UNTIL
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WWJ (Eastern, 400), 8:30 P. M., The Town Crier; Concert, The News Orchestra; Emma O. Hupe, soprano;
Mrs. William Hester, contralto.

Thursday, May

10

CFCA

(Eastern. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Concert. Selection from "The Firefly," Star Orchestra: "Salut
D'Amour," Harry Adaskin, violinist: "Scenes Poetinues," Orchestra; "I Know a Lovely Garden," Thelma
Bateman, soprano; "Serenade Espagnole," Orchestra;
"O PTio Ma Vera," Thelma Bateman: Violin solo,
Harry Adaskin; Waltzes from 'Flora Bella," Orchestra;
"Spring," Thelma Bateman; Soldiers' Chorus from
"Faust," Orchestra; 10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance program. Star Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert: 6:457:30 4». M.. Children's Hour, Concert and bedtime
story
"Uncle
John;" Band.
8:00-10:00 P. M.. Concert.
Santa by
Monica
Municipal
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Lyon & Healy Concert & Artist
Department; 9:25 P. M., "Twenty Minutes of Good
Reading,"
Rev. University.
C. J. Pernin, S. J. Head of Dept. of
English, Loyola
WBAP (Central. 400). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert, Choral
Club of Stephenville, Tex.; 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert,
under direction of Will Foster, organist of the First
Methodist Church.
WDAP
(Central, Daylight Saving, 390), 10:00 P. M..

PONT

"Get rid of small wisdom,
and great wisdom will
— Chuang Tzu
shine upon you !"
When small wisdom
prompts ofyou
to accept
receiver
doubtful
value,a
show your great wisdom
by
acquiring that
the infinite
satisfaction
comes
through possession of a
Grebe Receiver.

PASS THIS-BUYf

World Radio
Batteries
SAVE YOU

U. S. Navy Tubes, $5.25

THREE IN ONE
Detector, Amplifier and Transmitter
Cost Government $11.50 — Gold Tips
List Price
Our Price
$ 6.50— UV-201-A Tubes
$ 5.75
5.00— UV-200 Tube
4 55
6.50— UV- 199 Tube (Dry Cell)
5.90
6.50— WD-11 Tube (Dry Cell)
5.85
6.50— WB.-21 Tube (Dry Cell)
4.95
.75—3" Dials— Hard Rubber
22
.25 — Binding
Posts — Hard
Rubber
05
.10— Metal Binding Post
02
.35 — Switch Points and Stops, dozen
10
.50 — Fada
Switch Lever
19
.75 — Single Circuit Jacks
. ..
.29
1.00 — Double
Circuit Jacks
39
.75 — Freshman Variable Grid Leak
49
5.00—43 Plate Variable Condenser
1.70
5.00 — S. & S. Variometer (Mahogany)
1.90
5.00 — S. & S. Variofcoupler
1.90
1.00 — .006 Mieadon
Condensers
60
12.00 — Natkanlel Baldwin. Type C
895
6.00 — Baldwin Single Units, Type C
4.25
15.00 — Western
Electric Phones
9 25
5.00— Frost Phones
(2000 ohm)
3 93
6.00— Frost Phones
(3000 ohm)
4.45
8.00 — Brandes
Superior
5 65
5.00 — Murdock No. 55
2.75
5.50 — Murdock Special No, 57
3.85
12. 00 — Dictograph
Headset
5.65
5.00 — Multlphones
(4 pr, phones in one)...
2.98
Complete parts, including Mahogany Cabinet,
for 1500 mile
Regenerative One
Tube
Set.
Value $35.00. Special $12.85.
Everything
guaranteed
as firsts.
We pay the
postage.
Money order or check accepted.

Musical program, Florence Drow. contralto; Lucille
Magill, soprano; Bertha Tapper, accompanist; Mrs.
Dorothy Fischer, soprano; Philip Weintraub, violinist;
Bertha (Eastern,
Taub, accompanist
; Jack Chapman's
Orchestra.
WDAR
400), 12:02-1:00
P. M.. Organ
recital,
Stanley Theatre, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
3:00-3:30 P. M., musical program; 4:15-4:45 P. M.,
Betsy Logan on "Affairs of the Heart;" Musical program; 5:45-6:00 P. M.. Dream Daddy with little
tots; 7:30-7:40 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys and
girls; 10:30 P. M.-l:00 A. M., Dance music. Arcadia
Cafe Dance Orchestra, songs by Nettie Conrad. Harry
Glyn and Thomas W. Huston.
WFAA (Central, 400). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Musical talent
from the Melba Theatre; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical
program, Walter J. Fried, violinist. Viola Beck van
Katwijk. pianist; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Program under
auspices of Bush & Gerts Piano Co.

WFI
(Eastern.
P'. M., Dinner
Music;
Meyer 400).
Davis 1:15-2:00
Bellevue-Stratford
ConcertDance
Orchestra; 3:30-4:00 P. M., Song recital; 6:30-7:00 P. M.,
Children's Own Half Hour with Cousin Sue.
WGI
360),P. 5:00
M.. "Twilight
I'ncle(Eastern,
David; 6:15
M., P.
"General
Conditions Tales."
in the
Shoe and Leather Industry." New England Shoe and
Leather Ass'n; 9:30 P. M., Musical program.
WGR (Eastern Daylight Saving. 360). 2:00 P. M.,
Music; 3:00 P. M., Music; 4:00 P. M., Ampico
recital.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program furnished by Watervliet, N. Y., Chamber of Commerce,
"Chansonette." Barclay Jermaln Club Orchestra;
"Dawn," "Spring Singing," Mr. Gabrielle Grober,
soprano; "Nocturne In E Flat Major,"
"Valse Ara■ besque." Mary Danaher, pianist: "Cam Te by Athol."
"MacGregor's Gathering," Joseph A. Calhoun, tenor;
Address, "The U. S. Army Gun Plant," Col. W. I.
Westervelt, V. S'. Army, Commandant, Watervliet
Arsenal; "Viennese Popular Songs," "Souvenir of
Wieniawski," Elva Vincent, violinist: "Nola." James
A. Ball, pianist; "The Bridge." "Mrs. Winslow."
Masonic Quartet; "Traumerei Romania." "My Heart
at Thy Sweet Voice." Robert Harden, cornetist;
"Erin's Flag," .Thomas H. Fischer, reader; "Tally

50%
vVmiTCH

2YD

Write for
'Musings of Dr. Mu"

CIJAR

WRITTEN
2 YE Ah
GUARANTEE
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible
for the
and quality of the Battery.

performance

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1113149

World-Radio-Batteries
6

Volts — 10

Amps.,

6

6

Volts— 60

Amps.,

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

$8.50

$10.00

Volts— 80

Amps.,

$12.50

A. H. GREBE

$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western

Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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I found that it was coming from the set,
but couldn't tell from just what part.
When I turned off the amplifier rheostats
the music ceased, so I think that in some
way the music came from one of the
transformers. Sounds fishy, doesn't it?
But it sure is true."
From the foregoing we may expect to
see advertisements reading like this:
"Loud speaking transformers complete
with headband and five foot cord."

"Loud Speaking Transformers with
Five-Fo.ot Cord"— Next!

Mathematical Broadcast
First Given by Station WOR

CLEVELAND, O. — Why worry about a
little thing like telephone receivers? Just
listen to J. T. Curtis, 7221 Dellenbaugh
avenue. "Just recentlj-, after using my
Copp set, detector and two stages of amplification, removed
I
the phones, put them
away, and detached the batteries without
turning down the rheostats. I had been
listening in on most all of the United
States.
"The next evening I hooked on the batteries preparatory to the nightly seance
but did not hook on the phones. I stepped
out of the room for a moment and when
I returned I was surprised to hear music.

NEWARK, N. J. — During the next few
weeks Radio Station WOR will conduct
an educational experiment very possibly
the first of its kind.
This station has secured the services of
Mr. William W. Strader to give several
talks under the general topic of "Some
Tools of Algebra." Mr. Strader is a
teacher of mathematics of considerable
experience, not only in the school room,
but also as a lecturer before classes held
in industrial plants. These talks will be
from fifteen to twenty minutes long. They
will no doubt interest many groups of
listeners-in.

an

A lightning arrester is not needed with I Beware
indoor aerial.
| imitations

"MICROMETER"

•PATENT

APPLIES

TOR-

$5.00

An attractive piece of furniture designed and so constructed to accommodate the Radio set and its entire
equipment. With it you make a neat
installation of Radio in the home.
Its many advantages and moderate
cost make it almost indispensable.

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

Description

WINDING

of

FOR

A

and

The Kellogg Variometer

COIL
Dimensions

The

stator and rotor are of Kellogg Bakelite, with properly proportioned windings of well insulated
copper wire.
Two terminals are provided for
the rotor and three of the stator,
permitting the variometer to be used
in all known variometer circuits.

Panel Layouts
List of Parts
Send only money orders — no
checks or stamps.
Coins at
your
own
risk.
Book

RADIO
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DIAL.

PREMIER
3810

j

ELECTRICEst. 1905.COMPANY
Manufacturers

Ravenswood

Avenue,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

ARTHUR
Varia
ble HighPUDLIN'S
Resistance
Leak

Price 75c-with .002S condenser, $1

ASSEMBLY

REINART
Z
Cabinet

WITH

Used and endorsed by all leading
Radio Engineers of the country.

PRINTS

apparatus
and
accessories
details of tuning.

COMPLETE

A HIGHLY
SELECTIVE
VARIOCOTJPLEE having
180-degree orientation and 20 Antenna taps which
facilitate very sharp tuning. Wound with No. 21
single silk or black enameled pure copper wire
Eishty turns on stator— fifty-five on rotor. All
metal parts ranjre from 150 to 750 meters. All
metal
— contactsforpositive
stays circuit
"Put"
at any parts
angle.brass
Adaptable
either— single
or
loose coupled tuned plate hook-ups. Bakelite
button
on each tap wire permitting easy and
safe soldering.
Our Complete
Parts Bulletin on request.
DISTRIBUTORS — We make a most complete line of
Radio sible
parts.
concerns. Some territory open for live, respon-

and

for the construction of a Reinartz Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

INSTRUCTIONS

Critical

DOBBINS
KAMODESK

Dept. C. ILLINOIS
LIBERTYVILLE,

BLUE

sell

who

VARIOCOUPLERS

The Most

Robbins Woodworking Co.

ftecctocft.

of the "bootleggers"
of patented
articles.

Satisfy
PREMIER

For sale by first class Radio
Furniture Dealers or write

COMPLETE

FAMILY

From the smallest to the largest Radio vacuum tube on the market.
Left to right are: UV-199, UV-200, UV-M1-A, UV-20Z (S watt). UV-20J
(SO watt), UV-2M (2SS watt). UV-206 (1 kilowatt), UV-Z04 (S kilowatt)
and UV-207 (20 kilowatt). An idea of size may be gained from the fact
that the UV-204 or ZSO-watt tube, which is in the center of the picture,
is 14% inches in height
Photo by General Electric Co.

500-Watt
Transmitters
Work
over
Power Lines for 200 Miles —
Use High Waves
SAN FRANCISCO. — The "directed Radio
system of dispatching." a new method of
broadcasting, has recently been put into
operation near this city by engineers of
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
Messages were successfully transmitted a distance of 200 miles, between
the Vaca Dixon substation, near Vacaville,
Calif., and the Pitt river power house.
Specially constructed 500-watt transmitters and standard receivers were used.
In explaining the experiments, Roy
Wilkins, Radio engineer, stated that the
electromagnetic waves were transmitted to
the high voltage power lines at the point
ofsending and picked off at the receiving
end.
High Wave Lengths Used
These waves followed the course of the
steel tower lines in a straight line due
north 120 miles from Vaca-Dixon to Cottonwood, then on a right angle turn going
80 miles into the Pitt region. Mr. Wilkins said tests were made using wave
lengths of from 10.300 to 23,000 meters.
Under this system of directed Radio, the
energy or sound wave is not broadcast,
but travels in the vicinity of the high
power transmission lines and will not interfere with other sending or receiving
stations.
The system will be used for transmitting messages between power houses in
the mountains and large centers of distribution. This system will be especially
valuable in maintaining a continuity of
service during heavy storms when telephone lines and other systems of communication are unavailable.

W^W"

AND A GROWING

Kellogg variometers have no sliding contacts; _ nothing to wear or
short. A spring takes up all play
and allows the rotor to turn with
a smooth even motion.
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DIGEST

W. Madison Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Q

No. 501
Each $8.00
KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY
COMPANY
CHICAGO

Just Completed
our

Artmica Condenser
All Capacities, 25 Cents
If you cannot buy our products at your local
dealer, send orders and remittance direct to
us. Send 2c stamp for blue print of Rosenblum's wonder circuit. Hear 3000 miles on
1
tube. We absolutely guarantee this with the
Arthur Pudlin high resistance.

ARTHUR

PUDLIN

Engineering Co.
1S40 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

May 13, 1923
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
AQ6. Canton. O.
425 only.
500 ml.
Hdqtrs. 135th
Field Artillery 0. X. G.
Wed, Fri. music.
Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
AS6, San Antonio, Tex.
200 mi. U. S. Army, Ft. Sam
Houston.
Hon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7. St. Paul. Minn.
400 only.
500 ml.
6th Inf.
Minn.
Xatl
Guard.
St. Paul Armory.
Dally ex
Sun, 2-2:30 pm, music, announcements.
Tues. 8:3010 pm.
Thurs, 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BE I, Tacoma, Wash.
400 only.
100 mi.
Camp Lewis.
C. S. Army. Third Signal Co.
Daily ex Sat. Sun.
6-7 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC,
Calgary. Alta.,
Can.
430 only.
1,000 mi.
Western
Radio
Co., Ltd., (Calgary Daily Herald).
Daily
ex
Sun.
12:30-1
pm,
3-4.
Daily,
7:45-8:45
pm.
Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont., Can. 400 only. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather; 2:30-3:30 pm.
news, music: 5:30-6. news; 8-9. concert. Sun, 5:457:20. 7:45-8:45 pm. concert.
Eastern.
CFCB. Vancouver. B. C, Can. 440 only. 1.500 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province. Dally, 8:30-9:30 pm. reports, news*- music. Pacific.
CFCE. Halifax. N. S., Can. 440 only. 150 mi. Marconi
Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainment.
CFCF, Montreal. P. (J.. Can. 440 only. 1.000 mi. Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Ont.. Can. 400 only. 200 mi.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Ltd. Daily, 8 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCK. Edmonton, Alta.. Can. 410 only. Radio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, S-S:30 pm. Music. Sun.
3:30-4:30 pm. Concert.
Mountain.
CFCN, Calgary, Alta.. Can. 275, 440 only. 1500 mi
W. W. Grant Radio Ltd. Wed. Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm,
dance music. Wed. Sat, Sun, after 11:30 pm using
test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX, London, Ont., Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances. Ont., Can. International Radio
Develop. Co.
CFTC. Toronto, Ont, Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
Licensed only.
CFYC. Vancouver. B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC, Calgary. Alta., Can. 410 only. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
ex Sat. 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA. Vancouver. B. C, Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver. Ltd.
CHCB, Toronto, Can. Marconi Co. No regular program.
CHCF Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCS,
London,
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
CHCX,
Montreal,
Que.. Can.
B. L. Silver.
CHVC, Toronto, Canada. Metropolitan Motors Co. Licensed
only.
_
—
CHYC, Montreal, Que., Can.
Northern Elec. Co.
CHXC, Ottawa, Ont,, Can. 450 only. 50 mi. J. B.
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment.
Eastern.
_
CJBC, Montreal. Que., Can. 420 only. 75 mi. DupuisFreres
Wed, Fri. 9-10 pm. music.
Eastern.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 only. 1000 mi.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour,
8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Mountain.
CJCB, velson, B. C, Can. 400 only. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 only. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co.
No regular program.
CJCE, Vancouver, B. C. Can. 420 only. 150 mi. Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, musio, news. Pacific.
CJCH,
Toronto,
Ont., Can. United Farmers of Ontario.

pm,
reports;
6:30-7:30
pm,
entertainment,
music,
talks.
Sun. 11 am-12:15 pm, church services.
120th
Meridian.
KDZA. Tucson. Ariz.
Arizona Daily Star.
KDZB.
Bakersfleld,
Calif.
500 mi.
Frank
Siefert.
Daily ex Sun, S-9 pm, reports, music.
Sun, sacred
program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDZE, Seattle. Wash.
500 mi. The Rhodes Co. Dafly
ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30 pm, news, music. Mon.
Fri. 7-8 pm. concert. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert. Pacific.
KDZF,
Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern
California.
KDZti. San Francisco, Calif.
Cyrus Pierce & Co.
KDZI, Wenatchee,
Wash.
700 mi.
Elec. Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30
pm, music.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri,
8-9 pm,
music.
Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno, Nev.
50 mi.
Nevada Machine & Elec.
Co.
(Nevada
State Journal.)
Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific
KDZQ, Denver, Colo.
Pyle & Nichols.
KDZR, Belllngham,
Wash.
200 mi.
The Bellingham
Pub. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music, news,
reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice.
Tues, Sat, Sun,
7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle, Wash.
Seattle Badio Assn.
KOZZ,
Everett, Wash.
50 mi. Kinney Bros. & Seppea
Daily ex Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm, 4:30-5:30. 8:159:15.
Pacific.
KFAD,
Phoenix,
Ariz.
200 mL
McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather, stock,
reports.
Mountain.
KFAE,
Pullman.
Wash.
1.50O mi.
State College of
Washington.
Mon. Wed,
Fri, 7:30-9 pm, lectures,
music, readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver, Colo.
3,750 mi. Western Radio Corp.
Daily ex Wed
and Sun, 8-9 pm, music, reports,
news.
Mountain.
KFAJ,
Boulder.
Colo.
800 mi.
Univ. of Colo.
No
definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN. Moscow, Ida. 200 mi. The Electric Shop. Tues.
Thurs.
7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports. Sun, church
services. Sat,Pacific.
KFAP, Butte. Mont.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif. City of San Jose.
KFAR, Hollywood,
Calif.
Studio Lighting Service Co.
KFAT, Eugene, Ore.
100 mi.
Pac. Badio Co.
Mon,
Wed, Sat. 8-9 pm, lectures, music.
Sun, 8:30-9:15
church service.
Pacific.
KFAU. Boise, Ida.
485 also.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news; 8:30 pm,
weather.
Tues. Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Thurs. 7:308:15 pm, music.
Mountain.

CKQC London, Ont.. Can. 410 only. 50 mi. Radio
Supply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music,
entertainment. Eastern.
CKY, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 4o0 only. 500 mi. Manitoba Tel. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
music; 1:45-2:00 pm, markets. Tues. Thurs. Fri,
8:30-10 pm, concert. Sun, 9-9:45 pm, concert.
Central.
. ,,
„
CKZC,
Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
DD5
Denver, Colo.
412 only.
1.500 mi. Fitzsimmons
Gen.
Hospital.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri, 8-9 pm. music.
Mountain.
„ ,
_ ,,
DM4, San Antonio, Tex.
1.500 mi. TJ. S. Army, Kelly
Field.
No regular schedule.
DN4, Denver. Colo.
340 only.
200 mi.
Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun. 8:15 pm, weather,
news, concert.
Thurs. 8:16-9:30 pm, Bpecial concert,
speech. Mountain.
—_*,-_».
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 2.000 mi. Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:15 am, 12:301 pm, music; 6-9:55 pm. news, features, markets,
concert; 9:55-10. time. Sun. 10:45 am. church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert; 4:45 vesper
service. Eastern.
KDN, San Francisco, Calif. 485. 510 also. 500 mi.
Leo J. Meyberg Co. Daily, 1-2 pm, S:30-9, 4:30-5:30.
7-7-15, music, reports, concert. Pacific.
KDOW,
New York. N. T.
S.S. America.
Home port
is New Tork.
KDPM,
Cleveland. O. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KDPT,
San Diego, Calif.
500 mi.
Southern
Elec.
Co
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news, weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 4S5 also. 1.S00 mi. Salt
Lake Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, music,
entertainment.
Mountain.
KDYM,
San Diego. Calif.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ,
Portland.
Ore.
25 mi.
Oregon
Institute of
Technology.
Tues,
9-10 pm,
educational
lectures.
Pacific.
KDYS. Great Falls. Mont.
485 also. 1.000 mi. Great
Falls Tribune.
Mon. Wed. Sat, 8-10 pm, concert.
Snn. 4 pm. church services.
Mountain.
KDYW,
Phoenix. Ariz.
100 mi. Smith Hughes & Co.
Daily ex Sat. 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX,
Honolulu, T. H., Hawaii.
500 mi.
Honolulu
Star-Bulletin
Co.. Ltd.
Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1:15

KFDD,
Boise,nm.
Idaho.
Michael's
11:15-12:30
8-9:15 St.
church
services.Cathedral.
Mountain.Sun,
KFDF, Casper, Wyo. 485 also. 600 mi. Wyoming
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Sun. 8-9 pm. sacred
music: 11-11:30, music.
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson. Ariz. 200 mi. Univ. of Ariz. Tues.
tain.
Thurs,
7:30-8:30 pm, music, lecture, reports. MounKFDJ.
Corvallls, Ore.
Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL, Denver, Colo. Knigkt-Campbell Music Co.
KFDO, Bozeman. Mont.
H. Everett Cutting.
KFDP, Des Moines, Iowa. 300 mi. Hawkeye Radio
& Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 3 pm, reports, music
Mon, 9 pm,
music Thurs, 9:30 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
KFDR,
York. Francisco.
Neb.
Bullock's.
KFDS. San
Calif.
John D. McKee.
KFOU,
Lincoln, Neb.
Neb. Radio Elec Co.
KFDV,
Fayetteville, Ark.
Gilbrech & Stinson.
KFDX,
Shreveport, La.
First Baptist Church.
KFDY, Brookings, S. D. S. D. State College of Agri.
& Mech. Art3.
KFDZ, Minneapolis, Minn.
Harry O. Iverson.
KFEB, Taft, Calif. 200 mi. City of Taft Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:15-7 pm, music, news.
Pacific.
KFEC, Portland, Ore. 25 mL Meier & Frank Co.
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music;
6:30 pm, reports. Thurs, 9-10 pm, concert. Sat, 11
am-12 Tacoma,
m, children's
Pacific.
KFEJ.
Wash. hour.
Guy Greason.
KFEP, Denver. Colo.
Radio Equipment Co.
KFEO,
Oak, Neb.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFER. Fort Dodge, la. Auto Electric Service Co.
KFEV, Douglas. Wyo. 485 also. 250 mi. Felix
Thompson Radio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
KFEY, Kellogg, Ida. Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining &
Engrs.
Const. Co.
KFEZ, St. Louis, Mo. American Society of Mech.

Continued —
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Radio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
next week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
index, to appear the week following.

CJCI, St. John, N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. McLean. Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
CJCN, Toronto, Ont., Can. Simons, Agnew & Co. Licensed only. _
_
„ _ .
CJCS, Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CJCY. Calgary, Alta., Can. Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont., Can. 430 only. 800 mi. London
Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, news,
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues,
7:30-S:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 400 only. 1,000 ml
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, 8-10 pm, Thurs, 7-8 pm. Fri, 8-10 pm.
Alternate Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC, Toronto, Ont., Can. Evening Telegram.
Licensed
CKAC) Montreal. Que., Can. 430 only. 1,000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, weather; 4:30-4:35.
reports; 4:15-5:15. dance music. Tues, Thurs, Sat,
7-7:30 pm, bedtime stories; 7:30-8:30. concert; 8:309:30, music; 10:30-11:30, dance music. Sun, 4-4:45
pm, 5-6, music.
Eastern.
CKCB, Winnipeg. Man., Can. T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CKCE, Toronto. Ont., Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK. Begina. Sask., Can. 420 only. 1.500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am. news,
music; 1:15-2 pm. reports, music Mon, Wed, In,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music. Tues, 7:30-9, concert. Sun,
9 pm, sacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John. N. B., Can. 400 only. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Radio Co.. Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm. concert, reports.
Eastern.
,..
CKCZ, Toronto, Ont., Can. Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
Licensed only.
.
CKKC. Toronto, Ont., Can. Badio Equipment & Supply Co.. Ltd.
Licensed only.
CKOC, Hamilton Ont., Can. 410 only. 100 mi.
Wertworth Radio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon. Wed,
Fri, 8.30-9:30
pm, concert.
Sun, church
services.

KFCY, Le Mars, la. 300 mi. Western Union College. Fri, 8-9 pm. music, educational.
Central.
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA. Baker, Ore. 25 mi. Adler'a Music Store.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music. Sun, 6-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 400, 485 only. 1,500
mi. Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am.
weather, markets; 11-11:30, news, quotations; 2-3
pm, lectures, concerts. Mon, Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm,
concert. Spokane,
Sun, 7-7:30
KFDC,
Wash. pm.25 children's
mi. E. B.stories.
Craney.Pacific.
Mon,
Wed. Fri, Sat, 7:30-9 pm. Wed, Sat, 3-3:30 pm.
Pacific.

The station schedules, given here, are listed alphabetically by call
letters. Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length
(PROVIDING a wave length other than 360 meters is used), the miles
range of the station, the owner of the station, the schedule of operating
hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
issues of Radio Digest will give one the most complete and accurate
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.

KFAV. Venice, Calif. 340 only. 50 mi. Abbot-Kinney
Co.
Fri. 8:30-9:30 pm. musio.
Tues, Wed,
Mon.
KFAW,0'
Santa exAna.
mL music
Radio
Den Daily
Sun. Calif.
4-4:30 485
pm, also.
news, 100
reports,
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific
KFAY. Medford, Ore. 485 also. 500 mi. Virgin Radio
Service.Pacific.
Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm. Special
days.
_ „ programs
_ -L. ,_ other
...

KFAZ, Beedley, Calif. 200 mi. C. H. T. Weathenll.
Pacific.
Daily ex Sun. 9-9:15 pm. reports, news.
150 mi. F. A. ButKFBB. Havre, Mont. 485 also.12:30
pm, agnograms.
trey Co. Daily ex Sun,
weather, news. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music. Mountain.
AzbiU.
KFBC, San Diego, Calif. 500 mL W. K. Pacific.
Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
KFBD, Hanford, Calif. 485 also. 200 mi. Clarence V.
Welch Mon. Wed, 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30. news, music,
agriograms. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 6-7 pm. music Fn,
Sun,
tt-«.
«... .7-8 -n pm,rr church
«...
services.
9-10, news, music.
3-4 pm, Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 50 mi. E. H Horn.
Mon, Wed. Fri. 4-5 pm. Wed. Fn, 7-7:30 pm.
Pacific
First Presbyterian Church.
KFBG, Tacoma, Wash.
KFBH, Marshfield, Ore.
Thomas Musical Co.
Ida. 70 ml. Jenkins Fum. .Co. (Owyhee
Boise,
KFBJ,
.
Mountain
Daily, 8-9 pm.
Hotel.)
KFBK, Sacramento, Calif. 4S5 also. 300 mi. Kimconex Sun, 3-4 pm, 6-6:45,
ball-Upson Co. DailySun,
10-11 am, church service;
cert, news, codes.
Pacific.
S-9 pm, concert.
KFBL, Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
Chronicle Isews & Gas & fclec.
KFBS. Trinidad, Colo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas.
Wyo.
Laramie,
KFBU,
KFCB. Phoenix, Ariz. 500 mL Nielsen Radio SupCo. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music Tues, 8-10,
ply
sports. Mountain.
KFCD. Salem, Ore. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Tues,
Wed
Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFCF,' Walla Walla, Wash.
Frank A. Moore.
Mont. 500 mi. Electric Service StaKFCH. Billings.
music
pm.
7:30-9
Sun,
Fri,
tion, Inc. Wed,
KFCK,

Colorado Springs,

Colo.

Colorado Springs Ba-

KFCL, °Los Angeles. Calif. 485 only. 1.50O mi-Los
10-10:30
Yards. Daily ex Sun
Angeles Union pm.Stock4-4:30.
8-8:20. live stock reports.
am. 12-12:30

Richmond Radio
K FCM?CRichmond. Calif. 500 mi.
Shop. Mon. S-9 pm, music. Sun, 1-2 pm, music.
Pacific
Flygare.
W.
Ralph
KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
Motor Service Stn.
Casper, Wyo.
KFCQ,
KFCV Houston. Tex. 300 and 600 also. 300 mi. Fred
pm, marMahaffey. Jr. Daily ex Sun. Mon, 7:30-8
services.
Central.kets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, church

weather; 3:30-4 pm, woman's program; 7:30. weather.
Mon. Wed, Fri, S-9 pm. concert. Mon. Fri, 11-12
pm. Hoot Owls. Fri, 7-7:30 pm, lecture. Sun. 7-8
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KGY, Lacey. Wash. 250 mL St Martins College.
Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert, bedtime
story.
Pacific.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 2.000 mL Los Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:45-7:30,
8-9:30.
Sun, 10-11 am.
Pacific
KHQ, Seattle, Wash.
Louis Washier.
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 500 mi. Radio Shop. Tues,
8:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific
KJQ. Stockton, Calif. 100 mL Gould, The Light
Man. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert. Mon. Wed,
9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 10-11 am. church services.
Pacific.
KJR,
Seattle, Wash. 1,500 mL Northwest Radio Service
Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon,
7:30-8:30 pm, music Tues, Fri, Sat, 8:30-9:30 pm,
concerts, lecture,
bedtime
stories.
Thurs.
9-10:30
S. Los Angeles. Calif.
100 mi.
Bible Inst, of Los
pm.
Pacific.
Angeles.
Tues. 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9, sacred music,
lectures,
etc.
Sun,
11:30-12:30,
6-6:45 pm,
8-9,
church services.
Pacific.
KLB, Pasadena, Cal. 300 mi. J. J. Dunn Co. Hon and
Fri.
7:30-8:15
Sun, 3-4 pm and 8-9.
concert.
Pacific.pm, concert.
KLN,
Del
Monte,
Calif.
Monterey
Elec.
Shop.
Daily, Pacilc.
12-1 pm, weather, markets, news; 7-8 pm, cancert
KLS, San Francisco, Calif.
1,500 mL
Warner
Bros.
Radio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm.
Fri, 8-9 pm.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX,
Oakland,
Calif.
500 mi.
Oakland
Tribune.
Daily
3:30-4:30 pm, 7-7:30, news, entertainKJS, ex"ment. Sun,
Tues, 8-9 pm.
Fri, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 10-11
am, church services.
Pacific
KLZ,
Denver,
Colo.
200 mi.
Reynolds
Radio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm, news, markets, bedtime
story.
Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Sun, 8:30-10:30 pm,
concert.
Mountain.
KMJ, Fresno, Calif. 300 mi.
San Joaquin Lt. & Pr.
Corp. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Sun, 5-6 pm, music
Pacific.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash.
200 mL
Tacoma Times.
(Love
Electric Co.)
Daily ex Sun, 6-7, 9:15-10, concert,
news, lecture.
Pacific.
KNI. Eureka, Calif.
T. W. Smith.
KNJ, Roswell, New Mex.
Temporarily discontinued.
KNN, Los Angeles, Calif.
100 ml.
Bullock's.
Temporarily discontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen,
Wash.
600 mL
Grays Harbor Radio
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
5-6 pm,
7-8, news,
concert.
Pacific
KNV,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Radio Supply Co.
KNX, Los Angeles, Calif. Elec. Lighting & Supply Co.
KOB, State College, N. M
485 also.
500 ml.
N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts.
Daily 11:55-12 m, 9:55-10 pm.
time, reports.
cert. Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, conKOP, Detroit, Mich.
1,500 mi.
Detroit Police Dept.
Daily ex Sun,Eastern.
1 pm, 6:30, reports, police information,
emergency.
KPO,
San Francisco,
Calif.
300. 400 and 600 only.
1,500 mi.
Hale Bros., Inc. Tues. Thurs, Sat, S-10
pm,
lectures. Pacific.
Sat. 3-4:30 pm.
Sun. 11-12:30
pm, concert,
church services.
KOI, Berkeley. Calif.
Univ. of Calif.
KOP. Hood River, Ore.
Apple City Badio Club.
KQV,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
300 mi.
Doubleday-Hill Elec.
Co.
Daily ex Sun.
12-12:30
pm:
4:30-5,
music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fri, 4:30-5:15
pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW,
San Jose, Calif.
345 and 485 only.
500 mi.
Chas. D. Herrold.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm.
Wed,
8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KQY, Portland, Ore.
200 mi.
Stubbs Elec. Co. Wed,
Thurs, Fri, 6-7 pm.
Mon,
Tues,
Sat, 9-10' pm.
Pacific
KRE,
Berkeley, Calif.
600 mi.
Maxwell
Elec. Co.
Mon, 8-10 pm. Wed, 9-10 pm, concert. Pacific
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. 400 and 485 only. 1,500 mi.
St. Louis Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 9:40,
10:40. 11:40, 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and
Sun, silent
certs. Central.nights. Mon, Fri, 11:30 pm, conKSL,
San Francisco,
Calif,
50 mi.
The Emporium.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KSS. Long Beach, Calif. Prest & Dean Badio Co. No
regular schedule.
KTW,
Seattle,
Wash.
500 mi
First Presbyterian
service.
Pacific
Church.
Sun, 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30, 7-9:30, church
KUO.
San Francisco,
Calif.
485. 525 also.
1,500
mi.
San Franciseo
Examiner.
Daily ex Sun. 9-10
am, concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:303:30 pm, lecture, news;
5:15-6:45 pm, concert; 9
am,
12 m, 6:45 pm, weather
reports.
Wed,
3:30
pm, healthnews.bulletins.
concert,
Pacific Sun, 9-10 am, 2-4 pm, 5-6,
KUS, Los Angeles, Calif.
300 mi.
City Dye Wks. &
Laundry
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 am, setting up
exercises;
12-12:30 pm, concert, time.
Mon. Thurs,
cific.
Fri. 2-2:31! pm, features.
Tues, Fri, 4-4:30 pm,
code practice.
Wed, Fri, 6-6:45 pm, concert.
PaKUY,
El Monte, Calif.
500 ml.
Coast Badio
Co.
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4- pm.
Pacific
KWG, Stockton. Cal. 1,600 mi. Portable Wireless Telephone Co. Dally ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert, marconcert. kets. Pacific.
Tues and Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Sun, .2-3 pm,

KFFA, San Diego, Calif. 200 mi Dr. B. O. Shelton.
Daily. 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific
KFFE, Pendleton, Ore. 100 mi. Eastern Ore. Radio
KWH, Los Angeles, Calif. 485 also. 250 mi. Examiner.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, music
Pacific.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:30-6, 6-6:15, 8:20-9,
KFFO, Hillsboro, Ore.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
reports,
entertainment.
Sun, 8:30-9 pm, church servKFFP, Moberly, Mo.
First Baptist Church.
ice. Pacific.
KFFQ, Colorado Springs. Colo. 250 mL The MarkKXD, Modesto, Calif.
10O mi.
Modesto Herald Pub.
sheffel Motor Co. Daily, 8:15 am, weather; 4-5 pm,
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun,
Mon,
6:30-7 pm.
Mon.
7-9
concert.
pm.
Son 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special program.
KYI. Bakersfleld, Calif.
Bakersfleld Califomian.
KFFR, Sparks, Nev.
Jim Kirk.
KYQ,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Electric Shop.
No definite
schedule.
KFFV, Lamoni. la.
Graceland College.
KYW,
Chicago,
HI.
400 and 485 only.
2.000 mL
KFFY, Alexandria, La. 275 only. Pincus & Murphy.
Westinghouse
Elec
&
Mfg.
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun. 9:30
Inc.
am, 10. 10:30, 11. markets;
11:05. weather; 11:30.
KFFZ, Dallas,
Tex. 226 only. Al. G. Barnes Amusement Co.
~ news; 11:35, table talk; 12, 12:30. 1. 1:20, 2:15, 2:30,
KFGB, Pueblo, Colo.
Lowenthal Bros.
markets;
3, 3:30, 4, news; 4:15, markets;
4:30, 5.
news; 6:30, markets; 6:50 bedtime story; 8, concert,
KFGD, Chickasha, Okla. 24S only. Chickasha Radio
9, special.
Sun, 11 am, 3:30 pm, 7, church services.
& Elec. Co.
Central,
Daylight
Saving.
KFGF, Mt. Vernon. Wash. 50 mi. Buchanan. Stevens
& Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. Mon. Wed.
KZM.
Oakland,
Calif.
200 mi.
Western
Badio
Innews.
Pacific.
stitute (Hotel Oakland).
Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm,
Fri, 7-9 pm, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat. 7-8 pm. music Sun. 2-3 pm.
Pacific.
KZN,
Salt Lake
City. Utah.
485 also.
1.000 mi.
KFGL, Arlington. Ore.
Arlington Garage.
KFHA, Gunnison. Colo.
Colorado State Xormal School.
Deseret Xews.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime stories etc. Mountain.
KFHB,
Hood River. Ore.
P. L. Boardwell.
KZV, Wenatchee. Wash.
4S5 also. 200 mi. Wenatchee
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 500 mi. 300 and 410 also.
I.eland Stanford Junior University. Xo regular schedule
Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:15 pm.
KFHH, Neah Bay, Wash.
Ambrose A. McCue.
weather.
Mon, Wed. Fri. 1st to 15th each month.
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Fallon Company.
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month. S-S:45 pm.
KFHR, Seattle, Wash.
Star Elec. & Radio Co.
weather.
Sun, 1st to 15th each month.
7:30--9 pm:
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. 400 only. 2.000 mi. Earl
15th to last
each month,
11 am-12 :30 pm. church
services.
Eastern.
O. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 5-6 pm,
NAA.
Radio.
Va.
710
only.
2.000
mi.
U.
S. Navy
7-7:30
pm,
S-ll
pm.
Sun,
10:30-11:30
am,
4-5
pm,
8-11.
Pacific.
Dept.
Daily ex Sun.
9:45-10:40
am.
12:25-12:40
KFIF, Portland. Ore.
Benson Tech. Student Body.
pm, 1:45-2:20. markets, weather; 2:45-3. (Tues. only)
KFV, Yakima. Wash. 250 mi. Foster-Bradbury Radio
Dept. Interior; 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets, weather; 10:05-10:20, weather.
Mon, 6:45-8:20 pm, Dept
Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon, Fri, 8-9
programs.
Tues, 7:05-S:20 pm, Dept. programs.
Wed,
pm. Pacific.
KFZ, Spokane. Wash. 300 mi. Doerr-Mitchell Elec.
7:25-7:40 Thurs,
pm, 6:45-8:40
Dept.
programs;
Band.
pm, Dept,S:05-9:'4O,
programs. Marine
Fri.
Co. Tues. Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm, music. Sat. 7-8
8:05-S:40
pm.
band
concert.
Eastern.
pm.
Pacific.
OA. Ottawa. Ont, Can. Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
KGB, Tacoma, Wash. 200 mL Tacoma Daily LedgerWilliam A. Mullins Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-9 pm.
PWX.
Havana,
Cuba.
400 only.
1,500 mi.
InternaSun, 5-7:30 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
TeL & Telg. Corp.
Wed.
Sat, 9-11:30 pm.
music. tional
Eastern.
KGG, Portland, Ore. 500 mL Hallock & Watson
WAI.
Dayton.
O.
McCook
Field,
U.
S.
Army.
Badio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, music, enterWAAB, New Orleans, La.
Valdemar Jensen.
tainment, 7:30-8 pm, reports. Sat, S-9 pm, answers
WAAC. New Orleans. La.
Tulane Univ.
to Badio questions. Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm, music.
WAAD,
Cincinnati. O. 200 mi. Ohio Mechanics
Inst.
Pacific
Xo regular schedule. Central.
KGN, Portland, Ore. 100 mL Northwestern Badio
Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
WAAF. Chicago. nL 485 also. 300 mi. Chicago
KGO. Altadena. Calif. 350 only. 300 mL Altadena
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 8:40
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
am, 10:30, 10:45, 12:30 pm, 12:45, 3, 4:30. live
stock
and 4:30
weather
Sat, same ex_ no program
KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii. 485 also. 150 mi. The Honoat
3 and
pm. reports.
Central.
lulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues. Thurs. Sat.
special program. 150th meridian. (Three hours later WAAH,
St
Paul,
Minn.
500 mi.
Commonwealth
Elec. Co.
Tues. 8:30-10 pm, entertainment
Sun,
than Pacific.)
KGW, Portland, Ore. 400 and 4S5 also. 1,500 mi.
10:30 am, 3:30 pm, church service.
Central.
appear The
next second
week. part of the station schedule list
Oregonian
Pub.
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
11:30 am. will(NOTE—
«H«lflSlAA
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(Continued from page 6)
ll,i" ••WoiuUTlnf."
"John r\>r»rl>-. bVttSMJ
"J(»",i;
C«iw1bo.
tank I* Pmwll, Th«n«» S. 5Jorrt»:
I;";'!1 ,';
•Tho Top." "SwuldllU i'»»tilim Dane*.
DWUN
"A Son of UM lVs«".;t Ain I.
Walkor. planM;
"Beted for Bmna»l.^o»»>
a. onnui*,
reus." button*;
Miry Row
Kogvrs. reader;
Wld ue
Soon; Moon, Moon."
"I B»l
,"r'-:>"V.
' v
contralto; "Putonto."
"QiwotW
Krnest A.
Aiuorica." Orohrsua.
r'aiiist; "Our
Ifteatij,(Central
Concert.
P. M..
7:30-9:00
360).
WHAS
A<W««. I.
/SMS
W0«2aW?CtabMarl.PMffWi
Bbprano
solo.A. I.um.»:

illiawlo
Soprano
P. U Bjpeldao;
PUno solo.
Iron; Shalton:
Mm.
duet.
Vloun
Uuarui:
Oi-Umlst
b*ih
Nicholas Boaiar. Jr., Bibb) Lottrflan; Bopn
MrSiom
Bcbuela: Baadlni, Mrs. Albert
Sdliwl 1...— ... H«. l'aul It. Zw.lUng: Talk.
sumtay
"Tho Four B16M Hoy." Frank Gregg.
P. HI.. Short talks: 2:00WIP (Eastern. 400). 1:00-1:15i 6:00-6:30
P. M.. Dinner
Arttit radtal
3-00 PM
DBda Wlp'a bedtime
M..
P.
7:00-7:30
dance music:
itorll
W1AX (Eastern. 360), 8*0 P. M.. Concert. Baldwlnto
Wallai-e College Gleo Clubs. Borea. O. : "Marching
Meet One Buouaparty." Men's Glee Club: Piano solo.
Elma Werner; -The Persian Serenade." Twelve, by
the Clock." Girls' Glee Club: Soprano solo. Fay £>'at»:
Violin solo. Leo Schvflng: "Syltla." /'^hg.- .M'*ed
chorus; Popular seU\ nons. Rae Mueller. Fred Williams: "Old Man Noah." Male quartet: Bass solo.
Sears; "By Babylon's Wave." Mlied chorus;
Kingsley
solo. Evelyn George: Xylophone duet. Bae Mueller.
Alto
Lora Song." Men a Glee
"Bedouin
Fred Williams;
WLW (Eastern. 360). 10*0 P. M.. Concert. The Iouls
Law Trio Th* Opera Quartet; "Cavatlna." Trio; Cello
solo*. "The Swan," "Tarantella:" Quartet from
"Kigoletto." "Copper Moon." Quartet; "The Great
Awakening," Herbert C. Schata. baritone: Duet from
"Blossom Time." Helena Keeslng. soprano. Blcnard
Helene Kesslng; "LlebesPavar. "tenor;
will the Sun Shine for Met
"When solo.
Trio: Soprano
traume
"Little Rover." Quartet; "Hungarian Dances, 6 and 6,
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Savtni. 400). 7S0 P. M..
Readings. Stephens,
Edmund Vance
Cooke; editor
Talk, of"Auto
Rockwell
automobile
DallyTrails.
News;
Talk
of the American
Flag."Chicago;
J. M.
Wagner."The
FieldHistory
Scout Executive.
Stock Yards.
9:15 P. M.. Musical program. Ruth Radkey, pianist,
Geo. H. Kigler. tenor.
_
.._..
WMC (Central, 400), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Hotel Chlsca
Philharmonic Orchestra.
-.
WOC (Caatral. 400), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. Karl
G Siephan: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert: 630 P. M..
Sandman's visit; 7:00 P. M.. Musical program. Mrs.
A L Farley. W. Walbourne. Mrs. John Hickey. Mrs.
John Malloy; 8*0 P. M., Educational lecture. "Mooseheart." General Dictator Warde. L. O. 0. M.
WOO (Eastern, 400). 1 1 *0 A. M.. Organ recital. Mary
E Vogt, organist: 4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital and
trumpets;chestra
7:50-9:00
P. M.. director
Short talk
WOO
OrRobert E. Golden,
and and.
violin
soloist:
9:00-9:55 P. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt. organist.
WWJ
(Eastern. 400). 8:30 P. M., The Town
Crier:
i. The News Orchestra: Lillian G. Grant, coloratura-soprano; George F. Abbot, tenor; Earl Upton.
pianist: 11:00 P. M.. News Orchestra; Tarl Upton,
pianist.

Friday, May 11
CFCA

(Eastern. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M-, Concert. Selection from The Merry Widow." Star Orchestra: "Dannie Boy," Agnes Adle, soprano:
"Valse
Bluette."
Orchestra: "O Dry Those Tears," W. Woods, cornetist: "Skaters' Waltz,"
Orchestra;
"Sing Me Love's
Lullaby," Agnes Adie; "For You Alone." W. Woods;
"Same Old. Dear Old Place." Agnes Adle; Serenade.
"Through Battle to Victory," Orchestra.
KHJ
(Pacific, 400), 12:30-1:15 P. at.. Concert: 6:457:30 P. M., Children's Hour. Concert and bedtime
story by 'X'ncle John;"
8:00-10:00 P. M.. Concert,
Presbyterian Choir, of Holleubeck Heights.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Lauretta Finnegan,
soprano: Helen
Klnsella, reader; Allen Ray Carpenter, tenor, Margaret
accompanist; Mildred E. Studebaker, pianist;
9*5-825
P. M., Book review. Llewellyn Jones, literary Editor of the Chicago Evnlng Post; 10:00 P. M.I *0 P. M., Midnight Revue.
WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8*0 P. M.. Concert, Junior
Euterpean
Club, of Fort Worth: 930-10:30
P. M-,
Concert. School of iluslc. Texas Christian University.
WDAR
(Eastern, 400). 12*2-1*0 P. M- Organ recital.
Stanley Theatre; Dinner music. Arcadia Cafe Concert
Orchestra; 3*0-3 30 P. M., Piano and song recital;
4:15-4:45 P. M., Song and piano solos; Betsy Logan
on "Affairs of the Heart;"
5:45-6:00 P. M.. Dream
Daddy with little tots; 730-7:45 P. M., Dream Daddy
with boys and girls: 7:45 P. M.. Short talk: 8*0
P. M., Short talk by prominent Philadelpbian; 8209:50 P. M., Musical program; 10:10 P. M.-l:00 A. M.,
Dance
music, Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra, songs
by Harry Glyn.
WFAA
(Central. 400). 1230-1*0 P. M.. Address. "The
Sunday
School Lesson."
Dr. Bobert
Stuart Hyer.
Southern Methodist University; 830-9 30 P. M., Recital. Leland Johnson, pianist; J. J. Simmons, raconteur.
WFI
(Eastern. 400). 1:15-2:00 P. M.. Dinner Dance
Music.
Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Dance
Orchestra; 330-4*0 P. M.. Short talks and 6ong recital;
6with
30-7:00
P.
M-,
Children's
Own
Half
Hour
of
Stories
Cousin Sue.
WGI
(Eastern,
P. M.,Concert.
Program.Gltana
"Silversmith"
series.
David 360),
M. 9:30
Cheney:
Fabian,
mezzo-soprano;
Talnah
Fabian,
reader and pianistWGR
(Eastern
Daylight Saving. 360), 2:00
P. M..
. 3*0 P. M., Music; 4*0 P. M.. Ampico recital;
8:00 (Eastern.
P. M., Dance
Orchestra.
WGY
380). program.
7:45 P. Ragadore's
M.. Concert
program.

DIGEST

KHJ (Paelfle. 400). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Program hy Lincoln High School Girls' tile* Club; 6:45-7:30 P. M..
Children's Hour. Concert ami luxltlmo story by TJneu
John.'
Orchestra.8:00-10*0 P. M., Concert, Donald Campbell'*
KYW (Central Daylight Saving. 447). 8*0-8:58 P. M..
Mimical program, Lauraniuo S. rtubJ.es. soprano, Mis.
Nell C PlOM, aecompanllt; Morgan U Eastman's
Gueaalm Contort: '.1:05-9:25 P. M.. "Under the Evening Lump." Youth's Companion.
WBAP (Central. 400).Mi..
7:00-7:20
M.. Review
W. K. P.
Itanium.
tMdatof ofSunthe
Barnum Bible Claal of the First MethodlM Church.
WOAP (Central. Oaylight Saving. 390). 10:00 P. M.,
Musical program, BoMman
prano: Auburn
Park Mandolin
Club; Jack Chapman's
Orchi
WDAR (Eastern. 400). 12:02-1:00 P. M.. Organ recital.
Stanley
Theatre:3:00-3:30
Dinner music.
Arcadia cafo
Concert orchestra;
P. M .
tal : 4:154:45 P. M.. Music Iron Cafo loBinore: 5:45-6:00
P. M.. Dream Daddy with little tots; 7 30-7:50 P. M.,
Dream Daddy with boys and girls.
WFAA (Central. 400). 12:30-1*0 P. M.. Address. "Current History Comment." Prof. Clydo Eaglcton. Southern Methodltl University; 830-930 P. M.. Mozart
Clioral Club; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical program.
Mrs. Albert Smith. J. Ramsey Brown, vocalists. Emmett
B. Peek, violinist.
WFI (Eastern. 400). 1:15-2:00 P. M.. Dinner Dance
Music. Slayer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concort Orchestra; 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Short talks and music
recital: 6 30-7*0 P. M.. Concert. Meyer Davis BellefUs-Stratford Concert Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, 360). 7:00 P. M., Talk: Musical program; "The Traitor," Amrad Players: "A Black
Trump," Amrad Players.
WGY
380), 8:00 P. M.. Dance music. Calu's
Castle(Eastern.
Orchestra.
WHAS (Central. 360), 730-9*0 P. M.. Concert, direction of Mine. Cara Sapln, faculty Louisville Conservatory of Music: Reading, "An Interesting Historical
Episode:" Tenor solo. Edward J. Wolf.
WIP (Eastern. 400). 2:00-3:00 P. M., Musical program;
6:00-6:30 P. M., Dinner dance music: 7*0-730 P. M.,
Uncle Wlp's bedtime stories: 10:10 P. M.. Dance
music. (Central.
Charlie Kerr's
Orchestra
L'Alglon
WMAQ
Daylight
Saving.In 400).
7*0Cafe.
P. at..
Talk. "Worlds hi the Making." Arthur D. Carpenter:
Ihla G. Johnson, mezzo-soprano: 9:15 P. M.. Musical
program. Western Electric Glee Club.
WMC (Central, 400). 8:00 P. M„ Concert. Rotary Club
Boys' Band.
WOC (Central, 400), 330 P. M.. Educational talk. C. C.
Hall: 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert: 6:30 P. M.. Sandman's visit: 7:00 P. M., Musical program. E. H.
Hass. Margaret Louise Frank. Hugo Schroeder. Bert
Lovette: 8:00 P. M., Lecture. "The Efficient Mothers."
Mrs.
E. M.
Light,
St. John's
King's
Daughters
Circle,
of representing
Davenport. Iowa;
930 P.
M„
Dance program. P. S. C. Orchestra,
WOO (Eastern. 400), 11:00 A. M.. Organ recital. Mary
E. Vogt. organist: 4:45-5:00 P. M.. Band concert,
organ recital and trumpets.

Sunday, May 13

CFCA

(Eastern. 400), 8:00-9*0 P. M.. Concert: Selection from "Floradora," Star Orchestra; Bass solo. W.
R. Curry: "Dream of Summer." Clarence Causton.
violinist; "La Czarine." Star Orchestra: "The Two
Grenadiers." W. R. Curry; "The Blue Danube Waltz."
Orchestra; "Minuet in G," Clarence Causton: -Bass
solo, WT. R. Curry: "Ave Maria." Clarence Causton;
"Selection of English Airs," Orchestra.

America
Radio

BUY

HERE

WBAP (Central. 400), 11:00-12:15 P. M., Church services. First Methodist Church, Rev. J. W. Bergin,
pastor; Will Foster, organist.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving. 390). 9:15 P. M..
Concert. Henry Selinger and Drake Concert Ensemble;
Hans Muenzer, violinist.
WFAA (Central. 400). 230-3*0 P. M.. Radio Chapel
Bible Class, Dr. William M. Anderson. Jr., pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, Dallas; 3:00-330 P. M..
Concert. Hella Temple Band; 9:30-10:30 P. M.. First
Presbyterian
Choir; 10:00-11:00 P. M„ Harris Bros."
Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern, 400), 4:00 P. M., Chapel services conducted from one of Philadelphia's churches; Sermon
and organ recital; 7 30 P. M., Arch street Presbyterian Church services; Sermon by Reverend Clarence
Edward MacCartney; Organ recital, Alton K. Dougherty, organist and director of choir; 930 P. M., Organ
recital.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 4:00 P. M.. Twilight program,
"Adventure
Hour."andYouth's
Amrad
Pianoforte
Organ Companion:
Club: 830 Concert,
P. M..
Church services, Mass. Federation of Churches; 9*0
P. M., Musical program.
WGR (Eastern Daylight Saving, 360), 3*0 P. M.. Vesper se-Fices.
Rev.Buffalo:
Louis Suedmeyer,
St. John's Evangelical Church,
music.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 930 A. M„ Church services. First
Methodist Church. Schenectady. N. Y. : "The Heavens
Are Telling." choir; "Adore and Be Still." Mrs.
Charlotte B. Gilbert, soprano; Sermon, "The Invincible Christ." Rev. Philip L. Frick; "He Sendeth
the Springs Into the Valleys," double quartet: 3:00
P. M., Symphony concert, "A Shepherd's Tale,"
"Lullaby." orchestra; "With Verdure Clad." Mrs.
Fred Ellison, soprano; "Shepherds All and Maidens
Fair," orchestra: "O Divine Redeemer." Mrs. Fred
Ellison; "The Tournament," orchestra; "These Are
They," Mrs. Fred Ellison: "Siegfried Idyl." orchestra; 630 P. M., Church servic-8. First Methodist
Church. Schenectady. N. Y. ; "Barneses II," Mrs. J.
William Loane. organist: "Save Me, O God." John
Lloyd,(Eastern,
tenor; "The
Bible program,
Pageant.
WHK
360),Drama
8*0 of
P. Isaiah,"
M., Musical
WHK Trio and Orchestra: Edith Chu-ch. soloist,
WIP (Eastern, 400), 11:00 A. M.. Church services.
Holy Trinity Memorial Chapel, B. Janney Rudderow.
minister: Ernest Felix Potter, organist and choir
leader: 2:00-3 30 P. M„ Concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, Fery Sarkozi, director.
WWJ (Eastern, 400). 11:00 A. M.. Church services from
St- Paul's Cathedral; 4*0 P. M., News Orchestra,

Monday, May 14

Sales Promotion By Ether
CLEVELAND,
O.— Sales by Radio. A
St. Louis paper box company recently canvassed the Bailey company here for an
order for 100,000 cardboard cartons, sending the message from Station 9EKF, St.
Louis, Mo. It is stated that the order was
landed and that many amateur Radio experts heard the unusual stunt.
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LESS

Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry tho largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
WR-21 DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER TUBES
4 VOLT FILAMENT, 7 AMPERE.
FORMALLY
FITS WD-11 SOCKET, OR STANDARD SOCKET

WR-21
WR-21

DETECTOR
AMPLIFIER

THESE

TUBES WILL OPERATE

EQUIPPED IN AERIOLA
WITH ADAPTOR.

ON 6 VOLT STORAGE

GRANDS.

BATTERY

$3.95
4.25

Complete Parts for Ultra Audion Circuit (w^^'cU-it) $11.90
FREUND'S WONDER CIRCUIT
COMPLETE PARTS FOR REINARTZ SETS
$13.20
COMPLETE PARTS FOR 2 STEP AMPLIFIER
$11.45
WD-12 TUBES
$6.50
$12.45
The Genuine WD-11 Tube Equipped with Standard Base to Fit Standard Socket
ADAPTERS

FOR WD-11

Moulded Variometers
180° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and
Dubilier Condenser
Master Baldwin Type C Units with
Cord
Radio Corporation of America

WBAP (Central, 400), 7:15-8*0 P. M.. Concert, L. L.
Withers. Miss Duncan, and others: 9:30-10:30 P. M.,
Concert, Saxophone Sextette. Ballanger, Tex.
WDAR (Eastern. 400). 12:02-1*0 P. M.. Organ recital.
"Rustle of Spring," Daniel Murphy, pianist: "Until."
Stanley Theater; Dinner music. Arcadia Cafe Concert
Marlon Swanik:. soprano; "Adagio,"
"Gavotte," Ellse
Orchestra; 3:00-330 P. M., Song recital: 4:15-4:45
do Grood,
violinist;
"Machusbla."
Robert Massey.
P. M., Musical program; 5:45-6:00 P. M„ Dream
tenor; Talk. "The New Tubes. UV-201-A and UV-199."
Daddy with little tots; 730-7:50 P. M.. Dream
J. C. Warner;
"Butterflies."
"The
Star."
"Now
Daddy with boys and girls.
Sleeps the Chlmson Petal," Marlon Swanik, soprano ;
WFI (Eastern, 400). 1:15-2*0 P. M., Concert. Meyer
"Adagio," Elsie de Grood, violinist; "Mavis," Robert
Massey. tenor: Topics of the Day, Pathe Exchange;
Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra: 3:30-4:15
P. M., Song and musical recital; 6 30-7 30 P. IH..
"Kamennoi-Ostrow," Daniel Murphy, pianist; "Annie
Dinner
music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford ConLaurie."
soprano:
"Hungarian
Dance,"
violinist;
cert Orchestra.
"Little Old Log Cabin," tenor; 1030 P. M.. "The
WGR (Eastern Daylight Saving, 360). 2:00 P. M..
Storm." Radio drama; "The Erl King." "Meditation."
Music:
3*0
P. M., Music; 4:00 P. M., Ampico re"Prelude."
"Aria,"
"Amour,"
WGY
Instrumental
Quartet.
cital: 8:00 P. M., Dance program,
Jack Brindley's
WHAS
(Central, 360). 4*0-5*0 P. M„ Organ recital.
H. C. Conrad, Alamo Theatre; Concert. Mary Anderaon
(Eastern, 380). 1*0 P. M., "Early Colonial
Theatre Orchestra; 730-9*0
P. M.. Concert, under WGY
Music." Mrs. Howard Chidwick. Schenectady Womauspices of Junior Historical and Nature Study Society,
en's Club: 7:45 P. M.. Polish music "Gora Plesn."
"Marsz Sokolow," Liberty Bell Male Chorus: "Wlej
New Albany, Ind. ; Beading, "An Interesting Historical
Episode."
Wietrzyku," M. Szalwinska. soprano; "M'nuet."
WIP
(Eastern, 400), 2*0-3*0 P. M., Musical program;
Edmund Stanina, pianist: "Letrende." Stanley E.
6*0-6:30 P. M., Dinner dance music; 7:00-730 P. M..
Grabowskl. violinist: "Wlsla," "Podkoweczki Dajde
Uncle Wlp's
stories.
Oenla." chorus; "Valse," "Chant du Voyageur,"
WMAQ
(Central,bedtime
Daylight
Saving, 400), 435 P. M..
Edmund Stanina. pianist; "Old Black Joe." "My
Program arranged by Columbia School of Music: 7*0
Old Kentucky Home," chorus; "Polish Lullaby,"
P. M.. Talk on the music of Ethelbert Nevin. by Marx
"Caprice Valse," Alexander Koszalka. violinist; adE. Oberndorfer; Grace La Bocca. contralto: 9:15 P. M-,
dress, "The Polish Song," Stanislaus Belniak;
Musical
program,
Arthur
Middleton.
Jr., baritone,
"Polona'se in A Minor," Fdmund Stanza, pianist:
Grace Wallace, soprano.
"Nocturne In E Minor." "Polonaise in D." Alexander
WMC (Central, 400). 8:00 P. M., Concert, Hotel Gayoso
Koszalka. violinist; "Modlitwa Jaglelly," chorus.
Orchestra. Gaspar Pappalardo, director; 11*0 P. M.,
WIP (Eastern, 400). 2*0-3:00 P. M.. Recital: 6*0Midnight Frolic.
630 P. M.. Dinner dance music; 7*0-730 P. M..
WOC (Central. 400). 330 P. M., Educational talk. C. E.
Uncle (Central,
Wip's bedtime
stories.
400), 8:00
P. M., Program. Lions Club
Wtleut; 5:45 P. M., Chimes
concert; 630 P. M.. WMC
of Memphis.
Sandman's
visit; 7:00 P. M.a Musical program. The
P.
S. C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern. 400). 11:00 A. M.. Organ recital. Mary
WOO
(Eastern. 400), 11:00 A. M„ Organ recital. Mary
E. Vogt. oreanlst; 4:45-5*0 P. M., Organ and
E. Vogt, organist; 4:45-5*0 P. M., Organ recital and
trumpets; 730 P. M., Business ta'k: 8:10 P. M.,
trumpets.
Concert, John Wanamaker Commercial Institute Band,
WWJ
(Eastern. 400), 830 P. M.. The Town Crier;
Arthur A. Rosander. director: 9:00-9:5T P. M.. Organ
Concert. The News Poet; News Orchestra; Vocal selecrecital,
B. Vogt. organist; 10:10-12:00 P. M.,
Concert. Mary______^_^______
tions, pupils of Marcus Kellerman,
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UV-199

New

AND

WR-21

$3.4S
$3.45
SI. 95
$1.75

Master Baldwin Type C. Head Sets
$6.95
Brandes
Superior
Headset
$5.75
Antenella
Aerial
Plug
$1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
$3.45
Z Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
$2.60
WD-11
Bakelite Sockets
50c
Barcbass Coils
$1.95
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60c
Thordarson
Amplifying
Transformers . $2.95

75c
$1.35
$3.95

and Improved

D^^°1rfieTd TUBE j06

Operates on 3 Volts (2 Dry Cells); Consumes
Sensitiveness and Loudness as UV-201.

Socket for UV-199 Tube

TUBES

50c

Radiotron Tube.

(1/16) Ampere.

Same

Characteristics for

75c; UV-199 Adapters

$1.25
$6.50

Complete Parts for Knocked Down Receiving Set $17.95
COMPLETE PARTS FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT $12.45
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
$4.30
$3.70
$3 JO
$3.10
$2.70
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00

Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,
Value,

PARTS

43
23
11
5
3
43
23
11

Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate,
Plate
Plate
Plate

now
now
now
now
now
Vernier Variable Condenser
Vernier Variable Condenser
Vernier Variable Condenser

FOR SINGLE TUBE REFLEX

as listed in Radio
Radiotron

. .$1.7S
...$1.35
.$1.45
. .$1.25
..$1.15
. .SJ.9S
..$2.95
. .$3.45

SET

Digest

UV-201 -A Tubes,

6 Volt Filament,

.25 ( M ) Ampere.

.££

CA

«PV.*JV
$27.65
U.S.A. SIGNAL CORPS (Aviation Type 194-W)
WESTERN ELECTRIC PHONES, $7.95
Each Phone Cap is covered with soft rubber ear cushions, and an aviation leather helmet
Operates on Formerly
6 Volt Storage
or 4 Dry Cells in Series
for $9.00
Sold Battery

goes with each set!
These are the only phones to pass the Government specifications for
sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES

These are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special at
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C" Loud Speaking Units.

d*Q Q e
«p«7.%/0
«t^ CC

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED HEADSETS, $8.50 Value $3.65
MAGNAV0X, LOUD SPEAKERS, Type R3
CABINETS
MAHOGANY
6x SW"
6x7^1"
6x14"
6xl6K"
6x22"
9x12^"
9x10^"

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AND

JACKS

WALNUT

6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
6" deep
7" deep
SK" deep

Pacent
$1.45
1.95
2.45
2-95
2.9S
3.95
2.95
$1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
.75
45c
50c
25c
$1.65
$2.45
35c

$27.45
. Si

Pacent Double Circuit
Federal Single Circuit Filament
Control
Federal Double Circuit Filament
Control

HONEYCOMB
1,500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1,000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials, 2, J and 3'/2 Inch
Grewol
Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive
Microphone Transmitters
Solid Copner Aerial Wire.
100 ft

Single Circuit

COIL
150
100
75
50
35

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns.

Spaghetti
Tubing, yard
Lightning
Arresters
2-Slide Tuning
Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones.
Anti-Capacity
Switches
Lightning
Switches
Hydrometers,
now
at

..$0.35
3S

.

.59

.

SO

.40
.$0.50
.40
10c
. 95c
.$1.95
..$1.50
25c
. 45c
.$2.65

Formica Paoel, V&" thick, black or brown, square inch . . Wc
We guarantee all merchandise purchased of us
Mail orders receive immediate attention

BUY HERE FOR LESS
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Public Health Service Aids Seamen
Wide Range of Ailments Prescribed Via the Air
ONLY a year ago the U. S. Public Health Service
announced that it had completed arrangements to
expand the medical aid service to American seamen byprescribing by Eadio for any sailor -who might be taken
ill at sea and to make application for aid.
The range of diseases and mishaps for which aid has
been envoked during the first year has been amazing.
The list includes many of the common ailments. Many
of the diagnoses were made on board ship because sailors
are resourceful in meeting emergencies.
When the patient grows better and the captain's apprehension is relieved the case usually drops from observation. Weeks afterwards, perhaps, the interested
hospital receives direct information as to what occurred
later. All in all. Eadio has been pushing ahead in lines
little known to those who just listen in for entertainment.

High School Instruction by Air
Possibilities Suggested as a Result of Experiment
are the possibilities of the Radio in school
WHAT
teaching? Is it going to be feasible to select the
best, teachers and have them broadcast their instruction
throughout the city and country? We have correspondent
courses of all kinds and as impersonal as they are, since
they lack contact with the instructor, they are very successful and are being extended. A Radio course now
comes within the realm of a possibility.
No doubt high school examinations will be the first
thing to be broadcast. It will give thousands of students
the benefit of a single lecture. Just picture the superintendent of the future sitting at his office desk listening in
upon the recitations or tests.
Recently as an experiment a test was made in a high
school where the instructor broadcast his lesson from a
broadcasting station to the class room. The officials at
the Board of Education were listening in all the time.
The experiment was a success.

Standardization Needed
Efficiency and Appearance Should be Considered
THE time has arrived to take stock again and to ascertain what standards are good, what standards are
unsatisfactory, and what additional ones will be required
to bring Radio up to date. Where potent reasons stand
in the way of standardization it is well to consider the
desirability of making such concessions on the part of
the patent owners as may be necessary to the mutual
advantage of the public, the manufacturer, and the military.
It is not necessary that the various manufacturers approve a standard in efficiency and appearance of equipment, or improvements to aid in salesmanship, but it is
highly desirable that standardization be required as
regards interehangeability of accessories and moving
parts to a certain degree, and above all that a standard
of quality be adopted so that the service will not be a
laughing stock to the detriment of the trade and the interest of the nation.

Summer Reception
Slight Changes Are Needed for Summer Outfits
ALL that is said about static does not dampen the
ardor for the out-of-door enthusiast who has become
a Radiophan during the past winter. Indications of an
active summer with the ether waves are quite evident.
Information gleaned from last summer's operation of
sets then available has been used to devise outfits that
are far ahead of the 1922 model in scope and efficiency.
There will be a greater number of portable sets with
super-regenerative characteristics. In this class fall the
Armstrong and the Flewelling. These sets are compact,
they admit of a certain amount of rough handling, and
they do receive if properly* assembled and tuned up.
Furthermore, they operate on a small collapsible loop
with or without ground or with neither antenna or
ground.
Such sets are ideal for the hobo vacationer.
Another change will be noted in the sets arranged for
the permanent camp. While multi-stage amplifiers will
magnify the music to an amount loud enough for dancing it is probable that these camp sets will be equipped
with more phones and fewer loud speakers. Audio frequency amplifies the stray sounds more than the desired
sounds, hence for purest tones the set using phones and
less amplification will be preferred.
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A Few New Sweet Tunes for His Ears

STEBBINS SWOONS AS HE
TUNES IN RADIOKNUPS EPISTLE
BULLETIN

As this issue goes to press Mr. Stebbins has just regained consciousness and has been heard to murmur, "I'll
bet he was kiddin.' "
By Pisces Parvum
Squedunk, Minn. — Lem Stebbins, inventor, agriculturist, postmaster and local constable, is now confined at
the local Quick Service (Veterinary) Hospital suffering
from
static. a severe attack of brain fever complicated with
Mr. Stebbins was found on the steps of the post office
last Monday morning when Judge Tibbitts called for his
mail. A letter, was found clasped in his right hand and
it was necessary to amputate three fingers to remove it.
This letter which is believed to be the cause of the entire
trouble was as follows:
CENTRAL HOSPITAL
FOR
HARMLESS INSANE
Sophopolis, Ind., 456, Padded Lane.
Mr. Stebbins:
It is with great pleasure that I take this method of
letting you know that I am a thorough convert to the use
of your hook-up. I rigged it up last night in my quarters
and had hardly had it in operation for over five minutes
until I got supper, in addition I got several other things
which space and modesty forbids
me radiofrantically,
to mention.
Yours
Sliphen Burst.

The Stebbins' Sooper Degenerative

EM-IO

BOOKS

Condensed
Key to Parts and Connections
MS-1, Marcelled coil; JIS-2, Waterwave coil; 3, Nothing;
4 and 5, Connections to 110 or 1% volt D. C. generator
that has A. C. output; 6, Letter-press type condenser;
7, Strainer to keep out static and coffee; 8, Coffee pot for
grounds; 9, Connection to rural party line; 10, Pair of
D. C. C. ear muffs; 11, Campbell or Van Camp Sooper
Detector.
(Due to Lem, Stebbins' touch of static we have to disIndi.J
appoint you by only running Vie drawing of his circuit. —

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Dear Indigest: I am still in the crystal set category
but ankshus to learn and seeing the letter from Alagonquin Tonsils III, in No. 3 Vol. 5, am deeply interested.
Will you pleese advize if it is necessary to use a gas pipe
antenna in order to receive the illicit licore from the
American Rum Running League? Also where should I
attach a fauset in the thing? Would it be O. K. to shunt
a spigut across the phones, or does this go in the ground
pipe?
— Malt St., St. Louis.
A — We are at present experimenting but have not tuned
in a thing. We don't think they are broadcasting but
have heard rumor they intend to observe dry night Mondays. As to hook-up would suggest a bung starter (can
be
obtained
tickler
coil. from any local antique store) in place of the
Dear Indigest: — I would like to ask one question of
your Q. & A. department. I have made a crystal set
of the resistance tuned type also adding the Flewelling
principle but I can not get my crystal to oscillate in the
proper manner. Could you tell me my trouble. Tours
truly,
— Radio Bunk.
A. — We recommend you try the Stebbins Sooper Degenerative. Shake well before using.

Hen, You Move Us to Tears

Sir: This is to compliment you on your most excellent
column, and your removal of the rest of the paper one
column to the right of you. In the words of Henry Ford,
"Sic Semper Tyranus, Nox Vomica, Acetanilide, FOB
Detroit." Were it possible for you to put aside your
humble modesty for one moment and publish my effusion,
I would be excrutiatingly flattered by having my contribution accepted for the first time out of— forty-two
Henry the attempts.
Ninth.

We Threw Ours Away the Night of Pagliacci
Dear Sir — Hurrah,
an' have
did toit
themselves.
We thot Hurrah!
for a longThey've
time wegone
would
do it. Then we decided we would attempt pacific persuasion to tell them to do it. Finally we decided we
would have to throw our set away 'cause they wouldn't
do it, and now— THEY'VE DID IT! Hurrah! What's
that? have
You don't
know?
TheWay
Am. Wheeee!
Sy. of So-Called Authors,
etc.,
took jazz
off the
air.
— Opery Oriville.

Al's Versatile — He Can Draw 'Em Any Old
DeartheIndigest:
Brown's
page picture.
10, May In5,
I see
bird has In
on Al
a black
vest cartoon,
in the first
the third picture it is striped and in the last it is GRAY.
Canyu beat it?
— Voice of the West.

ALL PARTS COMPLETE FOR THE
"SOOPER CIRCUIT"

Invented by Lem Stebbins
One Campbell Sooper detect., 1 letter press
(U. S. Type), 1 pr. Ear Muffs, 1 Coffee Pot
.(inc. extra grounds), 1 w. w. coil, 1 marcelled coil, 1 strainer (large or small), 10" ft.
pink ribbon for connecting circuit, and INDIGEST book on hook up. All <J»-| q qq
Parts Complete
S* * 27 •275'

CYCLONE LOUD SPEAKER CORP.

(Of America)
11111 1st St., Benzine, Mont. (Pos'aje Pd. West of Pacific)

By DIELECTRIC
If the broadcasters adhere to the new schedule provided to eliminate much of the interference that has
almost ruined Eadio entertaining we should be able to
pick and choose from among the many stations sending
out varied programs. The results of the recent conferruling.ence bid fair to boost broadcasting to a new high level
and to encourage those hesitant ones to invest in a receiving set. DX fans will benefit greatly by the new
The popular
movieEPO
star in"Dug"
Fairbanks
gave permission to Station
San Francisco
to broadcast
a complete "Robin Hood" program. "Dug" owns
the rights to this play and evidently was unafraid of
reducing the gate receipts by so doing. WJZ has on several occasions been used to broadcast acts of plays direct
from the theaters and so far as I am able to learn the
attendance at these houses was subsequently as large, if
not larger, than before listeners in were invited.
We called attention to the use of Radio in detecting
latent power of hearing in those supposedly mutes, and
now your attention is called to the remarkable results
obtained by Dr. Winslow, a New York specialist, who is
accomplishing great things with the aid of Radio in restoring hearing to the partially deaf. He hopes to be
able to put aside his surgical instruments and effect cures
with Radio alone. More and more is the practical phase
of this science emphasized.
The experiment made from station WGR in Buffalo,
N. Y., whereby an airplane was directed by broadcast
instructions points to a new field for using receiving
sets. It proves the practical asset Radiophony may be
to those engaged in flying either for pleasure or profit.
Upon reaching rather high altitudes the reception was
poor, but this feature is being investigated by Radio
experts. Advice may be given as to location, landing
conditions, etc., which would be quite a help.
We in this country have been enjoying our Radio concerts while speeding along in railway trains and the
novelty of the thing has worn off to some extent. In
Canada, however, the first such experience was had quite
recently when the Winnipeg- Vancouver train reported
hearing concerts from several States of the Union besides Canadian stations. The Canadian Pacific railway
company has the honor of first successfully receiving
broadcasting on board its express train.
Radio has been made a part of hospital equipment in
several instances. One of the latest to be recorded is
that at the Fordham Hospital in New York City. A man
was brought there for an operation which permitted of
administering a local anaesthetic. While the four surgeons were engrossed in their work, the patient was
noticeably enjoying some jokes that came through the
headset provided for his amusement. Both the operation
and the Radio reception were entirely successful.
It is evident that the proposal to install receiving sets
in hospitals for the entertainment of the patients, and in
quarters occupied by ex-service men, is receiving increased
attention. The men who. fought in the World War and are
now in the Boise Barracks are enjoying the use of a five
hundred dollar set presented to them by the War Mothers
of Idaho. Better follow suit, if you have not already
done so. You will be more than repaid by the genuine
appreciation shown by these men.
Another huge transmitting plant is in course of construction near Miami, Fla., which it is estimated will be
the second largest in the United States. It is beingbuilt by the Tropical Radio Telegraph Company for the
purpose of handling South American, Central American
and West Indian business at a cost of about two hundred thousand, dollars. Not so long ago there were
sceptics who scoffed at the idea of Radio being used extensively for commercial purposes.
How about ti
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First Steps

DIGEST

for Beginners in Radio

Chapter II — Radio Waves and Their Propagation
By Thomas
USUAL, practise of using waves
the surface of water as an analogy in describing the action of
Radio waves has nothing to recommend it
but its simplicity. As a matter of fact it
may lead to erroneous belief for several
reasons. Radio waves travel through the
mass of ether, if we may call it a mass,
and not on the surface as the water analogy would indicate.
Substance In Which Radio Waves Travel
In order that the Radio waves may
travel we must assume that a certain
medium exists in which they may move.
Since they travel freely through all known
matter that is not a conductor in the
usual sense of the word and pass through
a vacuum where physical matter is absent we must then assume the existence
of some subtle substance permeating all
matter and extending to the uttermost
end of space. This substance we term
ether and its existence is generally accepted by science and used to explain
many and varied phenomena in the fields
of light
and
electricity.
Ether possesses great elasticity, has no

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
of the earth. This magnetic field is equal
to and identical with the electrostatic
field and one cannot be emitted without the

THE
on

Figure 3— How

the waves

OF RAREFIED

Chapter III— Pointers about Aerials
and Grounds.
Chapter
IV — About Condensers and
Inductances.
Chapter V — Tuners and How to Tune
Your Set.
Chapter VI— About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII— Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter
tector.VIII— The Regenerative De-

constantly widening circle. It should be
remembered that it is only the change in
the lines of force that creates the wave.
The
waves
increase
in height
as
they

are snapped

inertia and exists in and around all matter. This is the medium through which
the electromagnetic and electrostatic
waves
known
as Radio
waves
travel.
When the ether is put under electrical
stress at any point and the stress released
a wave motion is created in the ether
that travels in all directions in an expanding circle. This action takes place in the
manner shown in Figure 3.
Waves
Thrown
Out
Prom.
Aerial
Consider the aerial as shown, coupled
inductively
to a primary
circuit
excited
STRATA

BEGINNERS
will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful in learning the rudiments of the popular science of
Radiophony. The first chapter of his series appeared in the May 5
issue.
The articles yet to appear are:

AIR-

off from

the transmitting

aerial

travel, following the surface of the earth.
These waves travel at the speed of light,
that is 185,000 miles per second and result in the ether in all directions, being
put under electrical stress in a vertical
direction at equal distances. This may
be clearer by observing the arrows marked
on the waves. At A the stress is down,
at B up, C down and so on. We can
represent this stress by a curve as shown
below where F and G may represent positive halves and H negative halves of the
waves.
When
undamped waves are
emitted the intensity of the electrical
strain in each succeeding waves is the
same, hence the amplitude is constant.

Chapter IX — Radio

Frequency

Am-

Chapter
X — Audio
plification.

Frequency

Am-

Chapter
XI — How Super Regeneration
plification.
Is Accomplished.
Chapter XII — Reflex Circuit Operation.
Chapter XIII — About Headsets and
Loud Speakers.
Chapter
XIV — Batteries Used in Radiophony.

The Wave length
The wave length of the wave is that
distance between points where the strain
is in the same direction. The wave length
is then equal to the distance between
humps in the wave as shown.
Bearing this in mind it is evident that
the closer the waves are the shorter the
wave length. Since the speed of the wave
is constant they follow each other closer
as the frequency of the exciting current
increases. This should clearly demonstrate the relation between frequency and
wave length. For instance, where a station is transmitting on a 400 meter wave
length, and knowing that the waves travel
with the spegd of light being 300,000,000
meters per second, we can readily realize
at the end of one second the first wave
would have traveled that distance and
the waves between would be spaced 400
meters apart. Since one wave is emitted
per cycle the frequency of the exciting
circuit is equal to the total distance 300,000,000 meters divided by 400 meters or
750,000 cycles per second. Conversely, the
wave length can be determined by dividing the frequency in cycles per second
into the distance traveled by a wave in
one second.
Magnetic Field of the Wave
In addition to the electrostatic strain or
rather because of it there is a magnetic
field in each wave parallel to the surface

other.
As the waves travel over the surface
of the earth there are several conditions
acting to hinder and others to assist in
their propagation. The ideal medium for
their transference would be a perfect insulator for there would then be no absorption. However, they must pass through
the air, and as this substance is not always a perfect insulator, due to the presence of moisture and dust which act to
absorb some of the energy and dissipate
it in heat, it weakens the wave. On the
other hand the propagation is assisted by
having a good conductor as a guide,
which is naturally the earth.
Where
the
conductivity
of the
earth

JU
HOW riOOUlATEO
WAVES
ARE

6v voice
CURRENTS

WAVE

MOOULATED
0ETECT1N6
AFFECTING
CURRENT
CHANGE

Figure 5— Current changes affecting the detecting Device
is low the waves are also hindered and
energy absorbed in overcoming this resistance. This accounts for the fact that
the range of a given set is much greater
over water than land. Furthermore the
upper strata of the atmosphere are much
rarified and hence more conducting than
the

denser air near the earth's
(Continued
on page 16)

surface.
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CARTER RESISTANCE UNIT
By placing this Resistance Unit in the Rheostat
circuit, regular 6 ohm Rheostats will properly
operate the new No. 201-A and No. 199 Tubes.

Figure 4— The waves are reflected by upper
conducting strata of atmosphere

Each
Code No. 15-A.
15 ohm, for No. 201-A Tube. .50c
Code No. 25-A, 25 ohm, for No. 199 Tube
50c

with a high frequency current. The
aerial is then charged alternately positively and negatively. At the instant the
aerial is charged positive the condition
shown in the illustration exists. There
is an electrostatic field extending from the
elevated wires to the ground. When the
polarity changes the ends of the lines of
force run down
the aerial and a
wave is snapped off that travels in all
directions
away
from
the
aerial
in a

Write for bulletins on this and other Carter products
CARTER RADIO COMPANY
209 South State Street, Chicago

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

$5.00 List
3.50 List
A

Hear Atlanta
proeWe receive
A 1 rams
C f*VCf"
On
wM
^**Jr
»•»«•*
from Atlanta
Minneapolis, Dvrenport, Fort Worth, Dallas, Kansas
City. St. Louis, Denver on Crystal without batteries.
Uioal crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Se -d stamp for farther information or $1
for copyright drawings and instructions Everything
Clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
Leon Lambert, -U South Volutsia, Wichita, Kas.

in place and prevents the coil from
being thrown out
of adjustment
once station is
tuned in.
Licensed under U. S.
Dp Forest Pat. 1365170

ASTORLOID

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum Heating

POST

patented
ture locks the feacoil

SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

Dealers write for
special
discounts

SENIOR"

For Distance — For Clearness — For =
Getting What You Want
When You Want It
= The MICHIGAN "SENIOR" Regenerative Receiver =
= with Michigan Split Hair Vernier Dial Control is the =
ONE BEST SET
Licensed under Armstrong's U. S.
Pat. 1,113,149 and pending Letters
Pat 807,388, representing the highest development of Regeneration,
the soul of radio.

MFG. CO., B^f/nf n.^:

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON
Tips — Universal

Current

(Large and Small)

SET

m c
"JUNIOR"

SET

Send for Circular describing Michigan "Senior"and"Junior" Receivers
and Michigan

"

Radio Accessories.

Factory Branch: 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Illinois
H. O. Rugh, Radio Engineer, in charge
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W
ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
Wfo
Awarded
Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail
\J
From your Dealer, or write

POST

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Radio Institute

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York
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Single Circuit Receiver Easily Tuned
Local Broadcasters Cut
Out by Simple Receiver

Rubber Tube in Shaft
Shields Variometer

Most Radio men regard the single circuit
receiver as being very inefficient. I have
given both the single and the three-circuit hook-up
to men
who were
building

In your March 31st issue under the
Question and Answer department you informed Number (2150) HCH, Charleston.
W. "Va., that there was no practical means
of reducing body capacity except by shielding the panel of the receiving set. The
accompanying sketch shows the methods
employed to eliminate body capacity.
The condenser and coupler are set back

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
REd out
THE
at home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them In with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
DEPARTMENT,
KINKS
RADIO
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, HI.

0ESIR.ED
LENGTH

%

Another important item is the variable
grid leak.
Be sure and use a good one.
In operating this set tune in some distant station and adjust the B battery and
the grid leak until the best results are
obtained. After this is done it is only
necessary to tune the variable condensers
and the variometer, and the grid leak will
their first tube set, and found that the not need adjustment in tuning, if the
single circuit was best for the beginner, music you are listening to does not sound
because of the ease in tuning. The sig- just right tune in another station and see
nal strength of a single circuit set is
if they are not better, sometimes the
greater than a three-circuit set.
trouble is in the broadcasting station and
Now then we will come to the part that you will only get your set out of adjustgives us the trouble. After the Radioment by trying to clear them up.
phan has the single circuit set in operaIf these directions are followed out caretion for some time he finds that he is
fully you will find this a wonderful set,
bothered with local interference, or in so be sure and read the article carefully
other words when a local broadcasting before building the set. — John H. Boos,
station is going he cannot hear the dis- Jr., St. Louis, Mo.
tant stations.
The usual way to direct him is to buy
two variometers and change his set to a
Simple Long Wave Set
In the illustration is shown how to make
three'-eircuit tuner. This circuit is more
or less complicated to operate and does connections
in an aerial system
for renot give the same results at first that the
single circuit set did, and our friend thinks
he has been fooled.
I have had this very thing put up to me
ever since broadcasting began and I have
found a solution to this problem. With
the parts as given in the material list a
single circuit set can be built that will
be found very selective.
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1

MATERIAL LIST
Moulded variometer
23-Plate vernier condenser
3-Plate variable condenser
Rheostat
Tube socket
Variable grid condenser
Binding posts
6xl2x ■''., Inch formica panel

By referring to the hook-up you will
note that the variometer has been disconnected so that the stator windings
can be used independent of the rotary
windings. The stationary winding forms
the main inductance and the rotary winding forms the tickler or feed-back inductance.
The ordinary single circuit hook-up is
used except that the 3-plate condenser is
connected across the main inductance. The
aerial binding post should be connected
to the stationary plates of the variable
condenser to reduce the capacity effect.
If this is done and the variometer is a
good moulded one it will not be necessary
to shield the panel.

Care of Storage
Battery
|,LtpA~ BATTERY

The following pointers will be helpful
in keeping your A battery in proper condition: Do not allow the battery to become completely discharged. Always
maintain the level of the electrolite (acid
and water) above the tops of the plates,
usually % inch. Keep the battery well
charged at all times, as it is difficult to
revive a dead battery which has been
standing idle for a long time.
Do not allow the electrolite to bubble
over on to the tops of the cells. If this
happens, reduce the charging rate. Keep
the top clean to avoid leakage loss.
Determine the gravity range of your
particular battery and keep it within
proper limits by frequent tests with a
hydrometer.

loop, no aerial and do ground, brings in music instead of Interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our Instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box 0-704, Vacaville, Calif.

11 Hook-Up positively free
of body capacity

also giving selectivity, sensitivity and
record distance, postpaid for 25 cents,
or complete set of parts for $13.50.
Box No. 362

C. W. KAUTZLancaster,

Pa.

3

BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $9.85

T
or postpaid
(C. O. D. if preferred).
guaranteed.
T,. ,T
H. w-!tC5
DONNEIJ,
MFG. COMPANY.
Dept. P. Absolutely
Box 70.
ANN
ARBOR.

MICH.

WILLARD-

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway,
New York City

The Idle Battery

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using do

WD

^BJI^C T-T-.T ?:?r
TRUE CABINET TYPE,
like the finest
>0»tWfe
all their
4fr>*
bSS anc1 perfect modern
tone. phonographs,
Makes your with
two-step
set beauty
a real ENTERO^JH
TAINER for family and friends. SPIROLA DUPLEX uses any
W| W
headset. SPIROLA SIMPLEX uses Baldwin or other unit.
throat,with
$4.85.nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany finish
^^^^^ with
Eitherbronzed
type, black

ceiving long wave signals. With this
hook-up I can plainly hear NSS. The diagram is self-explanatory. — Fritz Franke,
Chicago, 111.

Storage batteries which are to stand
idle for a month or two should be fully
charged before being put away. If the
battery is permitted to stand for any
length of time in a discharged condition,
the plates will become white, an indication
that sulphate is forming, which is very
harmful to the cells.

from the panel and the shafts are made
short with a piece of hard rubber tubing
connecting
Akron,
Ohio. them. — Judson C Sullivan,

"The Best for Less"

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

EVERY
PART COMPLETE
2 honeycomb coils. 1 2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid
leak, 1posts,
grid
e Dinning
leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD. variable condenser. 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 tube socket, 8 binding posts.
20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM,
1 3" dial and the Radio Digest Booklet on Operation and Construction of
Circuit
Two-Stage Radlr> Fremienry Amplifier— Parts complete in every detail for this Circuit— $11.00.

$11.00

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable;
VERNIER:
VERNIER;
VERNIER;

value,
value,
value,
value,

$3.50....

, $1.05
... 1.35

$5.50...
$6 00
$6.50...

... 3.75

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron Condensite
and Iatz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
$4.50.
Special
$2.95
AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price
$2.75

... 4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted. $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1,00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.75

A BEAUTIFUL

BALL
BEARING
INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value
75c, special
$0.30
V.
T.
SOCKETS— Nickeled,
brass
sleeve,
composition base value, $1.00; special at..
.50
EXTRA
SPECIAL— Telephone
3000 Ohms
Headsets: $9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50
ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
HORN— Nickel
plated,
highly polished; $8.00
list
$3.75

"SALRITE"

PENCSL

FREE

With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahogantte Rubber, about five Inches long.
Equipped with vest pocket clip, 10 extra leads and eraser. Will write like a charm and last a lifetime.
Only a limited supply available — so rush your order now.
BEST
QUALITY
1ACKS,
Single
Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value. 90c; special at

30
45

MULTIPLE POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)
1.75
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS approved by underwriters
$0.90
THREE-INCH DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition— high finish: special. .$0.30

REINARTZ

TWO-INCH DIALS — Same design — for rheostats and
potentiometer; speoial at
$0.25
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT— Condensite base;
value. $1.10; special at
.70
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with
2'/a"
dial;
value. $1.50; special at.
TELEPHONE
PLUGS
■
FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined
EVERY
PART

CIRCUIT

60
.75

COMPLETE

,,,5? MFD.
,^ST?ound
cml- condenser,
1 tube socket,
1 rheostat,
1 23-plate
.0005 MFD.
.00025
variable
3 Inductance
switches.
16 switch
points variable
and Duts,condenser.
i switch 1-13-plate
stops and
nuts, 8 binding posts. 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak. 1 .002 MFD. phone condenser,
23
bus bar Instructions
wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM
and feetcomplete
Two-Stare Radio Frenueney Amplifier — Parts complete In every detail for this Circuit — $11.00.

Built First to Last

CDTOCDIL

CO. PROVIDENCE

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.

$10.00
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R.F. Added to Flewelling Receiver
HOOK-UP

Two Steps Gives Better
Control Over Flivver
Two stages of Radio frequency added to
the Flewelling circuit adds greatly to the
reception. The accompanying diagram
shows the connections. I am using a 23plate variable condenser in the antenna
circuit. The coil has fifty turns of No. 20
double cotton covered wire, tapped at
every fifth turn. The potentiometers are
200 ohms each.
Radio frequency Is better than audio
frequency because it is not so noisy. It
gives better control on the Flewelling set.
I found that the filament is very critical.
I am using 201A tubes, but find that 201,
or even W'D-11 works about the same. I
am only using 201A for battery economy
sake.
I would like to try this on two stages of
audio frequency, but I am not sure my
phones will stand the high signals. I have
tried it with one stage of audio frequency
and all the phones will do is to rattle.
I found that using the Radio frequency
that I can tune in waves that could be
just heard on the Flewelling set. I believe that by using this combination and
two stages of audio frequency and having
a set of phones that will stand the high
strain it would be superior to any set or
hook-up that has ever been made. — Joe
Stickler, Mt. Carmel, 111.

Laying Out the Set

First decide definitely what kind of set
is to be built. Purchase the best quality
of apparatus, having the electrical characteristics that the particular set requires.
Take special care to select parts of good
mechanical construction as well.
Lay the instruments on the table, tryingdifferent arrangements of the parts until
an arrangement is found with symmetrical
appearance, and with as short wires to the
tuning, grid and plate circuits as can be
secured.
When the proper layout is found, a scale
laid alongside of the parts will give an approximate idea of the size panel it will be
necessary to buy. Try to arrange the parts
to fit a standard size panel, which may
be purchased at almost any Radio store.
Particular care should be taken In the
wiring of the set to keep grid and plate
wires separate and away from the filament
wires. This will reduce the liability of
squealing and broad tuning to a minimum.
The filament circuit may be of almost
any length, provided the wires that carry
the current are large enough to prevent an
excessive drop in voltage. Number 14, or
the square bus wire sold for wiring sets,
is very good for this purpose.
The output circuit of a two-stage amplifier should never be brought near to the
grid circuit of the detector tube, as howling almost inevitably results. More cases
of howling amplifiers can be traced to implacing 'of the wires than to any
other onepropercause.
In wiring a set don't try to do too many
things at once. Start at the input end and
work across to the output end. When connecting a set with vacuum tubes, connect

FOR TWO

UV-1714

(Patent Pending)

MULTIPOINT

RUSONITE

50c

CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
Sensitive

Order from your dealer or direct from us,
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. Y.

OC.
^i«JV

A RADIO

I And that a very good open circuit jack
can be made as follows: A block of wood
3A inch square and 3 % inches long Is cut
as shown at C. Procure two small pieces
of copper and cut one of them % by %
inch and the other % by 1 Inch. Bend the
first piece as shown at A and the second
one as at B. A hole large enough to allow
the plug to pass through it Is bored In the
panel exactly in front of the place where
the block of wood is to be nailed.
The strip of copper A is screwed against
the panel above the hole so that when the

6?

OV-201

201
TOPiERlAL AND
GROUND
OF
FLLVJEU.ING

SET

-'WaaaA^-

Bfe7^V

roT. ^oo f

the filament ohms
wires' to the sockets and rheostats first, and then follow from input to
output circuits.
A grounded copper sheet on the back
of the panel where the condenser or variometer is mounted is of considerable value
both as a shield against the effects of the
operator's hands when tuning, and as a
convenient place to solder such wires as
need to be grounded. Especial oare should
be taken to cut out around all screw and
shaft holes, or any other places where the
metal parts of condensers or other instruments may touch the shield.

Inside Antennae
Remarks about excellent quality of indoor
aerials with crystal sets are as frequent
as comments upon their efficiency. This
difference is, of course, due to the conditions under which the aerials were operated.
As a rule, indoor aerials are unsuccessful
on the first floor of a building or where
surrounding high structures may intercept
the waves before they strike the antenna.
In suburban locations or in elevated sections of the city considerably better results may be obtained.

Length of Aerial

When the aerial is too long (over 150
feet), wave lengths may be reduced to a
better value by putting in a variable condenser in series. For the aerial that is too
short (under 75 feet), it is advised to put
in either a variable condenser across the
antenna inductance, or a loading inductance in series with the antenna to boost
the wave length to a higher value.
GENUINE

Post

SEYFERLICH'S
68

West

Washington

Paid

REAL

RADIO

St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

$24.75

ORDERS

PROMPTLY

FILLED

Atlas Cut Rate Radio Shop
345

South

Clark

St.,

Chicago,

CONSOLE

jor YOUR SET
AND PRACTICAL

ATTRACTIVE

Voltage of Storage Batteries
Storage batteries, immediately after
being charged, have a slightly higher voltage than that which they are rated. Care
should be observed in using vacuum tubes
when batteries are in this condition. It
is best to allow the battery to stand for
a time after being charged.

i €lectrtt antr Eatrio \
Supply Company i
165 North

Wells

Jobbers

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

and Distributers

» We have just received a quantity of O. T. :
[ Tubes under the De Forest patent operating [
3 on 3 to 4 Volts
.015 Amp.
Also have a j
S
(
J
•

quantity of VT-1 and 216-A Western Electrie Tubes.
Get in touch with us for your
Radio
Material, as we have
the quality
and prices.

i
J
1
.

plug is pushed in it will make a good contact. The strip B is also screwed in place
on the block so that the tip of the plug is
connected to it. The block is now fastened in place and the jack is completed. —
Jesse T. Bonney, Franklin, Va.
Over 3,500 patents relative to Radio have
been granted in the United States.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
Imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
£3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to- build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

REAL RADIO BARGAINS
DIALS:

$0.98
Tapped
.98

Complete parts of the new R. C. S. Receiver and 2-Step Amplifier. 7x21 Cabinet,
7x21 Panel, 2 Switch Arms, 2 Plain Rheostats, 1Vernier Rheostat, 3 Jacks, 3 Sockets, 2 dozen Switch Points and Stops, 7
Binding Posts, 1 Grid Leak and Condenser,
siormers, one ii
2 Ail-American Transformers,
14 .riate
Plate
Vernier- Condenser,
1 R. C. S. Coil and
Hook-up Wire, etc.
Price
MAIL

Door bell wiring often furnishes an excellent antenna for a crystal set, although
where a bell-ringing transformer is used
the results are not so good. Both terminals
of the bell should be tested to obtain the
best side of the line.

$3.00 VALUE

Reinartz Coils
ULTRA-AUDION

New R. C. S. Circuit

ok YSTAL~
Synthetie c over
A sensitiv
surfaceOR
its entireDETECT
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
Join the ever increasing
only.
in Sealed Packages
Busonite tans.
Price mounted,
Sensi
tiveness guaranteed..

Open Circuit Jack Made
From Wood and Copper

R. F. STAGE

III.

VARIOMETERS :
Feri

(Revolving

Raysol
(Kiln
Atwater-Kent

stator)
dried

*:?„

parts)

Special

VARIOCOUPLERS :
Raven
(Greensilk
wound)
Eastern greensilk wound
uueens
(180 degree)
Moradio (Cotton covered)
Moradio (Enameled)
Eastern Long Wave coupler
Atwater-Kent

2.50
Price

1-55
1.80
2.50
2.25
2.00
(150-3200 meters)
7.25
Special Ft.

Cockaday
Coils
CONDENSERS:

2-75

Regal 43 pi. .001 mfd. Cap
Regal
II pi. .00025 mfd. Cap
Dubilier
condensers,
all types
and
including Varladons, in stock
American
Bell 43 pi. with Vernier
American
Bell 23 pi. with Vernier
Malone-Lemmon 23 pi. Vernier
Malone-Lemmon 43 pi. Vernier
Arrow
23
pi.
RHEOSTATS:Vernier

2.65
• 1-65
capacities
Special Price
5.50
4.50
6.00
7.00
4.25

Regal (High quality 6 ohm)
Klosner Vernier
Paragon Standard
Framingham
•
Bradleystats
Roberts (6 ohm standard)
General Radio (Any and all resistances)
Radio Corp
Fada

»l
-J*
■•°*
-JO
•••■>
• .70
Special Pr.
Specia
Pr.
Special Pr.

Radio Corp. PR 536 (200 ohm)
General
Radio (400 ohm)
Atwater-Kent
Framingham
(200 ohm)
Paragon
(200 ohm)
Amsco
(150 ohm)
Bradleyometer,
400 ohms

Special Pr.
Special Pr.
Special Pr.
1. 10
■ .60
1-10
3.00

POTENTIOMETERS

:

SOCKETS:

Regal
(all nickeled)
Bell (Moulded Bak. Panel or Base Mounting)..
Rameco
(Fine quality)
Turney (All metal fine finish)
De Forest
(Moulded)
Special
General
Radio
Special
Radio Corp.
(UR 542)
Special
Double
(Fada)
Special
Triple
(Fada)
Special
WD
II (Rameco)
WD II (Bell Panel or Base Mtg.)

75
.90
40
25
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
40
90

Kesco 3'/a-ln. Moulded
Kesco 3-in. Moulded
Kesco 2-in. Moulded
American
Hard
Rubber 3-in
American
Hard
Rubber 4-in
Electrose 4-in.
Fada
Knob
Emaloid
3-in.
Unbreakable
Emalold
2-in.
Unbreakable

MAHOGANY CABINETS
with genuine Bakelite Panels
7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x24
HEAD

(Knockdown

for

immediate

$3.60
3.85
4.15
4.50
5.25
TELEPHONES:

7x10
7x12
7x14
7X18
7x24

$0.30
25
25
75
85
75
35
25

assembly)

Baldwin (Single
"C"
Western
Electrics Units)
(Type Gen.
509 Type
W)
Frost (2000 ohm)
Brandes Superior
(2000 ohm)
Telephone : connectors for Three pair phones...
TUBES
Meyers
Hi-Mu
(Last
lot)
All Standard Tubes
In stock at
Murdon Vi Volt Deteo. and Amp

BATTERIES
Volton
Volton
Volton
Volton

("B" only) :

$1.40
1.65
1.95
2.50
3.35
6.00
10.00
5.00
6.20
.95

4.35
Special Pr.
4.75

22'/2 V. Small size
22"2 V. Medium size
22'/2 V. Large sizo
45 Volt

MISCELLANEOUS :

Phonograph Attachments "Y" Shape
Radiophone
Adapter
(Rubber)
Solderette (Soldering Iron to attach to
standard plug)
Single Cct Jacks
Double closed Cct Jaoks
Telephone
plugs
Telephone plugs
(for two phones)
Vernier
Dial
adjustments
Brach
Indoor Lightning Arrester
Bus
Bar Wire
Perft.
Spaghetti
(Any color)
Per Igt.
Reinartz Spider Web Coll
All De Forest DL Coils at
Special
De Forest Triple Coil Mounting
Special
Single
Coll
Mounting
Double
Coil Mounting
Triple Coil Mounting

90
1.14
1.55
1.98
1.25
2.00
1.50
25
35
65
70
40
1.50
.015
.08
2.00
Pr.
Pr.
45
2.25
3.25

We also carry In stock at all times all parts
for Flewelling, Reinartz, Reflex and Hazeltine
Neutrodyns Circuits. Write for prices.
Also plans and instruction for completion and
successful operation of Armstrong Super- Regenerative Receiver. Parts for this also ready
for immediate shipment.
MAWHINNEY
BLUEPRINTS,
COMPLETE
SET

Built to inclose the entire set leaving ample space
for loud speaker. Is equipped with a compartment for tools and an acid proof battery tray
which insures protection to rugs, clothing and
instruments. It has a bench of proper height
making it possible to operate and enjoy your set
in comfort. Superior in convenience, quality and
design. Made in mahogany, walnut or oak finish.

TRANSFORMERS

Top 18" by 3Sy2". Height 38". Moderately
priced.
For further information write

All merchandise guaranteed by both the manufacturer and ourselves. Will be shipped upon
receipt of purchase price. Orders of not less than $5.00 sent prepaid east of the Mississippi
$2.00
River — all others
must
include
postage.

PASSOW

4221 N. Leavitt St.

& PASSOW

Manufacturers

Chicago, 111.

TRANSFORMERS

(Audio Freq.) :

Berts &. Betts (13 to I Ratio)
Amertrans
(Best transformer on
limited
supply)
Radio Corp.
UV 712

5.50
market,

7.00
Special Pr.

(Radio Freq.) :

Tricoil
(of Subway
Reception fame)
Radio Lab. RT-I
(Limited supply)
MuradT-ll
(Old standard)
Radio Corp. UV
1714

1.50
3.90
3.80
Special Pr.

RADIO & MECHANICAL TRADING CORPORATION
23 WARREN

STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

RADIO
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What Now of the Hazeltine Neutrodyne Circuit?
Latest Addition to Hook-Up Family Presents Possibilities
By H. J. Marx
THE latest development in Radio is
the popular craze for new circuits.
The rankest amateur plays with his
apparatus, hooks it up in a slightly
different way, hears a station and promptly
advertizes that he is the inventor of a
new circuit. The Radio publications, hard
pressed by a clamoring rank of fans for
new stuff, promptly fall and announce that
they are
going to feature another new wonder circuit.
The question of the practicability of
these new circuits can only be decided
through an actual set-up of the apparatus
and a test of operation. Considering the
number of these new wonder circuits, the
reader can readily conceive the fact that
it is not an inexpensive proposition. In
doing this, though, the real worth of the
circuit is soon disclosed.
The simplicity

unit, should be kept as low as possible.
Because of this, the peculiar method of
winding honeycomb coils was developed
and in like manner lattice and spider web
coils were placed on the market. This
same condition holds true of transformers
and even in vacuum tubes, between the
tkree elements because of the dielectric
value of the vacuum in the bulb. Even
the wiring of the set creates capacity reactions if closely spaced. The actual microfarad value of this capacity effect may
be small, but its ultimate effect on the
operative efficiency of a receiving circuit
is very important.
Professor Hazeltine discovered a method
of fighting fire with fire — namely, of applying an external capacity to the circuit
from tube to tube which offsets or neutralizes the internal capacity of the coupling.

available, it is a simple matter, but rare
is the amateur that can boast of all this.
The method used in manufacturing the
Neutrodyne condensers is illustrated in
the small insert. There is a small composition tubing of good dielectric value
into which there is inserted copper wire
at each end — the thickness will be about
No. 8 gauge.
Over the tube is slipped a

copper sleeve. There is then a condenser
capacity between the tube and the wire at
each end, but since the wires are not
touching or connected, the whole is equivalent to two condensers in series. By pushing the wires in or pulling them further
out, a very minute control of a low capacity value is obtained. After the proper
value has been reached the wires are held
in position and the hole unit sealed. In
other
words, a permanent variable is not
necessary.
In the hook-up is given a circuit in
which the neutrodyne system has been incorporated. The two condensers marked
C-l are the neutrodynes, the adjustment
of which will be detailed later. The circuit consists of two stages of Radio frequency amplification, tube detector and two
stages of audio frequency amplification,
one of which is refiexed to the first Radio
frequency tube. The second stage of audio
uses a separate tube, making four tubes
in all.
Condensers C-2 should have a capacity
of .001 to .002 mfd. Condensers C-3 are
variable, with a capacity of .0005 mfd.
One rheostat is used for the two Radio
frequency tubes, one for the detector and
one for the separate audio frequency tube.
Depending on the type of tubes used, the
plate voltage may require changing.
Adjusting' the Neutralizing' Capacity
The set is completely set up and tuned
in for reception.
In adjusting the first

The values of these neutralizing capacities are so small that they are expressed
in units of micro-microfarads. And one
million micro-microfarads make one microfarad. Expressed in microfarads the value
of the neutralizing capacity runs from
.000001 to .00001 microfarad.
It is in this respect that the writer feels
that the application of this principle to
the average receiving set is a little beyond the ability of the average Radio fan.
The best method of obtaining such low
capacity values is by connecting two or
more very small condensers in series, then
the capacity value of the series becomes —
C=— j

]

j- (depending on the num-

ber in series)
Ci■ 1 C2 -.t
Cs
Because of the low value necessary the
adjustment becomes exceptionally difficult
unless the proper equipment, methods and
facilities are available. As a manufacturing proposition, with testing equipment

AERIOLA

SR.

REINARTZ

ULTRA

STYLE

TUNER

UNIT

Green silk on Bakelite Tubes with diagram, $5.65.

A Neutrodyne Hook-up

or difficulty of the hook-up becomes apparent.
There are many circuits that are unusually good and efficient, but perhaps are
much too complicated for the average fan
to construct; then, too, they are difficult
to operate. Sometimes the difficulty may
not necessarily be one of construction but
rather a question of theoretical balance of
the circuits. This last factor is one that
the greatest percentage of fans will find it
extremely difficult to overcome.
One of the new circuits that is effected
by this last factor is the Hazeltine Neutrodyne. The word "circuits" is used but
actually it is a misnomer. The Hazeltine
Neutrodyne is not a circuit but rather a
method of overcoming, through neutralization, the various capacities in the coupling from tube to tube of any multi-tube
receiving set.
Theory of Neutralization
Every amateur knows that the internal
capacity, due to the condenser action between turns in the windings of any tuning

neutralizing condenser the wire to the filament terminal of the socket of the second
tube is disconnected. This shuts out the
filament current of that tube without removing it from the socket. There will
still be sufficient capacity coupling to pass
signals through and reception will be heard
in the receivers. The first condenser is
then adjusted until this reception in the
receivers is completely shut off. In this
way the capacity coupling has been completely neutralized. The filament wire is
connected and the same way is followed
for the second condenser and the third
tube. After the adjustments are completed these condensers are sealed and
should not be further adjusted. But any
alteration in the coupling apparatus nullifies the action of the neutralizing condensers. The internal capacity of vacuum
tubes of the same type does not vary to
any great extent and does not necessarily
require new adjustment of the neutrodyne
when a tube is changed. A change in the
type of tube will, however.
CIR. SET PARTS,

$29J#

Ultra Reinartz Tuner Unit & Diag., $5.95. wound to
the specifications of March
24 Badio
Digest.
Bub/
Mica-Copper-Bakelite mounted Condensers X. P. binding posts, .00015, 50c; .0015, 60c; .0025, 70c.
Beinaru
coil Doub. green silfc-Bafcelite Spider. $1.65; Be'nartz
plate circuit chokes (triple adjustable), $1.70.
Complete
set Beinartz tuner and detector parts, $10.95.
Tuner,
Det. and 2 Stage. $18.90.
Two stage outfit. $8.95.

GOVT

RADIO STORAGE

BATTERIES

New Signal Corps Edison 3 cell type BB-4. $4.50; Single Cells for W. D.-ll tubes. $1.50: 60 A. H. for
W. D.-ll tubes. $5.25; 6 Volts Edison, $7.75; Edison
"B" battery single elements, 4c ea.; double, 10c.

HI-POWER

AMPLIFYING

TRANSFORMERS

Best!
Loudest!
No burn-outs.
$2.65 with special
diagram. GENUINE
PEANUT TUBES
Wonderful
Det.
and Amplifier.
Smallest
tube macln
(aeroplane style). 1 V., H. amp., %" dia. x 2M"
long

FLEWELLING

.006 COND'RS

& PARTS 85c.

.006 Bakelite-Buby Mica-Copper Calibrated Cond.,
Spider coils, green silk on Bakelite, $1.75 ea,

NEW

SPECIALS

30 OHM BHEC for 201-A or W. D.-ll tubes, $1.00.
Variable grid leaks, 1/10 to 5 Megohms, 75c. HIPOWEB LOUD SPEAKER AND PB. BALDWIN
PHONES. $10.90. Variable grid. Cond., .00025 or .0003
max., 45c. Vernier Attachment for any Var. Condenser. 95c. Armstrong Super. New 3 tube outfit.
Owner sa-jrificing.

QUALITY

RADIO

SHOP,

RICHMOND,

IND

One radio fan writes: "The finish is so far superior, and the working qualities so satisfactory
there is no question but that future sets built
by me and my friends will have Radion Panels."

RADION
¥

The self-evident
created for them
who build their
and
engrave RADION,
of chipping.

superiority of RADION Panels has
a tremendous popularity among those
own sets. It is so easy to drill, cut
and there is not the slightest danger

The beautiful surface polish exceeds the finish on the. finest of
hard woods. Every panel is protected by its individual envelope on which complete instructions are printed. These are
the 18 stock sizes carried by most dealers :
RADION
Size—
6x7
6xl0l/2
6x14
6x21
7x9
7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18

PANELS,

Stock Sizes, 3/16 in thickness.

Black Mahoganite Size —
$0.75
$0.90
7x21
1.1S
1.40
7x24
1.50
l.SS
7x48
2.25
2.75
9x14
1.15
1.40
10x12
1.2S
1.55
12x14
1.50
1.85
12x21
1.75
2.20
14x18
2.25
2.75
20x24

Black
Mahoganite
$2.65
$3.25
3.00
3.70
6.00
7.40
2.25
Z.7S
2.15
2.60
2.85
3.45
4.25
5.20
4.25
SJO
8.50
10.3S

Your dealer can usually supply any of the above sizes from stock. If
you
cannot
sendship
us promptly.
your order with the price (give the dealers'
name),
and get
we itwill
RADION excels in the four most important insulation characteristics,
namely: Low phase angle difference; low dielectric constant; high
resistivity; low absorption of moisture.
Remember all hard rubber panels are not RADION, nor do they possess the electrical and mechanical characteristics of RADION. Be sure
you get the genuine. See that every panel is stamped and in its original
envelope.

Panels, Dials, Knobs, Sockets,
RADIONwhich
not handle
youwedo have
Uetc.,
DEALERS:
a proposition
will interest you.
Write
foryour
catalogue
and price-list or consult any leading electrical or radio jobber
in
territory.

American

Hard Rubber

Company

Department R. D.

15 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y.

Chicago Office: Conway Bldg.

Oldest and largest manufacturers of Hard Rubber

and its products.

MilV

tZ,
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How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set
Part II — Construction of Variocoupler
By E. T. Fletvelling
article we began a descripIN OURtion of last
how to build the new one condenser Flewelling super set, and started
the details of the tuning inductance and
tickler coil. Before going on with the
constructional details I believe that it
would be a very good idea to show some
of the advantages that might be expected
from the construction of this receiver.
Securing the Best Keception
We are going to describe how to secure
the most from the set, and because of the
construction we will find ourselves in
possession of really two sets instead of
one and can then take our choice of the
one that we like best, or of the one that
best suits our local conditions. Really,
what we will describe will be this — a
single circuit straight regenerative receiver and the Flewelling super receiver,
and we will be able to change from one
to the other as we wish, simply by moving
one switch, and possibly a slight adjustment of the grid leak.
Such a receiver is wonderfully adapted
to local conditions of any kind and will
enable one to receive broadcasting of
some kind, no matter where one may be
located, whether in the woods, an apartment, or an automobile, and too, the builder may be confident of securing very much
greater volume than is obtained with a
one-tube set, reports of loud speaker operation on local stations are very common.
To builders of this set, the writer promises that he will use every possible effort to describe it, that the most may be
obtained from it and it may not be amiss
to say here that he uses such a set himself in preference to any other, and that
aside from any personal feeling in the
matter.
Panel Mounted Apparatus
In this series we are going to use panel
mounted apparatus with coils, etc., in the
rear, so that if it is desired the completed set may be put into a suitable
cabinet.
A great many
persons do not

z•»"

•

•

-

t
SWITCH KNOB

PARTS

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

!|l|.JW:flrI.H

123 W.MadixonJt, Chicago

,
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7
POINTS TO
BE TAPPED

1
i

'
Figure

like outside mounted coils and for this
reason we began our description of the
set by describing how one might build his
own self-contained tuning inductance and
tickler coil for mounting in the rear of
the panel.
This inductance is of the tapped type
eo that one may choose the required number of turns and therefore differs from
the honeycomb coils that were called
for in previous articles. Honeycomb coils
are very suitable for the circuit, but because of the difficulty of mounting them
on the rear of the panel and because of
so many who wish to build their own coil
and set together with the difficulty that
some have in choosing the right size coil
to match up with the antenna used, we
will use the good old reliable tapped inductance for this particular set.

LOUD
SPEAKER

FREE
The wonderful
SHELTONE
LOUD
SPEAKER
with
every original

BALDWIN
Type C Headset Complete

U

DEALERS:

¥

--

NATH.

%

FLEWELLING
ALL

Figure 2
length range of about 300 to 600 meters point for %-inch, then lay under the
bared section a piece of cardboard one
on the average antenna.
Last week some of the broadcasting inch by 6 inches long. Continue around
the
the cardboard strip is met
stations were re-assigned wave lengths again,tubebenduntil
the strip back out of the way
that went as low as 225 meters and in
order to reach this point it will be best and continue winding until the next tap,
if taps are taken off of the coil at the
30 and 40 turn points. That will give
us the following for the completed coil:
130 turns of No. 22 or No. 24 doublecovered wire wound on a cardboard or
bakelite tube 4 inches in diameter, with
taps taken off at the following points: 30,
40, 50, 75, 100, 115, 130 turns, or a total
of 7 taps.
As stated before, no attempt should be

.:

i

when the strip is bent back to go under
the bared section again. This gives a
tight winding throughout and leaves the
bare sections free from the rest of the
winding so that we may solder our taps
to them without interfering with the rest
of the coil. The completed coil would look
like the sketch, Figure 1.

Perhaps the easiest way to take off the
tap is to wind to the point where a tap
is desired, clean off the insulation at this

Winding the Rotor
Suitable holes must be drilled into the
tube for the mounting of the tickler ball
and this detail will be left to the builder
of the set. The holes may either be drilled
through the sides of the tube or, you can
if you wish, mount the ball and its shaft
at the end of the tube — it is simply a
matter of preference.
The ball should be large enough that
it will fit the tube fairly snug and yet
not interfere with it. One hundred to 125
turns of wire on the rotor ball will be
(Continued on page 18)

W1I
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; ■CARDBOARD
'£f;l STRIP
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The tuning inductance described in our
last article, if wound on the 4-inch tubing
that was specified, would have a wave

8%" Hich— BeautiIulBubberi«PJPini»h

I PERSONALLY test every pair of phones
to GIVE
YOU a headset that has no
*n>a].
YOU
CAN
USE
HEADSET
IN
REGULAR WAY ALSO.
My price on these special selected <M O (\f\
Phones is. postpaid
«J>l^i.UU
Cash with Order or C. O. D.
WALTER SCOTT, 10 St. Lake. Place, MonteUir, N.J

1

J-

A DRY CELL
TUBE F0R$2

made to bring out taps from separate
turns. A typographical error gave the
tap as 85 turns when it should have been
75 turns, which is the preferable point.
Winding on the Coil
The winding may be put on the tube
without leaving any opening for the tickler shaft as sufficiently close coupling will
be obtained by mounting the tickler ball
at one end of the tube, as will be shown.

Something new in radio. Diode ! A two
element vacuum tube that is more sensitive
than a crystal. Diode does the work of a
high priced instrument and eliminates the

ilow lo build the
Reinartz Receiver
is told,

complete with illustrations and diagrams, in the
latest addition to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions, wireless codes, wire
tions, etc. tables, definiPin this ad to your letter and mail it together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
Send for it, today!

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS CO.
415

South Chicago.
Dearborn

Variable
high
tance unit,
i/io resisto 5
megohms. Does the
'work of a thousand
grid leaks. Contains
standard mica condenser of proper capacity. Bakelite. Price

^EEBf*

Tube with socket $2.50. Ask your dealer or
write direct, sending dealer's name.
BRANCH

802 Forsyth
703 Granite
709 Mission
1028 Fourth
636 Victory

OFFICES:

Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Munsey Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1121 Pine St., Seattle, Wash.
St., San Francisco, Cal.
337
S. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Ave., Huntington, W. Va.
53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
1403 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111.
1011 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
C. H. Wallis & Co., 1409 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo,

$2.

ELECTRAD

Street,
B. D.

use of storage and "B" batteries. Its reception of word and note is absolutely
without a howl. The low cost of Diode
and its economical operation turns radio
into an inexpensive luxury.

CORPORATION
■428

6V*

Broadway

OF AMERICA,
, New

York

DEPT.
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FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

(Continued from page 11)
At night this strata of ratified air is presumably lather clearly defined and acts
as a reflector to reflect the waves back
to earth as shown in Figure 4. This accounts for the greater night range of
Radio sets. When the sun is shining the
upper layers of the atmosphere are ionized
or electrified and thus made partially conducting, but since this area of conducting
medium is not as clearly defined as at
night more or less absorption takes place.
Local Condition Affects Reception
The above are natural conditions existing about the earth, but we have in addition local conditions that affect the reception of Radio waves. As a rule the
waves follow rather closely the surface
of the earth, but when mountains are
reached part of their energy is absorbed
resulting in the valley beyond being in
a sort of wave shadow that weakens the
received signals materially.
In a similar manner large conducting
structures such as the metal framework
of a building serve to cast shadows, figuratively speaking, that often makes reception
difficult if not impossible from certain
directions. The waves have no difficulty
in passing through masses of matter provided they are good insulators, but when
conducting masses are encountered a
short circuiting effect takes place that
absorbs the energy. The effect of this
is to cut a sort of gap in the wave front,
but the rest of the wave travels on and
closes up the gap again but the total
energy in the wave is reduced.
In using a loop aerial the presence of
conducting masses in the neighborhood
causes distortion of the wave's front and
thus gives erroneous directional effects
when the loop is used as a compass.
Aerial at Receiving Station
So much for the emission and propagation of the waves. Let us consider
how they affect the aerial at the receiving
station. In a generator we have a fixed
magnetic field through which wires on
the armature are rapidly moved, resulting
in a current being generated in them. A
similar phenomena takes place at a receiving station for Radio waves with the
exception that We have a stationary conductor, the aerial, across which the Radio
waves with their magnetic field sweep,
thus generating a current. At the same
time the electrostatic component of the
wave induces a current in the aerial to assist that induced by the magnetic field.
Since the electrostatic stress reverses in
direction with each wave with the magnetic field being likewise reversed, an
alternating current is induced in the receiving aerial.
By properly tuning the receiving aerial
so that its period of oscillation is the
same as the transmitting aerial each succeeding wave will add to the energy in
the circuit with an increase of current
value to act on the detecting device used.
The two aerials are said to be then in
resonance and maximum signal strength
results.
Waves Modulated
"We have considered a simple wave
without modulation for the sake of clearness but it is necessary that the waves
be modulated or changed in order to
transmit signals or speech. In Continuous "Wave Telegraphy this is done by
simply starting and stopping the waves
to form the telegraph code or to throw
the transmitting aerial in and out of
resonance with the receiver. The frequency of the waves at short wave lengths
is too great to be audible, so it is necessary to produce beats in the receiver
circuits that they may be audible but this
will be covered later on.
In Radio telephony the problem is more
difficult. Upon the plain wave emitted
at Radio frequency is impressed the audio
wave or the variations of the currents
from a microphone. The voice wave modulates or clips off the tops of the emitted
waves as shown in the illustration, Figure
5. Here we see the voice wave forms a
sort of envelope for the waves of higher
frequency. However, we cannot hear the
individual carrier waves because of their
high frequency, but we can detect variations in the amplitude of the waves, which
takes place at audible frequencies. In this
manner the sound waves affecting the
microphone in the transmitting station are
carried by the Radio waves and impressed
upon the receiving aerial to produce inleiiigible speech,
(TO BE CONTINUED)
Use water piping, and not gas piping,
for grounding the Radio equipment.

Reviews of Books
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Iiefax Radio Handbook. A loose-leaf
handbook. This book never grows old or
out of date. All of the latest apparatus
and hook-ups are added as time goes on.
Anything that grows old is taken out and
new leaves substituted.
Price, $3.50.
Home Radio — How to make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Electrical Year Book. By Frank H.
Bernhard. An encyclopedia of current information about each branch of the electrical industry, with a dictionary of electrical terms. It includes a classified directory of electrical terms and related
products and their manufacturers in the
United States and Canada.
Price, $10.00.
The ABC Vacuum Tubes. By E. H.
Lewis. Is a book for beginners who have
no knowledge of either Radio or electricity and sets forth the elementary principles of theory and operation of the vacuum
tube. No attempt has been made in this
book to describe all the possible circuit
arrangements, but those shown may serve
as suggestions to experimenters who desire to evolve their own circuits. Price.
Radio Reception, By Harry J. Marx,
$1.00.
Technical Editor Radio' Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian
Muffling. Beginning
A simple treatise on Radio"Vanreception.
with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
yon. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
If the polarity of your B battery is reversed, do not expect to hear signals.

REPAIR
E 11,
/A^WWD$3.50
and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
Excepting
VT-I
MAIL

and

VT-II

ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

H & H RADIO

516 Clinton Avenue

Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right
prices.

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
227-229 Fulton St.

NEW

YORK CITY

coupler and insert a variable grid leak in
the circuit. By this method it is often
possible to get rid of most of the unpleasant noises.

For Silent Operation

When connecting batteries to other
Radio., units, trouble may be avoided by
connecting the wires to the battery last,
and then just touch the last wire before
making permanent connection. There is
always
nections.a possibility of having wrong con-

Connecting Batteries

Shield the back of the panel with a thin
sheet of metal, solder all connections
tightly, make sure that the switch points
and arms are not loose, use spaghetti with
wires coming from„the tops of the vario-

ANNOUNCEMENT
The

GREAT NORTHERN
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON,

MASS.

Announces that Arrangements are Now
Being Made for Monthly

$110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston — Southampton
ONE

WAY

$110

$65

Connecting for
London,
Liverpool,
LeHavre
THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE
AS FAR NORTH

Boston — Gothenburg
ONE

WAY

$75

Connecting for
Christiania,
Stockholm,
Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen
RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS STOCKHOLM

$138

The
company
plans
to carry approximately
monthly.
Make
your plans now
for a trip

two
thousand
passengers
during the coming
season.

Lives of passengers will be protected by
EVER-WARM SAFETY-SUITS
which prevent drowning and protect from exposure
A round trip, with all expenses on
shipboard included, at no more expense than a vacation right here at
home! To meet the ever increasing
demand in this country for an inexpensive and at the same time
thoroughly comfortable and enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the
prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the exceptional opportunity offered now for inexpensive travel in
Europe, the Company will cater to
the thousands of intelligent persons

who wish to visit the battlefields of
France, the Shakespeare country,
Scandinavia, the Land of the Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a lifetime! So it would seem; but it is
more than that. The company is
building for a permanent business,
setting a new standard of high-class
ocean travel on a one-class basis.
That this can be done at a fair
margin of profit has already been
proved and is further outlined in
our prospectus.
tremely interesting.You'll find it ex-

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED
OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS.
Cut out and mail us with your name

and address.

N. J.

We Will flail You One

SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL
COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US

IF

12, 1923

Keep Dials from Scraping

The scraping of dials on the panel of a
Radio set can be corrected by placing a
thin piece of felt on the back of the dials.
noise.
They will then work smoothly without

GO.

NEWARK,

10c

will bring you immediately our 32-page
booklet containing complete diagrams and
descriptions of Flewelling, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative and other circuits. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.

May

DIGEST

30
CENTS
NOT Return it at Our Expense

JZOB EL- STEIN
LABORATORIES
322 9™ST. BR00KLYN.N.Y.S0UIH265O.

A. Wikstrom

A. Wikstrom

Edmunds
InformationBldg.,
Dep'tSuite 54
Boston, Mass.
I am interested
in securing
full
information regarding a trip to:
(Mark with a cross)
One Way Round Trip
England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

InformationBldg.,
Dep'tSuite 54
Edmunds
Boston, Mass.

Name
Street or R.f.d
City or
State

Town

-v

I am interested in becoming partowner in the Great Northern Steamship Company.
Please send me
full particulars.
Name
Street or R.f.d
City or
State

Town
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Making a Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Receiver
Part II — Sub-Panel Layout
By II. J. Marx
NOT
only the present but also the
prospective popularity of reflex circuits is indicated by the considerable
amount of interest that is being shown by
Kadiophans in the different types of these
circuits. Many are the questions that are
askod relative to the efficiency of operation and results that can be anticipated.
Details are being requested of the many
variations that are possible.
Two Classes of Circuits
For review, there are two classes of
reflex circuits, one of which covers that
form of circuit where each stage of audio
frequency is reflexed through the tubes in
the same order as the Radio frequency,
called the straight reflex, and the other
where the audio frequency passes through
the tubes in reverse order of the Radio
frequency stages, known as the inverse
reflex.
A further sub-division can be made on
the basis of the types of intertube coupling, such as transformer, resistance,
tuned impedance, etc. Of these the transformer coupling has received the most attention. Other types of coupling show
promising indications but have not been
fully developed for maximum results. One
f.an asks for an analysis of the Neutrodyne
Reflex — this is not a special form of reflex,
but rather an application of a method of
neutralizing intertube coupling capacity
effects. As this will be taken up in an
article on the subject no details will be
given at this time.
Efficiency of the Reflex
A typical question asked, is "'What can
one expect from an average working reflex?" Unfortunately a satisfactory an-
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J

S-/3Z DRIVL

FOR AT. TRANS.

I S/32'
OR AT.OKItA.
TRANSt(HI&H VOOTROt)

-j— H!ASS ANGLES
FASTENED TO STUDS
ON END OF CONDENSER.

leads which always furnish a fine variety
of howls and squeals.
Who then can figure
what can be expected?
What May be Expected in Reflex Circuits
The writer, however, has developed an
efficiency percentage of what may be expected in reflex circuits compared to the
corresponding stages in a straight circuit:
One tube set — Radio frequency, 75 per
cent; audio frequency, 75 per cent.
Two tube set — straight reflex — Radio
frequency, 70 per cent; audio frequency,
65 per cent.
Inverse reflex — Radio
fre-

CENTER.

LINE

BOTH

PANELS

BRASS ANGLES
FASTENED TO STUDS
ON END OF CONDENSER.

OF_»

INSIDE PANEL
OF
fVMIM

Figure 2
were used, but it makes up for it in the
simplicity of operation and clearness of
the reception. The crystal volume then
may be considered as 80 per cent of that
of the tube.
Applying these rules to the Reflex De
Luxe the relative efficiency should be that
of a good five tube set. Theoretically
this hook-up is equivalent to two stages
of Radio frequency, detector and three of
audio frequency — the summation of the
efficiency values gives a relative value of
80 per cent on the whole or equivalent to
about five tubes. This has been substantiated by the results obtained with this
set. Naturally the various factors effecting the efficiency of all circuits may
alter these values considerably.
The Sub-Panel
Since no baseboard was used, it was
found necessary to assemble all apparatus
on the main panel. This was finally accomplished by means of a sub-panel that
was mounted on the ends of the variable
condensers
by means
of brass
angles

as shown in Figure 1, Four of these angles
were used, two each on each condenser
on the right and left side of the main
panel. Depending on the condenser construction, this mounting method connects
the brass angles in direct electrical circuit
(Continued on page
18)
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Figure 1
swer is very difficult, not because the quency, 75 per cent; audio frequency, 75
operation of reflex circuits is unreliable,
per cent.
but on account of variations found in the
The use of a crystal detector may deefficiency of all apparatus used in Radio.
crease the volume that may be expected
For example, as has been stated before, from the detector stage, provided a tube
the efficiency of a reflex circuit depends
to a great degree on the vacuum tubes
and how the coupling methods match up
with the characteristics of the tubes. As
an illustration, the impedance value of the
Get into Business for Yourself
average peanut tube is such that it will
Why not turn your hobby into money? You
not operate satisfactorily with the average
can easily make $15.00 a day, or as much
transformer. Therefore in a reflex circuit
more
as you like, by our wonderful plan of
this handicap is increased because of the
selling Radio direct to the millions of peonecessary relation of the two transformple just waiting for our better parts or sets.
ers to the tube. Then again, even a poor
We furnish everything you need at lowest
factory prices and tell you how to build a
circuit will, in some places, give good
profitable business of your own.
results, while in other places, big cities
Knott products are up-to-the-minute. Knott
for example, even the best of circuits will
plans are unique and unbeatable. Radio is
often refuse to do anything but the ordinjust beginning to come into its own — are
ary class of reception. One man may have
you? Want to make more money — want to
a wonderfully efficient aerial while the
be your own boss? Write TODAY for FREE
instructions, How To Sell Real Radio.
other fellow with a similar set gets nothing on account of a poor antenna. Some
E. R. KNOTT MACHINE CO.
fans have the knack of wiring a set up
l-D EHery
St., S. BOSTON
27, MASS.
right without inductive reactions between
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THREE TUBE REFLEX
(Continued from page 17)
to the fixed plates of the variable condensers. For this reason care should be
taken that neither the angles or the brass
screws for mounting come in contact
with any of the apparatus or wiring, this
creating a short circuit. If the holes for
the mounting screws are sufficiently
countersunk in the sub-panel they will
not come in contact with any of the apparatus mounted on the top of the panel.
Sub-Panel Layout
The layout of the sub-panel is shown
in Figure 2. It will be noted that the two
Radio frequency or reflex transformers are
mounted on top with the three tube sockets and the binding posts. The three audio
frequency transformers were suspended
from the underside of the panel. The
center transformer was found long enough
to rest on the base of the cabinet when
the panel was in place and thus acts as
an additional support for the sub-panel.
All holes for mounting suspended apparatus were countersunk sufficiently so that
the heads of the screws for mounting were
at least aSi-inch below the surface of the
panel.
It might be well to suggest that a number of holes about -ft-inch in diameter
should be drilled in this sub-panel before
any mounting is done. These are for passing through the leads for connections between the upper and lower instruments.
It will probably be necessary to drill some
after the apparatus is in place but some
trouble will be saved.
In the next part of this series the details of wiring will be taken up.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

FLIVVER SUPER SET

such relation to the taps on the tube
that when it is mounted on the panel
the taps will be on the side of the tube
and not on the back or front in relation
to the panel. This point is shown in Figure
2. This results in increased efficiency of
the set because of the short taps that
it allows us to make.
Connections Should be Short
This point brings us to a very important
thing to be considered when any kind of
a Radio receiver is being built or designed.
That is the very great importance of making all of the connections in the set as
short as we possibly can. If we remember
this point and do our best to carry it out
in our set it will result in our having a
receiver that not only looks good and
works good, but one in which it is very
easy to follow connections, and it will
often be found that this last is no small
consideration being of especial value in
amplifier circuits.
In order that we may start to assemble
this set we will take up in our next article
the layout of the panel, and why, and I
believe that the why of panel layouts
will show several things of interest to
some of us.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Stops Singing Noise

If there is a continual singing noise
when the amplifiers are used it is caused
by the tubes or amplifing transformers being too close together. If available space
is limited place the transformers at right
angles. It is not advisable to use more
than two stages
of ^___^___^_____
audio frequency amplification.
At least 50 per cent of the efficiency of
a receiving set depends on the skill of the
operator who is tuning it.

DIGEST
Los Angeles Examiner comes la splendid
and occasionally Denver.
Am going to assemble the set on a panel
and
then. expect to get some real good results
There has been a good deal of criticism
FleweUinff Set
of the Flewelling in Spokane but that's
builders' fault, not Fiewelling's.
Just finished a Flewelling set with no theWell,
I must sign off but want to tell
other information or directions than that
you
w,ant the Radio Digest is the best
published by your valuable paper and say and most
literature on the art
boy! she sure puts the old crystal set in of Radio up-to-date
communication seen in these
the shade on the north hill side.
parts. Good luck to you. I'd sooner miss
Everything but the "WD 11 tube is home- my
meals than the Radio Digest. —
made,
denser,including
honeycomb variable
coils and "Vernier
B battery.con- Carl Raney, Spokane, Wash.
Advance Programs
Hale Brothers, KPO, of San Francisco
Permit me to congratulate you on the
are now broadcasting and it sounds just
like it was in the same room. Calgary,
in this week's issue — "AdAlberta and Kansas City (Sweeney Auto innovation
vance Broadcast Programs" — that alone is
worth more than your subscription price
School)
and
Ft.
"Worth
come
in
like
a
house-afire and the Portland Oregonian warrants and will be of inestimable benefit to all "phones." — F. W. Sykes, Chicago,
Hoot Owls need a muffler to hold the vol- Illinois.
ume down so that they can be heard. The

The Reader's View

1000 Miles Guaranteed on One Tube
A real radio set at a low price
Consisting of the following parts: 180° Variocoupler, Variable Condenser, 7xlS Panel already
drilled, 2 Dials, Switch Lever Points Stops, Rheostat Socket, Binding Posts, Bus Bar»
Sphagetti, Lugs and complete blue print to assemble in one-half hour.

At the special low price
Two Stage Amplifier for above
$5.00
$5.00
$1.25
$1.00
$6.50
.50

$15.00
$15.00

$8.00 Long range
receivers
Audio Transformer
$2.95
$1.00 Freshman Var. Leak & Cond
Variocoupler,
180°
2.25
.75 Freshman Var. Leak only
7x10 Panels
8)
$5.00 Elect, soldering Iron
PhonogTaph
attach
single
50
$5.00 Detector Tube
Guaran
1*4 Volt Tubes Guar
3.95
W.D.ll Bakelite Socket
35
$6.50 Amplifier tube, Guaran
Write for complete list of other bargains
132 Nassau Street, Dept. R. D.

ECONOMY

RADIO

CO.,

NEW YORK

LISTEN— REFLEX

(Continued from page 15)
found suitable and no absolute number
is given because it is not critical and
will vary with the ball used and the size
of wire, and No. 28 or 30 wire will be
found very good. Do not attempt to put
as many turns of wire on the ball as
you can because you will only defeat
your purpose.
We have simply described the ordinary
variocoupler with more than the usual
number of turns on the rotor and so one
can, if they desire, use a standard variocoupler and rewind the rotor ball to meet
the requirements of this receiver, that is
to the 100 to 125 turns. If more than
this number of turns are used, one will
encounter trouble when using the set
as a straight regenerative
set.
The shaft for the rotor should be in

B-METAL
Type C for Reflex Sets, $2.50
Type B for Crystal Sets. SI. 50

REFINING CO.

3134 Trumbull
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To this good news. Here is THE ONE THING NEEDED to make the REFLEX
SINGLE TUBE set a GREAT instrument— A REAL LIVE PERMANENT DETECTOR to take the place of a crystal detector. No special wiring, connect the
same as crystal detector.
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Questions and Answers
Bugrbear of Body Capacity
(2427) arm. Chicago, ill.
Tell me how to set rid of body capacity
in the Flewelling set. It is something
awful. I have shielded the panel and
grounded the shield and, while 1 get some
relief, it is still bad.
While sitting at the instrument things
go along well. If I get up on my feet
the music is gone and it takes about one
minute while standing before it comes in
full tone again or if 1 split my head piece
and give one of the phones to my wife
I retaining the head piece, it deadens the
sound the moment she handles it.
Why cant I get out-of-town signals?
I can only use 21 to 45 volts on the plate,
more than that seems to deaden the sound.
I am using a peanut tube and I notice
one newspaper says as a detector use
only 20 and one or two amplifying stages
use not more than 45 volts. Why? Will
it kill the tube or shorten its life?
Can I use 20 volts on detector and 45
volts on a one or two step and will I get
better results?
I cannot receive unless I use antenna.
My antenna is 100 ft. two wires, 50 each,
and about 50 ft. drop to second floor, or
160 ft. in all.
Please tell me about body capacity and
voltage on plate using peanut tube. The
newspaper says do not use in super circuit.
When it comes to going from KYW to
WDAP or between any other local broadcasting outfit the Flivver can't be beat.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference of Flewelling circuit will advise that
the bugbear of body capacity effect which
is so pronounced in this, as in all superregenerative circuits, is engaging the attention of our experts towards a reduction if not a complete elimination. As
soon as developments are perfected our
readers will promptly be apprised of findings in the matter.
Excessive voltage will shorten the life
of the tube of course, but in the case of
a WD-11 tube that would mean about one
hundred and fifty volts. Tou can with
perfect assurance use sixty-five volts on
the plate of a WD-11
tube.
Tou can use 20 volts on detector and 45
on a one or two step, as suggested, although we would advise high plate potential on all tubes in the Flewelling circuit. WD-11 tubes will function satisfactorily in a super-regenerative circuit.
Tour antenna
construction
of two 50-

$1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1

Book
of Hook-Ups
REINARTZ FLEWELLING REFLEX
many

others, simple and elaborate, fully diagrammed and
explained. Used continuously
by thousands of Radio fans,
both amateurs and professionals. The greatest book ever
published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little book before
you at all times. Send your check
or money-order for one dollar and
the book will be mailed to you.
Fifty hookups in the book— all different. Send your order today. The
edition is limited.

BOOK

ELS

OF

HOOK-UPS,

RADIO

$1.00

COMPANY

Randolph Building

CHICAGO,

ILL.

$1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1 $1

Coekaday Circuit
Complete Parts—

Regular

Value,

The Radio Digest Q. & A. Department does
not consider it ethical to divulge circuits of manufactured sets. We request that all such inquiries be mailed to the manufacturers.
foot wires does not constitute 100 feet.
That must be accomplished in each wire,
including lead-in. A single wire of that
length is an ideal antenna construction,
generally speaking.

A very good arrangement is shown in the
accompanying illustration, using a transformer to step down the current to 30
volts. A simple rectifier cell can be made
Charging' Batteries
(3636) DBS, Crawfordsville, Ind.
by placing an aluminum and a lead plate
Please tell me how to make a rectifier in a jar large enough to hold two quarts
out of a pair of 1,000-ohm telephone ring- of water. The solution consists of four
ers. I understand this can be done. If a tablespoonfuls of baking soda and two
transformer is used, please tell me what tablespoonfuls of vinegar and sufficient
kind.
water to nearly fill the jar. Connect the
rectifier cell in series with the transformer
30 VOLTS
secondary
and the battery, the lead plate
IIO VOLTS
TRANSFORMER
being connected to the negative lead of
A.C.
the battery. This rectifier will pass four
or five amperes, depending on the size of
the plates, and keep a battery well charged
ALUMINUM
up. A transformer rated at from 100 to
150 watts should be employed.

I

Windmill Tower Aerial
(3446) JAK, Paxton, 111.
Is it advisable to attach a 120-foot single
wire aerial to the top of a 35-foot steel
windmill tower? Wire would run northeast and southwest, the southwest end
running to the house. If so, how far away
should the aerial proper commence? Would
placing a long style insulator in the wire
running from the tower to the end of the
aerial do any good? Is it necessary to
have both ends of the aerial the same
height from the ground?
A. — Answering your several inquiries,
would advise as follows: Construction of
aerial from steel tower, as suggested, is
all right if wire is properly insulated from
the tower. The aerial proper may begin
at about three feet from the tower. An
incline in aerial will be all right, however; the highest end should be furthest
from receiving apparatus for best results.
tively.
Any standard insulator will serve effecAerial
Masts
(3477) CWH, Cedar Rapids, la.
Kindly give me a little information
through your Questions and Answers column when convenient. I have two steel
masts and eight guy wires on each. None
of these are insulated. Should they be
insulated?
A. — Answering your inquiry, we are advising that
in antenna
eon-v
struction
aremasts
not used
necessarily
insulated
unless used for a transmitting circuit.

(T

REFLEX

V.T.1-W.D.11-12-V.T.2
U.V. 200-201-201 A
ALL THESE POPULAR TUBES REPAIRED
AT $3.00 EACH
IN
STOCK
TESTED AND GUARANTEED
R.V.T. 6 Volt Amplifiers
$2.00
R.V.T. 6 Volt Detectors
2.00
T.V.T. 1% Volt Ampl. or Det. 4.00
Postage and Insurance, 15 Cents
TRY US AND SAVE MONEY
All Our Tubes Have Standard Bases
SLAPP TUBE EXCHANGE
Suite 616, 132 Nassau Street, New York City

Base

Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE

iHMM.'Hrl'W

123 W. M ad iron Si, Chicago

SOMETHING

NEW

A real
loud
ing Detector
Metal.
100% ,
Talksuperior
to
any
Puts
made crystal.
ofnew
"B" I
life
into!
Guaranteed
your
set.'
for one the
year.
It's
cheapest in
the long run.
Sold by all
ordered
fromlivethedealers, or can be

B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

THE BOOK WITH THE BLUE COVER,

FOURTH EDITION

Type

NEW CONSTRUCTION
of an FRESHMAN
Variable Resistance Leaks
guarantees long
life and permanent resist
"
ance — no pencil£7 markings — assures an un
broken range of 180 degrees. Eliminate
-#CVsignals.
hissing. Clarifies

: /0'
IfHASfp

-P-T

'""~

L

1A! ItiS
|fl£6fc>0RK

CI 7 f|A
V* ' • W

Reinartz coils
Coils for Greene circuit
DX
Couplers
43 Plate Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
$6.00
Diamond
Head
2000
ohm

—Si

Bemagnetizingr Phones
(2381) WG, Detroit, Mich.
I have a pair of phones of a good make
but the magnets are getting very weak
with resultant loss of audibility. Can you
A. — Experience shows it impractical to please tell me if I can remagnetize them
make a rectifier from a 1,000-ohm tele- myself and how?
phone ringer. Theoretically it would work
A- — Answering your inquiry with refout by connecting the coils to the A. C.
erence to remagnetizing phones, — it is, in
current and arranging contacts for the our opinion, doubtful if you could
accomclapper to strike. In practice it will be
can
magnets
New
plish
it practically.
found that the ringer will stick because
the armature is too heavy to keep in step
with the alternations of the A. C.
The majority of telephone ringers are
tuned to work on about 40 cycles. Hence,
60-cycle current is a little too fast for
them.

Dx-Flex Circuit

Complete Part*—
Regular Value, $28.00

LEAD-" 73}

STORAGE
BATTERY

CIA CA
^>-l"**»OU

$26.06

As a rule the electrolytic rectifier is more
practical for home construction, and if not
factory.
pushed too hard will prove very satis-

be secured from manufacturer at a reasonable cost and they may be substituted
for the present ones. This would be much
the better method.

$1.75
35
1.65
3.75
3.25

A New

Leak for

PANEL MOUNTING, *
Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2
mounting screws serving as connections
behind the panel.
Complete withMicon
Either
.00025 or .0005 Mfd.
Condenser

$1.00

Set,

Without

3.00

7 tte»

Condenser
• ***»
necessary
essential for every tube
receiving set
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.
Also ask your dealer for our free diagram
of the Kaufman
and Flewelling Circuits.
A

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

WILLIAMSBURG
RADIO
SUPPLY CO., INC.
Manufacturers and

RADIO

Jobbers of

SUPPLIES

801 Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

resnmanfo.lnc.
Condenser
z&cducts
106 Seventh Avenue

New York City
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Frank
eight months'
Irvington,
N. J.,
is one Grey,
of the anconstant
listenersoldof citizen
Stationof WOR.
It really
makes little difference to him just what, is on the air for he
had not acquainted himself with the full use of the English
language when last interviewed by a Digest representative.
If smiles mean anything in kiddie language Frank must be
saying, in his own way, "I think J. E. K. is the berries"
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It took John Os- *
borne,
a well #<
known
Philadelr /
phia
and business
member manof •
the Drivers'
Riders' Assn.
and
to devise the
horseback
Radio

M
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© P. & A.
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Wouldn't you like to go
'
canoeing with Miss Ann

■:■ ■*: '.
P/
"How do you do?" says Helen Flaishman, as
she doffs her new Radio bonnet, made by her
infifteen-year-old brother, Nathan. This
genious young man built a Radio set in his
hat, and carries an umbrella about as an aerial
© International

May, at thethe left
Radio-canoeist
shown
? Ann has
her canoe all freshly painted
and the aerial set and it looks
like she will spend some enthis her
summer
in the joyable
streameveningsnear
Los
is
all right
as long
there "Itis
Angeles
home.
She as said,
only the ether waves to bother
about,
but when
the other
kind start to punctuate
the
music— well you have to forget
the set and grab a paddle
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FINDS RARE ORES

MOVIE STAR BROADCASTS
ON COAST-TO-COAST TRAIN

Station WDAP, Chicago,
to Be Entirely Remodeled
_
Board of Trade to Construct New
Mushroom Antenna

CHICAGO. — Board of trade members
and friends of station WDAP on the Drake
hotel will have an opportunity of seeing
"the wheels go 'round" in a few weeks.
jfe.
The transmitting
apparatus, which is being installed in one room, will be glassenclosed, with a runway around the room,
(See Photo Below)
so that visitors may see the set in operation. Each part of apparatus will be named
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Ruth Roland, pretty star of the
and
its function explained on a card atsilver sheet, was heard from coast to coast when she recently
tached. The new antenna tower 135 feet
broadcast from a moving train an invitation to Radiophans to high is built like a mushroom.
attend the Motion Picture Exposition, to be held during the

Listeners In Hear Ruth Roland's Message— Shower Her with Bouquets
At Stations Along Route

NEW INVENTION LOCATES
VALUABLE MINING SITES
D.

G. and Carl Chilson, Inventors,
Demonstrate Device Before Board
from University of Arizona
By F. J. Huntley

DOUGLAS, AEIZ. — A Eadio set that promises to revolutionize the mining industry was recently given a successful demonstration before a board from the University of Arizona by
the inventors, D. G. and Carl Chilson.
The two brothers have

At the left if Ruth Roland, star of
the silver sheet, who recently broadcast from coast to coast on the
"Momus" Special; Miss Roland is
A real Radiophan as well as Madge
Bellamy, another charming star of
the screen. Miss Bellamy (right)
recently spoke from Station WJAX

Princess Waukomis
(below) is a real Indian
Princess of Cherokee
blood. She was recently heard on a WOR
program

Monroe Doctrine Centennial at Los Angeles July 2 to August 4,
inclusive.
When the Momus Special, a Southern Pacific train, sped
from the train shed of the Los Angeles terminal station the
huge generator on board was turned on and the Pacific coast
fans heard the clear voice of Miss Roland issuing them her
cordial invitation to come to Los Angeles. This was repeated
from time to time, and as the huge Mogul plowed its way across
the arid wastes of the great desert other fans came within
range and those on
the back trail lostout.
WOMAN FAN MAKES
Upon arrival at
the various stations
PRACTICAL RECEIVER
en route the train
was met by throngs
MASS. — Miss Edna
TON,of this
ALLS
of enthusiastic fans
Trezice
place is the first
who had heard the
woman Radiophan to design a
message and Miss
Radio receiving set. The apparatus is
Roland was the reof a very efficient type and is made to
cipient of numerous
sell for $15.
huge bouquets and
It was tried out recently and surother offerings of appassed all expectations. The circuit
preciation by those
was the principal feature designed by
who had followed
Miss Trezice, who is one of the most
her
exploits
of the
enthusiastic fans in New England.
(Turn to page 2)

been working on the instrument for the past six years and have
now perfected the apparatus to where it will locate valuable
sulphide ores without the slightest degree of guesswork. Further experiments and tests will be given.
In the set there are the usual triode tubes, two stages of
amplification and other parts common to the regular Radio
apparatus.
The feature is a coil about nine feet in circumvery
ference which turns on an axis, at the center of which is a
compass level and gradient scale. The coil contains several
thousand feet of
wire.
LARGEST STATION IN
The device was
tried recently at the
Verde Central property at Jerome,
Arizona. It is said
that as the coil was
changed in position
the vibrations
varied. The minimum
of vibrations,
the ocincurredventors
directlyfound,
away
from the shaft, and
as
the
coil
was
(Turn to page 2)

WORLD

BEING BUILT

AN FRANCISCO. — The most powerful Radio broadcasting station
in the world is to be constructed
in Oakland, Calif., by the General
Electric company, according to an anmade recently The
' by giant
officials of thenouncement
company.
plant is to be located at East Fourteenth street and Fifty-fourth avenue, and will have a range of several
thousand miles.

RADIO

RADIO FINDS RARE ORES
(Continued

from

page

Milling- Official Gives Okeh
In an interview, George A. Newett, director of Calumet and Arizona mining concerns, said: "Undoubtedly there is merit
in the device and it is my opinion it will
be of inestimable value in the location of
sulphide ores in any part of the world
where they are suspected to be found."
Local mining officials are very enthusiastic over the new device. Following the
experiments and tests to prove the practicability of certain changes and adaptions
in the hook-up the apparatus will be put
in actual field work.

MOVIE STAR BROADCAST
(Continued from page 1)
screen. And yet of all the countless
thousands who appeared at the stations
this was only a small part of the vast
audience who
heard Miss Roland by
Radio.
During the time the train's broadcasting
plant was not in operation the receiving
set was tuned in in the observation car
and entertainment was furnished the passengers from many of the large stations
en route.
Radiophans from all parts of the United
States
heard
Miss
Roland's
broadcast
- with unusual clarity and the exploitation
of transmission from train hoard was considered ahuge success.
Train Equipment Practical
The outstanding fact gained from the
tests is that with specially designed receiving equipment on a train, it is quite
possible to communicate from any part of
the United States with the train while it
is in motion, no matter what its speed.
The specific lessons taught by the experiments are: That tunnels and cuts will
not affect this communication so seriously
as was at first thought. Lakes and other
large bodies of water near the railroad
tracks have the peculiar property of increasing the signal strength. Mountains
rising directly above the railroad tracks
completely wipe out the signals when the
mountain stands between the fixed Radio
station and the train.
Flat Top Aerial Directional
The tests in other directions confirm
many theories, particularly that of the
directional effect of the flat top aerial.
This was very pronounced when the train
was rounding a curve. The position of the
antenna in regard to the station, from
which signals were received was another
important factor, for often going around
a curve on a perfectly level plain would
make one station fade out and bring in
another.

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City
CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta.
CKAC, Montreal. Que.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI. Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago. Ill
NAA, Eadio. Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago. Ill
WEAF, New York, N. Y. . .
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFL Philadelphia. Pa
WGL Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville. Ky.. ..
WHAZ,Trov,N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, New York, N.Y....
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOaI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
W OR, Newark, N. J
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich

Met.
440
400

430
469
360
509
360
455
423

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

7:00- 8:00

7:00-S:00

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30

7:00- 8:00

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

6:00-10:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

5:00- 9:00

6:00-10:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

7:00- 1:00

10:00-12:00
7:00- 1:00

7:00- 1:00

10:00-12:00
7:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
S:45-ll:30

395
546
448
435
476
400
337

8:00-12:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30

517
411
476
360
390
492
360
395
429
360
380

6:30-' 9:30
9:66
8:305:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00

400
360
380
411

7:15- 8:30
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30

390
509
455
390

7:30- 9:30
10:10-11:30
7:00- 9:00

448
360
417
360
500
400
484
509

8:00- 9:30
7:00- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45

429
405
360
517

Saturday

Sunday
6:45- 7:45
7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30 3:00- 5:00
6:00-10:30 1:45- 3:45
5:00- 9:00 5:009:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00- 9:30
10:00-12:00
7:00- 1:00 7:00- 1:00 10:00IKK)
9:00-10:00
9:00- 2:00
12*01:00
8:45-11:30
8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00-11:30 8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:00
11:30- 1:00
7:00- 8:40 8:00- 10:30
6:30- 6:45
7:15-10:30
7:00- 8:00
6:30- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
7*0-10:00 6:30-' 8:66 11:45- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 9:304036
7:30- 9:30 8:00-11:00
8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00 8:30-10:66
7:30- 8:00
9:30-i0:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:30- 7:30
6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
7:00- 8:45
5:005:30
6:00- 8:55 9:10-11:00
7:30- 9:30
7:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:30
6:00-' 7:30 8:30-10:30

SON

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:307:30

1 to 5
2
3
5

Looking Ahead
W. Benson will elaborate on kis recent
coil loud speaker. He has had many

Chapter — next

these down

E.

on

a very

week — will explore

good

Four-Circuit

how

to arrange

the panel

for the

Replace your old Coils with a

B-T REINARTZ
VERNIER TUNER

Another Bremer-Tully "hit" which guarantees greater RANGE, SELECTIVITY and
CONTROL than any coil ever made. Saves
work — no taps, switches or switch points
needed. Suitable for all NEW BROADCASTING WAVE LENGTHS.

for Buying

Next

One

Condenser

Issue — Advance

Super

•wave lengths for stations as they change;
inventor of Radio motion pictures.
Looking

programs

an interview

the realm

BREMER-TULLY

of

Tuner

something

Set.

for the big stations; new
with

C. Francis

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Radio Digest
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WANT

IT!

BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

MFG.

"Originators
of the Vernier
532 South Canal St

all

for
10.

CO.
Idea"
CHICAGO

SHELTONE
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SPEAKER
Special

Nath. Baldwin
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Headset
Type C
Correct
in
Principle

Ahead into the Summer — a Portable Set Number. The latest Radio vacation aids will be described. Radio is a GO this summer. Plenty of big stations

are on plenty of different waves.

practically

DO NOT START YOUR SET UNTIL
YOU GET INFORMATION

With

Reasons

to

Special
Condensers
and
Transformers
NEUTRODYNE
CIRCUITS
ready
May

T. Flewelling Believes — and He Ought to Know — that panel layout is very
important in the functioning of his circuit. In Part IV, next week, he will tell

More

Hears

into a round

H. J. Marx Winds up His Three-Tube Reflex Series Next Issue — telling how to put
the set in a cabinet and the tricks of operation.
In another part of the same
"dope"

Y.,

BUFFALO, N. T. — For the first time in
the history of the Knights of Columbus
in Albany speeches that were delivered
casted.
at
a fourth degree dinner were broad-

Designed
for adaptation
modern hook-ups.

has "boiled"

N.

Description
and
Discovers Child in Lonely Hut

K. C. Broadcast Fourth Degree

The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
6
How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set, Part III — Circuit Diagram and List of Parts,
By E. T. Flewelling
7
Directory of Broadcasting Stations
8
Book Reviews
,
9
Editorials;
Indigest;
Condensed by Dielectric
10
First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter III — Part I; Pointers About Aerials and Grounds,
By Thomas W. Benson
11
"How to Make a Two Electrode Tube" and Other Kinks
„
12
Making a Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Receiver, Part III— Details of Wiring, By H. J. Marx. . . 13
Questions
and
Answers
15
Radio
Illustrated,
a Page of Pictures
16

issue he will give some
new.

Watertown,

Upon learning of his child's disappearance, Mr. Alexanderson brought into play
one of the most powerful forces of news
spreading known to man — Radio. Complete description of the lost child and full
information of his disappearance was
broadcast from all the larger plants in the
eastern and central states.
Find Iiad in Watertown
The lad was later found in a hut near
Watertown, N. T., in the care of Mrs. M. L.
Grennell, 66, who alleges she was paid to
care for the child and knew nothing of
the kidnapping. The sheriff of Watertown became suspicious of the new occupants of the house in which Vernon was
found after hearing the broadcast sent out
from a local station. He at once investigated and the result is Vernon is safe at
home with his Mom and Dad.
Complete descriptions of two men who
are said to be implicated in the child stealing have been obtained from Mrs. Grennell
and Vernon's sister and a net has been
spread by the Radio broadcasting stations
that is practically impossible to be
escaped. The capture of the men is expected at an early date.

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00

All the Live News of Radio
An Evening at Home with the Listener In
Radio Replaces the Mandolin
Hawaiians in U. S. Heard at Home....

queries as a result of the first article and
table discussion.

ENGINEER
HOME

SCHENECTADY,
X. T.— Little Vernon
Alexanderson, age 5, was recently returned
safely to his home here after being kept
in a lonely hut by kidnapers for nearly a
week. The child was rescued by the direct results of Radio broadcast.
Vernon, the son of E. F. Alexanderson,
chief engineer for the Radio Corporation
of America, was lured away from his home
by a man who promised him some rabbits.
The man sent Vernon's little sister for a
box to keep the rabbits in and when the
girl was out of sight the boy was thrown
into a waiting auto which sped away.

Badio Digest, Illustrated, Volume V. Number 6. published Chicago, Illinois, May 19, 1923.
Published weekly
by Badio Digest .Publishing Company.
123 West Madison
Street. Chicago, Illinois.
Subscription
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Entered as second-class matter at the postofflce at
Chicago. Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Then, Too, His Beginners'
loop antennae.

OF
RADIO
• RETURNED

Sheriff

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

WNAC HARD TO HEAR
ON 286 WAVE LENGTH

Roger Babson's new station at Wellesley Hills, being of 500-watt power or
more, will be allocated a wave length of
337 meters.

Friday

7:00- 8:00

10:00-11:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:0010:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
6:05. 7:20 6:25- 8:40 5:45- 7:40
7:15-10:30 S:00-10:30 7:15-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:308:00 6:30- 8:00
1:00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00 6:007:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00 8:30- 9:30
7:00- 7:30
9:30
5:458:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00-' 8:66 7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
00- 5:30
:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
00- 6:30
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45
15- 9:30
6:00-11:00 6:00- 6:30
6:00- 7:30
30- 9:30
30- 9:30
8:009:30
6:00- 9:30
15-10:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
00-11:00
9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00
00-10:00
00- 9:30 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-9:30
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
30- 8:30
8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
;008:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
509:10
10:00-11:00
15- 6:30
5:15- 6:30 5 :45-12:00 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
7:00-10:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:0040
8:00- 8:45i
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00i 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00

Loud Speaker Builders — Next issue Thomas
article telling how to make a moving

BOSTON, MASS. — Varying reports are
coming in from Radiophans regarding reception of WNAC
on the new wave length
of 286 meters. Those living nearby report they notice little if any change, but
others report reception much weaker,
while still others report that they cannot
get the station at all. Since WNAC
is
rated as a 100-watt station, under the new
grouping, it is excluded from the 360meter wave length, in spite of the highclass programs it is broadcasting, and has
been sending ever since it was built —
programs the equal of any in the East,
and superior to many programs given
elsewhere.
Until the WNAC
engineers have solved
the problems confronting them, Radiophans will have to be patient, but they
may rest assured that everything will be
done that can be done to make the station
heard by as many and as far away as
possible. As the former wave length was
extremely broad, fans found it easier to
tune in, and now they will have to be
more critical in their tuning. Perhaps if
they are careful and work finer in their
tuning, they may get better results with
WNAC.

STOLEN BOY FOUND
BY BROADCAST AID

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

A right angle crossing under high tension and 500-volt trolley wires completely
cut out reception for a fraction of a
second.
The antenna on the train consisted of
one No. 16 copper strand stretched the
full length of the car 18 inches above the
center line of the roof, also a loop aerial
inside of the car.

Roger Babson's
Plant to Be
on 337 New
Meters

May 19, 1923

AN EVENING AT HOME WITH THE LISTENER IN

1)

swung around facing- the shaft, the maximum of vibration was observed. At this
point the telephone receivers gave forth
a thunderous roar, but on the opposite side
there practically was no sound.
Before going to the Verdi Central, the
experimenters took their apparatus to the
United Verde mine, where a large deposit
of sulphide copper ore was exposed. They
founa on setting up the instrument some
distance from the deposit that the maximum vibration was directly in line with
the ore body. Following this they experimented in other locations at some distance
from the ore body, and the result was always the same.
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with your

trout.

SEND IN THE BLANK

TODAY

Perfect
Results
When you sit back to enjoy the broadcast
program, you want perfect reproduction.
The SHELTONE will give you the program
in all its original beauty.
It is built differently to take advantage ofthe most correct acoustic principles and reproduce music and speech with correctness.

Publisher Radio Digest,
123 West Madison St.
Chicago, Illinois.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest Illustrated.
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Loud Speaker,Postpaid
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4.00
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SEND AND RECEIVE
AT SAME THEATER
AUDIENCE SEEARTISTS BUT
HEAR THEM BY AIR
Unique
Stunt
of Broadcasting
and
Listening in at Same Point Accomplished Through WMC
By O. F. Newborn.
MEMPHIS, TENN. — Broadcasting and
receiving: the same concert at the same
point which has been unsuccessfully tried
many times, was successfully accomplished recently by WMC, station of The
Commercial Appeal, during: the celebration
of Radio week in Memphis. During the
week, 28 special concerts were broadcast from an upper box in the main auditorium of the theater. In plain view of the
audiences, and were heard only through
loudspeakers placed In various parts of
the theater. Persons seated in the adjoining box from where the broadcast took
place heard only the notes of the singer
and musicians as they came from the
Radio receiving sets In the theater.
A specially constructed microphone
(homemade) and speech amplifier were installed In the front, upper, left bos at the
theater. From the amplifier a special telephone line ran directly to WMC studio
and into the broadcasting set. It was
broadcast from WMC in exactly the same
manner that other broadcasting is done
from points remote from the studio.
Much Depends on Artists
Receiving sets of several types, installed by Memphis Radio dealers in
Loew's Palace Theater, received these
broadcasts, turned on the several loudspeakers in the theater and the audience
beard the singer and musicians and announcements, not as they were delivered
into the microphone, but by Radio.
Much of the success of this stunt is
due to the artists who furnished the songs
and music. In order that those in adjoining boxes and other parts of the theater could not hear them, it was necessary
for the songs to be sung as low as possi
ble. Mr. Harry Bruton, tenor, varying
his song number each day of the week,
sang almost in a whisper but each and
every note was perfect. While singing,
his face was about three inches from the
microphone.
The same is true of the violin solos
played by Mr. Dave Love, director of
Loew's
and
Mr. HarryPalace
Blix, Symphony
cornetist, ofOrchestra,
the orchestra
Their notes although perfectly rendered
were pitched so low that they were not
audible six feet away.
Movies Show WMC in Action
Radio Week not only included the above
mentioned feature but included the showing at Loew's Palace Theater, of Gloria
Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters," a Radio romance of the films. The Mystery
Box which explains in detail the principle
of Radio, and special motion pictures
showing WMC in action. This latter picture showed the announcer of WMC introducing before -the microphone Mr. Harry
Bruton, tenor, and Mr. Dave Love, director
of the orchestra. As Mr. Bruton was introduced, as shown on the screen, the announcer's voice could be as
heard
making saw
the
identical announcement
lipreaders
him repeat in the picture.

DEVICE IS INVENTED
TO CUT INTERFERENCE
New Instrument to be Known as
"Interference Eliminator"

BOSTON IS FIRST CITY
WITH RADIO FIRETUGS

"SPARKS" JOB FILLED
IN 3 MINUTES BY AIR

be
citythewill
This in
BOSTO
theN,
first MASS.—
municipality
world
to have its tiretug equipped with
Radio. Fire Commissioner Glynn is
planning to have the three boats of
the harbor fire service thus equipped
at a total cost of $7,000 to $8,000, and
has asked the city council for a special appropriation.

a tier an announcement was made
— Three
from ,
WOR N. toJ. the
effect minut
thatesa
NEWARK
first-grade Radio operator was needed
on a sea-going tug to go to a ship up
'
the coast,
which
Shipotowners
e reque
sted theWOR
Servic
make, Radio
word
was received by WOR that the job was
filled.
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REPLACES

ANTENNA

THE

DIRECTIONAL WAVE
PROVES SUCCESSFUL
CHBC
UNHEARD
100 MILES
OFF STRAIGHT PATH
Giant Aerial, 120 Feet Square Erected
at Albertan Station to Carry
Out Feat
CALGARY, ALTA— Directional transmission of voice on the Radiophone has
been achieved.
For the first time in the history of the
Radiophone, the human voice has been
transmitted In a definite direction. W.
W. Grant, chief engineer of CHBC, The
Morning Albertan Radio broadcasting
station, and president of the W. W. Grant
Radio, Ltd., spoke to KEDB, the Mercantile Trust Co., at San Francisco, 1,000
miles from Calgary, and only those within
a radius of 50 miles of the direct line between the two cities could hear.
Mr. Grant has perfected directional
transmission of the voice by Radio by
means of a giant loop aerial, the largest
in use at the present time by any station
on the American continent. The loop antenna, which is 120 feet square, is supported by two masts 115 feet in height.
Another
Mr. Albertan
Grant's
advantagefactor
is theoperating
fact thattoThe
station is located on Crescent Heights in
Calgary, which gives it an elevation of
around 4,000 feet above sea level.
Only North and South
At the present time the masts of the
aerial are so situated that Mr. Grant is
able to transmit his voice directly north
and south, but at the same time prevent
it from traveling east and west. The loop
which is being employed consists of five
wires 120 feet in length. There are five
lead-in wires from each mast, each of
which are 150 feet long, one lead-in being
attached to each of the five cross wires.
This special type of circuit, which was
devised and discovered by Mr. Grant, is
the dominant factor in the directional
transmission.
Thus Mr. Grant can control the direction
of his voice on the waves of ether in a
manner similar to the way in which the
beam of a searchlight is directed, 'with the
exception that the voice travels both ways.
Mr. Grant, however, hopes he will be able
to overcome this difficulty in the near future. Preliminary experiments in directional transmission have been conducted
by other Radio engineers in the past, but
no workable system such as Mr. Grant has
devised was ever used, nor was the distained. tance which he is able to cover ever at-

MANDOLIN

Tests Are Carried Out
Saturday night and Sunday morning
Mr. Grant, operating on a wave length of
slightly above 440 meters, conducted tests
on the new loop aerial which was installed last week. Tests had been arranged and it was found that his voice
could be heard north and south, but not
east and west and thus it was proven that
directional transmission of the voice was
attainable. Therefore Radiophans of San
Francisco heard The Albertan when operating on this loop, but eastern Canada
points could not hear. By switching the
lead-in wires, which operation entails only
a few ismoments'
work, into
the agiant
loop
aerial
transformed
standard
broadcasting antenna.
Commercial Value
"As yet the experiments have not gone
far enough to tell whether this will have
great commercial value," said Mr.
Venice, a gondola, the tinkling of mandolins, soft splashing of tiny waves — that is romance. any
if one points
wished only,
to comCalifornia, a canoe, the Radio set and the same splashing of tiny waves is just as romantic and Grant. "However,
municate with southern
and
quite a bit more up-to-date. These two happy fans are listening in to the twilight broadcast of leave out eastern and western points, this
KFI while drifting in the moonlight waters of a California lagoon.
Can you think of a nicer way
to spend a summer evening?
would make it possible."

telephones connected to the output of the
WASHINGTON.— Designed to reduce at- current
limiting relay.
mospheric disturbance for Radio receiving
The resonant circuit and the output of
sets, a new device to be known as an interference eliminator has just been patented. the current limiting relay are interconThe device comprises a resonant circuit,
nected, whereby an electromotive force
with an amplifier connected to the circuit derived from the current limiting relay
and a current limiting relay connected to is impressed upon the resonant circuit
the output amplifier with the detector and opposing
the flow of currents having a

THE

DIGEST

BROTHERS

-»_

frequency equal to the natural frequency
of the resonant circuit.
Never get impatient with your set.
Nine chances out of ten a man familiar
with Radio can find your trouble in a
half-minute. If you will take the trouble
to familiarize yourself with the principles
of Radio you can do the same.

Spir L. and Lew P.

Norway to Broadcast
CHRISTIANA, NORWAY. — It is proposed to erect broadcasting stations at
Christiana, Bergen and Trondhjem, and
application for the necessary licenses has
already been made for the Norwegian MarBureau.coni company and the Morse Telegram

Not the Rubber Plant Pot!

RADIO

TUBE SUPPLY QUIZ
TO DISCLOSE FACTS

NAVY TO ABANDON
PLANTS ON LAKES

COMMERCE
OF
CHAMBER
TO SURVEY CONDITIONS

Eight Stations "For Sale" by Government— Radio-Compass
Service Remains

Broadcasting Section Announces Careful Study of Copyright Controversy
Caused by Music Publishers
NEW YORK. — A national survey of the
vacuum tube supply in this country has
been undertaken by the National Radio
Chamber of Commerce, it was announced
recently, at headquarters of the chamber,
165 Broadway.
This survey, the first to be made and
said to be well under way, "vitally concerns every one in the Radio industry as
well as the public," according to the announcement, issued after a meeting- of the
Board of Governors, at which numerous
groups were represented. The Governors,
it was stated, acted at the request of the
chamber's membership and of other elements in the Radio industry.
Discloses Actual Situation
Tresham D. Gregg, one of the engineers
and managers of the Chamber, said that
the survey claims to disclose the actual
situation nationally with regard to the
tube supply. Specifically, the supply of the
following tubes is concerned: 200, 300, 201,
301, 201-A, 301-A, DV-6, DV-6A, WD 11
and WD 12. Among the questions asked
are these:
"Have you an adequate supply of these
tubes?"
"Have you a supply in sight for the next
two months?"
"If the supply of any of these tubes is
short, when did such shortage first appear?"
"What number of each would you deem
an adequate stock?"
"What number of each does your trade
normally demand for the season?"
Aids Development of Radio
The survey, it was explained, is a part
of a program to aid in the orderly development of the Radio industry in the interest
of both the industry and the general public. Co-operation with the Department ol
Commerce and other Government departments, as well as with universities and
public and private institutions is embraced in the plans.
The broadcasting section of the Chamber, it was also announced, is making a
careful study of the copyright controversy
between the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and the
broadcasters. A conference to consider
this conflict was held by the Chamber recently. Middle West broadcasters were
represented by John E. Jenkins, of Chicago.
Membership in the Chamber, which now
takes in all interests from manufacturer
to listener, has, it was stated, recently
increased about thirty per cent. The educational section is pushing its work
among the universities and churches.
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MEXICO HAS FIRST
Atlantic
Crowds
Stroll City's
to Ether
Music
BROADCAST PLANT
Officials Plan to Entertain
Visitors Daily

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — Crowds on Atlantic City's famous boardwalk were surprised one Saturday afternoon recently
GREAT LAKES, ILL. — The navy de- to hear voices of invisible speakers and
partment has decided to abandon virtually singers above the boom of the surf and
all of its Radio service on the Great the myriads of sounds peculiar to the
Lakes with the exception of the Radio- "Great Wood
Way."
The sounds came from a set of amplifycompass stations, and will shortly advertise eight Radio stations for sale. Lack
ing apparatus, known as a public address
of men and money to operate them led system, installed by the Western Electric
to the decision to abandon the plants.
company and being tested for a group of
An inventory of the material and sup- city and hotel officials. A motor truck
plies to be sold is being prepared by the carrying the vacuum tubes, control apdistrict communications superintendent,
paratus and batteries was parked alongside the Brighton hotel. Wires connected
Lieut. A. G. Berry, preparatory to advertising for bids.
it with a microphone in the concert hall
The stations to be abandoned are of the National Exhibitors and to soundlocated at Alpena, Mich., Buffalo, Cleve- projectors mounted at intervals on the
land, Detroit, Duluth, Mackinac Island, Brighton and the Traymore. Speeches
Milwaukee and Manistique, Mich. Sta- and music were distributed clearly along
tions at Chicago, Great Lakes and Eagle 2,000 feet of the boardwalk.
Harbor will be retained, in addition to the
City officials are considering a permanent installation of loud speakers along
Radio compass stations at Detour, Grand
Marais and Whitefish Point, Mich.
the entire boardwalk, so that everyone
The three Radio-compass stations safe- on it could hear addresses by prominent
guard vessels passing through the fog visitors, play-by-play stories of important
enshrouded lower end of Lake Superior, games, dance music from local hotels, and
all the rich variety available through tapWhitefish Bay and St. Mary's river.
Besides handling the Radio business of
ping the programs of nearby broadcastthe lakes the stations to be closed have
ing stations.
taken care of most of the commercial
A movement is under way to provide
messages passing between Great Lakes
ships and the shore. The strictly commer- Toledo, Ohio, with a Radio broadcasting
cial Radio companies have never invaded and receiving -station for its police dethe Great Lakes field, and with the ex- partment.
ception of a few stations privately owned
by the steamship companies, virtually all
business has been handled by the navy
Radio.

MONTEREY, MEXICO. — The first Radiophone broadcasting station ever successfully operated in Mexico now is sending out programs from the Regional Exposition of Nuevo Leon, according to Rawho heard
the announcer's
given as diophans,
Senor
Reyes.
The station name
uses
a wave length of 400 meters. Musicians
and public speakers have volunteered to
work every night if necessary to supply
entertainment to mining camps.

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

Commissioner Gets Mules by Radio
ATLANTA, GA. — While in Atlanta recently on a Radio inspection trip, Commissioner Carson of the Department of
Commerce, was advised that his best team
of mules had disappeared from his farm
in a nearby state, and being later in the
broadcasting station of a local paper he
let their loss be broadcasted with a description. A few days afterwards when
in Nashville, 'he was advised that his
mules had been found.
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ptogjrip
Built First to tost"
This little beauty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had pro*
duced the one socket that combines all the essential features
of a good socket.
Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
Hard Rubber Insulation,
Rugged Construction.
Compact Design.
Concealed Mounting.
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Delicate Soldering

HOUSTON, TEXAS. — Preparation of an
elaborate midnight program featuring
professional and proven local talent, is
now at the point where Radiophans may
expect witchy hours to bring real amusement from WEAT. This station has been
sending one program each week from
The Evening Post studio, Friday nights;
from McMillian's dancing academy Wednesday nights and from the First Baptist church Sunday
nights.

You

Transmitting on 400 Meters from
Regional Exposition of
Nuevo Leon

Western Branch — 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

PROVIDENCE
Kunm
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HAWAIIANS

DIGEST

IN U. S. HEARD

AT HOME

pany of Highland Park, was on the air. In the
circle is shown two natives of the land of the hula
girls actually listeningmusic?
in to a broadcast from the
United States. Can you imagine their surprise
when they tune in their own national songs and

Had the setting been transferred to the moonlit
beach of Wakiki or the mystic, palm-decked hills
of Hilo. the Radiophans who listened in to tinkling
ukeleles and wailing steel guitars could not have
felt the Hawaiian atmosphere more than they did
when the Hawaiian group of the Ford Motor Com-

STATION WSY HAS
FIRST ANNIVERSARY

CRIB KEEPER SAVED
BY AMATEUR RADIO
SICK FAN PICKS UP CALL
STORM BOUND MEN

WINDOW
DISPLAY
SHOWS
WSY'S AUDIENCE

OF

Feminine
Announcer
Says,and"WSY
Dedicated
to Alabama
Not

Thrilling Tale of Battle with Death by
Life Guards Told Newspapers
by Ether Waves
CLEVELAND. — One of the most thrilling adventures ever recorded in the annals
«f stormy Lake Erie was the rescue by
amateur Radio of Harry Holzworth,
keeper of the crib in the waters a few
miles off this city. While Holzworth lay
ill with pneumonia, a storm raging outBide the steel enclosure, two of his companions frantically sent out a call for
lielp which was picked up by a Cleveland
•mateur.
Badio for Help
Inside the walls were dripping with
4lampness while the waves dashed on the
rocks below and the spray swept over the
sides. For a man with such an illness the
crib was not a safe place and he was in
*ire need of medical aid. It was impossible to launch a boat and valuable
minutes slipped away as his fellow workers waited for an answer. Patiently one
•f them tapped the key until word came
tack through the air that the coast guard
would be notified to send immediate relief.
After an hour of maneuvering, Captain
William E. Crapo got the craft alongside,
and three coast guards, numbed by the icy
epray, lay flat on the canvas top of the
launch waiting for their chance to grasp
the crib keeper as he dangled from a rope
in midair. Time and time again the launch
slid up under the skillful guidance of the
eaptain and slipped back when it appeared
likely to be tossed up against the wall.
Difficult Transfer Made
As the boat poised for a moment on the
crest of a wave, one of the guardsmen
reached up and Holzworth fell safely
inside.
Behind the simple story of the rescue,
there was still another scene in a comfortable room at 1372 West Eighty-fifth
street, Harold J. Hill, an amateur member
of the American Radio Relay league, was
tinkering with his Radio set.
He, too, had been ill and was then recovering from an attack of scarlet fever
which had confined him at home for more
than three weeks. For several days he
had been passing the time by talking with
other amateurs. In the afternoon, Thomas
B. Keller, Radio man at the crib, told him
about the heavy sea and the high wind
which was howling about the rock pile.
He said that Captain Holzworth had a sore
throat.
Picks Up Call for Help
It was not until later in the evening
that Hill once more "tuned in" and listened
to the frantic message from the crib that
the captain was much worse.
After notifying the coast guard, Hill
was not satisfied and waited to hear the
result of the rescue. The launch had
hardly left the side of the crib before Keller, worn and weary from his long vigil
at the captain's side, sat down before his
key and told the whole story.
And sitting there in his bedroom, Hill
copied the facts by Radio for reporters
waiting to make the first morning edition.

Is

to Service of Owners"
BIRMINGHAM, ALA— In two show
windows of a down-town department store
is a novel display of the WST, Birmingham's broadcasting station. And the display is attracting the attention of thouof people
corner sands
every
day. who pass by this busy
The display consists of a map of the
United States, Canada and Mexico, showing the various points where thousands
of people listened in on WST programs.
The map forms the background, and running to the map are many ribbons showing the points where people have listened
in on this program. On the floor of the
windows are hundreds of letters from
all sections of the three nations named
from admiring auditors.
Celebrates First Anniversary
WST has only recently celebrated its
first anniversary with an extended and
varied program.
Among other things the program included an address by Miss Georgia Bryant,
the WST's feminine announcer. She spoke
in part as follows: "WST feels certain
that its millions of listeners have noticed
Market Reports from Station KSD Received by Community Receiving with a degree of satisfaction that at no
time during the one year of its existence
Set in Small Towns and Relayed to Individual Homes
has it in any way permitted its operatives
and Businesses by Telephone
to exploit through the ether so-called
propaganda, concerning the Alabama Power company. We have always endeavored
By Vera Brady Shipman
appreciative? KSD broad- to make our broadcasting station an
The original newspaper of the famous we noticeably
agency for pleasure and education and our
casts
reports
of
every
market
which
inPulitzer chain of publications, The St.
terest the farmer or the business man.
programs have been arranged with every
Louis Post-Dispatch, has pioneered in
Take a day in a small town within Radio possible care and precaution, with the hope
Radio broadcasting in the central west distance of the KSD daylight market serv- that they would afford our listeners eveice. In many towns the Radio receiving ment. nings of real enjoyment and enlightenas the newspaper has furthered each enterprise for local advancement. The set is installed in the local garage. This
Radio field is broader than any local is in turn relayed by telephone to any
Promise Highest Efficiency
readers of a newspaper, for Radio dis- home or business firm wishing to connect
"WST has been dedicated to the service
tance is limitless, bounded only by the with them. Another favorite place of receiving in a small community is the local of Alabama, and not to the service of the
power of receiving sets placed in the lisbank. And this service is all free. The Alabama Power Company. As it has been
teners' hands.
great
newspaper
furnishes reports direct in the past, our policy in the future will
A Radio newspaper which gives Its direct service to hundreds of thousands of from the city exchanges, and the small be to keep this service on the highest
farmers, stores, banks and schools, bul- community has instant access as well as plane of efficiency, permitting no one to
letined hourly, broadcasting markets and her larger sister.
use it in the furtherance of any individHas Woman Announcer
ual's, firm's or corporation's interest. Its
stock reports, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
KSD, as It is known on the air, is located
"And is the St. Louis announcer really greatest ambition is to serve well its state
in the core of that prosperous section of a woman?" How many times I met that and its multitude of friends with clean,
farming, business and mining country — question on my recent trip south. The wholesome entertainment, and spiritual
the great Mississippi valley. Beginning voice, which a Radio magazine editor once and educational broadcasting, and it is
with the opening of the St. Louis stock called "that effeminate voice of KSD" indeed gratifying to know that this ambition has, in a degree, been cherished durexchange at 9:40, Central time, each morn- would be unfortunately handicapped if it
ing our first year of existence. For this
ing, reports are broadcasted hourly to
so, for the announcer and directhe listeners-in on distant farms or in were tornot
of Radio programs at KSD since its we are greatly indebted to the artists, who
large or small communities.
Radio conception last July, is Miss V. L. have so generously contributed their talent
Have Community Badio
Jones, graduate of Leland Stanford Col- free of charge, and to our listeners who
lege of California, a former newspaper
Situated atop a building grounded on woman and at present owner of a public- have not been sparing in their indulgence."
sixty pillars of steel which run through
ity firm in St. Louis, a musician and critPish Prices Via Radio
a layer of quicksand down to bed rock,
ic,
above all a woman of great personwith a perfected aerial and with little
al andcharm.
WASHINGTON, D. C— The Fisheries
steel interference from other buildings,
Miss Jones begins her announcing at Bureau of the Government issued a broadKSD is adequately equipped with its pow- eight each evening. During the day marcast recently, giving wholesale market and stock reports are announced by
erful broadcasting outfit, to send its mesket prices on fish, together with the
sage to the people. KSD operates on 485 the chief operator, Willis Corwin, or either quantity
of varieties available at New
ning.
meters daylight schedule and 400 for eve- of his two licensed assistants, W. F. Lud- Tork, Boston, Norfolk, Jacksonville and
gate or S. C. Mahaney. KSD maintains Chicago. Each week on Tuesday evening
Do the farmers appreciate the service Sunday and Thursday silent nights with NAA will carry similar broadcasts between
they are getting? Do we as American the exception of a midnight Thursday 7:45 and 8 p. m.
people continue to ride a free horse or are concert.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch Gives Direct
Service to Stores, Banks and Schools
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, May 15

CFCA (Eastern. 400. Daylight Saving), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert. Selection from "Sometime/* Star Orchestra:
"Break o' Day." J. Winnifred Smith, soprano; Violin
solo. Uarrv Adaskin; "A Song of India," Orchestra:
"Still as the Night. " .1. Winnifred Smith: "The
Broken Melody," H. Saunders, cellist: ,rLa Czarine,"
Orchestra; "The Brownies." J. Winnifred Smith:
Czardas. from "Coppella," Orchestra; "Sempre
Fidelis." Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 360), 9:00 A. M.. Music: 11:00-3:30 A.
M., Music; 5:05 P. M., Organ recital. Howard R. Webb,
organist. Cameo Theater. Pittsburgh, Pa.. "The
Arcadia." "Slumbers-Nightfall," "Sunset Sketches,"
"Vaudeville Overture," "Sunrise on the Mountains."
"A Deserted Farm." "Lady Billy Selection:" 7:30
P. M.. "The Coming of Peter Pan." Genevieve
Marshall, soprano: Anne Haganieir Woestehoff. contialto: George Kirk, baritone; Warren Kinder, tenor;
"My Little House." soprano; "The Crafty Crocodile,"
contralto and bass duet; "Good Advice," tenor: "Bedtime Stories," quartet: "A Pirate Bold," bass: "Spring
Cleaning," soprano and tenor duet; "There and
Back." contralto: "The Land of Make Believe."
Quartet; "Dance of the Goblins," "Caprice Yiennoise." "Concerto in E Minor," Leo Kruczek. violinist.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 1:15 P. M„ Concert: 6:45-7:30
P. M-, Children's
Hour: program.
Concert, Shrine
"CncleBand.
John:"
8:00-10.00
P. M., DeLuse
Al
Maliakah Temple; Pilar Gonzales, soloist. City of
Mexico.
KPO (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M„ Music: Miss
Gladys Salisbury, organist.
KSD (Central. 546), 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Sarry Curry,
soprano: Alice Mace, accompanist: Martha Prewitt,
reader: Address. Dr. W. P. Cutler.
KYW (Central, 447, Daylight Saving), 2:35 P. M..
Concert, courtesy of Lyon & Healy Co.: 8:00-8:58
P. M., Musical program. Elizabeth Lindquist, soprano;
Margaret Martin, accompanist; Cathal O'Byme. Irish
tenor; Sallie Menkes, accompanist: Madeline Pendelton. reader : .Margaret Vernier, pianist.
WBAP (Central. 476). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert. Sam
S. Losh and pupils; 9:30-10:30 P. M., Concert. Mount
Gilead Negro Baptist Church Orchestra and Choral
Club.
WBZ (Eastern, 442), 7:45 P. M„ "Institution by Conof Government
by the
Senator
George gressD.
Chamberlain;
8:00 People.
P. M.,177S."
Concert,
Clef
Quartet. Olga Thyberg, soprano: Gladys Noble,
soprano; Mrs. Ruth Ekberg. contralto: Florence
Pierce, contralto.
WDAP (Central, 390, Daylight Saving), 10:00 P. M„
Musical program. Mrs. R. H. Prichard, soprano: H.
Jane Symons, contralto; Grace Symons. accompanist:
Eva Ray, soprano; Edward W. Shriner. tenor; Leonard
J. Huber, baritone: Evelyn Morrow, violinist: Dance
music. Jack Chapman's Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, 395), 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M., Organ
recital. Stanley Theater: Dinner dance music, Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M„ Vocal and piano
solos; 4:30-6:00 P. M., Talk on "Affairs of the
Heart," bv Betsy Logan: Dream Daddy with little
tots: 7:30-8:00 P. M„ Dream Daddy with boys and
WFAA

(Central, 476). 9:00-9r20 P. M., Program. Orchestra Bryan St- High School: 12:30-1:00. Address.
DeWitt McMurray. editor Semi-Weekly Farm News;
McDowell Sisters. Hawaiian musical program.
WFI (Eastern, 395). 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Short talks:
1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; 3:00-4:30 P. M„ Vocal and piano
selections; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; Cousin Sue's stories for
little children; 8:00-9:55 P. M., Vocal and musical
selections: 10:10-12:00 P. M„ Dance music. Meyer
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern. 360. Daylight Saving). 2:00 P. M..
Music: 3:00 P. M., Music.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M„ Musical program.
"Dream of Love." Donald Chartier, violinist: Max
Cote, cellist: Beatrice Wakeley. pianist; "Berceuse,"
soprano, Mrs. Wm. J. Brav: "Three for Jack." John
H. Vail, baritone; High School Trio, "Cavatina." trio;
"Sorter Miss You," "Mah Curly-Headed Baby." Buth
Ellsworth, contralto: "Good-Night, Beloved." Quartet:
"Juba Dance." Beatrice Wakeley, pianist; "Dreaming
Alone in the Twilight." Wm. J. Bray, tenor solo:
"King of the Winds," Bollin B. Fisher, bass: "A
Spring Song," quartet: "Love Has Wings." "Down
the Trail o' Dreams to You," Mrs. L. J. Southard:
"To Spring." Beatrice Wakely,
pianist.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ- recital,
H. C. Conrad, Alamo Theater; Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert. Ella
Sharrard Violin Quartet, assisted by Mary Smith,
soprano; Mrs. John E. Harman. Jr., contralto; Miss
Dettlinger. pianist; Beading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
„
WHK
(Eastern, 390). 8:00 P. M., Concert. WHK OrWipe5(
Eastern,
509).3:00-4:30
10:00-11:00
Talk; program;
1:00-2:00
P. M.,
Recital;
P. A.
M..M..Musical
6:00-7:30stories;
P. M.,8:00-12:00
Dinner dance
Wip's
bedtime
P. M., music;
ProgramUncle
of popular
music.
_
„
WJAX (Eastern, 390), 7:30 P. M„ Cleveland News Concert. Hermit Club, of Cleveland, O.
WLW
(Eastern, 360), 10:00 P. M., Concert. "Sonato
in D." Margaret Prall, violinist; "The Swan."
"The
Way
of the World,"
Blanche
Neel; "Liebeshed,
"Serenade
Espagnole."
"Nocturne,"
"Schone
Rosemarin,"
Margaret
Pratt: "Wayfarers'
Night Song,
"Dedication."
"Summertime,"
Blanche Neel: "Bondina," Margaret PraE:
"Deep Biver." "I Want to
Be
Beady."
"Heaven,
Heaven,"
"Oh,
Didn't
It Bain!
Blanche
Neel; Concert, Sinclair Dance
Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, 448, Daylight Saving), 4:35 P. M.,
Estelle Winwood and Ernest Glendenning, from the
play. "Why Not?"; 7:00 P. M., Talk on Astrology,
John Wheeler; Sophine Lobe], pianist; 9:15 P. M..
Musical program, Vivian Rankin, soprano; Margaret
Dirks, pianist.
, _,
WMC (Central. 500), 8:00 P. M„ Concert. Washington
Syncopators, H. H. Guinett, director; 1 1 :00 P. M.,
Midnight Frolic.
. _ ,„
WOC (Central, 484), 12:00 M., Chimes concert: 330
P. M„ Educational talk, A. G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M„
Chimes concert„
WOO (Eastern. 509), 11:00 A. M.-I-.00 P. M., Organ
recital and musical program; 2:00-3:00 P. M„ Piano
and song recital; 4:30-6:00 P. M„ Organ recital;
7:30-8:00 P. M„ Short talks and musical selections.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M., Talk. Simon Nye,
president
American
7:00program,
P. M.,
The Townof Crier;
NewsBooksellers*
Orchestra: Ass'n;
Musical
Detroit Chamber Music Society.

HERE
is the sixth appearance of this new service for Digest Readers
There are only fifty eligible stations for the listening, but already
twenty-two of these will be found in the "Advance Programs." Only
features are listed below. Such parts of station programs as are regular
week in and week out, are, as they have been from the start, found in the
Digest Radiophone Station Directory. Much other data on the stations
for which advance programs are given, will be found there.

Wednesday, May 16
CFCA (Eastern. 400. Daylight Saving), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, Selection from "Gypsy Love," Star Orchestra; "Despris le Jour." Lina Craine, soprano;
"Ballet Egyptian." Orchestra: "Old Befrain." Harry
Adaskin, violinist: "Down in the Forest." Lina
Craine; "Spanish Serenade," Star Orchestra: Violin
solo, Manny Both; "Beautiful Spring," Orchestra:
"Macushla," Lina Craine; March from "Aida,"
Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 360), 9:00 A. M., Music; 5:15 P. M..
Concert, KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra. Victor
Saudek; 6:15 P. M., "Pung Chow," L. L. Harr. of
Kaufman's
Dept. Stores,
game;
7:30 soprano;
P. M.,
KDKA Orchestra;
Alice Chinese
Christine
King,
O. E. Newman, tenor; Karl Snyder, pianist; Orchestra,
"The Bat," "The Bosary." "Down South," "Within
the Walls of China," trumpet; "Forever Mine."
"Heart o' Mine," Mildred Frye Cook, soprano;
"Mammy You," "Bye Lo," "Honey Chile," "My Last
Dollar," "You're on the Bight Boad, Sister. But
You're Gwine the Wrong Way." tenor.
KFDB (Pacific, 400), 2:00-230 P. M., Talk, "Banking."
Officer San Francisco Mercantile Co. ; 8:00- 1 OHIO P. M.,
Classical music.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 1:15 P. M., Music; 6:45-730 P. M..
Children's Hour; Musical program; Bedtime story,
"Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00 P. M., Program. Edison
Club. Redondo Beach, Calif.

KSD (Central. 546), 8:00-9:45 P. M., Concert. Missouri
Theater Orchestra.
KYW (Central, 447, Daylight Saving), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program,
courtesy of William Lester.
WBAP (Central, 476). 7:15-8:00 P. M-, Concert. Ida
Epps. pianist: Mary Byron, violinist; 930-10:30 P. M..
Concert. Euterpean Club.
WBZ (Eastern, 442), 6:00 P. M.. Concert, WBZ Concert Orchestra, C. J. Fairfield; 7:45 P. M.. Dr.
Bertram
Versus
Napoleon";
8:00
P. E.
M„ Roberts,
Concert. "Pasteur
Orin Taylor,
soprano;
Mrs.
Woodin, pianist: concert, WBZ Orchestra, C. J.
Fairfield.
WDAR (Eastern, 395), 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M.. Organ
recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner dance music. Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Short talks: 4306:00 P. M., Short talks. Dream Daddy with little tots:
730-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys and girls;
8:00 P. M.- 1 2:00 P. M., Musical program. Arcadia
Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Entertainment:
talent Melba Theater.
WFI (Eastern, 395), 10:00-11:00 P. M-. Short talks:
1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; 3:00-430 P. M.. Vocal quartette:
6:00-730 P. M., Dinner dance music Meyer Davis
Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; Stories for little children
by Cousin Sue.
WGR (Eastern. 360. Daylight Saving), 2:00 P. M..
Music; 3:00 P. M., Music: 8 SO P. M., Musical program, Billy McKay, Buffalo's Harry Lauder and others.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ recital,
H. C. Conrad. Alamo Theater; Buth Sharp, pianist;
Bichard
Wymond,
violinist; Concert, Mary Anderson

Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert. Kentucky
School for the Blind, C. B. Martin, director; Guitar
trio, Georgia Pope, Buth Elder, J. Henry Brady;
Guitar solo, J. Henry Brady; Soprano solo. Myrtle
Stinger; Reading. Mrs. Mary B. Bennett.
WIP (Eastern. 509), 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Musical selections; 1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner dance music: 3:00-430
P. M., Orchestra selections; 6:00-7 30 P. M„ Dinner
dance
music.
Wip's P.bedtime
stories. The General
WLW (Eastern, Uncle
360). 8:00
M., Program.
Protestant Orphans' Home Band; "Star Spangled Banner," "Easter
Military Escort
Band;
"Meditation"
from
"Thais,"
Dawn,"
Thomas
Gay, violinist;
Overture, Band: Address, B. A. Longman, Supt.;
"Spring Folly," "The Mocking Bird." Buth Wilhelm,
whistler; Banjo solos, Bruce Pollard; Medley selection, "Massa's Birthday," Band; "Dance of the
Robins," Buth Wilhelm, whistler; "Grandpa Maypole," a play presented by Junior Students of the
Beulman
of Expression;
"The Troubadour,"
"America School
Exultant,"
Band.
WMAQ (Central. 448. Daylight Saving), 435 P. M..
Sketch
play, Georgene
"Light Wines
and 9:15
Beers";
P. M., from
Stories.
Faulkner:
P. 7:00
M..
George D. Hess, baritone; B. E. Williams, pianist.
WOC (Central, 484), 12:00 M„ Chimes concert; Educational talk, D. K. Kirck; 7:00 P. M., Becital, Erwin
Swindell, organist; Mrs. F. E. Fuller, soprano; Lillian Dewold Murphy, reader; 8:00 P. M.. Lecture,
"Americanism," Frank S. Moses; 10:00 P. M„
Musical program. Opera Study Club, Moline, m.
WOO (Eastern, 509), 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M., Organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt, organist; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Short talks and musical selections; 4:30-6:00 P. M.,
Organ recital; 730-8:00 P. M., Short talks; 8:0012:00 P. M., Orchestra selections and songs.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 7:00 P. M„ The Town Crier; News
Orchestra; Vocal selections, Bens Holden, baritone;
Talk, Rep. David O'Connell. of New York: Vocal selections, George A. Voltz, tenor.

Thursday, May

17

CFCA (Eastern, 400, Daylight Saving), 8:00-9:00 P. M„
Concert, Selection from "Carmen." Star Orchestra;
Character sketch. "Mia Rosa," Fred Whitlow; Selection from "The Firefly," Orchestra: "A Perfect Day,"
W. Woods, cornetist: Musical monologue, "0 Memory,"
Fred Whitlow; Cornet solo, W. Woods;
"Vlvienne,"

New Carter Vernier Control Rheostat
Simple, positive, distinctive, reliable. Satin silver
finish:tive clock
springoperation.
pigtail connection insures posiand reliable
Code I, 6-ohm, for UV-200 tube
$1.50 each
Code l-C. 20-ohm, for UV-201 tuba
1.75 each
Code l-D. iO-ohm, for UV-199 tube
1.75 each
WRITE for BULLETINS of CARTER PRODUCTS
Carter Radio Co., 209 S. State St, Chicago

Us-*.

FLEWELLING
2 honeycomb coils. 1
leak, 1 23-plate .0005
20 feet bus bar wire, 1
1 3" dial and the
Circuit
Two-Stage

Audio

EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART

^^

Frequency Amplifier — Parts

complete

value,

133
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

13 Plate
23 Plate
43 Plate

CONDENSERS
Variable;
value,
value, $1.75
Variable; value,
S2.50
Variable;
$3.50
Variable;
$4.50

f*

FLEWELLING
ALL
DEALERS:

PARTS

NECESSARY

ATTRACTIVE

DISCOUNTS

M.'flrChicago
VW

on

page

9)

We WilLMail You One

SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL
COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US
3 0 CENTS

IF

NOT Return it at Our Expense]

Zob el- Stein

laboratories

22_9TJ? ST. BROOKLYN.N.Y.South 2650.

#9u>1i7ttla£ej

VERNIER;
VERNIER;
VERNIER;

Comolete

BLUEPRINTS

value,
value.
value,

$5.50
$6.00
S6.S0

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Desigmed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price
$2.75
BALL BEARING
INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value 75c, special
$0.30
V. T. SOCKETS— Nickeled,
brass sleeve,
composition base value, $1.00; special at. . .50
EXTRA
SPECIAL— Telephone
3000 Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced to
$3.50

3.75
4.00
4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1.00
Double
Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.75

A BEAUTIFUL

$11.00

in every detail for this Circuit — gll.OO.

VARIOCOCPLER — Celeron Condensite
and Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
$4.50.
Special
$2.95

$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.85

ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
plated, highly polished: $8.00

"SALRITE"

QUALITY

1ACKS,

Sinnle

Circuit;

TWO-INCH

30
stats and
.45 FILAMENT

HORN— Nickel
list
$3.75

PENCIL

DIALS— Same

FREE

desion— for rheo-

potentiometer: special at
RHEOSTAT— Condensite
MULTIPLE POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
value, $1.10: special at
with Knob and Dial (15 switch Points)
1.75 FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with
2'/8"
special at
value, $1.50; PLUGS
approved by unARRESTERS
LIGHTNING
derwriters
$q.oq TELEPHONE
THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition— high finish: special. .$0.30

%

(Continued

COMPLETE

2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs. 3 .006 condensers. 1 variable grid
leak, 1posts,
grid
omtung
MFD.
variable condenser. 1 Vernier rheostat. 1 tube socfeet, 68 binding
posts,
high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM,
Radio
Digest BooMet
on Operation
and Construction
of

value. 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value. 90c; special at

_

r*

CCentral, 476), 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert. Cornelius Qaurtet; 930-10:30 P. M., Concert, Texas Hotel
Orchestra.
WBZ (Eastern, 442), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Horteuse W.
Philbrick, contralto; Gertrude Philbrick, pianist; Mrs.
Hazel Card Whalen, violinist, soprano.
WDAP (Central, 390, Daylight Saving), 10:00 P. M,f
Musical program. Gladys Cable, soprano: Mme. Stevenhagen, accompanist; Frank Polesny, violinist: Frank
Pfau, pianist; J. Benson, tenor; Mrs. E. Mlchels,
contralto; Mrs. Daisy Diessing, soprano; H. H. Hauge,
baritone; Helen Cepal, violinist; Dance musi^. Jack
Chapman's Orchestra.

Xb&iiWb

"The Best for Less"

BEST

EVERY STANDARD TUBE

WBAP

WILLARD
WILLARD
RADIO
COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway,
New York City

With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahoganite Rubber, about five inches long.
Equipped with vest pocket clip. 10 extra leads and eraser. Will writ* like a charm and last a lifetime.
Only a limited supply available — so rush your order now.

V

Orchestra; "Jim," Fred Whitlow; "Chant Sans
Paroles," H. Saunders, cellist; "Serenade," Orchestra;
10:00-11:00
P. M., Dance
program.
Star Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 360). 5:05 P. M., Organ recital, H. B.
Webb. beth,"
Cameo
Theater;
7:15
P.
M.,
Lecture.
"MacWalter E. Kealy; 7:30 P. M„ Concert.
KFDB
400). 2:00-2:30
M.,Arts.
Talk. "Art."
Member(Pacific,
San Francisco
Palace of P.Fine
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 1:15 P. M., Musical program; 6:457:30 P. M-, Children's Hour; Bedtime story: Concert;
8:00-10:00 P. M., DeLuse program. Chamber of Commerce. Huntington Park, Calif.
KSD
(Central.fiaymund
546), 8:00Koch,
P. M.,baritone;
Concert, Arthur
Seth Arbergh's
Orchestra;
Laeber,
pianist; Addresses, V. S. Senator James A. Reed. W.
Frank Carter; 10:30-1130 P. M., Concert. Municipal
Theater, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra; 12:00 M.-1:00
A. M-, Dance program. Seth Abergh's Orchestra.
KYW (Central, 447, Daylight Saving), 2:35-3:00 P. M.,
Concert, courtesy of Lyon & Healy; 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Marjorie P. Shotwell, soprano;
Eugene Wallenius, baritone: Edward Dufresne. bariversity. tone; The Paramount Orchestra: 9:05-9:25 P. M.,
"Twenty Minutes of Good Beading," Rev. C. J. Pernln,
S. J., head of Department of English, Loyola Uni-

REINARTZ

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step amINSTRUCTIONS
plifier.
FOR ASSEMBLY
Description of apsories
of tuning.
paratusandand details
acces— no
WINDING
A
only
REINARTZ COIL
Cabinet
Dimensions
Panel
Layouts
money
List of Parts
checks
or
Send
stamps.
Coins
risk.at your
own
tiers -

$0.25

base;
dial;

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

JO

85

60

or-

.75

CIRCUITS^'

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket. 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD. variable condenser, 1-13-plate
.00025 MFD. variable condenser. 3 inductance switches. 16 switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and
nuts, 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials. 1 variable grid leak. 1 .002 MFD. phone condenser, sf» <f /v /\/v
23 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM
X S II I II I
and complete
instructions
101 vtvV
Two-Stage Radio Frequency Amplifier — Parts complete in. every detail for this Circuit — $11.00.

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all
orders of Sj.oo or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others
include postage.

123 W.Mddiron.ft.
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How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set
Part III — Circuit Diagram and List of Parts
By E. T. Fleivelling
tuning condenser, touches on one side of
tube is the best? There is no direct an- this wiring diagram of the set.
the tuning inductance, goes through the
Connections for the Set
lust talk on the onr- condenser
swer to this question because no two
Ovn
fcrid
and its condenser directly to the
Plawelling circuit dlsoussed the tub- tubes are alike in their operating characIt will be seen at once that the vari- grid leak
of the tube. If this variable tuning
ing arul tickler coils for tliis sot.In
able
condenser
has
been
changed
from
teristics
even
though
they
may
bear
the
condenser
to be connected to the
Those were of the varloooupler type
same labels. The advantage lies with
parallel or shunt connection
with the side of thewere
inductance that is connected
coils, and the ques- the hard tube of the UV201 and UV201A ainductance
contrast to honeycomb why
to
a
point
where
it
ds
in
was
change
the
tion lias arisen as to
to the filament of the tube It would be
made. It really is a matter of personal
useless and this is why the above emphachoice. All Radio sets may be constructed
sis is made.
Used as a Super
In various ways according to the needs or
which
set
the
and
builders,
the
of
fancies
When the circuit is used as a super
we are now describing is merely another
there will be no connection whatever to
method of arriving at the successful opthe point B on the diagram. This point
eration of the Flewelling circuit.
is only to be used when the set is operThe circuits and sets that have been preating as a plain regenerative circuit. As
viously described have worked out very
a
super any connection of the set to
well indeed, but one never stands still and
ground or antenna should be made to the
the present set, we believe, will be acpoint marked A. Here is a point to recepted as another step ahead. The advanmember, although we will speak of it
tage is in the circuit used and it will be
when referring to the operation of the
seen at once that it might just as well be
set
in
order
to secure any effect from
constructed with honeycomb coils as not,
the tuning condenser when using no anaccording to the builder's desires.
tenna or ground it will be necessary to
The next step for us to consider after
arbitrate and use a short antenna conthe inductances is what parts are to be
sisting of from 3 to 6 feet of wire or a
used, and it is perhaps best to give here
convenient coal hod or bed spring or auto
the complete list of parts that will be
frame connected as stated to the
necessary to use to construct the set.
point A.
The list is as follows:
This completes the list of parts and
The inductance unit described last Issue.
materials needed and we will pass on
One bakelite panel about 9 by 9 inches
to the panel layout, because we are going
and one sheet of copper foil of same size
to trytion fortotheshow
that pieces.
there is a best posivarious
to be used to shield the instruments.
One tube socket.
Panel layout will be the next article.
In the circuit above, I— 1 (stator) and L-2 (rotor) combined are the inductance described previously;
One 11-plate variable condenser .00025 S-l, tap switch on stator of inductance; C-l, ll-plate variable condenser, vernier preferred; C-2,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
mfd. vernier type recommended.
.00025 mfd. mica fixed condenser; R-l, variable grid leak; C-3, .006 mfd. mica fixed condenser; S-2,
pole double throw switch when thrown to X makes set a Flewelling Super, when thrown to
One tube rheostat, vernier type if pos-. single
r
Y,
converts
set
to
straight
regenerative;
A
and
B,
terminals
for
either
aerial
or
ground,
or
one
sible.
of these alone, interchangeable
Two dials, one for the variable condenser and one for the tickler.
type because of the greater volume that series with the antenna, or ground,
Eight binding posts.
these tubes give.
One switch lever with 7 points.
Why not turn your hobby into money? Tou can
whichever is being used. That is, one'
easily make $15.00 a day, or as much more as
One switch lever with 2 points.
If a soft tube is used, it will be found side of the variable tuning condenser is
you like, hy our wonderful plan of selling Kadio
One suitable wooden board to mount very critical when used in the set, es- connected to the side of the inductance
direct to the millions of people just waiting for
our better parts or sets.
panel, etc., on. This board should be %
pecially if it is operating as a Flewelling that is connected to the grid condenser
and
leak
and
whatever
type
of
energy
We
furnish everything you need at lowest facset.
The
volume
is
not
as
great
as
may
inch shorter than panel to allow for mounttory
andof tell
ing set in cabinet if it is desired and be wished for. This tube however is collector that is used, is connected to the
able prices
business
your you
own.how to build a profitother
side
of
the
variable
condenser.
Knott products are up to the minute. Knott
about 8% by 5 by % inch thick will be perhaps our best tube for use as a plain
plans
are
unique
and
unbeatable.
Radio is just
right for the panel size given.
detector tube, it is at all times best at
The incoming
signal goes
from the
beginning to come into its own. Are you?
One variable grid leak, panel mounting a critical plate voltage. Summing the energy
Want to make more money? Want to be your
collector,
through
the variable
own boss? Write TODAY for FREE Instructype preferable.
tube question up gives us the answer that
tions How to Sell Keal Badio.
One grid condenser .00025 mfd. capacity, any good vacuum tube will work in the
E. R. KNOTT MACHINE CO.,
with mica dielectric.
circuit and that the difference in various
PATENT
ATTORNEYS
1-D Ellery St.
S. Boston Z7, Mass.
One mica dielectric fixed condenser of tubes lies in the volume that they deBooklet free. Highest references.
.006 mfd. capacity.
liver and in how critical they are to PATENTS.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
1
Suitable screws for mounting parts, handle.
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington,
D. C.
wire and clips for connections, A battery,
Departure from Original Layout
B battery, phones and a tube.
It will be seen by now that this receiver
Many fans will ask just what particular is going to depart a bit from the usual
parts to use, and to this question we must Flewelling
layout. The reason for this
answer, just the best. No fear need be
it will enable the greatest numentertained as to whether the receiver will is that
ber of fans to join the circle and also
operate and one will be far better satis- because we are finding it possible to furfied in the end if only good reliable appather simplify the circuit. We all are anratus is used.
xious to reduce our sets to the simplest
Critical Apparatus
possible form and the writer believes that
The only critical pieces to consider are the set that we are describing is a real
the following, and we might offer a few step in the right direction. For instance
suggestions regarding them: The variable you are asked to study very carefully
grid leak is very important and should be
one that has a large range of adjustment.
Try to get one that is guaranteed and that
may be exchanged if it does not operate
properly. The best that you can buy will
COMPLETE WITH KNOB AND 3 IN.
be the surest way to success that we
RUBBER DIAL
know of.
$5.00
"Value 11
with 33 plate
plate Vernier
Vernier
$2.00
5.50 Value
19 plate
plate with
2.15
The gTid condenser should be of a well
6.50 Value 41 plate with 3 plate Vernier
2.50
constructed type, that uses mica for its
Plain
—
|
Plain—
dielectric and one that will be easy to
3 Plate
$0.75
23 Plate
$1.25
11 Plate .,
98 I 43 Plate
1.50
mount with the grid leak. In this connecInclude 5c per item for parcel post.
tion let me advise the use of a combination grid leak and grid condenser that may
CHI -CITY- RADIO CO.
be mounted directly upon the panel so
945 CRESCENT
PLACE,
CHICAGO,
ILL.
that all adjustments of the leak may easily
be made.
The large fixed condenser of .006 mfd.
For every member of the family
capacity should also follow the scheme
PONT PASS THIS-BUYf I
of things. This should be of good solid
construction and it is important that
Add to the pleasure you get out of Radio by permitting all
this condenser also uses mica for its
the members of your family to enjoy it at once.
dielectric.
Tube for Best Results
When a family favorite is being played or sung, everybody
Regarding the tube to be used with the
set, the following is suggested: A hard
wishes to listen at once. They can hear clearly and distube such as the UV201, TJV201A, WD11
tinctly when each little one (and the grownups, too) have
or WD12 is recommended and note also
wmiKK
2YRCUAR
an
individual
Federal Head Set. The pleasure of each inthat if you wish to, you may use a soft
Every
tube such as the TJV200. In other words,
dividual
will
be
enhanced by the pleasure of' the family as a
WRITTEN
2 YEAR
use the tube that you have on hand or is
whole.
easiest to obtain.
World
GUARANTEE
■
User
Is a
A great many will ask at once which

RADIO "BUGS" GET INTO
BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

Vernier Var. Condensers

Get a

Jfeberal
i§>tanbarb
Radio Head Set

VorldRadio
Batteries
SAVEY0U
50%

WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
Excepting
VT-I and VT-II

MAIL

ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

[ & H RADIO
616 Clinton Avenue

GO.

NEWARK,

K. J.

K^^V
». Booster
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

Federal Standard Head Sets are fully guaranteed. Permanent magnets and a uniform air-gap give just the correct
efficiency.
diaphragm action, perfect clarity of tone, and durable

World-Radio-Batteries
6

Volts — 40

Amps.,

6

6

Volts— 60

Amps.,

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

$8.50

$10.00

Volts— «0

Amps.,

$12,50

$14.50

S Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
(0 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, III

Scientific winding and the expert hand-workmanship of
master craftsmen give exceptional range and power.
Get these guaranteed head sets from your
dealer today and refuse to accept a substitute.

Jf eberal tEelepJjone anb GMegrapf) Co,
Factory at BUFFALO, N. Y.
Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, OX,
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below. The first appeared last week and the last part,
together with the city-station Index will appear next
week. J
,
WAAK, Milwaukee. Wis. 360 meters. 300 mi. Girahel
Bros. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. 11:10. 12:10 pm, 1:25, 3.
Daily ex Wed and Sat, 7:15, 7:30 pm. Central.
WAAM. Newark, N. J. 263 meters. 300 mi. I. B.
Nelson Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am-2 pm, 8-10:30,
music.
Eastern.
WAAN.
Columbia, Mo.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita, Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm. educational
program; 10:30 pm, weather. Tues, Fri, S pm, entertainment. Central.
WAAQ, Greenwich, Conn. 360 meters. 600 ml. New
England Motor Sales Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am5:30 pm, every half hr. Eastern.
WAAS, Decatur, Ga.
Georgia Eadio Co.
WAAW, Omaha, Neb. 360 meters. 500 Omaha Grain
Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45,
12:15 pm, 8, market reports; 8:15-9 pm, music.
Central.
WAAY, Youiigstown, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. Yahrling-Kayuer Music Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8-9 pm,
music, reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ, Emporia, Kans. 360 meters. 250 mi. Hollister-Mlller Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABA, Lake Eorest, 111. 266 meters. Lake Forest
College.
WABB, Harrisburg, Pa. 266 meters. Dr. John B.
Lawrence.
WABD, Dayton, O.
283 meters.
Parker High School.
WAJT,
Marshall, Mo.
Kelly-Vawter Jewelry Co.
WA1U, Yankton, S. D.
Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind. 360 meters. 100 mi. Purdue University. Mon, Fri, 7 :15-7 :30 pm, educational
lecture.
Central.
WBAD,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Sterling Elec. Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. Fred M. Middleton.
WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn, 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson, N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wireless
Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun, 9:15-9:45 am,
10:30-11, 1-1:15 pm, 2:15-2:30, 4:30-5:30. music.
Sat. morn. only.
Eastern.
WBAO. Decatur, I1L 360 meters. 100 mi. James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 am,
11-11:30, 12-12:15 pm, 1-1:15, 2-2:15, 3-3:30, 3:45-4,
markets; 5:30-5:45, 6:30-6:45, 8, sports. Daily ex
Sat, Sun, 7:15-8 pm, 9:30-10:30, concerts. Sat, 77:20 pm, bible lesson. Sun, 11 am-12:15 pm, church;
3:30-4:30. concert.
Central.
WBAU, Hamilton, O. 360 meters. Bepublican Pub.
Co.
WBAV, Columbus, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. The Ernor
Hopkins Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. Mod, 7-9
pm.
CentraL
WBAW,
Marietta, 0. Marietta College.
WBAX. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 360 meters. 200 mi. John
H. Stenger, Jr. Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY, New York. N. Y. 492 meters. 1,500 ml A.
T. & T. Co.
Experimental purposes only.
WBL. Anthony, Kans. 360 meters. 200 ml. T & H
Badio Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am, church service.
Central.
WBS, Newark. N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. D. W.
May, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, music; 1-1:15
pm, reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Mon,
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, program. Sun, 9-10:30
am, sacred music; 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT. Charlotte, N. C. 360 meters. 1,200 mi Southern Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, weather,
markets. Tues, 8:30 pm, music. Fri, 11 pm, entertainment. Sun, 8 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago, 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun, 10:15-10:30 am, 11:45-12 m,
4:15-4:30 pm, police reports. Mon, Wed, Fri, 3:30
pm, 7:30, speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ. Springfield, Mass. 337 meters. 1,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's hour; 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert. - Sun, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAB, Newburgh, N. Y. Temporarily discontmued.
WCAC. Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests only.
WCAD, Canton, N. Y. 280 meters. 300 mi. St
Lawrence Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. Kaufman & Baer
Co. • Bodgers, Mich. 360 meters. Michigan LimeWCAF,
stone Chem. Co.
m
WCAG, New Orleans, La. 360 meters. 200 mi Clyde
B. Randall. Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thurs, 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Central.
WCAH, Columbus, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. Entrekin
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12:30 am, music, news.
Tues, 7-9 pm, concert. Sun, 10-12:30. church service. Central Daylight Savings.
WCAJ, Univ. Place, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Nebr.
Wesleyan Uni7. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues. 7
pm, bedtime stories. Thurs, 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
„
'
WCAK,
Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi. Alfred
P.
Daniel. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music. Wed. 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central.
WCAL Northfield, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept.
of Physics, St. Olaf College. Mon, Fri, 7:30 pm,
college extension courses. Tues, 7:30 pm. Thurs, 11
pm. Sat, 12 m, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 9:40 am,
chapel, sports, news. Sun, 8:30 pm, church services.
CentraL
WCAM, Villanova, Pa,
Villanova College.
WCAO Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Sanders
& Stayman Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20.
Mon, Wed, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAR, San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Alamo Badio Elec Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm, concert
Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Mon, 9:30-11 pm,
music, lectures. Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
code instruction.
Central.
WCAT, Bapid City, S. D. 360 meters. 300 mi. S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
■ . ^
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. Durham & Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun, 11:15 am-12:15 pm,
1-1-30 2:15-3, 5-6, reports, music. Mon, Thurs.
6:30-8 pm. music. Tues, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert.
Thurs, 9-11:30 pm, music. Sun, 10:55 am, ehurch
services.
Eastern.
WCAV, Little Bock, Ark.
J. C. Dice Elec. Co.
WCAW, Quincy, Hi 360 meters. 300 mi. Qumcy
Elec. Supply Co. (Quincy Herald). Daily ex Sun, 5
pm, music. Wed, 7-8:30 pm, concert Sun, 11 am,
church services. 2:45 pm, special programs.
Central.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt
Univ. of Vt.
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 500 mi. Kesselman-O'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun, 11 am,
reports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WCAZ, Carthage, 111. Carthage College.
WCE,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Eindley Elec. Co.
WCK St Louis. Mo. 360 meters. 50 mi Strx, Baer
& Fuller. Daily, 12-12:30 pm, 3-4. Mon, Wed, Fri,
6-45-8 pm. concert, lecture.
Central.
WC1H, Austin, Tex.
Univ. of Tex.
WON Worcester, -Mass. 360 meters. 100 mi. Clark
Univ. Daily, 11:15 am, 5:15 pm, weather. Evening
program, irregular.
Eastern.
WCX Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.000 mL The
Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am. WCX
Woman's Club; 2 pm, news; 2:15. stock reports; 2:50.
weather, markets; 4:15, markets, music. Daily ex
Sat 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert; 7-8:30 pm, week
18 and alternate weeks thereafter, constartingcert Dec.
Sun 2:80 pm, 4 pm, church services.
Central.
WDAC. Springfield. 111. 360 meters. Illinois Watch
Co. 'Time and weather, spark only.
WD AD, Lindsborg, Kans.
360 -meters.
200 mi.
Wm.
Louis Harrison.
Tues. Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm. cnter■ tainment,
weather.
Sun, 3:30 pm, vesper services.
wbae'' Tampa. Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Tampa
Daily Times. Wed. Fri, S-10 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern,

WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 2,000 mi.
Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm,
music; 6-7, educational, bedtime story, etc.; 11:45
pm-1 am, Nighthawk Frolic. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, concert.
Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
Central
WDAG,
Amarillo, Tex.
J. Laurance Martin.
WDAH, El Paso, Tex. Trinity Methodist Church
South.
WDAI. Syracuse, N. Y. 360 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed,
Sat. evening concert.
Eastern.
WDAJ,
College Park, Ga.
360 meters.
2,000 mi.
A.
6 \V. P. B. B. Co. Daily, 7:30-8:30 pm, 10:30-11:30
pm. concert.
Wed, 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
CentraL
WDAK, Hartford, Conn. 360 meters. 150 mi. Hartford Courant Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville. Fla, 360 meters. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily, 11 am, weather; 4-4:30 pm,
music; 8-9, entertainment; 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO,
Dallas, Tex.
Automotive Elec. Co.
WDAP, Chicago, 111. 390 meters. 2,000 mi. Drake
Hotel. Daily ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm. Quotations, reports; 6 pm. news. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 10 pm, concert. Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert
Central.
_
WDAR,
Philadelphia, Pa.
395 meters.
Lit Bros.
WDAS. Worcester. Mass.
Samuel A. Waite.
WDAU, New Bedford. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi. A.
H Smith. Mon, Wed, Fri, 12:15-12:50 pm, industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm, music. Sun, 11 am-12:30
pm. 7-S pm. church services.
Eastern.
WD AX, Centerville. Iowa. 360 meters. 500 mi. First
Natl Bank. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon. Thur. 7:30-9 pm, concert
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 244 , meters. 300 mi. Fargo
Badio Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert Sun, 10:30
am. church service; 4-5 pm, music.
Central.
WD IV, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 50 mi. Church
of the Covenant. Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WDT.
N. Y. 405 meters. Ship Owners
Radio Stapleton,
Service.
WDZ, Tuscola, 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. James L.
Bush. Daily ex Sun, every half hour, 8:30 am-12:15
pm, Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA,
Flint, Mich.
Fallain & Lathrop.
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360 meters. 600 mi. Standard
Badio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun. markets every 30
min from 9:40 am-l:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 7-8 music;
8:35 markets; 9:45, weather. Fri, 10-11:15 pm. dance
music. ices.
-Sun. 10:30 CentraL
am, 4:30 pm,
serv„ 7:30, ^ church
,.
WEAD. Atwood, Kan. N. W. Kansas Badio Supply
Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAE,
Blacksburg,
Va.
Polytechnic
Inst.
WEAF, New York City, N. Y. 492 meters. 1,500 i mi.
AT&T.
Co. Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:30 pm, Mon,
Wed, Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm.
Eastern.
" - Tues, ..Fri, ,. 7:30-8
,. T pm.,
WEAG, Edgewood, B. I. Nicholas-Hrnehne-Bassett Lab.
WEAH. Wichita, Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. Lander
Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am, 10:40, 11:40,
12:40 pm, 2, reports. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ.
Vermilion, S. D. Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily
discontinued.
.
, _ ,.
WEAK. St. Joseph. Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. Julius
B. Abercrombie.
Thur, 8-9:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WEAM, North Plainfleld, N. J. 75 mi. Burough of N.
Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music, police
Eastern.
. „_news,„. etc.

The ShepWEAN, Providence, B. I. 360 meters. 50 mi. 6-8,
music,
ard Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, 4-5,
weather, concerts. Tues, Thurs. 8:15-10 concert.
concert. Sun, 10:45-11:30 am,
Sat, pm,7-8 pm,
Wed.
Daylight
Eastern.
service.
church
7:30-S:45
WEAo"E' Columbus. O. 375. 360 meters. M00 mi.
Ohio StatoUniv. Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, 4:30. reports,
music
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert. Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 360 meters. 50 mi. Mobile Badio
pm, music.
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5music.
Sun,
pm,
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:45
3-3:30 pm, church service. First Mon of each montn,
Central.
11 pm-1 am, concert.
&
News
mi.
200
meters.
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 360
weather,
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7
Eastern.
Tues, Thurs, 7:30-9:30 pm.
music, news.
WEAS, Washington, D. C. 200 mi. The Hecht Co.
Eastern.
Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
John J. Fogarty. Fla.
WEAT. Tampa, City.
la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Davidson
WEAU, Sioux
Bros Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2, 5 pm, reports,
Sun,
Fri, 8 pm, concert.
Mon, Wed,
news. service.
.
Central.
7markets,
pm. church
WEAV, Rushville, Nebr. 360 meters. 200 mi. Sheridan
etc. Mountain.
news, Service
Fri, Sun, 8-9 pm, concert,
Co. Wed, _.,,-.,
Elec.
WEAX, Little Bock, Ark.
T. J. M. Daly.
meters. 1,500 mi. Will
WEAY, Houston, Tex. 360
dinner
Horwitz (Iris Theater). Daily ex Sun, 11 am.2:30
pm,
hints, news; 12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm. time;
8-10 pm, concert Sun,
Fri,
music; 6 pm, news. Wed,
Central.
11 am, 8 pm, church services; 9 pm, concert
BenWEB. St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 800 miam. The
12-12.15
Daily ex Sun, 9-9:40
Inc. 7-9
Co., Wed,
wood 3-4.
pm.
pm.
Central.
Kans.)
Eldorado,
(300 S. Main St., .
...
Befining
Midland
Okla. Co.
Tulsa,
WEH,
500 mi. Hurlburt-Stm
Tex. 360 meters.
WEV Houston,Daily
ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm weather,
Elec. Co.
roads.
Tues, Thur, 8 pm, concert.
Central
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. St. Louis
CenDaily ex Sun, 9 am. 10, 2, 5 pm, reports.
Univ.

360 meters. 500 mi Cosradio
WEY,' Wichita, Kan.
Co. (Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun hourly, 8.40
am-12:40 pm, stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4.30
pm, weather; 8-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
CenSun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert.
weather.
Dal1.500 mi.reports,
476 meters.
Tex. Journal.
Dallas, Dallas
WFAA.las News
Daily, 10 am
and
8:30-9.30,
bedtime story;
address; 6:15-7,
12:30-1 pm,
Sun,
music.
pm
11-12
Sat,
Thurs,
Tues,
music.
pm, music.
bible class; 9:30-10:30
pm,
2:30-3:30
WF^ntraiyracuse,

^

^

M() ^

Q

F

Woese.

No

WFAc!tSuperior,<Wis.
360pm,
meters.
mi.
Superior
Badio Co. Daily, 7-7:45
news. 400
Central.
H. C. Spratley Badio
N. Y.
Poughkeepsie.discontinued.
WFAF?
Co. Temporarily
.
Badio
300 mi.
WFAG, Waterford, N. Y. 360 meters.
Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Wed,
Lab.
Engineering
Sun, 2-4 pm, church service.
Eastern.
100 mi. Elec.
360 meters.
WFAH. Port Arthur, Tex.
CentraL
Supply Co. Tues. Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Co
Asherille, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
WFAJ,
100 mi. Granite
360 meters.
WFANI, St Cloud, Minn.
pm, markets.
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 Central.
City Elec. Co.
Wed. 7:30-9 pm, entertainment
Mon
Elec. Service
Hutchinson
Minn.
Hutchinson,
WFAN,

Cameron Badio Co. and Mo.
Mo.
Cameron,
WFAQ,
WFVAeT.eSSioux°Fllls, S. D. 360 meters. 400. nri Ajgus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 12:15 pm, 1:30,
music. Tues, Thurs, Fn, 8-9 pm, con2-30, reports,
cert Fri 11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAU, Boston, Mass.
Edwin C. Lewis.
.
of
WFAV Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ.
am, 12:40 pm, weather.
10:00
Nebr Daily ex Sun,
concert.
pm,
8
Mon, Thurs, 7 pm, lectures. Thurs,
Cent'* 3,1
WFAZ Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 400 mi. S. C
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news, muBadio sic Shop.
Tues Thur,
8-10 pm.
Eastern.
mi. Straw395 meters. 1,000 am
WFli Philadelphia. Pa. Daily
reports;
ex Sun, 10
bridge & Clothier.
3:30-4:30.
music;Sat,
Wed.
1 pm, news;
concert. 6:30-7
evening, concert;
hour.2, Wed,
children's
recital:
organ
pm,
9:30
Sun,
10:30 pm, dance music.
7 -.30 church services.
Eastern.
WGAB.
Houston,
Tex.
360 meters.
2o0 ml.
QKV
Radio Elec Co.
Daily ex Sun, 8:45-9:15 am. news.
Central.
pm, news: 8-9:15 pm, concert.
Sat, 7 Ensenada,
WGAD,
Porto Bico, 360 meters.
250 mi.
Esruela Ilispano Americana de Badio Telc-grana, Inc.
Sat and Sun eve.
WGAF, Tulsa, Okla.
Goller Badio Service.

WGAH, New Haven, Conn.
New Haven Elec. Co.
WGAJ, Shenandoah, la. 360 meters. 100 mi. W. H.
Gass.
Mon. Thur, 7:30-8 pm.
Central.
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. 360 meters. 35 mL Lancaster
Elec.
Eastern,Supply & Construction Co. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7-8
pm. concert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 360 meters. 150 mi.
Orangeburg Badio Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun, 10
am, markets, weather; 11:55, time; 4 pm, Badio talk,
markets, sports; 6, music, lecture; 10, time, weather,
entertainment. Sun, 11 am, church service; 11:55,
time; 10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Slireveport, La. 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-0 pm, 8, music.
Sun, 11 am, 7 :30 pm, church service.
Central.
WGAR, Fort Smith, Ark.
Southwest American.
WGAU, Wooster, O. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa.
Ernest C. Albright.
WGAX, Washington C. H., O. 360 meters. 75 mi.
Badio Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. music, news;
9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. North
Western Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather:
11:30, news; 1 pm, Univ. activities; 4:30, news. Sun,
10:30-12 am, sermon.
Central.
WGAZ. South Bend, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. South
Bend Tribune. Dally ex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household
hints, menus; 5-5:30 pm, music. Tues, Thurs, Sat,
7-8 pm, music.
Central.
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa. 300 meters. Begister and
Tribune. Tues, Fri, 7:30 pm, entertainment Sat,
10 pm. music.
Sun. 5 pm, church service.
Central.
WG1, Medford Hillside, Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi.
Am. Badio & Research Corp. Daily, 5-6:45 pm,
Children's Hour, reports codes. Tues, Sat. 8:30-10
pm, concert. Wed, 6:45-S:30 pm. Thurs, Fri. 9:30-11
pm, concert. Tues. Fri, 2 pm, Amrad Women's Club.
Sun. 4-5 pm, 830, church services; 9, concert.
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 2,000 mi. Thos.
F.
J. Howlett.
concert.
Eastern. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:45-11:30 pm,
WGM, Atlanta, Ga. 429 meters. 1,500 mi. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed. 6-7 pm,
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Sun, 3:304:30 pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Wed,
12-1 am. concert.
Central.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Daily ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather;
(Mon. Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5. music, reports:
Mon. Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm. concert. Sun, 3 pm, vesper
services.
Eastern.
Daylight Saving.
WGV. New Orleans, La. 400 mi. Interstate Elec. Co.
Mon. Wed, Sat. 8-9 pm, 12-1, music, talks. Sat. 7:308 :30 pm.
Central.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 380 meters. 1,000 mi.
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 12:30 pm,
6, 10, reports, time, sports. Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri,
2-2:30 pm. 7:45. concert. Sat, 9 pm, special. Fri.
10:30 pm, special. Sun, 10:30 am, 4 pm, 7:30 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison. Wis. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun. 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather.
Daily ex Sat. Sun. 7 pm. lectures, news. Mon.
Thurs, 7:30 pm, agriograms, concerts, sports. Sat,
12:15-1 pm, music, codes. Sun, 1:30-2:30 am. concert. Central.
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 200 mi. Univ. of Iowa. Mon,
Tues, Wed. Fri. 8:30 pm, lecture, concert, news. Sat,
9 pm, sports.
Central.
WHAB. Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Clark
W. Thompson Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:45 am. 11. 3:30
pm. 5. reports, music, news. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 8 pm,
entertainment. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
CentraL
WHAC, Waterloo. la. 360 meters. 150 ml. Cole Bros.
Elec. Co. Daily, 6 pm, news, sports. Mon. Wed,
Fri. 9:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. Marquette
Univ. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment Central.
WHAE, Sioirx City, la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec.
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-5:30 pm, music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music.
Central.
WHAG, Cincinnati. O. 100 mi. Univ. of Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAH, .Toplin, Mo.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport. la. 360 meters. 30 mi. Eadio
Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WHAK. Clarksburg, W. Va. Boberts Hdwe. Co. 50
mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAL, Lansing, Mich. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Capital News. Daily ex Sun. 12:30 pm. 2:55, 4:30.
Mon, Wed. Fri. 7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight. Sun,
2:30 pm.
Central.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. Univ. of Bochester.
WHAO. Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Frederick
A. Hill.
Daily. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WHAP, Decatur. 111. 100 mi. Otta & Kuhns. No.
definite schedule.
WHAQ. Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 75 mi.
Semmes Motor Co. Mon, 7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
Eastern.
WHAR, Atlantic City, N. J. Paramount Badio & Elec.
Co.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-5
pm. 730-9. Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church service. Mon night, silent.
CentraL
WHAV, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-1 pm, music. Mon. Wed. Fri, 6-8 pm, concert. Tues. Thur,
6-7 pm, music.
Eastern.
WHAW. Tampa, Fla. 200 mi. Pierce Elec. Co. Temporarily discontmued.
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 380 meters. 75 mi. Huntington Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, 3 pm, music; 6
pm, markets, news, weather, BPOrts. Mon. Wed, Fri,
8 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm, sermon; 4 pm, concert.
Central.
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y. 380 meters. 2.000 mi. Bensselaer
Polytechnic Inst Mon, 8:15-9:30 pm, music. Transcontinental second Monday of each month. 12-1:30
am, music.
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 1.000 mL
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily. 10 am, 3 pm,
5, weather.
Daily
ex Thurs,
Sun, 2 pm,
7. bedtime stories.
Tues.
Sun,ladies'
8-10 hour;
pm, concert.
Central.
WHO, Morgantown, W. Va. W. Va. University. Temporarily discontinued.
WriK, Cleveland, 0. 360 meters. 300 mi. Warren R.
Cox. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm.
4-4:30, music; 6-6:30, news, music. Wed, Sun. 8-9:45
pm. sermon, concert.
Eastern.
WHN, Brooklyn, N. Y. 360 meters. 250 mi Dally ex
Sun, 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm, 2:15-3:15, 3:45-5*80.
Mon, Wed. Sat, 7:30-12 pm. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:S012 pm. Sun, 9:30-10:30 am, 3-6 pm, 9:30-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAB, Bockford, 111. 360 meters. 50 mi. Joslyn
Automobile Co. Tues, Fri, 7:30-3:30 pm. music.
Sun, 12-1 pm, church services.
Central.
WIAC, Galveston, Tex. 485 also. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat. evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. Ocean
City Yacht Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAE, Vinton, la. 360 meters. 75 mi. Zimmerman
Badio Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 9 pm. music, news.
Wed, 8 pm, band concert. Sun, 2:30 pm, music.
Central.New Orleans, La. 360 meters. 300 mi. G. A.
WIAF,
DeCortin.
Tues, Central.
8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am.
church services.
WIAH, Newton, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Continental
Badio & Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm. music, news.
Mon, 7:30-8 pm. Sun, 10:45-12 m, church services.
Central.Rprignfleld, Mo. 360 meters, 300 mi. Heer
WIAI,
Stores Co. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-11 am, reports, news.
Tues. Thurs. 7:30-8:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15 pm, music,
entertainment
Central.
WIAJ, Neenah, Wise. Fox Biver Valley Radio Supply
Co.
WIAK. Omaha, Neb. 360 meters. 300 mi. Daily
Joumal-Stockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10,
10:20, 12 m, 1:30 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.

W,A(U Milwaukee, Wis, 360 meters. 200 ml. School
Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 11-30-11^45
of Engineering.
7-7:30, music.
Central.
WIAQ. Marion, Ind.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
??,-9ftT,i,,i":,1rV1?:1i0
lectu"; 1505'6 "m- news;
WIAR
Paducab Ky. 360pm'meters.
Paducah
Evening Sun. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, ml.
reports, news
music, 7-8 pm, concert, lecture, etc. Central
WIAS, Burlington, la. 360 meters. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye
WIAT, Tarkio. Mo.
Leon T. Noel.
WIAU, Le Mars, la. Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
WIAV, Binghampton. N. Y. N. Y. Eadio Lab.
<»*»«•
S'9 Bm'
' ThUr9'
CeMr
al
WIAW,
Saginaw,
Mich.
Saginaw Badio & Elec. Co.
WIAY, Washington, D. C. 224 meters. 200 mi. Woodward & Lothrop. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm.
music. Tues, Fri, 6:45 pm, reports. Mon. Sat, 8-10
WIK,
Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. K & L.
concert.
pm, McKeesport,

9:30-10:30 pm.
1:30-2:30
6:30-7Thurs,
Eastern.
pm.
Fo£,,p2-»
Daily Sun,
ex Sun'
63""7 pmPm-andTues.
WIL. Washington. D. C. 360 meters. 100 mi. Continental Elec. Supply
entertainment
Eastern.Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm.. music,
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa. 509 meters. 2.000 mi. Gimbel
Bros, and Public Ledger. Daily ex Sun. 6-6:30 pm.
Daily. 2-3 pm, 7-7:30 pm. Tues, 7-12 pm. Sat,
Eastern.
Sun, am, pm, church service.
10:10-12 m.
"*•!?,(
360 meters.
200 pm,
mi 7-8.
Cino reports,
Radio
entertainment
Central.
Mtg. Cincinnati.
Co. Daily O.
ex Sun,
12 m, 3:30
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 800 mi. Am. Elec.
Co. Mon, Thurs. 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special. Sun,
8-9 pm, church services.
Central.
WiAD-'
meters.
mi. pm,
Jackson's
Radio 7aco'
Engrng. T?xLab. 36°
Daily
ex Sun,5003:30-4
news,
music. service.
Mon, Fri,
8-9, concert. Sun, 11-12 am.
church
Central.
WiAF'
Elec.
M°n10-12

s/UQcie, Ind. 200 mi. Muncie Press and Smith
Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news, music.
Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm, music Sun,
am, 2-3:30 pm, church services.
Central.

WiA£'
Nebr.
360 meters.
Daily JJorfolk,
News. Daily
ex Sun,
12:15 pm,1505. mi.
5:30, Norfolk
reports.
Central.
WJAJ, Dayton, O. Y. M. C. A
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 360 meters. 250 mi. White
Badio Lab. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-10:50 am. music;
=05-11:20, reP°rts, news; 6-6:30 music, news. Wed,
i1
Central.
8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
WJAM, Cedar Eapids, la. 360 meters. 50 mi. D. M.
Perham.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm. music.
CentraL
WJAN. Peoria, 111. 280 meters. 300 mi. Peoria Star.
Daily ex Sun, 9:15 am. 10:30, 1:30 pm, markets,
weather agriograms; 5:30, sports. Tues, 9:15-10:45
pm, concert.
Central.
WJAP, Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 200 mi. Kelley
Duluth Co. Mon, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music. Mon,
Thurs, Sat. 10:30-12 midnight. Sun. 11-12 m, pipe
organ, 12-1 pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central.
WJAR, Providence, B. I. 360 meters. 600 mi. The
Outlet Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 1-2:30 pm, 5-6.
Mon, Tues,
Thurs, Saving.
7-8 pm. Fri. 8-10 pm, concert.
Eastern.
Daylight
WJAS, Pittsburgh. Pa. 360 meters. 150 mi. Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader).
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Wed,
Fri, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WJAT, Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. KelleyVawter Jewelry Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm. concert.
Central.
WJAX. Cleveland. O. 390 meters. 1.000 mi. Union
Trust Co. Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9-9:45 am, 1010:45, 2-2:45 pm, 3-3:45, music, financial reports,
news. Tues, 7:30-9:30
entertainment.
Eastern pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm,
WJAZ,
Chicago, 111. Chicago Badio Lab.
WJD, Granville, O. 229 meters.
100 mi. Denison Univ.
WJH,
C. educational
360 meters.lectures.
200 mi. CentraL
White
...?'.r.1' Washington,
Sat- 5"6 P™. D.
music,
& Boyer Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports: 1-2
pm.
music.Eastern.
Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert; 8 pm. church
services.
WJX.
New York,
N. Y. De Forest Badio Telephone &
Telegraph
Co.
WJY,
New YorkCo. City. 405 meters. E. C. A. and
Westinghouse
WJZ, Newark, N. J. 455 meters. 1,500 mi. Eadio
Corp. and Westinghouse Elec. Co. Mon. Thurs. Fri,
8:30-10:30 pm. Tues, 7-10:30 pm. Wed, 9-10:30
pm.
Sat, 8:30-11 pm.
Sun. 8:30-10 pm.
Eastern
WKAA, Cedar Eapids, la. 200, 360 meters. 200 mi. H.
F. Paar, Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports: 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 360 meters. 400 mi. The
Lincoln Star.
Fri. 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment. Tues,
Central.
WKAD, East Providence, R. I. Charles Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls. Tex.
W. S. Badio Supply Co.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Planet Badio Co.
WKAK.
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala. 360 meters. 200 mi. AlaBadio Mfg.
Co. Mon. Wed, Fri. 6:30-7 pm,
music, bama
news.
Central.
WKAP, Granston, B I. Wilcox Flint
WKAQ, San Juan, Porto Bico. 360 meters. 1.500 mi,
Badio
Corp. of Eastern.
Porto Bico. Tues, Sat, 7:30-9 pm,
entertainment.
WKAR. East Lansing. Mich.
Mich. Agrl. College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. L. B.
Central.Music Co. Mon, Fri, Sat, 8-9:15 pm, music.
Lines
WKAV. Laconia, N. H. Laconia Badio Club.
WKAW, Beloit, Wis. 242 meters. 100 mi. Turner
Cycle
CentraL Co. Daily 12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30. concert.
WKAX, Bridgeport, Conn.
75 mi. Wm. A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Brenau
College. No definite schedule. College activities.
Thurs. 8:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WKC, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Jos. M.
Zamoiski Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastem, daylight saving.
WKN, Memphis, Tenn.
Biechman-Crosby Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. 360 meters. 500 mi.
WKY Badio Shop. Dally ex Sun, 9:45-10 am, 10:15.
11:15, 11:45, 12:15 pm, 1:15, markets, weather; 2:30
pm, concert; 7:30 pm, sports, specials: 9 pm. weather,
news.
Tues, Thurs, Fri, pm, concerts.
Central.
WL2. Fairfield. O. U. S. Army.
WLAC. Baleigh, N. C. N. C. State College.
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn. 417 meters. 1,000 mi.
Cutting & Wash. Eadio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 9:30
am. 10:10, 10:30, 11:30, 1:30 pm, 2:20, 4:30, reports;
6-6:30 pm, children's hour: 6:30-7:30, lecture. Tues,
Wed, Fri, music. Mon, 10:10 pm, concert. Thursv
9:15
Central.pm, concert Sat, 8:30, 10:30 pm, concert.
WLAH, Syracuse, N. Y.
Samuel Woodworth.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Waco Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WLAK,
BellowsBadio
Falls,Co.Vt. Tulsa.
Vermont
WLAL. Tulsa
Okla.Farm Machine Co.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville. Kv.
W. V. Jordan.
WLAQ. Kalamazoo. Mich.. 360 meters. 100 mi. A. E.
Schilling.
No regular program.
Central.
WLAS, Hutchinson. Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. V.
Plush. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:20. 11:30. 12:30
pm;
1:30,
5:15,
pm,
music.
Central.
5-6. music.
Wed,markets,
8-9 pm,weather:
concert.12:30-1:15
Sun, 3 pm,
WLAT, Burlington, la. Eadio and Specialty Co.
WLAV,
Pensacola.
Fla.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Elec.
ment. Central.
Shop. Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertain(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear index.)
next week.
With this will appear the citystation
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WDAR (Eastern. 395). 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M.. Organ
recital sniTilfv Theater; Dinner dance music, Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Shore talks aiui
Butloal program: 4:30-6:00 P. M.. "Affairs of (ho
Heart," BftO Login; Ihv.i.l Daddv wlU> llw HI'l"
lot.. 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream D«l>ly wfltfi boss and
girls.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Addreas. "Public ruhties aiul the Public," W. If. Holland; 8:309:30 P. M.. H.viuil. Un, Allien l. Scales, linger;

11:00-12:00. Music. B. 1. Whittle Musk- Company,
WFI (Easturn. 395). 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Musual election* and abort talks: 1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music.
Meyer Davie Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra: 3:00-4:30
P. M.. ltcvltal; 6:00-7:30 P. M.. Musical program:
8:00-9:50 P. M., Vocal and musical selections: 10:1012:00 P. M.. Danco music. -Meyer Davis lScllevue-Stratronl Orchestra.
WGR (Eaatern, 360. Daylight Savlno), 2:00-3:00 P. M..
.•; 8:00 P. M., Hoy Scout Radiogram.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M., Uualc and address,
"Causes of Malnutrition — What Conditions in Your
Child's Q, Life
May
Interfere
McOonnlck;
7:45 P. with
M.. Normal
Musical Growth,"
Cambrian chorus; "Senano,"
Kuth Mabay,
pianist;
■•Heaven
at tile End of the Road."
"Sweet.
Sweet
Lady." "The Lamp in the West." Chorus; "Mrs.
Murphy's First Auto Hide." "Myself and Me."
Esther P. Webbers;, reader: "Bolero." Harold Wright,
violinist; "1 Heard a Cry." "Pawn In the Desert."
Primmer, contralto; "Bustle of Spring," Kuth
Bfabey. pianist; "The Soul of the Violin." Esther
Welsberg. reader; "Give a Man a Horse He Can Bide."
"Cradle Bong," "Glorious Forever." Chorus: "In the
Time of Hoses." "Japanese Lullaby." "Laddie." Viola
Primmer, contralto; "Slumber Song," Harold Wright,
violinist: "Boss," "In the old Town Hall." Esther
Welsberg. reader; "Sally in Our Alley." "The Land o'
the Le;U." Chorus: "Sweet and Low," Chorus.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital.
H. C. Conrad. Alamo Theater; .Margaret Munro,
pianist: Buby Freeman, soprano : Concert, Mary Anderaon Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M., Child N'ight,
direction of Florence Montz; Heading, "An Interesting
Historical."
WIP (Eastern. 509). 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Short talks and
musical selections; 1:00-2:00 P. M.. Dinner dance
music; 3:00-4:30 P. M.. Song recital; 6:00-7:30 P. M..
Dinner dance music: Uncle Wip's bedtime stories;
8:00-9:50 P. M.. Musical program; 10:10-12:00 P. M..
Dance music.
WJAX (Eastern. 390). 7:30 P. M., Dance program.
Everette Tryou's Dance Orchestra.
WLW (Eastern. 360), 10:00 P. M.. Entertainment. Quartet from "Rigoletto." "Copper Moon." Opera Quartet;
"The Great Awakening." Herbert C. Schatz, baritone;
Soprano and tenor duet. Helen Kessing. Richard
Pavey; Soprano solo, Helen Kessing: Reading, Blanco
W. Thompson: "When Will the Sun Shine for Me!"
Quartet; "Nocturne," "Prelude," Margaret Ballentln,
pianist; "Griggsley Station." "A Sad Mistake."
Blance
chestra. W. Thompson, reader; Aichele Novelty OrWMAQ (Central, 448, Daylight Saving). 7:00 P. M..
Readings.
Mary Agnes
Doyle: Talk
Rockwell Stephens,
automobile
editoronof "Auto
ChicagoTrails."
Daily
News: 9:15 P. M., Musical program. Nesta Smith,
violinist; Margaret Wilson, pianist.
WMC (Central, 500), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Hotel Chisea
Philharmonic
Orchestra. Clara Ahern. director.
WOC (Central. 484). 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert; 7:00
P. M.,Maude
MusicalMiller
program.
Ei-winBosetta
Swindell.
Clara Swanson.
Wheeler.
Wagner,
S. B.
Moats;
P. M..
Lecture.
Berquist, 8:00Rock
Island.
I1L "The A-l American Boy."
WOO (Eastern. 509) 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M.. Organ
recital; Mary E. Vogt organist; 2:00-3:00 P. M„ Short
talk and musical selections: 4:30-6:00 P. M., Organ
recital. Mary E. Vogt. organist: 7:30-8:00 P. M.,
Musical selections.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 7:00 P. M., The Town Crier; News
Orchestra: Vocal selections, Edward S. Piggins. baritone; Talk, John W. Laird, president of Albion College; Hawaiian duet, John Kaibui. Henry Carter.

Friday, May 18
CFCA (Eastern, 400, Daylight Saving), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert, Selection from "Cavalleria Busticana." Star
Orchestra; Tenor solo. W. J. Colebrook; "Ballet La
Source."Both,
Orchestra;
III."
Mannie
violinist;"Hungarian
Tenor solo, Dance
W. J. No.
Colebrook:
"Gold and Silver." Orchestra; "Souvenir," Mannie
Both, violinist; "Sheperds' Hey," Orchestra; Tenor
solo. W. J. Colebrook; "Soldiers' Joy," Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 360), 5:15 P. M., Concert. KDKA Orchestra; 6:157:30
P. M-,
Chas. L. Hill;
P. IH..Address,
Concert, "Guernsey
Pitt MusicalCattle,"
Clubs.
Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburgh.
KFDB (Pacific, 400), 2:00-2:30 P. M„ Health program,
Kan Francisco Tuberculosis Ass'n; 8:00-10:00 P. M.,
"Dads' and Lads' Night." "Grandfather's Boy," Dr.
Warren J. Slurmanl pastor Central M. E. Church;
Harry Kolb. whistling solo; "Our Dads," Bob Koll:
"Sons Thru
Antsin.
vocalist.a Dad's Specs," Arthur More; Bay
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 1:15 P. M., Concert; 6:45-7:30
P. M., Children's Hour; Musical program; Bedtime
Btory. "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00 P. M., Program,
"Death
Valley," Dr. Frederick Munson.
KSD (Central 546). 8:00-9:45 P. M.. Vocal selections:
Organ recital; Concert, Grand Central Theater Orchestra.
KYW (Central. 447, Daylight Saving). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, courtesy of Lyon & Healy; 9:05-9:25
P. M., Book reviews, Llewellyn Jones: 10:00-1:00
P. M„ Midnight Bevue.
WBAP (Central, 476). 7:15-8:00 P. M., Concert, vocal
and instrumental selections; 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, Orchestra of North Texas State Normal School,
Denton, Tex. ; B. S. Biggs, director.
WBZ (Eastern, 442), 6:00 P. M.. Concert. WBZ Concert
Orchestra, C. J. Fairfield; 7:30 P. M., Talk. "Between
You and Me and the Motor Car," A. B. Vincent;
7:45 P. M., "The Necessity of Keeping Good Records."
Thomas McCarry, Tax Consultant; 8:00 P. M-. Concert. Octave Club of Agawam, Harold L. Hudson:
WP.Z Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. 305), 11:00 A. M.-l:00 P. M.. Organ
recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner dance music. Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Vocal and piano
selections: 4 30-6:00 P. M., Talk. "Affairs of the
Heart," Betsy Logan; Dream Daddy with the little
tots; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys and
girls; 8:00 P. M. -12:00 P. M., Orchestra.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address, Dr.
Stewart Hyer. of Southern Methodist University. Sunday-school lessons; 830-9:30 P. M., Orchestra and
Chorus, A. Harris & Co., music.
WFi (Eastern. 395), 10*0-11*0 P. M., Musical selections and short talks; 1*0-2:00 P. M.. Dinner music.
Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra:
3:00-430 P. M., Song recital, Strawbridge and
Clothier Male Quartet; 6:00-7 30 P. M.. Dance music.
Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; Children's
Own Half-Hour Stories by Cousin Sue.
WGB (Eastern. 360. Daylight Saving), 2:00-3:00 P. M„
Music; 8:00
P. M., Herman
Musical E.
program.
Theater
Orchestra.
Schultz.Shea's Court St.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1*0 P. M., Music and talk. "Rules
to Follow in Cake-Making." Modern Priscilla: 7 35
P. M., Health Talk, "Eradicating Tuberculosis in
Cattle," Bute Dept. of Health; 7:45 P. IH., Radio
drama, "The Lion and the Mouse"; "Gavotte." WGY
Instrumental Quartet; "A Dance of Oldeu Days,"
Quartet; "Memories of Childhood." "A La Polacca."
"Valse Brilllante," Quartet; 10:30 P. M„ Concert;
"The American," WGY Instrumental Quartet; "A
Bowl of Boseg," "Evening Love Song," Harriet Ensign, contralto; "Farewell," Quartet; "Valse." Frank
MacKenna. pianist; "Melodle," Quartet; "Shadows."
Harriet Ensign: "Songs Without Words." "Consolation." "Boat Song." Frank MacKenna. pianist: "Intermezzo," Quartet; "Deep River," Harriet Ensign;
"Tarantelle."
Frank
MacKenna:
"Tango."
Quartet.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital,
H. C. Conrad, Alamo Theater; Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra: 730-9:00 P. M.. Concert. Delta
Omicron Sorority of Louisville Conservatory of Music.
Ruth Huffer, director; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, 509), 10:00-11*0 A. M., Short business
£lks; 1:00-2*0 P. M.. Dinner dance music: 3:00-4:30
P. M., Song recital and short talks; 6:00-7:30 P. M.,
Dinner dance music; Uncle Wip's bedtime stories.

WMAQ (Central, 448. Daylight Saving). 4:35 P. M..
Travelogue, Homer Barton; 7:00 P. M., Talk of New
England Music. Man E. Oberndorfsi i Louise Steele,
soprano; 9:15 P. M., Musical program, Mrs. U. J.
Brewer, violinist; Ml.-s Bowman,
pianist.
WMC (Contral. 500). 8*0 P. M., Concert, Hotel Qayoao
Orchestra, Gaaper Pappalurdo, director: 11:00 P. M.,
Midnight Frolic.
WOC (Contral, 484), 3:30 P. M.. Talk, C. E. Wilent;
5:45 P. M., Chimes concert: 7:00 P. M., Musical program. I". S. C, Orchestra; 8:00 P. M.. lecture. "(Ill/.ens' Military Training Camps." Major B. E. Carmody, Cavidry, U. S. A.
WOO (Eastern. 509), 11:00 A. M.-l*0 P. M.. Organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt. organist: 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Song recital; 4:30-6*0 P. M.. Organ rocltal. Mary E.
Vogt. organist; 7:30-8:00 P. M.. Musical program;
8*0-12:00
P. M., Hand selections by J. \V. C, I.
Band,
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 7*0 P. M., Tho Town Crior: News
poet; News Orchestra, Vocal selections, pupils of MarOUfl kellernuimi.

DIGE ST

Sunday, May 20
KFDB
(Paolflc.
Henge.400). 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories,
uennlone
KPO
11*0-12:15 P. M.. ,s,„,,,i „„, ■„■■
Organ (Paolflo.
recital; 400),
readings,
KYW

(Central.

CFCA (Eastern, 400, Daylight Savlno). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert, Selection from "Tom Jones." Star Orchestra;
"DannymentHoy,"
Kate JacUsou.Concerta,
contralto;Harry
SecondAdaskiu.
Movefrom Tscliiiikowsky
violinist; "Slxellieta," Orchestra; "Lullaby," Kato
Jackson; "Kspana." Orchestra; "Entrance of tho
Boyers," Orchestra; Contralto solo, Kato Jackson:
"Serenade D'Amour." Orchestra; Soldiers' Chorus
from "Faust." Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 360), 2:00 P. M., Concert: 5:05 P. M..
Organ recital; Howard K. Webb, organist; 7:30 P. M..
Concert, Mearlo W. Forney; Choral Club. Butler St.
Methodist Church, Pittsburgh: "Inilammatus," "Rigoletto." "The Lass With the Delicato Air," "Do Not
Go. Mv Love," "The Y'ear's ar. the Spring," "Largo,"
"My Faith Looks Up to Thee," "I Heard You Pass
By." "I Dreamt I Heard You Singing," "Lucia di
Lammermoor," "Fairy Bark." "Daybreak," "Minor
and Major," "The Lost Chord," "By Babylon's

Daylight

Saving).

1 1 :00

A

M

Pilgrims'
Church,
Oak Park.
III. •
7AJX"-.»
30 P.'"mister.
M.,
livening
Club services'
Musical
program,
ChoirSunday
of One Bundred, direction of Edgar
...„.5im:
hpeaker.
Cornelius
Woelfkln,
New
fork
Cits
WBAP (Contral. 476). 11*0 A. M. -12:15 P. Mil, ml,
services. First Methodist Church, Itcv. .1 W Berlin

WBZ

(Eastern. 442). 8:15 P. M., Church sendees. Kev.
"trgin,
organi
Foster,
st. church,
pastor:
nuartet.
Holyoke;
of
Metboibsi
Highland
".pastor
L|sChurch
i i Will
iV

WDAP

Saturday, May 19

447,

Church
Hall, Dr.
B>, F Shej
pastor; services.
Musical Orchestra
program under
direction
of Daniel
l'rotheroa; 3:30 P. M.. Chapel services, Ernest Bourner

(Central,

390,

Daylight

Saving),

9:15

P.

M.,

WFAA (Central 476). 2:30-3:30 P. M„ Bible Class,
wrali™ £.,,"2Rt7 "l"1 Dl'"lw Concert Knsenible.
Church,
Dallas;
Music; 9:30-10:00
ers Orchestra.
M.. Pre
byterlan
Fi,;:i
Jr., pastor P.
; Anderson,
i,;,;l",„
Pootwaim-

Choral
Society:
Orauudn,"
Chorus; ,
"VarlatiouB—
Old "Nightfall
Black Joe." In Esther
Wall,
plnnlsl
"Slumber Song;," Mm. John sipie, contralto: "Venus
v"alee," Oscar E. Bacon, cornellst; "Daybreak,"
■'BvenlnB," Chorus: "Avo Maria," Mrs. ICrank Shattuck, violinist; "Tho Rosary," Edward F. Mvers,
t, urn ■; "Night In June," Ladies' Chorus; "Melody In
B\" Merrill Abbot. vIollnlKl; John Blerly, cell! I
Belme Chullir, pianist; "By tho Waters or Mlnnotonka," BeSM W. Hall, soprano; "Sen-nade." .Male
Chorus; "Romance," "Rondlno," Mrs. Frank Sluittuck, violinist: "Sweet and Low." "How Can I Leuvo
Thee." "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot." Edward I'".
Myers; Piano solo, Mrs. Edward llatloran; "Mighty
"Tho aSilent
Soa,"
Chorus.
LalC
Rose,"
Ladles'
Quartet: "Intermezzo," Trio:
WMC (Contral, 500), 8:00 P. M.. Concert, Washington
Mv
ipators, ii. ii. (iulnett. director.
WOO (Eastern, 509), 11:00 A. M.-l*0 P. M.. Organ
recital, Man' K. Vogt. organist; 2*0-3*0 P. M..
Short
talks and
musical
selections;
P. M.,
Song recital.
Organ
recital,
Mary 10.4:30-6*0
Yogi, organist;
7:30-8*0 P. M., Baseball scores and results of simitlng events; 8:00-12*0 P. M„ Orchestra.

Reviews of Books

WFI

(Eastern, 395), 4:00 P. M„ Chapel services; 7:30
Church,
Kev.
Clarence
Edward
c.'„„M,;' .Sermon.
Church
service
Arch
Street
Presbyterian
Maeartnej
chestra.
a u''«0rgan
"dial.
Alton
K. Dougherty;
10:30
WHK (Eastern. 390), 8*0 P. M., Concert. WHK Or■„r.-„M-u Organ recital.

WGR

(Eastern, 360,

Daylight Saving), 3:00 P.

M.. Ves-

S,urci;,roi";-:hrl{stVAve'
W«AE
(9Sntra, 40o)' E"1CSt
9:57 *•H' M.,Eay'
OrganB,duaond
music: 10:00
i'„f' Church
services. organist;
Rev. Dr. Austin
Middlcton ;
Mildred
fecblerbcrban,
MargaretR. nickel,
soprano: Ethel M. Tuellfl. contralto; 4:00-5*0 P. M
Sacred Concert. The Beachmont Trio; Mrs. .1 Harry
ITent, soprano; Mrs. Blance Throp. soprano: Hedwlg

How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location,ment store
equipment and arrangePrice, $2.00.

Lefax Radio Handbook. A loose- leaf
handbook. This book never grows old or
out of date. All of the latest apparatus
and hook-ups are added as time goes on.
Anything
that grows old is taken out and
rornmaiTs't
Coutralto;
MrsHaz«i
Willingtcr,
ac?
new
leaves
substituted.
Price, $3.50.
Tunlty Memorial Chapel, B. Janney Rudderow minWTH,dh-4rrn'
5?9,)-/,Ll:0°,
A' organist
M" Church
services.
Holy
ister
^Ernest
Felix
Potter,
Home
Radio.
How to Make It. By A.
and
choir
eader,
male choir; 2:00-3:30 P. M„ Musical program.
KFDB
(Pacific,
400),
2*0-2:30
P.
M..
Talk.
"Radio":
2:30-3:00 P. M.. Music.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 1:15 P. M.. Music; 6:45-7:30 P. IH..
adapted for the amateur that desires to
Wave."
Children's
Hour; Music; Bedtime story. "Uncle John";
WCLhVurc!iE^So Covenant*"
A' "- Ch™*
8e"1-'
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
8:00-10*0 P. M., Program, Negro talent.
full page illustrations and diagrams.
KPO
(Pacific, 400). 8*0-10:00 P. M., Dance program.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00-9:45 P. M., Concert. Missouri
Price, 75c.
Theater Orchestra; Organ recital, Vocal numbers.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
KYW (Central, 447, Daylight Saving), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
and R. R. H. The underlying principles
Musical program, courtesy of W. W. Kimball Co. :
of
Radio thoroughly explained in simple
9*5-9:25
P.
M.,
"Under
the
Evening
Lamp,"
Youth's
Companion.
K&P,B
,'Pac'fle. *00). 2*0-2:30 P. M„ Book chat Paul
Elder's
book store; 2:30-3*0 P. M.,' TaT: 8:00-10*0
language and understandable illustrations.
WBAP (Central, 475), 7:00-7:20 P. M„ Review of SunThis
book will teach you how to construct
day School Lesson. Mrs, W. F. Barnum. leader of
Barnum Bible Class, First Methodist Church.
and operate a receiving set successfully.
WBZ (Eastern, 442), 7:45 P. M., Literary Evening,
Price, $1.50.

Monday, May 21

"Under the Evening Lamp," Youth'9 Companion; 8*0
P. M., Concert, John L. Thompson, baritone: Grace
Thompson, pianist.
WDAP (Central, 390. Daylight Saving), 10:00 P. M„
Musical program, Ariston trio; Danco* music; Jack
Chapman's Orchestra
WDAR (Eastern, 395), 11:00 A. M. -1:00 P. M.. Organ
recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner dance music. Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra; 2*0-3*0 P. M., Vocal selections:
430-6:00 P. M., Short talks; Dream Daddy with little
tots; 7:30-8:00 P. M.. Dream Daddy with boys and
girls.
WFAA (Central, 476), 1230-1:00 P. M., Address. E.rof.
Clyde P.Eagleton,
"Current
Comment";
9:30
M., Terrill
SchoolHistory
Orchestra.
Harold 8:30Hart
Todd : II :00- 1 2 :00 P. M ., Walter Paul Romberg, violinist; Miss Romberg, violinist; Mrs. Romberg, pianist.
WFI (Eastern, 395), 10:00-11*0 P. M., Short talks;
1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; 3:00-430 P. M., Concert: 6:007:30 P. M., Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; Children's own half-hour stories
by Cousin Gertrude; 8:00-9:50 P. M.. Musical program; 10:10-12:00 P. M., Dance music, Meyer Davis
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, 360, Daylight Saving), 8:00 P. M„ Concert, Vincent Lopaz' Orchestra, Hotel Statler.
WGY
(Eastern, 380), 8:00 P. M., Dance music. Cain's
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Organ recital,
H. C. Conrad. Alamo Theater; Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Mrs. Mary Louise Dohn. sopranos Laela B. Cain, reader; 7 30-9*0 P. M.. Concert, Mary Hook Bettinger, soprano; Mrs. Bobert K.
Van Pelt, contralto; Robert Stein, tenor; Frances
Sellors, whistler; Prof. Henry Dryer, Henry Dryer,
Jr., saxophonists; Helen I. Mitchell, pianist; Reading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode"; Grace Deppe,
soprano: Margaret Munro, pianist.
WIP (Eastern, 509), 10:00-11:00 P. IH., Musical program; 1*0-2:00 P. M., Dinner dance music: 3*0-430
P. M., Song recital and piano selections: 6*0-7 30
P. M., 8:00-9:50
Dinner dance
Unclemusical
Wip's program;
bedtime
stories;
P. M.,music:
Song and
10:10-12*0
P. M., Dance music.
WMAQ (Central. 448, Daylight Saving), 7:00 P. M.,
Vocal selections, Chas. W. Green, tenor; Talk, L. C.
Grundeland, Live Stock Editor of Chicago Daily News;
9:15 P. M., Concert, Pennsylvania Railroad Band.
WMC (Central, 500), 8:00 P. M., Program by talent
from Wynne, Ark., arranged by H. K. Barwick.
WOC (Central, 484), 12:00 M., Chimes concert: 3:30
P. M., Talk, C. C. Hall; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert;
7:00 P. M., Musical program, Erwin Swindell. "Girls'
Glee Club. Monmouth College"; 9:30 P. M.. Dance
program, P. S. C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, 509), 11*0 A. M.-l*0 P. M.. Organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt. organist; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Short
talks: 4:30-6*0 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt,
organist.

^"^
WDA,?
395),ass5U„SS^i
11:00 A. cSan
Je,?ce,TRu
wrer^f-Co^
P.
M Cham"
Oriran
recital(Eastern,
W|!aAhoo^«estr7a6)'
P' M"VusicV
C™
™
Stanley
Theater9:3°-,0:3°
; Dinner M.-l:00
dance
AreadU
Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00 P. M
Vocal selec
tions; 4:30-6:00 P. M„ Talk. "Affairs i-f the iajart "
Betsy Logan; Dream Daddy with little totsl 7:30
p m" D,r?am Daddy with boys and girls; 8*0-12*0
chestra

uslcal

Dro«™In,

Arcadia

Cafe

Dance

Or-

WgFimEif-Uonj-m?5)P l»:0°-'!:n» P- «•'. Musical proBelS^J'0i?r"?tV0^PVil?V Dllln" music. Meyer Davis
Recit^ fi nntf70.r^ rJot!j Orchestra; 3*0-4:30 P. M..
Davis heii?°n',7„:ft P.V ",•■ ^Pinner t,ance musi<=. Meyer
half hTe"?tratf0!:dby Cousin
Hotel Orchestra;
Children's
wrnown 4«:;h(>uro?»ones
Sue.
Music l*n'p36M' DW»9ht Saving). 2:00-3*0 P. M..
New
«f\iM"
Eveni'
Selli,le
Buffalo by Auction.
taiKs.Ho?;?
1*0-2.00
P. M..
Dinner
dance
music;
WIPlS™S!;
S£e?^s' "Buffalo's Main 3*0-4:30
Assets."
talki ?-nn ^t^d' L? :0?C " :0° p- M- Sho" business
JT^^'.V(Eastern,
ano f""1
sone
recital:
6:00-7:30
P. M.. DinWL.W
360), 8*0 P. M„ Concert, The
Bellevue

AMERICA

BUY

HERE

COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
ULTRA AUDION CIRCUIT
(Known as Wonder Circuit).
COMPLETE
REINART2

PARTS
SETS

FOR

COMPLETE
PARTS
STEP
AMPLIFIER

FOR

2

COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
,
U. S. A.
(Aviation
WESTERN

SIGNAL
CORPS
Type 194-W)
ELECTRIC
PHONE

MAGNAV0X,
SPEAKERS,
SOCKET
TUBE

FOR

COMPLETE
KNOCKED
RECEIVING

UV-199

PARTS
DOWN
SET

WD-12 TUBES.
The Genuine WD-II Tube
Equipped with Standard Base to QlR tXrfi

$11.90
$11.45

No. 501
Each $8.00 f
KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY
COMPANY
CHICAGO
|

Radiotron
Filament,

UV-20I-A Tubes. 6 Volt
.25 ('A) Ampere

FORMICA
or
brown,

PANEL, inch '/8" thick,
square

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN

PHONES.

CONDENSERS

JACKS

all

$6.50
$6.50
These

$0.35
50
35
50

I jpf

$9.95$1-50
1.50
1-00
$4.65 1.25
75

COIL

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
TumB
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns

60
50
40
40
40

He

CABINETS— MAHOGANY

AND

WALNUT

6x S%" by 6" deep
6x7%"
by 6'' deep
6x14"
by 6" deep
6x16%" by 6" deep
6x22"
by 6" deep
0x12%" by 7" deep
9x10%"
by 5%"
deep
Spaghetti Tubing, yard
Lightning Arresters
2-Slide Tuning
Coils, at
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Anti-Capacity Switches
Lightning Switches
Hydrometers, now at
Rheostats
Snonge Rubber Ear Cai>s, Pair
Dials, 2, 3 and 3% Inch
Grewo] Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire. 100 ft

SALVAGE

us.

STOCK

509 South State Street

V

Diaphragm''^ Type "C"

HONEYCOMB
1,500
1.250
1,000
750
250
150
100
75
50
35

merchandise
purchased
of
immediate
attention.
BUY HERE
FOR LESS

CHICAGO

are

the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete with silk cord and
headband.
Special
at
It

Value, 42 Plate, now
$1.75
Value, 23 Plate, now
1.45
Value, 11 Plate, now
1.35
Value.
5 Plate, now
1.25
Value.
3 Plate, now
1.15
Value. 43 Plato Vernier Var. Condenser.. 3.95
Value. 23 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser. . 3.45
Value, 11 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 2.95

guarantee

OWC

Genuine
Baldwin Units.
"Mica
Loud Speaking
Special

Paeent Single Circuit
Pacent
Federal Double
Single Circuit
Circuit Filament ' Control
Federal Double Circuit Filament Control

We

<ip\f**J\J
WR-21
CA«

Radio Corporation of America New and Improved
Radiotron Tube. UV-199 Detector and Amplifier TUBE. Operates on 3 Volts (2 Dry
Cells); Consumer .06 (1/16) Ampere. Same
Characteristics for Sensitiveness
and Loudness as UV-201.

FOR

$17.95

VARIABLE

AND

TU B ES

$12.45
$12.45

Moulded
Variometers
$3.45
180 ° Moulded Yariocouplers
3.45
Mahogany Variometers
1 .95
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
1.75
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser. . .75
CBJj Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier
Condenser
1.35
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
3.95
Master Baldwin Type C Headsc-ts
6.95
Brandes
Superior Headset
5.75
Antenella Aerial Plug
1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
;
3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
2.60
WD-ll
Bakelite Sockets
50
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60
Thordarsoil Amplifying
Transformers
2.95
$1.30
3.70
3.30
3.10
2.70
7.00
0.50
6.00

Fit Standard Socket
ADAPTORS FOR WD-II

$7.95
75c
$3.65
$27.45

LOUD
Type R3

For Better Results

stator and rotor are of Kellogg Bakelite, with properly proportioned windings of well insulated
copper wire.
Two terminals are provided for
the rotor and three of the stator,
permitting the variometer to be used
in all known variometer circuits.
Kellogg variometers have no sliding contacts; nothing
to wear
or
short.
A spring takes up all play |
and allows the rotor to turn with |
a smooth even motion.

LESS

Erla Reflex Transformers

Kellogg Radio Equipment

The

FOR

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

3000 Ohm GUARANTEED
HEADSETS. $8.50 Value..

The Kellogg Variometer

The hook department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
hooks on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postag'e stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago,
111,

RADIO

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN

Elements of Radio Telephony. By William C. Ballard, Jr., M. E. A reliable, authoritative discussion, in simple form, of
the essential principles of Radio telephony
and their application. The use of math-,
ematics has been almost entirely avoided.
Price, $1.50.

Mail

$1.45
1.95
2.45
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Out-of-Studio vs. Studio Broadcasting
Atmosphere and Echoes Gained; Quality Lost
THE chief value of out-of-the-studio broadcasting
lies in the possibility of securing events that could
not be staged in the studio. But there is another factor that is important; namely, the atmosphere of life
that is transmitted. The artist or speaker in the studio
is addressing a silent audience. When he indulges in
humor, there is no laughter; when he scores a point,
there is no sign of approval; and when he finishes,
there is no applause. But when the affair is broadcast in the presence of a real audience, both the speaker
*r artist and the Eadio audience feel the difference.
The great difficulty with outside broadcasting is the
poor acoustic conditions that are often encountered.
Proper location of the microphone will sometimes remedy the worst defects, but there is usually a great deal
of echoing and extraneous noises. The best artistic
results will therefore always be obtained in the well
designed studio until theaters, churches, auditoriums
and other public places are specially designed with
thought toward broadcasting.

Wonders of Radioland
Its Boundaries Have No Limits
WE

have had dreamland, no-man's land and many
other lands surrounded with mystery and romance. Few of us have failed to delight in the descriptions of what Alice found in Wonderland. But
compared to Eadioland, they are all places restricted
in their delights.
Fairyland has always been associated with the relief of the troubled, the reward of the virtuous and
the triumph of the lovely personality. Who does not
remember the transformation of Cinderella; the glorious transformation of the handsome prince who for
so many years was destined to live in the form of a
frog?
But the story of Eadioland furnishes more surprising
accomplishments than Fairyland. It has all of the
romance and all of the beanty of Dreamland. Its
boundaries are far beyond the limits of no-man's land.
Greater than all of the wonders of Wonderland, is
the fact that Eadioland is a reality. It is the land
that furnishes each day some astonishing accomplishment for the pleasure and benefit of the people. Eomance, education, wealth and health are dealt out in it
as if by magic. To the islands in the middle of the
ocean and to the poles of the earth it sends and
benefits. No imagination can fathom what it may do
in the future.

Sets, Unlike Styles, Do Not Change
Once a Radiophan, Always a Radiophan
RADIO does not change overnight. The set that you
purchase today will be good a year from today,
and probably for many more years. The long distance
receiving sets in thousands of homes at present are
practically identical, with a few minor refinements, to
the sets that were used by Radiotelegraph enthusiasts
five years ago. If you have postponed getting a good
set because you are waiting for a big change in Eadio,
you are missing more enjoyment per square inch than
the individual who puts off buying an automobile foT
the same reason. Eadio is not new — it is not a fad.
Popular interest has merely become more widespread
in the past year. Eadiophone broadcasting has been
conducted on a small scale for years; and Radiotelegraph broadcasting for more than a decade.
Don't expect your Eadio sets to act like phonographs. You can't push the button for grand opera or
jazz and get it necessarily. You will hear many stations better than over a phonograph, but some of them
cannot be heard over a loud speaker for the reason
that they are out of your range. When, you analyze it,
you will realize that in this fact lies the root of the
lure of Eadio. The fascination is in the uncertainty
of the thing; always something new, greater distance
to cover, and the ever increasing mystery of the science.
If you just had to push the button to bring in anything
you wanted to hear you would discard the set within a
month. As it is, the experience of those who have followed Radio since its inception, decidedly indicates
"once a Radiophan, always a Radiophan."
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INDI-GEST

$000,000,000,000.19 COPPER IN
CASH PRIZES— SOOPER CONTEST
Since pearedthe
Stebbin's
Degenerative
circuit have
apin Indigest
last Sooper
week, seven
mail carriers
dropped in a faint due to overwork bringing in letters of
praise from Radioknuts.
As this circuit has caused this great wave of interest
from so many, we have decided to offer $000,000,000,000,19 in copper to the Radioknuts who send in the best
drawings and letters of explanation on adaptations and
operation
Sooper
The rulesof ofthetheStebbin's
contest are
but Degenerative
few and simple,circuit.
so it
is merely a matter of expended energy for you to be
placed in the idle rich class by winning one of the cash
prizes offered.
Rules of the Contest
only.
1 — Contestants
should write on both sides of the paper
2 — All answers should be mailed in and not delivered in
person.
(However, those Radioknuts living outside
of Chicago may do so if they care to.)
3 — In case of a tie for any one of the prizes the money
will be donated to the Ice Fund for Esquimoux.
4 — No person of sound mind is allowed to enter the contest if such is known to be the case by us.
5 — All papers should be in our office at the earliest date
possible as the contest will be considered closed at
MIDNIGHT OF THAT DAY.
6 — All contestants should give age and full name and
present address; members of fair sex should send
their latest photos. (Tour right name will not be
printed if you so specify.)
7 — Judges
of the contest will be Spire and Lew
Antenna,
The Radio and Music
Trusts and Al
Brown.
(If we can locate H. J. Marx he will be
added to open the mail.)
8 — Cash prizes in copper will be paid as follows:
First Prize
$000,000,000,000.07
Second Prize
000,000,000,000.05
Third Prize
000,000,000,000.03
Four Equal Prizes
000,000,000,000.01

The
Stebbin's
Degenerative
For the
convenience Sooper
of those Radioknuts
who intendCircuit
to enter
our big $000,000,000,0000.19 cash copper contest we are again
showing the hook-up of the Stebbins Sooper Degenerative
Circuit.

Spencer, in The Omaha World Herald

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
A very interesting number of Copley Plaza Topics
describes what took place in their broadcasting rooms
when they offered prizes of Easter eggs to listeners in.
Few hotels in the country have availed themselves of
transmitting sets, but this one in Boston is having a
great success.
Radio expositions are as popular centers of attraction now as they were when the initiated were fewer in
number. The National Radio and Electrical Exposition
held at the Civic Auditorium in San Francisco had an
average daily attendance of five thousand persons. To
make it distinctly a Radio affair the music was supplied
by Station KPO and received in the auditorium each
evening. Mayor Rolph's speech was heard not only by
those present but by a host of listeners in, as it was
transmitted by this same station.

Key to Parts and Connections
MS-1, Marcelled coil; MS-2, Waterwave coil; 3, Nothing;
4 and 5, Connections to 110 or 1V2 volt D. C. generator
that has A. C. output; 6, Letter-press type condenser;
7, Strainer to keep out static and coffee; 8, Coffee pot for
grounds; 9, Connection to rural party line; J.0, Pair of
D. C. C. ear muffs; 11, Campbell or Van Camp Sooper
Detector.
Send in your papers
prize you cop off.

or drawings AT

QUESTIONS

AND

ONCE and see which

ANSWERS —Hill.

Q. & A. Dept. Indigest — Please give me a good test
for ascertaining if tubes have the proper vacuum.
A — Grasp tube firmly in the right hand. Tap tip of
tube with brick or sledge hammer, held in left hand.
If there is a "plop" sound you can be reasonably sure
that the tube had a good vacuum.
Dear Indigest: I see on quite a few Radio parts and
pieces of apparatus the name Pat Pending. Can you tell
me who this fellow is?
Polly TV.
A — Patrick is the inventor.
Dear Indi: In reply to Jimsie you say you are the leading paper in the Radio field and that you are running
000,000,000,007 more copies than your nearest competitor,
the Radio Digest. I would like to get the address of the
latter
publication
and also
can of
I buj'
it? — sorry
Lillian can
G.
A — We
have never
seen where
an issue
it yet,
not give more information but it is unknown to us.

You Wrecked Our Week's Salary
Sending It Collect
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM
INDIGEST
123 W MADISON
CHICAGO ILL

ST

COLLECT
NOTE ALAGONQTJIN TONSILS m LETTER
STOP CAN YOU ADVISE WAVE LENGTH OF
BROADCAST OF LIQUOR BY A R R L STOP
LOCAL GIN MILL ADVERTISES THREE
FINGER LISTEN IN FOR HALF BUCK
SPIDER WEBB

Then You Have a Record?
Dearof Indigestures:
As soon inas frantically
I got my last
week'sa
copy
Indi-Gest I started
to build
Stebbin's
Sooper
Degenerative
set.
I
had
hardly
got
the
connections tied when I heard the Victrola in the next
room very plainly.
— Spark Coil.

(1) We Do Too, (2) We Shall, (3) So Do We

Dear Indi: I appreciated the poems of Walt Drummond
and J. Foster More very much. Please ask them to
broadcast some more of this stuff on the same wave
—J. Walker,
length.
I like the column fine since you moved
over.

Looking Ahead
Who Will Win the Great $000,000,000,000.19 Cash Copper
Contest? We have sat up all night long for the past week
trying to figure it out. It will be with great anxiety and
impatience that we shall sit outside of the locked and barred
doors of the
judere's roomGetto your
await copy
the decision.
As for you
WATCH
INDIGEST!—
of INDIGEST
from—
your most polite newsdealers — 10c.

Considerable fu3s has been stirred up over the broadcasting of copyright music. That many of the larger
broadcasting stations are determined to replace such
music with unrestricted selections would indicate a very
small profit to the American Society of Composers, etc.,
from this source. It's the same old tale: the broadcasters are providing free advertising, but the beneficiary
thinks he should be paid to allow them to do it. Radio
cut the sales of phonograph records, sheet music, opera
tickets and so on down the list ! What a curse it is ! !
That Detroit news item about "bootlegging peanut
tubes ' ' is easily explained — I mean the matter, not the
appearance of the item. You see, the Canadian Radio
dealers are a far-sighted lot of men who purchased an
enormous quantity of these little tubes soon as they
appeared on the market. That naturally created a
scarcity, since the maximum output is so limited (f),
and we in this country have had to wait for the factories to catch up. Plausible, isn't it? Quite as much
so as some of the excuses offered to fretting consumers.
For those who enjoy dance music, and can pick up
WNAC the Shepard Stores station in Boston, a great
treat is in store since the music supplied by the orchestra
of the Copley-Plaza Hotel in that city is now sent out
through the ether. There are quite a number of stations
supplying regularly to their Radio audiences dance music
that is well played and no one need be without music
in his home for the purpose of entertaining guests by
dancing. The new wave length, 286 meters, which WNAC
tion.
is now using, should be an aid in picking up their staThere have been instances of those out of employment
attempting to have broadcasting stations announce their
predicament to the world of listeners in. Had they applied to the New York State Employment Bureau the
result might have been different, as that bureau is locating men for vacant positions through its weekly announcements from Station WGR. The applications coming in response to the broadcasting are said to be from
all over the world. This is a feature that other employcountry.ment bureaus might consider with a view of relieving
the present shortage of labor in some sections of the
There have been several instances of Radio reception
by societies in one state from an allied body in another, so while the recent Radio concert given the members of the New Orleans Chapter of American Association of Engineers by the San Francisco chapter was not
unique, it serves to emphasize the practical way in
which two fraternal groups may feel as one. Also it
becomes possible to have a very diversified program
without the necessity of transporting a large number
of entertainers. It would be an interesting experiment to have an evening devoted to addresses by officials in some national order representative of each
section of the country. The speakers would follow one
another in some preconceived order from their respective broadcasting stations, thus holding a national
public meeting.
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Chapter III — Part I; Pointers About Aerials and Grounds
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
is that
STRICTLY speakinp. the aerial
part of a receiving set which collects
or rather has currents induced in it
by the passage of Radio waves. Therefore it often happens that the wirina: in
the Radio set proper acts as an aerial to
receive over fairly long distances. However, we usually connect the term with
some partioular device arranged for the
purpose of receiving the wave impulses.
Aerials can be classified Into two general
classes, namely, capacitive and inductive,
although the action of most aerials combines both properties in their operation.
Aerial
Outdoor
The usual outdoor aerial structure comprising one or more insulated wires suspended between elevated supports is of
the capacitive type, that is. the elevated
conductors form one plate of a condenser,
the ground being the other. As regards
types they are either of the inverted L or
T type as shown in Figure 6. We shall
first consider how these aerials function
and then decide which method of construction is preferable.
For an example let us take an inverted
L. as shown in Figure 7, with the free end
pointing in the direction from which the
waves are coming.
'When the wave strikes

it as shown the added field is but slightly
larger, whereas, when Ihe wires are spaced
10, 12 or 15 feet apart, then an appreciable
advantage is obtained. The effect of placing the wires close together is then only
that of one wire, but with a lower resistance due to the increase of conducting
surface.

BEGINNERS
will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful in learning the rudiments of the popular science of
Radiophony. The first chapter of his series appeared in the May 5
issue.
The articles yet to appear are:
Chapter IV— About Condensers and
Inductances.
Chapter V — Tuners and How to Tune
Your Set.
Chapter VI— About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII— Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter VIII— The Regenerative Detector.
Chapter IX — Radio Frequency Amplification.

its free end. In the T aerial, where the
lead-in is brought down from the center,
the directional effect is not so noticeable.
Resistance of the Aerial
Since the induced currents are at best
very weak, it is advisable to keep the resistance of the aerial
circuit
as low
as

Chapter X — Audio

Frequency

Am-

plification.
Chapter
XI — How Super Regeneration
Is AccompUshed.
Chapter
tion. XII— Reflex Circuit OperaChapter XIII— About
Loud Speakers.

Headsets

Chapter
XIV— Batteries Used
diophony.

and

in Ra-

Number of Wires Used
Another point often in question is how
many
wires to use in the flat top.
The
usual
practice
is four,
separated
at>out

Length of the Aerial
Another factor that is important is the
length. For efficient operation the length
of an aerial should be considered from the
point of view of the wave lengths to be
received. The length should be such that
the fundamental or natural wave length
of the aerial is less than the wave length
to be received.
A simple method of calculating the wave
length of an aerial is as follows: Add the
length in feet of the flat top, lead-in and
ground wire, and multiply their sum by
1.5. "When more than one wire is used in
the flat top the result is increased by one
third, due to the inductance of the additional wires. Where a T aerial is used
only one half of the length of the flat top
is used in the formula.

INSULATOR

INVERTED L
HOOP
Figure 6— Two

CONDUIT

Types of Capacitive Aerials

the aerial the electrostatic component or
the wave place an electric field between
the two plates of the condenser formed by
the aerial and the ground. We know that
when an electric charge is put on two
plates separated by a dielectric, an electric
stress is present between the plates.
Conversely, when we put an electric
stress between two plates as in this case
an electric charge will be induced on the
plates, hence a difference of potential exists between the elevated wire and the
ground which causes a current to flow between the two plates. In addition, when
the wave passes the vertical wire or lead
in the magnetic component induces a current in the vertical wire
that either as-

possible. We cannot always do this by
using simply a heavier wire because another phenomena comes into effect;
namely, skin resistance. When the current in a wire is of very high frequency,
say 750,000 cycles at 400 meters wave
length, as we learned previously, the alternations in direction of flow take place
so rapidly that the current does not penetrate to the center of the wire.

Figure 9— Preferred Type of Outdoor
3 feet apart. As a matter of fact it is the
writer's belief that there is no advantage
in using more than one wire unless they
are separated 10 or 12 feet. The reason
for this will be apparent from Figure 8.
Consider one wire used as an aerial and
its effective field will take the form shown
by the lines. If this wire is 30 feet high
and we put another wire within 3 feet of

§

Aerial

■*
MAST
Natural
Wave
leng-th
The natural
wave
length
of the aerial
should be enough shorter than the wave
length to be received that sufficient inductance can be used in the tuner that a
high voltage drop will be obtained across
same if of the straight tuned type, or
enough turns can be employed to transfer
(Continued on page 14)
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WAVE FRONT
ELECTROSTATIC
FIELD

FROP-I

WAVE

Figure 8— Showing Resulting Fields When
Are Spaced Close and Far Apart

Figure 7 — Wave Striking Aerial, Showing How
Stress
Between
Aerial
and Ground
Results in
Current Being Induced in Aerial Circuit
Cists or opposes
trostatic field.

that induced

by the elec-

We

see then that this so-called capacitive aerial has currents induced in it by
virtue of its capacity and also by electromagnetic induction. The relative values
of these currents from the two sources
will vary as the length of the plate portion and the height of the aerial are altered.

Wires

At such frequencies it flows only on the
surface of the wire. Therefore we reduce
the resistance by using a stranded wire,
usually 7 strands of Xo. 22. For the same
reason it is advisable to use a wire that
is noncorrosive or is protected in some
way from the action of the elements. The
tinned wire is then to be preferred, while
a wire made up from enameled wires
stranded together makes an excellent
aerial.

The most noticeable effect of these two
currents is in the fact that an inverted L
aerial is directive in its effect. An aerial
of this type will receive best away
from

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings In music instead of interference. We bave beard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Box D-704. Vacaville. Calif.

^^■JCT.T.T'^
TRUE
CABINET TYPE,
like the finest
^^^|^k
modern phonographs, with all their beauty
^T\ ^^B and
perfect
tone.
Makes
your
two-step
set a real EXTER■vF^H
TAIXER for family and friends.
SPIROLA DUPLEX
uses any
^B
^m
headset.
SPIROLA
SIMPLEX
uses
Baldwin
or other
unit.
^^^B^^
Either type, black with nickeled fittings, $3.85; mahogany finish
with bronzed throat, $4.85.
At dealers
or postpaid
(C. O. D. if preferred).
Absolutely guaranteed.
T,u H. PONTTEIX
MFC.
COMPANY.
Dent.
P.
Box
70.
AVX
ABBOB,

on One

MICH.

Tube

A real radio set at a low price
Consisting of the following parts: 180= Variocoupler, Variable Condenser, 7x15 Panel already
drilled, 2 Dials, Switch Lever Points Stops, Rheostat Socket, Binding Posts, Bus Bar,
Sphagetti, Lugs and complete blue print to assemble in one-half hour.

At the special low price
Two Stage Amplifier for above
S3.00 Audio Transformer
$2.95
$5.00
180°
2.25
$1.25 Variocoupler,
7x10 Panels
80
$1.00 Phonograph
attach
single
50
$6.50 1^ Volt Tnbes Guar
3.95
.50 W.D.ll
Bakelite
Socket
_35
Write for complete list

FrnNHMY

EA-» Wl^WlYl

_

I

PAnin m
X\-f\LJl\J

-. .$15.00
$15.00
$8.00 Long range
receivers
$1.00 Freshman Var. Leak & Cond
.75 Freshman Var. Leak only
S5.00 Elect, soldering Iron
$5.00 Detector
Tube
Guaran
$6.50 Amplifier tube, Guaran
of other bargains

\^\J.,

$4.50
75
60
3.75
3.50
3.95

i32 Nassau street- ^p*- r- dNEW

YORK

CITY,

SET

WONDERFUL!
That one word appears in nearly every one of the hundreds of letters
written to us by happy owners of

" and "JUNIOR"
MICHIGAN "SENIOR
Regenerative Receivers

BETTER LOUD SPEAKERS $0.85

1000 Miles Guaranteed

SENIOR"

NEW

YORK

They tell us how stations two or three thousand miles away come in
so clear that they can scarcely believe their ears when the announcer
tells his location. How our patented Split Hair Vernier Dial Control
enables them to tune in to almost any station, on which they had made
previous record of dial-positions. How the tone-quality and volume they
get through their Loudspeaker (with the Michigan Senior Receiver)
approaches that of headphone reception on ordinary sets.
Regeneration — or feeding the
output of the detector tube back
into the same tube instead of
into a second tube; gives an enormous increase in the sensitiveness of the detector. This invention by Armstrong made modern
radio telephony what it is.
"JUNIOR"

SET

"Michigan"
Receivers are licensed
under Armstrong's U. S. Patent No.
1.113,149
and pending letters patent
No.
807,388.
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How to Make a Two Electrode Tube
*~ZZ

Range of Crystal Set
Increased with Tube

MINIATURE

GLOBE

USED AS TUBE
FILAMENT

PLATE

^>

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

PLATE

cheaply, as follows: Secure an ordinary
3 volt miniature lamp bulb and stick tinfoil all around the outside of the glass
tightly with liquid glue, taking care to
exclude all air pockets in the tinfoil between it and the glass.
A wire is carefully soldered to the tinfoil with an iron which is no warmer than
is absolutely necessary for the solder to
run. The tinfoil covering is used as the
plate in the ordinary two element tube.
Even better results can be obtained by
immersing the globe in a metal dish of
mercury. The mercury is used for the
plate.
If such an arranged tube is used in place
of the ordinary crystal detector, much
louder signals and also an increase in
range will be the result. Two ordinary
dry cells should be used to light the tube
filament and the flow of the current should
be regulated with a 25-ohm rheostat. A
hook-up using this tube is given. Range,
50 miles. — J. K Smith, Chicago, 111.

Pilot Lamp for Loud Speaker

Different attempts have already been
made to attach pilot lights to loud talkers, utilizing the magnetic current so as to
indicate the on and off condition. Generally a small 6-volt lamp is used, but it
will be found that such lamps only help
to drain the storage batteries.
I have developed a way to use alternating current to light a lamp. Any type
relay can be used for this purpose, but it
should be kept in mind that most relays
have a high resistance, and it will be
necessary to rewind the magnet. The
magnet used in this case was a single type
core and was rewound
with No. 12 ace

THE PIONEER TUNING-IN CHART

The latest necessity of a radio set in which
complete record is taken of your set when tuned
in By referring to chart in future, you Immediately know if you can get the station wanted.
Room for 24 stations on each chart- Don't mark
the dials of your set! Use modern methods.
Printed on bristol board, elaborately designed,
gold bronze border — 25c each ; 5 for $1.00.
PIONEER RADIO PRINTERS. 900 Xorth Main
St., Ottawa. Kansas.

The

MAKE PERFECTION

SOMETHING

NEW

'$9.45
$27.45

50c

B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.

Imported.

3810

ELECTRIC

$2.25
$6.50

$16.00

We have for immediate dis-

DIAL.

Guaranteed
MURDON
IVi-Volt

Write

for our new

discount sheet

out May 24th, listing well-known
lines at attractive discounts.

Manufacturers Est. 1905.
Ravenswood
Avenue,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

159 X. STATE ST., CHKAGO.ILL.

Vernier

$4.95

CONDENSERS

Condenser,

List
Price
moulded

Price
....

* I-*0'

* ',0
Our

moulded

ends.

moulded

ends.

Franco

23 Plate Variable
with Vernier
Plate Variable
43 Vernier
Franco with

HONEYCOMB

Condenser

Condenser

with

Double
Mountings
adjustment

leads — screw

with

7x21.
7x24.

Extra
7*10

Bubber Bakelite
$1.65
$2.45
.. 2.15
1.85 2.75
...
3.25

fine

6.60
7.70

leads —
$ 5.00

HardPANELS— 3/16"
7x18.

2.50

COIL MOUNTINGS

Crown
Mountings
screw Triple
adjustment

7x12
7x14

COMPANY

$2.95

»

to be best
Tube
made..

ends
1 Hate
Condenser,
.00025
43 Plate.001 Condenser,

tribution—

U.V.201A, W.D.I 1
W.D.12, and U.V.199

.<p4.^d

-Volt Dry Cell Tubes.

VARIABLE

A HIGHLY SELECTIVE VABIOCOLTLEB having
180-degree orientation and 20 Antenna taps which
facilitate very sharp tuning. Wound with No. 21
single silk or black enameled pure copper wire.
Eighty tums on stator — fifty-five on rotor. Wave
lengths range from 150 to 750 meters. All
metal
— contactsforpositive
stay3 circuit
"Put"
at any parts
angle.brass
Adaptable
either— single
or loose coupled tuned plate hook-ups, Bakelite
button on each tap wire permitting easy and
safe soldering.
Our Complete
Parts Bulletin on request
DISTRIBUTORS — We make a most complete line of
Radio sible
parts.
Some
territory open for live, responconcerns.

PREMIER

List

PERFECTION
VARIOMETER,
hogany.
Guaranteed
Quality.
List $6.00.
Our Special Price

DEALERS!
TUBES

WITH

YOUR SELECTION"

FREE

3 Plate

COMPLETE

-

We Live In Kansas

We have complete parts for —
Reflex, Reinartz,
Flewelling & Ultra
Audion Circuits

$5.00

FILAMENT
COIL

ACME
TRANSFORMERS.
Type
A 2 S.
$5.00
List. . .

VARIOCOUPLERS

Some time ago I inserted a crystal detector in series with the grid of my vacuum
tube and found that it increased the range
of my set about 350 miles. I use a loose
coupler and a 23-plate condenser for tuning.
I am passing this hook-up along so that

CONNECTIONS'^
§|60TURN
^VOLTS 1|,

WIRE

GROUND

Detroit, Mich.

Satisfy
Most Critical

Crystal in Grid Lead
Aids Signal Strength

3 VOLT

TO

Probably the most common cause of
magnet
wire, with
two layers,
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such amplification lies in the failure to
turns to each layer.
include
a small .001 mfd. telephone shunt
Suitable lamps can be obtained for this
purpose. A very neat and small lamp will condenser across the primary of the first
once more the problem of rebe found in the red bullseye lamps which step. Itducingisthe positive
reactance in a Radio
are used in flush receptacles for heating circuit. The inductance
of an audio freunits or a switchboard pilot bullseye (red.
quency transformer is made very high in
order to secure a transfer of audio-fre110 VOLTS AC.
TO 110 VOLT LAMP
quency energy. The reactance is, therefore, much greater than that of the re- it can be experimented with by some other
sistance, which combined with resistance Radio bug to increase their range. — R.
obstructs the passage of the plate current. Hoffman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Many instances of faulty amplification
are due to transformer and tube troubles REFLEX
R. F. TRANSFORMER
$3.45
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Faulty Audio Amplifiers
Faulty audio frequency amplifiers on effect is very slight in most cases. Run
weak signals, particularly on the first the line the way that gives the most "open
stage, is a common complaint. To begin view," unobstructed by houses, etc.
with the same degree of amplification,
should not be expected on weak and strong
signals. That is, if with a nearby station
the first stage gives an audibility amplification of twenty times, it will give less
— but we receive programs from Atlanta. MinFor correct voltage on new tubes use Quality master
amplification possibly only doubling the
neapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison.
control rheostat and your present rheostat as Vernier.
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and
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due to the fact that the output of a tube
crystal set requires only easy inexpensive changes.
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cells, anv voltage, any capacity.
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copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
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explained. Satisfaction guaranteed,
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is done the set should be slightly retuned
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Those who are thinking of replacing
their crystal detector with one of the new
two element tubes may be interested to
know that a very efficient one may be made

little kinks
are atmany
REd out
THE
home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
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Making a Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Receiver
Part III — Details of Wiring
By H. J. Marx
COMPACTNESS Of the Reflex
THE
Do Luxe makes it ideal tor automobile or motor boat installation
and will help make your summer recreation trips a real pleasure. A good loop
or an aerial stretched between two trees
with a natural {-round. Is all that is
necessary for good reception. The storage battery in the car or boat will light
the tubes and the plate battery takes but
little room.
Importance of Proper WiringJust to emphasize the importance of
careful wiring, it might be wise to relate
the writer's experience with the first Reflex De Luxe Cabinet Set. The experimental circuit was first developed by
means of apparatus mounted on a flat
board. The wiring appeared to be a bewildering entanglement but strange to
relate no inductive interference was encountered. When the cabinet set was assembled, it had to be done in very limited time. For this reason the wiring
was hurriedly done, but not carelessly
soldered. Insufficient attention however
was paid to the alignment of the various
leads. Fortunately no "bugs" were present at the first test. After all the battery connections, plus loud speaker and
loop, were made the filament rheostats
were turned. The ungodly collection of
shrieks, groans, howls, squeals, grunts,
whistles, etc., that issued from the horn,
reminded one of Armistice Day, New
Years, Fourth of July and St. Patrick's
Day celebrations all confined in one room!
Fearing ejection from the apartment, considering the hour, further testing was
postponed.
The next night, after three vain hours
of attempts at straightening out matters,
it was decided to entirely rewire the set
and take a whole lot more care in aligning the leads and making the connections.
Transformer Interference
Both of the R.F. transformers are over
A.F. transformers. In order to avoid
the possibility of magnetic influence from
the audio transformers, the Radio transformers were raised %-inch above the subpanel. This was accomplished by taking
some fiber tubing iV-inch inside diameter
J^-inch wall and cutting off four pieces
%-inch long. These spacers were then
inserted on the four transformer mounting screws between the base and the sub- added first keeping them absolutely as
panel. The space between was found short as possible, and well separated from
each other unless crossing at right angles.
sufficient to avoid interference.
The secondary and primary by-pass
Classification of Leads
leads will have to be added in conjunction
In order . to keep track of interference with the A battery leads, since the secpossibilities, the leads for connecting apondary by-pass runs to the negative A
paratus can be classified as follows in and the primary by-pass to the positive
the order of their importance:
A. The remaining leads can then be
added avoiding proximity and parallel runs
1. Grid Leads.
2. Plate Leads.
to the grid and plate leads as much as
3. Secondary
By-pass
Leads.
possible.
4. Primary By-pass Leads.
5. Negative "A" Battery Leads.
6. Remaining Leads.
The
grid and
plate
leads
should
be

/T
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1 1 Hook-Up positively free
of body capacity

also giving selectivity, sensitivity and
record distance, postpaid for 25 cents,
or complete set of parts for $13.50.
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hook-up of the

Apparatus

and other circuits are greatly improved

1st.
Vernier All the Way.
Three
turns
required
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maximum
to minimum
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of
the customary
half turn.
2nd.
No Hand
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if the plate nearest
the
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as we direct.
3rd.
Cannot
Become
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by metallic
dust or
by warping due to temperature changes.
4th.
No Sliding Contacts to cause noise or trouble.
5th.
Saves
Space.
Lies flat and
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but a
fraction of an inch back of the panel.
6th.
Rugged
and
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Heavy
phosphur
bronze bending leaf. Nothing to break or wear out.
7th.
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Price.
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one-third
the cost
of a vernier
rotary
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Price $1.50
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CONDENSER
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Identification

In Part II. Figure 2, the sub-panel layout, the tube
socket
in- the lower
left
hand corner is for the first tube in the

Flewelling— Kaufman —Reflex— Ultra
Reinartz —Neutrodyne

Variable — Vernier
STANDARD

circuit, the one above and a little to thai
right is for the second stage. The sockef
on the right side is for the separate aud:<
frequency amplifier
tube.
(Continued on page 14)
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t iRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
the energy if a coupled circuit.
For this
reason it is advisable to allow about 200
meters to be made up by the tuner and the
balance in the aerial.
Thus an aerial with a natural ttfave
length of 200 meters would measure over
all, 200 divided by 1.5, or 150 feet, including lead-in and ground. From the above
anyone can readily determine the length
of an aerial best suited to his particular
conditions.
Lower Aerial More Selective
It should be borne in mind that the
lower the aerial, within limits, the more
selective, while the higher aerial gives a
higher voltage reception factor and louder
signals. The disadvantage of the higher
aerial lies in that it picks up more static
and strays and is more subject to interference from local high power stations.
The use of a high aerial necessitates
the use of a coupled tuner to obtain selectivity, whereas a lower aerial, say 10 feet
above the house top, will give selective
tuning with the straight tuner using no
coupling.
Heig-ht of the Aerial
With all the foregoing facts in mind,
the best aerial for those preferring an outdoor structure is one elevated 10 feet or
so above the roof or other elevation, so
it is 35 or 40 feet above ground. It should
consist of four wires spaced equidistant
around an 8-inch wood or metal hoop and
of such a length that with a lead-in and
ground wire it will not be over 150 feet.
The use of hoops is advised because this
arrangement gives the effect of a large
conductor with low skin resistance and
eliminates the swaying of spreaders. One
large insulator should be employed at each
end, the wires being brought to the insulator from the hoops as shown in Figure
9. The lead-in can be attached to the
wires where they are bunched and run
over suitable insulators down the side of
the building.
The details of the masts are not important, but a length of enameled or galvanized conduit properly guyed makes an excellent and lasting job. The lead-in should
be made of stranded wire, using preferably
four strands of the same wire used in the

aerial. All joints should be well soldered.
We are well aware that many aerials work
satisfactorily without all these precautions being taken, but the aerial is put up
to gather energy from the ether and the
range of a set is often hampered by a poor
aerial structure that is as easy to put up
right as wrong.
Capacity of Aerials
While on the subject of capacity of
aerials it would be well to make mention
of the small capacity aerials recently experimented with by the Bureau of Standards, that give much promise. Considering the outdoor aerial as a condenser, one
realizes that included in the field between
the elevated conductor and the ground are
many substances that well could be disciency. pensed with from the viewpoint of effiThere are usually masses of building
material, pipework, masonry or vegetation
that form poor dielectric for a condenser.
With this thought in mind, experiments
were started on aerials wherein the two
plates are supported in the air without any
intervening matter. Using metallic netting as plates a few feet square and supported 2 feet apart, results Were obtained
that were very promising and should offer
a good suggestion to those anxious to try
out new arrangements.
It might seem that reducing the distance between the plates so much would
reduce the voltage reception factor to an
extent that would make reception impossible because we know the higher the
aerial the greater the induced voltage.
This is offset to a great extent by the fact
that the resistance is much lower and that
for a given size the capacity is much
greater.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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.00025 Condenser

A Radio set will not work satisfactorily
when the storage battery or B batteries
are nearly run down. Have the storage
battery charged and get new B batteries.
B batteries should last six months, and
often last several years.
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The New Murdon Super .08 Operates on Two Dry Cells for First and Subsequent Relays. It draws .08 Amp.
The Murdon A5 works from 3 to 5 volts, draws
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amp.
Highly recommended for volume.
Base
Each Tube Is Fully Guaranteed.
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helpful

all capacities; price 25c; can be mounted
on the panel.
For sale at all Radio supply stores. If
you can not procure our products at
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IS IDEAL UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
FOR CLEAR AND DEPENDABLE RECEPTION
One Dry Cell, 1 % Volt, Will Operate Efficiently
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DRY

again.
Take your time and don't try to rush
the job — you'll save time in the end.
A very little solder applied properly
makes a better job than a whole lot held
in place
by scarcely
heated flux.
Where apparatus is equipped with
binding posts there is usually little to
be gained by a soldered connection.
If a poor connection is made repair it
immediately; postponed operations are
usually forgotten.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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w£aki°

apparatus.
Don't solder in your leads until you
are sure they clear all moving parts of
apparatus, and also are not in the way
when inserting and removing the tubes.
This may sound humorous and unnecessary, but it's been done time and time

Distributors

Guarantee

PRICE

Don't let hot solder splash over your

Don't solder connections to by-pass
condensers. When heat is applied the
mica dielectric is apt to fuse and the condenser becomes shorted or possibly seriously weakened.
Don't let the leads come in contact with
the metallic framework of any of the
apparatus. This, although possibly not a
short circuit, often creates an undesirable
capacity reaction.

ATWATER

S Year
Unconditionally
ON THE

many others, simple and elaborate, fully diagrammed and
explained. Used continuously
by thousands of Radio fans,
both amateurs and professionals. The greatest book ever
published
for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little book before
you at all times. Send your check
or money-order for one dollar and
the book will be mailed to you.
Fifty hookups in the book— all different. Send your order today. The
edition is limited.

is a little to the right of the center line.
The A.F. transformer under the panel
at the right side (sub-panel layout) is the
first of the audio frequency amplifier
stages after the detector. This transformer is the one on the left in the rear
view shown on the preceding page. The
second A. F. stage transformer is on the
opposite side, while the separate amplifying stage transformer is in the center.
In the rear view, the primary binding
posts of both reflexed audio frequency
transformers face to the right.
The tube sockets are set, so that the
filament binding posts all face towards
the front panel. If these arrangements
of the apparatus are carefully followed,
it will be found that the grid and plate
leads are kept as short as possible and
thus helps to avoid interference.
Holes were drilled through the subpanel alongside of the sockets and transformers wherever it was found necessary
to connect from the upper instruments
to the lower.
Precautions
A few precautions that it will pay every
amateur to heed are as follows:
Don't solder leads to binding posts on
transformers. Very often the connections
are soldered on the inside and when heat
ened.
is
applied the inside connection is loos-
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The most convenient aerial ever
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Questions and Answers
Crystal Set
(8613) afk. Chicago, 111.
enclosed hookup all right? "What is
theIs Hinge?
Which condensers shall I eliminate?
Forty-three plates ?
Can an electric light socket be used as
an aerial for this set?
How far is Argo. 111., from the loop of
Chicago?
A. — Xoting sketch of hookup shown in
illustration we are advising that it is cor-

the author of the drawing or to your actions to me. The part I cannot understand is that it brings In station louder
Radio editor, who may be in position to
advise? Would also like to have advice and clearer without aerial or ground.
I receive your paper every week and enas to the size and capacity of condensers
joy reading it very much.
that should go in this circuit.
A. — Answering your Inquiries with reference to RD 66 would advise that this
circuit as it appears is correct. While
the set will function, as cited, without
the use of tickler coil, its purpose when
employed is to offer impedance to signals
of wave lengths other than those desired. It merely provides a lockout and
does not require to be separately tuned.
The condensers are both variable of
.0005 capacity.

BO 66
(2413) REE, Baltimore,
Md.
Please refer to your issue of December 23, 1922, describing receiving outfit
RD 66. Several of us have hooked up
this set and we find that it does have
selective qualities and appears to have
fair signal strength. However, the drawing- as published does not appear to us
to be correct because in the tickler coil
circuit there appears to be no tuning
adjustment with either the secondary condensers or the movement of the two honeycomb coils. In fact you can remove the
honeycomb coil from this set, where it
is in the tickler coil circuit and the set
will work just the same. No doubt these
coils were inserted to have some effect
on the operation of the set and if so, your
published diagram does not place them
properly.
Will you please refer this matter to

10c

DION PROTECTORS will assure you against this.
They furnish absolute protection for all tubes. Including Myer's,Price:
W. D. 25c
11, per
etc.;
every ofkind
tube
manufactured.
package
two.of Send
now before you blow that tube!

FREE!!

With each package of BILTMOKE AUDION PROTECTORS—"How to Make
Set"
set can be assembled
In an the
hourWonder
from our
parts,This
at
abatteries,
cost ofU.$25V. complete,
including
"A"
and
"B"
201 A tube, and loud speaking unit
This set on only a loop brings the broadcasting stations in strong enough to operate a loud speaker.
We also sell the sets completely assembled.
Dealers:
Send for our proposition now.
Biltmore Radio Cu.,335 Lamartine St., Boston 30 Mass.

r

REINARTZ
ALL PARTS

NECESSARY

DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right
prices.

$14.50
Dx-Flex Circuit

A. — Noting your specifications and
sketch of Flewelling circuit evolved
through experimentation shown in illustration we. are advising that the action cited
is quite similar to that of the original
Flewelling circuit. The resistance choke
and three plate condenser act as verniers.

NEW

(Both Copyrighted)
My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
Imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
*3.00 by mall. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
produced,
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetare
in use. and Is imiMy W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set Is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete
perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with
everyand
order.

complete with illustrations and diagrams, in the
latest addition to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1." Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions, wireless codes, wire tables, definitions, etc.
Pin this ad to your letter and mail it together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
Send for it, today!

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS
CO.
415 South

Dearborn
Chicago.

Street,

B. D.

Short Cut Radio Corp.
243 West 54th St.
"Dept. R. D."
Makes

Your

Set

Dealers write for our proposition

RADIO

of

SUPPLIES

801 Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

At Cat Prices
DIETZEN
SUPER
FONES
TypeG

CABINETS
Made in our factory
7" I 10"
7" X 18"..
7" x 21"

$1.45
2.15
2.95

MISCELLANEOUS
$25.00
.50
8. 00
5.00
5.50
1.25
6.50
3.00
.75
3.50

Acriola Jr. crystal set
$7.95
Large Radio map
35
Dayton
moulded
variometer
5.45
Sleeper radio frequency transformer.. 1.95
180° Variocoupler, silk wound wire on
bakelite
2.45
Western
electric ammeter
49
43 PL Murdock variable condenser.... 3.25
Owl Badio frequency transformer.... 1.50
3-inch
Bakelite
dial
35
1%-V. French, peanut tube with socket 2.50
When Ordering: by Mail
Add Postage by the Following
Scale

PURCHASES

add 10c

$1.01 to $2.00
"
2.01 to 3.00
"
3.01 to 5.00
"
5.01 to 7.00
"
7.01 to 1.0.00
"
f.oney Order or Personal Check Accepted

15c
20c
25c
30c
40c

New York

Portable.

Manufacturers and Jobbers

Standard parts only in original packing.
Sold on a "money-back" basis.

Up to $1.00....
Satisfaction Guaranteed, or
Money Refunded.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

WILLIAMSBURG
RADIO
SUPPLY CO., INC.

RADIO

So Long Static

Postpaid, Anywhere,
for $5.00

«pl#.W
$1.75
.35
1.65
3.75
3.25
Set,
3.00

Minneapolis, Minn.

(Pat. Pending)

is told,

Regular Value, $28.00
Reinartz coils
Coils for Greene circuit
DX Couplers
43 Plate Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
$6.00
Diamond
Head
2000
ohm

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western Ave.

YORK CITY

dpwtoJbuildthe
Reinartz
Receiver

fljl *9 f\(\

Either
easy to build, easy to operate. Everything set
clearlyisshown.
These high quality slut insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

Good Bye Aerials!

Replaces aerials, loops, electric
light plugs, etc. Eliminates
lightning dangers. Reduces
STATIC and other interference. Brings clearer signals
and truer tone. Works on all
standard vacuum tube sets.

Complete Parts —

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
227-229 Fulton St.

Cockaday Circuit
Complete Value,
Parts- $26.00.
Regular

IMiMM.'BtWJ
123 W. Madison Jt.Chica3o

will bring you immediately our 32-page
booklet containing complete diagrams and
descriptions of Flewelling, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative and other circuits. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.

If of an experimental turn of mind, try
out some of the freak hook-ups and see
what results are obtainable with critical
adjustments.

"%

Flewelling Development
(3563) BMB, Montgomery, Ala
Enclosed you will find a Radio circuit
diagram. I have been experimenting with
the Flewelling principle on a single tuner
and the circuit I enclose is the result of
my experiment.
I have received KDKA, WHAS, WOAW,
WGM, WSY, WOC, WHB, PWX, WFAA,
WEAY, WOAI, WBAP, and several others
without any aerial or ground with one
bulb of the hand type as loud as the
usual single circuit with one step of audio
frequency amplification.
You will notice a resistance marked ten
rect in detail and would have a range of
thousand ohms. I am guessing at the
abouttion fifty
miles.
"Would
advise
eliminaohms
as I am using the secondary winding
of all condensers shown with dotted
lines. Use only the one in the ground lead. of an old automobile. The condenser B
An electric light socket can be used for is a three plate vernier and it is very
an antenna, as suggested. A regular an- sharp tuning in stations, also cutting down
tenna is preferable, however. We are not a disagreeable hum so noticeable in the
at this writing familiar with the exact Flewelling Circuit. The variable condenser of the forty-three plate variety is
location of Argo, Illinois. However, its
distance from Chicago can be ascertained not very sensitive. The inductance is a
easily through RR time table. The Q. and standard variocoupler.
Please examine this circuit and explain
A. department service is intended for assistance in Radio information, not for
geographical measurements which can be
answered through the efforts of the interDON'T TAKE A CHANCE
rogator.
on burning out your tubes when BH/FMORE AT7-

We cannot account, without personal observation, for the fact that circuit receives best without antenna and ground.
However,
the other. it should receive without one or

RADIO

STORES

Dept. F. 12, 191 Fulton St, N. Y. C.

BOUND
VOLUMES
Numbers
Two, Three or Four
Postpaid by Parcel Post
Radio Digest
with Onescription toYear's
SubGreatest Collection of
Radio
Information
Ever Published
Reinartz Long Distance
Circuit: Ultra-Reinartz
Circuit:
Flewelling
"Flivver" Circuit;
Grimes
'•Inverse Duplex" Circuit; Single Tube Reflex
Circuit;
Circuit: Armstrongper-Heterodyne"
"SuTwo, Three and Four
Tube Reflex Circuits.
On account
ited supply, of
thethe
salelimof
these volumes is limited
who
haveto subscribed
for
strictly
those readers"
a year. scription
One
year Digest
subto Kadio
and both bound volumes
2 and 3 or 3 and 4 or 4
and 2, $7.00.
One year
subscription
Radio
Digest
and boundto
volumes 2. 3 and 4, $9.00.
Ali, ORDERS MUST
BE
DIRECT—
No
ordersSENT
on this
offer will
be acceptedscription
through,
subagencies, news
dealers or other sources.
Check, money or express
orders (no stamps) must
accompany all orders.
Two.
Four
ParcelThree
PostandPrepaid
Each, only $2.00.
13 Numbers in the Bound
Volume—
Numbers in
Year's 52
Subscription

ralnii
COUPON

PUBLISHER.
RADIO
DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago. Illinois.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two
and also Number Three, and one year's subscripto the
Radio
Digest,
which I am inclosingtioncheck
— M.
O. for
SevenforDollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or
Three or Four and one year's subscription to
the Radio
for which I am enclosing cheek —
M.
O. for Digest,
Five Dollars.
Name
Address
City

State
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Baby Yvonne Day, who has just reached the age of twenty-one
months, is no doubt the youngest Radiophan. Her father,
Major Bernard Day, presented Yvonne with a set on her ^first
birthday and she has been a confirmed listener in ever since.
The Radio set has even proved a greater attraction for the
kiddie than her dolls and other toys
© K. & H.
§K???sBe36»fcfii£&
*::::?^:L^v.:.x.v;:---;::~^

The

first

prize

in

the

amateur
contest
the smallest for portable
tube
receiving set, which
was
held
at the
Permanent Radio
Fair at the Hotel
Imperial, New York
City, was won by
Frederick
W. Proctive
ter, type
of New
York
City.
The receiver
is of the regenera-

"Are you an automobile ?"tion
ThatMiss isFredericka
the quesBrew is asking this car.
A Washington, D. C,
distributor of automobiles has inaugurated a
system which helps to
eliminate a large sales
force on the floor. The
prospective buyer simply asks questions into
the radiator and a voice
from somewhere answers ©Photograms

© Photonews
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De Luxe Reflex— Beginner's Aids— Flivver Super

Radio Digest
EVERY
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HYPNOTIZE
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No. 7

BY AIRPHONE

MENTAL SUGGESTION
TRANSMITTED ON AIR
Vishnu,

Hypnotist, Predicts Even More Startling
Discoveries for Coming Years

By Slay Texessa Holder
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Hypnotized by Radio! To do the "old stuff" in a new
■way is the quickest road to success, and one of the latest and most unique flings in that
direction — Hypnotism by Radio — was given a most thrilling and successful test recently
in Birmingham, Alabama. Then it was the second attempt in the history of hypnotism
and the second time in the history of Radio. Miss Beatrice Kyle was not only put into
hypnotic sleep but was also awakened by Radio when Vishnu the Famous Hypnotist,
dozens of blocks away from his subject, transmitted mental suggestion through Radio
instruments.
A receiving station was installed on a raised platform in front of the store of a
local electric supply company by a former
Radio expert of the United States Army,
NAME BABY BUFFALO
and Miss Kyle was seated in a chair on
top of tables which had been placed on the
ANTENNA AND AERIAL
sidewalk, while in another part of the city
Vishnu was located in the studio of WSY,
s of
on of PA.
the — hundred
of attracti
the Alabama Power Company's station.
The center
DELPHIA,
PHILA
Timidly looking out upon the vast auPhilathe
visiting
children
school
dience which had gathered, to witness the
delphia Zoological Gardens these days,
wonderful feat, Hiss Kyle placed the headare "Aerial" and "Antenna," new born
set over her ears.
Soon the voice of
baby bison. According to C. Emerson
(Continued on page 2)
Brown, the animals were named with
the first two names alphabetically of
the Radio catalogue, and the Radio
wave will include many more arrivals
expected soon.

STATION KPO GIVES
FIRST COAST OPERA

"EL RANCHO DEL REY"
CAST OF SIXTY

HAS

Broadcast Regarded as Success Despite
Effect Lost in Lack of
Colorful Settings

Above is a movie strip taken of Blanche
Sweet, movie star, when she was in the
midst of a program broadcast from Station
KHJ. At the top Miss Sweet is listening
to where "the big bear leaped at Peter Rabbit." In the center she is saying, "Everyone keep quiet." At the bottom she has
just tuned in some static.
© Int.

Monitor Control to Be
Used Throughout Navy
New System Enables Navy to Handle 800,000 Words Monthly

SAN FRANCISCO. — After a nation-wide
tour of inspection of Navy communications, Commander S. E. Hooper, U. S. N.,
SAX FRANCISCO. — A new chapter in announced recently that he had recomthe history of Pacific Coast Radio was
mended that the Radio monitor control
written recently when station KPO broad- system, a new method of receiving and
cast a complete opera from the studio transmitting which was originated on the
on the sixth floor of the Hale Bros, west coast, be installed throughout the
department stpre. This was the first opera Navy service.
to be heard in its entirety from a coast
In this district all messages under this
city, and judging by the response from plan are received at the South San FranRadiophans all over the country, it was
cisco Naval Radio station and are transmitted by it to the Naval Radio office,
one of the most successful performances
ever given to the air by a local station.
which will be operated from the tf. S. ApHas Cast of Sixty
praiser's Building. All outgoing messages
be transmitted to the Hare Island
The work was "El Rancho del Rey," will
station for sending.
libretto by Evelyn Nells of the San FranThe Naval office will handle between
cisco Call, music by George Bigler of
Burlingame, Cal., and was conducted by 650,000 and 800,000 words monthly.
Pearl Hossack YVhitcomb, of San Francisco. The story treats of the early Spanish history of California, and was especially favored by the melodious music Landlord Can't Destroy
and excellent cast. Sixty men and women
Tenant's Radio, Ruling
appeared in the production, and much faCHICAGO. — Judge Peter Schwaba ruled
vorable comment was elicited for the
splendid way in which they were handled recently that a Radio aerial in an appurtenance to the home of the owner and
by Mme. AVhitcomb.
therefore inviolable, so far as the landlord
Production Considered a Success
is
concerned.
The ruling arose out of a
It is to be regretted that science has
not yet found a means of broadcasting the case between Fred B. Snell, 2S36 Taylor
street,
and
his
landlord, John Vekias, 283S
colorful stage settings, the gorgeous costumes and beautiful dances that called Taylor street. Snell charged that Vekias
forth such thunders of applause when the chopped his aerial down with an ax when
opera appeared locally several weeks ago. he told him he must wait until next day
However, the production was considered a for his rent. Vekias was placed under a
success as given.
$1,000 peace bond.

The upper picture here shows Miss Sweet
as she has just heard a good joke. In the
center she is laughing at that whimsical
bit of humorous song "Gallagher and
Shean." Of course you can tell what has
happened
lastlady
picture,
— "Jazz,here.
the
best yet," inthethelittle
is saying
Miss Sweet is quite a Radiophan.
© Int.

m
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HYPNOTIZE

BY AIRPHONE

(Continued
from
page
1)
Vishnu rang out clearly
over the crowd,
although he was many blocks distant:
Gives Command to Sleep
'•It gives me great pleasure to attempt
this strange new feat of hynotizing a
woman
by Radio," he said.
At this point the big audience strained
every nerve to hear, for being in the open
air on the main business street, there
were many disturbing noises, and his voice
seemed to die away. Suddenly his deep
tones rang out again, and a serious exface as hepression
said:overspread Miss Kyle's smiling
"Fix your eyes, Miss Kyle, upon a definite object! Let your mind become concentrated upon the one thought — that of
sleep.
Put your knees together!"
iliss Kyle became deathly still. She
seemed to be getting dazed.
"You will drift oft peacefully to sleep —
SLEEP!" was heard as the Radio buzzed
on.
A little quiver ran through Miss Kyle's
body. Her head drooped and her eyes
closed slowly as she lurched forward, reminding one of a sleepy little child whom
the "Sand Man" was about to get. One of
Vishnu's attendants hurriedly took the receivers off her ears, which left her entirely dependent upon the Radio horn for
a continuance of the experiment, and
gently lifted her up.
From over the long distance Vishnu
seemed to mysteriously sense the situation and feel her" exigency for him.
Quickly from out the Radio horn came his
clear commanding tones:
"Let your body become rigid!"
Rushes to Subject
As if by magic, Miss Kyle's body
straightened stiffly, every muscle taut.
She seemed dead. In this state she was
carried by ambulance to be placed on a
little white bed which had been arranged
in the show window of a large department
store several blocks away.
Meanwhile the hypnotist got into a
waiting automobile and was hurriedly
driven to Miss Kyle's side in order to
quickly relax her body before placing her
on the bed. Upon his arrival at -the show
window, bending over Miss Kyle, he examined her condition and only smiled as
she relaxed naturally. Then when she
was lifted from the stretcher to the bed,
where she was to remain in her comatose
state until the next afternoon, he called
on her again for rigidity, after which he
again relaxed her for her twenty-four
hours' sleep. After seeing that her breathing and heart were right, he gently drew
a mosquito netting over the top of the
bed, through which could be seen her
flushed face upon the pillow.
"I find being hypnotized by Radio
queer," said Miss Kyle the next day after
she had been awakened from her long
sleep. "However, I was not a bit afraid or
nervous. Have you ever waked up from
a real sound sleep and felt so drowsy that
you would turn over and go right back to
sleep? "Well, it's just that twixt-and-between feeling I got' at first. It seemed like
I just must go to sleep. I never knew
when I quit hearing Mr. Vishnu talking
to me. I just went right off into dreamland. Then, when I was awakened, at first
I seemed all confused, as though someone
was making a big fuss over me, and then,
Wake up!' was the first thing I got."
Other Feats More Astonishing1 Will Come
The hynotism of Miss Kyle was a striking demonstration of the progress science
is making and how hynotism is keeping
pace with it; yet withal, Vishnu declares
that the coming years have in store for
the ambitious youth discoveries even more
numerous and much more astonishing.
"Hypnotism through the air is possible,"
says Vishnu. "When a subject is once
controlled, only the sound of the human
voice is needed. If the sound of the human voice can be transmitted by Radio,
there is no reason in the world why a
subject can not be controlled by Radio,
and while hypnotizing a person by Radio
is in itself a difficult feat, yet that of
waking a subject by the same means is by
far the more arduous task."

California Town Plans1
Loud-Speaker Curfew
Fans

Show Fight,
Shall Not

Say, "Curfew
Ring"

AN EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City
CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KF1, Los Angeles, Calif...
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas
WBZ, Springfield, Mass...
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WEAF, New York, N.Y..
WFAA, Dallas. Tex.
WFL. Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta. Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y.
WHA, Madison. Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.. .
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo...
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa....
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, New York, N.Y... .
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R...
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.. . .
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa...
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo..
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. . . .
WW J, Detroit, Mich

Met.
440
400
430
360
360
(69
509
492
395
423
448
540
43.5
400
470
337
411
517
476
360
492
390
395
360
319
429
380
360
400
380
411
390
509
455
390
417
360
448
400
360
500
4S4
509
441
405
360
429
517

Monday

Tuesday

7:00- 8:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
7:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-11:30
8:00-12:30
8:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:30- 9:00
8:30- 9:30
5:30- 6:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
7:15- 8:30
5:00- 5:30
6:00- 6:30
7:30- 9:30
10:10-11:30
7:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00- 8:30
6:50-11:00
5:15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00
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WITH THE LISTENER IN

RITTER LOOP AERIAL $1
All parts supplied; can be
assembled in 10 minutes.
We guarantee that the
Ritter Loop will eliminate
lightning
troubles:
Reduces static,
interference
and noises from your
neighbors'
regenerative
sets.
Come and
see the
Ritter Loop Assembled. By
mail 10c extra.

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
Wednesday

Thursday

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30 5:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
7:00- 1:00 7:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-11:30 8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
8:00 10:00
8:00-10:00 8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30 6:25- 8:40
6:05. 7:20
7:15-10:30 8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 7:00 6:30- 9:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00 8:307:00- 9:30
9:30
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:00-8:00

Friday

7:00- 8:00

7:00- 8:00

6:00-10:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

5:00- 9

Saturday

Sunday
6:45- 7:45

7:00- 8:00
11:30-12:30
6:00-10:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

9:00-10
7:00- 1:00 10:08-12
7:00- 1
8:45-11:30 9:00- 2
10:00-12:00 8:45-11

8:00-111
8:00- 9:30 11:305:45- 7:40
7:00- 8
7:1.5-10:30
6:308:00 7:15-10
7:00-10:00
8
6:00- 1:00 6:307:00-10:
6:00- 1
7:30-11:30
10:002:00
7:30-11
6:30- 9:00 8:306:30- 97
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:00
7:30- 9
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 8:30-10
9:30-10
6:45- 9:00 7:00- 9
7:00- 9:00 6:45-11
7:30- 9:00 7:00- 8
7:30- 9
8:00-10:00
00- 5
8:00-10:00
5:005:30
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45
0030- 89
6:00- 6:30
6:006:30
':00-10
6:00-11:00
6:00- 7:30
:6& 7
7:15- 9:30
6:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 7:30- 9:30
:30
7:30- 9:30
:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30 9:15-10:30
9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-12:00
!:00-12
9:30-10:30
7:30- 8:30
10:00-11:00 7:00- 8:30
6:509:10
'7:30-' 9:66 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 7:00- 8:30
7:00-10:00
8 :00-10:9:
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 101:001:45-12:
8:00- 8:45
81:00- 8
7:30- 9:00
7 :30- 9

3:00- 5:00
1:45- 3:45

9:00- 9:30
7:00- 1:00 10:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
12:00- 1:00
8:45-11:30
10:00-12:00
'6:30-' 8:66
8:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:00
8:00- 10:30

6:30- 6:45

7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
11:45- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
6:30- 9:00 9:30-10:30
8:30-12:00
8:00-11:00 8:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
6:30- 7:30
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45
5:00- 5:30
9:10-11:00

7:30- 9:00

7:30-10:00
7:30'5:15-'9:30
8:30-10:30
6:30
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00

9:30-10:30

10:45-12:66

RITTER

CORP.

New York

SHELTONE
LOUD

With

SPEAKER
Special

Nath. Baldwin
Headset
Type C
Correct
in
Principle
Perfect
Results
When you sit back to enjoy the broadcast
program, you want perfect reproduction.
The SHELTONE will give you the program
in all its original beauty.
It is built differently to take advantage of
the most correct acoustic principles and reproduce music and speech with correctness.

Loud Speaker, complete. $16.00
Loud Speaker, no phones
4.00
Postpaid
C. O. D. or Cash with Order
Dealers Write for Discounts

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 7:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the7:3d-'li":66
periods stated; if your city uses

RADIO

232 Canal St., near Centre

THE
70

HALSEY

SHELTONE
STREET,

CO.

NEWARK,

N.

J.

Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city use's Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this Result.
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An

attractive piece of furniture designed and so constructed to accommodate the Radio set and its entire
equipment. With it you make a neat
installation of Radio in the home.
Its many advantages and moderate
cost make
it almost indispensable.
For sale by first class Radio
Furniture Dealers or write

and

Robbins Woodworking Co.

Looking Ahead
Do You Want

to Know

All About

Condensers

LIBERTYVILLE,
Dept. C. ILLINOIS
and Inductances?

Next week Thomas

W. Benson is going to tell about them. It makes no difference how well one maybe versed in Radio, there is always some little point that may be hazy. Perhaps
"Condensers

and

Inductances"

is your weak

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

point.

A Diagram of the New Four-Circuit Tuner will appear in next week's Digest. Want
to do DX work this summer?
Then try this out on your antenna.
Characteristic Curves of Recent Designs of Vacuum Tubes will be shown in an
article written by H. J. Marx in the June 2 issue of the Digest. This article is
prepared particularly for those Radiophans who are critics of good apparatus.
Mr. Flewelling Will Complete

His Present Series of Articles next week.

I

I

If you have

followed the series thus far you cannot afford to miss next week's article to complete your files. He will give operating kinks for the One Condenser Super
Flivver.
Are You

Getting Your Share of Broadcasts under the new

An article on "Loading Coils and How
will be in an early issue.

wave length allocations?

to Raise Your Set's Inductance

Values"

Your Vacation. You died-in-the-wool Radiophans are going to take a set along,
of course I What kind?
Let Radio Digest tell you in a coming issue.

SIERRA MADRE, CALIF. — A Radio curfew ordinance is under consideration by
the city board of trustees here. Citizens
who are uninterested in the ether science
have complained to city officials that the
noise of neighborhood loud speakers is
unbearable and become a nuisance when
operated late at night.
The Radiophans of the city are planning
to wage a hot fight to prevent any action
being taken against their interests.
The law as suggested reads that it shall
be an offence to operate any form of loud
speaking apparatus after nine o'clock at
night.

Radio Digest

Please find enclosed check M. 0. fop Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
Name
Address

Radio
telephones are to be placed
on
every fishing vessel of the Norwegian fleet,
m umbering more than 14,000 ships.

YOU WANT IT!
BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
WHEN

YOU

WANT

SEND IN THE BLANK

TODAY

The stator and rotor are of Kel- S
logg
Bakelite,
with
properly
pro- I
portioned windings of well insulated j
Two wire.
terminals are provided for J
copper
the rotor and three of the stator, j
permitting the variometer to be used *
in all known variometer circuits.

Publisher Radio Digest,
123 West Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
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State.
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The Kellogg Variometer

Kellogg variometers have no slid- j
ing contacts;
nothing
to wear
or |
short.
A spring takes up all play |
and allows the rotor to turn with |
a smooth even motion.

No. 501
Each $8.00 j
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"RAILROAD NIGHFIS
BROADCAST BY KHJ
FANS

LISTEN
IN ON REALISTIC DEPOT NOISES

Traveler's Gossip, Cab Driver's Shouts,
Newsboys'
— All Cries,
Come Children's
In on EtherChatter

DIGEST

GERMANS FIND WAVE
TO DOWN AIRPLANES

NEW CUBAN STATION
TUNES IN CLEVELAND

French yaviation 'investiPARIS. — gators
in German
reported today
that the Germans have discovered
a Radio process which forces airships,
however powerful, to land. Serious
alarm is felt in French airplane circles
at this news, which vitiates every effort
in the development of France's chief
weapon, aviation. Radio waves of extraordinary potency and of special
quality are used to stop the airplane
motors.

Frank
by Cuban
operat
Station 6KW,
— Thegednew
NA, is CUBA.
HAVAJones,
on a wave
now workin
.
length of 315 meters Mr. Jones recently entertained the whole town of
Tuinicu with a Cleveland News Radio
concert broadcast from the Union Trust
n. A loud speaker
ny's
Compa
of the studio
the window
was placed instatio
and connected to the receiving set. The
entire populace listened to the "wave
from Lake Erie" roll in.

DO YOU KNOW HOW
WGY BROADCASTS?
SERMON
PASSES THROUGH
FIVE EXCHANGES
Four Microphones Used — Two in Service; Two for Emergency
Use
Twenty Mile Line

By W. T. Meenam
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.— Have you ever
wondered how a Radio broadcasting station with its fixed equipment manages to
send out religious services weekly from
churches many miles away from the sending station?
The operating staff of WGY, the
Schenectady, N. Y., station of the General
Electric Company has so developed church
service broadcasting that thousands of
letters of appreciation are sent in from
far and near. Furthermore, clergymen
who were frankly skeptical at first of the
value of broadcast religious services
and who doubted that the dignity and
beauty of these services could be conveyed
through the air, now pronounce Radio an
invaluable aid.
Amsterdam. Service Typical
The installation necessary for broadcasting the service of the Second Presbyterian Church of Amsterdam, N. Y., re*
cently is typical and will give the Radiophan an idea of how it is accomplished.
In the church were four microphones,
two of them spares for emergency use.
Two were placed at the reading desk to
get the words of the clergyman in scripture reading, prayer, sermon and announcements. Two more were hung above
and in front of the choir and organ. These
microphones or pick-ups were the only
evidence to the congregation that the service they were hearing was going out to
countless thousands many miles away.
There is nothing in the church installation
to distract the attention of the congregation from the services.
Operator Stationed in Church
At one side of the church, hidden from
view but in a position where he could follow the service was stationed one of the
WGY staff who switched the microphones
on and off as the service progressed. If
the minister was speaking, his microphone
was brought into the circuit and the choir
microphone was switched off.
Two other operators were situated in an
adjoining room where a portable control
equipment had been installed. In this
room one of the operators controlled the
amplification of speech and music. The
amplifying outfit consisted of two 5-watt
tubes, one 50-watt tube and other necessary apparatus. Sufficient amplification
was used to overcome line noise on the
twenty miles of telephone wire necessary
to carry the electrical oscillations set up
in the microphones to the control room
of WGY in Schenectady, N. Y. The second
operator in the side room was in constant
communication by special land wire with
the control room at WGY.
STATION TO HELP SAVE
Passes Through Five Exchanges
In the control room in Schenectady the
LIVES ON GREAT LAKES
church services were again amplified, this
time on equipment wThich consisted of one
5-watt tube and two 50-watt tubes. From
WGR to Broadcast Weather Inthis point the electrical oscillations passed
formation
to
Seamen
Daily
to the power apparatus and were impressed on modulator and oscillator tubes
going to the antenna and the air.
Between
the church in Amsterdam and
BUFFALO, N. T. — For the first time an
independent Radio broadcasting station How would you like a crystal for your set as large as the one the young lady is holding? With control apparatus in Schenectady the service passed through three exchanges of the
will be a factor in saving the lives of those the proper equipment one would stand a chance of bringing in some real DX records with it. The
imperiled by violent storms on the Great crystal is the same as used in Radio work but in the crude form. It is yet to be finished and New York Telephone Company, the AmLakes and amateur Radiophans can now chipped into smaller bits.
sterdam exchange, the Schenectady ex©K. &H.
change and finally the exchange of the
picture to themselves the scenes on shipGeneral
Electric
Company.
board described in their favorite sea
This feat was made possible only
stories when they receive the thrilling Loud Speaker Directs Mob
through
the
great
Radio
amplifier,
just
news of an approaching storm. This
installed by a Radio specialist of the
Aurora Borealis Causes QRM
weather information will be broadcast
Scene of "The Hunchback"
Electric company. The installapartly in a code of letters and figures by
HARTFORD, CONN.— Presence of NorthUNIVERSAL, CITY, CALIF. — Whispers Western
tion
cost
$7,000,
but
it
saves
hundreds
of
ern lights, or the aurora borealis is bethe powerful Federal Telephone & Tele- are directing the huge mobs used in some dollars every day and affords complete
lieved to have been the cause of the failure
graph company's station "WGR at Buffalo, of the scenes for "The Hunchback of Notre mob control.
of
Canadian
amateurs to relay a message
N. T., at 10:45 a. m. and 10:45 p. m.. East- Dame," being filmed here. Wallace Worsern time, every day. Interested fans may ley, the director, has not needed to raise
across the continent during a recent threeIf reception is not as good as usual in day test of the American Amateur Radio
obtain the key to this code by writing to his voice above a monotone, yet it is carried to the farthermost portions of the damp weather, it is due to faulty aerial Relay League. The aurora has been known
the weather bureau, Telephone building,
insulation.
before to interfere with transmission.
seven-acre set.
Buffalo, X. T.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — Presenting
one of the most vivid, realistic and descriptive Radio broadcast programs BO far
heard on the Pacific Coast, the Radio concert from station KHJ. the Los Angeles
Times, broadcast recently, proved to be
one of stellar attraction.
"Railroad Night" was the subject and
the atmosphere was alive with the associations of railroad life. The setting was
the wailing room of the Arcade Station,
of the Southern Pacific, in this city, but
there was no waiting, everybody rushed
headlong into the fun. Mayor Geo. E.
Cryer was greeted by the South Pacific
Shop Band as he stepped from a figurative
train upon his return from vacation and
as he passed into the waiting room was
cheered by the crowd. The Mayor 'was
there in person and was called upon for
a short address.
Have Railroad Band
The Southern Pacific Band, under the
baton of conductor L. B. Verweire, composed of accomplished musicians, presented a brilliant concert, including the
following: March, from "Tannhauser," by
Wagner, the overture "William Tell," by
Rossini; "Fackeltaz" (Torch Dance), by
Meyerbeer, and the "Star Spangled BanLieut. John
P. Sousa.
V. S. ner."
X. arranged
R. F. byConductor
Verweire
and
members of the band were congratulated
for their brilliant performance.
A waiting room to be true to life should
have the yowls of an infant, which was
there in real life and it exercised its lungs
in regular style. A police officer on the
scene, to keep order and handle the crowd
was enacted by Harry Anderson, who was
recommended by Police Chief Louis D.
Oaks, and Officer Anderson proved himself.
in the waiting room.
Youngsters Play Parts Well
Prattling youngsters are required in a
waiting room, herein enter, Maxine and
Virginia Loomis, the most charming twins
in seventeen states; and yet, it is amazing
what sensible questions the lassies of 5
years of age may ask. They presented
an adorable part in the sketch. Richard
Headrick, silver-sheet luminary, age 5
years, was the third party in the juvenile
trio.
Others who completed the waiting room
scene were: Newsboys who shouted the
latest news, taxi drivers who announced
their cars ready and peanut venders who
cried out their wares, and as the program
was deserving of a ringing tribute the
Southern Pacific Company furnished a 200
pound locomotive bell for that purpose.
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RECEIVING

CONTEST

RECORD

By Contest Editor
thirty-five rechundred r and
THRBG ords now
appea in the complete list.
added this
s
were
record
Five new
week. A number of the contestants have
been able to hold their own since the last
time the entire list was given. N. H. Hall,
•f Boston, Mass., is still in the lead with
his 5,100 mile record from KYQ, Hawaii,
while C. F. Rose, Jr., of Springfield, Mass.,
is running a close second. Four in the race
hold records over 4,000 miles and 23 over
2,500 miles! Can you beat these? If you
can, don't forget to enclose the mileages
for the stations whose records you submit.
The complete list of records, revised to
date, are printed below:
Station — Miles Away — Who Heard It

AS'6 — 1250, John Kiener, , Cleveland, , O.
CFAC— 1750, Ted Lehman
Ashland
Ky.
CFC'A— 1S50, C. C. Beery, Spokane,
Wash.
CFCI! — 2200, A. J. Barron, Johnson City. Tenil.
.
CFCF— 2325. B. H. Seydel, Tacoma Wash.
CFCN* — 2100, E. J. Cuddy, Dedham. Mass.
CHBC— 2450, S. S. Florence B. Phillips.
CHCA — 1625, T. S. Wildman. Nicholas. Iowa.
CHCB— 2125, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
CHCF — 1250, B. II. Livingston, Morristown, N. J.
CHCQ — 2100, G. F. Aiken. Providence. E. I.
CHXC — 1500, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas, Wyo.
CHYC — 2300, S. S. Atwood,
Esperance, Wash.
CJCA — 1650, Kenneth Meyer, Greensburg. Ind.
CJCB— 1300, V. Dennis. Oskaloosa. Kans.
CJCE — 2100, F. C. Woodford.
Canton, O.
CJCN — 1900, Nestor Barrett, Bepublic, Wash.
CKAC — 2700, A. C. Carter, Juneau, Alaska.
.
CKCK — 1650, L. C. Burwell
Jr., Charlotte. N. C.
CKCE— 1225, Samuel Woodson, Jr., Liberty. Mo.
DD5 — 1550, C. V. Bell, Ottawa. Can.
Djil-i — 1700, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
DM7 — 1150, L. J. Martin, Minneapolis. Minn.
DN4 — 2100, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
KDKA— 2500. Bobert Bowe, Santa Clara. Calif.
KDN— 2175, F. C. Woodford, E. J. Poyser. Canton. O.
KDPT — 2600, B G. Williams,
Springfield, Mass.
KDYL— 2450. B. Doull, Halifax. N. S.
KDTM — 2025, F. B. Steer. Cleveland, O.
KDYQ — 2550, C. M. Rice. Jr.. Worcester. Mass.
KDYS — 1700, M. C. Eidenour, Kingwood. W. Va.
KDYX — 5000, C. F. Eose. Jr., Springfield, Mass.
KDZA — 2025, Breisch Motor Co., Eingtown.
Pa.
KDZE — 1725, Philip Delano, Bonne Terre, Mo.
KDZF— 1850, C. H. Nolder, Cincinnati. O.
KDZK— 2050, C. E. Carber, Pittsburgh. Pa.
KDZK — 1300, Harold Canon, Storm Lake, Iowa.
KDZE — 1050, W. C. Wolverton. Linton. N. D.
KDZT— 1250, E. M. Perkins, Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
KDZZ — 1050, W. C. Wolverton, Linton. N. D.
KFAD — 2125, Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney, New York, N. Y.
KFAE — 1650, G. E. Wharton, Houston, Tex.
KFAF — 1775, F. W. Foss, Boston, Mass.
KFAN — 1250, Chas. N. Schwab. Grinnell, Iowa.
KFAP— 1950, A. M. Tobias, East Orange, N. J.
KFAU — 1325, Boss Hansch, Baraboo, Wis.
KFAW — 1325, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
KF AY— 2200, L. A. Graf. Dunkirk. N. Y.
KFBB— 1050, E. Henry, Butler, Mo.
KFBO— 2125, J. D. Crosby, Stauffer. Pa.
KFBD — 1375. W. M. K. Young, Kansas City, Mo.
KFBH— 1450, E. B. Beed, Eureka. Kans.
KFB.T — 1775, Eichard Eeeder. Alliance. O.
KFBK— 1950, H. S. Juday, Eldorado. O.
KFCB— 1425, O. P. Klein, Leduc, Alta., Can.
KFCF — 1775, B. A. Deger, Dayton, Ohio.
KFCL — 1300, M. L. Johnson, Atchison, Kans.
KFCV— 1600, Bobert N. King, Needham Heights. Mass.
KFDA— 2250, L. Genack.
Springfield. Mass.
KFDB— 2400, W. H. Rhodes and Chas. Ehodes. Middleton, Pa.

KFDF— 1150, H. B. Wunder, Cheviot, O.
KFDJ — 2100, Ted Lehman,
Ashland.
Ky.
KFDL— 1750, E. J. Cuddy, Dedham. Mass.
KFEB — 1125, B. L. Hartman, Hoisington, Kans.
KFFY— 1125, W. C. Wolverton, Linton, N. D.
KFHJ— 1250, J. E. Bradley, Justin, Tex.
KFI — 2900,
Berwick.
N. S'. Can.
KFV—
1750, W.
A. E.
L. Davison,
Ober, North
Manchester.
Ind.
KFZ— 2175. A. A. Acken, Jersey City, N. J.
KGB — 1725, Louis Bruchiss, Chicago. 111.
KGG — 1650, Vernon
Adams,
Joplin, Mo.
KGN— 1875, Fay Allardiug, Lake Odessa, Mich.
KGU — 4650, Eugene Evans. Tippecanoe City. Ohio.
KGW— 2475, Dr. L. D. Bassett, Sidney, N. Y.
KGY— 1925, Paul French,
Oxford, Mich.
KH.T- 3000, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
KHQ — 2500, C. M. Bice, Jr., Worcester, Mass.
K.TJ— 2175, M. P. Jacot, Copley, O.
K.JR— 2800, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
KJS— 1150. W. F. Galloway. Vancouver. B. C. Can.
KLB — 1900, Billy Withington, Jackson, Mich.
KLS — 1400, J. E. Bradley, Justin. Tex.
KLX— 2600, C. C. Dunbar, Greenville, N. H.
KLZ — 2100, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
KM.T— 1550, H. E. Clark. Monmouth, 111.
KMO — 1600, Boss Hansch,
Baraboo,
Wis.
KNI — 2150, John Kiener. Cleveland, O.
KNJ— 1425. J. Wallace, Bridgeville. Pa.
KNT— 2425. J. H. Wall. Rensselaer. N. Y.
KNV— 1725, A. C. Flint. Chicago, 111.
KNX— 1175, J. E. Bradley, Justin, Tex.
KOB— 1975, C. M. Bice, Jr., Worcester, Mass.
KOG— 2450, H. F. Andrews,
Albany, N. Y.
KOP— 2075, T. W. Smith, Watsonville.
Calif.
EPO— 2550, C. M. Bussey, Hudson. N. Y.
KQI — 1650, H. E. Clark, Monmouth. 111.
KOP— 2100, G. A. Walter. McDonald. Pa.
KQV— 1325, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
KQW— 1900, C. Conrad, Logansport,
Ind.
BSD— 4000, Walter Lee. Lost Harbor. Alaska.
KTW— 1600, H. E. Clark, Monmouth.
111.
KUO— 2675, C. M. Bice, Jr.. Worcester. Mass.

KUY— 2100, Boland
Smith. Hilo. Hawaii.
KWG— 2500, Mrs. A. S. Mawkinney, New York. N. Y.
KWH— 2350, C. B. Bichtmeyer.
Allentowu.
Pa.
KXD— 2075, Eichard Reeder. Alliance, O.
KYI— 1750. W. Schultze, Chicago, 111.
KYQ — 5100, M. H. Hall. Boston, Mass.
KYW— lSfjO, J. J. Bealcs. Jr., San Anselmo, Calif.
KZM — 2700, Sarkis Kachajian,
Worcester, Mass.
KZN— 1650, E. K. Kitts, Bluefleld. W. Va.
KZV— 1175, C. Bennett. Aurora. S. D.
NAA— 2250, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
PWX— 2675. M. A. Jeffords. Wenatchee. Wash.
WAAB— 1325, C. H. Vale. Providence. B I.
WAAC— 1775, W. F. Macleod, Prince Albert. Sask.. Can.
WAAD— 1100, E. Doull. Halifax. N. S.
WAAF— 1850, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo, Calif.
WAAJ— 1725, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas, Wyo.
WAAM— 2125, B. J. Gall. Blythe. Calif.
WAAN— 1400, H. Baird, River de Chute. N. B.. Can.
WAAP— 1400, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WAAQ— 1325, W. Douglas,
Guthrie. Okla.
WAAS— 1025. E. B. Miller. Plainview. Tex.
WAAW— 1300, A. B. Butters, Los Angeles, Calif.
WAAZ— 1700, W. E. Davidson, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
WBAA — 1575, C. C. Beery, Spokane, Wash.
WBAD— 1125, N. Theobald. Attleboro. Mass.
WBAF— 1250, M. Neuman.
Guthrie, Okla.
WBAG — 1125, M. L. Johnson, Atchison, Kans.
WBAH— 1050, F. T. Wycoff, Springfield. Mass.
WBA.I— 1150, E. B. Miller, Plainview, Tex.
WBAP— 2550, C. Blanch. Amherst. N. S.. Can.
WBAU— 1200, H. S'. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.
WBAX— 1350, G. E. Wharton. Houston. Tex.
WBAY— 2175, C. C. Beery. Spokane,
Wash.
WBL — 1900, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
WBT— 2250, Kenneth Curtis, Seattle. Wash.
WBU — 1400, Wilson Woodside, Calgary, Alta., Can.
WBZ — 2500, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn, Ore.
WCAE — 2250, R. Taylor, Livermore.
Calif.
WCAF — 1025. F. J. McKenney, New Prague. Minn.
WCAG — 1325, K. McNeil, Ottawa, Ont.. Can.
WCAH— 1950, A. B. Butlers, Los Angeles. Calif.
WCAI— 1100. A. C. Flint, Chicago. 111.
WCAL— 1400, S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WCAR— 1775, H. Madrich. Verdun, P. Q., Can.
WCAS— 1450, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WCAT— 1975, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WCAX— 1325, Doyle Getter, Arkansas City. Kan.
WCAY— 1050, D. J. Morris. Weir, Tex.
WCAZ— 1450, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow,
N. S.
WCK— 1225,
W.
F. Macleod.
Prince Albert.
Sask..
Can.
WCM— 2174, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WCN— 1750, E. B. Miller. Plainview, Tex.
WCX— 2075, L. W. Beretta, San Mateo, Calif.
WDAE — 1700, Wm. Hurst, Jr., Winnipeg, Can.
WDAF— 1675, W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S.. Can.
WDAH— 1925, Paul Glaister, Napanoch. N. Y.
WDAJ— 2175, G. L. Harms. Portland, Ore.
WDAK — 1200, B. Hastings. Atchison. Kan.
WDAL— 2450, J. Beckman,
Seattle, Wash.
WDAO— 1500, M. J. Solumbe, Plattsburg, N. T.
WDAP— 1S75, M. J. Bevilockway,
Lomita Park. Calif.
WDAE- 1175, C. B. Martin, Springfield, S. D.
WDAS— 1250, C. M. Bennett. Aurora. S. D.
WDATJ— 1700, E. B. Miller, Plainview. Tex.
WDAX— 1500, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow; N. S.
WDAY— 1200, G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
WDT— 1400, G. E. Wharton, Houston. Tex.
WEAB— 1550, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
WEAD— 1000, John Kiener, Cleveland. O.
WEAE— 2000, E. J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WEAF— 2450, N. E. Parr, Albany, Ore.
WEAH— 1375, E. A. Howard. Watch Hill. B. I.
WEAI— 2075, B J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WEAJ — 1300, Eichard Siegel, Lawrence, Mass.
WEAK— 1100, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
WEAO— 2100, Dobson & Tuckie, Oakland,
Calif.
WEAP— 1700, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WEAT— 1525. B. Doull, Halifax. N. S.
WEAV— 1200, H. S. Bahiser, Pittsburgh. P
WEAY— 1950. H. Gow. Seattle. Wash.
WEV — 1400, H. Dammann,
Bronx, N. Y.
WEY— 1250, Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney, New York, N. Y.
WFAA— 2000, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.
WFAC—
S. Gall,
Olding,Blythe,
New Glasgow,
N. S'.. Can.
WFAF— 1375,
2200. H.
B. J.
Calif.
WFAG — 1375, B. L. Hartman,
Hoisington. Kan.
WFAH— 1025, John Kiener. Cleveland. O.
WFAJ— 1150, W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S.. Can.
WFAM— 1025, J. H. Wall. Bensselaer. N. Y.
WFAN— 1300, S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WFAT— 1275, P. Benneyan,
Fresno. Calif.
WFAV— 1350, S. S. Atwood.
Esperance,
Wash.
WFAZ— 1150. Edwin M. Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WFI— 2350. A. B. Butler, Los Angeles, Calif.
WGAB— 1750. J. A. Bernier, Quebec, Can.
WGAD— 2575, L. Jang, Hanley Falls. Minn.
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Unit — Interchangeable
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Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.
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Rival Hand Saw Musicians
Entertain WEAY Listeners
HOUSTON, TEX. — Adam Carter, hand
saw musician, recently appeared as entertainer for The Evening Post in a program
WEAT,day,theJohn
Iris Weber,
theater rival
station.from
The next
hand saw musician, offered to- show that
he also can play entertaining Radio music
on the one-time carpenter tool.
Subsequent developments brought scores
of requests for special selections and repeat numbers on the hand saw. Weber
used a special-made phonograph record for
accompaniment.

Vernier Var.
Condensers
WITH KNOB AND 3 IN.

COMPLETE
$5.00 Value 11
5.50 Value 19
6.50 Value 41
Plain—
3 Plate
11 Plate
Include

RUBBER

DIAL

plate with 3 plate Vernier
plate with 3 plate Vernier
plate with 3 plate Vernier
I Plain—
$0.75
23 Plate
98 I 43 Plate
5c per item for parcel post.
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Heating

WNJ— 2375, B. H. Seydel, Tacoma, Wash.
WOAA— 1525, G. F. Cory, New Bedford, Mass.
WOAC— 1600, O. P. Klein. Ledue. Alta.
WOAI— 2250, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S„ Can.
WOAJ — 1550, S. S. Atwood, Esperance, Wash.
WOAN— 1100, H. M. Clark, Auburn. Me.
WOAP— 1950, L. W. Beretta, San Mateo. Calif.
WOAS— 1275, L. Hull. Eureka, Kans.
WOAZ — 1525, E. S. Macartney, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
WOC— 1675, H. S. Trost. San Jose. Calif.
WOI— 1550, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo, Calif.
WOK— 1725, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WOO— 1575, M. B. Gilbert, Douglas. Wyo.
W.OQ — 1175, Arthur Chappelle. Woodburn, Ore.
WOR— 4800, Jack Costa. Haiku, Maui. T. H.
WOS— 1625, G. L. Harms. Portland. Ore.
AVOAW— 1400, Bobert Bowe, Santa Clara. Calif.
WPA— 1950. W. E. Davison, Berwick. N. S., Can.
WPAB — 1250, J. Skinner, Corsicana. Tex.
WPAC— 1325, L. C. Hopkins, Enfield. Conn.
WPAH— 1650. Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn, Ore.
WPAK— 1250, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WPAS— 1900, W. D. Ncwcomb. Socorro. N. M.
WPAT— 1375, L. C. Kemp, Seattle, Wash.
WQAM— 1400, C. V. Bell, Ottawa. Can.
WBL— 1100, W. M. K. Young, Kansas City, Mo.
WEP— 1375, Guy V. Carrolo. Houston.
Tex.
WEE— 2000, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WBW— 2550. L. W. Beretta, San Mateo. Calif.
WSAS— 1225, F. T. Wycoff, Springfield, Mass.
WSAV— 1125. Billy Withington, Jackson, Mich.
WSB— 2275, L. K. Poyntz. Victoria, B. C. Can.
WSL— 1175, L. Hull, Eureka. Kans.
WSY— 2O50, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WTAC— 2025, B. J. Gall. Blythe, Calif.
WTAW— 1525, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo. Calif.
WTG— 1375, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WWAC— 1550. Donald Wood. Waco, Tex.
WWAD— 1050, M. L. Johnson. Atchison. Kans.
WWAX— 1700, Sydney Warner,
Springfield. N. J.
WWB— 2150, E. Taylor, Livermore,
Calif.
WWI— 1800, B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WWJ— 2200, F. W. Hill, Cristobal, C. Z.
WWL— 1275, G. W. Perkins, Thompson, N. Y.
2LO — 3175, S. F. Bichards. Janesville. Wis.

Distributors for the

Erla Reflex Transformers

Platinum

WOAF— 1100. Kenneth Steele, Northumberland. Pa.
WCAK— 1400, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
W'tJAM— 1275, H. B. Porter, Lynn, Mass.
WGAN— 1700, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WGAQ— 1025, W. J. Wolverton.
Linton. N. D.
WGAK — 1150, H. Dammann, Bronx. N. Y.
WGAT— 1675, B. Doull. Halifax, N. S.
WGAY— 1000, D. J. Morris, Weir. Tex.
WGF — 1425, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
WGI— 1750. E. L. Dye. Plainview, Tex.
WGM— 2175, Allan Harvey, Snohomish.
Wash.
WGB— 2175, N. E. Parr. Albany. Ore.
WGV— 1S00, H. S1. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WGY— 2575, J. J. Beales, Jr., San Anselmo. Calif.
WHA— 1650, Perkins Benneyan. Fresno. Calif.
WHAA— 1450, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow, N. S., Can.
WHAB— 1550, G. W. Perkins, Thompson. N. Y.
WHAE — 1050. H. Bawls. Phoenix.
Ariz.
WHAH— 1100, Paul Glaister. Napanoch. N. Y.
WHAI — 1600, Dick Lawrence,
Sacramento.
Calif.
WHAK— 2175. Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WHAL— 1100, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WHAM— 2225, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WHAE— 1150, E. M. Perkins. Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WHAS— 1950, Arthur
Chapelle, Woodburn,
Ore.
WHAW— 1325, E. M. Perkins. Jr., Sioux Falls. S. D.
WHAT— 1700, B J. Gall, Blythe, Calif.
WHAZ— 2550, H. Wilbert, San Francisco. Calif.
WHB— 1675, W. E. Davison, Berwick, N. S.. Can.
WHK— 1550, L. W. Gusbwa.
Firth. Ida.
WHX— 1025. Mrs. A. S. Mawhinney, New York, N. Y.
WIAC— 1206. H. Mutze, Manassas, Va.
WIAF— 1325, C. V. Bell, Ottawa, Can.
WIAG— 1250, Wm.
Hurst, Jr., Winnipeg,
Can.
WIAO— 1700, S. S. Atv
d, Esperance, Wash.
WIA2— 1525, E. M. Pe 'ns, Jr.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
WIK— 1150, G. E. Wharton. Houston.
Tex.
WIP— 1325, De Witt McKinley,
Ft. Worth. Tex.
WIZ— 1175, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WJAD— 1625, G. F. Cory, New Bedford, Mass.
WJA.I— 10O0, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
W.TAN— 1700, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WJAP— 1200, D. J. Morris. Weir. Tex.
WJAQ— 1200, Paul Glaister, Napanoch, N. Y.
WJAS — 1900, Louis Eaymond. Pullman. Wash.
WJAX— 2000, Allan Harvey, Snohomish.
Wash.
WJAZ — 1400, Wilson
Woodside,
Calgary. Alta.. Can.
W.IX— 2550, Bobert Bowe, Santa Clara, Calif.
WJZ — 2575, J. J. Beales, Jr., San Anselmo, Calif.
WKAC— 1175, H. Dammann, Bronx. N. Y.
WKAF— 1500, C. M. Bennett, Aurora. S. D.
WKAL— 1850, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn. Ore.
WKAN— 1100, C. M. North, Maiden, Mass.
WKAQ— 3850, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn. Ore.
WKAS— 1075. Paul Glaister, Napanoch. N. Y.
WKC— 1200, J. E. Latt. Fairfield, Tex.
WKY — 2400, B. Bartholomew, Garrochales. Porto Eico.
WLAC— 1175, D. J. Morris, Weir, Tex.
WLAG—
4150, H. A. Crowe. S. S'. Ethan Allan. South
of Hawaii.
WLAH— 1500, D. J. Morris, Weir. Tex.
WLA.T— 1450. J. H. Wall, Bensselaer, N. Y.
WLAK — 1575, Vinson Crowder. Houston, Tex.
WLAL — 1525, Arthur Chapelle, Woodburn,
Ore.
WLAP— 1925, A. G. Hilton, Bicknell. Calif.
WLAV— 2000, G. A. Gallagher, Berkeley. Calif.
WLAW — 1450, C. C. Sawyer, Liberal, Hans.
WLAY— 4200, M. P. Jacot, Copley, O.
WLAZ — 2075, A. B. Butters, Los Angeles.
WLB— 1150, Wilson Woodside,
Calgary, Alta., Can.
WLK— 1950, Wm.
Schauer, Daly City. Calif.
WLW— 2025, L. W. Beretta. San Mateo, Calif.
WMAB — 1450, Arthur Chapelle. Woodburn.
Ore.
WMAC— 1300, B. T. Andrea. Cobalt. Ont.. Can.
WMAD— 1150, H. J. Latshaw, Clearfield. Pa.
WMAF — 1250, B. Henry, Butler. Mo.
WMAG— 1325. B T. Andrae, Cobalt, Ont.. Can.
WMAH— 1350, S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WMAK— 1175, Wm. J. Wolverton, Linton, N. r>.
WMAM — 1350, H. Dammann,
Bronx. N. Y.
WMAQ— 1S50, B, Bowe, Santa Clara. Calif.
WMAT— 1600, Perkins Benneyan.
Fresno. Calif.
WMAU— 1400, W. W. Selden, Springfield, Mass.
WMAV— 1500, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.
WMAY— 1400. B. J. Gall, Blythe. Calif.
WMC— 1625, Perkins Benneyan, Fresno, Calif.
WNAB— 1350, H. S. Olding. New Glasgow. N. S.. Can.
WNAC — 2500, S. S. Atwood, Esperance. Wash.
WNAD — 1500, C. T. Mower, Maiden, Mass.
WNAK— 1200. J. H. Wall, Bensselaer. N. Y.
WNAM— 1375, H. S. Olding, New Glasgow, N. S.. Can.
WNAQ— 1000, B. T. Andrea, Cobalt, Ont.. Can.
WNAS— 1200, B. S. Mavnard. Detroit. Mich.
WNAT — 10O0, B. V. Hammer, Creston. la.
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(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

Add to the pleasure you get out of Radio by
permitting all the members of your family to
enjoy it at once.
Federal Standard Head Sets are fully Guaranteed. Permanent magnets and a uniform airgap give just the correct diaphragm action, perfect clarity of tone, and durable efficiency.
Scientific winding and the expert hand-workmanship of master craftsmen give exceptional
range and power.
Get these guaranteed head sets from your
dealer today and refuse to accept a substitute

Jfeberal Celepfjone
anb GMegrapf) Co*
BUFFALO, N. Y,
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MOVIES IN THE HOME

BY

RADIO

"SOON WILL BE
PRSAOVYSENINFA
VECT
NT,"OR
Inventor of "Pictures by Radio"
Machine Working Out
Problem

Only One Kink Unsolved
Will Enable Persons in Far Away
States to See Inaugural
Ceremonies
By L. M. Lamm
"Movies by Radio in the home will soon
be an accomplished fact, startling as this
mav seem, for the only unsolved problem
is the speed factor," says C. Francis Jenkins of Washington, D. C, inventor of a
machine by which photographs are sent by
Radio. Actual demonstrations have been
made between Washington and Philadelphia
of the practicability of sending these pictures and Mr. Jenkins is now working on
perfections of his new idea. Answering the
writer's questions, Mr. Jenkins continued:
"When, then, this remaining: problem
of speed is solved, and it is now being
worked out gratifyingly, persons in California or Nebraska or Maine or Florida
will be able to see the inaugural ceremonies of their President in the National
Capitol on the day of inauguration, or
both see and hear grand opera broadcast
from any point.
Will Allow Past Picture Distribution
"Meantime, while this problem is being
worked out photographs by Radio will be
perfected for useful and speedy service
in the distribution of picture news for
the daily paper, the news bulletin, the
theater and all other subscribers to such
service."
The process of broadcasting photographs, Mr. Jenkins explained, consists
chiefly in "slicing" the picture to be broadcast into hundreds of perpendicular sections, each about 100th of an inch thick,
and in moving the projected image of each
section across a so-called photo-electric
cell, made of selenium or a similar mineral,
whose ability to carry an electric current
varies with the intensity of light falling
upon it. As each section of the illuminated
image is thus drawn across the cell, the
dark portions, halftones and light spots
formed along the "slice" by the shadows,
lights and color variations by the photograph serve to correspondingly decrease,
increase or maintain the flow of electric
current through the cell.
Substitute for Microphone
Having transformed light variations into electric current, Mr. Jenkins explained,
it was a simple matter to substitute t"his
instrument for the microphone mouthpiece of the Radiophone, for the function
of the microphone is similar to transform
sound variations into current variations.
To reproduce the picture at the receiving station a virtual reversal of the sending process occurs. Two methods have
been successfully employed. By the first
method, the Radio waves are received over
a regular Radio receiving set, the receiver
of which, however, is equipped as follows:
On the metal diaphragm of the receiver
is mounted a tiny mirror which vibrates
with the diaphragm as the Radio oscillations are registered. Focused on the mirror is a strong ray of light, which is re-i
fleeted through a shutter when the mirror
is stationary. As the impulses originating from the sending station start, the
mirror oscillates with the diaphragm and
the reflected ray also oscillates across the
shutter hole. Thus, when the diaphragm
is vibrating slowly more light from the
ray filters through the aperture than when
the vibrations are rapid. The current
variations received by Radio are accordingly transformed back to light variations which are registered on a sensitized
photographic plate.
Receiver Has "Slicing" machine Also
It will be seen, however, that these
variations as they are received must be
reproduced in perpendicular "slices" across
the face of the plate in order to build up
again the completed picture. Here Mr.
Jenkins devised a new type of disc prism,
which he has patented, constituting in appearance a circular glass plate, about ten
inches in diameter, with a rim beveled to
form a prism of spiral shape and of gradually increasing thickness at the edge.
As the beam of light from the mirror
strikes this revolving prism it is bent
along a perpendicular path downward
across the plate, repeating this movement

At the left is shown the wonderful complicated
mechanism by which pictures are sent through
the
ether.
four driving
discs are
theis "Slicer
Prisms"
and The
the small
motor
to the
right. Above in the
circle
is C. Francis Jenkins,
inventor
until each section of the original picture,
sliced up in a similar way by circular
prisms, has been neatly laid down beside
its neighbor to form the completed reproduction. The correct horizontal spacing is maintained by a system of like
discs, revolving in the sending and re^
ceiving stations at the same speed.
Second System
Simpler
The second method, just recently developed and the one which, because of its
simplicity, probably will be permanently
substituted for the former system, consists in sending the Radio current as
amplified by the Radio receiving outfit
through a specially constructed incandescent electric light bulb, the tiny filament of which is surrounded with hydrogen. About two volts of a storage battery
current are conveyed constantly through
this filament, so as to produce a red glow
in the bulb.
As the varying Radio currents course
through, the filament lights up, dies down
to produce half tones, and shades. Thus
it reflects directly on the plate the varying
intensities of light. This method does
away with the uncertainty of reflecting
mirrors, which are always subject to vibrations likely to distort the reproduction.
Needs Little New Apparatus
It is evident, therefore, that little apparatus is required, in addition to standard Radio equipment, to make the usual
receiving set a picture-receiving outfit.
The entire adjunct takes up but a small

amount of room and can easily be placed
on the library table for operation. A
person of constructive inclinations could
readily manufacture his own set, providing, of course, he could obtain possession
of the disc prisms.
Heretofore, inventors have succeeded in
sending etchings by Radio by curving the
etchings over a revolving cylinder and
passing slowly across the cylinder an electrical contact, which sent out current impulses as it touched the high points of
the etching. Never before, Mr. Jenkins
says, have photographs themselves been
transmitted
because
of the inability
in

It is written :
"A single conversation across the table
with a wise man is better than ten years' mere
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times past to reproduce halftones.
The first distant transmission of photographs by Radio was made by Mr. Jenkins on March 3 when they were sent
from the naval Radio station in this city
to the receiving station of the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin.
The test was made under the auspices
of the North American Newspaper Alliance in the presence of newspaper publishers and scientists. At that time pictures of President Harding, Vice President
Colidge, and Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania were sent and received very successfully.

his judgment.
Write for
'Musings of Dr. Mu"
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TWO SUPERSENSITIVE
CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings In all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta, received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coll.
S3. 00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most. Thousands are in use.
My W. D. f I Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete
perfect windings. $3.00. Photo of set
with everyandorder.
Either
set
is
easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more. Write for prices.

S. A. TWITCHELL

192S Western Ave.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Armstrong U. S.
Pat.
No. 1113149
Licensed
under '

A. H. GREBE

& CO., Inc.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch— 451 East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, May 22

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Musical program. Star Concert Orchestra: Frederick
Stanger. tenor; Mannie Roth, violinist.
KFDB (Pacific, 400). 2:00-2:30 P. IYI., Y. W. C. A.
talk,
C. A. Margaret LeSeur, Sec'y San Francisco Y. W.
KPO (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M., Chorus. 20 male
voices.
KSD (Central. 546), 8:00 P. M.. Musical program,
Marguerite Wessels, soprano: Adelaide Blase. Genevieve
Seibert, violinist; Ruth Haynie. O. ft. McHughes,
Brittie I/. McGee, pianists; Address. "Veterans of the
Allies," Capt. Francis L. Tottenham, O. B. E., Royal
Navy. Naval Attache to British Embassy in Washington: Address. "Municipal Opera," Nelson Cunliff,
Chairman Executive Committee, Municipal Opera Association of St. Louis.
KVW (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Bergey Chicago Opera School. Theodore S. Bergey, director: Elsie C. Melius. Pansy G.
Bird, sopranos; Ruth Freeman, pianist; A. E, Bredemeir, tenor: Theodore S, Bergey, baritone.
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30-10:30 P. M-. Concert, Band
from Gorman,
Tex.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 390), 10:00 P. M..
Musical program by Chicago Fine Arts Conservatory of
Music; Jack Chapman'* Orchestra.
WOAR (Eastern, Dayligfft Saving, 395), 11:00 A. M.1:00 P. M.t Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner
dance music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Song recital; 430-6:00 P. M., Talk, Betsy Logan on
"Affairs of the Heart;" Dream Daddy with little tots;
7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy With boys and girls.
WFAA (Centraf. 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address.
DeVVitt McMurray, editor of The Semi-Weekly Farm
News; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical program, Mrs. LaRue
Nelson and assfstlng musicians; 11:00-12:00 P. M..
Musical program under auspices of Lester Gunst
Company.WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M-.
Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra: 3:00-4:30 P. M., Song and Quartet recital;
6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; Children's stories. Cousin Sue;
8:00-9:55 P. M.r Musical program; 10:10-12:00 P. M.,
Dance
music
Meyer
Davis
Bellevue-Stratford
OrWGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 3:00 P. M.,
Amrad
Women's8:30Club;
5:00 Evening
P. M., program:
"Twilight Business
Tales,"
Uncle David;
P. M.,
report, Roger W. Babson; Selections, Winchester
Laundries' Orchestra; Lecture, Tufts College; Winchester Laundries' Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319), 2:00-<*,:00 P. M..
Ampico recital: 7:30 P. M., News Digest; Scientific
American Article.
WGV (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program,
Georgia Minstrel Boys; Old Southland Melodies. WGY
Orchestra; Darktown humor, Minstrel Boys; "I Wrish
I Was in Dixie," Male Quartet; Dialogue, William
Jackson, Washington Lee; "Georgia Cabin Door,"
Washington J. Lee, baritone; "S'wanee Smiles," "The
Heart of Virginia." "Lonesome Mamma Blues," Orchestra; "My Southern Home," Orchestra: "Black
Trash," Minstrel 'Boys; "Mali Mandy Lee." Tambo
Jones, tenor: "Kentucky Babe," "Massa's in de
Cold,
Cold Tonight,
Ground," Minstrel
Radio Four:
"Hot Time in the
Old Town
and Orchestra.
WHAS (Centra!, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Organ recital.
C. Conrad. Alamo Theater : Concert, Mary Anderson
Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert. Charles
Myer Orchestra ; Grace Deppe. soprano.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Recital and dinner music; 3:00-4:30 P. M.. Short
talks; 6:00-7:30 P. M.f Dinner dance music: Bedtime
stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00-12:00 P. M.. Concert,
Charlie Kerr's Orchestra in L'Aiglon
Cafe.
WLW (Eastern, 360), 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
"Burlesque," "Cradle Song." Francis Wolff, cellist;
"Le Nil,"culture
"Elegie,"
R. A.
Sayler
Wright,of soprano:
Physical
talk, Mrs.
Dr. C.
Wulzbach.
Central
Y. M. C. A.; "Eklog," "Spring Song," Francis Wolff:
"Mother, My Dear," "Dreams," "Darkness," "My
Love Is Come to Me," Mrs. Wright; Radio farce,
"Fearfully Fat for Forty," A. ft. Plough. Louis
Koetter; "Scherzo," "Venetian Love Song," Francis
Wolff; "Songs My Mother Taught Me," "Homeward,"
Mrs. Wright,
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 4:35 P. IH.,
Program, Bush Conservatory of Music; Report, Babson; Talk on "Farm and Garden Society;" "The Way
of Business," Henry Walter Graham, humorous reading; Axel Christensen, pianist; 9:15 P. M„ Compositions, Mrs. Floy Little Bartlett.
WMC (Central, 500), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Hotel Gayoso
Orchestra, Gasper Papalardo, director; 1 1 lOO P. M..
Midnight Frolic.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk,
A. G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00 A. M.-l:00
P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 2:00-3:00 P. IH.,
Song recital; 4:30-6:00 P. IH., Organ recital. Mary E.
Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 8:30 P. M.. The Town Crier;
Musical program. News Orchestra; Walter Bates, tenor;
Edith Pickles, soprano; Harrison Burch, pianist.

Wednesday, May 23
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. IH..
Musical program, Star Concert Orchestra: Albert
Downing, tenor; H. Saunders, cellist.
KFDB (Pacific, 400), 2:00-2:30 P. M;. Talk, "Banking,"
Officers Mercantile Trust Co.; 2:30-3:00 P. IH., Music,
lecture; 8:00-10:00 P. IH., French music; One-act play
in French, professional actors of San Francisco French
colony.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00-9:45 P. M., Musical program.
Overture, "Egmont," "The Sawmill River Road,"
Missouri Concert Orchestra; Organ recital. Stuart Barrie; Vocal specialty. Cliff Nazarro; Band specialty,
George Hall and orchestra.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 8:00-8:58 P. IH..
Musical program, Jessie R. Edwards, soprano : Sallie
Menkes, accompanist : Katharine Gorin, pianist; Theodora Beidlung, violinist; Alma
Broberg, reader.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 5:00 P. IH.,
"Twilight Tales," Uncle David; 6:45 P. IH., Evening

Speaker
oud
QV^L
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Z..TT I MP ROVED— LARGER
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famous tuned Rhamstine unit built-in.
True cabinet type, beautiful mahogany
finish. Great volume, superb tone.
Guaranteed. Complete with d»i o Cfi
cord, postpaid (C.O.D.) . .«J> l^>OU

Spirola Mfg. Co., Box 70, Ann

will bring you immediately our 32-page
booklet containing complete diagrams and
descriptions of Flewelling, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative and other circuits. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.
Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right
prices.

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY

WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00 A. M.-l:00
P. IH., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. IH., Organ recital,
Mary E. Vogt; 8:00-12:00
P. M„ Musical program.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 8:30 P. IH., The Town Crier;
Musical program, News Orchestra; Constance Mattes,
soprano; Victor LeBlanc, baritone; Talk, William H.
Wetherbee,
grand commander Knights Templar.

Thursday, May 24
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. IH.,
Musical program. Star Concert Orchestra; Norma
Herraiston, soprano: Harry Adaskin, violinist; 10:0011:00 P. IH., Dance program.
Star Orchestra.

What Time Is It?

ranged by J. H. Lowry, editor of Honey Grove Signal;
11:00-12:00
P. IH.,Company.
Musical program under auspices of
Will
A. Watkin

WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:00 P. IH.. Musical program; 6:007:30 P. IH., Dinner music, Meyer Davis BellevueStratford Orchestra; Children's stories. Cousin Sue:
8:00-12:00 P. IH., Song recital; Dance music, Meyer
Davis, Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 5:00 P. M„
"Twilight Tales," Uncle David; 6:15 P. IH„ "General Conditions in the Shoe and Leather Industry,"
Weekly Review New England Shoe and Leather Assn. ;
Evening program; "Romance of the Shoe." Harry M.
Wood; Concert, Amrad Banjo-Mandolin Club.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319). 2:00-4:00 P. IH.,
Ampico recital; 7:30 P. IH.. News Digest, Boy Scout
Radiograms,
Industrial Employment Bulletin.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. IH.. Music and address,
"Foods for Growth — Milk," Mary G. McCormick,
Supervisor of Nutrition. N. Y. State Dent, of Health:
7:45 P. IH., Radio drama, "What Happened to
Jones;" Selection
strumental Quartet,from "You're in Love," WGY InWHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Organ recital, Roy C.
Parks, Rialto Theater; 7:30-9:00 P. IH.. Concert.
Beta Chapter Beta Pi Omega Sorority; Betty Maoris,
soprano; Mary Emily Chenault, pianist; Thelma Duffin, soprano; Sara Hill Richardson, violinist: Sallie
Pennington, soprano; Ruth Blakey, pianist; Reading,
Mrs. G. L. Gibson; Mary Gibson Craig, soprano;
Sunday School lesson, Dr. Harris Mahnckrodt; Talk,
S. W. McGill, Child Welfare; Charlie Bynum, pianist.

(Continued on page 9)

Mountain or
Saving
Pacific
Daylight

Pacific

Saving
Central
or Daylight
Mountain

The

above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
THE
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
program; Girls' Hour, Eunice L. Randall: Concert,
Boston
Masonic Club;
"Summer," Henry Copley
Greene, American
Red Cross.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319). 2:00-4:00 P. IH..
Ampico recital; 7:30 P. IH., News Digest: 9:00-11:00
P. M., Musical program, Morris E. Bennet. Buffalo,
N. Y.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. IH., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra ; Mildred Sehirmer,
pianist; 7:30-9:00 P. IH., Concert; Alyce Everin,
pianist; Mrs. William Corrigan, soprano; Esther Brown,
violinist ; Bernice Lake, soprano ; Oakley H. Kellogg,
flute;
inetists.solos; Maurice Mennen, George A. Resta, cl«"WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. IH.,
Dinner music: 3:00-4:00 P. IH„ Short talks and piano
recital; 6:00-7:30 P. IH., Dinner dance music; Uncle
Wip's bedtime stories.
WLW (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. IH., Musical program,
"Awakening," Mrs. E. B. Hausfeld; Roger Hill Dance
Orchestra; Mrs. Henry Risch. soprano; Henry Risch.
violinist; Mabel Moore, accompanist; "Lorely," "In
Einem Kuhlen Grunde," "Haidenroslein," Bavarian
Male Chorus; Radio drama, "Magda;" "Der Lindenbaum," "Es
Bavarian
Chorus.Steht Einer Ltnd," "Spinn-Spinn,"
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 4:35 P. M.,
Program. Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic
Art; 7:00 P. M., Stories, Georgene Faulkner: 9:15
P. IH., Musical program; Hilda Butler Farr, pianist;
Helen Hedges,
soprano; Cooper Lawley,
tenor.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M„ Talk, D. K. Kirk;
6:30 P. IH., Sandman's visit; 7:00 P. IH.. Musical
program, Erwin Swindell, director; Grace Harper,
Gertrude McKinsey, Elsie Dack and Boseoe Williams;
8:00
P. M.,
Lecture,
"Electricity
on the
Jos.
Kimmel
of Delco
Light
Co.; 10:00
P. Farm."
M.. Musical
program, J. Dwight Clark, John McGreevy. Mrs. John
McGreevy,
Blanch
Whitcomb.
KFDB (Pacific. 400), 2:00-2:30 P. M„ Talk. Nielsen
Laurik, San Francisco Palace of Fine Arts: 2:30-3:00

latest and most essential
of an efficient tube set

part

Variable Resistance Leaks

P. IH.,
Lecture,Tile
"TheShop
Making
of Fine Pottery,"
V.
Bragdon,
of Berkeley;
Recital. Wm.
Mrs.
Emily Kauffeld, pianist,
KPO (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M., OTgan recital.
Gladys Salisbury.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Violet Tait, soprano; Howard Nielson, tenor; Sallie Menkes, accompanist; Harriet G.
Allen, contralto; Mildred Kilmer, whistler: Maybell
Wells, accompanist; 9:25 P. IH„ "Twenty Minutes
of Good Beading," Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J., head of
Dept. of English, Loyola University.
WBAP (Central, 476). 9:30-10:30 P. IH.. Concert,
Knights Ku Klux Klan, Realm
101, Fort Worth.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 390), 10:00 P. IH.,
Musical program. Paramount Orchestra; Songs, C. W.
Stewart; Jack Chapman's Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 11:00-1:00
P. IH., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. IH., Song recital and piano selections; 4:30-6:00 P. IH.. Talk.
Betsy Logan on "Affairs of the Heart:" Stories for
the
tots with
by Dream
Daddy;
Dreamlittle
Daddy
boys and
girls. 7:30-8:00 P. M..
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M„ Address,
"Dealing With Public Utilities," J. W. Everman,
Supervisor of Public Utilities of Dallas: 8:30-9:30
P. M., Program by Honey Grove representatives, ar-

FOR PANEL MOUNTING
Mounted on any panel in a few seconds— 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.
Get stations you never heard before
No pencil markings. — assure unbroken
range of
180
degrees.with Clarifies
signals —or eliminates
Complete
either .00025
.0005
*1 hissing.
f\f\
mfd. Micon Cond
Without Condenser

«pi«UU
75c

At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
and you will be supplied postpaid.

price

/lias. Fi-eslimanfchlnc.
Condenser W>oducts
106 Seventh

Ave.

New

York
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ROYALFONE
FROM

FACTORY

TO

YOU

Matched tone, sensitive.
Adjustable head band, S ft.
cord. Equal to any 3000
ohm $8.00 phone. Money
back guarantee. If your
dealer cannot supply you
take advantage
cial offer.

of this spe-

PRICE

$3.75 C. O. D. OR

ROYAL

ELECTRIC

Ordway

Bldg.

MONEY

ORDER

LABORATORY
Newark,

N. J.

ARTHUR PUDLIN
Variable High
Resistance Leak

Guaranteed
unconditionally for

5 Years

Arbor, Mich.

10c

227-229 Fulton St.

WBAP (Central. 476), 9:30-10:30 P. IH.. Conceit. Texas
Hotel Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00-1:00
P. IH., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner dance
music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. IH..
Short talks and musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. IH..
Fashion talk; Dream Daddy with little tots: 7:30-8:00
P. M., Dream daddy with the boys and girls; 8:009:55 P. IH., Song recital and short talks; 10:10-12:00
P. M.. Dance music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Songs
by Harry Glyn.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address,
"Practical Education for Young Men," Nathan
Powell, principal Powell Training School.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. IH„
Dinner dance music; Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:30 P. IH., Song recital: 6:00-7:30
P. IH., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra; Children's stories. Cousin Sue.

Within a period of 5 years, we will at
any time replace free of charge any
Arthur Pudlin Variable High Resistance
Leak not working satisfactory.
PRICE 75c
with .00025 Condenser $1.00
Can be mounted on the panel

Wmake° Artmica Condenser
all capacities;
price 25c
For sale at all Radio supply stores.
If
you can not procure
our products
at
your er's
dealer's,
send
remittance
and
dealname to

ARTHUR

PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

Michigan Split-Hair Vernier
Dial Adjuster
The Key to Selective Tuning— The Secret of "Michigan" Supremacy

Want to pick up any station at will, in a moment,
without hunting all over the map?

A Michigan "Junior" or "Senior" Regenerative Receiver, with the Patented SplitHair Vernier Dial Adjuster Will Do It

an"
features of "MichigArmone of many exclusive
This is only
They arelicensed under the
Regenerative Receivers. ,149
No.
pat.
and pending letters
strong U.S. Pat. No.1,113
of Regenerathe highest development
807,388, coveringmeans
to clear, long-distance reception.
tion — the only
Radio Dealer, as
When you write, give us the name of your favorite
we want to tell him about our Exclusive M. R. C. Franchise which will
put him in control of the whole Radio Situation in his territory.
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PUDLIN

Engineering Co.
1540 Broadway NEW YORK, N. Y.

Grand Rapids,Michigan
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How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set
Part IV — Panel Layout and Wiring
By E. T. Flewelling
A DISCUSSION of panel arrangement
for any Radio set will often bring
up some more or less interesting
points. For instance, it can be readily
seen that an absolutely improper layout
might easily result in the failure of the
entire set. For a general rule to follow
when considering panel layouts, perhaps
the idea of progression is the best and
certainly is the one that is most generally
accepted. Progress with your layout in
direct line with the signals that are received. That is. if the signal comes first
to the extreme left of the panel, use every
care that the layout of your panel does
not make this signal repeat its course
hack and forth until it finally reaches the
output point. Start it at the extreme left
for the input side and see that the layout
is such that it goes to the right or output
side' in progressive steps as it goes
through each individual piece of apparatus, and make each connection as short
as possible.
Suitable Layout for Flewelling' Set
A panel layout that will comply with
these requirements, is given in Figure 1.
The output posts are at the extreme left
of the panel and the signal will travel
through the set progressively until it
reaches the extreme right of the panel
where the output posts are located.
Because of different types of dials, condensers, inductances, etc., will be used hy
different builders, no dimensions can be
given. It is suggested that you assemble
the various parts together, and place
them on a flat surface, such as a table
top, following
the arrangement
pictured.

*£•

quickly that the work is done before harm
can come to the other parts. Use a very
small amount of soldering paste or flux,
also of solder, anil heat the joint j\ist to
the point where the solder Hows quickly
through the joint then remove the iron
immediately. Because you have arranged
for your panel to be in an upright selfsupporting position you will find this work
very
ing. interesting clue to the fact that both
hands may be used exclusively for solder-

and to the
socket.

positive

filament

post

of

the

Flate Circuit
If this scheme is followed you may go
on to the wiring of the plate circuit with
the feeling that you have nothing to do

point thatdividual
isbuilder.
most convenient for the inIf a panel mounting type grid leak is
used the builder can place it on the panel
according to the particular make of leak
used.
No two makes are identical so that

Systematic
Like everything
else"Wiringthe wiring of a
Radio set is best done if a system of
some kind is followed. Without a systematic method of wiring one is apt to
become confused as they carry out the
diagram. Lots of folks start out bravely
with even such a simple diagram as ours,
and find out later that their set does not
work because they have forgotten one
little connection.
The more experienced worker always divides his diagram into separate parts, is
thus able to wire one simple section correctly, and having done this goes on from
one section to the other until he finds his
work completed, and completed correctly.
Doing- Work in Sections
In line with the above let me suggest a
suitable division of the sections of a Radio
set. If it is followed, I believe that you
will be much pleased with your results.
When you start to wire your set forget
for the moment, every other part of it
Wiring Diagram for One Condenser Circuit
but the filament lighting circuit with its
but get that one remaining circuit right, this point must be left to the maker.
socket, rheostat, etc. Complete this cir- and that your receiver is correct so far.
For the convenience of those who wish
cuit first and having done so, insert the
Detailed directions for the plate circuit to follow the diagram with this article.
wiring are not considered necessary and I last week's wiring diagram is again shown
would only suggest that you leave the in this issue with some changes the writer
connection marked X until the last and deemed advisable.
(TO
BE CONTINUED.)
run this connection from the remaining
point of the 2-point switch to the most
convenient point between the phones and
The night range of sending and receivthe tickler coil, using great care that you
ing stations is much greater than the daymake the connection exactly as shown on
light range. Do not expect to hear stathe diagram. This is the most critical
time. tions a great distance away in the daypoint about the set, hence the caution.
This completes the panel layout and
"wiring instructions for the set and if directions have been carefully followed out
should result in a good clean cut piece of
Radio
receiving
apparatus of an up to the
minute type.

Flewelling One Condenser Super Panel Layout
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House of David Catswhisker
Will Make Your Set DX Like a Brass Band.
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Guaranteed

25c

SOME MEOW!

JAYNXON LABORATORY
57 Dey Street

25c

New York City
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This will enable you to determine the tube in the socket, connect the battery and
spacing required for the parts and from you can immediately see whether or not
this you can decide upon the size of the this circuit is correct. If it is, proceed to
panel needed fo accommodate the parts the next part of the diagram.
that you are using. Secure the proper
The grid circuit or the part of the disized panel and a piece of copper shieldagram to the left of the tube is usually
ing of the same size, mark the panel for the best part to work on second. Start
the various holes, then have the copper this section by connecting the antenna
shielding held firmly under it so both
post A to one side of the variable conshield and panel are drilled at one operadenser C-l, and connect the other side of
tion. When the drilling is finished there the condenser
C-l to the top point or bewill be several holes in the shield that it
ginning of the tuning inductance L-l.
will be necessary to enlarge so that no
Stop now and connect the taps of the
short circuits will occur between the in- inductance to their respective points on
strument shafts and the shielding. Note the panel switch. This is best done by
the three holes on the bottom line of the
mounting the coil on the board first. The
panel, and the holes for the 2-point switch. switch points are all ready in place on
The holes for the switch should be
the panel so that if a wire is soldered to
spaced far enough apart so that when the each switch point and left long enough, all
switch is thrown from one point to the that we have to do is to pull the wire
other that the two points are not con- over to its correct tap on the inductance
nected together by the switch blade and and solder it there. This results in short,
thus short circuit the B battery. The
clean-cut taps on the inductance. We can
holes in the bottom line of the panel are now
go on with the rest of the circuit.
to be used for screws to mount the panel
Finishing' the Circuit
in an upright position on the edge of a
suitable board referred to in a previous
'Carrying along the signal's path, connect the top point of the inductance to
article.
The panel and shielding should now be the grid leak and condenser and then from
lined up with each other and fastened to the other side of the leak and condenser
the base board. It is then in good solid go to the grid post of the tube. Be sure
and convenient position for mounting the that these connections are as short as
various parts.
possible.
The next thing the program calls for Is
Mounting the Farts
to
complete the grid circuit wiring by conMount the parts on the panel and watch
the inductance tap switch arm to
carefully that the shafts and parts do not the .006 necting
mfd. condenser and the arm of the
touch the shield as you mount each sep2-point
switch
S-l, and finish the grid
arate piece. If this is cared for at this
by connecting the .006 mfd. contime you will not have to tear your set circuit denser
to
both
the
switch contact of S-2
down later to remove a troublesome
ground or short circuit.
Our next work is to make the various
connections and it is quite important to
put the best efforts on this part of the
construction. Let me say a word about
soldering. All parts to be soldered must
be very clean, always use copper soldering clips at the points of connection. Do
New List
not attempt to solder direct to a binding
DEALERS
Attractive
Discounts
post or other heavy metallic point unless
you are an adept at the art. The heavier
points must, for correct soldering, be
brought to a high heat and the time required to do this may result in injury to
the fiber or other parts. A small copper
slip reaches
this high point of heat so

Suitable Cabinet
The matter of a suitable cabinet for
such a set must of course be left to the
individual. Most cabinets are recessed to
receive the panel flush with the front of
the cabinet. That is the reason for mounting the panel on a base board that was
slightly shorter than the panel. The
board cannot interfere then with the sides
of any cabinet that is used, when the
panel and set are mounted.
Note also that on the right or output
side of the panel are binding posts for the
phones and also for the filament battery.
This enables us to carry on to an amplifier if we wish. For this reason connections to the B battery have been left to
be made from the back of the set at a
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adiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
State,

City. Call

Alabama:
Auburn,
WMAV
Birmingham.
WSY
Mobile. WEAP
Montgomery,
WKAN
Arizona:
ili nix. KDTW.
KFAD. KFCB
Tucson, KFDH
Arkansas:
Kayetteville. KFDV
Fort Smith. WCAC, WGAB
Little Rock. WCAV. WEAX
Pine Bluff. WOK
California:
Altadena, KGO
Bakersfleld, KDZB, KTI
Berkeley. KQI. KRE
Del Monte, KLN
KI Monte. KUY
Eureka, KNI
Fresno. KM.l
Hanfortl. KFBD
Hollywood.
KFAR
Long Beach. KSS
Los Angeles. KDZF.
KFCL.
KFL,
KH.T, K.1S. KNN,
KNV,
KNX.
KUS.
KWH
Modesto,
KXD
Oakland. KLS. KLX. KZM
Reedley, KFAZ
Richmond. KFCM
Sacramento.
KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM. KFBC.
KFFA
San Francisco. KDN.
KDZG.
KDZX, KFDB. KPO. KSL. KUO
Ran Jose, KFAQ.
KQW
San Luis Obispo. KFBB
Santa Ana. KFAW
Santa Barbara. KFH.T
Stanford Univ.. KFGH
Stockton. KJQ. KWG
Sunnyvale,
KJJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAT
Colorado:
Boulder. KFAJ
Colorado Springs. KFFQ. KFCK
Denver, DD5, DN4. KDZQ, KEEP.
KFAF. KFDL.
KFIC. KLZ
Gunnison.
KFHA
Pueblo. KFGB
Trinidad. KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport. WKAX
Greenwich,
WAAQ
Hartford. WDAK
Middleton.
WOAS
New Haven, YVGAH, WPAJ
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington,
WHAT.
WOAT.
WPAW
District of Columbia:

State.

City.

Call

Decatur. WAAS
Gainesville.
WKAY
Macon,
wmaz
Savannah,
WHAO.
WBAB
Idaho:
Boise. KFAU.

KFDD.

Kellogg. KFEY
Moscow.
KFAN ■

KFFB

Washington.
WDM. WIAY.
WEAS'.W.TH.
WHAQ.
WIL.
WMU. WPM. WQAW
Florida:
Jacksonville, WDAL
Miami,
WQAM
Pensacola.
WOAN,
WLAV
Tampa,
WDAE,
WEAT.
WHAW
West Palm
Beach. WKAH
Winter Park. WRAF

Illinois:
Belvidere. WOAG
Carthage. WCAZ
Chicago. KYW. WAAF, WBU.
WDAP,
W.1AZ. WMAQ,
WPAD.
WSAH.
WWAY
Decatur. WBAO. WHAP
Elgin,
Galesburg,WTASWRAM
Lake Forest. WABA
Mattoon,
WQAL
McLeansboro.
WRAS
Peoria, WJAN.
WQAX
Quincy. WCAW
Rockford. WIAB
Springfield. WDAC
Tuscola. WDZ
TJrbaiia. WRM
Indiana:
Brookville. WSAL
Evansville. WAOU
Greencastle. WLAX
Huntington,
WHAY
La Porte. WRAF
Marion, WIAQ
Mishawaka.
WOAO
Muncie. W.7AF
South Bend. WGAZ
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Boone. KFGQ
Burlington,
WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Rapids. WJAM. WKAA
Centerville. WDAX
Council Blufts. WPAF
Davenport, WHAI. WOC
Des Moines. KFDJ. WGF
Dubuque,
WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFEB.
WEAB
Iowa City, WHAA
Lamoni.
KFFV
Le Mars. KFCY. WIAD
Newton.
WIAH
Shenandoah.
WGAJ
Sigounvey, WOAD
Sioux City. WEAU.
WHAE
Vinton. WIAE
Waterloo.
WHAC. WMAB,
WBAN
Kansas:
Anthony,
WBL
Atwood.
WEAD
Beloit. WPAB
Cheney. KFGP
Emporia,
WAAZ
Hutchinson.
WLAS
Liberal. WMAG
Lindsborg,
WDAD
Manhattan. WTG
Marion.
WRAD
Parsons. WOA.T
Topeka. W.TAQ, WPAM
Wichita.
KFHI.
WAAP.
WEAH.
WEY
Kentucky:
Bowling Green. WNAB
Frankfort.
WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville. WHAS
WLAP
Paducah.
WIAR

Georgia:
Atlanta. WGM. WSB
College Park, WDA.T

Louisiana:
Alexandria.
KFFY
Baton Rouge, KFGC

State. City. Call
New Orleans. WAAB. WAAC.
WCAG. WGY. YVIAF. WWL
Shreveport, KFDX, KFHF. WGAQ
Bangor. WTAY
Houlton. WLAN
Maryland:
Baltimore,
WNAY
Frostburg.

WCAO.
WPAQ

WEAB.

WKC.

Massachusetts:
Boston. WFATJ.
WNAC
Dartmouth.
WMAF
Lowell. WQAS
Medford
Hillside. WGI
New Bedford.
WDAU
Springfield. WBZ
Worcester.
WCN'. WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WMAX,
WQAJ
Berrien Springs. KFGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit, KOP, WCX. WWJ
East Lansing, WKAB
Escanaba.
WRAK
Flint. WEAA
Kalamazoo.
WOAP,
WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Bodgers, WCAF
Saginaw.
WIAW
Minnesota:
Baudette. KFGY
Duluth, WJAP,
WMAT
Hutchinson.
WFAN
Minneapolis,
KFDZ.
WBAD.
WBAH. WCAS, WLAG. WRAH
Moorhead,
WPAU
Northfield. WCAL
St. Cloud. WFAM
St. Paul, AV7, WAAH
Missouri:
Butler, WNAB
Cameron.
WFAQ
Cape Girardeau,
WSAB
Columbia.
WAAN
Independence. WPAG
Jefferson City. WOS
Joplin,
Kansas WHAH
City. WDAF, WHB.
WMA.T,
WOO.
Marshall, W.TAT
Moberly, KFFP
Bockport, WMAD
St. Joseph, KFHD. WEAK
St. Louis,
KFEZ.
KFG.T.
KSD.
WCK,
WEB.
WEW.
WMAY.
WBAO
Springfield, WIAI.
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte. KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Nebraska:
David City, WBAB
Fremont. WOAE
Hastings. WQAY
Lincoln,
KFDU.
WFAV.
WJAB.
WKAC,
WMAH.
WQAP
Norfolk. WJAG
Oak, KFEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KFFX.
WAAW.
YVIAK.
WNAL.
WO AW.
WOU.
Rushville.
WEAV
WOV
Tecumseh.
WTAU
University Place. WCAJ

State.

Utica. KFGV
York. KFDB
Nevada:
Keno, KDZK
Sparks. KFFB
New Hampshire:
Laconia. WKAY
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAB
Camden. WBP
Jersey City, WNO
Moorestown.
WBAF
Newark, WAAM, WBS. WJZ. WOB
N. Plainfield. WEAM
Ocean City. WIAD
Paterson, WBAN
Trenton. WMAL.
WOAX
New Mexico:
Boswell. KX.T
State College, KOB
New York:
Albany,
Amsterdam,WN.T WPAS
Binghamton.
WIAV
Buffalo. WGB
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia.
WMAC
Ithaea, WEAI
Lockport,
WMAK
Newburgh,
WCAB
New York. KDOVV. WBAY.
WJX, WLAW.
WSAP
Poughkeepsie.
WFAF
Bochester. WHAM
Bidgewood,
WHN
Schenectady.
WGY,
WBL
Stapleton, WDT
Syracuse. WDAI.
WFAB.
WNAN
Tarrytown.
WBW
Troy. WHAZ
Utica.
WSL
Waterford.
WFAG
North Carolina:
Asheville. WFAJ
Charlotte. WBT
Greensboro, WQAZ
Baleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo. WDAY,
WPAK
Grand Forks. VVOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton,
WMAW

(NOTE— The third and last part of the schedule list
appears below. Next week the first part will appeal". )
WLAW, New York, N. Y. 360 meters. New York Police
Dept.
WLAX, Greencastle, Ind. 360 meters. Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elee. Co.)
WLAY, Fairbanks, Alaska- 360 meters. Northern Commercial Co.
WLAZ, Warren, 0. 100 mi. 360 meters. Hutton &
Jones Elec. Co. Wed, S-9 :15 pm, classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm, music, sports. Sun. T:30-8:30
pm, church services,
Eastern.
WLW, Cincinnati, O. 2.000 mi. 360 meters. Crosley
Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30' am. 1:30 pm. 3. 4,
reports. Mon, Wed, 8-10 pm, entertainment. Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music, news. Sat, 2 pm, special.
Sun, 11 am, church services.
Eastern.
WMAC, Cazenovia, N. Y. 360 meters. 500 ml. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD, Bock Port, Mo. 360 meters. Atchinson County
Mail.
WMAF, Dartmouth, Mass. 360 meters. Bound Hills
Badio Corp.
WMAG, Liberal. Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Tucker
Elec. Co. Daily ex Fri. Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
news.
Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln. Neb. 254 meters. 500 mi. General
Supply Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 275 meters. 600 mi. Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 8:15
am, 9:15, 10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15. weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK. Lockport, N. Y. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. No-r
ton Labs. Tues, 8-9:30 pm, music. Sat, 7:30-S pm.
story; 10:30-11:30, music.
Eastern.
WMAL. Trenton. N. .7. 256 meters. 100 mi. Trenton
Hdwe. Co. Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WMAM, Beaumont, Tex. 360 meters. Beaumont Badio
Equipment Co.
WMAN. Columbus, 0. 360 meters. 50 mi. First Baptist Church. Sun, 10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm, church
services.
Central.
WMAP. Easton, Pa. 360 meters. 400 mi. Utility Battery Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm. 6-6:45.
Wed. 8-9:55 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ, Chicago, 111. 448 meters. 1,500 mi. The Chicago Daily News (Fair Department Store). Daily ex
Mon, 4:35-5 pm, 9:15-10. Wed. Fri, 7-7:30 pm. Tues.
Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm.
Central, Daylight Saving.
WMAR, Waterloo, Iowa. 360 meters. Waterloo Electrical Supply Co. Schedule not established.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Paramount Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am. 4:20
pm, weather: 6:15-7:30 pm, markets. Tues. Fri. 89:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WMAV, Auburn, Ala. 250 meters. Ala. Polytechnic
Institute.
WMAW, Wahpeton, N. D. 360 meters. 50 mi. Wahpeton Elec. Co. Daily, 7-7:30 pm, music, sports, news.
Central.
WMAX, Ann Arbor, Mich. 360 meters. K. & K. Badio
Supply Co.
WMAY. St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 1,000 ml. Kingshighway Presbyterian Church. Sun. 11 am, 8 pm.
Tues. 7-8 pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. 268 meters. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30,
music.
Tues, Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am, chapel. Eastern.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. 500 meters. 2.000- ml. The
Commercial Appeal. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 12 m.
3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert: 8,
music. Wed night silent. Tues, Fri, 11 pm. Mid"
night Frolic.
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati, O. 360 meters. Precision Equipment,
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU, Washington, D. C. 262 meters. 100 mi. Dou.
bleday-HJll Elec. Co. Daily, 5:30 pm, concert, sports,
Thurs, 8-li, concert.
Eastern.

WNAC, Boston, Mass. 360 meters. 20O mi. Shepard
Stores. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Tues,
Thur, 7-8:30 pm. Wed. Sat. 9:30-11 pm, Fri. S-9:30
pm.
11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:30-8:30 pm, church
services.Sun, Eastern.
WNAD, Norman, Okla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Okla.
Radio Engineering
Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:45-S:15 pm,
news.
Central,
WNAL,
Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
R. J. Rockwell.
WNAM, Evansville. Ind. 200 mi. 360 meters. Ideal
Apparatus Co., Inc. Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, 10-11 am.
music, reports; 3-4 pm, 7-8, entertainment. Sun,
3-4 pm, music.
Central.
WNAN, Syracuse. N. Y. 286 meters. 1,000 mi. Syracuse Radio Tel. Co. Mon, Wed, Sat., 7 :30 pm.
concert, agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ,
Charleston,
S. C. 360 meters. Charleston
Badio Elec.
Co.
WNAP, bergSpringfield,
0. 360 meters. 200 mi. WittenCollege.
WNAR,
360 meters.
C. C. Rhodes.
man.) Butler, Mo.
WNAS, Austin, Tex. Tex. Badio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAT. Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. Lennig
Bros. Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:15-1 pm. Wed. Sat.
7:30-9:30 pm. Sun, 2:30 pm, 4:30. church services.
Eastern.
WNAV,
Knoxville, Tenn. 300 meters. People's Tel &
Telg. Co.
WNAW, Fortress Monroe, Va. 360 meters. Henry
Kunzmann.
WNAX, Yanktown, S. D. 360 meters. Dakota Badio
Apparatus Co.
WNAY, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. Shipowners Badio
Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. Y. 360 meters. 60 mi. Shotton
Badio Mfg. Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am.
market reports.
Wed, 8 :15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO, Jersey City, N. J. 360 meters. Wireless Telephone Co. of Hudson Co., N. J.
WOAA, Ardmore, Okla.
360 meters.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks. No. Dak. 50 mi. 360 meters.
Valley Badio. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. 2-2:30 pm,
entertainment, reports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WOAC. Lima, O.
266 meters.
Maus Badio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney, la. 360 meters. Friday Battery &
Elec. Co.
WOAE, Fremont, Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Tyler
Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m,
weather, markets; 7 pm, weather, codes: 10:15. U. S.
Navy press.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
WOAG, Belvidere, 111. 360 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. Palmetto Badio Corp. Mon, Thur. Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1
am. music.
Eastern.
WOAI. San Antonio, Tex. 400 meters. 1.800 mi.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.) Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3, 6, news, markets.
Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm, concert. Thurs. 7:30-8:30
pm. concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons. Kans. 360 meters. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Thurs, 7-8 pm, music, lectures, news. Sun,
3-4 :30 pm. Sermon, music, news.
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky. 360 meters. Collins Hardware
WOAL,
Webster Groves. Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi.
Co.
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central.
WOAN. Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 360 meters. 1.000 mi.
James I>. Yaughan.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WOAO,
Mishawaka,
Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. Lyradion Mfg.
Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich. 360 meters. Kalamazoo College.
WOAQ,
Portsmouth, Va.
3C0 meters.
Portsmouth Ki-

State. City. Call
Salt Lake City. KDYL.
Vermont:
Bellows Falls, WEAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, YVQAE

Norman. KFHC.
WNAD
Okemah.
WKAK
Oklahoma
City. WKY
Okmuftee. WPAC
Tulsa. WEH. WGAF. WLAL
Oregon:
Arlington. KFGL
Baker.
Corvallis,KFDA
KFDJ
Eugene,
Hillsboro. KFAT
KFFO
Hood River. KFHB. KOP
Maishfleld. KFBH
Medford.
KFAY
Pendleton.
KFFE
Portland,
KDYQ,
KFEC.
KGG.
KGN, KGW
Salem. KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Altoona. WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton. WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City. WSAJ
Harrisburg^ WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC
Lancaster. WGAL
McKeesport. WQAA
WIK
Parkesburg,

WEAF.

WLAH,

KFIF.

Scranton. WQAN.
WBAY
State College. WPAB
Villanova. WCAM
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX.
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgcwood,
WEAG
Providence, WEAN'. WJAR. WBAH
South Carolina:
Charleston. WFAZ. WNAQ. WOAH
Clenison College. WSAC
Greenville. WQAV
Orangeburg,
WGAM
South Dakota:
Brookings,
KFDY
Rapid City. WCAT
Sioux Falls. WFAT
Vermillion. WEAJ
Tennessee:
Knoxville. WNAV
Lawrenceburg,
WOAN
Memphis.
WEN,
WMC
Texas :
Abilene. KFGM, WQAQ
Amarillo, WDAG.
WBAU
Austin. WOI.
WNAS
Beaumont.
WMAM
College Station. WTAW
Dallas, KFFZ,
WDAO. WFAA.
WRB
El Paso. WDAH. WPAT
Fort Worth. WBAP. WPA
Galveston,
WHAB.
WIAC
Houston.
WCAK,
WEAV.
WEV.
WRAA. WSAV
Laredo. WWAX
Orange. KFGX.
Plainview.
WSATWKAL
Port Arthur. WFAH
San
Antonio.
AS6, WCAR.
WA01
Stanford.
WOAZ
Tyler. WOAF
Waco, W.TAD.
WLA.T, WWAC
Wichita Falls. WKAF
Utah:
Ogden.

KZN

Virginia:
Arlington,
NAA
Blaeksburg,
WEAE
Fortress Monroe. WNAW
Portsmouth. WOAQ
Westh&mpton.
WQAT

Philadelphia. WCAU. WDAB. WFI.
WGL.
WIP.
WNAT.
WOO.
WWAD
Pittsburgh.
KDKA.
KQV.
WCAE,
WJAS

Canton.
WWB
Ohio:
Cincinnati, WAAD.
WHAG.
WIZ.
WLW,
WMH.
WSAI
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK.
WJAX
Columbus, WBAV. WCAH. WEAO.
WMAN.
WPAL.
WWAJ
Dayton, WA1,
WABD.
WJAJ
Fairfield,
WL2
Granville. WJD
Hamilton, WBAU. WRK
Lebanon.
WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta. WBAW
Sandusky,
WQAF
Springfield,
WNAP
Stockdale. WJAK
Warren.
WLAZ
Washington C. 0.. WGAX
Wooster, WGAU
Youngstown, WAAY
Oklahoma:
Ardmore.
WOAA
Chiekasha.
KFGD
wanis Club.

WNAB, Bowling Green, Ky. 360 meters. 500 mi. B. D.
Central. Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7:30-9. music.
Nichols.

State, City. Call

City. Call

Washington:
Aberdeen, KNT
Bellingham.
KDZB
Everett. KFBL
Lacey. KGY
Mt. Vernon. KFGF
Neah Bay. KFAE
ICFHH
Pullman,
KMO KDZE.
Seattle.
KDZT.
KFHB.
KHQ.
KIR. KTW
Spokane. KFDC,
KFZ
Tacoma, BE1, KFBG. KFE.T. KGB
Walla Walla. KFCF
Wenatchee.
ICDZI. KZV
Yakima.
KFV
West Virginia:
Clarksburg, WEAK
Morgantown, WED
Wisconsin:
Beloit.
Kenosha. WKAW
WOAR
Madison.
WGAY,
WHA
Milwaukee.
WAAK.
WCAY.
WHAD,
WIAO
Neenah.
WIAJ
St. Croix Falls. WBAL
Superior, WFAC
Waupaca.
WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper. KFCQ. KFDF
Douglas. KFEV
Laramie.
KFBU
Alaska:
Fairbanks,
Hawaii:
Honolulu,

WLAY
KDYX,

KGU,

KYQ

Porto Rico :
Ensenada.
WGAD
San Juan. WKAQ
Canada:
Calgaiy. CHBC. CFAC. CFCN.
CJCY
Edmonton.
CFCK. CJCA
Fort Frances,
Halifax.
CFCE. CFPC
CJCS
Hamilton,
CKOC
CKQC Falls. CFCH
Iroquois
London,
CFCX.
CHCS. CJGGC.
C.TBC. CKAC
Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX.
Nelson. CICB
Ottawa. CHXC.
OA

CHYC,

Regina.
St. Jolin. CKCK
C.7CI, CKCB
Toronto, CFCA,
CFTC.
CHCB.
CHVC,
C.TCD, CJCH,
C.1CX.
CISC. CKCE.
CKCZ.
CKKC
C.TCE
Vancouver,
CFCB,
CFYC.
CHCA.
Winnipeg,
CHCF.
CKZC.
CJNC

CKCB.

CKY.

Cuba:
Havana. PWX
KFCP

WOAR,
Kenosha,
Wis.
360 meters.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS, Middletown, Conn. 360 meters. 100 mi. BaiHamp, ley's Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun. 4:15-6 pm. music.
Sat, 9-12 pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. Boyd Martell
Piano Co.
WOAU.
Evansville.Ind. 360 meters. Sowder Bowling
WOAV, Erie, Pa, 242 meters. 600 mi. Penna. Nat'l
Guard. Tues, Thurs, 8:30-10 pm, music. Fri. 10
pm, sports.
Sun. 7:45 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WOAW,
World. Omaha, Nebr. 527 meters. Woodmen of the
WOAX,
Trenton,schedule.
N. J. 240 meters. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff
Intermittent

WPAM, Topeka. Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guettcl.
WPAP.
Winchester,
Kj.
.360
>, 1 meiei>.
Engineering
Co. Md.
WPAQ,
Frostburg,
meters. 'ilieodore
General Phillips.
Sales &
WPAR,
Beloit,schedule.
Kans. 360 meters. -50 mi. B. A. Ward.
No definite
Co.
WPAS, tric Amsterdam,
N. Y. 360 meters. J. & M. ElecWPAT,.
El Paso, Tex. 360 meters. Saint Patrick's
Cathedral.
lege. Moorhead, Minn. 360 meters. Concordia ColWPAU,
WPAW, Wilmington, DeL 360 meters. 50 mi. The
Badio Installation Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-6:30 pm,
Eastern. code instruction. Wed, 8-10:30 pm, music.
music,

WPAY,
Bangor, Me.
360 meters.
Bangor Badio Lab.
W,2AZStanford, Tex.
360 meters.
Hughes
Co.
Koch. Charleston,
WOC, Davenport.
la. 484
meters. Penick
1.000 mi.
Palmer
WPAZ,
W. Va.
360 meters.
Dr. John B.
School of Chiropractic. Daily ex Sun, Tues night,
10:5d am, time; 11, weather; 12 m. chimes; 2 pm.
New Lebanon, O. 360 meters.
1.500 mi.
Nusmarkets; 3:30, talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30. Sand- "WPG,
hawg Poultry Farm.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15. news;
man, sports; 7, concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only;
6-6:30 program.
pm, markets.
farm
Central. Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music,
9:30 pm, concert, Sat only. "Sun. 9 am, chimes: 6
WPI, Clearfield, Pa.
360 meters.
Elec. Supply Co.
...S1?'
concert;la.7, 360
church
services;
8. concert.
Central.
WOI. Ames,
meters.
200 mi.
Iowa State
Col- WPM, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. Thos.
ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm. 9:30. music,
ern. Williams, Inc. (Washington Daily News.) Daily
J.
weather.lege. Daily
Central.
ex Sun, 12:30 pm, news. Mon, 8 pm, concert. EastWOK, Pine Bluff, Ark. 360 meters. 500 ml. Ark.
Light & Power Co. Tues. Fri. 9-10 pm. concert. Sun.
WQAA, Parkersburg, Pa. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Horace
11-12 m, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
A. Beale, Jr. Daily, 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa, 509 meters. 500 mi. John
Springfield.
360 meters. Southwest MisWanamaker. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, organ recital: WQAB, souri
State TeachersMo.
College.
11:30, weather; 12 m. time; 4:45 pm, organ recital;
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. B.
9:55,
10:02, weather. Mon, Thurs, 7:50 pm.
concert. time;
Eastern.
Gish.
WQAD,
Waterburg, Conn. 360 meters. 30 mi. The
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. WestWhitall Elec. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7:45 pm,
ern Badio Co. Mon, Tues, Wed. Thurs. 9:45 am.
music,; Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
10:d5, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30. time signals, reports,
WQAF, Sandusky, O. 240 meters.
Sandusky Register.
etc. Fri,
sacred service. Sat, 8 pm. conceit. Sun,1:15
7 pm,pm,concert.
WQAH,
Lexington,
Ky. 254 meters. Brock- Anderson
Elect. Eng.
Co.
Co.
WOR, Newark, N. J. 405 meters. 2.000 mi. L. BamWQAJ,
Ann
Arbor,
Mich.
360
meters.
Ann Arbor
Times News.
berger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30,
music, ment,
talks.
Fri, 8-11 pm, music, entertainlectures. Tues,
Eastern.
WQAK, Dubuque, la. 360 meters. Appel-Higley Elec.
WOS. Jefferson City, Mo. 441 meters. 1.500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Daily ex Sun, first WQAL, Mattoon. 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. Coles County
Tel. & tures.
Telg.Central.Co. Tues, Thurs, 9-11 pm, music, lec15 min. of every hour from 8 am-2 pm. markets.
Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed, Fri. 8-9-30
WQAM, Miami, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Electrical
pm,
Central.
Dist. concert.
Equip. Co. Tues, Thurs, S pm, music. Sun. 9-11
WOU, Omaha, Neb. 360 meters. Metropolitan Utilities
pm, music.
Eastern.
WQAO,
New York
City. N. Y. 360 meter*. 300 mi.
WOV,
Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
B. B. Howell.
Calvary Baptist Church. Sun, 8 pm, church services.
WPA. Ft. Worth, Tex. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Fort
Eastern.
Worth Eecord. Daily ex Sun, 10:58-11 am, 11:30-12
WQAP, Lincoln, Nebr.
360 meters.
Am. Badio Co.
WQAR, Muncie, Ind.
360 meters.
Press Pub. Co.
"m,-J1:?0;?
pm' pm,
2:3°-3.
0-6:30.Mon.
Daily11-12
ex Sun.
Wed 8:30-9:30
10-10:05.
mid. Mon,
Sun.
3-3:30 pm, 9-9:30.
Central.
WQAS, Lowell, Mass. 266 meters. 100 mi. PrinceWPA
A,
Waco,
Neb.
360
meters.
Anderson
&
Webster
Walter Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm.
Elec. Co.
music. Eastern.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6-7 pm, news, concert. Thurs,
silent.
WPAB, State College, Pa. 360 meters. Pa. State College.
WQAT, Richmond, Ya. 360 meters. 200 mi. Radio
WPAC, Okmulgee, Okla.
Donaldson Badio Co.
Equipment Corp. Daily ex Sun, 2-5:15 pm, music.
Sun. 3-5. Eastern.
WPAD, Chicago, HI. 360 meters. 500 mi. W A
Wieboldt & 42o. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. 6-30-7
WQAV, Greenville.
C- Tues,
360 meters.
mi. Huntington & Guerry. S'.Inc.
Thurs. 75
7:30-8:30
pm.
pm, music. Wed, Fri, 10-11 pm. Sun. 2:30-3:30
pm.
Central, Daylight Saving.
music.
Sat. 7 :30-S pm, music.
Eastern.
WPAF,
Council Bluffs, la, 360 meters. Peterson's
WQAW, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. Catholic UniRadio Co.
versity of America.
WQAZ, Greensboro. N. C. 360 meters. Greensboro
WPAG, Independence, Mo. 360 meters. Central Radio
Daily News.
WQAX. Peoria. 111. Radio Equipment Co.
Co.,
Corp. Inc.
WPAH,
Waupaca. Wis. 4S5 only. 3.000 mi. Wisconsin Dept, of Markets. DaUy ex Sun, 8:30 am. 9:30. WRAA, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 400 mi. Rice Institute. Mon, 8-9 pm, concert, college activities. Sun,
10:30, 11:30, 3 pm, 5, markets, weather, news. etc.
4:30 pm, extension lectures.
Central.
Central.
WRAB. Savannah, Ga- 360 meters. Savannah Board of
WPAJ, New Haven, Conn.
360 meters.
Doolittle Radio
North Dakota
Public Education.
WPAK,
Fargo,
N. D.
360 meters.
WRAC.
School. Mayville. N. D. 360 meters. State Normal
Agricultural College.
Superior Badio & WRAD, Marion. Kans.
WPAL.
Columbus.
O. 360 metors.
360 meters.
Taylor Radio shop.
Tel. Equip. Co.
WRAF, La Porte, Ind.
224 meters.
Radio Club. Inc.

(Continued

on page yj
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blood,

STATION

SCHEDULES

(Continued from pace 8)
WRAH.
Bead.
WRAK.
t'o.

Providence.
E.-canabu.

It.
Mich.

I.

MO

motors,

300 motors.

Stanley
Economy

N.
Llsht

WRAL.

St Croix F.ills. Wis.
21S meters.
Northern
. Power t'o.
WRAM. Galeaburf, III. 880 motors.
ICO ml. Lombard
Collet*.
Wed, nouncement*,
f:S0-9Schedule irregular.
pm,
college Oomral.
activities,
anWRAN,
Waterloo,
It,
J:".' meters.
100 ml.
Mack
Hawk
Electric*]
l\>.
Pally
ex Sun,
5 I'M, 5:30.
concert,11:15,news.church Mon,services.
l''n. »Central.
30-9:15 pm,
concert,
Sun.
WRAK. David City, Note.
800 meters.
100 ml. Jacob
C Thomas.
Tiles. Frl, T-l' pm.
Central.
WRAS,
McLeansboro.
111.
300 meters.
Radio Supply

WBAA
(Central. 360). 7:15 P. M.. Lecture,
"fare of
Mtlk and Cream OQ Iho Farm." I(. C. Manharl.
WBAP
(Central,
476).
9:30-10:30
P. M.. Concert,
Texas Christian University, vi Worth.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00 A. M.1:00 P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner
dame music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Song recital and ihorl talks; 4:30-6:00 P. M.. Talk.
Betsy Logan on "Affairs of the Heart:" stun,- for
the little tots in Dream Daddy: 7:30-8:00 P. M.,
Dream Daddj will) boys and girls; 8:00-12:00 P. M..
Dance music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Songs by Horry

Sunday, May 27

WFAA

Saturday, May 26

ADVANCE

WOO
(Eastern, Daylight Snvlng. 509). 11:00 A. M 1:00 P. M.. Organ recital, Mary E v, i 2:00-3:00
P. M., Song recital: 4:30-6:00 P. M., Organ recital
and hand conceit.

<;iwi

(Central, 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Talk on Sunday School Lesson, Dr. ftoborl Stewart Bjor, Southern
Methodist University; 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Musical program, Vera Marxian, supervisor of music in O. M.
Roberts Public School,
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dm, tor dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:00 P. M.. Musical program and song
Co
renal; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner music. Meyer Davis
WRAU. Amarillo. Tex.
SCO motors.
50 ml.
Amarlllo
Itellevlue-Striitfoid
Daily:ral. News.
Tuea.
Tiling.
S:00-9:00
pm.
music.
stories.
Cousin Sue, Dance Orchestra; Children's
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 3:00 P. M„
WRAV.
Yellow Spring. O.
360 motors.
Antioch Colleec.
Amrad Women's Club; 5:00 P. M., Girls' Story Hour.
Irene H. Veno; 9:30 P. M„ Evening program: "SilWRAY.
Scranton, Ta.
360 meters.
100 ml.
Radio
versmith scries." Marjorie
David M. Leadbetter,
Cheney; Concert.
H.il.s Corp.
Daily ex Sun. li am, music: 12 m.
Field, baritone;
soprano. Franklin
reports; 8:30-5:30
pm. reporta. music; 7. bedtime
(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319). 2:00-4:00 P. M..
stones, music.
Wad,
8:15-9:45
pm.
music.
Sat. WGR
Ampllco recital: 7:30 P. M., News Digest: 9:00-11:00
Si.''. Hamilton,
10:80 pm, music.
chapel. ml. Eastern.
P. M., Musical program, Balf Diottrlch. director;
WRK,
O.
360 Sun.
meters.I imi. l.iinu
Doron
Lecture, "Missing .Motors." F. B. Thompson, enBros. Elec.
Co.
Tuea, Thur. 9-10:30 pm. music.
lecture.
Sun. 10:30 am, church service.
Central
gineer of Vacuum Oil l'o.
WRL.
Schenectady.
N. V.
360 meters.
Union College WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M., Musical program,
Radio Club.
"Eetudlantlno," Bed and White Trio; "Little Azure
Bings." Marjory Barnes, soprano; "Valse CnroWRM. I'rbaua, 111. 300 ml. Univ. of 111. Mon. Thurs.
matlque," Baymond Helndorf, pianist: Address. "The
-S:30-S:J0 pin. 9-9:30.
Univ. news, talks, music.
Central.
Citizens' Military Training Camp," Major Edgar C.
WRP.
Camden.
N. .T. 360 meters.
250 ml.
Federal
Leonard: "Barcarolle," Bed and White Trio; "Cohen
Inst, of Radio Teleg.
Temporarily
discontinued.
on the Radiophone," Lillian Fisher, reader: "Kanienoi
WRR.
Dallas,
Tex.
360 meters.
200 ml.
City of
Ostrow," Raymond Helndorf; "Such a LiV Fellow,"
"The Call of Love," Marjory Barnes; "Waves of the
Dallas.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, weather; 3-3:30.
Danube," Trio; "Goblins." Lillian Fisher, reader;
sports, markets,
news; 7-7:15. police news: S-8:30.
"Adagio" from "Moonlight Sonata," Raymond Heinmusic.
Sun. U am. church service; 7-S pin. police
news, church service.
Central.
dorf; "Where the Sad Waters Flow," Marjory Barnes:
"Three Winners," Lillian Fisher; "Liebestraum."
WRW. Tarryiown,
N. Y.
273 meters.
1.000 ml.
TarRaymond Heindorf: 10:30 P. M.. Concert. "Interrytown Radio A: Research Laboratory'Mon. Wed. Frl,
mezzo," WGY Orchestra; "Marching," "Until the
7:30-11:30 pm.
Sun. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAA.
Marietta.
O.
360 meters.
50 mi.
B. S.
Dawn,"
Male Quartet; "To a Wild Rose." "Anno
Bprague Elec. Co.
Wed. 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
Domine
1620," Joseph Walsh, pianist; "Scherzetto."
WSAB,
Caw
Girardeau.
Mo.
360 meters.
Southeast
Quartet;
"Kentucky
Babe,"
"Honey,
I Want
Yer
Mo. State Teachers
College.
Now,"
Quartet:
"S'ea Pieces,"
"Twilight,"
Joseph
WSAC.
Clemsou
College. S. C.
360 meters.
Clemson
Walsh: "Serenade,"
Instrumental Quartet; "Story of
Agri. College.
a Tack,"
"Fishing,"
Male Quartet; "Polonaise
in
WSAH,
Chicago. 111. 360 meters.
A. G. Leonard. Jr.
A." Joseph Walsh;
"Entr'acte
Valse." Instrumental
Quartet
WSAI,
Cincinnati.
O.
309 meters.
United
States
WHAS
(Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Playing Card Co.
Anderson Theater Orchestra : Organ, Clifford Gorman.
WSAJ.
drove City. Pa.
360 meters,
700 mi.
Grove
Rialto Theater; 7:30-9:00 P. M„ Concert. Blue Grass
City College.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
Orchestra; Hellen C. Honaker,
soprano; Mrs. Emery
WSAL,
Brookville, Ind.
246 meters.
Franklin
Elec.
Nold. contralto.
Co.
WSAP.
New York. N. T.
360 meters.
Seventh Day
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Adventist Church.
Dinner
music; 3:00-4:00
P. M., Musical
program;
WSAV. Houston. Tex.
360 meters.
Clifford W. Vick.
6:00-7:30 stories.
P. M., Dinner dance music; Uncle Wlp's
bedtime
Temporarily
discontinued.
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving, 447), 4:35 P. M.,
WSB.
Atlanta. Ga.
429 meters.
1.500 mi.
Atlanta
Program,
Pupils Columbia
School of Music:
7:00
Journal.
Daily ex Sun. 12-1 pm. music: 2:30. reP. M.f Musical lecture. Mrs. Marx E. Oberndorfer;
ports: 4-4:45 pm. music, reports; 5-6 pm. 7-8. 10:45-12,
9:15 P. M., Mrs. Justine Durchanek-Siroky, soprano;
music.
Sun. 10.54 am, 5-6 pm. 7:30-9, church servIrene Pitlik, violinist.
ices. Central.
WMC
(Central, 500), 8:00 P. M., Concert, arranged by
WSL.
Utica, N. Y.
360 meters.
500 mi.
J. & M.
Goldsmith's Department Store; 11:00 P. M.. Midnight
Elec Co.
Daily ex Sat. Sun, 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30
Frolic.
pm, 3-3:30. 4-4:30. 5-5:30, music, news.
Mon. Wed.
WOC
(Central. 484), 3:30 P. M., Talk. C. E. Wilent;
S-9 pm.
Sat. 11-11:30
am. 5-6 pm, 8-9.
Sun,
7:00 P. M., Musical program. The P. S. C. Orchestra.
10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00 A. M.-l:00
WSY,
Birmingham.
Ala. 360 meters. 2.000 mi.
Alabama Power Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 3 pm, 3:30,
P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt ; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Song and piano recital; short talks; 4:30-6:00 P. M„
news, weather.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, music.
Tries.
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 8:00-12:00 P. M.. J. W.
Thurs, 5 pm, entertainment.
Sun, 11 am. 7 :30 pm,
C. I. Band concert and dance music.
church services.
Central.
WWJ
(Eastern, 580). 8:30 P. M.. The Town
Crier:
WTAC. Johnston. Pa.
360 meters.
Penn Traffic Co.
Musical
program.
News
Orchestra:
Mabel
Osborne,
WTAS. Elgin, 111. 275 meters.
Chas. E. Erbstein.
WTAU. Tecumseh, Xeb.
360 meters.
Buegy Battery &
soprano;
Herbert
Lamb,
baritone;
Mrs.
Gus
S'orge,
Elec. Co.
soprano.
WTAW.
College Station. Tex.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Agricultural
and
Mechanical
College
of
Tex.
W'ed,
Fri, 7:30-s:3U pm. addresses.
Sun, 11 am. 4 pm. 7.
church services.
Central.
WTG.
Manhattan,
Kan.
360 meters.
75 mi.
Kan.
State Agri. College.
Daily ex Sun. 9:55 am. weather
(code).
Central.
WWAC.
Waco, Tex.
360 meters.
1,500 mi.
Sanger CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M„
Musical program. Star Orchestra: Violin solos. Mamiie
Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1:30 mn, enRoth. Harry Adaskin; Rupert Lucas, baritone.
tertainment Wed, Sat, 8 pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
KFDB (Pacific, 400), 2:00-2:30 P. M.. Lecture. Dr.
WWAO.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
360
meters.
Wright
&
Jau
DouMusic.
Ball, "Juvenile Delinquency;" 2:30-3:00
P. M.,
Wright. Inc.
KPO
(Pacific. 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Entertainment,
WWAJ.
Columbus,
O.
360 meters.
Columbus
Radio
Club.
Elks' Lodge 522, Santa Cruz.
KSD
(Central, 546), 8:00-9:45 P. M„ Musical program,
WWAX,
Laredo, Tex.
360 meters.
150 mi.
Wormser
Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music.
Mon,
Stuart
Barrie,
organist:
Isadore
Cohen's
Concert
Orchestra
and vocal
selections.
Sat. S-9 pm, music
Central.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 8:00-8:58 P. M„
WWAY,
Chicago, 111.
360 meters.
Marigold Gardens.
Musical program, courtesy of Lyon & Healy Concert
WWB,
Canton, O. 360 meters.
300 ml.
Daily News
Printing Co.
Tues. Thurs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
Dept.
; 9:25
P. M., "Under the Evening Lamp,"
Youth's
Companion.
WWI.
Dearborn.
Mich.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Ford
WBAP (Central, 476). 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Radio Bible
Motor Co.
Wed, 8-10 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
Class,
W.
F.
First Methodist Church.
WWI, Detroit, Mich.
517 meters.
1,500 ml. The De- WDAP (Central,Barnum,
Daylight Saving. 390), 10:00 P. M..
troit News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:45 am. household
Musical program; Marion McDonough, soprano: Jack
hints; 9:45-10:25. health talks: 10:25-10:30. weather;
Chapman's Orchestra.
11:55-12. time; 12:05-12:45 pm. 3-3:30, music: 3:303:35. weather; 3:35-4:15. markets: 5-6, sports.
April WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1 1 :00 A. M.1:00 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner
22. and
every
other
week,
8:30-10
pm.
concert.
dance music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Thurs, 11-12 pm,
"midnight
special," Sun, 2 pm,
Musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. M.. Dream Daddy
7:30. church services.
Fill in weeks. 7-8:30 pm.
with little tots; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with
concert; Sun, 11 am, 5:30, church services.
Eastern.
boys and girls.
WWL. New Orleans, La360 meters.
Loyola TJnlv.
(Note. — This completes tbe station schedule list. The WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M„ Address. Prof.
tost part will appear again next week.)
Clyde Eagleton, Southern Methodist University: 8:309:30 P. M., Musical program, J. 1. Wright's Male
Quartet; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Popular music. Grace
Methodist Church Orchestra, Earle D. Behrends.
director.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
(Continued from page 4)
Orchestra: 3:00-430 P. M., Song recital and short
talks; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner dance music. Meyer
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Davis Bellevue-Stratford Orchestra; Stories. Cousin
Dinner music; 3:00-4:00 P. M., Song recital: 5:00Sue; 8:00-12:00 P. M.. Dance music. Meyer Davis
7:30 P. M., Dinner dance music: Bedtime stories.
Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra.
Uncle Wip; 8:00-12:00 P. M., Song and piano recital;
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 8:00 P. M..
Dance(Eastern.
music, Charlie
Kerr's P.Cafe
WIW
360). 10:00
M.,L'Aiglon
Musical Orchestra.
program,
Evening program; Talk. "New England Problems."
New England Business Magazine; Farce, "Box and
"Welcome, Sweet Springtime," Women's Chorus;
Cox." Amrad Players; Music; Comedy, "Blood Will
"Springs Awakening," Mrs. E. B. Hausfeld, whistler;
Tell," Amrad Players.
"The Kiss." .Teanette Tibos, soprano; "Scherzando,"
WGY (Eastern, 380), 8:00 P. M., Dance program, Cain's
Mrs. C. E. Haddock; "May Morning," Mrs. Eugene
Zimmerman; "The Land of the Sky Blue Water."
(Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Mrs. E. B. Hausfeld, whistler; "Blue Bells." Mrs. WHAS
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Organ. Roy C. Parks,
Howard Case; "Concerto No. 4," McMorris Houston,
Rialto
Theater;
P. M., Concert. Joe Schnur
cellist; "My Song of You," Mrs. B. E. Hine; "Down
Kentucky
Melody7:30-9:00
Boys.
in the Woodland," Chorus; "Polonaise," piano solo: WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
"Rackety Coo," Cora Abernathy; "Sunlight Waltz."
Dinner music; 3:00-4:00 P. M., Talk by a professor
Jeanette Tibbs, Mrs. E. B. Hausfeld; "March Triof the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy; 6:00-7:50
umphant," Mrs. C. E. Haddock.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 4:35 P. M.,
P. M., Dinner dance music: Uncle Wip's bedtime
Program, Pupils Lyceum Arts Conservatory; Talk.
stories; 8:00-12:00 P. M., Dance music, Charlie Kerr's
Cafe L'Aiglon Orchestra.
Edw.
Price
Bell;
7:00
P.
M-.
Talk.
"Auto
Trails."
WMAQ
(Central, Daylight Saving. 447), 7:00 P. M.,
Rockwell Stephens; Helen Ethel Levine, David Charles
Levine, pianists; 9:15 P. M., Hamilton Club Male
Chorus.
WMC (CentraJ, 500). 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Hotel Chisca
Philharmonic
Orchestra, Clara Ahern, director.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M.. Talk, Karl G. Stephan;
7:00 P. M., Musical program, Washington Band,
Washington, la. ; 8:00 P. M-, Lecture, "Chemistry
"The Vacuum Tube's Only Rival"
and Its By-Products,"
Prof. HI.
J. P. Magnusson,
Augustana
College, Rock Island,
Lasts Indefinitely
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509), 11:00-1:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Short
talks; 4:30-6:00 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 8:30 P. M.. The Town Crier;
Musical program, News Orchestra; Mattie B. Lamphere,
soprano; Belle Mangold, contralto; 11:00 P. M.,
News Orchestra ; Mattie B. Lamphere, soprano ; Belle
Mangold,
contralto.

KPO
400), 11:00-12:15 P. M„ Organ recital.
Salisbury,
Gladys(Pacific,
WBAP (Central, 476). 11:00 A. M. -12:15 P. M.. Church
Borvlces, First Methodist Church, Rev. .1. W Bergln
pastor; Will Foster, organlBt.
WDAP
(Contral. Daylight Saving, 390). 9:15 P. M
Henry Sellhger and
Draki
Concerl
Ensemble:
two
soloists from t'n iv.Tsily of Chicago Band
Bible <,?,cntral',
Class. Dr.476)'
William
M. Anderson,
W,F,AA
2 ■•30-3:30
P. M.. Radio
Jr., Chanel
pastor
First Presbyterian ('lunch. Dallas; 9:30- 10 00 P M
Singersdirector;
from Christ,
Church.P.Episcopal,
Mrs Harris
.(' w'
phi,
10:00-11:00
M., Concert.
Bros.
Orchestra
WFI
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 395), 4:00 P. M
Chapel services; 7:30 P. M.. church
services
axch
Street
Presbyterian
Church;
Senium.
Rev
Clarence
Edward Macartney; Organ recital, Alton K. Don ■■!, . ,>>
organist: 9:30 P. M.. Organ recital
WGI
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving. 360). 4:00 P
M
Twilight program; "Adventure Hour," Youth's Companion; Concert, Amrad
Juvenile
Orchestra:
8:30
P.
M„
Federation
Church
Service.
Mass.
Fed.
of
Churches: 9:00 P. M.. Musicals.
WGR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving, 319), 3:00 P. M
\esper services. Rev. Walter Lord.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 9:30 A. M.. Church services. First
English Lutheran Church; Sermon, "The New Age
the Young Man, the Old Gospel," Rev. Herbert d!
fehlmer; 3:00 P. M„ Symphony concert. "The Merry
Hives of Windsor." WGY Orchestra: "I Will Extol
Thee. Corabel MacCrossen. soprano; "Espagnole."
Orchestra; Excerpts from "La Traviata." Orchestra;
Hear Ye,6:30
Israel,"
Orchestra;
P. M.,Corabel
Church MacCrossen;
services. First"Largo,"
English
Lutheran
Church; Sermon.
"God's Call to the UnWHAS
(Central, Bev400), Herbert
9:57 A. D.M.,Shimer.
Organ:
10:00
A. M..
..,!f!Slh.i"lfe'
Church service. Trinity Methodist Church. Rev.
Dr.
Methodist Church choir.
J?1™. }.°?'c™_FortJ * =00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Trinity
WIP
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 509).
11:00 A
M
Church
service.
Trinity Ernest
Memorial FelixChanelPotterb"
Janney
Budderow, Holy minister;
organist and choir leader, choir of male voices; 2:00-

50c

Friday, May 25
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Musical program. Star Orchestra; Meza Deeton. soprano; W. Woods, eornetist.
KFDB (Pacific, 400), 2:00-2:30 P. M., Talk. "Growth
of Bones." Dr. A. D. Fisher: 2:30-3:00 P. M..
Lecture, "Health," San Francisco Tuberculosis Assn.:
8:00-10:00 P. M„ Concert, Lyric Trio of Berkeley.
USD (Central, 546). 8:00-9:45 P. M.. Musical program, Michel Gusikoff. violinist: Larry Conley, tromOrchestra.bonist; Arthur L. Utt, organist: Gene Kodemich's
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 8:00-858 P. M..
Musical program. Lulu McNelley, soprano; Alfred
Newman, baritone: Elizabeth Dollison. pianist: Madeline Pendelton, reader; 9:05-9:25 P. M.. Book reviews, Llewellyn Jones; 10:00 P. M.-l:00 A. M.,
Midnight Revue.

50c

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA OPERATIVES use the L. D. R. Crystal as detector in
conjunction with one or more stages of amplification. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded.
FREE. The Jaynxon Multlpped Catswhisker. Fits
all aetectors. Applied in Jiffy. Will make your
set loud and clear.
FREE.
Information
and hook-up how to receive
475 miles on a crystal.
FREE.
How to amplify your crystal set.
FREE.
The Jaynxon
One Tube Reflex.
Local
on loud speaker D. X. on phones.
FREE.
SEND FOR THESE RIGHT NOW.
Dealers, Wake Up!
Some Meow I

JAYNXON
57 Dey St.

LABORATORY
New York City

WIP
(Eastern,
509),
1:00-2:00
P. M..
...AWS89'
"Thl-* Daylight
Power
ofSaving,
Music."
Bev. Song
A. Murkand I'urisb.
Dinner music;
3:00-4:30
P. M.,
piano
recital;
6:00-7:30stories.
P. M„ Dinner dance music: Uncle
\\ lp s bedtime

U. S. Navy Tubes, $5.25
THREE

Monday, May 28
KS?rfwn<PaC.i^'i
^0)- Books,"
2 :°0-2 =30
M.. Mrs.
Sleuthing for Odd
PaulP. Elder
Book
■4wh'™ ?e,e£tJv,e „ ai?d . Mystery
Stories"

Lucile
Store.
and

New CARTER Vernier Control RHEOSTAT

Simple, positive, distinctive, reliable. Satin silver
nnish;
spring
pigtail connection insures positive andclock
reliable
operation.

Code 1-C,
S°2e
,1,„6"9nm'
for for
u- TJ.
T- V.2W>201-A
tube tube. .$1.50
ea.
20 ohm,
1.75 ea.
Code l-D, 30-ohm, for TJ. V. 199 tube.
... 1.75 ea.

RADIO SUPPLY STORES

CARTER
RADIO of Carter
COMPANY
„ *ti~l£r Bulletins
Products
209 S. State St., CHICAGO

25^ West

AMERICA

Radio Supplies

BUY

HERE

ELECTRIC

LIGHTNING

FOR

PARTS

LOUD

SPEAKER,

FOR

2

<C1

O

AZL

$12.45

$12.95

$7.95
$3.65
$27.45
$17.95$3.45
3.45
1-95

FOR

Moulded "Variometers
180° Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite
Variocouplers
Freshman
Variable
Grid Leak and Condenser. . 1.75
.75
CRL- Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier
Condenser
1 .35
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
3.95
Master Baldwin Type C Headsets
6.95
Brandes
Superior Headset
5.75
Antenella Aerial Plug
1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
2.60
WD-11
Bakelite Sockets
50
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

Value. 42 Plate, now
$1.75
Value, 23 Plate, now
1.45
Value. 11 Plate, now
1.35
Value,
5 Plate, now
1.25
Value,
3 Plate, now
1.15
Value. 43 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser. . 3.95
Value. 23 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser. . 3.45
Value, 11 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 2.95

JACKS
Pacent Single Circuit
Pacent Double Circuit
Federal Sin.L-le Circuit Filament
Control
Federal Double Circuit Filament Control

We

PANEL,

guarantee

all

$12.95

Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm
Loud Speaking
Units.
Special

LOUD
Type R3
PARTS
DOWN
SET

complete, $161 value. . .$98.45

ORIGINAL BALDWIN PHONES. These are
the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete with silk cord and
headband.
Special at

SIGNAL
CORPS
Type 194-W)
ELECTRIC
PHONES.

3000 Ohm
GUARANTEED
HEADSETS,
$8.50 Value..

FORMICA

LESS

THORDARSON
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER,
High and Low
Ratio

$11.90

U. S. A.
(Aviation
WESTERN

$4.30
3.70
3.30
3.10
2. TO
7.00
6.50
6.00

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

95c

«P *■ «•"«'

COMPLETE
KNOCKED
RECEIVING

Pa.

H0MCHARGER,
De Luxe
Model

STEP
AMPLIFIER
COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
.

MAGNAVOX,
SPEAKERS,

Manheim,

ARRESTER

COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
ULTRA
AUDION
CIRCUIT
(Known
as Wonder
Circuit)...
COMPLETE

Street

purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.

10A WESTERN
BRACH

Stiegel

RADIO

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN

IN ONE

Detector, Amplifier and Transmitter
Cost Government
$11.50 — Gold Tips
List Price
Our Price
$ 6.50— UV-201-A Tubes
$ 5.75
5.00— UV-2U0
Tube
4 55
6.50— UV-199 Tube (Dry Cell)
5.90
0.50— WD-11 Tube (Dry Cell)
5.85
6.50— WB-21 Tube (Dry Cell)
4.95
.7.",— 3" Dials— Hard llubber
22
.23— Binding
Posts— Hard
Kubber
05
JO — Metal Binding Post
02
.35— Switch Pcinis and Stoj/s. dozen
10
.50 — Fada Switch Lever
19
.75 — Single Circuit Jacks
29
1.00— Double
Circuit Jacks
39
.75 — ieres'.mar. Variable Grid Leak
49
5.00 — 43 Plate Variable Condenser
1.70
5.00 — S. & S. Variometer (Mahogany)
1.90
5.00—
S. Variocoupler
1.90
l.Ofi — S.
.ooi;& Micadon
Condensers
60
12.00— Nathaniel Baldwin. Type C
8.95
6.00— Baldwin
Single Units. Type C
4. So
15.00 — Western
Electric Phones
9.25
5.00 — Frost Phones
(2000 ohm)
3.95
6.00— Frost Phones
(3000 ohm)
4.45
S.00 — Brandes
Superior
5.65
5.00— Murdock No. 55
2.75
5.50— Murdock Special No. 57
3.85
12.00— Dictograph
Headset
5.65
5.00 — Multiphones
(4 pr. phones in one)...
2.98
Complete parts, including Mahogany Cabinet,
for 1500 mile
Regenerative
One
Tube
Set.
Value $35.00. Special $12.85.
Everything
guaranteed
as firsts.
We pay the
postage.
Monev order or check accepted.
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Crystal Fans Wake Up
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(Central, 360), 7:15 P. M
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and Cabinet Woods,"
Prof, It D
WBAP— (Contral,
476).
9:30-10:30
P. M„
(
First Presbyterian
Church
Orch
WDAR (Easforn, Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00-1:00
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Musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. M.. Short talks:
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7:30-8:00
Daddyprogram,
with boys
8:00-12:00 P.P.M.,M..Dream
Musical
Arcadami girls;
Orchestra; Songs by llarrv Qlyn
Sue.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M.
Dinner dance musfo, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:30 P. M.. short talks and
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program; 6:00-7:30 P. M.. Dinner dai
music, Meyer
pavl
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Excerpts from "The .Mikado." WGY Inst.
Quartet: "Move's own Kiss," from "High jinl
i ibelle Franklin, soprano; "O Hello Ntiit." from
Tales of Hoffman," WGY Quartet: "When a Maid
lonirs Knocking," "The Hubble." Isabelle Franklin;
Waltz" Irom "Faust." Quartet; "Topics of tho
Day;" Ballet from "ltosamunde." Edward A. Bice.
violinist; "Sweethearts." Isabelle Franklin; "Toreador
March," Quartet; "Glannlna Mia" iron, "Thi Plri
llv."
Franklin;
Excerpts from "The Bo
Ian
Girl, Isabella
Instrumental
Ouartet
WHAS (Central. 400). Concert, Mary Anderson Theater
Orchestra; Organ, Clifford Gorman.
Rialto Theater;

Nl
'■|I program; S ,i, Caasell, tenor; 9:15 P. M..
Maywood Temple Band.
WOC
(Contral, 484), 3:30 P. M.. Talk. C. 0, Hall;
7:00 p. M., Musical program, \p
Mand
inn
Henry Dlsmer,
Crowder:
9:30 P. M., Dance
program,
p. s, c.LouisOrchestra

Black

$0.35
50
35
50

or Brown,

LOOP
AERIALS
COMPLETE
REINARTZ

BUY

Turns
,-r
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Tarns

$1.50
1.50
1 .25
1.00
75
60
50
„ ... . .40
40
40

CABINETS— MAHOGANY

AND

WALNUT

6x5%"
by 6" deep
6x 7%" by 6" deep
6x14"
by 6" deep
6x16%" by 6" deep
6^x21" by 6" deep
tixlL'V by 7" deep
9x10V
by 5%"
deep
Spaghetti Tubing, yard
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Lightning Switches
Hydrometers,
now at
Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials. 2, 3 and 3% Inch
Grewol Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire, 100 ft

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
$0.10
25
2.65
45
45
50
25
1.35
2.45
.35

,li£c

cut while

HERE

$4.65
COIL$5.95
Type "C"
$11.45
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50
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Better Outlook for Summer
Distribution of Stations Helps Reception
SUMMER is approaching, and likewise as a Tesult a
general decrease in broadcasting reception range.
However, the outlook for the coming summer to the
Radiophans is a great deal better than it was at this
time last year.

Jazz for Vacationists
Hosts of Tourists Will Carry Sets on Trips
SOME few people seem to think that because they can
go to shore or mountain the stay-at-home has no
form of amusement, forgetting entirely Radio, probably
the most popular of all forms of amusement yet devised.
Likewise, these same shore or mountain vacationists
are missing a lot of good things that are broadcast from
every part of this country. As a matter of fact, there
are any number of thousands of vacationists who carry
their sets with them, erecting an aerial at the vacation
point.
Campers, automobilists on tour, canoe tourists and
others will take along sets and trade in Radio equipment should not fall off so appreciably as it is fallaciously predicted that it will every year. Most vacationers, and especially those who go to places other
than the big resorts, are literally snatched away from
a jazz point, and something must be provided to fill
the aching void. The Radio receiving set does the
trick.

Just a Little Thoughtlessness
Spark Stations Should Use Discretion
IN A CERTAIN section of a city in the northwest
owners of Radio receiving sets have a great deal of
trouble with interference from a spark set in the neighborhood that paralyzes all reception. Is this the ease
with you in your city? It stands to reason we all have
the same trouble. Just about the time you get the set
working on a very fine selection, then all of a sudden
the sender of a spark station neaT you fills the air with
a carrier wave that drowns out any reception coming in.
It is not believed that anyone is mean enough to
purposely do this when aware of the results. The
ones doing this are not versed in Radio, but are usually
some beginner that does not know of the offense.
Everyone interested in Radio should get together for
the benefit of the game. The amateur has his rights
and they shoud be, and are, respected. The beginner
should respect the rights and privileges of his brother
amateurs and broadcast receivers and not give all the
amateurs a "black eve" because of his thoughtlessness.

About the Copyright Situation

The Independent Station May Be Driven Out
THE long fight for the amendment of our copyright
laws may be hastened considerably by the present
difficulty encountered in the broadcasting of Radio
music.
Action on the part of the Society of Authors, Composers and publishers, in stopping broadcasting stations
from transmitting music within their control, has
brought on such severe criticism and objections by
broadcasters generally, that this may result in a demand for a change in our copyright laws for the benefit
of broadcasters and Radio listeners.
So far as the great Radio audience and public opinion
is concerned this action will react very unfavorably.
It is said the copyright group controls about 95 per
cent of copyrighted music and musical productions in
the United States.
It is needless to say that if action taken holds good
it will drive out many independent stations that should
be encouraged as a bulwark against a possible monopoly
of Radio broadcasting in the future.
No one wants to deprive an author, composer or
publisher of the fruits of his labor. He has a right to
ask returns on his copyrights, but Congress, in establishing a copyright law, had in mind protection, not
extortion. The moment such a Tight, conferred by the
American people, is used as a weapon of monopoly and
aggression against them, then the American people have
it in their power .to take away this right, and they certainly will, through their Congress, take such action.
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COPPER CONTEST AWAKES
KEEN INTEREST OF RADIOKNUTS

The big $000,000,000,000.19 Cash Copper Contest has
brought in such a flood of mail that it has been impossible
to open and read it all to date. Every day brings in new
papers
on the
papers
are
coming
in Stebbin's
thick and Sooper
fast so Degenerative.
if you intend toTheenter
the
contest MAIL. YOUR PAPER OR DRAWING AT ONCE!
— There is still time to get in.
Parts of the vast number of letters and telegrams are:
"Inclosed find my drawing and paper. "Where is the
first prize?"
—Imp.
"If I win the first prize I shall use the money to buy
a new set of switch points."
— Nutz.
"It is so sweet of you, Indi, to enable me to have the
chance to assume such wealth. Paper under separate
cover."
— Lotta Static.
"Have never built a Stebbin's set (thankgod) but am
sending in my paper on how I did it." — Lillian G.
"Can I bribe judges with A. R. R. L. hootch to award
me first prize."
Spider Webb.
"Am sending drawings by wire."
— Polly W.
"It is such a jolly contest, old thing. Am sending my
bally drawings by the silly letter
vender." Tonsils III.
— Alagonquin
"Am holding my paper until I find out if you
have enough
— LaVerne
C.
to pay prizes.
Looking you up in Bradstreet."
"Inclosed please find my paper. Mail check for first
prize to me at once."
— Q. R. M.
"My husband wishes me to inform ypu that he is too
occupied with compiling his data and transcribing statistics for his contest paper to write himself. It is his sincere
wish that you be so exceedingly kind as to hold the contest
open until he has the requisite time in which to complete
his work.
I am
Most cordially,"
Mrs. Ezra Hecht.

Condensed

A RADIO NIGHT

I was seated alone by my tube set.
Weary from loss of sleep,
My
dialsto wandered.
The fingers
stationso'er
werethebard
keep.
The constant whistle and bowling,
Shrieked through my throbbing head,
I tried to tune in till disgusted,
I thought of my cozy bed.
But the lure of the game was upon me,
I'm an ardent Radiophan,
Whenas you
get the
Try
hardonce
as ever
you bug
can. you can't shake it.
So I staid with my set and I coaxed it,
—MAC.
I'm a Radioknut, you guessed right.
At last it worked fine and I listened.
While the Night Hawk Club signed off "Goodnight.'

By DIELECTRIC
The owners of Station WJZ, well known all over the
world, are about ready to move into their new studios in
the Aeolian building in New York city. It is understood that here the artists who appear in Aeolian Hall
may have their concerts broadcast through this station,
and some of the greatest musicians appear there. Two
wavelengths will be used so that varied types of programs may be broadcast at one time.

Another Satisfied Customer
Endy: the
I houked-up
the lem
stebbin's
souper circutDeer
& busted
detectur fust
thing.
After getting
the
blamed
thing
all
set
the
fust
thing
i
recei
-ed
w-uz over
h— 1
frum my wife acct. spilling contents uv detectur
— eZra hechT.
earput.
It rely wurked betur than i xpectud.

Thanx !

Dear Indi: I am inclosing a Radioknut kink which has
proved a hum-dinger, hope it works as well by those that
— S.Coil.C.
try it. Am inclosing a dollar ($) for same. — Spark
Thanx.
P. S. — I find that I have lost the kink and can not think
what it was.
Am closing the dollar (?) anvhow.
Thanx,

We Don't Know—Ahead
Yes— !You Are In, Go
Indigest, Sir: Who are they and how do they do it? —
Polly W. and Lillian G. . . . I have written somewhere
about sixty contribs to your column and I never can get
in — I ask you, is it fair? Yet these above two are
always
— Jackie.
making the column. If I do not get in pretty soon I am
just going to get mad and stop sending 'em in.

There Ain't No Sech Critter

Dear Indigest: Local dime store is offering new
aerial wire that "takes all the static out of the air." Anv
fans not receiving their full share of static should get
the new type aerial.
— Clinton, Iowa.

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Dear Indi: Last week I tuned in a station that opened
their broadcast with the ringing of a bell. I have been
unable to get them any more, though I have tried hard.
I think the trouble is in my set so will you give me a
hook-up of a circuit that will enable me to hear the bell?
— Spider "Webb.
A. — Sure.
shown
below. A very good circuit for this purpose is

@

Dear Indi: I am very seriously annoyed by the spark
amateur in the next block. I can not hear any broadcast
Ostat.
programs for his constant sending.
How —canR. IE.stop
him?
A — Get sawed off shotgun (commonly known as riot, or
scatter-gun), load with washers, screws, ten penny nails
and heavy charge of black powder. Point gun at amateur
and pull trigger with quick motion of index finger. If
this does not bring desired results, tell him we shall write
him a letter and severely reprimand him for his ungentlemanly conduct.

Looking Ahead

The Great $000,000,000,000.19 Cash Copper Contest is rapidly
drawing to a close. There is a lot of work yet to be done by
the judges, opening and sorting the papers. So there is Still
time for vou to sneak in your drawing or paper. If you have
not entered the contest— Do So At Once! Watch IXDIGEST
for awards of prices. Get INDIGEST from your most handsome newsdealer — 10c.

To many who have had the joy of working out
problems in algebra the talks from Station WOR may
prove of little interest. On the other hand, they may
be the very ones who wish to refresh their minds on
the subject. But to any desiring some knowledge of
the subject, they have only to tune in the station and
listen to a very simple explanation of the rules and
application of this branch of mathematics.
The Irish, that is those in Dublin, will have a modern
Radio station erected in their midst to be patterned
after the Eiffel tower in Paris. It is to be a government operated station and will broadcast market reports, weather forecasts and news for the benefit of
towns in the provinces. Providing the station is sufficiently powerful, we may yet hear the innumerable
disputes
between Irishmen in place of reading about
them.
For a while at least we shall find it rather hard to
think in kilocycles instead of meters; however, if the
improved broadcasting service becomes all that is expected of it, then the matter will be quite easy. When
QE^I is rampant the meter of a station is seldom referred to. It 's generally a more profane part of the
transmitter to which attention is given. In order to
secure the greatest good from the new ruling it will be
very necessary for the stations to stick to their assigned kilocycles.
In Ohio the state Federation of Women's Clubs devoted a week to increasing the interest in gardening,
including landscaping. Of course, they made use of
the time-honored custom of broadcasting through the
columns of the press, also the newer medium — the
movies, and then wisely chose to avail themselves of
Radio. Many a person will linger long enough at the
dials to be told of a thing that he never would take
time to read.
It may be recalled that prior to removal one column
nearer to passing off the last page of Radio Digest, I
mentioned the good one could do in supply Radio
receiving sets to leper colonies. Whether the gentleman in New York got his inspiration from my suggestion or not is immaterial; at any rate, he contributed
one hundred dollars toward a set to be installed in the
leper colony in Porto Rico. Now, you healthy fans,
who will be the next?
The Army Radio experts are working all the time to
increase the efficiency of mechanical code reception.
They have so far succeeded in sending one hundred
words a minute by use of certain mechanism and a
reception speed of sixty-five words a minute. That
seems like saving considerable time at both ends, yet
they expect to be able to mechanically copy the messages as received visually as well as by ear. Thus saving even more time.
While the season of Grand Opera in this country is
over, Cuba is just beginning hers. On the opening
night of the San Carlo company in Havana the opera
of "The Barber of Seville" was broadcast and many
in the United States were able to listen to the entire
performance
produced
of the ofworld's
artists. Station
PWX byhadseveral
the honor
sendingnoted
out
the first opera ever broadcast from Cuba. Future opera
broadcasts will be anticipated with pleasure by those
capable of tuning in this station.
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Chapter III, Part II — Pointers About Aerials and Grounds
By Tliomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
in the first part about
STATED
aerials either the capacity or the inductance in the tuned
primary cir' cuit of a receiving set may be made large
enough to serve as an erlicient collector
for Radio waves. Having dealt with the
form of aerial in which the capacity is
large we may now consider cases where
the" indue;
- as the energy
collector. ,

reason stranded wire should be used, the
sixteen strand wire, being softer, is preferable. Obviously the loop should be as
large as conditions will permit but one
larger than 3 feet on a side is usually out
of the question. This gives us a basis to
work from.

A?

Briefly then, a loop aerial, disguise it as
you will, is simply an oversize tuning inductance but since it is usually limited to
a comparatively few feet on a side it does
not pick up as much energy as the outdoor
aerial. It might be said to be loosely
coupled to the wave and therein lies its
greater selectivity aside from its directional properties. As a matter of fact
when a loop is used it is not necessary to
employ any coupling device for tuning.
the usual practice being to simply connect
a condenser across the loop for tuning.
Selectivity of Loop
The selectivity of a loop aerial might be
better understood from Figure 10. Here
is shown the usual type of outdoor aerial
connected to the stator of a variometer
or similar tuning device. Placed in inductive relation to the stator is the rotor
connected to the detecting and amplifying
apparatus. Now it will be clear that onlypart of the energy flowing in the aerial
circuit is transferred to the secondary
circuit.
TVe can control the degree of coupling
between the two circuits and thus select
the particular wave energy we wish. The
circuits are said to be loosely coupled.
Now consider the loop aerial where, instead of bringing in a comparatively large
amount of energy and selecting what we
want, we pick up from the wave but a
small amount of energy and thus get
selectivity. To all intents and purposes
the loop aerial acts as the secondary of a
variocoupler or the older form known as
the loose coupler.
The analogy can be carried further in
that both the secondary of a variocoupler
and the loop circuits can be made with a
low resistance and having both lumped
capacity and inductance which make; fo
sharp tuning.
Little Energy Picked Up
It should be borne in mind, however.
that except with a very large loop the
total energy picked up is much less than

BEGINNERS will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful in learning the rudiments of the popular science of
Radiophony. The first chapter of his series appeared in the May 5
issue.
The articles yet to appear are:
Chapter X — Audio

Chapter IV — About Condensers and
Inductances.
Chapter V — Tuners and How to Tune
Your Set.
Chapter VI — About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII — Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter
tector.VIII— The Regenerative DeChapte- IX — Radio Frequency Amplification.

the other hand is freer from such
disturbances and, when static is heavy in
summer, it will bring in the broadcast programs with a minimum amount of static
interference.
In addition
we have
the well known
directional effect that increases its selec-

Frequency

Am-

plification.
Chapter
XI — How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
tion.
Chapter XII — Reflex Circuit OperaChapter XIII — About Headsets and
Loud Speakers.
Chapter
XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.

It will be noticed at times that grounding one side of the loop increases the
signal strength. This is due to the fact
that the loop is acting as a capacity aerial
and currents induced by the electrostatic
effect are added to those picked up by the
loop itself.
p

SP1R.AL.

SOLENOID

Figure 13 — A Novel Effective Method
ing a Loop
Aerial
Back
of a Door
Convenient

1
Figure 12 — Showing the Two Important Types of Loop Aerials
enabling station
one to and
"spot."
as it
were, abyparticular
eliminate
others to a great extent.- The reason for
this directive effect will be clear after a
little consideration.
Explains Directional Effect.
The energy picked up by a loop aerial
is due almost
exclusively to the electro-

A
high

Constructional Details
loop
should,
of course,
have
a low
frequency
resistance
and
for
that

of Mountwhich
Is

Loops are of two types: namely, the
solenoid, and the spiral, both shown in
Figure 12. There is little preference between them on the score of efficiency but
the
is easier to build and makes a
neat spiral
job.
An

RADIO

efficient spiral loop can be
(Continued on page 12)
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PHONES

Figure 10 — Showing the Analogy Between a Coupled Circuit and a Loop Aerial
that transferred from the primary to the magnetic field of the Radio wave. When
secondary of a coupling device connected a wave strikes a loop aerial on the side,
to an outdoor antennae or aerial. We then that is, when the loop lies at right angles
only obtain selectivity at the sacrifice of to the direction from which the wave is
wave energy which can be compensated coming, equal currents are induced in both
for by using Radio frequency amplifica- sides of the loop which neutralize each
tion to amplify the received energy suffi- other and do not affect the amplifiers or
ciently to give good signals when rectified detector. However, as the loop is gradby the detector tube.
ually turned it will be clear that the wave
Apparently
then there would
be little strikes one side before the other with the
result that a slight current flows, sufficient
to affect the amplifier and a response is
heard
thewith
loop theis
placed in
so the
thatphone.
it lies "When
in line
transmitting station the effect is at a
WAVE FRONT
maximum and the loudest signals are
heard.
AERIOLA, SR. STYLE

Figure 11 — Showing Why a Loop Aerial Possesses
Directive Effects
advantage in using a loop aerial simply
on the ground of greater selectivity because the saving in cost of installation is
offset by the additional tube and transformers required to bring the signal up
to standard. However, the loop possesses
other characteristics that will continue to
make it more popular especially as the
summer months approach.
Less Atmospherics with Loop
The outdoor aerial not only picks up
Radio waves but is also effective in picking up static, strays, etc., because these
are due to electrostatic stresses between
the clouds and
the earth.
The loop
on
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Owl
95
Sleeper
1.95
DETECTORS
Glass Enclosed
1.25
Duratek
2.00
S.
S.
r>.
D.

P.
P.
P.
P.

D.
9.
D.
D.

SWITCHES
T
T
T
T. Panel Mounted

35
20
50
1.00

.14
.14
.12
.24
.20
.08
.17
.15
.11
.14
.14
.16
.16
.14
.12
.14
.10
.10

SPEAKERS

r. v. -2«n
IW.-199
U.V.-201A
WD.
11

JIarso 1%

V.

D.
Asterloid

(2 Element)

L.

2

COIL

Coil

.10
.35

BATTERY
Home

.12
.10

6.50
. 4.95

.15

6.50
3.95
1.00
6.50
, 6.00

.15
.15
.15

. 2.95

CABINETS

7x10
7x12
7x14
7xlS
7x21
7x24

LIGHTNING

9

Radio

.15

. 1.45
.. 1.65
1.85
, 2.15
2.45
2.95
13.95

.22
.13

.11.95

.65

.S5

CHARGER 5

ARRESTERS
DIALS

New

.15

(In White]

Chargers De Luxe A C

.12
.08
.12
.12

BATTERIES

Greatest

.10
.50

MOUNTIN GS3.95

191 Fulton

America's

.1C
.28

TUBES

.

.95

.

.25

UNIT $5.90

F;B-4 cells, any voltage, any capacir-.
PEANUT TUBES, TINY AEROPLANE STYLE
REFLEX— REINARTZ— FLEWELLING
SEND
FOR LIST
QUALITY
RADIO
SHOP,
RICHMOND,
IND. I

.14
LSO

.50
.75

18.50
.17.50
4.95

Reinartz green silk spider coils $1.65.
Bf
- ::-le chokes ?1.70.
VERNIER
CONDENSERS
WITH
DIAL
.0005 S2.95; .001 $3.20
FIXED MICA-COPPER-BAKELITE COND.
lAuuruiiLU
002 65c. 0025 70c. ^ go<,
CALIBRATED
"""15 J1*'- ■•*! 55c; .0015 60c;

GOVT.

Parcel

SETS

VARIOMETERS

$3.45

REFLEX AUDIO TRANSFORMER $2.65
HI-VOLTAGE
POWER
TRANSFORMER
$2.95
40O Ohm Potentiometer tor Reflex & R. F. cir. $1.20.
Rheostat for new tubes. 30 Okm. 95c; 50 Ohm, $1.25.

REINARTZ

Brandes Superior
Baldwin
Type "C"
Dictograph
Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Brown Sinsle (4.000 Ohm Ft.)
Royal 2,200 Ohm
COUPLERS.

made

.06
.08
.12

Street

York City

Dept. F-14
Sew
York
Stores

Mail

Order

House
'
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Second Coil on Variocoupler Stator
INCREASES

Extra Winding Produces
More Selective Tuning

CAPACITY

OF STATOR

One More Binding Post
Used Instead of Switch

In building a single tube circuit regenerative set I made my own variocoupler
to use with it. After I tried it out I
found that the tickler coil was too small

Why use a series parallel switch when
one additional binding post on the front of
the panel will be sufficient? Ordinarily
for parallel connections the ground wire
would be continued
from
C to B outside

1

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are many
RE
THE
worked out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected cop3r
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
in inductive capacity, and I was stumped
for a few minutes as to what to do, for I
did not care to use any smaller wire on
the rotor in order to get more turns on
it. Finally I hit upon the following kink:
Over the coils of the tuner (stator) part
of the variocoupler I placed a coil equal
in turns to the tickler. This coil I connected in series with the tickler and was
very gratified to find the results were very
good, and besides the added feed-back inductance gained, I found that the tickler
now operated over a range of 180 degrees,
instead of 90 as it did before. So the set
I built later I deliberately used this idea
to get more critical adjustment on the
tickler. — Phil Rulon, San Jose, Cal.

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
from a simple wooden cross using glass
push pins to wind the wire around and
thus insulate the separate turns. Fiber
tubes can be used by joining in the center
by a block of wood and cutting slots in
the arms to hold the wires. With a 3-foot
loop, 12 turns spaced ^i-inch apart will
be found suitable for broadcast reception.
The loop should be mounted so it can be
rotated to obtain the full advantage of
its directive effect.
Loop on a Door
A rather novel and unobtrusive method
of mounting a loop is to attach it to the
back of a convenient door, running flexible
leads to a pair of wires fastened to the
baseboard and connected to the set. There
is always some door that can be used for
this purpose. The loop is then out of the
way and it can be swung by simply opening or closing the door.
If a door is selected that is usually left
open against a wall the loop will hardly

be noticed except when actually in use
and the direction of the transmitter demands it.
Proper Grounding
It would not be out of place to cover
the subject of grounding while discussing
aerials. When using an outdoor aerial the
ground connection is of greater importance than most Radiophans believe. In
fact consistent long distance reception depends to a great extent on having a perfect ground. Simply wrapping a wire
around any handy pipe, whether it is gas,
heating or water will give results to be
sure, but watch the improvement when a
good ground is connected.
Briefly, a ground connection should be
just as good as it can possibly be made.
Use No. 8 or 10 wire and run it in as direct
a line as possible to the street side of the
water cock in the basement. Use a heavy
ground clamp, solder the wire securely to
the clamp, clean the pipe thoroughly by
scraping with a knife or filing and clamp
the ground tightly and securely. When
this job has been carefully done then one
can say his set is properly grounded.
Heavy Wire Required
One might question the need of heavy
wire for grounding but there is a very
good reason for it. In an oscillating circuit such as the primary circuit of a receiving set, which includes the aerial and
ground, it will be found that the voltage
is greatest at the free end of the aerial
while the current is greatest at the ground
(Continued on Page
14)

Longer Life for Tubes
Just like electric lights if the voltage
is too high and the burden of the load
is too great, the life of a vacuum tube is
greatly shortened by burning it above its

Premier Radio Products
Are

Why not begin standardizing now?
Variocouplers
Transformers
Rheostats
Potentiometers
Head Sets
Resistances
"Microstats"
Dials and Knobs
Condensers
Plugs

At Last!
You Can Buy a Real
1 1/2 -Volt Clear Tube
The W. D. 12's only
Competitor.
Genuine Platinum Coated
Filament.
Functions at 1 to 1.1 Volts.

Fits Standard Socket
Do not confuse this tube
with common Silvered Tube
advertised as 1%-Volt.

Correspondence
Write

<|M
ttA
«P^«*JvT
PROMPTLY
FILLED

Cash or Money Order (>To Stamps)
Dealers write for Quantity Discount

TREXO

TRADING

200

(Suite

Broadway

210),

CO.

N.

Y.

3134 Trumbull

Genuine

Canadian

d»

WD-11
and WD-12
UV-199
$6.20 UV-201-A
UV-200
Shipped Prepaid

WE

1

Peanut
$7.00, Socket....
165.00 K.Tube.
C. Detector
and 2- S> OCI-Uv
flfj
7.50 Stromberg
Carlsonnow...2A
step Amplifier

O QQ
OO.Wv
1 (\(\
O.OI7

gle Phone
now
8.00 Federal
2200 Ohms

Al.l/VJ
QO

5.00 Green Silk wound
180° Variocoupler
5.00 Fisher 180° Variocoupler
23 pi. Condenser (single hole mounting)....
43 pi. Cendenser (single hole mounting)

Order. All Goods Guaranteed
*Jm£i%J

Wilson's Radio and Electrical Shop
Corner 3rd & Pike St., Seattle, Wash.

Abalene Radio

"make PERFECTION
We Carry Only STANDARD Advertised
Sold on a MONEY

FRFF
* *»■■■-■*-»

REPAIR
YOUR
BURNT
VACUUM
TUBES

When
sending Tubes for repair, include
with your remittance parcel postage for
one pound per tube.
Tubes
guaranteed
equal to new.
(14.00 Supersensitive imported N&K Phones.
Essential for DX work
$6.25
5.00 Genuine coupler
Shamrock
180° Vario275

Phones
nowLoud
20.00 Dictograph
1 t.I/O
O *Q
6.50 Cunningham 301 Tubes
C OC
Speaker now
l^.tl/
Send Money
now

VOX

<toe AK

Type R. 3
SPEAKER. BALDWIN
LOUD
Nathaniel

«P*<*J#*Tv»

List $6.00.

. . <jM

SINGLES,
DOUBLES,

your SELECTION"

with Cord

WITH

FLEWELLING

solicited from
sponsible distributors.
today for

Fibre Base.
Price
6000 Ohms.

None<Cfi

CIRCUIT.
Complete
eluding Panel.
FREE

parts, in-

RAVENSWOOD

AVENUE

CHICAQP, ILL.

Amplifier.

Quality.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
DIAGRAM
Phone.
List $2.00.

*••"*
Improve your ™*/ft -•
r» f
Jk I „ Xt>

THORDARSON

<to OK

Known
Transformer
<¥**•£***
$4.50 List
TRANSFORMERS.
iWiivjr\«Gene|.a|
Electric
quality
product.

Treated
Mahogfi> O
flE?
3><&«1/D

$14.00

City

FANS

To this good news. Here is THE ONE THING NEEDED to
make the REFLEX SINGLE TUBE set a GREAT instrument —
A REAL LIVE PERMANENT
DETECTOR to take the place of
a crystal detector. No special wiring, connect the same as
crystal detector.
We have set aside 100 B-METAL REFLEX SPECIALS TUBE
Type Non-Battery PERMANENT
DETECTORS
and having
given them most exhaustive tests, are ready for your verdict,
so fill out the attached coupon and mail at once as this offer is
limited to the y- •*»«■• — ■ «■■■ — -«*■«- _ _ mm^m««mm»i
first 100 appli- J B. METAL REFINING CO.
?n?
tSn eacn.
»"m,
!I Send
3134 Trumbull
Detroit. Mich,
tor 10
J)ogt pai(J Ave..
one B.SIETAL
REFLEX
1 I will test same and return detector or DETECTOK.
price within

Hard
Kubber
$1.65
1.85
2.15

Nationally

Bakelite
$2.45
2.75
3.25

7x10
7x12
7x14

Tubes.
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tD 1 liOU

180°

T

Wound.

<t*l
OCt
*p*J»£tiJ
<DO
OC
ty£t,£t*J

(fno

Hard
Rubber
$0.95
1.25
1.40

List
EXIDE
"A" Storage Battery. 6 V.
80 Amperes
Hours, Type 3 LXL9. $24.15
Everready
"A"
Variable
Storage
Battery, 6 V. 90 Amperes
Hours.
18.00

COUPLER.

List $5.00.
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Complete Panel,
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Bakelite
$1.35
1.60
1.95

BATTERIES

BAKELITE

Only Best Parts
I 5 to I Ratio Transformer

Thick

quality — Hinged top — Mahogany
$3.25
7x18
3.40
7x24
3.75
12x14

UV-I99
UV.20IA
• ■
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Best Amplifying

Price
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WESTERN
ELECTRIC
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V.
T. Western
2 TUBES
Genuine
Electric
The
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14.95
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Stores

CHARGER.
CI C
AK

$28.00 List— 5 Amp.

CABINETS
Extra fine
7x10
7x12
7x14

C. BATTERY

«.* * en

List

PANELS— 3/16"

PERFECTION
Address

KENT
Supreme

TRIPLE MOUNTINGS, with Leads.
List $5.00.
Our Price
DOUBLE MOUNTINGS with Leads.
List $3.50.
Our
Price

7x18
7x21
7x24
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Imported.
List $16.00

PERFECTION
VARIOMETER.
any. Guaranteed Quality.
List $6.00.
Our Special Price

MURDON
Guaranteed

1701717
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Complete
parts,
including
DRILLED
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Double
Coil
Mounting
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£/\
ment Used.
FREE
DIAGRAM..
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Phones

Cord,

n^y^n"?:

VARIOCOUPLER

N. &. K. PHONES.
Better Made

with

2.45
2.25
1.45
1.75

Radio Equipment. Every Product
BACK GUARANTEE.

A $1-25 VOLTMETER
OR AMMETER GIVEN
PURCHASE OF $5, OR OVER

MAGNA

$6.20
$6.20
$4.75

OUT
Quick Service
WD-11-12 ....$3.50
UV-201-A . .. 3.00
UV-200
. .. 2.75
UV-201
... ..$3.50

t\f\

4.00 Stromberg
Carlson SinPhones now

TUBES

No shortage here

BEST RADIO BARGAINS
Special

SILK WOUND.
List $5.00.
Our

Established 1905fom-pmg
tyrtmltr fyttlri?

CO. lfiTedaysREFINING MICH.
B-METAL Avenue,
to
| "*"
DETROIT,

VACUUM

TIINriARA$18.00
List— 2 Amp.

LISTEN— REFLEX

Type C for Reflex Sets, $2.50
Type B for Crystal Sets. $1.50

Loud speakers can be made of sea shells,
by cutting oft the stem and attaching a
receiver to the small opening.

If you have trouble with noisy storage
batteries take a cloth dipped in ammonia
and wipe off the top carefully. This neutralizes the acid. This may be done on
either A or B batteries. — P. R. Gould, Minneapolis, Minn.

PERFECTION

Radio "Parts" Bulletin.

3810

of the panel. If a series connection is desired this connection is broken and the
aerial fastened to B instead of A. This
saves the cost of a series parallel switch
and simplifies the wiring. — Gordon G.
Logan,
Portage
la Prairie,
Manitoba.

Remedy for Noisy Storage Cells

List $12.00.

Jacks

Detector — Amplifier
Absolutely
Guaranteed
MATT,
ORDERS

all their name implies

rating. It is cheaper in the end «> add a
stage of amplification than to overwork
your tube. One of the manufacturers of
tubes says that an increase of 3 per cent
over the rating of the filament of a vacuum
tube will halve the life of the tube. Naturally, using your audion at 3 per cent lower
than its rating will double its life.
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Making a Three Tube Reflex De Luxe Receiver
Part IV — Cabinet Mounting, Operation and Conclusion
By II. J. Marx
to pive all the details necesJN ORDT:r;
sary for the complete assembly of the
Reflex De Luxe, the plans of the cabinet construction arc shown. The original
is made of walnut and has natural wood
finish. A wax polish keeps it neat in appearance and there is no need of worrying about scratching, as would be the case
with a piano finish.
Stock Used in Cabinet
The top. bottom and sides are cut from
-\i-inch stock, while the back Is only V, inch in thickness. The front edges have a
!4-inch flange on all four sides. This
flange projects A -inch and permits the
panel to set in with the face flush with the
flange. Twelve nickle plated, round head
wood screws. 94 -inch long, hold the panel
in place in the cabinet.
A word of caution — in wiring be sure
that all wires are kept inside of the cabinet dimensions or it will be crushed and
probably shorted when the panel is fastened in the cabinet.
Eight holes are drilled in the back of
the cabinet — in alignment with the binding posts on the sub panel. Small hard
rubber bushings, called grommets, can be
purchased in most any five and ten cent
store. They will help improve the appearance of the finished set.
The binding posts are identified in the
sub panel layout (Figure 2, May 12 issue).
The antenna and ground binding posts are
used when a permanent outside aerial is
used. A loop aerial can be plugged in
through the loop jack in the upper left
corner on the main panel. The0- positive A'
and negative B batteries have one binding
post in common.

back

of the cabinet
before they arc soldered on the wires.
Circuit Changes
Since the first part of this article was
published in the Digest, a few unimportant circuit changes have developed. It
was found that a one megohm grid leak
connected between the grid and plate terminals of the second tube helped clear up
some noises without detracting from the
volume. It may be found worthwhile to
add a series-parallel switch for the primary condenser. The capacity of the bypass condenser across the primary of the
first audio frequency transformer was
changed from .002 to .006 mfd. A 200 ohm
potentiometer can be substituted for P-l
but the control will not be as good as with
the higher resistance type.
Directions for Tuning Operation
For simplicity, the use of a loop aerial
will first be assumed. The phones or loud
speaker should be plugged in on the top
jack. Turn on the Reflex rheostat knob.
Depending on the type of .tube and the
plate voltage, also the condenser and potentiometer position, it may start howling
after a certain point on the rheostat is
reached. Occasionally, if the rheostat is
turned further it may stop again. Either
turn back or to the point where the purring is heard. If the howling -cannot be
overcome it may be due to the following
causes:
1. Crystal detector not adjusted.
2. Inductive interference in leads.
3. Wrong by-pass
condenser values.
4. Defective '"l<transformers.
0
5. Poor tubes.
(j. Too much plate voltage for tubes.

TT
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Winn the loud speaker is plugged In on
the last stage, the amplifier filament is adjusted, as air the reflex tubes. It may also
be necessary to advance the reflex rheostat
slightly to compensate for the extra drain

trol is recommended, since two stations on
the same condenser setting
can bi
arated
by the coupling
adjust in. ill.
The
peculiar
part
noticeable
i-1
1
.
■
control covers
the entile

Figure 2
on the battery. Vclume can usually be tion of the secondary. It is because of
controlled by rheostat and plate voltage this unusual coupling control that the ciradjustments. Blurred reception indicates
cuit has such a high rating as a long distoo much B battery.
tance receiver. Code station interference
Toning with Varioconpler
can in this way be kept at a minimum.
The
directional effect of a loop is not
"When an antenna and ground connections are used, four additional controls as marked
as might be anticipated,
but
at the volume
must be adjusted. The rough and fine in- the fan will be surprised
that
can
be
expected
from
a
loop.
ductance switches present no serious diffi(THE EXP.)
culties in tuning. The two variable condensers give accurate control of the wave
length adjustment, but the key to station
The natural wave length of an antenna
selection lies in the adjustment of the is that which will pick up signals without
any tuning whatsoever.
coupling.
Some form of vernier dial con-

-WILLARD—
WILLARD
RADIO
COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway,
New York City

"The Best for Less"
FRONT

VIEW

ENDVIEW
CR055 SECTION

FLEWELLING
1_ ,
honeycomb coils, 1
leak, 1 23-plate .0005
JO feet bus bar wire. 1
Circuit
1 3 dial and the

CIRCUIT

2-coil moimtins,EVERY
2 coil PART
plugs, COMPLETE
3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid
leak, 1posts,
grid
a Dinamg
MFD. variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat, 1 tube socket, S binding posts,
high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM,
Radio Digest Booklet on Operation
and Construction of

Two-Stage Audio P'-emn-no- Amplifier— Pans

complete

Figure 1
The fourth binding post from the right
Rheostats and Secondary Condenser
The filament rheostat adjustment is not
hand side of the sub panel layout is one
positive plate battery terminal. The volt- necessarily very critical but it will be
age there should run from 45 to 90 volts. found that readjustment after a station
The third from the right is the second has been tuned in will improve reception.
positive plate battery post and the value Using only a loop aerial the entire wave
here can vary from 67 to 150 volts, de- length tuning is confined more or less to
pending on the tubes used.
the secondary condenser. This should
The last two birding posts on the right give the finer wave length adjustments.
side are for a permanent loud speaker con- For any wide range of wave bands it is
nection if desired. This is optional as the advisable to tap the number of turns on
two jacks on the right side (front panel) the loop, giving an inductance variation.
can be used.
The potentiometer is then adjusted for
Flexible Wire Leads
clearest reception and volume.
Since these binding posts are rather
inaccessible unless the panel is taken out,
some form of making convenient connections is desirable. Flexible wire is easily
obtainable. Cut seven pieces each 2 feet
in length. On two of the pieces solder a
No.
heavy A batteYy clip at one end. On the
1008
remainder, solder the small type of wire
clips at one end. These will snap on the
plate battery terminals and will permit
simple readjustments of voltages. They
can also be used for snapping to the antenna and ground leads.
The terminals to be soldered to the
other ends of these flexible leads depend
upon the type of binding posts that are
used. Either the eyelet type or phone cord
tips are advisable. It might be well to
make sure that the eyelet terminals will
pass through
the grommet
holes in the

RADIO

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no

loop, nostead ofaerial
and no ground,
music 950
ininterference.
We have brings
heard instations
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704, Vacaville. Calif.
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13 Plate
43 Plate
23
43 Plate
Plate
23

Plate
Plate

Variable;
Variable;
VERNIER;
VERNIER:
VERNIER;
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value,
value.

52.50....
$4.50

VARIOCOUPLER — Celeron Condensite
and I-itz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
I $4.50.
Special
S2.95

...

1.20
51.05
1.35
... 1.85

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price. . .
S2.75

$350... ... 4.00
$6.00.. . ... 3.75
$6.50... ... 4.25

BALL
BEARING
INDUCTANCE
SWITCH—
value
75c, special
$0.30
V.
T.
SOCKETS— Nickeled,
brass
sleeve,
composition base value, $1.00; special at..
.50
EXTRA
SPECIAL— Telephone
3000
Ohms
Headsets; $9.00 value:
reduced to
$3.50
ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
HORN— Nickel
plated,
highly polished:
$8.00
list
S3.75

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted. $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 15 turns mounted.
J..00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.45

A BEAUTIFUL

in every detail for tliis Circuit — $11. 01).

$11.00

CONDENSERS

"SALRITE"

PENCIL

With everv order of S12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahoganite Rubber, about five inches long.
Enuipped
with vest
pocket
clip, —10soextra
Only a limited
supply
available
rush leads
your and
ordereraser.
now. Will write like a ckarm and last a lifetime.
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS,
Single
Circuit;
value, 65c; special at
Double Circuit; value. 90c: special at
MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 Switch Points)...

30
.45
1.45

derwriters
$0.90
approved by unARRESTERS
LIGHTNING
THREE-INCH
DIALS— Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish: special. .$0.30

REINARTZ

TWO-INCH
DIALS — Same
stats and
potentiometer;
FILAMENT
RH EOST AT—
value. $1.10: special at
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
TELEPHONE
special at
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special at
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dial:
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CIRCUIT

$0.25
70

85
60

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined
EVERY

.75

PART

COMPLETE

1 Relnart2
coil. condenser.
1 tube socket.
1 rheostat.
1 23-plate
.0005 MFD.
.00025
MFD.wound
variable
3 inductance
switches,
16 switch
points variable
and nuts,condenser.
4 switch 1-13-plate
stops and
nuts. S binding posts, 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak. 1 .002 MFD. phone condenser, switcn sxupa iuiu
23
feet
bus
bar
wire.
1
high-grade
panel
ALREADY
DRILLED
AS
PER
DIAGRAM
and complete instructions
Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier — Parts complete jn every detail for this Circuit — $11.00

The Handiest Tool for Building Your Own Set
From Your Dealer or Send

$2.00 ($2.25 west of Mississippi)

FREE

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.'
All others include postage.

$10.00
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For the Loud Speaker Fans

at all possible and run a ground wire to a
water pipe. Number 14 wire may be used
for a lightning ground, but heavier wire
is advised. The Underwriters do not require switches or fuses, except in the case
of transmitters which will not operate
with the arrester connected to the aerial
while sending.
Fastening Wires in Building
"Wires inside the building should be
firmly fastened to prevent mechanical injury and to prevent them coming in contact with lighting or power wires. In no
case should gas pipes be used for a ground.
Summing up the chief points to be remembered in constructing an aerial; use
stranded wire, insulate it perfectly, let it
touch no woodwork or other surface, run
it as direct as possible to the set, protect
it from lightning and run it as straight to
ground as possible and make a good
ground connection. For with good connections, low resistance, you are sure to have
consistent results when the rest of the set
is functioning properly.

More About Talker Described April 2 T
By Thos. W. Benson
le, iff view of the great
IS regrettab
ITinterest
shown in the description in
the April 21 issue of the loud speaker
constructed by this writer that certain
mistakes crept into the article that resulted in a flood of letters and inquiries.
Not that any real mistakes were made,
information.
desired more
fans
but most
What seemed to trouble the greatest
number was the winding of the field coil.
This coil is wound in the usual manner
with No. 20 D.C.C. wire, 75 turns in a layer
and 18 layers. Nearly two pounds of this
wire are required. This coil serves to
create a dense magnetic field between the
center pole and the circular pole piece.
Moving* Coil "Location
Through an error the illustration of the
cross sectional view of the talker shows
the moving coil above the pole piece.
Checking dimensions will show that this
coil lies in the space between the center
pole piece and the circular ring, that is,
in the magnetic field created by the field
coil.
As to the transformer winding. The
secondary consists of 115 feet of No. 38
enameled
or S.C.C. wire wound
smoothly

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 12)
connection. Hence any resistance in the
ground wire has what is termed a damping effect upon the oscillations and chokes
them out. That is, when the aerial circuit
is put into oscillation by the wave instead
of the current being allowed to flow freely
to and fro it is choked off by the resistance. This has two ill effects.
The first thing it does is to reduce the
amplitude of the current in the 'circuit,
naturally cutting the signal strength to
some extent. In addition the damping effect broadens the tuning and it will be
found more difficult to cut out unwanted
stations. These effects will be more noticeable with the smaller crystal sets but
the condition applies as well to the larger
tube sets.
Conditions are often such that quite a
long lead will be required to reach the
water pipes in the basement. This should
cause no worry as it is an advantage in a
certain sense. Knowing that the voltage
-is greater near the free end of the aerial
and remembering that the tube detector
is a device depending on voltage for its
operation it should be apparent that a set
connected in the aerial-ground circuit
nearer
the
free
end
will have
a higher

into place. The primary Was wound with
No. 38 enameled and takes about 1M
ounces of wire. This will give very close
to 1000 ohms resistance. One ounce of
No. 40 enameled will give a little over
2000 ohms. The latter winding was not
tried but slightly better results might be
expected from its use.
Winding' on Moving1 Coil
The winding of the moving coil should
present no difficulties. Starting as close
to the edge of the form as possible, make
a few turns and fasten them with a drop
of collodion. Then wind the wire in
smooth layers back and forth till 360 turns
of No. 40 enameled wire are in place. The
ends of the winding are then tied to legs
of the supporting spider and the whole
coil given a coat of collodion to make it
rigid.
The above data with that furnished in
the article on the loud speaker in the
April 21 issue should be complete enough
for anyone to build this instrument. Any
further inquiries will receive immediate
attention if addressed to the writer, care
of Radio Digest.
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from beeverybody
useful to ginner
to veteran
boiled owl.
It starts hardwith
simple explanations of radio
phenomena and leads you
along gently until you can
understand
cal diagram. the most technl-.
You may dip into it at
random, or hunt up special
information you want, or

De Forest Sets and Parts
34S S. Clark St.
Chicago, 111.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

it right through. Different types of receiving and
sending
hook-ups
are
explained;
proposedlists
insurance regulations;
of
broadcasting stations; radio
compass stations; interesting
experiments; definitions;
codes and symbols; technical
data and thousands of suggestions for getting more
pleasure
of radio.
A pocketoutcourse
in radio !

'S'f
thing
useful, and
there are
tells you somepage diagrams.
r.Tecnnic
m. uiMNt ailvtrations
It ia
Every and
562 pages; hundreds of illusx. u nr,AMc
I TM
the
biggest
dollar's
worth
in
radio,
and will
save you
from
wasting
money on things
that don't work.

Chicago, 111. I

Send $1 to-day and set this 562-page I. C. S.
Radio Handbook before you spend another
cent on parts.
Money
back if not satisfied.
.$3.25
.$6.75
. .75
.$3.00
.50
.. .50
.
.
.
.
.
.

3.50
3.50
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$3.25
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Aud. or Radio
4.00
1.00 Rheostats
4.50 Thordarson
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3.00
4.50 Excell
Radio
Trans
2.75
.75 Phonograph
Adapters
.
5.00 6 volt Det. or Ampl...
5.00
2.00.
1.00 Fischer
Freshman 180°LeakCoupler
and Cond
75
6.50 ty2 volt Tubes
3 Plate vernier Condenser...
1.50 Cutler
Hammer
Vern
1.25
13 Plate Variable Condenser.
1.00 Cutler
Hammer
Plain Rheo
85
23 Plate Variable Condenser.
1.00 Amateur
Radio
Call Book
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Map
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» S 6.50 WD-II, UV-199 Tubes
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Charger
$4.44
Charger
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Guaranteed
cash or money orders
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A Real
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Cell Tube,
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I. -A. Silvertone
Vacuum
Tube, _current
consumption.
15 ampere
JA special
amp.,
price Tubes,
tectors,
at
De
Forest
Gold
at
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Oh, Boy! What Money
$35.00 Magnavox,
Type E3
5.00 Acme
Transformers
8.00 Brandes
Phones
8.00 Federal
Phones
2.75 23 plate var. condenser
4.50 43 plato var. condenser
5.00 Variocoupler,
180°
1.00 V. T. Sockets
.50 3 In. dials
.35 2 in. dials
.50 Verniers
1.00 Pudlin
Variable
Leak

25c

CATWHISKER
50c

NOT Return it at 0ur_Expensej

your
set.'
Guaranteed
for one year.
It's
the
cheapest
in
the long run.
Sold by all live dealers, or can be
ordered from the

Chicago

RUSONITE

COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL^US}
3 0 CENTS

Address,

Madison,

A Synthetic CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
sensitive over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary
clearness
)
Pending
' (patent
lPOWT
and volume. Endorsed
by Radio experts
and press.
Sold
tVXLT
in Sealed Packages
only.
Join the ever increasing
Busonite fans.
Price mounted, Sensitiveness guaranteed. .
14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
Sensitive
Order from your dealer or direct from us,
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. Y.

NEW

RADIO DIGEST
Box 43

75 cents.
The hook department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what hook you want, send us your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.
It is estimated that the energy absorbed
from Radio waves by a receiving antenna
is about one-millionth of an ampere.

Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price,
$1.00.
Radio Experimenter's Handbook. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price,
$1.00.

Metal.
100% i
made of "B"
superior
to]
any crystal. I
Puts
n e wl
life
into!

stand-

Mu

Ideas for the Radio Experimenter's
Laboratory. By M. B. Sleeper. This book
tells in a simple way the how and why of
Radio apparatus. Comprehensive data is
given on such necessary laboratory instruments as the oscillator, wavemeter, direction finder. Radio compass, vacuum tube
characteristic measuring set and detailed
advice given on the winding of various
kinds of standard inductance coils. Price,

322_9TJ? ST. BR00KLYN.N.Y. South 26501

of tubes, with

for Myers

CONTINUED.)

The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price,
$1.50.

The

Need for Lightning- Arrester
protection of buildings from lightning is too often overlooked when installing a Radio set but it is poor policy to
take chances with the elements. It is universally known that such protection is demanded by the Fire Underwriters yet it
is safe to say that the majority of crystal
sets have no protection. Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon this part of a
Radio installation. By all means put in
a lightning arrester the day the aerial is
installed.
There are a number of such devices on
the market selling at a reasonable price
that perform their work well. Any type
approved by the Underwriters may be
used.
Install it outside of the building if

prices

will exchange

ard makes and types
sockets,

cash

tubes.

BE

Reviews of Books

The

WANTED-MYERS TUBES!
We

(TO

voltage impressed upon the grid of the
tube. For this reason the signals may be
slightly louder with the long ground than
if a wire were run to a nearby gas pipe or
radiator.

SOMETHING

May 26, 1923

DIGEST

532 S. Canal St

180-750

me$5.00

MFG. CO.
Chicago

.—

TEAR OUT HERE —

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE
Box 8275, Scranton, Penna.

—
SCHOOLS.

I enclose One Dollar. Please send me— postpaid— the 662-page I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
It is understood that if I am not entirely
satisfied I may return this book within five
days and you will refund my money.

I
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Questions and Answers
Honeycomb Coll Set
t) R.T.. Talmadge, Ohio.
I am building ■ three circuit regenerative receiver, making use of honeycomb
coils. 1 expect to Wind my own coils ami
I am asking lor advice upon winding these

recent tests. French S A.B. copies once.
Station sucb as 4 GL, 6 AWP, V LU, S ZZ,
5 LA, etc.. copied almost any time they arc
on. Commercial stations too numerous to
mention, among them, POZ (Nauen) I
have heard, though, that* there are sets

coils.

Does the inside lead connect to the plug
or the socket of the coil mounting (not
panel mounting)?
When these oils are mounted and
placed in a panel mounting, are the coils
wound in a clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction?
Do hand wound honeycomb coils compare favorably with machine wound coils?
I wish to connect them so I can use either
machine wound or hand wound coils without changing the wiring.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to winding of honeycomb coils will
advise that the outside lead connects to
the socket, and that coils are wound
counter clockwise.
Effectiveness of any homemade apparatus depends upon the skill and care with
which it is constructed. Unless you are
able to exercise" these qualities by special
adaptation along mechanical lines you will
doubtless find greater satisfaction in the
manufactured coil. They are inexpensive.
Speech Amplifier
(35S3)-9E.A.H., Moline, 111.
How should a speech amplifier to be
used with a 10-watt phone set be constructed? Iuse the Colpitts circuit. For
some reason or other, on phone I am very
weak. I think by adding a speech amplifier I may be able to overcome this difficulty.
Can you furnish me with the circuit used

4|.|.

JQgfl-35831

Lj,|.|.|.|.|,p-J

in the Paragon 2-5-V-Radiophone set? I
have been trying for several months to
get a copy of this circuit but so far have
been unsuccessful.
What, in your opinion it the best set of
today? My equipment consists of this
12 tube super-hetrodyne, 3 tube Reinharts.
1 tube Flewelling. and a 3 tube honeycomb
set. Is there any other set, regardless of
price, that would give better results? A
few of the results I have had already on
the super-hetrodyne are as follows: 500
amateurs logged, some in every district,
in three weeks.
Eng. 2 LO copied in the

REPAIR
^WE 1,
-1
$3.50
WD

IQIA-3583J

that have this beat. If possible would
like to get circuit, data, etc.
A. — Answering your inquiry we are advising that a speech amplifier is merely
audio frequency amplification. A simple
one tube speech amplifier may be constructed in accordance with first diagram
shown. An ordinary amplifying tube,
B battery and audio frequency transformer
are used as indicated.
Your phone signals come in fairly well
here, but of course, should not be compared with straight C. W.
The circuit used in the Paragon 2-5-U
Radiophone set is merely the grid tickler
circuit. The second diagram shown explains this.
The super-hetrodyne circuit is the best
of those cited and probably has no rival at
this time.
"We take pleasure in congratulating you
upon your log.
Super Hetrodyne
(2S30) J.H., Hackensack, N. J.
Referring to the Super-Hetrodyne on
page 14, February 24th issue of your
paper, R-D-73, will you kindly give me
the information desired?
Are the tubes critical, that is, do they
have to be matched as you do in R.F. Circuits?
Will AYDll tubes work satisfactorily?
If so, what results will they give as com-

MAIL

and

X.

Aerial and Ground
It is possible to light the filament of
(2824) W. M. G., Sea Bright, N. J.
The lead in from my aerial to my set is your tube with alternating current, but
about 20 feet from the window and I have it is accompanied by hum.
run the wire under my rugs. My ground
is about 25 feet from my set and this also
PATENT ATTORNEYS
is under the rugs. Both wires are not
Booklet free. Highest references.
insulated. As I have no way of placing a PATENTS.
lightning arrester on the outside, I would Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
like to know if there will be any danger Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.
if I connect the arrester inside and how
would I do it?
A. — Noting your specifications with reference to antenna construction will advise that there is no danger whatever in
the method employed. Merely connect
lightning arrester in the same manner as
you would if both were outside.

(T

ALL

We Live In Kansas
—but we receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison,
Los Angeles, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Loais, Denver
and San Antonio on Crystal without batteries. Yonr
crystal set requires only easy inexpensive changes.
Send stamp for further information or $1.00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything;
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed,
LEON LAMBERT. 501 South Votutsia, Wichita, Kansas
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MFG. CO.
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Street,
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$14.50
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Mail Orders Promptly
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WILLIAMSBURG
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This little beauty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had produced the one socket that com*
bines all the essential features
of a good socket.
Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
Hard Rubber Insulation,
Rugged Construction.
Compact Design.
Concealed Mounting.

It is impossible to show the
unique mechanical action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph. It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket will interest you in
every way.
You ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer

RADIO SUPPLIES

Radio
Digest
Ilhirttwtea
BOUND VOLUMES
Numbers
Two, Three or Four
Postpaid by Parcel Post
scription to Radio Digest
with One Year's SubGreatest Collection of
Radio
Information
Ever Published
Reinartz Long Distance
Circuit;
Ultra-Reinartz
Circuit;
Flewelling
"Flivver"
Circuit;
Grimes

***<»

"Inverse Duplex" Circuit; Single Tube Reflex
Circuit; Armstrongper-Heterodyne"
"SuCircuit;
Two, Three and Four
Tube Reflex Circuits.
On account
ited supply, of
thethe
salelimof
these volumes is limited
strictly to those readers
who have subscribed for
a year. scription
One
yearDigest
subto Eadio
and both bound volumes
2 and 3 or 3 and 4 or 4
and 2, $7.00.
One year subscription to
Radio Digest and bound
volumes 2. 3 and 4. $9.00.
All ORDERS MUST
BE SENT
DIRECT—
No
orders
on thiB
offer will
be acceptedscription
through news
subdealers or otheragencies,
sources.
Check, money or express
orders (no stamps) must
accompany all orders.
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Four
ParcelThree
PostandPrepaid
Each, only $2.00.
13 Numbers in the Bound
Volume
— 52
Numbers in
Year's
Subscription
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RADIO
DIGEST,
123 West Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number

Address
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CO. PROVIDENCE

Two

and also Number Three, and one year's subscripto the
Radio
Digest,
which I am inclosingtioncheck
— M.
O. for
SevenforDollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or
Three or Four and one year's subscription to
the Radio
for which I am enclosing check —
M.
O. for Digest,
Five Dollars.
Name
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801 Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IMlMi.h'DrWJ
123 WlMadixon5t.Chicaqo

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS CO.

J.

.$1.75
35
1.65
3.75
3.25
Set,
3.00

NECESSARY

RADIO PANELS

Pin this ad to your letter and mail it together
with a dime for your
copy of the Handbook.
Send for it, today!

Complete Parts —
Regular Value, $26.00.

Reinartz coils
Coils for Greene circuit
DX Couplers
43 Plate Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
$6.00
Diamond
Head
2000
ohm

PARTS

DEALERS: ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

****

Cockaday Circuit

Complete Parts—
Regular Value, $28.00

REINARTZ

./l Laminated Phenclic Gmilaisauim Product

CO.

NEWARK,

hard rubber or fiber
a drill. In making
using such materials
tacks.

.SHEETS TUBIS RODS

complete with illustrations and diagrams, in the
latest addition
to the "ChiRad" Handbook-Catalog.
Our Handbook also includes:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Radio
definitions, wirecodes, wire tables, definitions, etc.

VT-II

H & H RADIO

Holes in bakelite
must be made with
up panels for a set
do not use nails or

*»1

is told,

ORDERS Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

516 Clinton Avenue

(2388) FTS. Le Mars, la.
In the issue of January 20, page 14, you
VT«2
give, an illustration of Flewelling circuit
shown as R.D.-70, making mention of
VT-2 or E tube. I cannot make this out.
Please make mention of what this tube is,
and who makes it, for which I thank you
in advance.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to Flewelling circuit, would advise
that the VT2 or E tube mentioned is one
of the best obtainable today and is manufactured by the Western Electric Com.
I'any
of Chicago. However, any other
torily. of
make
hard tube may be used satisfac-

dow to build the
Reinartz Receiver

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
Excepting
VT-I

pared with Radiotron UV 201 or UV 201-A?
What are the very best tubes to use?
Not considering the detector, can good
results be obtained with less than five
tubes?
If so, how many?
What do you consider the proper number of tubes to use to get the very best
results, everything considered?
A. — Answering your inquiries with reference to super-hetrodyne circuit appearing in Radio Digest of February 14th issue, will advise that tubes are not very
critical. Would not compare the WD11
tube as affording results to be obtained
by employment of Radiotron UV 201 or
UV 201-A. Exceptional results have been
secured in use of these tubes. VT1 is also
used effectively.
At least five tubes, exclusive of detector,
are required. Seven tubes in circuit make
a very efficient set.

City

State

*3
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Mar jorie Rambeau in "As
You
Like was
It,"
which
broadcasted
from the stage
in New York
City Wednesday night,
April 25th, by
WJZ. Miss
Ram beau was
acclaimed as
the most beautiful Rosalind
seen for many,
many way
years on
the old white

I

The latest thing in a tube
set as to smallness was
made by Eber Byam of
Rogers Park, Chicago. It
is said to be the smallest
Radio tube set constructed
of standard
parts
© Swastika

^Mw^WIV^mw:''

It's great to be able to take a honeymoon just when you feel like it. Here
are Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr., who are revelling in the sunshineof
weather on the outskirts
and
Los balmy
Angeles, Calif. Just to keep in
touch with daily events, Mr. Vanderbilt
uses his Radio set daily, taking in
everything from Bedtime Stories to
Market Reports
© Keystone

This trio of New Yorkers
started from the City Hall
after having been given an
official "sendoff" by Mayor
Hylan on a trip around the
world in their "Radio car"

/
For the entertainment of the passengers on the Pullman
a Radio telecars traveling between London and Dover, the
boat train.
phone loud speaker has been installed on
the result is
In spite of the noise of the moving train,
Dalziel
Davison
Sir
shows
Photo
more than satisfactory.
© Keystone
listening in enroute to Dover
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New Reinartz; 4-Circuit Set; See Offer Page
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CHURCH

LIGHTNING STRIKES
"FL," EIFFEL TOWER
ANTENNA SYSTEM CRASHES
DOWN TO EARTH
Giant
French
Plant
Forced
to Halt
Service Until Repairs Are Made
—Tours Handles Traffic

AIR SERVICES
NOT WORSHIP
SAYS PASTOR
Boosts Weekday Sermons
Reverend P. E. Osgood Claims
Church Attendance Drops
Twenty-five Percent
By S. L. Huntley
Has broadcasting church services cut
down on the attendance of the churches
as a whole?
This is the issue that is

jfcZL £ wu£Ur2] (a,bov>e)J? the hiShly S«ted prima
fe *™%K'A Cleveland Ohio. Miss Church will be
mo^thf ZIn ?>"»»ay
fromis this
during the summer
months.
the center
Miss station
Lela Gordon
Saling, who
h^?^ fCeHUy ^°mc Stati0n KPO- San Francisco, and was
k rd of
m M.ss
S?Waliv Samoa and Alaska. At the right is a
photo
Margaret
sang for the Buckley,
listeners soprano,
of KQV wh? recently

CFCK

Broadcasting Music

EDMONTON, ALTA.— New license papers have been received from Ottawa for
the broadcasting station of the Royal
George Hotel, operated by the Radio Supply Company here. This station is working under the call CFCK and is now broadeasting musical programs from 8:00 to
8:30 o'clock every night of the week days
and from 3:30 to 4:30 o'clock on Sundays.

ZITHER MAKES DEBUT
AT ATLANTA STATION
ATLANTA, GA.— The zither, a musical instrument popular in the
Spanish-American war days, invaded Dixie ether for the first time during a recent broadcast by WSB, Atlanta. Although the Journal station
has been in operation fourteen months
as the first newspaper broadcaster in
the south, the old-fashioned instrument
had never made an appearance before.

American
being met clergy.
pro and

AIRPHONE TO BENEFIT
ICE PATROL SERVICE
KFOG

Airway Interscholastic
Meet Held by Oklahoma

to Broadcast Location of Ten
"Danger Zone"

BOSTON, MASS.— Radio will play an
important part in the international ice
patrol .service which will begin for the
summer when the coast guard cutter
Tampa leaves Boston. The purpose of
this service to which the cutters Tampa
and Modoc have been assigned by the
coast guard is to locate dangerous ice
near the trans-Atlantic steamship lane,
patrol the section and broadcast warnings
twice daily on 600 meters.
The ship on patrol answers to call
KFOG and gives information upon request.

High

Schools
Compete
Three Tests

in

NORMAN, OKLA. — The University of
Oklahoma electrical engineering department recently completed successfully
what is believed the first state Radio interscholastic meet in the United States.
Thirty-five entrants from 10 different high
schools over the state competed in the
three tests which were held in connection
with the nineteenth interscholastic track
and field meet. The three contests consisted of a code test, theory test and
equipment test of receiving sets.

con

today

by

the

In a recent address at the Church Club,
Chicago,
Eeverend
Phillips
E. Osgood
says, "There is many a report that broadcasting church services are depleting the
(Continued
on page 2)

SPECIAL LICENSE TO
BE ISSUED STATIONS
fic
encourage the In
scienti
devel-to
effort
asting
opment of broadcan
and
WASHINGTON.—
apparatus for that purpose, the Department of Commerce has created a
new form of special license known as
g Development Class."
the "Broad
es incastin
Licens
this class
will be issued to
station owners having transmitting and
receiving sets of their own design.
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from
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congregations of the non-broadcasting
churches. In some country churches the
percentage may even mount to twentyfive or more. I have been told that even
such services as the Sunday Night Club,
in Chicago, have fallen off a thousand in
attendance since the broadcasting begun.
"Hearing a sermon and religious music
is not worship. Participation in worship
is the essence of worship. 1 have seldom
heard of a Radio listener wno knelt for
the prayers, stood to join in the hymns,

SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
picsummer
means
SUMMERTIME
tures. Tou and your camera can
gthe Digest
earn a dollar by sendin
out-of-door photos involving the use of
Radio in camp, the automobile, swimon the hike,
ming, boating, canoeing,
photosuch
Send
golf, etc.
playing
graphs witli negatives and a few descriptive words, including a stamped,
addressed envelope so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER PHOTO DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago.
said the Creed, created any churchly atmosphere for his hour of listening. Occasionally someone mails in an offering, but
if money talks, the ratio of caring is still
very scant. But the climacteric argument is that of the Communion Service;
that certainly cannot be broadcast so that
the homestayer participates. Tou get out
of anything what you put into it, always.
Fears Spiritual let-Down
"Here is a more subtle danger, however,
than mere physical absence from worship.
There is the danger of spiritual let-down
on the part of the person who considers
listening-in the equivalent of worship.
"But, so far as the Church is concerned,
there is another side of the question.
(Please understand that I am speaking
now ONLY of the broadcasting of the
regular services of the Church as they
occur.) How of the effect upon the
churches which do NOT broadcast?
"The sick and isolated are after all substantially a minority of the listeners-in.
There is a great majority of able-bodied
town or village dwellers. (I recognize
that too many of these would not go to
church anyway, and that they do listen
in, more or less, to broadcasted services
just because they come in over their Radio
sets. I do not forget the possibility of
missionary good to these. In passing, my
only answer is that these persons would
probably listen in at any other time as
well.)
Comfort Keeps Radiophan Home
"You can see how the argument runs
in the mind of the Radio owner. 'Why
should I bother to dress up and plod out
(or drive over) to the village church. I
won't be half so comfortable as I am here
at home in my slippers and soft collar,
in my rocking chair. The choir over at
the church can't touch the one I can hear
over the Radio. And our parson, though
he's good as gold, is no such star preacher
as I can hear in Detroit or Pittsburgh or
Pasadena. And besides, if I get sleepy I
can turn off the machine and take forty
winks. This old rocking chair and my
pipe for me this morning!'
"There is no question at all that weekday sermon and music will reach its
proper constituency. Invalids and the
isolated can listen as conveniently on a
Wednesday evening as on a Sunday morning. As for the great number of Radio
possessors, they, too, will as readily be
brought to listen to the weekday program
from the Church as to an orchestral danceprogram now available. The religious program, for 'edification' (to use the oldfashioned, but appropriate word) will increasingly be recognized by key churches
as their opportunity and duty.
"My urgency is only that the churches
leave the usual worship-time untouched
by broadcasting, and that, particularly
for the sake of the sick, shut-in and isolated, they undertake the broadcasting of
sermons and religious music at some
other time, preferably on a weekday."

TNING fromHITS
LIGH
(Continued
page 1)"FL"
the top of the great
tower
to serve
in
receiving and transmitting messages.
The cable and its giant insulators
crashed to the ground and were buried
deeply in the earth.
Four other insulators were broken and
the entire
service
put out of action, so
that receiving
stations
all over
Europe
for the first time in years failed to get
their usual evening call from the Tower.
Repair Work Being Pushed
The electric discharge which caused the
ident seems to have been
in no way
remarkable,
and
insulated
as the cables
were, they were
believed
to be immune
from any risk of rupture.
The break occurred
just below
the top of the insuand only one of the six cables remdamaged.
Repair work is being
y pushed.
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Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, A] ta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E.Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KF1, Los Angeles, Calif . . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif.. . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WH A, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ,SanJuan,P. B....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis. Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich
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INSTRUCTIONS)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00
11:30-12:30

6:00- 7:00

Friday

Saturday

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00

00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
00-10:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
00-12:00 9:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
00- 2:00
9:00- 2:00
10:00-11:00
45-12:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
::00- 8:30 10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00 8:00-12:30
1:00-12:30 8:00-10:00 8:00-10
9:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 10:00-12:00
i:45- 7:30 6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40 5:45- 7:40 7:00- 8:40
8:00-10:30
7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30 7:15-10:30
15-10:30
308
8:00
8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:3000-10:00 6:307:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
00- 1:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
30-11:30 7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00 5:30-11:00
30- 9:00
30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00 5:306:00
30- 9:30 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 8:30- 9:30
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
30- 5:00
8:30-12
4:30- 5:00 4:30- 9:30 4:30- 5:00 6:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00
30-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
00- 9:00 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
7 45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
00- 9:00 6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:15- 8:30 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
00- 5:30 8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:005:30
7:15- 9:30
5:00-10:00
6:00- 7:30
6:30- 8:30 5:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 6:30- 8:30 6:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:30
10-11:30
7:30 9:15-10:30 6:00- 7:30
00- 9:00 6:00- 7:30 6:009:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
7:30- 8:30
8:30
7:0000- 8:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
50-10:00
10:00-11:00 5:50'6:00-' 8:10
7:30
15- 6:30
7.00-10:00
00- 9:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
45-12:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
00- 8:45 l6:45-i2:66 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30
6:00-' 7:30

11:30-12:30
5:006:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
9:00- 1:00
8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30

Sunday
5:45- 6:45
3:00- 4:30
6:30- 7:30
9:00- 9:30
10:001:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00

BIG REWARD OFFER
TO DIGEST READERS
TO GIVE PARTS FOR COUPONS AND REMITTANCE
Special Offer to Benefit Regular Readers
in Return for Splendid Support
Given Publication

6:00- 7:00

8:00-10:30
6:30- 6:45
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00 9:00-12:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00 9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
8:30-12:00
7:00-10:00 8:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
6:30- 7:30

SPECIAL

REWARD

OFFER

6:30- 8:00

7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45
5:00- 5:30
8:10-10:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 8:00
7:30- 9:30
8:30-10:30
'5:15-' 6:30
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30 7:00- 9:00

16:45-12:66

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
4:30- 5:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are givenin Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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Coupon

Number

1

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio Digest until further notice. When
sent in, accompanied by necessary
remittance, according to the rules
governing same, apparatus can
be secured. See apparatus list and
rules of offer given below.

Save

Me — I Am

Valuable

Appreciative of the splendid support of
you regular readers of the paper and the
interest you have shown in the growth of
the Digest, we have decided to inaugurate
a Special Reward Offer for your benefit.
With this offer which starts with this
issue you are given the opportunity of securing desirable standard apparatus at a
decided saving by simply clipping the
coupons which will appear on this page
each week in the Digest and sending them
to us accompanied by the necessary small
remittance. As you will note below many
kinds of parts and apparatus dear to the
heart of every Radiophan have been included in this special offer. Other items
will be added later.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those
contemplating taking advantage of the
special offer; that is, that the coupons
turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and
4 or 3, 4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons
necessary and the cash remittance, of
course, depend on the item sought by the
reader. There is no limit to the number
of series turned
in by any
one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash,
checks and money orders but no postage
stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the
items have been divided into eight classes,
each class depending on the number of
consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary. The eight classes
of items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty cents ($0.30) any one of
the following articles will be sent: 1
Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15Ohm Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00023
mfd. Build-up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler
.0005 mfd. Build-up Mica Condenser; 1
Schindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd.
Build-Up
MicaPlug.
Condenser; 1 Martin Copeland Sta Put

Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty cents ($0.60) any one of
the following articles will be sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser; 1
Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite
"Tubes Are Often the Black Sheep of the Radio Family," says H. J. Marx. Mr. Jack, One Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter
Marx has found the wide variance in the tube characteristics responsible for Hold-Tite Jack, Two Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold Tite Jack, Three
much Radiophan "grief" and will continue next week to tell of his research and
what can be done to remedy the situation.
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter HoldTite Jack, Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1,
The Best Flewelling Super Question will be answered next week by the best authorCarter Hold-Tite Jack, Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid Leak
ity, E. T. Flewelling, who has ju~t concluded his One Condenser Flivver series
with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal
this issue.
See page seven for further details.
Want Apparatus? Save the Coupons
The Digest has a Special Reward Offer be- Universal Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Closed Circuit Jack;
ginning this issue. See right column, this page. Quite a nice idea, isn't it? 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack; 1 MartinAll you must do is save consecutive coupons, so buy the June 9 issue early.
Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-CopeHow About a Portable Set? Planning one, surely. Let the Digest aid you. June land WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-CopoJand
23 is the date of the Digest Portable Set Number, but ideas for vacationists will WD-11 Adapter; 1 Martin-Copeland TJV1199
receive their due share of attention before and after that date as well. Which
Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1 Marreminds us. How about a few outdoor Radio photos? Read the box in the left
tin-Copeland 5-Point Inductance Switch:
column of this page.
See if you can land a dollar.
1 Martin-Copeland Variable Grid Leak; 1
Martin-Copeland SPST Knife Switch 1
Wave Length Changes Are Occurring Thick and Fast — but they can't get ahead of Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife Switch;
the Digest Broadcasting Station Directory. See the additions made this week.
1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
For example, wave lengths for all plants, station slogans, ranges, schedules,
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch.
owners, kind of time used. Buy the next two issues and you'll have the directory
Class C Articles
complete.
For six consecutively numbered coupons
and ninety cents ($0.90) any one of the
following articles will be sent: 1 Carter
6 -Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount
Newsstands Don't Always
Socket; 1 Federal G-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power) Rheostat; 1 Amperite
Have One Left
Publ'sher Radio
Digest.
Automatic Filament Control (with mount123 West
Madison St.,
ing); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat;
Chicago,
Illinois.
WHEN YOU WANT
1 Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch;
1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
Martin- Copeland 7-Point Inductance
(Six,
Foreicn)
far One
Year's
Subscription
to
*Badio Digest, Illustrated.
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point InName
ductance Switch;Switch.
1 Martin-Copeland 11Point Inductance
Class D Articles
Address
For eight consecutive coupons and one
YOU WANT IT!
dollar and twenty
cents
($1.20) any one
City
State
of the following
articles
will 9))>e sent:
1
BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
nlinued
on page
Why

Is a Variometer and What Does It Do? — That's just one of the many questions
to be answered next week by Thomas W. Benson in his beginner's series chapter
on "Condensers and Inductances." Why does turning the rotor ball over
change the wave length, although no switch was used to cut in or out turns of
wire?
Let Mr. Benson tell you June 9.
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WASHINGTON WILL
HAVE WEAFS TWIN
NEW

PLANT TO HAVE PUBLIC BROADCAST SERVICE

Washington Broadcasters May Organize
Association and Arrange Time
to Care for Members
WASHINGTON. — A new class B broadcasting station is now under operation
here. It is owned by the Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone Company.
This company, which is a member of
merican Telegraph and Telephone
Com] any. has erected the second of the
Bell-System broadcasting stations, and
plans to duplicate in power and quality
the New York station WEAF.
A unique feature is that the new plant
will be a public service station; that is,
it will be operated without profit and may
be leased or chartered by other interests
for periodic broadcasting at a rate equivalent to the proportional cost of operation.
Broadcasters May Organize
It is understood that a local broadcasters' association may be organized and the
operating time of the station scheduled
to care for its members. This, it is believed, will save small operators considerable money in comparison to the costs
of installation and upkeep of private
broadcasting stations. Certain hours of
any schedule would be received by the
Telephone company for the transmission
of matter of public interest such as presidential addresses, congressional debates
and governmental information. Important
concerts broadcasted from WEAF in New
York may be sent by land line to Washington and broadcasted simultaneously
from the new station, officials say.
The electrical equipment is the product
of the Western Electric Co., and has been
installed under the direction of C. & P.
and A. T. & T. Co. engineers. The station
is located on the telephone building, 725
Thirteenth street; the towers are erected
on the roof.
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TRAIN RECEPTION IS
FIRE CHIEFS' STUNT

ATLANTA PLANT WSB
BECOMES GODFATHER

recent
— Arecept
sful
ion
succes
test MASS.
of the
ELD,
NGFI
SPRI
of Radiophone music on board a
moving train was the first ever held
in New England. The firemen's special from Boston to the National Safety Week convention held in this city
accomplished the feat. The train
carried 100 representatives of the
Massachusetts Fire Chief's Club.

of TA,
a godfathe
recently
when a sort
this
became
GA. r— aWSB
ATLAN
station named
baby via Radio at

KYW

BROADCASTS

the request of the infant's mother, Mrs.
J. F. Coker, of Atlanta. The name announced was Winnifred Susan Beatrice,
ntingvisiting
the
initials WSB.
represeTwo
the station's
call letters,
Chicago
newspaper men, who selected the name
e
for the baby, sent handsom presents.

BLACK

FRIARS

, .,

Scout Cruiser Reaches Pearl Harbor, 2,300 Miles, on 300- Watt
Radiophone Set

Many

Men Transferred
to Meet
Shortage at Plants

By Jeffery J. Ding-man
CALGARY, ALTA. — No laws were ever
enacted, no rules ever promulgated, no
regulations ever laid down in which loopholes could not be found and which could
not be avoided, even regulations governing
Radiophone broadcasting in the United
States. This is the opinion at which Canadian Radio operators have arrived after
a recent occurrence.
Recently CFCN at Calgary came on the
air on its test night, calling 6XB (KFDB),
Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.
"Hello. 6XB, San Francisco," said W. W.
Grant into the CFCN microphone. "Hello,
6XB. How are we coming through tonight
I know, old man, it is regrettable, but you
cannot answer me. However, if we are
coming through good play the "Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers' and if we are coming
through poorly play 'Mr. Gallagher and
Mr. Shean.' "
CFCN signed off and listened in for 6XB.
In a few moments the stirring strains
Above is a photo of Clark Shaw, of the Black Friars of the University of Chicago, as Ethelind
of
couldthebe"Parade
heard. of the Wooden Soldiers" Nielson, the movie vamp. The photo was taken as Mr. Shaw appeared in the "Fuming' of the
musicalthecomedy
recently
the all
organization
broadcast
KYW,
The barriers of restriction imposed by Friars,"
Chicago. a Altho
cast called
for produced
feminine by
roles,
parts were andplayed
by men.by Station
© Khonigon.
regulations governing the sixth district
had been overcome.
Mr. Grant, while on a test, suggested
One Broadcaster for India
to 6XB that it launch a petition to obtain
No Change in Time
permission to communicate with other
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Broadcasting in
DAVENPORT, IA. — Station WOC will
broadcasting stations while operating on India will probably be limited to a single continue to broadcast all musical proits experimental license. The CFCN op- company, composed of British and Indian
grams, market quotations, weather reports
erator pointed out that in the seventh dis- firms, according to a report of the recent and lectures according to Central Standtrict this was allowed. Evidently there Delhi conference forwarded to the Departard Time, the same as heretofore, and
was some misunderstanding, as the rules
ment of Commerce by Vice Consul Harold those living where Daylight Saving Time
are complicated and different inspectors Shantz, Calcutta. Non-British firms will is
cordingly.
being used will have to be governed acread them in a different way.
not be allowed to participate, it is said.

BROTHERS

New

MESSAGES RECEIVED
1,800 MILES AWAY

Radio Personnel in Navy
Over Two Thousand Men

6XB and CFCN Find New Method of Communication

ANTENNA

CODE

WASHINGTON. — Naval Radio experts
are delighted with the performance of the
Radio equipment on the new scout cruiser
Omaha, which
broke allduring
longdistance recordsrecently
in transmitting
her "shake-down" cruise in the Pacific.
While maneuvering at sea off the coast
of Washington, the newly installed Radio
transmitting sets were given a thorough
test. Code messages transmitted with the
20 KW arc set, such as the larger naval
craft, as now equipped with, were copied
by all naval Radio stations along the west
coast from lower California to Saint Paul,
Alaska, and on the East coast at Bar Harbor, We., Washington, D. C, and Key West,
Fla. One of the stations reached was San
Diego, 1,800 miles away from the Omaha.
This new cruiser's arc was copied by the
battleship California, which was 1,800
miles distant, but it is reported that she
could not pick up the California's replies.
Heard by Fearl Harbor
Not only in code dispatches did the
Omaha Radio experts excel, but with her
300-watt tube set, spoken messages were
transmitted to Pearl Harbor, Honolulu,
2,300 nautical miles distant. They were
also heard at Key West, Fla., approximately 2,100 miles over land and sea.
Part of the credit for the long-distance
work is attributed to the 180-foot wooden
masts, 50
which
almost
feet carry
higher the
thanOmaha's
the steel aerials,
masts
on battleships. The mean effective height
on the Omaha is better than 100 feet, it
is stated by naval experts. Her Radio
equipment
also installed
on long
the cable
"topside" and notis below
eliminating
and wire leads.

STATIONS SAY IT WITH
MUSIC TO DODGE LAW

THE

NEW RECORD MADE
BY CRUISER OMAHA

Spir L. and Lew P.

M

WASHINGTON, April 30. — An exhaustive study of the Radio personnel situation
in the navy is now under way, both afloat
and ashore, in an effort to increase the
efficiency of naval communications. Some
of the less important shore establishments
have been closed and the personnel sent
to busy stations where shortages existed
or to ships at sea which were in need of
new operators and experienced Radio-men.
The present Radio personnel of the navy
is 2,419 men.
The training of Radio-men now in naval
schools is to be pushed, it is understood,
with a hope of relieving all shortages by
July 1. Previously all third class Radiomen were at once assigned to fleet work
for military training, with the result that
the ships-of-war were deprived of a number of higher rates, including first-class
men and chiefs. This matter is now being
adjusted so that some third-class men
will be assigned to shore duty. In the
near future many transfers will be made
between the fleets and shore stations to
adjust the situation.

Atlanta Star's Friends
Hear Her Sing at WEAF
ATLANTA, GA. — An especially large au-:
dience of Atlanta listeners tuned in on
WEAF, New York, recently, when Madeleine Hauff, sensational Atlanta coloratura
soprano, now preparing for a Metropolitan
opera debut in New York, gave a recital
at the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company station.

The Set Was on the Bum
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PRESIDENT TO USE
ALASKAN AIRPHONE

FANS HAVE QUEER
VISION OF CANADA

TO KEEP IN DIRECT TOUCH
WITH STATES

u.

Experts

Time

Looking
Forward
to
When Alaska Will Be
World Relay

WASHINGTON. — President Harding, on
his coming trip to Alaska, will be almost
entirely dependent on Radio to keep him
in touch with affairs back home.
The President, heretofore just a Radio
fan like most of his fellow citizens, will
have an opportunity to see its great practical use demonstrated.
By Radio the President will learn of
political developments following the series
of speeches he will make through the West
on his way to Alaska. On account of the
prominence of several issues he will develop it will be most important that he
keep constantly in touch with the reaction
to the international court of justice
speeches, as well as those on the railroad
consolidation plan and his shipping
program.
Cable Break Possible.
After the President and his party get to
Alaska, there will be only a thin thread
of copper cable between him and the
United States, as far as wire communication is concerned. It stretches 1,000 miles
from Cordova to Sitka, and thence to
Seattle. During cable breaks, which sometimes last for several weeks, this system is useless.
But cable breaks are not so disastrous
as formerly, for Radio can take up their
burden, as it frequently has in the last
few years.
When the President gets to Alaska he
will also find that the land wire systems
are very inadequate, on account of the
contour of the country. On the other hand,
conditions are exceptionally favorable to
Radio transmission. In the summer
"static season," atmospheric or other disturbances are much less severe in Alaska
than in the United States. During other
seasons of the year static is rarely experienced. Radio waves do not lose their
effectiveness in Alaska as in this country.
Radio Stations Plentiful
Alaska and its coast are well supplied
with Radio stations, so that the President
will always be in touch with the United
States, as well as with parts of Alaska
with which he wishes to communicate.
There are also nine Radio stations maintained by the navy along the coasts of
the Gulf of Alaska and in the Behring
Sea. They are in touch with Radio stations along the Pacific coast in Washington, Oregon and California, and thus with
the entire United States.
President to See Conditions
While the President is in Alaska he
will also learn the great possibilities for
future development of Radio in Alaska,
both as a means of communication within
the rich territory itself and as a connecting link between international Radio lines.
Radio experts are looking forward to
the time when Alaska will become the
crossroads in the ether lanes of the northern hemisphere — the point of relay for
Radio signals between North America,
Europe and Asia — for which it is particularly adapted from its situation literally
at the top of the world.

S. Consul Reat Asked if Canucks
Speak English Throughout
Country-

CALGARY, ALTA. — Inter-communication by Radiophone between the United
States and Canada has still a great deal
to accomplish. At least, this is the conclusion which has been reached in Calgary
Radio circles.
Samuel C. Reat, United States consul
at Calgary, has received a letter from a
resident of Philadelphia asking whether
the English language is spoken in Canada.
How many thousands of Radiophans in the
United States, who nightly are entertained
by powerful Canadian broadcasting stations, can testify to the fact that real
American is spoken, with no British accent
or Evidently
dropping there
of the are
"H's".
still some residents
of the great republic across the line, who
picture Canada as a vast wilderness, a
land of everlasting ice and snow, inhabited
by only a few hardy pioneers. It is these
erroneous impressions which Radio is facilitating the abolition of. Canadian Radiophones are among the finest and most
powerful in the world, and operators are
telling the world so!
Canada is a civilized country, a country
of cities, of farms, and of pleasure haunts
in the bigger cities. For the information
of the Philadelphia resident, it might be
stated that many avenues can be found
in Canada to compare favorable with
Michigan boulevard in Chicago.
Here is a copy of the letter received
by United States Consul Reat:
"The American Consul;
Honourable Sir:
Kindly let me know if the English language is spoken in part or parts of Canada
and surrounding
islands.
Also what other language other than
their native tongue is spoken and what
race of people inhabit the country.
Thanking you Sincerely,
in advance,

We Live In Kansas
— but we receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison.
Lob Angeles, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Loois. Denver
and San Antonio on Crystal without batteries. Your
crystal set requires only easy inexpensive changes.
Send stamp for further information or $1.00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed.
LEON LAMBERT. 501 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kansas

Cockaday
as

LIGHT HOUSE SERVICE
ISSUES NEW CIRCULAR
Gives Four Blueprints and "How
to Wind Coil"

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Light House
Service is sending out an announcement to
officials in the nature of a circular letter
of Radio information, which is accompanied by four blueprints showing the method of assembling and wiring Radio apparatus, as well as instructions how to wind
a spider web coil.
The information is being sent out to
those in the service who are interested in
a Radio receiving set that is simple, cheap,
easily constructed and easily handled. The
service states that after experimenting for
some months with several hook-ups with
the object of developing a set with these
advantages, this set has been decided by
the amateur members of the Radio Club
at the Bureau of Lighthouses as being the
best at this time. The announcement
states that it is a single type receiving set
only, but amplification may be added at
the option of the builder. The volt and
one half-type soft tube is recommended,
using a single dry cell for the filament
current, thereby eliminating the storage
battery and charging device.

At Last!
You Can Buy a Real
iy2-Volt Clear Tube
The W. D. 12's only
Competitor.
Functions at 1 to 1.1 Volts.
Genuine Filament.
Platinum Coated

Fits Standard Socket
Do not confuse this tube
with common Silvered Tubes
advertised as 1%-Volt.

Detector — Amplifier
Absolutely
Guaranteed

0
$4.5CO.

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED
PROStPTLY
Cash or Money Order (No Stamps)
Dealers write for Quantity Discount

TREXO

TRADING

200

(Suite

Broadway

210),

N.

Y.

City

White Star Steamer Has
Loud Speaker Installed
NEW YORK. — On a recent trip of the
White Star liner, Olympic, from here to
Southampton, a big loud speaker was
used for the first time. This was attached to the ship's Radio receiver by a
cable, the loud speaker being placed in
the foyer of the upper deck. Concerts,
speeches and all the features of the many
broadcasting programs were received from
both continents and heard on three decks
at the same time. Tuning was done in the
regular Radio cabin of the ship. If the innovation meets with approval of passengers it will be made permanent.

Summer
Static
Overcome
"Good-bye

Aerial"

ANTENELLA
No aerial or antenna needed
All outside wiring, aerial, lightning arresters, switches and other inconveniences
so inductive to static are eliminated.
Merely plug Antenella in any light socket
and you can enjoy all Radio pleasures in
any room in your home, apartment or hotel.
No current consumed.
New

Improved

ANTENELLA

$1.25

NOW

ONLY

formerly $2.00

At your dealer's — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.
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s&oducts
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Circuit

TUNER
Complete
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COILS
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specifications.

No. 18 Wire Used— D Coil
Bankwound.
Price, $2.75
Hook-up, Directions and Material Z.lst
furnished free with each set of coils
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Dealers Communicate

Eastern Radio Mfg. Co.
22 Warren

Street, New

"He who is content, al— Lao Tzu.

York, N. Y.

Dept. "R. D."

ways has enough."

Kellogg Radio Equipment

Contentment, in radio,
comes only with the
possession of a Grebe
Receiver.

For Better Results

t%&<jL=Z

Write for
"Musings of Dr. Mu"

No. 1010X

30 Ohm Rheostat
Excellent results assured with use
on New
Type tubes.

UV199A
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small

UV201A
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6 ohm
20 ohm
30 ohm

current

$0.75
1.00
1.10

At your dealers.
Otherwise sent postpaid
oil receipt of purchase price
Write for catalog illustrating and describing our entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

AER0V0X WIRELESS CORP.
208 W. 17th ST.
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The Kellogg Variometer
The

stator and rotor are of Kellogg Bakelite, with properly proportioned windings of well insulated
copper wire.
Two terminals are provided for
the rotor and three of the stator,
permitting the variometer to be used
in all known variometer circuits.
Kellogg variometers have no sliding contacts; nothing
to wear
or
short.
A spring takes up all play
1 and allows the rotor to turn with
! a smooth even motion.

J No. 501
Each $8.00 j
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ROXIE, LIL, BERT AND

LOUIS OF WEAF

S. L. Rothafel is making quite a hit with his Radio audiences. He is director of the Capitol
Theater from which his eighty piece orchestra and other singers' voices are broadcast. He has
been heard many thousands of miles away and receives on an average of 1500 letters a week.
"Roxie" is shown above at the microphone. At the left J. Louis Reynolds of Station WEAF is
seen explaining some of the mysteries of Radio to Lily Lubell and Bert Erler, Capitol Theater
artists. The instrument being explained is the speech amplifier installed in one of the many rooms
of the theater. The music is picked up by microphones and relayed through this speech amplifier
through Station
WEAF
© K. & H.

New Zealand Has Few Fans
AIRPHONE INDUSTRY IS
Due to Scarcity of Sets
SHOWING RISE IN CHILE
AUCKLAND.

Capitol Theater, New York, Broadcasts
Sunday Evening Programs Through WEAF
By Evelyn Lanzius
Ten thousand letters a week pour in
upon "Roxie," S. L. Rothafel, Director of
the Capitol Theater, Xew York City, largest moving picture theater in the world,
/.eater, with an orchestra of S5- supplemented by a wonderful organ, equipped
with a special studio, is the biggest individual unit broadcasting in the world —
every Sunday .evening at seven-thiry the
musical program, including overture,
music incidental to the magazine, the subjects of which are explained by Hr. Rothafel to the Radio audience at seven-twenty
before the music begins. For instance,
one evening recently, previous to the rendering of "Loves Old Sweet Song" by
;.-," Mr. Rothafel requested his Radio
audience to lower their lights, thus bringing his own lighting effects into their
homes. Many wrote in to say that they
had followed this suggestion with telling
effect. The following week, "Roxie," in
beginning the customary announcing,
apologized for his oversight in forgetting
to suggest that the lights be raised again.
The
told. "Radiophans" forgave him, so we are
Mr. Rothafel brings a human interest
touch into his broadcasting which is quite
different from the cut and dried program
announcing which is practically always
the rule at the big studios. So many requests have been made for pictures of the
artists broadcasting from the special
studio of the Capitol Theater, that Mr.
Rothafel has had a special studio picture
made, from which a postcard will be reproduced to be mailed out to all the fans
who have requested photographs of the
various artists. Thousands of these requests are on file waiting to be filled.
Many people accustomed to go out for
dinner Sunday evening, now wait for the
announcement in Mr. Rothafel's inimitable manner
of are
the Capitol's
programs, which
uniformlymusical
the finest
series of concerts offered either on the
air or in the concert hall. They include
the best of the symphonic overtures and
orchestral compositions, the tabloid presentations of the popular operas performed by well known operatic artists,
while the studio concert which supplements the regular program is devoted to
classic and semi-classic numbers.
By his unusual method of announcing,
Mr. Rothafel has established a personal
contact between the million Radio listeners and the various performers in the
studio.
Dr. 'William
services
at
the piano
are oneAxt,
of whose
the invaluable
features

of

each

week's

program,

is

familiarly known as "Dr. Billy"; Betsy
Ayres, whose fresh young soprano and
periodical ripple of laughter is known to
all of the Capitol's Radio listeners, is just
plain "Betsy," and Eugene Ormandy Blau,
whose violin leads the strains of the Capitol Trio numbers, answers to soubriquet
of "The Blue Blonde." "Roxie" introduces
each artist most informally, and encourages them to talk in little personalities to
the invisible audience, these being mostly
in humorous vein, and there is no doubt
that there is an unusual sympathy and
bond of interest between the artists of the
Capitol broadcasting studio and the Radio
listeners.
Mr. Rothafel feels that the motion picture is in a peculiarly favorable position
with respect to broadcasting. Its chief
form of entertainment, the picture, can
not be transmitted through the air — yet —
and if people 'who hear the Radio concert
like them in Radio form they must actually attend the theater to get the picture
and their interest is greatly stimulated
by the Radio presentation. Of course, the
most Tabid Radiophan does not claim that
the musical program on the air is as perfect as that given in the theater and that
thousands of Radiophans attend the theatre to get the original music and to see the
performers who have been broadcasting
is an indubitable fact.
At seven-twenty each Sunday evening,
"Roxie" "takes the air" and describes the
regular theater performance which is
about to be broadcast. He describes
briefly the operatic impressions to be
given. All this is done from a microphone near the stage, and without interference with the performance in the
theater. The performance is then given
and frequently the manager during a short
subject film will describe various shots
on the screen. The complete musical program, a half hour of music, is then given,
a microphone hanging in the auditorium
about 20 feet from the orchestra pit transmitting the performance.
At about S:15, selected artists from the
regular performance are taken into the
private broadcasting room where the evening concert is given. The concert room
in this case happens to be the private
screening room.
An interesting feature of this broadcasting experiment is that the heavy expense is not borne by the theater. The
equipment is installed by the broadcasting
service. It is compact equipment which
is hooked up to broadcasting station
WEAF, American Telephone and Telegraph Co., New York City.

NEW

ZEALAND— Trans-

mission by Radio amateurs is prohibited in
New Plants in Buenos Aires and
this colony, and the amateur is much reMontevideo Aid
stricted, being required to get a special per-

mit for receiving. Prices are high. Radio
sets are scarce, and conditions generally
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In Santiago, are discouraging for the amateur. In spite
Valparaiso, and several other smaller of this, however, there are some enthusiasts,
Chilean cities, interest in Radio telephony and according to advices sent to the Ameriis growing steadily and its fuller developcan Radio Relay League, American amament only awaits the establishment of a
teurs have been heard here. R. Slade,
broadcasting station within the country owner of station 6-KA at Timaru, South
such as those now in operation on the east Island, has been receiving American signals
coast of South America, says Assistant frequently, and picked up 5PX calling CQ;
Trade Commissioner W. E. Ernbry in a 9-TJTJ.
6-BCR calling 9-BED and 9-BED working
report to the Department of Commerce.
It is reported that the broadcasting stations recently erected in Buenos Aires.
Montevideo, and Rio de Janeiro have given
very satisfactory results and large numbers of amateur receiving sets have been
sold in these countries.
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List Price $0 £5
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, May 29

KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Woman's proEninger. gram; Lecture. "The Dependent Child," Geo. B.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert: 7:30
P. M., Musical numbers: 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Program.
"The Junior Cabaret." M. Theresa Bessler.
KSD (Central. 546), 8:00 P. M., Concert. West Presbyterian .Sunday School Orchestra.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, courtesy of Lvon & Healy Concert
Dept. ; Wendell W. Hall. KT\1 s Music Maker.
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, Hubb
Diggs arid Singers.
WOAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 11:00 A. H.,
1:00 P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theatre; Dinner
dance music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P.
M., Song recital: 4:30-6:00 P. M.. Talk on "Affairs
of the Heart." Betsy Logan; Dream Daddy with the
little tots; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys
and girls.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address. DeWitt McMurray; 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Concert, TitcheCoettinger Company's Orchestra. Ashley Brewster.
director; 11:00-12:00 P. M.. Musical program. W. A.
Green Company Orchestra and Choral Club.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 3:30-4:30 P. M-. Musical program; 6:00-730
P. M., Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; Stories. Cousin Sue: 8:00-9:55 P. M.,
Soug recital and short talks: 10:00-12:00 P. M..
Dance
music, Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford OrWG1
" (Eastern.
3:00 P. M.,
Club:
8:30 P. 360),
M., Selections.
SamuelAmrad
AdamsWomen's
School
Orchestra ; Ninety-third Tufts College Lecture.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Address. "Safe Milk."
Grace S. Babcock: 7 35 P. M.. Address. "Oysters.
America's
Greatest Sea
Crop," Bussell
T.
State Conservation
Commission:
7:45 Suter,
P. M.,N. Boy
Scout Program,
Schenectady Boy Scouts of America,
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5*0 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: Boy C. Parks, Kialto
Theatre organist; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Lela Gunterman,
soprano: Myer Green, violinist; A. A. Brooks, baritone; Mary Blain, reader; Concert. Mary Anderson
Theater Orchestra ; Mrs. Ida Asbury
Wobbe.
reader.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 1*0-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music and song recital: 3:00-4:30 P. M., Short
talks and musical program; 6*0-7 30 P. M., Dinner
dance music: Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00-12:00
P. M„ Dance music, Charlie Kerr's I/Aiglon Cafe
Orchestra,
WJAX (Eastern, 390), 7:30 P. M., Concert arranged by
Cleveland Xews Dealer.
WLW (Eastern. 360), 10:00 P. M., Concert, Alpha
Chapter of Delta Omicron Sorority, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music; Vocal concert, Delphi Quartet.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 4:35 P. M-,
Musical progi am. Bush Conservatory of Music ; 7 :00
P. M-, Babson report ; Stuart Barker Concert Party;
9:15 P. M., Concert, Mrs. Robertina Robertson, soprano: Mrs. Mabel Wrede Hunter, violinist.
WMC (Central, .500). 8:00 P. IYI., Musical program:
Cleo Johnson, soprano; Martha Lahogue, reader;
Mariorie Lamkin, singer; Hugh Sandidge, tenor;
11:00 P. M., Midnight Frolic.
WOC (Central. 484). 330 P. M., Educational talk,
A. G. Hinrichs: 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M., Organ recital; 12:00-12:55 P. M.. Luncheon
Music by Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P. M..
Organ Recital; 7:30 P. M., Sports results and news
dispatches.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 830 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra; Chamber Music, Society of Detroit; Louise
Law Cohn. pianist; Marion Frances Cohn, violinist;
Dorothy Louise Cohn. cellist.

Wednesday, May 30
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Children's program, Decoration Day; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Program,
Memorial Day, G. A. R. ; Spanish War Veterans,
American Legion.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M., Memorial Day
urogram,
arranged by Harriet E. Chubbie.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Concert, orchestrt;
musical specialties. Grand Central Theatre talent.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, Natalie Gilmartin, soprano; The
Salvation "Army Staff Band, Adj. J. Arthur Finn,
conductor.
WBAP (Central. 476), 9:30-10:30 P. M., Concert,
Euterpe an Club.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00-1:00
P. M., Organ Recital, Stanley Theatre; Dinner dance
music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Short talks and musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. M.,
Dream Daddv with the little tots; 7:30-8:00 P. M„
Dream Daddy with boys and girls; 8:00-9:55 P. M.,
Song recital and short talis; 10:10-12:00 P. M.,
Dance music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Songs
by Harry Glyn.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address.
"Living Epistles."
Methodist
Church. Rev. Robt. A. Hunt, pastor First
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Strafford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:30 P. M., Short talks and musical
program; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner music; Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; Stories. Cousin
Sue.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 6:45 P. M., Girls Hour, Camp
Fire
Girls, "Big Smoke." "The Conjuror," Amrad
Players.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Mildred Sehirmer,
pianist; Clifford Gorman. Rialto Theatre organ. 7:309:00 P. M., Concert. Ducile Schneider, Bernice Funk,
Victoria Meagher, Marie Koehler, Mary Gordon-, Mary
Aubrey, Anna Blankenbaker, Katherine Plangemeir,
Mary Agnes Ott, Virginia Woodson. Ethel Fisher,
Ethel Hackmiller, Mrs. A, W. Ott, Mrs. J. P.
Ferguson, sopranos; Mrs. William Herman, Mrs.
Shirley Graves, Josephine Miller, Rubye Moser, lone
Hoover, contraltos; Shirley Graves, saxophone.
WHK (Eastern,
360).report;
8:00 Concert,
P. M., Babson's
Radio Release; Automobile
WhK Trio.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 10:00-1 1 M A,
M-. Musical selections, 1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music;
3:00-4:00 P. M., Song recital; 6:00-7:00 P. M., Dinner dance music; Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M., Decoration Day program; "Grotto March," "Little Duchess," Pierce's
Band; "Songs My Mother Taught Me," "Machushla."
Helen
Pierce's
Band; Hofer,
Patrioticsoprano;
address,"Fond
Major Hearts,"
Norris Stayton;
Ernest Daulton, pianist; "Determination," "Victory
Beli." Pierce's Band; Helen Hofer, soprano; "Best
Loved Southern Melodies." "Mary Flora." Pierce's
Band;
Ernest Daultnn.
pianist;
"Lustspiel."
Band.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 447), 435 P. M.,
Musical program, Cosmopolitan School of Music or
Dramatic
Art; 7:00 P. M.t Memorial
Day stories.

Radio

Georgene Faulkner; 9:15 P. M., Concert, Mrs. Lucille
O'Brien,
soprano;
Mrs. P.Hilda
Butlei
Fair,talk.pianist.
WOC
(Central,
484), 3:30
M.. Educational
D. K.
Kirk; 8:00 P. M.. Organ recital. E. -Tohn Richards,
organist. Assisted by Jeanette Brewbaker. soprano;
111.
10:00 P. M.. Musical program. Ward Trio, Sterling.

WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 7:30-7:45 P. M.,
Besults of Sporting Events: 7:45-8:30 P. M., Dinner
music. Hotel Adelphia Orchestra; 8:30-10:50 P. M.,
Special Memorial Day Program.

What Time Is It?
Elsi ."

Pacific

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no

loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
nothing complicated like radio frequency or
rt generative. Only one tuning control. Comj lete instructions, with hookup ana paoto of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamp- accepted.
VESC0
RADIO SHOP. Box D-704, Vacaville. Calif.

Saving

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

Central tain
or Daylight
Moun-

KP0

(Pacific, 423), 8:00-10*0 P. M., Musical program arranged by Y. at, C. A. Four minute talks
bv prominent men.
KSD (Central, 546). 8:00 P. M., Opera, "Naughty
Marietta," Municipal Opera Theater.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program. The Inland Electric Co. : Wendell
W. Hall, KYW's Music Maker; 10:00-1:00 A. M„
Midnight Rlvue.
WBAA (Central, 360), 7:15 P. M., Educational lecture.
"Certification of Seed Wheat," W. A. Ostrandcr.
WBAP
9:30-10*0 P. M.. Fifty Year
Jubilee (Central.
Pageant 476),
program.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00-1:00
P. M-, Organ ,ecital. Stanley Theatre; Dinner dance
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Song recital and short talks; 430-6:00 P. M.. Talk,
on "Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan; Stories
for little tots. Dream Daddy; 7:30-8*0 P. M„ Dream
Daddy with the boys and girls; 8*0-12*0 P. M.,
Dance music, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Songs by Harry
Glyn.
WFAA (Central. 476), 12:30-1*0 P. M.. Address.
"Jeremiah, the Prophet of Courage," Dr. Robt, Suwart
Hyer: 830-9:30 P. M.. Musical program, Methodist
Episcopal Church Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern«_Daylight Saving. 395), 1*0-2*0 P. M..
Dinner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:00 P. M., Song recital: 6:00-730
P. M., Dinner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Orchestra; Stories. Cousin Sue.
WGI
(Eastern.
P. M.. Amrad
Address,
Miss360),
D. 3*0
H. Goodwin;
5:00 Women's
P. M.. Club;
Girls
Story Hour. Irene H. Veno; 9:30 P. M.. "Silversmith
Series," David M. Cheney; Concert, Amrad Quartet;

THE
above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
WWJ
Post,

(Eastern, 580), 12:05 P. M-, Concert. Xews Orchestra: 8:30 P. M„ News Orchestra; Musical program, furnished by members of Chas. A. Learned
American Legion.

Thursday, May 31
KFDB (Pacific, 400). 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Special music;
8:00-10:00 P. M., Musical program. Mills Trio, harp,
piano and violin. Mills College.
KGW (Pacific, 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M., Woman'* program: Lecture, Character — The Basis of Bank
Credit." Andrew Miller.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 8:00-10:00 P. M.. DeLuxe program,
The Bay Nest of Orioles. Santa Monica. Calif.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, Elizabeth Jenks. soprano: Raymond A. Moroney,
Ned F.
Dunn, pianist:
The Roseland
Trio;'baritone:
Jennie Gross,
contralto:
Adolph
Gross, baritone; Thos. Liddell. tenor; Adale Wahlberg. accompanist.
WBAP (Central. 476), 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, North
Side High School Orchestra and Glee Club.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 11:00-1:00
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; Dinner music
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M„ Song recital and piano selections; 4:30-6:00 P. M., talks,
"Affairs of the Heart." Betsy Logan; Stories. Dream
Daddy: 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys and
W?AA (Central. 476), 1230-1:00 P. M., Address.
"Texas, the Republic," Judge Chas. F. Greenwood;
8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical program, Emmett B. Peck,
violinist : I :00- 1 2:00 P. M., Becital, Bush & Gerts
Piano Company.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00-4:00 P. M„ Musical program; 6:007:30 P. M., Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; Stories, Cousin Sue; 8:0012:00 P. M. Song recital and musical program;
Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra,
WGI (Eastern, 360), 5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales,"
TJncle David; 6:15 P. M., "General Conditions in the
Shoe and Leather Industry." New England Shoe and
Leather
Assn.;
9:30Concert,
P. M.. Amrad
"Romance
of the
Harry M.
Wood;
Choral
andShoe."
Glee
Clubs.
WGY (Eastern, 380). 1:00 P. M., Address. "Foods for
Growth — Vegetables
and N.
Fruits,"
MaryDept.
G. McCormick,
Supervisor
of Nutrition,
T. State
of Health:
7:45 P. M., Radio drama, "The Copperhead," WGY
Players.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Roy C. Parks, organist;
7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert, Chas. Myers orchestra.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music: 3:00-4:00 P. M.. Song and piano recital; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner dance music. Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00-12:00 P. M., Song
recital: Dance music, Charlie Kerr's Cafe L'Aiglon
WJAX (Eastern, 390), 8:00 P. M., Organ recital. Edwin A. Kraft, organist;
"Twilight Falls." ■'Julia's
Garden."
M.
Kraus, "Take
singer. Joy Home." "A Birthday." Helen
WLW (Eastern. 360). 10:00 P. M., Musical program:
"If You Tried," "Old Fashioned Days,"
"Thelma,"

DON'T PASS THIS-BUYf

WorldPadio
Batteries
SAVEY0U
50%
WnniEN

Every

WRITTEN

2

2YRCUAR

YEAfc

World
GUARANTEE
User Is al
Booster I
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible
for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

Equipment

EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York
City.

Aichele Orchestra; Prologue from "Three Springs, "
Ladies' Trio, First Presbyterian Church. Harrison,
Ohio; "Cansonetta," "Through the Snow." Mrs.
Gantenberg, violinist; "Homing," Cora Abernathy,
soprr.no; "The -Toy of Spring." Mrs. E. A. Zimmerman,
contralto; "Passage Birds' Farewell," Miss Abernetliy, Mrs. Zimmerman; Radario Farce, "Somebody
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 4:35 P. M„
Musical program. Pupils of Lyceum Arts Conservatory; 7:00 P. M., TalK,
"Auto
Trails," Rockwell

World-Radio-Batteries
6
6

Volts— 40

Amps.,

$8.50
Volts— 60 Amps.,
$10.00

6
6

Volts— 80

Stephens,
auto editor of Daily News:
Norman
W.
Taylor, pianist: 9:15 P. M.. Concert. Mrs. Beatrice
F. Erlinger.
soprano; Frank
Pfau. pianist: Frank
Polesny, violinst.
WMC (Central, 500), 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Chisca Philharmonic Orchestra, Clara Ahern. director.
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk. Karl
G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital: 730-8*0 P. M.,
Sports results and news dispatches.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 12*5 P. M.. Concert, News Orchestra; 830 P. M„ Concert. News Orchestra; Cathedral Male Quartet

Amps.,

WITH

GOOD

CONDENSERS

B-T VERNIER

Friday, June 1

Detailed diagrams
ters. Price
KGW (Pacific. 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Woman's program; 7:00-730 P. M.t University of Oregon. Lecture;
8:00-8:15 P. M.. Mrs. Fred L. Olson, vocalist: 8:159:00 P. M.. George Olsen's Metropolitan Orchestra;
11:12:00
P. M..400).
"Hoot
Owls." P. M., DeLuxe proKHJ
(Pacific,
8:00-10:00
gram. Chamber of Commerce, Oxuard, Calif. : "Sugar
Beet" Program.

"Money

180-750

me$5.00

MFG. CO.
Chicago

Via Parcel Post
at N. Y. Prices
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RADIO
Standard Parts

AND

532 S. Canal St

Back

NO

SALVAGED

GOODS

SOLD

Policy Prevails"

PHONES
Brandes Superior
Baldwin
Type "C"
Dictograph
Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Brown Single (4.000 Ohm Fr.)
Boyal 2,200 Ohm

COUPLERS

Atwater
Kent
Freed Eiseman
(180 Degree)
All Wave
( Genuine Capitol)
Atwater Kent Coupler Circuit Tuner
Heinartz
Coils

VARIOMETERS

Sleeper
Atwater
Dayton

Ins.For
Add
.19
$5.75
Parcel Fo«t
8.9a
5.75
3.75
4.95
3.75
$0.14
6.80
2.45
6.95
10.20
2-25

Kent

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

6.50
6.80
4.85

TJ. S. Tool 46-Plate Vernier
4.45
U. S. Tool 24-Plate Vernier
4.10
3 Plate Vernier
95
23 Plate Vernier
2.95
43 Plate Vernier
3.45
Ames Condenser 43-Plate
2.15
Ames Condenser 23-Plate
1-85
Ames
Condenser
11-Plate
1.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Acme
3.45
W. D. 12
3.75
All American. 3 to 1 — 5 to 1
4.50
All American. 10 to 1
4.75
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Acme
Cotoco
Atwater
Owl
Sleeper

.'
Kent

DETECTORS

Glass Enclosed
Duratek

3.45
2.95
4.95
95
1.95
1-25
2-00

SWITCHES
S.
S.
D.
D.

P.
P.
P.
P.

D.
S.
D.
D.

T
T
T
T. Panel Mounted

35
20
50
1.00

Hydrometers
Electric Soldering
Wave Trap
Single Phonograph

Ircn
Attachment

49
2.50
5.95
65

.14
.24
.08
.18
.20
.17
.15
.11

.14
.12
.14
.10
.10
.10
.12
.12
.08
.12
.15

SETS
Westinghouse,
Jr.
Westinghouse
B. C
De
Forest
BeflexSetD. T. A
Aerex
Crystal
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
Victor 2-Srage Amplifier, completely
assembled
Klosner Vernier
Bradleystat
Fada Type
tiO Ohm Fada

$

Parcel
.45
Ins. Post
Add
1.80
6.95 $0.40
79.50
.45
112.00
8.95
For
12.50
1.80
.45
12.50

RHEOSTATS

1-25
1.49
65
1-25

SOCKETS

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
U. V. 199

LOUD
Bristol, Jr.
King Amplitone Horn
Pathe
Reflex

.89
50
75

SPEAKERS

Asterloid
Asterloid
7x10

18.50
4.95
1 7.50
9-85

TUBES

U.V.-200
U.V.-199
TJ.V.-201A
W.D.
11
Sterling 1% V
Margo H4 V. (2 Element)
De Forest D.V. 6A

D.
L. COIL
3 Coil.

4.95
6.50
,.-■ 6.50
6.50
3.95
1-00
6.00
3.95

MOUNTINGS

.18

2 Coil.

CABINETS

(In White)

2.95
1.65
1.85

7x18
7x12
7x24
7x14

1.45
2.95

7x21

BATTERY
Home

CHARGERS

Chargers De Luxe A C

.06

.20
.22
.25
.40
.45
.50

2.15
2.45

.30
.85

13.95

.65

Ward Leonard D. C
1 1.95
LIGHTNINGDIALS
ARRESTERS
2-inch
3-inek Outdoor or Indoor
Argus,
95
(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

.12

25
35

.20
Send 10c for the "RADIO REVIEW"— a monthly magazine, giving the latest radio news— also
contains a list of the many special bargains we offer — Write for it.

191 Fulton Street

6 Volts JJ516.00 120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed

New Dept.
YorkF-15 City

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW
5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME
DAY
AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
6€ E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

TWO

you can hook up the latest circuits with absolute
vernier control and greatly superior results.

MISCELLANEOUS

$12.50
Volts— 100 Amps.,
$14.50

(Continued on page 9)
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How to Make One Condenser Flivver Super Set
Part V — Operating Kinks; Troubles; Conclusion
By E. T. Fleivelling
FLEWELLING ends bis series
wiiii the following article. 11 ••« over, he has volunteered to answer each week the best Flewelling
super question addressed him In care
of the Digest In this manner be hopes
to put to end some of the troubles
Badiophans have encountered in experimenting with his excellent, but
critical, circuit. The weekly Flewelling question and answer will be given
a special department outside of the
usual qviestions and answers.

MR.

IN this, I believe, the last article of our
series on the one condenser Flewelling
Super, I am going to try to describe
the best method of operating the set and
also try to show the method that 1 have
found best to use in order to get the set
to operate in the beginning. From the
letters received we must form the opinion
that many fans are operating a Flewelling
without any "soup" in it.
Power of Amplification
The "soup" or extraordinary power of
amplification in the Flewelling comes
from a blocking and freeing of the action
of the vacuum tube working: in conjunction with a charge and discharge ripple
from the .006 mfd. condenser in the circuit. This action results in the high pitch
whistle in the phones that we have so
often mentioned. Unless this whistle is
evident you may be sure that you are not
getting proper results from your set.
Knowing this then, we had best show how
to put our set in this condition.
First look at the diagram and note the
two points at the input side of the set,
marked A and B. This diagram shows the
wiring of a set that may be used either as
a Flewelling super or as a straight regenerative set. As we are concerned for the
moment with the Super part let us consider this side of the set first.
Super Action in Set
Place the 2-point switch on the point
marked X, that is, to the connection that
runs to a point between the phones and
the inductance L-2, or tickler coil. This
completes the super diagram and leaves
condenser C-3 in its operating position.
Xow (and this is the most important
thing that I «ian say to those that are
trying to get a Flewelling to operate) do
not connect the set to any antenna or
ground whatever, while you arc testing it
for tlie super action. Once you have heard
the whistle you will always remember it. This statement applies to either
of the types of super that we have discussed, do not, until after you have heard
the whistle, connect the set to anything
but its own batteries and phones. Light
the tube to full brilliancy and connect
the B battery. As the connection is made,
you should hear a sharp click in the
phones. If you do not, reverse the leads
to the B battery and if the click is not
then heard you may be sure that you are
wrong somewhere and connections should
be entirely checked up.
Finding tlie Whistle
Granted that the click is heard we may
proceed. Loosen the coupling between
coils L-l and L-2. In the honeycomb coil
type this means that the coils should be
spaced about 1 to 2 inches ' apart. In
the receiver we are discussing, the ball
should be at about a one quarter turn
position. Next slowly (emphasis on
slowly) turn the variable condenser from
its zero position to full value. If the
whistle is then heard you may skip reading the next paragraph, but if it is not
heard you have two more things to check.
Leaving the coils as they were, slowly
move the variable grid leak from its zero
point to its full capacity and if no
whistle results somewhere in its travel
you may be positively sure of where to
locate the trouble. Either your set is
wired incorrectly or the polarity of the
tickler coil is such that the coil is working against instead of with, the inductance
coil L-l. It is then simply a question of
reversing the tickler coil, or finding the

SOMETHING

incorrect wiring in the set. For the above
tests on the honeycomb coll typo of set
ire sure tljat you have the correct
values of inductance.
On the variable inductance that we are using in this set, however, some difficulty may be had with this
point and I would suggest that you try the
tests with the tap switch on one of the
intermediate points, such as 3 to 5.
Variable Tuning Condenser
Now this set has the variable tuning
condenser
connected
in series with the

Wiring Diagram for
inductance and the energy collector, as
the ground or antenna when they are used.
When they are not used the condenser has
but little value in the circuit as it is
shown, but we can secure the full value of
it by either of two methods. If we connect post A with the post marked B you
can see that the condenser is then in
multiple with the inductance and can then
be used for tuning. Our other way out
is to connect the post marked A to a short
length of wire. This wire may run from
3 to 5 feet long up to a regular antenna,
or it may be substituted for by any
metallic object at hand. In other words,
if you do not wish, or it is inconvenient,
to use an antenna, then connect the post
marked A to anything that is handy that
you think might conduct a Radio wave
to the set. Start in with the smaller objects first and then you will be able to
follow the action and see when your
energy
setting. collector is too large for your
Controlling the Whistle
The great point about the above is that
your set should whistle and you should
be able to control the whistle, and you
will more likely learn how this is done
if you start with the set itself before it
is connected to anything. Watch, too,
that the whistle is neither too loud nor too
soft and this can best be judged by variation of the grid leak while listening to a
station. Note also that once you have
tuned a station with the grid leak that it
should not be necessary to change the
leak after that for other stations.
Having shown how to check the whistle
of the set we can refer to another sound
that should be heard. As the tuning is
varied you should hear a sound like tearing of cloth. The ordinary regenerator
gives this sound as a sort of hiss.
The

;5rmIc5:

B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.
Detroit, Mich.
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Condenser

Circuit

distance or other obstacles present themselves.
Selectivity

A statement that the Flewelling circuit
is not selective, is sure evidence that the
person is not correctly operating the set.
We are all willing to admit that the use
of a vernier condenser adds nothing to the
efficiency of a Radio circuit, yet the writer
has consistently advised the use of one
with the super. The answer is that the
set tunes so sharply that even experienced

.

Radio operators will go right past a station without knowing that it is there,
while tuning as they ordinarily do. One
must, while tuning this set, use extreme
care and move the controls very slowly.
This is not a hardship with this set because there are but two controls, the
variable condenser and the tickler.
When used as a super the tube is at
full brilliancy and neither the rheostat
nor the polarity of the A battery are of
any interest to us. The B battery voltage
will be as high as your tube will stand
for the super, and should be cut down to
the average normal value when the set is
used as a straight regenerator.
When using the set you may if you
wish, use both antenna and ground in the
usual manner either with or without the
super. This is purely a matter of personal preference or convenience.
Locals Not Much louder
Before closing the series I would like to
bring out one point. If the super is used
correctly you need expect not much
greater results on local stations than a
good regenerative set will give you. This
can easily be checked with this set by
changing from one set to the other. On
the other hand, however, the super has a
distinct field of its own. That it is with a
weak signal, one that the plain set could
not detect at all.
Perhaps the best way to find out if your
super is up to normal is to check it up
with a weak signal. If the set is operating correctly you should be able, without
antenna or ground of any kind, hear a
station if it is within 20 miles. This, during the daytime. At night conditions are
very much better and we have received
letters claiming reception of 500 to 1,000
miles. The writer believes this last to
be more or less freak reception although
he has himself done it, but it will show
that there is at least the possibility of
bringing the distant fellow if you handle
the set correctly. Of course, things are
considerably easier if the set is working
on an antenna or a ground. In such a
case you should, without trouble, consistently operate over distances of 1,000
to 1,500 miles and more.
(THE END.)
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
A06, Canton, 0. 425 meters. 500 mi. Hdotrs, 135th
Field Artillery O. N. G. Wed. Frl, music. Sun,
ehurch services.
Eastern.
AS6. San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. U. S.
Army, Ft. Sam Hoviston.
Mbn, Thurs, irregular.
AV7, St Paul, Minn. 100 meters. 500 mi. 6th Inf.
Minn. Nat'l Guard, St. Paul Armory. Daily ex
Sun. 2-2:30 pm, music, announcements. Tues, 8:3010 pm.
Thurs. 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BEI, Tacoma, Wash. 400 meters. 100 mi. Camp Lewis.
U. S. Army, Third Signal Co. Daily ex Sat, Sun,
6-7 pm. music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC. Calgary, Alta.. Can. 430 meters. 1,000 mi.
Western Radio Co., Ltd. (Calgary Daily Herald).
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm, 3-4. Daily. 7:45-S:45 pm.
Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont.. Can. 400 meters. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather; 2:30-3:30 pm,
news, music: 5:30-6, news; S-9, concert. Sun, 5:457:20, 7:45-8:45 pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
CFCB. Vancouver, B. C, Can. 440 meters. 1,500 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily, 8:30-9:30 pm, reports, news, niusic
Pacific.
CFCE, Halifax, N. S., Can. 440 meters. 150 mi. Marment. coni Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainCFCF. Montreal, P. Q., Can. 440 meters. 1,000 mi.
Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Monday,
Wed. Fri, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls, Ont., Can. 400 meters. 200 mi.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd. Daily, S pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCK, Edmonton, Alta, Can. 410 meters. Radio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8-8:30 pm, music. Sun,
3:30-4:30 pm. Concert.
Mountain.
CFCN. Calgary. Alta.. Can. 275, 440 meters. 1,500 mi.
W. W. Grant Radio Ltd. Wed, Sat. 10:30-11:30 pm,
dance music. Wed, Sat, Sun, after 11:30 pm using
test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX, London,
Ont, Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances, Ont, Can. International Radio
Develop. Co.
CFTC, Toronto, Ont, Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
Licensed only.
CFYC, Vancouver. B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC. Calgary, Alta., Can. 410 meters. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
ex Sat 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA, Vancouver, B. C, Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver, Ltd.
CHCB, Toronto, Can. Marconi Co. No regular program.
CHCF, Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCS,
London,
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
CHCX, Motreal, Que., Can..
B. L. Silver.
CHYC,
Montreal.
Que., Can.
Northern
Elec. Co.
CHXC, Ottawa, Ont, Can. 450 meters. 50 mi. J. R.
Booth, Jr.
Mon, Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment Eastern,

Corrected Every Week — Parti

KDZI, Wenatcbee.
Wash.
360 meters.
700 mi
Elec.
Supply
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
4:30-5:30
pm, music.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri.
8-9
pm.
music.
Sun,
11
am-12:30
pm,
church services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno, Nev.
3G0 meters.
50 mi.
Nevada Machine & Elec. Co. (Nevada
State Journal).
Wed,
Fri. 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZQ, Denver, Colo.
360 meters. Pyle & Nichols.
KDZR, Bellingham, Wash.
261 meters.
200 mi.
Tile
Bellingham
Pub. Co.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 7-8:30 pm,
music, news, reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice.
Tues,
Sat, Sun, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle, Wash.
360 meters.
Seattle Radio Assn.
KFAD, Phoenix, Ariz.
360 meters.
200 mi. McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather,
stock reports.
Mountain.
KFAE, Pullman, Wash.
360 meters.
1,500 mi.
State
College of Washington.
Mon. Wed. Fri, 7:30-9 pm,
lectures, music, readings.
Pacific.
KFAF. Denver, Colo.
360 meters.
1.500 mi.
Western
Radio Corp.
Slogan, "Voice from the Rockies — Out
Where the West Is."
Daily ex Wed and Sun, 8-9
pm, music, reports, news.
Mountain.
KFAJ, Boulder, Colo.
360 meters.
800 ml.
Univ. of
Colo.
No definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
K FAN, Moscow, Ida. 360 meters. 200 mi. The Electric
Shop.
Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports.
Sun, church services.
Pacific
KFAP, Butte, Mont.
360 meters.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
360 meters.
City of San Jose.
KFAR, Hollywood, Calif.
360 meters.
Studio Lighting
Service Co.
KFAT. Eugene, Ore.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Pac. Radio
Co.
Mon, Wed, Sat, S-9 pm, lectures, music
Sun,
8:30-9:15 pm, church service.
Pacific.
KFAU, Boise, Ida.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news; 8:30 pm,
weather.
Tues, Fri, S-9 pm, concert.
Thurs, 7:308 :15 pm. music.
Mountain.
K FA V, Venice, Calif.
360 meters.
50 mi.
AbbotKinney
Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed,
Fri, 8:30-9:30
pm,
music.
Pacific.
KFAW, Santa Ana, Calif.
360 meters.
100 mi. Radio
Den.
Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAY,
Medford,
Ore.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Virgin
Radio Service.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFAZ, Reedley, Calif.
360 meters.
200 mi.
C. H. T.
Weatherill.
Daily ex Sun, 9-9 :15 pm, reports, news.
Pacific.

KFDO,

Bozeman. Mont

360 meters. H. Everett Cut-

KFDP, Des Moines. Iowa. 278 meters. -300 mi. Hawkeye Radio & Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-3:45 pm,
reports, music. Mon, 9-11 pm, music. Thurs, 9-11
pm. niusic, entertainment.
Central.
KFDR, York,
Neb.
360 Calif.
meters. 360Bullock's.
KFDS,
San Francisco,
meters. John D.
McKee.
Co.
KFDU, Lincoln, Neb. 360 meters. Neb. Radio Elec
KFDV, Fayetteville, Ark. 360 meters. Gilbrech &
Stinson.
Church. Shreveport, La, 360 meters. First Baptist
KFDX,
KFDY, Brookings, S. D. 360 meters. S. D. State
College of Agri. & Mech. Arts.
son. Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Harry O. Iver.
KFDZ,
KFEB, Taft, Calif., 360 meters. 200 mi. City of Taft
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:15-7 pm, music, news.
Pacific.
KFEC, Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Meier &
Frank Co. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather, reports;
4-5 pm, music; 6:30 pm, markets, reports. Thurs,
9-10 pm, concert Sat, 11 am 12 m, children's hour.
Pacific.
KFEJ,
Tacoma, Wash.
360 meters.
Guy Greason.
KFEL, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. Winner Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am. 10, 11, 11:45, stock reports; 3-4
pm, music. Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm, 12-1 am, concerts.
Sun, 9-10 am. church services.
Mountain.
KFEP, Denver, Colo.
240 meters. Radio Eauipment Co.
KFEQ.
Oak, Neb.
360 meters.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFER,
Fort
Dodge.
la.
231
meters.
Auto Electric
Service Co.
KFEV, Douglas. Wyo. 360 meters. 250 mi. Felix
Thompson Radio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
Seminary.
KFEX, Minneapolis, Minn. 261 meters. Augsburg

Serially Continuously —
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Radio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one third appearing this week, the second third to appear
nest week, and the last part, together with the state, city, station
index, to appear the week following.

CJBC, Montreal, Que., Can. 420 meters. 75 mi. Dupuis-Freres.
Wed, Fri, 9-10 pm, music.
Eastern.
GJCA, Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 meters. 1,000 mi.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour.
8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Mountain.
CJCB, Nelson, B. C, Can. 400 meters. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports. Pacific.
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 meters. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co., No regular program.
CJCE, Vancouver, B. C, Can. 420 meters. 150 mi.
Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, S-10, music, news.
Pacific
CJCH, Toronto, Ont, Can.
United Farmers of Ontario.
CJCI, St. John, N B.. Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news,
weather.
Eastern.
CJCN, Toronto. Ont, Can. Simons, Agnew & Co. Licensed only.
_
■
CJCS. Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CJCY, Calgary, Alta., Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont. Can. 430 meters. S00 mi. London Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. news,
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 400 meters. 1,000 mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, 8-10 pm, Thurs, 7-8 pm, Fri. 8-10. Alternate
Sun, S:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC, Toronto, Ont, Can.
Evening Telegram.
Licensed
CKACi Montreal, Que., Can. 430 meters. 1.000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, 3:30, weather, news,
markets. 5-5:15, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7-7:30 pm,
bedtime stories: 7:30-10 conceit, Sun 4-5:30 pm,
music.
Eastern.
CKCB, Winnipeg, Man., Can".
T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CKCE,
Toronto, Ont. Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Regina, Sask.. Can. 420 meters. 1,500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
music; 1:15-2 pm, reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music. Tues, 7:30-9 concert. Sun,
9 pm, sacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John, N. B., Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Radio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports. Eastern.
CKKC, Toronto, Ont, Can. Radio EQUipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
Licensed only.
CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., Can. 410 meters. . 100 mi.
Wentworth Radio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon. Wed,
Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun, church Bervices.
Eastern.
.
CKQC. London, Ont., Can. 410 meters. 50 mi. Radio
Supply
Co.
Mon,
Wed,
Fri,
7:30-8:30
pm,
music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKY, Winnipeg, Man.. Can. 450 meters. 500 mi.
Manitoba TeL Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm,
news, music; 1:45-2:00 pm. markets. Tues, Thurs,
Fri. 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 9-9:45 pm, concert.
CKZC,
Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
DD5, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Fitzsimmons
Gen. Hospital. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Mountain.
_ „
DM4, San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. U. S.
Army, Kelly Field.
No regular schedule.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm, weather;
news, concert. Thurs, 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech.
Mountain.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh. Pa. 360 meters. 2.000 mi.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 1010:15 am, 12:30-1 pm, music; 6-9:55 pm, news features,
markets, concert; 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am.
church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 pm, 7:30, church service.
Eastern.
KDN, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Leo
J. Meyberg Co. Daily, 1-2 pm, 8:30-9, 4:30-5:30,
7-7:15, music, reports, concert.
Pacific.
KOOW, New York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
is New York.
.
KDPM, Cleveland, 0. 270 meters. Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co.
KDPT, San Diego, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. South,
ern Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news,
weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL. Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1,800 mi.
Salt Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news,
music, entertainment
Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego, Calif.
360 meters.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ. Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 200 mi. Oregon
Institute of Technology. Tues, 9-10 pm, educational
lectures, music.
Pacific.
KDYS. Great Falls, Mont 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Great Falls Tribune. Mon, Wed, Sat, S-10 pm, concert Sun, 4 pm, church services.
Mountain.
KDYW, Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 100 mi. Smith
Huehes & Co.
Daily ex Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX, Honolulu. T. H., Hawaii. 360 meters. 500 ml
Honolulu Star- Bulletin Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun,
12:15-1:15 pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment,
music, talks. Sun. 11 am-12:15 pm, church services.
120th Meridian.
_„_
, _,
KDZB, Bakersfield. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Frank
Siefert. Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, reports, music. Sun,
sacred program, irregular .Pacific.
KD2E, Seattle. Wash. 360 meters. 500 mi. The
Bnodes Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30
pm, news, music. Mon, Fri, 7-8 pm, concert. Wed.
8-9' pm, concert.
Pacific.
KDZF Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. Automobile
Club of Southern California,
KDZG, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. Cyrus Pierce
ic Co.

KFDF, Casper, Wyo. 360 meters. 600 mi. Wyoming
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Sun, 8-9 pm, sacred
music; 11-11:30, music.
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson, Ariz. 360 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Ariz. Tues, Thurs, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, lecture,
reports.
Mountain.
lege.
KFDJ, Corvallis, Ore. 360 meters. Oregon Agri. Colting.
Music
Co.
KFDL, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. Knight-Campbell

The station schedules given here are listed alphabetically by call letters.
Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length, estimated
sure miles range of the station, the owner 's name, the slogan of the station if one is used, name of listener in "club," the schedule of operating hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last third of the station
schedules and is merely an index. One wishing to find the calls of
the stations in his vicinity, will find this index useful. Three successive
issues of Radio Digest will give one the most complete and accurate
list of broadcasting stations obtainable.

KFBB, Havre, Mont 360 meters. 150 mi. F. A. Buttrey Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, agriograms,
tain.
weather, news. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music. MounKFBC, San Diego, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. W. K.
Azbill. Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KFBD, Hanford, Calif. 360 metert. 200 mi. Clarence
V. Welch. Mon, Wed, 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30, news,
music, agriograms. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 6-7 pm, music.
Fri, 3-4 pm,
9-10, news, music. Sun, 7-8 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 360 meters. 50 mi.
K H. Horn. Mon, Wed, Fri, 4-5 pm. Wed, Fri,
7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
„",._*"_.
KFBG,
Tacoma. Wash. 360 meters. First
Church.
_ Presbyterian
,, .. ,
KFBH,
Marshfleld.
Ore.
360
meters.
Thomas
Co.
. Musical
„.
KFBK, Sacramento, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. Kimball-Upson Co. Daily ex Sun, 6-6:45 pm, concert,
news,
Sun, 10-11 am, church service;
concert codes.
Pacific.
_ 8-9 pm,
KFBL, Everett, Wash.
360 meters.
Leesee Bros.
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo. 360 meters. Chronicle News &
Gas & Elec. Supply Co.
KFBU,
Laramie, Wyo. 360 meters. Bishop
Thomas.
.
„.N. , S.
KFCB Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 500 mi. Nielsen
Radio Supply Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Tues, 8-10, sporte.
Mountain.
KFCD, Salem, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Tues, Wed. Fri, 7-S pm.
Pacific.
KFCF,
Walla WaUa,
Wash.
360 meters.
Frank
A.
KFCH,
meters.
500 mi.
Electric
Service'Billings,
Station,Mont.
Inc. 360
Wed,
Fri, Sun,
7:30-9
pm,
music.
Mountain.
Springs, Colo. 360 meters. Colorado
KFCK,
SpringsColorado
Radio Co.
.
KFCL, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 1.500 mu Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30
am, 12-12:30 pm. 4-4:30, 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Pacific
KFCM.

Richmond, Calif. 244 meters. 500 mi. Richmond Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, music.
Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music.
Pacific
KFCP. Ogden, Utah.
360 meters.
Ralph W. Flygare.
KFCQ
Casper, Wyo.
360 meters.
Motor Service Stn.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 300 mi. Fred
Mahaffey, Jr. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:30-8 pm, markets, entertainment Sun, 2-3 pm,„„„ church
services.
Central.
.
_
.
KFCY, Le Mars, la 360 meters. 300 mi. Western
Union
College.
Fri,
8-9
pm,
music,
educational.
Central.
„
, „.
, „ .
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA. Baker, Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Adler's Music
Store.Pacific.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-S, music. . Sun.
pm.
_rtrt 6-8.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 509 meters. 1,500 mi.
Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, weather markets; 11-11:30. news. Quotations; 2-3 pm, lectures, concerts. Mon. Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm, concert
Run, 7-7:30 pm, children's stories.
Pacific.
KFDC. Spokane. Wash. 360 meters. 25 mi. E. B.
Craney.
Fri, Sat, 7:30-9 pm.
Wed,
Sat. 3-3:30Mon,
pm. Wed,
Pacific.
•.•,,*■
KFDD

Boise Idaho. 360 meters. St. Michaels Cathedral. Sun. 11:15-12:30 pm, S-9:15 church services. Mountain.

KFEY. Kellogg, Ida. 360 meters. Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Const. Co.
KFEZ,
St Louis,
of Mech.
Engrs. Mo. 360 meters. American Society
KFFA, San Diego, Calif. 242 meters. 200 mi. Dr. B
O. Shelton.
Daily, 6-7 pm, entertainment
Pacific
tain.
KFFB, Boise, Ida. 360 meters. 70 mi. Jenkins Fum.
Co. (Owyhee Hotel). Daily, 8-9 pm, concert. MounKFFE, Pendleton, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. Eastern
Ore. Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, music
Pacific.
KFFO, Hillsboro, Ore.
360 meters.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
KFFP, Moberly, Mo.
275 meters. First Baptist Church.
KFFQ, Colorado Springs, Colo. 360 meters. 250 mi.
The Marksheffel Motor Co, Daily, 8:15 am, weather;
4-5 pm, concert. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special
program.
Mountain.
KFFR, Sparks, Nev.
360 meters.
Jim Kirk.
KFFV, Lamoni, la. 360 meters.
Graceland College.
KFFX, Omaha, Nebr.
278 meters.
The McGraw Co.
KFFY, Alexandria, La. 360 meters. Pincus & Murphy.
Inc.
KFFZ, Dallas, Tex. 360 meters. Al. G. Barnes
Amusement Co.
KFGB. Pueblo, Colo.
360 meters.
Lowenthal Bros.
KFGC, Baton Rouge, La 254 meters. Louisiana State
University.
No regular schedule.
KFGD. Chickasha, Okla, 360 meters. Chickasha Radio
& Elec. Co.
KFGF, Mt. Vernon, Wash. 360 meters. 50 mi. Buchanan, Stevens & Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-9 pm, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat,
7-8 pm, music.
Sun, 2-3 pm.
Pacific.
KFGH, Stanford Univ., Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi
Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular
schedule.
KFGJ,
St Louis, Mo. 266 meters. National Guards
Missouri.
KFGL, Arlington, Ore.
234 meters.
Arlington Garage.
KFGIH, Abilene, Tex. 233 meters. Abilene Daily Reporter.
KFGP,
Cheney, Kans.
229 meters.
Cheney Radio Co.
KFGQ, Boone, la. 226 meters.
Crary Hardware Co.
KFGV, Utica, Nebr. 224 meters. Reidbreder Radio
Supply .Co.
KFGX.
Tex. 250 meters. First Presbyterian
Shop. Orange,
Church.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central.
KFGY, Baudette. Minn.
KFGZ, Berrien Springs,
Missionary College.
KFHA,
Gunnison,
Colo,
KFHB,
well. Hood River, Ore.
Normal School.
KFHC,
homa. Norman, Okla.

224 meters. Gjelhaug's Radio
Mich. 268 meters. Emanuel
360 meters.
2S0 meters.

Colorado State
P. L. Board-

254 meters. Univ. of Okla-

KFHD, St. Joseph. Mo. 226 meters. Utz Electric Co.
Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8-9:30
pm, concert
Central.
KFHF,
Shreveport,
La. 266 meters. Central Christian Church.
KFHH, Neah Bay, Wash. 283 meters. Ambrose A.
McCue.
KFHI, Wichita, Kans.
221 meters.
Charles V. Dixon.
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara, Calif. 360 meters. Fallon
Company.
KFHL,

Oskaloosa, la.

227 meters.

Penn College.

ucts Co.
KF HP, Kearney, Neb.

246 meters.

KFHR, Seattle, Wash.

360 meters.

Radio Bus ProdStar Elec & Radio

KF I, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 469 meters.
2.000
ml.
Earl C. Anthony,
Inc.
Dally ex Sun, 1-1:30
kens.
pm,
5-6 pm,
pm, 8-11.
7-7:30 Pacific.
pm, 8-11 pm.
Sun, 10:30-11:30
am, 4-5
KFIB.
244 meters.
Franklin W
Jenrage. St Louis, Mo.
KE!£'
Colo. 246
224 meters.
meters.
PhillipArbuckles
Laskowitz.GaKFID, Denver.
Iola, Kans.
Ross
StudentPortland,
Body.
KFIF,
Ore.
360 meters.
Benson
Tech.
KFIQ, Yakima Wash. 224 meters. 200 mi. Yakima
cific. Broadcasting Assn. Slogan, "The Station That
Valley
WU1 Make 224 Famous." Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm
weather, markets. Mbn, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. PaKFV, Yakima, Wash. 360 meters. 250 mt FosterBradbury Radio Store. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Mon.
Fri, 8-9 pm.
Pacific.
KFZ, Spokane. Wash. 250 meters. 300 ml DoerrMitchell Elec. Co. Tues, Fri, 7:30-9 pm, music.
Sun, 6-7 pm.
Pacific.
KGB. Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. 200 mL Tacoma
Daily Ledger — William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily
Pacific.
ex Sun, 7-9 pm. Sun, 5-7:30 pm. entertainment.
KGG. Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hallock &
Watson Radio Service. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, music,
entertainment 7:30-8 pm, reports. Sat, 8-9 pm,
answers Pacific.
to Radio Questions. Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm,
music.
KGN, Portland, Ore. 860 meters. 100 mt Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co.
Irregular schedule.
KGO, Altadena, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mL Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU. Honolulu, Hawaii. 360 meters. 150 mL The
Honolulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues, Thurs,
Sat, special
program. 150th meridian. (Three hours
later
than Pacific.)
KGW, Portland, Ore. 492 meters. 1,500 mL Oregonian Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 11:30 am, weather:
3:30-4 pm, woman's program; 7:30, weather. Hon,
Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert Mon, Fri, 11-12 pm.
Hoot Owls.
Fri, 7-7:30 pm, lecture. Sun, 7-8 pm.
concert
Pacific
KGY, Lacey, Wash. 258 meters. 250 mi. St Martins
College. Tues, Fri, Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert,
lecture, bedtime story.
Pacific.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 395 meters. 2,000 mL Los
Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:457:30. 8-10.
Sun, 10-11 am, 8-10 pm.
Pacific
KHQ, Seattle. Wash.
360 meters.
Louis Wasmer.
KJJ, Sunnyvale, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Radio
Shop.
Tues, 8:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific
KJQ, Stockton, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Gould.
The Light Man. Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm. concert.
Mon, Wed,Pacific.
9-10 pm, concert. Sun, 10-11 am, church
services.
KJR, Seattle, Wash. 270 meters. 1,500 ml. Northwest
Radio Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon, 7:30-8:30 pm, music Tues, Fri, Sat,
8:30-9:30
Thurs,
9-10 pm,
:30 pm.concerts,
Pacific. lecture, bedtime stories.
KJS, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters; 100 mi. Bible
Inst, of Los Angeles. Tues, 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9,
sacred music, lectures, etc. Sun, 11:30-12:30 pm,
6-6:45, 8-9, church services.
Pacific.
KLN,
Del Monte, Calif. 360 meters. Monterey Elec
Pacific.
Shop. Daily, 12-1 pm. weather, markets, news; 7-8
pm. concert. Tues, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, 8-8:30, concert.
KLS, Oakland, Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mL Warner
Bros. Radio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri. 8-9
pm.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX, Oakland, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Oakland
Tribune. Daily ex Sun, 3:15-5:15 pm, sports; 7-7:30,
news, entertainment. Tues. S-9 pm. Fri, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 10-11 am, church services.
Pacific.
KLZ, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 mi. Reynolds
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8 pm, news, markets,
bedtime
8-9 pm, concert Sun, 8:3010:30 pm,story.
concert.Thurs,
Mountain.
KM J, Fresno, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. San JoaQuin
Lt & Pr. Corp. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, music. Sun, 5-6
pm, music.
Pacific
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Tacoma
Times. (Love Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 6-7 pm,
9:15-10, concert, news, lecture.
Pacific.
KNI, Eureka, Calif.
360 meters.
T. W. Smith.
continued.
KNJ,
Roswell, New Mex, 360 meters. Temporarily disKNN. Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi Bullock's. Temporarily discontinued.
KNT.
Aberdeen, Wash. 263 meters. 600 mL Grays
Co.
Pacific. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, conHarbor cert.Radio
KNV, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. Radio Supply
& Supply
Co.
KNX,
Los Angeles,
Calif. 360 meters. Elec. Lighting
KOB. State College, N. M. 360 meters. 500 mi. N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m, 9:55-10 pm.
Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, contime, cert.
reports.
KOP, Detroit, Mich. 286 meters. 1,500 mL Detroit
Police Dept Slogan, "Safety First." Daily ex Sun,
Eastern.
1 pm, 6:30, reports, police information, emergency.
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. 423 meters. 1,500 mi.
Hale Bros., Inc. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 8-10 pm, concert,
lectures. Sat, 3-4:30 pm. Sun, 11-12:30 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KQI, Berkeley, Calif.
360 meters.
Univ. of Calif.
KQ.P, Hood River, Ore. 360 meters. Apple City Radio
Club.
.
KQV,
300 mi. pm;
DoubledayHlll Pittsburgh,
Elec Co. Pa?"
Daily360exmeters.
Sun, 12-12:30
4:30-5,
music. Mon, Wed. Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fri,
4:30-5:15 pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KGW. San Jose, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mL Chas.
D. Herrold. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Wed. 8-9
pm, concert
Pacific
KRE, Berkeley. Calif. 360 meters. 600 mL Maxwell
Elec. Co. Mon, 8-10 pm. Wed, 9-10 pm, concert.
Pacific.
tral.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. 546 meters. 1,500 mL St Louis
Post Dispatch. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 9:40, 10:40,
11:40, 12:40 pm, 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and Sun,
silent nights. Mon, Fri, 11:30 pm. concerts,, CenKSL, San Francisco. Calif. 360 meters. 59 mt The
Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
KSS, Long Beach, Calif. 360 meters. Prest & Dean
Radio Co. No regular schedule.
KTW, Seattle. Wash. 360 meters. 500 mi First
Presbyterian Church. Sun, 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30,
7-9:30, church service.
Pacific.
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mi.
San Francisco Examiner. Daily ex Sun, 9-10 am,
concert, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:30-3:30
pm, lecture, news; 9 am, 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather
reports.
Sun, 9-10 am, 5-6, news.
Pacific.
KUS, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mL City
Dye Works. & Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30
am. setting up exercises; 12-12:30 pm. concert, time.
Mon, Thurs, Fri, 2-2:30 pm, features. Tues. Fri.
4-430 pm, code practice. WTed, Fri, 6-6:45 pm. concert Pacific
KUY, El Monte, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mL Coast
Radio Co.
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific.
KWG, Stockton, Calif. 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless
Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm. news, concert,
markets. Tues and Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun. 2-3
pm. concert. Pacific.
KWH, Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 250 mi. Examiner. Daily ex Sun. 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:30-6. 6-6:15.
8:20-9, reports, entertainment. Sun, 8:30-9 pm,
church service.
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Modesto
Herald Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. Mon, 6:30-7 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KYI,
Bakersfield, Calif. 360 meters. Bakersfield Callfornian.
KYQ,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
360 meters.
Electric Shop.
No definite schedule.
(NOTE— The second part of the station schedule list
will appear next week.)
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ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from pngre 6)

Concert. Vreeland Mandolin Orchestra.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 5:30 P. M.. Special children's
prccrnro "Tlu> Kanpia Poll." Anitit and .'
Uanis; "The Family Picnic, Ji-iui Williams: "Sunns
Jim." Jean and Anita Williams: "The dinger Hrtnul
Man" Jean William*: 7:45 P. M., Mu-l.nl proftmm;
"On the Water." HacGrecor Male
Chorus; Ti»|etlllH_" Marlon Fralslcr. tenori "Thell
Only Child." Mrs. Frank Hi-nford. reader; "Macushla." ••ltArv»n..ll.\" Male Chorus; "The Bltternma of love." Kleanoro L. lllllebraiid. soprano:
"LVjht " John Morris, baritone: "lie Pound It."
"Lament In A Flat." Male Octette: "Dream I-onginx." Kdwanl Vlm«. tenor: ■•Swing Alone." "Deep
Kiver " 'Mother o' Mine." James A. Limik: "Ma
Oirley Headed Baby." The Little Damozel." Eleanor* Hlllebrand: "Gypsy Trail." "Ford Sou*"
Howard Balcli and Chorus: "Surprising; Ells*." Mis.
Frank Benford. reader; "My Lady." George Raymond,
teuor: "Old Black Joe." "The Rosary," "The
Cesaack." "I'se tiwlne Back to Dixie." Chorus;
10:30 P. M.. Musical program. "Lo Roaslgnol," Karl
Bice, pianist: "The Star." Clara Habel. contralto:
"Prelude." American Trio: "Leaning to Driee/'
Helen Zander, reader: "Extase*" Ernest Burleigh,
cellist: "By the Waters of Minnetonka." Clara llchcl.
contralto: "Minuet."." American Trio: "So Was 1."
Helen Zander: "From the Cam-brake." Edward A.
Hit-, violinist: "Mighty Lak a Kose." Clara Ilabel:
"Boinance." American Trio: "Descended from Christofo Colombo." Helen Zander; "Chanson Sans
Paroles," WGY
Quartet.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert. Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Clifford Gorman, organist:
7:30-9:00
P.
M.. Concert, Victor Rudolph Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music: 3:00-4:00 P. M.. musical program:
8:00-7 JO P. M., dhiner dance music; Bedtime stories
by Uncle Wip.
WMAQ (Centra). Daylight Saving. 447). 425 P. M..
Musical program. Pupils of Columbia School of
Music: 7:00 P. M., Musical lecture. Mrs. Marx E.
Oberndorfer:
Marie
P. M.. MusicalChildren's
program. Stories.
Leo Deger,
tenor.Spears; 9:15
WMC (Central. 500), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Hotel Gayo30
Orchestra. Caspar Pappalardo, director; 11:00 P. M.,
Frolic.
WOC (Central. 484). 330 P. M., Educational tali. C. E.
Wllent: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1 1 :00-l 1 :30 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra;
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital and trumpets; 7:30g:00 P. M., Sports results and news dispatches;
8:00-9:00 P. M., WOO Orchestra. Robert E. Golden,
director and violin soloist: 9:00-10:00 P. M., Organ
recital, Clarence E. Bawden. organist: 10:00-10:55
P. M.. Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Dance Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern. 580). 12:05 P. M., Orchestra: 7:00 P. M.,
Orchestra: Jessie Phylis Kopatt, soprano; Mildred
Seeman, pianist.

Saturday, June 2
KSD (Central. 546). 3:00 P. M., Concert, Dorothy Corkins, vocalist and reader; W. J. Forestel. Jr.. reader;
Esther Portman. pianist; 8:00 P. M., Concert, orchestra: Solos Missouri Theatre talent; 11:30 P. M.,
Organ recital, Stuart Barrie.
_
■ VW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, Helen Engelke. soprano; Henry E.
Nieman. accompanist; Mildred Bragdon. reader; Paula
and Polly. Parrot Act; Robert G. Ball, baritone;
Gertrude Grosscup Perkins, accompanist.
WBAP
(Central. 476). 7:00-7:30 P. M„ Sunday School
Mrs W. F. Bamum, First Methodist Church,
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00 A. M.1*0 P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Thcatie: Dinner
dance music Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Musical program; 430-6:00 P. M., Dream Daddy
with little tots; 730-8:00 P. M„ Dream Daddy with
the boys and girls.
WFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Address. Prof.
Clyde Eagleton; 8:30-930 P. M„ Musical program,
James G. Bennett, basso; Mrs. James G. Bennett, contralto; Dr. J. 3. Simmons, reader; 11:00-12:00 P. M..
Violin and piano recital, Walter J. Fried, Mrs. W. J.
Fried. Paul Tan Katwijk, of Southern Methodist Uni"
of music.
versity department
WFI (Eastern,
Daylight
Saving. 395). 1*0-2*0 P. M.,
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellerue Stratford
Orchestra: 3:00-430 P. M., Musical program and
aong recital; 6:00-730 P. M., Dinner dance music
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; Safety
talks, Stanley Cowman: 8:00-12:00 P. M., Dance
music. Mever Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M.. Talk, "New England
Problems." >"ew England Business Magazine; Music;
Comedy-drama, "Barbara Makes Her Splash," Amrad
Players.
WGV (Eastern, 380). 7:00 P. M., Address, "League of
Nations.'* Justice John H. Clarke, V. S. Supreme
Court,
WHAS (Central, 400). 4-00-5:00 P. M.. Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: Boy C. Parks, organist;
730-9*0 P. M., Concert, Mme. Cara Sapin in charge.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 10:00-1 1 :00 A. M.,
Short talks; 1:00-2:00 P. M.. Dinner Music; 3:00-4:00
P. M., Short talks and musical program: 6:00-7 30
P. M., Dinner music; Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip;
**0-I2:00 P. M.. Musical program. Charlie Kerr's
Cafe
_ M..
,
WMAQ L'Alglon
(Central,Orchestra.
Daylight Saving. 447). 7:00 P.
Musical program. Sackett-Byan Concert Company;
9:15 P. M., Band concert.
WMC (Central, 500), 8*0 P. M.. Concert arranged by
Woodmen
of the World.
_ _
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. C. C.
Hall; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 9:30-10:30 P. M.,
Dance program. P. S C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). II :00-l I 30 A. M..
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5*0 P. M., Organ recital: 730-8*0 P. M..
Baseball scores and news dispatches.
WWJ
(Eastern, 580). 12*5 P. M.. News Orchestra,

Sunday, June 3
KPO (Pacific, 423), 11:00-12:15 P. M.. Organ recital.
Gladys Salisbury; Eeadings for shut-ins; Talk by local
clergyman.

ELIMINATE
COSTLY
COIL
HONEYCOMB

MOUNTS
AND
COILS
FOR

FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
USE MY SPECIAL COUPLER
100 TURNS ON ROTOR

PRICE $3.00 Postpaid

FREE

With
Above

ALBERT

3 .006 Condensers
1 Variable Leak
1 Variable Leak
and .00025 Mica
Cond.

J. SLAP

132 Nassau St.
New York, N. Y.
No C. O. D. — No Stamps

WBAP
First
Will
WFAA
Bible

(Central. 476). 11:00 A. M.. Church sorvires.
Methodist Church. Hev. .1. W. Bcrgin. pastor,
Poster, organist.
(Control. 476). 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Radio Chapel
Cluss, Dr. Wm. M.
Church;
9:30-1030
P. M..
i(
singers from Gaston
Lvanue BapUal Church
Choir: 10:00-11:00, Mas
Four Orohi
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 4:00 P. M..
Chapel Barrloes; 7:30 P. M., Church BarrlceSi Arab
Street Presbyterian Chnroh; Sermon,
Beverend Clar■ Macartney;
OrganOrgan
recital,i Alton K. Di u
organist;
9:30 P. M.,
WGI (Eastern. 360), 4:00 P. M.. 'Adventure Hour,"
Youth's
Concert, The
Walter C.
Francis
Vrveliuul Companion:
Mandolin Orchestra;
Selections,
Fay
Fleetwotxl. pianist; 8:30 P. M.. Federation Cliurch
Service; 9:00 P. M.. Concert. Henry R. Boardman.
W. 1). Strong. Dial
WGY (Eastorn. 380). 10:00 A. M.. Cliurch services. St.
Georgo Episeoi>al Church. Schenectady. N. Y. ; Sermon.
"Do Christians Really Know Christ?" Rev. B. W. R.
Taylor. D.D., 6:30 P. M., Church services. St. George
Episcopal Church; Sermon, "The One Who Knows
Is." Hev. B. W. R. Tuyler.
WHAS (Central. 400). 9:57 A. M., Organ: 10:00 A. M.
Church service. Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church.
Rev. Dr. Chas. W. Welch; W m. E. Conen. organist;
Mrs. Newton G. Crawford, soprano; Mrs. Virginia
Shafer Herrlck. contralto; H. Archer Culmer. tenor;
Peter Sclilicht, bnritone: 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert,
Mrs. Jane Wahster Murrcll: I.ucile Schneider, Bcrnlce Funk. Mrs. William Herman. Mrs. A. W. Ott,
sopranos; Misses Josephine Miller, lone Hoover, contraltos; Albert Peterson, tenor; Mary Agness Ott,
violinist
WHK
(Eastern, 360). 8:00 P. M., Concert, WHK Orchestra,
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0 A. M..
Church services. Holy Trinity Memorial Chapel. B.
Janney Rudderow. minister; Ernest Felix Potter,
organist and choir leader, chorus of male voices;
2*0-330
P. M.. Musical program.
WLW (Eastern. 360). 11*0 A. M., Church services.
Church of the Covenant.
WWJ (Eastern. 580), 11:00 A. M.. Church services. St
Paul's Cathedral; 4:00 P. M., News Orchestra.

Monday, June 4
WBAA (Central. 360), 7:15 P. M., Purdue news of the
Week; Educational
lecture.
WBAP (Central. 476), 930-1030 P. M., Concert, Texas
Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 11:00-1:00
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley theatre; Dinner dance
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3*0 P. M..
Musical program: 4:30-6*0 P. M.. Short talks;
Musical selections; Dream Daddy with the little tots:
7 30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with the boys and
Girls: 8*0-12:00 P. M., Musical program; Dance
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Songs by Harry Glyn.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1*0-2:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Concert Orchestra; 3*0-4:30 P. M., Short talks and
song recital; 6:00-7:30 P. M., Dinner dance music,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; Stories,
Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M.. Musical program:
"Idyl," WGY Instrumental Quartet; "Trick versus
Trick," Mrs. Ralph A. Garrison, reader; "Fancy,"
WGT Quartet; "A Birthday," Sadie Gingold, soprano;
Address,A. "Drug
Addiction
— An of
International
Menace,"
James
Hamilton,
Secretary
State of New
York;
"Allegro," String Trio; "Mary Cary," Mrs. Ralph A.
Garrison; "To a Wild Rose," Ernest Burleigh, cellist;
"When Song Is Sweet," Sadie Gingold; "Mr. Brown
Has His Hair Cut," Mrs. Ralph Garrison; "My
Heart at Thy Sweet "Voice." Sadie Gingold; "Cuban
Dance,"
WGY
Quartet.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5*0 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Roy C. Parks. Rialto
Theatre Organist.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 10:00-11:00 A. M..
Short talks; 1:00-2:00 P. M., Dinner music; 3:004:30 P. M., Short talks and musical program; 6:007:30 P. M„ Dinner dance music; Bedtime stories.
Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M., Musical program. "The
Ambassador," "Magnolia Blossom," Mount Auburn
School Orchestra, A. R. Kratz, director; Duet, Lockwood Doench, Ruby Doench, violinists; "An Irish
Love Song." "A Thought." "Spring Fancy," Mrs..
Neil Wright, soprano; "Desert Caravan," "Autumnal
Days," "Orchestra; S. A. I. Trio, Lucy B. McKeever,
violinist, Corrine Sammet, saxophonist, Francis Bejach, pianist; "Bui-lesea," Olive Terry, pianist:
"Souvenir," "Guitarrero," Lucy R. McKeever, violinist;
S. A. I. Trio; Chopin group, Olive Terry, pianist;
Compositions by Burleigh, Lucy B. McKeever, violinist;
S. A. I. Trio.
WMC
(Central, 500), 8*0 P. M., Concert, Washington
Syncopators, H. H. Guiuett. director.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509), 1 1 :00-l I 30 A. M.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00. Organ recital; 7:30-7:45 P. M., Sports
results and news dispatches; 7:45-8:45 P. M., Concert, John Wanamaker Commercial Institute Band.
Arthur A. Rosander, conductor; 8:45-9:30 P. M..
Musical program; 930-10:55 P. M., Organ recital,
Clarence Bawden, organist.

DIGEST
to be blear ly informed concerning Radio
need this book. It is written In a clear
Btyle, fully illustrated with wiring diagrams and photographs of Radio apparatus. Price, $2.50.
An Introduction to Radio.
A real book
for the amateur.
This treati-.
iwo volumes.
96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. P. HesIar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full
illustrations and diagrams.
Price, page
75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. Jt is an instruction book for Radio
schools. Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Mars,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The hook department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postag'e stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Direst, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

BUY
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Correspondence solicited from
responsible distributors.
Write

today for
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3810 RAVENSWOOD

AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

Importance of Good Aerials

To get the maximum results out of any
installation and to receive the loudest
signals, it is necessary to have a carefully constructed and well-insulated aerial.
A poorly insulated aerial is as bad as a
leaky bucket. The charge slowly finds Its
way to the ground instead of going
through the receiving apparatus.

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
PARTS' VALUES GIVEN FOR—

1—
2—
S—
4—
5—
6—

Hazeltine Xeutrodyne 7 — Armstrong Super
Gibbons Ultra Audion
Regenerative
Cockadav Four-Circuit
8— Armstrong Super.
Single Tune Reflex
Heterodyne
Three Tube Reflex
9— New Ultra Belnartz
Plewelling Flivver 10— Kaufman Circuit
These helpful prints designed by a Member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for five dollars (S3) or single
prints at 75c check
apiece.
money order or
(no Send
stamps).
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FOR
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COMPLETE
PARTS
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STEP AMPLIFIER
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U. S. A. SIGNAL
CORPS
(Aviation Type 194-W)
WESTERN
ELECTRIC PHONES
3000 Ohm GUARANTEED
HEADSETS. $8.50 Value..
MAGNAV0X,
LOUD
SPEAKERS, Type R3

Premier wi Products
Variocouplers
Transformers
Rheostats
Potentiometers
Head Sets
Resistances
"Microstats"
Dials and Knobs
Condensers
Plugs

Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered
coupons and two dollars and forty cents
($2.40) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 21-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal A n t i - capacity
Switch; 1 Democal Variable Condenser 11
Plate.
Class H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered
coupons and three dollars ($3.00) any one
of the following articles will be sent: I
Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No.
228 W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3, or R-4).

Radio Supplies purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.
10A WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKER, complete, $161 value^. .$98.45

BatUo Telephony. By Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph. D. This book is Intended for
Radio engineers, operators and experimenters. Students and other who desire

Why not begin standardizing now?

OFFER

(Continued from page 2)
Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 Martin-Copeland i:!-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin- Copeland 151'oint Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19-Point Inductance Switch.
Class E Articles
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one dollar and fifty cents $1.50)
any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Decima 3-Plate Variable Condenser.
Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one dollar and eighty cents
($1.80) the following will be sent: 1
stat).
Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheo-

RADIO

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

Reviews of Books

Are all their name implies

SPECIAL REWARD

COMPLETE
PARTS
KNOCKED
DOWN
RECEIVING SET

FOR

<t1
Oj.***-^
/LK
"

VARIABLE

$4.30
3.70
3.30
3.10
2.70
7.00
6.50
6.00

Value, 42 Plate, now
$1.75
Value, 23 Plate, now
I.4S
Value, 11 Plate, now
1.35
Value,
5 Plate, now
1.25
Value,
3 Plate, now
1.15
Value, 43 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser. . 3.95
Value. 23 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser. . 3.45
Value, 11 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 2.95

CO

AtZ

Loud Speaking Units.
QLA
CK
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C"
Special
«p*T.O»J
LOOP
AERIALS
IPLETE
RE1
NARTZ
COM

PARTS
SETS

FOB

HONEYCOMB
1.500
1,250
1.000
750
250
150
100
75
50
35

€1 1 AXt
«P * * «**

$5.95

COIL

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns

$1-50
1.50
1-25
1-00
75
60
50
40
.40
.40

CABINETS-MAHOGANY

AND WALNUT

6x5%"
by 6" deep
6x7%" by 6" deep
6x14"
by 6" deep
6x16^" by 6" deep
6y2x21" by 6" deep
9x12%" by 7" deep
9x10%"
by 5%"
deep
Snhagetti
Tubins, yard
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Lightning Switches
Hydrometers, now at
Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials. 2, 3 and 3% Inch
Grewol Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire. 100 ft

$1.45
1.95
2.45
2.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
10
25
2.65
.45
45
50
25
1.35

Pacent Single
Pacent Double
Federal Single
Federal Double

Circuit
Circuit
Circuit Filament Control
Circuit Filament Control

FORMICA

PANEL, Black or Brown, cut while you wait, SQ. IN
1 }£c
Mail orders receive
all merchandise
purchased of us.
immediate attention.
BUY HERE FOR LESS

We

$0.35
50
35
50

$12.95

R»tio
«J>Ai.**^>
ORIGINAL BALDWIN PHONES. These are
headband.
<CQ GC
the Genuine
Nathaniel
"Mica
phragm" Phones,
completeBaldwin
with silk
cord Diaand
Special at
tyZt.Z/D

$7.95
$3.65
$27.45
^I-J5
$17.953.JJJ
••*"
•■'5

CONDENSERS

JACKS

TH0RDARS0N
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER,
High and Low

$12.45

Moulded Variometers
180° Moulded Variocouplers
Mahogany Variometers
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser. . J5
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier
Condenser
I.w
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
3.95
Master Baldwin Type C Headsets
6.95
Brandes Superior Headset
5.75
Antenella Aerial Plug
I.J5
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
3.45
2 Coll Honeycomb Mounting
2.60
\VD-11 Bakelite Sockets
-SO
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60

.95c

HOMCHARGER,
De Luxe Model

2.45
35

guarantee
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Secret Communication
Machine Reception Beats the Human Ear
BIG BUSINESS and other organizations will soon be
sending their messages through the air with greater
speed and secrecy than even their own private telegraph lines. The long expected system of secret and
fast Badio communication is almost ready for general
adoption. Tests made show that messages can be sent
out faster than they can be typed by a competent
stenographer. These messages are received with the
same speed and a machine slows them down so that the
typist may be able to copy them.
Now another step in the development of the device
makes it unnecessary to slow them down, a machine
sends and receives them in tj^pewriting. More important, however, is secrecy. Large business firms
have seen the practicability of interbranch Badio
communication. Soon they will be using it to their
advantage.

Ever Meet the Near Expert?

Meddlesome Parties Do Much Damage
AS A BULE everything goes along happily with the
new Badio set until the near expert friend horns
in. Having built a successful crystal set he feels
qualified to advise the world.
If you have an adjustable grid leak on your set
his fingers just itch to jiggle with it until it is hopelessly out of adjustment. Ofttimes, hearing that varying
the plate voltage on the tube gives better results, he
will bungle things until he gets the filament leads
hooked up to the high voltage B battery and blow your
tubes.
The wise Badio set owner never lets a novice monkey
with it at all and plainly tells him to keep off. You
know your outfit, or should at least, and know how to
work it to get best results. It will function right if
not tinkered with in an unintelligible manner. Beware
of the near expert as you would smallpox.

Summer Boom Expected
Outlook Very Bright for Summer Reception
WHETHEB
the present boom in Radio business
will keep up throughout the summer months
depends largely on the attitude of the Radio manufacturers and the dealers themselves. There are many
reasons why good business may be expected this
summer. If there is a decrease in interest in Radio
it need be only a slight one compared to the corresponding seasonal decrease in the phonograph business.
Radio has been until the past year an indoor sport.
The usual apparatus is bulky and includes heavy
storage batteries, and is difficult to move from indoors
to outdoors to meet summer time conditions. The use
to which an increasing number of people are putting
Radio, that is, the day-by-day reception of broadcasting, makes the receiving appartus fill to an increasing
extent a place in one's daily program which is quite
similar to that of the phonograph. Dealers who make
a specialty of complete Radio receiving sets appreciate
that for many purposes a portable Radio set is as
desirable as a small portable phonograph.
During the past year there have been two important
things developed that brings Radio up to a level where
it can be conveniently used out-of-doors. The dry
battery tube and the loud speaker. It is quite possible
now with the small portable sets to receive broadcasting while out camping, boating or on an automobile
tour. It is a noteworthy fact that exploring parties
now take Radio receiving sets with them for a dual
purpose of furnishing amusement during the evening
hours at camp and for receiving time signals with
which to check their chronometers.
It must be conceded that transmission conditions
are not as good in summer as in winter, but this need
not interfere with good reception from local stations.
Last year we had about 135 broadcasting stations and
this year over 500 well distributed stations and it is
quite possible to get reception in any section. About
95 per cent of the population is within 100 miles of a
broadcasting station.
While this increase in the number of broadcasting
stations in operation is an important factor in the
Radio situation this year, a still more valuable factor
from the viewpoint of the listener is the very notable
improvement
in the quality of broadcast
programs.

INDI-GEST

CONTEST

TO

END

Contest letters are still coming in in our big $000,000,000,000.19 Cash Copper Contest and the judges swear they
are going to strike on us if we do not close it soon. We
have decided to close the contest and announce the winners
in the issue of Indigest dated June 9. However you still
have time to get your letter in. If you have not entered
the contest— GET YOUR LETTER IN IN TIME TO GET
IN THE JUNE 9 ISSUE. Below is a photo taken of two
of the judges opening the mail.

When

WEEKLY

SUBSCRIPTION
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Pa Listens in

When Pa comes in, we kids sure scatter
out noise and clatter,
ForCan't
whenstay
Pa around
listens atin all,
on with
our Radio,
Even Ma must whisper and act just so.
He fusses around turning each dial,
Gives each little knob and switch a trial,
Then settles back with a contented sigh
To listen to the jazz from W. O. A. I.
From the Red /{pple Club and W. M. C,
From the Merry Old Chief or W. D. T.,
OrNever
the hired
or Shut
'er down
movinghandexcept
to smile
or nodEd,his head.
If old man Static should happen in, too,
We all know that trouble will sure brew.
He says the funniest things I ever heard,
But I can't understand, not even a word.
It'sAndall all
about
an aerial,
condenser
and a ground,
he can
get is athat
awful sound,
He even blames the fellow that lives close by,
Says when he tunes in he doesn't half try.
And so it goes on until way after two,
Then Pa retires just mad through and through,
He falls asleep wondering just what is wrong,
And hoping next time it will come in strong.
I wish the man that made the first Radio,
Had Pajumbled
up so
Then
would itstill
be itjustwouldn't
one of ever
the go,
boys,
Instead of an old grouch that don't
no noise.
—I. want
M. HARNEY.

Absolutely.

The Station Is Hanging New
Wall
Paper

Dear Indigestion : I know a fellow who has a friend who
said he was fooling with the rheostat on his crystal set,
after having disconnected the antenna, ground, batteries and
loud speaker, and got Station AEIOU (and sometimes W
and Y) in Kamtachatca, Mars. I say, 'taint true couse
said station ain't operating no more on account of being
remodelled and to prove it I showed him the "Advanced
Programs" on page 8. Ain't I right? Yours until Niagra
Palls.
— Mike Rofrads.
Since printing the announcement of the Kink Department,
in which we said Send A Dollar, we have received so many
contributions with the dollar enclosed that ice now have
$0.04 as total collections from same. Our staff is working
overtime to refund this money to the senders as w.e really
did not mean for you to send them in. Indigest is supposed
to be a funny column. Honest to goodness, we'll swear it.
Don't take us so seriously.
— Indi.

We Congratulate You

Dear Indi: Having read your article on the American
Rum Running League I though I would try your plan
out. I placed the faucet in the ground circuit and at
once began to get some Wireless Raw Whiskey from
WSW. This was too strong for me so I tried WHB
and got some Wireless High Balls. I then tried for
some Wireless Light Wines from WLW but there was
so much Wild Orange Squeeze coming from WOS that
the high balls were rather weak. I must have been
a little tipsy then for I accidently tuned in KOP and
one of them must of smelled my breath, because I'm
writing from the jail.
— Edward S. Pattison.
W.S.F.P. (Wireless Sets For Prisoners.)
Dear Indi : I have just built a ten-tube portable set with
a two-ton motor generator in the cabinet. However I am
having trouble with the howls of the tubes. Do you think
I have been successful?
— Polly W.
A. — Yes, by all means. Your set is a howling success.
Here lies the remains
Of Johnnie MeHoltz.
He tried to grab hold
Of three thousand volts.

We Have Taken Steps to Stop It
Dear Indi — In listening in on a recent program I
heard the announcer say, "The next number will be
when the leaves come tumbling down by request." I
have been looking forward to spring and want to know
if there is some way we can stop the Broadcasters
changing the season.
— I. M. Hart.

Your Dollar Was Excepted
Dear Indi : Your ishu of May 5 received and I see you
are excepting good one dollar notes from anyone so foolish
to send it with a kink that will prove bothersome to Radioknuts. I have discovered that connecting a 45-volt B battery
to the filament posts of a tube will quickly dispose of same.
Some wise dummy named them "B Batteries" because this is
one way you can get stung.
— I. Amthick.
P. S. Enclosed try to find a dollar.

Looking Ahead
Indigest Is Going to Have a Broadcasting Station. We have
the buildings built and the apparatus installed, all that is
lacking is the antenna system and the interior decorators
and paper-hangers are now at work on the finishing of this.
As this goes to press a speeding airplane is on its way from
the Pacific Coast with the latest pictures of the station and
we are going to show them to you next week. Get INDIGEST from your most prosperous news dealers — 10c — and
read all about our new plant NEXT WEEK!

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
We have been reading of "largest" stations for
some time past, and they have been increasing in power
right along, but now comes the station with power to
transmit over a range of several thousand miles. This
is to be built in Oakland, Cal., by the General Electric
company and officials of the company claim it will have
the most power of any station in the world. "More
Still another country js falling into line with the
power
to it."
Radioized
nations, which reduces the number of backward States in the world. This newest nation is
Norway. It is planned to build three stations in
Christiania, Trondhjem and Bergen so that Norway
may keep in touch via Badio with the other broadcasting stations throughout the world. It will eventually be possible to talk from your room to ANY part
of the civilized globe — and that isn't a pipe dream
either.

No matter how fantastic the prophecy may seem to
of them'
on it mostmade
momentof depend
at the Many
you
a short,
but become
the statements
realities.
time ago were derided as "pipe dreams," yet in many
cases we are witnessing the actual operation of the
impossible. A Badio expert has said that within six
months time anyone may talk from his home to parties
in London or Paris by simply using the ordinary telephone and having his speech relayed by Badio to the
other side.

Tou hear knowing ones who persist in telling you
that this Badio stuff is all a fad and will die out in
time. Well, don't dispute that point with them because it's true. In due season all things will come
to an end, however, the fad part of it is pure buncombe.
Every day it is being used in a business connection to
disprove the idea of mere plaything. The city of
Boston is getting ready to install Badio sets on the
three fire boats kept in the harbor and the cost of so
equipping them amounts to several thousand dollars.
Station KSD in St. Louis proposes to "show us"
how to broadcast light opera now that the season of
"heavy" opera is over. The Municipal Opera Company will have two of its evening performances sent out
each week for the benefit of the regular Badio audiences
of this popular station. Victor Herbert has the honor
of having
opera
"Naughty
son on the his
28th
of this
month. Marietta" open the seaSince the new regulations with respect to broadcasting stations was determined upon there have been sixteen applicants for Class A licenses. These are pretty
well scattered over the country, and while some of
them are on the same wavelength such are not in one
state or district, so do not conflict in the area in which
they may best be heard. It is this feature of the new
plan which augurs well for better reception by those
anxious to hear stations in other states.
General Squier is ever on the alert to find new and
better means of sending and receiving Badio signals.
It is safe to say that few men active in this branch
of science are giving more time than he to certain
details which may result in a great saving of time and
money. The plan which he has presented for a universal
code would, if adopted, save many costly hours under
the present system of pauses.
Those holding copyrights to certain musical compositions in this country have shown a jealousy as regards
the general use of said music with a tendency well
known to us all. In Trance it is reported a musical
performance could not proceed until the musicians were
assured no transmitting outfit could be used in the
opera house. One famous opera singer complained of
the very small remuneration lie was to receive for
singing in a studio, and insisted the public who could
hear via Radio would never pay the price to come to
the opera house to both see and hear him,
I believe
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Chapter IV — About Condensers and Inductances
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
that
A CONDENSES Is simply a device
possesses the ability to store elecsts
charges.
of two
It consi
trical
conductors placed close together but separated by some insulating medium termed
the dielectric. Thus any two conductors
between which there exists a difference of
potential acts as a condenser and they
possess capacity or the power to store an
electric charge.
Capacity of a Condenser
There are a number of conditions that
determine the capacity cf a condenser or
the amount of current it will store. Thus
the closer the plates are together the
greater will be the capacity and likewise
the greater the area of the plates, the
greater the capacity. We find also that
the insulating medium or dielectric between the plates has a great effect upon

that the frequency of a current falls off
as the wave length Increases. Therefore
when we increase the capacity of a condenser in a tuned circuit the circuit will
oscillate fewer times per second and hence
is tuned to a longer wave length. More
about this will come in the chapter on
tuning.

BEGINNERS will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful in learning the rudiments of the popular science of
Radiophony. The first chapter of his series appeared in the May 5
issue.
The articles yet to appear are:
Chapter V— Tuners and How
Your Set.

to Tune

Chapter VI— About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII— Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter VIII— The Regenerative Detector.
Chapter IX— Radio Frequency Am-

Chapter X — Audio

Frequency

Am-

plification.
Chapter
XI — How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
Chapter XII— Reflex Circuit Operation.
Chapter XIII — About Headsets and
Loud Speakers.
diophony.
Chapter
XIV— Batteries Used in Ra-

plification.

sandths of a farad. This is abbreviated
to mfd. The condensers used in Radio
work are rated then in decimal parts of
the mfd.
So much for the condenser itself, now
let us see how it is used in the Radio
receiving set and how it functions.
In Radio sets condensers are used for
a variety of purposes and the particular
type of condenser to be used will depend
upon the service for which it is intended.
The first and most important function of
the condenser is to tune the circuits in
Figure 14— How a Condenser Oscillates when It connection with inductances to a certain
Is Discharged
wave length. How this is accomplished
the capacity of a condenser. For the sake will be clearer when we consider the effect
of comparison air is taken as unity or one of a condenser in an oscillating circuit.
and all other dielectrics are measured
Analogy of Condenser
from that base. This property is termed
Referring to Figure 14 we have a conthe specific inductive capacity of the subdenser shunted across an inductance.
As
stance, the following table giving the
more common insulators and their inductive capacity:
Plate Glass
8
Window Glass
5
GLASS OR MICA
Paraffin Wax
2
Shellac
3
Sulphur
3
Mica
5
It should be clear that if two plates a
certain distance apart in air have a certain capacity and we insert a piece of
Figure
16 — Types
of Fixed Condensers
common glass between them of the same an analogy to this circuit there is also
shown a U-tube fitted with a stopcock at
the bend. When an electric charge is
impressed on one plate of the condenser
it is equivalent to filling one leg of the
U-tube with water up to the point A.
Confining ourselves to the tube it will be
apparent that when the stopcock is suddenly opened the water will run out of one
leg up into the other leg of the tube, but
Figure
IS — How
a Condenser Acts to By-Pass
Radio Frequency Currents
due to its inertia it will rise to the point
B and will then flow back again.
This
thickness as their spacing and the capacity will now be 5 times as great.
XT nit of Capacity
The unit of capacity is the farad. That
(Both
Copyrighted)
is. a condenser has a capacity of one farad
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings In all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
when it will store 1 ampere of current at
one volt potential. This unit is entirely
ioud,
without
distortion.
VVe dance'
music clear
from and
Atlanta
received
on one loud
Baldwint
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
too large for practical use. so the pracblueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
tical unit is the microfarad or one thouperfect and complete double wound Bpiderweb coil,

action will continue for a short while but
each time the water does not rise as high,
finally coming to rest at a level C where

Condensers Used as a By-Pass
Condensers are also used as a by-pass
for high frequency currents. This application is seen in the condenser across the
phones in a crystal set, that across the
phones and B battery in a regenerative
set and across the audio frequency transformers in a reflex circuit. These condensers will pass the high frequency or
Radio frequency currents but are effective
checks to direct current.
Just how this is possible will be clear
from the following. Consider Figure 15,
which shows the two applications of bypass condensers and also a simple condenser to explain their operation. When
a positive charge is impressed upon
one
riETAL
plate, as shown in the illustration, it inRIBBOM

MICA

feOTARY
PLATE
WITH
AIRDIELCTRJC

a
SLIDING
Figure

TERMINALS

TUBE

TYPE
BOOK

TYPE

17— Types

of

Variable

equilibrium is established. And so with duces
the condenser, when the switch is closed
the current rushes to the other plate, but
due to the inductance it overreaches itself
so to speak and charges the condenser in
the opposite way, only to discharge back
again.
The length of time it takes for each
oscillation of the circuit depends upon the
amount of current in the condenser and
the impedance of the circuit. With an increase in the size or capacity of the condenser it will be clear that it takes a
longer time for the oscillation to take
place.
We know from a previous article

Condensers

ROLLER.

TYPE

~0~
a negative
on the
(Continuedcharge
on page
14) opposite
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TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
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REFLEX

Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS:

SEND

FOR LITERATURE

:|IMM:flrMJ
123 W.Madij-on

Jt.Chicaqo

Crystal Fans Wake Up

53.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. (I Circuit ia especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tke set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c. or with
complete
perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with everyandorder.
Either
easy to build, easy to operate. Everything set
clearlyisshown.
These high quality silk insulated coils are machine
wound on fiber forms. I wind coils to your specifications in lots of 100 or more.
Write for prices.

S. A. TWITCHELL

192S

Western

Ave.

RADIO

Minneapolis,

VISE

"The Vacuum Tube's Only Rival"
Lasts Indefinitely

50c

VML

Ys

Minn.

1008

50c

»" brass band
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA OPERATIVES use the L. D. R. Crystal as detector in
ctnjuncticn with one or more stages of amplification. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded.
FREE.
Tie JajTLTOn M"
bister.
all detectors. Applied in Jiffy. Will make
set loud
and
clear.

Fi.i
ycur

FREE.
Information and hook-up how to receive
475 miles on a crystal.
FREE.
Hovf to amplify your crystal set
FREE.
The Jaynion
One Tube Beflei.
Local
ol loud speaker D. X. on phonc=.
FREE.
SEND
FOB
T7IESE
EIGHT
NOW. ■
Dealers, Wake Gpl
Bone

JAYNXON LABORATORY

57 Dey St.

New

York City

The Handiest Tool for Building Your Own Set
From Your Dealer or Send

-HCHWANPM^

"SENIOR" SET

WONDERFUL!
That one word appears in nearly every one of the hundreds cf letters
written to us by happy owners of

OR" and "JUNIOR"
MICHIGAN "SENI
Regenerative Receivers
They tell us how stations two or three thousand miles away come in
so clear that they can scarcely believe their ears when the announcer
tells his location. How our patented Split Hair Vernier Dial Control
enables them to tune in to almost any station, on which they had made
previous record of dial-positions. How the tone-quality and volume they
get through their Loudspeaker (with the Michigan Semor Receiver)
approaches that of headphone reception on ordinary sets.
Regeneration — or feeding the
output of the detector tube back
into the same tube instead of
into a second tube; gives an enormous increase in the sensitiveness of the detector. This invention by Armstrong made modern
radio telephony what it is.
"Michigan" Receivers are licensed
under Armstrong's U. S. Patent No.
1,113.149
"JUNIOR" SET No.
807,388.and pending letters patent

$2.00 ($2.25 west of Mississippi)
and

We

Will

Send

One

Postoaid

93onney
(forge $ loo of <Wor/is
'7S'r'Sc//iman <$. JKeadoz
v Sis.

&ffen£oiVTi.£a.
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Reinartz Tuner Hook-Up Gets Results

Reception Better with
Less Filament Current

CHANGES

IN REINARTZ

Testing Instrument for
Grounds and Shorts

CIRCUIT

Having trouble with my outfit at first
and having nothing to test with for
grounds or shorts I made a simple testing
set in the following manner: I took an old
dry cell too weak to light the filament
in my peanut tube and wound about
twenty turns of wire around it connecting in series with the cell. I then made
a neatly fitting box with one end open for
the wires to the leads. I laid this on a
flat surface so that it stood in a position
of the length east and west and placed a
pocket compass on the box directly over
the wire.
I found this a COMPASS
first class testing set and

Afterment ofreading
of C. K.tuner
Beebe's
improve-to
the Reinartz
I decided
try a little experimenting myself. To
say that I got results would be putting

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
RE
THE
out at home that would
worked
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
it very mild. I secured the best results
with the arrangement as shown in the
accompanying sketch. The rotary plates
of the condenser should be connected to
the switch lever in order to reduce body
capacity.
The greatest improvement in this hookup is that the filament current in the detector tube can be reduced about 10 or 15
per cent and the reception will be much
louder.
The choke coil in the input side of the
transformer consists of about 150 turns
of No. 26 S.C.C. wire wound on the core
of an old telegraph relay. This tends to
reduce howling which is the result of untuned waves. I find this much superior
to the phone condenser. — C. T. Hanavan,
Little Rock, Ark.

eox.

have a small threaded hole for the little
knob which can be used to fasten the piece
of brass strip which carries the movable
coil. A piece of brass strip bolted to the
end of the square rod keeps the shaft from
pulling out and the knob prevents the
movement the other way. — Ralph Miller,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Crystal Set Tuner

The tuner for this crystal set is wound
spider web style with Number 26 dec.
wire. The insulation is scraped off on one
section as shown. An arm made of a
piece of flat stock about % inch wide and
1% inches long is used for the slider.
A
"^TOSTART
6ROOMDB.P.
'or COIL.

F1?OM BINDING POSTON
AEJftAL B.P
-SLIDEARM TO AERIAL,,
FROM AERIAL TO ^PHONE C0H0ENS
PHONE CONDENSES.

have used. I hear WGY at Schenectady
every night and all local stuff is as loud
as a one bulb set. — John J. Earley, Providence, R. I.

••-EAST

Cat Whiskers

The cat whisker of a crystal set should
not be too long. Two inches of steel violin
E string is about the proper length and
kind. The spring should rest very lightly
on the crystal. If the spring is longer
than two inches external vibration or jarring will cause the spring to change position and jump off the crystal.

PATENT

VJEST— ».

discovered a short in my condensers at
once. I am having very good success with
this outfit using only one peanut tube and
have picked up signals from New York
to
Florida
and Los
Angeles with it. — H. W.
Davis,
Hearst,
Ontario.
Long
distance
stations ordinarily
cannot be heard with a crystal detector set.

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

lockspatented
the coil infeature
place
A
, and
coil
fromprevents
being the
thrown
out of adjustment
once station is tuned

"Business Opportunities"

Vernier for Spider Web Coils

Users of spider web coils will agree
that the finer adjustment the better.
The mounting here described was designed
CRY-STA.L,
with that feature in mind and it is equal
pen clasp
ball is attached
for
to a vernier adjustment, requiring about fountain
32 turns of the knob to move the coil 1 sliding over the wires.
inch.
This 6-inch spider web can be mounted
A little study
of the illustration will flat on a small board by putting a screw
in the center of the coil and a thick
washer under the coil to keep it up from
the board. This little set is very cheap
to build and it is one of the best sets I

$5.00 List
3.50 List

BIG MONEY IN RADIO. Thousands of men
needed in fastest growing industry. Best positions go to men holding Government License in
Radio. Easy to qualify for this at home in spare
time. Write for Free Book on Radio. Describes
bigger opportunities in Radio; tells how you can
easily qualify for them. Address National Radio
Institute. Dept. M-12, 1345 Pennsylvania Ave.
N. W., Washington, D. C.

in. Equipped with a'
dial.
silver brated
finished
caliDealers

write

special

Licensed under TJ. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

for

discounts

ASTORLOID MFG. CO., gS.^'Sf ^:

— WILLARD-

WILLARD
RADIO
COMPANY
Dept. R. D., 291 Broadway,
New York City

"The Best for Less"

REINARTZ

$10.00

=^

If*1

show how the arrangement works, the
parts for which can all be secured from
your Radio dealer or your scrap box. A
slider riding on a length of square brass
rod moves by turning the threaded shaft
which passes through the nut soldered to
the under side of the slider.
Most sliders

r

CRYSTAL
at p p
Unr
Ufi±*iI^l\iJ

DETECTORS
c

New LUt
Attractive

13 Plate
23 Plate
43 Plate

An attractive piece of furniture designed and so constructed to accommodate the Radio set and its entire
equipment. With it you make a neat
installation of Radio in the home.
Its many advantages and moderate
cost make it almost indispensable.

GOLD-GRAIN
Discounts

For sale by first class Radio
Furniture Dealers or write

and

Robbins Woodworking Co.
Dept. C.
LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

,123 W.Madixon.ft.Chicaqo

THE

POST

VERNIER;
VERNIER:
VERNIER;

value,
value,
value,

$5.50
$6.00
$6.50

EVERY

SOLDERING

Platinum Heating Unit — Interchangeable

IRON

Tips — Universal

Current

$2.75

BALL

SWITCH—
value BEARING
75c, specialINDUCTANCE
$0.30
V. T. SOCKETS — Nickeled,
brass sleeve,
composition
EXTRA

base value, $1.00; special at..

SPECIAL— Telephone

sets: $9.00 value:

reduced to

ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
plated, highly polished; $8.00

3000

Ohms

.50

Head.

$3.50

HORN— Nickel
list
$3.75

CIRCUIT

FLEWELLING
2 honeycomb coils. 1
leak, 1 23-plate .0005
20 feet bus bar wire. 1
1 3" dial and tile
Circuit

PART

COMPLETE

_

2-coil mounting, 2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid
leak, 1posis,
grid
oinauig
MFD.
variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat. 1 tube socket, 88 binding
posts,
high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM.
Radio
Digest Booklet
on
Operation
and
Construction
of
„

Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier— Parts complete
BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
Single
Circuit;
value.
65c; special
at
$0.30
Double Circuit; value, 90c: special at
45
MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 Switch Points)...
ARRESTERS
approved by underwriters
THREE-INCH
DIALS— Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special..

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

list, $4.50; price

3.75
4.00
4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted . $0.95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.45

LIGHTNING

Delicate Soldering

EVERY
PART
COMPLETE

swucn 1-13-plate
stops and
1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket. 1 rheostat. 1 23-plate .0005 MFD. variable condenser,
.00025 MFD. variable condenser, 3 inductance switches, 16 switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and
nuts. 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials, 1 variable grid leak, 1 .002 MFD. phone condenser.
23 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM
and complete
instructions
Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier — Parts complete in every detail for this Circuit— $11.00
value,
VARIOCOUPEER — Celeron Condensite
value,
CONDENSERS
Variable;
and Iatz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
value,
3 Plate Variable;
$4.50.
Special
$2.95
$1.05
13 Plate Variable; value, $1.75
$2.50
1.20
23 Plate
$3.50
1.35
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER
43 Plate
Variable;
$4.50
1.85
— Designed for use with W. D. 11 Tubes,

K 5quare rod

fa Threaded rod

CIRCUIT

A BEAUTIFUL

1.45

in every

detail for this Circuit— $11 .00

$11.00

TWO-INCH
DIALS — Same
design — for
stats and
potentiometer: special at
FILAMENT
R H EOSTAT— Condensite
value. $1.10: special at

rheo-

FILAMENT

dial;

value. $1.50;

RHEOSTAT

special at

with

2'/s"

base;

90

TELEPHONE

.30

FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

"SALRITE"
SALRITE

PLUGS

PENCIL

$0.25

70

85
.75

FREE

B>*BK»nslt).=r!!

With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahoganite Rubber, about five inches long.
Equipped with vest pocket clip, 10 extra leads and eraser. Will write like a cliarm and last a lifetime.
Only a limited supply available-rSO raisli your order now.

(Large and Small)

UAL SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Excellency,
N. F Y. ACT
Evening
Mail Radio Institute
ONE- HAL
6^§
From your Dealer, or write

POST

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York
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Characteristics of Some New

Vacuum

Tubes

Part I — Laboratory Tests Show Interesting Facts
By H. J. Marx
the introduction of so many
WITH
new typos of vaccum tubes on the
market, the amateur is at loss in
deciding: which one to use. how to apply
it to his circuit, what special additional
apparatus is necessary, the voltage necessary and what to expect of the tubes.
It is not generally known that the
characteristics of tubes vary considerably
and that this variation is the cause for
the inconsistent
operation of many
cir
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Figure 1
cuits. It is not unusual to find one fan
getting- good results consistently and another cannot even claim efficient reception
of local broadcasts. Many a good circuit and also good receiving set has been
condemned when the blame should have
been placed on the tubes used, or often on
how the fan uses the tube.
This variation in tube efficiency has
made it a difficult matter to judge impartially the relative merits of tubes.
Where unusual curves were discovered,
at least three tubes from average dealer
stock were tested. If the curves were
fairly consistent the average is given. In
case where the variation was considerable
the two with maximum and minimum
values are illustrated.
Amateur Unprotected
Since the space available is limited,
only part of the curves are given, more
will be presented in the next issue and as
new tubes are placed on the market their
curves and descriptions will be given.
Unfortunately, efficiency tests of this kind
do not always receive the approval of
the manufacturer. Of course, by a peculiar combination of circumstances, the
tubes tested may be very poor when compared to any selected by the manufacturer. But doesn't the amateur and fan
take just this same chance when he buys
the tube from the dealer?
The only test that the majority of the
dealers offer is to show that the filament
lights. Going back still further, the
dealer and even the distributor rarely can
be assured of even that test. Yet some
manufacturers stale that defective tubes
should be returned for laboratory test.
Why wait till the purchaser has taken it
home and freed it? Why not show the
operation of the tube to the purchaser
before he takes it home?
Theory of Operation
It isn't sufficient to know that the filament voltage should be so much and that
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and the plate. This blocking action is
increased as the negative charge on the
grid is intensified.
In the actual receiving set, the incoming
Radio frequency currents are alternating,
and their effect is impressed on the grid.
If the grid has a neutral charge — that is
having no positive or negative condition,
it has no effect on the electron flow. This
alternating current, when led to the grid
makes it positive and negative corresponding to the alternations in the antenna current. The effect of this variation on the
electron flow is to vary the milliampere
flow in the plate circuit.
Plate Plow for Given Grid Charge
It is this variation in plate current that
vibrates the diaphragms of the receivers
or loud speaker. Then the greater the
variation in plate flow, the stronger will
be the volume of reception.
Under
actual operation in a receiving
r'
set this variation of grid charge, called
grid potential, is very small. Obviously,
the greater the variation of plate flow for
the least change of grid potential or
charge, the louder will be the reception
from that tube. This helps make it clear
that high plate current is valueless unless accompanied with maximum variation
through grid control.
Where Larg-e Variation Occurs
It will be found that this maximum
plate variation may occur when the grid
is positive, neutral or even negative. The
effect of the alternating current on either
a positively or negatively charged .grid, is
to increase and decrease this charged condition. The initial potential of a grid in
FIL.VIl
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The WD-11 Test
tube ofis WD-n
one of 'the first of
the peanut tubes that was put on quantity
production. Because of the different base
used it requires a special socket or an
adapter for use in a standard socket. A
dry cell is most convenient for lighting
the filament. The usual 6-ohm rheostat
is sufficient for controlling the filament
current.
Figure 3 gives the curves for the
WD-11.
All tests on this tube were conducted
with the filament voltage at 1.1 as recommended by the manufacturers. The filament current consumption was .23 amperes. Curves A, B and C were plotted
with plate potentials of 22%, 45 and 88
volts, respectively.

\

of WD-12
This tube isTest
the same
as the WD-11, but
manufactured with a standard base, thus
eliminating the necessity of a special
Figure 4
socket. As with the previous tube (WD-11)
The filament voltage was then increased no special rheostat is required.
The tests on this tube were conducted
to 6, the amperage then rose to 1.15, with
45 volts on the plate the curve B was under the same conditions as for the
plate. When increased to 67% the curve WD-11. The current consumption was .26
amperes. In Figure 4 the curves A, B and
D was developed.
C were plotted at plate voltages of 22%, 45
and 88, respectively. There is but little
TestoneOf ofC-301-A
This tube is
the low consumers variation
in the characteristic curves of
of battery current. A 20-ohm rheostat is the two tubes, and this is no more than
recommended for use in controlling this will be found in any tubes of the same
tube. No form of biasing battery is nec- type and manufacture.
essary. Except for tubes of this type
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
having unusual curves, potentiometer control helps but little. See/ Figure 2.
A
triode
tube should not take the place
/ plotted at a filaAll three curves were
ment voltage of 5 as recommended by of electric lights for illumination. Burn
as low as you can and still get good
the manufacturers. The current consump- them
tion was found to be .26 amperes.
Curve results.
: pgTcTiAc

Range, Volume, Portability
With a Single Tube!

\ NEGATIVE POTCWTIAV-.

Figure 3

an actual receiving set can be adjusted
for the best point of grid efficiency for
the particular tube used. This is what
a potentiometer is used for, or as is often
the case, a C or biasing battery is inserted
to give the required initial charge.
Knowing all the details of the tube —
then the amateur can adjust his set so
the tube will do its best.
In judging a tube, determine the maximum variation for a change of one or
two volts grid potential. The potential
at which this change is greatest naturally
is the best operating point. A quicker determination of efficiency is to discover
which tube has the steepest grid potential
— plate current curve.
Test of a UV-201
The manufacturers of the UV-201 tube
are replacing it with the UV-201A because
of the decreased current consumption of
the latter. This tube uses the familiar
form of 6-ohm rheostat. It is used chiefly
as an amplifier tube and lacks sensitivity
for use as a good detector.
In Figure 1 the curve A is taken at a

TUBES TESTED

Any receiving set is vastly
5*
improved
byErlaa transformers, covering
waveband
of- 200 to 800 meters. Types
p*ABI,
2. 3. $4. Reflex, $5

Erla Bezels,
in I * and
I \<9
sizes,
are finished
in polished nickel or dull black
enamel. Telescoping rim fits
any H* to#* panel. List, 20c

We test your tubes and furnish curves
with our recommendations

One Dollar Each

-— >*»

Dealers
Figure 2
the tube only consumes so many amperes.
Some manufacturers state that the plate
current is so many milliamperes. As can
be seen later, a tube may have a plate
flow of 10 milliamperes, another only 5,
yet the second not only may save B batteries, but at the same time give considerably more volume.
In order to describe the method of judging the performance of vacuum tubes it
will be necessary to refer back to the
theory of grid control.
Most fans know that the electrons flow
from the filament to the plate and that the
grid is the "traffic cop" that controls the
passage of these electrons. When the grid
becomes positively charged, it helps pull
the electrons from the filament to the
plate — the greater this positive charge the
more is the assistance rendered. When
the negative side of the battery is connected to the grid — then the grid becomes
negative in charge and starts holding up
the amount of traffic between the filament

nt v.i

A gives values at 22% volts plate battery,
B at 45 and C at 88 volts.

s

d

/

fllament voltage of 5, current consumption
1.0 ampere and 45 volts plate potential.
Curve C was developed with 67% volts
plate potential.

write
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Dearborn

Street,

CO.

CHICAGO

Erla fixed condensers reveal
markedly superior accuracy,
being exactly calibrated and
individually tested. Made in
eleven sizes, 35c to $1 each

Electric Soldering Iron
Erla sockets are unmatched
in beauty of finish and excellence of workmanship. All
parts ished
triply
Radion nickeled.
base. List,Pol$1

A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

-

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts

Dealers and Jobbers: Erla
leadership in research and
quality manufacturing spell
increasing opportunity for
Erla dealers. Rapid turnover
and liberal discounts yield
healthy, substantial
profit

Erla Keflex Transformers
Assure This Result
Vacation time holds new and untold pleasure, when
you tune in with Duo-Reflex, the most powerful
single-tube circuit ever built.
Through a loud speaker, it brings in all but the
most distant stations; and with headphones it
ranges from coast to coast. Its light weight, less
than fifty pounds, with dry cells, makes it ideal for
camping trips or week-end tours.
Interference and static disturbance are conspicuously absent. Even in hottest weather, clear and
perfect reception is assured.
Responsible for the amazing efficiency of this circuit, and the secret of its power, is the Erla radio
frequency reflex transformer. Overcoming completely the high capacitance of domestic vacuum
tubes, and with lowest inherent capacitance, it provides maximum amplification without distortion.
Everybody can afford Duo-Reflex! Because of simplest construction, it costs considerably less to build
than other circuitsof comparable range and volume.
Your dealer will gladly present you with a copy of
our Bulletin No. 13, giving diagrams and precautionary notes covering its assembly. Or write us direct.
Electrical Research Laboratories
Dept.A
2515 Michigan Ave.,Chicago

June 2, 1923
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FOUR-CIRCUIT
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THIS four-circuit is one of the popular ones at the present time. It has
exceptionally good selective qualities
although the volume is not as good as derived from many of the circuits. Audio
frequency amplification can be added in
the usual manner following the standard
hook-ups.
Care should be taken in constructing the
tuning units.
Radio frequency amplification has not
been tried out very successfully on this
circuit so no data is available. Its good
selective properties help make it a long
distance receiver provided sufficient audio
frequency amplification is added.
The apparatus indicated by numbers in
the hook-up diagram can be identified in
the detailed list that follows:
1. — This is the tuning unit consisting of
three sets of windings on a tube 3%
inches in diameter and 5% inches long.
"Winding
No. 1 consists of 65 turns of

No. IS S.C.C. wound in a single layer about
3 inches long. Then leave a space of %
inch and start the winding No. lb, which
has 34 turns of No. 18 S.C.C. This winding
will be just a little over 1% inches long,
leaving about tV inch at each end of the
tube uncovered. Winding No. la consists
of a single turn over the winding No. lb
and can be made with the wire used for
leads in connecting the antenna post to
the coil No. 2.
2. — This is a winding on a separate tube
3% inches in diameter and 1% inches
long, and is not inductively coupled to the
other tuning unit. It consists of 43 turns,
double bank wound and tapped at the beginning, the 7th, 13th, 21st, 31st and 43rd
turns.
3 and 4. — "Variable condensers of .0005
mfd. capacity with vernier plates.
5. — Grid condenser, .00025 mfd. capacity.
6. — Grid Leak, 1.5 megohms resistance.
7. — Rheostat, vernier preferred.
8. — Vacuum Tube, soft.

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

capacity increases. In the latter connection is the same as increasing the distance between the plates with a decrease
(Continued from page 11)
in
capacity.
When unlike condensers are
plate by attraction and repels the positive connected in series
must make use of
charge that was formerly combined with a formula similar towethat
used for unlike
the negative to give equilibrium. This is resistances in parallel, namely:
shown by the positive sign and the arrow.
1
When the original positive charge attracted the negative it repelled an equal
1111
positive charge and to all intents and
— +— +— H
etc.
purposes the repelled charge acts the
Ci C2 C3 C4
same as if the original charge was allowed
Fixed condensers, or those in which the
to flow without a condenser being inserted
capacity is not variable, take many forms
in the circuit.
But it must be remembered that this and for best operation care should be exercised in selecting condensers. There
repulsion flow takes place only while the
left plate is charging, hence with direct are on the market a host of paper wrapped
current the repulsed flow would only be condensers, that is, made by wrapping tinfoil and paraffine paper around a strip of
an instantaneous surge on the closing of
the circuit and no more current would fiber. These should never be used where
the
capacity is at all important. The
flow. However, with Radio frequency current with their high frequencies the reason for this is that when a charge is
plate is being charged thousands of times impressed upon the plates of the condenser they have a tendency to attract
a second and the current flow is practhey
tically constant and the Radio frequency each other and if loosely wrapped
current passes freely through the condenser.
Capacity Action
The capacity of the condenser enters
into the problem in that with a larger
capacity more current flows at audio frequencies therefore the capacity should be
made of such a size as to pass the Radio
frequency currents readily but too small
to pass an appreciable amount at audio
or lower frequencies
CONDENSERS, Plain
It is often desirable to connect several
3 plate vernier
$0.40
condensers in such a manner as to build
13 plate condenser
85
23 plate condenser
1.10
up
a
given
capacity.
"When
condensers
43 plate condenser
1.55
are connected in parallel or multiple the
resulting capacity is the sum of the individual capacities. When equal capacities
CONDENSERS, Vernier
are connected in series the resultant ca13 plate with vernier
$2.50
pacity is equal to the capacity of one
23 plate with vernier
3.00
condenser divided by the number of con43 plate with vernier
3.50
densers in series. In the first case a
2200 Ohm super phones
3.25
parallel connection is equivalent to inKardon $5 Audio Transf
2.95
creasing the area of the plates so the
Acme Audio or Radio
4.00

PRICES SLASHED !!
SUMMER SALE

W. T. 501 DETECTOR TUBE, $1.69
"The Tube that cannot squeal." Uses less than ^
amp... 4-6 volts. 16-22% plate voltage. Never before have you been able to purchase tubes at this
price.
Sockets for WT-501
$0.39
Adapters for Standard Socket for WT-501
72
list Price
Our Price
$9.00 — Cunningham 301-A Tube {V± Amp.) .. .$5.70
9.00— TJV-201-A Tube <% Amp.)
5.75
5.00— UV-200 Tube
4 55
6.50— TJV-199 Tube (A Amp.)
590
1.00 — Socket for UV-199
72
1.50— Adapter for V. T. Socket for UV-i99.i 1.19

ATWATER

KENT SPECIALS 25%

OFF

$8.00 — Variometers
and Variocouplers
4.50 — Audio Frequency Transformer
5.00- Radio Frequency Transformer
1.25— Rheostat
1.00— WL-11 Socket
11.00 — Mounted Variometer
6.00 — DeteuiOT Unit
13.00 — Detector and One Step
16.50 — Detector and Two Step
14.00— Two Step Amplifier
10.00 — One Step Amplifier
13.00 — Mounted
Variocoupler
13.00— Coupled
Circuit Tuner
Everything guaranteed as firsts. We pay the
age. Money orders or checks accepted.

RADIO

854 West

SUPPLY

Stiegrel Street,

$5.85
2.98
3.85
98
69
7.65
4.50
9.95
12.25
10.85
7.98
9 95
9.95
post-

STORES
Manheim.

Thordarson
Audio
3.00
Exoell Radio Freq., $4.50
2.75
600 meter Variometer
2.75
180° Variocoupler,
$5.00
2.00
7x10 H. R. Panel
75
Freshman
Var. Leak & Con.
(New Panel
mounting type)
75
Freshman Variable Leak
60
Airex Variable Leak and Airei Mica Condenser
35
Airei Var. Leak only....
25
Standard V. T. Sockets
35
Round
Telephone
plugs
50
Switch Levers, tapered
25
Amateur Radio Call Rook
85
Electric Soldering Iron
3.75
Rheostats
35
W. D. 11 Bakelite sockets
35
$5.00 6 volt Detector tube
2.50
New price list just off the press, sent upon request.
All orders must include postage.
No C O. D.

Mail order division

ECONOMY RADIO CO.
132

Pa.

Dept. D

Nassau

St.,

New

York,

N.

Y.

move closer together thus changing the
capacity. The better way is to use a condenser in which the conducting plates are
rigidly held and cannot move. For that
reason a condenser using mica or glass
is to be preferred, but highest efficiency
is obtained with a condenser using air
as the dielectric.
Variable Condensers
There are a number of forms of variable condensers. All possess some advantages and some disadvantages. The
most common type is tljat made with
interleaving plates, the variation of capacity being obtained by varying the area of
the interleaving plates. When purchasing
a variable condenser it is always advisable to buy one made by a reliable house
for many of the cheap condensers on the
market are but a source of annoyance
from plates sagging and shorting or poor
contact at the pivots. A vernier attachment on variable condensers is advisable
for close tuning.
A much similar type not used to any
great extent now has two tubes sliding
into each other, a contact being made to
each tube. This condenser is limited in
capacity and for that reason is suitable
only for vernier work.
The book type of condenser acts to vary
the capacity by bringing the plates close
together or spreading them by means of
a cam. This type is rugged and efficient
but is rather critical near its maximum
capacity. This is no disadvantage, however, for it can be overcome by using
more inductance as we shall see in the
treatment of inductances.
A novel form of variable is now being
marketed in which a metal ribbon is
wound from a metal drum onto another
metal drum covered with a thin insulator.
Condensers have changed but little in de-

sign since"
early
of Radio
raphy andthe
it is
not days
unlikely
that telegsome
ingenious radiophan will devise a simpler
instrument for the purpose and eliminate
many of the evils of the present day
condensers.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Eliminating Body Capacity
I have eliminated the body capacity effect on my set in tuning by using an
8-inch length of a celluloid knitting needle

placed in a 5/32-inch hole drilled in the
knob of my dials in the manner illustrated. It is easy to turn the knob in
this manner and there is no body capacity.
— John L. Sobey, Highland Park, 111.

Mounting

Vacuum

Tubes

Be sure to mount all vacuum tubes upright. Filament wires stretch when heated
and if bulbs are mounted horizontal, that
is parallel to the base of the set, the
wires may sag and short-circuit against
the grid.

WeWillflailYouOne

10c
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RADIO CRYSTAL

Flewellin<r, Reinartz, Super-Regenerative
and other diagrams will be brought to you
immediately in our new 32-page booklet. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.
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Questions and Answers
Higher Wave lengths
(3S16) J.G.. Ft. Smith. Ark.
In Il(shown
a hook-up
enclosed
Find
With
invention
own
lustration) ot my
staninety-live
over
heard
I have
which
Cuba,
Havana,
From
lls broadcast
Angeles,
Los
and
Washington,
erett
the following quesPlease answer
Calif.
How can I raise
tions concerning same.
900
to about
250
from
length
the wave
It is now from 150 to 4S5 meters.
meters?
A. — Noting sketch we are advising that
should have a higher than
circuit shown
tour hundred and eighty-five meters wave
in
length since it has three inductances
condenser
capacity
a high
and
series

Would one stage of amplification help
bring in distant stations when using head
phones or what could I use for increasing
signal
strength?
A. — It is indicated that fone condenser
is short circuited in that you experience
action cited.
Shielding of panel and grounding shield
is the only method of eliminating body
capacity effect. This consists of lining
panel with tinfoil and grounding same.
This decreases the efficiency of §et to
some extent.
Your present coil in the circuit should
tune under two hundred meters, which
would enable you to receive code signals
as desired.
Amplification, as suggested, would increase signal strength of distant stations
and is desirable.

XS-6*
(2574) AS., Oak Park, 111.
Kindly publish in your Question and
Answer Column the values of oil variable
and fixed condensers shown In your diagram RD-65, page 14, December 9th, 1922.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to RD-65 in December 9 issue of
Radio Digest will advise that the antenna
series condenser is .001 mfd, primary parallel is .0005 mfd. The two fixed condensers are of .0005 mfd. All others are
marked on diagram in question.

|Ql<V3fcl&l

We would advise the use of standard
volt tubes
best
results.as WD-ll's are not suitable

RD-78
(3305) AHF, Boston, Mass.
I would appreciate very much the fol.018
lowing infromation regarding RD-78.
(The
simple
form
of three-tube
reflex.)
What is the wave length of such on
across one of them. All that is necessary
hook-up? Is it selective? Is it advisable
is the addition of a thirty-five turn honeyto shield the set and just what parts
comb coil or an equal inductance in the
have to be shielded? In shielding, are
antenna circuit.
the loop terminals soldered on to the
copper shield or just what is done?
If a 2-foot loop is used how should it
Ultra-Belnartz
be made? If a 4-foot loop is used how
(3321) W.F.M., Chicago, 111.
should it be made?
Is there any adI have made the tuning unit for Ultra
vantage in using an outdoor antenna?
Reinartz Receiver, as shown in Radio DiWould
a
14-tap
variocoupler
be suitgest, March 24, and wish to use same on
able for the additional tuning element,
detector only. Can you give me the hookand if same is used is it necessary to cut
up for this set? Is it necessary to mount
the coil of 42 turns?
all instruments on panel as shown in
Is it best to use all three tubes alike
March 31 number? Could they be mountand which tube manufactured today is
ed any way convenient or is there a definite location for each part? When I tin the best. Would WD-ll's using a special type
of transformer adapted to it be all right?
taps on coils I cannot avoid burning the
Should the audio transformers have
cotton insulation. This spoils the appearthe same ratio in each? Should the
ance of the coil, and would like to know if
I could use anything to color these parts Radio transformers have the same ratio
in each? No grid leak is shown. I take
without
injury to insulation.
it for granted that a grid leak fixed or
A. — Answering your inquiry with referstationary is not necessary. What disence to Ultra Reinartz circuit appearing
tance could be covered under ordinary
in Radio Digest, we are advising that it
conditions?
Will it work a loud speaker
cannot he used with less than one stage of
as satisfactory as a regular two-stage
amplification, and we could not furnish
diagram requested.
audio?
Apparatus may be mounted in any convenient way according to personal taste.
For better appearance of the coil scrape
the burnt part off. Orange shellac should
Direct
From
Manucover the effect. With care you should be
facturer to Consumer
able to make the coil look very well.
Save the Difference

SPECIAL

Audio frequency transformer should
have a ratio of three or four to one.
Radio frequency transformers should
each have the same ratio and should be
shielded. No grid leak is necessary. The
range approximates fifteen hundred miles.
Loud speaker may be used effectively.
Fixed type of crystal detector or the
new Diode tube may be used.

(2298) J. B., Minnesota City, Minn.
I am building a 180 degree variocoupler.
The primary winding space is 2 inches
long on a tube 4 inches in diameter. I
want the instrument to respond to wave
lengths from 180 up to 550 meters without
a variable condenser. How many turns
of wire must be used on the primary and
secondary and what size?

Why

does my set go dead after connecting on a phone condenser? What can
do to eliminate
body
interference?
Would it be possible to connect a second Reinartz spider web coil for long
distance code work?
I

Ritter Loop Assembled.
mail 10c extra.

Nothing

232 Canal St., near Centre

New

York

BEcnrnK.
(Patent Fending)
OINT DETECTOR
A SyntheticMULTIP
CRYSTAL
sensitive over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio experts and press. Sold
in Sealed Packages
only.
Join t»e ever increasing
Busonite fans.
Price mounted, Sensitiveness guaranteed . . ,

RUSONITE

50c
CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super OC
Sensitive
fcOC
Order from your dealer or direct from U9.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row. N. Y.

2-VoIt WUIard Charged.
2-Volt WUIard Dry

. .$7.50
6.50

These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.
In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better
prices on larger quantity)
Specify dry or charged when ordering.

Ctk(^oRafJk>AppaTatusCo.

_____
Best By

Laboratory tests prove
the Fil-Ko-Stat to have
a fine adjustment area
(which means ability to
control filament heat
and
electronic flow)

Test—

eighteen times greater
than that of the wire
rheostat and
several
times

that of the

next

best filament control.

further
division

With the Fil-Ko-Stat you
bring in the weak stations strong and clear.

possible.
is im-

DECLYNE

Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted for use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new,
anteed.size 4x5Kx7 inches — Chi-Rad guar-

Q%

Speaker

^^ ^^Mfg. ooirj.
Spirola
Co., postpaid
Box 70, <C.O.D.).
Ann Arbor, Mich.

m e n t Resis.so
chip.
tance elev i d e d
finely di-

15 Park Row
Room 1324
NEW YORK CITY
Dept. B. D.
Barclay 1753

fcrW.D.ll tubes

O^vcQkV^Loud

famous tuned Bhamstine unit built-in.
True cabinet type, beautiful mahogany
Great
volume,
tone.
Guaranteed.
_|_C finish.
— — '-^IMPROVED—
LARGER
Complete
with superb
(in
C(\

to

Price— $5.00

By

CORP.

in the plate circuit

capacity between .00025 and .0006.
A variometer produces regeneration by
virtue of resonance established between
the plate and grid circuits, causing some
of the variation in plate voltage in the
plate circuit to be transferred back to
grid circuit whereby a greater variation
in the potential of the grid produces a
greater variation in the voltage of the
plate circuit.

No Discs
To Break

RITTER LOOP AERIAL $1

RADIO

does a variable

TUBES

Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.
Send Money Order

All parts supplied; can be
assembled in 10 minutes.
We guarantee that the
Ritter Loop will eliminate
lightning troubles. Reduces static, interference
and noises from your
neighbors'
regenerative
sets.
Come and
see the

How

produce regeneration?
A. — Answering your inquiries with reference to winding of variocoupler would
advise you that fifty turns of number
twenty-two C.C. wire on primary, and
thirty-six of number twenty-six on tho
secondary will be sufficient for wavelengths from one hundred and eighty to
five hundred and fifty meters.
It is not necessary to employ an extra
B battery for each stage of impedance
coupled Radio frequency amplification.
Would refer you to page 14 of November
18 issue for the diagram of this circuit.
In this case a variable grid condenser is
not of particular advantage. Usually the
tube is not critical and will function with*
out noticeable difference with any grid

Especially U. V. lWs
and all dry cell tubes,
because it is the only
instrument permitting
accurate and superfine
adjustment necessary at
critical operating point.

HORN
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment; Complete. Heioht 24
inches.
Colors, Black, Mahogany and Olive Green.

EMIL

Is it necessary to add an extra B battery for each stage of impedance-coupled
It. F. amplification? If not give me at
hook-up using one stage of amplification.
vantage?
Is a variable grid condenser an ad-

IDEAL CONTROL

ALL

LOUD
SPEAKER
GENUINE
WOOD
FIBRE

Circuit

(2541) W.P.S., Endicott, N. Y
Will you kindly answer the following
questions relative to the Reinartz circuit?

RITTER

six
for

180° Variocoupler

—,oiz11— &nji.i.M.
9

Reinartz

If a crystal (galena) is used of the
fixed type for rectification I take it for
granted that it can be permanently adjusted.
A. — The wave-length accomplished by
circuit in question is from two hundred
to six hundred meters. It is a selective
circuit. Panel should be shielded by lining back with tin foil and grounding
shield for elimination of body capacity
effect.
No
other
shielding
is required.
A 2-foot loop is rather small. We would
advise using a 3-foot square frame with
ten turns of wire spaced %-inch apart,
if a 4-foot loop is used eight turns are
sufficient. An out-of-door antenna will
afford much greater range and volume.
The variocoupler suggested would be
necessary if an out-of-door antenna, but
used.
would be of no advantage if loop were

ueaters
fyentokte

The Fil-Ko-Stat will increase your set's
range. It will permit you to select other
stations on similar wave lengths, tune one
in and the other out with a slight turn of
the knob without otherwise changing any
of the tuning units. It is non-microphonic
and operates silently.
The Fil-Ko-Stat is not an adaptation of
old methods, of current control. It is distinctly designed to utilize the great tuning
possibilities of the vacuum tube. It regulates filament heat and gives absolute control of electronic flow, permitting the finest
tuning possible.
The Fil-Ko-Stat's perfect and gradual increase of filament heat insures longer life
to your tubes.
Replace your present so-called Filament Controls and rheostats with the new Fil-Ko-Stat
and improve your set. Occupies little space on
panel. No redrilling necessary.

A4kontrol tar_gp»^fl3&
he filament
^

of
of Jn
jm finite
finite adjustment
adjustment

Hl'KQ'STAF
GUARANTEED
by the maker that it will
be
replaced
if broken
within one year.

JNSTBAJMBfftiD
Makers

Say "FIL-KO-STAT" to your dealer today
If he has none in stock, send Us name and your remittance direct to
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KSD OFFERS OPEN
AIR LIGHT OPERAS
TWICE -WEEKLY
CONCERT FROM ST. LOUIS
Talented Principals, Musicians and
Huge Chorus
Present Masterpieces of Great Composers
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Twice-weekly
broadcasts of light opera, to be continued through most of the summer
season, are being sent out by Station
KSD from the huge municipal open
air theater at Forest Park, this city.
which are fre wprk
of the most talented composers, are
being presented on a scale never before attempted. The principals are
highly capable and critics have
agreed the immense chorus of one
hundred voices is exceptionally well
trained. An orchestra of eighty musicians, some of them members of the
famed St. Louis symphony orchestra,
furnishes the accompaniment. The
open air theater has a seating capacity
of 10,000.
Monday and Friday night of each
week has been chosen for the broadcasts. In the event of unfavorable
conditions, . however, the selections
will be broadcast on Thursday or Sunday evening.
Beginning June 11 the program that
has been scheduled will be as follows:
(Continued on page 2)

CYCLONE WIPES OUT
HOMES; CALL FOR AID
first
the used
Forbeen
time WORTH
in Texas
TEX. —has
, Radio
FORT
to appeal for aid for disaster victims. On a stormy night recently a cyclone struck Colorado, Texas. Word was
sent to WBAP, Fort Worth, that $50,000
was needed
relieve
"WBAP
e tosufferi
d the to
relaye
messag
the ng.
nation
and
within a day contributions to care for
the victims of the storm were pouring in.

WLW, Class B Now,
Bans Canned Tunes
Re-rating
of Cincinnati
Plant
Brings Many Changes
CINCINNATI, O— WLW is now a Class
B broadcasting station. Many changes in
the studio and operating room, combined
with the installation of a 500-watt transmitter, have resulted in WLW being given
the new rating. Of the approximately 600
Radio broadcasting sets in operation, less
than two score are included in the B class.
At the recent Radio conference in Washington a 309 meter wave was allocated to
WLW, and the change from 360 meters
was made several weeks ago by engineers
in charge of the Crosley Manufacturing
Company station.
Placing of Station WLW in Class B necessitated radical changes in the day concerts. No more "canned" music will be
broadcast.

MAN 'SIS
FINREVENCNTHIO
BIG WAR AD)
Manless Plane Successful
French
Gives
(By

Air Under Secretary
Official Okeh— -War
Use Visualized
Correspondent)
Pierre
Dovchenne,

Special
PARIS, FRANCE.— Radio has
mastered
the air, flying a pilotless plane from takeoff to landing! A recent experiment conducted at Villesauvage Aerodrome, near
here, proved a complete success. Among
the spectators was M. Laurent Eynac,
Under Secretary of the Air.
What movements of the airplane were
not Radio-controlled, "were automatically
self -adjusted by gyroscopes and other mechanical stabilizers. It is reported that
the Radio-control devices resemble in principle those used aboard the Battleship
Iowa, recently sunk in the U. S. Navy
maneuvers off Panama Bay.
(Continued on page 5)
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GIVE PARTS FOR COUPONS AND REMITTANCE

Special Offer to Benefit Regular Readers
— Many
More
Standard
Parts
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This Special Re-ward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.
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■ Save Me — I Am Valuable 1
As was announced last issue, we inaugurated aSpecial Reward Offer for the
benefit of you regular readers of the paper
who have shown such splendid support
and interest in the growth of the Digest.
With this offer you are given the opportunity of securing desirable standard apparatus at a decided saving by simply clipping the coupons which appear on this
page each week in the Digest and sending
them to us accompanied by the necessary
small remittance. As you will note below
many kinds of parts and apparatus dear
to the heart of every Radiophan have been
included in this special offer.
With this the second week of the special
offer many new items have been added to
the list.
Rules
to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must he numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number
of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow :

Class A Articles

For two eonsecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohru
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-t'p Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .0C"2 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery. \*k volts; Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005. .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance.

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
cents (§0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control : 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack ; 1 Federal Double Circuit .Tack :
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug: 1 Martin-Copelaad
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter:
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin -Copelan.i
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCoi>eland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak: Walnart Inductance Switch: Electrad Grid
Leak (with clip mountings) : Dubilier Micadons Type
600 (.0001, .00025, .0005. .001, .002. .0025. .003. .004.
or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610 (.001, .002,
.0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons
Type 601 (.006 mfd.): Dubilier By-Laws Condenser (.1.
.25. or 5 mfd.); Premier Universal Tube Socket: Premier
Radio Dial (3/16. Vt. or 5/16 inch black or white face) ;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Open Circuit; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring: Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three Spring:
Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points.

Class C Articles

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE

NOTE

Monday

BELOW

Tuesday

Mel.

Station and City

440

CFCA, Toronto. Ont
CFCN, Calgarv, Alta

400
430

KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco Calif.
KF1, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Aneeles. Calif. . . .
KSD, St. Louis. Mo
KYW, Chicago. Ill
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass ....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
W DA J, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago. IU
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WEAF, New York N. Y
WFA A, Dallas. Tex
WFL Philadelphia. Pa. . . .
WGI, Medford. Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo N. Y .
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y. .
WHA, Madison. Wis .
WHAS, Louisville. Ky...
WHAZ, Trov N. Y..
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland. 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y
WJZ, New York. N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan P. R
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn
WLW, Cincinnati. 0
WMAQ, Chicago 111..
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio Texas
WOC, Davenport. la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson Citv Mo..
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich

360
360
469
509
423

4112

395
546
435
345
400
476
411
517
337
476
360
390
395
360
395
429
319
380
411
360
400
380
509
360
405
390

0:00- 7:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
-•92
8:00-12:30
7:00- 8:30
5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
5:305:308:304:30-

9:00
8:00
9:30
5:00

9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
'5:
7:009:006
00-5:3
8:00- 9:30
4:00- 5:30

455

5:30- 9:30

417
448
360
360

6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00

400

8:00- 9:30

509
500
484
441
405
429

7:00- 8:30
5:50-10:00
5:15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00

360
517

DIG
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INSTRUCTIONS)

Wednesday

6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00 11:30-12:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

ESI

5:00- 9:00

Thursday

6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

Saturday

6:00- 7*0 5:45- 6:45
11:30-12:30
6:00- 9:00 3*0- 4:30
6:30- 7:30
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10*0
9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 10:00- 1:00
10:00-12*0
9:00- 2*0
9:00-10:00
'9:30-10:30 8:45-12:00 10:00-12*0
8:45-12:00
8:00-12:30 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00 7:00- 8:30 6:00- 7:00
7*0- 8:40 8*0-10:30
6:00- 7:00

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
S:4.t-1L':00 8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8*0-10:00 8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30
9:00- 9:30 7:00- 8:30 5:457:40
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
930:-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:36
7:00- 7:20 350- 450
8:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:004:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10*0 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:0
1:0
0
06:001:00
6:00- 1*0 11:456:001:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
1:00
7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00
10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2*0
10:002:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00
6:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00 6:00- 1.00 5:305:-308:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00
950-10:30
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12*0 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
7*0-10:00
850-12:00
5:30- 6:30
4:305*0
9:30
6:308:30
4:30- 5:00 4:3000-' 7:30
850-10:00
8*0
7:30- 9:00 '7:
5:157:309:00
8:30-10*0 8:30-10*0
'5*6-' 5:30 9:30-10:30 7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
3:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
12*0-1:00
6:008:00
6:00- 8*0
6:45-11:00
6:30- 7:30
6:45- 9:00
9:00
7:00- 8:00
'5:'00-~5':30
'7*6- "8:45 6:457:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:00
7:309:00
7:309:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9*0
8*0-10:00
8*0-10*0
7:00- 8:45
8*0-10*0
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
55
5:
5:005:30
00
0
5:00-10*0 5:00- 5:30
8:10-10:00
7:15- 9:30
6:30- 8:30
5:309:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 6:30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00 '7:00-' 9*0
6:30-10:30 6:30- 8:00
5:30-1050
650-10:30
7:30- 8:30
6:30-10:30
9:00-11*0
9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00 7*0-10*0 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12*0 8:00- 950
8:00-12*0
9:30-1050
9:30-10:30
10:00-11*0 7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
7*0- 9:00
5:50- 8:10
7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 7.00-10*0 5:15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12*0 10:45-12:00 10 4^12 00 7 30- 9:00
8:007:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:45
9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30-11:00
650- 750
9:00- 1:00

Instructions for Use. — Alt the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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Looking Ahead
Marx Tells What's Wrong and Right about Tubes next issue, concluding his series.
"Don't blame the set for all its ills, but blame whoever sells you untested
tubes," says he.
First Steps for Radio Beginners, by Thomas

W.

Benson, will tell you

next week

how to tune a tuner properly. The title of Chapter IV, "Tuners and How to
Tune Your Set," is self-explanatory. A lot of beginners need to read this
tuning
treatise.
Flewelling Answers
see page 9 this week
edited by E. T. Flewelling,
regularly.
Send your "flivver" super puzzle to him.

will appear

Built That Portable Set Yet? If you haven't, R.D.-85 is a good portable receiver
hook-up that you should know.
See it next issue.
like
Read
about
it on
A Flewelling
Variation — Something
different
you
may
page

1 2 next week.

Part III of the Broadcaster's Telephone Book — accurate as always — with state-city
index, is due to appear in the June 16 number. Keep your "Telephone Book"
up-to-date and complete.
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TRANSMIT WAVES IN
"FLASHLIGHT" BEAM
REPORT
IMPORTANT
WAY
TO
CUT INTERFERENCE
Forty

Vertical
Frame

Wires

in

Parabola

Serve
as "Mirror"
Reflector

"WASHINGTON. — F. W. Dunmore and T".
H. En^el, Radio experts of the Bureau of
Standards, state that for point-to-point
Radio communication there are two important ways of reducing interference;
that is, to direct the waves radiated from
the transmitting- stations in a narrow
beam toward the receiving- station, and
to use short wave lengths which are not
at present employed.
Experiments have recently been conducted at the Bureau of Standards on
transmitting apparatus, employing electron tubes, which transmits a directed
beam of Radio waves, and employs waves
as short as ten meters. This system offers
substantial relief from interference difficulties, and also has the military applications. The apparatus has been used for
communication by both Radiotelegraph y
and Radiotelephony.
U3e
Wire
Reflector
In the experiments, a reflector used consisting of short parallel vertical wires
arranged on a frame shaped like a parabola. This reflector acts much as an ordinary mirror for light waves. The Radio waves are in fact, the same kind of
waves as light waves but of considerably
longer length. Forty vertical wires were
used and
the was
generating
-with
its
small
antenna
placed set
at the
focus
of the parabola. Each wire was tuned
separately to 10 meters by adjusting its
length. It was found that about 75 per
cent of the radiated energy could be confined within an angle of about 75 degrees.
This apparatus is described in Scientific
Faper No. 469 of the Bureau of Standards
entitled "Directive Radio Transmission on
a "Wave Length of Ten Meters,"' copies of
which may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C, for
ten cents.

Dreams of Radio
Joy for Convicts
Would Prisoners
Be
"Missing
Link" World,
Between
and Outside
Welfare Worker Believes
NEW YORK. — Radio bids fair to become
the latest and most important step in
prison reform if the dream of Mrs. Maud
Ballington Booth, famous leader of the
Volunteers of America, is realized.
The much deplored missing link between
the long term convict and the outside
world would be admirably provided with
installation of Radio equipment in every
prison in the country, Mrs. Booth said in
outlining her plan recently.
Changing Attitude
Society's changing attitude toward those
convicted of offending it, is beginning to
concede that prisons should be more corrective than penal institutions, Mrs. Booth
believes. Instead of the single purpose of
punishing the criminal, the new viewpoint
calls forments."'treatment
she asserts. of
Thehis
new"mental
ideal isailto
return a prisoner to liberty in the community morally reborn at the expiration
of his sentence.
Mrs. Booth said Radio has been tried
successfully in three prisons so far to her
knowledge. These institutions were the
Illinois state prison at Joliet, the Bannemora prison and the Allegheny county jail
at Pittsburgh, Pa.

WMAQ Receives Aid of WJAZ
During Removal to La Salle
CHICAGO. — WMAQ. Daily News — Fair
Store plant here is now using the equipment
of WJAZ. Zemth-Edgewater Beach Hotel station, by courtesy of the latter. The arrangement will he continued throughout the mouth
of June while WMAQ's equipment is removed
to the Hotel La Salle. During the removal
afternoon
programs will be discontinued.

KSD LIGHT OPERA

ON

(Continued from page 1)
June 11. "The Fencing Master", by De
Koven: June 18, "The Prince of Pilsen",
Luders: June 25, "The Bat", Strauss; July
2, "Sweethearts", Herbert; July 9, "The
Gypsy Baron", Strauss; July 16, "The
Merry Widow". Lehar; July 23, "Gypsy
Love"', Lehar, and July 30, "Springmaid ',
Reinhardt.
Two operas, "Naughty Marietta", by
Herbert,
and broadcast.
"Wang", by Morse, have
already been
Seward, Alaska, is conducting a rapidfire campaign to raise funds for a municipal Radio outfit.
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EDEN MAPMAKERS
TAKE SETCON TRIP
TO
ARLINGTON
CORRECT
Third

TICK
TIME

OFF

Expedition to Land of Adam
and Eve Recognizes Value of
Airwaves as Guide

DIGEST

ASKS DIVORCE; RADIO
NAMED "LOVE CHIEF"

JAZZ FALLS BEFORE
EDUCATION AT KFDB

was
Radio
ent set
— Hisspond
YORK
by Mrs.
as. co-re
NEWnamed
Emma E. Mapother recently in a
separation suit against George Mapother. wholesale druggist. Mrs. Mapother
declared Mapother insisted on sitting
ip most of the night listening in on conInlwhat-ofnot,
.
eling
Quarrng
night keepi
the and
theand rest
aw.ikecerts

tinued —broadc
asting
has FRANC
disconISCO.
enn KFDB
Statio
SAN
tertainment and reversed to the
former policy
of ional
puttingnature
on theonly.
ailmatter
of educat
Under this arrangement the station
gs and afoperates only during mornin
ternoons, the evening hours having
been abandoned for the present.

PEKING, CHINA. — Arlington. Station
XAA. will tick off the time for the mapmakers in the Garden of Eden or in what
many scientists believe is the original
scene of the apple episode.
The third Asiatic expedition is today
on its way over the Gobi desert, bound for
western Mongolia, where rare fossil finds
have already been encouraging enough t.i
lead the scientists to make a determined
search for the birthplace of man.
Part of the expedition will go into the
southern part of the Gobi about eight or
nine hundred miles west and a little north
of Peking, to search for fossilized fig
leaves or any other thing that will increase knowledge of early animal and possibly human life.

BUFFALOS

LIKE BROADCASTS

TOO

Carry Complete Outfit
This section is carrying an up-to-date
Radio receiving set for use in mapmaking.
With the set are chronometers that must
be occasionally corrected to the fraction of
a second, for a slight error in time would
mean many yards, even miles.
Consequently the American legation Radio station will receive its time directly
from Arlington, and with the aid of a
chronometer record and relay it to the
expedition in the Gobi.
The other part of the expedition will
go 500 miles or so west of Urga, in the
wooded hills, to continue the work begun
last year. Their discoveries were revolutionary so far as geological theories are
concerned and they expect still greater
finds.
Find Snakes with leg's
They didn't find Adam or Eve, but they
found the mosquitoes fossilized and harmless but perfectly preserved. They found
huge reptiles supposed to have existed
only in other parts of the world. Among
these were reptiles with legs that might
have stood upright. They also proved that
Mongolia was once a much warmer country, a delightful place to live, which is in
itself encouraging, for the present climate
is cold, even on summer nights.
The expedition has a fleet of American
motor trucks, reinforced by some 50 camels
and equipment that insures comfortable
if not luxurious living.

Whistles in locomotive cabs to signal
engineers by Radio waves are being tested
on railroads in France.

THE

ANTENNA

SESSION
COURT

OF

Mayor of Kansas City Explains Fun:tions of Government
— Asks Citizens' Co-operation
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mayor Frank H.
Cromwell has evolved the problem of
creating
in the city's
governmentpersonal
among interest
the citizens.
He's done it by Radio.
. ing the main troubla with city
government was that not enough persons
1 understood
its workings,
the mayor
determined upon a publicity campaign.
But there were no funds for advertising.
There were no funds and no stenographers to write personal letters to all the
taxpayers.
So the mayor hit upon the idea of using
Radio.
Arrangements were made with the
Sweeney Electrical and Automotive School
broadcasting station, WHB, and now the
plant carries a municipal program one evening each week.
Explains Problem to Citizens
First the mayor himself explained some
of citizens.
his problems and asked co-operation
of

The mayor found the plan worked to
perfection except that voters still were in
ignorance of how courts and commissions
proceed at hearings.
Broadcast Proceedings
So the microphone was moved from one
municipal organization meeting to another.
The first experience was in broadcasting
a session of the police court.
Listeners in heard the judge ask traffic
violators why they drove by standing
street cars, why they failed to drive on
the right side of the street and why they
did not observe traffic regulations.
Now the mayor believes the public is
more in sympathy with his attempts to
give the city a good administration. Police
heads believe broadcasting of municipal
; court sessions helps the public understand
the laws.

Mississippi to Have New
Broadcaster in College

Fills

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Is the time
coming when there will be preacherless
churches along with all the other economical measures which are being adopted?
It looks as if Radio is going to aid such
a move.
Last Sunday night when a Birmingham
church had no preacher, the deacons did
not trouble to invite an out-of-town pastor to preach. Instead a loud speaker was
cut in on the ether waves from WST, the
congregation went to church as usual and
heard a sermon preached from the pulpit
of another Baptist church in the city.
About 500 persons were present and
officials of the church the next day phoned
Dr. J. E. Dillard, pastor of the other
church that they "enjoyed his sermon immensely" and took part in the prayers and
-songs as if they had been present. Dr.
r>illard did not know he had been speaking to two audiences, one visible and one
invisible.

BROADCAST
POLICE

Next John B. Pew, city counselor, lectured on municipal problems — -told how
ordinances are passed, how improvements
are
determined
upon and how taxes are
assessed and collected.
Then Charles B. Tucker of the board
of public welfare; Charles S. Foreman,
assistant engineer of the municipal water
system, and other heads of departments
followed with explanations of municipal
affairs.

Pastor less Churches
Reached by Airphone
Birmingham
Congregation
Pulpit with Ether Set

AROUSES INTEREST
IN CITYJjY RADIO

Station 5YE
The miniature portable tube set Miss Ruth Wendt, Merrill, Wisconsin, girl, is holding in the palm
of her hand,ether
wouldwavejust receiver,
about make
one biteprevents
for her friend,
Buffalo. toHis such
interest
in the camp's
however,
him fromMr. resorting
tactics

Texas Governor and
Roberts on WEAY

Theo.
Program

HOUSTON. TEX. — Governor Pat M.
Neff of Texas and Governor E. Lee Trinkle
of Virginia joined Theodore Roberts,
famous actor, in a two-hours Radiophone
program recently at The Evening Post
studio of WEAT, the Iris theater station.
Val and Earnie Stanton, brothers touring the Interstate circuit, also helped
make up the bill with their "English as
she is not plete.
spoken" a vaudeville act com-

Want

Press

Commercial

W. W. Grant Manufacturing
Broadcasters
Equipment
CALGARY,
ALTA. — 'W.
W. Grant,
president of The W. W. Grant Radio,
Ltd., at Calgary, owner of broadcasting
station CFCN, has now undertaken the
manufacture and sale of Radiophone
broadcasters.
During factured
theand sold
last broadcasting
week he has sets
manu-to
one firm in Saskatoon. Sask., Olds, Alta.,
and a large corporation which is installing plants in Mexico and South American cities.

Station

Awaiting License to
Go on Air

NEW ORLEANS. LA. — The first station
to broadcast in Mississippi will be 5YE.
the new station being installed by the
University of Mississippi. The school will
make a specialty of broadcasting typical
college songs, glee club music and university orchestra programs in addition to
athletic news. Regular broadcasting
awaits only the obtaining of a license.
Dr. W. L. Kennon will operate the station assisted by five student operators.
The university hopes to arouse interest
among "Ole Miss" alumni in southern
cities who. it is believed, will thrill anew
to their favorite glees resounding through
the ether in the voices of their sons.

KGB

Celebrates

First

Birthday

TACOMA, WASH. — KGB, the Tacoma
Becomes Crime Sleuth
OTTAWA. — Application to the depart- ] AVOAW
A. Mullins Electric Comment of marine for a license for a Radio
OMAHA, NEBR. — Police Commissioner Ledger-William
pany broadcasting station, celebrated its
station near St. Margaret's Bay, Halifax, Butler has arranged with the Woodmen first birthday
recently. The Ledger stahas been made by the American Publish- of the World to have Station WOAW imtion presented a special anniversary proers' Committee on cable and Radio commediately available for police use in emergram, duplicating insofar as possible the
munications. Business is to be entirely
gency. By this means, description of
press matter which will be relayed to criminals or suspects will be sent out im- original program given at the station on
New York, Chicago and other centers.
its opening night a year ago.
mediately following a crime.

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

No Doubt Twas WSB

mm
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 5:00 P. M.,
"Twilight Tales", Uncle David: 8:15 P. M., Girls'
Hour. Eunice L. Randall; "Pung Chow and Stories
of China",
Uncle
Eddie. Marion A. Hewlett; Musical program,
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz; 3:00-4 30 P. M., Musical program; 6:00-6:45 P. M., Dinner music; 7 4)07:30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M., Aceordeon solo,
Salvatore Ercolino; Songs for children. Hilda Kaufman; Comedian, Sam Ward; Zither duets, Ruth and

Tuesday, June 5

Minor", Sarah Gelman, pianist; "Gold and Silver",
SUr Orchestra; "The Evening Star". H. Saunders,
cellist; "Etude in F Sharp", Sarah Gelman, pianist;
Suite "Country
Sketches",
Star Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific, 400), 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour.
"Uncle John"; 84)0-10:00 P. M., De Luxe program.
WBAP (Central. 476), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Xegro spiritChurch.uals and folk songs. Mount Pisgah Negro Baptist
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1130-12:50
P. M., Musical program, Stanley Organ. Arcadia Cafe
Orchestra; 2:00-34)0 P. M.. Song recital; 4:30-6:00

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Savins, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert Star Orchestra: "Uunga Din" Thomas Pyburn.
reader-' "My Dreams". \V. Woods, coruetist. "PreRace",
Orchestra;
Amour". SUr
W. Woods;
selections,Cup's
Cornet "Kissing
reader;
Thomasmier Pyburn,
"Spanish Serenade" Star Orchestra; "The Cremation
of Sam McGee", Thomas Pyburn. reader.
P. M., Children's Hour;
6:45-7:30
(Pacific. P. 400),
KHJ8:00-10:00
M-. De
Luxe program.
KSD
(Central. 546), 8:00 P. M.. Concert and musical
specialties furnished by Grand Central Theater talent.
KYW
(Central, Daylight Saving, 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
program, Alice LeTarte. pianist; Martin NelMusical
son, Lewis Meehan, tenors; Bernlee Solomon,
reader;
Mrs. E. C. Kuss. Carl Linner. accompanists; Wendell
W. Hall. KYW's Music Maker.
WBAP
(Central, 476), 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert, Texas
Hotel Orchestra.
.
(Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 12:02-1:00
WDAR
P M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Musical
program; 430-6:00 P. M., Talk, "Affairs of the
Heart". Besty Logan; 730-7:55 P. M„ Dream daddy
with boys and girls.
Saving
Pacific
WFAA (Central. 476), 12:30-1 rOO P. M„ Address, DeEastern
or
Saving
Witt McMurray: 8:30-9:30 P. M., Concert, Jessie
Saving
Mountain
Saving or
Central
Daylight
Central
or Daylight
Mountain
Eastern
Pacific Daylight
McKee's Orchestra; 11:00-12:00 P. M„ Musical program under auspices of Sanger Bros,
Daylight
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra :3:00-3 30 P. M., Song and piano recital; 3:30 P.
THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
M.. Strawbridge and Clothier Male Quartet; 6:30-7:00
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
P. M., Safety talk by Stanley Cowman of the United
States Fidelity and Guarantee Company; 8:00-830 P.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
M., Boy scout period; 8:30-1030 P. M.. Musical
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
program; 10:30-12:00 P. M., Dance music, Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 3:00 P. M.,
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
Amrad Women's Club; 5:00 P. M.. "Twilight Tales",
t'nele David: 830 P. M., Babson report; Selections
which
give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
by Mrs. Annie L. Heiser, soprano, and pupils; Tufts
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
for a Cent".
Playlet.
lecture; Mrs.
College Players;
Heiser. soprano.
Annie"AL. Cyclone
Amrad
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
WGY (Eastern, 380) ISM) P. M.„ Music and address,
"The Moscow Art Theater", Mrs. A. B. McKenzie,
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
Schenectady Woman's Club; 7 35 P. M., Address.
"The Saratoga Cure", John G. Jones, Supt. Saratoga
serially continuously on page eight.
Springs Commission: 7:45 P. M., Radio drama. "HapPlayers.
piness", WGY 360),
P. M.. Musical selections and short talks; 7 30-8:00
8:00 P. M., Concert, WHK Trio;
(Eastern.
WHK
P. M., Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
CharlesKaufman;
Hohe; Children's
Hilda
Zither duet;story,
Banjo,"Epaminandas
mandolin and , WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address,
Babson's Radio Release.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00 P. M.. Short
guitar selections, Al Zeps and Sons; "Poems for Chil"Simple Civic Duties", Judge Rosser Thomas; 830talk; 3:00-4:30 P. M., Musical program; 6:00-6:45
dren". R. C. O'Donnell; Concert, Choir of Grace
9:30 P. M., Musical program, J. A. Fite, basso,
P. M., Dinner music program; 7 4)0-7:30 P. M.. BedM. E. Church of Norwood; "Day Is Dying in the
assisting musicians; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical protime stories. Uncle Wip: 8:00-10:10 P. M., Recital;
gram, under the auspices of D. L. Whittle Music Co.
West", Choir; "God Shall Wipe Away All Tears",
Naomi Earhart: "Savior, Thy Children Keep", Choir; WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 14)0-2:00 P. M..
10:10 P. M.; Dance music, Charlie Ken's L'Aiglon
Orchastra.
Ralph House, cellist; "Hark. Hark My Soul", "QuarDinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford OrWJAX
(Eastern, 390), 7:30 P. M.. Concert furnished
tet; Talk, "The Road to Greatness", Dr. J. J. Richchestra; 3:00 P. M., Song recital; 6:30-74)0 P. M..
by Cleveland News.
ards; "Love's Old Sweet Song", "Sweet and Low",
Children's Own Half Hour. Cousin Sue: 7:00 P. M..
WLW
(Eastern 309),
10:00 P. M., Musical program,
Choir; Alma House, soprano; "Jubilate", Choir.
Short talk; 8410-1030 P. M., Musical program: 1030
WMAQ
(Central,
Daylight
Saving,
447).
74)0-7:30
P.
P. M.. Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Alma L. Goldstine, pianist; "The Great Awakening",
M., Babson report; 7 30-8:00 P. M., Talk on Infant
Orchestra.
"Give a Man
a Horse
He Can Ride".
Theodore
Welfare Society; Burdette Cleveland, soprano; 9:15WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 54)0 P. M.,
Medzielski,
baritone;
S'chweuker's
"Mazurka
in E
10:00 P. M., Maurice G. Ivln6, baritone.
Flat Minor", "In the Roses", Ruth S. Arnold, harpist;
"Twilight Tales", Uncle David; 8:30 P. M„ Dean
WOC (Central, 484), 330 P. M., Educational talk,
Mary Green, soprano, Ruth S. Arnold, harpist; PlayD. K. Kirk; 8:00 P. M., Organ recital, Erwin Swindell,
let, "Sweet and Twenty";
"Star Eyes", "The Banjo
organist; 10410 P. M., Musical program, Galva MiliSong",
Theodore
Niedzielski:
"Dance
Fantastique",
tary Band, of Galva, 111. ; Address, Mayor Howard
Ruth
S. Arnold;
Santuzza's
Aria from Cavalleria
Mellow, of Galva, DL
Rusticana; "Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-11:30 A.
Charms", Ruth S. Arnold; Alma L. Goldstine; "The
M., Organ recital; 12:00-12:55 P. M., Luncheon Music,
Singer", "Su Mirada".
Mary Green, soprano.
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving. 447), 9:15 P. M.,
Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ; 7:45For Better Results
Musical program.
Mixed
Quartet from Lyceum
Arts
830 P. M., Song recital; 8:30-10:55 P. M., Dance
Conservatory.
music.
Hotel Adelphia Orchestra, A. Candelorl, director.
WMC
(Central.
500),
8:30
P. M.,
Concert.
Hotel
Gayoso Orchestra, Gaspar Pappalardo.
director; 11:00 WWJ (Eastern, 580). 8:30 P. M., Concert News OrchesP. M.. Midnight Frolic.
tra; Town Crier; Vocal selections, pupils of George
WOC
(Central. 484), 12:00 M., Chimes
concert; 3:30
Carr.
P. M.. Educational talk. A. G. Hinrichs.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-1130 A.
M.. Organ recital; 12:00-12:55 P. M., Luncheon Music,
Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 8:30 P. M., Concert, The News
Orchestra; The Town Crier; Emily Zampella Duff,
soprano; E. M. Murray, baritone; Evalyn Karr, colCFCA
(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00
P.
oratura-soprano.
M., Selections "High Jinks" Star Orchestra; "First
Movement from Mozart Sonata in G Major", Sarah
Gelman, pianist; "Melody in F". H. Saunders,
cellist;
"Rosaura"
Star Orchestra:
"Sherzor
in E

What Time Is It?

Kellogg Radio Equipment

[

Winslow Hanscom.

tenor;

"Budgets", I. E. Dierdorff-

1:00
P. M.. Mary
MusicG. and
address,
,., -J
^?CI'
_R- foroli"Growth—
■380),
Musical
program.
roods<Eastern
Cereals",
McCorniick
/ .40-8.00 P. M., Program of National Elec. Light
7"«fr»"l2r
-of
„NutKtionN'
Y'
Vevu
of
Health;
Ass n. Carnegie Hall. N. Y.; 8:15 P. M.. Address.
.Julius H. Barnes. President of U. S. Chamber of
WIP (Eastern,
w^mmSrce:
8:45 Daylight
p- M- Saving,
Anna Case,
509),soprano.
1:00 P. M..
Short talk; 3:00-4:30 P. M„ Musical program; 6:00b:*5 P. M., Dinner music; 74)0-730 P. M., Bedtime
W'P:Karl
8:00-9:00
P. M..organist,
Musical program:
9£tS#e.?-Jt
4)0-9:30 m,e
P. M..
Bouawitx,
Wi?X
'Eastern, "Deep
3901. 8:00
M.. Concert:
Thy Window",
In the P.Mine",
Wendall "Beneath
Phillips1
Gavotte from "Iphigenie In Aulis", Caprice from
Alceste", Mrs. Lester L. Askue; Scotch ditties and
monologues, Phil Barker, "The Harry Lauder of
Cleveland"; Recitative air from "N'adeschda". "My
Heart, is Weary", Marie Slmmelink; "Meditation"
from "Thais". "Iaebesfreud", Diana Miller, violinist; Accordion selections, S. B. Binn; "A Dream"
"Sweet Miss Mary". Wendall Pliillips; Scotch songs.
Phil Barker; "Romance and Trabesque". "Jest in
Vienna", Mrs. Lester L. Askue: "Thy Beaming Eyes",
"Pleading", "All For You", Marie Simmelink; "The

(Continued on page 9)

10c
FLEWELLING,
REINARTZ,
SUPER-REGENERATIVE
and other diagrams will be brought to you
immediately in our new 32-page booklet. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested in
Radio is included.
Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
227-229 Fulton St.
prices.

NEW

YORK

Thursday, June 7

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00 P. M.,
Overture, "Masaniello", Star Orchestra; "Thai,
Night", Elcho Fiddes, tenor; "Serenade", Star Orchestra; "Tarnbourin Chinois", Harry Adaskin, violinist; "Sound the Pibroch", Elcho Fiddes. tenor;
violinist;
"Skaters' WTaltz", Star Orchestra; "From the
Land
of the Sky-Blue Waters", Harry Adaskin,
Star
Orchestra ;
Suite. "From the Country-Side"
"Inter Nes", Echo Fiddes, tenor; "Through Battle to
Victory", Star Orchestra.
KHJ
(Pacific. 400). 6:45-7:30 P. M. Children's Hour.
"Uncle
8:00-10:00
Program
arranged
by
SouthJohn";
Pasadena
ChamberP. ofM..Commerce.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Concert, Standard
Oil Band of Wood River, HI.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program. Grace King Granston, soprano; S.
R. Sjoberg, accompanist; Dixie Fields, soprano; Wendell W. Hall; George Cranston, tenor; Kellers
Orchestra: 9:25 P. M., "Twenty Minutes of Good
Reading", Rev. C. J. Pernin, Loyola University.
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert,
Banjo Orchestra from Butcher School of Music.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 130-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital: Stanley Theater; Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Song recital; 430-6:00
P. M., Solos; Talk, "Affairs of the Heart", by
Betsy Logan; 7:30-7:55 P. M.. Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy. 8:00 P. M., Short talks and musical program.
WFAA (Central, 476), 1230-1:00 P. M., Musical program, Melba Theater talent.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dinner music. Meyer Davis' Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 3:00-44)0 P. M., Musical program, 4:00 P. M.,
Song recital; 630-74)0 P. M.. Children's own half
hour. Cousin Sue.

Real

Radio

That Save You Money
40 Spot Triple Tested Crys-

Special

tal Mounted
Galena
that
r
will equal any 50c crystal.. 7 for $1.00
Cockaday, Flewelling, Reinartz-Rosenblum.
All parts complete Onlv
for these
circuits
with aV<> Jn
working diagrams
$10.50
Tubular Grid-Leaks
Special
from
Va to 5
.
megohms
4 for
$1.00
$8.00 Signal Corps
Phone

Special
$3.25

Vorzimer Radio Company
Avenue

NEW

YORK

The stator and rotor are of Kellogg Bakelite, with properly proportioned windings of well insulated
copper wire.
Two terminals are provided for
the rotor and three of the stator,
permitting the variometer to be used
in all known variometer circuits.

CITY

Complete
BLUEPRINTS
for the
tion of a construcReinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-

Kellogg variometers have no sliding contacts; nothing to wear or
short. A spring takes up all play
and allows the rotor to turn with
a smooth even motion.
No. 501
KELLOGG

All merchandise sold on our moneyback guarantee. Send Purchase Price
and you will be supplied Postpaid.

510 Lexington

The Kellogg Variometer

Bargains

|

INSTRUCTIONS
plifier.
FOR ASSEMBLY
Description of ap-

Each $8.00
SWITCHBOARD

of tuning.
paratusandand details
accessories
— no

only
WINDING
A
REINARTZ COIL

CHICAGO
& SUPPLY
COMPANY

Cabinet
Dimensions
money
Panel
Layouts
List of Parts
Send
checks
own
or
stamps. Coins at your
risk.
Book

Radio
ders-

<5jeat£)ecrm

Doctor Mu, exalted sage, whose wisdom
has guided thousands along the path to
true radio joy, promises to divulge
momentous secret in a few
days. Watch for it.

No. 1010X

30 Ohm

Rheostat

Excellent results assured with use on New
Type Tubes

UV199A

UV201A

Using
small filament current
6 Ohm
$C.7S
20 Ohm
1.00
30 Ohm
1.10
At your dealers.
Otherwise
sent postpaid
on
receipt of purchase
price.
Write for catalog illustrating and describing our
entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

AEROVOX
208 West

WIRELESS

17th Street

CORP.
NEW

YORK

123

Department

Digest

West
Madison
Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

or-

CITY

RADIO

June o, ipjy

PILOTLESS FRENCH

D IG E S T

PLANE PROVES

SUMMER

SUCCESS

EARN

PHOTOGRAPHS?

A DOLLAR—

tures. You and your camera can
picthe Digest
sendingsummer
a dollar bymeans
earn RTIME
SUMME
or
photos involving the use of
out-of-do
le,
swimRadio in camp, the automobi
ming, boating, canoeing, on the hike,
playing golf, etc. Send such photographs with, negatives and a few descriptive words. Including a stamped,
addressed envelope so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER PHOTO
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison

St., Chicago.

SMUGGLES SET TO HIS
BEDSIDE IN HOSPITAL
Patient,

Suddenly Taken 111, Determines to Hear Wife
Sing

BOSTO.V, MASS.— Stephen O'Neill of
Dorchester is the most envied patient at
the Boson City Hospital. He is the only
one in that institution to have a Radio set
to while away his time while undergoing
treatment. Although the hospital authorities now know taat his Radio has been installed, itwas not for several days after it
came in that they discovered it. The set is
now enjoyed by all the patients in the
ward from time to time.

RADIO

Top photo, two gyroscopes which
kept plane on even keel. Center
photo, ment,party
in charge
experileft to right:
Capt. ofBoncher,
M. Pescheron, M. DeMarcay, M.
Laurent Eynac, Capt. Arbanere.
Bottom left, plane in flight
Photos by Topical Press, London

SPECIAL OFFER LIST
(Continued from page 2)
(5-Plato .0001 mfd.); Bay-O-Vac No. 4131 B Battery,
22}*. tolls; Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4H volts;
Elwtrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfdO ; CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser.
Class

E

Articles

For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles win bo sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Bheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Bheostat; 1 Declma 3-Plata Variable Condenser; Waluart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd. i ; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 4 cells 1% yolts; Dubilier Variodon (.0001
or .0006 mfd.).
Class

F

denser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.).
Class H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer Xo. 223
\\": 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Badio Frequency Transformer (B-2, B-3, or B-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-plate vernier)
; Bay-O-Vac
Xo. 6 2301
Battery denser
45 volts:
Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery.
cells "B"
1H
volts; Dubilier Duratran (B. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd. K

WJAX

Articles

Gives Condensed

News

For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — WJAX
the
dollar and eighty cents (SI. SO) the following will be boadcasting
station of the Union Trust
sent: 1 Acme Pot-Bheo (potentiometer and rheostat);
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.); Co. here has augmented its regular program of financial and stock reports with
Bay-O-Vac Xo. 2151 B Battery. 22t£ volts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Con- a condensed report of all important news
denser without dial (.00039 mfd.).
of general interest. The reports will be
furnished by the Cleveland News.
Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
Sunday Evening Club Suspends
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
CHICAGO. — Concluding services of the
Condenser: 1 Federal 11-PIate Variable Condenser; 1 Sunday
Evening club prior to the summer
Federal 21 -Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Democal Variable Condenser 11-Plate; adjournment were broadcast from Orchestra
hall
by Station KTW Sunday. The
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); DuOctober 7.
bilier Variadon (.001 mfd.): Dubilier By-Pass Con- services will be resumed

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.
SOLDERING
IRON

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum

Heating

Unit — Interchangeable
Tips — Universal
(Large and Small)

J/*
W
tf\ Awarded Certificate
\J

POST

ELECTRIC

POST

OXE-HALF ACTUAL
SIZE
of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail
From your Dealer, or write

COMPANY

Radio

Current

Institute

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

PILOTS PLANE

(Continued from page 1)
M. Pescheron, engineer in charge, and
Capt. Arbanere, the pilot, were passengers
in the plane during the flight, but were
there only to observe the control and
land the ship in case something should go
wrong. The success, however, proved so
great that they did not touch a control
during the take-off, flight, or landing.
The builder and inventor of the plane
is M. De ATareay, famous French aeronautical and Radio engineer. He is said
to have negotiated the sale of his invention with the French government.
Description of Plight
The machine has been made almost automatic, a button on the ground controlling
by Radio only the ascent, the descent and
turning movements. Everything else was
automatic.
Stability was obtained by gyroscopes
connected with auxiliary motors by means
of cogs. In landing, the machine when
ten feet from the ground, automatically
righted itself and shut off the motor.
After it had touched the earth the engine started again and the machine ran
along the ground. The aeroplane after
leaving the ground flew over the aerodrome
exactly like one driven by a human pilot,
and landed without mishap amid the cheers
of the spectators.
War Use Visualized
War use of the pilotless, Radio-controlled plane unfolds unlimited possibilities. Photographic record could be made
of the entire enemy front without endangering a pilot's life, or if the pilot
were wounded, the Radio-control would
bring
the
plane
lines in safety. and pilot back behind the

O'Neill had a special reason for having
the set brought in to him and quietly connected up, for he wanted to listen to his
wife's singing broadcast from the Shepard
Stores station, WNAC, recently. She and
her husband were recently scheduled for a
musical program at WNAC in connection
with the Young Men's Catholic Association
Glee Club, but just before the event Mr.
O'Neill was taken seriously sick and
rushed to the City Hospital for an operation. Not to be beaten by sickness, he decided to hear the program at all costs,
and with the assistance of friends secured
the set and secretly installed it near his
bed.

The trick is in
the Coil
NO
STORAGE
REQUIREDBATTERY
Xo Badio
Transformer used.Frequency
Not Super
but
DOUBLE Beflex Begeneration.
\\ orks local without antenna or
around, and brings in the
•FAB AWAT ONES" With
more volume than you ever
liver.
thought one tube could deMoney Order for 25 cts. brings
easy
to read Address:
diagrams and all
information.

JACK PRATT
508

Railway

Exchange

Chicago,

Ml.

Bombing expeditions could be carried to
the limit with the new invention. Tons
of explosives might be dropped on enemy
ground while one pilot at the Radio control key, on the ground, could direct the
entire squadron on the bombing expedition.
Amateurs experimenting with Radio sets
should never tinker with house lighting
circuits or other high voltage systems.

PREMIER
"MICROMETER" VARIOCOUPLERS
Cure the New Wave
Length
Troubles

many others, simple and
elaborate, fully diagrammed

$5.00

COMPLETE

WITH

and explained. Used continuously by thousands of
Radio fans, both amateurs
and professionals. The
greatest book ever published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little
book before you at all
times. Send your check

DIAL

A HIGHLY SELECTIVE YARIOCOtPLER having
ISO-degree orientation and 20 Antenna tans which
facilitate very sharp tuning. Wound with No. 21
single silk or black enameled pure copper wire.
Eighty turns on stator — fifty-five on rotor. Wave
lengths range from 1 50 to 750 meters. All
metal
— contactsforpositive
stays circuit
"Put"
at any parts
angle.brass
Adaptable
either— single
or loose coupled tuned plate hook-ups. Bakelite
button
on each tap wire permitting easy and
safe
soldering.
Our Complete Parts Bulletin on request.
DISTRIBUTORS
— We make a most complete b'ne of
Radio
parts.
sible
concerns. Some territory open for live, respon-

PREMIER

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est. 1905.
3810 Ravenswood Avenue,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bldg.,

P. S.: Its Radio Golf Record is 119,000 miles.
First Trial
Un Havana
from Picked
New York

or money-order for one dollar and the book will be
mailed to you. Forty-seven
hook-ups, all different. Send
your tion
order
today. The ediis limited.
Book
ELS

of Hook-ups,

$1 .00

RADIO COMPANY
Randolph
Building
CHICAGO, ILL.
Special Offer to Dealers
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ZENITH 1R DETECTOR
AND 2M AMPLIFIER
HOW TO OPERATE UNITS
CLEARLY EXPLAINED
Apparatus Comprises Regenerative FeedBack Detector and Two-Stage Amplifier— Selective and Sensitive
See Photo Diagram on Facing- Page
The standard receiving set illustrated
on page seven is a Zenith 1-R Receiver
and 2-M Amplifier, manufactured by the
Chicago Radio Laboratory, Chicago. It
comprises a three-circuit regenerative
feed-back tuner and detector combined
with two stages of audio frequency amplification. Some of its features are:
Total elimination of body capacity by
proper concentration of electro-static and
electro-magnetic fields without the use of
metal shields or screens; reduction of high
frequency resistance to a minimum and
consequent increase in signal strength and
efficiency; unusual selectivity and distance
range achieved by radical departures from
customary methods of construction.
Battery Connections to Set
In the photo diagram the first photo
shows the front view of the set and its
controls. The lower view illustrates the
panels with the mounted apparatus as
moved from the cabinet. When inserted
in the cabinet the binding posts project
from the back through holes in the base.
The antenna and battery connections are
made to these posts.
The detector plate battery and likewise
the amplifier plate and biasing batteries
are incorporated in the interior of the
cabinet. These then do not have to be
added to the external connections but are
shown for clearness and simplicity.
The photo diagram illustrates the method of making the connections between the
I-R receiver and the 2-M amplifier. It is
particularly important that the positive
pole on the storage battery be connected
as shown on the diagram. The positive
pole is usually marked "Pos," "P" or "x"
and is frequently painted red. The negative is marked "Neg," "N" or " — " and
is frequently painted black. This applies
to the B batteries also, where the positive
lead is red and the negative lead is black.
Loud Speaker TJse
Whenever a loud speaker is used in connection with the 2-M amplifier, extra B
battery should be connected to posts No. 5
and No. 6. This extra B battery should
be not less than 67% volts, and preferably
should be 90 volts. It may consist of
three or four 22% volt B batteries connected in series (i.e., positive of one to
the negative of the next, and so on), or
may be two of the 45 volt or one of the 90
volt B batteries on the market, whichever
is best available. Positive should connect
to No. 5 and negative to No. 6.
When using a loud speaker in connection with the 2-M amplifier, never connect
it to posts No. 5 and No. 6 in series with
the extra B battery, as is sometimes done
with other types of amplifiers. Always
connect the loud speaker terminals to a
telephone plug and insert this plug in
whichever step of the amplifier is required
for the strength desired.
Instructions for Operation
When the installation has been completed insert the three vacuum tubes in
their respective sockets inside the instruments. It is better to begin operating
the instruments by using the head phones
rather than by attempting to use the loud
speaker at first. Never use the loud
speaker for tuning, but tune using head
phones only, switching to loud speaker
when tuning is completed and station is
heard clearly in phones.
The detector rheostat should be set be-

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
TO LEARN MONGOLIAN
— At Radio
ment ofD,
greatENG.
interes
is to beexperi
madeSHEFFIEL
here soon. General Ferrie, Directes
of
or-General Radio Servic
to the
French Government, has agreed to
broadcast to three Sheffield schools,
each fitted with sets, a fable and a
poem in French. The experiment, it
is believed, will lead to students in all
countries getting a first-hand grasp of
foreign languages by listening in to the
teaching in native schools.
tween points 8 and 9 and the amplifier
rheostats a little further advanced. If
either UV-201A or C-301A tubes are used
all rheostats are set between 0 and 1.
Place the head telephone plug in jack
No. 2 in the amplifier, turn the battery
switch to the "on" position, and with the
pointer of secondary tuner knob on graduation 2 turn the pointer of the tickler
knob very gradually to the right. It is
better when adjusting these two pointers
to use the small knobs for making these
adjustments. As the pointer is gradually
moved to the right you will notice a faint
"scratchy hiss" in the telephone and you
will note that as the first pointer is
changed to a different position this "hiss"
in the telephones is also secured at a different position on the tickler pointer. If
this pointer is turned too far to the right
you may hear a loud, unpleasant "howl"
in
head telephones.
"howl" too
is
an the
indication
that pointerThis
is turned
far to the right.
With one hand on the left small knob
and the other on the center small knob,
keeping tickler pointer at all times far
enough to the right so that the hiss continues, revolve secondary tuner pointer
over the portion of the scale between 1
and 5. A series of clear flute-like whistles
will be heard, 'provided broadcasting stations are in operation within your range.
It will be noticed that when you locate
one of these whistles, that as you move
the secondary pointer the whistle is first
of very high pitch, and as the movement
of the pointer is continued the pitch becomes lower, and finally the sound is lost
entirely; and as the movement of the
pointer is still continued the whistle is
again heard low in pitch, and on further
movement increases higher and higher until lost again. The center of this whistle,
or the silent point, is the exact setting
for the station transmitting. Once such
a whistle is located and a silent point
found, gradually turn tickler pointer to
the left. This requires again an adjustment of the first pointer to keep at the
silent point. Then tickler is turned
slightly further to the left, and secondary
again adjusted. This operation is continued until the hissing sound in the telephone stops, and the station should then
be heard clearly. The operator should
learn to adjust these two simultaneously
and not first move one and then the other.
It will be found, usually, that on one or
two points on lower switch the operator
will be unable to secure the hissing sound
by
turning
pointer.
These "dead"
points
shouldtickler
thereafter
be avoided.
They
are, usually, depending on the antenna
used, points 3 and 4, 4 and 5, or 5 and4 6.
Should there be more than two of these
"dead" points, it is good evidence that
there are exceptional losses in the antenna,
and a better antenna should be provided.

Summer
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Overcome
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50%
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Every
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User Is a
GUARANTEE
Booster
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

World-Radio-Battenes
6 Volts— 40
6

Amps.,

$8.50
Volts— 60 Amps.,
$10.00

6 Volts— 80
6

Amps.,

$12.50
Volts— 100 Amps.,
$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
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WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME
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WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.
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ANTENELLA
No aerial or antenna needed
All outside wiring, aerial, lightning arresters, switches and other inconveniences
so inductive to static are eliminated.
Merely plug Antenella in any light socket
and you can enjoy all Radio pleasures in
any room in your home, apartment or hotel.
No current consumed.
New

Improved

ANTENELLA

$1.25
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\J JN 1-1 I

formerly $2.00

At your dealer's — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.
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After the 'dead" points have "been located,
set the lower switch on the contact just
below the dead points and adjust pointers
secondary and tickler until you hear
clearly and loudly a fairly distant station,
selecting your time for this when a local
or nearby station is not transmitting.
Supposing the "dead" points in this case
are 5 and 6, set lower switch on point 4
and adjust till you hear the station clearly.
If point 3 is better than point 4, try point
2. After you secure the best point on
lower switch, try movement of upper
switch until you find the best point on it
for that particular station. It is possible
that when you desire to hear a particular
station and have adjusted both as above
indicated, there will be some undesired
interference which prevents you hearing
the station clearly. In such a case, still
assuming that points 5 and 6 are found
to be dead, try point 7, again adjusting
secondary and tickler until the station is
heard, then 8 and 9 on both, and lastly the
various points on upper switch, until you

knob and pointer at the bottom to the
right should be left on point 2, although
under certain conditions the longer or 400
meter broadcasting stations will be received quite clearly when this switch is
set on point 3, but with corresponding
change in position of the secondary
pointer, which will then be found to be
somewhere nearer the lower end of the
scale. .
It will be noted from the instructions
given that for ordinary conditions all but
two of the adjustments provided are left
fixed, once found. After these have been
found the operator confines his efforts to
the secondary and regeneration controls,
using the small knobs to manipulate them.
Meters, measuring the time during
which persons are listening in on a radio
concert, is the suggestion coming from
South America. Actual use was made of
such an arrangement recently in Belgrano,
a suburb of Buenos Aires.

have found
best pointoften
abovegives
the equally
"dead"
points.
Thistheprocedure
good receiving conditions and does away
with the interference.
In case it is desired to tune out a nearby broadcasting station and receive distant stations, quite satisfactory results
are usually obtained by either setting
lower switch on point 1 or 2, and varying
upper switch till the best point is found
where the distant station comes in clearly
and the local station is not heard. Sometimes the local station can be eliminated
by using the lower switch on points 9 and
10. This especially applies when the local
station is operating on 360 meters, and the
distant station is operating on 400 meters.
For
Radiophone
reception,
the small

RITTER

RITTER

LOOP AERIAL $1

WITH

All parts supplied; can be
assembled in 10 minutes.
We guarantee that _ the
Ritter Loop will eliminate
lightning
troubles.
Reduces static,
interference
and noises from your
neighbors'
regenerative
sets. Come and
see the
Ritter Loop Assembled. By
mail 10c extra.
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Doctor Mu, exalted sage of
radio, will make an
announcement of utmost importance to
the readers of this paper within a few days.

^./f.G/fEBE&CO.
Me.
ViatfTOm HILL, HEW YORK.
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VARIOMETERS
Raysol (Kiln-dried parts)
$2.00
VARIOCOUPLEKS
Eastern Green Silk Wound
1.60
Queens (ISO degree)
2.30
Moradio (Cotton covered)
1.50
Moradio
(Enameled)
1-50
Eastern Long Wave (150-3200 meters)
5.50
Cockaday Coils
2.35
CONDENSERS
Regal, 43 Plates, .001 Mid. Cap
2.25
Regal, 11 Plates, .00025 Mid. Cap
1.65
American Bell, 43 Plates with Vernier
3.95
American Bell, 23 Plates with Vernier
3.65
Arrow, 23 Plates with Vernier
3.50
Phone By-pass, A. J. M
35
RHEOSTATS
Regal (High quality, 8 ohm)
.70
Klosner Vernier
55
Paragon
SO
Roberts 6 Ohm Standard
60
Bradleystats
•••• I-30
Resistances
SOCKETS
Moulded
35
Rameco
35
Turney (All Metal)
25
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio Frequency)
Tricoil (of Subway Reception Fame)
1.35
Radio Laboratory RT-1
2.50
Murad T-ll
2.20
Baldwin
1-55
DIALS
30
25
.25
50
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532 S. Canal St

New York

Kesco 3% -inch Moulded
Kesco 3-inch Moulded
Kesco 2-inch Moulded
American Hard Rubber, 3-inch

AND

you can hook up the latest circuits with absolute
vernier control and greatly superior results.

CORP.

BARGAINS

CONDENSERS

SATISFY

American Hard Rubber, 4-ineh
Eleetrose, 4-inch Fada Knob
Emeloid 3-inch Unbreakable
Emeloid Dial
2-inch
Unbreakable
Vernier
Adjustment
HEAD

-.

$0.55
55
30
20
20

TELEPHONES

Royal Phones
3.75
Telephone Connectors, Regal, for 3 Pair Phones .90
Phonograph Adapter
Attachment(Rubber
"T" Moulded)
Shape
l.OO
Radiophone
1.35
TUBES
Meyers High-Mu (Last Lot)
BATTERIES ("B" Only)
Volton 22V2 V., Small Size
Volton 22% V. Medium Size
Volton 22y2 V. Large Size
Volton 45 V., Medium Size
Volton 45 V. Large Size.'
MISCELLANEOUS
Single
Jacks Jacks
Double Circuit
Closed Circuit
Telephone Plugs
Bus Bar Wire, per foot
Spaghetti (any color), per length
Single Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mounting
Triple Coil Mounting

4.35
\ .90
1.14
1.55
1.98
2.50
25
35
65
015
07
35
2.00
2.50

All Atwater-Kent, Radio Corporation of America,
Fada, DeForest. Dubilier, General Radio and Brach
merchandise — Special prices on inquiry.
We also carry in stock at all times all parts for
Flewelling, Reinartz, Reflex, Cockaday, HazeltineNeutrodyne, Mawhinney and Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuits.
All merchandise guaranteed by both the manufacturer and ourselves. Will be shipped upon receipt
of purchase price, including postage.
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Radio Receiving Sets

»0»

Zenith 1-R Receiver and 2-M Amplifier
As another of the series of standard receiving
sets, Radio Digest presents herewith the photo
diagram of the Zenith 1-R Receiver and 2-M
Amplifier, manufactured by the Chicago Radio
Laboratory, Chicago. The set uses a three-circuit regenerative feed-back tuner, licensed under
Armstrong patent No. 1,113,149.
This is com-
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OBSERVE WHETHER.
TUBE IS LIGHTED.

bined with a two-stage audio frequency
fier. The set has great selectivity and
achieved by unusual departures in design.
ating instructions and description will be

amplirange,
Operfound

on page six. Although the reader may not own
a Zenith, points of similarity in standard receivers will repay him for studying the diagram.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II

(NOTE. — The Second part of trie schedule list appears
below.
The first appeared last week and the last part,
together
with the city-station Index will appear next
week,
i
KYW, Chicago, HI 345 meters. 2.000 ml Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 10.
10:30, 11. markets; 11:05. weather; 11:30, news: 11:35,
table talk; 12. 12:30. 1, 1:20, 2:15. 2:30. markets;
3, 3:30. 4, news: 4:15. markets; 4:30. 5. news: 6:30,
markets; 6:50 bedtime story; 8. concert. 9, special.
Sun, 11 am, 3:30 pm, 7, church services. Central,
Daylight Saving.
KZM, Oakland. Calif. 360 meters. 200 mi. Western
Radio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun,
6:45-7 pm, news.
Pacific.
KZN. Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1,000 mi
Desert News. Slogan, "The Center of Scenic
America."
Dailyetc. ex Mountain.
Sun. 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime stories,
KZV. Wenatchee, Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:15
pmt weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 1st to 15th each month,
8:4o-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, 8-8:45 pm,
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month, 7:30-9 pm;
15th to "«st each month. 11 am-12:3» pm. church
services.
Eastern.
NAA, Radio, Va. 435 meters. 2.000 mi. TJ. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:40 am. 12:25-12:40
pm. 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3 (Tues. only),
Dept. Interior: 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20. markets, weather
10:05-10:20, weather. Mon. 6:45-8:20 pm, Dept,
programs. Tues, 7:05-8:20 pm, Dept. programs. Wed,
7:25-7:40 pm, Dept. programs; 8:05-9:4(1. Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-S:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri,
8:05-8:40 pm, band concert.
Eastern.
OA, Ottawa. Out., Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX. Havana, Cuba. 400 meters. 1,500 mi- International Tel. & Teleg. Corp. Wed, Sat. 9-11:30 pm,
music.
Eastern.
WAAB.
New Orleans. La. 268 meters. Yaldemar Jensen.
WAAC, New Orleans. La. 360 meters. Tulane Univ.
Mechanics
Inst. No regular schedule.
WAAD, Cincinnati. O. 360 meters. 200 mi. Ohio
Mechanics Inst.
No regular schedule.
Central.
WAAF, Chicago, HI. 485 also. 300 mi. Chicago
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sat and Sun. 8:40
am, 10:30, 10:45, 12:30 pm. 12:45. 3, 4:30. live
stock and weather reports. Sat, same ex no program
at 3 and 4:30 pm.
Central, Davlight Saving.
WAAH. St. Paul, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Commonwealth Elec. Co. Slogan. "From the Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes."
Temporarily discontinued.
WAAK. Milwaukee, Wis. 2S0 meters. 300 mi. GTmbel
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11:10, 12:10 pm, 1:25. 3.
Daily ex Wed and Sat, 7:15. 7:30 pm.
Central.
WAAM, Newark. N. J. 263 meters. 300 mi. I. B.
Nelson Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am-2 pm, 8-10:30,
music.
Eastern.
WAAN,
Columbia. Mo.
360 meters.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita. Kan." 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, educational
program; 10:30 pm, weather. Tues, Fri, 8 pm. entertainment. Central.
WAAQ,
Conn. 360 .discontinued.
meters. New' England
Motor Greenwich,
Sales Co.
Temporarily
WAAS.
Decatur, Ga.
360 meters.
Georgia Badio Co.
WAAW, Omaha. Neb. 27S meters. 500 Omaha Grain
Exchange. Daily ex Sun. 8:45 am, 9:45. 10:45. 11:45.
12:15 pm, 8, market reports; 8:15-9 pm, music.
Central.
WAAY. Toungstown, O. 360 meters. 500 mt Tahrling-Rayner Music Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8-9 pm,
music, reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ, Emporia. Kans. 360 meters. 250 mi. Hollister-Miller -Motor Co. Tues. Thurs, 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABA. Lake Forest, DX 266 meters. Lake Forest
College.
WABB. Harrisburg, Pa. 266 meters. Dr. John B.
Lawrence.
r
WABC, Anderson. Ind. 229 meters. Fulwider-Grimes
Battery Co.
WABD, Dayton, O.
2S3 meters.
Parker High School.
WABE. Washington, D. C. 2S3 meters.
T. M. C. A.
WABF, Mt. Vernon, HL 234 meters. Mt. Vernon
Register-News Co.
WABG, Jacksonville. Fla. 24S meters. 50 mi. Arnold
Edwards Piano Co. Thurs. S-10 pm, concert. Eastern.
WASH,
Sandusky, 0. 240 meters. Lake Shore Tire Co.
WAI, Dayton, O. McCook Field, U. S. Army.
WAJT. Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.
WA1U.
Yankton, S. D. 360 meters.
Yankton College.
WBAA. W. Lafayette. Ind. 360 meters. 100 ml. Purdue University. Mon, Fri, 7 :15-7 :30 pm, educational
lecture.
Central.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Sterling Elec.
Co.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. 360 meters. Fred SL Middleton.
WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson, N. J. Slogan. "The Silk City of
America." 244 meters. 200 mi. Wireless Phone
Corporation. Daily ex Sun, 9-11:30 am, 12:30-5:30
pm.
morn, only. Sun. 10-12 am, 2-5 pm, 7:3010:30. SatEastern.
WBAO. Decatur, III. 360 meters. 100 mi. James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram Club, "Badio Truth
League." Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 am, 11-11:30, 12-12:15
pm. 1-1:15, 2-2:15, 3-3:30. 3:45-4, markets: 5:30-5:45,
6:30-6:45. 8, sports. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm.
concerts. Sat, 7-7:20 pm, bible lesson. Sun. 11 am12:15 pm, church; 3:30-4:30, concert.
Central.
WBAU, Hamilton, O. 258 meters. Republican Pub.
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WBAV, Columbus. O. 390 meters. 500 mi. The Ernor
Hopkins Co. Slogan, "We Broadcast a Variety."
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW. Marietta. O. 360 meters. Marietta College.
Temporarily discontinued.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 360 meters. 200 mi. John
H. Stenger, Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY, New York. N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 ml A.
T. & T. Co.
Experimental purposes only.
WBBA,
Newark,
O.
240 meters.
Newark Badio Lab.
WBBC, Sterling, 111. 229 meters. Sterling Radio Equipment Co.
WBL, Anthony, Kans. 261 meters. 200 mL T & H
Radio Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, S-9 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am. church service.
Central.
WBS, Newark, N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. D. W.
May, Inc. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, music; 1-1:15
pm, reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Mon,
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, program. Sun, 9-10:30
am, sacred music; 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern,
WBT, Charlotte, N. C. 360 meters. 1.200 mi. Southern
Radio
Corp.
Slogan,
"Queen
City
of the South."
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, weather, markets.
Tues,
S:30 pm, music. Fri, 11 pm, entertainment. Sun,
8 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago. HI. 360 meters. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am, 11:45-12 m,
4:15-4:30 pm, police reports. Mon. Wed, Fri, 3:30
pm, 7:30, speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ. Springfield. Mass. 337 meters. 1.000 mL Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7 :30 pm,
children's Sun,
hour: 8 7:45,
markets,service.
weather,Eastern.
lecture; 8-9,
concert.
pm, church
WCAB. Newburgh, N. Y. 360 meters. Temporarily discontinued.
WCAC, Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests only.
WCAD. Canton, N. Y. 280 meters. 300 mi. St.
Lawrence Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. Kaufman & Baer
Co.
WCAF, Rodgers. Mich. 360 meters. Michigan Limestone & Cbera. Co.
WCAG. New Orleans, La. 360 meters. 200 mi. Clyde
R. Randall. Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thurs. 8:30-10 pm. concert.
Central.
WCAH, Columbus. O. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Entrekin
Elec. Co. Slogan. "The Heart of Ohio." Daily ex
Sun. 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues. 7-9 prn.
Sun. 10-12:30, church service. Central Daylight Savings.
WCAJ. Cniv. Place, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 ml. Nebr.
Wesleyan Univ. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues. 7
pm. bedtime stories. Thurs, 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central

WCAK, Houston. Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi. Alfred P.
DanieL Slogan. "Where Eighteen Railroads Meet the
Sea." Dally ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music. Wed, 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun. 3-4 pm, features.
CentraL
VYCAL. Northfield, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept,
of Physics. St. Olaf College. Mon, Fri. 7:30 pm.
college extension courses. Tues. 7 :30 pm. Thurs, 11
pm. Sat, 12 m, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 9:40 am,
chapel, sports, news. Sun, 8:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WCAM.
Villanova, Pa.
360 meters.
Villanova College.
WCAO. Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mL Panders
& Staynian Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20.
Mon, Wed. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAR. San Antonio. Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Alamo Radio Elec. Co. Mon. Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis. Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Mon. 9:30-11 pm,
music, lectures. Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
code instruction.
Central.
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. 240 meters. 300 mL S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.

VVCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 286 meters. 500 mi. Durreports, music. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8 pm, concert. Sun.
10:55 am, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
VVCAV, Little Rock, Ark. 360 meters. J. C. Dice Elec
Co.
VYCAW. Quincy, HI 360 meters. 300 mL Quincy
Elec. Supply Co. (Quincy Herald). Daily ex Sun, 5
pm. music. Wed, 7-8:30 pm, concert- Sun. 11 am,
church services, 2:45 pm. special programs.
CentraL
WCAX, Burlington. Vt
360 meters.
Univ. of Vt
WCAY, Milwaukee. Wis. 273 meters. 500 mi. Kesselman-O'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun, 11 am,
reports. Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm. music.
Tues,
pm, dance music Sun, 7:30-9 pm,
church 10:30-11:30
services.
Central.
VVCAZ, Carthage, I1L 360 meters.
Carthage College
WCBB, Greenville. O. 240 meters. K. & K. Radio
Supply Co.
VYCE, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Findley Elec. Co.
WCK, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 50 mL SUx, Baer
& Fuller. Daily. 12-12:30 pm. 3-4. Mon, Wed. Fri.
6:45-8 pm, concert, lecture.
CentraL
—
WCM, Austin, Tex.
360 meters.
Univ. of Tex.
VVCN. Worcester. Mass. 360 meters. 100 mL Clark
Univ. Daily. 11:15 am, 5:15 pm, weather. Evening
program,
irregu r. Eastern.
VYCX, Detroit. Mich. 517 meters. 1.000 mL The
Detroit Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 10:35 am. WCX
Woman's
2 pm,
news;
2:15, stock
reports;
weather, Club;
markets;
4:15,
markets,
music.
Daily2:50,
ex
Sat. 8:30-10 pm, week starring Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert: 7-8:30 pm, week
starting Dec. 18 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert. Sun, 2:30 pm, 4 pm, church services.
Central
WD AC, Springfield, 111. 360 meters. Illinois Watch
Co. Time and weather, spark only.
WDAD, Lindsborg, Kans. 360 meters. 200 mL Wm.
Louis Harrison. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, entertainment, weather. Sun, 3:30 pm, vesper services.
CentraL
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Tampa
Daily Times. Wed, Fri, S-10 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WDAF, Kansas City. Mo. 411 meters. 2.000 mi.
Kansas City Star. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm.
music; 6-7, educational, bedtime story, etc.; 11:45
pm-1 am. Nighthawk Frolic. Mon, Wed, Fri, S-10
pm, concert.
Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
Central
WOAG, Amarillo, Tex. 263 meters. J. Laurance Martin. No regular schedule.
VYDAH. El Paso. Tex. 360 meters. Trinity Methodist
Church
South.
WDAI, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Wed.
Sat, evening concert.
Eastern.
VVDAJ. College Park, Ga. 360 meters. 2,000 mi. A,
& W. P. H. H. Co. Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm, 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Wed. 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
Central.
WDAK. Hartford, Conn. 360 meters. 150 mi. Hartford. Courant Sat 8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville, Fla. 360 meters. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily, 11 am, weather; 4-4:30 pm,
music; S-9, entertainment: 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas. Tex., 360 meters. 300 mi. Automotive
Elec. Co.
Daily, 1-1:30 pm, 7:15-S.
Central
VVDAP, Chicago, HI. 390 meters. 2,000 mi. Drake
Hotel Daily ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm, quotations, reports; 6 pm, news. Tues,
Thurs. Sat, 10 pm, concert. Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central Davlight Saving.
VVDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. Lit Bros. Club,
"Good Morning Glory." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:55 pm,
music; 2-3 pm, 4:30-6, music, talks; 7:30-S pm.
Dream Daddy. Mon, Wed, 8-11 pm, entertainment.
Fri, S-10:50 entertainment; 1 am. Club. Eastern Daylight Saving.
VYDAS, Worcester, Mass. 360 meters. Samuel A. Waite
WDAU, New Bedford. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi. A.
H. Smith. Mon. Wed, Fri, 12:15-12:50 pm, industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm, music. Sun. 11 am-12:30
pm, 7-8 pm, church services. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WDAX, Centerville. Iowa. 360 meters. 500 mi. First
Nat'l Bank. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, concert.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 244 meters. 300 mi. Fargo
Badio Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather.
Tues. Thurs. Sat, 7:30-S:30 pm, concert. Sun, 10:30
am, church service; 4-5 pm, music.
Central.
WDM, Washington. D. C. 360 meters. 50 mi. Church
of the Covenant. Sun. 11 am, church service; 8 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WDT. Stapleton, N. Y. 405 meters. Ship Owners
Radio Service.
WDZ. Tuscola. 111. 278 meters. 100 ml James L.
Bush. Daily ex Sun, every half hour, 8:30 am-12:15
pm, Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint, Mich, 360 meters. 200 mL Fallain &
Lathrop.
Slogan, "The Vehicle City." No definite
schedule.
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360 meters. 600 mi. Standard
Radio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min. from 9:40 am-l:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 7-8 music;
8:35 markets; 9:45. weather. Sat, 10-11:15 pm,
dance music. Sun. 10:30 am. 4:30 pm, 7:30, church
services.
Central.
WEAD. Atwood, Kan. 268 meters. N. W. Kansas
Radio Supply Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
360 meters.
Polytechnic Inst,
WEAF, New York City, N. Y. 492 meters.
1,500 ml
A. T. & T. Co. Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:30 pm. Slon,
Wed. Thur, Sat, 7:30-10 pm. Tues. Fri, 7:30-8 pm.
ing.
Sun, 3:15 pm. 5:15, 7:15-10. Eastern Daylight Sav-

WEAG,
Edgewood,
Nicholas-Hineline-Bassett
Lab. B. I. 360 meters.
WEAH,
Wichita. Kan.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Lander
Radio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 9:40 am. 10:40. 11:40,
12:40 pm,
2, reports.
Wed.
Sat. 8 pm. concert.
Every third Sun, 8 pm. concert.
Central.
WEAI. Ithaca, N. Y. 286 meters.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermilion. S. D.
360 meters.
Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAK,
St. Joseph, Mo.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Julius
B. Abercrombie.
Daily ex Sun, 5 :15-6 pm.
Central.
WEAM.
North Plainneld, N. J.
252 meters.
75 ml
Burough of N. Plainfield.
Daily, 7:30-S pm, music
police news, etc. Eastern.
WEAN. Providence. R. I. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Shepard Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 12-1 prn, 4-5, 6-8, music,
weather,
concerts.
Tues,
Thurs,
8:15-10,
concert.
Wed.
Sat, 7-8 pm, concert.
Sun. 10:45-11:30
am.
7:30-8:45 pm, church, service.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WEAO,
Columbus,
O.
360 meters.
1.000 mi.
Ohio
State Univ.
Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, 4:30. reports,
music.
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert.
Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala.
360 meters.
50 mi. Mobile Badio
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm. music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon,
7:45-8:45
pm,
music.
Sun,
3-3:30 pm. church service.
First Mon of each month.
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central
WEAR. Baltimore. Md.
360 meters.
200 mi.
News &
American
Pub. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 6:30-7. weather.
music, news.
Tues, Thurs, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS. Washington, D. C.
360 meters.
200 mi. The
Hecht Co.
Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm.
Wed, Fri. 7-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAT,
Tampa. Fla.
360 meters.
John J. Fogarty.
WEAV, Rushville. Nebr.
360 meters.
200 ml
Sheridan
Elec. Service Co.
Wed, Fri, Sun, 8-9 pm, concert,
news, etc. Mountain.

WE AX, Little Rock, Ark. 360 meters. T. J. SL Daly.
Bros. Co. Dally ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2, 5 pm, reports,
markets, news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, concert. Sun.
7 pm, church service.
Central
WEAY, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1.500 ml Will
Horwitz (Iris Theater.) Slogan, "Where All the
Oceans Meet All the Railroads." Daily ex Sun.
11 am. dinner hints, news; 12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm.
time; 2:30 pm, music; 6 pm, news. Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church services: 9
pm, concert.
Central
WEB,. St. Louis. Sio. 360 meters. S00 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun, 9-9:40 am, 12-12:45
pm, 3-4. Wed, 7-9 pm. Central.
WEH. Tulsa, Okla. (300 S. Main SI. Eldorado, Kans.)
Midland Refining Co.
WEV, Houston. Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Stlll
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur. 8 pm, concert. Central
WEW, SL Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. St. Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10. 2, 5 pm, reports. Central
WEY, Wichita, Kan. 360 meters. 500 ml Cosradio
Co. (Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40
am-12:40 pm, stock markets. Daily, 10:45 am and 4:30
pm, weather: S-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm, church service, concert. Central.
WFAA. Dallas, Tex. 476 meters. 1.500 mi. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Daily, 10 am, reports;
12:30-1 pm, address; 6:15-7. bedtime story; 8:30-9:30.
music. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, music Sun,
2:30-3:30 pm, bible class; 9:30-10:30 pm, music.
Central
WFAB, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 100 mi. C. F.
Woese.
No definite schedule.
WFAC, Superior. Wis. 360 meters. 400 mi Superior
Radio Co. Daily, 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central.
WFAF, Poughkeepsie. N. \". 273 meters. H. C.
Spratley Radio Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi. Radio
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 2-4 pm, church service. Eastern.
WFAH.
Port Arthur, Tex. 360 meters. 100 ml Elec.
Co.
Supply Co. Tues. Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
CentraL
WFAJ, Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
WFAM, St. Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. 100 ml Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. markets.
Slon. Wed, 7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAN, Hutchinson, Sllnn. 360 meters. 300 mi
Hutchinson Elec Service Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the Ten
Minn."
11:57-12:20,
time,Thousand
weather.Lakes
Tues,of Wed,
8:30Daily,
pm,
concert.
Sun. 2:30 pm.
CentraL
WFAQ. Cameron, Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi Cameron
Radio Co. -and Slo. Wesleyan College.
WFAT. Sioux Falls, S. D. 360 meters. 400 ml Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 12:15 pm, 1:30,
2:30, reports, music. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm, conFri 11 pm, concert.
CentraL
Lewis. cert.
WFAU,
Boston. JIass. 360 meters. 300 mi Edwin C.

WFAV, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
Nebr. Slogan, "The Home of the Cornhuskers."
Daily ex Sun. 10:00 am, 12:40 pm. weather. Slon,
Thurs, 7 pm. lectures.
Thurs, 8 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAZ, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 400 mi. S. a
Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports, news, music. Tues, Thur. S-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. 1.000 ml Strawbridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. reports;
1 pm, news; 2, music: 3:30-4:30, concert: 6:30-7,
children's hour. Wed. Sat, evening, concert. Wed,
10:30 pm. dance music. Sun. 9:30 pm. organ recital;
7:30 church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WGAD, Ensenada, Porto Rico, 360 meters. 230 ml
Escuela Hispano Americana de Radio Telegrafia. Inc.
Sat and Sun eve.
WGAF, Tulsa. Okla.
360 meters.
Goller Radio Service.
Elec. Co.
WGAH,
New Haven, Conn. 360 meters. New Haven
WGAJ, Shenandoah, la. 360 meters. 100 mi. W. H.
Gass.
Slon. Thur, 7:30-8 pm.
Central.
WGAL, Lancaster. Pa. 248 meters. 35 mi Lancaster
Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Slogan. "Garden
Spot of U. S. A." Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm. eonEastern.
cert, lecture. Sun. 3-3:30 pm, church service.
WGAIH, Orangeburg, S. C. 360 meters. 150 mi.
Orangeburg Radio Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10
am, markets, weather; 11:55, time; 4 pm. Radio talk,
markets, sports; 6, music, lecture; 10, time, weather,
entertainment. Sun, 11 am, church service: 11:55,
time; 10 pm, time, weather, music
Eastern.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
360 meters.
Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Snreveport, La. 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 8. music.
Sun. 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central
America.Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. Southwest
WGAR,
WGAU, Wooster, O. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW,
Altoona, Fa.
360 meters.
Ernest C. Albright.
WGAX. Washington C H., O. 360 meters. 75 mi.
Radio Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news:
9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Sladison, Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. North
Western Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather:
11:30, news; 1 pm, Univ. activities; 4:30. news. Sun.
10:30-12 am, sermon.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi South
Bend Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household
hints, menus; 5-5:30 pm, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat,
7-S pm, music. -Central
WGF. Des Sloines, Iowa. 360 meters. Register and
Tribune. Slogan, "The Convention City." Tues, Fri.
7:30 pm, entertainment. Sat, 10 pm, music. Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central
WGI. Stedford Hillside, Slass. 360 meters. 500 mi
Am. Badio & Research Corp. Daily. 5-6:45 pm.
Children's Hour, reports codes. Tues. Sat. 8:30-10
pm, concert. Wed. 6:45-8:30 pm. Thurs, Fri, 9:30-11
pm.
Tues.830,
Fri, church
2 pm. Amrad
Women's
Club.
Sun.concert.
4-5 pm,
services;
9, concert.
Eastern.
WGL, Philadelphia. Pa. 360 meters. 2.000 mi Thos.
F. J. Howletl Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7:45-11:30 pm,
concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WGM, Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 ml. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed, 6-7 pm,
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music Sun, 3:304:30
organ recital;
12-1 pm',
am, concert.
Central9:30-10:30 pm. music Wed,
WGR. Buffalo. N. Y. 319 meters. 1.000 mi. Federal
Tel & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The City of Opportunity."
Daily ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather; (Slon, Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports; Slon, Wed, Fri,
S-10 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm, vesper services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGV. New Orleans. La. 350 meters. 400 mi. Interstate Elec. Co. Slogan, "Where the SBghty Mississippi Slakes a Crescent Near the Gulf." Slon,
Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, 12-1, music, talks. Sat, 7:30-8.30
pm.
Central.
WGY. Schenectady, N. Y. 380 meters. 1,000 mi
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 11:30-12 m, 5. 10,
reports, time, sports. Slon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 1-1:30
pm, 7:45 concert. Sat, 8 pm, special. Fri, 10:30
pm. special. Sun, 9:30 am, 3 pm. 6:30 pm. church
service.
Eastern.
WHA, Sladison. Wis. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun. 11:59-12 m.time signals, weather.
Daily ex Sat, Sun. 7 pm, lectures, news. Mon.
Thurs, 7:30 pm, agriograms, concerts, sports. Sat,
12:15-1 pm, music, codes. Sun. 1:30-2:30 am. concert Central
WHAA. Iowa City, la. 263 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Iowa.
No regular schedule.
Central
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. MO meters. 500 ml Clark
W. Thompson Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the
Southwest and Treasure Island of America." Daily
ex Sun, 9:45 am, 11. 3:30 pm, 5, reports, music, news.
Tues, Thurs, Sat. 8 pm, entertainment Sun. 11 am,
7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WHAC, Waterloo. la. 360 meters. 150 mi. Cole Bros.
Elec. Co. Daily. 6 pm. news, sports. Slon. Wed.
Fri.
9:30 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am, church services.
Central.
WHAD, Slilwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. Slarquette Univ.
ment. Central. Wed. 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainWHAE, Sioux City. la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec
Service Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-5:30 pm. music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music
Central

WHAG, Cincinnati O. 222 meters. 100 mt
Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.

Uaiv of

*J)J,H. Davenport,
JopUn. Slo. la.360 360
meters.meters.Hafer 30Strpply
Co.
WHAI,
mi
Badio
W,HAK. Clarksburg, W. Va. 360 meters. Roberts Hdwe
wWHAL,
uq»uip'50Lansing,
ftmi.}"£•NoSlich.
Co;definite
Temporarily
discontinued.
Co
248 schedule.
meters.
mi The Capital News. Daily ex Sun. 12:30200pm,
2:55, 4:30
Mon.
Wed, Central
Fri, 7:45 pm. Sat 12 midnight Sun.
2:30 pm.
WHAM.
Rochester.Rochester. N. Y. 360 meters. Unlv of
WHAP. Savannah. Ga.
360 meters.
100 mi
Frederick
WHAP. Decatur, 111. 360 meters. 100 mt Otto A
schedule
definite
No
Kuhns.
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 75 mi.
Eastern.
pm.
8-9 Mon.
Semmes
Daily, Co.
A. Hill Slotor
7-8 pm, lecture on rreaence
automoriadio cc blec Co.
W5AiR' Louisville,
fll^tic £ity' x- J- 36° meters. Paramount
WHAS,
Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 mi Courier
ouw/muJournal
and music.
LouisvilleEast
Times Co.
ern.
Daily ex Sun
bile upkeep,
4-5

Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm. church 'servpm, 730-9.
WHAV, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. 200 mi Wil,.,,.?e.„ Mon mington
n'8ht'
silen<~Co. CentraL
Elec. Spec.
Slogan, "The First BroadStation of the First City of the State." No
schedule.
definite casting
WHAW, Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Pierce Elec
Temporarily
Co
WHAY,
Huntington, discontinued.
Ind. 360 meters. 75 mi Huntington Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m-12:30, weather
Mon,
Wed, Fri, SDmsports.
pm'„m,'sl£L6
?,
pm,markets,
conceit.news,
Sun, weather,
3 pm. sermon;
Central
4 pm, concert
Foiytecnmc lust. Slogan, "Transcontinental and
International
WSAiZ:
't0*' Ni Broadcasting
T- 380 metCTS2'°°° Located
ml Bensselaer
Staion
at the
9-10:30 pm. music.
f01;1^^8011001
of Engineering."
Club. R.
P. I.Slonday
Slon,
Transcontinental
second
of each month, 12-1:30 am, music.
Eastern.
WHB. Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 1.000 mi
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Daily, 10 am, 3 pm
Daily ex Sun. 2 pm, ladies' hour: 7 bed5, weatner.

W_HD. Morgantown,
Va. W.SU"'
Va, 8"10
University.
Temporarily discontinued.
CentraLOTleS'
TU6S'W. ThUrS'
Pm' TOncertWHK. Cleveland. O. 390 meters. 300 mi. Warren B
4-4:30, music; 6-6:30, news, music Wed, Sun. 8-9-45
8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm'.
e!c S,1Q. Eastern.
DaUy concert
V°?-„„sermon,
pm,
WHN, Brooklyn, N. Y. 360 meters. 250 mi Associated Broadcasters. Inc. Slogan. Station of the
Sunnse Trail." Daily ex Sun. 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm
Tues, Thurs ^'45-5:30.
Fri. 9:30-12:00
pm'
7:30-12 £nT
Sat.9:30-10:30
Wed.Sun,
Slon. pm.
i:l0"3.ii0'
J-6 Pm. 9:30-12 pm. Eastern.
W1AB, Rockford. HI . 360 meters. 50 mt Joslyn
Automobile Co. Tues. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music
Sun, 12-1 pm, church services. CentraL
Tribune.
Daily Tex.
ex Sun.
12:35 pm,
ml Galveston
200 reports.
360 meters.
■?• Ga^eston,
A.
Tues
Central.
Sat, evening concert.
/>*,?■ v00,^11^'
J60 Sun,
meters
Ocean
wfi*?
T3?nt CluTb- ^JFli, Sat8-12 200
pm.mi Eastern.
W!>AE^
360 meters.
Zimmerman
Radio V},nton'J[aCo.
Tues, Thurs,
Sat 975 pm,ml music,
news.
Central
Wed. 8 pm, band concert
Sun, 2:30 pm, music
WiA^' !Nelv Orleans; La.
360 meters.
300 mi.
G. A.
DeCortin. services.
Tues, Central.
S-9:30 pm.
Sun.
10-11:30
am,
church
Wi,A?'
meters.
Continental
Radio ^<™ton,
& SIfg. la.
Co. 360
Daily
12:30-1200 pm,ml. music,
news.
Sun, 10:45-12 m. church services.
Central.
WIAI,
Sprignfield. Slo.
360 meters.
300 ml
Heel
's^fres
ex Sun.
am. reports,
news
Tues, £°Thurs,Daily
7:30-8:45
pm. 10:30-11
Sat, 6:15-7:15
pre, music.
entertainment.
CentraL
Radio Supply Co.
iAi'. ^"ah'
wisc.
360 meters.
Fox River Valley
WIAK,
Omaha,
Neb.
278 meters.
300 mi.
Daily
Journal-Stockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am. 9-10
„WIAO,
10:20, Slilwaukee,
12 in, 1:30 pm,
3:50,
markets,
weather.
CentraL
Wis.
453 meters.
200 ml
School
of Engineering.
Slogan. "In the Land of the Sky
Blue
Water."
Slon,
Tues.
Thur,
Fri,
10-10:30
am,
11:30-12 m, music, news; 5-6 pm, news; 7-7:30, music
Central
WIAQ.
Sfarion. Ind.
360 meteis.
Chronicle Pub. Co
Central.
Evening
Sun.
Slogan.
"Howdy
Folks,
This
is
WIAR,
a real Live Wiar."
Daily 5-6 pm. sports.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky.
360 meters.
150 mi
Paducah
Evening Sun.
Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, reports, news.
music. 7-8 pm, concert, lecture, etc
Central
WIAS. Burlington, la. 360 meters.
400 ml
Hawk-Eya
Home
Elec.
Co.
Slogan.
"Burlington,
On
The
SHssissippi"
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm. concert.
Central
WIAT,
Tarkio, Mo.
360 meters.
Leon T. Noel
WIAU, Le Slars, la. 360 meters.
Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
WIAV,
Binghampton, N. T. N. Y. Radio Lab.
WIAW,
Saginaw, Mich.
360 meters. Saginaw Badio &
Elec. Co.
WIAY, Washington. D. C. 224 meters.
200 ml
Woodward & Lothrop.
Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm,
music
Tues, Fri, 6:45 pm, reports.
Mon, Sat 8-10
WIK,
Pa.
360 meters.
500 mi
K. & L.
pm, McKeesport,
concert
Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 630-7 pm.
Tues. Thurs.
9:30-10:30 pm.
Sun, 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm.
WIL, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 100 mt Continental Elec Supply
entertainment.
Eastern.Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm., music.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 509 meters. 2.000 mt Gimbel
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 6-6:30 pm. Daily, 2-3 pm,
7-7:30 pm. Tues. 7-12 pm. Sat, 10:10-12 m. Suu.
am, church service.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WIZ, Cincinnati. O. 360 meters. 200 mi Cino Badio
SIfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. 3:30 pm, 7-8. reports,
entertainment
Central.
WJAB, Lincoln. Nebr. 360 meters. 800 mi Am Elec
Co. Slon, Thurs, 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special Sun,
8-9 pm, church services.
Central
WJAD, W7aco, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi Jackson's
Badio Engineering Lab. Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm.
news, music. Mon. Fri. 8-9, concert Sun, 11-12 am,
church service.
CentraL
WJAF, Siuncie. Ind. 200 mi. Sluncie Press and Smith
Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news, music.
Slon. Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm, music Sun.
10-12 am. 2-3:30 pm, church services.
Central
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi Norfolk
Daily News. Daily ex Sun, 12:15 pm, 5. 5:30, reports.
Central.
WJAJ. Dayton, O. 360 meters.
Y. M. C. A.
WIAK. Stockdale. O. 360 meters. 250 mi. White
Radio Lab. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-10:50 am, music;
11:05-11:20, reports, news: 6-6:30 music, news. Wed.
Central.
8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
WJAM, Cedar Rapids. la. 360 meters. 50 mi. D. M.
Perham.Peoria.
Slon,HIW'ed,
7-S pm.
Central.
WJAN,
280 Fri.
meters.
300 music.
mi. Peeria
Star.
Slogan. "The Grandview City of Hlinois." Daily tx
Sun, 9:15 am, 10:30. 1:30 pm, markets, weather agriCentral ograms; 5:30, sports. Tues. 9:15-10:45 pm, concert.
WJAP. Duluth. srinn. 360 meters. 200 mi Kelley
Dulufh Co. Slon, Thurs, S-9 :30 pm, music, Mon,
Thurs. Sat, 10:30-12 midnight. Sun, 11-12 m. piinorgan. 12-1 pm, 7:30-9 pm. church service.
Central.
WJAQ. Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 200 ml Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central.
WJAR. Providence, R. I. 360 meters. 600 mi The
Outlet Co. Slogan. "The Gateway of Southern New
England." Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am, 1-2:30 pm. 5-6.
Slon. Tues. Thurs. 7-S pm. Fri, S-10 pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WIAS. Pittsburgh. Pa. 360 meters. 150 ml Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader'.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon. Wed.
Fri.
7:30-9
pm. Sib.
Eastern.360 meters.
WJAT. Slarshall,
100 mi
KelleyVawter Jewelry Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:15-5:45 pm, concert
Central
(The third and last part of the station schedules will
appear next week.
With this will appear the citystation index.)
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Diana Mill, c
Old Retniu".
Kinn.
S. K. Kluctto",
iwtactlons. "Y.il-e
titan
(E«t«!rn. 3091. 10:00 P. M.. Uiutnl pnfnm.
WLW
itrbealn: "JaMnese LuUab) He
CtoU„
May lie YoXr Man". Blind* N.xl. »»r«»o
'.Oonewto . Edith
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K«V„. ' "Coo*
Convert". Badtrluu:
ColSSfel Saving. 447). 7*0-7:30 P.
SSSm^o
wISao'Talk
.« \uu> TraiN. BoSwell Stephens, lutoS
"*•£■•
N«5; Talk.
Daily Chloafo
or o H.TheHansen.
edl
Lolto
attorney; 7 30Oaranc*
on ■p M Chid Ooldeu Vote* ItoQUOli
aCaws
Gorlu. , pianist:
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Tin-iviiTd
i'5- 10:00 P.
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timin
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12 :00- 12 :55
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4:45-5*0

P.

i.uiu mon
■,

OrgtT.

P. M.. Concert. News Or580).
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t'ri.i
Vocal
selections, pupils of
'Y.rOO P. M.. News Orchestra:
Clyde i. Nichols pupils.
8:30

I_

Friday, June 8

M
Saving. 400) 8*0-9:00 P.If«.
CFCA (Eastern. e Daylight
ra: »
••The Cheolat Soulier-. Star Orchest
j™ Tta Love'' May Taylor, contralto; JCornet soto,
", Star Orchestra: "She
Iv^VouS* -Carnival VenetianMay
Taylor: Intermezzo
iV VarFrora th" Land",
Star Orchestra ; Cornet
i".
BiSUcan
rii
"civaTe
fr^m
Pa^eTaylor;
May
Song",
£10 W. Woods: "Happy

KHJ (Pacific. 400).6:45 -7:30 P. M.. Children s Hour,
"Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00 P. M.. l>o Luxe program.
KSO\hs<„!in
(Central.
Tl, 548). 8:00 P. M., .Musical pn>gnuu from

PORTABLE

KVW
(Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Classical proerai
urUwy <'< Willinm Lester: Wou-

SEND

il,U W.

Musical
Amanda C. Burhop. pianist. Mrs.
Perkinlon tenor;
iv liiom J Lee Both, accompanists: Jessie B.
jLdis.^SuleY; Wendell wT 'Hall: 9:25 P. M.. Book
M-. Organ recital.
SS?i&tt*-n**r.
jtt\£
Will Foster of the First .Methodist Church
u
WDAR (Eastern, Day ght Saving. 395), I2.00-U.s
P M o"in recital! Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
Arcadia Car? OrThestra : 2:00-3:00 P. M *»»?««$:
short talks 7JU4*0-6*0 P. M.. Song recital and
Daddy with boys and girls; 8*0MOP. M.. Dream
|£|0 P. M.. Musical program; 10:10 P. St, Dance
mu^lc. Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Orchestra
WFAA (Central, 476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Address,
Hyer,
••"eherniah, the Bold Builder". Dr Robert
Methodist Vuir. ; 830-9:30 P. M., Concert,
Southern
p M
,»,M
from Ennis. Tex.
Baud
P.. M-,
WF1 (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1.00-2.00
Davis' Bclleuie Stratford I OrDinner music.P. Meyer
M., Song recital; 3.45 P. M., Musical
chestra: 3:00
program: 6 30-7*0 P. M.. Children's own half hour.
WG|US!1Eastwn. Daylight. 360). 3*0 P. M.. Amrad
Incle
Tales". Band
P. M.. "Twilight Sene«
Club: 5*0 " "The
tvoma" 830
,
Silversmith
P. M.,
DavidM. Cheney; Concert under direction of Charles I* H.

M.. Musical program.
WGY^il'astern. 380), 7:45 P.Time".
WGT Orchestra.
"Vacation
American".
"Our
"Carraena".
Elizabeth S. Primmer, soprano; Where
Orchestra;
Dreams Come True", "Our Little Home".World
Is a
"Thora", Elizabeth S. Primmer; '"The
Song". Orchestra; Topics of the Day ; Violin and
Bice.
Edward
Ago",
Long
of
Girl
•cello duet, "little
U;
Smile". Orchestra
Ernest Burleigh; "One Little
til the End of Time", Elizabeth S. Primmer; A
Rose Garden". Orchestra; 1030 P. M., Concert;
"Quartet," Opus is. No. 4. Bice String Quartet:
"Thy Beaming Eves". "The Bellman". Charles BradAntico". Quartet: "Hear Me
ish. baritone; "Modo
Te Winds and Waves". Charles Bradish; Zapateado" Tom DeStefano. violinist; "Menuett". Quartet:
"Sea' Fever". "Cargoes".
Charles Bradish;
'Quartet
WIP
(Eastern.
Daylight Saying,
509).
1:00 P. M
Short talk; 3:00-4:30 P. M., Song recital; 6*0:6.45
P. M., Dinner
music; 7*0-730
P. M.. Bedtime
W Children's
M ArQ'( Central.
Daylight
Saving,
447). of
7:00-7
P. M..
program,
under
direction
Mrs.30 Frances
Ford editor of "Wide Awake" page. Daily .News;
7 30-8:00 P. M.. Musical lecture, Mrs. Marx E.
Oberndorfer; 9:15-10*0 P. M., Marimba selecuons,
M. L. Jones: Frank B. Greif. tenor.
W0C (Central. 484). 3 30 P. M., Educational talk,
C E Wiient: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 630 P. M.,
Sandman's visit; 6:50 P. M.. Baseball scores.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-1130 A. M..
Organ recital: 12:00-12:55 P. M.. Luncheon music.
Tea Boom Orchestra; 4:45-5*0 P. M., Organ recital:
7:45-9:45 P. M., WOO Orchestra. Bobert E. Golden,
director; 9:45-10:55 P. M-, Organ recital, Clarence
Bawden.
„
WWJ (Eastern. 580). 830 P. M., Concert, ^ews Orchestra; Town Crier; Mrs. Margaret Pitney, contralto;
Mrs. Louise Dougherty, soprano.

Saturday, June 9
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8*0-9:00 P. M.,
"The Gondoliers". Star Orchestra; W. B. Curry, bass
"Nocturne". Harry Adaskin. violinist; "Air de Ballet". Star Orchestra; "The Two Grenadiers". W. B
Curry, bass; "Caprice Viennois", Harry Adaskin, violinist; "Wine, Woman and Song", Star Orchestra
W. B~ Curry, bass : "Lorraine". Star Orchestra.
CFCN (Mountain. 440). 1030-12*0 M., Dance program, Plaza Cabaret Imperial Orchestra.

Mull. KYW'I

HAZEI-TIl^E

WHK '(Eastern. 360).

8:00 P.

M., Concert.

jt
^tf^k
Complete wiring dia^^VJ^^^m
gram,
instructions,
etc.
container with
sent in special
H
^^^^^^ V patented
aMUm\
essential parts. Three
^^
^^
NEUTRO FORMER COILS
mounted on variable ^^^™^^^J^^^^
^^
condensers, and SM^aa^^^^^al -mm
^JZ
DOUBLE NEUTRODON (as illustrated) .sentfor
$21.50> Askyour dealer to show you these parts,
as well as.complete assembled five-rube NeurrodyneSet inmahogany cabinet, ModelNR-5,$150.
OrsenH 25c for Neutrodyne Constructor
which shovji 'How to Make cHeNeurrodyne"

FReED-ElSEMANN RADIO CO4VOIUT10N
tS5 Fourth Avenue
New York
Licensed by I. R. M. Inc. Under Hatelrine Patents

WT1K Or-

n

11:00-11:30 A.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509).
M.. Organ recital: 12:00-12:55 P. M.. Luncheon
recital.
music. Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ

Sunday, June 10

WBAP (Central, 476), 11:00-12:15 P. M., Church
services. First Methodist Church, Bev. J. W. Bergui,
pastor; (Central.
'Will Foster,
.
WFAA
476). organist.
2 30-3 30 P. M.. Kadio
Bible
Class Dr. William M. Anderson. Jr., teacher; 9:30lO'OO' P M-. Concert, Orchestra from East Dallas
Presbvterian Church; Dr. W. C. Bice, director:
Harry M Gibney, tenor; 11:00-12*0 P. M.. Concert.
Britliug's Dallas Cafeteria Orchestra; Lou Goldberg,
WnreC(Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 395). 4*0
P. M..
Church services, sermon by a Philadelphia minister;
7 30 P M.. Services. Arch Street Presbyterian Church;
Bev. Edward C. Macartney, minister; Alton K. DoughWGl" (Eastern."
Daylight Saving, 360). 4:00 P. M.,
Twilight program; William Fowler, harpist; Mrs.
Maude Dunnam, reader; Concert. Alicia Starratt and
8.30
Companion; a.uu
Hour". Youth's and
pupils: "Adventure Church
musical;
services
P. M..
Musical program.
M.. Federation
P.
M.,
A.
11.00
509).
Saving,
Daylight
(Eastern.
WIP
Church services. Holy Trinity Memorial Chapel; a.
Jannev Budderow. minister, Ernest Felix Potter, organist': 2:00-3 30 P. M.. Musical program.
WWJ (Eastern. 580). 11*0 A. M.. Church services, St.
Paul's Cathedral; 4*0 P. M., News Orchestra.

WBAP
(Central, 476), 930-1030 P. M., Concert,
Shrine Band.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:02-1:00 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater, Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Musical
program; 430-6:00 P. M., Short talks and song
recital; 7 30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stories, Dream
Daddy; 8:00-10:10 P. M.. Song recital; 10:10 P. MDance music, Howard Lanin's Orcliestra.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1*0-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music. Meyer Davis' Belleme Stratford Orchestra; 3*0 P. M., Song recital: 3:45 P. M.. Musical
program; 6:20-7:30 P. M., Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz; 3:00-430 P. M.. piano
and song solos; 6*0-6:45 P. M., Dinner music.
7*0-7 30 P. M-, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WMC (Central, 500), 8:30 P. IH., Concert. Washington
Svncopators, H. H. Guinett, director.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-1130 A. M.,
Organ recital; 12:00-12:55 P. M-, Luncheon music. Tea
Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital:
7:45 P. M.. Concert. J. W. C. I. Military Band; 9:30
P. M., Organ recital, Clarence Bawden.
When building' your set it is advisable
to put it up in sections such as tuner,
detector and amplifiers. In this way one
can do a lot of experimenting.

-^LOADING COILS*Add

100 meters to your wave length by inserting F. B. LOADING COILS in your circuit. Designed especially to enable you to
tune in on the new wave lengths. Printed
instructions with every coil.

LIST PRICE

RECORDS?

FLEWELLING

'EM IN—
By

the Contest

By E. T.
Editor

To

keep
pace
with
the
fast Bets
growing
popularity
of portable
receiving
and
the use of tiirin iii the automobile,
n thi' beach) Ashing trips and elsewhere, a
new type of receiving record contest has been
devised.
Only portable Sets will be eligible
nnd tin-so will he divided into three classes:
Three tubes or less using a loop aerial,
single tuhe sots, nnd crystal detector receivers.
Kvir\ station listed in the Radiophone
Broadcasting Directory, page 8. will be eligible
to be turned in ns a record but all records
must be for distances of 300 miles or over
and the listener iu submitting the record
must state which class of the above his set
falls in. Mileages must also be measured
and turned in else the records will not be
considered.
It is possible that one or more of the sets
making the best records will be described in
detail in the midsummer issues of the Digest.
It is a popular superstition that Radio broadcasting is not a summer sport. Nothing could
be more erroneous. One of the ideas behind
the new portable set receiving record contest
is to prove that much entertainment and
service can be afforded the vacationist who
troubles himself to take along a small Radio
outfit.
Now that we have unfolded the big idea let's
start off.
The rules are given below, revised
for the purposes of the new contest :
Portable Set Contest Utiles
The rules to follow in the contest are but
few and easily followed.
They are : <
1. Amateurs who are able to beat the
records given, or who can claim with good evidence, distance receiving records of 300 statute
miles or more for Radiophone broadcasting
stations found in the "Broadcasting Station
Directory," page 8, of three consecutive issues,
may send in such records. These must be
made with a portable set and when records are
submitted, the contest class it falls in must
be told. These three contest classes are :
single tube receivers, sets using a loop aerial
and having three tubes or less, and crystal
sets.
2. Distances must be measured
and expressed in statute miles.
of this rule may cause amateurs
clared ineligible.
3.

AIRLINE
Disregard
to be de-

Call signals of station heard, its location and the mileage, as defined in Rule 2.

must

be given in reporting record. Otherwise record will not be considered.
Distances are verified by the contest department of this publication, using a Geo. F.
Cram Co. standard Radio map of the United
States. Owing to much variance in maps, the
distances are only given to the nearest 25
miles and are claimed accurate only within 50
miles.
5. There are no prizes awarded. The only
compensation record holders receive is the distinction of recognition through the columns
of Radio Digest.

1500 Miles On One Tube Set

130th St.,

VACUUM

MFG.

NEW

YORK

REPAIR

WD-II- 12

UV-200

....$3.50

2.75

CO.

UV-20I-A

$6.20
$6.20
$4.75

VACUUM
$3.50

3.00

When sending Tubes for repair, include with
your remittance parcel postage for one pound
per tube.
Tubes guaranteed equal to new.
$14.00 Supersensitive imported N&K
Phones. Essential for DX work
$6.25
5.00 Genuine Shamrock
I801 Variocoupler
f7.
2.75
5.00 Green Silk wound
180- Varioccupler
2.45
5.00 Fisher 180
Variocoupler
2.25
23 pi. Condenser (single hole mounting)... 1.45
43 pi. Condenser (single hole mounting)... 1.75
D. U Coils for loading (unmounted),
35. 50 or 75 turns
45
Orders

Mounting

to
$5.00 or
Prepaid

Abalene Radio

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

Over Shipped

4^wDYirk°fdNwaYy

REPAIRED

.C-300
or TJV-200
$2.75
C-201 or UV-201
3.00
C-302
or W-2C2
3.50
C-2MA
or UT-201A
3.50
WD-11
or WD-12
3.50
Moorehead Detectors
2.75
Moorehead
Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6
or DV-6A
3. 00
Also the new UT-199
3.50
NEW
DX l'/2 VOLT
TUBES
4.00
All tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO
55

Halsey
TUBES

TUBE

postage.
RADIO SUPPLY
254 West Stiegel St.

STORES
Manheim,

Pa.

The

latest
and
most
essential
of an efficient tube set

part

Where

"Money

Back

FOR PANEL MOUNTING
you

never

heard

before

No pencil
markings — assure unbroken
range of
180 de^Tees.
Clarifies signals^ — eliminates hissing.
Complete with either .00025 or .0005
D ifd. Mi con Cond
Without

Condenser

75c

At your dealers^ — otherwise send purchase
and you will be supplied postpaid.

»shman

COUPLERS

Dayton

VARIABLE

Acme
Cotoeo
Owl
Sleeper

Condenser
Ave.

6.80
2.45
6.95

CONDENSERS

TRANSFORMERS

Aeme

TRANSFORMERS

(Audio

MISCELLANEOUS

SETS

Westinghouse.
Jr.
Westinghouse
B. C
De Forest Reflex D. T. A
Aerex Crystal Set
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
RHEOSTATS

TUBES

(In White)

7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x21
7xli
LIGHTNING

.12
.24
.20
.08
.14
.18

3.45

.14

3.45
2.95
95
1.95

.14
.12
.10
.10

49
2.50
5.95
65

.08
.15
.20
.06

6.95 .40
79.50 1.80
112.00 1.80
7.95 .15

SPEAKERS

Welch Peanut Tube
r. V-200
LT.V.-199
U V.-201-A
WD-11
Sterling 1% V
Marco 1% V. (2 Element)
De Forest D. V. 6A

4.85
4.45
4. 10
95
2.95
3.45

Frequency)

Hydrometers
Electric Soldering Iron
Ware Trap
Double Phonograph Attachment

Horn

.14
.09
.18

Frequency)

(Radio

LOUD

$3.75 $0.12
4.95 Post09
Parcel
3.75 12

ARRESTERS
DIALS

12.50

.45

1.25
1 .49
89
50

.14
.10
.M
.10

4.95
17.50
9.85

.28
.50
.30

2.00
4.95
6.50
6.50
6.50
3.95
1.00
6.00

.10
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15

1.45
1.65
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.95

.20
.25
.30
.40
.45
.50

Argus,

Outdoor or Iudoor

95

.12

2-inch
3-inch

(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

25
35

.06
.08

. .*.

price

$1.00

/Uas.Fi
\Radio\ C

106 Seventh

For

Atwater Kent
Freed Eiseman (180 Degree)
All Wave (GenuineVARIOMETERS
Capitol)

CABINETS

Mi in ted on any I auel In a few seconds — 2 ecrewa
st' t ring ^s connections behind jianel.

J.

Ins A(U1
Prevails"

Policy

Klosner Vemier
BradleysUt
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite

Variable Resistance Leaks

N.
D.

AT N. Y. PRICES
J^Jt\LJR\J
POST
PARCELPacking
Ty A rfc¥i"fc
Standard
Parts Only, inVIAOriginal
NO SALVAGED
GOODS
SOLD
PHONES

King Amplitone
Pathe
Reflex

Get stations

CORP.

Street
Newark,
SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

AhoveDiagram.
outfit completely
assembled
ready
»""ou
for and wired,
Mailed Postpaid
ing
to "Listen in."
CI 7 Q'i
List
Price
Our Price
.cr«J
«px«
for
postpaid Tubes
Mailed
$9.00
— Cunningham 301-A Tube (*i amp.)
$5.70
9.00 UV-201-A Tube (% amp.)
5.75
6.50 TV-199
Tube (ft amp.)
5.90
6.50 WD-11 Tube (% amp.)
5.75
r,.5fl WD-12 Tube (>i amp.)
5.85
r xvril,
statio,
body capacity
and
1717
pp" set>
SecureEliminates
TJ. S. Army
Diagram
of one tube
all interference. This blue print has never been
placed in the hands of the Radio fan. Send 2c
stamp for mailing. Hurry up. Everything guaranteed as firsts. Money orders or checks. We pay

CITY

Prepaid

UV-201

for this reason it is chosen as this week's
question. In the Flewelling Super Circuit
the polarity of the A battery has no bearing
on the action of the set ; neither has the
negative return of the B, battery. - Tha -setwill work just as well whichever way you may
care to arrange the polarities. Of course,
when the set, as in the case of the single
condenser super, is switched over to be used
as a straight regenerative hook-up. then for
the best results the A battery polarity and
the B battery return should be arranged in
the usual manner. Rheostat control is of very
minor value in the Flewelling hook-up.

V. S. Tool 46-Plate Vernier
TJ. S. Tool 24-Plate Vernier
3 Plate "Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
43 Plate Vernier

TUBES

YOUR
BURNT-OUT
TUBES — Quick Service

terminal on the tube socket, then to the negative B battery connection made directly to
positive
side of the A battery.
Answer. — This question seems to have
arisen in quite a number of instances, and

Dietzen 3,000 Ohm
Broun Sinsle (4.000 Ohni
ounucc Pr.)
Royal 2,200 Ohm

80c

BRUCE

in a coming issue': It seems to me the reverse should be the ease, that is, the negative A battery should be connected to rheostat, thence to the filament terminal on the
the tube socket and the positive A battery
should be connected direct to the filament

Complete parts for Regenerative Receiver. We hear
Havana, Cuba, regularly on this receiver. It consists of t*e following standard parts. 1 — 180° Variocoupler—; 1 23 plate DX Variable Condenser; 1 —
Freshman Var. Grid Leak and Condenser; 1 — Rosco
Socket; 1— Klosner Vernier Rheostat; 1 — Fada
Switch Lever; 14 Switch Points; 2 Switch Stops: 8
Binding Posts; 1 — 7"x9" Radion Panel; 1 Manosany
Cahlnet: 2— 3" Dials: Copper Shield for Panel:
Bus Wire: Tuhe Solderall, and Connect- d!1 O filt

Attractive Discounts

FLANNER

ANSWERS
Flewclling

(Editor's Note. — Thix department l» written
by Mr. FleicelUnff, the Inventor o] tim famous
super oiroult. From the questions sent iiim
each week care of Kadio Digest, lie pick* the
urn considered most Informative for all und
answers it in this column.)
Connections to "A" Battery
(Submitted by B. 0. o., Detroit, Mich.)
Question, — In reviewing and following your
description in Part IV — Panel Layout and
Wiring, issue of May 2d, I note thnt the wiring diagram Bhows the rheostat in the positive
side of the filament circuit while the negative
is directly connected to the negative side of
the B battery and the filament terminal. Is
this not an error which should be corrected

4.

Monday, June 11

Shipped

licensed Essential Parts

M..

WiPS< Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 3*0-4 30 P . M.,
Concert: 6:00-6:30 P. M.. Dinner music; 7*0-7:30 P.
M.. l!«ltime stories. Incle Wip; 8:00 P. M.. Musical
program:
10:10-12:00
P. M., Dance music. Charlie
Kerr's L'Aiglnn
Orchestra,
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 7:00-8:00 P.
M.. Concert.
9:15-10:00
P. "Campus
M., The Maroons"
Northland Dance
Trio. Orchestra:
WMC (Central. 500). 8:30 P. M.. Musical program.
C. H. Van Hooser. baritone: Marguerite Storch. conWOC (Central, 484). 330 P. M.. Educational talk. C.
C. Hall; 9 30-10:00 P. M., Dance program, P. S. C.

WE

- EISSMAN N

P.

Stanley Cowman: 8*0 P. M.. Short tallts and musical
program;
10:30 P. Orchestra.
M.. Danco music, Meyer
Itellevue Stratforil
_ _ Davis
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 8|30 P. M..
Talk on New England Problems. Arthur R. Curnick:
Music:
Playlet,
"The
Submarine
Shell . Amrad

No shortage here
WD-II and WD-12
UV-199
$6.20 U V-201 -A
U V-200

'FREED

9:25

Dinner lnusic. Meyer llaiLs Hellenic Stratford Orchestra; 3*0 P. M.. Musical program; 6:00-6:30 P.
M.. Meyer Uavis Orcliestra ;6:30 P. M.. Safety talk by

304 West

]uiJd}burQwa

atualO Maker;

"Under (Central.
the Kvenlng
WBAP
476). Lamp'',
7:00-7:20Youth's
P. M..Coiupanton.
Radio Bibli
Class
Mr^ \\ . r Barnum, 1'irst Mdthodlil Church.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:50 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dlnnei mude,
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. slum ulk<;
4:30-5:55 P. M.. Musical program: 7:30-8*0 P. M..
Bedtime
stories. Dream
Daddy.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1*0 P. M.. Address.
•Current History Comment", Prof. Clyde Eagleton,
Southern MethodUl 1'nlv. : 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Musical
program,
Beleanto Male
Quartet:
11*0-12:00
M..
\hi. nal program.
U land
Johnston,
pianist;P. Mrs.
Clyde Miik'ee. reader
.
,
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M..

,0:30- .2 =00 M.. Dance pro■J^K-SErafe.
iS? ar^S^S.^^lldrer^ Hourby
Kffr.-Fa.
"Unite John"; 8:00-10*0 P. M.. Program arranged
-Wo*".
pera.
K?rf\&°n^r,54(6r8%0fpCOMm.7o
Stfavt^ &.H&I* P. «,
K^.^rIirDay
pro^ain. Margaret M. Dillon, soprano: James
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INDI-GEST

INDIGEST BROADCAST PLANT SOON
BEGINS TO START TO COMMENCE

OFI-.

Radio Digest Publishing
123 West Madison Street
Telephone State 4844-4845
Chicago, Illinois

Q.

DIGEST

WALLA WALLA. — The handsome and sanitary new broadcasting
INDIGEST
now wave
readylength
for operation andstation
willowned
soon by
be heard
on theis set
of
S>9 2 :; feet. This new quick-service free air station will be
operated on a cut-rate policy and will give broadcasting
service dav or night. It is located on the picturesque little
island of Walla Walla (the natives liked the place so well
they named it twice), a tropical land that lies in the midst
of the great damp Pacific ocean.
The new plant is the most modern to be erected in a
radius, as the crow flies in circles, of 7,000 miles and as
there is no other station within 9,000 miles there will be no
interference. The powerful transmitting apparatus has a
range of a. 000 cubic miles. The closest habitation to Walla
Walla is 10,000 miles so it should be easily heard by those
that tune to the proper wave length.
A unique plan is to be put in effect to enable the listeners
to tune in properly before the regular weekly programs are
broadcast nightly once each month. For five minutes before
the station's generator is started or the antenna is raised the
announcer will commence to scream, "Help '.
Fire ! !
Murder ! ! ! If you hear these frantic cries for succor do
not become dismayed or alarmed for it is merely Indigent's
method of letting you tune in before the station begins
operation.
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-Build Your Own Set

Learn the Why With Simple Apparatus
is no reason for buying an expensive set
THEBE
to start with and? in fact, it is much better to
begin by buying parts and assembling them. In this
way one learns the why and wherefore of each part
and its relation to the others. It is much more pleasant
to rig a simple outfit and to get results than to fuss
with a complicated set and get no results.
Badio work offers to the younger mind a tremendousof "logicalmethods
analytical
thinking
morely valuable
effectivedeveloper
than school-book
because
this
object is accomplished while affording entertainment.
After one has become able to operate his set and
get good results from it, he can then entertain the
rest of the family and even his friends. On account of
so many stations broadcasting one can just about
choose his programs, once he has them in advance.

Above

Photo

Better Equipment for Summer
Distance Reception Proving Good This Year

will be able to obtain more real enjoypeople
MANY
ment and benefit from Badio this summer when,
of course, they have more spare time, and on their
vacations than in the winter months. Thousands of
sets will be taken on vacation trips. Badio today is far
different than it was a year ago and the Badiophan
will
last. find more

The receivers used a year ago would pick up everything in the air for a short distance and would not
tune out interference. Sets are now procurable that
will single out almost any station while scores of other
stations are broadcasting. Then again, the new wave
allocations put into effect May 15, have aided the solution of the interference problem.
Any person who has a chosen set in his mind and
is waiting until next fall before making the purchase,
is sure going to lose many interesting hours of real
enjoyment this summer. But those with keener judgment will first make inquiry about what now, may be
expected in range and clearness of reception of broadcasting with a properly constructed set during the
summer months. A keen interest is bound to continue
throughout the summer.

New

Condensed

Station

The program to be given Wednesday. June 31, will appear
in
Indigent next week.
plan.

A

PROBLEM

IN SELECTIVITY

Jack Spratt installed a Radio,
Connected up his phones.
And listened in with wife and kids
To hear the Broadcasts tones.
But Mrs. Spratt likes Classic Themes,
The kids, a bedtime yarn;
While Jack himself likes Jazzy StuS ;
"The rest ain't worth a darn."
They
on whatwrangle;
is what
But can't
live agree
in constant
— Eazy Lane.
Ain't this a doggone problem
For Hoover to untangle?

Read

Indi

and

You'll

Find

Out

Dear Indi : Here's one I lamped in WOC's program sheet —
"A listener in had a sleepy-looking parrot which he kepi
as a pet in the same room with his set. One day while the
receiver was tuned in on a station he was called out of the
room to answer the telephone. A few seconds after he had
left the
speaker
broketimes,
forth the
in parrot
a clearpaying
tone. not
'Hellothe'.'
This
was loud
repeated
several
slightest attention. At the final 'Hello !' the bird opened oue
eye, gazed at the set. and snapped out. 'H — 1. man, the line's
P.

S. — Do

I get in with

this

one';

— Polly

W.

LEM
STEBBINS DEGENERATIVE SET
busy !' "
VICTORS GET $000,000,000,000.19
The great Indigest §000,000.000,000.19 Cash Copper Contest was officially closed at midnight sharp one noon some
days ago. The prize winners were selected and each has
been mailed their checks to cover the amount awarded them.
Lillian G. was selected as having the best all around paper
and was awarded the first prize. Ezra Hecht won second.
Pollv W. nabbed third honors and Alagonquin Tonsils III
came in fourth. Fifth, sixth and seventh prizes were
awarded to Spider Webb, who sneaked in three separate
This will serve to notify the prize winners that they are
papers.
requested
to hold the checks sent them until such time that
we notify them we have enough money in the bank to
cover same. I.-m Stebbins is overmodulated with the novel
methods of obtaining his sooper effect, and has immediately
taken out patent' papers on ail the circuits which the contest
brought in.
Here lies frammir
James Henry DeFinn,
Two loversheicerr
talking
listened
in.

things in" his favor this summer

than
Last year few persons would believe that the voice
could be" transmitted four or five thousand miles. Today
thev are entering on a new field of Badio and sets are
being made that will receive from stations thousands
of miles distant, while a few hundred miles was the
limit of a year ago.
Then several hundred dollars was paid for sets that
could not be sure of receiving broadcasts over five
hundred miles. Xow, less money will buy better sets
able to reach from coast to coast.

of Our

The first of the series of weekly programs will be put on
the ozone promptly at 11:93 (Walla Walla timei Wednesday June 31. Remember that Walla Walla time differs
from ours as they have a nineteeu-hour day and the time
can be reckoned as being the square root of Central time
divided by 0.71144^. or just exactly -three days, twentythree hours, fifty-nine minutes and sixty seconds behind or
ahead of Central-Pacific time, daylight saving. 3% interest

Range of Receiving Set
Reception Due to Local Conditions
consideration is given to the distance a
WHEX
transmitting station will radiate signals or to
the operating radius of the receiving set it is important
to make a distinction* between the reliable range and
the variable or occasional range.
The range of a receiving set depends in a large
measure upon the local conditions, whether it is located
in an open country with but few interposing obstacles
to absorb the Badio waves or whether it is surrounded
by lofty buildings constructed with framework of
steel.
The simple, well-constructed receiver employing a
crystal detector and using a single wire outdoor
antenna approximately 100 f*et in length elevated at
least 20 feet above the ground has a daytime range of
about 25 miles while at night signals from much greater
distances are easily received.
If the crystal detector is replaced by a vacuum tube
detector the reliable operating radius of the set is increased to approximately 75 miles and there is considerable improvement in the receiving qualities due to the
sensitive properties and amplifying action of the tube
which secures louder music or speech. A simple regenerative receiver using an outdoor antenna will cover
a distance of approximately 100 miles.

Is Flashlight

By DIELECTRIC
Outside antennae are still the vogue among thousands
of Badio fans and it is doubtful if the indoor loop will
supplant them altogether. Where an aerial is strung
in a position to be easily destroyed by a vengeful and
irate landlord, he may do it — but look out for judges
like Judge Schwaba of Chicago. His conception of
home appurtenances places aerials within the safety
zone, so far as malicious destruction subject to punishment is concerned.
Score one!

We all have had a chance to try out the new broadcasting plan by this time. It remains now to hear from
the bugs as to their opinion of it. Some I have heard
complain that there are still too many broadcasting
stations and that these should be reduced to say two
large ones in a district, one for the highbrows and one
for the — netherbrows. The rest of us are very much
enthused with the distinct gain on noninterference.
When one large station was sending out its program
(which
on the
ones on
and cut

it did from morn 'til night), no other station
same wave length could be heard nor distant
any wave. Xow we can hear them when desired
them at will.
Thanks be for this!

I had lost hope of finding any excuse to mention
opera again until next fall, but behold what has taken
place in the studio of Station KPO! From their transmitter has come the first broadcast of an entire opera
along the whole of the Pacific coast. It was a distinctively domestic product as both librettist and composer
are native Calif ornians; however, the audience was
most cosmopolitan including listeners in all parts of the
country.
It' was well worth hearing, too.
The

Canadian amateurs had a little hard luck recently when they first tried for a relay across the
continent during the three-day test. QBM was right
on the job in what is thought to be the form of the
aurora borealis. This famous phenomenon has been
known to serve in that capacity before now. It is
just the chance of running afoul of QBM that makes
the sport so fascinating. Tou never know
accomplish what you set out to do.

when

you '11

We may detest Germany with all our hearts — and
they have proven themselves worthy of it as a nation —
yet it is a fact that among them are some very clever
scientists. A recent witness to this is the reported
discovery of a means of forcing airplanes to light by
employing Badio waves of certain characteristics. The
French are much disturbed at the news. We managed
to find out the secrets of quite a few German inventions during the World War.
We mav get this one.

My Yes ! They Plant It by the R. R. Tracks
Indi : I garnered this from Station WOC :
-F. W. E. signing off in the state where
the tall
— Le Moqceur
cornIs grows
exactly
8 :22P. too?
M."
the cornat on
a schedule,

You Should Call

Him to Time

Dear Mr. Gest : I gotta friend who is regular jazz hound.
Personally, -I like grand opera once in a while, and am particularlyJ.
fond ofH.theto "Dance
of the
fromnight
La Gioconda.
I told this
look out
for Hours."
it. so last
he says.
"C'mere. I just tuned in, one of your 'Dances of the Hours.'
I put on the fones and whaddya think I heard? 'Three
O'clock in the Morning' " !
Come to think' it over, he was sorta right at that.
Tours disrespectfully
W .11. vou know these Jazz hounds.
Ellis
Beoaklewse

Looking Ahead
hUT-

In Next Week's Issue of Indigest Will Start "The Quest of the
Kanoofis."
This beautiful poem is filled with pathos and melodrama to the point that it is overrunning with tears. It you
want - a newsdealer
good cry —for10c.a dime, get Indigest from your most gor-

You know there are some folks who think it a crime
to go to the circus or a prize fight, so they lead their
small boys there to show them how awful these things
are. Since the coming of Badio has permitted members
of this class to listen to the jazziest jazz, the vodevillian 's jests and the exciting descriptions of prize
fights in the seclusion of their own homes, they feel
much better. They were all listening to the Jess
Willard and Firpo bouts I'll wager a new call. Folks
were discussing the fight within ten minutes after the
finish in towns miles away from the arena. Badio
does that.
Xot all of the distance records were made during the
winter months when conditions were thought to be the
most favorable. An amateur station in Connecticut
was sending through the ether a short time ayo aud
his message was picked up about one hundred miles
from Cevlon, India. That is prettv good for a re
about 11.000 miles.

me^
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Chapter IV, Part II — About Condensers and Inductances
By Thomas
CTANCE is characterized by
AX itsINDU
ability to produce currents by
induction within itself or self induction. All current carrying conductors
ss self Induction due to the fact that
all currents are surrounded by a magnetic
field of force. Any variation in the
strength of the field will induce a current
in any conductor in that field. A straight
wire to"will
found
havevariat
selfion
induct
due
the befact
thattoany
in ion
the
field around that wire while carrying a
t
t
e
curren will induc curren in the wire
since it lays in the field of the magnetic
lines.
Inductive Effect
When the wire is wound into a coil the
inductive effect resulting from a change
in the lines of force is increased many
fold and we then have what is termed an

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.

BEGINNERS
will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful in learning the rudiments
of the popular
science of
Radiophony.
The articles yet to appear are:

rious forms they take and their suitability
for a given purpose. The simplest form
of inductance is a single layer of wire
wound on an insulating form, usually a
tube. This form of construction is entirely suitable for short wave lengths but
in
order to vary the amount of inductance
winding.
in the circuit taps are taken from the

Chapter X— Audio Frequency Amplification.
Chapter
XI— How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
Chapter
tion. XII— Reflex Circuit Opera-

There are two methods of tapping, one
being to take taps evenly spaced over the
length of the coil for rough tuning and
relying on a variable condenser to get
sharp tuning as shown in Figure 20. The
condenser
may be connected in parallel
Chapter
About Headsets and
Loud XIII—
Speakers.
or series
to get
the fine isvariation.
Another
method
of tapping
to tap single
diophony.
Chapter XIV— Batteries Used in Raturns for 8 or 10 turns and then tap in
sets of 8 or ten turns for 7 or 9 sets, respectively. AVith this arrangement rough
tuning is done with the 8 or 10-turn switch
and fine tuning with the single turn switch
«—■ ■
^
to get intermediate values. As a rule a
due to the self induction of the coil is with the wave length. Thus we see how variable condenser is unnecessary when
the
inductance
tunes
a
circuit
but
this
to overdischarge the aerial-ground con- will be taken up more in detail in the a single turn tap switch is used in tuning.
denser and the current will start to flow next chapter.
Winding's on a Coil
in the reverse direction. The above acFor the sake of compactness it is often
Measuring- the Inductance
tion of first holding back the current and
desirable
to
make the inductance smaller
To measure this self induction we use
then helping it along will be repeated and
A circuit has and a number of methods are employed to
an overdischarge results again but to not the unit called the henry.
this without adding distribas great an extent. In this way the cur- an inductance of one henry when one volt accomplish
uted capacity to the coil. We have learned
rent will flow back and forth and the cirin
the
preceding
part that two conductors
cuit is said to be oscillating.
with a difference of potential form a condenser.
It is quite apparent that the time it
takes for the current to reach its full
PLAIN
Figure 19— Effect of Connecting Inductance Into value after starting to flow and the time
Were we to wind a coil as shown in
a Circuit
coil.
the current flow is prolonged by the self
Figure 21 with the turns wound as numinductance. And to understand how an induction will depend upon the amount of
bered there would be an appreciable voltage difference between say turns 1 and 10
inductance tunes a Radio circuit we must this self induction. This in turn will
resulting
in a capacity being formed that
depend
upon
the
number
of
turns
in
the
have a knowledge of what takes place in
coil cut by the rising and falling of the
the inductance.
will bs-pass some of the current and reduce the strength of the magnetic field
Let us then consider Figure 19 which magnetic field. We see then that increasof the coil. To overcome this and reduce
ing the turns increases the self induction
shows an inductance I connected to an
(Continued on page 14)
aerial A and ground G, the latter two in the circuit and thus it takes longer for
Figure 21 — Various Types of Bank Windings
forming a condenser as described pre- one complete cycle of charging and dis- is induced in it by a current change of
charging
of
the
condenser.
viously. Let us assume that a Radio wave
Tuned Circuit
one ampere per second. Here again we
A LARGE TWO COLOR MAP
induces a positive charge on the aerial
and current starts to flow. As the current
Now going back a little. We considered have a unit too large for practical purSize 25x38 inches, showing the location of all the
broadcasting stations of United States and Canada,
that
a
wave
induced
a
positive
charge
on
poses
so
use
is
made
of
the
millihenry
or
starts through the coil it begins to build
their wave lengths, exact geographical position,
up a magnetic field. As this field takes the aerial and this flowed through the in- one thousandth of a henry. A smaller
change of time area, amateur radio districts, etc.,
form it cuts some of the turns of the coil.
etc. Also a complete
list of call letters (listed
Stamps)
ductance and the aerial became over dis- unit is also in common use, the centimeter
alphabetically) of ail the broadcasting stations,
charged and a negative charge was built or as it is abbreviated cm, which is the
We have learned that when a magnetic
bound in a separate cover.
field cuts or passes over a conductor it up on the aerial. Now if the incoming one-millionth part of a millihenry.
(Mailed on the Receipt of 25 Cent3 in Coin or
Forms of Inductance
induces a current, hence, a current will waves are of such a lengtl. that they tend
Inductances take many forms and it is
be induced in the turns of the coil during to put a negative charge on the aerial at
Walter
B. Spiegel, 45 Vesey St., New Yokr City
the formation of the field around it. How- the same instant that the currents due advisable to be acquainted with the vaever, it will be found that the induced cur- to self induction does, the total current
will be increased and each succeeding
oscillation of the circuit will be in time
with the incoming waves and we say the
^nitiniiliniiriiiiyniiiniiiiiiiintiiiiMfriiiiitnmiiTtinfiiiiiiiiiniimiiii^
circuit is tuned to that wave.
Were we to add inductance the time for
5INCLE
one discharge of the aerial would be inTURNS /)A
creased and before it was entirely discharged the waves would have induced a
negative charge on the aerial which would
neutralize the positive current still present and the current flow reduced. The
circuit is then out of tune. Reducing the
inductance would have a similar effect
only the aerial would have discharged
once and started to oscillate back again
EIGHT
TURN
before the wave had a chance to put the
negative charge on the aerial and the
TAPS
//
O
current would never reach its maximum
value because the circuit is out of tune
Chapter V— Tuners and How to Tune
Your Set.
Chapter VI— About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII— Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter
tector.VIII— The Regenerative DeChapter IX— Radio Frequency
Amplifi cation.

New CARTER Vernier Control RHEOSTAT

Figure 20 — Two Methods
of Varying Inductances
with Taps
rent opposes the current in the circuit and
thus delays it reaching its full value immediately.
Now let us assume that the charge induced on the aerial has finally all flowed
through the inductance to ground. The
magnetic field will then begin to collapse
and the movement of the lines will cut
the turns of the coil again and another
current will be induced. However, the
latter current will be in a direction similar
to that from the aerial and will tend to
prolong the current flow.
Oscillating Circuit
The effect of this last current surge

Simple, positive, distinctive, reliable. Satin silver
finishtive; andclock
springoperation.
pigtail connection insures posireliable
Code 1, 6-ohm. for V. V. 200 tube
$1.50 ea.
Code 1-C. 20 ohm, for U. V. 201 -A tube.. 1.75 ea.
Code 1-D, 30-ohm, for U. Y. 199 tube
1.75 ea.

Write for Bulletins of Carter Products
CARTER
RADIO
COMPANY
209 S.

State St.,

CHICAGO

PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

Michigan Split-Hair Vernier
Dial Adjuster
The Key to Selective Tuning — The Secret of "Michigan" Supremacy

jIlaiiiiiiudPlifflolic&mJmsHuonPradnrt
. SHEETS TUBES HODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY 5QUARE
TO ANY SIZE
Y3Z

THICK

yj6"

THICK

%2"
THICK
'/6 " THICK
SAe"

THICK

J/2*
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%«

PER SO. INCH

K
l!/2<

PER SQ. INCH
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SO. INCH

VA " THICK 2'/z<
3/S " THICK 4<

PER SO. INCH
PER SCf INCH

'/Z " THICK

PER

5V&

SO INCH

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

Want to pick up any station at will, in a moment,
without hunting all over the map?
A Michigan "Junior" or "Senior" Regenerative Receiver, with the Patented SplitHair Vernier Dial Adjuster Will Do It
This is only one of many exclusive features of "Michigan"
Regenerative Receivers. They are licensed under the Armstrong U.S. Pat. No.1,113,149 and pending letters pat. No.
807,388, covering the highest development of Regeneration — the only means to clear, long-distance reception.
When you write, give us the name of your favorite Radio Dealer, as
we want to tell him about our Exclusive M. R. C. Franchise which will
put him in control of the whole Radio Situation in his territory.
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*fcjRAND RAPIDS,MlCHIGAN
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Long Distance Single Tube Receiver
Connections Similar
to the Ultra Audion

SERIES

CONNECTION

pA\AA/W\A-| 2 MEGOHMS
.0002.S1 1 riFD

The accompanying hook-up is one which
has given excellent results. The variable
condenser is connected in series with the
inductance,
plate
and
filament
circuits

VAR.COND..001

are
many
little kinks
ked
wor
out atw home that would
lo
r
u
d
Radio worker if
ai
yo
fel
E about them. There are
he only knew
ER
new TH
hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
1 23 West Madison St., Chicago. 111.

MFD.

sensitive I thought of the scheme as
shown in B. This was better and the
relative capacities and number of turns
on a 4-inch tube were as follows:
.0001 mfd
54 turns
.0005 mfd
25 turns
.005
mfd
10 turns
.006
mfd
9 turns

UNIMG

COIL

FIXED
CONDENSER-

somewhat
like the ultra audion.
I have |
heard
local stations on a horn with just
one tube.
In colder weather I have copied !

KFI aerial
and KHJ,
bothlong
1,900
on '
an
65 feet
and miles
only away
20 feet
RECEIVING
high.
After adjustments are made, tuning can
SET
be accomplished with either the rotor or
condenser. The rotary side of the variA,
-^
BThe
■
.
.
.
■
casting
came in just as nearly
able condenser should be connected to the
through this series wave trap as it did
ground to eliminate body capacity. — J. W.
through the parallel one except with the
Mayfield, Cincinnati. Ohio.
.0001 condenser. This would show that a
50-turn honeycomb coil with a 23-plate
condenser in series with it would make a
Spider web. coils are shown mounted on splendid wave trap. It would also be
the end of a cabinet. One of the coils is much more effective than the parallel or
mounted with hinges attached on the cab- shunt type on account of having more
inet. The other is fastened to the edge of coils or inductance to hold back the waves

Spider Web Coils on Cabinet Ends

Side view

FR.ONT

RUBBER.

set. — C.

so that the hinges
the cabinet.

"W.

"Woodside,

Calgary,

Measuring Condensers

NEW

>&vMi////

Metal.
100% |
ing Detector
Talk,
superior
to
Puts
n e wj
any crystal. I
made
of
"B"
life
intol
Guaranteed
your
set'
for one the
year.
It's

50c

cheapest
in
the long run.
Sold by all live dealers, or can be
ordered from the

B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull

Ave.

Detroit, Mich.

123 W. M adixon Jt.Chicqqo

WEB

of

COILS

Plex Tuner

CIRCUIT

EVERY

PART

COMPLETE

witcn
1 Bemartz wound coil. 1 tube socket. 1 rheostat. 1 23-plate .0005 MFD. variable condenser.
.0002o MFD. variable condenser, 3 inductance switches. 16 switch points and nuts. 4 switch
nuts,
binding
3" dials, 1 panel
variable
grid leak,DBILLED
1 .002 MFD.
phone DIAGRAM
condenser.
23
teetb bus
bar posts.
wire, 12 high-grade
ALREADY
AS PER
and complete
instructions
Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier— Parts complete in every detail for this Circuit
Plato
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

23 Plate
43 Plate

jiijijw:
Advantages

REINARTZ

"The Best for Less"

$10.00

value,
value,

SI. 75
S2.50

Variable;

value,

$4.50

VERNIER:
VERNIER;
VERNIER;

value,
value.
value,

...JI.05
... 1.20
... 1.85
1.35
3.75

S5.50
S6O0...
S6.50...

$11.09

VARIOCOVPLEK — Celeron Condensite
and Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
S4..50.
Special
§2.95

CONDENSERS
Variable;
Variable;

stops and
l-13-p)ate
stops and

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with XV. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price.
S2.75

... 4.00
4.25

BALL

value BEARING
75c. specialINDUCTANCE

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted. SO. 95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted.
1.00
Double
Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and Mounting
1.45

SWITCH

—

SO. 30

V.

T.
SOCKETS— Nickeled,
brass
sleeve,
composition base value, SI. 00: special at.. .50
EXTRA
SPECIAL— Telephone
3000
Ohms
Headsets: S9.00 value:
reduced to
S3.50
ALUMINUM
LOUD
SPEAKING
HORN— Nickel
plated,
highly polished;
$8.00 list
$3.75

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

EVERY
PART
COMPLETE
2 honeycomb coils, 1 2-coil mounting.
2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, 1 variable grid leak, 1 grid
leak, 1 23 -plate .0005 MFD.
variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat. 1 tube socket, a8 binding
posts,
oinumg
puais.
20 feet bus bar wire. 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM.
1 3" dial and the Radio
Digest Booklet on Operation
and Construction
of
Circuit
Two-Stage Audio
BEST

QUALITY

Frequency Amplifier — Parts
JACKS.

Single

value. 85c; special at
Double Circuit: value, 90c; special

Circuit;

at

MULTIPLE POINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 Switch Points)...
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS approved by underwriters
THREE-INCH
DIALS— Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish: special..

A BEAUTIFUL

$0.30
45
1.45
.90

complete

in every detail for this Circuit — $11.00.

$11.00

TWO-INCH DIALS — Same design— for rheostats and
potentiometer: special at
S0.25
FILAMENT
RH EOSTAT— Condensite base;
value. SI. 10; special at
70
FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
with 2'/s"
dial;
value. SI.50; special at.
TELEPHONE
PLUGS
FRESHMAN
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAK and MICON CONDENSER Combined

"SALRITE"

PENCIL

.75

FREE

Complete
With every order of $12.50 or more. Made of beautiful Mahosarjite Rubber, about five inches long.
Equipped with vest pocket clip, 10 extra leads and eraser. Will write liie a ciarui and last a lifetime.
Only a limited supply available — so rush your order now.

With

TICKLER

(3 Tube

4 Different
Hook-ups
and 1 Crystal)

$450

\t Your Dealers or Direct by Mail.
Cash or Money Order (No Stamps or Checks)
We Are the SOLE NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS for Turney's Spider Web Coils

SQUARE

A real
loud

Shielding Panels

3
13
23
43
13

DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE

Price

SECONDARY

TRISTAN

SOMETHING

Dept. R. D.; 291 Broadway,
New York City

(Copyrighted)
EUGENE
T. TURNEY
is the inventor of Spider
Web
Coils and
holds the only patent granted by the U. S. Government.
TURNEY
COILS
are wound by Automatic
Machines, on Bakelite
Cores, and are taking first place in the Radio Field today.
They are
'cheaper and more efficient than Duolateral Coils.
PRICES OF SEPARATE COILS
S. W. 10, 26 Turns, Enameled Wire, 60c
S. W. 15, 36 Turns, Enameled Wire, 65c
S. W. 20, 40 Turns, Enameled Wire, 70c

Three
Coils Combined
Mounted
on
Bakelite
Panel
PRIMARY

windings of the amplifying transformers may be tested for open circuits
by means of a telephone and a single dry
cell. The absence of a click or a very
faint click when breaking the circuit indicates that the winding is open.

—WILLARD
WILLARDRADIO COMPANY

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers

Turney's Spider Web

Testing for Open Circuit
The

- In the shielding of a panel it is only
necessarj' to shield the parts of the panel
that house the tuning controls, such as the
variometer, variocouplers or tuners. The
of
detector and amplifying
units do not have
to be shielded. In some of the commercial
sets the units are shielded separately.
There is a separate shield for each variometer, tuner and condenser.

BAND

For Weeks You Have Been Reading of the Superior

SPIDER

in conjunction with a crystal detector. I
had been troubled with interference until
I found that this hook-up eliminates it
quite well. — Leo Schechter, St. Louis, Mo.

^

It is necessary to have one condenser
whose capacity is known. Having obtained the constant you can use it to
measure an unknown one. N2C = constant
(approximately). This formula was used
to measure the condensers. N = number
of coils. C= capacity. — D. W. Starkey,
Chicago, 111.

r

.000s

Don't try to change any of the wiring if
you are unfamiliar with the working of it.

wanted.

Wishing to measure the capacity of
some condensers which were unmarked
with the capacity when I bought them I
happened to think of connecting a tuning coil into a wave trap, as shown in the
circuit A. This is a circuit usually recommended for a wave trap. With ten coils
on a 4-inch tube it took .00025 mfd.
capacity. I next connected in a .0005 mfd.
condenser 'when it took two or three coils.
As two or three coils was not sufficiently

No. 1 UNION

Aids

90 TURNS

Both of the coils fold against the cabinet and a rubber band fastened to the
cabinet slips over a stud on the outer coil
and it holds them flat against the cabinet
end.
This set of coils cost me 45 cents with
hinges and they have given me an efficient
tuning
Canada.

Beginners'

To obtain the most out of a newlypurchased receiving set, it is necessary to
learn a few rudimentary principles of operation. What to do and what not to do
should
be memorized.
If you have a crystal detector, keep the
fingers off the mineral. Handling it leaves
a greasy surface and it is more apt to collect dust. It is best to keep it covered and
if you must handle the crystal, do so with
a pair of tweezers.
Don't attempt to find out what is inside of your head receivers. Many poor
results can be traced to the fact that the
individual was too inquisitive and opened
the receivers by unscrewing the caps. In
doing so, you will bend the diaphragms and
almost surely ruin the phones. The diaphragms are made of very thin metal and
are easily bent if handled. You may also
injure the winding, as it is wound with
wire as fine as hair.
If you have purchased a complete set,
don't handle it roughly, as you may loosen
a connection inside the cabinet.

==
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SECONDARY

The accompanying diagram shows a
hook-up which I have recently developed.
It is far superior to any other crystal
hook-up I have ever tried. In this hookup spider web cr honeycomb coils are used

VARIO COUPLER.

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

a square piece of wood
are at right angles to

Three Honeycomb Coils
Used on a Crystal Set

OF CONDENSER

SALES

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

CITY

Now is the time to build your own set to take
with you on your vacation. We will be glad
to offer you any information or advice that you
naay require.
Just drop us a line.
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID
on all
orders of $5-00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.
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Characteristics of Some New Vacuum Tubes
Part II— Tube Advice; UV-199, DV-6 and Philips Tube
By H. J. Marx
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of space only the average set of curves
are given (Figure 7.) On a few of these
tubes exceptionally good values were discovered whileshown.
others didn't come up to
the standards
The sultstube
rated were
at 3negligible
to 5 volts.
Reat three"is volts
so only
the curves at 4 and 5 volts filament are
shown. Although rated at 5 amperes the
current consumption at 4 volts was found
to run from .7 to .75 amperes while at 5
volts it varied between .8 to .85 amperes.
The tube has a standard socket base.
The usual 6-ohm rheostat can be used.
The curves, although indicating no exceptional values, are fairly consistent. In
fact, they are more so than many tubes
that indicate relatively higher efficiency.
The tube is small and saves space for
compact arrangements.
The rated plate voltage recommended Is
40 to 60. In Figure 7 the curves A and
C are taken at 4 volts filament and 45 and
67% volts on the plate, respectively, while
B and D are taken with 5 volts filament
and the same respective potential on the
plate.

Philips Detector Type IV
For the purpose of comparing a few of
the foreign type of tubes with American
manufacture, tests were made on a few
of these also. Many of the foreign tubes
that are made for the American market
are rather poor in quality due to the
necessity of keeping costs low in order to
overcome the rather high duty imposed on
this type of apparatus. Where this
cheaper production method has been
avoided some very high efficiency values
have resulted. Due to a lack of some of
these higher grade tubes, the tests made
were very limited in number. One of
these, the curves of which are given in
Figure 8, is a Dutch tube known as the
Philips Detector Type TV. This tube has
a standard base and can be used on either
dry cells or a storage battery in conjunction with the standard 6-ohm rheostat.
The filament voltage recommende-1 is 3.5
while the current consumption is .51
amperes.

:<

Figure 5
clearest and best in tone value ever heard.
But I have the rheostats barely turned on.
If I increase the current, the reception
turns to howls and growls. Undoubtedly
there is even greater volume in the set
but I can't that
get it."
This statement
clearly
indicates
the source
of trouble
lies

cuit, building up to any particular resistance value best adapted for the tube used,
and enabling the use of the popular 6-ohm
type of rheostat with which most sets are
equipped. Rheostats are also being produced now that have a total of 30 ohms
resistance but are so constructed that
they can be used in the same way as that
of the 6-ohm type.
UV-199
Characteristics
This tube is rated at a filament voltage
of three. The current consumption is
exceptionally low, only .06 amperes. This
permits its use with dry cells. A special
socket is required, with a standard type of
socket an adapter is necessary. The variable resistance in series in the filament
circuit is recommended as 30 ohms. If
a 6-ohm rheostat is used, a 25-ohm resistance unit should be added in series.
The plate-grid potential curves taken on
three of these tubes were so far different
from what was taken that more were
tested, the two extreme sets of curves as
taken are given in Figures 5 and 6.
Curves A are taken at a plate voltage of
21, Bat 45 ,3and C at 80 volts.
It is easily seen, that as the plate volt-

in the tubes, inasmuch as the same experience was encountered by the author.
Tubes on Keflex Circuit
/
/
Especially in the reflex type — there is
y
required a certain percentage of operating
efficiency, if this is lacking in the tubes
/
y
/ /
used, no amount of development or alteration of the circuit will remedy the situa/
%
tion. Reflexing with but a single tube
/
/
does not present the difficulties that multitube reflex circuits do. The demand on
that single tube is usually within the
functioning limits.
Portable Set Tabes
VOtTS »*E«ATIVC
POTENTIAL
WOtTS .OVTiVi VOTfTlAfc
The question of portability of receiving
sets has developed a decided demand for
Figure 7
a good dry cell tube. Unfortunately most age is increased
a more
negative
grid
dry cell tubes are either too microphonic,
potential is required.
sensitive to mechanical vibrations of any
In the De Forest DV-6
tube considersort, or their efficiency is doubtful. If it
able variation was found, but due to lack
was not for the cost the best solution
would be to purchase ten tubes of the
type decided on and then test them for
the selection of the three best. Dry cell
<>
tubes should always be cushion mounted,
that is supported on either a rubber or
felt pad to take up any shocks, bumps, or
knocks, as much as possible.
Sockets and Rheostats
-"
In order to be on the safe side it is
best to use standard sockets and if neces-

1

1

The curve A, Figure 8, was developed
with the plate potential at 16 y2 volts,
when this was increased to 22% the curve

Jewell Pattern No. 95

Complete Radio Test Set

-

AMERICA

1>

y

WCT1

(

S-'

sary use adapters — then if a better tube
is produced
the chances
are no socket
changes will be necessary.
The subject of rheostats can also be
easily taken care of. Manufacturers are
now producing small unit resistances that
can be added in series in the filament cir-

COMPARE.
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER
MAIL
US
3 0 CENTS

NOT Return it at Our Expense

ZOBEL-STEIN

LABORATORIES

322 9™ ST. BR00KLYN.N.Y. South 2650

The only complete radio test set
made. All curves on vacuum tubes
may be taken, the only other equipment necessary being batteries.
The instrument is enclosed in a handsome case and includes five instruments, a
standard vacuum tube socket, a filament
rheostat and grid potentiometer, an instruction book and special cross-section
paper for plotting curves. The instruments
are a filament voltmeter reading to 6 volts,
a filament ammeter reading to 1.2 amperes,
a plate voltmeter reading to 120 volts, a
plate milliammeter reading to 10 milliamperes and a center zero grid voltmeter reading to 10-0-10 volts.
Voltage tests
"A"telephone
and "B" receivers,
batteries grid
and
resistance
testsof of
leaks, amplifying: transformers and similar
apparatus may also be made.
The most important use of this instrument,
however, is in taking the characteristic
curve of a vacuum tube, from which all of
its constants may be determined and the
relative value of any tube measured.
This instrument is absolutely invaluable to
serious experimenters, to dealers handling
large quantities of tubes and to anyone
who wishes to ?*> beyond the mere fundamentals in the radio game.

PRICE, $65.00

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St., CHICAGO
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Figure 8
changed to 25% volts. It is evident that
this tube will give a very high efficiency
value, but the adjustment of a proper grid
potential is necessary. For this reason
the use of a potentiometer connected
across the A battery, with the grid return
connected to the center terminal of the
potentiometer, is advisable.
(TO BE CONCLUDED)
A steady
in the headset
isn't
always caused hum
by alternating
current
lines.
It is often due to an open circuit somewhere. Trace out your open circuits Defore you blame it on power lines.

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
PARTS' VALUES 7GIVEN
FOR—
— Armstrong
Supe*
1—
2—
34——
5—
6—

Hazeltine Neuttodyne
8— Armstrong Super
Gibbous Ultra Audion
Heterodyne
Regenerative
Cockatfay
Four-Circuit
Single Tube
Keflex
9
Xew T*ltra Circuit
Reinartz
Three Tube Reflex
10 —— -Kaufman
Flewelling Flivver
These helpful prints designed by a Member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for five dollars ($5) or single
prints at 75c check
apiece.
money order or
(no Send
stamps).

HOME

WORKSHOP

CO. ,P.O. Boxl062

FOR

Chicago

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN

AMERICA

LESS

95c

ARRESTER

LIGHTNING

COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
ULTRA
AUDION
CIRCUIT

a 1 1
/\/\
Jfc I | .HII

CO
(Known
MPLETEas Wonder
PARTS Circuit)...
FOR
2
STEP
EP AMPLIFIER
COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
,

*r * * ,wv
<D1 O
AtL
«plti.ttl

U. S. A.
(Aviation
WESTERN

$12.45

SIGNAL
CORPS
Type 194-W)
ELECTRIC
PHONES.

3000 Ohm
GUARANTEED
HEADSETS,
S8.50 Value..
MAGNAVOX.
LOUD
SPEAKERS, Type R3

Figure 6

IF

BUY

Curve
C
plate was

purchased here are sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. We carry the largest new stock of first quality merchandise.
10A WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKER, complete, $161 value. . .$98.45

c
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THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN

shown
shows
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multitude of letters rethe
AMONG
ceived from fans working with the
Reflex De Luxe is one that states:
•'Have constructed your Reflex De Luxe.
The reception
on a loud speaker
is the

COMPLETE
KNOCKED
RECEIVING

PARTS
DOWN
SET

FOR

HOMCHARGER,
De
Luxe
Model
THORDARSON
TRANSFORMER,

$1.30
3.70
3.30
3.10
2.70
7.00
6.50
G.00

JACKS

FORMICA
We

PANEL,

guarantee

all

$0.35
50
35
50

Black or Brown,

REINARTZ

$12.95

FOR

<£ 1

1

HONEYCOMB

COIL

51.25
$5.9$1.50
1.50

1-00
75
60
50
40
40
40

AND

WALNUT

6x5%"
by 6" deep
6x 7 V
by 6" deep
6x14"
by 6" deep
6x16%" by 6" deep
6%x21"
by 6" deep
9x12%" by 7" deep
fxlOV
by 5%"
deep
Sphagetti Tubing, yard
Phone Caps, for mostly all phones
Lightning Switches
Hydrometers, now at
Rheostats
Sponge Rubber Ear Caps, Pair
Dials. 2. 3 and ZYz Inch
Grewol Detectors
Signal Corps Super Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
Solid Copper Aerial Wire, 100 ft

$1.45
1.95
2-45
2.95
2.95
3-95
2.95
10
25
2-65
45
45
50
25
1 .35
2.45
35

cut while you wait, SQ. IN

SALVAGE

us.

STOCK

509 South State Street

AtL
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Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
and 25 Turns

merchandise -purchased
of
immediate
attention.
BUY HERE
FOR LESS

CHICAGO

PARTS
SETS

CABINETS— MAHOGANY

CONDENSERS

Single Circuit
Double Circuit
Single Circuit Filament Contiol
Double Circuit Filament Control

AT*
45

AERIALS
COMPLETE

1.250
1,500
750
250
1.000
150
MO
75
50
33

Value, 42 Plate, now
$1.75
Value, 23 Plate, now
1.45
Value. 11 Plate, now
1.35
Value.
5 Plate, now
1.25
Value.
3 Plate, now
1.15
Value, 4:s Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 3.95
Value, 23 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 3.45
Value, 11 Plate Vernier Var. Condenser.. 2.95

Paci i
I'aceut
al
i

Ar»
JWy

Loud Speaking
Units.
<£/1
C GL
Genuine Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "CJ
Special
{}>*+, UC?
LOOP

$7.95
$3.65
$27.45

1.95
180° Bakelite Variocouplers
1.75
Freshman Variable Grid Leak and Condenser. . .75
CRL Adjustable Grid Leak and Dubilier
Condenser
1 .35
Master Baldwin Type C Units with Cord
3.95
Master Baldwin Type C Headsets
6.95
Brandes
Superior Headset
5.75
Anronella Aerial Plug
1.15
3 Coil Honeycomb
Mounting
3.45
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounting
2.60
\VD-U
Bakolite Sockets
50
Firth Cord Tip Plugs
60

VARIABLE

High and Low

mp«-.^v
Ratio
ORIGINAL
BALDWIN PHONES.
These are
headband.
<CQ
QES
the Genuine
"Mica
phragm"- Nathaniel
Phones, completeBaldwin
with silk
cord Diaand
Special
at
ipZ/ ,Z/\J

$3.45
$17.95
3.45

Moulded Variometers
180°
Moulded
Variocouplers
Mahogany
Variometers

.
AMPLIFYING

Mail

1 }'zc
orders

receive

STORE
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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GOOD

PORTABLE
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cases.
This depends on the tube.
Since maximum
results are expected,
good apparatus should be used and care
taken in assembly and wiring. Soldering
joints should be properly made. Spaghetti
insulation should be used in all compact
sets thus reducing the possibility of short
circuits to a minimum.
As a portable set, U.V.-199 or W.D.-ll
tubes are convenient. The latter can be
lighted by a single dry cell and the former
needs only a large, tubular flashlight cell
(yielding 4% volts). The tube sockets
should be mounted on sponge rubber or
heavy felt batting to eliminate vibrations
that breaks the filament, and microphonic tube noises when the set is in use.
Short flexible leads to the socket and
thence to the regular bus bar wiring will
also aid in stopping these shocks.

Ideas for the Radio Experimenter's
laboratory. By M. B. Sleeper. The novice
will find a wealth of information which
will assist him in the designing, constructing and testing his set. Data on laboratory instruments are given. Price, 75
cents.
Experimental Wireless Stations. By P.
B. Edelman. Simple directions are given
in this book for making Radio equipment
for the transmission of messages over
long distances.
Price, $3.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong" Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz., Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusedly illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location,
ment. Price, store
$2. equipment and arrangeRadio rirst Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued

from

page

11)

the potential between adjacent
is made of bank winding.

turns

use

In a 2-bank winding the turns are laid
on as numbered in the illustration. Two
turns are first put on the tube, the third
jumps back on top as shown, the fourth
turn, coming back to the tube and the fifth
goes back alongside the third and so on.
A 3-bank and a 4-bank are also shown.
By this means the distributed capacity is
reduced to a minimum and a compact coil
results.

however, we have an inductance that can
be varied in minute steps. The principle
of this instrument is shown in Figure 23.
The rotor and stator are represented by
straight tubes for the sake of clearness.
When the windings are connected in series
the same current flows through both coils.
In a properly designed variometer the
magnetic fields of the stator and rotor are
of equal strength. When the rotor is in
such a position that its poles are similar
to those of the stator
(or so their fields

Ideas for the Radio Experimenter's
Laboratory. By M. B. Sleeper. This book
tells in a simple way the how and why of
Radio apparatus. Comprehensive data is
given on such necessary laboratory instruments as the oscillator, wavemeter, direction finder, Radio compass, vacuum tube
characteristic measuring set and detailed
advice given on the winding of various
kinds of standard inductance coils. Price,
75 cents.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W.

Madison

St., Chicag-o, HI.

We Live In Kansas
—but we receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison,
Los Angeles, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver
and San Antonio on Crystal without batteries. Your
crystal Bet requires only easy inexpensive changes.
Send stamp for further information or $1.00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed.
LEON LAMBERT, SOI South VoluUia, Wiohita, Kansas

At Last!
You Can Buy a Real
lVa-Volt Clear Tube
The Competitor.
W. D. 12's only
Functions at 1 to 1.1 Volts.
Genuine Filament.
Platinum Coated

and
cessfully..operate
Price, $1.50. a receiving' set suc-

The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins.
A new revised edition

(T

Fits Standard Socket

GOLD-GRAIN

CRYSTAL

Do not confuse this tube
with common Silvered Tubes
advertised as 1%-Volt.

DETECTORS
Attractive

Detector — Amplifier
Absolutely
Guaranteed

Discounts

123 WMadixon

0
$4.5CO.

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED
PROMPTLY
Cash or Money Order (No Stamps)
Dealers write for Quantity Discount

>-

DEALERS— NewLi8t

Since this type of winding is not suitable to rnachine (or even hand!) winding
the honeycomb and duo-lateral coil was
devised. In this winding the turns are
spaced some distance apart and cross each
other at an angle. Since adjacent turns
are well separated and the layers cross at
an angle the distributed capacity is effectively kept down while a large inductance is obtained in a small space.
Spider Wei) Winding'
of winding the turns of an inductance alongside of each other an attempt to wind them on top of one another
in a flat spiral resulted in the spider web
or staggered coil. Originally this form
of winding consisted of a round wood
form in which was inserted an uneven
number of wood pegs or sticks. The wire
was woven around the sticks to form a
thin flat winding very suitable for use in
tuners using a tickler coil inductively
coupled to the secondary of a receiving
set. The more modern spider web differs
only in that a slotted form is used as a
form for winding.
Another form of winding that is seldom
used but possesses many advantages is
the torroidal coil. In this form of inductance the coil is wound on a doughnut-

of this book is just out. It m complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.

Review of Books

SET HOOK-UP

fOliVJD-N ORUV-199

the fan who contemplates building
FOR
a very compact portable set the hookup shown as R.D.-84 is recommended.
Any of the tubes with low current consumption can be used. Naturally the
proper rheostat to be used will depend on
the tube and the source of filament current.
The antenna circuit includes a variometer and a .001 mfd. veriner variable condenser in series. These two controls of
wave length will permit extreme selectivity. The regenerative feature of the
circuit guarantees plenty of volume in
reception. The circuit is an adaption of
the Colpitts transmitting circuit named
the "Gibbons."
If desired audio frequency amplification
can be added in the usual manner. The
plate voltage need not be more than 45
and
in fact
22%
volts
will
do in most

DIGEST

Jt.Chicaqo

w
TREXO

TRADING

200
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Instead

Figure 23 — How the Variometer Functions
assist each other) the inductance value
is at a maximum as will be seen from the
illustration where the two fields act to-

femoattt
Radio

gether.
As the rotor is turned its field does not
coincide with the stator field and the
mutual inductance is decreased, reducing
the total inductance proportionately.
When a full half turn is made the fields
from the two coils are in opposition and
neutralize each other thus reducing the
inductance to a minimum. Therefore, it
is possible to vary the inductance very
gradually for fine tuning.

Head
Sets

In order to obtain a wide range of tuning it is necessary to have the minimum
value of inductance as near zero as possible. For this reason the stator winding
should come very close to the rotor so
that the neutralization of the fields will
be more nearly complete. In practice,
about the greatest range is to reduce the
inductance value to one-fifth of maximum
value.

ifti

Increase

In the next chapter, "Tuners and How
to Tune Your Set," we will take up the application of these inductances in the various tuning circuits.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

&

To thoroughly understand the workings
of triode tubes, the beginner should read
a book on the subject.

Figure

22— Showing

How
Torroidal
Wound

Coils

Are

like form cut from wood as shown in Figure 22. It will be seen that the magnetic
field is completed within the coil and such
a coil will not act inductively upon another winding. This is a great advantage
in some cases particularly where feedbacks in a set causes trouble. Thus this
winding would be suitable for tuned Radio
frequency amplifiers or for single circuit
circuit tuners where inductive feed-back is
not employed.
Variometer Effect
So
far
we
have
considered
industries
that are variable only by tapping the winding at fixed
places.
In the
variometer.

ADJUSTABLE COIL MOUNTINGS
FOR FLEWELLING CIRCUiT
Triple Coil Mounting
Double Coil Mountings

$5.00 List
3.50 List
A patented feature
locks the coil in place
and prevents the coil
from being thrown
out of adjustment
once station is tuned
in. Equipped with a'
silver brated
finished
calidial.
Dealers

Licensed under U. S.
De Forest Pat. 1365170

write

for

The high efficiency, wide distance-range and perfect clearness
of Federal Standard Head Sets

are the logical
result
of 22 ofyears'
experience
in the
making
precision communication apparatus.
Federal
Federal Standard Head Sets are nationally
Standard Head
endorsed by experts.
Use them and get
Sets are made
PROFESSIONAL
efficiency from your
with 2200 Ohms
and 3200 Ohms
radio. Federal makes a complete line of
resistance.
radio apparatus.
Write for descriptive literature and price.

<s*

For sale by leading dealers

Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

discounts
special

ASTORLOID MFG. CO., IVtfe #?:
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DEALERS — Attractive Discounts

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This maiTel of mystery, using no
loop no aerial and no ground, brines in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own snare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete Instructions, with hooltup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO
RADIO SHOP.
Box D-704, Vacaville. Calif.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

S. A. TWITCHELL

192S

Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Price mounted, Sensitiveness guaranteed

Just Consider
—the essential features
necessary to make an
audio frequency transformer a good one —

5.

Low Interstage Linkage,
Convenient Mounting.
Compactness.

RUSONITE

Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially Supply
adaptedcurrent
for useat with
WD-11to
Tubes.
2 volts
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new,
anteed.size 4x5;4x7 inches — Chi-Rad guar2-Volt WiUard Charged.
2- Volt WiUard Dry

Order from your dealer or direct from us.

RUSONITE

PRODUCTS

In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better
prices on larger quantity)
Specify
dry or charged when ordering.

»?

OP*JOC

CORP.

19 Park Row, N. Y.

a

CkicagoEaclioAppai'atusCo.
415 S.Deavboi'nSt, Chicago, III.

make PERFECTION
We

. .$7.50
6.50

These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.

CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
Sensitive

your SELECTION

Carry Only STANDARD Advertised Radio Equipment.
Sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Every Product

PDrp
A $1.25 VOLTMETER
OR AMMETER
GIVEN WITH EACH
r *VCC
PURCHASE OF $5, OR OVER

MAGNAVOX
LOUD

SPEAKER,

Nathaniel
List $6.00.
Special
List $12.00.
| and

FLEWELLING

Type R. 3.

$24.95
Phones

BALDWIN

SINGLES,

with

DOUBLES,

Cord,

with

.

MJH.

rKJIKCJ

The popular De Forest tube
DV 6 TUBES.

$3.75

N. & K. PHONES
QUEENS
VARIOMETER,
any.
Guaranteed Quality.
List $6.00.
Our Special Price

COCKADAY
Complete parts
circuit

for

TRIPLE MOUNTINGS, with Leads.
List $5.00.
Our Price....
DOUBLE MOUNTINGS
List $3.50.
Our
Price

$6.50

$2.45
$13.50

$2.25

List Price
Volts. . .$1.75 $1.45
5.50
1.75
2.25
.5.00
2.50
5.75

Hard
Thick
Bubber
..$0.95
7x10..
7x12.. .. 1.25
7x14.. .. 1.40

4.50
1. 10
1.45
3.50
1.85
3.95

PANELS— 3/16"
Bakelito
$2.45
2.75
3.25

Bakelite
$1.35
1.60
1.95

$11.95
<CQ

DIAGRAM

WESTERN

QC

<$&,%**}

ELECTRIC

Phones.
better
List
$12.00.None Our
pricemade-.
* *»'i'vart*xGeneral

Electric

Amp. c- BATTERY

quality

product.

CHARGER.

$7.95
$14.95
$22.95

QUEENS
180°
BAKELITE
COUPLER. Silk Wound.
List
$5.00.
I Our Price

Complete
Parts
for 2 STEP
AMPLIFIER,
cluding Panel, I 10 to I Ratio
Transformer,
I 5 to
I Ratio
Transformer
"All

American"

Perfection
Quality.
Completely
Guaranteed
made, ready to use —

TUBES

in-

$2.45
$13.50

Transformer

2 STEP AMPLIFIER

with Leads.

'

CIRCUIT

Mahog-

EVEREADY— No.
767—15
Volts
BRIGHT
STAR— No. 15-50^-22%
V. .
BRIGHT STAR— No. 15-03-6—22% V.
BRIGHT STAR— No. 3(1-90 — 45 Volts.
FRANCO— No.
1529V— 22%
Volts
FRANCO— No. 3045V— 45 Volts

Hard
Rubber
...$1.65
7x18..
7x21 . ... 1.85
7x24..
... 2.15

FREE

Used.

$28.00 List— 5 Amp.
Special

"B" BATTERIE$3.25
S ^
7G3— 22%

CIRCUIT

parts for this remarkable

Special

Treated

wonrierfu

set.

COCK"
r *X.dd

including
PANEL,
Double
Coil
2
Honeycomb
Coils,
Mounted.

DIAGRAM Equipment
Standard

TIJNflARA
$18.00 List— 2

CIRCUIT
this

FREE
ONLY

parts,
and

Complete

$4.60

»

HE"
PftRFST
detector or amplifier.
List $6.00

Complete
Mounting

REINARTZ

Cord

Band

EVEREADY— No.

Cotoco transformers make
/ these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.

used.

$11.95

UV-20IA.

V. T. 2 TUBES
Genuine
Western
Electric
Tubes.
The
Made Best Amplifying Tubes

CROSLEY
One tube Regenerative

Set.

Will

receive over 1000 miles

$6.50
(1

Q

(\fi

$6.75

«p 1 &*\J\J

CROSLEY

2 Step Amplifier to match above,
Mahogany
Cabinet

"Built First to L<ui"

Extra

$5.00

fine

At Your Dealer's

G0T0-C0IL

foi W.D.ll tubes-

PA.
OUC

6000 Ohms.
None Better Made for
OX Reception- Imported.
List $16.00

High Amplification.
Minimum. Distortion.

frame.
Frankly, we would not admit that a
loop aerial will afford the satisfaction of
an out-of-door aerial construction. The
reflex circuit is effective and affords a reasonable degree of gratification in operation.

Rusonite fans.

My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50e, or with a
j>erfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
J.3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
Tbis copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
produced,
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetarc
in use. and Is imiMy W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of tLat little tube as no otlier circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c. or witli
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

Electric Soldering Iron

2.
2.

Loop Aerial
(3444) FIIG, Seward, Nebr.
What size loop do you recommend to
work with a single tube rellex circuit, as
shown on page M of the March 17 issue
of Radio Digest? Also will it receive
Radiophone messages and music?
"Good Luck" to "Logwood," and same
to you. You publish a good, clean, clear
paper and I look forward to it each week.
A. — Answering your inquiry, we are advising that an effective loop aerial is accomplished with ten turns of wire, paced
one-half inch apart, on a three-foot square

ord. I desire to get the Pacific stations. I would like a drawing showing how to hook on the second
the variaPATENT ATTORNEYS
stage of amplification showing choke
coil
tions to make. Also data on
PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
and advantage and how to make and Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
whether arebattery is used when the rheo- Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.
off.
turned
stats
What I actually want to know is, if it
is sufficient to turn rheostats of A battery off when not in use in order to not
use either A or B battery or must the
wires be taken from the binding posts
of the A and B battery.
It seems peculiar that I cannot get
my second stage to function. I have used
RECTIFIES.
the same wiring plan as the first on which
I have, in my estimation, good results.
I have tried using separate B batteries of
A Synthetic CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
45 volts for the one stand second stage,
sensitive MULTIP
over its
entire surface
(Patent Pending)
OINT
also have tried making all connections Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and
volume.
Endorsed
by
Badio
experts
and presB. Sold
on one B battery.
I am using jacks so in Sealed Packages only.
Join the ever increasing

=\

Reinartz Panel Set
(357:') WJM.
Rensselaer, N. Y.
I believe it would prove advantageous
to many of your readers as well as many
who never saw them to reprint the drawing of the Reinartz circuit that appeared
in vour paper November 25. I lent my
copy to a friend but it has never been
returned and 1 am very desirous of getting another.
I built my Reinartz through the aid
of your specifications and it is my favorite set. It has proven very selective,
which is desired by most owners, for it
brings in the distant broadcasting stations exceptionally well. Often it is very
poor on local stations and only last night
I could not tune in a concert which was
being sent out only about two miles
away but could get WGR at Buffalo fine
at the same time by a mere turn of the
vernier condenser.
I have the detector with one stage and
attempted to add a second stage but with
no success. Xo better than one stage,
although I have gone over wiring and all
details without finding anything amiss.
Some drawings show a plus to secondary
of transformer, others a minus. Have
tried both but no better. I am well
pleased but would like to add the other
•stage so could
use a loud speaker.
I
an get broadcasting from 4 p. m. until
* a. m. nearly every day if I care to tune
n. The farthest point reached is Omaha,
Nebraska. This is no record but I am trying to improve my set to establish a rec-

should publish a diagram make
If youconnections
jack
plain.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to difficulty encountered in adding
amplification to otherwise satisfactory
functioning Reinartz circuit we are advising that it is our opinion that you
have a faulty amplifying transformer. It
might be, however, due simply to the
fact that tube is not making a good contact in socket. Attention to these details should remove the limitation experienced.
In the matter of connecting transformer, secondary must go to the negative side of A battery.
Battery current is not consumed when
rheostat is turned off.
We are directing your attention to page
thirteen of March 3 issue of Radio Digest for a diagram of circuit in question
showing method of adding two stages of
amplification with jacks for plugging
'phones in on detector.
As per your suggestion we are repeating the hook-up illustration that appeared in the November 25 issue.

7x10
7x12
7x14

CO. PROVIDENCE

CABINETS
quality — Hinged top — Mahogany
$2.75
2.95

7x18
7x24

finish.
$3.50
3.95
3.95

CROSLEY
2 Step Amplifier to match above (same size
Mahog$17.00
any Cabinet) complete with two
*«.
Cf.
Deforest DV-6

Tulles.

Special...

ipZl.OtJ

3.25
12x14"
PERFECTION RADIO
CORPORATION,
Mail Order Dept. 59 Cortland St., NEW YORK
Stores also at 119 West 23d Street, 78 Cortland Street and 128 Chambers Street
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL

CITY

RADIO

DIGEST

p*"^*^*^...^
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Portability is
the last word for
this outfit. Here
Grasmoen,
is shown pretty
Mildred

nurse at the Illinois
Central Hospital, Chicago,
in her portable canvas boat
which is driven by a portable stern attached gasoline motor and equipped with a portable Radio set
and folding loop aerial for entertainment. The boat,
outboard motor,
loop trunk
aerial can all be
folded Radio
away set
in and
a large

i
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AIR USED TO AID REDS
N
AGENTS
FIND
E
aT
PROPAGANDA
BROADCASTER
Private

Plants

Radical

Citizens' Complaints Cause Investigation— Believe Soviet
Russia Behind Move
By W. £. Johnson
PHILADELPHIA. — Federal agents and
city police authorities are investigating
the reports of the practice of private
broadcasting' stations in this city in
spreading radical propaganda. The situation is such that hundreds of citizens have
sent letters of protest to the federal authorities complaining against the disloyal
messages that have been sent out.
Joseph McDevitt, a Department of Justice agent, has conferred with Director
James Cortelyou, of the police department,
in the hope that steps will be taken to suppress the radical program.
Russian Backing1 Seen.
Russian
seen in attack
the Reds'
new
enterprise. backing
The mostis violent
against
the government was made on Sunday, May
20, through a Philadelphia station, William
F. Forster, chief of the Department of
Justice agents in this city declared. He
would tion not,
reveal the admitting
exact loca-it
of the however,
station, although
had been under investigation for some
(Continued on page 2)

Beach sets allow one to utilize not only the
wet but tiie electromagnetic waves, too. At
-•least Rita Walker, prominent:•:-:•:■'■'■:film
■'■:-' .
star, the
thinks
set so.
she Witness
uses at
Neptune Beach, Alameda, Calif.
© Keystone

ALL DETROIT'S BLIND
WILL GET RECEIVERS
— Every blind person here
DETRO
to be furnished with a receivis IT.
ing set. The Detroit Welfare
League, under the direction of Grace D.
Davis, has undertaken this task and
announces that many afflicted persons
already have been supplied. "No one
.'an realize what a blessing Radio is to
without sight," Hiss Davis
persons
says.

First Broadcasts from Mexico
MEXICO CITY.— The first Radiophone
broadcasting station ever successfully
operated in Mexico now is sending out
programs from the Regional Exposition of
Nuevo Leon. The station uses a wave
length of 400 meters.

II
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ONE
TELLS
HOW
HE
HAS
FRIENDS SAVE COUPONS
Much
Valuable
Standard
Apparatus
Available to Radiophans By Saving Consecutive Coupons

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER j

r,:

Coupon Number 3

H

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest
until further notice.
"When sent in, accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

^
S
|j|
j|§
n§
§§§
m
^
s

Save Me — I Am Valuable 1

The Special Reward- Offer announced in
the June 2 issue has been received with
enthusiasm by the regular readers of the
Digest.
One fan writes:
"Just the opportunity I have been waiting for. There have been many pieces of
apparatus I have wanted but the old
pocketbook wouldn't stand for my getting
them. Now with the Special Reward
Coupons (I have taken your paper regularly since the first number) I am clipping them every week and will soon have
two or three pieces of apparatus I have
wanted for some time, and at practically
no expense."
"Notice quite a few things I want
among those you are offering," writes another subscriber. "I have asked several of
my friends who take your paper to save
their coupons for me. Great stuff Digest;
I'm for you."
Many realize that all that is necessary
to secure the valuable, standard pieces of
apparatus listed below is to clip the
coupon appearing on page two of the Digest each week and mail them together
with the necessary remittance to the office. There is no limit to the number of
coupon series that can be sent in for apparatus.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by
the reader.
is no*
number
of series
turned inThere
by any
one limit
reader. to the
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple tbe items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary. The eight classes of items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents (S0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug: 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Snindler .001 mfd. Build-XJp Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser;- 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser: 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UT-199 Socket; Bay-O-Tac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance,
Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser:
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter:
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Electrad Grid
Leak (with clip mountings) ; Dubilier Micadons Type
600 (.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003, .004,
or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610 (.001, .002.
.0025, .003, .004. or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Micadons
Type 601 (.006 mfd.): Dubilier By-Laws Condenser (.1,
.25, or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier
Radio Dial (3/16, Vt., or 5/16 inch black or white face) ;
Premier Universal Radic Jack. Open Circuit; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three Spring;
Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points.
Class C Articles
For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-0hm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery. 2 .cells 1% volts;
(Continued on page 6)

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE
Station and City

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Aha
CKAC, Montreal, Que. . . .
KDKA.E. Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, HI
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mase. . . .
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv. Mo...
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WEAF, New York. N. Y. . .
WFAA, Dallas. Tex
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Medford. Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville. Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJT, New York, N.Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ,San Juan, P. E....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAO, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.. . . .
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport. la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa ... .
W OR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WST, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich

Monday

FOR

Tuesday

6:00- 7:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
8:00-12:30
7:00- 8:30
5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:1
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
5:305:308:304:30-

WITH

BELOW

•j

FANS LIKE IDEA OF
BIG REWARD OFFER

DIGEST

9:00
8:00
9:30
5:00

9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
5:00- 5:30
4:00- 5:30
5:30- 9:30
6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30

THE

LISTENER

IN

INSTRUCTIONS)

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00 5:45- 6:45
11:30-12:30
11:30-12:30
6:00- 9:00 3:00- 4:30
9:00
6:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 6:005:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 6:30- 7:30
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
10:00-12:00 9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
10:001:00
9:00-ld:00
10:00-11:00 9:00- l:i
9:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
8:00-12:30 7:00- 8:30
8:00-10:00 7:00- 8:30
6:00- 7:00
7:00- 8:30 10:00-12:00
9:00- 9:30
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 8:40
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 7:00- 7:20 3:30- 4:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
8:00
8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:004:00- 5:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:307:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
1:00 6:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:007:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00 9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
5:306:00
6:001:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 9:30-10:30
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
8:30-12:00
4:305:00
6:308:30
7:00-10:00 5:30- 6:30
4:30- 5:00 '7:
4:30- 9:30
00-' 8:66 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00 8:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30 7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30 12:00-1:00 9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00 7:00- 8:00 6:30- 7:30
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 8:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
6:00- 7:00

8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00-10:00
6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00
8:00-12:00

9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
6:00- 9:00 '6:00-' 7:30
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00 16:45-12:66
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:30
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:008:10-10:00
7:15- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00
5:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
'5:15-' 6:30
9:00-11:00
7:009:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
8:009:30
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
7:30- 8:30
7:008:30
10:00-11:00 7:00. 8:30
9:30-10:30
'6:00-' 7:30 6:00- 9:00
5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 7.00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:66 10:45-12:00 i6:45-i2:66
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30
7:00- 8:45
5:00- 5:30

U. S.(Continued
REDS from
USEpageRADIO
1)
weeks. All of the messages, he said, were
in the guise of an appeal on behalf of the
working class, but like all radical propaganda, the main parts of the talks embraced
attempts to belittle the existing form
of government. This new form of propaganda, federal agents believe, is being paid
for by the Russian soviet government.
A question arises as to whether legal
methods can be found to close up such
stations that broadcast radical propaganda, and a conference will be held soon
with officials in Washington concerning
such a move.

They Took It Good-Naturedly
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.— Local Kiwanians recently thought they were dancing
to Radio music and were so pleased by
the novelty that they girated till midnight,
when it was disclosed to them the music
was furnished by a phonograph connected
with tube amplifying set.
The trick is in

the Coil
NO

STORAGE
BATTERY
REQUIRED
No Radio
Transformer
used.Frequency
Not Super
but
DOUBLE Beflex Regeneration.
Works local without antenna or
ground,
and brings
the
"FAB AWAY
ONES"in with
liver.
more volume than you ever
thought one tube could deMoney Order for 25 cts. brings
easy to read diagrams and all
information.
Address:

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45

6:30- 8:00

JACK

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
7:30-"8':30
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Looking Ahead

GetRADI
into Business
for Yourself
S"
O "BUG
Why not turn your hobby into money? You
can easily make $15.00 a day, or as much
more as you like, by our wonderful plan of
selling Radio direct to the millions of people just waiting for our better parts or sets.
We furnish everything you need at lowest
factory prices and tell you how to build a
profitable business of your own.
Knott products are up-to-the-minute. Knott
plans are unique and unbeatable. Radio is
just beginning to come into its own — are
you?_ Want to make more money — want to
be your own boss? Write TODAY for FREE
instructions, How To Sell Real Radio.

E. R. KNOTT
Ellery

A Flewelling Cigar Box Portable — Costs little and hears 'em all on a short length
of wire for an aerial.
Read about it next 'week.
The

World's Smallest Regenerative Set — Three and one half by three and one
quarter inches only, and has picked up stations over 800 miles away. It was
built by Roslyn Russel of Niagara Falls, N. Y., and will be explained in
detail June 23.

A

Camper's Set Complete — Designed by H. J. Marx. A dandy outfit for the
lover of the out-of-doors.
Another feature in the Digest next week.

BOSTON

We
and

claim to handle only standard
well-known
Radio
merchandise.

On top oftractive
thatdiscounts
-we have
most jobatof anytheRadio
ber to offer you.
It will be worth while writing for our
latest
discount
sheet.

WEMSetocn
ST., CHICAGO,!!!,,

AT LAST

A REAL RADIO MAP
WITH SIGNAL SYSTEM
Kit* separate index of Broadcasting Stations.
signed by a Badio Expert.
Map
printed in two colors on heavy paper,

De61ze

19"x24".
16 page
Index gives call
letters,
names and
addresses of Broadcasting
Stations,
Kilocycles.
Meters,
space for Dial Adjustments and Supplementary List.
Permanent and graphic record of stations received
made on map and index by use of small colored signals, furnished with map in two sizes and three
colors. These take place of colored headed pins
that are both destructive and expensive.
No Badio Set complete without this convenient
system.
for
postage.PRICE 50 CENTS PER SET— Send 12c
Carried bv Badio, Book and Stationery Stores.
Jobbers, write for discounts.

L.

L.

SMITH

9 Knapp Street

desires a simple, sure-fire

CO.

27, MASS.

DEALERS!

Radiophan— Next issue is the Portable Set

Number of Radio Digest. You hot weather airphone fans, get next week's
copy early so you can begin building a compact receiver for the beach, camp,
automobile, or whatever good use you may have in mind. There will be lots
to take your choice from.
For instance —

MACHINE

St., S.

159 *J. STATE

R.D.-86 Hook-Up Diagram — A wonder for the fan who
set for the beach.
See page
14 issue of June 23.

j

508 Railway
Exchange
Bldg., '
Chicago,
III.
P. 5. : Its Radio Golf Rec- »
ord is 119,000 miles.
First Trial
Up Havana |
from Picked
New York

l-D

Portable Sets Galore for the Summer

J
=
S
I

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 7:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

"All the lave News of Radio"
Numerous Letters from Fans Show listener In Audience Wants Variety
Globe Pick-Up Pictures Audience
Flewelling Answers, by E. T. Flewelling
The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, Part HI with City-Station Index

PRATT

oI
J
j
Ij

&

CO.

BOSTON.

MASS.

Vte Will JlailVbu One

Even Q. & A. Next Week Will Be Portably Inclined — that is, hand picked so that
they will be of most benefit to those contemplating the use of a small set
this summer.

Have a Copy with You on
Your Vacation
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Radio Digest
YOU

WANT

IT!

BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

SEND

IN THE

BLANK

TODAY

Publisher Radio Digest,
123 West Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Please find enclosed check H. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
Name

COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US.

IF

3 0 CENTS
NOT Return it at Our Expense

Address
City

State

Zo bel- Stein

laboratories

322 9™ ST. BROOKLYN.N.Y.SouiHaesO.
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CALIFORNIA TO GET
MAMMOTH STATION
GENERAL
ELECTRIC PLANS
DUPLICATE OF WGY
Oakland to Get New 1000- Watt PlantReserve Power for Tests —
Building Now

DIGEST

TUNES IN FOR MUSIC;
GETS STATION H

LISTEN TO BIRTHDAY
PARTY FOR ALFONSO

Harris
Alex recently
one night
timed
BUS, his setOHIO.—
COLUM
with the intention of listening to
or some other
RSVP
From
place but for a time be thought he had
Station H
L. He was called away
from his set and while he was gone a
dropliijht wire became entangled with
the set. The result was a fire.

the United States
as wellans
as in
in
Many Radioph
NEWthe YORK.an republics
South Americ
listened with interest on an evenit
cently to the broadcasting by Station
PwX Havana, Cuba, of speeches and
music from the Spanish Casino there in
honor of the birthday of King Alfonso,
of Spain.

By C. H. Huntley
SCHENECTADY. X Y. — Faith in the
permanence of Radio broadcasting: is
demonstrated by the recent announcement
Of the Gener.il Electric Company that the
!ant to be constructed exclusively
for popular broadcasting will be erected
in Oaklar.d. Calif., to house the large
Pacific coast station of that companyWork will be started this month on a
two-story studio building, the antenna
towers and the power house. Workmen
are already assembling the Radio equipment. It is expected that the new station will be in the air within six months.
The station will be located on East 14th
Street. Oaklar.d. The site was selected
after a thorough inspection of available
properties in San Francisco and vicinity.
The Oakland plot was chosen because of
its technical advantages, the availability
of musical talent and the proximity of
the site to San Francisco, the great com.
mercial center of the Pacific coast.
Two Story Brick Structure
The plans provide for a two-story brick
structure. On the first floor will be the
office of the studio manager, a general
correspondence room, a reception room
for artists and quarters for motor-generator sets and storage batteries. There will
be two studios on the second floor, the
main studio large enough to accommodate
large bodies of musicians such as a band
or symphony orchestra, and a smaller
studio from which solo numbers and addresses may be broadcast. The use of
two studios will make possible continuous broadcasting. The Radio control
room will be on the second floor.
One thousand feet back of studio building will be the power house and antenna
system. The antenna will be multipletuned and strung between two steel towers, each 150 feet high and placed 260
feet apart. Beneath the antenna proper
will be the counterpoise consisting of a
network of wires, fourteen feet above the
ground, covering an area of 150 by 300
feet. In addition to the power house,
which will be one story high, 71 by 32
feet, there will be a small building for
the tuning apparatus at the end of the
multiple-tuned antenna.
Transmitter Similar to WGY
The transmitter will be similar to that
is now used almost daily at WGY.
Many developments which have brought
nation a reputation for exceptional
transmission quality will be part of the
Pacific coast station equipment.
The new station will be operated with
1000 watts in the antenna but the equipment will be designed in excess of that
power for test purposes.
Every part of the equipment in the
power house and- in the control room will
be in duplicate, assuring uninterrupted
service. If one outfit or part of an outfit breaks down during the operation
period another part will be ready to be
brought into the circuit.
It is probable that an auxiliary studio,
connected with the transmitting equipShe is a
ment of the station by telephone lines, Miss Jeanne Wynne, one of the best known Radiophone entertainers in the country.
will be located in San Francisco.
pianist of wide!y recognized ability and
is an exclusive
Constitution,
Atlanta,starGa.at WGM, "Old Reliable," the Atlanta
The Pacific coast station of the General Electric Company will utilize remote
control to broadcast church services and
Mulcahy says use of these horns violates
SPEAKER
musical entertainments from San Fran- STREET LOUD
cisco and Oakland. The Pacific Telegraph
theThe
ordinance
a "nuisance."
dealers asargue
that the ordinance
SILENCED BY OLD LAW was
& Telephone Company has offered to propassed before Radio was thought of,
vide land wire connections for this servbut the Chief was obdurate and said the
ice.
use of such horns will have to end. The
City's Police Chief Holds Horns dealers
ruling. indicated they will fight the police

"OLD RELIABLE"

WHK

Starts Cop Program

Are "Nuisances"

CLEVELAND. OHIO.— WHK, the broadcasting station of the Radiovox Company,
has made special arrangements with the
Police Department of the City of Cleveland, by which special bulletins of public
interest will be broadcast at 6:00 P. M.
each evening.

THE

■

ANTENNA

PIANIST POPULAR

ELIZABETH, N. J. — Years ago the local
board of works passed an ordinance proOmaha Citizens' Club Meets
hibiting peddlers and others from making
OMAHA, NEBR. — The Citizens Radio
noises on the streets. This ordinance was club of Omaha held its initial meeting
invoked only recently to stop the use of recently. All present members are also
large loud speaking horns in front of members of the American Radio Relay
stores of Radio dealers.
Chief of Police league.

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

VOYAGERS ENJOY
SHIP-TO-SHIY TALK
VOICES
FROM
ONE VESSEL
CARRY TO SECOND
Pacific

Coast Ships in Epochal "Stateroom Radiophone
Confab"
Unique
Experiments

By Strachan McMillan
LOS inANGELES,
For the
time
the historyCALIF—
of shipping
on first
the
Pacific Coast, if not in the entire world,
passengers while enroute on two liners,
more than a thousand miles apart, were
able to carry on telephone conversations
with each other from their private staterooms. This was revealed recently at
Los Angeles Harbor with the arrival of
the liner H. F. Alexander from San Francisco.
Passengers who arrived on the liner,
stated that on Thursday evening, just as
the ship was nearing Los Angeles Harbor, Radiophone communication was
established with the S. S. Dorothy Alexander, of the same line, just as that vessel
was pulling into the Puget Sound.
Equipped with Badio Switchboards
The two ships, together with the S. S.
Matsonia, were equipped with Radio
switchboards a short time ago, but this
was the first time that the instruments
were experimented with to any degree of
success. Both liners, which belong to the
Pacific Steamship Company, were equipped
with phones for the use of interstateroom
communication. The installation of the
Radio switchboard is stated to be inexpensive and mechanically simple, and permits the plugging of any stateroom of
the ship onto the ether line.
Capt. A. P. Bartlett in command of the
S. S. H. F. Alexander stated that he expected, on account of the success of the
recent experiment, that all ships will be
so equipped and that it will be only a
short time until then. "And," continued
the captain, "if telephone companies on
shore will install Radio switchboards, it
will permit of anyone ashore to get into
instant communication by telephone with
almost
any Santa
ship atCatalina
sea."
Avalon,
Island, is
equipped with Radio switchboards,
persons who are on the mainland may
cure telephonic communication writh
island from an ordinary telephone.

now
and
sethe

Wave
World's
LatestBath
in Wonders
But,

Dear Reader, This Radio Dip Is
Medicinal — Not Your Saturday
Night Favorite
NEW YORK. — The Radio bath is now
added to the long list of ether wonders.
Two physicians, after months of experiment, declare they have perfected a process of providing an electric bath by Radio.
But this bath is medicinal, not the ordinary Saturday night favorite, and those
who joyfully conceived the idea of bath
broadcasting: stations, fitted to throw a
bath about one while walking- on the
street, or working in the office, are doomed
to disappointment.
Cares Nervous Afflictions
The process, invented by Dr. W. S. Benson and F. B. Schanne, both of Newark,
N. J., consists of baking or sweating patients in strong electromagnetic waves
diffused over the entire body. A cabinet
is used for the purpose. The ailments
which it is declared to treat with success
are rheumatism, neuritis, pneumonia and
nervous afflictions.
At no time during the treatment, according to the physicians, is the patient
in direct contact with an electric primary
circuit. So powerful are the waves inside
the cabinet that a disconnected electric
light bulb, held within the field of the
waves, will glow with light. The waves
penetrate every cell and tissue of the human body, energizing cells and exercising
muscles.
<.

Aw That's Tube-Bad
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A.R.R.L DON'T LIKE
"SILENCE" PEROIDS
CUTS OUT AMATEUR AID IN
EMERGENCIES

Relay

DIGEST

Numerous Letters from Fans Show
Listener In Audience Wants Variety
Entertaining a Million Persons a Night Proves Big Job but Program
Directors Get Valuable Hints from "Bouquets and
Brick" Letters from Fans

League
Thinks
That
Enforcement Would Destroy Co-operation
with Commerce Department

By William H. Easton
If the Radio audience could realize some
of the problems that have to be solved by
those who are engaged in preparing the
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Enforcement of programs, they would, I am sure, not only
sympathize
with them but would wonder
a quiet period for amateur Radio operators between 7:30 and 10:30 P. M., as pro- how they preserve their sanity. No one
before has ever had to entertain a million
posed by the department of commerce,
would prevent the valuable assistance of or so people every night; and consequently
amateur stations in emergencies, such as those who have undertaken this simple
storms, floods and wrecks arising during little task have had to stumble along as
those hours, according to the American best they could, learning as they go, and
Radio Relay league board of direction profiting wherever possible by their miswhich has submitted recommendations to
takes. They are, however, exceedingly
the department through its secretary.
fortunate in having an audience that tells
A special meeting of the league was them frankly just what it thinks about
held in New York recently to consider their efforts; and with the hundreds of
amateur regulations originally discussed letters that reach them daily as a guide,
by its representatives and the chief super- they have been able to work with some
visor of Radio.
degree of certainty.
First Eule, Give Variety
Now Voluntarily Observed
The first rule that the letters lay down
Since the period of quiet hours between
7:30 and 10 P. M. now is being adhered is: Give the Radio public infinite variety.
to voluntarily by amateur operators If you were to open their mail some morning the first letter would probably say, "I
throughout the country and has been extended in some instances to the hours be- enjoyed your concert so much last night.
tween 7:30 and 10:30 P. M., through a That's right; give us more good music and
definite local agreement, the board con- do away with those execrable popular
selections." Then the second letter would
siders it unnecessary for the department
to enforce this regulation.
say, "For the love of Mike, cut out the
Uproar and give us good old American
"It is our conviction," the recommenJazz."
Letter number three would read as
dations state, "that if transmission is
prohibited between certain hours, it will follows: "Prof. Simpkins' address on 'The
destroy rather than create amateur co- Color of Cats' was the most interesting
operation with the department; whereas
speech I ever listened to," and letter numif voluntary quiet hours are permitted,
ber four would state, "Why do you inflict
the past records show that we can count your audience with such stupid stuff as
the talk on cats? I hung up my receiver
on nearly perfect observance of the plan."
Want Wave Band Subdivided
Hard to Satisfy Everybody
The board went on record as being in in disgust."
With testimony like this it is quite evifavor of a virtual subdivision of the amadent
that it is very difficult to satisfy
teur wave band between 150 and 220 meters, recommending that this band be everybody all the time. The only thing to
be
done
is
to draw from the entire field of
available for special license continuous
music, literature, science, politics, culture,
wave transmitters, that wave lengths between 150 and 200 meters be open to con- hygiene and religion, and thus please
tinuous wave general transmitters, that every one at least part of the time. Consequently, those who do not like jazz
all modulated services, including spark,
AC tone, CW, ICW, unfiltered CW and music must bear in mind that many will
listen
to
nothing
else; while those who do
phone, be restricted to the band from 176
not like speeches must remember that a
to 200 meters, and that all types of trans- very large number of Radio listeners are
mitters be permitted "to operate at will
on any wave length within the band to isolated or are invalids and absolutely depend upon Radio for their contact with the
which that type is eligible."
outside world.
Must
Keep
ImprovingThe second point that the letters prove
is, there must be constant improvement in
broadcasting both technically and artistically. No station can maintain its programs on a dead level and retain the interest
of
audience. The complaints soon
WMAK Furnishes Daily Advice of begin toitscome
in. Curiously enough, they
Specialists to Eastern
are all to the effect that the programs are
getting so poor. This is not the case.
Growers
They are just as good
as ever; but th-;
LOCKPORT, N. Y. — Station WMAK of
this city, located in the heart of the Niagara fruit belt, has inaugurated a Radio
Price
List
spray service for farmers and fruit growers. A fruit specialist makes the announcements relative to spraying daily at
11 A. M. Eastern time. It is estimated
Send
for list of BARGAINS
that fruit growers in western New York
ECONOMY
RADIO
CO.
have lost thousands of dollars worth of
132
Nassau
Street, NEW
YORK CITY
apples and peaches in past years because
they were not familiar with the opportune
time to spray and what chemicals to employ. It is expected that the Radio Service will not only improve the quality but
also the quantity of the 1923 harvest.

taste of the audience has improved. It is
for this reason that Westinghouse Station
KDKA is experimenting so constantly in
every direction. Its engineers are incessantly striving for better tone reproduction and for the elimination of unpleasant noises. Its program staff is incessantly
working for better artistic effects and for
entirely new features. They began with
the phonograph; then introduced artists
and speakers in person; then went outside
of the studio for church services, important meetings, symphony concerts,
operas and sporting events, and recently
established an orchestra so that incidental
music could be rendered in the best possible manner. Thus, in accordance with the
well-known formula, "Every day in every
way onewe realizes
are getting
Bux
no
more better
fully and
how better."
much more
must be done in order to continue to preaudience.serve the good opinion of the Radio
Want No Interference
The third important fact that develops
from the correspondence is, Interference
must be eliminated. Not only must the
audience be able to hear this station
clearly and distinctly whenever they wish
to hear it, but they must also be at perfect liberty to eliminate its signals and
receive equally clearly the program to
some other station that may, for the
moment, please them better. This is their
most serious problem at present. The
great increase in the number of stations
has filled the ether with chaos and confusion, and if this is not remedied broadcasting will die out. The government, the
Radio engineers, and those broadcasting
stations that are interested in Radio for
its own sake, and not for selfish reasons,
are struggling with it valiantly. Though
the situation may at times look hopeless,
one should not forget that worse troubles

Club Makes Fan Directory

Wayfaring "Ham"

Tells hisStory
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Upon
recent
return from California, Charles S. Polacheck addressed the Milwaukee Radio
Amateurs' Club, Inc., under the title of
"Some experiences of a Wayfaring 'Ham'
in the West."
When telephones are of the same resistance, connect them in parallel. If they
are of different
resistance,
connect
in
series.

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

READY

Summer
Static
Overcome
"Good-bye

NEW

Price mounted, Sensi
tiveness guaranteed . .

RUSONITE

50c

^RICHMOND
NEW

Order from your dealer or direct from us.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
19 Park Row, N. Y.

OC„
<GOC

$1:25

NOW
ONLY

MULl.l

W$t <©urab Jf olbtng Loop Serial
A Summer Necessity

SEVENTH

AVENUE,

Patent
Applied for

formerly $2.0*

Condenser
J....ad/of
as, Freshman
106

J.

YORKJ

Improved

At yourand dealer's
— otherwise
send
price
you will
be supplied

CATWHISKER

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
Sensitive

N.
D.

Aerial"

ANTENELLA
MULTIPOINT
A Synthetic CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
sensitive over its entire sulfate
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed by Radio exnerrs and press. Sold
in
Sealed fans.
Packages only.
Join the ever Increasing
Busonite

CORP.

^

No aerial or antenna needed

New

TUBE

4.00

His revelation will glad'
den, beyond measure,
those who have awaited
the coming of the perfect
broadcast receiver.

All outside wiring, aerial, lightning arresters, switches and other inconveniences
so inductive to static are eliminated.
Merely plug Antenella in any light socket
and you can enjoy all Radio pleasures in
any room in your home, apartment or hotel.
No current consumed.

CO'JrJ

TUBES

Vill sowiieVeJ the innermost
secret o Ais]%ASUi$ (fifef^

ANTENELLA
OlALL AVE.,
COM NLWHAVCH,
P A N~V
:654fiRAND

l'/2 VOLT

AH tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail Orders Given Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

The

oa

OX

$2 75
300
350
350
3.50
2.75
3 00
3 00
3 50

55 Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

methods

Of*ifo

REPAIRED

C-300 or TJV-200
C-201 or TJV-201
C-302 or- UV-2C2
C-201A or UV-201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Moorehead Detectors
Moorehead Amplifiers
DV-6 or DV-6A
Also the new UV-199

CLEARANCE

NOW

TIFFIN, OHIO. — A Radio directory giving the names of owners of receiving sets
and description of their apparatus, is
being compiled in this city by the Tiffin
Radio club.

Give Radio Instruction
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.— The Board of
Education here has gone on record as
favoring Radio instruction. Receivingsets will be used for instruction during
class hours, and will be operated for the
benefit of the parents in the evening.

■^

SPRAY SERVICE TO
SAVE FRUIT CROPS

SUMMER

than this have been smoothed out.
Broadcasting is only an infant. If it
develops as rapidly within the next two
years as it has in the past two (and there
is every reason to believe that it will),
interference will disappear; trivial programs will make way for those of real
interest and importance; and it will be
possible to hear not only the large American stations clearly and distinctly almost
anywhere in the United States, but stations in London, Paris and Rome as well.

.
NEW

purchase
postpaid.

o.lnc.
YORK

Folded,

21"

high;

Open,

30'

wide.

Qurad Folding Loop Aerial embodies the most practical and efficient
in loop construction. It FOLDS
in every sense of the word and is
so constructed that the wires cannot tangle. By merely raising the
arms into their proper position,
leverage is brought to play which
draws the wire tight insuring perfect alignment and rigidity.
It is designed for use with radio
frequency receivers but can be
used effectively with any circuit.
Undesired stations can easily be
tuned out and interference from
static is greatly decreased.
It is of rugged construction, yet attractive in appearance and will withstand hard usage. Finished in Walnut
and strung with green silk covered
wire. The Loop is mounted on a pivot
base and arms are provided for shifting
its direction.
Suitable for use in the finest home
and especially desirable when genuine
portability is required.

ready for use
Price, complete,Manufactured
and guaranteed

QUINCY

RADIO

Dealers are invited to write for our proposition

$12.50

by

LABORATORIES
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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PICK-UP PICTURES AUDIENCE
■
The heart of WJY-WJZ. an oscillograph that shows the Radio waves
as they leave the antenna. This allows corrections to regulate the modulation, etc. There is an actual "motion" picture of the wave on the revolving square mirror. Operator W.
E. Tesch is observing

Here is the control operator at WJY-WJZ
with the new double pick-up microphone
half open. All of the harsh, mechanical
parts are enveloped and hidden by the
unique globe arrangement. The globe is
about eighteen inches in diameter and
stands
on a mahogany
pedestal

Reputed the finest and most modern station, WJY-WJZ, atop the
/^Eolian building. New York City, has probably the most novel pickup microphone in use today. This transmitter is shown above in the
Classic studio. (There is also a Jazz studio.) At the left, the pick-up
is shown doseup. The globe is really a sphere atlas and typifies
the world, the invisible audience of Radio. The sensitive microphone
is concealed within the thin gauze globe, painted to make it more
realistic. The seas are deep green while the continents are tan.
The unique arrangement is meant to aid many ether artists who
have found it difficult to give their best in a soundproof studio with
no visible listeners or applause
Photos © K. & H.

CFCN PLANT HELPS
TO CALIBRATE SETS

FLEWELLING
_____

WJAX INSTALLS NEW
LIGHT-SIGNAL SYSTEM

ANSWERS

By E. T. Flewelling _____

(Editor's Xote. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each iceek care of Radio Digest, he picks the
CANADIAN
STATION
SENDS one considered most informative for all and
answers
it in this column.)
ON VARIED WAVES
Use of Loop Aerial
(Submitted by A. W. H., Oelwein, Iowa.)
Announcer Begins at 10:30 O'clock and
Question. — In using the Flewelling Super
Works on Rising Scale from
on a loop should I connect the two ends of
the loop to the binding post in the regular
200 Meters
way or how should the loop be used?
Answer. — The Flewelling Super picks up so
much energy through its own wiring that a
By Jeffrey J. Sing-man
CALGARY, ALTA. — With the object of loop is not of very much use. If you use a
aiding Radiophans to tune in more easily short piece of wire, say 5 to 6 feet long and
and expeditiously on broadcasting sta- let it hang down from your set, you will
tions on their scheduled times and wave- secure as good results as you would with a
lengths, CFCX, . the broadcasting station good loop. Due to this habit of picking up
of The W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd., at Cal- its own energy, the Flewelling set robs a loop
gary, is now conducting a service which of any attempt that it might make to show
will enable listeners-in to calibrate their directional
effects as it does on, say, a Radio
receiving sets.
frequency set. The writer's own personal
One night a week the announcer at preference
is to simply connect his set to the
CFCX broadcasts on many different wave
lengths, varying from 200 metres to 750 nearest radiator or water pipe and "go to it."
Fully
as
good
and generally better results are
metres. The announcer commences at obtained in this
way as upon a regular set
10:30 o'clock, Mountain Standard time, with a good antenna.
and announces that CFCN is working on
200 metres, asking Radiophans who are
on their air to note carefully just what
position on their dials the pointers are
in while signals are being received on
this wave length.
CHICAGO. — John P. McNamara painted
Great Aid to Listeners
the front steps of a house he owned at
This is repeated every few minutes on 1935 Taylor street recently. This did not
rising wave lengths, and thus listenersin are able, to record on the dials of their please the tenants. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and to show their displeasure
receiving sets the various wave lengths. O'Connor,
they walked down the newly painted steps
This tends to allow them to tune in more and
went out. When they returned they
quickly when they know a certain sta- found the aerial of their Radio set torn
tion is broadcasting on a regulation wave
down. Yesterday O'Connor obtained a
length at a set hour.
for McNamara charging disorMany communications have been re- warrant
derly conduct.
ceived by CFCN congratulating the management on this Radio service feature,
which, judging by the number and tone
The latest and most essential part
of the communications received, popular and much appreciated.
of an efficient tube set

They Didn't Like the Paint
and He Didn't Like Radio

Phones Repaired
Phone expert. Repaired phones for L". S.
Navy. Can repair yours. Work guaranteed, rates reasonable.
RADIALL
ELEC. CO., Passaic, N. J.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings In all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta, received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and sreciflcations, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double woond spiderweb coil,
£3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube tube
as noand
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set Is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

S. A. TWITCHELL

19ZS Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Announcer Can Communicate with
Operator Without Speaking
CLEVELAND, O. — In orr ir to insure the
highest class of service from WJAX, the
Union Trust Co. is planning to install a
soundproof telephone booth inside its
studio. While the program is going on
the announcer will remain within the booth
and so can communicate with the operator
at all times over a private telephone, even
though the operator is only in the next
room.
A system of signal lights will be installed for immediate communication between the announcer and the operator.
These lights will be amber, green, red and
white. When the announcer is ready to
proceed with any number on the program,
he will flash the amber light to the operator. That will mean. "I am ready." The
operator will then flash a green light,
which
mean,this"The
operation."
He
willwill
follow
withseta isredin flash
which

This Convict Eases His
"Time " with Receivers
Ohio Penitentiary Inmate Asks to
Install His Set

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— The most rabid
Radiophan in this section has been found.
He is Erwin F. Kumler, an inmate of the
Ohio penitentiary serving from three to
five years for automobile stealing. He
was returned recently to Cleveland to testify at the trial of his alleged partner and
was given permission to return to his cell
with his Radio outfit.
Kumler brought the set back from his
trip and has installed it in the prison. The
concert hours have been set from 6 to 7
P. M. and a loud speaker will be used.
will mean, "The microphone is ready — go After these hours, Kumler will be allowed
ahead." The flash of a white light to to continue
his listening in with an individual headset.
either the announcer or the operator will
mean, "Answer the telephone."
In this way, even while the programs
are going on, the announcer can talk to
WE
REPAIR
YOUR
the operator, arrange for the next number
on the program, and so forth, without in
the least interfering with the actual
broadcasting.
WD-II.
WD-12,
UV-199,
UV-20I-A,

VACUUM

The ringing of three silver chimes is
KFI.
the signal that announces programs from
MAGXAVOX
TYPE R3. Latest nationally
advertised models in original sealed factory cartons. List $35. Special introductory offer $25.
Radio Central, Dept. D, Abilene, Kansas.

repair
to cover
mittance
^
plus parcel postage for one pound per your
tube.
If prerewith repair order
IncIude
SERVICE
will be returned
C.O.D.
charges.
QUICKferred, tubes

Abalene Radio

CIRCUIT

including
drilled* £1panel
instruoi

tions

Get stations you never heard before
No pencil markings — assure unbroken
range of
180 degrees.
Clarifies signals — eliminates hissing.
Complete with either .00023 or .0005
*1
f\f\
mfd. Mlcon Cond
<p 1 «U\J

Without

Condenser

75c

At your dealers— otherwise send purchase
and you will be supplied postpaid.

price

hman
^KdS.
\S!adio\ Fres
Condenser
106 Seventh

Ave.

New

York

ftSygrSTV.

New

FLEWELLING

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.

2.75 each
3.00 each
4.00 each
to New

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
Every ofpart
complete,
book
diagrams
and

FOR PANEL MOUNTING

53.50 each

UV-200, C-300. AP Detectors
UV-201.
C-301, AP
Amplifiers
DV-6, DV-6-A. $3.50: UV-202
And
Guarantee Them
Equal

291 Broadway

Variable Resistance Leaks

TUBES

C-301 -A

Two-stagoat Audio- Frequency
circuits

REINARTZ
Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

CIRCUIT
including
drilled
panel
and
instructf>-i f\ qj-

«pl 1 ."O
Amplifier.

Plate
CONDENSERS
233 Plate
Plato Variable; value, $1.75
13 Plate
Variable; value,
3.50
23
43 Plate
13 Plate
43 Plate

and
QC

York City

Every part oomplete for above
Audio Frequency Transformer. Designed for
use with W. D. II tubes: list, $4.50; price. . .$2.75

1.20
....$1.05
1.95
1.35
. . 3.75
, 4.00
4.25

Honeycomb
Coils. 50 turns
mounted
95
Honeycomb
Coils, 75 turns mounted
1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple
Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils and
Mounting
1.45
Jacks, Single Circuit; value, 65c, special at...
.30
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
45
Multiple
Point
Inductance Switch
with
Knob
and Dial (15 Switch Points)
1.45
Lightning
Arresters,
approved
90
Three-inch
Dials,
unbreakable,
heat
resisting
composition,
high finish; special
30
Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer;
special
at
25

Variocoupler — Litz Wire Wound
value.
$4.50;
special
Ball Bearing Inductance Switch;
special

$11.00

Secondary;

2.25

value, 75c;

.30

V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
40
Aluminum Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated,
highly polished; $8.00 list
3.75
65
Filament
Rheostat.
6 ohm.
Filament
Rheostat.
20 ohm.
Filament
Rheostat.
50 ohm
With 2" Dial, l5o extra.

.80
90

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of S5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others Include postage.

RADIO

LEVIATHAN'S OUTFIT
KING
J)FTHEM LIFEALL
TWO
MOTOR-DRIVEN
BOATS TO BE EQUIPPED

Radio Bargains

Largest
Radio
Store
in
America

SPECIAL OFFER LIST
(Continued from page 2)
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Mieadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.);
Dubilier Mieadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring; CBL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser.

Class D Articles

For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent; 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier CoDtrol Kheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4% volts;
Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser: Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser.

Class E Articles

For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Decima 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac
Drv Battery. 4 cells 1% volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.).

Class P Articles

For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent; 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat) ;
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
Bay-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery, 22% volts: Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.).

Class G Articles

For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser: 1
Federal 21 -Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Decima Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00073 mfd.).

Class H Articles

For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent : 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
W; 1 Decima 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3, or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate vernier) ; Kay-O-Vac No. 2301 ••B"
Battery 45 volts; Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 6 cells 1%
volts; Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd); Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.).

Largest
Radio
in
Store

Buying Direct — in Quantities — for Cash, and Operating on a "Small
Profit— Big Sale— Quick Turn" Basis Makes Possible These Values

Radio Supplies Purchased Here Are Sold Under a Positive Guarantee of Satisfaction.
Largest New Stock of First Quality New Merchandise.

Huge Shipping
Board Vessel's
Installation Will Connect
Boat with
Two Continents
By F. N. EoUingrsworth
BOSTON, MASS. — Surpassing even that
of the Majestic, which has hitherto been
credited with having the most powerful
and up-to-date Radio equipment of any
ship in the world, the United States Shipping Board's steamship Leviathan, now
being refitted and equipped in Boston in
the largest drydock in the world, will
have everything in Radio that is necessary to make her equipment the greatest
on earth. It will be eclipsed in importance only by her powerful machinery and
delicate controls. The contract to equip
the Leviathan, whose call letters are
Tv*SN, with a super-power marine Radio
installation has been let and completion
of the work will give America the distinction of Radio supremacy on the high seas.
Can Talk with Two Continents
She will have a six kilowatt tube code
transmitter. This is six times as powerful as that carried by the average great
Atlantic liner, and assures uninterrupted
communication with points 3,000 miles distant, or with Europe and America en voyage. In addition to the telegraph service,
she will have a two kilowatt Radiotelephone installation, which will provide
voice contact with other vessels and stations on both shores of the Atlantic as
well.
With the increasing number of ships
having Radiophone installations, it is
likely that land stations will soon be
erected to handle voice messages from
ships at sea to points inland over the regular land wire systems. The Leviathan
will have a special emergency 600-meter
spark transmitter in addition to the regular installations. Several sensitive vacuum tube receivers will be installed for
reception, including Radio frequency amplifiers and interference eliminating devices.
Radio on Motor-Driven Lifeboats
The two big motor-driven lifeboats, the
finest that marine engineering can devise,
and primarily designed for towing other
lifeboats in long strings, will be completely Radio equipped. Each motor lifeboat will carry a crew of eleven in charge
of a second officer, and two Radio operators. One of these boats will be located
on each side of the ship on the boat deck.
Each is 3? feet long, unsinkable, and is
propelled by a 100-horsepower standard
marine engine, and by means of the main
shaft drives a 4-blade towing pitch propeller.
Each boat is equipped with a one quarter kilowatt transmitting outfit and is capable of tending and receiving messages
a distance of at least 250 miles. The operators wUl be specially trained men,
whose duty will be to see, with frequent
tests, that the outfit is always in working
order.
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COMPLEInstructions
TE
All Panels Drilled — Results Guaranteed
PARTS
FOR
Our
COMPLETEIf You
PARTS Use
FOR
COMPLETE
PARTS FOR
FLEWE

COMPLETE
PARTS
FOR
KNOCKED-DOWN RECEIVING SET

$17.95

REINARTZ

Regular Price
PARTS

CONSISTING OF
43-Plate Vernier Variable
Condenser
Radion Loop Aerial
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
Grewol Glass Inclosed Detector
Radio Frequency
Transformer
All American
5 to 1 Radio Audio Frequency
Transformer
2— .001 Micon
Condensers
1 — .002 Micon
Condenser.

FOR SINGLE
Reg.
Our
Price Price

TUBE

S05

4.50
4.75
.70
.45

REFLEX

$21.69

Beg.
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
7x10
Formica
Panel
or
Other Suitable Size
$1.05 $0.80
High Ratio All-American
or
Thordarson
Trans- 4.75 3.95
. former
Low Ratio Thordarson or
All American Transformer
4.50 2.95
2 Howard Rheostats
2.20
....
2 Remler Bakelite Sockets 2.00
90
3 Double Pacent Jacks
8.00
1.50
13 Binding Posts
|.30
.65
Baseboard
for Mounting..
.30
.15

til 4C

3.95
.50
.35

Our

$12.45

CONSISTING OF
Price Price
6x14 Formica Panel
$1.26 $1 10
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3 30 1 45
Three .006 Mica Condensers 3.00 2~25
CRL
i
Variable
Grid
Leak.
.
1.85
Remler Grid Leak
40 I "35
95
Coil MountingHoneywith
2 Coil comb
Adjustable
Knobs
4.00 2 65
2 Remler Coil Mounts with
75Straps
Turn Honeycomb Coil . . 1 '.80
40
20 80

» Binding Posts
forDial
Mounting..
I11 Baseboard
¥*e}j**
Complete
Blueprint3"swith
for Assembly
Instruction
and Wiring

Regular Price

<P"lDO

$10

Original Baldwin
Phones

Cut

We

HONEYCOMB

ELECTRIC
IRON

Type C w'rth head band and cord...
Type C unit
Brandes superior headset
3000 Ohm Guaranteed Headsets $8.50
value

Especially adapted to radio work.
Simply attach to any light socket 110-120
volts. Complete, with six foot cord and
attaching plug. Lasts a lifetime for ordinary home or light shop work. A real
bargain.

All drilling or engraving orders must be accompanied
drawing or template.

Low Ratio
[High
and

VARIABLE
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00
SI. 75
$4.30
$3.70
$3.30
$2.25

value,
value.
value.
value,
value.
value.
value.
value.

CONDENSERS

43 Plate Vernier
23
11 Plate1
Plate Vernier
Vernier
3 Plate Vernier
43 Plate NOW
23 Plate NOW
11 Plate NOW
5 Plate NOW

$3.95
3.45
2.95
1.15
1.75
1.45
1.35
1.25

Signal Corps SuperSensitive Microphone
Transmitters
$2.45

Approved by underwriters; fully protects your
home from danger of injury by lightning.
Signal Corps Super-Sensitive Microphone
Transmitters
$2.45
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers, High
and Low Ratio, $4.50 Value, now
2.45

Outdoor

95c

Type

FRESHMAN
LEAK AND
CONDENSER

VARIABLE

90 Degree

Coupling

Moulded$1.75
Couplers,
180

Degrees
at $1.95
$3.45

$98.45

Diamond
Moulded
$5 Value

Complete with loud speaker horn, 3 stage power
amplifier and 3 216A Western Electric amplifier
tubes.

Value

$0.35
50
35
50
45

VARIOMETERS

Western Electric No. 10A Loud

so"*r

PLUGS

single circuit
double circuit
Single circuit, filament control
double circuit, filament control
plugs

VARIOCOUPLERS
180 Degree Coupling

$1.45

$161.00

AND

$£.40
(A
IF

Jacks are polished nickel, nickel-silver springs,
pure silver contacts. Nickel washers for mounting on any panel % to % inch thick. Spread
terminals make soldering easy.

BRACH'S LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

Price

Panels at

by

3.65

JACKS

Our

Engrave

5c a Hole

$6.95
3.95
5.75

Pacent
Pacent
Federal
Federal
Pacent

PANELS

to Any Size
%" Thick

We Drill Panels at

«pO.OO
MASTER BALDWIN
PHONES

COILS

SOLDERING
$2.45

|.00 .50

3c a Letter

Thordarson Amplifying TRANSFORMERS
1.500 Turns, Coto-Coil
$1-50
1,200 Turns. Coto-Coil
1.50
1.000 Turns
1.25
750 Turns
1-00
250 Turns. Coto-Coil
75
150 Turns
60
100 Turns
50
75 Turns
40
50 Turns
40
35 and 25 Turns
40
Rubber
Spaghetti Tubing, yard
10
Antenella — Use Electric Light Socket
for aerial
1.15
22^-Volt
B Batteries
(stock
replenished every day)
1.65
Dials — 2, 3 and 3% inch
25
Ultra-Audion
Bank Wound
Coils... 1.95
Grewol Detectors
1.45

40

SQ. IN. V/2c

21,000 ohms

$4.65

80

.30 !25
20
1.00

_. . .
Our $22,16
Price $1 4 At.

FORMICA

Value Long Range
Headset
$3.65

Made in style and design proved by
use and experiment to be the best.
Coil wound with about 6,500 turns
of No. 40 enamel coated copper wire.
Direct current resistance approximately 1,600 ohms. Impedence at
average music and voice frequency
(800 cycles) is
<fcO CC

'Mica
These are the Genuine Nathaniel Bald-win "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband. d»Q QC

Genuine
Baldwin iptf.WJ
Special
Diaphragm"
Loud Speaking Type
"C"
Units. Special

1.50
1.00
.'45

CIRCUIT $11.90
COMPLETE
PARTS FOR ULT RA AUDION
(Known as the Wonder Circuit)
CONSISTING OF
Price Price
Reg.
Our
.10
Reg.
Our
IS Switch Points...
CONSISTING OF
Price Price
.50
.30
2 Switch Stops
9x10%
Formica Panel
$1.42 $1.20
8 Binding Posts
80
23-Plate
Condenser
3.30
Genuine Solid Mahogany
2.95
Bakelite Socket (Remler).
I.OO
Cabinet, size 9x10%,
Special Ultra Audion Coil,
1.35
with hinged top
5.00
plain
or hank
wound
25-ft. Hookup Wire
20
with tape
3.00 1.95
.50
1 Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.50
Regular Price
$19.37 »ii
q/%
CRL
Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Micon Condenser
35
.25
2 Switch Levers
70
Our Price
ip.ll.yU

CIRCUIT $32.65
♦•••t*
Our Price
Reg. Price
Our
OF
Price

Price

CIRCUIT

1Howard
RemlerVernier
BakeliteRheostat..
Socket.

Regular
Price . ." with Com$20. 10
Wiring Diagram,
plete Instructions for Drilling
and Assembling Panel
Our Price tin MC

CONSISTING
Howard
Potentiometer
$ 1 .50 $ 1 .35
Howard 25 Ohm Rheostat.
1. 10 1.00
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
9x10%
Formica Panel.-... 1.42 1.20
9xl0M; Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet with
hinged top
5.00 2.95
Complete instructions for drilling,
assembling and wiring furnished so
that any one with no technical knowledge can easily follow. Regular
price, $45.22.
t"?9 fi«i

$7.00 $3.95
8.50 5.95
9.00
2.00

$12.45

Reg. Price
Our
CONSISTING
Price
7x18 Formica
Panel
$ 1 .89 $ 1 .70
Remler Bakelite Socket... 1.00 .45
Howard Vernier Rheostat..
1.50 1.35
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3.30 1.45
11 Plate Cuni Variable
3.10 1.35
3 Switch Levers
1.50 .75
2 Dozen Switch Points
80 .40
1 Schoonhoven Reinartz
Coil
3.00 1.95
Freshman Variable Grid
Leak and Condenser
Combined
1.00 .65
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
25 Feet Tinned Wire
30 .20
Baseboard
for Mounting. . .50 .25
Blueprint
with
Complete
Instructions for Assembly
and Wiring
1 .00 .50

Price
CONSISTING OF
Price
1.75
2 Variometers
$10.00 Our
1 Variocoupler
5.00
.75
3 Bakelite Dials
3.00 $3.90
.45
Remler Bakelite Socket..
1.00
Howard
Rheostat
1. 1 0
.40
Cunningham
C-300
Detector
Tube
5.O0 4.45
1.75
Mahogany
Cabinet
4.50 2.75
Genuine Formica Panel. . 2.25
8 Binding Posts
80
Switch Lever
50
.20
12 Switch Points
40
Freshman Grid Leak and
.25
Condenser Combined... 1.00
Complete
Drawing for
Assembly and Wiring..
1.00

COMPLETE

Can be used to amplify Reinartz.
Flewelling. Short Wave Receiver,
Crystal, Ultra Auction or any Receiving Set so that Loud Speaker or
Phonograph
can be used in place of
head
set.

$11.45
OF

Beg.

LLING

2-STEP AMPLIFIER

SETS

GRID

65c

Lattice at
Mahogany

;
Variometer

RADIO

$2.95
3.65
1.95

BOOKS

101 Receiving Circuits, by M. B. Sleeper
50c
6 Successful Radio Sets, by M. B. Sleeper. .S0c
100 Radio
Hook-Ups
25c
Loud Talkers, How to Build Them
25c
How to Tune Your Radio Set
25c

$1.00

We Guarantee All Merchandise Purchased of Us
Mail Orders Receive Immediate

Attention

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK STORE
509 South State Street, Chicago, III.

Dept. RD6

RADIO
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, June 12
CFCA

(Eastern.
[•ho

Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00 P. M..
Merry Wires "i Windsor."
S
i irewell" from "La Bolloinc
,:iO. "The Broken Melody."
II E
Inti'rmrazo from
"Nalla."
Star Orchestra;
\

KHJ

(Pacific.

v, Id;

400).

trom

2:30-3:30 P.

the
M..

South. "

WFI
(Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). lrW>-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music, Meyer Dai
Ford Concert Orchestra; 3:00-4:00 P. M., Sons and piano ro4:00 P. M.. Shon
talks; 830-7*0
P. M..
Children's own half hour. Talks, Cousin Sue
WGI
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 3C0). 8:30 P. M.,
Concert,
C. R. El
. Louis
P
pianist; Slgrmnul S.>niv. b
narnick Dance

CDance.
.1. (Central.
Pi '"i 1 476). 9:30-1030 P. M., Bonnor Square
WBAP

WHAS
(Central. 400). 4:00-5:00
Anderson
Theater
Orchestra;

WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving, 395).
12:00-12:45
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; Dinner music.

Or-

What Time Is It?

ivhlsllor;

t

P. M., Concert. Mary
Clifford
Gorman,
or-

6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour: 8*0-10:00 P. M..
Patriotic program arranged by Dr. Edward M lllnor.
KYW
(Central.
Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58
P.
M.. Musical program furnished by Lyon & Ilealy Genii VV Hall. Ki i'. 9 Mil Ic Maker;
9:05 P. M.. Twenty Minutes of Good Hoading. Rev.

645-7:30

P. M.. Children's
Hour:
Bedtime
story.
John"; 8:00-10:00 P. M., Program presented
I aity Board.
(Central. 546). dent.
3:00-9:45 P. M., I

KSD
KYW

(Central. Daylight Saving. 34S). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
i) prueram. Atmee T. MacMeekin,
sopi
tenor: Ada Wetfer, soprano: Estl

WBAP

_

(Central. 476). 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Cbnce

WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:45
P M.. Organ rivit.il. Stanley Theatre: Arcadia Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00 P. M.. Song recital; 4 306:00 P. M.. Musical program and short talks; 7308:00 P. M.. Prejm Daddy with boys and girls.
WFAA
(Central. 470). 1230-1*0 P. M.. Addi
Witt MeMurray;
8:30-9:30 P. M.. Concert, Trinity
rglty Male Quartet, Waxahachle.
Tex.: 1 1 :0O12:00 P. *•., Program under auspices of Lester Guiist

Pacific

Wednesday,

June 13

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00 P. M..
Concert; Selection fiom "High Jinks." Star Orchestra; "The Watchman." W. B. Curry, bass;
"Calling Me Home To You." W. Woods, cometist;
"From tbe Country-Side." Orchestra; "The Deathless Army," W. B. Curry, bass: "Autumn Voices,"
Orchestra; "Only A Smile," W. Woods, cometist;
"Inrtctus." W, B. Curry; "Serenade." "Intermezzo,"
Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific, 400). 2:30-3:30 P. M., Musical matinee;
6:45-730 P. M.. Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00 P. M.,
Program presented by Overseas League.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Recital. Helen T.
Carpenter, soprano: Robert Malone, tenor; Oscar
Condon, pianist. Addresses, F. C. Eversull, G. L.
Ball, Charles M. DeForest of New York.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 8:00-838 P. M..
Musical program. Salvation Staff Band: Wendell W.
Hall. KYW's Music Maker.
WBAP (Central, 476). 9:30-1030 P. M., Concert, San
Souci Glee Club. Abilene.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 305). 12:00-12:45
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley theatre; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
-1 program: 4 30-6:00 P. M., Song recital and
short talk; 730-8*0 P. M.. Dream Daddy with boys
and girls: 8:00 P. M., Song recital; Dance music.
Howard
Lanin's
Cafe Concert Orchestra:
The
Morning
Glory Arcadia
Club.
WFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Address. M.
B. Bjgarte. president of Terrill SchooL

1500 Miles On One Tube Set
■7 pa -- for Regenerative Receiver. We hear
Havana, Cuba, regularly on this receiver. It consists
of the following standard parts: 1 180* variocoupler.
1 23-plate variable condenser. 1 Howard socket, 1
Klosner vernier rheostat, 1 Fada switch lever. 14
switch points. 2 switck stops, 8 binding posts, 1
7"x.<" bakelite panel, 1 mahogany cabinet, 2 3"
dials, copper shield for panel, bus wire, tube Solderall, and connecting diagram.
dJI O DC
Mailed Postoaid for
*P * 4,°°
Above
outfit completely
assembled
and ready to
"listen In."
«1 7 OS
Mailed
Postpaid for Miscellaneous *P Our
* * Price
•:7«,
List Price
$ 9.00 Cunningham 301A Tube (H amp.l.S
5.70
9.00 U. V. 201A Tube (tt amp.)
5.75
6.50 U. T. 199 Tube (i amp.)
5.90
6.50 W. D. 11 Tube (Yt amp.)
5.75
6.50 W. D. 12 Tube (V4 amp.)
5.85
205.00 Hadiola V with Extra Radio (1/1Q CA
^IHU.OVT
Frq. B.Panel
145.00 Colin
Kennedy Set
119.50

45.00

MAGNAVOX

$24

95

22.50
35.00

Bristol' Audiophone!
"jr. '.'.'.'.".'.".
16.95
Tlmmons
Loud Speaker
24.15
"B"old. Batteries.
Never over 5 days
1.75 Eveready 22% Volt No. 763
95
3.00 Eveready 22% Volt No. 7«
2.10
5.50 Eveready 45 Volt No. 767
3.95
3.50 Lightning Switch
1.95
5.00 Variocoupler.
Queen, 180° bakelite,
green silk wound
2.00
Everything guaranteed
as firsts.
Money
order or
checks. Send for special price list. We pay postage.

RADIO

SUPPLY

254 W. Stieeel Street

STORES
Manheim.

Pa.

Saving
Central tain
or Daylight
Moun-

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

WF?'
(Eastern.
Saving. Bellerue
395). 1:00-2:00
M..
Dinner
music Daylight
Meyer Davis
StratfordP. ConOrcbestra: 3:00-3 30 P. M.. Musical program:
3:30 P. M.. Sort.- recital: 630-7:00 P. M.. Safety
talk- 8:00-8:30 P. M.. Boy Scout period; 8:30-1030
P. M . Musical program; 10:30-12:00 P. M.. Dance
Meyer Davis Beilerue Stratford Coucert OrWGMEastern, Daylight Saving. 360). 8:30 P. M., Babson
Report:
Playlet.Gladys
"Mrs. Berry,
Pat and
the Law." Amrad
Players:
Concert.
cellist.
WGY
(Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M.. Music and address,
"A Submarine in the Mohawk Hirer in 1862." Mr-.
rine v. Steers: 735
P. M.. Address.
"New
i Vacation
Land."
Herbert F. Prescott : 7:45
P. M., Musical program:
"Diamond
Flush," \\ GY
Instrumental Quartet; "From the Shores of the Mighty
Pacific."
Frederick
J. Clinnick.
cometist;
"Tout
Paris"
Quartet; "The Going of the White Swan."
Edward
Drumm.
reader; "Sorella Espagnole."
QuarElegy."
Are Maria."
Frederick J. Clinnick;
Address. "Safeguarding
Our Most Valuable
Asset,"
Claude M
Hall: "Nocturne."
"Gavotte,"
Quartet;
■ Neptune's
Court,"
Frederick
Clinnick;
"Waltze
■" Quartet.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: Mrs. Lawrence Evans,
7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert, vailiara Layne
Address. Capt. Amos Tyree. _ .
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Musical program: 3:00-4:30 P. M.. Short talks and
musical program: 6:00-7 30 P. M.. Dinner dance
music: Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip: 8:00-12:00 P. M.,
-t; dance music, Charlie Kerr's Cafe L'Aiglon
Orchestra.
WJAX (Eastern. 390). 730 P. M., Concert, arranged
by Cleveland News-Leader.
WLW (Central. Daylight Saving. 309). 10:00 P. M.,
1 concert. State Avenue M. E. Church Choir:
"The Old Bugged Cross," "Will There Be Any
"In the Garden." "Love Lilted Me." Choir;
"Fear Not Ye, O Israel." Joe Loenstein. tenor: "He
Keeps Me Singing," "Held By His Hand." "The
Church in the Wildwood." "Sweeter as tbe Days Go
By" Choir: Talk. C. L. Myers, minister of M. E.
Church: Negro spirituals. "Heaven! Heaven!"
"Standin' in the Need of Prayer;" Musical program,
Joe Loenstein. tenor: Sinclair Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447), 7:00-8:00
P. M . Babson report; Program by Do Willo Concert
Company, courtesy of Mutual Morgan Chautauqua
Bureau; 925-10:00 P. M.. Program arranged by
Corvdon Smith.
WMC (Central. 400). 8 30 P. M.. Concert. Talent from
Earle. Ark.: 11:00 P. M., Midnight Frolic.
W0C (Central. 484). 330 P. M., Educational talk, A.
G Hlnrichs; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30
A. M„ Grand organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-1235
P. M.. Luncheon music. Tea Boom Orchestra; 4:455:00 P. M.. Organ, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 580). 830 P. M.. Concert. News Ori ; The Town Crier ; Musical program furnished
Detroit Chamber Music Society.

Mountain
or
Saving
Pacific
Daylight

ganist: 7 30-9:00 P. M., Concert. Courier-Journal
Quartette, Mrs. K. W. Surman. contralto; K. W. Surman, tenor; Albion Cornwall, baritone; Mrs. Albion
Cornwall, accompanist; Address, Capt Amos Tyree;
Reading,
"An 360),
Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WHK
(Eastern,
8:00 P.
M., Concert,
WHK Trio;
Babson's report.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Savins. 509), 10:00-11 :00 A. M.,
Musical selections; 1*0-2*0 P. M., Dinner music;
3*0-4*0 P. M., Song recital; 6*0-7:00 P. M.. Dinner dance music: bedtime stories. Uncle Wip
WLW (Central, Daylight Saving, 309), 8:00 P. M.,
Musical playlet, "When Betsy Ross Made Old Glory,"
Pupils of Alfred Blackman, Cincinnati Conservatory
Music; Concert,
Stanley Circle
Brauniger's
lesson
in
_ of
Swimming;
Orchestra,second
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 7*0-8:00 P.
M., Stories, Georgene Faulkner; Concert, Brown Lee
Weber Coucert Co.: 9:15-10:00 P. M., Musical program. Sara I. Campbell, soprano; Catherine W.
S Ltn, violinist.
WMC (Central. 400). 8:30 P. M., Concert, Hotel Chisca
Philharmonic
Orchestra, Clara Ahem,
director.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk, D.
K. Kirk; 8:00 P. M., Recital. Envin Swindell, organist, assisted by Grace H. Lohmiller. soprano;
10:00 P. IH„ Musical program, Vinnie Thompson,
Ethel Miller, Willis Weld. Walter K. Voss.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M„ Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5*0 P.
M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 7:45-8:30 P. M..
Musical program; 830-10:55 P. M.. Dance music.
Hotel Adelphia orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern, 580). 7:00 P. M„ Concert. New3 Orchestra; The Town Crier; Musical program, Raymond
Claire, tenor: Walter J. Novak, baritone. Irene
Karsennick, pianist.

Thursday, June 14
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400). 8-00 P. M..
Concert; "May Day." Star Orchestra; "Vision
Fugitive." Rupert Lucas, baritone: "Songs My Mother
Taught Me," Harry Adaskin; "Molly on the Shore,"
Star Orchestra: "Down Vauxhall Way." Rupert
Lucas; "Entrance of the Boyars," Orchestra: Violin
solo. Harry Adaskin; Gavotte from "Mignon" Orchestra: "Love Me or Not." Rupert Lucas; "Woodland Sketches," Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400). 2:30-3:30 P. M.: Musical matinee;

Positively No Body Capacity
In This Circuit.
Selectivity and distance
because you don't have to shield
panels with this hook up.
Blue Print FREE
W.
W.
U.
C.
All

with
this every purchase listed
with
adv.
D. 31 tubes.... $6.25 Lightning Arresters.$2.00
D. 12 tubes
6.2S 23 Plate Condensers 1.75
V. 201A tubes.. 6.25 43 Plate Condensers 2.50
V. 199 tubes
6.25 FADA Vario Coupler 4.50
tubes guaranteed factory FIRSTS. NO REFILLS

WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellerue Straftord Concert Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Musical program; 6:307:00 P. M.. Bedtime stories. Cousin Sue: 7:00 P. M.,
Short talk; 8:00-10:30 P. M., Song and musical program; 10:30 P. M., Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Concert Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 8:30 P. M.. Musical program. Dean Winslow Hanscom, tenor; Talk.
"Real Estate Bonds." I. E. Dierdorff ; Readings. Grace
R. Olin, Musical program.
•
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program.
"Czardas," Kathryn Hinkey, piani3t; "To You," Mrs.
John Wisely, soprano; "Nur we die Sehnsucht kennt."
Raymond Zwack. violinist; "A Spirit Flower," Mrs.
John Carey, contralto; "Rhapsody No. 10." Kathtrvn
Hinkey; "O That We Two Were Maying." Mrs. John
WTisely, Mrs. John Carey; "Valse Bluette," Raymond
Zwack: "I Know a Lovely Garden." Mrs. John
Carey; Address, Rev. William E. Compton; "Ernani
involami," Mrs. John Wisely; "Rhapsody in B.
Minor,"
Kathryn
Hinkey;
"Sacrament,"
Mrs. John

Crystal Fans Wake Up
"The Vacuum
Tube's Only Rival"
Lasts Indefinitely

50c

^tN\vk^l*,VMtjy/«^

Tribune,
by
Mail,
Approved
World
Radio

50c

50*

RADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA OPERATIVES use the 1_ D. R. Crystal as detector in
conjunction with one or more stages of amplification. Satisfaction Guaranteed
or money refunded.

JACK BINNS OF S. O. S. FAME
Radio Ed. Tribune Radio Laboratory, recently
awarded a certificate of excellence to the L. D. B.
Super -Crystal, stating — "The L. D. R, Super-Cryatal
is exceptionally sensitive and covered with many
amplification spots. All that can be desired in a
real good radio crystal that will last indefinitely."
FREE Crystal Amplification Hook-ups.
FREE the 1000 Mile One Tube Reflex Hook-up.

JAYNXON

LABORATORY
New York City

57 Dey St.

KAUTZ

Friday, June 15
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving). 400), 8:00 P. M..
Concert: Selection from "Gypsie Love." Star Orchestra; "Danny Boy." Kate Jackson, contralto;
"Only a Smile," W. Woods, cornetist: "Seranade "
Orchestra; Contralto solo. Kate Jackson; "Valse
Bluette," Orchestra; "Auld Robin Gray," w Woods
cornetist: Selection from "The Chocolate Soldier."
ing," Orchestra.
Orchestra;
"Annie Laurie," Kate Jackson: "DreamKHJ (Pacific. 400), 2:30-3:30 P. M., Musical matinee.
Florence W. Dadney, pianist; Mary N. Bower, soprano; 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00
School.
P. M„ Program arranged by Lincoln Park High

(Continued

on page

9)

don't PASS this-buyT'

WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVEY0U
50%

Every

WRITTEN

2YRCl)AR

WRITTEN
2 Y-EAftl
V GUAR ANTE E

World
Because
you deal direct with a manuIs a
facturer who is responsible
for the
Booster
performance and quality of the Battery.

World-Radio-Batteries
6

Volts— 40

Amps.,

6

6

Volts — 60

Amps.,

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

$8.50

$10.00

Volts— 80

Amps.,

$12.50
$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. 0., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPEDSAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

Kellogg Radio Equipment

VARIOCOUPLERS

Cure the New Wave
Length
Troubles

Boi 362, LANCASTER, PA.

Postpaid

WWJ (Eastern, 580), 8:30 P. M., Concert. News Orchestra; The Town Crier; Musical program. James
E. Brown, tenor; Edith Moore; pianist; Viola Bridges,
contralto.

For Better Results

PREMIER
"MICROMETER"

WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music; 3:00-4:00 P. M„ Song recital;
6:00-7:30 P. M.. Musical program ; Bedtime stories.
"L'Aiglon
Uncle Wlp;Orchestra.
8:00-12:00 P. M., Song and piano recital, short talks, dance music by Charlie Kerr's
WJAX (Eastern. 390). 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Hotel
Cleveland Orchestra. Ivan Franciscl. dii
WLW (Central. Daylight Saving. 309). 10:00 P. M..
Concert. Norwood High School CirU' Glee Club. John
O. Cook, "Silent
director;O'Moyle,"
"Sextette "Old
from Lucia,"
"Kookin'
Time,"
Oaken Bucket."
"April Moods." "The Dance Invites Vs." "Summer
Night." "flood Night. Beloved"; Piano recital "HarSmall.
monies of Eventide,"' "Rlgoletta Fantasle." Jean
Frances Small, pianist; Playlet. "Tho Slave With
Two Faces"; "Sous Bois," "Czarxdas," Jean Frances
WMAQ (Centra), Daylight Saving, 447). 7:00-8:00 P.
M.. Talk. Rockwell Stephens: Musical program,
Cleavers Operatic Quintet; Talk to Boy Scouts. Gilbert
Butler;non, director.
9:15-10:00 P. M., String Quartet, Paul VerWOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk.
Karl G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-11:30 P.
M„ Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. VVanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
7:45 P. M.P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7304:45-5:00

User

m

c. w.

All Orders

Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Musical program; 4:30-6:00 P. M., Short talks:
7:30-8:00 P. M„ Dream Daddy with boys and girls.
WFAA (Central, 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Musical program, Wednesday Morning Choral Club; 8:30-9:30
Men.
P. M., Musical program, talent from Grand Prairie,
Tex.; 11:00-12:00 P. M., Concert, Old Mill Melody

"FrUh Lnllnl.y," Mrs. John Wisoly; "Tempo
di MlniH'tto," Itaymond
Zwack.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Margaret Monroo. pianist; Huiiy
Freeman,
CIllTorrl
<r.>rman. Singing
oritanlst:Society:
7:309:00 P. soprano;
M.. Concert,
Concordia
I'rof.
Dentlnger;
Child Bernard
Welfare Talk,
s. \v. Sunday
McGUI school lesson talk;

uildJburQwn

M

HAZEXTINF

FREED

VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construc-

lOctfi
- EISEMANN

licensed Essential Parts
Complete wiring diagram, instructions, etc.

sent in special container with
patented essential parts. Three
NEUTROFORMER COILS
mounted on variable J^ ^JLJt™— .^JU.
condensers, and "^^^^3SltS3l
lid I
DOUBLE NEUTRODON(as illustrated),sentfor
$2130. Askyour dealer to show you these parts,
as well as complete assembled five-tube NeurrodyneSetinmahogany cabinet, ModelNR-5,$150.
Or send 25c for Neutrodyne Constructor
which mows HowtoMaketheNeutrodyne?'

FREEO.EiSEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
855 Fourth Avenue
New York
Licensed byl.R.M. Inc. Under Hazeltine Patents

$5.00

COMPLETE

WITH

DIAL.

A HIGHLY SELECTIVE VARIOCOUPLER. having
180-degree orientation and 20 Antenna taps which
facilitate very sharp tuning. Wound with No. 21
single silk or black enameled pure copper wire.
Eighty turns on stator — fifty-five on rotor. Wave
lengths range from 1 50 to 750 meters. All
metal
— contactsforpositive
stays circuit
"Put"
at any parts
angle.brass^
Adaptable
either— single
or loose coupled tuned plate hook-ups. Bakelite
button
on
each
tap
wire
permitting
easy
and
safe soldering.
Our Complete
Parts Bulletin on reauest
DISTRIBUTORS— We make a most complete Una of
Ra':lio sible
parts.
concerns. Some territory open for live, respon-

PREMIER
3810

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Manufacturers Est, 1905.

Ravenswood

Avenue,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

tion.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

Company
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
CHICAGO
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
State,

City,

State. City.

Call

Alabama:
Auburn,
WMAV
Birmingham,
WST
Mobile. WEAP
Montgomery.
WKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix, KDYW.
Tucson. KFDH

KFAD.

Arkansas:
Fayetteville. KFDV
Fort Smith, WCAC.
Little Bock. WCAV.
Pine Bluff. WOK

KFCB

WGAR
WEAX

Altadena. KGO
Bakersrield, KDZB
Berkeley, KQI, KBE
Del Monte. KEN
El Monte. KUY
Eureka. KNI
Fresno, KMJ
Hanford. KFBD
Hollywood,
KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles. KUZF.
KFCL.
KFL.
KHJ.
K.1S. OX,
KNV,
KNX.
KUS.
KWH
Modesto.
KXD
Oakland, KLS, KLX, KZM
Richmond. KFCM
Sacramento.
KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM, KFBC.
KFFA
San Francisco, KDZG,
KDZX.
KFDB.
EPO,
KSL, KUO
San Jose, KFAQ.
KQW
San Luis Obispo, KFBE
Santa Ana. KFAW
Santa Barbara. KFHJ
Stanford Univ.. KFGH
Stockton, KJQ, KWG
Sunnyvale,
KJJ
Taft, KFEB
Venice, KFAV
Colorado:

KFAJ
Springs, KFFQ, KFCE
DD5. DX4. KDZQ. KEEP.
KFDL,
KFEL,
KFIC,
KF.TD
KFHA
KFKH
KFGB
KFBS

Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Greenwich,
WAAQ
Hartford. WDAK
Middleton.
WOAS
New Haven," WQAD
WPAJ
Waterbury,
Delaware:

Wilmington,

WHAV,

State,

WOAT

District of Columbia:
Washington. WABE. WDM, WEAS,
WHAQ,
WIL.
WIAY.
WJH.
WMU,
WQAW

City,

State,

Call

New Orleans. WAAB. WAAC.
WCAG. WGV. WIAF. WWL
Shreveport. KFDX,
KFHE. WGAQ

Idaho:

Maine:

Boise. KFAU.
KFDD.
Kellogg. KFEY
Moscow.
KFAN

KFPB

Belvidere. WOAG
Carthage, WCAZ
Chicago, KYW, WAAE. WBU.
WDAP.
WJAZ.
WMAQ,
WPAD,
WSAH.
WWAY
Decatur. WBAO. WHAP
Elgin, WTAS
Lake Forest. WABA
Mattoon,
WQAL
McLeansboro.
WBAS
Mt, Vernon, WABF
Peoria. WJAN.
WQAX
Quincy, WCAW
Rockford, WIAB
Sterling, WBBC
Tuscola. WDZ
Urbana. WRM
Indiana:

Anderson,
WABC
Brookville. WSAL
Evansville. WAOU
Greencastle. WLAX
Huntington,
WHAY
La Porte. WRAP
Marion, W1AQ
Mishawaka. WOAO
Muncie. W.TAF
South Bend. WGAZ
West Lafayette. WBAA
Iowa:
Ames, WOI
Boone. KFGQ
Burlington,
WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Rapids, WJAM. WKAA
Centerville. WDAX
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport, WHAI,
WOC
Des Moines. KFDJ.
WGF
Dubuaue.
WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFEB,
WEAB
Iowa City. WHAA
Lamoni, KFFV
Le Mars. KECY. WIAU
Newton.
W1AH
Oskaloosa, KFHL
Shenandoah.
WGAJ
Sigourney, WOAD
Sioux City. WEAU.
WHAE
Vinton. WIAE
Waterloo.
WHAC.
WMAR.
WBAN
Kansas:
Anthony.
WBL .
Atwood.
WEAD
Beloit. WPAR
Cheney, KFGP
Emporia,
WAAZ
Hutchinson.
WLAS
Iota. KFID
Liberal. WMAG
Lindsborg,
WDAD
Manhattan, WTG
Marion.
WRAD
Parsons. WOAJ
Topeka, WJAQ,
WPAM
Wichita.
KFHI.
WAAP.
WEAH.
WEY

Florida:

Kentucky:

Jacksonville, WABG,
WDAE
Miami,
WQAM
Pensacola.
WGAN.
WLAV
Tampa,
WDAE,
WHAW
West Palm
Beach. WKAH
Winter Park. WBAF

Bowling
Green. WNAB
Frankfort,
WOAK
Lexington.
WOAH
Louisville. WHAS
WLAP
Paducah,
WIAR

Georgia:
Atlanta. WGM, WSB
College Park, WDAJ

Louisiana:
Alexandria.
KFFY
Baton Rouge, KFGC

(NOTE — The third and last part of the schedule list
appears below. Next week the first part wiil appear, i
WJAX. Cleveland, O. 390 meters. 1,000 mi. Union
Trust Co. Slogan, "The Wave From Lake Erie."
Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45, 2-2:45
pm, 3-3:45. music, financial reports, news. Tues,
7:30-9:30
pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment
Eastern.
WJAZ, Chicago, El.
Chicago Radio Lab.
WJD. Granville, O. 229 meters. 100 mi. Denison
Univ. Eri, Sat, 5-6 pm, music, educational lectures.
Central.
WJH, Washington, D. C. 273 meters. 200 mi. White
& Boyer Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 :30 am, reports ; 1-2
pm, music. Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert; 8 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
WJX, New York. N. Y. 360 meters, De Forest Radio
Telephone
& Telegraph
Co.
WJY, New York City. 405 meters. 1500 mi. R. C. A.
and Westinghouse Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-6 pm, entertainment. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 7:30-11:30 pm, concert.
Sun, 2:30-5 pm, 6-6:30.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJZ, New York City. 455 meters. 1500 mi. R. C. A.
and Westinghouse Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-6:30 pm, entertainment; 7:30-11:30 pm, special program. Sun,
10:30 am-1 pm, church service; 8:30-10:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKAA, Cedar Rapids, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. H.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports; 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 360 meters. 400 mi. The
Lincoln Star. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment. Central.
WKAD, East Providence, B. I. 360 meters. Charles
Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls, Tex. 360 meters. W. S. Radio
Supply Co.
WKAH, West Palm Beach, Pla. 360 meters. 200 mi.
Planet Radio Co. Slogan, "The Heart of Florida."
Club. "Alligator Hep."
No regular schedule.
WKAK, Okemah, Okla. 360 meters. Okfuskee County
News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
360 meters.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala. 360 meters. 200 mi. Alabama Radio Mfg. Co. Mon, Wed. Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
music, news.
Central.
WKAP, Grandston, R, I. 360 meters.
Wilcox Flint.
WKAQ, San Juan, Porto Rico. 360 meters. 1.500 mi.
Radio Corp. of Porto Rico. Tues, Sat, 7:30-9 pm,
entertainment.
Eastern.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. 360 meters. Mich. Agri.
College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. L. E.
Lines Music Co. Slogan. "Queen City of the Ozarks."
Mon. Fri. Sat, S-9:15 pm. music.
Central.
WKAV, Laconia. N. H. 360 meters. Laconia Badio
Club.
WKAW. Beloit. Wis. 226 meters. 100 mi. Turner
Cycle Co. Daily 12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30, concert.
Central.
WKAX. Bridgeport, Conn. 360 meters. 75 mi. Wm.
A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Brenaii
College. No definite schedule. College activities.
Thurs, 8 :30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WKC, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Jos. M.
Zamoiski Co. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern, daylight saving.
WKN, Memphis, Tenn. 360 meters. Riechman-Crosby
Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. 360 meters. 500 mi.
WKY Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun. 9:45-10 am. 10:15.
11:15, 11:45. 12:15 pm. 1:15, markets, weather; 2:30
pm, concert: 7:30 pm, sports, specials; 9 pm. weather,
news.
Tues, Thurs, Fri, pm, concerts.
CentraL
WL2. Fail field, O. 360 meters.
U. S. Army.
WLAC, Raleigh, X. C. 360 meters. N. C. State College.
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn. 417 meters. 1,000 mi.
Cutting & Wash. Badio Corp.
Slogan, "The Call of

Bangor,
Houlton.

WABI.
WPAY
WEAN

Maryland:

Illinois:

California:

Boulder,
Colorado
Denver.
KFAF,
KLZ
Greeley.
Gunnison,
Lakeside.
Pueblo.
Trinidad,
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Call

Decatur. WAAS
Gainesville. WKAY
Macon.
WMAZ
Savannah.
WHAO.
WEAB

Baltimore,
WCAO.
WEAR.
WXAY
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts:
Boston, WNAC
Dartmouth.
WJIAP
Lowell. WQAS
Medford
Hillside. WGI
New Bedford. WDAU
Springfield, WBZ
Worcester. WCN.
WDAS

Call

Nevada:

WKC.

Michigan:

Ann Arbor. WSIAX.
WOAJ
Berrien Springs, KEGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit, KOP.
WCX. WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Escanaba.
WEAK
Flint. WEAA
Kalamazoo,
WOAP,
WLAQ
Lansing, WHAL
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw,
WIAW
Minnesota:
Baudette. KFGY
Duluth. WJAP,
WMAT
Hutchinson,
WFAN
Minneapolis,
KFDZ,
KFEX,
WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WT/AG,
WEAH
Moorhead.
WPAU
Northfield. WCAL
St. Cloud. WFAU
St. Paul, AV7. WAAH
Missouri:

Butler. WNAR
Cameron,
WFAQ
Cape Girardeau.
WSAB
Columbia, WAAN
Independence. WFAG
Jefferson City. WOS
Joplin, WHAH
Kansas City, WDAE.
WHB.
WMA.T.
WOQ
Marshall, WJAT
Moberly. KFFP
Rockport, WMAD
St. Joseph. KFHD. WEAK
St. Louis,
KFEZ.
KFGJ,
KFIB,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WEW.
WMAY,
WBAO
Springfield, WIAI,
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove. WOAL
Montana:
Billings, KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls. KEYS
Havre, KFBB
Nebraska:

David City, WRAR
Fremont. WOAE
Hastings, WQAY
Kearney,
KFHP
Lincoln.
KFDE,
WFAV.
WJAB,
WKAC,
WMAH.
WQAP
Norfolk, WJAG
Oak, KEEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KEFX.
WAAW.
WIAK,
WNAL,
WOAW.
WOU.

wov
Rushville.
WEAV
Tecumseh. WTAU
University Place. WCAJ

Burlington, la. 360 meters. Badio and Specialty
Pensacola. Fla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Elec.
Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
New York, N. Y. 360 meters. New York Police

WLAX, Greencastle, Ind. 231 meters. Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY, Fairbanks,
Alaska. 360 meters. Northern Commercial Co.
WLAZ, Warren, O. 100 mi. 248 meters. Hutton &
Jones Elec. Co. Wed, 8-9 :15 pm, classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm. music, sports. Sun. 7:30-9
pm, church services.
Eastern.
WLW, Cincinnati, O. 2.000 mi. 309 meters. Crosley
Mfg. Co. Slogan, "WLW, In the Queen City of the
West." Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3, 4,
reports. Mon, Wed, 8-10 pm, entertainment. Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music, news. Sat, 2 pm, special.
Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central Daylight Saving.
WMAC. Cazenovia, N. Y. 360 meters. 500 mi. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD,
Rock
Port,
Mo.
360
meters.
Atchinson County
Mail.
WMAF,
Dartmouth, Mass. 360 meters. Bound Hills
Badio Corp.
WMAG, Liberal. Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Tucker
Elec. Co. Daily ex Fri. Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm. music,
news.
Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln, Neb. 341 meters. 500 mi. General
Supply Co. Slogan, "A Call from the Western Plains."
Club, "Lincoln Hoot Owls." Daily, 2:15-3 pm,
music; 8 pm, entertainment. Sun, 10 am, church
services, 3:30-4:30, concert, 8, sermon. Central.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 275 meters. 600 mi. Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 8:15
am. 9:15, 10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15, weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y. 360 meters. 1,50.0 mi. Norton Labs. Tues. 8-9:30 pm, music. Sat, 7:30-8 pm,
story; 10:30-11:30, music.
Eastern.
WMAL, Trenton, N. J. 256 meters. 100 mi. Trenton
Hdwe. Co. Slogan, "The Home of Good Music."
Mon, light
Thur,
7:30-9
pm,
music,
lecture. Eastern DaySaving.
WMAM, Beaumont, Tex. 360 meters. Beaumont Radio
Equipment Co.
WMAN, Columbus. O. 360 meters. 50 mi. First Baptist Church. Sun. 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm. church
services.
Central.
WMAP, Easton, Pa. 246 meters. 400 mi. Utility Battery Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, . 6-6:45.
Wed. S-9:55 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ, Chicago, El. 448 meters.
1,500 mi.
The Chi-

Laconia.
New

Jersey:

WOB,

York:

Albany, WNJ
Amsterdam. WPAS
Buffalo. WGR
Canton, WCAD
Cazenovia.
WMAC
Ithaca, WEAI
Lockport.
WMAK
Newburgh,
WCAB
New York, KDOW. WBAY. WEAE.
WJX,
WJY,
WJZ,
WLAW.
WSAP
Poughkeepsie,
WFAF
Rochester. WHAM
Ridgewood.
WHN
Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Stapleton. WDT
Syracuse, WDAI,
WFAB.
WKAN
Tanytown.
WBW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica.
WSL
Waterford.
WFAG

WEAH.

North Carolina:
Asheville. WFAJ
Charlotte. WBT
Greensboro.
WQAZ
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:
Fargo. WDAY.
WPAK
Grand Forks. WOAB
Mayville, WRAC
Wahpeton,
WMAW
Ohio:
Canton.
WWB
Cincinnati, WAAD,
WHAG.
WIZ.
WLW.
WITH,
WSAI
Cleveland.
KDPM.
WHK.
WJAX
Columbus. WBAV,
WCAH. WEAO.
WMAN,
«TAL
Dayton, WA1,
WABD.
WJAJ
Fairfield. WL2
Granville, WJD
Greenville. WCBB
Hamilton. WBAU, WRK
Lebanon.
WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta. WBAW
Newark,
WBBA
Sandusky,
WABH,
WQAF
Springfield, WNAP
Stockdale. WJAK
Warren,
WLAZ
Washington C. O., WGAX
Wooster. WGAE
Yroungstown. WAAY

Oklahoma:
Ardmore.
WOAA
Chickasha.
KFGD

Virginia:
Arlington,
NAA
Blacksburg.
WEAE
Fortress Monroe. WNAW
Portsmouth, WOAQ
Westhampton.
WQAT

KFIF.

Allentown,
WCBA
Altoona. WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton. WMAP
Erie. WOAV
Grove City. WSAJ
Harrisburg, WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC
Lancaster. WGAL
McKeesport.
WIK
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU. WDAR. WFI.
WGL,
WIP,
WNAT.
WOO.
WWAD
Pittsburgh. KDKA,
KQV.
WCAE.
WJAS
Reading,
WBBD
Scranton, WQAN,
WBAY
State College, WPAB
Villanova. WCAM
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX.
WNAH
Rhode

Island:

Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood,
WEAG
Providence. WEAN.

WJAR.

South Carolina:
Charleston. WFAZ. WNAQ.
Clemson
College, WSAC
Greenville, WOAV
Orangeburg,
WGAM

WRAH
WOAH

South Dakota:
Brookings, KFDY
Platte, KEIJ
Rapid
City, WCAT
Sioux Falls.
WFAT
Vermillion.
WEAJ
Tennessee:

:

Abilene, WQAQ
Amarillo. WD AG. WRAU
Austin, WCM.
WNAS
Beaumont.
WMAM
College
Station. WTAW
WRR
Dallas, KFFZ.
WDAO, WFAA.
El Paso. WDAH. WPAT
Fort Worth. WBAP. WPA
Galveston,
WSAB.
WIAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY.
WEV.
WRAA. WSAV
Laredo, WWAX
Orange, KFGX, WKAL
Plainview.
WSAT
Port Arthur. WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, WCAB.
WAOI
Stanford,
WOAZ
Tyler,
Waco, WOAF
W.7AD.
WLA.T. WWAC
Wichita Falls. WKAF
Utah:
Ogden.

KFCP

cago Daily News (Fair Department Store). Dailv ex
Sun, Mon. 7-S pm, 9:15-10. Daily ex Sat, Sun,
1:30-5 pm.
Central, Daylight Saving.
WMAR, Waterloo, Iowa. 360 meters. Waterloo Electrical Supply Co. Schedule not established.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Paramount Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am. 4:20
pm. weather; 6:15-7:30 pm, markets. Tues. Fri. 89:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WMAV, Auburn, Ala. 250 meters. Ala. Polytechnic
Institute. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 12, weather, markets. Tues, Thurs,
Sat, 7-8 pm, music.
Central.
WMAW, Wahpeton, N. D. 360 meters. 50 mi. Wahpeton Elec. Co. Daily, 5:45 pm, sports, news. Fri,
10-11 pm.
Central.
WMAX, Ann Arbor, Mich. 360 meters. K. & K. Badio
Supply Co.
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Kingshighway Presbyterian Church. Slogan, "May Every
By-Way Hear Kingshighway." Sun, 11 am, 8 pm,
Tues. 7-8 pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. 268 meters. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30, 8:30-9:30.
ern.
music. Tues. Wed. Thur, 10:30-11 am, chapel. EastWMC, Memphis, Tenn. 500 meters. 2,000 mi. The
Commercial Appeal. Slogan, "Station WMC. Memphis. "Down In Dixie." Club, "Midnight Frolic."
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12 m, 3 pm. weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert; 8. music. Wed night silent
Tues, Fri, 11 pm. Midnight Frolic.
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati, O. 248 meters. Precision Equipment
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU. Washington, D. C. 262 meters. 100 mi. Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co. Daily, 5:30 pm, concert, sports.
Thurs, S-9. concert.
Eastern.
WNAB, Bowling Green. Ky. 360 meters. 500 mi. B. D.
Central. Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm, 7:30-9, music.
Nichols.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 278 meters. 200 mi. Shepard
Stores, Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thur, Fri. 8-10 pm.
Wed, Sat, 9-11 pm. Sun, 11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:308:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAD, Norman, Okla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Okla.
Radio Engineering Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:45-8:15 pm,
news.
Central.
WNAL,
Omaha,
Neb.
360 meters.
B. J. Bockwell.
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. 286 meters. 1.000 mi. Syracuse Badio Tel. Co. Mon. Wed. Sat. 7:30 pm.
concert, agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. Charleston
Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP,
Springfield,
0.
360 meters.
200 mi. Wittenberg College.
C. C. Rhodes.
WNAR,
man.) Butler, Mo. 360 meters.
WNAS, Austin, Tex.
Tex. Badio Corp.
(Austin S'tatesWNAT, Philadelphia, Pa.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Lennig
Bros.
Co. Daily ex Sun,
12:15-1 pm.
Wed.
Sat.
7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun. 2:30 pm. 4:30. church services.
Eastern. Daylight Saving.
WNAV,
Knoxville, Tenn.
360 meters.
People's Tel &
Telg. Co.
WNAW,
Fortress
Monroe,
Va.
360
meters.
Henry
Kunzmann.
WNAX,
Yanktown,
S. D. 360 meters.
Dakota Radio
Apparatus Co.
Wed, Sat, 9-10 pm, music.
Central.
WNAY. Baltimore, Md.
360 meters.
Shipowners Radio
Service.
WNJ.
Albany,
N. Y. 360 meters.
60 mi.
Shotton
Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am.
market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO,
Jersey City, N. J. 360 meters.
Wireless Telephone Co. of Hudson Co.. N. J.
WOAA. Ardmore, Okla.
360 meters.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB,
Grand
Forks. No. Dak.
50 mi. 360 meters.
Valley Radio.
Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. 2-2:30 pm,
entertainment,
reports.
Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.

Washington:
Aberdeen,
KNT
Bellingbam.
KDZB
Everett. KFBL
Lacey, KGY
Mt.
KFGF
Neah Vernon.
Bay. KEHH
Pullman.
KFAE
Seattle, KDZE.
KDZT,
KFHB
KHQ.
KJR.
Spokane,
KFDC, KTWKFIO,
KEZ
KMO BE1, KFBG. KFEJ, KGB
Tacoma,
Walla Walla. KECF
Wenatchee.
KDZI. KZV
Yakima,
KEIQ
West Virginia:
Clarksburg,
WHAK
Wisconsin:

Beloit.
Kenosha. WKAW
WOAR
Madison.
WGAY.
WHA
Milwaukee.
VVAAK,
WCAY.
WHAD,
WIAO
Neenah.
WIAJ
St. Croix Falls. WBAi
Superior. WTAC
Waupaca.
WFAH
Wyoming:KFCQ.
Casper,

Douglas.
Laramie.
Alaska:
Fairbanks.
Hawaii:
Honolulu,

Knoxville. WNAV
Lawrenceburg.
WOAN
Memphis.
WKN,
WMC
Texas

KZN

Bellows Falls. WEAK
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WOAE

Pennsylvania:

New Mexico:
State College, KOB
New

Tulsa.
WGAF,
WT.AT.
Oregon
:
Arlington.
KFGL
Baker. KFDA
Corvallis. KFDJ
Eugene.
Hillsboro. KFAT
KFFO
Hood River, KFHB. KQP
Marshfield. KFBH
Medford.
KFAY
Pendleton.
KFFE
Portland,
KDYQ,
KFEC,
KGG.
KGN.
KGW
Salem. KFCD

City, Call

Salt Lake City, KDYL.
Vermont:

•

WKAV

Camden, WRP
Jersey City. WNO
Moorestown,
WBAF
Newark.
WAAM.
WBS,
N. Plainfield. WEAM
Ocean City. WIAD
Paterson. WBAN
Trenton. WMAL.
WOAX

State.

State, Oity, Call •
Norman,
WNAD
Okemah.
Oklahoma WKAK
Citv. WKY
Okmuffiee. WPAC

Reno.
Sparks. KDZK
KEFR ■
New Hampshire:

the North." Club, "Tooth Brush." Daily ex Sun.
9:30 am, 10:10, 10:30, 11:30, 1:30 pm, 2:20, 4:30,
reports;ture.6-6:30
lecDaily ex pm,
Wed. children's
Sun, 9:30hour;
pm, 6:30-7:30,
concert. Sun,
10 am, 7:30
church
services;
4 pm, concert; 5, children's
hour;
services.
Central.
WLAH, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 900 mi. Samuel
Woodworth.
No regular schedule.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Waco Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues. Thur. 7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WLAK, Bellows Falls, Vt 360 meters. Vermont Farm
Machine Co.
WLAL. Tulsa Radio Co. 360 meters. Tulsa. Okla.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
360 meters.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
360 meters.
W. V. Jordon.
WLAQ, Kalamazoo. Mich. 360 meters. 100 mi. A. E.
Schilling.
No regular program.
Central.
WLAS, Hutchinson, Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. V.
Plush. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:20. 11:30, 12:30
pm, 1:30, 5:15, markets, weather; 12:30-1:15 pm,
5-6, music.
music.
CentraLWed, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm,
WLAT,
Co.
WLAV,
Shop,
WLAW.
Dept.

City.

Utica. KFGV
York. KEDR

KEDF

KFEV
KFBTJ
WLAY
KDYX,

KGTL

KTQ

Porto Rico:
Ensenada.
WGAD
San Juan, WKAQ
Canada: CHBC, CFAC. CFCN.
Calgary,
CJCY
Edmonton,
CFCK, CJCA
Fort Frances, CFPC
Halifax. CFCE.
CJCS
Hamilton.
CKOC
Iroquois
CKQC Falls. CFCH
London.
CFCX,
CHCS.
CJGGC.
Montreal,
CFCF,
CHCX,
CHYC.
Nelson.
CJBC. CJCB
CKAC
Ottawa. CHXC. OA
Regina, CKCK
St. John, CJCI. CKCB
Toronto. CECA.
CFTC.
CHCB.
CJCD,
CJCH.
CJCN,
CISC,
CKCE.
CKKC
Vancouver.
CECB.
CFYC.
CHCA.
CJCE
Winnipeg,
CHCF,
CKCB.
CKY,
CKZC.
CJNC
Havana,
Cuba:

PWX

WOAC, Lima, O.
266 meters.
Maus Radio Co.
WOAD,
Sigourney, la. 360 meters. Friday Battery &
Elec. Co.
WOAE, Fremont.
Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Tyler
Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m,
weather,
markets; 7 pm, weather, codes: 10:15. U. S.
Central.press.
Navy
Sun, 11 am, 7 :30 pm, church service.
WOAG,
Belvidere, 111.
224 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH. Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. Palmetto RadioEastern.
Corp. Mon, Thur, Sat. Sun. 10 pm-1
am, music.
WOAI, San Antonio. Tex. 400 meters. 1.800 mi.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.) Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3, 6, news, markets.
Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm. concert. Thurs. 7:30-S:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans. 360 meters. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Slogan, "Queen City of the Plains." Thurs,
7-8 pm, music, lectures, news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm.
Sermon, music, news.
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky. 360 meters. Collins Hardware
WOAL, Webster Groves, Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi.
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central.
WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 360 meters. 1.000 mi.
James
D. Vaughan.
Temporarily
discontinued.
Co.
WOAO, Mishawaka, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich. 360 meters. Kalamazoo College. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WOAQ,
Portsmouth, Va. 360 meters. Portsmouth Kiwanis Club.
WOAR,
Kenosha,
Wis.
360 meters.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS,
Hamp. Middletown, Conn. 360 meters. 100 mi. Bailey's Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-6 pm, music.
Sat. 9-12 pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT, Wilmington. Del. 360 meters. Boyd Martell
Piano Co.
WOAU,
Evansville.Ind. 360 meters. Sowder Bowling
WOAV, Erie, Pa. 242 meters. 600 mi. Penna. Nafl
Guard. Tues, Thurs. 8:30-10 pm, music. Fri. 10
pm,
Sun. 7 :45 pm, church services.
Eastern.
World.sports.
WOAW.
Omaha, Nebr. 527 meters. Woodmen of the
WOAX, Trenton, N. J. 240 meters. 300 mi. P. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAZ, Stanford, Tex.
360 meters.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, la. 484 meters. 1.000 mi. Palmer
School of Chiropractic. Slogan, "Where the West
Begins ex
and Sun.
in the Tues
State night,
Where 10:55
the Tallam,
Corntime;
Grows."
Daily
11,
weather; 12 m. chimes; 2 pm, markets; 3:30, talk;
5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30, Sandman, sports; 7,
concert;
pm, Sun,
concert,
W7edchimes;
only; 69:30
concert, Sat10only.
9 am,
pm, pm.
concert;
7, church services ; 8, concert.
Central.
WOI, Ames, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Iowa State College. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30. music,
weather.
Central.
WOK, Pine Bluff, Ark. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ark.
Central.
Light & Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm, concert.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 509 meters. 500 mi: John
Wanamaker. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, organ recital :
11:30, weather; 12-1 pm. concert; 4:45 pm, organ
recital; 9:55, time; 10:02, weather. Mon, Fri, 8-11
pm, music, concert.
Eastern, Daylight Saving.
WOQ. ern
Kansas
City, Mon,
Mo. Tues,
360 meters.
1.000 mi.
Badio Co.
Wed. Thurs.
9:45Westam.
10:55, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports,
etc. Fri, 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat. 8 pm, concert. Sun, 7 pm, concert.
WOR. Newark, N. J. 405 meters. 2.000 mi. L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun. 2:30-4 pm. 6:15-7:30.
music, talks. Tues, Fri, 8-11 pm. music, entertainment, lectures.
Eastern.
(Continued
on page 9)
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1.800 ml. SUlMl meters.
Ctty. Mo.
WOS.
eon
ecRlriri MtaMD
State Mnrk.'lliin Bureau.
Slogan.
Wutcll Our
SUte.»."
Dally ox Sun. ttrst IB niln of IWJ
li'">r
fTVIU
S n i
S ni-.' pin. ii.
P«n, lmisK',
bar"ntrrnl.
Mod. Wed. Fit B 0:30 pm. concert,
Mb.
Utilities
MftroluMun
meters.
8M
Nob.
Omaha.
WOU
WOV. Omaha. N«b., MO IBM™.
H. B. go— nil.
",. Fort
1.1HI0
motors.
HO tUaoootlnuod.
T«.
Worth, Temivrarily
WPA.
Worth Tt.H.wra
WPAA. W.'.iv. Nob.
300 motor*.
Aiulirsoll .V WIOW
WPAB.

B— — Olloiro, Pa.

360 motors.

Pa. Sttta Ool

HaOkla. 360 meters.-A. DonalOeon
Okmulgee. \
WPAC.
dlo i\
, _,
.
WPAO. niloaso. 111. 300 meters. 500 ml. \\ . A.
WloboUlt >* Co. Dalb- ox Sun. 12:30-2 rmi. 8:80-1
pm. ruusio. Tu.s. Wod. S-0 pm. coiicort. Thurs.
Fri. 9-10 pro. concert. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. Central
OaylUht Saving.
,
WPAF.
Council
Bluffs.
la. 360 moters. Petersons
WPAG.

Independence. Mo.

S60 meters.

Central Bndlo

WPArl. Waupaca. Wis. 360 motors. S.00O ml. Wisconsin lVpt. of Markets. Dalb" ex Sun. 9:30 am.
10:30. 11:30. 12:30 pm. 2:30, 4:30, markets, weather.
news. etc.
Central.
WPAJ. New Haven. Conn.
26S meters. Doolittle Radio
WPAK.
Fargo, N. D.
360 meters.
Xorth Dakota
Agricultural College.
,
„ _
«.
WPAL.
Columbus.
O.
2S6 meters.
Superior Radio &
Tel. Equip. Co.
.
WPAM, Topoka. Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guet
WPAR, Ileloit. Kans.
360 meters.
50 ml. R. A. Ward.
WPAtt,
Frostburg. Md.
360 moters.
General Sales &
neoring Co.
«.»—_■
WPAR. Beloit. Kans. 50 ml. 360 motors.
R. A. Ward.
Fri. 8 pm, entertainment.
Sun, 11 am. S pm, church
services; 3 pm, music, talk. Central.
WPAS. Amsterdam, X. Y. 360 meters.
J. & SI. ElecWPAT.
El Paso, Tex. 360 meters.
Saint Patrick's,
Cathedral.
WPAU. Moorhead.
Minn.
360 meters.
Concordia ColWPAY,
Bangor. Me.
360 meters.
Bangor Radio Lab.
WPA2, Charleston, W. Va.
273 meters.
Dr. John R.

WSB.
Atlumii. Go.
429 moters.
1.500 ml.
Atlanta
Journal.
Slogan.pm, ■'The
the South."
Dally
e\ BUD, 1-1
music;Voice8:80,of reports;
4-4
music, reports; 5-8 pm, 7-s, 10:45-18, music,
sun,
10:54 am. 5-8 pm, 1:80-9, church services.
Central.
WSL. 111. a. N. Y. 273 meters. 500 ml. J, 8 M.
IQse, Co. Dalb « Sat. Sun, 11-11:30 nm. 2-2:30
i m. 8-8:80, 1-4:80, 5-5:80, music, news. Men. Wed.
s-'.i pin. Sat. 11-11:30 am, 5-6 pm. 8-0. Sun.
10:80-18 m, 7:30-9 pm.
I.
WSY. Birmingham, Ala. 360 meters. 2.000 ml. Alabama l'ower Co, Dally ex Sun. 0:30 am, 3 pm. 3:30,
news, weather.
Mon. Wed, Fri. S pm, music.
Tues.

Thurs, :> pm, entertainment
Sun, 11 am, 7:S0 pm.
church iftrvloes.
Central.
WTAC. Johnston. Pa. 300 motors. Penn Trafflo Co.
Dally ex Sun, 10:15 am, 2:15 pm. Tues. Thurs. 7:30
pm.
Eastern.
WTAS.
Elgin. 111. 275 motors.
Chas. E. Erbstein.
WTAU.
Teeumseli, Neb. 360 moters. Ruegy Battery &
Elec. Co.
WTAW, College Station. Tex. 360 meters. 200 ml.
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex. Wed,
Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm. addresses. Sun, 11 am, 4 pm, 7,
church services.
Central.
WTG. Manhattan. Kan. 360 meters. 75 ml. Kan.
state Agri. College. Daily ex Sun, 9:55 am. weather
(code). Central.
WWAC. Waco. Tex. 360 meters. 1,500 ml. Sanger
Bros. Dally ex Sun, 11 am. weather; 1:30 pm. entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm. music, entertainment
Central.
WWAD,
Pa. 360 meters. Wright &
Wright, Philadelphia,
Inc.
WWAX. Laredo, Tox. 360 meters.
150 ml.
Wormser
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music.
Mon,
Sat. S-9 pm, music.
Central.
WWAY.
Chicago. 111.
360 meters.
Marigold Gardens.
WWB, Canton, O. 360 meters. 300 ml. Dally News
Printing Co.
Tues, Thurs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WWI,
Dearborn,
Mich.
273 meters.
200 mi.
Ford
. Motor Co.
Wed, 8-10 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWI, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.500 mi. The Detroit News. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-9:45 am. household
hints; 9:45-10:25. health talks; 10:25-10:30. weather;
11:55-12. time; 12:05-12:45 pm, 3-3:30. music: 3:303:35, weather; 3:35-4:15, markets; 5-6, sports. April
22, and every other week, 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Thurs. 11-12 pm, "midnight special." Sun, 2 pm,
7:30, church services. FilL In weeks. 7-8:30 pm,
concert; Sun, 11 am. 5:30, church services.
Eastern.
WWL. New Orleans, La.
360 meters.
Loyola Univ.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list. The
first part will appear again next week.)

ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

WPG. New Lebanon. O. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Nushawg Poultry Farm. Slogan. "The Pulse of Miami
Valley." Daily ex Sun. 12-12:15. news; 6-6:30 pm.
markets. Mbn, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm pro(Continued from page 7)
gram.
Central.
,
WPI. Clearfield, Pa.
360 meters.
Elec. Supply Co.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Opera. "The Fencing
WQAA. Parkereburg. Pa. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Horace
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
A. Beale. Jr. Daily. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
Musical program, Jewell Lovejoy, soprano; Debate,
WQAB, souri
Springfield.
360 meters. Southwest MisMaster."
State TeachersMo.College.
"Is Woman Man's Equal?" Richard J. Flannigan,
H. C. L. Sanders, Julian Skinner, Henry F. Antes.
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. B.
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30.10:30 P. M.. Concert,
Gish.
„
.
„,
Original
Johnnies Jolly Jazz.
WQAO, Waterbury, Conn. 242 meters. 30 mi. The
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:45 P.
Whitall Elec. Co. Mon, Wed. Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm,
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; Dinner dance
music. Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00
WQAF, Sandusky. O. 240 meters.
Sandusky Register.
P. M„ Short talk and musical program; 4:30-6:00
WQAH. Lexington, Ky. 254 meters. Brock- Anderson
P. M„ Short talks and concert; 7:30-8:00 P. M.,
Elect. Eng. Co.
, .
Dream
Daddy with boys and girls; 10:10 P. M..
WQAJ, Ann Arbor. Mich. 360 meters. Ann Arbor
Howard Lanin's Arcadia Orchestra.
Times News.
.
WFAA (Central. 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address, Dr.
WQAK,
Dubuque,
la.
360
meters.
Appel-Higley
Elec
Co.
Robert S. Hyer, Southern Methodist University ;
8:30-9:30 P. M.. Recital, Ruth Fabian, soloist in
WOAL. Mattoon. 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. Coles County
First Baptist Church.
Tel & Telg. Co. Slogan. "The Buckle on the Corn
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Belt." Tues. Thurs. 9-11 pm, music, lectures. CentraL
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Concert; 4:30 P. M.,
WQAM. Miami. Fla. 360 meters. 500 ml. Electrical
Musical program; 6:30-7:00 P. M., Meyer Davis ConEquip. Co. Slogan. "It is Always June in Miami."
Tues, Thurs, 8 pm, music. Sun, 9-11 pm, music.
cert
Orchestra; 7:00-7:30 P. M„ Children's stories.
Cousin
Sue.
Eastern.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M„ Radio drama.
WQAN. Scranton. Pa. 280 meters. 300 mi. Scranton
"Clarence,"
WGY Players. Instrumental selections.
Times. Slogan, "The Voice of the Anthracite."
WGY Orchestra; 10:30 P. M.. Irish Night, Medley of
Dally ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 4:30-5:30, 7:30-8:30,
Irish
Airs,
WGY
Quartet; "Molly Brannigan," J. F.
news, reports,
music.
Tues,
Fri,
8
pm,
entertainment Eastern.
Quinlan, baritone; "In An Irish Jaunting Car," EdWQAO, New York City, N. T. 360 meters. 300 mi.
ward A. Rice, violinist; "All Erin is Calling," J. F.
Calvary Baptist Church. Sun, 8 pm, church services.
Quinlan; "The Last Rose of Summer," Earl Rice,
Eastern Daylight Saving.
pianist: "Macushla," J. F. Quinlan; "A Bit o'
WOAP,
Lincoln. Nebr.
360 meters.
Am. Radio Co.
Blarney," Quartet; "I'll Take You Home Again
WQAS. Lowell. Mass. 266 meters. 100 mi. PrinceKathleen," J. F. Quinlan; "Killarney," Ernest
Walter Co. Daily ex Sun. 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm,
Burleigh, cellist; "Come Back to Erin," J. F. Quinlan; "The Old Sod." Quartet.
music. Mon. Wed, Fri. 6-7 pm, news, concert. Thurs.
silent. Eastern.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
WOAT, Richmond, Va. 360 meters. 200 mi. Radio
Anderson Orchestra: Clifford Gorman, organist;, 7:30Equipment Corp. Dally ex Sun, 2-5:15 pm, music.
9:00 P. chestra;
M., Myrtle
Concert.
Jackson's
Novelty
OrStinger,Charles
soprano;
H. Archer
Culmer,
Sun. 3-5. Eastern.
_
WQ.AV. Greenville, S. C. 360 meters. 75 mi. Hunttenor; Mrs. Murray Nicol. soprano; Reading, "An
Interesting Historical Episode."
ington & Guerry. Inc. Slogan. "The Textile Center
of the South." Tues. Thurs, 8-9 pm, music. Sat, WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music; 3:00-4:00 P. M.. Conceit: 6:008-8:30 pm. music.
Eastern.
7:30
WQAW, Washington.
D.
C.
360
meters.
Catholic
UniUncle P.
Wip.M., Dinner dance music; Bedtime stories.
versity of America.
WQAX, Peoria. 111. 360 meters.
Radio Equipment Co.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 7:00-8:00 P.
WQAZ, Greensboro, N. C. 360 meters. Greensboro
M., Children's program, Jessie G. Van Cleve; Musical
Daily News.
lecture, Mrs. Marx E. Oberndorfer: 9:15-10:00 P. M.,
Mixed Quartet, Lucy Hartman, contralto, director.
WRAA. Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 400 mi. Rice InWMC (Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Apollo Club
stitute. Mon, 8-9 pm, conoert, college activities. Sun,
of Memphis; 1 1 :0O P. M.. Midnight Frolic.
4:30 pm, extension lectures.
Central.
WRAB. Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. Savannah Board of WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk, C.
E. Wilent; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
Pudiic Education. "
WRAC, Mayville. N. D. 360 meters. State Normal
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Savings, 509), 11:00-11:30 A.
School.
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. 1W„
WRAD. Marion. Kans. 360 meters. Taylor Radio Shop.
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra:
Daily, 5:15-5:45, markets, weather. Mon, Thurs, 8
4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:459:45 P. M., WOO Orchestra, Robert E. Golden,
pm. concert.
Sun, 5-6 pm.
Central.
WRAF, La Porte, Ind.
224 meters.
Radio Club. Inc.
director;
Bawden. 9:45-10:55 P. M., Organ recital, Clarence E.
WRAH, Providence, R. I. 360 meters. Stanley N.
Read.
WWJ (Eastern, 580), 7:00 P. M., Concert, News OrWRAK, Escanaba, Mich. 360 meters. Economy Light
chestra; The Town Crier: Musical program, Atthea
Co.
Bird, soprano; Dennis Taylor, baritone: Florence
WRAL. St. Croix Falls, Wis. 248 meters. Northern
Adams, pianist; Percival Peters, tenor.
States Power Co.
WRAN. Waterloo. la. 229 meters. 100 mi. Black
Hawk Electrical Co. Daily ex Sun. 5 pm, 5:30.
concert, news. Mon. Fri. 8:30-9:15 pm. concert.
Sun, 11 :15, church services.
Central.
WRAO. St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. St. Louis Radio
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-5 pm, music, sports.
CFCA
(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00 P. M.,
Sun. 3:30-5 pm. music, sports.
Central.
Concert; "Mirella," Star Orchestra; "We Red-Coat
WRAR. David City. Nebr. 226 meters. 100 mi. Jacob
Soldiers, " Alfred Butler, baritone ; "Viennese Mel C. Thomas. Daily. 6:30-7:30 pm. Tues, Fri, 7-9
ody," Mannie Both, violinist; "To Thee," Orchestra;
pm.
Central.
Baritone solo, Alfred Butler; "La Berceuse," W.
WRAS, McLeansboro. 111. 360 meters. Radio Supply
Woods, cornetist ; Selection from "San Toy," OrCo.
chestra; "Meditation" from "Thais," Hairy Adaskin,
WRAU. Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 50 ml. Amarillo
Daily News. Tues. Thurs, 8:00-9:00 pm, music.
Central.
WRAV, Yellow Spring, O. 360 meters. Antioch College.
WRAY. Scranton, Pa. 360 meters. 100 mi. Radio
Sales Corp. Dally ex Sun. 11 am, music: 12 m.
reports; 3:30-5:30 pm, reports, music; 7. bedtime
stories, music. Wed, 8 :15-9 :45 pm, music. Sat.
8:15-11:30 pm, music.
Sun. 4 pm, chapel. Eastern.
WRK. Hamilton, O. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Doron
A laminated Phenolic Confaisaiion Product
.SHEETS TUBES RODS
Bros. Elec. Co. Slogan, "The Oldest Station In
Existence." Wed. Sat. 9-11 pm, music, lecture.
Sun, 2-4 pm, music.
Central.
WRL, Schenectady, N. T. 360 meters. Union College
Radio Club.
WRM. Urbana. HI. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
111. Mon, Thurs. 8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news,
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
talks, music.
CentraL
WRP, Camden. N. J. 360 meters. 250 mi. Federal
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
Inst, of Radio Teleg.
Temporarily
discontinued.
TO ANY SIZE
WRR, Dallas. Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. City of
Dallas. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm. weather: 3-3:30,
sports, markets, news; 7-7:15, police news; 8-8:30.
VZS" THICK /_* PER SO. INCH
music. Sun, 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm, police
news, church service. Central.
/|6" THICK 34* PER SO. INCH
WRW, Tarrytown, N. Y. 273 meters. 1.000 mi. Tarrytown Radio & Research Laboratory. Slogan, "EveryVz>z" THICK
K
PERSQ. |NCH
thing in Radio." Mon. Wed. Fri, 7:30-11:30 pm. Sun,
Yq" THICK Wz* PER SQ. INCH
7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WSAA,
Marietta,
O.
360 meters.
50 mi.
B. S.
•V16"
THICK
2*
PER
SO- INCH
Sprague Elec. Co.
Wed, 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB,
Cape Girardeau.
Mo.
360 meters.
Southeast
'/& " THICK 2/2* PER SO. INCH
Mo. State Teachers
College.
WSAC,
Clemson College. S. C. 360 meters.
Clemson
3/8 " THICK 4* PER SQ. INCH
Agri. College.
'/Z " THICK 5 'A* PER SO INCH
WSAH,
Chicago, I1L
248 meters.
A. G. Leonard. Jr.
Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6:30 pm.
Fri, 8:45-10.
Central
iSEND FOR .COMPLETE PRICE LIST
Daylight Saving.
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
WSAI,
Cincinnati.
O.
309 meters.
United
States
Playing Card Co.
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION
WSAJ,
Grove City, Pa.
360 meters.
700 mi.
Grove
City College.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL,
Brookville, Ind.
246 meters.
Franklin Elec.
Co.
519 SOUTH GREEN ST. CHICAGO
WSAP. New York, N. Y. 360 meters. Seventh Day
Adventist Church. Fri, 7:30-9:30 pm. Sat. 10:4512:45
am.
Sun,
7:30-9:30
pm.
Eastern
Daylight
Saving.
WSAV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. Clifford W. Vick.
Temporarily discontinued.

Saturday, June 16

RADIO PANELS

STAR

RETT

MFG. CO.

DIGEST
violinist; Bnrltono
solo. Alfred Butler;
Intermezzo
Cavollerla
KNJProm (Paolflc.
400). Elustlcana,"
2:30-3:30 P. OrcheBtra.
IYI.. Musical
Itoimui'i
Southland
Sereuaden:
6:45-7:30
P. M..
Children's of Commerce,
Hour;
8:00-10:00
P. Parlt,
M., Call!
Program
bj
Chamber
Huntington
KYW (Central, Oayllqht Savlno, 345). 8:00-8:50 P. M.,
.Musical program, w. w. Kimball Col! Weldell w.
Hall. KY'a Music Maker: 0:05-9:25 P. M., "Under
tho Evening
Lamp,"
Companion.
WBAP
(Central.
476). Youth's
7:00-7:30
P. M., Radio Blblo
Clang, Mrs. w, 1<\ Barnura, First Methodial Church,
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Savlno. 395), 12:00-12:54 P.
M., Organ recital, .Stanley Theatre: Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafo Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M„
Song recital and Arcadia Cafo Concert Orchestra:
4:30-6:00 P. M., IIro Savino's Orchestra from Cafe
La Riviere; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Dream Daddy with boys
and girls.
WFAA
(Central.
475),Tudiiv."
12:30-1:00I'mt
P. M..Clyde
Address,
"The
Mourn.'
llnrh-inr
Kagleton,
Southern Methodist University; 8:30-9:30 P. M„ Recital; J. A. Kite, basso, and assistants; 11:00-12:00
P. M-, Concert, Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Walter
,T. Fried, director.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 365), 1:00 P. M„ Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra,! 3:00 P. M.. Musical program; 3:45 P. M.,
Concert; 6:30 P. M„ Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 7:00 P. M„ Safety
talk. Stanley Cowman; 8:00 P. M., Short talk; 8:15
P. M.. Short talk; 9:00 P. M„ Musical program.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 8:30 P. M., Talk
on New England Business Problems, Arthur R. Curnick; ers;
Playlet.
"The Man Who Went," Amrad PlayMusical program.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Alice Monore, soprano; Clifford
Gorman, organist; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert, Lucile
Schneider. Bernice Funk. Anna Blankenbaker, Mrs.
Jane W. Murrell, Mrs. William Herman. Mrs. A. W.
Ott, sopranos;
Miller, Ethel
lone Fisher.
Hoover, Lucile
contraltos; Mary A.Josephine
Ott, violinist;
Schneider, pianists.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Organ recital; Carl Bonawitz, at Germantown Theatre; 3:00-4:30 P. M.. Dance music; 6:00-6:45 P. M.,
Dinner dance music; 7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime stories.
Uncle Wip; 8:00 P. M„ Short taiks and musical proWMAQ
(Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 7:00-8:00 P:
gram.
M„ Talk pianist.
on the Red Cross, Captain Hiatt; Arthur
Kirkham,
WMC
(Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Washington
Syncopators, H. H. Guinett, director.
WOC
(Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational tali. C.
C. Hall; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOOM„ Organ
(Eastern,recital,
Daylight
II :00-l 1P.
30' M„
A.
Mary Saving,
E. Vogt; 509).
12:00-12:55
Luncheon
music, Wanamaker
Tea Room
Orchestra:
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.

Sunday, June 17
WBAP (Central, 476), 11:00 A. M., Church services.
First Methodist Church, Rev. J. W. Bergin. pastor.
Will Foster,
organist.
WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, WUliam Klaiss, organist.
WFAA
"2:30-3 M.
."00 Anderson,
P. M., Radio
Bible (Central,
Class. Dr.476),
William
Jr., Chapel
pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, Dallas; 9:30-10:00 P.
M., Sacred concert, singers from Haskell Avenue Methodist Church; 10:00'- 1 1:00 P. M„ Concert, Lone Star
Five Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 10:45 A. M.,
Services. Arch Street Presbyterian Church; Rev.
Clarence Edward Macartney, minister; 4:30 P. M..
Chapel services; 9:30 P. M., organ recital.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 4:00 P. M.,
Twilight panion;
program;
"Adventure
Youth'spianist;
ComConcert, Mrs.
Vestella Hour,"
M. Daniels,
Helena Trolsaas, soprano; Earl Moulton, baritone and
violinist; 8:30 P. M., Federation Church Services;
9:00 P. M., Musicale, Charles E. Dockrill and Choir.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 9:45 A. M., Church services.
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, Albany, N. Y. :
Sermon, "Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the
truth, and the life; no man cometh unto the Father
but by me," Rev. G. A. Bierdemann, D, D. ; 6:45 P.
M., Church services. Trinity Evangelical Lutheran
Church;
Sermon,
Bierdemann.
D. D."Exalting the Christ," Eev. G. A.
WHAS (Central, 400), 9:57 A. M., Organ music; 10:00
A. M., Church services, First Presbyterian Church;
Dr. Richard T. Gillespie, pastor; Margaret McLeish.
Organist; Mrs. R. L. Compton. soprano; Bessie E.
McLeish, contralto; Henry H. Scherff, tenor; E.
Marvin Locke, baritone: 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Sacred
concert. Pupils of Rose Henley's Studio.
WHK (Eastern,
360), 8:00 P. M., Concert, WEK Orchestra and soloists.
WWI (Eastern, 580), 7:30 P. M„ Church services, St.
Paul's Cathedral; 2:00 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra.

Electric Soldering Iron

Monday, June 18
WBAP
Texas (Central.
Orchestra. 476). 9:30-10:30 P. M.. Concert. West
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Thoatre; Arcadia I afe
Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Sons recital;
4:30-6:00 P. M„ Musical program; 7:30-8:00 P. M..
Dream Daddy with boys ami girls; 8:00 P. M.. Sons
Dance
recital; Orchestra.
10:10 P. M., Danco music, Howard Lanin's
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Piano recital; 3:35 P. M..
Song recital; 6:30 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra: 7:00-7:30 P.
M.f Bedtime stories. Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program,
"Tenth Regiment March," WCY Quartet; "The Answer," "Boats O' Mine." Mildred Schilling, soprano; "Sextette" from "Lucia." Charles Wold with
his
musical
glasses;soprano;
"Vlsst d'arte,"
"Las Charles
Mildred
Schilling,
"Pilgrimsfrom
Chorus,"
Wold; "Lethe." "Ldndy Lou," Mildred Schilling;
"Serenade." "Trauroerci." Charles Wold; "Topics
of the Day," Patho Exchange; "Song to the I
lng
Charles Wold; "The Chantyman's March,"
WGY Star,"
Quartet.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert, Mary
Anderson
Orchestra;
Clifford Gorman,
organist.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Organ recital, Carl Bonawitz at Germantown Theatre;
Song recital; 6:00-6:45 P. M„ Dinner dance music;
7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Central, Daylight Saving, 309). 8:00 P. M..
Concert, Roger Hill Dance Orchestra; Musical proCadman'sof Morning
of the Besse
Year," Hall,
Mixedsoprano;
Quartet of gram,
Church
the Covenent;
Louise Koetter, contralto; Erwln Meyer, tenor; Edwin Weidinger, baritone; J. Warren Ritchey, accompanist, director.
WMC (Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Janssens Cafe
Hawaiian Orchestra. Harry Haili, director.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M.. Organ recital. Mary Vogt; 7:45 P. M., JWCI
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P.
M. Organ ______________
recital, Mary Vogt: 7:45 P. M., JWCI
organist.
Band; 9:30 P. M., Organ recital, Clarence Bawden,

British Broadcasters Nymber 260
MANCHESTER, ENG.— About 260 Radio
manufacturing firms have become members of the British Broadcasting Company,
states Sir W. Joynson-Hicks in Parliamentary Debates. The number of types of
broadcasting receiving apparatus approved
by the Post Office is 1,450. The number
of Radio licenses at present issued is approximately 115,000, of which about 80,000
are in receipt of receiving sets bearing
the trade
mark
of the British Broadcasting Company.

Recruit Reserves by Air

CHICAGO. — Recruiting by Radio has
recently accomplished marvelous results
for the Illinois Naval Reserve. The
Zenith-Edgewater Beach hotel station,
WJAZ, has broadcast several talks by
Capt. E. A. Evers, commandant of the reserve. Practically the entire quota has
been, filled as a result.

fci W.D.ll tubes
Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted for use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
anteed.
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new, size 4x5^x7 inches — Chi-Rad guar-

2-Volt Willard Charged.
2-Volt Willard Dry

. 6.50
.$7.50

These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.

rmm

In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better prices on larger quantity)
Specify dry or charged when ordering.

A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts

CKicagoEociioAppamtusCo.
415 S.Deavbot'tv St., Chicago, III.

123 W.MadixonXt.Chicaqo

rou «Ycr seen _|^3ioirct~
or loop?no
requires

outdoor

antenna

—uses all kinds of tubes (4 of them)
in any desired combination?
—employs perfect combination of
both Regeneration and Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification with
only 2 tuning adjustments?
—receives all broadcasting?

Ti„_~r

»^_*^ .

—may be set up and operated anywhere — by anyone — in a moment?
You may see euch a set at your
dealer's on June 12th.
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Receiving Sets in Gamp
Broadcast Concerts Much in Favor by Vacationists
ONE
feature of vacationing this summer in out-ofthe way places where mail and train service is
infrequent but Eadio instant is the fact that farmers
throughout the country who eater to summer boarder
trade are installing Eadio sets. Of course countless
farm homes in the land are already equipped with
sets, many of which are high powered ones, which
have been in use the year around. Now other farmers
realize that in order to get the vacation boarder trade
this year he must add Eadio to his other attractions.
Eadio baseball fans who feel they cannot exist
without at least being in touch with the results of
the game by wire and who begrudge taking a few
weeks ' rest in the country because of the delays in
receiving returns, rejoice in the news that even though
they are buried in forest 's depths, a few turns of the
dials will give them not only baseball returns but the
latest market reports and news.
There is practically no limit of localities where
Eadio can be brought in by portable sets. Sets can
also be put in motorboats, canoes and Towboats with
equal success and, as tests show, these sets re-ceive
as well as any shore station.
Confirmed Eadio bugs who had begun to fear they
could not play with the dials if they took a vacation
this summer have changed their minds and are now
actively engaged in preparing to enjoy their "off to
the country" period with the knowledge that they can
sit around the camp fire after a day's pleasure and
listen to the best entertainment programs.

Radio to Outdo the Wires
Cables Are Becoming Obsolete, Seemingly
THE
success of the Eadio talk across the Atlantic
is a distinct step toward a complete globe girdling
system of Eadio. A distance of 3,400 miles across
lajid and sea was bridged by a Eadio conversation.
The demonstration is vivid and dramatic proof of the
giant strides being made in the improvement of Eadio
communication. Indeed, so rapid is this progress that
laymen find it hard to appreciate its full significance.
It is planned in the near future to have President
Harding and King George engage in a little transatlantic chat in the interests of science. The outlook
is that telegraph wires and submarine cables must
eventually give way to the more practical and less
expensive system of long distance communication without wires.
Verbal transatlantic Eadio communication is still
more distant, in view of the fact that the number of
available wave lengths is so limited. Xow, only a
few conversations can be carried simultaneously over
the same wave length. The danger of "crowding"
the air with messages is very apparent and the government is taking steps to regulate Eadio communication. However, land and sea Eadio telegraph companies are feverishly striving to produce apparatus
which will insure a round-the-world, 24-hours-a-day
service. No one can doubt, in view of recent improvement, that these difficulties will eventually be overcome.
At the present time not only do the land and sea
telegraphs circle the globe, but Eadio does likewise.
However, only messages involving the dash-and-dot
signals can be transmitted around the earth — Eadio
telephony has yet to be perfected to a degree permitting a message to be telephoned around the world.
Yet Eadio as a whole is affecting geography by linking
up the continents with ether waves and thus bringing
people nearer together. The days of the land and sea
telegraph seem numbered — their wires are doomed. At
some future day a new generation may recover a discarded cable from the depths of the ocean and smile
to think that how crude were our methods of communin in the old days.

His

Set Along

WALLA WALLA INDIGEST STATION
ANNOUNCES FIRST NIGHT PROGRAM
WALLA WALLA. — Positively unique in all respects is the
openingcaster
program
of Indigest's
Brand
new built.
slightlyTheused
broadrecently erected
here when
it was
program,
ir was reported to a special Iudigest reporter in an especially
arranged interview, will be held on the night after the day
before Sunday, June 31, if it ever is held that is.
Fearsome of dastardly competition on the night in question,
it took several quarts of immoral persuasion and one and
one-half Pittsburgh stogies before the musical director and
announcer were sufficiently ready to climb Palm trees and
let the cat out of the bag. But they did. Translated irom
Wallan Wallan, the native means of self-expression, the
program finally looked like this :
(Tune to 99% feet on your Steobins Degenerative.)
Article A. — Antenna raising exercises at sun down. The
Walla Walla flag will be brought down from the two cocoanut tree masts and the aerial dumb into position by Izzy
and Mike,
the station's
Grads)
ChimpanzeesBothparticularly
belong to trained
the I. R.(Harvard
E. and
have Tree-climber's Union cards, so that all may listen
in to this ceremony without fear of its being illegal.
Article B. — Antenna will be tuned. A very special expert
piano tuner with complete set of tuning forks and diagram
has been engaged parcel post prepaid.
(Continued on page 17 or next week.)

HEY! YOU

DURNFDOU
THATS

MY

RADIO SET

In Quest of the Kanoo£s
Part I— The Search Begins

Future Possibilities
Applicable to Business and Social Life
FUTURE
possibilities of Eadio are inconceivable.
Various principles which will make it more applieuCIe to business anil social life are having considerable
research. The supreme inventive genius of the country,
the greatest organizing ability and the most powerful
resources at hand are now at the service of the new
art, with the result that Eadio has made greater strides
in the past two years than in twenty years previous.
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INTRODUCING
THE AUTHOR

look.)
A Kanoofis is a funny thing, and very hard to find.

Condensed
(Look,

There are only three in the whole wide world so bear this
fact in mind.
(Isn't it terrible?)
Found first in the fork of a goofer tree not far from old
Madrid,
(Who did?)
Where
for years and years this little thing was tucked
away and hid. (Now, you £nd me.)
I'll tell you a tale of a Radiophan who tried to build a set.
(Go on.)
He hunted high and low for parts but there's one he couldn't
get. (How sad!)
This part was called a Kanoofis and he tried and tried in
vain,
(Oh, ma.)
Until one day he heard someone
say that one could be
found in Spain.
(Yes, we have no strawberries.)
So he left one day in June, la, la, for the land of the
Matador.
(Sailing, sailing, over the bounding main.)
Resolved to get what he wanted, if it cost a fortune or
more.
(Change a hundred?)
On reaching Spain this Radiophan
went straight to the
Onion King.
(A horse, a horse, or a bicycle.)
Who promised to give them help to find a Kanoofis or anything. (The grandest king.)
The King was a mighty man, yes, yes. who ruled with an
iron hand.
(Horseshoe &ails.)
or fried.)
In fact he was the finest type
of onion in the^ land.
(Sliced
So with the help and such, however much, they started on
their quest.
(Forward, march!)
First going North, then going South, then East; last going
West.
(Directional I would say.)

After

many

days

of travel, they stopped near a Russian
river.
(Shushwush.)
Because
these boys were famished,
and had to eat their
liver.
(Blah, Blah.)
Then on again went the searching train, till th*y came to
a forest grgat.
(Wood, wood.)
'"Tis here," said one, "where we'll see some —ROZEE.
fun, or else
we'll know our fate."
(Oh, lady, lady.)
(Search to be continued.)

Moral:

Always Wear Your Headset

deer endy: i hav bekum sutch a konfirmed radeeo fan
that i alius wear my hedset 2 bed with me. last night i
broke the durn thing and konsequentially had to leve it
off. my wife saw me without it fur the furst time in 6
mo. and lambasted me with a roeling pen acct. of her
thinking i wuz a stranger that had broke into our
domicycle.
— eZra heehT.

Oh Yes !— He Gave It To Flew Himself
Dear Indigest: Methuselah ate no Skookum apples
every day, did not walk a mile for a Camel, never read
the Saturday Evening Post, did not chew Wrigleys, nor
did he have his iron every- day and yet he lived to the
ripe old age of nine hundred years. I would like to know
if he had a FleWelling Flivver.
— Isip.
Sleeping here is Dan
Casey Al Zapp.
He stud- his head
In a rotary-gap.

We

Haven't Tried the Hook-Up

Yet,

My Dear Sir Indi : The
was passing the time away
but writer
Wait—
with a number of congenial friends at the Marigold Gardens
and the conversation was, as the poet said, "of women and
other
While
tuning with
in onfewtheexceptions
latter we was
drifted
to
Radio things." The
audience
plainly
bored. Then one Radiophan happened to say something about
"Regeneration." Several faces brightened as if by magic,
and the possessor of one asked us. "Do you really believe
N. Waxne Blackford.
there is anything to this "monkey'* — business?"

Looking Ahead
A-B-C Lessons for Indigest Beginners will start with the next
issue of Indigest. The nore! style of describing what the
various parts are. and why if so, will no doubt aid those wishing to tear their, sets to pieces. Buy Indigest for indigestion
next week from your most dyspeptic newsdealer — 10c.

By DIELECTRIC
You

don't often hear of a broadcasting station deliberately setting np a competitor right in the same
town and donating call letters in the bargain. Well,
it seems that that is exactly what a popular station in
Atlanta did (in a way). WSB lengthened its call into
Winnifred Susan Beatrice at the request of Mrs. Coker
whose baby will transmit compass signals under that
call until further notice — vears hence.
Xow turn your loop due north and you'll catch a
new wrinkle from Calgary, Canada, where it is contrary to Eadio law for two stations to communicate
with each other directly, via the ether, some other
means must be found, and this CFCX did. Wishing to
hear from the station at Telegraph Hill, in San Francisco, regarding the reception of their- test program,
they had the latter play certain music which would
indicate whether it came through well or otherwise.
Announcers are clever, sometimes!
I should like to think that the letter written to our
consul in Calgary, Canada, from someone in Philadelphia, was really intended for printing in the column
to your left. Indeed there are parts of the Dominion
of Canada which compare with most anything we can
show in the States, and some of their hotels would
— once!
make you step around to find their equal here. Furthermore, broadcasting stations in that part of America are right up to the minute. I was a Philadelphian
Since the broadcasting station in the famous Eiffel
Tower in Paris was put out of commission through
its antenna being struck and destroyed by lightning,
it is probable that the neighborly Germans are making
merry over the fact. They complained that their own
programs were interfered with by some disturbance
originating in France. For the rest of Europe, however, this will be a distinct loss, as they were in the
habit of tuning in this station for speeial news service.
We may look for an additional South American country to have its own Eadio stations before very long,
if reports coming from Chile are true. The interest
in this fascinating adjunct to a happy home is decidedly on the increase among the Chileans, who are
buying receiving sets in anticipation of the coming
of broadcasting stations. At the present time they
have to rely on picking up the programs from other
more fortunate countries. This will make them expert
in tuning later.
Transatlantic ship service is subject to very disagreeable surprises in the summer months due to the
ice that floats across this international highway. We
have not forgotten the tragedy which befell the Titanic
a few years ago. Two coast guard cutters are to patrol
the danger zone and warn ships twice daily via Eadio
of any danger.
When the President finally reaches Alaska he will
find how vitally Eadio affects the everyday life of
those living in remote sections of the world. Eemote
from large centers of population with their telegraph
and telephone lines giving easy access to intercommunication he will find Eadio really essential for
sending and receiving advice. There is but one cable
from Sitka to Seattle, which sometimes breaks and
when it does, nothing is left but to use the ether.
It was suggested at the time that Station WEAF
made its test in transmitting a full program from New
York to WNAC in Boston that this would lead to a
series of toll stations over the country. The new
station in Washington, which is practically a duplicate
of WEAF, may perhaps be so utilized when occasion
warrants it. This is owned by a member of the Bell
system and may indicate the beginning of sucli a
policy.

JlllW
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Chapter V — Tuners and Tuning
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. B. E.
is simply an arrangement
TUNER
of Inductances and capacities capable, by reason of either or both of
these devices being adjustable, of being
put in resonance with a current of a given
frequency. We have learned from the
previous chapter how condensers and capacities function to control the length of
time it takes for a current to flow or oscillate in a circuit.

aerial
tuning
when
Radio
amplification is employed.
Double Circuit

A

BEGINNERS
will find the accompanying
series
helpful
in learning
the
rudiments
of the
Radiophony.
The articles yet to appear are:
Chapter VI— About Crystal Detectors.
Chapter VII — Tube Detector Theory
and Operation.
Chapter VIII— The Regenerative Detector.
Chapter IX — Radio Frequency Amplification.
Chapter X — Audio Frequency Am-

When a circuit contains both inductance
ami capacity we can increase the length of
time for one complete oscillation by in:ig either of these factors. Now it is
able to assume and in fact it is
found that the time constant of the circuit or the period remains constant if
we increase one factor and decrease the
other the proper amount.
"Without
going
matics of Radio

deeply
we find
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that
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Chapter XI — How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
lion. XII— Reflex
Chapter
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Chapter XIII — About
Loud Speakers.
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Chapter XIV-
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with
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inductance to increase
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We come now to double circuit, nonregenerative tuners. As the name implies
two circuits are used, means being provided for controlling the coupling between them. The advantage of using a
second circuit lies in the fact that we can
construct this circuit with low resistance,
with both capacity and inductance under
control, thus enabling the oscillatory currents to build up to their maximum value
without hindrance.
The old double slide tuner was really a
two circuit tuner with close coupling.
Thus, were we to take the arrangement
shown at B Figure 24 and add another
switch and a set of taps connected as
shown in A Figure 25 we would have a
double slide tuner circuit.
There are now

w

V

o
#
Figure 24 — Various Tuning Dev
root of the product of the inductance and capacity remain constant
the period of the circuit and consequently
the wave length it will respond to remains
the same.
Tuners in Two General Classes
Returning to tuners, we can put them
in two general classes, non-regenerative
and regenerative. The former can be
used with either crystal or tube detectors
but the latter type can only be used with
a three electrode tube. Non-regenerative
tuners can be further divided into single
and double circuit tuners. Regenerative
tuners are also built in three circuit types.
A single circuit tuner is one in which
but one circuit, the aerial-, is tuned. In
the chapter on aerials it was seen that
the aerial itself accounts for half the
wave length of the station to be received.
The other half is made up by inserting
inductance in the aerial lead and providing some means of adjusting the circuit
to resonance. In Figure 24 are shown
several methods of tuning the aerial circuit, the detecting device being usually
shunted across the inductance to indicate
the presence of currents.
the square

ices for Single Circuit Tuners
parallel with the inductance as shown by
the dotted lines. The tuning condenser
is then in parallel with the aerial and the
total capacity in the circuit is increased.
It might be worth noting at this point
that should one experience difficulty in
tuning the longer wave lengths with a
series condenser it is only necessary to
connect the condenser across the primary
inductance to tune them easily.

The tapped inductance and stator of the
variometer are all one winding, tapped
about every 12 turns, and the rotor has
15 turns of wire. Thus with the switch
on the first point only the small variometer is in the circuit. More inductance
is then cut in with the switch as needed.
This arrangement is selective and simple
to handle.

Tapped Inductance
Considering the other circuits shown in
Figure 24 we find at B a tapped inductance
used with a variable condenser. This
gives a wider range of ^tuning and is to

In using these tuners it is always to an
advantage to use as much inductance as
possible and as little capacity as will give
sharp tuning. The circuits shown are all
non-regenerative and suitable for use with
either
crystal
or tube
detectors
or for

Fixed Inductance
At A in the illustration is shown a fixed
inductance, usually a honeycomb coil, with
a condenser in series to tune the circuit.
The effect of connecting the condenser in
series with the circuit is to make the wave
length shorter than if the inductance was
used alone. The reason for this is that
the tuning condenser in series with the
aerial, also a condenser, is to reduce the
total capacity in the circuit as we learned
when considering condensers in series.

be
to a large the
"fixed
inductance.
Withpreferred
this arrangement
tuning
is sharp
and is as selective as can be obtained
with a single circuit tuner. Here also the
condenser can be shunted across the inductance but the series arrangement is
preferable.
At C a variometer is used for tuning
without a condenser. This arrangement
is not so selective and is improved by the
addition
of a variable
condenser.
At D

Figure 25 — Types

We Live In Kansas
— but we receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport, Fort Worth, Madison,
Los Angeles, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver
and San Antonio on Crystal without batterieB. Your
crystal set requires only easy inexpensive changes.
Send stamp for further information or SI .00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed.
LEON LAMBERT, 501 South VoluUia, Wichita, Kansas

SPECIAL BARGAINS
While

500

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mastery, using no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
, miles distant on one tube. By usinc WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Box D-704, Vacaville, Calif.

of Double Circuit Tuners
two circuits, one from the aerial through
the inductance
and condenser
to ground,
(Continued on page 14)

They Last
Famous Seabrook
Radio Cabinets

At Less Than Half Price

A

LARGE jobber, pinched for cash, sold us
500 beautiful high-grade Seabrook Radio
Cabinets, without regard to cost, enabling us
to offer you :

Medium Size

"make PERFECTION
We

Carry

Only

MAGNAVOX
LOUO

FLEWELLING

*24. Q5
Type

SPEAKER.

Nathaniel

R. 3

.... «P^-*«

BALDWIN

List S6. 00.

SINGLES,

List $12.00.
and Band

DOUBLES,

CT
CrUJITl
r»F
Lft.
rUKtO
detector or amplifier.
List $6.00

your SELECTION"

STANDARD
Advertised Radio
Equipment.
Sold on a MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE.

with
with

... CtA

Cord

*-'*-'

Cf\

REINARTZ

. fl? Q
Q E
ipO»»siJ

WESTERN
Phones.

None

List SI2.00.

^ _ -_

$18.00

"B" BATTERIES

List.
EVEREADY— Xo.
763—22%
Volts. . .$1.75
EVEREADY— No.
767—4.5
Vuits
5.50
BRIGHT
STAR— Xo. 15-50—22%
V.. 1.75
BRIGHT STAR— Xo. 15-03-6—22% V. 2.25
BRIGHT
STAR— Xo. 30-90—45
Volts. .5.00
FRANCO— Xo. 1529V— 22%
Volts
2.50
FRANCO— Xo. 3045V — !5 Volts
5.75

Extra
7x10
7*12
7x14

fine

CABINETS
quality — Hinged tor> — Mahosany
$2.75
7x18
2.95
7x24
3.25
12x14

PERFECTION

^

Price
$1.45
4.50
1.10
1.45
3.50
1.85
3.95

parcel

O.

Radio Chamber:
high, 10" deep.

1*3J4" wide, lOyi"

Electric
BATTERY

Amp.

Ifi

7x18
7x21
7x24

Dl

not

send

PANELS—
•
Bakelite
$2.45
2.75
3.25

59 Cortland
stamps.

Q1i4

QC

d>nn

Ar

3/16"

Thick
Hard
Rubber
7x10
$0.95
7x12
1.25
7x14
1.40

St., NEW

£L $475=2
O.

Radio
Chamber:
high, 10" deep.

B. Chicago

14" wide.

10*^"

CHARGER.
quality
product.

100
LOUDSPEAKING HORN CABINETS.
Handsome

Send
Bakelite
$1.35
1.60
1.95

YORK

CITY

Chicago
F. O. B.

Mahogany Piano Finish.
Come fully equipped with famous Seabrook Horn and
Genuine Baldwin Loudspeaking Unit, cord and plug.
Selling most everywhere at $35.00. Our Price while
this small lot lasts
$18.25

Parts
for 2 STEP
AMPLIFIER,
including Panel. 1 10 to 1 Ratio
A1„
mt r\
Transformer,
1 5 to
1 Ratio Jk 1 "\ *Sll
Transformer
«pi*J.«JV7
"All American"
Transformer used.

Hard
Rubber
$1.65
1.85
2.15

$125.00

Cabinets are completely wired, ready to install your
radio panel or set, your batteries, and tubes.
Each Cabinet contains the famous Seabrook, NaturalTone, non-vibrating LOUDSPEAKING
HORN, with
adapter for Baldwin or other amplifier.
The assortment includes Piano Finish Mahogany,
Queen Anne Dark Quartered Oak, and Genuine Walnut.
State preference but give second
choice.

(Q
Q£C
*P%J»*J%J

X 7

Regular Price

F.

B. Chicago

Complete

finish.
$3.50
3.95
3.95

post.

%J f =
F.

*r • »***■?

$28.00 List— 5 Amp.

RADIO CORPORATION,
Add

made.

Our price

List— 2

$0 750

ELECTRIC

better

Large Size

$85.00

CIRCUIT

x v/iiv»nnGeneraicTUNHAR*-

6000 Ohms.
None Better Made for
Sfi
50
List $16.00 «*"■*• wwr
Reception. Imported.

OX

Our

Price

CIRCUIT

Complete parts for this remarkable
set. FREE
DIAGRAM

6 TUBES.
Dv popular
The
De Forest tube
^ C
(t* o
«I>0 • f O

N. & K. PHONES

Product

Complete
parts, including
PANEL,
Double
Coil
Mounting
and
2
Honeycomb
Coils,
Mounted.
ONLY Standard Equipment Used.
<J» 1 1
QC
FREE
DIAGRAM
«J) 1 1 . J/O

Phones

Cord.

Every

Regular Price

draft or money

order.

$1825

Or will skip C. 0. D. subject to inspection,
on receipt of $10.00

HELLER-LOEB
143

West

Kinzie

COMPANY
Street,

Chicago
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Variations

in Flewelling

Maker Claims Set Gets
More Music, Less Noise
The two circuits shown
tions of the Flewelling that
writer excellent results.
are self-explanatory.
The

DI GEST

ONE AND TWO

TUBE

CIRCUITS

j

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
RE out
THE
worked
home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
clay. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 "West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FEET
B. &• S.
Gauge
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

PER

POUND

OF COPPER
Single
Cotton
196
246
311
387
488

Enamel
200
253
320
404
509
642
810
1019
1286
1620
2042
2570
3218
4082
5132
6445
8093
10197
12890

WIRE
Double
Cotton
237
189

763
612
953
1201
1500
1860
2370
2860
3482
4234
5141
6317
7755
9511

298
370
401
584
745
903
1118
1422
1759
. 2207
2529
2768
3737
4697
6168
6737
7S77

of amplification. However, it gives wonderful results with the detector tube only
as shown.
It is important not to use plate voltage
above the amount stated in each case, except where 45 volts is indicated. This
may be increased to 67% volts, but I find
45 volts quite sufficient. In fact it will
give results on one stage of amplification
with 22% volts.
Allow me to emphasize that connecting
the variocoupler in this way saves one
variable condenser. I have tried several
variocoupler hook-ups and they will work,
but when it comes to loud signals, mine
seems to be best. The 1%-volt grid bias
battery on the detector tube is not an
absolute necessity, but it helps to increase
signals.
Stress should be laid on the little rubber
covered levers that I attach to my dials.
These are better than tinfoil and other
methods of shielding from body capacity.
It is often impossible to tune without some
means to turn the dial at a distance.
It

SOMETHING

LEAD
mark PENCIt.
ore.
IND»A

BASE

has been a pleasure to tune in with the ten
levers attached to the knobs.
It is also quite necessary to keep the
grid condenser and the 1%-volt bias battery as far back in the set as possible. —
O. P. Klein. Leduc, Alta.

Hook-up

Effective Height of Antenna

HAVING
Single
Silk
201
255
324
400
501
632
799
1008
1263
1534
1988
2520
3165
3933
4913
6129
7646
9680
12162

VARIOUS
Double
Silk
199
252
319
389
493

Cotton
Enamel
196
242
307
380
600
479

631
966
779
1202
1543
1917
2485
3009
3683
4654
5689
7111
S856
10S69

OF VACUUM

TOBE

with a soft lead pencil or a pen full of
india ink, a line, or perhaps two lines, between this particular terminal and the
grid terminal of the vacuum tube, as is
shown in the accompanj'ing illustration.
The leak may be regulated by making the
lines heavy or light as the case may be,
and once adjusted it will always remain
the same. Thus a separate grid leak may
be had for each different tube used without changing any of the apparatus within
the machine.
The one caution which must be observed
is in determining the respective grid and
positive filament terminals. — Howard R.
Ackerman, Prairie City, 111.

CARTER RESISTANCE UNIT
By placing
this 6Resistance
Unit in will
the Rheostat
circuit,
regular
ohm Rheostats
properly
operate the new No. 201-A and No. 199 rubes.

Enamel
Silk
202
315
248
497
394

many stations heard are WEAF, WOC,
WIiAG and WSB. A two-wire 65 feet in
length aerial was used on the set. — Xeill
H. Martin, "Wilmette. 111.

Code
Code

Each
No. 15-A, 15 ohm, for No. 201-A Tube..50o
No. 25-A, 25 ohm, for No. 199 Tube
50c

Write for bulletins on this and other Carter products
CARTER RADIO COMPANY
209 South State Street, Chicago

622

750
933
1166
1457

781
1232
982
1548

1824
2288
2810
3473
4267

1946
2433
3031
3793
4737

5267
7835
6461

5956
9207
7427
114S5

9437

^^

I"Michigan"

=
Regenerative
E Radio Receivers

I Will Work Wonderfully
All Summer

structure the effective height is very
nearly the actual height. The only purpose of the horizontal top element of a receiving antenna is to give a greater effective height for a given actual height.

Great progress has been made in

"SENIOR"

SET

Radio in the last year*.
The belief that "Radio won't work in hot weather" is now largely dispellederative
as farReceivers
as "Michigan"
Regenare concerned.

The filament posts in 1%-volt tubes are
diagonally opposite, while in the 6-volt
tubes they are adjacent.

PATENT

INK.

Use 2 5 -ohm rheostats on 1%-volt tubes.

INSTALLATIONS

Regeneration, Amplification, Selective Tuning and other special
features worked out by us during
the past year largely eliminate
static and other disturbances.

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references,
liest results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street,- Washington,
D. C.
"JUNIOR"

SET

"Michigan" Regenerative Receivers give superior results when
used with any of the dry battery
tubes now available.

Take a Michigan Receiver Along With
You on Your Summer Vacation Trip,
Set One Up on Your Front
Porch at Home.

NEW

Add this long-distance wonderworker to your other summer
and make the summer of '23 the happiest of your life.

&vMi//^/
B-T VERNIER TUNER

B-Meta
l Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.

SJ2 S. Canal St

Detroit, Mich.

Crystal

The hook-up here given has proven very
selective and effective on long distance
reception for a crystal set. Some of the

The element of the antenna which determines its ability to pick up or give off
signals is its effective height. The term
of effective height does not mean the
height from the ground connection to its
topmost point, but is more nearly the average height from ground connection to
the center of its exposed area. For an
antenna consisting only of a straight vertical wire the effective height is almost
two-thirds its actual height, while for an
antenna
having
a large
horizontal
top

A real
loud
Talking Detector
made
"B"
Meu I..of 100%,
superior
to
any crystal. I
Puts
n e wj
life
intol
your
set.'
Guaranteed
for one year.
It's
the
cheapest in
the long run.
Sold by all live dealers, or can be
ordered from the

50c

Lines for Grid Leak on
Bottom of Triode Tube
In operating vacuum tube receiving sets
I have found that no two detector tubes
are alike when it comes to the amount of
current consumed and the resistance of
the grid leaks which each requires. For
the amateur who cannot afford to purchase several tubular grid leaks of different values, this kind which I have been
using myself will prove quite a help.
Trace back from the tube socket and
find which filament terminal of the tube
is connected to the positive side of the A
battery.
After determining
this, draw

are modificahave given the
The diagrams
top hook-up is

the Flewelling variation with one step of
audio frequency amplification. The bottom hook-up is the same variation practically with the exception that the stage
of audio frequency has been removed. The
bindinggram to posts
in the
top diaexplainare"
howshown
the step
of amplification can be cut out.
The upper diagram shows a .006 mfd.
condenser with a variable grid leak across
it. Those who have had trouble with the
critical Flewelling whistle can use this
hook-up. It has volume galore, but for
the person who has found the whistle a
stumbling block let him use the second
diagram. The volume produced by this
hook-up is almost as good, with the added
•advantage of having the critical whistle
eliminated. The lower hook-up is my
favorite set, sometimes
using one stage

Circuit

WITH TWO GOOD CONDENSERS

AND A

you can hook up the latest circuits with absolute
vernier control and greatly superior results.
Detailed diagrams
ters. Price

furnished.

BREMER-TULLY

180-750

me$5.00

MFG. CO.
Chicago

pleasures

Send for circular describing the wonderful Michigan "Senior" and
"Junior" Regenerative Receivers, licensed under Armstrongs U. S. Patent
No. 1,113,149 and pending letters patent 807,388 covering the fullest
development of regeneration.
Give name and address of your favorite radio Dealer when you write,
as we sell thru Dealers only, and want to tell your Dealer friends about
our exclusive MRC Franchise.
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Characteristics of Some New

Vacuum

Tubes

Part III — Curves for Five More Triodes; Conclusion
By II. J. Marx
E the first part of *nis series wn?
SINC
written, a multitude of tubes have
been tested. Often three and four of
one type h.tve been required in order to
pot the average value. Where unusual
curves ■XLwere
discovered a number of the
"*'t

I
/

rot

9uca •
O-T-l-A

/

1

1

1

/
l

/
/
/
//

1

1

/

justed that the operating range does not
take in this part of the curve, then ri
will be satisfactory. Otherwise distortion
will be noticed. Since only one tube was
available for test, it could not be confirmed
whether or not other tubes of the same
nfucuie tub:
MAMQ

—U ±UvLI-/ Zj.
/1-4

— LCFUN
- r- EVf

171

E

F.V.-4£3AI-IP

i-i-»

i

I
1

no means
bad.
threeDe good
tried
out in
the The
Reflex
Luxeones
and we:'e
the
reception was exceptionally good although
the tube was very microphonic, that is
any mechanical disturbance or knock
created an unpleasant clatter in the reception. It is understood that because of
limited manufacturing facilities quite a
few were
made that do not show up so

VOLTS

7

-Jp

NEGATIVE

POTENTIAL.

VOLTS

POSITIVE

POTENTIAL.

Figure 12 characteristics,
type would
have
similar
Undoubtedly
there
may be many
may
such
tubes.
Although the curve may be more
regular,
yet they may
not all show
as
efficient as the first would indicate.
Philips Amplifier
In the curves presented in Part II of
this series was a set of a Dutch Detector
(Continued on page 14)

r~;y _""

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS:

SEND

FOR LITERATURE

123 W.MadixonSt.Chicaqo

>4r

'"

Figure 9
same tubes were obtained from average
dealer stock, if possible, and were tested
to substantiate the curves given. In one
or two cases, however, only one tube was
available and time was lacking to send
-for more. This is mentioned in the remarks referring to these particular
curves.
Undoubtedly there will be many cases
where occasional tubes will show much
better curves — also some much worse.
The curves given are presented as average values. Slight variations in filament
voltages w-ill usually make but little differences in the curves. As the plate voltage is increased the critical point of grid
potential moves back further and the grid
requires a more negative value.
"Bumpy" Curves
A "bumpy" or uneven curve, if very
marked, makes the tube impractical for
use. The uneven sections of the curve
create an uneven plate flow, producing
distorted reception. A tube of this type
is very apt to be rather noisy in addition.
If the filament of a tube lights unevenly, that is, shows brighter in some spots

L — A\

/

ry

coupling in stages of amplification, and well, but it is also said that these difficulties have now been overcome.
circuit interaction will be taken up in
The curves of this tube, type OT1A, are
conjunction with the characteristics of the
balance of the apparatus used. The in- shown in Figure 9. Curve A was dei!ux of new tubes on the market has made
veloped with a plate potential of 22%
it difficult for the fan to realize that the volts, when this was changed to 45 the
transformers must be so designed as to curve B was worked out.
work best with the particular types of
Telefunken Tube
tubes used. Most of the present transThe opportunity of testing an old type
formers are not balanced well with the
tube was presented and taken admany new tubes that have been intro- German vantage
of for general interest. The date
duced. It is anticipated that quite a num- on this tube was March 6, 1920. The filaber of new tubes will be introduced in
ment voltage was 4 and the current conthe Fall and also the Spring of next year.
sumption was .63 amperes. The tube reThis naturally will necessitate numerous
quired a special socket. Only one plate
new transformers to work with these
voltage curve (85) was taken and is shown
tubes.
in Figure 10. Variations made but little
Silvertone Tube
This tube has aroused considerable in- difference. The curve is very uniform but
terest because of several unusual char- its efficiency is low compared to the latest
tubes.
acteristics. It operates on a filament developed
Murdon Super 08
voltage of 3 and consumes but .15 amOne
of
the
more modern tubes is tn»
peres. It has a standard base and fits
the regular socket. A 6-ohm rheostat can Murdon Super 08. Its curves are give*'
be used if the storage battery is tapped in Fieure 11. This tube uses a filame"'
at two cells. If three dry cells are used voltage of three and consumes only .1
it is best to connect a fixed resistance of ampere. The curves are fairly uniform
about 6 ohms in series in order to get and good results should be anticipated
from a tube of this type. No reception
the proper range of operation.
The first tube tested showed a remark- tests were made due to lack of time.
Further details will be furnished later.
ably good curve — so four were obtained —
Curve A was taken with a plate voltage
of these two were just as good while the
P-kjROOn
of 21; B with 29; C, 45; and D, 87.
F.U ?
:r c j
This tube has a standard base and fits
.tO AMP
the regular socket. The same rheostat
conditions hold true for this tube as for
the Silvertone. When the plate voltage
runs
above 80 a grid biasing battery is
necessary.
Mercury Tube
--r/
Another tube, considerably advertised,
- ^
is the Mercury 1%-volt tube. The current
consumption of .98 ampere is rather high.
/
If dry cells are used for filament lighting, about 3 should be connected in par/ / /
allel, not ill series. This tube has a stand0 L
ard base. The ordinary 6-ohm rheostat
/
will give sufficient regulation of the filament current.
/ //
The curves are shown in Figure 12, A
/
giving the values with 15 volts on the
/ /
/
plate, B, C and D with 18, 21 and 22%,
respectively. While the higher plate
voltages
show excellent curves yet the
VOLTS NEGATIVE POTENTIAL
VOLTS POSITIVE POTENTIAL.
decided "bumps" in each curve is detriFigure 11
mental. If the grid potential
is so adother two were rather mediocre but by

fl

tetnoaro
VOITS

NEGATIVE

POTENTIAL.

VOLTS

POSITIVE

POTENTIAL

rf>

Figure 10

jh^i^l

than others, then the chances are its life
will be short. The bright spots are the
thin or weak spots and will burn out
rapidly. If uniformly lighted the filament
resistance is uniformly distributed and
gives much longer service.
Later
on
those
characteristics
of
vacuum tubes which effect the methods of

i-wm

Radio
Head
Sets
Increase

&

•'--V-'
No. 1010X

30 Ohm

Rheostat

UV199A

UV201A

Excellent results assured with use on New
Type Tubes
Using small filament current
6 Ohm
$8.75
20 Ohm
1.00
30 Ohm
1.10
At your dealers. Otherwise sent postpaid on
receipt of purchase price.
Write for catalog illustrating and describing our
entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP
208

;■.

West

17th

Street

NEW

YORK

sir

wtife

many others, simple and
elaborate, fully diagrammed
and explained. Used continuously by thousands of
Radio fans, both amateurs
and professionals. The
greatest* book ever published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little
book before you at all
times. Send your check
or money-order for one dollar and the book will be
mailed to you. Forty-seven
hook-ups, all different. Send
your order today. The edition is limited.
Book of Hook-ups, $1.00
RADIO COMPANY

'
l£I I-■•■ELS

Randolph
Building
CHICAGO, ILL.
Special Offer to Dealers

Efficiency
the Receiver's
&

The
high
of Federal

efficiency, wide
distance-range and perfect clearness
Standard Head Sets

are the logical
result
of 22 ofyears'
experience
in the
making
precision communication apparatus.
Federal Standard Head Sets are nationally
endorsed by experts.
Use them and get
PROFESSIONAL
efficiency from your
radio.
Federal makes a complete line of
radio apparatus.
Write for descriptive literature and price.

Federal
Standard Head
Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms
and 3200 Ohms
resistance.

For sale by leading dealers

Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Western

District Office:

417 South Dearborn

m>

St., Chicago, III.
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R.D.-85 IS ANOTHER

GOOD

regenerative type and will be taken up in
detail later. All the tuners described in
this chapter can be used with a crystal
detector, and with modifications to be
covered later, are used with regenerative
tube detectors.
Selection of a Tuner
In selecting a type of tuner it is well
to bear in mind the following:
A single circuit tuner gives the loudest
signals, is easier to tune and simpler in
construction. However, it is not as selective as a double circuit tuner and is more
subject to interference from, spark sets,
static, etc. On the other hand the double
circuit tuner is more selective and works
more consistently over long distances
and will work through heavy interference
where a single circuit tuner would be
practically useless. It is interesting to
note that single circuit tuners were declared unsuitable for long range work
back in 1912 and more than ten years
later
we find them the most generally
used type.

PORTABLE

VARIOMETER1 MEGOHM

r-'VWWVW*— ■1
00025

riFO

VARIOCOOPLER.

Methods of employing regeneration
with these tuners will be taken up in the
chapter on regeneration while the next
chapter will cover crystal detectors and
give instructions for obtaining the best
results with these instruments.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

I H- TO 6 VOLTS
0E.PENOING ON
TUBE OSEO

SINGLE tube hook-ups for portable sets
are in popular demand. R. D.-85 is
another circuit that combines selectivity and volume with the use of a dry
cell tube.
A variocoupler is used, with the rotor
acting' as a tickler. The antenna circuit
is tuned by means of the tap switch on
the primary. The grid circuit is controlled
by means of a variometer. This circuit
permits strong volume and at the same
time permits very good selectivity.
A variable grid leak can be substituted
as the opportunity of grid adjustment will
permit better results with any change in
tubes used.
The filament battery can be

June 16, 1923
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made up of dry cells connected
for the
voltage required.
Any small suit case makes a convenient
cabinet for a portable set. Half the space
(Continued from page 13)
should be divided off for panel and instruments, while the other half should be laid Tube. The amplifier of the same make
out for battery cells and receivers. Ap- known as Type Dll, has a similar filaparatus preferably should be panel
ment voltage of 3.5 and current consumpmounted — and the panel should be removtion of .5 ampere. Like the detector bulb
able so that all apparatus is accessible. it has IPUF
a standard socket base.
Tube sockets should be mounted on some
PHIUP5A
form of cushion base in order to reduce
»
TVPED-II
ER
the possibility of jars and shocks to a
.5 An p.
minimum, thus av'oiding damage to tubes.
This will also reduce the microphonic tendency of peanut tubes.

CURVES OF NEW TUBES

t

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

the coil at right angles and the transfer
of energy to the rotor is much less, thus
the coupling between the circuits is loose.
(Continued from page 11)
In .a plain two circuit tuner using a
the other comprising part of the induc- variometer, a condenser is connected
tance and the second variable condenser.
across
the rotor to tune the secondary
Currents in the aerial circuit would induce
or a variable inductance such as
a current in this second circuit and by acircuit
variometer is added in series to tune
tuning both circuits an increase iff signal
strength would be noted due to the low the circuit. With the average variocoupler
the
inductance of the secondary is so low
resistance of the second tuned circuit.
that a large variable condenser is required
to tune the circuit which has the effect
of weakening the signals so an additional
inductance is usually necessary.
It is not necessary that the primary of
a double circuit tuner be tuned as sharp
as the secondary and for that reason use

Figure

26A— Rotor theof Coupler
Stator

Lies Parallel

to

1

The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegraph y. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
"c
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not, Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
PARTS' VALUES GIVEN FOR—

1—
2—
3—
4—
5—
6—

Hazeltine Neutrodyne 7 — Armstrong Super
Gibbons Ultra Audion
Regenerative
Cockaday Four-Circuit
8 — Armstrong Super
Single Tube Reflex
Heterodyne
Three Tube Reflex
9 — New Ultra Reinartz
Flewelling Flivver 10— Kaufman Circuit
These helpful prints designed by a Momber of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for five dollars ($5) or single
prints at 75o check
apiece.(noSend
money order or
stamps).

HOME

WORKSHOP

CO., P.O. Box 1062.

Chicago
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VOWS NECA-TTsrC POTENTIAL.

VOLTS POSITIVE POTENTUVl,.

Figure 13
The characteristic curves are given in
Figure 13. Variation in plate voltage
made but little difference in plate current
so only one set of readings for the curve
were taken, leaving the plate voltage at
75. It might be stated that on previous
tests of this type of tube the curves were
very much more efficient. No other tubes
were immediately available, however.
This concludes the series on tube characteristics. As new tubes are placed on
the market they also will be tested and
the curves and full details will be given.

However, the coupling between the two
circuits in a double slide tuner is fixed
For Perfect
Reception
so the second circuit cannot oscillate
freely because some of its energy would
be returned to the aerial circuit. To overEnergy by Turning Rotor
come this retransfer of energy two sep- Fgure 26B. — Reducing
Nearer Right Angles
arate coils are employed as shown at B
Figure 25.
is often made of single taps for fine tunThese coils are usually wound on tubes
ing. This will usually be found sharp
of such a size that the secondary winding enough for most conditions and the variable condenser can then be eliminated in
will slide into the primary or aerial circuit winding. By sliding the secondary the primary circuit.
in and out the coupling, or the number
The three circuit tuner mentioned preof magnetic lines of force from the priviously is not suitable, in fact, cannot be
mary coil acting on the secondary is used with a crystal detector and is of the
varied. With this arrangement, known as
the loose coupler, the secondary can
Vernier Condensers
oscillate freely and the amount of energy
retransferred to the aerial circuit kept at
They satisfy the most exacting. Perfect
a minimum.
spacing,
permanent adjustment — finished
Honeycomb Coils as Tuner
in white nickel.
Two honeycomb coils mounted in a twoIncluding wood parts — wire and
13 plate
.$5.50
coil mount with variable condensers for
binding posts. Can be assembled or taken apart in a few
tuning is another form taken by two cir23 plate
6.00
minutes — Portable, requires litcuit tuners suitable for use with crystal
43 plate
6.50
tle
space,
36
inches
wide
across
detectors. As a rule a 43-plate condenser
At
All
Good
Dealers
when put up. Interference —
having a capacity of .001 mfd. is used in
Static — Lightning practically eliminated. Full instructions sent with every SET. By Mail, 10c Extra.
the primary circuit while nothing larger
AMSCO
PRODUCTS,
INC.
than a 23-plate or .0005 mfd. variable conRITTER
RADIO
COMPANY
Broome & Lafayette Sts., New York City
denser should be used in the secondary
230 Canal Street
NEW
YORK
circuit. The use of a larger condenser
will reduce the signal strength by reducing the voltage applied to the detecting
device.
The more modern form of the double
Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
circuit tuner utilizes a variocoupler, turnare readily solved by the instruing the secondary winding at an angle
ment constructed for this particular purpose.
with the primary to vary the coupling instead of sliding the secondary out of the
THE
POST
SOLDERING
IRON
primary as was done in the loose coupler.
The action taking place in a variPlatinum Heating Unit — Interchangeable Tips — Universal Current
ocoupler is shown in Figure 26.
(Large and Small)
In Figure 26A the rotor is shown lying
parallel to the stator in which position
the lines of magnetic force from the primary moving at right angles to the turns
on the rotor induce a maximum amount
of current in the rotor or secondary cirONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
V
$/y
cuit. This means the energy transfer is
■Tk Awarded Certificate
of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
the greatest when the rotor is in this
\J
From your Dealer, or write
position.
When the rotor is turned at an angle
POST ELECTRIC COMPANY (Dept. 509). 30 E, 42nd St., New York
(Figure 26B) the lines of force do not cut
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This
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BOOR

,

will save you money/
Compiled by HARRY F. DART, B.S.E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co.,
end U. 5. Army
Instructor of Radio
Technical^ edited hj F. II. D0ANE

JUST
The greatest
book off
on the
radiopress!
ever written.
Price
only $1.
Filled
with sound,
practical, tested
information
for every
radio fan, from beginner to hardboiled owl. Written, compiled and
edited by radio experts of national
reputation.
Every page tells you something
useful. And there are 562 pages!
More than 150 illustrations and
diagrams!
Tou may dip into this I. C. S.
Radio Handbook at random, or hunt
up special information you want, or
read it right through. Different types
of receiving and sending hook-ups
are explained; proposed insurance
regulations; lists of broadcasting
stations; radio compass stations;
interesting experiments; definitions;
codes and symbols; technical data
and thousands . of suggestions for
getting more pleasure out of radio.
Will save you from wasting money;
on things that won't work.
Send $1 to-day and get this 552page 1. C. S. Radio Handbook before you spend another cent on
parts.
Money back if not satisfied.
TEAR OUT HERE
,r,
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 8276, Scranton, Fenna.
I enclose One Dollar. Please send -mo
— postpaid — the 562-page I. C. S.
Radio Handbook. It is understood
that if I am not entirely satisfied I
may return this book within five days
and you will refund my
money.
Name.....
Address..

ufUl
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Questions and Answers
Six Tube Circuit

advise me how I may determine the condition of the batteries as a whole or in
o, 111.
Can you show ;ne
how to put switches part. I find that a hydrometer cannot be
used
satisfactorily
for this.
on my set which 1 am using, having three
Since you recommend the use of a voltBtagoa of Radio frequency, detector and
meter Iam obliged to ask that you advise
two of audio'.' I want to cut out the
Radio amplification by means of switches further as to type of voltmeter required
when getting local stations. 1 do not wain. for giving correct reading of A and B bat-

to use filament control jacks for the audio
frequency.
A. — In circuit diagram given above, the
switches are single pole double throw
switches. If the detector alone is to be
used, without R.F. amplification, the
switch arms of one and four are thrown
up while two and three are left open.
When R.F. amplification is desired, four
and one are both thrown down, then the
position of two and three can be set
for the number of stages desired.
The audio frequency jack system is
standard and requires no explanation.
The condenser in the primary of the first
K.F. transformer is a variable with a
capacity of about .00025 nafd.
Condenser
Capacity
(2654)
ILH, Long Branch, Ontario.
I have a good number of copies of your
paper and keep them on file for the valuable information they contain. However,
I have had some trouble in calculating the
capacity of a condenser by the formulae
given by P. J. M. Clute in September 2,
1922 issue, page 11. In the formula
KS
C =
Mr. Clute says S is
4 X 3.1416 XD
the area of one plate.
According to this
a condenser with one plate would have the
same capacity as one with 100 plates.
Is not something wrong with this formula?
Even with a two plate condenser it
seems to talk nonsense. Is it intended
that this formula should apply to all types
of condensers?
I have made several condensers out of
brass tubing, one tube sliding inside the
other, with wax paper for dielectric.
Length, 5 inches; inside diameter of
larger tube, 1% inches; outside diameter
small tube, lfV inches. Please tell me as
nearly as possible the capacity of this condenser, using wax paper, and also mica
as dielectric?
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to formulae for computing capacity
of condensers, as appearing in Radio Digest will advise that it is correct for a
condenser of two plates. For additional,
multiply by the increased number.
I would estimate the capacity of condenser described as approximately .0005
mfd. The difference in thickness of the
waxed paper and mica is not stated, so it
would be impossible to estimate the
capacity of condenser of mica construction.
E Batteries
(2896) CIW, Washburn, N. Dak.
I have recently purchased
storage B
batteries and I am obliged to ask that you

Amsco Rheostats

teries, also ammeter for testing A batteries. I am considering incorporating
both instruments in panel form in my set
and will ask that you advise proper type
to procure. I believe these should be for
direct current, but am not sure what divisions should be or capacity best suited
for my needs.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to testing B batteries will advise
that a voltmeter should be placed across
them while set is in operation. If a 22%volt battery tests lower than 18 volts it is
ready for the ash can! This test must be
made while set is in operation as batteries
will almost immediately resume their
rated voltage otherwise. This method
may also be applied to A batteries, although a hydrometer will more nearly determine actual condition.
Any standard D. C. voltmeter with scale
reading from 0 to 25 or 50 will serve.
Daylight Reception
(2894) GWD, Laurel, Miss.
I have been a reader of your Radio
Digest for the last five or six months, and
wish to congratulate you on publishing
one of the most wonderful pieces of Radio
literature in the Radio field.
Through the information and recommendation of your paper I ordered one
of the famous Flewelling circuits. This
circuit has just been completed and placed
in operation, and has proven to be a most
wonderful receiver.
For an illustration, the Friday midnight
concert broadcast by Station KTW of your
city was brought in as clear as if the
music was in the room. Station WW J,
Detroit, Michigan, also came in very loud
and as clear as any station brought in that
is not over two or three hundred mlies
distant.

10c
FLEWELLING,
REINARTZ,
SUPER-REGENERATIVE
and other diagrams will be brought to you
immediately in our new 32-page booklet. Information about tubes, hints on construction of sets and other valuable and instructive data for everyone interested hi
Radio is included.
Our complete line of standard equipment
is also illustrated and described — an up-todate catalog of the newest in Radio at right
prices.

FREMONT RADIO SALES CO.
227-229 Fulton St.

NEW

YORK CITY

The Wonder Tube of the Age

MARGO Detector
VacuumTubeSlOO
11-2 VOLT.. Is1

Guarantee
an
unusually
uniform
and
steady
contact.
For base or panel mounting.
Condensite
base,
high-grade
resistance
unit, attractive knot.
Adjustable shaft to
any thickness panel.
6 Ohms
$1.00; with dial
$1.25
28 Ohms
1.2S; with dial
1.50
(For UV-201A Tubes)
50 Ohms
1.30; with dial
1.5S
(For UV-199 Tubes)
At All Good Dealers

AMSCO
Broome

PRODUCTS,

& Lafayette Sts., New

INC.
York City

Operates on one dry cell either with
or without B Battery. Wiring
diagram FREE with each' tube.
10c extra for parcel post insured.

191 Fulton St., Dept. G-17, New
p New York Stores

York City

America's Greatest Radio Mail Order House

I have been unable so far to receive anything during the daylight broadcasting
hours, and would appreciate any information you could give me in regard to what
to do In order to receive daylight broadcasting.
A. — We are glad to congratulate you
upon your satisfactory operation of the

Flewelling circuit. It has many enthusiastic users and never fails under skillful
construction to afford the results claimed
for it.
In the matter of daylight reception of
broadcast it is recognized to be less favorable than at night, due to the partial
ionization
of the
air by the
There is less
reflection
of sun's
what radiation.
is known
as space wave in the daytime consequently
guided wave (electromagnetic) will not be
assisted materially by any reflected or refracted part of the space wave. At night,
however, when the upper boundary is more
sharply defined, there is more reflection of
the space wave, and in general signals received at night are stronger than in the
daytime.

A LARGE

TWO

COLOR

BB, Fond R.D.-73
du Lac, Wis.
1 wish to build Hook-up Diagram R.D.7.T. Please explain colls LI, L2 and L3,
also 1 ther coll in middle left of diagram.
I wish to use set for 360 and 400 meters.
Can the new type C-301A Cunningham
amplifier tubes be used in this set?
A. — Referring to Radio Digest diagram
73, the descriptive <letails accompany diagram as does also table for computing
wave length values of honeycomb coils to
be used if chosen; variocoupler or loose
coupler may be employed if preferred.
Further details will appear shortly giving
constructional data, panel layout, etc.
The new Cunningham 301A tube will
work to perfection in this circuit.
Glass Panel
(3478) GAL, Olustee, Okla.
I am making a Flewelling set on a glass
panel. Have all the holes bored and about
all installed. I have had Radiophans tell
me that glass will not work for a panel,
and that it is not a good insulator. Please
advise me, as I have always thought that
glass was as near 100 per cent as any
material.
A- — Answering your inquiry with reference to the properties of glass used as a
panel for Radio receiving set, we are advising that it makes a wonderful panel,
being one of the best insulators known.

GOLD-GRAIN
CRYSTAL

DETECTORS
Attractive

Discounts

: UJ -iM : in lWI:

DEALERS— Z™ Ust

123 W. Mad iron .It, Chicago

MAP

Size 25x38 inches, showing the location of all the
broadcasting stations of United States and Canada,
their wave lengths, exact geographical position,
change of time area, amateur radio districts, etc.,
etc. Also a complete list of call letters (listed
alphabetically) of all
the broadcasting stations,
bound in a separate Stamps)
cover.
(Mailed on the Receipt of 25 Cents in Coin or

*3

Walter B. Spiegel, 45 Vesey St., New Yokr City

MS.jt\KjR\JP
AT
Y. PRICES
"O
A T^lrf^
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED
GOODS SOLD
PH
Where

"Money

Back

ONES
In3 Add
Policy
Prevails"

Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
$0.12
punwee
For $3.75
Parcel
Brown Single (4.000 Ohm
Pr.)
4.95 Post09
Royal 2,200 Ohm
3.75 ]i2
COUPLERS
Dayton
45
4 85 .12
Atwater Kent
6.80 .14
Freed Eiseman
(ISO Degree)
2.45 .09
All Wave (Genuine Capitol)
6.95 .18
VARIOMETERS
Dayton
4,85 .12
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
U. S. Tool 46 -Plate Vernier
4.45 .24
IT. S. Tool 24-Plate Vernier
4.10 ^20
3 Plate Vernier
95 .08
23 Plate Vernier
2.95 .14
43 Plate Vernier
3.45 .18
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Sampson
4.95 .14
Acme
3.45 .14
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Acme
3.45 .14
Cotoco
2.45 .12
Owl
95 .10
Sleeper
1.95 .10
MISCELLANEOUS
Hydrometers
49 .08
Electric Soldering Iron
2.50 .15
Wave Trap
5.95 .20
Double Phonograph Attachment
65 .06
SETS
Westinghouse,
Jr
6.95 .40
Westinghouse
B. C
79.50 1.S0
Aerex Crystal Set
7.95 .45
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
12.50 .45
RHEOSTATS
Union Radio Corp.:
Bradleystat
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
LOUD SPEAKERS
King Amplitone
Horn
Pathe
Reflex
TUBES
Welch Peanut Tube
U.V.-200
Sterling 1% V
Margo 1% V. (2 Element)
CABINETS (In White)
7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x21
7x24,

'.'

Argus,

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
DIALS
Outdoor or Indoor

2-inch
3-inch

(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

65
1.49

.12
.10

89
50

.10
.10

4.95
17.50
9.85

.28
.50
.30

2.00
4.95
3.95
1.00

.10
.15
.15
.15

1.45
1.65
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.95

.20
.25
.30
.40
.45
.50

95

.12

25
35

.08

191 Fulton St., Dept. F-17, New York City
9 New York Stores
America's Greatest Radio Mail Order House
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When you go parading or
shopping on Fifth Avenue
take along your receiving
set. This is accomplished
by placing the set on a tea
wagon. The picture shows
Miss Anna Tinsler parading on Fifth Avenue, New
York City
© K. & H.

Even the largest set can be
made
portable.
Gladys Jones is shown
with
a long
distance
receiver in the North
Woods, where she is on
a camping trip

Radio
Digest
I

Smallest Regenerative Set in World— Fie welling
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RADIO PHOTOSCULPTURE
a

FOUR GIANT PLANTS
LINKED FIRST TIME
BROADCASTS
PUT
ON
SIMULTANEOUSLY
WEAF,

AIR

WGY,
KDKA,
and KYW,
Widely
Separated, Join
in Experiment

NEW YORK. N. Y.— For the first time
in history, four big stations in various
parts of the country were linked together
and broadcast simultaneously recently
when the program of the- National Electric
iation convention here was put
on the air by WEAF, 'fl GY, KDKA and i
KYW". The stations were linked with
microphones in the hall by telephone lines.
The speaker at the evening meeting
was Julius K. Barnes, president of the
United States Chamber of Commerce, and
Anna Case, Metropolitan Grand Opera star,
sang.
The engineers who worked on the installation of the lines encountered a serious problem in preparing telephone lines
suitable to the handling of high frequency
currents. Each of the lines had to be
carefully balanced and equalized by means
of special networks and other adjusting
instruments.
Hear Anna Case at Home
AYhen Anna Case sang her voice was
heard by a vast assemblage on the common and in the streets of Flemington, N. '
J., the century-old town near which the
singer spent her early girlhood days.
This was accomplished by means of a
mobile public address system which a
citizens' committee arranged to bring to
the historic county seat of Hunterdon
County for the occasion.
A receiver operated by engineers picked
up Miss Case's voice, and transmitted it to
a big vacuum tube voice amplifier which
made her voice audible in even the farthermost corners of the park and along the
tree-lined streets.

SCULPTOR NO
LONGER NEED
SEE SUBJECT
Carving by Ether Waves Made
Possible by Radio Photo
Transmission

British-Yank Invention
Line Charts of Pose Are Flashed
Through Air to Artist Many
Miles Distant
By Fred Claire Zunibro
First, pictures by Eadio and now "Radiosculpture"! This remarkable accomplishment isbrought about through the
inventions of H. M. Edmunds and C.
Francis Jenkins. By combining the inventions of these two men it is possible
to carve a perfect likeness of a person
thousands of miles away. Not a slight
artistic likeness is the result, but a mechanically perfect model that will measure
correct to the thousandth of an inch.
It is now made possible for a person on
shipboard of a trans-Atlantic liner to sit
for a few seconds before a camera and be
able to call at the studio ashore, upon
arrival, and see his own likeness carved
in stone, marble or granite cast in bronze.
The process requires from two to three
days at the most for completion, after the
(Continued on page 2)

Miss Harriet Bennett (above), soprano, is well known to
Pacific Coast Radiophans who hear her often over Station
KPO, Hale Brothers, San Francisco. Below is William
Nigey fishing on the Belgrade Lakes in Maine. He is
indeed a typical exponent of the modern times with his
Radio-outboard-engine-equipped canoe
© K. & H.
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DIGEST FANS SEND
IN OFFER COUPONS
TO

GET

VALUABLE STANDARD PARTS FOR SETS

More Items Added to List — Readers Endorse Simplicity of Special
Offer Idea

I SPECIAL REWARD OFFER j
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Coupon Number 4

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.
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1 Save Me — I Am Valuable 1
el,:

Readers of the Digest all over the country are beginning to send in their Special
Reward Offer Coupons. Although only
three of the coupons have been printed so
far, many letters have flooded in containing two consecutive coupons and remittance for various of the items listed below under Class A. Other Radiophans
have told their intentions of saving the
offer coupons for more expensive apparatus, listed in Class E or above.
A number of new items have been
added this week to the very complete list
of apparatus already catalogued. Among
these are Turney spider web coils and
mount, Premier variable condensers and
audio frequency transformers, Delta ilidget tubes with sockets and adapters, and
Resistometers.
The simplicity of the method of getting
the many standard and valuable- parts and
accessories for sets, in practically every
case has appealed to the enthusiastic readers. All that is necessary is to clip the
consecutive coupons appearing weekly on
page two, and send them, accompanied by
the necessary remittance for the selected
item, to the Digest. There is no limit to
the number of coupon series that can be
sent in by an individual for apparatus.
Rules
to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is. that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
i. 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by tHe reader. There is no limit to tie
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Tnit;. 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Cp Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-rp Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-rp Mica Condenser: 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug: Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart TJT-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, V& volts; Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002. .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube.
Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hcld-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack: 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack:
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug: 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland TJV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch: 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Electrad Grid
Leak (with clip mountings) ; Dubilier Micadons Type
600 (.0001. .00025. .0005. .001, .002, .0025, .003. .004.
or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610 (.001. .002,
.0025, .003. .004, or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Micadons
Type 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By-Laws Condenser (.1,
.25. or 5 mfd.); Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier
Radio Dial (3/16, &, or 5/16 Inch black or white face) :
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit: Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring ; Premier
Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three Spring;
Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney Spider Web
Coil (SW-20 with .038 milhenry inductance, SW-15 with
.066 ME, or SW-20 with .300 MH).
Class C Articles
For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) ; 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat : 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Induc(Continued on page 9)

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City

DIGEST

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgarv. Aha
CKAC, Montreal. Que
KDKA.E. Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFL Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KTW, Chicago. Ill
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFL Philadelphia. Pa....
WGI, Medford. Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady. N.Y..
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville. Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas Citv, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
Wrp, Philadelphia. Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y..\.
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R...
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn .
WLW, Cincinnati. O
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis. Term.. . . .
WOAI, San Antonio. Texas.
WOC, Davenport. la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson Citv, Mo. . .
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WST, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich

Monday
00- 7:00
10:00-11:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
1:00-12:30
5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30

WITH

THE

LISTENER

RADIO PHOTOSCULPTURE

IN

(Continued from page 1)
impressions have been transmitted by Rai
dio, which
in itself requires
about
one
hour.
Develops From. Photosculpture
H. M. Edmunds of Brighton, England,

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

Tuesday
6:00- 7:00

Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

6:00- 9:00
5:009:00 5:00- 9:00
'8:45-12:
9:00-10:0000
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
S:45-12:00
10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00 7:00- 9:00
7:006:0
7:200 6:25- 8:40
5- 9:0
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30

Thursday
6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9*0-10:00

Friday
6:00- 7:00
11:30- 1:30

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9*0- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
9:00- 2*0
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
10*0-12:00
8*0-12:30
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40

Saturday

Sunday

5:45- 6:45
11:00- 1:00
6:00- 9:00 3:00- 430
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 6:30- 7:30
9:00- 9:30
9:00- 1*0
10:001*0
9:00-10*0
8:45-12:00 10:00-12*0
10:00-12*0
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 6:00- 7*0
6:00- 7:00

8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 7:00- 7:20 3:30- 4:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
6:308:00
4:00- 5*0
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
1*0
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 11:4510:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00 9:00-12:00
6*01:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
5:30- 8:00 8:30- 9:30
8:30-12:00 9:30-10:30
8:30-12*0
5:30- 6:30
4:30- 5:00 6:30- 8:30 7:00-10:00
7:30- 9:00 8:30-10*0
8:30-10:00 8:30-10*0
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 7:30- 8*0
6:00- 8*0
6:45-11:00 7*0- 8:00 6:30- 7:30
6:457:00- 9:00
9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

10:00- 2:08
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
9:30
8:30-12:00
4:30- 5:00 8:304:30- 9:30
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45
5:005:30
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 8:10-10*0
4:00- 5:30 5:00-10:00
7:15- 9:30
6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00
5:30-10:30
8:00
6:30-10:30 6:306:30-10:30
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00
7:00-10*0
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10*0
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00 8:008:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
9:30
7:30- 8:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
7:008:30
7:00- 8:30
10:00-11*0
6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
7.00-10:00
5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 8:00- 9:30
5:15-' 6:30
8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:66
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
5:30- 9:00
'9:30-10:
5:308:00
36
8:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00

has given to the world "photosculpture"
or. "cameraography," after many years
study and tireless work. This process is
brought about by photographing the person or model to be graven and then chiseling by a delicate machine, from the photoimpressions.
First the subject is placed before two
cameras, set at an angle so that the two
planes formed by the exposed part of the
plates in each camera give a two plane
view of a three plane object, (the model).
That is, the third, or front plane actually
overlaps into each of the other or side,
two. This simpler form is described for
convenience. When more than a side view
portrait is wanted, or it is desired to produce a statue, three or more cameras are
used set in a circle around the model.
Example of Side View Portrait
For clearness only the side view portrait

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45

6:30- 8*0
7:30-' 8:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00

7:30- 9*0
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods seated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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Looking Ahead
For the Campers, Bathers, Automobilists, Hikers — and who not? Harry J. Marx
will continue next issue to tell how to build a portable set complete in a
fiber carrying case. Read page thirteen. Batteries, headset, and even a
loop aerial are compactly assembled in a convenient unit. In the June 30
issue Mr. Marx will give three good hook-ups from which the builder may
choose.
Beginners' First Steps by Thomas W. Benson next week will be devoted to the
theory and operation of the vacuum tube as a detector. Mr. Benson's review
of this important fundamental in the foundation of Radio knowledge, should
be read even by the experienced amateur.
A Super of the Latest Type — The Nacireman — Complete hook-up diagram showing
its wiring connections and parts. Many excellent reports have been given on
this circuit.
Watch
for it next week as R.D.-87.
Flewelling Answers
to Radiophans'
Queries
a department for the Flivver Super
fans.
E. T. Flewelling
continues
to write
exclusively
for the Digest,
while
he prepares to spring a few more big surprises.
Keep your eye on Flewelling!
A Radio Baseball Schedule
for the Ball-Radiophan.'
This schedule will appear in
an early issue and will tell what big stations are giving
baseball results and
what games are broadcast.
Tell your baseball fan friend about it.
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will be taken for an example of how "Radiosculpture" is accomplished.
With the two cameras set at an angle
and focused on the model, a projector,
similar to a slide machine used in motion
picture theaters, is set between the two
cameras and directly in front of the model.
A ground glass slide engraved with vertical parallel lines, about 150 to the inch,
is placed in the machine and the shadow
of the lines thrown upon the model to be
sculptured.
These lines will appear warped and distorted when viewed from any point other
than that occupied by the projector. It is
upon this illusion that this step of the
operation is based. The two cameras are
set at an angle so as to obtain an impression of the contour of the lines as they fall
and rise with the surface covered.
When the plates are developed and the
pictures printed the result is a photograph of the model entirely covered with
fine lines that accent the curvature of the
surface covered. These are the charts for
modeling the actual portrait.
So far only Mr. Edmund's invention has
been considered, but at this point the
equally wonderful invention of Mr. Jenkins overlaps his co-worker's. By Radiophotography the plates, or charts, are sent
to where the actual work of sculpturing is
to be done.
Sow
Charts Axe Sent by Sadio
The process of sending these sculpturing charts by Radio is even more simple
in operation than sending a photograph.
First the model is outlined by an artist,
then only the outline and the lines, thrown
by the projector, are transmitted. By this
method only two tones, black and white,
are transmitted whereas in sending an ordinary photograph it is necessary to deal
with the series of gray tones ranging from
black to white.
The charts are placed in the Radiophoto
transmitter which theoretically cuts the
photo into small slices. That is, a tiny
mirror follows up and down, beginning
with one edge, and traveling in a series of
parallel lines that slightly overlap the
adjacent ones. The impressions of the
light
and cell
dark that
on the
mirrorthereflect
into a '
selenium
conveys
impression
received into the actual Radio transmitter
where the impressions are again trans- ■
formed, this time into ether waves. The
receiving mechanism reverses the process
on a sensitized medium, such as photo
print paper.
How Ingenious Apparatus Works
When the cutting, or modeling charts
have been received the process reverts
back to the invention of Mr. Edmunds.
The charts are then placed in a delicate
drilling machine. This guided by the hand
of the operator, drills in tiny furrows in a
series of parallel lines. These small
trenches are varied in depth to conform
with the rise and fall of the lines on the
Radio transmitted chart. If a bold relief
is wanted the drill is driven deeper into
the material used than if a plaque is being
made.
The furrows are so small and so closely
drilled that it is almost impossible to see
the ridge between with even the aid of a
high powered microscope. To the naked
eye the finished product appears even more
delicately carved than handwork, work
that requires weeks and even months to
complete with the model constantly before
the sculptor in a fatiguing pose.
Possible Uses of Invention
In the future when a great person of
note leaves a foreign land to visit another
country it will be possible for him to view
his own carved likeness produced in the
land of visit. This can de done by Radiosculpture without the sculpturer even seeing his model.
By Radiosculpture it will be possible to
preserve the drilling charts for future generations to erect statues of memorial or
commemoration.
Relief maps in time of war, may also
be rapidly duplicated at distant points
where needed.
Another valuable aid of Radiosculpture
is that of transmitting architectural
models from one city or country to another. No longer will an architect have to
rely on drawings to impress a builder. It
means a builder will be able to see an
actual model of a building or statue submitted by an architect or sculpturer
thousands of miles away.
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INVISIBLE AUDIENCE
HONORS ITS CHURCH
KDKA'S AIR CONGREGATION
ERECTS BRONZE TABLET
Contributions Reach 4,700 for Memorial
to First Chapel to Have Services
Broadcast
PITTSBURGH. — The first Radio memorial tablet in the world — donated by and
dedicated to the invisible Radio congregation of Calvary Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh, Pa.. — was unveiled during the
church services of that congregation recently.
Hundreds of men,, women and children
witnessed the dedication of the bronze
tablet to the unseen Radio congregation which is known to be In
the area stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and from
Hudson Bay in the north of Canada to the
extreme southern part of Soutn America
and which was enlisted when KDKA, one
of the pioneer Radiophone broadcasting
stations, began to broadcast Calvary
Church's services more than two years
ago.
First Badio Minister Present
Rev. Edwin J. van Etten, pastor of the
church, who was the first minister in the
world to have his services broadcast;
Bishop Alexander Mann, of the Pittsburgh
Episcopal diocese: H. P. Davis, representing Station KDKA of the Westinghouse
Company, which station first broadcast
church services, and other prominent
Fittsburghers ' took part in the ceremony.
More than 4,700 people contributed to
the purchase of the tablet. The contributions came in every form of legal tender —
silver dimes, stamps, nickles, pennies and
checks. A worker in a southern cotton
mill sent Dr. van Etten two cotton socks
with a nickel in each toe. A sailor from a
boat on the Atlantic sent the minister 120
pennies he had won playing penny ante.
Listeners Respond Quickly
The contributions came as a result of
Rev. van Etten's idea that his Radio congregation to which he had been preaching
since January 2, 1921, might like to contribute to some sort of memorial. Accordingly during the reading of his regular
announcement Dr. van Etten addressed, directly, his unseen hearers and told them of
the plan and asked small contributions
from such of them as might like to participate.
Responses to the idea were almost instantaneous. An hour after the announcement was broadcasted contributions were
received from people living in Pittsburgh.
People living in the district even walked
to the minister's home a few minutes after
they had listened in to him and left their
contributions, even as he was preaching
by Radio.
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DEMPSEY MATCH ON
CFCN— EVERY PUNCH

"AL" SMITH CHOOSES
AIR AGAINST PRESS

sGibbon
— The
eight
sey ALTA.
heavyw
world
Demp
ARY.
CALG
championship match at Shelby,
Montana, will be broadcast July 4
from Station CFCN of Calgary, owned
by \V. \V. Grant, Ltd. A direct wire
will run from the ringside to the powerful station. This plant is the nearest super station in the vicinity and
has a working range of over 1,000
miles.

to Station
WGY.
from Alwire Schenec
Y.— ByAlfred
ALBANY, bany
tady,N.Governor
E. Smith
reached the ear and mind of the citizens of New York state recently when
he gave a report of his stewardship.
The report generally reaches the voters
through the press. This year Governor
Smith talked direct to the people, explaining the financial condition of the
state in detail.

MAKES

CYCLE

RIDING

EASIER

NEW YORK. — One of America's most
distinguished actresses, Julia Arthur,
gave
a patriotic
recitation,
"TheWEAFS
Flag,"
on Flag
Day, before
Station
microphone. Miss Arthur is one of America's favorites and gave much of her time
during the war to patriotic service.

THE

i

ANTENNA

ANSWERS
APPEAL

Vessel Anchored Nine Miles from Land
Brings Help by Ether
Waves
By 1m. M. Lamm
WASHINGTON. D. C— The steamship
West Cahous, lying at anchor in Baltimore harbor, nine miles from the city,
needed medical help at about 3 A. M. recently and needed it quickly. A member
of the crew had fallen into the hold and
hurt
himself
seriously. So the captain of
help.
the ship sent a Radio broadcast asking

PRIVATE
TAKE
Step

PLANTS TO
LAKE STATIONS

Necessitated
Quits Nine

When
Plants

Navy

CHICAGO. — Radio service will be provided for great lakes shipping as the result of a recent agreement of private
broadcasters to handle great lakes traffic.
R. H. C. Mathews, Station 9ZN, divisional
superintendent of the American Radio Relay league, working in co-operation with
Station
will The
handle
the "code
stuff"
for
this WJAZ,
territory.
necessity
of getting
a private broadcaster to handle the lakes
traffic was caused by the navy's withdrawal
from nine great lakes stations.
In Cleveland, according to an Associated
Press report, the Great Lakes Wireless association was organized by vesselmen having boats equipped with Radio. Through
this organization, which is headed by Fred
L. Leekie, of Cleveland, the navy station at
Duluth will be operated by the association
and negotiations are reported for the association to take over eight other navy
stations.
^_^_^__^^^^_^__

5, 000-Mile. Transmission Sets New
Canadian Record

Actress in Flag Day Address

SEA-AMBULANCE
EMERGENCY

The call was picked up, not in Baltimore, nine miles away, but at Cape May,
N. J., about 100 miles due east of Baltimore. As Cape May was separated from
the West Cahous by parts of New Jersey
and Delaware and by the eastern shore of
Maryland, not to mention Delaware and
Chesapeake Bays, no direct help from it
was possible.
Operator Consults Surgeon
But the operator was on the job.
Promptly he consulted the long distance
list in the Baltimore telephone directly
and called up the residence of the Public
Health Service, surgeon in charge of the
Marine Hospital in Baltimore, 100 miles
to the west. The surgeon, roused from
sleep to receive the message, asked him
to Radio certain emergency treatment to
the West Cahous and to direct the captain
to send a boat to a certain pier in Baltimore, where he would find a surgeon waiting to go out to the ship with him. And
so, in the middle of the night, in less than
an hour, a "Radio-controlled," seagoing
ambulance carrying a Public Health Service officer reached the side of the injured
sailor and pital.
brought him later to the hos-

Calgary Signals Heard
Off Japanese Coastline
CALGARY, ALTA. — What constitutes a
record for long distance Radiophone
broadcasting in Canada was established
by CFCN. the broadcasting station of the
W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd., here recently.
when it was heard off the coast of Japan,
which is "approximately 5,000 miles from
Calgary, and in another hemisphere.
CFCN signals were heard by L. S. Haire,
Radio operator on board the steamship
Stuart Dollar, plying between San Francisco and the Orient, when the ship was
just out of Yokohama, according to a communication received from Mr. Haire.

RADIOS TREATMENT
TO INJURED SAILOR

Why shouldn't
it be easierAfter
to ride
a bicyclesome
equipped
with a portable
set. (Note,
spokes toshould
make
a good antenna.)
balancing
regenerative
sets it should
be lessthedifficult
keep
one's balance on a cycle. At least Miss Josephine Kiernan thinks the plan, worth smiling about

ARMY-NAVY CONCERTS
TO BE SENT OVER U.S.
New Washington Plant to Relieve
NAA During Summer
WASHINGTON. — Although the broadcasting of the government's band concerts
by NAA, Arlington, will cease during the
summer months, Radiophans within several hundred miles of Washington will be
able to pick up some of the concerts if the
plans of the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company are carried out.
By June 18, this company hopes to
complete its new station here and start

BROTHERS

K. & H.
broadcasting the open air public ©concerts
from the White Lot and local parks where
the Marine,
almost
daily. Navy and Army Bands play
Through the aid of a new portable input
apparatus recently perfected by the telephone engineers, the company expects to
furnish the added electricity necessary to
pick up concerts and transmit them by
wire to their station for broadcasting.
This apparatus is mounted on a motor
truck and can be dispatched anywhere in
the
cast. city where something is to be broadImportant speeches and some of the
concerts wiU be put on a land line to New
York and broadcast simultaneously from
Station WEAF on a different wave length,
it is planned.

Spir L. and Lew P.

Vermont "U" Plant May
Be Link in Army Relay
Star

Student Station Drafted
Co-operate Officially

to

BURLINGTON, VT. — Owing to their activity and successful work of the past two
years, the University of Vermont Radio
station, 1ARY, has been selected to go
through several tests in preparation for
co-operating with the army Radio station
at Ft. Ethan Allen in receiving and relaying government messages. The station at
the university is under the management
and operation of the students, and, has
been heard regularly in England this
spring. Two years ago this station was
one of the first to be heard in the amateur
transatlantic tests to Scotland.

Undesirable Outside Interference
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HEAR FALSE TINKLE
OF LIQUOR GLASSES
CANADA
PROGRAMS
RAISE
AWFUL THIRST IN U. S.
Alberta, However, Shatters All Illusions
in States — She's Dry Herself!
— But She Votes Again
By Jeffrey J. DingTnan
CALGARY,
ALTA. — Radio is playing a
tremendous part in increasing to an almost unendurable stage the thirst of
American Radiophans, rendered already
seyerely acute by the Volstead act and
ardent
prohibition
enforcement
agents.
Recent broadcasts from CFCX, the station of the W, W. Grant Radio, Ltd., here,
have added greatly to the thirst of that
part of the American nation which nlgntly
clamps the headset on and tunes in its
receiving set to Canadian stations. For.
wafted on the ether waves out of Canada
come vague hints and aggravating rumors
of flowing wine and liquor to be obtained
just by crossing
the border.
Evidently Radiophans of the United
States are suffering from an illusion, for
there is just as total prohibition of alcoholic liquors in Alberta at the present
time as there is in the United States.
However, the people of Alberta are again
to vote on the liquor question November 5
and Radiophans of Canada's sister nation
across the international line are already
making preparations to have their receiving sets in perfect order for that night to
hear the big news broadcast from CFCN
at Calgary.
Cabaret Broadcast Starts SomethingEver since jazz music from the Plaza
Cabaret in Calgary has been broadcast by
remote control from CFCN, a flood of
letters with the words "prohibition,"
"liquor," "dry," and the remainder of the
well-known vocabulary, has been pouring
into the broadcasting station.
In repudiation of rumors to this effect
which apparently have become exceedingly
common in the United States, .it may be
stated that absolutely no intoxicating liquors are allowed on the premises of the
Plaza cabaret, and only the imaginations
of the listeners in are responsible for the
false
impression
which
has been gained.
Business men of Calgary report that
this feature, recently commenced by
CFCN would be a considerable factor in
attracting a great many tourists from
the United States to Canada this year.

DIGEST

COLUMBUS,
OHIO. — La Societe des
Hommes et 8 Chevaux, the fun organization of the American Legion, broadcast
a
program recently through Station
WCAH, the Entrekin company. The Columbus branch of the order, Am Le Voiture No. 15, made its Radio debut on this
occasion, and presented music and humor
redolent of life in the army and navy,
featuring bugle calls so familiar to . the
wearers of the olive drab.

RADIO FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM FOR BOSTON
City Soon to Have Airphone School
for Laddies
BOSTON, MASS. — Although Radio has
had an unofficial status in the Boston fire
department for some time, most of the
firehouses having receiving sets to get the
broadcasts and while away the time during hours between alarms, the department
is
soon to have a school of Radio instruction.
Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn has ordered that such a school be established
at once with George A. Fickett, superintendent of fire alarms in charge, and twenty men under instruction at present. When
the course is completed, the men of the
school will man the Radio fire alarm
equipment which will augment the regular
signal system, and eventually perhaps,
supersede the wire system in directing
movements *f the fireboats at East Boston
and South Boston, which now have Radio
equipment.

Copy Navy Code 11,500 Miles
WASHINGTON. — A
Radiogram from
the naval station at Caviet, P. I., addressed
to San Francisco for relay to Washington,
was picked up in the Washington Radio
Central recently and copied before the
San Francisco operator indicated its receipt. Needless to say, it was not relayed
to Washington. This message was copied
without error over 11,500 miles of sea and
land.

WASHINGTON. — Plans for equipping
the two new naval rigid airships with
Radio compasses so that they can navigate in darkness or in fog, are under consideration. These are the great ZR ships
now building.
It is believed that the Radio compass
installations can be made satisfactorily,
and that this feature will prove a valuable
asset for the efficiency and safety of both
personnel and material through assisting
the accuracy of navigation. The location
selected was adjacent to the observation
platform located on top of the ship, well
forward. A coil has been designed which
will enable observations to be made in
frequencies extending over a band of
from, approximately 600 to sixteen kilocycles. If this installation is made satisfactorily, it will be the first time a Radio
compass has been successfully installed
upon a lighter-than-air craft.

Form Radio Club in Berlin
WASHINGTON,
D. C. — A Radio club
has been founded in Berlin by a number
of experts and amateurs for the purpose
of furthering the interests of amateur
Radio operators and of bringing general
Radio matters to the attention of the authorities.

New CARTER Vernier Control RHEOSTAT
Simple, positive, distinctive, reliable. Satin silver
finish; clock spring pistail connection insures positive and reliable operation.
Code 1. 6-ohm, for U. V. 200 tube
$1.50 ea.
Code 1-C. 20 ohm, for U. V. 201-A tube.. 1.75 ea.
Code 1-D, 30-ohm, for U. V. 199 tube
1.75 ea.
Write for Bulletins of Carter Products
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DOUBLE NEUTRODON (as illustrated) .sentfor
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— but we receive programs from Atlanta, Minneapolis, Davenport; Fort Worth, Madison,
Loa Angelee, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis. Denver
and San Antonio on Crystal without batteries. Your
crystal set requires only easy inexpensive changes.
Send stamp for further information or $1.00 for
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
explained. Satisfaction guaranteed.
LEON

LAMBERT.

501

South Volutsia, Wichita, Kansas

Flying Scouts Flash Road Conditions to Grandstand Box
LONDON,
ENG. — Radio waves again
controlled the immense tide of traffic that
rolled into Epsom for the derby recently.
From a box in the grandstand one man
observed to see just what was happening
to the streams of vehicles for twenty
miles around. The trek to Epsom began
the night before the race and from dawn
until the classic was run there was a
steady influx by all roads.
This man was able to see through the
eyes of his Radio scouts, some of whom
were flying over the course, and others
touring the approaches in automobiles.
Each was in direct communication with
the "master eye."
Col. Laurie of the British air ministry,
who was in charge of Radio communication at the course, declared that this was
the second
time
and
had proved

FORT
WORTH,
TEX. — G. C. Arnoux,
Radio Editor, Star-Telegram, Fort Worth,
Texas, alias announcer GCA or "The Hired
Hand," who daily wields the cowbell before the microphone of WBAP
is proudly
displaying a miniature gold cowbell, patterned along the style of the original. "This
unique token is inscribed "From Gainesville 147-piece Boys' Band, C. C. Shell,
Director, to 'The Hired Hand'." It was
presented to the popular announcer by
the band which was heard several weeks
ago, broadcasting from Station WBAP, and
complimentary acknowledgments were received by the Gainesville. Texas, band from
nearly every State in the Union.

Radio
had been so used,"
very satisfactory.
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3 50
NEW
DX \Vt VOLT
TUBES
4.00
All tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO
5S

TUBE

CORP.

Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

N.
D.

J.

Premier m Products
Are all their name implies
Why not begin standardizing now?
Variocouplers
Transformers
Rheostats
Potentiometers
Head Sets
Resistances

LONDON,
ENG. — The Liverpool Express, a fast train running between Liverpool and London, has been equipped with
a powerful receiving set, loud speaker and
loop aerial, which are located in a special
Radio salon, where the passengers can be
amused and interested during the tedious
journey.

We Live In Kansas

Radio Eye" Guide for
London Derby Traffic

Officials Consider Plan to Equip
Big "ZR" Ships for Dark and
Fog Navigation

means
tures. You and
your summer
camera piccan
SUMMERTIME
earn a dollar by sending the Digest
out-of-door photos involving the use of
Radio
in camp,
the automobile,
swimming, boating, canoeing,
on the
hike,
playing
golf,
etc.
Send
such
photographs with negatives
and a few descriptive words, including
a stamped,
addressed
envelope
so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER
PHOTO DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago..

Radio for English Travelers

Veteran Humorists Put on
Army Program at WCAH

((

ETHER COMPASSES
FOR NAVY BLIMPS

SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

"Microstats"
Dials and
Knobs

Correspondence solicited from
Jacks
responsible distributors
Write
today for
Radio "Parts" Bulletin.

fytttnn fyttirit fompunu
Established 1905

RAVENSWOOD

CHICAGO,

Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted for use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single
anteed. charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new, size 4x5J4x7 inches — Chi-Rad guar2-Volt Willard Charged.
2-Volt Willard Dry

Plugs
Condensers

3810

forW.D.ll tubes

AVENUE

ILL.

. .$7.50
6.50

These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.
In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better
prices on larger quantity)
Specify
dry or charged when ordering.

ChkagoKadioApparatusCo,

415 S.DeavbomSt., Chicago, III.

IS" Broadcast
HETheRBNew ITGREBE

Receiver

Your key to the true joys of radio!
Receive all broadcasting without outdoor antenna,
loop, or storage battery!
The Receiver employs both Regeneration and
Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification with only
two simple tuning adjustments.
A Dial, graduated in wavelengths,
enables you to locate quickly the
program you desire.
The walnut cabinet, with its battery compartments, harmonizes
with the most tastefully furnished
room.
sensed under Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1 413,149

June
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World's Smallest Regenerative Set
MINIATURE

How to Construct Vest
Pocket 800-Mile Tuner

APPARATUS

COMPARED

~1

^^Mrr-T-;r;"v-^:r;:-::::;::"
By Warner Bates
ve
erati
regen
est
small
's
world
THE
set! Much Interest has attached to
A well designed, efficient regenerative set so small it can be put in
the recent announcement of the concoat
pocket or vanity case, is worth
ra
Niaga
ll,
Russe
n
V.
struction by Rosly
reading
about. Roslyn V. Russell,
builder of the outfit, here shows its
Falls, N. V., of a peanut tube miniature
size compared to an ordinary watch.
regenerative set which can be carried in
The illustration of the set is practhe pocket and yet Will do all that could be
tically full size, as the case measof many larger and more compliexpected
ures 3V4 inches square by 1% inches
cated outfits. Mr. Russell completed the
deep
© Int.
able
favor
under
r
and
set during the winte
conditions listened in on broadcasting stations and amateurs in all but the sixth and
seventh Radio inspection districts. A
portable set indeed!
Dial Container Is Cabinet
:WWw::-::-t-~Mr. Russell ordered a Sleeper dial and
when it was delivered he found it housed
in a wooden box 3 !4 inches square by 1%
inches deep. On receipt of the box the
idea struck Mr. Russell that he could by
ingenuity design a receiver to fit in the
container.
The corners were reinforced by small
9g -inch triangular blocks of wood with
holes through their centers through which
screws were passed to fasten the panel
on the front of the box. A % by 2% -inch
hole was cut out of the back to pass the
end of the sub panel which carries the
three battery binding posts.
The panel is of %-inch bakelite, 3%
inches square. The sub panel is fastened
to the front panel by two 8-32 flat head
screws and is 2% inches wide by 2 inches
deep.
Single Circuit Regenerative
end of the wire is connected to the grid
Winding and Connecting Spider Web
The circuit used is an improved regenFastened to the outside of. the variable condenser and leak and the fixed plates of
erative single circuit using a spider web
coil tuned by a vernier variable condenser condenser by means of sealing wax at the Variadon. The turns of the inductance
and a switch on the antenna inductance. various points is the spider web coil. (See after winding were doped with M-R No.
11 varnish. After this had dried thoroughly the pins and former were removed.
Figure 4 illustrates clearly the method
of winding and of taking taps.
— U' — ►
Tube, Socket and Grid Leak
■
3J/'^r!'[li,|t[tf.\
The tube used is a Northern Electric
3
i
l>3
c
215-A "peanut" with socket made by the
c
3
/ fl!::"r;:fpprr4ffl
^uunJi-fliJi \'
same firm. To get the socket into the case
c
3
it is necessary to trim the sides until the
c
w,(0 .
3
c
width is only 1 inch. The socket is
t
mounted on the sub panel and a tubular
c
3
!

TO WATCH

igP

PLAN. VIEW

OF

CASE

Inland Sleetcic Co. tkcafto^^iL

-PEEPHOLE

REINFORCING AND
PANEL HOLDING
BLOCKS

A RADIO SUMMER?

RHEOSTAT

z.

grid leak and condenser %-inch long by
%-inch diameter is fastened directly to
the grid binding post of the socket.
Mr. Russell made his own grid condenser and leak from a small rolled paper
condenser mounted inside a hard rubber
tube with brass plugs on each end and
with a pencil mark leak extending from
one brass plug to another on the outside
surface of the hard rubber tube. It is not
necessary, however, to follow this practice
as very small grid condensers and leaks
are available on the market and will serve
satisfactorily here.
(Continued on page 6)

PIECE COT OUT OF
f'Z TO PASS END
BACK
OF SOB PANEL

i
FRONT . PANEL REMOVED.

PROMT

OF ASSEMBLEP

FWNEL

Figure 1

The tickler feedback has fixed coupling.
Figure 2 shows the hook-up used and the
number of turns in each part of the spider
web coil.
As was stated, the secondary is tuned
by means of a vernier variable condenser
controlled by a vernier dial (small knob
in the center) in the center of the panel.
The condenser is a .0004 mfd. Variadon

Figure 4). This inductance is wound on
a "former" 1% inches in diameter. Twenty-seven pins are mounted equidistantly
on the edge of the former and the coil is
wound with No. 30 single silk covered wire
so as to pass through every second pin.
The tickler coil is wound first and consists of 65 turns. The wire is then broken
and the antenna inductance of 15 turns

■ SHAFT

Figure 3
tapped at five points, started. The beginning of the antenna inductance goes to the
5th contact on the aerial tap switch; 5
turns are wound and a tap is brought to
Figure 2
the 4th contact; 3 turns are wound and a
which was cut down from its normal 3%- tap is brought to the 3rd contact; 3 turns
inch diameter to a size 2% inches square are wound and a tap brought to the 2nd
without, in any way, impairing its ef- contact; 2 turns are wound and a tap
ficiency.
brought to the 1st contact, and finally 2
The shaft of the Variadon was drilled more turns complete the antenna inductance and the last tap is connected to the
through the center to take a 1-16-inch
brass rod, and a specially shaped brass ground binding post and the "Variadon
vernier plate, shown in Figure 3 was rotating plates.
The wire is not broken at this point but
soldered to the rod, which in turn was
attached to the vernier knob of the dial. winding is continued for 50 turns and the

Brown mahogany finish portable cabinet, both front and
back hinged, shelving in rear cover to fit No. 705 Flashlight "A" Batteries and No. 763 "B" Batteries; enough
space for 3-tube set; head set fits in front cover, aerial in
back.
Complete, $15.00.

ALSO

We are distributors for Atwater-Kent Radio Equipment
and maintain a complete stock at all times.

IF YOUR DEALER HASN'T GOT IT, WE HAVE
INLAND

14 N. FRANKLIN

ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Wft\'7yun e in io Jft£atul
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HOW AMATEUR CAN
AID NATION IN WAR
INTERCEPT MESSAGES
ENEMY AT FRONT

OF

June 23, 1923

DIGEST

SMALL

BRITAIN AIDS JAPAN
TO BAR U. S. RADIO

REGENERATOR

(Continued from page 5)

Marconi Company's Six Gigantic
Stations Will Establish Complete World Monopoly

Rheostat Homemade
Because there is very little space on the
panel the filament rheostat is fastened on
^.TOGRID CON0.& FIXED PLME.S
TO GROUND* V.C. ROTOR,_

Of V.C.

1 2ur22CONTACT
CONTACT

SAN FRANCISCO. — Great Britain is
(—312 CONTACT
using its diplomatic influence at Peking
"Qualify in Radio — No Better Way to
r<H*r-5CONTACT
-CONTftCT
to
aid
Japan's
opposition
to
the
entry
of
Serve," Says Signal Corps
American Radio companies to China, acOfficer
|— .TICK.LE.R*
cording to Emmett White, attorney, writer
and former director of the insular and
WASHINGTON. — There is practically
foreign division of the American Red
no end to the possibilities of Radio for mil- Cross in China, who arrived from the
itary use, an officer of the signal corps Orient recently.
stated recently, adding that, young men
It is believed by American residents
who wish to serve their country can do
of Shanghai, says White, that with the
so in no better way than to become qualified in Radio and to join the National completion of six gigantic stations reported to be under construction in EngGuard or Signal Reserve Corps of the U.
land by the British Marconi Company,
S. Armj-.
As an instance of the work of former Great Britain hopes to establish a complete world monopoly of the air, assisted
amateurs who served in the signal corps
by Japanese stations in China and 3Ianduring the war, it is said that 73 percent churia.
of the 400 Radio men engaged in intelliThe Federal Telegraph Company of this
gence work were ex-amateurs. Not a sin- city is keeping the cables and telegraph
gle "leak" occurred in the service, which wires busy with appeals to Washington,
intercepted 73,000 enemy messages and recorded 175,000 bearings on enemy Radio urging that the State Department take
stations. The country is greatly indebted action on the reported refusal of the de
Figure 4
facto government at Peking to live up
to these amateurs for their war work.
to the terms of an agreement permitting the left side of the case. There being
Radio Intelligence Work
the installation of Federal Radio stations none small enough on the market, the
Although littfe was known of the work at six Chinese ports.
rheostat is made from a piece of % -inch
of the Radio intelligence section of the
diameter hard rubber rod, %-inch thick,
army during or since the war, it was one
and grooved on its outer edge to take the
of the most spectacular. Radio direction
resistance wire coil. The contact blade
finders were placed all along the lines, at a
is %-inch long and is turned by a %-inch
distance of about five miles from the acknob and dial 1 %-inch in diameter mounttual front and spaced about twelve miles
ed in the center on the left side of the case
apart. These receiving sets located the
as shown in Figure 1.
enemy stations in operation, recorded their Location in Southern U. S. Held
The peephole in the top of the case conbearings by means of directional coils, not
as Inducement
sists of a hard rubber ring, 1"A inches in
unlike modern Radio compasses, and fordiameter, below which is fastened a circle
warded the bearings to headquarters where
of nickel plated screen.
FORT
WORTH,
TEX.
—
The
tremendous
they were plotted on maps. The reports
Radio interest in the territory for hunfrom many American Radio observers endreds of miles around Fort Worth, largely
abled the staff to keep an accurate check developed through Station WBAP, and the
on practically all the German stations all fact that Fort Worth is near the center of
the time.
the southern half of continental United
Other receiving stations at army head- States, is offered as an inducement in bidLet us quote you on any circuit.
quarters, intercepted and copied -all enemy
Sets
made
under
expert
supervision.
ding for the third huge broadcasting stacode messages, and telegraphed them back
tion which the General Electric Company
We repair sets and test tubes.
to general headquarters where code ex- is planning.
FORBES RADIO CO.
perts worked them out, giving the staff
127 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.
The ordinary service radius of a station
valuable information as to the movements
of this kind would be more than 1,500
or intentions of the enemy.
miles. A similar station is now being
erected at Oakland, Calif., and the parent
German's Make "Faux Pas"
station is WGY,
Schenectady, N. Y.
On one occasion, when the Germans
were planning a big offensive, the code all
along the line was suddenly changed. The
old code, known by the Americans for Place Radio in Hospital
"The Vacuum
Tube's Only Rival"
some time, became valueless. But one
Lasts Indefinitely
German officer could not decipher a long
to Cut Use of Narcotics
50c
message sent him in the new code and
NEW YORK. — A complete Radio outfit
asked his commander to repeat it in the with
Tribune,
more than 150 headsets is installed in
by Mail,
old one. This was done and as the Amer- Beth Israel hospital for use of the patients.
Approved
ican intercepting stations copied both Louis J. Frank, superintendent, said he
. T"FT^IY rilViM
messages, the staff of experts at head- believed Radio would diminish the giving
Radio
quarters soon had a fair solution of the of narcotics and sleeping potions and ease
World
new code, which they eventually worked
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA OPERAout in its entirety. The repetition of the the patient's mind.
TIVES use the L. D. R. Crystal as detector in
message in both codes was more than they
conjunction with one or more stages of amplification. Satisfaction Guaranteed
or money refunded.
hoped for, and when the new code was
transmitted to the French and British
JACK BINNS OF S. O. S. FAME
headquarters, the American Radio intelligence service was credited with a big
Badlo Ed. Tribune Badio Laboratory, recently
awarded a certificate of excellence to the L. D. B.
"scoop" information.
in aiding the Allies in securing
advance

Fort Worth Bids for
Third Big G. E. Plant

Special Sets Made to Order

front Panel Assembles
The front view of the assembled panel is
shown in Figure 1. The antenna, switch is
in the upper right corner of the panel, surrounded by five contact points. In
describing the winding- the contacts were
referred to as first, second, third, etc.
First means the contact nearest the top,
while the fifth contact means the one
farthest to the right.
The two lower left binding posts marked
G and A are for ground and aerial respectively, while the two lower right
binding posts equipped with phone tip
clips are for the headset.
It is well to note here that the ground
binding post and the aerial switch lever
screws go through the screw holes in the
Variadon, thus serving to fasten the latter to the front panel.
The four holes in the corners of the
panel pass the brass machine screws
fastened through the reinforcing blocks
in the corners of the case, and small
knurled knobs fasten to these screws to
hold the panel and attached apparatus
in the case.
This remarkable miniature regenerative
set occupies an extremely small space and
has excited great interest in Radiophan
circles, not only on account of its size but
because
has away.
consistently received stations 800itmiles
A

meter is equal

to 39.37

inches.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE
CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)
My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
Imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Phot* of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful .of
any Beinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3 00. Photo of set
with
everyset-4s
order.easy to build, easy to operate. EveryEither
clearly from
shown.these plans will receive all broadSets thing
built
casting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.
1925

S. A. TWITCHELL

Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

t&ma&e

Crystal Fans Wake Up

Cockaday Circuit
TUNER
COILS

Super-Crystal, stating— "The L. D. B. Super-Crystal
Is exceptionally sensitive and covered with many
amplification spots. All that can be desired in a
real good radio crystal that will last indefinitely."
FREE Crystal Amplification Hook-ups.
FREE the 1000 Mile One Tube Beflex Hoot-up.

BC AND D COILS
Complete as per specifications

Vernier Var.
Condensers
COMPLETE
WITH KNOB AND 3 IN.
RUBBER

$5.00 Value 11
5.50 Value 19
6.50 Value 41
Plain —
3 Plate
11 Plate
Include

DIAL

plate with 3 plate Vernier
plate with 3 plate Vernier
plate with 3 plate Vernier
I Plain —
$0.75
23 Plate
98 I 43 Plate
5c per item for parcel post.

CHI -CITY- RADIO
94S

CRESCENT

PLACE,

$2.00
2.15
2.50
$1.25
1.50

CO.

CHICAGO,

No. 18 Wire Used — D CoQ
Bankwound.
Price, $2.75

Eastern

Radio

Mfg.

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
3^32

THICK

/2*

PER SO. INCH

V\%"

THICK Y4<

PERSQ.INCH

%2"
THICK
Ye " THICK

\< PER SQ. INCH
l'/2* PER SQ. INCH

z/\&" thick 2«
per so. inch
'/4 " thick 2/2< per sq. inch
3/b " thick a<
per sq. inch
!/2 " thick 5 v4* per sq inch
;send for complete price list
Prompt attention to mail orders
dealers prices on application

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

I

Every

World-Radio-Batteries
6 Volts— 80

6 Volts
— 60 Amps.,
$8.50

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

$10.00

Amps.,

$12.50
$14.50

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

CABINET DIMENSIONS
PANEL LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS
only
money
orders — no
or stamps.
Coins
at
your own risk.

Radio

wrntiCN 2yo ciMn

6 Volts — 40 Amps.,

Description of apparatus and
accessories and details of tuning.

Book Department

vVKITTKN
2 YEAI<
GUARANTEE

World
User Is a
Booster
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible
for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY

Send
checks

World Radio
Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%

RODS

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

For Better Results

ILL.

A kmimtal PKf nolk Hindensanon Product

RADIO PANELS

LABORATORY
New York City

Kellogg Radio Equipment

Co.

22 Warren St., Dept.R.D., New York.N.Y.

."5RMICX
TUBES

57 Dey St.

Dealers, Communicate

DON'T PASS THIS-BUY^

. SHEETS

JAYNXON

Hook-up,
directions
and
material
list
furnished free with each set of coils.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

PRINTS
for the construction of a
Flewelling Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from

500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

Kellogg Switchboard
Company & Supply
CHICAGO

Digest
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Musical
program,
play, "Little Bag
School

Tuesday, June 19

-I'irit

Flower."

Richard

(Eastern. Daylight Saving. -400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
il protiram. "Tlinv Dane** mnu lU-no nil.
star Orchestra; 'The llilu ol Dougal.' An-liilial.l
Muuru barlume: •Luna." Orchoetra: \ mllii nolo.
u>«.' <)!from "June
lection PrtJ»."
ohoutrm; "The Fanner's
ArcbibUU Munro:
"Barce
itn: "Hurujarian Dun. aa. n.
Uannle Roth: 'Thrat for Jack." Archibald Munio:

You."

••lte-iulelu,"

llerliert

Pacific

Wednesday, June 20
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
"In the Tavern." Star Orchestra:
Musical program,
"Carnival of Venice." Estelle Fox. soprano; The
Lucia.
Bohemian Girl." Orchestra ; "Sextette from
Robert Dixon. W. Woods; "The Ruins of Athens.
The
Orchestra- "Carmen." Estelle For. soprano;
solo.
Soprano
Better Land." W. Woods, corneust;
Orchestra.
March from "Aida,"
Fstelle Fox
KHJ (Pacific, 400). 230-330 P. M.. Musical matinee:
Health and Charm." Rae Victor;
"Beauty,
Talk
Band.
P. M.. Concert. Venice America
8:00-10:00
W\ WilKSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. RecitalClubC. of
Indeliams; 8:45 P. M.. Concert, Rotary
KYWde"clnS°8Dayll|ht Saving,
345). 8:00 P. M..
Musical program. Mrs. Marie Ort, soprano; Max
Bogolub violinist; Emma Starman, contralto; Rose
Stein pianist; Georgios Coutrulis. baritone; Cope
Harvey's Orchestra: Wendal W. Hall, KYW's Music
W 8 Ap" (Central. 476). 930-1030 P. M., Concert. E.
Clyde Whitlock's violin ensemble.
Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54
WOAR (Eastern. Daylight
P M.. Organ recital from Stanley Theater; Dinner
music Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3*0 P. M..
talks on fashion; 4:30short
Musical program and
6:00 P. M.. Song recital. "Affairs of the Heart.
Betsy Logan; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stones.
Dream Daddy; 8*0 P. M.. Short talks and song reCafe
Howard Lanin's, Arcadia
Dance music.stra.
,, . ,
Orche
Dance cital;
476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Musical proWFAA (Central,
gram, Melba Theater talent. -„„„..
<.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 3:00 P. M.. Song
lecital 3:45 P. M.. Musical program: 7:00 P. M.,
Children's Own Half Hour. Cousin Sue.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
organist: 7 30Anderson Orchestra: Clifford Gorman,
9 00 P. M., Myrtle Stinger, soprano; Sarah Lee.
soprano: H. Archer
Pianist: Mrs. Betty Kanzinger, guitar;
Beading. An
Brady,
Henry
.1.
tenor;
Culmer
Interesting Historical Episode." .-.,._. p M
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1*0-2*0 P. M..
3 :00-4 30 P. M.. MusiOrgan recital. Karl Bonawiu:
: 6:00-6:45 P. M... Dinner music: 7.007 30 calP.selections
M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle W lp.
(Central, Oaylight Saving. 309). 8:00 P. M..
WLW

Schatz;

Duet

from

WLW

(Central. Daylight Saving, 309). 10:00
al program.
"Sonata
in G Major,"
Garrlgus.
pianlat;
"Valse
from Travlata,"

Mountain
Saving or
Pacific Daylight

Saving
Central
or Mountain Daylight

"Lily of Killamey." "The Moon Has Raised Her
Lamp Above." Richard Pavey. Herbrt O. Schatz.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 7:00-8*0 P.
M.. Stories. Georgene Faulkner; Musical program,
Chicago Schools Committee; Eleanor Schweitzer,
soprano; Mrs. Helene Uhlir, violinist; Helen Brown.
pianist; 9:15 P. M., George J. Hill. Jr., baritone;
Mrs. Louis Kolin. soprano.
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk. D.
K. Kirk; 8:00 P. M., Organ recital. Mrs. Frank W.
Elliott; 10:00 P. M„ Musical program. Talent from
Burlington. Iowa.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-1130 A.
M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon Music, Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P.
M., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 7:45 P. M.. Recital; 8:15-8:45 P. M., Musical program; 8:45 P. M.,
Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Orchestra, A. Candelori.
director; 9:45 P. M., Song recital.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 830 P. M.. Concert, News Orchestra; Town Crier; Mrs. Violet Hunter, pianist; Genevieve Zeinner, soprano; Herbert Lamb, baritone.

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M..
Musical program, "Mirella." Star Orchestra; "O
Flower of All the World." Amy W. Finden. Xelly
Gill, sopranos; "Serenade for Strings," "Intermezzo."
orchestra: "Tango." Harry Adaskin, violinist; "Ave
Maria." Nelly Gill. Mannie Roth; "Air De Ballet."
orchestra; Violin solo, Harry Adaskin; "Morning."
Nelly Gill; "Extase."
orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400), 230-330 P. M.. Musical matinee,
Eva Threw; 8*0-10:00 P. M„ Program arranged by
the Chamber of Commerce, Van Nuys, Calif.
KSD (Central. 546). 8*0 P. M., Broadcasting St. Louis
Reception to President Harding and party.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00 P. M..
Musical program, Verona Langhammer. contralto:
Frank Elliott, tenor; Vt". B. Freeman, reader; Edith
Stone, pianist: 9:05 P. M.. Reading. "Twenty
Minutes
of Good Beading." Bev. C. J. Pernin. S. J..
Loyola University.
WBAP (Central, 476). 930-10:30 P. M„ Concert. Lion
Tamers Club Orchestra of Decatur.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-1234 P.
M., Organ recital from Stanley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Song recital; 430-6:00 P. M., Musical program; 730-8:00
P. M., Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
WFAA (Central, 476). 1230-1*0 P. M.. Address.
"Preparing for Opportunity," Judge Eugene B. Muse:
830-9:30 P. M.. Entertainers from Oak Lawn Methodist Church; 11:00-12:00 P. M.. Musical program
under auspices of the Bush & Gerts Piano Co.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 3:00 P. M.. Song
recital; piano solo; 3:45 P. M„ Short talk and song
selections: 7*0 P. M., Short talks; 8:00 P. M.. Musical program; 830 P. M.. Song and piano recital.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 1:00 P. M.. Music and address.
"Mental
is Mentally
Eleanor A.Hygiene
Gray. —N.Who
Y. State
Dept. of Defective
Education;?"
7:45 P. M.. Musical program. Catholic Churches of
Albany, Prof. Joseph D. Brodeur, director; "Ecce
Sacerdos," "Ave Verum," United Choirs: "Salve
Regina." "Ave Maria," Lady of Angels Choir;
"Adoramus te," "O Esca Yiatorum." Cathedral
Quartet: "0 Bone Jesu." "Ingrediente." "Pueri
Hebraeorum." "Panis AngeUcus." Cathedral Choir:
"Laudate Pueri." "Tu es Petrus," "Ave Verum,"
"Tantum Ergo," United Choirs.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5*0 P. M.. Concert, Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Clifford Gorman, organist: 7309*0
M.. Concert,
Al Gorman's
Sunday
SchoolP. lesson,
T. A. Luman:
Talk Orchestra;
on Child Welfare.

|

14 Karat Gold Multiple Contact Super
OE_
Sanaitive
AOC
Order from your dealer or direct from us.
RUSONITE
PRODUCTS
19 Park Row. New York

WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Clifford Gorman, organist; 7:309:00 P. M.. Concert. Evelyn Campbell, soprano; William Fries, flutist: Thomas Simson. pianist; William
Fries, baritone: J. O. Noble, violinist; Florence King,
reader: J. D. Brecker, baritone; Geraldine McXeeley.
ker, reader.
pianist;
Mary Louise Kubaugh, violinist; Craig WalWIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 3*0-4:00 P. M..
Dance program; 4:00-430 P. M., Artist recital: 6:006:45 P. M., Dinner music and baseball scores; 7*07:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories. I'ncle Wip.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 447), 7*0-8*0 P. M„
Stories, Jessie G. Van Cleeve; Musical lecture, Mrs.
Mara E. Ebernforfer; 9:15 P. M.. Concert. The Whitney Trio.
WMC (Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert. Janssen Cafe
Hawaiian Orchestra:
1 1 :0O P. M., Midnight Frolic.
WOC (Central. 484). 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. C.
E. Wilent;
5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1 1 :00-l I 30 P. M..

(Continued on page 9.)

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT

Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, no
and no We
ground,
music 950
instead of aerial
interference.
nave brings
heard instations
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our Instructions, use your own si»are
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super plete
regenerative.
Onlyhookup
one tuning
control.
Cominstructions, with
and photo
of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacaville, Ca.if.

Friday, June 22

The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9:00 P. M..
Musical program. Selection from "Gypsy Love," Star
Orchestra: "Nervana." Frederick Rogers, tenor;
"Demoiseile Chic." "Laughing Eyes," Orchestra;
Tenor solo, Frederick Rogers; "Rittornel," Jacques
Stern, cellist; "Sleeping Beauty," Orchestra; Tenor
solo, Frederick Rogers: "From the South." Orchestra.
KHJ
(Pacific. 400), 8:00-10*0 P. M.. Cantata. "The
Los
Holy Angeles.
City." Choir of Second Presbyterian Church.

SAVE

MONEY

Variable Resistance Leak

BY MAIL

Ames Shielded Audio Trans
All American Radio Trans
Z200 Ohm Phones

FOR PANEL MOUNTING

$2 JO
4.00
3.25

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind paneL

Get stations you never heard before

VARIOCOUPLERS
Ames highly finished enclosed
Bakelite Mahogany
variometers
Mar-Co phone plugr
45 volt "B" battery

No pencil markings — assure unbroken
range of
180 degrees.
Clarifies signals — eliminates hissing.
Complete with either .00025 or
<fc1 AA

$2.65
2.60
40
2.75

.0005
mf<L
Micon
Without
Condenser

ashman

Fremont Radio Sales Co.
New

«P * • W75c

At your dealers — otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

FLEWELLING, REINARTZ and other diagrams are shown in our latest catalogue tobe sent gether
to with
youother
for Radio
10c. information. It will

227 Fulton St.

Condenser

106 Seventh

York

Condenser

New

Ave.

York

{f!as.Fi

make PERFECTION

your SELECTION'

We Carry Only STANDARD Advertised Radio Equipment. Every Product
Sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

MAGNA VOX

«94 95

Type R. 3
N.
K. ER.
PHONES
SPEAK
LOUD &Ohms.
6000
None Better Made

Rheostat

Excellent results assured with use on New

50c
CATWHISKER

Saving
Eastern

Saving Eastern or
Central Daylight

Maier, flutist; "Arabesque," Marjory Garrigus;
"Friend." "Fear Not Te O Israel." Mrs. B. L.
Flickinger; "Thy Beaming Eyes," "The Story of a
Rose," Eugene Schmidt: "Valse." Marjory Garrigus;
"Berceuse." "Hungarian Serenade," George Maier,
flutist; "Micaela's Air" from "Carmen," Mrs. R. L.
Flickinger;
"Rose of My Heart," "Rose in the Bud."
Eugene
Schmidt.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 7:00-8*0 P.
M., A.Talk,
Rockwell
C.
Edson;
John Stephens;
Wheeler, "Chicago
astrologist;Scout
9:15 Camps,"
P. M..
Evelyn Bostleman. soprano : B. Fred Wise, baritone.
WMC (Central. 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Hotel Chisca
Philharmonic Orchestra. Clara Ahem, director.
WOC (Central. 484). 3 30 P. M.. Educational talk,
Karl G. Stephan: 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-1130 A.
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4.45-5*0 P.
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 830 P. M.. Concert. News Orchestra; Town Crier; Mr. Wray. tenor: Fred Walters,
baritone; Detroit Lyric Trio; 11:00 P. IH., News Orchestra; Fred Walters; Watson Saxophone Four.

it

30 Ohm

RUSONITE

WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 3:00 P. M.. Song
recital; 6:20 P. M.. Final baseball scores; 7:00 P. M..
Children's Own Half Hour. Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M.. Music and talk.
".Systematizing Housework;" 5:30 P. M., (i
program; 7:35 P. M.. Talk, "The Child's Mental and
Nervous Make-up." State Dept. of Health; 7:45 P. M..
Radio drama. "The Great Divide." WGY Players:
10:30 P. M., Musical program, "Menuette all' antico,"
WGY
Instrumental Quartet; "Absent." "Haymaking." Atlee K. Monty, soprano; "Caprice Vanity."
Quartet: "Polka de Concert." Mary Welch, pianist;
"Legende." Quartet; "De Scrumptious Wedding,"
Minnie Vines, reader; "Le Cor," "Dlo Possente."
Albert Cook, baritone: "Canzonetta," Quartet; "Voce
di
Primavera,"
"Mighty Lak a Rose," Helene Healy;
"Serenata."
Quartet.

Thursday, June 21

No. 1010X

(Patent Pending)

Hall, KTW'e Music Maker; 9:05 P. M., Book renews.
Llewellyn
Jones. 47C). 930-10:30 P. M.. Program furWBAP
(Central.
nlshed in- Port Wcu, Chamber i I
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54 P.
M.. Organ recital from Stanley Theater; Dlnnei
Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2*0-3:00 P. M.. Short talks;
430-6:00 P. M.. Musical program; "Affairs of the.
Heart." Betsy Logan: 730-8:00 P. M., Bedtime
stories. Dream Daddy; 8:00 P. M.-l:00 A. M„ Short
talks; One-art playlet; Musical sele
music. Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra; .Selections by the Morning Glory Club and
special
features.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1*0 P. M., Address, Dr.
Hubert S. Hycr. Southern Methodist Universitv; 8309:30 ton,
P. Texas.
M„ Program by First Baptist Church. Den-

P. M..
Marjory
George

Daylight

DX

IPOIlVr DETECTOR
A SyntheticKPLT
CRYSTAL
sensitive over its entire surface
Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness
and volume. Endorsed bv Radio experts and press for
both REFLEX
CIRCUITS and CRYSTAL SETS.
Sold
in Sealed Packages only.
Price mounted. Sensitiveness guaranteed . .

KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Opera, "Princo of
Pllsen,"
Municipal
Theater.
KYW
(Central.
Daylight
Saving. 345). 8:00 P. M..
Musical program, uabel TUnma, soprano; Homer Coddlngton, bai [tone . i
men. pianlat: Cope B
■ Wendell
w.

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

7:00-8:00 P.
WMAtt ^antral". Daylight Saving. 447).
bv Axel Christenien. The "Rag-Tune
M Program
Babson Report: Saxophone solos. Gardner J.
King";
Huff: 9:15 P. M.. Program arranged by Mrs. Ruby
by
M.. Program
8:30 P. 11:00
wS°C
Midnight
P. M., arranged
Strickland:
Garner 400).
Mrs. tce^tral.
A.
talk.
Educational
M..
P.
330
484),
WOC (Central.
G. Hinrichs: 5:45 P. M„ Chimes SS.nce!^ „» ,,.,n «
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 5W)- 11:00-1130P MA.
WOO
*!., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: I :M-I2:55
music. Tea Boom Orchestra: 4.45-5:01) f.
Luncheon
M.. Organ recital. Mary E Vogt.
830 P. M-. Concert. News OrWWJ (Eastern. Town517).
chestra- Crier; Hudson Tschirhart Japanese
pianist; Charles Mananian.
Hull,
Thelma
fiddler;
tenor.

O.

Mr. Chu s--ii.pl.. : Haiel McCIennan, soprano; Mlsa
Elchenberger, pianist; Marv E, Pooro, violinist.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00-4:00 P. M..
Artist reettal: 4 30 P. M., Uualca] program; 6*06:45 P. M.. ptnnei music, and baseball scores; 7:007:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories, Uncle Win; 8:00 P. M..
Short lulk; 9:00-9:30 P. M.. Organ recital. Karl
BonawUft

What Time Is It?

KHJ

WHAsTce°ntra?U40o£ Clifford
4:00-5:0»Gorman,
P. M.. organist:
Concert. Mary
7.30Anderson Orchestra:
9:00 P. M.. Concert. Resta Trio. George C. Kesta.
Piano- Mrs. Nicholas Bosler. Jr., violinist : Maunce
Menneu. clarinetist: Fannie E. StoU. violinist:. Henry
Hollwager. flutist; EveLvn Kaiser, pianist
WHK (Eastern. 360). 8*0 P. M.. Concert. WHK Trio:
Babson's Radio Release: Automobile road report.
509). 3:00-430 P. M..
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving.M..
Baseball scores and
Artist recital; 6:08-6:45 P.
dance music; 7:00-7 30 P. M.. Bedtime stories, tncle
P. M.. Musical program; 9:00 P. M., Song
8*0
Wip;
recital and short talk. .
M .
WLW (Ceatral. Daylight Saving, 309). 10:00 P.
Entertainment by Cincinnati Rotary Glee Club. Joseph

l'a\.i . i

Fugitive." Herbert O. Schata, baritone: "In the Mark.
Ill the Den."
"I Long for You."
li>
i " Richard
Paras
Berber) O.
William
Stoaas, rtoUnlst; "Gin
■ Man
I
Hone lie ("an Ride," Herbert O, achats; "Bagloella."
Richard Pavoy, tenor: William Stoeas, vtollnist: "To

CFCA

(Paoiflc. 400). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert
1UUBoo Ton Orcbaatra: 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Musical
Stark; 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Concert.
Sou
i.i Saxophone Band.
by Choir o:
KSO
(Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Piosrani
"
• ' Roch'8 I'iiurelt.
„
„
KYW
(Central.
Deo/light Saving. 345). 8:00 P. If..
: program. Laura E. BurUn. soprano: Lucille
Manker
G
Daubach,
tana
Harveys Orchestra: Sketch. "The Proposal' from
"Taminc111
ol the shrew," Boaarj High _
School. _Rival
Forest
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-1030 P. M., Concert. Texas
Unci Orchestra.
.« «* .« *.
395). 12:00-2:54
WOAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving.
P. M.. Orxao recital from Stanley Theatre; Dinner
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2:00-3:00 P. M..
P. M.. Song recital; 'Af4:30-6:00
Musical
Betsy Logan: 7:30-8:00 P. M.,
the Heart.''
fairs of program;
_
...
_ .
Dream Daddy.
P. M.. Address. DeWFAA (Central. 476). 12 30-1:00
Witt McMurraj; 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Concert. Band from
Kinds. auspices
Texas:' of
11:00-12:00
P. M..
Musical program
under
W. A. Grcvn
Company
Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M. DinWFI (Eastern. Daylight
ner music Meyer Davis Bellerue Slratlord Orchestra:
3:00 P. M.. Recital: 3:45 P. M.. Song Recital. 6:30
P. M.-7:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis BelleCowvue Stratford Orchestra; Safety talk. Stanley Radio
man: 8:00 P. M.. Boy Scout period. Boy Scout
Corps; 830 P. M.. Musical program; 10:30 P. M..
Dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orcht?Sirs
WGY (Eastern. 380). I KM) P. M.. Music and address.
"The Drama.'' Mrs. Ralph Jecklln. Schenectady
"Wasting Our
P. M.. Address.
Woman's Club; 735 Suter.
N. T. state Conservation
Nitrogen." Russell
Commissio:i: 7:45 P. M„ Musical program. Scherzo
l Quartet; ' Spartacus to
Caprice" WGY "Instrumenta
the Gladiators. John X- Donovan, reader; Ln
Gioruo iu Veuezia." Alba," "Gfondolien. Quartet.
LeRoy Pickett, baritone;
Violet."
the
"The Message or
"Canzone Amoroso." "Buona Notte." Quartet; King
Charles." LeRoy Pickett: "A Matter or Business.
John K. Donovan: "Pastorale." Edward A. Rice. Leo
You
Road. For
Old
"The
violinists;
Kliwen.
Alone." "My Jeannie," LeRoy Pickett: "Intermezzo

Itosemarv
BUerbrock;
Children's
Blue
r.ird." St.io.ss,
Bludantavlulinl,
of Reulman
; William

UV199A

Type

Tubes

UV201A

Using small filament current
6 Ohm
$0.75
20 Ohm
1.00
30 Ohm
1.10
At your dealers.
Otherwise
sent postpaid on
receipt of purchase price.
Write for catalog illustrating and describing our
entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

AEROVOX
208 West

17th

WIRELESS CORP
Street

NEW

YORK

for

FLEWELLING

«P«-X»«*»#
JhO.UU

SI6.00
"B" BATTEList
RIES

Receation. Imported.

FREE

^

TUBES

PERFECTION

RADIO

Genuine

THE

BEST

Price
$1.45
4,50
1- 10
1.45
3.50
1.85
3.95

Western

WESTERN
Phones.

Add

parcel

post.

<CQ QIC
<P«7*«7«J

ELECTRIC

None better made.

JR7

QS

List $12.00.
Our price 3/16" Thick *P * •«'«'»
PANELS—
Hard
Hard
Rubber Bakelite
Rubber Bakelite
7x18
$1.65
$2.45
7x10
$0.95
$1.35
7x21
1.85
2.75
7x12
1.25
1.60
7x24
2.15
3.25
7x14
1.40
1.95

Electric Tubes

AMPLIFYING

CORPORATION,

«J) 1 1 .l/D

CIRCUIT

Complete parts for this remarkable
set. FREE
DIAGRAM

CABINETS
Extra fine quality— Hinged top — Mahogany finish.
7sl0
$2.75
7x18
$3.50
7x12
2.95
7x24
3.95
7^14
3.25
12x14
3.95

VT-2

DIAGRAM

REINARTZ

f v,ww

List
EVEREADY— No. 763—22%
Volts. . .$1.75
EVEREADY
No. 767—45
Volts
5.50
BRIGHT
STAR— No. 15-50—22%
V.. 1.75
BRIGHT STAR— No. 15-03-6—22% V. 2.25
BRIGHT STAR— No. 30-90 — 45 Volts. 5.00
FRANCO— No. 1529V— 22% Volts
2.50
FRANCO— No. 3045V — 45 Volts
5.75

CIRCUIT

Complete
parts, including PANEL,
Double Coil
Mounting
and
2 Honeycomb
Coils,
Mounted.
ONLY Standard Equipment Used. <J» 1 "1 AC

Do

not

TUBES
send

MADE

59
Cortland St., NEW
stamps.

YORK

CITY

mnr
June 23, iq
RADIO

DIGEST

,

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
AQ6, Canton. 0. 425 meters. 500 ml. Hdqtrs. 135th
Field Artillery 0. N. G. Wed, Fri. music. Sun.
church services.
Eastern.
AS6. San Antonio. Tex. 360 meters. 200 ml. U. S.
Army. Ft. Sam Houston.
Mon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7. St Paul. Minn. 400 meters. 500 ml. 6th Inf.
Minn. Nat'l Guard. St. Paul Armory. Daily ex
Sun, 2-2:30 pm, music, announcements. Tues, 8:3010 pm.
Thurs, 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BEI, Tacoroa, Wash. 400 meters. 100 mi. Camp Lewis.
U. S. Army. Third Signal Co. Dally ex Thurs. Sun,
6-7 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC, Calgary. Alta., Can. 430 meters. 1.000 ml.
Western Radio Co., Ltd. (Calgary Daily Herald).
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1 pm, 3-4. Daily, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CFCA. Toronto. Ont.. Can. 400 meters. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. weather: 2:30-3:30 pm,
news, music: 5:30-6, news: 8-9, concert. Sun. 6:457:20, 8:45 pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saying.
CFCB, Vancouver, B. C. Can. 440 meters. 1.500 ml
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily, 8:30-9 :30 pm, reports, news, music.
Pacific
CFCE, Halifax. N. S.. Can. 440 meters. 150 mi. Marment. coni Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainCFCF, Montreal, P. Q., Can. 440 meters. 1,000 mi.
Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Monday,
Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH, Iroquois Falls. Ont.. Can. 400 meters. 200 ml.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd. Dally, 8 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCK, Edmonton. Alta.. Can. 410 meters. Eadio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8-8:30 pm. music. Sun,
3:30-4:30 pm. Concert.
Mountain.
CFCN, Calgary. Alta., Can. 275, 440 meters. 1,500 ml.
W. W. Grant Radio Ltd. Slosan. '•Voice of the
Prairies." Mon. 9 pm. music. Fri. 10:30-12:30 pm.
dance music Sat, 10-12 pm. Wed, Sat, Sun, after
11:30 pm using test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX, London,
Ont., Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances, Ont., Can. International Radio
Develop. Co.
CFTC. Toronto, Ont.. Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
Licensed only.
CFYC. Vancouver, B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC, Calgary. Alta., Can. 410 meters. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan. ) Daily
ex Sat, 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA. Vancouver, B. C, Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver. Ltd.
CHCB. Toronto, Can. Marconi Co. No regular program.
CHCF, Winnipeg. Man.. Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHGS,
London,
Ont., Can.
London Radio Shoppe.
CHCX, Motreal, Que., Can..
B. L. Silver.
CHYC, Montreal. Que.. Can. 410 meters. 1,500 ml.
Northern Elec. Co. No regular schedule.
CHXC. Ottawa, Ont.. Can. 450 meters. 50 mi. J. R.
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed, S:30-ll pm. music, entertainment. Eastern.
CJBC, Montreal. Que., Can. 420 meters, 75 mi. Dupuis-Freres.
Wed. Fri, 9-10 pm, music.
Eastern.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.. Can. 450 meters. 1,000 mi.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm,
weather, markets, 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour.
8:30-9:30 pm. concert, reports.
Mountain.
CJCB, Nelson, B. C, Can. 400 meters. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett. Daily, 8-9 pm. music, news, reports. Pacific.
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 meters. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co., No regular program.
CJCE. Vancouver, B. C, Can. 420 meters. 150 mi.
Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun. 8-10, music, news
Pacific.
CJCH, Toronto. Ont.. Can.
United Farmers of Ontario
CJCI. St. John, N B.. Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. McLean. Holt & Co., Ltd. Daily. 8-9 pm, music, news
weather.
Eastern.
CJCN, Toronto, Ont., Can. Simons, Agnew & Co. Licensed only.
CJCS, Halifax. N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Tele
graph Co.
CJCY,
Calgary, Alta.. Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London. Ont., Can. 430 meters. 800 mi. Lon
don Free Press. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm, news
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 400 meters. 1.000 mi
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm
Tues. S-10 pm, Thurs, 7-8 pm, Fri, 8-10. Alternate
Sun, S:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC,
only. Toronto, Ont, Can. Evening Telegram. Licensed
CKAC, Montreal, Que.. Can. 430 meters. 1.000 mi. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm. 3:30. weather, news,
markets. 5-5:15, music. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 7-7:30 pm,
bedtime stories; 7:30-10 concert. Sun 4-5:30 pm,
music.
Eastern.
CKCB, Winnipeg, Man., Can.
T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CKCE,
Toronto, Ont, Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Regina, Sask.. Can. 420 meters. 1.500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30 am, news,
music: 1:15-2 pm, reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat, 7:30-8:15, music. Tues. 7:30-9 concert. Sun,
9 pm, sacred concert.
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John. N. B.. Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Radio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports. Eastern.
CKKC, Toronto, Ont. Can. Radio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
Licensed only.
CROC, Hamilton. Ont. Can. 410 meters. 100 mi.
Wentworth Radio Supply Co.. Ltd. Mon, Wed,
Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun, church services.
Eastern.
CKQC, London, Ont, Can. 410 meters. 50 mi. Radio
Supply
Co. Mon.
Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKY, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 450 meters. 500 mi.
Manitoba Tel. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm,
news, music; 1:45-2:00 pm, markets. Tues, Thurs,
Fri. 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 9-9:45 pm, concert.
CKZC,
Winnipeg.
Man., Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
DD5. Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Fitzsimmons
Gen. Hospital. Mon, Wed. Fri, S-9 pm, music.
Mountain.
DM4, San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. TJ. S.
Army. Kelly Field.
No regular schedule.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun. 8:15 pm, weather,
news, concert. Thurs, 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech.
Mountain.
KDKA. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 360 meters. 2,000 mi.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 1010:15 am, 12:30-1 pm, music: 6-9:55 pm. news features,
markets, concert; 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am,
church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 pm. 7:30. church service.
Eastern.
KDOW,'
is New New
York.York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
KDPM, Cleveland, O. 270 meters. Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co.
KDPT, San Diego, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Southern Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, news,
weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KDYL. Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1,800 mi.
Salt Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news,
music, entertainment.
Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego. Calif.
252 meters.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ. Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 200 mi. Oregon
Institute of Technology. Tues, 9-10 pm, educational
lectures, music.
Pacific.
KDYS, Great Falls. Mont 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Great Falls Tribune. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-10 pm, conSun, 4 pm, Ariz.
church360services."
KDYW. certPhoenix,
meters. Mountain.
100 mi. Smith
Hu<rhes & Co.
Daily ex Sat, 7-7:30 pm.
Mountain.
KDYX. Honolulu. T. H., Hawaii. 360 meters. 500 mi.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun,
12:15-1:15 pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment,
music talks. Sun, 11 am-12:15 pm, church services.
120th Meridian.
. _
,
KDZB, Bakersfield. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Frank
Siefert. Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, reports, music. Sun,
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDZE, Seattle, Wash. 360 meters. 500 mi. Seattle
Radio Assn. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30
pro, news, music. Mon, Fri, 7-8 pm, concert. Wed.
8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific
KDZF. Los Angeles. Calif. 278 meters. Automobile
Club of Southern California.

KDZG,
360 meters.
Cyrus Pierce
& Co. San Francisco, Calif.
KDZI. Wenatchee.
Wash.
360 meters.
700 mi.
Elec.
Supply
Co.
Daily ex Sun,
4:30-5:30
pm, music.
Mon. Wed.
Fri, 8-9
pm. music.
Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm,
church
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno, Nev.
360 meters.
50 mi.
Nevada Machine & Elec. Co. (Nevada State Journal).
Sun, 7-8
pm. Pacific.
KDZQ, Denver. Colo.
360 meters. Pyle & Nichols.
KDZR,
Bellingham,
Wash.
263 meters.
200 mi. The
Bellingham
Pub. Co.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 7-8:30 pm,
music, news, reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice.
Tues,
Sat. Sun, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle, Wash.
360 meters.
Seattle Radio Assn.
KFAD, Phoenix, Ariz.
360 meters.
200 mi. McArthur
Brothers.
Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather,
stock reports.
Mountain.
KFAE, Pullman, Wash.
360 meters.
1.500 mi.
State
College of Washington.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm,
lectures, music, readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver, Colo.
360 meters.
1.500 mi.
Western
Radio Corp.
Slogan, "Voice from the Rockies— Out
Where the West Is."
Daily ex Wed and Sun, 8-9
pm, music, reports, news.
Mountain.
KFAJ, Boulder, Colo.
360 meters.
800 mi.
Univ. of
Colo.
No definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN. Moscow. Ida.
360 meters.
200 mi. The Electric
Shop.
Tues, Thurs, Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm, music, reports.
Sun, church services.
Pacific
KFAP, Butte, Mont.
360 meters.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
360 meters.
City of San Jose.
KFAR. Hollywood, Calif.
360 meters.
Studio Lighting
Service Co.
KFAT, Eugene, Ore. 275 meters. 100 mi. Pae. Radio
Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm. lectures, music. Pacific.
KFAU, Boise. Ida. 270 meters.
200 mi.
Boise H. S.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news: 8:30 pm,
weather.
Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Thurs, 7:308 :15 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFAV, Venice, Calif.
258 meters.
50 mi.
AbbotKinney
Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:30
pm.
music.
Pacific.
KFAW, Santa Ana, Calif.
360 meters.
100 mi. Radio
Den.
Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm. news, reports, music
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAY,
Medford,
Ore.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Virgin
Radio Service.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFBB. Havre. Mont.
360 meters.
150 mi. F. A. Buttrey Co.
Daily ex Sun,
12:30 pm,
agriograms.

thedral. Sun. 11:15-12:30 pm, 8-9:15 church 6errices. Mountain.
KFDF, Casper. Wyo. 360 meters. 600 mi. Wyoming
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12:30 pm, weather, 6tocks.
Wed. Fri, 8-9 pm. music. Sun. 8-9 pm. sacred
music; 11-11:30. music.
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson, Ariz. 360 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Ariz. Tues, Thurs, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, lecture,
reports.
Mountain.
KFDJ, Corvallis. Ore. 360 meters. Oregon Agri. College.
Music Denver.
Co.
KFDL,
Colo. 360 meters. Knight-Campbell
ting.
KFDO, Bozeman, Mont. 360 meters. H. Everett CutKFDP. Des Moines. Iowa. 278 meters. 300 mi. Hawkeye Radio & Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-3:45 pm,
reports, music. Mon. 9-11 pm. music. Thurs, 9-11
pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
KFDR,
York. Neb.
360 meters.
Bullock's. .
Co.
KFDS, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. 'John D.
McKee.
KFDU, Lincoln, Neb. 240 meters. Neb. Radio Elec.
KFDV, Fayetteville, Ark. 360 meters. 300 mi. Gilbrech & Stinson. Slogan. "Southern. Gateway to the
Ozarks."
No regular schedule.
Central.
KFDX.
Church. Shreveport, La. 360 meters. First Baptist
KFOY, Brookings, S. D. 360 meters. S. D. State
College of Agri. & Mech. Arts. Mon, Sat. 8:30 pm,
music
Central. Tues, Thurs, 11 am, music, lectures, news.
son. Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Harry O. IverKFDZ,
KFEB, Taft. Calif.. 360 meters. 200 mi. City of Taft
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:15-7 pm, music, news.
Pacific.
KFEC, Portland. Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Meier &
Frank Co. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather, reports;
4-5 pm, music; 6:30 pm, markets, reports. ThurB,
Pacific.
9-10 pm, concert Sat, 11 am 12 m. children's hour.
KFEJ, Tacoma, Wash.
360_ meters.
Guy Greason.
KFEL, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. Winner Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 11, 11:45, stock reports; 3-4
pm, music. Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm, 12-1 am, concerts.
Sun. 9-10 am, church services.
Mountain.
KFEP, Denver, Colo. 240 meters. Radio Equipment Co.
KFEQ, Oak, Neb.
360 meters.
J. L. Seroggin.
KFER, Fort Dodge. la. 231 meters. Auto Electric
Service Co.

Serially Continuously —
BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Radio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one-fourth appearing this week, the second quarter to appear
next week, and the third part the -week following and the fourth will
have the state, city and station index.
f
The station schedules given here are listed alphabetically by call letters.
Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length, estimated
sure miles range of the station, the owner 's name, the slogan of the station if one is used, name of listener in ' ' club, ' ' the schedule of operating hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last week and is merely an
index. One wishing to find the calls of the stations in his vicinity,
will find this index useful. Three successive issues of Radio Digest
will give one the most complete and accurate list of broadcasting stations
obtainable.

tain.
weather, news. Tues. Fri. 8-9 :30 pm, music. MounKFBC, San Diego, Calif. 278 meters. 500 mi. W. K.
Azbill. Thurs. Sun. 8-9 pm. Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KFBD, Hanford. Calif. 360 meters. 200 mi. Clarence
V. Welch. Mon. Wed. 3-4 pm, 7:30-8:30. news,
music, agriograms. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 6-7 pm. music.
Fri, 3-4 pm,
9-10, news, music. Sun. 7-8 pm, church
services.
Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 360 meters. 50 mi.
R. H. Horn. Mon. Wed, Fri, 4-5 pm. Wed, Fri,
7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
KFBG,
Church.Tacoma. Wash. 360 meters. First Presbyterian
KFBH,
Co.

Marshfield, Ore. 360 meters. Thomas Musical

KFBK,

Sacramento. Calif. 283 meters. 300 mi. Kimball-Upson Co. Slogan, "Heart of California." Daily
ex. Sun, 6-6:45 pm, concert, news, codes. Wed. 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Sun, 10-11 am. ehurck service; 8-9 pm,
concert.
Pacific.
KFBL, Everett. Wash. 224 meters. 50 mi. Leese Bros.
Daily ex Sun. 7:15-8:15 pm.
Sun. 2-3 pm. Eastern.
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo. 360 meters. Chronicle News &
Gas & Elec. Supply Co.
KFBU,
Thomas.Laramie. Wyo. 360 meters. Bishop N. S.
KFCB, Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 500 mi. Nielsen
Radio Supply Co. Mon. Wed. Fri. 8-9 pm, music.
Tues, S-10, sports.
Mountain.
KFCD, Salem, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Tues, Wed, Fri. 7-S pm.
Pacific.
KFCF.
Walla
Walla.
Wash. 360 meters. Frank A.
Moore.
KFCH. Billings, Mont. 360 meters. 500 mi. Electric
Service Station, Inc. Wed. Fri, Sun. 7:30-9 pm.
music.
Mountain.
KFCK, Colorado Springs, Colo. 360 meters. Colorado
Springs Radio Co.
KFCL, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30
am. 12-12:30 pm, 4-4:30, 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Pacific.
KFCM.

Richmond, Calif. 244 meters. 500 mi. Richmond Radio Shop. Slogan. "Out Where the West
Ends." Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm. music Tues, Fri, 8-9
pm. music. Pacific.
KFCP. Ogden, Utah.
360 meters.
Ralph W. Flygare.
KFCV. Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 300 mi. Fred
Mahaffey. Jr. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:30-8 pm, marCentral.kets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, entertainment.
KFCY, Le Mars. la. 360 meters. 300 mi. Western
Union
Central. CoUege. Fri, 8-9 pm, music, educational.
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA, Baker. Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Adler's Music
Store. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music. Sun. 6-8
pm.
Pacific.
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 509 meters. 1.500 mi.
Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. weather, markets: 11-11:30. news, quotations; 2-3 pm. lectures, concerts. Mon. Wed, Fri. 8-10 pm, concert
Sun, 7-7:30
pm, Wash.
children's
KFDC,
Spokane.
285 stories.
meters. Pacific.
25 mi. B. B.
Cranev.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KFDD, Boise, Idaho.
360 meters.
St Michael's Ca-

KFEV. Douglas. Wyo. 263 meters. 250 mi. Felix
Thompson Radio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
KFEX, Minneapolis, Minn. 286 meters. 600 mi. Augsburg Seminary. Mon, Wed. Fri, 10:30 am. chapel.
Tues. Sat, 5 pm, music Sun. 9:15 pm, church
services.
Central.
KFEY, Kellogg, Ida. 360 meters. Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Const. Co.
KFEZ, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. American Society
of Mech. Engrs.
KFFA. San Diego, Calif. 244 meters. 200 mi. Dr. E.
tain.
O. Shelton.
Daily. 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
KFFB, Boise, Ida. 360 meters. 70 mi. Jenkins Fum.
Co. (Owyhee Hotel). Daily, 8-9 pm, concert. MounKFFE. Pendleton, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. Eastern
Ore. Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, S:30-9:30 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFFO, Hillsboro. Ore.
360 meters.
Dr. E. H. Smith
KFFP, Moberly, Mo. 275 meters. 300 mi. First Baptist
Church.
Slogan.
"The
Gospel
Messenger
of the Air."
Sun, 10:45 am, 8 pm, ehurck services.
Central
KFFQ, Colorado Springs, Colo. 360 meters. 250 mi
The Marksheffel Motor Co. Daily. 8:15 am, weather4-5 pm, concert. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special
program.
Mountain.
KFFR, Snarks, Nev. 360 meters. 50 mi. Jim Kirk.
Daily
ex Sat.
Sun, Pacific.
3:30-4 pm, entertainment. Mon,
10-11 pm,
special.
KFFV,
KFFX,
Oraw
KFFY,

Lamoni, la. 360 meters.
Graceland College
Omaha. Nebr. 278 meters. 600 mi. The McCo. Daily. 2:30-3:50 pm.
Central.
Alexandria, La. 360 meters. Pincus & Mur-

KFFZ,
Dallas,
Amusement
Co. Tex. 360 meters. Al. G. Barnes
phy, Inc.
KFGB, Pueblo. Colo.
360 meters.
Lowenthal Bros.
KFGC, Baton Rouge, La. 254 meters. Louisiana State
University.
No regular schedule.
KFGD, Chickasha, Okla. 360 meters. Chickasha Radio
& Elec. Co.
KFGH. Stanford Univ., Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi
Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular
schedule.
KFGJ, St. Louis, Mo. 266 meters. National Guards
Missouri.
KFGL. Arlington, Ore.
234 meters.
Arlington Garage.
KFGP,
Cheney, Kans.
229 meters.
Cheney Radio Co.
KFGQ. Boone, la.
226 meters.
Crary Hardware Co.
KFGV, rtiea, Nebr. 224 meters. 50 mi. Heidbreder
Radio Supply Co. No regular schedule.
KFGX. Orange. Tex. 250 meters. First Presbyterian
Shop.
Church.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central.
KFGY, Baudette, Minn. 224 meters. Gjelhaug's Radio
KFGZ. Berrien Springs. Mich. 268 meters. Emanuel
Missionary College.
KFHA. Gunnison, Colo. 360 meters. Colorado State
Normalex School.
"Where
the Sun markets.
Shines Every
Daily
Sun. 8:30
am. weather,
Tues,Day."
7:30
pm. entertainment.
Mountain.
KFHB, Hood River, Ore. 280 meters. P. L. Boardwell.
KFHD. St. Joseph, Mo. 226 meters. 50 ml. Utz Electric Co. Slogan. "Where the Mountains Meet the Sea."
Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm. Mon. Thurs, Sat, 8-9:30
pm, concert
Central.

K Ftian
H F. Church.
Shreveport,
KFHH.
Neah Bay.
MeCue.

La.
266 meters.
Central ChrisWash.
283 meters.
Ambrose A.

KFHI,
Wichita. Kans. 224 meters. Charles V. Dixon.
Company.
KFHJ,
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
360 meters.
Fallon
Co.
Co.HP, ucts9fkaloo,aKF
Kearney,
Neb.
KEH!;'
Ia~
KFHR, Seattle. Wash.

246 meters.
meters. Penn
RadioCollege.
Bug Prod227
270 meters. Star Elec. & Radio

KFI, Los Angeles. Calif. 469 meters. 2.000 mi. Ear!
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. 5-6 pm
kens.
8-11.
7-7:30 Pacific
pm, 8-li pm. Sun, 10:30-11:30 am. 4-5 pm.
KFIB, St. Louis, Mo.
244 meters.
Franklin W. JenKflC, Denver. Colo.
224
KFID,
Iola, Kans.
246
rage. Mon. Thurs, Sat,
StudentPortland,
Body.
KFIF,
Ore.

meters.
Phillip Laskowitz
meters.
Ross Arbuckles Ga7:30-8 pm.
Central.
360
meters.
Benson
Tech

KFIJ, Platte. S. D. 236 meters. Sidney I. Thorean.
KFIK,
Gladbrook, Iowa.
234 meters.
Gladbrook Elec.
Co.
KFIO,
Spokane,
Wash.
252 meters.
North
Central
High School.
KFIQ, Yakima, Wash. 224 meters. 200 mi. Yakima
> alley Broadcasting Assn. Slogan, "The Station That
cific.
Will Make 224 Famous." Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm
weather, markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert PaKFJD,
ins & Greeley.
Pub. Co.Colo. 236 meters. Weld County PrintKFKH,
Lakeside.
Colo. 228 meters. Denver Park
Amusement
Co.
KFZ, Spokane, Wash. 283 meters. 300 ml DoerrMitchell Elec. Co. Slogan, "In the Heart of the Inland
Empire." Tues, Fri, 7:30-9 pm, music Sun 6-7 pm
KGB. Tacoma. Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Tacoma
Daily Ledger — William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily '
ex
Sun, 7-9 pm. Sun, 5-7:30 pm. entertainment.
Pacific.
Pacific.
KGG, Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hallock &
Watson Radio Service. Slogan, "The Rose City."
Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, music, entertainment 7:30-8
pm, reports. Sat, 8-9 pm, answers to Radio questions
Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm, music. Pacific.
KGN, Portland. Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. Northwestern Badio Mfg. Co.
Irregular schedule.
KGO, Altadena, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii. 360 meters. 150 mi The
Honolulu Advertiser. Daily, 7:30-9 pm. Tues. Thurs
Sat, special program. 150th meridian. (Three hours
later than Pacific.)
KGW, Portland, Ore. 492 meters. 1.500 mi. Oregonian Pub. Co. Slogan, "KGW, Keep Growing
Wiser." Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, weather; 3:30-4 pm
woman's program; 7:30 pm, weather. Mon. Wed, Fri,
8-9 pm, concert. Mon, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, lecture; 11-12
pm. Hoot Owls. Sun, 7-8 pm. concert. Pacific.
KGY, Lacey, Wash, 258 meters. 250 mi. St Martins
College. Slogan, "Out Where the Cedars Meet the
Sea." Tues, Fri, Sun. 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert,
lecture, bedtime story.
Pacific
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. 395 meters. 2.000 mi. Los
Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:457:30, S-10.
Sun, 10-11 am. 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KHQ, Seattle, Wash.
360 meters.
Louis Wasmer
KJJ, Sunnyvale. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Radio
Shop.
Tues, 8:15-9 pm.
Fri, 7:30-8:15 pm.
Pacific.
KJQ, Stockton. Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Gould,
The Light Man. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert.
Mon.
Wed.
9-10
pm,
concert.
Sun,
10-11
am,
church
services.
Pacific.
KJR, Seattle. Wash. 270 meters. 1.500 m'. Northwest
Radio Service Co. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon, 7:30-8:30 pm, music. Tues. Fri, Sat,
S:30-9:30 pm, concerts, lecture, bedtime stories.
Thurs. 9-10:30 pm.
Pacific.
KJS, Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Bible
Inst, of Los Angeles. Tues, 7-7:30 pm. Thurs, 8-9.
sacred music, lectures, etc. Sun, 11:30-12:30 pm.
6-6:45, S-9, church services.
Pacific
KLN, Del Monte, Calif. 231 meters. Monterey Elec.
Shop. Daily, 12-1 pm, weather, markets, news; 7-8
Pacific.concert. Tues, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, 8-8:30, concert.
pm,
KLS, Oakland. Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Warner
Bros. Radio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri. S-9
pm.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX, Oakland, Calif. 360 meters. 500 ml Oakland
Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 3:15-5:15 pm, sports; 7-7:30.
news, entertainment. Tues, 8-9 pm. Fri, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 10-11 am. church services.
Pacific.
KLZ, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 mi. Reynolds
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm. news, markets,
bedtime
8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 8:3010:30 pm.story.
concert.Thurs,
Mountain.
KMJ, Fresno. Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. San Joaquin
Lt. & Pr. Corp. Tues, Fri, S-9 pm, music. Sun, 5-6
pm, music.
Pacific.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Tacoma
Times. (Love Electric Co.) Daily ex Sun, 6-7 pm,
9:15-10. concert, news, lecture.
Pacific.
KNI, Eureka, Calif.
360 meters.
T. W. Smith.
KNN, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi, Bullock's. Temporarily discontinued.
KNT, Aberdeen. Wash. 263 meters. 600 mi. Grays
Co.
Pacific Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, conHarbor cert.Radio
KNV,
Los Angeles, Calif.
360 meters.
Radio Supply
KNX,
Los Angeles.
Calif. 360 meters.
& Supply
Co.
Elec. Lighting
KOB. State College. N. M.
360 meters. 500 mi. N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts. Daily 11:55-12 m. 9:55-10 pm,
time, reports.
Mon
cert. Mountain.
WTed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, conKOP, Detroit, Mich.
286 meters.
1.500 mi.
Detroit
Police
Dept.
Slogan,
"Safety First."
Daily ex Sun,
Eastern.
1 pm, 6 :30, reports, police information,
emergency.
KPO.
San Francisco,
Calif.
423 meters.
1,500 mi.
Hale Bros., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:15 pm. music.
Tues, Thurs. Sat. 8-10 nm. concert, lectures.
Sun.
11-12:30 pm, church services. Paciflc.
KQI, Berkeley, Calif.
360 meters.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood River. Ore.
360 meters.
Anple City Radio
Club. Sun,
Slogan,
Daily pm,
ex
Sat,
6 pm,"Apple
news. CityMon,of the
Wed, West."
Fri, 6:30
music.
Wed.
9 pm,
special.
Pacific.
KQV. Pittsburgh, Pa.
360 meters.
300 mi. DoubledayHill Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm; 4:30-5.
music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert.
Fri.
4:30-5:15 pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW,
San Jose. Calif.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Chas.
D. Herrold.
Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm.
Wed, S-9
pm, Berkeley.
concert.
Pacific.
KRE,
Calif.
360 meters.
600 mi.
Maxwell
Elec. Co.
Mon, 8-10 pm.
Wed, 9-10 pm, concert.
Pacific.
tral.
KSD. St. Louis, Mo.
546 meters.
1,500 mi.
St Louis
Post Dispatch.
Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 9:40, 10:40,
11:40, 12:40 pm. 1:40, 2:40, 4. 8. Thurs and Sun.
silent nights.
Mon, Fri, 11:30 pm, concerts.
CenKSL, San Francisco. Calif. 360 meters. 50 mt The
Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
KSS. Long Beack. Calif. 229 meters. Prest & Dean
Radio Co. No regular schedule.
KTW. Seattle. Wash. 360 meters. 500 mi. First
Presbyterian Church. Sun. 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30.
7-9:30, church service.
Paciflc.
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mi.
San Francisco Examiner. Slogan. "The Voice of the
West." Daily ex Sun, 9-10 am. concert, chat to housewives: 11-12. reports; 2:30-3:30 pm, lecture, news; 9
am, 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather reports. Sun, 9-10 am.
5-6 pm. news.
Paciflc.
KUS, Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. City
Dye Works. & Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30
am. setting up exercises: 12-12:30 pm. concert, time.
Mon. Thurs, Fri. 5-2:30 pm. features. Tues. Fri.
4-4:30 pm, code practice. Wed, Fri. 6-6:45 pm, concert. Paciflc
(NOTE — The second part of the station schedule list
will appear next week.)
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Ottta rr.it*]. Miry E. To«t:
12:00-12:55 P. M
Luncbton
music. Tr* Room
Orchestr* : 4:45-5:00 P.
M
ort«i\ m-il«l
M»ry K. Vop . 7:45-9:00 P. M..
Oontvrt. WOO Orvhntri.
Robert E. tloKUii. dlm'tor;
»:©0 P. M.. Ont»n rr.it*!. Miry E. V«ft
WWJ
(EutKII. 517). 8:30 P. M.. Ooncrrl, Xrirs Orcbestr«: Town Crier: William M. Scbuniikvr. nnor; C
Brace Myers. baritone; Mrs. Era OeriUegrr. soprano.

Saturday, June 23
CfCA (Eastern. Daylilht Savlnt. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Musk-aI program. Selection Iroru "E M. s. Pina/orr,."
Star Orchestra; Ernest Morgan, baritone; "VaUe
Bluette." Orchestra; "I'ntll the Dltra." W. Woods,
rornetist: Ernest Morgan, baritone; "Peer Cynt."
Orchestra: "Nocturne In E Flat." Harry Adasldn.
TloUnlst: Ernest Morgan, baritone; "Mignonette."
"Ru-sian
Serenade."
Orchestra.
KNJ iPaciAc. 400). 230-3:30 P. M.. Musical matinee.
Bouguet's
Southland
Serena Jers: 8:00-10:00 P. M.,
rt, L-abelle Daylight
IlKvk's Savins.
Hawaiian 345).
Quarter.
RVW (Central.
8:58 P. M..
Mu.i.-al program, courtesy of \V. \V. Kimball Co. :
Cope Barrey's Orchestra; 9 25 P. M., "Under the
Ermine Lamp." Youth's Companion.
WBAP (Central. 476). 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bible Class.
Mr- W. F. Emum.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital from Stanley Theater; Dinner
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: 2M-3M P. M.. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra: "Affairs of toe Heart," Betsy
Logan; 4:30-6:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Vgo Savino's
Orchestra from Cafe LaRiriere: 730 P. M.-8:00 P. M..
Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy.
WFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1:00 P. M.. Address. "Current History Comment." Prof. Clyde Eagleton. Southern Methodist University: 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Concert.
Studio Orchestra. Mrs. L. Dlllard Estes. School of
Music. East
Texas P.
StateM..Teachers'
College.
Texas:
11:00-12:00
Recital. Paul
VanCommerce.
Katwijk.
Southern Methodist University.
WFI (Eaatarn. Daylight Saving. 395). 3:00 P. M..
Musical program: 4:00 P. M., Recital: 6:30 P. M„
Final baseball scores; 7:00 P. M., Safety talfc. Stanley Cowman: 8:00 P. M., Short talks: 8:15 P. M..
Song recital and musical program.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Clifford Gorman, organist: 730S:00 P. M., Concert. Louisville Gymnastic AsS'n
Players: Dorothy Watson, soprano; Mildred Kirk, contralto: Leo J. Sandman, tenor: Edward Watson. Jr..
baritone : Helen Scholl. soprano; Lucy Elliott, reader;
Maurice Garefin. baritone.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1.-00-2:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz: 3:00-4:30 P. M., Dance
program; 6."00-6:45 P. M.. Dinner music and baseball scores: 7:00-7 30 P. M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle
Wlp: 820-9:00 P. M., musical program: 10:10 P. M..
Dance music. Charlie Kerr's Orchestra.
C. C. Hall: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert: 930-10:00
WHO (Central, 400). 830 P. M.. Concert. Aeolian
Talk. Paul Rader; Music from The Chicago Tabernacle: 9:15 P. M.. Concert. The Lester Quartet.
WMC (Central, 400). 830 P. M.. Concert. Aeolian
Mandolin Sextette. B. L. Sharp, director.
W0C (Central. 484). 330 P. M., Educational talk.
C. C. Hall; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert: 9:30-10:00
P. M.. Dance program. P. S. C. Orchestra.
W00 (Eaatern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-1130 A.
■ .. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00
P. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.

Sunday, June 24
WBAP (Central, 476). 11:00.12:15 P. M., Church services. Firsi Methodist Church, Bev. J. W Bergin
■MM*
WDAR
(Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). I rOO P. M
Organ recital from Stanley Theater.
WFAA (Central. 476), 230-330 P. M„ Bible Class
Dr. William ML Anderson. Jr., pastor First Presbyterian Church, teacher: 9:30-10*0 P. M.. Choristers
from Ervay Street Baptist Church; 10:00-11:00 P. M ,
Concert. Ashley's Kidd Springs Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 4:00 P. M..
Chapel serricef; 7 30 P. M„ Services. Arch Street
Presbyterian Church, Dr. Edward Macartney, minister; Alton, EL, Dougherty, organist: 930 P. M., Organ
recital.
W6V (Eastern. 380). 10 *K> A. M„ Church services.
State Street Presbyterian Church. Schenectady: Ser"The Meaning
of Courage,"
Rev. P A.Scottish
Macdooald;mon.630
P. M„ Thistle
Day Celebration.

body Else,"
Bogrr
Hill Diner
Orcheatr*:
w alter
Philllpa,
v Lady."
"Japanese
by " "PIMMbar •
Don't Talk About
Me When
111 LullaOrehMUm;
Walter Phillips Orcheatr*; 8, A 1 Trio:
Sonff. B EJADon
w*. U
"Cultarrero.*
M( Keeror,
riolinut : 8. A I Trio.
WMC' (Central.
400), Pappalardo.
830 P. M„ director.
Concert, Hotel G*yoso
(r*. Gasper
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-11:30 A.
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M..
I.ii?K-heon music. Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5:00 P.
M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Mtt, John Wanamaker Commercial Institute Band.
Arthur A. Bosander. director; 9:15 P. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.

SPECIAL offer list
(Continued from page 2)
tance Switch: 1 Martln-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
r; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.i; B*y-0-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1H volts;
Dubllier Ducon: Dubiller Mlc»don Type 600 (.006 mfd.) :
Dubllier Mic*don Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubiller
By-P»ss Condenser (1 mfd.>. Premier Universal Radio
Jack. Filament Control Fire Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 2j0 Variable Resistance, panel mounting.

Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons
and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Bheostat;
1 Schlndler Badio Freouency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Polnt Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 19Polnt Inductance Switcth: Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd); Ray-O-Vac Xo. 4151 B Battery.
22H volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery. 3 cells 4% volts;
Electrad Variohm. with mica condenser; Dubiller ByPass Condenser (2 mfd): CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A).

Class E Articles

For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat: 1 Decima 3-Plate Variable Condenser: Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 4 cells 1% volts; Dubiller Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget
Tube and Socket.

Class r

Class H Articles

For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer Xo. 22S
W": 1 Decima 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Badio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3, or B-4> ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
; Eav-O-Vac
Xo. 62301
Battery denser
-15 volts;
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
volts; Dubilier Duratran (B. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.); Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.): Premier Hege-.
hog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, i to 1 Batio;
Turney Spider Web Coll Mount, Type B.

Novel

Air.

Cap-

PATENT

There
common

are nights rare in winter, and
in the summer, when it is impossible to bring in distant stations. This
is due to atmospheric conditions bej'ond
control. This condition should be met
philosophically as something that cannot
be avoided, and not used as the basis of
a complaint to the Radio dealer who sold
you your set.

For

Perfect

We are Manufacturers

of

C A IT C
for CANOES
JnlLu BOATS & YACHTS
a*4 S»rai

Hm*s.

Write for Prices and Information

LOUIS J. LARSON, 45 Fulton St, N. Y. C.

1

Reception

You Must Use

The Reader's View

By E. T.

Talking- Transformers
I have just read in the Digest for May
12 an article by a fan who. while presumably sane and sober, heard voices
coming out of his box without the use of
phones. If he is an ordinarily cautious
man, he wrote you anonymously, or under
non from
de plume
"Munchausen"
avert
athevisit
a Volstead
squad or ato lunacy
commission; yet I'm perfectly ready to believe every word of his tale, for I, too,
can pull the plug out of my Flewelling
set and she goes right on talking. Don't
shoot! I'll come down! The explanation, as I have doped it out, is ridiculously
simple and obvious when you think of it.
As surmised by the other fan, credit for
the performance is due to an AF transformer, and I'll bet my last dollar (which
is the only one the Radio dealers have left
me) he has the same type of transformer
ner.I, as only one kind will act in this manas
This transformer is simply an enclosed
type, with a figure 8 core, the shield being
of iron in the shape of a cylinder. The
whole affair looks like a black tin can
about 2 inches in diameter and 3 inches
long. Roughly sketched, its cross-section
is like the one shown in the illustration.

PRIMARY

CORE:

Tou get it now, don't you? The plate
current simply magnetizes the core, which
attracts and vibrates the circular ends of
the case, or drum. These ends thus become, in effect, diaphragms and the
transformer simply a double-end teleMy fellow-lunatic will find that, in all
phone.
probability, this transformer couples his
first and second stages, as the current
from the detector tube is probably not
powerful enough to vibrate these stiff
disks audibly. He will also find that turning on the rheostat of the second stage
will make the transformer "shut up," as
this closes the secondary circuit in the
transformer, allowing a current to be induced therein in the opposite direction
from that passing through the primary
coil, thus neutralizing the magnetizing effect of the primary on the core.
Thus, a "loud speaking transformer"
could be easily constructed, but the secondary would be useless; that is, the "doodad" could not be used as a loud speaker
and a transformer at the same time.
So you see this fan and I simply have a
very inefficient built in telephone — inefficient because it was not designed for that
purpose and the stiff case-ends work as
diaphragms merely through what might
be
called
Louis,
Mo. coincidence. — L. B. Godbey, St.

MANUFACTURER'S AGENTS

Wanted in leading cities for High
Grade Products, nationally known
and advertised. Sales last season
over quarter million. State lines
handled and territory.

1500 Miles On One Tube Set

35.00
22.50

AMSCO
Broome

PRODUCTS,

St., Chicago

Complete parts for Regenerate Receiver. We hear
Havana. Cuba, regularly on this receiver. It consists
of the following standard parts: 1 180° variocoupler.
1 23-plate variable condenser, 1 Howard socket, 1
Klosner vernier rheostat, 1 Fada switch lever, 14
switch points. 2 switch stops, 8 binding posts, 1
7".v9" bakelite panel, 1 mahogany cabinet, 2 3"
dials, copper shield for panel, bus wire, tube Solderall, and connecting diagram.
CIO QC

45.00
145.00

Dealers

INC.

& Lafayette Sts.,.New York City

Variable Condenser Too Larg-e
(Submitted by T. Z., Jersey City, X. J.)
Question. — My Flcwelling set is very selective and pretty loud, but I do not get the
steady high pitched whistle when I have tuned
in a station because I have to tutu down the
filament to reduce the whistle in order to bring
in the station. Would the 43-plate variable
condenser that I am using have any effect on
this?
Answer. — Using a 43-plate condenser usually
means utter failure with the Flewelling set,
because the set tunes so sharply that one is>
unable to handle such a large sized condenser.
Xote also that the value given for the coils
is such that maximum results are secured by
the use of the smaller condensers such as a 7
to 11-plate. If only the values that have been
given in the various articles are used, you
will find that the rheostat is only useful to
turn the filament off or on, and does not in any
way aid in tuning. Change your condenser
to a smaller one. turn your tube on full, and
you will see that the whistle will stay even
after the station is tuned in.

Get a License First
In order to operate a transmitting station, two licenses must be obtained — an
operators' license and a station license.
The operator must be able to transmit and
receive at least ten words a minute, each
word consisting of five letters or characters. He must also comply with certain
regulations detailed in the pamphlet issued by the L'nited States Government
entitled "Radio Communication Laws of
the United

States."

RITTER
$100

We are originators of the knock-down portable loop
aerial. Packed in individual cartons. CONTENTS
— Green silk covered wire, wood parts, binding posts
and complete instructions on how to assemble and
operate.
By mail
10c extra.

Ritter Radio Corp.

230

Canal

NEW

Street

YORK

BOX 21
Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison

They satisfy the most exacting. Perfect
spacing, permanent adjustment — finished
in white nickel.
$5.50
6.00
6.50

(Editor't Xote. — 77ti8 department is written
tin Mr. FletcelUng, tin inventor of the jam out
super circuit. From the questions sent him
■ • k care oj Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most Informative Jor all and
answers it in this column.)

Directional Characteristics

Vernier Condensers

13 plate
23 plate
43 plate
At All Good

ANSWERS
Flcwelling ,

"vThen an inverted L-type antenna is
used at a transmitting station and it is
desired to radiate the greatest amount of
energy in the direction of a particular
station, the end at which the lead-in is
connected is pointed in the direction of
the station with which it is desired to communicate. The reason for this arrangement is that electromagnetic waves radiate
more strongly from this end, thus providing directional characteristics which
may be used to advantage.

Mailed
for
* ^-OOto
Above Postnaid
outfit completely
assembled and«P ready
•listen in."
*1 "7 QC
Maile<l
Postpaid for Miscellaneous «P Our
* I Price
.VO
List Price
$ 9.00 Cunningham 301A Tube (% amp.).$
5.70
9.00 U. V. 201A Tube (% amp.)
5.75
$.50 XT. V. 19$ Tube (A amp.)
5.90
6.50 W. D. 11 Tube (% amp.)
5.75
6.50 W.Radiola
D. 12V Tube
(hi amp.)
205.00
with Extra
Radio $149 5.85
50

AMSCO

ATTORNEYS

RADIOPHANS

Insulator

a very neat and efficient lead-in insulator.
The diagram is self-explanatory. — Lloyd
Johnson, Liberty, Ind.

WLW (Central, Daylight Saving. 309). 8:00 P. M.,
Concert, "Hilo Bay," "Old Fashioned Days." "Some-

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
Lawyer. 624 F Street, Washington,
D. C.

Lead-in

A piece of conduit %-inch longer than
the wall is thick and two condulets make

WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00 A. M..
Church services from Holy Trinity Chapel; Organ recital, Ernest Felix Potter.
WMC (Central. 400). 11:00 A. M„ Church services. St.
Mary's
Episcopal
3 30 P. M„ MemphisLittle Bock
baseballCathedral;
game.

WBAP
475). 930-1030 P. M.. Concert,
Ramblers(Central.
Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54 P.
H., Organ recital from Stanley Theater; Dinner
music. Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; 2:00-3*0 P. M.. Song
recital: 4 30-6*0 P. M., Musical program; "Affairs
of thetimeHeart."
BetsyDaddy;
Logan; 8*0
730-8*0
P. M.,A. Bedstories. Dream
P. M.-l:00
M„
Short talks: Song recital; Dance music. Howard
Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WFI (E«stern. Daylight Saving, 395). 1*0 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra3*0 P. M.. Musical program by Philadelphia artists:
435 P. M.. Concert; 630 P. M.. Dinner music
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra: 7*0-7:30
P. M„ Children's Own Half Hour. Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eaatern, 380), 7:45 P. M„ Minstrel program
General Elec. Co.. Pittsfleld; "Old Black Joe."
"Fare Thee Well," "Dixie." "Sailing," Minstrels:
"Wonderland of Dreams," Otto Heidel; M:r:=-re!
humor: "What's the Matter with the Mail," Clarence
Rhoades: "Kentucky Babe," "There Little Girl. Don't
Cry." Quartet; Minstrel humor; "Georgia Cabin Door."
Thomas Mead, baritone; Poetry. Harry Finch; "Beat
It While Your Shoes Are Good," Ernest Beron:
Darky monologue. Frank Warren; "Old Kentucky
Home. " Minstrel.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra: Clifford Gorman, organist.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11*0-2*0 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bor.awitz; 3:00-430 P. M., Artist recital; 6:00-6:45 P. M., Dinner music; BaseWip. ball scores; 7*0-7 30 P. M„ Bedtime stories. Uncle

FLEWELLING

Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal "-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21 -Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Decima Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.i; Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd): Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd. I ; Premier Hegehog A- F. Transformer. 4 to
2 Ratio.

Societies of N. Y. ; Sermon, "Thistle Day and the
Place
don
aid. of the Scotch in History." Rev. P. A. MacWHAS (Central. 400). 9:57 A. M.. Organ music: 10*0
A. M., Church services under auspices of the Methodist Temple; Bev. Dr. Chas. A. Humphrey, pastor;
4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert under auspices of Carolyn
Pell.
WHK
(Eastern, 360). 8*0 P. M.. Concert. WHK Or-

Monday, June 25

Articles

For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent: 1 Acme Pot-Bheo (potentiometer and rheostat):
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
Bay-O-Vac Xo. 2151 B Battery, 22% volts; Dubilier
Bv-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.): Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd).

DIGEST

MAG
Colin B. XAV
Kennedy OX
Set.

$24 119.50
95

Ttmmons Audiophon'e!
Loud Speaker
24.45
Bristol
' Jr.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
"B" Batteries.
Never
over 5 days 16.95
old.
1.75 Eveready 22% Volt No. 763
95
3.00 Eveready 22% Volt No. 766
2.10
5.50 Eveready 45 Volt Nc. 767
3.95
3.50 Lightning Switch
1.95
5.00 Variocoupler,
Queen. 180° bakelite,
green silk wound
2.00
Everything guaranteed as firsts. Money order or
checks. Send for special piioa list- We pay postage.

RADIO

SUPPLY

?,*4 W. Stiegrl Street

Summer Static
Overcome

ANTENELLA
Xo aerial or antenna needed.
Eliminates aerial, outside wiring, lightning
arresters and other inconveniences inductive to static. Plug Antenella in any lighting socket and you can enjoy Radio in any
room in your house.
No current consumed.

New Improved Antenella
NOW
$1.25
ONLY
At

your

formerly $2.00

dealer's — otherwise
send
purchase
and you will be supplied postpaid.

shmem

Condenser

STORES
Manheim.

Pa.

106
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NEW
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RADIO
FIRST

WALLA

INDI-GEST
WALLA

PROGRAM

(Continued
from where we were interrupted
last week.)
for this suspicious occasion.
Article C. — Bambdin Bray, chief head official announcer not
emeritus will announce. After announcing all that he
has to announce he will not announce any more until
there's something more to announce. At present there is
nothing to announce except that he will announce. (P.S. —
Bambdin Bray, chief head official announcer, uses deaf
and dumb sign language in all his announciug when he
announces.)
Article D. — (Four and one-third coupons and a plugged jitney.) The
first act to be broadcast. Le Moqueur and Ellis Broaklewse will
terpsichore a synthetic dance before
the microphone. (Listen in for this.
It's gonna be good.)
Article E. — Community Chorus. All
listeners in will sing to the direction of Mr. Wattlemusical
Knees, Indigest's
ultraordinary
director.
Wattle Knees will direct before the
microphone with a muffled baton so
that no noises will be made to
destroy the great vast multitude of
Mr. V/attle Knees,
noises of our listeners in.
musical director,
walking south
Article F. — Soft shoes dance by Pollv
W. and Rita M. Silent hobnail
army shoes have been ordered from
the U. S.mentous
Steal
moment.Corp. for this moArticle G. — Motion Picture, "Why
Wallow
Walla Walla?"
ario byin
Alogonquin
Tonsils ScenIII ;
Filmed by Spider Webb ; Misdirected by Lillian G.
Article H. — A trip through the Walla
Walla Museum. A portable microphone will be carried throughout
the entire length of this venerable
hall so that all exhibits may be
heard.

OUR vacation, wherever spent, offers a
host of Eadio possibilities. The man
in the cool, northern wilderness, the
person sojourning at any one of the
small lake resorts, the individual who
prefers to rest in the country; in fact,
all are realizing the full service which
their small receiving set can furnish. News, baseball
scores, market reports, music, invisible drama, and the
multitude of innovations already made possible by the
thoughtfulness of studio
directors, are all there for
the tuning.
"With fifty
super
stations keeping
the
various sections of the
country well supplied with
broadcast service, it is indeed a poor set that cannot tune in several plants.
Again, a set which can reach only one hundred miles
out from a city home, is almost sure to do much better
than that when installed in a small country town, out
on a "farm, at seaside, or in the mountains.

UTOMOBILE tours have had a great revival in interest since it has been
demonstrated that one can keep in
touch with the world by Eadio, even
while speeding along. The popularity
of the passenger car has hardly had
a slump, but the fact remains that
the receiving of broadcasting stations en tour has added
a new thrill to the jaded similarity of swallowing the
unlaid dust of the car just ahead. An aerial around
the top of the car, a loop,
or even a hastily erected
single wire to some nearby
tree, plus a compact portable set equipped with dry
cell tubes, make an unbeatable combination to
fill in the leisure moments
when the tourist has just about had his fill of holding
the car on the road and wishes to rest. Then, too, the
storage battery equipment of the average machine
makes it very simple to use one 's regular set -with the
larger tubes.

Condensed

Bambdin
Bray
Atrticle I. — Collection taking for
head announcer,
$000,000,000,000.19 to help pay off
and bouncer
the victors in the Stebbins Degenerative Set Contest.
Article J. — None has been set inasmuch as this is the finale.
All artists will gather before the microphone to smile and
bow for the listeners in after which the antenna will be
lowered by Mike and Izzy.

In Quest of the KanooBs
Part

II— In Italy

For days they searched the forests, no Kanoofis could be found.
(Misery, no
don't
pester me.)
luck.)
They hunted high and low for
it, all over the ground. (Simply
"It can't be here," said one of them, "Let's pack our things and
go." (Merrily we roll along.)
Ah, that's the
question."
Another said, "I know
(Wise
guy.)
"We'll go to sunny Italy, where the wild spaghetties
grow.
(Oh, Marie,
my Marie.)
Rowers.)
"And the hot Tomale bushes are blooming in a row.
(Prettty
"Where to?

"You're

on!" they all exclaimed at once, "We're going to a
clime.
(Isn't it warm to-day?)
senoritas smoke and dance and drink Italian wine."
(Burn my clothes.)
They journied to a little town, GARLICO
was its name.
(Hamburger.)
An old Italian stronghold
which through smell had won its
fame. (Lillies of the alley.)
And here they met Marcroni,
a duke of great renown, (Very
episetic.)
Who told them that he knew where a Kanoofis could be found.
(Smart feller.)
He said there was an island in the ocean far away. (And she
wore a yellow ribbon.)
The name of it and where itdo was,
tell.)he did not care to say, (Oh,
But he told us when the wind blew West, and the ether waves
rolled high, (Heave to, me lads.)
To look for it with all our might, and we'd find it bye and bye.
(Mama go bye-bye, too?)
We told him that he was a prince, although he claimed not
such, (Not he.)
And mentioned he had helped us out in general, much too much.
(Big hearted.)
Then we left GARLICO, bound for Egypt, valley of the kings.
(Tut, tut.)
—ROZEE.
Now
get the next installment
and we'll tell you
startling
things.
(Gee, I'm gonna get it, too.)
(Cheer up, only two more parts.)

By DIELECTRIC
The owners of Station CFCN have launched into
the business of manufacturing broadcasting sets and
have already sold sets for use in Canada, Mexico and
South America. Their programs are heard at considerable distances from Calgary and the W. W. Grant
Eadio, Ltd., is pretty well known in all parts of this
country. Soon these Eadiophone broadcasters will be
talking back to the maker in Spanish.
When President Harding starts out on his trip across
country he will have at hand a very powerful set
installed in his private car. This is the first time that
a broadcasting set of such power has been used on a
railway train. It will also mark an epoch in the
speechmaking of a head of this nation. Never before
has it been possible for the rest of us to hear presidential addresses when hundreds of miles away, but
now we may follow him as he speeds across the land
stopping to speak at various towns enroute. Eadio
does it!

"Where

Mike Rofarad Sez It's a Tight Squeeze

Dear Mr. Gest : I have frequently heard mention of real,
dyed-in-the-wool Radioknuts, and some of them are interesting specimens, but have you heard anything to beat this?
I have a girl friend who is such a confirmed Radioknut that
she refers to her Gossard as her "Variable condenser" ! Yours
Ellis Bhoaklbwse
disrespectfully,

A -B -G
AMPING
out is a time-honored sport.
From the time of the tribes of Israel,
and thousands of years before that,
the tent has been a shelter accepted
by all. Thus we find many lovers of
the great outdoors breaking away
from the daily routine and making
their home in a camp under the canvas spread of a tent
where they can hear the bombardment of the rain
pitter-patter and the call of the night birds. But add
the marvel of the twentieth century to the scene. Easily
erected, operated and
maintained, a camper's
portable set provides that
contact and cheer of the
busy world, but in the isolation of the wilderness.
The tenderfoot may find
camping
boresome
at
times, but Eadio will give him the entertainment and
news, the lack of which is troubling him. Certainly,
your vacation will be with Eadio.
Why not?

lt.STAU.E0 ftftrtO.O R*«TON**l

V»tn£,i*t Go-**? V>, 5vecv Mvs
T*.*£ls,T»,e £>,crw«tt Ohu.<tvt Beuow.
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I— The Antenna
BY GOSH

Does

Beginners
Which?

IS for antenna
Put up to bring in sound,
Sometimes it brings in lightning.
Through your set, down to the ground.

Indigest Plant Mustava Gall!
The Walla Walla government has the whole alphabet to
choose station calls from as no stations have been assigned
calls there up to date. When Indigest established its station
on this tropical isle the head gazunkus of the political ring
said, "Indi. my most valuable counsel, you can choose any
call you please for your station." — Now we put it up to you !
Indigest is going to call on its readers to contribute a
name for our plant. Send in your suggestions at once and
we are going to pick the best one and award one genuine
brass, beveled edge, round switch point to the one who sends
in the winner. The picture of this marvelous and magnanimously inspired prize will appear next week.
Watch for it !
Asleep here is Tom
McAlaster Oeyre.
He put vp an antenna
And tried to toalk wire.

Looking Ahead
In Next Week's Issue of Indigest Anticipate Nothing

Eadio control of the movements of ships has been
tried with success on more than one occasion; a notable
instance of this was the sinking of the Battleship
Iowa off Panama Bay. There was no one on board
as the ship was directed to the right or left in giving
practice to the American gunners in hitting vessels
under steam. More recently the Trench have tested
the use of Eadio in directing an airplane under similar
conditions — pilotless. Prom the take-off to landing
each move of the plane was actuated by Eadio-control
devices. It may be found practicable to substitute
this medium in many lines now dependent solely on the
presence of men.
Mississippi has resisted the impulse to join her sister
states in the modern method of addressing the world
until now. The first station to be licensed is the University of Mississippi, which has decided on programs
of college songs and orchestra music. No doubt the
alumni of this institution will be pleased to hear
from their alma mater, but I am expecting to learn of
educational features in the fall that will appeal to
hundreds besides.
Not long ago Station WOE had rather an unique
feature on its program when Bebe Daniels was interviewed by David A. Balch, editor of Movie Weekly.
Miss Daniels was warned that not only Eadiophans
all over this country would hear her replies to his
questions, but that the young lady with pad and pencil
in the studio would take down every word to be given
later to the readers of his paper. Judging from her
answers she had prepared herself for the ordeal and
made some pretty good "shots" in reply.
We are coming more and more to realize how very
necessary Eadio is to obtain a large hearing on any
subject at any one time. In a case of distress, such
as that recently in Colorado, Texas, an appeal may be
made to folks in every state in the Union from a
broadcasting station and quickly benefit thereby. A
cyclone having struck this Texas town leaving much
suffering in its wake, WBAP was asked to broadcast
an appeal for funds.
They poured in.
Preaching in churches with empty pulpits is becoming a thing of usual occurrence. Polks sit in their regular pews, singj join in prayer and listen to sermons
with no preacher anywhere in sight. When a church
in Birmingham, Ala., found themselves without a
preacher for the evening service they just made use of
the pastor of another church in the city whose message
was being broadcast. Another small church in New
Jersey used a loudspeaker to fill their pulpit at short
notice and it did well for the entire service of a church
in New York city was brought to the congregation.

KADIO

June 2$, 1923
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First Steps for Beginners in Radio
Chapter VI — About Crystal Detectors
By Thomas
years in the earlier stapes
several and
FORof Radio
before the development
of broadcasting stations most
Radio
reception was accomplished with crystal
toat
scoffed
are
detectors. Although they
il.iv for long range work very remarkable
records were hung up in other days. Perhai s this was due to the fact that one had
!o use a crystal and for that reason coaxed
the most out of it. Even today it stands
superior to the tube for clearness and freefroin noise as one can testify after
listening to a reflex set using a crystal
detector.
Crystal Detector Action
Just how the crystal detector functions
is still a matter for debate but the prevailing theory is that of rectification. The
currents induced in the receiving apparatus, are, as we have learned previously,
of extremely high frequency.
At 400 me-

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
into place with tinfoil. A brass plate on
the base makes contact to the crystal
holder and permits the crystal being
moved until the most sensitive spot is

11

BEGINNERS
will find the accompanying series by Mr. Benson very
helpful
in learning
the rudiments
of the po]
Radiophony.
The articles yet to appear are:
Detector
Theory
Chapter XI— How Super Regeneration
Chapter
VII— Tube
Is Accomplished.
and Operation.
Chapter
tion. XII— Reflex Circuit OperaChapter
tector.VIII— The Regenerative DeFrequency
Chapter
XIII— About Headsets and
Chapter IX — Radio
Loud Speakers.
plification.
Frequency
Chapter
XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.
Chapter X — Audio

"1

found.
Experiments have been tried using various substances other than metal wires for
contacts. Graphite is said to be superior
to either silver or gold cat whiskers. The
lead from a hard lead pencil sharpened at
one end and attached with a small spring
to the arms of the detector stand, shown
in Figure 28, makes what is classed the
best form of galena detector both as replification.
gards sensitiveness and freedom from
burning out from static.
AmIron Pyrites Detector
Let us now consider the iron pyrites.
Amfeet of this current is to charge the con- color and fractures very unevenly when This crystal is shown preference by the
denser connected across the phones and split.
For Radio work a good piece of galena Radiophans chiefly because it gives good
the potential of the condenser will vary
results without much care in adjusting.
as the amplitude
of the current waves. is superior to iron pyrites but a good piece It permits of more pressure being put on
is rare and to be treasured. Galena is
very sensitive to heat and its detecting
r\
properties are ofttimes completely destroyed by the heating incurred during its
mounting in metal. For that reason the
crystal should be obtained loose and held
in the cup with a set screw in preference
to being set in molten metal.
Holder for Crystal
The type of stand used with galena
should be fitted with a fine cat whisker so
M
the contact will be light. And therein
lies the disadvantage of this crystal, for
INCOMING MODULATED CURRENT
to obtain great sensitiveness an extremely
30 — Circuit Employing Potentiometer and
light contact is necessary. This is easily Figue
Local Battery to Pass Current through
jarred out by slight vibrations. A short
Crystal Detector
silver wire makes a very good cat
r\
^ O 0 /~»
whisker. A form of detector stand easy the cat whisker and hence is not so liable
to construct and particularly suited to ga- to be jarred out of adjustment. Not being
lena is shown in Figure 28. It can be so sensitive to heat it can be mounted in
without
difficulty.
made easily by anyone, the standard being metal
•
a double binding post with a short brass
It is not necessary that the stand used
CURRENT AFTER RECTIFICATION BY DETECTOR
rod through the top hole having a knob with iron pyrites have very delicate contact so any stand on the market can be
used with success. However, the form of
MICA
SILVER PLATE WITH
detector stand, shown in Figure 29, posMOUNTED
sesses several features to make it worthy
SHARP POINT,
GLASS CRYSTAl
TUBE
THREADED ROD
of construction by those desiring the most
from their crystal sets. With some changes
several of the detector stands on the market can be adapted to this principle. It
VARIATION IN VOLTAGE OF CONDENSER.
consists simply of a glass or other inACROSS PHONES
sulating tube mounted between two brass
standards. A crystal of iron pyrites is
Figure 27 — Showing Action of Detector in Radio Receiving Circuit
put in one end as shown and a thin sheet
of»mica placed over the crystal. The conters the current has a frequency of 750,000 Thus the voltage of the condenser is
tact member is made from silver. A dime
cycles. If this current was made to act on shown at C and the changes in voltage
may be soldered to a thick brass disk for
the diaphragm of a telephone receiVer it represented by the curve cause a movethe
purpose
and its face cut into fine ridges
ment of the telephone diaphragm in
would vibrate back and forth that many
a sharp, three-cornered file, making
Figure 29 — Details of Detector Stand to Obtain with
times per second. The human ear, how- synchronism with the music or words
cuts at right angles. The face of the dime
Permanent Adjustments with Iron Pyrites
ever, cannot respond to frequencies above striking the microphone at the sending
is then covered with many fine points.
18,000 to 20,000 vibrations per second, so station.
Slakes Near Perfect Fixed Detector
fitted
to
one
end
and
a
stiff
wire
wrapped
Materials for the Detector
these high vibrations would not be heard.
plate is slipped in against
the other end. A small spiral of theThemicacontact
Many substances have been used for de- around
and a screw
threaded into the
tecting purposes with more or less success about No. 30 silver wire soldered to the other brass post used to force it against
and each day sees the birth of some new stiff wire serves as a contact for the crysWith the detector connected
tal. The crystal itself is mounted in a the crystal.
substance or an old one in a new dress.
(Continued on page 14)
thick
brass
washer
and wedged
The two most popular minerals that have rather
been found the most sensitive are galena
and iron pyrites. Galena is a natural sulphide of lead, its crystals being cubical in
form, having a bright metallic lustre and
can be readily split up into regular cubes.
Iron pyrites is also a natural ore known
sometimes as "Fool's Gold" from its yel291 Broadway
"The Best for Less"
New York City
lowish sheen. It is of a bronze-yellow
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WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
FLEWELLING

Figure

28— Details of Detector Stand
for Use with Galena

Designed

A crystal
detector
connected
into the
circuit acts to rectify the current, that is, |
allows the current to flow in only one direction and retards or prevents
it from
flowing the other half of the cycle.
This may be better understood from
Figure 27. At A we have the current in- \
duced in the detector circuit showing the
modulation of the waves by the microphone at the transmitter. At B is shown
the same current after being rectified, that
is, with the lower halves of the cycles
cut off. The current is now direct but is
pulsating, that is, flows in jerks.
The ef-

Electric Soldering Iron
$2.50

A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts

■umm:
123 W.MadironSt, Chicago

Delicate Soldering

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are reaidily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

THE POST SOLDERING IRON
Platinum Heating Unit— Interchangeable Tips— Universal
(Large and Small)

6

Awarded

Certificate

POST ELECTRIC

OXE-HALF ACTUAL
SIZE
of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio
From your Dealer, or write

COMPANY

Current

Every
part complete,
book oftions
diagrams and
Two-stage

:ircuits

3
13
23
43
13
23
43

at

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Audio -Frequency

drilled

Amplifier.

panel

and

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

Every part complete
$11.95

2.50...
3.50...
4.50...
5.50...
6.00
6.50

CIRCUIT

including
drilled
panel
and
instrucd»i (\ QC

for above

*<

1

(\(\

yll . W

A Recommendation

CONDENSERS
$1.75...

Variable; value,
Variable; value,
Variable; value,
Variable; value.
Vernier; value,
Vernier; value,
Vernier; value,

. 1.20
. 1.95
..$1.05
1.35
3.75
. 4.00
. 4.25

Honeycomb Coils. 50 turns mounted
95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted
1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coil increased wavelength, and mounting
1.75
Jacks, Single Circuit; value, 65c, special at...
.30
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
45
Multiple
Point
Inductance Switch
with
Knob
and Dial (15 Switch Points)
1.45
Lightning
Arresters,
approved
90
Three-inch
Dials,
unbreakable,
heat
resisting
composition,
high finish; special
30
Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer;
special
at
25
Aluminum
Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated,
highly polished: $8.00 list
3.75
Filament
Rheostat,
6 ohm
65
Filament
Rheostat,
20 ohm
80
Filament
Rheostat.
50 ohm
90
With 2" Dial, 15c extra.
A beautiful "SALRITE" pencil FREE with
every crder of $12.50 cr more. Made of beautiful
Mahoganite Rubber — five inches long. Equipped
with vest-pocket clip. 10 leads and eraser.

Institute

REINARTZ

CIRCtJIT

including
instruc-

Now is the time to build your own set to take
with you en ycur vacation. We will be glad to
otter ycu any information or advico that you may
require.
Just drcp us a line.

Hartford, Conn., June 4th. 1923.
Willard
Radio Co.
New York City.
I received
Flewelling Circuit complete and
Dear
Sirs:
— theyou.
wish
to
thank
It is a beauty. I set it up
in one hour and a half, but I have to get batteries so I wish to thank you again, also for the
present that you sent me.
I have priced the machines here in Hartford
cheap.find that they cost anywhere from $35 to
and
$190. I do not see how you can sell them so
I will close now but if I want anything in the
future, you will have my order.
truly,
Again I wish to Yours
thank you.
I remain
CHAS.
147

Babcock

Hartford,

W.

HIGLEY.

St.,

Conn.

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
Designed for use with W. 0. II tubes; list.
$4.50:
price
$2.75
VARI0C0UPLER— Litz Wire Wound Secondary; value, $4.50; special
2.25
Ball Bearing Inductance Switch; value, 75c;
special
30
V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over, east of the Mississippi
River.
All others
include postage.

40
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Flewelling Circuit in Portable Set
Makes Ideal Apparatus
to Use on Camping Trip

CIGAR

BOX

HOLDS

FLIVVER

Double Filament Globe
Makes Battery Charger

SUPER

As will be seen by the halftones the
entire portable Flewelling outfit is assembled in a cigar box which measures
9 inches
long, 6 y2 inches
wide
and
2V2

Electrolytic rectifiers are usually used
where small direct currents are required,
such as for charging B batteries. However, this type of rectifier is troublesome
and dirty and therefore not very desirable.
A far more efficient instrument is shown
in the illustration. It consists of a double filament automobile headlight bulb
used for the rectifying unit and a step
down transformer having the proper secondary voltage to light one filament of
the globe. The other filament is not
lighted, but used in place of the plate
common
to bulbs made for this purpose.

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
RE
THE
worked
out
home that would
aid j'our fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
ly origina
"entire
copied.
RADIO
KINKSl, not
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 "West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
inches deep. This box was finished with a
good coat of insulating varnish inside and
outside. The varnish used was made by
dissolving ordinary phonograph records in
alcohol.
The coils are one 50 and one 75-turn,
but I believe a 45-turn coil for the tuning
inductance would be better, as the 360meter
stations
don't come
in very
well

(s)(fo(s)
RESISTANCE

,
aerial binding post.
Equal results were
obtained by using a telephone ground.
The first time I tried the set I was dumfounded by hearing KFI Los Angeles, and
with only the ground connection. It
seemed incredible. I could hardlv believe
my ears, "WMC, WEAF, WLAG, KSD:
WOC, WO AW and several others also come
in so loud as to be audible several feet
from the phones. It truly is a wonder-box
and it is nothing short of miraculous the
way they come in. — Francis W. Lovgren,
Virginia,
Minn.

"A" Battery Condition
A storage battery of the lead-acid type
when fully charged and on open circuit
should have a potential of 2.2 volts per cell
and a specific gravity of 1.260 to 1.280.
When placed in service and used under
normal operating conditions a fully
charged battery has a potential of 2.0 volts
per cell and a specific gravity of 1.225.
When the potential of the battery has
fallen to 1.8 volts per cell with a specific
gravity of approximately 1.175 it should
be placed on charge. When a battery is
connected to the charging source, the positive terminal of the battery must be connected to the positive lead of the charging
power supply.

with the 50-turn coil. The condenser has
.0004 mfd. capacity. The tube used was a
VT-2. The set also is equipped with a variable leak and grid condenser. In the upper
right corner is the automatic filament jack
while a current adjuster controls the current flow to the filament.
I obtain the best results using only one
connection, that is either using the ground
or one side of the 110-volt
line on the

all the other famous
Dictograph Products, the Dictogrand is
guaranteed
for one year.
If

your

dealer
GRAND in stock,hasn't
write the
to usDICTOdirect.

DICTOGRAND
.Mahogany "finish

DICTOGRAPH
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd St., N.Y.

WORKSHOP

IN

CO., P.O. Box 1062,

any
Puts
made crystal.
of new
"B" I
life
into!
Guaranteed
your
set.'
It's
for one the
year.
cheapest
in
the long run.
Sold by all live dealers, or can be
ordered from the

Parts
Beceivins

B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

Chicago

BUILD YOUR
OWN SET

ACCORDING
RESULTS

TO OUR

Complete

Wir-

.75

1.00

Parts

for

Complete Circuit
Parts $12.45
for Flewelling

Book of Hook-ups,
ELS

RADIO

$1 .00

Reg.
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price
Price
6x14
Formica
Panel
$1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30
1.45
Three .006 Mica Condensers
3.00
2.25
CRL Variable Grid
Leak
1.85
1.35
Remler
Grid
Leak
40
.25
.40
2 Coil Adjustable
Honey.40
comb Coil Mounting
2.65
with
Knobs
4.00
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil
.75
75 Turn Honeycomb Coil
.80
2 Remler Coil Mounts
with Straps
1.20
1 Remler Bakelite
.25
1.35
Socket
1 .00
Howard stat
Vernier Rheo1 .50
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
S Binding Posts

1.00
80

1 Baseboard for Mounting

&

1 Blueprint with Complete instructions for
Assembly and Wiring.

30
1.00

Complete

all

CHICAGO

Sets

1.00

Parts
for 2 Step
Amplifier $12.45
Can be used to amplify Reinartz,
Flewelling. Short Wave Receiver.
Crystal, ceiving
Ultra
or any
ReSet so Audion
that Loud
Speaker
or Phonograph can be used in place
of Head Set.

(Known

CONSISTING
OF or Price Price
7x10
Formica
Panel
,
Reg.
Our
Other Suitable Size.. $1.05 $0.85
ican Ratio
or
Thordarson
High
All-AmerTransformer
Low
Ratio
Thordarson
or All -American
Transformer
2 Howard
Rheostats
2 Remler Bakelite
Sockets
3 Double
Patent
.lacks.
13 Binding Posts
Baseboard
for Mounting

Complete

Audion
Circuit i

Price

HERE

4.50
2.20

2.95
2.00

2.00
3.00
1.30
.30

.90
1.50
.65
.15

Parts
for Single
Reflex Circuit $32.65

CONSISTING

Tube

Reg.
Our
Price Price

OF

PlateableVernier
Condenser Vari- $7.00 $3.95
*'*■•'*''
Radion
Loop
AerialOur Price
8.50
5.95
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
Grewol Glass Inclosed

9.00

Detector
Erla Radio Frequency
Transformer
Ail-American 5 to 1

2.00

1.65

4.50

3.45

Radio quency
Audio
FreTransformer...
4.75
2 — .001 Micon Condensers .70
1 — .002 Micon Condenser
.45
1.50
Howard
Howard
25Potentiometer
Ohm

3.95
.50
.35
1.35

Rheostat
8 Binding Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel..
9x10%
GenuineCabinet
Solid
Maho^anv

1. 10
80
1.42

1.00
.40
1.20

5.00

2.95

with Hingel Top

5.95

Complete instructions for drilling,nishedassembling
and one
wiring
so that any
with furno
technical knowledge can easily follow. Regular price,
Our
Price.

*l.j- 22.

$11,311

merchandise
purchased
of
immediate
attention.
BUY

3.95

43

Regular Price
$19.37
Each order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring. These construction
plans are not drawn in schematic
form but are drawn so that any
without any technical knowledge can follow with ease. C1 1 Of)

4.75

Regular Price
$20.10
Wiring Diagram, with Complete Instruction for Drilling and Assembling
Panel
(19 JC

.50

$21.69 (11 JC

Parts
for Ultra
Circuit. $11.90
as the
Wonder

DRILLED —

Complete

»«»
e $■■■'
Pric
CONSISTING
OF
Price
Price
Our Reg.
Our.
9x10%
Formica
Panel. $1.42 $1.20
23 Plate
Condenser
3.30
1.45
Bakelite
Socket
.45
(Remler)
I.0O
Special
Ultra
Audion
1.95
Coil,
plain
or
bank
wound with tape
.... 3.00
- Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50
CRL Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.25
.0005
Micon
Condenser.
.35
1.35
.50
2 Switch
Levers
.70
.30
IS Switch Points
50
.05
2 Switch
Stops
10
.10
.40
8 Binding Posts
80
Genuine
Solid
Mahogany Cabinet, size 9x
10%, with hinged top. 5.00
2.95
25 ft. Hookup Wire
20

Our

guarantee

COMPANY

Randolph
Building
CHICAGO,
ILL.
Special Offer to Dealers

.40

Reinartz

Blueprintplete with
ComInstructions
for
Assembly
and
Wiring

one

We

INSTRUCTIONS

Reg. Price
Our
CONSI STING
OF
Price
$11.45
7x18
Formica Panel
$1.89 $1.70
Remler Bakelite Socket.
I.0O .45
Howard Vernier
Rheostat
1 .50 1 .35
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30 1.45
11 Plate Cuni Variable. 3.10 1.35
3 Switch Levers
1 .50 .75
2 Dozen Switch Points.
.80 .40
1 Schoonhoven Reinartz
Coil
3.00 1.95
Freshman
Variable
Grid
Leak and
Condenser
Combined
1.00 .75
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
25 Feet Tinned Wire. .
.30 .20
Baseboard
for Mounting
.50 .25

Regular Price

many others, simple
elaborate, fully diagrammed
and explained. Used continuously by thousands of
Radio fans, both amateurs
and professionals. The
greatest book ever published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little
book before you at all
times. Send your check or
money-order for one dollar and the book will be
mailed to you. Forty-seven
hook-ups, all different. Send
your order today. The edition is limited.

THE
LARGEST
RADIO
STORE
IN
AMERICA

GUARANTEED— PANELS ON ALL SETS
READY TO MOUNT

Reg. Down
for KnorkedSet $!7.95

NEW

Metal., 100%
ing Detectorto^ j
superior
Talk-

8 — Regenerative
Armstrong
Super
Heterodyne

AMERICA

Assembly and
ing

with The Adjustable
%Alr Cap That Tunes
Out mil Harshness

Like

HOME

g

*Vfflfc$

A real
loud

9 — New Ultra Reinartz
10 — Kaufman
Circuit

CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
2 Variometers
$10.00
.45
Our
1 Variocoupler
5.00
1.75
.80
3 Bakelite Dials
3.00
.75
Remler Bakelite Socket.
1.00
$3.90
Howard
Rheostat
....
Cunningham C-300
1. 10 2.75
4.45
Detector
Tube
5.00
4.50
Mahogany
Cabinet ....
2.25
Genuine Formica Panel
1.75
.40
8 Binding Posts
.80
.40
Sw-itch Lever
.50
.25
12 Switch Points
Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser
Combined..
1.00
.20
Complete Drawing for

Jgiid Speaker

SOMETHING

These helpful prints designed by a Member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for five dollars ($5) or single
prints at 75c apiece. Send money order or
check (no stamps).

Complete

RADIO

go to your dealer's and hear this remarkable, clear-toned instrument.
Take it home and plug in for the
finest entertainment you've ever
known.
Tou don't need extra batteries.

Gibbons Ultra Audion
Cockaday Four-Circuit
Single Tube Keflex
Three Tube Keflex
Flewelling Flivver

In vacuum tube receiving sets employing grid condenser and leak, it is found
in some cases that broadcast signals are
received clearly when the set is placed in
operation, but suddenly cease after a
short
interval.
Disconnecting
the
plate

cThis is the Mew

Invite your friends tonight. Surprise them with a REAL concert or
dance.
The wonderful new Dictogrand will
create the Illusion that the artists
are in the very room with you. Just

2—
3—
4—
5—
6—

BULB

TRANSFORMER
A variable resistance consisting of a
water rheostat or a lamp bank is placed
in series with the bulb to bring the voltage down to the required pressure. When
large currents are required it is advisable
to connect three or four of these bulbs in
parallel. — D. T. Solandt, Toronto, Ont.

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
7 — Armstrong
Super
PARTS' Neutrodyne
VALUES GIVEN
FOR—
1 — Hazeltine

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE

Grid Leak Resistance
.006

battery and then reconnecting it causes
the signals to be resumed for another
period and then cease abruptly as before.
This condition results from the use of a
grid leak having too high a resistance,
thus allowing the accumulated charges to
choke the tube. Disconnecting the plate
battery for a time permits the charge to
leak off and allows the set to function for
a short interval until the charge builds
up and again chokes the tube. The
remedy is to draw a few penci1 lines across
the grid condenser. These lines should
make good electrical contact at each end
with the terminal posts of the condenser,
thus reducing the resistance of the grid
leak.

1

FOR

SALVAGE

LESS

us.

STOCK

Mail

orders

receive

$32.65

STORE

RADIO
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How

DIGEST

to Make a Camper's Portable Reflex Set
Part I — Carrying Case and Built-in Loop
By H. J. Marx

nhfln— alwars one! Tet
ONCEtherea Radio
are times when using the
Radio set may present some difficulties. Probably the biggest vacation problem
is to keep down the necessary luggage to
be taken along. Few of us are experienced
enough travelers to be able to keep the
necessities to a minimum.
Taking all this into consideration, the
dyed-in-the-wool Radiophan stops to think
twice when he considers taking his Radio
set with him on his vacation.
First
and a foremost
he surely
cart
around
storage —battery.
But.can't
the
advent of dry cell tubes has solved that
difficulty.
Aerial Problem
Second, the question of aerials has been
a big drawback. There are two ways of
solving this problem. One is to use a wire
aerial that can be temporarily rigged, and

wood and covered on the outside with fiber.
After apparatus space has been accounted for. an ample spate 12%x9x5%
It has the usual assembly of brass corners, straps, clips and locks. The cover inches is left for the batteries and head
receivers.
has a wooden frame with fiber over it.
Loop Aerial in Top
Cases of exactly the same size and
The cover of the case has been utilized
make may be difficult to obtain. If an
approximately similar size is available, the for the loop aerial.
As shown in the illayout of the apparatus can be altered to
suit. Undoubtedly a number of fans will 7
\
want to construct the cabinet or case
themselves. In that event the use of finished quartered oak % inch thick is suggested. The brass corners and straps can
be purchased at 5 and 10 cent stores.
The inside dimensions of the body of
the case were 17xl21sx51L. inches deep.
The body is divided into two sections, one
for the set itself and one for the batteries
and head receivers.
Need Two Panels
Two panels are required, one measuring

The cover is 1 inch deep so that ample
room is provided for clearance of the dials
and the loop. If properly located the binding posts will not interfere with any of the
dials.
The wire used for winding the loop
should be Xo. 18 double silk covered.
A

-E

■17'

-

BATTERIES AND
HEAD RECEIVERS
COMPARTMENT

"^ — ^ — 7 — 7
14 SLOTS

-?

^

CUT

AT

7 — ? — 7 — ? — ? — 7 — 7"
4-5° ANGLE!

lustration, four strips of fiber or panel
stock 14x14x8 inches long are slotted to
carry the wire. These are fastened at an
angle of 45° in the four corners of the
cover by means of machine screws and
nuts. The one in the lower left side next
to the apparatus compartment is fastened
by means of the two machine screws running into the binding posts. The start and
finish of the loop wire is in these two posts
which are later connected to the set itself.

21

half pound
sary for the spool
loop. will be all that is necesThe layout of the apparatus
for the
various circuits will be taken up later.
(TO

BE

CONTINUED)

Have a hook to put your telephones on
after you have stopped listening in. If
laid on the table they might land on the
floor.

0)0 o t) c

the other is to use a loop aerial with a 12VsxSxA inch thick for the top, and
type of circuit that will build up the one for the side 12%xo-rVxA inches
strength of signals sufficiently. Loop thick. Wooden strips %xl inch are fast9 always offer the additional attracened on the inside of the body for supporttion that they are less susceptible to intering the panels. Both top and side panels
ference than the usual straight wire aerial. are used for mounting the instrument. In
With loops the value of reflex circuits addition two angles are used for fastenbecomes more apparent.
ing the two panels together. These, with
If everything can be self-contained in the details for mounting the panel, will be
described
in detail later.
a small traveling case— then the question
of luggage space has been considerably
simplified.
Choice of Three Hook-TJps
In the set to be described everything
TULIP
except the loud speaker is carried in a
fiber sample case the inside dimensions of
LOUD SPEAKER
which are 17xl2%xo% inches. Three
The
Horn
Beautiful !
hook-ups will be placed at the option of
reader. These are the two tube, three tube
24" Complete
$18.00
and four tube reflex circuits. These have
20" Complete
16 JO
all been tested and present another inter24"
Without
Unit
12.00
esting little development in reflex design.
20" Without Unit
10.50
The four tube circuit has already been
Dealers Write for Discounts
assembled in the case to be described, so
the fan need have no fears regarding the
CONRAD MARX
possibility of enclosing all the apparatus
in the limited space available. If properly
23 Judge St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
arranged there is a distinct advantage in
Western Distributor.
compact layouts of reflex circuits; conFORBES RADIO CO.
necting lead lengths are reduced to a minimum.
127 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.
Description of Fiber Case
i!ilii!!liiii:«:i
The case itself is made up of %-inch
MiHiiS II.S,:. .
The trick is in
the Coil
NO

STORAGE

BATTERY

REQUIRED
Xo Ba'Jio Frequency Transformer used. Not Super but
DOUBLE Reflex Regeneration.
Works local without antenna or
ground, and brings In the
FAR AWAT ONES" with
more volume than you ever
thought one tube could deliver.

AWE
REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50
and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES

JACK

508

The

Mystery
Circuit

Railway

VT-I

PRATT

Exchange

VT-II

MAIT,
ORDERS
Solicited
and
Promptly Attended To

Bldg..

Chicago, III.
P. S. : Its Radio Golf Record is 119,000
miles.
First Trial Picked Up Havana
from New York

and

[ & H RADIO
516 Clinton

Avenue

GO.

NEWARK,

Radio Head Sets
Federal Standard
Head Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms
and 3200 Ohms resistance.
Federal makes a
complete line of
Standard Radio apparatussonably
— all priced.
reacatalog.
Write for latest

When you buy Federal Head Sets
you obtain the lasting satisfaction that
comes with Radio equipment universally endorsed by engineers and experts.
Years of experience in making communication apparatus enabled Federal
to enter the Radio field with Head Sets
and other Radio apparatus unsurpassed
for efficiency in operation.
Permanent magnets, specially treated
steel, and precision machining of metal
parts are some of the outstanding
features of construction that make
Federal Standard Head Sets the best
you can buy.

Ask your dealer for Federal Standard Head Sets. If out of
stock he can get them from our nearest office.

Excepting

Money Order for 25 ets. brings
r?ad diagrams and all
informal

Jfeberal
&tanbarb

X.

Jf eberal&elepfjone &3Telegrapf) Company
Factory: BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Western District Office: 417 Souih Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
J.
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SELECTIVITY

IN PORTABLE

THERE is an unlimited field for good
single tube portable set curcuits.
Any regenerative type of circuit will
give good volume on a single tube. The
main problem is to use a type of tuning
unit that will permit maximum selectivity.
In hook-up R.D.-86 a variocoupler is used
in conjunction with a variable condenser
for the tuning unit — the rotor supplies the
feed back of the plate circuit.
The circuit is not primarily intended for
loop aerial reception although one end can
be connected to the antenna post, the other
end left open, and a regular ground connection is used. When so connected, some
very good results are possible. If a
straight wire aerial is used, a length of 50
feet can be thrown over a convenient tree.
Of course this will not give the best results. If time is available, the wire should
be suspended between insulators.
A copper rod driven into moist ground
will give sufficient ground connection.
This can be improved
by soaking
the

R.D.-86

ground around the rod with salt water.
The tuning condenser should have a capacity of .001 microfarad, to cover the
increased wave length range. The rotating plates should be connected to the
ground side. A blocking condenser of .005
microfarad capacity is inserted in the
rotor circuit so as to avoid short circuiting the batteries through the plate circuit.
The grid leak can be of the variable
type but this is left to the option of the
maker. The tube is a detector, although
hard tubes such as the C301A can be substituted. In such a case it may be advisable to increase the plate battery voltage. A cushion mounting for the tube
socket is recommended as a portable set
gets considerable knocking around that
does not help preserve the tube filament.
The rheostat resistance will depend on the type of tube used. If a
UV199, C301A, or UV201A is used a 20 to
25-ohm rheostat is required. Otherwise
the standard 6-ohm rheostat is sufficient.

tion. The crystal can be restored to its
original sensitive state by washing with
pure alcohol or ammonia, scrubbing the
surface with an old tooth brush. Allow
the crystal to dry without wiping and the
crystal will be found as good as ever.
When completely insensitive, simply
cleaving the surface of the crystal with a
knife or cutting pliers will usually uncover
more sensitive spots and make the crystal
still of value.
Using- Battery With Crystal
There is sometimes a slight advantage
in using a battery in connection with a
crystal detector and for the benefit of
those who care to experiment with this
arrangement a method of connecting the
battery and potentiometer is shown so
slight currents may be impressed on the
detector by adjusting the potentiometer.
Two or four dry cells may be used with
a 400-ohm potentiometer, opening the battery circuit while the set is not in use.
The method of procedure is to first adjust
the detector to maximum sensitiveness
with the potentiometer at the center point
and then by turning it one way or the
other a slight current of the proper potential is applied to the detector.
Use of Condenser
Maximum signal strength can only be
obtained when the condenser used across
the phones is of a good grade. Use a
mica condenser, or better still, one with
air as the dielectric. Receivers will work
without a condenser but it will be found
the phone cords form a small condenser
and thus permit reception.
There is still a wide field open for experimenting on crystal detectors or some
similar rectifying device. A peculiar fact
about any pair of contacts that will rectify high frequency currents, such as galena and silver, iron pyrites and brass,
silicon and brass and so on through the
list of crystals, is that one of the substances has photo-electric properties while
the other has not. That is, one of them
emits negative electrons under the influence of light, the other does not. Whether
this has any bearing on the phenomena of
rectification is still an open question, the
solution of which may lead to some very
important
discoveries.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

The problem of tuning your set to best
crystal when it is the fault of the cat advantage
will have to be worked out for
whisker. The obvious cure is to clip the yourself,
as each set is a little different.
end of the cat whisker when the signal
(Continued from page 11)
into the circuit the screw is run in slowly strength falls off so a clean, fresh surface
RADIO EQUIPMENT
forcing the points on the silver plate of the metal is presented to the crystal.
An enclosed form of detector is advisa- EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
through the mica and making contact with
6c
per
pair;
tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Inble when the apparatus is subject to dust
the iron pyrites. When the loudest sigsulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
nals are heard the detector is left adjusted or moisture and not only reduces the oxi- TODD
ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York
City.
dizing of the cat whisker, but protects the
and will continue to function indefinitely.
This is as near perfect a fixed detector as crystal as well.
it is possible to construct.
Restoring' Sensitiveness of Crystal.
Handling a crystal has been said to
As with galena, iron pyrites used in a
stand with a pointed piece of antimony destroy its sensitiveness when as a matter of fact the sensitive points have been
fitted to the cat whisker for a contact,
gives excellent results and is an arrange- covered with a fine film of oil from the
ment recommended to users of the adjust- fingers and will not function in that condiable type of detector stand.
There are numerous other crystals advertised at present, the greater number of
which are compounds of lead or silver and
**©*
sulphur.
Synthetic Crystals; Clipping- Contact.
Build your own Receivers from accurate,
One method of making these synthetic
dependable Designs, Carefully prepared
crystals is to bury two dimes in flowers
drawings of that Portable Summer Set you
of sulphur for a week or so. On removing
want to take on your Vacation. Tells you
how to make it and the kind of materials
one of the dimes it will be found covered
to use.
with black silver sulphide and will funcDesigns
for the Portable Ether Buster,
tion as a detector crystal. After using for
Reflex, Reinartz, FleweUing, Neutrodyne,
a week the second dime can be brought
or
any
other
will be sent you, postage preinto service and the first replaced in the
paid, for One Dollar. Special Designs presulphur for renewal. Thus the two are
used alternately and will last indefinitely.
pared.
THE RADIO CRAFTERS
This is worth trying.
Eighth Floor
When a metallic wire is used as a con20
East
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
tact on the crystal it oxidizes rapidly and
poor reception is often blamed
on the

Reviews

of Books

Radio Experimenter's Handbook. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price, $1.00.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Experimental Wireless Stations. By P.
E. Edelman. Simple directions are given
in this book for making Radio equipment
for the transmission of messages over
long distances.
Price, $3.
An Introduction to Radio. A real book
for the amateur. This treatise comes in
two volumes. 96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling icies
of tested
plans and
methodsFinancing,
and polfor the dealer
in Radio.
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Amateur Radio Call Book. Fourth edition just out. A complete list of amateurs, special amateurs, technical and
training stations of the United States and
Canada. How to construct and operate a
Reinartz tuner, detector and one step amplifier. Large two color map included.
Price $1.00.
The book department of the Radio I gest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111,

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

BLUE PRINT
DESIGNS

/£\

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS: SEND

FOR LITERATURE

JHMMJHcl'

123 W.Madij-onlt.Chicaqo

r^\

MICHIGAN
"SENIOR"

a •■■-i

REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER

A Large Measure of

Coast to Coast on One Tube, and No Body Capacity
These popular hook ups use U. V. 199, W. D. 11 or W. D. 12 tubes. One hook up
gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no body capacity, while the other
gives the remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both prints post paid for SO cents or
any of the above tubes post paid $$.7$.
C. W. KAUTZ,
Box 362
LANCASTER, PA.
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Hytone Collapsible Aerial
Just Out! New and Original!
The most convenient
aerial ever
devised.
Light weight.
Portable.
Highly efficient for all forms of indoor and outdoor Radio reception. Works on all Tube Sets
ADJUSTABLE TO LENGTHS
FROM
5 TO 100 FEET
Can be installed or taken down
at home or at CAMP. Avoid
from the landlord. Eliminates
a lightning arrester. Does away

in a jiffy,
complaints
the use of
with loops.

CERTAINTY

and Much Less "Guessing"

Michigan "Senior" and "Junior" Regenerative Receiving Sets, with our patented Splithair Vernier Dial Adjuster give the operator practically complete control of radio
reception.
Our set owners report remarkable success
in bringing in any desired station on which
they had made previous dial-position records.
Troublesome nearby stations can be tuned
out almost at will and signals come in clear,
strong, pure-toned.
on the "Senior,"
or
on Loudspeaker
the "Junior" reception
with our two-stage
amplifier,
is especially satisfactory.
Michigan Sets are Regenerative, licensed
under Armstrong's U.S. Patent No. 1,113,149
and pending Letters Patent 807,388.

Michigan
Accessories
and Parts
include vernier
dial adjuster,
two-stage amplifier, and a long
line of highly
perfected
varicouplers, ometers,
plate
variocondensers,
grid
condensers,
rheostats, etc
Send for our catalog.

Saves Time, Worry and Money.
Price

$2.00.

At Your Dealer's
Direct from

ELL ESS RADIO

or

EXCHANGE,

57 Dey St., N. Y. City
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Grand Rapids.Michigan
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Questions and Answers
lor but there is some doubt in my mind
,;s t<, whether the large amount
<>( ap
i>a«itus and tubes required warrants their
use. what is your opinion of -i capai a
lively calculations
OOUpled tuner'.'tor one
1 have
reeeiiil\
liniBhed
in which
1 figure
1 can obtam a 4-meter variation in the
.0006-. 00004
tul'il.not
range
of l'C-1820
condenser, but have
started
making same
and have no Idea what volume to expect.
Is n possible to use the riewelling circuit for longer wave lengths and If so,
what coils should be used?
A. — We are gratified to note that you
have located difficulty which was disturbing the effectiveness of your circuit.
It is our opinion that the Armstrong
throe-circuit regenerative receiver is the
most consistent and practical, aside from
experimental interest. This circuit is
hardly comparable with the super-heterodyne, which, however, is more intricate
and difficult of operation by less than an
expert.
Noting your reference to the Reinartz
circuit, advise that it is as well adapted
which would work like the one for the to phone as any other set.
We would not advise a capacitively
Flewelling you published May 12, 1923,
13? Would like to have the dia- coupled tuner as being selective.
The Flewelling circuit is not adapted
gram plainly marked as to capacity of
for wave lengths over 800 meters.
different parts, etc.
A. — Complying with your request we
are illustrating on this page a diagram
Variocoupler Winding
showing method of adding one stage of (2608) RLT, Columbus, Ohio.
Radio frequency amplification to Grebe
Would you kindly give me information
CR Xo. 9. Xo changes in present circuit on how to construct a variocoupler for
will be required. If desired additional the Flewelling circuit?
stages of Radio frequency may be added
I have been following each and every
in the usual cascade manner.
one of his articles and note that he says
Output coil is placed in inductive re- for everyone to stick to the parts that he
lation to the tuner on the set. This output uses or the builder might be disappointed.
coil can be of the honeycomb type 25 to 75 He spoke of a variocoupler with 75 turns
turns, depending on the wave length de- for a rotor and 50 for the stator.
sired.
As I travel for a construction company
I would like to have this set portable, so
Best Broadcast Receiver
I can carry it about with me, but with
(2S63) ARL, Reading, Pa.
honeycomb coils the set is bulky to assemble for carrying.
I wish to thank your Q. and A. departWould like to have the size of tube and
ment for previous questions answered.
They may be interested in knowing that I rotor, numbers of turns of wire, also size
have found the cause of my A.F. amplifier and kind of wire. I also ask you if the
trouble to lie in the UV-201 tubes. It Variadon condenser manufactured by Duappears as though the plate current leaks bilier Condenser and Radio Corp. is vernier enough in adjustments sufficient to
through the tubes, the quantity depending
on the degree to which the filaments are use with this circuit instead of using the
lighted. In one case, through the range of plate condenser?
off to full brilliancy, the plate voltage
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to the variocoupler; use fifty-six
dropped from 190 to 170.
What do you consider the best broadcast turns of number twenty-two wire tappedreceiver from the standpoint of selectivity every seventh turn for the primary and
turns of number thirty wire
mainly but with as much volume as pos- seventy-five
for the secondary. Wind on a standard
sible?
The two circuits you seem to be special- size rotor and stator. Connect in Flewelling circuit in the same manner
as the
izing on at present are the Reinartz and
Flewelling, and I have read or heard that
the Reinartz is not well adapted to phone.
In answering this question, however, do
not confine your consideration to those two
only.
I presume the super-heterodyne is superBftdlo rreo.uency Amplifier
(3900) HRH,
Ft. Leavenworth.
K
I have been ■ reader of your paper for
Borne time and nave patiently waited for a
frequency hook-up to work on my
tube CK No. 9. but so far I have not seen
it. Hence this letter.
Could
you send
me a hook-up
of 2
- that would work on my set, preferably where it will not be necessary to
change the set I now have, in fact, one

We WilLMailYou One

THE B-T
Reinartz - Vernier
TUNING UNIT
Replaces tapped coils, eliminates soldering and gives
greatly
improved
results.
Write for Circular and Diagram

BREMER-TULLY

MFG.

532 S. Canal St.

CO.
Chicago

SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL
COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US
3 0 CENTS

IF

NOT Return it at Our Expense;

Zobel- Stein

laboratories

322 9™ST.BR00KLYN.N.Y.S0uihE650

Calcutta on a Loop
(8579) GBV, Quincy, 111.
A friend of mine states that twice last
lie got Calcutta, India on a loop
mere
ellieient.
Would
advise
adherence
set, using three stages of Radio frequency
and
two
stages of audio frequency, hearing
to specifications as nearly as possible.
The condenser
suggested
should serve voice and music.
effectively,
The writer is not exactly familiar with
what distances these signals may be
picked up so I am not sure whether he is
Ground Hum
kidding me or kidding himself. I really
believe an article In your excellent paper,
(2888) JFT. St. Louis, Mo.
1 made a socket aerial as per instruc- of which the writer is a subscriber, covertions in your magazine of February 24. I
ing this subject, including the possibilities
think it's just great, outside of one fault with present day apparatus of hearing
that I found with it, which is a loud buzz- voice and music at great distances would
ing sound that is so strong as to prevent be of interest*as there are a great many
me from hearing some of the local broad- readers who would appreciate enlightenment on this subject.
casting. I have a crystal set and would
appreciate very much if you will kindly
A. — We are reluctant to dispute the
inform me as to how I can overcome this word of your friend in stating that he
annoyance?
has been in Radio communication with
A. — The annoyance of hum occasioned Calcutta, India, but a high regard for facts
can often be overcome by grounding the as they are bids us to assure you that he
minus side of the A battery in a tube set,
spoofing you or kidding himself.
but do not believe that there is any way is Radio
communication beyond the range
of eliminating it with a crystal set.
of the United States and Canada is not as
yet achieved except under experimental
tests under all favorable conditions of opReinartz Circuit
eration and equipment as recently accomplished in the Trans-Atlantic tests in
(2474)
JNS, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Kindly advise me concerning the Rein- which stations in England were received
artz circuit, on the following points: by a limited number of operators.
What covering should the wire have, S. C,
D. C, silk, enamel or cotton and enamel?
It being difficult to obtain fibre board
for winding the spider web coils on, what
can be substituted instead?
"Attractive
What kind of insulating enamel gives
the best results on these coils, or others?
A. — Use DCC wire. Cardboard, very
thin wood, old phonograph records may
Discounts
New List
DEALERS
be used for spiderweb coil winding.
We would not advise the use of enamel.
Coils may be coated with a very thin
shellac to guard against moisture.
honeycomb

coils, primary
as tuning Inductances and secondary as tlcl l.ei
In our opinion, honeycomb coils would
be much less bulky and will certainly be

GOLD-GRAIN
CRYSTAL

T7TTT

WE

REPAIR

YOUR

VACUUM
WD- 1 I. WD-12,
C-30I-A
UV-200, C-300,
UV-201,
C-301,

UV-199,
AP
AP

DV-6, DV-6-A
U V-202
And Guarantee Them

Equal to New

Abalene Radio

AT
Y. PRICES
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST

Where

PHONES
Back

"Money

Ins Add
Prevails"

Policy

Dietzen 3,000 Ohm
du nun
Brown Single (4,000 Ohm Pr.)
Royal 2,200 Ohm •COUPLERS
Holtzer Cabot

For $3.75
Parcel $0.12
Post
4.95 -.09
3.75 .12
7.95 .14

Atwater Kent
Freed Eiseman
(180 Degree)
All Wave (GenuineVARIOMETERS
Capitol)

6.80
2.45
6.95

.14
.09
.18

Dayton

4.85

.12

4.45
4.10
95
2.95
3.45

.24
.20
.08
.14
.18

4.95
4.00
4.10
4.30
3.45

.15
.14
.14
.14
.14

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

U. S. Tool 46-Plate Vernier
U. S. Tool 24-Plate Vernier
3 Plate Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
43 Plato Vernier
TRANSFORMERS

(Audio

Frequency)

TRANSFORMERS

(Radio

Frequency)

Sampson
All American 3 to 1
All American 5 to 1
All American 10 to 1
Acme
Acme
Cotoco
Owl
Sleeper

MISCELLANEOUS

RHEOSTATS

LOUD

King Amplitone
Pathe
Reflex
Phonaflex

SPEAKERS

Horn
TUBES

Welch Peanut Tube
Sterling 1% V
Margo 1% V. (2 Element)
De Forest D. V. 6 A
CABINETS

(In White)

7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x21
7x24

Argus,
Brach.
2-Inch
3-inch

\
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Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD

SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakellte

C

+ti

SJ&.'W.

M\Jt\LJKVj
•O
A T\¥«T\

Klosner Vernier
Bradleystat
Union Radio

"Built First to Last"

3.50each
4.00 each

|"iITfp|f ^FRVIf F Include with your order replus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
If preferred, tubes will be returned C.O.D. repair charges.

Westinghouse,
Jr
Aerex Crystal Set
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
Victor Two Stage Amplifier

CO. PROVIDENCE

Jt.Chicaqo

$3.50 each
2.75 each
3.00 each

Detectors
Amplifiers

SETS

C0T0-CDIL

,123 W/.Madixon

TUBES

UV-201 -A.

Hydrometers
Electric Soldering Iron
Double Phonograph Attachment

CoXoco

DETECTORS

LIGHTNING

ARRESTERS

Outdoor or Indoor
Outdoor
DIALS
(Bakclite)
(Bafolite)

3.45
2.95
95
1.95

.14
.12
.10
.10

49
2.50
1.15

.08
.15
.08
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BOUND VOLUMES

Numbers
Two,
Three or Four
Postpaid by Parcel Post
fTintion
Radio Digest
with Oneto Year's
SubGreatest Collection of
Radio Information
Ever Published
Reinartz Long Distance
Circuit: Ultra-Reinartz
Circuit:
Flewelling
"Fllwer"
Circuit:
Grimes
"Inverse Duplex" Circuit: Single Tube Reflex
per- Heterodyne"
Circuit:
Circuit:
ArmstrongTwo, Three
and "Su.
Four
Tube Reflex Circuits.
On account
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the
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these volumes is limited
strictly to those readers
who have subscribed for
to Radio
a year. scription
One
yearDigest
suband both bound volumes
2 and 3 or 3 and 4 or 4
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One year subscription to
Radio Digest and bound
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— 52
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6.95
7.95

.40
.45

12.50
12.50

.45
.45

1.25
1.49
65

.14
.10
.08

89
50

.10
.10

4.95
17.50
9.85
15.00

.28
.50
.30
.SO

2.00
3.95
1.00
6.00

.10
.15
.15
.15

1.45
1.65
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.95

.20
.25
.30
.40
.45
.50

95
1.95

.12
.14
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RADIO
123 West Madison

.06
.08

Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two
and also Number Three, and one year's subscripto the
Radio
Digest,
which I am inclosingtioncheck
— M.
O. for
SevenforDollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or
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M.
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While in the woods Marie Stover, Maybelle Basett
and Marguerite Ball of Chicago are entertained with
a portable receiving set which they have taken along
with them to the camp. You can never be so far
away but what you can be at home for a few minutes
with a good receiving set and loop aerial
At the right is shown a $10,000 tourist sleeper sedan.
Photo shows G. A. Beauchamp, owner, who, with his
family, is making a two-year tour of the country.
The big car is equipped with a long distance receiving
set that it is believed will pick up many stations
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CAN RADIO STOP AUTO?
a

TEN

AMERICAN AUTHORITIES FOR
AND AGAINST GERMAN STUNT
Dean C. C. Winn, Detroit Institute of Technology,
Believes Possible — Chicago Engineers Express
Doubt — Say Nauen Couldn't Do It
By F. J. Huntley
BETKOIT— C. C. Winn, dean of the College of Engineering of the Detroit Institute
of Technology, has a vision of future warfare by Badio with gigantic towers hundreds
of miles apart shooting at one another from their antennae powerful magnetic fluxes
with a view of neutralizing one another 's demagnetizing powers.
Prof. Winn expressed this idea while
discussing recent information from Berlin that twenty automobiles recently had
left that city, each using the magneto
method of ignition, with the only instruction to follow the leading car, and with
the anticipation that something unusual
was going to happen.
When the party
reached the Duchy of
Mecklenburg every car
stopped
suddenly,
as
pened
to its hadengine.
if
something
hap- / 'fll/!r
.-ffif™''-' ~ ■'*&'■■#
(Turn to page 2)

CFCN FANS TO HEAR
JACK-TOMMY FIGHT

Alyce Mills, winner of many
beauty contests, heard over WJZ
recently. Miss Mills played a
leading role in "A Wife in Name
Only" theater-Radiophans will recall Digest Phot.-

BIG MATCH WILL BE FIRST
EVER BROADCAST
Sensitive Microphones to Be Placed at
Arena — Sound to Be Relayed
to Calgary Plant
By Jeffrey J. Dinginan
CALGARY, ALTA. — For the first time
in the history of Fistiana and for the
first time in the history of the Radiophone,
the details of a battle between two nationally-famous men for the crown denoting the possession of the heavyweight
boxing championship of the world, will
be sent over the ether waves by a Radiophone broadcasting station.
When Jack Dempsey, world's heavyweight champion, and Tommy Gibbons,
challenger, meet in the giant arena in the
boom town of Shelby, Montana, on July
4, Independence Day, the details of that
memorable contest will be sent broadcast all over the world through the medium of CFCX, the Radiophone broadcasting station of the W. W. Grant Radio.
Ltd., at Calgary, it has been announced
by W. W. Grant.
Will Belay to Station
Plans for CFCX broadcasting the fight
are now being made. It is probable that
three or four highly sensitive microphones
of the type employed for vaudeville and
cabaret work, will be placed at the arena,
sound relaying to the station at Calgary.
(Continued on page 4)
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FARTS BEING SENT
FANS FOR COUPONS
EARLY
RETURNS INDICATE
OFFER APPRECIATED
Reply Given to Queries — Many Readers
Sending in More Than One
Coupon Series

| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER |
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Coupon Number 5
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This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.
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1 Save Me — I Am Valuable 1
Questions in the letters of the numerous
Digest readers taking advantage of the
Special Reward Offer coupons, indicate
that some points are not yet clear. One
query is, "How many consecutive series of
coupons will be accepted?" The answer is
simple.
There is no limit.
With only four coupons published, many
letters containing the four, sixty cents
remittance, and a selection request for
some article in Class B, have been received. These Radiophans, of course, have
already been sent the apparatus they
selected.
The simplicity of the method of getting
the many standard and valuable parts and
accessories for sets, in practically every
case has appealed to the enthusiastic readers. All that is necessary is to clip the
consecutive coupons appearing weekly on
page two, and send them, accompanied by
the necessary remittance for the selected
item, to the Digest.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:

Class A Articles

For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser: 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart TJV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025. .9005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube.

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser:
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter HoldrTite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack: 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11
' Socket; 1 UV-199
Martin-Copeland
Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland
Socket; 1 WD-11
Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Electrad Grid
Leak (with clip mountings) ; Dubilier Micadons Type
600 {.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003, .004.
or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610 (.001, .002,
.0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons
Type 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By-Laws Condenser (.1,
.25, or 5 mfd.); Premier Universal Tube Socket: Premier
Radio Dial (3/16, Vt, or 5/16 inch black or white face) ;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit: Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring: Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring; Premier
Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three Spring;
Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney Spider Web
Coil (SW-20 with .038 milhenry inductance. SW-15 with
.066 MEL, or SW-20 with .300 MH).

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
seDt: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) : 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7 -Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Mlcadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;

(Continued on page 9)

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E.Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Spring6eld, Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa. . .
WEAF, New York. N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas. Tex
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland. 0
WJY, New York, N.Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan. P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago. Ill
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala
WW J, Detroit, Mich
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FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

Monday

Tuesday

i:007:00
1:00-11:00
00- 9:00
00-10:00
00-12:00
00- 1:00
00- 2:00
45-12:00

6:00- 7:00

Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

5:00- 9:00

6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

Saturday

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
9:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00 8:00-12:30
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30

10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-12:30 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
5:45- 7:30 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
30-10:30 9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30
30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
00-10:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
7:00-12:00
00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
30- 9:00 10:00- 2:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00
30- 8:00 5:306:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00
30- 9:30
9:30 8:30-12:00
30- 5:00 8:30-12:00
4:30- 5:00 8:304:30- 9:30 4:30- 5:00
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30 8:30-10:00
00- 8:00 9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00 9:30-10:30
45- 9:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
:30-'l0':30
9:00
00- 9:00 6:457:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
9:30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45 5:00- 5:30
5:30 5:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:30
7:15- 9:30
8:005:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
4:00- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
5:006:30- 8:00
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
7:00-10:80
7:00-10:00
'5:
7:00-10:00
15-' 6:30
5:30- 9:30
8:00-12:00
8:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
7:00. 8:30
00- 9:00
10:00-11:00
15- 6:30 '6:00-'
7:00-10:00
7:30
5:156:30
:00- 9:30
8:008:00- 9:30
:45-12:00
00- 8:45 16:45-12:66 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:06
00- 7:30
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
9:00- 1:00

Friday
6:00- 7:00
11:30- 1:30

6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
5:30- 6:00
8:306:30- 9:30
8:30
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
6:30-10:30

Sunday

6:00- 7:00

5:45- 6:45
11:001:00
3:00- 4:30
6:00- 9:00 6:30- 7:30
5:009:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
'8:00-1:00
9:0010:30 10:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
6:00- 7:00
7:00- 9:00

the twenty cars to a stop by demagnetizing its magneto with the aid of a new
form of Radio wave,
"Startling, indeed, and yet perfectly
plausible and quite in accordance with contemporary scientific research in the Radio field is this experiment," declared Dean
Winn.

7:00- 7:20
6:30- 8:00

3:30- 4:30
7:00- 5:00
8:00
4:001:00
6:00- 1:00 11:457:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00 9:30-10:30
6:30
7:00-10:00 5:308:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:00 6:30- 7:30
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
8:10-10:00
5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30

Similar
Experiments Made Here
tions on shore."
"Similar experiments as the one here
explained have been carried out successfully even in the laboratory of the Detroit
Institute of Technology," Dean Winn declared.
While unwilling to regard this power as
mysterious or to describe the German experiment as something new. Dean Winn
expressed full faith in the reported experiment and has great hopes in the future
development of Radio transmission of
power, and its possible revolution of the
methods of modern warfare.
"The same waves which brought to a
standstill the twenty German automobiles
could," Dean Winn says, "bring to a halt
batteries of artillery, tanks, fleets of ships

6:30- 8:00

7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30

7:30-' 8:30

7:00- 8:30
6:009:00
7.00-10:00

9:30-10:30

9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00

8:00- 9:30 5:15-' 6:30
10:45-12:00 id:45-12:66
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

"This mysterious power transmitted
through equally mysterious waves is, perhaps, not so much a new discovery as the
perfection of a method of transmission of
power by Radio, over which scientists in
Europe and America have been working
for some time. It may mark only a new
step in the line of invention, wihch has
enabled the United States navy to operate
vessels in the open sea from Radio sta-

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45

7:00-10:00
8:00-12:00

7:30- 9:00
7:307:30- 8:30
9:00

Instructions for Use.' — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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Looking Ahead
Flewelling on a Loop Aerial — a dandy set for the summer.

Read about this clever

adaption of the Flivver Super in next week's Digest,
page
1 2.
Simplex Radio Hook-Ups — Beginning next issue the first of this series of hookups will appear. Each piece of apparatus is pictured, as well as shown in
symbol, and named. Readers fooled heretofore by the complex conventional
diagrams will be surprised at the simplicity of the new series which has been
deliberately designed to stop the confusion of Radio symbols. Stories about
each circuit will accompany. ■
First Steps for Radio Beginners — by Thomas W.
devoted to an explanation of the regenerative
isn't hard to understand

or

control,

Benson, next week, will be
tube detector. Regeneration

if you learn the

fundamentals.

A New Super Regenerative Circuit Worth Knowing — Watch for R.D.-88 Hook-Up
Diagram in the July 7 issue. This super employs but one tube, one 500 and
one 1 000-turn duo-lateral coil in combination with parts ordinarily included
in a single circuit tube receiver.
Many Requests for a Repeat of the Reinartz Radio Frequency Circuit — will be
satisfied by its republication next week. This hook-up shows how to add two
steps of R. F. to your Reinartz set.
Portable Set Series, Part III — will be devoted by H. J. Marx
the three different circuits given in Part II this week.
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STOPS AUTO?

(Continued from page 1)
As if by command, the twenty drivers
left their cars simultaneously to make an
examination. Their efforts to start proved
futile, and why they could not tell. Not
one of the engines would spark.
Motors Stopped fey Radio
At that point the driver of the leading
car explained that the experiment was
over and that it had been a complete sucsince succeeded
the' Germanin Radio
Nauen cess,had
bringingstation
each at
of

and squadrons of airplanes. "It is premature," Dean Winn says, "to speak definitely
of future warfare in the light of this new
development. Development In two directions may, however, be expected, especially since experimental work in both directions has been started.
Other Developments Expected
"There may be further developments in
the direction of self-ignition engines,
which would do away entirely with the
magnetos and electrical appliances which
go with the machinery of warfare. So, on
the other hand, there may come new developments in the construction of powerful Radio stations capable of generating
magnetic fluxes of tremendous strength,
not only to demagnetize war engines, but
also
to neutralize demagnetizing Radio
stations.
"No one can tell what the future may
bring, but it seems to me quite plausible
that to the deadly gas duels and bacteria
duels of the future war, the apparently
harmless duel of electric waves, shot from
high towers, will have to be added, in view
of the German experiment.
American
Expert Skeptical
According to an automobile ignition expert, most makes of American cars are
equipped with single ignition systems —
depending upon generator-charged storage
batteries and not upon magnetos for ignition. These would not be stopped by this
mysterious Radio wave, granted that the
thing that does the stopping is temporary
paralysis of the magnetic field of the magneto. Most European cars are magnetoequipped, as are certain American cars.
The device, if able to stop magnetoequipped motor cars, would also be able to
stop most airplane engines, according to
flyers, because of the fact that similar
equipment is used. The Liberty engine,
operating with a special ignition system,
which may be used with a storage battery,
would be able to continue operation, because the temporary paralysis of the magnetic field, if that is the cause, would not
stop the flow of current from the battery.
Say Invention Buncombe
Several Chicago electrical experts belittle the invention. They say that it is
effective for stunt purposes only, and
then co-operation of the proposed victim
probably would be necessary.
Followers of Radio development, wbo
have been discussing the reported Invention, share the theories of Paul Nearl, engineer, who said the device can be easily
"beaten" by encasing the magnetos In an
iron shield and grounding the shield.

"Your Move"!— Radio Chess
Latest Steamer Pastime
NEW YORK. — Radio chess as a pastime
for ship passengers has been inaugurated
by the steamships Western World anc
American Legion, in the South Americas
service. The Western World arrived recently with reports of a three-man mater,
between teams' on the two ships, whicl
passed each other a few days ago.
The game was called when the steamers
were 1,200 miles apart, because their transmitters wouldn't oarry any farther. As
both teams claimed the victory, decisior
has been left to the Buenos Aires Chess
Club.
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WORD SCRAMBLER
ASSURES PRIVACY
NEW

'TALK BRIDGE" BALKS
LISTENERS-IN

Invention Makes Conversation Unintelligible to Outsiders; Clarifies Tones
for Recipient
By Evelyn Lanzius
NEW YORK. — Privacy has been made
possible in Radiophone conversations
through
a device end.
thatso"scrambles"
at
the sending
that to anywords
one
listening in they are unintelligible, and
clarifies the tones to the person for whom
the message is intended, it was announced
recently by the American Telephone and
Telegraph
Company.
The invention has been used successfully, it was said, over a thirty-mile
stretch of ocean between Los Angeles and
Catalina island.
The problem of obtaining privacy in
Radio conversation was solved by engineers of the Bell system, it was asserted,
partly as a result of the post-war scarcity
of cables for undersea use.
Two Way Talking1 Possible
"The Radio 'talk bridge,' " said an engineer of the company,
"whichacross
has given
satisfactory
transmission
the
thirty-mile gap of water night and day
since 1920, was designed to permit twoway talking between the mainland and the
island.
"Heretofore talks over the Catalina
island
link have
been 'picked
up' by
amateurRadio
receiving
stations
in the region.
The privacy system was designed to remedy this. It is not claimed that the new
system is absolutely secret. An ingenious
person might devise a set which could
listen to the system, but such a set would
be much more complicated than the ordinary set.
Island. Connected to U. S.
"The new Radio attachment before putting the messages on the air will distort
or 'scramble' them, and no receiving set
which is not specially designed to 'unscramble' them can obtain anything intelligible.
"At the
time thecable
apparatus
was been
instal ed a submarine
could have
laid joining the island and mainland,
which would have supplied a better grade
of service at less expense, but the conditions at that time, which grew out of the
war, were such that the manufacture of
cable would have involved a long delay."

DIGEST

POLICE MATRON BUYS
OUTFIT FOR LOST KIDS

PHILLY HAS ITS FIRST
'BROADCAST WEDDING'

en
childrcn
who X.
Unci their
to Hobok
— Lost
X. J.way
HOBOKE
win And little time to cry for
their mothers from now on. Mrs. Mary
Oarrick, police matron at Hoboken police headquarters, who has mothered
more than a thousand lost children
since she has been a police attendant,
has bought a Radio outfit for the purpose of entertaining lost kiddies until
their mothers arrive,

first ELPHIA
broadcast
had Its
This city recently
.— wedding
PHILAD
when Frank Nickel, Jr., assistant
operator of Station WIP, and familiarly known the country over as announcer "DX," took Miss Lillian
Louise Everlt for his bride. It was
solemnized at the Holy Trinity Chapel,
Twenty-second and Spruce streets. The
church is well-known to Radiophans, as
church services are broadcast from it.

FISHING ON THE ETHER

BANKS

k; '

1,100 MUSICIANS GIVE
CONCERT FROM WJAX

Weak
signals in a Radio receiver are
sometimes due to poor ground connection.

U~

THE

ANTENNA

SUPER

SET
ALSO
RECORDS
HUMAN DISEASE

Delicate
Instrument
of Cancer;
Horn Delivers
Squawks "Message"
When
Leaf Is Torn
SAX

FRAXCISCO. — The pain experienced by a flower when it is torn, detection of presence of diseases, and oth'
tounding performances have been recorded
by use of the super Radio set, Dr. Alberl
Abrams, who pioneered the use of Radio
activity, declared here recently.
The super Radio used by Dr. Abrams
in a series of tests here is attached to
what he calls a reflexophone, which, Dr.
Abrams explains, catches from the air the
vibrations of diseases and records them
by means of delicate tuning methods.
On a table were arranged the neat boxes
of the reflexophones with their dialed covers. Wires connected the reflexophone to
tiny instruments arranged on a board,
whereon three lighted bulbs glowed warmly, and from which rose a magnavox horn.
The super Radio was equipped with an antenna, a delicate looking rod attached to
the set by a black cord.
This machine, Dr. Abrams believes, will
some day be perfected to the point where
it will stand on street corners and in
stores, so that those who care to may drop
a coin in the slot and ascertain what ails
them.
Cancer Radiates Waves
The first test performed by Dr. Abrams
was to record the vibrations of cancer.
The moment the antenna rod approached a
bottle containing a cancer in alcohol, the
horn gurgled audibly. When the bottle
was removed and the rod adjusted, the
horn squawked again, but after a magnet
had been passed over the spot the Radio
failed to respond.
The Radio recorded the message broadcast by the cancer, Dr. Abrams explained.
"The cancer communicated a portion of its
energy to the spot where the bottle had
stood, hence the same reaction. The magnet 'sterilized' the spot, hence the reacWhen the leaf of a nasturtium was torn
the horn responded. Dr. Abrams then cut
the leaf, and there was no reaction. Another leaf, held over the mouth of a chloroform bottle, was similarly torn and cut,
but without the Radio recording the
action.
"Plants broadcast waves of Radio activDr. Abrams explained. "Tearing
tion."ity,"
hurts
the leaf, cutting is painless. When
the plant is influenced by chloroform it
feels- no pain."

Station Broadcasts Massed Bands
at Grotto Conclave
CLEVELAND. — "Music filled the air"
literally and figuratively, when twentyfive Grotto bands got together recently in
Public Hall, and- their offerings were
broadcast by WJAX, the powerful station
of the Union Trust Company.
The occasion was the annual conclave
of The Grotto, with Cleveland as host to
50,000 Prophets and their ladies. Twelve
thousand people were in immediate attendance at Public Hall and the rest of
the United States listened in and compared the band from Boston with those of
Xew Orleans and Kansas City. E. G.
Johnson, the "man with the million dollar
voice," was the announcer.
Special circuits were arranged between
the studio and Public Hall and credit is
due Chief Operator J. M. Thorburn, who
had his broadcasting apparatus tuned so
nicely that even the applause and comments of the audience in the immense
auditorium were floated out on the crest
of "The Wave from Lake Erie." So the
"stay at homes" got an earful and were
with the Prophets in thorough enjoyment
I of the program.

DETECTS PAIN OF
INJURED FLOWER

Quaker City Goes Back
to Her Silent Nights
Stations Return After Fans Clash
Over Issue
You
fishing
for decide
the stray
plants,
even sowith
fishing'
rod.same
Eleanor
York can't
City, beat
however,
cannot
whichDX sport
is best,
does a both
at the
time. Osgood,
Eleanor New
has
the right idea, you'll agree, or did you ever wait for a bite?
© K. & H.

SEE STATIC WATERLOO
IN VERTICAL ANTENNA
Experimenters Test Scheme with
Kite Balloon Aerial
BURBAXK, CALIF.— Is it possible that
the vertical antenna may solve the problem of static interference?
This question is prompted by tests recently made here by R. W. Coburn and
Roy Knabenshue, who sent up a kite balloon to which they had attached an antenna wire to their receiving set.
With the balloon up 200 feet, the experimenters say they heard several broad-

BROTHERS

cast concerts with a singular absence of
the familiar grating noises commonly resulting from atmospherics. *
Coburn and Knabenshue intend to construct a larger balloon and send it up
higher for the purpose of experimenting
further with the vertical antenna, both in
transmitting and receiving.

Coast Guard Praises Air Compass
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The reports
from the various vessels of the Coast
Guard indicate that the Radio compass is
a valuable aid in locating their positions
at sea. The Radio compass has proven
invaluable to the Coast Guard in making
contact with other vessels, especially
those in distress calling for assistance.

Spir L. and Lew P.

PHILADELPHIA.— When the new wave
lengths went into effect the matter of
silent nights was left alone because it was
felt that with the wide difference in local
wave lengths owners of tube sets would
experience
little difficulty in tuning in
distant stations. It is claimed that some
selfish fans, whose sets are not selective
enough to tune in outside stations, have
deluged several newspapers with letters
claiming that Philadelphia broadcasting
stations are "hogging the air." One newspaper printed all the letters, which
brought
in a deluge of letters from those
not.
who wish silent nights and those who do
The upshot of the entire affair is that
Station WIP has announced that it will
have silent night every Thursday at 9:30
p. m. Stations WOO and WDAR will
begin a new schedule, and will broadcast
only two nights a week. Station WFI is
considering anouncementsummer
and anwill be madeschedule
soon.

A Suggestion for the Fourth

•

RADIO

RAID REVEALS RUM
RUNNERS'
AIR PLOT
SEIZE
RUM,
AMMUNITION,
RADIO

Dry
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NEW HAZELTINE NEUTRODYNE PRINCIPLE MAKES
GOOD TWO STEP RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
FOR,
VARIOMETER,

SET

Agents Convinced Law Breakers
Used Ether Phones to Keep
Watch on Authorities

NEW ORLEANS, LA. — .Law breakers,
always abreast of the times, are reported
by police and federal dry agents to have
employed Radio as a means of learning
the whereabouts of prohibition enforcement officials, of communicating- with rum
ships at sea. and of keeping in touch with
confederates along the Gulf of Mexico, the
almost impenetrable bayous of Louisiana
and their supposed headquarters in New
Orleans.
That was declared to have been proven
with the seizure of a complete Radio set,
a vast amount of liquor, arms and ammunition and the arrest of a man giving his
name as D. H. Kirkley, 27 years old, 1326
Pyrtania street, New Orleans. Kirkley
was arrested late Friday on the shell road
near the Kenilworth plantation in St. Bernard parish.
Agents report they arrested Kirkley
after an exciting race and that they found
thirty-five quarts of whisky in his- car.
They then raided a camp on De La Croix
Island, where the Radio set was reported
to have been discovered.
Radio Seized at Camp
Police say Kirkley obtained his supply
of liquor at the camp, where they said
they discovered thirty-nine cases of
whisky, two shotguns, a lard pail filled
with loaded shells and the Radio set.
Residents of De La Croix were questioned. They said every day or so some
one would appear at the camp and operate the Radio, but they said they doubted
if they could identify the mysterious visitors.
Federal agents believe the Radio set
was used not only to communicate with
rum runners in the Gulf, but on Lake
Ponchartrain, access to which is possible
by numerous obscure bayous and passes,
is attractive to smugglers operating between Cuba and other points and New
Orleans. Once safely in the lake, the
liquor is said to have been brought to the
camp, where it was distributed in automobiles and trucks.
While only one arrest was made, others
are expected.

CFCN TO PHONE

FIGHT

(Continued from page 1)
a distance of more
than
230 miles, and
broadcast from there.
At the present time directors of the
fight and those in charge of arrangements
and advertising are conducting a thoroughly efficient and extensive campaign
of publicity for the battle, one of the
biggest sporting events of the decade on
the American continent. And again Radio
has leaped into prominence in this respect.
These publicity agents, ever on the alert
for some new and novel means of bringing their wares to the attention of the
wide world, are capitalizing Radio for this
purpose.

circuit, known
LY developed
RECENT
Neutrodyne, is credas the Hazeltine
ited by its originator to be capable
of developing an amplification ratio of one
million to one, using two stages of Radio
frequency amplification. The principle is
adaptable to all hook-ups in which Radio
frequency amplification may be used. Regeneration may be used and all howling
from the Radio frequency amplification
eliminated. The secret of the hook-up centers in the construction of the three "neu-

A

BbOCK.

troformers" (R. F. transformers) and the
"neutrodons," a form of small condenser
shunted between the grids of the three
tubes. These neutrodons tend to neutralize the grid-to-plate capacity between the
grids and plates of the tubes and thus
eliminate the danger of oscillation or
howling.

both are parallel and in the same direction.
The coupling between the two coils is
fixed. In order to keep the two tubes in
place, a block is placed at both ends and a
fiber rod, threaded at both ends, passed
through both blocks and tightened down
by means of two nuts.
The construction of the neutrodons is
very simple. Obtain a foot or two of No.
8 copper wire and some hard rubber tubing
in which the wire will fit tightly. Two
pieces of wire are inserted in the tube, as
shown by the diagram, and a brass sleeve
fitted over the hard rubber tube. Care
should be taken to see that the two pieces
of wire do not touch each other inside of
the tube, and the brass sleeve should be
free to move.
.

Long Distance
Jr 9 &M

Noise in Paris Jars Time
Devices to Inaccuracy
PARIS. — The international time of day
is broadcast twice a day from the Paris
Observatory, located not far from the
Latin quarter.
But the noises of the city are so great
and the vibrations from street traffic so
noticeable that the requisite accuracy is
becoming impossible, and the director of
the institution says he must move his instruments to the peace and quiet of the
country.

In hooking up the various parts, great
care should be exerted to see that the diagram is strictly carried out. The neutrodons must be isolated from the rest of the
apparatus, so that no capacity or inductive
coupling will exist between them and the
rest of the apparatus. -The neutroformers
should be offset at an angle of 45 degrees
to eliminate any possibility of inductive
relation existing between them.
To set the values of the neutrodons,
light all the tubes and tune in a loud sta-

The neutroformer consists of two cylindrical tubes, either fiber or composition,
3% inches in diameter by 3 inches long
and 3 inches in diameter by 3 inches long.
Fifteen turns of No. 22 double silk covered wire are wound on the small tube and
60 turns of the same size wire on the large
tube. The small tube is then placed inside
the larger
one, so that the windings of

w*

tion. Then turn off the filament of the
first tube and adjust the brass sleeve of
the first neutrodon until no signals can be
heard in the phones. Turn up the first
filament and go through the same procedure with the second tube. Finally it will
be well to seal the adjustments of all three
neutrodons by means of a few drops of
hot sealing wax.
"UV-STOl tubes are recommended and a
fairly high plate voltage used: 60 to 90
volts. The detector, however, is tapped off
at 18 volts.
If regeneration is desired, a variometer
may be inserted in the plate circuit of the
detector tube.
The dimensions given for the neutroformer are for broadcast reception. If it
is desired to receive amateur work, the
number of turns should be reduced to 10
and 40.
A word about tuning. The adjustment
of the second stage and detector variable
condenser is usually the same, while that
of the first stage will vary as the capacity
and inductance of the antenna being used.
To tune in a station, the second stage and
detector are set and the tuning done with
the condenser of the first stage. A final
adjustment is accomplished by tuning the
detector circuit, second stage, and first
stage in the order given. The potentiometer in the detector circuit is almost indispensable for good results. , The set is
very constant, and once the adjustments
are found they will remain the same for
any length of time.

The trick is in
the Coil
NO STORAGE
BATTERY
REQUIRED
No Radio
Frequency
Transformer used.
Not Super
but
DOUBLE Reflex Regeneration.
Works local without antenna or
ground, and brings in the
"PAR
AW AT ONES'* with
liver. volume
more
than you ever
thought one tube could deMoney Order for 25 ets. brings
easy
to read Address:
diagrams and all
information.

9 V 1. „„„ trom Atlanta

Minneapolis, Davenport, FortWorth, Dallas, Kansal
City, St. Louis , Denver on Crystal without batteries.
Usual crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings andinstructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
Leon Lambert. 501 South Vokitsia, Wichita, Kan*
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Every Radio Fan
Should Have
This Book

PRATT

Railway
Exchange
Bldg.,
Chicago, III.
P. £..• Its Radio Golf Record is 119,000 miles.
First Trial Picked Up Havana
from New York

Price Only

The PERFECT Broadcast Receiver —
All of the joys of radio may now be
yours without outdoor antenna,
loop, or storage battery, with the

NCTK/

J paedia,
this radio
I. C. S.
Radio
1IKE
a little
encycloHandbook
is packed
with
concise, sound information
useful to everybody from beginner to veteran
boiled owl.
It starts hardwith
simple explanations of radio
phenomena and leads you
along gently until you can
cal diagram. the most techniunderstand
You may dip into it at
random, or hunt up special
information you want, or
read itferent
right
types ofthrough.
receiving Difand
sending hook-ups are
explained;
proposedlists
insurance regulations;
of
broadcasting stations; radio
compass stations; interesting
experiments; definitions;
codes and symbols; technical
data and thousands of suggestions for getting more
pleasure out of radio.

A SILK-COVERED WIRE but
20 feet long, supplied with this
Receiver, does the work of the
unsightly outdoor antenna, or
loop. This wire may be concealed behind the picture moulding or run along the baseboard.
Ask your Dealer, today I

Technically
edited by
F. H. DOANE

A pocket course in radio !
Everythingpage
useful, tells
and you
theresomeare
562 pages;trationshundreds
of illusand diagrams.
It is
the
dollar's
worth
radio,biggest
and will
save you
fromin
wasting
that
don't money
work.

I rv

on' things

Send $1 to-day and get this 5 62 -page I. C. S.
Radio Handbook before you spend another
cent on parts.
Money back if not satisfied.
. — ——TEAR
OUTHERE
INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPOND ENCB
Box 8277, Scranton, Penna.

I

SCHOOLS.

I enclose One Dollar. Please send me— postpaid— the 5 62-page I. C. S. Eadio Handbook.
It is understood that if I am not entirely
satisfied I may return this book within flva

I
days and you will refund my money.
1 Name
I Address.
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CLEARPHONE KILLS
STATIC IN SIGNALS
EXPERTS

PUTTING
INVENTION THROUGH TESTS

Results to Be Secret for 2 Years; U. S.
to Take Device
Out Patent on
By 1m. M. Lamm
WASHINGTON, D. C— Radio experts of
the Navy Department are experimenting
with a so-called "Clearphone," which is
claimed to either entirely, or at least assist in clearing static from signals. The
new apparatus is the invention of W. J.
Scott, who is a chief electrician in the
navy, stationed for many years at the
Norfolk Navy Yard, but now detailed to
the Research Laboratory of the navy.
Navy officers and other officials of the
department who have charge of the experimental work refuse to discuss the new
invention which it is believed will revolutionize Radio sending by telegraph but
will have nothing to offer in connection
with Radiophony.
Development Confidential
The Navy Department has been doing
experimental work in connection with the
"Clearphone" for some time, it has just
been learned, but nothing has been given
to the public on the experiments and nothing will be made public until some two
years after the apparatus has been successfully used by the department. The
patents, it is understood, will be taken out
in the name
of the Government,
and a
C. A. Criswell, Philadelphia author and "Radario,"
is responsible for a new who
departure
in broadcasting. He writes Radio dramas especially for broadcast production. (See article in
first column.) © Keystone
W. J. Scott, the
phone/* which is
static in reception,
raphy. (See article

inventor, and his "Cleardesigned to eliminate the
especially in Radio telegin fourth column.)
© Int.

DEVELOPS DRAMAS
FOR BROADCASTING
FIRST
ETHER
DRAMA
BIG
HIT AT STATION WDAR
Clyde

Agnew
Criswell,
Specialist
New Technique — Tax on
"Prop's" Ingenuity

in

By W. B. Johnson
PHILADELPHIA. — Clyde Agnew Criswell has developed a technique for writing
dramas especially for Radio. His first attempt, "The Secret 'Wave," a three-act
play of the melodramatic type, was broadcast from WDAR, Lit Brothers, in Philadelphia. Mr." Criswell says the play
pleased so well that the station has received more than 1,000 letters asking for
more. He is credited with having written
the first Radio drama, and holds a copyright on it.
"Radio dramas," he said, "will find a
permanent place on broadcast programs
in the future. When the moving picture
was invented it was found that dramas
written for the stage were not suited for
filming, and new ideas had to be used.
New Technique Needed
'Until such time as the moving pictures
and Radio have been synchronized, and
this time is bound to come, this new
technique will have to be used. A dialogue must be used that will convey to the
listeners-in exactly what is taking place.
Each sentence must convey a move or
action. In the stage play, the audience
sees every move, and also hears; in the
motion picture the audience sees and also
reads the captions or sub-titles, but the
Radio audience, which is invisible, must
follow the action of the play by wrords.
Everything must be through suggestion.
"Everything," Mr. Criswell said, "must
be conveyed so forcibly that the listener in
really beholds the characters and knows
what sort of setting is used."
Property Man Originates
The Radio drama has developed a newtype of genius, thinks Mr. Criswell. He
is the Radio property man.
"Just as the movies and the legitimate
stage have property men, so, too, must
the Radio drama or play have a property
man. And I think his job is much harder,
because he must adapt himself to the new
art.
"For instance, many amusing things
happened while we were broadcasting
tests of 'The Secret Wave.' We found
that by discharging a regular type revolver it gave a long whistling noise instead of the sharp staccato sound that
was wanted. What we did was to blow
up a paper bag and burst it. In the third
act was a. revolver duel, and to distinguish between the two shots, we had to
use the paper bai? stunt for one shot and
burst a toy balloon for the other.
This

gave
the listeners
in the conception
of
two different shots."
Automobile Sounds Faked
There is also an automobile in this act.
The part required closing of the door,
blowing the horn, starting the motor,
shifting the gears and using the auto cutout. "Of course," he said, "the blowing
of the horn was easy, but we were put to
our wits' end to get the other necessary
sounds. This is how we did it. For slamming the door of the auto we had a regustarting'
the
motorlarweautomobile
used a door;
vacuum for
cleaner
in front
of the microphone; for shifting gears, we
had a regular Ford gear-shift in front of
an electric fan to give the engine effect,
while for using the cutout, we held a stiff
piece of cardboard against the electric fan.
"These stunts are known as graphic
sound, and the property man has a hard
job on his hands to have everything record
exactly as it should sound."
Mr. Criswell claims that you must "walk
on eggs" to please the Radio audience with
a drama. In the regular theater the man
has the choice of picking a play from a
number, and it is the same with the
movies. The minister will go to the showthat pleases him, while the gambler will
go to a play that attracts him. All of the
objections must be taken into consideration, because in Radio everybody listens in.

WBZ

Employes Organize
Station's Own Orchestra

SPRIXGFIELD, MASS.— Station WBZ
of the Wrestinghouse Company, now has its
own orchestra, known as the WBZ Concert Orchestra. This will supplement
concerts given from the station by artists
of Springfield and vicinity, and is composed of employes of the Westinghouse
plant here. It is directed by S. J. Fairfield,
who has been a conductor of bands and
orchestras for twenty-five years. At present it is planned to give concerts three
times weekly, the programs being arranged
as dinner concerts, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, from 6 to 7 P. M., Eastern
Standard Time.

Standard Waves
for Set Check-up
WWV

to Enable Amateurs to Calibrate
Wavemeters so as to Check
Transmitting Outfits

WASHINGTON. — In an effort to permit
Radio operators and fans to check their
wavemeters and instruments on standard
waves, the Bureau of Standards will
transmit standard wave lengths commencing at 10:55 p. m., Eastern time, each
night, on July 17, August 15. September
13 and 28 and on October 7.
On the last date, WWV will enable amateurs to calibrate their receiving and
transmitting sets, since the land covered
will be from 222 to 150 meters, the signals being sent between 1:50 a. m. and
3:41 a. m.
The schedule follows:
Wave
Kilocs'cles, Length,
Date-^Frequency
Meters
July 17
425-1500 705-200
Aug. 15
425-1500 705-200
Sept.
13
425-1500 600-176
705-2-00
Sept. 28
500-1700
Oct. 7
1350-2000 222-150
In continuation of the established practice, the Bureau will transmit the call
signals "WWV" both in Radiotelegraph
and Radiotelephone, each wave length occupying about nine minutes of time.

Gold-Mounted Receivers
Are Royal Wedding Gift
LONDON. — Among the countless wedding presents received by the Duke and
Duchess of York was a wonderful goldmounted Radio receiving set. It is a portable loop receiver, mounted on a mahogany tea wagon, complete in every detail,
with loud speaker and even a ckarger for
the storage battery on the shelf beneath.
Never place a lightning switch indoors.

m

policy has been adopted at the Navy Department which precludes the giving of
any experiment to the public until aftei
two years has elapsed.
In addition to the work which the navy
experts
have done
"Clearphone"
is
understood
that onMr.theScott
worked forit
several years on it before bringing it to
the
attention of the navy officials. The
success.
experiments so far, it has been learned,
look as though the apparatus would be a

"RADIO BABY" NAMED
FOR BROADCAST PLANT
WGY, Schenectady,
Is Honored by
Wisconsin Family
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.— WGY, located
here, has been honored by a Wisconsin
family. A brand new baby has been
named after it. He is Wallace Gordon
Yadon has
and written
he lives the
in Delavan,
father
station: Wris. His
"We have
because we
your station,
the child is
daily. tion is our
you would

a baby called the 'Radio Boy,'
have named this child after
which indicates that not only
a favorite but that your stafavorite. We only hope that
broadcast twenty-four hours

"The boy's name
Yadon. The receiving
at the hospital for the
even the little fellow
recognize

is Wallace Gordon
set has been placed
last five weeks, and
is getting so he can

the announcer."

France Leads Europe with
Most Powerful Equipment
PARIS. — Wrhile the United States has
been carrying on an intensive campaign
in broadcasting and the use of Radio by
amateurs, France has been hard at work
developing its commercial Radio business
through private enterprise. Today France
has the largest, most efficient and most
powerful equipment in Europe. Unlike
England, France took the opportunity
during the war of developing this new
means of communication.
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YANKS AND JAPS IN
RADIO RIGHTS MESS
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Portable Set Contest Roles
The rules to follow in the contest are
but few and easily followed. They are:
1. Amateurs who are able to beat the
records given, or who can claim with good
evidence, distance receiving records of
By the Contest Editor
300 statute miles or more for Radiophone broadcasting stations found in the
of
list
this Radiothink ? ofThese
you
do
T
WHA
portable
set
records
HARBORD MEETS OFFICIALS
"Broadcasting Station Directory," page 8,
phans are not going to let the of
three
consecutive issues, may send in
AT WASHINGTON
summer heat keep them from listening such records. These must be made with
in. They have their outdoor sets all ready a portable set and when records are subMinister Schurman
Remonstrates with for the summer and it looks as if they
mitted, the contest class it falls in must
are not going to miss any of the inter- be told. These three contest classes are:
China for Expulsion of Yank
esting programs to be broadcast this Single tube receivers, sets using a loop
Firm
season. If you have a portable set, read aerial and having three tubes or less, and
WASHINGTON, D. C— G. Harbord, over the rules given below, and send in crystal sets.
your
records. Let other Radiophans know
president of the R. C. A., was in recent
2. Distances must be measured AIRconference with state department officials, what you are getting on your" outdoor
LINE and expressed in statute miles. Disand, while no statement as to the nature set.
regard of this rule may cause amateurs
The first list of portable record holders to be declared ineligible.
of the conversation was forthcoming, it was
understood to have had to do with efforts appears below:
3. Call signals of station heard, its location and the mileage, as denned in Rule
of the Federal Telegraph Company to obSingle Tube
2, must be given in reporting record.
tain from the Chinese government authori- Station— Miles Away—
Who
Heard It
Otherwise
record will not be considered.
ty to complete and put in operation its CFAC— 1775, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
CJCA — 1975. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Radio stations in China.
4. Distances are verified by the contest
CJGC— 1225. M. A. Acheson,
Houston.
Tex.
department of this publication, using a
The only authoritative statement made KFEY— 1650, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Geo. F. Cram Co. standard Radio map
at the department was that there had been KGG — 1S25. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
KDKA— 350. W. R. Clark, Jr.. Bridgeport, Conn,
no recent Chinese development. It was PWX—
of
the United States. Owing to much
1375, Vv". R. Clark, Jr.. Bridgeport, Conn.
variance in maps, the distances are only
understood that the Washington govern- WBU— 750, W. R. Clark, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn.
WCAE—
350.
W.
E.
Clark,
Jr.,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
given to the nearest 25 miles and are
ment has as yet been unable to induce the WCAU — 1350, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
claimed accurate only within 50 miles.
Chinese authorities to grant equal oppor- WCAX— 1600, M. A. Acheson. Houston, Tex.
1050. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
5. There are no prizes awarded. The
tunity and land rights to the Federal Com- WCAT—
WDAK—
1525.
M.
A.
Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
pany, although the latter has invested WDAP— 750. W. E. Clark, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn.
only compensation record holders receive
is the distinction of recognition through
more than ?15,000,000 in its Chinese enter- WDAY— 1200, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WFAG — 1525. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
the columns
of RADIO
DIGEST.
prise.
WGfL— 1350. M. A. Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
WHAL— 1100, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Japs Can't Jump Ocean
A Japanese Radio company is also at WHAS— 675, W. E. Clark, Jr.. Bridgeport, Conn.
WIP— 1350, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
work in China but has not yet established WJAP
WSY "Official" Broadcasts
M. A Acheson, Houston, Tex.
communication across the Pacific owing WJAE —— 1225.
1600, M. A. Acheson, Houston. Tex.
WKC—
M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Increase Farm Stations
to mechanical difficulties with its equip- WKT— 1275,
W. E. Clark, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn,
ment. Pressure from this source via Tokyo WL4W —1375,
1450, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
BIRMINGHAM,
ALA.— WSY of the AlaWMAC
—
1425.
M.
A.
Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
is generally credited with having- caused WOC— 900, W. E. Clark. Jr., Bridgeport, Conn.
bama Power company is now broadcasting
the Peking authorities to defer action
1000, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
all
government
matter
along with their
on the request of the Radio Corporation WPAL—
WPG — 975, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
regular program. Weather reports, defor the granting of privileges necessary to WSAI— S0O, K. N. Sapp, Tampa. Fla.
WSB—
775,
W.
E.
Clark,
Jr.,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
partment
of
agriculture
matter, lectures
the completion of its projects in China.
1475, SI. A. Acheson. Houston. Tex.
and other government information are
There is reason to believe that Minister WSL—
WSY— 900. W. E. Clark, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn.
broadcast. The station is also broadcastJacob G. Schurman has remonstrated with WWAY— 975, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
ing market reports. Many farmers all
the Chinese authorities over what amounts
Crystal Set
over Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and
to an expulsion of the American company KDKA— 1175. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Georgia are putting in receiving stations
in favor of the Japanese concern and that KFAF — S75, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
since this service has been started by
KFFQ — 825, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
he has pointed out that the Washington KFI
— 1350, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WST, saying the service is of great value
government expects the Peking govern- KHJ — 1350. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
to them and is worth many times the
KPO
—
1600,
M.
A.
Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
ment to adjust matters so that there can
— 700. M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
cost of a receiving station.
be equal opportunity in development of KSD
KYW— 975, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
trans-Pacific communication and the KZN — 1200, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
PWX
—
950,
M.
A.
Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
Conferences are to be held at Paris,
furtherance in commercial intercourse WAAP — 575, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
London, Berlin and other centers in
with China.
WDAF — 650, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WDAP — 970, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
Europe for the development of an interWGI— 1625, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
national Radio service.

Use Remote Control to
Send Out Calgary Music

CALGARY, ALTA. — CFCN is now broadcasting every Monday night the Military
Band at the Capitol theater here. The
concert is broadcast by a system of remote
control which has been perfected by W. W.
Grant. The orchestra is located in the
heart of the city and the broadcasting- station located on Crescent Heights, a mile
and a half distant. Cable lines run from
the theater to the station.
The London Daily Mail has a broadcasting station at The Hague, Holland, and it
has been reported as heard in this country. The call letters are PCGG.

SOMETHING

NEW

il^vWi/^/

loAi
Tal
ing

made of 100%
"B" ,
Metal.
superior
to
any crystal. I
Puts
n e wl
life into!
your
seU
Guaranteed
for one year.
It's
the
cheapest in
the long run.
Sold by all live dealers, or can be
ordered from the

50c

PORTABLE RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—

WGM — 700, M. A. Acheson.
Houston,
Tex.
WGV— 325, M. A. Acheson. Houston, Tex.
WGT— 1500, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WHA — 1000, M. A. Acheson, Houston,
Tex.
WHB — 650, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WLAG — 1075, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WMC— 500, M. A. Acheson, Houston, Tex.
WOC! — 875, M. A, Acheson. Houston, Tex.
WOS — 650, M. A. Acheson,
Houston,
Tex.
WSB — 725. M. A. Acheson, Houston,
Tex.
WWJ— 1125, M. A. Acheson. Houston, Tex.

ERLA

DUO-REFLEX

SET

Complete parts for Erla Reflex Circuit, consisting
of the following parts: 1 23-plate Vernier Var. Condenser: 1Variocoupler ; 1 Cunningham 301-A Tube;
1 Erla Keflex E. F. Transf. : 1 Marie Audio Fred.
Trans. : 1 Gold Grain Detector ; 1 Howard 25-ohra
Eheostat: 1 Socket: 2 3-inch Dials: .001 and .002
Mieadon
Condensers:
12 Switch Points: 4 Stops:
2 Switch Levers; 8 Binding Posts: 7x12 Eadion
Panel; 7x12 Mahogany Cabinet; Buss Wire; Erla
Blue Print, drawn to scale, covering every detail of
construction. Regular price $42.25. ^507 Cktt
Our Price, Postpaid
List Price
$ 9.00— Cunningham
301-A
9.00 — UV-201-A
6.50 — W-199
75.00— EADI OLA SENIOR,
(Phones
68.00— EADIOLA

«P^ * •*'«J
Our Price
$5.70
5.75
5.S5
tC9
Kfi

and SENIOE
Tube)

ipO^.OU
<C«i9 HA
*a*,ou
t^
(tfl

(Tubes)222
70.00— Amplifier
TJSKA TYPE
(3 Circuit) II
97.50— EADIOLA

V°3,W
tOI
QC
«po ».•»«*
and Phones)
9.00 — Kellogg
7.50
(BatteriesVariocoupler
8.00 — Kellogg Variometer
7.10
1.50— LOADING COIL
<t(\ CK
ers
"B"
(Never
over )
5 days' «p\/.W«#
old.)
200 met
(Add Batteries
1.75— Eveready 22% Volt No. 763
95
3.00 Eveready 22Y2 Volt No. 766
2.10
5.50— Eveready 45 Volt No. 767
3.95
Everything guaranteed as firsts. Send for Special
Price List.
We pay postage.
2MW.SnegelSt

RADIO SUPPLY STORES

Maaheim.P».

B-Metal
Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

YOUR

MONEY
$100.00
IF THESE
GENUINE
VACUUM
TUBE

A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — 4 in One

BACK
AND
REWARD
ARE NOT
DEFOREST
LIST
RECEIVING SETS

Deforest Receiver
$36.00
W.D.-12
Tube
6.50
Signal Corps Phones
12.00
B Battery
3.00
A Battery
50
Antenna Equipment
2.50
Book, "The Radio Telephone" .
.50
Honeycomb Coil
1.50

Our Price Complete
SEND MONEY

ORDER

C. W. Thompson
MATTOON,

!p«54.«JO
$62.50

Company

ILLINOIS

Re- Organ izedl
H0RNE

MANUFACTURING
now

Freshman Fix-0

Amsco Rheostats

45 PER CENT OFF

H0RNE

known

CO.

as the

ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

will continue the manufacture and sale of
the well known Horne Radio Products,
consisting of 50 Radio Devices, and will
conduct an energetic summer sales campaign on the following new devices:

"PORTO-SET"
(Trade

$43.00

Mark)
Portable
set in leather carrying
case for
vacationists,
consisting of one stage radio
and one stage audio on single tube, energized by flashlight battery.

"VARIO-LEAK"
Guarantee
an
unusually
uniform
and
steady
contact.
For base or panel mounting.
Condensite
base,
high-grade
resistance
unit, attractive knob.
Adjustable shaft to
any thickness panel.
6 Ohms
$1,00; with dial
$1.25
20 Ohms
1.25; with dial
1.50
(For UV-201A Tubes)
50 Ohms
1.30; with dial
1.55
(For UV-199 Tubes)
At All Good Dealers

AMSCO
Broome

PRODUCTS,

& Lafayette Sts., New

INC.
York City

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

Fries
Complete

65c

Furnished in Any Value of Resistance from V-2 to
10
Megohms.
Separate
Condenser
and
Mountings,
40c.
Separate
Leaks with Safe-T
Handle, 30c.
At your
dealers,
otherwise
send
purchase
price and
you
will be supplied
postpaid.

^Kas, Freshman
106

SEVENTH

AVE.,

NEW

iS.lnc.
YORK

$1.50

(Trade Mark)
A
substantial
Variable
Grid
Resistance,
Panel, Mounted,
operated like a Rheostat.

"Vernier Condenser" .... $0.90
Two leaf type for either Table
Mounting.
No moving contacts.
Write
Writ©

for

latest

direct if your

or Panel

catalog

BROADCASTERS TO
OBTAIN OWN MUSIC
Decision

Is Outcome of Convention Chicago
Held Recently
in

CHICAGO. — The Radio public is to be
furnished with an endless stream of high
grade musical selections, it was announced by Paul B. Klugh, executive
chairman of the National Association of
Broadcasters, at a meeting of the executive committee held recently at Chicago.
The National Association of Broadcasters, which was formed as a result of the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers' demands for a license fee
for the privilege of using selections copyrighted by their organization, has adopted
a definite policy of refusing to use any of
the society's selections. This decision is^
based not on the grounds that to so use
them would be public performance for
profit, but that in using them, the broadcaster would be rendering a service in
popularizing the pieces that should be
paid for by the music publisher who draws
his profits from mechanical rights and
sales of sheet music.
The broadcaster association, on the
other hand, underwritten by some of the
most influential broadcasters in the country, is ready to furnish music written
by well-known composers so that the Radiophan will not miss the music of the
American
Society.
The audion bulb is about 30 times as
strong as the crystal.

A Synthetic CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
sensitive over its entire surface
Pending)
(latent clearness
Eliminates all detector
troubles.
OINT Extraordinary
MULTIP
and volume.
Endorsed by Radio exDerts and press for
both REFLEX
CIRCUITS and CRYSTAL
SETS.
Sold
in Sealed Packages only.
Price mounted, SensiCO,.
tiveness guaranteed

RUSONITE

OKJC

GATWHISKER

M Karat GoW Multiple Contact Super
OC„
Sensitive
^OC
Order from your dealer or direct from us,

RUSONITE
19

Park

UM\Jt\.LJJLKJ
A T\lf\

PRODUCTS
Row,

New

York

VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
AT
Y. PRICES

Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
PHO
NES SOLD
NO SALVAGED
GOODS
Ins. Add
Where
"Money
Back
Policy
Prevails"
Dietzen 3,000 Ohm
$3.75 $0.12
Brown Single (4,000 Ohm
Pr.)
4.95 .09
Duniuce Fc>r Parcel
Royal 2,200 Okm
3.75 Post
.12
Holtzer Cabot
7.95 .14
COUPLERS
Atwater Kent
All Wave (GenuineVARIOMETERS
Capitol)

6.80
6.95

.14
.18

4.85
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
U. S. Tool 46-Plate Vernier
4.45
U. S. Tool 24-Plate Vernier
4.10
3 Plate Vernier
95
23 Plate Vernier
2.95
43 Plate Vernier
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Sampson
4.95
All American 3 to 1
4.00
All American 5 to 1
4.10
All American 10 to 1
4.30
Acme
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Acme
3.45
Cotoco
2.45
Owl
95
MISCELLANEOUS

.12

Switch Lever, Fada Type
Ammeter Testing B Battery
Two Slide Tuning Coil
Hydrometers
Electric Soldering Iron
Double Phonograph Attachment
SETS
Westinghouse,
Jr.
Aerex
Crystal
Set
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
Viotor Two Stage Amplifier
RHEOSTATS
Klosner Vernier
Bradleystat
Union Radio
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
LOUD SPEAKERS
King Amplltone
Horn
Reflex
Phonaflex
TUBES
Welch Peanut Tube
Sterling 1% V
Margo 1H V. (2 Element)
De Forest D. V. 6 A
CABINETS (In White)

19
49
1.25
49
2.50
1.15

.06
.08
.12
.08
.15
.08

6.95
7.95

.40
.45

12.50
12.50

.45
.45

1.25
1.49
65

.14
.10
.08

89
50

.10
.10

4.95
9.85
15.00

.28
.30
.50

2.00
3.95
1.00
5.75

.10
.15
.15
.15

1-45
1.65
1.8*
2.15
2.45
2.95

.20
.25
.30
.40
.45
.50

95
1.95

.12
.14

25
35

.08

Dayton

7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x21
7x24

Argus,
Brach,

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
Outdoor or Indoor
DIALS
Outdoor

2-lnch
3-tnch

(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

.24
.20
.08
.14
.18
.15
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.12
.10

dealer can't supply

you.
Home
Electric
& Manufacturing
Co*
Main
Office and
Works
Mercer
New

& Colgate Streets, Jersey City, N. J.
England Factory and
54 Old Colony Avenue,

Warehouse
Boston

191

Fulton St., Dept F-19, New York City
9 New York Stores
Greatest Radio Mail Order House

America's

I
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs

[

Tuesday, June 26

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert
•■K*ii:,>:i:.'
Star Orchestra.: "I'aie Moon."
.tralio: "Out of tl» Dusk."
W
Kate Jacksou. contralto; orchestra:
selection "The
froru
ka."
orchestra:
"I b'uYou
Mm,"
W

•

WFAA
(Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M., Musical program by Melba Theatre talent.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M..
Dinner music Meyer Davis llellevue-Sumtford Concert Orchestra; 3:00 P. M.. Concert: 3:45 P. M.,
6:20 P. M.. Baseball scores; 6:30 P. M..
Pinner music. Me-.cr Davis Bellrvue-Stratloul Concert
Orcluwtra;
7*0-7:30 P. M.. Bedllmi
Cousin Sue.
WGI
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving. 360). 6:45 P. M.,
Girls' Hour. Eunice' L Randall: 8 30 P. M.. Talk.

CFCA

(Eastern.

Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P.

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

Pacific

chestra; "Ave Maria," Jatjues Stern, 'cellist: "II
Trovatore," orchestra: "As I Went a-Roaming," Lyona Hunt; "Praeludium,"
orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400). 2:30-330 P. M., Matinee musicale, Naomi Sweeney Brown, whistler; 6:45-7:30 P. M.,
Children's Hour: 8:00-10:00 P. M., "A Night in the
Trenches." The California Hut.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, courtesy of Inland Elec Co. :
Dance music Cope Harvey's Orchestra: Wendell W.
Hall. KYW's Music Maker; 9:05-9 35 P. M.,
"Twenty Minutes of Good Reading." Rev. C. J.
Pernin. S. J. Dept. of English, Lovola Uinversity.
WBAP (Central, 476), 930-1030 P. M., Concert. Fort
Worth Police Band.

WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; 2*0-3:00 P. M..
Musical 4:30-6*0
program: P.
Talk,
of theandHeart,"
Betsy
Logan:
M.. "Affairs
Song recital
short talks,
730-8:00 P. M.. Dream Daddy.
WFAA (Central, 476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Address. "How
General Should Laws Be Made?" O. O. Touchstone,
president Dallas Bar Assn.; 830-9 30 P. M.. Musical
urogram. Wednesday Morning Choral Club: 11*012:00 P.
Music
Co. M., Recital, arranged by D. L. "Whittle
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M..
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00 P. M.. Song recital; 3:45 P. M.,
Concert; 630 P. M., Baseball scores; 7:00 P. M..
Short talks: 8:00 P. M., Musical program.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 830 P. M.,
Songs. Dean Winslow Hanscom, tenor; Talk. "Bental
and
Conditions."
L E. Dierdorff; Concert,
AmradHousing
Pianoforte
Club.

SPECIAL

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9*0 P. M.,
Concert. "Ruy Bias." Star Orchestra: "Anethama,"
Alex. Elder, baritone; "Viennese Melody," Mannie
Roth, violinist: "L'Eitase," orchestra: "How Can I
Comfort Ye." Alex. Elder; "Serenade." orchestra:
"Chanson Arabe." Mannie Roth: "Dance of the
Hours," orchestra: 'F;I. a Glass with Golden Wine,"
Alex. Elder; "Turkish March," orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 400). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert. Hawaiian
Orchestra matinee.
from the Hawaiian
S.S. "Calawaii;"
230-330
M.,
Musical
Orchestra:
Lecture.P. Bae
N Victor; 6:45-730 P. M.. Children's Hour: music
and bedtime story. Uncle John: 8*0-10:00 P. M„
Program arranged by Downey Women's Club.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Recital: Mrs. Hector
Pasmezoglu. soprano; Olga Hambuechen. contralto:
Harvey W. Ramsay, tenor; Raymond Koch, baritone:
Paul Friess. piarjst; Address. Mavor Henry Kiel
of St Louis, F. W. A. Vesper, president St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8*0-8:58 P. M..
Dance music. Oope Harvey's Orchestra: 8:58 P. M.,
Musical program: Florence Kramp. soprano; Slary
Welch, contralto: Mark Love, baritone: Howard Neumiller, accompanist: Charles Blum, harmonica.
WBAP (Central. 476). 930-1030 P. M.. Concert. Texas
Melody Boys' Dance Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre: 2*0-3*0 P. M.,
Features from Stanley Theatre: 4 30-6*0 P. H..
Song recital; 730-8*0 P. M.. Dream Daddy: 8*0
P. M.,
Musical
program, Howard Lanin's Arcadia
Cafe
Dance
Orchestra.

Direct

From
Manufacturer to Consumer

Save the Difference

LOUD SPEAKER
GENUINE
WOOD
FIBRE
HORN
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment: Complete. Height 24
inches.
Colors, Black,
Mahogany and Olive Green.

Price — $5.00

Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.
Send

Money

EMIL
15 Park

Order

DECLYNE
Row

Room

2525

NEW YORK CITY
Dept. B. D
Barclay 6298

Crystal Fans Wake Up
"The Vacuum Tube's Only Rival"
Lasts Indefinitely

50c
No. 1010X

30 Ohm

» i--y

UV199A

JACK BINNS OF S. O. S. FAME

JAYNXON
57 Dey St.

m

LABORATORY
New

York City

Rheostat

Excellent results assured with use on New
Type

Tubes

UV201A

Using small filament current
6 Ohm
$0.75
20 Ohm
1.00
30 Ohm
1.10
At

your

Write

dealers.
receipt

AER0V0X
208

Otherwise
of purchase

sent
postpaid
price.

West

17th

WIRELESS CORP.
Street

NEW

YORK

WWJ
7:30 Orchestra;
P. M., Concert,
Band;(Eastern.
8:30 P. 517).
M.. News
Marie Schmeman's
Bloe. pianist; Frank Hawkes. pianist; Anne Curran. soprano:
Edgar gram.
Hagel,
10:00 P. M., Dance proPeacock saxophonist;
Orchestra.

Friday, June 29
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400), 8*0-9*0 P. M .
Concert. "Lohengrin." Star Orchestra; Mary Bothwell, contralto; "Canzonetta," Harry Adaskin violinist; "La Czarine." orchestra; Mary Bothwell. contralto: "Sleeping Beauty Waltz." orchestra; "Songs
My Mother Taught Me," Harry Adaskin; Mary Bothwell: (Pacific.
Selection
"The Country
Girl." orchestra
KHJ
400).from2:30-330
P. M.. Matinee
musicale
6:45-730 P. M.. Children's Hour; 8*0-10:00 P. M..
Program, arranged by Lillian Martin.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Opera. "Die Fledermaus"
(The Batl . Municipal Open Air Theatre
KWY (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8*0-8:58 P. M.
Musical program, courtesy of Lyon & Healy Concert
Dept.; Cope
Harvey'sJones.
Orchestra; 9:05-9:25 P. M.. Book
reviews,
Llewellyn
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30-1030 P. M., Concert. Original Johnnies Jolly Jazz,
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12*0-12:54
P. M., Organ, recital. Stanley Theatre: 2*0-3:00
P. M., Song recital: 430-6:00 P. M., musical program; Talk. "Affairs of the Heart." Betsy Logan;
730-8*0 P. M- Dream Daddy: 8*0 P. M., Short
talks, musical selections, dance music. Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WFAA (Central, 476). 1230-1*0 P. M., Address,
(Continued on page 9.)

(Eastern. 380), 1:00 P. M., Talk, "Mental Hygiene— What New York State Is Doing for the Mentally Defective." Eleanor A. Gray, N. Y. State Dept
of Education: 7:45 P. M., Musical program: "March,
of the Gladiators," Cyprus Temple Shrine Band of
Albany, N. Y., W. Elmore Slack, director; "Rival
Overture," band; "My Laddie," Alice Brown, soprano: "Forest Whispers." "Ballet Music." band;
"O, Dry Those Tears." Alice Brown; "Sounds from
the South." "The Bandman's Delight." band; "The

oJcgT

OOKUPi

rOnc
k/SrOnc

J^7

Ear

many others, simple and
elaborate, fully diagrammed
and explained. Used continuously by thousands of
Radio fans, both amateurs
and professionals. The
greatest book ever published for experimenting.
Keep this valuable little
book before you at all
times. Send your check or
money-order for one dollar and the book will be
>'.' Forty-seven
■ mailed to you.
hook-ups, all different. Send
your tionorder
today. The ediis limited.

on

for catalog illustrating and describing our
entire line of quality apparatus.
Territory Open for Jobbers

WOC (Central. 484). 3:30 P. M., Educational talk.
Karl G. Stephen ; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00 A. M..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Dinner
music. Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5:00 P. M..
5f"i
jr"t"5
Organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7 30 P. M.. Baseball

WGY

Wednesday, June 27

Radio Ed. Tribune Radio Laboratory, recently
awarded a certificate of excellence to the L. D. R.
Super-Crystal, stating— "The L. D. R. Super-Crystal
Is exceptionally sensitive and covered with many
ampUneation spots. All that can be desired in a
real good radio crystal that will last indefinitely."
FREE Crystal Amplification Hook-ups.
FREE the 1000 Mile One Tube Reflex Hook-up.

Ml . M I. Si
Saving. 509). 3:00-430 P. M..
M.. Dinner music; 7:00-730
!t> Wlp; 8:00 P. M.. Musi8:00 P. M.. Concert. Hotel

(Central, Daylight Saving. 309), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Budd Rudd's Collegian Dance Orchestra: "In
the Days of Knighthood." •'Gypsy Serenade." Carlo
Mastropaolo, violinist; "Norwegian Dance," "Valse
Caprice,"
Roslna
Arrlco, Violin
pianist:
"Luclan
Corea Swaru.
corm-Ust:
duet.
Carlo Polka."
!

CentralSaving
or Daylight
Mountain

Musical" program, courtesy of Albany Music Teachers'
Assn.: "Minuet,"
instrumental ensemble; "Scherzo in
B Flat
Minor."
Mary
Hoeflich.
pianist;
"Elsa's
Dream."
from "Lohengrin."
Mary
Whish.
soprano;
"Science Up to Date," Scientific American Maga"Adagio."
"Rondo Allegrett}. " from "Seventh Conzine; Concert. Mabel Mulrey. soprano; Irene Mulrey,
certo." David Harris, rtolinist; "The Wood Pigeon."
pianist; Mrs. Maud Dunnan,
reader.
Katherine
Crumruey.
singer;
"Pony
Race."
Ruth
Feinburg. pianist: "Will Ye Remember."
"I Must
WHAS
(Central.
400).
4*0-5*0
P. M., Concert. ManDown to the Sea," Chester Gilligan: "The NightinAnderson Theatre Orchestra; 7 30-900 P. M.. Musical
program, Richard Wymond, violisist; Ruth Sharp,
gale." Marion Conklin. pianist; "Scene de Ballet."
pianist; Bryan Holloway. baritone; Billy Hinkle,
Alice Cooper,
violinist; "Valse Eroica."
Fredericka
guitar: Mandolin and guitar duet. Jean Kohlhepp.
Phelps,
saxophonist:
"Sonata
Pathetique."
First
Movement. Genevieve Peter, pianist: "The Springtime
Billy Hinkle; Reading, "An Interesting Historical
of the Year." "Irish Folk Song." Marjorie MacFarland. singer: "Hungarian Rhapsody,"
No. 12. StanWIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
ley
Hummel,
pianist;
"Air
for
G
String."
Violin
choir.
Episode."
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz; 3:00-430 P. M.. MusiWHAS
(Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
cal program; 6*0-6:45 P. M.. Dinner dance music;
Anderson Theater Orchestra. OlUe Jones, conductor;
7:00-730
P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
7 30-9*0
P. M.. Concert. Franklin's Dance OrchesWLW
(Central.
Daylight
Saving.
309),
8*0
P. M..
tra;
Reading,
"An
Interesting
Historical
Episode."
Aichele
Novelty
Orchestra; Swimming Lesson No. 4.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 3:00-430 P. M..
Stanley Brauninger; Sam Ward, comedian: Al Zef,
Musical program:
6*0-6:45
P. M., Dinner
music:
7*0-730
P. M.. Bedtime
stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00
entertainer; Talk, T. C. O'Donnell; Songs, Lavergne
P. M.. Short talk; 9*0 P. M.. Song recital: 10:10
Sims; Aichele Orchestra: "Come. Beloved." "Pleurez.
Pleurez Mes Yeux." Leah Fred: Zither duets. Ruth
P. M.. Dance music, Charlie Kerr's Cafe L'Aiglon
Orchestra.
Hohe. Chas. Hohe; "A Dream," "O Sole Mio." "Last
WJAX
(Eastern, 390), 730 P. M., Concert. Cleveland
Rose of Summer." Leah Fred: Zither duet, Ruth
News.
Hohe, Chas. Hohe: "Beloved, It Is Mom." "BitterWLW
(Central. Daylight Saving. 309).
10*0 P. M„
ness of Love," "Carmena," Leah Fred; Zither duets.
Buth Hohe, Chas. Hohe: Aichele Orchestra.
Concert, Use Huebner
and pupils: Playlet. "Nevertheless."
Amber
Wharton,
Ralph
Haberton
and
Alvin
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 7*0-8:00 P. M..
R. Plough.
WHAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447), 7*0-8*0 P. M.. i Stories. Georgene Faulkner; Talk on Chemistry, J. A.
Hynes. chief chemist. U. S. Customs Laboratory;
Babson
report: Miriam
Aaron,
soprano; 9:15-10:00
P. M., Musical program arranged by Mrs. Elizabeth i 9:15-10*0 P. M., Musical program. Elizabeth Lay
Newman, soprano; Alfred Newman, baritone: Thos.
Oik Roelkc. violoncellist.
Pither. tenor.
WMC
(Central. 400). 839 P. M... Concert. Memphis
Male Quartet.
WOC (Central. 484), 330 P. M.. Educational talk. D.
WOC
(Central, 484), 330 P. M.. Educational talk. A.
K. Kirk. 8:00 P. M.. Recital, Erwin Swindell, organG. HLnrichs: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concertist: Mrs. John Rolling, soprano; 10:00 P. M., Gladys
W00
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00 A. M., ■ Muerling, Louise Bolia. Grace Lindberg. Clara SlorOrgan recital. Mary E. Vogt:
12*0-12:55
P. M..
in, Adeline Howkisson.
- music. Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5*0 P. M-,
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11*0 A. M.,
:.;. Mary F. V gt
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt : 12:00-12:55 P. M., DinWW)Band: (Eastern.
P. M., News
Concert.
Schmeman's
ner music, Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45 P. M., Organ
830 P.517).
M.. 730
Concert.
Orchestra;
Mrs.
recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:30 P. M., Baseball scores
Harriet E. Wray. soprano: D. M. Tint, tenor; Robert 4 Paul Smith, baritones.
and sporting results; 7:45 P. M., Dinner music,
Adelphia Hotel Orchestra: 830 P. M., Song recital; 9:00 P. M., Organ recital. Mary H. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 730 P. M.. Concert. News
Orchestra: Mrs. Grace George, soprano; Mrs. C. B.
Davis, pianist; Greta Maedel. soprano.

CORPORATION OF AMERICA OPERATIVES use the L. D. R. Crystal as detector in
conjunction with one or more stages of amplification. Satisfaction Guaranteed
or money
refunded.

B. J!. Patterson; Talk.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight
Recital: 6*0-6:45 P.
P- M •
cal program.
WJAX
390).
Cleveland(Eastern.
Orchestra.
WLW

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M.. DinlUile. Meyer Davis Bellevue-Strauord
Concert
Orcheatra: 3:00 P. M.. Song recital: 620 P. M..
Baseball scores: 6:30 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer
llellevue-Slratford Concert Orchestra: 7: *0 P.
M
Safety talk. Stanley Oywman; 8*0 P. M.. Bey
Scout period: 830 P. M.. Musical selections: 1030
P. M.. Meyer Davis Bellevue-Strauord
Dance
Orcheatra.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360). 8:30 P. M.. Business report. Roger W. Babsou:
Amrad Players with
Amrad Orchestra.
WGV
(Eastarn. 380). I .-00 P. M., Talk. "Indian Folk
Lore and Legends."
Mrs. Katherine V. Steers; 7:35
P. H.. Talk.
Pheasant" 7:45
Justin
T.
Mahonev.
State Establishing
Consecration the
Commission:
P. M-.

RADIO

M..

Orel]
I
leiia Rusticana."
Lyonu Hunt, soprano; "Berceuse."
Stem, 'cellist; '
■ : "Bill,
Kill. Etli." Lyona Hunt, soprano: "Espagnole."
or-

paolo, Erwin Breustle: Selections by orchestra: "Cavatlna," "Calm as the Night," Erwin Breustle. violinist; "Sabestrlan Love Song," Roslna Arrlco: "ComCorea Swartz,
cornetlst:
Violin duet. Carlo
Mastropaolo,modore," Erwin
Breustle;
orchestra.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 7:00-8:00 P. M.,
Talk on Auto Tralk. Rockwell Stephens. Talk to Boy
Gilbert Butler; Talk. "Our Northern
NeighMixed quartet.
bors." Capt, J. Milton State; 9:15-10:00
P. M..
WMC
(Central. Orchestra.
400). 830 P. M.. Concert. Hotel Chiaca
Philharmonic

•

*W VA*?mjM.Tt i^t—

Star

What Time Is It?

Kate Jackson; ' Mvnouette." orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 40C". 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Mary Christine
0-3:30 P. M.. Matinee ruuslcale;
jO P. M.. Children's hour: Harry J. Beani-ley.
le John: 8:00-10:00
p M. Concert, !
hestra.
KYW
(Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Ciiv
Harvey's Orvheslra; 8:58 P. M..
;:aiu, Loollle Westarfleld. soprano; Haru eeber. pianist .: .Mrs. 1). B. Hay del.
>ngmtre, baritone.
WBAP
(Central. 476). 930-1030 P. M.. Concert. Fred
.. Texas Hotel Orchestra.
WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving.
395).
12:00-12:54
P
M.. Organ
recital.
Stanley
Theatre:
2:00-3:00
P. M.. Song recital: 4 30-6*0 P. M.. Musical selections; Talk. "Affairs at the Heart," Betsy Logan:
7 30-8*0 P. M.. Dream l>addy.
WFAA
(Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address. Pewit; McMurray: 8:30-9 JO P. M.. Concert.
Nctto
Quartet of Male Singers: 11*0-12*0
P. M.. Musical

50c

->n. Dr.
Llttlo tionDamoiel,"
March." band.Alice Brown; "Lustsplel," "CoronaWHAS
(Central. 400). 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
ii Theatre Orchestra; 7:30-9*0 P. M.. I
Memorial
Church
Choir Quartet: Mary An-

Thursday, June 28

Book of Hook-ups, $1 .00
ELS RADIO COMPANY
Randolph
Building
CHICAGO,
ILL.
Special Offer to Dealers

|f

PRINTS
for the construction of a
Flewelling Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY

Description of apparatus and
accessories and details of tuning.

CABINET DIMENSIONS
PANEL
LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS

RADIO

June 30, 1923

DIGEST

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
'ng.

(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below.
The first appeared last week and tie third part
will appear next week.)
KUY, El Monte. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Coast
Radio Co.
Wed. 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific
KWG, Stockton. Calif. 1.500 mi. Portable Wireless
Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert,
markets. Tues and Fri, S-9 pm, concert. Sun, 2-3
pm. concert.
Pacific.
KWH.

Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 250 mi. Examiner. Daily ex Sun. 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:30-6. 6-6:15,
8:20-9. reports, entertainment. Sun, 8:30-9 pm,
church service.
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Modesto
Herald Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. Mon, 6:30-7 pm.
Mon. 7-9 pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KYQ, Honolulu, Hawaii. 360 meters. Electric Shop.
No definite schedule.
KYW, Chicago. HL 345 meters. 2,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10,
10:30, 11, markets: 11:05, weather: 11:30, news: 11:35.
table talk; 12. 12:30. 1, 1:20, 2:15,- 2:30, markets;
3, 3:30, 4, news; 4:15. markets; 4:30, 5, news; 6:30,
markets; 6:50 bedtime story; S, concert, 9, special.
Sun. 11 am, 3:30 pm, 7, church services. Central.
Daylight Saving.
K2M, Oakland, Calif. 360 meters. 200 mi. Western
Badio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun,
6:45-7 pm, news.
Pacific.
KZN. Salt Lake City. Utah. 360 meters. 1,000 ml
Desert News. Slogan, "The Center of Scenic
America."
Dailyetc. ex Mountain.
Sun, 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime
stories,
KZV. Wenatchee, Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:15
pm, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 1st to 15th each month,
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, 8-S:45 pm,
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month, 7:30-9 pm;
15th to "«st each month, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
NAA. Badio. Va. 435 meters. 2.000 mi. U. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:40 am, 12:25-12:40
r*m, 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3 (Tues. only),
Dept. Interior: 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets, weather
10:05-10:20, weather. Mon. 6:45-8:20 pm. Dept.
programs. Tues, 7:05-8:20 pm, Dept. programs. Wed.
7:25-7:40 pm. Dept. programs; 8:05-9:40. Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri,
8:05-8:40 pm, band concert.
Eastern.
OA. Ottawa, Ont., Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX, Havana, Cuba. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. International Tel. & Teleg. Corp. Wed, Sat, 9-11:30 pm.
music.
Eastern.
WAAB,

New Orleans. La.

268 meters.

Taldemar Jen-

WAA'C,
New Inst.
Orleans,
meters. Tulane Univ.
Mechanics
No La.
regular360schedule.
WAAD, Cincinnati, 0. 360 meters. 200 mi. Ohio
Mechanics Inst. No regular schedule. Central, Daylight Saving.
WAAF, Chicago, HL 2S6 meters. 300 mi. Chicago.
Daily Drovers JournaL Daily ex Sat and Sun. 8:40
am, 10:30. 10:45. 12:30 pm, 12:45. 3, 4:30, live
stock and weather reports.
Central, Daylight Saving.
WAAH, St. Paul, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Commonwealth Elec. Co. Slogan, "From the Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes."
Temporarily discontinued.
WAAK, Milwaukee, Wis. 280 meters. 300 mi. Gimbel
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. 11:10. 12:10 pm, 1:25. 3.
Daily ex Wed and Sat, 7:15, 7:30 pm.
Central.
WAAM. Newark. N. J. 263 meters. 300 mi. I. R.
Nelson Co. Daily ex Sun. 11 am-2 pm, 8-10:30,
music.
Eastern.
WAAN,
Columbia, Mo.
250 meters.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita. Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, educational
program; 10:30tertainment.
pm,Central. weather. Tues, Fri, S pm. enWAAW. Omaha. Neb. 27S meters. 500 Omaha Grain
Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45. 11:45.
12:15 pm, 8, market reports; 8:15-9 pm, music.
Central.
_
WAAY. Toungstown, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. Yahrling-Rayner Music Co. Tues. Thurs, Sat, S-9 pm,
music, reports.
Eastern.
WAAZ, Emporia. Kans. 360 meters. 250 mi. Hollister-Miller Motor Co. Tues, Thurs, 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABA, Lake Forest, HI. 266 meters. Lake Forest
College.
_
,
_
WABB, Harrisburg, Pa. 266 meters. Dr. John B.
Lawrence.
WABC, Anderson, Ind. 229 meters. Fulwider-Gnmes
Battery Co.
„ ,
WABD, Dayton, 0.
2S3 meters.
Parker High School.
WABE,
Washington, D. C. 283 meters.
T. M. C. A.
WABF, Mt. Vernon, HL 234 meters. Mt. Vernon
Register-News Co.
WABG. Jacksonville. Fla. 248 meters. 50 mi. Arnold
Edwards Piano Co. Daily ex Sun. 3-4 pm. concert.
Mon, Thurs, S-10. pm, concert.
Eastern.
WABH,
Sandusky, O. 240 meters. Lake Shore Tire Co.
WABI. Bangor, Me.
240 meters.
Bangor By. & Elec.
WABJ. South Bend, Ind. 240 meters. The Badio
Laboratories.
„
_. ,. ^
WABK, Worcester, Mass. 252 meters. First Baptist
Church.
WABL. gtorrs. Conn. 283 meters. Connecticut Agri.
College.
WAI. Dayton, O. McCook Field, U. S. Army.
WAJT, Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.
. ■
_ „
WAJU. Yankton, S. D. 360 meters.
Yankton College.
WBAA. W. Lafayette. Ind. 360 meters. 100 mi. Purdue University.
Irregular schedule.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
360 meters.
Sterling Elec.
WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. 360 meters. Fred M. Middleton.
. _.
WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meteTS. 200 mi. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30. 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN. Paterson, N. J. Slogan, "The Silk City of
America." 244 meters. 200 mi. Wireless Phone
Coiporation. Daily ex Sun, 9-11:30 am, 12:30-5:30
pm.
morn, only. Sun. 10-12 am, 2-5 pm, 7:3010:30. SatEastern.
WBAO, Decatur, m. 360 meters. 100 mi. James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram Club. "Badio Truth
League." Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 am, 11-11 :o0. 12-12:15
pm 1-1:15, 2-2:15. 3-3:30, 3:45-4, markets; o:30-5:45,
6:30-6:45, S. sports. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm,
concerts. Sat, 7-7:20 pm, bible lesson. Sun. 11 am12:15 pm. church; 3:30-4:30, concert.
Central.
WBAU, Hamilton, O. 258 meters. Republican Pub.
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WBAV, Columbus, O. 390 meters. 500 mi. The Ernor
Hopkins Co. Slogan, "We Broadcast a Variety."
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW, Marietta, 0. 246 meters. Marietta College.
Temporarily discontinued.
WBAX. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 360 meters. 200 mi. John
H. Stenger, Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York, N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 mi. A.
T & T. Co.
Experimental purposes only.
WBBA,
Newark,
O.
240 meters.
Newark Radio Lab.
WBBC, Sterling, 111. 229 meters. Sterling Badio Equipment Co.
YVBBD, Beading, Pa. 224 meters. Barbey Battery
Service.
_
WBL, Anthony, Kans. 261 meters. 200 mi. T & H
Radio Co. Mon. Wed, Sat, S-9 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun. 10 am, church service.
Central.
WBS. Newark. N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. D. W.
May, Inc. Daily ex Sun 11-12 am, music; 1-2:15
pm, reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Tues.
Thurs. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm. program. Sun. 9-10:30
am, sacred music; 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT, Charlotte. N. C. 360 meters. 1.200 mi. Southern Radio Corp. Slogan. "Queen City of the South."
Dally ex Sun. 11 am, S pm, weather, markets. Tues.
8:30 pm, music. Fri, 11 pm. entertainment. Sun.
8 pm. church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago, HI. 2S6 meters. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m.
415-4:30 pm, police reports. Mon. Wed, Fri, 3:30
pm. 7:30. speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ Springfield, Mass. 337 meters. 1,000 mi. Westinghousc Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:30 pm.
children's hour; 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert.
Sun, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.

WCAB. Newburgh, N. Y. 360 meters. Temporarily discontinued
WCAC. Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co.
Tests only.
WCAD. Canton, N. Y. 280 meters. 300 mi. St.
Lawrence
Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
Co.
WCAE,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. Kaufman & Baer
WCAF, stone
Bodgers,
Mich. 360 meters. Michigan Lime& Chem. Co.
WCAG, New Orleans, La. 268 meters. 200 mi. Clyde
R. Randall. Daily ex Sun, 6:45-7 pm, news, time.
Thurs. S:30-10 pm. concert.
Central.
WCAH. Columbus. O. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Entrekin
Elec. Co. Slogan, "The Heart of Ohio." Daily ex
Sun. 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues, 7-9 pm,
concert.
light Sun,
Savings. 10-12:30, church service. Central DayWCAJ, Univ. Place. Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Nebr.
Wesleyan Univ. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues. 7
pm. bedtime stories. Thurs. 9 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK. Houston. Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi. Alfred P.
Daniel. Slogan, "Where Eighteen Railroads Meet the
Sea." Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music. WTed, 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central.
WCAL. Northfield, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept
of Physics, St. Olaf College. Mon. Fri, 7:30 pm,
college extension courses. Tues, 7:30 pm. Thurs. 11
pm. Sat. 12 m, music. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 9:40 am,
chapel, sports, news. Sun, 8:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WCAM,
Villanova, Pa.
360 meters.
Villanova College.
WCAO. Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Sanders
& Staynian Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:20 pm, 5-5:20.
Mon. Wed. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WCAR. San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Alamo Radio Elec. Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Slogan "From the
Flour City of the World." Mon, 9:30-11 pm, music,
lectures. Mon. Wed, Thurs, Fri, 6:30-7 pm, code
instruction.
Central.
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. 240 meters. 300 mi. S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Durham & Co. Daily 11:45 am. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8 pm,
concert. Sun, 10:55 am, church services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WCAV, Little Bock, Ark. 360 meters. J. C. Dice Elec.
Co.
WCAW, Quincy, 111. 360 meters. 300 mi. Quincy
Elec. Supply Co. (Quincy Herald). Daily ex Sun, 5
pm. music. Wed, 7-8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am.
church services, 2 :45 pm, special programs.
Central
WCAX, Burlington, Vt
360 meters.
Univ. of Vt
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 261 meters. 500 mi. Kesselman-O'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun, 11 am,
reports. Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Tues, 10:30-11:30 pm, dance music. Sun, 7:30-9 pm,
church services.
Central.
WCAZ, Carthage, I1L 360 meters.
Carthage College.
WCBA, AUentown, Pa. 2S0 meters. Chas. W. Haimbach. Wed, Sat, 2-12 pm. Sun, 2-4 pm, 8-10.
Eastern.
WCBB. Greenville, O. 240 meters. K. & K. Badio
Supply Co.
WCE. Minneapolis, Minn.
360 meters. Findley Elec. Co.
WCK. St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 50 mi. Stix. Baer
& Fuller. Daily, 12-12:30 pm. 3-4. Mon. WTed, Fri,
6:45-S pm, concert, lecture.
Central.
WCM, Austin, Tex.
360 meters.
Univ. of Tex.
WCN. Worcester, Mass. 360 meters. 100 mi. Clark
Univ. Daily. 11:15 am. 5:15 pm, weather. Evening
program,
irregular.
Eastern.
WCX. Detroit. Mich. 517 meters. 1.000 mi. The
Detroit Free Press. Slogan, "The Call of the Motor
City." Club, "Bed Apple Club." Daily ex Sun.
2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports: 2:50, weather, markets; 4:15, 4:30, 4:50. 6:15, markets, music. Daily ex
Sat, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate
weeks thereafter, concert, Tues, 10-12 pm, Club, Sun,
10:30 pm. 7:15 pm, church services.
Central.
VYDAC. Springfield. 111. 360 meters. niinois Watch
Co. ' Time and weather, spark only.
WDAD. Lindsborg, Kans. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wm.
Louis Harrison. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm. entertainment, weather. Sun, 3:30 pm. vesper services.
Central.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Tampa
Daily Times. Wed. Fri. 8-10 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
WDAF. Kansas City. Mo. 411 meters. 2.000 mi.
Kansas City Star. Club, "Nighthawks." Daily ex
Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm. music; 6-7. educational, bedtime
story, etc.; 11:45 pm-1 am, Nighthawk Frolic. Mon,
Wed.
Central.Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
WDAG. Amarillo, Tex. 263 meters. J. Laurance Martin. No regular schedule.
WDAH, El Paso. Tex. 360 meters. Trinity Methodist
Church South. Wed, Thurs, Sun, 7:30-8:30
Mountain.
„ pm.
WDAI, Syracuse, N. Y. 246 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, reports. Wed,
Sat. evening concert.
Eastern.
VVDAJ. College Park, Ga. 360 meters. 2,000 mi. A.
& W P. B. B. Co. Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm, 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Wed, 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
Central.
WDAK. Hartford, Conn. 261 meters. 150 mi. Hartford. Courant Sat 8 pm. concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville. Fla. 360 meters. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily. 11 am. weather; 4-4:30 pm,
music; 8-9, entertainment: 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, DUlas, Tex., 360 meters. 300 mi. Automotive
Elec. Co.
Daily, 1-1:30 pm, 7:15-8.
Central
WDAP, Chicago. 111. 390 meters. 2,000 mi. Drake
HoteL Daily ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm, quotations, reports; 6 pm, news. Tues,
Thurs. Sat, 10 pm, concert. Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central Daylight Saving.
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. Lit Bros. Club,
"Good Morning Glory." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:55 pm,
music; 2-3 pm, 4:30-6, music, talks; 7:30-8 pm,
Dream Daddy. Mon. Wed, 8-11 pm, entertainment.
Fri. 8-10:50
entertainment;
1 am. Club. Eastern Daylight
Saving.
.
WDAS, Worcester. Mass. 360 meters. Samuel A. Waite
WDAU. New Bedford. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi. A,
H. Smith. Mon. Wed, Fri, 12:15-12:50 pm, industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm, music. Sun, 11 am-12:30
pm, 7-8 pm, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WD AX. Centerville, Iowa. 360 meters. 500 mi. First
Nat'l Bank. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur. 7:30-9 pm, concert.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 244 meters. 300 mi. Fargo
Radio Electric Co. Slogan, "The Biggest Little City
in the World." Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather.
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm. concert. Sun, 10:30
am, church services: 4-5 pm, music.
Central.
WDBC,
Lancaster, Pa. 258 meters. Kirk Johnson
&
Co.. Inc.
„
WDM. Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 50 mi. Church
of the Covenant. Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WDT. New York City, N. Y. 405 meters. Ship Owners
Radio Service.
WDZ. Tuscola. 111. 278 meters. 100 mi. James L.
Bush. Daily ex Sun, every half hour. 8:30 am-12:15
pm. Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA. Flint, Mich. 360 meters. 200 mi. Fallain &
Lathrop. Slogan, "The Vehicle City." No definite
schedule.
, .
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360 meters. 600 mi. Standard
Badio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min from 9:40 am-l:20 pm ; 5:15 pm. 7-8 music;
8:35 markets;- 9:45. weather. Sat. 10-11:15 pm,
dance music. Sun, 10:30 am, 4:30 pm, 7:30. church
services.
Central.
WEAD. Atwood. Kan. 268 meters. N. W. Kansas
Radio
Supply Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
360 meters.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF, New York City, N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 mi.
A T. & T Co. Slogan. "A Voice to the Millions."
Daily ex Sun. 11-12 am, 4:30-5:30 pm, 7:30-10. Sun,
3:15 pm. 5:15. 7:15-10.
Eastern Daylight
Saving.
WEAG.
Edgewood.
line-Bassett
Lab. B. I. 231 meters. Nicholas-HineWEAH, Wichita, Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. Lander
Radio Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:40 am. 10:40. 11:40,
12:40 third
pm, 2,
W'ed. Sat.Central.
8 pm, concert.
Every
Sun.reports.
8 pm, concert.

WEAI, Ithaca. N. Y. 286 meters.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermilion, S. D. 360 meters. Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAK. St. Joseph, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. Julius
B. Abercrombie.
Daily ex Sun, 5:15-6 pm.
Central.
WEAM, North Plainfield, N. J. 252 meters. 75 mi.
Burough of N. Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music,
police news, etc. Eastern.
WEAN, Providence. B. I. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Shepard Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 12-1 pm. 4-5, 6-8, music,
weather, concerts. Tues. Thurs, 8:15-10. concert.
Wed, Sat, 7-8 pm, concert. Sun. 10:45-11:30 am.
7:30-8:45 pm, church service. Eastern Daylight SavWEAO, Columbus. 0. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Ohio
State Univ. Daily ex Sun. 1:30 pm, 4:30, reports,
music.
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert.
Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 360 meters. 50 mi. Mobile Badio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:45 pm, music. Sun.
3-3:30 pm, church service. First Mon of each month.
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central.
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 200 mi. News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. 6:30-7. weather,
music, news.
Tues, Thurs, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Hecht Co. Daily ex Sun. 3-4 pm. Wed, Fri. 7-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAU, Sioux City, la. 360 meters. 300 mi. Davidson
Bros. Co. Slogan, "The Heart of the Corn Belt."
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 11, 1 pm, 5, markets, news.
Mon,
CentraLWed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun 7-9 pm.
WEAV, Rushviile, Nebr. 360 meters. 200 mi. Sheridan
Elec. Service Co. Wed, Fri, Sun, S-9 pm. concert,
news, etc. Mountain.
WEAX, Little Bock, Ark. 360 meters. T. J. M. Dalv
Bros. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11, 2, 5 pm, reports,
markets, news. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, cuncert. Sun,
7 pm, church service.
Central.
WEAY, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1.580 mi. Will
Horwitz (Iris Theater.) Slogan, "Where All the
Oceans Meet All the Railroads." Daily ex Sun,
11 am, dinner hints, news; 12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm,
time; 2:30 pm, music; 6 pm, news. Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church services; 9
pm, concert.
Central.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 800 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun, 9-9 40 am, 12-12:45
pm, 3-4. Wed. 7-9 pm, Central.
WEH,
Tulsa.
Okla. Co.
(300 S. Main St, Eldorado, Kans.)
Midland
Refining
WEV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur. 8 pm, concert. Centra).
WEW, St. Louis. Mo. 261 meters. 100 mi. St. Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am. 10, 2, 5 pm, reports. Central.
WEY, Wichita. Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. Cosradio
Co. (Wichita Beacon.) Daily ex Sun, hourly, 8:40
am-12:40 pm, stock markets. Daily, 10:15 am and 4:30
pm, weathei ; S-10 pm, sports, concert, lecture; 10:45
weather. Sun, 8:10 pm, church service,, concert. Central.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Slogan, "Working for
All Alike." Daily, 10 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm,
address; 6:15-7, bedtime story; 8:30-9:30. music. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm,
bible class: 9:30-10:30 pm, music.
Central.
WFAB, Syracuse. N. Y. 234 meters. 100 mi. C. F.
Woese.
No definite schedule.
WFAC, Superior. Wis. 360 meters. 400 mi. Superior
Badio Co. Daily. 7-7:45 pm, news.
Central.
WFAF. Pouglikeepsie, N. Y. 273 meters. H. C.
Spratley Radio Co.
Temporarilv discontinued.
WFAG. Waterford, N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi. Badio
Engineering Lab. Wed, Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun. 2-4 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WFAH. Port Arthur, Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi. Elec.
Supply Co. Tues. Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAJ, Asheville. N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Co.
WFAIH, St. Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. 100 mi. Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, markets.
Mon. Wed. 7:30-9 pm. entertainment.
Central.
WFAN, Hutchinson, Minn. 360 meters. 300 mi.
Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the Ten
Minn."
11:57-12:20.
time,Thousand
weather.Lakes
Tues,of Wed,
8:30Daily.
pm,
concert.
Sun. 2:30 pm.
Central.
WFAQ. Cameron, Mo, 360 meters. 300 mi. Cameron
Radio Co. and Mo. Weslevan College.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 360 meters. 400 mi. Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 12:15 pm, 1:30.
2:30. reports, music. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Fri 11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAV, Lincoln. Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
Nebr.
Slogan.
"The
Home
the weather.
Cornhuskers."
Daily ex Sun, 10:00 am, 12:40of pm,
Mon,
Thurs, 7 pm. lectures.
Thurs, S pm, concert.
Central.
WFAZ, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 400 mi. S. C.
Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 12 m. reports, news, music. Tues. Thur, S-10 pm.
Eastern.
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa. 395 meters. 1,000 mi. Strawbridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, reports;
1 pm, news; 2, music: 3-4:30, concert; 7-7:30
children's
Tues. Thurs, Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Saving. 10:30hour.
Wed.
pm, dance music. Sun, 9:30 pm, organ
recital. 7:30, church services. Eastern Daylight
WGAF, Tulsa, Okla.
360 meters.
Goller Badio Service.
WGAL. Lancaster, Pa. 248 meters. 35 mi. Lancaster
Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Slogan. "Garden
Spot of U. S. A." Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm. conEastern.cert, lecture. Sun. 3-3:30 pm, church service.
WGAM, Orangeburg, S. C. 360 meters. 150 mi.
Orangeburg Radio Equipment Co. Daily ex Sun. 10
am, markets, weather: 11:55. time; 4 pm. Badio talk,
markets, sports; 6. music, lecture; 10, time, weather,
entertainment. Sun. 11 am, church service; 11:55,
time; 10 pm, time, weather, music.
Eastern.
WGAN, Pensacola. Fla.
360 meters.
Cecil E. Llovd.
WGAtt, Shreveport, La. 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 8, music.
Sun. 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
America.Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. Southwest
WGAR,
WGAU, Wooster, 0. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW,
Altoona, Pa.
261 meters.
Ernest C. Albright.
WGAX. Washington C. H.. O. 360 meters. 75 mi.
Radio Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news;
9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY. Madison. Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. North
Western Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather;
11:30, news; 1 pm, Univ. activities; 4:30, news. Sun.
10:30-12 am, sermon.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. South
Bend Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household
hints, menus; 5-5:30 pm, music. Tues, Thurs. Sat.
7-8 pm, music.
Central.
WGF. Des Moines, Iowa. 360 meters. Register and
Tribune.
Slogan,
"The Convention
City."
Tues, Sun,
Fri,
7:30 pm, entertainment.
Sat, 10 pm,
music.
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi.
Am. Badio & Research Corp. Slogan, "Amrad, the
Voice reports,
of the codes.
Air." Daily
Daily, ex5-6:45
pm. Children's
Hour,
Sun, Mon,
8:30 pm.
Concert.
Tues,
Fri,
3
pm,
Amrad
Women's
Club.
Sun. 4-5
pm, S:30,
Eastern
Daylight
Saving.church services; 9, concert.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 2.000 mi. Thos.
F. J. Howlett. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7:45-11:30 pm,
concert.
Eastern Daylight' Saving.
WGIYI, Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed. 6-7 pm.
orchestra concert: 9:30-10:30 pm. music. Sun. 3:304:30
pm, concert.
organ recital;
12-1 am,
Central.9:30-10:30 pm, music. Wed.
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y. 319 meters. 1.000 mi. Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The City of Opportunity."
Daily ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather; (Mon. Thurs, agriograms) ; 2, 3, 4, 5, music, reports; Mon. Wed. Fri.
8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm, vesper services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGV. New Orleans. La. 350 meters. 400 mi. Interstate Elec. Co. Slogan, "Where the Mighty Mississippi Makes a Crescent Near the Gulf." Mon.
Wed, Sat. S-9 pm, 12-1. music, talks. Sat, 7:30-8:30
pm.
CentraL

WGY, Schenectady, N. T, 380 meters. 1,000 mi.
General Elec. Co. .Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 5, 10
reports,
sports.Sat.
Mon,
Tues.special.
Thur, Fri,
30'
pm,
7:45time,
concert.
8 pm,
Fri, 1-1
10:30
pm, special. Sun, 9:30 am, 3 pm, 6:30 pm, church
service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 1,000 ml. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather
Daily ex Sat. Sun. 7 pm. lectures, news. Mon.
Thurs, 7:30 pm, agriograms, concerts, sports. Sat
12:15-1cert. pm,
Central. music, codes. Sun. 1:30-2:30 am. conWHAA, Iowa City. la. 263 meters. 200 mi. Univ of
Iowa.
No regular schedule.
Central.
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Clark
W. Thompson Co. Slogan, "The Gateway to the
Southwest and Treasure Island of America." Daily
ex Sun. 9:45 am, 11, 3:30 pm, 5, reports, music, news
Tues, Thurs, Sat, 8 pm, entertainment. Sun. 11 am,
7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WHAC, Waterloo. la. 360 meters. 150 mi. Cole Bros.
Elec. Co. Daily, 6 pm. news, sports. Mon. Wed.
Fri,
9:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central.
WHAD.

Milwaukee. Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. Marquette Univ. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment. CentraL
WHAE. Sioux City. la. 200 mi. Automotive Elec
Service Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-5:30 pm. music,
reports.
Thur, 7:30 pm, music
CentraL
WHAG. Cincinnati. O. 222 meters. 100 mi. Univ of
Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAH, Joplin, Mo.
360 meters.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport, la. 360 meters. 30 mL Badio
Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WHAK, Clarksburg, W. Va. 360 meters. Roberts Hdwe
Co.
50 mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAL, Lansing, Mich. 248 meters. 200 mi. The Capital News. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:55. 4:30
Mon, Wed, Fri. 7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight Sun,
2:30 pm.
Central.
Rochester.Bochester, N. Y. 360 meters. Univ. of
WHAM.
WHAO, Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Frederick
A. Hill. Daily, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WHAP, Decatur, 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. Otto &
Kuhns.
No definite schedule,
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 242 meters. 75 ml.
Semmes Motor Co. Mon. 7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
Eastern.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun 4-5
pm, 730-9.
Sun, silent.
9:57-10:45
am, 4-5 pm, church service. Mon night,
Central.
WHAV,
definite

Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co. Slogan. "The First Broadcasting
Station of the First City of the State." No
schedule.

WHAW, Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 200 mi. 'Pierce Elec.
Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 360 meters. 75 mi. Huntington Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m-12:30, weather,
3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather, sports.
Mon.
S pm,' concert.
Sun, 3 pm, sermon;
4 pm, Wed,
concert.Fri, Central.
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y. 380 meters. 2,000 mi. Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Inst.
Slogan,
"Transcontinental
International Broadcasting Staion Located at and
the
Oldest School of Engineering." Club, B. P. I. Mon.
9-10:30 pm. music. Transcontinental second Monday
of each month, 12-1 :30 am, music.
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City. Mo. 411 meters. 1,000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Tractor School. Slogan, "Heart of
America." Daily. 10 am, 3 pm. 5. weather. Daily
ex Sun, 2 pm. ladies' hour: 7, bedtime stories. Tues,
Thurs. Sun, 8-10 pm, concert.
Central.
WHD. Morgantown, W. Va. W. Va. University. Temporarily discontinued.
WHK, Cleveland. 0. 390 meters. 300 mi. Warren R.
Cox. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30-2 pm,
4-4:30, music; 6-6:30, news, music Wed, Sun, 8-9:45
pm, sermon, concert
Eastern.
WHN, Brooklyn. N. Y. 360 meters. 250 mi. Associated Broadcasters. Inc. Slogan, Station of the
Sunrise Trail." Daily ex Sun. 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm.
2:15-3:15. 3:45-5:30. Mon. Wed. Sat, 7:30-12 pm.
Tues. Thurs, Fri, 9:30-12:00 pm. Sun, 9:30-10:30 am,
3-6 pm. 9:30-12 pm. Eastern.
WIAB, Rockford, HI. 360 meters. 50 mi. Joslyn
Automobile Co. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music.
Sun, 12-1 pm, church services.
Central.
WIAC. Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat. evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City. N. J. 254 meters. 200 mi. Ocean
City Yacht Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun. 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAE, Vinton, la. 360 meters. 75 mi. Zimmerman
Radio Co. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 9 pm. music, news.
Wed. 8 pm, band concert. Sun, 2:30 pm, music.
Central.New Orleans, La. 234 meters. 300 ml G. A.
WIAF,
DeCortin. Tues, 8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am,
church services.
Central.
WIAH, Newton, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Continental
Badio & Mfg. Co. Daiiy 12:30-1 pm, music, news.
Sun, 10:45-12 m, church services.
Central.
WIAI, Sprignfield, Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi. Heer
Stores Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, reports, news.
Tues. Thurs, 7:30-8:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15 pm. music,
entertainment.
Central.
WIAJ.
Wise 360 meters. Fox Eiver Valley
Badio Neenah,
Supply Co.
WIAK. Omaha. Neb. 278 meters. 300 mi. Daily
Journal-Stockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10.
10:20, 12 m, 1:30 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis. 453 meters. 200 mi. School
of Engineering. Slogan. "In the Land of the Sky
Blue Water." Mon. Tues, Thur, Fri, 10-10:30 am,
11:30-12 m, music, news; 5-6 pm, news; 7-7:30, music.
Central.
WIAQ, Marion, Ind. 360 meters. Chronicle Pub. Co.
Evening Sun. Slogan, "Howdy Folks, This is
WIAB, a real Live Wiar," Daily 5-6 pm, sports.
Central.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky. 360 meters. 150 mi. Paducah
Evening Sun. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, reports, news,
music, 7-S pm, concert, lecture, etc. Central.
WIAS, Burlington, la. 360 meters. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye
Home Elec. Co. Slogan. "Burlington. On The
Mississippi."
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert
Central.
W1AT,
Tarkio. Mo.
360 meters.
Leon T. Noel.
WIAU, ingsLeBank.Mars, la. 360 meters. Am. Trust & SavWIAV, Binghampton. N. Y. N. Y. Badio Lab.
WIAW,
Saginaw, Mich. 360 meters. Saginaw Radio &
Elec. Co.
WIAY, Washington, D. C. 224 meters. 200 mi. Woodward & Lothrop. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, „2-3 „ pm,
pm, concert
_
music. Tues, Fri, 6:45 pm, reports. Mon, Sat, S-10
WIK, McKeesport, Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. K. & L.
Elec
Co. Daily ex Sun, 630-7 pm. Tues,. Thurs,
Eastern.
9:30-10:30 pm. Sun, 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7
pm.
WIL. Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 100 m>- Continental Elec. Supply
entertainment.
Eastern.Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm.. music.
WIP. Philadelphia. Pa. 509 meters. 2,000 mi. Gimbel
Bros. Slogan. "Watch Its Progress." Daily ex Sun,
1-2 pm, 3-4:30, 6-6:45. music; 7-7:30 pm. bedtime
stories. Tues, Thurs, 8-10 pm. concert Tues. Sat.
10:10-12 pm, concert Sun. 11 am, church services,
starting June 3, every alternate week; fill in weeks,
i:30 pm, concert.
Central Daylight
Saving.
WIZ, Cincinnati. O. 360 meters. 200 mi. Cino Badio
Mfg.
Co.
Daily
ex
Sun,
12
m,
3:30
pm,
entertainment.
Central Daylight Saving. 7-8, reports,
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 800 mi. Am. Elec.
Co. Mon. Thurs, 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special Sun,
S-9 pm. church services.
Central.
WJAD. Waco. Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Jackson s
Radio Engineering Lab. Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm.
church
service. Mon.
Central.
,„,,».'
news, music.
Fri, 8-9, concert. Sun, 11-12
am.

Muncie, Ind. 200 mi. Muncie Press and Smith
Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news, music.
music. Sun,
6-7 pm. Central.
Sat,services.
Fri. 7-8
Wed,
church
pm. pm:
am. 2-3:30
360 meters. 150, mi.. NorfolK
ral.
Norfolk. Nebr.
Cent
WJAG.
Daily News. Daily ex Sun. 12:15 pm. 5. 5:30, reports.

WJAF,
Elec.
Mon.
10-12

third
ntxt(Theweek.)

part of the sftion

schedules will appear
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(Continued from page 7)
<* Uw 01.1 T
IT
Robert „s-n MKhodi.ii University: 8 -30-9 -JO P. M..
Musical program. Waller J. Fried, violinist, and aa"Leaders

is£rTi%ayli|ht Saviai. 395). 1:00 P. M.. Pln»l
music.
Mryfr
Dims
IVl I rvue -Stratford
lonorrt
Orrhvalra
3*0 P. M.. Concert . 6:20 P. M.. IlawbaU
music Mejer iu.is Kvlle■com: S3© P. *.. rtDinner
Orrneatxa: 7*0 P. M.. Btorte*.
WsT^'emSS. Daylight Savlm. J60). 8:30 P. M.. sil"Ollnr Dltson
M. Cb««yj
SSSd Club:
S*» Choral
Nichi. "vers™,in
Amrad
Amrad Baojo-Mandolln
Club. Amrad
Orchestra. _
___.
«. - .
W6Y (Eastern. 380). 1*0 P. M.. Talk. •Ondoth LaborSarrrs 'or Summer Homes." 7:35 P. ■ .. Talk, svrtmand
atlnr- It* Darners
Health
7:45 P. *.. Radio drama. "It Pmn
wtiw " Wt'.T Plum:
10:30 P. M.. Musical program.
-Susan Orchestra:
Jane," "The !
Taller Gal That
WHY
"a theWinked
Troubleat Me."
Ire
Seen " Calhoun Colored Trio. "Hlrb, Jinks." Kitty
Meinhold pianist: "Go. Mary. Toll the Bell." tno:
-Darilur. Nellie Gray." Edward Rice. rtaUnlst
Away " trio "Water Scene." "Chime Selection."
Kitty Meinhold: "All the Way to Calrary." trio:
■Tickle*. " Kitty Meinhold: "Old Ark Anioverin.
frio- "Southern
Overture." orchestra.
WHAS (C«tnU. 400). 4.-00-5KM) P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra: 730-9*0 P. M.. Concert,
Manning Hawaiian ar.d Jug Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 3*0-4*0 P. M..
Dan.'* rrosram: 6*0-6:45 P. M.. Dinner music: 7*0730 P. M.. Bedtir.
it Wto.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 7*0-8*0 P.
M . Stories. Jessie G. Van Cleere: Musical lecture.
Mr*. Man E. Obendorfer: 9:15-10*0 P. M..
Musical program. Apollo Male Quartet.
WMC (CMtral. 400). 8:30 P. M-. Concert Walter
Moore Mixed Quartet: 1 1 *0 P. M.. Midnight Frolic.
W0C (Central. 484). 330 P. M., Educational talk. C. E.
5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00 A. M..
12*0-12:55 P. M DinE. Yost:
recital.TeaMaryRoom
Organmusic.
atr
Orchestra: 4:45-5:00 P. M..
Organ
recital.
Mary
E.
Vogt:
7
30 P.8*0
JJ-. P.
SportinK
regalts 7:45 P. M.. Musical program:
*•• w OO
Orchestra. Robert E. Golden, director: 9*0 P. M..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 10*0 P. M.. Dance
mimIi
from Adelpbia
Roof Garden. Walter Miller.
WWJ~(Eastani.
517).Haas,
7*0 pianist:
P. M.. Mrs.
Concert,
Orchestra: Alrerna
A. News
V. Cluff.
soprano; Joseph T. Korseniowski. baritone.

Saturday, June 30
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M..
Concert. "Rosamunde," Star Orchestra: "Arensky
Trio" Star Trio: Arthur Fisher, baritone: "Mary of
Argyie. ' W. Woods. comeUst: "Berceuse." orchestra- Arthur Fisher. "Vaise des Fleurs." Orchestra:
•*Te Banks and Braes." w. Woods: Arthur Fisher,
baritone:
Fidelis." P.orchestra.
KHJ
(Pacific."Sempre
400). 230-330
M., Matinee musicale:
Pasadena
Boy Scouts:
30 program,
P. M.. Children's
Hour
8*0-10*0
P. M..6:45-7
Musical
Maybelle
Strock. soprano: Isabel Nave, pianist
____..
:e«tral. Daylight Saving. 345). 8*0-838 P. M..
Musical program, courtesy of W. W. Kimball Co. :
Cope HarveVs Orchestra: Wendell W. Hall. KTWs
Music Maker: 9*5-9 25 P. M., Under the Evening
Lamp."
touth's Companion.
WBAP (Central. 476). 7*0-730 P. M., Sunday School
Lesson. Mrs. W. F. Bamum. First Methodist Church.
• OAR (Eastern. Oaylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P M. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre: 2*0-3:00 P. M..
Arcadia
Concert Or
8 recital
430-6:00
P. M.. Dance
program:
730-8:00
P. M.. Dream
Daddy.
WFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1*0 P. M.. Address. "Current History Comment." Prof. Clyde Eagleton. Southern
v
830-9 30 P. M.. Concert,
J. 1 Wright's Male Quartet: 11*0-12*0 P. M..
Musical program. Ruth Fabian and assisting agists
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1*0 P. M..
Dinner music. Meyer DivL; Bellevue-Stratford Concert
Orchestra: 3*0 P. M.. Concert. Strawbridge Male
Quartet 620 P. M.. Baseball scores: 630 P. M..
er Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra: 7*0 P. M.. Safety talk. Stanley
Cowman: 8*0 P. M.. Song and piano recital.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 8:30 P. M..
Talk on Sew England Business Problems. Arthur B.
Cm-nick: Concert.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4*0-5*0 P. M.. Concert Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra: 7 30-9*0 P. M.. Myrtle
SOuger, soprano: Mrs. Rose Knasel Howe, reader;
Hiram Sheliev Sun-:
Mrs. John T. Quinn,
soprano ' Margaret Hamnv:
5t; Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra:
Clifford Gorman,
organist.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 1*0-2*0 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz: 3:00-430 P. M.. Dance
program: 6*0-6:45 P. M.. Dinner music: / :00-/ 30
P. M.. Bedtime si
- Wip : 8*0 P. M..
Short talks: Recital: 10:10 P. M„ Dance music.
Charlie Kerr's Cafe L'-Aigion Orchestra.
„.„ „ „
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Savins. 447). 7*0-8*0 P. M..
Musical program. Tfcelma Smithpeter. soprano: Cornelius Shugaxman. reader; 9:15-10*0 P. M.. Recital.
Hue.
Fii» Spravka. pianist; Prof. Boza Oumiroff.
WMC (Orrtrml. 400). 830 P. M-, Concert, Alexander's
W0C (Central. 484). 330 P. M.. Educational talk. C.
C Hall: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert, 8*0 P. M..
Talk. J. E. Gorman, president of Chicago. Rock Island
and Pacific Railway; 930-1030 P. M.. Dance music.
P S. C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0 A. M..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12*0-12:55 P. M. Dinner music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45- 5 :uu
P. M.. Organ reci:al. Mary E. Vogt; 730 P. M.,
Sporting results.
WWJ
Band.(Eastern. 517). 730 P. M.. Concert. Schmeman's

Sunday, July 1

DIGEST

Ian Church, teacher: 930-10*0 P. M.. Sacred recital.
Haskell Ave
Methodist
Church:
10*0-11*0
P. M..
I Lack's Oril
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360). 4*0 P. M.. "Adveutur.
uth'a Cvjmran
Miriam
Stanley Carletoo. »*n>rano and violinist: 8 30 P. M..
Talk on World l
Federa:):00 P. M.. Musical prom-am.
WGY
(Eastern.
380).
9 30 A. M.. Church
serrlces.
Kirvt
Baptist cinir.ii. fluiisilniit
N
Y ; Sanson.
"Tim God Man Christ Jesus," Rev. Willlm
Robinson; 6 30 P. M.. Church services. First Baptist
on. "What
Does the Cross of Christ
WH1 mi s V Robinson.
WHAS
(Central. 400). 9:57 A. M.. Oman naualc: 10*0
A. M.. Qui!
Fourth
Ave
Presbyterian
Churvh. It,'. Dr. Charles w Welch, rastor: William
E. Cooen. onanist. Urs. NewtjOO O. Crawford, soprano: Mrs. Virginia Shafer Herrtck. contralto: H.
,!lrht.
baritone:
4*05*0 P. M.. Concert under aUsnlcea
Of Nina
HarelriBg.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0 P. M..
Church
sarrlees. Holy Trinity Chapel: Enust
Felix
WMC
i Central.
Cathedral
sen 400). II A. M.. St, Mary's Episcopal
WWJ
(Eastern. 517). 7 30 P. M.. Church services. St.
Paul's Cathedral: 2:00 P. M.. Nev,-s Orchestra; 3*0
P. M., Concert. Schmeman's Band.

Monday, July 2
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12*0-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre; 2*0-3*0 P. M..
Recital: Talk. "Affairs of the Heart." Betsy Logan;
4 30-6*0 P. M.. Musical selections: 7 30-8*0 P. M..
Dream Daddy: 8*0 P. M., Dance music. Howard
Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert
Orchestra: 3*0 P. M.. Concert: 6 20 P. M.. Baseball
scores- 630 P. M.. Mever Davis Bellevue-Stratford
Concert Orchestra: 7*0 P. M.. Stories. Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 1*0 P. M., Talk. "How to Deal
with the Clothes Moth." courtesy of Modem Priscilla:
7:45 P. M.. Musical program: "Deux Polonaises."
Helen K. Ryan, pianist; "The Old Sweetheart of
Mire " Anne F. Brubaker. reader; "Robin Sing a
Merry Tune." Beulah Daughirtai. soprano; "Serenata." Raymond F. Rooney. violinist; "Calls." Anne
F. Brubaker; "Etude Japonaise." Helen K. Ryan:
'A Heart of Gold." "Birth of Dawn." Beulah Daughirtai: "Spanish Dance," Raymond F. Rooney: "Little Boy Blue." "Teddy Bear," Anne F- Brubaker:
"Mt Sunshine."
Helen
K. Ryan. Beulah Daughirtai; "Impromptu,"
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theatre Orchestra: "Just Among Home
Folks." Courier-Johmal : Clifford Gorman, organist.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1*0-2*0 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz: 4*0-4:30 P. M.. Song
recital; 6*0-6:45 P. M.. Dinner music: 7*0-730
P. M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WMC (Central, 400). 830 P. M., Concert. Hotel Gayoso
W00 "Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 11*0 A. M.,
Organnerrecital.
MaryRoom
E. Yogi:
12*0-12:55
P. M..
music. Tea
Orchestra:
4:45-5*0
P. Dinm..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 7 30 P. M., Baseball
scores; 8 30 P. M.. Musical program.

SPECIAL OFFER UST
(Continued from page 2)
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dnbilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack, Filament Control Five Spring: CHL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser: Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting.
Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articleswill be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MarticCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin -Cope land
15-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.): Rav-0-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery. 3 cells 4% volts;
Electrad Variohm. with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or -A .
Class E Articles
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Decima 3-Plate Variable Condenser: Walnart
Variable Condenser U3-Plate .09025 mfd. ■ : Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery 4 cells Vh volts: Dubilier Variodon (.0004
cr .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget
Tube and Socket.

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

REPAIRED

C-300 or UV-200
C-201 or UV-201
C-302
or UV-2C2
C-201A
or EV-201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Moorehead
Detectors
Moorehead
Amplifiers
DV-6
or DV-6A
Also the new UV-199
NEW

DX

I'/a

$2.75
3.00
3.50
3-50
3.d0
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.o0

VOLT

TUBES

4.00

All tabes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

55

WFAA
(Central. 476). 2 30-3 30 P. M.. Radio Chapel,
Dr. William M. Andersen. Jr., pastor First Presbyter-

Halsey
TUBES

TUBE

N.
D.

J.

MARK

AUDIO
TRANSFORMER

HALF
SIZE

MAXIMUM
VOLUME
MINIMUM
DISTORTION
100 TEH CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANTWHEHE

PRICE $3.50
RATIOS — 1 to 3. 1 to 4. or 1 to 5
ALT.
GOOD
DEALERS
OR
POSTPAID
DIRECT ANYWHERE LN THE U. S. A.
Engineers
Say the Host
Wonderful
Transformer Yet Designed
Full Specifications on Request
AT

^rtmlfr Jjlwtrir fumpantj
381«

Ravenswcod

Esta!
Avenue,

By E. T.

THE

NEW

B-T VERNIER TUNER
Gives

IC0°b

Improvement

RE1NARTZ

(E'litor's Xole. — This department is written
by Mr. Flcicclliny, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each tceek care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for ail and
anstcers it in this column.)
■Winding'

ILL,

Varioconpler

Rotor

(Submitted
by A. TT. 0., Winnipeg, Canada. J
Question.- — In making the variocoupler for
the Flewelling Super I find that it is impos
sible to place 100 to 130 turns of No. 28 or
30 DCC wire on the rotor if I use the standard
size ball. Should I bank-wind the coil or
should I use fewer turns ?
Answer. — The rotor may be wound to the
required number of turns by the use of smaller
wire. The size will have no practical electrical effect and one may as well use small
sized wire as large. As the space is small the
small sized wire would naturally be preferable,
because if larger wire is used it will necessitate bank winding the coil and this only
adds much work without any compensating
returns. If the builder has a standard variocoupler Iwould recommend that the hook-up
be tried before changing the coupler. The
JSuper will work with a standard coupler un"changed and while the results will be below
par, yet one will become more familiar with
the action without so much work. After this
has been done you will know what to expect
when you rewind the coupler and will be more
sure of yourself.

on

The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Kit/. Jr.. K. E. This
Is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, ment.
location,
store equipment and arrangePrice, $2.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully
illustrated.
Price,
$1.50.
Radio First Aid. Illustrated with workin:; drawings and complete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, %\.
Home Radio— How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price,
The

75 cents.
book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Electric Soldering Iron
$2.50

A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

|| DEALERS — Attractive

South

Canal

Street

MFG.

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

RESULTS
Complete

Parts
Receiving

GUARANTEED— PANELS
ON ALL
READY TO MOUNT

for Knocked-Down
Set SI7.95

Beg. Price
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price
2 Variometers
$10.00 S3.90
1 Variocoupler
5.00
1 .75
3 Bafeelite Dials
3.00
.75
Eemler BakeUte Socket.
1.00
.45
Howard
Rheostat
1. 10
.80
Cunningham C-300
Detector
Tube
5.00 4.45
Mahogany Cabinet
4.50 2.75
Genuine Formica Panel
2.25
1.75
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
Switch Lever
50
.25
12 Switch Points
40
.20
Freshman Grid Leak and

Assembly and
ing

Wir-

1.00

.75

1.00

.50

Complete

Parts

few

Parts for Flewelling
Circuit S12.45

CONSISTING
OF
Price
Beg. Price
Our
6iH Formica
Panel. .. .$1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3.30
1.45
Thiee .006 Mica Condensers
3.00 2.25
CRL Variable Grid
Leak
1.85 1.35
Remler
Grid Leak
40
.25
2 Coil Adjustable
Honeycomb Coil Mounting
with Knobs
4.00 2.65
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil .75
.40
?5 Turn Honeycomb Coil .80
.40
2 Remler Coil Mounts
with Straps
1 .20
.80
1 Remler Bakelite
Socket
1.00
.45
Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50 1.35
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
1.00
.25
S Binding Posts
80
.40
1 ins
Baseboard for Mount30
.20
1 Blueprint with Complete instructions for
Assembly and Wiring. 1.00
.50
Begular Price

$22.16

tin K

Reinartz

Sets

CONSISTLNG
OF
Price
Beg. Price
Our
7r.lS Formica $11.45
Panel
$1.89
$1.70
Remler BakeUte Socket. 1.00 .45
Howard Vernier
Rheostat
1.50 1.35
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30 1.45
11 Plate Cuni Variable. 3.10 1.35
3 Switch Levers
1 .50 .75
2 Dozen Switch Points.
.80 .40
1 Schoonhoren Reinartz
Coil
3.00 1.95
Freshmai Variable Grid
Leak and Condenser
Combined
1.00 .75
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
25 Feet Tinned Wire..
.30 .20
Baseboard
for Mounting
.50
.25
Blueprint
with
Complete Instructions for
Assembly
and Wiring 1.00 .50

Complete

SETS

DRILLED —

Complete

Parts

We

Parts
for Ultra
Circuit $11.90

Audion

Regular Price
$19.37
Each order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring. These construction
plans are not drawn in schematic
form but are drawn so that any
one without
technical
knowledge can followanywith
ease. C11
Qfl

CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
Our
7x10 Formica Panel or Reg.
Other Suitable Size.. $1.05 $0.85
or Thordarson
Highican Ratio
AU-AmerTransformer
Low
Ratio Thordarson
or Ail-American
Transformer
2 Howard
Rheostats
2 Remler Bakelite
Sockets

3 liouhle

Pacent

South

Dept.

4.50
2.20

2.95
2.00

2.00

.90

3.00

1.50

1.30
.30

.65
.15

Regular Price
$20.10
Wiring Diagram, with ComInstruction for Panel
Drill- CI 0 A*\
ing plete
and Assembling
Complete

Parts
for
Single
Reflex Circuit $32.65

CONSISTING

Tube

Beg. Price
Our
Price

OF

43 Plateable Vernier
Vari- Price
Condenser Our
$7.00 *li~'*J
$3.95
Radion Loop Aerial
8.50
5.95
1.65
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
9.00
Grewol Glass Inclosed
Detector
2.00
Erla Radio Frequency
Transformer
4.50 3.45
All-American 5 to 1
Radio Audio Frequency Transformer...
2— .001 Micon
Condensers 4.75
.70
1— .002 Micon Condenser .45
Howard
Potentiometer..
1.50
Howard 25 Ohm
Rheostat
8 Binding Posts
9x10%
Formica
Panel..
9x10%
Genuine Solid
Mahosany
Cabinet
with Hingel Top

1. 10
80
1.42

3.95
.50
.35
1.35
1.20
.40
1.00

5.00

2.95

Complete instructions for drilllow. assembling
Regular price,
<J2fur(J5
ing,
and one
wiring
nished so that any
with
no
technical knowledge can easily fol-

Mail

Price.

orders

receive

FOR LESS

SALVAGE

State Street

3.95

Jacks.

Our Price
JII.W
all ■"'•,
merchandise
purchased
of
us.
J
Our Price
immediate
attention.

CHICAGO
509

4.75

13
Binding for
Posts........
Baseboard
Mounting

guarantee

HERE

Am-

$21.69 til iC

(Known
as the Wonder
▼• ,-n"
Our PriceCircuit'
CONSISTING
OF
Price Pricv
9xl0H
Formica
Panel. Reg.
$1.42 Our.
$1.20
23 Plate Condenser
3.30
1.45
Bakelite Socket
(Remler)
1.00
.45
Special
Ultra Audion
Coil, plain
wound
with ortape bank
.... 3.00
1.95
- Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50
1.35
CRL Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Micon
Condenser.
.35
.25
2 Switch Levers
70
.50
18 Switcn Points
50
.30
2 Switch Stops
10
.05
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
Genuine
Soiid Mahogany Cabinet, size 9x
10%, with hinged top. 5.00 2.95
25 ft. Hookup
Wire
20
.10

BUY

for 2 Step
plifier $12.45

Can be used to amplify Beinartz,
Flewelling, Short Wave Receiver,
Crystal. ceiving
Ultra
or any
ReSet so Audion
that Loud
Speaker
or Phonograph can be used in place
of Head Set.

Our

CO.
CHICAGO

Discounts

BUILD YOUR
OWN SET
ACCORDING TO OUR INSTRUCTIONS

"IT'S A BEAUT"

532

of Books

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

CIRCUITS

Does away with soldered taps, switch points, etc.
Easy to change to other circuits if desired. Photo
Diagrams furnished — ask your dealer, or write for
circular.

BREMER-TULLY
CHICAGO,

ANSWERS
Flewelling

Reviews

Regular Price

"HEGEHOG"
FREQUENCY

FLEWELLING

Complete

PREMIER
TRADE

Class H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the followiug articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 22S
W; 1 Decima 23-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer: 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2. R-3. or B-41 ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier: Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate vernier); Ray-O-Vac No. 2301 "B"
Battery 45 volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery. 6 cells 1%
vnlts: Dubilier Duratran (R F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.i; Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 10 to 1 Ratio: Premier Hegehog
A. F Transformer. Tube Socket Type. 4 to 1 Ratio:
Turney Spider Web Coil Mount, Type B.

Condenser
Combined.".
Complete Drawing fox

CORP.

Street
Newark,
SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons end one
dollar and eighty eats 1(1.801 the following will be
sent: 1 Acme rot-ltheo (potentiometer and rheostat):
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Platc .0005 mfd);
Ray-O-Vac No 2151 B Bait. ry. l-x-z volts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd. i : Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.).
Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and for-.
iui any one of the following
articles will1 be
sent:11-Plale
1 Federal
"-Plate
Variable1
Condenser;
Federal
Variable
Condenser:
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch: 1 Decima Variable Condenser 11-Plato
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plale .001 mfd); Du■ iriadon (.001 mfd. I ; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd. I; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.) ; Premier ilegebog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
2 Ratio.

R.
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CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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INDI-GEST

NAME PRIZE EXHIBITION ALMOST
STARTS RIOT AT INDIGEST STUDIO
WALLA WALLA. — Swarming multitudes of sun-osculated, dusky natives nearly precipitated a riot yesterday
at
the and
studioIzzy,
of Indigest's
great broadcaster
when
Hike
trained Chimpanzee
antennahereraisers,
brought forth for all to see. the beautiful, genuine brass,
bevelled edge, round switch point, the prize to be
awarded the lucky Indigest listener fortunate enough to
submit the call letters which will be used in all the station's hair-raising broadcasts. The police force of Walla
Walla, having been cured of his rheumatism by floating
on ether waves, was called out with his uniform on to
dispel the confusion. Seeing that he had his badge and
that he was in dead earnest, the natives retired. (They
retire early in Walla Walla.) The chief head official
announcer, Bambdin Bray, and musical director. Wattle
Knees,
however,
heldthat
a tete-a-tete
while
teaing and
decided
it was in at
the four
best o'clock
interests
of
Walla Walla that wide publicity be given the marvelous prize offer and inasmuch as Indigest is read by
everybody everywhere, why that naturally would be the
place to press agent the prize. So that is the reason,
after all, my dear children, that the little brown Chimpanzees, Mike and Izzy (sure, he is), have drawn a little
teenie picture of the prize for you. Now, everybody
look, here it is —

RATES
$6.00

10 Cents

Chicago, Saturday, June 30, 1923

Great interest has already been shown in the naming
of the world's best broadcaster. WHO WILL WIN
THE
PRIZE
FOR
THE
BEST
CALL?
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In Quest
of the
Kanoofis
Part III—
In Egypt

Farmer Needs Weather Forecast
Aids in the Care of and Disposal of Crops
THERE are many operations on the farm that de-*- pend on weather conditions. If the farmer has a
receiving set he now can learn the weather forecasts
almost as quickly as they are formulated at the weather
bureau. Spraying, haying and shipping produce are
some of the questions that may be answered by the bureau. Until recently this information was transmitted
to the farmer mostly by telegraph and telephone. Often
it happened that the more isolated farmer received the
information a day or so too late to do him any good.
Now the bureau has developed the service until it practically covers the entire country. Special bulletins
from the department, treating on various agricultural
subjects are also sent out from the stations as often
as they are issued.

Refinement of Speech Required
Looks Not Necessary in Broadcast Oratory
SOME

of the artists who have taken part in broadcast concerts have told of acute attacks of stage
fright. This in spite of the fact that they had for

years faced
greata great
"audiences
in theelement
theaters
houses.
It was
unknown
in and
their opera
new
audiences that -faced them, the fact that their effort
was being received by the people at unknown points
and with unknown characteristics, for the Radio audience runs from the small boy who. makes his own
to the most distinguished critic.
Then again, broadcasting personality is badly handicapped. Facial expressions are lost and personal magnetism, other than that of the voice, is lost. It is
easy for one who has faced critical audiences to
imagine most any kind of listener; to see in the mind's
eye someone unsympathetic, someone who does not
understand or someone who is cynical and is saying
at the distant point, "rotten."
The voice wears few decorations and there are people
in the audience measured by the thousands who would
much rather hear a good speaker who is a truck driver
than a poor one who is a judge or president.

Bugbears Have Vanished
Most of Last Season's Troubles Only History
CONSIDERABLE
speculation exists among Radio
dealers and fans regarding the extent to which the
present tremendous Radio interest will hold the next
few months. Thousands of people throughout the
United States, who have become Radiophans during the
long winter months, will want to keep their interest in
this newest of arts and enjoy its benefits during the
summer.
Manufacturers and users are co-operating to make
Radio suitable for the city dweller as well as for the
man or woman who takes to the field and stream or
the mountain when their vacation arrives.
Radio is a most fascinating pastime and the thought
o£ each fan is to contrive a way to move his set to the
lake shore home, lodge or camp, to his automobile
while touring, or to a canoe for a trip through the lakes
to the north. The farmer who caters to the summer
boarders, is not going* to be without a set this season
for with interest in markets increasing and programs
getting better and better, he will want it for his own
use and as an inducement to city dwellers to remain at
his home for the evenings.
The lightning and static bugbears are little mentioned this year. The use of the loop aerial eliminates
the difficult construction for reception and reduces the
static. If the installation is set up beside a lake, fair
distances can be covered when the antenna wire, which
must be insulated, is submerged. The correct length of
the wire in this case must be determined by experiment.
Many sets now use little or no aerial and it is not
difficult to receive messages from a portable set at any
location. The requirements are few and the entertainment great — take your set with you.

"So this is Egypt? (Here,
Mummy
Land. Kanoofy.)
Kanoofis, where art thou?
Kanoofy.
We've searched and searched a King's domain.
What luck will
we have now?
(Chuck-a-luck.)
Look, yonder is the pyramid, they say the Irish Micks (Glory
be to the Irish.)
Contend that it was
builtbuilders,
by them,these
fromIrish.)
ancient Irish bricks."
(Some
When the shades of night were falling and the sky got black
as pitch, (That's kinda dark.)
We laid down on the sand to sleep, and woke up with the itch.
( What kind?)
We were itching to know why we couldn't find that pesky part,
(The little devil.)

And

itching for the U. S. A. berg.)
from where our search did start.
(Who said Chicago?)
"Today we'll go to Cairo, they say that in that place, (Some
The girls wear nothing but a smile and a piece of fancy lace.
(Oh, boy.)
.It seems that in our search to find just what we're looking for,
(You know.)
We cannot find Kanoofises, but find a whole lot more. (Egypt,
my Egypt.)
We stayed in Cairo just one night, but that was quite enough.
(Too much is enormous.)
We did not like the maidens there, they treated us too rough.
(Can you imagine such Shebas?)
So we packed our little grips again, and started on our way,
(Good-bye, girls.)
But just before we left there,
we heard one of them say; (This
is news.)
She told us if we travelled North, until we reached the West,
(Howcom ?)
We'd find what we were looking for and that would end our
quest. (Now, there's a friend for you.)
We'd reach a little island,
Walla like.)
Walla is its name.
(Sounds
cannibal
It might take years to find it, but we'd get there just the
same. (The boy can look
for itVERSE
after I'mBYgone.)
— THIS
GOOFEY.
(Note : This poem may be sung to the tune of "The
Wearin'
considered
to leave of
offthe
the Green."
remarks Inat singing
the endit ofis each
line. best
The form
next
edition of Indigest will conclude this epic of contemporary
American
literature.)

A-B-G
Lessons
Chapter II— Th'

for
Indigest
Beginners
BYBattrees
GOSH f'r T'day Are—

IS for battery,
•
Most necessary critter,
[That will run down now and then
And leave you hot and bitter.

We Beg to Acknowledge
the following contribution, varied in a very few minor degrees, from most all of our regular contributors. Including
Spider Webb, eZra hechT, Z & VK, Alogonquin Tonsils III,
Polly W., Imp, etc. It runs something like this, if one
strikes an average :
"After stalling the wife out of going to the movie and
working half the night to make one of your Stebbins DeCircuits, of
we clearness
got H
For the generative
purpose
itL."should be elucidated that
the two capital letters separated by two hyphens, represents
the call of a very warm station on the other side of the Styx.

b:

Who Invited You, Anyway?
Dear Indi: Very sorry I came back too soon to enter
your Sooper contest. I was on a vacation to Walla
Walla, where I lamped the erection of your broadcasting
station, and must say the isolation is great. I had my
500-watt portable crystal set with me and I heard the
cheering and shouting from Lillian G. and her gang
(when the Lem. Stebbins prize winners were announced)
very silently.
E. B. S.

Yes, We Have No Flag-Staff
Indigest's station will be closed down on the Fourth of
July at the suggestion of Imp, who says we should put
up our flag on the cocoanut trees, and adds that no selfrespecting station should use their antenna towers to
hold up aerials on the birthday of Independence. Oh,
yes, that's
dashes,
too. the reason we are using flags instead of

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Even three thousand people packing a hall to hear
noted speakers and singers does not impress one as it
once did. That number would have seemed a large audience before the days of Radio broadcasting, but now!
When four great stations picked up the sounds from
Carnegie Hall gathered in a single microphone, and sent
the address of Mr. Barnes and the sons of Anna Case
out into space, so vast an audience heard that those
seated in the hall became but a very small part of the
whole of listeners-in.
What of the future?
Another gem in the Radio Crown of America. This
one merits its place from the fact that the Leviathan
will carry the greatest Radio equipment of any ship
afloat. We purpose to maintain our supremacy on sea
as on land in this new field. Not only code messages,
but speech as well may be transmitted from this big
liner to either shore of the Atlantic; in addition to
which, two of her capacious lifeboats will be completely
fitted for using Radio.
Station WJAX is well known to the majority of Radiophans in this country by the excellence of their
programs. A new and distinctive feature is to be added to their broadcasting rooms which will serve to put
the announcer in complete touch with the operator
without interfering at all with the work of the artists.
Should either of these men be color blind, of course the
plan would fail, as the system to be used consists of
signal lights of different colors. A phone booth in the
studio will permit these two to talk with each other at
any time and neither you nor the artists hear them.
To the average person living in the United States
the birthday of a king is something which concerns
him not at all. He is to be excused for neglecting to
keep these monarchic dates in mind. However, many
of us were reminded of the fact that King Alfonso, of
Spain, celebrates his natal day this time of year through
hearing speeches and music broadcast from PWX, Havana, Cuba. It was a celebration in his honor held
in the Spanish Casino.
If other cities would copy the plan being put into
effect by the Detroit Welfare League we would see
many more afflicted ones made happier despite their
trouble. Every blind person in the Michigan city is to
be supplied with a Radio set, and, as Miss Davis says,
' ' No one can realize what a blessing Radio is to persons without sight. ' ' I should like to see a move made
in every community in this country with just such an
object in view.
Who will follow?
And

now

we have the news

of two ships a thousand

miles apart on the Pacific ocean treating their passengers to the novel experience of talking with each other
from their staterooms, using the ordinary telephone in
the Toom which was plugged in to the Radiophone circuit. These Radio switchboards permit one to talk
over his phone to friends aboard ship, or vice versa.
It will soon be possible to talk from anywhere to anywhere and — then what?
Perhaps the strongest argument to advance against
the claim of those who decry broadcasting of church
services is to call attention to Dr. van Etten's custom,
and its development. His church in Pittsburgh, Pa., was
the first to give to the Radio world regular weekly services. Just recently a bronze tablet was unveiled in the
Calvary Episcopal Church, the donors of which were tinmany who listen in and take part in the Sabbath worship.
Nearly five thousand persons gave toward this Rndio
memorial tablet whose homes are scattered all over America, and even on the high seas.
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for Beginners in Radio

First Steps

Chapter VII — Vacuum Tube Detectors
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
vacuum
IN describing the action of the
tube detectors it might be well to discuss briefly the underlying principle of
conrectification that takes place in tubes
taining aheated body and a cold electrode.
It was first noticed by Edison, in working
with the electric lamp, that the globe
blackened after use and on experimenting
on the action, discovered that when a cold
a curI late was mounted inside the lamp,
rent would flow from the cold plate to the
filament but not from the filament to the
fact that a heatplate. This is dues tooffthenegati
ve electrons;
ed filament throw
thus when a battery is connected to the
ve of the
positi
the
with
plate
nt
and
filame
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cause the negative charge on the grid repels the negative electrons and will not
permit as many to pass through to the
plate. The current keeps on decreasing
as the negative potential Increases till a
point is reached at which no current flows
from the filament to the plate. At this
point the negative charge on the grid is

in Ra-

is a control element and may be mounted
outside the tube as in the peanut tube
which, by the way, was the first form of
control element tried by De Forest, but it
is best to place the grid between the filament and the plate. The plate or anode
completely encloses the grid and filament
in the best types of tubes although it is
mounted above the filament when an external control element is used.
Controlling1 Current.
Fijure 31— Fleming Battery
Valve as Used with Plate
in
Now let us consider a three element tube
connected as shown in Figure 32. Here
v connected to the plate a current
we have a constant voltage, say 22 volts,
will flow.
applied to the plate and a potentiometer
Tube as a Rectifier.
and battery connected to the grid to
Recalling the action of a crystal dechange the voltage of the grid with re<
tector and its use to rectify the high frespect to the filament. With the filament
quency Radio currents, it would appear
lighted and brought up to full brilliancy,
that where the secondary tuning circuit
the electrons are thrown off from the filaof a Radio receiver is connected to the
ment and act to allow a certain plate curplate and filament of a simple two element
2
rent to flow. With the potentiometer lever
tube, a current will flow from the plate to
moved to the positive end of the battery,
the filament when the plate is positive,
the milliammeter will indicate maximum
but no current will flow when the plate is
plate current. This is due to the positive
/
3<i
negative, thus rectifying the current.
charge on the grid helping to draw the
Fleming tried this experiment and found
/
electrons off the filament by electrostatic
it worked out satisfactorily and termed
attraction. Consequently more electrons
u
ft?
his device the Fleming valve. The diode
/
through the grid despite the fact
' pass
zo
tube is but a modern type of tube employthat some strike the grid, increasing the
:e same principle. However, the
plate
current.
amount of current flowing between the
20
10
- 0+
10
As the potentiometer is moved towards
GRID VOLTAGE
filament and plate through ionized gases
the negative end, the plate current will
Figure
33
—
Characteristic
Curve
of
Vacuum
Tube
does not follow Ohm's law exactly.
fall off as the positive charge on the grid
It has been found that up to a certain Detector Showing Relation Between Changes 30in is decreased. As the neutral point is
Grid Voltage and Current in Plate Circuit
point the current flow varies directly as
passed and a negative potential is applied
the voltage between the plate and fila- electrode
or plate, act in the manner
to to the grid, the current flow from the
ment. Beyond this point, termed the sat- be described when used as detectors.
filament to the plate further decreases beuration point, a slight increase in the
The filament is used as a source of negvoltage on the plate causes a decided inative electrons. A tungsten filament is
crease in plate current. The obvious thing used in tubes that light up brightly, such
to do then is to maintain the plate at a as the TJV 200, UV 201, DV6 and others.
voltage just below the saturation point, while those that just glow red, such as
ans of a battery,
so that the in- the WTJ 12, have a filament t" coated with a
i
chemical that causes them to emit electrons at a lower temperature.
The grid
operator to work the tube at its highest
efficiency.
The three element vacuum tube is a similar arrangement but has in addition a
grid mounted between the filament and
plate to act as a control element and
changes the entire action of the device.
It should be borne in mind that all three
element tubes, comprising a heated filament, a grid or control element, and a cold

8

1

f

s*

Figure 34 — Standard Circuit for Use of Vacuum
Tube
Detector,
Showing
Average
Values
of
Capacities and Battery Polarities
strong enough to repel all the electrons
and shut off the current.
Were the current in the plate circuit
plotted in the form of a curve with respect to the grid voltage, we would have
a curve similar to that shown in Figure 33.
It will be noted that the curve is flat at
the ends and quite steep in the center.
This shows that at the higher negative
voltage and the higher positive voltage
(Continued on page 14)
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["Michigan"
Regenerative
Radio Receivers

Will Work Wonderfully
All Summer
6RI0 BATTERY

Figure 32— Circuit
of Vacuum
Tubes
Inserting
Control

to Determine Characteristics
and Demonstrate
Effect of
Element
Between
Filament
and Plate
crease of voltage on the plate by the high
frequency current will be sufficient to push
the potential over the saturation point and
get the maximum response in the phones.
A circuit employing this principle is showTn
in Figure 31 where a potentiometer connected across the plate battery enables the
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230 Canal

Including wood parts — wire and
binding posts. Can be assembled or taken apart in a few
mujutes — Portable, requires little space, 36 inches wide across
when put up. Interference —
Tactically eliminated. OcFull
inExtra.
aU with, every SET. By Mail
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COMPANY

Street

NEW

YORK

for W.D 11 tubes
Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted lor use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new.
anteed.size 4x5Kx7 inches — Chi-Rad guar2-VoIt Willard Charged. . .$7.50
2-Volt Willard Dry
6.50
These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. YV.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.
In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better prices on larger quantity)
Specify dry or charged when ordering.

CkicogoBadioAppaTotusCo.
415 S.DeavbomSt Chicago, III.
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Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

SIZE
AL
OXE-HALF
of Excellency,
N. Y. ACTU
Evening
Mail Radio
From your Dealer, or write

COMPANY

Current

Institute

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New

York

Great progress has been made in
Radio in the last year.

"SENIOR"

SET

The belief that "Radio won't work in hot weather" is now largely dispellederative
as farReceivers
as "Michigan"
Regenare concerned.
Regeneration, Amplification, Selective Tuning and other special
features worked out by us during
the past year largely eliminate
static and other disturbances.

JUNIOR"

SET

"Michigan" Regenerative Receivers give superior results when
used with any of the dry battery
tubes now available.

Take a Michigan Receiver Along With
You on Your Summer Vacation Trip,
Set One Up on Your Front
Porch at Home,
Add this long-distance wonderworker to your other summer
and make the summer of '23 the happiest of your life.

pleasures

Send for circular describing the wonderful Michigan "Senior" and
"Junior" Regenerative Receivers, licensed under Armstrongs U. S. Patent
No. 1,113,149 and pending letters patent 807,388 covering the fullest
development of regeneration.
Give name and address of your favorite radio Dealer when you write,
as we sell thru Dealers only, and want to tell your Dealer friends about
our exclusive MRC Franchise.
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Map Aid in Finding Station Distances
Chart Useful as Record
of Broadcasters Heard

ROTATING

Necks of Bottles Make
Ideal Small Insulators

STRIP PINS ON MAP

Have you any way of quickly finding
the distance of any station heard? If
not, the illustration shows a practical
method.
Procure
a map
of the United

It is easy enough to make any quantity
of small glass insulators for your lead-in
wire at practically no cost at all in the
following manner: Remove the necks of
small vials, such as vanilla or lemon extract come in, and put them on a nail and
fiber washer. The latter, of course, is used
to keep the insulator from slipping off the
nail. Saturate a cotton string with kerosene and tie it around the neck of the bot-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
RE
THE
worked
out at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
States. The pocket maps that sell at the
book stores will do very well. Mount
this map smoothly on heavy cardboard,
building board or some other substantial
material. After this is done make a scale
from stiff cardboard about one inch wide
and long enough to reach on the map
from your own town to the farthest
border of the United States.
At one end of this scale make a dot
and then measure back from this dot
equal distances according to the scale
upon which the map is drawn, usually
about 125 miles to the inch, to show 100
miles for each division. When completed,
stick a pin through the dot and pin the
scale to the dot on the map representing
your station.
By rotating the scale, you can find
instantly just exactly the distance from
the station heard. You can also check up
the distances claimed by the other chaps.
By marking this map with colored crayon
for every station you have heard you will
have an interesting record to show your
friends. — H. L. Petersen, Charles City,
Iowa.

Distance Easy on Loop
The accompanying hook-up shows a
splendid loop set with which I have heard
New York, Schenectady, Atlanta, Kansas
City and Davenport.
So many Radiophans

FlBEl* OR LEATHER

ranged. The grid condenser may be either
.00025 mfd. with a % megohm leak or
.0005 mfd. and a 1 megohm leak. Both
were tried out with equal success. The
diagram is self explanatory. — J. W. Mayfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Two Variometer Circuit
The capacitive feed-back method of obtaining regeneration is exceptionally efficient as a receiver of short waves. In a
receiver of this type it is customary to
connect one variometer in the plate circuit and a second variometer in the grid
circuit, the transfer to energy between the
plate and grid circuits being effected by
utilizing the small capacity existing between the grid and plate elements of the
tube itself. Both circuits must be in resonance, that is, tuned to the same wave
length, and owing to the fact that variometers provide a continuously variable
inductance, it is possible to obtain complete resonance. A condition of resonance
is extremely important at high frequencies; that is, short wave lengths, and
consequently this type of regenerative circuit is highly efficient for the reception of
broadcast signals on wave lengths of from
200 to 600 meters.

Turns of Wire Per Inch
In the construction of single or double
slide tuning coils, No. 18 enameled wire
is commonly used, while for couplers and
variometers either No. 22 or No. 24 double
silk or cotton covered wire will give satisfactory results. The number of turns per
inch are as follows:
No. 18 enameled, 23 turns; No. 22 double
cotton covered, 28 turns; double silk covered, 32 turns; No. 24 double cotton covered, 33 turns; double silk covered, 39
turns.
Atlantic City is considering installation
of loud speakers along the famous boardwalk, so that strollers can hear addresses
by prominent men, baseball scores, and
other
entertainment
as they promenade.

tie where it is to be cut off. Light the
string and in burning the string it heats
the bottle neck. When the fire is burned
out, simply plunge the bottle into cold
water and then tap the bottle lightly and
your insulator will fall right off, cut
neatly where you tied your string. I
have made as many as ten of these in as
many minutes and they are as efficient as
those that are purchased. — B. P. Craig,
Youngstown, Ohio.

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
7 — Armstrong
Super
PARTS' VALUES GIVEN
FOR—
1 — Hazoltine Neutrodyne

2—
3—
45——
6—

Gibbons Ultra Audion
8 — Armstrong Super
Heterodyne
Regenerative
Cockaday Four-Circuit
Single
Tube
Reflex
9 — New Ultra Reinartz
Three Tube Reflex
10
—
Kaufman Circuit
Fiewelling Flivver
These helpful prints designed by a Member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for five dollars ($5) or single
prints at 75c apiece. Send money order or
check (no stamps).
HOME WORKSHOP CO., P.O. Box 1062.
CHICAGO

Loud NOSpeaker
in Auto
CUMBERSOME
AERIAL
claim loops are not efficient unless used
with one or two steps of Radio frequency.
This set is very critical for tuning, but
it is highly efficient. As will be noted
the tuning is accomplished with a variocoupler with the rotor used for the tickler.
A .0005 mfd. condenser — vernier preferred
— is shunted across the loop. The vernier rheostat is also of great value.
Owing to extreme regeneration the set
will hiss until filament
is properly
ar-
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licensed Essential Parts
Complete wiring diagram, instructions, etc.
sent in special container with
patented essential parts. Three
NEUTRO FORMER COILS

condensers, and ^^^^^^■■O^^^^^M
DOUBLE NEUTRODON(as illustrated) .sentfor
$21.50. Askyour dealer to show you these parts,
as well as complete assembled five-tube NeutrodyneSet inmahogany cabinet, ModelNR-5,8150.
Or send 2ic^or Neutrodyne Constructor
which shows 'How to Make the Neutrodyne"

F&ttD-ElSEMAaN RADIO CORPORATION
New York'
«SS Fourth
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Jfeberal
Radio Head Sets

PASS THIS-BUYf

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

HAZELTINK

REQUIRED

The Ideal portable set weighs only ten
pounds, including detector and two stage
amplifier with all batteries. Carry it like a
camera. Just the set for the auto, camp, or
home. Absolutely guaranteed as efficient as
any detector and two stage set made, and at
a cost of slightly more than some detector
sets.
Get our complete instructive catalogue and
information
on loud speaker for crystal set.
STEINMETZ
WIRELESS MFG. CO.
5704 Penn Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Booster |
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

World-Radio-Batteries
6 Volts — 40 Amps.,

$8.50Amps.,
$10.00

6 Volts— 60

6 Volts— 80

Amps.,

$12.50
$14.50

6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

6 Volts $ 1 6.00
120 Amps.
Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION. OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, ID.

Federal Standard
Head Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms
and 3200 Ohms
sistance.

re-

Federal makes a
complete line of
Standard Radio apparatussonably
— all priced.
reacatalog.
Write for latest

When you buy Federal Head Sets
you obtain the lasting satisfaction that
comes with Radio equipment universallyendorsed byengineers and experts.
Years of experience in making communication apparatus enabled Federal
to enter the Radio field with Head Sets
and other Radio apparatus unsurpassed
for efficiency in operation.
Permanent magnets, specially treated
steel, and precision machining of metal
parts are some of the outstanding
features of construction that make
Federal Standard Head Sets the best
you can buy.

Ask your dealer for Federal Standard Head Sets. If out of
stock he can get them from our nearest office.
Accept no substitute.

$ eberal^elepJjone & IWegrapf) Company
Oldest and largest manufacturers of a complete line of Radio Equipment
Factory: BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn

St., Chicago, III.
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a Camper's Portable Reflex Set
to Make
Part II — Three New Reflex Circuits
Ify II. ./. Marx

very small loop
UNDOUBTEDLY a ense
r for the tunaerial with a cond
considerable
ires
t
ing elemen requ
R.nlio frequency amplification in order to
properlv build up the grid potential neces
ry detection and recepsary for satisfacto
tion. This means that at least two tubes
will be required, and, in order to save
space, maximum possible results should
these tubes. This natube planned from
rally suggests the use of reflex circuits.
required for these
apparatus
Since the
circuits should necessarily be of the best
order
quality, the cost rapidly climbs. Incost
of
to permit the fan to adjust the
his set to balance with the Radio budget
different
that his finances call for, three
forms of the same circuit are presented.
Portable reflex No. 1 is a two tube circuit equivalent to two stages of Radio
frequency, detector and one stage of audio
frequency.
Portable Reflex No. 2 is a three tube
circuit equivalent to three stages of Radio
frequency, detector and two stages of audio
frequency.
Portable Reflex Xo. 3 is a four tube circuit equivalent to three stages of Radio
frequency, detector and three stages of
audio frequency. The last stage of audio
frequency is not reflexed and a jack is
added so that the phones or a loud speaker
can be plugged in after the second stage of
audio frequency.
Development of these Circuits.
Some interesting experiences were encountered in the development of these circuits. Although potentiometers are more

and the secondary of the audio frequency
transformer.
This solved that difficulty. In order to
get maximum efficiency the internal capacity of the variometers should be very
low, and for this reason the lattice wound
type are preferred.
Figure

with sockets (2 required) ; Xo. 9 — Power
rheostat; Xo. 10 — 400-ohm potentiometer;
Xo.
100 M.posts.
H. iron core choke coil;
Seven11 —binding

i— Wrt^V

A+6-5
Figure
1
B+O
Identification of Apparatus
or less satisfactory for controlling the
In order to identify the parts used in
grid potential of the tubes, still there was
something lacking when used to control the three hook-ups — the various parts in
the reflexing of the audio frequency cur- the diagram can be identified by the numbers in the circles next to them. The lists
rents back into the tubes the second time.
Another noticeable disadvantage was the of parts with the numbers for the different
fact that when these audio frequency im- circuits are given.
Portable Reflex No. 1
pulses were reflexed back into the grid
Xo. 1 — .002 mfd. fixed condenser (4 recircuits, passing them through the secondary windings of the Radio frequency
quired); Xo. 2 — .00025 mfd. fixed condentransformers developed a decided loss in
ser; Xo. 3 — .0005 mfd. variable condenser
with vernier; Xo. 4 — Lattice wound type
potential variation.

3

tube sockets wTill require a resilient form
of mounting. This will be taken up in the
next article in conjunction with the panel
layouts. Standard sockets are used
throughout,
and where necessary adapters can be used.
The choke coil used may be purchased
at any good Radio dealer as there are a
number of concerns manufacturing them.
The variometers must be small in size in
order to conserve the necessary space. --%
special form of very small audio frequency transformer known as the hedgehog type is used in the circuit. This permitted the very compact assembly which
will be illustrated later.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Portable Reflex No, 2
Xo. 1 — .002 mfd. fixed condenser (6 required); No. 2 — .00025 mfd. fixed condenser; No. 3 — .0005 mfd. variable condenser with vernier; No. 4 — Lattice wound
type variometers (2 required); No. 5 —
Radio frequency transformer (2 required);
No. 6 — Audio frequency transformer (2 required); Xo. 7 — Crystal detector; Xo. 8 —
Amplifier vacuum tubes and sockets (3
required); Xo. 9 — Power rehostat; Xo. 10
— 400-ohm Potentiometers (2 required);
Xo. 11 — 100 M. H. iron core choke coil;
Seven binding posts.
Portable Reflex No. 3
If you haven't water pipes in your
a good ground can be made by drivNo. 1 — .002 mfd. fixed condensers (6 re- home,ing a galvanized
pipe four or five feet into
quired); Xo. 2 — .00025 mfd. fixed con- moist earth.
densers; Xo. 3 — .0005 mfd. variable condenser with vernier; Xo. 4 — Lattice wound
type variometers (2 required); Xo. 5 —
Radio frequency transformers (2 required) ;No. 6 — Audio frequency transformers (3 required); No. 7 — Crystal detector; No. 8 — Amplifier vacuum tubes and
sockets (4 required); No. 9 — Power rheostat; No. 10 — 400-ohm Potentiometers (2
UI^i\M-il^r\.tD
Attractive
Discounts
required); Xo. 11—100 M. H. Iron core
choke coil; No. 12 — Single circuit jack;
Xo. 13 — Double circuit jack type batterji
nFATFJ? ? New List
switch; Xo. 14 — Double circuit jack; Xo.
15 — Rheostat; Five binding posts.
Inasmuch as the tubes used will be dry
cell type, to save weight and space, the ,123 W.M ad iron Jt.Chica9o

GOLD-GRAIN
CRYSTAL

mimm:
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Jioneij farning Opporf unity
-O-A
Figure

For this reason the variometer type of
Radio frequency coupling was employed
between the first and second tubes. The
reflexed impulses were then tapped into
the grid circuit between the condenser and
grid. If three tubes or more are employed'
only one stage is coupled in this manner
and the first stage of reflexed audio frequency followed the usual transformer
coupling practice. The second stage of
audio frequency, however, followed the
method just outlined. In order to control
the amount of energy fed into this circuit,
a variometer is inserted in series as shown
in each of circuits illustrated. This, however, introduced some peculiar actions in
the circuit operation. There was a choking action that not only effected the modulation but also decreased the volume. This
apparently indicated that some form of
apparatus was necessary to prevent the
Radio frequency imp-ulses from feeding
back in and through the variometers. A
100-milhenry iron core choke coil was inserted in series between
the variometer

A+ 0 B-

BvOSOV

2

variometers (2 required); Xo. 5 — Radio
frequency transformer; Xo. 6 — Audio frequency transformer; Xo. 7 — Crystal detector; No. 8 — Amplifier
vacuum
tubes

Cockaday Circuit
TUNER

COILS

BC AND D COILS
Complete as per specifications

No. 18 Wire Used— D Coil
Bankwound.
Price, $2.75
Hook-up,
directions
and material
list
furnished free with each set of coils.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Dealers,

Eastern
22 Warren

Communicate

Radio

Mfg.

St., Dept.R.D., New

Co.

York.N.Y.

TLTERE is your chance to cash in on your spare time,
summer. special offer is being made to you for the
YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.
WORK is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends, enrolling their names on our large family roll
of readers.
WRITE at once for our proposition which is yours for
the asking.
Address
Circulation Manager, Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
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denser No. 2 to the frequency of oscillation which brings in clear speech and
music.- A second fine adjustment all
around will increase the volume and some
regulation may be secured with the filament rheostat.

FIRST STEPS

IN RADIO

(Continued from page 11)
quite a change in the grid voltage affects
the plate current very little, but near the
center of the curve a slight change in grid
potential results in an appreciable change
in the plate current and therein lies the
secret of the vacuum tube as an efficient
detector.
Function of Tube in Circuit.
Now let us consider how the tube functions when connected in a Radio circuit as
a plain detector. The usual circuit is
shown in Figure 34, which shows a variable condenser in the grid circuit with a
grid leak connected across it.
If no Radio signals are acting upon the
UP R.D.-87 is a new single tube tube a steady current will flow from the
HOOKreceiving: circuit, known as the plate to the filament and back through the
Nacireman. This circuit was devel- phones depending upon the voltage of the
oped in the laboratories of Wired Radio, plate and the temperature of the filament.
Inc., during a series of experiments with When an incoming signal acts upon the
a large number of receiving circuits. This inductance a current will flow in the grid
new circuit is not suitable for wired Radio circuit. When the direction of this flow is
because of its tendency to re-radiate, but such as to put a positive potential on the
it is probably the last word in a simplified grid, some of the electrons from the filament will be attracted to the grid, but
single tube set for receiving news and
music from the present broadcasting when the potential is reversed, the elecstations.
trons on the grid cannot escape being held
there by the blocking condenser in the
grid circuit. On the next reversal more
Parts
Required
electrons are attracted to the grid and
hence at each oscillation the negative
1 "Variometer
or
Variocoupler.
LI is the
rotor winding. L2 is the stationary
charge on the grid is built up to such a
winding.
value that it repels the electrons from the
filament and thus interrupts the plate cur2 23-plate condensers, preferably with
verniers (CI and C2).
rent, causing a sound in the receivers.
Were the grid completely insulated from
1 750-turn DL or honeycomb coil or its
the rest of the circuit by the dielectric in
equivalent (L3).
the condenser, the negative charge thereon
1 Tube, WD-11, UV-201A, or other hard
tube.
would constantly increase till it shut off
1 Tube socket.
the plate current completely and the tube
1 Filament rheostat (R).
would "block" or cease to function. However, a leak is connected across the con1 A battery,
1%
to 2-volt for WD-11
denser as shown and allows the charge to
tube; 6-volt for other tubes.
leak off slowly. The effect of this leak
1 B battery, 45 to 90 volts for WD-11;
then
is
to prevent the condenser holding
45 to 135 volts for other tubes.1 Pair phones.
too much charge on the grid but should
not be so small as to permit too much
of the charge to escape quickly. Then
The circuit is being published with full by experimenting, the proper value of
details in the interests of amateurs and a leak is determined that will permit
the public who may wish to listen to the the potential of the condenser to rise and
programs now in the air. The set is fall with the amplitude of the incoming
super-regenerative and full credit should waves and the varying negative charges on
be given to E. H. Armstrong for the dis- the grid thereby vary the plate current to
covery of this principle, of which this reproduce the audio frequency waves immay be considered an extremely simplified
pressed on the carrier wave at the transform. The circuit requires a minimum
mitting station.
investment in parts. Practically every
Changes in Grid Potential.
amateur already has everything necesThe curve in Figure 33 shows that it is
sary to try out the circuit. It will be
noted that all resistances, grid leaks and to an advantage to work on the middle
part
of the curve so that slight changes
grid condensers have been eliminated and
in the grid potential will cause greater
no filter circuits are required. Any ama- variations in the plate current and thus
teur can connect up one of these sets
in an hour or two and the results will produce the loudest signals in the phones.
It should be remembered that it is simply
surprise the most hardened Radiophan.
the amount of change in the plate current
Almost any metallic structure which
that gives the signals and not the amount
may be picking up Radio waves may be of current flowing. To this end it is advisaused as an aerial. Connection to a bed
ble to either regulate the constant potenspring, wire window screen, steam raditial of the grid or shift the curve by varyator or fire escape is often all that is
ing the plate voltage or filament temperanecessary. A short overhead aerial, a
length of wire strung across the room,
concealed behind the picture moulding or
under the carpet, will also serve.
Tuning is accomplished by rotating the
movable coil of the variometer or variocoupler until the tube oscillates. Then
adjust condenser No. 1 until the station
desired
is heard,
finally adjusting
con-

^r

4r H'l'i'l'I'K^p-J

ture. Shifting the curve, as it is called,
simply means that by varying the plate
voltage the curve is moved to the right
or left of the center line of the grid voltage. So with a fixed grid potential a
change in .voltage enables us to shift the
steep part of the curve to suit that particular grid potential. That is the reason
for variable B batteries for detector tubes.
Although not the usual practice, the
highest efficiency is obtained from a tube
detector when the grid condenser is made
variable so that the potential of the condenser itself can be controlled. Those desiring the best results with tubes should
use a small variable air condenser in the
grid and use the best leak obtainable.
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We Will Jail You One

SYNTHETIC
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Complete
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COMPARE
IT WITH
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YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
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US
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IF

NOT Return it at Our Expense,

'Zobel- Stein

laboratories

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-
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plifier.
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Coast to Coast on One Tube, and No Body Capacity

WINDING
A
— no
REINARTZ COIL

V. 199, W. D. 11 or W. D. 12 tubes. One hook up
with absolutely no body capacity, while the other
coast to coast. Both prints post paid for SO cents or
35.75.
Box 362
LANCASTER, PA.

make
PERFECTION
Carry Only STANDARD Advertised

We

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Company

Set 10th there apIn your issueCalming'
of March
peared a hook-up with an addition of two
.001 mica condensers to prevent howling in
a set. I have an Armstrong regenerative
set with two stages of amplification and a
Pathe loud speaKer. I tried the condensers as shown and will say that they certainly calmed my set down as to whistles
and cracks and do not diminish the
volume of sound, as I have been unable to
get stations WJZ or WOR without a
whistle or howl — thanks to Mr. Joe McCormack of Godsen, Ala.
Am using 112 volts on the plate and
every sound of voice or music is quite
plain. I hope this compliment will be
brought to the eyes of Mr. McCormack.
— James Nolan, Jersey City, N. J.
P. S. — I have shown your magazine to
quite a number of my friends, and I think
your circulation will be increased in this
section.

9™ST.BROOKLYN.N.Y.South2650
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VARIOCOUPLER

The Readers View

VACUUM

322

These popular hook ups use U.
gives selectivity and 1500 miles
gives the remarkable distance of
any of the above tubes post paid
C. W. KAUTZ,

The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

In the next chapter we will see how this
local battery can be made to react on the
grid circuit of the tube to give regenerative effects and great signal strength.

Haraness of Tubes.
The main difference between a detector
tube and the amplifier tubes is their "hardness." A hard tube is one that has been
pumped to a high vacuum; the soft tubes
contain a very small amount of gas. A
soft tube functions best as a detector for
the following reason: When a slight
amount of gas is present, the electrons
emitted by the filament strike the molecules of gas and break them up into their
electrical components and the gas is said
to be ionized, that is, split up into ions,
negative and positive. In this state the
gas is conductive and a large plate current is obtainable with* a low plate voltAmplifying Crystal Set
age. With the low plate voltage the atOne or two stages of amplification may
traction of the plate for the negative elec- be added to a crystal receiver with good
trons is naturally lower and the smallest results, but if this installation is conchange in grid potential will affect the
templated it is advisable to also use a
electronic stream.
vacuum tube to replace the crystal deOn the other hand, the hard tube functector, as batteries for filament heating
tions best as an amplifier because higher and plate voltage must be provided for the
voltages can be impressed on the plate and amplifying stages and are therefore availsince the grid potential changes are greatable for use with a detector tube. Someer in the amplifier stages by reason of the
times, however, the crystal detector is
step-up effect in the detector, the grid can advisable to give clearer and less distorted
control the heavy electron stream with the reception.
high plate voltage. A high voltage cannot
be used on the detector because it would
WE REPAIR
YOUR
exert too much attraction on the electrons
and small grid charges would not deflect
them. Also, when the gas in a soft tube
WD-II. WD-12, UV-199, UV-20I-A,
is ionized, a high plate voltage would force
C-301 -A
$3.50 each
too heavy a current through the tube and
UV-200, C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 each
UV-201,
C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
it would give a blue glow and spill over.
DV-6. DV-6-A
3.50each
We can see now that the function of
U V -202
4.00 each
the vacuum tube is to act as a sort of
And Guarantee Them Equal to New
relay by means of which the weak in^
mlttance to cover repair
coming signal is made to control a local
plus parcel postage for oneInclud<s
pound wiB>
per your
tube. If prereSERVICE
OU1CK ferred, tubes
will be returned C.O.D.
repair order
charges.
source of current and vary its intensity
Abale
ne
Radio
JfJWSS
in accordance with the modulation impressed upon the incoming waves. The
crystal detector uses only the received
current to actuate the telephone receiver,
while the vacuum tube controls current
furnished
by batteries to give louder signals.
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WESTERN
ELECTRIC^Phones. None better made.
$7.95
Our price 3/16" Thick *r " ••'*•»
List $12.00. PANELS—
Hard
Hard
Rubber Bakelite
Bubber Bakelite
7x18
$1.65
$2.45
7x10
$0.95
$1.35
7x21
1.85
2.75
7x12
1.25
1.60
7x24
2.15
3.25
7x14
1.40
1.95

Genuine Western Electric Tubes
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BEST
AMPLIFYING
TUBES

RADIO CORPORATION,
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Complete parts for this remarkable
set. FREE
DIAGRAM

EVEREADY— No. 763—22%
Volts ...$ 1 .75 $1.45
EVEREADY— No. 767—45
Volts
. 5.50
4.50
BRIGHT STAR— No. 15-50—22% V.. 1.75
1 .10
BRIGHT STAR— No. 15-03-6—22% V. 2.25
1.45
BRIGHT STAR— No. 30-90 — 45 Volts. .5.00
3.50
FRANCO— No. 1529V— 22% Volts
2.50
1.85
FRANCO— No. 3045V— 45 Volts
5.75
3.95
CABINETS
Extra fine quality — Hinged toi> — Mahogany finish.
7x12
2.95
7x24
3.95
7x14
3.25
12x14
3.95
TUBES
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Questions and Answers
watt
transmitting
set.
State
what
is if it would not be possible to make my
necessary for the output.
set super-regenerative along the line of
circuit. Would it be posA. — Answering your Inquiry with rela- the Flewelling
sible to hook in somewhere between the
tion to regulations governing broadcast- plate variometer and the grid variometer
ing we are referring you to the United
filament circuit, the proper conStates Radio Inspector. 629 Federal Build- and the denser
trap as shown in the Flewelling
ing, Chicago. Operator of such a station
circuit. Would it not be a good
is required to hold a commercial oper- tiling to ask Mr. Flewelling if this could
ator's license.
be done? If it could be done, it would be
a great boon to a lot of us Radio fans, as
GRID TICKLER. CIRCUIT
then we could convert our present circuits
to that of the super regenerative class.
Do you think it could be worked out?
Otherwise, I will be tempted to make a
The writer has adhered to the blue print
straight Flewelling circuit.
and instructions purchased
of the Radio
I would like also to ask your Radio
with one exception and therefore
expert
which of the two circuits does he
Iter.
consider the most sensitive circuit, the
In the detector circuit I am unable to
one that is conductively arranged or one
o wire connecting
the phone
coninductively arranged? My present double
'.enser with the fixed grid leak of Vi meg.
variometer circuit is an inductive circuit,
:t the above connection I have heard
there being absolutely no metallic connecstations.
tion between the primary or aerial ground
When same connection is made it kills
circuit and the tube and plate circuit.
However, I understand that the Aerola,
■ on, and I hear a noise of frying
Sr., is a conductive circuit, there being a
-acking like B battery or static.
It
direct connection between the grid and the
like the B plus goes through
the
I rimary on transformer of first stage and
For experimental station an amateur's aerial and ground. What I would like to
gh to condenser bank and negative A. license is necessary, for which examina- know is, which is the most sensitive of
tion is required to qualify.
these two circuits? I have always had an
Wouldn't bother you with such fool stuff
idea that the conductive circuit is more
f I wasn't
desirous
of
making
this
set
sensitive, but will not tune as close or
HARTLEY CIRCUIT
>ut to beat a friend who has a two
fine
and is more subject to interference
;<?ter set which is best I ever heard.
from spark stations than the other one.
I believe I am equal to him now and just
Can
you
set me right?
that little something
to get E. T.
A. — Noting your scheme for introducing
-lling results.
super-regeneration in your present circuit
A. — Noting
your
splendid
success
and
will advise that this has been tried out in
enthusiasm with results afforded with the
the manner suggested but has not afforded
Flewelling circuit we are delighted to conthe
results that might have been expected.
gratulate you.
If it is volume that you desire to atng the difficulty encountered it is
tain, why not add more amplification,
ted either that grid leak or one of
rather than use any other circuit?
the condensers
in your bank
is shorted.
There is practically no difference in reWould
advise
substituting
another
grid
sults attained through conductive and inA pencil line grid leak will serve.
ductive coupling, although theory would
better results
accrue,
try another
single circuit to be the most efWe are giving three diagrams of effec- have the ficient.
."06 condenser in place of the one which
However, on two sets, one of each
tive circuits for five watt set, either phone
:s across
the grid leak.
In our opinion
type, working at the same time there is no
one or the other of these details will solve or telegraph.
difficulty.
It is difficult to determine
without a personal inspection, but we beSuper Regeneration
it can be safely left to your skill to
(2408) WHC, Chicago, 111.
(Both
Copyrighted)
ome the condition prevailing.
At present I am operating a standard
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings In all Important Btatlons on both coasts and Mexican border,
regenerative double variometer hook-up
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
Three
Transmitting
Circuits
with one stage of audio amplification, usmusic from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
51) CK. Jefferson City, Mo.
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
ing TV. D. 11 tubes and I am getting splenblueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
rhat will I need to do in order to secure
did results, often getting Ft. Worth, Texperfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
as, and all the Eastern and Southern
*3.0u by mall. No other windings used. Photo of
COLPITTS CIRCUIT
my set on a glass panel with every order.
stations.
However, I would like to know
Pretty Good So Par
-7) TB, Jefferson, Iowa.
I have built a FleweHlng circuit and I
am having nearly the desired results,
(.let
.i many stations from far and near.
Los Angeles to Atlanta-Scnenect&dy, New
Orleans
to Reglna,
s.isk.. etc.
All told
over 100 stations.
Will say that she is sure a winner and
believe 1 am
far from
possible
results
due
to the
fact
that
I am
not
fully
acquainted
with
set.
There
are a iYw
s in wiring that I will work out in

difference noticeable, (Trr-sviminer, of
course, that their only difference lies in
tuning inductance.) The single circuit is
not at all selective and it is difficult to
keep separate broadcasting stations from
interfering, and as for spark Blgnala it is
using.
^
quite
impossible
to cut them out with any
but a two circuit tuner such as you are
Homemade

Tuner

(2850) RCV, West End, Ala.
As a beginner in Radio I wrapped 70
turns of Xo. 20 cotton covered copper wire
around a cardboard tube 7 inches long
and 3% inches in diameter, making several connections. This was a double-slide
tuning coil employing a crystal detector.
Having had fine results with it, hearing
WEAF, New York City, I wanted a nice
set. I took much care this time, first
winding the coil of Xo. 22 d.c.c. and then
trying No. 22 enameled copper wire.
Neither set was near as loud as the first
and could not do any out of town receiving. What is my trouble?
A. — Noting your specifications and conditions encountered, and presuming that
your coil was wound the same as in the
first attempt, we venture the opinion that
in changing your crystal detector from one
set to the other you have in some way
destroyed its sensitivity. It is difficult
to determine conclusively just where the
set.
trouble
may lie without inspection of each

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music Instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD -11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESC0 RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacavilla. Calif.

**r*

'ni*

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3 00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

REFLEX
Erla Reflex

Transformers

DEALERS:

FOR LITERATURE
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:ni>*M:Bct'
123 W.MadixonSt.Chicaqo

IQXA3651
i broadcasting license for a 5-watt transmitting set for experimental use?
Send me a few good hookups for a 5-

'The Best for Less'
REINARTZ
CIRCUIT

FLEWELLING
lools iwctssary.
New list price. $1.00.
Write for Bulletin on the Carter Line of Products
CUTER RADIO COMPANY, 209 South State Street, CHICAGO
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Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and
tions

including
instruc-

Two-stage Audio- Frequency
circuits
at

drilled

Amplifier.

panel

and

Every
part complete,
book oftions
diagrams and

plete
$11.95
Every part com

CONDENSERS
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Plate
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Plate Vernier; value,
6.50
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TO ANY SIZE
M32"
/|6"

THICK /2*
THICK 34 *

Vzz" THICK
'/B " THICK
•V16"

THICK

'/& " THICK

pER SaiNCH
PER SO, INCH

K
l/2«

PER SO, INCH
PER SQ. INCH

2*

PER

2V2<

Sa INCH

PER SQL INCH

3/a " THICK

4<
PER S« INCH
5 '/4* PER SO INCH
.SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPUCATI0N

519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

Honeycomb
Coils. 50 turns
mounted
Honeycomb
Coils, 75 turns mounted
Double Coil Mountings
Triple
Coil Mountings
Reinartz Coil increased wavelength, and mounting
Jacks, Single Circuit; value, 65c, special at...
Double Circuit; value, 90c; speciai at
Multiple
Point
Inductance Switch
with
Knob
and Dial (15 Switch Points)
Lightning
Arresters,
approved
Three-inch
Dials,
unbreakable,
heat
resisting
composition,
high finish; special
Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer;
speciai
at
Aluminum
Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated.
highly polished; $8.00 list
Filament
Rheostat
6 ohm
Filament
Rheostat,
20 ohm
Filament
Rheostat.
50 ohm

2.45
3.35
1.75
.30
.45

1.45
.90
.30

CHICAGO

York City

CIRCUIT
including
instruc-

drilled

panel

and

$11
Aft
$10.95

Hartford, Conn., June 4th, 1923.
Willard Radio Co.
New York City.
Dear Sirs:—
I received the Flewelling Circuit complete and
wish to thank you. It is a beauty. I set it up
in one hour and a half, but I have to get batteries so I jvish to thank you again, also for the
present that you sent me.
I have priced the machines here in Hartford
and find that they cost anywhere from $35 to
cheap.
$190. I do not see how ynu can sell them so

W.

tfn4

BOUNDNumbers
VOLUMES
Two,
Three
or Four
Postpaid by Parcel Post
with
One scription to Year's
SubRadio Digest
Greatest Collection of
Radio
Information
Ever Published
Reinartz
Long
Distance
Circuit:
Ultra-Flewelling
Reinartz
Circuit:
"Flivver"
Circuit:
Grimes
■ "Inverse
Duplex"
Cir-J
cuit: Single Tube Reflex!
Circuit:
Armstrong Circuit:!
"Su-1
perTwo, Heterodyne"
Three
and
Four
Tube Reflex Circuits.
On account
of
the
ited supply, the salelim-of
these volumes is limited
strictly to those readers
who have subscribed for
a year. scriOne
year Digest
subption to Radio
and both bound volumes
2 and 3 or 3 and t or 4
and 2. $7.00.
One year subscription to
Radio Digest and bound
volumes 2. 3 and 4. $9.00.
ALL
ORDERS
SIUST
BE
DIRECT—
Xo
ordersSENTon this
offer will
be acceptedscription
throueli
subagencies, news
dealers or other sources.
Check, money or express
orders (no stamps) must
accompany all orders.
Two,
Four
Parcel ThreePost and Prepaid
Each, only $2.00.

V,

13 Numbers
inNumbers
the Bourn"in
Volume
— 52Subscription
Year's

I will close now but If I want anything in the
future, you will have my order.
Again I wish to thank you.
Yours truly,
I remain
CHAS.

m

H1SLEY.

147 Bibcock SL,
Hartford.
Conn.

.25

3.75
.65
.80
.90

With 2" Dial, 15c extra.
A beautiful "SALRITE" pencil FREE with
every order of SI2.50 or more. Made of beautiful
Mahooanite Rubber — five inches long. Equipped
with vest-pocket clip. 10 leads and eraser.

MFG. CO.
ST.

New

Radio
Digest
Itl«t«r«tea

Minn.

A Recommendation
1.20
$1.05
1.35
1.95
3.75
4.00
. ... 4.25
.95
1.00

'/2 " THICK

STAR

Minneapolis,

for above

■13

;ormIcX

TWITCHELL

Ave.

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
S91 Broadway

Carter
PlugCo
Takes 1 to 4 head"Tu-Way"
sets and all types tip terminals;

S. A.

1925 Western

**tt

Now is the time to build your own set to take
with you on your vacation. We will be glad to
offer
you any
advico that you' may
require.
Just information
drop us a orline.

AUDIO

FREOUENCY TRANSFORMER.
Designed for use with W. D. II tubes; list.
$4.50:
price
$2.75
VARIOCOUPLER— Lite Wire Wound Secondary; value, $4.50; special
2.25
Ball Bearing Inductance Switch: value, 75c;
special
30
V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base: value. $1.00: special at
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over, east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.

40

PUBLISHER.

COUPON

RADIO

DIGEST.

123 West Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Xumber Two
and also Number Three, and one year's subscription to the Radio Digest, for which I am inclosing check — M. O. for Seven Dollars.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Two or
Three or Four and one year's subscription to
the Radio
for which I am enclosing checfc—
1L
O. for Digest,
Five Dollars.
Name
Address
City

.
State

16
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a
SENT BY RADIO
AIR CHURCH ON
WHEELS BUILT
WWJ

ENGINEERS
PUT
SET ON TRUCK

Broadcasters of Britain
Building Radiotheater
Take
Step WhenfromActors'
Union
Bars Members
Microphone
LONDON,

ENG. — Because the Theatri-

cal Managers'
of London
has
to ban Association
the broadcasting
of plays,
Baseball Scores, Markets, Weather, decided
music, songs and other entertainments in
Music, to Supplement
which performers in employ of members
Sermons

of that body appear, the British Broadcasting Company is building a large new
DETROIT. — Radio engineers from
WWJ, the Detroit News broadcast- studio-theater from which to broadcast
ing station, have converted a large such entertainment. The company will
motor truck into a Radio church for organize playing troupes of its own. axuL
wiir engage independent singers, musiand other entertainers. The studioVestrymen of St. pap','': Episcopai theatercians will
be at Savoy Hill, a London
Cathe'dral,
the
services
of
which
are
broadcast every Sunday, turned over disfiet. and will be the first of its kind
in
the
world.
all its contributions from its Radio
audience for this work. Some parts
of the apparatus are loaned by
manufacturers and retailers, but it Prize Set for Best Radio
is the aim of the church officials

Now

we know why the devil enters our Radio sets these days.
If you receive devilish music,
just lay it to Miss June Farley,
for she is the imp that sings at
WJAX, Cleveland. Sorry we
cannot show the bright red of
the costume to make the picture
more impressive
Photo by Radio Digest

Record— General
at Citizens
' Camphas
DETROIT.
J. G. Harbord
announced that he will present to the
young man who makes the best record in
Radio at the Citizens' Military Training
Camp- at Custer, Mich., this year, an up-todate Radio receiving set. This offer is
open to amateurs in Illinois, Wisconsin
and Michigan. The camp opens at Custer,
August 1, and continues until September 1.
General Harbord was, until recently, the
deputy chief of staff of the Army.

FILM ON AIR
EXPERIMENT
PROVES GOOD
Small

Plans

Box and Curtain May
McJto Radio visible
in the Home

City-to-City

Test

Follows Up "Still" Photo Work
Outlined
Recently
in Digest
— Has
War Uses
By Carl H. Euttman
WASHINGTON. — The near future will
see the perfection of Radio movies; essentially, theythe
are aid
here oftoday.
Every apparatus,
"listener-i
in," with
a special
contained in a box about a foot square
and a small curtain, will be able to see as
(Continued on page 2)

Rye bread and hot dogs go
well together. This may be a
dainty bit for a breakfast but
it looks as if a good noon lunch
could be draw
made many
of it.people
The
beaches
these hot days and the Radio
set is always in prominence,
especially among movie actors.
edge Lucy
with Fox
her atreceiving
set
Miss
the water's

© u. & u.

"Radio Can't Save Sinners"

PARIS. — Sermons broadcast by Radio
Ducan never convert sinners. Cardinal The
bois, Archbishop of Paris, believes.
Cardinal is himself a Radio enthusiast.

SAYS RADIO MAKES
"SCATTER-BRAINS"
. — Radio, moving picCLEVELAND
tures, modern newspapers and
s have made the Ameriobile
autom
can people a scatter-brained race, James
M. Beck, United States solicitor general, declared recently in an address
here. The multiplication of mechanical
ties
facili
has substituted love of power
for things of eternal moment, he said.
He urged the preaching of love of work
as the best possible cure.

finally to
enpay for
tirementequipwith
money
sent to the
church i n
a p p of
reeiation
the servWWJ.ices broadcast by
Reverend Jerome, in charge of
the Radio church
van, says he is
going to give baseball scores, markets,
weather forecasts, solos and selections by
the Detroit News orchestra. "This will
get the folks interested in what I have
to tell them," he says.
Besides the Radio outfit, the van is
equipped for church services, communion
and baptismal services. It also is the
pastor's rolling home while he is travelling
about the state.

. . „;. .- -..;. ..

RADIO

MORE VALUABLE OF
PARTS REQUESTED
RETURNS
INDICATE
THAT
POPULARITY GROWS
Many Fans Saving Up Coupons to Get
Several Prizes — Sixth Coupon
of Series Appears

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE
Station and City

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WEAF, New York, N. Y. . .
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WF1, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
WHA, Madison. Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, O
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y. . .
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, O
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. . . .
WW J, Detroit, Mich.

BELOW

Monday
00- 7:00
00-11:00
00- 9:00
00-10:00
00-12:00
00- 1:00
00- 2:00
:45-12:00

Tuesday
6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00

July 7, 1923

DIGES'I

WITH
FOR

THE

LISTENER SundayIN

Friday

INSTRUCTIONS)

Wednesday
6:00- 7:00
5:00- 9:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
10:30-11:30

Saturday

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

5:45- 6:45
6:00- 7:00
6:00- 7:00
11:00- 1:00
6:00- 9:00 11:30- 1:30 6:00- 9:00 3:00- 4:30
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 6:30- 7:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00- 9:30
9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00 9:00- 1:00
10:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
9:00- 2:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00.
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-12:30 10:00-12:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 6:00- 7:00
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 7:20 3:30- 4:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:00-10:00
4:00- 5:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
6:00- 6:00
1:00 5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00 5:305:30- 8:00 8:30- 9:30 5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00 6:30- 8:30 8:30-12:00 9:30-10:30
7:00-10:00 5:30- 6:30
4:30- 5:00
8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00 8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 7:30- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
6:30- 7:30
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

SENDS RADIO MOVIES
(Continued from page 1)
well as hear over the versatile Radio, according- to C. Francis Jenkins, of this city.
Mr. Jenkins some time ago made successful tests of sending photographs by
Radio, as already detailed in a story appearing in Radio Digest some weeks ago.
Following the success of this, Mr. Jenkins
started work on the sending of the motion

pictures.
Last week he showed on a screen in his
laboratory, the movements of his hand and
other objects held in front of his Radio
transmitting apparatus in another room.
The apparatus used in transmitting still
pictures was employed in the last experiment, but a new "lens-faced prismatic
ring" was introduced to show a rapid succession of pictures depicting movement.
Needs Large
Corona Glow Lamp
Perfection
of the moving picture Radio
Coupon Number 6
transmiting set now awaits only the
This Special Reward Coupon
manufacture of a new and more powerful
appears each issue -in Radio
electric lamp of the "corona glow" type.
Digest until further notice.
In the recent demonstration a temporary
When sent in. accompanied
lamp was made by the inventor, but it is
by necessary remittance, acnot strong enough to transmit large piccording- to the rules governtures. The question of rapidity is. solved,
ing same, apparatus can be
secured. See apparatus list
Mr. Jenkins says, as he has already sent
and rules of offer below.
pictures at twice the standard movie
8:00-10:00
speed. What he needs is a better and
7:00- 8:45
stronger lamp which will stand up when
the signal strength is increased about
3,000 times, as is necessary in sending
pictures in motion.
6:30- 8:30
Not only actual pictures of moving
Each week the number of Radiophans
7:30'-' 8:30
bodies can be transmitted by pointing the
who are sending in the valuable Special
Reward Coupons is increasing and it
machine at them, but films can be broadcast, Mr. Jenkins claims, and shown on
tends to show that a great number of our
screens in theaters or homes where proper
readers are anxious to secure the more val9:301:0:30
receiving
and reproducing apparatus and a
uable articles listed. As we stated before,
the number of coupons that any one Radioscreen
are
available. "When the power of
9;00:10:00
7:00- 9:00
the light is raised the size of the picture
phan may send in is unlimited, the only
can be increased, it was explained.
stipulation being that they must be conFlans City to City Test
secutively numbered and accompanied
Radio experts of the Navy, who saw the
with the necessary amount of cash, as re7:309:00
first demonstration between two rooms of
7:30- 8:30
quired for the articles.
This method of obtaining such a varied
Mr. Jenkins' laboratory on Connecticut
Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
number of valuable standard Radio parts
avenue, say that the invention is adaptable in military operations as well as in
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
and accessories is so simple that the plan
commercial fields. They point out that a
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
is gaining new converts every day, as is
transmitter
used in an airplane over the
indicated by the number of letters pouring
If in addition your city is10:'using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
enemy fleet or trenches would give officers
into the office of the Radio Digest. Do
far in the rear an actual view of the fall
not fail to secure your copy of the Digest
of shells and all front line activities. In
each week and clip the coupon so that they
may be consecutively numbered in order
the commercial field, with some adaptations, moving picture distributors might
to obtain the more valuable of the many
transmit
their films to subscribers via
parts and accessories that are offered for
Radio instead of by express, saving time
and the making of many copies.
Rules
to Remember
"With the completion of his new lamp,
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
probably
not sooner than several weeks,
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated,
Volume
V,
Number
13,
published
Chicago,
Illinois,
July
7,
1923.
Published
weekly
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
by Radio Digest Publishing Company,
123 West Madison
Street. Chicajo. Illinois.
Subscription
rates, yearly.
Mr. Jenkins promises to give a long-disthe coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
Five
Dollars;
Foreign,
Six
Dollars:
single
copies.
Ten
Cents.
Entered
as
second-class
matter
at
the
postofflce
at
tance
demonstration, transmitting pictures
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
of objects in motion and perhaps films
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
between "Washington and probably Philasought by the reader. There is no limit to the
"All the Live News of Radio"
i to 6 delphia.
number of series turned in by any one reader.

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER

Save Me — I Am Valuable

9:00- 1:00

8:45-12:00
8:00-12:30 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
5:45- 7:30 7:006:05- 9:00
7:20
30-10:30
9:30-10:30
30- 8:00
8:00
00-10:00 6:307:00-12:00
00- 1:00 6:001:00
30-11:30
7:30-11:30
10:002:00
5:306:00
5:30- 9:00
5:30- 9:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 8:309:30
4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 9:30
7:30- 9:00 5:45- 7:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
9:30
8:00-10:00
8*0-10:00
5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:45 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 8:10-10:00
7:15- 9:30
8:00- 5:30 6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:004:00- 9:30 6:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30 6:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 7:00- 9:00 5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 8*0-12:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
5:30- 9:30
8*0- 9:30
8:00-12:00
8:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
00-10:00 9:30-10:30
:900-10:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
:00- 8:30
'7:30'-'8:30
10:00-11:00 7:00.
9:66 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30
00- 9:00
'7:30-' 9:66
6:00- 9:00
8:0000-10:00 5:15- 6:30
5:15- 6:30 5.15- 6:30 7:00-10:00
00- 9:30
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:009:30
10:45rl2*0
45-12:00
00- 8:45 16:45-12:66 10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00
8:008:45 16:45-12:66
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00
30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00

CONTENTS

President Harding Speaks to Nation
4
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
Kopwood No-Ground Hook-up First Simplex Diagram; Reviews of Books
6
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
This Week's
Advance
Programs
7
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, Part III, Station Schedules
8
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
Editorials;
Indi-Gest;
Condensed
by Dielectric
10
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:
First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter VIII — The Regenerative Detector, by Thomas W.
Class A Articles
Benson
11
For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
Flewelling Super with Loop Aerial; Back of Panel Mounting for Two Honeycomb Coils; Other
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Kinks
12
Resistance Unit; 1 Scbindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Sehindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
How to Make a Camper's Portable Reflex Set, Part HI, Panel Layouts by H. J. Marx
13
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Single Tube Super Good for Portable
,
14
Condenser; 1 Sehindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica ConQuestions
and
Answers
IS
denser; 1 Sehindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica ConRadio
Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
16
denser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, iy2 volts; Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Besistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube.
Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
Competition" in Radio Merchandising — an instructive series of articles
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be "Cooperative
telling who owns the patents to the various Radio systems and circuits and how
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
you
are
pretty
well cornered in a giant Radio patent monopoly by certain well1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
known concerns who have somewhat pooled their interests, written by John B.
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Brady, a patent attorney of note, will be started in the July 1 3 issue. Find out
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
why the independent manufacturer has a hard road to travel. Begin reading
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
this informative series next issue.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Radio Frequency Amplification Told Simply — July 1 3 by Thomas W. Benson in his
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
series for newcomers, "First Steps for Beginners in Radio." Followers of Mr.
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
Benson are unanimous in saying that he misses no detail, no matter how small,
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
in his remarkably clear exposition of Radio principles.
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinAnother Simplex Picture Hook-Up
the second of its kind, will appear next week
Copeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
in the Digest. Turn to Page Six and see the extraordinary method of illusSPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
trating circuits that has been started this issue. The uninitiated layman need
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
have no trouble in arranging a hook-up with the assistance of this series.
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Electrad Grid
Leak (with clip mountings) ; Dubilier Micadons Type
"How to Make a Camper's Portable Reflex Set"
will be concluded
next issue.
600 (.0001, .00025. .0005, .001, .002. .0025. .003, .004,
Details of wiring and the assembly, as well as pictures of the assembled set will
or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610 (.001, .002,
be given by H. J. Marx, who will also give operating instructions.
.0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons
Typo 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By-Daws Condenser (.1,
.25, or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier
Part Four of the Broadcast Station "Telephone Book" — appears in the next issue.
Badio Dial (3/16, %, or 5/16 Inch black or white face) :
This part will be devoted entirely to the state, city-station index, and is necesPremier Universal Badio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier
sary to make best use of the station schedule list.
Universal Badio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring; Premier
Universal Badio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring; Premier
Universal Badio Jack, Filament Control Three Spring;
Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points: Tumey Spider Web
Coil (SW-20 with .038 milhenry inductance, SW-15 with
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
.066 MH„ or SW-28 with .300 MH).

Looking Ahead

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Bheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) ; 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Bheostat: 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7 -Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch: Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 60O (.006 mfd.);
(Continued on page 9)
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Have a Copy with You on
Your Vacation
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BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

Publisher Radio Digest,
123 West Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
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Doctor Uses Radio to
Direct Birth on Isle
Gives His Instructions from Distant Life Guard Plant
HALIFAX, N. S. — One of the most impressive accounts of the service rendered
by Radio, that of bringing a child into the
world when other help was unobtainable,
has just been related, for the first time, by
Charles Wells, a member of the St. Kilda
Life Guard Station on St. Kilda Island off
the coast of Nova Scotia. On account of
the unprecedented ice-conditions, efforts
of the Government ice-breakers to reach
the island with doctor and nurse to render
aid to Mrs. J. Kartney, wife of one of
the members of the life guard staff, failed,
so the services of a doctor who had an
amateur broadcasting station 150 miles
distant was obtained. He had often sent
out impromptu concerts which had been
received by the members of St. Kilda lighthouse and other receiving centers throughout Nova Scotia.
When informed of Mrs. Kartney's plight
he immediately began broadcasting so that
the Kilda Isle residents, several of whom
had receiving sets, could hear. He gave
directions to three women, also living at
the lighthouse, repeated the directions several times, and gave all the information
necessary. The three women carried out
his instructions and. the birth was successful. A few days later the doctor who had
sent orders by Radio made the trip via
a Government ice-breaker and personally
attended Mrs. Kartney and found her and
an eight-pound baby boy very well.

NEW BROADCASTING
STATIONS FOR MEXICO
Government Grants Permission for
Erection of Plants
MEXICO
CITY. — Two Radiophone
broadcasting stations were recently
opened here. Various efforts have been
made in recent months to obtain concessions for the establishment of such stations, but it is only recently that the government granted this permission.
There is great enthusiasm over local
broadcasting, and it is believed that the
market for Radio sets in Mexico is favorable to considerable development by
American manufacturers.
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MAN-MADE STORMS
"OLD STUFF"— TESLA
SAYS

HE
MANUFACTURED
LIGHTNING
FIRST

Inventor

Discounts
Value
of Recent
Sensational G. E. Experiment
By F. J. Andrews
BOSTON, MASS. — Much Interest was incited in manufactured lightning recently,
when engineers of the General Electric
Company produced artificial lightning in
the laboratories of the General Electric
Works at Pittsfield, Mass., but Nikola
when told of the experiment, said
that the manufacture of lightning is nothing new, lie himself having succeeded in
producing lightning discharges over a hundred feet long twenty-three years ago.
The G. E. engineers constructed a miniature village, including a steepled church,
and in the course of the exhibit made the
lightning strike the steeple of the church,
demolishing it. They also produced rain
from manufactured clouds.
"Old Staff," Says Tesla
"When the average man hears of a
manufactured thunderstorm he is naturally dumfounded," Tesla said. "What
he doesn't realize is that the village struck
by the artificial bolt was only a tiny model,
that such experiments are not at all new,
and that there is not any prospect of their
being of any particular utility. I understand that electrical discharges obtained
were fifteen feet long under a pressure of
2.000.000 volts.
"I might also point out that electrical
effects such as are here considered growin intensity with the square of the pressure. Thus the discharges I produced
were eighty-one times stronger than those
described. I communicated the results
to the scientific world at the time and they
were widely commented upon."

DIGEST

ETHER TAKES HUMAN
VOICE TO DEAF MUTE

ADD SUMMER SIGNS:
HAY FEVER CAUTIONS

sensations
The mute,
of a LU,
man, born
who
T. H.a— deaf
HONOLU
heard a human voice distinctly
for the first time by means of Radio,
wrro told by Fred W. Baars, who heard
a Radio program recently. Baars is 55
years old. "Always before the night I
heard the Radio I had heard only a
vague roar," he wrote.

recent
summer are seen in the
O— Signs
D. Statio
ON, from
WASHINGT
n NAAof
broadcasts
by the public health service on "Hay
Fever and Weeds." NAA will not send
out band music again until the fall and
the bulletins and other broadcasts
from the department of labor will not
be resumed until December.

PEGGY'S

DEBUT

AS A RADIOPHAN

Proves
Superiority
Over
Lines in Canadian Storm

TORONTO. — Radio communication is
destined to play a vitally important part in
maintenance of continuity of service on
high tension power transmission lines in
the future, in the opinion of operating
officials of the Toronto Hydro Power Company. This newest form of communication
has already been successfully used by the
company in quickly locating "trouble" on
its lines, and it has p-roved greatly superior to wire telephone methods used previously.
On a recent report following a severe
snowstorm appeared this note: "Bronte —
Tower 46, wires number 4 and 6 down —
time 2.50 A. M." Beneath the message was
the following notation: "Bronte — 46 — 4 and
6 O. K. — time 3.10 A. M."
Behind this prosaic statement is hidden
something which is of decided interest to
the public and to power companies. When
these two wires snapped beneath a weight
of -snow and accumulated ice, and under the
pressure of wind the telephone wires also
snapped and communication through that
source was eliminated. The operator at the
Bronte service station acted quickly and
within twenty minutes the service was
continued. Wire telephone communication
was not re-established until a half hour
later.

Beauty Exercises by Radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO. — Physical education
by Radio is the latest addition in Columbus
broadcasting circles. The flabby, skinny
and over or under-developed specimens of
humanity, or those who merely wish to
take some wholesome exercise, now hear
plenty of advice when WPAL of the
Superior Radio & Telephone Equipment
Company broadcast its lessons in instructive and constructive exercises.

THE

ANTENNA

LOS ANGELES COPS' AUTOS
RADIO-EQUIPPED
Chief Flashes Orders to Motor Squads;
"Apprehension of Crooks Now
Matter of Minutes"
By Strachan McMillan
LOS ANGELES. — "Beware of the Radio," may soonin becrookland
the "pass-word"
amongto
the outlaws
who desire
escape the net of justice, if the experiments recently conducted by the Los
Angeles police department prove to be successful. The Radio will shortly become
the bitterest enemy of the criminal and his
sure nemesis.
According to members of the police department, if the results of these experiments meet with the approval of the city
authorities and the Radio is accepted as a
permanent adjunct in the city's criminalhunting business, crooks and other lawbreakers will be apprehended in minutes
instead of hours and days after the commission of a crime.
Together with a committee of newspaper men invited by Chief of Police Louis
D. Oaks to act as judges of the efficiency
of Radio, and with several of the police
automobiles equipped with Radio receiving
sets, a "crook" in a high-powered car was
to be sought by a fleet of department autos
each one of the pursuing machines being
directed by the voice of Chief Oaks — sitting in his own car, perhaps miles away
from the scene of the chase.
How Flan Works
The police automobiles were notified of
the crime, were given the number of the
bandit car, its direction when last seen,
the number of persons in the car, and
other bits of information which the central office had at the time.
Chief Oaks stated that "the fine point in
the chase" was that he knew where the
crime was committed, and that he also
knew where his scout cars were stationed
at the time. "Suppose that the robbery
took place on Tenth street and also suppose that I have Radio-equipped auto- ,
mobiles located at Fiftieth street, First
street and at other streets east and west
mitted.
of the point where the crime was com-

PHONE WIRES BREAK;
AIR COMES TO RESCUE
Radio

AIRPHONE NEW FEAR
IN OUTLAW WORLD

"Then it would be merely a matter of
ordering the Fiftieth street auto to head
toward Tenth street, the First street car
to head out toward Tenth and the other
outlying cars to come in, as the circumstances of the particular crime would
seem to dictate. The crook in his highpowered car, with his number known and
with several other marks of identification
at once in the hands of each police automobile, will stand but little chance of getting away."

Kiddies* Story Teller
Profits by Broadcasts
"Lamplight
Tales"
of Caroline
Bouve, Proven Feature

Movie
generalby are
is not tofansbe inoutdone
her Radiophanselders, so itandseems"Baby

Brazil Firm to Receivers
BUENOS AIRES. — The largest manufacturer of Radio equipment in Argentine
has applied for receivership. Its financial
difficulties are said to be directly due to
intense competition that exists in the
Argentine market, which has resulted in
considerable price cutting.

BROTHERS

Peggy,'

the well-known little movie vamp.
Digest Photo

Recruit Reserves by Air

BOSTON, MASS. — At least one author is
strong for the Radiophone. This is Miss
Caroline Bouve, author of "Lamplight
Tales," who says that the bedtime story
telling from. WNAC by Mrs. Stewart, who
was the first to introduce "Lamplight
Tales" to the Radio public, have heavily
increased the sales of Miss Bouve's book
in and around Boston. Miss Bouve recently paid a personal call at WNAC to
meet Mrs. Stewart and thank her for her
splendid rendition of the stories. The
Children's Half-hour, three times a week,
proves a big attraction to thousands of
children throughout New England, who
are privileged to listen in.

CHICAGO. — Recruiting by Radio has
recently accomplished marvelous results
for the Illinois Naval Reserve. The
The British war office reports the loss of
Zenith-Edgewater Beach hotel station, ing.
WJAZ, has broadcast several talks by seven secret Radio codes, and an entirely
new
set of codes is now in process of draftCapt.
serve. E. A. Evers, commandant of the re-

Spir L. and Lew P.

Shades of Hertzian Waves

w
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COUNTRY TUNES IN
HARDING'S
MESSAGE
ALL
STATIONS
STAND
BY
AS PRESIDENT

SPEAKS

Event Is of Historical Record — First
Time U. S. President Addresses
Entire Country
By F. J. Andrews
ST. LOUIS, MO. — On Thursday night,
June 21, the chief executive of our country, President Harding, broadcast a speech
from station KSD, St. Louis. His speech,
the first one of a series which he is giving
during his trip to Alaska, was delivered at
the international convention of Rotary
clubs and was relayed from the convention hall to the broadcast station. The
wave length used was 546 meters.
As a special courtesy to the President,
all Radio stations in the United States
stood by while the President was speaking.
It is quite probable that no one person
has ever addressed so vast an audience
by word of mouth at one time as did the
nation's chief executive on this occasion.
Historical importance of the event was enhanced by the fact that it was the first
time a President of the United States has
made use of the Radiophone to speak to
the citizens of the nation, on a great political question.
Microphones, coupled to a special loud
speaker, picked up the sound-waves and
transferred them by wire to the broadcasting station, where they launched into the
ether in the usual manner.

MAE MARSH TELLS
OF HER MOVIE WORK
Received Munificent Pay of Three
Dollars Per Day to. Start
NEWARK,
N. J. — Mae Marsh, pretty
and demure, recently sat down in front of
the microphone at WOR
here, and in a
hesitating sort of way, not frightened or
nervous, told the multitude of "listeners
in" some interesting things about her
work. The main theme of her talk was
about David "Warwick Griffith, the "daddy"
of super-productions, and, of course, she
told of her start in pictures.
"In my first picture," Miss Marsh explained, "I received the fabulous salary
of three dollars a day. In my second I
was paid five dollars a day, and in my
third, for some unknown reason, it dropped
back to three."
on a laugh.)

(This, of course, brought

Holland-East Indies by Radio

WASHINGTON,
D. C. — Radio Service
between Holland and the Dutch East Indies is now in operation, according to a
report just received from the American
Commercial Attache at The Hague. For
the present
the service is restricted.
On account of the unusual growth of
Radio traffic to Europe, the cable companies have postponed the construction
of the proposed new cable between this
country and Germany.

CARTER AUTOMATIC RHEOSTAT
THE LATEST
THE BEST
Eliminates first and second stage jacks.
Decidedly simplifies amplification.
Clock-spring
pigtail connection
insures consistently
reliable operation.
No. 3, 6-ohm, for UV-20O tube
No. 3-C, 20- ohm, for UV-201 tube
No. 3-D, 30-ohm, for UV-199 tube

$2.25 each
$2.50 each
$2.50 each

Write for Bulletin on Distinctive Carter Products.
Carter Radio Co., 209 S. State St., Chicago.
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Minister Heads Big Bible Study
Class from Dallas Journal's Plant
Rev. William M. Anderson Tells Story of Origin of Feature at WFAA —
Members Listen in with Scriptures in Hand —
Letters Proclaim Approval
By Sev. Wm. M. Anderson, D. D.
Much interest has been raised among
the members and friends of the Bible
Class which is conducted over the broadcasting station of the Dallas News and
Dallas Journal by the stories of other
classes and other stations, and a bit of
pleasant rivalry has come up as to the
claims of priority in organization. These
things and the desire to pass on a successful part of the work of Radio Bible teaching have brought about the request that
the writer of these lines tell the story
of the WFAA
Radio Brble Class.
The writer is pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Dallas, one of the
larger downtown churches, and, like pastors of similar churches in many places,
was interested in the possibilities of broadcasting the church services for some who
might not be able to attend.
Asked to Conduct WFAA
Chapel
It was in making the investigation of
the possibilities of this service that he
was taken courteously into the plans of
the management of the Dallas News and
asked if he would undertake to conduct
the chapel on the first Sunday afternoon
of the operation of the then contemplated
station of the News and Journal. Quickly,
although with some fear and trembling,
he agreed.
It was then made known that the next
day, Friday, June 23, 1922, would be the
first test day; that Saturday following
would be also for testing and that Sunday would wind up the testing ready for
official opening, June 26, 1922. The writer
did not fully understand, but presently
found out that part of the testing would
be of his moral courage and nerve force
as he faced the untried ordeal of speaking
into a little microphone to an unseen audience of unknown number and sympathy.
Begins
with
"microphone
Fright"
The experience will be doubtless in
agreement with many who tried for the
first time to broadcast. Approaching the
hour of that first chapel service was enduring agony. There was little sleep Saturday night. There was less comfort Sunday morning. As the hour of 2:30 approached the chapel speaker was barely in
possession
of the
strength
to talk.
With much floundering and great effort
the talk was delivered to the air. The
talker was as much in the air as the talk.
But finally both came down. Fortunately
the talk came down into receiving sets
that were friendly and the speaker had an
equally happy fate. That was the begincasting.
ning of the writer's experience with broadConsecutive Bible Study Started
In about six weeks a suggestion was
made
by L. B. Henson,
supervisor of the

station, that consecutive Bible Study
would be more valuable to many listeners
than unconnected addresses. Consecutive
Bible studies were begun. That means
that the class undertook the study of the
Epistle to the Ephesians verse by verse
and section following section. Members
of the class were asked to have their
Bibles at hand and follow in the scripture
the reading and explanation of the passage.
A flood of letters proclaimed the approval of the listeners. For several
months, until December 10 in fact, the
number of listeners increased with the
natural growth of interest in Radio generally, and many letters gave evidence of
their presence in the Sunday afternoon
audience.
Enrolls
Radio
Bible
Class
Then came December 17 of last year,
1922. For the Bible Class it is an important date. It was this date that announcement was made to the listeners in that
the station personnel and the teacher of
the class had made a plan to enroll the
names of all who would write in a request for the enrollment and have what
was believed to be the first enrolled Radio
Bible Class. Adams Calhoun, the clear

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES
and

VT-II

MAIL
ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

H & H RADIO
GO.N.
NEWARK,

516 Clinton Avenue

Aviation Talks to Be Broadcast
DAYTON,
OHIO. — Plans for establishing a Radio broadcasting station are being
made at McCook field. The proposed station will serve as a means of broadcasting
lectures on aeronautics from the field in
addition to military use. It is expected
that equipment, which has arrived at the
field, will be set up in time to begin
broadcasting by early fall.

gave out the word of announcement. Immediately, by telephone
and telegraph, came in the names and the
WFAA
Radio Bible Class was in existence.
To the best of our knowledge, this
marked the first organized Bible Class
taught by Radio anywhere. It would be
interesting to know from any readers if
they have information of any earlier and
similarly organized class. Many stations
had taught Sunday School lessons, and
had chapel, and broadcast services before
that date, but we have no knowledge of
any

earlier

It

was

organization.
Pass 3,000 Mark
predicted
that
the

enrollment

for W.D.ll tubes-

1

Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted for use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
anteed.
new, size 4x5;4x7 inches — Chi-Rad guarWillard

Charged.

many
others, simple and
elaborate, fully diagrammed
and

explained. Used continuously by thousands of
Radio fans, both amateurs

and

professionals.

The

greatest book ever published for experimenting.

:

Keep this valuable little
book before you at all
times. Send your check or

. .$7.50

2-Volt WUlard Dry
6.50
These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.

money-order
lar and the

for one dolbook will be

mailed to you. Forty-seven
hook-ups, all different. Send

mm

your tion
order
today.
is limited.

In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better
prices on larger quantity)
Specify
dry or charged when ordering.

Excepting
VT-I

certificate
bears
the
teacher's
signature.
Letters from invalids, shut-ins, and
others who cannot get out to services
show the interest of many of these in the
growth and work of the class. The orphans' homes of several nearby towns
have receiving sets and belong. Altogether
the possibilities of its usefulness and
reach pass the limits of imagination.

voice of WFAA,

2- Volt

WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50

might eventually go to 3,000 or maybe
five, and that we might have 2,000 in the
first thirty days. The names poured in.
An effort was made at first to read broadcast the names. One week 631 names
came in. It was a hopeless task to read
them all. We had no time loft for announcements even — none for teaching.
The reading had to be abandoned. Still
the names for enrollment came in. Today,
as these words are written, we are past
the
3,000
mark,
and still enrolling.
To each member of the class is sent out
a certificate handsomely printed, declaring that the person named on its face is
an enrolled, member of the class. The

The

Book of Hook-ups, $1.00
ELS RADIO COMPANY
Randolph
Building
CHICAGO, ILL.
Special Offer to Dealers

CKicagoBaclioAppaTatusCo.

415 S.Deavboin St., Chicago, III.

J.

Broadcast Receiver

hasSevenPoints of Satisfaction
THESE points will be appreciated by
those who have long awaited the
coming of the perfect receiver.
ASK YOUR DEALER TODAY!
Licensed under Armstrong U.S. Pat. No. 1,113,149
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Type R. 3.

$24.95
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Speeding along the highways after criminals or drifting along the languid stream in a canoe, Radio
works well in either situation. Above is shown the Radio-equipped canoe of the 1st S. W. Herts
Boy Scout Troop. The three members of the troop are sending and receiving messages to and from
the scout camp headquarters while drifting down the canal. At the left is one of the new criminal
catching motorcycle equipments now in use by the New York City police. Direct contact is maintained with the central office of the department by the novel sidecar arrangement
© News Events
© Keystone

MAKE FANS GUESS
OLD SONGS' NAMES
Fans Who Send in Correct Lists
of Names Receive Prizes

|

CFCN MOVING 3,500
FEET UPON MOUNT
PLAN
Present

NEW STATION TO BE
BEST IN CANADA
Quarters Too Small for Equipment— Need More Studio Space
for Artists

CALGARY,
ALTA.— CFCN, station of
W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd., here, will soon
be installed permanently in its new headquarters on Mount Royal, one of the outlying suburbs to the southwest of the
city, which is many hundred feet above
the level of Calgary, as the city is situated
in the deep valley of two rivers. The station will be approximately 3500 feet above
sea level, and thus will have a higher
altitude than almost any station in Canada
or the United States.
W. W. Grant has announced his intention of abandoning the present quarters on
Crescent Heights owing to the fact that
two stations, CFCN and CHBC, The Morning Albertan station, are housed in the
same building, with the result that space
has become insufficient for the many purposes for which it is needed.
To Be Best in Canada
The new Mount Royal station will have
all the conveniences of an ultra-modern
broadcasting station. Its broadcasting
room, when completed, will be one of the
finest, most richly appointed and elaborate
in the Dominion.
Considerable difficulty has been encountered in the past owing to the lack of
available space in which to accommodate
the artists who nightly entertain from
CFCN. This obstacle will be completely
overcome in the new station.
Moving of equipment will st-Vt soon, it
Is announced.

"RADIO WEST POINT"
GRADUATES 65 MEN
Officers
Complete
10
Months'
Course for Signal Certificates
WASHINGTON.— Gen. George O. Squier,
chief signal officer of the Army, presided
at the graduation exercises at Camp Alfred
Vail, in New Jersey, a few da.ys ago, when
sixty-five officers received certificates as
signal officers. They all completed a ten
months' course in communication work, including Radio in its many phases, and now
have been ordered back to their regular
duties with cavalry, artillery, infantry and
other arms of the service, where they will
act. as communication specialists.

Quits

Shipping

Board for R.C.A.

WASHINGTON,
D. C. — F. P. Guthrie,
chief of the Radio communication activities of the United States Shipping Board,
has resigned to accept a position as Washington manager of the R. C. A.
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Admiral

N.
D.

J.

Chicago.

Ziegemeier

WASHINGTON. — Rear Admiral Henry
J. Ziegemeier, director of naval communications, and one of the foremost experts
of the navy, has been detailed to command
the Norfolk Navy Yard. His successor as
director of naval communications has not
been named, but it is stated that Commander D. C. Bingham, assistant director,
will be acting chief.

Jionetj faming Opporf unifj
TJERE
is your chance to cash in on your spare time.
■*■•*■
A special offer is being made to you for the
summer.

WORK
is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends, enrolling their names on our large family roll
of readers.

REPAIRED

C-300 or TTV-200
C-301 or UV201
C-302
or UV-2C2
C-301A or UV201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Moorehead
Detectors
Moorehead
Amplifiers
DV-6
or DV-6A
Also th8 new DV-199

To humanize jail life, a Radio set has
been installed in the Allegheny County
jail in Pittsburgh, Pa.

tures. Tou and your camera
can
picsendingsummer
a dollar bymeans
the Digest
earnRTIME
SUMME
out-of-doors
photos
involving
the use
Radio
of
in
camp,
automobile,
the
swimming,
boating,
canoeing,
on
the
hike, ^playing
golf,
etc.
such
Send
photographs with, negatives and a few
descriptive words, including a stamped,
envelope
addressed
so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER
DEPARTMENT,
PHOTO
Radio
Digest,

YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

BOSTON, MASS. — A song contest was
recently conducted by the Copley-Plaza
Hotel, through the WNAC
station, of
music broadcast from the Copley-Plaza
orchestra. In all the orchestra played 21
old familiar songs, the listeners who sent
in the longest list of correct titles receiving prizes of five-pound boxes of candy
sent by the hotel management. Miss Janet
Hollander, of 70 Columbia Road, Brookline, had the largest list, with eighteen
songs correctly named. Some of the songs
dated back twenty years.
By request of a Radiophan at sea, sent
in by Radio from the steamship Belgian,
the Copley-Plaza orchestra played "Angel
Face," which was sent out direct from the
hotel by WNAC
station. This establishes
a new record for this enterprising station.

SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

WRITE at once for our proposition
the asking.
Address

which

is yours for

Circulation Manager, Radio
Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

■•'■
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Reviews of Books

FIRST SIMPLEX

Radio Experimenter's Hand Book. By
M. B. Sleeper. This book will help in the
selection and the construction of simple
apparatus for transmission and reception
of Radio telegraph and telephone signals.
Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full
75 c. page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
Elements of Radioteleg'raphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, ?2.50.

— ■offl23nnj>

PHONES

GROUND

HOPWOOD'S
has
been taken regenerative
as the first tocircuit
be shown
by Radio Digest in the new, simplex diagram series. As will be seen, the
diagram symbol, picture and name of each
piece of apparatus, is given. The newest
comer to the Radio field should not find it
hard to set up this hook-up according to
the above layout.
The peculiar feature of the Hopwood

hook-up is that it sometimes receives very
well without using a ground at all. The
ground is connected, however, above in the
correct location so as to be used if necessary. If used without ground, put the
variable condenser in series with the
aerial at a point before reaching set.
The fixed condenser shown in the gridaerial lead should have a capacity of
.00025 mfd. while the grid leak resistance

across this same condenser should be two
megohms.
The B battery used has 22% volts potential, and most any tube, soft preferred,
will work well. The variable condenser
shown in the ground lead should have
.0005 mfd.
"While an toordinary
rheostat
willcapacity.
work satisfactorily
control
the filament brilliancy, a vernier type
rheostat will aid in tuning in.

PARIS COMPOSER SCOUTS
RADIO-OPERA RIVALRY

"Air Detectives" May
Aid Chicago Crime War

runners, are equipped with Radiophone receiving and transmitting
apparatus.
One of the chief uses to which the
"Radio detective" is put to in the Motor
City is the broadcasting of the descriptions and license numbers of stolen cars.
Also the news of holdups is flung out on
the air
so that
the "strong
arms"
of the
law
in the
outlying
towns can
be on
the

Broadcasts Won't
Destroy Interest Chief
in Theater
PARIS. — "The Radioplione will no more
destroy public interest in the theater or
concerts than tinned corned beef will satisfy the gourmet," says Raynaldo Hahn,
composer of "Ciboulette," discussing the
rapid growth of broadcasting in France
during the last few months. From a few
hundred instruments last summer it is
now estimated there are more than 30,000
receiving sets in the Paris district alone.
The Society of Musicians in Paris, howdoes not agree
and is planningever,'
a formal
protestwith
to him
the government.
Such a renowned musician as Georges de
Lausnay, director of the Orchestre de
Paris, is planning to collaborate with
eight other associations to this end on
the grounds that already a diminution is
noticeable in attendance at the better
class concerts.

Studies
Detroit
"LandWater" Radio Patrol

CHICAGO. — This city may soon have
Radiophone detectives to combat crookedness in the city's crime war, if suggestions
made by Chief of Police Collins are carried
out. Chief Collins recently returned from
the International Convention of Police
Chiefs at Buffalo, N. Y.
In a conference with Chief William Rutledge, of Detroit, he learned that the
Radiophone is used successfully in that
city to combat crime, both on land and
water. Many of the police river patrol
boats, constantly on the lookout for rum

SOMETHING
A real
loud

plus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
If preferred, tubes will be returned C.O.I). .repair charges.

B-Metal Refining Co.

REPAIR

WD-II,

WD-12,

UV-20O,
UV-201.

C-300,
C-301,

C-301 -A

DV-6.
UV-202

DV-6-A

UV-199.
AP
AP

TUBES

UV-201-A.

Detectors
Amplifiers

Abalene Radio

YOUB

$3.50 each
2.75 each
3.00 each

&w yo^n!?

50c

3134 Trumbull Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

'feNe^<3rik.BS^

but 20 feet
WIRE
1 A SILK-COVERED
♦_ + XLa
T>
JL 01HX
1> O* JL long, supplied with this Receiver, doea
the work of the unsighdy outdoor antenna, or loop. Thia
wire may be concealed behind the picture moulding or
run along the baseboard.

Just one of its seven points of satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer Today!

ATTORNEYS

Ritter Loop Aerial $1

alert for any suspicious cars or persons.

Including wood ports — wire and
binding posts. Can be assembled In a few minutes — Portable,
requires little space. 36 inches
across. Interference — Static —
Lightning practically
Instructions
with everyeliminated.
SET. By
Ritter
Radio
Mail.
10c Extra.
230 Canal Street

Company
NEW
YORK

MICHIGAN
"SENIOR"

REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER

}$Mi///

3.50 each
4-00 each
And Guarantee Them Equal to New
f\\ nCK
SJFR VIPF Include with your order re-

WE

PATENT

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

NEW

TalkMetal. ing Detector
100% ^ ,
made of "B"
superior
to |
any crystal.
Puts
n e wl
life into!
your
set.'
Guaranteed
for one year.
It's
the
cheapest in
the long run.
Sold
by all
ordered
fromlivethedealers, or can be

VACUUM

The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Radio First Aid. illustrated with working drawings and cwfnplete data as to the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is a complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, m.

A Large Measure of

CERTAINTY

and Much Less " Guessing "
Michigan "Senior" and "Junior" Regenerative Receiving Sets, with our patented Splithair Vernier Dial Adjuster give the operator practically complete control of radio
reception.
Our set owners report remarkable success
in bringing in any desired station on which
they had made previous dial-position records.
Troublesome nearby stations can be tuned
out almost at will and signals come in clear,
strong, pure-toned.
or
on the "Senior,"
er reception
on Loudspeak
the "Junior"
with our two-stage
amplifier,
is especially satisfactory.
Michigan Sets are Regenerative, licensed
under Armstrong's U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149
and pending Letters Patent 807,388.

Grand Rapids.Michigan

Michigan
Accessories
and Parts
include vernier
dial adjuster,
two-stage amplia long
line fier,
of andhighly

perfected
varicouplers, plate
ometers,grid
variocondensers,
condensers,
rheostats, etc.
Send f or onr catalog.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, July 3
CFCA

(Eastern,

"Swiss P. Echo
Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9.00
M..

Soiuj." Edna
Chi
nif
Roth,
violinist;
"Moment
elncUo."
Orchestra;
"Lo
los; "II. M.

Musical."
PulLittle Gift oi
l'lnafore." Ortra; "My
re." K>tns Charles: "Pi - ■ Song"
from "The
Melsterslnger."
Orchestra.
.
KHJ
tPacinc. 395), 12:39-1:15 P. M.. Concert. BaisIrchestra; 2:30-3:30 P. M..
Musical matluee: 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour.
•■Uncle John;" 3:00-10:00 P. M., Program amused
raph Co.
KSD
(Central.
546).
8:00 P. M., Concert,
Grand
Tl\eater talent.
..»„»-«
„
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
il program;
Laura Grossmi
Miriam
reader; Karl Wettolande. pianist ; (\>p<
Orchestra: Wendell W.
Hall. KYWs
Music Maker.
WBAP
(Central.
476).
9:30-10:45
P. M.. Concert.
Krej >
s Hotel Orchestra.
.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405). 12:00-1:00 P. M..
"Care
of the Hands."
Vaughn
De
Loath:
John Martell; Popular songs. Will Von
: Banjo solos. John Martell.
WFAA
(Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. De\v::t McMurray.
8:30-9:30 P. M.. Musical program,
Elk's
P. Co.
M.. Musical
program
under Quartet;
auspices of11:00-2:00
Lester Guust
WGI
(Eastern.
Daylight
Saving: 360). 3:00 P. M..
Amrad David:
Women's 8:30
Club;P. 5:00
M.. "Twilight
M.. P. Business
report, Tales."
Boger
W
Babson:
Instrumental concert.
WGY
(Eastern,
380).
1:00 P. M.. Address,
"Old
Glory " Mrs
Margaret Tucker; 7:45 P. M., Musical
program:
"Los Sylvains."
Earl Hermance.
pianist:
"l.a N-ilt Monte."
Helen B. Beeler, soprano: "Ave
Bernardino
Cazcrra. coruetist : "Just You."
Samuel E. Beeler, Jr. ; "Reverie. Opus 32. No. 2."
Eugene Scultto. violinist: "Ave Maria."
Harry Bannister, tenor; "At Dawning,"
"His Lullaby,"
Mary
Roberts, contralto; "Spring
Song." Bernardino
Gazerra: "Slumber Song." "Revery." Helen B. Beeler;
"Mother." Samuel E. Beeler. Jr. ; "La Capricieuse."
Bernardino
Gazerra.
violinist;
"A Dream."
Harry
Bannister:
"Where'er
You Walk."
from "Semelee."
Helen B. Beeler; "Scotch
Poem."
Earl Hermance.
pianist.
WHAS
(Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson
Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert, The Junior Historical and Nature Study Society of New
Albany. Indiana;
Beading,
"An InHistorical
WJAX sting
(Eastern,
390). Episode."
7:30 P. M., Concert. Cleveland
News.
WLW
(Eastern. 309), 10:00 P. M., Concert. "Sonata in
A Minor." Norma Rath, pianist, Rubin Phillips, violinist; Comedy, "That Blessed Baby,"
Mr. & Mrs.
Harry
J.
Plogstedt;
Papillons."
Norma
Rath;
Rubin Phillips, violinist; "Chant d'Amour,"
"Waltz
in C Rath.
Sharp
Minor,"
"The
Magic
Fire
Scene,"
Norma
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving, 447). 7:00 P. M.,
Babson
report:
Talk.
"American
Indians."
Mrs.
Flora Warren Seymour; The Benson children, violinist and soprano; 9:15 P. M., Instrumental concert.
The Schubert Trio.
WMC
(Central. 400). 8:30 P. M., Musical program,
Marjorle Lamkin; Mr. Gulp; Hiram Fulsom; Louise
Strickland.
WOC
(Central. 484). 3 30 P. M., Educational
talk,
A G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOR (Eastern. 409), 2:30 P. M.. Recital. Pupils of
vvlma I. Germain, pianist; Talk, A. R. Nelson.
Educational Director of Y. M. C. A. ; Songs, Ar:h\r
G. Balcolm: Selections by pupils of Alma T. Germain; Arthur G. Balcolm: Excerpts from "An American Bible." Elbert Hubbard: 6:16 P. M.. Talk,
"Psychology
of Humor,"
Leon Simmons,
Mones; Children's
stories:
Recital,
Mary Fitz
soprano;
George E. Patten, tenor.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 3:00 P. M.. Concert. Schmeman's
Band;
M., Musical
Concert,program.
Detroit Pupils
News
Orchestra;
The 830
Town P.
Crier;
of Mrs. Earl F. Chase.
s.

Wednesday, July 4
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert. "Raymond," Star Orchestra: "If Thou
Wert Blind," Muriel Lomax, soprano; "The Rosary."
Jacques Sterin, cellist; "Berceuse," Orchestra: "Calm
as the Night," Muriel Loma.x; "Passpied." Orchestra: "Air," Jacques Sterin; Selection from "Tannhauser," Orchestra;. "Scent of Lillies," Muriel Lomax: "Somewhere a Voice is Calling," Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Music; 230-330
P. M., Matinee musicale; 6:45-7:30 P. IH., Children's
Hour, "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M., De Luxe program.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Band and
Glee Club of the Junior Order American Mechanics'
Orphans' Home of Tiffin, Ohio.
KYW (Central Daylight Saving. 345), 8:00-8:58 P. H..
Musical program, courtesy of Bock Island Railroad;
Cope Harvey's Orchestra.
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert,
HIlo Five Hawaiian Orchestra.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-1:00 P. M..
Program under auspices of American Legion, courtesy of Col. Simmons.
WFAA (Central, 476). 1230-1:00 P. M., Address.
"Rights,masterLiberties
and Duties,"
M. B. Bogarte, headof Terrill School
for Boys.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 8:30 P. IH.,
Talk.
"Science
Up
to
Date,"
Scientific American;
Band concert.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert. 10th U. S. Inf. Reg. Band: Address. General
Dwight Altman; Reading, "An Interesting Historical
Episode."
WHK
(Eastern. 360), 8:00 P. M., Lecture; Concert;
Babson's Radio Release.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8 P. M.. Patriotic songs, Roulman School of Expression; Excerpts from the Declaration of Independence;, Bugle calls. Private Ward of

Fort Thomas
Mill! u
P I Popular
Bishop;
"Nocturne"
"Kondlno."
Mitchell
Humphrey, i ill Me Back, Pal O" Mine." "When
the ':>>M Turns to day."
"Old Fashioned
■ w I o] Ian; 'Ai la," M Itchi n ttumphroj ;
"Ah, So Purel'' ■:. Harris, tenoi : "The Old 6V
Irani." .Mitchell Humphrey, violinist: "God TtHiehed
the Ross," "Woman
i- Fickle," Q. Harris; "Ave
Humphrey.
WOC (Central, 484). 8:00 P. M.. Recital. Erwhl
Bvrlndell, organist; 10:00 P. M., Musical
program.

II. Porcy,
ori
WJAX
(Eastern.
390), 8:00 P. M., Recital. Vincent

WLW (Eastern. 309). 10:00 P. M., Concert. The Gensral Protestant Orphans' Home Bond, tSdward
Schatli, director: "Thi Btar-Spangled Banner,"
"Military Escort," Band: Aria from "Fuorza del
Dlstlno."
Ida
Blackscnlagsr;
"Overture,"
Hand;
Address,
Niil'l
II. A
I.en-nian;
"\[r;llrv
Nrhvlinn."
Hand: "To He Near You," "Tho Slave Song," Ida
"The Last Rose of Summer."
"Old
Folks at Home,"
Ida Blackschloger.

What Time Is It?

Pacific

Mountain
Saving or
Pacific Daylight

CentralSaving
or Daylight
Mountain

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
Ladies' Glee Club of Palmer School of Chiropractic.
WOR (Eastern, 409). 2:30 P. IYI.. Patriotic program;
Songs, Helen Mohr: Richard E. Stout, violinist;
Talk. "Independence Days on the Trail," King Stanley: 6:16 P. M., Irene Owens, soprano; Talk. William E. Hicks; Talk. "Radio for the Layman." Albert E. Soun: 8:00 P. M., Address, "The Meaning
of Independence Day," Dr. Allen; Bianci Randall,
soprano; Address, "Significance of Our National
Banner," Alice D. Stueck; Address. "Citizen's Responsibility," Mayor Geo. K. Weston; Mrs. Ralph
Bud, soprano; Accordion selections. Michael Carcacere; 10:00 P. M., Production of "Cavalleria Rusticana."

Thursday, July 5

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert. "In tire Tavern," Star Orchestra; Selection
from "Manon," Nellye Gill, soprano; "Indian Lament," Harry Adaskin, violinist; "Graceful Dance."
Orchestra; "The Spirit Flower," Nellye Gill; "Solvieg's Song," "Russian Serenade." Orchestra; "On
Wings of Song," Harry Adaskin: "When Irish Eyes
are
Smiling,"
Nellye Gill; "Soldier's Chorus." from
"Faust,"
Orchestra,
KHJ (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Music: 2303:30 P. M., Musical matinee; 6:45-7 30 P. M., Children's Hour. "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Musical program, .Raymond Harmon, tenor; Mrs. Elwell, soprano.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Lyon & Healy Artist Dept. ; Cope
Harvey's Orchestra; 9:05-9:25 P. M., "Twenty Minutes of Good Reading." Rev. C. J. Pernin.
WBAP (Central, 476), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert, under auspices of Will Foster, organist.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12:00-1:00 P.
M., Talk. "Care of the Hair," Vaughn De Leath:
Songs, Jimmie McHugh & Co., Songs, Vaughn De
Leath; Songs. Jimmie McHugh & Co.
WFAA (Central. 476), 12:30-1*0 P. M., Address.
"What Is Law?" Judge Eugene B. Muse: 830-9 30
P. M-, Program arranged by Masonic Service Committee of the Grand Lodge of Texas Masons; 113012 SO P. M.. Netto Male Quartet
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 5:00 P. M..
"Twilight Tales." Uncle David; 830 P. M., Songs,
Dean Winslow Hanscom, tenor; Thrift talk, conducted by American Bond and Mortgage Co: Concert.
(Eastern, 380). 1:00 P. M.. Address, "The Mentally Retarded Child in the Public Schools," Eleanor A. Gray; 7 35 P. M.. Talk, "Fly Fishing for
Black Bass," Jud Landon; 7:45 P. M., Musical program; "Les Papplllons," Wilfred Lebuis, pianist:
"O. Canada," Chorus Franco-Canadien; "Poeme,"
Mme. Chantermerle, reader; "A la Claire Fontaine."
"Bergeretta," "Le Jeune Fillette." Alphonse Girard,
baritone; Address, "French Canadians and Their
Music," Prof. Jos. Brodeur; "Ou va la jeune Hindoue," from "Lakme." Lucille L. Hebert; "Soirs au
Quebec," Chorus; "The Music Box." Wilfred Lebuis.
pianist; "Bereceuse." from "Jocelyn," Edward Froment, tenor; "Obstination." "Je vous donnai mon
Coerrr," Mile. Beatrice Girard, soprano; "1/ Illusion,"
Mme. Chantermerle. reader; "Tes Yeux," Edward
Froment. tenor; "L'Allouette," "Bon Soir, mes
Amis,"
Chorus.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 730-9:00 P. M., Concert.
Howard Hardaway. director: Angeline McCrocklin.
contralto; Sue Bettinger, Grace Hardaway,
ukuleles:
- William Fries, flutist; Howard Hardaway, guitarist;
Reading, Joseph Hill, Mary Margaret Hill: Mildred
Schirmer, pianist; Byron Holloway, baritone: Sunday School lesson: Talk, "Kentucky State Board of
Charities and Correction," Mrs. Charles B. Semple.

WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 7:00 P. M..
Talk, "Auto Trails," Rockwell Stephens; Talk to
Boy Scouts, Stanley Graham; Gene Granville, sosoprano. prano; 9:15 P. M., Musical program, Anne Kelley,
WMC

(Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Hotel Chisca

WOC (Central. 484), 330 P. M., Educational talk.
KarlM.,G. Sandman.
Stephan; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert: 6:30
P.

M.. Book
review.
Parr,
pianist;
Copo Harvey's Orchestra; 0:05-9:25 P.
WBAP (Central. 470), 0:30-10:45 P. M., Concert, Mra.
Pool I Calhoun !>n\ i . BOD] ■
WDT
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving. 405).
12:00-1:00 P.
M.. Musical .n i . i;
& Dunn:
Miller & Brad1st,
loi.l; Stem
& Waters;
Keller Sisters
& Lynch;
ETarrUan; (iiivo Bares & .lack smith; Al
lleilau;
11:00-12:00
P. M.,
Mu
Adams, cellist; It. Mudro, violinist; o, Black, planWFAA

(Central,
476), 12:30-1:00
P. M., Address.
stuart Byer,
Southern
Methodist
Unl
8:30-9:30
P. entertal
M.. K.c.ial. Edith iJiillmr/..
-.
and agisting
WGI
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 360), 3:00 P.
amrad Women's club; 5:00 P. M., "Twlllgil
Eunice David
L. Randall;
8:30 Concert,
P. M., "SUversmll
rles."
,\i. Cheney:

WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Talk, "Pad
Hata;" 7:35 P. M., llealth talk, "Dog Fights and
D tys," siat.- Dept ol 11 alth; 7M5 P. M..
Musical
"Twilight."
Boland
"Llfo," program;
"Dance tho
Romaika,"
Mrs. Davis,
BVred 1i
soprano; "Concerto No. 4. Allegro Mov
Georgette Manny, violinist; "Daneo of tuo Butterflies," Boland Davis; "More Grand Ills llutnhlo
Estate," Airs. Fred Ellison; "Concerto .No. 4. Andante Cantabilo," Georgette Manny; "Hearts Wish."
Roland Davis; "Allah." "A Juno Morning." Mrs.
Fred Ellison; "Minuet." Georgette Manny; "Valse
Impromptu," Roland Davis; 10:30 P. M., Musical
program; "Walu Lulllull," Schenectady Hawaiian
Trio; "I Love a Little Cottage." Mae Maefarrol BOprano; "Lonesome, That's All." Quartet; "Aloha Oe."
Hawaiian Trio; "At Parting," Mao MacCarrol:
"The Story of a Tack," "Bill's Nanny Goat."
Quartet; "Hawaiian March," Trio: "The Green
Cathedral."
Mae MacCarrol; "Sing Mo a Song of the
South,"
Quartet.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert, Mary
Ajidersou Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert, Resta Trio: Maurice Mcnnen, saxophonist;
Gregor Balough, violinist; Reading, "An Interesting
WMAQ
(Central,
Daylight Saving, 447), 7:00 P. M..
Historical
Episode."
Children's program, arranged by Mrs. Frances Ford;
9:15 P. M., Helen Howe, contralto.
WMC (Central, 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert. Union
Avenue Methodist Church Orchestra.
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk.
C. E. Wilent; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 6:30 P.
M., Sandman.
WOR (Eastern, 409), 230 P. M., Florence Robrocht.
soprano: Talk. "The Simple Life," Karl E. Termohlen; Talk, "Broadway and Broad Street." Walt K.
Suezey; Sophia Komcoss, pianist; 6:16 P. M.. Arthur C. Comly.
C. Comly,
baritone.baritone; Children's stories; Arthur
WW1 (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M., Concert. Schmeman's Band: 8:30 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra;
The Town Crier; Thomas B. Rhodes, tenor; Edward
C. Dent, baritone; Aline Huck, pianist.

Saturday, July 7

WWJ
(Eastern,
517),M..3:00Detroit
P. M.,News
Concert.
Schmeman's
Band;
8:30 P.
Orchestra;
The
Town Crier; Concert, Schmeman's Band.

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, "Scenes Poetiques," Orchestra: Fred Rogers, tenor; "Ship o' Dreams." W. Woods, cometist;
"The Merry- Widow," Orchestra; Fred Rogers; "Serenade," Orchestra; "A Mother's Croon,"
W. Woods:
(Continued on page 9.)

Friday, July 6
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, Selection from "Carmen," Orchestra: Aria
from "Louise," Mrs. Douglas Raymond, soprano;
"Spanish Dance." Mannie Roth, violinist; "My
Dreams," Orchestra; "Radiant Night." Mrs. Douglas
Raymond; "The Blue Danube," Orchestra: "Londonderry Air," Mannie Roth; "Salut D'Amour,"
Orchestra: "The Bird of Love Divine," Mrs. Douglas
Raymond;
"Coronation
March,"
Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific, 395). 1230-1:15 P. M-. Music; 2:30330 P. M., Matinee musical; 6:45-730 P. M.,
De
Luxe program.
Children's
Hour, "Unc;e John;" 8:00-10:00 P. IH.,

mm)1i&Wjakg

KSD
(Central,Theater.
546), 8*0 P. M., Opera, "Sweethearts."
Municipal
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical
Lucille
O'Brien,
soprano;
Toomey, program,
tenor; Agnes
Mullen,
soprano;
Hilda Dan
B.

SPECIAL
Direct
From
Manufacturer to Consumer
Save the Difference

BLUEPRINTS

LOUDSPEAKER
GENUINE
WOOD
FIBRE

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-

HORN
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment; Complete. Height 24
inches. Colors, Black, Mahogany and Olive Green.

plifier.
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ASSEMBLY
Description of ap-

Price — $5.00

Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.
Send Money Order

EMIL

DECLYNE

paratusandand details
accesof tuning.
sories

15 Park Row
Room 2525
NEW YORK CITY
Dept. B. D
Barclay 6298

— no
WINDING
A
only
REINARTZ
COIL

ff*A

DOWT PASS THlS-BUYf

Cabinet
Dimensions
money
Panel
Layouts
List of Parts

VorlctRauio
Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%

Amsco Rheostats

checks
Send
risk.
or
stamps.ownCoins at your
ders Book Department

Radio

Every
vVFlJTTErt ZYftCUAR.

WRITTEN

2

cYEAlsl

123

Digest

West
Madison
Street
CHICAGO. ILL.

World
User
Is a you deal direct with a manubecause
Booster facturer who is responsihle
for the
performance and quality of the Battery.

Gettem

While the
Gettins Good

Everybody
can
use an extra
pair of
cetvers.
Limited quantity.
2200
Ohms Supersensitive.
Regular...
Well known ECONOMY quality

Re

$5.00

ECONOMY

RADIO COMPANY

132 Nassau Street
Send for

complete

New

York, N. Y.

list of Bargains.

AMSCO
Broome

PRODUCTS,

A Lafayette Sts., New

INC.
York City

M.,

WOR (Eastern, 409), 2 30 P. M., Musical program;
Estelle Furstenberg. violinist; Henry Cohen, pianist;
Talk; Players.
6:16 P. M., Concert, Willon Tenan Dance Orwell
chestra; Playlet, "The Fast Set," The Mabel Broun-

WGY

Guarantee
an
unusually
uniform
and
steady
contact.
For base or panel mounting.
Condensite
base,
high-grade
resistance
unit, attractive knob.
Adjustable shaft to
any thickness panel.
6 Ohms
$1.00; with dial
$1.25
20 Ohms
1.2S; with dial
1.50
(For UV-201A Tubes)
50 Ohms
1.38; with dial
1.55
(For UV-199 Tubes)
At All Good Dealers

Dr.

World-Radio-Batteries
Amps.,

Volts — 40

Volts — 80

Amps.,

Volts— 100 Amps,(

Amps.,
$12.50
$8.50
$14.50
$10.00
6 Volts $16.00
120 Amps.

Volts — 60

Full Rating Guaranteed

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. O. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, HL

or-
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DIGEST

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
(Note. — The third part of the schedule list appears
and Is completed below. The fourth part consists of
the state, city-station index and will appear next
week.)
WJAJ. Dayton, O. 360 meters.
T. M. C. A.
WJAK.
Stockdale,
O.
360 meters.
250 mi.
White
Radio Lab.
Slogan, "WJAK, of the Buckeye State."
Mon, Thurs, 11 am, 4 pm, news, music.
Thurs. 910:30 pm, dance music.
Sat, 4 pm, bible lesson.
Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAM, Cedar Rapids, la. 268 meters.
50 mi.
D. M.
Perham.
"Cereal
of the World."
Daily
ex
Sun, 9 Slogan,
am, 10:30,
12:15,Citymarkets,
reports.
Tues,
Wed. Fri, 7:15 pm, music.
Sun, 2:45 pm, music.
Central.
WJAN, Peoria. 111. 280 meters.
300 mi.
Peoria Star.
Slogan, "The Grandview City of Illinois."
Daily ex
Sun, 9:15 am. 10:30, 1:30 pm, markets, weather agriograms; 5:30, sports.
Tues, 9:15-10:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WJAP,
Duluth, Minn.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Kelley
Duluth
Co.
Mon, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm. music.
Mon,
Thurs. Sat, 10:30-12 midnight.
Sun, 11-12 m. pipe
organ, 12-1 pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central.
WJAR, Providence. B. I. 360 meters. 600 mi. The
Outlet Co. Slogan, "The Gateway of Southern New
England." Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 1-2:30 pm, 5-6.
Mon, Tues, Thurs, 7-8 pm. Fri, 8-10 pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJAS. Pittsburgh. Pa. 360 meters. 150 mi. Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader).
Daily ex Sun. 11:30-12 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Wed,
Fri, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WJAT, Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. 100 ml. KelleyVawter Jewelry Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:15-5:45 pm, concert. Central.
WJAX, Cleveland, O. 390 meters. 1,000 mi. Union
Trust Co. Slogan. "The Wave From Lake Erie."
Daily ex Sat pm and Sun, 9-9:45 am, 10-10:45, 2-2:45
pm, 3-3 :45, music, financial reports, news. Tues,
7:30-9:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment
Eastern.
WJAZ, Chicago, 111. 448 meters. 1,500 mi. ZenithEdgewater Beach (Chicago Radio Lab.) Daily ex.
Sun, 10 pm-2 am, music, entertainment Sun, 5-8
pm, concert.
Central Daylight Saving.
WJD, Granville, 0. 229 meters. 100 mi. Denison
Univ. Fri, Sat, 5-6 pm, music, educational lectures.
Central.
WJH, Washington. D. C. 273 meters. 200 mi. White
& Boyer Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports; 1-2
pm, music. Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert; 8 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
WJX, New York, N. T. 360 meters. De Forest Radio
Telephone
& Telegraph Co.
WJY, New York City. 405 meters. 1500 mi. R. C. A.
and Westinghouse Co. Daily ex Sun. 4-6 pm, entertainment. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 7 :30-ll :30 pm, concert.
Sun. 2:30-5 pm. 6-6:30.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJZ, New York City. 455 meters. 1500 mi. R. C. A.
and Westinghouse Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-6:30 pm, entertainment; 7:30-11:30 pm, special program. Sun,
10:30 am-1 pm, church service; 8:30-10:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKAA, Cedar Rapids, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. H.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm, reports; 5:30, reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC Lincoln, Neb. 275 meters. 40O mi. The
Lincoln Star. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment Central.
WKAD, East Providence, R. I. 360 meters. Charles
Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls, Tex. 360 meters. W. S. Radio
Supply Co.
WKAH. West Palm Beach, Fla. 360 meters. 200 mi.
Planet Radio Co. Slogan, "The Heart of Florida."
Club, "Alligator
Hop." 360
No meters.
regular schedule.
WKAK,
Okemah, Okla.
Okfuskee County
News.
WKAL, Orange, Tex.
360 meters.
Gray & Gray.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala. 360 meters. 200 mi. Alabama Radio Mfg. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
music, news.
Central.
WKAP, Grandston, R. I. 360 meters.
Wilcox Flint.
WKAO, San Juan, Porto Rico. 360 meters. 1,500 mi.
Radio Corp. of Porto Rico. Tues, Sat, 11 pm-12:30
am, entertainment.
Eastern.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. 360 meters. Mich. Agri.
College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 360 meters. . 100 mi. L. E.
Lines Music Co. Slogan, "Queen City of the Ozarks."
Mon, Fri, Sat, 8-9:15 pm, music.
Central.
WKAV, Laconia, N. H. 360 meters. Laconia Radio
Club.
WKAW, Beloit, Wis. 226 meters. 100 mi. Turner
Cycle Co. Daily 12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30. concert.
Central.
WKAX, Bridgeport, Conn, 231 meters. 75 mi. Wm.
A. Macfarlane.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Brenau
College. No definite schedule. College activities.
Thurs, 8:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WKC, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Jos. M.
Zamoiski Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKN, Memphis, Tenn. 360 meters. Riechman-Crosby
Co.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. 360 meters. 500 mi.
WKY Radio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10 am, 10:15,
11:15. 11:45, 12:15 pm, 1:15, markets, weather: 2:30
pm, concert; 7:30 pm, sports, specials; 9 pm, weather,
news.
Tues, Thurs, Fri, pm, concerts.
Central.
WL2, Fairfield, O. 360 meters.
U. S. Army.
WLAC, Raleigh, N. C. 360 meters. N. C. State College.
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn. 417 meters. 1.000 mi.
Cutting & Wash. Radio Corp. Slogan, "The CaU of
the North." Club, "Tooth Brush." Daily ex Sun.
9:30 am, 10:10, 10:30, 11:30, 1:30 pm, 2:20, 4:30,
reports;ture.6-6:30
lecDaily ex pm,
Wed, children's
Sun, 9:30hour;
pm, 6:30-7:30,
concert. Sun,
10 am, 7:30
church
services;
4 pm, concert; 5, children's
hour;
services.
Central.
WLAH, Syracuse. N. Y. 234 meters. 900 mi. Samuel
Woodworth.
No regular schedule.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Waco Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WLAK, Bellows Falls, Yt 360 meters. Vermont Farm
Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Radio Co. 360 meters. Tulsa. Okla.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
360 meters.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
360 meters.
W. V. Jordon.
WLAQ, Kalamazoo, Mich. 244 meters. 100 mi. A. E.
Schilling.
No regular program.
Central.
WLAS, Hutchinson, Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. V.
Plush. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 10:20, 11:30, 12:30
pm, 1:30, 5:15, markets, weather; 12:30-1:15 pm,
5-6, music. Wed, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm,
music.
CentraL
WLAT,
Burlington, la. 360 meters. Badio and Specialty
Co.
Wt-AV, Pensacola, Fla, 360 meters. 200 mi. Elec.
Shop, Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
WLAW, New York, N. Y. 360 meters. New York Police
Dept.
WLAX. Greencastle, Ind. 231 meters. Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)

Farm Battery Makes B Battery

I wish to submit the following kink.
There are many Radio owners that live
in the country or in small towns who have
direct current, 32 volt, lighting plants.
Here is a way you can use this current
in your detector tube circuit instead of
a 22% volt B battery.
Procure an attachment plug and enough
drop light wire (two wires twisted together) to reach to your Radio set from the
electric light socket. Attach the cord to the
plug and screw plug in socket. If there
happens to be but one socket in the room

WLAY, Fairbanks.
Alaska. 360 meters. Northern Commercial Co.
WLAZ, Warren, O. 100 mi. 248 meters. Hutton &
Jones Elec. Co. Wed, 8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm, music, sports. Sun, 7:30-9
pm, church services. Eastern.
WLW, Cincinnati, O. 2,000 mi. 309 meters. Crosley
Mfg. Co. Slogan, "WLW, In the Queen City of the
West." Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3. 4,
reports. Mon, Wed, 8-10 pm, entertainment. Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music, news. Sat, 2 pm, special.
Sun, 11 am. church services.
Central Daylight Saving.
WMAC, Cazenovia, N. Y. 261 meters.
500 mi. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD,
Bock
Port,
Mo.
360
meters.
Atchinson County
Mail.
WMAF,
Dartmouth,
Mass.
360 meters.
Round
Hills
Radio Corp.
WMAG,
Liberal,
Kan.
360 meters.
75 mi. Tucker
Elec. Co. Daily ex Fri, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
news.
Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WMAH, Lincoln, Neb. 341 meters. 500 mi. General
Supply Co. Slogan, "A Call from the Western Plains."
Club, "Lincoln Hoot Owls." Daily. 2:15-3 pm,
music; 8 pm, entertainment. Sun. 10 am, church
services, 3:30-4:30, concert, 8, sermon. Central.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 275 meters. 600 mi. Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 8 :15
am, 9:15, 10:15, 11:15. 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15. weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Norton Labs. Tues, 8-9:30 pm, music. Sat, 7:30-8 pm,
story; 10:30-11:30, music
Eastern.
WMAL, Trenton, N. J. 256 meters. 100 ml. Trenton
Hdwe. Co. Slogan, "The Home of Good Music."
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WIWAM, Beaumont, Tex. 360 meters. Beaumont Badio
Equipment Co.
WMAN, Columbus, O. 286 meters. 50 mi. First Baptist Church.
Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm, church
services.
Central.
WMAP, Easton, Pa. 246 meters. 400 mi. Utiiity Battery Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm. 6-6:45.
Wed, 8-9:55 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ, Chicago, III. 448 meters. 1.500 mi. The Chicago Daily News (Fair Department Store). Daily ex
Sun, Mon. 7-8 pm, 9:15-10. Daily ex Sat, Sun,
4:30-5 pm.
Central Daylight Saving.
WMAR, Waterloo, Iowa. 360 meters. Waterloo Electrical Supply Co. Schedule not established.
WMAT, Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Paramount Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am. 4:20
pm, weather: 6:15-7:30 pm, markets. Tues, Fri. 89:30 pm. concert.
Central.
WMAV, Aubuvn, Ala. 250 meters. Ala. Polytechnic
Institute. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 12, weather, markets. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7-8 pm, music.
Central.
WMAW,
Wahpeton,
N. D. 5:45
360 pm,
meters.
mi. Wahpeton Elec.
Co. Daily,
sports,50 news.
Fri,
10-11 pm.
Central.
WMAX, Ann Arbor. Mich. 360 meters. K. & K. Radio
Supply Co.
WMAY. St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Kingshighway Presbyterian Church. Slogan, "May Every
By-Way Hear Kingshighway." Sun, 11 am, 8 pm,
Tues, 7-8 pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga, 268 meters. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30.
music. Tues, Wed, Thur, 10:30-11 am, chapel. Eastern.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. 500 meters. 2.000 ml. The
Commercial Appeal. Slogan, "Station WMC, Memphis, "Down In Dixie." Club, "Midnight Frolic."
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12 m, 3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert; 8, music. Wed night silent.
Tues, Fri, 11 pm. Midnight Frolic.
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati, O. 248 meters. Precision Equipment
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU, Washington, D. C. 262 meters. 100 mi. Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co. Daily, 5:30 pm, concert, sports.
Thurs, 8-9, concert.
Eastern.
WNAB, Bowling Green, Ky. 360 meters. 500 mi. B. D.
Nichols.
Daily ex Tues, 4-5 pm. 7:30-9. music.
Central.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 278 meters. 200 mi. Shepard
Stores. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Mon,
Wed. Fri, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8-10 pm.
Wed, Sat, 9-11 pm. Sun, 11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:308:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAD, Norman, Okla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Okla.
Radio Engineering
Co. Daily ex Sun. 7:45-8:15 pm,
news.
Central.
WNAL,
Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
R. J. Rockwell.
WNAN, Syracuse. N. Y. 286 meters. 1.000 ml. Syracuse Radio Tel. Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30 pm.
concert, agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ,
Charleston,
S. C. 360 meters. Charleston
Radio Elec.
Co.
WNAP, bergSpringfield,
O. 360 meters. 200 mi. WittenCollege.
WNAR. Butler, Mo.
360 meters.
C. C. Rhodes.
man.) Austin, Tex. Tex. Radio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAS,
WNAT, Philadelphia. Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. Lennig
Bros. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:15-1 pm. Wed. Sat.
7:30-9:30 pm. Sun. 2:30 pm. 4:30, church services.
Eastern, Daylight Saving.
WNAV. Knoxville, Tenn. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. People's Tel & Telg Co. Tues. Thurs, Sat, 9-11:30 pm,
concert.
Sun, 10:30-12 am; 7:30-8:30 pm.
Central.
WNAW,
Fortress Monroe, Va. 360 meters. Henry
Kunzmann,
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. 360 meters. Dakota Radio
Apparatus Co.
Wed, Sat, 9-10 pm, music.
Central.
WNAY, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. Shipowners Radio
Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. Y. 360 meters. 60 mi. Shotton
Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am.
market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WNO, Jersey
N. Co.,
J. 360
phone Co. of City,
Hudson
N. J.meters. Wireless TeleWOAA, Ardmore. Okla.
360 meters.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks. No. Dak. 50 mi. 360 meters.
Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am. 2-2:30 pm.
entertainment,
service.
Central.reports. Sun, 3-4 pm. music, church
WOAC, Lima, O.
266 meters.
Maus Badio Co.
WOAD, Sigourney. la. 360 meters. Friday Battery &
Elec. Co.
WOAE, Fremont. Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Tyler
Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m.
weather, markets; 7 pm, weather, codes; 10:15. U. S.
Navy press. Sun, 11 am. 7:30 pm, church service.
Central,
WOAG,
Belvldere, 111.
224 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. Palmetto BadioEastern.
Corp. Mon, Thur. Sat. Sun. 10 pm-1
am, music.
WOAI, San Antonio, Tex. 385 meters. 1,800 mi.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.) Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am. 12:15 pm. 3, 6, news, markets.
Tues, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm. concert. Thurs. 7:30-8:30
pm, concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans. 360 meters. 50 ml. C. E. Ervin. Slogan, "Queen City of the Plains." Thurs,
7-8 pm, music, lectures, news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm.
Sermon, music, news.
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky. 240 meters. Collins Hardware
WOAL,
Webster Groves, Mo.
Co.
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.

360 meters. 300 mi.
Central.

procure a two-way plug, so that the electric light can be used also, then attach the
two ends of the cord to the B battery
binding posts and you are ready to operate the set. If you do not get signals
at first reverse the leads to the binding
posts. After you have learned which lead
is minus and which plus you should mark
them so that they may be readily identified.
Here are the advantages of this method:
Current is always strong and fresh. B
battery noises are eliminated as the current comes from storage cells. The cost

WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 360 meters. 1.000 mi.
James D. Vaughan.
Temporarily discontinued.
WOAO, Mishawaka, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich. 360 meters. Kalamazoo College. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WOAQ,
Portsmouth. Va. 360 meters. Portsmouth Kiwanis Club.
WOAR,
Kenosha,
Wis.
360 meters.
H. P. Lundskow.
WOAS,
Hamp, Middletown, Conn. 360 meters. 100 mi. Bailey's Badio Shop. Daily ex Sun. 4:15-6 pm. music.
Sat, 9-12 pm, dance music.
Eastern.
WOAT, Wilmington, DeL 360 meters. Boyd Martell
WOAU,
Piano

Evansville.Ind. 360 meters. Sowder Bowling
Co.

WOAV, Erie, Pa. 242 meters. 600 mi. Penna. Nat'l
Guard. Tues. Thurs, 8:30-10 pm, music. Fri. 10
pm, sports.
Sun, 7 :45 pm, church services.
Eastern,
WOAW, Omaha. Nebr. 526 meters. 1,000 ml. Woodmen of the World. Slogan, "Gateway to the East
and West." Mon. Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat, 9 pm, concert. Sun, 9:30 am, 9 pm, church services.
Central.
WO AX, Trenton, N. J. 240 meters. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAZ. Stanford, Tex.
360 meters.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, la. 484 meters. 1,000 mi. Palmer
School of Chiropractic. Slogan, "Where the West
Begins and in the State Where the Tall Corn Grows."
Daily ex Sun, Tues night. 10:55 am, time; 11,
weather; 12 m, chimes; 2 pm, markets; 3:30, talk;
5:45 chimes, ex Wed; 6:30, Sandman, sports; 7,
concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only; 9:30 pm, concert. Sat only. Sun, 9 am, chimes; 6 pm, concert;
7, church services; 8. concert.
Central.
WOI, Ames, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Iowa State College. Dally ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30. music.
WOK, Pine Bluff. Ark. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ark.
Light & Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm, concert.
Central.
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa. 509 meters. 500 mi. John
Wanamaker. Dally ex Sun, 11 am, organ recital;
11:30. weather; 12-1 pm, concert; 4:45 pm, organ
recital; 9:55, time; 10:02, weather. Mon, Fri, 8-11
pm, music, concert.
Eastern, Daylight Saving.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Western Radio Co. Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, 9:45 am.
10:55, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports.
etc. Fri, 1:15 pm, sacred service. Sat. 8 pm, concert. Sun, 7 pm, concert.
WOR, Newark, N. J. 405 meters. 2,000 mi. L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30,
music, talks, Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-11 pm, music, entertainment, lectures. Eastern.
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo. 441 meters. 1.500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Slogan, "Watch Our
State." Daily ex Sun, first 15 min. of every hour
from 8 am-2 pm, markets. Daily, 5 pm, music, harkets.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
Dist. Omaha.
WOU,
Neb. 360 meters. Metropolitan Utilities
WOV, Omaha,
Neb., 360 meters.
B. B. Howell.
WPAA, Waco, Neb. 360 meters. Anderson & Webster
lege.
Elec. Co.
WPAB,
State- College, Pa. 360 meters. Pa. State Col.
WPAC,dio Co.Okmulgee, Okla. 360 meters. Donaldson RaWPAD, Chicago. I1L 360 meters. 500 mi. W. A.
Wieboldt & Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-2 pm, 6:30-7
pm. music. Tues, Wed. 8-9 pm, concert. Thurs,
Fri,
9-10 Saving.
pm. concert. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. Central
Daylight
Radio Co.
WPAF,
Council Bluffs. la. 360 meters. Peterson's
WPAG, Independence, Mo. 360 meters. Central Badio
Co.. Inc.
WPAH,
Waupaca, Wis. 360 meters. 3,000 mi. Wisconsin Dept. of Markets. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am,
10:30, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2:30, 4:30, markets, weather,
news, etc.
Central.
Corp. New Haven, Conn. 268 meters. Doolittle Badio
WPAJ,
WPAK, Fargo. N. D. 360 meters. North Dakota
Agricultural College.
WPAL, Columbus, O. 286 meters. Superior Badio &
Tel. Equip. Co.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guefc
WPAC. Frostburg, Md. 360 meters. General Sales &
Engineering Co.
WPAR, Beloit, Kans. 50 mi. 360 meters. E. A. Ward.
Fri, 8 pm, entertainment Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church
services; 3 pm, music, talk.
Central.
WPAS, tric Amsterdam,
N. Y. 360 meters. J. & M. ElecCo.
WPAT,
El Paso. Tex. 360 meters. Saint Patrick's
Cathedral.
WPAU, Moorhead. Minn. 360 meters. Concordia College.
WPAY,
Bangor, Me.
360 meters.
Bangor Badio Lab.
WPAZ, Charleston, W. Va. 273 meters. Dr. John R.
Koch.
WPG, New Lebanon, O. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Nushawg Poultry Farm. Slogan, "The Pulse of Miami
Valley." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15, news; 6-6:30 pm,
markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm program. Central.
WPI, Clearfield, Pa.
360 meters.
Elec. Supply Co.
WQAA, Parkersburg. Pa. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Horace
A. Beale, Jr. Daily. 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB, Springfield, Mo. 236 meters. Southwest Missouri State Teachers College.
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. B.
WOAO,
Gish. Waterbury. Conn. 242 meters. 30 mi. The
Whitall Elec. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm,
music. Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
WQAF, Sandusky, O. 240 meters.
Sandusky Begister.
WOAH,
Lexington.
Ky. 254 meters. Brock-Anderson
Elect. Eng.
Co.
WQAJ,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 360 meters. Ann Arbor
Times News.

WQAV,

Greenville, S. C. 258 meters. 75 mi. Huntington & Guerry, Inc. Slogan, "The Textile Center
of
the
South."
Thurs, 8-9 pm, music. Sat
S-8 :30 pm,
music. Tues,
Eastern
WQAW, Washington,
versity of America. D. C. 236 meters. Catholic UniSISAX'
peoria.
Ill, 360
Equipment
Co.
WQAZ,
Greensboro,.
N. meters.
C. 360Badio
meters.
Greensboro
Daily News.
WRAA, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 400 mi. Rice Institute. Mon, 8-9 pm, concert, college activities.
Sun,
WRAB,
Savannah,
Ga.lectures.
360 meters.
Savannah Board of
.„i:3°
extension
Central.
Punncpm'
Education.
WRAC.
School. Mayville, N. D.

360 meters. State Normal

W RAD, Marion, Kans. 360 meters. Taylor Radio Shop.
Daily, 5:15-5:45, markets, weather. Mon, Thurs 8
pm, concert.
Sun, 5-6 pm.
Central.
WRAH,
I. meters.
360 meters.
N.
Read. ^Providence.
wS.f,'
Porte- Ind.B. 224
Radio Stanley
Club. Inc.
WRAK,
Escanaba, Mich.
360 meters.
Economy Light
WRAL.
248 meters.
Northern
.States St.
PowerCroix
Co. Falls. Wis.
WRAN,
Waterloo,
la.
229 meters.
100 mi.
Black
Hawk
Electrical Co.
Daily ex Sun. 5 pm. 5:30.
concert,
news.
Mon,
Fri, 8:30-9:15
pm,
concert.
Sun, 11:15, church services.
Central.
WRAO,
St. Louis, Mo.
360 meters.
St Louis Radio
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-5 pm, music, sports.
Sun, 3:30-5 pm, music, sports.
Central.
WRAR, David City, Nebr.
226 meters.
100 mi. Jacob
C. Thomas.
Daily, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Tues, Fri
7-9
pm.
Central.
WRAS,
McLeansboro,
111.
360 meters.
Radio Supply
WRAU, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. Amarillo
Daily
Central. News. Tues, Thurs, 8:00-9:00 pm. music.
lege.
WRAV, Yellow Spring, O. 360 meters. Antioch ColGarage.
WgAW, Reading, Pa.
238 meters.
Horace D. Good.
WRAX, Gloucester City. N. J. 268 meters. Flexon's
WRAY, Scranton, Pa. 360 meters. 100 mi. Radio
Sales Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, music; 12 m.
reports; 3:30-5:30 pm, reports, music; 7. bedtime
stories, music. Wed, 8:15-9:45 pm. music. Sat,
8:15-11:30 pm, music.
Sun. 4 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
WRK, Hamilton. O. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Doron
Bros. Elec. Co. Slogan, "The Oldest Station in
Existence." Wed. Sat, 9-11 pm, music, lecture.
Sun, 2-4 pm, music.
Central.
WRL,
N. Y. 360 meters. Union College
RadioSchenectady,
Club.
WRM. Urbana, HI. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ of
111. Mon,
8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news,
talks,
music. Tkurs,
Central.
WRP, Camden, N. J. 360 meters. 250 mi. Federal
Inst of Badio Teleg.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WRR, Dallas. Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. City of
Dallas. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, weather; 3-3:30.
sports, markets, news; 7-7:15, police news; 8-8:30.
music. Sun, 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm, police
news, church service.
Central.
WRW, Tarrytown, N. Y. 273 meters. 1,000 mi. Tarrytown Radio & Research Laboratory. Slogan, "Everything in Radio."
Mon, Daylight
Wed, Fri, Saving.
7:30-11:30 pm. Sun,
7:30-9:30
pm.
Eastern
WSAA, Marietta. 0. 360 meters. 50 mi. B. S.
Sprague Elec. Co.
Wed, 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 360 meters. Southeast
Mo.
State Teachers
College.
WSAC, Clemson College, S. C. 360 meters. Clemson
Agri. College.
WSAD, Providence, R. I. 261 meters. J. A. Foster
Co.
WSAH, Chicago, 111. 248 meters. A. G. Leonard. Jr.
Daily
Sun, 5:30-6:30 pm. Fri. 8:45-10. Central
Daylightex Saving.
WSAI, Cincinnati. O. 309 meters. United States
Playing Card Co.
WSAJ, Grove City, Pa. 360 meters. 700 mi. Grove
City College.
College activities.
No definite schedule.
WSAL, Brookville, Ind. 246 meters. Franklin Elec.
Co.
WSAP,
Saving. New York, N. Y. 360 meters. Seventh Day
Adventist Church. Fri, 7:30-9:30 pm. Sat, 10:4512:45 am. Sun, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern Daylight
WSAV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. Clifford W. Vick.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. Atlanta
Journal. Slogan, "The Voice of the South." Daily
ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music; 2:30, reports; 4-4:45 pm.
music, reports; 5-6 pm, 7-8, 10:45-12, music. Sun,
10:54 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9, church services.
Central.
WSL, Utica, N. Y. 273 meters. 500 mi. J. & M.
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30
pm, 3-3:30, 4-4:30, 5-5:30, music, news. Mon, Wed.
8-9 pm. Sat. 11-11:30 am, 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun.
10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSY, Birmingham, Ala, 360 meters. 2.000 ml. Alabama Power Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 3 pm, 3:30,
news, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm. music. Tues.
Thurs, 5 pm, entertainment. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm,
church services.
Central.
WTAC,
Johnston, Pa, 360 meters. Penn Traffic Co.
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 2:15 pm. Tues, Thurs, 7:30
pm.
Eastern.
WTAG,
Providence, B. I. 258 meters. • Kern Musio
WTAK.
Steubenville. O. 266 meters. The SwanBower Co.
WTAS, Elgin, 111. 275 meters.
Chas. E. Erbstein.
WTAU,
Tecumseh, Neb. 360 meters. Ruegy Battery &
Elec. Co.

WQAO, New York City. N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi.
Calvary Baptist Church. Sun, 8 pm, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WQAP,
Lincoln, Nebr.
360 meters.
Am. Badio Co.
WQAQ, Abilene, Tex. 360 meters. 300 mi. Abilene
Daily Reporter. Slogan, "The Capital of West
Texas." Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm. Sun, am, pm,
church services.
Central.
WQAS, Lowell, Mass. 266 meters. 100 mi. PrinceWalter Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm,
music. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6-7 pm, news, concert. Thurs.
silent. Richmond.
Eastern. ■ Va. 360 meters. 200 mi. Radio
WQAT.
Equipment Corp. Daily ex Sun, 2-5:15 pm, music.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Eastern,

WTAW, College Station, Tex. 254 meters. 200 mi.
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex. Sun,
11 am, 4 pm, 7, church services.
Central.
WTG, Manhattan. Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Kan.
State Agri. College. Daily ex Sun, 9:55 am. weather
(code).
Central.
WWAC, Waco. Tex. 360 meters. 1.500 ml. Sanger
Bios. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1:30 pm, entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
WWAD,
Pa. 360 meters. Wright &
Wright, Philadelphia,
Inc.
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 360 meters. 150 mi. Wormser
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. music. Mon.
Sat, 8-9 pm, music.
Central.
WWAY, Chicago, 111. 360 meters.
Marigold Gardens.
WWB. Canton, O. 360 meters. 300 mi. Daily News
Printing Co.
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WW I, Dearborn, Mich. 273 meters. 200 mi. Ford
Motor Co.
Wed, 8-10 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.500 mi. The Detroit News. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-9:45 am. household
hints; 9:45-10:25. health talks; 10:25-10:30. weather:
11:55-12. time; 12:05-12:45 pm, 3-3:30, music: 3:303:35, weather; 3:35-4:15. markets; 5-6, sports. April
22, and every other week, 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Thurs, 11-12 pm', "midnight special," Sun, 2 pm,
7:30, church services. Fill in weeks. 7-8:30 pm.
concert; Sun. 11 am, 5:30, church services.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans, La.
360 meters.
Loyola Univ.
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list
The fourth part of the directory consists of the state,
city-station index, and will appear next week.)

is almost nothing since tests show that
the set uses but a small fraction of the
current in comparison with one electric
bulb. — Lawrence K. Twitty, Health
Springs, S. C.

best electrical connection because of the
characteristic of brass to become greasy
when being used for such purposes. In
addition to this, dust will collect between
the bearing and cause more contact
troubles.

WOAK,
Dubuque, la. 360 meters. Appel-Higley Elec.
Co.
WQAL, Mattoon, HI. 258 meters. 100 mi. Coles County
Tel & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The Buckle on the Corn
tral.
Belt." Tues, Thurs, 9-11 pm, music, lectures. CenWOAM. Miami. Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Electrical
Equip. Co. Slogan, "It is Always June in Miami."
Tues, Thurs, 8 pm, music. Sun, 9-11 pm, music.
Eastern.
WOAN. Scranton, Pa. 280 meters. 300 mi. Scranton
Times. Slogan, "The Voice of the Anthracite."
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 4:30-5:30, 7:30-8:30.
news, reports,
ment Eastern. music. Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertain-

Variometers and Couplers

Many variometers and couplers are on
the market that depend on wiping, or
brush contacts, for positive circuits and
therefore leave open the possibility of
loose connections which will of course
cause inefficient reception. Brass rods
bearing in brass bushings do not offer the

An old telephone receiver cord will make
sufficient leads (pig tails) for three or
four variomters or couplers, and it will
pay the worker to employ this method of
connection when constructing Radio apparatus. In DX work the best contacts
are none too good. — H. E. Jameson, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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(.Continued from page

FLEWELLING

7)

•Tile* from the Vienna Woods." Orchestra: Fred
Rogers, tenor; "Porup ami CtoumsUnM." Ofebntn.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Musical profram. Jenny Lhkl Wiles, soprano: 2:30-3:30 P. M..
Concert. Bouquet's Southland Soranaden OronssIra
6:45-7:30
P. M..
Hour. "Uaola John;"
8:00-10:00
P. M.,
l>e Children's
Luxe program.
KSO (Central. 546). 3:00 P. M„ ChiUlrens proirram.
pupils
of
Olbba
School
of
Music;
8:00 P. M.. Mualeai program. Missouri Theater talent.
KVW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical progTam; Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Mrs.
■Virginia Baxter, soprano: Clyde \v. Foster, baritone:
Ben Lldovsiy, Samuel Slavin. violinists: Hose Rosenman, pianist: 9:05-9:25 P. M., "Under the EvenLamp." Youth's
Companion. P. M.. Sunday School
WBAP ing(Central.
476). 7:00-7:30
Lessen. Mrs. \V. F. Bamum.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address.
Prof. Clvde Eagieton. Southern Mothodlst Unlveraltv
8:30-9:30
P. M.. P.Concert.
J. 1. Wright's
Male
Quartet:
11*0-12:00
M.. Recital.
Mrs. Helen
Fouls Cahoon. soprano.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360). 8:30 P. M..
Talk on New England Business Problems. Arthur R.
Curnick. Concert.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. MaryAnderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Musical rrograru: Isabelle Wctzelberger. soprano: King
Waller, violinist; Jack Richards, tenor: Beach Williamson, saxophonist : BUI Barry, baritone: nortenso
Mercer, pianist ; Bonny Rosenbauru, baruoist ; Ethel
Walsh, clog dancer; Heading. "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 9:15 P. M..
Musical program. Mixed Quartet.
WMC (Central. 400), 8:30 P. M.. Program arranged
by Hugh Sandldge.
WOC (Central, 484). 3:30 P. M., Educational talk.
C C. Hall: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert: 9:30-1030
P. M., Dance program, P. S. C. Orchestra.
WOR (Eastern. 409). 2:30 P. M.. Talk. First Aid
Hints." Dr. Harriett Perkham; Recital. Lewis Grannlss. tenor; Leslie Falrchild. pianist; Lena Kaufman, violinist; "Ballad of Business," Manule Switser; 6:15 P. M., Sport news. Fred J. Bendel: Book
review, Earl Dana: Madeleine Ores, pianist: Leah
Seeley. soprano; 8:00 P. M., Georgia MacMullen.
soprano: Lillian Mav Challen. baritone-contralto;
Talk "The Right Word." J. Curtis Nicholson: Recital. Mr. and Mme. Gracomio Bonlg: 10:00 P. M.,
Concert, Elite Novelty Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 3:00 P. M., Concert. Schmeman's Band; 7 30 P. M., Concert, Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, July 8
WFAA (Central. 476). 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Bible Class.
Dr. William M. Anderson. Jr.; 930-10:00 P. M.,
Sacred music. Central Christian Church; 10:00-11:00
P. M., Concert. Henry Ashley's Kidd Springs Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 4:00 P. IYI.,
Concert;
8"Adventure
30 P. M.. Hour."
Talk onYouth's
World Companion:
Unity, conducted
by
Mass. Federation of Churches; 9:00 P. M.. Music.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 9:30 A. M., Church services.
First Methodist Church. Schenectady; Sermon. "The
Goal of Personality in the Light of Modern Psychology." Rev. Philip L. Frick. D. D. ; 7 30 P. M..
Church
Sermon,
"My Church.
Life," Rev.
W. E.
Compton. services;
Mt. Pleasant
Reformed
Schenectady.
WHAS (Central. 400). 9:57 A. M., Organ music: 10:00
A. M., Church services, Broadway Baptist Church;
Bev. Dr. Russell Johnson Pirkey. pastor; Mrs. John
Basmussen. soprano; Angeline McCrocklin, contralto:
Williams L. Tick, tenor; William C. Burger, baritone; 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, under auspices of
Mrs. Jane Webster Murrell.
WHK (Eastern. 360), 8:00 P. M., Musical program.
WHK
Trio; Little Symphony Orchestra.
WMC (Central. 400), 1 1 rOO A. M.. Church Services.
St. Mary's
Episcopal
Cathedral:
phis vs. Nashville
baseball
game. 4:00 P. M.. MemWWJ (Eastern. 517). 11:00 A. M.. Church services,
St- Paul's Episcopal Cathedral; 4*0 P. M., Concert. Schmeman's Band; 5.00 P. M.. News Orchestra.

Monday, July 9

SPECIAL OFFER LIST
(Continued from page 2)
Dubilier Mlcadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubiller
By -Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser: Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting.

Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Sehindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Polnt Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 19Polnt Inductance Swltcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plato .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
22% volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4V4 volts;
Electrad Vsriohm. with mica condenser; Dubiller ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A).

St

ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

The Reader's View

-By E. T. Flewellingdenser recommended for the Flewelling
(Editor's Note. — This department It written
M/ Mr. Fleuellinii. tin- Inventor of the famous Super. When you bring in a station two or
three
hundred
miles away and your set is
super oireuit. From tlic questions sent him
each loeet care of Radio Digest, he picks the only connected to the ground, you must
one considtri tt must injormutivc for all and realize that you are dealing in mighty
small quantities and that you must take
anetsera it in this column.)
advantage
be of help. of every little factor that might
Series Condenser and Tube
Now as to the tube that you are usin>r.
(submitted Ini F. 11'. S., Fostoria, Ohio.)
Question. — Have built a Flewelling Su- The Flewelling Super is undoubtedly the
per set exactly as per the instructions in simplest known method of producing super
Radio Digest except that I am using a 23- regeneration. It does this in the following manner:
plate .0005 mfd. variable condenser inWe allow our set to regenerate to the
stead of the 11-plate .00025 mfd. condenser
that you recommended, and am also using point of "spill over" and block the tube.
a UV-200 tube. Would this make any dif- This stops the action of the set, but our
ference? Itune in nearly all of the sta- .006 mfd. condenser has now accumulated
tions, but do not hear anything of the a charge, our grid leak is so set that it
whistle that you speak of. Can you tell allows the blocking charge to leak off of
the grid. As this charge leaks off, the
me what my trouble is?
Answer. — So long as you get all of the tube and set go into action again, but
various stations you can be sure that you (and here is the important feature) the
mfd. condenser now discharges. This
are able to tune your set with the 23-plate .006
and discharge are exactly timed
condenser, so unless you care for max- charge
by
the
grid leak adjustment, therefore
imum results, you can continue using this
giving
up
the opportunity of letting our
one. The reason that an 11-plate condenser tube regenerate
to its full capacity and
is recommended for the Flewelling Sup«r
yet
restricting
from oscillating at its own
is explained by the following: A vacuum free will. Ordinarily
we are restricted as
tube when used as a detector gives
to the amount of regeneration that we
returns dependent upon the voltage im- can use, because of this tendency toward
pressed upon the grid of the tube, the
and sustained oscillation.
rule being that the output is proportional free
Were we to use a soft tube such as the
to the square of the input. If we multi- TJV-200 we could do the same thing, but
ply the input voltage by five times, we in- at a great loss in efficiency and at the excrease the output of the tube 25 times.
pense of a great deal of trouble. We could
Now, the voltage that we impress upon
not block the tube so readily nor could
the grid of our detector tube is depend- we use high enough plate voltage to give
ent upon, among other things, the amount maximum results.
of inductance we use in our tuning device.
A real good regenerative set plus one
The more inductance and the less capacity,
the greater will be the voltage on the grid .006 mfd. condenser used in conjunction
of our tube. If we can still tune our set to with a hard tube and a good variable grid
resonance, then the smaller the condenser leak, will enable one to operate what is
we use, the better will be the results. perhaps the most sensitive Radio receiver
That is one reason for the 11-plate con- known today, the super regenerator.
Rheostat; 1 Decima 3-Plate Variable Condenser: Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts: Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.): Resistometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget
Tube and Socket

Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent; 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat);
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts; Dubilier
By-PassdenserCondenser
(3 mfd.);
Premier Variable Conwithout dial (.00039
mfd.).

Class Or Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Decima Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser with dial
i onn-5 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
2 Katio.

Class H Articles

WGY (Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M., Talk. "The New
Bias Fold Applique," Modem Priscilla; 7:45 P. M.,
Musical program; "Rhapsody, No. 9," Kathryn P.
Hinkey, pianist; Travelogue address, "A Trip
Through India," Part I. Dr. Sigel Roush; "Indian
Lament," "Song of India," William Helm, violinist; "A Trip Through India," Part II, Dr. Sigel
Roush; "Sparks," "The Winter Wind Etude." Kathryn P. Hinkey: "A Trip Through India." Part IH.
Dr.
SigelHelm,
Roush;
"Serenata," "Viennese Melody."
William
violinist,
WHAS (Central, 400). 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M., Concert, The Roger
Hill Dance Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., Grand Opera from
the Cincinnati summer opera season at the Zoo.
WMC (Central. 400), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Hotel Gayoso Orchestra.

DIGE

For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
W; 1 Decima 23-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3. or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
; Ray-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts:
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
volts; Dubiller Duratran (R. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.); Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio;
Turney Spider Web Coil Mount. Type B.

A. C. Used for Amplifier Tubes

Alternating current may be used to heat
the filaments of amplifier tubes, but cannot be used for the filament of the detector
as the alternating current hum is so loud
that it is impossible to receive the Radio
signal. A crystal detector is usually employed to rectify the signal in multi-stage
amplifiers which have the filaments of
the amplifier tubes heated by alternating
current. By using a "hard" tube with the
grid and plate elements connected together
as a rectifier, and employing a proper filter circuit, the alternating current supply
may also
be used to provide the necessary
plate
voltage.
A single coil crystal set will not tune
as good as a two circuit one.

•*S AT LAST!
You Can
1 & ■ Volt

W. D. 12*s only Competitor.
Functions
at 1 to 1.1 Volts.
ment.
Genuine
Platinum
Coated Fila-

Fits

Detector

A "reflex amplifier" using three tubes,
a crystal detector and associated apparatus, may be so connected as to provide
three stages of Radio frequency amplification, detection and two stages of adio
frequency amplification. The tubes thus
operate both as Radio and audio frequency
amplifiers, but it is not advisable to attempt the use of more than two stages of
audio frequency amplifications, due to the
fact that, the highly magnified audio frequency signal prevents the tubes from operating efficiently as Radio frequency
amplifiers.

Perfect

Standard

Reception

Socket

Do not confuse this tube with
common
Silvered Tubes advertised as 1%-Volt.

Reflex Amplifier

For

Buy a Real
Clear
Tube

— Amplifier

Absolutely
d» A E*/\
GuaranteedPromptly
yTt.Ov
Mail

Orders Filled

Cash or Money Order (No Stamps)
Dealers write for Quantity Discount

TREXO

TRADING

200 Broadway

(Suite 210),

CO.

N. Y. City

Freshman Fix-0
A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — 4 in One

You Must Use

Class E Articles
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50 1 any one of the following
articles will be sent : 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control

POSITIVE

are being obtained by thousands of satisfied users of
the

EASTERN

RADIO

STREET

MFG.
NEW

CO.

YORK.

N. Y.

Vernier Condensers
They satisfy the most exacting. Perfect
spacing, permanent adjustment — finished
in white nickel.
13 plate
$5.50
23 plate
6.00
43 plate
6.50

At All Good Dealers

AMSCO

PRODUCTS,

Price
Complete

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

AMSCO

EASTERN COIL SETS
for Cockaday
Circuit

22 WARREN

Single Wire Antenna

A receiving antenna adapted to wave
length of 360 to 400 meters should be a
single wire installed in the shap« of an
inverted L, the total from the distant end
to the
"being
between
160
and
180 receiving
feet. Both setends
of the
horizontal
portion should be supported as high as
possible, at right angles to power or telephone lines and above tin roofs or grounded metallic structures.

M\jt\kJi.KjF
AT
Y. PRICES
"D
A T\in
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
PH0N
ES SOLD
NO SALVAGED
GOODS
Ins. Add
Where

"Money

Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Dictograph
Phones
Royal 2.200 Ohm
Holtzer Cabot

INC.

Broome & Lafayette Sts., New York City

65c

Furnished in Any Value of Resistance from l/z to
10
Megohms.
Separate
Condenser
and
Mounting,
40c.
Separate
Leak
with
Safe-T
Handle,
30c.
At_ your
dealers,
otherwise
send
price and you
will be supplied

Back

Policy

Duniucc
...:

Prevails"
$3.75
$0.12
5.75 Post
.14
Fl>r Parcel
3.75 .12
7.95 ,14

COUPLERS
All Ware (GenuineVARIOMETERS
Capitol)
6.95
Dayton
4.85
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
3 f late Vernier
95
24 Plate Vernier, Dietzen
! 3.10
46 Plate Vernier
3.65
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Sampson
4.95
All American 3 to 1
4.00
All American 5 to 1
4.10
All America)i 10 to 1
4.30
Acme
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Acme
3.45
Cotoco
3.45
Owl
95
MISCELLANEOUS
Switch Lever. Fada Type
19
Ammeter Testing B Battery
49
Two Slide Tuning Coil
1.25
Hydrometers
49
Electric Soldering Iron
2.50
Double Phonograph Attachment
1.15
SETS
Westinghouse.
Jr.
6.95
Aerex Crystal Set
7.95
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
12.50
Victor Two Stage Amplifier
12.50
RHEOSTATS
Klosner Vernier
Bradleystat
Union Badlo

SOCKETS
Bell V. t. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
LOUD SPEAKERS
King Amplitone
Horn
Reflex
Phonaflex
TUBES
Welch Peanut
Sterling H4
Margo V& V.
De Forest D.

RESULTS

The remarkable features which are making this circuit more popular each day are its simplicity of construction and control — wonderful selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing. Interference,
etc, are eliminated.
Hade as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. 1 8 wire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE SET OF B, C AND
*0 7C
D COILS— PRICE
Jp^./O
Hook-up,
directions
and
material
list furnished free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled.
Dealers Communicate

Single Circuit Selectivity
What's all this twaddle about single
is.
circuit receivers not being selective? I
say "twaddle" because that's just what it
There are several amateurs in this town
who use the phone a lot and they never
Interfere with my reception of broadcasting. Canadian 3AEO, using four tubes, is
only three blocks away, never bothers me
at all. I have heard him talking to 3KO,
ten blocks away and then tuned in WWJ
or WGJ and haven't heard a peep out of
3AEO or 3KO. They were still going for
I turned back to see if they were still
there and they were very much so. I could
hear them all over the room on two tubes
when I had either one tuned in.
I have had 3AEO speaking to me and
giving me a message and 3KO, a 10-watter,
come on calling 3IR. I could hear 3KO
faintly but being tuned to 3AEO, I heard
every word of his message with no difficulty. 3KO works on 190 meters and
3AEO works on 200 meters.
My set isn't a freak for I have built
four just like it and they all work equally
as well. I have made them all get KHJ or
KFI as a final long range test before I
pronounced them O. K. Los Angeles is
about 2,200 miles away from here.
I have heard several two circuit sets
around here and have gone away disgusted
and feeling glad that I owned a single
circuit receiver.
I think it's about time somebody started
out with an axe after the guys who spout
the piffle about a single circuit set not
being as selective as a two circuit set.
Your issue of May 5, 1923, contains an
article on editorial page of this nature.
In view of my own observations and tests
I cannot help but think that such an article is everlasting piffle. I maintain that
selectivity is more easily obtainable in a
single circuit than in a two circuit set for
the reason that very few owners of two
circuit sets know how to handle them,
even after months of monkeying with
them. — Cliff H. Dafoe. Chatham, Canada.

7x10
7x12
7x14
7x18
7x21
7x24

Tube
V
(2 Element)
V. 6 A
CABINETS

(In White)

Argus,
Brach,

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
Outdoor or Indoor
DIALS
Outdoor

2-inch
3-inch

(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

1.25
1.49
65

.18
.12
.08
.14
.18
.15
.14
.14
!l4
.14
.14
.12
.10
.06
.08
.12
.08
.15
.08
.40
.45
,45
.45
.14
.10
.08

89
50

.10
.10

4.95
9.85
15.00

.28
.30
.50

2.00
a.95
1.00
5.75

.10
.15
.15
.15

1.45
1.65
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.95

.20
.25
.30
.40
.40
.40

95
1.95

.12
.14

25
35

.06
.08

purchase
postpaid.

shman/o.Tnc.
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enser z&oducts
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Su^riier-Teaches Us Lessons

No. 13

Many Things to Be Learned for General Improvement
THE little setbacks that Eadio may receive this season will be a boon to the entire industry. The
dealers and manufacturers will have time to learn the
needed lesson. The time has come when a dealer cannot
afford to carry a conglomerate stock of odds and ends,
expecting to unload it at a great profit on the public.
The time has passed when a newly born fan will step
into a store and buy anything with a piece of wire
wrapped around it. The spasmodic demand of the
faddists will not prove profitable in the long run. The
dealer is beginning to realize that dependable apparatus, bought to meet the varying Radio conditions, is
more to be relied upon than unknown apparatus that
looks good in the catalogue and is merely an ornament
on the shelves.

Radio Intelligence Work
Invaluable Assistance in Army Maneuvers
ALTHOUGH little was known of the work of the
Radio intelligence section of the army during or
since the war, it was one of the most spectacular.
Radio direction finders were placed all along the lines
at a distance of about five miles from the actual front
and spaced about twelve miles apart. These receiving
sets located the enemy stations in operation, recorded
their bearings by means of directional coils, not unlike
modern Radio compasses, and forwarded the bearings
to headquarters, where they were plotted on maps.
Other Radio receiving stations at army headquarters
intercepted and copied all enemy code messages and
telegraphed them back to general headquarters, where
code experts worked them out, giving the staff valuable information as to the movements or intentions of
the enemy.

Humidity Makes Trouble
Dampness Will Make Set Inoperative
YOU will find that a great many ills with the Radio
set are laid at the door of static, but a large portion of them can be found in dampness. The summer
season is attended with damp spells which fills the air
with humidity. The outside weather conditions are let
into the house, for windows are allowed to be left
open most of the time. Sets are taken to the seaside
and on boating trips where dampness prevails.
Under such conditions the broadcast listener is apt
to wonder why that set which has acted so faithfully
at home in a warm room has suddenly become languid.
Dampness in most cases is the secret of the jinx that is
resting on the wonder box.
Water is one of the highest conducting substances
of electrical energy, and dampness indicates the presence of water. Sets in which the base and panel
mountings are -not damp-proof are not going to be
efficient in damp weather. Leakage that to the lay
mind may mean nothing will appall the Radio engineer
who is able to comprehend what this means.

Real Pleasure in Making Sets
Homemade Sets Outnumber Manufactured Ones
NUMBER of years ago, before Radio had the
universal appeal that it has at the present time,
it was necessary for the experimenter, or man who was
interested in the science, to make practically all of the
parts that went into his set, but the present tendency
seems to be to go to some store and buy these parts
already built. This means that the cost of the sets are
higher, and a great deal of the real pleasure is left
out of the operation of building your own set. Incidental y, agreat deal of this apparatus is not as good
as the real homemade parts. However, there are some
parts, such as head phones, vacuum tubes and transformers, that are much better manufactured where
duplication of the finer details may be procured.
The average fan takes much pride in making parts,
and there is a great deal of satisfaction taken when
those parts function correctly and bring in messages.
Careful construction always brings results, and many
times a homemade set will surpass those of special
manufacture.

A

And there were all the contribs to Radio Indi-gest. (Playing
hop scotch.)
They greeted us with open arms and asked us where and how.
(WheifoT.)
They did not recognize us,
for we are old men now.
(We
looked like Santa Clans.)
The Spaniards that we took from Spain, all spoke good English
too. (We
taught them how.)
They were all Radiophans, you see, and stuck to us like glue.
(Major's cement.)
It seems Indi-gest bought this place for reasons of his own.
(Real estate.)
And put a station on it that throughout the world is known.
(This is Station B-U-N-K broadcasting.)
A laboratory he has, too.
Now there's -some common sense.
(Horse sense.)
From here he broadcasts funny things, and does experiments.
(Gives big prizes, too.)
We told him of our searching for years P^^&
to get one part. (We

WEEKLY

SUBSCRIPTION
Single

After thirteen years of sailing upon the ocean blue. (Bloo-ee.)
A little island in the sea came popping into view. (Pop-pop.)
We landed on the shore ('Fraid
at night,cats.)
because we thought it best.

HOT WEATHER
SUGGESTIONS
So he said, "WALLA WALLA'S where you should have made
your start. (What did we know?)
We have a real Kanoofis here.
It's buried in the ground."
(So,
you've been hiding it?)
He scraped the earth a little bit, and that was what he found.
(May have some licker buried, too.)
Now, we suppose you're right on edge to know what it can be.
are,thing
too, that
aren'tever
you?)
A Kanoofis is the (You
funniest
you did see. (Never
was in a circus, either.)
"It's a SILK THREAD off the corner of a dark red TURKISH
TOWEL.
(Aw, I knew it all the time.)
You hang it on your switch points, so your Radio set don't
howl.
(Certainly
glad that's
over with.)JEROME.
—ENDED
BY JENNIE
(Readers
desiring
Kanooflses
may
secure same
from Sir.
Indi-Gest by tendering
suitable
what have
you?) contributions, or

(1)

Sure;

(2)

The Beads
Natives

Stole

'Em for

Dear Indi : By the looks of the flashlight photo of
your new station you have already joined the A. R. R. L.
(Sure,
bite.it Why?)
Because,
note I the
and howI'llstill
looks. Am
I right?
alsomoonshine
note the
insulators are conspicuous by their absence.
Whyfor?
— Mike Rofarads.

A-B-G

Lessons

for

Indigest

Beginners

Chapter III— Have You a Little Crystal?

C

BY

GOSH

IS for crystal,
A chuck of stuff quite neat,
That brings in all the locals
Quite clear and very sweet.

Revenue Officers Say
You Can't Work Your
Circuit
Gents : Well, the great problem is solved at last. The
illicit liquor which is being broadcast by the A. R. R. L.
can now be received. The answer is in the Undiluted Still
Condenser Circuit. A copy of this circuit is enclosed. The
20 gallon tube is mounted with the water-cooled plate at
the lower end. The faucet is mounted at the lower end of
the plate so that the ether which gathers in the tube
through the process of Volsteadization may be drawn out.
The phones should be worn during the reception and one will
hear the sweet strains of "How dry I am."
— Hootch Shot Dick of Bland Canyon, Colo.

Rest in peace
Charles Daniel McCUier.
He tried to murder
A "spark" amateur.

Referred to the P. and Q. Dept.
Deer cir? I have saw your unvaluable paper and wood
like to get sum inflamation how to bild a set. Wear dos
the varyomeet her go? How meny bees do you use in a
bee battery? Do you keep the bees in a honie combe
coil? I have not got a aunt enna, I have a aunt Mary &
she is only five feat long. Do you roast a peanut toobe?
Wil I kneed a potatoe meter?
Yours inFeedback
variable. Fog.

We

Passed

It on a Blind Man

Dear Indi : I notice your kinks department and since
I have a dollar no one will accept I am sending it with
the kink. An amateur told me that a wrecktifier is necessary
to charge my storage battery from A.C. current.
Having a small baby sister
who wrecktifles the tubes
in 1 4-5 seconds flat
(world's record) I decided
to use her to advantage.
Following is the circuit :
Put baby in the box and
in few moments she will
wrecktify the lamps. Then
take disconnected battery and carry to battery station. The
best feature of this wrecktifier is the exercise you get carrying the battery.
Yours cruelly.
— I, T. Smee.

Looking Ahead
You Can Never Tell What's Wrong with a broadcasting station
program till you hear from its listeners. If you were one of
the lucky Radiophans to hear Indigest's opening night program, don't let us hear from you, unless you have a' kick.
We always like a good kick in anything. Sand along the
kicks as Walla Walla has a complete repertoire of non-trust
songs and, oh, boy! What a CHARMING flock of sopranos.
Now, these sopranos are very versatile and strive to please.
Bambdin Bray is training them that way. If you don't hear
what
you ideal
want, Indigest
ask for Program?
it and Bambdin
train 'em.
What
is your
Read will
Indigest
two weeks
from now and maybe somebody will send some in. Buy Indigest from your most horrible newsdealer, 10c. In fact, continue
buying Indi until we tell you to stop.

ANNOUNCING

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
News of the Marine Band concerts from Station NAA
being off for the summer months was not received with
joy by the thousands who tune in for them, but later
advice is very acceptable. With the new station in the
national capital on the air these concerts may still be
heard. The music will be picked up in the local parks
and sent out as usual. WEAF will relay some of the eoncerts and speeches, which will ensure many weaker sets
the pleasure of listening in too — though far away.
And now photosculpture ! There is only one fault
with this new marvel in Radio, and that is that two
cameras are required for the job. So many folks get
to oscillating when they face only one camera, and with
two before them they may distort the image entirely.
Borah or LaFollette would enjoy the experience probably; although it requires an hour to transmit the impressions from subject to sculptor they would lose nothing
in the interim — and we would gain bronze tablets. Would
that constitute base-relief?
"Al" Smith is not regarded as exactly bone dry, nor
does he believe in treating a dry subject without some
admixture of moisture, and I submit the proof of that
was given only recently. This genial governor of New
York state addressed the people of his state by using
Station WGY to report directly on the financial status
of the commonwealth. Usually such reports are very dry.
This was not, and while the choice of phrases may have
had something to do with that, I believe the main factor
was receiving sets in comfortable home surroundings.
The General Electric Company plans to have duplicates
of its well known Station WGY in sections of the country
serving the largest audiences. One of these, as already
indicated, is to be completed by fall at Oakland, Cal.,
and another is likely to be built at Fort Worth, Texas.
Each of these stations has a normal radius of well over a
thousand miles and Radiophans will look forward to having so good service as they are accustomed to from WGY,
in other parts of the country.
Every Radio journal, and section of daily papers covering the subject, is calling attention to the manner of
using Radio sets on vacations. We need to be educated
to the idea that the pleasure of listening in is there for
us this summer as never before. Static, of course, is still
on the job as in seasons past, but the powerful stations
can cut through it for a considerable distance, also interference has been reduced nearly to the limit. If you
fail to include your set on that trip, you will certainly
regret it and spoil your outing to a large extent.
There are many who prefer to listen to well-balanced
programs of lasting music rather than the evanescent outpouring of a wailing ukelele. To such the "pop" concerts given from Station WNAC in Boston offer real
treats. Not only do you hear an orchestra, comprised
of members of the Boston Symphony, but it has been
possible to listen to the Harvard glee club, a thoroughly
trained body of singers.
Radiophans of the country owe much to station
WEAF for their enterprise in boosting along the
speeches of President Harding, the one from St. Louis
and another from Kansas City. We have been looking
forward to the time when it would be possible for the
mass of American citizens to hear (if not see) the head
of the nation. I do not doubt the ultimate effect of
this presidential broadcasting will be to focus larger
attention on Radiophony to our general benefit. The
next step — already visioned — is to accompany speech
carried by ether waves with a moving picture of the
speaker right in the home. This would almost entirely
eliminate the sense of distance, which has already been
materially reduced through the use of Radio.
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Chapter VIII — The Regenerative Detector
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
DEGI.NN'ERS will find the accompanying
" series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter IX— Radio
Frequency
Amplification.
Chapter X— Audio
Frequency
Amplification.
Chapter
XI— How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
Chapter XII— Reflex
Circuit
Operation.
Chapter XIII— About
Headsets
and
Loud Speakers.
Chapter XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.

REGENERATION is possible only by
reason of the fact that the energy or
current flowing: in the plate circuit
of a tube is many times greater than the
controlling current in the grid circuit.
Obviously it should be possible to take a
small part of this energy and feed it back
into the grid circuit and thus cause a still
greater change in the plate current.
It

Fig. 35 — Conventional Type of Single Tuned Regenerative Circuit Using Tickler Feed Back
should be remembered that it is the extent of the change in the plate current
that determines the strength of the signals in the head phones or loud speaker.
Regeneration
It simply remains then to arrange some
means
of transferring
energy from the

find a second coil connected between the reduced till the speech clears up and the creased, when the clicks come closer tothe loudest.
plate and the positive B battery. This signals areDirection
gether, till finally they are just inaudof Windings
ible. At this point the grid leak is of
coil is placed in inductive relation to the
To obtain maximum results with this
inductance in the aerial circuit, the two
value.
coils usually taking the form of a vario- circuit, two things are essential. The proper
Having
laid down the theory of the recoupler, the stator in the aerial circuit, winding on the tickler must be in such a
generative circuit, possible variations
the rotor in the plate circuit. The func- direction that the current induced in the come rapidly to mind. Thus the two windings may be honeycomb coils, or spider
web coils. A variometer with the stator
in the aerial circuit and the rotor in the
plate circuit will serve the same purpose.
It will be found that the filament bril'«KiwmJ
liancy and plate voltage have a decided
effect upon the operation of the circuit
and should both be varied till best results
are obtained. A vernier rheostat is well
worth the extra cost, and a potentiometer
shunted across the A battery as shown
by the dotted lines will enable one to control the plate voltage to a nicety. It will
be noted that a fixed condenser is connected across the phones and B battery.
This functions to bypass the Radio freFigure 38 — Capacitive Feed Back as Applied in a Modified Reinartz Circuit
quency currents that flow in the plate circuit to obtain regeneration and will make
tion of the coil in the plate circuit is to aerial circuit will be in the same directhe
set
more stable.
tion as the current from the received
transfer energy by means of its inducThe Ultraudion circuit devised by Dewaves. Should the set not function when
tive properties back into the grid circuit.
forest was possibly the first form of the
The action of the arrangement is as fol- first connected, the leads to the tickler
lows: Consider the tube lighted and a
signal striking the aerial circuit. The
tube functioning as described under tube
detectors acts to vary the plate current.
wwvwwvw
The plate current flowing through the
"tickler," as it is termed, induces a current in the aerial circuit to cause greater
electrostatic charges to reach the grid and
hence greater changes in the plate current with an increase of signal strength.
The adjustment of the tickler is rather
critical; when the coupling is too close,
too much energy reaches the grid and the
whole circuit oscillates, acting as a Radio
"(transmitter. In fact, the device will transFigure 39— Three Circuit Tuner Using Tuned Plate Feed Back
mit speech for a half mile or so if a telephone transmitter is connected in the can be reversed. The other factor is the
capacity feed back type of regenerative
ground lead to modulate the waves emit- grid leak value. This should be variable
ted from the aerial.
circuit and is shown in Figure 36 in its
and carefully adjusted.
Loose Coupling Between Coils.
Too low a value will cause the tube to original form. Its action is based on the
On the other hand, with too loose a block,
that is, give clicks in the receiver presence of the capacity across the phones
coupling between the coils the maximum which
may have quite a time interval be- being in both the grid and plate circuits.
effect upon the plate current will not be
tween them. The leak should then be in(Continued on page 14)
obtained and the loudness of the signals
decreased. The proper point of operation
is just before the oscillating point. The
THE LARGEST
THE LARGEST
RADIO
STORE
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA
IN
AMERICA

BUILD
OWN

ACCORDING

RESULTS

Figure 36 — The True Ultra Audion Circuit and Two

Modifications that Employ

circuit is then just balanced, a hollow
purring sound being heard in the receivers.
An incoming signal just unbalances the
circuit so to speak and trips it into oscillation, but the oscillations stop immediaately upon the removal of the disturbing
medium.

Capacitive Feed Back

Beg.
CONSISTING OF
Price
2 Variometers
$10.00
1 Variocoupler
5.00
3 BakeUte Dials
3.00
Bemler BakeUte Socket. 1.00
Howard Bheostat .... 1. 10
Cunningham C-300
Detector Tube .... 5.00
Mahogany Cabinet .... 4.50
Genuine Formica Panel
2.25
8 Binding Posts
80
Switch Lever
.50
12 Switch Points
.40
Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser
Combined.. I.OO
Complete Drawing for
Assembly and Wiring
Regular

Price

Complete

Figure 37— Tickler Feed Back as Applied to Two Circuit Tuners and a Method of
Obtaining Regeneration.
(Not Advised.)
5rst consider their application to single | However,
when
receiving Radiophone
circuit tuners.
broadcasts, it will usually be found that
Considering the simpler form of single the sound is distorted when the regeneracircuit tuner as shown in Figure 35, we | tion is pushed this far, so the coupling is
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7x18 Formica. Panel
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Howard Vernier
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509 South State Street

Parts
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Speaker
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of Head Set.
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and wiring. These construction
plans are not drawn in schematic
form but are drawn so that any
one without any technical knowledge can follow with ease. C11 Qfl

SALVAGE

DRILLED—

1.00
.30
.b0
1.00
$21.69 til «
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CHICAGO

Complete

Sets
Beg. Our
Price Price

Our Price

guarantee

Reinartz

25 Feet Tinned Wire. .
Baseboard for Mounting

.40
LOO

Parts

.75
.20

Parts Our
for Price
Flewelling
»«»-»
Circuit $12.45

1 Blueprint
with Complete instructions
for
Assembly and Wiring.

Complete

.40
.25

CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
Beg.
Our
6x14 Formica
Panel
$1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable Condenser
3.30
1.45
Three .006 Mica. Condensers
3.00 2.25
CBL Variable Grid
Leak
Bemler
Grid Leak. . .
.40
2 Coil Adjustable
Honey- 1.85
comb Coil Mounting
.40
with Knobs
4.00
.40
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil .75
75 Turn Honeycomb Coil .80 2.65
2 Bemler Coil Mounts
with Straps
1.20
.80
1 Bemler Bakelite
Socket
1.00
.45
Howard Vernier Bheo1.35
stat
1.50
.20
.25
1 BakeUte 3" Dial
1.00
S Binding Posts
.80
1 Baseboard
for
Mounting
30

We

INSTRUCTIONS

2 Dozen Switch Points. 3.10
1.50
1 Schoonhoren Beinartz 3.00
Coil
Freshman Variable Grid
.80
Leak and Condenser

4.45
2.75
1.75

$30.85 (17 QE

Begular Price

TO OUR

GUARANTEED— PANELS ON ALL SETS
READY TO MOUNT

Complete Parts for Knocked-Down
Receiving Set $17.95

plate to the grid circuit to convert the
regular tube detector into a regenerative
detector. There are a number of methods
of accomplishing this, but these can all
be divided into three classes, inductive,
capacitive or resistive. The first two methods are in more general use and we shall

YOUR
SET

Tube

Reg.
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
Our Price *■*■'»'
43 Plateable Vernier
Condenser Vari- $7.00 $3.95
Badlon Loop Aerial
8.50
5.95
Cunningham
C301-A
Tube
9.00 5.95
Grewol Glass Inclosed
Detector
2.00
1.65
Erla Badio Frequency
Transformer
4.50 3.45
All- American 5 to 1
4.75
3.95
Radio Audio Frequency Transformer.
.
2 — .001 Mieon
Condensers
.70
.50
1 — .002 Mieon Condenser
.45
.35
Howard
Potentiometer..
1.50 (.35
Howard 25
Ohm
Rheostat
1. 10 1.00
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
9x10% Formica Panel.. 1.42 1.20
9x10% Genuine Solid
Mahogany Cabinet
with Hinged Top
5.00 2.95
Complete instructions for drilling,nishedassembling
and
wiring
so that any one with furno
technical knowledge can easily follow. Begular price,
MO CE
Our
us.$15.22. Mail

STOCK

Dept R. D.

Parts
for Single
Reflex Circuit $32.65

Price

orders
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Flewelling Super with Loop Aerial
Need Make Few Changes
to Convert Flivver Set

CIRCUIT

GOOD

FOR

CAMP

Back of Panel Mounting
for Two Honeycombs

OUTFIT

The accompanying illustration shows a
method of mounting two honeycomb coils
back of a panel. The main rod or shaft
may be of No. 6 wire or %-inch brass rod,
8 to 10 inches long. The lead may be a
piece of No. 8 or 10 wire of suitable

I have tried out the Flewelling hook-up
and found it satisfactory and tried to
adapt it to a loop antenna and the results
have been more than satisfactory.
For

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
REd out
THE
home that would
worke
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

—If—

binding post and the metal index pointer
is screwed on the end.
The assembled parts can be either
mounted on the panel or on a piece of
bakelite a little larger in size than the
celluloid. If a condenser is desired the
screw heads can be raised above the celluloid with brass pieces or nuts and the
condenser mounted above. The line or
anyone desiring to take along their port- mark should be made with India ink, and
able Flewelling for that camping trip or
vacation this summer, they will be wise the two points when straight across should
almost touch the binding posts at the
to ''se a loop, as the results are prac- ends. — Ira N. Faurot, Smith Center,
tically the same as when I used a regular Kansas.
antenna and also has the usual additional
advantages of the loop antenna. By following the hook-up, the method of
R. R. Spike Good for Portable
arrangement is readily seen and the additional cost is quite negligible.
Scorn not the lowly railroad spike. It
With this super hook-up I have logged has the makings of a crackerjack antenna
46 stations in one month, none less than or ground and may be a valuable adjunct
600 miles and the most distant was "WSB to the summer Radio kit of any "bug"
at Atlanta, Georgia. The airline distance who
would rather swing a few healthy
being approximately 1,437 miles from Syd- heaves of the hammer than climb a tree
ney, N. S. I claim my super hook-up to to string an aerial.
Take a railroad spike and file it off
be original with me, although it does incorporate an idea from Flewelling and clean. Then drive it deep into the trunk
uses tuned plate regeneration. I also of a good-sized tree. Use a common
claim that it is the simplest form of a ground clamp for making a connection,
super set with a loop or regular antenna.
find you have a ground of unI used the Canadian dry cell tube (North- and you'll
usual quality. Drive a spike like the
ern Electric 215A) with 90 volts on the first one in another tree and hook it up
plate. — Allison D. Trumbull, Sydney, N. S. to your antenna binding post. The tree
will do the rest. What could be sweeter?

Variable Grid Leak

A variable grid leak can be made from
the parts shown in the illustration. Three
holes large enough for binding posts are
made in a piece of celluloid 1% by 3i
inches^
Other
parts
required
are two
BAKEUTG

PIECE

o

o

o

3HOLtS

FORSCREViS

2r —

BRASS CURVED
SLIGHTLY TO BE
.SOLDERED ON THE
SCtlCW HEAD OF
BINDING POST
KNOB
WITH INSULATEO

Old and New B Batteries
It is not advisable to connect old and
new plate batteries of the dry cell types
in the same circuit. The reason for this is
that the internal resistance of the battery
increases with the age and a large amount
of the energy of the new dry battery is
consumed in forcing the current through
the high resistance of the old battery. A
block of B battery having a potential of
22.5 volts when first put in service may
be used until the potential has fallen to
15 volts. Then it should be discarded and
replaced by a new battery.

REFLEX

brass bolts with nuts, one binding post
with insulated knob, one piece of brass or
copper, like the one shown in the sketch,
long enough to reach from the center hole
and to follow in the ink line on the celluloid.
The piece of brass or copper is soldered
to the head of the screw and the insulated

Premier m. Products
Are all their name implies
Why not begin standardizing now?
Variocouplers
Transformers
Rheostats
Potentiometers
Head Sets
Resistances
"Microstats"
Dials and Knobs
Condensers
Jacks
Plugs
Correspondence solicited from
responsible distributors
Write today for
Radio "Parts" Bulletin.

$r?mter fatlrlr fccmpany
Established 1905

3810

RAVENSWOOD

CHICAGO,

mmm

AVENUE

ILL.

NOTE:

SEND

FOR LITERATURE

We are the Largest
Exclusive
Jobbers in the Middle West

Regenerative Interference

A regenerative receiver, when operated
beyond the oscillating point, causes considerable interference with nearby receiving stations. This is due to the fact that
oscillations of small power are produced
by the set and radiated from the antenna.
These oscillations when combined with
oscillations transmitted from a Radiophone station, produce a beat of audible
frequency which seriously interferes with
the reception of broadcast music or speech.
This interference, due to re-radiation, may
be prevented by combining Radio frequency amplification with the regenerative
set, thus effectually preventing the radiation of oscillations from the antenna system.

We Will JlailVbu One

Radio
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[Zobel- Stein

laboratories

822 9T_HST. BROOKLYN,N.Y.Souih2650

291 Broadway
Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

tions

CIRCUIT

REINARTZ

including
drilled
panel
and
instructil
QC
«pll.S/0

Two-stage Audio-Frequency
circuits
at

Amplifier.

13 Plate Variable; value,
23 Plate Variable; value,

2.50
3.50

.... $1.05
11.20
.95
1.35
3.75
4.00
4.25

Honeycomb
Coils, 50 turns mounted
95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted
1.00
Double Ceil
Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz
Coils,
increased
wave
length
and
mounting
1.45
Jacks, Single Circuit; value, 65c, special at...
.30
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
45
Multiple
Point
Inductance Switch with
Knob
and. Dial (15 Switch Points)
1.75
Lightning
Arresters,
approved
90
Three-inch
Dials,
unbreakable,
heat
composition,
high finish; special

resisting

30

HOME

WORKSHOP

CO.. P.O. Box 1062,

CHICAGO

t&ttla&e

Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

including
instruc-

drilled

panel

for the construction of a
Flewelling Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY
CABINET DIMENSIONS
PANEL
LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS
Send only money
checks
or stamps.

New York City
CIRCUIT

Every part complete for above

CONDENSERS

8— Armstrong Super
Gibbons Ultra Audion
Regenerative
Coekaday Four-Circuit
Heterodyne
Single
Tube
Keflex
9— New
Ultra Reinartz
Three Tube Reflex
10 — Kaufman Circuit
Flewelling Flivver
These helpful prints designed by a Member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. All ten
mailed prepaid for Ave dollars ($5) or single
prints at 75c check
apiece.
money order or
(no Send
stamps).

Description of apparatus and
accessories and details of tuning.

WILLMD RADIO COMPANY
FLEWELLING

HOOK-UP BLUE PRINTS WITH ALL
7 — Armstrong
Super
PARTS' VALUES GIVEN
FOR—
Hazeltine Neutrodyne

1—
2—
3—
45—
—
6—

BLUE
PRINTS
NOT Return it at Our Expense

IH»H»Kflrf')H
123 WMadixon Jt.Chicaqo

length. A washer must be placed between
the dial and panel to keep the dial from
rubbing. The spring at the end of the
rod is to keep a strain on the rod and coil
to prevent its moving of its own accord.
The loop in the main rod equals one-third
of the diameter of the movable coil (outside diameter). — E. A. Boepple, Rocky
River, Ohio.

J&ceiA&M.

COMPARE
IT WITH
WHAT
YOU
ARE
NOW
USING
OURS
IS BETTER MAIL
US
3 0 CENTS

Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS:

Finding Battery Noises
Interfering noises in a Radio receiver
employing a vacuum tube may be due to
current irregularities in the filament battery or in the plate battery. To locate the
source of the noises, these batteries may
be tested in turn by touching the cord
tips of the telephone receivers across the
terminals of the batteries. If a click and
no further noises are heard when the filament battery is tested in this manner the
trouble is elsewhere, but if a hissing sound
is heard in the receivers the battery needs
charging. If a crackling or snapping
sound is heard when the plcte battery is
tested it should be discarded and a new
battery placed in service.

and

d»1 1 nf\
, «P 1 1 .UU

$10.95

Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer; special at
$0.25
Audio
Frequency
Transformer.
Designed
for
use with W. D. II tubes; list, $4.50; price.. 2.75
Variocoupler — Litz
Wire
Wound
Secondary;
value, $4.50; special
2.25
Ball
Bearing
Inductance
Switch;
value,
75c;
special
30
V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
40
Aluminum
Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated,
highly polished; $8.00 list
3.75
Filament
Rheostat,
6 ohm
.65
Filament
Rheostat,
20 ohm
80
Filament
Rheostat,
50 ohm
90
With 2" Dial, 15c extra.
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over, east of the Mississippi
River.
All others Include postage.

orders — no
Coins
at
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How to Make a PartCamper's
Portable
Reflex
Set
III — Panel Layouts
By H. J. Marx

■I

RNIER.

.L-L"*"

Layout for Reflex

REGARDLESS of which of the three
circuits the constructor contemplates using, the sizes of the two
pieces of panel stock for the top and side
remain the same. The variations are simply a question of changes in the number
and location of the drilled holes for mounting the apparatus.
Compactness is a valuable asset in reflex circuits, but the arrangement of the
apparatus, to avoid interference, is very
important. The position of the audio frequency transformers with respect to the
Radio frequency transformers must be
given a little consideration. Watch to see
that any magnetic field that may emanate
from the audio frequency transformer will
not be in a position to affect the windings of the Radio frequency transformer.
The variometer also should be kept away
from any position where it would be affected by the magnetic field of the transformers.
Resilient Socket Mounting'
Because dry cell tubes are to be used,
and on account of their microphonic nature, some form of resilient mounting for
the tube sockets is advisable. The black
sponge rubbers used by draftsmen make
very good cushions. They should be cut
to match the base of the tube socket. In
ordersufficient
to' get to
a real
cushion
it is
not
merely
insert effect,
the rubber
under the sockets and then to pull up
tight on the screws holding it. The socket
should be attached to the rubber cushion
with one set of screws and the rubber to
the panel with another set of screws. Any
shocks or jars cannot be transmitted
through the screws, but are absorbed by
the rubber cushions. A flexible lead should
be used between the terminals on the sockets and the bus bar wiring. If the heavy
bus bar wiring is connected directly to
the socket binding posts, it again helps to
add rigidity and permits the transmission
of shocks and bumps.
Corner Angles
The small brass corner angles that can
be purchased in the five and ten-cent
stores will come in handy for panel assembly and also for mounting any subpanels, as was used in the four-tube hookups for supporting the three audio frequency transformers.
In using these an-

Northern Electric
Peanut Tubes, Type 215A
DEALERS
NOTE:

We are
Jobbers

IVE
RACT
—ATT
S
OUNT
DISC
the Largest
Exclusive
in the Middle West
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H'MM.'Prl.U
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Number

One

Layout for Reflex Number

gles and brass screws, a little care and
attention is necessary in order to avoid
additional connections and short circuits
where they come in contact with other
apparatus,
such as condensers and transformers.
Another convenience is the use of the
small brass drilled strips bought in the
same manner. They often come in very
handy for set assembly. One was used for
mounting the crystal detector direct to
the grid terminal of the secondary of the
Radio frequency transformer.
Reflex Number Three
The panel layouts not only give the locations for the mounting of apparatus, but
also show in dotted lines the position of
the sub-panel and the three small audio
frequency transformers.
A small variable condenser with a cross
section about the size of a quarter was
used as a vernier and connected in parallel with the large variable condenser.
The cushion mounting of the sockets is
illustrated in the view of the side panel.
The mounting of the sub-panel is left
to the ingenuity of the constructor since
it is simply a matter of using brass
angles. Slight variations in location are
immaterial.
Two 1%-inch peep holes are drilled in
the side panel for observing the filament
lighting of the tubes. These diameters
can be increased if desired. The two Radio
frequency transformers are mounted on
the inside of the panel.

HUNDREDS

S. A. TWITCHELL
Western

Avenue,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

DECTOTES,

(Patent

Get a

Jfeberal i£>tanbarb
HEAD

For every member

SET

of the family

OF RECEIVERS

built from my plans are giving good service
this summer.
I sell plans, parts and complete sets. See
my Radio
ad in Digest.
last week's and next week's issues
of
1925

Two

For battery connections the small tele- i speaker terminals,
phone cord tip jacks were used.
Regular
Care should be taken in mounting
binding
posts are mounted
for the loud |
. (Continued on page 14)

Pending)

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL, DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SUKFACE. No Hunting for "Spots." Loud and
Clear. Endorsed by thousands of satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed. KOr
«wi.
Mounted
14 Price,
K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RUSONTTE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.
Will 25c
«■•#»«
Price
Not Oxidize. REFLEX
RUSONITE
CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- «1 QQ
Mounted . ■ «PX*V'V'
age.OrderGuaranteed.
from your Price,
dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS
„ _
15 Park Row
New York, N, Y.

Add to the pleasure you get out of Radio by
permitting all the members of your family to
enjoy it at once.
Federal Standard Head Sets are fully Guaranteed. Permanent magnets and a uniform airgap give just the correct diaphragm action, perfect clarity of tone, and durable efficiency.
Scientific winding and the expert hand-workmanship of master craftsmen give exceptional
range and power.

THE

Get these guaranteed head sets from your
dealer today and refuse to accept a substitute

Jfeberal tEelepfjone anb GTelegrapf) Co,
Factory:
Western

District Office:

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

417 South Dearborn

St., Chicago, 111.
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SINGLE TUBE SUPER
GOOD FOR PORTABLE

problem of a good circuit for a
THE
portable set using a loop aerial can
be very satisfactorily solved through
the simplified type of a single tube super
regenerator. A typical circuit of this type
is presented as RD-88.
The loop should be about 2 feet square
with about 12 turns spaced % inch apart.
The wire can be about No. 20 gauge single
or double silk covered.
Any of the standard type of variocouplers can be used. The variable condenser
gives best service if it has the vernier
adjustment feature. The two honeycomb
coils are connected in series with a coupling adjustment. A standard two-coil
mounting should be used. The fixed condensers should be of the mica type, as
the paper condensers are too unreliable
in capacity values. This circuit will give satisfactory service with practically any type of tube.
With hard tubes the plate voltage can be
increased. ,^^^^^^_^^____

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
Thus when a difference of potential across
this condenser was varied by variations
in the plate voltage, the changing values
were impressed upon the grid circuit, giving a feed-back effect and regeneration.
This circuit is used in a somewhat different form at present, shown at B in Figure 36.
The variable condenser in the aerial circuit will be found to have a positive potential applied to one set of plates and the
other plates being connected to the negative of the B battery through the phones.
Thus when the plate current is varied by
the original signal wave current, the potential across this condenser will vary
and current impulses will be impressed
upon the grid circuit to assist those from
the wave, thus giving regeneration.
The action is assisted by the inductive
effect of the variometer in the aerial lead,
the self induced current in it increasing
the variation in the potential differences
across the variable condenser.
With this circuit the grid leak is very
critical, for the positive of the B battery
reaches one side of the grid condenser and
if too much escapes across through the
leak, the grid will be unable to assume
an appreciable negative charge from the
incoming wave and the set will not be
sensitive.
Modification
of the Circuit
A modification of this circuit that is
somewhat superior to that just described
is shown at C in Figure 36. The action is
identical but the regeneration is easier to
control and the signals are somewhat
louder by reason of the tuning inductance
being connected to the grid and plate.
The application of regeneration to double circuit tuners is identical in principle,
the only difference being that the energy
is transferred to the secondary tuning
circuit instead of to the aerial circuit,
although the latter method is occasionally
used, the aerial circuit in turn transferring
it to the secondary. The simplest form of
inductive feed-back in the two circuit
tuners is the three-coil honeycomb or
spider web circuit. In this arrangement,
three coils are arranged close together,
the center one or secondary being fixed in
position, the other two being so mounted
that they may be swung to the side. The
coil on the left is usually made the primary or aerial
inductance, while that 'on
the right
the tickler.
In operation, the left hand coil is used
to vary the coupling between the aerial
and secondary circuit for best selectivity.
Then by moving the coil on the right the
proper amount of current can be transferred from the plate circuit to the secondary circuit to get good regeneration
without distortion.
Sometimes a variable condenser is
shunted across the tickler coil to help
control the regeneration, which is highly
critical. A better method is to connect
the variable across the phones, in which
position it acts as a throttle to control
the amount of Radio frequency currents
flowing in the plate circuits and thus assist in controlling the regeneration.
As a rule, a variable condenser across
the phones instead of the fixed condenser
used there in most regenerative circuits,
will permit better control of the operation
and may overcome the squealing and howling that cannot be completely cleared up
in many sets.
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PORTABLE

RECEIVER

There are numerous methods of inductively coupling the plate circuit to the
(Continued from page 13)
secondary, but as a general rule no circuit should be used where a change in tun- apparatus so as not to interfere with the
ing will vary the feed-back effect.
wooden strips in the carrying case. This
For instance, at B in Figure 37 is also holds true when wiring the set.
shown a circuit used by many where one
inductance is made to act as the tickler
and aerial tuner. It will be very apparent
IA1 T
LOOP
i
",
v|m
!
that any attempt to vary the coupling to
obtain selectivity will alter the feed-back,
or in attempting to control the feed-back
the selectivity of the set must be sacrificed.
Various other arrangements of inductively coupled methods are described by
the technical press, but a study of the
above will show the principle used and
will assist in the selection of a suitable
set.
Feed-Back in the Reinartz Set
The well known Reinartz tuner is a form
of capacity feed-back with a special untuned or aperiodic aerial circuit. In Figure 38 is shown a modification of the
Reinartz tuner that is somewhat easier
to build and will be found very simple in
operation. As shown, a tap is taken off
one variometer between the stator halves
and grounded through a variable condenser. Another variometer is connected
to the plate and the other terminal to a
.0005 mfd. condenser, which is connected
to the aerial lead.
This set functions as a closely coupled
two circuit tuner. Half of one variometer stator and the aerial circuit condenser
form the primary while the balance of
the variometer forms the secondary circuit. Regeneration is obtained in the following manner: The variometer being
connected to the plate, the small fixed
condenser and the aerial tuning inductance form a tuned circuit between the
positive and negative terminals of the B
battery. Should a change of potential on
the grid cause a variation of the plate current, the voltage applied to the tuned circuit will vary and the currents will flow
therein at Radio frequencies.
TVnen this circuit is tuned to the same
wave length as the secondary circuit, the
currents therein build up rapidly and flowing through the aerial inductance part
will be transferred to the grid circuit, and
being in phase with the currents therein,
will assist them and increase the changes
in grid potentials, giving greater signal
strength. This circuit is recommended for
trial by those not familiar with it, for it
has given excellent results wherever used.
The action in the regular Reinartz circuit
is similar, except that the inductances are
varied by taps and the condenser in the
plate aerial circuit is made variable.
The Three Circuit Tuner
We come now to the three circuit tuner
which is exclusively regenerative and the
earliest type of feed-back circuit discovered by Armstrong. The circuit is shown
in Figure 38 and is usually known as the
variocoupler-two variometer circuit. The
action here is rather difficult to explain.
When the set is operating the plate current is varied by the changing potentials
on the grid. Each change of the plate current is opposed by the inductive action of
the plate variometer. Thus when the plate
current is decreased by a negative charge
on the grid, the plate variometer tends to
keep the current flowing through the tube
and builds up the plate voltage.
The increase of positive potential on
the plate induces a greater negative charge
on the grid by electrostatic attraction,
which in turn reduces the plate current
still lower, giving a greater change in
plate current than would result from the
original negative charge on the grid. The
plate circuit is tuned to the incoming
wave and thus the inductive action of the
plate variometer is properly timed to act
in synchronism with the Radio frequency
currents in the grid circuit.
The proper operation of this circuit demands the adjustment of three different
circuits to obtain maximum signal strength
and therefore is more difficult to adjust.
As a rule, it is unsatisfactory to the beginner for its great selectivity and difficulty in tuning a station, but once the

Layout

mounted on the side panel in this layout,
and the sub-panel eliminated. The one
peep hole is dispensed with also.
Two binding posts take the place of the
loop jack. The Radio frequency transformers are mounted
on the sub-panel
1 ,

for Reflex Number

Reflex Number Two
The panel layout for the three-tube circuit is slightly changed from that of the
four-tube set. The control apparatus is
the same, except that the rheostat for the
separate audio frequency tube has been
eliminated.
The loop and phone jacks and the battery switch have also been eliminated.
The audio frequency transformers are also

knack of handling the tuner is mastered,
it is second to none for long distance reception with amplifiers.
Body Capacity
In most regenerative tuners the approach of the hands to adjust the dials
untunes the set. This is termed body
capacity and is due to the fact that any
conductor brought near the set forms one
plate of a condenser and thus changes the
tuning of the circuits. This is prevented
by shielding the set by fastening sheets
of conducting material to the back of the
panel and grounding to the ground terminal or to the negative filament.
The wiring of a regenerative set should
be such as to prevent any feed-back to the
grid circuit other than that provided for
in the instruments themselves. It is apparent that any lead in the plate circuit
which lies parallel to the grid circuit lead
would induce currents in the latter either
by inductive or electrostatic action. Therefore separate all wires carefully and let
them cross only at right angles.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Three

alongside of each other.
Reflex Number One
The panel layout of the two-tube circuit becomes very simple with plenty of
room for mounting of apparatus and accessibility. One of the sockets and one of
the potentiometers are eliminated, otherwise the top panel presents no variations
from the three-tube layout.
In the side panel layout, just one transformer of each of the two sets is eliminated.
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
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PACIFIC
COAST
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Union League Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

"Built First to Last
This little beauty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had produced the one socket that com'
bines all the essential features
of a good socket.
Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
Hard Rubber Insulation.
Rugged Construction.
Compact Design.
Concealed Mounting.

THE

It is impossible to show the
unique
mechanical
action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph.
It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket
will interest you in
every way.

NEW

B-T VERNIER TUNER
Gives

100%

REINARTZ

Improvement

on

CIRCUITS

You

Does away with soldered taps, switch points, etc
Easy to change to other circuits if desired. Photo
Diagrams furnished — ask your dealer, or write for
circular.

ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer

'■IT'S A BEAUT"

BREMER-TULLY
532 South

Canal

MFG. CO.

Street

CHICAGO
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Questions and Answers
Keiuartz and K. F.
(4124) WGG, Tucson, Arizona.
How
may
I add two stages of untuned
In your Jan. 6th issue you printed a
transformer Radio frequency to my ReinR. F. and an A. F. throe-coil regenerator artz
circuit?
(R. D. 68-69).
Will I need a variable grid leak In the
I constructed one of these sets and
would like to have some information about above requested circuit?
How may I wind a Reinartz coil for use
it.
Your diagram calls for primary 35, sec- up to 750 meters?
In the above requested circuit will a
ondary 50. tickler 75. I find that better
results are obtained with a primary 75, 23-plate condenser work as well as the
13-plate condenser shown in the antenna
turns on a secondary or tickler of 50 turns, circuit?
and then I must place my secondary at
A. — Answering your inquiry we are adright angles to the primary. Is there any
vising that the employment of Radio freway I can overcome this? Will coils of
quency amplification in the Reinartz cirmore turns help me?
I do not seem to be able to tune in distant stations while the local stations are
broadcasting. Is there anything you can
suggest that will make this possible?
What are the VT-2 and E tubes you recommend for the 2-step and where can I
get them? Will these tubes give me better
results than the two Cunningham tubes I
am now using?
What
transformers
are the best
for
audio
frequency
amplification
and Is it
sary to have a high and low ratio
transformer, and which is placed first?
Can you furnish me with a panel diagram and size for the two cabinets?
A. — Noting your specifications and experience in operation of R. D. diagrams
68-69 will advise that a discrepancy is
indicated in the variance of coils best
functioning contrary to those shown in
diagram. Values as specified are correct
and should afford the best results. The
circuit is selective and capable of discrimination in reception.
'Wouldto advise
a careful review
of connections
deter-

R,S.>63>69.
(S056) ECF, Nanuet, x. Y.

mine what factor is acting as a deterrent
to operation of set,
VT-2 and E tubes are manufactured by
the Western Electric Company, but would
not prove of sufficient advantage to warrant a change from those now employed.
Transformers of standard type having
ten to one ratio on first and three or four
to one ratio on second stage of amplification are used for audio frequency.
Panel construction is largely a matter of
personal discrimination. Regret that we
have no constructional data to offer for
set in question.
Condenser Values.
(2908) JAG, Frederick, Okla.
How many square inches of soft copper
tinned on one side would it take to make
a variable condenser of .001 mfd. capacity?
Give the thickness of the metal.
Would some other material be better
than the copper? If so, what kind, and
why?
What is the best dielectric and how
thick should it be?
Where can I obtain all necessary materials.
Would you advise the use of amperite
current adjusters on amplifier tubes?
Is there any way to measure resistance
and capacity without a lot of expensive
instruments?
A. — We are pleased to answer your inquiries as follows: For a book type condenser a sheet of soft copper tinned on
one side 3 by 4 inches and separated either
by a very thin piece of mica or heavy wax
paper will approximate a .001 mfd. Tinfoil pasted on wood forms could be used
but would be no better.
Mica is the best dielectric, .003-inch
thickness ,if possible. Materials in question
should be obtainable at any Radio supply
store. Amperite current adjuster is very
good, probably more effective than a rheostatResistance may be calculated or measured with an ammeter. Capacity is rather
difficult for a novice to arrive at without
special apparatus designed for the purpose.

Do the book typo variable condensers
function best, if so, what kind?
Will the Jefferson transformers No. 45
give appreciably greater and clearer amplification than Myers AF choke coils?
What should I use as grid-leak?
Please furnish detailed Flewelllng hookup and one stage of transformer or choke
coil (whichever functions better) amplification.
Will .005 condensers function as well as
.006 condensers?
Using two G-R coils will a double or
triple coil mounting function better?
How can hand capacity effect while tuning with H. C. coils be eliminated?

able condenser as it is not efficient.
Jefferson transformers No. 43 will afford better and clearer amplification than
audio frequency choke coils.
Pencil line or any standard variable
grid leak will serve.
Page thirteen of December 9 issue of
Radio Digest contains complete details
and panel layout for method of audio frequency amplifiacitons. Blueprints can be
secured for fifty cents through our book
department.
Would advise a strict adherence to capacities designated by author of circuit,
condensers, etc.
A double coil mounting is all that Is required, although a three-coil mounting
may be used in order that if it seems desirable to use a different hook-up at any
time a new mount is not necessitated
mount. new hook-up require a three-coil
should
Body capacity effect experienced in tuning honeycomb coils can be reduced by
placing them in the back of cabinet and
shielding cabinet, grounding shield.
In making this circuit, as before stated,
a strict adherence to specifications is advised, to assure the results possible with
this popular circuit.
Mr. Flewelling has been writing for
Radio Digest on the subject of the circuit
which bears his name, and you will without doubt find interest and helpfulness by
reading his articles.

About WD-11 and WD-11 A
The dry cell tube known as the WD-11
may be used either as a detector or an
amplifier. Due to the fact that this tube
is more highly evacuated than the usual
type of gas-content detector tube, it is
less critical in adjustment. A slight
change in mechanical design is the only
difference between the WD-11A and the
WD-11, as these tubes have the same
characteristics. A plate potential of about
20 volts should be used when operating
this tube as a detector and 40 volts as an
amplifier.

cuit has not always been found to be
practical. However, we are referring you
to the diagram on this page. No grid leak
is indicated.
A Reinartz coil wound to accomplish
750 meters wave length would be cumbersome and impractical. It is advised that
circuit be loaded by placing a 35 turn
honeycomb coil in the antenna circuit and
secondary circuit, grid lead, respectively.
A twenty-three plate variable condenser
can be used.

What size panel do you recommend this
set to be placed on?
A. — Answering your inquiries with relation to the Flewelling circuit will advise:
That selection of suitable tube may be
made from Western Electric VT-2, TJV202 and 201. WD-11 using one and onehalf volt dry cell is also effective considering the amount of current consumed.
Would not advise use of book type vari-

Long Distance
^**

& • *«*

»«*

1> rams from Atlanta

progDallas, Ksnaal
FortWorth, receive
Minneapolis.
SAt^«
ll
CfVCfr^Davenport,
City, St. Louis, Denver on Crystal without batteriei.
Usual crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for farther information or fl
for copyright drawings and instructions. Everything
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
clearly explained.

VMsassmQ

Leon Lambert, 501 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kao>

Flewelling1
Queries.
(2856) ABS, Fort Smith, Ark.
Your name was handed me by the St.
Louis Post Dispatch Radio Department, as
being in position to answer the following
questions concerning the Flewelling Circuit:
What vacuum tube would you suggest as
the best detector and amplifier?

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in musio instead of Interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP. Box D-704. Vacavills. Calif.

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

Greatest Collection of Radio
Information
Ever
Published
Reinartz Long Distance Circuit
Ultra-Reinartz Circuit
Flewelling
"Flivver"
CircuitCircuit
Grimes
"Inverse
Duplex"
Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Armstrong
"Super-Heterodyne"
Circuit
Two. Three and Four Tube Reflex
Circuits
A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
Jn addition to these features these
volumes contain many instructive
articles, receiving set diagrams, how
to make articles, new apparatus, pictures and Illustrations, hook-up diagrams, broadcasting
nieal articles
and book stations,
reviews. tech -

."oRMICX

A hmiratal Phmolic Omdcnsalian Pro Aid

. SHEETS

TUBES

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
ViZ

THICK

/2<

PER Sa INCH

K|6" THICK ?4<
PER SOl INCH
VSZ" THICK t<
PER SO. INCH
'/8 " THICK t'/z< PER SQ. INCH
3/\G" THICK 2*
PER S^ INCH
VA" THICK 2/2<
PER Sfl. INCH
3/B" THICK 4*
PER SCINCH
l/Z " THICK 5 V& PER SO INCH
.SEND FOlTCOMPLETE PRICEllST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR

RETT

519 SOUTH

MFG. CO.

GREEN ST.

CHICAGO

VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

Kellogg Switchboard
Company & Supply
CHICAGO

13 Numbers in the Bound
Volume
52 Numbers
in Year's
Subscription
COUPON
7-7
*f
PUBLISHER,
RADIO
DIGEST.
1123
West Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.
Please reserve me Bound Volume Number Twoand also Number Three and one year's subscription to the Radio Digest, for which I am inelosPlease
reserve
Bound
Iing
check
— M. me
O. for
SevenVolume
Dollars.Number Two or
Three or Four and one year's subscription to the
Radio
Digest,
which I am enclosing check —
M.
O. for
Five for
Dollars.
Name
City
Address.

State.
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You may just as well start the baby on "Radio food," for it is
bound to need it sooner or later. This shows Jim Little)
listening in on a concert just before he is put to bed for his
afternoon nap. Jim is a modern fellow, and now that he has
been started on the Radio trail he will not go to sleep until
his Radio requirements have been filled. © Fotograms
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Plan Is Outgrowth of Chamber of Commerce Study to Effect Better
Broadcasting

Giant Horn for City Park
ATLANTA, GA. — A giant loud speaker,
fifteen feet long and big enough for a tall
man to enter upright, amplifies the received municipal concerts broadcast nightly by the Atlanta Journal, Station WSB,
for summer crowds at one of the city
parks.

WONDER IF HONOLULU
HEARD WOR WEDDING
J.— Word is being
N. to
RK, as
NEWA
awaited
whether or not
Radiophans in the Hawaiian
Islands and France picked up the wedding ceremony recently broadcast from
Station WOR. The wedding in question was the ceremony which united
Col. King Stanley, seventy, former
Indian Scout and Miss Grace A. Raymond, forty-five.

OF
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CENTS
No. 1

SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND TAUGHT
BY HEAD SET

"CHAIN"

PHILADELPHIA— Development
of
a
central Radio broadcasting station, to be
and operated publicly as one of a
which
will extend
throughout
the
, is asked by representatives of the
national
Radio Chamber
of Commerce
in
before
the Philadelphia
ber of Commerce.
Dr. Wilmer Krusen, chairman of the
Municipal Affairs Committee of the Philadelphia Chamber, which has the proposal
under consideration, has called a meeting
of representatives of all local broadcasting stations to meet with his committee at
the Chamber of Commerce.
Proposal for the establishment of a public broadcasting station is the outgrowth
of much study by the National Radio
Chamber in seeking to solve the problem
of developing better broadcasting.
Sees Great Public Service in Plan
"There are probably 50,000 broadcast
receiving sets serving from 200,000 to
300,000 persons, in Philadelphia," according to a statement issued by the chamber.
"This number is increasing rapidly because fair equipment is now within the
reach of all. The mere presence in Philadelphia of such a station as we contemplate would undoubtedly serve to increase
greatly public interest in Radio and hence,
correspondingly, the influence of the Philadelphia station.
"Sjch a station should be heard easily
ln half of the sets of the country, or not
less than 1,000,000 sets, serving perhaps
4.000,000 persons. So rapid is the increase
in the number of Radiophones that it is
safe to say that within five years the voice
of Philadelphia could and would be heard
by half of the people of the United States.
"The public broadcasting station must
and will be supported by the people whom
it serves. We are presenting to Philadelphia the opportunity to lead the way in
the great new development of this epochmaking art by establishing the first public broadcasting station in the United
States, owned and operated by the public."

DOM.

TEN

WHILE SLEEPING

STATION MANNED BY
PUBLIC IS PROPOSED
PHILADELPHIANS

&

Set

Teach Naval Aviators Radio
Code in Short Time —
Speed Acquired

Sleeping Mind Memorizes
Principle
Applicable
to
Other
Fields — May Find Use in
Schools
of Country

It will go down in history that President
Harding was the first
president to use Radio
in speaking to the invisible public. His
Alaskan trip is well
dotted with speeches,
many of which will be
broadcast. Radio will
keep him in close touch
with things at home
while in Alaska. He
said, "It's a great
stunt," after making a
speech in a western
state. The Presidential
car is equipped with
amplifying units and
loud speaking horns,
which broadcast the
speaker's voice many
blocks and it is easy
for the crowds to hear
the President from the
observation platform on
the train. Where
speeches are made in
halls the usual broadcasting takes place, and
we all can hear it if we
have long distance receiving sets. When the
President and his party
reach Alaska, their destination, only a thin
piece of copper cable
leading back to the
States will let him
know what is doing
here. However, Radio
will be used almost entirely on this trip.

"
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By Zi. D.
M. C—
Lamm
WASHINGTON,
Are you having
a hard time trying to learn the Radio
code? Are you looking for an easy way
to learn it? Is there something else difficult for you to grasp? Then go to sleep
and let your subconscious mind learn
it for you. That is the advice of Radio
experts of the Navy Department. Experiments have been made and claimed to
have been a success.
A novel plan for teaching the Radio
code to student naval aviators at the
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., has
been under trial recently, according to
officials of the Bureau of Aeronautics of
the Navy Department, and reports received indicate the plan to be both practical and valuable.
Learn While They Sleep
The plan is to teach student aviators
to receive code at high speed while they
are asleep. The advantage claimed for
the idea is that it enables the student to
acquire facility in receiving the code in
a fraction of the time that is ordinarily
required. In recent tests made, say officials of the department, students who
have been particularly slow in making
progress with Radio practice have been
saved from being dropped from the class
at Pensacola.
The idea originated in the experience of
Chief Radio Mate Phinney who is in charge
of Radio instruction in the ground school
at the Pensacola Air Station. In asking
for a trial of his plan, Phinney cited his
own case, and told of how in practicing
receiving at the rate of thirty-five words
per minute he fell asleep while the mechanical sender which he was using continued
to send messages to him. When he awoke
Phinney claimed that he was able to receive at the rate of thirty-five words,
(Continued on page 2)

"RADARIO" COINED BY
CROSLEY PLANT WLW
dario" is claimed to have been
"Raword CrosO.— The
TI,
INNA
CINC
used
first
by statio
"WLW,
ing
actur
ley
Manuf
Companny,
this city.
The term means Radio drama and was
coined by WLW
officials to describe
the particular type of technique necessary for microphoning the invisibile
play. The station also claims the first
Radio dramatist, Fred Smith.

RADIO

FANS SAVE COUPONS
FOR LARGER PARTS
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education
and perhaps
eventually
would
WHILE SLEEPING
find use in the schools all over the country.
(Continued from page 1)
while previously he had been unable to
Owner Gives
catch more than twenty or twenty-five Cuban Station
words. He advanced the theory that in
Long Distance
Certificates
a few hours of his slumber his subconscious mind had been trained to the
TUINUCU, CUBA.— Frank H. Jones,
LETTERS
SHOW
READERS higher speed.
owner and operator of station 6KW,
Flan is Practical
Tuinucu, Cuba, has a novel way of conTO BE SAVING SERIES
firming the long distance reports of ambiWhen the proposition was first made to
tious amateurs who write in to him, reapply the test to student naval aviators
More
Valuable
of Standard Apparatus in the ground school in Pensacola, ofporting reception of his broadcasts and
Goal of Special Award Enthusificials of the Navy Department say that cast.
requesting a check on the received broadit was met with amused skepticism, but a
asts— Many Cash in
practical test has convinced the skeptics
On receipt of such rep-orts, Mr. Jones
that the plan is workable.
checks up the report with the station log
The matter of acquiring a speed of twen- and issues a "Certificate of Long Distance
ty words per minute has ever been a bug- Radiophone Reception," stating the date
pilEIIIIIIIIIIllllilllllllDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllIll
bear to students at the training station, it is the record was accomplished, wave length
said, and in a number of cases has ser- used, type of apparatus employed at the
iously hampered their progress. This broadcasting station, and a schedule of
speed must be reached by the end of the
J
Coupon Number 7 H six
months' course in order for the student programs.
s
This Special Reward Coupon =
to receive a designation as pilot. In the
s
appears each issue in Radio ^
last class to enter the ground school Majority of Radio Exports
H
Digest until further notice. =
several students proved to be difficult
^
When sent in, accompanied §n
Go to Canada, Figures Show
subjects,
and as a last resort the attempt
^
by necessary remittance, ac- Hj
was made to boost them to the required
WASHINGTON, D. C. — There were 128,^|
cordingto
the
rules
govern=|
speed
by
sending
radio
code
messages
to
=
ing same, apparatus can be s
026 pounds of Radio apparatus exported
them while they slept.
ig
secured.
See apparatus list S
in April, valued at $244,195, according to
H
and rules of offer below. g
information just made public by the DeApplicable to Other Memory Work
partment of Commerce. Of this apparBefore turning in at night the student
atus, by far the largest quantity went to
adjusts the receivers on his head which are
used in the regular class. A regular Quebec and Ontario, Canada, the exports
watch is stood throughout the night by to these provinces amounting to 33,319
.
expert operators on the sending key and pounds, valued at $56,325. The second
With., the publication of the seventh throughout the night they send at high largest quantity went to Argentina, with
Special Reward Coupon for Digest read- speed — about ten words in excess of the Cuba and England being the countries
ers many letters have been received student's capacity to receive. It has been to which the next largest quantities went.
which tell of the desire of fans to save found, according to the reports reaching
the coupons for the more valuable pieces the navy headquarters, that in his conscious hours the following day the student Series of "Outdoor" Talks
of apparatus in the offer list, such as
those items catalogued under Classes E, is able to receive messages at the speed
by Jud London, Broadcast
F, G, and even H.
they
were
sent to him while he was
SCHENECTADY, N. T.— For lovers of
Many of these letters also indicate asleep.
that the writers are saving more than one
In discussing his method Chief Mate the field and stream WGY, the broadcasting station of the General Electric Comseries of coupons. One fan told that he Phinney claims that it has educational
pany here recently inaugurated a series of
was saving four distinct series of coupons value in that memory tests which he has
in order to secure audio and Radio fre- made have given astonishing results. Long "outdoor" talks. Jud Landon, nationally
known
devotee of the rod and gun, gives
quency transformers in the Class H list. passages of literature have been comHe is planning a set requiring two audio
mitted to memory in this manner that red-blooded talks for red-blooded men. He
and two Radio frequency transformers would otherwise have taken laborious ef- tells about the ways and the haunts of
fort extending over a long period of game fish; discusses in the language of
and appreciates the saving made possible
by the coupons.
time. The belief was expressed that the the sportsman, such important things as
It might be added here that there is no scheme might be applied to other lines of bait, flies, tackle, rod and reel.
limit to the number of series turned in by
any fan. Go as far as you like! And again,
a series does not have to begin with coupon number one. Any series may begin
with any coupon number, so long as it
follows a consecutive series of numbers.
All that is necessary in addition is the
remittance called for in the particular
class from which the item may be selected. Radio Digest, Illustrated, Volume VI, Number 1, published Chicago, Illinois, July 14, 1923. Published weekly
by Radio Digest Publishing Company,
123 West Madison Street, Chicago. Illinois.
Sutscitiption rates, yearly,
Rules to Remember
Five Dollars; Foreign, Six Dollars; single copies. Ten Cents.
Entered as second-class matter at the postofnce at
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| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER §

1 Save Me — I Am Valuable I

CONTENTS

One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number
of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to Temember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:

Class A Articles

For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart TJV-199 Socket; Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery, lYz volts: Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0Q25, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance: 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Blectrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips).

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025.
.003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Misadons Type 601 (.006 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Laws Condenser
(.1, .25, or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket: Premier Radio Dial (3/16, Vi, or 5/16 in. black or white
Pace); Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
Spider Web Coil (SW-20 with .038 milhenry inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH„ or SW-20 with .300 MH).

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat: 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7 -Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006

(Continued on page 9)

Chicago,

"All the Live
Drop a Nickel
Survey of the
Home with

Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879,

News of Radio"
in the Slot — Hear Music
Radio Patent Tangle, in Four Parts, Part I, by John B. Brady; An
the Listener In

1 to 8
3
Evening at
4

"Back Stage" at the Stations
Fiewelling
Answers to Queries

5
6

This Week's Advance
Broadcast Programs
Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, Part IV, State, City-Station Index
Editorials ; Indi-Gest ; Condensed by Dielectric
First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter IX — Radio Frequency Amplification, by Thomas
Benson
:
Phantom Circuit for Portable Set; Other Radio Workshop Kinks

7
8
10
W.

How to Make a Camper's Portable Reflex Set, Part IV — Conclusion, by H. J. Marx
Morrow Double Regenerator; Hazeltine Neutrodyne Errata
Questions
and
Answers
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures

11
12
13
14
15
16

Looking Ahead
A Trip Through WGY — next week with Vera Brady Shipman.
Schenectady broadcaster will enjoy this story.

Fans of the great

How

Audio Frequency Amplification Is Accomplished — and many other things
about it will be told by Thomas W. Benson next issue in his instructive series for
Radio beginners.
Read Chapter IX, page 1 I, this week.

"Co-operative Competition" in the Radio Industry — will be continued next week by
John B. Brady, a patent attorney well informed on the Radio situation.
A Photo Diagram of Another Standard Receiving Set
this time the Jones Symphony Receiver will be in the July 2 1 issue.
The understandable layout will
no doubt be appreciated by Digest readers, as have the other photo diagrams of
this series.
Tube Characteristics of the Northern Electric 21 5 A — -will be discussed by H. J.
Marx in the July 21 issue. This little "pickle" tube has acquired popularity over
night, scarce as it is.
And of Course the Other Regular Features — Fiewelling Answers to Queries, Part I
of the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, Advance Programs, etc., will
be in your copy of the Digest next week.
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GIVE WORLD RULES
ON RADIO IN WAR

NO BAN ON NEUTRAL SETS
IN OWN TERRITORY
Belligerent Powers May Not Erect Station in Jurisdiction of Country
at Peace

WASHINGTON.— International rules for
the control and operation of Radio in time
of war, as propounded by the Commission
of Jurists at the Hague, were announced
by the Department of State today.
These regulations, in the preparation of
which Capt. Samuel W. Bryant
U S N
and Col. Geo. S. Gibbs, U. S. A., assisted
American Commissioners Moore and Washburn, provide substantially that:
In time of war the working of non-belligerent Radio stations shall continue
be organized, as far as possible, in suchto
manner as not to disturb the services
of
other Radio stations. Belligerent and neutral powers may regulate or prohibit the
operation of Radio stations within their
jurisdiction.
The erection or operation by a belligerent power of Radio stations within neutral jurisdiction constitutes a violation of
neutrality on his part as well as on the
part of the neutral power.
Neutral Power Need Not Restrict
A neutral power need not restrict or prohibit the use of Radio stations located
within its jurisdiction, except to prevent
the transmission of information destined
for a belligerent concerning military operations and except as further prescribed.
All restrictive or prohibitive measures
taken by a neutral power shall be applied
impartially by it to the belligerents.
Belligerent mobile Radio stations within
a neutral State must abstain from all
use of their Radio apparatus. Neutral
Governments are bound to prevent such
use.
The transmission by Radio by a vessel
or an aircraft, whether enemy or neutral,
when on or over the high seas, of military
intelligence for the immediate use of a
belligerent is deemed a hostile act and will
render the vessel or aircraft liable to be
fired upon. A neutral vessel or neutral
aircraft which transmits, when on or
over the high seas, information destined
for a belligerent concerning military operations shall be liable to capture. The Prize
Court may condemn the vessel or aircraft,
if it considers that the circumstances
justify condemnation. Liability to capture
of a neutral vessel or aircraft on account
of the acts referred to is not extinguished
by the conclusion of the voyage or flight
on which the vessel or aircraft was engaged at the time, but shall subsist for a
period of one year after the act cor
plained of.
Belligerent Control Over Neutrals
In case a belligerent commanding officer
considers that the success of the operation
in which he is engaged may be prejudiced
by the presence of vessels or aircraft
equipped with Radio installations in the
immediate vicinity of his armed forces
or by the use of such installations therein,
he may order neutral vessels or neutral
aircraft on or over the high seas, to alter
their course to prevent their approaching
the armed forces under his corrfmand; or
not to make use of their Radio transmitting apparatus while in the immediate
vicinity of such forces.
A neutral vessel or aircraft, which does
not conform to such direction, exposes itself to the risk of being fired upon. It will
also be liable to capture.
Neutral mobile Radio stations shall refrain from keeping any record of Radio
messages received from belligerent military Radio stations, unless such messages
are addressed to themselves. Violations of
this rule will justify the removal by the
belligerent of the records of such intercepted messages.
Belligerents are under obligations to
comply with the provisions of international conventions in regard to distress
signals and distress messages so far as
their military operations permit. Nothing
in these rules shall be understood to relieve a belligerent from such obligation
or to prohibit the transmission of distress
signals, distress messages and messages
which are indispensable to the safety of
navigation. The perversion of Radio distress signals and distress messages prescribed by international conventions to
other than their legitimate purposes constitutes a violation of the laws of war
and renders the perpetrator personally responsible under international law.
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SIX BIG HUSKIES DO
"FLORADORA"
STUNT
MACY
EMPLOYES
STAGE
UNIQUE

OPERETTA

Bessie Barriscale's Brother Is AuthorHero of Musical Comedy Broadcast from WJY
NEW

YORK — Radiophans had an opportunity of hearing a unique musical comedy
recently
"Onceby Upon
a Time."
ten and when
produced
employes
of Kwrit11.
■acy .<. Co.. Inc., was broadcast from station WJY, New York.
Richard Barrlscale, brother of Bessie
Barriscale, film star, is author of the play
and its hero. A number of tuneful songs
written by .lack Straus, son of the president of Macy's. Harry Herman, Ralph
Goldstein and Mr. Barrlscale were rendered, among them: "When Dreams Come
true," Hearts Are Trumps." Hitch Your
Wagon to a Red Star," "He's Getting Bety by Pay." "You'll Think of Me
Sometimes." "May-Ga-Lanka Blues" and
"Macy Mine."
The operetta was originally produced
last month
at the Central Opera House
under
the auspices
of the Community
Club, an organization of Macy employes.
Beauty Chorus Attraction
A great deal of attention was attracted
to it at the time by the Beauty Chorus,
whose pictures w^re later featured in
newspapers throughout the country.
Another hit was a burlesque on the
Floradora Sextette by six husky delegates
from theballet
store'scostumes
delivery todepartment,
donned
lend an airwhoof
realism to their performance.
The play was condensed for broadcasting- purposes by Miss M. C. Sidney, head
of
of Training, who
was Macy's
formerlyDepartment
on the stage.
Miss Kathleen Grealish, who played the
double part of Sally and Irene, had been
heard over WJZ before. So had William
Francis. Both collaborated in the Christmas stories which were sent out by WJZ
at that time.

PLAN TO PLACE RADIO
IN CHARITY HOSPITALS

FIRST SPECIAL PERMIT
TO BOY TRANSMITTER

of this
The a Times
ES.— ing
ANGEL
LOScity
very laudable
is promot
■^plan t0 secure Radio sets for the
inmates of charitable institutions and
shut-ins or incapacitated Individuals
The plan has been named the "Uncle
conAll Wishing
John Radio
checks
make to
fund should
tribute to theFund."
payable to the "Uncle John Radio
Fund," The Times, Los Angeles.

license
Radio
cial amateur
spefirstunder
— The
ISCO.
SAN FRANC
the new Department of Commerce
regulations is held by Lester Picker, 18
is known
who contine
of Sanrs Zsidro,
old, amateu
years
nt
of three
to Radio
through ins Station 6ZH. Colonel J. F.
Dillon, United States Radio inspector
for the sixth district, granted him the
license recently.

DROP

COIN IN SLOT— GET

Radio Gospel Does
Missionary Work
Clergymen Say Church Services Reach
Many Thousands — Two Elderly
Women Dress to "Attend"
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Local clergymen whose services have been broadcast
now look upon the Radio station as a
powerful gospel missionary. Words
spoken in a church in the presence of a
small group of people are given wings
and travel to thousands of homes reaching the aged and the infirm and many
who. but for the Radio, would not hear
a church service. Village churches
locked because of a shortage of ministers
or inability to provide for a pastor regularly, now open their doors and the congregations worship with the Schenectady
church membership via Radio.
ETHER CONCERTS AID
Dress to "Attend"
Radio Church
OPERA RECORD SALES
After every service letters reach the
pastor from all parts of the country. One
clergyman was recently told of two elderly Radio Keeps Public Informed on
women, too feeble to go to church, who
Latest Disc Music
dress each Sunday in their best finery and
sit at their Radio set, hats and gloves on,
and devoutly listen to the service. During
COLUMBUS, O. — Definite results have
the scripture reading they follow the pas- come from the broadcasting of operas retor in their bibles and at the offertory
corded on records from WPAL, Superior
they solemnly place a modest offering in Radio and Telephone Equipment Company.
a plate at their side. At the end of the The operatic selections are given every
service the money is sent to the pastor other week. From eight to ten records prowho has been speaking to them.
duced by one artist are broadcast and many
A lumberjack recently wrote one of people either call in person or write for
the Schenectady ministers that he had the records they have heard broadcast.
heard a church service for the first time Aside from the fact that this means of
in eleven years, and that it had taken him announcing the better things in music has
back to his "Sunday School Days". He proved a good stimulant for selling records,
was so impressed that he is getting a loud it has also been the means of informing
speaker so that the gospel message may the public on the availability of great
works in the form of records.
be appreciated by others in the camp.
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MUSIC

Put a nickel in the slot and receive
Radio sian
broadcasts,
is the latest
PariRadio innovation.
Automatic
Radiophones are now being installed
in French cafes, movies, hotel lobbies, ship cabins and other public
places. Each apparatus is connected
with a receiving set. Should music
be unavailable, time signals are
given out. When a coin is dropped
in the slot (at the time concerts are
en the air), connection is made and
the listener in immediately enjoys
music
© K. & H.

STATIC BUGABOO
ON AIR VANISHING
IMPROVEMENT
BY NEW WAVE

BROUGHT
LENGTHS

Federal Inspection Officials Report Fans
Getting Better Summer Results
Than Ever
WASHINGTON.— Officials of the Commerce Department report that the schedule of new wave lengths for broadcasting stations has met with a cordial reception throughout the country, and that
improvement
everywhere. in reception is noted almost
All nine Radio Supervisors report satisfactory results in the allocation of the
Class B and A wave lengths, stating that
almost all listeners in are experiencing
better reception than ever before in summer time, even with static interference at
its height. Last summer, they point out,
some five hundred stations were operating on 400 and 360 meters, whereas today
the B stations have some nearly forty exclusive national waves, and the A stations
have thirty-one waves assigned individually in the nine Radio districts.
The real success or improvement brought
about by the wave allocation will not be
fully
is said.appreciated until later in the fall, it
Many
Stations Keep Old Wave
Lengths
Over three hundred of the old stations
continue in Class C, satisfied apparently
to operate on 360 meters. Experts of the
commerce department express some surprise at this condition; they hoped for
early applications for transfers to Class
A and B with independent wave lengths.
Although no new stations are being
licensed under Class C the fact that over
three hundred stations, scattered all over
the country, continue to transmit on the
360 meter wave tends 'to maintain interference which it was expected would be
eliminated.
Speaking of static, a member of the
Radio Section pointed out that if the
"Radio receivers" would use shorter, single wire antennae and listen in on the
shorter wave Class A stations, very little
static interference would be noticed. Reception should be better, they say, as the
equipment is not as susceptible to static.
The
use
of loops and indoor aerials is also
recommended.

Writes Scenarios
to Airphone Jazz
Rex

Taylor Types Off Wesley Barry
Picture -with Country-wide Loud
Speaker Accompaniment

JACKSONVILLE' ILL. — A deaf man
who had not heard a sound in sixty years
was able to hear music and the human
voice by means of a Radiophone as the
climax to a series of experiments conducted at the state school for the deaf
here.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL. — The motion picture director who employs a five-piece orchestra on the stage to get him and his
actors into the proper moods or their
various scenes, has nothing at all on the
scenario writer these days.
Rex Taylor who is writing the screen
version of "George Washington, Jr.",
which is to be Wesley Barry's next feature
picture for Warner Brothers, is now clicking his trusty "Underwood" to the accompaniment of some of our best known jazz
orchestras. He has arranged to have Lyman's Orchestra from the Ambassador
Hotel,
"TheOcean
Packard
Major'snoted
Orchestra from
Park Six,"
and other
jazz
organizations play nightly in the study of
his Hollywood bungalow to provide proper
inspiration for the rollicking comedy
sceneshan play.
he is developing in the George Co-

As a result of these experiments Col.
O. C. Smith, managing officer of the school,
announced that he was making preparations to conduct a class at the school next
year, all pupils of which will be taught
not with the old method of sign language
and lip reading, but by use of Radio apparatus.

A Radio receiver which Taylor has built
himself is the means of bringing these various orchestras to him and he claims that
with the cheerful strains from the loud
speaker filling his comfortable study, he
can accomplish a full day's work during
the evening broadcasting hours without
tiring him in the least.

RADIO TO REPLACE
SIGN TALK FOR DEAF
State

School Plans Special Class
to Train Students

Spir L. and Lew P.

On the Forestry Service Wave
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Station and City

Calls on Radio to Add
to Benefit of Churches
COLUMBUS,
OHIO. — Believing that the
Columbus Federation of Churches can be
of greater general benefit than has been
before possible, Rev. Walter A. King, executive secretary, has arranged with the
Erner & Hopkins Company to broadcast
weekly services over Station WBAV.
The services will be interdenominational
and will be provided with the view of
reaching many shut-ins who are often unable to attend the regular church services.
Various religious leaders of Columbus will
provide the programs.

LOUD
The
24"
20"
24"
20"

TULIP
SPEAKER

Horn

Beautiful!

Complete
Complete
Without Unit
Without Unit

$18.00
16.50
12.00
10.50

Dealers Write for Discounts

CONRAD

MARX

23 Judge St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Western Distributor,
FORBES RADIO CO.
127 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

Company on the DeForest amplifier patent
841,387 and grid patent 879,532 in which an
injunction was obtained against the defendants. The Radio Audion Company appealed
their case to a higher court. The Audion
Company found the Radio Corporation
circularizing the trade with unfair notices
to the public having a tendency of damaging
the business of the defendant, and as a
result were successful in having this practise declared in contempt of court and collected damages from the corporation.
B. C. A. After Small Manufacturers
An apparently aggressive policy has been
adopted by the Radio Corporation against
the small manufacturer in bringing a number of suits, among which is that against
A. H. Grebe and J. H. Bunnell & Company
under the DeForest patents 841,387 and 879,532 in the Federal Court for the Southern
District of New Tork to prevent Grebe as
manufacturer and Bunnell as distributor
(Continued on page 8)

WLW

Seeks Lost Dogs,
Relatives and Flyers

Even Fraternity Uses Airphone to
Locate Missing Members
CINCINNATI, O. — Broadcasting stations
are called upon to aid in all kinds of
searches. Requests upon station WLW,
have been most varied in their demands.
For example, Colonel Graham Setoh Hutchison, delegate from England to the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World convention at Atlantic City, was wanted by
the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce and,
as he was flying around in an airplane
from city to city on a speaking tour, it
was difficult to locate him. The committee
then sent a message to him via WLW
and
contact with him
was finally made.
Search for members of the Chi Sigma Chi
fraternity was made by Radio and everyone belonging to this fraternity was asked
from WLW
to send their names to the
station.
The great number
of responses

Amrad Two Stage Amplifier
Complete in mahogany cabinet. Wonder-41 "7 OH
ful
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"Cooperative Competition" Leaves Maze of Stumbling Blocks for Independent Manufacturer
(Editor's Xote. — Mr. Brady, a patent attorney of Radio repute, has achieved a remarkable survey of the network of patents,
locking and interlocking the Radio industry in
a veritable Gordian knot. HU serial treatise
on the. patent situation vill occupy four parts,
of which this in the first.)
PART I
RADIO industry can learn a great
THE
deal from its giant predecessor, the
automobile industry, and perhaps
amicably adjust the present chaotic situation arising out of the patents by a crosslicense agreement to eliminate extended
litigation. The automobile industry many
years ago formed a National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce which the manufacturers of different makes of cars joined and
interchanged their patent rights on such a
basis that production might go on unhampered with patent litigation.
Pressing Small Manufacturer Out
The Radio patent situation for the smaller
manufacturer on the outside of the big
four looking in at the Radio Corporation is
growing more acute each day. The Radio
Corporation is bringing suits under its numerous patents and gradually pressing out
the small manufacturer from his right of
livelihood.
Glancing over the court records of only
the past twelve months shows the Radio
Corporation in litigation with the Radio
Audion Company under the Fleming valve
patent 803,684 In which they were successful in preventing the manufacture and sale
of the Myer tubes when sold as detectors,
although not when sold as amplifiers and
oscillators.
Get Myer Injunction
Upon the unsuccessful outcome of this
suit the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company sued the Radio Audion Company
and DeForest Radio Telephone & Telegraph
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Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alts
CK AC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KF1, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WG1, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
W HA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N.Y... .
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn .
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. . . .
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati, 0
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala . . . .
WWJ, Detroit, Mich
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1>U. &? Awhich
you may use all kinds of
tubes — in. any desired combination.
No storage battery unless you desire it.
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Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.
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Tuesday

LISTENER

INSTRUCTIONS)

Wednesday! Thursday
6:00- 7:00

Saturday ) Sunday

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00

11:30-1:30

8:00-12:30
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 7:40
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:001:00
5:30- 6:00
8:306:30- 9:30
8:30
8:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00

5:45- 6:45

1:00
6:00- 9:00 11:003:00- 4:30
5:00- 9:00 6:30- 7:30
9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
9:00- 1:00
10:001:00
9:00-10:00

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00
9:002:00
8:45-12:00

IN

8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
7:00- 9:00 6:00- 7:00
8:00-10:30
7:00- 7:20
6:30- 8:00

3:30- 4:30
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00

7:30-11:30
1:00
6:001:00 11:457:30-11:30
9:00-12:00

10:00- 2:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00
7:00-10:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30

7:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00

9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
8:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
6:30- 7:30

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:45

5:00- 5:30
5:00':00-10:5:30

5:00- 5:30
8:10-10:00

5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
':00- 8:
6:30-10:30

5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30

6:30- 8:30

8:009:30
7:00-10:00

7:30-"8:36

1:00-10:
1:00-12:

9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
1:00- 69:
i.1545-1298
!:0000-

7:00-10:00
9:00-11:00

9:301:0:30
7:00- 9:00
9;00:10:00

10:45-12:00
7:30- 8:30
9:00
7:30-

00- 7

360
Instructions for Use. — 517
All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your

city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract
809 one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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the U. S. showed that many of the members of this fraternity were owners of
Radio receiving sets.

133 Plate
Plate
23 Plate
43 Plate
2200 Ohm
3000 Ohm
Include

An alarm clock has been invented by a
Frenchman which responds to a certain
Radio wave length sent out by the Eiffel
tower
station.

SPECIALS

Vernier
Variable Condenser
Condenser
Variable Condenser
Variable Condenser
Phones, Guaranteed
Phones
Guaranteed
Postage.
Send Stamp
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for

Complete

$0.40
85
1. 10
1.55
2.95
3.25
List.

RADIO CO., 132 Nassau St., N. Y. C.

^Miifo
r^ature

has given us many things to admire and
use. vices
But
it requires
"man made"
deto manifest
the greatest
wonders.
For instance, RADIO.
In the Service Radio receiving set beauty
and utility are exemplified in their highest
form.
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400
6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00
440 10:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00
430
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
360
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
360
509 10:00-12:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00 9:00- 1:00
469
9:00- 1:00
492 10:00- 2:00
10:00-11:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
423
10:00-12:00
435
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
546
8:00-12:30
8:00-10:00
395
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40
5:45- 7:30 6:057:20 8:00-10:30
6:25- 8:40
400
9:30-10:30
345
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
476 9:30-10:30
337
6:30- 8:00 8:30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00
8:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
517 7:00-10:00 6:307:00-12:00
411 6:00- 1:00 6:001:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
360 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
476 5:30- 9:66 10:0010:00- 2:00
2:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 6:00
395 5:30- 8:00 5:306:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 8:00
5:308:00
429 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 4:308:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
4:30- 5:00
5:00
319 4:30- 5:00 4:30492
7:30- 9:00
5:45- 7:30 8:30-10:00
390
9:30-10:30
395
12:001:00
411
9:30-10:30 6:00- 8:00 9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
360 6:45380
9:00 6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
9:00
360 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00 6:45400
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:309:00
380 8:00- 9:30
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:46 8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
5:30
509
455 4:00- 5:30 5:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30 5:007:15- 9:30
6:308:30
360
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
405
417 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8:00 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
390
5:30-10:30
448
9:00-11:00
6:30-10:30
309 7:00- 9:00 6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00
360
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
500
8:007:30- 9:30
8:30
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
526 9.00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7:008:30
484
10:00-11:00
441
400 7:00- 8:30
509
6:00- 9:00 5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
405
429 7.00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00-9:00
7:00-9:00
10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00 10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30

STORES
Mannheim,

WITH

It adds beauty to your home and enjoyment through its loud, clear reception of distant music, speeches, etc.

SERVICE
RADIO SETS

The story of SERVICE RADIO will be told
serially in this publication — or, if you prefer
the entire story, write us for booklet, "The
Story of Service."
are simplest to operate. They are made by a
new concern composed of engineers and executives who have been connected with the
most progressive producers.
DEALERS: Write for prices, terms and
territory.
Dealers' names will be published
in our advertising.

"This is a TELEFORCE

Product."

SERVICE RADIO COMPANY
4727

Montgomery

NORWOOD,

Road

OHIO
—
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"BACK STAGE" AT THE STATIONS

>-ry p>

§

MUSSOLINI ACTS TO
PRY OFF RADIO LID
ITALY

MAY
SOON
BEGIN
BROADCASTING

Italian Fans Will Have to Pay
Fixed by Wave Length
of Sets

Tax,

ROUE. — The question of inaugurating
a broadcasting , service in Italy has been
seriously discussed for the last year, but
there was little hope of obtaining permission from the government for such a service until the matter recently was brought
to the attention of the Premier himself,
who promised to do his utmost to simplify the bureaucratic difficulties which
had always surrounded any proposition regarding Radio.
The matter was placed in the hands of
governmental experts, and they have devoted much time to outlining a program
which, frankly, is not exactly what Italian
Radio experts had hoped, but one must be
satisfied that at least broadcasting has
become a possibility and the wall of opposition which thwarted every Radio plan
has been demolished by the Fascisti government. One company has agreed to pay
a certain tax to the government in return
for the permission of starting a broadcasting service throughout Italy.
Fans Must Fay Bent
This company is allowed to charge a
certain amount to all subscribers, but unfortunately Radiophans and amateur inventors are not numerous throughout
Italy at present. Heretofore they have
not been encouraged, in fact, heavy fines
have been imposed if private installations
were placed on roofs or terraces of private dwellings.
It is hoped that with the broadcasting
service Radiophans will increase in number, otherwise the project will be doomed
to failure. The concession will be given
to the Italian Marconi Wireless Company.
They must undertake, according to the
conditions laid down by the government,
to supply a broadcasting service of news,
concerts, etc., on a wave length which
will vary from 200 to 400 meters.

1,100 Miles Covered with
Only Ten Watts of Power
MARION, KANS.— Some unusual results
have been accomplished by Station WEAD,
a ten-watt broadcasting plant owned and
operated by the Taylor Radio Shop, this
city. Reports recently received from this
station indicate that it has been heard
in thirteen states and different points in
Canada as far as Rokeby, Sask.
This record is unusual for a ten-watt
Radiophone station, inasmuch as the
service is regular and the distances covered constant.
As an example of the enormous amplification in Radio transmission from the
minute variations in current in the microphone into which the speaker talks, to the
amount radiated by a large broadcasting
station.
a man's
power could
be amplified in theIfsame
proportion,
he could
move
at one time 400 times the amount of
freight handled on all the railroads of this
country in a year.

The
pnotoNew
at the
left isIn that
Raymond
knownbroadcast
to Radiophans
as the
"Jazz Announcer"
of WJY,
York.
the of
center
is the Guy,
first well
feminine
announcer
of Washington,
D. C;
Ruth Lukens, Station WIAY. Miss Lukens announces all the daytime numbers for the big
department store station of Woodward and Lothrop. All kinds of things are sent out by WIAY,
including music, baseball reports, bedtime stories and weather reports. Charles O. Fisher,
in
charge
of thehe plant,
says isthatdoing
it isremarkably
very difficultwell.
to getWalter
a goodC. ladies'
announcing,
Miss
Lukens,
explains,
Evans,voice
right,for chief
engineer but
of
KYW, Chicago, is the young man who keeps this equipment 100 per cent efficient. Evans grew
up with head phones on his ears. Perhaps this is responsible for his creditable record in the Radio
industry
Left Photo © K. & H.

SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
your summer
tures. You andmeans
camera piccan
SUMMERTIME
earn a dollar by sending the Digest
out-of-doors
photos involving the use
of Radio
in camp,
the automobile,
swimming,
boating, canoeing, on the
hike, playing
golf, etc.
such
Send
photographs with, negatives and a few
descriptive words, including a stamped,
addressed envelope so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER
PHOTO
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 Madison St., Chicago.

Leviathan Sets Three
Sea Airwave Records
Operators Received and Sent 75,000
Words on Trial Trip

NEW YORK. — In addition to making
world speed records during the trial trip,
the Leviathan established three marine
Radio records for volume of traffic, range
of transmission and reception and for operation of duplex telegraph and telephone
system. The Radio operators received and
transmitted an estimated total of 75.000
words, or 15,000 a day, the greater volume
press dispatches.
From the first night out of Boston the
Radio office was swamped with personal,
official and press messages. E. N. Pickerill,
chief Radio officer, and John R. Irwin,
((
Anthony Tamburino and R. J. Green, operators, worked in four-hour shifts at the
keys. In the tropical waters, where the
static interfered the most and messages
were heard indistinctly on land, three staFlyer Hears Music 1,000 Miles Despite
tions were directed to listen in. With more
than a hundred correspondents on board,
Storm — Use Aerial Length
of Plane
the passengers, among them some of the
leading business and financial men of the
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Radio receiving in an country, yielded to the press on the question of order of dispatch.
airplane was successfully demonstrated in
the air over Buffalo recently by H. H.
Because of the pressure of business no
Howell, of the Howell Electric Company, effort was made on the trial trip to test
of Buffalo and L. L. Irvine, former Ameri- the Radiophone equipment of the Leviathan. Mr. Pickerill had agreed to call up
shute.can ace and inventor of the Irvine plane his wife in New York during the trip but
The day of the demonstration was an had to give up the plan until the maiden
extremely windy and stormy one. In spite voyage to Europe.
of this fact, a concert was successfully
received from Station WOAW, the broadcasting station of the Woodmen of the WHO'S
WHO IN RADIO
World, in Omaha, Nebraska, a distance of
INSPECTION SERVICE
1,000 miles. The program of the orchestra
of the Rialto Theater, in Omaha, was received. Mr. Howell said the strong wind Officers Listed to Guard Amateurs
shifted the machine, cutting them out ocAgainst Fake Representatives
casionally, but had it been a better day,
there is not a doubt but what the entire
"WASHINGTON.
very amateur and
program would have been received without broadcaster should— Eknow
the officials of
the least break in the smoothness, as re- the Radio Section of the Department of
ceived on the ground.
Commerce in his district, so that he can
The airplane was equipped with an an- get advice, keep in touch with new regulatenna following the length of the plane
tions and not be imposed upon by bogus
and the frame of the machine for the
representatives.
ground.
At headquarters in Washington, Chief
Supervisor of Radio, W. D. Terrell is in
charge under Secretary Hoover and ComMexico Spends $200,000
missioner Carson. Mr. Terrell is assisted
W. E. Downey, Supervisor of Radio.
to Lengthen Plant Ranges by
In
the
nine
districts with headquarters as
MEXICO CITY. — The Mexican Govern- shown, the following
men are in charge;
ment intends to change the apparatus
used in its Radio stations from spark to District Headquarters Supervisor
continuous wave. With the present spark
of Radio
Boston
C. C. Kolster
sets, it is reported that the Mexican sta- 1st
2nd
New
York
Arthur
Batcheller
tions can communicate only with two
Baltimore
R. Y. Cadmus
European stations; one, POZ, at Nauen, 3d
Atlanta
R. Y. Cadmus
Germany and the other, Lafayette at 4th
New Orleans
Theodore G. Deiler
Bordeaux, France. Equipment for four 5th
6th
San
Francisco
J. F. Dillon
modern transmission stations of continSeattle
O. R. Redfern
uous-wave type have been ordered from 7th
8th
Detroit
S.
W. Edwards
Germany at a cost of $200,000. They will
Chicago
E. A. Beane
be installed at Mexico City, Merida, Vera 9th
Cruz and Tampico. The old spark stations
will be transferred to the Islas Marias;
When there is more than one tuned cirLaPaz, Lower California, Guadalajara, Jalcuit, each circuit must be equally tuned to
isco and Acapulco, Guerro.
secure resonance.

Plane at Buffalo
Picks Up" Omaha

The ship doctor is having his troubles
because of Radio. Not only has he the
sick on his own vessel to care for, but
he now receives many calls from ships
which carry no doctor and send Radios
for information.

At last! Apractical
authoritative book on

RADIO
562 pages.

Price only $1.

Compiled by HARRY F. DART, B.S.E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co., and
U. S. Army Instructor of Radio
Technically edited by F. H. DOANE

THE
completeWritten,
book of compiled
its kind
ever most
published.
and edited by practical radio experts
of national reputation. Packed with
concise, sound information useful to
every radio fan — from beginner to
veteran hard-boiled owl. Hundreds of
illustrations and diagrams to make
every point clear. Note this partial
list of contents:
Different types of receiving and sending
hook-ups, electrical terms, condensers, oscillating circuits, coupled circuits, induction coils, antenna systems, electric batteries, generators and motors, protective
devices, crystal detectors, arc generators,
transmitters, filters, wavemeters, radio
experiments, International and Morse
codes, commercial receiving sets, tables
and data, radio transmitting and broadstations (withetc.
call letters), Radio
• License casting
Regulations,
Send $1 to-day and get this 562-page I. C. S.
Radio Handbook before you spend another
cent on parts.
Money back if not satisfied.
r

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE
Box 8278, Scranton, Penna.

SCHOOLS

I enclose One Dollar. Please send me — postpaid— the 562-page I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
It is understood that if I am not entirely
satisfied I may return this book within fire
days and you will refund my money.
Name..
Addrest..
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STORM PUTS WIRES
OUT-RADIO TO AID
CYCLONE

DISABLES
TELEGRAPH IN ONTARIO
All Land Lines Broken Down in Storm
— Election Returns Made
Despite Fact
By Albert H. Mtuiday
TORONTO,
ONT. — A striking instance
of how Radio served a multitude of people
when all other methods failed was evidenced recently when Station CFCA received and broadcasted election results of
the Ontario provincial elections and in so
doing' recorded a scientific achievement.
Not only did the presentation of results
turn out as planned days in advance, hut
an unforseen event which it seemed would
prove a tragedy became a triumph for
Radio.
For when a cyclone struck the province
just as results were being received, killing
two men, injuring five and causing a loss
to property of well over a million dollars
as well as isolating many of the leading
towns, Station CFCA
which had been
broadcasting, brought its equipment into
action to receive, in order to get via Radio
the election returns from those sections
of the country to which communication by
wire had been destroyed. The wires were
down throughout the Niagara peninsula
and the western parts of Ontario. And in
Toronto, in the East, and even in the isolated West, thousands of electors waited
for the news. In telegraph rooms the instruments suddenly ceased and in telephone cabinets operators patiently waited
at dead sets. Tet the storm's work had
been ruthless and it seemed that it would
be hours before the necessary communications would be established.
Announcer Asks for Complete Results
But in the silence of the CFCA's Radio
studio the problem was being solved. The
announcer stood by the microphone. He
held a list of the ridings from which no
returns had been received. He stood unspeaking for a moment until the operator
threw the current on, and then in slow and
deliberate
phrases
he began:
"CFCA, the Radio station of the Toronto
Star of Toronto, Canada, is making a request to all those listening in, particularly
those in the vicinity of Hamilton and in the
southwest part of the province, for results from constituencies that are either
missing in whole or in large parts. The
telephone wires have been blown to the
ground and the only way to get the results

FLEWELLING

(Bditor's Note. — This department is written
by Mr. Fleicelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
So-Called Flewelling- Variations
(Submitted bu F. 8. W., Melrose, Mass.)
Question. I have built a Flewelling receiver and after working with it for some
time I believe that I have improved upon
the original circuit through the particular
arrangement of the parts and the wiring.
So far as I can see, the wiring diagram
is the same as that published, yet if I
change a single part I am afraid that I
will lose the effects that I am securing
such as Philadelphia, Troy and New York
City without any antenna or ground. Can
you explain why I am securing such wonderful results?
Answer. For approximately
eight
months the writer has been endeavoring to tell the public that the Flewelling
circuit is not only capable of such results
as you are securing but even better. A
little comparison might help you to understand why this would be so. Take the
case of a plain regenerative receiver. Although there are probably not more than
a thousand makes of this type manufactured today that are working at the highest point of efficiency, yet ai% of them
which are worthy of the name that they
carry will bring in a powerful broadcast
station, say 30 miles away without any
antenna, and only a ground connection.
Again,, you will be able to pick them up
on a small loop without any outside connection whatever. This distance of course
varies with conditions. It is sometimes
more or less, but if a plain receiver will
do this (and I have seen them do it up to
50 miles away) yhat may we expect from
a super-regenerative receiver? It makes no
difference how super-regeneration (socalled) is accomplished, if we can improve
on the plain regenerator, we most certainly
have a mighty sensitive receiver. The Flewelling receiver stands as an .entirely unique
method of securing regeneration plus and
you need have no fear that you will move
about any part of your receiver.
Not only should you secure the reception that you speak about but under fav-
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Free Competition Now
Inaugurated in Sweden

That you may know what to expect
when your receiver is properly handled,
etc., let me say that the powerful station?
in Chicago may be received in your location any night in the week on the ground
alone. This has been done over the period
extending from November until March,
during which time the writer was a resident of your neighboring town. Quite
often you will get the Chicago stations,
or others, without any ground or antenna
and you may carry the set along the street
while you are doing it as others have done
before you.

Government to Erect Broadcasting
Stations for Radio Company
WASHINGTON,
D. C. — The proposed
Swedish law for regulating Radiophony in
that country recognizes the principle of
free competition, with regard to the manufacture of Radio apparatus. It will permit
amateurs to build their own sets, requiring only that these shall be constructed
in accordance with certain regulations.
The Telegraph Department does not contemplate limiting within narrow margins
the wave lengths on which amateurs may
receive.

A very interesting thing for those who
care to experiment is to rewind the coils
on their receiver (or preferably, use
another set of coils) and try to bring in
the 100 meter broadcasting that is being
done. Roughly, theory tells us that the
super-regenerative circuit, amplifying the
shorter waves better than the longer, does
so inversely as the square of the wave
length, which means that the 100 meter
stations would come in just so much easitr.
Practically,

however,

In accordance with tne proposed law the
government is to erect the broadcasting
stations and rent them to the Radio Telephony Company, which in turn will receive a rental from receiving stations.

we find that the am-
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The Meico Type 400 Radio Receiver covers all broadcasting ranges thoroughly
from 165 to 600 meters and assures a great degree of selectivity on the average
small outdoor aerial. The Melco is the ideal summer set because it is least
affected by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back
guarantee.
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plification is even greater than this, so
you can see that there would be a decided
advantage in bringing in these stations.
Let me, however, congratulate you
received.
upon the results that you have already

-By E. T. Flewelling-

is by the Radio."
In less than ten minutes a telephone
message was received and the first returns were given by a young fan who had
heard of results in one of the stricken districts. After a few minutes other reports
were received. The broadcast of the election results proved to be one of the most
efficient and quickest methods ever used in
Canada.

C-300
or UV-200
C-301 or UV201
C-302
or UV-2C2
C-301A or UV201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Moorehead
Detectors
Moorehead
Amplifiers
DV-6
or DV-6A
Also the new UT-199
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Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the performance and quality of the Battery.
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6 Volts— 120 Amps.,

Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW
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ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
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DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, July 10

J

CFCA

(Eastern, Da>llght Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
I program,
■Malodlqoft," sur Orchestra: "The
Dwarf."
Arthur Via
Mi- Heart." W. woods. romwtW; "Kapana."
tra- "Jogging Along thi
utimr Fisher:
"MajtimeV Orchestra; "I'Mil the Dawn." \\
Arthur Fisher, bar.
vis*-."
Prelude." OrKDKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner
Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:30 P. M.. Add
P. M., visit to i
mo Lady:
7:20 P. M.. Concert. Kim Haw Entertainers
irogranl.
Mixed
quartet.
numbers.
"Moonlight,"
"Fang"
"The
-Millers Wooing,"
"Failing."
"One
Fleeting Hour."
'Lev." "Good
Evening":
Baritone
solo. "On the Road to Mandalay"; Tenor solo. "Dear
Contralto
"I'litil":P. V:M.. Concert, Mrs
KHJHeart";
(Pacific.
395). solo.
12:30-1:15
R. E. Oliver, soprano, Ingwald Wicks, violinist: Ruby
Wicks
pianist; Ruth Doujhartr,
whistler: 230-3 JO
P M., Musicals, featuring Mrs. R. E. (Hue. lngwald
Wicks. Ruin Wicks and Ruth Dougherty; 8:00-10:00
P. M., Christian Timmer and artist pupils.
KSO (Central. 546), 8*0 P. M.. Concert. Grand Central
Theater talent.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 1:35-2:00 P. M„
Concert, furnished by Lyon & Healy Company; 5:50
P. M„ Children's bedtime story: 7:00-7:58 P. M.. Musical program. Cope Harvey's Orchestra: June Wilson
Thrall, soprano; Martin Nelson, tenor: Lucille O'Brien,
soprano; Hilda B. Farr. pianist.
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert. Fred
I'ahoon and his Texas Hotel Orchestra.
WB2 (Eastern. 337). 7:30 P. M.. Concert, W. H Warner, bass; Grace Bosworth Clarke, contralto: Priscilla
Paradls, violinist; 8:45 P. M., Bedtime story for
groven-ups. Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M-, Organ recital. Stanley Theatre; Dinner music
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00 P. M., Sons
recital: 4:30-5:55 P. M.. Short talks; Talk on "Affairs
of the Heart."
Betsy Logan; 7:30-8:00 P. M„ Bedtime
stories.
Dream Daddy.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405). 12:00-12:50
P. M.. Daily message. Vaughn De Leath: "Page Paderewski," Pete Wcndling. pianist: "Bonnie," Hugo
Frey. singer; "Dirty Hauds!" Dirty Face!" Frank
Marvin, singer; "Tarantella." Joe Meyer, violinist;
Robert H. Bowers: "Now That I Need You,
You're Gone." "Maggie: Yes, Ma'am!" Frank Marvin,
singer.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1*0 P. M.. Address. DeWit: McMurray: 830-9 30 P. M.. Recital. Belcanto
Quartet; 11:00-12:00 P. M-, Recital. W. A. Green
Company.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis. Bellevue Stratford Orchestra;
3:00 P. M„ Concert: 3:45 P. M-. Recital: 6:30 P. M„
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra: 7:00 P. M.,
Children's Own Half Hour, Cousin Sue; 8:00 P. M.,
Boy Scouts Radio Corps; 830 P. M., Musical program: 10:30 P. M., Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGY (Eastern, 380). 1:00 P. M., Music and address,
"The Women of One Hundred Years Ago." Mrs. C. A.
Dingman; 7:45 P. M., Musical program. "Polonaise in
A Flat." Ellen Waite, pianist; "Before You Came,"
"Starlight," Edward E. St Louis, baritone: "Dawn,"
"The Bird with the Broken Wing." "O Heart. My
Heart." "Pearl Adams, soprano; One- Act Playlet, "A
Wall Street .Romance"; "All for You," "Love Among
the Boses." Edward E. St- Louis; "Rhapsody in G
jr." Ellen Waite.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7 30-9:00 P. M., Musical
program, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra: Claudine
Yates, violinist; Hazel McClellan. soprano: Zither
duets. Louis Wegert. Herman F. Wegert; Mary Belle
Bennett, reader.
W1P (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Organ recital, Karl Bonewttz. Germantown Theater;
3:00-4:00 P. M., Artists' recital; 6*0-6:45 P. M.,
Dinner dance music: 7*0-730 P. M„ Eadtime stories,
Uncle Wip; 8*6 P. M., Short talks; Musical program;
10:18-12*0 P. M., dance music, Charlie Kerr's Cafe
L'Aiglon
Orchestra.
WJAX
(Eastern.
390), 7:30 P. M™ Concert. Cleveland
News.
WLW (Eastern. 309). M>*0 P. M., Musical program.
Peerless Dance Orchestra of Northern Kentucky; A. W.
Wleve, baritone; "That Lullaby Croon." "I Want the
Moon," Helen Hofer, soprano; Address. Powel Crosley,
Jr.
WMC (Central. 500). 830 P. H.. Program furnished
by Lions'
Club;
WOC
(Central.
484),11*0
330 P.P. M-,
M„ Midnight.
EducationalFrolic
talk: A. G.
Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Yogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Tea -Boom Orchestra: 4:45-5*0 P. H.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Yogt.
WWJ
3*0 P.News
M., Orchestra:
Concert. Schmenan's
Band:(Eastern.
7*0 P. 517),
M., Concert.
The Town.
Crier; C. I* Hoot, bass; Mrs. Boy Smith, soprano;
Hazel Taylor, pianist

Wednesday, July 11
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8*0-9:00 P. M„
Musical program, "Poet and Peasant," Star Orchestra:
"Chant Triste," Jaques Sterin, cellist; "Lores a Merchant," Muriel Lomax, soprano: "Yalse Bluette,"
"Entrance of the Boyers," Orchestra: "Berceuse,"
Jaques Sterin; "Araina," Orchestra; Muriel Lomax;
"In Love," Orchestra: "O Lovely Night," Muriel
Lomax; "Yivenne," Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert.
Little Symphony Orchestra, Victor Saudek director:
6:30 P. M.. Review (continued* of J. M. Barrie's
"What Every Woman Knows," Marjory Stewart: 6:45
P. M-, Visit to the Little Folks, Dreamtime Lady;
7:20 P. M., Concert, Little Symphony Orchestra.

KHJ (Pacific. 395). 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Matinee niuslcale;
6:45-730
P. M.. Children's Hour: 8:00-10:00 P. M..
De Luxe Program.
KSD
Hand.(Central. 546), 80)0 P. M., Concert. First Infantry

KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345). 5:50 P. M„ Ohlldren's
.. 7:00-7:58 P. M.. Musical program. Orchestra: Wendell W. Hall. KTW'a
Musk
Maker.
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert, Andrew Chapel, negro
singers.

Mountain
Saving or
Pacific Daylight

B-T VERNIER TUNER
Gives

100%

REINARTZ

Improve meat

on

CIRCUITS

Does away with soldered taos. switch points, etc.
Easy to change to other circuits if desired. Photo
Diagrams furnished — ask your dealer, or write for
circular.

-ITS A BEAUT"

BREMER-TULLY
532 South

Canal

MFG.

Street

CO.
CHICAGO

Rhapsody,
No. 9." Margaret Conway,
"Concerto
N pianist; violinist
and pianist; Mary
EUsabeta
Green, singer; "Hejre
Kati." Patricia and Margaret Conway.

I Bon,"
"Sing I BindBoprano
ISirds solos.
on tho "I Wing,"
Nutting.
iard Thee," "Lullaby
from Gathlyii." "Thou'rt
[ilki ]
1
er," "Klogie,"
"Look Down.
Dear Eyes," Reading selections.
KHJ (Pacific. 395), 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Matinee musicalc:
6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00 P. M..
Concert, Gladys G. HU1, dramatic soprano.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345). 1:35-2:00 P. M„
i, furnished by Lyon & Healy; 5:50 P. M.. Children's bedtime story: 7:00-7:58 P. M.. Musical program, courtesy of Salvation Army Staff Band; Cope
Harvoy's Orchestra; 8:00-8:25 P. M., "Twenl
utes of Good Beading," Rev. C. .1. Pornln. S. D..
Head of Dept. of English. Loyola University.
WBAP (Central, 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert. Fort
Worth artists.
WBZ
(Eastern, 337), 7:30 P. M„ Concert. Mmo. Margartho Von Mitzlaff. contralto: Mrs. Alice P. Huck,
pianist; Ruth Dumond, soprano: N. .T. Feriok ,
Pauline Cebrelli, pianist; 8:50 P. M.. Bedtimo story
for grown-ups,
Ori.->;u S. Marden. .
WDAP
(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-1254
Daddy.
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre: 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55 P. M.. Talk,
Betsy Logan; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stories. Dream

■

CentralSaving
or Daylight
Mountain

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
WBZ (Eastern. 337). 7:30 P. M.. Concert. Alice Powers,
soprano; Willard Clark, baritone: Benjamin Buxton,
pianist;
"Reminiscences
Other Days,"
Harry
G. Kitson;
8:50 P. M„ of
Bedtime
story (orMrs.
grownups,
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 12*0-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 4:305:30 P. M., Musical program; 7:30 P. M.. Bedtime
stories. Dream Daddy: 8:00 P. M.. Musical program,
Howard Lamp's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 405). 12*0-12:50 P. M.
Musical program. Larence Dalunn. pianist: Lena Lanza,
soprano; Mary Moody, mezzo-soprano: Dorothy Donaldson, violinist; Dorothy Corbin, reader: 7:00 P. M.,
Recital, Arthur Kraft, tenor; Frank La Forge, pianist.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M„ Musical program, Melba Theater talent.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M„ Meyer
Davis Bellerue Stratford Orchestra; 6:30 P. M., Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra: 7:00-730 P. M..
Children's Own Half Hour, Cousin Sue
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. *!., Farmer's Night: "The
Husking Bee," Cornhuskers Orchestra: "New Hampshire Home," James Montgomery, baritone ; "Farmer
Green," John T. Hill, reader; "The Boston Melody."
Orchestra; Address, "The American Farmer and His
Problem." XV. W. Norton; "Old Oaken Bucket." "The
Church in the Wildwood." Cowbell Four: Rube skit.
"Just Before Train Time at Taps Crossing"; "In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree," "Juanita." "Ford
Song." Cowbell Four; "Barn Dance." Orchestra;
"Down on the Farm," Seymour MacWilliams, tenor:
"Barnyard Melody," Orchestra.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9*0 P. M.. Concert, under auspices of Carolyn Pell; Beading, "An
Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 3:00-4:00 P. M..
Song recital: 6:00-6:45 P. M., Dinner dance music,
baseball
Uncle
Wip.scores; 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories.

Ritter Loop Aerial $1
Including wood parts — wire and
binding posts. Can be assembled in a few minutes — Portable,
requires little space, 36 inches
across. Interference — Static —
Lightning practically
Instructions
with everyeliminated.
SET, By
Mail. 10c Extra.
Bitter Radio
Company
230 Canal Street,
NEW
YORK

CARTER

AUTOMATIC

RHEOSTAT

THE XATEST
THE BEST
Eliminates first and second stage jacks.
Decidedly simplifies amplification.
Clock-spring
pigtail connection
insures consistently
reliable operation:
No, 3. 6-ohm, for UV-200 tube
$2.25 each
No. 3-C, 20-ohm. far UV-201 tube
$2.50 each
No. 3-D, 30-chm, for UV-199 tube
$2.50 each
Write for Bulletin on Distinctive Carter Products.
Carter Radio Co., 209 S. State St., Chicago.

WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk. Clyde
G. Kerns; 6:30 P. M., Sandman; 8:00 P. M.. Recital.
Mrs. Frank .W. Elliott, organist: 10:00 P. M.. Musical
program. Lorimer Foley, Ted Sloat, Mae Chambers,
Dorothy Smith.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30
A. M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M„
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WW)
517),
P. M..News
Concert.
Schmenan's
Band;(Eastern,
7:00 P.
M-,3:00
Concert,
Orchestra:
The
Town Crier; Vocal program furnished by pupils of
John Watt.

Thursday, July 12
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Musical program. "The Barber of Senile." Star Orchestra; "Homing," Mary Bothwell. contralto: "Viennese Melody." Mannie Both, violinist; "SheDerd's
Hey." Orchestra; "The Song of the Open," Mary
Bothwell; "Scenes Poetiques." Orchestra: Manuie
Roth, violinist: "Blue Bells Drowsily Ringing," Mary
Bothwell; "In the Shadows," Pirouette, Orchestra.

Freshman Fix-0

Price
Complete

65c

Furnished in any value of Resistance from yi
to
10
Megohms.
Separate
Separate

Condenser
and
Mountings,
Leaks
with Safe-T Handle,

At your dealers,
otherwise
send
price and you
will be supplied

106 SEVENTH

AVE.,

NEW

YORK

(Eastern,
land Orchestra. 390), 8:00 P. M., Concert. Hotel CleveWLW lEastern, 309). 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
Woody Dance Orchestra; Ed Decker, tenor: "When
Song is Sweet," "Little Gray Home in the West,"
Elizabeth
Jones,
soprano;Instrumental
"At Dawning,"
the Night,"
Cincinnati
Trio: "Calm
Comedy,as
"He Said and She Said": "The Swan." "March Militalre," Trio; Woody Meyer's Dance Orchestra.
WMC (Central, 500), 830 P. M., Concert. Chisca Philharmonic Orchestra, Clara Ahem,
director.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk. Karl
G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert; 630 P. M.,
Sandman.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00 P. M.,
Organ recital,
12:00-12:55
Luncheon
music.Mary
Tea E.
RoomVogt;
Orchestra:
4:45 P.
P. M-.
M.,
Organ recital: 7:45 P. M., Dinner music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden; 830 P. M.. Vocal selections: 8:45
P. M. -12:00, Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Boof Garden Orchestra.
WWJ
3:00 P.News
M., Orchestra:
Concert. Schmenan*3
Band;(Eastern.
7:00 P. 517).
M., Concert.
The Town
Crier; Katherine Daniel, soprano; Edward Kelly, tenor.
(Continued

on page 9.)

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE

RESULTS

IN

GUARANTEED— PANELS
ON ALL
READY TO MOUNT

Complete

Parrs for Knocked-Down
Receiving Set $17.95
Reg. Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
2 Variometers
$10.00 $3.90
1 Variocoupler
5.00 1.75
3 Bakelite Dials
3.00 35
Render Bakelite Socket.
1.00 .45
Howard
Rheostat
1.10 .80
Cunningham C-300
Detector
Tube
5.00 4.45
Mahogany Cabinet
4.50 2.75
Genuine Formica Panel
2.25 1.75
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
Switch Lever
50 .25
12 Switch Points
40 .20
Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser
Combined . . 1 .00 .75
Complete Drawing for
Assembly and
ing

Wir-

1.00 .50

Complete Circuit
Parts $12.45
for Flewelling
Reg.
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
6x14 Formica
Panel
$1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable Con2.25
denser
3.30
Three .006 Mica Condensers
3.00 1.45
CRL
Variable
Grid
Leak
1.85
.25
Remler
Grid Leak
40
1.35
2 Coil Adjustable
Honeycomb Coil Mounting
with Knobs
4.00
.40
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil .75
.40
75 Turn Honeycomb Coil .80 2.65
2 Remler Coil Mounts
with Straps
1 .20
.80
1 Remler Bakelite
.45
Socket
1.00
.40
1.35
Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50
.25
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
1 .00
8 Binding Posts
80
1 Baseboard
for Mount'
.30
.20
1 Blueprint with Complete instructions
for
Assembly
and Wiring.

Kas. Freshman
(o. Inc.
&adio\
Condenser x&oduds

WJAX

BUILD YOUR
OWN SET
ACCORDING TO OUR INSTRUCTIONS

40c.
38c

purchase
postpaid.

WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. "Why
Be an American?" R. E. L. Saner: 8:30-930 P. M.,
Hawaiian music, Grace and Edith MacDowell: 11:0012:00 P. M., Musical program, under auspices of Bush
& Gerts Piano Company of Texas.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M„ Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra;
3:00 P. M., Concert. Strawbridge and Clotluer Male
Quartet;
7:008:00
P. P.M..M.. Children's
Own Half Hour.
Cousin Sue;
Musical program.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert.
Alvin Marcus and orchestra; Sunday School Lesson;
Welfare talk, Mrs. Chas. B. Semple.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz, Germantown Theatre;
3:00-430 P. M., Musical program: 7:00-7:30 P. M.,
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical
program; 9:00-9:30 P. M., Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz.

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

Complete

Parts

We

guarantee

all

Reg.
Reinartz

Blueprintplete with
ComInstructions
for
Assembly
and Wiring 1.00
...$21.69 C1 1 i(j

SETS

AMERICA

DRILLED —

Complete

Parts for 2 Step Amplifier $12.45
Can he used to amplify Reinartz,
Flewelling. Short Wave Receiver.
Crystal, ceiving
Ultra
or any
ReSet so Audion
that Loud
Speaker
or Phonograph can be used In place
of Head Set.
Reg. Price
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price
7x10 Formica Panel or
Other Suitable Size. .$1.05 $0.85
ican Ratio
or Thordarson
High
All-AmerTransformer
Low
Ratio Thordarson
or All-American
Transformer
2 Howard
Rheostats
2 Remler Bakelite
Sockets
3 Double Pacent Jacks.
13 Binding Posts
Baseboard for Mounting

4.75

3.95

4.50
2.20

2.95
2.00

2.00
3.00
1 .30
.30

.90
1.50
.65
.15

Regular Price
$20.10
Wiring Diagram, with Complete Instruction for Drilling and Assembling Panel *19 AC

Complete Refiex
PartsCircuit
for $32.65
Single
Tube
Parts for Ultra Audion
Circuit, $11.90
(Known
as the Wonder
Circuit)
3ur Price -r'1-IJ CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
Reg.
Our
Our Price *»*•'»»
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
9x10%
Formica
Panel. Reg.
$1.42 Our.
$1.20
43 Plateable Vernier
Condenser Vari- $7.00 $3.95
23 Plate Socket
Condenser
3.30
1-45 Radiou Loop Aerial
8.50 5.95
Bakelite
(Remler)
.00
.45 Cunningham
Tube
9.00 5.95
C301-A
Special
Ultra Audion
Grewol
Glass Inclosed
Coil, plain
Detector
2.00 1.65
1.95
wound
with ortape bank
.... 3.00
Erla Radio Frequency
- Howard Vernier RheoTransformer
4.50 3.45
stat
1.50
All-American
5 to 1
CRL Grid Leak
1.50
.0005 Micon
Condenser.
.35
Radio
Audio
FreTransformer...
2 Switch Levers
70
2 —quency
.001 Micon
Condensers 4.75
.70 3.95
.50
18 Switch Points
50
1— .002 Micon Condenser
.45 .35
2 Switch Stops
10
Howard
Potentiometer
.
.
1
.50
1
.35
S Binding Post3
.80
Howard
25 Ohm
Genuine
Solid MahogRheostat
1. 10 1.00
any Cabinet, size 9x
Binding Posts
80 .40
10%, with hinged top. 5.00 2.95 89x10%
Formica
Panel.. J. 42 1.20
25 ft. Hookup Wire
20
.10
9x10%
Genuine Solid
Mahogany Cabinet
Regular Price
$19.37
with Hinged Top
5.00 2.95
Each order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling
Complete instructions for drilland wiring. These construction
ing,
assembling
and
wiring
nished so that any one with furno
plans are not drawn in schematic
form but are drawn so that any
technical knowledge can easily folone without
any
technical
knowledge can follow with ease, tl 1 Qfl
low. Regularprice,
_ Our Price.
C00 £C
Complete

JII.3U

Our Price

merchandise
purchased
of
immediate attention.
BUY

CHICAGO

for

Price
CONSISTING
OF
Price
7x18 Formica $11.45
Panel
$1.89 Our
Remler Bakelite Socket. 1.00
Howard Vernier
Rheostat
1-50 1.35
23 Plate Variable
J..45
45
Condenser
3.30 1.35
11 Plate Cuni Variable. 3.10 $1.70
.75
3 Switch Levers
1.50
2 Dozen Switch Points.
.80
1 Sehoonhoven Reinartz
CoH
3.00 1.95
Freshman Variable Grid
.40
Leak and Condenser
Combined
1.90
8 Binding Posts
80
25 Feet Tinned Wire. .
.30
Baseboard for Mounting
-50

Regular Price

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

NEW

KDKA (Eastern, 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert.
Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:45 P. M.. Visit to tlio
Liuie i
me Lady; 7:00 p. M..
both," Rot. u. E, Kealy; 7:20 P. M., Concert, Esther
Dprano,
Adell
'
B i uirman, violinist; Norman L. Rose,I, reader,

What Time Is It?

A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination
■i in ONE

THE

WLW
(Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M., Musical program.
Zither duet. Ruth and ' I
■ i ward,
comedian . Guitar and mandolin selections. Al Zefs
and sons; L
tunUujrer;
Zltnei
in i I h irli Hohe: "I Love Ufe."
"Tit (or Tut." Mury Bllzftbetb Green, soprano; Guitar

HERE

FOR

SALVAGE

509 South State Street

LESS

$13.22.

us.

Mail

STOCK

Dept. R. D.

orders

receive

STORE

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

RADIO

DIGEST

July 14, 1923

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part
State.

City,

Call

State.

KFCB

WGAB
WEAX

California:
Altadena.
KGO
Bakersrield.
KDZB
Berkeley.
KQI.
KBE
Del Monte. KT.N
El Monte.
KUT
Eureka.
K>"I
Fresno.
KMJ
Hanlord. KFBD
Hollywood.
KFAB
Long Beach.
KSS
Los Angeles,
KDZF.
KFCL,
KFL.
KHJ.
KJS.
KNN,
E.NV,
KNX
KUS.
KWH
Los Gates,
KFHQ
Modesto.
KXD
Oakland.
KLS,
KT.T,
KZM
Richmond.
KFCM
Sacramento.
KFBK
San Diego,
KDPT.
KDTM,
KFBC.
KFFA
San
Francisco,
KDZG,
EDZX.
KFDB.
KJPO.
KSL.
EXO
San Jose. KFAQ.
KQW
San Luis
Obispo.
KFBE
Santa Ana.
EFAW
Santa Barbara,
KFHJ
Stanford Cniv.. KFGH
Stockton,
KJQ.
K.WG
Sunnyvale.
KJJ
Taft.
KFEB
Venice.
KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder.
KFAJ
Colorado Springs. KFFQ. KFCK
Denver. AA3, DX4,
KDZQ,
KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL.
KFEL,
KFIC,
KFLE,
KLZ
Greeley,
KF.7D, KFKA
Greeley.
KFJD
Gunnison.
KFHA
Lakeside,
KFKH
Pueblo.
KFGB
Trinidad.
KFBS
Connecticut:
Bridgeport,
WKAV
Hartford.
WDAK
New Haven. WPAJ
Storrs, WABL
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington,
District

of

WHAT,

WOAT

Columbia:

Washington, WABE. WDM, WEAS,
WHAQ.
WIX.
W1AY.
WJH.
WMTJ,
WQAW
Florida:
lacksonville.
WABG,
WDAL
Miami,
WQAM
Pensacola.
WGAX,
WLAT
St. Petersburg^, WSAG
Tampa,
WDAE,
WHAW
West
Palm
Beach.
WKAH
Georgia:
Atlanta. WGM. WSB
College Park,
WDAJ

Indiana:
Anderson,
WABC
Brookville.
WSAL
Evansville. WAOU
Greencastle.
WLAS
Huntington.
WHAY
La Porte.
WKAF
Marion. WIAQ
Mishawaka.
WOAO
Muncie.
WJAF
South Bend. WABJ,
WGAZ
West Lafayette, WBAA

SEND

State.

Call

City.

TJtica. KFGV
York.
KFDR

Bangor,

Sparks.
KFFB
New
Hampshire:

WABI.

Frostburg.

WEAB.

Laconia.

WKC.

New

WPAQ

Boston. WNAC
Dartmouth.
WMAF
Lowell,
WQAS
Medford
Hillside.
WGI
New
Bedford.
WDAU
Springfield.
WBZ
Worcester.
WABK.
WCN,

New

Mexico:

New

York:

Lockport.
WMAK
Newburgh.
WCAB
New York,
KDOW.
WEAF,
WJX.

Tarrytown.
WRW
Troy.
WHAZ
Utica.
WSL
Waterford.
WFAG

Ohio:
Canton. WWB
Cincinnati,
WAAD.
WHAG.
WIZ.
WLW.
WMH.
WSAI
Cleveland.
KDPM,
WHK.
WJAX
Columbus.
WBAV.
WCAH.
WEAO,
WMAX.
WPAL
Dayton.
WA1.
WABD.
WJAJ
Fairfield.
WL2
Granville,
WJD
Greenville.
WCBB
Hamilton. WBAU. WBK
Lebanon.
WTG
Lima.
WOAC
Marietta.
WBAW
Newark.
WBBA
Sandusky.
WABH,
WQAF
Springfield.
WNAP
Steubenville. WTAK
Stockdale. WJAK
Warren.
WLAZ
Washington C. 0.. WGAX
Wooster. WGAU
Youngstown,
WAAY, WDBF

WJAB,

WAAW,
WOU,

Oklahoma:
Aidmore.
WOAA

WEAV
WTAU
Place.
WCA.I

Chickasha.

have the right to sue for infringement or
injunctions against the sale of alleged infringements of patents purely assigned or
licensed to them. In such a suit, the Supreme Court ruled, the patentee himself
must be the plaintiff or a co-plaintiff in
the suit. However, the R. C. A. has been
able in most cases to secure the co-operation of the actual inventors in its multitude
of suits, so that the merry march of legal
procedure still continues.
List of Suit Victims
The art has witnessed the Radio Corporation file suits under the Fleming valve
patent 803,684, DeForest electron tube amplifier patent 841.3S7, and the DeForest grid
patent 879,532, against literally dozens of
small defendants. The list of victims includes some well known names, such as:
A. F. Scheff; A. E. Reymann; S & N Radio
Supply Company; Schweitzer & Schweitzer;
M. A. Modell, et al. ; John Firth & Company;
Wireless Appliance Corporation; Independent Electrical Supply Company; Greenfield
& Greenfield Radio Guild. Inc.; Federal Engineering Corporation and I. Gottlieb; all in
the United States Court for the Southern
District of New York, and A. Rosasco, et al.,
in the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of New York.
The industry has also witnessed the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, now a
subsidiary of the Radio Corporation, file
suits against the Freed-Eiseman Radio Corporation under the Pickard crystal detector

POST

El Paso. WDAH.
WPAT
Fort Worth, WBAP
Galveston.
WHAB.
WXAC
Houston,
WCAK,
WEAY.
WRAA.
WSAV
Laredo,
WWAX
Orange. KFGX, WKAL
Plainview.
WSAT
Port Arthur. WFAH
San
Antonio.
AS6,
WCAB.
Stanford.
WOAZ
Tyler,
WOAF
Waco.
W.TAD.
Wichita Falls.

j|l|>»»KHtM
123 W.MadixonStXhicago

^^

POST

ELECTRIC

of

Utah:
Ogden.

KFGD

COMPANY

WLAJ.
WKAF

KFCP

Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, usiag no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings in music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By usins WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO
RADIO
SHOP,
Box D-704. Vacavillo, Calif.

Both
are

SOLDERING

your

West Virginia:
Clarksburg,
WHAK
Wisconsin:

WBAH,

Neenah.
St. Croix WIAJ
Falls. WBAL
Superior.
WFAC
Waupaca.
WPAH

WOAH

Casper. KFDF
Douglas.
KFEV
Laramie.
KFBU
Alaska:
Fairbanks.

WLAT

Honolulu.
KDYX.
Libue.
KFHS

KGU.

KYQ

Porto
Rico:
San Juan.
WKAQ
Canada:
Calgary.
CHBC.
CFAC.
CFCN.
CJCY
Edmonton.
CFCK.
CJCA
Fort Frances. CFPC
Halifax.
CFCE.
Hamilton.
CKOC CJCS
CKQC
Iroquois Falls. CFCH
London. CFCX.
CHCS.
CJGGC.

WEY.

Montreal.
CFCF.
CHCX.
CJBC.
CKAC
Nelson. CJCB
Ottawa.
CHXC.
OA

WAOI

Begina.
St. John, CKCK
CJCI.
CKCB
Toronto.
CFCA.
CFTC.
CHCB.
CJCD.
CICH.
CJCN,
CJSC,
CKCE.
CKKC
Vancouver.
CFCB.
CFYC.
CHCA.

WWAC

CJCE
Winnipeg,
CKZC.

Tuinucu.
Cuba:

CHCF.
CJNC

CKCB.

CHYC.

CKY.

PWX
6KW

Court against the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company for an injunction pendente
lite to restrain the specialty company from
publishing to the trade warnings of patent
infringement listing a great number of
patents, whereas the subject matter of only
a few of the patents warranted the attention of the trade. Freed-Eiseman were successful in this case both in the Lower Court
before Judge O'Malley, and in the Appellate
Court.
(TO
BE CONTINUED)

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT

the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON
Tips — Universal

OXE-HALF
ACTUAL
Excellency,
N.
Y.
Evening
From

Walla Walla. KFCF
Wenatchee.
KDZI.
KZV
Yakima.
KFIQ

Freed-Eiseman
Gives Battle
The
Freed-Eiseman
Radio
Corporation
filed counter suit in the New York Supreme

Unit — Interchangeable

V
Certificate

Neah Bay, KFHH
Pullman.
KFAE
Seattle,
KDZE,
KDZT.
KFHB.
KHQ.
KTR.
KTW
Spokane.
KFDC. .KFIO.
KFZ
KMO
Tacoma, BE1. KFBG. KFEJ. KGB.

Havana,

Current

Radio
S/*
' ■%
Awarded

WJAB.

Aberdeen. KNT
Bellingham,
Lacey.
KGY KDZB
Everett.
KFBL

Beloit,
WKAW
Kenosha.
WOAR
La Crosse, WABN
Madison.
WGAY.
WEA
Milwaukee.
WAAK.
WCAY.
WHAD.
WIAO

Amarillo,
WDAG.
WRAD
Austin.
WCM.
WXAS
Beaumont.
WMAM
WRR
College KFFZ,
Station. WDAO.
WTAW WFAA.
Dallas.

FOR LITERATURE

We are the Largest
Exclusive
Jobbers in the Middle West

WCAE.

Knoxville.
WXAV
Lawrenceburg.
WOAN
Memphis.
WKN.
WMC
Texas
:
Abilene,
WQAQ

patent Re. 13,798, the Pickard cat whisker
patent 1.104,073, and the Miessner cat
whisker patent 1,104,065, including a similar
suit against the Pinkerton Company and the
Brinnell Company. Suits were also filed by
the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
against F. A. D. Andrea and the Magnus
Electric Company, both in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of
New York, under the Pickard pyrite detector
patent 933,263, the Miessner cat whisker
patent 1.104.065, the Pickard cat whisker
patent 1,104.073, the Pickard crystal detector
patents 1,137,714, 1,225,852 and Re. 13,798.
The Specialty Company has also sued the
Pacent Electric Company and R. H. Macy
and Company under a number of crystal
detector patents in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York.

Delicate Soldering
THE

KQV.

KZN

Washington:
KFIF.

Reading,
WBBD,
WBAW
Scranton,
WQAX.
WRAY
State College, WPAB
Villanova.
WCAM
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX.
WNAE
Rhode Island:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood.
WEAG
Providence. WEAN,
WSAD,
WTAG

Call

Wyoming:

Fargo.
WDAY,
WPAK
Grand Forks. WOAB
Mayville,
KFHU.
WRAC
Wahpeton,
WMAW

Montana:
BiUings.
KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte,
KFAP
Great Falls. KDTS
Havre. KFBB

KDKA.

South Carolina:
Charleston.
WFAZ.
WXAQ,
Clemson
College,
WSAC
Greenville.
WQAY
Orangeburg. WGAJf
South
Dakota:
Brookings. KFDY
Platte,
KFIJ
Rapid City. WCAT
Sioux Falls.
WFAT
Vermillion.
WEAJ
Yankton,
WNAX
Tennessee:

North
Carolina:
Asheville.
WFAJ
Charlotte.
WBT
Greensboro. WQAZ
Raleigh^ WLAC
North
Dakota:

Marshall.
WJAT
Moberly.
KFFr
Rockport.
WMATJ
St. Joseph.
KFHD.
WEAK
St
Louis,
KFEZ.
KFGJ,
KFEB,
KSD.
WCK.
WEB,
WEW.
WylAY.
WRAO
Springfield,
WIAI.
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio.
WIAT
Webster Grove.
WOAL

Heating

WDT,
WJZ,

WLAW, WTSAP
Poughkeepsie.
WFAF
Rochester.
WABO.
WHAM
Ridgewood.
WHX
Schenectady.
WGY,
WRL
WNAX
Syracuse.
WDAI.
WFAB.
WT.AH.

Butler.
WNAR
Cameron,
WFAQ
Cape Girardeau.
WSAB
Columbia,
WAAX
Independence, WPAG
Jefferson City. WOS
Joplin,
WHAH
Kansas
City. WDAF.
WHB.
WMAJ,
WOQ

Eugene.
KFAT
Hillsboro.
KFFO
Hood River. KFHB.
KQP
Marshfield.
KFBH
Medford.
KFAY
Pendleton.
KFFE
Portland.
KDYQ.
KFEC.
KGG.
KGN,
KGW
Salem. KFCD

Pittsburgh,
WBAY,
WJT.

Ciry.

Arlington.
NAA
Blacksburg.
WEAE
Virginia:
Fortress
Monroe,
Portsmouth.
WOAQ WNAW
Westhampton.
WQAT

Pennsylvania:
Allentown,
WCBA
Altoona.
WGAW
Oearfield.
WPI
Easton, WMAP
Erie. WOAV
Grove
City. WSAJ
Harrisburg,
WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC
Lancaster,
WDBC.
WGAL
McKeesport. WQAA
WTK
Parkesburg,
WW
AD
Philadelphia, WCAU. WDAB, WFI.
WGL,
WNAT.
WOO.
WJAS WD?.

Albany.
WNJ
Amsterdam.
WPAS
Buffalo. WGR
Canton.
WCAD
Cazenoria.
WMAC
Ithaca. WEAI

Missouri:

Platinum

WOB.

State College. KOB

Northfield.
WCAL
Moorhead,
WPAL"
St. Cloud.
WFA3I
St. Paul. AV7, WAAH

Rushville.
Tecumsch.
University

Jersey:

N. Plainfield.
WEAM
Ocean City. WTAD
Paterson.
WBAN
Trenton. WMAT.,
WOAX

WDAS

Michigan:
Ann
Arbor.
WMAX.
WQAJ
Berrien Springs. KFGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit.
KOP.
WCX.
WWJ
East Lansing, WKAB,

Nebraska:
David City, WRAR
Fremont. WOAE
Grand Island. KFJA
Hastings,
WQAY
Kearney.
KFHP
Lincoln.
KFDU.
WFAV.
WKAC.
WMAH.
WQAP
Norfolk.
WJAG
Oak,
KFEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KFFX.
WIAK.
WXAL,
WOAW,
WOT

Oregon:
Arlington.
KFGL
Baker.
KFDA
Corvallis.
KFDJ

WKAV

Camden.
WRP
Gloucester City, WBAX
Jersey City. WNO
Moorestown.
WBAF
Newark.
WBS,
WRAZ WAAM,

Massachusetts:

State.

Salt Lake City, KDYL.
Vermont:
Bellows Fall'. WLAK
Burlington.
WCAX
Springfield, WQAE

Xorman.
WXAD
Okemall.
WKAK
Oklahoma
City. WKT
Okmultee.
WPAC
Tulsa.
WGAF.
WLAL,

Nevada:
Reno.
KDZK

WPAT

Houlton.
WT.AX
Maryland:
WXAY
Baltimore.
WCAO.

IV
State. City. Call

Call

New Orleans.
WAAB.
WAAC.
WCAG.
WGV.
WIAF. WWL
Shreveport,
KFDX.
KFHF.
WGAQ

Baudette, KFGY
Duluth.
WJAP.
WMAT
Hutchinson.
WFAN
Minneapolis,
KFDZ,
KFEX,
WRAH
WBAD.
WBAH,
WCAS.
WLAG,

Kentucky:
Bowling Green. WNAB
Frankfort.
WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville.
WHAS
WLAP
Paducah.
WIAR
Louisiana:
Alexandria.
KFFT
Baton Rouge,
KFGC

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers

City.

Flint.
Escanaba.WEAA
WRAK
'
Kalamazoo,
WOAP.
WLAQ
Lansing,
WHAT.
Rodgers, WCAF
Saginaw, WABM, WIAW
Minnesota:

Iowa:
Ames. WOI
Boone. KFGQ
Burlington, WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Bapids. WJAM. WKAA
CentervUle. WDAX
Council Bluffs.
WPAF
Davenport. WHAI.
WOC
Des Moines.
KFDJ.
WGF
Dubuque.
WQAK
Fort
Dodge,
KFER.
WEAB
Gladbrook, KFXK
Iowa City. WHAA
Lamoni. KFFV
Le Mars.
KFCY.
WIAU
Marshalltown, KFJB
Newton.
WIAH
Oskaloosa.
KFHL
Sigourney,
WOAD
Sioux
Citv. WEAU.
WEAE
Vinton.
WIAE
Waterloo.
WHAC.
WMAB.
WBAX
Kansas:
Anthony,
WBL
Atwood.
WEAD
Beloit.
WPAR
Cheney,
KFGP
Emporia.
WAAZ
Hutchinson.
WLAS
Iola, KFID
Liberal.
WJIAG
Lindsborg.
WDAD
Louisburg,
KFEL
Manhattan. WTG
Marion.
WRAD
Parsons.
WOAJ
Topeka.
W.JAQ,
WPAM
Wichita.
KFHI.
WAAP.
WEAH.
WEY

(Continued from page 4)
from selling receivers employing electron
tube detector and amplifier circuits. Suit
was also brought by the Radio Corporation
against the same defendants under Langmuir patent 1,282,439, alleged to cover the
grid leak; Lowenstein patent 1,231,764 on
the Negative C battery; and Mathes patent
1,426,754, covering a resistance connected in
the input circuit of a tube with a battery
related therewith for bringing the grid to a
different potential than the filament.
Sues Under
Assignments
The Radio Corporation obtained the right
to sue these defendants by a special assignment from the General Electric Company,
owners of the Langmuir patent; and under
the Lowenstein patent by an assignment
from the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. The Western Electric
Company assigned the Mathes patent to
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company on November 11, 1922, and on
November 13, 1922, the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company transferred the
right to sue these defendants to the Radio
Corporation. The outcome of these suits
will be of utmost importance to the industry
and will decide whether anyone other than
the Radio Corporation is entitled to vend a
Radio receiving set.
Supreme Court Gives Setback
The only real setback experienced by the
Radio Corporation since the series of suits
was initiated occurred on February 19, 1923,
when the Supreme Court of the United
States handed down a decision in the Crown
Die vs. Nye Tool Company suit, which
meant
that the Radio
Corporation
did not

NOTE:

KFFB

Illinois:
Belvidere.
WOAG
Carthage.
WCAZ
Chicago.
KYW.
WAAF,
WBTJ.
WDAP.
WJAZ.
WMAQ.
WPAD.
WSAH,
WWAY
Decatur, WBAO.
WHAP
Elgin,
WTAS
Lake Forest. WABA
Mattoon.
WQAL
McLeansboro.
WRAS
Mt. Vernon, WABF
Peoria. WJAN.
WQAX
Quincy.
WCAW
Rockford.
WTAB
Sterling,
WBBC
Tuscola.
WDZ
Crbana. WRM
Zion, WCBD

RADIO PATENT SURVEY

DEALERS:

WRAB

Idaho:
Boise.
KFAU.
KFDD.
Kelloyg.
KFEY
Moscow,
KFAX

KFAD.

Arkansas:
Fayettevule.
KFDV
Fort Smith.
WCAC.
Little Rock. WCAV.
Pine Bluff. WOK

State.

Call

Gainesville.
WKAY
Macon.
WMAZ
Savannah.
WHAO.

Alabama:
Aubuin.
W.MAV
Birmingham,
WSY
Mobile.
WEAP
Montgomery,
ffKAN
Arizona:
Phoenix.
KDYW.
Tucson. KFDH

City.

Dealer,

SIZE
Mail

Radio

VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg Yariocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

Company & Supply
Kellogg Switchboard

Institute

or write

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New

York

CHICAGO

RADIO

July U, 1923

ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page

L

DIGEST

W1P (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 3:00-4:30 P. M.,
Dance music; 6*0-6:45 P. M.. Dinner dance music;
7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories, Dncle w ii>.
WOC (Contral. 484). 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk, t .
K. Wdent;
5:45 P. M., Chimes conceit;
6:30 P. IYI..

7)

Friday, July 13

CFCA (Eastern. 0«yllght S»vlno. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
program. "Faust." Siar Orchestra: ■ Itrcuk O
Musical
" Maud Parsons, contralto: Hairy Adaakin, noDay
llnia'f "Intenneuo" from "Nalla." Orchestra; "ProOr"Passepied.
Parsons;
Maud
hlbltlve Music."
chestra: Harry Adasktn. violinist; "My Low and I.
"The Lady of the
from
Selection
Parsons:
Maud
Slipper." Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326), 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert. Grand
Evening.
Orchestra: 6:30 P. M.. Farmers
Symphony
farm program prepared by the National Stock Special
and Farmer: 6:45 P. M.. Visit to the Little Folks.
man
Preamtinu- Lady: 7:20 P. M.. Concert. Students from
the Charles 1*' Sueur Studio.
KHJ tPacinc. 395). 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Matinee mnslcale,
of Commerce,
arranged by the San Gabriel Chamber
featuring the world-famous "Mission Ploy": 6:45-7:30
Children's Hour: 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Program
p M
arranged bv the San Gabriel Chamber of Commerce.
(Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Opera. "The Gypsy
KSD
Baron." Municipal Open Air Theatre.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 5:50 P. M.. Children s bedtime story; 10:00-11:30. Musical program.
Midwest Music House; Cope Harvey's Orchestra: Wendell \v. Hall. KYVY's Music Maker.
WBAP
(Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert. RainGlrls' Chorus.
WBZ (Eastern. 337), 7:30 P. M.. Concert. St. John's
Glee Club; 8:50 P. M.. Bedtime story for grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theatre: 2*0-3:00 P. M.,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 4:30-5:55 P. M.. Musical program; 7 30-8:00 P. M.. Bedtime stories.
Dream Daddy: 8:00 P. M.. Special features from StanTheatre; Orchestra.
Dance music. Howard Lanin's Arcadia
Cafe leyDance
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12:00-12:50 P. M..
Talk. "Esperanto," courtesy of the 16th Annual Esperanto Convention: Songs. Sara Segalowitz: Songs.
Frank Marshall; Novelties. Harry Holliday; 11:00
program. "Mad." "Runnin' Wild."
Musical
M..
P.
"Seven or Eleven," Sherwood Orchestra: Songs, Vaugh
De Leath: "Wonder If She's Lonely, Too," "Morning
Will Come." "Red Head Gal." "Carolina Mammy."
Orchestra; Songs. Vaugh De Leath: "Tile Thief."
"You Gave Me Tour Heart." "Yes. We Have No Bananas," Orchestra.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12.30-1:00 P. M.. Address. Dr.
Robert Stewart Hyer. Southern Methodist University;
830-9 30 P. M.. Mrs. Clyde Magee. reader, and
assisting musicians.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra;
3*0 P. M.. Concert; 6:30 P. M.. Meyer Davis BelleTue Stratford
Orchestra;
Half
Hour, Cousin
Sue. 7:00 P. M.. Children's Own
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M., Musical program.
"The Spinning Wheel." "The Butterfly." Jennie
Gurkin. pianist; "On the Sunset Line." Dorothy
Golub. reader; "Mazurka," Samuel Gurkin. violinist;
"Lithuanian Song," Elizabeth Reohr, sporano; "Rondo
Capriccioso." Jennie Gurkin: Address. "American
'Common Sense' ". Charles Jarvis, Jr.; "Robin, Robin,
Sing Me a Song," "There's A Lark In My Heart,"
Elizabeth Reohr; "Bolero." Samuel Gurkin. violinist;
"Jimmie and the Brand New Baby," Dorothy Golub:
s of Roses." "Serenade." Elizabeth Reohr;
"Cradle Song," "Traumerei." Jennie Gurkin: 1030
P. M.. Musical program. "Soldier's Blood," "DolgeTille High School Orchestra: "Poet and Peasant."
Orchestra; "Life," Mrs. Albert M. Van Denberg.
soprano: "Thoroughbred." Orchestra: "Air Varie."
Sylvan De Lucco. clarinetist; "Old Folks at Home and
m Foreign Lands." Orchestra; "Andante and Finale
Movements," from "Second Concerto," Daniel Green,
Pianist; "Zampa." Orchestra: "Love Sends a Little
Gift of Roses." Mrs. Albert M. Van Denburg: "Entrance of the Gladiators," "Stars and Stripes Forever."
Orchestra.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert,
under auspices of Mrs. John Harmon, Jr.

WOCMEastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 1 1 :00-ll :30 A. M..
Oxtail
recital,
Mars
K.
Vogt;
12:00-12:55
P. M..
Luncheon
music.
Tea
Room
Orchestra;
4:45
P. M.,
recital, Mary
E, Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 3:00 P. M.. Concert. Schmcman s
Band! 7:00 P. M.. Concert. News Orchestra: The
Town
Crier; Conceit.
Schmcman's
Band.

J

Saturday, July 14

WMC

(Central, 500).

Mary's

BPlSCOPal

Dean

II.

WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M., Concert. Schmeman's
Band; 7:30 P. M., Concert. Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, July 15
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 7:30 P. M.. Church services, conducted by Rev. G. Pitt Beers, pastor of the Park
Memorial Church.
WFAA (Central. 476), 230-330 P. M.. Radio Bible
Class. Dr. William M. Anderson, Jr.. pastor First
Presbyterian Church; 9:30-10:00 P. M.. Musical program. East Dallas Presbyterian Church: 10:00-11:00
P. M..terian
Concert,
Orchestra from East Dallas PresbyChurch.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 9 30 A. M., Church services.
First English Lutheran Church; Sermon. "Hidden
Light,"eranRev.
D. M..
Shimer,
First services.
English LuthChurch:Herbert
630 P.
Church
First
English Lutheran Church; Sermon. "The Two Awakenings." Rev. Herbert D. Shimer.
WHAS (Central. 400). 9:57 A. M., Organ music: 10:00
A. M., Church Services, Calvary Baptist Church, Sermon, Rev. T. J. Barksdale, pastor; 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Concert, under auspices of Isabelle Wetzelberger.

Of

SPECIAL OFFER LIST

(Continued from page 2)
mfd.); Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd,);
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack, Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting.
Class TJ Articles
consecutive coupons
and one dollar and
($1.20) any one of the following articles

For eight
twenty cents

PHANTOM PORTABLE CIRCUITS
Used on train or automobile. Set of four, $1.00,
or free with Radiotron or Cunningham tubes.
RADIO
CENTRAL,
Dept. D, Abilene,
Kansas.

Where

"Money

Back

MARGO

Policy

PHONES

Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Dictograph

Dietzen
Dietzen
DieUen

■1

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
New York City
Two-stage Audio-Freguency
circuit-stage Audio-Frequency

its at

drilled

Amplifier,
Amplifier.

panel

and

$11.95

Every part complete for above

Plats
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Variable;
Vernier;
Vernier;
Vernier;

value,
value,
value,
value,
value.
value.
value.

$1.75...

2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.00
6.50

.$1.05
. 1.20
. 1.35
. 1.95
. 3.75
. 4.00
. 4.25

Honeycomb
Coils, 50 turns mounted
95
Honeycomb
Coils, 75 turns mounted
1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2-45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz
Coils,
increased
wave
length
and
mounting
1.45
Jacks, Single Circuit; value, 65c, special at...
.30
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
45
Multiple
Point
Inductance Switch with
Knob
ant). Dial (15 Switch Points)
1.75
Lightning
Arresters,
approved
90
Three-inch
Dials,
unbreakable,
heat
composition,
high finish: special

resisting

drilled

30

$10 0
25c

panel

Cotoco
Owl

For PTns.
$3.75 : Post
.14
5.75 , Add

14-Plate
24,-Pla.te
46-Plate

Vernier
Vernier
Vernier

1.15

Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) tho following will be
sent; 1 Acme l'ot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat):
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plato .0005 mfd.);
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.).
Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7 -Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser: 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Decima Variable Condenser 11-Plato
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dublller Varladon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) : Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 4 to

Class H Articles
2 Ratio.
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
W; 1 Decima 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2. R-3, or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
; Ray-O-Vae
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts;
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
IVz
volts ; Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer) ; Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mid.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio;
Turney Spider Web Coil Mount. Type B.
WE

REPAIR

VACUUM
WD-li.
WD-12,
C-30I-A
UV-200. C-300.
UV-201.
C-301,
DV-6.
DV-6-A
UV-202

YOCR

TUBES

UV-199,
UV-20I-A,
AP
Detectors
AP Amplifiers

$3.50 each
2.75 each
3.00 each
3.50each
4.0O each

yuicis. acKVJA-E.mittance
repaii.
And Guarantee Them Equal t0to cover
New
CWNCic
SFRVIPF" Include with your order replus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
If preferred, tubes will be returned C.O.D. repair charges.

Abalene Radio

JJJe^k.sS^.

t&Wafa

(Audio

Frequency)
3.45

TRANSFORMERS

(Radio

Frequency)

MISCELLANEOUS

Type
Battery
Coil

Attachment

and

$10.95
<M 1 r\f\
$11. UU

use with W. D-. II tubes; list, $4.50; price.. 2.75
Variocoupler — Life Wire Wound Secondary;
value. $4.50; special
2.25
Ball Bearing Inductance Switch; value, 75c;
special
30
V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
40
Aluminum Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated,
highly polished; $8.00 list
3.75
Filament
Rheostat,
6 ohm.
.65
Filament
Rheostat,
20 ohm.
.80
Filament
Rheostat.
50 ohm.
.90
With 2" Dial. 15c extra.
Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over, east of the Mississippi
River.
All others include postage.

Westlnghouse.
Jr.
Aerex Crystal Set
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
Victor Two Stage Amplifier

2.45
95

King Amplitone
Reflex
Phonaflex

Book Department

6.95
7.95

123 W. Madison

12.50
12.50

89
50
SPEAKERS

Horn

4.95
9.85
1 5.00
DIALS

2-Inch
3-inch

(BaUelite)
(Bakelite)

191 Fulton
America's

St., Dept. F-21, New
9 New York Stores

25
35

York

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY

Radio

SOCKETS

LOUD

for the construction of a
Flewelling Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier,

Send
only
money
orders — no
checks
or stamps.
Coins
at
your own risk.

19
49
1.25
49
1.15

1.25
1 .49
65

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakellte

BLUE
PRINTS

CABINET
DIMENSIONS
PANEL
LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS

RHEOSTATS

Klosner Vernier
Bradleystat
Union" Radio

f&cm&t

Description of apparatus and
.-ccessories and details of tuning.

2.65
2.95
3.45

TRANSFORMERS

Switch Lever. Fada
Ammeter Testing B
Two Slide Tuning
Hydrometera
Double Phonograph

SO. 12

SETS

Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer; special at
$0.25
Audio Frequency Transformer. Designed for

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43
13
23
43

CIRCUIT
including
Instruc-

1

Socket

COUPLERS
Variocoupler
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

Dietzen

REINARTZ

For ten conaocutlvely numbered coupons and ono
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of tho following
articles will bo sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Declmo 3-Plote Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Platc .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vao
Dry Battery, i cells Hi volts; Dublller Voriodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.); Reslstometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget
Tube and Socket.

Prevails"

without B battery. Wiring diagram
FREE with each tube. 10c extra for
parcel post insured.

Bldg.,
Randol
610Chicago
, ph
Illinois

Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

(li-I'late .0001 mfd); Ray-O-Vnc No. 4151 B Battery,
82% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4% volts;
Electrad Varlohm, with mica condenser: Dublller Bypass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Reslstometer (Type A or 2A).

AT
Y. PRICES
post
via N.parcel

Vacuum Tube
YA Volt

King

fO
\j\J»

will bo sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schlndlor
Radio Frequency
Transformer;
1 Mortln: .1 13-Polnt Inductance Switch: 1 Martln-Copt'lami
LB PolBl
[DdUOtai
Switch;
1 Murtln-Copclnnd
19Poinl imiurionre Swltcth; Wnlnart Variable Condcnsor

Class E Articles

Expert Radio Engineer

including
instruc-

M.,

Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD

Forty-seven different ways of making: your own set. Each hook-up
designed by an expert radio engineer and was tested for accuracy. Every one of these hook-ups will give splendid results,
iach hook-up contains detailed information on construction and
operation. Thousands of these books are now in use by amateurs
and professionals all over the United States. You will get more
practical radio information and instruction from this book than
from almost any other source. Send your order today. Enclose
one dollar with order.

Every
part complete,
book of diagrams and

St.

P.

WDAR (Eastorn. Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Song recital; Arcadia Cafo Orchestra; 4:30-5:55 P. M..
Daddy.
SpecialLogan;
musical7:30-8:30
features:P.Talk.
"Affaire stories.
ol the Heart,"
Betsy
M.. Bedtime
Dream

by an

CIRCUIT

4:00

Monday, July 16

M\Jt\LJR\J
jy A T\¥<jT\

«*7 Hook-Upsi

291 Broadway
FLEWELLING

Noe;

Daylight
395).
1:00 P. Orchestra;
M.. DinCFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.. WFI (Eastern,
ner music Mcvi
DavisSaving.
Bellevue
Stratford
3:00 P. M., Song and piano recital; 6:30 P. M..
Musical pte.gr.im. "The Merry Wives of Windsor."
Star Orchestra; "At Dawn." Naomi Wedd. soprano:
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orches"Melodic." Jauues Sterln. cellist; "Pizzicato Polka."
tra: 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Children's Own Half Hour.
Cousin Sue.
Orchestra; Naomi Wedd, soprano: "Prize Song," from
"The Mcisterslngcrs." Orchestra; "Salut D' Amour."
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M.. Musical program.
.la. iocs Sterln: "Songs My Mother Taught Me." "Slum"Swing Song," Music Study Club Chorus; "Flist and
Boat." Naomi 326).
Wedd;5:15 "Wiener
Second Movements," "Seventh Concerto," Gladys TerKDKA ber (Eastern.
P. M.. Blut."
Dinner Orchestra.
Concert.
Westlnghouse Band. T. J. Vastine. Director: 6:45 P.
riault, violinist; "Diamond Cut Diamond." Helen M.
M.. Visit to the Llttlo Folks. Drcanitime Lady: 7:20
Abbott, reader; "Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses."
"Just A-Wearying For You," Anna D Aston, soprano;
Westlnghouse Band, T. J. Vastine. Director.
"Bagatelli." "Donse Negre," "Polonaise." Ruth S.
Mrs Nellie sheets, contralto. Olive Carnaham. soprano.
KHJ (Pacific, 395). 230-3:30. Matinee musicale: 6:45Hardy, pianist; "Still as the Night," "Until." Mildred C. Schilling, Marvin J. Roeck. vocal duet: "The
7:30 P. M., Children's Hour: Blanaca Blackburn,
reader: 8:00-10:00 P. M., De Luxe Program.
Bobolink." "If We Only Understood," " In 1822,"
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Missouri
Helen M. Abbott, reader: "The Land of the Sky
Theater talent.
Blue Water," "Rose in the Bud." Mrs. Frank CatriKYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345). 5:50 P. M-.
cala, soprano; "The Bee," "Sonata in A Major,"
Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58 P. M.. Musical
First Movement," Gladys Terriault; "Eleanor." "For
program. Selections on Kimball Pipe Organ ; Cope
Wip. William A. Scott, tenor: "Bendemeer's Stream,"
You."
Music S.Study
Ruth
Hardy.Club Chorus; "Concerto in A Minor,"
Harvey's Orchestra: 8:00-835 P. M.. "Under the
Evening(Central.
Lamp." 476),
Youth's
Companion.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00-4:00 P. M..
WBAP
7:00-730
P. M., Sunday School
Song recital; 7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle
Lesson, Mrs. W. F. Barnum. leader of the Barnum
Bible Class of First Methodist
Church.
WLW (Eastern, 309). 8:00 P. M., Musical program,
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 730 P. M.. Bastile Day, Program
Roger Hill Dance Orchestra: "It Was Not Thus To
by Professor J. Ernest Phillie of St. Joseph's Church;
Be," Walter Phillips, baritone; Selections by orchesConcert, Chorus of St. Joseph's Church; 8:50 P. M.,
tra; "Nola." "Caprice Espagnolo," Anna Knova,
Bedtime story for grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-12:50 P. Mpianist; "When Pa Pays the Monthly Bill." Catherine
Talk, Vaughn De Leath: Hawaiian music. White Way
McPherson,
reader; Xylophone solo, "Russian Rag,"
Trio; Songs, Augusta Spett.
Anna
Knova;
"To Spring,"
"Rhapsody No. 11."
Catherine
McPherson,
pianist.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address. "CurWMC (Central. 500), 8:30 P. M., Concert, Hotel Gayoso
rent
History
Comment,"
Prof.
Clyde
Eagleton:
8:30Orchestra,
Gaspar
Pappalardo,
director.
930 P. M., Vocal program, pupils of Marie Altona;
11:00-12:00 P. M.. Violin recital. Walter J. Fried WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509), 11:00-11:30 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
with assisting musicians.
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45 P. M.,
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt;7H5 P. M., Dinner music.
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert,
Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra: 8:30 P. M..
Blue Bird Orchestra; Reading. "An Interesting HisWOO Orchestra, Robert E. Golden, director: 9:30 P.
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 10:30 P. M., Dance
torical Episode."500), 8:30 P. M.. Concert. Brittlings
WMC (Central.
music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra, Walter
Cafeteria Orchestra.
Miller, director.
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk. C.
C. Hall; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M..
Sandman; 930 P. M., Dance Program. P. S. C.
Orchestra.

Book

IO
RAD/lV
FI Sk llrtt
ljlJkJ

11:00 A. M.. Church services.
Church.

Memphis-Chattanooga baseball game,
WWJ
(Eastorn. 517). 11:00 A. M.. Church services, St.
Paul's Episcopal
Cathedral:
2:00 P. M.. Concert,
News
Orchestra;
3:00 P. M.. Concert. Schmeman's
Band.
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Interference Located
The Radio Amateur Is at Last Vindicated
OFFICIAL observations made by engineers of the
Bureau of Standards for a period of seven months,
and still being continued today, point to the fact that
it is not the amateur that causes most of the interference to reception of concerts from broadcasting
stations, but it is the broadcasting stations themselves.
Centering their observations on two broadcasting
stations — one KDKA at Pittsburgh and the other
WLB at Minneapolis — the engineers sought to discover
the effect their messages had on nearby and distant
receiving stations. They conclude that "the reliability of signals from a station first decreases and then
rises as we increase the distance from that station. ' '
In their reports from between 200 and 1,000 receiving stations, monthly, the engineers were able to
classify the sources from which interferences were
being experienced. After tabulating these sources
they showed that an average of 30.9 per cent of the
interference came from other broadcasting stations,
while amateurs with spark sets furnished 3.5 per cent
of the trouble, and those with C. W. sets only 2.3
per cent.

Simple Receiving Sets

W
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NOTES

OF WALLA

WALLA

WALLA WALLA. — Rozee, author, Jennie Jerome and
Goofey,
of annual
"In Search
a Kanoofls".
left
here
last co-authors
week on the
weeklyof mail
boat following their successful termination of the
Kanoofis hunt. The Kanoofls, a beautiful thing, was boxed up in a goldplated cage and will be exhibited in
the States at all of the 336,782,195 National Radio Exhibitions, due to be
held ere 1924 yawns. The departure
was touching. The three were broke,
so it was necessarily touching, very.
Willie Bazoo, native basso (picture
herewith), sang a tear-bringing fareAdjust Tour
Grid well,
Biasentitled,
With"Properly
Your Potentiometer
M'dear, For I'll Broadcast to You on
Electromagnetic Waves When You're
Gone." (A trust song. Wotta we
care about the trust?) The picture was taken of Willie
just as he threw the dice on his parting, shot. He parted
with everything
he had but it's warm in
Walla
Walla.
The Walla Walla Chamber of Commerce
is planning a drive for a greater Walla
Walla. Of course, the Indi-Gest broadcasting station will come in for a large part of
the advertising campaign. C. F. Jenkins
invention, Radio Movies, will be used to
exploit and broadcast the beauties and
grace of the unbleached and uneducated
youthful maiden dancers. Sweet Cookie,
premiere danseuse, is depicted. (Well what
do you know about that?) Although she is
here shown greatly reduced, she was formerly much
larger but tookexercises.
Indi-Gest'sSweet
Sweet Cookie
Cookie
broadcast
weight-dissolving
attributes all her grace to Al Brown, who drew her.
The contest for a name for the Indi-Gest plant is
growing
verybead
heated.
Natives of
"Walla Walla Brambdin
are betting every
on various
contributors.
Bray, announcer,
wantsrush.
more names. Send 'em in now
before
the Christmas

SURPRESSED

DESIRE

We oft'times have our secret desires
And little dreams of life. (Do tell.)
However, I've no thoughts of fame ;
Too late — I have a wife.
(Lost hope.)
But just the same I have one wish
Although I am not single, (Oui, oui.)
I hope some day to accomplish the
Last line of this jingle.
(Drive on.)
four longpoem,
weeksbalmy,
I've waded
AForwould-be
(Coo, through
coo.)
That traveled to the South Sea Isles
From the land of the salami.
(Sot dog.)
I am a simple sort of man,
A peace loving goofus,
(How quaint.)
But I would like to kick the pants
Of the guy that wrote "Kanoofis."
Rotoe E.(Zowie!)
Gapp.
Clipping1
New York
Evening- isMail
tellsbrand
just
how
carefulfrom
MisstheEleanor
Fitzgibbons
of her
new pet
flock
of
Jersey
cows.
Sez
it,
"Absolute
cleanliness and Radio concerts are other items which go to
make them (the cows) contented." Never would we
wish
to
dispute
Miss sounds
Fitzgibbons'
but we say
that this
like thereference
opposite toseztheto cows,
us.

Very Few Essentials Required in Circuits
HAT

aTe the absolute essentials of a Radio receiving set? The basic requirements for making
Radio waves audible are two; an instrument to rectify
the incoming waves and a receiver to turn the electrical energy into sound. The latter device is familiar
to everyone. The rectifying is accomplished by a
vacuum tube and apparatus used in conjunction with
it, or in the simpler sets by a crystal of some suitable
mineral, contact being made with a fine wire or metal
surface.
"While a detector and telephone receiver will receive
the signals of a powerful station close by, even without an antenna, reception over moderate distances
requires both the antenna and some device for tuning
to the incoming wave. The variometer, the variocoupler and the variable condenser are among the
more familiar instruments for tuning.
The simplest form of practical receiving apparatus
is a crystal set which contains a detector, a coil of
wire with a slider or switch to vary the number of
turns in use and a small fixed condenser. This set
with a normal antenna will receive broadcasting up
to a distance of ten or fifteen miles. Occasionally stations several hundred miles away are heard on such
sets using an outdoor aerial.
Vacuum tubes sets may be classified into groups
such as non-regenerative, regenerative, Radio frequency
and super-regenerative sets.
The circuit of the simple non-regenerative set is similar to that used with the crystal set, the chief point of
difference being the use of the vacuum tube detector.
The range of this set is somewhat greater than that
of a crystal set and the inconvenience of adjusting
the crystal is eliminated.
A large majority of the popular receiving sets today
are of the regenerative type. They vary widely in
detail, but all employ some variation of the feedback
circuit developed by Major Armstrong. The Copp,
Reinartz and many other popular circuits belong in
this class. Distances exceeding 1,000 miles frequently
are covered by the various regenerative receivers.
The consistent range is several hundred miles.
Radio frequency amplification forms the basis of
the third class of receivers mentioned. This form
of amplification makes reception possible over great
distances even with a loop or indoor antenna. Sets
using Radio frequency amplification give remarkable
results when properly handled, but it is difficult for
the novice in Radio to obtain the same results as does
the expert operator. Reflex and neutrodyne circuits
come in the Radio frequency class, but often are satisfactory, and simple to operate.

A-B-G
Lessons
for Indigest
Beginners
Chapter IV— A Brass Band Sleuth, So to Speak
BY GOSH

(Not of the Sherlock brand)
o wavelets
That changes Radi
wn's
Marine band."
Into "Skinkto
,
or
for detect
DIS
We'd
Say,
"Well,
Georgie,
How's Things?"
Indi:
Do you think there must be blood on the moon
when Station WOC broadcasts material like this?
SANDMAN
(enthusiastically):
"Now, and
littlesheboys
and the
girls,
a knock
opened
doorBetsy
and Ross
there heard
stood
— why, whom do you suppose? — Why, there stood
George Washington! Now, little boys and girls,
what would YOU do if you heard a knock and
opened the door and saw George
Washington
standing
" girls, on whatMY "WOULD
littlethatthere
boyshis and
do?
I Yes,
imagine
presence
front porchyou would
make me well
er
nervous, to say theLe least!
Moqdeue.

How

to Transform a Transformer

Dear Indi: (For your Kinks Department.) Having
been troubled with an incessant induction for several
weeks from a nearby leaky power transformer, I found,
I could eliminate the racket by placing a stick of picric
acid behind said transformer and igniting same. This
method is very effective.
P. S.: Excuse me, I forgot to enclose $1.00. Maybe I
can send it next Friday.
Please send me
Eddta Kanoofls.
Currents.

Here lies Francis
Aiagonqnin Kline.
Who plugged in his phones
On a high-voltage line.

No, We Need Something Stronger
My Dear Sir : Having noted your anxiety over a name
for your super bum broadcasting station at Walla Walla, I
hasten to submit all the words in the unabridged edition
of Webster's great work. This surely ought to win the
grand prize with ease.
Auxt Exxa,

We'll Bite.

What Is It?

Dear Indi : Hah ! I have you at last. You thought you
could get away with something when you let Jennie Jerome
end the off
"Kanoofis"
huntofbya finding
it inTurkish
the formtowel.
of the BUT
silk
thread
the corner
dark red
Turkish towels have no silk threads. I know as a result of
manv Saturday night experiences. Now, tell the truth. What
IS a' Kanoofis?
Alogonqlix Tonsils III.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Another broadcasting station has been flattered in
having a Wisconsin infant use their call letters to
form the name Wallace Gordon Yadon. The initial
letters will be recognized as associated with the popular Schenectady station WGT. In the south, not long
ago, the call letters of a well-known station were used
in naming a little girl "broadcaster." In this case,
it will probably be either an announcer or Radio
operator. What has the station given its name-sake?
In the ease of a shortage of engineers in some railway work, a Radio message broadcast recently brought
a supply of college men who are pursuing courses in
engineering. This is a pretty sure way of reaching
those you are seeking, for the news is quickly spread
and even though you are not the one fitted for the
work your interest in the broadcast will lead to telling
others who may not have receiving sets. It is surprising how seldom Radio is resorted to for this emergency when it is considered how effective it is.
In carrying on chess games between passengers
aboard two ships nothing startling has been disclosed,
except that the games may be called on account of
losing contact with each other. This same form of
pastime has been indulged among Radiophans ashore
and has given the impetus to arranging contests of
debating, etc., which not only enlarges the field of
sport but carries it to the most modern arena — the
expanse of air. It seems to me entirely possible that
we shall learn of a new game to be played by certain
passengers coming to our shores from abroad, which
will consist of large paunches and various shaped bottles; the object being to empty as many of the latter
as possible
mile
limit. into the former before reaching the three

It is yet entirely too early to presume a prediction
that vertical antennae prevent static interference
acceptable as fact. From, the result attained by two
men in California, who raised an antenna vertically by
means of a kite, hope may be given to despondent summer fans. Experts have been working hard to find a
real way in which the annoyance of static might be
eradicated. None genuine has yet been found. We will
await further experiments with the vertical idea before tearing down the aerials now in use.

Any fan living within a few doors of a single circuit operated by a new "bug" will readily appreciate
the effectiveness of scrambled speech for preventing
clear reception. The A. T. & T. made the announcement that they had successfully carried on experiments
in transmitting messages unintelligible to any save the
one with a set capable of unscrambling them. Privacy
may be had, but at what expense? That is the point
which most concerns us just now.

Many a watch, some grown to clock-like proportions
and others still in their midgetey, is unsheathed before
the receiving set and made to conform with the time
sent out from Arlington twice daily. This is an important feature in broadcasting and eliminates the
necessity of having a wave length in tune with tlie
naval station. Farmers especially profit from the broadcasting stations relaying the time signals. In Paris it
has become impossible to transmit time accurately because of the vibrations in the city upsetting the delicate adjustments of the instruments. Hence they must
take time to transport time to a less disturbing location.
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Chapter IX— Radio Frequency Amplification
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
DEGINNERS will find the accompanying
series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter X— Audio Frequency Amplification.
Chapter XI — How Super Regeneration
Is Accomplished.
Chapter XII— Reflex Circuit Operation.
Chapter XIII— About Headsets and
Loud Speakers.
Chapter XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.

RADIO frequency amplification Is a
simple method of increasing the energy in the Radio receiving set
before the signals are detected and the
modulation wave made audible by a tube
or crystal detector. Strictly speaking an
amplifier of this type amplifies the carrier
waves but should be so designed as not to
distort the modulation wave. The advantage of this form of amplification lies in
the fact that it will not amplify currents
at audible frequencies and can therefore

kind of iron other than the softest, built
up from very thin sheets. Iron core transformers are difficult to design for this
purpose and those on the market are
usually the result of cut and try methods.
Air core transformers are easier to
build and are often described in the tecanical press. They usually consist of two
coils of fine wire wound close together
on a wood or fibre form. The disadvantage of transformer coupling lies in the
fact that a transformer operates efficiently
over but a short band of wavelengths and
when a wide range of wavelengths are
tuned some means are required to change
the inductance values of the windings on
the transformers. Thus a certain make
of transformer is rated to cover a wavelength range from 200 to 500 meters. As
a matter of fact this transformer operates at its highest efficiency on a wavelength midway between these limits and
when waves either side of that value are
tuned the increase of energy per step of
amplification is reduced.
Radio Frequency Amplifiers
Just how a vacuum tube functions when
acting as a Radio frequency amplifier may
be explained t by Figure 40. Here is
shown one stage of Radio frequency amplification coupled to a detector tube.
It

R.F TRANSFORMER."

-wvlw- .
POTENTI OrlETER L_^
2ZJ4V.
45V.
Figure 40 — Showing how one stage of Radio frequency
is transformer coupled to detector

amplification

be carried further than audio frequency will be remembered in the chapter on the
amplification which is limited to two or at tube detector a curve was shown to ilbest three stages. The other features of
lustrate that variations in grid potential
Radio frequency amplification are that it would affect the plate current in a certain
makes the set more selective and enables manner.
The curve of a tube when used as a
one to take advantage of the square law of
the detector.
Radio frequency amplifier with a high
Intensity of Impulses
voltage on the plate will have practically
It is a well known fact that certain mi- the same shape but will be further to the
nute Radio impulses will not cause a de- left of the zero line and higher. When
tector tube to function but after the im- the tube is connected into a circuit like
pulses reach a certain intensity the re- the one shown in Figure 40 the grid potential is adjusted by means of the potensponse in the plate circuit varies approxitiometer to such a value that the plate
mately as the square of the grid potential
change. Thus, when the grid charge is current is halfway down the slope of the
doubled the plate current change is four curve. Now when a current flows in the
times as great. With Radio frequency am- aerial tuning circuit it will alternately
plification we can take an extremely weak impress negative and positive potentials
signal and intensify it to a point where on the grid.
When a positive potential is impressed
it will operate the detector tube at its
highest efficiency. On the other hand upon the grid it will increase the slight
positive
potential
already
there and the
audio frequency amplifiers can only am-

tube where they are detected and made
audible. Obviously the more effective this
coupling can be made the more energy
acts upon the grid of the detector tube
and the louder will be the signals. When
additional stages of amplification are
used the same method of coupling is em-

Figure 42 — How resistance

extremely loose coupling. Its use Is not
advised beyond one stage as it makes the
selectivity of the set so fine that it is
difficult to pick up a distant station.
Coupling Beween Tubes
The use of resistance coupling between
tubes
for Radio
frequency
amplification

coupling is employed with

ployed between them. We must be careful, however, to keep the grid potentials
of such a value as not to push the plate
current over the bends in the curve.
Should this occur the plate current wave
will not follow exactly the grid current
wave and distortion will result.
Resonance
Coupling
As a rule transformer coupling is not
as efficient as impedance or resonance
coupling. In Figure 41 is shown a circuit
employing resonance coupling or tuned
Radio frequency amplification between the
first and second tube with transformer
coupling between the second tube and detector.
It will be remembered in the chapter
on regeneration it was shown that an inductance in the plate circuit would transfer part of the energy back into the grid
circuit through a condenser. In a resonance coupling we have practically the
same thing except that the energy is
transferred to the grid of a second tube.
The inductance and condenser shown connected between the positive battery and
the plate form a tuned circuit.
When the set is functioning and the
plate current of the first tube varies in
synchronism with the grid currents the
plate circuit is tuned to resonance by
means of the variable condenser across
the inductance. Due to the high impedance of this tuned circuit the resultant
reactive effect of the inductance is transferred through the condenser to the grid
of the second amplifier tube. The energy
from the second tube is then passed on
by the transformer to the detector tube.
When a fixed impedance is used in this
circuit it is connected in place of the inductance and variable condenser but has
the limitation of functioning only over a
narrow band of wave lengths similar to a
transformer.
Tuned Radio frequency makes the circuit extremely selective and when used
the simplest form of tuning may be employed in the aerial circuit. It acts in
all respects like a two circuit tuner with

grid leaks

Complete
BLUEPRINTS
for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-

INSTRUCTIONS
plifier.

FOR ASSEMBLY

Description of apparatusandand details
accessories
of tuning.
- no

WINDING A
only
REINARTZ
COIL

and OTHER
VACUUM
TUBES
Excepting
Figure 41 — Showing two stage amplifier using tuned coupling in first
stage and transformer in second
plify detected waves and weak signals plate current will be increased. When a
that do not affect the detector are not negative potential is applied it will reheard at all.
duce the positive potential and less current will flow in the plate circuit. The
There are numerous stumbling blocks
plate
current will then rise and fall in
in the way of obtaining high amplification per stage at Radio frequencies and exact reproduction of the current flowing
in the aerial circuit at Radio frequencies
for that reason more stages are necessary
to obtain a given increase in energy at but of much greater values.
Function of the Transformer
Radio frequencies than required at audio
The function of the transformer is then
frequencies.
to transfer these currents to the second
The chief obstacle is the high capacity
existing between the elements in a tube
itself. Actually this capacity is low but
POSITIVE
RESULTS
it is sufficiently high to cause trouble at
are being obtained by thousands of satisfied users of
Radio frequencies. This tube capacity can
the
only be reduced by proper tube design so
EASTERN COIL SETS
one has to get along the best way possible.
for Cockaday
Circuit
The
remarkable
features which are making this cirSeveral Tubes in Cascade
cuit more popular each day are its simplicity of conThe use of several tubes in cascade imstruction and control — wonderful selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness of reception,
plies the use of some means of coupling
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference,
the plate circuit of one tube to the grid
etc., are eliminated.
of the next and we have three methods in
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
common use for accomplishing this.
using Mo. 18 wire with D coil bank-mound.
namely, by transformer coupling, resoCOMPLETE SET OF B, C AND
tf-O nC
nance, or impedance coupling or resistD COILS— PRICE
.p^./O
ance coupling.
Hook-up,
directions and material list furThe first method makes use of small
nished free with each set of coils.
transformers either wound on a small
Mail Orders Filled. Dealers Communicate
finely laminated iron core or a nonmetaiEASTERN
RADIO
MFG.
CO.
lic form. The extremely high frequency
22 WARREN
STREET
NEW
YORK.
N. Y.
of the currents
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the use of any
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TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

(Both Copyrighted)
My Btatious
Highly Improved
brings
In all border,
important
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil.
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reiuartz
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyetareproduced,
in use. and is imiMy W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
"Pickle"
tube
and
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube as no other circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man v,
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c. or with
complete and perfect windings, $3 00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built
plans under
will receive
all broadcasting from
stations these
operating
the new
laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

S. A.

TWITCHELL

1925 Western Ave.

Minneapolis,

grid potentials

!#9u;'fettla£e.
a

WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50
VT-I

to control

has not the disadvantage of working only
over a narrow band of wave lengths but
is not usually used for the reason that it
is very inefficient on waves below 1000
meters. The principle on which this type
of coupling works is similar to the others,
utilizing a high resistance instead of a
high impedance.
The transformers and tuned resonance
amplifiers have a high impedance, that is,
they offer a high resistance to the higli
frequency currents but have a low direct
current resistance. This is, of course, due
to the inductive action of the windings.
The resistance coupling on the other hand
offers a high resistance to both plate current and to the high frequency currents.
A typical circuit using 2 megohm units
as coupling between tubes is shown in
Figure 42.
The operation of this circuit may be outlined thus: When put into operation there
is a certain voltage drop across the coupcontinued on page 14)
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Phantom Receiver for Vacation Use
Little Aerial Needed
to Bring in Stations

ONE TUBE

EQUALS

3 STAGES

R.F.

GRID LEAK
By Leon W. Bishop, 1XP
One of the most interesting circuits for
a single tube that may be constructed for
vacation use and which may be used in

.00025

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
RE
THE
out at home that would
worked
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them in with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

PLUG
BUSHING

<^>
wound

off every 10 turns until you have
on 120 turns and you then will have 9 taps.
These taps can be passed through the
rotor shaft to switch points on the panel
or a switch may be mounted on the rotor.
Fine wire may be used on the rotor to
accommodate the necessary 120 turns.
A warning is given against the use of
shellac on the windings. Firm windings
may be obtained by drilling holes at each
tap off and binding the wires in them.
Do not use honeycomb coils. Either
double or single switch arms may be used.
The 180 degree types of mounting rotor
can be used. Do not tap the coils any
coarser
than 10 turns, but finer if possible.

."okMIcX:

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TD ANY 5IZE

BEcnnEK.

The accompanying illustration will show
how to make an open circuit jack, with
a small piece of wood, some brass screws
and a piece of spring brass about % inch
wide, a short piece of brass tubing to fit
the stem of a standard plug, which is
threaded full length and is long enough to
pass through the panel and have two thin
nuts on both sides (unless the tubing can
be strongly threaded into the panel itself,
in which case the nuts may be eliminated).
The drawing is almsot self-explanatory
but it might be a good idea to put a thin
coating of a good strong glue on the end
of the wood block next to the panel, after

6B

car or at camp and requires little or no
aerial, is the phantom receptor. The circuit is the adaption of two Armstrong
principles which really produce distance
and clarity for a small constructional cost.
The success of any circuit depends upon
the constants used, particularly this one
which would seem to be a standard regenOperation of Circuit
erative circuit but is completely changed
The best antenna or collector system is
by a large tickler and variable grid leak.
to
connect
the variable condenser at point
This circuit has been designed for the
new wave bands of 2,000 to 550 kilocycles A to a good ground. No other connection
is necessary. There are five adjustments
(150 to 545 meters) and includes the amateur. The circuit is more efficient on the on the set; the grid tuning coil, the tickler
coil,
the coupling between these coils, the
shorter wave bands so it is possible to
get the class A stations as loud as the variable grid leak, and the variable condenser. The filament rheostat is not critclass B, which is not possible with other
types. Due to great flexibility the circuit ment. ical so this is not regarded as an adjustwill work equally well on phone, CW,
ICW, and spark which will insure you of
As the tickler coil and grid leak are inall classes of service no matter where
creased, a super-regenerative condition
will be met. The pitch of this note can
you are.
be
varied
by the grid leak and should be
Works Excellently on Short Aerial
When using this one tube circuit in a adjusted until it is above the point of
ear with a 4-foot aerial it is equal to a audibility and only a slight hiss is heard
three stage Radio frequency amplifier and in the phones. At this point a wonderfully sensitive condition exists for all
detector. Due to the short aerial used it
is possible to receive through bad static classes of phone and CW and will tune
(QRN) and for this reason alone is of in contrastingly clear as compared with
any single tube circuit.
considerable value during the summer
months.
A given wave length is tuned in by
The two best tubes to use are the UV- means of the variable condenser and grid
199 and UV-201A. The rheostat should circuit tuning coil. The tickler and grid
have the resistance advised by the makers
leak are merely adjusted to conform to
of the tubes. The B battery can be any- this condition. The resistance of the grid
where from 45 to 90 volts. The two fixed leak should be so arranged that it will
condensers .00025 and .002 mfd. should be give out a bad screech as it is increased
of the mica dielectric type. The variable and follow through an intermediate series
condenser should have from 17 to 23 of pure notes until it passes out of audiplates (.0003 to .0005 mfd.)
bility, with a range of adjustment on
either side.
How to Make Leak
The variable grid leak is important and
correct polarity of the tickler 'coil
should be variable over a range of from in The
the plate circuit will have to be tried
out by reversing the leads until the best
50,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Several commercial types that were tried did not have results are obtained.
the range claimed, so it might be advisCan Be Used as Transmitter
able to build your own.
This is a standard circuit and may be
For that purpose purchase a ten cent used as such with an aerial and ground
roll of black picture binding paper tape by reducing the tickler coil turns with the
whose dull black surface is slightly conswitch. With an aerial and ground the
ductive and whose resistance can be read- circuit can be used for transmission with
ily lowered with an extra soft lead pencil.
This grid leak can be arranged with a a power tube and increased B voltage. All
sliding arm or switch and contacts but it classes of super results may be obtained
must be variable over a wide range and which makes it an ideal vacation outfit.
There
are several
aerial combinations
capable of fine adjustment.
that work well.
One of the most interestCoupler Special Also
continued on page 14)
Like the grid leak, the coupler is of special design and the following values
should be adhered to. The best combination to use is the rotor and stator of a
standard coupler wound as follows. The
tube (stator) should be wound with as
large a wire as possible. Starting with 20
turns on the rotor side of the tube, tap
every 10 turns until you reach 120 turns,
^ laminated Thenolic CD/idutsauon Product
which will leave 11 taps.
. SHEETS TUBES RODS
The rotor is also a real job for it is
tapped in a similar manner. Start on one
side of the rotor with
40 turns and tap

(Patent Pending)
THE PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed. Kfin
v"**
Price, Mounted
14 K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RLSONITE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.
WiU
oe_
^E,c
Not Oxidize. Price
RUSONITE REFLEX CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- «"l (\()
age.
Guaranteed.
Price, Mounted.. «P *•*»*/
Order from your dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

201 -A

.oaa

Easy Way to Construct
an Open Circuit Jack

J/32"
i/ie"
¥32"
'/8 "
z/\&"

THICK 1/2*
THICK 54*
THICK I *
THICK 1'/2C
THICK 2*

PER
PER
PER
PER
PEP

VA " THICK Z'/z^
3/S " THICK 4*

SO.
SO.
SQ.
SQ.
SQ.

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

PER SO. INCH
PER SQ INCH

VZ " THICK 5 V& PER SO INCH
SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

Recharging Storage Cells
Both the filament and plate batteries
should be tested at regular intervals to
be certain that the voltage has not fallen
below the value necessary to normal
steady operation, as current variations
resulting from run down batteries produce
harsh notes in the receiving telephones resembling static disturbances. Storage
batteries of the lead-acid type need recharging when the potential has dropped
to 1.75 volts per cell. When the voltage
of a block of B battery normally rated at
22.5 volts has fallen to 15 volts the battery should be renewed.

Resistance of Grid Leak
An important feature in securing proper
operation of a detector tube is the resistance of the grid leak. A leak of the pencil
mark type offers the advantage of being
easily varied by increasing or decreasing
the width of the mark and thus adjusting
the resistance until maximum amplification is produced by the tube. Grid leak
mountings which permit the interchange
of resistances provide an easy method of
experimentally determining the proper resistance for a particular tube, these resistances being obtained commercially in
units varying from .05 megohm to 5 megohms.

SOUTH

GREEN

ST.

3SS

the block has been fitted and ready for
Mo.
the long brass screw inserted and tightened. This will prevent the wood block
from turning. — C. W. Pomeroy, St. Louis,

A Suggestion
Wooden rotor
balls, panels and paper
tubes should be boiled in paraffin before
winding to prevent shrinkage and to further improve their insulating properties.
Crystal Tube Detector

Replaces crystal and cat whisker. Always set and alive,
loud and clear. No more fishing
for live spots. Guaranteed to
detect perfectly. Simple to
connect — full instructions.
Needs no batteries and never
burns out. Made of the famous
B-Metal.
Sold by all live
dealers or can be ordered from
The B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Detroit, Mich.

Michigan
"Senior"
Regenerative
Receiver

<<

It is almost uncannny, how that one
word, "delighted,"
repeatedfrom
in the
dreds of letters we isreceive
usershunof
"Michigan" Sets and Parts, as well as
from the dealers who handle them.
A sense of relief and satisfaction is also
expressed that, at last, they have discoveredRadio
a
concern that knows radio,
and which conducts its business in a
business-like way.

Delighted"

Michigan Regenerative
"Senior" and "Junior" Receivers
represent the latest and highest development of satisfactory long distance radio
reception. All Michigan Receivers give
superior results when used with any of
the dry battery tubes now available.
They are licensed under Armstrong
U.S. Patent 1,113,149 and pending letters
Patent 807,388.
Send for Our Catalog.

STA R R ETT M FG. CO.
519

to pit

CHICAGO

Grand Rapids.Michigan

Michigan
Accessories
and Parts
include two-stage amplifier, and a long line
of highly perfected
rheostats, variometers,
variocuplers, plate
condensers,
densers, etc. grid conMichigan Receivers
areequipt with our patately. ented Split-hairVernier
Dial Control. This device is also sold separ-
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to Make a Camper's Portable Reflex Set
Part IV— Wiring Details, Tubes to Use, Tuning, Conclusion
By H. J. Marx

IN" WIRING this set the writer found it
most convenient to put in all the battery leads first — running from the battery binding posts to the battery switch
or direct to the sockets, rheostats and
potentiometers. A little time should be
spent in laying- out these leads in the
shortest, most direct and neatest manner.
Contacts at terminals should be firm and
solid: binding posts and thumb nuts
should be locked in place if possible. A
portable set gets a lot of knocking around
which may loosen the connections. All
soldered joints should be carefully and
well made. Careless work will be a constant cause of trouble and will necessitate
repeated opening of the set for repairs.
A common
source of trouble
is the
tendency to solder leads to fixed condens-

grid nml plate leads are taken care of.
Naturally these are the greatest trouble
makers and care should be taken to see
that they are made as short as possible
and avoid parallel runs.
The wiring is completed with the addition of all by-pass condensers. Too many
fans do not realize the importance of these
condensers and that is usually where the
trouble starts. Poor grades of condensers will cause lots of trouble. Since they
are added last there is a tendency towards
carelessness in the rush to complete the
job. The writer has seen a number of
sets where the sole trouble was due to
such carelessness. Condensers touching
other leads and apparatus change the circuit to such an extent that reception is
either impossible or very unreliable.

A small loud speaker and the head
phones also fitted into the battery compartment without crushing, thus making
the set a completely portable unit including loud speaker and loop.
Use of Outdoor Aerial
If desired, an outdoor aerial can be
used by adding a variocoupler and connecting the secondary to the loop terminals of the set. The aerial and ground
connections are then made direct to the
primary.
Tuning- Operation
In tuning these circuits there are four
types of controls to keep in mind. First,
and naturally most important, is the variable condenser for tuning to wave
length. The second set are the rheostats.
These control the filament lighting and

the first Radio frequency tube and the
other to control the feed back or reflexing
of the audio frequency current into the
grid circuit of the second tube. Both
then have an adjustment not necessarily
very critical which will balance the circuit as a whole. These adjustments vary
slightly for different wave lengths but
not so much as to make tuning difficult.
After the knack of setting the rheostats
correctly is accomplished, the wave length
control by means of the condenser is
simple, but it is the potentiometers that
often worry the beginner. Directions here
are difficult since their setting varies with
the tubes, the plate potentials and the
rheostat settings. It is just a matter of
a little experimenting.
(THE END.)

ers. This is permissible if the constructor
is real handy with the soldering iron.
Unfortunately the average fan is not sufficiently skilled to make a good soldered
connection, with the result that when the
heat is applied to the condenser terminals
it is transferred to the plates and mica
dielectric. This fuses and breaks down
the condenser or alters its capacity value.
It is best to use wire terminals fastened
to the condensers with brass machine
screws and nuts. The leads should be
soldered to the terminals before they are
bolted to the condensers.
The battery leads from the transformers should next be put in. After these the

The plate battery voltage depends on
the type of tubes used. In reflex circuits,
regardless of the tube, it is best to try
various plate potentials until maximum
volume desired is reached or where the
distortion begins. Jlore than 90 volts
will hardly be necessary. Four of the
usual small size 22*4 volt units will fit in
across the battery section. Naturally the
dry cell tubes were used. This called for
two 1% volt dry cells which are also
placed in the battery compartment. For
the terminals on the side panel, the small
plug and jacks were used, thus permitting
rapid connections to be made with the
least amount of difficulty.

are therefore the main controls of electron
emission. These can be turned on just
a certain distance, beyond which the set
spills over. This adjustment is varied
somewhat in conjunction with the potentiometer adjustment. The rheostats then
should be turned on to the point of quiet
operation. The third controls are the
potentiometers. These govern the grid
potential and not only effect the volume,
but also the clarity or modulation. They
should not be advanced too far or reception will be distorted. The fourth set of
controls are. the variometers, since they
have two distinct functions; the one to
control the plate circuit oscillations of

Radio frequency amplifying transformers using an air core have a natural period
at which they should be operated to produce satisfactory amplification. The employment of a special type of high frequency iron for the core of these transformers results in obtaining increased
voltage amplification and also permits the
satisfactory use of the transformer on a
greater range of wave lengths. Due to
the fact that the use of an iron core has
an effect similar to inserting resistance,
the amplifier is prevented from setting up
high frequency oscillations.

Core for Transformers
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HAZELTINE

NEUTRODYNE
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B. F. MORROW, New York City,
does a lot of experimenting with new
hook-ups and when he gets something good he passes it on to us and the
rest of the fans. Double regeneration has
been tried a number of different ways,
but there is always another method, so
here it is for our experimental fans to use.
It works all right!
Here is what the Doctor says:- —
"Enclosed find another of my freak
hook-ups for some of your readers to try
these hot days. After all, if we don't keep
on switching wires we'll never get anywhere, and just for fun I present the following arrangement of parts through
which I get better results than I had before.
"The fundamental idea is not only for

feedback to the grid circuit, but make a
separate feedback to the aerial circuit
which gives me the theoretical combination of a triple circuit for selectivity and
single circuit for volume.
"Coils 1 and 2 now have a transformer
effect and throw to the grid energy which
has been greatly built up by the feedback
of coil 5 into coil 4. At first glance it
would appear that the circuit is difficult
to tune, which is not the case. I advise
close coupling between coils 4 and 5,
loose coupling between coils 1 and 2, and
varying movements of coil 3. It is important in building the set to make sure
that regeneration is obtained with both
feedback coils or they will practically
neutralize each other and then somebody
is going to call me names."

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

Tuned Radio frequency amplifiers have
a tendency to self oscillation and this can
be prevented by the use of potentiometers
and by care in wiring. Keep the wires
as far apart as possible, keep the leads
short and let wires cross each other at
right angles.
Some constructors shield their panels
and instruments but from the writer's experience this is not always advisable. The
use of a shield introduces capacity effects
that sometimes renders the amplifier useless.

DR.

(Continued from page 11)
ling resistance and between the plate and
filament of the tube.
Consider now that the grid of the first
tube is made positive for half a cycle by
the incoming waves. This draws more
electrons out of the filament and reduces
the resistance of the plate to filament part
of the circuit.
The additional current flowing in the
plate circuit increases the drop across the
coupling resistance and this increase of
voltage is impressed upon the grid of the
second tube through the small fixed condenser. Thus the second tube further
amplifies the wave, repeating the action
through all the tubes.
Super-Heterodyne Circuit
This type of coupling is practically useless for short wave work by reason of
tube capacities by passing part of the
current and reducing the potential aplied to the grids of the tubes. Its advantage lies in the wide range of waves over
which it will work but they must be
above 1000 meters. To overcome this
Armstrong devised the Super-Heterodyne
circuit. The principle of operation of this
circuit is rather complicated but the idea
is beautiful in its simplicity.
The first tube in the series is connected
like a simple detector tube but the grid
circuit is loosely coupled to a tube that
is kept oscillating. The oscillations impressed upon the grid of the first tube
are of such a frequency that they form
a beat current with the carrier wave of the
incoming signals.
This beat current is due to the waves
of the two currents coinciding and then
opposing at fixed intervals giving rise to
a current in the plate circuit of the first
tube that is of a lower frequency than
the carrier waves received. This beat
current is still at a Radio frequency, having a wave length of about 3,000 meters.
At this wave length the current is fed
into a series of resistance coupled amplifier tubes, usually five stages, and finally
detected and passed through one or two
stages of audio frequency amplification.
By this means the resistance coupling is
made to operate efficiently and such a
receiver is considered the best it is possible to build at the present stage of the
art.
Some Radiophans have excellent results
with Radio frequency amplifiers while
others seem to fail entirely when they attempt to build this type of apparatus, as
in one case to the writer's knowledge
where a fan installed a five stage amplifier and found his set worked better without it. Failure is usually the result of
inattention to details and a little experimenting will often clear up the trouble.
General Rules Necessary
By following a few general rules good
results are assured. Use only apparatus
of known quality. Cheap instruments are
usually worth just what they cost, if not
less. Use only mica condensers and tube
sockets that have all metal carrying parts
well spaced from each other.
Where but one stage of Radio frequenceis desired it is best to use a tuned type
of coupling thus obtaining good efficiency
and selectivity for the set More stages
can be employed using transformers if
desired. Where one is willing to make
the necessary adjustments two stages of
tuned Radio frequency will prove highly
satisfactory.

The better method is to build the amplifier without shielding, mounting the
tubes and other apparatus well back from
the panel and lengthening the control
shafts. If body capacity is then troublesome the panel can be shielded as a last
resort.
Hard Tubes Used
Hard tubes are used exclusively for
Radio frequency amplifiers with a high
plate voltage, 60 to 90 volts being used.
For local reception where there is plenty
of energy received a hard tube can be
employed as a detector with a high plate
voltage to give louder signals. Where distance is the goal a soft tube in the detector stage with a lower B battery is
advised. Crystal detectors are often employed with these amplifiers and prove
entirely satisfactory with two stages of
audio frequency behind them to obtain
loud signals. As a matter of fact a crystal detector gives clear reception with
less trouble than a tube. The next chapter
will take up audio frequency amplification and discuss the use of a crystal detector with both types of amplifiers.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

GOOD

PHANTOM

CIRCUIT

(Continued from page 12.)
ing is to connect the point G to ground
and touch the moistened finger to point A.
For apartment houses two combinations
can be used: (1) Connect the point G to
ground and the point A to some metal object or a small aerial in the room; (2)
Just connect the point A to ground.
To operate the set in a car connect the
point G to the frame of the car through
the steering wheel and the point A to the
metal top or a small aerial in the top of
the car.
When camping out the best collector
seems to be a wire from the point A to a
ground connection about 6 or S feet from
the set. A short aerial may also be used.
If this is a super it is far superior to

Electric Soldering Iron
$2.50

INshown
the June
30 issue for
of Radio
Digest was
a diagram
the construction
of a two-step Radio frequency neutrodyne receiver. In this diagram the grid of
the first Radio frequency tube was connected to the plate of the same tube by a
short line which should have been omitted
in the diagram shown above. This error

of commission may be corrected by breaking the lead described. The corrected diagram is illustrated herewith.
The Hazeltine neutrodyne circuit is
proving quite popular to the great body
of Radio experimenters on account of its
remarkably high ratio of amplification on
Radio frequency stages.

anything you have ever tried before in
that line and it may be due to the fact
that there are no large coils, condensers,
or resistances to impede the real action of
what a super might be if given a chance.
Mechanical Theory
Tou have often turned the variable
condenser of a standard regenerative set
up to zero and received an awful howl
in the phones and said that the tube was
spilling over. This is a negative charge
that accumulates on the grid and leaks
off in minute discharges which can be
governed by a grid leak. These charges
are negative so we can assume that the
grid is negative most of the time and
that an impressed EMF on the grid circuit
would tend to build to infinity during the
interval the grid was negative. This seems
to prove out, as only a short aerial is required.
As the wave length is halved the amplification is squared by virtue of the infrequency This
as compared
■with for
the
rate of creased
leakage.
may account

the
bands.marked

results on the shorter wave

This circuit
resultultra
of aregenerator
year's experimentalisworkthe
on the
which was originally published in a Boston newspaper August 22, 1922. The work
was carried out at Radio Station 1XP.
The French steamship line plans to
equip all its passenger ships sailing out
of New York,, with Radio receivers and
amplifiers for the reception of broadcast
programs.SfoPTitt
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Get a

Jfeberal i£>tanbarb
HEAD

SET

For every member of the family
Add to the pleasure you get out of Radio bypermitting all the members of your family to
enjoy it at once.
Federal Standard Head Sets are fully Guaranteed. Permanent magnets and a uniform airgap give just the correct diaphragm action, perfect clarity of tone, and durable efficiency.

Scientific winding and the expert hand-workmanship of master craftsmen give exceptional
range and power.
Get these guaranteed head sets from your
dealer today and refuse to accept a substitute

A. C. OR D. C CURRENT

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts
NOTE:

We are the Largest Exclusive
Jabbers in the Middle West

Radio

Jfeberal tEelegrapf) anb GCelepfjone Co*
Factory:
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
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Questions and Answers
Distortion
(S4T8) MGS, Memphis. Tonn.
I am using' an Aeriola, Sr., detector and
two stages of amplification using VTJ
Western Electric vacuum tubes as ampliflers, 6-VQjt battery, and 90 volts on
the plates of the amplifier. Music from
the local station conies in much distorted
and sounds just like the ring in a tin pan
struck by a wooden instrument. Music
from foreign outside stations such as
WJZ. WOC. WHB, etc., comes in with
a very tinny vibration, also renders the
music disgusting to hear. I changed my
90 volts on the plates of the amplifiers
to 45 volts and still the music Is tinny
both on ear receivers and loud speakers,
regardless of the amount of amplification
or reduction on the detector.

(4129)

Charger

and

Reinartz

mi. Seattle, Wash,

I made a 88-volt 49-cell lead battery. I
have been charging a 81-cell Edison 24-volt
battery using a rectifier in three hours
from the AC lighting current. Can I use
the same system
for the new battery?
I notice your readers are interested in
the Reinartz
tuner.
After
changing
and

Listening in with my detector tube
only the music comes in from the local
station clear in tone and distinct, and no
better could be desired, but as soon as the
amplification is added distortion and the
tinny vibration begins regardless of the
quantity of power used.
My amplifying tubes are new and have
signal corps VT2
Western Electric
stamped across the base, therefore I believe them to be genuine.
The distortion evidently takes place in
the amplification and not in the detector.
Can you suggest a cause and a remedy
for this condition as other owners in the
city use 90 volts on the plates of the
amplifier and are getting beautiful music
from the local stations. It seems impossible for me to use more than 45 volts on
the plates and get anything like good reception. I am also using Western Electric type 10D loud speaker.
A. — Noting specifications and difficulties of reception with receiver cited, will
advise that it should employ 90 volts or
over on the amplifiers.
While the distortion may be in the
tickler we are more than inclined to believe that it is in the amplifying transformer, probably in the first stage. As a
simple test try another transformer in
your first stage and note if distortion
ceases. If so, the transformer is at fault.
Transformers frequently go wrong as the
wire used in them is so small that they
burn out easily.

Non-Code

Beinartz

(3570) AIA, Austin. Minn.
I have constructed a Reinartz circuit
receiver as per directions furnished in
your special booklet on that subject. Using one WD-11 tube and an 80-foot antenna, I have enjoyed Radiophone programs from stations at Davenport, Iowa;
Minneapolis, Minn.; Detroit, Mich. ; Omaha,
Neb., and Kansas City, Mo. Seems to be
working O. K. in that respect. However,
one object in building this set was to be
a"ble to instruct my Boy Scout troop how to
make similar sets with the primary object
of affording them means of listening in on
code messages. So far I have not heard
the . least sign of. any dots and dashes.
Kindly advise as to the reason for this
and tell me what change, if any, can be
made so I can get these code messages.
A. — Noting your specifications and requirements, we are advising the substitution of an 11-plate for 23-plate variable
condenser in the secondary circuit and
placing of 23-plate in place of 43-plate
between the antenna and tickler coil and
placing the 43-plate condenser in series
with antenna, all of which is necessary to
accomplish reception of code signals. This
requires only the addition of an 11-plate
condenser and shifting of those now employe in circuit. These combinations will
also better receive on from 360 to 400
meters wave length. Code is transmitted
by amateurs on a 200-meter wave length.

AB1. made of straight Radio frequency
with the secondary circuit open through
which audio frequency will not pass. Is
there any place where I can use it in the
three or four tube circuits in conjunction
with other R. F. transformers?
Will an all wave coupler be efficient in
these circuits?
Is there any advantage in using a 10 to

current. Why?
The usual answer is that
It adds to the positive charge of the plate.
But what is there to prevent the filament
to grid current? Is there such, or is It so
small as to be neglected?
A. — Referring to vacuum tubes: It is
true that when grid is positive the plate
current is greater. The amount of current
flowing from plate to filament depends
upon the number of electrons which the
filament radiates. If the grid is charged
positive the filament radiates more electrons than if charged negative because a
positive charge attracts a negative charge,
Electrons are negative charges, and as the
plate is charged more positive than the
grid it does not allow the electrons to
stop at the grid, but takes them on to the
plate. This we trust is clear. There is,
however, a slight accumulation of electrons on the grid — in order to avoid an excess of grid potential a grid leak is added
to serve astrons.
a safety valve releasing the
surplus or excess accumulation of elec-

Damage to Phones

60V

rechanging my set and experimenting for
18 months I think I have the hook-up as
near right as I can get it. We get some
very good results on DX work.
I am enclosing hook-up, hoping to help
some amateur like myself. If this hookup is made properly it will give good results.
Tou do not need a grid leak but you do
need a vernier on the 13-plate condenser
and also the detector rheostat.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to battery charger for 98-volt 49-cell
battery, we are advising that you can
charge it in the same manner as used for
the 24-volt battery. However, it will be
necessary to divide the battery in two
parts as its voltage is too high to be
charged from 110 volts. Separate the cells
so that one unit is of 24 cells and the
other of 25 cells and charge these separately in the same manner as you are
now using it with a 21-cell unit. A 60watt lamp will serve as a resistance.
We are expressing our appreciation of
your interest in behalf of readers of Radio
Digest in submitting diagram of Reinartz circuit. We are pleased to pass it on
to our readers.
Keflex Transformers.
(3092) AD, Chicago, 111.
I desire to build a reflex circuit as described in your valuable magazine of Jan.
27, page 13, either Figure 1 or Figure 2,
and would like some help from you.
I have

an

Erla

R. F.

transformer

1 audio frequency transformer for first
step and a 4 to 1 for second step?
In Figure 3, jacks are used for first and
second stages of audio. Are both of these
stages using the 3 steps Radio frequency?
A. — We are answering your several inquiries with reference to Reflex circuit
appearing in January 27 issue of Radio
Digest as follows:
The transformer cited can be used in
any circuit employing Radio frequency
amplification.
An all wave coupler would have no
greater value than a short wave coupler.
Both audio frequency transformers
should be of four to one ratio.
Referring to jacks: A stage of Radio
frequency is cut out with each stage of
audio frequency cut out. We are directing your attention to the fact that in
Figure 3 the third jack is not connected
correctly. A connection should be made
from the first spring to the base of jack.
Vacuum

Receiving telephones must not be connected in the plate circuit of a power amplifier, as serious injury to the windings
will result. If the secondary of an amplifying transformer is connected in the
power amplifier circuit so that it operates
as a step down transformer, the receiving
telephones may be connected to the primary winding and clear reception of signals may be obtained without damaging
the receiving
telephones.
An alarm clock has been invented by a
Frenchman which responds to a certain
Radio wave length when sent out by the
Eiffel tower station.

^xk^
SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL
On Approval For 30 <fc
Zob el- Stein laboratories

Tubes.

(3031) LGC, Casper, Wyo.
All text -books I have read say that when
the grid is positive the greater the plate

322 9'tst.8r00klyn,n.y.s0uth26so
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DISTORTION
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PRICE
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The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Premier "Hegehog."
Full Specification* on Request
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This piece of apparatus
should be as much of interest
to Radiophans as the old
electric incandescent globe
or the first street car that
stands in front of the Edison

The
ning woods
to be are
filledbeginwith Xc§§^/
^§|
music
days. lodges,
Per- %|i
manent these
camps,
%
tents and even in the
open may be found the
familiar receiving set
and entertainment fresh
from the city may be
turned loose through
the
mystery
It is
soothing
and box.relaxing

****.!
i<*l

for

,.*,s
v~,

the

plant is to vidual.
the The
average
indimysterious
"black box," as it is called,
tions in the
laboratory
is another
of Edison's
inven-in
which he discovered the Radio spark of today © K. & H.

J:i-

vacationist
Who is the most ardent
baseball fan? Did you
ever peek through a knot
hole when there was not
enough coins in your
pocket
entrance
fee to seetoa pay
game?
Well,

© Wide World

.,<£-><

that is the boy. Radio
helps the boy out of his
dilemma. This is a baseball club listening in on
the returns from the big
leaguers
© K. & H.

'*%

ft

w

\Jk
An ideal way to spend a
hot afternoon at the beach,
providing you have a canoe
and a portable Radio receiving set © U. & U.
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WAVES

a
FAKED

WDAP OPENS AFTER
EXTENSIVE CHANGES
NEW ANTENNA
IMPORTANT

SYSTEM
FEATURE

IS

All Leads from Transmitter Are Laid
in Conduits, Out of Way — Counterpoise Covers Roof
CHICAGO. — WDAP, broadcasting' station
of the Chicago Board of Trade, recently
reopened its plant after being shut down
for alterations.
"While the station has been inactive many
changes have been made for the betterment of its broadcasts.
The most notable
of the changes effected are in the transmitting equipment and antenna with a view
towards making the station more powerful.
The antenna system now consists of four
bird cage aerials radiating from a central
mast on the roof of the hotel. A counter ! poise, spreading out from the foot of the
central mast, covers the entire roof of
the building and looks very much like
the ribs of a huge umbrella.
In the operating room all of
the wiring has been laid in
conduits which take the wires
out of sight and also prevents the chances of accidents due to contact with
the high power leads.
After the program was
completed,
exceptionally fine one an
in the
opinion
of Radiophans, a reception
was given prominent local
Radio men in the studio.
The general opinion of
these gentlemen is that
the efficiency of the equipment of WDAP has been
greatly increased.

WAVES CARRY MUSIC
TO 12 DETROIT PARKS
City Installs Sets to Save on Summer Concerts
DETROIT. — The Detroit Department of
Parks and Boulevards has selected twelve
city parks as locations for Radio band
concerts for the summer. WWJ, the Detroit News station, has placed its equipment at the disposal of Scheman's concert
band for the public entertainments. About
$500 will be spent by the city for equipment and an operator engaged for each
of the parks.
It is found by using Radio the city will
save a large sum of money during the
summer hiring park bands.

Nation Listens In
99
to "Biggest
Band
Broadcasts
Music
by Massed
WJAX

Grotto

Musicians at
Cleveland

CLEVELAND, O. — Music, real music, by
what is said to have been the biggest
band ever assembled for a Radio concert,
was broadcast under the auspices of the
Cleveland News recently by WJAX, the
powerful station of the Union Trust Company here. Keokuk, la.; Oshkosh, Wi.?.,
Kennebuck, Me., and Wetumpka, Ala.,
heard and knew the Grotlo had been in
Cleveland.

Alice Brady of
■was recently
movie
fame
interviewed at
the microphone of
Newark,
b y
WOR, Bamberger's of
non, writerCanfor
Regina
a weeklytion picture
mopublication

No. 2

NO'STOPPBC
WAVES COME
FROM NAUEN
'Reports Are Nonsense

tt

tt
Dr.
A. Meissner, German Scientist, Brands Auto Halting
Reports as Foolish

(By T. 0. Deut&chman, Special Correspondent)
BERLIN,
GERMANY.—
reports are foolish,
utterly "These
stupid, and
nonsense!" declared Dr. A. Meissner
in an interview here when asked regarding the reported secret waves with, which
Station POZ, better known as Nauen, is
alleged to have been experimenting recently. Many American newspapers
have been carrying reports telling how
automobiles have been stopped and
French airplanes forced to land as a
result of the radiation of these waves.
Dr. Meissner is probably the greatest
authority in Radio in Germany, and besides being a Radio inventor of international import, is chief engineer for the
Telefunken Company, the commercial
Radio communication company here. No
scientist can doubt the word of the
Doctor when he says, "Nauen made no
(Continued on page 2)
such experiments."
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MANY MORE PARTS
PUT ON OFFER LIST
ENTHUSIASM OVER SPECIAL
OFFER AWARD GROWS
Fans Keep Sending in Large Numbers
of Coupons
for Valuable
Radio Accessories

| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER
U

Coupon Number 8

B
HI
B

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.

m
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§H
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^
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"When
sent in,remittance,
accompanied
by
necessary
according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

1 Save Me — I Am Valuable
A greater flood of coupons into this
office is expected with the addition of
many new and valuable accessories to
the already long list of parts. Some fans
have sent in as many as four series for
various parts needed to construct their
sets.
Send in as many series as you like, the
only stipulation being that the coupons
must be consecutively numbered. The
coupon numbers do not have to start with
number one, but may begin with any
number, just so long as the rest of the
coupons follow progressively numbered.
There is also no limit to the number of
coupons which a fan may send in. Just
select your parts and enclose coupons with
the necessary cash remittance ■ and the
parts will be shipped to you immediately
upon receipt of the letter.
Rules
to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any Item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4. 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There 1b no limit to the
number of series turned In by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on tho
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:

Class A Articles

For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug: 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser: 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build -Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UT-199 Socket; Eay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mcadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, ,003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance : 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Mieon Condensers. (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005,
.001, .0015, .002, .0025, or .003 mfd.); Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever.

DIGEST

Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.): Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon : Dubilier Mlcadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.);
Dubilier Mlcadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd), Premier Universal Radio
.Tack, Filament Control Five Spring: CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Hitter Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch:
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat:
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Mlcon Condenser, .01
mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condensers, (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Read 'EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer;
Aerovox Crystal Detector.
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FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

-By E. T. Flewelling(Editor's Note. — This department is written is used without either antenna or ground,
by Mr. Fletoelling, the inventor of the famous it is necessary in order to secure any
super circuit. From the questions sent him effect from the condenser, to do either of
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the two things: connect the antenna and
one considered most informative for all and ground posts together, thus placing the
condenser across the tuning coil, or use a
answers it in this column.)
substitute antenna, such as a short wire
Varioconpler on Flewelling- Super.
10 to -15 feet long, a stove or other metal(Submitted by J. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.)
lic body, even your own body will serve as
Question. I am using a variocoupler on the an antenna if you hold the antenna post
Class D Articles
Flewelling Super, tapped at 30, 40, 50, 75, firmly in your hand. This matter of
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
100, 115 and 125 turns. Are these taps ground and antenna with the Flewelling
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
close enough? Rotor is 90 turns of No. 28 is of very great importance and is one
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 Martinwire. Is this enough? Volume is excel- reason for failure. Any ground or antenna
Copeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
Why? lent, but do not secure much distance. may be used. One will work practically
15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
as well as the next, but compensate or
Answer. You will have no trouble with a make up for these different values by
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery,
tuning the
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4% volts; variocoupler tapped as you state. You
set. inductance or capacity in
change
of either
■Electrad
Variohm,(2 with
micaCRL
condenser;
Byshould be able to tune in any broadcaster
Pass Condenser
mfd.);
VariableDubilier
Grid Leak
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarwith this arrangement. Rotor will work
son Variable Condenser. .00025 mfd.; Amsco 300-Ohm
with 90 turns, but would suggest about
Potentiometer; Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mfd.;
125 turns. Your trouble with distance may
(Continued
from
page
1)
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal
be
caused by some shielding effect of
Detector and Condenser, mounted.
When asked concerning the statement
Class £ Articles
neighboring buildings, etc. No trouble is
of C. C. Winn, dean of the College of EnFor ten consecutively numbered coupons and one ordinarily had from this source. The Sudollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
gineering, Detroit Institute of Technology,
pei is at its best on distant stations.
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Dr. Meissner was emphatic in his answer,
Control Rheostat: 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
"Winn has false information."
Flewelling Antenna and Ground.
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.) ; Ray-O-Vae
The statement of Dean Winn was given
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
(Submitted by W. B., Cleveland, Ohio)
in the June 30 issue of the Digest. In it
or .0006 mfd.): Besistometer (Type B) : Delta Midget
Question. I have built a Flewelling set he supported the so-called secret waves
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
according to instructions and find that I as possible and entirely logical, even gomfd.; Freshman Mlcon Condenser, .02 mfd.; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket; can get no effect whatever from the variing so far as to state that similar experiAerovox Double Slide Tuning Coil
able condenser. Why? Also what can I do
ments as those attributed to Nauen by the
Class V Articles
to overcome this?
American
newspaper dispatches, had been
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
Answer. The single condenser Super has carried out successfully in the laboratory
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
been
shown
with
the
tuning
condenser
in
of the Detroit Institute of Technology.
sent; 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat) ;
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
The stories branded by Dr. Meissner as
series, with the tuning coil and the anRay-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts: Dubilier
foolish are unaccounted for in Germany,
tenna,
or,
if
the
set
is
connected
to
the
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable
ground without any antenna, then the where they have also been rumored widely.
ground is connected to the top post so It is the belief of many authorities that
Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; Tele- that the condenser is in series with the
the dispatches gained creduience through
radio Variable Condenser, 43-plate.
ground and the tuning coil. Now if the set the desperate condition of Germany and
Class G- Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
a natural desire on the part of the Gerdollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
mans to gain an upper hand over the
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7 -Plate Variable
French. The reports, however, are utterly
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (B-2, B-3. or R-4) ; Walnart Varifalse and German correspondents for
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Antiable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Conmany American daily newspapers are
capacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Du(23-Plate vernier)
; Bay-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts;
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
either uninformed or deliberately manubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.): Dubilier By-Pass Confacturing the propaganda.
denser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial volts: Dubilier Duratran (B. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
1(.00078
Ratio. mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 4 to Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.); Premier Variable
Dr. Meissner, many Radiophans will reCondenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegecall, is the inventor of the famous MeissClass H Articles
hog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio: Premier Hegehog
ner circuit, widely used in transmitting,
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, i to 1 Ratio;
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be Turney Spider Web Coil Mount. Type B.
especially by the code amateurs.

DENIES SECRET

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug: 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) ; 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.

WAVES

Voltage is the pressure behind electrical
current.
Amperage is the current.
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Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons anoT sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
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SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025.
.003. .004. or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Miradons Type 601 (.006 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Laws Condenser
(.1, .25, or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, Vt,, or 5/16 in. black or white
face) : Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 ME);
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
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Teleradio 30-Ohm Rheostat; Teleradio Lightning Arrester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D; Aerovox Rheostat.

TO QUERIES

Looking Ahead
How

to Graduate Your Variable Condenser Dials to Read in Wave Lengths and a
discussion on the use of variable capacities in oscillating circuits, will be the
topic of an article in next issue by H. J. Marx.

SYNTHETIC
RADIO CRYSTAL
On Approval For 30 <fc
Zo bel- Stein laboratories
322 9™ ST. BROOKLYN.N.Y.Souih 2650
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NEW
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All tubes guaranteed to worii like new.
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Prompt
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"24 Hour Service"
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Newark,
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POST.
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Thomas W. Benson's Series for Beginners next week will be devoted to a thorough
explanation of super-regeneration, the latest Radio Development.
Hook-Up Diagram R.D.-91 — to appear in the July 28 issue — will show a new
development of the Ultra Reinartz. This circuit will employ the tuning unit
described several months past in the Digest series on the Ultra Reinartz.
The

Survey of the Radio Patent Tangle — by John B. Brady — will continue next
week, ending week after next. This explanatory study of the invention muddle is
worth keeping on file.
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MASTER HEARS LAST
WORK OF HIS PUPIL
RADIO
INSTILLS
LIFE
IN
STUDENT'S MASTERPIECE
Italian Musician
Listens
Composition of His
Protege

In to Final
Famous

SAX FRANCISCO.— Probably not more
than a dozen persons were cognizant of
the drama of the air that was enacted recently, when Guiseppi Bartalo, aged
teacher of Luigi Mancinelli. author of the
motion
picture atopera
"FrateAuditorium
Sole." whichin
was
presented
the Civic

DIGEST

"CHURCH WILL GROW
BY SERMONS IN AIR"

UNCLE JOE KEEPS IN
TOUCH BY AIRPHONE

ng
the ,
bigges
bringi
soon
"Radioin will
O.t— asset
COLUbeMBUS
people to the church because people will want not only to hear the pastor, butAndre
to see
meet
w W.and
wood him,"
Rev, Dr.
Black
said
in his talk a few days ago to pastors
ing
r
who are attend
the summe
school
of pastors at Ohio State university. His
r
topic was, "The Most Popula Preach-

own
to this,
back Out
forever
politics
of his
LLE,and 111.—
DANVI
old home town, Uncle Joe Cannon, for many years speaker in the
House of Representatives, keeps in
touch with the outside world by means
of Radio. A complete Radio set was
presented the venerable gentleman on
his STth birthday, and Uncle Joe is now
an ardent fan.

UP AMONG

THE ETHER

WAVES

San Francisco, sitting in far oil" New Orleans, heard
pupil's
last composition
hroadcast
herehis from
Station
KPO, Hale
Bros, Inc., of San Francisco.
It was Bartalo, Italian maestro, who,
many years ago, shaped the musical
foundation of little Luigi Mancinelli in
far off Milan, when the little boy with the
serious eyes came to him for his initial
instruction. Proudly he watched the
fruits of his labors, as Mancinelli developed into a noted composer, whose operatic and symphonic scores were familiar
to musical thousands.
Pupil Becomes Famous
While Mancinelli was climbing the
thorn-strewn pathway to fame, Bartalo
was establishing himself in America.
Their roads parted. Mancinelli climbed
to the top of his profession, but he never
forgot the little instructor to whom he
owed his beginning. Frequently he wrote
him, and sent him copies of his newest
scores. And Bartelo*s breast would swell
■with pride, and he would tell his friends
tales of his Luigi as he always remembered him.
In 1922 Mancinelli died. Bartalo was
heartbroken. He collected all of his dead
pupil"s
he could
find. But some
of his works
latest that
works
he overlooked.
One

REBUILT

PLANT

Two
Huge
135-Foot
Towers,
Atop
Hotel, Give ofAntenna
450 FeetTotal Height
CHICAGO.— WMAQ, the Chicago Daily
News, latest addition to Chicago's many
high powered broadcasting stations, recently opened its brand new studio with
an exceptionally fine program, in fact two
programs, as they broadcast two different
to
10. during- the evening: 7 to 8 and 9
times

The later program from WMAQ was
along different lines. Miss Myrna Sharlow, leading soprano of the Chicago Civic
Opera Company, sang several numbers and
Vera Poppe, English cellist, well known
to Radiophans throughout the country,
provided excellent entertainment.
The Studio of WMAQ is an example of
the newest ideas for Radio Broadcasting.
The studio, comprising two large rooms,
is located on the eighteenth floor of the
Hotel LaSalle, with a commodious reception room adjoining. The walls have been
specially treated and are hung with
taupe velour. Several prominent acoustic
engineers who inspected the studio said
that it is perfectly arranged for broadcasting, there being absolutely no echoes.
Thick carpet covers the floor to muffle any
noise which might arise from that source.
Several microphones placed about the
studio proper have lines running to the
control station at one end of the room
and are so connected that one or more may
be connected simultaneously, according to
the demands of the occasion.
On Top of Twenty-Two Stories
Located in a penthouse on the roof of
the hotel, is the operating room. The
latest equipment is used, consisting of a
500-watt transmitter. Two steel towers,
each 135 feet high and spaced 100 feet
apart, support the antenna. As these towers are located on the roof of the twentytwo story hotel building-, the antenna is
the highest of any in the city. An interesting feature of these towers is that
they are coated with a fireproofing cement
for half their height.

SIGNAL OFFICER IS
GIVEN NEW POST

RACE CONTESTANTS
ARE RADIO EQUIPPED

Major Maubourgne, Headquarters,
Chicago, Goes to Experimental
Laboratory at Washington

Five of Entries in Balloon Classic
Have Radio Sets
Aboard

THE ANTENNA

MARKS

Some of the outstanding features of the
earlier program were Willie and Eugene
Howard and Emily Mills of Passing Show
fame; the three Doners Tad, Rose, and
Kitty of the Dancing Girl; Edythe Baker,
pianist, who is scheduled as the star of
the Music Box Revue for the coming season; Edith Fletcher, coloratura soprano of
the Cleveland Opera Company, and a talk
by Earnest Stevens of the LaSalle Hotel.
Mr. W. S. Hedges, Radio Editor of the
Daily News, also
a short address.
Latergave
Program

such was "Frate Sole," which he had never
heard. Xo more had America. When arrangements were made to bring "Frate
Sole"
to this country,
one thought
of
little Bartalo
in New noOrleans
until the
broadcast.
World Hears Opera
When a pre-audition was arranged
through Station KPO that the Radio world
might hear a fragment of the dead comwork, friends
the were
aged
maestro poser's
in New
Orleans.recalled
Telegrams
interchanged. As a resulPof them, little,
old, bent Guiseppi Bartalo sat at a Radio
instrument half across the American continent, and with tears streaming down his
cheeks, as he later explained by a telegram to KPO and his friends, heard again
through the wizardry of a broadcast wave
the living fire of "Little Luigi" in his ears.
The whole coast listened to "Frate Sole."
But only a few, those who had arranged
the matter, visualized the greater drama
which was being enacted in New Orleans
as Guiseppi Bartalo, at his Radio set heard
the last work of his beloved pupil.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Five of the
contestants in the national balloon race
which started from Indianapolis July 4
were equipped with Radio receiving sets,
using dry cells and peanut tubes. The sets
weigh less than eighteen pounds and have
a range of more than 1,000 miles.
The sets were used to pick up special
weather reports, telling of various air
currents at different altitudes, prepared
by the weather bureau and broadcast
from Washington, Detroit, Chicago and
Schenectady, N. T. In view of the fact
that the winner of the race was the balloon
that got the greatest distance from the
starting point, the reports on air currents
were of great value.

FEATURE STARS AT
WMAQ'S REOPENING
EXCELLENT
MODULATION

WASHINGTON. — Maj. J. O. Maubourgne,
former chief signal officer of the 6th corps
area, headquarters at Chicago, has been
placed in charge of the Signal Corps laboratory at the Bureau of Standards. Maj.
Carter's letter reads in part: "We are Maubourgne expects to begin a new series
located at an altitude of 7,000 feet and of experiments in the laboratory July 15.
a four day trip to the nearest railway.
One of the first is the development of
To travel anywhere we have to navigate suitable terminal apparatus for transmit10 to 30 feet of snow. We get mail once
ting Gen. George O. Squier's new universal
every six weeks brought in by ski riders — speed code alphabet. In view of the fact
but
only
letters
at
that,
for
newspapers
that
the alphabet is intended to increase
are too bulky.
the speed of automatic transmission in
"We put in supplies to last at least cable, wire and Radio dispatches, the deeight months of the winter. Tou can
velopment of the necessary apparatus is
imagine how much the enlightenment and very complicated. As soon as the appathe entertainment received from WWJ
ratus can be built the army message cenand other broadcasting stations has meant
ter here plans to conduct long distance
speed transmission tests.

Steeplejack Michael Bourke oi Brooklyn just drops a wire from his small crystal set at noon hour
and listens to all the locals. In this instance he is enjoying Station WDT between bites
©K.&H.

Desolate
Relies onMiners*
Air forVillage
News
Town Is Four Days from Rails;
Gets Mail Every Six Weeks
DETROIT. — The Detroit News, Station
WWJ, recently received a communication
from E. E. Carter, Holt Mine, McColl,
Idaho, which shows how Radio is appreciated by persons shut from the world
during a large part of the year.
Mr.

BROTHERS

to us."Lew P.
Spir L. and

Inject this in Your DX Friends
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The Week's Advance

KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58. P. M„
Musical program, Marie Emery Lahr, soprano; HowGeise.ard Nielson, tenor; Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Harry
WBAP
476), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert, Ft.
Worth (Central,
artists.

Tuesday, July 17
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Musical program, "Keltic." Star Orchestra: "A Song of
Sunshine," Mrs. Isobeil G\ Callow, contralto; "Concerto," Manny Roth, violinist: "Serenata," Orchestra: "Salaame," Mrs. Isobel G. Callow; "Badinage-"
Orchestra; "Spanish Dance," Manny Roth; "Cossack
Lullaby," "Serenade- Espagnole," Orchestra; "Yesterday and Today," Mrs. Isobel G. Callow; 'A Ball
Scene," Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 7:20 P. M., Concert, "Prelude
In G Minor," "Waltz in E Major," "Paraphrase Rlg©letto." Esther Burnett, pianist; "Love in Idleness,"
"In the Deep Cellar " "Rocked in the Cradle of the
Deep," Harvey Anshuetz, bassoon Harve Lauderbaugh,
bass; E. Godfrey, reader.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Woman's program devoted to Child Training; 10."00- 11:00 P. M.,
Dance music, George Olsen's OrchesWa.
KHJ (Pacific. 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert, Beisden's
Bon Ton Ballroom Orchestra; 2:30-3:30 P. I\L, Matinee musical. Orris Cook Concert Trio; 6:45-7aTJ»°. M.,
Children's
hour, "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00 P. M..
De
Luxe program.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Grand Central Theater talent.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P.
M., Musical program. Lyon & Healy Concert Dept. ;
Cope P.
Harvey's
Orchestra;
Mintz,
9:05
M., Book
review, Herb
Llewelyn
Jones.pianist; 9:00WBAP (Central-, 476), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert, Fred
Cahoon's Texas Hotel Orchestra.
WB2 (Eastern, 337), 7:00 P. M., Concert. William
Davison, tenof; Avis Harriman, soprano; Mrs. E. H.
Ruhe, pianist; 8:30 P. M., Bedtime story for grownups. Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-1254
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
MuBical selections; 4:30-555 P. M., Song recital;
Talk, Betsy Logan.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-1:00 P.
M., Popular songs; "Midnight Road," "Long Lost
Mama," "When the Sun Shines for Me," "Ten Thousand Tears," "Honey Moon Time," "Bebe — Slow
Poke," "Bug House Fables."
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address, De
Witt McMurray; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Violin recital,
Edith Beilhara and assisting musicians; 1 1:00- 12:00
P. M., Musical program, J. I. Wright's Male Quartet.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving Time. 395), 1:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Piano recital, Loretta Kerk;
6:30 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford
Orchestra;
Children's
Own
Half Hour,
Cousin 7:00-730
Sue; 8:00P. P.M.,M.,
Boy Scouts
Radio Corps; 8:30 P. M., Song recital; 10:30 P. M.,
Dance Music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Dance
Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 8:30 P. M., Business report, Roger W. Babson; Joseph Ecker, baritone; Mrs. Grace Phillips, pianist; Talk, George
Brinton Beal, Editor Boston Sunday Post.
WGY (Eastern,- 380), 1:00 P. M.. -Address, "The
Woman of Today," Mrs. Charles E. Hyson; 7:45 P.
M., Musical program, "Vfennese Carnival Pranks,"
Ruth Don, pianist; "The Cloths of Heaven," "The
Crying of Water," Everett T. Grout, tenor; "Solfeggietto." "Allegro di Molto," Ruth Don; "Onaway,
Awake, Beloved." Everett T. Grout; "Sonata in A
Major," Alice Clough-Wilsey, violinist; "Concerto,"
Ruth Don; "Trabblin' to de Grave," "Hard Trials,"
Everett T. Grout; "Danse Negre," Ruth Don: "The
Rosary," Everett T. Grout; "Andante." "Melodie,"
Alice Clough-Wilsey: "Prelude and Fugue No. 21,"
"Prelude No. 22," Ruth Don.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7 30-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Carolyn Pell, soprano; Richard Wymond, violinist; Double piano concerto, Mrs. Lawrence Evans. Ruth Sharp; Bryan
Holloway, baritone; Mrs. Lawrence Evans, pianist;
Elizabeth S. Steiger, Robert F. Muth, readers ; Ruth
Sharp, pianist.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz; 3:00 P. M., Artist
recital, song and piano; 6:00 P. M., Dinner music,
WD? Little Symphony Orchestra, Dick Regan, director: 7:00-730 P. M., Bedtime stories, Uncle Wip;
830 P. M., Musical program.
WJAX (Eastern, 390). 730 P. M„ Concert, Cleveland
News.
WLW (Eastern, 309). 10:00 P. M., "The Mountebank's
Song," Mabley and Carew Glee Club: Vocal solo, Mr.
Sanders; Henry Grad, baritone; "Anchored," Glee
Club: Vocal solos, Mr. Sanders. Mr. Grad; "The Day
Is Declining," Glee Club; Circle Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448) 430 P. M.,
Program furnished by Bush Conservatory of Music;
7:00 P. M., Talk, "Fishing,'.' Edward C. Taylor;
9:15 P. M., Vocal selections, D. R. Wederman, tenor.
WMC
(Central,
500), 3:30
Hawaiian
Orchestra;
11:00 P.P. M..M., Concert,
MidnightJannssen's
Frolic.
WOC (Central, 484), 3 30 P. M., Educational talk. A.
G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's Band; 830 P. M., News Orchestra; Town
Crier; George F. Mullan, baritone; Albert Munck. pianist.

Wednesday,

July 18

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-90)0 P. M.,
Musical program. Selection from "U Trovatore," Star
Orchestra; "The Dwarf," Arthur Fisher, baritone;
Comet solo, W. Woods; "Serenade," Orchestra;
"Jogging Along the Highway," Arthur Fisher; "My
Dreams," Orchestra: Cornet solo, W. Woods; Selection from "Chu Chin Chow." Orchestra; Baritone
solo, Arthur
Fisher;
KDKA
(Eastern,
326). "Lysistrata,"
720 A. M„ Orchestra,
Concert, KDKA
Little Symphony Orchestra, Victor Saudek, director;
Earl Renner, tenor.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M., Children's program; Stories. Aunt Nell; 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Concert;
IO:0»-<l:00 P. M.. Dance music, George Olsen's Orchestra.KHJ (Pacific, 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Musical program: 230-330 P. M., Matinee concert: 6:45-7:30
P. M.,
M., DeChildren's
hour, "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00
P.
Luxe program.
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The remarkable features which are making this circuit more popular each day are its simplicity of construction and control — wonderful selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness of reception,
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Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
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WB2 (Eastern, 337), 7*0 P. M., Concert, Mrs. Lila
L. Morgan, soprano; John Clark, pianist; Lloyd
Stoneman, pianist: 8:20 P. M., Bedtime story for
grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 395).
12:00-12*1

DIGEST

July 21, 1923

Broadcast Programs

WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 730-9:00 P. M., Concert, Courier-Journal Quartet; Reading, "An Interesting Historical
Episode."
WIP (Eastern,
Daylight
Saving. 509), 3*0 P. M„ Recital; 6:00-6:45 P. M„ Dinner dance music; 7:007 30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M.. Musical program,
"La Cinquantaine," "Ein Albunblatt." Frances Btoffregen, cellist; Aichele Novelty Orchestra; Swimming
lesson,
Stanley Brauninger;
Popular
songs, Gussie

bonar 10:00 P. M.. Musical program,
Ealto'.,^y„Ey.eeD',SOI>nmo:
T- M.Davenport
Arnold, Chaptromter. Order of the DeMolay.
(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1 14)0-1130 A

WOO

Luncheon
Tea 12:00-12:55
Room OrchestraM., Organ music,
recital, Wanamaker
Mary E. Vogt;
P MRecitaL
tes P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 8:00 P M.'
Band;
830 „5,7).'.
P. M„3:<S
News
Orchestra;
CrierWWJ
i**!^"'
p- MConcert, Town
Schmeman's
Julius Sturm, soprano; Lilah G. Grant, soprano'

What Time Is It?

Mountain
or
Saving
Pacific
Daylight

Deora Wolfe,

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

songs, Bernie Grossman; "Oh Sister Ain't That Hot?"
Ruby Cowan; "Chattahoochee,", sung by composer;
Songs, Brooks and Ross; 7:00-7:50 P. M-, Sandman's
story, Lila Lee; Piano recital, Jascha Samoos; "My
Grief May Be Quiet," "Polianka." "Flower, Wine
and Love," Sophia Maximova, Gypsy singer; Miss
Alexander, actress; "As the King Went to War,"
"Aria from the Opera Demon," "Aria from the
Opera Pique Dame," Mr. Kotylansky, bass; "Today
We Have Parted," "It May Be," "Troika," Madame
Maximova; "The Two Grenadiers," "I Will Never
Be Grieved." "Ei Uchniem," Mr. Kotylansky.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Musical program, Melba Theater talent.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M„ Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orches^
tra; 3:00 P. M-, Recital; 6:30 P. M.. Dinner music,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 7:00 P.
M., Children's Own Half Hour. Cousin Sue.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 830 P. M..
Talk, "Science Up to Date." Scientific American.

T>
A r*¥f"\
KAUIU

VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
AT
Y. PRICES

"Money

Back

Policy

Prevails"

£
0*1°
RGTube
£^MA
Vacuum
I Socket
25c

VA Volt

Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without
B battery.
Wiring
diagram
FREE with each tube.
10c extra for
parcel post insured.
PHONES
Dietzen 3,000 Ohm
Dictograph

Dunuce

In8. Add

Post
Parcel $0.12
For $3-75
5.75 ,14

COUPLERS
King Variocoupler
1.15
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
Dietzen 14-Plate Vernier
2.65
Dietzen 24-Plate Vernier
2.95
Dietzen 46-Plate Vernier
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Dietzen
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Cotoco
2-45
Owl
95
MISCELLANEOUS
Ritter Portable Loop
1.00
Argus Lightning Arrester
95
Welsh
Peanut
Tube
2.00
Peanut Tube Socket
50
Switch Lever, Fada Type
19
Ammeter Testing B Battery
49
Two Slide Tuning Coil
1.26
Hydrometers
49
Double Phonograph Attachment
1.15
SETS
Giblin Crystal Set
4.95
Aerex Crystal Set
7.95
Victor Single Tube, completely
assembled
12.50
Victor Two Stage Amplifier
12.50
RHEOSTATS
Klosner Vernier
1 .25
Bradleystat
1.49
Union Radio
65
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
89
V. T. Bakelite
50
LOUD

Music
Reflex

Master

2-inch
3-inch

(Bakelite)
(Bakelite)

SPEAKERS
DIALS

.12

S. Cuthbertson, tenor; Clyde W. Foster, baritone9:05-9:25
P. J.
M.,Pernin.
"Twenty Minutes of Good Reading,"
Rev. Claude
WBAP (Central. 476). 930-10:45 P. M., Concert. Florence Biggins' Orchestra.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7:00 P. M., Concert. William
Levin, pianist; Cecil L-ussier, soprano; Lillian De
Laurier, violinist; WBZ Trio; 820 P. M., Bedtime
story for grown-ups. Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:50
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Feri Sarkozl, director; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Arcadia Concert Orchestra;
Talk, Betsy Logan; 4:30-5:55 P. M., Song recital.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-1:00 P.
M., Popular
program,
"Snakes'
Hips,"
"I'mMessing
Going
Away,"
Spencer
Williams:
"You're
Always
Around With My Man," "Low Down Papa," "Cotton Belt Blues," Lizzie Miles; "Black Man, Be On
Tour Way." "Down Hearted Blues," "Gulf Coast
Blues," Edna Hicks : Songs, Spencer Williams.
WFAA (Central. 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M„ Address,
"The Courts and the People," Judge Royall R. Watkins; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical program, arranged
by D. L. Whittle Music Co.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Song recital; 3:45 P. M., Concert;

(Continued on page 9)

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
291 Broadway

New

FLEWELLING

3
13
23
43
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

REINARTZ

CIRCUIT

including
instruc-

drilled

Two-staoeat Audio- Frequency Amplifier.
circuits

Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD
Where

KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
program.
Musical pianist;
program.
Cope Harvey's
Mintz,
Margaret
M. Miller,Orchestra;
soprano; Herb
Geo.

Bishop: "She's Got That Too," "Thelma," "Somebody Else," Aichele Novelty Orchestra; "Spanish
Caprice." Mildred Steinwert, pianist; "Serenade,"
Mitchell Dane, viola; "Bach Concerto for Two Violins in D Minor," Mitchell Dane, Irwin Korb. violinists; "Prelude in G Sharp Minor," "Witches Dance,"
. Aichele
Mildred Novelty
Steinwert:
"Liebesfreud," Mitchell Dane;
Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 430 P. M.,
Program furnished by Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art; 7:00 P. M., Stories, Georgene
Faulkner; Frances Aiken, pianist; Mrs. Beatrice Solomon, violinist; 9:15 P. M., Program arranged by
Lyceum Arts Conservatory.
WOC (Central, 484). 330 P. M„ Educational talk,
Clyde G. Kern: 8:00 P. M., Organ recital, Erwin
Swindell, organist; Musical program, Rita Harris, con-

Every part complete,
book oftions
diagrams and

CONDENSERS
2.50.
Variable; value, $1.75
Variable; value, 3.50
Variable; value, 4.50
Variable; value, 5.50
Vernier; value, 6.00
Vernier; value.
Vernier; value. 6.50

panel

Every part complWe,
book of diagrams and

and

Every part
$11.95

York City

CIRCUIT
including drilled panel and
instrucd? -I f\ Qr-

complete for either of the above'
Two-inch Dials, same design, for rheostats and
potentiometer; special at
$0.25
Audio
Frequency
Transformer.
Designed
for
use with W. D-. II tubes; list, $4.50; price.. 2.75
Variocouplei- — Litz
Wire
Wound
Secondary;
value, $4.50; special
2.25
Ball Bearing
Inductance
Switch; value, 75c;
special
30
V. T. Sockets, nickeled, brass, sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
40
Aluminum Loud Speaking Horn, nickel plated,
highly polished; $8.00 list
3.75
Filament
Rheostat,
6 ohm
65
Filament
Rheostat, 20 ohm
80
Filament
Rheostat, 50 ohm
90
With 2" Dial, 15c extra.

$11.00

....$1.05
.... 1.20
1.35
.... 1.95
.... 3.75
4.00
.... 4.25

Honeycomb Coils, 50 turns mounted
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted
Double Coil Mountings
Triple Coil Mountings
Reinartz
Coils,
Increased
wave
length anil
mounting
Jacks, Single Circuit; value. 65c, special at...
Double Circuit; value, 90c; special at
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with Knob
and Dial (15 Switch Points)
Lightning
Arresters, approved
Three-inch
Dials, unbreakable,
heat resisting
composition,
high finish: special

95
1.00
2.45
3.35
1.55
.30
45
1.45
90

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us. Mail orders filled
immediately. Transportation PREPAID on all
orders of $5.00 or over, east of the Mississippi
River.
All others Include postage.

30

.14
.16
.18
PACIFIC
.12
.12
-10
.10
.09
.08
.03
.06
.08
.12
.08
.08
.30
.45
.45
.45
.14
.10
.08
.10
.10

27.50
9.85

.50
.30

25
.35

.06
.08

Just Consider

329

COAST

BRANCH:
Union League Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

— the essential features
necessary to make an
audio frequency transformer a good oneHigh Amplification.
Minimum Distortion.
Low Interstage Linkage.
Convenient Mounting.
S» > Compactness.

Cotoco transformers make
these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.

"Built Pint to Lajt*

At Your Dealer's
191

Fulton St., Dept. F-22, New
9 New York Stores

America's

York

City

Greatest Radio Mail Order House

$5.00

C0T0-C0IL

'

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P M
Musical program, "Cavalleria Rusticana." Star Orchestra; "Nervana," Fred S. Hamer. tenor; "Nina,"
Jaques
Sterin,
"Le Retour,"
Orchestra"A
Farewell,"
Fredcellist;
S. Hamer;
"Espana."
Orchestra;
"Ritornell," Jaques Sterin; "The Last Watch"
Fred
Hamer; "Serenade," Selection from "Katinka," S. Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 7:20 P. M., Concert, Elmer
Hennig. cellist; William Hennlg. Jr.. pianist
KGW (Pacific, 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Lecture, "The
Analysis of a Simple Bank Statement," Andrew Miller, Field Secy. Oregon Bankers Assn.; 10:00-11*0
P. M.,
Dance 395),
music. 1230-1:15
Georg Olsen's
Orchestra.
KHJ
(Pacific,
P. M..
Concert; 230330 P. M., Concert; 6:45-730 P. M., Children's
hour, "Uncle John"; 84)0-10:00 P. M„ De Luxe

Saving
Central tain
or Daylight
Moun-

P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Song recital and short talks: 430-5:55 P. M.. Dance
music; 730-8:00 P. M„ Dream Daddy; 8:00 P, M.1:00 A. M., Talks, song recital, dance music, Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra; Howard Lanin, director;
Songs, Harry Glyn.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12:00-1:00 P. M..
Musical
program,
"Wonder,"
"Oh How
She Comedy
Lied,"
Ruby Cowan,
singer;
Willie White,
pianist;

pianist.
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DIGEST

A VISIT TO WGY, SCHENECTADY

Radiophans So Enthusiastic Over WGY
They Even Christen Their Babies After It
Kolin Hager Outstanding Figure of Popularity at Famous Eastern
Station of General
Electric Company
Does Interesting
Experiments in Drama and Remote Control Broadcasts
By Vera Brady Shipman
The Radiophans are so enthusiastic
about WGY that they even name their
babies after it. Out in Kansas, the fond
parents have written that their son and
heir is named William Gordon Tadon.
There you are — WGY for a lifetime.
I had always thought of Schenectady
as something out of a comic opera back
in the days of Fay Templeton singing
"On the Day I Left Schenectady" in
George M. Cohan's "Forty-Five Minutes
from Broadway." Foreign correspondents
have even more complications of name
and spelling than we Radiophans. Mail
comes to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, New York, addressed to
every word combination from Electric,
New York to "The General" himself.
"KH" Is Graduate Musician
"This is WGY, Schenectady. One minute please." You know the voice. And
above is Kolin Hager himself, director
and chief announcer of WGY. His voice
is well modulated. I was interested to
find out what kind of training had produced a voice that gives WGY one of the
best carrying qualities on the air.
"KH" as he is known, is a graduate
musician, a singer, was overseas in the
service and produced several musical
comedies of soldier talent in France, and
in addition is a trained public speaker.
That is a combination which brings the
excellent modulation for Radio. I
watched him announce a number, I saw
that his pause before each word was as
studied as though the audience was seen.
Probably greater care was taken than if
the audience was before him to give added
confidence. You see on the Radio, you are
never quite sure how well your voice
"gets over," while before visible audience,
expressions tell tales of the interest.
W8T Drama Experiments
WGY has specialized on Radio plays,
directed by KH. A censor with muffled
ears to shut out all studio sounds, listens
in to the Radio sounds of the play and
catches the slightest errors of phrasing
or voice inflection.
The WGY Players sometimes write
their own plays. Many plays are written
especially for them or are modified to
suit the Radiophan needs. For instance,
a play which depends upon sight for its
climax is worthless in Radio. But the
play which can carry emotion and implied

tures.
your summer
camera piccan
MEYou and
ERTI
SUMM
earn
a dollar
bymeans
sending
the Digest
out-of-doors
photos involving the use
of Radio
in camp,
the automobile,
swimming,
boating, canoeing, on the
hi^e, playing
golf, etc.
Send
such
photographs with negatives and a few
descriptive words, including a stamped,
addressed envelope so that unsuitable
pictures may be returned.
SUMMER
PHOTO
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 Madison St., Chicago.

"On my single tube portable set I have
listened in to concerts from the following
stations, which, I believe, break records
as set forth in the June 30th Radio Digest.
They are as follows:
WJAZ, WMAQ, Chicago; KSD, St. Louis;
WHB, WDAF, Kansas City; WO AW,
Omaha; WEAY, Houston, Tex.; WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.;
WCX,ma City,
WWJ,
Okla. Detroit." — Bill Mee, Oklaho"The best station record I have been
able to make is KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. I
heard this on one tube using a portable
set."
— F oster
McKenzie, Cleveland
Heights,
O.

"These stations have been received by
myself with only a single tube set:
KFAF, Denver; WGAQ, Shrevetfort, La.;
WNAC, Boston; WLAG, Minneapolis;
musicians or compositions. Several of WHB, WOQ, WDAF, Kansas City; WOS.
these have already been given and more Jefferson City, Mo.; WMAK, Lockport,
are to follow.
New York City; WGY, ScheWGY carries its records of distances. N. Y.; WEAF,
nectady, N. Y.; WNAD, Norman, Okla.;
An interesting phase was told in a day- WOO, Philadelphia; WAAK, WIAO, Millight reception in a steel car traveling
waukee, Wis.; WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex.;
from Kansas City to St. Paul, which re- WEAY, Houston, Tex.; WOAI, San Antocorded a WGY afternoon program.
nio, Tex.; WOK, Pine Bluff, Ark.; KQV.
The General Electric Company is build- Pittsburgh; WOI, Ames, la.; WGR, Bufing another great station at Oakland,
falo, N. Y.; WBL, Anthony, Kans.; WQAM.
California which will be in operation Miami, Fla.; WFAA, WDAO, Dallas, Tex.;
within a year. This will emulate the WAAP, Wichita, Kans.; WAAM, Newark.
principles of WGY broadcasting, and will N. J.; W. O. A. W., Omaha, Nebr.; WHAZ,
no doubt have as much popularity in the Troy, N. Y., and WKY, Oklahoma City,
West as has its parents in the East and Okla." — William Cockrell, Swannanoa, N.
Central West.
C. (17 miles east of Asheville).

action by the speaking voice, is the Radio
play at best.
The WGY dramatic stock company rehearses weekly and usually three rehearsals are given before appearing on the
air. KH directs these and frequently
plays leading parts. Other announcers,
whose voices are schooled in the work,
are recruited into the plays. They carry
a repertoire of about ten plays.
Has Symphony Orchestra
Too
A WGY symphony orchestra is a stock
organization directed by Leo Kliewen and
Edward H. Smith. This orchestra plays
Plan Largest Private Station
RECEIVING RECORDS?
regularly from WGY and rehearses as
CHICAGO. — Station WTAS, owned and
faithfully as its dramatic contemporaries.
operated by Charles E. Erbstein at his
SEND 'EM IN—
Cities surrounding Schenectady are concountry home. Villa Olivia, near Elgin,
nected to the General Electric plant by
111., will be greatly enlarged and improved
(The
following
extracts
are
from
letters
remote telephone control, operative by
direct telephone communication to the of Radiophans, who have been doing good dis- in the near future, so that it will become
tance work. Readers submitting letters for the largest privately owned station in the
central broadcasting service. Church ser- publication
should describe or diagram their world, according to the plans of Mr. Erbvices are given in alternating cities. For
instance, the Lutheran Church of Amster- sets. — DX Record Editor.)
stein.
dam, will be followed the next Sunday
by the Presbyterian church of Saratoga
Springs, broadcast direct from the
churches themselves, and not merely
studio chapel services.
Bank Puts on Program
On the evening that I visited WGY, the
entire early program was given by the
Commercial National Bank of Albany,
twelve miles away. The orchestra, soloists and male quartet motored to the
1 Pint 1>Q, ^ casting with this Receiver— its
studio and gave their program while the
A YOU MAY RECEIVE all broad"NU
P™W
officials, their employes and families
listened in at Albany at their annual
range 200 — 600 metres covers the wavelengths
banquet. Then when the program was
of all broadcasting stations.
ended the musicians motored back to
Albany and furnished dance music till
Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
the "wee small" hours. This bank has
made a special effort toward employe welfare. Its recreation rooms are used as
Ask Your Dealer
clubrooms and rehearsal studios for music
and dramatic clubs of the bank.
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
By its system of remote control, WGY
Richmond Hill, N.Y.
has broadcast affairs of public interest in
all the surrounding territory. The New
York inauguration (for the entrance of
Al Smith into New York's gubernatorial
chair was of national interest) was broadcast from Albany, and the Yale-Harvard
game in detail from the field.
Travel Night Feature
KH has instituted an interesting form
of travel night in which he features a
country, its music and its characteristics
as told by a native speaker and native

T«*ktf<2rehsJtta£

RADIO

S INDUSTRY'S S
VEYGLE
SURTAN
OF PATENT
"Cooperative Competition" Leaves Maze of Stumbling Blocks for Independent Manufacturer
B. Brady
By John
(Editor's Note. — Mr. Brady, a patent
attorney of Radio repute, has achieved a remarkable survey of the network of patents,
locking and interlocking the Radio industry in
a veritable Oordian knot. His serial treatise
on the patent situation started last issue.)
FAST XX
THE
Radio Corporation has also used a
number of other defendants under the
Langmuir grid leak patent 1,282,439 including the Radio Stores Corporation, the
Sleeper Radio Corporation and John Firth
& Co., Inc.
These suits were brought in

Assembling Co., composed of Harrietts,
Wolfe, Jr., Jolly et al., and secured a temporary injunction under the adjudicated
Armstrong patent effective upon filing
security.
With all of these suits against small
manufacturers or their distributors the independents may well view with alarm the
aggressive patent policy of the Radio Corporation which is slowly but surely tending to drive competitors out of the industry.

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRJC
AND
MANUFACTURING
EAST PITTSBURGH CQ

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
CO.
PATENTS

ALEXANDER.SON
PATENTS

I

INTERNATIONAL
CO.
RADIOTELEGRAPH

OTHER.
EMPLOYEES
PATENTS

FESSENDENPATEI^TS

EDWIN H.ARM3TR0NI;
MICHAEL I PUPIN
PATENTS

AMERICAN

TELEPHONE

&

TELEGRAPH
PATENTS

CO,

UCENSEATLANTIC
COMMUNICATION C2.
VEEELAND
APPARATUS
CO.

RMENT5PHONOGRAPH
owned BVC
JEW6TT
STONE

ELECTRIC

ALIEN
PROPERTY
CUSTODIAN
PATENTS

EMPLOYEES
PATENTS

A license was secured under patents of
the Atlantic Communication Company and
the Vreeland Apparatus Company. The
General Electric Company was developing
a Radio patent situation upon the inventions of Langmuir, Alexanderson, Coolidge
and others. The Marconi Company had
continued to build its patent situation, utilizing among others the invention of Weagant on various circuits and of Hill and
Clark on the wave changer construction
used navy.
in quenched gap ship transmitters in
the
The Federal Telegraph Company had
assigned to the government its patents
controlling the manufacture and operation
of high power arc transmitters including
among others, the inventions of Pederson,
Poulsen, Schou, Fuller, Marx, Rodman,
Watkins, and Beal. The Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company were
becoming interested in the manufacture of
Radio equipment for the government.
The patent situation was such that manufacturers would not accept orders for
Radio apparatus unless the purchaser
agreed to hold the manufacturer harmless
from any damage arising out of the infringement of patents. The government as
a war emergency requiring Radio apparatus as a vital necessity, agreed to save
the producer harmless from infringement
of patents and, therefore, with the co-operation of all, a large production program
ensued and the government secured the
much needed Radio equipment for the successful prosecution of the war.
(TO

CO

WIRELESS SPECIALTY
APPARATUS
CO
PICKARD PATENTS.
UNITED
FRJJIT
CO.
TROPICAL RADIO CO.
DUBILIER, CONDENSER
" CO.
PATENTS.

BRITISH
MARCONI
CO
US

Patent

Organization

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE
NOTE:

We are the Largest
Exclusive
Jabbers in the Middle West

JHI'lM.'Bd

Radio

123 W. M adi xon Jt.Cmcago

Another

at distributor's <M

AUXILIARY TUNER

Bee Photo Diagram On racing Page
The standard receiving set illustrated
on page seven is a Symphony No. 503 detector and three stage audio frequency
amplifier, manufactured by the Jones Radio Co. of Chicago, Illinois. A single circuit hook-up, comprising a tapped inductance and variable condenser in series is
used. The tapped inductance is made up
of the stator winding of a variocoupler
and a diamond-wound coil mounted on the
stator shell for building up the required
inductance. The rotor of the variocoupjcr provides the regenerative feature,
since it is connected in series in the plate
circuit.
(Continued

on page

13)

Amrad Two Stage Amplifier
Complete in mahogany cabinet. Wond«r-<C1 "T QC
List buy.
Price
ful
$40.00 value. Limited quantity.. V*Our« Price
••7£»

$25.00 Amrad
Portable
Set
40.00 Amrad Keflex Set No. 3366.
Complete in mahogany cabinet
20.00 CROSLEY

$22.75

V.

34.98

17

QC

42.25 Erla Reflex Circuit. Complete parts
W.WO
to build
set, including diagram.
27.95
TUBEthis SET
ONE
2.00 Filkostat
1.80
1.00 25 Ohm Rheostat
65
.50 2" Dial
19
.50 Fada Switch Lever
18
25.00 DX Crystal Set, complete with Phones,
ready to "listen in."
Bargain
8.95
2.00 Gold XJrain Detector (Panel Mtg.)
89
2.50 Gold Grain Detector (Base Mtg.)
1.39
1.00 Variable Grid Leak (0-5)
39
2.50 11 Plate Variable
Condenser
1.16
3.50 23 Plate Variable
Condenser
1.29
5.00 43 Plate Variable
Condenser
1.68
.25 Spaghetti, 3 ft. (any color)
08
1.00 Rheostat
45
11.50 u. s. NAVY

6.50
3.00
1.25
3.50

A

de

Tumey Spider Web Colls and Mtg
3.95
*"
Braoh
Arrester
1.65
TUBE Lightning
Univomier
with Dial (Splithair
adj.)
1.08
Lefax Radio Handbook
2.98

12.00 NATHANIEL
BALDWIN
PHONES
6.50 WD-II

O OC
f» 45

O.OO

DIAPHRAGM)

(MICA

Everything
firsts. Send for Special
Price
List. guaranteed
We pay theas postage.
254

TUBES
RADIO

West

SUPPLY

Stiegel

Street,

STORES•»•**«>

Mannheim,

Pa.

Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for building and operating this
instrument $1.00, or with all parts, including Condenser, Coils, Switches, Panel and
Cabinet, $10.00. Complete instrument,
$15.00.
All goods prepaid.

S. A. TWITCHELL
Minneapolis,

SUMMER

*7 CA

Two-stage
amplifying
unit for use with the
Melco-400, also regularly costing $35, now only
The Melco Type 400 Radio Receiver covers all broadcasting ranges thoroughly
from 165 to 6U0 meters and assures a great degree of selectivity on the average
small outdoor aerial. The Melco is the ideal summer set because it is least
affected by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back guarantee.
Shipped immediately on receipt of purchase price — F. O. B. N. Y.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

$17.50

AMSCO Fairbanks
PRODUCTS,
Building

New York City

Minn.

List

G DIAL, graduated
A TUNIN
TnO»3S in
10inil>l
PmWN
wavelength
s, enables you
to locate, instantly, the station you desire.

Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
A. H. GREBE &. CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.

Inc.

Boorme & Lafayette St.

"make PERFECTION

Ask Your Dealer

SAVING!

price of only. . . «P-»-/ .oU
Regular List Price $35

THIS new instrument connected to your
present receiving set with one wire
enables you to easily bring in both the long
and short wave stations which you cannot
get with your present equipment. It also
enables you to eliminate that local interference so you may listen to distant stations.

Avenue,

Single Circuit Tuner, with Regenerative Feedback System Gives
Unusual Selectivity

On Type 400
MELCO
RECEIVER

Chart

Western

This

Beauty Talk

SPECIAL

PATENTS

Bow S. C. A. Formed Monopoly
How was
the Radio Corporation patent
monopoly formed?

1925

HOW TO OPERATE UNITS
CLEARLY EXPLAINED

EMPLOYEES
PATENTS

J"

Radio

SYMPHONY RECEIVER,
3 STAGE AMPLIFIER

CONTINUED)

COLUMBUS,
O. — The second of a series
of physical education lessons by Radio
was given recently by Station WPAL, the
Superior Radio & Telephone Equipment
Company here.

KOLSTER,
PATENTS

the United
States District Court
for the
Southern District of New York.
The Westinghouse Company, also a part
of the Radio Corporation, sued in the name
of Edwin H. Armstrong in the United
States District Court for the Southern
District of New York under the Armstrong
regenerative circuit patents 1,113,149, the
Radio
Guild Co., Inc.,
and the
Standard

BE

Broadcasts

TELEGRAPH
" AMER\CA> CO.

FEDERAL
TELEGRAPH CO
SANFRANCISCO &
PALO ALTO. CAL.

EMPLOYEES
PATENTS

LICENSE FROM
GOVERMENT
FE0ERALTEL..CO.

MARCONI
WIRELESS

PATENTS.

VREELAND
APPARATUS
CO.
PATENTS

LT. EATON O.S.N.
UN (WAVE
ARC
SIGNALING
- KEY
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When the United States entered the war
the commercial companies foresaw that
the Government would require patriotic
co-operation and large quantities of Radio
apparatus for the army, navy and coast
guard. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company and Western Electric Company entered the Radio field on a large
scale only by securing a patent situation
under contract with the De Forest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph Company in
which they secured certain rights under
the important three electrode electron tube
patent and the De Forest amplifier patent,
among the various others. They purchased
the Lowenstein invention of the negative
C battery for biasing the grid of the electron tube, a patent particularly important
in tube transmitters.
Licenses Secured

PATENTS

WESTERLN

LOWENSTEIN
NEGATIVE.
"C' BATTER.Y

POULSEN
ARC

HUTINrfLE BLANC
PATENTS
FRANCE

DE FOREST RADIO
TEL. STELE. CO

PA.

DIGEST

PHONES
Price
ACME — has no peer for receiving clear.! 8.00
Western
Electric
1200
N. & K., 6000
Ohms
16.00
Rico,
3000
Ohms
6.50
Dictagraph,
3000 Ohms
8.00
Ambassador,
3000
Ohms
Nathaniel
Baldwin,
Original
12.00
Nathaniel
Baldwin, Single, with Cord.
6.00

VARIOCOUPLERS
Queens
Fisher
Raven

Tuska
Pathe

with

& VARIOMETERS
5.00
5.00
5.00

Eagle

Bakelite

6.50

6.00

2.95
4.95

6.50
6.50

4.45
2.95

8.50

Fisher,
Large
Poarlco Bakelite

VARIABLE
3 Plate
II plate
17
23
43
II
17
23

CONDENSERS

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier

.".

43 Plate Vernier
TRANSFORMERS
All American
Earla Reflex
Thordarson
Acme
Audio or
Tri-Coil
Radio

PERFECTION
Six New

Vork

2.00
3.50

4.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.60

Radio

RADIO CORPORATION,
Retail Stores

4.45

6.00

6.00

Columbia

Workrite

Price
Our
6.50
7.95
3.98
$3.95
3.95
8.75
6.50

2.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
3.95
1.95

Dial

7.50

your SELECTION"

List Our
Price Price

MISCELLANEOUS

1.25
1.75

1.95
1.95
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.50

3.95
3.95

4.50
2.95
3.75
1-50
Add

Tungar 5 Amp
Tungar 2 Amp
Mica Diaphragms
RHEOSTATS

$28.00 $22.50
18.00 14.95
2.00 1.25

Cutler Hammer
With
Vernier
C. H. Potentiometer
Klosner Vernier

65
1.25
1.25
1.20

SETS

Aeriola Jr
Cutting & Washington

Tuska

Regenerative

18.00 5.95
3-Tube Type 11.125.00 55.00

35.00. .22.50

Croslcy Regenerative
Croslcy 2-Step
Amplifier
2-Step
Amplifier,
Assembled
General Radio l-Step Amplifier

LOUD

SPEAKERS

Magnavox
Type
Atlas
Western
Electric
Music Master
Wooden
Horn
Aluminum
Horn
TUBES

R3

35.00 24.95
25.00 17.50
55.00 Special
30.00 24.95
8.50 5.75
10.00 4.95

UV-199,
UV-20I-A,
WD-12.
All Genuine
VT-2 Western
Electric
De Forest DV-6
UV-200

COMPLETE

PARTS

Flewelling
Circuit
Reinartz Circuit
Neutrodyne
Circuit
Cockaday
2-Step Amplifier

WD-II,

FOR

59 Cortland St., NEW
Parcel Post

19.00
17.00
11.95
8.00 6.95

5.75
7.95
3.75
4.50
13.95
11.95
35.00
13.95
9.95

YORK CITY
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Radio Receiving Sefe
The Symphony

Receiver and Amplifier

As another of the series of standard receiving sets, Radio Digest presents herewith the
photo diagram of the Symphony No. 503 detector and three stage audio frequency amplifier, manufactured by the Jones Radio Co. of
Chicago, Illinois. This receiver combines a
single circuit hook-up with a variometer connected between the aerial and plate circuit. A
tapped inductance is connected in series with
an antenna tuning condenser. These two workDIAL VJITH VERNIER KN0E>TORFINE WAVE LENGTH
ADJUSTMENTS

WAL

OONTROLLirOO
FEEDBACK ORRe&ENE^SATIVE
COUPUN&

RHEOSTATS

ing in conjunction enable the operator to select
the proper values of inductance and capacity.
As a result, selective tuning is unusually efficient. Naturally this type of hook-up makes
the circuit regenerative, licensed under Armsstrong patent 1,113,149. Operating instructions and description will be found on page six.
Although the reader may not own a Symphony,
points of similarity in standard receivers will
repay him for studying the diagram.

DIAL FOR CONTROLLING
ANTENNA TO PLATE FE-E-OBACK

T&P5 FOR ROUGH PRIMARY
VJAVEUENGTH CONTROL

DETECTORVACUUM
TUBE

PEEP HOLES TO OBSERVE
U16HTINGOFTOBE F\LAMENT5

JACKS FOR. CONTROLLING
STAGES OF AMPLIFICATION

KNOBS FOR. CONTROLLING
CURRENT TO TUBE FILAMENTS

VAR-VO
COUPLER
\WITH
DIAMOND

AMPLIFIERVACUUM
TUBES

AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANS/s0k
FORhER^

GROUND

^

■*mm

COVU
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
A A3. Denver, Colo. 440 meters. 1.500 ml. FitzstmmoQS Gen. Hospital. (Educational Dept. U. S. Army).
Fri, 8-9 pm, music, entertainmentMountain.
AQ6. Canton. O. 425 meters. 500 mi. Hdqtrs. 135th
Field Artillery O. N. G. Wed, Fri, music Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
AS6. San Antonio. Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. U. S.
Army. Ft Sam Houston.
Mon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7. St. Paul. Minn. 400 meters. 500 mi. 6th Inf.
Minn. Nat'l Guard. St. Paul Armory. Daily ex
Sun. 2-2:30 pm, music, announcements. Tues, 8:3010 pm.
Thurs. 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BEI, Tacoma, Wash. 400 meters. 100 ml Camp Lewis.
U. S. Army. Third Signal Co. Daily ex Thurs. Sun,
6-7 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC. Calgary, Alta., Can. 430 meters. 1,000 mi.
Calgary Daily Herald. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1 pm,
3-4.
Daily. 7:45-8:45 pm.
Mountain.
CFCA. Toronto, Ont.. Can. 400 meters. 500 mi. Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, weather; 2:30-3:30 pm.
news, music; 5:30-6, news: 8-9, concert. Sun, 8:45
pm. concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
CFCB. Vancouver. B. C. Can. 440 meters. 1,500 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily, 8:30-9:30 pm. reports, news, music
Pacific
CFCE, Halifax, N. S.. Can. 440 meters. 150 mi. Marment coni Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainCFCF. Montreal, P. Q., Can. 440 meters. 1,000 ml.
Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Monday.
Wed. Fri. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH,
Ont, Co..
Can. Ltd.
400 meters.
mi.
AbitibiIroquois
Power Falls,
& Paper
Daily, 2008 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCK. Edmonton, Alta.. Can. 410 meters. Radio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 8-8:30 pm. music. Sun,
3:30-4:30 pm. Concert
Mountain.
CFCN, Calgary. Alta., Can. 275, 440 meters. 1.500 ml.
W. W. Grant Badio Ltd. Slogan, •Voice of the
Prairies." Mon. 9 pm. music Fri, 10:30-12:30 pm,
dance music Sat, 10-12 pm. Wed, Sat Sun, after
11:30 pm using test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX, London, Ont, Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances, Ont, Can. International Badio
Develop. Co.
CFTC, Toronto, Ont. Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
Licensed only.
CFYC Vancouver, B. C, Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC. Calgary, Alta., Can. 410 meters. 1,000 mi. W.
W. Grant Badio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
ex Sat 8:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations. m*sic
Mountain.
CHCA, Vancouver,
B. C, Can. Badio Corp. of Vancouver. Ltd.

Corrected Every Week — Parti
Club of Southern California.
KOZI, Wenatchee. Wash. 360 meters. 700 ml Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music
Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, music Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm,
church services.
Pacific

KOZK,

Beno, Nev. 360 meters. 50 ml Nevada Machine & Elec Co. (Nevada State Journal). Sun, 7-8
pm. Pacific
KDZQ,
Denver, Colo.
360 meters. Pyle & Nichols.
KDZR. BelUngham, Wash. 261 meters. 200 ml The
Bellingham Pub. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7-8:30 pm,
music, news, reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice. Tues,
Sat. Sun, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle. Wash.
360 meters.
Seattle Badio Assn.
KFAD, Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 200 ml McArthur
Brothers. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather,
stock reports.
Mountain.
KFAE, Pullman, Wash. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. State
College of Washington. Mon. Wed. Fri, 7:30-9 pm,
lectures, music, readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 1,500 ml Western
Badio Corp. Slogan. "Voice from the Bockies— Out
Where the West Is." Daily ex Wed and Sun, 8-9
pm, music, reports, news.
Mountain.
KFAJ, Boulder, Colo. 360 meters. 800 mi. Univ. of
Colo.
No definite schedule Univ. activities. Mountain.
KFAN, Mbscow, Ida. 360 meters. 200 ml The Electric
Shop. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7 :30-8 :30 pm, music, reports.
Sun, church services.
Pacific
KFAP. Butte, Mont
360 meters.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose, Calif.
360 meters.
City of San Jose.
KFAR, Hollywood, Calif. 280 meters. Studio Lighting
Service Co.
KFAT, Eugene, Ore. 275 meters. 100 ml Pac Badio
Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, lectures, music Pacific.
KFAU, Boise. Ida. 270 meters. 200 ml Boise H 3.
Daily ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news; 8:30 pm,
weather. Tues, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Thurs. 7:308 :15 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFAV, Venice, Calif. 258 meters. 50 ml AbbotKinney Co. Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm,
music
Pacific.
KFAW, Santa Ana. Calif. 360 meters. 100 ml Badio
Den. Daily ex Sun, 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAY. Medford, Ore. 360 meters. 500 ml Virgin
Badio Service.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFBB, Havre, Mont. 360 meters. 150 mi. F. A. Buttrey Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, agriograms,
tain.
weather,
news. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music Moun-

CHCB. Toronto. Can. Marconi Co. No regular program.
CHCF, Winnipeg, Man., Can. Badio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCS,
London, Ont, Can.
London Badio Shoppe.
CHCX. Motreal. Que.. Can..
B. L. Silver.
CHYC. Montreal, Que.. Can. 410 meters. 1.500 mi.
Northern Elec Co. No regular schedule.
CHXC. Ottawa, Ont, Can. 450 meters. 50 ml J. B.
Booth, Jr. Mon, Wed. 8:30-11 pm, music, entertainment
Eastern.
„
CJBC, Montreal, Que., Can. 420 meters. 75 mi. Dupuis-Freres.
Wed, Fri. 9-10 pm. music
Eastern.
CJCA. Edmonton, Alta., Can. 450 meters. 1,000 mi.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Slogan, "The Sunniest Spot
in Sunny Alberta." Club. "Igloo Hut." Daily ex
Sun, 12:30 pm, weather, markets, 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour. 8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Tues. 11-12 pm, Club.
Mountain.
CJCB, Nelson, B. C, Can. 400 meters. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett Daily, 8-9 pm, music, news, reports.
Pacific.
_
CJCD. Toronto, Canada. 410 meters. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co.. No regular program.
CJCE Vancouver. B. C. Can. 420 meters. 150 ml
Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, music, news.
Pacific.
CJCH. Toronto, Ont, Can.
United Farmers of Ontario.
CJCI St John. N B.. Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. McLean,
Holt
&
Co.,
Ltd.
Mon,
Wed, Fri, .7:30-9
pm,
music
Eastern_
_ .
CJCN. Toronto. Ont, Can. Simons, Agnew & Co. Licensed only.
_
.
_ _ .
CJCS, Halifax,
N. S., Can, Eastern
Telephone & Telegraph
Co.
„

CKCB, Winnipeg, Man., Can.
T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CK»E,
Toronto, Ont, Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK. Begina, Sask.. Can. 420 meters. 1,500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
music; 1:15-2 pm, reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat. 7:30-8:15. music Tues. 7:30-9 concert. Sun,
9 pm, sacred concert
Mountain.
CKCR. St John, N. B., Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. Jones
Elec Badio Co., Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm, concert, reports.
Eastern.
„ _
CKKC Toronto, Ont., Can. Badio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
Licensed only.
CROC. Hamilton. Ont, Can. 410 meters. 100 mi.
Wentworth Badio Supply Co.. Ltd. Mon. Wed.
Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, concert Sun, church 6emces.
Eastern.
. _ „
CKQC. London, Ont., Cam 410 meters. 50 ml Badio
Supply Co. Mon. Wed. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm, music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKY Winnipeg. Man., Can. 450 meters. 500 mi
Manitoba Tel. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:45 pm,
news, markets, music; 1:45-2.00 pm. Tues, Thurs,
Fri, 8:30-10 pm, concert
Sun, 9-9:45 pm, concert
CKZC. Winnipeg, Man., Can,
Salton Badio Eng. Co.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 ml Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm. weather,
news, concert. Thurs, 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech.
Mountain.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. 2.000 mi
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 101015 am, 12:30-1 pm, music; 6-9:55 pm, news features,
markets, concert; 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am,
eharch service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 pm, 7:30, church service.
Eastern.
KDOW, New York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
is New York.
,
„.
KDPM. Cleveland, O. 270 meters.
Westinghouse Elec
KDpY

San Diego, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Southern Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30 pm. news,
weather, concerts, lecture. Tues. Sat, 8-10 pm.
Sun
11:30-12:00
am. sermon.
Pacific.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1.800 mi.
Salt Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 7-8 pm, news,
muaic, entertainment
Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego, Calif.
252 meters.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ Portland. Ore. 360 meters. 200 ml Oregon
Institute of Technology.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYS. Great Falls. Mont 360 meters. 1.000 ml.
Great Falls Tribune. Mon. Wed. Sat, 8-10 pm, concert Sun, 4 pm. church services.
Mountain.
KDYW. Phoenix. Ariz. 360 meters. 100 ml Smith
Hughes
& Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYX. Honolulu, T. H. Hawaii. 360 meters. 500 ml
Honolulu Star-Bulletin Co.. Ltd. Daily ex Sun,
1215-1:15 pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment.
music, talks. Sun, 11 am-12:15 pm, church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZB, Bakersfleld. Calif. 360 meters. 500 ml Frank
Siefertprogram,
Daily exirregular.
Sun. 8-9~"pm,
sacred
Pacific.reports, music. Sun,
KD2E.
Seattle, Wash.
360 meters.
500 ml
Seattle
Railio Assn.
Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am. 3:30-4:30
pm. news, music.
Mon. Fri, 7-8 pm, concert.
Wed.
8-9 pm. concert
Pacific.
KDZF,
Lcs Angeles, Calif.
278 meters.
Automobile

Bozeman. Mont

360 meters. H, Everett Cut-

KFOP. Des Moines. Iowa. 278 meters. 300 ml Hawkeye Badio & Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-3:45 pm.
reports, music. Mon, 9-11 pm, music Thurs. 9-11
pm, music, entertainment
Central.
KFDR, York.
Neb.
360 Calif.
meters. 360Bullock's.
KFDS.
San Francisco,
meters. John D.
Co.
McKeeKFDU, Lincoln, Neb. 240 meters. Neb. Badio Elec.
KFDV, Fayetteville, Ark. 360 meters. 300 mi. Gilbrech & Stinson. Slogan. "Southern Gateway to the
Ozarks."
No regular schedule.
Central,
KFDX,
Church. Shreveport, La. 360 meters. First Baptist
KFDY, Brookings, S. D.
College of Agri. & Mech.
music Tues, Thurs, 11
Central.
son. Minneapolis. Minn.
KFDZ,

360 meters. S. D. State
Art* Mon, Sat. 8:30 pm.
am, music, lectures, news.

360 meters. Harry O. IverKFEC, Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 75 ml Meier &
Frank Co. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather, reports;
4-5 pm, music; 0:30 pm, weather, crop, markets, reports.hour.
Thurs, 9-10
pm, concert Sat. 11 am 12 m,
children's
Pacific
KFEJ, Tacoma, Wash.
360 meters.
Guy Greason.
KFEL, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. Winner Badio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 11, 11:45. stock reports; 3-4
pm, music Mon, Fri, 9-10 pm, 12-1 am, concerts.
Sun, 9-10 am, church services.
Mountain.
KFEP. Denver. Colo. 240 meters. Badio Equipment Co.
KFEQ, Oak, Neb.
360 meters.
J. L. Scroggin.
KFER,
Service Fort
Co. Dodge. la. 231 meters. Auto Electric
KFEV. Douglas. Wyo. 263 meters. 250 ml. Felix
Thompson Badio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
KFEX, Minneapolis. Minn. 275 meters, 600 ml Augsburg Seminary. Mon, Wed. Fri, 10:30 am, chapel.
Tues, Sat,
6 pm, music Sun, 9:15 pm, church
services.
Central.
KFEY, livan
Kellogg,
Mining & Ida.
Const360Co.meters. Bunker Hill & SulKFEZ,
St Louis.
of Mech.
Engrs. Mo. 360 meters. American Society
KFFA. San Diego, Calif. 244 meters. 200 mi. Dr. B.
O. Shelton.
Daily. 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
tain.
KFFB,
Boise, Ida. 273 meters. 70 ml Jenkins Fum.
Co. (Owyhee Hotel). Daily. 8-9 pm. concert. Moun-

Serially Continuously —
BEOADCASTING station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Badiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Eadio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one-fourth appearing this week, the second quarter to appear
next week, and the third part the week following and the fourth will
have the state, city and station index.
The station schedules given here are listed alphabetically by call letters.
Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length, estimated
sure miles range of the station, the owner 's name, the slogan of the station if one is used, name of listener in ' ' club, ' ' the schedule of operating hours, and the kind of time used.

CJCX, Olds, Alta., Can. 40O meters. 1.500 mi Percival W. Shackleton. Tues, Thurs, 9:45-11 pm, music.
Sat. 8:45-10 pm, music
Mountain.
CJCY,
Calgary, Alta., Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC, London, Ont. Can. 430 meters. 800 mi. London Free Press. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. news,
weather. Daily ex Tues, 7-7:45 pm. music Tues,
7:30-8:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg. Man., Can. 400 meters. 1.000 mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues. 8-10 pm, Thurs. 7-8 pm, Fri, 8-10. Alternate
Sun, 8:30-10 pm.
Central.
CISC Toronto, Ont, Can.
Evening Telegram.
Licensed
CKAC Montreal, Que.. Can. 430 meters- 1.000 ml La
Presse. Daily ex Sun. 2 pm, 3:30, weather, news,
markets. 5-5:15, music. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 7-7:30 pm,
bedtime stories; 7:30-10 concert. Sun 4-5:30 pm,
music.
Eastern.

ting.
KFDO,

The state, city and call list appears with the last week and is merely an
index. One wishing to find the calls of the stations in his vicinity,
will find this index useful. Three successive issues of Eadio Digest
will give one the most complete and accurate list of broadcasting stations
obtainable.

KFBC, San Diego, Calif. 278 meters. 500 ml W. K.
Azbill Thurs, Sun, 8-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 360 meters. 50 ml
B, H Horn. Mon, Wed, Fri, 4-5 pm. Wed, Fri.
7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
KFBG.
Church.Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. First Presbyterian
KFBK.

Sacramento. Calif. 283 meters. 300 mi. Kimball-Upson Co. Slogan, "Heart of California." Daily
ex. Sun, 6-6:45 pm, concert, news, codes. Wed. 8-9:30
pm, concert
Sun, 10-11 am, church service; 8-9 pm,
concert
Pacific.
KFBL, Everett, Wash. 224 meters. 50 mi. Leese Bros.
Daily ex Sun. 7:15-8:15 pm.
Sun. 2-3 pm.
Pacific
KFBS, Trinidad, Colo. 360 meters. Chronicle News &
Gas & Elec Supply Co.
KFBU.
Thomas.Laramie, Wyo. 360 meters. Bishop N. S.
KFCD. Salem, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. F. S. Barton. Tues. Wed. Fri, 7-8 pm.
Pacific.
KFCF, Walla Walla. Wash. 360 meters. Flank A.
Moore.
KFCH. Billings, Mont 360 meters. 500 mi. Electric
Service Station. Inc Wed, Fri, Sun, 7:30-9 pm,
music.
Mountain.
KFCK. Colorado Springs, Colo. 360 meters. Colorado
Springs Badio Co.
KFCL, Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 ml Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30
am. 1:15-1:45 pm, 4-4:30. 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Thurs, 9-9:20 pm.
Pacific
KFCM, Bichmond, Calif. 244 meters. 500 mi. Bichmond Badio Shop. Slogan, "Out Where the West
Ends." Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, music Tues, Fri, 8-9
pm. music. Pacific
KFCP. Ogden, Utah.
360 meters.
Balph W. Flygare.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1000 ml Fred
Mahaffey, Jr. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm, marCentralkets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, entertainment.
KFCY. Le Mars. la. 360 meters. 300 mi. Western
Union College. Fri. 8-9 pm, music, educational
Central.
KFCZ. Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA, Baker, Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Adler's Music
Store. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music Sun, 6-8
pm.
Pacific
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif. 509 meters. 1.500 mi.
Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. weather, markets: 11-11:30. news, quotations; 2-3 pm, lectures; 7-7:30 pm, reports.
Pacific.
KFDC. Spokane, Wash. 285 meters. 25 ml E. B.
Craney.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFDD. Boise. Idaho. 252 meters. St Michael's CaSim. 11:15-12:30 pm, 8-9:15 church services. thedral.
Mountain.
KFDF. Casper. Wyo. 360 meters. 600 ml Wyoming
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
Wed, Fri. 8-9 pm. music Sun, 8-9 pm. sacred
music: 11-11:30, music Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson. Ariz. 360 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Ariz.
Temporarily
discontinued.
Mountain.
KFDJ,
360 meters,
Oregon Agrl Coliece. Corvallis, Ore.
KFDL,
Music

Denver,
Co.

Colo.

360

meters.

Knight-Campbell

KFFE, Pendleton, Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. Eastern
Pacific.Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9 :30pm, music.
Ore.
KFFO, Hillsboro. Ore.
229 meters.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
KFFP, Moberly, Mo. 275 meters. 300 mi. First Baptist
Church.
Slogan,
"The
Gospel
Messenger
of the Air."
Sun, 10:45 am, 8 pm. churck services. Central.
KFFQ, Colorado Springs. Colo. 360 meters. 250 mi.
The Marksheffel Motor Co. Daily, 8:15 am. weather;
4-5 pm, concert. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special
program.
Mountain.
KFFR, Sparks, Nev. 360 meters. 50 mi. Jim Kirk.
Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, "Sagebush Canaries."
Pacific.
KFFV, Lamoni, Iowa. 360 meters. 600 mi. Graceland College. Wed, 9:20 am, music appreciation.
Thurs, 8 pm, entertainment
Central.
KFFX, Omaha, Nebr. 278 meters. 600 mi. The McGraw Co. Daily, 2:30-3:50 pm. Central.
KFFY, Alexandria, La. 360 meters. Pincus & MurKFFZ. phy.Dallas.
Tex. 360 meters. AL G. Barnes
Inc.
Amusement
Co.
KFGC, Baton Bouge, La. 254 meters. Louisiana State
University.
No regular schedule.
KFGD. Chickasha, Okla. 248 meters. 50 mi. Chickasha
Badio & Elec. Co. Slogan, "Queen of the Washita."
Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 am; 9-9:30 pm, music
Central
KFGH, Stanford Univ.. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi
Leland Stanford Junior University. No regular
schedule.
KFGJ, St. Louis, Mo. 266 meters. National Guards
Missouri
KFGL. Arlington, Ore.
234 meters.
Arlington Garage.
KFGP, Cheney. Kans.
229 meters.
Cheney Badio Co.
KFGQ, Boone, la. 226 meters.
Crary Hardware Co.
KFGV. Utica. Nebr. 224 meters. 50 mi. Heidbreder
Radio Supply Co. No regular schedule.
KFGX, Orange, Tex. 250 meters. First Presbyterian
Church.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church services.
Shop.
Central.
KFGY. Baudette. Minn. 224 meters. Gjelhaug's Badio
KFGZ.
Berrien
Springs, Mich. 268 meters. Emanuel
Missionary
CoUege.
KFHA. Gunnison, Colo. 360 meters. Colorado State
Normal School. "Where the Sun Shines Every Day."
Daily ex Sun, 8:30 am, weather, markets. Tues, 7:30
pm. entertainment.
Mountain.
KFHB. Hood Biver, Ore 280 meters. 50 ml P. L.
Boardwell. Daily ex Mon, 6:20-6:35 pm. sports.
news. Sun, 1-1:45 pm, music Special programs
11 pm.
Pacific.
KFHDl St. Joseph. Mo. 226 meters. 50 mi. Utz Electric Co. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm. Mon, Thurs, Sat,
8-9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
KFHF, Shreveport, La. 266 meters. Central Christian Church.
KFHH. Neah Bay, Wash. 283 meters. Ambrose A.
McCue.
KFHI, Wichita. Kans.
224 meters.
Charles V. Dixon.
KFHJ.
Company.Santa Barbara, Calif. 360 meters. Fallon
KFHI.

Oskaloosa, la.

227 meters.

Penn College.

Co.
KFHP, uctsKearney,
Neb.
246 meters.
Badio Bug ProdCo.
KFHQ,
Los Gates, Calif.
242 meters.
Curtis Bros.
Hdwe.
Store*.
KFHR. Seattle, Wash.
270 meters. Star Elec. & Badio
KFHU, MayvlUe. N. D.
261 meters.
M. G. Sateren.
KFHY. Trinidad. Colo.
242 meters.
B. S. McEwau.
KFI, Los Angeles. Calif.
469 meters.
2,000 mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 6:45-7:30
kens.
pm.
Wed. 8-11.
Fri. Sat.
8-12 pm.
Sun. 10:3011:30 8-11
am, pm.
4-5 pm.
Pacific
KFIB. St Louis, Mo.
244 meters.
Franklin W
JenKFIC. Denver. Colo.
224 meters.
Phillip Laskowitz.
KFIO,
Iola. Kans.
246 meters.
Boss Arbuckles
GaMon.
Sat
7:30-8 pm.rage. Daily.
Tues.5:15-5:45
Sat, 9-10 pm.pm.
Central. Thur-s
StudentPortland,
Body.
KFIF,
Ore.
360
meters.
Benson
Tech.
KFI J. Platte, S. D. 236 meters. Sidney I. Thorean.
KFIK. Gladbrook, Iowa.
234 meters.
Gladbrook Elec.
Co.
Farm Louisburg,
Equip. Co. Kans.
KFIL,
234 meters.
Windisch Elec
KFIO,
Spokane,
Wash.
252 meters.
North
Central
High School.
cific. rakima. Wash. 224 meters. 200 mi. Yakima
KFIQ,
Valley Broadcasting Assn. Slogan. "The Station That
Will Make 224 Famous." Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8 pm
weather, markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9 pm. concert PaKFIU,
226 meters.
Alaska
Eleo.
Light Juneau.
& Power Alaska,
Co.
Power Pittsburg,
Co.
KFIV,
Kans.
240 meters. V. H. Broyles.
KFJA,
Grand
Island,
Nebr.
244 metere.
Central
Elec. Co.
KFJB.
Marshalltown,
Iowa.
248 meters.
Marshall
Printing
& Pub.Colo. Co. 236 meters. 300 ml Weld County
KFJD.
Greeley.
TeachersGreeley,
College. Colo.
KFKA,
248 meters.
Colorado
State
Amusement
Co.
KFKH,
Lakeside,
Colo.
228 meters.
Denver
Park
Service.
KFLE. Denver, Colo.
268 meters. National Educational
KFZ,
Spokane,
Wash.
283 meters.
300 ml
DoerrPacific
Mitchell Elec Co. Slogan, "In the Heart of the Inland
Empire."
Tues, Fri, 7:30-9 pm, music. Sun, 6-7 pm.
KGB.
Wash.
360 meters.
200 ml.
Tacoma
PacificTacoma,
Daily Ledger — William A, Mullins Elec Co.
Daily
ex Sun, 7-9 pm.
Sun, 5-7:30 pm, entertainment.
KGG. Portland. Ore.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Hallock &
Watson
Badio
Service.
Slogan, "The Boss City."
Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, music
entertainment 7:30-8
pm, reports. Sat, 8-9 pm, answers to Badio questions.
Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm. music. Pacific.
KGN, Portland, Ore.
360 meters.
100 ml
Northwestern Badio Mfg. Co.
Irregular schedule
KGO, Altadena. Calif.
360 meters.
300 ml
Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU,
Honolulu,
Hawaii
360 meters.
150 mi.
The
Honolulu Advertiser.
Daily. 7:30-9 pm.
Tues, Thurs,
Sat, special
program.
150th meridian.
(Three hours
later
than Pacific.)
KGW,
Portland,
Ore.
492 meters.
1.500 mi.
Oregonian
Pub.
Co.
Slogan,
"KGW,
Keep
Growing
Wiser."
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, weather; 3:30-4 pm.
woman's
program;
7:30 pm,
weather,
10-11
pm.
music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert.
Mon. Fri,
7-7:30 pm. lecture; 11-12 pm. Hoot Owls.
Sun, 7-8
pm, concert
Pacific
KGY, Laeey, Wash.
258 meters.
250 mi.
St. Martins
College.
Slogan, "Out Where the Cedars Meet the
Sea."
Tues,
Sun, Pacific.
8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert,
lecture,
bedtimeFri,story.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif.
395 meters.
2,000 mi.
Los
Angeles Times.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:457:30, 8-10.
Sun, 10-11 am. 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KHQ, Seattle. Wash.
360 meters.
Louis Wasmer.
KJQ. Stockton, Calif.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Gould,
The Light Man.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert.
services.Wed,Pacific
Mon,
9-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 10-11 am, church
KJR, Seattle, Wash.
270 meters.
1,500 mi. Northwest
Badio Service Co.
Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6:15 pm. reports. Mon, 7:30-8:30 pm, music
Tues, Fri, Sat,
8:30-9:309-10:30
pm, pm.concerts,
bedtime
stories.
Thurs.
Pacific lecture,
KJS, Los Angeles, Calif.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Bible
Inst, of Los Angeles.
Tues, 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9,
sacred music, lectures, etc.
Sun, 11:30-12:30
pm.
6-6:45, 8-9, church services.
Pacific.
KLN, Del Monte, Calif.
261 meters.
Monterey Elec
Shop.
Daily, 12-1 pm, weather, markets, news ; 7-8
Pacific
pm. concert.
Tues, Fri, 7-7:30 pm, 8-8:30, concert.
KLS, Oakland, Calif.
360 meters.
1,500 ml
Warner
Bros. Badio Supply Co. Daily. 11:30-1 pm.
Fri. 8-9
pm.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX,
Oakland. Calif.
360 meters.
500 ml
Oakland
Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 3:15-5:15 pm. sports; 7-7:30.
news, entertainment.
Tues, 8-9 pm.
Fri, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 10-11 am, church services.
Pacific.
KLZ, Denver, Colo.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Beynolds
Badio Co.
Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8 pm, news, markets,
bedtime
8-9 pm, concert
Sun. 8:3010:30 pm,story.
concert.Thurs.
Mountain.
KMJ. Fresno. Calif.
360 meters.
300 ml
San Joaquin
Lt. & Pr. Corp.
Sun, 8-10 pm, music
Pacific
KMO, Tacoma.
Wash.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Tacoma
Times.
(Love Electric Co.)
Daily ex Sun, 6-7 pm,
9:15-10, concert, news, lecture.
Pacific
KNT.
Wash.
263 meters.
600 mi.
Grays
Co. Aberdeen,
Harbor cert.Badio
Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, conPacific. Co.
KNV,

Los Angeles.

Calif.

360 meters.

Badio Supply

KNX.
Los Angeles,
Calif.
360 meters.
Elec Lighting
& Supply
Co.
KOB. State College. N. M, 360 meters. 500 mi. N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts.
Daily 11:55-12 m, 9:55-10 pm,
time, cert.
reports.Mountain. Mon, Wed. Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm, conKOP, Detroit. Mich.
286 meters.
1.600 mi.
Detroit
Police Dept
Slogan, "Safety First"
Daily ex Sun,
1 pm, 6:30, reports, police information,
emergency.
Eastern.
KPO.
San Francisco,
Calif.
423 meters.
1,500 mi.
Hale Bros.. Inc Daily ex Sun. 1-2 pm. 4:30-5:30 pm,
music.
Mon, Tues. Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm, concert.
lectures. services.
Sat, S-12Pacific
pm, music
Sun, 11-12.30 pm,
church
KOI. Berkeley, Calif.
360 meters.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood Biver, Ore.
360 meters.
Apple City Badio
Club. Fri,
Slogan.
City ofWed.the 9 West"
Mon. .
Wed.
6:30 "Apple
pm. music
pm, special.
Pacific.
KQV, Pittsburgh. Pa.
360 meters.
300 mi. DoubledayHill Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm; 4:30-5.
music.
Mon. Wed. Fri, 10-10:55 pm. concert.
Fri,
4:30-5:15 pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW.
San Jose, Calif.
360 meters.
1000 ml
Chas.
D. Herrold.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm.
Wed. 8-9
pm. concert
Pacific
KRE.
Berkeley, Calif.
278 meters.
600 ml
Maxwell
Pacific
Elec. Co.
Mon. 8-10 pm.
Wed. 9-10 pm, concert.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo.
546 meters.
1.500 mi.
St Louis
Post Dispatch.
Daily ex Sun. 8:40 am, 9:40. 10:40,
11:40. 12:40 pm. 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8. Thurs and Sun,
silent nights.
Central
KSL, San Francisco, Calif.
360 meters.
50 ml
The
Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
KSS, Long Beach, Calif.
229 meters.
Prest & Dean
Radio Co. No regular schedule.
KTW, Seattle. Wash. 360 meters. 500 ml First
Presbyterian
7-9:30,
church Church.
service. Sun,
Pacific. 11-12:30 pm, 3-4:30.
KUO. San Francisco. Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 ml
San Francisco Examiner. Slogan, "The Voice of the
West " Daily ex Sun. 9-10 am, chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:30-3:30 pm, lecture, news; 9
am. 12 m, 6:45 pro. weather reports. Sun. 9-10 am,
5-6 pm, news.
Pacific
(NOTE — The second part of the station schedule list
will appear next week.)
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ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from paKe -n
§30
P
M.. Dinner
music. Meyer Paris
Stratford Orchestra: 8*0 P. M_ Recital.
WGI (Ea.t*m. Daylight SavtM. 360). 830 P.
Bachael Thompson : Talk or an eminent
analysl; Concert, Irrlnc CrocJur, baritone:
Eyre*, pianist.

Believue
«•.. Tatt.
jpayenoBernard

WGVPickerel
(East»r».
380). Jud 7:35
P. "••
Flshiat"
London:
7:*S.Tj».
P. M..'^l**"^
Proaram.
Band. Sinuti Slater, director: "OmSalvation
nipoteace." Army
Band;
"Scenca
That
Arc
Bruhu-st.
"The Ideal Man " Lillian
Arthur Stone, eomrtist;
Marsh,
reader: "Gems
of Haydn."
Band;
Suphoalum solo. "Rocked
in the Cradle of the Deep.
from "Los Miser"I* Chute."
Albert Tompkins:
able*" Mme.
Chantemerle,
reader: "Andante.
Brass
•uanet:
"American Melodies." Band:
"Hero4ame.de
-HofBel; .
passive."solo.Mme."By Chantemerle:
l/Ot>euanca
Band' Euphonium
the Sea.
John Calloway "Maidstone." "Penxance." Band.
• HAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
A^erson^eater Orchestra: 730-9:00 P. M. Concert.
Mrs. Jane Webster Murrell: Sunday school lesson.
Darld Sweets: Talk. Mrs. Chas B. Semple: Reading "An Interestinc Historical Episode.
Wlp'<East»ra.
Daylliht Saying. 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Oixan recital. Karl Bonawiiz. Germantown Theater:
S*0 P. «.. Artist recital; 7:00 P. M.. Bedtime
SSriejTfncie Wip; 840 P. M.. Short talks: Musical
irecram; 9*0-930 P. M- Organ recital. Karl BonaWJAX (Eastern. 390). 8*0 P. M.. Concert, W. Tech
Girts' Band and Bamboo Garden Orchestra.
WLW (Eastern. 309). 10*0 P. H. Musical procram,
Elmer Behne's Dance Orchestra : Vocal solo. Mr C.
FOT FUnt: Vocal duet. "When the Great Bed Dawn
{rihinlnr." Mrs. C Fern Flint, Mr A. J. McCUnHarry Tomarin. violinist; Oldscnss
So~ ••Concerto,"
with pillar accompaniment. Ed Decker, tenor; Etoer
Behne^sDance Orchestra: Vocal solo ■ X. J. McOintoc :
"Oh. That WeTwo
TnUi Garden of Your Heart."
Were Maying-." Mrs. C. Fem Flint. A. J McOintoc: Harry Tomarin. violinist; Elmer Behne's Dance
448). 430 P. M..
WMA0 (Ceatral. Daylight Saving, Arts
Conservatory :
Procram furnished by Lyceum
T-anP M Talk. "Auto Trails." Bockweil Stephens:
: Radio
Schemburf
L.
G.
Citizen."
Scout
"A
Talk
lesson in amcopaiion. Aiel Cnrtstenser. : 9:15 P. M..
Vocal selections. Giobanni Gennaro, tenor.
Hotel Chisea
M- Concert,a.
500). 830 P.estr
(Ceatral.
WMC
ic Orch
_
Philharmon
Educational talk.
W0C (Central. 484). 3 30 P. M..
630
concert;
Chimes
M..
P.
Karl G Stephan; 5:45
I 3 0 A.
WOO TEaatarafllaylilht Saving. 509). II «0-l
m Orran recital. Marv E. Voet; 12*0-12 35 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4-45 P. M . Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 3:00 P. M-. Concert, Schmemans
Town Cner;
Band 830 P. M-. News Orchestra:
Laura Henkel. soprano: Gordon Marsh. ™*™st.
l?*X> P. M., Concert,
Mrs. Herbert ZieL soprano:
Gordon
soprano;
Ne*s Orchestra; Laura Henkel.
Marsh, violinist; Mrs. Herbert Ziel. soprano.

Friday, July 20
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P.
M Musical program. "May-Day." Star Orchestra;
Thomas Dunn, baritone; "Canzonetta." Orchestra;
"Prelude to the Deluge," Harry Adassdn. violinist;
"Gondoliera." Orchestra; Thomas Dunn, baritone: A
Day m Venice." Orchestra; "Mazurka. Harry AdaaUnThomas
Dunn,
baritone;
"Entrance
or the
7 20 P.M.. Concert, E. Paul*&&£*£?&>.
Wyllis HalL tenor: Leo
pianist; Charles
ir.e Keys, violin
ist.
Kruzoek,
_
. _
KGW (Pacific, 492). 8*0-8:45 P. M.. Concert, George
Olseos^S^esiri; 8:45-9*0 P. M.. Vocal .solos;
10*0-11*0 P. M.. Dance music. George Olsen s Orchestra- 11*0-12*0 P. M.. Hoot Owls.
KrU^pVcWcr^S). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert: 230Children's
Concert: 6:45-7 30 P. M
M.. John";
330
hour pf
"Cnde
800-10*0 P. M.. De Luxe procram- Address. Dr. Eugene Francis Storkes.
M.. Opera, "The Merry
8*0 P. Forest
USD
Park.
Air Theater.
" Open 546),
Widow(Ceatral,
KtW (CentSl! Daylight Saving. 345) . 10 *0- 1 1 30 P.
Harvey's Orchestra; Herb
Cope
program.
Musical
M..
Mintz, pianist; Harry Geise.
476). 930-10:45 P. M.. Concert DouWBAP (Ceatral.
ble Octette of the First Methodist Church.
Alice BngWBZ (Eastern. 337). 7*0 P. M..P. Concert,
U„ Bedtime stones
ham, pianist; WBZ Trio; 820
for grown-ups. Orison S. Marden.
Saving. 395). 12*0-12:45
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight
P at Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, Feri Sarkozi, director:
2*0-3*0 P. «., Song recital, t^ Betsy Logan :
430-533 P. M.. Dance music: 730-8*0 P. M..A.BecM..
time stories. Dream Daddy; 8*0 P. M.-l*0 Arcadia
Sons recital, dance music, Howard Lanms
Cafe Dance Orchestra: -Songs by Harry Glyn.
WOT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405). 12*0-1*0 P.
Leatn;
M Talk. "Tasty Things to Eat." Vaugnn De
the SacRecital Frank Marone. violinist; "Where
ramento River Flows," "Susan," "Drowsy Head.
-The World Is Waiting For The .Sunrise. Ada Girt,
reader; 11*0-12*0 P. M-,
0"Xeil.
atnger; Pearl
Musical Alphas.
Broadway
Ooooert.
WFAA Central. 476), 1230-1*0 P. M.. Address.
"John. The ApcsUe."TTniversity:
Dr. R*«t,„s„t5w.a
m..
830-930rt„P.H^'"Southern Methodist
Musical program, Joseph Ramsay Brown, lenor; Alex
B. Kennedy and assisting singers.
1*0 P. M.. DinWFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395),
ner music Meyer Davis Believue Stratford Orchestra:
3*0 P M Becltal, Loretta Kert, piarast; 630 P.
Stratford
BeUevue
Davis
Meyer
■ . Dtoner music,
Orchestra: 7*0 P. *.. Children's Own Half Hour.
WGMEastern, Daylight Saving. 360), 830 P. M... Talk.
"Silversmith Series," David M. Cheney; Concert,
Mary Flaherty, soprano.
,, .
WGY (Eastern, 380). 7:45 P. M., Music program,
"Valse Arabesque," Katharine D. Seaver, pianist;
"April Mom," Celia Lamson Herrington. soprano;
"On the Road to Mandalay." "The Voice of the
Orord," Walter J. Thomas, baritone: Tf. Ruth
■amends, reader; "Serenade," Katharine D. Seaver:
"Cbmin' Through the Bye." "Bonnie, Sweet Lasate" Celia Lamson Herrington; "Dreaming Alone in
the Twilight," "Boy o' Dreams," Walter Thomas;
"KHow Fight," "Jane, the Disturber," Ruth Edaonds- "Greeting," Celia L. Herrington: "The Mallets Masterpiece." Ruth Edmonds; "Because," Walter Tnomas' "Valse Impromptu," Katharine D. Seaver- 10*0 P. M-. "Vyskocila," The Solka Orchestra:
"Spring's Awakening." Ethel Thomas, soprano;
"Myslivlcek," Orchestra: "Columbine." James Early,
•aanist- "Koline. Koline," Orchestra: "Roses. Roses.
B»erywhere," Ethel Thomas; "Vlastovicka Lita."
Orchestra: "Sequidilla." James Early; "Vsecky Mysi
at sebo," Orchestra; "Hope On," "Lovely Celia.
Stbel Thomas;
"Green
Groves," Orchestra;
"Rhap-

DIC.F.ST

Osapnnv
<ody In O Minor."
Junes Early: "Sou*cdsk»."
OrWHAS
(Central. 400). 4*0-5*0
P. M.. CfOccrt. M»ry
«i Theater Orchestra: 730-9*0
P. M
^hawrnyj
TVrraro
l»aiu-e Orchestra;
Reading.
"An Iiiu-rrstmc Historical Epbjode."
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Savlrg. 509). 3:00 P. M.. Som
6*0-6:45 P. M., Duuu-r dance music: 7*07 30 P. (Central.
M.. Bedtime
stories.Saving.
1'nrlo 448).
Wlp. 430 P. M..
WMAQ
Daylight
Program arranged by Columbia School of Music:
7*0 P. M., Musical l.-cture, Mrs. Mark E. Oberndorfar; 9:15 P. tt„ Vocal aelccUons, Carl Craven.
W0C (Central. 484). 330 P. M.. Educational talk. C.
K
WiUnt; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concort; 630 P. M..
Sandman.
WOO
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-1130 A.
:.:■•M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-1235 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra:
4:45-5*0 P. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 7:45
P. M.. Dinner music. Hotel AdeJphla Roof Garden
Orchestra; 830 P. M., Recital; 8:45 P. M.. Dance
music Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra.
WWJ
(Eastern,
517).M..3*0News
P. M..
Concert. Town
Schmeman's
Band:
830 P.
Orchestra:
Crier;
Julia Wendorph, soprano; Schmeman's Band.

Saturday, July 21
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9*0 P.
M.. Musical program, selection from "Carmen," 8tar
Orchestra: Ernest Morgan, baritone: "Traumeri,"
Jaques Sterin, cellist; "Orientale." Orchestra : Ernest
Morgan, baritone; "Caprice Veinnois." Harry Adaskin: "Dance Trepak," Orchestra: W. Woods, cornetist; Ernest Morgan, baritone; "You're in Love."
Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326), 720 P. M.. Concert. Westinghouse Band, T. J. Vastine, director; Xazareno La
Marca. tenor.
KGW (Pacific 492). 330-4*0 P. M., Children's stories.
Aunt Xell; 10*0-11*0 P. M., Dance music George
Olsen's Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific 395). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Music; 230-330
P. M., Matinee musical. Harry J. Bearusley. baritone
reader and author: Edwin Jacobson. violinist; 8*010*0 P. M-, De Luxe program, Naomi Sweeney Brown,
whistler.
KSD (Central. 546), 8*0 P. H., Concert, Missouri
Theater talent.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345). 8:00-838 P. M..
Musical program. Jewell Floyd, soprano; Jean St.
Anne, baritone; Cope Harvey's Orchestra: Harry Geise:
9*5-9 25 P. M„ 'TJnder the Evening Lamp," Youth's
Companion.
WBAP (Central. 476), 7*0-7 30 P. M., Sunday School
Lesson. Mrs. W. F. Bamum.
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 7*0 P. M„ Concert, Old Fashioned Minstrels ; Joe Xorcross ; Mary L. Waters, accordian; Frank Chase, pianist; 820 P. M.. Bedtime
story for grown-ups. Orison S. Marden.
WOT (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 405), 12*0-1*0 P. M..
Song revue, Vaugh De Leath.
WFAA (Central. 476), 1230-1*0 P. M.. Address. "Current History Comments." Prof. Clyde Eagleton. Southern Methodist University; 830-9 30 P. M.. Mrs.
Margie Reagan Cate. reader; Mrs. Cecil Obenchain
Reims, violinist: 11*0-12*0 P. M., Recital. Martha
M Whitaker, pianist; Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Fried,
violinists.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 830 P. M.. Talk,
"Xew Radio
England
Business
nick:
drama.
AmradProblems."
Players. Arthur R CurWHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5*0 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 730-9*0 P. M., Musical
program, Myrtle George Stinger, soprano; Mrs. Mary
Belie Bennett, reader; Mrs. Murray XlcoL soprano;
Paul Kellev, tenor: Gaye McBride, baritone; Reading.
"An Interesting
Anderson
Theater Historical
Orchestra. Episode;" Concert, Mary
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 448). 8*0-9*0 P.
M.. Concert. Chicago Theater talent.
WMC (Central, 500). 8 30 P. M., American Legion
program.
W0C
(Central. 484), 330 P. M., Educational talk, C. C.
Hall; 5:45 P. M-, Chimes concert; 630 P. M.. Sandman; 930-1030 P. M., Dance program. P. S. C.
Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 3*0 P. M., Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 830 P. M., Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, July 22
KYW
(Central.
Daylight Saving, 345), 730 P. M.,
Church services; Sermon, Rev. E. G. Dahlin, pastor
of the Swedish Congregational Church.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7 30 P. M., Church services: Bev.
E. G. Dahlin, pastor of the Swedish Congregational
Church.
WFAA (Central, 476), 230-330 P. M.. Bible class. Dr.
William M. Anderson. Jr.. pastor of First Presbyterian Church: 930-10*0 P. M., Musical program,
Male Quartet from Church of the Incarnation; 10*011*0 P. Lou
M., Goldberg,
Concert, Brithng's
Dallas Cafeteria
Orchestra,
director.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 4*0 P. M.,
Church services; 7 30 P. M., Church services. Arch
Street Presbyterian Church.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 4*0 P. M.. Adventure hour. Youth's Companion; Concert, Edison
Laboratory Phonograph: 830 P. M.. Talk, "World
Unity," conducted by Mass. Federation of Churches;
Musical program, Mrs. Jessie Whitworth, soprano;
Fred Hayes, soloist.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 930 A. M., Church services. First
Reformed Church: Sermon, Rev. Clayton J. Potter;
630 P. M., Studio services: Sermon. "The Voices of
God's Trees."
terian Church. Rev. Robert W. Anthony. First PresbyWHAS (Central, 400), 937 A. M.. Organ; 10*0 A. M.,
Church services. Associate Reform Presbyter-an
Church; Rev. H. B. Blakely. pastor: 4*0-5*0 P. M-,
Concert, Central Chrisdan Church.
WMC (Central, 500). 11*0 A. M., Church services. St.
Mary's Episcopal Cathedral.
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 11*0 A. M., Church services. St.
Paul's Episcopal Cathedral; 4*0 P. M-. Concert.
Schmeman's Band; 5*0 P. M., Concert, Xews
Orchestra.

Freshman Fix-0
A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — ** in ONE

AN

EVENING

AT

HOME

PERFECT STXTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. Xo Hunting for "Spots." Loud and
Clear. Endorsed by thousands of satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed.
KC\r
**"*•
Mounted
Price.
14 K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RCSOXITE
CATYVHISKER.
PermaJient.
Will
OC_
*,°'"
Price
Not Oxidize.
RCSOXITE REFLEX CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expresslv for Reflex Circuits. Will
stand Cp Cnder Heavy Plate Volt- «-| (\(\
age.
Guaranteed.
Price. Mounted . . *!•"«
Order from yotrr dealer or direct from
RUSOXTTE PRODUCTS
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

(SEE
Met. NOTE
Monday BELOW
Tuesday

HtrtJOB uijJ City

CFCA, Toronto. Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA. E. Pittsburgh. Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland. Ore
KHJ. Loa Angeles. Calif. ...
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, m
NAA. Radio, Va
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass. . . .
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv, Mo.
WDAJ, College Park, Ga ...
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa...
WEAF, New York, N. Y. .
WFAA, Dallas, Ter.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta. Ga
WGR, Buffalo. NY
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
W HA, Madison. Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB.Kar.sas City. Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP. Philadelphia. Fa....
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan. P. R...
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.
W0AI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport. la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Ma. .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham

6:00- 7:00
10:00-11*0

6:00-'
9*6
5:009:00
9:00-10:00
9*0- 9:30
8:45- 1:00 8:45- 1:00
9:30- 2*0 12*0- 1:00
8:45-12:00
9:'30-i6:3u 8:45-12:00
10:00-12*0
8*0-10:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10*0
7:00- 9*0
5:45-' 7:30 6:05- 7:20
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8*0
7*0-10*0 7:00-12*0
1*0
6:00- 1*0 6*07:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2*0
5:30-6*0
5*6-' 9:00
9:00-10:00
9*0- 9:30

5:305:30-' 8:00
9:66 5:30- 6:00
8:30-12*0
4:30- 5:00
7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
6*0- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7*0- 8:00
7:30- 9:00

8:304:30- 9:30
5:00

8:00-' 9:30
5*0- 5:30
4*0- 5:30

8:00-10:00
5*0- 5:30
5*0-10:00
6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
6:30- 8*0
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7*0- 9.00 9:00-11:00
7*0-10:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12*0
9:30-10:30
9.00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7*0- 8:30
6*0- 9:00 5:15- 6:30
7:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30
7:00-9:00
10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00
8*0- 8:45 7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00

Ala ....

WWJ, Detroit. Mich.

._

Complete

65c

Condenser
and
Mountings,
Leaks
with Safe-T
Handle,

At your
dealers,
othervnse
send
price and
you
xvill be supplied

40c.
30c

purchase
postpaid.

(lias.
(o. Inc.
y%tactio\Fresliman
Condenser s&oduct
s
AVE.,

NEW

YORK

IN

Sunday

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00
11:30-1:30 6:00- 7*0
6*6- 9:00
6:00- 9*0
11*01*0
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9*0
9:<*!-10:00
9:00-10:00 5:66-' 9:66 5:00- 9*0
9*0- 9:30
9:66- 9:30 9:00- 9:30 9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00 9:00- 9:30 8:45- 2:00
8:45- 2:00
8:45-2:00 12:00- 1:00
10*0-11*0
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 9*0- 2:00 12:00- 1:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12*0
10:00-12*0
10:00- 2*0
8*6-10*6
8*6-10:60
7*0- 9*0 8*0-10:00
7*0- 9:00
7*6-' 9*6
7*0- 8:40
9*0 5:457:40
6:25'5:30-'9:66 9:30-10:30 7*0- 7:40
8*0-10:30
9:30-10:30
7:00- 7:20
8*0 6:30-8*0
7*0-10*0
6:308*0 6:30- 8*0 6:307*0-10:00
7:00-10*0
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
6*6-' 1*6
10:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
'7*6-' 8:6610:00- 2:00 9^6-i6':36
8*6-'l6'J6
5:306:00
10:002*0
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8.00 6:00-'
1:66 5:30- 6*0
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12*0 8:30- 9:30 5:30- 8:00
7:00-10*0
4:30- 9:30 4:30- 5*0 6:30- 8:30 8:30-12:00
5:45- 7:30 8:30-10*0 8:30-10:00 7:30- 9:00
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
6*0- 8*0
12:001*0
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:00- 8:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 8*0 7:008:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
6:00- 7:00

8*0-10:00 5*0- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
5*0- 5:30
5*0- 5:30 5*0- 5:30
7:15- 9:30
8:10-10:00
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
6:30- 8*0
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
'715*6'^96:3
:606
7*0- 9:00 9*0-11:00
'5:
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10*0
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00 8*09:30
7*0-l(h0u
7:30- 8:30
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30 7*0- 8:30 9:00-10:00
10*0-11*0
6:00- 9:00 9:30-10:30
5.15- 6:30
7:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30
8:00- 9:30 7*0-10:00
9*0-11*0
10:45-12:00 10:45-12*0 10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00
I 8*0-8:45
8:45
1 7:30- 9*0 7:30-11*01 I 8:007:30- 9:00
7:00- 8:45
5*0- 5:30

3:00- 4:30
6:30- 7:30
9:00-'
9:30
10*01*0
9:00-10:00
10:00-12*0
10:00-12:00

6*6- 7*6
7.-00- 8:00
3:30- 4:30
4:00- 5*0
11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30
9*0-12:00
9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
8:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
6:30- 7:30

8*0-10*0
7*0- b:45

6:30- 8:30
7:30-' 8:30
9:301 *:30
9*0:10:00
7*0- 9:00

7:30- 9:00
6:30- 7:30
6:30- 7:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

P. M.. Dinner music. Hotel Adelphia Boof Garden
Vogt.
Orchestra: 830 P. M.. WOO Orchestra: Robert E.
Golden, director; 9 30 P. MJ., Organ recital. Mar-,- E.

Monday, July 23
WDAR (Eastern, Daylioht Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54 P.
M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theatre: Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra. Feri Sarkozi, director; 2*0-3*0 P. M.. Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
Talk. Betsy Logan; 430-5:55 P. M., Song recital.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1*0 P. M.. Dinner music, Weyer Davis Believue Stratford Orchestra;
3*0 P. M., Musical program; 3:45 P. M.. Song recital; Piano selections; 6 30 P. M.. Dinner music,
ileyer Davis Believue Stratford Orchestra: 7*0 P. M-.
Children's Own Half Hour, by Cousin Sue.
WGY (Eastern, 380). 7:45 P. M., Musical program,
"Prelude in G Minor." Edna Schuyler, pianist;
"Just a Little Joy Bide," Rosina Holmes, reader;
"There's a Lark in My Heart," Mrs. Fred Harris,
contralto; Address, "Boshanara Goes Camping,"
"The Butterfly," Edna Schuyler: "Invocation to
Life." Mrs. Fred Harris; "The Sign of the Cross,"
Bcsina Holmes, reader: "Homing," Mrs. Fred Harris; "A Sisterly
Scheme," Bosina Holmes; "Liebestranme."
Edna Schuyler.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4*0-5*0 P. M., Concert. Mary
singer.
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Lena Pope, pianist and

A Radio set was recently installed in
the Assembly in Albany, N. T., so that
members can listen in on concerts and
other entertainments during their dull
periods.

PONT

50%

'vvnnlCN 2YHCUAR
2 - Volt
11 and WD-12
200 HOURS

Are

unconditionally

Volts— 80

guaranteed

Volts— 120 Amps.,

-Up.
Amps.,

$10.00
$12.50
Full Rating

$14.50
$16.00

Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D-, SUBJECT TO INSPECTION. OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.

ATTRACTIVE

S

on single charge. ... *•»

Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the performVolts
Amps.,
ance —and 60quality
of the Volts—
Battery.100 Amps.,
6

Northern Electric
the Largest Exclusive
Jabbers in the Middle West

Storage

BatteryWill forgiveWDTubes.
4 C

World-Radio-Batteries

UtLAL.LKZTubes, Type 21 5A
Peanut
DISCOUNTS

ER
DFAL
NOTE: We are

PASS THIS-3lTrX

WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVEY0U

WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 3*0 P. M.,
Musical program; 6:45 P. M., Eadio Baseball Dope,
by Monte Cross, old-time baseball star; 7*0-7 30 P.
M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8*0-9*0 P. ML, Zoo Opera Company; 9.-00-930 P. M., Roger Hill Dance Orchestra;
Talk, "Useful Hints to Campers." Jay P. Garlough,
editor
of the
The Zoo
Opera"Sportsman's
Company. Digest," 9:45-10:15 P. M.,
WMC (Central, 500), 830 P. M., Concert, Hotel Gayc-so
Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-1130 A.
M-. Organ recital; Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12 35 P. M..
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra ;
4:45-5*0 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Yogt; 7:45

Radio

:iij»Jio:Bt;«.Jr-

,123 W.Madixon

Furnished in any -value oi Resistance from J4
to
10
Megohms.

SEVENTH

LISTENER

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, ID.

Jt.Chicaqo

Of

%

Price

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

106

Friday

FOR
INSTRUCTIONS)
Wednesday
Thursday

6:00- 7:00

Book

Separate
Separate

THE

Saturday

%

THE

WITH

by an

Expert Radio Engineer
Forty-seven different ways of making your own set. Ea<?h hook-np
designed by an expert radio engineer and was tested for accuracy, i-^ery one of these hook-ups will gtve splendid results.
i-ach hook-up contains detailed information
and
operation. Thousands of these books are now onin construction
use bv amateurs
and profess. onals all over the United States. You will get more
practical radio information and instruction from this book than
from almost any other source. Send your order todav. Enclose
^^

one dollar with order.
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WALLA WALLA. — Indi - Gest,
famous builder of the nameless
broadcaster on this notorious isle,
was overcome with emotion yesterday evening as the sun was rising
K when the postman delivered the
i^p^ noon mail. The cause, as many had
very improperly hypothecized, was
not due to drawing his boots ovef
a bunion, but was found to be the
receipt of a hand painted snapshot
of his friend Yuma Yama, prima
donna of awful repute.
"Many's the time we have eaten
missionaries together, ' ' said Mr.
Gest when interviewed almost exclusively for this column. "And now to think," continued he gravely, "Yuma has volunteered her services
free, gratis, and without charge, that her slightly cracked
voice may be graven on the Walla Walla mierophone.
Why, her singing will bring the house down. " As a precautionary measure, however, the cables will be doubled
by Mike and Izzy, the antenna raisers, so that Yuma's
voice will not bring down the antenna as well.

Caught
as Catch Could
Said a Badiophan,

Growing Usefulness

As he tuned in his set:
"This is catch-as-catch-can,

Private Communication and Testing Disease
IN THE press dispatches we read that the governor of
the state of New York addressed the people of the
entire commonwealth by Eadio. He sat in the governor's chair in the executive suite where Eadio experts
had prepared the proper transmitting devices. Out in
California the president of a transporting company
Eadioed his address at the annual meeting so that
the various communities in the central portion of the
state, served by the company, could hear him speak.
The announcement comes that an invention has been
perfected to solve the problem of maintaining privacy
in Eadio communication. Dr. Albert Abrams of San
Francisco announces the invention of a super Eadio
eet to test disease. And so it goes.
Eadio today is annihilating distance. Its greatest
usefulness will be felt when through unified organization the service of experts can be broadcast to the people
of the country on a definite schedule.

Interest Increases in Learning Code
When Signals Are Mastered the Enjoyment Is Broadened
USUALLY the beginner, upon hearing some code signals, will throw up his hands and proceed to condemn such stations for interference with his broadcasting program. If, on the other hand, such a man would
take the trouble to learn this same code, he would find
his fun increased 100 per cent.
The code is not such a difficult thing to learn, if the
beginner will but sit down and practice it every night
for an hour or so. It is just like learning the piano; it
is mostly practice. Do not think by listening to it
once in a while for a brief spell that you will soon be in
a position to receive everything that goes through the
air, because you will surely be disappointed. Practice,
with a capital P, is what is needed.
Before any receiving is to be attempted, first get a
buzzer, a battery and a key, and practice sending until
you have learned all the characters. Be sure to include
the numerals in this practice, and although they are
not hard to remember, they sometimes prove confusing
when receiving a higher rate of speed.

Demand

Condensed

I must
take what
get. ' '
Then
he turned
on a Iwheel
And the stuff that he got —
A Made
political
— quite a lot.
himspiel
swear
WALT DEUMMOND

So Is this Joke
Dear Sir relative
: SutMn's
gottabe
did. Yessir,
thingsparts.
is almost
miserable
to the
purchasing
of Radio
The
dealers don't even keep 'eh fresh. Nosiree ! Why just
thuther day we read where one of those bimboes wuz selling
variocouplers, variometers and condensers that
wuz moulded.
Spider
Webb.

Or Perhaps Sermons
First Farmer: "How does yer hired man like your
hew Eadio, Josh?"
Second farmer: "Fine. Only lie mistakes everything
he hears for bedtime stories." — American Legion Weekly.

A-B-G

Lessons

Chapter V — How

E

for

Indigest

Beginners

to BYAcquire
GOSH a Large Vocabulary

IS for errors
We make in hooking up,
Put forty volts across the tube
And hear our cash go— plup!

This Adv.

Cost 40c an Agate Line

Dear Indi: The other day
when I stops the feedback
mark to a friend, about said
he springs the old one about
it with Tungar."
Tours to a

I was digesting a grid leak
stunt long enough to releak having no juice. Then
"Why do you do it, charge
cinder.
Mike Rofarads.

The day of Eadioed movies is close at hand, if we may
believe the assertion of Mr. Jenkins, whose ability to
transmit still pictures via Eadio is well known. At a
test in his laboratory he showed upon a screen in an
adjoining room movements of various objects held in
front of the apparatus. Someone will produce and provide for the use of broadcasting stations, movies for
home
The motto "there is no place like
home" enjoyment.
is coming true.
Eadio is rapidly extending its usefulness into the field
of law enforcement. The police department of Los
Angeles has been testing Eadio equipment as a means
of quickly cornering criminals. With officers' cars
equipped with receiving sets, details of a crime and the
direction followed by the criminal may be broadcast all
over a city or section of country and result in lessening
the chance of escape. Where practical objects are to
be served Eadiophony is just as much valued as by those
who seek its entertainment.

Wot the Hoot?
Dear Mr. Gest : May I call your attention to the announcement in the advance program for Station WWJ,
Detroit News, that following the Town Crier, Mr. C. L. Hoot,
bass, would sing?
Pollx W.
Here rests Tommie
ADeLacey
bolt of McKinner.
lightning
Struck his antinner.

Is for Quality

Critics Insist That Stations Produce Best Talent
WHEN
Eadio broadcasting first became popular
the person listening in was thrilled upon recognizing sounds as music or as someone was speaking.
This listener in was generally, at that time, an amateur Eadio telegraph operator, as no one yet had purchased apparatus to listen to the experiments being
conducted by one of two prominent Eadio experts. In
fact the Eadio amateur may be said to be the one who
sold Eadio broadcasting to the public, for the average
person usually wants to have a demonstration before
he invests money in a new idea.
Since that day many changes have taken place. The
public has become a large body of critics and the big
station of today, to court favor, must produce the
goods. The Eadio listener of today, generally a man,
woman or child without any knowledge of the Eadio
code, and probably not much interest in it at that,
sits back and carefully compares the quality of the different stations within reach of his apparatus. The
average person has now become quite well acquainted
with needed apparatus and how to operate it to get best
results.
It is needless to say that the period of wonderment
has passed and the one who listens in realizes that the
quality of music and talent from the original broadcasting station could be very much improved.
Eadio will be a part of every household for the same
reason that the phonograph became successful. People
want music and instead of going to the music, it is now
brought to them. From the present viewpoint, there is
yet no limit to what Eadio may be called upon to do,
but it is not necessary to here repeat the many and
varied activities to which Eadio can be applied.

By DIELECTRIC
It is quite an easy matter, and more or less popular,
to lay to modern discoveries the seeming tendency away
from clear thinking and concentrated study producing
a "scatter-brained race" (in the words of James M.
Beck). Long before the day of broadcasting lectures,
presidential speeches and Will Sogers' paraphrases,
we had many evidences of the condition he claims is
concurrent with Eadio, movies, etc. The fact is that
Eadio broadcasting has provoked thinking, rather than
the reverse, and has brought knowledge to men who
otherwise would never have acquired it.

HELP! HELP!
I have a little tube set
Which likes me not, I fear;
I turn one of its dials
And it shrieks into my ear.
It whistles, moans and gurgles —
Though I've sat with it all night
It howls and screeches eerily.
Which seems most impolite.
I'm sure I should be satisfied
Would it obey my hand
And say just one small thing to me
That I could understand!
LE HOQUER
INDI-GEST
SEND

KINKS?

A DOLLAR—

kinks worked many
out inlittle
the home
thatt
Indi-Ges
are
E hamper
THER
would
your fellow Radioknut and cause him much worry. Indi-Gest is very much interested in securing such material and is willing to
accept a dollar for each kink printed.
Send a stamped envelope so rejected
copy may be returned. Under no circumstances will the dollar be sent
INDI-GEST KINKS DEPARTMENT
E. Sa. T. hastens to submit a kink for the 'well-known
Indi-Gest Kinks Department for the benefit of fellow
Knuts troubled with too much interference. He claims
that this trouble may be definitely and assuredly stopped
by the simple procedure of removing: from their sockets
one's vacuum tubes. Se adds that this also is sure of
eliminating' all tube noiics. Odds are 3 to 1 that E. Sa.
P. is a surgeon specializing in appendicitis.

Prizes are still being offered to listeners in which adds
to the zest of getting and holding distant stations. One
such DX listener was aboard the steamship Belgian
when Station WNAg was broadcasting a concert by the
Copley-Plaza orchestra. Songs of ancient vintage were
broadcast and to the one correctly naming the largest
number of them a five-pound box of candy was
awarded. It is sweet indeed to hear some of the old
songs; sweeter yet in this case.
The comparatively new station, WJAZ, in Chicago,
was used by the Commandant of the Illinois Naval
Eeserve to broadcast a number of talks to his fellow
citizens, hoping to gain recruits thereby. From reports gathered since, it is quite evident that many who
heard him on these occasions were induced to enlist in
the service. It might seem useless to urge such action
upon a man when he is comfortably seated at his set,
but there are the facts. Eadio did it!
Instances have been cited intending to prove the
nuisance of receiving sets with loud speakers when
placed near an open window or projected from a store.
Talking machines have played an important part in disturbing the general tranquillity of a neighborhood in
exactly the same manner. It is undeniable that either
of these may cause neighbors to complain when foisted
upon them uninvited. It is best to keep the loud
speaker indoors in crowded sections and thereby avoid
providing fuel for anti-Eadio fanatics.
Comparable to the recent situation developed here
because of the action of certain music publishers, the
British Broadcasting Company is intending to meet
the banning of broadcasting of plays by the Theatrical
Managers' Association of London by building a studiotheater at Savoy Hill and organizing their own theatrical companies. This is a sensible way to overcome
such difficulties, especially in view of the different
technique required for producing realism when broadcasting plays from a studio.
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First Steps for Beginners in Radio
Chapter X — Audio Frequency Amplifiers
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
DEGINNERS will find the accompanying
series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XI — How Super Regeneration
Accomplished.
Chapter XII— Reflex
tion.
liapi

L oud Speakers.

Circuit

Headsets

Opera-

and

Chapter XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.

AUDIO frequency amplifiers serve to
increase the volume of sound obtained from the receivers or loud
talker connected to the Radio set. Where
the Radio frequency amplifiers act to increase the range of a set by taking: the
very weak impulses and amplifying them
eftill they
the detector
will operate

lar to Us action as a Radio frequency amplifier. Its operation may best be understood when considering' its action when
amplifying the signals from a crystal detector as 'shown in Figure 43. Here we
have a standard crystal detector circuit
with the exception that an audio frequency transformer has its primary winding connected in place of the telephone
receivers. The secondary of the transformer is connected to the grid and filament of a hard tube having 45 to 90 volts
on the plate.
A potentiometer is shown to control the
potential of the grid. The grid potential
is adjusted to such a value that the plate
current is halfway down the curve as
mentioned in connection with the Radio
frequency amplifiers.
When signals are being received the current that would normally flow in the telephone receivers now flows in the primary
of the transformer. These currents induce a current in the secondary of the
transformer that acts to vary the grid
potential. In this manner the current
flowing through the telephone receivers is

Figurs 43 — How an amplifier tube is used to increase the strength of signals from crystal detector
ficiently, audio frequency amplification varied to reproduce the music or speech
takes the audible signals and amplifies in much greater volume.
them till they can be heard for quite a
Step Up Batio Transformer
distance or all over a large room. In deThe higher the voltage used on the
ciding how to use a certain number of plate the louder will be the resulting sigtubes it is well to keep the above in mind.
nals, and, as we have learned previously,
Thus if one desires maximum range and the greater the change in grid potential
is willing to sacrifice signal strength one the louder the signals received. To this
or two stages of Radio frequency amplifi- end, use is made of transformer with a
cation should be employed and fewer audio step up ratio. Thus we see transformers
stages. Where volume of sound is desired advertised with ratios of 2 to 1 or 5 to 1,
regardless of range then two stages of which means that the voltage of the secaudio amplification should be used.
ondary is twice or five times as great as
Tubes Connected in Cascade
that applied to the primary. This step up
in
voltage
increases the variations in grid
The problem of connecting tubes in
voltage but we must be careful not to
cascade for audio amplifiers is somewhat
simpler than in the case of Radio ampli- overdo this increasing of voltage.
The curve shown in connection with tube
fiers. When the Radio currents have been
converted to audio currents the frequency detectors flattens out at both ends. That

age applied to the grid of the tube so as
to pass the saturation point, signals
would be distorted, for part of the wave
on the grid would be clipped off because
the
plate
current
could
not
respond.

)-

Figure 44 — A fully developed circuit for two stage audio frequency amplifier
is, after a certain voltage is applied to
the grid an increase of voltage will no
longer cause a change in plate current and
the tube is said to be at its saturation
point. Now were we to use a high ratio
transformer that would increase the volt-

Operation "With. Three-Element Tabes
The operation of a three-element tube as
an audio frequency amplifier is very simi-

Long Distance
^** J^ »M»*
W^ «- ram8 from Atlanta
Minneapolis, Davenport, FortWorth, Dallas, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Denver on Crystal without batteries*
Usual crystal set requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings and instructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
Leon Lambert, 501 South Vokitsia, Wichita. KaQ#

Delicate Soldering
THE POST

SOLDERING

Platinum Heating Unit— Interchangeable

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

+OZ2J

e.

E>

+90

Figure 45 — Circuit for a two stage impedance coupled amplifier using Ford spark coils
Transformers and Filament Control
of controlling the grid potential of the amplifying tubes. Many persons operate
For that reason the transformer ratios
amplifying
tubes without a potentiometer
may be larger in the first stages and
but maximum results are seldom obtained
smaller in the second stage. This is due
without
some
means of bringing the tubes
to the voltage in the first stage being low
to the point of best response.
but after being amplified by the first tube
The circuit shown employs no jacks and
the voltage is increased and a high ratio
transformer may push it too high. Init is the writer's opinion that it is preferable to eliminate the jacks. They are
creasing the voltage on the plate increases
often a source of noise that is difficult to
the length of the plate current curve and
needlessly
complicate
the
circuit,
when distortion results from too high a locate,
ratio in the transformers it may be elim(Continued on page 14)
inated by increasing the plate voltage.
Increasing the filament brilliancy has
the same effect but should only be done
JACK
SWITCH
with caution for pushing the filament
CARTER
shortens its life and may make the proNEW
ceeding rather expensive.
Regenerative

A fully developed circuit using a regenerative tuner with tickler feedback and
stages of audio frequency amplifica-

BUILD
OWN
ACCORDING TO

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

RESULTS

Tips— Universal

Current

Also other spring combinations,
CARTER RADIO CO.
205 S. State St., Chicago

Parts for Knocked-Down
Receiving Set $17.95

Complete

Beg. Price
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price
2 Variometers
$10.00 $3.90
1 Varioeoupler
5.00 1 .75
3 Bakelite Dials
3.00 .75
Render Bakslite Socket.
1.00 .45
Howard
Rheostat
....
1. 10 .80
Cunningham C-300
Detector
Tube
....
5.00 4.45
Mahogany Cabinet
4.50 2.75
Genuine Formica Panel
2.25 1.75
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
Switch Lever
50 .25
12 Switch Points
.40 .20
Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser
Combined . . 1 .00 .75
Complete Drawing for
Assembly and Wiring
1.00 .50
Regular

Price

Complete

$30 .85 f 1 7 nn

THE LARGEST
RADIO STORE
IN
AMERICA

Posts

1 Blueprint
with Complete instructions
for
Assembly
and Wiring.

80

.30
1.00

(Large and Small)

.20

.40
.50

Parts

for

UAL SIZE
LF Y. ACT
ONE-HAN.
Awarded Certificate of Excellency,
Evening Mail
6^f
From your Dealer, or write

POST ELECTRIC

COMPANY

guarantee

all

Radio Institute

Complete

$21 .69 C1 1 AC

Parts
for Ultra
Circuit, $11.90

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

Audion

*llJ**
Our Price Circuit)
(Known
as the Wonder
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
Beg.
9x10%
Formica
Panel. $1.42 Our.
$1.20
23 Plate Condenser
3.30
1 .45
Bakelite Socket
(Remler)
I.OO
.45
Special Ultra Audion
Coil, plain
wound
with ortape bank
3.00
1.95
- Howard Vernier Rheostat
1.50 1.35
CRL Grid Leak
1.50
.95
.0005 Micon
Condenser.
.35
.25
2 Switch Levers
70
.50
18 Switch Points
50
.30
2 Switch Stops
10
.05
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
Genuine any Cabinet,
Solid Mahogsize 9s:
10%, with hinged top. 5.00 2.95
25 ft. Hookup Wire
20
.10

Regular Price
$19.37
Each order includes complete instructions for drilling, assembling
and wiring. These construction
plans are not drawn in schematic
form but are drawn so that any
one without any technical knowledge can follow with ease. C11 Qfj
.JJI I.3U

merchandise
purchased
of
immediate attention.
BUY

CHICAGO

Sets

Blueprint
Complete with
Instructions
for
Assembly
and Wiring I.OO .50

Our Price

We

Reinartz

CONSISTING
OF
Price
Beg. Price
Our
7x18 Formica $11.45
Panel
$1.89 $1.70
Remler Bakelite Socket. 1.00 .45
Howard Vernier
Rheostat
1.50 1.35
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30 1.45
11 Plate Cuni Variable. 3.10 1.35
3 Switch Levers
1 .50 .75
2 Dozen Switch Points. .80 .40
1 Sohoonhoven Reinartz
Coil
3.00
1.95
Freshman Variable Grid
Leak and Condenser
Combined
1 .00 .75
8 Binding Posts
80 .40
25 Feet Tinned , Wire. .
.30 .20
Baseboard for Mounting .50 .25

Regular Price

Parts Our
for Price
Flewelling
■P"-aJ
Circuit $12.45

Keg.
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price Price
6x14 Formica
Panel
$1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable
denser Con- 3.30 1.45
Three .006 Mica Condensers
3.00 2.25
CRL
Variable
Grid
Leak
1.85
Remler
Grid Leak
40
2 Coil Adjustable
Honeycomb Coll Mounting
with Knobs
4.00
50 Turn Honeycomb Coil .75
.40
75 Turn Honeycomb Coil .80 2.65
.40
2 Remler Coil Mounts
with Straps
1.20
.80
1 Remler Bakelite
Socket
1.00
.45
Howard stat
Vernier Rheo1.50 1.35
.25
1 Bakelite 3" Dial
1.00

S Binding

YOUR
SET
OUR INSTRUCTIONS

GUARANTEED— PANELS ON ALL SETS
READY TO MOUNT

1 Baseboard
ing for Mount-

IRON

For closing battery circuits, etc.
Mounts like a Jack
See Your Dealer
Price $1.00 — Write for tree Jack Switch
hook-ups.

Circuit

two

Complete

has been reduced and... capacity losses in
the tube and circuits are greatly reduced.
On the other hand we have currents that
vary greatly in frequency and the transformers used must work efficiently over
a comparatively wide band of frequencies.
To accomplish this the transformers
are designed with what is termed a flat
wave characteristic which simply means
that the transformer has no sharp point
of resonance or is not tuned to a particular frequency. The transformer will then
handle currents varying widely in frequency with maximum efficiency.

tion is shown in Figure 44. It will be
noted that two potentiometers are used.
One acts to vary the voltage on the plate
of the detector to obtain the best point of
operation.
The second is for the purpose

HERE

FOR

SALVAGE

509 South State Street

Dept

DRILLED-

Complete

Parts

for 2 Step
plifier $12.45

Am-

Can be used to amplify Reinartz,
Flewelling, Short Wave Receiver,
Crystal, ceiving
Ultra
or any
ReSet so Audion
that Loud
Speaker
or Phonograph can be used in place
of Head Set.
Reg. Price
Our
CONSISTING
OF
Price
7x10 Formica Panel or
Other Suitable Size.. $1.05 $0.85
ican or Thordarson
High
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Ail-AmerTransformer
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or All -American
Transformer
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2 Remler Bakelite
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2.20
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2.00

2.00
3.00
1.30
.30

.90
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.65
.15

Regular Price
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Wiring Diagram, with Complete Instruction for Drilling and Assembling Panel €10 AC
Complete

Parts
for Single
Reflex Circuit $32.65
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Price
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Price
Price
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43 Plateable Vernier
Condenser Vari- $7.00 $3.95
Radion Loop Aerial
8.50 5.95
Tube
-.C301-A
Cunningham
Grewol Glass Inclosed
Detector
Erla Radio Frequency
Transformer
Ail-American
5 to I

9.00
2.00
4.50

5.95
3.45
1.85

Radio
Audio Transformer...
Frequency
4.75 3.95
2 — .001 Micon Condensers .70
I — .002 Micon Condenser
.45
.35
Howard
Potentiometer..
1.50
Howard 25 Ohm
Rheostat
1 . 10 1.35
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
9x10%
Formica Panel.. 1.42
1.20
9x10% Genuine Solid
1.00
Mahogany Cabinet
with Hinged Top
5.00 2.95
Complete instructions for drilling, .assembling and wiring furnished so that any one with no
technical knowledge can easily follow. Regular price, MO CC
$45.22.

us.
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to Make a Storage B Battery

Use Old A Battery
Parts in Construction

CUTTING

THE

CELL

AND

J. /• . J ....

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
REd out
THE
worke
home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
he only knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in securing such material.
Send them In with full details, including stamped envelope so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.
in one 6-volt battery to make three very
neat and serviceable 20-volt storage B
batteries.
Each jar of the B battery is made from
a jar of the A battery. The jar is cut
off 3% inches from the bottom. The rubber should be warm when working it. If
possible leave it in the sun for two or
more hours and then it may be cut by
drawing a sharp knife across the surface
point downward. This will not cut the
rubber through but it may be turned over
and the cut repeated on the other side and
then the rubber will break where the cut
was made by bending it back. When cuting the jar off it is best not to have it too
warm, and to use a hack saw instead of a
knife. If the rubber is cut while cold
there is great danger of breaking it and
damaging the whole jar.
Out of the remaining upper half of the
jar cut nine strips as wide as the inside
of the jar and as high as the inside height
of the jar. These are for the partitions
to sepa'rate
of the battery
and
should
fit as the
snugcells
as possible
when they
are in place as shown.
Making- Partitions
Heat some battery compound until it
becomes liquid. Stand a partition »™
place and pour the heated battery compound in the first cell. Turn the jar sideways so as to let the compound run in
and seal the strip to both walls and the
bottom. Use as little compound as possible. This may be done best by having
the compound very hot and pouring plenty
in the cell then pouring out the surplus.
If just a little has been poured in it cools
too quickly and cannot be made to fill
the crevices. Let this cell stand for a
minute and then proceed with the next
cell in the same manner.
After the cells have all been sealed they
should be tested by pouring water into
every other one and let them stand for a
while. If one of the strips is not properly
sealed it will show up in the adjoining
cell, filling it with water.
Ten positive and ten negative plates are
cut out of the positive and negative lead
plates, respectively, from the old A battery. The plates should be cut about %
inch narrower than the inside of the jar
and about % inch shorter. The plates
may be cut with a hack saw, or, by cutting a groove in both sides of the plate
with a knife and breaking it on the cut.
The separators should be about % inch
larger • than
the
plates.
The
former

PHANTOM-CIRCUIT
Build Your Own. This marvel of mystery, using no
loop, no aerial and no ground, brings In music instead of interference. We have heard stations 950
miles distant on one tube. By using WD-11 tube
set can be entirely self contained. Very easy to
build from our instructions, use your own spare
parts, nothing complicated like radio frequency or
super regenerative. Only one tuning control. Complete instructions, with hookup and photo of circuit
mailed to you for 60 cents. Stamps accepted.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Box D-704. Vacavillo. Calif.

NEW

Western
Electric
LOUD SPEAKER

$21

SEND
MONEY ORDER
DEALERS

WRITE\

C. W. THOMPSON
MATTOON.

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

Counterbalance for the
Condenser Put in Dial

PLATES
D

The following1 B storage battery was
entirely made out of the parts of an old
storage or automobile lighting and starting batter.
There
are
enough
parts

A

July 21, 1923
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Most Radiophans like an easy and
smooth turning condenser, but if there is
no counterbalance (and most condensers
have not) they will often sag when subjected to even only a small amount of vibration, with the result of fading signals
or sometimes causing the set to- oscillate.
An easy way to avoid this is to place a
counterbalance on the back of the dial.
As practically all beveled dials have a
hollow space in the back, it is a comparaCOUNTER.

J

"

"

BALANCE
IN SPACE
HOLUOW
DIAll

" " '' " " " " ^

are cut from the old separators in the A
battery.
Assembly and ChargingOne positive and one negative plate and
a separator is used to make up the elements of one cell, the negative of one cell
being soldered to the positive of the next
cell.
If you are not sure that the old battery
torn down for making this battery was in
a charged condition (which they seldom
are), it is a good plan to fill the old battery with distilled water and then charge
it for a few hours. This will bring the
old acid out of the plates and into the
distilled water.
Then it is poured off.
After the battery has been charged with
the distilled water in it and the water
taken out, fill the battery with a sulphurio
acid solution until it tests to 1250 on the
hydrometer, and charge it at a % ampere
charging rate. When the battery has been
fully charged it will gas or bubble, a condition that will be readily recognized.
Then it is ready for service. This initial
charge may take some time, depending oh
the condition of the plates. The battery
should be placed on charge as soon as
possible after the acid has been placed
in it. When fully charged the battery
should give about 22% volts, but as the
charge runs down it will drop to about
20 volts.
Care and Treatment

Protection for Filaments

The Kadiophan is apt to experience
disappointment when Re finds that the
high voltage leads from the B battery
have been accidentally connected across
the filament posts of his receiver and one
or more tubes are burned out. Although
the normal life of the average filament
is considerably more than 1,000 hours, it
requires but an instant to destroy this
delicate filament when excessive voltages
are applied to its terminals.
When filaments are shorted across a
20, 40 or 60-volt battery in new condition,
the burnout requires but a fraction of a
second, and unless the user happens to
be inspecting the tube at the instant of
the flash, the damage would not be discovered until the set was used again. It is
a very easy matter to protect tube filaments by either of the following means:
Such a battery should stand up for sevInsert a 100-ohm (noninductive) reeral weeks when used only on a single
sistance for each 22-volt block or B
tube. If used on more tubes the life, of battery in the circuit next to the posicourse, will be accordingly shorter. One
tive terminal of the B battery. This
of these batteries made up like this has resistance may be left permanently in the
been used on a five tube set in series with circuit without any effects whatsoever in
a manufactured B storage battery and it the normal life of the receiving set.
has compared splendidly.
Probably the most convenient form of
When the voltage drops to about 20 it resistance is a 25-watt, 100-volt tungsten
is time to recharge it. This can be done lamp which, will provide sufficient promuch quicker than the original charge.
tection for plate voltages up to and inWhen fully charged the acid specific gravcluding 100 volts. This resistance autoity should test to about 1250. If, howmatically increases with the current so
ever, the battery was not previously lamp.
as to act, in effect, as a protective ballast
charged with distilled water as directed,
the gravity may run higher than this figure on account of the acid that was in the
plates before the new acid was poured in,
thus
raising the amount of acid in the
battery.
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Distortion of Broadcast Waves
At the present time, broadcast waves
can not be produced without some distortion. This is caused by the microphone
diaphram being more sensitive to the. effect of some sound waves than to others.

PATENT

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street. Washington,
D. C.
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repair

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-

Excepting
VT-I

Including wood parts — wire and
binding posts. Can be assembled in' a few minutes — Portable,
requires little space, 36 inches
across. Interference — Static —
Lightning practically eliminated.
Instructions with every SET. By
Mail. I0o Extra.
Ritter Radio Company

and

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ASSEMBLY

plifier.

VT-II

Description of apMAIL

ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

H & H RADIO
516 Clinton Avenue

of tuning.
paratusandand details
accessories

CO.

NEWARK,

WINDING A
REINARTZ COIL

N. J.

Cabinet
Dimensions
Panel
Layouts
List of Parts
Send ders only
money
— no
checks oror
stamps. Coins at your
own risk.

WE SUBMIT THE PROOF
This letter is just one of hundreds received telling of
the efficiency of the Wonderful B -Metal Loud Talking
Crystal which enables many users to get loud talking
results from ordinary crystal sets.
We are prepared to send a photostat copy of the original
letter to any one requesting it.
Kansas City. Mo.
B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue
May 21st, 1923.
Detroit, Michigan
Dear Sirs: I received your goods (B-Metal Loud Talking Crystal and Tube
Detector) on the 18th and have given each article a thorough test from every
angle, and I hereby give you' my approval that the word supreme is the nearest
mark of degree that I oan think of for your Tube Detector and B-Metal Loud
Talking Crystal. I am keeping the crystal, as It enables me to use a horn,
making a crystal loud speaker that has the volume of a phonograph when using
the soft needle.
Enclosed please find money order for same.
Yours,
3431 Harrison St..
W. R. Ferguson.
Ask your dealer. He should have it. If not, send us your order and
your dealer's name. Note the difference when you use a B-Metal
Crystal, then tell your friends.

B-Metal Refining Company

SlU^SHctii^

.

tively simple matter to add an effective
counterweight, as shown in the illustration. It can be cemented or glued in place,
or, if desired, the dial can be drilled and
tapped for small machine screws. — Albert
J. Madison, Portland, Oregon.

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES

Ritter Loop Aerial $1

Canal

OF

WD-11, $3.50

The specific gravity method of testing
is not to be relied upon entirely in such
small batteries, as the amount of acid
required to neutralize the plates may be
so small
as not to affect the solution.

230

IN BACK

This holds true more especially where
small plates are used in a comparatively
large container or jar.
When charging the battery the best way
is to charge it each time until it gases.
When a battery gases it is a sure indication that there is no acid left in the positive plates and the battery is therefore
fully charged.
The battery should never be shorted to
tests its condition, and it should never
be left standing long discharged. — E. A.
Johnstone, Pocatello, Idaho.
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Another Simple Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Operation and Characteristics of the Northern Electric 215A Tube
VER since the details of the smallest
|_J regenerative set appeared in the
XI* June 23rd number of Radio Digest,
the fans have been requesting more information about this new miniature peanut tube. Where does it come from, who
makes It, what are its features and a
multitude of other questions have been
asked.
This tube is put out by the Canadian
Northern Electric Co. and known as type
215A. When imported in this country a
duty must be paid, making it a little more
high priced than the local dry cell tubes.
Its distribution has not become very
national as yet so many fans will still
have trouble getting them.
Filament Voltage
The filament voltage is 1.0 and the current consumed is 0.25 ampere. One dry
cell will operate it but it is best to connect two in parallel so as to increase the
ampere hour capacity. Dry cells are designed for intermittent service — lighting
tube filaments is a steady drain that
causes polarization of the battery. By increasing the number of cells and connecting them in parallel the proportionate
drain on each cell is reduced and the batteries will give much better service.
This tube has a special socket, and requires an adapter when used with standard sockets. The usual six ohm rheostat
can be used, no vernier adjustment being
required.
The Plate Voltage
The plate voltage as recommended by
the manufacturer is 15 to 90 volts. The
curves A, B, C and D are taken with the
plate potentials at 16, 22^, 45 and 87
volts respectively.
This tube makes a very good detector
but it will be found that when used as an
amplf/ier the average audio frequency
transformer will not permit good coupling
because of its impedance value being different. Undoubtedly transformers will
be placed on the market to work with
this tube.
Details of the construction of

By H. J. Marx

w

L-50

#

.0005 Hro.

Regeneration can then be Increased up
to the point just ahead of where distortion and howling starts. The variometer
is then slowly rotated until volume Is at
its maximum. It may be necessary to
try over at different tap settings for best
results as this is dependent upon the antenna and ground system. Different tubes
will necessitate different regenerative dial
settings.
These variations dependent on apparatus
and local conditions will alter preliminary
tuning adjustments slightly and it is
usually necessary for the operator to discover by experiment at what settings his
set operates on.

m

-=- 45 TO

SEC
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90 V

PR.I

.002

Hh
and clearest tones are heard, keep the
voltage at that point. Some tubes require
more than others.
Three Controls in Circuit
The circuit has only three controls, one
of which is the filament rheostat, so no
instructions are necessary for tuning. It
is the kind of circuit that anybody in the
family can get hold of to listen in without
a long list of instructions. Further refinements such as filament control jacks,
battery switches, etc., can be added if desired. As it stands, the circuit is simple,
inexpensive and presents opportunity for
compactness and portability.

SYMPHONY

RECEIVER

- (Continued from page 6)
An improvement over this type of feedback is the connection of a variometer
between the aerial and plate circuit. This
not only helps build up the volume but increases the selective tuning.
The upper illustration shows the front
view of the set in its cabinet. The only
connection made there is the plugging in
of the loud speaker or head set in the
jack of the particular stage desired.
The large dial on the left is the regenerative coupling dial and therefore controls the feedback to the plate circuit.
The tapped switch between the first
and second dials is the control for the
J*"
inductance adjustment for approximate
wavelength value. The second dial from
the left is the variable condenser which
gives the fine adjustment for wavelength.
If regeneration is not very pronounced,
a home-made
transformer
for this tube the inductance should be increased by adwill be given in an early issue.
vancing the tapped switch and decreasing
Adapted to Small Sets
the condenser capacity.
Because of its small size it is especially
Variometer Control
adapted for use with very small compactly
The third dial is the variometer control
constructed sets. Another circuit which between the plate and antenna circuits.
can be compactly constructed is the single This will have a balancing action that will
tube reflex. In a circuit of this type, if help clear up signals and bring out maxit is not desired to use a loop aerial, a
imum volume.
50 turn honeycomb coil with a 23 plate
variable condenser shunted across it
makes a good simple tuning unit. A circuit of this type is shown in Figure two.
Single Tube Reflex
The inductance can be any of the three
following types, a fifty turn honeycomb
coil, a fifty turn spiderweb coil, or fifty
turns of No. 22 single cotton covered wire
wound in a single layer on a tube 2*4
inches in diameter. The tuning condenser
For REAL Filament Control
should have a capacity of .0005 microfarads with a vernier control for close and
accurate tuning.
Three by-pass condensers are necessary,
one of .001 mfd capacity and two of .002
mfd. The potentiometer can be of any
resistance between 200 to 400 ohms. The
filament voltage depends on the type of
tube ueed. The circuit is by no means
limited to the 215-A tube. Any hard or
amplifier tube can be used. The rheostat
resistance depends also on the tube used.
The series of articles on tube characteristics mentions the type of rheostat advisable to use with each tube.
The plate voltage is best determined by
Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
the operation of the set. When the loudest
specially Supply
adaptedCurrent
for useat with
WD-11to
Tubes.
2 volts
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
new,
anteed.size 4x554x7 inches — Chi-Rad guar-

The four small knobs are the rheostat
controls for the tubes.
Rear Connections
The lower view in the photo diagram
shows the rear view of the panel and
instruments when removed from the cabinet. There are eight binding posts for
battery connections, the antenna and
ground. Starting from the right they are
connected in order, aerial, ground, A — , A+,
B — , B+18-22^, B+60-90, and B+90-135.
The last stage uses a high plate voltage
and is designed for use where maximum
amplification is desired.
Tuning Instructions
The headset is plugged in at the first
stage, and the first two knobs are turned
up until the filament burns so that a soft
purring is heard in the receivers. The
tapped switch is set at the center or top
contact point. The regeneration dial is
adjusted to about 100 dial graduation and
the variometer dial to about 100. The
condenser dial is then turned until the
familiar carrier wave whistle is heard.
The vernier on the condenser can then be
used for accurate setting.

FIL-KO'STAT

Electric Soldering Iron
A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT
DEALERS — Attractive Discounts
NOTE:

We are
Jobbers

the Largest
Exclusive
in the Middle
West

Radio

HUDJON-ROM
123 W. Ma di.ro nit. Chicago

2-VoIt Willard Charged. . .$7.50
2-VoIt Willard Dry
6.50
These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.
In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better prices on larger quantity)
Specify dry or charged when ordering.

Chicago Radio AppaiatusCo,

415 S.Dcavboin St. Chicago, III.

Any

six-volt automobile
storage
tery can be used for an "A" battery.

Sets

made under expert supervision.
We repair sets and test tubes.
FORBES RADIO CO.
127 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, IU.

Radio Head Sets
Federal Standard
Head Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms
sistance.
and 3200 Ohms reFederal makes a
complete line of
Standard Radio apparatussonably
— all priced.
reaWrite for latest
catalog.

bat-

Special
Sets Made to Order
Let us quote you on any circuit.

Jfeberal
isrtantati

Don't say rheostat— say

forW.D.ll tubes

of the
Transmitter
TheRange
necessity
for long
wave lengths,
where great distances are to be covered,
such as in transoceanic communication, is
due to the fact that absorption of energy
is much less on long wave lengths than
on short wave lengths. The nature of the
intervening country between transmitting
and receiving stations is an important
factor with relation to the strength of the
signal and the distance it can be received,
the greatest distance for a given amount
of power being obtained over water. Lofty
buildings with steel frameworks, or a section of country containing ore deposits
absorb a considerable amount of the signal
strength and consequently restrict the
range of the transmitter. Communication
during the winter months may be carried
on with less power and greater reliability,
due to the absence of serious electrical
atmospheric disturbances.

When you buy Federal Head Sets
you obtain the lasting satisfaction that
comes with Radio equipment universally endorsed by engineers and experts.
Years of experience in making communication apparatus enabled Federal
to enter the Radio field with Head Sets
and other Radio apparatus unsurpassed
for efficiency in operation.
Permanent magnets, specially treated
steel, and precision machining of metal
parts are some of the outstanding
features of construction that make
Federal Standard Head Sets the best
you can buy.

Ask your dealer for Federal Standard Head Sets. If out of
stock he can get them from our nearest office.
Accept no substitute.

$ efceralGTelepljone & GMegrapfj Company
Oldest and largest manufacturers of a complete line of Radio Equipment
Factory: BUFFALO, N. Y.
Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
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short as possible, particularly the leads to
the grids of the tubes and for that reason
do not attempt to use jacks in the circuit.
The posts on the left of the circuit are to
be connected to the phone terminals of the
detector circuit, the condenser across them
serving as a bypass for the Radio frequency currents when a regenerative receiver is used.
This type of audio amplifier when
properly adjusted will be very efficient and
not only give louder signals but be freer
from stray noises. It takes a little patience but is well worth the trouble and
will be found much cheaper than transformer coupled amplifiers.

R.D.-90

(TO BE

CONTINUED)

Reviews of Books
The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
TYPE of amplification little used, used for controlling the grid potential of
but giving very efficient results, is the first tube. The remaining two varishown in the illustration as R.D.-90.
ometers control the plate circuits of the
The use of transformers in coupling is first two tubes. The addition of the grid
eliminated.
leaks keeps the grid at the proper potential by drawing off any accumulated
The necessary apparatus is limited and
will permit construction at a very reason- charge. One rheostat can be used for controlling the first two tubes if desired.
able outlay of money.
Hard tubes are employed in the first two
Audio frequency can be added by hooking the primary of the A. F. transformer
stages. The three variometers are of the
lattice winding type, with minimum inter- in place of the phone receiver. The circuit
nal capacity. The wooden frame type are is well adapted for long distance reception. The simplicity of controls will help
not recommended. The tuning unit consists of a variable condenser and variome- the amateur in rapidly acquiring the tuning
knowledge.
ter in series. A 200-ohm potentiometer Is
A

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
and in many cases are not used at all.
When the volume of sound is too great
it is only necessary to slightly reduce the
filament brilliancy to control the intensity
of the signals.
Iiimit of Amplification
It is not practical to carry the amplification beyond two stages with apparatus
as usually purchased for by the very nature of the amplifier it will increase the
intensity of audible sounds that interfere
with the signals being received. These
sounds originate in many different ways
and are often extremely difficult to locate.
A poor contact in any part of the circuit
will give rise to disturbances and can only
be guarded against by soldering all connections. Tubes loose in the socket, corroded prongs on the tubes, low B batteries, irregular emission of electrons by
the tube filaments and even vibration of
the tube elements give rise to interfering
sounds that are greatly amplified and
cause much annoyance. These various
items should all be checked up when a set
proves very noisy.
Another Squealing
source of and
greatHowling'
annoyance with
audio frequency amplifiers is squealing
and howling. This is due to the plate circuits feeding back into the grid circuits
giving a regenerative action at audible
frequencies. This can only be prevented
by proper wiring and location of the instruments.
The transformers should be separated
as far as practical and placed at right
angles to each other. The wiring must be
kept well spaced and not run parallel to
any point and should always cross at right
angles. Squealing in a set can often be
prevented by reversing the leads to the
transformer terminals, trying different
arrangements till the trouble is eliminated. Jacks are a frequent cause of
squealing and their removal will often
cure a chronic case.
Other Methods of Coupling
So far we have considered only transformer coupling between tubes. Another
method of coupling audio frequency amplifiers that deserves attention is impedance or choke coil coupling. This
method of coupling was the first to be experimented with and work on it was
stopped by the amateurs during the war
but the army carried on the work and an
efficient choke coil amplifier is possible of
construction at a cost lower than with
transformers. This should appeal to the
Radiophan who must watch expenses
closely and strange to say this amplifier
will give just as good results as trans-

former coupling and with a little experimenting can be made even more efficient
A circuit employing this type of coupling
is shown in Figure 45.
A fixed impedance is connected into the
circuit in place of the transformer and a
small fixed condenser inserted to prevent
the positive B potential reaching the grids
of the amplifier tubes. The grid condenser is shunted by a small grid leak to
control the potential of the grids.
The action of this form of coupling is
similar to the tuned or impedance coupled
Radio frequency amplifier depending for
its operation on the change in drop of potential across- the impedance which is
transferred to the grid of the next tube
through the small fixed condenser.
Homemade Impedances
For the benefit of those who may care
to experiment, with this circuit some construction data might not be out of place.
The impedances are made from Ford
spark coils. Simply remove the vibrator
and make connections to the secondary
winding and the impedances are ready for
use. It is not even necessary to remove
the primary winding. The coils when
mounted in the cabinet should be placed
at right angles to each other and at opposite ends of the box. The values of the
fixed condensers are given in the illustration but these values must not be taken
as final. It is well to experiment a little,
trying different capacities till the loudest
signals are obtained.
The grid leaks may be homemade and
of the simplest construction. The adjustment of the leaks is rather critical and
should be carefully done while the set is
operating. The important part in making
up this amplifier is to make all leads as

Summer
In

RADIO & MECHANICAL TRADING CORP.
23 Warren Street

New York City

Why Pay More?

UV-199

THE

NEW

$5.95 CHECKS,UV-201A
C.O.D.
BALDWIN PHONES $9.75

B-T VERNIER

Send for Our
with Hundreds
SAVE MONEY

Does away with soldered taps, switch points, etc.
Easy to change to other circuits If desired. Photo
Diagrams fumisked — ask your dealer, or write for
circular.
"IT'S A BEAUV

New
Price List
of Other Items.
ORDER FROM

US

Cut Rate Radio Co.
P. O. Box 472

Newark,

N. J.

TUNER

Gives 100% Improvement on

REINARTZ

CIRCUITS

BREMER-TULLY
532 South

Canal

The element of body capacity effect is
an important part in tuning for the new
fan. Inadvertently, he makes connections
that increase his troubles. It is an important point to see that the rotating
plates in a variable condenser are connected to the proper side of the circuit.
For example, when the rotating plates are
connected to the grid side of the secondary circuit, every time the hand touches
the condenser dial it affects the grid action
of the tube. The set may howl every time
the hand is brought near the dial or after
the station is tuned in and the hand removed from the dial the reception fades
away or decreases in volume.
The ordinary variable condenser symbol
does not indicate which side is the rotat-

TER.MIMAL
PLATES

Practical Amateur Wireless Stations.
Contains the best suggestions of thirtythree experimenters on building, installing
and operating experimental stations for
Radio communication. 136 pages illustrated. Price 75 cents.
Prepared Radio Measurements.

ROTATING

It is not

TERMINAL,
PLATES

necessary
apply
try"
method
whento you
have the
this"cut
book and
at hand.
The charts included in this book represent formulae that are apt to occur in
ordinary Radio computations.
Price $2.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desired to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegraph?. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, ?2.50.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
hooks on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book: Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

MFG. CO.

Street

CHICAGO
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fixep

ing plate's terminal. In order to correct
this omission and to help make the fans
get the proper connection, the symbol
shown in the illustration will be used exclusively. The location of the heavy dot
at the crossing of the arrow on the plate
line indicates that this is the rotating
plate side. The fixed plate side has no
dot, and the arrow does not cross
at
the
intersection
the lead
line. "Watch
for
this
in future ofcircuit
diagrams,
and
correctly.
see that your condensers are connected

Locating Trouble

The trouble in many a homemade Radio
set is often poorly constructed tinfoil
condensers, pencil line leakage across the
panel, poorly soldered joints or slight mistakes in wiring. It pays to use the best
type of parts and to be very careful about
leakage and soldering.

Our Latest Triumph
The Michigan
"Midget"

Bargains

the Highest Quality Radio Apparatus.
Values That Will Open Your Eyes
Send for Our Free Booklet

GENUINE R. C. A. TUBES
WD-ll
WD-12
ALL NEW— NO STAMPS,

New Condenser Symbol
Showing Connections

$27.00
Long-Distance Wonder Worker
That Tunes Oat Local Broadcasting
The most dependable long-distance Receiver ever assembled in 'so
small space. Convenient for campers and tourists, yet equally suited
to home use the year-round. Handsome mahogany finished cabinet
14% in. long, 1T/& in. high, 9s/& in. deep at base.
Operates with any of the dry cell tubes as well as with standard 6 volt
tubes. Cabinet will hold three No. 6 dry cells and 22 volt "B" Battery.
Levers in place of dials make tuning easier and accurate. Wonderfully clear, pure-toned reception through headphones — add two stage
amplifier for loud speaker reception. A Radio Engineering triumph.
Price, without tubes or battery, F. O. B. Grand Rapids, $27.00.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you, remit to us and send his
name and address.
Send for list of Michigan Quality Radio Receivers and Parts ; variometers, variocouplers, all-range couplers, special rheostats — 50c, potentiometers— 200 ohm and 400 ohm — 60c, etc
Dealers, the set you have been waiting for to make complete package
"over the counter sales."

Grand Rapids.Michigan
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Questions and Answers
Bectifier Details
(::839) EHT. Concord. N. H.
Kindly give winding directions for a
transformer as follows: Kind of core,
primary winding for 110 volts, size of
primary wire, number of turns, secondary
winding number of turns and sixe of wire?
Are the windings wound over one another as in an auto transformer? Is it
possible to use soft iron wire to about 1
inch in diameter as a core?
Can this be used in the place of B battery on the regular super set and also on
the amplifier by using UV-202 5-watt
tubes to stand up to 350 plate voltage or
will I have to use some other source for
the super and this transformer rectifier
for the amplifier alone?
A. — The usual silicon iron laminated
core is used for the transformer. Primary
consists of 440 turns of Xo. 18 D.C.C. wire
and secondary of 880 turns of Xo. 22 D.C.C.
Advise winding on standard closed core
frame.
You should be able to use this in place
of B battery with UV-202 or 5-watt tubes,
as suggested.

Immediately upon approaching or leaving the panel it howls. I have found that
by clasping the receiver cords tightly in
my hands I get clear reception for a
while and then all at once it sounds as if a
lot of coal is rolling down a chute and my
station is lost. My aerial is two wire
40 feet long and 30 feet high, which I am

arrangement
desirable for
best results. Is altogether
Range with loop antenna is
more or less conjectural. However, we are
directing your attention to. the diagram
appearing in January 27 issue of Radio
Digest as preferable to the one you have
cited.
We have a rather peculiar condition to
Either a .0005 mfd. or .001 mfd. variaground?
contend with here.
Our municipal lightble condenser will serve. .0005 capacity is
the proper constants for them and their
location in the circuit?
Would like to know what you have to
say regarding the effective range of this
set on a loop and also with aerial and

preferable.
A variocoupler as connected in the second part of diagram one is used for out*
side antenna and ground, as indicated.

The Question and Answer department is purely a service department and the publishers would like to have your assistance
in helping to keep it up to the highest standard, therefore when
asking questions please make out your query on a separate piece
of paper and written on one side only. Do not mix your questions
with other material, write that on a separate piece of paper. Each
one must go to a different department. Then, too, we have so
many who fail to put their name and address on each sheet. Please
remember this when you write your letters, and also to enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Unsigned letters are not
answered.

Antenna Circuit.
(3055) FEM, Chicago, 111.
Living in an apartment building I am
compelled to use a lead-in from my antenna, which comes down an inside air
shaft, and the length of the lead in is
about 75 feet. What length of antenna
.to use on the roof? I have tried one 125
feet long and get local reception loud, but
cannot tune it out. I also have tried two
40-foot wires, but do not get the same
volume. I have two variometers and a
coupler, and use a 43-plate condenser on
the ground. Should this be shunted between the ground and the antenna?
ing system is in a bad way, insulation in
many instances hanging from the outside
A. — Xoting your specifications and diffiwires in streamers, transformers often
culties experienced we are advising a seventy-five foot antenna, a single wire on
overloaded, frequent " shorts " and
"grounds." Of course all of this is re- roof, lead-in to be taken off the end nearest the set, not from the center.
flected in our sets using only A. F. ampliAntenna condenser is placed properly as
fication. We often have to quit entirely,
as a steady buzz of considerable volume you now have it.
drowns out our signals.
The set you have is efficient and selective. Tou should have no difficulties in
What many of the local fans wish to the matter
of interference, generally
know is, whether or not R. F. amplifica- speaking.
tion would cut out some or most of this
interference, and whether or not the reThe Massachusetts Federation of Womflex circuits are practical. Of course we
en's Clubs broadcasts, through station
know that the directional qualities of a
loop would help to cut out interference WGI, talks and instructions in housefrom any certain direction, but most of science. keeping, cooking, marketing and domestic
the fans want a set with which they can
cover the longer distances, and would still
like to use the outside aerial.
WE
REPATJB
VOLTS
A. — It is not our opinion that either
this circuit or the employment of Radio
frequency amplification will serve to cut
WD- C-II.301 WD-12,
UV-199, UV-20I-A, ■ $3.50 each
-A
out any of the interference cited, neither
UV-200.
C-300.
AP
Detectors
2.75 each
UV-201.
C-301,
AP
Amplifiers
3.00 each
will they tend to reduce it. The only efDV-6.
DV-6-A
3.50 each
fective plan that suggests itself to mind
UV-202
4.00 each
>gv/iwn
» »««• Them
mittanceEqual jo to cq,^
Anduui.
Guarantee
New
repair
is
that
of
attackingthe
annoyance
at
its
source.

going to change to a single wire, and have
wondered about the wooden panel, but
have been told that this should have no
effect.
Is the three plate condenser across the
tickler necessary to stop the noises and
should I use a vernier rheostat? What
transformer and what ratio is best for
WD-11 tube, as I intend to use two stages
if I can get my set to operate properly. I
would be one happy amateur if you could
lead me out of my predicament, and I
think you can.
A. — Xoting your specifications and difficulties encountered will advise that it is
indicated that your trouble is due to body
capacity effect. The wooden panel does
not in any way prevent the reception of
signals. Body capacity effect is materially
reduced by shielding panel and grounding
shield, as you have done, also by grounding minus A battery as well. There is no
other known method for eliminating body
capacity.
A twenty-three plate vernier across the
secondary of your coupler will be more
effective than in any other position in set.
It is doubtful if a vernier rheostat will
have any material value.
Elus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
Under normal conditions the reflex cirFor amplifying transformer use a ten
SERVICE Incm<le witr. your order
OUICK
cuit should serve you effectively. Its
to one ratio on first and three or four to
range
with
outdoor
antenna
and
ground
one ratio on second stage of audio fre- approximate
one thousand
miles.
This
quency amplification.
again to body capacity effect,
'*r**TJVWjrwJ
consist of a single wire accomplishing 150 it Referring
is one of the bugbears of reception and
feet, including lead-in, with an adequate is peculiar to regenerative sets. Shieldground. It might be due also to an unsening in itself considerably reduces effisitive crystal. A phone condenser is not
ciency so that it is resolved to a question
indicated in crystal detector circuit neces- of enduring
of two evils the lesser.
sarily. Possibly these suggestions are all
*V
that are necessary to follow to accomplish
Reflex Circuit
satisfactory reception.
(3030) FCW. Austin, Minn.
Will you be so kind as to give me a little
Body Capacity
additional
information in regard to reflex
(237S) HDH, St. Paul, Minn.
circuit
hook-up given in Figure 1, pubI have constructed the regenerative
tuner and detector panel as described in 1923? lished in Radio Digest of January 20,
Radio Digest issue -of Dec. 16, 1922, page
The diagram shows a variable condenser
11. by A. C. Tabbot.
Numbers Two, Three, or Four
.0005 mfd. capacity for tuning, while
\Tith this set I have heard Chicago, of
Postpaid by Parcel Post witk
One
the
text calls for one of .001 mfd. Which
Schenectady, Atlantic City, St. Louis, Dav- is correct?
Year's Subscription to Radio Digest
enport and others, but still I am having
Vo\^
I take it that the diagram, as drawn,
my troubles, and therefore I an writing
this for help. I am using a 1% volt VTD-11 contemplates the use of a loop only. If
and ground are used, what additube with a 22^4 volt variable B battery aerial tional
to
pieces of apparatus are necessary,
and no condenser across tickler. I use a
variable Freshman grid leak and all is
mounted on a wooden panel well shielded
and grounded. My trouble is noises of
which there is every description imaginable when tuning for long distance. On
For Better Results
local reception the set works fine, but I
cannot tune out the noises on long distance.
Greatest Collection of Radio
Information
Ever Published

Crystal Detector Circuit
(4132) IX. San Francisco, Cal.
I have bought parts to make a small
crystal set and I have put them together,
but. I do not get a sound of music; sometimes static. Enclosed you will find a diagram of my parts and hook-up (diagram
given). If you will help me out I will be
much obliged to you.
Do you think the matter lies in the
variable condensers? Are the number of
plates correct?
Could I discard the tuning coil and use
a variocoupler or a molded coupler?
A. — Xoting diagram submitted we are
advising that it is correct in detail. It is
possible that your limitations are due to
an ineffective antenna system. This should
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VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
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as shown in illustration
$13.00
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TEN

CODE
"
PROMISE "SILENT
AUSTRALIA HEARS U. S. ARMY
AMERICAN "BUGS"

SIGNALS, CLEAR AND SHARP,
CROSS PACIFIC

News of Receipt Causes Flurry Among
Operators on West
Coast
SAN FRANCISCO. — The first successful
spanning- of the Pacific Ocean on schedule
has been demonstrated according to reports that American amateur Radio signals have been heard in Australia.
This news in the form of a cablegram
from
H. IC Love
of the
"Wireless
Institute
of
Australia
caused
a flurry
of excitement
among operators in California and other
western states many of whom made enviable records in the transatlantic tests
of last year.
Reception of amateur signals have been
reported from time to time by operators
on ships off the coast of Australia and
China, one of these vessels having been
at anchor in a Chinese port. Never until
recently has there been any organized effort to transmit signals across the Pacific
Ocean on a definitely arranged schedule.
Australians Suggest Test
The tests were made at the suggestion
of Australian amateurs, who, hearing of
American DX records, desired to demonstrate that they were able to receive signals from western members of the American Radio Relay League. America was
to send, Australia to listen.
Although no long distance records were
broken, it is significant that American
signals were heard clearly and consistently
information from the reand complete
ceiving end may show that some amateurs
east of the Rockies may have got their
signals over unawares.

FAMOUS PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE
AND "VANITIES OF 1923" ON AIR
Station WOR, Newark, Broadcasts Earl Carroll's
Production — Joe Cook Invents "Visual" Radio
NEWARK, N. J. — A special
Radio matinee was given by
the internationally famous
Reggy Hopkins Joyce and the
others stars of her latest and
greatest success, Earl Carroll's "Vanities of 1923," at
Station "WOR, L. Bamberger
& Co, here recently. The performance ran a full hour and
a half.
The program was made up
of selections from the sensational revue and several "surprise numbers,' 'especially

Li

written for the occasion.
Joe Cook, principal comedian, who admitted that he is
"The "World's Greatest Inventor," told how he happened
to perfect the Radiophone and
introduced his very latest
Radio device by which he
enables the listeners in to
"see" the show. He was especially anixous to give the
Radiophans a view of "Pretty
Peggy." her $20,000 Chinchilla gown and
Mr. Carroll's
much talked
of beauty
chorus.

DEVELOPING
EQUIPMENT

Frees Air for Broadcasts
Squier's Sine Wave Alphabet
and Bruce Relay to
Be Used
By Evans E. Flummer
CHICAGO. — Interference
to broadcasting by code stations may soon be eliminated
by the development
of "silent"
Radio
telegraphy,
Major Joseph
0. Mauborgne,
signal officer of the Sixth Army
Corps
area with headquarters here, announced in
an interview before his departure to Washington, D. C. The silent telegraphy development is the occasion
call to Washington,
where of hethehasMajor's
been
placed in charge of the U. S. Army Radio
laboratory of the Bureau of Standards.
Ear Can't Hear Code
behind
is The
that principle
of sending
the the
code"silent"
signals system
on a
wave frequency below that of sounds audible to the human ear. Thus it will be possible for as many code stations as desire
to send at the same time as broadcasting
is being done, without the code being heard
by the broadcast listeners in. In fact no
one will be able to hear the code signals,
as these will be sent at a frequency below
that possible for the human ear to hear,
and it is planned to make use of special
relays and tape or page printers in
the reception of messages under the
new
system.
The
human
ear
mechanism
at its best cannot
register sounds with vibration
ik
(Turn to page 2)
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INTEREST IN PARTS
OFFER STILL RISES
NUMBER

OF INQUIRIES CONTINUES TO GROW

New List of Accessories Printed Here
Shows Why Radio Fans
Are Attracted
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This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
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1 Save Me — I Am Valuable I
, ill!

Interest continues to grow in the Radio
Digest's special offer. The number of
series submitted by readers desiring parts
for the construction of sets, constantly
increases.
There is no limit to the number of series
you many send to this office but be sure
that your coupon numbers run in order.
They need not begin with number one but
they must be consecutive.
Tou may send as many coupons as you
want. Choose the parts you 'want and
send the list with the coupons and the
money.
The parts will be sent to you as soon
as we receive your letter.
Exiles to Remember
One point must .be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is. that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutitvely numbered coupons and thirty
cents (50.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Eesistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-TJp Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-TJp Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-TJp Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug: Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart TJV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Tac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mieadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.1: Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance: 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta. Midget Tube;
Eleetrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amseo 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch: Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025. .00035, .0005.
.001, .0015. .002. .0025. or .003 mfd.) ; Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch: Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-De
Vernier Adjuster.
Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons -and sixty
cents (JO. 60) any one cf the following articles win be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser: 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack: 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack:
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug: 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland TJV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
TJT-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch: 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch: Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025. .0005, .001. .002. .0025.
.003, .004. or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mieadons Type 610
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Mieadons Type 601 (.006 mfd.) ; Dubilier Br-jjaws Condenser
(.1, .25, or 5 mfd.) : Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, %. or 5/16 in. black or white
face); Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring:
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points: Turney
Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH.. or SW-20 with .300 ME);
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat: Freshman Fix-O Grid Leak
and Condenser: Freshman "Variable Resistance Leak
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman Micon Condensers (.006 or .005 mfd.): Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradio 30-Ohm Rheostat: Teleradio Lightning Arrester: B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A: B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D ; Aerovox Rheostat; Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket.

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat: 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) : 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance
Switch: Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.): Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% rolts:
Dubilier Ducon: DubDier MScadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.);
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
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By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat:
Ritter Loop Aerial: Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch:
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat;
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Read 'EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer:
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser.

Class D Articles

For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Sjvitcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.): Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
22% volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Batterv, 3 cells iV> volts;
Eleetrad Variohm. with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser : Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser. .00025 mfd.; Amsco 300-Ohm
Potentiometer: Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mfd.;
Teleradio Variable Condenser. 23 -plate; Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser, mounted: Se-Ar-De Variable
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting.

Class E Articles

For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat: 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-P)ate .00025 mfd.): Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery. 4 cells H4 volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.) ; Resistometer (Type Bl ; Delta Midget
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
mfd. ; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd. ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket;
Aerovox Double Slide Tuning Coil; Xa-Ald 3-Plate
Vernier Condenser,
with dial.
Class P Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent; 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat);
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts; Dubilier
By -Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable
Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser: Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.: Teleradio Variable Condenser, 43-plate; Se-Ar-De 3-Plate
Condenser.
Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser: 1 Federal 11 -Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.): Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) : Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.) : Premier Hegehog A. F- Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer. 3.5 to 1 Ratio;
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
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dial (.0005 mfd.) ; Thordason Variable Condenser, with
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd-): Ritter Grand
Crystal Set; Amsco Double H C. Coil Mounting: Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.):
Xa-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd.l; Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser; Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser.
Class H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars (S3. 00) any one or the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
YV; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3. or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
: Ray-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts:
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells*"B"
1%
volts; Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Varioccupler with dial: Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mf d_ i : Premier Variable
Condenser with Temier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer. Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio:
Turney Spider Web Coil Mount. Type B; Thordarson
A. F. Transformer. 6 to 1 Ratio: Thordarson Variable
Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.) ;
T. B. H. Radio Heat Set. 2.000 ohms: Tulip Loud
Speaker, 15-inch, white: Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
23-plate: Teleradio 2.00O-Ohm Head Set: Na-Ald Tuned
R. F. Transformer, one stage: Xa-Ald 43-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-Ar-De
35-Plate Condenser.

Synchronizes Airs
from Two Stations
Fan Tunes in Same Piece at Same
Time from Two Plants
SCHENECTADY, N. T. — With nearly
600 broadcasting stations in the air, many
of them at the same time, it is not unusual
for an operator to pick up two or three
stations at the same time. Then begins
the delicate task of tuning out all but the
desired station, a task frequently impossible and always trying to the temper.
It is most unusual, however, for a fan
to secure dual reception and discover that
both stations are playing the same tune
in the same key and tempo.
This occurred recently. A Providence,
R. I., Radiophan recently wrote WGY,
local station of the General Electric Company that he had heard the Radio Four
sing "Dixie" from WGY at the same time
that WEAN, station of the Shepard Company in Providence, was sending out a
phonograph
record
of "Dixie," a banjo
solo
with piano
accompaniment.
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frequencies of sixteen or less per second.
With this fact as a basis of the plan, the
telegraphy will be done on these low frequencies, which will in turn be impressed
on a carrier wave of any Radio frequency.
The first experiments will in all likelihood,
according to Major Mauborgne, be done using carrier waves with frequencies of from
600
to 857
kilocycles
meters
wave
length). per second (500 to 350
Using one carrier wave it win also be possible to modulate this by several different
'•silent" code bearing frequencies. Thus one
station's equipment could be used to handle
a number of different messages simultaneously. This system is known as the "multiplex" and sending several messages at once
by multiplex is known as multiplexing.
Will Help Crowded Ether
The successful establishment of the system of multiplex silent telegraphy will mean
the opening- for Radiophone broadcasting
use of every practical wave band now set
aside for the use of Radio telegraphy only.
Conversely, it will also mean that wave
lengths now reserved and used for broadcasting only, will be open to use by Radio
telegTaph stations.
The latter significance is of much more
importance inasmuch as thousands of telegraph stations are crowding one another in
the limited range of useful wave frequency
bands. This added advantage of the silent
system will undoubtedly cause it to be verypopular and applied to use quickly, once
developed
and proven, at the commercial
stations.
To TJse Squier Sine Wave Alphabet
The new code signal system invented and
recently introduced by Major General George
O. Squier, chief signal officer of the U. S.
Army, known as the sine wave alphabet,
and by means of which it is possible to send
at a terrific rate of speed, will be applied
to the silent system Major Mauborgne will
develop. The sine wave system has already
been successfully applied to cable work, permitting an increase in cable speed of 150
perThecent.
Squier sine wave alphabet, explained
previously in Radio Digest, is based on
the height or amplitude of the sine wave
transmitting the signal. For dots the amplitude of the emitted sine wave is less than for
dashes. "Word and letter spaces, ordinarily
consuming much valuable time, can be done
away

with by Major General Squier" s sine

Employ Automatic Receiving Printer
system.
As was explained above, the silent telegraphy 'will also be silent so far as an operator "with a headset is concerned, so that it
Radio Digest, Illustrated, Volume VI, Number 3, published Chicago, Illinois, ^Tnly 28, 1923.
Published weekly
by Radio Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street. Chicago. Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly. will be necessary to use an automatic reFive Dollars ; Foreign, Six Dollars : single copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter at the postofflce at
ceiver and printer. Relays and printers for
Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
this work can receive at from five to ten
times as fast as it is possible for an operator to "read." There is also a great de"All the Live News of Radio"
1 to 9
crease in the number of errors 'with the
Survey of the Radio Patent Tangle, Part III, by John B. Brady; Reviews of Books
4 elimination
of the human element.
Balloon with Radio Wins Race; An Evening at Home with the Listener In
5
WUliam B. Bruce, Jr., Springfield, Ohio,
Flewelling; Answers to Queries, by E. T. Flewelling
6
well known for his inventions in the subThe Week's Advance
Broadcast
Programs
7
marine cable field, is responsible for the inRadiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, Part II — Station Schedules
8
vention of an alternating current operated
Selective Double Regenerative
Circuit
•
9
relay
which,
Major Mauborgne says, will
Editorials; Indigest; Condensed by Dielectric
19
very
likely
be employed to operate the
First Steps for Radio Beginners; Chapter XI, Part I— How Super Regeneration Is Accomplished,
by Thomas W. Benson
11 printer of the automatic receiver. The
Control Unit for Dry Cell Tubes; Four Other Kinks
12 Bruce relay will take the sine wave alphaCondenser
Dial Markings
for Wave
Lengths,
Types
of Condensers and Their Values, by
bet and is really a very remarkable appliH. J. Marx
13
cation of the use of the triode tube, so
Simplex Hook-Up Diagram for One Stage R.F., Detector and One Stage A.F
14 familiar to Radiophans for its rectifying and
Questions
and Answers
15 amplifying powers in the Radio receiving
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
IS set. Mr. Bruce win have charge of the experimental work in developing the relay
purely as a relay. Its application to the
sHent sine wave telegraphy win be developedPerfecting
in Major Mauborgne's
laboratory.
Static Eliminated
Associated with Major Mauborgne at
Washington win be Dr. Louis Cohen, civUian
How to Make a Good Single Tube Super — will take up most of Part II of Thomas
consulting engineer of the TJ. S. Signal
W. Benson's Chapter next week, concluding his discussion on super-regeneraCorps. The two have done much Radio retion. He will also analyze the principles of the Flewelling circuit.
search together, one of their inventions being the static eliminating device already
A Discussion of the Mutual
Conductance,
Amplification
Constants
and
Output described twice previously in Radio DiImpedance Values of Vacuum Tubes
and their effects on efficiency of tube g-st. The experimental -work on the static
operation, is the topic to be handled by H. J. Marx in the issue of August 4. eliminator win be continued at Washington.
A simplification of the technical terms and formulas will be made for the Although proven to be practical and a desirable addition to receiving sets where atbenefit of fans anxious to learn the theory of tube operation in Radio circuits.
mospherics are especially bothersome, the
device is stUl undergoing refinements and
Away up North with Capt. McMillan — Next issue of the Digest will contain cooling simplification so that the novice can handle
pictures of the Captain and his Radio-equipped ship, the Bowdoin. The it without difficulty.
Plans for marketing the static eliminator,
famous explorer will endeavor to find out all about static while hovering on
Major Mauborgne says, are not yet
the roof of the earth.
definitely completed.
Lieutenant Colonel Alfred T. Clifton, forR. D. Diagram 91 — a Different Development of the Ultra Reinartz — will appear next
merly signal officer of the Second Army
week. The hook-up uses the same tuning unit as was described several
Corps area, headquarters at Boston, will
succeed Major Mauborgne as signal officer
months past in the Ultra Reinartz series.
of
the Sixth Army Corps area, headquarters
Chicago.
Conclusion of John B. Brady's Patent Survey — Part IV, the end of Mr. Brady's
interesting survey of the Radio patent tangle, will be contained in the issue
of August 4.
Two Broadcasting Stations
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WASHINGTON, D. C. — Reports recently received from Chili state that
two new broadcasting- stations have
been opened in this South American
country. One station is located at Santiago de Chile and more recently one was
installed in Vina del Mar by an ambitious
amateur who sends out regular programs.
Both of these stations do not start until
the Buenos Aires stations have closed
down for the night, there being a difference of one hour in time between the coast
and the interior.
Ex-President Wilson has a supersensitive Radio receiving set installed in his
in Washington, D. C.

home
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RADIO DEVICE AIDS
DEAF, TESTS SHOW
MICROPHONE AND VACUUM
TUBES HELP EAR DRUM
Chicago Experimenter Reports Success
in Treating Latent Muscles with
Speech Amplifier
CHICAGO. — Great success in applying
Radio to teaching the deaf to use their
vocal chords and even in the reduction of
deafness has rewarded the work of B. K.
Ford, S South Austin Boulevard, this city.
The apparatus used in the experiments
consists of a microphone connected to a
vacuum tube speech amplifier, the output
of which is run into an ordinary Radio
headset. A milliammeter in the plate circuit of the last tube of the speech amplifier tells how much current is used to make
a deaf subject hear.
Once the correct amplification for the
subject is established the problem becomes
simple. Some deaf persons require great
amplification while others require very
little. The milliammeter therefore allows
(trading of the subjects so that classes of
the same degree of deafness can be taught
by the same apparatus at one time.
No Up Reading Allowed
No lip expressions are used by this
method in teaching the deaf to speak. The
back of the instructor is even turned to
the patient so that he cannot be led to
read the former's lips. Much patience and
care are necessary to induce the deaf patient to learn the sounds that make words.
Henry Heinz, 2027 Bingham street,
twenty-one years old, Chicago, was deafened by scarlet fever at the age of six.
Four hours of constantly increased amplification were necessary before Mr. Heinz
evinced reaction to sound. He is now able
to distinguish piano, vocal and violin
tones and is being taught to use his voice.
Harry Allen, 2132 Milwaukee avenue,
Chicago, fifteen years old, after four
hours' work was taught to say, "Hello,"
,-Yes" and "No," and to count from one
to ten. The counting was not consecutive; the boy learned the numerals and
their value not merely their order.
Decreased Power Strengthens Hearing
By gradually decreasing the power of
the amplifier the deaf subjects soon are
enable to hear much better. The process
really Is based on the strengthening of the
latent muscles of the delicate ear mechanism. The experiments are a revelation in
the teaching of the deaf. Normal hearing may be restored in rare cases. Practically every subject treated thus far has
shown improvement.
Mr. Ford does not declare that the procedure is a panacea for the deaf nor does
he assure improvement in every instance.
There are deaf persons whose aural mechanism is hopelessly underdeveloped or
crippled.
The value of the method in teaching the
deaf to speak and in further educating
them is attracting the attention of many.
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'HAVE ONE ON ME"—
RADIO TREAT AT SEA

PLANE BREMEN-BOUND
MAKES PHONE RECORD

of ci— Theredfirst
gars ever delive
by box
means
of
NEWRadioYORK.
was sent recently by L. M.
Boomer to General T. Coleman du 1'ont,
a passenger on board the Leviathan at
d
s'
sea.
inaugurate
smokering
uted by the
serviceIt instit
the Radio
firm operat
the cigar department on board the new
vessel.

air express,
Daimler
— A here
N.from
flying
to Berlin,
recentLONDO
ly, conversed with the London air
ing
station while approach
Bremen, more
than 400 miles distant. The distance
Is a new record for plane-to-ground
phone transmission. The plane used a
400-watt transmitter and was piloted
by Captain W. R. Hinchcliffe.
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EXPLAINS

Weekly Bible Class Increasing

FORT WORTH, Texas. — The Saturday
evening WBAP Bible Class, conducted by
Mrs. W. F. Barnum, leader of the Barnum
Bible Class of First Methodist Church, is
increasing weekly. The enrollment is now
over 1,000, the largest Sunday school in
the Southwest.
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WASHINGTON
FOR SERIES

HEEDS
CALL
OF SIGNALS

Bureau of Standards to Broadcast Adjustment During August, September and October
WASHINGTON, D. C— The popularity
of the standard wave frequency signals
transmitted by the Bureau of Standards
station, WWV, during the last six months
is such that the series will be continued in
August, September, and October, it has
been announced here. The accuracy of the
waves is more than three-tenths of one
per cent. They are thus ideal for checking
wavemeters and adjusting transmitting
andThereceiving
power ofapp^-atus.
the transmitter at WWV
enables the station to be heard anywhere
east of the Mississippi River, provided
sensitive receiving apparatus is used. The
schedule follows:
Schedule of Transmissions
The time used is Eastern Standard. The
hours for transmissions August 15, September 13, and September 28 are similar.
Different time periods are used, however,
in the October 7 transmissions —
10:55 to 11:11 p. m., Aug. 15 and Sept.
13, 705 meters; Sept. 28, 600 meters. 11:15
to 11:26 p. m., Aug. 15 and Sept. 13, 600
meters; Sept. 28, 428 meters. 11:30 to 11:41
p. m.; Aug. 15 and Sept. 13, 450 meters;
Sept. 28, 333 meters. 11:45 to 11:56 p. m.;
Aug. 15 and Sept. 13, 352 meters; Sept.
28, 273 meters. 12 to 12:11 a. m.; Aug. 16
and Sept. 14, 300 meters; Sept. 29, 231
meters. 12:15 to 12:28 a. m.; Aug. 16 and
Sept. 14, 240 meters; Sept. 29, 200 meters.
12:30 to 12:41 a. m.; Aug. 16 and Sept. 14,
200 meters; Sept. 29, 176 meters.
On October 7, the schedule is: 1:55 to
2:11 a. m., 222 meters; 2:15 to 2:26 a. m.,
200 meters; 2:30 to 2:41 a. m,, 187 meters;
2:45 to 2:56 a. m., 176 meters; 3 to 3:11
a, m., 167 meters; 3:15 to 3:26 a. m., 158
meters; 3:30 to 3:41 a. m., 150 meters.
Details of System
For each transmission of a standard
wave frequency a general call is given by
voice first then it is repeated in code.
Next the standard frequency signals are
given. These
consist
the repeated
station's with
call,
WWV
(.-- .-. . of
. -),

"BOTTLE"

very long dashes intervening and are transmitted by undamped continuous waves.
After the standard signals, special announcements are made.
The general call and the announcements
are made with the same frequency as the
standard signals between but it is recommended that only the standard signals be
used
for in.
measurement purposes by those
listening

U. S. OFFERS CRYSTAL
DETECTOR TEST DATA
Bureau of Standards Information
Aid to Manufacturers

BELLEVILLE, ONT. — A deaf and dumb
boy first heard sound over a Radio set recently during an experiment at the convention of American instructors of the
deaf in session at the Ontario school. The
lad, using sign language, told delegates he
heard voices of singers at a broadcasting
station.
NASHVILLE, TENN. — Piano music over
a receiving set brought a revelation of
hearing facilities recently to Berinth Hudgins, life-long deaf mute, of Trezevant,
Tenn., near here, when he applied a receiver to his ear and listened in on a concert. A smile brought the first indication
from Hudgins that he could hear.

14 MORE WEEKS OF
STANDARD WAVES

"OGN" of Station WJZ, New York City, explains to Miss Rose Bower, WJZ listener in, how to
five-kilowatt transmitting- vacuum tube or "bottle" works. From the expression on her face one
can tell that Miss Bower knows less about it now since "OGN" has explained. "OGN" is no other
than Raymond F. Guy, well-known announcer at the big metropolitan station © K. & H.

SING TABOO SONGS IN
FIREMEN'S
CONCERT
Program Attracts Wives, Sweeties
to Laddies' Stations
BOSTON. — A surprise program broadcast recently from Station WNAC here
direct from the Mason street fire headquarters, proved a treat for listening in firemen and other Radiophans all over New

BROTHERS

England. An all-star program of theatrical talent from the various theaters sang
a large number of popular songs that have
been tabooed by Radio lately. Special
permission had been secured from the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers for this occasion. There
were also short talks by Fire Commissioner Glynn and Chief Taber.
At several fire stations in surrounding
towns, where the Radio sets have loud
speaker equipment, there was quite a
gathering of wives and sweethearts of the
fire laddies to hear the concert.

mw

Spir L. and Lew P.

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The results of
tests of Radio receiving sets by the Bureau of Standards are given in a series of
letter circulars of which the first (No. 90)
was issued some time ago. This paper
dealt with tests of electron tube sets.
The second circular of this series (No.
93), ready for distribution, gives the results of tests on crystal detector sets.
It is believed that the methods followed
and the examples given in these reports
will be of assistance to manufacturers in
the development of methods of testing,
besides aiding them to describe properly
and to improve their products.
The receiving sets are referred to by
arbitrary reference numbers rather than
by
manufacturer's
name, type
model
numbers.
These circulars
are and
available
only in mimeographed form and the supply
is limited but copies may be obtained by
those directly concerned with the testing
of receiving sets by addressing the United
States Bureau of Standards.

A Word to the Wise, Etc.

RADIO

RY'S
EYSLE INOFDUST
RVNG
SUTA
PATENTS
"Cooperative Competition" Leaves Maze of Stumbling Blocks for Independent Manufacturer
By John B. Brady
(Editor's JVofe. — Mr. Brady, a patent attorney of Radio repute, has achieved a remarkable survey of the network of patents,
locking and interlocking the Radio industry in
a veritable Oordian knot. His serial treatise
on the patent situation started July H issue.)
PART m

signing of the Armistice,
THE
however, this, condition no longer
continued and the patent monopoly heretofore existing returned -with all
its legal
aspect
and
effect.
The cir-

ON

of

not practical and convenient for the Radio
Corporation without the infringement of
the heterodyne patents and the Armstrong
patent of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., while on the other hand
the Radio Corporation's combine of patents
offered serious difficulties in the way of
tube patents for the commercial operations of the Westinghouse Company, and
with this problem existing the great combine of patents became established, including the Westinghouse Electric & Man-

FORv NAVAL PURPOSES
IN HANSON AUDIO
FREQUENCY SYSTEM.
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Radio

Patent

Organization

cumstances were such that no one of
the companies working in the art were
in a position to sell Radio apparatus
without infringing some patents controlled by a competitor. The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in gaining a foothold in the commercial Radio field, secured rights under
the patents of the International Radio
Telegraph Company, including the Fessenden patents, and then under the inventions of Pupin and Armstrong, including the famous Armstrong regenerative
circuit.
They had secured certain rights under
Hutin and
LeBlanc multiplex wire
telephony patents, also certain rights by
negotiation with the government under the
patents of the Federal Telegraph Company, The Atlantic Communication Company, and the invention of Lieutenant Eaton,
U. S. N., covering the uniwave arc signaling key.
Form Radio
Corporation
The Radio Corporation was formed, including the patent holdings of the General
Electric Company, the Marconi Company,
the American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., and Western Electric Company, with
certain reciprocal license rights designating the fields of operation for each of the
several companies, and the heretofore
deadlocked patent situation then somewhat
relieved.
Continuous wave reception was

mica condensers alleged by the Dubilier
Condenser Company to be infringements of
their patents. Suit was initiated by the
Dubilier Company but settlement arrived
upon early in the proceedings, wherein
the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
secured certain rights under the patents
of the Dubilier Condenser Company.
Wireless Specialty Invited in
Professor Pickard, associated with the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company,
had been an early and creditable worker in
the Radio art and had secured many
patents upon the crystal detector. A mutual agreement was reached between the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
with its associated company, the Tropical
Wireless Company, suppliers of Radio apparatus for steamers of the United Fruit
Company, and the Radio Corporation, designating the fields of operation of the
several companies wherein the Specialty
Company became substantially a part of
the Radio Corporation. The Radio Corporation finally purchased the Vreeland
oscillator patents containing claims which
appeared to offer difficulties in operation
of thermionic tube oscillators.
(TO BE CONCLUDED)

Cincinnati Publisher Offers
for Three
Borne Best
Plots Air-

$100

^COUNTERPOISE

VREELANO
APPARATUS CO.
PATENT5
BEATS £ OSCILLATION

GEN. SQUIR.E
MULTIPLEX
TELEPHONY

DUBILIER.
CONDENSER.
CO.

July 28, 1923

PRIZES TO TEMPT
RADARIO WRITERS

UNITED STATES
GOVERMENT
WASHINGTON O.C.

TITLE INSURANCE
*TCDST CO. LICENSE

DIGEST

Chart

ufacturing Co. as a part of the Radio
Corporation as represented by the chart
given last week.
To Decide if Combine Is legal
Whether such a combine of patents is in
violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law,
in unlawful and unfair xestring of trade,
was the subject matter of a bill for Investigation introduced in the House of
Representatives by Congressman Fred A.
Britten of Illinois. This question is being
investigated by the Federal Trade Commission at Washington under a resolution
offered by Congressman White of Maine
just before Congress adjourned its last
session.
The Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company during the war had manufactured for
the
government
certain
constructions
of

Crystal Tube Detector

Replaces crystal and cat whisker. Always set and alive,
loud and clear. No more fishing
for live spots. Guaranteed to
detect perfectly.
Simple to
connect — full instructions.
Needs no batteries and never
burns out. Made of the famous
B-Metal.
Sold by all live
dealers or can be ordered from
The B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Price $1.50
Detroit. Mich.

CINCINNATI, O. — A Cincinnati magazine published in the interests of writers,
"The Writer's Digest," announces a prize
contest in which $100 will be given for the
three best Radarios. The prizes are: First,
$50; second, $30, and third, J20.
The three winning Radarios will be
broadcast from Station WLW, Crosley Radio Manufacturing company, here. The
contest, open to all, will close September
15, 1923.
Judges in the contest are James Knapp
Reeve, writer; Howard T. Dimick, author
of several books on photoplay writing,
and Fred Smith, studio director of Station
WLW.
The Radario, a new dramatic form, offers
an interesting field to writers. The contest is intended to impress on them the
significance of the new form and to familiarize them with its technique.

Will Broadcast Lectures
Along Educational Lines
DAYTON,
O. — Listeners in within a
radius of 300 miles of Dayton were able
to hear the first program broadcast recently from the new $3,000 station, WABD,
located at Parker high school, this city.
According to G. A. Morris, principal of
the school, programs to be broadcast from
the station will be along educational
lines.

(Patent

BECTOTEB,
Pending)

THE

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRVSTAE DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Gitaranteed.
E£Of*

Mounted
«"*14Price,
K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE RUSONITE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.
Will
OC.

A£»c
Price
RUSONITE
CRYSTAE. ManufacNot Oxidize. REFEEX
tured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- «1 (\f\
age.OrderGuaranteed.
Price. Mounted
*1,uv
from your dealer
or direct . .from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS
CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

Reviews of Books
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
An, Introduction to Radio. A real book
for the amateur. This treatise comes in
two volumes. 96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, $1.
Experimental
Wireless
Stations.
By P.
E. Edelman. Simple directions are given
in this book for making Radio equipment
for the transmission of messages over
long distances.
Price,
$3.
Radio

Telephony. By Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph. D. This book is intended for
engineers, operators and experimenters. Students and other who desire
to be clearly informed concerning Radio
need this book. It is written in a clear
style, fully illustrated with wiring diagrams and photographs of Radio apparatus. Price. $2/50.
Radio

The booh department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. . Radio Booh Department, Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

Alabama
and

t>

•

Quizzed

inspecting all Radio stations in Birmingham and vicinity.
here Mr. Deller addressed the

While

Birmingham Wireless Association, concerning both broadcast listeners and amateur operators, explaining the position of
the

government in its relation to amateurs and broadcasting
stations.

Wimkvuike
BLUE
PRINTS
for the construction of a
Flewelling Receiving Unit
and two step amplifier.

ALL DETAILS
FOR ASSEMBLY

Description of apparatus and
accessories and details of tuning.

CABINET DIMENSIONS
PANEL LAYOUTS
LIST OF PARTS
Send
checks

1«lMI<3Kbe3£a£

Hams

BIRMINGHAM,
ALA. — Theodore G. Deller, superintendent of Radio for the fifth
district was recently in Birmingham

only
money
orders — no
or
stamps.
Coins
at
your own risk.
Book Department

Radio

.-i^r

^ This Receiver may be set up in
!__ a moment, and successfully
operated anywhere — by anyone.
( Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
"B-T"

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL

VERNIER

TUNER

does away with tapped coils and switches on

REINARTZ

CIRCUITS

and improves range clearness and selectivity wonderfully. Covers new broadcasting wave lengths.
Also a wonder-worker in practically all the older
circuits, including reflex. Price, from your dealer
or postpaid, $5.00.
Hookup diagrams free.
532

BREMER-TULLY

South

Canal

MFG.

Street

CO.-
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RADIO WINS RACE
Lieut. R. S. Olmstead, winner
of the recent national balloon
race, adjusting a small portable receiving set before starting. "Much credit," said
Lieut. Olmstead, "must be
given rents
the
reports
on air from
curI heard
broadcast
stations in Washington, Detroit, Chicago and Schenectady." Olmstead's balloon is
shown at the left as it looked
just after leaving the ground

© u. & u.

Five of the fourteen entrants in the recent national balloon race were equipped with lightweight,
two tube, portable receiving sets for the purpose of receiving special weather reports giving the
air currents at the various altitudes. These were broadcast by stations in Chicago, Detroit,
Schenectady and Washington under the supervision of Prof. C. F. Marvin, chief of the U. S.
weather bureau. Given above is the statement of Lieut. Olmstead, winner whose balloon was
Radio-equipped, endorsing the value of the Radio reports. Last year Major Oscar Westover,
winner of the National Balloon Derby, carried a set in his balloon and also gave particular credit
to Radio in helping him to win. Another interesting sidelight on balloon Radio is the report of
Ralph Upson, pilot of a second balloon equipped with a set. "One of the outstanding happenings
in the use of Radio in the balloon race," said Upson, "was that at altitudes of 3*00 feet and,
above we observed absolutely no static whatever, although we could see lightning at various
points on the horizon." Upson is no Radio newcomer, having experimented considerably with
the popular pastime, and is thoroughly competent to judge the presence or absence of static noises

TALKS TO WIFE WHILE
DELIVERING LECTURE
Spouse, Listening In, Gets Personal
Remarks in Sermon
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— By the aid of
Radio Rev. Alfred J. Dickinson, Jr., recently delivered a sermon here especially
intended for his wife, which the wife heard
without the invisible audience being wise.
The audience didn't know the wife was
listening in several hundred miles away at
Tupelo, Miss.
Rev. J. R. Hobbs, pastor of the First
Baptist church here, is in Europe, and Rev.
Dickinson is filling the pulpit temporarily.
When informed that a sermon of his would
be broadcast by Station WSY, the Alabama Power Company here, the minister
wired his wife to listen in. Mrs. Dickinson
wrote her husband she heard every word
spoken during the services.
After delivering the sermon the Rev.
Dickinson admitted that all through the
sermon he talked to his wife at their Tupelo home, but so carefully were his personal remans to his wife interwoven with
the words of his sermon that his congregation did not detect it, and his sermon
was pronounced one of the strongest and
most forceful ever delivered from a pulpit
in Birmingham. "I had an inspiration
while speaking, from my wife at our Mississippi home," the minister said.

Roller Skaters Roll
'Round Rink to Radio
"Aerial Hats"
Pick Music
Up Cincinnati
Broadcast
CINCINNATI, O. — The engineers of
Station WLW, Crosley Manufacturing
Company here, recently took a receiving
set and an amplifying horn to the Hill
Top Rink and installed it to test out the
possibilities of using broadcast music to
roller skate. This is probably the first
time roller skating has been done to Radio
music.
One of the novelties of this skating and
dancing carnival, was the Radio hats
which the principal skaters used. They
were equipped with a little aerial, and
apparatus of the crystal variety was used
to pick up the broadcast concert from
WLW while the skaters were enabled to
keep perfect roller time to the music.
The experiment was so successful that
it will be used by the ice skaters at the
Cincinnati Zoo, where a carnival is given
twice a day.

AN EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City

Met.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KGW, Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, HI
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. . . .
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, HI
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N.Y... .
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.
WOAI, San Antonio. Texas.
WOAW. Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson Citv, Mo. . .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
WWJ, Detroit. Mich.

Monday

Tuesday

i:007:00
1:00-11:00

6:00- 7:00

WITH THE LISTENER IN
FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

6*0- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
i:00- 9:00 6:005:00- 9:00
9:00 5:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00
1:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
):00- 9:30 9:00- 9:30 9:00- 9:30 9:00- 9:30
8:45- 1:00
1:45- 1:00 8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
1:00
1:30- 2:00 12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00 12:001:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
1:00-12:00 10:00-12:00
i:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 7:00- 9:00
9:00 7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40
5:45- 7:20 7:006:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
8:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:307:00-10:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-12:00 7:00-10:00 6:001:00
6:00- 1:00 6*0- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00
30- 9:30 5:30- 6:00
9:30 8:30-12:00
00- 5:30 8:30-12:00 8:305:005:00- 7:00 '7:
30-' 9:30
8:30
7:1
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 5:006:30- 8:00
1:30-10:30
1:00 9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30 12:006:008:00
i:008:00
6:4.5- 9:00
1:45- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30-' 9:00
8:00-10:00
00- 5:30 8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55 5:00- 5:30
:00- 5:30 5:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 8:00
7:15- 9:30
6:30- 8:30
9:30
5:30- 9:30
' 5:305:30-10:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
6:308:00
30-10:30
00- 9:00 6:30-10:30 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
9:00-11:00 7:00-10:00 7*0-10:00
7:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
7:30- 8:30
9:00-10*0
00-10:00 9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7*0- 8:30
:008:30
10:00-11:00
00- 9:00
00-10:00 5:15- 6:30 7:00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
7*0-9*0
1:45-12:00 7:00- 9:00
10:45-12:00
10:45-12:00
1:00- 8:45 10:45-12:00 8*0- 8:45
i:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30

Friday

Saturday

6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00
11:30- 1 :30
11:00- 1:00
6:00- 9*0
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10*0
9*0-10*0
9:30
9:00- 9:30 9:008:45- 2:00 8:45- 2:00
9:00- 2:00
12:00- 1:00
8:45-12*0 8:45-12:00
2:00
8*0-10*0 10:008:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
7:00- 7:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 7:00- 7:20
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7*0-10*0
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
6:00- 1:00
6:00
5:30- 6:00 5:305:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30
8:30-12*0
5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:00
8:00
9:30-10:30 6:309:30-10:30
6:00- 8*0
6:45-11:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
5:305:30- 9:30
9:30

5:00- 5:30
6:00-10*0

Sunday
6:45- 7:45
3:00- 4:30
6:30- 7:30
9:00- 9:30
10:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
6:00- 7:00
3:30- 4:30
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
11:451:00
7:30-11:30
9:00-12:00
9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
6:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:30

8:00-10*0
7*0- 8:55

5:30- 9:30
6:38- 8:00
6:30-10:30

6:30- 8:30

6:30-10:30
7:00-10*0
8:00-12:00

7*0-10:00
8*0- 9:30

7:30-' 8:30

9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30
6:00- 9:00
5.15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30

9*0-10*0
9:30-10:30

9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

7:00-10:00

9:00-11*0
10:45-12:00
8:00- 8:45 10:45-12:00
6:00- 7:30

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
4:30- 5:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

WMAK, Lockport, N.Y. Cuts
Program During Remodeling
LOCKPORT, N. Y. — Station WMAK of
this city has discontinued broadcasting
during July and August excepting weather
and crop reports, which will be given at 11
a. m. Eastern Standard time. The station
will be remodeled and the transmitter will
be altered. It is planned to operate as a
Class B Station In September.

Bagpipes Give Scotch Treat
TACOMA, WASH — An atmosphere of
heather hills and bonnie lassies was broadcast from KGB recently when a trio from
Tacoma Bagpipe Band played for Ledger
Radiophans. Only three members of the
originally announced sextette were able
to play. Their numbers were "The Gordon
Highlanders' March," "Sterlingshire Militia" and "The March Past of the Cameron
Highlanders."

Mi

DailySet
"Time
Ticks"Right
Watches
New WBAP

Service Proves Popular with Fans

FORT WORTH, Texas.— Time ticks sent
out each morning, except Sunday, by
WBAP, Star-Telegram, are proving very
popular with Radiophans of the Southwest.
The ticks are absolutely correct, being
transmitted direct from Washington by
wire to WBAP. Many jewelers use the
time ticks to set their standard clocks.
The first tick begins at 10:55 (Central
time) and continues for five minutes. Each
tick is transmitted as a dot, omitting the
twenty-ninth second of each minute, and
the
utes. last five seconds of the first four minThe last ten seconds of the last minute
before 11 o'clock are omitted and then a
dash is sent at exactly 11 o'clock when
the time ball falls in the National Observatory at Washington.

RADIO TAKES PLACE
IN "WELCOME HOME"
Auto Set onGreets
Chief
ReturnLosto Angeles
City
LOS ANGELES. — Radio has taken its
place as part of the local reception committee to welcome new arrivals, guests
and visitors, when recently it was given
an important part in welcoming Louis D.
Oaks,city.
chief of police, upon his return to
this
The Radio reception was extended over
Station KHJ, the Los Angeles Times.
Through arrangements and the courtesy
of Major Frank Creswell, of the Western
Radio Research Laboratories of this city,
which placed a Radio-equipped automobile
at the station entrance as Chief Oaks
came through the station, he was greeted
by Captain of Detectives George K. Home,
who broadcast his welcome from The
Times Building.
While awaiting the arrival of the train
at the station the friends, citizens and
representatives of the city, organizations
and associations which made up the wel->
come, were entertained with concert selections, news events of the day and other
features from the broadcasting plant.

Hawaii
DETROIT.Hears
— Three Michigan
men in Port"Bugs"
Huron,
Mich., have installed an amateur Radio
broadcasting station which has been heard
in Hawaii.
Its call signal is SAB.

RADIO

WANT TO LISTEN TO
EUROPE STATIONS?
OLD WORLD BECKONS WITH
ELEVEN PLANTS
Six British Phone Broadcasters, Three
French, One Belgian and One
Dutch Operate Daily
Do you think your set will reach to
Europe? If so the following information
will be of use to you. At present there are
eleven phone broadcasters on the continent and the British isles, ranging in wave
length transmitted from 353 to 3,100 meters. Better buy some big duo-lateral
coils before you start on tho European
DX hunt but, then, the hunt will be worth
it!
Let's take them in turn.
Now there's Great Britain for example.
Sis stations fill the air every evening. If
we assume the evening hour to be 7:30
p. m. over there, the time expressed as
Eastern Standard would be 2:30 in the
afternoon or in Mountain time, 12:30 p. m.
The plants and the wave lengths used in
Great Britain are: 2L,, London, 369 meters; 5IT, Birmingham, 420 meters; 2ZT,
Manchester, 385 meters; 5NO, Newcastle,
400 meters; 5WA, Cardiff, 353 meters; 5SC,
Glasgow,
415 meters.
How

Across the Channel
about crossing the channel

and

tuning in France? Well there's FL, the
Eiffel Tower, Paris, on 2,600 meters. If
you use Eastern Standard time, you can
hear him on the following schedule:
7:06 a. m., weather reports, ten minutes;
2:11 p. m., weather reports and concert,
thirty minutes; 6:01 p. m., weather reports,
ten minutes.
Then down on 1,780 meters there are the
Radiola concerts in Paris every day, the
schedule is: 1:00 p. m. (Eastern Standard
time) news; 1:06 to 1:51 p. m., concert;
4:36 p. m., news; 4:51 to 5:51 p. m., concert.
Then still in Paris the station of L'Ecole
Superieure des Postes, Telegraphes et
Telephones can be heard Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3:36 to 5:51 p. m., Eastern
Standard time. The plant is also on the air
Saturdays, 12:21 to 3:21 p. m.
Lyons, Prance, puts 1,500 good watts
and phonograph records on the air daily
except Sunday from 6:36 to 7:06 a. m. The
wave length of Lyons, 3,100 meters, is
the highest of any phone broadcaster in
Europe.
Holland and Belgium at It Too
The little country you heard so much
about in the world war, Belgium, also
does its bit. Brussels, BAV, 1,300 meters,
has 1,000 watts in its antenna. Its operating schedule is Tuesday and Thursday,
12:43 p. m-. Eastern Standard time.
Then Belgium's equally famous neighbor, Holland, has a station at the Hague.
The wave length is 1,050 meters. If you
can reach the Hague, Station PCGG, you
will hear him as follows: Sunday, 10:40
a. m. to 1:20 p. m. (Eastern Standard time),
concert; Monday and Thursday, 4:20 to
5:20 p. m., concert. The Monday concerts are sometimes given on 1,300 meters,
notice being given the previous Sunday (so
you'll have to hear him both times.)
The time difference makes quite a peculiar situation. Concerts broadcast there
in the evening are heard here in the early
afternoon, while early morning European
broadcasts (if there were any) would be
heard here the evening before. But don't
let the difference in time worry you. Just
listen In regularly at the hours given
above. Europe hears our big stations but
the European broadcasting plants have
been heard very few times in this country.
Let's put them

on our string of DX
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Tells Kiddies by
Air How to Swim

TO QUERIES

'V Instructor's

-By E. T. Flewelling(Editor's Note. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
(Submitted by G. H. D., Ontario, Canada.)
Getting' Sid of Body Capacity
Question. I am able to report very successful results with the Flewelling circuit so
far as reception is concerned but find that
hand capacity effects are terrific. Is there
no way by which this trouble may be
overcome ?
Answer. Hand capacity effects with any
Radio set seem to depend almost entirely

will take any type of Flewelling set in
working condition, remove the phones and
in their place connect the primary of any
audio frequency transformer and connect
the phones with the secondary posts of the
transformer you will find that, with no
other change, the capacity effects have
been eliminated for all practical purposes.
This helps to overcome even the trouble
which is caused by the interleaving plate
condensers.
I say connect the primary in place of
the phones and the phones with the secondary of the audio transformer. Please
remember that conditions have been noticed where the reverse gave better results;

Directions Broadcast to Pool

CINCINNATI, O. — Stanley Brauninger
recently completed his series of swimming
lessons from Station WW,
Crosley Manufacturing Company here, by giving a
practical demonstration of the use of
Radio in teaching children how to enjoy
the natatorial art. The children were in
the pool at the workhouse and Mr. Brauninger, swimming director of the T.M.C.A.,
got the children to line up in the pool.
By means of a Radio receiving set and
an amplifying horn, he told them from
WLW
studio just what to do. This is the
first time on record that swimming lessons
have
been given
by way.
Radio. The test was
successful
in every

All Lightships to Have Sets
DETROIT. — George H. Putman, local
commissioner for lighthouses, states that
all lightships and lighthouses in the near
future will be equipped with apparatus.
He has been particularly interested in the
effort of WWJ, the Detroit News, along
these lines.

PREMIER
on the design

of the apparatus

used.

It is

the writer's opinion that the time has come
when some manufacturers will awaken
to the fact that we are still using approximately the designs and ideas in our Badio
apparatus of today that were prevalent
15 to 20 years ago. One of the greatest
offenders from most any angle is the interleaving plate condenser which is in such
common use. One may say that this type
of condenser is responsible for ninety per
cent of our Radio sets failing to give us
maximum results. This is beoause of hand
capacity

troubles and poor electrical efficiency. It is a great puzzle to the writer
why so many of these condensers are in
use when it is so easy to purchase a condenser of a type that will practically spell
the elimination of hand capacity effects.
One answer to this may be that the public
finds it difficult to obtain a condenser of
this type — one built mechanically good.
Were our apparatus properly designed we
would not be bothered in any way by hand
capacity effects. This means that there
would be no need to shield our sets, with
the accompanying bother and trouble that
this work entails. However, radio is traveling very fast indeed; it will be only a short
time before very radical improvements
will be offered by the manufacturers of
sets and parts.
However, if we must use the interleaving plate condenser we are still able to
eliminate hand capacity effects from the
Flewelling circuit. Incidentally, it may
be well to bear in mind that the more
sensitive a Radio set the greater will be
the hand capacity effects, dependent of
course to an extent on the layout and design of the
apparatus
and set.
If you

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

REPAIRED

C-300 or TJV-200
$2.75
C-301 or UV201
3.08
C-302 or UV-2C2
3.50
C-301A or UV201A
3JJD
WI>-11
or WD-12
3.50
Moorehead Detectors
2.75
Moorehead
Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6 or DV-6A
3.00
AIbo the new TJV-199
S.50
NEW
DX Wz VOLT TUBES
4.00
An tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

TUBE

CORP.

55 Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST.
C. 0.

N.
D.

scalps.

3.

that is, the secondary of the transformer
"was connected in the circuit and the
phones were connected with the primary
of the transformer. Note also that the use
of a .001 mfd. stopping condenser may be
used here in the usual manner depending
on your own set. Sometimes it is better to
leave it out. The transformer connection
is shown in the accompanying diagram.
It is often very handy but the writer prefers to use on his own set such apparatus
by means of which the hand capacity effects are eliminated without the use of
the audio transformer and the incidental
expense, space in the set, and the like that
its use means.

Rural Sections Look to
WSY

"HEGEHOG"
TRADE

PAT.
PENT).

SIZE

maximum volou,
minimum distortion
100 teb cent shielded
mounts
anywhere
RATIOS

BIRMINGHAM,
Ala. — One of the popular features of Station WSY, the Alabama
Power Company, is the broadcasting of
sermons and special church music. Small
towns and rural sections, as well as the
cities of Alabama, look for these sermons
and musical programs with much regularity, from Birmingham's well known
isters of the various denominations.

min-

List Our
PHONES
Price Price
ACME — lias no peer for receiving clear. $ 8.00 $3.95
Western
Electric
12.00 7.95
N- & K.. 6000 Ohms
16.00 6.50
Rico. 3000 Ohms
6.50 S.95
Dictagraph,
3000 Ohms
8.00 6.50
Ambassador,
3000 Ohms
3.98
Nathaniel
Baldwin,
Original
12.00 8.75
Nathaniel
Baldwin, Single, with Com
6.00 4.45
Brandes Genuine
8.00 6.75
YARIOCOUPLERS
Si VARIOMETERS
Queens
5.00 1.95
Fisher
5.00 1.95
Raven
5.00 1.95
Tuska with Dial
6.00 2.95
Pathe
6.00 2.95
Columbia
6.50 3.95
Workrite
6.00 2.95
Eagle Bakelite
8.50 4.95
Fisher. Large
6.50 2.95
Pearlco Bakelite
6.S0 4.45
VARIABLE CONDENSERS (Moulded Ends)
200

3.50
4-00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.60
7.50

1.25

1.75
1.95
1.95
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.50
3.95

3.95
4.56
2.95
4.00 2.95
3.75
1-50

TkK<ra^e"k_BJffi&

■p
• . to.^
A complete Receiver
in an
roint
i>i0* 7' attractively
finished walnut
cabinet, with compartments for all necessary
batteries.
Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
A.H. GREBE &. CO., Inc.
Richmond HU1.N.Y.

York

Retail Stores

$3.50

1 to 4,

Ravenswood

Avenue,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

your SELECTION"
List Our
Price Price
£28.00 $22.50
18.00 14.95
2.00 1.25

MISCELLANEOUS
Tungar 5 Amp
Tungar 2 Amp
Mica
Diaphragms
RHEOSTATS
Cutler Hammer
With Vernier
C. H. Potentiometer
Klosner Vernier

l.OO .85
1.50 1.25
L50 1.25
1.50 1.20

SETS
Aeriola
Jr. (Westinghouse)
18.00 5.95
Cutting & Washington 3-Tube Type 11.125.00 55.00
Tuska Regenerative
35.00.. 22.50
Crosley Regenerative
19.00
Crosley 2-Step Amplifier
17.00
2-Step Amplifier, Assembled
11.95
General Radio I -Step Amplifier
8.00 6.95
LOUD
SPEAKERS
Magnavox Type R3
35.00 24.95
Atlas
25.00 17.50
Western
Electric
56. 00 Special
Music Master
30.00 24.95
Wooden
Horn
8.50 5.75
TUBES
Aluminum
Horn
,
10.00 4i!5
UV-199.
UV-20I-A, WD-12,
All Genuine
VT-2 Western
Electric
De Forest DV-6
UV-200
Oe
Forest
DV-6A

COMPLETE PARTS
Flewelling Circuit
Reinartz Circuit
Neutrodyne

WD-ll.

5.75
7.95
3.75
4.50
4.75

FOR
....

Circuit

Cockaday
2-Step Amplifier
Fada
Neutrodyne

13.95
11.95
35.00

13.95
9.95
25.00

Parts

59 Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY
Do Not Send

Add

Parcel Post

Of

*fc7 Hook- Up*
by an

Expert Radio Engineer
Forty-seven different ways of making your own set. Each hook-up
designed by an expert radio engineer and was tested for accuracy. Every one of these hook-ups will give splendid results.
Each hook-up contains detailed information on construction and
operation. ' Thousands of these books are now in use by amateurs
and professionals all over the United States. You will get more
practical radio information and instruction from this book than
from almost any other source. Send your order today. Enclose
one dollar with order.

i7f c d \ hi a rn 6i° r^^p1* »*•.
Rrtl/lU

1 to 5

*■
*^ Est. 1905
*^
Qrrmitr
V\?siv\t
X.Qmv&Mi
3810

Book

IjLlkJ

:_

or

Specifications on Request
Premier Full
"Hegehog."

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION,
Sbc New

— 1 to 3,

The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the

"iiake PERFECTION

3 Plate

TTAT.T7

PRICE

for Sunday Sermons

II Plate
17 Plate
23 Plata
43 Plate
II Plate Vernier
17 Plate Vernier
23 Plate Vernier
43 Plate Vernier
TRANSFORMERS
All American
Earla Reflex
Thordarson
Marie
Acme Audio or Radio
Tri-Coii Radio

MAEK

AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

l/U*

Chicago,

Illinois

Stamps
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, July 24
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. -ICO). 8:00-9:00 P. M.
Concert, "Soctch roam."
shut Orauaaatra;
Ansel a
ule." Ma.^atvi P. Wilson, oontnuto; "Hungarian
llhai'so^ty."
auuuna
Roto,
violinist;
"Dn
"Stan
Brightly shiniu:." "Dawu."
"I.ast»n; Selection from "H
M. s. I'iuafovo." orchestra;
"Londonderry
Air." Uannle
Eti
\ alley "t
Laughus.
'
Margaret
1'.
Wilson;
'La
Source,"
Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326), 7:20 P. M., Concert, "" Baceto,"
"Spirit oi Spring," "Japanese uove Souk." "Tou and
I." "April Morn," Myna Xomer Hunting. Boprano;
"Talse In i> Plat," "Hindu Chant," "Concerto in t:
Major." "Aomanoa Andalousa," Joseph Kreisie, violinKGW

Hoffman," Orcheatra; "Schon Rosmnrln," Harry
Adaakln; "Pleading." Orchestra; Frederick Manning.
barltono; "March of the Prophets," Orchestra,
KDKA (Eastern, 326). 7:20 P. M.. Concert, "\imy
Ridge," "Poel and Peasant*" "Danaa Mariquita,"
"Louis Uuin/.e," Selections from "Tho Christmas
i
"in. i LraheSQue."
"Ave Mm-ia,"
"lly tho
Sea,"
"BaHol Orchi
la Symphonic.*'
"Aida." KDKA Little Symphony
itra
KGW (Pacific 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Stories. Aunt
Nail; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Concert, Columbia
Theater

7:00-8:00 P. M.. Stories. Georgeno Faulkner; 9:0010:00 P. M., Concert, La Hallo Orchestra; Kvolyn

BosUeman,
soprano;
'cellist.
WOC
(Central.
484). Lillian
3:30 P.Rehborg.
M.. Educational
talk,
Clydo G. Kern; 0:30 P. M., Sandman; 8:00 P. M.,
Recital, Erwln Sw
all, organist; 10:00 P. M.. Musical program,
Peterson,trombonist;
violinist; Stewart
Moats,
pianist;
I. Leona
M. Arnold,
Amy Kilurn.
soprano.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 1 1 :00- 1 1 :30 A. M.,
Organ
recital. Mary E. Vogt;
12:00-12:55
P. M..

What Time Is It?

WFAA
(Contral, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address, I
Lewis;
P. M., Musical program, Wednesday
Morning 8:30-9:30
Choral Club.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner daneo music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Loretta Kerk, pianist; Strawbridge & Clothier Male Quartet; 3:45 P. M„ Recital;
6:30 P. M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Orchestra: 8:00 P. M., Concert.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360), 5:00 P. M.,
"Twilight Tales," Eunice L. ltandall; 8:30 P. M.. Radio talk, Kachel Thompson; Concert, G. Dorothy Smith,
soprano.

(Pacific. 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Woman's pro1gram; 10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance program. George 01-

(Pacific. 395). 8:00-10:00 P. M.. De Luio program. Temple Quartet.
KSDOrchestra.
(Central, 546). 8:00 P. M., Concert, lshara Jones'
KYW
iContral. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
il program, Uerblo Mints, pianist; Cope Harvey's
Orchestra; "The Little Irish Song," Margaret P. Wn
m moue
est on oiseau
rebelle."
Mae Shappard
Saunders,
soprano:"Mother's
9:05 P. Lullaby."
M., Book
review. Llewellyn Jones.
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert. Fred
Cahoon's
Texas 337).
Hotel 7:00
Orchestra.
WBZ
(Eastern.
P. M., Concert. Gertrude
Jenkins, contralto; Charles B. Pratt, tenor: Irene
Frey. soprano: Mrs. Annette B. Flockeu, pianist;
8:20 P. fit., Bedtime story for Grown-ups, Orison S.
Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stauley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafa Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
Music, Arcadia Cafe Convert Orchestra; Children's
hour: Talk. "Care of Babies." Mrs. Louise Love:
4:30-5:55
P. IH..
"AlTairs
of M.,
the Bedtime
Heart."
Betsy Logan:
Song Talk.
recital;
7:30 P.
stories. Dream Daddy.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M., Address. DeWitt Mc-Murray; 8:30-9 "JO P. M.. Musical program,
Anna Pinkerton Baker, soprano: 11:00-12:00 P. M.,
Recital. William A. Sutherland, Jr., pianist.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra: 3:00 P. M.. Concert; 7:00-7:30 P. M.,
Children's own half hour; Safety talk. Stanley Cowman: 8:00 P. M., Boy Scout Radio Corps, under supervision of Boy Scouts of America; 8:30 P. M..
Song and piano recital, Loretta Kerk, pianist; Harold Simonds. baritone; 10:30 P. M., Dance music,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGI" (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 3:00 P. M.,
Amrad Women's Club. Talk, "Astronomy," Mrs.
Lydla
Ring;reader;
5:00 P.
George E.Ernst,
8:30M.,P. "STtalalatoot
M., BusinessStories,"
report.
Roger
"Bits of Wisdom,"
George W.
BrillBabson:
tun Heal;Soprano
Musicalsolo;
program.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M.. Musical program,
"The Field EnsUn." "The Mill Dam." Gibson Mandolin Club; "Little Boy Blue." Joseph Carroll, tenor;
"Rondo." Ethel Mincoff. pianist; "Rosa." Edith
MacCulley Corlette. reader; "Santiago," Mandolin
Club; "Absent." Joseph Carroll; "Kinderscenen,"
Ethel Mincoff: "By Courier." Edith M. Corlette.
reader; "Kinderscenen," Part II., Ethel Mincoff;
"Good Night, Little Girl." Joseph Carroll; "The
House with Nobody in It." Edith M. Corlette; "The
Crescendo," "The Indian Smoke Dance," Mandolin
Club.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Rotary Club of Louisville. Robert Montgomery, director; Reading. "An Interesting Historical Episode.'
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz. Germantown Theater;
3-00 P. M., Tenor solos and short talks; 6:00 P. M.,
Dinner music; WIP Little Symphony Dance Orchestra,
Dick Regan director; 7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:20 P. M.. Short talk; Song recital;
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz,
Germantown Theater.
WJAX (Eastern. 390). 7:30 P. M.. Concert, Cleveland
News.

KH1

WLW (Eastern. 309), 10:00 P. M., Musical program,
"Waltz." Ivah M. Navarro, pianist; "Where My
Caravan Has Rested." Marian Manship, Edward
Kruse- "Juba Dance," "Castiliian Dance." Cecilia
Sack, pianist; "Twilight." "Musetta Waltz Song.
Marian Manship, singer; "Melodic" Ivah M Navarro; "The Old Road," "My Violet," Edward Kruse,
tenor- "Nay, Bid Me Not Resign, Love." Marian
"The Swan," "Hunting
Edward
Manship.
Song," Reltza
Dine, Kruse:
pianist; Circle Dance Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 4:30 P. M..
or Music; 7.00Conservatory
Musical program. Bush
8:00 P. M., Talk. Edward C. Taylor; 9:00-10:00 P. M..
Concert. LaSalle Orchestra; Program arranged by
Jessie B. Hall.
,, ,
WOC (Central. 484), 330 P. M., Educational talk. A.
G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert.
M..
A.
:30
1
1
:001
1
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Organ recital,
music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra.
Luncheon
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. vogt.
Schmeman s
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 3:00 P. M., Concert, P.
Dunkley,
Band; 7:00 P. M., News Orchestra; F.
baritone.

Wednesday, July 25

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

Pacific

Saving
Central tain
or Daylight
Moun-

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
Orchestra;
10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance music, George
Olsen's Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific.
395),
gram, Hancock
Trio.8:00-10:00 P. M., De Luxe proKYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program, Lyon & Healy Concert Dept. ; Cope
Harvey's Orchestra; Harry Geise, pianist.
PWX (Eastern, 400), 9:00-11:30 P. M., Concert, General
Staff Band of the Cuban Army.
WBAP (Central. 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert, arranged by Dot Echols McCutchan.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7:00 P. M.. Concert. Fred Gardner, tenor; Ruby Tilton Kingsley, pianist; Victor
Garboni, violinist; WBZ Trio: 8:20 P. M., Bedtime
stroy for Grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra. Feri Sarkozi. director; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Arcadia Cafe
Conceit Orchestra: 4:30-5:30 P. M., Song recital;
7:30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy; 8:00 P. M..
Dance
music, Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address,
"Fresh Air for Weak Children," Mrs. E. P. Turner.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 6:30 P. M., Concert. Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford
7:00-7:30
half
hour, Orchestra:
Stories, Cousin
Sue. P. M., Children's own
WG! (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360), 5:00 P. M-,
"Twilight Tales." Eunice L. Randall: 8:30 P. M.,
Talk,
"ScienceAmrad
TJp Players.
to Date," Scientific American;Radio drama.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7:30-9:00 P. IYI-, Concert,
Carl Zoeller's Melodists; Reading, "An Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WIP (Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00-4:00 P. M.,
Song recital: 6:00-6:45 P. M., Dinner dance music;
7:00-7:30 P. M.. Bedtime 6tories, Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern. 309), 8:00 P. M., Musical program,
"Somebody Stole Mv Gal," "Keep Turning." "SunKist Rose," Jack Keefer's Hotel Alms Orchestra;
Talk. Dan Mever; "The City Unseen." H. Marvin,
baritone; Pauline Stemler. pianist; Solo, H. Marvin;
Swimming lesson, Stanley Brauninger; Orchestra;
"A Dream." "O Sole Mio." "Last Rose of Summer.
soprano: "Schone Rosemarin," "The Old
Fred, Rubin
Leah
Refrain,"
Phillips, violinist; "Beloved. It Is
Morn." "Carmena."
Leah Fred; Rubin
Phillips,
violinist;
Orchestra
, .__._,
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448). 4:30 P. IH.,
Musical
program.
Cosmopolitan
School of Music:

REAL
LIGHTNING
PROTECTION!

Luncheon
music, Wanamaker
Tea Room
Orchestra;
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJBand;(Eastern.
517),
3:00
P.
M.,
Concert,
Schmeman's
7:00 P. M., News Orchestra; Musical program,
pupils of Gray Fowler's and Bassillios A. Kyros.

Thursday, July 26

Combined Switch and Arrester
Approved

by Fire

Underwriters

MARGO

If you forget to throw
your
the arrester protects you.

Get stations you never heard before

Throw
the
switch
double protection.

No pencil markings.
Assure unbroken range of 180
degrees.
Clarifies signals — eliminates hissing.
Complete with either .00025 djl (\f\
or .0005 mfd. Micon Cond. "P1,uu
Without Condenser
7Sc
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without further charge.

you

have

A well tried device — used for Radio protection for several years.
Price — For

Indoor Use

With Weatherproof
for Outdoor Use

Housing
.-.

New

York

H0RNE
Mercer

ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

& Colgate Sts.

Jersey City, N. J.

YOCE

UV-200,
UV-201.

DV-6.

U V -202

UV-199,

C-300,
C-301,

AP
AP

TUBES

UV-20I-A,

DV-6-A
And Guarantee Them

2.75 each
3.00 each

3.50each

Equal to New

Abalene Radio

a

Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without
B battery.
Wiring
diagram
FREE with each tube.
10c extra for
parcel post insured.
PHONES
In8. Add

and two step am-

VA Volt

n.*n.,e>»
Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Holtzer Cabot, Universal Type
King Variocoupler
Dietzen
Dietzen
Dietzen
Murdock

For

COUPLERS

Parcel Post
$3.75
$0.12
7.95 .11

TRANSFORMERS

(Audio

.12
.14
.16
.18
.18

WINDING A
REINARTZ COIL

.12
.14

Cabinet
Dimensions
Panel
Layouts
List of Parts

.12
.10

Send ders only
— no

Frequency)

(Radio

SOCKETS

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakellte

Frequency)

2.45
95

1.00 .10
95 .09
2.00 .08
50 .03
19 .06
49 .08
1.25 .12
49 .08
95 .08
2.25 .14
2.95 .12
4.95 .15
3.95 .15
39 .08
1-49

.10

89
50

.10
.10

25
35
49

.06
.08
.08

DIALS

2-ineh (Bakellte)
3-inch (Bakelite)
4-inch Radion

plifier.
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ASSEMBLY
Description of apparatusandand details
accesof tuning.
sories

1.15

3.45
4.95

TRANSFORMERS

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit

2.65
2.95
3.45
3.45

CONDENSERS

14-Plate Vernier
24-Plate Vernier
46-Plate Vernier
43-Plate

191 Fulton St,, Dept. F-23, New York City
9 New York Stores
America's Greatest Radio Mail Order House

4.00 each

^
mittance
to cover
repair
plus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
reyour order
QUICK SERVICE Include with
14 Vesey
Street
New York, N.Y.

BLUEPRINTS

Vacuum Tube

$3.50 each

Detectors
Amplifiers.'

Complete

$2.25
$3.50

At your dealers — otherwise postpaid on receipt of purchase price. Write for leaflet
"L" on Lightning Protection.

shman
Has.<io\Fre
Condenser
106 Seventh Ave.

and

switch,

KEPAFB

Socket
25c

Hitter Portable Loop
Argus Lightning
Arrester
Welsh Peanut
Tube
Peanut Tube Socket
Switch Lever, Fada Type
Ammeter Testing B Battery
Two Slide Tuning Coil
Hydrometers
Double PhonogTaph Attachment
Cockaday Coil
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
Wave Trap
Electric Soldering Iron
100 Feet Copperweld Antenna Wire
RHEOSTATS
Bradleystat

FOR PANEL MOUNTING

WE

VACUUM

Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD
Where "Money Back Policy Prevails"

MISCELLANEOUS

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.

(Continued on page 9)

VIA PARCEL POST
AT N. Y. PRICES

Cotoco
Owl

Variable Resistance Leaks

WJAX (Eastern, 390). 7:30 P. M.. Concert. Cleveland
Hotel eltyOrchestra:
8:00 P. M., Concert, Tomson's NovDanco Orchestra,
WLW (Eastern, 309), 10:00 P. M.. Musical program.
"Nola." "Caprice Espagliole," Anna Knova, pianist;
Prologue from "Pagliacci," Marcus G. Benham. baritone; "Ave Maria," Mitchell Humphrey, violinist;
Talk. Harry J. Plogstedt; "Evening Star," from
"Tannhauser," Marcus G. Benham; "Russian Rag,"
Anna Knova, xylophonist; "Melodie," "The Old Refrain," Mitchell Humphrey, violinist: "When Pa
Pays the Monthly Bill," Catherine McPherson. reader;
"Where Blossoms Grow." "The Bitterness of Love."
Marcus G. Benham; "To Spring," "Rhapsody No.
11," Catherine McPherson.

WD-12,
C-30I-A

KGW (Pacific, 492), 330-4:00 P. M., Woman's program;
10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance music. George Olsen's OrKHJ (Pacific, 395), 8:00-10:00 P. IH., De Luxe program, Gertrude S'ykes King, soprano.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 8:00-8:58 P. M.,
Musical program, courtesy Presentation Dramatic Club,
Gil Brown, director; Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Herbie

Dietzen
Sampson

The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set

WGY (Eastern, 380). 7:45 P. M., Radio drama, "Tho
Koyal Mounted," WGY Players.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Conceit,
Calumet Six Orchestra; Sunday school lesson. Rev.
A. E. Renn. pastor of the First Lutheran Church;
Talk, Mrs. Chas. B. Scmplo.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M..
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz, Germantown Theater;
3:00 P. M.. Song recital; 7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime
stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00 P. M., Short talk; 9:00-9:30
P. M., Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz, Germantown
Theater.

WD-II.

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, "Phedre," Star Orchestra; "April Weather,"
Nellye Gill, soprano; "Air," Jaques Sterin, 'cellist;
"Glow-Worm," Orchestra; Nellye Gill, soprano; "Indian Love Lyrics," Orchestra; "Berceuse," Jacques
Sterin; "I Know of Two Bright Eyes," Orchestra;
"Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal," Nellye Gill, soprano; "Pierouette," Orchestra.
KDKA
String (Eastern,
Orchestra. 326), 7:20 P. M., Concert, Miami

VARIABLE

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert, "Masaniello." Star Orchestra; Frederick
Manning, baritone; "Tambourin Chinois," Harry'
Adaskin, violinist: "Serenade D' Amour," Orchestra;
Frederick Manning, baritone; Selection from "Tales of

Mini/.,
pianist; 9:05-9:25
P. Pernio.
M.. "Twenty Minutes of
<; i Reading,"
itcv. C. J,
WBAP (Contral, 470), 9:30-10:45 P. M., Concert. Fort
Worth Police Hand.
WBZ (Eastern. 337), 7:00 P. M.. Concert. Hazel Card
Whalen,
violinist, soprano; Esther Forrlstal, pianist;
Florence A. Jensen, reader; 8:20 P. M.. Bed
REory ror Grown-ups,
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital. .Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orcheatra, Pert Sarkozi, all
Daddy,
tor; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Fashion talk, Betsy Logan;
4:30-5:55 P. M., Song recital; 7:30 P. M.. Dream

money orchecks
or
stamps. Coins at your
own risk.
Book

Radio
123 West

Department
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Madison
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DIGEST

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
'rig.

(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below.appear
The next
fii-st week.)
appeared last week and tlte third part
will
KUS, Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. City
Dye Works. & Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30
am. setting up exercises; 12-12:30 pm, concert, time.
Mon, Thurs, Fri, 2-2:30 pm, features. Tues. Fri.
4-4:30 cert.pm,Pacific.
code practice. Wed. Fri, 6-6:45 pm, conKUY, El Monte, Calif. 360 meters. 500 ml. Coast
Radio Co.
Wed, 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific.
KWG, Stockton, Calif. 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless
Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert,
markets. Tues and Fri, S-9 pm, concert. Sun, 2-3
pm. concert.
Pacific.
KWH, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 250 mi. Examiner. Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm, 5:30-6. 6-6:15.
8:20-9, service.
reports,Pacific
entertainment. Sun, 8:30-9 pm,
church
KXD, Modesto, Calif. 360 meters. 100 ml Modesto
Herald Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 6:30-7 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KYO, Honolulu, Hawaii. 360 meters. Electric Shop.
No definite schedule.
KYW, Chicago. 111. 345 meters. 2,000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 10,
10:30, 11, markets: 11:05, weather; 11:30. news: 11:35.
table talk; 12, 12:30, 1, 1:20, 2:15, 2:30, markets;
3. 3:30, 4. news; 4:15. markets; 4:30, 5. news: 6:30.
markets; 6:50 bedtime story; 8, concert, 9, special.
Sun. 11 am, 3:30 pm, 7, church services. Central,
Daylight Saving.
KZM, Oakland. Calif. 360 meters. 200 mi. Western
Radio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun,
6:45-7 pm, news.
Pacific.
KZN. Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Desert News. Slogan, "The Center of Scenic
America."
Dailyetc. ex Mountain.
Sun, 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime
stories,
KZV. Wenatchee. Wash. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4:15
pm, weather. Mon. Wed, Fri, 1st to 15th each month,
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, 8-8:45 pm,
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month, 7:30-9 pm;
15th to .kxst each month, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
NAA. Radio, Va. 435 meters. 2.000 mi. U. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:40 am, 12:25-12:40
rm, 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3 (Tues. only),
Dept. Interior: 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets, weather
10:05-10:20. weather. Mon, 6:45-8:20 pm. Dept.
programs. Tues, 7:05-8:20 pm, Dept. programs. Wed,
7:25-7:40 pm, Dept. programs: 8:05-9:40, Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri.
8:05-8:40 pm. band concert.
Eastern.
OA, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX, Havana, Cuba. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. International Tel. & Teleg. Corp. Wed, Sat, 9-11:30 pm,
music.
Eastern.
WAAB, New Orleans. La. 268 meters. Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC, New- Orleans. La. 360 meters. Tulane Univ.
Mechanics Inst. No regular schedule.
WAAD, Cincinnati,' O. 360 meters. 200- mi. Ohio
Mechanics Inst, No regular schedule. Central, Daylight Saving.
WAAF, Chicago, HL 2S6 meters. 300 mi. Chicago.
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 10:30,
10:45, 12:30 pm, 12:45, 3, 4:30, live stock and
weather reports.
Central.
WAAH, St. Paul, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Commonwealth Elec. Co. Slogan, "From the Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes."
Temporarily discontinued.
YYAAK, Milwaukee, Wis. 280 meters. 300 mi. GImbel
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. 11:10, 12:10 pm, 1:25. 3.
Daily ex Wed and Sat, 7:15, 7:30 pm.
Central.
WAAM. Newark. N. J. 263 meters. 300 mi. I. R.
Nelson Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am-2 pm, 8-10:30,
music.
Eastern.
WAAN,
Columbia, Mo.
250 meters.
Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita, Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm, educational
program; 10:30tertainment.
pm,Central. weather. Tues, Fri, 8 pm. enWAAW, Omaha, Neb. 278 meters. 500 Omaha Grain
Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45. 11:45,
12:15 pm,
12:45-1:15, 8, market reports; 8:15-9 pm,
music.
Central.
WAAZ, Emporia, Kans. 360 meters. 250 mi. Hollister-Miller Motor Co. Tues, Thurs, 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABA, Lake Forest, 111. 266 meters. Lake Forest
College.
WABB. Harrisburg, Pa. 266 meters. Dr. John B.
Lawrence.
WABC,
Ind. 229 meters. Fulwider-Grimes
Battery Anderson,
Co.
WABD, Davton, O.
283 meters.
Parker High SchooL
WABE,
Washington. D. C. 2S3 meters.
T. M. C. A.
WABF, Mt. Vernon, ILL 234 meters. Mt. Vernon
Register-News Co.
WABG. Jacksonville, Fla. 248 meters. 50 mi. Arnold
Edwards Piano Co. Daily ex Sun, Thurs, 3-4 pm,
concert. Wed, Sat, 9-10:30 pm, music Mon, Thurs,
8-10 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WABH,
Sandusky. 0. 240 meters. Lake Shore Tire Co.
WABI, Bangor, Me. 240 meters. Bangor By. & Elec.
Co.
WABJ. South Bend, Ind. 240 meters. The Radio
Laboratories.
WABK, Worcester, Mass. 252 meters. First Baptist
Church.
YVABL, Storrs, Conn. 283 meters. Connecticut Agri.
College.
WABM.
Saginaw. Mich.
254 meters.
F. E. Doherty.
WABN, La Crosse. Wis. 234 meters. Waldo C. Graver.
WABO, Rochester, N. T. 252 meters. Lake Ave. Baptist Church.
WAI. Dayton. O. McCook Field, U. S. Army.
WAJT, Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.
WAJU,
Yankton,
S. D. 360 meters.
Yankton College.
VVBAA. W. Lafayette, Ind. 360 meters. 100 ml. Purdue University. Irregular schedule.
WBAD, Minneapolis. Minn. 360 meters. Sterling Elec.
Co.
WBAF,
dleton. Moorestown, N. J. 360 meters. Fred M. MidWBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed. S-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson, N. J. Wireless Phone Corp. Slogan,
"The Silk City of America." 244 meters. 200 mi.
Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun, 9-11:30
am, 12:30-5:30 pm. Sat mom, only. Sun, 10-12 am,
2-5 pm, 7:30-10:30.
Eastern.
WBAO, Decatur. I1L 360 meters. 100 mi. James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1.500 mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram Club, "Radio Truth
League." DaUy ex Sun, 9-9:15 am, 11-11:30. 12-12:15
pm, 1-1:15, 2-2:15, 3-3:30, 3:45-4, markets; 5:30-5:45,
6:30-6:45. 8, sports. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 9:30-10:30 pm,
concerts. Sat, 7-7:20 pm. bible lesson. Sun, 11 am12:15 pm. church; 3:30-4:30, concert.
Central.
VYBAU, Hamilton, O. 258 meters. Republican Pub.
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WBAV, Columbus, O. 390 meters. 500 mi. The Ernor
Hopkins Co. Slogan, "We Broadcast a Variety."
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1 pm. Mon, 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW, Marietta, O. 246 meters. Marietta College.
Temporarily discontinued.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 360 meters. 200 mi. John
H. Stenger, Jr.
Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY, New York. N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 mt A,
T. & T. Co.
Experimental purposes only.
WBBA, Newark, O.
240 meters.
Newark Radio Lab.
WBBC. Sterling, HL 229 meters. Sterling Radio Equipment Co.
WBBD. Reading, Pa. 224 meters. Barbey Battery
Service.
WBL, Anthony. Kans. 261 meters. 200 mi. T & H
Radio Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am, church service.
Central.
WBS. Newark. N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. D. W.
Mny. Inc. Daily ex Sun 11-12 am, music; 1-2:15
pm. reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Tues,
Thurs. Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm, program. Sun. 9-10:30
am, sacred music: 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C. 360 meters. 1.200 mi. SouthRadioSun,
Corp.11 Slogan,
"Queen
City markets.
of the South."
Dailyern ex
am. 8 pm,
weather,
Tues.
8:30 pm. music. Fri, 11 pm, entertainment. Sun.
$ pm, church services.
Eastern.

WBU,

Chicago, HI. 2S6 meters. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m.
4:15-4:30 pm, police reports. Mon, Wed. Fri. 3:30
pm, 7 :30. speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. 337 meters. 1,000 mi Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's hour; 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert.
Sun, 8 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAC, Fort Smith. Ark. 360 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests only.
WCAD. Canton, N. Y. 280 meters. 300 mi. St,
Lawrence
Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
Co.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. Kaufman & Baer

WCAF, stone
Rodgers,
Mich. 360 meters. Michigan Lime& Chem. Co.
WCAG, New Orleans, La. 268 meters. 200 mi. Clyde
R. Randall.
Mon, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WCAH, Columbus. 0. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Entrekin
Elec. Co. Slogan, "The Heart of Ohio." Daily ex
Sun, 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues, 7-9 pm,
concert.
light Sun,
Savings. 10-12:30, church service. Central DayWCAJ, Univ. Place, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Nebr.
Wesleyan Univ. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues. 8
pm.
Children's Hour, Thurs, 8 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi. Alfred P.
DanieL Slogan, "Where Eighteen Railroads Meet the
Sea." Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm. music. Wed, 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central.
WCAL, Northfield. Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept.
of Physics, St. Olaf College.
No definite schedule.
WCAM, Villanova, Pa.
360 meters.
Villanova College.
WCAO. Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Sanders
& Stayman Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm. Mon, Wed,
8-9 pm.
Eastern.
VVCAP, Washington, D. C. 469 meters. Chesapeake &
Potomac TeL Co.
VYCAR, San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. J.500 mi.
Alamo Radio Elec. Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm. concert.
Central.
WCAS. Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst. Slogan "From the
Flour City of the World." Mon. 9:30-11 pm, music,
lectures. Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 6:30-7 pm, code
instruction.
Central.
WCAT, Rapid City. S. D. 240 meters. 300 mi. S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun. 9:30. am, 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 286 meters. 500 mi. Durham & Co. Daily 11:45 am. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8 pm,
concert. Sun, 10:55 am, church services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WCAV, Little Rock, Ark. 360 meters. J. a Dice Elec.
Co.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt. 360 meters. Univ. of Vt.
VYCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 261 meters. 500 mi. Kesselman-O'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun, 11 am,
reports. Mon. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Tues,
pm, dance music. Sun, 7:30-9 pm.
church 10:30-11:30
services.
Central.
WCAZ, Carthage. 111. 360 meters.
Carthage College.
WCBA. AUentown, Pa. 280 meters. Chas. W. Haimbach. Wed, Sat, 2-12 pm. Sun, 2-4 pm, 8-10.
Eastern.
WCBB, Greenville. 0. 240 meters. K. & K. Radio
Supply Co.
YVCBD, Zion, 111. 345 meters. 1,500 mi. Wilbur
Glen Yoliva. Slogan, "Where God Rules, Man Prospers." Mon, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Wed. Fri, 2:303:45 pm, concert. Sun, 9-9:45 am, Bible school; 2:30.5:30 pm, church services.
Central daylight saving.
WCE, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Findley Elec. Co.
YYCK, St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. 50 mi. Stix, Baer
& Fuller. Daily, 12-12:30 pm. 3-4. Mon, Wed, Fri,
6:45-8 pm. concert, lecture.
Central.
WCM, Austin, Tex.
360 meters.
Univ. of Tex.
YYCX, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.000 mi. The
Detroit Free Press. Slogan, "The Call of the Motor
City." Club, "Red Apple' Club." Daily ex Sun,
2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports: 2:50, weather, markets; 4:15, 4:30, 4:50, 6:15. markets, music. Daily ex
Sat. 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate
weeks thereafter, concert, Tues, 10-12 pm. Club, Sun,
10:30 pm, 7:15 pm. church services.
Central.
WDAC, Springfield, 111. 360 meters. Illinois Watch
Co.
Time and weather, spark only.
YYDAD, Lindsborg, Kans. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wm.
Louis Harrison. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, entertainment, weather. Sun, 3:30 pm, vesper services.
Central.
WDAE. Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Tampa
Daily Times. Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, music, lecture.
Eastern.
YVDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 2.000 mi.
Kansas City Star. Club, "Nighthawks." Daily ex
Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm. music; 6-7, educational, bedtime
story, etc ; 11 :45 pm-1 am, Nighthawk Frolic Mon,
Wed.
Central.Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex. 263 meters. J. Laurance Martin. No regular schedule.
WDAH, El Paso, Tex. 360 meters. Trinity Methodist
Church South. Wed, Thurs, Sun, 7:30-S:30 pm.
Mountain.
WDAI, Syracuse. N. Y. 246 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Eastern,
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. 258 meters. 2,000 mi. A
& W. P. R. B. Co. Daily. 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Wed, 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
Central.
WOAK, Hartford, Conn. 261 meters. 150 ml The
Courant.
Sat. 8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
VVDAL, Jacksonville, Fla. 360 meters. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily, 11 am, weather; 4-4:30 pm,
music; 8-9, entertainment; 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas, Tex., 360 meters. 300 mi. Automotive
Elec. Co.
Daily. 1-1:30 pm, 7:15-8.
Central.
WDAP, Chicago, HI. 390 meters. 2,000 mi. Drake
HoteL Daily ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm, quotations, reports; 6 pm, news. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 10 pm, concert. Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central Daylight Saving.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. Lit Bros. Club.
"Good Morning Glory." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:55 pm.
music; 2-3 pm, 4:30-6, music, talks; 7:30-S pm.
Dream Daddy. Wed, 8-11 pm, entertainment. Fri,
8-10:50, entertainment; 1 am, Club. Eastern Daylight
Saving.
WDAS. Worcester. Mass. 360 meters. Samuel A. Walte
WDAU, New Bedford. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi. A.
H. Smith. Mon, Wed, Fri, 12:15-12:50 pm. industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm. music. Sun. 11 am-12:30
pm, 7-8 pm, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WD AX, Centerville. Iowa. 360 meters. 500 mi. First
Nat'l Bank. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 244 meters. 300 mi. Fargo
Radio Electric Co. Slogan, "The Biggest Little City
in the World." Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather, 6
pm, baseball. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Sun, 10:30 am, church services.
Central.
WDBC, Lancaster, Pa. 258 meters. Kirk Johnson &
Co.. Inc.
WDBF, Youngstown, O. 261 meters. Robert G.lips, _ PhilWDM. Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 50 mi. Church
of the Covenant. Sun. 11 am, church service; 8 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WDT,
York City, N. Y. 405 meters. Ship Owners
RadioNewService.
WDZ. Tuscola. 111. 278 meters. 10O ml James L.
Bush. Daily ex Sun, every half hour, 8:30 am-12:15
pm, Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
CentraL
WEAA, Flint, Mich. 280 meters. 200 mi. Fallain &
Lathrop. Slogan, "The Vehicle City." No definite
schedule.
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360 meters. 600 mi. Standard
Radio Equip. Co. Daily ex Sun. markets every 30
min. from 8:40 am-12:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 7-8 music.
9:45, weather. Sun, 10:30 am, 7:30 pm, church
services.
Central.
WEAD, Atwood, Kan. 268 meters. N. W. Kansas
Radio Supply Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WEAE, Blacksburg, Va.
360 meters.
Polytechnic Inst.
WEAF. New York City. N. Y. 492 meters. 1,500 mi.
A. T. & T. Co. Slogan. "The Voice to the Millions." Tues, Wed. Thurs, Fri. 11-12 am, 4:30-5:30
pm,
7:30-10.
Daylight
Saving.Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, 7:30-10. Eastern
WEAG. Edgewood, R. I. 231 meters. Nicholas-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH, Wichita. Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. Wichita
Board of Trade. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am. 9. 10. 11. 12
pm. 1, reports. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert. Every third

Sun, 8 pm. concert.
Central.
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y. 286 meters.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermilion, S. D. 360 meters. Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAK. St. Joseph, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. Julius
B. Abererombie.
Daily ex Sun, 5:15-6 pm.
Central.
WEAM, North Plainfield, N. J. 252 meters. 75 mi.
Burough of N. Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music,
police news, etc. Eastern.
WEAN. Providence. R. I. 273 meters. 50 ml The Shepard Stores. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7,
music, weather, concerts. Tues, Thurs, 8:15-10, concert. Wed, Sat, 7-8 pm, concert. Sun, 10:45-11:30 am,
7:30-8:45 pm, church service. Eastern Daylight SavWEAO, Columbus, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ohio
State Univ. Daily ex Sun, 1 :30 pm, 4, reports,
music
Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert.
Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 360 meters. 50 mi. Mobile Radio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:45 pm, music. Sun.
3-3:30 pm, church service. First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central.
WEAR, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 200 mi. News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7. weather,
music, news.
Tues. Thurs, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Hecht Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Wed, Fri, 7-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAU,
Sioux City, la, 360 meters. 300 mi. Davidson
Bros. ex
Co.Sun,
Slogan,
Heart
Com Belt
Daily
9 am, "The
10, 11,
1 pm.of 5,themarkets,
news ".
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun 7-9 pm.
CentraL
WEAY, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1.580 mi. Will
Horwitz (Iris Theater.) Slogan. "Where All the
Oceans Meet All the Railroads." Daily ex Sun
11 am, dinner hints, news; 12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm
time; 2:30 pm, music; 6 pm. news. Wed, Fri. 8-10
pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church services; 9
pm, concert.
Central.
WEB, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. S00 mi. The Benwood Co., Inc. Tues, 9-10:30 pm. Wed, 8-9:30 pm
Sat, 7:30-9 pm. 11 pm-1 am.
Central.
WEV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Still
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues. Thur, 8 pm, concert. Central.
WEW,
tral. St- Louis. Mo. 261 meters. 200 mi. St Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2, 5 pm, reports. CenWFAA, Dallas, Tex. 476 meters. 1,^00 mi. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Slogan. "Working For
All Alike." Daily, 10 am, reports: 12:30-1 pm,
•address; 6:15-7, bedtime story; S:30-9:30, music. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm,
bible class; -9:30-10:30 pm, music
Central
WFAB, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 100 ml C. F.
Woese.
No definite schedule.
WFAF, Poughkcepsie, *N. Y. 273 meters. H C
Spratley Radio Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WFAG, Waterford. N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi. Radio
Engineering Lab. Wed. Sat, 7:45-10 pm, concert.
Sun. 2-4 pm. church service.
Eastern.
WFAH,
Port Arthur, Tex. 360 meters. 100 mi Elec
Co.
Supply Co.
Tues, Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAJ, Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
WFAM, St. Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. 100 mi. Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, markets.
Mon, Wed, 7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAN. Hutchinson, Minn. 360 meters. 300 mi
Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the Ten
Minn."
11:57-12:20.
time,Thousand
weather.Lakes
Tues.of Wed,
8:30Daily,
pm,
concert.
Sun. 2:30 pm.
Central.
WFAQ. Cameron, Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi. Cameron
Radio Co. and Mo. Wesleyan College.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 360 meters. 400 mi. Argus
Leader. Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 12:15 pm. 1:30,
2:30, reports, music Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Fri 11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAV, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
Nebr. Slogan, "The Home of the Cornhuskers."
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 12:40 pm, weather. Thurs, 8
pm, concert.
Central.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. 1.000 mi. Strawbridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 10 am, reports;
1 pm, news; 2. music; 3-4:30, concert; 7-7:30
children's hour. Tues. Thurs, S pm, conceit. Wed,
10:30 pm, dance music. Sun, 9:30 pm, organ recital,
alternating 10:30 am, 7:30, church services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGAF, Tulsa, Okla.
360 meters.
Goller Radio Servtee.
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. 248 meters. 35 mi. Lancaster
Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Slogan, "Garden
Spot of U. S. A." Mon, Wed, Fri. 7:30-9 pm. conEastern.cert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla.
360 meters.
Cecil E. Llovd.
WGAQ, Shreveport, La. 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 8. music.
Sun. 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WGAR,
America.Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. Southwest
WGAU. Wooster, O. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa. 261 meters. 300 mi. Ernest C.
Albright. Slogan, "The home of the world's largest
railroad shops." Tues. Wed, 9-11 pm, music Sun,
9-10:30 pm. music.
Eastern.
WGAX, Washington C H., O. 360 meters. 75 ml.
Radio Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, music, news;
9:30 pm, concert, news. Sun, 10:30 pm, sermon.
Central.
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 100 mi. North
Western Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am. weather;
4:30, news. Mon. Thurs, 8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 3
pm. music.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. South
Bend Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 9-9:30 am. household
hints, menus; 5-5:30 pm, music Tues, Thurs, Sat,
7-8 pm, music.
Central
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa. 360 .meters. Register and
Tribune.
Slogan,
"The Convention
City."
Tues, Sun,
Fri.
7:30 pm, entertainment.
Sat, 10 pm,
music.
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi.
Am. Radio & Research Corp. Slogan, "Amrad. the
Voice reports,
of the codes.
Air." Daily
Daily, ex5-6:45
Hour,
Sun, pm.
Mon, Children's
8 :30 pm,
concert. Tues, Fri, 3 pm. Amrad Women's Club.
Sun, 4-5 pm, 8:30. church services; 9, concert.
Eastern Daylicrht Saving.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 2,000 mi. Thos.
F. J. Howlett. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:45-11:30 pm,
concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WGM.

Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed. 6-7 pm,
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music Sun, 3:304:30 pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Wed,
12-1 am, concert.
Central.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. 319 meters. 1,000 mi. Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The City of Opportunity."
Daily ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather; (Mon, Thurs. agriograms) ; 2:30, 3:30, 5. music, reports; Mon, Wed, Fri,
8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm, vesper services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGV, New Orleans. La. 350 meters. 400 mi. Interstate Elec Co. Slogan, "Where the Mighty Mississippi Makes a Crescent Near the Gulf." Mon,
Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, 12-1, music, talks. Sat, 7:30-8:30
pm.
CentraL
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 380 meters. 1,000 mL
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 5, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 1-1:30
pm, 7:45, concert. Fri, 10:30 pm, special. Sun. 9:30
am, 6:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 1,000 ml Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather.
Mon,
CentraLWed, Fri, 7:30 pm, lectures, news, agriograms.
WHAA, Iowa City, la. 263 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Iowa.
No regular schedule.
CentraL
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 ml Clark
W. Thompson Co. Slogan, "The Gateway to the
Southwest
America."
ex
Sun. 9:45andam,Treasure
11, 3:30 Island
pm. 5, of
reports,
music, Daily
news.
Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainment Sun, 11 am, 7:30
pm.
church
service.
Central.
WHAC, Waterloo. la. 360 meters. 150 mi. Cole Bros.
Elec Co. Daily, 6 pm, news, sports. Mon. Wed.
Fri, 9:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central.
WHAD. Milwaukee. Wis. 2S0 meters. 1.000 mi. Marquette Univ. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm,, music, entertainment. Central.

WHAG, Cincinnati, O. 222 meters. 100 ml. Univ of
Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAI,
mi.
Radio
.vfflA.H' Davenport,
J°Plin. M»- la.360 360
meters.meters.Hafer 30 Supply
Co
.Equip. Clarksburg,
& Mfg. Co. W. Temporarily
discontinued.
WHAK,
Va. 360 meters.
Roberts Hdwe
Co.
50 mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAL, Lansing, M;ch. 248 meters. 200 mi. The Capital News. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:55 4 -30
2:30 pm.
Rochester.
Univ. Sun.'
of
Mon.
Wed, Central.
Fri. 7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight.
WHAM.
Rochester,
N. Y.
360 meters.
Otto &
WHAP,
Decatur. 111.
360 meters.
100 m
Sunns.
No definite schedule.
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 242 meters. 75 mi
Semmes Motor Co. Mon, 7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
Eastern.
Radio &Atlantic
Elect. City,
Co.
WHAR,
N. J. 231 meters. Paramount
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 ml. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun 4-5
pm, 7:30-9. Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church service. Mon night, silent.
Central.
WHAV, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wilnungton Elec. Spec. Co. Slogan, "The First Broaddefinite casting
schedule.
Station of the First City of the State." No
WHAY, Huntington, Ind. 360 meters. 75 mi. Huntington Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m-12:30. weather,
3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather, sports
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, concert.
Sun. 3 pm, sermon;
4 pm, concert.
CentraL
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y. 380 meters. 2,000 ml Rensselaer
Polytechnic Inst.
Slogan, Staion
"Transcontinental
International
Broadcasting
Located at and
the
Oldest School of Engineering." Club, R. P. I. Mon,
9-10:30 pm, music. Transcontinental second Monday
of each month. 12-1:30 am, music.
Eastern.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 1.000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Electric SchooL Slogan. "Heart of
America." Daily ex Sun. 8:25 am, 9:25, 10:25 11:25
concert.
12:25 pm,Central.
3, reports. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm,
WHO,

Morgantown,
W. Va. W. Va. University. Temporarily discontinued.
WHK, Cleveland, O. 360 meters. 300 mi Warren R.
Cox. Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30 pm,
4-4:30, music; 6-6:30, news, music Wed, Sun, 8-9:55
pm, sermon, concert.
Eastern,
WHN, Brooklyn, N. Y. 360 meters. 250 mi. Associated Broadcasters, Inc. Slogan, Station of the
Sunrise TraiL" Daily ex Sun, 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm
2:15-3:15, 3:45-5:30. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30-12 pm.
Tues. Thurs, Fri, 9:30-12:00 pm Sun, 9:30-10:30 am,
3-6 pm, 9:30-12 pm. Eastern.
WIAB, Rockford, IU. 252 meters. 50 mi. Joslyn
Automobile Co. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music
Mon, Thurs, 8-9 pm. Sun, 12-1 pm, church services
Central.
WIAC, Galveston. Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat, evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 254 meters. 20O mi. Ocean
City Tacht Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAF, New Orleans, La 234 meters. 300 mi G A.
DeCortin.
Tues, Central.
8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am.
church services.
WIAH, Newton. la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Continental
Radio & Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm. music, news.
Sun, 10:45-12 m, church services.
Central.
WIAI, Springfield. Mo. 253 meters. 300 mi. Heer
Stores Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, reports, news,
weather. Tues. Thurs. 7:30-8:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15
pm, music, entertainment.
Central.
WIAJ,
Wise 360 meters. Fox River Vallra
Radio Neenah,
Supply Co.
WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 278 meters. 300 mi. Daily
Journal-Stockman. Daily ex Sun, 7:45 am. 0:10.
10:20, 12 m, 1:30 pm, 3:50. markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 200 mi. School
of Engineering. Slogan, "In the Land of the Sky
Blue Water." Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri, 10-10:30 am,
11:30-12 m, music, news; 5-6 pm, news; 7-7:30, music.
Central.
WIAQ.
Marion. Ind.
360 meters.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky. 360 meters. 150 mi. Paducah
Evening Sun. Slogan, "Howdy Folks, This is WIAR,
a realcert,Live
Daily ex Sat, Sun, 7-8 pm. conlecture,Wiar."
etc. Central.
WIAS, Burlington, la. 360 meters. 400 mi. Hawk-Eye
Home Elec. Co. Slogan, "Burlington, On The
Mississippi"
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Central.
WIAT, Tarkio. Mo.
360 meters.
Leon T. Noel.
WIAU, ingsLeBank.Mars, la. 360 meters. Am. Trust & SavWIAV,
Binghampton, N. Y. N. Y. Radio Lab.
Elec Co.
WIAW,
Saginaw, Mich. 360 meters. Saginaw Radio &
WIAY, Washington, D. C. 224 meters. 200 mi. Woodward & Lothrop. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm,
music. Tues, Fri, 6:45 pm, reports. Mon, Sat, 8-10
pm, concert.
Eastern.
WIK. McKeesport, Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. K. & L.
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 630-7 pm. Tues. Thurs.
9:30-10:30
pm.
Sun. 1:30-2:30 pm and 6:30-7 pm.
Eastern.
WIL, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 100 m1 Continental Elec Supply
entertainment.
Eastern.Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm.- music,
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 509 meters. 2.000 mi. Gimbel
Bros.
Progress."
Sun.
1-2 pm,Slogan,
3-4:30,"Watch
6-6:45,Itsmusic;
7-7:30 Daily
pm. ex
bedtime
stories. Tues, Thurs, 8-10 pm, concert. Tues, Sat,
10:10-12 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services,
ptarting June 3. every alternate week: fill in weeks,
4:30 pm, concert. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WIZ, Cincinnati, O. 360 meters. 200 mi. Cino Radio
Mfg. Co. Daily Central
ex Sun, Daylight
12 m, 3:30
pm, 7-8, reports,
entertainment.
Saving.
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 800 mi. Am. Elec.
Co. Mon, Thurs. 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special. Sun.
8-9 pm, church services.
Central.
WJAD,
Radio
news,
church

Waco,
Tex. Lab.
360 meters.
mi. 4-4:30
Jackson's
Engineering
Daily ex500Sun,
pm.
music.
Fri, 8-9, concert. Sun. 11-12 am,
service. Mon,
Central.
WJAF, Muncie, Ind. 200 mi. Muncie Press and Smith
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3 :30-4 pm, news, music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm. music. Sun,
10-12 am, 2-3:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Norfolk
Daily News. Daily ex San, 12:15 pm, 5, 5:30, reports.
Central.
WJAJ, Davton, O. 360 meters.
Y. M. C. A
WJAK. Stockdale, O. 360 meters. 250 mi. White
Radio Lab. Slogan, "WJAK, of the Buckeye State."
Daily9Mon, Thurs, 11 am, 4 pm, news, music. Thurs,
Tues,
10:30 pm, dance music. Sat, 4 pm, bible lesson.
Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAM, Cedar Rapids, la, 26S meters.
50 mi.
Perham.
"Cereal
of the World."
ex Sun, 9 Slogan,
am, 10:30,
12:15,Citymarkets,
reports.
Wed. Fri, 7:15 pm, music
Sun. 2:45 pm.
Central.
D. M.
WJAN, Peoria. IU. 280 meters. 300 mi. Peoria Star.
music.ex
Slogan, "The Grandview City of Hlinois." Daily
Sun, 9:15 am, 10:30, 1:30 pm, markets, weather agriCentral. ograms; 5:30, sports. Tues, 9:15-10:45 pm, concert.
WJAP. Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 200 mi. Kelley
Duluth Co. Mon, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music. Mon,
Thurs, Sat. 10:30-12 midnight. Sun. 11-12 m, pipe
organ, 12-1 pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 200 mi. Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central.
WJAR, Providence, R. I. 360 meters. 600 mi. The
Outlet Co. Slogan, "The Gateway of Southern >ew
England." Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 1-2:30 pm, 5-8.
Mon, Tues,
Thurs.
7-8 pm. Fri, S-10 pm, concert.
Eastern
Daylight
Saving.
WJAS.

Pittsburgh. Pa. 360 meters. 150 ml Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (Pittsburgh Leader).
Daily ex Sun. 11:30-12 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon. Wed.
Fri. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WJAT, Marshall, Mb. 360 meters. 100 mi. KrtleyCentral. Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:15-5:45 pm. conVawter cert.Jewelry
WJAX, Cleveland. O. 390 meters. 1.000 mi t nlon
Trust Co. Slogan. "The Wave From Laki Erie.
Daily ex Sat pm and Sun. 9-9:45 am. 10-10:45 2-2:45
pm, 3-3:45. music, financial reports, news. Tues,
7:30-9:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment
Eastern.
next
(Theweek.)
third part of the station schedules will appear
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PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 7)
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 448). 7:00-8:00 P. M..
Talk. lUvkw.U Stephens: TbS, '•Clfcus Dayf,
J. «■
C.<1.- Talk •■China aiul tho Chinese," \\ . 1L t.llos.
SKJO- 10*0 P. M.. Concert, LaSalle Orchestra: Dawn
Hulbort. s.n>rano: Jaroslav Goqa,
„., ,.lv.
talk
L.lurtttonal
M.. 'cellist.
WOC (Central. 484). 3:30P. P.
M.. Chimes concert: 6:30
Karl G. St.-i>haii; 5:45
WOO TEMttrn.
"Daylight Saving. 509), I M»- 1 1 30 A. M..
Orjan recital. Mary B. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P.M
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra.
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital. Mary b. » «Kt : 7-45
Ailelpula Concert OrchesHotel
Dinner
P. M.
tra: 8:30
P. M..music.
Musical
prottram.
Schmeman •
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 3:00 P. M.. Concert,
Band 7:00 P. M., News Orchestra: Musical program,
pupils of Gray Fowler's and BassiUlos A. Kyros.

Friday, July 27
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert "The Merry Wives of Windsor." Star Orchestra: "Were You to Call." Sydney Walsh, tenor;
"Ave Maria." Mannle Roth, violinist: "Beautiful
Spring." Orchestra; "A Little Coon's Prayer." Sydney Walsh: "Sommeil." Mannle Both; 'A Ball
Scene." Orchestra; "My World." Sydney Walsh; "SereOrchestra.
nade."
» •• _^_
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 7:20 P. M.. Concert, "A Fairy
Tale," "Distant Greeting." "Melody, Herbert Sailor, viola; Bert Muslin, tho run Maker.
KGW (Pacific. 492). 330-4:00 P. M.. Talk, "Food
Preservation." Jessie D. McComb; 8:00-8:15 P. M.,
Mrs. Percy R. Kelly, singer: 8:15-9:00 P. M Dance
program. George Olsen's Orchestra; 10:00-11:00 P. M..
Dance
P.
M., program.
Hoot Owls.George Olsen's Orchestra; 11:00-12:00
KHJ (Pacific 395). 8:00-10:00 P. M.. De Luxe program. Charles Henry de la Plate, bass; Lecture. Dr.
JSugene FranciB Storke.
KSD
(Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Opera, "Gypsy Lov»,"
KVW (Central. daylight Saving, 345). 10:00-1130 P. M..
Musical
program. Harry
Cope Gelse,
Harvey's
Herbie
Mlntz. pianist:
pianist.Orchestra;
WBAP
(Central, 476). 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert. CenWBZ
(Eastern. 337). 7:00 P. M., Concert. Mrs. Carl
tral Methodist Church Orchestra.
Eckberg
contralto; Anna Bitcher. pianist; WBZ Trio;
820 P. M., Bedtime story for the Grown-ups, Orison
WDAR^l
Eastern,
Daylight
Saving,
395).
12:00-12:54
P. M . Organ
recital.
Stanley
Theater;
Dinner
music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M., Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, Fen
Sarkozl. director: 7 30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stories.
Dream Daddy; 8:00- 12:00 P. M.. Special features
from Stanley Theater; Song recital: Dance music.
Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra;
Morning Glory Club.
_
.
. ,
WFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1:00 P. M.. Sunday school
lesson "Matthew, the Publican," Dr. Robert Stewart
Hyer, Southern Methodist University; 8:30-9:30 P. M.,
Mrs. Hoyt Braselton. singer: Henrietta Warren, reader.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra: 3:00 P. M.. Recital; 3:45 P. M.. Concert;
630 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
. „„ _
„
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360). 3:00 P. M.,
Amrad Women's Club. Talk. "Canning and Preserving," Mildred G. Barton, Simmons College: 5:00 P. M.,
Girl's story hour, Eunice L. Randall; 830 P. M..
"Silversmith Series," David M. Cheney; Musical proWGY (Eastern, 380). 7:45 P. M.. Minstrel program,
"Emblem of Peace." WGY Orchestra; Ripples from
the Antenna, Georgia Minstrel Boys; "Old L'ncle
Moon," "Don* Go Leabe Me, Honey," Male Quartet;
More Ripples in the Air, Georgia Minstrel Boys:
"Mammy Land," Washington Johnson Lee, baritone;
"Medley of Old-Time Dances," "Medley Echoes from
the South." Orchestra; A Few More Sparks, Georgia
Minstrel Boys; "Mandy Lee." Tambo Jones, tenor:
More Minstrelsy. Georgia Minstrel Boys: "Darling
Nellie Gray," "Swing Along," Quartet; "Medley of
Hornpipes "and Reels," Orchestra; 10:30 P. M.. Musical program. "Grillen," "Song of the Lark." Raymond
Sachse. pianist; "National Apostasy," Raymond
Stine. reader; "New Star Polka," Lloyd Beebe, cornetist; "Standchen." the American Trio: "Valse
Triste," Raymond Sachse, pianist; "Fleurette." Ruth
Cutler, reader; "Salut d' Amour." Leo Kliwen, violinist; "Evensong," Orchestra; "Artist's Dream," Lloyd
Beebe; "Rustic Twilight," Orchestra.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7 30-9:00 P. M.. Concert,
Bay Pfaff's Orchestra; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
_ _
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00 P. M..
Song recital: 6:00 P. M.. Dinner dance music; 6:45
P. M.. "Radio Baseball Dope," Monte Cross, oldtime baseball player; 7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime stor-

Agnes A.lio: "Air da Ballet." Orchestra: "Spanish
Serenade," Jaques Starin; -The Magia of Sour Byes,
vdie; Selection from "Tou're In Love." Orcheac.i
KDKA
(Eastorn. 326). 7:20 P. M.. Concert, "Egmont,"
•Don
Quixote,
Suite in Kimr 1'iirts." "Midsummer
NiglU's Dream." "Swanee ltiver." "Stars aiul SI
Weetlnghouae Band, T. J. Vaatine, director: "Sons of
Russia?' "By the Window/'
"Fall u She.
the
Wanderer,"
"Uird of tho Wilderness,"
H M. Freomim,SerenaU,"
tenor.
KGW (Paoiflc. 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Stories, Aunt Nell;
10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance program; Gcorgo Olsen's Orchestra.
KHJ
(Paoiflc, 395), 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert, under
>n or Graeo Eaton Dow; 2:30-3 30 P. M., MatIneo muslcnle. direction of Graea Eaton Dow; 6:45-7 30
P. M..
M.. DeCluMron's
hour. "uuelo John;"
8:00-10:00
P.
Luxe program.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Concert. Missouri
Theater Talent.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 8:00-8:58 P. M..
Musical program. Copo Harvey's Orchestra; Harry'
Gelse, pianist; 9:05-9:25 P. M., "Under tho Evening
Lamp." Youth's Companion.
PWX (Eastern. 400). 9:00-11:30 P. M., Concert, arranged bv Jose Mauri.
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 7:00 P. M.. Concert. Tereslana
Hianchl, soprano; Florence Martlnelli. pianist; Italo
Bisesti, violinist: 820 P. M., Bedtime story for
Grown-ups. Orison ST. Marden.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address, "Current Methodist
History Comment,"
Clyde Eagleton.
Southern
University:Prof.
830-9:30
P. M.. Martha
}.f. Whltaker, pianist: Walter J. Fried, violinist: 11:0012:00(Eastern,
P. M., Daylight
Concert. Watson's
Specialty
Orchestra.
WGI
Saving, 360),
830 P.
M., Talk.
"New Radio
England
Business
nick:
drama,
AmradProblems."
Players. Arthur R. CurWHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7 30-9:00 P. M.. Musical
Program, Mrs. Harry Roy, soprano: Helen Elizabeth
Spramie, pianist: Arthur Findling, baritone; Morris
Perelmuter. violinist; Philip Plasko, violinist; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 8:00-10:00
P. M„ Dr.
Concert,
War."
NormanLaSalle
Barr. Orchestra; Talk, "Law Not
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M., Educational talk, C.
C. Hall. 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M..
Sandman; 930-1030 P. M., Dance program, P. S. C.
Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), SUM) P. M., Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 7 30 P. M., Concert, Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, July 29
WBZ (Eastern. 337), 7:30 P. M., Church services. Rev.
W. H. Davenport, pastor East Longmeadow Baptist
Church.
WFAA (Central. 476), 2:30-330 P. M., Bible class.
Dr. William M. Anderson, Jr., pastor First Presbyterian Church; 930-10:00 P. M., Choir of the East
Dallas Presbyterian Church, Inez Hudgins, organist;
10:00-11:00 P. M., Concert, Strong & Gibney Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 730 P. M.. Church
services. Arch Street Presbyterian Church; Alton K.
Dougherty,
organist.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360). 4:00 P. M.,
Adventure hour.
Edison
Phonograph
Co.; Youth's
8:30 P. Companion;
M., Address,Concert,
Rev. William
E. Gilroy ; Musicale.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 10:00 A. M., Church services.
Sermon, "Is Modernism Modern?" Rev. B. W. R,
Tayler, St George's Episcopal Church; 6:30 P. M..
Church services. Sermon, "The Christian's Faith
Unshaken," Rev. B. W. R. Taylor, St. George's Episcopal Church.
WHAS (Central, 400), 9:57 A. M.. Organ music; 10:00
A. M.f Church services. Fourth Avenue Methodist
Church, Rev. J. W. Johnson, pastor; Sarah McConathy, organist and choir director; Mrs. Jane Russell
Stakes, soprano; Mrs. Earl W. Surman. contralto:
WT
alterP. Kaegi,
tenor; •"Vinton
Nunemacher,
4:005:00
M., Concert,
Mrs. Pleasant
Brooks,bass;
soprano;
Mrs. Willaim Schultz, contralto; Pleasant Brooks,
baritone.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 730 P. M., Church services, St.
Paul's Cathedral; 2:00 P. M., News Orchestra; 3:00
P. M., Concert, Schmeman'b x>and.

Monday, July 30

SPECIAL
Save

WMAQ
"celitra'l^Daylight
Saving,
7:00-8:00 LaSalle
P. M.
Children's
hour; 9:00-10:00
P. 448),
M., Concert.
Orchestra: Pennsylvania Orchestra.
WOC (Central, 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk,
C. E. Wilent; 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M..
8andman.
, „ „ „
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-1130 A. M..
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra:
4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital. Mary E. Togt; 7:45
P M.. Dinner dance music. Hotel Adelphia Roof
Garden Orchestra: 830 P. M., Song recital; 8:45-10:50
P. M.. Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden
Orchestra. Ray Miller, director: 11:10 P. M., Dance
music Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 3:00 P. M., Concert. Schmeman s
Band; 7*0 P. M.. News Orchestra: Musical program,
pupils of Gray Fowler's and Bassillios A. Kyros.

LOUD SPEAKER

At All

Dealers

Price — $5.00
EMIL

Send

Dept.

Permits infinite control of "A" battery current, utilizing the tuning possibilities of
the vacuum tube itself.

Ask Your Dealer

Robert Woolley; "Caro mio ben," Ethel Krautter;
"Craciovienne Fantasy." Mildred Hilton.
WHAS
(Central,
4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson
Theater400).
Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M.,
Artists' recital, violin and piano: 6:45 P. M., "Radio
Baseball Dope." Monte Cross, old-time baseball star;
7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program. The Zoo Grand Opera Co. ; Concert, Roger Hill
Company.
Dance
Orchestra; 9:45-10:15 P. M.. Zoo Grand Opera

WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30 A. M.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00 P. M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:458:30 P. M., Dinner dance music; Hotel Adelphia
Roof Garden Orchestra; 8:30-930 P. M., Concert,
Woo Orchestra, Robert E. Goldert. director; Vocal
selections. 9:30 P. M., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt..

Ampere Hours of Batteries

Storage battery capacities are rated by
their manufacturers in ampere hours.
Thus, theoretically, a 60-ampere-hour cell
will supply 6 amperes of current for about
10 hours, three amperes for about 20
hours, or one ampere for about 60 hours.
In practice, however, as the discharge rate
is increased the capacity of a single charge
is reduced, and a 60-ampere-hour battery
would deliver 10 amperes for approximately only five hours instead of six.

SUMMER
SAVING
MELCO
RECEIVER
Regular
List. .Price
$35
price
of only.
«P-»-' »0\J

Two-stage

amplifying

unit

for

use

with

the

Money

R.

WRITE

FOR

AMSCO

DESCRIPTIVE

Fairbanks

ft §m amm-rn
SPECIAL

NEW

YORK

6298

WnilUM Storage
2YF1 ClAfl
Battery for WD-

11 and WD-1Z Tubes. Will givetfe
200 HOURS on single charge. ... V**

World-Radio-Batteries
Are unconditionally guaranteed
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the perform*
ance and quality of the Battery.
6 Volts— 100 Amps.,
6 Volts — 60 Amps.,
6

$10.00
Amps.,
$12.50

Volte— 80

$14.50
$16.00

6 Volts— 120 Amps.,

Full Rating Guaranteed
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.
WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION. OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH
ORDER.
ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, 111.

^1 1

Inc.

Building

Order

Barclay

I

BOOKLET

PRODUCTS,

DECLYNE
D

'CI

Melco-4C0, also regularly costing $35, now only
*P-*-' •»-'"
The Melco Type 40O Radio Receiver
covers all broadcasting ranges thoroughly
from 165 to 600 meters and assures a great degree of selectivity on the average
small outdoor aerial. The Melco is the ideal summer set because it is least
affected by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back guarantee.
Shipped immediately on receipt of purchase price — F. 0. B. N. Y.

Broome & Lafayette Street

World Radio
Batteries
SAVEY0U
50%

proven the
FIL-KO-STAT
best for all
makes of vacuum tubes.

The Ideal Control

A great many hook-ups are presented to
the fan; unless he uses care and studies In addition, the usual plate variometer is
the primary and secondary cirmuch in making a circuit, he will be dis- used. Both
cuits use varable condensers for wave
appointed with results. The diagram shows length tuning. — Edward Clein, Atlanta, Ga.
another circuit; it is not entirely new;
however, if the fan who makes this exercises good judgment in the selection of apGround Connections
paratus, he will be surprised at the results.
For tiontheshould
best
ground
connecThe set is very selective.
be results
made tothesome
conducting
The circuit is another one of the double area on about the same level as the reregenerative types. Two variocouplers are
ceiver. A steam or hot water heating sysused — one for the usual primary and sectem give a good ground. Avoid a long
ondary tuning unit, another for regenera- ground wire, as this gives height and lack
tive feedback between the plate and grid. of selectivity without compensating additional signal strength. This is an important point when the receiver is installed
5:55 P. M., Talk. "Affairs of the Heart," Hetsy Lo- in an upper floor of a building such as an
Song recital; 730-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stories,
Dream gan;Daddy.
apartment. In this latter case the piping
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M., system of the building will furnish a good
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Concert; 3:45 P. M., Song and ground. Never run a separate wire down
piano
recital;Stratford
630 P. Orchestra.
M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
to the tenna
ground
floor.where
The wires
anand ground
they from
approach
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program.
"Scherzo in B Flat Minor," Mildred B. Hilton, pian- the receiver should be separated as much
ist; "Sometimes at Twilight," Ethel Krautter. so- as possible and the receiver should be
prano; "Country Gardens," Milton Hilton; "The
placed as near as possible to the point
Fool," Robert Woolley, reader; "Faded Love Let- ing.
ters," Ethel Krautter, soprano; "Cantique d'Amour,"
where the antenna wire enters the buildMildred Hilton, pianist; "St. Peter at the Gate."

PONT PASS TH1S-BUY.T

oratory

HL-KO-STAT

POTENTiontTEH-

15 Park Row
Room 2525
NEW YORK CITY

Tests and Actual Use have

Guaranteed
(No Disks to Break)

REGENERATOR

Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.

PROVEN
EFFICIENCY
Lab

FIBRE

10-inch Bell HORN
with Standard Attachment; Complete. Height 24
inches.
Colors. Black,
Mahogany and Olive Green.

Saturday, July 28
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert "5Iay-Day." Star Orchestra; "Vissi D'Arte,
Agnes Adie. soprano; "Minuet."
Jaques Sterin. 'cellist- "Orientale," Orchestra; "A Kiss in the Dark.

WOOD

DOUBLE

at distributor's (Dl^ PA

From
Manufacturer to Consumer
the Difference

GENUINE

SELECTIVE

on Type 400

WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 395),
12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-

Direct
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J^onet) faming Opportunity
J_JERE is your chance to cash in on your spare time.
-*■summer.
-*■ A special offer is being made to you for the
YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.
WORK is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends, enrolling their names on our large family roll
of readers.
WRITE at once for our proposition which is yours for
the asking.
Address
Circulation Manager, Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
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Understand Your Set
To Know the Why of a Set Is Gratifying
ONE OF the foundation stones of this republic of
ours is the broad principle that all men are created
equal. It requires, however, but a few years of living to
convince one that this principle, if it is to be accepted as
true, must be subjected to several limitations. Similarly,
it may be said that Radio broadcasting is intended for
everybody, intended but not realized yet.
Now the thousands of Radiophans who listen with keen
enjoyment nightly to the programs of their favorite stations may be surprised when they are told that the
amount of pleasure they receive -from their sets could be
increased many times if Only they would make the slight
effort to understand something of the principles underlying the operation of their sets. Even a very slight
knowledge of the whys and wherefores of tuning, for example, will place the possessor in a position superior to
that of one who knows merely enough to turn the dials
until he happens upon some station that he wants to hear.

Period of Poor Reception Passed
Stations Will Now Come in with Increasing Ease
GOOD news for Radiophans is the announcement by
scientists that the period of poorest reception has
just passed, and that from now on distant stations will
come in with increasing ease and frequency.
The cycle of audibility, as scientific men designate
the ability to receive Radio signals at different periods
of the year, begins to drop during the month of March
rather rapidly and reaches its lowest point during the
middle of June. After June 15 reception begins to
improve, until maximum audibility is reached in winter.
Reception of long distance stations during the remainder of the summer will be possible about twenty-five days
each month. Toward the middle of October fans may
figure on getting back to highest efficiency in tuning in
the elusive far-away broadcasts.
Due to the use of better equipment and short aerials,
very little interference has been noted by fans even
during the period of lowest audibility, and Radio reception has been almost as good as during the winter. The
broadcasting stations have suffered far more from the
summer weather than have the owners of receiving sets.
Most of the local stations have had to shut down occasionally because of heavy charges of electricity from
the air getting into the transmitting tubes.

Sets for Outdoor Use
Improvements Make Summer Radio Possible
TWO ELEMENTS of Radio receiving sets which have
been perfected during the last year or two have gone
far to help in making it convenient and satisfactory to
use Radio receiving sets outdoors. The first of these is
the dry battery tube, that is, electron tube detectors
and amplifiers which require only a small dry battery
rather than a heavy storage battery to light the filaments. The second improvement is the development of
more satisfactory loud speakers which furnish a considerable volume of sound without undesirable distortion. Thus
it is possible now with small portable receiving sets which
can be purchased or which can be fairly easily assembled, to receive satisfactory Radio broadcasting while
camping, boating or motoring. It is a noteworthy fact
that exploring parties now take Radio receiving sets with
them for the dual purpose of furnishing amusement during the evening hours at camp and for receiving time
signals with which to cheek their chronometers.
It must be recognized that Radio transmission conditions are not as good in the summer as in the winter.
Transmission range is decreased so that it is not possible
to hear the distant station which can be received in the
winter. The presence of atmospheric disturbances or
static often makes it difficult to hear weak signals; reliance must be placed on stations which are near and
powerful enough to produce loud sounds from the receiving set. Fortunately it is not necessary to rely entirely on distant stations since there is now more than
licensed broadcasting stations in the United States.

Friends and readers of Indi-Gest, meet Mike (left)
and Izzy (right), trained antenna raiser chimpanzees,
for the great nameless Walla Walla station of this Radioknut column. Inasmuch as our contributors failed to
contribute enough printable and sad jokes to fill the
column this week, we were asked by Mike and Izzy if
we would give them a little free publicity. As was remarked in an issue previously, they are very intelligent,
both having been fired from the Harvard zoo on the same
day, less than three feet apart.
After seeing the above picture they said indignantly, in
chorus, ' ' Why, you 've made monkeys outa us ! "
Another cute thing they do (see picture), is hang on
the frame of their picture. Asked why they did this,
Mike replied, "The matter has been called to my attention that you print your paper Indi-Gest on a rotary
press and print over 100,000 copies, so I didn't want to
fly off the roller. ' ' Izzy had a much more simple explanation. (He is very simple.) He answered, "I just
had a temporary ether wave put in my tail, and I didn 't
want to change the wave length. ' '
To prove their excellent education, listen in on the following conversation :
Mike : "Who invented Radio anyhow?"
Izzy : "Macaroni, but not anyhow.
He Just
Invented it anyway."
Mike:
"Why, oh why did he do it?"
Izzy : "Because he had a corner on the
spaghetti tubing market and wanted to round
(Curtain.)
All of which goes to prove they don 't' know anything.
it off."
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as Spark
BY GOSH

Beginners

Amateurs,

Etc.

A very useful toy,
And when it 's awfully white and hot,
yomeunt,hear — Oh joy!
The ththine gsfila
FIS for

They're Priceless and Not Mailable

Dear Indi : Please send me a special prize for NOT constructing the Stebbins Sooper. I won't try it for three
reasons: (1) being a model young man, I don't want a
Degenerative
set; (2 )I don't like soup; (3) I haven't
the
parts.
H. M. R.got
(P. S.) — Where can I buy the parts?

Good
Dear
Column.

Enough for Indi-Gestion

Indi : Here's my contribution ; hope I make
Shoot this on your Chef :
RADIO BANQUET MENU
ENTREES
Socket Salad, Flewelling Dressing
Aerial Sauce with Browned Galena
DRINK
MEAL
Drops from- Grid-Leak,
(99%)
Boiled Variometers
Mashed Condensers
Fried Name Plates
Burned "B" Batteries
Hot Solder with Paste
DESSERT
Iced Binding Posts
TO ORDER
Hot Filaments on Toast
Potato Cord Chips

the

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Adjust your headsets and then slip off into a sound
sleep. ' ' Sound ' ' it will be. You may never have learned
to speak French, Japanese or Russian during your waking
moments, but just allow the subconscious mind to lay
hold of addresses in these strange tongues and when you
come to, your family will be amazed to find a linguist in
their midst. Code is learned in a very short time, we are
told, if we will only follow this course. Would it teach
silent periods?
After reading Mr. Brady's articles in this paper on
the present patent tangle, as applied to Radio, you will
be convinced that the commercial phase needs some adjustment to prevent complete control by a single group.
Not so much publicity has been given to this particular
feature of late and it is well that some facts be brought
to our attention. It is quite proper to refer to the difficulties met in the automobile industry and their subsequent solution. Much that applied there has aqual concern with this newer industry; possibly may be corrected
in the same manner.
We may find a great many uses for our receiving sets
to yield
of labor.
is reported
man hassaving
invented
an alarmIt clock
which that
servesa Frenchits evil
purpose when a certain wave length leaves Eiffel tower.
Why not have Radio open the drafts on your heater next
winter in the early morning hours, so that the house
will be warm when you wish to get dressed? Use it to
put out the lights at night when Arlington warns your
daughter's caller to be up and going! A Radio razor
(safety) would be a valuable asset.
Station WRAD has indeed made a record of which
it may be proud. Only a ten-watt station, yet it has been
heard in thirteen states and in Canada. It is located at
Marion, Kansas. It is one thing to be picked up at a great
distance «n rare occasions and quite another to be consistently heard in far states. A record of equal interest
is that made by a station in California which was picked
up through interference six thousand miles away, and
only one-half kilowatt used. This latter may lead to important discoveries.
There are those who still contend that the broadcasting
of church services has a tendency not for the best.
They should not lose sight of the many instances where,
except for Radio, there would be no chance to hear preaching. A new recruit to the ranks of listeners in to religious
meetings is that lumberjack who is getting a loud speaker
for the benefit of his fellows in camp. He had lived eleven
years without hearing a single church service.

O. S. Cillatoe.

Resting here is John
McGuttcheon Fast
Who made a high Hive
From, his antenna mast.
DearThey
Indi :Don't
Please Grow
refer thisBananas
missive to in
yourAlaska
R. E. I set
up my Stebbins Degenerative set and had to erect an aerial.
I hooked one end of the wire to the house and the other
to a banana tree. (I live in Alaska.) The first music to
come through was "Yes, we have no bananas today." Rita
Howcom?
M.

Looking Ahead
Awards in the Name Contest Next Week— Indi-Gest next issue
will carry full, complete and total returns and awards in the
Walla Walla broadcasting station call contest. The beautiful,
brass, round, beveled edge switch point must be awarded as
much of the lacquer is coming off. Who will obtain this super
excellent accessory?
Buy 10c.
Indi-Gest next week from your most
inconvenient
newsdealer,

The matter of Radio broadcasting in Italy seems to be
taking a turn for the better. Although much has been
said of the desirability of having the Italian government
look with favor on a plan to foster broadcasting stations,
nothing came of it until the progressive Premier took
charge of the case himself. It is hard to conceive of the
covery.
nation which gave birth to Marconi holding back in anything pertaining to this great branch of scientific disRules applying to the use of Radio during war time
have been formulated and published. The Commission of
Jurists at the Hague having this decision to make apparently covered every phase of the subject and produced regulations which it would be difficult to misinterpret. Rules of conduct by nations at war have been
ignored, as all of us recall, but Radio has not reached
the stage where it may operate without nearly everybody
listening in, consequently the chances of avoiding detection when violating these rules are very slim. Efforts
to perfect secret transmission will no doubt increase.
There is much to learn in this broad field.
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for Beginners in Radio

First Steps

Chapter XI, Part I — Super Regeneration
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
DEGINNERS will find the accompanying
** series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XI, Part II— Super Regeneration.
Chapter XII— Reflex
tion.

Circuit

modified circuit that can be readily assembled by the experimenter. The contents
for the various parts are given in the illustration. It will be seen that the first tube
is in a regenerative circuit, the plate being
coupled to the grid circuit by a tickler coil.

we must make a compromise. It is logical
that the longer the building-up process is
allowed to go on the louder will be the signals, but since the checking point will then
be further apart, they occur at an audible
frequency.
When we check them at a fre-

Opera-

Chapter XIII — About
Headsets
and
Loud Speakers.
Chapter XIV— Batteries Used in Radiophony.

mention of the word supermere
THE
ation
gives rise to ideas and
regener
dreams of the Master Set that will
eventually be evolved from the maze of circuits now in use and make possible the reception from every station on the face of
the old world. And although it promised
much, the three tube set as originally described by Armstrong seems to have fallen
down when taken in hand by the amateur
and even by the more experienced men in
Radio. This is no reflection on the efficiency of the circuit, but simply means
that much work must be done before the
more complicated circuits are made simple
enough for the average man to handle.
Theory of Super-Regeneration.
The theory of super-regeneration is so
simple that it is strange it was not thought
Since the ^first days of regenof long ago. receivers
it was noticed that when
erative
the coupling between the tickler and the
grid was made too close the set howled.
This was due to the plate current feeding
back into the grid, the added negative
charge on the grid further varying the
plate current, which again reacted on the
grid more forcibly. In this manner the
currents built up to such a strength that
the tube went into self-oscillation and

Figure 47 — The one tube flivver that has given good results
The second tube is connected to form an oscillator, the plate being closely coupled to
the grid with a condenser in the grid circuit
to control the amount of energy reaching
the grid and thus the intensity of the oscillations. The grid of the second tube is connected through a filter to the grid of the
first tube. This filter keeps the received
currents from reaching the grid of the oscillator tube.
The action can be described in this manner: When the tubes are lighted a high
whistling note is heard in the receivers.
This is due to the oscillations in the second
tube taking place at audible frequency.
On adjusting the variable condenser across
the primary coil of the first tube a series of
harmonic notes will be heard, due to the
beat action between the oscillatory currents in both tubes.

I0OT
250T

\Soot

quency above audibility the first tube cannot build up as long, and a loss in signal
strength results. The usual practice then
is to have the checking occur at such a rate
that a faint high pitched whistle is constantly heard in the receivers. By proper
adjustment, this whistle is not annoying
and does not interfere with the received
signals.
Use of Power Tubes.
For the best results, it is necessary to
use power tubes with high voltages on the
plate, although the regular amplifying
tubes can be used with some loss in signal
strength. There is no doubt that this circuit does give excellent results when properly adjusted, but it takes infinite patience
and many hours of testing before one gets
the hang of making all the adjustments
necessary to get results. The writer has
worked for hours over such a circuit,
pulled it apart in disgust and hooked it up
again, determined to make it work before
any results worthy of note were obtained.

ACCORDING

Beg.
Price
CONSISTING OF
$ 1.26 6x14 Formica Panel

howled or screamed. The intensity of this
howling was many times that of any signal
coming in on the set. And everyone would
say, "Gee, if the stuff would only come in
like that."
And why not?
Since this building up of the currents in
the tube is gradual, or step by step, taking
only a very small interval of time, it is
conceivable that we could permit the tube
to build up the currents to a high value
and then check the process and let the
building up begin all over again. Were this
checking to take place at a rate above audibility, the resultant sounds would be unbroken. And this is just what Armstrong
did to produce the super-regenerative circuit.

Now, when a signal is received and the
circuits properly adjusted, the first tube
will tend to regenerate and build up to a
howl, but before the tube can start to howl
the oscillations in the second tube make
the grid too negative and the tube stops
oscillating for an instant, when the current
from the oscillating tube changes its polarity the first tube starts to build up again
and is again checked. In this manner extremely loud signals can be obtained. But

Ritter Loop Aerial $1
Including wood parts — wire and
binding posts. Can be assembled In a few minutes — Portable,
requires little space. 36 inches
across. Interference — Static —
Lightning
Instructionspractically
with everyeliminated.
SET. By
Mail. 10c Extra.
Bitter Radio Company
230 Canal Street,
NEW
YORK

Operation of the Circuit.
The operation of the circuit will be clear
by considering Figure 46, which shows a

Carter "Tu-Way" Plug
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sets; takes all types of tip terminals: fits alt standard Jacks
Does more for a dollar and does it better than
any other plug
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RESULTS

The circuit originally demonstrated by
Armstrong employed one stage of audio
frequency amplification, which introduced
further difficulties. Realizing that the
audio frequency amplifier would amplify
the audible controlling current, it is necessary to filter this out before it reaches the
amplifier, or it will reach an annoying volume.
We can then sum up super-regeneraton
as simply a regenerative circuit which is
prevented from oscillating during one-half
the cycle of the oscillation in a second
tube and permitted to build up during the
other half of the cycle. Therefore, any regenerative circuit that is subject to a
checking potential on its grid at or near
the highest range of audibility will functino as a super-regenerator.
The One-Tube Pliwer.
By combining the source of audio frequency, or, as it is often termed, the variation frequency, in the same circuit with
the tuning inductance we have the one
tube flivver super-regenerator that is making good. This circuit is shown in Figure 47
and consists of a tuned plate regenerative
circuit using a loop aerial with honeycomb
inductances connected in the plate and grid
circuits. The coil in the grid ciruit is a
1,250-turn coil, that in the plate being a
1,500-turn coil. The condenser across the
B battery and coils serves to bypass the
higher Radio frequency currents in the cir(Continued on page 14)
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Control Unit for Dry Cell Tubes
Dry Cell with Rheostat
Mounted on One Base

ALL

PARTS

NECESSARY

IN UNIT

Long Distance Received
with Homemade Loop

When the experimenter desires to keep
his instruments separate, that is, not all
sharing the same panel, but each instrument having an individual base and panel,
PLATE

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

BINDING POST
POST
ANTENNA BINDING
GRID LEAK AND
CON0EM5ER-

THERE are many little kinks worked
out at home that would aid your
fellow Radio worker if only he knew
about them. There are new hook-ups,
new ways of making parts and various
unique ways of operating sets that are
discovered every day. Radio Digest is
very much interested in obtaining such
material. Send them in with full details,
including stamped envelope so rejected
copy may be returned. The work must
be entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
the following is a convenient assembly of
the parts involved directly or indirectly
I am located about 1% miles from the
with the filament-lighting circuit:
A base is made from %-inch board, 6 broadcasting station WAAK (100 watts)
and
about 1 mile in the same direction
inches long and 4 inches wide. A board
broadcasting
station
WCAY
(250
% inch in thickness, 7 inches long and from
4 inches wide will serve for a panel.
ooo ES
These boards are finished smoothly with
sandpaper. The panel is attached to the
base with two screws, and holes are drilled
for the rheostat and binding posts in the
approximate positions shown in the sketch;
screw holes are drilled in the base for
semi-permanent mounting.
A cup for holding the dry cell- in place is
made from the lower end of a cylindrical
cardboard box (such as a mailing tube,
with bottom), which is screwed to the
base, allowing sufficient space on the latter,
next to the panel, to mount the tube-socket.
The panel, base and cup are painted with a
flat-black paint; when the paint is dry,
shellac is applied.
The rheostat, grid condenser and leak,
and the "antenna" and "plate" binding
posts are mounted on the panel; the cup
and tube socket are on the base. Connections are made as follows: From antenna
binding post to GL and condenser, thence
END
OF
PHONE
to grid terminal on socket; from one terminal of rheostat to one filament terminal
EACH END
on socket; from other terminal of rheostat
OF PRIMARY
to dry cell, thence to remaining filament
terminal on socket; from plate terminal on
watts). I had the good fortune one evesocket to plate binding post on panel. —
ning to pick up both stations at once and
George Frederick, Washington, D. C.
with the hook-up mentioned I could tune
out either at will. I can also pick up DX
within a thousand miles. Occasionally I
Insulation Tube
have
picked up NAA time signals without
A good insulation tube for Radio work
coils. — Wm. Luetge, Milcan be made very cheaply by wrapping em- using loading
waukee, Wis.
pire cloth around a cardboard tube. Shellac the cloth and when it becomes sticky,
wrap it around the tube and smooth
out the wrinkles with a cloth. This is
very suitable for a CW transmitter inductance tube. A tube about 8 inches long and
5 inches in diameter can be made for about
twenty cents. — Tecumseh Woodland. Baltimore, Md.
DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE
NOTE: We are the Largest Exclusive Radio
Jobbers In the Middle West

REFLEX

BINDING

Shielding Panels
In making and operating a Radio set, I
found the following plan to be of great
help. After trying tinfoil, which did not
give satisfactory results, either in operation or appearance, I painted the back of
the panel with aluminum paint. I used an
extra large brass washer to insure better
connection
binding
post. between the paint and the
In painting the panel I place the front
flat on the table, so that the paint will
not run into the holes for the shafts of
the instruments. As an added precaution,
I use blotter washers for the shafts and
glue them to the panel.
One of the good features is that the
entire surface can be covered with the
aluminum paint. Another advantage of
the aluminum paint is the lower cost as
compared with aluminum plates. I found
that practically all body capacity was
eliminated.
-Frank Gavitt, Wichita, Kans.

Loose Coupler Used with WD-11

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Beinartz modification yet produced, and is Imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube tube
as no and
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tke set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set Is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive *11 broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BLOCK

^
nipples and turn the other ends into the
cross. Cut the dowel rods to the size required and insert them into the nipples.
The wire spacing should be marked on the
rods and small brass wood screws may be
used for attaching the wires, or holes may
be drilled to receive them.
My present loop measures 18 inches diagonally and has 11 turns of 10-28 litz
wire. With a .001 mfd. variable condenser I am receiving stations within a
1,500-mile radius. — Peter S. Schott, Perth
Amboy, N. J.

^•CTrtr

XT*

g>tanbarb
Jfeberal
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Radio Head Sets

123 W-Madixbnlt.Chicaqo

Federal Standard
Head Sets are made
with 2200 Ohms

for WDH

POST

©

Erla Reflex Transformers

The accompanying sketch shows design
data and diagram of connections for an
outfit which I have been using with greit
success. This hook-up is the result of my
attempt to develop a WD-11 outfit which
would give the maximum control with a
minimum
of instruments.
The primary of the loose coupler is
made with 175 turns of No. 23 enameled
wire with 195 turns of No. 22 sec wound
in the opposite direction on the secondary.
The diameter of the primary is 4% inches
and the length of the coil is 6% inches.
The diameter of the secondary is 3%
inches and the length is 6% inches.

A loop of good appearance can easily be
made of the following materials: 1 polished brass %-inch cross, 4 polished brass
3-inch nipples, 2 or 4% -inch dowel rods,
according to the size of the loop to be
made, 1 piece of bakelite for a binding
post block, 1 desk lamp base, small wood
screws, stain and varnish.
Cut the threads off from one end of the

tubes

Standard, threaded rubber, Willard's
specially adapted for use with WD-11
Tubes. Supply current at 2 volts to
one WD-11 Tube for 210 hours on a
single charge. Rechargeable. Brand
anteed.
new, size 4x5;4x7 inches — Chi-Rad guar-

sistance.
and 3200 Ohms

re-

Federal makes a
complete line of
Standard Radio apparatussonably
— all priced.
reacatalog. for latest
Write

When you buy Federal Head Sets
you obtain the lasting satisfaction that
comes with Radio equipment universally endorsed by engineers and experts.
Years of experience in making communication apparatus enabled Federal
to enter the Radio field with Head Sets
and other Radio apparatus unsurpassed
for efficiency in operation.
Permanent magnets, specially treated
steel, and precision machining of metal
parts are some of the outstanding
features of construction that make
Federal Standard Head Sets the best
you can buy.

2-VoIt Willard Charged. . .$7.50
2-Volt Willard Dry
6.50
These same Willards can be adapted to
deliver 8 volts for pure D. C. for C. W.
Transmitters. Better than a generator
because no filter is necessary. Much
less expensive.

Ask your dealer for Federal Standard Head Sets. If out of
stock he can get them from our nearest office.
Accept no substitute.

In lots of 40 (320 volts) .$160.00
(Better prices on larger quantity)
Specify dry or charged when ordering.

jFetreraltCelepfjone &2Celegrapf) Company
Oldest and largest manufacturers of a complete line of Radio Equipment

ChicagoRadioApparolusCo.
415 S.Deavbom St.. Chicago, III,

Factory: BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Western District Office: 417 South Dearborn

St., Chicago, III.
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Condenser Dial Markings for Wave

Lengths

Types of Condensers and Their Values
By II. J. Marx

Figure 1
IT IS not unusual to receive a letter from for the same wave length. This fixed insome fan who wonders why the dials
ductance value is not unusual; for example,
are not graduated in wave lengths. His the rotor of a variocoupler has no taps,
idea is not unreasonable, and the time is therefore, the inductance value is fixed.
not far off when sets will have wave length Similarly, the loop aerial, unless tapped,
graduated dials instead of just the usual has a fixed inductance value.
zero to one hundred or the angular degree
graduations. There are, however, a number of factors which effect this, of which
the fan usually does not know; it is these
factors that will be discussed in this article.
First, we need not define wave length,
but it is generally known that wave length
is dependent upon the inductance and capacity of the circuit. Expressed in a formula, we have:
W = 59570 V(LxC)
where W = wave length in meters.
L = inductance in milhenries.
C = capacity in microfarads.
Antenna or Primary Circuit
The antenna circuit includes the aerial
and ground, with its capacity and inductance in addition to the tuning units. The
antenna inductance and capacity are not
necessarily fixed values. Both vary to a
limited extent, depending on a number of
conditions; then, again, one fan has an
aerial
feetone
long60 and
feet and
high,50while
another100has
feet 4*0long
feet
high. It is, therefore, impossible to graduate a dial for wave lengths in the primary
circuit. If, however, a loop aerial is used
and its inductance determined, the dial of
the usual tuning condenser can be graduated for wave lengths, but this condition is
parallel to what is taken up under secondary circuits, and will be more fully discussed under that heading. All circuits
operating without an aerial, usually a fixed
or variable inductance incorporated in the
circuit, can also be handled the same way.
Secondary Toning' Circuit
In the secondary circuit there would be
little trouble in having the dials graduated
for wave length. The main condition imposed would be the necessity of a fixed inductance value. Naturally, if the inductance is variable, every change in the inductance would alter the condenser setting

Excepting
VT-I

and

MAIL ORDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

H & H RADIO
GO.
NEWARK, N.

516 Clinton Avenue

<ATwist
oftheWris*

SET

TfELLQWTIF
ADJUSTING

DETECTOR

Finer tuning, clearest possible reception,
constant adjustment until you wish to
change, then — "A Twist of the Wrist —
It's
Set." Write
Excellent
for reflex
circuits.
for folder
and and
nameotherof
your nearest dealer.

The most dependable long-distance Receiver ever assembled in so
small space. Convenient for campers and tourists, yet equally suited
to home use the year-round. Handsome mahogany finished cabinet
14% hi. long, 7^g in- high, 95/£ in. deep at base.
Operates with any of the dry cell tubes as well as with standard 6 volt
tubes. Cabinet will hold three No. 6 dry cells and 22 volt "B" Battery.
Levers in place of dials make tuning easier and accurate. Wonderfully clear, pure-toned reception through headphones — add two stage
amplifier for loud speaker reception. A Radio Engineering triumph.
Price, without tubes or battery, F. O. B. Grand Rapids, $27.00.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you, remit to us and send his
name and address.
Send for list of Michigan Quality Radio Receivers and Parts; variometers, variocouplers, all-range couplers, special rheostats — 50c, potentiometers— 200 ohm and 400 ohm — 60c, etc.
Dealers, the set you have been waiting for to make complete package
"over the counter sales."

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.
Exclusive Factory Representatives

35
J.

$27.00
Long-Distance Wonder Worker
That Tunes Out Local Broadcasting

Increases the Efficiency
of Your Crystal Set!

VT-II

"Midget"

Where a double or even triple honeycomb
coil circuit is used, the secondary circuit is
tuned by means of the variable condenser
shunted across the secondary honeycomb
coil.
If, then, the inductance value is fixed,

CRYSTAL

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES

The Michigan

Figure 3

MICROMETER

/^WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50

Our Latest Triumph

'2

A RADIO OPPORTUNITY
Large Radio concern will offer exclusive Radio
agency, with a complete Radio line, in this locality. A wonderful opportunity for anyone having
retail store, or one expecting to enter the retail
Radio business. Address DIETZEN, Inc., 71
Cortlandt St., New York.

Figure 2
the tuning control being centered in the may be fairly uniform when manufactured,
variable condenser, it is the dial on this handling soon changes positions of plates.
apparatus that can be used to indicate the Many of the plates are stamped out with
wave length for its different positions. rough edges. Unless the metal is carefully
This naturally emphasizes the importance treated, temperature changes will produce
of accuracy and workmanship in its con- warping of the plates. The plates may not
struction.
be shorted, but there is no uniform capaciVariable Condenser
ty change. Gradually development and improvements in design will help eliminate
Up to this time there has been but limited development in condenser design. The these uncertain factors. The other types
of
construction,
if efficient, are usually too
present type of rotating plate condensers is
(Continued on page 14)
seldom
very
accurate.
Though
spacing

William
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AND ONE STAGE

more apparent when the other classes are
analyzed.
The Straight Line Condenser.
The illustration, Figure 1, shows the
straight line graph by plotting the capacity
against the usual dial graduations. The
markings on the dial are taken as zero to
one hundred; some dials are graduated to
180; that would mean merely that the divisions on the bottom of the graph would
cover 180 points in the same distance that
the 100 are covered. Naturally, 180 degrees
of rotation are assumed. Using the formula
for wave length, the different wave lengths
are calculated, assuming a 50-turn honeycomb coil (.1C milhenries) is used as the
inductance. The illustration shows the resultant wave length curve. Since the curve
is not a straight line, the dial graduations
would be irregular.
For example, from graduations 42 to 100
the wave length would run from 500 to 750
meters, or a total of 250 meters range. But
the lower part of the scale, 0 to 42, would
cover a wave length range from 0 to 500.
In other words, the lower half of the graduations, would cover over twice the range
that the upper half does.
In order to remedy this difficulty, the
third class of condensers, called the square
law type, were developed. They are used
mostlytory in
wavemeter work and for laboratesting.

A. F.

The Square Law Condenser.
The wave length formula can be changed
around to read:
:" BATTERIfci

frequency ampliof Radio
stage fication,
ONE
detector, and one stage of
audio frequency amplification is the
second of the simplex diagrams.
As can be readily seen by examining the
diagram, this circuit consists of a variocoupler, used as a simple tuning arrangement with a variable condenser of .001
mfd. capacity in the aerial lead. No regeneration isused. The variocoupler tunes
the aerial circuit and then passes it on
through the . Radio frequency amplifier
tube,

a

UV-201.

The

plate "circuit

of

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
cuit and to increase the wave length of the
coils so a longer period is obtained between
checking points. The two coils need not be
put in inductive relation to each other, the
feedback being obtained through the capacity of the plate and grid, as described
under tuned plate regenerative receivers.
The
action of this circuit is identical
to that using two tubes, but one tube functions as both oscillator and detector.
Oscillation in the Circuit,
When the tube is lighted the circuit begins to oscillate at a frequency determined
by the values of the honeycomb coils and
the capacity across them. This current will
have a frequency between twenty and thirty thousand cycles per second, which is
near the upper limit of audibility and a
high pitched whistle will be heard in the
receivers constantly. If annoying, the pitch
of the whistle can be varied by changing
the capacity across the battery and coils.
If the whistle is pushed above audibility,
the signal strength will be reduced, as
mentioned previously because the tube is
not allowed to build up as long. The grid
circuit containing the loop aerial and condenser are tuned to the wave length to be
received, and when the signals are heard
the set is made to regenrate by adjusting
the plate variometer. We find, however,
that the regeneration can be carried to a
point where
the set will operate
a loud
by

BOOK

100

RADIO

this stage consists of a Radio frequency
transformer, 67% volt B battery, and
potentiometer. The potentiometer is very
necessary if good results are to be obtained.
The detector circuit is the usual conventional arrangement employing a fixed
condenser of .00025 mfd. capacity and
grid leak of 1% megohms resistance in
the grid lead. A soft tube is used as a
detector, preferably a TJV-200. The plate
circuit of the detector is completed with
the primary of an audio frequency trans-

former and B battery of 22% volts. The
single stage of audio frequency amplification employed is of the usual type,
consisting of a UV-201 and B battery of
the same strength as that of the Radio
frequency amplifier.
This arrangement may be used with any
receiver where Radio frequency amplification may be advantageously employed and
the usual results of such amplification
obtained. Tuning is effected with the variocoupler, variable condenser, rheostats
and potentiometer in the order listed.

speaker nicely because the oscillations
from the honeycomb coils only permit regeneration to occur during one-half the
cycle, and thus the tube is not permitted
to howl or squeal.
This little set is ideal for the man limited to one tube and desiring to work with
a loop aerial. For the benefit of those who
would care to build a set of this type, full
details of construction will be given in the
next chapter as well as the theory of operation of the Flewelling circuit, showing
that the operation therein is very similar
if not identical to that in the Armstrong
super sets.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

The straight-line capacity type.
The square-law type.
The average variable condenser that appears on the market falls in the first class.
The second type are not so numerous, and
as a rule are much larger in size, due to
the contour and size of the plates. Of the
third class, there are very few on the market.
The capacity curve of the condensers of
the first class, based on the dial graduations, is very irregular; no two are alike.
It is very difficult to graduate a dial in
wave lengths because of the irregularity
of such
graduations.
This
will become

DIAL MARKINGS

VKr
"W1,

REINARTZ CIRCUIT
Every part complete, including drilled, panel
and book of diagrams ajid instructions
$10.25
SUPERSENSITIVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
Every part complete, including cabinet, panel,
diagram, etc
$12.85

$ 5.00 Queen's Variocoupler,
180 degrees
12.00 Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin
Phones
4.75 All American
Transformers
5.00 Erla
Reflex
Transformer
4.50 Thordarson
Transformers
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as firsts.
Send for special
We pay the postage.

Radio Supply Stores
254 West Stieg-el Street Manheim, Pa.

Separate
Separate

65c

of ResistMegohms.

Condenser
and
Mountings,
Leaks
with Safe-T Handle,

At your
dealers,
otherwise
send
price and
you
will be supplied

49c.
30c

purchase
postpaid.
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NEW
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25c
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Discounts.
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MELODY

Certificate of Excellency,

POST ELECTRIC

Price
Complete

CO.
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Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

IRON

Tips — Universal Current

(Large and Small)

From

trouble in your Radio Set!
Simple, Easy and Practical.

BENSON

Unit — Interchangeable

ONE-HALF

RADIItOlocates"TROUB
LE FINDIN
G" CHART
immediately
the
DEALERS:
**>-*_< ii_<__,iv_..

Platinum Heating

Awarded

Furnished in any value
ance from y2
to
10

"With the new tubes just on the market,
it is suggested that tube sockets be
mounted on a cushion base to minimize
vibration.

THE POST SOLDERING

A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — 4 in ONE

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

The illustration Figure 3 shows the form
W2
of plate used in one of the square law type
of condensers at present on the market.

Delicate Soldering

Freshman Fix -0

HOOK-UPS

Expert Radio Engineers

Tubes
Everything
guaranteed
Price List.

FOR W. L.

(Continued from page 13)
high priced, so for the present only the
rotating plate type will be considered!
This type can be divided into three different classes, namely:
The semi-circular plate construction.

OF

Every one of these hook-ups will give you
excellent results.
Results guaranteed

3552000000 L
using1 th© same
values as before.
C = unit
This indicates
that in a circuit with a
fixed inductance value the capacity varies
as the square of the wave length, divided
by the product of a constant and the fixed
inductance.
In Figure 2 the wave length is first plotted as a straight line, the necessary capacity values are calculated and the curve
drawn in. The condenser is so designed
that the plate areas required for the various dial settings check up with capacities
as called for on the graph. The dial range
in wave lengths would then run from about
150 to 750 meters. Naturally any change
in the maximum capacity of the condenser
or the inductance of the coil alters these
dial values.
At the base of Figure 2 the wave length
values at the different points of the dial
graduations are marked in steps of 50 meters. This can be carried further and kept
handy with a set, so that the dial graduations
can readily be interpreted in terms of
wave length.

N.

ACTUAL
Y.

SIZE

Evening

Mail

Radio Institute

your Dealer, or write

COMPANY

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
291 BROADWAY

NEW

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT Co££f e

Baseboard, two honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil
plugs,
3 .006
.002 grid
phone
variable
grid
leak condensers,
and condenser,
leakcondenser.
Vi meg, '

YORK

CITY

REINARTZ CIRCUIT Co^fe

Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased, wave length, tube
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plate and 13 plate vari23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
able condensers, 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone consocket, 3" dial, 8 binding posts, IB ft. bus bar,
denser, 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts, 6
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED, TOGETHER WITH
stops, 8 TOGETHER
binding posts,
ALREADY
DIAGRAM
AND
DRILLED,
WITH PANEL
DIA*1
f\ QC
;AM AND
<l»-| i rtr*
INSTR UCTIONS
«(>! l.yt)
GRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
«pi.U.£>0
Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
AMPLI FIER,
for either of above circuits, d>| 1 f\f\
with drilled panel and book of instructions
ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING
HORN,
nickle plated, high polish, list $8.00
3000 OHM
TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list $8.00
AUDIO-FREQ.UENCY
TRANSFORMER,
designed
for use with
W.
D\ II tube,
all other tubes, list $4.50
VARIOCOUPLER,
Litz wire wound secondary,
150-600 meters, list $4.50
Triple Coil Mounting
$3.35
Double Coil Mounting
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with knob and dial (15 points)
Reinartz coil, increased wave length

Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns.
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns.
Freshman var. grid leak and cond.
Freshman variable grid leak
V.

T.

Socket

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable,
Variable,
Variable,
Variable,

value
value
value
value

$1.75.
2.50.
3.50.
4.50.

13 Plate Vernier, value $5.50..
23 Plate Vernier, value 6.00. .
43 Plate Vernier, value 6.50..

...$0.95
1.00
.75
. .60
.

.40

.$1.05
. 1.95
. 1.35
. 1.20
3.75
. 4.00
. 4.25

also

excellent

for

$3.75
3.50
2-75
2.25
2.45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing inductance switch
circuit Jack, list 65o
Double circuit lack, list 90c

Single

Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat. 50 ohms
Rheostats with 2" dial, 15c extra

Every article we sell is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us — Mail orders filled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or mere,
east
of the
Mississippi River only. All others
include
postage.

25
30
45
.90
30
25
65
80
90
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Questions and Answers
Interference
(3808) KB, Wlltrai Birrn Pa.
I have
a two-stage
regoneratrve
sot
which is the same as that used by my
neighbors. When I am tuned In and they
tune in it tunes me off and causes noise.
Our aerials are about 20 feet apart; mine
is about 5 feet lower than theirs. They
have two wires about 125 feet long; mine
is one wire, 160 feet long.
Will raising my wire have any effect?
A. — Xoting difficulties occasioned by in
teii'erence of regenerative circuit in prox
imity we are advising that two methods
are suggested for overcoming the annoyance. Ask your neighbor to construct a
single wire antenna which will in no way
decrease the efficiency of his circuit but
rather make it more selective, and construct your own of the same type at right
angles and as far away as possible. This
method should eliminate all conflicting
operation.
If this plan is not possible it will be necessary for each of you to add Radio frequency amplification to your sets. The
employment of one stage will prevent reradiation from the receiver which is the
cause of interference cited.
Diode Tube Circuit
(4156) JTL, Mt. Vernon, S. D.
Will you please publish a diagram of a
hook-up consisting of a variocoupler and
variable condenser for tuning in, using the
two-element Diode tube?
How
far will this tube receive broad-

casts and what will the wave lengths include, using a standard variocoupler? Will
it be as sensitive as a crystal?
A. — A circuit employing the Diode tube
accompanies this article. This will have
a wave length from 200 to about 500 meters and a receiving range of about 150
miles, winter reception. It will be more
sensitive than a crystal detector.
Super Heterodyne
(2S58) HEP, Providence, R. I.
I have noted your article and diagram
R. D. 73 on the Super Heterodyne on page
14 of the February 24 issue, but it is not
plain enough for me, and I desire further
information. Would you be so kind as to
answer the following questions:
Should the inductance L2, which is
shown in an upper and lower section, be
wound one over the other or in two separate coils of 18 turns each, side by side?
If two separate coils are used, is there a
variable inductive relation to each other?
Tou do not mention the inductances
which are shunted by condensers C4 and
C5. Of what are these composed and
what is the size of each? Should they
have a variable inductive relation?
Is it necessary to use separate A and B
batteries, as shown, or can one A battery
be used for the whole circuit, even if using separate B batteries?
Will this circuit function with the
WD-11 tubes or DeForest 1% V tubes?
Should the two tubes composing the
heterodyne (the first two on the left) be
hard or soft tubes?
Does
this
super
heterodyne
require
4

stages of Radio frequency as shown or
can it be operated on a lesser number,
such as 2 or 3 stages ?
Is this circuit as shown good for all
wave lengths up to 20,000, and if so, would
inductances mentioned in the second question remain the same for all waves?
A. — Inductance L.2 consists of two sepa-

ln signals appreciably louder? If so, how
long pipe would be necessary?
What advantages does a north and
south aerial have over one running east
and west, or vice versa? Would a combination of both be superior to either one
alone?
How can you cut out interference on a

One A battery may be used, but separate B batteries are advisable.
It is doubtful if 1%-volt tubes will
function as effectively as 6-volt tubes.
Would advise 6-volt tubes for results desired.
Two tubes composing the heterodyne
should be hard.
The circuit may be used with less stages
of Radio frequency than designated, although volume will not be great with less
than four.
By substituting the proper size inductances in the tuning controls this circuit
will accomplish 20,000 meters wave length.
Inductances mentioned will remain constant.
Reinartz
Reception,
(2892) HCN, Rapid City, S. Dak.
I built a Reinartz set according to one
of your hook-ups, and have received 155
stations in four weeks, but would like to
ask a few questions on this hook-up.
Can you use Radio frequency on a
Reinartz? Is it advisable? Will it cure
the kick-back which bothers neighboring
receivers?
I am not using a phone condenser. What
advantage would it give me?
I have no amplification, but get some
stations so loud can lay phones on table
and hear words ten feet away. My ground
wire is very long, about 35 feet. Would
shortening it by burying copp«r plates or
driving pipe into the ground help to bring

Long Distance
W* Jrital
» bal 9VI
froxn Atlanta
progWe recerro
St?f rams
frVf
Minneapolis, Davenport, FortWorth. Dallas. KansaJ
City, St. Louis, Denver on CryBtal without batteries.
Usual cryital let requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings and instructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
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Ask your dealer for Kellogg. If they are not
available in your neighborhood, write us.
The Kellogg Company have been building
highest class telephone equipment for over
twenty-five years.
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Reinartz Long
Ultra-Reinartz

A. 6. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
In addition to these features these
volumes contain many instructive
articles, receiving set diagrams, how
•ampicto make articles, new apparatus,
tures and illustrations, hook-up dianical grams,
articles broadcasting
and book stations,
reviews. tech-
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Now
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Flewelling "Flivver" Circuit
Grimes "Inverse Duplex" Circuit
Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Armstrong
"Super- Heterodyne"
Circuit
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To this Message to You if You
Are Going Camping or Touring

Kellogg head sets are light, durable, supersensitive. No receiving set is better than
the telephones you use with it.
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It will not this year, however, if you have a
Kellogg Radio Head Set, a Kellogg equipped
or a Symphony radio set.

Discounts

the Largest
Exclusive
in the Middle West

123 W.MadironStXhicaqo
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No matter how quickly days go — whether it
is the "lure of the road," casting along the
reed beds, waiting for speckled beauties in
the rushing shallows, or on the trail with
the favored rifle — the evening time, while
restful, lacks interest.

and

operation of the "lewelling circuit, we
advise that tube noises should be eliminated by careful tuning, and body capacity
effect by shielding the back of the panel
with tin foil and a grounding shield. By
skillful adjustment of the grid leak the
signals should be clear. The circuit has a
consistent range of one thousand miles
which probably will not be materially increased by any method.
Static interference is not peculiar to any
circuit; it is difficult to combat. However, with a selective circuit, of which the
Flewelling is a type, it should be at a minimum. A short one wire antenna is advised
for the circuit in question.

good results?
A. — We are pleased to congratulate you
upon your success with Reinartz circuit.
That is as it should be, after careful construction.
The use of Radio frequency is highly
desirable and does away with the bothersome feature of disturbing other sets in
vicinity and also increased range of reception.
It is doubtful if phone condenser will
afford any special advantage.
"Would advise the use of cold water pipe
as making the best ground.
Antenna is slightly directional off the
lead-in end affording that advantage in
direction from which reception is most desired. Combination of north, south, east
and west directions would have a little
advantage.
The

static tube noises
the clearness

A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to disturbances encountered in the

Leon Lambert, 501 South Vokitsia, Wichita, Kan.

LISTEN-IN
RADIO PANELS

How may I increase
range of my set?

Can a Homecharger be used to charge B
batteries?
Have received about 25 stations over
one thousand miles distant. Are these

m

. SHEETS TUBES BODS

I keep down
andHow
bodymaycapacity?

Reinartz, or is there any way of making
it more
selective?
I am using 22% volts on the plate.
Would more voltage have a beneficial effect? Is there any advantage in connectlel? ing two 6-volt filament batteries in paral-

A°

.4 laminated PhmokCori delation Product

Twenty-two and one-half volts on the
plate is sufficient. There would be no advantage in connecting two 6-volt A batteries in parallel, as suggested.
A Homecharger is effective in charging
B batteries.
Static and Tube Noires
(3574) LCT, Jones, Ala.
I would like to ask you a few questions
stalling.
as to a "Flewelling" set which I am In-

The Question and Answer department is purely a service department and the publishers would like to have your assistance
in helping to keep it up to the highest standard, therefore when
asking questions please make out your query on a separate piece
of paper and written on one side only. Do not mix your questions
with other material, write that on a separate piece of paper. Each
one must go to a different department. Then, too, we have so
many who fail to put their name and address on each sheet. Please
remember this when you write your letters, and also to enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Unsigned letters are not
answered.
rate coils wound on the same tube but not
over each other. The two coils are wound
side by side with taps taken from the
center, as per diagram.
Inductance shunted by condensers C4
and C5 may consist either of honeycomb
coils or a variocoupler, and are variable
in inductance relation.

tivity.
proper skill In tuning. There is nothing:
we could suggest to Increase its selec-
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Radio has become
the outdoor
girl.
very
popular with
noted stage
Miss mer!,
Mimi
Palbeauty, takes her
first dip of the
season and listens
in to the Radio

©K. &H.

The world's largest Radiophan is Babe, modern elephant.
He enjoys all
the concerts and shimmies when the band strikes a foxtrot.
These huge
receivers are really loud speakers © Fotograms

This is a matchbox receiving
set because it occupies a
matchbox. It was made by a
Londoner at a cost of sixpence. Excellent results have
been obtained by means of
this novel device. Gotta
match ?
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HIS PLANT

NOT FOR POLITICS

By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON. — "When the great Naval Airship ZR-1 goes to the North Pole,
she will carry Radio to the top of the
world, whetnei it is laic this summer or
next spring. If she reaches that
northern pinnacle (and experts insist
there is no reason to doubt her ability).
the naval airship will be able to prove
the fact by virtue of her bearing from
northern Radio stations. In these days
of scientific achievement, proof is required, and in the event an arctic explorer
gets to the pole with a Radio compass or
a transmitting set, there can be no doubt
of his exact position.
Together with a complete Radio receiving and transmitting set, the ZR-1
is equipped with the latest type of Radio
compass,
at picked
the poleup would
showall Radio which
stations
as bearing
directly south, while at all Radio stations
within communication distance, her position would be due. north.
Badio to Ezact Pole First Time
By the time the aerial explorers are
ready to start their northern flight, toward the end of August, Captain MacMillan's experiments from the Bowdoin
will have proven whether Radio will
carry through the aurora, a point on
which there seems to be some doubt. MacMillan. however, will not be able to take
his set very near the pole, but will be
forced to abandon it and the Bowdoin at
the edge of the ice, leaving it to the navy
to carry Radio to the pole itself.
Weather Bureau officials report that
messages
from byAmundsen's
have
been received
relay, and Maude
that a daily
message on meteorological conditions is
received regularly during the winter
months from Spitzenbergen, located at Latitude 78 North. If it is possible to put
Radio messages through from the far
north, the world will hear of the ZR-l's
progress and her arrival over the northernmost point on earth.
Day Versus Night Trip
Captain Evelyn B. Baldwin, arctic. explorer, who suggested an aerial polar
flight years ago, recently talked to the
ZR-1 crew on polar exploration, answering innumerable questions. Among other
things, he explained the advantages of a
summer flight, as against one undertaken
(Continued on page 2)

BOSTON. — A broadcasting appeal by
Radio for knowledge of the whereabouts of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Lange, who were known to be on a
honeymoon tour of New England, recently resulted in locating the couple
in a secluded inn at Lost River, N. H.,
whence they made their way home at
once on receipt of a message that the
bridegroom's mother, Mrs. Annie Lange
of Jamaica Plain, was dangerously ill.

No. 4

DENIES STORIES

Airship to Rely on Stations
South as Guide on Trip to
Top of World

RADIO CALLS BRIDAL
COUPLE TO SICKBED

CENTS

4, 1923

RADIO NEEDLE TO PROVE
POLAR PARTY'S POSITION
Naval

TEN

Hitherto unpublished
photograph of Henry
Ford,
great automobile
manufacturer,
who declares his new broadcasting station will be
used cialpurely
purposes,forandcommerhas no
political
significance.
The
latter rumor,
he says,
may be attributed only to
overwrought reporters

NEW STATION
FOR POLITICS
RUMORS HINT
New Super Broadcaster at Dearborn, Mich.,
Commercial UseforOnly

Quiet on Campaign Plans
Neither Denies Nor Affirms Presidential
— Will Tell
WhenIntentions
Ready
By P. J. Huntley
DETROIT — "Political broadcasting is
the last thought in the building of our new
broadcasting station," said Henry Ford,
when interviewed recently about the building of a giant new station equal in size
to thetion is largest
in the
country.
' ' Theup stabeing built
primarily
to link
the
various Ford manufacturing and assembling plants, as is its predecessor, WW1,
but of course the new station will have
thousands of miles range where the present
equipment has hundreds. The story that
has gained much circulation saying that
political propaganda will be put on the
air in behalf of my alleged presidential
campaign is entirely mythical and the
dream of an overwrought newspaperman,"
he continued.
Declines to Discuss Politics
The misstatement referred to by Mr.
Ford has appeared in several Wisconsin
newspapers and elsewhere, and evidently
had its birth in the planned extensions to
the service of Station WWI, the Ford
broadcaster at Dearborn, Mich. Owing to
the numerous rumors and concoctions
made by various publications all over the
countryhe regarding
Mr. Ford's political
plans,
now
with any
one. declines to discuss politics
Mr. Ford has made no public announcement as to his presidential intentions.
No one, not even his most intimate friend,
knows what Mr. Ford intends to do.
He is not given to making
vague insinuations. When he does make an announcement, if he ever does, it will be
(Continued on page 2)

MUSIC BROADCAST
MANY YEARS PAST

broadcasting stunt enacted by the students
of Union College on a frosty March night
in 1874.
The generator, he explains, was what
is commonly known as a horse fiddle, a
College Students Transmitted Har- great wooden box on the main floor of a
circular building, now the library, then in
mony Years
Over FiveAgo
Miles Fifty
course of construction and roofless. The
top boards of the box were well resined
and a plank thirty-eight feet long used
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.— Radio broad- as
the fiddle bow was also resined. With
casting is a development of the past three six men standing on the plank, the bow
years but the broadcasting of music goes was drawn back and forth across the
back a great many years. George S. Pier- edges of the box. No one in Schenectady
son, a consulting engineer of Kalamazoo, slept that night and the terrifying notes
Mich., writing Station WGY of the Gen- of the mammoth fiddle were heard five
| eral Electric Company
here, tells of a miles away.

"PALM READ, SIR?";
ALLOW WDT TO DO IT
ments have been made by StaWDT of— this
tion
city
gearranWilal with
Speci
YORK.
NEW
liam Checker, noted palmist, for Radiophans to have a free palm reading
through that station. Details will be
broadcast by Radio and the date will
be announced in the regular program
of the station. Palmistry by Radio is
one subject so far omitted from broadcasting station programs.
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LETTERS TELL HOW
PARTS OFFER WINS
APPRECIATION
PLAN MOUNTS

OF COUPON
STEADILY

Missives from Arkansas,
Iowa, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
Indicate General Gratitude

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER |
Coupon Number 10

■

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.
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Save Me — I Am Valuable 1
Not only does the number of answers
to the special offer of Radio Digest grow
but the appreciation of subscribers and
other readers and their confidence in this
publication
continue
to increase.
Of the very large number of letters
received during the last few days the following excerpt from a missive sent from
Rogers, Ark., indicates deep interest:
"There are so many things I want but I
don't know where to get enough coupons."
From 'way up in Rye. Center, New
Hampshire, a letter came bearing the following conclusion: "Thanking you for
this opportunity to get first class material at a low price . . . ." A letter
from Milford, la., said in part — "I think
your coupon offers are just great. I am
saving the other coupons for more valuable articles." And from staid "Worcester,
Mass. — "I thank you a whole lot for this
opportunity to obtain Radio material at
such a saving and I intend to take advantage of this unusual offer again in the
near future."
The numbers of the coupons that you
send to this office must be consecutive;
they need not begin with Number One but
they must run in order. The number of
series that you may send is unlimited.
Send as many coupons as you desire,
choose the parts you want and send the
money. The parts will be sent to you on
the day we receive your letter.
Rules
to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is. that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2. 3, and 4 or 3.
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.. The eight classes of Items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents ({0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schlndler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser: 1 Schlndler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025. .0005. .001. .002, .0025. .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.):
P-emier Variable Resistance: 1 Carter 25-nhm Resistance
L'nlt;
Standard
Socket
Delta Midget
Tube; ;
Electrad
Grid Leak
(1, Adapter
1.5 and for
2 megohms,
with clips)
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers. (.00005, .00025. .00035, .0005,
.001, .0015, .002, .0025. or .003 mfd.); Teleradlo V. T.
Socket: B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-De
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly.
Class B Articles
For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents (J0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Four Spring Closed Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring FilameDt Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack: 1 Federal
Closed Circuit -Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch: 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch: 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch: Dubilier Mlcadons Type 000 (.0001. .00025. .0005, .001. .002. .0025.
.003. .004. or .005 mfd.): Dubilier Mlcadons Type 610
(.001. .002. .0025, .003, .004. or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601 (.006 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Laws Condenser
(.1, .25. or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, H. or 5/16 in. black or white
race); Premier Universal Radio Jack. Open Circuit: Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points: Turney
Snider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry inductance,
3W-15 with .066 MH.. or SW-20 with .300 MH-);
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat: Freshman Fix-O Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman
Mlcon
Con-
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densers (.006 or .005 mfd.); Teleradlo 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradlo 30-Ohm
Rheostat;
Teleradlo
Lightning
Arrester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D: Aerovox Rheostat: Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket: Basco Crvstal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat, 3-ohm or 6-ohro.
Class C Articles
For six consecutively numbered
coupons
and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way"
Plug; 1 Federal
Panel Mount
Socket; 1
Federal
6-Ohm
Rheostat;
1 Federal
3-Ohm
(Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting);
1 Martin-Copeland
Marco
Rheostat;
1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
7-Point
Inductance
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
11-Polnt Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser
(3-plate .00006
mfd.); Ray-O-Vao
Dry Battery,
2 cells 1%
volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.);
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By -Pass Condenser
(1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack, Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Hitter Loop
Aerial; Martin
Copeland
Variable
Grid
Leak;
Amsco
Multiple
Point
Inductance
Switch:
Amsco
20-Ohm
Rheostat;
Amsco
50-Ohm
Rheostat:
Freshman
Antenella;
Freshman
Micon
Condenser,
.01
mfd. ; Teleradlo
Variable Condensers.
(3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Bead
"EM"
Binding Posts (9) : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer:
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coil; Basco Vernier Rheostat.
Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons
and one dollar and
twenty cents (S1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer;
1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point
Inductance
Switch;
1 Martin-Copeland
19Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery,
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells ite volts:
Electrad Variohm.
with mica condenser; Dubilier BvPass Condenser
(2 mfd.) : CRL
Variable
Grid I.ealt
with Condenser: Resistometer (Type A or 2 A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser,
.00025 mfd. ; Amsco
300-Ohm
Potentiometer: Freshman Micon
Condenser,
.015 mfd.;
Teleradio Variable Condenser. 23 -plate; Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser,
mounted:
Se-Ar-De
Variable
Grid Leak,
with
condenser
mounting:
Fil-Ko-Stat;
R. S. C. Vernier Condenser,
3-plate ; Basco Mahogany
CabinetClass £ Articles
For ten consecutively
numbered
coupons
and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles
will be 6ent :
1 Carter
6-Ohm
Automatic
Control Rheostat: 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic
Control
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Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .000:15 mid. 1; Kay-O-Vac
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.): Resistometer (Type Bi : Delta .Mule
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser. .0005
mfd.: Freshman Micon Condenser. .02 mfd.: B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket:
Aerovox
Double Slide
Coil; Na-AId 3-Plate
Vernier Condenser,
with Tuning
dial.
Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80l the following will be
sent; 1 Acme l'ot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat' ;
V\ alnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd ) •
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts: Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd. I: Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable
Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condenser. 43-plate; Se-Ar-De 3-Plate
Condenser.
ClasB G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40' any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.): Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.0007S mfd.) : Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio:
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
dial (.0005 mfd.); Thordason Variable Condenser, with
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.): Hitter Grand
Crystal Set; Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.);
Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd.): Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser; Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser; R, S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate.
Class H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 223
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer ; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3. or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
: Bay-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts;
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
volts: Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer); Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 10 to I Ratio: Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio:
Turney SpidT Web Coil Mount, Type B: Thordarson
A. F. Transformer. 6 to 1 Ratio; Thordarson Variable
Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial ( . 001 mfd. ) ;
T. B. H. Radio Heat Set, 2,000 ohms; Tulip Loud
Sneaker. 15-ineh. white; Teleradio vernjer Condenser.
23-plate: Teleradio 2.000-Ohm Head Set: Na-Ald Tuned
R. F. Transformer, one stage: Na-Ald 43-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.): Se-Ar-De
35-Plate Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 43plate: Basco Radio Frequency Transformer.
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Another Picture Diagram
One R. F. and Detector
will be given in next issue.
Beginners are finding the picture hook-ups of great aid in building sets. You
can't miss the various connections by following the picture diagram layout.
Operation of Reflex Circuits
by Thomas W. Benson.
Mr. Benson will take
up this subject next issue in the next chapter of his series for beginners in Radio.
Reflex circuits are interesting from the standpoint of their economy of tubes
and clearness of reception.

Tube

Constant Calculations
by H. J. Marx, August I 1 issue. Mr. Marx will continue the article started on page 1 3 this issue, by showing how mutual conductance, the output impedance, and amplification constants are calculated.

Pictures of the Leviathan's Radio Equipment
Next week will be shown the Radio
telephone and telegraph apparatus used by the largest ship afloat. This great
vessel has an immense investment in its Radio room alone.
Part IV of the Radiophonist's Telephone Book
next issue will contain the state,
city-station index, necessary in using the first three parts devoted to station
schedules.
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the business of making "flivver" Radio
sets. The rumor, widely told, was affirmed partly by a statement of Will
Rogers, famous Follies lariat artist and
philosopher, in an interview with a Radio
Digest representative. Mr. Rogers is a
personal
friend ofsaid
the that
"flivver
and
in the interview
Fordking,"
had told
him that he might go into the Radio manufacturing business. Upon careful investigation the Digest received a denial from
Mr. Ford, who said that the idea had
never even entered his head. The illustration, however, serves to show how
many rumors there are of which the
famous motor car builder is made the
subject.
In perfect disagreement with the story
circulated about the new super broadcasting station, the new equipment is
being installed purely as an amplification
of the big corporation's existing Radio
facilities. The new station will have an
antenna input of 1,000 watts, which means
that it will be equal to the largest now
permitted by the government to be built.
To Link Corporation's Holdings
Station w Wl, the present equipment, is
already carrying on telegraphic communications between Springfield, Ohio, and also
Northfield, Mich. The communication between Springfield, Ohio, and the Dearborn
plant deals primarily with operations of
the D., T. & I. Railroad, which is owned
by Mr. Ford and his son, Edsel. Radio has
been found so successful even with the
smaller plant now in existence that it was
decided to expand its operations to other
departments of the Ford interests.
It is the intention of the Ford Motor
Company to use this new super stationto-be in immediate communication with its
interests in various parts of the United
States and Canada. Just how much farther
this station will cover the engineers having the construction in charge decline to
say. They do expect, however, to be in
easy communication with Central Amerand perhaps foreign points still
fartherica, away.
This plant has been in contemplation

for a considerable
installed with the very time.
latest Itin will
Radiobe construction. It will be housed in a new and
specially constructed building some distance from the present structure. The
4
5 only outside construction thus far is the
erection of the high steel towers. These
..6
have been erected on the opposite sides of
7 a small lake, which, it is believed, will
8 materially aid in effective broadcasting.
10 This is something out of the ordinary, and
the engineers are quite interested in the
11 experiment. They are assured, however,
the scheme will be most effective.
12
Will Have Best of Equipment

Looking Ahead
The

(Continued from page

straight from the shoulder and so positive that there can be no doubt as to
just what he intends to do.
Rumored Ford Would Make Sets.
Sometime ago a rumor gained much
circulation in the Radio industry. This
was th°.t Ford was planning to go into

1 to 9

'■

with the Listener In

FORD DENIES STORIES

Subscription

to

F. L.. Black, in control of the Ford Radio
department, says the company has done
but little in the way of Radio experimentation, but it has been a close observer, and that the equipment to be
installed is the very latest in design. No
expense is being spared in making this
station the best equipped and most powerful of its kind in the United States.
"It is being installed," Mr. Black said,
"primarily for commercial purposes. Communication between the Ford interests in
all parts of the United States and Canada
is enormous, and this plant is intended to
do its share in relieving the situation.
"For a year or more now we have been
broadcasting programs on Wednesday
nights. We are planning to go into this
somewhat more extensively with the new
plant. The programs probably will be
more elaborate and extended to two-hour
periods, but we will only devote one night
a week to this, as we are doing now. As
I said before, this plant is primarily intended for commercial
The station
will not purposes."
be completed for
about four months.

BARS DOC COOK

STUFF

(Continued from page 1)
in darkness and cold. A winter trip,
however, Radio experts point out, would
aid Radio transmission materially. But
with her Radio operating from a 300-foot
antenna at a great height, it is felt that
the aerial cruiser would be able to send
satisfactorily in the Arctic day as well
as in the night.
According to Ralph Upson's report on
using Radio from his balloon during the
recent balloon race at an altitude of over
3,000 feet, he encountered no static whatever.
Easy to Check Position
Radio stations in the North are fairly
numerous, and it is believed that the
ZR-1, once^ onmunication
herwith trip
could tokeep
in comseveral
check
her
course. In the event she was uncertain
of her position, she would either call two
or more Radio compass stations and ask
for her position, or, having picKed up two
or more Radio stations and observing
their bearings by her Radio compass, plot
her own position.
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RADIO BARES SPIRIT
LIFE, WIZARD SAYS
INCREASE
AIRPHONE
SEES
FORCES OF OCCULTISM
Thurston

Coming
That
Predicts
tempts to Talk with Mars
Will Prove a Hereafter

At-
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WLW BIDS YOU TO AIR
NUPTIALS AT FESTIVAL

GIRL AGAIN TO TRY
SEA CHAT BY RADIO

are
ful every
Applications
getting
O. — plenti
TI,more
CINCINNA
mail from couples who wish to
ipate
ng
partic
In the Radio weddi
to be
broadcast by WLW, the Crosley Manufacturing Company Station here, during the last week in August and the
mber at the Cincinfirst week in Septe
nati Kail Festival. There will be two
weddings, one each week.

nMacDo
nicaFlorence
maint
who
ald,
Miss ained
AGO.
CHIC
her brother
with commu
tion by—Radio
here through the Drake Hotel, station
WDAP, during her voyage to Europe
on the Berengaria last January, recently
started homeward on the same liner.
She intended to chat with friends at
home all the way across the Atlantic,
listening in on the set used previously.

(Bptokti to RADIO DIOEST)
NEWARK, x. J. — Howard Thurston, the
reInternationally famous magician who ancently created a bis sensation at the
nual dinner of the Ajnerican Magicians'
Society by openly stating that he had
been converted Into a Spiritualist, delivered a lecture. ••Spiritualism." recently
from Station WOR, L. Barberger & Co.,
of this city.
In an interview" previous to the broadcast Mr. Thurston said:
"For the past ten years I have been
Carrying on experiments, in all parts of
the -world, which have firmly convinced
me that there is something very definite
comback of this belief in spiritualistic
munication. It actually has a tangible
foundation, in spite of the fact that about
ninety-five per cent of the professional
mediums are frauds of the most contemptible type who should be suppressed
•without delay. I know that such a statement from me sounds paradoxical, but,
never-the-less, I mean every word of it.
Was First Radio Magician
"I was the first magician to make use
of Radio as you may know, and I have
employed it for fifteen seasons. I have
recently convinced myself, almost against
my will, that there is a definite connection
between Radio and the so-called "occult
forces' and I think the coming attempts
to communicate with Mars and other
will be the cause of explanets by Radio,
traordinary revelations which will make
dyed-in-the-wool Spiritualists of a new
variety out of all of us. I want this
strange assertion to go down on record
and now. I, the most proright here
nounced anti-psychic imaginable, wish to
state that I actually believe that it is
possible for us to communicate with unearthly forces which, for want of a better name, I will call spirits."
Psychic Discoveries Coming Soon
"Extraordinary psychic discoveries will
be made during the next five years, unless
I am badly mistaken, and I think I will
eventually be given credit for one or two
of them.
"However, I wish to stress the fact that
I have not been converted to the spiritualistic beliefs professed by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and Sir Oliver Lodge. I
still disagree with them in almost every
respect. But, I do believe that we are
continually surrounded by unearthly
forces, which may or may not be the
spirits of our departed, who are trying
to communicate with us. I am also of
the opinion that these forces, what ever
they may be, will soon succeed in getting
in touch with us, without the aid of professional mediums with their crude magical apparatus.
Broadcasts Answers to Telegrams
"Of course, I will have to admit, that
these unearthly forces may simply be the
inhabitants of other planets trying to
Radio to us.
"I will be delighted to have listeners in
dispute my assertions, ask questions and
Lockford
of the "Passing
Show," beach.
a real French
girl hardly
and a marvelous
to_ the
volunteer information. I will gladly give Zita
American
broadcasters
at a Chicago
Zita can
understand athlete,
Englishlistens
but enjoys.
© Radio Digest
personal consideration to all serious in- the "moosick" anyway
terrogators."
A special branch telegraph office was inJaps Plan Radio as an Aid
stalled in the "WOR studio to enable Vaughn de Leath, First Lady
psychics and anti-psychics in all parts
to Fish Crews and Market
of the country to send messages to Mr. Announcer, Assumes New Role
Thurston during his address. These telNEW YORK. — Vaughn De Leath, popuWASHINGTON, D. C. — The chief of the
egrams, hundreds of which were received,
lar with Radiophans through her frequent Nagasaki Perfectural Marine Products
were broadcast together with the eminent appearances before the microphone, has Bureau, together with a committee of
magician's
replies.it will be remembered, challenged the approval of Radio audi- men interested in marine products, is reMr. Thurston,
ported to be investigating the possibilities
ences in a new role — that of studio and
first gave an inkling of his conversion to program manager of Station WDT, new of installing Radiophone outfits on the
spiritualism to the press when he was class B plant of this city.
larger sized fishing boats which have
Miss De Leath was the first woman in their base at Nagasaki, to enable them
interviewed several months ago by a representative of Radio Digest.
the United States, also the world, to to communicate with shore when in difbroadcast vocal music for the benefit of
ficulties, and to report the catch in time
At one time during the past year there the general public, with whom she has for their owners to realize on it.
were 112 separate makes of Radio head proved a decided favorite. She is widely
receivers on the market.
Loud speakers cost from $5 to $175.
known as the "Original Radio Girl."
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TO KEEP DRY

Spir L. and Lew P.

TESTS PROVE PUPILS
LEARN CODE ASLEEP
NAVY
EXPERIMENTS
HELP
STUDENTS OF AVIATION
Additional

Data from Pensacola
veal Success of Method
to
Teach During Slumber

Re-

By Ik M. Lamm
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Further reports from the naval air station at Pensacola, Fla_, on the success that has been
attained in teaching Radio code to student aviators in their sleep, give interesting information on the progress of this
novel and useful experiment. In fact it
may be said that the experimental stage
in the trials has been past and the method
has become standard, as a means of saving students from failure in the course.
When the test was started twelve students were unsatisfactory in their progress in code study. After two nights during which Radio code was sent to the students in their sleep only two of the
students were unsatisfactory. These two
men had left before the experiment was
finished, professing disbelief in it.
Watch Sleeping Students
The procedure has been to have the
students sleep on the tables in the Radio
room where the code is taught in the regular school periods. Operators send messages at varying speeds all night. The
students concentrate on the messages that
are sent through until they drop off to
sleep.
To quote a report on the subject:
"It is very interesting to watch the
students during one of these night periods.
If the operator intentionally and continuously makes errors in sending the students will toss around most unusually in
their sleep. If the sending stops or the
rate of sending changes appreciably, it is
sure arouse
to disturb
them,
case's
will
them.
Evenandin inthemost
midst
of
deepest
the awaken
call 'SOS'
atheir
different
rate slumbers,
of speed will
themat
It is planned to obtain electrical sending machines to send all night and do
instantly."
away with the necessity for an operator.

DECIDE PLANTS NEED
FREQUENCY INDICATOR
Design

Device to Keep Broadcasters Within Limits

WASHINGTON, D. C— At the Second
National Radio Conference held in Washington, it was resolved, among other
things, "That every broadcasting station
should be equipped with apparatus such
as a tuned circuit coupled to the antenna
and containing an indicating instrument
or the equivalent for the purpose of maintaining the operating wave frequency
within two kilocycles of the assigned wave
The Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce has designed a prefrequency."liminary model of a Radio frequency indicator to meet the above need and has
prepared specifications covering its construction. These specifications may be
had by any broadcasting station upon request. The instrument consists essentially of a 72-turn space-wound coil on a
Z%" tube, an air condenser, and a sensitive thermo-galvanometer. These three
elements are connected in series. The
condenser, which is of the variable type, is
provided with a locking device so that it
may be locked and soldered into position
after the instrument has been adjusted to
indicate the required frequency. This instrument may be set to indicate any Radio
frequency in the range from 1350 kilometers).cycles (222 meters) to 555 kilocycles (545
If an instrument is constructed according to the specifications and sent to
the Bureau of Standards Radio Laboratory by a licensed broadcasting station, it
will be adjusted for a nominal fee to operate at the frequency of the station.

A Wicked B Battery
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EYSLE INDUSTRY
RVNG
SUTA
OF PATENTS
^'Cooperative Competition" Leaves Maze of Stumbling Blocks for Independent Manufacturer
By John B. Brady
Electric and Manufactur(Editor's Note,— Mr. Brady, a patent at- Westinghouse
ing Company.
torney of Radio repute, has achieved a remarkable survey of the nettoork of patents,
Independent
Organizations
locking and interlocking the Radio industry in
Among the independent organizations
a veritable Gordian knot. Sis serial treatise
on the patent situation started July li issue.) represented on the chart herewith there is
PART XV
the Independent
"WirelessandTelegraph
Co.,
including
the Cutting
Washington
Co.,
who
have
recently
been
sued
by
the
infringepatent
claims for
MANY
ment were filed against the gov- "Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., under
ernment for the manufacture and the Pickard loop patent 876,996.
purchase of Radio apparatus from others
The Liberty Electric Corporation is licensed under the Federal arc patents by
than patent holders under the "save harmless" contracts, and many of these claims, an agreement with the government wherealthough severely contested over a period
by the government obtained licenses
of years, are still pending. The govern- under certain inventions on the arc by
ment in operating its chain of high power engineers of the Liberty Electric CorNavy Radio stations and Signal Corps net,
poration. The license is restricted to arcs
appreciated the value of a patent situa- up to ten kilowatts.
tion and acquired where possible licenses
Inter-City "Wireless Telegraph Co.,
in the several inventions indicated by the hasTherecently
been successful in a manchart.
damus suit against the Secretary of ComThe Federal Telegraph Company by
merce, compelling the Secretary to renew
further negotiation with the government an operating license to the company. The
secured a retransfer of the title to its suit was favorably decided for the Interpatents covering the arc transmission City Co., by the supreme court of the
system and extended certain licenses District of Columbia and has now been
thereunder for the broader commercializa- appealed by the Secretary of Commerce to
niLLER. fcEESE

HUTCHISON
HALL
RESEARCH COKP.

MALLORV
STEAt^SHIP
CO.

INDEPENDENT
WIRELESS TELEGEftPH
CO NEW YORK CITY.

LICEN5E FEDERAL
TELEGRAPH CO.
PATENTS
ARCS UPTOIOKW

SHIP OWNERS RADIO
SERVICE INC.
C.B. COOPER,
KILBOURNE<£ CLARKE
MFG. CO.
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FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

-By E. T. Flewelling(Editor's Note. — This department is written operation when first starting. I speak of
by Mr. Fie welling, the inventor of the famous this because one is very likely to turn the
super circuit. From the questions sent him variometer control so fast that they go
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the past the point at which it works properly.
one considered most informative for all and Of course if you use a variometer you are
answers it in this column.)
always sure that your circuit will work
upon finishing the set provided the wiring
and the like are right, meaning by this
Types of Plewelling1 Supers
(Submitted by E. H. T., Seattle, Wash.)
that you will not have to worry about the
Question. I have been using the Flewelling proper polarity of the tickler coil as you
circuit for some time with honeycomb coils would when using that type of circuit,
and the bank of three condensers but I
would like to reconstruct the set to improve its looks and in doing so would like
to take advantage of the simplified form
of circuit which uses but one condenser.
Would it be possible for me to use a variometer instead of the usual tickler coil, as
I understand that the use of a tuned plate
circuit is of more advantage on the short
wave lengths?
Answer. When the first experiments were
carried on with the Flewelling circuit we
were unable, seemingly, to use a variometer in the circuit. In one of the earlier
articles this was discussed. Mention was
made that there was no reason why a
variometer could not be used, but at the
time we were unable to find one that was
Figure 1
suitable. The answer to your question
is that a variometer certainly can be used
and does offer slight advantage, due to
There have been so many inquiries cov
enabling the tuning of the plate circuit.
In the first place any standard variometer ering the various types of Flewelling super
will operate. We have found that a cer- circuit that I believeby it would be a good
tain amount of advantage seems to result idea to show a few variations of the circuit. Take, for instance, Figure 1. This
from the use of a bank wound variometer.
This is a little touch of refinement; I diagram shows the type of circuit that
would not recommend its use if you have tuning.
you speak of with a variometer tuned
one of the standard types on hand. Note plate circuit and an inductance coil for
also that you must give the circuit a small
This type of circuit may also be used
fraction of a second in which to go into
(Continued on page 8)
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BOOK OF
must recognize. This is true of all of the
patents gathered together under the cross
license agreement in the Radio Corpora\NOEPENDENT
tion.
AM6TEQR,
Expert Radio Engineers
MANUFACTURES
A well-known author once said, if a
Every one of these hook-ups will give you
OKr
man writes a better book or preaches a
better sermon or builds a better rat trap,
REINARTZ
CIRCUIT
excellent results.
Results guaranteed
*"'t
JEWETT PHONOGRAPH CO.
INTERCITY WIRELESS
even though he lives in the woods, the
Every part complete, including drilled panel
OWNER.* OF
and book of diagrams and instructions
$10.25
TELEGRAPH
CO.
world will beat a path to his door. This
OE FOR.EST RADIO
SUPERSENSITIVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
TELEPHONE «TE1E6RAPH CO.
is a policy which the small manufacturer
Every part complete, including cabinet, panel,
CMIL O.SIMON
INC.
diagram, etc
$12.85
should adopt by building such a patent
$ 5.00 Queen's Variocoupler,
(to 1 (\
situation that instead of the Radio Corporation forcing him out of the industry
180 degrees
r
...«P^**V.
12.00 Genuine
Nathaniel Baldwin
<RC "JC
NEVJYOfcK
STATIONS •DETROIT
AT
it will be compelled to welcome him into
4.75 All American
4^ 7tl
CLEVELAND
BUFFALO
the industry and extend license privileges
^B.-SO
Phones Reflex Transformer
5.00 Erla
$4.15
under its patents in reciprocation of liRadio Patent Organization Chart
' **
4.50 Transformers
Thordarson Transformers .'r^J•
to OE
cense privileges under patents owned by
the small manufacturer. The situation is
6.50 WD-II
CC AG.
3 to I or 6 to I
....«P^'00
tion of the arc system. Having secured the United States Supreme Court to de- one which compels concentrated effort in
Everything guaranteed
as firsts.
Send for special
termine whether or not the Department patents on the part of every manufacPrice List.
We pay the postage.
a return of its patents the Federal Tele^0.«*0
Tubes
turer who
wishes to grow in this remarkgraph Company were again potentially of Commerce has authority to decline to
able
industry.
Radio Supply Stores
strong and, in working out the Chinese reissue, a license to any station previously
254
West
Stiegrel
Street
Mai'heim,
Pa.
high power Radio station contracts en- found interfering with other traffic.
(THE END)
tered into a license agreement with the
The DeForest Radio Telephone and Telegraph Co. has certain rights under the
Radio Corporation forming a Federal Telegraph Company of Delaware and of Cal- many Stone and DeForest patents. It was
ifornia.
under the DeForest tube patents that the
Both the
and amateurs'manufacturers'
problems on all fine
work
Government Strengthens Situation
agreement was made with the Radio
are readily solved by the instruThe government since the close of the Audion Co., manufacurers of Myer tubes.
ment constructed for this parwar had also been perfecting its patent
Course Open to Independents
ticular purpose.
situation to a point where rights existed
The independent amateur manufacturTHE POST SOLDERING IRON
under the multiplex telephony patents
ers have been represented on the chart
of General Squier, the arc patents, alien with these independent organizations. The
Platinum Heating Unit — Interchangeable Tips — Universal Current
owned Radio patents seized by the alien striking analysis brought out by the chart
{Large and Small)
property custodian and purchased by the is that if the independents are to share
Navy, the Rogers and Lyon underground in the monopoly exercised by the Radio
antenna patents, the Kolster direction Corporation they must enter by way of a
the corporation
finder patents, the Cohen statically patent situation which
coupled receiver patents, the Dubilier
%
condenser patents, the Sperry airfan genAwarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
5 GOOD
REASONS
WHY
erator patentsand
for oscillators
aircraft Radio,
the "Vreeyou should own a
From your Dealer, or write
land beats
patents,
the
RITTER PORTABLE LOOP
patents controlling the Hanson audio
ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
y
\
POST
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St, New York
6
frequency system and piloting cable, and
Lightning — Cranky landlords —
numerous inventions by employees of
Ugly antennas
—
Static
—
Interferloops canInstructions
be assemWar, Navy, Commerce and Post Office
bled ence.
in 5 Bitter
minutes.
with every loop. Price $1.00. By
Departments, including a license under the
mail, 10c extra.
RITTER RADIO CO,
heterodyne, and patents of the Interna230 Canal Street New York
tional Radio Telegraph
Company
and
FEOERALTELEPHOKE
<ST£LKRAPH CO
BUFFALO
N.V

CUTTING £WASH CO.
LIBERTY ELECTRIC
COMPANY

100

RADIO

HOOK-UPS

Delicate Soldering

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
291 BROADWAY

NEW

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT Co£&?'

Baseboard, two honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, .002 phone condenser,
variable grid leak and condenser, grid leak ','2 meg,
23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
socket 3" dial, ft binding posts, 16 ft. bus bar,
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED, TOGETHER WITH
DIAGRAM
AND
(11
Qp
INSTRUCTIONS
«p 1 1.170
Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
AMPLI
with drilled panel and book of instructions

YORK

CITY

REINARTZ CIRCUIT °<%&?e

Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased wave length, tube
23 plate and 13 plate varisocket,
condensers,rheostat,
ablevernier
3 inductance switches, 2 3 dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser. 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts 6
ALREADY
binding posts,
DRILLED.8 TOGETHER
WITH PANEL
DIA#1A
QC
stops,
FIER,
of above eircuits,
$11
Q0
GRAM for
ANDeither
INSTRUCTIONS
«piU.I70

ALUMINUM LOUD SPEAKING HORN, nickel plated, high polish, list $8.00
*|-Z5
3000 OHM TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list $8.00
•••• • •• •• • •• • •.: •■/• l" *-4u
AUDIO-FREO.UENCY
designed tor use with W. D. II tube, also excellent »r H?
all other tubes, list TRANSFORMER,
$4.50
VARIOCOUPLER,
Litz wire wound secondary. 150-600 meters, list $4.50...
"•»
Triple Coil Mounting
$3.35 Double Coil Mounting
f-*»
Multiple
Inductancewave
Switch
with knob and dial (15 points)
J-*0
Reinertz Point
coil, increased
length
'
Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns
Freshman var. grid leak and cond
Freshman variable grid leak
V. T. Socket

$0.95
1.00
-75
60
.40

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable,
Variable,
Variable,
Variable,

value $1.75
value 2.50
value 3.50
value 4.50

13 Plate Vernier, value $5.50
23 Plate Vernier, value
6.00
43 Plate Vernier, value
6.50

.$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.95
3.75
4.00
4.25

Ball bearing inductance switch....
65c
Single
Double circuit
circuit Jack,
Jack, list
list 90c....... ............
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials,
heat resisting
2"
dials, high finish, at

.25
30
.«
.90
30
2|

6 ohms
Filament rheostat,
rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat,
Filament
50 ohms. ..................
Rheostats with 2" dial, 15c extra

65
»0
.90

by the manuEvery article we sell is guaranteed
facturer and us— Mail orders filled immediately
—Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more.
Mississippi River only. All others
east of the
postage.
include
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Listener in Frees
Youth from Prison
Fine

of Boy
Trombonist,
Held
Speeding in Fort Worth,
Paid by Radiophan

for

FORT WORTH, Tex. — Radio recently
added another accomplishment to its list
when it rescued an unfortunate trombonist repining in the local jail.
The Rotary Boys Band of this city
was booked for the Friday night concert
at "WBAP, the Star Telegram station, but
when 9:30 o'clock rolled around the director was missing. He came in a few
minutes later saying one of the lead trombone players, a fifteen-year-old boy, had
been "pinched" for speeding and the stern
minions of the law at headquarters would
not release him. An offer of Director
King's check was spurned as was the
offer of the Radio Department to guarantee the boy's bond, King said. Nothing
but twenty iron men from Uncle Sam's
Treasury would satisfy "the law" and
the boy must remain in jail until it was
paid, was the dictum.
Broadcast Flight
It was already twelve minutes past
starting time at WBAP, so Director King
started the music without the trombone
player and the situation was broadcast to
fans.
Charley Fowler, local Radiophan, reposing in the most comfortable position
in the hot weather, with an electric fan
at his elbow and the phones securely
lashed on his head, heard the sad plight
of the trombone player broadcast and
rushed "to the rescue" in his automobile.
The relief expedition, headed by Fowler,
arrived at headquarters, paid over the
twenty and the boy departed from his room
at the City Hotel.

Air-Borne Appeals Help
Oklahoma Flood Victims
When

Telegraph
and Telephone
Fail, Radio Saves Many

SAND SPRINGS. OKLA — Sticking to
their Radio sets for three days and nights
during the recent unexpected rise of the
Arkansas River, Radio amateurs in this
vicinity recently maintained communication between this place and Tulsa when
floods swept a large section of Tulsa
County.
The towns are connected normally by
electric interurban, four telephone lines
and the telegraph wire, but all were down
except the latter and one telephone line.
Scores of refugees who frantically besieged local telephones had to wait three
hours before
they could get a call, al-

While most of the civilized world is panting under the sun or wondering about the fate of Europe
or Babe Ruth, a staunch little schooner, the Bowdoin, true to name, is sturdily battling her way
to the North Pole, not so much to do what others have done but to do what never has been done —
solve the mystery of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights in relation to Radio. What her personnel, including Donald B. McMillan (picture above), captain, and Donald H. Mix, Radio operator,
may learn under the polar skies, what they may tell the world as the Aurora Borealis and its effect
on Radio, may revolutionize or upset many scientific theories. The crew of the Bowdoin, who!
regularly are airphoning their progress to the States day by day as they make their way through
the ice fields, find their receiving apparatus a great source of entertainment as well as service.
Many of the big American broadcasters are heard regularly, according to dispatches © U. & U.

AN

EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City
CFCA, Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KF1, Los Angeles, Calif
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, HI
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WDT, New York, N. Y. . . .
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
W HA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZiTroy.N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
W JAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan.P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn .
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Term
WOA1, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa..:.
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala ....
WW J, Detroit, Mich.

Met.

Monday
00- 7:00
00-11:00

i:00- 9:00
1:00-10:00
1:00- 9:30
1:45- 1:00
1:30- 2:00
1:45-12:00
1:00-12:00
1:00-10:00
5:45- 7:20
1:30-10:30
r:00-10:00
1:30- 8:00
1:00- 1:00
r:30-ll:30
5:30- 6:00
30- 9:30
00- 5:30
1:30-10:30
':30i:00- 8:30
8:00
i:45- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
00- 5:30
00- 5:30

5:30- 9:30
':00- 9:00
1:30-10:30
8:00- 9:30
00-10:00
0045- 8:30
9:00
00-10:00
00- 9:30
':00-12:00
':30- 9:00
1:00- 8:45

Tuesday
6:00- 7:00

WITH

THE

7:00-9:00
7:00-12:00
7:30- 9:00

IN

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00- 9:30 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
9:00- 9:30
8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00 8:45- 1:00
1:00
12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00 12:008:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
8:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:307:00-12:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00
5:00- 5:50
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
5:00- 7:00 5:00- 9:30 5:00- 7:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00 9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:66 7:30- 9:00 7:30-' 9:66
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55 5:00- 5:30
5:00- 8:00
5:005:30
5:00-10:00
7:15- 9:30
6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 6:008:00- 9:30
8:00-12:00
9:30-10:30
7:30- 8:30
9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30
5:15- 6:30

LISTENER

Friday

6:009:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00

Saturday
6:00- 7:00
11:30-1:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
8:45- 2:00
9:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 7:40
9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
9:00-11:00
5:30- 6:00
8:30- 9:30
5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45-11:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30
6:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
8:00-12:00

9:00-1 0:66
7:00- 8:30
5:45- 9:00
5:15- 6:30 5.15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00-9:00
7:00-12:00 7:00 12:00
8:00- 8:45
7:30-11:00 7:30- 9:00

Sunday

6:00- 7:00 6:45- 7:45
11:001:00 3:00- 4:30
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00 6:30- 7:30
9:00-10:00
9:009:30 9:00- 9:30
8:45- 2:00 10:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
12:001:00 10:00-12:00
8:45-12:00
10:00- 2:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 6:00- 7:00
8:00-10:30
7:00- 7:20
6:30- 8:00

3:304:30
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00

6:00- 1:00 11:451:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00 9:00-12:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00
6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30

9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
6:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:30

7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
6:00-10:00
5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55

Station in Newark Celebrates Anniversary with Notables
NEWARK,
An birthday
elaborate recently
celebration marked N.
theJ. —first
of WOR, the popular station of L. Bamberger & Company of this city. Two allstar programs were staged in which over
a score of head-liners participated. In
the afternoon there was a special Radio
matinee of Broadway's latest and greatest
musical-revue success, "Adrienne," in
which Louis F. Werba presented Vivienne
Segal, Richard Carle, Billy B. Van, a dozen
other New Tork favorites and "the most
animated chorus in the world." All of
the charming features of Mr. Werba's
huge production that were especially suitable for broadcasting were given and the
principal comedians, Van and Carle, ably
interpolated extra stunts written for this,
their initial Radio "appearance" together.
In the evening program there were
short addresses appropriate to the occasion by Gov. George S. Silzer of New
Jersey; Frederick C. Breidenbach, mayor
of Newark; U. S. Senator Edward I. Edwards of New Jersey and U. S. Senator
Royal S. Copeland of New York.
In addition to the officials' talks there
were speeches by Melville E. Stone of
the Associated Press, Will H. Hays, director general of the moving picture industry, and Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor
of the audion tube and the father of
broadcasting.

Philadelphia Air Wedding
Lags as Best Man

6:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

6:00- 9:00
9:00-11:00
7:00-12:00
9:00
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 7:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
though the distance is only seven miles.
H. H. Friend, member of the American
Radio Relay League, offered to send messages through by Radio, also bulletins
on the rise of the river for the daily
newspapers at Tulsa. He got in touch
with R U. McKinney, 5SG, and J. B.
Lewis, 5WX, at Tulsa, also E. W. Abrey,
5GA, at Osceola, Ark.
The first night the

FINE PROGRAM MARKS
WOR, ONE YEAR OLD

amateurs kept fifteen-minute schedules
until 2 a. m. and the next two nights
night.
______________
forty-minute
schedules
until after midLondon newspapers, as a rule, express
the opinion that broadcasting" helps rather
than hinders the entertainment business
as carried on in theaters and public halls.

Forgets

PHILADELPHIA.— This city had its
second Radio wedding within one month
recently when Miss Sarah Olsen became
the bride of Alfred W. Ogden, at Station WDAR. Mr. Ogden is pianist and
violinist of the station. Fans were kept
waiting "on the air" for about one-half
hour because John W. Nagle, Jr., best
man, forgot that he had promised to call
for Magistrate Atkinson Costello, who
performed the ceremony. After the marriage ceremony, the groom stepped up to
the microphone and invited everybody
________________
listening intion.
to attend
the wedding recep-

New Rules Benefit Amateurs
WASHINGTON. — The Department of
Commerce has authorized a broadcaster
band of wave lengths for general and restricted amateur stations, and created a
new class of amateur
to be known as Amateur

operator's license
Extra First Class.

NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Benny Leonard-Lew Tendler fight was handed Radio
and fight fans recently through Station
WJZ, this city, direct from the Yankee
Stadium where
the bout took place.
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REIN ARTZ; LIKES RESULTS

connected with pigtail braid to the rotor
is always a certain amount of winding.
E
THER
fascination, in changing a circuit
The rotor winding consists of two sets
around to see what happens. Sometimes the results are disappointing, and of nine turns each, wound with Number
once in a while they surprise you. One 22 D.C.C. wire not separated by spacing
fan tried it with the Ultra Reinartz and thread. A quarter-inch space is left between the two sets of turns. The free end
likes his revised set better, so here's his
is connected to a terminal on the large
hook-up shown as RD-91.
The Ultra Reinartz articles started in tube by another pigtail connection.
the March 24 number. Since the same tunTickler Coil Winding
ing unit as in the original was used, the
illustration of the tuner is repeated with
The feed back winding is spaced two
details for winding.
inches from the finish of the last winding
Fiber, bakelite or even cardboard tube on the large tube. The first five turns are
can be used. The wire used in winding the each tapped, but the last five are not.
tuning unit is Number
18 double cotton
All taps should be staggered around the

Identification of Parts
No. 1 is the tuning unit, No. 2 are both
.001 mfd variable condensers, No. 3 one
megohm grid leak, No. 4 are two .00025
fixed condensers, No. 5 is a .00005 mfd variable condenser, No. 6 is a .00015 mfd fixed
condenser, No. 7 is a detector vacuum tube,
No. 8 are two amplifying vacuum tubes,
No. 9 are two audio frequency transformers. No. 10 is a .002 mfd fixed condenser.
No. 11 are three rheostats suited for the
tubes used. No. 12 is the tickler winding
on the tuning unit.
This circuit is very selective and has no
body capacity.

Blind Farmer's
Music
Broadcast"Canned"
by WSB

ANTENNA
PHONESO

Virginian's Old Tomato Containers
Carry Sounds on Air
ATLANTA GA — Real "canned" music
was recently broadcast by WSB, the Attory. lanta Journal, for the first time in hisLambdin Kay, announcer for the station, is the discoverer of the music, and
Jafes Dunsford, a blind Virginian farmer,
is the man who made the harmony. Kay
stopped before a crowd congregated
around Dunsford, who had announced he
was about to give a concert.
"What do you play?" the blind musician
was asked.
"Tin cans," he replied, and from, a worn
and tattered haversack he drew two pintsized tomato cans. Each had two right
angle slits in the top and from four
prongs thus formed, Dunsford began to
pick melodies. His repertoire consists of
anything from the "St. Louis Blues" and
"Yes, We Have No Bananas," to the sex-

USE SPACING THftCAO
/ALU
TURNS
9 TURNS/

Z\ TURNS

tet from
Kay
says"Lucia."
the blind musician just naturally made the old tomato cans talk, and
accordingly he was put on the air by the
popular
southern
broadcaster.

f

BETWEEN
\
^s^ IO TURNS

Vaudeville Theater Picks
Up "Hermit
Show"
CLEVELAND,
O. — The
Hermit Tunes
club or-

J)|*

*f

staged their annual play, "The Hermits
in Mexico." Hits of former Hermit shows
were
played as well as numerous popular
selections.

9 TURNS EACH
NO SPACING

i-

THREAD.

•i-t

12 TAPS

J 9 TURNS
- NO TAPS

chestra, under the direction of Prank B.
Meade, was the attraction which kept
local Radiophans delighted recently when
Station WJAX of the Union Trust Company broadcast the Cleveland News concert.
It was an evening of tuneful music,
some
of which
heardwhen
at B.theF. Hermits
Keith's
E.
105th
street was
theater

9 TURNS
NO
TAPS

POSITIVE RESULTS
are being obtained by thousands
users of the

-2-

covered. In winding a spacing cord — any tube so that sufficient clearance will be had
light-weight string or heavy thread will do for making soldered connections to the con— is kept between the turns of wire. Antact points of the switches without crossother method is to use some Number 20
ing and touching of the leads.
bare copper wire, winding the two wires
together. When finished, the tube and
WE REPAIR
TOUR
winding are given a coat of celluloid-acetone solution or other "dope." When this is
dry, the bare copper wire is removed. This
WD-II,
WD-12, UV-199. UV-20I-A,
leaves the insulated winding fixed in posiC-30I-A.
$3.50 each
tion with even spaces and gives a minimum
UV-200, C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 each
UV-201.
C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
of between-turns capacity in the coil.
DV-6, DV-6-A
3.50 each
U V-202
4.00 each
Turn Numbers and Taps
And
Guarantee
Them
Equal
toNew
yuiuis. a«^Kviv,E.mittanc6 to C0Ter repair
The primary winding starts with twelve
<rtl IIPK- SFRVIPF Include
with your order replus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
turns tapped eve'ry turn. Then nine turns
are wound without taps. After leaving a
half-inch space nine more untapped turns
are wound. The end of this winding is then

VACUUM

TUBES

Abalene Radio

&*ntfS!?.

of satisfied

EASTERN COIL SETS
for the

COCKADAY

CIRCUIT

The remarkable features which are making this circuit more popular each day are Its simplicity of construction and control — wonderful selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference,
eta, are eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. r8 wire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE SET OF B, C AND
*0 7C
D COILS— PRICE
ip^./O
Hook-up,
directions
and
material
list furnished free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled. Dealers Communicate

EASTERN

RADIO

22 Warren Street, Dept.

MFG.

R. D., NEW

CO.

YORK.

.4
£lln)^5a steel structure,

A laminated Phenolic QindoisatJon Product
.SHEETS TUBES
RODS

surrounded

RADIO PANELS

by others —

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

Ji

CUT PERFECTLY 5QUARE
TO ANY 5IZE

works well with its 20|-foot indoor
wire. You can "tune-out" WJZ — less
than
feet away
— sharp
and bring
WOR,1,000
Newark,
N. J.,
and in
clear. n't'i
) Ask your Dealer about its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Licensed under Armstrong A. H. GREBE &. CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.
U.S. Pat. No. 1,118,149

VZZ
j/|6"
y32"
Yq "
3Ae"

1 I

THICK V2*
THICK 34*
THICK
K
THICK l'/z<
THICK
2*

PER
PER
PER
PER
PER

SQ.INCH
SQl INCH
SQ. INCH
SQ. INCH
SQ. INCH

'/4 " THICK 2/2* PER SQ. INCH
3/B " THICK
4« PER SQ. INCH
'/2 " THICK 5 Vifi PER SQ. INCH
SENO FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEAtERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

— ^_^

STAR

*5. ot i **??vjy

RETT

519 SOUTH

•A'©

^

GREEN

MFG. CO.
ST,

CHICAGO

N. Y.

AMATEUR LOW WAVE
AS GOOD AS LONG
LOS ANGELES 120-METER IS
HEARD ALL OVER COUNTRY
Other Tests as to Length May Cause
Further Changes in Making
of Equipment
"Will there be a scramble of all Radio
interests to "get in" on the once supposedly worthless ether band below 150
meters
wave
length?
The onward march of Radio transmission has undergone so many changes
within a period of mere months that even
the most expert hesitate to express an
opinion for fear of being called upon to
retract. This has been true of most all
predictions about the value of short
waves.
In recent weeks there has been a great
deal of comment on the possibility of
long distance communication below 150
meters and it is only natural that the amateur should again demonstrate that he
is the pioneer when it comes to this particular phase of Radio development.
During the recent short wave test under
American Radio Relay League auspices,
6G1, an amateur station operated by A.
Wade, of 465 N. Lake street, Los Angeles,
Cal., transmitting on a wave length of
120 meters, was heard in every state in
the union. This station holds the record
for short wave transmission, the power
being only five watts.
Other long distance records on short
waves have been reported by amateurs
who participated in the short wave tests.
It would appear from this information
that much better results can be obtained
on 150 meters than is ordinarily the case
on 200 meters, the band commonly used
by amateurs.
As the more powerful commercial stations operate on wave lengths between
1,000 and 25,000 meters, the short wave
tests are an indication that the most successful Radio transmission will be at the
two extremes.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Wednesday, August 1

Tuesday, July 31
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert, "Mirella." siar Orchestra,; "Sunday." Mary
Botbwell, contralto : "The Blue Danube" Orcheatra;
"From i ho Canebrake." Mannle Roth, violinist: "SolOrchestra; "In Summai Fields." Mary
BoUiwvIl:
HamAdaskln,
violinist. "Saimic
Ode,"
Mary Bothuvll; "Mlmou." Orohustra.
KDKA
Ctasccm. 32u>. 7:20 P. M.. Concert. Ethel 1Mwrnnla. sopiwno; Jamea Traynor,
lirst tenor. GaorgQ
Hurrvll. second tenor; Bran Lloyd, baritone; Clarence
K. Drylle, bass.
KGW iPac.nc. 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Talk, Jaanette P.
Cramer, Homo Economics Editor of Tho Oregonlan;
10:00-11:00
P. M., l>ancv program,
George Olsons
Orchestra.
KHJ .(Pacific, 39S), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Conceit; 2:303:30 P. M., Muical mat&nee; 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour, "Uncle John;"
8:00-10:00
P. M.. Do
Luxe program, Don Milligan and his original compuslUons.
KSD
(Central,
546). 8:00 P. M.. Concert. Grand Conrhi ater talent.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 7:00 P. M..
Musical program, Lithuanian music; M. J.inauskas,
soprano: J. Ramanauakas, tenor; K. BaboniB, baritone; J. Byauskas, pianist; A. Oils, pianist; 8:05
P. M-, Book review. Llewellyn .tones.
WBAP
(Central, 476), 9:30-10:45 P. M.. Concert, Fred
us Texas Hotel Orchestra.
WBZ (Eastern. 337). 6:40 P. M.. Talk. "Modern Bank
•Service." Member of Springfield National Bank;
Talk. "Joy in tho Underworld," Joseph Taylor, exbandit: 7:00 P. M., Concert, Manrico Freedman's
Ensemble.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P. M.,
Children's Hour; 4:30-5:55 P. M.. Song recital; Talk.
"Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-1:00 P. IYI..
Musical
program, Trixie
Henderson's
Happy
Waller, pianist;
Smith and
her Sis;
Down Thomas
Home
Syncopators; Rosa Henderson. Roland Irving, entertainers; Talk. "The Reason Why," Floyd G. Sneldon.
editor of "The Tattler;" Trixio Smith; Henderson's
Happy Six.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1 rOO P. M., Address. DeWitt McMurray; 8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical program,
Horace Adams, Tiolinist. and assisting musicians;
11:00-12:00 P. M-. Conceit, R. W. Trowbridge's Saxophone Quartet; Krause's Orchestra,
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M„ Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra;
3:00 P. M., Concert; 6:30 P. M., Dinner music. Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra ; 7 :0O
P. M., Bedtime stories. Cousin Sue; 8:00 P. M., Boy
Scost Radio Corps; Song and piano recital; 10:30
P. M., Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Dance Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 12:15 P. M.,
Organ recital, E. Lewis Dunham; 3:00 P. IYI., "Hospitality Talk," Ida Bailey Allen; 5:00 P. M., "Skalalatoot Stories." George Ernst; 8:30 P. M., Business
report, Roger
Babson
; Talk,program.
"Bits of Wisdom,"
George
BrintonW.Bead;
Musical
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M-. Musical program.
"The Sea Hath Its Pearls," Mixed Quartet; "For
You," Charles Selter, tenor; "Sweetest Story Ever
Told," Mildred Schilling, soprano; Marvin J. Roeck,
haritone: "A Cradle Song." "I'm Wearing Awa',"
Theresa Milne, contralto; "American Beauties," "Romance of a Busy Broker," Ruth Schilling, reader:
"Moonlight," Mixed Quartet; "Two Grenadiers,"
"A Love Song." Marvin J. Roeck, baritone; "Some
Day Again," Theresa Milne, Charles Selter; "The
Singer." "I Heard You Go By," Mildred Schilling;
"When the Heart Is Young." Mixed Quartet.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4.-00-54)0 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Musical program, Carolyn Pell, soprano; Mrs. Edwin Horn,
contralto; Al G. Crowder, George L. Gephart, banjoists: Byron Holloway. baritone; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 14)0-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz. Germantown Theater;
3:00 P. M., Artist recital; 6*0 P. M., Dinner music,
WTP Little Symphony Orchestra, Dick Regan, director; 7:00 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00
P. M., Short talk: 8:15 P. M., Artist recital; 8:45
P. M., Short talk: 8:55 P. M., Dance music; 10:00
P. M., Song recital.
WJAX (Eastern. 390), 7:30 P. M., Concert, Cleveland
News,
WLW (Eastern. 309), 10:00 P. M.. Musical program.
"The Lazy Song," Sara Frances Johnston, singer;
"Serenade," "Fairy Sailing," Mrs. Lucy McKeever,
violinist; "Aida's Death," "SoJsagdeico," Robert
Trendler, pianist; Mrs. Emma Klein, reader; "Trinity
Chimes," Irene Carter, pianist; "My Birthday," Sara
Frances Johnston; "La Gitana," Mrs. Lucy McKeever; "My Eyes Have Told Tou So," Dr. A. W. Ganzel.
"Waltz in O Sharp Minor," Irene Carter;
the singer;
Circle Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 448). 430 P. M..
Program by Grenn Dillard Gunn School of Music;
7:00 P. M., Babson report; Lesson in Syncopation,
Axel Christensen; Talk on Home Economics.
WOC (Central, 484). 3:30 P. M., Educational Talk.
A. G. Hinrichs; 5:45 P. M., Chinese concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 11:00-11:30
A. M., Organ recital; Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55
P. M., Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Yogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3 4)0 P. M-, Concert. Schmeman's
Band; 830 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra; Town
Crier: Lucile Lincoln, soprano; Aloha Trio; Alf D.
Fleming, baritone.

Freshman Fix-0
A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — 4 in ONE

Freshman Condenser
Leak Mounting
Freshman Fixed Leak
SAFE-T HANDLE

Price
Complete

65c

Furnished in any value of Resistance irom Vi
to
10 Megohms.
The only Resistance Leak using no carbon,
graphite or lamp black — and guaranteed to
be permanently
constant.
Separate
Condenser
and
Mountings,
40c.
Separate
Leaks
with Saie-T Handle,
30c.
At your
dealers,
otherwise
send
purchase
price and you
will be supplied
postpaid.

resfirnan
AVE.,

NEW

What Time Is It?

YORK

WMAQ (Contral, Daylight Saving, 448), 4:30 P. M.,
Program
by Cosmopolitan
Bonool of Music;
7:00
P.
M., Slcirlts.
CiMHKfiio
[I'.'iulkrirj ; Mr,
iind
Mrs.
Paul (i. Hummel, pianist «"<l soprano; 9:15 P. M.,
Concert, LaMullo Boot Garden orchestra.
WOC (Contral. 484). 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk.
Clyde G. Kern; 8:00 p. M.. Organ recital, Krwln
SuiihI.II; 10:00 P. M.. Musical

iiruKram, Mrs.

Xiun

Krwln, soprano: A. II. Lovott, baritone: Catherine
O'Brien, roader; Howard Snyder, pianist; Mao Marshall, soprano; Hans Mcttko, 'cellist.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-11:30
A. M.. Organ roeital. Mary E. Voift; 12:00-12:55
P. M., Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45 P. M., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M., Concert. Schrecman'a
Band; 8:30 P. M., Concert, News Orchestra; Town
Crier; Concert, Schmoman'a
Band.

Thursday, August 2
Pacific

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

Saving
Central
or Daylight
Mountain

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
Kathleen Monk: "Old Refrain," Harry Adaskin, violinist: "The Fairy's Lullaby," Kathleen Monk; Selections from "Enninie,"
Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 7:20 P. M., Concert. KDKA
Orchestra;
Chauncey Parsons, tenor; Leora Sage McKennan. soprano.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Children's hour.
Aunt Nell; 8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program; 10:00tra.
11:00 P. M., Dance program, George Olsen's OrchesKHJ (Pacific 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert; 2:303:30 P. M.. Musical matinee; 6:45-7:30 P. M., Children's hour. "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M., Musitenor.cal program, Gladys G. Hill, soprano; Otto Ploetz,
KSD (Central, 546). 8:00 P. M., Concert. Letter Carriers' Band, J. H. McClure, director.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 7:00 P. M.,
Musical program, under auspices of Inland Electric
Company; Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Herhie Mintz,
pianist.
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 7:00 P. M., Concert, William Tilton, bass; Mrs. Percy P. Fletcher, soprano; Stanley
Fletcher, pianist; WBZ Trio; 8:20 P. M., Bedtime
story for Grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-6:00 P. M-.
Song recital; Talk, "Affairs of the Heart," Betsy
Logan; 7:30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy; 8:00 P. M., Features from Stanley Theater;
Dance music, Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra.

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, "English Airs," Star Orchestra; "Go to
Sea," Arthur Fisher, baritone: "Song Without
Words." .laques Sterin, 'cellist; "Narcissus," Orchestra: Arthur Fisher, baritone; "Three Irish Pictures,"
Orchestra; "Aria." .laques Sterin: "The Windmill,"
Arthur
Fisher; Selection from "Floradora," Orchestra.
(Continued on page 9)

PROVEN
EFFICIENCY

At All
Dealers

La boratory
Tests
and have
Actual Use
FIL-KO-STAT
proven
the
best for all

"Madame Butterfly," "Elegy," Blanche SmithKerr.
Eckles;
"The Goblin Dance," "Eili. Eili," Errington
(Central, 476), 12 30-1:00 P. M., Talk, "Cooperative Cotton Marketing," John T. Orr, president
Texas Farm Bureau Ass'n.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. IYI., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Concert; 6:30 P. M., Dinner
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra.

makes of vacuum tubes.
Guaranteed

WFAA

WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360). 12:15 P. M..
Organ recital, E. Lewis Dunham; 5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," Eunice L. Randall; 8:30 P. IH., Talk,
"Science Tip to Date," Scientific .American; Musical
program.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 730-9:00 P. M., Concert,
Manning's
andO. Jug
Orchestra;
Address,
Major
L. L.Hawaiian
Pendleton;
E. Ves
Sells, baritone;
Beading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00 P. M.,
Artist recital; 6:00 P. M., Dinner dance music; 7:007 30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wlp.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M., Musical program;
Accordion solos, Salvador Ercollne; "I Want the
Moon." "That Lullaby Croon," LaVergne Sims,
singer; Mandolins and guitar trio, Mrs. Nellie Fuerstenberger and son and Hazel Jacobs; "Uncle Harry's
Laughing Comedy," Harry Brockmeyer; Mrs, Alma
Jackson, pianist.

(No

FIL

Disks

to Break)

R0

The Idea! Control
Permits infinite control of "A" battery current, utilizing the tuning possibilities of
the vacuum tube itself.

Ask

Your Dealer

IV/li^iV/
AT N. Y. PRICES
Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
W A rfcl sf"\ V,A PARCEL POST
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD

SUMMER
SAVING

Where

"Money

Back

Policy

on Type 400

MELCO
RECEIVER

Vacuum Tube

Two-stage
amplifying
for use with the
<C"| 7 ^fl
„elc0,m also
re-BUlkriyunitcostin,
5, now only
*PXI •Ols
X™51^?0.1^6. 40° Radl° Receiver covers all broadcasting rangee thoroughly
11
. }"
meters and assures a great degree of selectivity on the average
S2? } outdoor aerial.
The Melco is the ideal summer set because it is least
anected
by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back guarantee.
Shipped immediately on receipt of purchase price— F. O. B. N. Y.
WRITE
FOR
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

AMSCO
& Lafayette

Socket
25c

Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without B battery. Wiring diagram
FREE with each tube. 10c extra for
parcel post PH
insured.
ONES
,ns Add

at distributor's <i»-j *j rr/\
price
•OU
Regulofaronly.
List. .*?-*■'
Price $35

Broome

1

Prevails"

MARG0*1oo

VA Volt

PRODUCTS,

Street

Fairbanks

List Price
Our
PHONES
Price
ACME — has no peer for receiving clear. $ 8.00
Western
Electric
12.00
7.95
N. &. K.. 6000 Ohms
16.00
3.95
Rico,
3000
Ohms
6.50 $3.95
3.98
6.50
Dictagraph,
3000 Ohms
8.Q0
Ambassador,
3000 Ohms
6.50
Nathaniel
Baldwin,
Original
12.00
8.75
6.75
4.45
Nathaniel Baldwin, Single, with Cord.
6.00
Brandes Genuine
8.00
VARIOCOCPLERS
& VARIOMETERS
1.95
Queens
5.00
1.95
Fisher
5.00
Raven
5.00
2.95
Tuska with Dial
6.00
1.95
2.95
Pathe
6.00
2.95
3.95
Columbia
6.50
Workrite
6.00
Eaglo Bakelite
8.50
4.95
2.95
Fisher, Large
6.50
4.45
Pearlco Bakelite
6.50
VARIABLE CONDENSERS (Moulded Ends)
3 Plate
2.00
1.25
II Plato
3.50
1.75
17 Plato
4.00
1.95
23 Plato
4.00
1.95
43 Plato
5.00
2.25
II Plate Vernier
6.00
3.25
17 Plato Vernier
6.00
3.25
23 Plate Vernier
6.60
3.50
43 Plate
Vernier
7.50
3.95
«'B"
BATTERIES
EVEREADY— No. 763— 22y2 Volts
EVEREADY— No.
767—45
Volts
BRIGHT
STAR— No. 15-50— 22y2 V
BRIGHT
STAR— No. 15-03-6— 22y2 V.
BRIGHT
STAR— No. 30-90 — 45 Volts..
FRANCO— No.
1529V— 22%
Volts
FRANCO— No. 3045V— 45 Volts

$1.75
5.50
1.75
2.25
5.00
2.50
5.75

$1.45
4.50
1. 10
1.45
3.50
1.85
3.95

Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Holtzer Cabot, Universal
Type
DMniuce
Brandes
Dictograph

NEW

YORK

CITY

row SELECTION"

SETS
Aeriola
Cutting
Tuska
Crosloy
Croslcy

Jr. (Wostinghouse)
18.00
&. Washington 3-Tubo Type 1 1 .125.00
Regenerative
35.00
Regenerative
2-Step Amplifier

22.50
55.00
19.00

2-Step

Amplifier,

ii.95

Assembled

Goneral Radio l-Step Amplifier
EOUD
SPEAKERS
Magnavox Typo R3
Atlas
Western Electric
Musio Master
Wooden
Horn
Aluminum
Horn
TUBES
UV-199,

UV-20I-A,

All Genuine
VT-2 Western
Do Forest
UV-200
De
Forest

WD-12,

Electric

DV-6

WD-II,

8.00
35.00
25.00
55.00
30.00
8.50

10.00

For

$3.75 $0.12
7.95 Post
.14
Parcel
5.75 .14
5.75 .14

COUPLERS

Inc.

Building

"***«■ PERFECTION

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION,

Condenser
106 SEVENTH

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M .
Concert, "Lb Sdurc©,*' Star Orchestra; "Daffodils
* Blowing."
Kathleen Monk, soprano : " Mystic Beau ly." Orrhostru : "Tho Rosary."
Harry
AdusUln. violinist; "Kxlase." Orchestra; "In tho Time of Roses,"

WDT <Enstorn, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-1:00 P. M..
bifuslc&J program, Luckos Roberts mid Mrs. Jjuckuy
Roberts, Singers: Paul Pass, "sinner; 7:00 P. M., MOaicaS program, Calm as the night," "Deep Blver,"
JohntheDcklos,
tenor; "The
Dance
of Desire,
" "Dance
of
Heed Flutes,"
Jiazel
Thomas,
pianist;
"Just
a Little House Of LOTO,"1 "Where My Caravan lias
Bested," Blanche Smlth-Echles, soprano; "Scherzo
Tarantella." "Ave Mai la." ErriiiRtim Kerr, violinist;
"Celeste Akla." "The Star," John H. Eekles; "Bamboola,"
"Polonaise
in E Major,"
Hazel Thomas;

5.95

6.95
7.00
24.95
(7.50
Special
24.95
5.75
4.95
5.75
7.95
3.75
4.75
4.50

DV-6A

COMPLETE PARTS FOB
Fleweliing Circuit
13.95
Reinartz Circuit
11.95
Noutrodyne
Circuit
35.00
Corkaday
13.95
2-Steo Amplifier
9.95
Fada
Neutroayne
Parts
25.00
PANELS— 3/16"
Thick
Hard
Hard
Rubber Baler-lite Rubber Bakelite
7x10
$0.95
$1.35
7x18
$1.65
$2.45
7x12
1.25 1.60
7x21
1.85 2.75
7x14
1.40 1.95
7x21
2.15 3.25
CABINETS
Extra fine quality — Hinged
top — Mahogany
finish.
7x10
$2.75 7x18
$3.50
7x12
2.95
7x24
3.95
7x11
3.25
12x14
3.95

59 Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY

Six New York Betail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
Otherwise prepaid
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request,
for 25 cents.

Ames Varioeoupler
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
Dietzon 14-Plato Vernier
Dietzen 21-Plate Vernier
Dietzen 46-Plate Vernier
Murdock
43-Flate
TRANSFORMERS
Dietzen
Sampson
Ames 4% to 1
TRANSFORMERS
Cotoco
Owl

2.45

.12

2.65 .14
2.95 16
3.45 .18

;......'.' 3.45
Freguencvl
3.45
4.95
2.95
(Radio
Frequency)
2.45
95
(Audio

MISCELLANEOUS

Bitter Portable Loop
Argus Lightning
Arrester
Welsh
Peanut
Tube
Peanut Tube Socket
Switoh Lever, Fada Type
Ammeter Testing B Battery
Two Slide Tuning Coil
Hydrometers
Double Phonograph Attachment
Cockaday Coil
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
Wave Trap
Electrio Soldering Iron
RHE0STAT8
100 Feet Copper Antenna
Wire

].00
95
2.00
50
19
49
|.25
49
95
2.25
2.95
4.95
3.95
39

Bradleystat

.50
1.49

SOCKETS

Bell V. T. & W.
V. T. Bakelite

D.

11
DIALS

2-lnch
3-inch
4-inch

191

Fulton St., Dept. F-24, New
9 New York Stores

America's

.89

.10
.10

25
35
49

.06
.08
.08

York

City

Greatest Radio Mail Order House
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
(Note. — The third part of the schedule list appears
and Is completed below. The fourth part consists of
the state, city-station index and will appear next
week.)
WJAZ,
Chicago. HI
448 meters.
1.500 mi.
ZenithEdgewater
Beach
(Chicago Radio
Lab.)
Daily ex
Sun, 10 pni-2 am. music, entertainment.
Sun, &-$
pm, concert.
Central Daylight Saving.
WJD,
Granville, O.
229 meters.
100 mi.
Denison
Univ.
Fri, Sat, 5-6 pm, music, educational lectures.
Central.
WJH, Washington. D. C. 273 meters.
200 mi. White
& Boyer Co.
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports; 1-2
pm, music.
Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert; 8 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
WJX, New York. N. T. 360 meters. De Forest Radio
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
WJY, New York City.
405 meters.
1500 ml.
R. C. A.
Daily ex Sun, 4-6 pm, entertainment.
Tues, Thurs,
Fri, 7:30-11:30 pm, concert.
Sun, 2:30-5 pm, 6-6:30.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJZ, New York City. 455 meters.
1500 mi. R. C. A.
Daily ex Sun, 3-6:30 pm. entertainment; 7:30-11 pm.
special program.
Sun, 10:30 am-1 pm, church service;
8:30-10:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKAA,
Cedar Rapids, la. 360 meters.
200 mi.
H.
F. Paar.
Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm. reports; 5:30. reports, agriograms; 6-7, music.
Thur, 11-12 pm, music. Sun, 4-5 pm, church service.
Central.
WKAC,
Lincoln,
Neb.
275 meters.
400 mi.
The
Lincoln Star.
Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert, entertainment Central.
WKAD,
East Providence,
B. I. 240 meters.
Charles
Loon*. Wichita Falls. Tex.
WKAF.
360 meters.
W. S. Radio
Supply Co.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala.
360 meters.
200 ml
Alabama Radio Mfg. Co.
Hon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
music, news.
Central.
WKAP, Graudstou, R. I. 360 meters.
Wilcox Flint
WKAft, San Juan, Porto Rico.
360 meters.
1.500 mi.
Radio Corp. of Porto Rico.
Tues, Sat, 11 pm-12:30
am, entertainment
Intercolonial.
WKAR,
East
Lansing,
Mich.
280
meters.
Mich.
Agri
College.
WKAS,
Springfield, Mo.
360 meters.
100 mi.
L. E.
Lines Music Co. Slogan. "Queen City of the Ozarks."
Mon, Fri, Sat 8-9:15 pm. music.
Central
WKAV,
Laconia, N. H.
360 meters.
Laconia Radio
Club.
WKAW,
Beloit. Wis.
226 meters.
100 mi.
Turner
Cycle
Daily
12-12:15
pm.
7-7:30,
concert.
Central. Co.
WKAX.
Bridgeport, Conn.
231 meters.
75 ml. Wm.
A. ilacfarlane.
WKAY. Gainesville, Ga.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Brenau
College.
No
definite schedule.
College activities.
Thurs, 8:30 pm. concert.
Eastern.
WKC, Baltimore, Md.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Jos. M.
Zamoiski Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKY,
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
360 meters.
500 mi.
WKY Radio Shop.
Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm, sports;
9-11:30 pm.
"Raven
Frolic."
CentraLWL2, Fairfield, O. 360 meters.
D. S. Army.
WLAC, Raleigh, N. C. 360 meters. N. C. State College.
WLAG,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
417 meters.
1.000 ml.
Cutting & Wash. Radio Corp.
Slogan, "The Call of
the North."
Club, "Tooth Brush."
Daily ex Sun.
8:30, 9, 9:30 am, 10:10, 10:30, 12:30. 1:30. 3:30 pm,
reports; 7 pm, children's hour; 7:30-8:30. lecture.
Daily ex. Wed, Sun, 8:30-10 pm, concert
Sun, 10
am.
church
services; Central.
4 pm,
concert; 5, children's
hour;
7:30 services.
WLAH, Syracuse. N. Y. 234 meters.
900 mi. Samuel
Woodworth.
No regular schedule.
WLAJ, Waco. Tex.
360 meters.
1,000 mi.
Waco Elec.
Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:30, 2:30 pm,
music, reports.
Tues, Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WLAK, Bellows Falls, Vt
360 meters. Vermont Farm
Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Radio Co. 360 meters. Tulsa. Okla.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
360 meters.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville, Ky.
360 meters.
W. V. Jordon.
WLAQ, Kalamazoo, Mich.
244 meters.
100 mi.
A. E.
Schilling.
No regular program.
Central.
WLAT,
Burlington, la. 360 meters. Radio and Specialty
Co.
WLAV,
Pensacola,
Fla.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Elec.
Shop, Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment Central.
WLAW, New York. N. Y. 360 meters. New York Police
Dept.
WLAX, Greencastle, Ind. 231 meters.
Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY, Fairbanks. Alaska. 360 meters. Northern Commercial Co.
WLAZ,
Warren,
O.
100 mi.
248 meters.
Hutton &
Jones Elec. Co. Wed,
8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30
pm,
music,
sports.
Sun,
7:30-9
pm, church services.
Eastern.
WLW,
Cincinnati, 0.
2,000 mi.
309 meters.
Crosley
Mfg. Co. Slogan, "WLW,
In the Queen City of the
West"
Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3. 4,
reports.
Mon, Wed,
S-10 pm, entertainment.
Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music.
Sat, 2 pm, special.
Sun,
9:30-11 am, church services.
Central Daylight Saving.
WMAC, Cazenovia, N. Y. 261 meters.
500 mi. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAD, Rock Port Mo.
360 meters.
Atchinson County
Mail
WMAF,
Dartmouth,
Mass.
360 meters.
Round
Hills
Radio Corp.
Slogan, "From the Land of the Pilgrim
Fathers."
WMAH,
Lincoln. Neb.
341 meters.
500 mi.
General
Supply Co. Slogan, "A Call from the Western Plains."
Club.
"Lincoln
Hoot
Owls."
Daily,10 am,
2:15-3 church
pm,
music;
8 pm, entertainment.
Sun.
services,
3:30-4:30,
concert,
8, sermon.
Central,
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo.
275 meters.
600 mi
Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram.
Daily ex Sun. 8:15
am. 9:15, 10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15. weather,
markets, news.
Central
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y. 360 meters.
1,500 mi.
Norton Labs. Tues. 8-9:30 pm, music.
Sat, 7:30-8 pm,
story; 10:30-11:30, music
Eastern.
WMAL, Trenton, N. J. 256 meters.
100 mi.
Trenton
Hdwc
Co. Slogan,
"The
Home
of Good
Music."
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm. music, lecture.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WMAM, Beaumont, Tex.
360 meters.
Beaumont Radio
Equipment Co.
WMAN, Columbus, O. 286 meters. 50 mi First Baptist Church. Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm, church
services. Central.
WMAP, Easton, Pa. 246 meters. 400 mi Utility Battery Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, 6-6:45.
Wed, 8-9:55 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.

FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

(Continued from page 4)
in connection with a loop, using either the
inductance
coil in connection
with
the
loop or tuning the loop alone, as shown in
Figure 2.
It will be noticed that in this diagram

WMAQ. Chicago, 111. 448 meters.
1.500 mi.
The Chicago Daily News.
Daily ex Sun, Mon. 7-8 pm, 9:15Saving.
10. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 4:30-5 pm.
Central Daylight
WMAT,

Duluth. Minn.
266 meters.
500 mL
Paramount Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 11:20 am. 4:20
pm, weather; 6:15-7:30 pm. markets.
Tues. Fri. 89:30 pm. concert.
Central.
WMAV,
Aubu.n.
Ala.
250 meters.
Ala. Polytechnic
Institute.
Daily ex Sun, 10 am. 12. weather, markets. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Central.

WMAW, Wahpeton, N. D. 360 meters.
50 mi. Wahpeton Elec. Co.
Daily, 5:45 pm, sports, news.
Fri,
10-11 pm.
Central.
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo.
360 meters.
1,000 mi.
Kingshighway
Presbyterian
Church.
Slogan, "May Every
By-Way
Hear Kingshighway."
Sun, 11 am, 8 pm,
Tues, 7-8 pm, church services.
Central.
WIHAZ, Macon, Ga.
268 meters.
250 mi. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30, 8:30-9:30.
ern.
music
Tues, Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am, chapeL
EastWMC,
Memphis,
Tenn.
500 meters.
2.000 mi. The
Commercial
Appeal.
Slogan, "Station WMC.
Memphis, "Down In Dixie."
Club, "Midnight
Frolic."
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12 m, 3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert; 8. music
Wred night silent
Tues, Fri. 11 pm. Midnight Frolic.
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati, O. 248 meters.
Precision Equipment
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU, Washington, D. C. 262 meters.
100 mi.
Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co. Daily, 5:30 pm, concert, sports.
Thurs, 8-9, concert.
Eastern.
WNAB, Bowling Green, Ky.
360 meters.
500 mi. R. D.
Nichols.
Daily
ex Tues,
4-5 pm,
7:30-9.
music.
CentraL
WNAC, Boston, Mass.
278 meters.
200 mi
Shepard
Stores.
Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music.
Mon,
Wed. Fri, 6:30-7 pm.
Tues, Thur, Fri. 8-10 pm.
Wed, Sat, 9-11 pm.
Sun, 11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:308:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAD,
Norman.
Okla.
360 meters.
200 mi. Okla.
Radio Engineering Co.
Daily ex Sun. 7:45-8:15 pm,
news.
Central
WNAL,
Omaha, Neb.
360 meters.
R. J. Rockwell.
WNAN, Syracuse. N. Y. 286 meters.
1,000 mi.
Syracuse Radio Tel. Co.
Mon,
Wed,
Sat, 7:30 pm.
concert, agriograms,
etc
Eastern.
WNAQ,
Charleston,
S.
C. 360
meters.
Charleston
Radio Elec. Co.
WNAP,
Springfield. O. 360 meters.
200 mi. Wittenberg College.
WNAR, Butler, Mo.
360 meters.
C. C. Rhodes.
man.) Austin, Tex.
WNAS,
Tex. Radio Corp.
(Austin StatesWNAT, Philadelphia, Pa.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Lennig
Bros. Co.
Wed, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Sun, 2:30 pm,
4:30, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WNAV,
Knoxville, Term.
360 meters.
1.000 mi. People's Tel & Telg Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat. 9-11:30 pm,
concert.
Sun, 10:30-12 am; 7:30-8:30 pm.
Central.
WNAW,
Fortress
Monroe.
Ya.
360
meters.
Henry
Kunzmann.
WNAX,
Yankton,
S. D.
236 meters.
Dakota Radio
Apparatus
Co.
Daily, 10 am, reports.
Wed,
Sat,
9-10 pm, music.
Central.
WNAY. Baltimore, Md.
360 meters.
Shipowners Radio
Service.
WNJ,
Albany,
N. Y. 360 meters.
60 mi.
Shotton
Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am,
market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert
Eastern.
WNO,
Jersey City, N. J. 360 meters.
Wireless Telephone Co. of Hudson Co.. N. J.
WOAA, Ardmore. Okla.
360 meters.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB,
Grand
Forks, No. Dak.
50 mi. 360 meters.
Valley Radio.
Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm,
entertainment,
reports.
Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
service.
Central.
WO AC. Lima, O.
266 meters.
Maus Radio Co.
WOAD,
Sigourney, la. 360 meters.
Friday Battery &
Elec Co.
WOAE, Fremont, Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
WOAF,
Tyler, Tex.
360 meters.
50 mi.
The Tyler
Commercial
College.
Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m,
weather, markets; 7 pm, weather, codes: 10:15. U. S.
Navy press.
Sun, 11 am, 7 :30 pm, church service.
Central.
WOAG, Belvidere, 111.
224 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH,
Charleston. S. C. 360 meters.
200 mi. Palmetto Radio Corp.
Mon, Thur, Sat. Sun, 10 pm-1
am. music.
Eastern.
WOAI,
San Antonio,
Tex.
385 meters.
1,800 ml.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express. ) Daily
ex Sun. 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3, 7, news, markets.
Tues,
Sat, 9:30-10:30
pm,
concert.
Thurs,
7:308:30
pm, concert.Central
Sun, 11 am, church services; 5-6
pm, concert.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans.
25S meters.
50 mi.
C. E. Ervin.
Slogan, "Queen
City of the Plains."
Thurs,
7-S pm, music,
music, news.
lectures,Central
news.
Sun, 3-4:30 pm.
Sermon,
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky.
240 meters.
Collins Hardware
WOAL,
Webster
Groves. Mo.
360 meters.
300 ml
Co.
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central
WOAN,
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.
360 meters.
1.000 ml.
James D. Vaughan.
Temporarily discontinued.
WOAO,
Mishawaka,
Ind.
360 meters.
200 mi. Lyradion Mfg. Co.
WOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich.
360 meters.
Kalamazoo College. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WOAQ,
Va.
360 meters.
Portsmouth Kiwanls Portsmouth.
Club.
WOAR,
Kenosha,
Wis.
360
meters.
H.
P.
Lundskow.
Hamp. Wilmington,
WOAT,
Del.
360 meters.
Boyd
Martell
WOAV, Erie, Pa.
242 meters.
600 mi.
Penna. Nat'l
Guard.
Tues, Wed, 8:80-10 pm. music
Fri. 9:1510:45 pm, music.
Sun, 7:45 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WOAW,

Omaha, Nebr.
526 meters.
1.000 ml.
Woodmen of the World.
Slogan, "Gateway
to the East
and West."
Mon,am,Tues,
Thurs,
Fri, services.
Sat, 9 pm,
concert. Sun, 9:30
9 pm,
church
Central.
rVOAX. Trenton, N. J. 240 meters. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAZ, Stanford, Tex.
360 meters.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC,
Davenport,
la. 484 meters.
1.000 mi. Palmer
School of Chiropractic.
Slogan, "Where
the West
Begins
and
in
the
State
Where
the
Tall
Grows."
Daily ex Sun,
Tues night,
10:55
am,Corntime;
11,
weather: 12 m, chimes; 2 pm, markets;
3:30, talk;
5:45 chimes, ex Wed;
6:30, Sandman,
sports; 7,
concert: 10 pm, concert. Wed only; 9:30 pm, concert. Sat only.
Sun, 9 am, chimes; 6 pm, concert;
7, church services; 8, concert.
Central
WO I, Ames, la. 360 meters.
200 mi. Iowa State College. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30. music,
weather.
Central

w

WPAD, Chicago. Ill 360 meters. 500 mi. W. A.
Wieboldt & Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. music
Mon, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, cencert Wed,
Thurs,
concert Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. Central 9-10
Daylight pm,
Saving.
Radio Co.
WPAF,
Council Bluffs, la. 360 meters. Peterson's
WPAG, Independence, Mo. 360 meters. Central Radio
Co., Inc.
WPAH, Waupaca, Wis. 360 meters. 3.000 mi. Wisconsin Dept. of Markets. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am,
10:30, etc.
11:30, Central
12:30 pm, 2:30, 1:30, markets, weather,
news,
Corp.
WPAJ, New Haven, Conn. 268 meters. Doolittle Radio
WPAK, Fargo. N. D. 360 meters. North Dakota
Agricultural College.
WPA1, Columbus, O. 286 meters. Superior Radio &
Tel Equip. Co.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guet
WPAQ,
Frostburg,
Md. 360 meters. General Sales &
Engineering
Co.
WPAR, Beloit, Kans. 50 mi 360 meters. R. A. Ward.
Fri, 8 pm, entertainment. Sun, 11 am. S pm, church
services;
Central.
tric Co. 3 pm, music, talk.
WPAS. Amsterdam, N. Y. 360 meters 3. & M. ElecWPAT,
El Paso, Tex. 360 meters. Saint Patrick's
Cathedral.
lege. Moorhead, Minn. 360 meters. Concordia ColWPAU,
WPAZ, Charleston. W. Va. 273 meters. Dr. John B.
Koch.
WPG, New Lebanon, O. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Nushawg Poultry Farm. Slogan, "The Pulse of Miami
Valley." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15, news; 6-6:30 pm,
markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm program. Central.
WPI, Clearfield. Pa.
360 meters.
Elec. Supply Co.
WQAA, Parkersburg, Pa. 360 meters. 1.500 mi Horace
A. Beale, Jr. Daily, 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQ.AB, Springfield, Mo. 236 meters. Southwest Missouri State Teachers College.
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi E. B.
Gish.
WQAD, Waterbury, Conn. 242 meters. 30 mi The
Whitall Elec. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm,
music. Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
WQ.AE, Springfield, Vt. 275 meters. 300 ml. Moore
Radio News Station. Slogan, "Among the Green
Hills
Daily, 7-7:30 pm. Sun, 2:304:30 pm.of Vermont."
Eastern.
WQAF, Sandusky, O. 240 meters.
Sandusky Register.
WQAH,
Lexington,
Ky.
254 meters. Brock- Anderson
Elect Eng. Co.
WQAJ,
Ann
Arbor,
Mich.
360
meters.
Ann Arbor
Times News.
WQAK, Dubuque, la. 360 meters. Appel-Higley Elec.
Co.
WQAL, Mattoon. 111. 258 meters. 100 mi Coles County
tral & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The Buckle on the Corn
Tel
Belt." Tues, Thurs, 9-11 pm, music, lectures. CenWHAM, Miami, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Electrical
Equip. Co. Slogan, "It is Always June in Miami."
Tues, Thurs, 8 pm, music. Sun, 9-11 pm, music.
Eastern.
WQAN, Scranton. Pa. 280 meters. 300 mi Scranton
Times. Slogan, "The Voice of the Anthracite."
Dally ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 4:30-5:30, 7:30-8:30,
news, reports,
ment Eastern. music. Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainWQAO, New York City. N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi.
Calvary Baptist Church. Sun, 8 pm, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WQ.AP,
Lincoln. Nebr.
360 meters.
Am. Radio Co.
WQAQ. Abilene, Tex. 360 meters. 300 mi Abilene
Daily Reporter. Slogan, "The Capital of West
Texas."
Tues, Thurs,
church services.
Central Fri, 8-9 pm. Sun, am, pm,
WQAS, Lowell. Mass. 266 meters. 100 mi. PrinceWalter Co. Daily ex Sun. 10:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm.
music. Eastern.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 6-7 pm, news, concert Thurs.
silent.
WOAT. Richmond. Va. 360 meters. 200 mi. Radio
Equipment Corp. Daily ex Sun, 2-5:15 pm, music
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Eastern.
WQAV, Greenville, S. C. 258 meters. 75 mi Huntington & Guerry, Inc. Slogan, "The Textile Center
of the South." Tues. Thurs, 8-9 pm, music. Sat,
8-8:30 pm, music
Eastern.WQAW, Washington, D. C. 236 meters. Catholic University of America.
WQAX, Peoria, HI. 360 meters.
Badlo Equipment Co.
WQAZ, Greensboro. N. C. 360 meters. Greensboro
Daily News.
WRAA. Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 400 mi Rice Institute. Mon, 8-9 pm, concert, college activities. Sun,
4:30 pm, extension lectures.
Central.
WRAB, Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. Savannah Board of
Puduc Education.
WRAD, Marion. Kans. 360 meters. Taylor Radio Shop.
Daily, 12-12:45 pm, 5:15-5:45, markets, weather.
Mon, Thurs, 8 pm, concert
Sun, 5-6 pm.
CentraL
WRAF,
224 meters.
Radio Club. Inc.
WRAH. La Porte, Ind.
Providence,
B. I.
360 meters.
Stanley N.
Read.
Wis.
248 meters.
Northern
WRAL,
States St.
PowerCroix
Co. FallWRAN, Waterloo. la.
229 meters. 100 mi Black
Hawk Electrical Co.
Daily ex Sun, 5 pm, 5:30.
concert, .news.
Mon, Fri,
8:30-9:15
pm,
concert
Sun, 11:15. church services.
Central.

we may say that very wonderful results
have been reported in relation to this
circuit.
Then there is the original honeycomb
tuned inductance tickler circuit, using
either a honeycomb coil or tapping the coil
-AMAAAAyw.
for various tuning adjustments. This is
shown in Figure 3.
. — ii— 1
Another type of circuit that has been
used successfully and for which the claim
as to stability has been made is that one
#
which uses a rotor ball revolving within
a cylindrical tube. The entire plate winding may be placed upon the rotor ball or,
if an attempt is made toward stability,
half of the rotor winding is placed upon
the ball and the other half upon the tube,
next to the tuning inductance winding,
Figure 3
thus giving a combination of tickler and
of proper tuning; it is easy to conceive of variometer plate control. This, too, is
conditions where the condenser might be shown in Figure 3. The wiring diagram
in series with the loop. For those who is of course the same, the only change being mechanical.
prefer to do without an outdoor antenna

'

Figure 2
the tuning condenser is shown in multiple with the loop. This is simply a matter

WOK, Pine Bluff, Ark. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ark.
Light & Power Co. Tues, Fri. 9-10 pm, concert.
Central.
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa. 509 meters. 500 mi John
Wanamaker. Dally ex Sun. 11 am, organ recital:
11:30, weather: 12-1 pm, concert; 4:45 pm, organ
recital; 10:55, time; 11:02, weather. Mon. Fri, 7:45-11
pm, music, concert
Eastern. Daylight Saving.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Western Radio Co. Mon, Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9:45 am.
10:55, 11:30. 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports,
etc. Sat. 8 pm, concert.
Sun, 7 pm, concert
WOR, Newark, N. J. 405 meters. 2.000 mi L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm. 6:15-7:30.
music, talks. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-11 pm, music, entertainment lectures. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WOS. Jefferson City. Mo. 441 meters. 1.500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Slogan, "Watch Our
State." Daily ex Sun, first 15 min. of every hour
from 8 am-2 pm, markets. Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WOV, Omaha. Neb. 360 meters. R. B. Howell.
WPAB, State College, Pa. 360 meters.
Pa. State Col
lege. dio Co.
WPAC. Okmulgee, Okla. 360 meters. Donaldson Ra-

H-=|.|.P

J

WRAO, St Louis. Mo.
360 meters.
St Louis Radio
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-5 pm, music, sports
Sun. 3:30-5
pm, music, sports.
Central.
WRAR,
David City.
Nebr.
226 meters.
100 mi
Jacob
Radio Fri Supply
C. Thomas.
Daily, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Tues,
7-9
pm.
Central.
WRAS,
McLeansboro,
BL
360 meters.
Co.
WRAU,
Amarillo, Tex.
360 meters.
50 mi
Amarillo
Central.
Daily
Isews.
Tues,
Thurs,
8:00-9:00
pm, music.
lege.
WRAV,
Yellow Spring, O.
360 meters.
Antioch ColGarage.
W,5AW' Readme. Pa238 meters.
Horace D. Good.
WRAX,
Gloucester City, N. J. 268 meters.
Flexon's
WRAY,
Scranton, Pa.
280 meters.
100 mi
Radio
Sales Corp.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am, music;
12 m.
reports; 3:30-5:30
pm,
reports,
music;
7, bedtime
stories, music Wed, 8:15-9:45 pm. music. Sat.
..,i:J.5~n'30
P™' ™usic.
4 pm, 1.000
chapel.
WRK.
Hamilton,
O.
360 Sun.
meters.
mi. Eastern
Doron
Bros. Elec. Co.
Slogan,
"The
Oldest Station In
Existence."
Wed.
Sat, 9-11 pm, music, lecture.
Sun, 2-4 pm, music.
Central
WRL,
Schenectady, N. Y.
360 meters.
Union College
Radio Club.
WRM,
Urbana.
HI
360 meters.
300 mi
Univ
of
111. Mon. Thurs, 8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news,
talks, music.
Central
WRP,
Camden,
N. J. 360 meters.
250 mi.
Federal
Inst of Radio Teleg.
Temporarily
discontinued.
WRR.
Dallas, Tex.
360 meters.
200 mi.
City of
Dallas.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm. weather; 3-3:30.
sports, markets,
news; 7-7:15, police news; 8-8:30.
music.
Sun, 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm, police
news, church service.
Central.
WRW, Tarrytown, N. Y. 273 meters.
1.000 mi.
Tarrytown Radio & Research Laboratory.
Slogan, "Everything
in
Radio."
Mon,
Wed,
Fri,
7:30-11
pm.
Sun,
7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WSAA,
Marietta,
O.
360 meters.
50 mi.
B. S.
Sprague Elec Co.
Wed, 7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WSAB,
Cape Girardeau.
Mo.
360 meters.
Southeast
Mo. State Teachers
College.
WSAC,
360 meters.
Clemson
Agri. Clemson
College. College, S. C.
Davis.
WSAO,
Providence, E. L
261 meters.
J. A. Foster
Co.
WSAG,
St Petersburg,
Fla.
244 meters.
Loran V.
WSAH,
Chicago, DJ.
248 meters.
A. G. Leonard
Jr
Daily
Sun. 5:30-6:30 pm.
Fri, 8:45-10.
Central
Daylightex Saving.
WSAI.
Cincinnati,
O.
309 meters.
United
States
PlayingEastern.
Card Co. Tues, Thurs. 8-10 pm.
Sat, 10-12
pm.
WSAJ,
Grove City, Pa.
360 meters.
700 mi.
Grove
City College. College activities. No definite schedule.
WSAK, Middleport, O. 258 meters. The Daily News.
WSAL,
Brookiille. Ind.
246 meters.
Franklin
Elec.
Co.
WSAN, Allentown, Pa.
229 meters.
Allentown Radio
Club.
WSAP.
New York, N. Y.
263 meters.
Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
Sat, 10:45-12:45 am.
Sun. 7:30Radio
_
9:30 pm.Corp. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WSAQ.
Dartmouth,
Mass.
280 meters.
Bound
Hills
WSAR,
Fall River,
254 meters*.
Doughty
&
Welch Elect. Co.
WSAT, Plainview, Tex.
268 meters.
Plainview Elect
Co.
WRAZ.
Newark,
N. J.
233 meters.
Radio
Shop of
Newark.
WSB. Atlanta, Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. Atlant*
Journal Slogan, "The Voice of the South." Daily
ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music; 2:30. reports; 4-4:45 pm,
music, reports; 5-6 pm, 7-8. 10:45-12. music. Sun,
10:54 am, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9, church services.
Central.
WSL. Utica, N. Y. 273 meters. 500 mi. J. & M.
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30
pm, 3-3:30. 4-4:30, 5-5:30, music, news. Mon. Wed,
8-9 pm. Sat, 11-11:30 am, 5-6 pm, 8-9. Sun.
10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
WSY, Birmingham, Ala, 360 meters. 2,000 mi Alabama Power Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am. 3 pm, 3:30.
news,
weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, music. Sun,
Co.
11 am, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central
WTAB, Fall River, Mass. 248 meters. Fall Biver
Daily Herald.
WTAC, Johnston, Pa. 360 meters. Penn Traffic Co.
Daily ex Sun, 10:15 am, 2:15 pm. Tues, Thurs, 7:30
pm.
Eastern.
WTAG, Providence, B. I. 258 meters. Kern Music
WTAK,
Steubenville, O. 266 meters. The SwanBower Co.
WTAS, Elgin. HI
275 meters.
Chas. E. Erbstein.
WTAU,
Tecumseh, Neb. 360 meters. Buegy Battery &
Elec. Co.
WTAW, College Station, Tex. 254 meters. 200 ml
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex. No
regular schedule.
Central
WTG. Manhattan, Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Kan.
State Agri. College. Daily ex Sun, 9:55 am. weather
(code).
Central
WWAC, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Sanger
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1:30 pm. entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, music entertainment.
Central
WWAD.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
360 meters.
Wright
&
Wright, Inc.
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 360 meters. 150 mi. Wormser
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon,
Sat, 8-9 pm, music.
Central.
WWB, Canton, O. 268 meters. 300 mi Daily News
Printing Co.
Tues, Thurs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WWI, Dearborn. Mich. 273 meters. 200 mi Ford
Motor Co.
Wed, 8-10 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.500 mi The Detroit News. Daily ex Sun, 9:30-9:45 am. household
hints; 9:45-10:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30. weather:
11:55-12, time; 12:05-12:45 pm, music; 3:30-3:35.
weather; 3:35-4:15, markets; 5-6, sports. April
22, and every other week, 8:30-10 pm. concert.
Thurs, 11-12 pm, "midnight special." Sun, 2 pm,
7:30, church services. Fill in weeks. 7-8:30 pm,
concert; Sun, 11 am. 5:30, church services.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans, La.
360 meters.
Loyola Univ.
WYG. San Antonio, Tex. 1,500 mi U. S. Army.
Kelly Field.
No regular schedule.
6KW, Tuincucu. Cuba. 315 meters. 1.500 mi Frank
H. Jones. Slogan, "If you hear the koo of the
cuckoo you are in tune with Tuincucu." Mon. Tues.
Thurs, Sun, 9 pm, music.
Central
(Note. — This completes the station schedule list
The fourth part of the directory consists of the state,
city-station index, and will appear next week.)

Testing B Battery Voltage

In testing a B battery for voltage, do not
leave the voltmeter on the terminals any
longer than is absolutely necessary. This
is a dead short circuit, and will use up the
battery in a hurry. The same thing holds
true of any testing with either voltmeter
or ammeter. Always test the storage battery with a hydrometer for the best results.
When the solution reads below 1,150 it is
charge. to recharge, and when the reading
time
reaches 1,250 or 1,300 it is time to stop the

Vertical Position for Tubes
When planning a vacuum tube set, place
the electron tubes in a vertical position, or
so that the filament lies in a vertical plane.
A tungsten filament will lengthen when
heated, and the filament must be placed in
such a position that the sag will not cause
it to touch the grid of the tube.
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PROGRAMS

(Continued from vase ")
(Eastern. S26). 7:20 P. M.. Concert,

KDKA
.ChriagM
Helen McAneny, aoprano; ,Luia , Kl'cellist:
A.larus.
fi-r.
n noniiM
nlnt
,
trmninir
I'llllil
M..
P.
3:30-4:00
KGW (Pacific. 492).
program:
10:00-11:00
P. M., Dance
musk-. Beoift
KhV'"pS«cVi!'c!'>395).
P. M.. Swoeney
Comvrc Brown.
2:303-30 P. M.. Musical 12:30-1:15
matinee, Niuinn
6-45-7:30
Hour, "Undo
Joan:
8:00-10:00 P.P. M..
M.. Children's
l>c but
program.
KYW
(Central.
Daylight Saving. 345). 7:00 P. M..
Musical program.
1-j.m • Heajj Concen
Department: Cone Harvey's Orchl -tr.i ; llcrble Mints. Pianist • 8:05 P. M.. "Twenty Minutes of Good Beading,
■a*, c. J. Pemln, Loyola OnlTeialtr.
WB2 (Eastern. 337). 7:00 P. M.. Concert. Charles
tv Council pianist: Mrs. McQertle, soprano: Mrs.
'oalllet: 8:20 P. M.. Bedtime stories
Donnahus, Orison
Hie Otown-upe,
HOC
S. Manlcll.
(Eastern. Daylight Daving, 395). 12:00-12:54
WDAR
p M.. Organ recital: Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Areailia Cato Concert Orchestra; Fori Sarkosi. director- 2-00-3*0 P. M.. Dinner music Arcadia Caie
Concert Orchestra; Song recital; Talk. Betsy Logan;
4:30-6:00 P. M.. Sour recital,
_ .,
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-1:00 P. M..
Musical
Program:
TiUk.
"The
American
Officer.
Claude Levlne; Harry Boberts. pianist; Joe Hollander,
singer; Harry Boberts. pianist.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address.
•The Juror In the Court System," Hon. Towne loung.
Judge Special District Court. Dallas County: 8:30-9:30
P. M.. Concert. Gussle Montgomery's
Harmony
Six
WFi ('Eastern.
DaylightDavis
Saving.
395). Stratford
I $0 P. M..
Dinner music Meyer
liollevue
Concert
' Loretta Kerk:
recital, Davis
Piano Meyer
P. M..music,
3*0 Dinner
Orchestra;
630 P. M..
Uellevue
Stratford Concert Orchestra: 7:00 P. M.. Children s
Own Half Hour, stories by Cousin Sue; 8:00 P. M.,
WG^n(Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 12:15 P. M.. Organ recital. E. Lewis Dunham: 5*0 P. M.. 'Twilight
Tales." Eunice. L. Randall: 8:30 P. M., Radio talk,
Rachel Thompson:
Radio drams, Amrad Players.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M.. Musical program.
"Mammy Land." Joseph Eichner's Melody Hoys: "Tomorrow Morning." "When All tlie World Forgets
Tou " Melody Boys: "I'm Drifting Back to Dreamland." James Do Long, tenor; "While You Were
Making Believe." Melody Boys; Address. "Silver
Black Fox Farming." Perry A. Cole; "Who'll Take
the Place of the Songbird Now Gone." Melody Boys;
"Down In Picardy." Melody Boys: "Why Don't My
Dreams Come True," James De Long, tenor: "Wet
To' Thumb." "Bio Nights." Melody Boys: "Mother's Love," James De Long; "Old King Tut," "Faded
Love Letters." Melody
Boys.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert,
Bel Canto Male Quartette: Katherine Hannon, reader.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1*0-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz: Germantown Theater- 3*0 P. M.. Song recital: 7:00-7:30 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip: 8:00 P. M., Travel talk;
8:20 P. M., Dance music. Ten Virginians, Hotel
Walton Roof Garden; 9:00-9:30 P. M., Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz.
Germantown Theatre.
WJAX (Eastern, 390), 8*0 P. M., Concert. Gregory
Zwinitzky. violinist; Harry Dunham, baritone: Helen
Wilkom, soprano; Charles Ruetschi, pianist; Richard Kimball, tenor.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 10:00 P. M., Musical program.
Ruth Heubach, soprano: Ed Decker, tenor; Irwin McCbnnell. pianist; Budd Rudd Collegian Dance Orchestra. _ „
WMAO (Central. Daylight Saving. 448), 4:30 P. M.,
Program, Lyceum Arts Conservatory; 7:00 P. M-,
Talk, "Auto Trails," Rockwell Stephens; Mrs. Boss
Samuels Sequin, soprano; 9:00 P. M., Concert. LaSalle
Boof Garden Orchestra; Mrs. Eva Ray. soprano:
Leonard J. Huber, baritone; Edward Schreiner, tenor.
WOC (Central, 484). 330 P. M., Educational talk. Karl
G. Stephan; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M..
Sandman.
. „„
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30
A. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55
P. M.. Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5*0 P. M.. Organ recital, Mary E.
VogtWWJ (Eastern. 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 830 P. M., Concert. News Orchestra: Schmeman's Band.

Friday, August 3
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert, "Ruy Bias," Star Orchestra; "It Was a
Dream," Ethel Cotteril. soprano: "In Old Vienna,"
Harry Adaskin, violinist; "Sans Souci," Orchestra:
"She Wandered Down the Mountain," Ethel Cotteril;
"Mazurka," Harry Adaskin; Selection from "Sometime." Orchestra; "A Perfect Day," Orchestra; "The
Flight of Ages." Eth'el Cotteril; March from "Tannhauser,"(Eastern,
Orchestra
KDKA
326), 7:20 P. M., Concert, KDKA
String Ensemble.
KGW (Pacific, 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Lecture. "Fires
and Careless Campers," Shirley Buck, National Forest Inspector: 8*0-9:00 P. M., Vocal solos; George
Olsen's Orchestra: 10*0-11*0 P. M., Dance program, George Olsen's Orchestra; 11*0-12:00 P. M.,
Hoot Owls.
KHD (Pacific, 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert; 230330 P. M., Musical matinee; 6:45-730 P. M.. Children's Hour. "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M., De
Luxe program.
KSD (Central, 546), 8*0 P. M.. Concert, Missouri
Theater talent.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345), 10*0-1130 P.
M., Dance
program.
Hintz;
Harry
Geise. Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Herbie
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7*0 P. M., Concert, Mrs. Gertrude
M. Jenkins, contralto; Frances I. Bailey, violinist;
Mrs. LaZazzera, accompanist; 820 P. M., Bedtime
story for Grown-ups, Orison S. Marden.

WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ rwllnl. Stanley Theater: Dinner music,
Arcadia Safe Concert Oreheetrs; 2:00-3:00 P. M..
mum. ni program; Short Talks, 4:30 P. M.. Bong
recital.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 40*), 12:00-1:00 P. M.,
Musics] program, Barry Pease, Ed Nel
singers;
Jimmy Flyiiii. singer; Uwls Plottl. singer; Itol> Miller, singer; .lack Val. pianist;
11:00-12*0
P. M.,
Musical program,
Borne and Dunn, slngort
[ague. Jack Smith; Orchestra:
Kammnlts mid Hull.
entertainers; "Wol
JTo1 Thumb,"
AJ Bellan, singer;
"Bright Kits." Hilly Glenson ; Orchestra.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1*0 P. M.. Address,
"Man- Magdalene," Dr. Robert Stewart Flyer, Southern Methodist
Juniors,
dramaticI'nlversity;
reading. 8:30-9:30 P. M., Jewish
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Hellenic Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3:00 P. M.. Recital: 6:30 P. M., Dinner
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:15 P. M.. Organ recital. E. Lewis Dunham; Talk. "The Pushcart
Vendor," Dorothy 11. Goodwin; 5:00 P. M.. Girls'
Story Hour. Eunice L. Randall; 8:30 P. M.. "Silversmith Series." David M. Cheney: Musical program.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical program.
Radio comedy, "Her Own Money." WGY Student
Players: 10:30 P. M.. Musical program, "Theme and
Variations. " Doris Erancis. pianist: "Were You to
Call." Isabel Franklin, soprano; "Indian Lament."
William Helm, violinist: "Gavot-Musette," Doris
Francis, "Mrs. W. J. Loane, pianists; "April Ecstasy." "Dan Cupid." Isabel Franklin; "Song of
India," William Helm; "Papillon," Doris Francis;
"1'inin' Just for You," Isabel Franklin; "Serenata."
"Vlennois," William Helm.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5*0 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. M., Myrtle George Stinger, soprano; L. V. Davidson, I'aul P.
Martin, tenors: L. V. Davidson, saxophonist: MaryBell Garrett, soprano; Reading, "An Interesting
Historical
WIP
(Eastern.Episode."
Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M.. Artist
recital; 6:00 P. M.. Dinner dance music; 7:00-7:30
P. M.. Bedtime stories. Uncle Wlp.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 7:00 P. M..
Virginia
Talk.9:00
Hearing
America
First,"
Mrs. ManTidd.
E. soprano;
Oberndorfer;
P. M..
Concert,
La-

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9*0 P. IH.,
Concert, "Cavalleria Rusticana," Star Orchestra;
Kathleen Cameron, soprano; "The Swan," Jaques
Sterin. 'cellist; "Air de Ballet," Orchestra; Kathleen
Cameron, soprano; "Bitornell," Jaques Sterin; "Moment Musical," Orchestra; Kathleen Cameron, soprano; "Three Dances from Nell Gwynn," Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 7:20 P. M., Concert. Westinghouse Band, T. J. Vastine, director; Bert Mustin,
fun maker.
KGW

(Pacific,
492).10:00-11:00
3:30-4*0 P.
P. M.,
M., Dance
Children's
program. Aunt Nell;
program,
George Olsen's Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert; 2:30330 P. M., Musical matinee; 6:45-7:30 P. M.. Children's Hour, "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00 P. M., De
Luxe program.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving, 345), 7:00 P. M.,
Musical program. National School of Music; "Invictus," The Kappa Alpha Psi Four: "Love's Old
Sweet Song," The Ladies' Singing Four; "Thora,"
Aubrey B. Hawkins, tenor; "Mister Mocking Bird,".
The Fulton Four; "Habanera." from "Carmen," lime.
Camille Cohen-Jones, soprano; "Song of the Toreador," from "Carmen," Emmitt G. Berger. baritone;
Cope Harvey's Orchestra; Cornelia Lampton, pianist;
"Jesus Is Coming Soon." W. C. Mason, baritone;
"Negro Spiritual." Foulton Four; "La Donna Mobile," from "Rigoletto." Lawrence Lomax, tenor;
"Battle Hymn." Kappa Alpha Psi Four; 8:00 P. IW..
"Under
the Evening Lamp."
Youth's Companion.
WBAP (Central, 476), 7:00-7:30 P. M., Sunday School
Lesson, Mrs. W. F. Barnum.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7:00 P. M., Concert, Raymond
Le Doux. violinist; Frances E. White, reader; M.
Frank Begnier, baritone; Mrs. A. W. Mosher, pian-

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity
These popular hook-ups use UV-199, WD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid $5.45. Formerly operated by C. W. Kautz. We welcome his
customers.

Radio Outfitting & Supply Co.
Box 1107

PONT

To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
Jobbers of Good
Radio Merchandise
General Offices: 467 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

LANCASTER,

PA.

PASS THIS-BUYC

World Radio
Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%
wr.mr.rt 2Yftcimn
■ Volt
Storage

sells — and sells!

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise

8:20

P.

M..

Ili'illlmo story

for Crown

ups,

Orison

WWJ (Eastern. 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 7:30 P. M., Concert, Schnu-ruan's Band.

Sunday, August 5
KYWConcert,
(Central,
Saving. 345), 5:00-8:00 P. M.,
Sisson Daylight
Trio.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7:30 P. M.. Church services, Edgar Austin,
Agent
Massachusetts
vention of Cruelty to Children. Society for the PreWFAA (Central. 476). 2:30-3:30 P. M., Radio Chapel
Bible Class, Rev. William F. Galbraith. pastor Colonial Hill Presbyterian Church: 930-10:00 P. M.,
Singers from the choir of Haskell Avenue Methodist
Church: 10:00-11:00 P. M., Concert. Dizzy Four
Orchestra.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 4:00 P. M..
Church services; 7:30 P. M., Church services.

Monday, August 6
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theatre; Dinner music; 2:00-3:00 P. M.. Musical aelectlons, Arcadia
■ ifi '
n Orchestra; 4:40-5:55 P. M., Song recital and short talks.
WFI
(Eastorn.
Daylight Saving, 395).
1:00 P. M.,
Dinner i
■ Meyei Davis. Bellevue-fltratford i
Orchestra; 3:00 P. M.. Conceit; 6:30 P. M., Dinner
raualc, .Meyer DuWs Bollevue-Stratford Orchc I
WGY (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M.. Vaudeville program;
"Mi Hi i ol Man he ," Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bi i li .
pianists;
Novelty
act, "Racing
at Saratoga,"
Williamt;
I'. Madden;
,iMolody,"
Wilbur
Bowman, rtollnl
Dialogue. Herman Scnulman, Fred Cllcman; "Drifting Back
to "Dreamland,"
by Side,''
Robert
B
le.
saxophonist;
"Momenta"Side
ol Mirth,"
Maurice
G.
Randall; "Madrigal," Wilbur Bowman, violinist;
"Silver Moon,"
"Sleep. Baby, sleep," William
F.
Madden,

yixllcr; Saw

solos. "Aloha

Oe,"

'■Carry Me

Hack to Old Vlndnny," Herman Schulman; Duel. "It
Took a Wild, Wild Woman to Make a Taim- Man
Out of Me." Tom Morris, Frank I'urcell; "Cradll Ol
Liberty," Mr. and Mrs. Robert Iteerle. pianists.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 3:00 P. M., Artist
recital; 6:45 P. M., Radio baschall dope, .Monte Cross,
Uncle Wlp.baseball star; 7:00 P. M., Bedtime stories.
old-tlmo
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-1130
A. M., Organ recital, Mary K. Vogt; 12:00-12:55
P. M.. Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt;
7:45 P. M., Dinner music. Hotel Adelphia Roof
Garden Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., Orchestra and vocal
selections, music by WOO Orchestra, Robert E. Golden,
director; 9:30 P. M„ Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.

PREMIER

u

HEGEHOG"
TRADE

MASK

AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

PAT.
PEND.
HALF
SIZE

Saturday, August 4

One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined !

That fact has been repeatedly verified hy our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise
well advertised?

Maiden.

WDT (Eastern. Daylight Savino. 405), 12:00-1:00 P. M..
Musical program, Fletcher Henderson,
pianist; Bdna
Sicks, Bulger; slmma Gover, singer.
WFAA
(Central. 476).
12:30-1:00
P. M.. Address,
I'rof. Clyde Eagloton, Southern
Methodist
Unlvo:
slty; 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Concert, Ennls, Tors , Band;
11:00-12:00 P. M., Musical program, J. \v. Hubboll,
tutor: David Gulon, plants!
WGI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 8:30 P. M.. Talk,
"New England Business Problems," Arthur n. imnlek;
Hadto
<lram;i.
Ainrjul
1'luyi-rs;
BlUSli
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mnrv
Anderson Theater; 7:30-9:00 P. M.. Concert; Sylvian
Trio; Mrs. .1. Gel William, sopruno: Klw.vnno Griffith, pianist: Henrietta Everett, soprano; Beading,
"An interesting
Historical Saving.
F.pisodc."448). 8:00 P. M..
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight
Concert, LaS'allo Orchestra; Mrs. Franklin Knielii,
contralto;
Root.
MaoDonald,
pianist, Chicago Theater talent.
WOC (Contral. 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational talk,
C. C. Hall: 5:45 P. M.. Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M.,
Sandman;
c.
Orchestra.9:30- 10 30 P. M., Dance program, P. S.

Salle Roof Garden
Orchestra.Daylight Saving, 360), 4:00 P. M.. "AdWOC (Central.
484), 3:30
P. M-, Educational talk. C. WGI (Eastern,
venture Hour," Youth's Companion; Concert, Edison
E. Wilent; 5:45 P. M., Chimes concert; 6:30 P. M.,
Laboratory Phonograph; 8:30 P. M., Talk, "Present
Sandman.
Day Russia," Rev. I* O. Hartsman; Musical proWOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-11:30 A.
M,. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
380), 9:30 A. M., Church services, Algram. (Eastern,
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra ; WGY
bany Street Methodist Episcopal Church; Sermon,
4:45-5:00 P. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:45 P.
"Why Religion?" Rev. James L. Ellenwood, pastor
State Street Methodist Church, Troy; 6:30 P. M.,
M., Dinner music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra; 8-30 P. M., Song and piano recital: 8:45Church services. Albany Street Methodist Episcopal
10:55 P. M., Dance music, Hotel Adelphia Roof GarChurch;
Sermon, "The Crowd Outside," Rev. James
den Orchestra: 11:00 P. M., Dance music. Hotel AdelL. Ellenwood.
phia Roof Garden Orchestra
WHAS (Central, 400), 9:57 A. M., Organ music; 10:00
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
A.
M-.
Church
services. Fourth Avenue Presbyterian
Band; 8:30
man's Band.P. M., Concert. News Orchestra; SchmeChurch; Dr. Charles W. Welch, pastor; Warren Memorial Church Choir; 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, arranged by Myrtle George Stinger.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 11:00 A. M., Church services. St.
Paul's Cathedral; 5:00 P. M., News Orchestra; 4:00
P. M., Concert, Schmeman's Band.
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Beg. Price
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Study the Science on Warm

Days

Keep a Record of Your Receiving for Reference
ON
warm days you will notice that some of the
stations you have been hearing at a distance will
come more weakly; perhaps you will cease to hear
some of them for a time.
Like some of us poor mortals, the Radio waves do
not travel so far on hot, sunny days as they do on
crisp, cool ones, and they prefer to travel by night
rather than by day.
You can make an interesting study and at the same
time contribute something to the knowledge of Radio
telepathy if you will keep a record of the weather on
days when you have difficulties. Such a study, continued for a considerable length of time, may aid the
solution of some of your difficulties. It should be
worth trying.

We Are Benefited by the Lull
Much Interest Shown in Distance and Hook-ups
THE science of Radio seems to have settled down
to a matter of distance and hook-ups. There is
much to be done to improve present apparatus so that
it will be more effective.
The lull in the progress of development does not
mean, however, that scientists are resting after their
first successes. On the contrary, more research is done
nowadays than ever before.
But this is the quiet, plodding kind of work which
retains its secret until it has accomplished something
big in the development of the science. When the
scientists are ready to announce their next developments, it will be like another wave in the advancement of Radio. Meanwhile Radiophans are getting
their fill of hook-ups and changes for their receiving
and transmitting sets, in order to gain what seems to
be the greatest desire — distance.

Fading Signals
Daylight Range Taken as a Reliable Working Distance
A PERSON does not have to operate a Radio receiving system over a very long period of time
before the discovery is made that under certain conditions, distant stations may be heard very loudly and
that other stations, at times entirely inaudible, are
heard with ease. It is usually the case that the receiving range is greatly increased at night, especially when
both stations are included in the period devoid of
sunlight. It will be further noted that on certain
nights signals from one direction vary in strength over
a short interval of time, that is, the signal may come
inaudible within five seconds and five seconds later
it will swing baek stronger than before. On the same
night signals from another direction may be inaudible
beyond the usual range of the receiver. The succeeding night may see the conditions reversed with the fading signals heard from a different direction and apparently affecting signals only from that direction.
Many observations have been made of conditions and
localities where the so-called fading is experienced;
many data have been compiled as a result of numerous
tests to ascertain the exact causes of this phenomenon
but so far little has been accomplished. Various
theories have been advanced in the attempt to explain
why such variations in signal strength should exist;
while most persons agree that atmospheric conditions
probably have much to do with the action, no generally
exceptable explanation has yet been advanced. Thus
far the most practicable solution to the problem has
been to employ sufficient amplification at the receiving
station to render the signal audible even when it has
faded away to its minimum value.
Ionization due to the action of the sun's violet rays
has been advanced as the cause of the reduced range
of Radio stations dm-ing periods of daylight. It is
interesting to note that the effect of this condition
is somewhat more pronounced when employing very
short wave lengths than when using waves several
thousand meters long.
Due to the fact that the range attained at night is
a variable factor, the daylight range is taken as the
reliable working distance over which the set can
be depended on to maintain communication under any
condition.

WINS
BLAH

WALLA WALLA. — Breaking a genuine, completely
full, bottled in bail, untouched quart bottle of pre-1919
three star vanilla extract on the Indi-Gest super bum
broadcasting station 's counterpoise, the plant was
christened " BLAH " amid the heart-felt, equatorheated, dark drown cheers of the dusky inhabitants of
this South Sea isle. Thus ended the great, world-wide
search for call letters by which to designate the works
of Bambdin Bray, unofficial announcer, and Wattle
knees, musical director. The handsome, round, beveled
edge, pure brass switch point prize for the naming, was
awarded to Jskwskvxzgwv Pgyxxzksqpt, who submitted the name selected. J. P., as we will call him
hereafter for the sake of the printers, has always had
a great gift for names, having named himself all alone.
He is also called by many other names by larger persons
than himself. These are rumored to be more pronounceable and emphatic in nature.
The counterpoise, while not mentioned in this column's excellent exclusive description of the oscillatory
system of the triode tube transmitter, is nevertheless
there. (We know it is, because they broke the bottle
thereon.) But to go on with this miserable story, the
counterpoise was added to give Station BLAH poise,
mierophonically speaking.
To avoid unnecessary correspondence on "where
didja get the vanilla?" let it suffice to say that the
latter is still condensed by Dielectric. Send him all the
orders and Indi-Gest, the cash remittance.

One of the Many Losers
Bear Indi : I have had the pleasure of hearing your
super bum broadcasting station two times.
I have also had
the pleasure of getting the earache twice and paying two
doctor bills. I hasten to give your station the call letters
BSS" (bring smelling salts). Luke Whativ Dunn.

A-B-G
Lessons
for
Indigest
Beginners
Chapter VII— Oh! BY
We GOSH
Thot They Cooked on It

G

IS for grid,

(It's really a traffie cop)
That bosses electrons
And makes 'em go and stop.

Walla Walla
or
A Cannibal Chief's Story

Lemme sit down a minute, so I can tie my shoe,
Stop throwing
fifty-watt and
tubes
at me,wore
I ain't
Once
I was a masher,
always
silk done
hose,nothin' to you,
But for
that clothes,
was long before Radio came, and a washline was used
hate.
Don't stare at me with that empty look, and fill my heart with
knees,
Just listen to what I'm going to tell, a story I would relate.
Way down in Walla Walla, where you'd sink in sand to your
I had a cross-eyed daughter, but she looked straight if you
please.
Fellows?
fast andWhy
thick,she had them by the jug full, thy came to her
But sick.
she didn't like those Cannibals, and claimed they made her
When along came a crew from America, sent by Indi-Gest.
To build
a broadcasting station, they claimed they were from
the West.
Well,tripped.
it's the same old gag boys on which many a Moo's* got
One the
Turkislefrom
crew fell hard for my Moo, and away from
theytheskipped.

But this
all of my
the Moo
story,vamoosed,
I was chief
of thehard
isle,for me to
And
whenisn't
I heard
it was
smile.
I swore if I caught this Romeo, this bird who stole my Moo.
That
I'd pickle
in seaweed,
slice him
up for
My Turk.
aching
hearthimwasfirstbreaking,
and then
my hands
itched
for stew.
this
For since my Moo has left me, I've had to go to work.
Each night as the skies get rosy, I sit by the beach and dream,
Till the stars come out of their hiding and the moon begins to
beam.
some
day,and yearn for her return, and perhaps she'll come
I will
yearn
But she'll come alone, he'll leave her cold, so the natives say.
Oh, back
Moo, toif you
me, knew I was blue for stew, you would bring him
Teehee.
And come yourself to this quaint lil* isle, back to your Chief
ROZEE.
So just give me another shellful, a big one if you —please,
And I'll look for her and lay for him 'till Hell begins to freeze.
*Moo means "Maiden" in Walla Wallan.

IN THE

BEST

OF FAMILIES

Planted here is the mother-in-law
of
hadore James Henry McPine,
She went to move his Radio set —
Shattered a U. V, One Ninety-Nine.
ROTOR E. GAPP

But Did You Count Ten?
Dear Indi : Listening in to the Firpo-Willard bout broadcast, I thot it would improve matters to have the right
atmosphere, so I did my tuning with a pair of boxing gloves
on. The result was a knockout !
Spider Webb.
To offset any mistaken rumors let it be said here that no
material used in Indi-Gest is purchased. The idea is to try to
see how good you are and whether or not it is possible for you
to achieve that achievement greatest of all, to have your contrib
appear
Indi says it's bad enough to read the contribs,
let aloneherein.
print them!

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
The suggestion has been made frequently that in time
all broadcasting would have to be supported by the
public directly. Whether that time has arrived or not,
the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce purposes urging
the establishment of a broadcasting station in the Quaker
City to be operated by the public. They have hopes of
building the first such station in the country to be powerful enough to reach at least half the receiving sets in
the United States. The idea originated with the National
Radio Chamber of Commerce.
It is thought that at least two million persons
listened to the detailed description of the discussion
beween Firpo and Willard. If you were listening to
the ringside announcements you had no difficulty in
accepting the estimate that one hundred thousand
folks were present — when they yelled! After WEAF
ceased broadcasting did you find other stations in the
midst of telling their listeners just what took place
Radiophony.
in each round? Slow? Just recall the days before
In most cities there are public parks; at least one
of these usually boasts a band. At present the one
band is made to serve musical refreshment to patrons
of all the other parks (in a great many instances) simply by relying on the aid of Radio. Detroit, so much
alive to the advantages it offers, has made Radio serve
in various capacities. Twelve city parks are to be
supplied with music from Schemen's band broadcast
through station WWJ. In New York city WJZ is
broadcasting
the Goldman band concerts given in Central Park.
The seeming possibilities of Radio are so unlimited
as to give rise to fanciful stories at times. One such
was spread not long ago to the effect that Station POZ
in Germany had developed a means of stopping autos
by electromagnetic waves. They can't even stop the
mark; that has had quite a little magnetism. It is
rather likely that the Germans would, if they could,
produce some startling discoveries in Radio in the
hope of marked advantage over those countries with
which they were at war. However, any discovery
would not long remain the secret of one nation.
It would seem to me highly desirable to equip every
legislative hall with receiving sets. (The Assembly at
Albany, N. Y., possesses one, which may be due partly
to the extensive use of Radio broadcasting by Governor Smith.) Our chosen representatives would then
have ample means of knowing the stations which refrain from spreading propaganda relative to the shortage of a very popular fruit — bananas! All broadcasting stations coming within that group could be subsidized and all others legislated out of existence. Jazz
needs no such titles to make it barbaric.
Not only does Radio provide a way to keep in touch
with the rest of our fellows while camping in the
mountains but it brings to us the experiences of sportsmen. WGY, among a number of stations, has broadeast information of value to the prospective fisherman,
telling him the proper bait to use in each instance and
other facts of prime importance. By Radio we have
heard what to take on our auto trips, and where to go.
This saves the expense of sport journals.
One more instance of a public spirited move is recorded; this time it happened in Los Angeles. The
Times of that city is doing all that it can to have
receiving sets placed in the hands of every shut-in
in the city. For this plan the name "Uncle John Radio
Fund" was chosen; if you want to aid in the good
work, send what you have to the newspaper. There can
be no question now as to the great good these sets do
for the afflicted.
Tune in.
.
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for Beginners in Radio

First Steps

11

Chapter XI, Part II — Super Regeneration
By Thomas
D'EGINNERS will find the accompanying
^ series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XII— Reflex Circuits.
Chapter XIII — Reflex Circuit Operation.
Chapter XIV — Headsets and Loud
Talkers.
Chapter XV— Filament Batteries.
Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
Chapter XVII — Using Alternating
Current on Tubes.
Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instruments.
Chapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the
Set.
Chapter XX — Useful Information and
Formulas.

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
possible by the adjustment of the plate
variometer and the honeycomb coils, the
instrument may again be adjusted to obtain the clearest and loudest reception.
Proper adjustment of the coils can be
obtained
only by experiment,
but when

larger
plate currents
possible
with
the
larger tubes give louder signals.
Operation of the Set
As to the operation
of the set — after
checking
the wiring
and connecting
the
batteries,
phones
and
aerial, light the

*k

Figure 49— Diagramatic circuit for one tube super
nicely. It may be interesting to note that
many are using with excellent results
strips of copper % inch wide for constructing aerials. The metal strip makes
a better appearance than wire.
The Assembled Receiver
In Figure 48 is given a top view of the
assembled receiver, which shows the rela-
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construction of the one-tube
THEsuper
regenerative set offers no
great difficulties; it is much simpler
than the plain regenerative in operation.
The set to be described is intended particularly for use with a loop aerial and
will be found ideal for portable work or
for one who does not want to erect an
outdoor aerial.
The loop aerial need not be described
in detail; an aerial of 12 turns mounted
on 3-foot spreaders will serve the purpose
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Figure 48 — Layout of instruments for one tube super
once found the adjustment can be fixed.
A simple method is simply to tape the
coils to the brass strip, if this method of
mounting is used, or wedge the two-coil
mount so that the coils will not jar out of
position. The pitch of the whistle can be
controlled by varying the capacity of the
small fixed condenser until it is not bothersome and maximum signal strength is
obtained.
"When once properly adjusted this little
receiver will be found very efficient, suited
to one of moderate means who must get
the most
out of one tube.
Audio
fre-

tube filament. Slide the honeycomb coils
towards each other on the brass strip; a
high-pitched whistle will be heard in the
receivers. Should the whistle not be heard,
reverse the leads to one of the honeycomb
coils; if this fails adjust the voltage of
the B battery and filament brilliancy till
the whistle is heard. This is the controlling or variation frequency generated
by the honeycomb coils; it serves to check
the regeneration of the tube and keep it
from going into a howling state. The
intensity of the whistle is reduced to a
convenient
amount
by sliding
the coils

queney amplification may be added, but

a filter is necessary to keep the oscillation
of the tube from paralyzing the amplifier
tube; this makes the set rather complicated.

Circuit
We comeThenowFlewelling'
to a consideration
of the
Flewelling circuit, which has received not
a little attention during the last few
months and has been refined down to a
very simple device. Many descriptions
have been published as to how to construct the sets, so we will confine ourselves to a discussion of its operation;
this may assist those who have difficulty
in operating the set.
The Flewelling circuit operates on the
same principle as the Armstrong super in
that a controlling frequency exists in the
circuits for the purpose of checking over
regeneration and howling. The method of
obtaining this frequency is remarkable in
its simplicity.
Considering the circuit without the
tickler feedback as shown at A in Figure
50, we find the original De Forest ultra
audion circuit using a condenser in the
lead to the filament, which is also in the
plate circuit. As we learned under regeneration, a condenser so situated will
D
lead to a regenerative effect; thus the tube
in such a circuit will be kept in oscillation. The frequency of these oscillations
depends on the inductance and capacity in
the grid circuit.
Regeneration of Set
It was also found that regeneration
built up excessive negative charges on
the grid, tending to block the tube, which
was eliminated by connecting a grid leak
across the condenser. When this leak
was too small the tube would block for
an instant and, when the charge finally
leaked off, would operate again. This
(Continued
on page
13)
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Figure S»— Analysis of Flewelling circuit to show principles of operation
tive position of the various instruments, a
very important factor in the operation of
the outfit. At the left of the panel is
mounted a .0005 variable condenser, preferably fitted with vernier control. At the
right side of the panel is mounted a
variometer which serves to tune the plate
circuit to obtain regeneration. The filament rheostat is mounted in the center of
the panel.
On the base, attached to the back of the
panel, we have a tube socket in the center
with the small fixed condenser at the rear.
The two honeycomb coils are mounted
on a frame made from strip brass at the
rear of the baseboard, so that they can
be moved back and forth to control the
coupling between them. If desired a twocoil honeycomb mount may be used for
the purpose.
The instruments are wired according to
the diagram shown in Figure 49, which
gives the actual layout of the wiring.
Binding posts are provided at the back of
the board for connecting with batteries
and aerial.
Any hard tube capable of standing 60
volts or more on the plate can be employed in this circuit, but a tube using
six volts on the filament will give the
best results. The small tubes using 1%
volts on the filament will work, but the

Send dersonly
money or— no checks
or
stamps.ownCoins
risk.at your

apart until the whistle does not annoy.
Now an attempt should be made to pick
up a broadcasting station by varying the
grid condenser and plate variometer.
These two instruments act in the regular
manner; resonance points between the
two will be noted by a slight roar as in
the usual regenerative receiver. After picking up a station and getting it as loud as

Book Department

Radio
123

Electric Soldering Iron
"B-T" UNIVERSAL
VERNIER TUNER

$2.50

A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

does away with tapped coils and switches on

REINARTZ

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts
NOTE:

We are the Largest Exclusive
Jobbers in the Middle West

Radio

BREMER-TULLY

■ HMM.'HtMi
123
W. Mad iron Jt, Chicago

CIRCUITS

derfully.""£«
Covers new
broadcasting
wave lengths.
5°S JmPn>ves
clearness
and selectivity
wonAlso a wonder-worker in practically all the modem
circuits. Including reflex. Price, from your dealer
or postpaid. $5.00.
Hookup diagrams free.
532
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Canal

MFG.

Street
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Extra Coil Tunes High Wave Lengths
Oatmeal Box Provides
Tube for Triple Mount

LOAD

DEVICE

USED

IN CIRCUIT

In most sets there are at most four or
five connections which would ordinarily
be placed best at the back of the cabinet.
I accomplish this in the manner indicated
in the illustration. In an ordinary singletube set, for instance, three connections
to the battery are required, viz., A positive, A negative and B positive, the B
negative going direct to the positive side
of the A battery.
Three ordinary clips are bolted, each
with a number 8 machine bolt, through
the back of the cabinet, a piece of angle
brass forming the inside; it is placed so
that when the inside bottom, of the cabinet
is slid in it passes under the projection
of the spring brass.
Another
strip of

When the new wave lengths became
effective I found that my three circuit set
would not tune in above 485 meters; I
also found that by loading the aerial cir-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks worked
THERE
out at home that would aid your
fellow Radio worker if only he knew
about them. There are new hook-ups,
new ways of making parts and various
unique ways of operating sets that are
discovered every day. Radio Digest is
very much interested in obtaining such
material. Send them in with full details,
including stamped envelope so rejected
copy may be returned. The work must
be entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT.
Radio Digest
123 W. Madison
St., Chicago
cuit alone I did not raise the wave length
sufficiently to catch the higher waves. I
wound three coils of Number 22 dec wire
on an oatmeal box, two of the coils with
40 turns and the other with 30 turns.
The center coil was connected in the
aerial circuit; the other 40-turn was placed
in the secondary circuit and the 30 turn
coil in the plate circuit, as shown in the
diagram. About % inch space was left
between the coils.
I placed a .001 mfd variable condenser
in the aerial circuit.
It aids in tuning and does not decrease
the wave length. My aerial and lead in
are 150 feet long. This coil does not add
an extra adjustment and it may be constructed very cheaply as it requires only
% pound of wire. If the set is in a cabinet and the coil is mounted outside the
primary coil may be connected between
the ground post and the ground wire and
the plate coil between one output post
and the phones. Two extra binding posts
must be provided for the secondary load.
The addition of audio frequency amplification does not change the- hook-up. With
this loading coil connected I can easily
tune in KSD on 546 meters. — Edwin Burnham, Ironton, Mo.

4-

.nrcfin kM&imj iMsmsu
30

l..

Improvised Reinartz Coil

Securing some data on the Reinartz
tuner I constructed one of these some
time ago and obtained very good results.
As it was rather bothersome to make a
form on which to wind the Reinartz coil
I tried out a 3-inch tube and obtained re-

Soda Straws Make

Spaghetti

The price of spaghetti tubing is very
high. I have found a very good substitute
in soda-water straws. These straws are
pliable; they may be easily obtained for
a few cents a hundred straws. They are
well waxed, which give them a very fine
insulating quality. — H. Silverman, Brooklyn, N. T.

This set using WD-11 tube picked up
Schenectady, N. Y., Atlanta, Georgia, Ft.
Worth, Texas and Davenport, Iowa, regularly. It may be possible some other
amateur will welcome the data on winding the coil on a tube. Another point
that may help some person is that a 22%volt B battery will not always give sufficient voltage for the plate. I am using a
UV 200 detector tube and have to use 27
volts on the plate to secure proper results.
I am unable to pick up out of town stations at all on 22% volts. — H. L. Shiner,
Kansas City, Mo.

Renewing

Knobs and Dials

Give the old knob a good polish, using a
thin oil on a rag. Wipe the surface dry
with a clean cloth. Go over the surface
with a white-lead paint; allow it to remain far two or three minutes, then wipe
the surface clean with a cloth. The white
paint will remain in the depressions cut
for the figures and scale. When this has
set for an hour it is ready for use. — Robert L. Calbert, Jr., Nashville, Tenn.

spring brass is placed on the second bottom to make contact with these angle
brass strips when the set is in place.
The set wiring is run to these second
plates; therefore, when it becomes necessary to get into the set the front screws
are removed and the whole inside part
slides out. WTien it is put back the brass
contacts close the three battery leads
without any trouble. — L. R. Godden,
Mitchell Field, N. T.

REFLEX
Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS: SEND FOR LITERATURE
NOTE:

Crystal Detection

Carborundum crystals usually require
a firm contact for good detecting, while
gralena crystals detect better the more
delicate the adjustment.

We are the Largest Exclusive
Jabbers in the Middle West

Radio

JUMM.'BtMU

123 W. M a d iron Si .Chicago

Our Latest Triumph

Locating the Aerial

When planning to erect an aerial be
sure to estimate the distance to the nearest electric light or power wire and
estimate as closely as possible whether
any break in the aerial during a storm
might make it possible for a wire to blow
across the light or power wire and carry
the high tension current into the house.

Sliding Contacts for
Connections on Back

sults, I think, just as good as I did with
regular Keuiartz coil.
The accompanying diagram is entirely
self explanatory. The number of turns on
the tube is just a little different from the
Reinartz coil on account of the turns
all being the same length with the tube.
the

The Michigan
"Midget"

Lot&g Distance
Crystal Set sjgj: eA?,ra°„£

Minneapolis, Davenport. FortWorth, Dallas, Xansai
City, St. Louis, Denver on Crystal without batteries.
Usual crystal Bet requires only easy, inexpensive
changes. Send stamp for further information or $1
for copyright drawings and instructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
Leon Lambert. 501 South Vokitsia, Wichita, Kan*

$27.00
Long-Distance Wonder Worker
That Tunes Out Local Broadcasting
The most dependable long-distance Receiver ever assembled in so
small space. Convenient for campers and tourists, yet equally suited
to home use the year-round. Handsome mahogany finished cabinet
14% in. long, iy& in. high, 9f^ in. deep at base.
Operates with any of the dry cell tubes as well as with standard 6 volt
tubes. Cabinet will hold three No. 6 dry cells and 22 volt "B" Battery.
Levers in place of dials make tuning easier and accurate. Wonderfully clear, pure-toned reception through headphones — add two stage
amplifier for loud speaker reception.
A Radio Engineering triumph.
Price, without tubes or battery, F. O. B. Grand Rapids, $27.00.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you, remit to us and send his
name and address.
Send for list of Michigan Quality Radio Receivers and Parts; variometers, variocouplers, all-range- couplers, special rheostats — 50c, potentiometers— 200 ohm and 400 ohm — 60c, etc.
Dealers, the set you have been waiting for to make complete package
"over the counter sales."

COTO

COIL

CD.PRDVIDEHCE

Built First to Last '

Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Characteristics

Explained

How to Analyze, Test and Estimate Them
By H. J. Marx
s on "Character,
series of article
THEistics
of Vacuum Tubes" in the June
S, i> and 16 issues of Radio Digest
a forerunner of a more technical
discussion and description of vacuum
tube factors that are generally unknown
and rarely understood or appreciated.
Their importance will be appreciated when
the statement is made that these factors
are the best criteria of the relative efficiency and method of operation of the
tubes.
The subject as handled in the few textbooks available is always accompanied by
intricate and well-advanced mathematical
analysis. In addition, the most important
points are surrounded by lengthy details
and descriptions, making it difficult for
the ordinary layman to comprehend. In
this series, the characteristics, such as
plate resistance and impedance, amplification constants and mutual inductance,
will first be described and analyzed, then
the method of testing them will be detailed. The values of the highly standardized tubes on the market will be given
and sufficient instructions will be furnished so that the amateur may test or

FIRST

STEPS

IN RADIO

(Continued from page 11)
action gave rise to clicks in the telephone
receiver. And therein lies the secret of
the variation frequency of the Flewelling
circuit. By properly adjusting the grid
leak the tube blocks and frees itself at a
high rate, giving rise to the well-known
"super" whistle. It is this blocking or
checking effect that permits high regeneration in the Flewelling circuit without
the howling and screaming of the tube.
The connection from the positive of the
B battery to the grid circuit is required
to bias the grid; that is to obtain the proper
grid potential for best operation. This
positive potential acts so as to drain the
negative charges from the grid and prevents the tube blocking at too high a
frequency.
Having a variation frequency in the circuit, we have but to add a tickler feedback to obtain signal regeneration as in
the regular Flewelling circuit shown at
B, Figure 50. The operation of the set
depends then on obtaining a proper variation frequency by a careful adjustment of
the grid leak.
Varying Condition of Grid Leaks
As a rule the grid leaks on the market
have the bad habit of changing their resistance with changes in humidity and
temperature; we have a set that works
beautifully except when visitors drop in.
A method to overcome this defect to a great
extent is to make use of a homemade leak
consisting of lead pencil lines or celluloid
or thin formica; when the proper adjustment is found, paint the leak with collodion to keep out "moisture. Final adjustment of the set can be made by tapping
the B battery for the lead to the grid. A
set that functions very poorly can often
be tuned perfectly by adjusting the positive biasing potential obtained from the
B battery.
Thus we see that all a regenerative set
needs to make it "soup" is a variation
frequency that will check the regeneration
before it gets too strong.
Two
methods

PATENT

calculate
tubes.

the

characteristics

of

his

own

Making Your Own Tests
It is rare, however, that the amateur
has available the necessary instruments
to make these tests. If he has not, the
knowledge of the method of testing and
calculation of the values and their effect
in operation will help to improve the
operation of his Radio set and at the same
time put him in a better position to discriminate in the selection of his vacuum
tubes.
The characteristics are to be described
separately. This will be followed by an
analysis of the methods used in calculating and testing them.
Plate Resistance and Impedance
In all electrical circuits there is an
action or condition that tends to resist
the passage of current. Put in other
words, it limits the amount of current that
can pass through. It would correspond
with the size of a water pipe. Naturally,
the greater the pressure the greater the
volume of water that passes through;
likewise, the greater the voltage the
greater the current which passes through.
are now in use, the Armstrong using a
tuned frequency and the Flewelling using
the blocking effect in the tube. There
surely ought to be another method that is
better and simpler; the announcement of
that method will be the one great event
of the coming year in Radio.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Erecting

Antennae

It is often advisable to erect two antennae when both local and long distance
reception is desired. One of these antennae
designed for obtaining a high degree of
selectivity, in differentiating between
local signals, may be a single wire outdoor antenna approximately 30 feet in
length and about 20 feet in height, or an
indoor antenna using about the same
length of lamp cord placed behind picture
molding. For long distance reception a
longer antenna is necessary; for this purpose a single wire about 150 feet in length
stretched as high as possible will give
satisfactory results. The use of two
antennae provides a flexible arrangement
for avoiding interference between local
stations operating on nearly the same
wave length, particularly when a regenerative receiver is used with the small
antenna and, in addition, provides a larger
antenna for use in long distance reception
after
tion. the local stations have ceased opera-

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

This factor is known as resistance.
Considering the vacuum tube — there is
a plate circuit inside the tube. It consists
of the movement of electrons from the filament to the plate. There is a direct current resistance to this flow, known as the
dc or plate resistance. When dealing with
an alternating current, the direct current
resistance no longer holds true; so another
value is introduced, known as alternating
current resistance or plate impedance.
This impedance varies with the changes
in frequency. For amateur purposes an
approximation is possible; this is satisfactory for frequencies up to the order of
several hundred thousand cycles per second. The value of this knowledge of
impedance is in the fact that best operation for amplification is obtained when
the transformer impedance is balanced
against the plate resistance. This explains
why some tubes will not operate satisfactorily with most transformers. It is
only a question of time before all apparatus will be accompanied by accurate
statements of characteristic values in
order that circuits may be more carefully
balanced for maximum results.
Amplification Constant
The amplification constant (represented
by the Greek letter JIu, /x) is one of the
most important constants of the audion
or three-electrode vacuum tube. This constant represents the maximum voltage
amplification obtainable from the tube
and is also instrumental in determining
the current and power amplification. It is
a function of the construction of the tube,
depending on the mesh of the grid, diameter of the grid wire and the distance between grid and plate. Its value varies
slightly with changes in the plate voltage,
increasing as the plate voltage is raised.
Plugs

CARTER

Jacks
Jack Switches
Vernier Control Rheostats
Automatic Control Rheostats
Inductance Switches
Send for 12 free Jack Switch hook-ups
CARTER

RADIO

Save

Chicago

Conductance

ance.
This is a very important characteristic
and furnishes the degree of merit of the
tube when functioning as amplifier, detector or oscillator. It is always desirable
to have the mutual conductance as large
as possible.
The mutual conductance is a measurement of the effect of the grid potential on
the plate current.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

AUXILIARY TUNER
THIS
new receiving
instrumentsetconnected
present
with oneto your
wire
enables you to easily bring in both the long
and short wave stations which you cannot
get with your present equipment. It also
enables you to eliminate that local interference so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted
diagram and
and operating
complete this
instructions for building
instrument $1.00, or with all parts, including Condenser. Coils, Switches, Panel and
Cabinet,
$10.00. Complete
instrument,
$15.00. All goods prepaid.

S. A. TWITCHELL
192S Western

Avenue,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

No. 58 D. X.

comes, from
entertain
joy ofn Radio
rHEthe real
le ment
possessio
of dependab
apparatus
fully
guaranteed, giving long distance range, fidelity
of reproduction and a degree of selectivity that will
enable you to choose, from all the programs offered,
the one which interests you most.
The famous Federal Long Distance Receiver.Model
58 D. X. shown below, has been selected by experts,
for their personal use, after critical comparative tests.
It brings in entertainment over almost unbelievable distances without interference from undesired

Difference

LOUD SPEAKER
GENUINE
WOOD
FIBRE
HORN
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment: Complete. Height 24
inches.
Colors, Black, Mahogany and Olive Green.

Price — $5.00
Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.
Send Money Order or C. 0. D.

EMIL

State St.,

Mutual

Inasmuch as every circuit has a resistance, it is easily understood that the
resistance and the voltage pressure determine the amount of current that the
circuit will conduct or permit to flow.
Therefore the conductance of a circuit
may be considered as an expression of its
efficiency. This is the derivation of another tube characteristic known as mutual
conductance, and it is a function of the
amplification constant and plate resist-

For Long Distance Reception

From Manufacturer to Consumer
the

205 S.

RECEIVER

SPECIAL
Direct

CO.

Therefore, when operating as a detector,
the amplification constant of a tube is not
as high as when used as an amplifier. If
the amplification constant is 5, it must
not be assumed that the volume will be
5 times as great; there are a number of
factors which must be considered; but it
furnishes an index of the possibilities of
the tube.

DECLYNE

15 Park Row
Room 2525
NEW YORK CITY
Dept
R. D
Barclay 6298

programs.
Federal makes a remarkably complete line of
Radio products — 130 different complete units, each of
which is guaranteed to be free from mechanical and
electrical defects. All Federal products are sold at
reasonable prices.

V
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m
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B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Detroit, Michigan

Dear Sirs: I received your goods (B -Metal Loud Talking Crystal and Tube
Detector) on the 18tk and have given each article a thorough test from every
angle, and I hereby give you my approval that the word supreme is the nearest
mark of degree that I can think of for your Tube Detector and B-Metal Loud
Talking Crystal. I am keeping the crystal, as it enables me to use a horn.
mniring a crystal loud speaker that has the volume of a phonograph when using
the 6oft needle. Enclosed please find money order for same. Tours.
3431 Harrison St
W. R. Ferguson.

Ask your dealer. He should have it. If not, send us your order and
your dealer's name. Note the difference when you use a B-Metal
Crystal, then tell your friends.

B-Metal Refining Company

dctroTtT^chig^n

Ask
your dealer
to demonstrate
the Federal 58
D. X. Receiver.
stock
he can
If he hasn
't it get
in
one quickly.
Write us for the
Federal Catalog.

to

Jteforal Qfctepljime Sc Qfctegrapl} Ota

Western District Office:
417 South Dearborn St.. Chicago, lit

BUFFALO,

N. Y.
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Reviews of Books

SUPER
The

Armstrong" Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.

Home Radio — How to Slake It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegi-aphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price,
52.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A H. Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price, $1.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest, and Adrian
Van
Muffling. A
simple treatise on
Radio reception. Beginning- with the
elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The hook department of the Radio
Digest is prepared to send yon any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in onr Rook Review or not. Let us know
what hook yon want, send ns your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
yon. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest, 123 W, Madison
St., Chicago, HL

Kellogg Radio Equipment
for Better Results
"A"

Rheostats

BATTERY

The
is a constantly growing tendency on the part of fans to ask for
Radio frequency stages added to
various popular circuits. Sometimes

THERE
the

it works — more often it doesn't. Often it
can work, but the fan isn't successful and
becomes discouraged. Radio frequency is
tricky; when you add it to a trick circuit
the results are trickiness to the "n"th
degree.

The Reader's View
I am

Dr. Packard's Theory "Wrong?
writing you in regard to an article

in your paper some time ago giving' Dr.
Greenleaf W. Pickard's view about the
radiation from regenerative receiving sets.
I know nothing of Radio from a scientific
viewpoint, but will say from experience
in tuning I very much disagree with the
professor. I would like to ask a question
or two to prove my assertion.
If re-radiation is impossible, why can
I at any time cause my neighbor about
100 feet away, who has a crystal set, to
receive stations one after another in same
rotation as I receive them? Have tried
it several times with good results. Also,
another boy about 400 feet away has reported same on a
prearranged test.
Neither have heard distant stations when
I was not tuning. Also have tried it when
signals were coming strong. They only
hear when I cause my detector tube to
squeal from too much current on the fiia-

potential of the Radio frequency amplifier
tube.
A good variometer takes care of the
plate circuit control. Two
1,250-turn
honeycomb coils inductively coupled by
means of a two-coil mounting control the
super action. Condensers are shunted
across both of these coils.
The circuit is not very difficult to tune
and is adaptable in relation to portability.

having but one
movable part.
The resistance
wire is carried
on a rotor of

ment. My theory is that the signals are
not strengthened, but are re-radiated or
received by my set and re-broadcast by
the same set. I have even heard others,
when listening in, turn up rheostats, also
hear other tubes squeal when there were
none closer than six or seven blocks. I
only wish that I could explain this in a
scientific way, but cannot, so you may
publish this theory in your words or mine.
— B. W. Banyar, Independence, Mo.

CJCA, and others very clearly. My aerial
is 75 feet long, 35 feet high, and has three
strands of No. 14 copper wire. On the
night I picked up CFCN so clearly and
loudly that I could hear plainly with the
phones at least a foot from my ears. —
Leonard D. Johnson, Colville, Wn.

high grade
lating insumaterial
and the contact arms are so placed
that a slight movement brings in the
one-half turn of the wire, giving a
vernier effect.

Reinartz Set G-ood
built the Reinartz tuner as described in a previous issue of Radio Digest. I find it a very efficient set. Without
amplification and before I purchased a
phone condenser, I picked up KHJ, KVQ,
I have

get

the

most

out

of

your

set

Complete instruction with $ •» 00
every loop.
Price
X =■
By mail 10c extra
HITTER RADIO CORP.
230 Canal Street, New York

WE REPAIR
WD-11, $3.50
and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES

Excepting
VT-I
MAIL

and

NOTE:

We are the Largest
Exclusive
Jobbers in the Middle West

H & H RADIO
510 Clinton Avenue

NEWARK,

N. J.

Radio

Jt.Chicaqo
:ilMM,LM.»

1066 W. Adams

USE

USE THESE

NEW

2nd.

No Hand Capacity, if the plate nearest the hand is connected to the grounded, or dead side as we direct.
3rd. Cannot Become Shorted by metallic dust or by warping
due to temperature changes.
4th.

GENUINE BAKELITE
180° VARIO-COUPLER

Barclay

1395

No Sliding Contacts to cause noise or trouble.

5th. Saves Space. Lies flat and requires but a fraction of an
inch back of the panel.
6th.

Rugged and Substantial. Heavy phosphur
ing leaf. Nothing to break or wear out.

7th. Reasonable
rotary plate.

by

New

York

SET

Because of the following advantages:

CO.

GEO. J. LEVY & Cf\
VJ
6 Murray St

NEW

1st. Vernier All the Way. Three turns required from maximum
to minimum capacity, instead of the customary half turn.

YORK

Distributed

VARIABLE-VERNIER

IN YOUR

16 Points — One Unit. Back Panel Mounting.
Manufactured by

PRODUCTS

Street

ELGIN BOOK CONDENSERS

THE

MULTITAP INDUCTANCE
SWITCH

D-L RADIO

.90

Chicago, Illinois

Special
FLEWELLING

$1.50
1.50

KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD
6 SUPPLY
COMPANY

.123 WIMadiTon

VT-II

CO.

No. 501 Rheostat,
6 ohms
No. 502 Rheostat, 25 ohms
No. 46045 Rheostat Rotor, 25
ohms

for

Silk winding with wire pigtails

ORDERS
Solicited
and
Promptly Attended To

The knob is shaped and corrugated to fit the fingers, making possible the slightest movement.

DISTRIBUTORS
UE.t%.i-iiLE\.a DISCOUNTS
ntTA T TTJ> C
ATTRACTIVE

use

R1TTER PORTABLE
LOOP

rheostats are
simple in design,

FEDERAL

No. Coupler
58)
(Fisher
To

Kellogg

Here's one that's been tried; it works
fine. The original is simply a single tube
super; one stage of Radio frequency has
been added.
It is advisable to use two amplifier
tubes and a plate battery voltage of at
least 67%. Two .0005 microfarad variable
condensers used with a loop aerial control the wave length adjustment. A 400ohm potentiometer takes care of the grid

No.
No.
No.
No.

FOUR
SIZES:
4, .001 mf. $1.75
3, .0008 mf.
1.50
2, .0005 mf. 1.25
1, .0003 mf.
1.00

Price.

About

bronze bend-

one-third the cost of a vernier

Send for Free Circular
Giving Hookup of the Famous Elgin-Reinarts Set

ELGIN
207

RADIO

E. Chicago

SUPPLY

Street

COMPANY
ELGIN,

ILL.
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Questions and Answers
Gravity Batteries
(4076)
GSF, Brookfield, 111.
A 1:55 on the morning: of June 1, I sat at
-ny Radio to see if I could pick up some distant station. The following conversation
tu the result but due to heavy static I

Filament Control Jacks
(4249) CEC. Roseville. 111.
Please show diagram for method of wiring two filament control jacks with the
l/ltra
Reinartz
Circuit.
A. — Complying
with
your
request
we

standard core assembly method, 85 pieces
being used, making the core llA by 1%
and inside dimensions 1% by 4% inches.
We are directing your attention to the
fact that the polarity of the battery, as
shown
in the diagram
in question, is in-

herewith give diagram showing method of
using filament control jacks with Reinartz
circuit.

correct and should be reversed. Negative
tube.
A should be connected with the plate of

Rules for Radiophone
(3265) BB, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Why must a vacuum tube be evacuated?
Using a single circuit, with two stages
audio frequency, what is considered a good
distance
(DX)
to receive?
What are some good rules for a Radiophone owner to observe?
A. — We are pleased to answer your inquiries by advising that perhaps the thing

Grid Potential
(3856) DBL, Baltimore, Ml
Referring to the Flewelling hook-up,
please explain why the grid return with
B- is from the A-terminal in the detector
unit, whereas in the amplifier unit the grid
return with the B- is from the A-negative
terminal.
A — Answering your inquiry with reference to the battery connections in the
Flewelling circuit, we advise that negative
B is connected with positive A in the detector unit to give the added six volts of
the A batery to the B battery potential.
In the amplifier the opposite method is used
to obtain a negative charge on the grid
which is essential for amplification.

could not receive it in full, at least I don't
think I did: "9XN calling WM" repeated
twice — "Your signals coming through, but
due to heavy static cannot read you.
?XN repeated twice, "We will repeat this experiment tomorrow night;
stand by for us."
Repeated twice.
From here on static was so heavy on my
set I could not catch any more.
This is what I would like to know, if it
Is possible for you to tell me — what did
I get mixed into and what two stations
were working? I do not find either one
in the list of stations that I have or in any
of the Digests on hand.
While I am writing I wonder if it would
be permissible for me to ask for some Information about batteries. I am using a
Reinartz circuit with a WD-12 Tube and
have had wonderful results but the battery
consumption is very heavy; I use dry cells
of ll» volts, 30 amperes on the B side
and 90 volts for the A batteries or on the
plates. Can you tell me if I can use
Gravity batteries made as follows: blue
vitriol, copper, zinc and water? The cells
I had in mind are the ones commonly used
in Morse Telegraphy or were used some
years ago. Can you also tell me the voltage, ampereage and flow of the current
produced, whether D. C. or A. C?
Any enlightenment you can offer on
either subject will, I assure you, be greatly
appreciated.
A. — Answering your inquiry we are of
the opinion that the conversation quoted
is having been received by Radio was from
the University of Wisconsin, 9X11, as station 9XX is in Chicago. It has not been
in operation recently. We are unable to
inform you as to the other station because
the call given is not correct; it was perhaps misunderstood by you.
In the matter of gravity batteries, — three
or four connected in parallel may be used
for the filament of the peanut tube. All
batteries deliver direct current. The cells
will test one volt each with a very low
current due to high internal resistance
which necessitates several cells connected
in parallel ror use with the tube.
Popping' and Fading
(35S9)
FR, Eldorado, Kan.
I have a two-stage receiving set. The
hook-up is of my own plan — 1 grid variometer, 1 varicoupler, 1 plate variometer,
1 fixed condenser, 1 phone condenser, Rheostats, jack and transformer. I have a
100-foot antenna, insulated lead-in wire
from the antenna. The ground is a % -inch
pipe driven 3 feet in the ground and a
wire is soldered
to it.
I would like for you to advise me as to
why the signals come inland by and clearly
from almost any station in the United
States and disappear at intervals of one
to two minutes. Tou can always hear a
pop or crack whfch disappears, lly antenna is 40 feet high.
A. — Xoting your specifications and limitations experienced in reception, we believe there is a discrepancy as to a grid
condenser and leak which units are not
mentioned. Were it not for the action of
popping in the phones we would be certain
that the fading signals are occasioned by
the phenomenon of "fading," which is
caused by wave length variation (from
little understood cause) at the transitting
station. Tou will simply have to await
the return of fading signals, knowing that
"fading," as suggested, is the cause for
which there is no remedy at this stage of
development.
Grid Leak and Condenser
JH, Liberty, N. T.
you inform me as to the right
of the grid leak and grid condenser
used with a WD-11 tube? Where
get a 20-volt B battery?
Answering your inquiry, we are advising that the grid condenser should be of
.00025 mfd. value, and the grid leak of
two megohms in a circuit using a WD-11
tube.
B batteries are not made in 20-volt
units. A 22% -volt battery may be bought
from any dealer.

(3656)
Can
values
when
can I
A. —

of first importance to a "Radiophan" as
to rules to be observed is conformity with
all regulations legal and ethical, governing
the art. From a personal standpoint, he
should exercise care in the selection of
electrically perfect apparatus, looking to
the maximum satisfaction to be derived.
Having proceeded to this point the next in
order is a careful understanding of the
characteristics of the set he is using, protection of tubes and batteries by means
of a knowledge of their operation both
theoretically and practically and, above
all, intelligent purpose to discover his limitations through an application of the
knowledge gained.
In the matter of the vacuum tube, you
are advised that if it were not evacuated
when the filament was lighted, the oxygen
within would unite with the metal in the
filament, oxidizing it and burning out the
tube.
The range of circuit specified should be
approximately fifteen hundred miles.
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CRYSTAL DETECTOR

TUBES REPAIRED
C-300 or CV-200
C-3D1 or UV201
C-302
or UV-2C2
C-301A or UV201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Jloorehead Detectora
Moonhead Amplifiers
DV-6 or DV-6A
Also the new UV-199

TJTtra-Audlon
(4139) DKP, Ce?es, Calif.
Kindly advise me through your Question and Answer column whether the
ultra-audion hook-up described in the Jlay
5 issue is regenerative or non-regenerative?
A — The ultra-audion circuit appearing
in the May 5 issue of the Radio Digest
employs the feedback principle which
makes
it regenerative.

(3694) JDeC, Xiagara Falls, X\ T.
In your Radio Digest, April 21 issue,
Question and Answer 2956, you publish a
diagram for a transformer, but you do
not tell how much laminated iron is
necessary or what size to use. Will you
please let me know the size and dimensions in relation to building the rectifier
for charging batteries?
A. — Answering your inquiry in the
matter of a transformer, we inform you
that ten pounds of silicon steel .018 thick
are required. This is cut into 170 pieces
5% inches long and 170 pieces 2% inches
long, in each instance 1% inches wide.
These
are
stacked
in according
to the

MICROMETER

CUNNINGHAM

Frying* Noises
(3654) JO, Pennock, Minn.
Could you give me some information in
regard to the cause of the frying noise in
the receiver? When I turn the volume
strong it comes in unsatisfactory.

In the daytime it works quietly and well
most of the time, but in the evening it
is bad. The signals come in strong and
well, but this noise spoils it all. I have
used regenerative, one and two steps of
Radio amplification and, lately, the reflex,
one and two tubes and a detector. Their
work is fine. But they all have that noise
in the evening. I have tried different A
and B batteries; I know the connections
are tight.
If it were not for that noise the reflex
is the real thing. The noise came in on
the Radio amplification also.
A. — We have noted carefully your difficulties as to reception, and are of the
opinion that the source is extraneous to
your set. Disconnect the antenna. Cessation of the noise proves that it is from
some cause outside of the set, such as an
electrical appliance in operation, telephone
ringer, violet-ray machine or arc light in
your vicinity. If this does not eliminate
the disturbance, barring the possibility of
static, you may look for some discrepancy
in the set itself. We hardly believe that
the condition cited is due to atmospheric
conditions, particularly in your location,
although
these may
exist.
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Colleta Ryan, musical comedy star and prima donna,
keeps herself in trim by doing her "daily dozen" to music broadcast by stations in
Chicago, where she is now
playing at the Apollo Theater. She always has her
portable set preswhen she'sThe
on
the entbeach.
unit shown picks
up local broadcasters sufficiently loud to operate
the loud speaker
© Radio Digest

Kewpie doll, razor case,
cartridge fuse and cocoanut shell sets, prize winners in "freak contest.
The red cheeked kewpie is
tuned by twisting her
switch contact "arms" and
wears
detectorlavaliere a crystal
about her
neck
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PIANO MUSIC
TEST SHOWS RADIO
AID TO HYPNOSIS
Youth in New York Experiment
Put to Sleep by Means of
Airphone in Brooklyn
NEW YORK. — An experiment designed
to show that hypnotism can be practiced
by Radio, and that the flow of blood in
the subject's body can be arrested, making
a bloodless operation possible, was performed here recently.
Operating- from Station WHN in the
Ridgewood section of Brooklyn, the hypnotist focused his powers on a youth
seated before newspapermen.
Over the Radio he ordered the youth
to become rigid. A ' newspaper man
waved a match in front of the subject's
eyes, insisting that he did not blink and
therefore was complet- ly un-ler. The
youth was restored, then put under again.
His body was stretched across two chairs
and a medical student sat on his stomach
to prove that he was rigid.
Then the youth was put under for the
third time, and over the Radio came a
command that the blood leave his arm
and flow into his body. A needle was
thrust into the flesh of the subject. No
blood appeared.

NEWSPAPER DONATES
WGM TO UNIVERSITY

USE OF NEW
MICROPHONE
True Piano Quality, Even Low
Faithfully
Notes,
Put on Air

Corrects Loud Speakers
Magneto Pick-Up Gives Tones in
Proper Ratio — Good on
Phonograph Also
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.— Transmission
of true piano quality has been a real
problem for the Radio engineer, but
WGY engineers have solved it. The difficulty is similar to that which has confronted the maker of phonograph records.
The blows of the hammers on a piano are
distinguishable but the singing quality
and the overtones which are relatively
weak have not been reproduced through
loud speakers or phones.
Engineers connected with' the studio of
WGY, tionthe
broadcasting
staof theSchenectady
General Electric
Company,
have devoted a great deal of time to the
development of a device which will make
the piano solo a Teal feature of a broadcasting program.
Description of Device
The device, in brief, consists of a magnetic system between the poles of which is
pivoted a suitable coil system. The magnet is firmly fastened to the frame of the
piano and the coil is anchored to the sound
board. By means of this pick-up device all
tones in the piano are faithfully converted
into corresponding electric currents which
control the Radio transmitter. When
heard on the loud speaker the piano is no
longer a tinkling sound. The listener in
gets all the characteristics of this percussion type of instrument, the blow of the
hammer, the singing tone and the overtones.
The
piano
pick-up
from the asfamiliar hiss
of the
carbonis free
microphone
well
as the objectionable blasting that takes
place when an artist plays too loudly for
the microphone.
(Continued on page 2)
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PARTS OFFER DRAWS
FOREIGN RADIO FANS
INTEREST ABROAD PROVES
AIRPHONE'S PROGRESS
Demand for Devices Comes from Old
and Young Many Letters of
Inquiry Reveal

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER
Coupon Number 11
This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according- to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured. See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

Save Me — I Am Valuable
No better evidence to the ever growing
interest in things Radio is obtainable than
the increasing number of inquiries and remittances in relation to the Radio Digest's
special offer to furnish parts at low cost.
From all parts of the United States and
Canada and even from distant foreign
countries come letters bearing the scrawl
of children, the halting, uncertain chirography of the aged, and the firm, forceful
script of men of affairs.
The supply of parts is still sufficient, but
the manner in which requests for them are
made necessitates the repetition of the following instructions:
The numbers of the coupons sent to the
office of the Radio Digest must be consecutive; they need not begin with No. 1,
but they must run in order; you may send
as many coupon series as you want; with
these coupons name the parts you want and
send the money. You will receive the parts
forthwith.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
i, 6 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by tne reader. There ia no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of Items follow:

Class A Articles

For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Dp Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, IVa volts; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025. .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-nhm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005,
.001, .0015, .002, .0025, or .003 mfd.) ; Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-D»
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly.

Class B Articles

DIGEST

mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells IV: volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack, Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser: Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Ritter Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch;
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat;
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd. ; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Read 'EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket: Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer;
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coil; Basco Vernier Rheostat,

— Illustrated
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Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.):
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery, 22% vclts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.) ; Thordarson Variable
Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condenser, 43-plate; Se-Ar-De S-Plate
Condenser.

Class G Articles

For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.) : Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio;
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
dial (.0005 mfd.) ; Thordason Variable Condenser, with
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.) ; Ritter Grand
Crystal Set; Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.);
Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser; Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Class D Articles
C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate.
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and Condenser; R. S. Class
H Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No. 228
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinW: 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
Copeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Fre15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19quency Transformer (R-2, R-3, or R-4) ; Walnart VariPoint Inductance Switcth: Walnart Variable Condenser
able Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(5-Plate .0001 mfd.): Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
denser
(23-Plate vernier)
; Ray-O-Vac
No. 6 2301
Battery
45 volts:
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells m volts;
volts; Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer): Premier
Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.) ; CRL Variable Grid Leak Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Premier Variable
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; ThordarCondenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegeson Variable Condenser, .00025 mfd. ; Amsco 300-Ohm
hog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
Potentiometer; Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mf d. ; A. F.
Transformer. Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio;
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal Turney Spider Web Coil Mount, Type B: Thordarson
A. F. Transformer, 6 to 1 Ratio; Thordarson Variable
Detector and Condenser, mounted; Se-Ar-De Variable
Condenser,
with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.);
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat;
T. B. H. Radio Heat Set, 2.000 ohms; Tulip Loud
R. S. C. Vernier Condenser, 3-plate; Basco Mahogany
CabinetSpeaker, 15-inch, white; Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
Class E Articles
23-plate: Teleradio 2,00O-Ohm Head Set; Na-Ald Tuned
R. F. Transformer, one stage; Na-Ald 43-Plate PreFor ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
cision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.): Se-Ar-De
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
35-Plate Condenser; R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 43articles will be sent : 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
plate; Basco Radio Frequency Transformer.
Control Rheostat: 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type B) : Delta Midget
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Talks on forest
mfd.; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd.; B-Metal fire prevention are being broadcast every
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket; two weeks from the Portland, Oregon ofAerovox Double Slide Tuning Coil; Na-Ald 3-Plate
fice of the Forest Service through arrangeVernier Condenser, with dial.

KGW

Sends Forest Fire Talks

ment with the Portland Oregonian, Station KGW. These talks, according to estimates, reach from 10,000 to 15,000 peo-

Class T Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent; 1 Acme
Pot-Rheo
(potentiometer and rheostat) ;
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Looking Ahead
Coming — Watch for This — a Series of Articles on Making a Neutrodyne Set — In
an early issue H. J. Marx will begin a series of several articles telling how to
make this latest of receivers. The outfit built by Mr. Marx and now being tested,
is capable of doing wonders in the midst of summer. The set, how to make
which will be told, uses a two-step neutrodyned Radio frequency, detector, twostep audio frequency circuit.
Do you want a neutrodyne set?
Read this series!

Have a Copy with You on
Your Vacation

Class C Articles

Blx consecutively numbered
coupons
and ninety
($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
-Way"
Plug; 1 Federal
Panel Mount
Socket; 1
il 6-Ohm
Rheostat;
1 Federal
3-Ohm
(Power)
'at; 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
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SHOW
WDAP

POWER
AMPLIFIER
MOST
EFFICIENT
Men, on 2,100 Mile Auto Trip,
Make Two Important
Discoveries

CHICAGO. — Two phases of Radio operation were developed recently during: a test
of its apparatus by Station WDAP, the
Chicago Board of Trade. The experiment
showed that the power amplifier type of
transmitter was most efficient, that is, its
carrying capacity was greatest in relation
to the output of one kilowatt. The test
revealed also that daytime reception was
almost as satisfactory as night reception.
The reception test was made during an
automobile trip from Chicago to Dubuque,
Waterloo, Crystal Springs, and Fort Dodge,
Iowa; Sioux Falls, S. D. ; Minneapolis,
Minn., and return to Chicago, a distance of
about 1,200 miles. L. B. Mitchell, Radio
operator for the Board of Trade, and
Thorne Donnelley of WDAP received the
messages, market quotations and time signals, by means of a three tube regenerative
set. The set weighed twelve pounds and
the batteries, six pounds. The antenna
was strung in trees en route and from
hotel windows.
Although the recorded transmission
range of WDAP is 300 miles, the test
showed a daytime capacity of 600 miles, it
was reported. Changes in radiation were
announced by means of long distance telephone from the station to the autoists. The
average radiation of WDAP is ten amperes
but in the test it was raised as high as
fourteen and lowered to six. The minimum radiation served as well as the
maximum. The latter was shown by means
of a test in Sioux City, about 390 miles
from Chicago.

(Continued

For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
ceuts ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Multi-Tube Reflex Circuits by Thomas W. Benson Next Issue — Mr. Benson will tell
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Radio Beginners all about two and three tube reflex sets next week. This week's
chapter he devotes to single tube reflex hook-ups.
Turn to page eleven.
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Difficult Tube Characteristics Explained by H. J. Marx — A continuation next week
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
of the series Part II of which is found on page thirteen this issue.
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
A Vernier Variable Condenser from a Hard Rubber Dial — Read this kink along
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
with others on page twelve of the August I 8 number.
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinSimple Two Tube Hook-Up — A circuit needing but little apparatus, 6ut as efficient
Copeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
as the best.
See this hook-up diagram in the next .number.
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
And Don't Forget the New Advance Programs, Part One Qf the Broadcasting StaGrid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025. .0005. .001, .002. .0025.
tion Directory, the Picture Diagram, and Flewelling's Answers to Queries, all to
.003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
be found in the August 1 8 issue.
(.001. .002. .0025, .003. .004. or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Ml;adons Type 601 (.006 mfd.) : Dubilier By-Laws Condenser
(.1, .25. or 5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, M, or 5/16 in. black or white
face); Premier Universal Radio Jack. Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
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Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
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When the carbon or condenser microphone is used to pick-up a vocal solo with
piano accompaniment the problem is to
place the microphone in such a position
that it picks up both voice and instrument
in their proper ratio. The position of the
microphone must be changed for each
artist. The Radiophan has probably noticed
that as the singer increases the volume
the accompaniment fades out, in other
words the soloist "paralyzes" the microphone. When the piano magneto-microphone is used the intensity of the piano
may be adjusted electrically in the control
room, even while the selection is being
rendered, as the voice is recorded on the
customary carbon or condenser microIn the grand piano at WGY there are
three of these devices, one in the extreme
phone.
treble, one in the middle register and one
in the bass. These three outputs can be
readily balanced in the control room for
the best results on receiving sets without
tampering in any way with the instrument.
Overcomes Fault of Loud Speakers
Another feature of the magneto-microphone is that it allows WGT to correct for
the shortcomings of the present loud speakers. All loud speakers subdue the sounds
of lower frequencies, from approximately
middle C on the piano down. To give good
piano music for users of the loud speaker
it would be necessary for the transmitting
station to distort the music from the instrument, making the lower section of the
piano several times as loud as the treble.
Some stations have actually tried to regrade their pianos to improve them for
broadcasting. This means that the music,
as heard by the musician at the keyboard,
is distorted and the good musician, even
though convinced that his Radio audience
is getting perfect tones, cannot do his best
work on a regraded piano.
The magneto-microphone may also be
used in broadcasting phonograph music
where the federal license of the station
permits the use of recorded music. When
the carbon microphone is used the mechanical energy of the phonograph is converted
into sound energy in the usual way and is
picked up by the microphone. With the
magneto-microphone the needle is attached
to the coil and the mechanical energy is
converted directly into electrical energy
without recourse to any sound whatever,
thus giving truer reproduction.

Open Plant to Handle
Lake Shipping Messages
CLEVELAND, O. — The Inter-City Radio
& Telegraph company has been opened at
Hotel Cleveland to handle the Radio business of the lake shipping interests. The
new station, WHT, will receive messages
from lake ships and wire them to the
proper
This offices.
work was formerly done by the i
navy station at the foot of E. 9th street,
but no appropriation was granted to continue the work, and the new station was
organized by the co-operation of 125 ship
owners.
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DANCE IN WILDS TO
JAZZ ETHER MUSIC
WOLVES HOWL AS TRADERS
LISTEN IN TO CFCN
White Inhabitants. Isolated from Civilization, Get Entertainment Through
Air — Indians Mystified
CALGARY. ALTA. — In a rude little
shack located in an isolated stretch of virgin territory in the wilds of Northern
Canada where few white men have had the
hardihood to penetrate: with vicious timber wolves howling their song of starvation and death close by; and the Indians
who know naught of cities or the refinements of civilization looking on in awed
amazement, a few whites dance to jazz
music.
The jazz, the yery latest on the music
mart, conies silently and mysteriously out
of the night. The Indians know not from
where, but to the whites it is simple. At
least they, with their blas§ acceptance of
all the truly marvelous scientific discoveries of a mechanical age, consider it simple.
Radio Supplies Entertainment
The answer, of course, is the Radiophone, the omnipotent, the ever-present, the
ever- entertaining, carrying news bulletins, jazz, classical music, educational information and emergency calls to all the
far corners of the earth from the centers
of population.
Far from the maddening crowd and
the busy roar of cities; cut off from the
outside world by the great white snows;
located in a shack thousands of miles inland in a God-forsaken spot unknown but
to a few whites and some Redmen, a shack
illuminated by the startling brilliancy of
the northern lights, F. L. Connor, factor
of a fur
trading
postintrepid
and Alexforerunners
J. "Williams,of
mail
stage
driver,
a vast civilization to come, nightly hear
jazz music and news bulletins from Calgary, "The Metropolis of Alberta," and
other cities in the "outside".
Indians Mystified
In a letter to W. "W. Grant, owner of
CFCN, the station of W. "W. Grant Radio
Ltd., at Calgary, F. L. Connor, trading
post factor at Sturgeon Lake, Calais Post
Office, Alberta, says:
"1 have seen some peculiar situations
during the late war but I must confess
that the experience of listening to Calgary
this evening was in a class by itself.
a short
distancebe from
log brush
house
we"Atstay
in could
heardthe the
wolves howling and the red glow of fires
in front of the Indian tepees could be
plainly seen, while inside we were listening to the latest jazz from the Plaza
Cabaret at Calgary.
'TYe called some of the Indians in to
listen on the set, and while they enjoj'ed
the music immensely, they could not credit
our explanation of how it was producted
and went home firmly convinced that we
were all 'Wi-ta-koo,' 'which means crazy."
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ALABAMANS TAKE UP
RADIO FOR MARKETS

STATION WMH, EARLY
ON THE AIR, REOPENS

the
ALA.—
, and
NGHAM
ruralof secevenMany
towns
small
BIRMI
tions of Alabama are now using
Radio. Farmers and merchants in the
smaller places are receiving market reports daily from the air. At the little
town of Jasper the Bluebird Drug Company has a receiving set With the outfit they received the results of the WHlard-Firpo fight for the entertainment of
their friends and customers.

nt Company
Equipme
Precisio
theNNATI
WMH of
Station
. n O.—
CINCI
here, has resumed its Radio programs. This station was one of the
first in America to broadcast. Powell
Crosley, Jr., president of the company,
has arranged with the manager to give
daily programs at noon and at four in
the afternoon on Tuesday and Friday.
There will be no broadcasting on Saturday and Sunday.

MAE

MARSH

TELLS OF MOVIES

AIR SLEUTH HUNTS
ESCAPED CONVICTS
TRAILS
FELONS
PHILADELPHIA

FLEEING
PRISON

Station WOO Warns Ships and Coast
Towns to Watch for Fugitives
Aboard Launch
PHILADELPHIA. — Radio is being

used by the police officials of this city
as one of the most important means of
warning people of the escape of six desperate convicts from the Eastern Penitentiary, this city. The message has
been so effective that coast guards, police in every small town in a half dozen
eastern states around Pennsylvania, and
ships and revenue cutters in the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean are
on the lookout, and their capture is expected at any time.
The men escaped over a high stone
wall by the means of a rope and ladder,
which had been concealed in a large cedar chest. This chest was made by one
of the escaped men, who was an expert
cabinet maker. After gaining their way
to the street, the six men commandeered an auto truck and got away. They
later abandoned the truck and seized a
high powered automobile, taking the
driver with them. They left him on a
road in Maryland. It is believed that
at this point the party broke up, two
men going one way, the other four going
another.
fourat men"
seized City,
a thirtyfoot
powerTheboat
Pocomoke
and
put out on the Chesapeake Bay. There
was enough fuel in the boat to get the
men to Bermuda, but it is believed they
were making for Norfolk to join the
rum fleet lying off that place.
Station WOO to Aid
Station WOO,
"Wanamaker's
here, which
regularly
broadcasts
police reports,
sent
out the following message, dictated by
Captain
Souder,
chief
of
the
detectives
in
Philadelphia:
"Regarding the six convicts who escaped from the Eastern Penitentiary on
July 14, we have received information
that four suspicious characters stole a
dory at Pocomoke City, Md This boat is
a pleasure craft with the deck covered
with
and the name 'Sunbeam'
paintedan onawning
the side.
"We believe these men to be some of
the escaped prisoners. Anyone having information with regard to the Sunbeam
and crew will communicate with the nearest police authorities and instruct them
to notify the Detective Bureau in Philadelphia at once."

CANADA REMOVES TAX
FROM AUTO RADIO SET
Protests
of American
Autoists
Bring Relief from Tariff
CLEVELAND. — Radio equipment on
cars operated by American tourists can
now be taken into Canada without payment of the former special duty, between
the state departments of the United
States and Canada at the instance of the
American Automobile Association.
The question came up as the result of
a trip to Toronto made by a member of the
Cleveland Motor Club. The Toronto authorities permitted the American citizen
to drive his car into Canada under the
reciprocal arrangement that exists but
held that the Radio outfit attached to
his car was not a part of the automobile
and required him to give a cash bond of

Wired Radio Experiments
Make Progress in Germany
BERLIN, GERMANY. — Experimental
work in YVired-Radio is progressing here.
Recently communication was effected between this city and Stolp on the Baltic
coast over a 400-kilometer line. This
high frequency telephone line has been
turned over to the Federal Post authorities by the firm of A. G. Lorenz. Three
calls at a time were put through successfully; one on the normal wave length,
another on a 45-kilometer wave, and a
third on a wave of 25 kilometers. Instead
of tube transmitters, a special high frequency generator was used.

Officials of the motor club took this
Mae
doesn't
devoteheard
all of
to the the
screen.
sir! first
WOR, picture
Newark,paid fans
testify Marsh
to this,
for they
her hertelltime
all about
movies. No Her
her will
the matter up with the division of customs of
"fabulous" salary of three dollars a day. The salary then rose to five in the second, but in her the U. S. Treasury Department and with
third, as she put it, "for some unknown reason it dropped back to three."
Takes Radio Post at U. of Wis.
the Department of Customs and Excises
CHICAGO. — R. V. Ray, a graduate of
of the Canadian government and as a reAlabama
Radio
Nabs
Auto
Thieves
the course in electrical engineering at the
Each day Chief McDuff furnishes Sta- |70. sult automobile reciprocity was extended
University of Illinois and a commercial
to
cover Kadio equipment when attached
tion
"VTSY
with
the
numbers
and
a
brief
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Since automobile thieves have become so numerous description of the cars stolen, and this to a car.
Radio operator of several years' experiece, has accepted the position of chief here, Chief of Police Fred A. McDuff has information is then put on the air. By
operator of the University of Wisconsin resorted to the use of P^adio as a means this means several stolen automobiles
The most northerly Radio station in Canstation, W HA, and instructor in Radio of locating the thieves and bringing them have already been found and returned to
ada is at Norway House, at the northern
their owners.
with the physics department.
to justice.
end of Lake 'Winnipeg.
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Hot Stuff!

It Even Melts Ice
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GAY PAREE LISTENS
TO BOULEVARD SET
CROWDS GATHER TO HEAR
PUBLIC BROADCASTS
Fourteen Amplifiers in Front of Newspaper Office; Traffic Noise
No Hindrance
By

Carl E. Batman

PARIS. — Le
Matin, the well-known
Parisian Daily, is operating: a concert
Radio receiving set in front of its office
here, where crowds gather to listen to
news, concerts and statistics from fourteen
amplifying horns. The amplifiers are sufficiently loud to be heard over the terrific
traffic noises.
The public listening in station was installed by the Society Francais Radio
Electrique which broadcasts two concerts
daily on 1780 meters. Other broadcasting
is done by the Eiffel Tower on 2600
meters, and the Superior School of the
Telegraph and Telephone Service of the
Government on 450 meters.
No provision for a royalty to broadcasters has been made in France, beyond
the payment of an annual fee of ten francs
to the French Postal Service by owners of
receiving sets. The Eiffel Tower programs
are sent out for the general public, and the
Superior School broadcasts are carried on
in the interest of education and experimentation.
Sells Sets to Support Station
The Society Francais Radio Electrique,
however, states that it obtains its remuneration by the sale of the "Radiola"
receiving sets adapted to the broadcasting
system used by the Society, explaining
that in order to receive its concerts properly it is essential that a Radiola set be
used. The assertions of the company are
borne out by private set owners who say
that other receiving sets are unsuitable
for the company's broadcasts, concerts being heard very indistinctly with other sets,
if at all.
Listening-in is becoming popular in
France, although not as extensively as in
the United States. Anyone may own a
receiving set, but transmitting outfits
must be licensed by the French government.
Most of the French broadcasts are on
long wave lengths, except those of the
Superior School. However, the French
Military authorities are experimenting in
broadcasting on waves as low as 45 meters.

Illinois Tri-City Fans
Start Research League
ROCK ISLAND, ILL. — An organization
called the General Radio Research league
has been formed by experts and enthusiasts of Rock Island, Moline and Davenport,
Iowa, for the purpose of promoting a more
thorough knowledge of Radio in all its
branches. The organization expects to establish headquarters fully equipped with a
large transmitting and receiving station
and supplied with all the latest literature
on the subject.
WE

REPAIB

VACUUM
WO-II.

WD-12.

UV-199,

YOUR

TUBES

UV-20I-A.

C-301 -A
$3.50 each
UV-20O, C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 each
UV-201,
C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
DV-6, DV-6-A
.'
3.50 each
U V -202
4.00 each
And Guarantee Them Equal to New
fllTlPIC
SFRVICF Include with your order replus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
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DIGEST

FLEWELLING

ANSWERS
-By E.

T.

(Editor's Note. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
ones considered most informative for all and
answers them in this column.)
Effect of .006 Condenser.
(Submitted by J. E. E., New York)
Question. I am securing excellent results
from the Flewelling Super circuit, but
find that the .006 condenser has no effect
in the circuit. Why?
Answer. If you find that the .006 condenser has no effect in the circuit, then
you may be very sure that you are not
getting the correct action in your set and
are, therefore, not securing maximum results, even though you seem to be pleased
with what you are doing now. Your trouble is very probably due to not knowing
what the set sounds like when it is working correctly. Place the .006 condenser in
the circuit, as has been shown, and with
the set not connected to any antenna or
ground, adjust the tuning controls and the
variable grid leak until you hear the small
shrill whistle that we have spoken about
so many times. When this is heard just
study what effect on the whistle the various controls have
and keep these effects

U. S. PUSHES RADIO
MONOPOLY PROBE
But

— Illustrated

Asks Radio Ordinance
ELYRIA, O.— The Elyria Radio club is
preparing an ordinance for the city council
which will regulate the installation of Radio
outfits in that city.
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Gen.
Private
Car Gouraud's
Is Radio Equipped

TO QUERIES

Flewellingin the action when you try an antenna or
ground on the set. Note that in using the
single condenser Super without antenna or
ground, it is necessary to connect post
"A" to post "B" in order to secure any
effect from the tuning condenser.
Single vs. Three Condensers.
(Submitted by J. E. J., Oak Hill, Ohio)
Question. Is the circuit using the single
condenser the same as the one previously
shown, which uses three condensers? Will
a varicoupler work as well as honeycomb
coils? I have heard that this circuit is
noisy in reception.
Is this so?
Ansicer. The circuit using but one condenser is of course different from that
using three condensers, but the action and
the results are the same. It is simply an
(improvement and simplification of the
original three condenser Super. There is
no need to build the three condenser set if
you have the single condenser layout.
Yes, a variocoupler will work about as
well, especially if the rotor, which would
be used as the tickler, is rewound so that
it will have 100 to 130 turns upon it. This
can easily be done by using smaller wire
to enable you to get the larger number of
turns in the same space.
The

Flewelling set is noisy to some extent when tuning in a station, but after
the station is correctly tuned all noises
cease and reception is as clear as desired.

Listens

inCrosses
to Programs
Country

as

• CHICAGO. — A Radio outfit is installed
in the private car Berwick, in which General Henri J. E. Gouraud, the "Lion of the
Argonne," and his party are making a
tour of the United States. The outfit has
enabled the famous French general who
was the guest for six weeks of the Rainbow Division Veterans, to get greetings
from cities as his train approached them.
Pittsburgh, KDKA,
was the first city
picked vateup
by the general's
party.
TheUnion
pricar Berwick
was then
in the
Station in Washington.

Passenger Train Carries Set
CLEVELAND. — The B. & O. has recently
introduced Radio-equipped trains. Trains
Nos. 57 and 58, running between Cincinnati
and Louisville are now carrying Radio receiving sets.

Freshman Fix-0
A Fixed Resistance Leak
Combination — 4 in ONE
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Price
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We

can furnish tapped wound transformers in sets of two for experimental amplifiers. These transformers can be used on second and third
stages without distortion in circuits
similar to the so-called "push-pull"
circuits.

This symbol

Transformers are enclosed in heavy
drawn steel case. Price $12.50 per set
of two, at your dealers or sent direct

Radiotron

Toledo,

Ohio

your
protection
of quality
is

UV-201 -A

upon receipt of price and dealer's
name. Every transformer guaranteed against defect.
Send today.

Modern Electric Mfg. Co.
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LANDLORDS?

Trade
Commission's
Report
Will Be Delayed Until
Congress Meets

WASHINGTON,
D. C. — Experts of the
Federal Trade Commission who are investigating the alleged Radio monopoly
as the result of the congressional resolution, report progress.
It was originally intended to complete
the field work of the investigation by
June 30. The commission is not speeding
the investigation because it will not make
public its results until Congress convenes
in December. It is expected that the field
work will be completed soon. The data
will be assembled in the offices of the
commission, then the whole report will be
laid before the commission before it is
sent to Congress.

August

The
Radiotron
UV-199
amplifier
The little tube of big
tube
performance
$6.50
$6.50
super-

Radiotrons
To Get Distance— and Get it Clearly
Radiotron
WD-12
The
standard
base
dry
cell
tube
$6.50
Radiotron
The
WD-11ideal dry
battery detector $6.50
Radiotron
WD-200
The

long
distance detector

$5.00

At the Nearest
RCA
Dealer

For quality of reception and length of service, every man wants a RADIOTRON. Experienced amateurs and broadcast listeners
know the sensitivity and dependable performance of these tubes. UV-199 for portable sets because it operates on flashlight
batteries — WD-1 1 and WD-12, the dry cell
tubes, for use everywhere — especially on
farms and at the summer bungalow — UV200 and UV-201 -A for use with a storage
battery. There is a Radiotron for every need.
Look for the RCA trade mark, and the name
RADIOTRON. Each is a guarantee of satisfaction.

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Department, Suite 3002
233 Broadway, New York
District Sales Offices
10 South
La Salle St., Chicago,
IU.
433 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
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KING OF OCEAN

RADIO

True to its name, the Leviathan, giant of the deep, carries immensity even to its Radio
plant. The Leviathan of the American merchant marine bears the largest and most comprehensive Radio apparatus afloat. Her principal transmitting set is six times more powerful than any other on the seas. There are three additional and complete Radio stations
aboard for independent or emergency operation. Besides these, two of the lifeboats are
equipped with sending and receiving sets. All four stations are established in a remarkably
small space, an enclosure so limited as to area in comparison with the apparatus that their
installation compelled the admiration of the world's greatest Radio engineers. The main
antenna is more than 600 feet long and is 200 feet high. The transmitting vacuum tubes,
high power type, have 16,000 volts on their plates. A ten kilowatt motor generator provides
the power plant and enables a sending range of more than 5,000 miles and the operation
of a duplex high speed receiving set. By means of its Radio plant the Leviathan may
communicate say with France or England simultaneously with ships at sea and relay the
messages of craft with lesser Radio equipment. The design of the Leviathan's airphone
differs but slightly from that of the most powerful land stations. Photo at left shows
Chief Radio Operator Pickerell at the phone transmitting panel. At the right he is touching the coupling on the ten kilowatt motor generator
© K & H

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—
(The following extracts are from letters of
Radiophans, icho have been doing good- distance work. Readers submitting letters for
publication should describe or diagram their
tets. — DX Record Editor)
"On my set, which is a one-tube regenerative tuner, I have heard the following
stations :
"CFCA, CKCE, Toronto, Can.; CKAC,
CKCS, Montreal, Can.; KDKA, WCAB,
Pittsburgh; KSD, St. Louis; KYW, WDAP,
Chicago; WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; WDAF,
Kansas City; WEAF, WJZ, New York;
WGR,
Buffalo; WGY,
Schenectady;
WHAM, Rochester; WHAS, Louisville;
WHAZ, Troy; WIK, McKeesport, Pa.;
WJAX, WHK, Cleveland; WL"W, Cincinnati; WMAK, Lockport, N. T.; WMC,
Memphis, Tenn.; WOAW, Omaha; WOR,
Newark, N. J.; WDAR, WIP, WFI, Philadelphia, Pa.; WWJ, Detroit.
"I think this is probably a pretty good
record for one tube." — W. Mogan, 268 Carlton St., Toronto, Canada.
"I heard TSTAA station of the Dallas
News and Journal at Dallas, Texas, a distance of 950 miles.
"I use one WD-12 vacuum tube." — F. J.
Williams, Box 703, Tampa, Fla.
"The following stations have been
picked up with my one-tube portable set,
type AD, Se-Ar-De:
"CFCN, 560; KPO, 705; KFI, 975; KHJ,
975." — S. S. At. >od, Esperance, Wash.
"My cousin and I have been using the
Reinartz hook-up for four months. "We
find it very good. We are using the onetube set as was described in the RADIO
DIGEST several months ago. I am sending the list of 125 stations we have heard:
CHXC, CKAC, KDKA, KQV, KSD, KWH,
KTW, NAA, PWX, WAAB, WBAA,
WBAH, WBAN, WBAP, WBAV, WBAT,
WBU, WBZ, WCAE, WCAP, WCAU,
WCAV, WCAX, WCBD, WCX, WDAF,
WDAJ, WDAP, WDAR, WDZ, WEAB,
WEAE, WEAF, WEAK, WEAN, WEAO,
WEAR, WEAS, WEB, WFAA, WFI,
WGAZ, WGI, WGM, WGR, WGY, WHAG,
WHAK. WHAM, WHAS, ■WHAT, WHAZ.
WHB, WHK, WIP, WJAS, WJAX, WJAZ,
WJX, WJY, WJZ, WKAV. WKAY, WLAC,
WLAG,
WLAK,
WLW,
WMAC,
WMAK,

AN EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE BELOW
Station and City
CFCA, Toronto. Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Qub
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco. Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles. Calif
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif..
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago, HI
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WDT, New York, N.Y....
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford. Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
W HA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJY, New York, N. Y...
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.
WOAI, San AntoDio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
WWJ, Detroit. Mich

Met.

Monday
00- 7:00
00-11:00
00- 9:00
00-10:00
00- 9:30
45- 1:00
30- 2:00
45-12:00
00-12:00
00-10:00
5:45- 7:20
30-10:30
30- 8:00
00-10:00
001:00
30-11:30
5:30- 6:00
1:30- 9:30
i:00- 5:30
1:30-10:30
1:00- 8:00
i:45- 9:00
:30- 8:30
8:00- 9:30
00- 5:30
00- 5:30

5:30- 9:30
30-10:30
:009:00
8:00- 9:30
00-10:00
00- 8:30
45- 9:00
':00-12:00
00-10:00
009:30
1:00- 8:45
1:00- 7:30

Tuesday

WITH

THE

Wednesday

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
5*0- 9:00
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
9:009:30
9:00- 9:30
8:45- 1:00
8:45- IKK) 8:45- 2:00
12:00- 1:00
12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00 8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
9:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00 • 7*07:00- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:40
6*5- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30 9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 6:30- 8:00
6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00
6:30- 8*0
7:00-12:00 7:00-10:00 6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
10:00- 2:00
10:00- 2:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00
5:00- 5:50
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
8:30-12:00
5:00- 7:00 5:00- 9:30 5:00- 7:00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00 9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:45- 9:00 7:30- 8:30
7:30u 9:66
7:30- 9:00
7:30-' 9:66
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00 7*0- 8:55
5:00- 5:30
5*0- 5:30
5:00- 8:00
5:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
6:00- 9*0 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-12:00
7:30- 8:30
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-11:00 7:00- 8:30

7:00- 9:00
7*0-12:00

IN

FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

6:00- 7:00

5:15- 6:30

LISTENER

Friday

6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

5:15- 6:30

Saturday
6:00- 7:00
11:30-1:30

6:00- 7:00 6:45- 7:45
11:00- 1:00 3:00- 4:30
5:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 6:30- 7:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30 9:00- 9:30 9:00- 9:30
8:45- 2:00 8:45- 2:00 10:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
9*0- 2:00
1:00
8:45-12:00 12:008:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
2:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 10:007:00- 9:00 8*0-10:00 6:00- 7:00
7:00- 7:40 7:00- 9:00
9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
6:30- 8:00 7:00- 7:20 3:30- 4:30
8:00
7:00-10:00 6:30- 8:00 7:004:00- 5:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1*0 11:45- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
2:00 9:00-12:00
6:00- 1:00 10:005:30- 6:00
9:00-11:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
8:30- 9:30
5:00- 5:30 8:30-12:00 5:30- 6:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
6*0- 8:00 9:30-10:30
5:30- 6:30
6:45-11:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

5:005:005:305:30-

5:30
5:30
9:30
9:30

6:30-10:30
i:00':00 129
1:00-12
00-10
45- 98
000015-69

7:00-9:00
7:00-12:00
6:00- 7:30

Sunday

1:00- 8

5:00- 5:30
6:00-10:00
5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30

8:00-10:00
7*08:55

1:15- 4:00
6:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30

6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
9:00-11:00
7:00-12:00

9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
4:30- 5:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central 1:00-7
Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
WMC,
WOV,
WRW,
WSAI,

WOAW, WOC, WOO, WOR, WOS,
WPAB, WPAL, WQAK, WQAO,
WSB, WSY, WTAC, WWJ, WPAD,
WHN,
WMAQ,
WHAV,
WKAW,

WMAF, WQAA, WAAW, WIAB, WABE,
WEAP, WDT. We are 125 miles east of
Pittsburgh." — Raymond M. Bell, Lewistown, Pa.

NEW

STATION USES 15
AMPLIFICATION UNITS

WMAF, Fairhaven, Mass., Upsets)
Theory as to Distortion
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.— Another powerful broadcasting station has just come
in for the delectation of Radiophans in
WMAF, Col. Edward H. R. Green's new
500-watt transmitting station at Round
Hills, just outside of Fairhaven. The
station is connected with the WEAF studio in New York by telephone, so that the
two stations may broadcast simultaneousWMAF on 360 meters and WEAF on
492 ly,
meters.
The transmitter at the Green station
is similar to that used at WEAF, WOO,
WOR and many other prominent stations.
The set employs two 250-watt oscillator
tubes and two of the same size for modulators, connected in a constant current
or Heising modulation
circuit.
There are fifteen stages of amplification
in the land line from New York, five at
New York, six at three intermediate
points in twos and four stages at Round
Hills. This represents a tremendous amplification that until recently was considered impossible without accompanying
distortion of a very disturbing nature.
The WMAF antenna is supported by two
steel towers 143 feet high. The fourwire flat top aerial is 115 feet long and
has a vertical lead-in 140 feet long.

WRC, Call of New Station
to Operate in Washington
WASHINGTON. — WRC is the call asto theof'Washington
tion signed
station
this city. Radio
OfficialsCorporaof the
corporation are planning to open the station early in August with due ceremonies
and an excellent program, details of which
are being arranged by the program manager, Ralph Edmunds, formerly identified
with several opera companies and moving
picture interests. His contact with
musicians and actors, it is believed, will
serve Mr. Edmunds excellently in preparing and executing exceptional broadcast programs. WRC is a duplicate of
the large New York station, WJY-WJZ,
on Aeolian Hall. At the outset, only about
one-half kilowatt of power will be used.
All parts of the transmitter are in duplicate, to provide for breakdowns.

'
RADIO

NEW UNDERGROUND
LIFE SAVING TESTS
CARRY

IN

ON
EXPERIMENTS
COAL
FIELD

Bureau of Mines Assigns Engineer to
Further Efforts to Rescue Imperilled Workers
WASHINGTON. — In connection with its
efforts to keep apace with all safety and
rescue developments, the Bureau of Mines
is planning to continue its investigations
with Radio communication underground.
The development of Radio has been rapid
and officials of the bureau feel that any application to mine rescue work must not
be neglected.
J. J. Jakowsky, mechanical engineer, has
been designated to undertake certain experiments in Radio communication at the
Bureau's experimental coal mine at Bruceton, Pa. Mr. Jakowsky was attached to the
Signal Corps during the war, where he had
considerable experience with Radio work.
The co-operation of the Radio Supervisor
at Pittsburgh in the new Radio experiments has been promised by the Department of Commerce.
Earlier Experiments in Mine
months ago preliminary Radio experiments in sending and receiving underground at the Bruceton mine were conducted with partial success. In reporting
the matter the bureau stated that the experiments consisted in receiving signals
from without the mine by means of a receiver located inside the mine, and in
sending and receiving messages underground through the strata. It was found
that with a receiving instrument set at a
point 100 feet underground, signals from
Station KDKA, East Pittsburgh, Pa., could
be heard distinctly, at a distance of about
eighteen miles from the experimental
mine. In sending waves underground, a
20-watt transmitter was used in such a
manner as to send out continuous waves of
200 to 300 meters length. On account of
the limited time no attempt was made to
modify the apparatus in such a manner as
to produce waves of greater length. It
was found that signals could be heard distinctly through fifty feet of coal strata,
but that the audibility fell off rapidly as
this distance was increased.
Some

Find Vertical Antenna Best
In all experiments a vertical antenna
was found to give the better results. The
horizontal antenna gave practically no reception. A loop of a single turn was used
with fair results. All these experiments
were tried with a wave length of 200 to
300 meters, except the reception from
KDKA, which was 360 meters.
In conclusion the report stated:
"The present preliminary experiments,
while unsuccessful in indicating any practical method of using Radio waves for underground communications, nevertheless
indicate clearly that electromagnetic
waves may be made to travel through
solid strata. The absorption or loss of intensity with distance is very great for the
short wave lengths used in these experiments. Longer wave lengths are known to
suffer less absorption and may possibly be
found practically effective under certain
conditions."

R1TTER PORTABLE

L O O P

Is just as efficient as the most J
expensive made, yet our price
is only SI. By mall 10c extra. !
KITTER
RADIO
CORP.
230 Canal Street, New York

DIGEST

DYING MAN LISTENS
IN TO RADIO SERMON
aged
T. — An
N.burg,
on
N. Y.,
of Y,
Trumans
resident
ECTAD
SCHEN
his deathbed, listened in with members of his family to a Radio sermon
recently delivered by Rev. G. A. Bierdemann, pastor of the Trinity Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Albany, N. Y. The
sermon was broadcast from WGY, the
station here of the General Electric
Company. The dying man enjoyed
every word of the broadcast.

Use Remote Control to
Broadcast Organ Tunes
Instrument and Huge Choir Heard
Clearly In Los Angeles Test
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— For the first
time in Los Angeles an organ recital and
choir of 130 voices were picked up by remote control panels and broadcast recently with clear beauty to the listeners
in of Radioland by KHJ, the Los Angeles
Times.
Commencing at 9:30 a. m., KHJ sent out
organ music for half an hour, transmitting
the splendid tones of the new $50,000
organ in the First Methodist Episcopal
church, of which the Rev. Elmer E. Helms
is pastor. Prof. Arthur Blakeley, noted
organist, presided at the console of the
Ewart Watchorn Memorial organ.

Lightning Bolt Hits WGI;
Antenna Tower Untouched
MEDFORD, MASS. — If any further evidence were necessary to prove the safety
of Radio, there was plenty of it furnished
here recently during -a severe electrical
storm. Lightning entered the Amrad
broadcasting station, WGI, during the
worst of the storm which was very severe
locally. Investigation showed that it was
attracted by the electric light wires.
These were completely demolished and
service was paralyzed. However the 320foot steel antenna tower used in connection
with the broadcasting was not touched, nor
the powerful broadcasting apparatus,
thereby proving that a Radio antenna and
a receiving or transmitting set does not
attract lightning in any way.

Bars Church Set as Too Modern
NEWning YORK.
— Bishop removed
"William from
T. Manrecently ordered
the
high altar of the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, a $9,000 Radio receiver and
a system of amplifiers, declaring the installation was "carrying modernism a bit
far." He made no objection to the system as a whole.

IR
REPA
E 11,
/A^W
$3.50
WDExcepting
VT-I

August

Listeners in Southeast Hear Ses- Bulk

VT-II

to

U. S.; Operators
New Record

sion Station
Through "Old
WGMReliable,"

NAUEN, GERMANY. — German Radio
stations flashed 51,139 words abroad in
one day recently, surpassing all previous
records. 35,420 words went to the United
States while most of the remainder was
sent to Spain, Italy, Russia and Egypt.
The bulk of the traffic was handled here
The broadcasting of the capitol sessions and at the Eilwesen station.
by WGM constitutes the opening of a new
Extensive changes now in progress on
field of service for Radiophone broadcasting stations. It means that the entire POZ, the plant here, with the object of increasing the power and flexibility. Sepsoutheastern part of the United States is
arate antennae are being constructed for
covered by the doings of the legislators
in their sessions.
the American, Asiatic, African and the two
The session featured debate on bills pro- European services. Special preparations
are
being made for the new Buenos Ayres
viding for investigation of the highway department and for increased state revenues. service, which is to be opened for public
communication
in the course of a few
Station WGM broadcasts the sessions
regularly now as a part of its regular months. POZ will work with the station
at Monte Grande, near Buenos Ayres,
service to Georgia listeners in.
which is to be maintained and operated by
a combination of English, French, German
and American
Radio
companies.

WSAT to Again Transmit
Concerts Over Panhandle

For REAL Filament Control

PLAINVIEW, TEX. — Station WSAT of
this city will resume the sending out of
entertainment programs soon with a much
larger and better set. The Plainview
Electric Company, which owns and operates the station, will be assisted by the
Chamber of Commerce in arranging programs, which will also give reports on
Panhandle road conditions, crop reports
from this section and Plainview news
items.
The new broadcasting set uses a 300meter wave length. Its aerial is one of
the highest structures in West Texas.
The broadcasting room is located in the
municipal auditorium and a short extension to the stage will enable the operator
to broadcast all programs given in the
auditorium.

Your set is probably in
DX stations you never
heard statbecause
your rheocannot control
your
filament action. The
Filkostat gives infinite
adjustment and enables
you to magnify the weak
stations and bring' them
in strong1 and dear.

TOU DON'T NEED
J~
"
tne
summer
I Davenport
hear Even
Omaha.
Tubfis
to getWorth
ont and
°f town>n
Kansas
City, Fort
on

KO STAT

my crystal set without amplification. Works
ever 1,000 miles in winter. Send self -addressed
envelope for further informs Hon or SI .00 for complete
copyrighted drawings and i ns tractions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
Leon Lambert, 501 South Volutsia, Wichita, Kan,

At dealers

in high Zf

plies,
grade everywhere.
Radio
Sup- * £

SUMMER
SAVING
on Type 400
MEL CO
RECEIVER

Sfelco

at distributor's
$ 1 7 C A
price of only. . . .$1 I .DU
Regular List Price $35

Type

400 and

Amplifier

Two-Stage Amplifying Unit for
use with the Melco-400, also regularly costing $35, now only

$17.50

££t,M^°*ItRS
400 Radio
all broadcasting
ranges
thoroughly
from 165 to 600 meters
and Receiver
assures a covers
great degree
of selectivity
on the
average
small outdoor aerial.
The Slelco is the ideal summer set because
it is least
affected by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back guarantee.
Shipped immediately on receipt of purchase price — F. O. B. N. Y.
FOR

AMSCO
Broome

DESCRIPTIVE

BOOKLET

PRODUCTS,

& Lafayette Street

Fairbanks

Inc.

Building

NEW

MAIL OKDERS
Solicited and
Promptly Attended To

H & H RADIO
510 Clinton Avenue

CO.

NEWARK,

of Detroit Elec Co., writes on)uly 7:—

"Last night, with the Grebe Broadcast Receiver, we tuned
in the following stations: N. Y. City, Schenectady, Chicago and Omaha. In spite of high temperature and heavy
atmosphere, reception was exceptionally clear, using only
20-foot indoor wire. Unable to receive any results at all
on other sets during the same time."
Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond HUT, N.Y.

N. J.

Set

ATLANTA, GA. — Station "WGM of the
Atlanta Constitution here, recently broadcast for the first time a full morning sestives. sion of the Georgia house of representa-
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DEBATE BY GEORGIA GERMANS FLASH 51,139
WORDS IN SINGLE DAY
LAWMAKERS ON AIR

and OTHER
VACUUM TUBES

7«Tkri<2rck$e££
Mr. Abrahamson,

— Illustrated

'wake PERFECTION

NEUTRODYNE

Superior

Complete parts for 4 tube
Mostly Fada parts used.

Phones.

Fada

Neutrodyne

Set.

list— Special.

N.
& K. PHONES
6000 Ohms.
Made in Germany.
best Phones marie.

^ _ _. _
$5.45

Thejhfi

50

«pvr»«-,v'

List $16.00

COCKADAY
u i

Complete
parts for this wonderful
best material used.
Guaranteed to
work properly.
Special complete.

REINARTZ

u 1 1 liu ii,

circuit;

unijr

only

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

3 Plate

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

$11.95
{Moulded Ends)
2.00

3.50

Vernier
Vernier
Vernier
Vernier

&£«&.

-__. _-_

Lsrae IS $25.75

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

Complete parts, including two mounted Coil
Mountings.
Only standard
<T» "1 Q OC
tised
parts used..
Complete adver- AlOivO

2 STEP AMPLIFIER

List
Price
II Plate

MUSIC MASTER

$13.95

We specialize in the Reinartz circuit
Complete standard parts.
We guarantee results

17
23
43
II
17
23
43

CITY

your SELECTION"

BRANDES

$8.00

YORK

400
400
5.00
,6.00
6.00
6.60
7.50

Our
Price
1. 15
1.95
1.75
1.95

Completely

None

assembled, ready to use *k 1

better made

PANELS Hard
— 3/16"

US

Hard
'w
Y**»«

Thick

1.85
2.15
Bubber Bakelite

Bubber
2.75
7x10
$0.95 Bafcelite
$1.35
7x18.
7x12
1.25 1.60
7x21.
7x14
1.40 1.95
7x24.
.$1.65
CABINETS
2.25
3.25
3.25
Extra fine quality — Hinged top — Mahogany
finish.
3.50
7x10
$2.75 7x18
$3.50
3.95
7x12
2.95
7x24
3.9S
$2.45
3.25
7x14
3.25
12x14
3.95
59 Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION,
Six New York Retail Stores
208" page complete Radio
catalogue
with25 orders
Otherwise
prepaidfree for
cents. of $5.00 on request.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Where Art Thou," Manny Roth: "One Fleeting
Hour." orchestrm: •"['he Call of the Maytiiuc." .Miss
i; "M iment Musical." ori
KOKA
(Eastrrn.
326).
7:30 P. II., I
Symphony Orchestra under dirt
Saudek,
0 bssti .i numbers:

Tuesday, August 7
(Eastern,

CFCA

Main

Widow,"

KOKA"

(Eastern.

••Triumi.lial

Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Margaret

Laurie."
'•Serenade.
•La C
"Spring S as.
Mann troin "
>"»-

326).

7:20

KP0

Son*.

-The

P.

M..

Musu.il

"We'll

Keep

tlte Band."

Hunters."

(Pacific. 4231. 83)0-10.00 P.

Walts,"

"Summer
"Tho ]
CI d
•
from the Merry
Widow."
"The Masked
Ball' : Ba Itone solos. "The
g Star," "Tho Toreador Sung." The Armorer

WHK

(Eastern. 360).

8:00 P.

M.,

Concert.

WIIK

Trio;

Ustorl s 'i Radio
I
Rel
mobile Bond Report.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00 P. M..
Aiii i recital: 4:00. Piano solos: 6:00. Dance music,
lfinal
nele WIP.
baseball scores; 7:00-7:30, Bedtime stories.

8:30-9:30 P. M.. Baud from GarCentral, in476).
W FA A^(Texas?
concert with L. R. Viiher, director:
laud.
in vocal and
11:00.12:00. Orchestra aud musicians Texas.
from Garland.
groupings
l
Instrumenta
"••
WFI (Eastern. Day tight Savings, 395), 1.00 PDinner musiJ. Mever Davis BeUeroe StraUord Concert
Orchestra: 3:00. Concert; 6:30. Final, baseball scores:
Concert
Davis B<^™e StxaUord
Sun" music. Meyer
Children's Own Hall Hour.
Orchestra- 7:00-7 30,
, bv rjoustn Sue; 8:00. Boy Scout Badic .Corps,
8:30, Conunder direction of a Philadelphia troop;
StratMeyer Davis Bellevue
Dance music,stra.
1030, Orche
cert:Dance
ford
,...K a m
A- M.
11:45
319).
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving.
rnarjne
Weather fX-ait tor Lkee Erie and Ontario
M.. George
and aviation interests; 12:00-12:30 P. produce
surd
A Sen Bouchard, organist; 12 35-3 30.
Trade.
ot
Board
Chicago
live stock market reports,
staug,
New York slock ExcSnge: 4170-530, Catherine
violinist; Martha Gomph, harpist; Tea time music.
of tte
Hotel Stauer-s Palm Room: 6:35-8:45, Digest\\eatner.
day's news, topics of scientific interest ; 1 1 :4o. Program.
(Eastern. 380). 7.45 P. M.. Musical
WGY
W-BohemianGlrl" Camp."
Balfe Band;
"^ La*"5;
»°°£
W. Wack.
Henry Beading
of ihe Summer
Trombone" ■•Twilight Echoes." Band selections;
^Au^eri Serenade^ Hepzibah C. James, soprano.
on James, accompanist; /'The Rev Waltes oil
James,
Melodies." Band; "EJegie." HepzibaliC. Bird.F>
soprano; ■•Sunny South." "The Fuzzy Wuzzy
You,
Band selecUons; "I've Something Sweet to Tell Home,
Henzibah C. James, soprano; "Hunting Scene.
selections.
World Over/' Band
Sweet Home, the400),
4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
WHAS (Central.
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7:30-9:00. Concert. Al
"An Interesting HisOrchestra; Beading,
Gorman's
wiprie(Easteri0dDaylrght Saving.
509). I KM) P. M., Organ
recital. Karl Bonawitz. Germantown Tneater. 3.00.s
Artist recital: 6:00. Dinner dance music Dick Began
WD? LitUJ Svmphony Orchestra, final baseball scares;
Wip; 8SJ0, snort
7 00-7 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle
talk and song recital; 9:00. Dance music
Cleveland
Concert.
M„
P.
730
390).
(Easterrf,
WJAX
WLW^Eastern. 309). 10:00 P. M.. Musical P"*^:
"Kentucky Babe," Deidel. "Twilight Is Lovehght.soMelody, Maud Dans,
arranged from Rubenstein's
prano! Norma Hetsch, alto, A. C. Keffen, tenor, Fred
Otto bass; Violin solos. Stanley Davis accompanied
by William Griebel; Songs, L. & N. Quartet, "Good
Night. Beloved." Ciro Tinsuti; Beading, Mrs. Wm.
Griebel. "The Last Conversation of Sally in the Hollow"; Entertainment by Circle Orchestra, latest dance
selections.
WMA0. (Central. Daylight Saving. 448), 4:30 P. M.
Glenn Dillard Gunn School of Music; 9:00. La Salle
Roof Garden Orchestra direction E. E. Sheets. Jr.*
9:15, Lillian Mover, soprano.
WMC (Central. 500) 8:30 P. M., Musical program, Burks
Norelrv Orchestra; 1 1 KM). Midnight Frolics.
W0C (Central, 484), 3 30 P. M.. Educational talk, A. G.
Hinrichs; 5:45, Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1 1 :00-1 1 £3 A. M„
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra:
4:45-5:00. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 730. Sport
results and police reports.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 3KM) P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
Band:
Band. 7:00, Concert; News Orchestra: Schmeman's

Wednesday, August 8
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
Concert, "Faust," Star Orchestra; "The Star," Lois
Brie Watson, contralto; "Chanson Arabe," Manny
Both, violinist; "Cavalleria. RusUcana," orchestra;
"Three Fishers," Miss Watson;
"Luna," orchestra:

Mountain or
Saving
Pacific
Daylight

Pacific

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Concert. "EioiKlan," Star Orchestra; "The Fairy
Lute." Jean McLean, soprano; "Melody In F," Jacques
stcrin. cellist; "Graceful Dance," orchestra; "Good
Morning Brother Sunshine," Miss McLean; "Only a
Year Ago." orchestra; "Air." Mr. Sterln: "I Wonder
Why." Miss McLean; Selection from "The Chocolate
Soldier,"
orchestra.
KDKA
(Eastern,
326), 7:20 P. M., Musical program,
soprano
solo,
"Ah, Gently,
Love but
Day," "Miserere
"Fylbelln." "Flow,
Sweeta Afton,"
"Thou Art"
Weary," "Gypsy Song." "Una Furtina Lagrima,"
"The Little Irish Girl." "Tho Lilac Tree." "Hungarian Rhapsody." "Old Folks at Home," "Caprice

Saving
Central
or Daylight
Mountain

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
KHJ (Pacific, 495), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert; 230-330.
Matinee musicale; 6:45-7 30, Children's hour. Uncle
John; 8:00-IOK)0, May Bobison, pianist, and Altheda
Oliver, mezzo-soprano.
KSD (Central. 546), 8:00 P. M., Music from St. Louis
Fashion Show, Municipal Theater.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345). 7:00-7:58 P. M.,
Musical program by Lia Eckes, dramatic soprano,
Genevieve Byrne, pianist, E. S. Sheppard, tenor, C. W.
Foster, baritone. Mis. C. Bradley, accompanist;
Cope Harvey's Orchestra at College Inn. Hotel Sherman; "Open the Gales of the Temple." "The Voice in
the Wilderness," "Concert Etude," "The Two Larks."
"O Mio Feraado," "My Ain Folk." Popular dance
Selections, Cope Harvey's Orchestra: "My Mother,"
"Whispering Hope," "Take Joy Home," "A Dream,"
"Love's Dream," "Butterfly Etude," "Oh Promise
Me." 1'nder the Beech Tree."
PWX (Eastern. 400). 900 :- 1 1 :30 P. M., Concert, General Staff Band of the Cuban Army.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Popular selections, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55,
Recital . 5 :55. Baseball scores ;8 K)0- I :0O A. M., dance
music Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra, Howard Lanin,
director; special studio features.
WFI (Easts™, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.. dinner
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00. Concert, Loretta Kerk, pianist; 630, Final
baseball scores; dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Concert Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319), 11:45 A. M.
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and aviation interests; 12:00-1230 P. M., George
Albert Bouchard, organist; 12:35-3 30, Produce and
live stock market reports, Chicago Board of Trade,
New York Stock Exchange; 4:00-5:30, Catherine Stang,
violinist, Martha Gomph, harpist; Tea time music
Hotel Statler's palm room; 6 35-8:45, Digest of the
day's news: 9 KK)- 1 1:45. Concerts: 11:45, weather.
WHAS (Central, 400), 400-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; 7 30-9:00, Concert, Mrs.

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity
These popular hook-ups use TJV-I99, WD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid S5.45. Formerly operated by C \V. Kautz. We welcome his
customers.

Radio Outfitting & Supply Co.
Box 1107

LANCASTER,

PA.

291 BROADWAY

%ATmpt
oftheWn's

WLW (Eastern. 309). 8:00 P. M.. Selections bv Aiehele
Xovelty Dance Orchestra; Violin solos, Rubin Phillips: Soprano solos. Mrs. Agnes Soeller, accompanied
by her daughter, Elsa, "The Lost Chord." "He Was
a Prince"; Talk by T. C. ODonnell, Editor Writer*3
Digest; "Nola";
Piano solos,
Larrysolos,
Hess.
"Hungarian
sody,"
Soprano
Elizabeth
Hess, KhapLarry
Hess,
accompanist,
"Spring
Awakening."
Charming"
; Selections
by Aiehele
Xovelty "Prince
Dance
Orchestra.
WIHAQ (Central. Daylight Saving, 448), 5:30 P. M..
Cosmopolitan School of Music; 7:00. Georgene Faulkner, the Story Lady, stories for children ; Mrs. Amanda
Burhop, pianist; 9:00, LaSalle Boof Garden Orchestra,
direction E. E. Sheets. Jr.; 9:15, Evelyn Kahn, soprano; Granville English, tenor.
WOC
(Central, 484), 330
P. M., Educational talk.

The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set

ADJUSTING

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Increases the Efficiency
of Your Crystal Set!

2

Wholesale
Radio Equipment Co.
Exclusive Factory Representative*
William
Street,
Newark,
N.
Dealers
and
Jobbers
Write
for
Attractive
Proposition

J.

Baseboard, two honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers. .002 ohone condenser,
variable grid leak and condenser, grid leak '/2 meg,
23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
socket, 3" dial, 8 binding posts, 16 ft. bus bar,
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED. TOGETHER WITH
DIAGRAM
AND
(M 1 riC
INSTRUCTIONS
$i 1 .XJO
Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
AMPL
with drilled panel and book of instructions

CONDENSERS

...$0.95
1.00
.75
. .60
.
....$1.05

3.75

.40

(Continued on page 9)

Reflex Fans. Wake Up!
Tuned Radio Frequency will not only increase distance, signal strength, selectivity
and the flexibility of a reflex or a radio
frequency outfit, it will function with remarkable simple control adjustment impossible to be had with untuned radio frequency. The present radio frequency
transformers are a fixed apparatus, void
of variation, untuned, so to speak. This
instrument is the very heart of the circuit. Choke it and you have a non-functioning- radio set. You vary every piece
of apparatus on the set for perfect balance. Why not use a real tuned variable
radio frequency transformer and listen to
perfect radio reception, mellow, still loud,
and clear. With the Jaynxon Tuned Radio
Frequency Transformer added to your
present outfit you will have a verv agreeable surprise. Complete simple DX, Loud
Speaker One Tube Hook-up with each
transformer. Satisfaction guaranteed. S3.
Order yours right now.

JAYNXON

LABORATORY
New

York

City

K%.jHkL£lL%J
AT
Y. PRICES
"O
A T^f f\
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD
Variable Resistance Leaks

Where

FOR PANEL MOUNTING
Get stations you never heard before
No pencil markings.
Assure unbroken range of 180
degrees.
Clarifies signals — eliminates hissing.
Complete with either .00025 $1 (\f\

o.inc.
New

York

YORK

ro:

COUPLERS

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

14-Plate Vernier
24-Plate Vernier
46-Plate Vernier
13-Plate
TRANSFORMERS

Cotoco
Owl

$3.75
3.50
2.75
2-25
2-45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing
inductance switch
Single circuit jack, list 65c
Double circuit Jack, list 90c
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat, 50 ohms
Rheostats witb 2" dial, 1 5e extra
Every article we sell is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us — Mail orders rilled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more,
east
of the
Mississippi River only. All others
include
postage.

25
30
45
.90
30
25
65
.SO
90

$3.75 $0.12
Parcel
7.95 Post
.14
5.75 .14
5.7S .14
.16
.18
2.45
.12
2.65
2.95
3.45
3.45

(Audi*

,

Frequency)
3.4S

Sampson
Ames iVz to 1

REINARTZ CIRCUIT Co£$f e

for

Ames Variocoupler

Dietzen

CITY

excellent

25c

Dletzen 3.000 Ohm
Dunuce
Holtaer Cabot, Universal
Type
Brandes
Dictograph
,

Dietzen
Dietzen
Dietzen
Murdock

Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased, wave length, tube
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plate and 13 plate variable condensers. 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser, 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts. 6
stops. 8 binding posts, PANEL
ALREADY
DRILLED,
TOGETHER
WITH
DIAClfl DC
GRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
«plU.t70
F1ER, for either of above circuits,
rfji i f\f\

also

1

Policy Prevails"

VA Volt

^oducis

\£3at7fol
Condenser
an ,
tfids. Fre
Ave. shm

Back

Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without B battery. Wiring diagram
FREE with each tube. 10c extra for
parcel post PH
Insured,
ONES
Ins Add

or
.0005 mid.
Micon Cond. «PA«W
Without
Condenser
75c
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without further charge.

106 Seventh

"Money

MARG0*1M
Socket
Vacuum Tube

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING
HORN, nickel plated, high polish, list $8.00
3000 OHM
TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list S8.00
AUDIO-FREQ.UENCY
TRANSFORMER,
designed
for use with
W.
D-. II tube,
all other tubes, list $4.50
VARI0C0UPLER.
Lite wire wound secondary.
150-600 meters, list $4.50
Triple Coil Mounting
$3.35
Double Coil Mounting
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with knob and dial (15 points)
Reinertz coil, increased wave length
.'
Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns.
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns.
Freshman var. grid leak and cond.
Freshman V3riable grid leak
V. T. Socket

KHJ (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Musical program2:30-3:30. Matinee musicale; 6:45-730, Children's hour
L'ncle John; 800-10:00, De Line program.
KPO
(Pacific
423). 8:00-9:00 P. M., Organ reeitaL
Viennois."
Gladys
Salisbury;
9:00-10:00 P. M., Concert, Prof.
Lopa's Boyal Hawaiian Orchestra.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 7:00-7:58 P M
Hertie
pianist.
Cop© Harvey's Orchestra
at
College Mintz,
Inn, Hotel
Sherman.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12.54
recital, Stanley Theater: dinner music
P. M.. Organ
Arcadia
Cafe Concert
Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Short talk

57 Dey Street

NEW

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT cTa?teste

TfELLQWTIP

35

Luncheon
rau
ikor Tea Boom
Orchwtra;
4:45-5:00, Orran recital. Mary B. Voct. trumpets;
7:30-7:45. Baseball scores and police reporta.
WWJ
(Eastern, 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 7:00, News Orchestra; Schmeman'a Band.

Thursday, August 9

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY

Finer tuning, clearest possible reception. I
constant adjustment
until you wish to i
change, then — "A Twist of the Wrist —
It's Set"
Excellent for reflex and other
circuits.
Write for folatr and name »f
your nearest dealer.

Dr. P
1st.
WOO
(Eastern.
Daylight
Saving.
509),
11:00-11:30
A. M. Organ recital. Mary K. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M..

What Time Is It?

Song."

M.. Musical program.

arranged by Lela Gordon *'Uinf'..s°p™.!}£,-,.«, p
m
, :00-7 .58 P. M..
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). soprano.
Harriet
Musical program. May Goldberg,
Dorotto
Weebvr. JccoWanlst. Mark Love, baritone:
Harvey s Orchestra at College Inu,
Lola Xolan;
Herblo
Muitz.Coiw
pianist.
_,
12:00-12.54
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Savings. 395).
Stanle» Theater, dimier music.s
P.!.. Organ recital. Orchestra;
2:00-3:00. Children
Arcadia Cafe Concert
: 4:30-5:55 .Short talk.
hourTsUt talk and music test Logan:
555, Baseball
Affairs of the lleart. Betsy

MICROMETER

Clyde O.10:00.
Kern:Musical
8:00. program.
Itcdtal. Martin
Envln Swindell,
orcaniat;
Lcrch. tenor,
Louis w
» ■ baritone, w. C ElsBlnger, violinist.

IWira.

N
Old Glorj
Opera the Bose
»
is Sunsnlne, ' ','!";lr2
Maiden." "All Ihe World
Indian Loie
Hie summer Night," "Laufhtnj Son*'
rano. Clarence
Wylam
baritone,
accompanists.
and Grace /.a.HoUowiy.
Juliet Banjoul
clarinet.
(Pacific. 395). 1240-1:15 P. M.. Concert featurKHJ
ing Shenlma v.. Aston: 230-330. Mattaae ™^gMarimba: 6.45-7.30.
arranged ;• CMMrV-u'* bj' hour.
Uncta Chamber
Jehu; of
8:00-10.00.
arramred
Aihambra
Commerce. Program.
Street

Mareh."

VV.
lho

Jano W. Murroll, Mrs. J. r. Ferguson. Anna Blankenliubrsy. Victoria Meagher, Marie ECoehler,
Mao- Qi
inos; Mrs. Shirley QraToa, .Josephine
Miller, contraltos, Uutli Millar. Dorothy Ml]
clUe Schneider,
pianists; Beading,
"An
interesting

4.95
2.95

TRANSFORMERS

(Radio

MISCELLANEOUS

.14
.IS
.12
.12
.14

Frequency)
2.45
.95

Bitter Portable Loop
Argus Lightning Arrester
Welsh
Peanut
Tube
Peanut Tube Socket
Switch Lever, Fada Type
Ammeter Testing B Battery
Two Slide Tuning Coll
Hydrometers
Double Phonograph Attachment
Cockaday Coil
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
Wave TrapSoldering Iron
•■•
Electric
100 Feet Copper Antenna Wire
RHEOSTATi
Bradleystat
tr

1.00
95
2.00
,50
19
49
1.25
.49
95
2.25
2.95
4.95
3.95
.39
.1.49

SOCK ETC

BellT.V.Bakelite
T. & W. D. 11
V.
2-inch
3-inch
4-inch

191

25
.89
35
.50
49

DIALS

Fulton St., Dept. F-2S

America's

-.

New

York

.06
.08
.08

City

9 New York Stores
Greatest Radio Mail Order House

RADIO

DIGEST
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part
State.

City.

State.

Call

Alabama:
Auburn.
WJIAV
Birmingham.
WSY
Mobile.
WEAP
Montgomery.
WKAN

KFAD

KFDV
WGAR
WCAV
WOK

California:
Altadena.
KGO
Bakerstield. KDZB
Berkeley. KQI. KBJE
Del Monte. KLN
El Monte. KUY
Fresno. KM J
Hollywood.
KFAK
long Beach. KSS
Los Angeles. KDZF.
KFCL,
KFL.
KHJ,
KJS, KNV,
KNX,
KTJS.
KWH
Los Gates, KFHQ
Modesto,
KXD
Oakland, EXS. KLX, KZM
Bichmond.
KFCM
Sacramento,
KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDYM. KFBC.
KFFA
San Francisco, KFBD, KPO, KTJ0
San Jose, KFAQ.
KQW
San Luis Obisno. KFBE
Santa Ana. KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Selma, KFJH
Stanford Univ.. EFGH
Stockton. KJQ, KWG
Venice. KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder. KFAJ
Colorado Springs. KFFQ. EFCK
Denver, AA3. DX4, KDZQ, KEEP.
KFAF,
KFDL. KFEL,
KF1C,
KFLE, KLZ
Greeley. KFJD, KFKA
Greeley, KFJD
Gunnison,
KFHA
Lakeside, KFKH
Trinidad, KFBS, KFHY
Connecticut:
Bridgeport, WKAX
Hartford. WDAK
New Haven, WPAJ
Storrs, WABL
Waterbury,
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington.

WHAT,

WOAT

District of Columbia:
Washington. WABE, WCAP, WDJI,
WEAS, WHAQ, WIL, WIAY,
WJH,
WMTJ,
WQAW,
WBC
Florida:
Jacksonville, WABG,
WDAL
Miami,
WQAM
Pensacola,
WGAX,
WLAY
St Petersburgh, WSAG
Tampa,
WDAE
Georgia:
Atlanta. WGM. WSB
College Park. WDAJ
Gainesville.
WKAY
Macon.
TOIAZ
Savannah, WEAB

State,
Maine:
Bangor.
Houlton.

KFFB

City.

Belvidere. WOAG
Carthage. WCAZ
Chicago. KYW. WAAF. WBTJ.
WDAP.
WJAZ.
WMAQ.
WPAD.
WSAH

WCAO.

WEAR.

WKC.

WPAQ

Massachusetts:
Boston, WNAC
Dartmouth,
WMAF.
Fall River. WSAB,
Lowell, WQAS
Medford
Hillside.

Decatur. WBAO.
WHAP
Elgin, WTAS
Lake Forest. WABA
Mattoon.
WQAL
McLeansboro.
WRAS
Mt. Vernon, WABF
Peoria. WJAX.
WQAX
Rockford. WIAB
Sterling. WBBC
Tuscola. WDZ
Crbana. WRM
Zion, WCBD

State,

Call

WABI
WLAX

Maryland:
Baltimore.
WXAY
Frostburg.

Illinois:

Arkansas:

Fayetteville.
Fort Smith.
Little Rock.
Pine Bluff.

Call

Boise. KFAT.
KFDD.
Kellogg. KFEY
Moscow.
KFAN

Arizona:

Phoenix. KDYW.
Tucson. KFDH

City.

WSAQ
WTAB
WGI

New
Bedford, WBZ
WDAL"
Springfield.
Worcester,
WABK, WDAS
Michigan:
Ann Arbor, WQA.T
Berrien Springs. KFGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit. KOP.
WCX. WWJ
East
Flint. Lansing,
WEAA WTKAR
Kalamazoo.
WOAP.
WLAQ
Lansing, WTHAL
Rodgers. WCAF
Saginaw. WABM. WIAW
Minnesota:
Baudette. KFGY
Duluth. WJAP.
WMAT
Hutchinson.
WFAN
Minneapolis.
KFDZ,
KFEX,
WBAD,
WBAH,
WCAS,
WLAG,
WRAH

Indiana:
Anderson.
WABC
Brookville. WSAL
Greencastle. WLAX
Huntington.
WHAT
La Porte. WRAF
Marion. W1AQ
Mishawaka. WOAO
Muncie. WJAF
South Bend, WABJ.
WGAZ
West Lafayette, WBAA
Iowa:
Ames. WOI
Boone. KFGQ
Burlington. WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Rapids. W.TAM. WKAA
Centerville, WDAX
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport, WHAI, WOC
Des Moines. KFDJ.
WGF
Dubuque.
WQAK
Fort Dodge, KFEH,
WEAB
Gladbrook,
KFDX
Iowa City, WHAA
Lamoni, KFFV
Le Mars. KFCY. WIATJ
Marshalltown. KFJB
Newton.
W1AH
Oskaloosa, KFHL
Sigourney,
WOAD
Sious City. WEATJ
Waterloo, WHAC,
WBAIs*
Kansas:
Anthony,
WBL
Atwood.
WEAD
Beloit WPAR
Cheney, KFGP
Emporia,
WAAZ
Independence,
KFIX
Iola, KFID
Lindsborg,
WDAD
Louisburg.
KFIL
Manhattan. WTG
Marion.
WRAD
Parsons. WOA.T
Pittsburgh, KFIT
Tooeka. W.TAQ. WPAM
Wichita, KFHI. WAAP,
WEAH

Moorhead.
WPATJ
Northfield. WCAL
St Cloud. WFAM
St. Paul. AY7. WAAH
Missouri:
Butler. WNAR
Cameron.
WFAQ
Cape Girardeau.
WSAB
Columbia. WAAN
Independence. WPAG
Jefferson Citv, WOS
Joplin,
Kansas WHAH
City, WDAF,
WHB.
WMAJ, WOQ
Marshall. WJAT
Moberly. KFFP
Rockport. WMAD
St. Joseph. KFHD. WEAK
St. Louis. KFEZ.
KFGJ.
KFD3,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB,
WEW,
WMAY.
WRAO
Springfield. WIAI,
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove, WOAL
Montana:
Billings. KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte, KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre, KFBB
Nebraska:

David City. WRAB
Fremont. WOAE
Grand Island. KFJA
Hastings. WQAY
Kearney,
KFHP
Lincoln,
KFDD.
WFAY.
WJAB.
WKAC.
WMAH.
WQAP
Norfolk, WJAG
Oak, KFEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KFFX.
WAAW.
WIAK.
WNAL, WOAW,
WOT
Tecumseh.
WTAU
University Place. WCAJ
Utica, KFGV
York. KFDB

Kentucky:
Bowling Green. WNAB
Frankfort. WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville. WHAS
WLAP
Paducah,
WIAR
Louisiana:
Alexandria,
KFFY
Baton Rouge. KFGC
New Orleans, WAAB. WAAC.
WCAG. WGV. WIAF, WWL
Shreveport, KFDX, KFHF. WGAQ

City,

Nevada:
Reno, KDZK
Sparks, KFFR
New Hampshire:
Chesham. WSAU
Laconia.
WKAY
New Jersey:
Atlantic City. WHAB
Camden.
WRP
Gloucester City, WRAX
Jersey City. WNO
Moorestown,
WBAF
Newark.
WAAM,
WBS.
WRAZ
N. Plainfield. WEAM
Ocean City. WIAD
Paterson. WBAN
Trenton. WMAL.
WOAX
New Mexico:
State College. KOB
New

Schenectady,
WGY,
WRL
Syracuse.
Bidgewood.
WHN" WTAB.
WNAN WDAI.

WOR.

KFJI
Arlington. KFGL
Baker. KFDA
Corvallis. KFDJ
Hillsboro. KFAT
KFFO
Eugene.
Hood River, KFHB, KQP
Medford.
KFAY
Pendleton.
KFFE
Portland.
KDY'Q.KGW KFEC.
KGG.
KGN.
Salem. KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Allentown.
WCBA,
WSAN
Altoona. WGAW
Clearfield. WPI
Easton.
WMAP
Erie, WOAV
Grove City, WSAJ
Harrisburg. WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC

WDT,
WJZ.

WLAH.

Fargo. WDAY.
WPAK
Grand Forks. WOAB
Mavville, KFHU
Wahpeton.
WMAW

FOR

WIDE

WAVE

LENGTH

Virginia:
Arlington.
NAA
Blacksburg.
WEAE
Fortress Monroe. WNAW
Portsmouth. WOAQ
Westhampton. WQAT
Washington:

KFIF.

Reading,
WBBD.
WBAW
Scrantou. WQAN.
WBAY
State
College.WCAM
WPAB
Villanova.
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX,
WSAH
Rhode ls!and:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood.
WEAG WKAD
East
Providence.
Providence, WEAN, WJAB, WRAH,
WSAD,
WTAG
Socth Carolina:
Charleston. WNAQ, WOAH
Clemson
College. WSAC
Greenville. WQAV
South Dakota:
niookings. KFDY
Platte,
KFIJ
Itapid
City. WCAT
i ioux Falls.
WFAT
Vermillion. WEAJ
Yankton,
Tennessee: WNAX

Canton. WWB
Cincinnati. WAAD.
WHAG.
VUZ.
WLW.
WMH.
WSAI
Cleveland.
KDPM.
WHK.
WJAX
Columbus.
WBAY.
WCAH.
WEAO,
WMAN,
WPAL
Dayton. WA1. WABD.
WJAJ
Fairfield.
Granville, WL2
WJD
Greenville, WCBB
Hamilton. WBAU. WRK
Lebanon.
WPG
Lima. WO AC
Marietta. WBAW
Middleport,
WSAK
Newark,
WBBA
Sandusky.
WABH,
WQAF
Springfield. WNAP
Steubenville. WTAK
W'arren. WLAZ
Stockdale.
WJAK
Washington C. 0.. WGAX
Wooster. WGAU
Youngstown. WDBF
Oklahoma:
Aidmore.
WOAA
Cnickasha.
KFGD

1ITnoxville.
;wrenceburg.WXAY
WOAN
Memphis, WMC
T xas :
Al il.'ne, WQAO
A ::arillo. WCM.
W1)A<-.WNAS
WKAU
Alistill.
Beaumont
WMAM
WRR
College
Station.
WTAW
Dallas. KFFZ.
WDAO, WFAA.
EI Taso. WD AH. WPAT
Fort Worth. WBAP
Calveston. WHAB.
WIAC
Houston.
WCAK.
WEAY.

WEV.

WRAA
Laredo. WWAX
Orange, KFGX
Plaiuview.
WSAT
Port Arthur. WFAH
San Antonio, AS6, WCAB.
WAOI
Stanford.
WOAZ
Tyler.
Waco. WOAF
WJAD.
WLA.T. WWAC
Wichita Falls. WKAF
Utah:

RANGE

KZN

Bellows Falls. WLAK
Burlington. WCAX
Springfield, WQAE

Lancaster,
McKeesuort. WDBC,
WIK WGAL
Parkesburg. WQAA
Philadelphia, WCAU, WDAR. WFI.
WGL.
WIP.
WNAT.
WOO.
WW AD
Pittsburgh,
KDKA,
KQV,
WCAE.
WJAS

Ogden.

Reviews of Books

State. City. Call
Salt Lake City. KDYL.
Vermont:

Astoria.
Oregon:

Tarrytown,
WRW
Troy. WHAZ
Utica. WSL
Waterford,
WTAG
North Carolina:
Asheville. WFAJ
Charlotte. WBT
Greensboro,
WQAZ
Raleigh, WLAC
North Dakota:

Ohio:

City. Call

Norman.
WNAD
Oklahoma Citv. KFJF,
WKY
OkmulSee. WPAC
Tulsa.
WGAF.
WLAL

York:

Albany. WNJ
Amsterdam. WPAS
Buffalo. WGR
Canandaigua. WSAW
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia.
WMAC
Ithaca. WEAI
Lockport
WMAK
New York, KDOW.
WBAY,
WT2AF,
WJX,
W.1Y,
WLAW, WSAP
Poughkeepsie.
WFAF
Rochester.
WABO,
WHAM

IV
State.

Call

Aberdeen.
KNT
Bellingham.
KDZB
Everett. EFBL
Lacey. KGY
Neah Bay. KFHH
Pullman.
KFAK
Seattle, KDZE,
KDZT,
KFUB,
KFIY. KF.IC, KHQ. KJB. KTW
KMO
Spokane,
KFDC.
KFIO,
KFZ
Tacoma, BE1. KFBG. KFEJ. KGB.
Walla Walla. KFCF
Wenatchee. KFIQ
KDZI, KZV
Yakima.
West Virginia:
Clarksburg. WHAK
Wisconsin:
Beloit. WKAW
Fond du Lac, KFIZ
Kenosha.
WOAR
La
Crosse, WGAY.
WABN WHA
Madison.
Milwaukee.
WAAK.
WCAY.
WHAD.
WIAO
Neenah.
WIAJ
St. Croix Falls, WBAL
Waupaca.
WPAH
Wyoming:
Casper. KFDF
Douglas. KFEY
Laramie.
KFBU
Alaska:

Fairbanks.
WLAY
Juneau, KFIU
Hawaii:
Honolulu.
KDYX,
Lihue, KFHS
Porto Rico:
San Juan. WKAQ

KGU.

KYQ

Canada:
Calgary, CHBC. CFAC. CFCN.
CJCY
Edmonton.
CFCK. CJCA
Fort Frances.
Halifax.
CFCE. CFPC
CJCS
Hamilton.
CKOC
Iroquois
CKQC Falls. CFCH
London. CFCX. CHCS. CJGGC.
Montreal.
CFCF,
CHCX.
CJBC. CKAC
Nelson. CJCB
Olds, CJCX
Ottawa.
CHXC. OA

CHYC.

Regina.
St John. CKCK
CJCI. CKCB
Toronto. CFCA.
CFTC.
CHCB.
CJCD.
CJCH,
CJCN.
CJSC.
CJCE
„CKCE.
CKKC
Vancouver.
CFCB.
CFYC.
CHCA.
Winnipeg.
CHCF.
CKZC.
CJNC
Havana.
Cuba:

Tuinucu,

CKCB.

CKY.

PWX

6KW

KFCP

The Reader's View

—aOMBttK

The Armstrong- Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.

Results with "Nacireman"
In one of your recent issues you published "Nacireman" latest easy super
hook-up RD-87. This hook-up has been
V
SINGLE
Wl
tested satisfactorily, results with the following minor changes: It was found that
Home Radio — How to lllaie It. By A.
a Cunningham No. 301 with 45 volts on the
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
plate gave better results than a WD-11,
adapted for the amateur who desires to
XV Xo. 199 or No. 201-A with higher or
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
lower
voltages on the plate. It was also
full page illustrations and diagrams. Price,
found that an aerial of No. 14-gauge in7* cents.
sulated wire 25 feet long made in circular
form around the four sides of an enclosed
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
porch and insulated from the building
W. Stone. The text was written for the
gave much better results than your idea
of a piece of wire under the carpet or on
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
the picture moulding.
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
In addition to using a No. 301-A Cunschools.
Price, $2.50.
ningham tube, I am using a CutlerHammer 30-ohm rheostat and potentiomRadio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packeter, a Baldwin split variometer for
er and R. R. Haugh. The underlying prininductance and two 23-plate variable condensers without vernier I have found the
ciples of Radio thoroughly explained in
rheostat to be very critical, but when
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
properly adjusted the volume on stations
up to 12 miles is the equivalent of a deconstruct and operate a receiving set suctector and one step of audio.
cessfully. Price, $1.50.
It is my opinion that the C-2 condenser
for tuning the 750-turn soup coil can be
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
replaced satisfactorily by a .0005 fixed
Technical Editor Radio Digest, and Adrian
mica condenser. Very great care must be
Van Muffling. A simple treatise on
taken in the wiring; avoid parallel leads
Radio reception. Beginning with the
and crowding on account of body capacity
elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
effect.
Radio telephony. The most successful
Tour description of this hook-up says
A" BATTE.RY
methods of Radio reception are explained
nothing about distance. For your informaand special reference given to practical
with the
hook-uptuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
have tion,
been
able above-described
to pick up stations
WIP I
Price, $2.00.
and WFI in Philadelphia, which are about
90 miles (air line) from my location.
For the fan who is interested in a nonThe book department of the Radio
Tuning
is
confined
to
the
variable
conan
ts
presen
m
diagra
x
t circuit; it is not
ely efficien
S simple
Digest is prepared to send you any of the THIextrem
denser, which should be of the vernier power loud speaker for home use, this
hook-up,
in my opinion, with two steps
books on Radio published, whether listed
adjustment
type.
ct,
but covers
only simple to constru
in our Book Review or not. Let us know a wide range of wave length. The cost
A detector tube can be used with 22% of audio frequency, certainly should give
very
satisfactory
results. If convenient I
what book you want, send us your check of necessary apparatus is low; an assort- volts on the plate, but if an amplifier tube
and we will see that the book is mailed to
ment of honeycomb coils, including 35, 50, is used it probably would be advisable to would be glad to see in some future issue
of The Radio Digest what you consider
you. Postage stamps in payment for 75 and 100, will supply even the unusual increase the plate voltage.
books not accepted. Send money order or demands of the ordinary fan. The deThe rheostat used depends on the type the proper manner of applying amplificato the RD-87. — E. P. Parker, Xew
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
vice resembles somewhat the well-known battery.
of tube, likewise the voltage of the A York tion
City.
Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI. ultra-audion; its operation is very similar.
AERIAL
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PROGRAMS

(Continued from P*C*

"^

Betsy Loran: mu«i.-al features: 4:30-5:55. lUvital:
538. Baseball scum.
WFAA
(Central. 476). 6.30-9:30 P. M .
pratrimsonic un.:gkrrrloe l\:iimitle*. ol Grand Lodte of Texas MaWFI (Eastern,. Daylioht Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M.. l>mner music. Merer 1>»\L< Bi!lrvu«- sit.it for.;
Orrbralra:
3*0. ^ruc ntt-iul: 6:30. il inner music.
Merer Darts Bellr-rue Btralfoi
Final baseball icolas: 7*0-7:30. Chiklrm'a Own Hall
Hour. stories ty c.Misln Bos; 8:30. i"on«rt and dance
music
WGR (Eastem. Daylight Saving. 3,19). 11:45 A. M..
Weather r.-irvast I. r Lakis &t* and Ontario marine
and artatlon Internals: 12:00-12 JO P. M.. Q
Albert Bouchard, orxanlst: 12:35-3:30. l*rc»iurv and
Ure stock market reports, Ctairatm ltoard of Trade.
New Tor* Stock Kxcbanfe; 4:00-5 JO. Catherine Statu?,
violinist: Martha Goniph. harr-ist : Tea time music.
Palm
Hotel st*!lrr:6:3o-8:45.
DUeat of Bulletin;
the day's
news. Boom.
Boy Scout
Badioerams. Employment
1145. Weather.
WBY (Eastera, 380) 7:45 P. •*.. Musical Prom-am "My
Own." "When You Lose Your Heart to Someone."
"Mose." "Remember the Waltz." Charles Fisher and
Frank Gorman. Abe Olman. accompanist and composer; Camp Fire Girls' Program, ■"Walking Sorur."
Talk. "Camp Fire Ideals." The Cum- Fire Watchword." "The Desires and Law of the Fire." "Boat
Somr," "Credo of the Camp Fire." "Haunt of the
Witches," contralto solo. "Ode to the Fire." song.
"Mystic Fire." Camp Fire Girls: "A Stou of the
Seven Crafts." "The Star." soprano solo; "Mammy's
Moon." "Lay Me to Sleep." Camp Fire girls.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7.30-9:00. Concert, arranged by Mrs. John B. Harmon, Jr. ; Beading, "An
Interesting
Historical
WIP
(Eastern.
DaylightEpisode."
Saving. 509). 1:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawritz. Germamown Theater;
3.-00. Song reci'.a!: 6:45. Final baseball scores: 8:20,
Dance music. Ace Brignde and his Ten Virginians.
Hotel Walton Boot: 9:00. Orsan recital. Karl BonaWJAX
(Eastern. 390). 8:00 P. M., Concert, Cleveland
Tacht Club Boys' Band.
WLW
(Eastern. 309). 10:00 P. M.. Program by WurUtzer
Concert
Company.
Direction
William
H.
Duning, "Shipmates."
"Old Bass Viol." Gordon Osterhaut,
baritone:
"Souvenir,"
"Old
Refrain."
He»iry
Risen, blind violinist: Reading.
Gordon
Osterhaut,
"Down
by Bingham's
Grocery
Store":
Selections.
Mattie Lee Bisch. blind soprano: Sinclair Dance Orra, latest dance selections.
WNAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving. 448). 9:00 P. M..
La Salle Boof Garden
Orchestra, direction E. E.
Jr.: 9:15. Faye W. Gettrust. soprano.
WMC
(Central. 500). 830 P. M.. Musical
program,
Chisca Philharmonic
Orchestra. Miss Clara Aheni.
director.
W0C (Central. 484), 3 JO P. M.. Educational talk. Karl
G. Stephan; 5:45, Chimes
concert; 6:30. Sandman's
visitWOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11 JO A.M..
Organ recital. ManE. Vogt;
12:00-12:55
P. M..
Luncheon
music. Wanamaker's
Tea Room
Orchestra:
4:45-5*0,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt. trumpets;
7:30-7:45. Sport results and police reports.
WW1
(Eastern. 517). 3*0 P. M.. Concert. Schmeman's
Band;
7*0, Concert. News
Orchestra: Schmeman's
Bind.

Friday, August 10
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9:00 P. H..
Concert, "A Day in Venice," Star Orchestra: Bupert
Lucas, baritone; "Nocturne in E Flat." Harry Adaskin, violinist: "Pleading." "Pizzicato Polka." orchestra; "Prelude to the Deluge." Mr. Auaskin: "Espana," (Eastern.
"Serenade32C
D'Amour,"
KDKA
7:20 P.orchestra.
M.. Concert by the
KDKA String Ensemble.
KHJ (Pacific. 39o), i^.oO-l :I5 P. M.. Concert; 2303J0, Matinee musicale: 6:45-7:30. Children's hour.
Uncle ofJohn:
8*0-10*0. Program by Letter Carriers'
Band
Los Ange]
KSO (Central, 546). 8*0 P. M., Concert, Concordia
Gymnastic Society Band.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345), 10:00-11 JO P. M.,
Musical program. Herbie Mintz and Harry Geise, pianists; Cope Harvey's Orchestra at College Inn; Diana
Shanks, pianist and Cele Shanks, pianist; Diana
Rhanfrg will play "Florence," "Sparks," "Grand
Valse"; Cele Shanks will play: "Hungarian,"
"Witches Dance," "Contrabandist"; Diana and Cele
Shanks will play on two pianos: "Barber of Seville."
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-1234
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater: dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Musical
selections, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: short talk
by Betsy Logan; 4J0-535, Musical program; 5:55.
Baseball scores; 7J0-8*0, Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy; 8*0-1*0 A. M„ Short talks; Artist recital;
dance
music,
Howard
Arcadia
Cafesongs
Dance
Orchestra;
playlet
by theLanin's
Groonough
players:
by
Harry Glyn.
No Saturday or Sunday
Programs.
WFAA (Central, 476). 830-930 P. M.. Sirs. V. 0.
Bosser, violinist, Mrs- Eugene Duggan,
singer.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M..
Dinner music. Myer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra: 3£0, Address; 3:15. Musical selections: 6 30,
Final baseball scores: dinner music. Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Orchestra. No Saturday or Sunday Proram.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M..
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and aviation interests: 12*0-1230 P. M.. George
Albeit Bouchard, organist; 1235-330, Produce and
Hre stock market reports, Chicago Board of Trade.
New York Stock Exchange: 4*0-530. Catherine
Btang, violinist; Martha Gompb. harpist: Tea time
music, Palm Boom. Hotel Statler; 6:35-8:45, Digest of
the day's news, Boad reports ; 9 *0- II A5, Concert ;
1145, Weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M.. Musical program and
three one-act plays by WYG Student Players;
Comedy. "A Marriage Proposal": Domestic tragedy.
"The Holdup:" Comedy. "The Best Man:" "2nd
Sonata In G Minor-Op. 22," Anninna McCrory Evans,

DIGEST

pianist; 1030. Fox Trot. "Holding Hamls." ReuthuK's Imperial Orclh-slra: Kot trot. "Tillie." orchestra: "Drifting Dreamland." Arthur liuna. bari\vtiy ivn't Mv Dreams Ooma Troa," "Grand
Daddy," "Take a Look at Moll-.
"Climb
on Top of Your Trouble." Arthur Gunn; ">
Rose."
"Sometime,"
orchestra.
"8unaet
Arthur Gunn.
Id Rather Fox Trot than Waltz."
"Oh!
You
Little Sun-uv-er-tlun."
OftfKStHL
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7 30-9*0. Musical program. Charles Jackson's Novelty Orchestra,; Marjraret
Kdwarvls. soprano: Beading,
Eugenia
Baumgardner.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 3*0 P. H., Artist
recital: 6:45. Radio Baseball Dope by Monto Cross.
Old-time baseball star; 7:00-7 JO. Bedtime stories.
Uncle VVip.
No Saturday or Sunday
Programs.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 41»>, 4 JO P. ML.
Chimes; 9*0, LaSalle Roof Garden Orchestra dineUou E. E. Sheetz. Jr.: 9:15. F. W. Agard. tenor.
Robert Coucle. pianist.
WMC (Central. 500). 830 P. M.. Musical program.
Alaskan Garden Orchestra. Joe Bennett, director;
11*0 P. M.. Midnight Frolics.
W0C (Central. 484). 3 JO P. M.. Educational talk. C.
K Wnant; 5:45. (liinies concert. 6 JO. Sandman.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11*0-1130
A. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12*0-12:55
P. M., Luncheon music. Wananiaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt:
trumpets: 7:30-7:45. Sport results and police reports;
7:45-8 JO. Dinner music. Adelphia Hotel Boof Garden Orchestra. A. Candelorl. director; 830, Address
and song recital: 8:45. Dance music. Hotel Adelphia
Boof Garden Orchestra. Walter Miller, director;
11:10, Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Boof Garden
Orchestra.
No Saturday or Sunday programs.
WW1 (Eastern, 517). 3*0 P. M„ Concert, Schmeman's
Band: 7*0. Concert, News Orchestra; Schmeman's
Band.

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M.,
Concert, "Mignonette." Star Orchestra: Ina Lockart,
contralto: "Bomance Sans Paroles," Jacques Sterin.
cellist: "Prelude." "Berceuse." orchestra: "Chanson
Triste." Mr. Sterin; "The Geish," orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 720 P. M., Concert under direction T. J. Vastine, selection: "The Lost Continent."
Suit in four parts consisting of "Nectum and Morning Hymn of Praise." "A Court Function." "I Love
Thee." "The Destruction of Atlantis." "Espanola."
selection from Bigoletto: Clarinet solo. "Potpourri
Musical Joker"; Comet duet 'Al and Pal." "Pas Das
KH1 (Pacific. 395). 1230-1:15 P. M., Music: 230-330.
Matinee
musicale; De6:45-7Lure30. program.
Children's hour. Uncle
Fleurs."8*0-10*0.
John:
KP0 (Pacific. 423). 8*0-1030 P. M.. Concert. Art
Weidner's
Fairmount
Hotel Dance
Orchestra.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Concert, Missouri
Theater talent.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 7*0-7 38 P. M..
Harry Geise.
pianistSherman.
; Cope Harvey's Orchestra at
College
Inn. Hotel
PWX (Eastern, 400). 9*0-1130 P. M.. Musical program. Maria Fantoli, soprano; Gustavo Carrasco,
tenor.
WFAA (Central. 476). 830-9J0 P. M.. Bon Veda
Mixed Quartet in recital, George Ashley Brewster,
director and accompanists ; 1 1 :00- 12 :00, Piano recital. William A. Sutherland. Jr.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319), 11:45 A. M..
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
marine and aviation interests: 12*0-1230 P. M.,
George Albert Bouchard, organist: 4:00-530. Catherine
Stang, vionlinist, Martha Gomph, harpist: Tea time
music. Palm Boom. Hotel Statler; 6 35-8:45, Digest
of the day's news : 1 1 :45. Weather.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5*0 P. M.. Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: 7 30-9*0. Concert, Henry
1L Shilling's Orchestra; Beading, "An Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WMAQ. (Central,
Daylight Saving, 448), 7*0 P. M..
Music from the Chicago Theater: 9*0, LaSalle Boof
Garden Orchestra, direction E. E- Sheetz, Jr.
W0C (Central. 484), 330 P. M., Educational talk. C.
C. Hall: 5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30. Sandman; 93010:00. Dance program, P.S.C. Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 3*0 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 730, Concert, Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, August 12
KP0
(Pacific. 423). 830-10*0 P. M.. Concert, Budy
Seiger's Fairmount Hotel Concert Orchestra.
KYW
(Central.
Daylight Saving, 345),
10*0 A. M.,

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

REPAIRED.

C-300
or UV-200
C-301
or TJV201
C-302
or TV-2C2
C-301A or UV201A
WD-11
or WD-12
Moorehead Detectors
Mcorehead
Amplifiers
DV-6
or DV-6A
Also the new UV-199
NEW

DX

IK

VOLT

4.00

All tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

55

TUBE

CORP.

Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

N.
D.

J.

CITY RADIO CO.
BRANDES

SPECIAL
sHu£EDRs'gT"

$5.75

PHONES

DICTOGRAPH— 30DO
OHMS
SIGNAL CORPS
WESTFRX
ELECTRIC 509W

VARIABLE
3 PLATE
11 PLATE
TE
13 PUTE
23 PLATE
43 PT. \TE

" VARI0C0UPLERS

CIRCUITS

JPj* jfnprorJsCovers
range newclearness
and selectivity
oertuliy.
broadcasting
wave
lei wonfi_.,a wonder-worker in practically all the older
or postpaid. $5.00.
Hookup diagrams :

BREMER-TULLY
th

Canal

MFG.

Street

CO.
CHICAGO

*'-25
J-50
'-To
2-2?
2.7o
325

KP0 (Pacific, 423), 8*0-9*0 P. M.. Organ music;
9*0-10:00 P. M.. Musical program, Adelaide Parton,
violinist; Ruth Friedlander, pianist; Giuseppe Carcione,
tenor; Mrs. S. Y. Frazer, soprano.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-1234
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater: dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2*0-3*0. Musical
features: 430-5:55, Concert: short talk. Affairs of
the Heart by Betsy Logan; 535, Baseball scores.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3*0, Concert by Philadelphia artists,
Loretta Kerk, pianist; 6 30. Final baseball scores:
dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M.,
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
marine and aviation interests; 12:00-12 30 P. M.,
George Albert Bouchard, organist. Hotel Statler;
12 35-3 30, Produce and live stock market reports,
Chicago Board of Trade, New York Stock Exchange;
4*0-530, Catherine Stang, violinist; Martha Gomph,
harpist: Tea time music. Palm Boom, Hotel Statler;
635-8:45. Digest of the day's news; 9:00-11:45.
Concert. 1 1 'A5, Weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M., "The Gallant
Salamander," Roland James, baritone. David J.
Woolcock, accompanist; "The Lost Watch." Carey
Booth,
tenor; Beading,
"Something
of Interest to
WANTED — FACTORY

MISCELLANEOUS

OUTPUTS

J'-ZS
2-50
3-75
2-7o

53.65
2.75
2-7-;.
3.50
3.75

THORDAB?ON
VERNIER RHEOSTATS
$0.95
( !TLER -HAMMER
RHEOSTAT
.80
WITH
VERNIER
1-20
2 SLIDE TUNING
COIL WOUND
ON
RAKELITE
TUBE
1-75
=*>Vn> MAHOC.ANT
CABINET
1.00
WITH PANEL TO FIT. T^S^iL'-50
Immediate All Goods
Add
Shipment
|
Guaranteed Postaae

AH" (Courtesy Youth's Companion) ; "WlU-o'-UieBoland James; "Castagnoueg." Mre. Van
Veachton Bogers, pianist; "Open the Gates of tiio
Temple," Carey Booth and David Woolcock; "The
Lord Workcih Wonders." Roland lames; "War March
of tho Priests." Mrs. Rogers: "Vale." Carey Booth:
"The Moon
Hath Raised
Booth
and Boland
Jarar*. Her Lamp Above," Carey
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5*0 P. M.. Concert Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 3*0 P. M..
Artist recital:
6:45. Radio Baseball Dope, Monto
Cncle WIp.
Cross, old-time baseball stars; 7*0-7:30, Bedtime.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 11*0-1130
A. M., Oi(ai
Mary E
V..gt;
12*0-1235
P. M., Dinner music. Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra: 4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt;
7:30. ^r- ■ rt results and police reports; 7:45, Dinner
music. Hotel Adelphia Boof Garden Concert. Orchestra. A. Candelori. director: 830. Selections. WOO
trm, Robert E. Golden, director; song recital,
artists to be announced by Badlo; 930, Organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt

Spark Transmitters Junked
by U. 5. Naval Air Service
WASHINGTON.
D. C— Spark transmitters with the exception of those in use at
Pensacola for training will be discarded
and replaced by new tube sets soon.. Five
of the new Radio spotting sets have passed
satisfactory tests and are being shipped to
the air squadrons, battle fleet. These sets
will replace those now in use there. When
the latter are released they will be issued
to other stations to replace the spark sets.
Every owner of a Radio set in Canada
is required
to have a license.
Pings

CARTER
•Jack Switches
Jacks
Vernier Control Rheostats
Automatic Control Rheostats
Inductance Switches

Send for 13 free Jack Switch hook-ups
CARTER
RADIO CO.
205 S. State St.. Chicago

ERLA
DUO-REFLEX
lete ^arts for Erla Reflex Circuit.

SET

The only
cne tube circuit on which you can use a loud
speaker.
Beg. price, $42.25.
Our price
$27.95
REINARTZ CIRCUIT
Every part complete, including drilled panel and
book of diagrams and instructions
$10.25

SUPERSENSITIVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

We

are interested in securing Radio factor}- outputs. We are interested in a Chicago Branch
Manager. The R-C OUTLET
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS, 303 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Every part complete, including Cabinet, Panel, Diagrams, etc
$12.85

AMRAD two stage amplifier

Complete in Mahogany Cabinet. S40.no value. Either
Radio or Audio Frequency
$17.95

Radio Equipment

100 RADIO

EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD
ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York City.

HOOK-UPS

Everything guaranteed
price list Xo. 9. We

RADIO

25c

as firsts.
Send
pay postage.

SUPPLY

for special

STORES

2.54 West Stiegrel Street

Manheim,

Pa.
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LARGEST
RADIO
STORE
IN
AMERICA

BUILD
OWN

CIRCUIT

LONG

YOUR
SET
RANGE

§10.00 VALUE

HEAD

SETS

COXS1STTXG OF Price
Beg. Price
Our
6x14 Formica Panel. $1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30
1.45
Three .006 Mica
Condensers
3.00
2.25
CRL VariaMe Grid
Leafe
1.85
1.35
Grid Leak
.40
.25
2 Coll Adjustable
Honeycomb Coil
Mounting
with
Knobs
4.00
2.65
50 Turn Honeycomh
Coil
JS
A0
75 Turn Honeycomb
Coil
.75
.40
2 Coil Mounts
with
Straps
1.20
.80
1 Bakelite
Socket... 1.00
.45
Vernier Bheostat
1.50
1.35
1 Bakelite 3" Dial.. 1.00
35
8 Binding Posts
.80
.40
1 Baseboard lor
Mounting
.30
.20
1 Blueprint
with
tions for Assembly
Complete
Instrucand Wiring
1.00
JO

S12S

Regular Price

$22.16

Our Price

ALL
INSTRUCTIONS
ALL

PANELS

READY
TO
INCLUDEDMOUNT

DRILLED—

HAZELTINE
NEUTR0DYNE
CIRCUIT

COMPLETE!!

COMPLETE!!

$365

ALL
PARTS
LICENSED
UNDER
HAZELTINE
PATENTS
1 7x21x3 '16

drilled

formica

1 Howard
rheostat
3 John Firth bakelite sockets
8 Binding posts
panel
densers
3 23 plate variable con1 Wave
former control neutro-

Made signinproved
style
and and
deby use
experiment to be the
best. Coil wound with
about 6, SCO turns of No.
40 enamel coated copper
wire. Direct
current
resistance
approximately
1.600average
ohms. music
Impedence
at
and
voice frequency (800 cycles) is 21,000 ohms.
MASTERPHONES
BALDWIN
Type
head $6. 95
band C andwith cord...
Type
BrandesC unit superior 3.95
headset
5.75

2 Radi-j
frequency
amplifying neutroformers
wiring.
2 densers
Grid neutralizing- con1 .0002S micon grid condenser
1 Marco
variable
grid leak
1 Base board for mounting
25 feet tinned copper bus bar
wire and complete
instructions for assembling
and

S

t e e Ohm
d
Headsets,
3,000
Guaran$8.50 value
3.65

AND VARIOMETERS

TRANSFORMERS

ALL AMERICAN
THORD ARSON
MARLE
ACME
ATWATEB-KENT

$6-25
3.50
7.75

CONDENSERS

VERNIER
VERNIER

QT'FEXS
PATHE
MOULDED
COI.mrBIA
SHAMROCK FAMOUS

REINARTZ

WGY
380).
A. M., Francis.
"Sarabande," E<1ward (Eastern.
Bice.
violinist.10:00 Doris
Doxology.
call to Gloria:
worship: Scripture
invocation"Lesson;
and Lord'B
Prayer: Beading.
Hvmn.
Through
the Night of Doubt and Sorrow": Prayer:
Offertory, violin solo with organ; Hymn,
"Jerusalem
the
S&rmoo.
John Silent
W. Langdale,
D. D. ;
PrayerGolden";
and
benediction:
prayer;
Postlude,
"Meditation."
violin solo with organ.
WHAS
(Central. 400. 9:57 A. M.. Organ music: 10*0.
Church services. Methodist Temple. Rev. Dr. Wilfred
Clark Phelps, substitute pastor; Temple
Choir, Mrs.
Jane Graves, organist: 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert under
direction of Hazel MeClellan.
WHK
(Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M.. Operatic selections
and vocal music. WHK
Orchestra and sol
WMC
(Central.
500).
1 1 *fa A. M„
Services from
St. Johns Methodist Church.
WWJ
(Eastern,
517), 2:00
P. M.. News
Orchestra
330. Concert. Schmeman's Band; 730 P. M.. Church
Services, St- Paul's Cathedral.

FLEWELLING
$2.75
3.00
3.o0
3.50
3.50
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.50

TUBES

WEEKLY

does away with tapped coils and switches oa

Sunday raornln** service broad«-.i
i b, ]!■ r. Dr. N
5:008:00 P. M.. Classical an :
Trio, broadcast from uimi..' n.« <m . :
WFAA
(Central, 476). 9 JO A. M
cltJ»l: 10:00-1 1 flO. Paul I
.ins Orcheatra:
2JO-3JO P. M.. Radio Chapel lilble class, half hour
of bible study, half !n.ur of Cospel songs.
WGR
(Eastern, Daylioht Saving.
319). 11:45 A. M..
Sivelul weather fonx-ast for Lakes Erio and Ontario
marine
and aviation interests:
12:00-12:30
P. M..
Ceonre Alljert Bouchanl.
organist: 3:00.
::00-5ao.
Catherine
Stant,
violinist.
Martha
Oomph,
harpl-t: Tea time music, Palm Boom. Hou-1
Sutler:
6:00-630. George Albert Bouchard, organist;
1 1 :45. Weather.

Monday, August 13
Saturday, August 11

70 Cortlandt Street, New York City

"B-T" UNIVERSAL
VERNIER TUNER

— Illustrated

ALL MDSE.
GUARANTEED
BY US
TO BE OF
FIRST

\ 1 r /

Sr\D»fiEsro!

MAIL
ORDERS

28S2
ADDRESS

DEPT.

R. D.

QUALITY

509 So. State St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Maybe It's the Humidity

INDIGEST

Its petty envies and hates forgot as the sense
groirs.
Before
this 'Wander
promise
bright the past gleams pale, but
For light.
the spoken word on the Radio heralds
—GRACE ISABEL
INDI-GEST
SEND

of Brotherhood
the future with
a Sew Dawn's
COLBEON.

KINKS?

A DOLLAR—

that
the home
out inlittle
kinks worked many
st
Indi-Ge
are
E hamper
THER
your fellow Radiowould
knut and cause him much worry. Indi-Gest is very much interested in securing such material and is willing to
accept a dollar for each kinte printed.
Send a stamped envelope so rejected
ed. Under no cirreturn
copy may be cumstances
will the
dollar be sent
back.
INDI-GEST KINKS DEPARTMENT

>"o. 5

Single Copies, 10 Cents

August

Flinging free from the guardian wires, into the blue alone,
The human voice goes souring forth, the simple spoken tone,
Bridging
the breadth
cloud-capped
height,of the sea's expanse, the mountains'
Over
the
fertile
prairies
the greetings
forest's fragrant
night. go,
Calling across from land tobroad,
land the
of friendship
With the intimate touch of the spoken word, its warm and
human glow.
Beforedraws
this close,
Wonder the distance shrinks and a listening world

WEEKLY

SUBSCRIPTION

— Illustrated

"Radio"

Pacific Coast Representatives
E. J. Wood, 251 Kearney St., San Francisco
Telephone Kearney 1472
H. M. Morris, 417 Western Mutual Life Building, Los Angeles
Telephone 12011
PUBLISHED

DIGEST

$6.00
1L 1923

Cool Waves from the North Pole
The Top of the Earth Heard From
RADIOPHAISTS and polar exploration fans and everybody who is interested in outdoor adventure of any
sort are having a good time this summer. Heretofore,
•when an arctic explorer reached a point beyond the last
telegraph station to the northward he and his party
faded into oblivion until their return, which might be
in one year or in three, or never.
Now, with Donald MaeAlillan's good ship Bowdoin
equipped with the best Radio transmitting and receiving apparatus in the world, and with Donald Mix to
run it, the quietest stay-at-home has his fill of vicarious
travel. Those who live in the hottest cities may keep
their minds eool as they voyage along with the Bowdoin.
Romance grows not less, with the progress of invention, but more, and its thrills become more accessible.

Delving Into the Mysteries
When the Set You Have Built Works, It Thrills
OXE of the principal reasons why Radio has taken
such strong hold on the public is the fact that
the new science allows one to experiment to his heart 's
content — to delve into the unknown where mysterious
phenomena abound. No other field thus far discovered
presents such an opportunity for research to the
person who has had but little training and practice
as to the fundamentals.
We continually hear of persons who, without previous
knowledge of the science, construct their own Radio
sets. Thousands of men and women of almost every
age spend hours day and night, winding coils, tearing
down their sets and rebuilding them, changing various
units, and applying various "kinks" as they come to
mind. The concert or lecture brought to their ears
is really secondary. It is the mysterious working of
the apparatus which fascinates the experimenter, and
gives him the biggest thrill.
While the construction of a Radio receiver according
to some circuit or diagram requires but little technical
knowledge on the part of the builder he must at least
follow the plans carefully, in a painstaking manner.
This is especially true of the more complicated circuits
featuring super regeneration or the use of many tubes.

Missing Man Found
By-products of Broadcasting Are Important
THE value of the Radio broadcasting station in its
relation to locating missing persons and articles
was recently fully demonstrated when Herbert Weber
was located within a day after his description had
been put upon the air. This marks one of the first
recoveries of a person by Radio although thousands of
messages and descriptions have been sent to all parts
of the world by Radio.
Herbert Weber was deaf and dumb and his wife
could not locate him. He had wandered away, and
so the wife_turned to the new agency, Radio, to help
her in her search. She gave a full description of him
and it was broadcast after church services on Sunday
from a local broadcasting station. A listener in at a
distant city heard this message of distress and began a
search for the missing man. It was not until the next
afternoon that the deaf and dumb man was found
wandering along a country road. The searcher approached him and wrote on a paper the message he
had heard on his Radio receiving set. The man
wrote back that he was the missing one and within a
short time he was safely home.
This broadcast of the description of the missing man
and his recovery by Radio shows that the power of
this marvelous instrument seems almost unlimited in
its scope. Police departments use it, individuals avail
themselves of the opportunity to broadcast messages
and institutions are ever eager to make their messages
reach into- distant fields through the Radio. Personal
messages from some of the broadcasting stations are
not yet permitted, but it will be only a short time before every home will be equipped with all the necessary
apparatus.

INDI-GEST

KINKS

Condensed

This Is Re-Markable

By DIELECTRIC
Dear Indi : Here's one for the w.k. Indi-Gest Kinks
Dept Am sending the dollar in marks, shipping them on the
During the last month several of the broadcasting
only boat big enough to carry them across the briny pond, stations have been observing lengthy silent periods for
the Leviathan.
This is the kink :
To shield a set properly so as to avoid all body capacity, the purpose of rebuilding their plants. It is perhaps
solder all switch contacts and lever busings, binding posts the best season of the year for such work, if choice is
and connections to all other apparatus, onto a piece of thin
gauge aluminum the same area as, and behind, the insulating made dependent on the size of Radio audiences. Stations WALAQ and WDAP, both of Chicago,vare again
paneL This will stop all body capacity, howling, tube noises,
on the air after alterations to studio and apparatus.
andP. even
broadcasters
S. I the
believe
I forgot themselves."
to enclose the dollar, but mailed No one in Radio is content with things as they have
the letter before finding out. Excuse me
S. W.
been.

Try to Hum

This

One

Dear Indi : By bringing the lead-in from my antenna down
so as to lay across the house lighting current supply wires,
a very nice alternating current hum can be obtained. Enclosed is a negative dollar for this kink.
Polly W.

This Works.

We've Tried It

At last! We are promised silent periods, numerals
and letters when the army experts have perfected a
scheme of code transmission at frequencies lower than
the human ear can detect. The irritation caused by
trying to listen to a concert through a repetition of
three dots and dash will be no more, after a little while.
Both" code and broadcasts should receive added benefits
from this new system, as both may be used at one
time with no interference whatever.

Dear Indi : Here is a kink which I am sure many Radioknuts bothered with damped wave reception will appreciate.
As there are a number of operators here sending damp
waves my grid leak was leaking so badly that my parts
were always wet. To avoid this, have a few lengths of
rubber tubing waxed to the tops of your vacuum tubes.
In view of the many attempts to prove that broadAfter breaking
the deposit
tips off,
the tbetubes*
draw Then
all the
dampness
out and
it in
tube will
bases.
get
casting reduces the attendance at opera and concerts,
new tubes.
Capacity Jack.
P. S. While inclosing the $1 I noticed it had Xo. 13 on it it is interesting to note the substance of replies to a
so didn't send it.
C. J.
survey made by "Musical America." Coming from all
parts of the eountry, these statements show the conTHE NEW WIDOW
sensus among musical managers as a denial of the reported slump in ticket sales due to listeners in being
I'm
a
widow:
not
grass
or
the
crepe
and
weed
kind,
able to hear good music in their homes. It is further
I am lonesome and weary in body and mind;
shown, however, that the majority hold to the belief
How
missdaymyhe late
affectionate
hug,
Since Ithe
was husband's
stung by that
Radio bug.
that transmission is too imperfect yet to have a conelusive bearing on the subject.
My late husband is late in all the word implies,
He is late in retiring, he is late to arise,
He is late to his work, he is late getting home,
He is late sitting down 'neath the dining room dome.
Correspondence courses in swimming may be a sucWhat I say after dinner, the man never hears,
cess or they may not, but at least one instance of
For 'tis then the receivers are over his ears;
teaching young boys the art via Radio has shown the
I'm no more his darling, his dear little kiddo;
utility of the latter method. With a group of youngI am a forsaken, poor Radio widow.
sters lined up at the pool, a loud speaker and the
RAY D. O'KNUTT.
swimming director in the studio of Station WLW, a
real test was made which proved entirely satisfactory.
A-B-G
Lessons
for Indigest
Beginners There is no good reason to doubt that this method
could be followed on a larger scale with results as good,
Chapter VIII — Bring on Your Summer Snow
lessening fatalities and arousing interest more widely.
BY GOSH

H

IS for high-tension
On C. W. stuff you know;
Be cautious with the gentlemen,
Or they'll plant you 'neath the snow.

THERE'S

A

REASON

Sleeping here is Tom McGurdey,
Had no arrester on his set,
It was struck just once by lightning —
There's a reason — you can bet.
—ROTOR E. GAPP.

INDI-GEST

Q. & A.

Referred to the P. & Q. Dept.
Dear Indi : I have purchased a good hydrometer syringe
but there was no instruction sheet in the box and I would
like to know how to tell the positive from the negative
pole using same. I like your column very much and believe
you will be able to answer this one with ease (not eeeeeeeeee)'s.
B. R. S.

Water,

Gas

and Taximeter

Dear Indi : Have been listening for broadcasts from Walla
Walla since initial announcement but N. D. Am using a
neutoflexorator designed by Lem Stebbins but only hear
static and howls. Please advise me how many meters the
station uses and what they are.
3. A.

The more Radio is used with a view to testing its
effect on the deaf, the more favorable seems the outcome. B. K. Ford, of Chieago, deserves much credit
for his patience in working through this medium with
the deaf of that city. Experiments are being made
generally by those in contact with the deaf in the hope
of promoting such a degree of hearing that their lives
may be brighter and their usefulness increased.
Interest in amateur DX work is just as keen as ever
it was. From the latest aecount as to a definitely arranged schedule for transmitting signals across the
Pacific it was learned that amateurs in Australia picked
up messages from this country consistently and clearly.
We are eager to know if amateurs east of the Rockies
got across. Again it is Radio which gives promise
of creating a spirit of fraternity among the hoi polloi
of this old globe.
Since the arrival of Radio quite a list of new words
has come into common use. Perhaps the newer of these
is "Radario. " It has been found that in presenting
a drama to Radio audiences an entirely new technique
is required, in the absence of vision. To encourage
the development of Radariotists (a little clumsy, that)
prizes are offered by the Writers' Digest for the three
best productions. WLW will broadcast these at the
close of the contest.

RADIO
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First Steps for Beginners in Radio
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Chapter XII — One Tube Reflex Circuits
By Thomas
p.EGINNERS will find the accompanying
" series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet
to
appear are:
Chapter XIII— Multi-Tube Reflex Circuit Operation.
Chapter XIV — Headsets and Loud
Talkers.
Chapter XV— Filament Batteries.
Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
Chapter XVII — Using Alternating
Current on Tubes.
Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instruments.
Chapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the
Set.
Chapter XX — Useful Information and
Formulas.

HE advent of reflex circuits seemed
to promise something radically new,
1 but a consideration of their principle
of operation •will show that there is really
nothing
newprevious
in the phenomena.
seen from
chapters that"Wea have
tube
can be used to amplifly at both Radio and
audio frequencies. Since amplification in
both cases is accomplished in a similar
manner, it should be possible to amplify
both frequencies simultaneously, the real
problem being to keep the frequencies separate to prevent interaction and a jumble
of sounds instead of music
Luckily this is readily done; the simple
reason is that they differ so greatly in
their frequency. To handle the two frequencies in the same circuit use is made
of two other principles that should be
familiar to the reader. The first is that a
condenser will permit a high frequency
current to flow through it; the other is
that a large inductance will choke a high
frequency current but permit direct current to flow through. By using these two
instruments we can devise a circuit that
will handle both Radio and audio frequency currents without interaction.
"When
usedfrequency
we can
then
haveonly
one one
stagetube
of is
Radio
amplification and one of audio. For detection, use must be made of another tube
or a crystal detector. For the reason that
a crystal detector gives clearer reception,
is cheaper in construction and maintenance and in the fixed types requires no
adjustment, crystal detectors are usually employed.
Assembly of Parte on Single Tube Reflex
Let us see, then, how these various instruments may be assembled to use a single tube for both forms of amplification
at the same time. Referring to Figure 51
we find a loop aerial with a variable con-

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.

flex circuits the experimenter is advised
The detector is likewise important; it is
They must be of the mica dielectric type
to prevent loss of current or variation in necessary to employ a type of detector to mount the instruments temporarily in
capacity. It has been said that the small that will not burn out with strong sig- the position they will occupy in the finished set and to test the circuit thoroughcondensers used, usually .002 mfd., will
nals passing through it. Some form emly before assembling the set. When good
not pass audio frequency currents. As
ploying iron pyrites will give good results.
results
are obtained the set can then be
a matter of fact the amount of current a
In Figure 52 is shown a circuit embodypermanently wired.
O— -t
It should be remembered that the selectivity of the set depends entirely on the
tuning
apparatus used with it and the
PLATLRESISTANCE
height and length of the aerial. The circuit shown employs a loop aerial because
this is the simplest arrangement; good
work can be done with this device. It gives
freedom from static, and selectivity due
both to its small size and the ability to
utilize the directional effects of this form
POTENTIO
of aerial.
greater
range
is desired with "Where
an outdoor
aerial
it will
be
necessary to use a variocoupler to obtain
selectivity with condensers in both aerial
*
METE'
.ooz.
and secondary circuits to obtain close
tuning and selectivity.
Having covered here the principle of
Figure
52 — One-tube
reflex with
refinements
for best operation
the operation of the reflex circuits, the
second
will consider the application
condenser will pass depends on the fre- ing the refinements mentioned above. It of the part
same principle to two and three
quency of the current; so some current will give very good results when its operwill flow at audible frequency but not
ation is mastered. A potentiometer is tube sets.
enough to make much difference as far as shunted across the A battery to bias the
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
short circuiting the phones or secondary grid, a fixed condenser being connected
of the audio frequency transformer. So from the contact arm to the battery terminal to prevent change of tuning when
when a circuit of this type does not function properly it is advisable to try differ- the arm is moved. The resistance is also
ent capacities at these points. The ca- shown in the plate circuit to prevent oscilpacity should be such as to pass all the lations.
Radio frequency current and little or none
Any type of hard tube capable of standof the audio frequency.
ing 60 to 80 volts on the plate can be emNothing definite can be said about the
ployed in this circuit, but the tubes using
transformers; some seem to function per- 1.5 volts on the filament will not function
fectly and others give little or no results. very well, particularly in reflex circuits
They should be of the shielded type to containing two or more tubes. This is
prevent feed backs and howling. Often a due to the fact that the plate current in
A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT
plate voltage too low will cause reflex these tubes is limited by their construcsets to work improperly; a high plate volttion; when the tube is required to do douDEALERS — Attractive Discounts
age should be used to obtain good results.
ble work the maximum signal intensity Is
NOTE:
We are the Largest
Exclusive
Radio
Since hard tubes are used in these circuits not as great as in a hard tube capable
Jobbers in the Middle West
exclusively the voltage may be pushed as of carrying larger plate currents. In sinhigh as 120 volts without harming the
gle tube reflexes the dry cell tubes give
tube. Too much voltage on the plate will fair results, but where amplification is
carried further in two and three tube sets
be indicated by the tube turning blue.
The very nature of the circuit using as they do not function well.
123
W. Madixon Jt.Chicaqo
■ HMM-'BcM*
it does a feed back phenomenon for its
In beginning
to experiment
with reoperation, makes it very prone to selfoscillation. Self-oscillation of the circuit
can be prevented to a large extent by
adding a potentiometer. This instrument
is also valuable in that it serves to bias
the grid to a proper amount to put the
operating range of the tube on the steepest part of its characteristic curve and
thus give the greatest amplification.
Better Way to Bar Oscillation
A better method of preventing oscillations is to add a variable resistance in the
plate circuit to stabilize the tube.
This

m

Electric Soldering Iron
$2.50

Our Latest Triumph

The Michigan
<<Hil>

*^

.002.

c

$27.00
Figure 51 — Simplest form of one-tube

denser across it to tune to the waves
desired. The received currents are fed
directly into the tube as in a Radio frequency amplifier, connections being made
to the grid and to the filament through
the consenser C 1. This condenser will
pass the Radio frequency currents without difficulty.
When signals are being received the
plate current will be varied in accordance,
with a step up in intensity, but still inaudible by reason of their frequency being above audibility. These currents flow
through a Radio frequency transformer
and the condenser across the phones in the
plate circuit. The transformer then induces currents in the circuit containing
the detector which is required for detection and rendering the signals audible.
This circuit includes a condenser and
audio frequency transformer; according
to the operation of the detector, currents
at audible frequency will flow into the primary of this transformer. The output of
the transformer is now fed back into the
grid circuit of the tube by its connection
across the condenser in the grid circuit.
This condenser will not short the low frequency audible currents; therefore the
audible currents are impressed on the
grid circuit and again amplified. The audible currents in the plate circuit will not
flow through the condenser across the
phone; hence the signals are made audible.
Condensers Must Be Mica Dielectric
There are, however, numerous little
details that make or mar a circuit of this
type. Take, for instance, the condensers.

reflex to show principles of operation

resistance should have a range of 500 to
2000 ohms. Oi e of the old type B battery potentiometers serves the purpose
nicely, or one can be made using the lead
from a medium hard lead pencil for the
resistance and arranging a slider to move
over the lead and thus vary the resistance.
The effect of the resistance is to damp
out any oscillations in the circuit, since
a circuit will not oscillate when its ohmic
resistance is four times as great as its
radiation resistance.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Beinartz brines in all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coll,
J3.00 by mall. No other windings used. Fkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit Is the most successful of
any Beinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. 1 1 Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the roll value
of that little rube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tke set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c. or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western Ave.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Long-Distance Wonder Worker
Midget"
That Tunes Oat Local Broadcasting
The most dependable long-distance Receiver ever assembled in so
small space. Convenient for campers and tourists, yet equally suited
to home use the year-round. Handsome mahogany finished cabinet
14% m- long, V/$ in. high, 9f^ in. deep at base.
Operates with any of the dry cell tubes as well as with standard 6 volt
tubes. Cabinet will hold three No. 6 dry cells and 22 volt "B" Battery.
Levers in place of dials make tuning easier and accurate. Wonderfully clear, pure-toned reception through headphones — add two stage
amplifier for loud speaker reception. A Radio Engineering triumph.
Price, without tubes or battery, F. O. B. Grand Rapids, $27.00.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you, remit to us and send his
name and address.
Send for list of Michigan Quality Radio Receivers and Parts; variometers, variocouplers, all-range couplers, special rheostats — 50c, potentiometers— 200 ohm and 400 ohm — 60c, etc.
Dealers, the set you have been waiting for to make complete package
"over the counter sales."

Grand Rapids, Michigan

M
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Regenerative Set Made Simple

Volume Obtained with a
Small Number of Parts

MINIMUM

OF PARTS

Iron Filings in Compound
Make Transformer Core

IN HOOK-UP

The main objection to the iron core
Radio frequency transformer lies in the
inability to secure thin enough laminations for the core. Laminations such as
are used in the audio frequency transhave a tendency
•'lag"beand
are
therefore formers
inefficient.
Thisto may
easily
overcome
by using soft, fine iron filings
for
the core.

In my opinion, regeneration has only
been scratched so far; the ordinary fan
who attempts this super-sensitive regenerative hook-up will be surprised by its volume.
The following diagram is self explana-

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
THERE are many little kinks worked
out at home that would aid your
fellow Radio worker if only he knew
about them. There are new hook-ups,
new ways of making parts and various
unique ways of operating sets that are
discovered every day. Radio Digest is
very much interested in obtaining such
material. Send them in with full details,
including stamped envelope so rejected
copy may be returned. The work must
be entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

tory. I have robbed this of almost everything to make it as simple as possible, yet
jring maximum results. Owing to its many
fine adjustments, verniers in condensers
and rheostats are of very little value. But
remember that you cannot tune this supersensitive set successfully without some
non-conductive body capacity effect on
your dial. It will begin to squeal
before you touch your dial. I am
using a little rubber-covered lever or handle, which brings your hand three inches
away from your dial and takes the place of
the vernier for fine adjustments. It is a
pleasure to tune with these.
The lever is mounted on the knob.
Drill
two %-inch holes in the knob and tap them.

It is important that your B battery have
a full 22% volts. If it has been used some
time, a second B battery should be used,
tapping in an additional three or six volts
as the case may require. Just a little testing should give you the desired results;
just as soon as you get too much you will
weaken the signals; in fact, you can kill
them with 45 volts.

Capacity

of

Condensers

Considerable improvement in the tuning
qualities of a receiving set is obtained by
the use of a vernier condenser in the
antenna ciicuit and also in the secondary
circuit. The vernier condenser may be
of the 23-plate variable type, having a
capacity of .0005 mfd., shunted by a
3-plate variable condenser. The movable
plates of the antenna series variable condenser should be connected to the ground
wire and the stationary plates connected
to the tuner so as to reduce the effect of
hand or body capacity. Condensers of the
movable plate type have the following
approximate values of capacity:
Capacity

Positions of Variometer and Variocoupler
Mount your variometer at least four
inches from the variocoupler, due to inductive interference; herein lies the strong
point in the working of this set for loud
signals. And the 3-plate condenser hooked
across the variometer brings regeneration
out full blast. Connection on these two
Type —
should be made as short as possible. ■ I 43-plate
don't think it makes any difference as to 23-plate
the way they are connected. The other in- 11-plate
struments can be mounted to suit the indiS-plate (vernier)
vidual taste.

in Mfd.
001
0005
00025
0001S

The filings may be secured from most
any machine shop or may be readily made
if a grindstone is available. Place them
on a sheet of iron, stove lid is suitable,
and heat them to as high a degree as
possible without melting them together,
they are then allowed to cool evenly and
naturally. This heating process is to anneal the filings so that they will not
become polarized.
To make the core pour these filings into
molten battery compound, paraffin, or
better yet melt an old wax Edison cylinder phonograph record, stir the filing into
the solution until it has taken all it will
hold together and still be workable.
The filings are then poured into the
form
for the core.
The best way is to wind the secondary
and primary coils, insulate the windings
and leads to prevent possible shorts and
grounds from the conductivity of the
filings, pour the compound with the
filings in it around and in the center of
the transformer coils, in this way securing closed core construction. — B, A.
Johnstone, Pocatello, Idaho.
A variocoupler
making a crystal
can be employed
to a vacuum tube

As there are so many different varioDon't Lose that Sensitive Spot
couplers and variometers on the market, I
If the crystal detector is mounted on a
would suggest, even if your signals are piece of felt from % to %-inch thick, the
fairly strong, to change the leads of the cat whisker can be kept on sensitive spot
rotar of variocoupler to see if you cannot with ease. The receiving with a crystal
increase the signals. After you find the set will also be considerably improved.
loudest connection here, try the same procedure with the stator. Just try this; it
Cause of Sound Distortion
majr be worth your while.
Distortion of sounds from a Radio receiving set is sometimes caused when
Manner of Operation
many steps or amplification are used and
Do not turn your rheostat so that the not sufficient amount of high plate volttube is lighted too bright; about % should
age is employed on the last tube or tubes.
be enough, because you can bring it out
full blast with the variometer. If it should
squeal or snarl, it is an indication that regeneration has been carried too far; just
back a little with your variometer; then
your signals should be loudest with rotar
and stator of variometer in the same position and the plates of the 3-plate condenser
all the way in. If the set squeals, move
your variometer or 3-plate condenser from
these positions. A little practice will bring
the desired results. Tuning* is accomplished with the 43-plate condenser and
rotor of the variocoupler.
One stage of amplification can be added
without using any higher plate voltage,
but 45 volts must be the limit, tapping in
your transformer at 21 volts, as illustrated
in my previous hook-up, omitting the 3plate condenser across primary of transformer. For ordinary purposes you will
never require it. I have one stage mounted
but very seldom use it. — O. P. Klein, Leduc,
Can.

should be used when
set, because this unit
when changing the set
outfit.

Crystal Tube Detector

Price $1.50

Replaces crystal and cat whisker. Always set and alive,
loud and clear. No more fishing
for live spots. Guaranteed to
detect perfectly. Simple to
connect — full instructions.
Needs no batteries and never
burns out. Made of the famous
B-Metal.
Sold by all live
dealers or can be ordered from
The B-Metal Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Detroit, Mich.

Federal Audio Frequency
Transformer No. 226
Amplification Without Distortion

"A

If you have no tap, turn the screws into
the holes; they will cut their own threads.
Windings in Variocoupler.
My variocoupler has 42 turns on stator
and 40 turns on rotar, but it is my opinion
that anywhere up to 100 turns in coupler
would work satisfactory. Twenty-three
plate condenser should give pretty near
the same results as a 43-plate. I am using
a variable grid leak; about one megohm is
the right capacity. There is nothing critical about its operation. The detector tube
can be run with less plate voltage. The
variometer should have about a total of 100
turns and should be as closely coupled as
possible, so that you can make the fine adjustments.

Keilogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

;ormic3:

.4laminatcd Phenolic Con doisalion Product

. SHEETS

TUBIS

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

VARIOCOUPLER

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00
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Kellogg Switchboard
Company & Supply

CHICAGO
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This transformer pronounced by leading
radio engineers, after exhaustive tests, to
excel in all essentials.

Federal A. F. Transformer
No. 226 can be used with any
vacuum tubes in common use.

It furnishes greater
amplification and faithfulness of reproduction of both voice and
orchestral music.
Install a No. 226 on
your present set. It
will prove a revelation
to you.
Send today for illus~
trated catalog de~
scribing them fully

Your Dealer Sells
Federal No. 226

JMteral EMppIrnnp $c SMegrapIj (£0.
BUFFALO,
Western District Office:

N. Y.

417 South Dearborn St* Chicago, Illinois
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Part II —Methods of Computing Them
By II. J. Marx
preceding article described some
THE
of the more unusual and difficult
characteristics of vacuum
tubes.
The next step is to find how these characteristics can be ascertained; later we
shall analyze the possibilities of vacuum
tubes by means of their characteristics.
The UV-801 A tube will be used throughout in illustrating- how the work is done.
Later, the same characteristics will be
worked out for other tubes and presented
for comparison.
Amplification
Constant
It has been said that the amplification
constant is the maximum voltage amplification obtainable from a tube. Its value
is determined by means of the grid and
plate voltages. It expresses the ratio
of a change of grid potential to a change
in plate potential when the change in
plate current is the same.
There are two ways of increasing the
plate current flow outside of the filament
control: one is to increase the plate battery voltage; the other is to increase the
grid potential by making it more positive.
Of these, the latter is the more important.
Volume in reception is dependent on the
amplitude of the pulsations in the plate
current. In other words, the smaller the
grid potential variation required for a
given change in plate current, the more
efficient will be the tube.
How to Derive Amplification Constant
In deriving the amplification constant, a
given value of plate current is assumed;
then taking a given reduction in plate
voltage, the grid voltage increase necessary to bring the plate current back to its
former value is ascertained. This plate
voltage difference divided by the grid
voltage increase gives us the amplification constant.
Expressed in a formula we have:
E'p — Ep

M = Eg— E'g

current in amperes. This will give a fair
estimate of the plate resistance value.
For convenience the values of the plate resistance are calculated on this basis at the
zero grid potential and the plate resistance curve shown In Figure 2 is drawn.
Then the resistance value at any specified
+MEgpotential other
plate voltage E'p
and=Ep
grid
than zero can be found by applying the
following formula:

f
/

/
/

/

f

ff

rj

f

/

This formula gives the effective plate
voltage; this value is used in reading off
the proper
resistance in the curve of Figure 2.
For example, let it be assumed that the
plate resistance at 60 volts plate and 4
volts negative grid potential are desired,
then
E'p=60+(5.8X[
— 4])=60 — 23.2
E'p=36.S
volts.

^

/

Therefore,

reading from Figure
Pr=10,400
ohms

2:

The negative
value
of the grid
potential changes the plus sign to subtraction.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Distance of Set from Aerial
The
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lower a Radio set is placed with respect to the aerial, the better the results
obtained. For example, with the aerial 40
feet off the earth, the best results are obtained with the apparatus on the street
floor instead of in the attic.

Position of Transformers

If there is a continual singing noise
Figure 1
Let the plate current values be taken as 60 the grid must be increased to 2.4 posi- when the amplifiers are used it is caused
by the tubes or amplifying transformers
3 milliamperes; then at a plate voltage
tive to keep the plate current at 5. Substituting these values in the formula we being too close together. If available space
of 50 the grid potential is .25 volts posiis limited, place the transformers at right
tive. Then if the plate voltage is reangles. It is not advisable to use more
70—60
duced to 40, the grid potential must be
than two stages of audio frequency ampliincreased to 2 volts positive in order to
fication.
get the plate value back to 3 milliam2.4 — .7
peres.
Substituting these
values
in the get:
A variometer has two coils connected in
The amplification constant does not reseries, while a variocoupler has two coils
main in a fixed value, as will be noticed.
independent
of each other.
The value decreases
at lower
/i = 5.Ssomewhat
»»=
voltages. It is sometimes
given in the
form of a curve with its values plotted for
variations in plate voltages. Due to inaccuracy of readings and outside factors
in the circuit these values may have a

<-

#eu)tetTta&e is.

possible 5 per cent error, but -will be
found sufficiently accurate for the purpose the amateur requires of it.
As to Plate
Resistance
Ep

P"

Making use of Ohms law, the direct current resistance of the plate circuit is equal
to the plate voltage divided by the plate
current. The alternating current resistance, however, depends on the slope of the
curves; since the curves are not straight
lines, it is not the same as the direct
current
resistance.
2Ip
If the readings are taken at a zero grid
potential the alternating plate current resistance

equals

where

Ip is the plate

FEDERAL
DFA
NOTE:

Figure 2
Where
Ep=plate
voltage
and
Eg=grid
voltage.
Figure 1 is a chart showing the plate
current and grid potential values with
plate voltages in steps of 10 running from
10 to 80. These curves were taken on a
typical 201-A tube in the manner described in the June 21 issue of Radio Digest.
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PREMIER

"HEGEHOG"

OMITTED
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TRADE MABE

AUDIO

FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMER

PAT.
PEND.
SIZE
HALF

MAXIMUM

VOLUME
MINIMUM
DISTORTION
100 TER CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANYWHERE

PRICE $3.50

RATIOS — 1 to 3, 1 to 4, or
1 to 5
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Premier Full
"Hegehog."
Specifications on Request

Vr?m\tr fartlrit famvanu
The diagram on page 13 of the July 21 number of Radio Digest lacked the telephone receivers.
illustration is repeated showing the proper location of the phones in the circuit.
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HOOK-UP

.000 5

W

00025

PI
.00025

O O

R.D.-93
IN the hook-up shown a single stage of
resistance coupled Radio frequency
amplification is used with a regenerative detector stage. A capacity controlled
feed back between the detector plate and
the initial secondary circuit is used. Both
tubes are amplifiers and require 45 volts
In the plate battery. The tuning unit is
a tapped inductance covering a wavelength range, in conjunction with a .00025
mfd. variable condenser of ISO to 600
meters.
The resistance unit will vary from 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, depending on the
type of tubes used. The grid leak should
have a value of one megohm, used with a

.00025 mfd. grid condenser. The capacity
feed back is controlled by means of a .0005
mfd. variable condenser.
Attention should be paid to the method
used in connecting leads to the condensers
to minimize body capacity effects. The
side of the variable condenser with the
heavy dot indicates the rotating plates
terminal.
The rheostat and A battery are dependent on the type of tubes used.
Audio frequency amplification can be
added in the usual manner if more volume is desired. This circuit is well adapted for long distance reception.

Cabinet Wood

Finishing

Enclosing Fine Receiving Apparatus
By W. S. Standiford
numbers of Radio amateurs
LARGE hout
the United States and
throug
Canada are constructing' their own
Radiophone sets to "listen-in" to broadcast music, etc., many of their outfits being very good working ones when used
a few times, until the spaces between the
leaves of their variable condensers and
jacks clog with dust, then trouble occurs.
In order to make their apparatus give the
least amount of trouble, manufacturers
of Radio sets enclose them in a wooden
cabinet, which not only adds to their apin working.
pearance, but efficiency
In sharp contrast to this, many amateurs do not enclose their outfits in a
case, but try to keep the dust away from
the delicate parts by frequent cleaning, a
process that not only wastes time, but is
liable to press some wires too close together and out of shape, thus making
other difficulties such as buzzing sounds
during operation. As a general rule, most
Radio novices can make neat looking cabinets but fall down in their finishing
work, which is very crudely done and mars
the appearance of the completed article.
As this is due, in most cases, to a lack of
knowledge of the processes and materials
needed to do a good job of varnishing and
polishing, rather than to any carelessness,
there is no doubt but that the information given in this article will supply "a
long-felt want" of Radio contractors.
Varnish, for Finishing
Varnish is used as a base for many finishes, whether it is used for automobiles,
furniture or Radio outfits. When learned,
this work is very easy to do, but certain
precautions have to be taken if a satisfactory and fine looking job is desired.
It is of the utmost importance to have
a clean, smooth surface in order to get a
first-class finish. At the outset, it cannot
be emphasized too strongly that a smooth
exterior is necessary whether the wood is
to be painted, enameled, oil-finished in
natural woods or varnished.
The first thing to do is to decide upon
what kind of wood the box is to be made
of; whether it is open or close-grained
and also if it contains any sap, as such
conditions will cause different methods of
working to be adopted. This is a matter
of the utmost importance and should be
locked into before proceeding with the
finishing work. In order that the amateur
finisher may not go astray, a list of open
and close-grained woods are appended; the
handling of each kind being described
later on.
Kinds of Wood
The open grained woods are oak, ash,
chestnut, walnut, mahogany and butternut. These woods
require
fillers.
The

close grained woods are pine, cherry, maple, birch, cypress, whitewood, poplar,
sycamore, beech and redwood. These and
others like them do not need fillers, but
can be finished in natural colors, or
stained as preferred. Five operations in
wood finishing are needed, although, in the
case of close-grained woods the filling
process can be omitted. For varnished
cabinets sandpapering, staining, filling,
varnishing and the final polishing comprise the list. Directions for each process
will be given in rotation as the work
progresses.
Preparing- the Surface
Plane the wood as smooth as possible,
then tack a piece of 00 sandpaper on a
smooth block and rub with the grain,
using moderate pressure and taking care
when working near the edges, not to round
them. Wipe all dust from the surface
with a cloth so none will remain to make
rough spots.
Staining comes next, if pine or poplar
are used to imitate the appearance of the
more costly woods. By using the former.
Radio set containers can be made that
will look as if an expensive natural colored
wood was used. In wood finishing much
trouble in working will be avoided by the
purchase of the best stains obtainable.
There are two kinds of stains on the market, oil and water, each having their good
points. Oil stains are those in which the
coloring pigments are dissolved in linseed oil or turpentine, water being the
solvent for the other. As pine wood, in
some cases, has more or less sap, this
wood after coloring with an oil or water
stain, when the latter is dry, should have
two coats of white shellac varnish put
on, and each coat after drying is to be
lightly sandpapered to smooth its grain
down.
This shellac effectually keeps any sap
from discoloring the finish. Varnishing,
rubbing down and polishing are the things

— Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!
One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined!

Mu-Rad

sells — and

sells!

That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio
merchandise
well advertised?

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise
To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition 'will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

— Illustrated

August

to do in order named. The best way to use
water or oil stains is to apply it with a
brush and then rub it into the wood with
a piece of cheesecloth. This distributes
the color evenly and absorbs surplus moisture which in the case of water stains is
apt to raise the grain of the wood, thus
making more sandpapering necessary, and
also makes a more uniform color tone.
If the first application does not give as
deep a color as desired, give it another one.
If the amateur desires to use an open
grain wood such as mahogany or walnut,
using stains to make them deeper in color,
the pores will have to be filled after staining; otherwise, staining can be omitted,
but not filling, which is necessary. Supposing that such a wood has been stained,
get a paste filler of a color to match the
stain as nearly as possible; put some of
the filler on a piece of cloth and rub it on
the wood. As soon as this filler has dried
a little (don't let it get hard, continue to
rub the surface until all pores are filled
up, rubbing off any surplus, the main idea
being to have nothing but the pores contain filler.
the smooth,
Varnish give it a
After itApplyingis dry and
coat of white shellac varnish, which
should be rather thin. If it is thick dilute
with alcohol. All surplus varnish must
be wiped off the brush before applying to
the surface; for if too thick a coating is
applied it will not be clear and will allow
the stain to show. The first coat of shellac should dry in about three hours,
after which put on another coat. Rub the
dried surface with the finest grained sanduntil the
is smooth.
rub toopaperhard
or wood
the shellac
varnish Don't
will
be cut through. Varnishing comes next.
Good brushes should be used. Cheap ones
will not give good results as the bristles
coming out will cause trouble. The varnish
must not be too cold as this prevents it
from flowing freely. Have eiough varnish
on the brush to just give a level coating
when it is brushed across the grain. Finish off by rubbing lightly with the grain,
letting it dry 30 hours or until hard.
Sand Rubbed Finish
Purchase some FF grade of pumice
stone at a paint store, some linseed oil and
a rubbing felt. Dip the latter into the oil,
thence in pumice stone which will now
adhere to the felt. Rub your varnished
surface lightly along the grain and continue this process until all small depressions have disappeared. This may be observed by looking diagonally over the
wood's surface when it is held to the light.
All hollow places will now show as dark
spots. The surplus pumice stone is to be
removed with a soft dry cloth. Give it another coating of varnish and repeat the
operation with the pumice stone. The
finish.
cabinet will now have a "dead" non-glossy

Those who prefer a shining polish can
easily obtain it by dipping a piece of felt
into linseed oil and powdered rotten stone
and going over the surface in the same
manner as with the pumice stone. A
higher polish can be obtained on the last
coat by giving the rotten stone treatment
and then rubbing the hard varnish with a
soft cloth dipped into linseed oil, using
plenty of pressure until a high polish is
obtained. The surplus oil ought to be
wiped off with a chamois skin. The foregoing gives a durable finish, one that will
not scar easily.
If all the work has been done carefully,
the Radio will have neat looking cabinets that will compare well with the purchased article. The work will also look
good to his friends who do not understand
polishing work. Varnished and polished
woodwork of all descriptions should not
have any strong soap powders applied for
clea'ning purposes to remove finger marks
as it will turn white in spots. Use nothing
but a good furniture polish which will
clean it very nicely and restore its finish
at the same time.

Filament Aids Regeneration

Owners of ultra audion sets who obtain
long distance results are always those
who pay attention to the lighting of the
tube. It is characteristic of this kind of
set that it will regenerate with the filament at almost any brilliancy, but its
maximum efficiency occurs only when the
grid leak and rheostat are set at one
particular point. With many tubes the
feed back is at its maximum without
howl or distortion when the filament is
barely heated. A vernier rheostat is
necessary
for control
of regeneration.

To Prevent Scraping Dials
The scraping of dials on the panel of
a Radio set can be corrected by placing
a thin piece of felt on the back of the
dials. They will then work smoothly,
without noise. — Susan Haymes, Fort
Worth,
Texas.

PATENTS ON RADIO
Can you secure a patent on your Radio
invention? Does your apparatus or circuit
infringe existing patents? These questions
and others can be answered promptly by
consulting my special library of Radio
patents compiled to assist Radio inventors
and manufacturers. Send for booklet on
Radio patents.
Ouray

JOHN
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Unit — Interchangeable
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B. BRADY
WASHINGTON,
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Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.
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ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
From your Dealer, or write
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J^onejj farning Opportunity
T_TERE is your chance to cash in on your spare time.
J- ■&■ A special offer is being made to you for the
summer.
YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.
WORK is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends, enrolling their names on our large family roll
of readers.
WRITE at once for our proposition which is yours for
the asking.
Address
Circulation Manager, Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
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Questions and Answers
In the matter under discussion we take probably used different makes of trans- condensers; the other parts are mounted
Antenna and Ground
formers and other apparatus. I have had on a A-inch celeron panel. I use 2 Cuni4>u9i WES. Manchester, N. H.
pleasure in Riving to you a detailed explanation of varying conditions that are good success with the receiver on the ingham C-301 in the first two sockets and
I would like to ask the following questaken into consideration in answering a three tubes, that is, using all three stages, 1 Radiotron 201-A tube in the last or third
tions:
audio stage. By using all three tubes I get
How would an aerial work about 140 specific inquiry.
but when I plug-in on the second stage I good results, having heard Chicago, Kansas
tring to Question and Answer 2298, get nothing but loud, howling noises. I City,
feet almost entirely over water; how high
Minneapolis, Atlanta, Dallas, Texas,
quoted: the answer given is correct. The am going to tell you about the apparatus and other
would it have to be above the water?
stations. It also operates as a
Could a lake be used for a ground; what inquiry specified "180 to 550 meters" wave
I used; maybe you can help me overcome single circuit. But so far I have had no
is the best method?
results except howling on the first two
I am situated in a valley; the side of
tubes when plugged-in on them. I have
the hill near me is quite densely wooded.
considered the reversing of the leads on
The Question and Answer Department is purely a service dethe transformers. I would be pleased to
I'p to a few days ago I could receive
almost anything desired, but last evening
hear from you and to receive any suggespartment and the publishers would like to have your assistance
I could get nothing but WGY and that
difficulty.
tions you might give me to overcome this
not exceptionally good. Would the leafing
in helping to keep it up to the highest standard, therefore when
of the trees have this effect, or would you
A.
—
We have noted carefully your speciasking questions please make out your query on a separate piece
say that it was something in the set? I
fications and difficulties encountered in
have gone over it very carefully and
of paper and written on one side only. Do not mix your questions
the operation of the reflex circuit as
found nothing wrong.
shown
in
the Radio Digest of May 5.
with other material, write that on a separate piece of paper. Each
A. — The antenna construction as deWe are citing factors that may be actscribed would undoubtedly afford high
one
must
go
to
a
different
department.
Then,
too,
we
have
so
ing as a deterrent to the full possibilities
efficiency.
to be expected: It is suggested that the
many who fail to put their name and address on each sheet. Please
To effect a ground, as suggested, the
condenser
across the second audio frebest method would be to solder a wire
remember this when you write your letters, and also to enclose a
quency transformer may be open or in
to an ash can or large piece of galvanized
some other way defective; the jack may
iron and dump it into the lake.
stamped self-addressed envelope. Unsigned letters are not annot be making a good contact; some disYour described location is not ideal,
crepancy in wire may have occurred or the
swered. The Radio Digest does not consider it good business
theoretically, for best reception; undoubttrouble may be due to a defect in the
edly the foliage of the trees acts as a
transformer,
which condition is not withethics
to
furnish
hook-up
diagrams
of
any
standard
manufacturer's
deterrent. Every little leaf and fiber in
out precedent.
the tree will act as a miniature wireless
receiving sets.
With these suggestions and the assursponge; after they are through soaking
ance of the excellence of the properly
the signal there will not be much left
this trouble. I used 2 Erla Xo. 1 reflex constructed reflex circuit under discusfor your set to acknowledge. Have an- length. It would of course be impossible R. F. transformers and 3 Chelsea, all alike,
sion, we are confident that you wUl be
tenna as far removed as possible from this to tune the secondary circuit to 180 meters
able to overcome the limitations exinterference.
if more than 36 turns were used, without A. F. transformers, 1 Bradleyometer, 400
ohm, 1 ordinary wire rheostat to control
the employment of a series condenser the last tube that carries audio only, and perienced.
The apparatus you have indicated should
which would impair the effectiveness of an
Sharply Tuned Transmitter
Acmestat No. 251 to control the first
the circuit to an impracticable, if not pro- two tubes that carry both audio and Radio be effective.
(4352 > WJW, Middletown, Ind.
hibitive degree. It is readily seen that
Please publish a hook-up of a spark coil
it would not be feasible to use more turns current, 1 Work Rite variocoupler, 1 23It is estimated
the sun's
rays from
abtransmitter not using the "plain aerial," on the secondary and to take a tap for plate plain condenser in the primary and
70 per cent that
of the
strength
Radio sorbwaves.
connecting the ground to one side of the
vernier condenser in the secgap and the aerial to the other.
extremely low wave lengths. If a vario- 1 2 3 -plate
ondary and loop circuit.
meter with a sufficient number of turns is
A. — Complying with your request, we are
employed the circuit will accomplish 550
showing diagram for a more sharply tuned
I used Schwindler "Built Up" mica, copper fixed condensers, .0015 and 4 .002 and
meters. If the construction of the variometer does not permit this, a loading in- 2 Freshman .006 condensers, 1 Freshman
ductance may be inserted simply without variable grid leak, from which I removed
impairing efficiency. It can be accom- the grid condenser, resealing it, using the
plished by using fewer turns on the sec- grid leak only. This leak seems rather
ondary and building a wave length range critical as to adjustment. One Grewol
DEALERS
SEND FOR LITERATURE
NOTE
up with loading coils. It is seen that the fixed crystal detector I mounted to the
We are the Largest Exclusive Radio
tuning will be much sharper than if wave outside of the panel. My wiring is inJobbers in the Middle West
length were accomplished wholly by the
sulated throughout except where I cut
number of turns on the secondary coil. through the insulation to solder on leads.
It is highly advisable not to use too many The panel is shielded. My instruments
turns on the secondary.
are mounted partly on a baseboard, that
In the matter of a primary circuit: is, the tubes and transformers and fixed
BATTER.Y
tuning in any case is very broad and is
123 W.Madixonlt.Chicaqo
governed by the length of the antenna;
| Q £A-4352]
transmitter than the usual direct antenna thus the number of turns is not extremely
excitation method affords. The inductance important. Fifty-six should suffice for
present wave lengths.
may consist of thirty turns of number
As to your citation of variocoupler used
twelve wire wound on an oatmeal box and
in Flewelling circuit, we are reminding
tapped at every turn.
you that the rotor is used as a tickler coil
and not as a secondary tuning unit. This
Variocoupler
Windings
coil is of special construction, designed by
CS, Wymore. Xebr.
the author to balance and perfect a very
I am a subscriber to your paper. I just critical circuit.
received the June 2 issue: in looking over
the Question and Answer department I
Reflex De Luxe
noticed (Xo. 2298) JB., Minnesota City,
Of one Bound Volume, with each
Minn.
(3920) OLH, Scammon. Kans.
Annual Subscription when mailed direct
He wants to wind a coupler for wave
I have built the three-tube "Reflex De
to us. You have Vol. 2, 3, 4 or 5 from which
lengths ISO to 550 meters, and asks how Luxe" receiver according to the diagram in
to make your selection.
the May 5 Radio Digest. I did not use
many turns of wire to use. Your answer
is 50 turns on primary and 36 on sec- the panel layout, for I built mine to fit
in a victrola and used a panel Il%xl3
ondary.
I have been using a coupler with 60 inches in a vertical position, intending to
turns on the primary, 39 on the secondary.
place the loop on top of the cabinet, makThe secondary is tuned with a varioing a small felt-covered base with a single
circuit jack in it to receive the plug direct
to save meter;
myI can't
life. get more than 425 meters on the end of the loop, then taking leads
Why misinform your anxious inquirers? with the 4-foot flexible insulated wire
If you can't give authentic advice, it from the jack, attaching another phone
would be better not to give any.
plug to the end of the line to the plug-in
If this is your policy, when my sub- on front of the vertical panel. I followed
exactly,
excepting
that I
scription runs out I shall get the latest the diagram
(?) Radio dope elsewhere.
I notice Flewelling's variocoupler is
wound with 130 turns on primary and 100
to 125 turns on secondary to use as a
single circuit.
'What do you say?
A. — We have carefully noted the contents of your letter, and regret your
animus in what you are inclined to believe
is unreliable advice to the readers of the
Radio Digest.
We are placing ourselves on record as
open at all times to constuctive criticism;
we are at no time assuming infallibility,
although we pride ourselves on the personal, interested and generally admitted
wnnttH 2YRc<jan
superior service rendered.
•J*
EL\slJ\L,
WDCDCri
A I 2Battery
- Volt forStorage
13 NumberVolume
s in the Bound
11 and WD-12 Tubes. Will givedjr
200 HOURS on single charge. ... «P«*
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WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU

50%

World-Radio-Batteries
(Patent Pending)
PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. Xo Hunting for "Spots." Loud and
Clear.
Endorsed
by thousands of satisfied
re. Sensitiveness Guaranteed.
Price, Mounted
50c
W^?A,X'OLD SUPERSENSITIVE RUSOXTTE
CATMHMvEK.
Permanent.
Will ojNot Oxidize.
Price....
»>"'
RUSONTTE
REFLEX
t R YSTAL.
Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits.
Win
Stand lii Inder Heavy Plate Volt*1 f\ft
age.
Guaranteed.
Price. Mounted . . v»'"«
Order from your dealer or direct from
RFSONITE
PRODUCTS
CORP.
la Park Row
New York, N. T,

THE

Are unconditionally guaranteed
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the performance and quality of the Battery.
6 Volts — 60 Amps., 6 Volts — 100 Amps.,

$10.00
Amps,
$12.50
Full Rating

6 Volts— 80

$14.50
$16.00
Guaranteed

6 Volts— 120 Amps.,

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
M E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, ID.

Subscription
52 Numbers
in Year's
Your choice of one Bound Volume is
free and postpaid with your one year's
subscription or renewal.
This offer good only in the U. S. and
possessions. One dollar additional for
Canadian or foreign countries.
Additional volumes are $2.00 each, but
are only available to annual subscribsupply.ers. This on account of our limited
Orders for these Bound Volumes
must be mailed us direct with full
remittance, as they can not be supplied on orders through subscription
agencies or news dealers.
Remittance must be by check, money
order or draft. (Stamps not accepted.)
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PLAN RADIO RUM HUNT
AIR BEARS SCREEN
STAR'S GREETINGS
WDAP
CARRIES
LILA LEE'S
MESSAGE
TO THOUSANDS
Vast

Audience Hears Noted Actress
Defend Hollywood and Plead
for Clean Living

CHICAGO. — Thousands of listeners in
heard Lila Lee, noted screen star of Hollywood, greet her friends and admirers recently through Station WDAP. While the
station was broadcasting the prices of pork
and wheat, the announcer interrupted the
program at 6:15 o'clock to introduce Miss
Lee.
Although the famed actress was extremely
fatigued, due to hard work in the completion of a motion picture, she was so interested that she forgot her weariness and in
calm, clear tones talked to a vast audience.
"How do you do it?" she asked as she timidly faced the microphone and, woman like,
caressed her tresses. Then, having been
told that the broadcasting of the human
voice required no more effort nor technique
than speaking into a telephone, she began
her address.
Chicago Eer Birthplace
"My dear friends," Miss Lee said, "wherever you are, far or near, I know you will
believe me when I tell you how glad I am to
be able to speak to you through the courtesy
of Radio Digest. The marvels of the age,
the airphone and the motion picture, bring
you and me together. But it seems so much
(Continued on page 2)

WASHINGTON
HINTS FIGHT
BY AIRPHONE
Enforcement Body Debates Use
of Navy Plants in Liquor
Combat

Secret Code Discussed
State
Prohibition
Directors
Are
Considering Exchange of Data
Against Boodeggers
WASHINGTON, D. C— No more will
bootleggers laugh with apparent impunity
at boundaries and statutes; no more will
slippery rum runners ignore the three-mile
and every other limit — when the United
States government uses its Radio plants to
make the Eighteenth Amendment stick to
the constitution.
Plans so comprehensive that they would
virtually convert the federal treasury department into a vastly greater land and
sea police force were discussed unofficially
here recently by high officers of the department of prohibition enforcement. The
main idea, it was said, was the use of Eadio
as the best means to prevent or intercept
the illegal(Continued
transportation
on pageof 2)intoxicants

Lila Lee (left) recently made a
broadcast from WDAP. See article
above. Beryl Williams (right) takes
along her portable set so she can
listen in when she tires of the ocean
waves at Atlantic City. Radio
waves versus the wet ones, as it
Right Photo © P. & A.

PROVES RADIO LOSSES
Triple Relay in
NOT MUCH IN SUMMER Navy's
2 1-3 Hours Wins Prize
Laboratories
in Columbus
Hold
"Party" to Prove Efficiency Is Up

Rear Admiral Robertson Says Efficiency Is Rapidly Growing

COLUMBUS, O. — In order to prove that
Radio reception in the summer time is almost as efficient as in the other seasons,
officials of the Superior Radio and Telephone Equipment Company here recently
gave a Radio party at the experimental
laboratories of the company, located at
Radio Hill, Worthington. The guests listened to reports of the Willard-Firpo battle at Jersey City. A blow-by-blow
description of this fight was broadcast by
KDKA Pittsburgh. The receiving equipment consisted of a one tube, dry cell outfit, a type designed for use by campers and
vacationists, it being: extremely portable.

WASHINGTON. — Naval Radio communication efficiency is increasing daily accords
ing to Rear Admiral A H. Robertson,
assistant chief of naval operations. Recently the Battleship Oklahoma, at anchor
off Bainbridge Island, Puget Sound, sent
an important dispatch for the Commander
of the battle fleet then at sea off California.
The dispatch was relayed three times going down and the answer three times
returning; but the reply was received in
two hours and twenty minutes. From the
Oklahoma to Radio Station Puget Sound
the message went direct, being relayed to
San Francisco from Puget Sound.
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PARTS OFFER SPURS
MECHANICAL WORK
INQUIRIES DENY CRITICISM
OF SYSTEM IN SCHOOLS
Interest Shown by Youth in Constructing Sets Shows Advance Toward
the Manual Arts

| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER j
■

Coupon Number 12 j§
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This Special Reward Coupon jj
appears each issue in Radio s
Digest until further notice. ^
"When
sent in,remittance,
accompanied
|i
by necessary
ac- m
cording to the rules govern- =g
ing same, apparatus can be m
secured.
See apparatus list s
and rules of offer below. g

1 Save Me — I Am Valuable 1
Those who rail against what they call
the lack of mechanical training in the
public and other schools of this country
w ould find little with which to bolster
their contentions in the answers to the
special parts offer of Radio Digest.
Many if not most of the inquiries concerning the offer are from boys and girls
of school age who by their interest evince
marked tendencies in relation to delicate
machinery. Construction of Radio sets
by the youth of the United States will, it
is said by observers, aid, too, the instruction of mechanical drawing.
It would be well to remember that when
you send coupons to this office they should
be consecutive; they need not begin with
Number 1 but they should run in order.
Tou may send as many series and as
many coupons as you want. Write plainly
the names of the parts you need, send the
money and the coupons and we will do
the rest.
Boles to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any Item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the Item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:

Class A Articles

For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Shindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, l%r volts; Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, -.003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005.
.001, .0015, .002, .0025, or .003 mfd.); Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ax-De
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly.

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025. .0005, .001. .002, .0045.
.003. .001. or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mlcadon Type 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser
(.1. .25, or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, Vi. or 5/16 in. black or white
face) ; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry Inductance
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 MH.);
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman Micon Condensers (.006 or .005 mfd.); Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradio 30-Ohm Rheostat; Teleradio Lightning Arrester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D; Aerovox Rheostat; Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket; Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat. 3-ohm or 6-ohm.

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
Bent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
"Tu-Way"
Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1

DIGEST

Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Snitch: 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; -1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser: Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By -Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Radio
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser: Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting: Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Ritter Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch;
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat;
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd. ; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Read "EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer;
Aerovox Crystal Detector ; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coil; Basco Vernier Rheostat.

August 18, 1923
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sent: 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer and rh»«tat) :
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.);
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery, 22% volts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd): Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable
Condenser, .001 mfd. ; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condenser, 43-plate; Se-Ar-De 3-Plate
Condenser.

PLAN RADIO RUM HUNT
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(Continued
from page 1)
and above
all law.
to effect the capture of violators of the
Plan Use of Naval Stations
All of the intricate mechanism of the
Class G Articles
department of prohibition enforcement, all
For lourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following of its expert trackers, all of Its enormous
financial resources having failed to blot
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser: 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anti- bootlegging-, the treasury department is
capacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate likely soon, it was intimated, to take steps
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Du- to use at first the Radio stations of the
bilier Variadon (.001 mfd.): Dubilier By-Pass Con- navy department for the transmission of
denser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.): Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to messages in code by enforcement directors
1 Ratio; Thordason A F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio; in each state to their subordinates or by
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
dial (.0005 mfd.) ; Thordason Variable Condenser, with, the latter to their superiors. Although the
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.); Ritter Grand
story was denied by prohibition officers
Crystal Sef Amsco Double H/ C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.) ; here it was given substantiality and crediNa-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
bility by the attitude of others elsewhere.
mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser: Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Close questioning of reluctant or retCondenser; R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate.
icent members of the prohibition enforceClass B Articles
Class D Articles
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
ment-department revealed the fact that the
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
applicability of Radio had been seriously
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles sent: 1 Federal Audio Freauency Transformer No 228 considered.
This
was said to have been the
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Fre- line of reasoning:
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 Martinquency
Transformer
(R-2,
R-3.
or
R-4)
:
Walnart
VariIf, as an instance, a gang of bootleggers
Copeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
able Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19in Ohio or Illinois were to evade state and
(23-Plate vernier)
; Ray-O-Vac
No. 6 2301
Toint Inductance Stfitcth: Walnart Variable Condenser
Battery denser
45 volts:
Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery.
cells "B"
1%
local
authorities in an attempt to run a
volts Dubilier Duratran (R. F. transformer) ; Premier
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vae No. 4151 B Battery,
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells i% volts; Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable batch of goods from Cincinnati to CleveCondenser
with
dial
(.0015
mfd.)
;
Premier
Variable
Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier Byland or from Peoria to Chicago or, as anPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier Hegeother illustration, across the Canadian
hog A. F. Transformer. 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
wifh Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; ThordarA.
F.
Transformer,
Tube
Socket
Type.
4
to
1
Ratio:
son Variable Condenser, .00025 mfd. ; Amsco 300-Ohm
border from "Windsor, Canada, to Detroit,
Turney
Spider
Web
Coil
Mount,
Type
B;
Thordarson
Potentiometer: Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mfd.;
the usual detecting or arresting devices
A. F. Transformer, 6 to 1 Ratio; Thordarson Variable
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.) ; would be employed — the telephone or the
Detector and Condenser, mounted; Se-Ar-De Variable T. B. H. Radio Heat Set, 2,000 ohms; Tulip Loud
telegraph. But these have been of little
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat;
Speaker, 15-inch, white: Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
avail. Often the bootleggers are given inR. S. C. Vernier Condenser, 3-plate; Basco Mahogany
23-plate: Teleradio 2,000-Ohm Head Set; Na-Ald Tuned
formation in advance as to the plans of the
CabinetR. F. Transformer, one stage; Na-Ald 43-Plate Preofficers. Frequently runners are enabled to
Class E Articles
cision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-Ar-De
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one 35-Plate Condenser; R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 43- hide their illegal burdens until the danger
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following plate: Basco Radio Frequency Transformer.
of capture is past. And repeatedly they
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
have eluded their pursuers by means of
Hears WBAP Farthest
Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser: Walnart
high-powered cars or perhaps a more intiVariable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac
mate knowledge of the country.
BELLEFONTAINE, O. — Mrs. E. K. Deck
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
Would Use Secret Code
or .0006 mfd.): Resistometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget of this city received the prize offered by
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable C denser, .0005
the
Young
Men's
Business
League
of
Bal"If
we
decide to use Radio," said a
mfd. ; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd. ; B-Metal
Texas, for the listener at the great- widely known prohibition enforcement offiCrystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket; linger,
est
distance
from
Fort
Worth
who
heard
Aerovox Condenser,
Double Slide
Coil; Na-Ald 3-Plate
cer, "we would establish a secret code.
Vernier
with Tuning
dial.
the program over WBAP by Ballinger tal- Thus the director of a state could apprise
Class F Articles
ent given some weeks ago. The prize was his subordinates or would himself be inFor twelve consecutively numbered
coupons
and one a fine pair of head phones.
formed of bootlegging expeditions or
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
caches. None but a few of those of his
department would know his plans. If they
were revealed prematurely he would be
enabled to find the spy. The director of
one state could apply Radio to aid the
director of an adjoining or even of a distant state. The governments of Canada
and the United States, perhaps of Mexico,
Radio Digest, Illustrated, Volume VI, Number 6, published Chicago, Illinois, August 18, 1923.
Published weekly
could by means of Radio do much to bar
by Radio Digest Publishing Company.
123 West Madison
Street, Chicago. Illinois.
Subscription
rates, yearly.
Five Dollars; Foreign, Six Dollars: single copies. Ten Cents.
Entered as second-class matter at the postofflce at the smuggling of 'booze.' It seems to me
Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
that the application of a secret, perhaps
an international, Radio code would do
"All the Live News of Radio"
1 to 9 much toward the eradication of bootlegging and the enforcement of prohibition
Flewelling Answers to; Queries
4
How KSD Broadcasts from Stage; An Evening at Home with the Listener In
5
Trailing- Bum Convoys
Simple Two Tube Hook-Up,
R.D.-9Z
6
In most states of this country the directors of prohibition enforcement are asThe Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
,
7
sisted by three or more others who usually
Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory — Part 1
8
Editorials;
Indi-Gest; Condensed by Dielectric
10 are established at strategic points, that is,
where whisky and the like have been or
First Steps
for Beginners in Radio,
Chapter XIII — Multi-Tube
Reflex Circuit Operation,
by
Thomas W. Benson
11 are made or handled in greatest quantities.
laws."
If the director in Cincinnati (following
How to Make Vernier Variable Condenser from Hard Rubber Dial; Five Other Kinks
12
the suggestions of the department as to
Difficult Tube Characteristics Explained, Part III — Test Circuits, by H. J. Marx
13
the use of Radio) learns that a liquor conPicture Diagram — How to Alter Crystal Detector Set for Use of Tube; Reviews of Books
14
voy is on the way to Cleveland secret
Questions
and
Answers
'
15 word would immediately be sent either
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
16 by telegraph or telephone to the nearest
naval broadcasting station. The director
in Cleveland, whose force would keep at
all times in contact with the Radio receiver, would be informed by the naval
Radio station that the bootleggers were
en route to the lake port. Officers from
both cities would immediately take the
trail and the authorities of all nearby
That New Neutrodyne Set — In the next issue there will appear the first part of the cities and towns would be advised as to
neutrodyne series telling about the latest advent in receiving sets. The articles the Chase. If motor cars were used by
will be written by H. J. Marx, who has made up this set and knows exactly the the officers each automobile would be
parts needed and how to assemble them for the best results. Follow these equipped with a Radio receiving set so as
articles and you can make up a Radio frequency set that will bring in long dis- to enable the pursuers to keep constantly
in close touch with the developments of
tance during the hot weather.
the hunt.
Bootlegging on a large scale would thus
Headsets and Loud Speakers — Several months ago we published an article by be reduced, according to those who have
Thomas W. Benson on how to make a loud speaker. There was a great response considered the various phases of the apto this article. Mr. Benson will go into detail again on loud speakers and will
plication of Radio.
give valuable information about the construction and use of them, as well as of
headsets.
(Continued from page 1)
Some Ideas for the Amateur Workman — In this article there will be told by Car]
Masson various ways of doing things for the benefit of the person who cares to more friendly to be able to speak directly
do his own work. How to make parts from broken apparatus, and an all-vernier to you.
"Here I am in Chicago, my birthplace, on
condenser.
the way from New York City to Hollywood
make the
picture
Must Thomas
Marry'
Real Two-Coil Loop Aerial Circuit — The Simplex Diagrams have proven a great to
— written
by new
George
Ade,— in'Allwhich
success. In the next issue there will be another circuit under the above title. Meighan
and I are to play the principal
roles.
It is a circuit similar to the Flewelling.
Make one up. It's worth while.
"Yes — all must marry" — a merry twinkle
Single Tube Reflex Circuit — This hook-up will appear in the next issue. It is in the actress' eyes and a coy smile showed
planned to be used with a good outside aerial and ground. Two honeycomb that she believed it. (She was wed a few
days later to James Kirkwood, her director.)
coils are used in the set.
"And it is well. To my young girl and boy
friends especially do I send these words —
your work and your play must be clean.
Your thoughts must be clean. These lead to
and further
happy Screen
marriages."
Defends
Notables
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
Have a Copy with You on
Then Miss Lee broadcast a defense of
Your Vacation
screen notables, who, she said, were no more
Publisher Radio
Digest,
vicious than the men and women of other
123 West Madison St..
WHEN YOU WANT
walks of life. "Do not believe the stories
Chicago,
Illinois.
about the orgies of Hollywood," she pleaded.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
"They are not true. Of course there are
some among us who have been indiscreet,
(Six, Foreign) for One Year's Subscription tt
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.
but as a whole we are just folks, eager for
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Thatgood
Misswill."
Lee's talk was well received
your
was
shown by
the many letters addressed to
her from all parts of the country in care of
Station WDAP. A telegram from Upper
Michigan, forwarded to Hollywood, said:
"Miss Lee can talk as well as she can act,"
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ROOMS WITH RADIO
AT TALLEST HOTEL
GUEST CAN TAKE CHOICE
OF PROGRAM DESIRED
$15,000,000 Book-Cadillac Hostelry Also
to Have Broadcast Station
—nothing Lacking in Radio
By F. I,. Huntley
DETROIT. — The new J 13.000.000 BookCadillac hotel, to be the tallest transient
and commercial hotel building- in the
world and the erection of which has just
been started here, will be equipped with
the latest in Radio apparatus. It will
have three large aerials, one of which
will be devoted entirely to broadcasting;
and the other two for reception. Each
room will be equipped with a receiving
telephone connected with a central. A
guest wishing to listen in will only have
to announce the fact to the hotel central
and his room will be plugged in just the
same as if he were using the telephone.
Guests from their rooms will be able to
enjoy a program of music, speaking or
sinsing, just as they may choose, by merely ordering it from the operator.
Will Broadcast Conventions
The hotel will also give special attention to broadcasting convention proceedings. For instance, if a state or national
organization or any other assemblage,
were meeting in convention, it will be
possible to broadcast their proceedings to
all the United States and perhaps farther.
It also is planned to broadcast regular
programs, the same as other large stations in other parts of the country.
This hotel, which is being erected by
the Book Estate, will be twenty-nine
stories high. There will be nothing lacking in it, so far as the Radio is concerned.

Dlf.F.FT-

Illustrated

WANTA MAKE
HERE'S YOUR

Base-a
comesionthewith
— Now
YORK.
NEW
ball Writers'
Associat
protest against the broadcasting
of baseball results. "If this is permitted," reads their complaint to Commissioner Landis and Presidents Heydler and Johnson of the National and
American Leagues,
"it will kill circulation of afternoon papers and in the end
will result in less ball writing."

sion
States Civil Service
The United
C. — Commis
ON.
ced D.examin
ations
INGT
for
announ
WASHhas
Radio engineers to fill vacancies in the
departmental and field services throughout the United States. The Radio engineers receive from $4,000 to $5,000 per
annum; associate engineers from $3,000
to $4,000,from and assistant Radio engi$2,000 to $3,000.
neers

MANAGES

STATION

Licenses Permanent
tion for American
Press

$5000?
CHANCE

WDT'S STUDIO

EVOLVES
NEW SYSTEM
TRANSMISSION

OF

Inventor's Method Also Reduces Amount
of Electrical'
Power
to Minimum
— Method
Speedier
LONDON. — Another step in the development of Radio telegraphic transmission
has been realized, says Senatore Gugllelmo
Marconi, who has returned to London after
a two months' experimental cruise in his
yacht "Electra." A system has been
evolved by the Italian inventor whereby
Radio messages are transmitted with a
minimum
low
cost. of electrical power, and at very
"We have transmitted messages up to
2,250 miles, not only with a much smaller
amount of power and energy but faster
and more cheaply than with the ordinary
system of long-distance Radio," said
Senatore Marconi. "When the new system
is adopted it will mean that a power station for long-distance work can be erected
at much less cost than at present.
Sends Over Long- Route
"I have telegraphed on this system from
Cape Verde islands, off the African coast,
to London. To send messages clearly and
more rapidly over those 2,500 miles took
less power than a message from London
to Senatore
Paris by Marconi
the ordinary
methods."
explained
that these
advantages were gained by the utilization
of waves that have not before been used.
Given the necessary mechanical element,
he said, messages could be sent clearly
seven times faster than the present rate,
and that the public would ultimately have
the benefit of much cheaper commercial
charges. His opinion is that Radio is only
in its infancy, and that the future has in
store greater
marvels than have been revealed in the past.
Thinks Secrecy Far Off
Commenting on recent experiments conducted by American inventors looking to
privacy in Radiophone conversations,
Senatore Marconi said he was afraid such
an achievement was still far off.
"I do not say that telegraphy will ever
be an absolutely private means of transmission, but I will say that in future it
will be possible to make it much more difficult for any one to get messages not in-

DAILIES GET PLANT
TO GRAB UP NEWS
Canada

MARCONI CUTS DOWN
EXPENSE OF SENDING

BALL WRITERS FEAR
BROADCAST SCORES

Sta-

OTTAWA, OXT. — The Canadian Department of Marine has issued a license for
the erection of a high powrered press Radio
telegraph station at St. Margaret's Bay,
Nova Scotia, near Halifax, to C. F. Crandall of the British United Press, acting for
the American publishers' committee. For
over a year a group of American papers, including Xew York, Philadelphia, Chicago
and other dailies, has been operating an
experimental station at Dartmouth, across
the bay from Halifax, for the reception of
Radio press reports from London and
Europe, and relaying them by land lines
to the newspapers. The project will now
be made permanent, a dispatch from Consul General Gunsaulus states.

Senatore
Marconi proposes to go on antended for them."
other later
experimental
tripthein new
a few
weeks'of
and
to try
system
distance, low cost Radio from the
of the United States to Europe.

time,
long
coast

LONDON POLICE MOTOR
TRANSMITS AS IT RUNS
Invention of Scotland Yard Expert
Enables Transmission

PENN COLLEGE GIVES
RADIO COURSE BY MAIL

LONDON. — The invention of a semiautomatic aerial by A. H. Wootton, Radio
expert at Scotland Yard, has provided the
English police with a motor vehicle which,
Lessons Lead from Elementary to
while traveling at high speed, can not
Advanced Study
only receive but also transmit messages.
Vaughn
De
Leath,
the
first
woman
in
the
United
States,
hence
in
the
world,
to
broadcast
vocal
The aerial, which can be raised or lowSTATE COLLEGE, PA. — Correspond- music, also one of the first to try to bridge the Atlantic by the human voice, has been appointed
ered from the interior of the car, consists
ence courses in Radio reception and trans- studio and program manager for Station WDT,
New York, which recently was opened for general
broadcasting
of 5 strands of wire, each 14 feet in
mission are being offered by the engineering extension department of the Pennsyllength, and when only raised 3 feet above
vania State College.
the roof of the vehicle, enables telephone
Breaks Silent Half Century
The course is divided into two parts, Water Streams Used as
messages to be despatched, while with
each with its own text and assignment
SAN FRANCISCO. — Ether waves re- the aerial down messages can be received
Aerial in French Tests
from
a distance.
pamphlets. The first establishes principles
cently brought music to the ears of an aged
PARIS. — Interesting experiments were San Francisco woman who had not heard
and suffices for the ordinary students. It
recently
conducted
by
the
Naval
Bureau
takes up common electrical phenomena,
a sound since her early childhood. She is
Radio circuits, the vacuum tube, amplifica- of Radio Research of the French Navy, Miss A. Christa Peck, of 2716 California Novelist Plans Broadcaster
using streams of water as transmitting Street. Sitting in the KPO studio at Hale
tion, sources of power, transmission cir- aerials.
cuits and applications of Radio.
for His Estate on Hudson
Bros., here. Miss Peck, with earphones on,
The second goes more thoroughly into
Streams of salt water, pumped from the heard accurately and distinctly a complete
NEW YORK. — A. Stone, novelist, lecthe theory of electricity to prepare for a sea into the air, were connected to the reg- concert
which
was
being
broadcast
by
Hotel.
turer and founder of the A. Stone Foundaular transmitting apparatus of the ship
detailed study of electro-magnetic waves.
tion, is making preparations to establish
Radio circuits and apparatus for reception and communication was possible for a dis- Rudy Singer's orchestra at the Fairmont a powerful
Radio broadcasting station
and transmission.
tance of approximately eight miles. The
his
estate
at Milton-on-the-Hudson
water aerial is far less efficient than the
As a matter of safety to the tube, re- upon
this fall. The station
will be used for the
move it from its socket before working
If you add a potentiometer to your de- wire type, but provides means of mainof broadcasting lectures on importaining communication from a warship. about or changing any wires in the set. purpose
tector set the latter will be improved.
tant topics of science and literature.
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TWO NEW STATIONS
SET CAPITAL AGOG
WCAP AND WRC INCREASE
FANS IN WASHINGTON
and "Children's Hour"
MarineMarkBandInception
of Rivals of
Army and Navy
By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON. — Radiophans in the nation's capital are agog over the two new
Class B broadcasting stations WCAP
and
WRC.
Enthusiasts even several hundred
miles from Washington are beginning to
listen in to the fine entertainment from a
new Radio center. This has been an army
and navy Radio center for some time but
good private broadcasting has been scarce.
Recently WCAP, the Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone company, went on the
air, broadcasting a duplicate of WEAF's
program in New York. The telephone
company's first really local effort was the
broadcasting of the U. S. marine band,
which brought many enthusiastic returns.
WCAP
was included in the six stations
which had made plans to broadcast President Harding's speech in San Francisco
just before his illness and sudden death.
Within a month it is understood WCAP
will be sending a formal program, dividing the time with WRC on 469 meters.
"The Voice of the Capital"
Recently WRC, the new station of the
Radio Corporation of America, named the
"Voice of the Capital," was christened.
Its programs are broadcast Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday afternoons and Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings, WCAP
broadcasting in the alternate evenings and afternoons.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, assistant
secretary of the navy, made a speech at
the dedication of WRC.
Major-General
John L. Hines, deputy chief of staff of the
army, also spoke. Acting Secretary of
Commerce S. B. Davis talked of commercial and public interest in Radio.
The opening ceremonies of WRC
included a Radio message from General
Harbord, president of the corporation,
who is abroad.
The initial program of WRC
was not
entirely devoted to talk. Musical numbers were broadcast by the U. S. marine
band, Taylor Bronson leading. Celebrated
artists on the program included Charles
C. Tittman, bass soloist; Elias Breeskin,
Russian violinist; Ruth Peter, soprano;
Victor Golibart, tenor, and Clelia Fioravanti, mezzo-soprano.
WRC Duplicate of WJY-WJZ
WRC is a duplicate of the corporation's
stations in New York; it is rated at 500
watts. Having two sets of apparatus, it
could in an emergency put out 1,000 watts
and reach every corner of the continent.
Every precaution is taken to insure excellent broadcasting, from the sound and
echo-proof station, where the artists perform, to the small receiving set on which
the operator listens in to his own station
and for distress calls from ships with
which the broadcasting might interfere.
The new station is under the personal
direction of S. P. Guthrie. W. L. Tesch is
local engineer and Ralph Edmunds is program manager, assisted
by
Announcers

YOU

DON'T

NEED

out of town. Even in
to get
f* Uf)6£
••****• the
summer
I hear Omaha.
Kansas City. Fort Worth and Davenport on
my crystal set without amplification. Works
over 1. 000 miles in winter. Send self-addressed
envelope (or farther Information or fl .00 for complete
copyrighted drawings and instructions. EverythingGUARANTEED.
Satisfaction
clearly explained.

Leon Lambert, 501 South Volutsia. Wichita, Kan*

FLEWELLING

DIGEST

ANSWERS
-By E.

Question. I built a Flewelling set in accordance with the diagram and information
furnished in Radio Digest, but failed at
first to make the set work. I worked with it
for more than two weeks before I read in one
of your articles that it might be necessary to
reverse the leads to the tickler coil. When
the leads were reversed the set worked exactly
in accordance with the descriptions published
except for distant reception. Have tried all
ways for ground, loop aerial, etc., but still am
unable to get any distant stations. Local
stations come in wonderfully any way that I
try for them. I get the roaring sound and
the whistle and can adjust these sounds suitably by the grid leak as you have said, so that
I know my set must be about right. Can you
tell me why I get no distant stations?
Answer. You are a good deal like myself
and I guess millions of others. We are
all having difficulty during the summer months
to equal the reception that was accomplished
during the winter. I am quite sure that it
will be of interest to the fans to. see how
this has worked in my particular case ; here's
a little line on it.
Some
time ago I went
night
WRC

program
a daily "children's
hour"
from
6 towill
6:20bebroadcast
by Mrs. Edward
Albion, who, experienced in the entertainment of children,
willa manner
write alla her
and deliver
them in
little"talks"
more
personal than most broadcasters in an
effort to effect closer relationship with
her young audience.

Emergency Batteries Save
Lives on Sinking Ship
Operator
Resorts
to Auxiliaries
When Grounding Cuts Off Power
HALIFAX,
N. S.— An example of the
value of auxiliary Radio power in the form
of batteries on seagoing vessels and the
necessity of their frequent inspection, is
found in the report on the total loss of the
steamship Advance.
When the Advance went aground off
Halifax recently, the operator found that
his power was cut off soon after ground-

Reflex Fans. Wake Up!
Tuned Radio Frequency will not only increase distance, signal strength, selectivity
and the flexibility of a reflex or a radio
frequency outfit, it will function with remarkable simple control adjustment impossible to be had with untuned radio frequency. The present radio frequency
transformers are a fixed apparatus, void
of variation, untuned, so to speak. This
instrument is the very heart of the circuit. Choke it and you have a non-functioning radio set. You vary every piece
of apparatus on the set for perfect balance. Why not use a real tuned variable
radio frequency transformer and listen to
perfect radio reception, mellow, still loud,
and clear. With the Jaynxon Tuned Radio
Frequency Transformer added to your
present outfit you will have a very agreeable surprise. Complete simple DX, Loud
Speaker One Tube Hook-up with each
transformer. Satisfaction guaranteed. $3.
Order yours right now.

JAYNXON

LABORATORY

57 Dey Street

New

T%Nra*gi^BBS&

York

Ohio V Plant Converted
to Class B, Adds to Set

TO QUERIES

T. Flewelling-

(Editor's Note. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
(Submitted by W. D., Staten Island, N. T.)
Summer Reception

Gannon and Berkeley.
On opening
Announcer Cross of WJZ assisted.
A special feature of the regular

August 18, 1923

— Illustrated

City

into the open market and purchased several
of the best types of Radio sets, took them
home, set each one on a shelf by itself with
its own phones, batteries, etc., and a quick
change switch so, that the same antenna might
be used on any set.
The results were to say the least very illuminating. Practically all of the sets gave
about the same results, which were not nearly
as good as results that I have seen obtained
during the winter with sets that were far
inferior to those used during this test. One
set in particular ranked slightly better on
the distant plants. This was due entirely to
the ability one had to exercise a micrometer
control over the adjustment. The tuning
condenser in particular was a beauty. It
was of the type that I believe I have spoken
of before, i. e., one that could be moved the
slightest fraction of an inch as might be desired. Adjustments were so critically fine
that this set really gave the best results.
Now while these results, as has been said,
were not as good as those obtained during the
winter, they were so much inferior that they
really constituted an absolute test that Radio
reception is not nearly so good in the summer
months as it is in the winter.
The Flewelling set while evidently givin
exceptional returns of course cannot be expected to do the impossible ; in view of this
and the above facts, if I were you, I would rest
on

my

laurels and

wait

for the

"good

winter time."
ing, as it was feared there might be a
boiler explosion. This made it necessary
for him to shift to his emergency batteries
for transmitting SOS calls to ships and
shore stations. His batteries stood up for
one and a half hours, when it became
necessary to abandon ship. All lives were
saved though the vessel itself was lost,
due to the bringing of aid by Radio.
There would undoubtedly have been a
loss of life if the batteries had not been in
good shape, and it is understood that just
before the vessel cleared from Boston for
Halifax, a government Radio inspector discovered that the old batteries were in very
bad shape and condemned them. The
owners immediately installed an entirely
new unit of batteries, the same ones
which figured in the rescue later.

PATENT

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington,
D. C.

RECEIVER

Your

COLUMBUS, O. — Sanctioned by the university board of trustees and the government, the Ohio State university broadcasting station, WEAO, is operating as a
Class B station. As such it is one of only
four such stations in Ohio.
Conversion of the station to Class B
brought about some changes. Additions
are being made to the equipment and the
broadcasting room is being improved. In
addition, M. I. McDowell, an operator of
wide experience, has been employed to have
charge of the electrical operation of the
station. A manager of programs also will
be added to the staff.
Last year WEAO
programs were heard
from Oldtown, Me., on the East to Winnipeg and Moosejaw, Canada, on the North,
and from Vancouver, B. C, and Los Angeles on the West to Houston, Texas, and
Havana, Cuba, on the South. Hundreds of
postcards received at the broadcasting station show the wide territory covered.
As heretofore, the station will broadcast
twice daily, at 1:30 and 4:00 p. m. At these
times the usual daily bulletins, including
market reports, weather forecasts and
items of news interest, will be put on the
air. Each Thursday evening there will be
a more extensive program in which members of the faculty and campus organizations will have a big share.
When you are looking for something to
wind your tuning coils on be sure it is
moisture proof or make it so.

CUNNINGHAM
TUBES

REPAIRED

C-300 or UV-200
$2 75
C-301 or UV201
300
C-302 or UV-2C2
3 50
C-301A or DV201A
350
WD-11
or WD-12
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Moorehead
Amplifiers
3 00
DV-6
or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new TJV-199
350
NEW
DX l'/2 VOLT
TUBES
4I0O
All tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

TUBE

CORP.

55 Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST.
C 0.

N.
D.

No. 58 D. X.

For Long Distance Reception
g /l 'HE
joy of Radio
entertainment
comes from
the real
possession
of dependable
apparatus,
fully
■*- guaranteed, giving long distance range, fidelity
of reproduction and a degree of selectivity that will
enable you to choose, from all the programs offered,
the one which interests you most.
The famous Federal Long Distance Receiver.Model
58 D. X. shown below, has been selected by experts,
for their personal use, after critical comparative tests.
It brings in entertainment over almost unbelievable distances without interference from undesired
programs.
Federal makes a remarkably complete line of
Radio products — 130 different complete units, each of
which is guaranteed to be free from mechanical and
electrical defects.* All Federal products are sold at
reasonable prices.

WITH
the 20-foot indoor wire only two feet above the
ground, programs from stations in the following
cities were received with a Grebe Broadcasf Receiver by
Mr. Kluge, of Julius Andrae &. Sons Co., in Milwaukee.—
Chicago, Detroit, Davenport, St. Louis, New York, and
College Park, Ga. The quality was excellent, and the
volume sufficient to operate a loud speaker.
Ask

old

Faculty, Campus Organizations to
Have Hand in Programs

Ask your dealer
to demonstrate
the Federal 58
D. X. Receiver.

Dealer

stock
he can
If he hasn
't it get
in
one quickly.
Write us for the
Federal Catalog.

Stetoral SMrjiIjon? $c 2M?graplj (£n.

Western District Office;
417 South Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

J.

I
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KSD BROADCASTS

FROM

STAGE

TRANSMITTING

SHOWS METHOD OF
WIRING TO THEATER
OPERATOR WHO CONTROLS
PICK UPS NOT SEEN
Wire Takes Theater Program from First
Line Amplifier Direct to
KSD Studio

AN EVENING

AT HOME

(SEE NOTE
Station and City
CFC A. Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E Pittsburgh, Pa. .
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFDB, San Francisco, Calif.
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ.Los Angeles, Calif....
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass....
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WDT, New York, N.Yi...
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WG1, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
WH A, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland, 0
WJAZ, Chicago, 111
WJY, New York, N.Y... .
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0
WMAQ, Chicago, HI
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.. . . .
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSAI, Cincinnati,©
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
WWJ, Detroit, Mich

Met.

Monday

BELOW
Tuesday

i:00- 7:00 0:00- 7:00
1:00-11:00
00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
00-10:00 5:00- 9:00
00- 9:30 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
:45- 1:00 8:45- 1:00
:30- 2:00 12:00- 1:00
:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
00-12:00
10:00-12:00
:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
6:05- 7:20
6:45." 7:20
30-10:30 9:30-10:30
30- 8:00
8:00
10:1 00-10:00 6:307:00-12:00
00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
:30-ll:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00

WITH THE Friday
LISTENER SundayIN
FOR

INSTRUCTIONS)

Wednesday

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

Saturday

6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00
6:00- 9:00 11:30-1:30 11:00- 1:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
5:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00
9:00- 9:30
9:30
9:00- 9:30 9:009:009:30
'7:00.' 1:00
8:459:66
8:45- 2:00 8:45- 2:00
8:45-2:00
10:00-11:00 12:001:00 9:00- 2:00 12:00- 1:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00 10:00- 2:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
6:25- 8:40
7:00- 7:40
8:00-10:30
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:00- 7:20
8:00
*6:305:3
07*0-10:00
9:6
6:30- 8:00
6
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
10:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 6:00 6:00. 1:00 5:30- 6:00
5:00- 5:50
9:00-11:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
5:00- 9:30 5:00- 7:00 5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:0
0 6:30. 8:00
'7:30-'
8-30
8:00 6:30- 8:00
12:001:00 9:30-10:30 6:309:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:30-"
9:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 8:00 5:00- 5:30 6:00-10:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 5:306:30- 9:30
'9:00-9:30
10:66
9:25-10:55
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 1:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00 1:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
1:00-10:00
1:30-10:30
9:00-10:00 7:0 8:3
0
10:00-11:00 7:00- 8:30 5:405- 9:00
5.15- 6:30 6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 5:15- 6:30 8:009:30
8:00- 9:30
9:00-11:00
7:00- 9:00
7:00-12:00 7:00-12:00 7:00 12:00 7:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:00

6:45- 7:45
3:00- 4:30
6:30- 7:30

'6:00-'9:30
7:66
9:0010:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00

QOUM

SEA AIRPHONE TRIO
PRAISED AS HEROES
MEDALS GIVEN OPERATORS
BY LOS ANGELES MAYOR
Impressive Ceremonies Mark Honors
to Three Who Saved 250
from Ship Fire

By Strachan McMillan
By S. C. Mahanay
LOS ANGELES. — Heroic gallantry, ex3:30- 4:30
ST. LOUIS.— Of the many thousands of
emplified in the faithful performance of
Radio enthusiasts who listen in to the vaduty while facing death, received official
7:00- 5:00
8:00
ried programs presented by Station KSD,
4:00recognition recently when Mayor George
the Post-Dispatch here, only a very lim11:45- 1:00
E. Cryer, of this city, publicly bestowed
ited few are familiar with the great
7:30-11:30
gold medals of honor and more substanamount of work, plans and preparations
8:00-11:00
tial rewards in the form of checks for
necessary to make possible broadcasting
$500 each on the three Radio operators
5:30- 6:00
from places other than the building housof
the
steamship City of Honolulu, in the
ing the newspaper and the broadcasting
5:30- 6:30
final scene of the last act of the great
8:309:30-10:30
student.
5:00- 9:30
5:30 8:30-12:00
5:00- 7:00
ocean
tragedy
of October 12, 1922, when
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00
During the past winter programs have
the steamer was burned and abandoned at
7:30- 8:00
been broadcast from churches, theaters,
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
sea 700 miles from this city.
a hotel, and from the Coliseum.
6:00- 8:00
6:30- 6:30
6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00
The presentation took place on the balThe question has arisen in the minds of
7:30- 8:30
cony of the City Hall. The recipients
many as to where the transmitting instruwere W. P. Bell, chief Radio operator;
7:30-'
9:66
ments are located when) "broadcasting
H.
D.
Hancock,
second operator, and N. C.
8:00-'
8:00-10:00
00- 9:30
5:30 8:00-10:00
from" a certain place. The apparatus
Kumler, third operator. The presentation
5:00- 5:30
7:00- 8:55
which does the actual transmitting is per00- 5:30
was at the instance of the Radio Corpora5:00-10:00
6:30- 8:30
manently installed in the Post-Dispatch
tion of America, employer of the operabuilding on which the antenna is erected,
9:00- 1:00
tors. A. A. Isbell, Pacific Coast manager
and the speech or music is conveyed to
4:00- 7:00
of the corporation, introduced the recipi5:30- 9:30
1:15- 4:00
this building over a metallic circuit just
5:30- 9:30
6:308:30
ents
to the mayor and served as his aid
as though it were a telephone conversation.
30-10:30 9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30
during the ceremonies.
Where Announcements Are Made
7:308:30
9:00-11:00
Modestly
Receive
Medals
:00- 9:00
Announcements are made either from
Modest and unassuming in demeanor,
6:00- 9:00
the theater or from the roof, depending
8:00-12:00
8:00- 9:30 9:30-10:30
the trio chatted informally with all who
on the program to be transmitted. When
00-10:00 9:00-10:00
approached them before and after the
9:30-10:30
broadcasting from the Municipal Theater,
9:00-10:00
;00- 8:30
ceremony but showed marked disinclina45- 9:00
announcements are made from the transtion to discuss the exploit in which they
7:00- 9:00
mitting room of KSD.
00-10:00 5:15- 6:30
were heroes. The young men are of me009:30
The microphone, a small instrument
dium height and build, and clean cut
7:00- 9:00
about four inches in diameter and an inch
Bell, since the burning of the City of
7:00-12:00 7:00-12:00
thick, is the device which picks up sound
8:00- 8:45
7:30- 9:00
Honolulu, has been operator on the steamvibrations and converts them into elecship President Harrison but at present is
6:00- 7:30
4:306:00- 7:30
trical waves, whence they travel over a
7:30- 5:30
8:30
awaiting a new assignment. His home is
three-wire circuit to the first "line amin Oakland, Calif. Hancock, resident of
Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
plifier." (For those who are technically
Venice, Calif., is now chief operator on
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
inclined, it may be added that the mithe steamer City of Los Angeles; Kumler,
Mountain
Time,
subtract
one
hour;
if
your
city
uses
Pacific
Time,
subtract
two
hours.
crophone is the double-button type, and
who lives in this city, has just returned
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
of the wires connecting it, one is neutral
from the Orient as operator on the
while each of the others is connected to
steamer West Niger; he also is disenone of the carbon buttons on either side
gaged. This was their first opportunity
bers. Changes from one to the other, deof the diaphragm.)
to
meet in this city since last October at
pending on the music, to be picked up,
the same time.
Why First Amplified
are made by the operator at the amplifyAfter passing through the first ampliing panel back of the stage.
Mayor Cryer's
In his address
Mayor Address
Cryer said:
fying panel as shown in the diagram, the
When announcements are to be made,
waves are conducted by wire to the trans- a signal from the announcer notifies the Mme. Whoozis Disarms Tonsorial
"This is an expression of our responsiveness
to
American
.
heroism, loyalty
mitting room on the roof of the Post- operator to cut in a microphone in small
Dispatch building. This amplification is
to duty and acceptance of responsibility
Artist with Gift o' Gab
sound-proof room "back-stage," construcby three young men which resulted
ted for the purpose, and when they are
necessary
the "linearedrop"
which
occurs whenbecause
feeble ofcurrents
conducted
concluded, another signal notifies him to
COLUMBUS, O. — Tired guest at Hotel in saving about 250 lives through
over wires to any great distance, and change back to the other microphone.
the miracle of Radio which circles the
Columbus: "Well, if I must go into the
without this amplification — several mil- This accounts for the "click" so often barber shop, I must. And I can just imag- world with instant communication and
lion times — there would be insufficient heard just before and after announcements.
ine it. A baldheaded barber who talks the power to render instant service
energy to operate the transmitter.
about the ladies, a short barber who talks through God's free air, between states
In the transmitting room at the station
about baseball, a tall barber who talks — oh, and nations, o'er land and sea.
they are again increased by an apparatus
"We marvel at the scientific achieveDesires Stone Chippers
what's the use?"
ment but we remember, too, that without
which is an exact duplicate of the ampliHe enters the barber shop, finds ab- the human soul these inventions would
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — A corresponfier in the theater, and it is at this point
solute
silence,
gets
in
chair,
gives
order.
that, the actual control of the volume of
dent of Station WGY, located here, "who
be
of
little value. We are here to pay
has a beautiful faith in the efficiency of Barber nods silently. Sharp metallic noise
slight tribute to these stalwart young
amplification is governed, being increased
Guest starts.
Radio in the capture of criminals recently in corner.
or decreased as may be necessary, de- recently requested the station to announce
whose intrepidity made effecBarber (reassuringly) "That's all right, Americans
tive the work that science had entrusted
pending upon the program transmitted.
that a reward of $50 would be paid for sir. Just Station BOWW coming in. Mme.
Into Actual Transmitter
of the "parties" guilty of chip- Whoozis sings the Barcarolle from 'GeHow Passengers Were Rescued
From this, they pass through a fifty- the arrest
ping words off the family grave stone.
fuellte Fish' today and Professor Horace
City of Honolulu left Honolulu for
watt tube which also increases their enBang of Catsknuckle Institute talks on LosTheAngeles
on October 7, 1922, on what
ergy and then through the four 250-watt
'A
plea
for
more
general
use
of
Cerebellum.'
to them."
was
to be her final trip. Fire was distransmitting tubes— two oscillators and
SUMMER
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Excellent
program
today,
sir."
covered
at
5:30
a. m., October 12. It was
two modulators — and from these, to the
Guest listens all the way from haircut
antenna to be broadcast into infinite
EARN
$$$$$—
to massage. Smilingly pays bill of $4.45, then that
Radiothrills
spread
O S,"when
the itdistress
call
that
the "Sworld
is
space.
compliments management and goes • to broadcast. Continuous Radio communicaThe greatest problem is encountered
writing room. Writes: "Dear Bill: Just
tion was maintained with the shore, and
when broadcasting from a theater, as
You andmeans
tures.
your summer
camera piccan
ME
SUMMERTI
met first barber who didn't talk you to the vessels which were rushing to the
many tests and experiments are necessary
rescue.
earn a dollar by sending The
death.
They
couldn't
talk
for
listening
to
in order to determine the best location
DIGEST out-of-doors photos involving
Radio.
Ain't science wonderful?"
At 9:30 a. m. the passengers, and the
for the microphones. Every auditorium
the use of Radio in camp, the automocrew of 250, had left the ship. Bell and
has different acoustical properties and
swimming, boating, canoeing, on
bile,
Captain
R. H. Lester went last. Six hours
these must be taken into consideration
"WLW Again Sends Opera
the hike, playing golf, etc. Send such
later the S. S. West Faralon rescued them
in locating
the microphones.
photographs witli negatives and a few
CINCINNATI, O. — Station WLW, Cros- all. At daylight, next morning, they were
How Microphones Are Located
descriptive words, including a stamped,
ley Manufacturing Co. here, again broad- transferred to the U. S. naval transport
addressed envelope so that unsuitable
In most fefises, a microphone is suscast an opera from the famous Cincin- Thomas, from which they were landed in
pictures may be returned.
pended from the balcony, for organ music,
nati Zoological Gardens recently. The Los Angeles harbor. Later the floating
SUMMER PHOTO DEPARTMENT,
another is placed in the center of the footoperas
are broadcast directly from the hulk of the City of Honolulu was sunk by
Radio
Digest,
lights, for orchestral music, while still
open-air theater by means of a special
from the U. S. S. Shawnee, be123 Madison St., Chicago.
another is located about the center of the
apparatus and sent out from the studio at gun fire
cause the former was a menace to navistage, usually cut in only for vocal numthe Crosley plant some miles away.
gation.

AINT SCIENCE GRAND?
RADIO BARBER SHOPS!

RADIO

NATION-WIDE TALK
HALTED BY DEATH
STOPS
Five

SIMPLE TWO
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TUBE HOOK-UP

R.D.92

A.R.R.L.
NAMES
CITY
FOR
SECOND CONVENTION

PRESIDENT'S TRANSCONTINENTAL MESSAGE

Transmitting Amateurs from Far
Near to Attend Confab and
Discuss Problems

Stations, Coast to Coast, Had
Planned to Prove Radio's Great
Sending Power

SAX FRANCISCO. — The unexpected
sudden illness and death here of President
Harding put an end to plans for what
■would have been the first attempt at a
national broadcast to millions of Radiophans by the late chief executive. His
message was to have been broadcast
simultaneously by five stations located
from coast to coast.
Elaborate arrangements had been made
by Stations KPO, San Francisco; TVOAW,
Omaha; WMAQ, Chicago; WEAF, New
York, and WCAF, Washington, D. C, to
carry the words of the deceased from the
Pacific to the Altantic coast. The stations
were linked by the long-distance telephone
lines of the American Telephone and Telegraph company.
Work Weeks on Flan
Engineers, telephone and Radio worked
several weeks to perfect the plan. Many
tests were made to prevent distortion of
sound caused by the great distance to be
covered. Line amplifying devices of special design were applied to the apparatus
in each station. At a given signal the
operators of the stations were to have
moved the switches which would have
formed the continuous connection.
One of the greatest obstacles to the success of the scheme was the fact that there
was only one wire from the microphone in
the auditorium in San Francisco, where
the President was to have spoken, to the
central telephone station in Denver. At
every other station precautions had been
taken to install a system, of alternate
wires, which in the event of their breakdown would have transmitted the speech
without interruption.

Radiophans Hear Death
of Harding Broadcast
Dr. George T. Harding Hears via
Ether of Brother's Death
CHICAGO. — Hundreds of thousands of
Radiophans while listening in to concerts
heard their favorite stations stop their
programs to announce the news of President Harding's death. The programs were
then discontinued in reverence of the
moment. The first flash was broadcast
from Station KPO, Hale Brothers, San
Francisco. Then other big stations heard
the news and as they put it on the air,
the word travelled from West to East
with lightning rapidity, scoring a beat on
practically every newspaper in the country.
Dr. George T. Harding of Columbus,
Ohio, received word of the sudden death
of his brother, the President, through a
neighbor who heard the news broadcast.
The neighbor heard Station KPO a few
moments after President Harding had
passed away in San Francisco.

PATENTS ON RADIO
Can you secure a patent on your Radio invention?

Does your apparatus or circuit infringe existing
patents? These Questions and others can be answered promptly by consulting my special library of
Radio patents compiled to assist Radio inventors
and manufacturers. Send for booklet on Radio patents.

JOHN
Ouray

B. BRADY

Building

sU

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

A

TWO

tube hook-up requiring a minimum amount of apparatus is shown
in the illustration. The circuit is
designed for selectivity, clarity and distance. For additional volume audio frequency amplification should be added. The
usual method of inserting tfhe primary of
the audio frequency transformer in place
of the receivers is employed.
Both tubes are hard (amplifiers) tubes;
a plate voltage of about 67 in employed.
Due to variations in tubes, it would be
best to test for best taps in order to get
maximum distance reception.

DUCK DINNER GIVES
MAC MILLAN HUNCH
Gets Idea of Taking Set to Arctic
As He Chews Drumstick
CHICAGO. — Captain Donald MacMillan
first got his idea of taking Radio on his
trip northward to the pole at a "Duck
Dinner" given him in this city last spring.
At the dinner Captain MacSIillan met E. F.
McDonald, Radio engineer and manufacturer, who explained the value of a receiving set as a means of getting news,
concerts and other matter from the States
during the long stretches of Artie solitude,
which is the real hardship of the North.
At first the explorer explained that limited space prevented the installation of a
set, but later he agreed that it would be
fine for his men. As soon as he was sold
on the receiving end, Mr. McDonald and a
friend began to expound the greater value
of a transmitting set, incidentally mentioning the possible distribution of information
and stories to the world at home. The
Captain finally decided he wanted a complete Radio outfit, and many persons believe
that the equipment will make him the most
popular arctic explorer, whether he gets to
the North Pole or not.

AUXILIARY TUNER
THIS new instrument connected to your
present receiving set with one wire
enables you to easily bring in both the long
and short wave stations which you cannot
get with your present equipment. It also
enables you to eliminate that local interference so you may listen to distant stationsCopyrighted diagram and complete instructions for building and operating this
instrument $1.00, or with all parts, including Condenser, Coils, Switches, Panel and
Cabinet, $10.00. Complete instrument,
$15.00. All goods prepaid.

S. A. TWITCHELL
1925 Western

Avenue,

Minneapolis,

Make each, evening in yotti
camp delightful— with

JR$ccWur

The 20-foot wire, supplied with this Receiver, is
the only antenna necessary. The cabinet has com<
partments for all necessary batteries.
Ask Your Dealer about its Seven Points of Satisfaction
, licensed under Armstrong A. H. GREBE &. CO., LlC
U.S. Pat. No. 1,113449 Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Minn.

The tuning unit consists of a single
slide tuning coil and a variable condenser
(.00025 mfd.) shunted across it. In Radio
frequency work it is advisable to keep all
capacities as low as possible. For this
reason a lattice wound type of variometer
is recommended. The grid condenser has
a capacity value of .00025 mfd. and the
the leak a resistance of two megohms.
The rheostats and A battery should conform with the type required for the particular tube used.
The potentiometer for grid potential
should have at least 400 ohms resistance.

Plan to Organize Listeners
BALTIMORE, MD.— The Radio Listeners' Protective Association, with headquarters here, is endeavoring to form a
national organization of Radio users.
Temporary officers have been elected and
a Maryland charter has been obtained. A
Baltimore chapter has been started and it
is proposed to found chapters in other
cities as the membership grows.

Radio

/\

WE REPAIR
RADIO TUBES
. 3.50
.$3.50
. 2.50
. 2.50
..3.00

TJT-199
UV-299
O-301-A

...$3.75
3.75
. 3.75
3.75
C-302
. ... .
CT-201-A
T.T-202
4.00
4.00

. 3.00
MAIL
ORDERS
SOLICITED
AND
PROMPTLY
ATTENDED
TO.

Equipment

EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD
ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York City.

and

CHICAGO. — The largest gathering of
Radio amateurs in history is scheduled
for this city September 12 to 15, when the
second national American Radio Relay
League convention will be held here under the auspices of the Chicago Radio
Traffic Association. This was announced
recently following receipt of information
that Chicago had been selected as the
scene of the convention by the A. R. R. L.
board of direction at a meeting in New
York.
Transmitting fans all over the country
and Canada, from New York to the Golden
Gate and Ontario to the Gulf, many of
whom communicate with each other
nightly over thousands of miles through
the A. R. R L. system, and who know
each other best by their call letters, will
here meet face to face for a discussion of
their special problems.
There has been but one other such convention, held here in 1921, and the tremendous strides in amateur Radio since
that time, and with it the growth of the
amateurs' representative body, the A. R.
R. L., will make the coming event one of
great moment to all amateurs and to the
Radio public in general.

Radio music picked up by wheeled carriers is now taking the place of the
hurdy-gurdy in the streets of London.

H. & H. Radio Company
Clinton Hill Station
P. O. Box 32A
NEWARK,

X. J.

^imiimiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiimiiimmiimmiimiiiimimimmimmiiimiig
LARGEST
RADIO
STORE
IN
AMERICA

BUILD
OWN

FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT

YOUR
SET

LONG RANGE
$10.00 VALUE

HEAD SETS

CONSISTING OP Price
Price
Beg.
Our
6x14 Formica Panel. $1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30
1.45
Three .006 Mica
Condensers
3.00
2.25
CBL Variable Grid
Leak
1.85
1.35
Grid Leak
40
.25
2 Coll Adjustable
Honeycomb Coll
Mounting
with
Knobs
4.00
2.65
50 Turn Honeycomb
Coll
75
.40
75 Turn Honeycomb
Coil
75
.40
2 Coil Mounts
with
Straps
1.20
.80
1 Bakelite
Socket... 1.00
.45
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
1.35
1 Bakelite 3" Dial.. 1.00
.25
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
1 Baseboard for
Mounting
30
.20
1 Blueprint
with
tions for Assembly
Complete
Instrucand Wiring
1.00
.50
Begular Price
$22.16

$12^

Our Price

ALL
INSTRUCTIONS
INCLUDED
ALL
PANELS

READY TO
DRILLED—

MOUNT

HAZELTINE
NEUTR0DYNE
CIRCUIT

COMPLETE!!

COMPLETE!!
ALL
PARTS
LICENSED
UNDER
HAZELTINE
PATENTS
I 7x21x3/16
drilled
formica
1 Howard rheostat
38 John
Firthposts
bakelite sockets
Binding
densers
3 panel
23 plate variable conformer control neutro1 Wave
2 Radio

Made signinproved
style
deby and
use and
experiment te be the
best 6,500
Coil turns
woundof with
about
No.
40 enamel coated copper
wire. Direct
current
resistance
approximately
1,600
ohms.
Impedence
at average music and
voice cles)
frequency
(800 cyIs 21.000 ohms.
PHONES
MASTER
BALDWIN
Type
head $6. 95
band C andwith cord...
Type C unit
3.95
Brandes
superior
headset
5.75

frequency
amplifying neutroformers
2 Grid neutralizing condensers
1 .00025 micon grid condenser
wiring.
1 Marco variable grid leak
1 Base board for mounting
25 feet tinned copper bus bar
wire and complete
instructions for assembling
and

S

t e e Ohm
d Headsets,
3,000
GuaranS8.50 value
3.65

ALL MDSE.
GUARANTEED
BY US
TO BE OF
FIRST
QUALITY

509 So. State St.
_

HAMDOM PLANNING
BIG CHICAGO MEET

/ /

28S2
t)RDERS
MAIL
ADDRESS

DEPT. R. D.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs

Mary Anderson Theatre orchestra: 7:30-9:00. Guitar
'Serenade." narry Adaskln, violinist: "To Thee,
ly, guitar
trio. Georgia
Pope, rjultar
lluth I
I- cm-host
"Serenade."
Harry Adaskln.
violinist:soprano;
"To Thee."
Mary Anderson
Tlu-atro
orchestra;
7:30-9:00.
>
oivhestrn:
Selections,
Muriel Lomax.
Lomax,
soprano;
"May
: SoU-.-tions.
"Mai-solos.
guitar
Georgia
1\>ix>. lluth
time." norchest
otvhestra.
KMer, J..1.
I.Henry
HenryBrady,
Urady:
Ritatrio.
Walsh,
Boprano;
Virtime,
ra.
Elder.
Henry
Urady:
IUta
Walsh, soprano:
Thlir«Hnv
Aliernct
Ifi
ginia MoCullmiidi,
saxophonist,
accompanied
by JoeVlrL.
KHJ (Pacific.
(Pacific. 395).
395). 230-3:30
KHJ
2:30-3:30 P.
P. M..
M.. Matinee
Matinee Musicale:
Musicale: tinto.
McCullouih,
saxaphoollt,
accompanied
by .Joe L.
1 UUrauay,
"UgUol
ID
Baker;
Barry
Willi.
un
Meyera,
pianist.
6:45-7:30 P.
P. M.. Children's
Children/a Hour: 8*0-10:00
8a)0-IO:00 P.
P. M..
M.. Baker; Hairy Willi. un M. vers, pianist.
6:45-7:30
De Luxe program, presenting liurkman Brothers,
WHK (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M.. Musical program,
Hawaiian Quartet
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M.,
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. N.,
WIIK
Orchestra.: Automohllo Road Report for NortliWip.
Concert. "The Magic Flute." orchestra; "The MockConcert. Selection trom "t'Uu Chin Clnnv." Star KDKA (Eastern. 326). 720 P. M., Concert, Little Symeru Ohio: liabson's Radio Roleaso.
CVmoert Orchestra; "Soula," Fred StaiiRor. tenor;
phony Orchestra, under direction of Victor Snudek.
ing Fairy."
NeUyo "The
Qui, soprano;
"Andante,"orchestra;
Jacques
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 3*0-4*0 P. M..
i-.lliat;
Blue Danube."
.lie." Manny lto'.h. violinist; "Lunar." star
Song recital and short talks: 6*0-6:45. Dinner dance
assisted by Pietro Crescinni. tenor, "Symphony G
"Music When Soft Voices Die." Nellye Gill sopranoCbmrrt Orchestra; "Sao* of the Clock." Fred Sunger:
music: 7:00-7 30, Bedtime stories and roll call. Uncle
Minor." "To Spring." "Whispering Flowers," "A
"Air de Ballet," orchestra; "A Dream," Jacques
"1 Know of Two Mil; lit Byes." .star Concert Orchestra:
Storin, cellist; Intermezzo from "Naila." orchestra"Lcirende," Manny Kotli. violinist: "Air do Ballet,"
K6W
(Pacific. 492). 3:30-4*0 P. M.. Children's Pro- WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 1 1 :00- 1 1 30 A. M..
"Song of the Open." Nellyo Gill, soprano; "La
Star Concert Ofcnafftrm.; "Moon of the Cherry Gardens."
Fred Siauger; Selection of Scottish Airs. Star Concert
Dream."
Pere de la Vletorie," orchestra.
Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 2:30-3:30 P. M.. Matinee Mu-dcalc6:45-7:30
P. M.. Children's Hour; 8:00-10:00, Do
KHJ (Pacific 395). 2:30-330 P. M.. Matinee musicale;
Luxo
program.
6:45-730 P. M„ Children's hour: 8:06-10:00 P. M..
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert.
Do Luxe program, arranged by liarry Janus Beardsley,
baritone.
Grand Symphony orchestra; 7 "20, Concert, Brass
Quartet. soprano.
Mrs. Margaret Lcyda. contralto- Gladys
KOKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert.
T.nwrfclt,
Grand
Symphony
Orchestra:
6:45
P.
M..
The
Children's
reriod: 720 P. M.. Concert. Mrs. O. E. I-yHo. realtor:
KGW
(Pacific
492), 3:30-5:00 P. M., Woman "a proMrs. Edwin E. West, soprano; Dorothy Trombley.
gram deroted to Child Training; 10:00-11-00 P. M.,
cello: Mrs. Gertrude Robinson Dodds. piano: Howard
Dance music, George Olson's orchestra,
Keister. trombone; Mrs. Man Keister Kerr, acKPO (Pacific, 423), 8:00-9:00 P. M., Organ recital;
companist.
9:00-10:00, Albert Rosenthal, cellist: Mrs. Albert
Rosenthal, soprano; Evelyn Eck. pianist, and Melvta
KGW
(Pacific. 492), 10:00-11:00 P. M„ Dance music.
Stelnmetz.
George Olsen and his orchestra.
KPO (Pacific. 423). 8:00-10:00 P. M., Program arranged
KYW
(Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 1-35-2:00 P. M.,
by Augusta Harden.
Concert,
Lyon & Healy
Company;
Emilia Cipriani,
soprano,
Sallie7 •00-7:58,
Menkes, Concert,
accomKSD (Central. ::.;). 8:00 P. ».. Band concert.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. S45). 1:35-2:00 P. M.,
panist, Herbie Mlntz, pianist; Cope Harvey's orchestra,
Pacific
WBZ
(Eastern,
337),
5:45
P.
M.,
Organ
recital
from
Concert, Lyon .s: Healy Concert Department; 7:00-7 58
Mountain
or
Central
or
MounSavins
Saving
tain Daylight
Pacific
Daylight
the Capitol theater by Elsie Bobbins Gross; 7:05. ConP. M., Musical program,
courtesy of Giovanni Gencert, Bemice Mosher, lyric soprano, Aime Bernard,
naro
SchoolCollege
of Italian
Bel Menkes,
Canta; pianist.
Cope Harvey's
Orchestra.
Inn. Sallie
tenor. Boul Bicard, violinist: 8 "20, Bedtime story
for grown-ups.
WDAR
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 395).
12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12:00-12:54
THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
Arcadia
Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2 3)0-3:00. Musical
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra. Feri Sarkozi, direcProgram,
Hour, 'all?Arcadia
on careCafe
of Concert
children: Orchestra:
430-5:55. Children's
Musical
tor: 2:00-3:00. Short talks and musical program;
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead of behind of its
7 -30. Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
program,
talk. Bedtime
"Affairsstories.
of theDream
Heart."Daddy.
Betsy Logan:
730 P. M..
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
WFAA
476).: Mrs.
8-30-9:30
H.
Bolack, (Central.
blind pianist
Clyde P.F. M.,
Magee,Mario
reader.
WFAA
(Central. 476), 830-930
P. at.. Jerome
I.
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M..
Wrighfs Male Quartet of Singers; 11*0-12*0 Watson's
Lully-Low OrchestraDinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
Orchestra: 3:00, Song recital; 6:30, Dinner music.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1*0 P. M.. Dinwhich give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
Meyer Davis
ner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford OrMusical
program.Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 8:00,
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
3*0. Song byrecital;
own
half hour,chestra;stories
Cousin 7*0-7
Sue; 30.
8*0.Children's
Boy Scouts
WGI (Eastern. 360), 12:00 noon. Organ Recital: 7:30
Radio
Corps, under Supervision
of Boy Scouts of
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
P. M., "Squaring It With the Boss." presented by
America;
8:30,
Song recital:
1030. Dance
music,
the
Amrad
Players;
of Wisdom."
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
Brinton
Beale.
Boston"Bits
newspaper
editor. by George
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra.
serially continuously on page eight.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 319), 4:00-5:30 P. M.,
WGI
(Eastern. 360). 12*0 noon. Organ recital; 5*0
Catherine Stang. violinist; Martha Gumph. harpist;
P. HI.. Twilight Tales, Eunice L. Randall; 7*0 P. M..
tea-time
music; 6:00-6:30. George Albert Bouchard
Concert by Mrs. Nellie Barney Gay, Contralto. Ruth
at the Wurlitzer.
I. Wetherbee,
Accompanist.
organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55, Luncheon
gram. Music and story by Aunt Nell: 8:00-9*0 P. M„
WGY
(Eastern.
380). 7-45 P. M., Musical program.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 3!9), 12*0-1230 P. M„
music. Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra; 4:45-5:00.
Concert Enterprise Philharmonic Orchestra: 10*0"The Trumpeter," Raymond Becker, baritone; SelecSelections at the Wurlitzer. George Albert Bouchard:
11*0 P. M„ Dance music, George Olsen and his
Organ reports.
recital, Mary E. Vogt; 730, Sports results and
tions, Raymond J. 2lwack. violinist; John M. Zwaek
police
4:00-530, Cathering Stang. violinist, Martha Gumph.
orchestra.
(Continued on page 9)
harpist.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. U.. Music from Fashion
WLW (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M., "Winter," "Spring
WGY
(Eastern. 380). 7«
P. If.. Musical
Program,
Show, Municipal Theatre in Forest Park.
Song," Margaret Niesel, pianist; Quartet selections,
"O Canada." Chorus Franco-Canadian: "Talse ChroKYW (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 7*0-7:58 P. M..
The Cincinnati Harmony Four; "Serenade." "A la
WE
REPAIR
TOrE
Concert, courtesy Cable Piano Company, Harry Geise,
bien Aimee," Margaret Niesel. pianist; Concert. The
matique."
Beatrice
Gerard,
pianist;
"L'Apostat,"
L. H. Marrit
bass: "Gavotte."
Georgette Manny,
Cincinnati Harmony Four, "Drifting Back to Dreampianist:
Cope Harvey's
orchestra.
land," Steerin' for Erin"; Dance selections, Aichele
violinist: "Les Soirees de Quebec"
Chorus:
"Les
WB2
(Eastern,
337), 7*5
P. M., Concert Sarah K.
Ancfens
Canadiens."
GuUlaime
LoiseTle, reader; "O
Jforelty Orchestra;
WaltzAichele
Songs,"
The
Howes, mezzo-soprano; WBZ trio; 8:30, Bedtime story
Cincinnati
Harmony "Old
Four; Time
selections
Novelty
Carillon," Alphone
Gerard, baritone; "Obstination,"
for grown-ups, prepared by Orison S. Marsden.
WD-II.
WD-12,
UV-199. UV-20I-A,
Beatrice Gerard, soprano:
"Tes Yenx."
"Les Trois WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12*0-12:54
C-30I-A
$3.50 each
Dance Orchestra; The Cincinnati Harmony Four, "AnP. M„ Organ recital, Stanley Theater, dinner music
Couronnes d'or," Edward FToment. tenor; "L'Amour."
nie
Laurie,"
"When
Tou
and
I
Were
Young
Maggie";
UV-200. C-300. AP
Detectors
2.75 each
Selections
by
Aichele
Novelty
Dance
Orchestra.
Henri
Pellerin,
baritone:
"Fantasie
de Passion,"
Acadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3*0. Musical
UV-201.
C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
WMAO.
(Central,
Daylight
Savino,
448),
Program
by
Georgette
Manny, violinist; "Les Chants Canadiens."
program, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, Feri SarDV-6.
DV-6-A
3.50 each
chorus.
Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art;
kozi, director; 430-530, Song recital and fashion
U
V-202
4.00 each
>£vawn
t •v-^, Them
7:00, Georgene Fatdkner. stories for children; 9:00,
andijui
rtuarantes
New
mlttanceEqual t,,to jotoj
WHAS
(Central. 400). 4*0-5*0 P. M., Concert by the
talk; 7 30, Bedtime stories, Dream Daddy; 8:00, Song
repair
LaSalle Boof Garden Orchestra; 9:15, John Stamford,
Mary Anderson Theatre orchestra. Ollie Jones, contenor.
recital
and orchestra.
dance music Howard Lanin's Arcadia
Cafe Dance
ductor:
"Just
Among
Home
Folks";
Organ
recital,
WOO
(Central,
484).
8:00
P.
M.,
Pipe
Organ
Recital,
Roy C. Parks; 730-9:00.
Concert under direction of WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M„ Dinplus parcel postage for one pound per tube.
Howard Weller Hardavrav.
Erwin SvrindelL organist. Harold Stelk, boy soprano;
rener dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford OrQUICK SERVICE Include with your order
WIP
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 1*0-2*0 P. M.,
chestra; 630, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
10:00 P. M.. Concert "Blackhawk Hotel Orchestra."
Orgsn recital. Earl Bonavcitz, Germantown Theater;
WWJ
(Eastern,
517),
3:00
P.
M..
Concert.
Scheman's
Stratford
Concert
Orchestra:
7*0-730.
Children's
Band;
830,
News
Orchestra.
Sehmeman
s
Band.
3*0, Song recital, 6*0. Dinner music. WD? Little
Own Half Hour, Stories by Cousin Sue.
Symphony Orchestra: Dick Regan, director; 7:00-730,
WGI (Eastern, 360), 12:00 noon Organ recital: 6:45
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip: 830, Organ recital. Karl
P. M., Girls' Hour conducted by Eunice I*. Randall;
Bonawitz, Germantown Theater.
7:30 P. M., Duo piano Battle of Music; Concert by.
Uncle Eddie and Uncle John.
WOO
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving.
509).
11:00-1130
Melco Typa 400 and Amplifier
A. M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M.. WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 3f9). 12*0-1230 P. M..
Luncheon
music, TVanamaker
Tea Room
Orchestra;
Selections at the Wurlitzer, George Albert Bouchard :
4:45-5*0.
Organ
recital,
Mary
E.
Vogt;
730.
Sport
4:00-530
Catherine
Stang,
violinist,
Martha
Gumph.
results.
harpist; tea-time music; 9:00-11:45 P. M., Concert
WJAX (Eastern, 390). 730 P. M., Concert famished by
Program.
Cleveland News.
WHAS
(Central,
400).
4:00-5:00
P. H..
Concert by
WLW
(Eastern, 309). 10:00 P. M„ "My Heart At Thy
Sweet Voice,-' "Sunshine Song," Gladys Helen Woerz,
soprano;
the Scenes," a Play in one Act:
Selections."Behind
Circle Orchestra.
WMAQ
(Central. Daylight Saving. 448), 430 V, M.,
Glenn Dillard Gunn School of Music; 9:00. Concert,
TaSaTle
Roof
Garden
Orchestra,
direction E. E.
Sheets, Jr.; 9:15, Mr. t- Sirs. Wtau B. Dicjenson.
tenor and contralto.
at distributor's
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 3*0 P. M.. Concert, Schmeman's
4*1 7 £0
Band; 3 30, News Orchestra, Schmeman's Band.
Two-Stage Amplifying Unit for

What Time Is It?
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SPECIAL
SALE
on Type 400

Wednesday, August 15

The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio

For REAL Filament Control

Shipped

MFC. BY
FRESHMAN
Caii
MIW
ITOBKCITV

AMSCO

Through the accuracy and dependability of Freshman Condensers, hookups and circuits have been perfected
which have completely revolutionized
the art of Radio Reception.
These little storers of energy and
rectifiers of Radio Current are the
very heart of a well-built radio set.
The proper fixed condenser will make
all the difference in the world in the
reception, clarity and selectivity your
set affords.
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Your
set
is
probably
bringing in DX stations
you never heard because
your rheostet cannot control your filament action.
The Filkostat gives infinite adjustment and enables you to magnify the
weak stations and bring
them in strong and clear.
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At dealers in high tg%
grade
Radio
Sup- * J
plies, everywhere.
A

H
H
§1

immediately
WRITE

$17.50

on receipt of purchase price — F. O. B. N. Y.
FOR
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

PRODUCTS,

Broome & Lafayette Street

Capacity

Each
$0.35

.0002
.00025.... . . .a
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0006
.0008
.001

.33
35
35
35
.35
40
40
40

Capacity
.002
.0025

1Each

.004

.50
50.40
.60
.75
.75
.75
1.00
1.50
1.75
2.50

.006
.008. . . .
.015
.02
.01. .

The FEESHMAS is so designed that constant equal pressure is exerted on the condenser plates over the entire area. They
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.
At your dealers, etherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

sshman

BRANDES

Made

The.jSO.i3U

List $16.00

h,*'"w"

COCKADAY

e° $13.95

BIIUI

UlltUit,

WIIIJ

Complete
parts for this wentferful^circoit; ^nlv
best material used.
Guaranteed
work properly.
Special complete. .

REINARTZ
Complete
standard
parts.
<C 1 1
We specialize
in the
RcinarU circuit.

We guarantee results

3 Plato

II Plato

17 Plato
23 Plato

«
II
17
23

Plate
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier

Six New

YORK

e«
-A
$5.45

in Germany.

best Phones made.

VARIABLE

NEW

CONDENSERS

fiPJ

«pl l.t/O
(.Moulded Ends)
List
Our
Price
Price
1.25
2.00
3.50
1.95
4.00
1.75
1.95
4.00
2.25
5.00
3.25
6.00
6.00
6.60
T.50

YORK

CITY

I£ur SELECTION"

Neutrodyne

N. & K. PHONES
6000 Ohms.

Inc.

Building

NEUTRODYNE
Complete parts for 4 tube

Superior Phones.
$8.00 list — Special.

Set

Mostly

Fada
Fada

tf» n pi UU
s\s\
JK«3t5

ty. $2
5.75
»|»w.w

parts used.

MUSIC
MASTER
Loud Speaker.
Supreme
Quali
Clear and Loud. List $30.

Sped

FLEWELLING

CIRCUIT

Complete
parts.
Including
two
Mountings.
Only standard
advertised parts used-.
Complete.

invuuieu

vuii

mounted

Coil

2 STEP AMPLIFIER $13.95
^
.95

Completely assembled, ready to use.$l
Hard

■*¥*.*»**%*

made Thick
PANELS—
None better
Hard 3/16"

Rubber
7x10
$0.95 Balrelite
$1.35
7x12
1.25 1.60
7x11
1.40 1.95
CABINETS
Extra
7x10
7x12

RADIO CORPORATION,

7x14

fine

3.25

7sl8.
7x21.
7x24.

Bobber Baltelite
...$1.65
$2.45
2.75
... 1.85
... 2.15

Quality— Hinged top — Mahogany
$2.75 7x18
2.95

3.25

7x24

12x14

finish.
$3.50

3.95

3.95
3.50
59 Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY
3.95
York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
*o8 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise prepaid
for 25 cents.

PERFECTION
NEW

Fairbanks

"make PERFECTION

43 Plate Vernier

Condenser
106 Seventh Avenue

use with the Melco-400, also regularly costing $35, now only....

The Melco Type 400 Radio Receiver covers all broadcasting ranges thoroughly
from 165 to 600 meters and assures a great degree of selectivity on the average
small outdoor aerial. The Melco is the ideal home set because it is least
affected by electrical disturbances. Sold with our absolute money-back guarantee.

ITESTED
/VO/S£LffSSMl
MICA
CONDENSER

RUTER PORTABLE LOOP
and you are assured of
proper results.
Rltter loops can he assembled in
fire minutes.
Instructions with
every
loop
Price
SLOO.
By
raail. loc extra,
RITTEB BADIO CO.
230 Canal Street New York

price of only. . . .«pl I •til/

Regular List Price $35

FRESHMAU

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M„
Concert, "Phedre," Orchestra: "Schon Rosmarin,"
Harry AdasMn, violinist; "Amina," orchestra; Selections, Muriel Lomax, soprano; "Serenad," Orchestra;

MELCO
RECEIVER

RADIO
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18, 1923

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
AA3.

Corrected Every

Denver. Colo.
440 meters.
1.500 mi.
FitzsiniGen. Hospital.
(Educational Dept. TJ. S. Army).
Fri, S-9 pm, music, entertainment
Mountain.
A06. Canton. O.
425 meters.
500 mi.
HdQtrs. 135th
Field Artillery O. X. G.
Wed, Fri, music.
Sun,
church services.
Eastern.
ASS. San Antonio. Tex.
360 meters.
200 mi.
U. S.
Army. Ft. Sam Houston.
Hon, Thurs, irregular.
AV7, St. Paul, Minn
400 meters.
500 mi.
6th Inf.
Minn.
Nat'l Guard,
St. Paul Armory.
Daily ex
Sun. 2-2:30 pm, music, announcements.
Tues, S :3o10 pm.
Thurs. 8:30-9:15 pm.
Central.
BEI, Tacoma, Wash.
400 meters.
100 mi. Camp Lewis.
U. 5. Army. Third Signal Co. Daily ex Thurs, Sun,
6-7 pm, music, announcements, lectures.
Pacific.
CFAC.
Calgarv, Alta.. Can.
430 meters.
1.000 mi.
Calgary Daily Herald.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm,
3-4.
Dailv, 7:45-S:45 pm.
Mountain.
CFCA, Toronto. Ont., Can. 400 meters. 500 ml Toronto
Star. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather: 2:30-3:30 pm.
news, music; 5:30-6. news: S-9, concert. Sun, 8:45
pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight
Saving.
CFCB. Vancouver. B. C. Can. 440 meters. 1,500 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province. Daily, S:30-9:30 pm. reports, news, music.
Pacific.
CFCE. Halifax, N, S.. Can. 440 meters. 150 mi. Marment. coni Co. Mon, Wed, Sun night, music, entertainCFCF, Montreal, P. Q.. Can. 440 meters. 1.000 mi.
Marconi Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm. Monday,
Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
CFCH. Iroquois Falls. Ont., Can. 400 meters. 200 mi.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd. Daily, 8 pm,
weather and stock reports. Experimental station.
Eastern.
CFCK, Edmonton. Alta.. Can. 410 meters. Radio Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 8-8:30 pm, music. Sun,
3:30-4:30 pm. ConcertMountain.
CFCN, Calgary, Alta., Can. 275, 440 meters. 1,500 mi.
W. W. Grant Badio Ltd. Slogan, -Voice of the
Prairies." Mon. 9 pm, music. Fri. 10:30-12:30 pm,
dance music Sat, 10-12 pm. Wed, Sat, Sun, after
11:30 pm using test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCX, London.
Ont, Can.
The London Advertiser.
CFPC, Fort Frances. Ont., Can. International Badio
Develop. Co.
CFTC, Toronto. Ont.. Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
Licensed only.
CFYC. Vancouver, B. C Can. Victor Wentworth
Odium.
CHBC, Calgary, Alta., Can. 410 meters. 1.000 mi. W.
W. Grant Radio Ltd. (Morning Albertan.) Daily
ex Sat, S:45-9:45 pm, news, stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCA. Vancouver. B. C, Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver, Ltd.
CHCB, Toronto. Can. Marconi Co. No regular program.
CHCF, Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
CHCS.
London,
Ont., Can.
London Badio Shoppe.
CHCX. Motreal, Que.. Can..
B. L. Silver.
CHYC. Montreal, Que.. Can. 410 meters. 1.5C0 mi.
Northern Elec. Co. No regular schedule.
CHXC Ottawa. Ont.. Can. 450 meters. 50 mi. J. B.
Booth, Jr.
Mon. Wed, 8:30-11 pm, music, "entertainment. Eastern.
CJBC. Montreal, Que.. Can. 420 meters. 75 mi. Dupuis-Freres.
Wed, Fri, 9-10 pm. music.
Eastern.
CJCA, Edmonton. Alta.. Can. 450 meters. 1.000 mi.
Edmonton Journal, Ltd. Slogan, "The Sunniest Spot
In Sunny Alberta." Club. "Igloo Hut." Daily ex
Sun, 12:30 pm, weather, markets. 7:30-8 pm. Children's half hour. 8:30-9:30 pm, concert, reports.
Tues, 11-12 pm. Club.
Mountain.
GICB, Nelson, B. C, Can. 400 meters. 100 mi. James
Gordon Bennett. Daily, S-9 pm, music, news, reports.
Pacific.
_
CJCD, Toronto, Canada. 410 meters. 200 mi. T. Eaton
Co.. Xo regular program.
CJCE. Vancouver. B. C, Can. 420 meters. 150 nu.
Vancouver Sun. Daily ex Sun, 8-10, music, news.
Pacific.
„
CJCH, Toronto, Ont., Can.
United Farmers of Ontario.
CJCI. St. John. X B., Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. McLean. Holt & Co., Ltd. Mon, Wed. Fri, 7:30-9 pm,
music
Eastern,
CJCN, Toronto, Ont. Can. Simons. Agnew & Co. Licensed only.
,
_
CJCS, Halifax. N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph
Co.
.
CJCX. Olds. Alta., Can. 400 meters. I,o00 nu. Percival W. Shackleton. Tues. Thurs, 9:45-11 pm, music.
Sat, 8:45-10 pm, music
Mountain.
CJCY. Calgary, Alta., Can.
Edmund Taylor.
CJGC. London. Ont. Can. 430 meters. S00 mi. London Free Press. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm. news,
weather. Daily ex Tues. 7-7:45 pm, music. Tues,
7:30-S:30 pm, special program.
Eastern.
CJNC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 400 meters. 1.000 mi.
Tribune Newspaper Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm,
Tues, S-10 pm. Thurs, 7-8 pm, Fri. 8-10. Alternate
Sun. S:30-10 pm.
Central.
CJSC. Toronto, Ont., Can. Evening Telegram. Licensed
onlv.
CKAC. Montreal. Que.. Can. 430 meters. 1.000 nu. La
Presse. Daily ex Sun, 2 pm, 3:30, weather, news,
markets. 5-5:15, music. Tues, Thurs. Sat, 7-7:30 pm,
bedtime stories; 7:30-10 concert. Sun 4-5:30 pm,
music. Winnipeg.
Eastern.
" ,
CKCB,
Man.. Can.
T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
GKCE,
Toronto. Ont. Can.
Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK, Begina, Sask.. Can. 420 meters. 1,500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-10:30 am, news,
music: 1:15-2 pm, reports, music. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Sat. 7:30-8:15. music. Tues. 7:30-9 concert. Sun,
9 pm. sacred concert
Mountain.
CKCR, St. John, X. B.. Can. 400 meters. 75 mi. Jones
Elec. Radio Co.. Ltd. Daily 4-5 pm. concert, reports.
Eastern. _
CKKC. Toronto. Ont., Can. Radio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
Licensed only.
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont.. Can. 410 meters. 100 mi.
Wentworth Radio Supply Co., Ltd. Mon, Wed,
Fri, S:30-9:30 pm, concert. Sun, church services.
Eastern.
...
.
CKQC. London, Ont. Can. 410 meters. 50 nu. Radio
Supply
Co.
Mon.
Wed,
Fri,
7:30-8:30
pm.
music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
CKY, Winnipeg, Man., Can. 450 meters. 500 mi.
Manitoba TeL Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:45 pm,
news, markets, music. Tues. Thurs. Fri. 8:30-10 pm,
concert.
Sun, 9-9:45 pm, coneert.
CentraL
CKZC. Winnipeg.
Man.. Can.
Salton Radio Eng. Co.
DN4, Denver, Colo. 360 meters. 200 mi. Colorado National Guard. Daily ex Sun, 8:15 pm. weather,
news, concert Thurs, 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech. Mountain.
KDKA, E Pittsburgh, Pa. 326 meters. 2,000 nu.
Wesiinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun. 1010:15 am, 12:30-1 pm, music; 6-9:55 pm. news features,
markets, concert; 9:55-10, time. Sun, 10:45 am,
church service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert;
4:45 pm, 7:30. church service.
Eastern.
KDOW, Xew York, N. T. S.S. America. Home port
Xew York.
is
KDPM, Cleveland, O. 270 meters.
Westinghouse Elec

KDPT, San Diego, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Southera Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30 pm. news.
weather, concerts, lecture. Tues, Sat, S-10 pm.
Sun, 11:30-12:00
am, sermon.
" 1.800 mi.
KDYL,
Salt Lake City,
Utah. 360Pacific.
meters.
Salt Lake Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 7-S pm, news,
music, entertainment
Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego. Calif.
252 meters.
Savoy Theater.
KDYQ. Portland. Ore. 360 meters. 200 mi Oregon
Institute of Technology.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYS. Great Falls. Mont 360 meters. 1.000 mi.
Great Falls Tribune. Mon, Wed. Sat, S-10 pm, concert Sun, 4 pm, church services.
Mountain.
KDYW, Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 100 mi. Smith
Hughes
& Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYX. Honolulu, T. H. Hawaii. 360 meters. 500 mL
Honolulu Star-Bulletin Co., Ltd. Daily ex Sun,
12:15-1:15 pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment,
music talks. Sun. 11 am-12:15 pm, church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZB, Bakersfield, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Frank
Siefert Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm. reports, music Sun.
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific
KDZE. Seattle. Wash. 435 meters. oOO mi Seattle
Radio Assn. Daily ex Sun. 10:30-11 am. 3:30-4:30
pm. news, music. Mon, Fri, 7-S pm, concert Wed.
8-9 pm. concert Pacific
KDZF. Los Angeles. Calif. 278 meters. Automobile
Club of Southern California.

KDZI, Wenatchee, Wash. 360 meters. 700 mi. Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 4:30-5:30 pm. music
Mon,
Fri, S-9
pm, music Sun, 11 am-12:30 pm,
church Wed,
services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Reno, Xev. 360 meters. 50 mi. Xevada Machine & Elec. Co. iXevada State Journal). Sun, 7-8
pm. Pacific
KDZO. Denver. Colo.
360 meters. Pyle & Nichols.
KDZR. Eellingham. Wash. 261 meters. 200 mi. The
Bellingham Pub. Co. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7-S:30 pm,
music, news, reports; 7:30-7:45, code practice. Tues,
Sat. Sun. 7-S pm.
Pacific.
KDZT, Seattle. Wash.
360 meters.
Seattle Badio Assn.
KFAD, Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters. 200 mi. McArthur
Brothers. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather,
stock reports.
Mountain.
KFAE, Pullman, Y\ ash. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. State
College of Washington. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm,
lectures, music, readings.
Pacific.
KFAF, Denver. Colo. 360 meters. 1,500 mL Western
Radio Corp. Slogan, "Voice from the Rockies — Out
Where the West Is." Daily ex Wed and Sun. S-9
pm. music, reports, news.
Mountain.
KFAJ. Boulder. Colo. 360 meters. S00 nu. Univ. of
Colo. No definite schedule. Univ. activities. Mountain.
KFAN, Moscow, Ida. 360 meters. 200 mL The Electric
Shop. Tues. Thurs, Sat. 7:30-8:30 pm. music, reports.
Sun, church services.
Pacific
KFAP, Butte. Mont.
360 meters.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ, San Jose. Calif.
360 meters.
City of San Jose.
KFAR, Hollywood, Calif. 2S0 meters. Studio Lighting
Service Co.
KFAT, Eugene. Ore. 275 meters. 100 mL Pac Badio
Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, S-9 pm, lectures, music. Pacific.
KFAU. Boise. Ida. 270 meters. 200 mi. Boise H S.
Daily ex Sun. 3-3:30 pm. markets, news; 8:30 pm,
weather. Tues, Fri, S-9 pm, concert. Thurs, 7:30S:15 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFAV. Venice. Calif. 25S meters. 50 mi. AbbotKinney Pacific
Co. Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, S:30-9:30 pm,
music
KFAW, Santa Ana, Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Eadio
Den. Daily ex Sun. 4-4:30 pm, news, reports, music
Mon, Thurs, 6:30-7:30 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFAY. Medford, Ore. 360 meters. 500 mL Virgin
Badio Service.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFBB, Havre, Mont. 360 meters. 150 mi. F. A. Buttrey Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, agriograms,
tain.
weather, news. Tues, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, music MounKFBC,
San Diego, Calif. 27S meters. 500 mL
W. K.

Week — Parti

KFDP. Des Moines. Iowa. 27S meters. 300 mi. Hawkeye Radio & Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 3-3:45 pm.
reports, music. Mon, 9-11 pm, music. Thurs, 9-11
pm. music, entertainment.
Central.
KFDR,
York.
Xeb.
360 Calif.
meters. 360Bullock's.
KFOS.
San Francisco,
meters. John D.
McKee.
KFDU, Lincoln, Neb. 240 meters. Neb. Badio Elec.
Co.
KFDV, Fayetteville, Ark. 360 meters. 300 mi. Gilbrech & Stinson. Slogan. "Southern Gateway to the
Ozarks."
No regular schedule.
Central.
Church. Shreveport, La. 360 meters. First Baptist
KFDX.
KFDY, Brookings, S. D. 360 meters. S. D. State
College of Agri. & Mech. Arts. Mon, Sat. 8:30 pm,
music.
Central. Tues, Thurs, 11 am, music, lectures, news.
KFDZ,
son. Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Harry O. IverKFEC, Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 75 mi. Meier &
Frank Co. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather, reports;
4-5 pm, music; 6:30 pm, weather, crop, markets, reports. Thurs. 9-10 pm, concert. Sat, 11 am 12 m,
children's hour.
Pacific
KFEJ. Tacoma, Wash.
360 meters.
Guy Greason.
KFEL, Denver. Colo. 360 meters. Winner Eadio Corp.
Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 11, 11:45. stock reports; 3-4
pm, music Mon, Fri. 9-10 pm. 12-1 am. concerts.
Sun. 9-10 am, church services.
Mountain.
KFEP, Denver. Colo. 240 meters. Badio Equipment Co.
KFEQ. Oak, Neb.
360 meters.
J. L. Scroggin.
Service Fort
Co. Dodge, la. 231 meters. Auto Electric
KFER.
KFEV, Douglas. Wyo. 263 meters. 250 mL Felix
Thompson Radio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
special warnings.
Mountain.
KFEX, Minneapolis. Minn. 275 meters, 600 mL Augsburg Seminary. Mon, Wed. Fri. 10:30 am. chapel.
Tues. Sat. 6 pm, music Sun, 9:15 pm. church
services.
Central.
KFEY, Kellogg,
livan Mining & Ida.
Const.360Co.meters. Bunker Hill & SulKFEZ. St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. American Society
of Mech. Engrs.
KFFA. San Diego. Calif. 244 meters. 200 mi. Dr. B.
O Shelton.
Daily. 6-7 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
tain.
KFFB,
Boise, Ida. 210 meters. 70 mi. Jenkins Firm.
Co. (Owvhee Hotel). Daily. S-9 pm. concert. MounKFFE, Pendleton,

Ore.

360 meters.

100 mL

Eastern

Serially Continuously —
BBOADCASTIXG station directory is the most complete
THE
and authentic list of Eadiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Eadio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now, not only
in the location index, but in the schedule list. The latter, however
is divided, one-fourth appearing this week, the second quarter to appear
next week, and the third part the week following and the fourth will
have the state, city and station index.
The station schedules given here are listed alphabetically by call letters.
Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length, estimated
sure miles range of the station, the owner 's name, the slogan of the station if one is used, name of listener in "club," the schedule of operating hours, and the kind of time used.
The state, city and call list appears with the last week and is merely an
index. One wishing to find the calls of the stations in his vicinity,
will find this index useful. Three successive issues of Eadio Digest
will give one the most complete and accurate list of broadcasting stations
obtainable.

Azbill.
Thurs. Sun, S-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific
KFBE, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 360 meters. 50 mL
R. H Horn. Mon, Wed, Fri, 4-5 pm. Wed, Fri,
7-7:30 pm.
Pacific.
KFBG,
Church.Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. First Presbyterian
KFBK,

Sacramento. Calif. 283 meters. 300 mL Kimball-Upson Co. Slogan. "Heart of California." Daily
ex. Sun, 6-6:45 pm, concert news, codes. Wed. 8-9:30
pm.
concert
Sun. 10-11 am, churck service; 8-9 pm,
concert
Pacific
KFBL, Everett, Wash. 224 meters. 50 mL Leese Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 7:15-8:15 pm.
Sun, 2-3 pm.
Pacific
KFBS, Trinidad. Colo. 360 meters. Chronicle News &
Gas & Elec. Supply Co.
KFBU,
Laramie,
Wyo.
283
meters.
Bishop
N. 3.
Thomas.
KFCD. Salem. Ore. 360 meters, 100 mL F. S. Barton. Tues. Wed. Fri. 7-S pm.
Pacific
Moore. Walla Walla. Wash. 360 meters. Frank A.
KFCF,
KFCH, Billings. Mont 360 meters. 500 mi. Electric
Service Station, Inc Wed. Fri, Sun, 7:30-9 pm.
music.
Mountain.
KFCK. Colorado Springs. Colo. 360 meters. Colorado
Springs Radio Co.
KFCU Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mL Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:30
am. 1:15-1:45 pm, 4-4:30, 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Thurs, 9-9:20 pm.
Pacific
KFCM, Richmond. Calif. 244 meters. 500 mi. Richmond Radio Shop. Slogan. "Out Where the West
Ends." Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, music Tues, Fri, 8-9
pm. music
Pacific
KFCP.
Ogden. Utah.
360 meters.
Ralph W. Flygare.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1000 mi. Fred
Mahaffev, Jr. Daily ex Sun, 7-.30-S pm. markets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm, entertainment.
CentraL

KFCY, Le Mars, la. 360 meters. 300 mi. Western
Union College. Fri, S-9 pm, music, educationaL
Central.
•
, - -•
KFCZ. Omaha, Neb.
25S meters.
Omaha Central H S.
KFDA, Baker. Ore. 360 meters. 25 mi. Adler's Music
Store. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8. music. Sun. 6-8
pm.
Pacific.
KFDB.
San Francisco, Calif.
509 meters.
1,500 mi.
Mercantile Trust Co. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am. weather, markets: 11-11:30. news, quotations; 2-3 pm, lectures; 7-7:30 pm, reports.
Pacific
KFDC.
Spokane.
Wash.
235 meters.
25 mL
E. B.
Craney.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFDD, Boise.thedral. Idaho.
252 meters.
St. Michael's
CaSun. 11:15-12:30
pm, S-9:15
church services.
Mountain.
KFDF,
Casper, Wyo.
360 meters.
600 mi.
Wyoming
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12:30 pm, weather, stocks.
Wed
Fri, 8-9 pm. music.
Sun, S-9 pm. sacred
music: 11-11:30. music
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson, Ariz.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Univ. of
Ariz.
Temporarily discontinued.
Mountain.
KFOJ,
360 meters.
Oregon Agri. College. Ccrvallis. Ore,
KFDU
Colo.
360 meters.
Knight-Campbell
Music Denver
Co.
_ __
„ _
ting. Bozeman, Mont 360 meters. H. Everett CutKFDO.

Ore. Radio Co.
Daily ex Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
Pacific.
KFFO, Hillsboro. Ore.
229 meters.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
KFFP. Moberly. Mo. 275 meters. 300 mi. First Baptist
Church.10:45Slogan,
Gospel services.
Messenger Central.
of the Air."
Sun.
am. 8 "The
pm, churck
KFFQ,
Colorado
Springs. Colo.
360 meters.
250 mi.
The Markshetfel Motor Co.
Daily, S:15 am, weather;
4-5 pm, concert.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special
program.
Mountain.
KFFR,
Sparks. Xev.
226 meters.
50 mi.
Jim Kirk.
Wed, Fri. S-9 pm, "Sagebush Canaries."
Pacific.
KFFV, Lamoni,
Iowa.
360 meters.
600 mi.
Graceland College.
Wed.
9:20 am, music
appreciation.
Thurs, 8 pm, entertainment
Central.
KFFX, Omaha, Nebr.
278 meters.
600 mL
The MeGraw Co. Daily. 2:30-3:50 pm.
Central.
KFFY, Alexandria, La.
360 meters.
Pincus & MurKFFZ. phy. Dallas.
Tex.
360 meters.
AL
G. Barnes
Inc.
Amusement
Co.
KFGC. Baton Bouge, La.
254 meters.
Louisiana State
University.
No regular schedule.
KFGD. Chickasha, Okla.
24S meters. 50 mi. Chiekasha
Radio
Slogan, am;
"Queen9-9:30
of thepm,Washita."
Daily &ex Elec
Sun, Co. 11:30-12
music
CentraL
KFGH.
Stanford Univ.. Calif.
360 meters.
500 mi
Leland
Stanford
Junior
University.
No
regular
schedule.
KFGJ,
St Louis. Mo.
266 meters.
National Guards
Missouri.
KFGL. Arlington, Ore.
234 meters.
Arlington Garage.
KFGP,
Cheney, Kans.
229 meters.
Cheney Radio Co.
KFGQ. Boone, la. 226 meters.
Crary Hardware Co.
KFGV. Utica. Nebr.
224 meters.
50 mL
Heidbreder
Radio Supply Co. No regular schedule.
KFGX,
Orange. Tex.
250 meters.
First Presbyterian
Church;
Sun,
11 am,
7:30 pm, church
services.
Shop.
Central.
KFGY, Baudette. Minn.
224 meters.
Gjelhaug's Badio
KFGZ.
Berrien Springs, Mich.
268 meters.
Emanuel
Missionary CoUege.
KFHA.
Gunnison.
Colo.
360 meters.
Colorado
State
Normal School. "Where the Sun Shines Every Day."
Daily ex Sun. 8:30 am. weather, markets.
Tues, 7:30
pm, entertainment
Mountain.
KFHB, Hood Rivef, Ore.
2S0 meters.
50 mL
P. L.
BoardwelL
Daily ex Mon.
6:20-6:35
pm,
sports.
news.
Sun. 1-1:45 pm, music.
Special program!
11 pm.
Pacific.
KFHD. St. Joseph. Mo. 226 meters. 50 mi. Utz Electric Co. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm.
Mon, Thurs, Sat,
8-9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
KFHF, tianShreveport.
La.
266 meters.
Central ChrisChurch,
KFHH.
Neah Bay. Wash.
283 meters.
Ambrose A.
McCue.
KFHI, Wichita, Kans.
224 meters.
Charles V. Dixon.
KFHJ.
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
360
meters.
Fallon
Company.
KFHL. Oskaloosa, la, 227 meters.
Penn College.
KFHP, Kearney, Neb.
246 meters.
Badio Bug Products Co.
KFHQ,
Los Gates. Calif.
242 meters.
Curtis Bros.
Hdwe.
Store.

KFHR,

Seattle, Wash. 270 meters. Star Elec. & Radio

Co.
KFHS.
Hutchinson. Kans.
220 meters.
Robert Nelson.
KFHU. Mayrille. N. D.
261 meters.
M. G. Sateren.
KFHY, Trinidad, Colo.
242 meters.
R. S. McEwan.
KF1. Los Angeles. Calif. 469 meters. 2,000 mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc. Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm. 6:45-7:30
pm. 8-11 pm. Wed, Fri, Sat, 8-12 pm. Sun, 10:30kens.
11:30 am. 4-5 pm. 8-11.
Pacific
KF1B. St. Louis, Mo. 244 meters. Franklin W. JenKFIC, Denver. Colo.
224 meters.
Phillip Laskowitz.
KFID, Iola, Kans. 246 meters. Boss Arbuckles Garage. Daily. 5:15-5:45 pm. Mon. Thurs, Sat,
7:30-S pm.
Tues. Sat, 9-10 pm.
CentraL
StudentPortland.
Body.
KFIF.
Ore. 360 meters. Benson Tech.
KFIJ, Platte. S. D. 236 meters. Sidney I. Thorean.
KFIK, Gladbrook, Iowa. 234 meters. Gladbrook Elec.
Co.
KFIL,
Farm Louisburg,
Equip. Co. Kans. 234 meters, Windiseh Elec.
KFIO. Spokane, Wash. 252 meters. North Central
High Yakima,
School. Wash. 224 meters, 200 mi. Yakima
KFIQ.
Valley Broadcasting Assn. Slogan, "The Station That
Will
Make 224 Famous." Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8 pm.
cific
weather, markets. Mon. Fri. 8-9 pm, concert PaKFIU, Juneau. Alaska. 226 meters. Alaska Eleo.
Light & Power Co.
KFIV, Pittsburg. Kans.
240 meters. V. H. Broyles.
KFIX, Independence, Kans. 240 meters. Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ, of Later Day Saints.
KFIY,
tories. Seattle, Wash. 236 meters. Brott Laboramonwealth.
KFIZ.
Fond du Lac, Wis. 273 meters. Daily ComPower Grand
Co.
KFJA,
Island, Nebr. 244 meters. Central
KF1B,
Marshalltown, Iowa. 248 meters. Marshall
Elec. Co.
KFJC,
Seattle. Wash.
233 meters.
Post Intelligencer.
KFJD. Greeley, Colo. 236 meters. 300 mL Weld County
Printing & Pub. Co.
KFJF. Oklahoma City, Okla. 252 meters. National
Radio Mfg. Co.
KFJH. Selma, Calif.
273 meters.
The Sugar Bowl.
Shop. Astoria. Ore.
KFJI,
252 meters.
Liberty Theatre.
KFJJ, Carrollton, Mo. 236 meters. Carrollton Badio
KFKA,
TeachersGreeley.
CoUege. Colo. 248 meters. Colorado State
KFKH,
Lakeside,
Colo. 226 meters. Denver Park
Amusement
Co.
Service.
KFLE, Denver, Colo. 268 meters. National Educational
KFZ, Spokane. Wash. 2S3 meters. 300 mi. DoerrMitchell
Co. Slogan. "In the Heart of the Inland
Pacific Elec
Empire."
Tues, Fri, 7:30-9 pm, music. Sun, 6-7 pm.
KGB, Tacoma, Wash. 360 meters. 200 ml. Tacoma
Daily Ledger— William A. Mullins Elec. Co. Daily
ex Sun. 7-9 pm. Sun, 5-7:30 pm, entertainment.
Pacific.
KGG, Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 500 mL Hallock &
Watson Radio Service. Slogan. "The Rose City."
Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, music entertainment 7 :30-8
pm, reports. Sat, S-9 pm, answers to Radio questions.
Sun, Wed. 9-10 pm, music. Pacific
KGN, Portland. Ore. 360 meters. 100 mL Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
KGO. Altadena, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mL Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU. Honolulu. Hawaii. 360 meters. 150 ml The
Honolulu Advertiser. Daily. 7:30-9 pm. Tues. Thurs.
Sat, special
program. 150th meridian. (Three hours
later
than Pacific.)
KGW. Portland, Ore. 492 meters. 1.500 mi. Oregonian Pub. Co. Slogan. "KGW, Keep Growing
Wiser." Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, weather; 3:30-4 pm,
woman's program; 7:30 pm. weather, 10-11 pm,
music. Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm. concert. Mon. Fri,
7-7:30 pm, lecture; 11-12 pm. Hoot Owls. Sun. 7-8
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KGY, Lacey, Wash. 258 meters. 250 ml. St. Martins
College.
Slogan,
the
Sea." Tues. Fri. "Out
Sun. Where
8:30-9:30thepm,Cedars
news, Meet
concert,
lecture, bedtime story.
Pacific
KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif. 395 meters. 2.000 mi. Los
Angeles Times. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:15 pm, 6:157:30, S-10.
Sun. 10-11 am. 8-10 pm.
Pacific.
KHQ, Seattle. Wash.
360 meters.
Louis Wasmer.
KJQ. Stockton, Calif. 360 meters. 100 ml. Gould.
The Light Man. Daily ex Sun, 5*.6 pm, concert
Mon. Wed.Pacific.
9-10 pm, concert Sun, 10-11 am. church
services.
KJR. Seattle, Wash. 270 meters. 1,500 mi. Northwest
Radio Service Co. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon, 7:30-8:30 pm, music Tues, Fri, Sat,
8:30-9:30
pm, pm.concerts,
Thurs.
9-10:30
Pacific lecture, bedtime stories.
KJS. Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mL Bible
Inst of Los Angeles. Tues. 7-7:30 pm. Thurs. S-9,
sacred music, lectures, etc Sun, 11:30-12:30 pm,
6-6:45, 8-9. church services.
Pacific.
KLN, Del Monte, Calif. 261 meters. Monterey Elec
Shop. Daily, 12-1 pm, weather, markets, news: 7-8
pm. concert. Tues. Fri, 7-7:30 pm, 8-8:30, concert.
Pacific
KLS, Oakland. Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 mL Warner
Bros. Badio Supply Co. Daily, 11:30-1 pm. Fri. 8-9
pm.
Sun. 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX. Oakland. Calif. 360 meters. 500 mL Oakland
Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 3:15-5:15 pm, sports; 7-7:30,
news, entertainment Tues, 8-9 pm. Fri. 9-10 pm.
Sun. 10-il am, church services.
Pacific
KLZ. Denver, Colo.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Reynolds
Radio Co.
Dally ex Sun. 7:30-8 pm. news, markets,
bedtime story.
Thurs. 8-9 pm, concert.
Sun, 8:3010:30 pm. concert
Mountain.
KMJ, Fresno. Calif.
360 meters.
300 mL
San Joaquin
Lt. & Pr. Corp.
Sun, 8-10 pm, music.
Pacific
KMO,
Tacoma.
Wash.
360 meters.
200 mL
Tacomi
Times.
(Love Electric Co.)
Daily ex Sun. 6-7 pm,
9:15-10, concert, news, lecture.
Pacific.
Service Co.
„
KNJ. Boswell. N. M.
250 meters.
Boswell Public
KNT.
Aberdeen,
Wash.
263 meters.
600 mi.
Grays
Pacific.
_ „news,_ con-,
Harbor cert.
Radio Co.
Daily
ex Sun. 7-8 pm,
KNV. Los Angeles, Calif.
360 meters.
Badio Supply
& Supply
Co.
.. ,.
KNX.
Los Angeles.
Calif. 360 meters. ...
Elec , Lighting
KOB. State CoUege. N. M. 360 meters. 500 ml. X. M.
Mountain.
_ pm,
Agri. &cert
Mech. Arts. Daily
11:55-12 m. 9:5o-10
time, reports. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. conKOP, Detroit, Mich. 286 meters. 1,500 mL Detroit
Police Dept Slogan. "Safety First" Daily ex Sun.
Eastern.
1 pm. 6:30, reports, police information, emergency.
KPO. San Francisco. Calif. 423 meters. 1.500 mi.
Hale Bros.. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm. 4:30-5:30 pm,
music. Mon, Tues, Thurs. Sun, 8-10 pm. concert,
lectures. Sat, 8-12 pm. music Sun, 11-12:30 pm,
church services.
Pacific.
KQI. Berkeley. Calif.
360 meters.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood Biver, Ore. 36u meters. Apple City Radio
Club. Fri,
Slogan,
City ofWed,
the 9*West"
Pacific
_ special.
. , Mon,
.
Wed.
6:30 "Apple
pm, music
pm,
KQV, Pittsburgh, Pa. 360 meters. 300 mi. DoubledayHill Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm; 4:30-5.
music Mon, Wed. Fri. 10-10:55 pm, concert. Fn.
4:30-5:15 pm. children's program.
Eastern.
pm, concert
KQW.
San Jose,Pacific
Calif. 360 meters. 1000 nu. ,r ^Chas.„
D. Herrold. Daily' ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm. Wed, 8-3
KRE. Berkeley. Calif. 278 meters. 600 mL
Elec. Co.
Mon. 8-10 pm.
Wed, 9-10 pm,

Maxwel
concert.

St Louis
KSD. St Louis. Mo. 546 meters. 1.500am,mL9:10,
8:40
Daily ex Sun.aL
Post
m,.
. 10:40,
„
Centr
nights.
silent Dispatch.
11:40. 12:40 pm. 1:40, 2:40, 4, 8.- Thurs and bun.
KSL,
San
Francisco.
Calif.
360
meters.
50
mL
me
Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
229 meters. Prest & Dean
Calif.schedule.
KSS.
X'o regular
Co. Beaek.
RadioLong
lrst
500 mi. t M—
meters. ic.
Pacif
service. 360
church Wash.
7-9:30. Seattle.
KTW.
Presbyterian Church. Sun. 11-12:30 pm, S---JD.
will(NOTE—
appear The
next second
week.) part of the station schedule list
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ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 7)
pianist: "Sons of Lovo." Beatrice Zollinger, soprano;
"Mavis."
"Think. Low, of Me." Carl F.
tenor; "llun.-ariau Rhapeodle." Mnry llhrln. pianist;
"I'mil." "Maroheta." Mrs. Frank Blnialntann, eon"KondLno.
but the Wear.- Heart."
Iralto; "None
Raymond
J. Zvnuk.
tlollnUt;
"Booktn
in do
Win-." "Pmtal
Along." Raymond
Becker, baritone;
"For Yon." "when
Bona Is Sweat." Beatrice EML-idy.
Swaai
soprano: "Tommy Lad." "Sweat,
Hnaar,
Carl
F. Matlileil.
tenor:
"Duetto,
Mary
nj>™'
Pianist: •'«>. Salmans."
ftOadle Sons." Mrs. Frank
nann. contralto: "Out Where the Blue Beans.
Carl F. Mathleu. tenor.
Mnry
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert
Anderson Theater orchestra, OUIe Jones, conductor:
ConM..
P.
7:30-9:00
Parts;
C
Oman recital. Roy
cert by Stamla'a Novelty orchestra.
1 P. M..
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Savlno. 509). 1:00-2:00 Theater;
Oman recital. Karl Bonawita. Qermantown
3*0. Soni recital: 7:00-7:30. Bedtime stories. Dnole
9:00-9:30. Organ reMusle.il protmn;
«*0.
WlPi cital,
Karl Bonavvliz.
Germantown Theater.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Savins.
509), j'^-j':j»
j5
A. M., Oman recital. Man B A est : 12.00-12
music. Wanamaker Tea RoomOrP. M., Luncheon
Bnastn:
4:45-5:00.
its!. Mary
E. ▼«*.
Dinner
7:45.
results:
sports
and
reports
7:30 Vollce
musk- Hotel Adelphla Roof Garden Concert OrL.
chestra; 8:30. Concert and organ recital, Mary

WJAX (Eastern, 390). 8:00 P. M.. Concert furnished
by Sylvester Lundberg's orchestra.
"Men of Valor."
10:00 P. ngM..Orchestra
WLW
." Stelnkoenl
•• \u (Eastern,
Printemre309).
: Concert
solo, Clifford Fricke. Hohart Frlcke. accomraiiist.
"Air from Lucia:" Solo, William Stelnkoenlng. barig orSteinkoenin
tone; "Call Me Back. Pal o' Mine."
chestra: "Just You." "The Kingdom Vt ithin Your
Bvas " Oliver Plunkett, tenor; Piano solo. Mercedes
Toss: "Elesie" (with violin obligato by Margaret
tenor;
Rolfes). "My Galloway Rose." Oliver Plunkett.
Is Soon Time." "Sweet Eileen. Steln"June Time
koenlng orchestra.
WMAQ. (Central. Daylight Saving. 448). Co""**!
Gasraxini orchestra: 9:00. Concert, La Salle Roof
Garden orchestra: 9:15. Corydon Smith orchestra.
WOC (Central, 484), 5:45 P. M.. Chimes Concert;
6:50 P. M., Sandman's Visit.
s
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 3:00 P. M.. Concert. Scheman
Band- 8:30 P. M., News orchestra. Schmenan s band.

L

Friday, August 17

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.
Concert "The Magic Flute," orchestra; •Tale."
Joyce Worsley, soprano: "Song of India." orchestra:
"Souvenir," Harry Adaskin, violinist: "Mock Morris,"
orchestra; "At Dawning." Joyce Worsley, soprano;
"The Flatterer," orchestra: Violin selections, Harry
Adaskin: "Sly Dear Soul." Joyce Worsley. soprano;
"San Toy." orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395) 230-3:30 P. M.. Matinee musicale:
Children's program: 8:00-10:00 P. M., De
6:45-7:30.
Lo_xe program.
KDKA (Eastern, 326). 5:15 P. M., Concert Grand
Symphony orchestra: 7:20, Concert, Anthony Jawelak,
blind pianist; Frank Jones, tenor.
K6W (Pacific. 492). 8:00-8:15 P. M., Concert, George
Oisen's orchestra; 10:00-11:00 P. M-. Concert. George
Oisen's orchestra; 11:00-12:00 P. M.. Hoot Owls.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345). 10:00-11 :00
P. M., Late show, given by the Pullman Porters
band. MajorHerbie
N. Clark
Cope pianists;
Harvey's
orchestra:
MintzSmith,
and director:
Harry Geise,
Sallie Menkes, pianist. *
WBZ (Eastern. 337). 5:30 P. M.. Dinner concert,
WBZ trio; 7.D5, Concert, Lina Scott Jeffcott, soprano;
WBZ trio.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P M Organ recital, Stanley Theater: dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert orchestra ; 2 :00-3 :00. Musical program Arcadia Cafe Concert orchestra; Feri Sarkozi.
director; 7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy:
8:00-12^00, Special features from Stanley Theater and
WDAB Dance
Studio;
Dance music.
Arcadia
Cafe
orchestra;
MorningHoward
Glory Lanln's
club.
WFAA (Centra}, 476), 830-9:30, Musical recital, presenlicgrWalter Emerson, tenor, and assisting musicians.
WD "Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
orchestra: 3:00. Musical program and song recital:
630. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
orchestra;
7:00-7 30.
stories by Cousin
Sue. Children's Own Half Hour,
WGI (Eastern, 360), 12:00 noon, Organ recital; 7:30
P. M-, Concert by Leo Fenway and his Serenaders.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319). 12:00-1230
P. M.. George Albert Bouchard at the Wurlitzer;
4:00-5:30 P. M„ Catherine Stang. violinist, Martha
Gomph, harpist, tea-time music; 9:00-11:45, Concert
program.
W6Y (Eastern, 380), 745 P. M„ Badio Comedy, "The
Country
Boy;" Meyer,
"Eleanor,"
"For You,"
William
A.
Scott, Thomas
accompanist;
10:30,
Concert,
Perran's orchestra: "Far Across the Desert Sands,"
Henry A. Sehaumef. baritone; "The Ringers," Henry
A. Schaufflet baritone; Orchestra selections, "Lullaby Waltz," "Island Nights." Fox Trot; "Friend of
Mine," Henry A. Sehauffler, baritone; Maick, "Aerial
Corp3" orchestra.
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. H., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater orchestra; 7:30-9:00 P. H-. Opal
Gerhardt, soprano; Alice Linkenberg, soprano, Alice
Linkenberg, accompanist; Guitar and mandolin duets,
Billy Hlnkle and Gean Kohlhepp; John Whallen
Kelly, tenor, playing own accompaniments.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 3O0P. M., Musical program; 6:00, Dinner dance music; 6:45. "Radio

DIGEST

Baseball Dope." Monte Cross, old time ball player:
7:00-7:30, Bedtime stories, (nude wip.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30 A. M„
Organ
recital. Mary
E. Vogt ; 12:00- 12:55 P. M..
Luncheon
mUSBd
WanuuiiiUer
Tea
Boom
Orchestra;
4:45-5:00, Organ recital. Mary B. Vogt; 7:30. Sports
results and polios reports; 7:45. Pinner dance muslo,
Hots] Adelphla Roof Garden Dane* Orchestra; 8:30.
Musical program; 8:45-10:50. Dance music. Hotel Adelphla Roof Garden Orchestra, Hay Miller, director;
11:10, Continuation of dance music.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 448). 430 P. M„
Chimes; 730, Musical lecture, Mrs. Mam E. Oberndorfor: 9:00. Concert, LaSalle Roof Garden Orchestra;
9:15, Armour Jubilee Stngvrs.
WOC (Central,
484). 3.30 P. M.. Educational talk by
an's Visit,
C V.. Wllent:
5:45 P. M., Chimes Concert; 6:30 P. M„
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 3:00 P. M.. Concert. Schmeman's
Band; 8 30, News Orchestra, ifthmeman's Band.

Saturday, August 18
CFCA, (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M„
Concert, "LaBoheiue" orchestra; Selections. Kathleen
Cameron, soprano; "Aria", Jacques Sterin, cellist;
"Scenes Poetlques". orchestra: Selections. Kathleen
Cameron, soprano: "Skaters Waltz", orchestra; "To
a Wild Rose".
Jacques
Sterin, Cameron,
cellist ; "Minuet",
orchestra:
Selections,
Kathleen
soprano;
"Gavotte",
orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326), 5:15 P. IH„ Dinner Concert,
Westlnghouse Band, direction T. J. Vastine; 7:20,
Concert, Westinghouse Band. "Martha", "Tartantells. Forsoetta", "Bowl of Pansles", "Gypsy Life",
"Characteristic", "Fantasia Traumbilder" , "Tales
from thb Vienna Woods",
"Heart's Message".
KGW (Pacific. 492), 330-4:00 P. M.. Children's program, story by Aunt Nell; 10:00-11:00 P. M., Dance
music, George Oisen's orchestra.
KPO
(Pacific.
8:00-1030
P. M. Art Weidner's
Farimont
Hotel423).
Dance
orchestra.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M,, Orchestral concert,
organ recital and specialties from the Missouri
Theatre.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 7:00-7:58 P. M„
Concert. Inn.
Lyon & Healy; Cope Harvey's orchestra,
College
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 7:05 P. M., Concert, Louis Hamel
orchestra.
WFAA (Central. 476). 830-930 P. M.. Old Fiddlers
from Renner, Texas, in old-time favorites ; 11:00-12 :00,
Xetto Male Quartet in musical recital.
WGI (Eastern, 360), 7:00 P. M„ Concert, DesChampt
Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319), 12:00-1230 P. M.,
George Albert Bouchard at the Wurlitzer; 4:00-530
P. M., Catherine Stang, violinist, Martha Gumph,
harpist, tea-time music; 6:00-6:30, George Albert
Bouchard
at the Wurlitzer.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater orchestra; 7 30-9:00, Nancy Munday, soprano; Mrs. Emery Nold, contralto: Dorothy
Haag. violinist; Majorie Haag, saxophonist, Mrs. Earl
K. Haag. accompanist.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 448), 8:00-10:00 P.
M., Concert. Ukrainian Band; Music from the
Chicago Theater.
WOC (Central, 484), 3 30 P. M.. Educational talk,
C. C. Hall; 5:45 P. M., Chimes Concert: 6:30. Sandman's Visit; 9:30, Dance program by P. S. C.
Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 3:00 P. M., Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 7:30 P. M., Concert, Schmeman's

— Illustrated

tatlon by players from Cycle Park Theater; 9:30-10:00.
Avenue
Baptist
Church;
10:00-11:00.
n
lej s-hool of
i.in Mm ,. pre* i facult)
n -ita'.
WGI
(Eastern. 300). 4:00 P. M„ Twlllcht program;
Grant:
Musicals..
830. "The
Old ami the N'ow Bible", Rev. Frederick
WGR
(Eastern. Daylloht Saving. 319), 12:00-1230
P.
M.. Gteorge albert Bouchard at the Wurlltser; 3:00
rtoui 1st, Manila
Gumph,
harpist, tca-tlme music;
P
M.. VOSPel
latVlOB;
4:00-530,
Catherine
Stang,
6:00-6 30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard
at the
Wurlitzer.
WGY
(Eastern. 380), 10:00 A. M., Services. Prelude
"Lnrghetto";
nosology;
Call to Worship;
Invocation
and Lord's Prayer: Responsive
Reading.
Psalm
60.
Selection 22; Gloria; "Lead Mo to Thee", Edith B.
Hauls,
soprano;
Scripture lesson;
Hymn:
Prayer;
Offertory,
"Consider
the Lilies". Edith B. Ennls.
soprano;
Hymn. Alexander.
"O Lovo That
Wilt Pastor
Not Let
Sermon. George
D. D..
of Mo
the Go";
First
Presbyterian
Church of New York City; Hymn.
"0
Mother
Dear, Jerusalem";
Prayer and Benediction;
Silent Prayer; Postlude, "Spanish
Chant."
WHAS (Central. 400), 9:57 A. M„ Organ music; 10:00
A. M„ Church
service under the auspices of the
Associato Beform
Presbyterian
Church, Rev. H. B.
Biakely,
pastor;
Alice under
Linkenberg.
organist;
5:00 P. M.,
Concert,
the auspices
Mrs. 4:00Jano
Webster MurrelL
WHK
(Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M.. Operatic selections
and vocal music. WHK Trio and soloists.

KPO (Pacific. 423). 8:00-9:00 P. M., Organ recital.
Gladys Salibury ; 9:00-10:00. Jack Hlllman, baritone.
Edwin Holton, tenor, Walter Frank Wenzel, concert
pianist. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
WDAR
P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Musical
program;
430-5:55, Talk, "Affairs of the Heart",
Betsy
Dream Logan;
Daddy. song recital; 7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00, Short talis and song recital; 3:45,

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity
These popular hook-ups use UV-199, VVD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for SO cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid $5.45. Formerly operated by C. W. Kautz. We welcome bis
customers.

Radio Outfitting & Supply Co.
Box 1107

LANCASTER,

VorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU

Jr

i-V^l^VJ-.

2YRCUAR

Battery for WD-

Storage
11
and WD-12
Will givetf-C
z - VoIt
A ITubes.
SPFri
ZOO HOURS on single charge....'?''

LOOP

itSset

Amps.,
$10.00
$12.50
Full Rating

Volts — 80

FALLready
forSEASON
the
now
VVVV

ADJUSTING

Write for it
g *■ l*JdJEi
YORK

CITY

Increases the Efficiency
of Your Crystal Set!

35

J.

CITY

for

use with

"* »M

$0.95
1.00
75
60
.40

13 Plate Vernier, value $5.50
23 Plate Vernier, value
6.00
43 Plat* Vernier, value 6.50

$1.05
.... 1.35
3.75
.... 4.00

1^0

W." D.' 'l'i
' tube, "also* Vxce'lie'iit
"tor 2.75
.
.
....

VARIOCOUPLER,
Life wire........
wound secondary. $3.35
150-666 meters,"
Triple CoilPoint
Mounting
Double list'siiso.''.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."''.'.".'.'...'.'
Coil Mounting
Multiple
Inductance Switch
with knob and dial (15 points)
Remertz coil, increased wave length

Representatives

William
Street,
Newark,
N.
Dealers
and
Jobbers
Write
for
Attractive
Proposition

designed

YORK

REINARTZ CIRCUIT Cog&f °

3A0L00U%NMUMTEV°EUpDHo\l^KEABsHE?RMht8kuOP,ated- """• M

3 Plate Variable, value $1.75
13 Plate Variable, value
2.50
23 Plate Variable, value
3.50

SET
only

The
a

CIRCUIT

Every part complete. Including drilled
book of diagrams and instructions

panel

loud
$27.95

and
$10.25

SUPERSENSITIVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

Every part
Diagrams, etc complete, including Cabinet, Panel, $12.85

AMRAD TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER

Complete in Mahosany Cabinet. $40.00 value. Either
Badio or Audio Frequency
$17.95

100 RADIO

HOOK-UPS

25c

Everything
guaranteed
as firsts.
Send
price list No. 9. We pay postage.

RADIO

SUPPLY

for Bpecial

STORES

Stiegrel Street

Manheim,

Pa.

POSITIVE RESULTS
are being obtained by thousands
users of the

EASTERN

of satisfied

COIL SETS
for the

COCKADAY

CIRCUIT

The remarkahle features which are malting this circuit more popular each day are Its simplicity of construction and control — wonderful selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference,
etc., are eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. 18 wire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE SET OF B, C AND
*0 71S
D
COIUS— directions
PRICE
.JJA./O
Hook-up,
and
material
list furnished free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled.
Dealers Communicate

EASTERN

RADIO

MFG.

22 Warren Street. Dept. R. D., NEW

DM\Jt\:UM\J
A rk¥4~*
Standard Parts Only,
NO SALVAGED

CO.

YORK.

N. Y.

"Money

AT
Y. PRICES
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
in Original Packing
GOODS SOLD

Back

Policy Prevails"

o25c
MARG0*1£
I Socket

Vacuum Tube
Volt

$14.50
$16.0Q
Guaranteed

Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased wave length, tube
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plats and 13 plate variable condensers, 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser, 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts. 6
stops, 8 binding posts, PANEL ALREADY
DRILLED. TOGETHER
WITH
DIA*in QJGRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
JplU.yO
IFIER, for either of above circuits,
tfj-i -| f\/\

AMP

CONDENSERS

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.
Factory

NEW

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT c»jgJ? •

Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns
Freshman var. grid leak and cond
Freshman variable grid leak
V. T. Socket

Finer tuning, clearest possible reception,
constant adjustment until you wish to
change, then — "A Twist of the Wrist —
It's
Set" Write
Excellent
for reflex
circuits.
for folder
and and
nameother
ef
your nearest dealer.

Exclusive

291 BROADWAY

AUDIO-FREOUENCY
all other tubes, list TRANSFORMER,
$4.50

you can use
Our price

REINARTZ

6 Volts— 120 Amps,,

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D.. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, III.

mailin
RADIO & MECHANICAL forTRADING
CORP.

'2

MICROMETER

one tube circuit on which
speaker. Reg. price, $42.25.

Are unconditionally guaranteed

PRICE LIST

f%PJ%
AUDIOof instructions
FREOUENCY
with
drilledIwO-STAGE
panel and book

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

ERLA
DUO-REFLEX
Complete
parts for Erla Reflex Circuit.

Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the performance and quality of the Battery.
Volts — 60 Amps.,
6 Volts— 100 Amps.,

Baseboard, tws honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil plujs, 3 .006 condensers, .002 phone condenser,
variable grid leak and condenser, grid leak '/2 meg,
23 plate variable cond«nser, vernier rheostat, tube
socket. 3" dial, 8 binding posts, 16 ft. bus bar
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED. TOGETHER WITH
DIAGRAM
AND
/f. -« m r\ r*
INSTRUCTIONS
$11,575

YELLQWTIP

WLW
(Eastern. 309), 8:00-9:00 P. M.. The Zoo Opera
..Company, direction Ralph Lyford, artists from Metropolitan Opera Company and othe leading opera comanles, chorus of sixty voices; 9:00-9:30 P. M.. Roger
Hill Danco orchestra; 9:45-10:45 P. M., Continuation
of
Company. the performance of the Zoo Grand Opera

Where

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
oftheWris

(Eastern.
Daylight Saving.
509), 3:00
P. M..
uilkn and bong recital; 6:45, "Radio Baseball
Dope", Monte Cross, old-tlmo ball player; 7:00-7:30.
Bedtime
stories and roll call. Uncle Wlp.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Snvlng, 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M., Organ music,
r.eltal, Wanamaker
Mary E. Vogt;
Luncheon
Tea 12:00-12:55
Room OrchP. M.,
1:45-5:00, Orcan recital. Mary 13. Vogt; 7:30, Sport
results and police reports; 7:45-8*30, Dinner dance
music. Hotel Adelphla Roof Garden Orchestra: 8:309:30. Concert, WOO Orchestra, Robert E. G
E.
Vogt. vocal selections; 9:30, Organ recital. Mary
director;

World-Radio-Batteries

The solution to alt outdoor
aerial worries
Complete instruction with. 41 00
every loop. Price
9l M
By mail 10c extra
RITTEK
BADIO
CORP.
230 Canal Street, New York

NEW

WIP

50%
WniTTEH

R1TTER PORTABLE

Street

PA.

PONT PASS THIS-BUYl

KPO
(Pacific,Hotel423).Concert
830-10:00
P. M., Budy Seiger's
Farimont
orchestra.
KYW
(Central, Daylight Saving, 345). 10:00 A. M.,
Services broadcast from St. Chrysostom's Episcopal
Church, Chicago: 5:00-8:00 P. M., Classical and
semi-classical selections will be furnished by the
Sisson Trio.
WFAA (Central, 476). 230-330 P. M., Bible class
conducted by Dr. William M. Anderson, pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church; 4:00, Dramatic presen-

23 Warren

WHAS
4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert by the
program.
.M;ny (Central.
Anderson 400).
nieater,

254 West

Sunday, August 19

5aD*

1

Monday, August 20

Piano recital; 6:30, Dinner dance music, Meyer Davl9
Bellevue
s*mitror<i
<ii. h.Htra.
WGR
(Eastern.
Daylight
Saving, 319), 12:00-12:30 P.
M., George
Albert Btasg,
isouchord
at thu Martha
Wurlitzer:Gumpb,
4:005:30,
Catherine
violinist,
hvjritt, lea-time music; 9:00-ll:45 P. M„ Concert

2.25
2.45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing inductance switch
Single circuit Jack, list 65c
Double circuit Jack, list 90o
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat, 50 ohms
Rheostats with 2" dial, loo extra
Every article we sell Is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us— Mail orders filled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more,
east of the Mississippi River only. All others
include postage.

.25
30
45
.90
30
25
65
80
90

Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without B battery. Wiring diagram
FREE with each tube. lOo extra for
parcel post PHONES
insured.
TrJ8. Add
Dletzen 3,000 Ohm
$3.75 $0.12
Brandes
5.75
.11
Post
For Parcel
duhmcc
Dictograph
5.75
.11
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.^
Dietzen
Dletzen
Dietzen

24-Plate
14-Plate Vernier
46-Plate Vernier
TRANSFORMERS
(Audit

Dletzen
Sampson
Ames Vh to 1
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Cotoco
Owl
MISCELLANEOUS
Eeinartz C0U9
Sta-Put Plug
Freshman Grid Leal: and Condenser
Combined
Dietzen Single Circuit Jack
Aerial Insulators
Bitter Portable Loop
Argus Lightning
Arrester
Welsh
Peanut Tube
Peanut Tube Socket
Switch LeTer. Fada Type
Ammeter
HydrometersTesting B Battery
Double Phonograph Attachment
Cockaday Coil
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
Wave Trap
Electric Soldering Iron
10O Feet Copper Antenna Wire
RHEOSTATS
Dietzen,
6 ohm
Dietzen, 30 ohm
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
DIALS
2-lnch
3-inch
4-inch

191

Fulton

St., Dept.

F-26,

2.95 .18
\i.iS~~
.14
3.45 .18
Frequency)
3.45
4.95
2.95
Frequency)
2.45

New

95
1.25
.40
85
40
10
1 .00
95
2.00
50
19
49
J9
95
2.25
2.95
4-95
3.95
39
§9
^45
89
50
•£>
*5
49

York City

9 New York Stores
America's Greatest Radio Mail Order House
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Condensed

Rest Cure by Ether Waves
After Dinner Mint Substituted by Radio Music
THAT those who attach their headsets and listen
in for a few minutes following their midday meal
are destined to a more healthful and long life is the
belief of some scientists. At least time spent in this
way will give the needed rest. But if the lure of
voices from a distant city means late hours and loss
of sleep for the entranced fan then it will have a
detrimental effect.
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mumik ^s™^
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OF HIGH
INTELLIGENCE
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VOLUNTEERED

of Circulations
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TO
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WHEN

Pacific Coast Representatives
E. J. Wood, 251 Kearney St., San Francisco
Telephone Kearney 1472
H. M. Morris, 417 Western Mutual Life Building, Los Angeles
Telephone 12011
of the Audit Bureau

mmm

1NDLGEST
WHY

I WAS
TALKING

Eastern Representative, Jacob Miller, Times Bldg., Times Square,
New York; Telephone Bryant 4909
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By DIELECTRIC

Morals: She Didn't Have Any

Lived a maid on Walla Walla,
Wore a ham-string for a collar;
Weighed two-fifty did this dusky
Maid, who was so fat and husky
Oft she sat beneath the palms.
Wore a smile — and other charms-

Will Be Real Radiophan

Sat all day and played a "uke,"
Singing
"Hi
yu, Hi ofyu,Walla
zookie-zuke,"The National
Hymn
Walla.
You should have heard her whoop and hollBT—
All the South Sea Shieks and Dandies

After Set Is Installed She Will Take Up the Science
EXPEBIENCE is indicating that the farm woman is
going to be the most enthusiastic Badiophan in
the family.
The man usually is the one who studies up on it.
He finally gets up courage to buy and install an outfit.
But after the first few days, when the housewife has
listened in and been thrilled by the news and lectures,
the husband takes a back seat.
Eadio is going to mean a great deal to farm women.
There has been an old joke about listening in on the
party telephone line to get all the news. The Eadio
makes such an idea real and multiplies it a thousand
times.

Often
brought sitherbeside
DeMett's
candies—
They would
the shore
And beg her to play some more.
. . %
Others oftimes gave her pay
To shut her trap so that they
Could go to sleep and rest their bones—
Around
about
their torrid
zones.
Then Indi founded his wireless station
To broadcast songs of Walla nation.
So she sang "Hi yu, Hi yu, Zuke,"
And strummed the tune on her "uke?'
Sang the d
n song all the night,
Yea gods, it was a fright!
Sang she 'till the sun on high
Chased the stars from
out the sky;
Sang until the mountain rocks
Boomed with echoes from the shocks,
■ ■
Sang she thus night
and daily
L'ENVOI
And playing on her ukulele.

Education While You Sleep
In the Depths of Slumber You Absorb Difficult Lessons
FUETHEE reports from the naval air station at
Pensacola, Florida, as to the success attained in
teaching Eadio code to sleeping student aviators show
progress. The experimental stage in the trials has
been passed and the method has become standard as a
means of saving students from failure.
When the test was started, twelve students were
unsatisfactory in their progress in Eadio code. After
two nights, during which Eadio code was sent to the
students in their sleep, the work of only two of the
students was unsatisfactory; these two men left before the experiment was finished, professing disbelief in it.
The students sleep on the tables in the Eadio room
whew _tz;<i j?x>de is taught during the regular school
periods. Operators send messages at varying speeds
all night. The students concentrate on the messages
as they are sent until they fall asleep.
Are we coming to an age in which all will be taught
while asleep? There will be no need for a teacher;
just turn on the machine — the student takes on history,
mathematics or whatever may be outlined for the
night's lesson.

Use More Care with Microphone
Critical Attitude of Radio Audience Growing
WITH
the Eadio audience growing more and more
critical regarding the rendition of Eadio programs, it has been necessary for Eadio broadcasters
to devote no little attention to their microphones. In
the early days of broadcasting, not so long ago, considerable attention wa9 devoted to the acoustic properties of the studio, particularly troublesome sound reflection or echo, until this phase of the new art was
finally mastered.
However, it has been found that the microphone is
the main link between the studio and the Eadio
audience. No matter how perfect the studio may be
and no matter how flawless the music at the studio end,
the microphone stands in the way. The usual carbon
microphone is far from the ideal "pick-up" device.
It misses many holes because its diaphragm, having
a natural period of tone of its own, cannot be expected
to vibrate over the wide range of frequencies enrcountered in a musical program. Furthermore its
mechanism is somewhat heavy and represents considerable inertia to rapid oscillations. The question
of natural period also applies to the condenser "pickup" device, in which the vibration of a diaphragm
causes a change in the capacity of the modulating
circuit in accordance with the sound values.

Work is still going on to perfect a device to remove
our arch enemy — static — from his present fields of
operation. How soon we hams will be able to make use
of such a longed-for unit it is impossible to say. Anyone owning a balloon or airplane may get safely above
the effective level of static's influence, if he wants.
Climb until you reach an elevation of three thousand
feet
according to Ealph Upson, no interference
from where,
static exists.

■

Now this maid draws big wages
Playing
vodvil for Pantages —
The moral of this poem is wise,
"It often pays

A-B-G

Lessons

to advertise."

for

—Quincb Gapp.

Indigest

When you find it impossible to curb your impatience,
let go with a broadcast greeting to the approaching
friend and trust to Lew P. that he will have a portable
set to receive your salute. The chief of police of
Los Angeles was welcomed home as he stepped into
a Eadio-equipped auto at the railway station in that
city. Station KHJ carried the massage of welcome
from George K. Home, captain of detectives. I wonder
if the prison inmates chimed in.

Beginners

Chapter IX— If Not Sure, We Lie About It
BY GOSH
IS for intensity,
It's never quite enough
To let you be real certain,
If it's DX sure enough.

I

We Haven't the Heart
Dear
Indi :
Please inform
me
whether
or not a loop
aerial is an aerial manufactured in the heart Spider
of Chicago?
Webb.

Here Ues the bod)/
Of Jawn Paul DeYine,
Who stole copper wire
Off a high voltage line.

Reflexing Lem's Best Requires Reflexion
Dear Indijest: — Do you Publish Any other hookups besides Lem Stebbins
Kind. Thousands of Fans Dident try the Lem Stebins. But bein of a
Hankerin Mind I took a good look at the Diagram And saw the future
Noisless Control system comin in.
Now I tryed era all, theirs the Rhinarts, for inkstance the furst time
I tryed it I herd the Germans on the rhing. Spat, Spat Spat Bluye Bluye
then
hear ita Tank
Plain, Fell Off in the River And the Biler blew Up. You could
Then theirs the Flewelling Fliver That circuit is soly for rail purposes,
it so sencetive you can dectect a Head on Colision By the awful rush
of wind Before you hear the crash.
It is class (N).
Now the arnistrong Super Major armstrong Never did Invent The
super, He got his Idea Outen the old Bible a Million years Ago a Man
Named Adam Had two son who Needed Regeneration And by useing
various Substances to Develop CainS on. He got armstrong, the same is
in use the world over
Then theirs the Hazelnut circuit, the Nutredome Dyneniite class The
spider web type, whack has no flyes on it. Then theirs the Honeycomb
Circuit. Keeps you Bisy ehangin Honey combs.
But layen all jokes aside Lem Stebins has em all skined when it comes to
distance, I site you to one of my own long distance Records:
I had the grounds hooked in at the lower left TJsin 14 meg Leak on
fllement. No B battery two dry sell in plate circut Usin My window
screen as an arial, The music came fine but i couldent understand
the language I kenw I must have China, I could even heare the Wooden
shoes scraping the cinders the Came a fearefull thud, and all was still.
On close isamination i found two large size Gtasshopers had Desided
to have a scrap right on My atena, Yor walla walla construction of
antena is the one i shalll try Next.
They is one or two questions il would like to ask?? When you conect
the Strainer Direct to the OutPut your ear Muffs Swet fearfull is this
the soup? Is the Book type of condenser, O K for Controlin the filement If
So why? How many feet of spagetta will it take to cover 5S5 meter wave
W M C has the spagetta Covered Coils thats why i Desire this inrllamation.
If 90 volts put your filement out what will bring it back Will the Lem
Stebins stao Reflexin Please sen hookup for Relaked super Reflex. For
Ladles.
Enclosed find The Dolar Four kinK.
AnoN e. MoUse.

The French show us the proper way in which to
direct all political messages transmitted by Badiophony. "Proper," that is, if those in charge of the
government at the time are to face no counter-charges.
It was decided in the French cabinet recently that
only such material as would meet the favor of the
ministry should -be broadcast. This would take away
much of interest in political speeches, for most of us
like to hear both sides of a question. Of course, such
a decision in this country would not go far — just now.
From naval sources comes the assurance of complete success with the system of "Learn while you
sleep." If errors are made in sending code, the sleeping student quickly revives or the sudden cessation
of dots and dashes will bring him to complete consciousness. This will no doubt revolutionize our school
system. Boys and girls may hereafter spend the day
in play, then when sleep comes to them, their headsets
will convey Latin, calculus and Sanskrit in proper proportions. Thus, the Eadio school of the future!
Every little while a rumor appears as to the erection
of the largest broadcasting station. That rumor in
itself is enough to make us stop to listen in, but when
such a report has connected with it the name of a
well known public man then we ask for the wave length
right off. Henry Ford is said to be building a superstation — and you know what that means! But you
don't. It is strictly for commercial use; not to tell
us how much we need him in the big station at D. C.
Eadio grows more necessary to large concerns.
It is hard to realize that listening to fine lectures
and concerts — and jazz — has been possible for really
so short a time. But the truth is brought home to us
when a broadcasting station celebrates its first birthday. Station WOE, to which so many fans listen, had
the pleasure of witnessing its one candle flicker during
a program whieh was a star in every particular. With
the governor, mayor and two senators addressing the
large audience tuned in that evening, the station felt
that it was coming of age.
No explorer with a Eadio compass can claim to have
grasped the North Pole, and have the claim accepted,
unless he has really done so. All Radio eyes will be
fixed on the trip of the ZE-1 as that naval airship
begins its flight to the top of the world. Can messages
come through? Will she make it? The answer will
come dash-ing back to many an anxious listener at his
receiving set. Here's hoping.
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for Beginners in Radio

Chapter XIII — Multi-Tube Reflex Circuit Operation
By Thomas

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.

to two Inches above the stator windings
to obtain looser coupling and greater selectivity. This circuit could be modified
DEGINN'ERS will find the accompanying
to increase its selectivity and signal vol^ series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
ume by using tuned Radio frequency couof Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
pling between the tubes instead of the
appear are:
transformer coupling. This adds greatly
to the tuning and amount of apparatus
Chapter XIV — Headsets and Loud
required and for that reason is more suited
Talkers.
to three tube reflexes.
Chapter XV — Filament Batteries.
Adding' Radio Frequency
Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
The addition of a third tube to a reflex
Chapter XVII — Using Alternating
simply adds a stage of Radio frequency
Current on Tubes.
amplification to the set and thereby inChapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instrucreases the range. To obtain maximum
ments.
results it is advisable to use tuned impedChapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the
ance
coupling as it is more efficient than
Set.
a transformer coupling. A circuit using
Chapter XX — Useful Information and
Formulas.
three tubes with tuned coupling between
the first two tubes is shown in Figure 54.
It will be seen that the use of a Radio frequency coupling makes it rather difficult
G mastered the principle of to feed the audio currents back into the
HAVIN
reflex circuits as applied to one tube grid of the second tube.
it is not difficult to apply the same
As in the usual tuned coupling circuit
principles to two or more tubes with an use is made of a fixed inductance of about
Increase in range and volume. Previously 50 turns shunted by .0005 variable condenser. This circuit is coupled to the
ive found that audio frequency amplification was not usually practicable beyond grid of the second tube through a small
two stages. Therefore two tubes in a re- fixed condenser of .00025 mfd. capacity. It
flex circuit permits the highest amplifi- is impossible to connect the secondary of

the others described with the exception
that Radio amplification is employed three
time and audio but twice. This circuit is
ideal for long range work, giving as it does
the maximum
effect of reflex operation.
It will be found very selective even when

that the last tubes will be carrying the
greater values of both audio and Radio
currents. Thus the first stages may be
working away below capacity while the
last stage is working up to capacity or may
not even be able to handle all the current

Figure 55— Inverse reflex balancing load between the tubes
used with an outdoor aerial provided a thus limiting the output. To overcome
loose coupled tuner is used. This is due this the Grimes circuit was devised; it is
to the tuned coupling used for the plate termed the inverse reflex.
The inverse reflex differs from the
circuit of the first tube and grid circuit of
the second tube which are tuned to obtain straight reflex in that the currents at
Radio frequency pass through the tubes
full signal strength.
It is entirely practicable to couple the as usual but the audio currents are amplified in reverse order. The effect of this is
first and second tubes with a Radio frequency transformer and thus eliminate the that the first tubes of the set carry weak
Radio
currents but large audio currents
tuned circuit, but on the score of selectivity and greater amplification obtained with while the last tubes have large Radio currents and weaker audio currents. ■ This
the tuning arrangement their use is advised, for then one can receive most from results in a more even distribution of the
load
between
the tubes; the limiting effect
the set. Selectivity is vital in sets of this
type for the amplification is so marked of the tube is not so noticeable.
that any interference becomes a great
(Continued on page 14)
annoyance.
Reflex sets may be built employing four
or even five tubes but in this instance the
^
extra tubes act as Radio frequency amplifiers or one of them is used in place of the
crystal detector. The latter arrangement
removes one of the features of the reflex
operation, namely its quietness and clear.4LminatedPknokGiniIaisali<m Product
ness when properly operating. A poor
. SHEETS TUBES RODS
reflex set is made worse when a tube is
used as a detector.
Grimes Inverse Reflex
. So far we have considered what might
POLISH ED BLACK FINISH
be termed the straight reflex; that is, one
in which amplification at Radio frequency
CUT PERFECTLY 5DUARE
is carried on in succession by the tubes and
TO ANY SIZE
the audio currents returned to go through
the amplification stages in the same order.
THICK
/2«
PER SO. INCH
It is very apparent with this arrangement
THICK
34 «
PER SO. INCH

RADIO PANELS

Figure 53 — Two tube reflex

circuit using

transformers

nation at audio frequencies and is practically the only circuit in which the full reflex action is obtained in all tubes.
Two Tube Keflex Circuit
In Figure 53 is shown a two tube reflex
circuit giving two stages of Radio frequency amplification and two at audio. In
this circuit two Radio frequency and two
audio frequency transformers are used to
couple the tubes and detector as shown in
the diagram. As in the one tube circuit
the waves are picked up on a loop aerial
and amplified by the first tube and passed
on at Radio frequency to be amplified by
the second tube before being detected.
During this operation the transformer and
headphones are practically shorted out of
the circuit by the condensers across them.
After the Radio currents have been detected and reduced to an audible frequency

for both Radio and audio coupling

the transformer, after the detector, directly to the grid of the second tube because
it will drain off the Radio frequency currents from the grid and render the tube
inactive. To overcome this, use is made
of another tuned circuit consisting of a
variometer and fixed condenser of .002 mfd.
capacity connected between the grid and
filament. The secondary of the audio
transformer is shunted across this condenser with a 10 milhenry inductance in
series with it.
The purpose of this inductance is to
choke back any Radio currents that would
have a tendency to leak through the transformer secondary. It will be noted also
that two potentiometers of 400 ohms resistance are employed. One of these serve
to control the potential of the grid of the
first tube; the other serves in like manner

Vzi

^O^

l<
I/2«

PER SO. INCH
PER SO. INCH

THICK

2*

THICK
THICK

ZVz^
4«
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THICK
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"Built Ftrrt to Last"

This Little beauty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had produced the one socket that combines all the essential features

League
ANGELES

Me"
"

%2

of a good socket.
Positive Cotogrip Contacts.
Hard Rubber Insulation.
Figure 54 — Three tube reflex using tuned Radio frequency amplification
the condensers no longer act as bypasses the grid of the second tube. By means of
by reason of the current being of lower these potentiometers maximum amplification is obtained.
frequency. The audible signals are now
impressed on the grid of the first tube
Three Steps of Radio Frequency
and amplified by both tubes in the usual
The circuit is identic in principle with
manner. The audio frequency currents of
course flow through the Radio frequency
transformers but due to the few turns on
them they have little resistance and no appreciable coupling effect.
The selectivity of this circuit depends
Let us quote you on any circuit.
entirely on the tuning apparatus used;
Sets made under expert supervision.
therefore when used with an outdoor aerial
We repair sets and test tubes.
a vario-coupler or other form of loosely
FORBES RADIO CO.
coupled tuner must be employed. It will
127 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, M.
be found advisable when using a variocoupler to mount the rotor from an inch

Special Sets Made to Order

.

Rugged Construction.
Compact Design.
Concealed Mounting.
It is impossible to show the
unique
mechanical
action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph.
It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket will interest you in
every way.
You ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer
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Vernier Variable Condenser on Dial
DEVICE

Fine Tuning Results
from Condenser Plate

PLACED

IN DIAL

KNOB

Series-Parallel Switch
for Primary Condenser

PANEL

BEARING

£

A rotor plate of any condenser is glued
to the back of a dial. Another plate of
the same kind is obtained and cut out so
that it will clear the bearing for the shaft
of the dial. A bearing is put into the
panel of the right size. A threaded brass

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
are many little kinks
THER
ed out
workE
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

WIR.E
SOLDERED
TO
STATOR
GLOEO TO DIAL.
ROTOfc PUVTE •

STATOfc PLATE
GLUED TO PANEA-

was set up and perfect reception was
made possible. Previous to the purchase
of this vacuum tube, a crystal receiver was
used. With . the vacuum tube, stations
that were never heard before were picked
up and the quality of the reception was
every bit as good as that obtainable with
a good crystal set, and there was an entire absence of circuit noises and howling. In fact, one cannot make the two
element tube howl, no matter how one
tries.

ter, but those who cannot afford the addition of the potentiometer can be assured
that they will get good results well worth
the trouble by using the other circuit.
We crystal users are difficult to please
as we are generally sticklers for quality.
Here, however, the writer has found
something that he can unqualifiedly endorse to those who want to bring their
outfits a rung up the ladder of perfection.
— Harold B. Turner.

A series-parallel switch for the primary
condenser is almost a necessity now that
stations have such a wide range of wave
lengths. The present type requires eight
taps and a great deal of panel space.
In constructing a portable set in which
the panel space was very limited, a seriesparallel switch using only four taps, taking no more space than the ordinary tap
switch, was made, as shown in the illustration. This switch is a very small condenser within itself but the primary condenser will offset this effect.
By making over a common switch, as
shown, and using a little care the new
switch can be made with little trouble.
Note that the double blade is in no way
connected
to the rest of the instrument

mi mi him

White Letters on Panels
rod, about V± inch in diameter, will do
for the shaft. A spring may be made by
winding several turns of stiff wire around
a pencil. This is put on the shaft after
it has been fastened to the dial and run
through the bearing. This keeps the dial
close to the panel and insures smooth
turning.
The nut is now turned on the shaft and
the tension of the spring tested. When the
right pressure has been found turn on
the second nut for a locknut. The connections are made to the stator by a wire
coming through the panel and to the rotor
by a pigtail connection. Very fine tuning
can be accomplished with such a vernier.
— William Bruening, Jr., Coneordia, Mo.

Two

Element Vacuum

Tube Set

Everyone who builds their own Radio
outfit desires to receive over a maximum
distance with a minimum expenditure.
The writer recently constructed a receiver
which is far more sensitive than a crystal outfit but is more economical and reliable in its operation. In fact, the results have been so pleasing perhaps brother fans would like to know how to do the
same thing.

TUNING
COIL

PHONES
6RD.

To letter a bakelite panel, clean the
surface you want to use with wood alcohol to remove any greasy film, then write
whatever you want on the panel with a
XS& ELEMENT
J
sharp, stiff steel pen and draftsman's
white ink, such as are used for writing
on blue prints. When the writing is per^■^V
METER
fectly dry, take a fine, soft camel's hair
cover it with transparent varM I TVBB brush nish and
I Pi -wvvw
to protect it. If at any future time
^—
you want to remove the writing just
dampen a rag with wood alcohol and wash
ORYCE
it off; the wood alcohol dissolves the
-ill]
ww$W
varnish.
US RHEOSTAT
I

^ANTENNA

riXEPCON!

FLEMING

HJ
but
that the single blade is connected as
Cal.
usual.
The diagram shows how to put it
in the circuit. — Gilbert Earle, Berkeley,

Connecting the Condenser
In a vacuum tube receiver employing a
shunt variable condenser for tuning the
secondary, the rotor plates of this condenser should be connected to the filament
for the purpose of reducing the effects of
body capacity. For the same reason, if
a antenna series variable condenser is
used in the primary circuit and connected
in the ground lead of the coupler, it is
advisable to connect the movable plates
to the ground and the fixed plates to the
coupler.

Such good results were obtained with
this vacuum tube that a friend asked me
Use Coupling with R. F.
to change his crystal set over into a
When using more than one stage of
vacuum tube set, employing this same
type of tube. It was not found necessary Radio frequency amplification it is always
to completely demolish the crystal set to advisable to use a coupling device which
make the necessary changes. In fact, all will permit a wide separation between
of the instruments of the old crystal set the coils; otherwise the tuning may be
with the exception of the crystal were too broad.
used.
To operate the rheostat is turned until the signals are the loudest. When
the rheostat is placed at the proper point,
it is not necessary to adjust it further
and the tube retains its same degree of
sensitivity for several hours. It is evident that it would not be advisable to
operate these tubes without a rheostat
as that would allow too much current to
pass through the filament from the battery.
The advantage of permanent adjustment of this arrangement will appeal
strongly to those who have been troubled
with crystal detectors. Crystal detectors
are fine, but they do get out of adjustment and here is something that gives
us just as good quality, greater distance
and no trouble in adjustments.
- In the way of experimenting a second
circuit was set up, using a 200-ohm potentiometer. By the use of this arrangement
the
some of the
us study
the results were found to be a little betE beginning
BEFOR

%4^B§Mk

s

The Story of Service

Now-a-days everyone wants a vacuum
tube set and yet everyone cannot afford
to invest in the necessary storage battery, B battery and other accessories that
go to make up receivers of this type.
While shopping around recently, I came
across a Fleming valve type vacuum tube
which was purchased complete with all
accessories for $2.50. This is a two-element tube operating from dry cells. The
receiver
circuit outlined
in the diagram

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results

— 0/ special interest
to Radio Dealers!

The Story of Service begins next month.

One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined!

Mu-Rad sells — and sells!
That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise
well advertised?

Write for a Mu-Rad

Franchise

To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
Jobbers of Good Radio Merchandise
General Offices: 407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

let
Service,"
s of
"Story of
the word
definition
"Service." Among them we find "Act or
means of supplying some general demand" — "That
which promotes interest or happiness" — "Duty
done." Our goal is to make the above definitions
synonymous with the "SERVICE RADIO CO."
Our "duty" is not "done" unless we supply some
"general demand" and "promote interest or happi-

VARIOCOUPLER
The Kellogg variocoupler is of
the same standard design as our
variometer, being made of molded
Bakelite, with reinforced construction.
For increasing the wave length
from 500 to 2,500 meters, the Kellogg standard wound induction is
added to the variocoupler.
It is arranged for either panel or
base mounting. No. 501 Variocoupler
$9.00
With No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil,
as shown in illustration
$13.00

Kellogg Switchboard
Company & Supply
CHICAGO

SERVICE RADIO
is establishing new records
ness."
in loud, clear reception from distant stations ; makes summer radio more dependable ; and winter radio a revelation ;
reception of distant stations through local stations — no
outside wires. The Radio which combines beauty, ease
of control, clarity of voice and music, distant reception
decide.
and SERVICE. Compare with any on the market, then

Dealers' list appearing soon. Write for
"The Story of Service."

This is a TELEFORCE product
SERVICE

4727 Montgomery

RADIO

Ave.

COMPANY— Dept. A
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Difficult

Tube
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— Illustrated

Characteristics

Explained

Part III — Test Circuits
By II. J. Marx
IT HAS boon stated and shown that the
amplification constant depends almost
entirely on the structure of the grid
uul its position relative to the filament
iiul plate. It is defined as the plate voltage increase divided by the grid voltage
acrease. The plate resistance has been
on the same t'aciescribed as depending

This then gives a mutual
conductance
of about 600 micro-mhos.
As to Biasing' Battery
If a biasing
battery
is used and the
value is desired (or a negative potential.
the plate resistance
value
must
be corrected, as previously stated by applying
O
ormula:

Test Circuit No. 2
Tn test circuit No. 2, Figure I, the ammeter has been replaced with telephone receivers; a source of alternating current
is necessary Instead of the direct battery current.

FILAMENT

test set ti nt: la neci :n-y. The circuit used
i well equipped but complicated In rela1 erli tion
1 lea.
to the obtainment of all three characUon

\ description with the method of 0
would
necessitate
a consid*

BATTERY

FtLAMENT
BATTERY
PLATE

telephone:

BATTERY

I—®

o^>
S-£

15V0LT5
Figure 3— Test
tors and in addition the surface
of the
plate and filament.
The mutual conductance depends on both
of the two previous characteristics; it is
a function of the slope of the grid voltage
plate current characteristic curve. It is
defined as the change in plate current
divided by the change in grid voltage
producing it. Inasmuch as this value
changes considerably with different values
of the grid potential, it should be taken
at that point at which the tube is going to
be worked. The grid potential values are
taken with respect to the negative terminal of the filament. If the tube is to be
used as an amplifier and the grid return is
connected to the negative side of the filament, the values should be computed at
zero grid potential. If a biasing battery
is used the potential of the grid is deter-!
mined by the biasing voltage.
Mutual Conductance Formula
The formula for the mutual conductance
Rp
(Gm) is:
Gm =
The amplification constant can be taken
at 5.7 as previously calculated. The plate
resistance value can be taken from the
curve shown in Figure 2 of the latest article. For example, the average plate voltage used is 45; at this value, assuming a
zero grid potential, the plate resistance is
9,400 ohms. Substituting in the formula:

Gm=

= .000606 mhos
9400
Mutual conductance,
however, is usually
5.7expressed in "micro-mhos." The term
"micro-mho," a convenient value, is simply
ane millionth part of a mho. (A mho is
the conductance of a circuit of one ohm
resistance; the name derived by taking
the reciprocal of the word ohm, that is,
spelled backwards.)
WANTED— FACTORY
OUTPUTS
We are interested in securing Radio factory outputs. We are interested in a Chicago Branch
Manager. The R-C OUTLET INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS, 303 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

circuit No.

E'p=Ep+M

Eg

It must be remembered, however, that
a biasing battery for the grid is usually
used only in conjunction with fairly high
plate voltages so that the mutual conductance will not drop off as would at first
appear to be the case. The curves as given
are drawn for a maximum plate voltage
of SO volts; with Radio frequency, reflex
circuits and power amplification higher
plate voltages are often used, so it would
be advisable to carry curves to the maximum plate voltage permissible or recommended for the particular tube under test.
There is always a possibility of error
tvhen each characteristic is calculated from
previous solutions. For this reason, and
for convenience in direct solutions numerous test circuits have been designed for
solving these characteristics. These are
given as follows:
Test Circuit No, 1
Figure 3 shows a test circuit that will
permit quick evaluation of the amplification factor of any tube. The three successive rheostats have graduated readings in stages of one-tenth the total resistance of each. In using this instrument
the desired plate voltage is connected to
the proper binding posts, likewise the filament battery required for the tube to be
tested. The battery connected to the
lower binding posts should have a voltage of about fifteen. The filament is
then adjusted; when the switch 1 is closed
the milliammeter will show a current flow
in either direction -(zero center reading
recommended). The variable resistances
Ri, R2 and R3 are then adjusted until no
current flow is indicated.
Then
Ri+Ro+Rs

It locates immediatelyFinding"
the
Radio"Trouble
Chart
trouble in your Radio Set!

25c

Simple, Easy and Practical.
DEALERS:
Write for Discounts
190 N. State St.
BENSON MELODY CO. CHICAGO,
ILL.

CARTER
New Inductance Switch

10

Keep the adjustments as made; open S-l
and
close S-2; tone
adjust
R'2, R'3 and
for minimum
in R'i,
the receivers,
thenR'4

No sliding contacts; panel
numbering eliminated; 15 good
contacts: adjustable stop pin.
Price $2 including knob-dial.

Rp=R ' i-f-R ' 2+R ' 3+R ' i
Mutual conductance
may be directly
= evaluated
by testi« circuits
but a special

NOW

THEY'RE

Ask your Dealer.
Write for new free catalog.
CARTER

RADIO

CO., 205 S. State St., CHICAGO

TELEGRAPHING!
Dealers from all
over the country are
writing, wiring and
long-distance phoning
for immediate shipment of liberal stocks
of the

Michigan
"Midget"
Receiver
$27.00

another "Michigan" long-distance wonder-worker.
This compact, portable set was designed especially for use by tourists and vacationists; but the remarkable results it has secured under
most difficult summer static conditions has led to a vigorous demand
for household installation.

MARE

Full metal panel and dead-end shafts eliminate body-capacity effects.
Incline of panel brings indicators into direct line of vision. Uses only
dry-batteries.
Can be operated with any of the Standard 6-volt tubes, or with the
new dry-cell tubes.
Its wave-length range runs up to 600 meters.

HALF
SIZE

Mi.
DISTOBXIOK
100 TEB CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANTWHEBE

"B-T" UNIVERSAL
VERNIER TUNER

PRICE $3.50
RATIOS - 1 to 3, 1 to 4, or 1 to 5
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Premier "Hegehog."
Full Specifications on Request
Est. 1905 fampunij
pr?m«»r fyttlrxt
3810 Ravenswood

Rt+RH-Ra

An ideal set for the amateur, or for women to operate. Tuning is
done by two levers — one for wave-length, the other for amplification —
much easier than dial tuning, yet even more finely selective.

AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

VOU
M1MML.M

up later.
"With the previous test circuits the amplification constant and plate resistance
values can be obtained for a range of plate
voltage; from these the mutual conductance can easily be obtained.
(THE END)

R

"HEGEHOG"

MAXIMUM

circuit No. 2
amount of space; it will therefore be taken

fi =

PREMIER

TRADE

Figure 4— Test
Another set of variable resistances of
100,000 ohms, 10,000 ohms, 1000 ohms and
100 ohms is added with a switch for obtaining the plate resistance values. Adjustments are made by listening to the
tone of the receiver. The minimum tone
in each case indicates the best adjustment.
With S-l closed and S-» open, adjust
Ri, Ro and R3 for minimum Vme, then

Avenue,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

does away with tapped colls and switches on

REINARTZ

CIRCUITS

Is so compact (14^x9^x7% in.) that it occupies little table-room,
yet 'has storage space for three No. 6 Dry Cells and a 22^ volt B Battery,
Two or more headphones can be used at once. By adding amplification it becomes a powerful receiver for loudspeaker reception.
Its graceful lines and rich mahogany finish, coupled with its low price
and really remarkable performance are making it a whirlwind seller.
Dealers: Write, wire or phone for discounts

^ni imPro,'es
clearness
and selectivity
wonderfully.range
Covers new
broadcasting
wave lengths.
.Also a wonder-worker in practically all the older
circuits, including reflex. Price, from your dealer
01 postpaid, $5.00.
Hookup diagrams free.

BREMER-TULLY
532

South

Canal

MFG.

Street

CO.
CHICAGO

Grand Rapids.Michigan
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Reviews of Books

COIL

How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, 2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blueprint.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz., Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusedly illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and
policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing, location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.

■oqnxnBlXo-

SINGLE
WIRE
AERIAL

LvlA^VV

7. MEGOHMS

•'"OOOOOO^
GRID
LEAK

SINGLE
TUNING

SLIDE
COIL

.000£5

Hh

Radio First) Aid. Illustrated with working drawings and complete data as xo the
necessary equipment and cost of constructing from the simplest to the most
modern Radio outfits at home.
Price, $1.

FIXED
CONDENSER

001 MFD.

■ \Y

CONDENSER
VARIABLE

"B" BATTERY

be used, although the diagram indicates
you shouldn't
why your
no reason
THERE
use 'S
the tuning
coil from
old crys- only .001 mfd.
A dry cell tube can be used; the proper
tal set when you advance to the tube
stage. Here's a simplex diagram of a cir- "A" battery and rheostat as required
cuit that enables you to change with the should be substituted. The plate battery
least expenditure of cash; yet the circuit is voltage will depend on the type of tube
very efficient. Your crystal set probably used, ranging from 18 to 45 volts.
included a variable condenser, too; if it
The phones are by-passed with a .002
The grid leak called
has a capacity of .0005 or .001 mfd. it can mfd. phone condenser.

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
In Figure 55 is shown the inverse reflex.
In this circuit the currents at Radio frequency are passed from one tube to the
other flowing from left to right. After
detection, however, the audio currents are
fed back into the grid of the third tube to
be amplified. The amplified audio currents
in the plate of this tube are then fed back
by a audio transformer in to the grid of
the second tube to be amplified again.
The phones are in the plate circuit of the
second tube; so the signals are made audible after the second stage of audio frequency amplification. A 400 ohm potentiometer is connected in the grid circuit
of the first tube to stabilize the circuit and
prevent it from oscillating. Another feature of this circuit is the condenser bypassing the B battery thus further preventing reaction between the various frequencies. The condensers in this circuit
as well as the other circuits shown are all
of .002 mfd. capacity and have a mica dielectric.
There have appeared many modifications
of these circuits; as a matter of fact after
one has mastered their principle it is a
simple matter to devise circuits; for we
have at our disposal several methods of
Radio frequency coupling and two of audio
frequency. By introducing different
methods of coupling between the various
tubes a great variety of circuits may be
devised. The aim has been however to
keep the circuits simple and efficient.
Operation of Reflex Circuits
A few words as to the operation of reflex
circuits. The filament rheostats are not
very critical and verniers are not really
necessary. This is due to the use of hard
tubes and high voltage on the plates.
The

sets are prone to howl which may be due
to several things; experimenting may be
necessary before they are quieted. Adjustment of the potentiometers may cure the
howling or reduce the plate voltage. Poor
transformers or tubes may be the cause.
Try shifting the tubes around. Interference between leads or feedbacks between the transformers will often cause
howling. Separate the transformers as
much as possible. Try different values of
bypass condensers and the insertion of
resistances in the plate circuit of the tubes
in an attempt to steady their operation.
The results are well worth the effort for
with a reflex one obtains everything: possible out of the tubes in use.
(TO BE

(Patent Pending)
PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed. K(\t>
*'v*'
Price, Mounted
14 K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RUSONITE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.
Will 25c
«i«**<
Not Oxidize. Price
RUSONITE REFLEX CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- d> 1 QQ
Price, Monnted . . «J»*«V,V'
Guaranteed.
age.
Order from your dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
IE Park Row
New York, N. Y.
THE

An outdoor aerial does not necessarily
have to run in any particular direction to
pick up a certain station. Run the wires
the way that gives the most "open view."

The book department of the Radio Di$1.00.
gest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

Delicate Soldering
THE
Platinum Heating

POST

Both the
and amateurs'manufacturers'
problems on all fine
work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

IRON
Tips — Universal Current

(Large and Small)

CONTINUED)

HR=RH
S HUDSON ROSS

Awarded Certificate of Excellency,

N. V. Evening Mail

From your Dealer, or write
ONE-HALF ACTUAL

\y COMPANY
POST
6ELECTRIC

Radio Institute

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

RAMOHEADQUARTERS
And that
by no
"headquarters"
mean
other house wein
America carries as large and
completely-assorted stock of nationally-advertised radio goods
as we do. The following are
some of the lines carried:
Atwater-Kent
Erla
United Mfg. Co.
Murdock
General Radio
Corp.
Carter
Dubilier
All American
Howard
Federal Tel. & Tel.
Brandes

Radi-Un Loops
Baldwin
Coto Coil
Tungar Chargers
Bradleystats
Univernier
Celeron Panels
Eveready
B's
C.and
R. L.
A's
Acme
Hilco

H-R

BEcnraut,

for has a resistance of 2 megohms, but
with some tubes it may be advisable to
change this to 1 or 1% megohms. The grid
condenser capacity should be .00025 mfd.;
in some cases .0005 is used.
For good reception a good ground connection and good aerial are necessary. The
aerial long.
should be a single wire about 80
feet

Home Radio — How to Slake It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents;
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how
to construct and operate a receiving set
successfully.
Price, $1.50.
The ABC
Vacuum Tubes.
By E. H.
Lewis. Is a book for beginners who have
no knowledge of either Radio or electricity and sets forth the elementary principles of theory and operation of the vacuum
tube. No attempt has been made in this
book to describe all the possible circuit
arrangements, but those shown may serve
as suggestions to experimenters who deSire to evolve their own circuits. Price,

Service is prompt and intelligent. We know radio and
co-operate fully with our dealers. Not a dollar's worth sold
at retail.
Get the habit of asking for
H-R quotations on all your radio
requirements. Send for lists and
discounts.

J\orv% faming Opporf unity
TTERE is your chance to cash in on your spare time.
Jl2
A special offer is being made to you for the
summer.
YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.
WORK is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends,
enrolling their names on our large family roll
of
readers.
WRITE at once for our proposition which is yours for
the asking.
Address
Circulation Manager, Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
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Questions and Answers
Coll Winding1
(44S1) LJB., Kansas City, Kan,
I have begun the set described on Pago
12 of the July It issue of Radio Digest,
using No. 26 single silk-covered wire on
the secondary and No. 21 single silk on
the primary, but I find that 1 have not
enough of the No. 21 wire for about 20
turns. Would it be advisable to finish
with No. 26 wire? If so, should I increase or decrease the number of turns to
the tap?
A. — There would be no disadvantage in
completing the winding of the coil with
No. 26 wire. No change in number of
taps is necessary in doing so.
Neutrodons
(4486) JRL., San Antonio, Tex.
I would like to know the following:
What length of brass sleeve should I
use to make neutrodons?
What
size potentiometers?
What size grid condenser?
What size grid leak?
What size phone condenser?
A. — With reference to the Neutrodyne
circuit we advise you that the brass sleeve
for neutrodon should be 2 inches in length.
The usual 200 ohm potentiometer is indicated.
The grid condenser is of .00025 mfd., the
grid leak 2 megohms.
The phone condenser is, as usual, of .001
mfd.

;

Nacireman Super
(4436) WHL.,
Kansas
City, Okla.
Please send me a panel diagram of the
Nacireman latest super R. D. 87 that is in
Radio Digest June 30, 1923, as I want
to build one and don't understand the diagram in that form. I have two 17-plate
condensers.
Will
they work
instead
of

Can

Radio and audio frequency transformers bo made from Ford ignition coils?
Briefly,
how
can it bo done?
A. — A number of iron wires may be used
as a core in the contemplated construction. Any magnetic core is more efficient
when made up of laminated parts rather
than the solid type.

used. How long should be the piece of
black picture binding paper tape? How
much pencil marking must I use on it?
Will a UV-201 do in place of a UV-201A?
A. — The grid leak may be constructed
from about 1% inches of the material
named. Its resistance should be about
two megohms. Pencil marking la best
determined by experimentation.
UV-201A
A UV-201specified.
tube will serve in place of the

lengths, although without a diagram of
the circuit, etc., it is impossible to detertation. mine definitely the source of your limiWe are recommending colls of 50, 50
and 75 turns; if these are not effective,
those of 50, 75 and 100 turns, or 50, 50
and 100 turns.
The proper values are best

The Question and Answer Department is purely a service department and the publishers would like to have your assistance
in helping ttfkeep it up to the highest standard, therefore when
asking questions please make out your query on a separate piece
of paper and write on one side only. Do not mix your questions
with other material, write that on a separate piece of paper. Each
one must go to a different department. Then, too, we have so
many who fail to put their name and address on each sheet. Please
remember this when you write your letters, and also to enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Unsigned letters are not answered. The Radio Digest does not consider it good business
ethics to furnish hook-up diagrams of any standard manufactured
receiving sets.
Audio frequency transformers may be
made from Ford ignition coils but it is
not advisable as the efficiency of an open
core is very low. Solid iron, of course,
will not respond to Radio frequency.
Honeycomb Colls
(4497)
JEM..
Toledo,
O.
I have a standard triple honeycomb coil
set with 35, 50 and 75 turn coils.
I hear

determined by experimentation.
The wavelength
of circuit depends
the size of the coil.
Bias

Honeycomb

Meters
200
50
150
200

200-450
400-825
800-1850
1500-2750
2500-4200
4000-6350
6200-14500
13000-20000
18000-25000

300
7530
1250
3000
1000

Secondary
150
25-50
100
400
200
750
300

Tickler

75
100
100
200
150
150

1250
1500

500
400
400

on

Fastening Rotors

Battery

Did you ever have your rotors work
loose and cause your adjustments to
change? This is a very annoying habit
of some rotors. Cut one or two round
pieces of soft leather, about 1 inch in
diameter, with holes in the center, from
the upper part of an old shoe, and slip
them over the rod between the dial and

(4502) AHC., Escanaba, Mich.
Will you please send me a sketch as to
how to place a bias battery in the Flewelling circuit when using WD-12 tubes with
100 volts B battery? Is this bias battery
the regular flashlight size or No. 6 dry
cell?
A. — Answering your inquiry, we advise
that a C battery is merely inserted in the
grid lead with the negative toward the
grid of tube. Three volts are sufficient;
cells.
they may be made of two small flashlight
Phantom

Colls

(3753) WR,
San Francisco, Cal.
I have a 3-coil honeycomb set now.
Would you kindly make up a table of all
the different coils to use from 120 to
25,000 meters so that I will know just
what kind of coil to put in place?
A. — Answering your inquiry, we list the
proper honeycomb coils for various wave
lengths, as requested:
Primary

the panel, then tighten to the right tension. This will hold the adjustments perfectly.— F. O. Paschall, New York City.

GHOSTS
Would appreciate our PHANTOM receiver, because
it brings results. We have heard Kansas City,
Davenport, Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, Denver
with no ground and little or no aerial. You will
appreciate it tor — it is inexpensive and simple to
build wken you use our plans and specifications.
Send stamp for further information or 50o for complete plans and specifications.

Receiver

(4480) PRL., Louisville, Ky.
On Page 12 of the July 14 issue of
Radio Digest there is an article and
diagram as to the phantom receiver. The
article explains how to make the grid leak

Radio Equipment Co. M*

cEff ".g

H+H+F
the 23-plate? Can I use a two-stage audio
amplifier?
A — We regret that we are unable at
this time to furnish more data as to the
Nacireman circuit other than those which
have
already
appeared
in Radio
Digest.
The matter of panel construction is
almost entirely for personal convenience
and discrimination. It is important to
keep all leads as short as possible and to
space
instruments
suitably.
A 17-plate condenser may be substituted
for the 23-plate specified.
Amplification may be added in the usual
manner as shown in the illustration.
Transformer
Cores
(4485) VB., Edgerton, Wis.
In building an apparatus for recording
speech upon steel wire by means of magnetic impulses (I do not remember the
name for this kind of recorder), is it possible to use a number of soft iron wires
as cores for the magnets or must a single
metal rod be used?

WW J very well, but I am not able to
get any other station. I have tried 25, 35
and 50 turn coils and I can't get even
WWJ.
Will you kindly explain how to
overcome this difficulty?
A. — It is probable that the coils you are
using are too small to accomplish wave-

money or'Jer for S2.28.

Bent "anywhere in U.S.
prepaid on receipt of

IPATVC SendRADIO
2c stamp BARGAINS
for our list
PAl\30t

RADIO BARGAINS
17 N.LaSaile

ST-CHICAGO

This letter is just one of hundreds received telling of
the efficiency of the Wonderful B-Metal Loud Talking
Crystal which enables many users to get loud talking
results from ordinary crystal sets.
We are prepared to send a photostat copy of the original
letter to any one requesting it.
B-Metal
Refining Co.
3134 Trumbull Avenue

Kansas City. Mo.
May 21st. 1923.

Dear Sirs: I received your goods (B-Metal Loud Talking Crystal and Tube
Detector) on the 18tk and have given each article a thorough test from every
ancle and I hereby give you my approval that the word supreme is the nearest
mart' of degree that I can think of for your Tube Detector and B-Metal Loud
Talking CrystaL I am keeping the crystal, as It enables me to uso a horn,
making a crystal loud speaker that has the volume of a phonograph when using
the soft needle.
Enolosed please find money order for same.
Tours.
3431 Harrison St.
W. R. Ferguson.
Ask your dealer. He should have it. If not, send us your order and
your dealer's name. Note the difference when you use a B-Metal
Crystal, then tell your friends.

Your choice of one Bound

Volume

is

free
and postpaid
with your one year's
subscription
or renewal.
This offer good only in the U. S. and
possessions. One dollar additional for
Canadian or foreign countries.
Additional volumes are $2.00 each, but
available to annual subscribare only
supply.ers. This on account of our limited

Orders for these Bound Volumes
must be mailed us direct with full
remittance, as they can not be supplied on orders through subscription
agencies or news dealers.
Remittance must be by check, money
order or draft. (Stamps not accepted.)

COUPON
PUBLISHER,
RADIO
DIGEST
'23 W. Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois
CHECK
OFFER
DESIRED
One year's subscription and choice of
one volume.
Send Vol.
Check
or M O. enclosed
$5.00
One year's subscription and choice of
two
volumes.
Send
Vols.
Check or M. O. enclosed
$7.00
One
year's Nos
subscription and additional
Volumes
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NEW DEVICE
BARES WAY
TO WEALTH

SCORES VICTORY IN
WESTINGHOUSE SUIT
CUTTING AND WASHINGTON
GIVES BIG FIRM JOLT
Buyer of Armstrong Patent Starts New
• Suit Attempting to Entangle Klitzen
Radio Corporation
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
NEW YORK.— Hardly had the ink dried
on the decision of Judge Learned Hand of
the United States District Court here in his
decision favorable to the defendants, handed
down in the suit of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company versus the
Cutting and Washington Radio Corporation,
until
Company
entered
suit inthethe"Westinghouse
Eastern District
Federal
Courta
of Wisconsin, asking for a preliminary injunction against the Klitzen Radio Corporation of Racine, Wisconsin, one of the Armstrong licensees, restraining them from selling their products through channels of distribution not named in the original Armstrong license agreement. The Westinghouse bill of complaint against the Klitzen
Corporation follows closely that filed against
the Cutting and Washington Company, for
which only a temporary injunction was
granted by Judge Hand on July 29, pending
a sixWashington
months' period
in which
the Cutting
and
Company
will have
time to
prepare itself to manufacture its sets under
the theCourt's
interpretation
of
Armstrong
license. of the conditions
Westinghouse Bill of Complaint
The complaint bill of the Westinghouse
Company alleges that the Klitzen
Radio Corporation sells through
jobbers and dealers and has manufacturing agents to make the
Klitzen sets. It also alleges a
conspiracy with the Alladin Sales
Corporation. The case comes up
for hearing August 29 in Milwaukee. The Westinghouse Company
is represented by Quarels, Spence
& Quarels, attorneys of Milwaukee. The Klitzen Company by
Thompson, Myers & Kearney, of
Racine.
With the new Klitzen suit the
Radio Corporation and Westinghouse Company now have suits
pending agai.ist four of the independent Radio manufacturers
making sets under the license
granted them by Armstrong prior
(Continued on page 5)

Louisiana
Inventor
Declares
Machine Reveals Secreted
Riches by Buzzing

Tests

Bring

$59,700

Experiments
Indicate
Contrivance
Locates Various Metals by
Varying Sound Volume
By R. A. Sullivan
BATON EOUGE, LA.— All things in
time may be known to Radio, even the
secrets of the ages and the mysteries hidden
deep in the earth and its waters — this is the
prediction of most of those who saw recently the operation
the troublous
Eadio treasurefinder invented,
after ofmany
years,
by Emmett Green of this city. By means
of his machine Green is reported to have
found an urn, secreted by a Frenchman
more than sixty years ago, containing bonds
worth now more than $58,000.
It is considered fitting that what is likely
to rank soon among the wonders of the
world should be tried and found not wanting in the mystic swamps and baffling
bayous of the Father of Waters.
Romance and tragedy, the days of buccaneers and the Spanish Main, of proud
Dons and langorous Creoles, of swashbucklers and fair women, of cringing
slaves, cruel men and wily, of the clash of
blue and gray — all these may be recalled
by a machine that looks like the wrecked
half of a toy wagon.
When the treasure-finder is perfected
and marketed, hidden treasures are likely
to be as safe
as a bootlegger
at a camp(Continued
on page 2)

Noted Writer's Songs Form
Fine Program Sent by WOR
FORT WORTH, TEX. — No more musical programs will be broadcast by WBAP,
Star-Telegram station here, until September 17. Then it is planned to resume the
concerts ordinarily given daily from 7:30
to 9:30 p. m.. Central Standard time.

NEWARK, N. J. — D. Wolfe Gilbert, one
of America's favorite song writers, was an
unusually interesting feature on the program of Station WOR, L. Bamberger and
company, here recently. He gave a program entirely of his own work.
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This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in, accompanied
by necessary remittance, according- to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

Number

13

|mi Save Me — I Am Valuable
The best test as to the manner in which
the parts offer of the Radio Digest is received far and near continues to be the
number and tenor of letters from those
who have accepted the offer or ask more
information concerning it.
Here are a few of the significant missives received during the last few days.
"These coupon offers are a great scheme.
, Little Rock, Ark."
Down
in
Ohio a young man writes that he is "well
pleased" with the socket sent to him; he
sent the money for more. From 'way up
in Groton, N. H., a young chap sent word
that he was "saving up more for some
of the more costly apparatus" listed in
the parts offer.
Letters from Burlington, la.; Toronto,
Canada; Granite City, 111., and Wichita
Falls, Tex., show the wide effects of the
offer and a deep appreciation therefor.
Utiles to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1. 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number
of consecutive
coupons
and amount
of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of Items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .001 mfd. Build-TJp Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-TJp Mica Condenser: 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dnhilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance ; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005.
.001, .0015, 002, .0025. or .003 mfd.); Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovoz Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-De
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly; 3"
Radion Dial, black: 2%" Badion Dial, black; 3"xl"
Radion knob with shafts, £k" or Yi", black; 3" Badion
Dial, ribbed surface.

"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Bhoostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch: Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser: Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd); Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery. 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Badio
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring: CRL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Resistance, panel mounting: Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Ritfer Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak: Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch;
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat;
Freshman Antenella: Freshman Micon Condenser. .01
mfd. ; Teleradio Variable Condensers, (3-plate or 11plate) : Set ,rRead 'EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B; Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket: Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer;
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coil: Basco Vernier Rheostat;
Radion Panel iVx7"x9", black or mahoganite; Radion
Panel ft"x7"xl2", Class
black. D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat:
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer: 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery,
22% volts; Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4% volts;
Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser. .00025 mfd. ; Amsco 300-Ohm
Potentiometer: Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mfd.;
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser, mounted; Se-Ar-De Variable
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat;
R. S. C. Vernier Condenser. 3-plate: Basco Mahogany
Cabinet; Radion Panel &"x7"xl2", mahoganite; Radion
Panel &"x7"xl8", black; Radion Panel iV'x9"xl4",
black; Radion Panel i?j"xl0"xl2", black.
Class E Articles
For ten consecutivoly numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of tbe following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Rheostat: 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Demeal 3-Plate Variable Condenser: Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery. 4 cells 1% volts: Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type B) : Delta Midget
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
mfd. : Freshman Micon Condenser. .02 mfd. : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket;

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Bbeostat; 1 Carter
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Aerovox
Double
Slide Tuning
Coil; Na-Ald
3-Plate
Vernier Condenser, with dial; Radion Panel A"x7"xl8"
mahoganite;
Radion
PanelF Articles
ft"x7"x21",
black.
Class
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents $(1.80) the following will be
sent: 1 Acme Tot-Rheo (potentiometer and rheostat);
Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate .0005 mfd.):
Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery. 22% volts; Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable
Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.: Teleradio Variable Condenser. 43-plate: Se-Ar-De 3-Flate
Condenser; Badion Panel &"x7"x21", mahoganite:
Radion Panel iS,"x7"x24", black: Radion Panel
U"xl0"xl2", black: Radion Panel ft"x9"xl4", mahoganite; Badion Panel ji"xl0"xl2", mahoganite.

Crystal Set" Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting: Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.) ;
Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser: Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser; R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate;
Badion Panel s3s"x7"x24", mahoganite; Radion Panel
%"xl0"xl2", mahoganite; Radion Panel rV'xl2"x21",
black; Badion Panel
Classft"xl4"xlS",
H Articlesblack.
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No 228
W; 1 Demeal 23-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Acme
Audio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Frequency Transformer (R-2, R-3. or R-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
; Ray-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts;
Ray-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
volts Dubilier Duratran <R. F. transformer) ; Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler witb dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) : Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.): Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 10 to 1 Ratio: Premier Hegehog
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type. 4 to 1 Ratio:
Turney
Spider Web
Coil Mount. Type B; Thordarson
A. F. Transformer. 6 to 1 Ratio; Thordarson Variable
Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.) ;
T. B. H Radio Heat Set, 2.000 ohms; Tulip Loud
Speaker, 15-inch, white; Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
23-plate: Teleradio 2.000-Ohm Head Set; Na-Ald Tuned
B. F. Transformer, one stage; Na-Ald 43-Plate Precis»o>. Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-Ar-De
35-Plate Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser. 43plate: Basco Radio Frequency Transformer; Radion
Panel
14"xl8", i^"xl2"x21".
mahoganite. mahoganite; Radion Panel rV'x
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Looking Ahead
How

How

to Drill the Panel for the Five Tube Neutrodyne — Next week H. J. Marx will
give the panel layout and further assembly instructions in Part II of his series
on the construction of the remarkable Hazeltine Neutrodyne set, the greatest
improvement
in Radio frequency amplification since its conception.
a Baldwin

Receiver and Various

Loud

Speakers

Operate — will be the topic

of Thomas W. Benson in the second part of the fourteenth chapter of, "First
Steps for Beginners in Radio." Few Radiophans understand the working of
the delicate device which changes the electrical energy back into sound.
Another

Single Tube Reflex Circuit — Watch next number for R.D.-95, a modification of the popular reflex hook-up which requires but one tube. This single
tube set uses a loop aerial.
See it next week.

Haven't You Often Wished You Could Use a Crystal Set on the Locals — and have
your set arranged so you could switch over to the tube for long distance
stations?
Watch for this kink on page twelve of the September
1 issue.
Besides
the Above,
Remember
the Regular
Features
Flewelling
Answers
to
Queries, Part III of the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, and a
Simplex Picture Diagram for the fans who recognize the pictures of the various
Radio parts but do not know the symbols.

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Radio Digest
YOU

WANT

IT!

BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW

CHINESE IN ARMS
ON JAP MONOPOLY
"Fighting for Air"
American Interests—Threatened

SAN FRANCISCO. — 'China is literally
fighting for the air," said Emmet White,
former director of the insular and foreign
division of the American Red Cross, who
arrived here recently from the Far East.
Class G Articles
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
"Throughout the country," said White,
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following "students and other leaders of progress are
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable holding demonstrations to prevent the
Condenser: 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anti- monopolization of Radio communication
capacity Switch: 1 Demeal Variable Condenser 11 -Plate to and from China.
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.): Du"The British and Japanese are attemptbilier Variadon (.001 mfd); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
ing in every manner to have abrogated the
(.00078 mfd.) ; Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio: Federal Telegraph Company's contract
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and with the Chinese government, which would
dial (.0005 mfd.): Thordason Variable Condenser, with
allow
Americans
in the
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.) : Ritter Grand
Recent
dispatches
sayfield."
that the Federal

CONTENTS

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. Three
Spring Filament Control: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch: 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch: 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak: 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubiller Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025, .0005. .001, .002, .0025.
.003, .004,, or .005 mfd.); Dubiller Micadons Type 610
(.001. .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mlcadc-n Type 601 (.006 mfd); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser
(.1, .25, or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16, M, or 5/16 in. black or white
face) ; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring:
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
Spider Web Coll (SW-10 with .038 milhenry Inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 MH.) ;
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Besistance Leak
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman Micon Condensers (.006 or .005 mfd.); Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradio 30 -Ohm Rheostat; Teleradio Lightning Arrester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D; Aerovox Rheostat; Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket; Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat, 3-ohm or 6-ohm; 3%" Radion
Dial,
Radion Dial, black; 4" Radion Dial,
black, black;
ribbed 4"surface.
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FIND

BURIED

safety-deposit vaults and banks should be
enlarged by the new apparatus. But its
greatest value is said to lie in its purported
ability to find metals or minerals hundreds,
even thousands of feet under ground.
Green, since the advent of Radio, has
tried to apply it to the transmission of
regulated signals or sounds through the
earth. During the course of his experiments he learned that, in the vicinity of
metalliferous bodies, his machine indicated
their presence by a characteristic buzzing
sound. This tendency, evinced toward
metal objects above ground, was as marked
toward subsurface deposits.
Finds Treasure Telling- tetter
It was while Green tinkered with what
his
"that Coupee,
contraption"
that neighbors
Carl Davidcalled
of Pointe
La.,
found in an old trunk a letter, written in
French, telling of the burial of the urn
containing the bonds. But that part of
the missive which described the location
of the treasure had become illegible.
David, having heard of Green and his
machine, sought his aid. The two men,
carrying the apparatus, plodded many a
weary day over the ground formerly owned
and tilled by the Frenchman. They waited
for the buzz that would reveal the cache.
There came many a faint murmur from the
earth as if in protest to such violation.
Finally there came a loud, distinct, insistent buzz. Green and David stopped
and dug. They found, three feet under
ground, the urn and the bonds, the latter
wrapped in oiled paper.
Gold Found in Baton Bouge
Another reported instance as to the efficiency of the treasure-finder was that in
which $1,700 in gold was said to have been
found underground recently in Baton
Rouge. This latest test was made in the
presence of newspaper representatives
from New Orleans and this city.
The contrivance may be described as
two wheels or loops mounted horizontally
at each end of a frame. These wire wound
loops areerator,
called
"exploringabout
fields."
A genplaced usually
forty
feet
away from the loop device, produces the
power. The operator uses a set especially
designed for the detection of the buzz
which in volume is said to vary in relation
to different metals. A loud buzz means
one kind, a low buzz another.
Detects minerals Six Feet Deep
The waves impinging on the mineral
bodies are detected by the sensitive receiver which then emits the buzzing sound.
The buzz becomes distinct as soon as either
exploring field or loop nears a metal object or area. Metal six feet underground
has been found, it is said, by the machine.
Its use requires two men — one to carry
the exploring fields and receiving set, the
other to bear the auxiliary apparatus.
Green has said that his machine has detected the presence of gold, silver and other
precious metals in their native state. But
he said he has not forgotten his prime
object, that of sending Radio messages
through the earth, from one side of the
globe to another.
So intense is the interest in Green's
device that a number of parties for the
recovery of the treasure said to have been
hidden by Jean Lafitte, the pirate who
aided the United States against the British
in the war of 1812, are likely to be orsoon. Lafitte's booty is believed to be
buried in the lowlands of the Gulf of
Mexico.

WRW

Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six. Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio Digest, Illustrated.
Name
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(Continued from page 1)
meeting, say those who have witnessed
tests of the device. The time may be near,
they assert, when, instead of working for
a living, a man, meandering in suspected
may in with
contrivance
aplaces,
fortune
the Green's
mold. The
business find
of

Seeks Murderer

TARRYTOWN, N. T. — The Westchester
authorities broadcast through local Station WRW a general alarm recently for
a negro wanted as a suspect in the murder of Dorothy Kauffman, a governess, at
Greenburgh.
the
home of Magruder Craighead in

Address

City

State

Throughout the United States there are
nearly
600 incorporated manufacturers of
Radio apparatus.
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WRITES CHILD PLAY
FOR BROADCASTING
WLW

TELLS
OF RADARIO
READY FOR SENDING

Station

in Cincinnati Makes
Known
Method of Producing Air
Theatricals

O.— plays
T. C. and
O'Donnell.
hasCINCINNATI,
written several
stories who
for
children and spoken from WLW, the
Crosley Manufacturing Company here, has
written the first original Radario especially
for children. It is called "The Magic
Journey"
and will be given
from the broadcasting
station.in September
Some new Radiophans do not know that
Radario plays were originated by Fred
Smith, studio director of WLW. Mr.
O'Donnell. editor of Writer's Digest, which
is conducting a $100 prize contest for the
three best Radarios. says this about them:
What Is a Radario?
"The word Radario can best be defined
by giving a brief history of the broadcasting of one-act plays, as written for and
produced on the stage. It was found that
with the aid of occasional interpolations
by the studio director, describing the entrance and exit of characters, and with
each part given by a reader with a distinctive voice, it was possible to render
the play so clearly that the listener could
readily follow the play.
"But — directions by the studio director
did interrupt the dialogue and the action of
the play — -to that degree the play failed of
perfectly adaption to Radio broadcasting. Fred Smith hit upon a means of obviating this difficulty. His idea was to
construct the play so that the dialogue
would convey to the listener the entire
action.
How Entrance Is Shown
"For example, in a scene with two young
women conversing about the young man
whom they are expecting, on his appearance the studio director in the usual play
would have said, 'At this point Reginald
Fairfield enters and greets the young
women."
most likeThe
this:Radario version would go al" "Phyllis: Oh, here comes Reggie now!
. Hello, Reggie!'
"'Reginald: 'Why, here you are! Hello,
Phyllis! Hello, Dorothy." and the dialogue
would go on smoothly and the entire
action be as clear to the listener as though
the now
studio
director
or 'descriptionist'
as he
is
called
had described
the action.
"To this new form Mr. Smith gave the
name 'Radario,' a word which has quickly
become fixed in the language.
"An essential of the Radario is that it
tell a complete story, in other words, that
it have a plot. It must be brief, not occupying more than twenty minutes on the
program. And if variety is introduced in
the form of a song by one of the performers or a bit of orchestra music or a novelty
such as a whistling solo, so much the
better."

WSY, ONE YEAR OLD,
SAYS AIM IS ETHICS
Birmingham's Station Moralizes on
Its First Anniversary
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NOT GLANDS BUT NEW
VOICE ENLIVENS WBZ

MISSIVE PROVES WOC
IS HEARD 10,150 MILES

the
MASS.n— WBZ,
Westin
here, has
ELD, statio
NGFIghouse
SPRI
been rejuvenated.
It has inherited
w.t/.'s old "voice"; Installation Has
begun.
The old asW'.IZ
transmitter
twice as powerful
the one
in use nowis
at WBZ. The inherited "voice" has an
antenna input of 1,000 watts, twice as
much as that of the New England

Palmer school of chiropractic,
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WSB, REMODELED, RANKED
AMONG LAND'S FINEST
Equipment of Studio in Southern Newspaper's Plant Not Only Costly
but Exquisite
ATLANTA, GA. — Dixie's most beautiful
broadcasting studio is now the home of
Station
WSB, "The Voice
of of
the acoustic,
South."
The Johns-Manville
staff
experts has just completed the remodeling,
beautifying and improving of the first
sound-deadened concert chamber in the
South.
The Atlanta Journal's Radio studio, although designed and constructed at a time
when only two or three similar rooms were
in existence, set a precedent in acoustic
engineering that many of the finest stations in America have since followed.
WSB's newly remodeled, rejuvenated
and redecorated studio, however, represents a further refinement and a marked
advance in acoustic science. The new concert chamber will insure even better
modulation and clarity.
Beautifully Arranged
And as for appearances, no studio in
the South could be any prettier. The color
scheme and general design follow the idea
of simplicity, as was the case with the
original
room.are four inches thick. AlterThe walls
nate layers of especially prepared felt,
fibre and cotton fabric occupy the space,
with air pockets intervening.
The surface is finished with sound-absorbent fabric, which literally permits the
music to filter into the walls instead of
rebounding. The principle is exactly the
reverse of a sounding board, or shell,
used for amplifying and magnifying any
tone that strikes it. The only sound allowed to enter the microphone is the original tone as it is sung, played or spoken.
Description of Studio
The ceiling and upper walls are snowwhite. The lower walls are finished with
acloth,
broada panel
of loosely-woven
cream-colored monk's
heavy,
fabric.
Snow-white paneling separates the upper
and lower sections of the walls and divides the background in rectangles.
The windows are curtained with dark
blue side draperies and cream-colored inner draperies. The lounge extending
around two sides of the room is upholstered in blue. A heavy taupe rug covers
the floor.
Decked in its new regalia, the place
where WSB's army of artists play and
sing for the invisible audience now stands
as
not only the largest, most modern and
spot.
technically correct broadcasting chamber
in Dixie, but likewise as a real beauty

Work Starts on Second
Largest Army Station
Construction
Begins on Towers
Near Salt Lake City
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Actual
construction has begun on the towers of
the second largest army Radio station in
America now being erected at Fort Douglas, near this city. The towers adjoin the
present towers east of Mt. Olivet cemetery. The work is in charge of Robert
Loghry, Radio engineer of the army. Mr.
Loghry said the new station will operate
solely on continuous waves and will be designed so that broadcast receivers will
not know it is in operation except under
unusual conditions.
The new station will be constructed at a
reported cost of $300,000. It will have a
capacity of twenty-five kilowatts, with a
ten-kilowatt input in the antenna-

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Radio broadcasting in Birmingham passed its milestone recently with the usual program by
WSY, Alabama Power company station.
A brief resume of the accomplishments of
WST during its first year of existence
was given by Miss George Bryant, an- Pearl Eaton (left) and Lois Wilde want everybody to know they have a Radio set, even the
neighbors. With this in mind they have placed their loud speaker on the window sill so that the
nouncer.
people next door will get an earful of the afternoon concerts
© K. & H.
She said, in part: "WST has been dedicated to the service of Alabama, not to the
tions at McMurray in Northern Alberta,
service of the Alabama Power company.
Fort Simpsom, on the MacKenzie River,
As it has been in the past, our policy in Canada Grant for Telegraph
the future will be to keep service on the
and Dawson in the Yukon, which will displace the telegraph in use at present from
highest plane efficiency, permitting no
Five Times That for Radio McMurray
Atlanta Gets Supervisor
north and into Dawson. A sum
one to use it in the furtherance of any
ATLANTA, GA. — The Supervisor of
CALGARY, ALTA. — A grant of $55,000 ranging from $275,000 to $300,000 has been Radio
individual's, firm's or corporation's infor the Fourth District, Walter
terest. It stands for the highest ideals in has been made by the Dominion govern- voted annually for the last twenty-three
Van
Jr., has opened his office
ment for the establishment of Radio sta- years for the telegraph service.
in theNostrand,
Federal Building.
music, religion and things educational."
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NEW DEVICE OUSTS
STATIC, SAYS NAVY
WASHINGTON HAILS TESTS
OF NAVY'S CLARIPHONE
More

Than

10,000 Pieces Used in Construction of Contrivance
Declared Successful
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ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

-By E. T. Flewelling(Editor's Note. — This department is written most frequently asked in order that we
may help the greatest number in the space
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous allowed.
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
Flewelling evidently "started something"
one considered most informative for all and when he referred to the condenser. Queries
similar to yours are pouring in but as we
answers it in this column.)
are accommodating, here is your answer:
Condenser to Eliminate Capacity
the condenser referred to cannot be named
(Submitted by M. E. S., Chicago, 111.)
in deference to the usual policy but I am
Question. Quoting from your answer to sure that you can find such a type if you
G. H. D. in the July 28 issue of Radio will look hard enough for it, if not now
Digest, you say: "It is a great puzzle to then in the near future, because some manufacturer or other is going to see the
the writer why so many of these condensers are in use when it is so easy to value of it and make such a condenser.
purchase a type that will practically spell You have my word for it that once you
the elimination of hand capacity effects." find it you will use no other. The matter
Please do me the favor of telling me what of body capacity effects comes within the
condenser you are referring to and where scope of this answer because of the nuI can get it.
merous queries concerning it. I can but
Answer. Because the number of ques- emphasize previous statements that with
tions that we answer in this department
properly designed apparatus you will have
is of necessity limited we must pick those no body capacity worth bothering about.

By Carl H. Butman
WASHINGTON. — The Scott clariphone,
an acoustic device for the elimination of
static, will undoubtedly be acknowledged
as one of the greatest advancements in
Radio communication when perfected,
naval Radio experts declare. Through its
selective action, the clariphone subdues
mechanical sounds of a discontinuous
character, sustains the continuous notes
and uniformly pitched sounds, thus
enabling stations transmitting long disAll of the static is absorbed by more
tances through static interference to be
read much more easily.
than 10,000 separate pieces used in its
Although the inventor, Chief Electrician construction; exactly how, is not divulged.
William J. Scott, U. S. N., began work on To a lesser degree, the signal sounds
the static eliminator eleven years ago and themselves are also absorbed in the filterfiled an application in the patent office in
ing process. A weaker, but a clear, note
January, 192*1, little except the name of is picked up by four microphones, two on
the filtering device has been made public. the top of the cylinder and one on each end.
Radio Digest first announced the device The microphones are connected in paralseveral months ago. Since successful
lel to the primary of a transformer, the
tests at the bureau of standards and at secondary being connected to a headset
naval Radio central in Washington, naval where the operator receives the outcoming
officials have decided to release more in- signals after the static is eliminated.
formation regarding the unique apparatus The sound of the signals may also be
in the interest of those who are also fight- heard through two acoustic phones also
ing summer static in an effort to perfect attached to the top of the apparatus.
Radio communication.
When the emitted sounds are found too
weak, they may be amplified in the usual
Experiments Indicate Great Future
manner.
"While the clariphone is still in its exWhatever the internal acoustical
perimental stage, the results obtained from
the tests in Radio central seem to indicate mechanism may be the patent office recognizes it as a pioneer invention. Scott has
that the entire elimination of static may
be hoped for in the near future," a naval patents pending in the United States and
several foreign countries. The clariphone
expert asserts.
Without going into the technical de- will operate for the elimination of static
in Radio telegraphic and even in telephonic
tails (and the operation is complicated)
the writer can vouch for the fact that the communication, it is said. Scott also hopes
instrument works. While in one of the to be able to eliminate all interference
receiving stations on the third floor of from nearby stations using wave lengths
the Navy building a few days ago, naval which are close to the wave length to
operators tuned in NPG, San Francisco, which the instrument is tuned.
faintly through bad static. By changing
from the telephone headset on the regular receiving apparatus to a pair of head
phones connected with the clariphone, a Only Airphone Trade Link
remarkable improvement was at once
noted; the static was reduced materially
Is Routed by Subsea Cable
and the distant signals from San FranSAN FRANCISCO. — The only commercisco came in more clearly and sharply.
cial Radiophone link in the world, which
Dispatches from the Naval Stations NBA, for the last three years has been handling
Balboa, and NPD, San Diego, were read telephone business between Catalina island,
with ease when the clariphone was con- 30 miles off the cost of California, and the
nected, whereas the dots and dashes were wire lines of the Bell system, has been
difficult to distinguish through the phones replaced by a submarine cable. The license
directly on the receiving set.
of the Radio "talk bridge" expired on
Sow Device Looks and Operates
August 1. The department of commerce
The apparatus consists of a large me- has requested that its operation be distallic chamber or tube about four feet
continued, making its wave lengths available for broadcasting.
long and eighteen inches in diameter,
with adjustable ends. From the chamber
eight smaller tubes or "telescopes" project radially in pairs. Each telescope
A NEW
contains a watch-case telephone receiver
used for introducing the Radio signals
into the receiving chamber. The incoming
sound is then passed through the chamber
acoustically, where it is broken up several
hundred times, the inventor explains, by
the internal arrangement.

Two More Stations for
England's String of Six
British

Program
Directors
Snag in Finding Talent

Hit

LONDON. — Six broadcasting stations
are operating in the British Isles. The
original plan contemplated eight, and this
will probably be carried out by establishing the seventh station at Bournemouth
and another at Aberdeen to cover the
North of Scotland.
It was expected that sufficient power
could be radiated from station 5SC at
Glasgow to serve Scotland, but the Grampian Mountains act as a shield for the
Glasgow signals, preventing them from
reaching the northeast coast with the
proper strength.
The British Radio impresarios are having the same trouble as the program directors in the United States in securing
talent to entertain through the air. The
Society of Authors, Composers and Playwrights at a recent meeting unanimously
agreed that no member of the society
should permit his works to be broadcast
without a fee. The theatrical interests
have broken off negotiations with the
broadcasting companj', and concert companies have stipulated in contracts with
singers that they shall not sing into the
microphones.

CANADA FIGHTS RACE
TIPS BY AIRPHONE
DOMINION POLICE ASK AID
AGAINST
GAMBLING
Efforts

of
Authorities
to
Suppress
'Sporting"
Publications
Described as Futile

TORONTO, ONT. — Provincial police authorities of Ontario, engaged in a campaign to suppress the circulation of racing
"tip" publications, are seeking the cooperation of the Radio license branch of
the dominion department of agriculture
The provincial police say they have in
formation
that several
racing
tip pu
lishers have already made arrangements
supply
subscribers
by means
of Radio,
and will ask that licenses of broadcasting
stations sending such data be revoked.
Authorities Question Remedy
It is understood that the attitude taken
by the inspectors of the dominion Radio
license branch is that the revocation of
Canadian broadcasting licenses would put
out of business only a half dozen racing
tip publishers in Toronto and Hamilton,
while subscribers to Buffalo racing tip
services could receive their tips with lit
tie danger
receiv-i
ing sets areof sointerference.
numerous andRadio
common
Ontario, and change hands so frequently,
that the Radio inspectors would be put to
unreasonable work and trouble to gather
all unlicensed sets owned by persons interested in betting on the races or suspected of peddling racing information received by Radio.

FAN has been looking for
EVERYuse.m RADIO
home
A* Cand
f Operates
or both onradio
D.C. current.
GUARANTEED
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year. prepaid
SentftnywhereinTT.S.
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Canada Parcel
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CHEAPER THAN BUILDING
YOUR OWN— AND BETTER

The
Michig;
Midget
Receiver

Western
Electric
LOUD SPEAKER

PATENTS ON RADIO
Can you secure a patent on your Radio invention?
Does your apparatus or circuit infringe existing
patents? These questions and others can be answered promptly by consulting my special library of
Radio patents compiled to assist Radio inventors
and manufacturers. Send for booklet on Radio patents.

JOHN
Ouray

B. BRADY

Building

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

$21

00
DEALERS

SEND
MONEY
ORDER
WRITE'.

C. W. THOMPSON
MATTOON.

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

A Long-Distance

Wonder

$27.00

Worker

We get stations from coast to coast, including all the new
wave-lengths
up tostrong.
600 meters, with the "Midget," and they
come in clear and
Use standard 6-volt tube or any of the new low-voltage
dry cell tubes.
Tho the handsome mahogany-finish cabinet is only 14T/2
battery.
in.
long, it holds three No. 6 dry cells and one 22^4 volt B

Sloping front panel, with lever-tuning, is a great improvement on straight panel and knob-and-dial tuning. Easier,
more accurate.
Receives through one or more head phones.
Add our two-stage amplifier for loud speaker reception.
Send for the Midget circular. Give name and address of
your favorite radio dealer.
DEALERS. The Midget is a quick-turnover seller and every sale
creates others — a wonderful endless-chain of satisfaction.

Grand Rapjds.Michigan
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JOIN IN MOURNING

HARDING

TWIN CITY BUSINESS
BACKS STATION WLAG
PACT
SIGNED
OPERATION

Tennis Star Broadcasts
Tips from 2LO, London
Famed

FOR
JOINT
OF PLANT

Programs
to Announce
That
Broadcasting Is from "Land
of 10,000 Lakes"
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Contracts for
the joint operation of Station WLAG here
as a Twin Cities broadcasting station and
contracts for the joint maintenance of
the station were signed by a group of St.
Paul and Minneapolis business men recently. The consolidation has gone into
effect already, as has a new Twin City
program schedule. A total subsidy of
$48,000 for the maintenance of the station
for the fiscal year August 1, 1923 to
August 1, 1924, was subscribed at the meeting.
The announcement was made by Theodore Sander, jr., industrial secretary, St.
Paul association.
$16,000 from St. Paul
Two St. Paul firms and two St. Paul
groups subscribed $16,000. This represents four shares at $4,000 each at par.
Two additional shares will be disposed of
to St. Paul firms or St. Paul groups, Mr.
Sander said.
The . St. Paul firms include Brown and
Bigelow and the Purity Baking company.
The St. Paul groups represent the wholesale and jobbing and the retail subdivisions
of the St. Paul association.
Physical properties of the station will
be maintained as at present at the Oak
Grove hotel. A St. Paul studio is to be
established soon, Mr. Sander said. Its
exact location had not been determined.
"From land of 10,000 takes"
Joint committees of the two cities are
at work on schedules of entertainment to
be provided by the station. The same
committees also will be in charge of program arrangements, once the schedule of
entertainment has been perfected.
The station will retain its call, WLAG,
but will announce itself in programs as
the Twin Cities broadcasting station "from
the land of 10,000 lakes."

LONDON. — Mile. Suzanne Lenglen, the
famous lawn tennis star, recently entertained hundreds of thousands of listeners
in with a piquant talk about herself and
her habits. She broadcast over 2LO,
Marconi house here. In winning French
manner she tripped from one thing to another, and surprised her unseen audience
with her command of English. She told
her admirers how she kept her stockings
up in play, why she sometimes cried on
the court, what is like to be a champion
at Wimbledon, and what a false legend it
was which depicted her as a slave of her
father, who was really very kind and

New

any other purpose. It is said that these
suits are part of a plan of the Radio Corporation of America and the Westinghouse
Company to monopolize the manufacturing
of all regenerative Radio sets under the
Armstrong patent. If successful, it is said,
the Radiophan would pay dearly for the
legal victories of the alleged trust over the
smaller set-makers who are not able to set
aside such large sums of money for court
fighting purposes.
"Just a trick to frighten the Armstrong
licensees," said a prominent
independent
Radio manufacturer in commenting on the
latest suit of the Westinghouse Company.
"Big- Firm Heckling- Licensees"
"Seems the Westinghouse people are only
trying to heckle the Armstrong-licensed independent manufacturers at the opening of
the Radio season, to gain a distinct advantage in sales. It is a well-known fact
that the alleged trust for some time has
been collecting volumes of evidence
against non-licensed manufacturers, who,
it is claimed, are daily infringing the Armstrong patent, yet no suit has been entered
against any of these infringers. There is
only one conclusion and that is that the
trust is afraid to test the legality and
validity of the Armstrong patent, owing
to many questionable developments since
the last adjudication."
"The Armstrong patent situation is similar in analogy to the Selden tie up in the
automotive industry. Not until the Selden
patent was broken and shown invalid did
the automobile make the rapid strides that
it has. Well-established rumors are afloat
that the Armstrong patent is in the same fix
CUTTING GAINS VICTORY as was the Selden. It is said that the regenerative principle was in use considerable
(Continued from page 1)
prior to E. H. Armstrong's sworn date
to his selling his patent to the Westing- time
house Company. The fireworks were started of conception of his invention, and that
by the Radio Corporation of America, in a definite proof, even the apparatus, is in the
of certain persons who are prespring suit against J. H. Bunnell & Co.. possession
pared to show the Armstrong patent is not
Inc., and A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc. These
were followed, in turn, by suits against the valid on priority."
Radiocraft and De Forest companies. CutWhen Tube Life Is Cut
ting and Washington and now Klitzen.
Claim Demoralization Aim
Vacuum tube filaments should never be
All these suits, friends of the small inde- operated with a greater filament current
pendent manufacturers of regenerative sets, than is absolutely necessary as the tungwho bought their license rights from E. H.
sten wire forming the filament evaporates
Armstrong while he was practically un- rapidly when the current is increased sufheard of and ignored by the Westinghouse
ficiently to render the metal white hot-.
Company, claim have been brought for the Naturally this results in curtailed hours
sole purpose of demoralizing the production of usefulness for the filament and therefore shortens the life of the tube.
of independent Radio sets, more than for

Suzanne
Delights Thousands with Piquant Stories

patient.

AN EVENING
Station and City
CFCA Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary. Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que. . . .
KDKA.E Pittsburgh. Pa..
KFAF, Denver Colo
KFL Los Angeles, Calif. . .
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco. Calif .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, HI
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springneld, Mass. . . .
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WDT, New York, N.Y....
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Ten
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa
WG1, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo....
WHK, Cleveland, 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland. 0.
WJAZ, Chicago. 111.
WJY.New York, N.Y... .
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ.San Juan.P R....
WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn .
WLW, Cincinnati. 0
WMAQ, Chicago, 111
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb
WOC, Davenport, la. ...
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa...
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS,
WSA1, Jefferson
CincinnatiCity,
,0 Mo . .
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. ..
WW J, Detroit, Mich

AT HOME
Met.

Monday
6:00- 7:00
10:00-11:00

Tuesday
0:00- 7:00

8:00- 9:30
5:00- 5:30
4:00- 5:30

5:30- 9:30
6:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
9.00-10:00
7:00- 8:30
5:45- 9:00
6:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

6:00- 7:00

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

LISTENER
Friday
6:00- 7:00

7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00-10:00
6:30- 8:30
9:00- 1:00

7:00- 8:55
5:00- 5:30
9:00- 1:00

5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00
9:30- 2:00
1:00
8:45-12:00 12:008:45-12:00
10:00-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
5:45- 7:20 7:00- 9:00
6:05- 7:20
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
5:00- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-12:00
7:30-11:30
6:001:00 6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
1:00
5:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:00 9:00-

9:30-10:30
6:008:00
6:45- 9:00
7:30- 8:30

Wednesday

THE

"7:00-"9:00
6:009:6611:30- 1 :30
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00
5:00- 9*0 9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 2:00 8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
1:00 9:00- 2:00
10:00-11:00 12:008:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40
6:25- 8:40
9:30-10:30
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30 5:00- 8:00
5:00- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:00 5:30- 6:00 6:00- 1:00
9:00-10:00
5:00- 5:50
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 8:30- 9:30
8:309:30
5:00- 9:30 5:00- 7:00 5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
12:00- 1:00 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00

6:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
8:451:00

5:00- 9:30
5:30
8:30-

WITH

5:30- 6:00
8:30-12:00
5:00- 7:00
6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
6:45- 9:00

5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00
8:00-12:00
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00

5:30- 9:30
7:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
10:00-11:00

8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 8:00
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
6:30- 9:30
5:30-10:30
9:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
7:30- 8:30
7:00- 8:30
9:00-10:00

5:15- 6:30

5:15- 6:30

7:00-9:00
7:00-12:00

7:00-9:00
7:00-12:00

6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30

6:00- 7:30

5:005:009:005:305:30-

5:30
5:30
1:00
9:30
9:30

6:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
8:00-12:00
7:00- 8:30
9:00-10:00
5:45- 9:00
5.15- 6:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00 12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

Saturday

IN
Sunday

6:00- 7:00
3:00- 4:30
6:00- 9:00
11*01:00 6:30- 7:30
5:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
1:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 2:00 10:006:0*0-* 7:66
8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
12:00- 1:00 10:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
8:00-10:30
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 8:00
6:30- 8:00 4:00- 5:00
7:30- 8-.00
1:00
6:00- 1:00 11:457:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00 8:00-11:00
5:30- 6:00
5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00
6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30

9:30-11:00
5:306:30
6:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:30

7:30- 9:00
6:00- 5:30
6:00-10:00
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55
4:00- 7:00
6:301:15- 8:30
4:00
7:30- 8:30

6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
9:00-11:00

9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

7:00-12:00
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 5:30
8:30
4:30-

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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UNCLE SAM TO TAP
BOWELS OF EARTH
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SINGLE TUBE REFLEX

LA WS HALT GERMAN
ADVANCE IN RADIO

CIRCUIT

Prohibition of Private Sets Stifles
Ambition, United States
Consul Reports

SURVEYORS TO TEST RADIO
IN CANYON MILE DEEP

BERLIN. — The German Radio club of
this city has attracted a considerable
membership and is at present endeavoring
to bring pressure to bear on the government to relax prohibition of private installations. All Radio is under the monopolistic control of the posts administration.
The American consul reported recently:

Party of Ten Geologists Begins Long
Journey from Arizona Only
with Receiver
PHOENIX. — Equipped with a special
Radio receiving set, a party of ten explorers from the geological survey left
Lees Ferry in northern Arizona early in
August, for a 300-mile trip down the Colorado to the mouth of the Virgin River, at
Rioville, Nev.
Unfortunately these modern surveyors,
who are following the route first explored
by Major Powell fifty-four years ago,
were unable to carry a transmitting set,
due to weight and space. But they are
carrying a modern receiving set and will
be able to hear what is going on in the
world during the three months, although
they will be unable to relate daily their
adventures.
Arrangements have been made, however
with the Radio stations of the Deseret
News, KZN, Salt Lake City, and the Los
Angeles Times, KHJ, to broadcast bulletins sent from trail crossings.
To Tell World of Rapids Trip
The dispatches will be relayed by runners and telephone or telegraph when the
party gets far enough down the Colorado
to reach the regular lines of communication. In this manner the world will be
advised of the progress of the exploration
in the canyon and passage of the four
boats through some of the wildest rapids
in the country.
The special Radio set was reconstructed
by R. L. Atkinson of the survey, from a
manufactured regenerative set, adapted
to two stages of amplification with new
tubes. The whole outfit, including the
batteries, is packed in a waterproof,
wooden box with sponge rubber to keep
it from jarring during the long boat trip.
An especially constructed antenna on a
reel, capable of being erected at camp
sites on the banks of the river, can be
strung from short poles or from projecting
rocks to a length of 150 feet.
Expect to Find "Dead" Spots
A preliminary Radio test at Lees Ferry
has already been made. It is reported
that the explorers received broadcasts
from Los Angeles, 430 miles away, without difficulty at night. The real reception
test. Col. C. H. Birdseye, in charge of the
party believes, will come when they are
in the lowest part of the canyon, estimated as a mile deep, near El Tovar,
where dead spots and static may be encountered.
Besides the geological and topographical
results achieved, the trip will also prove
of material interest in the development of
Radio communication, in relation to experiments undertaken by the bureau of
mines and other governmental bureaus to
see how far Radio will carry into the
"bowels of the earth."

A

SINGLE tube reflex differing considerably from the type usually seen
is presented in the diagram R.D. 94.
This circuit is used wth a good outdoor
antenna and ground.
The tuning element consists of two
inductively coupled honey-comb coils,
each shunted with a .0005 mfd variable
condenser, preferably with vernier control. If the antenna is high and long it
may be advisable to use a .001 condenser
in the primary, and to connect it in series
on the antenna or ground side.
The coupling from the first tube to the
crystal detector is accomplished through
the use of a variometer, which should be
of the type with low internal capacity.
The cheaper types are by no means recommended.
The crystal detector can be of the fixed
or adjustable type. Naturally care should
be taken that an efficient detector is selected. Any of the average standard
audio frequency transformers will serve.
Three by-pass condensers of .002 mfd
capacity are used. The 400 ohm potentiometer controls the reflexing of the audio
frequency currents and helps stabilize
the tube.
The voltage of the plate battery should
be at least 67% or even more if the tube
and transformer will permit it. Many of
the dry cell tubes are found to operate
unsatisfactorily in reflex work so the
tubes to be used should be carefully
selected and tested.
This circuit is a simple one in tuning
and will give very satisfactory results in
relation to local and long distance receiving.

(Patent

Radio Equipment
EDISON Elements for making *'B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York City.

New

GREBE

"WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Norwegian
government telegraph administration has
received Radiophone apparatus for the
plant at Bergen, Norway. Preliminary
tests have been very successful but the
installation has not aroused the interest
that was expected, mainly because the appropriation for duplex apparatus to enble the simultaneous transmission of messages both ways was stricken from the
estimates. The proposal for a new telephone line between Bergen and the Rundemanden Radio station has met the same
fate.

Electric Soldering Iron
A. C. OR D. C. CURRENT

James Curtis of Michigan writes,
"I used to get 3 stations at one
time until I bought a Ritter
Loop ; now I can tune out any
station I choose."

DEALERS — Attractive Discounts
NOTE:

We are
Jobbers

RITTER PORTABLE LOOPS

are directional. Price $1. By
mail 10c extra.
RITTER RADIO CORP.
230 Canal Street,

New

York

the Largest
Exclusive
in the Middle West

Radio

Jt.Chicago
iHUM.'fltM

123 W.Madixon

City

Federal Audio Frequency
Transformer No. 226
Amplification Without Distortion

Out to Improve Air
BUFFALO, N. T. — The Buffalo Chamber
of Commerce has named a special committee to study methods of improving all
forms of Radio communication in the
Buffalo district. The committee consists
of JohnF. Condon, W. T. Huber, John B.
McKillen and August C. Smith.

Government Cuts Funds but
New Norway Radio Succeeds

"It is in a sense surprising that in respect to private Radio enterprise Germany
is so far behind other countries. Commenting upon this circumstance at a
meeting of the Radio Club recently, a wellinformed speaker interested a large gathering of members with an outline of recent Radio progress and cited the experimental work of Slaby, Braun, Graf Arc
Goldschmidt, and the Meissner brothers
as deserving special appreciation. It is,
he said, to the Meissner brothers that the
world is indebted for the present method
of amplification which makes possible the
manufacture of small pocket sets now so
popular in the United States.
By means of a small closed circuit (loop)
antenna demonstrated by the speaker,
London was easily heard. He concluded
his lecture by saying. "Whereas in
former times Germany was well in the
front in Radio matters, it is now far behind, as a result of official opposition."

Pending)

THE

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed. KC\t>
Price, Mounted
aw*
14 K. GOLD SUPERSENSITIVE RUSONTTE
CATYTHISKER.
Permanent.
Will QC.
Not Oxidize. Price
*»«.
RUSONTTE REFLEX CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- «1 Afk
age.
Guaranteed.
Price, Mounted.. «P *•*'»'
Order from your dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

Broadcast Receiver

hasSevenPoints of Satisfaction
npHESE points will be appreciated by
JL those who have long awaited die
coming of the perfect receiver.
ASK YOUR

DEALER

TODAY!

This transformer pronounced by leading
radio engineers, after exhaustive tests, to
excel in all essentials.
Federal A. F. Transformer
No. 226 can be used with any
vacuum tubes in common use.

It furnishes greater
amplification and faithfulness of reproduction of both voice and
orchestral music.
Install a No. 226 on
your present set. It
will prove a revelation
to you.
Send today for illustrated catalog de~
scribing them fully

Your Dealer Sells
Federal No. 226

3toteral 2M?p{j0tu? $c EWnjntpty (En.
BUFFALO,

Western

District

Office:

N. Y.

417 South Dearborn

130 GUARANTEED

RADIO

St., Chicago, Illinois
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs

[

"rnv.illerln

Tuesday, August 21

CFCA (Eastern Daylifht Savins. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Overture, Selection from "The
Barb«
oT Se*DJ*
star Concert Ochestn: "Quean »r the I.arUi. Aiw-n
Downing,
tenor; "Hungarian
Wanmii
Roth,
Xaughtog Daneaa
i No. -." Concert
ra: "For You Aloue." Albert Downing, tsuor:
ma."
Star
Orchestra:
"Viennese
" Muinle ltolh. yWtafat: Thou An Hlso\
tb Beloved." AINrrt Downinsr.
tenor: Selection from
art Orchestra.
KHJ iPacifie. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. !».. Concert; 2:303:30. Matinee iiiusicilo . 6:45-7:30. OUldnafl hour,
presenting Phyllis .lonco. pianist, nine years of age.
and
Edwin
»der;
8:00-10:00,
Do Luxe
l*rogram. Sir Frank Potiham Young, in readings.
KDKA
(Eastern. 32i;). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert.
CTrand Symphony Orchestra; 6:55. Children's Period;
7:20. Concert I"' the Lfoo's Club.
KGW
(Pacific. 492). 10 rt)0- 1 1 rt)0 P. M.. Dance music
by George Olsen and his orchestra.
KSD (Central. 546). 8*0 P. IK.. Musical program.
KP0 (Pacific, 423). 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Marian 1'atnrij.
Caranaugh. pianist; Banoset Glee Club. Musaeus
Trio; Alice Bradley, soprano; Mme. Durine. accompanist.
KYW (Cantral. Dayllont Saving, 345), 135-2*0 P. ft..
Concert, Lyon & Healy Concert, Depc : 5:50, Children's Bedtime Stair; 7:00-758, Musical proeram.
courtesy of Giovanni Gemiaro's School of Italian
Bel Canto:
Harvey's
College Inn,
Heroic
Mima, Cope
pianist;
Sallie orchestra.
Menkes, accompanist.
WBZ (Eastern. 337). 5:45 P. Ivl.. Organ recital. Mrs.
Elsie Bobbins Gross, organist; 630, Bedtime story
for children: 7:00, Concert, Kuth Drummoud. soprano;
Nina J. Feriole, baritone; Pauline Cabrelli, pianist
and accompanist.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M-, Organ recital. Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
Arcade Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Musical
procrara, 4:30-5:55. "Affairs oi the Haart," Betsy
Logan: 730-8:00. Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
WOT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-12:30
P. M., Vocal selections. "Hop. Skip and Jump."
"Deeze. Doze and Dem." "I Don't Care Whose Mama
You Are." Harry Pease and Ed Nelson, composers
and singers: "Wonderful One." "Swinging Down the
Lane." "Fancy Nancy Clancy." Jimmy Flynn, Jack
Yal, accompanist; "Carolina Mammy," "Cut Yourself a Piece of Calie." "Crying for You." Lewis
Piotti. Jack Yal, accompanist: "Blue Hoosier Blues."
"Hi-Lee Hi-Lo." "Runnin' Wild," Bob Miller, Jack
Yal. accompanist.
WFAA (Central. 476). 830-9:30 P. M., Mrs. Wade
Williams. French harpist; Louise Jarman. pianist:
11:00-12:00, Kidd Springs Orchestra, Paul E. Ashley,
directing.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M..
Dinner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Concert Orchestra: 3:00. Sons recital: 7:00-7:30,
Safety talk. Stanley Cowman: 8:00, Boy Scout Badio
Corps, under auspices Boy Scouts of America; 8:30,
Song recital: 10 30, Dance music, Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra.
WGI (Eastern. 360). 12:00 Noon. Organ recital on the
Estev Beed Organ. Mr. E. Lewis Dunham: 7 30
P. U.. Concert, arranged by Charles L. H. Wagner,
poet and composer.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 319), 11:45 A. M..
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and aviation interests: 12:00-1230 P. IH., George
Albert Bouchard at the Wurlitzer. Hotel Statler;
12 35-3 30, Produce and live stock market reports,
Chicago Board of Trade, New York Stock Exchange;
6:30-7 rOO, George Albert Bouchard at the Wurlitzer,
Hotel of
Statler:
7:00-8:45,
of (time
the day's
news,
topics
scientific
interest:Digest
Evening
indefinite),
banquet and reception. National Association of Insurance Agents, Hotel Statler; 11:45, Second, weather
WGY

(Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M- Shakespearean program, Orchestra selection, "Songs from Shakespeare's
Time." including "British Grenadiers." "The Hunt
Is Up," "Come Again, Sweet Love," "You Gentlemen
of England," "The Knitting Song." Greenwood Orchestra; Reading, "Love Looks Not with the Eyes,"
from "Midsummer Night's Dream," Buth Schilling;
"Merchant of Venice," Edward H. Smith and Frank
Oliver; Orchestra selection. "Morris Dance": Reading.
"Romeo and Juliet," Ruth Schilling and Edward
H. Smith; Selection, "Danse Bretonne"; Reading,
"Merchant of Venice." E. H. Smith, assisted by
Frank Oliver; Selection, "Shepherd Dance," from.
"Henry
VHJ';
from Frank
"Twelfth
Night."
Buth
Schilling,
E. Beading
Smith and
Oliver;
Orchestra
selection, "Wedding March," from "Hid&ammer
Nighfs Dream."
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-54)0 P. M„ Concert, by the
Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor: 30-9*0,
7
Concert by Bits Orchestra.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 1*0 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Booawitz, Germantown Theater;
3 SO. Musical selections.- 6*0, Dinner music. WTP
Concert Orchestra. Dick Regan, director; 7*0-7 30,
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8*0. Short talk: 8:15.
Song recital.
WiAX (Eastern, 390>. 730 P. M.. Special musical
program, Cleveland News Leader.
WLW (Eastern. 300). 10*0 P. M.. Selections. Circle
Dance Orchestra and Police Quartet, Fred Ortfc,
tenor: H. Edward Dean. 2nd tenor; Edward Boeneke,
baritone; Arlington Beebe, bass.
WOC (Central, 484), 12*0 Now. Chimes concert: 5:45
P. II., Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Savins. 509). 11:00-1130
A. H., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-1255
P. H.t Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 730.
Sport results and police reports
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 9:45 A. M., Fred Shaw, pianist
and songster, and Vera Collins, pianist, presenting
"Ironing Day" program; 12*5 P. II.. Detroit News
Orchestra;
3*0, News
Concert,
Sehmeman's Band: 7*0.
Concert, Detroit
Orchestra.

RUBUc&na,"
Star
Concert
Orchestra:
P Major Sonata, Jacnuefl Eftarln, r, tl<>
"My
Kingdom
for a Smile."
Kleho Plddes,
tenor:
Selection
from
"11
TrovaU>ie."
star
Concert
On nestrt.
KHJ (Pacific 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Music; 2:30-330.
Matinee musicale, Lnelhi Ia'oii. pianist: 6:45-7:30,
Children's hour. HeUne Plxfe, aut \ears of ago,
reader; Bedtime program: 8*0-10:00, Do Luxo program, Grace Senior Bra ■ i, . |
KDKA (Eastern, 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert.
Little Symphony Orchestra. Victor Saudek. director;
6:45, Children's period; 7:20, Concert, Llttlo Sym-

Wednesday, August 22

Central
or Daylight
Mountain
Saving

phony Orchestra. Thomas A. Sullivan, tenor.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 5:15 P. W., Dinner concert,
Westinghouse Band. T. J. Vastlne. director; 6:45,
Children's period; 7:20. Concert, Wesltnghouse Band.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4*0 P. M., Children's program, music and story by Aunt Nell; 8:00-9:00,
Musical program, by Genevieve Gilbert, assisted by
G. Randolph Thomas: 10*0-11:00, Dance music by
George Olsen and his orchestra.
KSD (CeBtral. 546), 8:00 P. M., Musical program of
Fashion
Show, broadcast from Municipal
theater.
KWY (Central, Daylight Saving, 345), 5:50 P. M..
Children's Bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Musical program, Elsie Ferguson Calvin, soprano; Louise Carter
Baehardson, pianist; John Stamford, tenor; Cope
Harvey's orchestra at College Inn, Harry Geise,
pianist
PWX
(Inter-colonial, 460), Concert, General Statt Band
of tlie Cuba Army.
WBZ (Eastern, 337), 530 P. M., Dinner concert,
"Morning. Xoon and Night," "Le Eeve." "Sobre las
Olas," "Divertisement," piano solo, "Loin du BaL"
"Love Song," "Orientaie," "Panouita." "Guardmont Patrol"; 630, Bedtime Story for the Children;
6:50, Humorous program; 7*0, Concert by Grace
Loornis Kempton. soprano; Elmer Paddock, baritone;
Marion Abbott, pianist: Fabriola Bichardson, soprano,
assisted by the WBZ trio. "Bakocsy." "Andante
Sostenuto" (cello solo), "Epithalame," "Scherzo,"
"Minuet."
WDAB (Eastern. Daylight Savins. 395). 12*0-1234
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcade Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2."00-3:00. Musical
program. Arcade Cafe Concert Orchestra, Feri Sarknzi. director; 4:30-5:30. Song recital; 730. Bedtime
stories. Dream Daddy; 8:30, Dance music and special features, Howard Lanin and Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12*0-12:55
P. IH., Concert. Roosevelt Garden Orchestra, direction
Aldo Bicci: Songs by Will Donaldson and Sam
Coslow; Vocal selections, Sam Wallace; 7:00-8:00.
Walt Stevens, tenor; "The Viking/' "Honey Babe,"
Clyric Quartette; "Barbier De Seville." W. S. Stuber,

COME TO CANADA
For- your Radio-frequency circuit. Our
circuit developed for the Royal Air Force,
gives amazing results on only two tubes.
It is easy to build, and easy to operate.
Regenerative sets can be converted to the
wonder circuit in a few minutes. Here in
the Canadian Northwest we hear Raleigh,
N. C, Havana and Porto Rico. Atlanta
heard on the loud speaker. Now look at
the mapandand
'where we are
located.
Circuit
fullsee
constructional
details
sent
prepaid on receipt of a dollar bill. No
further charges.
We want a number of radiopbans with
reliable sets to collect data on static and
fading signals.
Write today.
CALGARY,

CANADA

SO Ohms

AMSCO
Broome

fl.»; with dial
L2S; with dial
(For UV-201A Tubes)
1.30; with dial
(For UV-19S Tubes)
At All Good Dealers
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FASTEST
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TEADL MABB

HALF
SIZE
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VOLUME
MINIMUM
DISTORTION
100 TER CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANTWEERB

J1.2S
ljo
1.55

INC
York City

Avenue,
Est. 1905

*"*•«'
CHICAGO.
ILL.
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ERLA
DUO-REFLEX
Complete
parts for Erla Reflex Circuit.
one tube circuit on which
speaker. Reg. price, $42.25.

REINARTZ

you can use
Our price

SET
only

The
a

CIRCUIT

Every part complete, including drilled
book of diagrams and instructions

panel

loud
$27.95

and
SI 0.25

SUPERSENSITIVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
Every part
Diagrams, etc complete, including Cabinet, Panel, $12.85

AMRAD

TWO

STAGE AMPLIFIER

Complete in Mahogany Cabinet. $40.00 value. Either
Radio or Audio Freauency
$17.95

100 RADIO

HOOK-UPS

Everything guaranteed as firsts.
Send
price list No. 9. We pay postage. -

RADIO

SUPPLY
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25c

for special
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Manheim, Pa.
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"T*HE
red line of net paid circulation
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trend without
an
equal in the annals of magazine publishing
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PRICE $3.50
RATIOS — I to 3, I to 4, or t to 5
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Premier Full
"Hegehos-"
Specifications on Request

(Eastern. 337). 5:45 P. M., Organ recital. Capitol Theatre, Mrs. Elsie Bobbins Gross, organist; 6 30,
Bedtime story for the children; 730. Musical program, Frank Albano.
accordionist and Frank Ciccareli, baritone
and guitarist.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M„ Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00. Short
talk. Betsy Logan; 430-5:55, Song recital; 730,
Bedtime stories by the Dream Daddy.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-1*0 P. M..
Jazz concert, Harry Roberts Petdn Cafe Orchestra ; Recital, Bucks Franzen. piano accordionist; "I Passed
Tour Window," "Until." "Somewhere a Voice Is
Calling,"
Myrtle Mangham,
soprano;Sam
"My Wallace,
Own,"
"Mose," "Remember
the Waltz,"
Vaughn De Leath, pianist.

GROWING

S

RHEOSTATS

6 Ohms
20 Ohms

WBZ

WGR
(Eastern. Daylight Saving, 319). 11:45 A. M„
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine and aviation interests; 12:00-12:30 P. M.,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 12:35-3:30, Produce and live stock market reports, Chicago Board
of Trade, New York Stock Exchange; 630-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00-8:45, Digest of
the day's news; Evening (time indefinite) Ball-room
music, annual ball. National Association of Insurance Agents ; 1 1 :45, Weather.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert by
the Mary Anderson Theatre orchestra.; Ollie Jones,
conductor; 7:30-9:00, Concert, under the auspices
of Grace Adams Stephens.
WHK (360, Eastern), SrOO P. M., Musical numbers by
WrIK Trio; Boad reports; Babson's Badio release.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M., Recital; 6:00, Jordan Lewis Dance Orchestra; Baseball scores; 7:00-7:30, Bedtime
stories, Unclo Wip.
WLW
(Eastern,
309), pianist,
8:00 P. Walter
M., Selections,
Arnold's
orchestra,
Walter,
Diefel. violinist,
Charles Jester, saxophonist, Charles Tetter, saxophonist, Joe Aprile, banjo, Larry Sthroeder, traps;
Marie Lindsey, violinist, Helen Lindsey, accompanist; Selections, W. Arnold's Dance Orchestra;
Emma. Beiser Scully, pianist featuring original compositions: Songs by William Scully. Jr.; Emma Beiser
Scully, pianist; Songs, Ella Marshall Cox; Selections,
W. Arnold's orchestra.
WOC (Central. 484), 12:00 noon. Chimes concert; 630
P. M.,winSandman's
Visit; 8:00
Pipe Weaver,
Organ recital.
EdSwindell, organist.
Pearl
contralto;
(0:0o,
rector. Artist Musical Program, Erwin Swindell, di-

PREMIER

AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

Guarantee an rmusoally uniform
and steady contact.
For base or panel
moan ting.
Condensite base,
high-grade resistance unit, attractive knob. Adjustable shaft to any
thickness panel.

KPO (Pacific, 423), 8:00-10:00 P. M., Program arranged by W. E. Haynes. and organ recital.
KYW (Central, Daylight Saving. 345). 1:35-2:00 P. M.,
Concert. Lyon & Healy; 5:50. Children's bedtime
story; 7*0-7:58, Musical program. Lyon & Healy;
Cope
at College
Inn. Herbie
Mints, Harvey's
pianist, orchestra
Sallie Menkes,
accompanist:
8:05.
versity.
"Twenty Minutes of Good Reading," Rev. C. J.
Perrim, S. J., head of English Dept.. Loyola Uni-

INDEPENDENT RADIO ENGINEERS
Ave. Wn

Thursday, August 23

KHJ (Pacific. 395), 1230-1:15 P. M., Concert: 2303:30, Matinee musicale; 6:45-7:30 P. M., Children's
hour; 8:00-10:00, Do Luxe program.
KDKA (Eastern, 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert.
Grand Symphony orchestra; 6:45, Children's Period;
7:20, Conceit,
Minor,"
"Sehon T.Kosuiarin,"
"Meditation,""G"Traumerei."
Theodoro
Taylor, pianist
Kalph E. Banks, baritone,
KGW (Pacific. 492), 330-4:00 P. M., Child Training
program; Reading from the writing Angelo Patri;
10:00-11:00, Dance music by George Olsen and his
orchestra.

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

1732 14th

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M..
Overture, "The Marriage of Figaro." Star Concert
Orchestra; "The Watchful Lover." Elcho Fiddes,
tenor: "Berceuse." Jacques Sterin. cello solo: "Entrance of the Boyers," Star Concert Orchestra; "Song
of Exile," Elcho
Fiddes,
tenor; Intermezzo
from

Mountain
or
Saving
Pacific
Daylight

WWJ (Eaatern. 517, 12:05 P. M.. Concert. Detroit News
orchestra:
3:00,
siieinan's band; 7*0, Concert. Detroit
NewsConcert,
Orchestra,

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9*0 P. M..
Selection from "The Mikado." Star Concert Orchestra; "In Love." Star Concert Orchestra: "Songs
My Mother TauKht Me." llannle Eoth, ViolinistSelection, Ina Lockart, Contralto; "Poupeo Va]
Star Concert Orchestra; "On Wings of Sonir," Harry
Adaskln, Violinist; "Chant Sans Paroles," Star
Concert
Orchestra.Orchestra; "March Lorraine," Star Concert

What Time Is It?

Pacific

WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-11:30 A.
M., organ recital, Mary K. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
I cheon muslo, Wanamaker
Toa Boom
Orchestra;
4:45-5:00,
and orc.au
police recital.
reports. Alary E. Voi;t ; 7:30, Sport

harltone; "A Perfect Day," Clyrlc Quartette: "Lovo
i .i uttta Gift <ii Bo ..." W, S. Struber.
WFI
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving. 395),
1:00 P. M.,
Kilmer
music,
iMi-yei
Duvl
llellevtn
Sinn
I f'ljncert Orchestra; (i:.)0, Concert, Meyer Davis Belleroe Stratford Concart Orchestra; 7:00-730. Children's
hah" hour. storii*s liy Cousin Sue.
W6I (Eastern. 360). 12:00 Noon. Organ Brclt.il. B.
Lends Dunham, on the Kstey Beed Organ; 5*0 P. to.,
"Twilight Tales," Kunicc L. Randall: 6:45. Girls'
Hour, Eunice L. Kandall, "Camp Fir© Girls." hy
"Big Smolta": 730. Concert, Dean Wlnslow li.nncom, Dramtic Tenor.
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
(NOTE. — The second part of the schedule list appears
below.
Tho first appeared last week and tke third part
will appear next week.)
KUO, San Francisco, Calif. 360 meters. 1.500 ml.
San Francisco Examiner. Slogan, "The Voice of the
West." Daily ex Sun. 9-10 am. chat to housewives; 11-12, reports; 2:30-3:30 pm, lecture, news; 9
am. 12 m, 6:45 pm, weather reports. Sun, 9-10 am,
5-6 pm, news.
Pacific.
KUS, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 300 mi. City
Dye Works. & Laundry Co. Daily ex Sun. 7-7:30
am. setting up exercises; 12-12:30 pm, concert, time.
Mon, Thurs, Fri, 2-2:30 pm, features. Tues. Fri,
•1-4:30 pm. code practice. Wed. Fri, 6-6:45 pm, concert. Pacific.
KUY. El Monte, Calif. 360 meters. 500 mi. Coast
Radio Co.
Wed. 4-4:30 pm.
Sat. 3-4 pm.
Pacific.
KWG. Stockton, Calif. 1,500 mi. Portable Wireless
Telephone Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, news, concert,
markets. Tues and Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun. 2-3
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KWH. Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 250 mi. Examiner. Daily ex Sun, 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:30-6, 6-6:15,
8:20-9, reports, entertainment. Sun, 8:30-9 pm,
church service.
Pacific.
KXD, Modesto. Calif. 360 meters. 100 mi. Modesto
Herald Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 6:30-7 pm.
Mon, 7-9 pm.
Sun 1-2 pm.
Pacific.
KYQ, Honolulu. Hawaii. 360 meters. Electric Shop.
No definite schedule.
KYW, Chicago, 111. 345 meters. 2,000 ml Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 10,
10:30, 11. markets; 11:05, weather; 11:30. news; 11:35,
table talk; 12. 12:30, 1, 1:20, 2:15, 2:30, markets;
3. 3:30, 4, news; 4:15, markets; 4:30, 5, news: 6:30,
markets; 6:50 bedtime story; 8, concert, 9, special.
Sun. 11 am, 3:30 pm, 7, church services. Central,
Daylight Saving.
KZM, Oakland, Calif. 360 metere. 200 mi. Western
Radio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun,
6:45-7 pm, news.
Pacific.
KZN, Salt Lake City. Utah. 360 meters. 1.000 ml
Desert News. Slogan, "The Center of Scenio
America."
Dailyetc. ex Mountain.
Sun, 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime stories,
KZV, Wenatehee, Wash. 360 meters. 200 ml. Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co. Daily ex Sun. 3:30-4:15
pm, weather. Mon. Wed, Fri, 1st to 15th each month,
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, 8-8:45 pm,
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month, 7:30-9 pm;
15th to ?«st each month, 11 am-12:30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.
NAA, Radio. Va 435 meters. 2.000 ml U. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:40 am, 12:25-12:40
T>m, 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3 (Tues. only).
Dept Interior: 3:25-4:40, 5:05-5:20, markets, weather
10:05-10:20, weather. Mon, 6:45-8:20 pm, Dept.
programs. Tues, 7:05-8:20 pm, Dept. programs. Wed,
7:25-7:40 pm, Dept. programs; 8:05-9:40, Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:46-8:40 pm, Dept programs. Fri,
8:05-8:40 pm, band concert.
Eastern.
OA, Ottawa. Ont., Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX, Havana, Cuba. 400 meters. 1,500 ml International Tel. & Teleg. Corp. Wed, Sat. 9-11:30 pm,
music.
Eastern. .

Corrected Every Week — Part II

WAAB,
New Orleans. La. 268 meters. Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC, New Orleans. La. 360 meters. Tulane Univ.
Mechanics Inst. No regular schedule.
WAAD, Cincinnati, O. 360 meters. 200 ml Ohio
Mechanics Inst No regular schedule. Central, Daylight
Saving.
.
WAAF. Chicago, 111 286 meters. 300 mi. Chicago.
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 10:30,
10:45. 12:30 pm, 12:45, 3, 4:30, live stock and
weather reports.
Central
_
VYAAH, St. Paul, Minn. 360 meters. 500 ml Commonwealth Elec. Co. Slogan, "From the Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes."
Temporarily discontinued.
VYAAK, Milwaukee, Wis. 280 meters. 300 mi. Gimbel
Bros. Daily ex Sun. 10 am. 11:10, 12:10 pm, 1:25. 3.
Daily ex Wed and Sat, 7:15. 7:30 pm.
Central.
_
YYAAM. Newark, N. J. 263 meters. 300 mi. I. B.
Nelson Co. Daily ex Sun, 11 am-2 pm, S-10:30,
music.
Eastern.
WAAN, Columbia, Mo.
254 meters. Univ. of Mo.
WAAP. Wichita. Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm. educational
program; 10:30 pm, weather. Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainment
CentraL .
WAAW, Omaha, Neb. 278 meters. 500 Omaha Gram
Exchange. Daily ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:45, 10:45. 11:45.
12:15 pm, 12:45-1:18, 8, market reports: 8:15-9 pm,
music.
CentraL
,_ ...
WAAZ. Emporia, Kans. 360 meters. 250 mi, Holhster-Mlller Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABB.
Harrisburg,
Pa.
266 meters.
Dr. John B.
WAb'c, Anderson, Ind. 229 meters. Fulwider-Grimes
Battery Dayton.
Co.
. ■
' _,
. ,
VYABD.
O.
283 meters.
Parker
High. „School
WABE, Washington, D. C. 283 meters.
T. M. C. A.
WABF, Mt. Vernon, IB. 234 meters. Mt. Vernon
Register-News Co.
YVABG, Jacksonville, Fla. 248 meters. 50 ml. Arnold
Edwards Piano Co. Daily ex Sun, Thurs, 3-4 pm,
concert Wed, Sat, 9-10:30 pm, music Mon, Thurs,
8-10 pm, concert
Eastern.
WABH,
Sandusky. 0. 240 meters. Lake Shore Tire Co.
WABI, Bangor, Me.
240 meters.
Bangor Ry. & Elec.
CO-

™

.r.

,.

VYABJ. South Bend, Ind. 240 meters. The Radio
Laboratories.
—, . ^ .. ^
WABK, Worcester, Mass. 252 meters. First Baptist
Church.
_
■ . , .
VYABL.
Storrs, Conn.
283 meters.
Connecticut Agri.
VYABM,
Saginaw. Mich.
254 meters.
F. E. Doherty.
WABN. La Crosse, Wis. 234 meters. Waldo C. Grover.
WABO, tistRochester,
N. T. 252 meters. Lake Ave. BapChurch.
VVAI. Dayton, O. McCook Field. U. S. Army.
WAJT, Marshall, Mo. 360 meters. Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.
_ «_.
_ ,,
WAJU. Yankton, S. D. 360 meters.
Yankton College.
WBAA. W. Lafayette, Ind. 360 meters. 100 ml. Purdue University. Irregular schedule.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
360 meters. Sterling Elec.
WBAF. Moorestown, N. J. 360 meters. Fred M. MldWBAH, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 200 ml. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun. 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30. 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sat. 11-11:30 am.
Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN, Paterson. N. J. Wireless Phone Corp. Slogan,
"The Silk City of America." 244 meters. 200 ml.
Wireless Phone Corporation. Daily ex Sun. 9-11:30
am, 12:30-5:30 pm. Sat morn, only. Sun, 10-12 am,
2-5 pm, 7:30-10:30.
Eastern.
VVBAO. Decatur. 111. 360 meters. 100 ml James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central.
,
YVBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 'mi.
Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Club. "Badio Truth
League." Daily ex Sun. 9-9:15 am, 11-11:30, 12-12:15
pm, 1-1:15, 2-2:15, 3-3:30, 4-4:15. markets; 5. 6:30,
7:30, baseball results: 9:30, sports, news, road reports.
Sat. 7-7:30 pm, bible lesson. Sun, 11 am- 12:15 pm,
church; 5, 6:30. 7:30, baseball
Central.
YYBAU. Hamilton. O. 258 meters. Republican Pub.
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WBAV, Columbus. O. 390 meters.
500 ml
The Ernor
Hopkins
Co.
Slogan,
"We
Broadcast
a Variety.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm, Mon. 7-9 pm.
Central.
WBAW, Marietta, O. 246 meters. Marietta College.
Temporarily discontinued.
WBAX. Wilkes-Barre. Pa. 360 meters. 200 mi. John
H. Stenger, Jr. Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York. N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 ml A.
T. & T. Co.
Experimental purposes only.
WBBA, Newark, O.
240 meters.
Newark Badio Lab.
WBBC, ment
Sterling,
IB. 229 meters. Sterling Badio EquipCo.
WBBD, Beading. Pa. 224 meters. Barbey Battery
Service.
WBL, Anthony. Kans. 261 meters. 200 mi. T & H
Radio Co. Mon. Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am, church service.
CentraL
WBS, Newark, N. J. 360 meters. 200 ml. D. W.
May, Inc. Dally ex Sud 11-12 am, music; 1-2:15
pm, reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Tues.
Thurs, Sat. 7:30-9:30 pm. program. Sun, 9-10:30
am, sacred music; 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern.

WBT. Charlotte, N. C. 360 meters. 1,200 ml SouthRadioSun,
Corp.
"Queen
City markets.
of the South."
Dailyern ex
11 Slogan,
am, 8 pm,
weather,
Tues.
8:30 pm, music. Fri, 11 pm, entertainment. Sun.
8 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago, 111. 286 meters. 100 ml City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun. 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m.
4:15-4:30 pm. police reports. Mon. Wed. Fri, 3:30
pm, 7 :30. speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. 337 meters. 1.000 mi. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm,
children's hour; 7:45, markets, weather, lecture; 8-9,
concert Mon, Wed, Fri. 6-7 pm, concert. Sun, 8
pm, church service.
Eastern.
WCAC, Fort Smith. Ark. 360 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co. Tests only.
VYCAD, Canton, N. Y. 280 meters. 300 mi. St.
Lawrence Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
YVCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa. 462 meters. Kaufman & Baer
Co.
WCAF, stone
Rodgers,
Mich. 360 meters. Michigan Lime& Chem. Co.
WCAG. New Orleans, La. 268 meters. 200 mi. Clyde
R. Randall.
Mon. Thurs, S-9 pm, concert.
Central
WCAH, Columbus, O. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Entrekin
Elec. Co. Slogan, "The Heart of Ohio." Daily ex
Sun. 11:30-12:30 am, music, news. Tues, 7-9 pm,
concert. Sun, 10-12:30. chureh service. Central Daylight Savings.
WCAJ, Univ. Place, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Nebr.
Wesleyan Univ. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues, 8
pm.
Children's Hour. Thurs, 8 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAK, Houston, Tex 360 meters. 100 mi. Alfred P.
Daniel. Slogan, "Where Eighteen Railroads Meet the
Sea." Daily ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music. Wed. 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central
WCAL. Northfield, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept
of Physics, St Olaf College. No definite schedule.
YVCAM, Villanova, Pa.
360 meters.
Villanova College.
VVCAO, Baltimore. Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Sanders
& Stayman Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm. Mon, Wed,
8-9 pm. Eastern.
WCAP, Washington, D. C. 469 meters. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel Co.
VVCAR, San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1.500 ml.
Alamo Radio Elec, Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm, concert. Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. 500 ml. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Inst Slogan "From the
Flour City of the World." Mon, 9:30-11 pm, music,
lectures. Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 6:30-7 pm, code
instruction.
Central
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. 240 meters. 300 ml S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 286 meters. 500 mi. Durham & Co. Daily 11:45 am. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8 pm,
concert. Sun, 10:55 am, church services. Eastern
Daylight
Saving.
Co.
WCAV, Little Rock. Ark. 360 meters. J. C. Dice Elec.

WEAF,
New York City. N. Y. 492 meters.
1,500 ml
A. T. & T. Co. Slogan, "The Voice to the Millions." Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 11-12 am, 4:30-5:30
pm, 7:30-10. Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, 7:30-10. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WEAG. Edgewood, B. I. 231 meters.
Nicholas-Hineline-Bassett Lab.
WEAH,
Wichita, Kan.
244 meters.
500 ml
Wichita
Board of Trade. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 9, 10. 11, 12
pm, 1, reports. Wed, Sat, 8 pm, concert. Every third
Sun, 8 pm, concert. Central.
WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y. 286 meters.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ, Vermilion, S. D.
360 meters.
Univ. of S. D.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAK.
St. Joseph, Mo.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Julius
B. Abercrombie.
Daily ex Sun, 5:15-6 pm.
Central.
WEAM,
North Plainfield, N. J.
252 meters.
75 mi.
Burough of N. Plainfield. Daily, 7:30-8 pm, music,
police news, etc. Eastern.
WEAN. Providence, R. I. 273 meters. 50 ml The Shepard Stores. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 12-1 pm, 4-5, 6-7,
ing.
music,
weather, concerts. Tues, Thurs, 8:15-10, concert. Wed, Sat, 7-8 pm, concert Sun, 10:45-11:30 am,
7 :30-8 :45- pm, church service. Eastern Daylight SavWEAO, Columbus, O. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ohio
State Univ. Daily ex Sun, 1:30 pm, 4, reports,
music. Thurs, 7-9 pm, lecture, concert Eastern,
WEAP, Mobile, Ala. 360 meters. 50 ml Mobile Radio
Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm. music
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:45 pm. music. Sun,
3-3:30 pm, church service. First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert. Central
WEAR. Baltimore. Md. 360 meters. 200 ml News &
American Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 6:30-7. weather,
music, news.
Tues, Thurs, 7:30<;9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WE AS, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Hecht Co. Daily ex Sun, 3-4 pm. Wed, Fri. 7-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAU,
Sioux City. la, 360 meters. 300 mi. Davidson
Bros. ex
Co.Sun,
Slogan,
Heart
Com Belt"
Daily
9 am, "The
10, 11,
1 pm,of 5,themarkets,
news.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun 7-9 pm.
Central.
WEAY, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1.5«0 ml Will
Horwitz (Iris Theater.) Slogan, "Where All the
Oceans Meet All the Railroads." Daily ex Sun.
11 am. dinner hints, news; 12 m, music; 12:57-1 pm.
time; 2:30 pm, music; 6 pm. news. Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, concert Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church services; 9
pm, concert.
Central.
WEB, St Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 800 ml. The Benwood Co., Inc. Tues. 9-10:30 pm. Wed, 8-9:30 pm.
Sat. 7:30-9 pm, 11 pm-1 am.
CentraL
WEV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 ml. Hurlburt-Stlll
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur, 8 pm, concert. Central
WEW. St Louis. Mo. 261 meters. 200 ml St. Louis
Univ. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2, 5 pm, reports. Central.

WFAA, Dallas, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi. Dallas New* and Dallas Journal. Slogan, "Working For
All Alike," Daily, 10:30 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm,
address; 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, reports, news, baseWCAX, Burlington, Vt
360 meters. Univ. of Vt
ball: 6:15-7. bedtime story, baseball; 8:30-9:30, concert, weather (silent Wed). Tues, Sat, 11-12 pm,
WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis.
261 meters.
500 mi.
Kessel- ■
music. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. bible class; 6:45-7 pm,
man-O'Driscoll Music House.
Daily ex Sun. 11 am.
baseball: 9:30-11 pm. music
Central.
reports.
Mon, Tues. Thur, Fri. 8:30-9:30 pm, music.
WFAB, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 100 mi. C. P.
Tues, 10:30-11:30 pm, dance music.
Sun, 7:30-9 pm,
Woese.
No definite schedule.
church services.
Central
WFAF, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 273 meters. H. 0.
WCBA, Allentown, Pa. 280 meters. Chas. W. HaimSpratley Radio Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
bach.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex. 360 meters. 100 ml Elec
Eastern. Wed, Sat, 2-12 pm. Sun, 2-4 pm, 8-10.
Supply Co. Tues. Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert
CentraL
WCBB, Greenville, O. 240 meters. K. & K. Badio
WFAJ, Asheville, N. C. Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument
Supply Co.
Co.
WCBD, Zion, 111 345 meters. 1,500 mi. Wilbur
WFAM, St Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. 100 ml Granite
Glen Voliva, Slogan, "Where God Rules, Man ProsCity Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, markets.
pers." Mon. Fri. 8-10 pm, concert. Wed, Fri, 2:30Mon, Wed,
7:30-9 pm,Minn.
entertainment.
Central.
WFAN,
Hutchinson.
360 meters.
300 ml
3:45 pm, concert Sun, 9-9:45 am, Bible school; 2:305:30 pm, church services.
Central daylight saving.
Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Slogan, "The GateWCE. Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Findley Elec. Co.
way
to
the
Ten
Thousand
Lakes
of
Minn."
WCK, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 50 ml Stix, Baer
11:57-12:20. time, weather. Tues. Wed, 8:30Daily,
pm,
& Fuller. Daily, 12-12:30 pm, 3-4. Mon, Wed, Fri,
concert.
Sun. 2:30 pm.
Central
6:45-8 pm, concert, lecture.
CentraL
WFAQ, Cameron, Mo. 360 meters. 300 ml Cameron
WCM, Austin, Tex.
360 meters.
Univ. of Tex.
Badio Co. and Mo. Wesleyan College.
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1,000 mi. The
WFAT. Sioux Falls, S. D. 360 meters. 500 ml. Dally
Argus Leader. Dally ex Sun, 9:15 am, 11:15, 12:30
Detroit Free Press. Slogan, "The Call of the Motor
pm, 1:30. reports, music; 7:30, baseball, music
Central.
City." Club, "Bed Apple Club." Daily ex Sun,
WFAV, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports; 2:50, weather, markets; 4:15, 4:30, 4:50, 6:15. markets, music. Daily ex
Nebr.
Slogan,
"The
Home
of
the
Cornhuskers."
Sat. 8:30-10 pm. week starting Deo. 11 and alternate
Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 12:40 pm, weather. Thurs, 8
weeks thereafter, concert, Tues, 10-12 pm. Club, Sun,
pm, concert.
Central.
10:30 pm, 7:15 pm, church services. Central.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. 1.000 ml. StrawWD AD, Lindsborg, Kans. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wm.
bridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 10 am, reports;
Louis Harrison. Tues. Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm. enter1 pm, news; 2, music; 3-4:30, concert; 7-7:30
tainment, weather. Sun, 3:30 pm, vesper services.
children's hour. Tues, Thurs, 8 pm, concert . Wed,
Central.
10:30 pm, dance music. Sun, 9:30 pm, organ recital,
WDAE, Tampa, Fla, 360 meters. BOO ml. Tampa
alternating 10:30 am, 7:30, church services. Eastern
Daily Times. Wed. Fri, 8-10 pm, music, lecture.
Daylight Saving.
Eastern.
WGAF, Tulsa. Okla
360 meters.
Goller Badio Service.
WDAF. Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 2.000 ml
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. 248 meters. 35 mi. Lancaster
Kansas City Star. Club, "Nighthawks." Daily ex
Elec.
Supply
&
Construction
Co.
Slogan, "Garden
Sun, 3:30-4:30 pm, music; 6-7, educational, bedtime
Spot of U. S. A." Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm. constory, etc.; 11:45 pm-1 am, Nighthawk Frolic. Mon,
Eastern.cert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
Wed,
Fri,
8-10
pm,
concert.
Sun,
4-6
pm,
music.
Central
WGAN, Pensacola, Fla. 360 meters. Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Shreveport, La. 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex. 263 meters. J. Laurance Martin. Tues, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Central
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 5:30-6 pm. 8, music.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central.
WD AH, El Paso, Tex. 360 meters. Trinity Methodist
WGAR,
America,Fort Smith, Ark. 360 meters. Southwest
Church South. Wed, Thurs, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Mountain.
WDAI, Syracuse. N. Y. 246 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Eastern.
WDAJ, College Park, Ga 258 meters. 2,000 mi. A
& W. P. B. B. Co. Dally. 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Wed, 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
Central.
WDAK, Hartford, Conn. 261 meters. 150 ml The
Courant
Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WDAL, Jacksonville. Fla. 360 meters. 250 ml. Florida
Times Union. Daily. 11 am, weather; 4-4:30 pm,
music; 8-9. entertainment; 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas, Tex., 360 meters.
300 mi. Automotive
Elec. Co. Daily, 1-1:30 pm, 7:15-8. Central
WDAP, Chicago, Dl. 360 meters. 2.000 ml Drake
Hotel Daily ex Sun, every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm, quotations, reports; 6 pm, news. Tues,
Thurs. Sat 10 pm, concert. Sun, 9 pm, 10, concert.
Central Daylight Saving.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. 39S meters. Lit Bros. Club,
"Good Morning Glory." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:55 pm,
music: 2-3 pm. 4:30-6. music, talks; 7:30-8 pm,
Dream Daddy. Wed, 8-11 pm. entertainment Fn,
8-10:50, entertainment; 1 am. Club. Eastern Daylight
Saving.
WDAS. Worcester, Mass. 360 meters. Samuel A. Waits
WDAU, New Bedford, Mass.
360 meters.
500 mi.
A.
H. Smith.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 12:15-12:50 pm, industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm, music.
Sun, 11 am-12:30
pm, 7-8 pm, church services. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WD AX, Centerville, Iowa, 268 meters. 500 ml
First
Nat'l Bank.
Daily ex Sun. 11:30 am, reports, news.
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, concert.
Central
WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.
244 meters.
300 mi.
Fargo
Radio Electric Co.
Slogan, "The Biggest Little City
in the World." Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather, 6
pm, baseball.
Tues. Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert Sun, 10:30 am, church services.
Central.
WDBC, Lancaster, Pa,
258 meters.
Kirk Johnson &
Co.. Inc.
WDBF, Youngstown, O. 261 meters. Bobert G.lips. _ PhilWDM, Washington, D. 0. 360 meters. 50 ml. Church
of the Covenant Sun, 11 am, church service; 8 pm,
church service.
Eastern.
WDT, New York City. N. Y. 405 meters.
Ship Owners
Radio
Service.
Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, concert.
Wed,
7-7:50 pm. concert.
Fri, 11-12 pm. concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WDZ,
Tuscola, Dl.
278 meters.
100 ml
James L
Bush.
Daily ex Sun. every half hour, 8:30 am-12:15
pm, Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA, Flint, Mich,
280 meters.
200 mi. Fallain &
schedule. Slogan, "The Vehicle City."
Lathrop.
No definite
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360 meters. 600 ml. Standard
Radio Equip. Co.
Daily ex Sun. markets every 30
min. from 8:40 am-12:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 7-8 music.
9:45, weather.
Sun, 10:30 am,
7:30 pm, church
services.
Central.
WEAD,
Atwood,
Kan.
268 meters.
N. W. Kansas
Radio Supply Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAE. Blacksburg. Va.
360 meters. Polytechnio Inst.

WGAU. Wooster, O. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa. 261 meters. 300 ml. Emest C.
Albright. Slogan, "The home of the world's largest
railroad shops." Tues. Wed, 9-11 pm, music. Sun,
9-10:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WGAY. Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 100 ml. North
Western Badio Co. Dally ex Sun, 10 am. weather;
4:30. news. Mon. Thurs, 8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 3
pm, music.
Central.
WGAZ, South Bend. Ind. 360 meters. 200 ml South
Bend Tribune. Dally ex Sun, 9-9:30 am. household
hints, menus: 5-5:30 pm, music Tues, Thurs. Sat,
7-8 pm, music
CentraL
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa, 360 meters. Register and
Tribune. Slogan, "The Convention City." Tues, Fri,
7 :30 pm, entertainment Sat, 10 pm, music. . Sun,
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass. 360 meters. 500 ml
Am. Badio & Research Corp. Slogan, "Amrad. the
Voice reports,
of the codes.
Air." Dally
Daily, ex5-6:45
Hour,
Sun, pm.
Mon, Children's
8:30 pm,
concert.
pm, Amrad
Women's
Club.
Sun, 4-5 Tue3,
pm. Fri,
8:30.3 church
services;
9, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WGL, Philadelphia, Pa 360 meters. 2,000 ml Thos.
F. J. Howlett
Irregular schedule.
WGM, Atlanta, Ga. 429 meters. 1,500 ml. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed. 6-7 pm,
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music Sun, 3:304:30
pm, concert.
organ recital:
12-1 am.
CentraL9:30-10:30 pm, music Wed,
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. 319 meters. 1.000 ml Federal
Tel. & Telg. Co. Slogan. "The City of Opportunity."
Dally ex Sat, 12:15 pm, weather; (Mon. Thurs. agriograms) ; 2:30, 3:30, 5, music, reports; Mon, Wed, Fri,
8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 3 pm, vesper services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGV, New Orleans. La 350 meters. 400 ml Interstate Elec. Co. Slogan, "Where the Mighty Mississippi Makes a Crescent Near the Gulf." Mon,
Wed, Sat. 8-9 pm, 12-1, music, talks. Sat, 7:30-8:30
pm.
Central
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 380 meters. 1.000 ml.
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30-12 m, 5, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri. 1-1:30
pm, 7:45. concert. Fri. 10:30 pm, speciaL Sun, 9:30
am, 6:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison, Wis. 360 meters. 1,000 ml Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun, 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather.
Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30 pm, lectures, news, agriograms.
Central
WHAA, Iowa City, la 263 meters. 200 ml. Univ. of
Iowa.
No regular schedule.
CentraL
WHAB, Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 ml Clark
W. Thompson Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the
Southwest
America."
ex
Sun, 9:45andam,Treasure
11, 3:30 Island
pm. 5, of
reports,
music, Daily
news.
Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainment Sun, 11 am. 7:30
pm, church service.
Central.
WHAC. Waterloo, la 360 meters. 150 ml. Cole Bros.
Elec Co. Daily, 6 pm, news, sports. Mon, Wed,
Fri,
9:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services.
Central.

WKAD,

Milwaukee, Wis. 280 meters. 1.000 ml. Marquette
Univ. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment Central.
WHAG. Cincinnati, O. 222 meters. 100 mi. Univ. of
Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
WHAH, Joplin, Mo.
360 meters.
Hafer Supply Co.
WHAI, Davenport, la 360 meters. 30 mi. Radio
Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WHAK, Clarksburg.. W. Va 360 meters. Roberts Hdwe
Co.
50 mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAI, Lansing, Mich. 248 meters. 200 ml. The Capital News. Daily ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:55, 4:30
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight. Sun
2:30 pm.
Central.
WHAM,
Rochester.Rochester. N. Y. 360 meters. Univ. of
WHAP. Decatur, 111. 360 meters. 100 mi. Otto &
Kuhns.
No definite schedule.
WHAQ, Washington, D. C. 242 meters. 75 ml.
Semmes Motor Co. Mon, 7-8 pm, lecture on automobile upkeep, music.
Eastern.
WHAR, Atlantic City, N. J. 231 meters. Paramount
Radio & Elect. Co.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisville Times Co. Daily ex Sun 4-5
pm, 7:30-9. Sun, 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, church service Mon night, silent.
Central.
WHAV, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. 200 ml Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co. Slogan, "The First BroadStation of the First City of the State." No
definite casting
schedule.
WHAY,

Huntington, Ind. 360 meters. 75 ml Huntington Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun, 12 m-12:30, weather,
3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather, sports.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm. concert
Sun, 3 pm, sermon:
4 pm, concert
Central
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y. 380 meters. 2.000 ml Bensselaer
Polytechnic Inst.
Slogan, Stolon
"Transcontinental
International
Broadcasting
Located at and
the
Oldest School of Engineering." Club, R. P. I. Mon.
9-10:30 pm, music. Transcontinental second Monday
of each month. 12-1:30 am, music.
Eastern.
WHB. Kansas City. Mo. 411 meters. 1.000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Electric SchooL Slogan, "Heart of
America." Dally ex Sun, 8:25 am, 9:25, 10:25. 11:25,
12:25 pm,Central.
3, reports. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm,
concert.
WHD,

Morgantown, W. Va W. Va, University. Temporarily discontinued.
WHK, Cleveland, O. 360 meters. 300 ml Warren R.
Cox. Dally ex Sun, 8:30-9 am, test; 1:30 pm,
4-4:30, music; 6-6:30, news, music. Wed, Sun, 8-9:55
pm. sermon, concert
Eastern.
WHN, Brooklyn, N. Y. 360 meters. 250 mi. Associated Broadcasters, Inc. Slogan, Station of the
Sunrise Trail." Daily ex Sun. 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm,
2:15-3:15, 3:45-5:30. Mon, Wed, Sat. 7:30-12 pm.
Tues, Thurs, Fri. 9:30-12:00 pm. Sun. 9:30-10:30 am,
3-6 pm, 9:30-12 pm. Eastern.
WIAB, Roekford, IU. 252 meters. 50 mi. Joslyn
Automobile Co. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music.
Central.
Mon, Thurs, 8-9 pm. Sun,- 12-1 pm, church services.

WIAC, Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun, 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat, evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 254 meters. 200 mi. Ocean
City Yacht Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAF, New Orleans, La 234 meters. 300 ml G. A.
DeCortin. Tues, 8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am,
church services.
Central.
WIAH, Newton, la 360 meters. 200 ml. Continental
Radio & Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm. music, news.
Sun. 10:45-12 m, church services.
Central
WIAI, Springfield, Mo. 253 meters. 300 mi. Heer
Stores Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, reports, news,
weather. Tues, Thurs, 7:30-8:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15
pm, music, entertainment
Central.
WIAJ, Neenah, Wise. 360 meters. Fox Biver Valley
Badio Supply Co.
WIAK. Omaha, Neb. 278 meters. 300 ml Daily
Journal-Stockman. Dally ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10,
10:20, 12 m, 1:30 pm, 3:50, markets, weather.
Central.
WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 200 ml School
of Engineering. Slogan, "In the Land of the Sky
Blue Water." Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 10-10:30 am,
11:30-12 m, music, news; 5-6 pm, news; T-7:30, music.
CentraLMarlon. Ind. 226 meters.
WIAO.
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah, Ky. 360 meters. 150 mi. Paducah
Evening! Sun. Slogan. "Howdy Folks, This is WIAR,
a real Live Wlar." Daily ex Sat, Sun. 7-8 pm, concert, lecture, etc. CentraL
WIAS. Burlington, la 360 meters. 400 ml Hawk-Eye
Home Elec. Co. Slogan, "Burlington, On The
Mississippi"
Tues, 360
Thurs,
8-9 pm,
W1AT.
TarMo. Mo.
meters.
Leonconcert.
T. Noel.Central.
WIAU, Le Mars. la. 360 meters. Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
WIAY, Washington, D. C. 224 meters. 200 ml Woodward & Lothrop. Dally ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-3 pm,
music. Tues, Fri, 6:45 pm, reports. Mon, Sat, 8-10
pm, concert.
Eastern.
WIL, Washington,
D. C. 360 meters. 100 m«. Continental Elec. Supply
entertainment
Eastern.Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm.- music,
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa. 509 meters. 2,000 ml. Gimbel
Bros. Slogan, "Watch Its Progress." Dally ex Sun,
1-2 pm, 3-4:30, 6-6:45, music; 7-7:30 pm, bedtime
stories. Tues, Thurs, 8-10 pm, concert. Tues, Sat,
10:10-12 pm. concert Sun, 11 am. church services,
starting June 3. every alternate week; fill in weeks,
4:30 pm, concert. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 800 ml Am. Elec
Co. Mon. Thurs, 9:30-10:15 pm, music, special Sun,
8-9 pm, church services.
Central.
WJAD,
Tex. Lab.
360 meters.
ml 4-4:30
Jackson's
Radio Waco,
Engineering
Dally exBOOSun,
pm,
news, music.
Fri, 8-9, concert. Sun, 11-12 am,
church
service. Mon,
Central.
WJAF, Muncie. Ind. 200 mi. Muncie Press and Smith
Elec Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. news, music.
Mon.
Fri, 7-8
Sat,services.
6-7 pm, CentraL
music Sun,
10-12 Wed,
am. 2-3:30
pm, pm;
church
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 ml Norfolk
Daily News. Dally ex Sun, 12:15 pm, 5, 5:30, reports.
Central
WJAK, Stockdale, O. 360 meters. 250 ml White
Badio Lab. Slogan, "WJAK, of the Buckeye State."
Mon. Thurs, 11 am, 4 pm, news, music. Thurs, 910:30 pm, dance music Sat. 4 pm, bible lesson.
Sun, 2-2:45 pm, church service.
CentraL
WJAM, Cedar Rapids, la 268 meters. 50 ml D. M.
Perham. Slogan, "Cereal City of the World." Dally
ex Sun, 9 am, 10:30, 12:15, markets, reports. Tues,
Wed, Fri, 7:15 pm, music. Sun, 2:45 pm, music.
Central.
WJAN. Peoria, Dl. 280 meters. 300 mi. Peoria Star.
Slogan, "The Grandview City of Dlinois." Daily ex
Sun, 9:15 am, 10:30, 1:30 pm, markets, weather agriograms; 5:30, sports. Tues. 9:15-10:45 pm, concert.
Central.
WIAP, Duluth, Minn. 360 meters. 200 ml Kellej
Duluth Co. Mon, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music Mon,
Thurs. Sat. 10:30-12 midnight. Sun. 11-12 m. pipe
organ, 12-1 pm, 7:30-9 pm, church service.
Central.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 200 ml Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central
WJAR, Providence, B. I. 360 meters. 600 ml The
Outlet Co. Slogan, "The Gateway of Southern New
England." Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 1-2:30 pm. 5-6.
Mon, Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm. Fri. 8-10 pm, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJAS, Pittsburgh, Pa 360 meters. 150 ml. Pittsburgh Radio Supply House. Daily ex Sun, 11:3012 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm. Eastern.
WJAT, Marshall, MO. 360 meters. 100 ml. KelleyVawter Jewelry Co. Dally ex Sun, 5:15-5:45 pm, concert.
Central
•
WJAX, Cleveland, O. 390 meters. 1.000 mi Union
Trust Co. Slogan. "The Wave From Lake Erie.
am, 10-10:45. 2-2:45
Sun, 9-9:45reports,
and financial
ex Sat pm
Dally 3-3:45.
pm.
music,
news. Tues,
Eastern.
...
7:30-9:30 pm; Thurs, 8:15-10:30 pm, entertainment
WJAZ,
Chicago, HI
448 meters.
1,600 ml
ZenithEdgewater
Beach
(Chicago Badio
Lab.) Dally ex.
Sun, 10 pm-2 am. music, entertainment.
Sun, *-«
pm.
concert
Central
Daylight
Saving.
next week.)
(The third part of the station sobedules will appear
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WFAA (Central. 476). BJ0-9:3O P. *., Toll Me This
Orchestra: Drama:!-- Club program.
WFI
(Eastern.
Daylight Savins.
39S).
1:30 P. M..
Dinner music. Sloer Pans
lklloiuc Stritr
cert Orchestra: 3:00. Piano aiul song recital: 6:30.
Dinner Baric, Mwer
I>.t
Strationl Concert Orchestra: 8:00. Short talks and son* recital.
WGI (Eastern. 3S0). 12:00 Noon. Organ Recital. K.
Lewis Dunham on the Kstey Reed Otvan: 7*0 P. •*..
"Rita erf Wisdom." George Brlntou Beale. promnewspaper Players,
editor: "Mrs.
Pal and courtesy
the Law"of
by theinentAmrad
given through
Walter Baker & Company, publishers of Boston.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M..
Weather forecast for Likes Krie. and Ontario marine
and aviation interests: 12 SO- 12 JO P. M.. George
Albert Bouchard, organist; 12 35-3 .30. Produce ami
Ure stock market reports. Chicago Board of Trade.
New York Stock Exchange: 6:30-7:00. George Albert Bouchard, organist: 7:00-8:45, Disvst of the
day's news. Bov SVout Radiograms, Employment
Bulletin: II AS, Weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 7:45 P. M.. Musical Program.
Rogers Whitmore. riolinlst; Ellsworth Page. bass.
Theodore Von dor Blick. trumpeter: Yloliu solos.
"Cltanjon Meditation." "Spanish Serenade." Rogers
Whiunorc. Karl Rice, accompanist: Bass solo. "Song
of the TumkoT." Ellsworth Page. Earl Bice, aorompanist: "The Secret." Theodore Yon der Bllck.
Aaa O. Coggeshall. accompanist: Ylolin solos, "Introduction and Rondo Capriccloso. " "Songs My
Mother Tauzht Me." Rogers Whilniore: "Invk-tus."
Ellsworth Page, bass solo: "My Regards." Theodore
Yon der Blick. trumpet solo: Addrvss, "Forest Fires
Put the Wreck in Recreation." by WUlis Baker:
Ylolin solos. "Tmmbourtn Chlnois." "The Rosary."
Rogers Whltmore: "Then Let Me Best." Ellsworth
Page, baas solo; "Columbia Polka." Theo. Yon der
Blick. Trumpet solo; "On Wings of Song." "From
the Canebrake." Rogers Whitmore. Violinist
WHAS (Central. 400) 4-5 P. M.. Concert by the Man
Anderson Theatre orchestra: Ollle Jones, conductor:
730-9 P. ■., Concert by the Memphis Syncopators.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). I rOO P. M..
Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz. Germantown Theater:
3:00, Artist recital: 6:45. Final baseball scores:
7*0-730. Bedtime stories by Tncle Wip: 8:00. Short
talk- 830. Dance music. Ace Brlgode and Ten Virginians from Hotel Walton Boof.
WJAX (390. Eastern). 8*0 P. M.. Concert. MelodyLane Dance Orchestra. Everette Tyron, director.
WLW (Eastern. 309). 4*0. Selections Adelaide Apfel.
pianist:
Reefer's
Hotel
Alms
orchestra:10*0.
VocalSelections.
selections.Jack
Master
Justus
Herman.
Ida Grote. accompanist: Tocal selections, Alice
Sheehan: Harry J. Plogstedt, monolcsist.
W0C (Central. 484). 12*0 noon. Chimes concert: 5:45
P.
risit.M., Chimes Concert; 630 P. M., Sandman's
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11*0-1130 A.
M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra :
4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 730, Sport
results and police reports.
WWJ
(Eastern. 517).
12*5 P. M.. Concert, Detroit
News Orchestra: 3*0 P. M
Concert,
Schmeman's
News
orchestra
and
band ; 7 *0
Concert. Detroit
Schmeman's band.

Friday, August 24
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400). 8*0-9*0 P.
at., Overture. "The Magic Flute," Star Concert Orchestra; "Sea-FeTer." Frederick Manning, baritone:
chestra; "Sea-Fever." Frederick Manning, baritone;
outte." Star Concert Orchestra: "Sylvia." Frederick
Manning, baritone: "Beautiful Spring." Star Concert
Orchestra; "Caprice Viennois," Harry Adaskin,
violinist; "The Wreck of Julia," Frederick Manning,
baritone.
"In the Tavern."
Star Concert Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific, 395). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert; 230-330
Matinee musicale; 6:45-7*0, Children's program,
Marshall Stedman and pupils; 7*0-7 30, Organ recital. Methodist Episcopal Church. Arthur Blakeley.
organist; 8*0-10*0, De Luxe program, featuring
Masonic Glee Club of Long Beach. Calif. ; Bedford
Finney, baritone.
KDKA (Eastern, 365), 5:15 P. M„ Dinner concert.
Grand Concert.
SymphonyTheorchestra:
6:45,June
Children's
Period:
720,
Call Trio.
Call, violinist,
Bei Call, violinist. Edith Hall, pianist. "Under the
Double Eagle." "Melody in F," "Amorosa Mazurka."
"March Militaire." "Minuet in G." "ha. Paloma."
"In Autumn."
"Memories of the South."
KSO
(Central, 546). 8*0 P. M. Musical program.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 8*0-8:15 P. M., Tocal Solo, Lola
Keman. soprano, Buth Heinrich, accompanist; 8:15S*0, George Olsen and his orchestra; 10*0-11*0.
Dance Music. George Olsen and his orchestra ; 1 1 *012*0. Hoot Owls.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 5:50 P. M„
Children's bedtime story; 1 0*0- 1 1 30, Musical program.
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 530 P. M„ Dinner concert,
WBZ trio. "I Lombardi," ""Marionette," "Beve
d" Amour." "Butterfly Dance," "Serenade." "In a
Canoe," "Song of the Volga Boatmen," "Elsa's
Dream." "Bon Yivant." "Romantique" ; 6 30, Bedtime Story for Children: 7*0, Concert, James Morton,
tenor, George
Q'Connell,
pianist and accompanist, Bradley
assisted by WBZ
trio.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395. 12*0-12:54
P. 51.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, Feri Sarkozi, director: 2*0-3:00, Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 7 38-8*0, Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy; 8*0-12*0, Special Stanley Theater features;
Dance music, Arcadia
Cafe Dance
Orchestra.
WDT (eastern. Daylight Saving, 405), 12*0-1*0 P.
M„ Recital, Vincent Soragba. violinist: Songs. Marie
Palermo, assisted by G. Forraror : Cello solos ; 1 1 *012*0, Orchestra concert; Harry Aids and Al Beiler,
in their latest song hits; Jack Smith, pianologue.
WFAA (Central, 476). 830-930 P. M.. Piano program, Leland Johnson, player and composer.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395). 1*0 P. M„
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra: 3*0, Song recital; 4*0, Short talk and
musical program; 6 30. Dinner music. Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra: 7*0-730,
half360),
hour. 12*0
StoriesNoon,
by Cousin
WGIChildren's
(Eastern,
Organ S'ue.
Becital. E.
Lewis Dunham on the Estey Beed Organ; 5*0 P.
■ .. "Twilight
Tales."
Eunice
L.
Bandall;
730, Concert, Instrumental Trio, Ida Mauch.
Director.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319), 11:45 A. M..
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and aviation interests: 12*0-12 30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 1235-3 30. Produce and
rive stock market reports. Xew York Stock Exchange.
Chicago Board of Trade: 630-7*0, George Albert
Bouchard, organist: 7*0-8:45, Digest of the day's
news, road reports : 9 *0- 1 1 :45, Tokio Dance Orchestra : 1 1 :45, Weather.
WGY, (Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M., Musical Program;
"Impromptu. Opus 90, No. 3." Daniel W. Murphy,
pianist; "Solveigs Song." Mrs. George Gretser, soprano. Mrs. Louis Bask, accompanist: "Hungarian
Rhapsody," Master Adelbert Purga. violinist (thirteen year old violinist) ; "I Hear You Calling Me."
B. Herbert Massey. tenor; Address, "National Consequences of Timber Depletion," Colonel W. B.
Greeley; "Talse in D Major." Daniel W. Murphy.
pianist: "Love Like the Dawn Came Stealing,"
"Toa'U Get Heaps O'Lickin's." Mrs. George Gretser,
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or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
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remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid S5.45. Formerly operated by C. W. Kautz. We welcome his
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Adelbert Purga. violinist:
bin" Mrlody."
[requestMaster
.
t Masaey, tenor; "Robin,
Robin, sing Me *
Mr*.
George
Gretser,
soprano:
"Hun.)
-toso."
Daniel
W.
Murphy,
pianist;
10:30.
Musical program.
"Talse Arabesque."
Irene Nettli l,
pianist:
"Ouvre
yeux Earl
blous."Rice "Leaals
tu."
Alexander
Bouchard,tea tenor.
accompanist:
"Return March." Petro Delia Ratta. Accordion solo:
a Little Fellow."
Irene
Nettles,
soprano;
"Memories."
Alexander Bouchard,
tenor; "Polka de
\" Irene Nettles, pianist. "Mazurka."
Pietro
Delia Ratta. Accordion
solo: "A Winter Lullaby."
"Obstlnatlon."
Alexander
Bouchard,
tenor.
Earl
Rue
accompanist: Medley from "Wlldflower."
Irene
pianist. 400). 4*0-5*0
WHAS !«, (Central.
P. M.. Concert by
the Mac
Anderson
Theatre orchestra; Ollle Jones,
conductor: 730-9*0. Concert, given by Helen Elehenberrer, pianist. Mary Ernest Poore. violinist. Howard
Koch, violinist.
WIP
(Eastern.
Daylight Saving.
509). 3*0
P. M..
Musical
selections.
WIP
Instrumental
trio: 6:45.
"Radio Baseball Dope."
by Monte
Cross, old time
players: 7*0, Bedtime storks. Uncle Wip.
WLW
(Eastern. 309). 8*0-10*0
P. M„ Program arranged especially for the inaugural
parade of the
Cincinnati
Fall Festival; Aichle Novelty orchestra;
Gnoera] Protestant orphanage
band.
WOC
(Central. 484). 12:00 noon. Chimes concert: 5:45
P. M..
Chimes Daylight
concert: 630.
Sandman's
visit.
WOO
(Eastern.
Saving.
509). 11*0-1130
A.
M.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12*0-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra:
4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 730. Sport
results and police reports: 7:45, Dinner music. Hotel
Adelphia Roof Garden. A. Candelori. director; 830
Address; 8:45, Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Roof
Garden Orchestra:
Ray Miller director; 11:10, Continuation of Dance Music.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12*5 P. M.. Concert. Detroit
News orchestra: 3*0. Concert, Schmeman's band:
Bani.
7 *0, Concert, Detroit News orchestra and Schmenan's

Saturday, August 25
CFCA (Eastern Daylight Saving. 400), 8*0-9*0 P. M„
Overture, "Phedre." Star Concert Orchestra; "I'm
a Sunbeam at Mom." Eileen Law. contralto; "Spanish Dances." Star Concert Orchestra; "Air." Jacques
Sterin. cello solo; "Serenade." Star Concert Orchestra: "The Sandman." Eileen Law, contralto;
"Somewhere a Voice Is Calling," Star Concert Orchestra: "Orientale." Jacques Sterin. cello nolo;
"Kathleen Mavoumeen," Eileen Law. contralto;
Serenade
"Espagnole."
Star Concert Orchestra.
KGW (Pacific.
3 34-4*0
P. M..George
Children's
gramme.492).
10*0-11*0.
Dance music.
Olsen proand
his Orchestra.
KSD (Central. 546), 8*0 P. M.. Post Dispatch Milk
and Ice Fund Benefit performance at Orpheum
theater.
KPO (Pacific. 423). 8*012:00 P. M.. Music, Art
Weidner's Dance
Orchestra.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 5:50 P. M„
Children's bedtime story: 7*0-7:58, Musical program, courtesy W. W. Kimball Co. ; Cope Harvey's
College Inn Orchestra; 8*5, "Under the Evening
Lamp."
furnished by400),
the Paquita
Youth's Elias,
Companion.
PWX
(Inter-colonial,
soprano.
WBZ (Eastern, 337). 6:00 P. M„ Dinner concert. Hotel
Kimball trio; 630, Bedtime story for children.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12*0-1:00 P. M„
Orchestra selections; "Man, Man. Don't Do That to
Me." "Gulf Coast Blues." Trixie Smith; "Farewell
Blues." "Molasses." Thomas Waller, pianist; "Where
the Sacramento River Flows," "If Winter Comes,"
"Pickles." Duke Ellington. Vocalion Becord artist
and orchestra; "Don't Let Me Find You Here When
I Get Back," Joe Delasle, singer: Roland Irving,
pianist; "Stop Messin' with My Man," "Cotton Belt
Blues." Bosa Henderson, singer; Fletcher Henderson,
pianist: "Laughing Crying Blues." " 'Taint Nobody's
Business." Lena Wilson. Victor artist; Porter Grainger, pianist; "My Own." "Mose." "Papa, Watch
Your Step." Duke Ellington and orchestra.
WFAA (Central. 476), 830-930 P. M„ Concert of oldtime music. Marie H. Bola?k, pianist; Charles M.
Coroett,
violinist360), 730 P. M., Cohort, John F.
WGI
(Eastern.
Camera, tenor; Armand Ar?n*. plaaist; Mis. John
F. Camera, accompanist
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319). 11:45 A. M..
Weather forecast for Laics Krie and Ontario marine
and aviation interests: 12*0-1230 P. M., George
Albert Bouchard, organist; 1235-330. Produce and
live stock market reports. New York Stock Exchange,
Chicago Board of Trade: 630-7:00, George Albert
Bouchard.
news
; 1 1 :45.onraDist:
Weather. 7*0-8:45, Digest of the day's
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5*0 P. M„ Concert by the
Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra : Ollie Jones, conductor; 30-9:00,
7
Concert by the Courier-Journal
Quartette.
WOC (Central. 484), 12*0 Noon. Chimes concert: 5:45
P.
Chimes program,
concert; P.630,
Sandman's
10 30,M., Dance
S. C.
Orchestra.visit; 930WWJ (Eastern, 517), I2:C5 P. M.. Concert, Detroit
News Orcestra; 3*0, Concert. Schmeman's Band; 730,
Concert, Schmeman's^ Band.

Sunday, August 26
KHJ (Pacific, 395), 10:00 A. M., Sacred service; 1030,
Organ
recital.
Firs'. Methodist
Episcopal
Church,

Radio"Tronble Finding'Chart
25c
It locates immediately the
trouble in your Radio Set!
Simple, Easy and Practical.
DEALERS:
Write for Discounts

BENSON MELODY CO. %&£?&
The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set

Variable Resistance Leaks

FOR PANEL MOUNTING
Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.

Get stations you never heard

before

No pencil markings.
Assure unbroken range of ISO
degrees. Clarify signals — eliminate hissing.
Complete with either .00025 £1 f\f\
or JOBS mid. Mica Cond. «pl«W
Without Condenser
7Sc
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without furtker charge.

rtids.
Freshman Q. Inc.
xSadioX Condenser x&cducts

106 Seventh

Ave.

New

York
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Arthur Blakeley. organist: 7*0-7 30 P. M., Organ
l'.lakeley. crganlst.
Mflhodlat
Episcopal
Church.
Arthm
WFAA
(Central. 476). 230-330
P. M.. Bible class.
Dr. William M Anderson, half hour study, half hour
930-10:00.
Choristers and soloists from Oak
Cliff
Presbyterian
Church:
10*0-11:00,
Shi rly Lee Alley and orcheitra.
WGI (Eatttrn. 360). 4*0 P. M.. Twilight program.
"Adventure Hour." conducted by the Youth's Companion; Concert program, Edison Laboratory Phonograph; Stories. Arturo; 830. Musicale, Catherine
Chlsholm.
pianist and teacher.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319), 11:45 A. M.,
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and aviation intca-sts; 12:00-12 30 P. M.. George
Albert
V\ idler.Bouchard, organist: 3*0. Vesper service; 6 307:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 11^5.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 930 A. M.. Service from First
Methodist Episcopal Church. Schenectady. N. Y. :
Organ Prelude, "Song of Sorrow." Mrs. Albert
Kinum: "How Firm a Foundation." Hymn: Apostle's Creed; Prayer: Response; Lord's Prayer; "<>
Master. Let Me Walk With Thee." Mayfred Spooner,
contralto; Psalter: Gloria Patri: Scripture Reading;
Offertory, "The Penitent." Fred Heacox; Doxology;
"Faith of Our Fathers." Hymn; Sermon, by Dr.
f. P. Corson. Elmhurst Community Church: "Come
Thou
Almlghr*
King."
Hymn;
BenedSation:
"O
WHAS
(Central. Mrs400), -Albert
9:57 A.Kinum.
M.. Organ
10*0.
...?."?£tls8ima'"
Organmusic:
Postlude.
Church services under the auspices of tho Central
roe.
Christian Church. Rev. Dr. Albert Nichols, pastor;
4*0-5*0, Concert, under the auspices of Alice MonWHK (Eastern. 360). 8*0 P. M.. Operatic selections
by WHK Orchestra and vocal soloists.

Monday, August 27
KPO
(Pacific 423). 8:00-10*0
P. M.. Organ recital.
Gladys Salisbury; Music. Stanislaus Bern's Orchestra.
WDAR
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving.
395).
12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia
Cafe Concert Orchestra. Feri Sarkozi, director; 430-5:55, "Affairs of the Heart.-"
Betsy
Logan;
musical program;
730-8:00.
Bedtime stories.
Dream Daddy.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3:45, Short talks; Song and piano recital;
6:30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Concert Orchestra; 7:00-7 30. Children's half hour,
Stories by Cousin Sue.
WGR
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M„
Weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario marine
and
aviation interests:
12*0-1230,
George Albert
Bouchard,
organist;
12 35-3 30.
Produce
and
live
stock market
reports.
New
York Stock Exchange,
Chicago
Board
of Trade; 630-7:00,
George Albert
Bouchard,
organist; 7:00-8:45. Digfst of the day's
news; 9*0-11:45.
Concert; 11:45. Weather.
WGY
(Eastern, 380), 7:45 P. M„ Concert program.
"A Chip of the Old ElocV' S. Robert Curtis, baritone; "Dedication," Mildred
Swart,
pianist;
"The
Shoogy
Shoo,"
Ada
Webster,
soprano;
"Molly
Ochone,"
S. Robert Curtis, baritone: "Novelletten."
Mildred Swart, pianist; "In May Time."
Ala Webster, soprano; Address, "Mosquitoes and Their Control." Russell W. Gi?s: "1 Knjw
a Litti> Girl."
"Cradle
Song,"
Ada Webster,
soprano"Through
Enchanting Meadows," Mildred Swart, pianist; "Oh.
baritone.
for
a Breath o' the Moorlands."
S. Rotat
Curtis,
WHAS
(Central. 400), 4*0-5:00
P. K.. Concert by
conductor.
the Mary Anderson
Theater Orruestra; Ollie Jones,
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Savlno, 509), 3*0 P. M., Artist recital; 6:45, "Radio
Baseball Drpe" by Mor.'e
cross,
old-time player; 7:00-7 30, Bedtime
stories.
Uncle (Eastern,
Wrp.WLW
309), 4:00 P. M., Musicale, Jennie
Kebrt; Program
from Cincinnati
Fall Festival
at
Music
Franklin Bens, boy soprano; Roger Hill
Dance Hall:
Orchestra.
WOO
A.
P.

rlmtra: 4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 7 30.
results and police reports: 7:45. Dinner music,
a Roof c,«;
i, 8:30, Popular selections, WOO Orchestra; Robert Golden
dlrector; 9:30. Organ recital.

m

Amplifiers Liven
WMAF Dead Spots
But

Millionaire's

Loud

Speakers

Are

Silenced bytest asNeighbor's
to Noise ProXEW BEDFORD, MASS. — Colonel Edward H. R. Green is to establish soon on
his estate at Round Hills the Radio school
with free tuition, announced some time
ago in an article in Radio Digest. A
large electrical manufacturer has assured
Colonel Green that he will take care of
every graduate of the school, as the destantly.mand for Radio experts is growing conColonel Green's new 500-watt broadcasting station, WMAF, is now working: it is
broadcasting simultaneously to New England fans the full program of WEAP,
New- York, nightly by telephone line relay.
Amplify Over Dead Spots
In analyzing the use of the five special
telephone lines to convey the program to
WMAF it was found that at various intervals between Xew York and South
Dartmouth, Mass., where the station is,
there were "dead spots" across which the
current refused to flow unaided. After
consultation by an engineer speech amplifiers were inserted in the lines at these
point. The concerts as now broadcast
were the result.
Temporarily the huge loud speakers in
the tower at Round Hills are silent, owing
to the complaint of a summer resident at
Xonquitt that they disturbed him. But
as soon as a way can be found to prevent
the sounds from being carried to the little colony, they will be in operation again.
A. C. or D. SOLDERING
C. Guaranteed One IRON
Tear $9-24
Id
ELECTRIC
$6.50 Dry
Cell Tubes: CV-199. WD-12.
DT-201A
1 .50 Gold Grain Detector
ROBERTS

$5^5
JS5

Send 2c Stamp for Free List.
RADIO CO.. 3101 Leland Ave., Chicago.

(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving,
509),
11*0-1130
M., Organ
recital. Mary
E. Vogt;
12:00-12:53
m., Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Boom Or-

*M\>Ui.\J
1> A r\¥ f*\

at
y. prices
VIA n.
PARCEL
POST

Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD
Where

"Money

Back

Policy
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Tube$1£
I Socket
o25c
0
G
R
^MAVacuum
IX Volt
Operates on one dry cell, either with or
without B battery. Wiring diagram
FREE with each tube. 10c extra for
parcel post insured.
PHONES
,„„ Ad,,
ounuce .'For $3.75
Parcel
Dietzen
Brandes 3,000 Ohm
5.75
Dictograph
5.75
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
Dietzen 14-Plate Vernier
2.65
Dietzen 24-Plate Vernier
2.95
Dietzen 4.6-Plaie Vernier
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Audi* Frequency)
Dietzen
3,45
Ames Hi to 1
2.95
TRANSFORMERS
(Radit
Frequency)
Cotoco
2.45
Owl
95
MISCELLANEOUS
Beinartz. Colls
1.25
Sta-Put Plug
40
Freshman Grid Leak & Cond. combined
.85
Dietzen Single Circuit Jack
40
Aerial Insulators
10
Bitter Portable Loop
1.00
Argus Lightning Arrester
95
Welsh Peanut
Tube
2.00
Peanut Tube Socket
JO
Switch Lever, Fada Type
19
Hydrometers
.49
Double Phonograph Attachment
95
Cockaday Coil
2.25
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
2.95
Wave Trap
4.95
Electric Soldering Iron
3.95
100 Feet Copper Antenna Wire
39
RHEOSTATS
Dietzen, 6 ohm
.39
Dietzen. 30 ohm
.45
SOCKETS
Bell V. T. & W. D. U
V. T. Bakelits
DIALS
2-inch
3-inch
»-lnch

191 Fulton St. Dept. F-27 New
9 New York Stores

Post
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.14
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Lectures Alone Not Satisfying
It Takes Real Music to Hold the Attention of the Fan
THE

navy
department,
has beenits'broadcasting
concerts
from NAA, which
has declared
intention
of discontinuing them and using the government equipment only for lectures, "because more persons will
listen to the lectures than to the concerts."
Perhaps their assertion is correct but if it is it certainly does not apply to all localities. Lectures are
right when sandwiched with good musical programs
but a steady diet of lectures soon palls the appetite
of the ordinary Eadiophan.

New Field for Radio
Arctic Explorers Find Air Communication of Benefit
THE use of Eadio for arctic work is new and untried; the results of the plan of communication,
designed jointly by Captain MacMillan and officers of
the American Eadio Eelay League, are expected to pave
the way for future expeditions under vastly improved circumstances as to the morale of the explorers and the
advancement of science.
Should some sudden emergency overtake the exploring party and their rescue brought about, then the
weeks spent in preparation, the painstaking care in
which Eadio equipment was assembled, will not have
been in vain and Eadio will have proved its value in
the new field.

Freak Effects in Reception
Localities Seem to Suffer from Jumps in Waves
IT is a widely known fact that some places are very
unsatisfactory for Eadio transmission and reception.
The range of a broadcasting station may be many hundreds of miles, yet within fifty miles are localities over
which the radiated electro-magnetic waves seem literally to hop, coming down at points farther along. At
the same spot, however, over which waves from one
station skip, waves from more distant stations may
readily be picked up.
These conditions give rise to much speculation as to
the cause. The characteristics of the land, whether
hilly or flat, wooded or cleared, moist or dry, over
which these waves have passed are thought by many
Eadiophans to be conditions which contribute to freak
effects.

Let the Knocker Be Knocked
Nothing Gained by Kicking About Something Free
SOME of the Eadio broadcasters are complaining
about inappreeiative audiences and about the number of "knocks." Few persons realize the pains to
which the broadcasters go to furnish amusement free
of cost.
It is impossible to satisfy such a vast audience as
that of Eadio. The impulsive or enthusiastic listener
is always ready either to register a "kick" or a
"boost" as he is touched by this or that part of a
program. While you may not like a certain portion
sent from a certain station that is no sign others have
the same dislike. A little patience will carry you
further and help the broadcasting station to arrange
a program that will suit the greater part of a Eadio
audience.
Managers of broadcasting stations should not take
"knocks" from impulsive individuals seriously, nor
take them as a standard by means of which to judge
others of the audience. There are many satisfied
listeners who never think of sending in a "bffost";
these are the persons who really benefit by the entertainment.
"Knockers" must remember that it is an expensive
matter to maintain these stations. One of the great
broadcasting stations employs fifty-six persons.
Vacuum tubes used in these stations cost even at wholesale almost one hundred dollars and they have a habit
of burning out even faster than the smaller tubes do.
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CITY.
GOO

GOO.

An Electromagnetic Cerebellum, as 'Twere
Dear Indi:
'Sno use, they've all got it — Eadio on
the brain. Witness the following between Ma and me:
' ' Wire you in-su-late 1 ' '
' ' Been out with my Gal-ena. ' '
"Did you have a quarrel with Maggie Ohms?"
"No.
She had a date with Eeggie Eneration. "
And so the moon turned pale.
Mike Eofakads.

■B - G

Lessons

for

Indigest

Beginners

Chapter X — J Also Stands for Jay Walker
BY GOSH

J

That you hear on busy nights,
ble
the 'reJum
IS nfor you
Whe
tunin ' broad as Broadway,
And static blinks the lights.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
When the telephone and telegraph wires were overloaded with news of President Harding's sudden death,
Eadio again served in its unique capacity. News of
this character spreads rapidly by whatever medium it
be carried, but isolated farms, lumber camps, ships at
sea, for example, knew the sad tidings far in advance
of such time as pre-Eadio days would have enabled.
It is said that Dr. Harding was apprised of his son's
demise by a neighbor who received word from a broadcasting station. Events of almost immediate occurrence
may be known by many thousands in this day of Eadio
transmission.

And So the Limerick Contest Starts
Dear O. M. Indi : Three weeks ago you introduced Mike
and Izzy and assured us that they would play a minor part
in the game of Eadio confusion. Then to make good your
word
never mentioned
them seem
since.
I can't
forget
happy you
dissatisfied
look as they
to fail
to get
the their
drift
of what wasn't going on, so I want to suggest something.
You know limericks, don't you? (No; who Izzy? — Indi.)
Then why not exact a prize of anything from a microfarad to.
a milhenry from the Radio squab who writes the worst limerick about Mike and Izzy. Disposition of the prizes is to
be left to your indiscretion, but would suggest that they be
exchanged for a last year's bird's nest, which may be used
for a housing on a leaky variometer.
To start the ball on the downward curve, here's my limerick ;who can do worse?
Two monks, one Mike and one Izzy,
With, wire and sundries got tizzy.
They built up a loop,
<
Put spaghet in the soup —
Er somethin' which made 'em both dizzy.
Or you might reject this one for the benefit of those who
don't want to read hefty stuff :
Friend Izzy he ouilt up a circuit,
And Mike tried his durndest to workit.
Withtuned
neverin a for
flaw."BLAH"
He
Now there isn't a job out he'll ahirkit.
Have some misguided individual write a limerick every
week for several years.
Besides being filling for the column
it may inspire some Radioninny to discover a new ultra extraordinary superfluity which will revolutionize the shape of
the modern binding post. Nobody reads the dope, so I believe
you will be doing yourself a favor by accepting a prize from
the worst limerick offered. One peck of marks sent herewith
as pay for my suggestion. Please announce through BLAH,
the Walla Walla broadcasting station, that you got my letter
and tell the kinfolks that we will hold an ice cream social
for the benefit of our Limerick Club Friday of next year.
Yours on 360 meters.
Gess Hoo. •

Lying below
is
Allocious
DeMarving,
Who listened so long
He died by starving.

The widely known broadcasting station in Atlanta,
Ga., WGM, has found a new feature to present to its
may listeners in that state. Sessions of the local legislature are being sent out as a regular part of the programs, so that all debates on all subjects may be followed and campaign speeches may be checked with
what the voter has learned first-hand of the candidate 's
stand on measures passed or defeated. A better informed citizenry should result.
When those six convicts escaped from their enforced
lodging in the city of Philadelphia they might not have
considered the unseen agency which carried news of
their leaving to cities, towns and even farm houses all
along the way. Station WOO broadcast information
respecting suspects who had "borrowed" a boat in
Maryland to go cruising. Chances of escape from capture are very slim indeed with so many folks informed
quickly over a large territory.
It is pretty generally admitted that daytime reception of broadcasting does not compare favorably with
night reception. Yet a recent test made by Station
WDAP showed very little difference between- them.
Instead of the three hundred mile rarge, the station
was found to have a daytime transmission range of
twice that. The test proved a power amplifier transmitter to be the most efficient. It is the pursuance of
these practical tests which greatly aid progress.
Except for a violin in the hands of a youthful student, Iknow of no sound produced on a musical instrument so distracting as the harsh piano tones carried
by so many broadcasting transmitters. We have WGY
to thank for making it possible to hear piano music in
our headsets and loudspeakers "true to life." Engineers at that station have succeeded in producing a
device to catch overtones and the natural singing
quality of the instrument, and to give to the lower
notes of a piano their true value when heard through a
loud speaker.

My Radio

The hours I spent with thee, dear heart,
Are fraught with joy & bliss, altho'
At times I'd like to kick apart
My Eadio, My Eadio.
Each word a shriek, each song a blare
But still I tune and tune in vain
I listen in unto the end, and there
You screech again.
"B"
Oh,
I wish
But

batteries and ampliphone
tuning coil that makes me cross
that I could cure your static groan
you're a loss, sweetheart, a total
H. C. loss,
Gump.

"Blame those new cuff buttons you bought for me," muttered
Paw. "I can't get 'em to work at all," he grunted. And then
he wondered why the family laughed when he rolled back his
coat sleeves to show two beautiful nickel-plated binding posts.

The proposed action of the marine bureau of Japan
to equip fishing ships with Eadio apparatus for use in
case of accident to the ships or to report a catch has
been tried by other nations and found valuable. This
"plaything" is coming near to being a necessity in
many business transactions; that fact is borne out
almostticaldaily.
There is already a sizable list of pracuses.
Now our friend Howard Thurston is broadcasting
again on the subject of interplanetary gossiping. He
is duly recorded as predicting that "unearthly" forces
will soon hobnob with us without the expensive aid of
professional mediums. Well, I for one, prefer to see
all efforts directed toward improving the sending and
receiving of Eadiophony, economizing in code usages,
application of Eadio to ship movements and the like
before we wander so far afield for new thrills.
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First Steps for Beginners in Radio

11

Chapter XIV, Part I — Headsets and Loud Speakers
By Thomas

W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.

with the least change in the current in
the coils. The diaphragm must be of a
certain exact thickness for it must vibrate
BEGINNERS will find the accompanying
to the high notes of the violin and respond
series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
as well to the cello. A tiny dent or the
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
least bend in the diaphragm will give rise
appear are:
to distortion or make the telephone more
sensitive to one frequency than another.
Chapter XIV, Part II— Headsets and
The distance betwen the pole pieces themLoud Speakers.
selves and between the pole pieces and
Chapter XV — Filament Batteries.
diaphragm are of great importance. All
Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
these factors must be taken care of to asChapter XVII — Using Alternating
sure proper operation.
Current on Tubes.
Resistance of the Receiver
Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio InstruNow we come to the important part,
ments.
namely, the resistance. There is a misChapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the
taken idea that the resistance determines
Set.
the sensitiveness of a receiver. A 3000
Chapter XX — Useful Information and
Formulas.
ohm phone is not more sensitive than a
200 ohm phone because it has a higher
resistance but solelj' because it has more
turns of wire on the pole pieces.
In designing electromagnets the pracFEW Radiophans realize the importance
tice is to make the thickness of the windof the headset in the operation of a
ing twice the width of the pole piece. The
Radio set. The headset is one of the
size
of coil in the receiver then is fixed by
most important links in the chain between
the original sounds striking: the micro- the size of the pole pieces used. The pull
phone at the broadcasting station and the of an electromagnet depends on the
reproduction of those sounds miles away. ampere turns, that is, the number of
When one considers that their function is turns multiplied by the amperes flowing
to convert the changing electric currents. in the coil. Therefore the more turns we
picked up with difficulty and nurtured can get into a given space the greater the
through stages of amplification, into magnetic flux. In order to get sufficient
audible sounds, their importance may be turns on the pole of a receiver the manufacturers use very fine wire, for that reamore easily recognized. Furthermore a
son the resistance of a Radio receiver is
poor headset will cut down the range of
high.
set hundreds of miles; many DX records
However, another factor enters the use
are made or marred in the headset.
of receivers with tubes. It is a well known
Perhaps the common use of wire telelaw
in electrical practice that the impedphones has led many to neglect the headance of the output circuit of any device
set, thinking it but a compact telephone
receiver that will keep on working per- should equal the impedance of the device
itself.
Therefore the impedance of the
fectly indefinitely and will stand careless
handling without harm. True, a Radio receivers should equal the plate impedance
receiver is just a telephone receiver but a of the tube. Impedance as we have learned
is the resistance offered to the flow of
good headset is a refined scientific instrument and should be treated as such. A alternating currents by an inductance as
well designed Radio receiver will give an well as the direct current resistance.
Therefore the impedance of a 2200 ohm
audible sound on a current of .00000000016
amperes. To convert such a minute cur- phone for instance is 22,000 ohms on an alternating current of 800 cycles. For
rent into sound demands the best of materials and workmanship in the instrument in higher frequencies the impedance is still
greater;
it
varies with the frequency. In
the first place and the instrument demands
consideration and care to retain its ef- order to meet the above conditions it is
common practice to design receivers and
ficiency.
When one unscrews the cap from a transformers with an impedance equal to
Radio receiver and sees but two tiny coils the plate impedance of the tubes with
of wire and a few pieces of steel they which they are to be used.
may well wonder where all the scientific Resistance Does Not Affect Sensitiveness
instrument idea comes from, for it all
Realizing then that resistance has little
seems so simple. But behind that sim- to do with sensitiveness we will consider
plicity lies a long story of research and the important factors in the purchase and
experiment.
care of Radio receivers. The best guide is
The Theory of the Receiver
the reputation of the manufacturer. A
Briefly the theory of the telephone or cheap 'phone is seldom worth all it costs;
Radio receiver is as follows: a thin metal so don't hesitate to pay a little more for
diaphragm is rigidly mounted a fraction of the best. See that the cases are carefully
an inch away from a pair of pole pieces. made, all threads well machined and the
These pole pieces are made of soft iron but caps fit snug and tight, that the diaphragms are perfectly flat and rest on
are magnetized by one or more permanent
magnets mounted in the shell. Around smooth edges of the shell, that the coils
the pole pieces are wound many turns of
fine copper wire. The diaphragm is
Crystal
Tube Detector
Replaces crystal and cat whisnormally under tension from magnetism
ker. Always set and alive,
in the pole pieces. When a current flowloud and clear. No more fishing
ing around the windings changes in value
for live spots. Guaranteed to
the magnetic pull on the diaphragm will
detect perfectly. Simple to
connect — full instructions.
be varied and the diaphragm will vibrate,
Needs no batteries and never
giving rise to sounds.
bums out. Made of the famous
Simple in theory but the details deB-Metal.
Sold by all live
mand attention. The iron in the pole
dealers or can be ordered from
pieces must be of the softest grade so
The B-Metal Refining Co.
that the magnetism
will change
rapidly
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Detroit, Mich.
Price $1.50

PRICE LIST
the
FALLforSEASON
now ready

& MECHANICAL

23 Warren Street

YORK

CITY

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

l SHEETS

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925 Western Ave.

Minneapolis. Minn.
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FOR COMPLfcTEPRJCfUST

Prompt attention to mail orders
dealers prices on application

STA R R ETT M FG. CO.
519

SOUTH

QKfcfeN ST.

CHICAGO

"BV-201

WE REPAIR
RADIO TUBES
WD-U
UT-200 .
C-300
WD -12

LINCOLN
224

North

RADIO

Wells

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLICITEDAND
ATTENDED
TO.

Clinton Hill Station
P. O. Box 22A
NEWARK,

Delicate Soldering
THE

.3.00
2.50
3.00

POST SOLDERING

IRON
Tips— Universal

(Large and Small)

6

ONE-HALF

ACTUAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Complete parts for 4 tube Fada
Neutrodyne Set.
Mostly Fada
parts used

ACME
PHONES
Has no peer for

$5.45

clear

ATLAS
Loud

$3.95

COCKADAY

Complete parts for this wonderful circuit; only
best material used. Guaranteed to <f» -l O Off
work properly.
Special complete.. «piua!7U

REINARTZ

3 Plate

CONDENSERS

$27.95
Supreme

Quality. SI

7.50

Clear and Loud. List $25. Special. «r* * • .wvr

FLEWELLING

Complete
parts.
Including
Mountings.
Only standard
tised parts used*.
Complete

CIRCUIT
two
adver-

2 STEP AMPLIFIER

$10.45
(Moulded Ends)
List Our
Price Price
2.00

Vernier
Vernier
Vernier
Vernier

Speaker.

IIIVUIHCU

mounted

WWII

in.

We specialize in the Reinartz circuit.
Complete standard parts.
We guarantee results

VARIABLE

your SELECTION"

NEUTRODYNE

Superior Phones.
$8.00 list— Special.

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

SIZE

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

BRANDES

II
17
23
43
II
17
23
43

Current

Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute
From your Dealer, or write

""*** PERFECTION

receiving

N. J.

Both the
and amateurs'manufacturers'
problems on all fine
work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

Platinum Heating Unit— Interchangeable

POST

UV-199
...$3.75
TJT-299
.. 3.75
TJT-201-A . 3.75
C-301-A
;. 3.75
TJV-202 ... 4.00
4.00
C-302

H. & H. Radio Company

CORP.

Street,

3.50
.$3.50
2.50

MAIL
ORDERS
PROMPTLY

MANUFACTURING

us blue prints and specifications
for price Quotations.

CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY 5IZE
V32"

The French steamship line plans to
equip all its passenger ships sailing out
of New York with Radio receivers and amplifiers for the reception of broadcast
programs.

C-301

RODS

RADIO PANELS

Copyrighted)

My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border,
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c. or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
J3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Paolo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit Is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is Imitated the most.
Thousands are In use.
My W. 0. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
"Pickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube tube
as no and
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Either set is easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 140 to 670 meters.

TUBES

causes the tinsel to break. In time loose
contacts will develop that cause annoying sounds by reason of the current being
made anfl broken with each movement of
the cord.
Single 'Phones for Loud Speakers
Many fans make a practice of using a
headset as a loud speaker by mounting it
in a horn. The heavy currents they are
called upon to handle will often render
them unfit for DX work despite the ruggedness of the receiver under ordinary
conditions. It is better practice to reserve
the headset for long distance reception;
for loud local reception, make use of a
single . receiver similar to the Baldwin
mounted in a horn. To reduce the amount
of current in the headset use is made of
jacks but one should be careful in wiring in
the jacks to see that the same spring in all
the jacks is positive and that the cord with
the red thread is so connected into the
plug that it will make contact with the
positive spring when the plug is inserted
in the jack.
"When putting the receivers away do not
throw them into a box or drawer with other
objects that may strike the diaphragm
and dent it and then expect the 'phone to
do good work.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

RADIO SETS AND PARTS
MADE TO ORDER

jllamnutedPhfnolic CandaisatiimProduct

TRADING CORP.
NEW

Having purchased 'phones let us take
good care of them so they may give long
and satisfactory service. Handle them
carefully and do not knock or jar them
excessively. Vibration will weaken the
magnetism in the permanent magnets and
reduce the sensitiveness of the receivers.
Do not test the 'phones by connecting the
cord tips with a B battery, for strong currents in the wrong direction tend to demagnetize the magnets. Since the pole
pieces are kept magnetized, a current in
one direction in the windings will assist
the permanent magnets but a strong current in the opposite direction tends to reduce the magnetic effect and demagnetize
the magnets. For this reason the receivers
are fitted with marked cords, the cord with
the red thread being connected to the positive 'phone terminal. The current in the
plate circuit will then tend to help the permanent magnets and the 'phones will retain their sensitiveness. With crystal detectors this is not important, the 'phones
may be connected either way.
Should it be necessary to remove the
diaphragm at any time do -so by sliding it
off carefully. Do not attempt to lift it
with the finger nails for it will be bent and
the efficiency of the instrument reduced.
In replacing the diaphragm slide it into
place to prevent bending it.
The 'phones should not be pulled around
by the cords. The conductors are made
from tinsel; excessive pulling or twisting

r~

RADIO

."okmIcS:

VT> E V

for it
mailing*"1^
for Write

have been protected by a covering and
the permanent magnets will support the
diaphragm on edge. If they fail to hold
the diaphragm they are weak and should
not be accepted. The simple test for a
Radio receiver is to place a piece of paper
moistened with the tongue between a nickel
and a penny and to touch the 'phone tips
to the coins. The current generated by
this simple battery should give a click in
the phones. If no sound is heard they are
useless for Radio work.
Care of Receivers

3.50
4.00
4. 00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.60
T.50

.05

^r * *••*«*

None
SETS

better made

Aeriola
Cutting
Tuska
Crosley
Crosley
2-Step
General

Jr. ( Westinghouse)
$18.00 $ 5.95
& Washington 3-Tube Type II. 125.00 55.00
Regenerative
35.00 22.50
Regenerative
19.00
2-Step
Amplifier
17.00
Amplifier,
Assembled
11.95
Radio I -Step Amplifier
8.00 6.95

List Our
Price Price

1.25

1.75
1.95
1.95
2.25
3.25
3,25
3.50
3.95

$11.45

Completely assembled, ready to use.Jk 1

PERFECTION RADIO CORPORATION,
59 Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY
Six New York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise
prepaid for 25 cents.
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Some Ideas for the Amateur Workman
Homemade Devices for
Use in Receiving Sets

How to Plan and Make
Your Fixed Condensers

Many amateurs who construct their own
sets readily appreciate, no doubt, the kinks
constantly appearing in publication. The
author presents here a group of his own
ideas which he hopes will prove beneficial
to the Radio fraternity.

Radiophans are divided into many classes.
Some are familiar with all of the various
electrical stunts while others are not versed
in the solution of mathematical formulae.
This article is to give some information to
the latter class.
For example: It is desired to make a
fixed condenser of a capacity of .00025 mfd.
using tinfoil for plates and mica as a
dielectric. What should the area of each
tinfoil plate be and how many will be
required?

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

The capacity of this "problem" condenser
is small and only two plates will be required, separated by one piece of mica.
In this case C equals the capacity desired
which is .00025 mfd. T equals the thickness of the dielectric in decimal parts of
an inch, which is .01 and K equals the dielectric constant for mica which without
further explanation may be taken as 6.

little kinks
y
are atman
E
THER
ed out
home that would
work
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

"Economy" is the watchword of the amateur with the small purse; for the reader
may be under such circumstances Figure 1 shows a kink which at some time may
prove valuable. If you have a dial that is
stripped or that is broken so that it is useless you can easily make a neat scale from it
by cutting it with a jig saw, and drilling as
shown by the dotted lines in the illustration.
Vernier variable condensers have become
quite popular because of the fine adjustment
which they make possible. In many instances, good .condenser adjustments are
worth remembering. We have a dial to indicate the position of the condenser itself,
but what about the vernier, which is quite
who

important. A simple remedy for the situation is to mount a pointer on the vernier
knob, using the dial as a scale. It is true
that the dial is not always in the same position but this will not prevent your keeping
a record of good adjustments. For example,
the illustration (Figure 2) shows the condenser adjustment as 50 degrees, and the
vernier as 80 degrees.
To solder taps on switch points in some
cases is quite difficult, although it insures a
good connection. A small Fahnstock binding post will be found quite useful in such
cases, for connections. By mounting one in
back of each tap (as shown in Figure 3), the
work in wiring is much simplified, and secure connections can be made, eliminating
the solder.
Figure 4 shows a compact, back-mounted
inductance switch. The knob of the switch
projects through a slot cut in the panel, and
the top of the switch is numbered, in conjunction with the taps. The switch and the
switch points are mounted on a piece of
hard rubber, supported by a bracket. This
saves panel space, and presents a neat appearance.
Honeycomb and other inductance coils are
quite awkward when mounted on the front
of the panel. Though there are many ways
of back mounting these coils very few are

The Area=

MUM BE
INDICATED
OF KNO&.

ALL V£R.N\tR. CONDON SER,

FIG.6.

satisfactory. The standard mounting can be
easily changed to back mounting, as shown
in Figure 5. A slot is cut in the panel, and
the mounting is reversed, allowing the coils
to be inserted through the slot. Small arrows engraved on the knobs, indicate the
position of the coils.
There is no need of discarding the old condenser if you want a vernier condenser, for
it can be changed quite easily at small cost.
Figure 6 shows the simple arrangement. A
pinion gear is mounted on the condenser
shaft, and a worm gear on a shaft which
is controlled by a dial. The ratio of the
gears makes accurate vernier adjustment
possible. This method can also be applied
to variometers or variocouplers. — Carl Masson, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
From time to time the aerial should
lowered, and the insulators should
cleaned off to avoid leakage.

YOU

DON'T

The

Lewi Lambert, 501 South Vakitsia. Wichita, Kan.

one

movable
part.
The
resistance
wire

is

on
No. 501
and

the contact

carried

a

rotor

of

high
grade tinsuif• ,
lating
material
arms

are

that a slight movement

so placed

brings

in the

one-half turn of the wire, giving
vernier effect.
The

knob

is shaped

and

No. 501 Rheostat,
6 ohms
No. 502 Rheostat, 25 ohms
No. 46045 Rheostat Rotor, 25
ohms

pos-

$1.50
1.50

KEtLOCC
SWITCHBOARD
6 SUPPLY
COMPANY
1066 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois

a

corru-

gated to fit the fingers, making
sible the slightest movement.

90

filled with rosin; and
sary afterward.

no cleaning

is neces-

Concerning Rebuilt Phones

Rebuilt headphones lose magnetism in
the permanent magnets if no attention is
paid to the direction in which the currents employed in them flow.

REFLEX

Erla Reflex Transformers
DEALERS:
NOTE:

SEND

FOR LITERATURE

We are the Largest Exclusive
Jobbers in the Middle West

Radio

iiHMM-:ntM

123 WlMadixonJt.Chtcaqo

be
be

FOR THIS

SALE

6712
Made by WESTINGHOUSE

in design,
but

For all Radio work, when copper and
brass are to be soldered, only rosin should
be used. Any paste or liquid will inevitably corrode the metals; it is difficult to
remove all the paste after the joint is
made. For this reason, use only rosincore solder wire. This is a tube of solder

;n;i;i;o>^^;^ixiJj:^;i;r.oayfflmiXi^ay

$142** Model EC Radiola

are

having

Soldering Brass and Copper

Taking the square root of 2 square
inches gives 1.41421 inches. Therefore,
two plates will be required, each plate
measuring 1% inches (approximately) on
each side. Remember this the lapping
area.
The plates are placed between two pieces
of formica
% in. thick with the mica be(Continued on page 14)

EVERY SET IS
GUARANTEED
BRAND
NEW

Kellogg

simple

substituting,

NEED

* Ww»
the
summer
I hear Even
Omaha,in
oat oi town.
t0 *et
Tut)fiS
Kansas City, Fort Worth and Davenport on
my crystal set without amplification. Works
over 1,000 miles In winter. Send self -addressed
envelops for further information or $1 00f or complete
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction
GUARANTEED.

Kellogg Radio Equipment
for Better Results
Rheostats
rheostats

or,

2248 K

.00025 X .01 X 10,000,000,000
C T X 1010
A.rea=
— =2 sq. in.
2248 X 6

Because of the Scientific and Simple construction of Kepeater Receivers the manufacturing
cost is so low that the purchaser actually
cots $10 to $12 value for $5.00. Repeater
Receivers represent a great forward step in
Radio Head Set designing. Repeaters are a
quality product. 2400 OHMS. We guarantee results equal to the highest priced Head
Sets.

YOU

BE

THE

JUDGE

If your dealer hasn't Repeaters, on receipt of
$5.00 and your dealer's name we will send
postpaid a complete set subject to refund
within ten days if you are not perfectly
satisfied.

DEALERS

Write for out proposition.

MOSS-SCHURY

You will like it.

MFG. CO., Inc.

Radio Division
2011-13 Franklin St., DETROIT,
MICH.
Repeater Receivers are manufactured. in large
volume by this firm and high quality is
assured by our Ions experience in the manufacture of electrical precision devices.

for the Radio Corp. of America

Every one of you Radio Fans know that the R C Radiola Set is one of the best on
the market — that it sells all over the country for $142.50. Here's your opportunity
to get that set at a REAL SAVING— IF YOU ACT AT ONCE. We have a ver*
limited number of brand new sets that we are offering at $67.50. Think of that!
$75.00 less than the regular selling price!
No C. O. D.'s can be shipped.
This Price Is Actually Less Than the Cost of the Parts!
The RC Radiola has been sold everywhere for $150 with the aerial equipment ineluded. During this sale you get everything complete at the remarkable price of
$67.50. Get your order in at once!
COMPLETE,
3 WD-12 Tubes
2 Insulators
50 ft. Lead-in Wire

WITH BATTERIES AND
I Ground Clamp
I Phone Plug
I Pr. Sensitive Head Phones

ALL

EQUIPMENT
3 Red Seal Radiola Batteries
I 45-Volt Radio "B" Battery
100 ft. Antenna Wire

ACT NOW! While they last— Save $7500
SEND YOUR ORDER IN TODAY!
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Five Tube Neutrodyne

Receiving Circuit

Part I— The Circuit and List of Parts
liy 11. J. Marx
ement of the develSINCE the opmentannounc
of the Hazeltine Neutrodyne
Circuit,
patented
March
27. 1923,
under United States Patent No. 1450080,

tenna and ground to the first neutroformer when the lever is on the one side;
when on the other side the loop Is connected direct to the grid and negative

out entlrel>
, leaving nothedead
tions as is sometimes
case.end connecJacks are used in the first and second
audio stages only.
Xo connections
are

condensers. The Illustrations, to be
shown later, will reveal the appearance
and assembly of these parts.
A potentiometer, added for grid control
of the detector tube, was found to be of
considerable advantage, especially when
using different tubes for the detector. In
using 201-A tubes neither a straight positive, nor negative grid return connection
gave best results, but the potentiometer
was the means of adjusting to the best operating point.
The two jacks are of the filament control type; when the rheostat adjustments
have been made they need not be altered
except
to account for variations in battery
discharge.
The audio frequency transformers were
of a small compact type, taking up a minimum amount of space. In spite of the
apparently large panel there was but little
surplus room and the panel layout reference. quired considerable study to avoid interList of Parts
The list of parts gives completely the
various pieces required for the assembly of
the set which as constructed used 20-ohm
rheostats. Either UV-ZOIA or C-301A
tubes were contemplated for use in the circuit. All tubes to be used should be carefully selected and tested. The resistance
of the rheostats may be changed to suit
the use of any other tubes under contemplation.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Care of the Filament

every Radiophan has been itching to try
it. It was possible to give circuit diagrams, but real constructional data of
a tested circuit and set were not available.
Rather than furnish details blindly in an
effort to supply the demand, time was
taken to construct and assemble carefully
a set of this type. The final tests having
been completed, and the operation of the
circuit giving thorough satisfaction, it is
now presented to the fans with the knowledge that if instructions and details are
carefully followed there will be no difficulty in operation.
It would be well to say here that the
efficiency of operation depends much on
the quality of apparatus, carefulness and
accuracy of construction, and the experience of the operator. Until the approximate dial settings for various wavelengths
are determined, tuning is difficult. Each
stage of Radio frequency must be tuned
to the proper wavelength; as these adjustments are rather critical, no reception
will be had until each step is tuned in.
There is no long whistle to inform you of
a carrier wave; reception has a habit of
slamming in on you so suddenly that it
makes
ears than
'singsufficient;
for a while.
The
volume the
is more
the clarity
of tone is exceptionally good and, once
the tuning knack is acquired, distance appears to be unlimited. But let it be said
again — all these points are only the reward of great care in construction and
the selection of apparatus.
Special Circuit Features
From the flood of requests for neutrodyne circuit details, a number of special
features in popular demand were selected
and incorporated in the circuit. Such features may be omitted by the constructor
if they are not desired.
Some wanted a loop antenna circuit;
others wanted to use their outdoor antennae; many wanted to use both. For
this reason the circuit calls for four
binding posts, two for antenna and ground
and two for loop aerial connections. An
anti-capacity
switch
connects
the anWE

KEPAXB

TOUR

VACUUM
WD-II,
C-301
UV-200.
UV-201.

WD-12.
-A
C-300.
C-301,

UV-199.
AP
AP

TUBES

UV-20I-A,

Detectors
Amplifiers

$3.50 each
2.75 each
3.00 each

DV-6. 0V-6-A
3.50 each
U V-202
4.00 each
And Guarantee Them Equal to New
OUICK
SERVICF
Include with your order re>cw»%*n ww>%
» iw*< mlttanee
to cover
repair
plus parcel postage for una pound per tube. If preferred, tubes wlU be returned C.O.D. repair charges.

Abalene Radio

tfJVTr,,5^

jfehevul
NOTE:

We are
Jobbers

VE
ACTI
ATTR
DISCOU
NTS

the Largest
Exclusive
in the Middle West

LIST

OF

PARTS

1— Main Panel 7%"x23%"x3/16"
Sub Panel 8"x»"x3/16"
31—
— Neutrofonners
2 — Neutrodons
5— Rheostats 20 Ohms
2 — Panel Mount Sockets
3— Base Mount Sockets
1— Anti-Capacity Switch, 12 terminals
1— Jack Type Battery Switch, double circuit
1— Jack Type Switch, S spring
1— Filament Control Jack, 5 spring
1 — Filament Control Jack, 3 spring
2 — Audio Frequency Transformers
1— Variometer
8— Binding Posts
1 — Grid Leak, 2 megohms
1 — Grid Condenser, .00025 mfd.
1— Fixed Condenser, .001 mfd.
1— Fixed Condenser, .0025 mfd.
1— Fixed Condenser, .006 mfd.
1 — Potentiometer, 200 ohms
4— Dials V4"i Hole 3" Diameter
50 ft. Square Bus Bar Wire

switch opens and closes both the A and B
battery circuits.
A variometer has been added in the plate
circuit of the detector tube. This may be
cut out by means of the variometer switch.
It will be noticed that this switch cuts it

CARTER

Radio

for the detector stage, as all tuning
be done by plugging in on the first
of audio
frequency
amplification.
binding posts are mounted
in the
of the panel, so no unsightly wires
be run to the front of the set.
The Circuit
The circuit covers two stages of Radio
frequency detector and two stages of
audio frequency amplification. Transformer coupling is used in all stages. The
regular Radio frequency transformers
cannot be used since the ratio and neutrodon tap are of special inportance in
the proper operation of this type of circuit.
In addition these transformers, called
neutroformers, are of the air core type.
They consist of the transformer windings
on tubes, mounted on the proper variable

"B-T"

is

UNIVERSAL

VERNIER

TUNER

does away with tapped coils and switches on

REINARTZ

On Approval For 30 <fc
Zobel-Stein laboratories
322 9T?ST.BROOKLYN.N.Y.South2650

CIRCUITS

and improves range clearness and selectivity wonderfully. Covers new broadcasting wave lengths.
Also a wonder-worker in practically all the modern
circuits, including reflex. Price, from your dealer
or postpaid. $5.00.
Hookup diagrams free.

BREMER-TULLY
532

South

Canal

MFG.

Street

CO.
CHICAGO

CARTER

RADIO

No sliding contacts; panel
numbering eliminated; 15 good
contacts; adjustable stop pin.
Price $2 Including knob-dial.
Ask your Dealer.
Write for new free catalog.
CO., 205 S. State St., CHICAGO

— Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!
One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined!

Mu-Rad

sells — and sells!

That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise well advertised?
To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
"■i'
]'M»i:g[i'?r
,123
W.MadlsonStXhicago

made
may
stage
All
back
need

New Inductance Switch

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise

DISTRIBUTORS

LJC/\l-,L
9
FR O
FIFA J L,l\

filament with the condenser of the neutroformer shunted across it. If the lever is
in the center
or neutral
position
all
aerial and ground connections are open.
A battery switch has been added.
This

Although the normal life of the average
filament is considerably more than 1000
hours, it requires but an instant to destroy
this delicate filament when excessive
voltages are applied to its terminals.

Jobbers of Good
Radio Merchandise
General Offices: 407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

JHonetj faming Opportunity
TJTERE is your chance to cash in on your spare time.
■*■-*■
A special offer is being made to you for the
summer.
YOU can easily earn some real money, or your choice
of Radio parts needed for your receiving set.
WORK is pleasant and profitable. Just call on your
friends, enrolling their names on our large family roll
of readers.
WRITE at once for our proposition which is yours for
the asking. Address
Circulation Manager, Radio Digest
123 W. Madison St., Chicago
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Reviews of Books

CIRCUIT

Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance
andcommunication
instruction ofservice
Radioof students in the
the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language
and will
understandable
illustrations. This book
teach you how,
to
construct and
operate
a
receiving
set
successfully. Price, $1.50.

.00025
L-50

Hh

L-25

FIXED
CONDENSER

UwvwJ

TUBE
SOCKET

VARIOMETER

GRID
LOOP

The hook department of the Kadio Digest
is prepared to send yon any of the books
on Radio published, whether listed in
our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the hook is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

AERIAL
COILS
|HONEYCOMB

LEAK

\\ MEGOHMS'

RHEOSTAT

Jt\

t\.

0005 Mfd.
\Y
"

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Hh .005

{©

<§}
FIXED

CONDENSER

The circuit is simple to operate and
cheap as to construction expense. It will
give very efficient results.
The plate battery voltage is dependent
on the type of tubes used, and is best ascertained by test under operation. Any of
the dry cell tubes can be used if desired,
substituting the proper rheostats and dry
cells as necessary.
An improvement
on

somewhat
a simplex circuit
is to
HERE
similar
the Flewelling. It is well
adapted either to loop or the outdoor
aerial. Tuning- is taken care of by means
of the honeycomb coils and the variable
condenser. The variometer in the plate
circuit controls regeneration. For variations in wave length other coil values may
be substituted.

CONDENSER

■4-1

MAKING

(Continued from page 12)
tween makes a very accurate grid condenser. It makes no difference if the
mica is a little larger in area than the
tinfoil. Copper foil can be substituted
for the tinfoil. German silver may be used
if it is jfe inch thick, but the dielectric
must be .01 thick.
Second Example
Another example: What capacity would
a condenser have using 7 sheets of mica
2% inches square and .01 inch thick and
having 8 tinfoil plates 2% inches square?
Wherein 6 = K = dielectric constant, 2%
X 2% = A = area of one plate, and N =
number of tinfoil plates = 8.
2248 K A (N-l)
Capacity =

;

or substituting

2248 X 6X2.5X2.5X(8-1)
T 1010
Capacity =
.01X10,000,000,000
=.0059 mfd. or approximately .006 mfd.
This means that such a condenser has
an approximate capacity of .006 mfd. The
formulae, the use of which has just been
explained, may also be transposed to find
the number of plates required for a given
condenser.
The formulae then reads:

2248 K A
C T previously
1010
In the example
considered,
capacity = .006 mfd. Thickness of the
mica = .01 N inch.
Dielectric
constant
= 6.
=
Area of tinfoil
plates = 2% by 2%, or
6.25 square inches.
Everything but the
i

TlNFOU.

,

1

1
t
1

!

006 Mfd =

1

„

!

~ TT_

MICA«£X22C
jO]
aTmF0iL2^.Ji2'/t
r4

•

COPPER.

FORMICA

number of plates is known. Then with
N = the number of tinfoil plates we get
by substituting:
.006 X .01 X 10,000,000,000
N =
+ 1 = 8 tinfoil
2248 X 6 X 6.25
plates.
This means 7 separating mica plates, and
with one on top and bottom the total number reaches 9. The exact value of a condenser can be only determined by measuring the value of the completed condenser,
but this is out of the question with the
ordinary fan.
The formula for figuring the .006 mfd.

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
291 BROADWAY
FLEWELLING

NEW

CIRCUIT c<££jfe

YORK

CITY

REINARTZ CIRCUIT cTe$lte
Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased, wave length,

Baseboard, two honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers, .002 phone condenser,
variable grid leak and condenser, grid leak 'A meg,
23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
socket 3" dial, ft binding posts, IB ft. bus bar,
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED, TOGETHER WITH
DIAGRAM
AND
<fc 1 1 rkC
INSTRUCTIONS
$1 i .ZfO
Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
AMPLI
with drilled panel and book of instructions

tube
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plate and 13 plate variable condensers, 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser, 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts, 6
stops, 8 binding posts, PANEL ALREADY
DRILLED, TOGETHER
WITH
DIA<fc1 fk QC
GRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
Jj)ltJ.t?0
FIER, for either of above circuits.

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING
HORN, nickel plated,
3000 OHM TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list $8.00
AUDIO-FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER,
designed for
all other tubes, list $4.50
VARI0COUPLER,
Litz wire wound secondary, 150-600
Triple Coil Mounting
$3.35
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with knob and dial
Reinartz coil, increased wave length

high polish, list $8.00

Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns
Freshman var. grid leak and oond
Freshman variable grid leak
V. T. Socket

$0.95
1.00
75
60
40

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable,
Variable,
Variable,
Variable,

value
value
value
value

$1.75.
2.50.
3.50.
4.50.

13 Plate Vernier, value $5.50
23 Plate Vernier, value
6.00
43 Plate Vernier, value
6.50

.$1.05
1.35
.. 1.95
1.20
3.75
4.00
4.25

use

with

W.

D.

11

tube,

meu)'to1tia&*,

T MICA
OR MtAS?

I

.

One reason for the problem of a condenser of .006 mfd. capacity is that this
condenser has been in great demand in the
Flewelling set. Using the foregoing formula you can work out any size condenser
J\you desire to make.
The illustration shows a condenser ac-i
tually constructed by the foregoing
formula. The formica is % by 3 by 3%
inches. Two small holes are drilled
"B" BATTERY
through both pieces of formica with the
idea of fitting the mica sheets between the
two bolts inserted therein. The dotted
lines indicate the limits of the mica.
Switch posts may be used for the bolts
as the formica is not thick enough for
countersinking the holes for the heads of
"A" BATTERY
the posts, it is recommended that a small
wooden washer or fiber piece be countersunk through which the head of the posts
this circuit would consist of the addition will pass.
This is to be placed on the
of another .0005 mfd. variable condenser outside of each
end of the formica and
connected across the secondary honeycomb serves to keep the metal free from surcoil for closer tuning.
rounding objects.
No glue should be used on the mica.
When an outdoor antenna is used the
The
tinfoil
is arranged so that each end
aerial is connected to the coil and the
longer than the active conground to the rotating plate terminal of is somewhat
denser area, thus affording a contact with
the variable condenser.
the posts. A piece of old inner tube from
an automobile tire is laid on the completed
condenser affording a means of uniform
condenser is used when the condenser con- compression.
sists of more Third
than two
plates.
Example
Example Three: Using same size tinfoil,
2y2. by 2% inches, and mica .01 inch thick
measuring 2% by 2% inch.
Problem:
To
make a condenser of .004 mfd. capacity,
howSubstituting:
many plates are needed?
.004 X .01 X 10,000,000,000
N =
:
HI = 6 tinfoil
2248 X6 X 6.25
plates approximately.

$3.75
$11.00
3.50

also excellent

for

meters, list $4.50
Double Coil Mounting
(15 points)

2.75
2-25
2.45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing inductance switch
Single circuit Jack, <ist 65c
Double circuit Jack, list 90c
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat, 50 ohms
Rheostats with 2" dial, 150 extra
Every article we sell is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us— Mail orders filled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more,
east of the Mississippi River only. All others
include postage.

.25
30
45
.90
30
25
65
.80
.90

The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio

for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit
and two step am-

TESTED MICA
CONDENSER
tira. ay

►JEW VOHKCITYCO.

HAS. FRESHMAN

INSTRUCTIONS
plifier.
FOR ASSEMBLY
Inc

Description of ap-

Through the accuracy and depend*
ability of Freshman Condensers, hookups and circuits have been perfected
which have completely revolutionized
the art of Radio Reception.
These little Storers of energy and
rectifiers of Radio Current are the
very heart of a well-built radio set.
The proper fixed condenser will make
all the difference in the world in the
reception, clarity and selectivity your
set affords.
Capacity
.00015
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0008
.001

.

Bach
.35
.35
. . ., .35
.35
.35
. .40
.35
.40
. . . .40
.40

Capacity
.003
.003
.0025
.004
.005
.006
.008
.01
.02
.015
.025

sories
paratusandand details
accesof tuning.
WINDING A
REINARTZ COIL
Cabinet Dimensions
Panel Layouts
List of Parts
Send dersonly
— no money
checks oror
stamps.ownCoins
risk.at your
Book Department

Radio
123 West

.50
....,Each
.75
$0.40
. ....

Digest

Madison

Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

.75
.60

1.00
.... 8.00
.. 8.50

The FRESHMAN is so designed that,. con1.50
stantdenser
equalplates
pressure
is exerted
on the They
conover the
entire area.
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.
At your dealers, otherwise send
price and you will be supplied

purchase
postpaid..

is.
VolFreshman
Condenser
106 Seventh Avenue

NEW

YORK

■ami
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Questions and Answers
Eeinnrtx

Wave

Length

(417")) OEW. Lonoke. Arkansas.
Will you please advise how to raise the
wave length of a standard Relnarts hookup fronm about 500 meters to 600? The set
has the usual coil with two condensers, one
23 and one 13 plate. I tried a coll with 75
turns but it would not oscillate at all. I
took this coil out and tried another with
about 45 turns but it still does not
oscillate.

quency any standard
transformer
ged construction will serve.
BD-86

of rug-

(4579) EGB, Mount Vernon, O.
I have made a RD-St! as Ljiven in Radio
Digest of June 23, 1 !>:.':;. [ would like to
put on a 1-step audio frequency amplifier.

suits
the set.but

to have

the wire

attached

kills

This set is noisy ami after I pick up the
carrier wave and begin to get the voice
leu. I enough to hear the tearing noise also
gets so loud it drowns the voice. Would
changing
the number
of turns on the 75

A. — The circuit may be loaded to accomplish a new allocation of wave lensths
by inserting a -5-turn honeycomb coil in
the antenna and secondary circuits respectively. This will not affect the
oscillation of the circuit and will tune to
about 600 meters wave length.
Wave Length on Flewelling
(415S) AIA. Austin. Minn.
In the circuit detailed In your pamphlet
on the Flewelling circuit I take it that
the honeycomb coils of 50 and 75 turns are
approximately correct for the reception
of the wave lengths used in Radiophone
broadcasting up to this time.
What
other coils and combinations
should I have available in order to receive
on the new wave lengths allotted these
same stations?
What coils should be used to receive the
200 meter waves of the amateur telegraph
senders?
What coils should be used to receive the
code sent by ships?
What coils to receive Arlington time?
What coils to receive transatlantic code?
A. — Honeycomb coils of 75 and 100 turns
should be used for primary and tickler,
respectively, on wave lengths up to 650
meters.
For reception of amateur transmission.
coils of 25 and 50 turns are indicated.
For transmission from ships the 75 and
10Ci turn coils will serve.
It is advised that a super-regenerative
circuit loses its effectiveness entirely on
any wave length more than S00 meters,
so that Arlington time signals could not be
received. By elimination of the super
feature and the use of the circuit as a
straight regenerative it may be possible
to receive this station by employing coils
of 600 and 200 turns.
It is doubtful if the transatlantic code
could be accomplished with the circuit
under discussion.
Super Heterodyne
(4217) GW, Berwyn, 111.
Can I use the UV-199 tube, with the
super heterodyne receiver for the Radio
frequency, and TJV-201-A for the audio
frequency, with good results? Please give
me the most effective combination of tubes
for this set. I now have one storage A
battery, and would not care to purchase
another one. Therefore, I wish to use the
same storage battery to light all tubes.
Could I use dry cells to light the UV-199
tubes, and use the large battery to light
the others, in the same set?
Please send me the super-heterodyne
circuit using three Radio and two audio
frequency, transformer coupled amplifiers,
one describing all the necessary parts. Also
I would like your opinion as to the best
make of variocoupler. Radio and audio
frequency transformers, etc., that would
be most effective in this circuit.
A. — The UV-199 and TTV-2'01A tubes can
be used, as suggested, but we are recommending a better combination in that of
UV-201 for Radio frequency amplifier and
detector and TTV-201A for oscillator and
audio frequency amplifiers. The same battery can be used on all tubes.
We are unable to comply with your request for a diagram of this circuit other
than as it appears in February 24th issue of Radio Digest, which can be secured for ten cents, should you fail to have
it at hand.
We are advising further that any standard impedance coupling of the Radio frequency will prove more effective than
transformer
coupling.
For
audio
fre-

Will you give me a hookup
for this amplification?
A. — Complying with your request, we
are presenting a diagram of RD-86 with
one stage of audio frequency.
Transformer
Core
(3678)
AJG,
Wichita,
Kans.
Seeing your diagram of a rectifier for
charging storage batteries in your issue
of April 21, I would like to know the exact
dimensions of the iron core, and other
details.
This is taken from Q&A 2956.
A. — Answering your inquiry with reference to a rectifier for a battery charger
as described in the April 21 issue of the
Radio Digest, we suggest that the core
be made of silicon steel .018 thick, which
may be obtained in any sheet metal shop.
About ten pounds will be needed. To
make the core, cut 170 pieces 5% by 1%
inches and 170 pieces 2% by H4 inches.
This will make a core 1% inches square,
inside dimensions 4% by 1Y2 inches. The
A battery in the diagram shows the
polarity reversed. The negative side
should be connected with the plate of
tube.
High Antenna Capacity
(4229) PEH, Dunsmore, Fla.
Why is it my Flewelling circuit will not
work when the aerial is connected? Is it
due to the location of the 23-plate condenser? I find that when the aerial wire
is brought close to the antenna terminal
so as to give a coupling effect, or if a fixed
condenser is in series I can get some re-
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55 Halsey
TUBES

TUBE

PRODUCTS,

INC.
York

City

lit*]
RadiOi

CORP.

Street
Newark,
SENT
PARCEL
POST, C. 0.

N.
D.

J.

Vol.3

DON'T PASS THIS-BUYf

IWo rid Radio
' Batteries
SAVEY0U

World-Radio-Batteries
Are unconditionally guaranteed
Because you deal direct with a manufacturer who is responsible for the performance and quality of the Battery.
6 Volts— 100 Amps.,
6 Volts — SO Amps.,

;$5

f

$10.00
Amps.,

Volts— «t

$12.50

$14.50
$16.00
Guaranteed

6 Volts— 120 Amps.,

Full Rating
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. WE SHIP
EXPRESS C. 0. D., SUBJECT TO INSPECTION, OR WILL ALLOW 5% FOR CASH
WITH ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY,
60 E. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. L, Chicago, III.

Changing the direction of the antenna
may increase the signal strength. If it
is built like a T, the ends should point
toward the station that the operator desires most to hear. If it is like an inverted
L, the elbow where the flat top and the
lead-in wire join should point toward the
sending station for the loudest results.

POSITIVE RESULTS
are being obtained by thousands
users of the

EASTERN

of satisfied

COIL SETS

for the

COCKADAY

CIRCUIT

The remarkable features which are making this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular each day ure its
simplicity ol construction and control — wonderful
selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness
of reception, and the tact that all capacity squealing, interference, etc., are eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. 18 wire witli D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE ASSEMBLED SET
*«> 7C
OF B, C AND
D COILS—
Hook-up,
directions
and PRICE..
material "P^.'O
list furnished free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled.
Dealers Communicate

EASTERN

RADIO

22 Warren Street, Dept.

MFG.

R. D., NEW

CO.

YORK,

m.
Of one Bound Volume, with ^each
Annual Subscription when mailed direct
to us. You have Vol. 2, 3, 4 or 5 from which
to make your selection.

TUBES REPAIRED

Compensating Condenser

& Lafayette Sts., New

I" ampere hours. My storage battery is a 90 ampere hour battery and
charges at the rate of S amperes. If the
charge is too fast please tell me how I can
charge it with my plant.
A. — A storage battery can be charged
from a thirty-two volt lighting plant
merely by connecting the positive side of
the 32 volts to the positive side of the
storage battery and the negative side of
the storage battery to a resistance, such as
an electric iron, a heater or bank of lights,
the other side of the resistance to the negative side of the 32 volts system. The resistance prevents the storage battery from
charging
too rapidly. Resistance may be
may be usech
varied so that the desired charging rate

N. Y.

'ol

C-300 or TJV-200
$2.75
C-301 or TJV201
3.00
C-302
or VJV-2C2
3.50
C-301A or UV201A
3.50
WD-11
or WD-12
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Moorehead
Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6
or DT-6A
3.00
Also the new UV-199
3.50
NEW
DX \'A VOLT TUBES
4.00
AU rubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

Willi JCN 2YP. CHAD
Storage
for WD11 and WD- 12 Tubes.
Will given
200 HOURS on single charge.

Broome

turn tickler coil help or will the change I
am making, that is, putting on a Pudlin
leak and condenser and a mica .006 instead of a paper condenser help?
In my other set with the tapped coupler
I get results on the regenerative side but
get nothing on the super. I had to bank
wind the rotor to get 100 turns, is this correct? I can think of nothing to change
except the paper .006 condenser for a mica
as above.
In the first set (see diagram) how should
a ground be connected if I want to insert a
two point switch in the tickler circuit to
make a straight regenerative circuit?
A. — Referring to the Flewelling circuit,
we are of the opinion that the difficulty
encountered is due to too high an antenna
capacity, which may be overcome by the
employment of an eleven-plate antenna
series condenser.
It will probably not be necessary after
attention is given to the above detail to
change the size of the honeycomb coil,
however, the use of a good variable grid
leak and a .006 mica condenser will be of
great help.
Bankwinding on the rotor to accomplish
the required number of turns will be all
right.

CUNNINGHAM

SPECIAL 2 - Volt
/imim1 Battery

AMSCO

and

Directional Effects

50%

is a special threeelectrode c o n denser for balanci n g the grid
charge on the amplifying tubes.
Stops all local
oscillations without
detuning the amplifier. Shielded
against hand capacity disturbance.
$3.00 Complete
For Use with Tuned Radio Frequency
Receivers
At All Good Dealers

Storage Battery Charging
I U96) EC, Ozawkie, Kas.
i have a 32 volt farm lighting plant.
Please tell me whether if I connect my
toi I ' ii I (cry with it, will it charge too
fast? The dynamo is rated at 40 volts

*V *
V<A-

4
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^St*

Greatest Collection of Radio
Information
Ever
Published
Reinartz Long Distance Circuit
Ultra-Reinartz
Circuit
Flewelling
"Flivver"
Circuit
Grimes "Inverse Duplex" Circuit
Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Armstrong
"Super- Heterodyne"
Circuit
Two. Three and Four Tube Reflex Circuits
A. B. C. Lesions for Radio Beginners
In addition to these features tkese volumes
contain many instructive articles, receiving Bet
diagrams, how to make articles, new apparatus,
pictures and illustrations, hook-up diagrams,
broadcasting stations, technical articles and
book reviews.

13 Numbers in the Bound 111^
Volume* 2, 3, 4,
Volume
■!
and 5 Now Ready
52 Numbers in Year's
W |
Your choice of one Bound Volume is
Subscription
free
and postpaid
with your one year's |~— — — — — — _„.
— —
subscription
or renewal.

—.
_____

^^ ^
Sw2S,§$
*SS

This offer good only in the U. S. and | „„„,,„„„
WM
8-25
possessions.
One dollar additional for
%B»LWH MB^i™°i^i,IGrEh?L»
iii-„»i.
Canadian
or
foreign
countries.
I23
^H^ca^lMorrm
DESIRED
Additional volumes are $2.00 each, but I r- 1 0ne year's subscription and choice of
are only available to annual subscnbl— I
one volume.
Send Vol.
Check
ers.
This on account of our limited
or M. O. enclosed
$5.00
supp
y"
volumes.
Send and
sunnlv
t| LJ"1 0netwo year's
subscription
Vols. choice of

1^
•«
R§
l§§
'Ss
|SX
fJN
ISS

Orders
for
these
Bound
Volumes . _.
Check or MO. enclosed
...
$7.00
must
be mailed
us direct with
full I □
Xlumi
s^™"0"
■""> additional
remittance, as they can not be supplied on orders
through
subscription Name
agencies or news dealers.
| A<ldres3
Remittance must be by check, money
| city
State
order or draft. (Stamps not accepted.)
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RELEASE NEW SONG HITS

INVENTOR SEES END
TO NOISY SENDING
NEW
Use

DEVICE
of

ASSOCIATION
SECURES ITS
OWN MUSIC

STOPS TROUBLESOME JAMMING

Low

Frequency
Tubes
Precludes Message Interference,
Frenchman Declares

LONDON. — An instrument which, it is
said, marks an important advance in
Radio telegraphy, is described by its inventor, a Frenchman named Yves Marrec, as eliminating jamming and interference and reducing the cost of messages by
at least one-third.
The new device receives and prints
Radio messages on a tape.
larrec employs i. supplem ntary apparatus consisting of a series of low-frequency vacuum tubes, which eliminates
all obtruding sounds one by one, with the
result that the message for which the
machine is tuned in comes out as clearly
as if there were only one station operating
in the world. Besides suppressing "parasitic" noises, the apparatus completely
eliminates every interfering message
sent out from other transmitting stations.
Makes Low Power Plants Practicable
In an official test for the British government recently, the French inventor submitted his machine to the most severe
conditions. He received messages from
the powerful station near Port Jefferson,
Island, free' of all interference or
ng. He chose for the test an ordinary office in one of the noisiest parts of
London, with electric trains and motor
traffic running all around and under it.
Moreover he had no outside aerial. The
"purified" messages were received so
loudly that they were heard several yards
from the earpieces.
In messages from the United States M.
Marrec declares, each letter has now to be
repeated three times and each word twice,
after which they still require to be deciphered by a keen expert. Under the
new system, according to the inventor, a
message need be sent only once, and it is
recorded in ink on paper.

National

Organization
Determines to Continue Broadcasting Independently

Listeners Need Not Worry
U. S. Ruling Against Station WOR
Doesn't Block Work of
Combined Plants
(Special to RADIO DIGEST)
NEW YORK. — IMany new popular song
hits will be on the air soon. Jazz music will
still be part of the broadcasting programs,
despite the adverse decision in the music
copyright fight handed down recently by
Judge Lynch, of the United States District
Court, in Newark, was the gist of a statement here by Paul Klugh, executive chairman of the National Association of Broadcasters. "The American public can be
assured of not only popular music but better song hits than they have been receiving
over the Eadio.
The* music
bureau of each
our
try.
association
is releasing
for broadcast
week many tuneful melodies that soon will
be on everybody 's lips throughout the counNot Worried by Court Opinion
"Xot only is the National Association
of Broadcasters not worried by the opin(Continued on page 2)

m mg
The ostrich feather bedecked young lady above
is Miss Hope Vernon, song artist and vaudeville star, featured often over KGB, Tacoma
Wash. Then at the left is Chief One Star, Cherokee
Indian, who told WDAR,
Philadelphia, listeners in
about American
Indian customs and the Buffalo
when it roamed the Western Plains. Pearl Hossack Whitcomb (right), mezzo contralto, is well known to KPO, San
Francisco, fans. She conducted the first complete opera
to be broadcast from there

.*.
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"Tu-Way" Plug: 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1 Aerovox Double Slide Tuning Coll; Na-Ald 3-Plate
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power) Vernier Condenser, with dial; Radion Panel A"x7"xlS"
Rheostat: 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with mahoganite; Badion
PanelF Articles
t!,"x7"x21", black.
Class
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat; 1
For twehe consecutively numbered coupons and one
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Cope- dollar and eighty cents ($1.80), any one of the following
land DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point articles will be sent: 1 Acme Pot-Rheo (potentiometer
Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Induc- and rheostat) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate
tance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Inductance .0005 mfd.); Bay-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery, 22% volts:
Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd. Dubilier By-Pass
without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson VariaCondenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006 Condenser
ble Condenser, .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid ConORDERS
FOR PARTS
SHOW mfd.); Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 2 cells 1% volts;
denser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; TeleDubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;
radio Variable Condenser. 43-plate: Se-Ar-De 3-Plate
THREE LEAD OTHERS
Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier Condenser; Radion Panel i>,,"xT"x21", mahoganite:
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Badio Radion Panel 3,"xT'x2i", black; Badion Panel
Jack. Filament Control Five Spring; CBL Variable Grid 14"xl0"xl2", black; Radion Panel a"x9"xl4", mahoganite; Radion Panel &"ilVxl2", mahoganite.
condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable ReDemand in Answer to Radio Digest's Leak, without
Class G Articles
sistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat;
Offer
Causes
Enlargement
of
For lourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
Ritter Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Distributing Force
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch; dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat; Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat; articles
Condenser; 1 Federal 11 -Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01 Federal
21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Antimfd. ; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11- capacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
plate) : Set "Read 'EM" Binding Posts (9) ; B-Metal Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.); Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass ConCrystal Tube Detector Type B; Dlinois Cushion Eesilient
(4 mfd.) : Premier Variable Condenser with dial
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer: (.00078 denser
mfd.); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 4 to
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier 1 Ratio: Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Batio;
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coll: Basco Vernier Bheostat: Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
Radion Panel 5,%"x7"x9". black or mahoganito; Badion dial (.0005 mfd.); Thordason Variable Condenser, with
Panel l%"x7"xl2", black.
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.); Ritter Grand
Class D Articles
This Special Reward Coupon H
Set' Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and Crystal
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.);
appears each issue in Radio =
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
Digest until further notice. g
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser; Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
When
sent in, accompanied gg
1 Schindler Badio Frequency Transformer; 1 Martin- Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate;
by necessary remittance, ac- gs
Copeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland Badion Panel i^"x7"x24", mahoganite: Badion Panel
cording to the rules govern- gH
15-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19- %"xl0"xl2", mahoganite; Radion Panel i3s"xl2"x21",
ing same, apparatus can be
g§
Point Inductance Switcth; Walnart Variable Condenser black; Radion Panel
Class&"xl4"xl8",
H Articlesblack.
secured.
See apparatus list s
(5-Plate .0001 mfd.); Bay-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
and rules of offer below.
ifj
22^ volts; Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4% volts; dollars
any one of the following articles will be
Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier By- sent: 1 ($3.00)
Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No 228
Pass Condenser (2 mfd.); CRL Variable Grid Leak
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2 A) ; Thordar- Audio
Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Freson Variable Condenser, .00025 mfd.; Amsco 300-Ohm
quency Transformer (R-2, B-3. or R-4) ; Walnart VariPotentiometer ; Freshman Micon Condenser, .015 mfd.;
able Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable ConTeleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal
denser (23-Plate vernier) ; Bay-O-Vac No. 2301 "B"
Detector and Condenser, mounted; Se-Ar-De Variable Battery 45 volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery. 6 cells 1%
More requests have been received, in re- Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat; volts Dubilier Duratran (B. F. transformer): Premier
Micrometer
Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
R.
S.
C.
Vernier
Condenser.
3-plate
:
Basco
Mahogany
lation to the parts offer of the Radio
with dial (.0015 mfd.); Premier Variable
Radion Panel iJ0"x7"xl2", mahoganite; Radion Condenser
Digest, for jacks, crystals and grid leaks, Cabinet;
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Premier HegePanei
i!s"x7"xl8",
black;
Radion
Panel
iV'x9"xl4",
hog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Batio: Premier Hegehog
than for any other parts. The demand black; Radion Panel iV'xl0"xl2", black.
A. F. Transformer. Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio;
Class E Articles
for these devices grows larger with the
Turney Spider Web Coil Mount, Type B; Thordarson
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one A.
receipt of every mail.
F.
Transformer, 6 to 1 Ratio: Thordarson Variable
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following Condenser,
with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.) :
So steady and insistent has been the articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic T.
B. H. Radio Heat Set, 2,000 ohms; Tulip Loud
Control
Rheostat:
1
Carter
20
Ohm
Automatic
Control
call for parts from all sections of the Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart Speaker, 15-inch, white; Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
country and from foreign lands that the Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac 23-plate; Teleradio 2,000-Ohm Head Set; Na-Ald Tuned
Battery. 4 cells 1% volts: Dubilier Variodon (.0004 B. F. Transformer, one stage; Na-Ald 43-Plate Predistributing force of the Radio Digest Dry
cision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.): Se-Ar-De
or .0006 mfd.); Eesistometer (Type B) ; Delta Midget
has been enlarged. This will enable the Tube
and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005 35-Plate Condenser; R. S. C. Var'dble Condenser, 43continued prompt shipment of all parts. mfd. ; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd. ; B-Metal plate: Basco Radio Frequency Transf ormer : Badion
14"xlS", i:Jj"xl2/'x21",
mahoganite. mahoganite; Badion Panel &"x
Just remember that when you follow the Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket; Panel
instructions printed below you will receive the parts you want without delay.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage ot the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and i or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the Radio Digest, Illustrated, Volume VI, Number S, published Chicago, Illinois, September 1, 1923, Published weekly
by Radio Digest Publishing Company, 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly,
number of series turned in by any one reader.
One Dollar additional; single copies, Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter
Another point to remember Is that cash, checks and Five Dollars; Foreignat Postage
the postofflce at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight claases, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
1 to 9
remittance necessary.
The eight Classen of items follow: "All the Live News of Radio"
Flewellingr Answers to Queries
4
Class A Articles
5
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty Air Sounds War, Youth, Age, Love; An Evening at Home with the Listener In
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be R.D.-9S, One Tube Loop Aerial Circuit
6
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
7
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
... 8
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up Radiophone Broadcasting Directory, Part HI— Station Schedules
Mica Condenser; 1 SchiDdler .001 mfd. Bulld-TJp Mica Editorials; Indi-Gest; Condensed by Dielectric
10
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Con11
denser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Con- First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter XV, Part 2 — Telephones and Loud Speakers
12
denser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Stan- Combination Crystal and Tube Set
dard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac Five Tube Neutrodyne Receiving Circuit
13
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 601
14
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025. .003 or .004 Simplex Picture Diagram — Tapped Coil Inductance
IS
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.); Questions and Answers
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Resistance Radio Illustrated, A Page of Pictures
16
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005,
.001, .0015, 002, .0025, or .003 mfd.) ; Teleradlo V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-De
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly; 3"
Radion Dial, black; 2%" Badion Dial, black; 3"xl"
Badion ribbed
knob with
shafts, &" or Vt.", black; 3" Badion
Dial,
surface.
Wiring the Set in the Five Tube Neutrodyne — H. J. Marx in the next issue gives
Class B Articles
correct wiring details on the Neutrodyne. Rear views of this popular and workFor four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
able set will be shown to emphasize details of correct wiring and mounting of
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
apparatus.
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three An Inexpensive Single Tube Set for Loop Aerial Work — Get the September 8th numSpring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
ber and look over Diagram R. D.-96.
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlln Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; I Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Something New in a Triple Honeycomb Coil Circuit — Sent in by a Digest reader.
It will surprise you. Hit the newsstands first to be sure to get your copy next
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
week.
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1 Description of Filament Lighting Batteries — Both wet and dry batteries will be disMartin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
cussed by Thomas W. Benson in his fifteenth chapter of "First Steps for BeginSPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT BLnlfe
ners in Radio." Batteries are important to good reception. Better let an expert
Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
tell you how next week.
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch: Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025, .0005. .001, .002, .0025. Coming Soon — A Sensation, "The Miloplex" — Something brand new in single tube
.003, .004, or .005 mfd.) ; Dubilier Mlcadons Type 610
circuits has been perfected by an old Radiophan. It's a bearcat for volume and
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mlselectivity. Get the Digest each week from now on so you will not miss this
cadon Type 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By -Pass Condenjer
new bet.
(.1, .25, or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Premier Radio Dial (3/16. Y*. or 5/16 In. black or white
face); Premier Universal Badio Jack, Open Circuit: Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Badio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
Newsstands Don't Always
Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry inductance,
Have One Left
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 MH.) ;
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
Publisher Radio
Digest,
123 West Madison St.,
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Besistance Leak
WHEN YOU WANT
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman Micon ConChicago,
Illinois.
densers (.006 or .005 mfd.); TeleTadto 6-Ohm Bheostat;
Teleradio 30-Ohm Bheostat; Teleradlo Lightning ArPlease find enclosed check M. O. for Five Dollars
rester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
(Six, Foreign)
for One Year's Subscription t»
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.
Adjustable Detector Type D; Aerovox Bheostat; Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket; Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat, 3-olnn or 6TOhm; SVt" Badion
Dial, black;
Badion Dial, black; 4" Badion Dial,
black,
ribbed 4"surface.
YOU WANT IT!
Class C Articles
for six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety BE SURE OF YOUR WEEKLY COPY
City
State. . .
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
•ent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat; 1 Carter
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NEW from
SONG
HITS
page 1)
ion of Judge Lynch that the broadcasting
of popular songs is a violation of copyright laws, but the association is not even
interested," Mr. Klugh asserted. The decision was the outcome of the suit,
sponsored by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, of
the M. Witmark Publishing Company of
this city against Station WOR, the L.
Bamberger
department
store of Newark.
"Sjnce July 1 of this year," Mr. Klugh
continued, "members of the National Association of Broadcasters have received
music as good in quality and variety, in
the opinion of many, as that controlled
by the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. The work of the
broadcasters' association thus has relieved its members and the listening in
public from the exactions of organized
composers
and publishers."
To Encourage
Song Writing
Among the objectives of the National
Association of Broadcasters, which was
organized last April in Chicago "to secure
freedom from unjust and unlawful exactions" and "to encourage and aid the
development of musical and literary
genius," was the establishment and operation of a bureau of musical release.
"The bureau," Mr. Klugh continued,
"has invited the writers and publishers
of songs to send them to the offices of the
National Association of Broadcasters
(1265 Broadway, New York City).
"The invitation was extended by means
of display advertisements, articles in the
various periodicals read by composers and
publishers, announcements by Radio, and
thousands of letters. As a result, thousands of musical compositions of varying worth were received. These were
subjected to thorough test. Less than
ten percent were declared acceptable.
When the songs indicated that they would
become popular they were released by the
bureau and broadcast to millions of persons.
Independent of A. S. C.
"In this- way the National Association
of Broadcasters became independent of
the Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and the public was given that
to which it was entitled without hindrance, without license, tax or other imRaymond Walker, widely known composer and publisher of popular songs, is
in charge of the bureau of release.
In the opinion of those who have reposition."viewed the opinion of Judge Lynch, he
had in mind the Shanley- Victor case in
which Justice Holmes of the United
States supreme court decided that although Shanley, noted restaurateur of
New York city, charged no admission to
the vaudeville which featured his estab(Continued on page 8)
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"WASHINGTON. — Franklin Roosevelt,
assistant secretary of the navy, has a
unique Idea for the use of Radio in army
ami navy war games. He proposes the
joint study ana solution of a problem involving combat operations, such as an
overseas expedition, by the war colleges
of the army and navy simultaneously,
every move being: Radioed to umpires
meeting in the war or navy departments
near their Radio central offices.
War games are old but Colonel Roosevelt's idea is to bring the land and sea
postgraduate war schools into a closer
relationship during peace when they have
time to solve problems involving both
arms. Military and naval forces would be
operated theoretically on paper, just as
they would co-operate in time of war.
Would Co-ordinate Activities
Since the naval war college is at Newport, R. 1.1 and the war college of the
army in the capital it would be expensive
and difficult to bring all the students into
one large hall. Therefore, Roosevelt suggests that the students remain in thenrespective class rooms where all facilities are available and, as fast as orders,
plans and movements of troops or ships
are made, to Radio the action to the board
of judges sitting in AYashington.
The army and naval officers serving as
umpires would have two charts in their
meeting place and plot every move made
by the students at each school.
Would Aid Both Arms of Defense
Upon the completion of the game, which
might require a week or ten days, the umpires would decide which of the schools
had solved the problem correctly or to
the best advantage and announce the result by Radio to the students.
It would not be a contest between the
army on one side and the navy on the
other, but would involve the handling of
sea and land forces. The naval class would
be divided, one handling the red forces,
the other the blue, while the army school
would also fight the same problem, dividing against itself. Such studies, naval officials believe, would tend to familiarize the
naval officers with the military end of
war problems and army students with the
marine phase of such conflicts, effecting
closer cooperation and understanding of
the combined national defense.

BEGINNING

YOUNG

AT WEAF

BY RADIO

CHICAGO. — So that the mental vision
could comprehend that which the ear
alone ordinarily could understand, so
that millions of the people could by
eulogy and melody mourn in unison, Station WJAZ of this city, by means of what
was termed tonal illustration, recently reenacted at night the sad solemn events of
the funeral procession in Washington of
Warren Gamaliel Harding, 29th president
of the United States.
The important sound phases of the
cortege as it proceeded in Pennsylvania
avenue to the capitol were revealed to
listeners by means of an invocation, a
quartet, an orchestra and chimes. All
the various episodes of the sorrowful
event were imaged and broadcast. The
program was in fact an aerial picture.
Tolling: Bells Are Heard
As the procession made it way from the
White House to the capitol, as it passed
the grief-stricken thousands, and as it
finally halted to enable loving hands to
place the coffin on its catafalque in the
rotunda, N. A. Fegen of Station WJAZ
verbally described each momentous
act.
When the procession started toward
the building, draped in black, which
housed thechuch
bier, intheWashington
bells of St.
John'sto
Episcopal
began
toll and from Station WJAZ there came,
in like manner, the awesome peals.
As the cortege passed the District of
Columbia building, city hall of Washington, 3,000 wide-eyed school children, saddened by the nation's loss, sang "Nearer,
My God, to Thee," one of the favorite
hymns
of the executive, and strewed flowsong.ers in the
path. And from Station WJAZ
was broadcast the strains of the sacred

song
Stepwas
by sent.
step, the measured tread of the
cortege was sounded in harmony with the
Funeral March (Chopin) and as the coffin
was carried up the broad steps of the capitol there came to thousands far away the
song, "Lead, Kindly Light," in repetition
of that played by the Army band. As the
group of notables under the great dome in
the capitol reverently bared their heads
the male quartet of Calvary Baptist
church (Washington) voiced "Lead,
Kindly Light." And from Station WJAZ
came like chords.
As the words of an encomium and of
prayer uttered by the Reverend Freeman
Anderson of Washington stirred those
around the catafalque, Mr. Fegen, in Station WJAZ, delivered
an
invocation.

Same Set Which Sends Missouri
Convicts'- Memorial Music
Trails Them

WEAF was entirely operated by women only recently, and six-year-old Jaqueline Land, daughter
did her
bit. and
She stations,
is shown such
at the
panel/'
ST. LOUIS. — Amateur Radio operators of theingbig
WEAFplant's
direct hostess,
with other
cities
as "long
WNAC,distance
Boston,
and connectWCAP,
of Missouri joined recently in a hunt for Washington. It is through this switchboard that connections are made for simultaneous
two convicts.station broadcasting
©K. & H.
Charles Stevens and Alva Bachelor, serving 25 and 20-year sentences, respectively,
6KA, operated by Thomas E. Nikirk; Los
in the state prison at Jefferson City, had
Angeles Cal.; 6ZZ, H. L. Gooding, Douglas,
escaped.
Ariz.; 8ANB, C. P. Goetz, Cincinnati, Ohio,
The pair were members of the prison
and 4EB, E. W. Cochran, Palmetto, Ga.
band, which was playing in a memorial to
President Harding in the state capitol.
Their escape was broadcast by Radio
Sent Half-way
Around House of God Now Utilizes
through the middle west. During the con- Message
Air to Broadcast His Word
Earth
Breaks
5IM's
Record
cert the two "trusties" slipped away, obtaining civilian clothing from two women,
CARTHAGE,
' ILL.Federal
— The Licensed
Presbyterian
and fled.
GALVESTON, TEX.— A ship operator church
here is now
Station WTAD for Radiophone broadcasting.
Over the same Radio which had broad- about 100 miles southeast of Ceylon in the
cast the prison band music a report of the Indian ocean recently heard an amateur The plan is to broadcast at least one
escape and a description of the convicts Radio station of this city approximately service each Sunday. For this purpose
were sent out.
half-way around the world.
the people of the church are co-operating
Two amateurs in St. Louis caught the
This is a new long distance amateur rec- in establishing the station and installing
ord, since the Texas station 5IM, operated and operating the equipment.
message and relayed it to the police two
hours before the authorities received offi- by Edward W. Rouse, covered 11,000 air
Chicago leads all other cities with a
cial notice of the escape from Jefferson miles. Other stations as to which recepCity.
tion was reported, but not confirmed, are total of 3,729 amateur stations.

Ship Near Ceylon Hears
Amateur in Galveston

ANTENNA

OBSEQUIES

Each Phase of Sad Procession in Nation's Capital Broadcast from
Chicago to Thousands

Repeat Songs Over WJAZ
Slowly the procession moved onward.
As it came abreast of the Marine Band
the hushed throngs heard, to the beat of
muffled drums, the dolorous yet dulcet
tones
"Onward,
Christian
Soldier."
And
from of
Station
WJAZ
the same
inspiring

AIR BETRAYS TWO
ESCAPED FELONS

THE

AIR PICTURE SHOWS
HARDING'S
FUNERAL
STATION
WJAZ
PRESENTS

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

Data Show 1,126 More
Stations Than in 1922
Department of Commerce Statistics Reveal Total of 21,967
WASHINGTON. — The end of the fiscal
year shows a gain of 1,126 Radio stations
of all kinds in the United States, according
to the department of commerce figures
just compiled. On June 30, there were
21,967 ship and land Radio stations; a
year ago there was a total of 20,841. The
increase represents added interest among
amateurs and broadcasters who have received station licenses during the last
twelve months. Amateur stations increased from 15,504 to 16,570 on June 30,
showing a gain of 1.U66. Broadcasting
stations number 191 more today than a
year
573. ago, having increased from 382 to

Aboard the Radio Rattler
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POLICE BROADCAST
FINDS STOLEN CARS
KOP
STATION
OF
REPORT
AIDS MICHIGAN TROOPERS
Highway Officer, Warned by Detroit,
Nabs Fugitive as He Passes
Receiving Set
By X*. L. Huntley
DETROIT. — The Detroit police department, KOP, has proved the value of Radio
broadcasting. One of its most interesting
reports comes from South Rockwood,
Mich., where a local post of the Michigan
state police is stationed.
While the state troopers there were recently installing a new receiving set and
completing the wiring a policeman started
to tune the set. The first station he
brought in was KOP, at a time when a
report of stolen cars was being broadcast.
The trooper noted the numbers of the
cars as they came over the Radio. A few
moments later, as he stepped onto the
road, he was surprised by a car bearing
the license number of one that had been
reported, during the police broadcasting,
as stolen.
Driver of Stolen Car Arrested
The driver was immediately arrested
and with the car given into the custody
of the Detroit police.
Another instance of the efficiency of the
police Radio was that which involved two
boys who had escaped by means of an
automobile from the industrial school in
Lansing. A resident of "Washington,
Mich., about ninety miles east of the state's
capital, had received from KOP reports
as to stolen cars. As he left his home
recently he saw in a nearby ditch a
wrecked automobile bearing one of the
license numbers he had noted. The car
was that in which the boys had fled.
Inspector H. G. Parker, in charge of
the automobile recovery squad, Detroit
police, declared recently that the work of
KOP is of inestimable value and predicted
that as the use of Radio becomes general
many more cars and other kinds of stolen
property will be recovered. Great advantages are claimed for the system of
locating cars, and Inspector Parker soon
hopes to see all cities' police departments
similarly equipped with Radio.

WBAP Preacher Now Member
of WDAF Nighthawk Club
FORT WORTH, TEX. — The Rev. John
W. Bergin, First Methodist church, whose
Sunday sermons are broadcast regularly
by "WBAP Star-Telegram station here,
has been dubbed an "enemy of sleep" and
given life membership in the Nighthawk
Club of the Kansas City Star, station,
"WDAF.
"Every preacher ought to be able to
wake 'em up, but folks don't always give
you a medal for it," was the distinguished
minister's comment on receiving the
badge of membership. The Rev. Mr. Bergin has received notices from hearers in
all parts of the United States, Mexico,
Canada, South America and from aboard
ships. Indications that collection boxes
have been passed, also come in.

YOU

DON'T

NEED

oat of town>
Omaha.in
I hear Even
summer
* ••Vw*
*° s'et
fi the
Tllhfi
Kansas City, Fort Worth and Davenport en
my crystal set without amplification. Works
ever 1, 000 miles in winter. Send self -addressed
envelope for further information or II .OOfor complete
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
Satisfaction GUARANTEED.
clearly explained.
Leon Lambert, 501 South Volutsia, Wichita. Kaa,
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ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

-By E. T. Flewelling.
(Editor's Note. — This department is written
by Mr. Fleicelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
Finding' the Whistle
(Submitted by E. L. F., Phoenix, Ariz.)
Question. I have built a Flewelling super
set , and have followed your various
articles and instructions very carefully.
I am sure that my set is wired correctly
and according to the specifications published, yet I cannot get the whistle or
rushing sound that is referred to. Will
you tell me why?
Answer. If everything in your set is
correct even to having the tickler coil
working in the right direction then with
one exception you should have no trouble
in securing the proper action. The one
exception is a point that I should like to
call to the attention of all Flewelling
fans as it has a very great influence on

ISOBARS DETERMINE
AIR WAVE THEORY
Experimenter in Minneapolis Declares Barometric Pressure
Affects Transmission

the action of the hook-up. The grid condenser that has the leak connected around
it has always been specified as of .00025
mfd. capacity. While this has been, in
most cases, the correct value, we have recently found that superior results are
often (now don't mistake me) secured by
the use of a large sized condenser at this
point. At present the writer is using a
super set in which the grid condenser is
one of the usual fixed types using a mica
dielectric and having a capacity of .001
mfd., certainly a large size for a grid condenser. This set gives good results on all
sizes of grid condensers from .001 mfd.
up to .012 mfd. but does not seem to function at its best on the lower values. My
advice to the fans in general is to try
various sizes for the grid condenser and
larger sizes perhaps in the place of the
.006 mfd. condenser in the filament side
of the inductance. Neither of them is
critical in value but both seem to work
better on the larger sizes than on the
I smaller.

OLDEST SOLOIST, 85,
ON WHAZ'S PROGRAM
Widely
Known
Baritone
Grants
Encore to Eager Listeners

TROY, N. T. — Probably the oldest
singer ever heard by Radio, Calvin Dater
of this city, eighty-five year old baritone,
MINNEAPOLIS. — Radiophans may sang three numbers from the studio of
WHAZ at the Rensselaer Polyhave to add a barometer to their equip- Station technic
Institute here recently. Mr. Dater,
ment so as to study maps issued by the
weather bureau to determine their range who was for many years a. well-known
soloist
and
chorister, expressed a desire
of transmission or reception if the theory
that Radio waves tend to follow isobars, to be heard over the broadcasting medium.
or lines of equal pressure area, advanced He recalled the days before most of the
by Donald C. Wallace, assistant division modern means of communication, telephone, telegraph, railroads, electric apmanager of the American Radio Relay
paratus, automobiles, airplanes, and the
League, is correct. From experiments
made recently at his amateur station in like were in existence. Mr. Dater's voice
this city, Mr. Wallace is convinced that was strong and remarkably firm and
Radio reception may be foretold with a steady; after he sang "Madeline" and
fair degree of reliability.
"Silver Threads Among the Gold," so
The subject is comparatively new. The many telephone and telegraph requests
most that can be said for it is that it came to the studio for- an encore that he
makes a start at explaining why recep- sang the more dramatic solo, "The White
tion is poor at certain times and why stations at various points of the compass are
heard with changing strength regardless
of their actual distance.

Beloit on Air in Fall
BELOIT, WIS. — Failure of concerns
that manufacture Radio equipment to
make deliveries to Beloit college for the
new broadcasting station to be erected
here in conjunction with Fairbanks Morse
& Company, has caused the formal opening of the new station to be postponed
until fall. The equipment will be received and assembled soon for the opening of school in September. The call letters are unassigned.

VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED

Squaw."
WDM,

WDI2,

Station is a 1,000-watt transmitter, composite type, built by
our own engineers. The station, located in Chicago, is now
broadcasting
daily programs.

UVI99 and others for

SECOND

ANNUAL
EXPOSITION FOR FANS, TOO

Exhibition
Although
Primarily
Manufacturers Will Hold Contests for Amateur Makers

Send remittance when you
send the tube. We prepay
parcel post back to you.

BROWN

51 1-519 Orange St

COMPANY
NEWARK,
N. J.

Bunch Your Orders
MScatterlhem
Dealers who form the good
habit of "putting all their
WIN
OUT—
lot of
H-R a basket"
the save
eggs in
time,
worry, mistakes, delays
and money.
We are distributors of the largest and most responsible manufacturers of nationally advertised
radio equipment in the U. S. and
carryate complete
for immedishipment in stocks,
any quantity.
We
have abolished mistakes and delays by our double-check, timestamp system of handling orders.
We represent:
L'nited Mfg. Co.
Erla
Atwater-Kent
Murdock
General Radio Corp.
Dubilier
Carter
All American
Howard
Federal
Brand es Tel. & Tel.

Kadi-TTn Loops
Baldwin
Coto CollChargers
Tungar
Bradleystats
Uni vernier
Eveready Panels
B's and
Celeron
C. A's
B. L.
Acme
Hlleo

• Send
wish

for literature and discounts, stating lines on which you
immediate quotations.

We
are the largest
exclusive
Radio Jobbers in the middle west.

for

CHICAGO. — The second annual Chicago
Radio show will be held in the Coliseum
beginning Tuesday, November 20 and
closing at 11 o'clock the following Sunday evening, according to U. J. Herrmann,
managing director. James F. Kerr will
again be manager.
Plans for the second show are elaborate.
The principal change in policy from last
year's show will be the throwing open of
the exhibit space to distributors, jobbers
and retailers, although the show will continue to be primarily for manufacturers.
To Hold Contests
The basic program for the show as already outlined will include talks by wellknown Radio engineers. Leading hookups will be explained by their inventors:
master models will be shown. This plan
is expected to bring many amateurs.
Contests for unusual sets, smallest sets
etc., are being arranged. These contests
will be divided into classes which will
carry prizes for high school students,
turers.
amateurs
in general and perhaps manufacDemonstration stages will be erected at
both the north and south ends of the great
building and the broadcasting studio will
be on an elevated platform in the center.
French speaking residents of Canada
are learning English by listening to
United
States broadcasting
stations.

WD-11
and WD-12
TUBES REPAIRED
WD-11 or WD-12
C-300 or UV-200
C-301 or UT201
C-302
or UV-2C2
C-301A or UV201A
Moorenead
Detectors
Moorehead
Amplifiers
DV-6
or DV-6A
Also the new UV-199
NEW
DX I'/i VOLT TUBES

$3.50
2.75
3.00
3.50
3.50
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.50
4.00

All tubes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail Orders Given Prompt
Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO
Quick service.
$3.00All tubes repaired by us guaranteed to
work as good as new.

THOMAS

Broadcasting Station
For Sale

UVZ0IA,

NEXT RADIO SHOW
AT CHICAGO NOV. 20

TUBE

CORP.

55 Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES
SENT
PARCEL
POST.
C. 0.

N.
D.

J.

The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio

Through the accuracy and dependability of Freshman Condensers, hookups and circuits have been perfected
which have completely revolutionized
the art of Radio Reception.
These little Storers of energy and
rectifiers of Radio Current are the
very heart of a well-built radio set.
The proper fixed condenser will make
all the difference in the world in the
reception, clarity and selectivity your
set affords.
Capacity
.0001
.00015
.00025
.0002
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0006
.0008
.001
.0015

Each
S0.35
35
35
35
.35
35
35
40
40
40
40

Capacity
.002
.003
.004
.005
.006
.008
.01
.015
.02

. .$0.40
..
.60
.. Each
.75
.50
..
.15
. . 1.00
.. 2.00

1 .56
The FBESHMAN is so designed that. . constant equal pressure is exerted on the condenser plates over the entire area. They
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.
At your dealers, otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

is. r esliman/o.lnc.
ffuis.Fri

106 Seventh Avenue
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WAR, YOUTH, AGE, LOVE
■■■■■:■'.'■•- . .... -

■I
Cornelius Cole, Los Angeles, age 101, confrere
of Lincoln, formerly U. S.
senator and abolitionist,
told, on Gettysburg Day,
hisardexperiences
Headrick, as
six,Richfilm
star, sat on his knee
before an enthralled
audience
of K.HJ

WOR will not sound again the gentle voice of the woman who made the station
famous, for she has taken a life contract and has resigned 'her position as announcer
and director. Who was the lucky man second party in the contract with the former
Miss Jessie Koewing? Above right at the left of her — B. Carlton Brown, formerly
of Gloucester, Mass., now of New York City

Dancers Now Hear
Music of Spheres
WSB,
Atlanta,
Broadcasts
Instructions
Through Teachers in 1,000 Cities
All Over the World
ATLANTA,
GA. — The newest dancesteps of 1923, including the latest furore,
"The Prince of Wales" fox trot, are now
being demonstrated in a practical understandable fashion in a series of Radio
lessons prepared for WSB's circle by Arthur Murray, founder of the famous Atlanta social organization, the Club de
Vingt, now head of the National Institute
of Social Dancing,
New York city.
Mr. Murray is teaching dancing via
broadcast from the Atlanta Journal plant,
WSB, in a simplified series of six lessons
that the veriest beginner will have no difficulty in following. The great dancing
master employs methods similar to those
he has in force in conducting the biggest
correspondence institution of its kind in the
world.
Illustrate Lessons
WSB's dancing lessons, arranged by Mr.
Murray, are illustrated by
special
sketches published in the Radio columns
and accompanied by published directions.
Through the use of loud speakers or
by attention to the instruction received
through headphones, would-be dancers may
learn the newest steps simultaneously
with their release through dancing teachers in more than a thousand cities of
America, England, Scotland, Ireland,
China, Alaska, Australia and other foreign lands.

WIFE HUSTLES WJZ
BASEBALL SCORES
Helpmeet Threatens While Spouse
Loiters Over Set; Station
Saves Both
NEW
YORK. — Station WJZ averted a
serious, domestic crisis a few days ago.
The time was 6:20. The bedtime story had
been on the air for fifteen minutes, when
the telephone at the studio rang wildly.
A feminine voice choked with rage demanded:
"Will you please hurry up that story
and broadcast the baseball finals? My husband refuses to eat his dinner until he
hears how the Yankees made out, and if
he doesn't sit down in five minutes both
he and the Radio set are going on a long,
long journey."
Action was imperative and the storyteller hastened through the last few paragraphs with such speed that the result of
the Yankee game was on the air in three
minutes. Two days later a letter was received, which read as follows:

AN

EVENING

Station and City

AT HOME
Met.

CFCA Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA.E Pittsburgh. Pa..
KFAF, Denver, Colo
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif
KPO, San Francisco, Calif .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, IU
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass. . . .
WCX, Detroit, Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, CoUege Park, Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago, IU
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
WDT, New York, N.Y....
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
W HA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy.N. Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland. 0
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
W J AX, Cleveland. 0
WJAZ, Chicago, III
WJY, New York, N.Y;...
WJZ, New York. N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan.P. R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati, O
W MAO, Chicago, IU
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. . .
WSA1, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta, Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. ..
WWJ, Detroit, Mich

Monday

Tuesday

»:00- 7:00
1:00-11:00

6:00- 7:00

WITH
Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

9:00 5:00- 9:00
5:00- 9:00 6:005:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00 8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
9:30- 2:00 12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00 "8:00-"lb':66
8:45-12:00
0:00-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
0:25- 8:40
5:45-' 7:20 6:05- 7:20 8:00-10:30
:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
5:00- 8:00
:00- 8:00
8:00
:00-10:00 6:307:00-12:00
:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00
:30-ll:30 7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00
9:00
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:305:00- 5:50
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
30- 9:30
00- 5:30 8:30-12:00
5:00- 7:00 5:00- 9:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
30-10:30 9:30-10:30 12:00- 1:00
00- 8:00
45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:00- 8:00
30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00
8:00- 9:30 7:30-' 9:66
00- 5:30 8:00-10:00 7:00- 8:55
00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00-10:00
6:30- 8:30
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
r:00- 9:00
i:30-10:30
8:00- 9:30
00-10:00
00- 8:30
45- 9:00
00-10:00
;00- 9:30
!:00-12:00
1:00- 8:45
i:00- 7:30

5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30
9:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00
8:00-12:00
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00

5:30- 9:30
7:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00

10:00-11:00
5:15- 6:30 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
7:00-9:00
8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30

THE
Thursday

LISTENER
Friday

Saturday

6:00- 7:00

6:00- 7:00
6:00- 7
11:30- 1 :30
6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:
1
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 11:005:00- 9:
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:
'7:00-' 1:00
8:459:66 8:45- 2:00 8:45- 2:
12:001:00 9:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 12:00- 1:
8:45-12:
10:00-12:00
10:00- 2
8:0'6-i6':66
8:00-10:
7:009:00
5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40 7:00- 9
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
7:00- 8:00
7:30
6:30- 8:00 5:00- 8:00 6:307:00-10:00 7:00-10:00
6:00- 1:00 6:00- 1:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 6:00
1:00
9:00- 1:00
5:306:00- 1:00 5:30- 6:00
9:00-10:00
5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12.00
5:00- 7:00 5:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:459:00 6:45-11:00
7-30-' 9:66
7:30- 8:30
'9:00-' 1:66 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 8:00 5:00- 5:30
6:00-10:00
9:00-'
1:66 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00 i:00- 9:00
'5:15.'9:30
6:30 8:00-12:00 1:00- 9:30
8:007:30- 8:30
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 1:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30 1:30-10:30
5:45- 9:00
5.15- 6:30 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30 1:00-11:00

5:30- 9:30
6:30- 9:30
5:30-10:30
9:00-11:00

7:00-9:00
8:00-12:00
6:00- 7:30

8:00 12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

:00-12:00

IN
Sunday

dered from Germany at a cost of $200,000.
This will be installed at Mexico City,
Merida, Veru Cruz and Tampico. The old
spark stations will be transferred to the
Islas Marias, Lapaz, Lower California,
Guadalajara,
Jaliasco and
Acapulco,
Guerro.

6:45- 7:45
3:00- 7:30
4:30
6:30-

wacuuM

10:001:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
6:00-' 7:66
7:30- 8:00
7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
11:451:00
7:30-11:30
8:00-11:00

B\4\LJm.Ks
U
A nir\
Standard
NO

9:30-11:00
5:30- 6:30
6:30-10:00
7:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:30

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55
5:00- 8:00
1:15- 4:00
6:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30

9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

7:30- 9:15
7:30- 8:30
4:30- 5:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

Where

at
y. prices
WA n.
PARCEL
POST

Parts Only, in Original Packing

SALVAGED
GOODS
SOLD
PHONES
,n3
"Money
Back Policy Prevails" Add

Dietzen 3,000 Ohm
$3.75 $0.12
Brandes
5.75 Post
.14
Dunuce
FoT Parcel
Dictograph
5.75 .14
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
Dietzen 14-Plate Vernier
2.65 .14
Dietzen 24-Plate Vernier
2.95 .16
Dietzen 46-Plate Vernier
3.45 .18
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Dietzen
3.45 .12
Ames VA to 1
2.95 .12
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Cotoco
2.45 .12
Owl
95 .10
MISCELLANEOUS
Reinartz Coils
1.25 .08
Sta-Put Plug
40 .06
Freshman Grid Leak & Cond. combined
.85 .12
Dietzen Single Circuit Jack
40 .06
Aerial Insulators
10 .02
Hitter Portable Loop
1.00 .10
Argus Lightning Arrester
95
09
Welsh Peanut Tube
2.00 .08
Peanut Tube Socket
50 .03
Switch Le?er, Pada Type
19 .06
Ammeter Testing B Battery
49 .08
Hydrometers
,.49 .08
Double Phonograph Attachment
95 .08
Cockaday Coil
2.25 .14
2 Coil Honoycomb Mounts
2.95 .12
Wave Trap
4.95 .15
Electric Soldering Iron
3.95 .15
100 Feet Copper Antenna Wire
39 .08
RHEOSTATS
Dietzen, 6 ohm
Dietzen, 30 ohm

39
45

.06
.06

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
V. T. Bakelite
DIALS

89
50

.10
.10

2-inch
3-inch
4-inrh

25
35
49

.06
.08
.08

SOCKETS
"Thank you for your prompt response
to my S. O. S. on the baseball scores the
other evening. My wife has decided that
if you can be so obliging she can time her
dinners to fit your schedule, and both myself and the Radio set are once more firmly
ensconced

in the family

circle."

A. E. F. Radio Operators
Plan Meeting Labor Day
NEW
YORK. — Former members of the
Radio and Radio intelligence service attached to general headquarters, A. E. F.,
during the world war, are to convene at

Camp Alfred Vail,
September 1, 2 and

Little Silver,
3.

N.

J., on

Mexico Adopts Continuous
Wave for World Contact
MEXICO
CITY. — The Mexican government intends to change the apparatus
used in its Radio stations from spark to
continuous wave. With the present spark
sets the Mexican stations can communicate
only with two European stations, one at
Nauen, Germany, and the other, Lafayette, at Bordeaux, France. Equipment
for four modern transmitting stations of
the continuous
wave
type
has been
or-

191
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ALKALI SALT TRIODE
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SUPPLANTS
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ONE TUBE LOOP AERIAL

Any standard audio frequency transformer will do, but higher ratios than 5
to 1 are not recommended.
Three by-pass condensers, mica dielectric type, are necessary, one of .002 mfd.
capacity and two of .0025 mfd.
A hard or amplifier tube must be used.
The set requires no shielding, as no body
capacity effects are noticeable.

CIRCUIT

AM-

C. T. Knipp, University of Illinois Professor, Introduces Tube with
Low Rate Voltage
URBANA, ILL..— The latest kind of
is termed the ''alkali vapor tube,"
what
has been brought out by Hugrh A. Brown,
associate of the department of electrical
engineering-, and Charles T. Knipp, head
of the physics department of the University of Illinois. It is a detector tube
made so sensitive as practically to obviate
of using amplifying tubes.
the necessity
The injection of a potassium sodium
tube during the process of
the
into
alloy
evacuation, is said to be the whole principle on which its construction is based.
It is a complicated and extremely delicate
process, however, and therefore costly.
Some Advantages
According to its inventors, the tube has
the following characteristics and advantages:
It acts as a sensitive detector at any
plate voltage up to 60 volts, although it
produces best results between 8 and 10
volts.
It is more than three times as sensitive
as the ordinary detector tube.
Adjustment is less critical, therefore
much easier, than on an ordinary tube.
Besides being more selective in wave
length, and steady, the tube is said to
give "absolutely
reception."
This
has long beendistortionless
one of the bugaboos
of
> Radio reception, the correction of which
will be received with glee by every Radiophan.
The voltage is higher than on the
ordinary tube, to raise the temperature of
the filament to a point at which the potassium sodium alloy vapor can become
active.
Result of Recent Test
When the new tube was tested recently
in the vicinity of Urbana and Champaign,
111., the receiving fans who used the tube
in their sets reported having heard Kansas
City, Atlanta, Schenectady and Pittsburgh
on an ordinary regenerative hook-up with
no amplifier, with the antenna 12 feet
above ground and 40 feet long.
By raising the antenna to a height of 40
feet, broadcasting stations as far away
as Los Angeles could be heard. These stations, the inventors reported, could have
been heard even without a B battery and
with the plate circuit, return connected
to the negative filament lead.
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reflex
formto of
ANOTH
reception
aerialtube
loopsingle
adapted
wellER
is presented in the diagram R.D.-95.
This circuit is exceptionally selective and
is well suited to those localities where
broadcasting stations are numerous and
high degree of selectivity is necessary.
Because of its unusual selectivity very
good distance work is possible.
There are four adjustable controls, two
of which control wavelength tuning, one
for the filament, and the other permits
accurate tube control.
A .0005 mfd. variable condenser, preferably with vernier, tunes the grid circuit of
the first tube. The plate variometer tunes
the coupling between the tube and the
crystal detector. The rheostat controls
the filament current; its resistance is dependent on the type of tube and the A battery used.
The 100 milhenries choke coil acts .as a
check valve to stray Radio frequency currents from the grid circuit of the first
Watertown with Radio direction finders
and spent the evening recording interfering signals during the period in which all
amateurs are instructed to remain silent.
Many data were collected regarding the
station under observation.
Another trip was made to the vicinity.
This time the inspectors with an automobile equipped with a Radio compass
drove to a point one block from Station
1-CPI, where they stopped and recorded
signals for nearly an hour. At 10:15, local
standard time, Kolster left the other inspectors in the car and went to the door
at 26 Windsor street. At this time, it was
said, Kelley was operating his Radio telephone transmitter, which was picked up
with such audibility that when Kolster
rang the doorbell he distinctly heard the
loud-speaker.

AIR COMPASS POINTS
TROUBLE TO AMATEUR
Commerce Department Finds Operator Breaking Rules
BOSTON. — As a result of operating his
amateur transmitting station in violation
of a department of commerce Radio regulation, Waldo J. Kelley, of 26 Windsor
street, Watertown, Mass., is in trouble.
Recently many letters have been received at the office of Charles C. Kolster,
government supervisor of Radio for the
first Radio district, complaining of repeated interference (telegraph signals)
from a station in Watertown.
Under the direction of Supervisor Kolster two assistants from his office went to

PATENT

ATTORNEYS

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

-0 67>? 6-v
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TEL.

tube. The other variometer controls the
reflexing of the transformed audio frequency currents to the grid of the first
tube.
The B battery should consist of at least
three 22% -volt units or their equivalent.

WD-ll-12, UV-199. UV-201-A,
C-301 -A
$3.50 each
UV-200. C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 each
UV-201. C-301. AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
DV-6, DV-6-A
3.50each
UV-202 And..'. Guarantee Them Equal to New4.00 each
QUICK
SERVICE—
Include pluswithparcel
yourpostage
order remit ance to cover repair
for
one
poundC. per
tube.repairIf charges.
preferred, tubes will be
returned
O. D.
ABALENE RADIO. 14 Vesey St., New York. N. Y.

•NEW

PREMIER

CARTER

"HEGEHOG"
TRADE

15 POINT

UAE5

Inductance Switch

AUDIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

PAT.
PEXD.

MAXIMUM

ffiTP

SIZE
Self-contained. Only one
panel hole. Easy to install.
Pig-tail connection
eliminates
sliding contacts.
Westinghouse Micarta insulation prevents leakage.
Solder terminal and contact
one piece. Adjustable stop
pin. New type dial knob
eliminates panel numberbattery tap switch.
ing. Can
be used as "B"
rice:

VOLUME.
MINIMUM100 DISTORTION
TEE CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANTWHEKE

PRICE

$3.50

RATIOS — 1 to 3, 1 to 4, or
1 to 5
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
PremierFull
"Hegehog."
Specifications on Request

Vrtmitr fattlrlt famvanu
*■

381B

*^

Ravenswood

Est. 1905

^

Avenue,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Ask Tour

Dealer

CHEAPER THAN BUILDING
YOUR OWN— AND BETTER

The
Michigan
Midget
Receiver

is
a special cthreeelectrode
o n for balancidenser
n g the
grid
charge on the amplifying tubes.
Stops all local
oscillations without
detuning the
amplifier. Shielded
against hand capacity disturbance.
$3.00 Complete
For Use With Tuned Radio Frequency
Receivers
At All Good Dealers

PRODUCTS,

INC.

Broome & Lafayette Sts., New York City

TfcRn^rifegJttSe
PIT OIHX
• t -Kj
•• Along,
SILK-COVERED
WERE
but 20 does
feet
IX O* J.
supplied with this
Receiver,
the work of the unsightly outdoor antenna, or loop. Thi»
wire may be concealed behind the picture moulding or
run along the baseboard.

ust one of its seven points of satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer Todayl

$2.00

Carter Radio Co., ** sr^ii^0street

Compensating Condenser

AMSCO

Write for free
Jack-switch hook-ups

A Long-Distance

Wonder

$27.00

Worker

We get stations from coast to coast, including all the new
wave-lengths
up tostrong.
600 meters, with the "Midget," and they
come in clear and
Use standard 6-volt tube or any of the new low-voltage
dry cell tubes.
Tho the handsome mahogany-finish cabinet is only 14J4
battery.
in. long, it holds three No. 6 dry cells and one 22y2 volt B
Sloping front panel, with lever-tuning, is a great improvement on straight panel and knob-and-dial tuning. Easier,
more accurate.
Receives through one or more head phones.
Add our two-stage amplifier for loud speaker reception.
Send for the Midget circular. Give name and address of
your favorite radio dealer.
DEALERS. The Midget is a quick-turnover seller and every sale
creates others — a wonderful endless-chain of satisfaction.

Grand Rapids.Michigan

September 1, 1923

RADIO

DIGEST

— Illustrated

The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12:05 P. M.. Concert. Detroit
News Orchestra; 3:00. Concert, Schmemaa'a Band;
830, Concert,
s.-hraeman's Concert Band; Concert,
Detroit
NeWS Orel.

CFCA (Eastern, 400). 8.-0O-9.-O0 P. M.. Selections. "Tiie
Tales
oi Hoffman."
' I.'5; ujma " "Serenade."
"1. 1
Caanne."
"F
1." Sur Concert OiYhrstr.L :
Iways." "A Barque at Mldnisht."
'•Whore tinAbai. j
contralto ; " H u ngar Ian Dance.*' "Serenade,"
Blannla Both, violinist.
KDKA
(Eastern. 326).
11:30 A. M.. Music, vlctrola.
3:15 P. M.. Pinner concert. Grand
. . 6:45.
The
children's
period;
7 20. I
- Geo. Resell sburcer, soprano; Cht-s, baritone; Hunan Diamond, riolinlst.
iu-su*. P. M.. Dance music
KGW
(Pacific. 492). 10:00-11:00
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 230-3:30 P. M.. Matinee muslcale;
6:45-730.
Children's profTam.
bedtime
story. Dade
John; 8:00-10:00.
l>e Luxe Brown,
program.whistler.
Klournoy's Caiifornlans;
Naomi Sweeney
KPO
(Pacific. 423). 8:00-10:00
P. M.. Program
arranged by Wilej B. Allen Company.
KSD
(Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Orchestral concert,
organ
rvritd.
vocal
and
instrumental
specialties,
uri Theater.
KYW
(Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 1:35-2:00 P. M.,
Lyon and Healv Concert Dept. ;
5:50. Children's
Musk-al
program;
Frances bedtime
Dwyer. story;
soprano;7:00-7:58.
Elise
Colgram
>. contralto: Theo. S. Bergey. baritone; Ewald
r; Elva Sprague. pianist; Cope Harvey's
College Inn Orchestra.
WBZ
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 337}. 6:45 P. M.. Organ recital. Elsie
Bobbins -Gross,
organist ; 8 -00.
Musical
concert.
Mme.
Alfred
Duquette,
mezzosoprano; Frederick Boy. tenor; Esther ForristalL pian-

Wednesday, August 29
CFCA (Eastern, 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Selections, "The
Magic Flute," "Serenade for Strings," "Entrance of

What Time Is It?

Saving
Central
or Daylight
Mountain

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY
NEW

FLEWELLING CIRCUIT Cog£lte

Baseboard, twe- honeycomb coils, mountings and
coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers. .002 nhone condenser,
variable grid leak, and condenser, grid leak ','2 meg,
23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
socket. 3" dial, 8 binding posts. 16 ft. bus bar,
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED, TOGETHER WITH
DIAGRAM
AND
:am and
c»i 1 or?
INSTR

uctions

REINARTZ

YORK

CITY

CIRCUIT Co^este

Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased, wave length, tube
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plate and 13 plate variable condensers, 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser, 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts, 6
stops. 8 binding pests. PANEL
ALREADY
DRILLED.
TOGETHER
WITH
D1ACIA
QC
GRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
$1U.J70
AMPLIFIER,
for either of above circuits.
(11
nf\
r?
tplliUU

$1 l.yo

Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREftUENCY
with drilled panel and book of instructions

ALUMINUM
LOUD SPEAKING
HORN, nickel plated, high polish, list $8.00
3000 OHM
TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list $8.00
. .
V.
AUDIO-FREQUENCY
designed
for use with
W.
D-. II tube,
all other tubes, list TRANSFORMER,
$4.50
VARIOCOUPLER.
Litz wire wound secondary.
150-600 meters, list $4.50
Trials Coil Mounting
$3.35
Double Coil Mounting
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with knob and dial (15 points)
Reinertz coil, increased wave length
Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns
Freshman var. grid leak and cond
Freshman variable grid leak
V. T. Socket

$0.95
1.00
75
60
40

CONDENSERS
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

....$1.05
1.20
1.35
1.95

13 Plate
23 Plate
43 Plate

3.75
4.00
4.25

3
13
23
43

$3.75
3.50
also'excellent

for 2.75
2.25
2.45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing
inductance switch
Single circuit jack, list 65c
Double circuit Jack, list 90c
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat, 50 ohms
Rheostats with 2" dial, 15c extra
Every article we sell is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us — Mail orders filled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more,
east of the Mississippi River only. Ail others
include postage.

25
JO
.45
.90
30
25
65
80
.90

CFCA (Eastern. 400). 8*0-9*0 P. M.. Selections.
"MiKiiuii." "Minuet," "Amlna," "Moment Musical,"
"Blue Danube,"
Star Concert Orchestra; ■'Selected,"
Florence Walzman.
soprano;
"Indian
Lament."
"Tambourln
Chlnols." Hariy
Adaskln,
violinist.
KIKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert.
el)'
stra,
Grand Symphony
Orchestra;
Children's
7:20. Concert.
KDKA 6:45.
Little The
Symphony
OrKGW
(Pacific.
492),
P. M., Dance'muslc
by George
Olsen
and 10*0-11*0
his orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert; 2303:30.
Matinee
Musical.-;
6:45-7
30.
Hour,
"L'ncle John."
8:00-10:00, De Luxe Children's
Program.
KPO (Pacific. 423). 8:00-10:00 P. M.. Organ recital.
Gladys Salisbury, Sequoia Trio.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 135-2*0 P. M.,
Afternoon concert. Lyon and Ilealy Concert Dept ;
7:00-7:58, Musical Program. Lyon & Healy concert
and artist dept.. Cope Harvey's orchestra.
WBZ
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 337), 6:45 p
M
Organ
Bobbins-Gross,
organist-violinist
8:0o'
Musical Recital,
concert; ElsieMarion
E.
Woodward,
Ruth Dickinson, accompanist.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-1234
P. M., Organ recital from Stanley Theater- dinner
music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3 :00
popular program.
dance music; 430-5:55. Short talks and
musical

Saving or
Eastern
Central Daylight

THE
above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the
"various
timedial
bands
and the
are creating.
Although each
registers
time Daylight
one hourSaving
ahead plan
or behind
of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.

WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:45 P.
M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; dinr.tr mus: . Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Children's
hour. talk on "Care of Children"; 4 30-5:55. Musical
features; Betsy Logan will talk on "Affairs of the
Heart."
WDT
(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:10-12:55 P.
M-. '"Ten Ten Tennessee." "Pickles," Billy Xewsome.
soloist; Jimmy Clark, accompanist; "My Sweetie Went
Away," "Harlem Street," Tom Waller pianist; "That
"Old Gang of Mine," "You Know Tou Belong to
Somebody Else," Joe Griffeth, soloist; Jimmy Clark,
pianist: "Am I To Blame'?'* "Wet Tour Thumb."
Tom Waller, pianist: "Lore. My Heart Is Calling
You." "When You Walked Out Someone Else Walked
Bight In," Billy Newsome and Joe Griffeth. soloists;
piano medley. Jimmy Clark; "Indiana Moon." Billy
the Boyers," "Amina," Star Concert Orchestra;
Newsome and Joe Griffeth. soloists; "Classicso Piano
"From the Land of the Sky-Blue Waters." "Pale
Ragicso." Tom Waller, pianist.
Moon," "I Heard a Thrush at Eve," Xeva Deeton. soWFAA (Central. 476). 1230-1:00 P. M.. Address. Will
prano; "Chant of the Minstrel," "Kondo," Jacques
H. Evans: 8 30-9 30. Musical program, conducted by
Sterin. cellist.
W. H. Evans, presenting Wesley Male Quartet, pianKDKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert,
ist, saxophonist and vocalists; 11:00-12:00, Gibson
Mandolin and Guitar Club.
KDKA little Symphony Orchestra; 6:45. The Children's Period; 7:20. Concert. KDKA Little Symphony
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M.. DinOrchestra, under direction of Victor Saudek ; W. O.
ner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert OrWilliams, tenor; Prof. E. E. Drake, accompanist.
chestra; 3:00 P. M.. Concert; 630. Dinner music.
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orch^tra;
KHJ (Pacific, 395). 1230-1:15 P. M., Concert, present7*0-7
30. Children's
half Corps,
hour, stories
Cousin
ing Dr. J. W. Wallace, baritone; 230-3:30, Matinee
Sue; 8:00,
Boy ScoutsownBadio
special byprogram;
musicale; 6:45-7:30.
Children's Hour, "Uncle John";
830. Song recital; 1030, Dance music, Meyer Davis
8:00-10:00.
De Luxe program.
Bellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319) 11:45 A. M-. SpeKGW (Pacific. 492). 3:00-4:00 P. W., Children's procial weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
gram, music and story by Aunt Nell: 8*0-9*0, Concert by Columbia Theater All- Artist Orchestra : Harry
marine and aviation interests: 12*0-12 30, George
Linden, director: 10:00-11*0. Dance music by George
Albert Bouchard, organist; 12 35-3 30, Produce and
Olsen
and
his orchestra.
live stock market reports. Chicago Board of Trade.
New York Stock Exchange: 6 30-7:00. George Albert
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M„ Mrs. William Bobinson.
soprano.
Sarah Kline, soprano; Dorothy PiekBouchard,
7:00-8:45,
the day's
ert, violinist.
topics organist;
of scientific
interest; Digest
11:45. of
weather.
WGY (Eastera, 380), 1:00 P. M., Music and reading,
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345), 5:50 P. M..
"Out of Doors." Margaret Tucker; 7:45. Musical.
Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Musical pro"Sunbeams." Mrs. Edwin Xewkirk, contralto; Mrs.
gram: La Gourgue Quartet; Lucille DeMert, soprano;
Alfred Heller, accompanist; "Forgotten." Mary Burns.
C. Lagourgue. tenor; Ethel Murray, contralto: Louis
pianist; "J Love a Little Cottage," Mae MacCarroll,
DeMert.
bass; Cope Harvey's orchestra, College Inn.
soprano; "With You," "The Morning Wind," Mrs.
WBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 337). 6*0 P. M.,
Edwin Xewkirk. contralto; "Afterwhiles," Mary
Dinner concert. WBZ Trio; 8*0. Musical Program:
Burns, pianist; "Sleep. Why Dost Thou Leave 5Te?*\
Alvryn B. W. Bach, baritone, assisted by the WBZ
Mae MacCarroll, soprano; "The Bird Census." adTrio.
dress; "Morning," "Sonny Boy," Mrs. Edwin XewWDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12*0-1234
kirk. contralto; "Herald of Spring." "Xocturae,"
P M-. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
Mary Burns, pianist; "Carmeca," Mae MacCarroll,
soprano.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Musical
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M.. Concert by the
selections: Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 430Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; OUie Jones, con5:55. Short talks: 7 30, Bedtime stories. Dream
ductor; 730-9*0. Mrs. Carl D. Jones, soprano; conDaddv; 8:00, Special musical features.
cert, Sylvian Trio; Fannie Elizabeth StoU. violinist;
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12*0-12:50 P.
Myrl Chrisman, flutist; Evelyn Kaiser, pianist ; readM-, "Do Tou," 'Xaughing Saxophone." Gladys
"An Interesting
Historical
Taylor, composer-pianist ; "Barber of Seville," WilWJAX ing.
(Eastern,
390), 730
P. M., Episode."
Dance orchestra and
liam Struber. baritone; "I Know a Dewey Garden."
musical specialties, arranged by the Cleveland Xews"In Poppy Fields." Gladys Taylor and Vaughn De
Leader.
Leath: Songs by William Struber, baritone; "Where
WJAZ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447.7), 10*0 P. M.the Sacramento Biver Flows," "Susan." "Cause It's
2*0 A. M„ Orchestra selections; "Song of SteeL"
Tou." Gladys Taylor, pianist; 7*0-730, "Balade in
"Danny Boy." R. G. Ball, baritone; Solos, Lucille
C Minor," "Polonaise in A Flat Major," "Valse in
Gutelius. soprano; "The Prison," "Sea Shade," Irma
A Flat Major," Jasha Samoos, pianist: "The Two
Lloyd, contralto: "Major Concerto," Sylvia Wemstein,
Grenadiers," "At the Mill," "The Volga Boat
pianist: "On the Boad to Mandalay." "The Eagle."
SoDg." H. Kotylansky, baritone; "Love Is a Song,"
B. G. Bail; Orchestra selections; "Juba Dance," Syl"Arcadia," Elsie De Groode, violinist; Piano recital, by J. Samoos.
via Weinstein; "Trade Winds," "Port of Many Ships,"
"Hear Me Ye Winds and Waves." B. G. BalL
WFAA (Central, 476). 12:00-1*0 P. M., "Fancied
Trips and Keal Ones." William G. Lex.
WLW (Eastern, 309). 10:00 P. M.. Selections, "SunWFI
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.,
Kist cle
Rose."
"Dream
Else," BiBy
CirOrchestra;
Solo, Daddy."
Howard "Somebody
Hafford, tenor;
Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Song and piano recital; 630,
Waterworth, accompanist; "Jeanne d'Arc," "April
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Mora." Gladys Helen Woerz. soprano; "Steering for
Orchestra.
Erir-." Howard Hafford, tenor.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 9*0-9:15 P. WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 319), 11:45 A. M„
M., Music. Hotel La Salle Roof Garden Orchestra;
Special weather forecasts for Lakes Erie and OnE. E. Sheetz; director; Carl Crave, tenor.
tario marine and aviation interests; 12:00-1230 P.
W0C (Central, 484). 330 P. M.. Educational program,
M.. George Albert Bouchard, organist: 12 35-3 30.
A. G. Heinrlchs; 5:45, Chimes concert.
Produce
and live stock market
reports. New
York

291 BROADWAY

Stock Exchang© and Chieaco Board of Trade: 6:307 :00, GeorRc Albert Bouchard,
organist : 7 :00-8 :45,
of the day's n^ws; 9:00-1130,
Concert, diof .1. I*. Quinn; 11:45. Weather.
WHAS
(Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert by
the Mary Anderson
Theater Oivhostra; 01! i
conductor:
Organ
Selections.
Roy C. Parks; 7309:00. Concert by Mrs Jane Webster Murrell; Reading. "An Interr&ting Historical Episode."
WHK (Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M.. Musical selections by
WHK Report..
Trio; Bauson's Radio release; Automobile
Road

WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M.,
Artist recital; 6:00-630, Dinner music, Dick Kegan's
WIP Concert Orchestra, final baseball scores: 7:00,
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00. Short talk: 8:15
P. M., Musical selections; 9:00, Artist recitaL
WJAZ (Central. Daylight Saving, 447.7). 10*0 P. M.2:00 A. M.. Orchestra selections: "A Dream," "'I
Love Tou Truly." B. F. Elliott, tenor; "Nina."
"Non so pis'cosa son," Clara Louise Becken, soprano;
Orchestra selections: "The Bridesmaid Rose," "At
The Winds Direction," R. F. Elliott, tenor; "Adagio."
"Monnet," Gladys Welge. violinist: "Whither."
"Hedge Roses," Clara Louise Becken, soprano; "Joy
in Summer," "My Heart Is a Lute," Merleta Davis,
soprano ; Orchestra selections.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 9*0-9:15 P.
M., Music. La Salle Roof Garden orchestra; H. P.
Dahlquist, baritone.
WLW (Eastern, 309). 8*0 P. M„ Selections, The
Aichele Novelty Dance Orchestra; "Wanda," "She's
Got That Too." "Somebody Else," Marv Elizabeth
Green. Louise Raseh, accompanist; Radio Wedding
From Music Hall, The Bride. Alice Hazenfield.
Bridegroom, William F. Maine, Lillian Plogstedt.
organist
W0C (Central, 484). 3 30 P. M., Educational Program.
Clyde
Kern; 6Erwin
30, Sandman's
8*0, 10:03,
Pipe
Organ G.Recital,
Swindell, Visit;
organist;
Musical, John McGreevy, baritone: Mrs. John McGreevy, contralto; Allouez Council, K. of C.
quartette; Edna Sonneville, pianist and soprano;
"Tourists' Road Report."
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving), 509), 11:00-1130
A. M., Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55
P. M., Luncheon music, Tea Room Orchestra; 4:455:00. sults
Organ
recital,
Mary E. Vogt; 7:30, Sports reand police
reports.
WWJ (Eastern. 517), 12:05 P. M., Concert. The Detroit News Orchestra; 3:00, Concert. Schmeman's
Band; cert,830,
Concert.
The Detroit
NewsSchmeman's
Orchestra. Concert Band- Con-

WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00.1:00 P
M., Program through the courtesy of Mr. WIdmer of
the Lyceum Theatre (Bayonne, New Jersey) ■ selections to be announced by Radio.
WFAA (Central, 476), 12:30-1*0 P. M.. "Why Education Helps a Career." Dr. J. F. Kimball; 830\\ llkins.
Tenor-baritone.
?.:?,?•.
H^.zel
Sparks, Saving,
mezzo-soprano, George E.
WFI
(Eastern.
Daylight
395). 1 :00 P M
Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford ConLoretta Kerk:
recital.
Piano
3:00,
Orchestra:
£ert*
630. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford
Own Half Hour
Orchestra:
Concert
stones by
Cousin 7*0,
Sue; Children's
8:00, Song recital; 830^
Dance music.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 319), 11:45 A. M..
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
marine and aviation interests; 12*0-12:30 P
M
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 1235-3 30 Produce and live stock market reports, Chicago Board
of Trade. New Tork Stock Exchange; 6 30-7:00.
George Albert Bouchard, organist ; 7 *0-8 :45, Digest
of the day's news. Boy Scout Radiograms EmEvening
(time
indefinite)'.
Ball
room musicployment
andBulletin;
festivities
of the
grand
ball convention of International Association of Printing House
Craftsmen. Hotel Statler; 11:45, Weather.
WS,Yr
,(.Eastern.
1:00 P. M..
MusicPriscilla
and address
Making
Over 3«0).
the Children."
Modern
■ 7:45
Musical, Holding Hands." Beutling's Imperial Orchestra; '"111116." Orchestra: "Drifting Back to
Dreamland, Arthur Gunn. baritone; "Whv Don't
My Dreams Come True!" Orchestra: "Grand Daddy"
Take a Look at Molly." "Sun Kist Rose," "Sometune, Td Rather Fox Trot Than Waltz," "Oh:
lou Little Sun uv-er-Gun," Orchestra; "Climb on
Top of Tour Trouble," "Sunset Alley," Arthur Gunn
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert by
the
Mary Anderson
Theater Orchestra;
Ollie Jones'
^^
™°ductor;
Organ Selections.
Roy C. Parks730baritone.
Griffith, of Scottsburg. Indiana.

rriffl.i, fce? «yK Henrietta Everett and Elwynne
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Radio Outfitting & Supply Co.

CORP.
CHICAGO,

Saving,

These popular hook-ups use UV-199, VVD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid $5.45. Formerly operated by C. W. Kautz. We welcome his
customers.
No stamps accepted.

COXTRACT
MANUFACTURING
Send us blue prints and specmeatlona
for price quotations.

LINCOLN

Daylight

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity

RADIO SETS AND PARTS
MADE TO ORDER

224

(Eastern,

Box 1107

ILL.

LANCASTER,

PA

If You Enjoy Fishing
for live points on any crystal, B-Metal loud Talking Crystals, price SOc
will save your patience. It is the best crystal to be had at any price but
it you want the best detector in existence, one that is always set, one' that
makes
the broadcaster seem but a few feet away, improving any <*ood
crystal set several hundred percent, then order a B-Metal type "C" crystal
tube
price $2.50, from your dealer or from us if he cannot
supply detector,
you.
out, and is guaranteed for six months, although it will last for years.
outILnHe'i^,^,.!^terJe| °r .rheostat1; is ,alj™ys on the right spot, never wears or burns
B-SXetal
Refining Co..
send^gditthback!etterS
^
Detroit,
Michigan

*** °US yourself-

^P^^S^i^SnSS.TSSS

Yon cannot lo!* anything but the postage
Chicago, m., June 23rd, 1923.

lo «3

faS^inn^deLTor^Th^ri?^.^

Tours truly.

B-Metal

E. G. PETEBSOX.

Refining Co.,

Concord

N

IT

am
h.
satisfied
>.
that it is hig
the
thing
an.
out.
is far superior
Mic
to my Reflex
(mentions
Detroit,
a™
He,ilt«en?e.n,.:TIJ1-ve
v"3^bestyonr
type
"c" Itdetector
on my concord,
3-tube
and
Sincerely.
ROBT. A. GEORGE.
a well known make) and galena detectors in every way.
(mention*
?L.50
<■-, rr?r/er
fron5 your^ealer
for ten-day
trial.
We toda>'refundor >f he cannot
the supply
day we you,
get send
the
detector back if not entirely satisfied,theandprice
ask no questions?
• r, You.are to be *he Judge and jury.
Why not have the best there
is r and now
us :
and Send
symbols.
Send the Coupon
B-Metal

Refining

3134 Trumbull

B-Metal
Refining
Co.
$2.50
"C"
pe
3134 TyTrumbull
Avenue
DETROIT, MICH.

Co.,

Ave.,

Detroit.

Michigan.

Send me one type *'C" Detector— enclosed And $2.50 — on ten
days trial. My $2.50 to be refunded the day I return the
Detector if I am not completely satisfied with, the work.

i ADDBESS.

M

Piano and violin recital: 6*0. Final baseball scores '7*0. Bedtime
stories. Uncle
(Continued
on Wip;
page 8*0,
8) Short talk,'

I
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— Illustrated

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
(Note. — The third part of the schedule list appears
and is completed below. The fourth part consists of
the state,
city-station index and will appear next
week.
)
WJD. Granville, O. 229 meters. 100 mi. Denison
Univ.
Central. Fri, Sat, 5-6 pm, music, educational lectures.
WJH, Washington, D. C. 263 meters. 200 mi. White
& Boyer Co. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, reports; 1-2
pm, music. Tues, 7:45-10 pm, concert; S pm, church
services.
Eastern.
WJX, New York. N. T. 360 meters. De Forest Kadio
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
WJY, New York City. 405 meters. 1500 mi. B. C. A.
Daily ex Sun. 4-6 pm, entertainment. Tues, Thurs,
Fri, 7:30-11:30 pm, concert. Sun, 2:30-5 pm, 6-6:30.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJZ, New York City. 455 meters. 1500 mi. B. C. A.
Daily ex Sun, 3-6:30 pm, entertainment; 7:30-11 pm,
special program. Sun, 10:30 am-1 pm, church service;
8:30-10:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKAA, Cedar Bapids. la. 360 meters. 200 mi. H.
F. Paar. Daily ex Sun, 12:45 pm. reports; 5:30. reports, agriograms; 6-7, music. Thur, 11-12 pm. music. Sun, 4-5 pm. church service.
Central.
WKAC, Lincoln, Neb. 275 meters. 400 mi. The
Lincoln Star.
Tues,
Fri,
8-9:30
pm,
concert, entertainment. Central.
WKAO, East Providence, B. I. 240 meters. Charles
Looff.
WKAF, Wichita Falls. Tex. 360 meters. W. S. Badio
Supply Co.
WKAN, Montgomery, Ala. 226 meters. 200 mi. United
Battery Service Co. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm,
music, news.
Central.
WKAP, Grandston, R. I. 360 meters.
Wilcox Flint.
VVKAQ, San Juan, Porto Bico. 360 meters. 1,500 mi.
Badio Corp. of Porto Rico. Tues, Sat, 11 pm-12:30
am, entertainmentIntercolonial.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. 280 meters. Mich. Agri.
College.
WKAS, Springfield, Mo. 360 meters. 100 mi. L. E.
Lines Music Co. Slogan, "Queen City of the Ozarks."
Mon, Fri. Sat, 8-9:15 pm, music.
Central.
WKAV, Laconia, N. H. 360 meters. Laconia Radio
Club.
WKAW, Beloit, Wis. 242 meters. 100 mi. Turner
Cycle Co. Daily 12-12:15 pm. 7-7:30, concert.
Central.
WKAX,
Bridgeport, Conn.
231 meters.
75 mi. Wm.
WKAY, Gainesville, Ga. 360 meters. 100 mi. Brenau
College. No definite schedule. College activities.
Thurs. S:30 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WKC, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 mi. Jos. M.
Zamoiski Co. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. 360 meters. 500 mi.
WKY Badio Shop. Daily ex Sun, 7:30 pm, sports;
9-11:30 pm, "Raven Frolic."
Central.
WL2, Fairfield, O. 360 meters.
U. S. Army.
WLAC, Baleigh, N. C. 360 meters. N. C. State College.
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn. 417 meters. 1,000 mi.
Cutting & Wash. Badio Corp. Slogan.- "The Call of
the North." Club, "Tooth Brush." Daily ex Sun.
8:30, 9. 9:30 am, 10:10, 10:30, 12:30. 1:30, 3:30 pm,
reports; 7 pm, children's hour; 7:30-8:30. lecture.
Daily ex. Wed, Sun, 8:30-10 pm, concert. Sun. 10
am, church
services; Central.
4 pm, concert; 5, children's
hour;
7:30 services.
VYLAH, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 900 mi. Samuel
Woodworth.
No regular schedule.
WLAJ, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,000 mi. Waco Elec.
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 10:30. 2:30 pm,
music, reports. Tues. Thur, 7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
Central.
WLAK, Bellows Falls, Vt 360 meters. Vermont Farm
Machine Co.
WLAL, Tulsa Radio Co. 360 meters. Tulsa, Okla.
WLAN, Houlton, Me.
283 meters.
Putnam Hdwe. Co.
WLAP, Louisville. Ky.
360 meters.
W. V. Jordon.
WLAQ, Kalamazoo, Mich. 244 meters. 100 mi. A. E.
Schilling.
No regular program.
Central.
WLAT, Burlington, la. 360 meters. Radio and Specialty
Co.
WLAV,
Shop,
WLAW.
Dept.
VVLAX,

Pensacola, Fla. 360 meters. 200 mi. Elec.
Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
New York, N. Y. 360 meters. New York Police

Greencastle, Ind. 231 meters. Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAY, Fairbanks,
Alaska. 360 meters. Northern Commercial Co.
WLAZ, Warren, O. 100 mi. 248 meters. Hutton &
Jones Elec. Co. Wed, 8-9:15 pm, classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30 pm, music, sports. Sun, 7:30-9
pm, church services.
Eastern.
WLW, Cincinnati. O. 2.000 mi. 309 meters. Crosley
Mfg. Co. Slogan, "WLW, In the Queen City of the
West." Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am. 1:30 pm, 3, 4,
reports. Mon. Wed, 8-10 pm, entertainment. Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music. Sat, 2 pm, special. Sun,
9:30-11
am, church services. Central Daylight Saving.
WMAC, Cazenovia, N. Y. 261 meters. 500 mi. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
VVMAF, Dartmouth, Mass. 360 meters. Bound Hills
Badio Corp. Slogan. "From the Land of the Pilgrim
Fathers."Lincoln, Neb. 254 meters. 500 mi. General
WMAH.
Supply Co. Slogan, "A Call from the Western Plains."
Club, "Lincoln
Hoot Owls." Sun,
Daily.
2:15-3church
pm,
music:
8 pm, entertainment.
10 am,
services,
3:30-4:30,
concert,
8, sermon.
Central.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo. 275 meters. 600 mi. Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram. Daily ex Sun. 8:15
am, 9:15, 10:15, 11:15, 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15, weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Norton Labs. Tues, 8-9:30 pm. music. Sat, 7:30-8 pm,
story; 10:30-11:30, music
Eastern.
VYMAL, Trenton, N. J. 256 meters. 100 mi. Trenton
Hdwe>. Co. Slogan, "The Home of Good Music."
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pm, music, lecture. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WMAM, Beaumont, Tex. 360 meters. Beaumont Badio
Equipment Co.
WMAN, Columbus, O. 286 meters. 50 mi. First Baptist Church.
Sun, 10:30-12 m, 7:30-9 pm. church,
services.
Central.
WMAP, Easton, Pa. 246 meters. 400 mi. Utility Battery Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, 6-6:45.
Wed. 8-9 :55 pm, entertainment.
Eastern.
WMAQ, Chicago. 111. 448 meters. 1.500 mi. The Chicago Daily News.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7-8 pm, 9:15-

SEND NEW SONG HITS
(Continued from page 2)
lishment, the cost of the entertainment
was obviously included in the price for
meals and that patrons therefore paid for
the vaudeville.
Broadcasters to Fight Case
But, in the opinion of many broadcasters,
the contention of Judge Lynch that the
"broadcasting of the defendant (Station
WOK) was public for profit within the
meaning of the copyright act and its interpretation by the United States supreme court," is not supportable. "Many
broadcasters," concluded Mr. Klugh, "will
experience difficulty in trying to reconcile
the court's decision in relation to Station
WOR, which, according to its defense, is
not operating for pecuniary
profit."
So that the public may be protected in
this and like contentions the National
Association of Broadcasters proposes to
further its efforts more toward the revision of the copyright act than to con-

10. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 4:30-5 pm.
Saving.

Central Daylight

WMAT,

Duluth, Minn. 266 meters. 500 ml Paramount Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 11:20 am. 4:20
pm, weather; 6:15-7:30 pm. markets. Tues. Fri. 89:30 pm, concert.
Central.
VVMAV, Aubu.-n. Ala. 250 meters. Ala. Polytechnic
Institute. Daily ex Sun. 10 am, 12, weather, markets. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, music. Central.
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo. 230 meters. 1.000 mi. Kingshighway PresbyteTian Church. Slogan. "May Every
By-Way Hear Kingshighway." Sun, 11 am, 8 pm,
Tues, 7-8 pm, church services.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. 26S meters. 250 mi. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm, 7-7:30, 8:30-9:30,
ern.
music
Tues, Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am, chapel. EastWMC, Memphis, Tenn. 500 meters. 2.000 ml. The
Commercial Appeal. Slogan, "Station WMC. Memphis, "Down In Dixie." Club. "Midnight Frolic"
Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 12 m, 3 pm, weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm, concert; 8. music. Wed night silent.
Tues, Fri, 11 pm. Midnight Frolic
Central.
WMH, Cincinnati. O. 248 meters. Precision Equipment
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU, Washington, D. C. 261 meters. 10O ml Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co. Daily, 5:30 pm, concert, sports.
Thurs, 8-9, concert.
Eastern.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 278 meters. 200 mi. Shepard
Stores. Daily ex Sun, 4-5 pm, dance music. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thur, Fri, 8-10 pm.
Wed, Sat, 9-11 pm. Sun, 11-12 am, 2:30-4 pm, 6:308:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
VVNAD, Norman, Okla, 360 meters. 300 ml. Okla.
Radio Engineering Co. (Univ. of Okla.) Daily ex
Sun, 10-10:30 pm, news.
Central
WNAN, Syracuse, N. Y. 286 meters. 1,000 mi. Syracuse Badio Tel. Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 7:30 pm.
concert, agriograms,
etc. Eastern.
WNAQ, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. Charleston
Badio Elec Co.
WNAP, bergSpringfield.
O. 360 meters. 200 mi. WittenCollege.
WNAR, Butler, Mo.
360 meters.
C. C. Rhodes.
man.) Austin, Tex. Tex. Badio Corp. (Austin StatesWNAS,
WNAT, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 500 mi. Lennig
Bros. Co. Wed, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm. Sun, 2:30 pm,
4:30, church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WNAV, Knoxville. Tenn. 380 meters. 1,000 mi. People's
Tel
&
Telg
Co.
Tues,
Thurs. Sat,
concert.
Sun, 10:30-12 am; 7:30-8:30
pm. 9-11:30
Central.pm."
WNAW, Fortress Monroe, Va. 360 meters. Henry
Kunzmann.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. 244 meters. Dakota Radio
Apparatus Co. Daily, 10 am, reports. Wed, Sat,
9-10 pm, music
Central.
WNAY, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. Shipowners Radio
Service.
WNJ, Albany, N. Y. 360 meters. 60 mi. Shotton
Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. Daily ex Sun. 10-10:15 am.
market reports.
Wed, 8:15 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WOAA, Ardmore, Okla.
360 meters.
Dr. Walter Hardy.
WOAB, Grand Forks, No. Dak. 280 meters. 50 mi.
Valley Radio. Daily ex Sun, 10-11 am, 2-2:30 pm,
entertainment,
service.
Centralreports. Sun, 3-4 pm, music, church
WOAC. Lima. O.
266 meters.
Maus Radio Co.
WOAD,
Sigourney,
la. 360 meters. Friday Battery &
Elec. Co.
WOAE, Fremont, Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
WOAF, Tyler, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Tyler
Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m.
weather, markets; 7 pm. weather, codes; 10:15. U. S.
Navy press. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service.
Central .
WOAG,
Belvidere, 111.
224 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
WOAH, Charleston, S. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. Palmetto Radio Corp. Mon, Thur, Sat, Sun, 10 pm-1
am, music.
Eastern,
WOAI, San Antonio, Tex. 385 meters. 1,800 mi.
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.) Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am, 12:15 pm, 3, 7, news, markets.
Tues, Sat, 9:30-10:30 pm, concert. Thurs. 7:30S:30 pm, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services; 5-6
pm, concert.
Central.
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans. 258 meters. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Slogan. "Queen City of the Plains." Thurs,
7-8 pm, music, lectures, news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm.
Sermon, music, news.
Central.
WOAK, Frankfort, Ky. 240 meters. Collins Hardware
WOAL, Webster Groves. Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi.
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central.
WOAN,
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 360 meters. 1.000 mi.
Co.
James D. Vaughan.
Temporarily discontinued.
WOAO, Mishawaka, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. Lyradion Mfg. Co.
VVOAP, Kalamazoo, Mich. 360 meters. Kalamazoo College. Mon, Wed, Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Eastern.
WOAQ, Portsmouth, Va. 360 meters. Portsmouth Kiwanis Club.
WOAR,
Kenosha,
Wis.
360 meters.
H. P. Lundskow.
Hamp. Wilmington, Del. 360 meters. Boyd Martell
WOAT,

recital; 10:55, time; 11:02, weather. Mon, Fri, 7:45-11
pm, music, concert.
Eastern. Daylight Saving.
WOQ, ern
Kansas
City.Mon,
Mo. Tues,
360 meters.
1.000 mi.
Badio Co.
Wed. Thurs.
9:45Westam.
10:55, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2, 7:30, time signals, reports,
etc. Sat, 8 pm, concert.
Sun, 7 pm, concert.
WOR, Newark, N. J. 405 meters. 2.000 mi. L. Bamberger & Co. Daily ex Sun, 2:30-4 pm, 6:15-7:30.
music, talks, Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-11 pm, music, entertainment, lectures. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo. 441 meters. 1.500 mi. Missouri State Marketing Bureau. Slogan, "Watch Our
State." Daily ex Sun. first 15 min. of every hour
from 8 am-2 pm, markets. Daily, 5 pm, music, markets. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, concert.
Central.
WPAB, State College, Pa. 360 meters. Pa. State Col.
dio Co.
lege. Okmulgee, Okla, 360 meters. Donaldson BaWPAC,
WPAD, Chicago. Ill 360 meters. 500 mi. W. A.
Wieboldt & Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, music
Mon, 6:30-7 pm. Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, eencert. Wed,
Thurs.
concert. Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm. Central 9-10
Daylight pm,
Savings
Badio Co.
WPAF,
Council Bluffs, la. 360 meters. Peterson's
WPAG, Independence, Mo. 360 meters. Central Badio
Co.. Inc.
WPAH,
Waupaca, Wis. 360 meters. 3,000 mi. Wisconsin Dept. of Markets. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am,
10:30, 11:30, 12:30 pm, 2:30, 4:30, markets, weather,
news,
Central.
Corp. etc
WPAJ. New Haven, Conn. 268 meters. Doolittle Badio
WPAK, Fargo, N. D. 360 meters. North Dakota
Agricultural College.
WPAL, Columbus, O. 286 meters. Superior Badio &
Tel Equip. Co.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guet
WPAO., Frostburg, Md. 360 meters. General Sales &
Engineering Co.
WPAR, Beloit, Kans. 50 mi. 360 meters. E. A. Ward.
Fri. 8 pm, entertainment. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church
services; 3 pm, music, talk.
Central.
WPAT,
El Paso, Tex. 360 meters. Saint Patrick'3
Cathedral.
WPAU, Moorhead, Minn. 360 meters. Concordia College.
WPAZ, Charleston, W. Va. 273 meters. Dr. John B.
Koch.
WPG, New Lebanon, O. 360 meters. 1.500 mi. Nushawg Poultry Farm. Slogan. "The Pulse of Miami
Valley." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15, news; 6-6:30 pm,
markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9:45 pm, music, farm program. Central
WQAA, Parkersburg, Pa. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Horace
A. Beale, Jr. Daily, 10:30 pm.
Eastern.
WQAB, souri
Springfield,
236 meters. Southwest MisState TeachersMo.College.
WQAC, Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. E. B.
Gish. Watermrry, Conn. 242 meters. 30 mi. The
WQAD,
Whitall Elec. Co. Mon. Wed, Fri, 5:30-6:45 pm.
music. Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
WOAE, Springfield, Vt. 275 meters. 300 mi. Moore
Badio News Station. Slogan, "Among the Green
Hills pm.of Vermont."
Daily, 7-7:30 pm. Sun, 2:304:30
Eastern.
WQAF, Sandusky, O. 240 meters.
Sandusky Register.
WQAH,
Lexington,
Ky.
254 meters. Brock-Anderson
Elect. Eng. Co.
WQAL, Mattoon, 111. 258 meters. 100 mi. Coles County
tral.
Tel & Telg. Co. Slogan, "The Buckle on the Corn
Belt." Tues, Thurs, 9-11 pm, music, lectures. CenWOAM, Miami. Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Electrical
Equip. Co. Slogan, "It is Always June in Miami."
Tues. Thurs, 8 pm, music. Sun, 9-11 pm, music.
Eastern.
WQAN, Scranton, Pa, 280 meters. 300 mi. Scranton
Times. Slogan, "The Voice of the Anthracite."
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm, 4:30-5:30, 7:30-8:30;
news, reports,
ment. Eastern. music. Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainWQAO, New York City. N. Y. 360 meters. 300 mi.
Calvary Baptist
Eastern
Daylight Church.
Saving. Sun. 8 pm. church services.
WQAP,
Lincoln. Nebr.
360 meters.
Am. Kadio Co.
WQAQ, Abilene, Tex. 360 meters. 300 mi. Abilene
Daily
Reporter.
Slogan,
"The
Capital
Texas." Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8-9 pm. Sun, of
am, West
pm,
church services.
Central.
WQAS. Lowell. Mass. 266 meters. 100 mi. PrinceWalter Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:45-11 am, 2:30-3 pm,
music.
Mon. Wed. Fri, 6-7 pm, news, concert, Thurs.
silent. Eastern.
WQAV,

Greenville, S. C. 258 meters. 75 mi. Huntington & Guerry, Inc. Slogan. "The Textile Center
of the South." Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, music. Sat,
8-8:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WOAW. Washington,
versity of America. D. C. 236 meters. Catholic UniWQAX, Peoria, HI. 360 meters.
Badio Equipment Co.
WQAZ, Greensboro, N. C. 360 meters. Greensboro
Daily News.
WRAA, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 400 mi. Bice Institute. Mon, 8-9 pm, concert, college activities. Sun,
4:30 pm, extension lectures.
Central.
WRAB, Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. Savannah Board of
Fuonc Education.
WRAD, Marion. Kans. 248 meters. Taylor Badio Shop.
Daily, 12-12:45- pm, 5:15-5:45, markets, weather.
Mon, Thurs, 8 pm, concert.
Sun, 5-6 pm.
CentraL
WRAF, La Porte. Ind.
224 meters.
Badio Club. Inc.
WRAH,
Providence,
R.
I.
360
meters.
Stanley
N.
Read.
WRAL, St. Croix Falls, Wis. 248 meters. Northern
States Power Co.
WRAO, St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. St. Louis Badio
Service Co. Daily ex Sun, 4:15-5 pm, music, sports.
Sun, 3:30-5 pm, music, sports.
Central.
WRAR. David City, Nebr. 226 meters. 100 mi. Jacob
C. Thomas. Daily, 6:30-7:30 pm. Tues, Fri, 7-9
pm.
Central
WRAS,
McLeansboro, 111. 360 meters. Badio Supply
Co.

WOAV, Erie, Pa, 242 meters. 600 mi. Penna. Nat'l
Guard. Tues, Wed, 8:30-10 pm, music. Fri. 9:1510:45 pm, music Sun, 7:45 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WOAW, Omaha, Nebr. 526 meters. 1,000 mi. Woodmen of the World. Slogan, "Gateway to the East
and West." Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat, 9 pm, concert. Sun. 9:30 am, 9 pm, church services.
Central.
WOAX, Trenton, N. J. 240 meters. 300 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WOAZ, Stanford, Tex.
360 meters.
Penick Hughes Co.
WOC, Davenport, la. 484 meters. 1.000 mi. Palmer
School of Chiropractic. Slogan, "Where the West
Begins
and Sun,
in the Tues
State night.
Where the
Tallam,
Corntime;
Grows."
Daily ex
10:55
11,
weather ; 12 m, chimes ; 2 pm, markets ; 3 :30, talk :
5:45 chimes, ex Wed: 6:30, Sandman, sports; 7,
concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only; 9:30 pra, concert. Sat only. Sun, 9 am, chimes: 6 pm, concert;
7, church services,' 8, concert.
Central.
WOI, Ames, la. 360 meters. 200 mi. Iowa State College. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:45 pm, 9:30. music,
WRAU. Amarillo, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. Amarillo
weather.
Central.
Daily News. Tues, Thurs, 8:00-9:00 pm. music.
lege.
WOK, Pine Bluff, Ark. 360 meters. 500 mi. Ark.
Central.
Light
WRAV, Yellow Spring, O. 360 meters. Antioch ColCentral. & Power Co. Tues, Fri, 9-10 pm, concert.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. 509 meters. 500 mi. John
WRAW.
Beading. Pa.
238 meters.
Horace D. Good.
Wanamaker. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, organ recital :
WRAX.
Gloucester City, N. J. 268 meters.
Flexon's
Oarage.
11:30, weather;
12-1 pm, concert; 4:45 pm, organ

test it in its present ambiguous state, below the nut, then the nut taken off, the
toward making known the increase in thread will be found to be in much better
value given musical and similar com- shape, as the nut in coming off removes
positions by broadcasting and the injus- the burr left by the cut. — Thomas E.
tice on the part of composers and Wyatt, Cocoanut Grove, Fla.
publishers of demanding payment for
broadcasting, toward making known that
the number of such compositions controlled by their organization is very small
as compared with the total number under
(Continued from page 7)
copyright and that therefore the society
"Where to Go and How to Get There," by Eugene E.
is not in a justifiable nor tenable position
Hogle;
secretary
of the Automobile Club of Philato make concerted demands for pay, and
that the bureau of release of the National
delphia;from
8:20,Walton
Dance music.
Ace Brigode's
ginians
Roof Garden
; 9 :00, Ten
Song "Virrecital; 10:00, Dance music.
Association of Broadcasters supplies
390), 8:00 P. M., An all-solo proweekly to its members good, new, popu- WJAX (Eastern,
gram of the Singers' Club; "Love Sends a Gift of
lar, copyright musical compositions withRoses," saxophone solo. Rudolph Adler. "There's a
Lark in My Heart," vocal solo, Theresa Brautigam.
out the payment of fee or tax.

ADVANCE

Cutting Off Brass Screws

It becomes necessary at times
off a small brass screw with a
snips. This batters the threads
the nut will not run on easily. If
is screwed on first and the screw

to cut
pair of
so that
the nut
cut off

PROGRAMS

Allegretto from "Sonata in A for "Violin and Piano,"
violin, Sara Watson; piano, Emily Watson. "Under
the Roof where the Laughter Reigns," baritone solo,
Harry Dunham. Selections from "The Holberg
Suite,"
piano,
Mrs.andLester
Askue.Smith.
Vocal Vocal
solos
by Thomas
George
HerbertL. Arnold
duet by Thomas George and Herbert Arnold Smith.
"Beside a Babbling Brook," saxophone solo, Rudolph
Adler. "Love's on the High Road," vocal solo,
Theresa Brautigam. "Cavatina," violin solo, Sara
Watson. "The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,"
Harry Dunham, baritone.
"Reflections in the Water,"

WRAY, Scranton, Pa. 280 meters. 100 mi. Badio
Sales Corp. Daily ex Sun, 11 am. music: 12 m.
reports; 3:30-5:30 pm. reports, music: 7, bedtime
stories, music. Wed, 8:15-9:45 pm. music. Sat,
8:15-11:30 pm, music.
Sun. 4 pm, chapel.
Eastern.
Newark.Newark, N. J. 233 meters. Badio Shop of
WRAZ,
WRC,
Washington, D. C. 469 meters. Badio Corp'n
of America.
WRK, Hamilton, O. 360 meters. 1.000 ml. Doron
Bros. Elec. Co. Slogan. "The Oldest Station in
Existence." Fri, 8:30 pm, music, lecture. Sun 2-30
pm. music.
Central.
WRL. Schenectady, N. Y. 360 meters. Union College
Badio Club.
WRM. Urbana. Ill 360 meters. 300 ml Univ of
111. Mon. Tkurs. 8:30-8:50 pm, 9-9:30, Univ. news
talks, music.
Central.
WRP, Camden. N. J. 360 meters. 250 mi. Federal
Inst, of Badio Teleg.
Temporarily
discontinued
WRR. Dallas. Tex. 360 meters. 200 mi. City of
Dallas. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm. weather; 3-3-30
sports, markets, news; 7-7:15, police news; 8-8:30
music Sun, 11 am, church service; 7-8 pm, police
news, church service.
Central.
WRW, Tarrytown. N. Y. 273 meters. 1.000 mi Tarrytown Radio & Research Laboratory. Slogan "EveryMon, Daylight
Wed. Fri,
7:30-11 pm. Sun
7 :30-9 thing
:30in Badio."
pm.
Eastern
Saving.
w?AB'„Cape
Girardeau.
Mo. 360 meters. Southeast
Mo. State Teachers
College.
WSAC,
Agri. Clemson
College. College, S. C. 360 meters. Clemson
WSAD,
J. A. Foster
Davis. Providence, B. I. 261 meters,
WSAG.

St,

Petersburg,

Fla.

244

meters.

Loran

V

WSAH.
Chicago. 111. 248 meters.
A. G. Leonard
Jr
Daily
Sun, 5:30-6:30 pm.
Fri, 8:45-10.
Central
Daylightex Saving.
WSAI,
Cincinnati,
Playing Card Co.
pm.
Eastern.
WSAJ,
Grove City,

O.
309 meters.
United
States
Tues, Thurs, 8-10 pm.
Sat. 10-12
Pa.

360

meters.

700 mi.

Grove

u/Ca£.
No The
definite
schedule.
W,I^K'
Middleport,
O. activities.
258246 meters.
Daily
News.
WSAL, C?l'.e.,gf-,Brookville,Collc«e
Ind.
meters.
Franklin
Elec.
WSAN,

AUentown, Pa.

229 meters.

Allentown Badio

WSAP, New York, N. Y. 263 meters. Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
Sat, 10:45-12:45 am.
Sun, 7-30Radio Dartmouth,
Corp.
WSAQ,
Mass. 280 meters. Bound Hills
.. £.
pmEastern Daylight Saving.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass. 254 meters. Doughty &
W elch Elect. Co.
field.
WSAT, Plainview, Tex.
268 meters.
Plainview Elect.
WSAU, Chesham, N. H. 229 meters. Camp MarienMcElwee.
WSAW, Canandaigua, N. Y. 275 meters. Curtice &
Laboratory.
WSAX, Chicago,. M. 268 meters. Chicago Badio
WSB, Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. Atlanta
Journal. Slogan, "The Voice of the South." Daily
ex Sun, 12-1 pm, music, weather; 2:30, reports- 4-6
baseball; 8-9. concert; 10:45-12, concert. Sun 10-5412:15 pm, 5-6 pm, 7:30-9:15, church services.
Central
WSL, Utica, N. Y. 273 meters. 500 mi. J & M
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sat. Sun. 11-11:30 am. 2-2:30
pm, 3-3:30, 4-4:30, 5-5:30, music, news. Mon. Wed.
10:30-12 m. 7:30-9 pm.
Eastern.
?;9„«PH- Sat- H-ll:30 am, 5-6 pm. 8-9. Sun.
WSY, Birmingham, Ala. 360 meters. 2.000 mi. Alabama Power Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 3 pm, 3:30.
news, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, music. Sun.
11 am, 7:30 pm, church services.
Central
WTAB, Fall Elver, Ma*. 248 meters. Fall Biver
Daily Herald.
WTAC,
Dally
pm.
Co.
WTAD,
WTAF,
WTAG,
WTAK,
Bower

Johnston, Pa. 360 meters. Perm. Traffic Co
ex Sun, 10:15 am, 2:15 pm. Tues, Thurs. 7:30
Eastern.
Carthage, 111
229 meters.
Bobt. E. Compton.
New Orleans, La.
242 meters.
Louis J. Gallo.
Providence, B. I. 258 meters. Kern Music
SteubenvUle, O. 266
Co.

meters. The

Swan-

WTAS, Elgin, 111. 275 meters.
Chas. E. Erbstein.
WTAU,
Tecumseh, Neb. 360 meters. Euegy Battery &
Elec. Co.
WTAW, College Station, Tex. 254 meters. 200 ml
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex. No
regular schedule.
CentraL
WTG, Manhattan, Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Kan.
State Agri. College. Daily ex Sun. 9:55 am. weather
(code).
Central.
WWAC, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. 1,500 mi. Sanger
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 11 am. weather; 1:30 pm. entertainment. Wed, Sat, 8 pm. music, entertainment.
Central. Philadelphia,
WWAD,
Pa. 360 meters, Wright &
Wright,
Inc.
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 360 meters. 150 mi. Wormser
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, music. Mon,
Sat, 8-9 pm, music
Central.
WWB, Canton, O. 268 meters. 300 mi. Daily News
Printing Co.
Tues. Thurs, 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WW I, Dearborn, Mich. 273 meters. 200 ml Ford
Motor Co.
Wed, 8-10 pm, music, lectures.
Eastern.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.500 mi. The Detroit News. Daily ex Sun. 9:30-9:45 am. household
hints; 9:45-10:25, health talks; 10:25-10:30. weather11:55-12, time; 12:05-12:45 pm, music; 3:30-3:35.
weather; 3:35-4:15, markets; 5-6, sports. April
22, and every other week, 8:30-10 pm, concert.
Thurs, 11-12 pm, "midnight special," Sun, 2 pm.
7:30, church services. Fill in weeks. 7-8:30 Dm,
concert; Sun, 11 am. 5:30, church services.
Eastern.
WWL, New Orleans, La.
280 meters.
Loyola Univ.
WYG. San Antonio, Tex. 1,500 mi, U. S. Army.
Kelly Field.
No regular schedule.
6KW, Tuincucu, Cuba.
315 meters.
1,500 mi.
Frank
H. Jones.
Slogan,
"If you hear the koo of the
cuckoo you are in tune with Tuincucu."
Mon. Tues,
Thurs, Sun, 9 pm, music.
CentraL
(Note. — This
completes
the
station
schedule
list.
The fourth part of the directory consists of the state.
city-station index, and will appear next week.)
piano solo, Mrs. Lester L. Askue. "Land of the
Heart" (sung in Welsh), Thomas George, bass. "No
One Had Told You," Herbert Arnold Smith, tenor.
WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447.7). 10*0 P. M.2:00 A. M., Oriole orchestra; "Minuet de l'Arlesienne," Grace Welsh, pianist; "If I Were King,"
"The SVinshower," Richard B. DeToung, baritone:
"Songs My Mother Taught Me," Harriet Hertz Seyl.
soprano;
"Romance"
"Pin Wheels."
Grace Welsh,
pianist,(Rachmaninoff),
piano parts, Aletta
Tennold :
"The Truant Lover," "Four Leaf Clover," Harriet
Hertz Seyl, soprano; Orchestra selections.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 10:00 P. M-, Piano solo. Anna
Canova; "The Requiem," Leo Canova, baritone; L.
& N. Quartet, Maud Davis, soprano. Norma Hetsch,
alto, A. C. Kessen, tenor, Fred Otte, bass, "Hunting Song" ; "Trees," "O Golden Sun," "Open Thy
Blue Eyes." "Were My Songs with Wings Provided."
Norma Richter, Eugene Eckerle. accompanist; "A
Medley from the South," L. & N. Quartet; Xylophone sr.lo. Medley of Southern Airs, Anna Canova;
"The Mocking Bird," Leo Canova, Whistling; "Salvatore," a race-horse story, Olive Vail; Duet, Anna
Canova and Leo Canova, Mrs. J. F. Canova. accompanist; "Good-Night Quartet from Martha," The
L. & N. Quartet.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 9:00-9:15 P.
M., Music. La Salle Roof Garden, Orchestra; Marjorie Middlekaus Sherman, contralto, Erna Blythe
Athey, accompanist.
WOC
(Central, 484), 3*30 P. M„ Educational
Program, Karl G\ Stephan;
5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30,
Sandman's
visit; 8:00, Mrs. S. J. Burich, pianist;
Address, "Vision or Illusion/' B. J. Palmer

(Continued on page 9)
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RADIO

PROGRAMS
from

mads). DJlda Farr: "There's n Beautiful Land on
"A
Dream,"
Howard
Nielson;
Oi

.selections.
High."

inie.sl
(Eastern.

WLW

p;i.u.' St

WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 1 1:00- 1 1:30 A.
M.. Organ r.vital. Marj i: v.. si; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Tee. Kot'iu Orchestra; 4:45-5:00,
Onan
nvn.il.
Mary B. Yost : 7 JO. Sports n-svills
aiul polUv
reports.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12:05 P. M.. Concert, P.irott
News Orchestra:
3:00. Concert,
Schmwnan'fl Concert,
Hand:
8:30.
Concert, rvtrvtt
News Oreheatra;
Bchmeman'a
Newa Orchestra.Concert Bud, 1 1:00. Concert, Detroit

Friday, August 31

309),

8:00

(Eastern. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M., Elections,
;i' Mlliulre." ''Intermeaao Plttoreeaue," "Suite
Uelodique," "Air de Ballet," "Sweethearts," Star
Concert Orchestra; "Selected." Kate JaokBon, con"Chanson Tristr." "To a Wild Bose." Jaccues
Bterln, tralto;
cellist
KIKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert,
Oraiui Symphony
Orchestra;
The soprano:
Children'!J.
rerloil:
720. Concert.
Madeline6:45,
Barnes,
A Mnerer. accompanist ; A. W. Juelmer. baritone.
KGW (Paclflc. 492). 8:00-8:15 P. M.. A. Q. Ttadolph,
baritone: Ilaiol Handy, accompanist; 8:15-9:00. Pane*
music George Olsen and his orchestra; 10:00-11:00,
Dan., music, George Olsen and Ills orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert; 2:303:30. Matinee Musloale; 6:45-7:00. Children s Hour.
"Uncle John." 7:00-7:30, Organ recital from the * irst
Methodist Kplscopal Church. Prof. Arthur Blakeley.
organist.
8:00-10:00, De Luxe Program.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Program by Oakrille Maennerchor.
. , * „ _, M
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 337). 6:00 P. M.,
Concert WBZ Trio; 8*0, Musical Concert, Minnie G.
Nickels, contralto; Mrs. Huso S. Thompson, accompanist, assisted by WBZ Trio.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving* 395). 12:00-12.54
P M , Organ recital from Stanley Theater; dinner
music' Arcadia
Concert
2:00-3:00. :
musical
selections.Cafe
Arcadia
CafeOrchestra;
Concert Orchestra
4:30-5:55. "Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan;
7:30-8:00. Bedtime stories by Dream Daddy: 8:0012:00. Dance music. Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra,
songs by Harry Glyn.
_
.„,
.„-«,.-„
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). I2:00-I2.:55 P.
M.. •'Catuiibola." Billy Frish. singer; Will Donaldson, accompanist: "Onions Bring Memories of You,
Frank Goodman, singer; George Sehottler, pianist;
"Who Did Tou Fool After All." Taughn De Leath.
singer; Herbert Hood, pianist: "Chick-a-Dee.' Louis
Breau pianist; "Walk Jenny Walk." Bob Schaffer,
singer: Herbert Hood, pianist; "Papa Better Watch
Your Step " Frank Goodman, singer: Herbert Hood,
pianist ; "Who Will It Be." Lew Pollack, singercomposer: "They Fall in Love with Bveryone but
Me." Frank Goodman, soloist; George Sehottler.
pianist; "Don't Let Me Find You Here When I Get
Back" Vaughn De Leath; 11*0-11:50. Concert by
Sherwood Orchestra: Original Songs by the Original
Radio Girl: Songs by Taughn De Leath.
WFAA (Central. 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M.. Address.
"Paul the Apostle." Dr. Robert Stewart Hyer;
830-9:30, Musical Becital, Alice Knox Ferguson,
pianist. H. G. Wells, soprano. J. H..*«.«
Fuqua,., bassobaritone.
T*.
WFI

(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music Mever Dayis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra;'
3:00.Stratford
Concert; Concert
6:30. Dinner
music, Meyer
Davis
Bellevue
Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M.,
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
marine and aviation interests: 12:00-1230 P. M.,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 12:35-3:30. Produce and live stock market reports, New York Stock
Exchanae. Chicago Board of Trade: 6 30-7:00, George
Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00-8:45. Digest of the
day's news,
road reports;
9:00-1130.
Minstrels
of Riverside.
E. Robert
Jones,Honeytown
director;
1 1 :45. weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M.. Music and address.
"Ancient Homes of Old Corlaer." Katherine V. Steers;
7:45. Musical and Three one-act plays. "2nd Sonata
in (j Minor. Op. 22." Annina McCrory Evans, pianist;
"A Marriage Proposal." Comedy; The Cast. W. J.
Ward Arline Montgomery. Jerome Lovenheim; Scene,
Reception Room in a Country Home in Russia;
"Pastorale," "Capriccio," Annina McCrory Evans,
pianist;
Holdup."
Tragedy;
Cast, Paul
Rose Harkey;
Cohen.
Edward "The
H. Smith.
Charles
Baumis,
Scene. The Douglas Apartment; Time. Midnisht;
"Polonaise," Annina McCrory Evans, pianist; "The
Tenor." Comedy; Cast. Joseph Carl, Rose Cohen.
Jerome Lovenheim, Edna Kershaw, Chas Baumis,
John Loftus, Earl Harvey, Frances Ford; Time, the
present: place, "A City in Austria: "Man Lebt Nur
Einmal," Annina McCrory Evans, pianist: 10:30,
Musical, Imperial Brass Quartet; "The King's Highway " The Imperial Brass Quartet, Charles Fahey,
cornet Fred Fahey. cornet. Albert Tompkins, baritone, John Galloway, baritone; "Brown October Ale."
Arthur Gayne, baritone; "Old Kentucky Home." Albert Tompkins, Euphonium solo; "Sweet and Low,
quartet: "Dearest Believe," Arthur Gayne, baritone;
"Out On the Deep." John Galloway, Euphonimum
solo; "Billy." address. Henry S. Watson: "Over the
Waves." "Homeward Bound," Quartet: vision
Fair," Arthur Gayne, baritone.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert by the
Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor: Organ Selections, Roy C. Parks, 7:30-9:00.
Concert by Silver King Sextette: Ottis Steffy. director: William W, Francisco, pianist; William W
Francisco, saw soloist; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern.
Daylight Saving. 509), 3:00 P. M.. WD?
Instmmental trio, under direction of Dick Regam;
6*0,
"Radio
Baseball
Dope," by
MonteUncle
Cross,
time ball player;
7:00, Bedtime
stories.
Wip.oldWJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447.7), 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M., Selections, Oriole orchestra; "Tears of
Love," "Sleep and the Rose," Howard Nielson, baritone; "Melody in F." "Two Larks," Hilda Farr,
pianist; orchestra selections; "Caprice Vienos,"
"Valse Blue," Lulu Glescke, violinist; "Under the
Old Birch Tree." "Could I," Howard Nielson; Orchestra selections: "March Mignon." "Shepherds,"
Hilda Farr: "As You Pass," "Flirtation," Howard
Nielson;
Orchestra
selections;
"Serenade"
(Cham-

P.

M„

Special

features

to

WMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 7:00 P. M„
Weekly Musical Let
< Oberndorfer!
9:00-9:15, I. a Salle roof garden oreheatra; Marion
ut. pianist: n. Arnold Michel, tenor.
WOC (Central. 484). 3:30 P. M.. Educational Program.
K. Wileni ; 5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30 Sandman'sC. Visit.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M., Organ red
B. Yogi : 12:00-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music. Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00,
organ recital, Marv E. Vogt; 7:30, Snorts results and
pouee reports: 7:45. Dinner music. Hotel Adolphla
Roof Garden: 8:45, Dance music. Bote] Adelphla
Roof Garden: 11:10. Continuation of dance music.
Hotel Adelphla Roof Garden.
Saturday.
Is No
Labor
Day.) Sunday

CFCA

DIGEST

or Monday

Programs.

Saturday, September 1
CFCA (pastern. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M., Selections. "In
a Tavern." "Puleinello." "Entrance of the Boyers,"
"Pleading." "Shadowland." Star Concert Orchestra:
"Selected," Ernest Morgan, baritone; "Hejre Kati."
"Serenade,"
Mannie Roth.
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 5:15 P. M.. Dinner Concert.
Westinghouse Band, under the direction of T. J.
Vastine : 6 :45, The Children's Period : 7 20. Concert,
Westinghouse Band. Margaret Aibe, mezzo-soprano
and pianist; Julia Aibe. soprano.
KGW (Pacific, 492). 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Children's program, story by Aunt Nell: 10:00-11:00, Dane* music
by George Olsen and his orchestra.
KHJ, Paclflc. 395), I2:30rl:l5 P. M.. Concert Program; 2:30-330. Matinee Musicale; 6:45-7:30,
Children's Hour. "Uncle John": 8*0-10:00. De Luxe
Program, arranged by the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce,
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Orchestra concert,
organ recital: vocal and instrumental specialties,
Missouri Theatre.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving1. 345), 7:00-7:58,
Musical program. National School of Music; Aubrey
B. Hawkins. Tenor. Emmit G. Berger. baritone, W.
C. Mason, baritone; Mine. Camile Cohens Jones, soprano; Cornelia Lampton, pianist; Lawrence Lomax,
tenor; The Fulton Four, Cashmere, Hopkins, Castleman, Crutcher; The Kappa Alpha Psi Four, Dr.
Marshall, C. Roberts. Roger Wilson and Prof.
Thomas
The Ladies'
SingingHattie
Four, Caldwell.
Miss Sheen, Lottie
Evans, ;Mrs.
Fucha, Mrs.
WBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 337). 7:00 P. M.. Concert.. Hotel Kimball Trio; Jan Geerts. director and
violinist; Angela Goddard Lonergan, cellist: Howard
W. Nichols, pianist; 8*0, Musical concert. Bertha
Bowen, banjo-mandolin; Mrs. Begley, guitar and accompanist: Katherin Pomeroy, cornet.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00, Story for
the Children. Edith J. Craine; 12:15 P. M.. Dick
Finch, pianist; Piano solos, "Gypsie Love Song,"
"Kerr Dance," "Et C'Est Elle Que J'Aime le
Mieux," Richard Gilbert.
WFAA (Central. 476), 1230-1:00 P. M., "September
Star Story," Prof. J. D. Boon; 8:30-9:30, "Going to
School," speaker Rotary Club;. Mario H. Bolack,
pianist, Mrs. Clyde F. Magee. reader; 11:00-12*0,
Netto Male Quartet.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 319). 11:45 A. M„
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
aviation and marine interests; 12:00-12 30 P. M„
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 1235-330, Produce and live stock market reports, New York Stock
Exchange, Chicago Board of Trade; 6:30-7:00. George
Albert Bouchard, organist: 7:00-8:45, Digest of the
day's news : 1 1 :45, weather.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 8:30 P. M.. Musical program,
Meyerhoff's Orchestra.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert by the
Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; Organ Selections. Roy C. Parks; 7 30-9:00.
Concert, Instrumental quartette. Joel Haag. cellist:
Dorothy Haag, violinist; Murjorie Haag, saxophonist;
Mrs. Earl K. Haag, pianist; reading, "An InterestHistorical Episode."
WJAZ ing(Central,
Daylight Saving. 447.7), 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M., Selections. Oriole orchestra; "Caprice

SPECIAL
Direct

From
Manufacturer to Consumer

LOUD SPEAKER
GENUINE

WOOD
HORN

FIBRE

10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment: Complete. Height 24
inches.
Colors,
Black,
Mahogany and Olive Green.

Price

$7.00

(For a limited time only.
Financial year ending September 30th.)

Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.
Send Honey Order or C. 0. D.

EMIL
15

Park

Row.

DECLYNE
Room

2525,

NEW

YORK

No pencil markings.
Assure unbroken range of 180
degrees. Clarify signals — eliminate hissing.
Complete with either .00025 tfjl Af|
or .0005 mfd. Mica Cond. «P*«WJ
Without Condenser
75c
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without fuxtaer charge.

/lias.
Fi jshman/o.inc.
XfcadioX C
Condenser

106 Seventh Ave.

W-oducts
New

York

in G Minor," Hazel
Wilnl;
and
\Ya\es,"

Elaine DeSellum;
Orchestra selections; "Sarabande,"
"Minuet."
tra selections."Kalry Sailing." Nathallo I'arkcr: OrchesWMAQ (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 8:00-9:00 P.
M., Labor Day program arranged by Rev. Martin
Luthertra; Thomas;
Music.orchestra,
I, a Sail* Hoof Garden OrchesCultural League
WOC (Central. 484), 3:30 P. M.. Educational Program,
C.
C. 9:30.
Hull: Dm5:45, Musi,-,
Chimes P.Concert;
6:30, Sandman's
Visit;
S. 0. Orchestra.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12:05 P. M., Concert. Detroit News
Orchestra; 3:00. Concert. Schmeman's Hand: 7:30.
Concert, News Orchestra; Concert. Schmeman's Band.

Sunday, September 2
KHJ (Paclflc. 395), 10:30-11:00 A. M.. Organ recital
from First Methodist Episcopal Church. Prof, Arthur
Blakeley, organist: 7:00-7:30 P. M„ Organ recital
from the First Methodist Episcopal Church, Prof.
Arthur Blakeloy, organist.
KYW (Central. Daylight Saving. 345). 5:00-8:00 P. M..
Classical and semi-classical selections, Sisson Trio.
A. L. Shynman, pianist; Theo. Ratzer. cello; Geo.
Bass, violinist.
WFAA (Central, 476), 2:30-3:00 P. M„ Bible Class and
Gospel songs. Dr. William M. Anderson, Jr.; 9:3010:00, Choristers. Mrs. J. W. Ohl, director; 9:30,
"Going to School," Speaker Rotary Club; 10:00-11:00,
Music. Foot Warmers orchestra.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 8:30 P. M.,
Services, Arch Street Presbyterian Church.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 319). 11:45 A. M..
Special Weather forecast for Lakes Ontario and Erie
marine and aviation interests; 3:00 P. M.. Vesper
service, the Rev. L. R. Foulke, Methodist Episcopal
Church ; 1 1 :45, weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 930 A. M., Church Service,
"Contemplation," Magdalene Stephens, organist;
"Holy, Holy, Holy," hymn; Responsive Service: Introit for 14th Sunday after Trinity; Gloria Patri,
Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis; The Epistle & Response
Apostles' Creed: "I Will Lay Me Down in Peace,
Lois Boakes
Hardesty,
Our
Trespasses
as We
Forgive soprano;
Those Who "Forgive
Trespass TJs
Against
ITs," sermon; "Onward and Upward," Offertory quartet; Prayer: "How Firm a Foundation," Hymn,
Benediction. "Postlude in A," Magdalene Stephens,
organist,
WHAS
(Central, 400). 9:57 A. M., Organ music: 10:00,
Church services under the auspices of the Fourth
Avenue Presbyterian Church, Rev. Dr. Charles W
Welch, pastor; William E. Conen, organist and choir
director; Mrs. Newton G. Crafore, soprano; Mrs. Virginia Shafer Herrio, contralto: H. Archer Culmer
tenor; Peter Schlicht. baritone: 4:00-5:00 P M.,
Concert under the auspices of Louisville Lodge. F.
and A. M. No. 400. male Quartette, Joseph Eisenbeis, first tenor; George J. Sutterlin. second tenor;
bass.
P.
M. Brooks, first bass; George T. Holmes, second
WHK (Eastern. 360), 8:00 P. M„ Operatic selections
and vocal solos by the WHK Orchestra and associated artists.

(Central,

Radio

Saving,

447.7),

WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 319), 11:45 A. M„
Special weather forecast for Lakes Erie and Ontario
marino and aviation Interests; 12:00-12:30 and 6:307:00 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:008:45, Digest of the day's news; 11:45, weather.
WGY (Eastern. 380), 7:45 P. M.. Concert, "American
Volunteers,"
Orchestra;
Songaccompanist;
Is Sweet."
Clara
Habel, WGY
contralto;
Ivan "When
StroUfh,
"Rhfnefels," WGY Orchestra; Labor Day address:
"Ills Lullaby." Clara Habel, contralto; Duet, "Solitude." Edward Rice, violinist. Ernest Burleigh, cellist;
"Just Been Wonderin'," "The Rosary," Clara Habel,
\v< : Y orchestra.
contralto; "Down the Bayou," "Marshal Halg,"
WHAS (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert by the
Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; Organ Selection, Roy C. Parks.

Preventing Dials Scraping
The scraping of dials on the panel of a
Radio set can be corrected by placing a
thin piece of felt on the back of the dials.
They will then work smoothly without
noise.

WD-11 TUBES
UV-201A, UV-199 and WD-12
$5.30
This is a wonderful saving on tubes, as they ara
all guaranteed firsts and in their original packages.
Buy several spares at this attractive figure.
$12.00 Nath. Baldwin Phones, Type C
$8.35
8.00 Brandes
Superior
Phones
4.45
5.0O Erla Reflex Transformer
4.15
4.50 Thordarsnn Audio Transformer —
Ratio 3 to 1 and 6 to 1
2-85
2.00 Filkostat
1.80
1.00 Hook-ups
25
27.00 Michigan Midget.
A wonderful
One-tube Set
$18.95
Even-thing guaranteed as firsts. Don't delay getting
price list No. 9. Wonderful
bargains.
We
pay
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postage.

254

West

Stiegil

Street,

STORES
Manheim,

2 Volt

50%

The World Storage Battery is the best value on the
market today. Thousands of satisfied users. You
save 50% and our written 2-year guarantee protects

GUARANTEED

you.

2 Volt
4 Volt
6 Volt
60 AMPS.

$10.00

TWO

YEARS

For WD-11 and WD-12
Sametubes.
tea- J 0.00
Willsingle
give charge.
200 hours'
service
one
Rechargeable.
For tTV-199 tubes,
tures as 2-volt.
FOR ALL 6 -VOLT TUBES

$5.00

100 AMPS.

I 80 AMPS.

I $12.50
SEND

NO

$14.50
MONEY

120 AMPS.

$16.00

We ship C. O. D.. subject to inspection, or will
—NOW.
allow 5tf discount for cash with order. Shipment
made same day order is received. Mail order today

WORLD
60

East

BATTERY

Roosevelt

Road,

your SELECTION"

55

<Ttadio
1#4 tube

frequency Set,
NEUTRODYNE
Complete parts for 4 tube Fada
Neutrodyne Set.
Mostly
Fada
parts used

MORRISON

$35.00

COCKADAY

LOUD

SPEAKER

The best loud speaker yet produced
for your phonograph or horn

UNIT
tfjl A

f\f\
J1U»UU

Complete parts for this wonderful circuit; only
best material
Guaranteed
todJIO
Af"
work
properly. used.
Special
complete..
«jjJL«5,J/!3

DR. SEIBT PHONES

Gold

Type R-3.

PERFECTION
Six New

Made phones,
in Germany.
The diaphragms.
World's
best
adjustable
List, $16.00.
Special

$27.45

Curve

RADIO CORPORATION,

Si Cortland St., NEW YORK CITY

$7.50

York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise
prepaid
for 25 cents.

L. Chicago,

III.

329

COAST

BRANCH:
Union
League
Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

— the essential features
necessary to make an
audio frequency trans»
former a good one —
High Amplification.
'Minimum Distortion.
Low Inter stage, Linkage*
Convenient Mounting.
Compactness.

Cotoco transformers make
these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.
"Built First to Last"

At Your Dealer's

$5.00

COMPANY
Dept.

Pa.

World i

Just Consider
YOU

P.

Monday, September 3

PACIFIC

6 Volt

0:00-9:00

Selections.
he bra; "Joy,"
Bud." Orlol
"The Nightingale."
Jewel "Indian
Martin
. soprano: "l'ollchim He," "Overture to Willfell " Helen
ltauh.
nlanlst;
"Ave
Maria"
(Belli
rt), "Oh Love That Will Not Let Me Qo,"
J. Le ter Hobercorn,
tenor: "Concerto
for violin,"
Soul Kantrou, violinist: Orchestra selections, '
"On
the Boon
to Miuicinluy," J. Lester HOD
tenor; "Londonberry
Air," Roul Kantrou:
0:
selections.
"At
Dawning."
"I Hear
You
Calling
Mo," Dorothy
Havi, ; Dillow; "La Gltana,"
"Thais
Meditation," Iloul Kantrou; Orchestra selections.

"make PERFECTION
Hit of the

Daylight

M.,

CITY

Dept. R. D., Barclay 6298

SAVE

Get stations you never heard before

Orchestra selections : "Concerto
Ninons,
pianist:
"Ileal
Me
\e

WJAZ

MAGNAVOX

World-Radio-Batteries

FOR PANEL MOUNTING

Alci'Stc," "Ttomnneo,"
Ruth Alexander
Tracy.
Contralto
solos,
Ruth
Alexander
Tracy;
urchestrs
selections:Contralto
"Sonata solos,
in A Blaine
afaJi DsSellum:
Parker, violhuM;

(Latter

(Eastern. 517). 12:05 P. M., Concert. The Detroit News Orchestra; 3:00. Concert, Schmeman's
Band; 8:30. Concert, The Detroit News orchestra;
Concert. Schmeman's Band.

4 Volt

Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 screws
serving as connections behind panel.

from

WWJ

The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set
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U. S. Leads in Radio Science
We Have the Largest Number of Broadcasting Stations
AMEBICAX ingenuity, initiative and capacity for
exploring uncharted domains with supreme confidence have placed this country far beyond all others
in another scientific field — Badio. The number of stations in actual use in the United States is greater than
that in all the rest of the world.
The reason we have gone ahead so fast is because
we are willing to experiment, to try things out, and
then correct eur mistakes. One hindrance to development in foreign countries are the rigid laws as to
Eadio. In England, Eadio broadcasting is practically
a monopoly. The six stations there are organized in
one corporation, and fees are charged for service, just
as for telephone service here. It is purely a commercial enterprise. In Germany it is the same. It may
come to a commercial basis here later but right now
we are quite satisfied with the present system.

Bribes Should Not Be Accepted

THE

SET,

The

Tuning Troubles of Messrs.
and Shean

Gallagher

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Whatever
of general directly
interest to
in athelarge
nation
capital
may happens
now be broadcast
part's
of the Badio audience in this country, since there are
two stations capable of reaching them. Station WCAP
was first to enter the field; WEC more recently began
operations. Both may be linked by wire with two
powerful stations in New York city and their programs
WEC with
spread
over WJZ.
an even wider radius: WCAP with WE AT;

Oh Mister Gallagher, Oh Mister Gallagher,
I was listening on the Radio last night.
But an amateur quite near seemed to like to interfere,
So I'm going to kick and have him closed up tight.
Oh Mister Shean, Oh Mister Shean,
In the Radio game I see you're pretty green;
As they say in gay Paree, what an animal you'd be.
What, an air-hog. Mister Gallagher.'
No, a jackass,
Shean!

Mister

Keep Unworthy Practices Out of Broadcasting
Oh Mister Gallagher, Oh Mister Gallagher,
that some broadcasting staIT IS quite
United States have adopted a policy of Interference is no more I hear them boast,
tions in theunfortunate
receiving fees for permitting the broadcasting of talks, | 'Cause is a dead
guy named Schell has said that the old sine spark
lectures and speeches, sometimes music. It is very
When the tube came in the spark gave up the ghost.
good for the industry as a whole and the great mulOh Mister Shean, Oh Mister Shean,
titude of Badiophans that the practice is not general.
get the situation through my bean,
Broadcasting is not greatly different in effect from II can't
must ask Sir Conan Doyle for when I burn the midnight oil.
the pages of newspapers, periodicals and magazines.
You bear spirits, Mister Gallagher?
No — spark sets, Mister Shean!
Those publications which are guided by fearless editors who print only that which they believe to be cor- Oh Mister Gallagher, Oh Mister Gallagher,
rect, right and fair, are the publications which have
Now I don't see why you put the blame on me.
the respect and loyalty of their readers. This has Everywhere I turn my knob I can hear the noisy slob,
So it's not my fault at all as you can see.
proved to be the ease in the past. The greatest American magazines and newspapers in existence today are i Oh Mister Shean, Oh Mister Shean,
those which have not prostituted the pages of their You are up against a problem what I mean,
But there's something you can get that will cut him out you bet,
publications for the benefit of any kind of interest.
An injunction, Mister Gallagher?
It seems a pity that with such laudable instances
No, a tuner, Mister Shean!
of untrammeled freedom of the press there should
Pittsburgh Post
creep into the broadcasting of Badio the meanness and
littleness of accepting money for the privilege of transmitting to the public information of any kind.
A-B-C Lessons for Indigest Beginners
The broadcasting director is very much like the
editor; it is left to his discretion as to what sort of
Chapter XI— But
Really Shouldn't
material will interest, instruct and amuse his audience.
BY You
GOSH
It is not possible to see how he can exercise his freedom of judgment for a fee.
That you hurl with all your might.
If honesty cannot stop the spread of such a practice
When all you get to hear is,
it would seem that the law should be invoked. The
.
' ' Signing off — Good-night ' '
broadcasting station has a large expense but the acceptance of bribes is certainly not the honorable way
es,
to meet the expense.
Some Would
for Kurs Call It a Miracle
KIS
Teacher: "Johnnie, explain the meaning of the
expression, 'multitudinous accomplishments.' "
Johnnie: ''Building your own set, getting it to work
Increased Number of .Stations Gives Listener Choice
and then selling it for more than it cost you and
WHILE the increase in the number of broadcasting
havin' the fella tell his friends what a great bargain
stations in operation is an important factor in the
he got."
Spider Webb.
Eadio situation this year, a more valuable feature from
the viewpoint of the listener is a very notable improvement in the quality of programs and other features of
Do not disturb
operation. There are now about thirty Class B broadPoor Clarence Bing,
easting stations operating on individually assigned
Timed in static
frequencies between 1000 and 550 kilocycles (300 and
But got lightning.
545 meters). These stations furnish programs of high
quality and employ transmitting sets of 500 to 1000
watts power to obtain the privilege of frequency assignment in this band.
Sure, We Hide from Him
The large number of Class A broadcasting stations
are also distributed over a range of frequencies of 1350
Dear Indi: Have you noticed that the old-fashioned
to 1050 kilocycles (222 to 286 meters). A number of man who used to grab you by the coat lapels and tell
these stations as well as some of the Class C stations
you all the latest bright sayings of his offspring, is
operating on 833 kilocycles (360 meters) have well still grabbing you by the coat lapels but is telling you
all the long distance stations he managed to tune in
designed transmitting sets and carefully selected proPolly W.
grams. The assignment of broadcasting stations to the night before?
frequencies differing at least 10 kilocycles, in accordance with the recommendations of the second national
All of which reminds us that some months ago we left BrambEadio conference, has resulted in a decrease in interdin Bray, Wattle
Knees, stranded
Izzy and on
Ikeytheandgreat
all Station
BLAH'S
broadcasting
equipment
little south
sea
ference and an improvement in the quality of broadcast
isle, Walla Walla. Rumors are current that they will be heard
service which is obtainable by the ordinary listener.
from again.
Watch this "colyum."
— Indi.

Quality of Programs Improved

while: to day the
world is a fan

Public interest in broadcast reception in France is
increasing, though not on a par with the tremendous
impetus Badiophony has received in the United States.
That is to be expected under the varying conditions
in the two countries. It may well be that when General
Gouraud returns to France, after listening in to concerts received aboard his private car en tour, he urge
a more liberal governmental policy. For the sake of
French fans, we hope so.
When Signor Marconi goes aboard his yacht for a
cruise it is usually safe to predict that his return will
bring news of some discovery in the realm of Eadio
telegraphy. Eeturning to London recently after a two
months' cruise, the great pioneer Eadioist assured the
world that a way had been found to transmit messages
at less expense and with greater rapidity than with the
system now in use. By the adoption of his new system power stations for long-distance work will cost
less
to build. There remains much to learn, but we
are progressing.
For an adult to address children in a way to keep
their interest requires special thought, something not
always noticeable in the broadcast of bedtime stories.
Station WEC, in Washington, has arranged to have an
experienced woman in charge of this feature, one who
will talk to the kiddies each evening in such manner
as to maintain a feeling of intimacy. I am of the
opinion that no other feature in Eadio broadcasting
receives so consistent attention from a large body of
listeners in as do the children's stories.
That broadcast reception has come to be regarded
as part of the service a hotel guest demands is evidenced in the planning of modern hostelries for Eadio
equipment. When the new hotel in Detroit is complete it will provide means of listening in to concerts
for all of its guests; choice of programs will be honored
by the one in charge of the Badio room. Two aerials
for reception and one for transmission will cover all
the
requirements
for makingbe this
really
affair.
Should conventions
helda in
this up-to-date
hotel the
entire proceedings could be broadcast to the country
from its own studio.
Many a man has been forced to gain an education,
beyond that obtained in public schools, by means of the
correspondence courses offered by various colleges. To
the one sincere in his effort this may wholly compensate
for enforced absence from the class room. There are
undoubtedly many who would take advantage of
courses in Eadio, if they knew where they could be
obtained. Pennsylvania State College is offering
courses by correspondence in Eadio reception and
advanced work.
transmission,
one for the ordinary student and one for
First the musical composers raised their voices in
protest against allowing broadcasting stations to use
their music for entertaining Badio audiences; now the
Baseball Writers' association raises a howl about broadcasting baseball results. Next we will be urged to
forego hearing the "blow by blow" accounts of boxing contests and soon or late the market reports —
farmers profit by getting these. Are we listeners in
to be limited to police reports?

_
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DIGEST

for Beginners in Radio

First Steps

Chapter XIV, Part II— Telephones and Loud Speakers
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
BEGINNERS will find the accompanying
series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XV— Filament

which shows the cross section of the coil
winding. The arrangement is rather
difficult to explain, but an examination of
the illustration will show that the fine
winding has positioned at each end two
poles of opposite polarity.
The poles at

is ideal for the purpose. By soldering the
armature extension to the center of the
diaphragm we have a structure that will
work excellently as a loud speaker and
prevent much of the chattering on loud
signals.

Batteries.

TELEPHONE

Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
Chapter XVII — Using
Current on Tubes.

TRANSFORHER.

(DIAPHRAGM

Alternating

MOVING

Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instruments.

COW.

Chapter XIX— Locating Trouble in the
Set.
Chapter XX— Useful Information
Formulas.

and

one headset is intended priTHE teleph
marily for long-distance work or
where the signals are rather weak.
On short-range work, where the signals
are loud, it is desirable to use a form of
reproducing device that will permit the
music being heard over a large area. To
this end use is made of loud speakers. The
telephone is limited in design by reason
of its having to be light and compact,
■whereas in the loud speaker weight or size
is not a limitation and great latitude in
design is possible.
The simplest form of loud speaker is
made by mounting a telephone receiver in
the throat of a horn, thus throwing the
loud signals for quite a distance. The best
results are obtained from a receiver havDIAPHRAGM

COIL

CROSS

TOP
VIEW
DIAPHRA6
REMOVED

SECTION
VIEW.

PERMENftNT
MAGNET

Figure 56 — Construction details of Baldwin Type
receiver

ing a large diaphragm deflection. In the
usual type of headset there is very little
deflection possible because the diaphragm
is located close to the magnets. The use
of a mica diaphragm permits large deflection without the danger of bending; for
that reason the Baldwin type phone is
usually employed in what we may term
telephone speakers.
Operation of Telephone Unit Speakers
The operation of the Baldwin receiver
differs greatly from the standard type; for
the benefit of those not fully acquainted
with the action it will be covered briefly.
Around the inside of the shell is mounted
a circular permanent magnet made of steel
and strongly magnetized. The ends of the
magnet are twisted and flattened to form
four pole pieces, as shown in Figure 56,

POSITIVE RESULTS
are being obtained by thousands
users of the

EASTERN

of satisfied

COIL SETS
for the

COCKADAY

CIRCUIT

The remarkable features whien are making this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular each day are i'.s
simplicity ol construction and control — wonderful
selectivity — distance records — clearness and loudness
of
reception,
and etc.
the lac*.
*.':\ capacity squealins, interference,
are SkSi
eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using Xo. 18 wire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE ASSEMBLED SET
tfO 7C
OF Bf C AND D COILS— PRICE.. «P^* * **
Hook-up, directions and material list fur~
nxshed free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled.
Dealers Communicate

EASTERN
22 Warren

RADIO

Street, Dept. R.

MFG.
D.. NEW

CO.

YORK,

N. Y.

=.

POLE PIECES

ELECTR.O
MAGNET.

—

m,MM»/»»>»M»>M
Figure 57— Cross section of dynamic

loud speaker showing

the top are of like polarity and those at
the centhe bottom are alike. Pivoted at armature
ter of the coil is a tiny soft iron
either
by
attracted
not
is
that normally
set of poles because the lines of force pass
through the ends of the armature. The
armature is linked to the mica diaphragm
with tiny washers soldered in place on
the end.
The operation is as follows: consider
the polarity of the poles as shown. Should
an electric current flow in the coil the
armature will be magnetized; say the
right end is made north and the left end
south. The right end will then-be repelled
by the upper north pole and attracted by
the lower south, while at the opposite end
the upper pole will attract and the lower
repel. This action results in the diaphragm
being drawn down. A reversal of the current in the winding will give the opposite
effect with the diaphragm being raised.
The fourfold action makes the receiver
very sensitive: the light mica diaphragm
permits pure reproduction at all frequencies.
Attaching' Receiver to Horn.
The attachment of the receiver to a
horn or to the phonograph sound box presents no difficulties, for attachments are
manufactured for this purpose. A point
worthy of note at this time is that when
two Baldwin phones are attached to a
horn a very weak sound will sometimes be
emitted. This is due to the fact that the
diaphragm of one phone is drawn in when
the other is forced out. The two phones
then neutralize each other and no sound
is emitted. The remedy is to reverse the
leads to one receiver when they will be
found to work together satisfactorily.
It is not necessary to connect the leads
from Baldwin receivers in any particular
way with respect to polarity, for the magnetic field of the coil being at right angles
to the permanent field does not tend to
neutralize the permanent magnet.
It will be found that the armature will
strike'
pieces which
when gives
very rise
strongto
signals the
are pole
received,
a chattering sound that destroys the
music or words. There is no way to overcome this except by changing the diaphragm, replacing the mica diaphragm
with one made of metal. It need not be
of iron; in fact one of thin phosphor bronze

A word or two about the horn used. Contrary to general belief, a horn that will
not vibrate will result in the loudest
sounds. It may be a surprise to some to
know that the greater part of the horn in
a victrola is made from castiron, and it is
hardly necessary to repeat that the modern phonograph represents the best in
acoustics. Thin fiber and wood horns absorb much of the vibration from the air
column in the horn, cut down the strength
of the sound and often add overtones and
stray tones w-ith a metallic ring. A horn
cast from concrete would be ideal; perhaps some with built-in horns can make
use of this idea in building a loud speaker.
There are several loud speakers on the
market that employ a principle identical
to that in the Baldwin receiver, but the

FOR

One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers comDined!

Mu-Rad

sells — and

sells!

That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise
well advertised?

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise
To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
Jobbers
General

of Good
Radio Merchandise
Offices: 407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

The Dynamic Type Speaker
The dynamic type speaker is a radical
departure from the other two principles
described and is perhaps the best type of
loud speaker. It makes use of the principle employed in motor practice and is
capable of handling the loudest signals
without danger to the mechanism. If we
place a conductor in a strong magnetic
field and then pass a current through the
conductor, the magnetic lines of force
around the wire tend to cause the wire to
travel at right angles to the magnetic
lines. The direction of movement will depend on the direction of the magnetic lines
and the direction of current flow. Reversing either will result in the reversal of
movement of the wire.
In the dynamic talker, such as the Jlagnavox, use is made of this principle to
operate the device. The actual construction of such an instrument was described
in detail some months ago in these columns, so we will confine ourselves to the
(Continued on page 14)
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3 Red Seal Radiola Batteries
I 45-Volt Radio "B" Battery
100 ft Antenna Wire

ACT NOW!
While they last— Save *7500
SEND YOUR ORDER IN TODAY!
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Combination Crystal and Tube Circuit
EITHER

Batteries Saved While
Hearing Local Stations

DETECTOR

MAY

Tool For Bending Loop
Ends on Bus Bar Wires

BE USED-

=~ B

When it becomes necessary to make several loops on the ends of bus bar wires
while wiring a set, time will be saved in
making the bends if a tool is constructed
as shown in the illustration. To make the
tool procure two ten penny nails and re<") the body of the
move their heads. Drive
nails into a board, placing them just far
enough apart so that the ends of the wire
may be slipped between them. Place the
end of the wire against the side of one of

Every Radiophan is eager to operate his
set at the least possible expense. Here is
one way to use a crystal on local stations
and leave the expensive tube operation for
distance work, eliminating the battery dis-

Uwvwu

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

6h

y little kinks
are atman
THER
ed out
home that would
workE
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

Utilizing Flashlight Battery

Solder All Connections

Loose connections have been the cause of
many of the troubles experienced in receiving sets. When wires are connected to
nuts, binding posts, etc., or with each
other, care should be taken to see that
these joints are tight and if possible soldered. No joints should be left unsoldered
except those which have to be changed
from time to time, such as the batteries
and the headphones. It is advisable sometimes to solder the B batteries, as these
charge on a tube when it is not necessary
usually last about six months. A good
to use on local stations.
By connecting the crystal detector to the joint is, first of all, one that is strong
to hold up under the strains of hancircuit, as shown, I can hear the local sta- enough
tions on the crystal. To listen with the dilng. When two wires are connected they
should
be
soldered at the center. The solcrystal it is necessary only to turn off the
der part makes the connection perfect, and
A and B batteries, switch on the crystal and
the
rest
of
the splice takes up the strain.
tune in the station with the condenser and
variocoupler.— Jay Nunes, Des Moines, Iowa.

Wire End Insulation Covering

INSl

INSOLATION ON WIR.E.
5PAGETTI COVERING TWISTED
END OF IMSOUVrtCHNj UIIR.E

~
JyT"

Magnetism plays an important part in
Radio reception; the sensitivity of an
audion tube sometimes may be increased
by placing a large magneto magnet in a
certain position so that the poles of the
magnet are on each side of the tube. This
probably is due to the magnetic effect
upon the moving electrons that flow across
from the filament to the plate.

Connecting

-WIRE

is as follows: cut the wires to the
desired length; then cut some of the insulation away, leaving about y2 inch of the
wire exposed. Twist the insulation at this
end; then cut a piece of spaghetti about
% inch long and cover the end of the insulation, leaving the end of the wire still
exposed. — T. Meyers, New York City.

Filament

Rheostats

In Radio frequency amplifying stages
it is advisable to connect the rheostats,
which control the filament current, in the
negative lead from the filament battery.
This permits the potential on the grids to
be more negative than the negative side
of the filament due to the voltage drop
through the tube rheostat. This method
of connection usually provides the proper
amount of negative potential on the grid
without the use of C batteries.

Iron Nails and Tacks

Radio Equipment

Never use nails or tacks when making
up panels for a set. Holes in bakelite or
hard rubber or fiber must be made with a
drill.

EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York City.

For one-tube receiving set
a minimum size and weight,
to use a flashlight battery
filament. Such a battery
service of one hour per day

Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problems on all fine work
are readily solved by the instrument constructed for this particular purpose.

Delicate Soldering
Platinum Heating

SEE. ©

designed for
it is possible
to light the
may supply
for a month.

Bank Winding Made Easy
Give the surface to be wound a coat
of shellac and bake it on to prevent
shrinkage. The surface is then covered
with adhesive tape with the coated side
out. The best width of tape is 1% inches.
Wrap one turn of the tape around the part
at the end where the winding of the wire

END LAPS UNDER,

WITH
HAMMER..
FLATTEN
LOOP

the nails; it then becomes easy to bend the
wire around the other nail, making a uniform loop. — Horace Mason, Republic,
Washington.

Most Sensitive Headphones
Headphones are most sensitive when
wound with the finest wire to give the
greatest number of turns; copper is the
best kind of wire for the purpose.

tz-

is to start. If necessary to cover space
for the wire, wrap another piece on with
the edges joining. Wind the wire on the
tape.
The gum on the tap« will hold the under
layers so that they will not slip. This
will make winding easy. Triple winding
is done as shown in the left of the sketch
and double winding at the right. — J. B.
Tingling, Newton, Kansas.

SOLDERING

Unit — Interchangeable

IRON
Tips- -Universal

Current

radio and
this e iron for both
hom use. Operates or, A. Cor
gjg
r

f %

nt.D
rre
.ou
D.C
TEE
RAN
GUA
EVERY
RADIO one year. Sent anywhere in U.S.
Parcel Post prepaid oo receipt of
or Canada

.T.»_ti;30«

RADIO
BARGAINS
Send 2c stamp tor ourllst

money order for $2.28.

PAM"^

fFAN

for
has been lookinc

17N.LASAILE

ST.- CHICAGO

At Last

The Genuine Reinartz
Covers all
broadcasting
wave

POST

qS) ap;

Magnetism Increases Reception

"When using long leads to switches, batteries, etc., consisting of lengths of annunciator or like wire the usual difficulty
encountered is that the insulation shreds
at the ends and makes a bad looking
job.
A novel
way
of overcoming
this

THE

ad-/-'

NAIL'S.

now

Made under
John L.

lengths
used

Each
coil
bears a
facsimile of

Inc.,
specifications
T. Turney
by Reinartz's
the Eugene
Laboratories,

John L.
exclusively

(Large and Small)
signature s
Reinartz'
|/*
\y
ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE
m^k Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail
^^
From your Dealer, or write

POST

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Radio

Institute

(Dept. 509), 30 E. 42nd St., New York

SUPER-VALUES
Brandes Superior
N & K German
Federal
Standard

PHONES

$5.25
$5.50
$5.25
$3.50

FADA
NEUTRODYNE
PARTS
For the amateur Radio set builder. Special
Neutrodyne parts for use in the patented
Neutrodyne Circuit. List Price, $25.00.

AUDIO
List Price
(1.50 All American
3
$4.75 All American
5
$4.75 All American
10
$4.25 Jefferson
4
$7.00 Jefferson
10

to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1

Oar
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio

NER
HANES-ZE
3 WEST 29th

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Vernier
Vernier
Vernier
Plain
Plain

CONDENSERS

S0.90
S2.50
S2.75
$1.50
$1.90

{?^} $18^11

TRANSFORMERS
price
$3.95
$4.10
$4.10
$3.75
$5.55

All Mail Orders Shipped Promptly.
WRITE

3
23
43
23
13

List Price
$4.50 Thordarson
6
$1.00 Thordarson
3%
$4.50 Kellogg; (501)
i%
$4.50 KelloES (502)
3
$5.00 General Radio
3
$7. 00 Amertran
Send Money Order,

FOR OUR

CO.
STREET,

CATALOG
RADIO
Known

The
NEW

YORK

to
U>
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1

Our
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio

Price
$3.95
$3.60
$3.95
$3.95
$4.25
$5.55

Including Postage

Mail
Order
House
for Low Prices

CITY

Primary Coil
57 turns
8 taps
Secondary Coil
45 turns
2 taps
Diameter 5% inches.. Bakelite cores
Packed in individual boxes.
hookup.
List, $2.50.

With new copyrighted Reinartz
Standard packages, 3 doz.

Jobbers and Dealers write for discounts

Tristan Sales Corporation, Dept. C.
Sole National Distributors

1 UNION SQUARE
Baker-Smith & Co.,
741 Call Building,
San Francisco, Calif.

REGIONAL

Walter I. Ferguson
& Co.,
208 Baltimore
Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

REPRESENTATIVES

Amalgamated Lamp Co.,
220 West 6th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW YORK
C. P. Smith Co.,
20S W. Harrison St.,
t
Chicago, 111.
C. L. S. Holmes Co.,
601 Boston Block,
Minneapolis,

Minn.
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Five Tube Neutrodyne

Receiving Circuit

Part II — Panel Layouts
By II. J. Marx
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IX any circuit employing the use of
Radio frequency, the question of
mounting the apparatus becomes of
paramount importance. Inductive interference between leads has always been a
factor to contend with, but in a circuit of
the type under consideration capacity and
inductive reaction between apparatus,
especially in the Radio frequency stages,
requires a concentration of thought in
order to obtain the best possible layout.
It will be noticed that it has become
customary to mount the neutroformers at
a slight angle; this is done to avoid any
stray magnetic field or lines to effect the
coupling of the air core transformers.

-©The Binding Posts
All the binding posts for connections
are mounted on the rear edge of this subpanel. The antenna and ground posts,
with the separate two for the loop aerial,
are on the one side, while all battery connections are on the other side.
The negative B battery is connected to
the positive A battery. A 22%-volt tap is
used for the detector stage. About 90-volt
plate battery is sufficient for the amplifying stages. For other tubes these values
may be altered to suit.
The Main Panel
The five rheostats are mounted
along

<fe 2=?
-JACI4-

convenient for making these layouts. Little or no measuring need be done.
After the layout has been drawn to
scale, the paper is held in position on the
panel, which has been cut to size, and the
holes are punched with a center punch
through the paper.
All holes are drilled with a /2-inch drill
and are then enlarged with a taper reamer
to proper size. This avoids the necessity
of a large number of drill sizes. The
ordinary hand drill will not hold a /s-inch
drill (used for jacks); the reamer solves
this and other similar difficulties. The
square hole for the anticapacity switch
must be cut out with a scroll saw and filed
to exact size afterward. The two outer
holes for the switch plate are best drilled
after the body has been fitted into the
square hole.

Small counterbores can be purchased
for countersinking all holes for flat-head
screws. Fans will find the polished hardrubber panels considerably easier to work
than the composition ones.
Naturally, different makes of apparatus
will necessitate slight changes in mounting holes. For this reason the apparatus
should be checked with the layout and any
necessary alterations incorporated.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Value of Grid Leak
For all around work the best value for
the grid leak is one to two megohms. The
actual size of the leak for best results
varies slightly, and the range is usually
from one-half to five megohms. The most
usual value, however, is two megohms.

+"

eral Parts
StandardJfebRadio
offer to the man who wants to "build
his own" a selection from 1 30 different units, each of which is guaranteed.
Each part is made of the best material and given searching tests by our
radio engineers.
The spacing between the three neutroformers has been reduced to a minimum
and should not be decreased any further.
The Radio frequency amplifying tubes are
placed sufficiently far apart so that no
intertube capacity effects need be anticipated. The detector and audio frequency
amplifying tubes are not very susceptible
to interference and have therefore been
concentrated on the small sub-panel on
the back of the right side of the set.
As to the Sub-Panel
This sub-panel is supported by the two
jacks and the variometer jack switch. The
six ^-inch countersunk holes are for the
screws that pass through the sub-panel
into the jack and clamp the jack springs
in position, taking the place of the screws
that are normally used for that purpose.
The sixteen /2-inch holes in back of
these holes are to permit the leads from
the jack terminals to pass through to the
upper side of the sub-panel.
The cut-out in one corner of the subpanel is to permit clearance for the rotor
of the variometer. The two small hedgehog type of audio frequency transformers
were found to fit conveniently into the
rather limited space available. The larger
type of transformers could not be used,
due to the limitations of space.

the top of the panel. Between the rheostats are four sets of seven peepholes for
observing the filament lighting. By countersinking all holes evenly the appearance of the completed panel is considerably improved.
The five controls are in alignment
through a line a little below the center
of the panel. Once adjusted, the rheostats
require little further attention; so the
main tuning controls are always at the
finger tips.
The anticapacity switch is mounted
below this, betwen the first and second
dials. The connections are made so when
the lever is thrown to the left the antenna
and ground are connected; when to the
right, the loop aerial is used.
The jacks and jack type switches are
a little lower. The battery switch is centered between the second and third dials.
The variometer switch is between the
third and fourth dials, thus putting it
very close to the variometer (fourth) dial,
with which it works in conjunction. The
two audio frequency control jacks are
located in the lower right-hand corner.
Twelve countersunk holes are indicated
around the edge of the panel for mounting the panel in the set.
The writer has found square ruled
paper, eight divisions to the inch, very

If you want the best results use Federal parts throughout the set. They
were designed and built to work
together. One inferior part will impair the efficiency of the entire set.
Insist on the name Federal on every
part you buy. If your
not stock them, a card
complete catalog of the
units and the name of
Federal dealer.

dealer does
will bring a
130 Federal
the nearest

:f eberal Celepftone
anb Celegrapf) Company
Factory :
BUFFALO,

Boston

New York
Bridgeburg,

NEW

YORK

Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco
London, England
Canada
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The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.

^ l it i rTTTYl

Ideas
for Bythe II. Radio
Experimenter's
Laboratory.
B. Sleeper.
The novice
will find a wealth of information which
will asist him in the designing, construcing and testing his set. Data on laboratory instruments are given. Price, 75
cents.
Experimental Wireless Stations.
By P.
E. Edelman. Simple directions are given
in this book for making Radio equipment
for the transmission of messages over
long distances.
Price, ?3.
Vacuum Tune Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27-by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.

GRID
LEAK

Hh

FIXED
CONDENSER

, \Y

VARIOMETER

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

oJ-J
INDUCTANCE

COIL

The Radio Amateur's Handbook.
By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
of this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.

-B"

Radio Reception, By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest, and Adrian
Van Muffling. A simple treatise on
Radio reception. Beginning with the
elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.

BATTERY

-=rH#±-

£fc
tus manuappara
Radio
of the facturers
MANY
g out
are puttin
tapped
inductance units. Some are in the
form of single layer coils wound on tubing; some are spider web windings; others
have a lattice wound honey comb coil.
These coils take the place of the old single slide tuners.
The taps need not be more than four
or five, since the finer tuning can be taken
care of by means of a .001 mfd variable
condenser in series in the antenna circuit, as shown in the simplex diagram.
For close tuning it will be found advan-

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued
from page 11)
theory of the operation at this time. As
shown in Figure 57, a large electromagnet
energized from a storage battery is used
to create a dense magnetic field between
circular pole pieces. A six-volt storage
battery is used; it may be the same battery used with the tube filaments. A large
permanent magnet may be employed instead of the electro magnet with some loss
in signal intensit5r.
the magnetic
is suspended
a "Within
coil of very
fine wire,field
which
is rigidly
attached to a diaphragm cut from thin
mica. The movable coil is connected to
the secondary of a telephone transformer,
the resistance of the movable coil and secondary winding being the same. The primary winding of the transformer prlmary
is connected into the plate circuit of the
last tube; it has the same impedance as a
standard telephone receiver, being the
same as the plate-filament impedance of
the tube.
When the audio currents flow in the primary of the transformer they induce currents in the secondary which flow through
the wire on the movable coil. "When the
current flows through the coil in one direction the coil has a tendency to move across
or at right angle to the lines of force from
the large magnet and thus move the di-

The book department of the Radio Digest
is prepared to send you any of the books
on Radio published, whether listed in
our Book Review or not. Let us know
tageous to have some vernier control on the grid condenser .00025 mfd, and the what book you want, send us your check
this condenser, since it will help clear grid leak should have a resistance of and we will see that the book is mailed to
1% megohms. The plate circuit is
up the reception through very accurate about
controlled by means of the variometer. you. Postage stamps in payment for
not accepted. Send money order or
adjustment.
This variometer can be inductively cou- books
If a 400 ohm potentiometer is connected
pled to the inductance coil if desired; check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.
across the A battery as shown, very close that is, the center line of the inductance
adjustment of plate potential is possible; unit should pass through the variometer.
this is important with the variety of The distance between them depends entubes at present available. The plate or
tirely on the apparatus used and is best
B battery should consist of one 22% volt determined by experimentation.
unit.
Audio frequency amplification can be
The fixed condenser connected across added in the usual manner if more volume
the receivers should be .002 mfd capacity; is desired.
To compare a regenerative and a nonA
reversal of the current
through the movable coil tends to pull the regenerative set short-circuit the tickler
diaphragm in the opposite direction. The or plate variometer and note the decrease
transformer has a twofold effect. By in signal strength and the quieter operausing the step-down in voltage it is pos- tion.
sible to use fewer turns of wire on the
movable coil to balance the low resistance
of the secondary winding; thus a short air
5 GOOD
REASONS
WHY
gap is possible. Were we to attempt to
you should own a
put enough wire on the movable coil to
RITTER
PORTABLE
LOOP
equal the impedance of the tube circuit,
Lightning- — Cranky landlords —
the coil would be too heavy and damp the
Ugly antennas — Static — Interferdiaphragm, and the longer air gap would
loops canInstructions
be assembledence.
In 5 Hitter
minutes.
make a larger electromagnet necessary.
with every loop. Price SLCQ. By
The other effect of the transformer is that
mail, 10c extra.
RITTER RADIO CO.
it converts the pulsating direct current in
230 Canal Street New York
the plate circuit into an alternating current that has both a push and pull effect
on the diaphragm instead of simple variations in pull, as in the usual receiver.
There are several freak types of loud
speaker in the experimental stage; the
Radio inventor will find in this field a wide
scope for his ingenuity.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

AUXILIARY

TUNER

This new instrument connected to your present
receiving set with one wire enables you to easily
bring in both the long and short wave stations which
you cannot get with your present equipment. It
also enables you to eliminate that loeal interference
so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for
building and operating this instrument, 50c, or
with all parts, including Condenser, Coils, Switches,
and Panel, $8.50. Complete instrument, $15. All
goods prepaid.
These instruments are easy to build, easy to- operate. Everything clearly shown.

S. A. TWITCHELL

192S

Western

Avenue,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Hunting for -Spots." Loud and
Clear. Endorsed by thousands of satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed.
en.

Mounted
14 Price,
K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.

OXJC
RUSONTTE
Will
OC.

Not Oxidize. REFLEX
Price
A£»C
RUSONTTE
CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- «1 A A
age.OrderGuaranteed.
«P*»»*v
from yonr Price,
dealer Mounted..
or direct from
RUSONTTE PRODUCTS CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, K. Y.

Rheostats
The

Kellogg

Q*b EVEREADTTHREE''

rheostats are
simple in design,

Copyrighted)

My Highly tmproved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both, coasts and St&xLeaii border,
loud, clear and without distortion,. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
S3. 00 by mail. No other windings used. Pkoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the little
"Pickle"
tube-no and
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that
tube as
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tke set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings. $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 170 to 800 meters.

Pending)

THE

t/
Ou
t
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%wMDlO BATTERY

Kellogg Radio Equipment
for Better Results

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both

(Patent

aphragm.

WQM

THREE CELLS ■» THREE TERMINALS ~ THREE PURPOSES

having but one
movable part.
The
resistance
wire is carried
— on
a rotor
or.

high grade insulatmg material
and the contact arms are so placed
that a slight movement brings in the
one-half turn of the wire, giving a
vernier effect.
The knob is shaped and corrugated to fit the fingers, making possible the slightest movement.
No. 501 Rheostat,
6 ohms
No. 502 Rheostat, 25 ohms
No. 46045 Rheostat Rotor, 25
ohms

$1.50
1.50

KELLOGC
SWITCHBOARD
6 SUPPtT
COMPANY
1066 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois

90

As UV-199
am "A" Tubes.
Battery for portable sets having
SMay
be used
—
"B" Battery Voltage.
As a "B" Battery for obtaining additional

As a "C" Battery for tarnishing negative
potential to amplifying Tube Grids.

Eveready "Three" has three Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors making it possible to
secure 1&, 3 or 45£ volts from the battery.
Ask your dealer or write us for circular No. 1025 giving complete information on this
NEW Three Purpose RADIO BATTERY. Order Eveready "Three" by catalog number 771.
Made by the largest dry battery manufacturers in the world — makers of the famous

Eveready Storage "A"
Batteries for Storage
Battery Tubes
Atlanta

Eveready Dry Cell
Radio "A" Batteries for
Dry Cell Tubes

Eveready "B" Batteries
for all Vacuum Tubes

See our exhibit at Radio Show, Grand Central Palace, New York City, October 6-13
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.
Chicago
Cleveland .^.^ ^* ^ to _
Kansas City

ivFREADY

RELIABLE

ST

A'

«^*^^^

Radio Batteries

— they Ust longer

San Francisco

NOISELESS
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Questions and Answers
Glass Panel
( 4 J 6 S 1 CH, Kansas City. K:is.
Will you please print a panel layout for
the following: I have a one-tube, oneboneycomb coll and one condenser outfit.
My tube is a C-300 Cunningham; the eondenser is 48-plate vernier, and I am using.
at present, a 50-turn honeycomb coil. 1
have heard Minneapolis. Chicago. Davenport, Omaha, and Tulsa. Okla. But none
of them is S00 miles away. You said the
outfit was good for 800 miles. This is
what I want — a panel layout using one
honeycomb coil, one variable condenser,
one grid condenser, one A battery, one B
batter}-, and I want to apply one step
of amplification. My variable condenser
is a 43-plate, and my grid condenser is a
.0005, wired according to the hook-up Q.
and A. Number 0351S. You can print the
panel layout or you can send me one, as
it suits you. I am a constant reader of
the RADIO DIGEST, and am saving its
issues for future reference. Will you
plbase tell me the best way to drill glass?
.My panel will be made of plate glass,
»s inch thick, by 7 by 12 inches in panel,
7 inches high, by 12 inches long, by % inch
thick.
What size transformer should I use and
what tubes? At present I am having considerable trouble with my set. When I
start to tune in it sounds just like a windstorm coming; it seems impossible to get
rid of it. I have a loop aerial; outside
wires are 3 feet from rib to rib, making it
12 feet around, and there are 14 rows of
wire on the frame reducing to the center.
In using it should I connect both ends of
the loop to the aerial post?
A. — The panel layout is entirely a matter of personal discrimination and convenience, the important feature being only
to keep the instruments spaced at about
two inches and all leads as short as possible.
Glass can be drilled either with a piece
of copper tubing of the diameter desired
and pumice powder, or with a tri-cornered
file with the end ground flat, the latter
being the more rapid method; great care
must be taken not to crack the glass.
A diagram illustrating the method of
amplification with your present set is
shown on page 14 of March 3 issue of
RADIO
DIGEST.
A ten to one ratio audio frequencytransformer of rugged construction will
prove satisfactory.
A C301-A tube will function best as an
amplifier.
The hiss encountered in the operation of
the circuit is doubtless due to having the
filament turned too high or to too high
plate potential on the detector tube.
In stating the receiving range of any
circuit it is always based on the most
favorable circumstances. The reception
you have accomplished with the circuit
under discussion and in using a loop aerial
would be considered very good.

,"5RMIC2E

herewith presenting a diagram employing
a one-stage amplifier, audio frequency,
which is adaptable to any standard circuit.
Body Capacity
(4219) CB, Hygiene, Col.
Is there any method that will stop the
body capacity effect and the tube hiss?
I use the standard three circuit regenerative set. What 'phones do you think are
the best on the market? Is Brandis Navy
as good as Baldwin type C?
A. — Body capacity effect can be eliminated by shielding the back of the panel
with tinfoil and grounding the shield.
Incorrect tuning will cause the tube to
hiss. However, this action is most frequently due to the tube being cold. After
it has been turned on two or three minutes this should cease. If it does not, cut
down the B potential until the hiss stops.
The Brandies 'phones are very good and
will stand up under rougher usage than
the Baldwin which, however, are more
sensitive.
>
Super Heterodyne
(4169) FZC, Tampico, Mexico.
Referring to hook-up R. D. 73 appearing
on Page 14 of your issue dated February
24, the Armstrong super-heterodyne circuit, will you kindly inform me as to —
What kind of coils are those shown
shunted across condensers C4 and C5; are
they honeycombs?
If so, what size?
Will the tTV-199 tubes give just as good
results as the standard type 6-volt tubes?
If I use the UV-199 tubes will it be necessary to use independent rheostats for each
tube?
Which is the detector on this hook-up?
A. — The coils may be honeycomb, the
size depending on the wave length desired.
A table giving the value of respective coils
accompanies the descriptive article.
The UV-199 tubes may be used in this
circuit, although not as effectively as the
UV-201AS. In either instance one rheostat will serve to control the filament.
The first tube is the detector.

loop Aerial
(4242) CHS, Davenport, la.
I have made a folding loop for use with
my reflex, which is not completed. I am
undecided in regard to the kind of wire to
use on the loop. The loop is of the box
type, 3 feet square,
with cross arms
to

-e>

hold the wire. The arms are 6 inches long,
to hold 10 wires % inch apart. What is
your opinion of copper ribbon? Is it better than stranded wire? What width and
thickness is best? Will it have more or
less skin resistance than stranded wire?
I want something flexible so it will hold
up neatly.
A. — We recommend copper ribbon wire,
as in a small measure it is more efficient
than the stranded wire, although hardly
sufficient to be of material difference. The
ribbon wire has less skin resistance than
stranded wire, but there is so little used
in the construction of a loop aerial as to
make the ohmic resistance a negligible
factor.
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43-plate variable condenser may be
in place of C2, 23-plate if desired.
the honeycomb coils are used in place
variocoupler, a 2-coil mount is indicated, as the 750-turn honeycomb coil must
not be in inductive relation to other coils.
Antenna

Efficiency

(4634) JVB. Cincinnati, O.
As I cannot get a longer stretch than
45 feet I am now using a two-wire antenna, 45 feet long. What I would like
to know is the approximate receiving efficiency of other kinds of antennae compared with the one I have? Please tell
me how much better or worse the following antennae are than the one I am now
using — single wire antenna 45 feet long;
four-wire antennae 45 feet long, cage
form?
A. — The described construction of antennae will give equal results in reception. If it is impossible to lengthen the
antenna an advantage will be gained by
raising
ticable. it to as great a height as pracStandard Variocoupler
(4573) AE, Bushton, Kans.
Please let me know how to wind a
standard variocoupler to get the different
wave lengths, static and rotor size of
wire?
-*■• — A standard type variocoupler is accomplished in 56 turns of number 22 wire,
tapped at every seventh turn, for the
primary, and 40 turns of number 26 wire
for the secondarv.

f\

Kacireman
Circuit
(4500) GWD, Bowling Green, Fla.
On the Nacireman circuit, BD Number
87, could honeycomb coils be used in place
of the variocoupler? What would the
values be? I would like to use a 43-plate
vernier variable condenser in place of one
of the 23-plate condensers. Could this be
satisfactorily done? Should I put it in
place of C or C2?
In using honeycomb coils instead of the
variocoupler, is a 3-coil mounting suitable,
or should the 75-coil be isolated?
A. — Two 50-turn honeycomb coils may
be substituted for the specified variocoupler.
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H. & H. Radio Company
Clinton Hill Station
P. O. Box 22A
SEWAKK,

N\ J.

PATENTS ON RADIO
Can you secure a patent on your Radio invention?
Does your apparatus or circuit infringe existing
patents? These questions and others can be answered promptly by consulting my special library of
Radio patents compiled to assist Radio inventors
and manufacturers. Send for booklet on Radio patents.

^\

Honeycomb Coils
(4113) FRS, Zion, 111.
Using a single fixed honeycomb coil in
the ultra audion set, what are the wave
lengths for the coils of different number of
turns?
How many ohms should a rheostat be to
regulate the filament of a 1%-volt tube?
What capacity grid condenser should be
used with a 1%-volt tube?
A. — With reference to wave length
values of honey comb coils we advise them
approximately as —
150 to 250 meters
25 turns
200 to 350 meters
35 turns
300 to 450 meters
50 turns
350 to 550 meters
75 turns
The usual six ohm rheostat is used with
a 1%-volt tube. A .00025 mfd grid condenser is indicated.

,
Audio Frequency Stage
(4606) MP, Washington, D. C.
Please publish hookup diagram of separate one-stage audio
frequency
amplifier
I that is adaptable to any circuit and will
give maximum volume with WD-11 tubes.
A. — Complying with your request we are
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BY AIR GUIDE

Pointer on Movable Loop Over CompassCrafts'
on Chicago's
Pier Fixes
Position
CHICAGO. — So that ships lost on the
Great Lakes may learn their bearings,
the United States government has established a new system in conjunction with
the naval station at Great Lakes and its
control on the municipal pier, Chicago.
The method is similar to that applied to
shipping on the east and west coasts and
to the Gulf marine.
Heretofore, when vessels on the lakes
were in doubt as to their positions, it
was necessary, especially on stormy or
dark night, for their masters or navigation officrs to work long and hard to redetermine their courses. Ths process of
course was attended by an element of
danger.
Sends QTE?
Receives MO
The new system enables the master of
a ship, through the Radio operator, to relocate his path in a few minutes. On
order from the captain the Radio operator sends the call (international code)
QTE — "What is my bearing?" The naval
station at Great Lakes, through its control on the Chicago municipal pier, then
awaits the repeated MO which enables
the naval operator to compute the latitude and longitude of the craft.
By means of a movable loop a pointer
attached to it is swung by the naval operator over a compass. The volume of
sound produced by the MO, that is, its intensity, serves as a basis for figuring the
position of the transmitting station
aboard the ship. The direction finder at
the naval station gauges the maximum
volume of the MO, then tunes out until
the MO is silent. Midway between the
maximum and the zero points on the compass is the position of the ship.

New Airphone Society in Rio

RIO DB JANEIRO.— A Radio organization, known as the Radio Sociedade do Rio
De Janeiro, has has been formed here; it
already has more than 100 members.

BOWDOIN MUM; FIRST
DX TALK TO GET SET
WJAZ,

Worried Over Ship's
lence, Offers Receiver

Si-

CHICAGO. — Anxiety caused by lack of
recent word from the Polar expedition,
headed by Dr. Donald MacMillan, has led
Station WJAZ, Chicago Radio Laboratory, to offer to the first amateur in the
United States or Canada communicating
with the Bowdoin, on which the MacMillan
party is making its way through the
Arctic, a complete regenerative tuner and
amplifier, an exact duplicate of the set
aboard the Bowdoin.

Mrs. Calvin
Coolidge, right,
first lady of the
land, is a Radiophan. She is
shown with the
set in menther
at theapartNew
Willard Hotel
where she and
President Coolidge lived in
Washing
ton
moval to the
prior to their
reWhite House.
Above is Mary
Lee, known as
the "R a d i o
Queen" of Chicago on account
of her
singing
from KYW and
WJAZ
©U.&U.
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FRENCHMAN
TRANSMITS
AIR SCRIPT
Sends

Long Actual Written
Message in Only Six
Minutes

Dollar Is Total Expense
Revolving
Cylinder,
Lights
and
Mirrors Feature Device Which
Also Copies Photos
PARIS. — Absolute facsimiles of Radio
telegraph messages in the original handwriting of the sender are now being sent
every day over the French Government
stations by the Belin system, which is an
adaptation
the inventor's
method of
transmitting ofphotographs
by wire.
The sender of the telegram writes it on
ordinary paper which is placed on a re(Continued on page 2)
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PARTS BUYERS HEED
CALL OF WEATHER
NEED
FOR
DEVICES
RISES
AS TEMPERATURE
DROPS
111 Wind That Blew Cold Causes Greater
Demand All Over Land for
Apparatus

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER
Coupon Number 15
This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When sent in, accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured. See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

Save Me — I Am Valuable
The recent ill wind that blew chill and
damp over almost all the United States
blew good in that it aided considerably
the reception of Radio signals. The same
meteorological phenomenon caused readers of the Radio Digest to increase their
interest in the offer to supply parts at
low prices.
Where low temperatures prevailed,
where clear starry nights marked the
season, the demand for parts rose highest. As the year grows and the summer
wanes inquiries as to the parts offer will
gain in number.
Rules to Remember
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or 3,
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The eight classes of items follow:
Class A Articles
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery, 1% volts; Dubilier Micadons Type 601
(.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025, .003 or .004
mfd.); Premier Gird Condenser (.00025 or .0005 mfd.);
Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25-ohm Besistance
Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta Midget Tube;
Electrad Grid Leak (1, 1.5 and 2 megohms, with clips) ;
Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance Switch; Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025, .00035, .0005,
.001, .0015, .002, .0025, or .003 mfd.); Teleradio V. T.
Socket; B-Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning
Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch; Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; Se-Ar-De
Vernier Adjuster; Basco Switch Lever Assembly; 3"
Radion Dial, black; 2Vt" Radion Dial, black; 3"xl"
Radion ribbed
knob with
shafts, tk" or xk", black; 3" Badion
Dial,
surface.

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Pudlin Variable Grid
Leak with .00025 mfd. Condenser; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack: 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug; 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Rnife
Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch; Walnart Variable
Grid Leak; Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025, .0005, .001, .002, .0025.
.003. .001, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
(.001, .002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mlcadon Type 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser
(.1, .25, or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket: Premier Radio Dial (3/16. %, or 5/16 in. black or white
face); Premier Universal Badio Jack. Open Circuit; Premier Universal Badio Jack. Two-Circuit Three Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Badio Jack, Filament Control Three
Spring: Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
Spider Web Coil (SW-IO witli .038 milhenry inductance,
SW-15 with .066 ME, or SW-20 with .300 MH.) :
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
(with or without condenser) : Freshman Micon Con
densera (.006 or .005 mfd.): Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradio 30-Ohm Bheostat: Teleradio Lightning Arrester: E-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D: Aerovox Rheostat: Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket; Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Bheoetat, S-ohm or 6-ohm; 3%" Badion
Dial, black;
Badion Dial, black; 4" Badion Dial,
black,
ribbed 4"surface.

Class C Articles

For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
lent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Bheostat; 1 Carter

DIGEST

■•Tu-Way" Plug: 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Bhe06tat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting) ; 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Bheostat: 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Point Inductance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.); Bay-O-Vac Dry Battery. 2 cells 1% volts;
Dubilier Ducon ; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006 mfd.) ;
Dubilier MlcadoD Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.); Dubilier
By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal Badio
.lack. Filament Control Five Spring: CBL Variable Grid
Leak, without condenser; Premier No. 250 Variable Besistance, panel mounting: Thordarson Vernier Bheostat;
Ritter Loop Aerial: Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch;
Amsco 20-Ohm Bheostat: Amsco 50-Ohm Bheostat;
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Bead 'EM" Binding Posts (9) : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B: Illinois Cushion Eesilient
Socket; Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer;
Aerovox Crystal Detector: Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Basco Tuning Coil; Basco Vernier Rheostat;
Badion Panel rl"x7"x9". black or mahoganite; Badion
Panel ji"x7"xl2". black.
Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohra Vernier Control Bheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 19Point Inductance Svvitcth; Walnart Variable Condenser
(5-PIate .0001 mfd): Bay-O-Vac No. 4151 B Battery.
22% volts: Ray-O-Vac Dry Battery, 3 cells 4Vz volts:
Electrad Variohm. with mica condenser; Dubilier ByPass Condenser (2 mfd.) : CRL Variable Grid Leak
with Condenser; Besistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .00025 mfd. ; Amsco 300-Ohm
Potentiometer : Freshman Micon Condenser. .015 mfd. ;
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser, mounted; Se-Ar-De Variable
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat;
R. S. C. Vernier Condenser. 3-plate: Radion Panel rV'x
7"xl2", mahoganite: Radion Panel ^j"x7"xl8", black;
12", black.
Radion
Panel !&"x9"xl4", black; Badion Pane! ii"xl0"x

— Illustrated
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Aerovox Double Slide Tuning Coll: Na-Ald 3-Plate
Vernier Condenser, with dial; Radion Panel ft"x7"xl8"
mahoganite; Badion Panel &"x7"x21". black.
Class F Articles
For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents ($1.80), any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Acme Pot-Rkeo (potentiometer
and rheostat); Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate
.0005 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac No. 2151 B Battery, 22% volts;
Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.); Premier Variable
Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.); Thordarson Variable Condenser. .001 mfd. ; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser, 0.25 mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condenser, 43 -plate; Se-Ar-De 3-Plate
Condenser; Badion Panel &"x7"x21", mahoganite;
Radion Panel ft"x7"x24". black: Badion Panel
V4"xl0"xl2", black; Badion Panel ft"x9"xl4". mahoganite; Badion Panel ft"xlO"xl2", mahoganite.

RADIO
HANDWRITING
(Continued from page 1)
volving cylinder and by the play of lights
and mirrors, as in the case of transmission
of photographs the exact script is sent
over the wire. It is much cheaper than
the ordinary Radiogram. A flat rate of
twenty
francs is charged, the number of
writing.
words being limited only by the size of the

Sends 1,453 Words for Dollar
For instance, in one case a stenographer
sent from Lyons to Paris a message of
Class O Articles
1,453 words, in shorthand notes, which
For fourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two was written on the cylinder of about the
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following same size as an ordinary telegraph blank.
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser; 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 The cost was only one dollar. In this way
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anti- about one column of a newspaper could
capacity Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.): Du- be sent for about $1.25. The system is
bilier Variadon (.001 mfd.): Dubilier By-Pass Con- very fast. The operation of sending the
denser (4 mfd.); Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.) ; Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to stenographic message from Lyons took
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio; only six minutes.
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
If the telegram had been written in ordial (.0005 mfd.) ; Thordason Variable Condenser, with
dinary script and sent by a fast telegravernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.): Bitter Grand
Crystal Set- Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
pher it would have required twenty-five
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.) ;
Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523 minutes at the rate of sixty words a minute, and the cost, at the current rate,
mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser; Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser; B. S. C. Variable Condenser. 23-plate; would have been about $16. This method
Radion Panel ft"x7"x24", mahoganite; Badion Panel of automatic transmission of telegrams is
>4"xl0"xl2", mahoganite; Badion Panel &"xl2"x21",
now open to the public, the necessary apblack; Badion Panel ft"xl4"xlS", black.
Class H Articles
paratus having been installed in the
For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three French government telegraph offices of
dollars ($3.00) any one of the following articles will be the larger cities. There is no reason why
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No 228
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable. Condenser: 1 Acme a person could not send his own photograph
Audio Frequency Transformer: 1 Acme Badio Fre- with an inscription this way.
quency Transformer (R-2. B-3. or R-4) : Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier; Walnart Variable Con(23-Plate vernier)
; Bay-O-Vac
No. 62301
Battery denser
45 volts:
Bay-O-Vac
Dry Battery,
cells "B"
1%
volts Dubilier Duratran (B. F. transformer) ; Premier
Micrometer Variocoupler with dial; Premier Variable
Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Premier Variable
Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd-); Premier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Ratio; Premier Hegehog
PHILADELPHIA.— Station WDAR, Lit
A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1 Ratio:
Class E Articles
Tumey
Spider Web Coil Mount, Type B; Thordarson Brothers, recently had an "operators'
For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one A. F. Transformer,
night,"
the first of its kind in this city,
6
to
1
Batio;
Thordarson
Variable
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial (.001 mfd.): probably in the country. Although the
Control Bheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control T. B. H. Badio Heat Set, 2.000 ohms: Tulip Loud program was to have been put on the air,
Bheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart Speaker, 15 -inch, white; Teleradio Vernier Condenser,
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Ray-O-Vac 23-piate: Teleradio 2,000-Ohm Head Set; Na-Ald Tuned not one listener in heard the fun, beDry Battery, 4 cells V& volts; Dubilier Variodon (.0004 B. F. Transformer, one stage; N-.-Ald 43-Plate Precause the transmitter quit "cold" about
cision Condenser, with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-Ar-De
or .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type B) : Delta Midget
Tube and Socket: Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005 35-Plate Condenser: B. S. C. Variable Condenser, 43- two hours before the start and stayed
Basco Badio Frequency Transformer: Badion that way all night.
mfd.; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd. ; B-Metal plate;
14"xl8", i%"xl2"x21",
mahoganite. mahoganite; Radion Panel ft"x
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3- Gang Socket; Panel
Operators and announcers in all the stations here and newspaper Radio editors
were invited to participate. It was
planned that all of them would speak via
Radio. Station WOO, after broadcasting
the time signals and weather reports, announced the break-down of WDAR. But
everybody enjoyed himself. Mrs. B. F.
Marshall was hostess, assisted by A. S.
Crooks. After speeches by several of the
Badio Digest, Illustrated, Volume VI, Number 9, published Chicago, Illinois, September 8, 1923, Published weekly
by Badio Digest Publishing Company. 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly. announcers there was & "Radio dance."
Five Dollars; Foreign Postage One Dollar additional; single copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter
at the postoffiee at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

WDAR Balks at "Operators'
Night" but Permits Dance
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Looking Ahead
A New One Worth Trying— The Miloplex Circuit — Soon to be described in the
Digest. This new hook-up rivals the famous Flewelling Fliwer with its results.
We introduced you to the flivver last fall, and the world is still talking about it.
The world will shout about the Miloplex. Simple, costs little, and gets the
country!

For Storage Battery
Tubes Use Eveready
Storage "A" Batteries.
For Dry Cell Tubes Use
Eveready
Dry Cell Radio "A" Batteries.
For all Vacuum Tubes
teries.
Use Eveready "B" Bat-

EVEREADY

'-they erie
hsiTorujef
s
Badio Batt

Conclusion of the Five Tube Neutrodyne Set Series — Next issue Mr. Marx will give
the instructions for neutralizing the capacity coupling between the tube by the
adjustment of the small neutrodons. He will also tell how to operate the set.
Don't miss the conclusion whatever you do.
Plate or B Batteries — All About Them — The sixteenth chapter of Mr. Benson's
series for Radio beginners will appear next 'week and be devoted to a discussion
of plate batteries, their maintenance and failing points.
Worth knowing.
Simplex Diagram Means Simple Picture Illustrations of Simple Sets — Efficient but
easy for the new fans to set up and operate. A new, inexpensive, single tube
hook-up will be given next issue.
Better than a Super is R. D.-97 to Appear Next Week — This layout may be described roughly as being a single tube reflex circuit using three honeycomb
coils, but not as tuning units.
Soon Coming — Photo Diagram of the Melco Supreme Receiver — Using the popular
Acmedyne circuit.
A different type of set from the usual.
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WGY OFFERS $500
FOR RADIO DRAMA
NEW

ART UTILIZES VOICE
TO BUILD SCENERY

General
Electric,
Fostering
Novel
Theatrics, Encourages Use of
Sound Imitating Devices
SCHENECTADY.
X. Y.— Station WOT,
al Electric Company here. Is
a prize of (500 for tho best R
drama
submitted
in competition
during
the three1. months' period beginnir
tember
The prize-winning play will be presented by the AYGY players during the
winter when transmission conditions are
ind when perhaps 1,000,000 persons
will be listening in. An audience of this
size will be equivalent to the attendance
at 500 performances of a stage production
in a theater seating 2,000 persons. Other
plays offered in competition will be produced via the air. if found suitable, and
the authors remunerated.
Public Demands
Radio Drama
One year's production of Radio drama
by the WGY players has convinced
Martin P. Rice, director of broadcasting,
that there is a public demand for this
type of entertainment and that the peculiar requirements of the Radio drama
as compared with that of the stage and
the screen will result in a new form of
dramatic art. The screen has evolved a
distinct type of drama which depends
solely on the eye for its appreciation; tomorrow the Radio drama may be so written that the ear and the imagination unaided by the eye may be satisfied. It is
to stimulate the development of the Radio
drama that the General Electric company
has inaugurated the contest.
The author of the Radio drama must
place himself in the position of writing
for a blind man. The words or lines of
the actors must convey a picture of the
scene in which the action takes place.
When Speech Is Scenery
This apparent limitation or handicap
becomes an aid to the action, as the
writer need not restrict his play to three,
four or five scenes. For example, he can
depict an automobile race and carry his
audience through its exciting phases by
means of the lines. He may take his
listener from room to room or floor to
floor in a dwelling, if farce or melodrama
call for such action. The chase, long' a
popular feature in the early motion pictures, may be brought into the Radio
play by means of speech. The spoken
word builds the scenery. Dramatic
situations may be built by the voice and
by sound-making devices. The writer is
encouraged to make use of the latter so
as to simulate rain, thunder, surf, roar
of a moving train, a pistol shot, an airplane, a telegraph key or an automobile
motor.
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WOC OFFERS PRIZE TO
BACK ITS CORN TALE
DAVENPORT,

J A.— So

that

the

thousands
• ><'
men t of
Station WOC
of this city■ uncothat
it is "where the V\
n the
Where
the tall corn li
in prizes will be :>
i>oys and
girls in Iowa
who
report ami exl
the tallest stalks of corn.
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PLANT IN BOSTON SECOND
IN LOEWS PROJECT
Line of Playhouses Broadcasting Own
Feature
Acts Part of New
Yorker's Scheme
By P.
N. Holling-Bworth.
BOSTON,
MASS.
— This city is to be
the second in a chain of broadcasting stations to he established by Marcus Loew
in connection with his chain of vaudeville and motion picture houses across
the country. Mr. Loew has already transferred Station WHN from Ridgewood
to the Loew State theater building in
New York City.
It is planned to extend this service;
part of the plan calls for the erection of
a s'imilar station in Boston, at the new
theater under construction in the former
Siegel building, which will be the third
Loew theater in Boston.
Will Broadcast
Headliners
It is his intention to broadcast headline acts. Theaters not in the same building with the broadcasting station will be
connected by telephone and microphone
service With the broadcasting studio.
Mr. Loew's finest orchestras will also feature the broadcasting as will celebrities
of the stage and screen who will discuss
topics of interest to Radiophans.
Station WHN has been heard in all of
the eastern states and as far as Dallas,
Tex., and Butte, Mont. Mr. Loew plans to
increase its range to 2,000 miles.
■Will Help
Theatermen Patronag-e
Leading
theatrical
say that the
plan of Marcus Loew points the way for
other theatrical men and that it will have
a marked effect in raising the plane of
Radio programs
throughout the country.
Viewed in the light of the results attained by grand opera broadcasting last
winter, when many thousands hitherto
unfamiliar with grand opera became enthusiasts and many hundreds became patrons, the project of Mr. Loew will undoubtedly result in largely increasing
the interest in and direct patronage of
theaters.
Room will be reserved in the studio of
the Boston theater so that famous orchestras may send their repertoires readily
by Radio. Proper acoustics and every
detail necessary to successful broadcasting will be provided. The studio will be
connected by telephone lines with Station
WHN in New York so that any important
event in Boston or New York can be
broadcast simultaneously from both stations.

HIM WGM

"Lasso" Moseley, director-announcer, Station WGM,
The Atlanta Constitution, "christening" the twomonths-old baby boy of Mr. and Mrs. George F.
Pollock, of Atlanta, Georgia. William Grady Moseley,
whose initials represent the call letters of "Old Reliable" of the South, was the name given the youngster. Mrs. Pollock the
is shown
ceremony"standing by" during

Word from Arctic Ship
and Back in 10 Minutes

ITCOSTHIM$110TO
LISTEN TO KPO MUSIC

Message from Bowdoin's Operator
Is Relayed to Mother

San Francisco Radiophan Robbed
by Fair Hotel Guest
SAN FRANCISCO.— It cost J. W. Phillips $110 to have a strange but pretty
woman share a KPO Radio concert with
him in his room in the Ventura hotel here
recently, he told the police. Phillips, "explaining that he was a Radiophan, installed a receiving set in his room.
Shortly after he had tuned in and was
intently listening to a musical program
broadcast by Hale Brothers, he said he
heard a gentle knock at his door.
"Come in!" he called.
The door opened, a pretty girl begged
pardon, but asked if she could listen in
with him. Leaving the door ajar, Phillips
told the police, the young woman pressed
her head closely to his and shared with
him the receiver.
"While listening in she was 'dipping in'
to my
saidandPhillips,
afterI
she
had pockets."
thanked me
hastened"foraway,
missed $110 I had in my vest pocket."

CHAIN OF THEATER
STATIONS PUNNED

New Station KGB, Built
by Operator, Is Opened

WOR AGAIN PRESENTS
PLAY FROM BROADWAY

Newspaper Plant in Tacoma Oper- Writer
ates Temporarily on 50 Watts
TACOMA.— Station KGB, the new plant
of the Tacoma Daily Ledger, one of the
most powerful in the northwest, was
opened here recently by means of a fine
musical program. The station, which was
built by Alvin Stenso, chief operator, who
also constructed The Ledger's two preceding plants, is designed for facilitating
reception by crystal and less powerful
tube sets in a wide area. KGB will operate temporarily on 50 watts; it is a 100watt station.

of

"Thrillodrama"
duces Characters

Intro-

NEWARK, N. J.— Another Radio matinee of a current Broadway success was
staged at Station WOR, L. Bamberger
and company, here recently. It was
Myron C. Fagen's "thrillodrama," "Thumbs
Down"' A prologue, especially written,
was read by the author, who also described each scene and each character and
personally introduced each player to the
listeners in. The rise and fall of the
curtain was indicated by a gong;; there
was orchestral music between acts.

WATERBURY, CONN. — Ten minutes
was the record time consumed for the
sending of -a Radio message from Donald
B. MacMillan's Arctic-bound schooner.
Bowdoin, to Bristol, Conn., via a local
amateur station, and the relaying of a
reply to the ship somewhere northeast of
Labrador on the way to Greenland.
Thetion onprophecy
that could
the Radio
installathe Bowdoin
be utilized
by
members of the crew to communicate
with friends and relatives at home, thereby relieving the tedium of Arctic loneliness, has proved true, the feat demonstrating the efficiency of the American
amateur traffic system.
The message was a personal greeting
from Donald H. Mix. Radio operator with
the exploration party, to his mother in
Bristol. Communication was established
with WNP, the Bowdoin's Radio, shortly
after midnight by Allen C. Lawson here,
who immediately called Mrs. Mix by telephone. The reply was soon on its way
north; Lawson heard Mix thankfully acknowledge its receipt.
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"Meesta Hmphmp" Called by Airphone
— Page One of Several Innovations in Apartment
PHILADELPHIA. — Three new
large
apartment buildings in this city are making- elaborate Radio installations. In the
Pennsylvania apartment hotel, which is
nearly completed engineers are installing
receiving apparatus on the roof, which
device will supply Radio programs in the
main
dining room, banquet hall and grill.
The Garden apartments and the Lincoln
Drive apartments, the latter of which
will be built soon, also plan complete
Radio installations. Each apartment in
the two structures will be equipped with
headphones and loud speakers. Receiving equipment will be placed too in the
lobbies and dining halls.
"Will Page
by Apparatus
Lincoln Drive apartment equipment will permit reception from three
stations simultaneously; the circuits are
designed so that any of three broadcast
features can be given to the entire building or to individual tenants as they may
choose. It is also planned to establish a
small broadcasting station in a room by
which orchestral music or the voice of a
speaker may be transmitted to all other
rooms. Durham and Company, Radio engineers who are installing the apparatus,
say it will be the most elaborate ever
attempted.
In the Pennsylvania apartments the
engineers have connected a novel paging
system with the Radio equipment so that
the telephone operator may by plugging
in a microphone talk to any one or all
of the output stations and make what
announcements may be necessary. This
system will be used also for paging
guests.
The

New Jersey Radio Makers
to Show in Few Weeks
Manufacturers
Propose
to Work
with Electrical Firms
NEWARK. — More than thirty Radio
manufacturers in New Jersey, who recently formed an organization for the betterment of the industry, known as the
Radio Manufacturers' Association of New
Jersev, have announced that plans are
almost complete for a Radio show, to be
held probably the latter part of October
or the early part of November, in the 6th
Infantry
armory,
Newark.
They have decided, owing to the fact
that Radio is so closely connected with
the electrical industry, that electrical
firms will be invited to participate in the
exposition.

FLEWELLING

September 8, 1923

— Illustrated

ANSWERS

AIR TELLS STROKES
OF GOLF CHAMPION

TO QUERIES

-By E.

T. Flewelling.
you are overlooking one point. Here goes
(Editor's Hole. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the fatnous — a million persons asked for all the information that we could give them about
super circuit. From the questions se?it him
the circuit. Emphasize the word all.
each week care of Radio Digest, fie picks the
That means that we had to tell them about
one considered most informative for all and
using a tickler for feedback and also about
answers it in this column.)
a variometer in the plate circuit. You
Dyed in the Wool Radio Men
know as well as I that a tickler means
(Submitted by R. L. B., Denver, Col.)
cont'.tant regeneration over a greater band
Question. In my experience with the Fle- of wave length; it is therefore easier to
welling Ihad great difficulty in obtaining a
tune with than a plate variometer. Using
grid leak that would give the proper cona plate variometer means that we must optrol of the circuit. Finally I was able to
erate both tuning elements and variometer
pick out two that worked. From then on
together because of the fact that one setin each set I receive'd tremendous regenting will change the oth'er. We already
eration. Your comparison of dumping a
have a few actions going on in the Flewellton of very hard coal is very good. It is
ing without adding a further complication
all that. But while I can get all the local
such as tuning the plate circuit. Let me
stations on' any antenna or ground or tell you that if you are using a variometer
in the plate circuit of a Flewelling you
nothing, yet I can do no distant work.
are at the present development of the set
Why?
We certainly know how to tune
our sets but this point seems to be beyond
undertaking a man's sized job when you
us.
Can you help us?
start to tune in a distant station. Do
Answer. You chaps are real dyed in the not use a plate variometer but stick to
the good old fashioned tickler coil; you
wool, experienced Radio men and above
will not have much difficulty in tuning in
all others should make the Flewelling
the distant stuff.
work, but I'll bet you a baker's cooky that

ARMY'S EAR SHOWS
ADVANCE, REPORT
Tests

on Aviation
Field,
East,
Shows Spark Bests Phone
on Airplane

NEW YORK. — One of the most interesting applications of Radio is found in the
modern airplane, according to military
experts here. The aviation service is
known as the "eye" of the army, but that
eye is blind unless it can signal back its
observations.
During the last war compact Radio outfits were constructed for plane-to-ground
communication, but as there was little
time to do experimental work with them,
they did not perform as well as desired.
Since the war, however, rapid strides have
been made on the aviation field of the 102d
observation squadron of the New York
national guard at New Dorp, Staten island.
Here are eight airplanes, two of which
have been equipped with complete receiving and transmitting apparatus by Lieut.
James K. Noble, who is in charge of Radio
work.
It has been found that the spark equipment is much more reliable than the
phone. There is less to become out of
order, and the parts withstand more easily
the terrific vibration.

SPECIAL
Direct

WASHINGTON,
D. C— Export shipments of radio apparatus varied widely
from month to month during 1922, according to R. A. Lundquist, chief of the electrical equipment division of the department of commerce, who reported recently
that a much wider distribution was shown
this year by the manner in which the
quantity of exports maintained a steady
of
at

From
Manufacturer to Consumer

LOUD SPEAKER
Genuine Wood Fibre Horn
Entirely eliminates that annoying metallic sound. Positively
the
only market
WOOD today.
FIBER HORN
on the
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment; Complete. Height 24
inches. Colors, Black, Mahogany and Olive Green.

Radio Exports Show Gain

high level. ' During the first six months
this year the shipments were valued
$1,209,389.

DIGEST

Price

(For a limited time only.
Financial year ending September 30th.)
Delivered to any part of the
United States and Canada.

$7.00

EMIL

DECLYNE

15 Park
Row,
Room
2525,
NEW
YORK
CITY
Send M. O. or C. O. D. Dept. H. D.. Barclay 629S

N. Y., was at
JOHN JAY ADAMS, of Mount Vernon,
Charleston, Ontario, during July. With his Grebe
Broadcast Receiver he enjoyed programs from fifty-three
broadcasting stations, including those at Atlanta and
College Park, Ga., Memphis, Tenn.,Fort Worth, Texas,
Omaha, Neb., Chicago, Philadelphia and New York. He
no interference."
Ask Your

broadcast the music of ships' orchestras
while in port. These programs will continue until November 8.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)
My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
produced,
tated the most.modification
Thousandsyet are
in use. and is imiMy W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
withthat
the little
"Pickle"
tubeno and
brings
out can.
the full
value
of
tube as
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 170 to S0O meters.

20'foot Indoor
A. H. Grebe
RICHMOND

About

the

Wire

&. Co., inc.
HILL, N.Y.

mirers playing
on the
course
in Atlanta.

home

AUXILIARY

young

amateur's

Dotting the course were rereshment
stands, all Radio equipped. While the
sensational match was under way, a
leased telegraph wire connecting the Inwood Links on Long island, N. Y., and the
Atlanta Journal building, enabled Station
WSB to keep a stroke-by-stroke narrative
of the battle.
As the news of Jones' victory reached
the East Lake stations, it spread over the
entire course. A great crowd at the clubhouse surrounded a loud-speaker.

Zion Opens Another Studio
ZION, ILL. — Zion's second Radio studio
was opened recently for broadcasting
band and orchestra selections from
WCBD.
The studio is in the southeast
corner of Shiloh tabernacle.

<fc

RHEOSTATS
Guarantee
an unusually uniform
mounting.
and
steady contact.
For base or panel
Condensite
ance
unit,
high-grade
tive
knob,
able
shaft
thickness panel.
6 Ohms
20 Ohms

$1.00; with dial
1.25; with dial
(For UV-201A Tubes)
1.30; with dial
(For UV-199 Tubes)
At All Good Dealers

50 Ohms

AMSCO
Broome

$1.25
1.50
1.55

PRODUCTS,

INC.

& Lafayette Sts., New

York

City

IMIUUM

TUNER

This new instrument connected to your present
receiving set with one wire enables you to easily
bring in both the long and short wave stations which
you cannot get with your present equipment. It
also enables you to eliminate that local interference
so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for
building and operating this instrument, 50o, or
with all parts, including Condenser, Coils, Switches.
and Pane], S&.50. Complete instrument, $15. All
goods
Theseprepaid.
instruments are easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.

S. A. TWITCHELL

1925
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Avenue,

Minneapolis,

Minn.
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have abolished mistakes and delays by our double-check, timestamp system of handling orders.
We represent:
Radi-Un Loops
Atwater-Kent
Baldwin
Erla
United Mfg, Co.
Coto Coil
Murdock
Tungar Chargers
Bradleystats
General 'Radio Corp.
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Howard
Hilco
C. B. L.
Federal Tel. & Tel.
Acme
JJrandes
A's and disfor literature
counts, stating lines on which you
immediate
quotations.

Send
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ATLANTA.— An odd sidelight on the
victory of Bobby Jones as American open
golf champion was the Radio reception of
the news by scores of his friends and ad-

MONTREAL.— If Canadian and American Radiophans have heard high:class
orchestral programs every Thursday evening this summer they are indebted to the
White Star Dominion line, which, in cooperation with Station CKAC, the La
Presse of this city made arrangements to

We are distributors of the largest and most responsible manufacturers of nationally advertised
radio equipment in the U. S. and
carryate complete
ior immedishipment in stocks,
any quantity.
We

<<3rAeBffivt
reports "absolutely

Steamer Line Orchestras
Give Concerts Over CKAC

Various "Plays" of Bobby Jones
on Long Island Links Are
Broadcast to Atlanta

wish
We
Radio

are
the
largest
exclusive
Jobbers in the middle west.
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GOODS
SOLD
PHONES
InB Add
"Money
Back Policy Prevails"

Dietzen 3.000 Ohm
Brandes
Dictograph

Dunuce

For

$3.75
$0.12
5.75
.14
Post
Parcel
5.75
.14

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
14-Plate Vernier
2.69
24-Plate Vernier
2.95
46-Plate Vernier
3.45
TRANSFORMERS
(Audio Frequency)
Dietzen
3.45
Ames V-k to 1
2.95
TRANSFORMERS
(Radio
Frequency)
Cotoco
2.45
Owl
95
MISCELLANEOUS
Reinartz Coils
1.25
Sta-Put
Plug
40
Freshman Grid Leak & Cond. combined
.85
Dietzen Single Circuit Jack
40
Aerial Insulators
10
Bitter Portable Loop
1.00
Argus Lightning
Arrester
95
Welsh
Peanut
Tube
2.00
Peanut Tube Socket
50
Switch Lever. Fada Type
19
Ammeter Testing B Battery
49
Hydrometers
49
Double Phonograph Attachment
95
Cockaday Coil
2.25
2 Coil Honeycomb Mounts
2.95
Wave Trap
4.95
Electric Soldering Iron
3.95
100 Feet Copper Antenna Wire
39
RHEOSTATS
Dietzen
Dietzen
Dietzen

Dietzen, 6 ohm
Dietzen, 30 ohm

.14
.16
.18
.12
.12
.12
.10
.08
.06
.12
.06
.02
.10
.09
.08
.03
.06
.08
.08
.08
.14
.12
.15
.15
.08

39
.49

.66
.06

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11
DIALS
V. T. Bakelite

89
50

.10
.10

2-inch
3-inch
4-inch

25
35
49

.06
.08
.03
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SOCKETS

Note: ERLA Bulletin 14 on one,
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FREE for the asking.
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THE MAJOR

Station WNAC, Shepard Stores, Boston, has long
been recognized for the quality of transmission. Its
equipment is partly responsible, but to Major John
F. Fanning (right), announcer and program director,
and Irving B. Robinson (left) operator and assistant

DIGEST

— Illustrated

AND ADONIS OF WNAC

announcer, should go a great deal of credit. The
Major, or "JJF" as he is known to listeners, has
some very definite ideas about broadcasting. Here
he is explaining some of these to one of the Shepard
Stores'
dummies,
who,
to judge
from
her smile,

thinks the Major is microphoning "through his
hat." Mr. Robinson, or "Adonis," is a capable
assistant and keeps the amperes flowing into the
WNAC antenna. His nickname is due to his handsomeness and marriageability
c X. & H,

Most Popular Voice on Air in East
AN EVENING

Is Major J. J. Fanning's,
of WNAC
Wide Army Experience

By P. N. Hollingsworth
BOSTON. MASS.— Probably the best
known and most popular voice in the East
is that of Major John J. Fanning, director
of broadcasting at WNAC, The Shepard
Stores station here, and heard by thousands of admirers of Radio concerts as
"JJF."
As director of broadcasting since the
establishing of Station WNAC last year,
it became Director Fanning's duty to announce the Radio programs daily. From
the very first day, when a telephone call
was received by Mr. Shepard from a
woman in Chelsea asking the name of the
announcer with the wonderful voice, men,
women and children continue to call him
up, write him letters and send picture
postcards, requesting his photograph and
telling him complimentary things about
his voice.
Voice
Liied
by All
Should he ever lose that remarkable
voice — deep, rich and resonant — it would
be a hard blow to WNAC, as well as to
thousands of Radiophans. It is necessary
for him to employ a private secretary to
read and answer his mail and to tell the
writers who he is. It is not alone the
quality of his voice, but that quiet, unassuming attitude in his announcements
that has made him so popular with the
great unseen audiences of the East. And
personally to meet, he is just as unassuming and quiet as his voice over the Radio
would indicate. He impresses one, however, as having a great reserve of forcefulness and as one who would be quick
and decisive in action should occasion
require.
Arranges WNAC Programs
As director of broadcasting it devolves
upon Major Fanning to make up the programs for WNAC from day to day and
far in advance. It is to him in a large
measure that thanks should be extended
by Radiophans for some of the wonderful
programs they have heard from Station
WNAC, including several nights of grand
opera, and for some of the remarkable
"stunts" that have been sprung from time
to time.
The latest feature added to WNAC's
programs is announcements of the results
of some of the big boxing events that
have taken place lately, including the
Dempsey-Gibbons battle and others. A
news ticker, connecting directly with the
ringside of every important "scrap," has
been installed in the announcer's studio,
and as the returns come in, together with
other ticker news, it is announced to
Radiophans who otherwise would have to
call up some distant telephone station or
■wait for the morning papers.

Major Fanning is a native of Boston
and a graduate of Boston schools. He
served in the Signal Corps of the Massachusetts National Guard from 1907 until
the outbreak of the world war, this
period including a term on the Mexican
border as sergeant of the Radio company.
In May, 1917, he was commissioned a first
lieutenant in the Signal Corps, a month
later promoted to captain, and then transferred to the Signal Corps of the regular
army. In January, 1918, he was again
promoted to major in the regular army.
Major Fanning commanded the 301st
Field Signal Battalion during its entire
existence, first for a year in America and
for another year overseas as part of the
first and second American armies and the
army of occupation. He is at present
commanding officer of the 301st Signal
Battalion, 21st Army Corps, U. S. Army,
with the rank of major in the Signal Reserve Corps.
For ten years he has been active in
Radio. He is married, so those of the
feminine fans who admire his voice 'will
have to be content with that.
Second Announcer
Eligible Catch
Irving B. Robinson is assistant broadcasting operator and announcer for
WNAC. He is just twenty-four years old,
girls, a likable chap, with a good announcing voice and a fine war record. He
was born in Attleboro, Mass., and his
father. Dr. H. S. Robinson, is one of the
best known Radio amateurs in the country. "When Irving was old enough to
pound a key he was at the set, sending
and receiving, in communication with his
boy
friends and his father's older amateur
friends.
Young Robinson was one of a party
which installed a Radio communication
service in the gold camps near the South
Porcupine, Africa, district. He has traveled all over the world, even at one time
joining a party of gold prospectors on a
trip to Labrador. He has also acted as a
superior claim agent, settling some important cases.
Besides his liking for Radio, which
seems to be now his life work, he has
quite a hobby for amateur theatricals and
has taken prominent parts in many shows,
displaying no mean ability.
And girls! He is unmarried! They call
him "Adonis" Robinson.
Radio communication is rapidly being
adopted by Western power companies as
a means of maintaining communication
with their distant power plants when wire
lines are inoperative.

Station and City
CFCA Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary. Aha
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E Pittsburgh. Pa..
KFAF, Denver Colo
KFL Los Angeles. Calif . . . .
KGW, Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco. Calif .
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
KYW. Chicago. IU
NAA, Radio. Va
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass. . . .
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas Citv. Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park. Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago. IU
WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa...
WDT, New York. N.Y....
WEAF. New York. N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas. Tex
WFL Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y. .
W HA. Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy.N Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo... .
WHK, Cleveland. 0
W1P. Philadelphia. Pa
WJAX, Cleveland 0
WJAZ, Chicago. Ill
WJY. New York, N.Y....
WJZ. New York. N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan. PR
WLAG, Minneapolis. Mian.
WLW, Cincinnati. 0
WMAQ, Chicago, IU
WMC, Memphis. Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio. Texas.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.....
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa
WOR, Newark. N. 3
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala .
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
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Thursday | Friday

'3:00-' 4:30

IN

| Saturday | Sunday

6:00-7:00 6:45- 7:45
0:00- 7:00] 6:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00' 6:00- 7:00i
9:00-10:00]
6:00- 7
11:001:00 6:30- 7:30
6:00- 9:00l
9:00 5:009:00
6:00- 9:00
9:00
'8:00-10:
10:00-11
66. 5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00 5:005:001:30'
5:00- 9
6:00- 9:00' 11:309:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
8:4.5- 2:00
9:00-10
8:451:00
8:452:00
S:45- 1:00
8:45-' 2:66 12:00- 1:001 9:00- 2:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 71 00 12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00
'5:45.'
8:45-12:00
00! 8:45-12:00; 8:45-12:00, S:45-12:00i 8:45-12:00 12:001:00 10:00-12:00
10:00-' 1:66
10:00-12:00.
9:30- 2
8:45-12
10:00- 2:00 10:00-12:00
00| 10*0-12*0:
8:00-10:00;
7:00- 9:00 8:00-10:00 6:00- 7:00
8:00-10:66
9:00-10:00'
8:00-10 00
5:45- 7:40
7K)d-'9:66
10:00-12 .. 7:00- 9:00
7:00- 7:40 7:00- 9:00
:20 6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30 9:30-10:30:
5:00- 8:00! 7:00-10:00j 9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
7:00'5:30-'7:30
800
8:66 7:306:30- 8:00 5:00- 8:00
7:00- 8:00
9:30-10 :30i 9:30-10:30
6:30- 8:00 4*0- 5:00
6:30- 8:00
5:00- 8 00i
9:00- 1:00] 7:00-10:00
7:0
00 7:00-12:00 9:3
0-1
0:0
1:0
6:0
0
0 6:00- 1:00
0- 0:3
9:00;
7:00-1
0'
07:00-10
7:30-11
7:30-11:30
5:"30-' 8:66 6:00- 1:00 7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00 11:451*0
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1
6:001:00! 10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00
8:00-11:00
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
9:00 5:30- 6:001
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8*0 '5:00-'
6:00- 1:00 5:30- 6:00
5:305:00- 8:00]
5:50
9:00-10*0
5:30- 6:00 '7:30-' 8:30
5:30- 6:00
8:30- 9:30 8:305:00- 5:30
9:30 8:30-12:00 9:30-11:00
8:30-12:00
5:30- 6:30
5:00- 5 30
30. 5:00-7:00
5:00- 7:00
8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30-10:00
8:30-9 .. 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00i 6:309:30-10:30
7:30- 8*0
30 9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
6:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:00
9:30-10
6:00- 8 00;
I 12:00- 1.-00 6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
00
6:459:00
6:45- 9
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 5:30-' 6:30
7:30-89:30
8:008:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55
8:00-10:00
7:008:55
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 6:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:008:00 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00-10:00
5:00- 5 30 6:30- 8:30
4:009:00- 1:90 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
5*0- 8*0
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30] 5:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30
9:25-10:55]
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 6:305:30- 9:30
1:15- 8:30
4:00
9:25-10:55
5:36-i6:30
6:30-10:30
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:30-8:30
9:00-11:00
7:009:00
9:00-11:00
7:00- 9:00 8:00-12:00;
9:00
6:00- 9:00] 6:00- 9:00 6:008:00- 9:30 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
6:'3O-i'0'^6
8:00- 9:30 9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:30- 8:30 8:00-12:00 8:00- 9:30
9.00-10:00
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7:008:30 9:010:00 9:30-10:30
7:00- 8:30
7:00- 8:30
9:30-10:30 9:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
5:45- 9:00
5:45- 9*0
5.15- 6:30 6:00- 9*0 7:00- 9*0
5:156:30
5:156:301
6:009:00
6:00-10:00
8*0- 9:30 9:00-11:00
8:00- 9:30 7:00-9:00 8:00- 9:30
8:00-12:00
7:00- 9:00: 8:00 12*0 8:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00] 8:00-12:00
7:30- 9:15
6:00- 7:30
8:008:45 6:00- 7:30] 6:008:00-8:45
7:306:00-7:30
7:30 6:00- 7:30
4:30- 8:30
5:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

"Airphone Helps Us to Be
Good1' Hobo Pens to WGY
SCHENECTADY, N. T.— Radio has invaded the twilight camps of the hobo. As
these adventurers of the road and open
spaces gather around their fires they may
hear bedtime stories, stock reports,
weather forecasts, music and drama.
A recent correspondent of WGY, station
of the General Electric company here, who
signed himself "A Wanderer for Twenty

Years," said that he always carried some
sort of receiving set with him.
"I have been to hell and back in my
young life."
he wrote, men,
"and millionaires,
have associated with business
ordinary folks and crooks." In his concluding paragraph the wanderer said:
"Last Sunday's sermon entered through
my set into a bootleg joint, and I'm sure
it did some good."
Denmark is discussing the erection of a
Radio station in Greenland.
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DISCORD HOLDS UP
EUROPEAN STATIONS
AIR
EUROPE'S
BOUNDARY

TELEPHONY
BLOCKED

Say BroadObservers in Washington
casting Used for Propaganda
Obstructs Its Development
"WASHINGTON. — What prevents European countries from progressing as far
and fast in Radio broadcasting service as
the United States?
The answer, as given here by observers
recently, lies in the discord prevailing over
the eastern hemisphere.
There is no doubt that officially Radio
is utilized to its highest efficiency, so far
as present engineering can take it, in
Europe. The British government has been
erecting the greatest worldwide chain of
powerful Radio stations.
Even Russia Advances
Three stations in France are among the
most powerful in the world. Italy, Germany, the Scandinavian countries — even
Russia — have also developed their Radio
facilities to the 'nth degree, but only for
official government purposes. The layman, who in the United States is enjoying
broadcast services from all parts of the
land, is strictly limited abroad as to such
entertainment. If he can afford to pay a
high tax, a high price for his set and a
high annual fee for the broadcast services,
he may at times be permitted to operate
a receiving set.
The reason for these extra duties and
high prices lies to the greatest extent in
the existent troublesome situation in
Europe.
Fear Causes Limitations
There is international fear among the
countries. Jealousy and hatred clog the
minds of the diplomats, and other government officials. And these are conveyed to
the people.
Imagine a broadcasting station with
power to transmit speech beyond the
boundaries .of its own country. Then
imagine Radio as popular socially in these
European countries as it is here — no government tax, comparatively low price of
material and free broadcasting service.
Propaganda would fly through the air
in all directions. One country would send
its propaganda into all the surrounding
territories in languages. And there would
be no way of preventing the reception of
such propaganda.
That is why ownership even of receiving sets is-- under strict government control. Until that fear is foregone, Radio
reception and broadcasting will remain
under
strict control — even in England.
Missouri was the first farming State to
erect Radio broadcasting stations for
market reports.

An Introduction to Radio. A real book
for the amateur. This treatise comes in
two volumes. 96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, fl.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blueprint.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong1 Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents.
Elements of Radio telegraphy. By Elery
"W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H.
Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying
principles of Radio thoroughly explained
in simple language and understandable
illustrations. This book will • teach you
how to construct and operate a receiving
set successfully.
Price, $1.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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EASTERN COIL SETS
for the

CIRCUIT

The remarkable features which are making
this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular
each day are its simplicity of construction
and control — wonderful selectivity — distance
records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference, etc., are eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. 18 wire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE ASSEMBLED «D f-% >*7 ET
SET OF B, C AND D COILS. *P ^. ' «J
PRICE
' r
Hook-up,
directions and material list furnished free with each set of coils.
Mail Orders Filled.
Dealers Communicate

EASTERN
22 Warren Street,

RADIO
Dept.

MFG.

R. D.. NEW
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FOG SIGNAL BY AIR

Reviews of Books

COCKADAY

(Patent Pending)
THE PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed. KC\t*
«*«*»
Price, Mounted
14 K. GOLD SUPERSENSITIVE RUSONITE
CATWHISKER.
Permanent.
Will OB.
£"ax'
Not Oxidize. Price
RUSONITE
REFLEX
CRYSTAL.
Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits.
Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volttfl (\(\
age.
Guaranteed.
Price, Mounted . . «P*»V'V'
Order from your dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.
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The Reader's View

SEEN AS SHIPS' AID

U. S. EXPERT FORECASTS
GREATER USE AT SEA

American Methods of Protecting Marine
by Airphone Studied by Several European Lands
By Carl H. Butman
WASHINGTON.— Radio within the next
few years will play an increasingly important part in the work of protecting
those who go down to the sea in ships,
according to George R. Putnam, commissioner of lighthouses.
As a result of his experience with Radio
in the lighthouse service, Commissioner
Putnam is an enthusiastic supporter of
that means of communication. He expressed his opinions strongly at the recent International Congress of Navigation in London, when he asserted his belief that Radio fog signals were destined
to become one of the prime factors in lifesaving work. Since his return to Washington he has plunged into plans for
extending the use of Radio in the lighthouse service.
U. S. Leads World
Although not the first country to install Radio fog signals, France having
done so several years before this country
took the matter up, the United States today leads the world in the number and
efficiency of such signals and its methods
are studied abroad. The American Radio
fog signals are sent out on a 1,000-meter
wave length. Those of France were sent
on a very low wave length and lacked
efficiency; the French government is remodeling all sets so as to use the internationally adopted wave length of 1,000
meters.
Radio fog signals, as their name implies, are sent in foggy weather to warn
mariners that they are near dangerous
coasts. They have an all-weather range
of about thirty miles, but this range can
be extended if greater distance is deemed
desirable. The sets are automatic, needing only to be started, and are cared for
by light keepers and others; knowledge of
Radio is not required.

Flewelling- Super Bouquet
Some time ago I wrote you about making the Flewelling Super. I constructed
the set from the Radio Digest book (using
three .006 mfd. condensers). When I had
made the super the body capacity effect
was very bad.
Well, I decided on the first prize set and
it certainly eliminated the body capacity.
With an outside aerial 60 feet long and 40foot lead-in I receive all New York stations like wild fire, and very loud. I
picked up WOC, Davenport, WDAP, Chicago, and WGY, Schenectady, the first
night.
Now I have a 25-foot piece of parallel
cord along the picture moulding, and al3
New York stations come in fine. I also
pick up WGY and WDAP on it. I am using
a 50 and 75-turn duo-lateral coil, and a
WD-11 tube with 45 volts on the plate.
I want to thank you for your letter
which indeed shows there is one Radio
publication that really does help one when
advice is needed. I look for Radio Digest
every Tuesday and would not be without
it. — Thos, H. Hughes, New York, N. Y.
Radio microphones, loud speakers and
vacuum-tube amplifiers are. now used in
directing vast crowds and mob scenes in
moving-picture
spectacles.

The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio
TESTED MICA
CONDENSER
ura. by
HAS. FRESHMAN
MEW

YORK

CO. Inc
CITY

Through the accuracy and dependability of Freshman Condensers, hookups and circuits have been perfected
which have completely revolutionized
the art of Radio Reception.
These little Storers of energy and

The

rectifiers of Radio Current are the
very heart of a well-built radio set.

Standard

The proper fixed condenser will make
all the difference in the world in the
reception, clarity and selectivity your
set affords.
Capacity
.002
Capacity
Each
.0025
.0001
$.35
. . $.40
.003
.00O15
35
.. Each
.60
.75
.00025
35
.004
.003
.0002
.35
. . .50
.0003
35
.000
.
.
.75
.008
.00035
35
. . 1.00
.01
.015
.0005
35
.02
.0006
40
. . 2.00
.025
.0008
40
.001
40
.0015
40

"All -American"
Transformers
Radio
and Audio
Frequency
now bein?
used in radio
sets
manufactured
by
leaders in the industry.
These manufacturers have
expended a great deal of
time and money in the
testing of transformers
to give best results. They
can not afford to take
chances.
Their preference
of "All-American"
Trans-to
formers is four guide
real satisfaction.
Ask your dealer to show
formers.
you "All-American" TransFREE OFFER
Book of Hook-ups contwenty-five
successful taining
circuits.
Send
2c
stamp to cover postage.

The FRESHMAN is so designed that constant equal pressure is exerted on the condenser plates over the entire area. They
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.
At your eJealers, otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

Badio Frequency
Transformer

Rauia^wmCo.

Vcsactfbl Condenser

($as. Freshman

200 No. Jefferson 3t,Chicago, I1L

106 Seventh Avenue

N. Y.

NEW

YORK

%T*dGr&z*l3£
P™*«*"NU
ioinu>o^ 9

Awhkh
FOUR-TUBE
you may

RECEIVER in
use
all kinds of

tubes — in any desired combination.
No storage battery unless you desire it.

Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.

VOLT
VOLT

World Storage Batteries Save You
50%
And
You
Get
a
Written
2-Yr.
Guarantee
We maintain the same high quality material and workmanship found on the most expensive batteries and
6 Volt

60 Amp.$
6 Volt and
100 sale
Amp.$12.50
still are able to allow our remarkably low sale price by greatly
reducing8.50
our overhead
costs.
Special 2 Volt Storage Battery for
tf C f\C\
6 Volt 120 Amp. 14.50
WD-II
WD-12
Tubes
Special
4andVolt
Storage
Battery for

"P°'w
<CQ
CiCi

6 Volt

80 Amp. 10.00 6 Volt 140 Amp. 16.50

UV-199
Tubesservice on one charge. Rechargeable.
.pO.VU
200 Hours'
SEND NO MONEY.
We ship C. 0. D.. subject to inspection, or will allow 5% discount for cash with
order. Shipment made same day order is received. Save 50% on your next battery and get better service
and longer life. Our written guarantee is your proof of satisfaction. The Big Fall Radio Season is on
now. Jo get the full benefit of it order your new WORLD battery today!
I

V* •%.
60 EAST

ROOSEVELT

ROAD,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Wednesday, September 5

Tuesday, September 4
■ "TIM

P.
CFCA (Eastern. Daylloht Suvine. 400), 8:00-9:00
Selection from ■'Tannhausec" Sl»i ■
M
Oreheatn: Sung* hj Sydnej Walsh, tenor;
Sh.-niow"G
ra
nd
han1'iiul " St«r Concert Orcheatra; "Ttludop »•T
•limit."
Manilla Both, rtoltnlat; "Vatee Bluette,
iiuliau I*m> Uffte." Star Concert Orchestra
sou irabe." Harry Adaskln. violinist;
March, " Stai Concert Orchestra.
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 11:30 A. M.. Music victrola. S
llamllioit Co.; 5:15 P. M.. Plnn.T concert. Oram)
Symphony Orchestra; 6:45. Children's Period; 7:20.
Concert,
Trio of tho KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra.
KGW
(Paclflc. 492). 3:30-4:00 P. .M.. Woman s pro" gram, talk hj Jeanette P. Craro.r,
editor or 1 lie
1 Sreionlan; 10:10-11:00, Dance nnislo. George Olson
ami orchestra.
„
KHJ
(Paoinc. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert; 2:303:30. Matinee musirale. Major and Orchestra; 6:457:30. Children's Hour. Wesley Peterson, flutist. Df
8:00-10:00,
by "I'ncle John:"
Story
t years:
Luie
Program.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Concert, Chevrolet
Dr. J. M. Black, diMotors
rector. Band ot St. Louis.
KYW (Central. 345). 1:35-2:00 P. M.. Concert. Lyon
5:50. Children's bedtime
Dent-: program.
Concert Musical
& Healy
story;
7:00-7*8.
Mark S. Love,
bass' Howard Neumiller, accompanist: Evelyn Freedman violinist: Mrs. D. D. Sells, accompanist ; Isham
Jones and his orchestra; 8:05, Book reviews, Llewellyu Jones.
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Savlno. 337). 7:30 P. M.,
Bedtime story for children: 8:00. Concert. Anna \\ oilman soprano; Mrs. Dorothy Birchard Mulroney. accompanist; ltalo Bisesti. violinist; 9:00, Bedtime
story for grownups.
Orison S. Harden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 12*0-12:54
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00. Musical
program, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 4:30-5:55,
■■Affairs of the Heart." Betsy Logan; Song recital;
7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories. Dream
Daddy.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12:00-12:45
P. M., I've Got The Tes We Have No Bananas
Blues," "Last Night on the Back Porch." "Somebody Else Took You Out of My Arms," "Oh Min,"
"Mamniys Silver Linning." "The Gold Diggers,"
"Annabelle," "Stingo, Stango." '"Underneath the
Sip Sip Sippi Moon," Fred Whitehouse and Jack
Stanley, soloists: Comedy Recitations, Fred Whitehouse; "Where The Sacramento Kiver Flows," "Susan." "Hawaiian Nightingale," Jack Stanley, pianist.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dinner dance music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 3:00, Musical program; 7:00-7:30, Children's Own Half Hour, Stories by Cousin sue;
8:00, Boy Scouts Radio Corps, supervision of Boy
Scouts of America; 8:30, Piano recital; 10:30, Dance
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00-12:30
P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6:30-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist: 7:00, Digest of
the Day's News, topics of scientific interest.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Music and reading,
Mrs. Katherine V. Steers; 7:45, "Peg O' My Heart,"
drama; Cast, Ruth Bentley, Edward H. Smith, Rose
Cohn, W. H. Ward. Jerome Lovenheim, Chas. Baumis,
Frances Ford, Earle Harvey. Arliue Montgomery;
Orchestral selection, "Irish Rhapsody."
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert by
the Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones,
conductor; Organ selections, Roy C. Parks; 7:309:00, Concert by Ray Pfaff and his orchestra; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz. Germantowu Theater;
3*0, Piano recital; 6:00, Dinner music, Dick Regan
and his WD? Little Symphony orchestra; 7:00-7:30,
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:30, Organ recital,
Karl Bonawitz.
WJAX (Eastern, 390), 7:30 P. M., Concert, Cleveland
News-Leader, Emerson Gill Orchestra, proirram of
popular dance music; Dorothy Maskell. Miss Edith
Cannon, Miss Rose S. Seton, vocal solos and trios.
WJAZ (Central Daylight Saving, 447) 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M. Musical program selections Oriole Orchestra, Dan Russo, director, Ted Firoito, coach; Jane
Holter, soprano; F. LeRoy, pianist; Russell Longmeyer. baritone.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 10:00 P. IYI., Selections by the
Circle Orchestra; "One Fine Day." "For You Alone,"
"Life." "Carry Me Back to Ole Yirginny." "Spirit
Flower," "Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses,"
"Love's Old Sweet Song," Idella Banker, soprano;
One-Act Play. "The Lollard," Olive Vail. An Old
Maid; Dorothy E. Hecker, The Young Married
Woman; "She Got That Too," "Steerin' for Erin,"
"Missing."
"Old Fashioned Days," Circle Orchestra.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Savings, 447), 9:00 P. M.,
La Salle roof garden orchestra, E. E. Sheetz. Jr.,
Conductor; 9:15, Program arranged by Corydon Smith.
WOC (Central. 484), 12:00 noon, Chimes concert; 3:30
P. M., Educational program, A. G. Hinrichs lecturer;
5:45, Chimes concert.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00-11:30
A. M.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55
P. M., Luncheon Music. Wanamaker Tea Room
Orchestra;
4:45-5:00. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt;
7:30.
WWJ
(Eastern,
A. and
M., soloist;
"Ironing Margery
Day,"
program,
Fred 517),
Shaw, 9:45
pianist
Richmond, pianist; 12:00 P. M., Detroit News Orchestra; 7:00, Detroit News Orchestra; the Town Crier;
G. P. Pittson, tenor; F. W. Durkee. tenor; Bertha
Cavanagh, soprano.

CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
"Merrle England, Star Concert Orchestra; Eileen
I.aw. contralto: "Sonata." Jacques Sum in, cellist;
"Orlentale." "Spanish Dances." star Concert Orchestra; "Rondo." J&cquea Sterln, cellist: "June
Love," Star Concert Orchestra.

WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00-4:00 P. M.,
Sciiik and piano recital: 6:00-11:45 Dinner music; 7:007:30, Bodtlme stories and roll call, Uncle Wip.

WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M., Musical Program, Selections, Oriole. OrI'lii-uru.
Dan
ltussn.
director;
Ted
Firoito,
!■ :
\i.i\ GoldborfF,
Hoprano;
Harriet
Weeber,
i list;
Kinlyn .lones, tennr; Edward
Jlagner, viollntet.
WLW (Eastern. 309), 8:00 P. M., Cincinnati Fall
Festival Program broadcast direct from Music Hall,
address.
Governor
Edwin
P.
Morrow,
Kentucky;

What Time Is It?

Mountain or
PacificSaving
Daylight

Pacific

Central
or Daylight
MounSaving
tain

THE above clock dials are shown to clear up the misunderstanding which
the various time bands and the Daylight Saving plan are creating.
Although each dial registers time one hour ahead or behind of its
neighbor, the exact period indicated on each dial is the same as that on
every other. This chart will aid in the use of the advance programs and
the schedules in the Radiophone Broadcasting Station Directory, both of
which give the hours stated in the particular kind of time in. use at each
station. Only features are listed in the advance programs below. Much
additional data and such parts of station schedules as are regular features
week in and week out, will be found in the station directory which appears
serially continuously on page eight.
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 11:30 A. M., Music, victrola.
S. Hamilton Co.; 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert. KDKA
Little Symphony Orchestra; Victor Saudek, director;
6:35, Literary program, Marjory Stewart; 6:45, Children's period; 7:20, Concert, KDKA Little Symphony
Orchestra.
KGW (Pacific, 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M., Children's program, story for tiny tots by Aunt Nell; 8:00-9:00.
Helen Van Houten, pianist; 10:00-11:00, Dance
music,
George Olsen and orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M„ Musical features; 2:30-3:30, Matinee Musicale; 6:45-7:30, Children's Hour, "Uncle John:" 8:00- 10:00, De Luxe
Program,
Mrs. A. F. Borden,
director.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Concert, Edwardsville
Concert Band, Joseph A. Raffaelle bandmaster.
KYW
345).
M., Children's
story;(Central,
7:00-7:58
P. 5:50
M., P.Musical
program, bedtime
Harry
Geise, pianist: Sallie Menkes, pianist; Isham Jones
and his orchestra.
WBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 337), 6:00 P. M„
Dinner concert, WBZ Trio; 7:30, Bedtime story for
children; 8:00, Concert, Walter Marsh, baritone;
Mrs. Eleanor Turner LaZazzera, accompanist; WBZ
Trio; 9:00, Bedtime story for grownups. Orison S.
Marden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Musical
program; 4:30-6:30, Fashion Talk and piano recital;
7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories, Dream Daddy; 8:00, Song
recital and dance music.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 7:00-8:00 P. M„
"La Colomba." "Mattinata," "Two Roses," Barcarola Nocturna," "Love Is a Song,"- "Chanson De
Le Lune," "Si Mes Vers Avalent," "Villanelle,"
Louise Dorr, saprano; "Ah Moon of My Delight,"
"It Was a Lover and His Lass." "Who Is Sylvia,"
"Sultima Cenzone," "The Garland," "Elegie," "So
We'll Go No More a Roving," "Now Sleeps the
Crimson
Petal."
"Thank God for a Garden," William Dawson,
tenor.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Song recital; 6:30, Dinner music.
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra;
7:00,
Sue. Children's Own Half Hour, Stories by Cousin
WGR( Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00-12:30 P.
M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6:30-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard,
organist; 7:00, Digest of
• the Day's News; 9:00, Concert, American Artists'
Club, direction of A. A. Van De Mark.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert by
the Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra ; Ollie Jones,
conductor; Selections on the Rialto Theatre Organ;
7 30-9 :00, Concert, auspices Mrs. Jane Webster Murrell; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WHK (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M„ WHK Trio, musical
program
of popular selections; Babson's Radio Release.

FOR UV-199 TUBES

SAVE
BATTERIES

RHEOSTATS
TUBES AND
SOCKETS

Cardinal Boy's Band. Maysville, Kentucky. Studio
Program,
Hilda Gear,
Alms Orchestra,
Merrilsoloist;
Van Jack
Pelp, Keefer's
violinistHotel
and
director; Edgar Schmeig, saxophonist; Eddie Balm,
clarinetist;
Atkins,
trumpeter;
"Crawford,
trombonist; Rex
Arthur
Meese,
pianist; David
Nelson
Miller,
banjo player; Jack Keefer, drummer.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Savings. 447), 9:00 P. M„
La Salle roof garden orchestra; 9:15, Program arranged by Thomas MacBruney,
vocalist.
WOC (Central, 484), 12:00 noon. Chimes concert;
3:30 P. M„ Educational program, Clyde G. Kern,
lecturer; 6:30, Sandman's visit; 8:00, Pipe Organ recital, Mrs. Frank W. Elliott, organist; 10:00. Artist
Musical Program, Erwin Windell, Musical Director;
"Rosey" Wright, tenor; E. H. Hass, reader; Katherine Effiandt, whistler; Edith McCulloch, soprano;
Pauline Mount,
soprano.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, S09). 11:00-11:30 A.
M„ Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. IYI.,
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 12:00 P. M., Detroit News
Orchestra; 7:00. Detroit News Orchestra; the Town
Crier; Vocal numbers by pupils of George Carr.

RESIST-O-DAPTER
The
B.-T. Universal Tuoisig
There is nothing en the market you can compare

With the Brenier-Tully Universal Tuner. It is an entirely new instrument, that gives unequalled selectivity and control on riractically all modern circuits.
It replaces coils in Reinartz, Ultra Audion and
other regenerative and non-regenerative circuits. In
most circuits taps are not required. Also gives
remarkable
results in Radio Frequency and all
Reflex
Circuits.
Simple to connect, no soldering: connections made
to binding posts, easily changed to any circuit
Photo diagrams
of above, also BpcciaJ Bn
Tully circuits, in addition to kev of windings, i i nished.
Write today

BREMER
532

South

-TULLY

Canal

Street,

MFG.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

UV-199 — King of radio tul>es. Use them in
your present receiver without changing
sockets, batteries or rheostats! The ResistO-Dapter has a built-in resistance unit
which makes your rheostat a vernier filament control. Designed for use with UV-199
tubes and 6 volt batteries (diy or storage).

Order Today!

$2 each; 3 for $5
Money

Postage Prepaid
Back If Not Satisfied

ASSOCIATED RADIO
INVENTORS OF AMERICA
Lynbrook, L. I.
Dealcs:
Discounts

on

NEW YORK
Request

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M..
"Kammciioi Ostrow," star Concert OrcheBtra; "Come
to
Fair,"Orchestra;
Kate Jackson,
"Vivlonne,"
siurthe
Concert
"Kill. contralto;
Bill," Harry
Adaskln.
violinist; "My Dream.." star Concort Orchestra:
"Down to the Burn," Kate Jackson, contralto; "Gold
and Silver," Star Concert Orclu-ntra; "Canzonetta."
Harry Adaskln, violinist: "The Slave Song," Kato
chestra.
Jackson, contralto; "Dreaming," Star Concert OrKDKA (Eastern. 326), II 30 A. IH., Music, victrola,
S. Hamilton Co.: 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert. Grand
Symphony Orchestra: 6:45, Children's Period; 7:2U,
Concert, Carlson Brothers Instrumental Quintet;
Laura Statska, soprano.
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.. Child training
program; 10:00-11:00, Dance music, George Olsen
and orchestra.
KHJ (Paclflc. 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M., Conceit Program; 2:30-3:30, Matinee Musicale; 6:45-7:30, Children's Hour. "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00, De Luxe
Program. Charles Wakefield Cadman, and Harry
James
Beardslcy; "Main Street," Rev. Thomas Lutnian, lecturer.
KYW (Central, 345). 5:50 P. M.. Children's bedtime
story; 7*0-7:58 P. M., "Musical program, Eliyn
Swanson Engel, contralto; Sylvia Jackson Holtsberg,
accompanist; John Stamford, tenor; Sallie Menkes,
accompanist; G. A. Bruno, French horn; Joseph Izzo,
flutist; Herbie Mintz, pianist
WBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 337), 7:30 P. M.,
Bedtime story for children; 8:00, Concert, Margaret
Regal, soprano; Willard Clark, baritone; Francis
Regal, cellist; Mrs. Francis Regal, accompanist; 9:00,
Bedtime story for grownups.
Orison S. Maiden.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Concert.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55. Song recital; 7:30-8:00, Bedtime
stories. Dream
Daddy.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-12:55 P.
M-, Selections by Saul Rogers and his Famous Hofbrau Orchestra; Saul Rogers, pianist; Meyer Sklaroff, violinist; Charles Lucci, banjoist; Victor Bertez,
saxophonist; Nat Levine, drummer; Songs by Frank
Bessenger, tenor.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M„
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00. Short talks; 6 30, Dinner music
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra:
8:00, S'ong recital and musical program.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00-1230 P.
M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6:30-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest of the
Day's News. Boy Scout Radiograms, Employment
Bulletin,
"The 380).
American
WGY
(Eastern,
1:00 P.Boy."
M„ Musio and address.
Dr. Claud M. Hall; 7:45, Selection, Cowbell Four,
Male Quartet; Duet, Mrs. C. A. Lamb and Mrs. Elsie
Adelle,
orchestra. guitar accompaniment; "Friendly Circle."
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M„ Concert by the
Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; Roy C. Parks, organist; 7:00-9:00, Selections by the Mary Anderson Theatre Orchestra;
Ollie Jones, conductor; Concert, King Waller Studio;
Selections on the Rialto Theatre Organ; Reading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz, Germantown Theater;
3:00, Short talks and song recitals; 7:00-7 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00, Song recital and concert; 9:00-9 30, (Continued
Dance music.
on page 9)
ALL

LARGEST
RADIO
STORE
IN
AMERICA

BUILD YOUR
OWN SET

FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT

COMPLETE!!

Reg. Our
CONSISTING OF Price Price
6x14 Formica Panel. $1.26 $1.10
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
3.30
1 .45
Thiee .006 Mica
Condensers
3.00
2.25
CRL Variable Grid
Leak
1.85
1.35
Grid Leak
40
.25
2 Coil Adjustable
Honeycomb Coil
Mounting
with
Knobs
4.00
2.65
50 Turn Honeycomb
Coil
75
.40
7o Turn Honeycomb
Coil
75
.40
2 Coil Mounts
with
Straps
1.20
.80
1 Bakelite
Socket... 1.00
.45
Vernier Rheostat
1.50
1.35
1 Bakelite 3" Dial.. I.0O
.25
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
1 Baseboard for
Mounting
30
.20
1 Blueprint
with
tions for Assembly
Complete
Instrucand Wiring
1.00
.50
Regular Price

$22.16

Our Price

45

USE THEM WITH
THE

NEW

Thursday, September 6

THORDARSON
HIGH

AND
LOW
RATIO
TRANSFORMERS

LONG RANGE
$10.00 VALUE

HEAD SETS

65

$2,45

READY TO
MOUNT
DRILLED—

HAZELT1NE
NEUTRODYNE
CIRCUIT

COMPLETE!!

ALL
PARTS
LICENSED
UNDER
HAZELTINE
PATENTS
1 7x21x3/16
drilled
formica
1 Howard
rheostat
38 John
Firthposts
bakelite sockets
Binding
densers
3 23
plate variable conpanel
1 former
Wave control neutro2 Radio

Made signinproved
style
deby and
use and
experiment to be the
best Coil wound with
about
6.500
turns
of
No.
' 40 enamel coated copper
wire. Direct
current
resistance
approximately
1,600 ohms. Impedence
at average music and
voice frequency (800 cycles) is 21,000 dims.
Brandes Superior
Headset
$5.75
Brach Lightning

frequency
amplifying neutroformers
2 Grid neutralizing condensers
1wiring,
.00025 micon grid condenser
1 Marco
variable
grid leak
1 Base board for mounting
25 feet tinned copper bus bar
wire and complete
instructions for assembling
and

ELECTRIC

SOLDERING
ONE

Indoor
Outdoor —
Arresters

ALL MDSE.
GUARANTEED
BY US
TO BE OF
FIRST

INSTRUCTIONS
INCLUDED
ALL
PANELS

YEAR

IRON

GUARANTEE

95
1 .45

$2.45
MAIL

ORDERS

ADDRESS
DEPT. R. D.

QUALITY

509 So. State St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

RADIO

DIGEST

September 8, 1923

— Illustrated

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part
State.

City,

Call

|

Alabama:
Auburn. WXIAV
Birmingham. WSY
.Mobile. WEAP
Montgomery.
WKAN

State.

State,

City. Call

Idaho:
Boise. KFAU.
KFDD.
Kellogg, KFEY
Moscow.
KFAN

KFAD.

EFEC

Arkansas:

Fayetteville.
Fort Smith,
Little Book,
Pine Bluff.

KFDV
WGAB
WCAV
WOK

California:

Altadena, KGO
Bakersfleld. KDZB
Berkeley, KQI. KBE
Del Monte. KLN
El Monte. KUY
,
Fresno. KMJ
Hollywood.
KFAR
Long Beach, KSS
Los Angeles. KDZF.
KFCL, KFL,
KHJ.
KJS. KNV,
KNX,
KUS.
KWH
Loa Gates. KFHQ
Modesto.
KXD
Oakland, EXS. BXX. KZSI
Richmond. KFCM
Sacramento.
KFBK
San Diego, KDPT, KDTJI, KFCB.
KFFA
San Francisco. KPO. KUO
San Jose. KFAQ. KQW
San Luis Obispo. KFBE
Santa Ana. KFAW
Santa Barbara, KFHJ
Selma. KFJH
Stanford Univ.. KFGH
Stockton. KJQ. KWG
Venice. KFAV
Colorado:
Boulder. KFAJ
Colorado Springs. KFFQ, KFCK
Denver, AA3, DX4, KDZQ, KEEP,
KFAF,
KFDL,
KFEL,
KFLE,
KT.7
Greeley, KFJD, KFKA
Greeley, KFJD
Gunnison.
KFHA
Lakeside. KFKH
Trinidad, KFBS, KFHT
Connecticut:

Bangor. WABI
Houlton. WLAN
Portland. WTAJ

Bridgeport, WKAX
Hartford. WDAK
New Haven. WPAJ
Storrs. WABL
Waterbury.
WQAD
Delaware:
Wilmington,

WHAV.

WOAT

District of Columbia:
Washington, WABE. WCAP, WDM.
WEAS. WHAQ, WIL, WIAY,
WJH,
WMU.
WQAW,
WBC
Florida:
Jacksonville. WABG,
WDAL
Miami.
WQAM
Pensacola.
WGAN\
WLAV
St Petersburgh, WSAG
Tampa,
WDAE
Georgia:

Atlanta. WGM, WSB
College Park. WDAJ
Gainesville. WKAY
Macon.
WMAZ
Savannah, WBAB

Belvidere. WOAG. WTAH
Carthage.
WTAD
Chicago. KYW.
WAAF.
WBU.
WDAP,
WJAZ,
WMAQ.
WPAD,
WSAH.
WSAX
Decatur, YVBAO. WHAP
Elgin, WTAS
Mattoou.
WQAL
McLeansboro.
WRAS
Mt. Yemon, WABF
Peoria. WJAN.
WQAX
Rockford. WIAB
Sterling, WBBC
Tuscola. WDZ
Urbana.
WRM
Zion, WCBD
Indiana:
Anderson.
WABO
BrookviUe.
WSAL
Greencastle. WLAX
Huntington,
WHAY
La Porte. WRAF
Marion. WLAQ
Mishawaka. WOAO
Muncie. WJAF
South Bend. WABJ,
WGAZ
West Lafayette. WBAA
Iowa:
Ames. WOl
Boone. KFGQ
Burlington. WIAS. WLAT
Cedar Rapids. WJAM. WKAA
Centerville. WDAX
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport. WHAI. WOC
Des Moines. KFDJ.
WGF
Fort Dodge. KFER.
WEAB
Gladbrook, KFIK
Iowa City, WHAA
Lamoni. KFFV
Le Mars. KFCY. WIAD
Newton.
WIAH
Oskaloosa. KFBX
Ottumwa,
KFJL
Sigourney. WOAD
Sioux City. WEATJ
Waterloo,
WHAC
Kansas:
Anlhony,
WBL
Atwood.
WEAD
Beloit. WPAR
Cheney. KFGP
Emporia.
WAAZ
Hutchinson.
KFHS
IndependenceKFIS
Iola, KFED
Lindsborg.
WDAD
Lbuisburg,
KFJX
Manhattan. WTG
Marion.
WRAD
Parsons. WOA.T
Pittsburgh. KFIY
Topeka. WJAQ.
WPA5I
Wichita, KFHI, WAAP,
Kentucky:
Frankfort.
WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville. WHAS
Paducah.
WIAR

KFDX.

TRIPLE HONEYCOMB

WKC.

WEAH

WGAQ

Michigan:

Jersey:

WOB.

Montana:
Billings. KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte. KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. KFBB
Stevensville, KFJK
Nebraska:
David City. WRAB
Fremont. WOAE
Grand Island, KFJA
Hastings, WQAY
Kearney,
KFHP
Lincoln,
KFDU.
WFAV.
WJAB.
WKAC.
WUAH.
WQAP
Norfolk. WJAG
Oak. KFEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KFFX.
WAAW.
WIAK.
WNAL,
WOAW
Tecumseh.
WTAU
University Place. WCAJ
Utica. KFGV
York. KFDR

New Mexico:
Roswell. KNJ
State College. KOB
New

York:

Albany.
Buffalo. WNJ
WGB
Canandaigua, WSAW
Canton. WCAD
Cazenovia.
WMAC
Ithaca. WEAI
Lockport, WMAK
New York, KDOW.
WBAY, WDT,
WEAF,
WJX.
WJY,
WJZ.
WXAW, WSAP
Poughkeepsie.
WFAF
Rochester, WABO,
WHAM
Ridgewood.
WHN
Schenectady,
WGY.
WRL
Syracuse.
WFAB.
WLAH,
WNAN WDAI.
Tarrytown. WRW
Troy. WHAZ
TJtica. WSL
North Carolina:
Asheville. WFAJ
Charlotte. WBT
Greensboro,
WQAZ
Raleigh. WLAC
North

Dakota:

Fargo. WDAY.
WPAK
Grand
WOABForks, KFJJI, KFJQ,
Mayville, KFHTJ
Ohio:
Canton.
WWB
Cincinnati. WAAD, WHAG,
WLW.
WMH.
WSAI
Cleveland,
KDPM.
WHK.
W.TAX
Columbus. WBAY. WCAH. WEAO.
WMAN.
WPAL
Davton, WA1.
WABD
Fairfield. WL2
Granville, WJD
Greenville, WCBB
Hamilton. WBAU. WBK
Lebanon.
WPG
Lima, WOAC
Marietta. WBAW
Middleport.
WSAK
Newark,
WBBA
Sandusky.
WABH.
WQAF
Springfield. WNAP
Steubenville. WTAK
Stockdale. WJAK
Warren.
WLAZ
Wooster. WGAU
Youngstown, WDBF

Oklahoma:
Aidmoie. WOAA
Bristow, KFJK
Chickasha.
KFGD

THAN

State.

Oklahoma City. KFJF,
Norman.
WNAD
Okmulgee. WPAC
Tulsa. WGAF,
WLAL

Nevada:
Reno, KDZK
Sparks. KFFB
New Hampshire:
Chesharn. WSATJ
Laconia. WKAV
New

IV
State, City, Call

Call

N. Plainfield. WEAJI
Ocean City. WLAD
Paterson. WBAN
Trenton. WMAL.
WOAX

Berrien Springs. KFGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit. KOP,
WCX. WWJ
East Lansing, WKAB
Flint. WEAA
Kalamazoo,
WOAP.
WLAQ
Lansing, WEAL
Rodgers. WCAF
Saginaw, WABM
Minnesota:
Baudette, KFGY
Duluth. WJAP.
WMAT
Hutchinson.
WFAN
Minneapolis.
KFDZ,
KFEX.
WBAJD,
WBAH.
WCAS,
WLAG.
WEAH
Moorhead.
WPAU
NorUvfield. WCAL
St. Cloud. WFAM
St. Paul. AV7. WAAH

COIL LOUDER

City.

Atlantic City. WHAB
Camden.
WRP
Gloucester City, WRAX
Moorestown.
WBAF
Newark.
WBS.
WBAZ WAAM,

Missouri:

WLAP

KFHF.

Maryland:

Baltimore.
WCAO.
WEAB.
WNAY
Frostburg,
WPAQ
Massachusetts:
Boston, WNAC
Dartmouth, WMAF,
WSAQ
Fall River. WSAK. WTAB
Lowell. WQAS
Medford
Hillside. WGI
New Bedford. WDAU
Springfield. WBZ
Worcester. WABK, WDAS

Butler. WNAR
Cameron,
WFAQ
Cape Girardeau.
WSAB
Carrollton, KFJJ
Columbia.
WAAN
Independence. WPAG
Jefferson City. WOS
Joplin, WHAH
Kansas City. WDAF.
WHB.
WMA.T,
WOQ
Marshall. WJAT
Moberly. KFFP
St. Joseph, KFHD. WEAK
St. Louis, KFEZ,
KFGJ,
KFIB,
KSD,
WCK,
WEB.
WKW.
WHAT.
WRAO
Springfield. WIAI,
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio. WIAT
Webster Grove. WOAL

Louisiana:
Alexandria.
KFFY
Baton Rouge. KFGC
New Orleans. WAAB. WAAC.
WCAG,
WGV,
WIAF,
WTAF,
\Y\YL
Shreveport.

State,

Call

Maine:

KFFB

Illinois:

Phoenii. KDYW.
Tucson. KFDH

City.

WKY

KZN

Arlington.
NAA
Virginia:
Blacksburg.
WEAE
Portsmouth.
WOAQ,WNAW
Fortress
Monroe.
KFJJ\

Pennsylvania:

Allentown. WCBA.
WSAN
Altoona. WGAW
Easton. WMAP
Erie. WOAV
Grove City. WSAJ
Harrisburg. WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC
Lancaster, WDBC. WGAL
Parkesburg, WQAA
Philadelphia. WCAU. WDAR. WFI.
WWAD WLP.
WGL.
WNAT.
WOO.
WJAS
Pittsburgh.
KDKA,
KQV.
WCAE,
Reading, WBBD.
WRAW
Scranton. WQAN.
WBAY
State College. WPAB
Yillanova. WCAM
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX.
WNAH
Rhode Island:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood.
WEAG
East Providence,
Providence.
WEAN.WKAD
WJAB, WBAH,
WSAD,
WTAG

Washington:
Aberdeen,
KNT
Bellingham, KDZB
Everett. KFBL
Lacey. KGY
Neah Bay. KFAE
KFHH
Pullman.
Seattle. KDZE.
KDZT.
KFHB.
KFIY, KFJC. KHQ. KJR, KTW
Spokane.
KFDC,
KFIO,
KFZ
KMO
Tacoma, BE1. KFBG. KFEJ. KGB
Walla Walla. KFCF
Wenatchee. KDZI. KZV
Yakima.
KFIQ
West Virginia:
Clarksburg. WHAK
Wisconsin:
Beloit. WKAW
Fond du Lac, KFIZ
Kenosha.
WOAR
La
Crosse,WGAY.
WABN WHA
Madison.
Milwaukee.
WAAK.
WCAY.
WHAD.
WIAO
Neenah.
St. Croix WIAJ
Falls. WRAL
Waupaca.

South Carolina:
Charleston, WNAQ, WOAH
Clemson
College,
Greenville,
WQAV WSAC

WPAH

Wyoming:
Douglas. KFEV
Laramie.
KFBD

South Dakota:
Brookings.
KFDY
Platte, KFLT
Bapid City, WCAT
Sioux Falls. WFAT
Vermillion. WEAJ
Yankton,
WNAX
Tennessee:

Alaska:

Fairbanks,
WLAY
Juneau, KFIU
Hawaii:
Honolulu,
KDYX,
Lihue, KFHS

Knoxville.
Lawrenceburg.WNAV
WOAN
Memphis, WMC

Porto

San

:

Abilene. WQAQ
Amarillo. WDAG.
WBAU
Austin. WCM.
WNAS
Beaumont.
WMAM
College Station, WTAW
Dallas. KFFZ,
WDAO. WFAA.
WRR
El Paso. WDAH.
WPAT
Fort Worth. WBAP
Galveston. WHAB.
WIAC
Houston.
WCAK,
WEAY.
WEV.
WHAA
Laredo. WWAX
Orange. KFGX
Plainview.
WSAT
Port Arthur. WTAH
San Antonio. AS6. WCAR.
WAOl
Stanford.
WOAZ
Tyler,
Waco, WOAF
W.TAD,
WLAJ.
WWAC
Wichita Falls. WKAF
Utah:
Ogden.

Call

Bellows Falls. WLAK
Burlington. WCAX
Springfield. WQAE

Oregon:
Astoria, KFJI
Arlington, KFGL
Baker. KFDA
Corvallis. KFDJ
Hillsboro. KFFO
Hood River. KFHB. KQP
Medford.
Pendleton. KFAY
KFFE
Portland.
KDYQ.
KFEC,
KGG.
KGN.
KGW
Salem. KFCD

Texas

City.

Salt Lake City. KDYL.
Vermont:

KGU.

KYQ

Rico:

Juan.

WKAQ

Canada:
Bellevue, CFCO
Calgary, CHBC, CFAC. CFCN
Edmonton, CFCK. CJCA
Hamilton.
CKOC
Iroquois Falls. CFCH
London,
CFCW,
CJGC
Montreal, CFCF, CFUC. CHYC
CKAC
Olds. CJCX
Quebec. CFCJ. CHCD
Begina.
St, John, CKCK
CJCI
Saskatoon, CFQC
Toronto. CFCA.
CJCD.
CJCN,
CJSC. CKCE
Vancouver,
CJCE,
CKCD
Victoria. CFCL, CHCE
Winnipeg, CKY, CKZC. CJNC
Havana. PWX
Cuba:
Tuinucu,
6KW

KFCP

STANDARD

VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED
wdii, WDI2. UV20IA, UVI99 and others for

Quick service. All tubes repaired by.$3.00
us guaranteed to
work as good as new.
Send remittance when you
send the tube. We prepay
parcel post back to you.

THOMAS

BROWN

511-519 Orange St.

COMPANY
NEWARK,

N. J.

Perfect Connections
Are

Always

Sure

With

Grips
FAHNESTOCK PATENT
HERE
WIRE X TERMINAL
^*>RES3
Like a Vise
Eliminates Vibrations— Easily Attached— No Soldering — Best of
All for RADIO
OUTFITS.

EARL. McGREW, of 825 Webster
avenue, Chicago, 111., reports that
his triple honeycomb coil set works
much more loudly than the standard. He
developed the set himself. These stations
he has heard in the last seven weeks:
KYW, WBV, WPAD, WDAP, WAAP,
WMAQ, WWAY, WOC, WGY, WBAP,
WDAF, WHB, KSD, WAAK, WIAO,
WHAS,
WHAL,
WTAS,
WRW,
WHAS,
DR.

WJAN, WHA, KDKA, WLW, WAAH,
WSAH, WDAJ, WWJ, WOAW, WOS,
WHAZ, WLAG, WSB, WBZ, WCX, WM(5,
KFDL, WGR, WEAF, WSAI, WJAZ and
WCBD. He suggests that it may be advisable to reverse the tickler coil leads
to find the direction giving maximum reception. Mr. McGrew uses a dry cell tube
with 45 volts on the plate.

Battery Effect
Experiments have demonstrated that
where a voltage of .03 volts was necessary on the grid of a vacuum tube detector to produce an atldible sound in the
telephone receivers when no grid condenser was employed, one-third this voltage or .01 volt produced the same effect
using a proper grid condenser.

Clip

No. 45 (Illustrated) Especially
Adapted for Bus Wire
Made in all Sizes and Shapes

FAHNESTOCK
ELEC. CO.
At your Dealer's
East Avenue and Eighth Street
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 7)
WJAX (Eaitern, 390). 8:00 P. M.. Concert by the
Hotel Cleveland Orchestra, Iva Franeisoi. director;
Rudolph, violin soloist.
_
B ____
WJA2 (Central. Daylight Saving. 447). 10 P. M.-2:00
A. M.. Musical Program, Selections, Oriole Orchestra,
Dm Russo. dim-tor : T>'d Florito. ooaoh: Jack Cramptoo. baritune; R. T. NaThratn, soprano: Helen Kauh.
pianist: Win. P. Ziniincr. tenor.
WLW ((Eastern. 309). 4:00 P. M.. Adelaide Apfel.
pianist: Reading. ■•Love." Fred Smith: 10:00. sections by the Kastem Hills Hint.' Orchestra ; "Medley
el Old Favorites." "I'm Drifting Hack to Dreamland " I'm Stearin' for Erin." I'liiclnnatl Harmony
Four.
Zadek.
AugustWaller
Schwann.
L'ml
tenor: Samuel
Arihur 8.
Roth,tenor:
baritone;
Schwann,
Sonata." -'Moonflower." "'Adieu."
hass "LeKue
William
Stcwss. violinist: "Thotutht. the Corner stone
of Success."
talk bv Maxwell
1). Sohrlebcr.
WMAQ (Central. Daylight Savings, 447). 9:00 P. M..
La Salle roof garden orchestra; 9:15. The Conel

DIGEST

WJA2 (Central. Daylight Savings. 447). 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M.. Musical program, selections. Oriole Orchestra; Han Basso, director; Ted Florito. coacli;
KllzatH-th Brssnlok, contralto; Helen Louis Sohaffer,
soprano; Gladya Louise Welgs, violinist: Sablna Softer,
pianist: Walter B. Campbell,
tenor.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Savings, 447). 9:00 P. M..
La Salle Roof Garden orchestra; 9:15, Program arranged
by
Cosmopolitan
School
of
Music and Dramatic
Art.
WOC (Central. 484). 12:00 noon, Chimes concert;
3:30 P. M.. Educational program, C. K. Wilont. lecturer; 5:45, Chimes
concert; 6:30. Sandman's
visit.
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509). 11:00-11:30 A.
M.. Organ recital, Mary K. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12:00 P. M.. Detroit News
Orchestra: 7:00. Detroit News Orchestra: the Town
Crier; Crosbie White, tonor; C. Bruco Myors, baritone; Eleanor Zieske, pianist.

— Illustrated

Concert, auspices of Mrs. Kinery Nold : Reading.
"An
Interesting Historical
Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 509). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Organ recital. Kin I llimiiwitz, Uornisntown Theater;
3:00, Song and piano recital; 7:00-7:30. Bedtime
HtorloS, Uncle Wlp; 8:00, Musical program; 10:00,
Dance (Central,
music.
WJAZ
Daylight Saving. 447). 10:00 P. M.2:00 A. M., Musical Program Selections, Oriole Orchestra. Dan Russo, director; Ted Florito, coach;
R. F. Elliott, tenor; Henna Graham Gallon, violinist;
Harriet Weeber, pianist: Florence Nelson, soprano.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447). 8:00 P. M..
Music from the Chicago Theatre; 9*0, La Salle
Roof Garden Orchestra.

WWJ (Eastern. 517). 11:00 A. M., Sorvlce of St.
Paul's Episcopal Cathedral; 4:00 P. M., Dotrolt News
Orchestra.

Monday, September 10

WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner musie,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00, Song recital; 430-5:55. Fashion talk, "Affairs of the
Heart,"
Betsy Ixigan:
WOC (Central, 484). 12:00 noon, Chimes concert; 3:30
Bedtime stories,
Dream Musical
Daddy. program; 7:30-8:00,
P. M.. Educational program, C. C. Hall, lecturer;
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
5:45,
Sandman's visit; 9:30,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford ConDance Chimes
music. concert;
P. S. C. 6:30.
Orchestra.
cert Orchestra; 3:00, Piano and song recital; Short
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 509), 11:00-11:30
talks: 6:30. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
A. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P.
Stratford Concert Orchestra; 7:00-7:30, Children's
M., Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room OrOwn Half Hour, Stories by Cousin Sue.
ehestra: 4:45-5:00. Band concert, J. W. C. I. Band;
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360). 12:00-1230 P.
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6:30-7:00,
WWJ
(Eastern.
517),
12:00
P.
M.,
Detroit
News
OrGeorge Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest of the
chestra.
Day's News; 730, Music and Festivities of the
annual banquet of the National Association of Cost
WOC (Central. 484). 12:00 noon. Chimes concert;
Accountants.
330 P. M.. Educational program. Karl ('.. Stephen, CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
WGY (Eastern. 380). 1:00 P. M.. Music and address,
Clarence Foote; 7:45, Program from Temple Beth
concert: 6:30. Sandman's visit.
Chimes
5:45.
lecturer:
Selection
from
"A
Persian
Garden."
Star
Concert
WOO (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00-11:30
Emeth. of Albany. N. Y. Evening Service for New
Orchestra; Ernest Morgan, baritone; "Sizillietta,"
A. M.. Orgati recital. Mary- E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55 P.
Year "Rosh-Ha-sliauah," Dr. Marlus Ranson. Rabbi;
Star Concert Orchestra; "Gavotte." Jacques Storm,
M.. Luncheon musie, Wannmaker Tea Room OrMusical
program. Temple Quartet; J. Austin Springer,
cellist: "Poupee Valsante," Star Concert Orchestra;
ehestra; 4:45-5:00. Organ recital. Man- K. Vogt ;
organist and director of music.
KHJ (Paolflc, 395), 10:00 A. M.. Sermon and service.
"Tanibouriu Cliinols," Harry Adaskiu, violinist; "Air
7:45. Dinner music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden
10
30-11:00.
and
7:00-7
30
P.
M.,
Prof.
Arthur
WHAS
(Central,
400), 4*0-5*0 P. M., Mary Anderson
de
Ballet."
"Canzonetta."
Star
Concert
Orchestra.
Concert Orchestra: 830, Concert and organ recital,
Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; Roy C.
KDKA (Eastern, 326). 1130 A. M.. Music, victrola.
Blakeley, organist.
Mary E. Vogt; 9:30, Dance music.
KYW (Central. 345). 10:00 A. M., Church service.
S. Hamilton Co.; 5:15, Dinner concert. WestingParks, organist.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 12:00 P. M.. Detroit News Orchestra: 7:00. Detroit News Orchestra: the Town
house
J. Vastine.
director; 6:45,
St. Chrysostom's Episcopal Church; Rev. Norman J. WHAZ (Eastern, 380), 9:00-10:30 P. M.. First anniPeriod;Band:
7:20,T.Concert,
Westlnghouse
Band,Children's
Alouise
Hutton, rector; 5*0-8:00 P. M., Classical and semlversary night — Domino Novelty Orchestra; address by
Crier: Douglas Bailey, baritone: William \V. SchuDr. Palmer C. Ricketts, President of Rensselaer
Man-, soprano; Peter Higglns, tenor; Aille Murray,
maker. tenor; Julls Wolpert. pianist.
classlcal
selections,
S'isson
Hotel; A.
Theodore
Ratzer,
soprano; Lelia Wilson Smith, accompanist.
cellist: George
Bass,
violinist;
L. Shynman,
Polytechnic Institute.
KGW (Pacific, 492). 330-4:00 P. M.. Children's proWIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 1*0-2*0 P. M..
WBZ
gram, story by Aunt Nell: 10:00-11:00, Dance music,
pianist.(Eastern, Daylight Saving, 337), 7:30 P. M.,
Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz, Germantown Theater ;
George
Olsen
and orchestra.
Sunday vespers, Springfield Municipal Chimes; Ernest
3:00, Short talks and musical program; 6:00, Dinner
KHJ (Pacific, 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M., Concert NumNewton Bagg. chime ringer: 8:30, Church services.
music, Dick Regan and WIP Little Symphony orbers; 230-3 30, Matinee Musicale; 6:45-730. ChilAdjutant J. H. Bloethe of the Salvation Army.
chestra; 7*0-7 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wlp.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 730 P. M..
dren's Hour. "Uncle John;" 8:00-10:00, De Luxe
Program,
Paul Ford, baritone.
Church services. Arch street Presbyterian Church,
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11*0-1130 A.
KSD (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Orchestral concert,
M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M...
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra ;
organ (Eastern,
recital.
organ recital, vocal and instrumental specialties WGR
Daylight Saving, 360), 3:00 P. M„
CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 400), 8:00-9:00 P.M..
broadcast direct from the Missouri Theatre.
4:45-5*0. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:45, Dinner
Vesper service, the Rev. Jacob Eberllng; 11:45.
"Lohengrin." Star Concert Orchestra; Nellye GUI,
music, Adelphia Hotel Roof Garden Concert OrKYW (Central. 345). 5:50 P. M., Children's bedtime
WGY (Eastern. 380), 10:00 A. M.. Church Services,
soprano: "Chant Sans Paroles." Star Concert Orchestra; 830, Concert, WOO Orchestra, Robert E.
story; 7:00-7:58, Musical program. W. W. Kimball
chestra- "Ave Maria." Mannie Roth, violinist; LongSt. George's
Episcopal
Y.,
Golden, director; 9:00, Dance music. Hotel Adelphia
Rev.
B. W. R.
Tayler. Church,
Pastor; Schenectady,
6:30 P. M., N.
Church
Company; 8:05. "Under the Evening Lamp," service
ing." "I Love Thee,"
"Serenata,"
Star
Concert
Roof Garden Dance orchestra.
by Youth's Companion.
Services, St. George's Episcopal Church, Schenectady,
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 337). 7:00 P. M.,
N. Y.. Rev. B. W. R. Tayler, Pastor.
Dinner concert. Hotel Kimball Trio; 7:30, Bedtime WHAS
KDkV
("Eastern,
11:30
M.. concert.
Muse, vctrola,
8 Hamilton
Co., 326).
5:15 P.
M., A.Dinner
Grand
(Central, 400), 9:57 A. M„ Organ Music: 10:00,
story for children; 8:00, Concert, Mrs. Helen CampSymphony Orehestra; 6:30, Address to the farmers,
Church services, auspices of the Broadway Baptist
bell Triplett. soprano: Milton Aronson, violinist;
Frank E. Mullen. Radio Editor of the National
Church; Rev. Dr. Russell Johnson Pirkey, pastor;
Catherine Whitfield Ford, accompanist; 9:00, BedH. XT. Goodwin, organist and director; Mrs. John
Stockman and Farmer; 6:45, Children's Period: 7:20,
time story for grownups.
Orison S. Marden.
Concert, Ruth Bingaman, pianist; Mrs. J. C. Wilson,
Rasmussen, soprano; Angeline McCrocklin, contralto:
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
Long aerials are against sharp tuning.
reader: Alan B. Davis, baritone.
William Layne Vick, tenor; William C. Burger, bariP.
M.,
Organ
recital,
Stanley
Theater:
Dinner
music,
tone; 4:00-5*0 P. M., Concert recital, Fanny May
Many fans labor under the idea that a
KGW (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M., Woman's proArcadia
Cafe
Concert
Orchestra:
A.
Sarkozi,
director;
Baldridge, Mrs. James
W. Tyler, Jr., accompanist.
gram- 8:00-8:15. Vocal solos; 8:15-9:00, Studio pro2:00-3:00,
Artist
recital;
430-5:55,
Fashion
talk
and
longer
aerial will give them greater range
gram, George Olsen and Orchestra; 10:00-11:00,
WHK (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M., Program of popular
Daddy. recital; 7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories, Dream
piano
Dance music, George Olsen and orchestra.
and entertain all sorts of wrong ideas
operatic numbers by the W. H. K. Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert: 230WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405). 12:00-12:50 P. WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 6:00-9:00 P. M., concerning aerials. If you want to get
3:30, Matinee Musicale; 6:45-7:00, Children's Hour,
Musical Program, Selections, Oriole Orchestra; Dan
M.. Children's program "Tinkeiman" and "The
"Uncle John;" 7*0-7 30, Prof. Arthur Blakeley. orRusso. director; Ted Florito, coach; R. G. Ball, the most from your set and be able to
Winged Taxie" series, Edith Craine; "Yes We Have
ganist; 8:00-10:00, De Luxe Program, "The Waybaritone; Helen Davie, soprano; Margaret Garrity,
tune it properly, do not use more than
No Bananas," "Bebe," "Susan." "Where the Sacfarer Chorus."
pianist; Herbert Weis, cellist; Joseph Discal, tenor.
100 feet of aerial.
USD
(Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Musical program.
ramento River Flows," "Swinging Down the Lane,"
"Stella."
"Hawaiian
Nightingale,"
"Lady
of
the
KYW (Central, 345), 5:50 P. IH.. Children's bedtime
Evening," Selections from "Wildflower." Jules Lastory; 9:00-10:30, Concert. Donald Osborne Campbell,
bartone; Lysle G. Sutton, accompanst; Robert C.
voy's Harmonists,
Original songs by The Original
Radio
Girl.
Kratschmer. violinist; B. G. Swift, violinist: Sallie
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
Menkes, accompanist; Isham Jones and his orchestra.
Dinner
music,
Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford ConWBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 337). 6:00 P. M.,
cert Orchestra: 3:00, Song recital and piano solos;
Dinner concert, WBZ Trio; 7:30, Bedtime story for
6 30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
children; Current book review, J. W. Oilman; 8:00,
Concert Orchestra; 7:00-7:30, Children's Own Half
Concert. Mrs. Harry S. Kitson, soprano; Mrs. Miriam
Hour. Stories by Cousin Sue; 8:00. Song recital, dance
Mnnyan Thomson, accompanist; WBZ Trio; 9:00, Bedmusic, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Dance Ortime story for grownups. Orison S. Marden.
chestra.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360), 12:00-1230 and
P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra, A. Sarkozl, director;
6:30-7:00 P. M., George Albert Bouchard,
organist.
The last word in Radio Engineering as
2*0-3:00, Short talks and song recital; 4:30-5.55,
WGY
(Eastern, 380), 8:30 P. M., Music, Meyerhoff's
Orchestra. Tehn Eyck Hotel, Albany, N. Y.
"Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan; Song recital:
i>ls applied to Radio Frequency Transformers is
7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy; 8:00WHAS
(Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Mary Ander12:00, Radio drama, direction Walter Greenough:
son Theatre Orchestra:
Ollie Jones, conductor;
Sefound in the NEW DX-12 and DX-1A R F
Song recital; Special features from Stanley Theater;
lection on tho Rialto
Theatre
Organ;
7:30-9;00,
Transformers.
Dance music; Songs by Harry Glyn.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-12:50
P. M.. Selections by Chester Frost and his Famous
Conclusive laboratory measurements show
Bostonians ; Songs by Jack Tellen, composer ; 1 1 :0011:50,tureSelections
by Vaughn
De Bessenger,
Leath's WDT
that these transformers give the highest
Orchestra: Songs
by Frank
tenor.FeaWFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00-2:00 P. M.,
amplification, over a broad wavelength range,
Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra: 3:00. Piano recital; 6:30, Dinner
of any R F Transformer on the market.
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert OrThe original design which makes this posStories by chestra:
Cousin7:00-7:30,
Sue. Children's Own Half Hour,
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 12:00-1230 P.
sible is fully covered by patents.
M.. George Albert Bouchard, organist; 630-7*0,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest of
The DX-1A is especially designed for the TJV201-A
the Day's News: 9:00, Howard Brothers and Noah
tube.
The DX-12 is our new Standard broad range
Orchestra; address, F. B. Thompson, engineer, VacR F Transformer for use with all other tubes which
uum Oil Co.. "The Heavy Oil Fan."
Patented Dec. 19, 192?
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Music and reading,
are
suitable
for R F Amplification, including the UV199.
1$ 10°° Complete^
Dr. William Burgess Cornell; 7:45, "The Old Refrain." Ernest Griffiths, tenor; Irving Bullock, acWrite for literature.
Type
companist; Fred Grazaide, violinist; "Melody in
DX-I
.
Wavelength range
Price
E." John Finke, pianist; 10:00, Musical program.
Send
20c for large pictorial diagram sheet
170-450
$6.40
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Mary Anderand instruction leaflet No. 3, showing latest
DX-12
250-550
6.40
son Theatre Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; Selecpopular RF circuits, including REFLEX
For
Phonograph
or
Horn
tions on the Rialto Theatre Organ; 7 30-9:00, Concert,
DX-IA
circuits.
250-550
6.40
Carl Zoeller"s Melodists. Carl Zoeller, director and
drummer; William Druber, Trumpeter; Logan ColDealers and Jobbers; write for proposition
lins, saxophonist; Carter Bannon. pianist; Elmore
Lampe. pianist; J. Selligman, trombonist; James
Stewart, banjoist; Bill Gruber, trumpeter: Louis
Giancola, saxophonist; Reading, "An Interesting Historical Episode."
WASHINGTON, D. C.
WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M„
Short talks and song recital; 6:00, Dinner music,
both come equally true-toned and
Dick Regan and WIP Little Symphony Orchestra;
full-volumed over your Radio when
6:45, "Radio Baseball Dope," by Monte Cross oldyour phonograph or horn has a
time player; 7*0-7 30, Bedtime
stories. Uncle Wip.
Morrison
Loud
Speaker.

Saturday, September 8

Sunday, September 9

Friday, September 7

Long Aerials an Error

The New VirBren DX

oi\,

Mo

J£ou.d

cfp e a /cer>

v,
Deep Notes
Sweet Notes

DEALERSATTENTION!
You will find here the greatest and
most complete lines of standard
Radio parts and supplies at the right
prices. Following are some of the
lines for which we are headquarters.
HOWARD
ERLA
C. R. L.
CARTER
DUBILIER
WALNART
BALDWIN
MARCO
VOLTMETERS
PREMIER
"B" METAL
PATHE
PANELS
WORKRITE
AND OTHERS
Jackson Service is prompt and efficient. Send for our Bargain Bulletin.

E. 0. JACKSON

& CO.

417 SOUTH DEARBORN ST.
Plymouth Bldg., Room 802
Wabash 1925, Chicago, III.
wholesale oxey

Radio Instrument Company, Inc.

Perfect Reproduction

WILLARD RADIO COMPANY

The real joy of radio is assured
you. No rattle or vibration, no
metallic harshness, even when the
amplification is extreme.
Anyone can attach the Morrison
Loud Speaker to the tone arm of a
phonograph, or to a horn, in a moment's time. A slight adjustment
of the knob or dial on the rear adjusts the tone, soft or loud, just as
you wish. There is nothing else
to do — nothing to get out of order —
you just begin to really enjoy radio
when you use the Morrison Loud
Speaker.
Adaptable for use on any bulb set
with one or more stages of amplification.
Sold on a money-back guarantee.
Price, complete with five foot cord,
nickel finish,

291 BROADWAY

FLEWELLING

Dealers
If you are interested in one of, the
fastest-selling Radio units on the
market, wire or write at once for
our proposition — it is interesting.

343 Jefferson Avenue, East
Detroit, Mich.

CITY

REINARTZ CIRCUIT Cog$? e

3000 OHM
TELEPHONE
HEADSET,
list $8.00
AUDIO-FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER,
designed
for use with
W.
D. II tube,
all other tubes, list $4.50
VARIOCOUPLER.
Litz wire wound secondary.
150-600 meters, list $4.50
Triple Coil Mounting
,.
$3.35
Double
Coil Mounting
Multiple Point Inductance Switch with knob and dial (15 points)
Reinertz coil, increased wave length

$10.00

Laboratories,

CIRCUIT Co?apAtte

YORK

Baseboard, two honeycomb coils, mountings and
Baseboard, Reinartz coil increased- wave length, tube
coil plugs. 3 .006 condensers, .002 phone condenser,
socket, vernier rheostat, 23 plate and 13 plate varivariable grid leak and condenser, grid leak Vz meg,
able condensers, 3 inductance switches, 2 3" dials,
23 plate variable condenser, vernier rheostat, tube
variable grid leak and condenser, .002 phone condenser. 16 ft. bus bar, 23 switch points, 29 nuts, 6
socket, 3" dial, A binding pasts, Ifi ft. bus bar.
PANEL ALREADY DRILLED, TOGETHER WITH
stops, 8 binding posts. PANEL
ALREADY
DIAGRAM
AND
it 1 1 AC
DRILLED,
TOGETHER
WITH
DIA(inne
INSTRUCTIONS
Jj>l l ,VO
GRAM
AND
INSTRUCTIONS
$lU.9t)
Parts for TWO-STAGE
AUDIO
FREQUENCY
AMPLI IFIER, for either of above circuits,
<J>1 1 (\(\
with drilled panel and book of instructions

Order from your dealer or direct
from us. Send today for beautifully
illustrated catalog — it is free.

Morrison

NEW

Inc.

Honeycomb coil, mounted 50 turns.
Honeycomb coil, mounted 75 turns.
Freshman
var. grid leak and cond.
Freshman variable grid leak
V. T. Socket

CONDENSERS
3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Variable,
Variable,
Variable,
Variable,

value
value
value
value

$1.75.
2.50.
3.50.
4.50.

13 Plate Vernier, value $5.50..
23 Plate Vernier, value 6.00. .
43 Plato Vernier, value 6.50..

1.00
.75
...$0.95
.60

.

.40

.$1.05
. 1.35
1.95
. 1.20

4.25
. 4.00
3.75

3.50
also

excellent

for

2.75
2.25
2.45
1.45
1.55

Ball bearing
inductance switch
Single circuit Jack, list 65c
Double circuit Jack, list 90c
Lightning arrester, approved by underwriters...
3" dials, high finish, heat resisting
2" dials, high finish, at
Filament rheostat,
6 ohms
Filament rheostat, 20 ohms
Filament rheostat, 50 ohms
Rheostats with 2" dial, l5o extra
Every article we sell is guaranteed by the manufacturer and us — Mail orders filled immediately
— Postage prepaid on all orders of $5.00 or more,
east of the Mississippi River only. All others
include postage.

25
30
45
.90
30
25
65
80
90
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Take Your Girlie to the Earphones

"I'VE

BOUGHT

HE

SWEETIE

ACONFIDED
RADIO,"

HAD

NOBLE
"YOU
SAID
"THE

YOUNG

A
THINKER-.

SEE,"
HE,
SET

SPARKINS
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New York; Telephone Bryant 4909
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Out Gunning for Static
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Broadcasts Spread Culture
An Increasing Demand for Better Entertainment
THERE are very few persons who realize just what
broadcasting is actually doing for musical America.
It is only by bringing the very best music into the
home that makes the best most desirable. Thus, the
broadcasting station is the only medium in existence
which has the best possibilities for creating love for
classical music. It is safe to say that every earnest
program director of Radio broadcasting is endeavoring
to place in the public menu the best musical food.

Musical Atmosphere Created
Better Music
Has Brought
Concerts
Broadcasting
BETTER music is beginning to take the place of
jazz. Jazz is an aftermath of the war; the present
The
day jazz is more subdued, possesses more melody.
more violent of the wailing and groaning blues have
gone. In their place still is jazz, but of a different
nature, with less noise and more music.
Radio broadcasting has done much to create a
musical atmosphere but the standard of the concerts
broadcast to thousands of homes must be raised and
better artists retained. Real artists demand high
pay for their services; the Radio audience pays nothing, but the problem must be overcome.

Business Improvement
Elements Responsible for the Growth of Radio
BY this time most of the people have become more or
less familiar with the various types _ of Radio
receiving apparatus, especially from a practical standpoint. A large number have gone so far as to make
an extensive study of the scienee, its history, development, and future possibilities, but a very small number, comparatively speaking, have looked on Radio
as a business phenomenon. Very few seem to realize
that the rapid growth of the Radio business has no
parallel in the industrial history of the United States.
A number of elements are responsible for the rapid
growth of Radio reception and broadcasting but extreme popular favor was given the scienee by newspapers. The national desire for more knowledge was
further stimulated by the establishment of broadcasting stations.
Before the advent of Radiophone broadcasting on
the lower wave lengths there were but few small stores
throughout the country selling Radio apparatus exclusively. Within a few weeks after several broadcasting stations had been established, thousands of Radio
stores sprang up in cities and towns all over the
country.
The Radio business of the country grew from a few
thousand dollars a day to more than $6,000,000 a day.
At the outset there were only twenty-five small companies manufacturing Radio apparatus but this number
was increased to 6,000 in less than five months.
Radio engineering talent was scarce and only about one
percent of the number engaged in a Radio business
were really conversant enough with the science to be of
benefit to the public from an educational standpoint.
The people, most of them, did not heed the warnings
issued by the more conscientious Radio authorities
but plunged blindly into the field without fear of
what the future might bring. Eighty per cent, of the
people were prospective buyers. They had the money.
Why not get a part of it? Enough money was uselessly spent on poor apparatus to establish a sinking
fund debt.
capable of ultimately wiping out the nation's
war
The Radio dealer, jobber and manufacturer of today
must be a trained business man, a merchandiser, a
financier with initiative and forethought. The manufacturer must employ the necessary technical brains,
and the knowledge of knowing how must be exemplified in the appearance and function of his product. The
jobber and dealer must have sufficient knowledge of
hia business to keep the confidence of the people.

TRY

GOO.

IT."

And He Made It All by Himself
Dear Indi: The attached only goes to prove that Raymond Soper made a souper but did not read Radio Digest
for his directions. The gem was removed from the Dallas
(Texas) News.
Here goes:
Question. — I have made myself a Radio receiving set with which I
use an electric light globe for the vacuum tube. Afy slide coil Is made
of bare copper wire wound around a baking powder can. The tin can
seems to make better connections between the wires than the pasteboard type of cylinder. I use a condenser between tke phones. This
condenser is made of about six layers of tin foil, laid one upon the
other. I use only one battery, as there is no place to put another
battery on the tube. A friend of mine told me that a light globe was
better than a vacuum tube, so I did not buy a tube. I have not been
able to hear a sound out of my set — not even static. What is my
trouble? — Baymond Soper.
Answer. — Someone has misinformed you as you do not have any
more of a Eadio set now than when you started.

etc., etc., in which ye Radio Ed of the Dallas News enlightens, or should I say, illuminates Raymond about electric light globes and tin cans.
J. F. W.

A-B-G
Lessons
for
Indigest
Beginners
Chapter XII — Ours Leads in Nothing Best
BY GOSH

L

IS Useful?—
for Lead-in
There's no doubt,
But mine lead in some lightning
And wouldn't lead it out.

The Major Presents His Thanks
At last I have a sure cure for static ! Page Major Mauborgne.
Follow myno directions
-(copyrighted)
hear
atmospheric
more. Solder
the aerialand
leadyouto will
the
ground lead, then weld one end of the lightning arrester to
this. Connect the set to the other end of the arrester. Simple, isn't it? It sure is.
Hox. E. Comb.
P. D. Q. Enclosed find 1 (one) carload of rubles in payment for your acceptance of this kink, subject to its appearing
in the February 31 issue of vour notorious column.
H. E. C.

Hah, an Uncopyrighted Song.

Good!

Dear Indi : I would be very glad if you would try this on
your loud
some fear
day.of (All
hereby
lowed to usespeaker
it without
Chief broadcasters
Justice Taft.)
Try alto
sing it to the tune of '•Yes, We Have Xo Bananas, We Have
today. Today."
No "Yes,
Bananas
we have no variocouplers, ice have no variocouplers
~We have rheostats
andsorts
potentiometers,
grid leal;s and variometers, and all
of other things.
We have
old fashioned generators, new style oscillators,
today.
But yes, ice have no variocouplers, we have no variocouplers
today.
"Yes, toe have no variocouplers, toe have no variocouplers
We hare switch points and switch stops, condensers and
cabinet tops, and all sorts of other things.
We have old, burned out rectifiers, seventeen dollar ampliBut yes,
ice have no variocouplers, we have no variocouplers
fiers,
Thanks, very much.
I remain yours until your postbox
wears out
waiting for my nickel-plated lead W.
dollar.
I. Eeless.
today."

This marks the grave
Of Clemmons Fasting
He continued to send
While WHAZ uas broadcasting.

Nothing,

Same

as

Usual

Dear Indi:
What price am I bid for the following:
Here lies the remains of Douglas Sylvester
He forgot to connect Ins lightning arrester.
Under this turf lies mad Henry Spencer
He tried to digest his variableMike
condenser.
Rofakads.

Looking Ahead
Great Scandal Unearthed— All About Walla Walk Social LifeGobs upon gobs of gossip have been scooped up by Indi-Gest's
very special correspondent located near the keyholes at the
home of Station BLAH, Indi-Gest broadcaster on the sunny
south sea isle of Walla Walla. Why haven't we heard from
Brambdin Bray, official janitor and announcer? Why have
all appeals to Izzy and Ikey, chief trained chimpanzee antenna
raisers, been futile? There has been monkey business! The
truth has outed. Read this blood-curdling and horrifying
tale in the next edition of Indi-Gest. At all newsdealers, 10c;
at any other newsdealers, 10c anyway.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Every amateur fan in the country who can possibly
leave his DX set long enough for a trip to Chicago
will gather at the second national convention of the
American Eadio Relay League. It is expected that
more amateurs will meet face to face on this occasion than ever before. Of course, there are more
"hams" now than two years ago; the membership of
the league has grown very much since that time. It
is indeed a healthy sign to find so large a proportion
of the amateurs banded together. If you are not now
aours.
member, get in quick. It's to your interest — and
In looking over the list of representatives at the
Radio conference, in Washington some time ago, do
you find one from the vast and important body of listeners in? Well, is it not about time we were organized
so that our viewpoint could be presented with authority on occasion? A Baltimore chapter of the Radio
Listeners' Protective Association has been organized;
it is hoped that other cities will follow suit. This is
a move to enlist the interest of every individual who
finds pleasure in using a receiving set.
Eleven years of patient effort to perfect a means of
keeping static from drowning out desired signals has
resulted almost in success for Chief Electrician Scott
of the navy. Although this device in its present stage
is rather large for ordinary use, time will effect something adaptable to use by the average listener in.
Another static remover is' reported nearly ready for
placing on the market.
"Dead" spots in Radio reception have been found
in various parts of the world but no way has been
found to overcome their effect on electromagnetic
waves. Special tests are now being carried on by
explorers of the geological survey along the banks of
the Colorado river in an attempt to find how far Radio
signals will penetrate the deep canyon in that section.
It has its bearing on Radio for use in mines, where
such communication would be of great value.
Just as I remarked in these columns a short time
ago, it is entirely possible to turn a half -interested
Radio fan into a bad knocker by simply forcing the
attention of a loud speaker upon him. Colonel Green
thought to provide amusement for his neighbors at
Round Hills, Mass., but instead drowned the chatter
of summer residents at Nonquit. The huge loud speakers which carried programs from the studio of WEAF
in New York to these country folk will have to await
the exit of vacationists before resuming. The retransStation mission
of WEAF's concerts entails a lot of expense
WMAF._
but few men are so public spirited as the owner of
Anyone who followed the series of articles so clearly
describing the present patent tangle, which appeared
in Radio Digest recently, will be better able to fathom
the meaning of Judge Hand's decision in reference to
the Cutting and Washington Radio corporation in their
suit against the Westinghouse Electric company. It
is sincerely to be hoped that for the sake of continued
progress in Radio manufacture the whole patent situation will be straightened in the near future. The automotive industry went through much the same thing.
On the night that WJZ bid all a sad farewell from
their Newark, N. J., station it really seemed to mari
the extinction of apparatus so long used to entertain
vast Radio audiences. That was not to be, however,
for the transmitter which at times kept from receiving
sets in the vicinity of Newark .nil other stations on the
360 wave is again to function. It will carry the voice
of the announcer at WBZ with an antenna input twice
that possible up to the present.
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First Steps

DIGEST

— Illustrated

for Beginners in Radio

Chapter XV — Filament Lighting Batteries
By Tliomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
will ignite
results,
DEGINNERS
will find the accompanying
*^ series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries.
Alternating

Chapter
XVII — Using
Current on Tubes.

Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instruments.
Chapter XIX— Locating Trouble in the
Set.
Chapter XX— Useful
Formulas.

Information and

THE earlier forms of tubes used for
Radio required a six-volt battery to
operate the filament; each tube required one ampere of current, which made
a storage battery a necessity. At the
present time the tubes using heavy filament currents are practically unused,
preference being given to the tubes that
can be operated from dry cells, thus making the set more compact and portable.
Many fans still use a storage battery,
especially when they have in operation
a loud speaker requiring current for the
field windings. Much has been written as
to the care of the storage batter}-, but
many persons continue unintentionally to
abuse the battery. When the battery is
charged at home it is more than likely
the filling is neglected. The filling should
be carefully attended to. especially during
the summer months. When the solution
gets below the top edge of the plates they
are exposed to the air, which results in

the

gases

with

disastrous

Recharge Batteries at Regular Intervals
During the summer many persons do
not use their sets as frequently as in the
fall and winter, with the result that the
battery is not recharged very often. This
is poor practice; the battery should be
recharged every month at hast to keep it
in good shape and to prolong its life. Do
not add acid to the battery unless it is
definitely known that the battery has
leaked or the acid spilled. The proper
method of adding the acid is to give the
battery a full charge and then pour out
the solution. A new solution can be
mixed, having a specific gravity of 1,250.
and poured in after it is cool. Add the
acid to the water while mixing, stirring
constantly and pouring in the acid slowly.
When connecting the battery to the set
do not neglect to install proper fuses to
protect the circuits. It is rather unpleasant to see a set start to smoke and on
opening it find the wires partly fused
away and the insulation destroyed.
A short circuit in the set may ruin it
or start a fire in the room, besides damaging the battery by overheating and
buckling the plates. To prevent this, install a fuse block near the battery, using
the proper size fuses. Remember, a fuse
is intended to blow; if a fuse of the right
capacity continues to blow out there is
something wrong.
Care of Dry Cells
Users of dry batteries for filament current are more lax in protecting their filament circuits, thinking that a dry cell can
do no harm. Regardless of the damage
that it may do the set, a shorted dry batmay spoil
an evening's
These tery
cells
are termed
dry cells, pleasure.
when as
a matter of fact they contain some moisture and when shorted have a tendency to
ooze a sticky liquid around the top. If
enclosed in the set this chemical solution
may damage the furniture or destroy the
insulating qualities of parts of the instruments.
It is well to protect the cells with fuses
of the proper size. Determine the amount
of current the set uses and obtain automobile fuses of the right size so an excess
current will blow them. The fuse can be
mounted at some convenient point inside
the set close to the filament battery terminals.
The cost of dry cells has led many to
make use of various types of wet cells
for lighting the filaments. The voltage of
the Edison cell is rather low, about .7 on
a closed circuit; it requires two of them
for each dry cell used. They are remarkably constant in service, and when
once set up need not be disturbed till the
elements are exhausted.
The Edison cell consists of a zinc plate
forming the negative> terminal and a positive terminal made of an oxide of copper,
the solution being a saturated solution of
caustic soda in water. The plates are dif-

Figure 58 — Cross sectional view of homemade
Fuller battery for lighting tube filaments,
sulphation. The thin film of sulphate on
the plates prevents the current from
reaching the surface, which reduces the
5 GOOD
REASONS
WHY
capacity of the battery. Keep the batyou should own a
teries well filled by adding distilled water
RITTER PORTABLE LOOP
when the solution gets low.
Corrosion
Produces
Noisy Operation
Lightning — Cranky landlords —
Ugly antennas — Static — InterferAnother point is the corrosion of the
ence. Ritter locus can be assemterminals. The noisy operation of a set
bled in 5 minutes. Instructions
with
every loop. Price $1.00. By
can often be traced to a corroded battery
mail, 10c extra.
terminal giving an erratic current flow to
BITTER RADIO CO.
the filament.
230 Canal Street New York
It is well to check the corrosion as soon
as possible. When taking the battery off
charge, wipe the top of it with a rag
dipped in ammonia. The ammonia counteracts any acid sprayed on the top and
keeps the terminals free from corrosion.
Many fans fail to realize the danger of
bringing open flames near a battery while
One of Chicago's oldest and largest
charging. It is well to remember that
exclusive radio stores sold more Muhydrogen gas is given off freely when the
Rad
Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
charge is complete; this gas mixed with
types of Receivers comair is highly explosive. An explosion may . all other
bined !
break the top of the battery or even throw
acid on the face and into the eyes. For
the same reason do not disconnect the
charging wires from a battery with the
That fact has been repeatedly vericharging current on, for in many cases
fied by our many other Mu-Rad
the arc caused by removing
the wires
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise well advertised?

—Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!

ficult to make; they should not be made
at home. The solution is very destructive
and should be handled with care, for if
it is spilled on the hand bad burns or the
destruction of articles of animal fibre will
result. A thin layer of paraffin oil is
poured on the surface to prevent the air

To set up the cell,
ful of table salt in
fill it three-quarters
(Continued

JAR.
_GLASS

Figure

5S — Converting
sal-ammoniac
bichromate
cell

destroying
solution.
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Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
Jobbers
General

of Good
Radio Merchandise
Offices: 407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

properties

of

the

place two teaspoonsthe porous cup and
full with water. Into
on page 14)

WE REPAIR
RADIO TUBES
L*V-199

WTJ-11
WD-12
UV-200
TJV-201
C-300

...S3. 50
... 3.50
.. 2.50
...3.00
2.50

C-301

C-299
UV-201-A
C-301-A
DV-202
C-302

3.00

MAIL
ORDERS
PROMPTLY

SOLICITED
ATTENDED

...$3.50
3.50
. 3.75
..

AND
TO.

H. & H.
Radio Company
Clinton Hill Station
P. O. Box 22A

NEWARK,

N. J.

offer to the man who wants to "build
his own" a selection from 130 different units, each of which is guaranteed.
Each part is made of the best material and given searching tests by our
radio' engineers.
If you want the best results use Federal parts throughout the set. They .
were
designed
and built to work
together.
One inferior part will impair the efficiency of the entire set.
Insist on the name Federal on every
part you buy. If your dealer does
not stock them, a card will bring a
complete catalog of the 130 Federal
units and the name of the nearest
Federal dealer.
'-Factory:
Jfeberal GTelepfcone
anb ^elegraprj Compart?
Boston

New York
Bridge-burg,

3.75

... 4.00
4.00

eral Parts
StandardJfebRadio

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise
GUARANTEED
oneyear.
6ent'anywhereinU.S.
or
Caaada Parcel
Poet prepaid
on receipt of
money order for S2.28.

active

cell to

Types of Batteries to Be Used
There are several types of batteries that
can be made at small cost and which will
serve in the place of dry cells. The common sal-ammoniac cell cannot be used for
the purpose since the current drops off

Mu-Rad sells — and sells!

To get complete details of our speciaf MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

rapidly while in tise. The Fuller cell la
perhaps best suited to the purpose; it is
shown in the illustration Figure 58. The
voltage of this cell is 2; one of them is
sufficient for tubes having a filament voltage of 1.5. Two or three cells may be
connected in series for higher voltages,
but they should be used only with tubes
using one quarter ampere or less.
The container is any glass vessel about
4 inches in diameter and 6 inches high.
A porous cup of unglazed earthware or
porcelain, which can be purchased for a
few cents from any chemical supply
house, is placed in the center of the jar.
A plate of carbon is placed in the outer
jar and a zinc rod in the porous cup.
These may be suspended from a wooden
cover or two carbon rods and a zinc rod
supported, as shown 1 he illustration.
The zinc rod is amalgamated with mercury
by first rubbing with a cloth dipped in
dilute sulphuric acid and then applying
mercury, which will coat the zinc and give
it a shiny surface.
Construction
of Cell

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Philadelphia Chicago
San
Canada
London, England

Francisco
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Circuit Using Loop Aerial or Ground
LOOP

Tuning Is Sharp and
Simple — Not Critical

MAY

BE USED

AT TWO

POINTS
AL5O

J U6e0HERC

In the illustration is shown a circuit
which is the result of six months' experimenting-. The set in operation, using
aerial and ground or ground alone on
either
aerial post or ground,
brings
in

SLOOP

GROUMDCAN
BE ATTACHED

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

HER.E .WITH
OTHEI2,
GROUND

are many little kinks
Eed out
THER
■work
at home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original,
not copied.
RADIO
KINKS
DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

local stations loudly enough to operate a
loud speaker. With the phones placed on
the table, music and voice can be heard
40 feet away. Tuning is very simple, not
critical. Most of the tuning on practically
the same wave length is done with the
vernier. The tuning is sharp and clear,
yet it is not difficult to cut out the whistle
or carrier waves.
The rheostat adjustment of the filament
is not critical. The knob can be turned
until the click is heard in the phones.
Just before the click is the point of reception. The tube will not oscillate. A UV200 in this circuit will surprise you by its
stability and amplifying powers. The
rheostat at about half on is the point for
best operation.
The energy collector can be of any type,
viz., loop, aerial alone, or both aerial and
ground, two grounds, loop and ground,
lamp socket aerial with or without
ground, or with loop aerial or ground.
The last named is not so good.
The vernier of the condenser and rheostat raise the volume tremendously when
used for fine adjustment.
In justice to the circuit I would suggest
a trial. The controls are minimum. It is
adaptable to any kind of energy collector.
I have received up to 250 miles on two
80-foot wires lying on the floor with the
center of the wires to the ground, both
ends being connected to the set, one at
the aerial and the other at the ground
post. — John W. McGrath, Jersey City, N. J.

ON

_M

.001
i /fl

3FTLO0P
lOTUt^NS

LOOP CAN &E
ATTACHED END OF
POTTED

WATCH!

I

* OS-OUTSIDEWIRE OFCOiL.

FLANGE

Slide Tuning Coil with WD-11
Illustrated herewith is a hook-up for a
WD-11 tube, variable condenser and a one
slide tuning coil. With a set using this
hook-up I have tuned in stations WSB,
KSD, KYW, KDKA, WMAQ, TVDAF, WHB,
WOAI, WWAC, WBAP
and numerous
other stations. I am using a 75-foot onewire aerial, 100 turn tuning coil and 43plate variable condenser.
If higher wave

How

to Hold Dials Firmly

It often is difficult to make dials or
knobs hold firmly in place on such instruments as variometers, rheostats and
the like, because the shafts are too smooth.
This may be overcome easily by filing one
side of the shaft slightly, making a flat
surface. Place the tightening screw over
the flat space. Adjust it firmly; the dials
will be held in place.

lengths are wanted a 2 3 -plate condenser
may be connected across the aerial and
ground as indicated. — Russell J. Schembs,
Peoria, 111.

Eit

TUBES

UV-201A, UV-199 and WD-12
$5.30
This is a wonderful saving on tubes, as they are
all guaranteed firsts and in their original packages.
Buy several spares at this attractive figure.
$12.00 Nath. Baldwin Phones, Type C
$8.35
8.00 Brandes
Superior Phones
4.4S
5.00 Erla Reflex Transformer
4.15
4.50 Thordarson Audio Transformer —
Ratio 3 to 1 and 6 to 1
2.85
2.00 Filkostat
1.80
1.00 Hook-ups
25
27.00 Michigan Midget.
A wonderful
One-tube Set
$18.95
Everything
guaranteed
as firsts. bargains.
Don't delayWegetting
price list No.
9. Wonderful
pay
postage.

COCKADAY

254

Complete parts for this wonderful circuit; only
best materiel used. Guaranteed to tfl O QCv

SUPPLY

West

Stieffil

STORES

Street,

Manheim,

Pa.

BRMICS
RODS

RADIO PANELS
¥*i

THE REQUIREMENTS

THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK

OF THE RADIO

THICK
THICK
*/3Z"THICK

ASSEMBLER"

PER
PER
PER
PER

SO. INCH
SO. INCH
SQ. INCH
SQ.INCH

2*

PER SO INCH

2/2<
4*

PER SO. INCH
PER SO INCH

5 V&

PER

SO INCH

^SEND " FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST
PROMPT
3/,6 ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

v^ STAR
519

RETT\&" MFG. CO.

y
SOUTH" "GREEN
3/VBA

ST. CHICAGO

Ve"

Vz"

of

the

Radio

World 1

We specialize in the Reinartz Circuit.
standard parts.
We guarantee
results

Special

LOUD

$25 Atlas
22 Pathe

Loud Speaker

One-tube
Two-step
Two-tube
Two-tube

List
$12 Western Electric
$8.75
$16 Dr. Seibt 6000 Ohms, made In Germany... 7.85
$16 N. & K. 6000 Ohms, made In Germany... 6.50
$12 Nathaniel Baldwin
9.95
Inds)
$8 Brandes Superior
$6 Nath. Baldwin Single
$7 Rico 3000 Ohms

CONDENSERS

5.45
4.95
4.75

(Mo ulded 1
1.95
Price
List Price
1.75

1.95

3 Plate
17
23
43
II
17
23
43

Plato
Plate
Plata
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier
Plate Vernier

4.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.60
750

PERFECTION
59 CORTLAND
Six New York Retail Stores

Our

3.50
3.95
3.25

$12.25
25
3.25

Complete

$10.45
$17.50
17.50

24.95
27.50
Special
6.50

Regenerative set
Amplifier in mahogany
portable
set
set

cabinet

$19
17
40
26

Tubes
D.V. 6amp.A DeForest
The popular DeForest Tube.

$10.00
Our Price

PHONES

SPEAKERS

30 Music
Master
35 Magnavox
R3
55 Western Electric
8.50 Fibre
Horn

complete. . »P 1 Oi \J ij

unit. The world's best loud speaker unit; will fit
any horn or phonograph. Adjustable
tone viianda
■ve, .
ouiu
has volume of any $50 loud speaker.
Sold
on a
money-back guarantee.
Price

II
VARIABLE
/2*
y^<
K
l'/a<

PA.

REINARTZ

A laminated Phenolic Condensation Product

TUBES

LANCASTER,

W!4tube
frequency Set,

MORRISON

. SHEETS

Box 1107

PERFECTION
YOUR SELECTION"

An A battery is connected in series with
the filament, B battery in series with the
plate, and C battery between the filament
and secondary of the transformer leading
to the grid.

RADIO

Radio Outfitting & Supply Co.

"MAKE

Battery Connections

CUT PERF ECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

30 E. 42nd St., NEW YORK

These popular hook-ups use TJV-199, WD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of the
above tubes postpaid $5.45. Formerly operated by C. W. Kautz. We welcome his
customers.
No stamps accepted.

EDISON Elements for making "B" Batteries,
6c per pair; tubes, 2c each. Nickel Wire, Insulators and Cabinets at reasonable prices.
TODD ELECTRIC CO., 178 Lafayette St., New
York City.

"DESIGNED

(Department SO})

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity

Radio Equipment

POLISHED BLACK FINISH

CO.

From time to time the aerial should be
lowered, and the insulators should be
cleaned off to avoid leakage.

Use the same kind of wire for stringing
up. insulators that is used for the antenna
itself. Rope will stretch and shrink with
changes in weather and will cause the antenna to sag or tighten up.

for the

TO MEET

right length. The illustration is selfexplanatory. — W. J. Sherid, Central Point,
Oregon.

Use Wire for Aerial Support

work properly.

METALECTRIC
SOLDERING IRON

15 FT OF
g round wee

LINES

WD-11

Bed springs and window screens sometimes work on crystal sets that are located under the shadow of the transmitting aerial, but there is nothing doing on
this type of inductance at any great distance from the center of broadcasting,
unless you use a couple of steps of Radio
frequency before the detector unit. Bed
springs as aerials for a crystal set five
miles from the broadcasting station are
as useful as a headache.

For those of you who "make your own"
the following kink may be of interest.
Procure one or more inner tubes from a
garage, if you do not have an old automobile tire. Take the valve stem out of
the tire and put it in the vise with the
flanged end in front. Run in a J| or \\is -& or % -inch. Drill the hole in 1 inch
inch drill, depending on whether the shaft
or more and cut the flanged end off the

vf\LVE STEM

Bed Springs as Aerial

POST ELECTRIC

CAN BE

Panel Bushings Made of
Automobile Tire Valves

Use .25 of ai
Regular $6.

$4.50

TUBES
Special

WD-12,

WD-11,

UV-20IA.

UV-199.

C-30IA.

$5.75

UV-200

$4.50

vt-2

$7.45

Hard Bakelite
PANELS — Kubber
A" Thick
7x10
$0.95 $1.35 7x18
7x12
1.25
1.60 7x21
7x14
1.40
1.95 7x21

Hard BakeRubber
lite
$1.65 $2.45
1.85
2.75
2.15
3.25

CABINETS
Extra
fine Quality — Hinged top — Mahogany
7x10
$2.75
7xl«
7x12
2.95
7x24
7x14
3.25 12x14

RADIO
STREET,

finish.
$3.50
3.95
3.95

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

CITY
Do Not Send Stamp*

Add Parcel Post
zo3 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise
prepaid for 25 cents.
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Five Tube Neutrodyne

Receiving Circuit

Part III — Assembly and Wiring
By II. J. Marx
THE writer the assembly ana wiring of a receiving- set always offers
the most fascinating part of the
work. The panel layout is simply the
result of proportioning correctly the
location of instruments on the panel and
sub-panel but the assembly ami wiring
give free scope for a display of fine workTO

ends: hold in place by looping a few
turns of string around it. In this manner the plaits will not lie turned out and
knocked against in the assembly of other
apparatus.
In order to mount the two neutrodous
in the most logical place and to establish
the
most
convenient
proximity
to the

The

Sub Panel Apparatus
socket for the detector tube

5 and

the two
mounted,

a'mplifier tubes 6 are first
then the two small audiofrequency transformers 12. These transformers are shown more clearly in the
side
view
of the sub-panel.
The
eight
binding
posts
are
then

the
two
jacks
and
the
variometer
jack
switch.
The
two
screws,
clampiri
jack
springs
in place,
must
first
moved
but
care
must
be
taken
not
to
loosen
the
micarta
lnsulatin
from the insulation tubing through
which
the screws
pass.
If possible procure
six
brass
machine
screws
which
will
have

Rear view of assembled set
manship and neatness ia appearance.
From old, the true craftsman has always
taken pains to make each job better than
the latest. Quoting from Longfellow —
"Each minute and unseen part, for the
gods see everywhere."
Just because the set is enclosed in a
cabinet and only the exterior of the panel
and its coiitrol dials is seen, furnishes no
reason for neglecting the interior. The
true fan takes the greatest pride in displaying what's on the inside of the
"mystery box" — the real machinery that
collects from apparently empty air, the
entertaining programs and offers them to
the listeners.
Mounting' the Apparatus
The neutroformers, consisting of the
Radio frequency transformer windings,
attached to the variable condensers, are
mounted on the panel first. More plates
are bent and the condenser short circuited
in the assembly of the apparatus than
in any other handling. For this reason,
the following "kink" will be found of
considerable advantage: turn the rotating plates until they are fully inside of
the fixed plates, then wrap long strip of
paper
around
the
plates
inside
of the

Crystal Tube Detector

Replaces crystal and cat whisker. Always set and alive,
loud and clear. No more fishing
for live spots. Guaranteed to
detect perfectly.
Simple to
connect — full instructions.
Needs no batteries and never
bums out. Made of the famous
B-MetaL
Sold by all live
dealers or can be ordered from
Tie B-Metel Refiniar C».
3134 TnnMl Atom
Price 51.50
Detroit, Mick.

coils for shortest leads, holes were drilled
through the tubing of the second and
third neutroformers. The
neutrodons
were then fastened by means of machine
screws passing through these holes.
This is clearly indicated by the encircled
2 in the illustration of the rear view
of the panel. The neutroformers are indicated by the numerals 1 and 3.
The panel mount sockets for the Radio
frequency amplifying tubes 4 are next
mounted in place.
The five rheostats (8) are then mounted,
after which the potentiometer (10) and
the variometer (7) can be added.

added; if desired, indicating name
plates
can be inserted under each post.
In order to mount the grid leak and
condenser, shown as number 9 in the rear
view, a small brass angle is fastened
under the thumb screw of the grid post
of the detector tube socket. The condenser and leak are then fastened to the
angle by means of a machine screw and
nut which at the same time make contact
with the one terminal of the condenser
and leak. The angle closes the circuit to
the grid binding post.
The

Mounting the Sub Panel
sub-panel must next be mounted

on

the same threading as those removed, or
a smaller size with nuts which will pass
through the holes. If they are too long
they can be cut off after being screwed
tight. The panel is then put in place
over the jacks and the screws passed
through the proper holes and tightened
up in the jacks or by means of nuts on
lower side as shown in side elevation.
(Continued on page 14)

PREMIER

"HEGEHOG"
TBADE

WD-11

FREQUENCY

TUBES REPAIRED

WD-11 or WD-12
S3.50
C-300 or UV-200
2.75
C-301 or UV201
3.00
C-.-UI2 or UV-2C2
3.50
C-301A or TTV201A
3.60
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Mcorehead
Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6
or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new TJV-199
3.50
NEW
DX IK VOLT
TUBES
4.0O
All tabes guaranteed to work like new.
Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt
Attention
"24 Horn- Service"

RADIO

TUBE

CORP.

N.
D.

TRANSFORMER

HALF
SIZE

Compensating Condenser

and WD-12

SS Halsey Street
Newark,
TUBES SENT
PARCEL
POST,
C. 0.

MARB

AUDIO

The anti-capacity switch, which can't
be seen in the rear view, is then added,
likewise the battery and the variometer
switches and the two jacks. The proper
location of the jacks and battery switches
can be determined by means of the hookup diagram in Part I of the series and
the panel layout in Part II.

J.

is
a special cthreeelectrode
o n denser the
for balancing
grid
charge on the amplifying tubes.
Stops all local
oscillations without
detuning the
amplifier. Shielded
against hand capacity disturbance.
$3.00 Complete
For Use with Tuned Radio Frequency
Receivers
At All Good Dealers

AMSCO
Broome

PRODUCTS,

& Lafayette Sts., New

INC

York

City

MiSDira volume
MINIMUM
DISTORTION
100 TEB CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
AN i \\ HEBE
RATIOS

PRICE

— 1 to 3,

$3.50

1 to 4,

or

1 to 5

The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Specification* on Request
Premier Fall
"Hegehog."

Vrtmitr
fattirit
famvunij
+
** Est. 1905
*^
3810

Ravenswood

Avenue,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

RADIO

FIVE TUBE

NEUTRODYNE

(Continued from page 13)
The
assembly
and
mounting
of
the
apparatus
is now
complete
with the exception of the fixed condensers,
for example number 11, which, are placed
in
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corrosive
and
trical joint.

leaves
a neat
Wiringf

In wiring-,
all
leads should be
and plate leads

clean

filament
and
inserted
first.
on the Radio

elec-

INEXPENSIVE

SINGLE

TUBE

SET

A

battery
The
grid
frequency

LOOP

AX

inexpensive
circuit
working
with
loop aerials
always
appeals well
to
those fans who find Radio a decided
drain
on finances.

The parts required are not too numerous
and the circuit is very efficient. Two
variable condensers, .0005 mfd. capacity,
are used for tuning.
A

potentiometer

permits

best

Side elevation,
during

the wiring

showing

operations.

As to the Fuses
In the set that was constructed, before
this article was prepared, five % ampere
fuses were used as indicated by the
numerals 13 in the illustration. They are
not indicated in. the hook-up diagram nor
called for in the parts list but, if desired,
are connected in series between the
rheostat and the filament terminal of the
lamp
socket.
Soldering
Solution
Host of the soldering pastes at present
on the market are likely to contain corrosive chemicals which in time affect the
electrical connections in the joints and introduce unnecessary resistance in the
circuit. Before taking up the wiring, the
following formula for a good Radio
soldering
flux is suggested:
Jlix four parts by weight of resin with
one part of wood alcohol. When dissolved
the solution makes
a flux which is non-

mounting
of sob-panel
side are next in line. The shorter leads
to the anti-capacity switch should then
be added but the long leads to the binding posts should be put in last.
The next step is to complete all the
short leads on the sub-panel side. Here
again the long leads should be kept till
last. "When adding the condensers, don't
solder the wires to them, but pass machine screws through the holes of the
lugs; by looping the wire, the leads can
be clamped firmly without incurring the
danger of shorting the condenser in soldering.
In adding the long leads as the final
operation, spaghetti can be passed over
the leads wherever there is any possibility of contact between leads. The
writer uses only stiff brass bus bar wire
and adds no spaghetti except where there
is a chance of short circuit. This improves the appearance of the work, especially if care is taken in the running
of leads.

The grid leak is not always essential in
some circuits, and if a proper inductance
is used even this part will act as a grid
condenser. A secondary condenser will
also sometimes do this, and the capacity
of the secondary coil will also help. With
some tubes the Radiophan may be able to
"get away" without either part The tube
will be very unstable, however; at least a
condenser should be used.
A small vari-

YOU
DON'T NEED
* ••*'*»• the summer I hear

Omaha,
in
Even on
°* townont and
t0 get
fi Fort
TllilS
Kansas
City,
Worth
Davenport
my crystal set without amplification. Works
ever 1,000 miles In winter. Send self -addressed
envelope for farther Information or SI. 00 for complete
copyrighted drawings and instructions. Everything
clearly explained.
Satisfaction
GUARANTEED.

Leon Lambert, 50 South. Voiutsla, WicuJUJU&

the

The purpose of a C battery
correct negative
charge

Repair Your
"Vacuum Tubes

SENIOR"

WD-M-12, UV-199. UV-20I-A.

Says

"the only reliable way to determine if "B" Batteries
are still capable of service ts by testing with a
Voltmeter-" Thousands of radio fans are using the

Indian
Head

POCK

ET

VOLMCfE

Every radio fan needs this Pocket
Voltmeter.
Tests "B" accurate.
Batteries upSentto '
45
Volts. Guaranteed
anywhere in U. S. or Canada. Parcel
Post Prepaid, on receipt of money order for $1.49.
Indian Head Pocket Ammeter at same price. Fans
send 2c stamp for our list of Radio Bargains.
INDIAN
HEAD
COMPANIES
Dent. I. 417 3. Dearborn Stnet CSicaflo, Illinois.

wm

■

C-30I-A
S3. 50 each <
• UV-200, C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 each UV-201. C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
DV-6. DV-6-A
3.50 each
U V-202
4.00 each
And Guarantee Them Ecual to New
QUICK
SERVICE — Include with your order remittance to cover repair plus parcel postage for
one pound per tube.
If preferred, tubes will be
returned C. O. D. repair charges.
ABALENE RADIO. (4 Vessy St., New York, N. Y.

AMPLEX

GRID-DENSER
A Variable Condenser I..000S)
for the Grid Circuit

able
condenser
assistance.

67}&

or

three

22%-volt

will

be

of

considerable

Reinartz Coil $1.85
The Improved Basket Weave, Covering AH
Broadcasting Wave Lengths
With each coil we send FREE two large blueprints, picture hookup and panel layout, list of
materials, and fully illustrated Instructions for
construction and operation.
Buy before the fall rush sets in
We sell all parts required for this wonderfully
efficient receiver — panel, coil, condensers, socket,
vernier rheostat, variable gridleak. dials, switches,
posts, contact points, wire, spaghetti, etc. (no
tubes or
for only $9. S3. Postage additional onphones)
all shipments.
Send no money
PAY THE POSTMAN.
All Goods Shipped Parcel Post C. O. D.
RADIO

SURPLUS

STORES,

Helena, Montana

Michigan "Senior" Receiver
Michigan "Junior" Receiver
Michigan "Midget" Receiver

SET

Each the best of its class; and all three backed by the
guarantee of a responsible House.

Michigan "Senior"

includes Detector and two stages of
amplification. For trans-continental
loudspeaker or headphone reception.
Price, v.-ithout tubes a- eyr* f\e\
or accessories

_^__^

N*l ^3»U"

Michigan "Junior"

A Detector Set, for headphone reception only.
Price, without tube
or accessories

JUNIOR"

SET

$57.50
Michigan
Receiver
Built
to supply "Midget"
the demand for
a portable

USE
VAN'S
COPPER
for shielding
back of LIQUID
panels, etc. Eliminates
body

SfranX D.Peame RADIO AUTHORITY

about

Three Radio Leaders

is to provide
to the grid.

capacity.
Liquid Copper
takesapplied
the place
sheet copperVan's
or aluminum.
Easily
with ofa
brush — no cutting, drilling, soldering or waste. One
bottle covers 400 square inches ; mailed to you for $1.
Send a Dollar bill today.
THE VAN LABORATORY
4845 North Lowell Avenue
Chicago

be

THE RAGE OF RADIO

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 11)
the jar pour a solution made by mixing 3
ounces of potassium bichromate, % pint
of sulphuric acid and 1 quart of water.
Mix the acid and water first and add the
bichromate. The level of the solutions in
the porous cup and jar should be the
same. The zinc and carbon rods may
now be inserted and the celj put into
service. This cell can be put in some out
of the way place and left until exhausted,
■when it is necessary only to renew the
zinc and solution to give it a new lease
of life. These cells can be purchased
from electrical supply houses, ready to
set up and use. This is perhaps the cheapest form of primary battery and will give
good service where it is possible to use a
battery
containing
liquids.
The common sal-ammoniac battery can
be converted to the bichromate type by
using a porous cup to separate the zinc
and carbon, as shown in Figure 59. The
porous cup fits inside the carbon cylinder,
as shown, and the solution mentioned
above may be employed. This is an inexpensive form of construction which
should appeal to the experimenter.
(TO
BE
CONTINUED)

should
units.

adjust-

Grid Leak Is Not Essential

position

ment of grid potential for whatever type
of amplifier tube is used.
The diagram, R. D.-96, calls for a 50turn honeycomb coil, but for broadcasting
stations of higher wave lengths this can
be changed to a 75-turn coil. Two bypass condensers of .002 mfd. capacity are
indicated. The plate battery voltage

"Use in our laboratory." — Prof. I*. A.
Hazeltine.
"Works like a charm." — Dallas TimesHerald.
"Delighted with results." — Scientific
American.
Approved and recommended by Radio
Laboratories of Radio News, Radio
"World. New York Mail and other experts.

DOUBLE THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR SET
Greater distance
Sharper tuning
Louder and clearer signals

outfit for vacationists; but has performed
such long distance wonders that it is being
adoptedany everywhere
as a year-roundQ97
receiver.
Uses
style of tube.
AA
MIDGET"

PRICE $1.25
At your dealers — otherwise send price and
Grid-Demer will be sent immediately.

AMPLEX INSTRUMENT LABORATORIES
57 Dey

Street

New

York

City

SET

&.h.»V"'™
Price, without tube
Also ask about the "Michigan" Two Stage Amplifier and our exclusive
line of Condensers, Variocouplers, Variometers, Rheostats, etc Every
instrument fully guaranteed. When you send for circular, give us the
name of your favorite radio dealer.

Grand Rapids. Michigan
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Questions and Answers
toes

Choke

of Efficiency

(4200) RL, Toronto. Canada.
My set. which is a triple coil with a
WD-11 tube, was very sensitive when I
first set it up (home-made), but since it
lias been gradually fading away until
lately, when the wave lengths were
changed, I cannot get much of anything;
then it is very distorted and faint. I had
a list of 72 stations to date, an aggregate
mileage of 29.890. At present it usually
picks up WDAP
and WJAZ
with good
volume; all others are faint, very faint.
I have resoldered all connections and
changed and tested the battery, but to all
appearances it is the same old set.
Could it be the fault of tube getting
old?
Is it in the grid condenser?
Could you tell me which
sensitive one-tube hook-up?

Coil Amplifier

(462;"») CWC, St Joseph, Jlo.
Have had constructional data for building amplifying chokes from Ford spark
coils for some time, but could find no one
in this "neck of the woods"
thing about the hookup.

who knew anyThanks
to the

can be used with good results in a Neutrodyne circuit?
A. — A loop aerial may be employed
merely by substitution for the secondary
of the variocoupler.
The UV-199 can be used although it is
not as efficient as the six-volt tube.

.00025

00O"5

is the most

Have
wave

you or are you going to give instructions on how to make a multiplex
variocoupler?

I have constructed from your instructions a Reinartz tuner without success.
Is it absolutely necessary for a B battery
of 60 volts?
Is it advisable to construct a cabinet to
contain all sets in one, that is, putting in a
triple coil, a variometer and variocoupler.
a Reinartz and a Flewelling, also a
crystal single circuit coil all on one panel?
Would they have much inductance from
one another, and would the dead ends
have much effect? I would like to arrange
them so as to be able to switch from one
to another.
A. — Many factors may be the cause,
although it is impossible to determine
without a personal inspection. It may be
that the antenna or the ground connections are corroded. It is often found that
weak signals are due to the set oscillating
below a critical filament temperature.
This can be determined by increasing the
temperature above the oscillating point
when signals will increase in audibility,
but become more and more distorted. In
such case use less plate inductance, less B
battery, higher antenna capacity, lower
phone by-pass capacity. The grid condenser may be shorted.
Either the Reinartz or single circuit
tuner is a very sensitive type of receiver.
B potential depends upon the tube used.
If a UV-200 is used, 22% volts is sufficient.
If a 201, 20-A, 21 or UV-199, 45 volts are
indicated. Sixty volts is used only in the
case of amplifier tubes.
We

have not as yet published instructions for making the multiplex wave coupler. It will have our attention as space
permits.
It would not be at all advisable to follow your plan of combining in the cabinet
the several circuits mentioned on account
of capacity losses, dead end losses and
the like.
Cage Aerial
(4187) WB, Xew York, N. T.
I would like to know more about the
hoop aerial. Will you please tell me as to
the diameter of the hoop and the number
of wires? What is the best length of wire
between each hoop and kincnto use? Will
a hoop aerial receive distant as well as
local stations better than a single wire?
Is it directional? What is the best position?
A. — No type is as effective for reception
as the single wire; it makes a circuit just
as effective as any and far more selective.
However, the hoop or cage antenna of
which you inquire consists of four to six
wires on 4-inch rings. It is effective only
for transmission.

Digest, which I read, ads and all. regularly
I am beginning to see the light, but not
quite. I would like to place the two-stage
circuit shown in Figure 45, page 11, Radio
Digest, in a separate cabinet for use with
my single-circuit regenerative receiver.
How will I connect them up? Could
UV-199 tubes be used?
A. — Complying with your request, we are
presenting
detector and amplifier circuit.
UV-199 tubes can be used.
Crystal Set
(4221) CD, Kinmundy, 111.
I have a crystal set consisting of a two
slide tuner, galena detector and phones.
My aerial is number 14 wire 175 feet long
with a 100 foot leadin. Before May 15th
I could hear the stations that were broadcasting on 360 meters to 485 meters. Now
I can hear only KSD which broadcasts on
546 meters. Although there are several
stations send out on 360 meters and higher.
Will- you please
my trouble?
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Trouble in Selnartz
(4535) JBC, Derry, Pa.
I have a Reinartz set and two-stage
amplifier which at times work very well,
but there seems to be much trouble in the
detector which I cannot locate.
At times there is an excessive amount of
frying and cracking in the phones, which
makes it impossible to put the phones
near the ears. At other times it stutters
and chops the music or voice and makes
clear reception impossible. When receiving on a high wave (over 500 meters) it
mushes the sound, which cannot be understood at all. This trouble is in the detector, not the amplifier; I have tested it
in every manner that I know.
Ground is a cold-water pipe; aerial —
have tried all kinds, inside and out; batteries— 22% volts on detector (UV-200
tube) and 45 volts on detector (two C301-A
tubes); tube controls — Filkostats.
Local reception comes in good, but it is
the distant stations which give me trouble.
A. — Without the privilege of personal
observation, we are venturing the opinion
that this is due to improper adjustment
of the grid leak. We suggest that a few
pencil lines between the grid and filament
contacts on the base of the tube UV-200
will eliminate
the annoyance.

A. — The action of tube is due to the
fact that the filament is not quite so good
as before the repair was made. However, almost similar results may be obtained if you lower the plate potential
until the blue glow disappears.
Possibly

(4568) KM,
Detroit, Minn.
I would like to know if a loop aerial can
be used with a Neutrodyne circuit? If
so, how?
I would like to know
if UV-189
tubes

An aerial is directional off the lead-in
end. Possibly an east and west direction
with lead-in off the west end would be
most favorable in your location.

Self-contained. Only one
panel hole. Easy to install.
Pig-tail connection ellminates
sliding contacts.
Westingho-use Micarta insulation prevents leakage.
Solder terminal and contact
one piece. Adjustable stop
pin. New type dial knob
eliminates panel numbering. Can be used as "B"
battery
tap switch.

to locate

A. — Noting your specifications and limitations experienced we are advising that it
may be that the crystal detector has lost
its sensitivity to some degree. It can be
washed with soap and water to remedy the
condition. It is not our opinion that your
difficulties of reception are due to the new
wave length. You should be able still to
tune to 360 meters wave length.

Ttifce

(4551) ML.M, Chamberlain,
S. D.
My tube has not performed correctly
since I had it repaired. I have a WD-12;
a blue glow is in the tube when using it.
T,his was not noticeable before I had it
repaired. To hear anything I have to tap
or vibrate the tube. When I do this the
signals are heard but soon they die away
and I have to tap the tube again. I have
a new WD-12; this works fine showing
that there are no loose connections in
the set itself.

a decrease of ten volts will be sufficient,
although experimentation will best determine the most effective point. When a
blue glow is present it is indicated that
ionization is taking place and the tube
will not function as a detector until it is
eliminated.
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RADIO AIDS DOPE FIGHT

MRS. WALLACE REID TAKES
A1RPH0NE INTO DRUG BATTLE
Proclaims Broadcast Stations Arch Enemies of Narcotic Peddlers — Can Warn of Dread Ravages
and Help Cure Hopeless Addicts
CHICAGO. — Heralded as the arch enemy
of traffickers in crazing, deadly drugs, acclaimed as the savior of hundreds of thousands addicted to the use of narcotics,
Mrs. Wallace Reid, widow of the noted

GIANT SET SUPPLANTS
BAND IN FALL FROLIC
largestwasRadio
been
have
to
said set
— What
TI. the
INNAbuilt
CINCever
was the giant which
d
feature the float of the Crosley Company of this city in the recent night
pageant of the fall festival here. The
horn of the set which was set on a
motor fire engine chassis, was twelve
band.
feet long. The set supplanted a brass

Jane Cowl, famous
Shakespearian
actress, now playing
"Juliet" in Oakland,
Calif., was wooed
via Station WOR,
Newark, N. J., by
a "Radio Romeo" in
the person of W.
Wallace Hermann,
the concert tenor.
He sang to her,
"You Are the Juliet
of My

CANADA OPERATOR'S
WEDDING IS HEARD

Dreams"

Juliet in Oakland Hears
WOR Romeo Carol Love

Station CFCN Transmits Nuptials Actress on Pacific Coast Wires
by Means of Microphone
Appreciation to Newark
at Church Altar
CALGARY, ALTA. — Radiophans recently listened to the broadcast over CFCN,
W. W. Grant broadcasting station here,
of the first Radio wedding in Canada.
And it seemed exceptionally fitting on this
occasion that a Radio operator himself
should be wed over the ether.
Dale M. Snebley, daughter of Mrs. Fred
(Continued
on page 2)

'

NEWARK.— Not beneath a bowered balcony, not under the mystic skies of Italy
but on etheric waves the love song of a
modern
Romeo
W.
Wallace
Hermann,
noted tenor, was broadcast
here a few
days ago by Station WOR to Juliet, Jane ,
Cowl, famed actress, who was in a theater !
in Oakland, Calif., acting as hostess of a ]
Radio party.

motion picture actor who recently was a
victim of the needle of nepenthe, emphasized here a few days ago the inestimable
value of Radio as a weapon in the war
against "dope," and urged broadcasting's
wide use. Steps were taken to enlist broadcasting stations throughout the country.
The little woman whose face, saddened
by the death of her husband and by the
(Continued
on page 2)
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Radio is included in the treatment for
these unfortunates," said Mrs. Reid, "the
sooner willRadio
this is
country's
lightened.
the bestburden
form be
of
audible education."
Life Threats Sent

September 15, 1923

WJZ Sends Music Ovation
to Whiteman, Jazz King

WD-11

Tribute
to Composer
InSo persistent, so implacable has been Novel
cludes Air and Sea Strains
Mrs. Reid's fight against the drug evil
HISTORY
MAKING
SHOWS
that many of those responsible for its
NEW YORK. — When the great liner
REFLECTION BY FANS
spread — the "dope peddlers"- — have threatened her life. Several letters bearing Leviathan of the United States' marine
threats of death were sent to Mrs. Reid docked here recently the most novel ovaCoal Quarrel,
Ball Pennants,
Ruhr by peddlers while she was in Chicago.
tion ever accorded a musical composer
Question, Italy and Greece Row
"They do not frighten me," she said. was given to Paul "Whiteman. The famous
leader, returning from abroad. was
Stimulate
Radiophony
"They make me more determined."
Many of the men in this country and crowned "King of Jazz" as eight orchestras, a submarine band, players on a
Canada who are addicted to drugs are
veterans of the world war. "It is they circling airplane and musicians in diving
particularly who would appreciate the ap- suits sounded without intermission syncopated strains created by Whiteman. The
plication of Radio," said Mrs. Reid.
effective was her Radio appeal in this entire program was broadcast by Sta| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER | citySo that
tion WJZ, Radio Corporation of America.
the mayor announced plans for
conference with the commissioner of
m
Coupon Number 16 |] ahealth
to consider the possibility of
=
This Special Reward Coupon |§
establishing hospitals for the victims of
CFCN "OP" MARRIES
=
appears each issue in Radio ^
drugs. Similar encouragement was given
gs
Digest until further notice. s
(Continued from page 1)
Mrs. Reid by the mayor of Kansas City,
s
"When sent in, accompanied s
Mo.
W. Beggs of Calgary was united in mar§§f
by necessary, remittance, ac- ^
riage to Morris V. Chesnut, secretary
=
cordine: to the rules govern- gs
Believes Radio Chief Drug- Weapon
H
ing same, apparatus can he ^
treasurer of W. W. Grant Radio Ltd., the
=
secured.
See apparatus list ^
"If the 2.000,000 or more drug victims in Rev. Robert Johnston, D.D., minister of
^
and rules of offer below. ^
the United States could be taught and Grace Presbyterian church here officiating, and the proceedings were broadcast.
treated by means of Radio," Mrs. Reid
1 Save Me — I Am Valuable ■ continued, "if they could be advised and Immediately after the ceremony was comdiverted by speech and music great benpleted letters and telegrams of congrat..Js
ulations were received from all over the
efit would result." And if Radio could be
utilized as a crusader, if the air would country, from people of whom the bride
That Radio has served as one of the bear the tales of terror that the legion of and bridegroom had never heard, while
greatest educative elements in the history unfortunates could unfold, if the various the church from which the ceremonj"
especially of the United States, that it is broadcasting stations would carry on the was broadcast was crowded with spectators and guests.
now applied in a manner that will insure fight against peddlers and unscrupulous
a higher mentality for posterity and that importers, the curse of drugs soon would
A microphone was placed at the altar
and the ceremony broadcast by remote
the events of the future will tend to de- be driven away.
velop even more the passion of peoples to
As a result of Mrs, Reid's advocacy it control, two cables having been especially
learn, are the linked conclusions of pub- is probable that the influence of many installed from Station CFCN on Crescent
licists all over the earth, according to United States senators and other pub- Heights.
the recent reports of observers.
licists will be enlisted to organize a camMicrophones
with amplifiers are being
The outcome of the coal quarrel in this
paign against the drug habit in which
installed in hotels in Paris for paging
country, the winning of the baseball pen- Radio will be the chief weapon.
nants, the Ruhr problem, the serious situation involving Italy and Greece — all these
tend to spur the interest of Radiophans
and, of course, increase the demand for
the parts offered by Radio Digest at low
cost. During the last few days especially
the various political, religious and military conditions throughout the world have
excited the interest of fans so much as to
Badio Digest, Illustrated. Volume VI, Number 10, published Chicago, niinois, September 15. 1923. Published weekly
show an appreciable reflection in their de- by Radio Digest Publishing Company, 123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Subscription rates, yearly.
mand for Radio Digest parts, in the Five Dollars; Foreign Postage One Dollar additional; single copies. Ten Cents. Entered as second-class matter
at the postof&ce at Chicago, Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 18T9.
special reward offer for regular subscribers.
Boles to Remember
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saving on tubes, "as they are
all guaranteed firsts and in tutdr original packages.
Buy several spares at this attractive figure.
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Reinartz Coil $1.85
The Improved Basket Weave, Covering All
Broadcasting Wave Lengths
With each coil we send FBEE two large blueprints, picture hookup and panel layout, list of
materials, and fully illustrated Instructions for
construction and operation.
Buy before the fall rush sets in
We sell all parts required for this wonderfully
efficient receiver — panel, coil, condensers, socket,
vernier rheostat, variable gridleak, dials, switches,
posts, contact points, wire, spaghetti, etc. (no
tubes or
for only $9.85. Postage additional onphones)
all shipments.
Send no money
PAY THE POSTMAN.
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RADIO SURPLUS STORES, Helena, Montana

CONTENTS

One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2, 3. and 4 or 3.
4, 5 and 6. The number of coupons necessary and
the cash remittance, of course, depend on the item
sought by the reader. There is no limit to the
number of series turned in by any one reader.
Another point to remember Is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection mere simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary Watch this page nest issue for
the list of parts you can secure.

AIRPHONE

FIGHTS

DOPE

(Continued from page 1)
agony of others, is known to millions,
pleaded that steps be taken immediately to
apprise, by means of Radio, the people of
the United States and Canada especially
of the ravages of morphine, heroin, opium
and the like.
"There are three great media to warn
humanity against the drug habit," she
said. "These are Radio broadcasting stations, motion pictures and newspapers.
"When millions hear the voices of those
who fight, when they receive the personal touch that Radio conveys, they will
realize theHasperil
the nation."
Usedthat
Fivebesets
Stations
In her campaign against the purveyors
of subtle, soul-deadening poisons Mrs.
Reid has utilized broadcasting stations in
five cities of the United States. In Chicago she delivered her message over Station Ki VV. So great was the interest
aroused by her combat in this city that
great crowds followed the automobile
which conveyed her to and from KYW
and a motion picture theater. At the
theater she appeared prior to the presentation of the picture "Human "Wreckanti-narcotic
she wasage," anfeatured
as the picture
heroine. in which
"Radio Digest could do much good,"
continued Mrs. Reid (formerly known as
Dorothy Davenport), "by making known
to its readers that the crusade against
the drug habit is not against those afflicted by it but against those who sell
drugs, against the ring which waxes fat
over the misery of hundreds of thousands of men and women."
Radio Diverts Addict's Kind
The use of airphones to quiet those addicted to drugs, to divert their minds
from the maddening longing which besets
them, was advocated by the fair crusader. "When it becomes generally
known," Mrs. Reid said, "that addiction
to drugs is a disease, a terrible malady,
the apathy and the scorn of most of the
people
pity."
Then will
will turn
ensue,to she
declared, a demand
for sanitaria in which the drug-bedeviled
multitude may be housed and treated,
calmed in great part by the soothing
strains afforded by Radio.
"The sooner

"All the Live News of Radio"
WJAZ — "This End of the North Pole"; An
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
The Antenna Brothers, Comic Strip
Editorials;
Indi-Gest;
Condensed
by Dielectric
First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter XVI — Plate Batteries, by Thomas W. Benson
R.D.-97, Single Tube Reflex Circuit; Reviews of Books
How Your Voice Looks "Taken" on a Movie Film, a Description of the Famous
Pallophotophorse, by Peter J. M. Clute
Flewelling Answers to Queries
Five Tube Neutrodyne Receiving Circuit, Part IV — Neutralizing and Tuning, by H. J. Marx....
Simplex Picture Diagram — Single Tube Regenerative Circuit
Inductance Coil Used on Reinartz Set; Other Kinks
Questions and Answers
Directory of Radiophone Broadcasting Stations, Part I— Station Schedules
Radio Illustrated, a Page of Pictures
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Looking Ahead
A Loop Aerial You Can Put in Your Parlor — and not get the wife angry. Designed
for present range of broadcast wave lengths. H. J. Marx will describe the De
Luxe Loop Aerial next issue.
The Miloplex Single Tube Set Knocks 'Em All Dead
with its simplicity of operation, low cost, few parts. Buy next 'week's Digest and make a Miloplex. Worth
everybody's while.
Three Tube Tuned Impedance Coupled Radio Frequency Circuit — a good hook-up
for R. F. hounds
will be R.D.-98 next week.
Pictures Tell the Story Better" — for some of us. The easily followed simplex diagram
next issue will be an English crystal detector Radio frequency amplified set.
Alternating or House Lighting Current Will Light Your Tubes
Thomas Benson
will devote his next chapter for beginners to telling how this can be done.
A Match Box Receiving Set That Works — One of many interesting, practical kinks
the Radiophan will read about next week.
Photo Diagram Page of Melco Supreme Acmedyne Circuit Set
miss this simple exposition of a receiver worth knowing.
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STATION CFCN NOW
BOASTS 1800 WATTS
CANADIAN PLANT AT CALGARY REMODELS SET
Twelve Special SOO-Watt Tubes Require
Input Half
of Eight
and OneKilowatts
By Jeffrey J. Ding-man
CALGARY. ALTA — CFCN, broadcasting: station of the W, W. Grant Radio,
Ltd., here, has been completely remodeled
and recently went on the air as the most
powerful station on the Western half of
the American continent and as one of the
two or three super-stations in the United
States or Canada. On the initial test the
set was operated on only one-third of the
maximum power. Since then it has been
put up to the maximum power and it
is expected that long distance broadcasting records which CFCN in the past has
set, will be shattered when mail from far
distant points begins to arrive.
CFCN is now equipped with twelve
giant tubes of 500 watts each, especially
manufactured in Montreal. It is estimated that the regular modulating output
power of the station is 1,800 watts, which
is the power delivered into the antenna
system. The initial input power is eight
and one-half kilowatts. In addition an
amplification system carrying two fiftywatt tubes has been devised. This amplifier is expected to aid the clarity of
the broadcast.
Has Four Times Old Power
As a comparison to show the increased
power of the set, before this was constructed only three 500-watt tubes were
employed. Radiophans all over America
are familiar with the long distance broadcasting records CFCN established on the
old set. .Its signals were heard off the
coast of Yokohama, in Alaska and Mexico, and 700 miles at sea in the Atlantic
ocean. It is anticipated that new records
will be established in the near future.
"During the time we were necessarily
off the air, I have received inquiries from
all over the continent regarding the new
station." Mr. Grant said in an interview
with a Radio Digest Illustrated representative. "It has created even more interest than we anticipated."
The studio has also been remodeled,
so that there is now much more space for
the artists who entertain nightly. The
artists' and reception rooms are richly
appointed and delicately decorated. The
mural decorations and the color scheme
are exceptionally pleasing to the eye.
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RADIO IN EACH ROOM,
NEW HOSPITAL PLAN

LESS READING SINCE
ADVENT OF AIRPHONE

g
Is not
usual
feel"greetin
"Howthe d'ya
— be
AGO.to
CHIClikely
of patients in the $1,000,000 hospital proposed by a surgeons' syndicate for the north side here. It'll
probably be "How'dja like the Radio
last night," for reception outlets for
every room feature the design, according to the recent announcement of Dr.
Benjamin Breakstone, promoter.

ie Public
brarian at the, Carneg
liN. Y.— The
FALLSreports
ARAy here,
NIAGLibrar
that fewer
people came to the library to read in the
evenings during the past year. Professional men who formerly came to
the reading room have discontinued
their hours among the books. An inquiry revealed that Radio sets are
keeping the people at home.

MAKING

TONGUE

FOR LEVIATHAN

ALASKA AIRPH0NES
AID IN GOVERMENT
COMMUNICATE
WITH MAIL
STEAMERS FAR OUT
First

Troubles Remedied by Training
Light Keepers in Radio — Tell
Ships Where to Land

By I.. D.M. C—
Lamm
WASHINGTON,
The use of Radio
in Alaska is expediting government business and is of great use in case of
emergencies. Complete Radio telephone
transmitting and receiving stations were
installed at Cape Sarichef and Scotch Cap
Light Stations, Alaska, by the navy department in 1921. Some minor difficulties
were experienced, it is said, during the
first year of operation, due to burnouts
of the motor generators and the wrecking
of one of the steel antenna masts by a
storm.
Repairs were made immediately, however, and since that time but little trouble
has been experienced. The keepers at
both stations have mastered the mechanical and electrical details of the installations sufficiently to keep them in operating
order, and Radiophone communication between the two stations, which are about
seventeen
miles apart, is maintained without difficulty.
Communicate with Mail Steamer
Owing to the lack of other Radiophones
in that part of Alaska, one keeper at
each station has taken up the study of
tke code, and the keepers are now able
to communicate with the mail steamer at
distances up to 165 miles, and also to
keep in touch with each other and to exchange messages by key.
At sixty-five miles the voice of either
station can be picked up, it is said, by
the steamer, even on the opposite side of
high
Thismountains.
means communication has been of
great service both to the stations and to
the mail steamer. As the boat is approaching Unimak Pass, information la
obtained direct from both stations as to
landing conditions, and no time is lost
if a landing cannot be effected. When a
landing is impossible at Cape Sarichef,
the mail boat is instructed to land the
mail at Scotch Cap. It is then sent overland by one of the keepers.
Both stations exchange code messages
with the naval Radio station at Dutch
Harbor and are thus in touch with the
outside world, a matter of vital importance in emergencies.

MARCONI SEES ONE
WAY AIR MESSAGE

BIGGEST RADIO ONE
OF FIVE FOR CHINA

Radio Pioneer Reports Tests Show
Direct Transmission Is
Possible

American Firm Establishes First
Communication
with U. S.
Despite Jap Opposition

LONDON. — In a statement issued to
the press on his arrival at Southampton
on board his yacht Electra recently, SenaA girl's deft fingers formed the tongue with which S. S. Leviathan "speaks" at will by Radio- tore Marconi said that during the two
telegraph to either side of the ocean. Miss Marie Prepelik is seen assembling the "insides" of a months he had been away on his research cruise he has been working all the
10,000-watt vacuum tube. Two of these furnish the power to the Leviathan's big Radiotelegraph
transmitter which has power enough to span the Atlantic
Western Electric Photo time on the system of directive Radio
telegraphy, by which a message could be
sent in one direction only, and he was deAURIST USES AIRPHONE
lighted to say that experiments had
proved highly satisfactory.
TO AID DEAF PERSONS
The apparatus
he had ofbee"ft
working
was the with
only which
installation
its
type, but
it
was
likely
to
come
into
universal use in the future. The results he
Prescriptions for
Illinois City, Seat of Sect, Fulfills WOR Broadcasts
obtained proved that communication could
Hard of Hearing
be
maintained
over long distances.
Dowie's Forecast
The new system, said Senatore Marconi,
NEWARK, N. J. — Dr. Paul V. Winslow, effectively eliminated atmospheric disturbances, and he might say that he had
ZION, ILL.— Way back in 1897 Dowie, consulting ear surgeon of the New York
founder of the city of Zion, saw Radio. state hospital, recently delivered a lec- experienced no trouble of that sort durIn an address delivered in Chicago, Seping the whole of his two months' research.
ture entitled, "Radio for the Deaf," at
tember 5, 1897, he said:
Station WOR, L. Bamberger and comj- The course of the trip was roughly 2,200
miles or the distance from England to
"Do you know that one day in the big
Zion temple we will have, we are going to pany,
Dr. here.
Winslow, who is president of the Canada.
have a great big thing to catch the sound, National Round Table for Speech Improvement, advocated new theories perand I am going to have them 'turn on'
taining to cures for deafness. Among Kansas City Mayor Hears
Zion to Zion's friends in New York. See?
other
things
during his broadcast he said
First Air Lines from U. S.
And by the beds of the sick and the sorPeace Plan by Airphone
rowing some day I am going to have them that humming and singing will cure head
hear the testimonies that they cannot noises and make it possible for persons
to Holland and Italy Open hear
KANSAS CITY, Mo.— Frank H. Crompartially
deaf
to
renew
their
hearing.
excepting from their dying beds.
well, mayor of this city, the first mayor to
NEW YORK.— For the first time in the
After many experiments, Dr. Winslow
history of international communication, Going
to get
it not
some oall
day."the instrument prescribed a series of singing and hum- broadcast weekly talks about municipal
Dowie
did
affairs
as a means of civic education, redirect Radiotelegraphic service between
exercises. He urged as a form of
cently listened in aboard the famous Radio
the United States and The Hague (Hol- "Radio"; he called it "a great big thing practicemingthe
hamming
of
M
in
a
way
that
car
which,
with a trio of New Yorkers, is
land) and between the United States and to catch the sound," but he saw the Radio- would vibrate the lips, or the singing of
on a world tour, a venture in international
phone just the same. And his prophecy
Caltano (Italy) was established recently,
the vowel F in two-minute periods three friendship, having presented a parchment
according to an announcement by the has come true. Station WCBD, Zion, 111., times
a day, placing the tone high up in letter from Mayor Hylan, of New York, to
Radio Corporation of America. The open- the fulfillment of Dowie's prophecy, has the nasal
chambers with a decided twang. the mayor of Kansas City. The set on the
been
heard
in
many
states
and
in
Canada,
ing of these services raises the total numDr.
Winslow
has also made a series of car had traveled 3,000 miles without breakber of direct Radio circuits radiating to and far out on the Atlantic ocean.
experiments
with Radio and is of the
ing a tube; all were mounted in sponge
European countries from New York city
opinion it can be employed to fine advan- rubber.
from six to eight, and affects not only
tage in helping to cure deafness.
Cape May Plant Abandoned
Holland and Italy, but provides more
WASHINGTON. — The Naval Radio
direct routes between the adjoining coun- traffic
U. S. Compares Amplifiers
station at Cape May, N. J., has
tries and the United States.
WNAC
on New
Schedule
WASHINGTON.— Measurements of voltbeen closed and abandoned. The transmitter at that station was removed to the
BOSTON, MASS.— Station WNAC, the
age amplification of audio-frequency amplifiers are discussed in Letter Circular
Citizens of San Diego, Cal., are making compass station at Henlopen, the latter Shepard stores, is now operating on a
an effort to raise funds for a munic- station becoming the compass control sta- new broadcasting period from 1:00 to 2:00 98, recently issued by the United States
ipal Radio plant. Fancy dress balls and
tion for the group composed of Cape May, p. m., excepting Sunday. The programs bureau of standards for free distribution.
many other money-making schemes are Cape Henlopen and Bethany Beach. will consist of selections by the Shepard The circular gives the results of voltage
being restorted to and it is expected that Traffic formerly handled by the Cape May Colonial orchestra, organ selections from amplification measurements made on sixthe necessary amount will soon be in station will be handled by the station at the Modern theater and renditions by
teen audio-frequency amplifiers which were
hand.
Philadelphia.
phonograph.
on the market during 1921-22.

PEKING. — The American legation here
has confirmed the announcement in San
Francisco recently that R. P. Schwerin,
president of the Federal Telegraph Company, had signed, in conjunction with the
Radio Corporation of America, a new
agreement with the Chinese government
permitting the immediate construction of
five powerful stations in China, establishing for the first time direct communication between the United States and China.
Schwerin made the announcement on
his return to San Francisco from China.
Two of the five stations will be erected
at Shanghai; one of them is to be the
most powerful in the world. The others
will be at Peking, Harbin and Canton.
Their aggregate cost will be about ?13,500,000.
The Federal company's executive is
credited here with having been of great
assistance to the American interests in
their
eight The
months'
struggle government,
to sign the
contract.
Japanese
claiming exclusive Radio rights in China,
had objected to the project.

WCBD Is Zion's Answer
to Founder's Prophecy

RADIO
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Life Worth Living Even in Prison
When Radio Outfit Brings in World
News and Music from the Outside Cheer Condemned Slayers and
Other Criminals in Cook County Chicago Jail — Prisoners
Become Quieted as They Listen In
demned to hang, the wire went; near the
By J, !■. Newman
Bars do not a prison make as long as cells of lads who had sought gain at the
Radio carries through them the news of the points of pistols, near weaklings who cowered under the sickly glare of arcs, near
world, its sweet tones and sad. Stone walls,
grim and grimy, the hoarse cries of men and black and white and yellow, near the sinning and the suspected.
of women, the chilling clang of cell doors,
Shout with Delight
dark dank shadows, even the odor that does
Long before the hundreds of feet of wire
not depart — these do not make a prison
had
been
attached
to the loud speakers most
while Radio conquers space and encomof the prisoners knew that the Radio set
passes the earth.
All this and more was shown recently by was to be installed. It was to have been a
means of a set operated in the Cook county secret, but the prison "underground" was
jail. Chicago. It was the first time that a too wary. And when the volume of sound
Radio set had been placed in a prison. The carrying "jazz" reached the lowermost cells,
theory of penologists, sociologists and of six or seven stories below, the prisoners
poets, that music will soften the hardest shouted in delight.
hearts was proved when the strains of the
Beside his cell door facing the "bullpen"
classics were wafted by Radio through the a condemned slayer squatted. He had killed
tiers of the prison into the breasts of mur- a woman, llurder was still in his eyes. In
a few days he would face eternity at the
derers and thugs, of men old in crime.
end of a rope. The loud speaker, a few feet
Digest Installs Set
away,
skirled and snarled and then brought
The set, a Zenith 1R, two-circuit type,
with power amplifier and loud speaker, was the dulcet drone of a saxophone. The killer,
installed by an expert of the Chicago Radio startled, sprang to his feet. He shook the
Laboratories under the auspices of Radio bars. As they rattled a woman prattled of
Digest. Permission had been obtained from snuggling and petting. The loud speaker
Captain Wesley Westbrook, chief jailer. was alive. The moment was tense, tragic.
A jailer hummed.
"The boys surely will like it," he said en"Say, bo," bellowed the murderer, "is that
thusiastically. "It will serve to maintain
a Radio?" Then, the noose impending, he
discipline."
Deep down in the prison a stripling paced shuffled his feet. The loud speaker enticed
the stone floor. He was accused of trying him. "Keep it up, kid," the slayer yelled,
to obtain "easy money." The day was dark "keep it up." And high above the clamor
and so were his thoughts. But when he, a from other homicides, the murderer's
Radio espert, was asked to assist in the in- throaty whine accepted the snuggling and
stallation of the set, he smiled gladly. And the petting of the women of the loud
when he was appointed operator of the ap- speaker.
Woman Asks for Classical Music
paratus he became proud.
Down, down, down — from the depths of a
The set was placed in the library and hospital of the prison, far above the noisy cell at whose door lay a crumbled loaf and
traffic of the streets. The antenna was a pan of water, came the demand for baseball scores.
shoved through the bars and steel mesh of
a window, to dangle in the air. A spreader
"Do we get any real music?" a woman,
was adjusted to keep the antenna away wide of eye, full of bosom, a slayer, inquired,
from the outer wall.
as she swayed with the strains from a Chicago station. The woman, who had killed
Prisoners Join in Work
A handsome youth, the sun of the Medi- her husband so as t4> live with a younger
terranean in his glowing eyes, helped to man, wanted real music. She was answered
string wires through grated doors, down iron
"Miserere."
up, on the topmost floor, the Radio
stairways and forbidding galleries, to a loud by 'Way
speaker hundreds of feet away. A burly expert prisoner continued to tinker with the
negro laughed, jigged and capered as he unwound a coil of wire. A collegian, precise
of speech, haughty in manner, talked
glibly of Radio as he watched with the
glare of a beast at prey, a uniformed
jailer.
The bell at the end of the corridor
sounded. The heavy door was opened and
the wire writhed and tossed on its way to
another loud speaker. Through devious iron
and stone bound lanes, past gratings
through .which peered brutal, eager, gloomy
eyes, up and down and around, the wire '
made its way to still another loud speaker.
Near the cells of men and a woman
con-

CHAMPAGNE BUCKETS
FIND USE ONCE MORE
Liquor

INDEPENDENT RADIO ENGINEERS
1732

14th

Ave.

W-,

CALGARY,

CANADA

U. S. Spends Only $13,840 for Military Messages, Data Show

NEW YORK. — Silver champagne buckets were put to a use recently which was
a commentary on the times during^a "goodwill luncheon" given by the United States
Lines aboard the Leviathan at her dock at
Southampton, England. These receptacles,
once a necessary
part on
of aa table
ship's and
dining
service,
were inverted
on
them were placed the loud speakers of an
amplifying system installed to make the
speeches audible to all of the 500 guests.
As the great dining room of the Leviathan was designed for dining rather than
public speaking, it was feared that the
speakers would be unable to make themselves heard by everyone. So when the
ship was docked a public address system
such installed.
as is in use in many American hotels
was
knobs of the set. In the farthest cell house
a colored boy danced gleefully. In the offices of the jail clerks and turnkeys grinned
and stepped in sprightly fashion.
Want Set Permanently
"There is no question that music induces
quiet," said Captain Westbrook. "The Radio
set will be operated day and night by one of
our inmate*." Steps were to be taken, he
said, to purchase a set for permanent installation. "The county hasn't the money
for a Radio machine," Captain Westbrook
said, "but perhaps some kindly person will
donate enough to buy one."

WASHINGTON.— The army Radio net.
valued at approximately $500,000, made a
return to the government of more than
ten percent during the last fiscal year —
on paper. From June 30, 1922, to Julv 1,
1923, the traffic handled by the signal
corps Radio net would have cost the government $66,375 at government rates via
commercial wires. The actual cost of
these operations was $13,840, which shows
a "paper" saving of $52;535.
Actually, official messages are handled
without cost; the few private and commercial messages which are handled,
where other Radio service is not available, are sent at rates slightly higher than
the commercial. The money is turned
over to the federal treasury.
During the fiscal year ended in July,
120,968 official messages were handled by
the army's message center. Munitions
Building, Washington.

PREMIER

"HEGEHOG"
TBADE

MAP.E

AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

rt at i

MAxnroc vor-usn,
inxmx'M DISTORTION
100 TEB CENT SHIFTJ)ED S1ZJ-.
MOUNTS
AN XW HEBE

PRICE $3.50

RATIOS — 1 to 3, 1 to 4, or 1 to S
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
Specification! on Request
Premier Full
"Hegehog."

Vrtmhv
fyrtirlt
famymq
*"
^
Est. 1905
*^
* 3810

Ravenswood

Avenue,

with the Bremer-Tully Universal Tuner. It is an entirely new instrument, that gives unequalled selectivity and control on practically all modern circuits.
It replaces coils in Beinartz, Ultra Audion and
other regenerative and non- regenerative circuits. In
mcst circuits tars are not required. Also gives
remarkable results in Radio Frequency and all
Reflex Circuits.
Simple to connect, no soldering; connections made
to binding pests, easily changed to any circuit.
Photo diagrams cf above, also special BremerTully circuits, in audition to key of windings, furnished. Write today.

BREMER-TULLY

532

South

Canal

Street,

MFG.

CHICAGO.

CO.

is the only antenna required with
Iko&fc&sf9
T^HIS wire, supplied with the Receiver, may be set op
JL. anywhere in a moment, or permanently concealed
behind the picture moulding, or run along the base'
board of a room. Ask YourDealer Today.
Write for "Grebe Radio in
the WeU-Appointed Home."
A. H. Grebe & Co., inc.
RICHMOND HTLL, N.Y.

ILL.

ILL.

85.00

Tlrf

■1*1
Till*

Tube (wet cell)
Power Amplifier

BpS

De Forest DV-2

$6.50

The
B.-T. Universal Tuning Unit
There is nothing on the market you can compare

CHICAGO,

Universal Tube
De Forest DV-6-A

DryFcrestDV-1
Cell Tube
De

A 20-fL Silk-Covered Wire

$6.50

The More You Know About Radio
The More You Rely on De Forest
Without Lee De Forest's discovery
of the vacuum tube there would be no
radio today. All radio broadcasting,
all radio receiving by means of tube
sets, rests on De Forest patents.
De Forest has been a pioneer in radio since 1900 and De Forest is a

The D-7 A Reflex Radiophone is a
three-tube set at $125.00; the D-10 Portable Reflex has a drawer in its cabinet
for dry batteries and is a four-tube set
at $150.00. >"o matter what you pay,
you can't get greater radio satisfaction.
Whether yon buy your set complete,
or build your own from the laboratory
tested De Forest parts, you can rely on
De Forest, the greatest name in Radio.

De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co.

pioneer today. That is the reason for
the great success of the De Forest
Reflex Radiophone. That is the reason for the success of the new De Forest tubes— DV-1 Dry Cell Tube, DV6-A Universal Tube, DV-2 Wet Cell
Power Amplifier Tube.
If you want a radio receiving set
with a range on indoor loop of from
1,500 to 3,000 miles, depending on atmospheric conditions; if you want
simplicity of control, clear reception
without distortion and without extraneous noise; if you want operation
on either wet or dry cells — see the
De Forest Reflex Radiophones at the

De Forest Portable Reflex Badlopkone type D-10,
which operates on wet or dry cells, has a reception range of from 1,500
to 3,000 miles on indoor
loop:
has drawer Afor
all necessary
and B dry cells.
Price $150.00,
mately 6% for
plus approxitransportation
in
west territories
of Bocfcy

De Forest agent's today.

Mountains.

Radio Catalogs
Free
Send a postcard for De
Forest's Free Radio Catalog with full details
and prices on sets, tubes,
and parts.

all

Army
hone's in'Paper'
SavingAirp
$52,535
Year

Palls Serve as Amplifier
Bases Aboard Leviathan

COME TO CANADA
For your Radio-frequency circuit. Our
circuit developed for the Royal Air Force,
gives amazing results on only two tubes.
It is easy to build, and easy to operate.
Regenerative sets can be -converted to the
wonder circuit in a few minutes. Here in
the Canadian Northwest we hear Raleigh,
X. C, Havana and Porto Rico. Atlanta
heard on the loud speaker. Now look at
the map and see where we are located.
Circuit and full constructional details sent
prepaid on receipt of a dollar bill. No
further charges.
We want a number of radiophans with
reliable sets to collect data on static and
fading signals.
Write today,

September 15, 1923

— Illustrated

Dept. R. D.
Jersey City, N. J.
If located west of Pennsylvania address

De Forest Radio Tel. & TeL Co.
WESTERN

SALES

5680 12th Street

De Forest products are sold only
through exclusive agents, direct
to the public for your protection.
The De Forest Company will be
glad to hear from representative
dealers in various communities
who wish
to become exclusive De
Forest
agents.

DIVISION
Detroit, Mich.

September 15, 1923
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WJAZ— "THIS END OF NORTH

:

POLE

the transmitting station (in a house especially built, about 300 feet away) and two
ulator amplifies sound about 8,000 times
which sound then is amplified several
to be used in emergency.
The board controls too the lights which million times in the transmitter.
signal the various numbers of the proDesign Oversize Throughout
grams. When a plug is inserted a red
Another interesting phase of the plant
light, mounted attractively, flashes to is a device which enables the announcer
those in the studio and to the audience in the studio to talk to the operator in
without that next number is about to be
regardless of the latter's posibroadcast. This too is a signal for si- the station
tion. This is done by means of an eleclence. The same method is applied to the
trical connection of the control board
beach dance floor and to the orchestra with a loud speaker in the station. By
in the dining salon.
this contrivance the operator in the station is freed from the annoyance and
Sensitive Modulator Control
What is said to be one of the most loss of time usually caused by hurrying
remarkable and efficient devices ever used to and answering a telephone.
As many as sixteen tubes have been
in relation to Radio is that which modulates or gages the volume of sound in fitted to the transmitter. The tubes are
in a circle to enable equidisthe crystal studio's control room. On a arranged
tant connections. A low resistance aerial,
dial mounted on a large wooden cabinet is
fan-like as to construction, its lead-in
a
needle
which
swings
almost
instantly
in
Control Board Important Phase
By J. I. Newman
response even to a breath. When Mr. caged, distinguishes Station WJAZ. The
Perhaps the most important phase of
CHICAGO. — On a gleaming strand of a the crystal studio is the control board Clausing, designer of the device, whistled natural period of the antenna is about
great lake hard by a mighty city there and modulating device beside it. These sharply in the direction of the microphone 230 meters; it works on an assigned wave
length of 447 meters. The generator
rises like a fan a tall slender mast. From
contrivances and others of the studio and from a point about four feet away the capacity is ten kilowatts at 4,000 volts.
its top, on waves of air, go and come rare
needle swung violently to the right.
words and music. It is the point of a plant were designed in large part by Leentire set was purposely built overAs Clausing lowered the whistling The size
M. E. Clausing, formerly in the Radio
so as to enable the carrying of more
wonder spot that has drawn hundreds. roy
service of the United States bureau of sound the needle retreated accordingly. than twice the usual load.
Its voice is known to myriads of all colors,
The modulator control is used to judge
It
is
this unusual capacity; it is the
in "Washington, D. C, and of
climes and -castes as Station WJAZ — "This standards
the Radio service in the navy yard at the amount of voice frequency power be- scientific manner in which WJAZ is oping sent into the transmitter. It is conEnd of the Xorth Pole."
Charleston, S. C.
erated that has given it the name of
structed so as to enable the announcer
Opened about four months ago by the
There are - ten microphone lines con- to hear his own orders, instructions or "This End of the North Pole" and has
Chicago Radio Laboratory, the achievetrolled by the board. There are jacks for
enabled
it to apprise an eager, anxious
ments of the plant, its operation and placing on the air the strains of the or- directions, thus enabling him to judge world of the movements of the MacMillan
The mod- expedition to the top of the earth.
equipment, have attracted the attention
chestra in the dining salon, one for the the volume of his own voice.
of many prominent Radio engineers. Its first studio desk (reserved for oratory),
location, top, has set it apart; in fact, it two for piano and song, one for the announcer, one for the marble dance floor on
is
the studio of "WJAZ which has brought
distinction.
'5*6-' 9*6
the beach (about 200 feet away), one for
At the far end of a magnificent dining
Tuesday
salon in the Edgewater Beach hotel, lookMet
Monday
Station and City
ing upon the steely blue expanse of Lake
Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Sunday
'8*6-10*6 Saturday
Michigan, is what men and women have
'8*0-16*6
CFC A Toronto, Ont
'6:005i00-" 7:00
9-00
6:007*0 6*0- 7*0 6*0- 7*0 6:45- 7:45
described as a bower of beauty — the crys6*07:00
'7*
0-' 9*6
3*0CFCN, Calgary, Aha
'6:00-'4:30
tal studio. There are no walls. Instead
7*6
10:00-11:00 0:00- 7:00
CK AC, Montreal. Que
1*0 6:30- 7:30
6*0- 9*0 11:30- 1 :30 11*06*0- 9*0
there are clear, bright sheets of heavy
6:00- 9:00
5*0- 9*0
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh. Pa..
5:009*0
5:009:00
(The
following
items
are
based
on
letters
5:00- 9:00
double or triple plate glass in white
KFAF, Denver. Colo
9*0-10*0
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
9:00-10*0 9*0-10*0 12*01*0|
frames. These enclose the studio. The from Radiophans, mho have been doing good
'5:45-'1:00
7:26
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
8:458:45- 1:00 8:45- 2*0 8:45- 1*0 8:45- 2*0 8:45- 2*0, 10:00- 1*0
KGW, Portland. Ore
distance trorA-. Readers submitting letters for
glass admits the light, and the wondering
9*0-10*0
9:30- 2:00
9*0- 2*0
10:00-11*0
12*01:00
8:45-12*0 10*0-12*0
1:00 8:45-12*0
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
publication must diagram their sets. — DX Recgaze of guests. But the transparent
8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 12:008:45-12*0 8:45-12*
KPO, San Francisco. Calif..
ord Editor.)
sheets exclude sound. The silence thus
0
10*0-12*0
10*02*0 10*0-12*0
10:00-12:00
KSD, St. Louis, Mo
8:00-10*0
10:00-12:00
7*0- 9*0
8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
afforded aids those in charge of the studio
KYW, Chicago, Dl
Week-Old Set Gets Distance
to control in part the volume and variance
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40 7:00- 9:00
NAA, Radio. Va
J. F. Hooper, 204 Kindersley Road, Mon7*0- 7:40 8*0-10:30
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
of transmission, to temper its tone, and
PWX, Havana. Cuba
treal, Canada, reports regularly receiving over
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 7*0- 7:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
to make smooth the way of tempera8*0
two
dozen
distant
broadcasters
using
the
re8*0 6:30- 8*0 7:307*0- 8*0
7:00-10:00
5:00- 8*0 6:30- 8*0 5*0mental artists.
5:00- 8:00
WBZ, Springfield. Mass. . . .
generative single tube circuit shown herewith.
4*0- 5*0
8:00
WCX, Detroit. Mich
7:00-10:00 6:307:00-12:00
7:00-10*0 7*0-10*0
6*0- 1*0 7:30-1130
In his letter he states that the set as yet is
Studio Artistically Decorated
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo...
6:001:00
6*01*0
7:30-11:30
6*01*0 7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
6:001:00 6:00- 1:00
11:45- 1*0
WDAJ, College Park. Ga. . .
less than a week old and that "static is some10:30-11:30 7:30-11:30
9:00- 1:00 8:00-11:00
Red, white and blue form the color
WDAP, Chicago, 111
thing awful, but I find good results may be
9:00- 1:00
9:001:00
scheme. Above are billows of rich red had by listening in between 11 :00 p. m. and
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
'730.' 8:30
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:306:001*0
5:306:00
9:00 5:30- 6:00 9:00-10:00
WDT, New York, N.Y....
velvet which shield a system of lights
5:00- 5:50
5:30- 8:00
WEAF, New York, N. Y. . .
whose hues may be varied to accord with
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 8:00 5:30- 6:00 8:30-12:00 930-11:00
WFAA, DaUas, Tex
530- 6:30
9:30
the verbal and musical themes that com•5:00- 7:00 5*0-9:30 8:30- 9:30 8:308:30WFl, Philadelphia, Pa
5:00- 5:30
5:00- 9:30
5:30 8:30-12:00
7:00 6:30- 8*0 6:30- 8:00 6:30-10:00
pose the programs. The glass partitions
WG1, Medford. Mass
6:30- 8:00 5:007:30- 8*0
6:308:00
6:308*0
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
too are draped in red velvet. Here too
6*0- 8:00 9:30-1030 5:30- 6:30
9:30-10:36 9:30-10:30 12:00- 1*0 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
are two grand pianos, a console phono6:00- 8*0
6*0-8*0 6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:00
■^WVWA
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. .
graph, a number of bizarre lamps, bits of
7:30- 8:30
6:459:00 6:45- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
WHA, Madison, Wis
artistry and antique pieces. Under foot
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9*0
WHAS, Louisville. Ky
7:30- 9:00
7:309:00
8:009:30
is a blue carpet of yielding texture.
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
7:30-' 9:00
8:00-10:00
WHB, Kansas City. Mo....
One of the lamps lightens in two ways.
8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55
8:00-10:00
WHK, Cleveland. 0
It sheds a mellow radiance over the
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55 5:00- 5:30 5*0- 5:30 5*0- 5:30
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa
4:00- 5:30 5:00-10:00
5:00- 8:00 5*0- 5:30 6:00-10:00
singers or speakers and at the same time
5*05:30
WJ AX, Cleveland. 0
6:30- 8:30
9:00- 1:00
conceals in its fringe a microphone. A
WJAZ, Chicago. EL
9*01*0 9:00- 1*0 5*0- 8:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
violinist, as an instance, stands by the
WJT, New York, N. Y....
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
8:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 6:30WJZ. New York. N. Y
lamp, sees his audience through the glass
6:309:30
9:25-10:55
1:15- 4:00
5:30- 9:30
and thus is inspired. There is nothing
WKAQ, San Juan. P. R...
9:25-10:55
5:30-10:30
6:30-10:30
7:308:30
WLAG.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
6:30-10:30
6:30-10:30 7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
6:30-10:30
to show that he is playing too to hundreds
WLW, Cincinnati. O
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
of thousands of others within a radius 1 :00 a. m., Eastern daylight saving time."
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9*0 6*0- 9*0 6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
WMAQ, Chicago. Ill
Mr. Hooper uses a UV-201-A tube with 3
8:009:30
of 3,000 or more miles, depending on volts
8:00-12:00
7:308:30
8*09:30
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
on the filament and 22% volts on the
broadcasting conditions.
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
WO AW, Omaha. Neb.....
plate.
The
diagram
illustrates
the
arrange9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
From the microphone under the lamp
ment. It should be noted that Radio Digest
10*0-11*0 7*0-8:30 7:00- 8:30 9:30-10:30 9:00-10:00
9.00-10:00
7*0- 9:00
WOC, Davenport. la
7*0- 8:30
shade a wire leads to the control board uses the variable condenser symbol shown to
5:45- 9:00
5:45- 9:00
6:00- 9*0
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
5:15- 6:30
in the adjoining room which is part of indicate that the side with the arrow through
5.15- 6:30
8:009:30
6:00-10:00
6:00- 9:30
9:00 5:15- 6:30 8:00WOR, Newark, N.J
8:00- 9:30
9*0-11*0
the black dot is the connection to the rotary
the crystal studio. From the board an- plates.
WOS, Jefferson
8*0- 8:45] 7*0-9:00
7:00- 9:00
WSAI,
CincinnatiCity,
,0 Mo.. .
other wire (telephone) leads to the transWSB, Atlanta. Ga
7:30, 8*08*0-12:00 8*0-12:00 8:00-12*0 6*08:00 12*0
8*0-12:OO;
8:45 8*0-12:00 7:30- 9:15
mitting plant. In various parts of the
8:00- 8:45
730- 8:30
6:00- 7:30
WSY, Birmingham. Ala
studio proper, at the base of the glass
430- 5:30
Vessels at sea may now obtain free
6*0- 7:30 6*0- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
frames, are devices for the insertion of medical advice through the Radio station
jacks by means of which the microphone at Gothenburg, Sweden. The Radiogram
Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
is connected with control board. Micro- telling the symptoms of the person afcity uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
flicted is forwarded to the Allmanna and
phones
are
located
too,
near
the
"jazz"
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours,
orchestra which WJAZ broadcasts nightly Sahlgrensha Hospital, from where free
if in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
and near the orchestra on the marble advice is sent to the ship through the
dance floor on the beach.
Gothenburg
transmitter.
Announcing, first by red light,
then by voice, both controlled
by board in the famous studio,
a violin solo before microphone
concealed in a lamp in Station
WJAZ. The announcer pictured is L. M. E. Clausing, designer of the control apparatus
and other features of the famous Edgewater Beach Hotel
Station
© U. & U.

Crystal Studio and Immense Power
Help Make Chicago Station Leader
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RELAY CONVENTION
STIRS ALL CHICAGO
PUBLIC INTEREST CENTERS
IN TECHNICAL PHASES
More Than
1500 Delegates to Second
Annual
Meeting — Many
Notables on Program
CHICAGO. — One physical law at least
was broken here September 11 when instead of radiating from, all roads Radioed
to Chicago where, beginning September 12
and ending on the 15th, more than 1.500
delegates, representing all phases of Radio, were to attend the second annual
convention of the American Radio Relay
League. The meeting, under the auspices
of the Chicago Radio Traffic association,
was preceded by unusual enthusiasm not
only on the part of delegates but of the
public. The latter evinced great interest
especially in the technical sessions scheduled for September 13 and 14 in a high
school.
Those Who Are to Speak
Among the many Radio notable speakers on the program were such experts as
W. D. Terrell, chief supervisor of Radio,
United State Department of Commerce;
R. X. Cadmus, supervision of Radio,
third district, the oldest inspector in the
service; Arthur Batcheller, supervisor of
Radio second district, Charles C. Kolster,
supervisor first district, S. E. Edwards,
supervisor seventh district, and E. A.
Beane, supervisor ninth district.
Many Notables
Taking
Part
Other notables to take part in the program were C. D. Tuska of Hartford, Conn.,
who was to talk of the Xew Miner Circuit; J. H. Miller of the Jewell Electrical
Instrument company, "Vacuum Tube
Characteristics." demonstrated on the
platform; M. B. TTest. laboratory superintendent Chicago Radio laboratory, 'Tnderlying Characteristics of Receiver Design"; Leroy M. E. Clausing of Station
WJAZ (Chicago), formerly of the United
States bureau of standards, '"Tube Transmitter Design," and TTilliam Dubilier,
"The
Condenser,
Application
to Radio."
These
are theItsnames
of experts
who
have been invited to deliver addresses:
Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of the circuit bearing his name; Dr. Lee DeForest,
of the DeForest Radio Telegraph and
Telephone company; Dr. Ernest E. TV.
Alexanderson of the General Electric
company; Dr. H. C. Hazeltine of Neutrodyne fame, and Dr. Bowden Washington
of the Cutting and Washington Company.
Station TTJAZ was ready to broadcast
resumes of the convention and especial
addresses by H. P. JIaxim, president of
the American Radio Relay league, and
W. D. Terrell.
Other phases of the program were athletics, tours to stations in Chicago, banquet, "stunts" and a "Xight of Mystery"
by the royal order of "Wouff-Hong.

WHAZ, BREAKER OF
RECORDS, YEAR OLD

—a triumph in
radio receiver design

ERLA REFLEX
Bulletin

Plan

Pullman Airphones

LONDON. — Pullman cars equipped with
Radio
receiving
sets will be running
shortly on the various railway services
in England.
Experiments
carried out by Radio engineers on express trains, using both inside and outside aerials, have been suecessful.
It has been possible to pick up
concerts from broadcasting stations while
traveling at sixty miles an hour.
Passing trains do not interfere, nor do tunnels
make any difference to the clearness of
the music and messages.
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Discounts.

Note:
We
are the largest
exclusive
Radio Jobbers in the Middle West.

IJUUM.'fltMl
123 W.MadifonSi. Chicago

.4lamin3id Phenolic Mcnsaicn Product

.SHEETS

TUBES

RODS

RADIO PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE

Be a Radio Expert
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.send fopTcompleteTriceIist
prompt attention to mail orders
dealers prices on application

I will train you. quickly and easily, to design,

jeonstruet, install, operate, repair, maintain, and
cell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new methods
ore the most successful in existence. Learn to earn

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year

STAR

B DEC
Wonderful, home-construction, tube
* ■» &&
receiving Bet, of latest design.
ffritefor"Radio Facts" free. Engineer Mohaupt.

519

RETT

SOUTH

GREEN

The largest and most
Complete line in the World
Our new construction of all types
Variable Resistance Leaks produces
a product which we can now guarantee indefinitely as being scientifically
correct, mechanically perfect and built
for unusual durability.
BASE MOUNTING
TYPE VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
LEAKS
Freshman Leaks give an absolute unbroken range of
180 degrees from zero to 5 Megohms.
With either .00025 or .0005
«1
fjf)
Freshman Condenser
Without Condenser

„..;; T1,uu

„

MFG. CO.
ST.

CHICAGO

Ravenswood

Ave.,

Chicago

^.

T«»s*GNbd$g!e

' ...

will bring in stations never heard before. Can be
mounted on any panel in a few seconds. YVken
mounted, only the knob shows on the panel. The
latest and most essential part of an efficient tube set.
With either .00025 or .0005
CI
(\r\
Freshman Con(ienser
<pi*\J\*
Without

Condenser

FRESHMAN

FTX-0

■p
_ • _ + ■\j~
two chief factors of modem
jromi
1>U,J -2 The
radio— Regeneration andTuned
Radio Frequency Amplification — find their
first successful combination in this Receiver.

Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.

.75

PANEL MOUNTING TYPE VARIABLE
ANCE RESISTLEAKS

Electrical Association

4513

Ready

Attractive

,OKMIC^

Trained men in demand at highest salaries*
Learn at home, in your spare time.

0ept.
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Known for Distance Records
WHAZ was one of the first stations
in America heard in continental Europe
last November. It was the first eastern
station heard in Hawaii last December.
This
station established the long disto
Cable
Connects
Microphone
tance record of the world in February,
Distant Transmitter
when early morning test programs were
picked
up on four days at Invercargill,
OPENING GROUP PRESENTS New Zealand,
a distance of 10,000 miles
ATLANTA. — Perched on a fire escape,
ANNIVERSARY
PROGRAM
from Troy, farther than the human voice
AVSB's microphone recently registered a
had
ever
been
carried before without
unique description of the eight-mile
parade of Elks, which ended the national Among
First Plants
Heard
Abroad, wires. It accomplished the first transconconvention of the B. P. O. E. in Atlanta.
tinental two-way Radiophone transmisRenselaer College Celebrates
The city blocks separating the station
sions in January and February with staIts Achievements
tion CFCN at Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
from the line of march were bridged by
with programs and messages interchanged
stringing several hundred yards of cable
TROT, X. T. — Station YTHAZ, the Rens- simultaneously.
across a stretch of tin roofs, thus hookselaer Polytechnic Institute here, the oldA new summer distance record was
ing the microphone with the transmitter.
est engineering college in America, cele- made in June when a midnight concert
This apparently primitive method rebrated
its
first
anniversary
September
quired no inconsiderable technical skill; 10. with a program by the same group by Doring's Band and soprano solos by
Mrs. William T. Lawrence were clearly
it functioned perfectly.
which presented the first program when heard in complete form at Hollywood.
As the great procession passed beneath this
station was opened a year ago. Dr. California. Even during the periods of
T\"SB's aerial point of vantage, the blaring Palmer C. Ricketts, president of the ingreatest static interferences reports show
of many bands, the shouts of the patrol
stitute, delivered a brief address.
leaders, the cheers and applause of the
that its programs are heard with remarkStation
TVHAZ
has
already
performed
able clearness as far West as the Rockies,
great crowd and a description of the many unique feats. Installed through a
maneuvering of the gaily caparisoned gift of $30,000 by the Roeblings, graduates able clearness as far West as the Rockies.
WHAZ
also heard clearly during the
marchers was broadcast by "the Voice of the institute, famous as the builders summer was
months in eastern Canada and
of the Brooklyn Bridge, this station was the Carolinas.
primarily intended for use in connection
of the South."'
with the electrical engineering course at
Station WHA Will Resume
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
T^
Radio experimental purposes, which
Broadcasting October 1 for
are regularly carried out with many interesting scientific developments. It was
MADISON, WIS. — The closing program for the summer was given recently decided to devote it one evening each week
by Station WHA, of the University of to the entertainment of the Radio audiWisconsin. The station will be closed
ence, and during the cooler season its
until October 1, when services will be programs, which run the whole gamut of
entertainment
and instruction, are heard
resumed under thj direction of Prof, E.
II. Terry, and Robert Ray, chief operator regularly from coast to coast, from Alaska
for the coming school year.
to Panama, in Hawaii, Cuba and at sea.
During the regular school year, daily
programs, with the exception of Sunday, have been given, and during the
summer session tri-weekly evening programs were broadcast.

Elks' Parade Described
by WSB on Fire Escape

Here'syour
opportunity.
Radio needs
you. Win success
in this fascinating
field;

American

DIGES
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HERE'S
we say about
they'rewhat
extraordinary
radio "Red-Heads"—
receivers. We
believe they're the best receivers on the market
today. Superlatives are easy to say and hard to
backup. Here's how we back up ours. We guarantee that you'll like "Red-Heads." You take no
risk in buying them. We'll refund your money
plus postage if you don't agree with us after trial.
"Red-Heads" are the lowest priced, high-grade, aluminumte-ked receivers on the market. Nine years of receiver
^:-rience are behind their quality.

What One User Says

Waupun, Wis., July 26, 1923
The Newman -Stem Co.,
Gentlemen:
In 1915
purchased
a pair
vour first
"Red-Head"
This
pairI of
phones was
one of
of the
you put out.phones.
Thev
are still in good condition and, I believe, beat most of the
other phones on the market.
Very trulyD. yours,
J. SAXTON,
n they ever were.
^^__^^**! And "Red-Heads" are better today than

READY

NOW!

The New3000
1924Ohms
Model F—

mm

®M

The new standard "Red-Heads" have
ELEVEN improved features — new this
year. ance;
Beautiful
and graceful
in appearlight in weight;
aluminum
case;
the famous brown-red ear caps; military
headband;
high-grade
cord;
exquisitelv
sensitive and fine toned. 3000 OHMS
PER PAIR.
At

your

receipt
or prepaid on
of price.
dealer's

Fixed
Freshman

Resistancei inLeak
One
Condenser

Combination—

.00025

liw«r™.,.i.i.

Freshman Resistance Leak
Safe-T
Handle
Leak Mountinjj

f
G5c
I frice Complete

Separate Leak & Safe-T Handle
SOc
Separate Condenser
& Mounting
40c
All Freshman Products at your dealers — otherwise
send purchase price and you will be supplied without further charge.
Also ask your dealer for our free diagrams of the
Neutrodyne, F lev. tiling and Kaufman
Circuits.

o.lne.
(lias.
\%£adio\ Freshman
Condenser ,ideducts
106 SEVENTH

AVENUE

THE ^_NEW
9 Complete
"RED-HEAD"
2000 W^
Ohms
PAIR
b
JR.
Makes its bow to the public this year in

NEW

YORK

mw\

response to a demand for an extra fine
2000 Ohm
A remarkable
production withphone.
the same
workmanship
and
guarantee as on our standard Model F.
Complete with headband and cord.

A
d

5

p
■€?$^.oo
PAIR

receipt

paid
on
of price.
THE

Complete
GUARANTEE

Money back if after 7 days trial you're
not
satisfied that *"Red-Heads" areprice.
the
BESTreceiversonthemarketatthe

The NEWMAN-STERN

Co.

Dept.RD, E. 1 2th St., Cleveland. O.

s
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Tuesday, September 1 1

Wednesday, September 12

Thursday, September 13

(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 4001. 8:00-9:00 P. M..
1 program.
►•
- .: Concert Orchestra:
Hotanar, KVrano; Jacques Sterln. cellist.
KDKA (Eastern. 326), 9:00 A. M.. Music: 11:30. vutrola. Hamilton Company: Piano Rolls C C. Uellor;
5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert: Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:45.pianist:
Chlldren'l
ivrio.i:
7:20. Concert.
Ellrabeth
Bcslaiul.
Heralcc
Caraccla.
reader; Wayne
R.
Jamison, saxophonist.
KGW
(Pacific. 492). 10:00-11:00 P. M.. Dance music.
GeorBe Olsen and orchestra,
KHJ (Pacific. 395), 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Concert program
Ton BaJlroon
:,; 2 30-3:30.
6:45-7^0. OillJren's Hour. "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00.
Program arranged by Leona Neblett.
KSD
(Central. 546). 8:00 P. M.. Musical program.
KYW
(Central. 345). 5:50 P. M.. Children's bedtime
story:
7*0-7:58.
Musical
program:
Hexble
Mints,
piaulst; ^.Ulie Menkes, accompanist; Isham Jones and
bis orchestra: 8:01-828.
Program.
American
Farm
Bureau Federation.
PWX (Eastern. 400). 9:00-11:30 P. M.. Concert by
the Cuban Nary Band.
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 337). 6:30 P. M.. Bedtime storv for children: 7:00. Concert. Ruth Ray,
Tiolinist: Irene Atkins, pianist; 8:00. Bedtime story
for Grownups,
Orison S. Marden.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 360). 7:00 P. M.,
Drake Conceit Ensemble:
Black- S
Quintet:
10*0, Frederick
Agard. tenor;
Cougle, and
pianist:
Frances
Stodola,\\".soprano:
Jack Bob
Chapman
His
Dance Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12:00-12:54 P.
M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater: dinner music,
Arcadia Cat'e Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Talk on
"Care of Children": 4:30-5:55. Song recital; Talk,
"Affairs of the Heart," Betsy Logan.
WDT (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405). 12:00-12:55 P.
M.. Musleal programme. Chipping Choppy Chips from
Chateau Catalogue; Overture. Original St. Louis Five;
Jimmy Clark, comedian: Fay Barnes. Colombia Record Artist. Allie Moore, accompanist: Song. Lizzie
md Arthur Glbbs: Spencer Williams. Lizzie
Sliles, Arthur Gibbs, singing latest hits.
WFAA (Central. 476). 8:30-9:30 P. M.. Musical and
dramatic entertainment by the Tell Me This Club,
Dallas Journal; 11:00-12:00, Paul E. Ashley's orchestra.

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8*0-9:00 P. M..
Music. Selections star Concert Orchestra; Albert
Harry Adaskin. violinist.
KDKA (Eastern. 326). 9:00 A. M.. Music; 11:30. Tictrola and Victor records. S\ Hamilton Co. ; Piano and
piano rolls. C. C. Uellor Ok : 5:15 P. M.. Dinner
KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra: 630,

CFCA (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 400). 8:00-9:00 P. M..
Program. Selections star Concert Orchestra; Arthur
Semple. flutist; Mannle
Roth, violinist.
KDKA lEastorn. 326). 11:30 A. M.. Music. Vlctrola
and Victor records. S. Hamilton Co.; Piano and
piano rolls. C. C. Mellor; 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert. Grand Symphony Orchestra: 6:30, "My Trip
Abroad." Ella Gibson; 6:45. Children's period; 7 20,
Concert, Universal Chiropractic College,

CFCA

Literary program, Marjory Stewart: 6:45, Children's
period: 720. Concert, KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra; Mrs. K. W. Mylar, contralto.
KGW (Pacific. 492). 330-4:00 P. M„ Children's programme; 10-11, Dance Music, George Olsen and Orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific 395), 1230-1:15 P. M.. Concert program: 230-3:30. Matinee Musicalc: 6:45-7:30. Chil8:00-10:00. Frogrram.
Walter dren's
M. Program,
Brown "Uncle
Motors John":
Company.
KSD (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Program by Steve
Cady. Joseph Gallagher, William Teasdale, Elmer McDonald, John McKinnen. Charles Voerge, vocalists;
Kathryn Pulley, ukulele soloist.
KYW (Central, 345), 5:50 P. M„ Children's bedtime
story; 7:00-7 38, Harry Geise, pianist; Herbie Mints,
pianist: Mary Lee. soprano; Isham Jones and his
Orchestra; 8:05-8:28. Reviews of the latest books.
Llewellyn Jones.
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 337), 5:00 P. M.. Dinner concert. WBZ Trio; 6 30, Bedtime story for children: 7:00. Mrs. William J. Warner, contralto; WBZ
Trio: 8:00. Bedtime story for grownups. Orison S.
Marden.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving. 360). 7*0 P. M.,
Drake Concert Ensemble: Blackstone String Quintet;
10:00, Corydoc Trio, Xylophones and Piano; J. E.
Stevens, bass; Jack Chapman and His Dance Orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1200-12:54 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Song recital; 430-5:55, Short talks and musical program;
7:30-8:00 P. M„ Bedtime stories; 8:00 P. M., Redance music, Howard Lanin's Orchestra from
Arcadiacital;Cafe.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12*0-12:50 P.
M., Musical, Frank Marshall, solo, Roy King, pianist;
Harry Cox. solo; 7*0-7:55, Musical, Piano recital,
Tom Hughes; Song Recital, Norman Colvin; Hungarian Folk Songs. Marie Kalla. soprano.
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music. Meyer Darts Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3*0, Song recital: John Vanderslot, bass;
6 30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Concert Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 12:00-12 30
P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 630-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest of the
day's news; 9*0. Concert, Vera Groves, pianist.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4*0-5*0 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: Ollie Jones, conductor;
Selections on the Bialto Theater Organ; 7 30-9:00,
Concert, auspices of Mrs. John E. Harmon, Jr. :
Reading,
"An Daylight
InterestingSaving,
Historical
Episode."
WIP
(Eastern,
509),
3:00 P. M.,

WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Darts Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra 3*0. Concert; 6:30. Dinner music, Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra: 7:00-7:30,
Children's Own Half Hour, stories by Cousin Eliza;
8:00, Boy Stout Radio Corps: 9:00. Short talks; 9:15.
Musical program; 10:30. Dance music, Meyer Darts
Bellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra.
WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00-12:30
P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist: 635-7:00,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest
of the day's news, topics of scientific interest; "The
American Bov ;' ' 7 :45. Banquet music, convention of
National Association of Cost Accountants.
WGY (Eastern. 380). 9*0 A. M., Morning Service from
Temple Beth Emeth. of Albany. N. T. ; 7:45, Musical
program. Margaret Waterman, pianist; William &haw,
bass.
WHAS (Central. 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; selections on the Rial to Theater organ; 7:30-9:00. Concert,
Al Gorman's Novelty Orchestra; Al Gorman, pianist
and director; Henry Miller, saxophonist: Cliff Gorman, banjoist; Homer Mutti, trombonist; Robert
Cohen, trumpeter; Hubert Elkins. drummer; Reading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode."
WHK (Eastern, 360), 8*0 P. M., Dance program,
WHK Trio; Babson's Radio Release, Automobile
Road Report.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3:00 P. M.,
Artist recital: 6:02, Dinner music, Dick Regan and
bis WTP Little Symphony Orchestra: 7*0-730, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:15, Recital
WJAX (Eastern. 390). 7:30 P. M.. Cleveland News
Concert. Dance music. Joe Smith-Martha Lee Club
Orchestra; Sadie Thomas, soprano: 3. E. Schroder,
baritone; Mrs. Lillian Paddock,
pianist.
WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 10:00 P. M.2 A. M.. Musical program. B. Warren K. Howe, director; Oriole Orchestra; Dan Russo. director; Ted
Fiorito. coach; Edith Berry, soprano; Frederick W.
Agard, tenor; James Fiske, baritone; Hazel Goodman, violinist.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 10*0 P. M.. Selections by the
Circle Dance Orchestra; "Absent," "Roll On. Beautiful World. Boll On," "My Dreams." Chester Markward, baritone: Mrs. C. Taylor, accompanist: One act
play, "Sintran
Fkagerrak,"
Sintran, Frank
Larry Back.
Day;
Gunhilde,
Marie ofFarrell;
Descriptionist,

Popular song recital; 6:02, Jordan Lewis Dance Orchestra; 7:00-7 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WJAZ (Central Daylight Saving, 448), 10:00 P. M.2 A. M.-, Musical program, R. Warren K. Howe,
director; Oriole Orchestra; Dan Russo, director; Ted
Fiorito, coach: Russel Longmeyer, baritone; Ethel
Heide. cellist.
contralto; Fyrae Bogle, pianist; Hugh Sansone,
WLW (Eastern. 309). Selections, St, John's S. S. Orchestra; Clifford Fricke; director; Violin solo, Raymond Vonbergen; Cornet solo, Clifford Fricke; Vocal
solo, Clarabelle Penary: Cello solo, C. Geiger; Piano
solo. Alice Deehl: Reading, Ruth Lindille.
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 430 P. M..
I K. Russell, lecturer: 7*0. Children's stories,
Georgene Faulkner, the story lady: 7 30, Dorothy Talbot, soprano; 9:00, La Salle Roof Garden Orchestra;
9:15, The Whitney Trio.
WOC (Central, 484), 12*0 M.. Chimes concert; 330
P. M., Clyde G. Kern, lecturer; Music; 630, Sandman's visit; 8:00, Organ recital, Erwin Swindell, organist: 10:00, Musical program, Erwin Swindell, director; Irene Jensen, pianist; Anna Schoenigh, 6oprano;
Ralph Holmes,
tenor; Toher Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11:00 P. M..
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra:
4:45-5:00, Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 12*5 P. M.. Detroit News Orchestra; 830, Detroit News Orchestra: Town Crier;
Margaret Waterman, contralto: Rebecca Katzman,
pianist; Emily Zampella Duff, soprano.
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WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 12:00-12:54 P.
M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
Cafe Concert Orchestra: Fashion talk. Betsy Logan;
Arcadia
Concert
Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Arcadia
4:30-5:55 Cafe
P. M.,
Song recital.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Savings. 405), 12:00-12:50 P.
M., Musical Medley, Bert Kaplan; Song, Walter
Hirseh, Hugo Frey, accompanist: Rudy VUedoff.
saxophonist; Robert Hood Bowers, solo, William
Arts, accompanist ; Frank Banter and George V\ einberg,
singing,
Arkansaw
Mule."
WFAA
(Central,"An476).
8:30-9:30
P. M„ _Musical
reviolinist.
.
cital, Prof. Harold Hart Todd, pianist; Henry
Kramer,

Automatic Control

(Continued on page 8)
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WFI

(Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra: 3:00, Song recital and piano solos: 6:30,
Dinner music, Mever Davis Bellevue Stratford Conmusic.cert Orchestra; 8:00, Musical program; 8:30, Dance

WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00-12:30 P.
M„ George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6:30-7:00.
George Albert Bouchard, organist: 7:00, Digest of the
day's
music. news; Boy Scout Radiograms; 9:00, Ball room
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Music and address,
Mrs. Katherine V. Steers: 7:45, Radio Plays. "The
Noble Lord," comedy; Cast, John Loftus; Ruth Bent-
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List Price
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Receiver
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Federal

WIP (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509), 3:00 P. M„ Artist
recital; 7:00-7:30, Bedtime stories, Uncle Wip; 8 UK).
"Where of totheGo Automobile
and How Club
to Getof There,"
Eugene8:15.
E.
Hogle
Philadelphia:
Dance music. Aco Brlgode and his Ten Virginians,
Hotel Walton Roof Garden; 10:00, Dance music.
WJAX
(Eastern. 390). 8:00-9:30 P. M.. Special anniversary all-solo program by favorite entertainers; 10:00.
musical program
by the Winton
Hotel Orchestra.
WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving. 448). 10:00 P. M.-2SK)
A. M.. Musical program, R. Warren K. Howe, director; Oriole Orchestra; Dan Russo, director; Ted
Fiorito. coach: Charles Green, tenor; Phylis Feingold, violinist; Jerome Feingold. violinist; Elizabeth;
Brasnlck, pianist; Nathalie Parker, cellist.

O

WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00 A. H.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt: 12*0-1235 P. M„
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5*0. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ (Eastern. 517). 9:45 A. M.. "Ironing Dav." Fred
Shaw, pianist: Margery Richmond, pianist; 12:05 P.
M„ Detroit News Orchestra; 830. Detroit News Orchestra; Town Crier; Albertine Schmidke. soprano;
Antonio DiGilio, tenor; Mrs. Mildred L. Williams,
contralto.

S5.25
$5.50

KGW (Pacific, 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M„ Woman's Programme. "Child Training": 10:00-11:00. Dance
Music, George Olsen and orchestra.
KHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M.. Musical features:
2:30-3:30. Matinee Musicalc; 6:45-7:30. Children's
program, "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00, Program, Mahlc
strock. soprano; Isabel Nare, pianist; Ber. Thomas
Lutman.
KYW (Central, 345), 5:50 P. M., Children's bedtime
story; kes,
7:00-7:58,
accompanist;Betty
MabelBaxter,
Lyons,contralto:
pianist: Sallie
Mary MenLee.
soprano: Herbie Mintz. pianist: Isham Jones and his
orchestra: 8:05. Twenty Minutes of Good Reading.
Rev. C. J. Pemin.
WBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 337), 6:30 P. M., Bedtime story for children; 7:00, Concert. Laura Jones,
violinist; Mary Steele, pianist; 8:00, Bedtime story
for grownups, Orison S. Marden.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 360), 7:00 P. M..
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet:
10:00, John Stamford, tenor; Rosemary Hughes,
soprano: Jac8 Chapman's Orchestra; 11:30. Play.
"The York
Fool."
with Alexander Carlisle and original
New
cast.
_

Radio set

WMAO. (Central, Daylight Saving. 447). 430 P. M.,
Program, Glenn Dillard Gunn School of Music: 9:00.
LaSaLle Roof Garden Orchestra, E. E. Sheetz. Jr.,
director; 9:15, Elsa Phenning Kaulbarka-Musgrave,
Polish pianist.
WOC (Central. 484), 12:00 M„ Chimes concert: 330
P. M., A. G. Hinricks, lecturer; music; 5:45, Chimes
concert.

Brandes
Superior
N & K German

II. Ward. Scene. A Little Wood at a summer resort in Maine; "The Traitor." drama;
Cast,
II. Ward, .1. A. Berry,
A K.
John Lortus, Harry Evans, Jerome Loventra selection;
"Tho
Villain
in the
Piece." comedy-drama;
Cast. Rose Conn, John Loftus. E. H. Smith; Scene, A living room; Orchestra
selection.
WHAS
(Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M.. Concert. Mary
Anderson
Theater Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor;
ii on the Bialto Theater
Organ;
7:30-9:00,
Concert.
Memphis
Syncopators;
J. Clark
Martin.
director; Elmore Wclsrock, cornetlst; Eugene Mulvln,
saxophonist:
Louis Abel, saxophonist:
William
Miltrombone
player.John Klein, drummer;
ler, banjoist:
Roy Lawrence,

A Radio Engineering Triumph
Without parallel at the price.
For use with either a standard 6-volt or any of
the new dry-cell tubes.
Brings in long distance signals clearly through
headphones or, by adding two-stage amplifier,
through loudspeaker.
Sloping panel and lever controls make accurate
tuning so easy that any member of the household
can operate it.
In a handsome mahogany-finish cabinet, only
14^2 inches long, yet providing storage space for
three No. 6 dry cells and a B battery. Weighs only
6 pounds (without batteries) yet surpasses many
of the big expensive receivers in power and scope.
Price, without tube or batteries, $27.00.
Also ask about the "Michigan" Two-Stage Amplifier
and our exclusive line of Condensers, Variocouplers, Variometers, Rheostats, etc. Every instrument fully guaranteed. When you send for circular, give the name of
your favorite radio dealer. If your dealer cannot supply
remit direct and give us his name and address.

igehs&n Radio
Grand Rapids.Michigan.

RADIO

ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 7)
WLW

(Eastern. 309). 4:00 P. M., Classical piano selections, Adelaide Apfel; Reading, "The Chair Mender,"
Fred Smith ; 10:00. Wurlitzer concert: Gordon sterhaut, baritone; Miss Vosberg, pianist; Vocal duet,
Anna Vaxrelmann and Hilda Dahmann: Margaret
Doerr, contralto; Henry Bisch, violinist; Mrs. Henry
Hisch. soprano; 6hort story for children. Flora Shenk;
Piano duet. Mrs. Allen Holbrook and Mrs. William
Duntng: Olive Kaiser, soprano; Rudolph Kafka, violinist; Bruce Wright, tenor; Eastern Hills Dance Orchestra; Louis Steman, pianist; Joseph Uhl, saxophonist; Alexander Demck. banjoist; Woodie Beall,
drummer.
WMAQ (Central, Oaylight Savlnff. 447). 7*0 P. MWeekly Boy Scout talk: Auto Trails, by Rockwell
Stevens; 9:00, La Salle Boof Garden Orchestra; 8:15,
Illinois Merchants Trust Company Glee Club.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509) 11:00 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 P. M..
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra,
4:40-5:00. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
P. M-. Detroit News OrWWJ (Eastern, 517), 12:05
chestra; 830, Detroit News Orchestra; Teropleton
Moore, tenor; Lillian Nehman. soprano : Alf D.
Fleming, baritone; 1 1 :00, Detroit News Orchestra.

Friday, September 14
P. M„
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Savins, 400), 8:00-9:00
Concert Orchestra;
Musical pVogf am Selection, Star
violinist.
Alex Elder, baritone; Harry Adaskm,
M., Music; 1 1 SO. VicKDKA (Eastern. 326, 9:00 A.Co.;
Piano rolls C C.
trola music. S. Hamilton
Mellor- 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert, Grand Symphony
s period; 7:20, Concert.
Children'
6:45.
:
Orchestra
Calhoun, violinist.
Andrew
P. M.. Woman's pro(Pacific, 492). 330-4:00
KGW
8:15-9:00 .Studio
Kgramme? 8:00-8:15 Vocalandsolos;
orchestra; 10:30-12.00,
Olsen
programme,
Owls. George
Hoot
Concert numKHJ (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15 P. M 6:45-7.00,
Chdbers: 230-3:30. Matinee Musicale;
dren:s program, "Uncle John": Helene Pine . 7 ■<><>Church:
Episcopal
Methodist
First
recital.
OrPga.f
7 30.
Blakeley, organist; 8:00-10.00. De Luxe
Prof Arthur
program,
Armand Totatyan, operatic tenor.
_„„
P. M.. Broadcasting Dempsey8:00round.
546),
(Central,
KSD
Firpo fight round by
bedtime
Children's
M„ and
5:50 P.
345),
KYW
his orchestra;
Jones
, Isham
9:00-1030
story-(Central,
pianist; Mary
Giese, t.
Herbi'e Mintz, pianist; Harryaccompanis
Lee. soprano; Sallie Menkes,
337). 5:00 P. M., DinWBZ (Eastern. Daylight Saving, Bedtime
story for chilWBZ Trio; 6:30.
concert.
ner drenCurrent Bool; Beview. B. A. MacDonald; 7.00.
and the WBZ , Trio;
Club
ConcerT^r John's Glee
8:00. Bedtime story for grownups. Orison S. Harden.
P. M..
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving. 360), 7*0 Quintet;
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String
10 '00 Georse B, Hill, Jr.. baritone; Monthly prochestra. gram,' Sun-Dodger Club; Jack Chapman's Dance Or12:00-12:54 P.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), Dinner
music.
M.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater;
M.,
Arcadia Cafe Concert; Orchestra; 2:00-3:00 P.4.30Logan;
Betsy
Musical program; short talk by
555 P. M . Concert; Special WDAR feature; Dance
Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchesmusictra; Playlet
by the Greenough players.
WDT (Eastern, Daylight Savings, 405), 12:00-12:50 P.
M., Piano selections, Leslie Smith; Jane Nagle, solo;
William Dawson, tenor; Marion Doran, solo; 11:001 1 :50, Musical. Jules Lavoys and harmonists ; Vaugh
Dee Leath. "The! Original Badio Girl," singing original songs; Jean Swam in Fisher song Bevue.
WFAA (Central. 476), 8:30-9:30 P. M., Musical Recital,
basso, with assisting musicians.
Edwin Lisman.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3:00, Piano solos, Caroline Hoffman; 6 30,
Bellevue-Stratford ConDinnercert music,
Orchestra. Meyer Davis

P. M„ C. E. Wllent. lecturer; Music: 5:45, Chimes
concert; 6 30. Sandman's visit.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509), 11*0 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-1235 P. M.,
Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra:
4.45-5*0. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 7:40, Dinner
music, Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden; 8:45, Dance
music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Dance Orchestra;
11:10 P. M., Continuation of dance music from Hotel
Adelphia Boof Garden.
WWJ (Eastern, 517), 12.05 P. M.. Detroit News Orchestra; 830. Detroit News Orchestra; Town Crier;
Anne Campbell. News Poet; Edward Lockett. baritone;
Mrs. May Walker Goward, mezzo-soprano.

Saturday, September 15
CFCA (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400), 8:00-9:00 P. M„
Musical program. Selections, Star Concert Orchestra;
Eileen Law, contralto; W. Woods, cometist.
KDKA (Eastern, 326), 9*0 A. M.. Music: 11:30,
Music, S. Hamilton Company; C. C Meller Company;
2*0 P. M„ Grand Symphony Orchestra; 5:15. Dinner concert, Westinghoiise Band; 6:45, Children's
period; 7:05, Humor from "Judge;" 7:20, Concert.
Westinghouse Band; Charles Wilbur Foden. baritone.
KGW (Pacific.
492). Dance
330-4*0music,
P. M„
Children's
program; 10:00-11:00,
George
orchestra.
_ Olsen and
KHJ

(Pacific, 395). 1230-1:15 P. M., Concert program; 230-330. Matinee Musicale. Miss Briceno,
pianist;
8*0-10*0, 6:45-7:30,
Mexican Children's
Hobday program,
program. "Uncle John;"
KSD (Central, 546), 8*0 P. M„ Missouri Theater Program,
orchestra,
organ
recital,
vocal and instrumental specialties.
KYW (Central, 345), 530 P. M., Children's bedtime
story; 7*0-7:58, Musical program; Harry Geise,
pianist; Mary Lee, soprano; Grace King Cranston,
soprano; George Cranston, tenor; Sigurd B. Sjoberg,
pianist; Aerial Potter, violinist; Betty Pendergast,
dramatic reader; Isham Jones Orchestra; 8:05, Under
the Evening Lamp, Youth's Companion.
PWX (Eastern, 400). 9:00-1130 P. M.. Typical Cuban
concert, Elvira Boca, director; Maria Fantoli, soprano; Carrasco, tenor.
WBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 337), 6*0 P. M.,
Dinner concert. Hotel Kimball Trio; 6 30, Bedtime
story for children; 7*0, Concert, Kathryn Graveline,
pianist; Mrs. Carrie E. GoodeE. soprano; Mrs. Bobert E. Case, accompanist; 8:00, Bedtime story for
grownups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 360), 7:00 P. M..
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet;
10*0, Misses Carpenter and Ingram, The Harmony
Girls; Fred Bose; Bob Brown and his famous overseas ukelele and songs; Marigold Trio, entertainers;
Jack Chapman and his orchestra.
WDAR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music,
Acadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2:00-3:00, Piano
solos, Edna Einestone; 4:30-5:55 P. M„ Musical
selections.
WOT (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405), 12:00-12:50
P. M„ Musical, Henderson's Happy Harmonists.
WFAA (Central, 476). 8:30-930 P. M„ Musical, Gussle
Montgomery and her Harmony Six Orchestra; 11:0012:00, Belcanto Male Quartet
WFI (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395). 1:00 P. M., Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3*0, Concert, Caroline Hoffman, piano
accompanist; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra; 8*0, Dance musie;
9:00, Concert.
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360). 12:00-1230,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 630-7*0, George
Albert Bouchard, organist.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 830 P. M., Program of Dance
Music, N.
Meyerhoff's
Orchestra, Ten Eyck Hotel,
Albany,
Y.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4*0-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra: Ollie Jones, conductor;
Selections played on the Rialto Theater organ; 7:309:00, Concert, auspices Crescent Hm Presbyterian
Church
Choir; Farris A. Wilson,
director; Melva

/S
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REPAIR
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WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00- 12 30 P.
M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest
of the day's news; 9:00. Concert, direction of H. B.
Mengle.
WGY (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M., Music and address.
Dr. William Burgess Cornell; 7:45, Musical program.
Orchestra selection; Peter Schmidt, clarinet solo:
Theresia Berberich, contralto; Kitty Meinhold. pianist;
Ernest Burleigh, cellist; Edward Rice, violinist; 1030,
Musical program, Orchestra selection, WGY orchestra:
Mrs. Sumner Parkhurst, soprano; Ollie G. Tettru,
pianist.
WHAS (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor:
Selections on the Rialto Theater organ; 7 30-9*0, Concert, Beechmont Trio; Mrs. J. Harry Trent, soprano:
Mrs. Blanche Thorp, mezzo soprano; Hedwig Peerman, contralto; Mrs. Hazel Willingter, accompanist;
Beading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 3*0 P. M., Selections by WIP Instrumental Trio; Dick Began, director: 6:45, "Radio Baseball Dope," by Monte Cross,
old-time player; 7:00 Short talk.
WJA2 (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 10:00 P. M..
2*0 A. M., Musical program, R. Warren K. Howe,
director: Oriole Orchestra, Dan Russo, director;
Ted Fiorito, coach; "A La Claire Fontaine." "By
Gone Days," "To An Old Love," "Der Schemed,"
"The Silver Ring," Margaret Smitacek, soprano;
"Fantasies." "En Route," Ruth Alexander Tracy,
pianist:
"On tenor.
the Road to Mandalay," "Until," John
S. Stanford,
WMAQ (Central, Daylight Saving, 447), 4:30 P. M.,
Chimes concert; 7:00, Children's program; Mrs.
Frances
Ford, "Wide
Awake"
editor; 7:30, 9*0,
Weekly
musical lecture;
Mrs. Marx
E. Oberndorfer;
La
Salle Roof Garden Orchestra; 9:15, Mrs. Herbert T.
Gielow, soprano..
WOC
(Central, 484), 12:00 M., Chimes concert; 3:30

THE
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Complete parts for this won&erful circuit.
anteed to give perfect
fl* I Q

WMAQ (Ceatnl, Daylight Saving, 447). 8:00-10:00 P.
M., La Salle Orchestra, E. E. Sheets. Jr., director;
Music from the Chicago Theater.
WOC (Central. 484). 12*0 M.. Chimes concert; 3:30
P. M.. C. C. Hall, lecturer; Music; 5i45, Chimes concert: 6:30. Sandman's visit, 9:30, Dance program, P.
S. C. Orchestra.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saying. 509). 11:00 A. M.,
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon mu6ic, Wanamaker Tea Boom Orchestra,
4:45-5*0,
Organ recital and band concert.
WWJ
(Eastern. 517), 12:05 P. M.. Detroit News Orchestra.

Sunday, September 16
KHJ (Pacific, 395), 10*0 A. M.. Sacred Service: 10:301 1 :00, Organ recital. First Methodist Episcopal
Church; Arthur Blakeley, organist: 7:00-730 P. M„
Organ recital, First Methodist Episcopal Church;
Arthur Blakeley. organist.
KYW (Central. 345). 10:00 A. M.. Church service, St.
ist.
Chrysostom's Episcopal Church; Rev. Norman J. Hutton, rector; 5:00-8*0; Sisson Trio; A. L. Shynman.
pianist; Theodore Ratzer, cellist; George Bass, violinWBZ (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 337), 5:45 P. M.,
Sunday Vespers, Springfield Municipal Chimes;
services. Newton Bagg, chime ringer; 7:30, Church
Ernest
WDAP (Central, Daylight Saving, 360), 10*0 P. M..
Mill a Tbarro, soprano; Henry Selinger; Drake Concert Ensemble.
WFAA (Central. 476). 230-3:30 P. M.. Badio Chapel
Bible Class, Dr. Wm. M. Anderson, Jr., Pastor, First
Presbyterian Church, Dallas, Tex.; 10:00-11:00,
Music, Britling's Dallas Cafeteria Orchestra: Lou
Goldberg,
director.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 7*0 P. M.,
Church service and sermon. Arch Street Presbyterian
Church; Organ recital
WGR (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360), 3*0 P. M.,
Vesper service, Bev. G. S. Eldridge, Presbyterian.
WGY (Eastern, 380). 930 A. M.. Church Service cf
Emmanuel Baptist Church, Schenectady, N. T., Bev.
A. W. Rogers, D.D.. Pastor.

RADIO

FAMS

Rajoice when ttainfc these
pneumatic phone cushions. They gently hug
the ears, shutting ont all
room noises. Fits «"
type headset Money I

BRANDES

fl* 1 A

NEUTRODYNE
5 Tube Circuit.
Complete parts for this wonderful
circuitMostly Fada parts used.
We give only
the best guaranteed
dJQO
£\{\

,

GuarQC

WD-11
or WD-12
$3.50
C-300 or UV-200
^
2.75
C-301 or UV-201
3.00
C-302
or UV-202
w 3.50
C-301 A or UV-201 A..:
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors. ......_- 2.75
Moorehead Amplifiers. ......
3.00
DV-6 or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new UV-199.. ..... 3.50
NEW DX 1^ VOLT TUBES. 4.00
All tabes guaranteed to work like new
Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
"24 Hour Service"

TUBE
STREET

CORP.
NEWARK,

N. J.

Tubes Sent Parcel Post, C O. D.

Quality of reproduction
such as only the original
itself can equal. Speech
that is so distinct that
the voice heard is the
actual voice of the
speaker. Music that
requires no tolerant
imagination to be recognized as music of the
finest type.

Bristol's Single Stage Power
Amplifier
gives additional VOLUME with
any two stage amplifier. No
separate batteries required. It
provides the additional volume
necessary to bring in very distant
stations on the loud speaker.
Write for bulletin and address of the
nearest dealer handling our instruments

flJC

^ C

tf»/J

PA

TUBES

Perfection Radio Corporation
Six New

WD-11 and WD-12
Tubes Repaired

MARK

AA

WD-12, WD-II, OV-20IA, UV-199. C-30IA. $5.75
UV-200
$4.50
59 CORTLAND
NEW
YORK

WGR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 360), 12*0-1230 P.
M., George Albert Bouchard, organist; 6 30-7*0,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7*0, Digest of the.
orchestra.
day's news; 9*0, Ball room music Armbruster's
(Continued on page 9)

RADIO BARGAINS
St.- CMrc>

N. & K. PHONES
6000 Ohms.

WDAR (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395). 12*0-12:54
P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3*0, Short talks
and musical selections; 430-535,
Song recital.
WFI (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert
OTchestra; 3*0, Song recital and readings; 6 30,
Dinner
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue-Stratford Concert Orchestra.

RADIO

PHONES

Superior quality.

Monday, September 17

55 HALSEY

Morrison Loud Speaker Unit
The best loud speaker yet produced

WHAS (Central, 400), 937 A. M., Organ music: 10:00,
Church Service, Edenside Christ' an Church. Bev.
Dr. George Swan. Pastor; 4*0-5*0 P. M., Concert,
Mrs. Jane Webster Murrell.
WHK (Eastern. 360). 8:00 P. M„ Selections from
favorite operas, WHK Orchestra; Vocal and instrumental solos.
WJAZ (Central, Daylight Saving, 448). 10*0 P. M.-2
A. M.. Oriole Orchestra; "A Dream," "I Hear You
Calling Me." "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling." "I
■Hear a Thrush at Eve." "The Little Lark." "When
I Was a Little Lass." Dorothy Davie Dillow. lyrio
soprano:
"Florence
Waltz," Rhapsody
"Song Without
"Art Wein,"
"Hungarian
No. 6,"Words,"
Vlnnie
Thompson,
pianist;
No. 3," "Mighty
Lak
a Bose,"
Phylis"Spanish
Feingold,Dance
violinist.
WWJ (Eastern, 517). 11:00 A. M.. Church Service. St.
Paul's Episcopal Cathedral; 4*0 P. M„ Detroit News
Orchestra.

RtC U- ft- PAT. OFFICE

COMPANY

P. 0. Box 22-A
Hfll Station
NEWARK,

WJA2 (Central, Daylight Saving, 448), 10:00 P. M.-2
A. M., Oriole orchestra; "The Star." "The Rosary,"
"The Swallows," "Doan Ta Cry Ma Honey." "Mighty
Lak a Rose," "Kentucky Babe," Laurette Rietz. soprano; "Grillen." "The Prophet Bird." "Impromptu
in E. Flat," "Etude de Concert in D Flat," EMe
Barge, pianist; "Cycle of Life." "Love I Have Won
You,"
"The
Calling,"
"My Pretty Jane,"
"Duna," H. Winds
Arnold Are
Michel,
baritone.

TRADE

..$3.50
.. 2.56
. . 3.00
.. 3.75
.. 3.50
.. 3.75

.

Husalt, soprano; Levana Gosnell, contralto: George
K. Harman,
tenor; Arthur Findling, baritone.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Saving), 509). 3:00 P. M.,
Song
recital: 6:02. Dinner music; 7:00-7:30. Bedtime
music.
stories, TTncle VTip; 8:00, Song recital and dance

AUDIOPHONE

FOLLOWING

....$3.50
2.50
.... 3.00
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Dealers
and
r Agents write for Special Discount
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Attended to
SPECIALTIES
^TRANSMITTERS

"make PERFECTION

AGE, Model V

DIGES

STREET
CITY

York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise prepaid for 25 cents.
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THE

ANTENNA

BROTHERS

WCAP REQUIRED TO
SHOO BIRDIES AWAY
SWALLOWS
ANTENNA

ON
STATION'S
STOP TALK

Bodies of Feathered Migrants Increase
Plant's Wave Length and Interrupt Broadcast Program
By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON. — Even the birds in
Washington are Radiophans; their insistence on attending- broadcasting events
is causing some of the stations here considerable embarrassment.
Engineers of the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone company, Station WCAP,
found themselves in trouble during the
recent broadcasting of the dinner given
to Paul Whiteman in New York, which
was received here by land wire from
WEAF, because of the antics of a flock
of swallows which had settled on the
station's antenna.
Shortly after the program began the
wave length of the station suddenly was
increased from 469 to 479 meters; the
vacuum tubes in the transmitter became
heated and the plate current units raised
greatly. To save the tubes it was necessary to reduce the plate voltage from
1,600 to 1,450, but even then the plate
current required was S50 milliamperes
instead of the normal 700 milliamperes.
Shoo Wicked Birdies Away
Emergency apparatus was placed in
readiness as the engineers scurried to
seek the cause of the trouble. One of
them went out to look at the antenna; he
almost collapsed when he saw the swallows on the wires. The lead-in wire was
shaken sufficiently to cause the unwelcome Radiophans to seek another resting
plate for the night and conditions in the
operating room again became normal.
Engineers of Station WCAP said that
the effective size -of the antenna was increased by the size of the birds' bodies.

DIGES

f

ADVANCE

MORE MONEY NEEDED
FOR RADIO SCRUTINY

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 8)
WGY (Eastern, 380). 1:00 P. M.. Music and Reading.
Mrs. Minn; 7:45, Concert program; Louis Skoff,
pianist; Ruth Olive Halford. soprano: Joseph Kreinis,
violinist; Earl Rice, accompanist; Louise Skoff, Walter
Hoff, piano duet.
WHAS (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert, Mary
Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie Jones, conductor:
Selection played on the Rialto Theater organ.
WHAZ (Eastern, 380). 9:00-10:30 P. M.. Concert, Art
Vinett and His Dance Orchestra: Address. "Adto the Consumer of Co-operative Advertising,"
Bvron G. vantagesMoon.
WIP (Eastern, Daylight Savins, 509), 3:00 P. M.,
Artist recital; 6:45, "Radio Baseball Dope," by
Monte Cross, old-time player; 7:00-730 P. M., Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW (Eastern, 309), 4:00 P. M., Special music. Jennie
Kehrt: 8:00-10:00, Roger Hill Dance Orchestra; Special Odd Fellows' program.
WOO (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509). 11:00 A. M..
Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.,
Luncheon musical, Wanamaker Tea Room: 4:45-5:00.
Organ recital; 7:45 P. M., Dinner music. Hotel
Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra: A. Candelori, director; 8:30, Song recital; 9:30 P. M., Grand organ
recital, Mary E. Vogt.

A

DOUBLE
NEUTRODONHas
illustrated) .sentfor
condensers,
and "tT^
—J
$24.00. Askyour dealer to show you these parts,
as well as complete assembled five-tube NeutrodyneSetinmahogany cabinet, ModelNR-5,$lS0.
Or send 25c for Neutrodyne Constructor

'

FOR

THIS

SALE

6712
EVERY SET IS
GUARANTEED
BRAND
NEW

.'.WAWM'.W.Mi1

$I42*-£ Model RC Radiola
Cor the Radio Corp. ot America

Every one of you Radio Fans know that the R C Radiola Set is one of the best on
the market — that it sells all over the country for $142.50. Here's your opportunity
to get that set at a REAL SAVING— IF YOU ACT AT ONCE. We have a verj
limited number of brand new sets that we are offering at $67.50. Think of that!
$75.00 less than the regular selling price!
No C. O. D.'s can be shipped.

This Price Is Actually Less Than the Cost of the Parts!

$2.95
1.95
2.25
2.25
1.75
1.75
$2.95
4.45
2.65

Molded
Large
CONDENSERS
$2.00 R. C. 11 plate
$1.05
2.35 R, C 23 plate
1.35
2.75 R. C. 43 plate
1.65
VEBXIER
CONDENSERS
$4.00 Precision 23 pi
$2.25
5.00 B. C. 43 pi
2.95
SOCKETS
$1.00 Magnus. Aluminum
$0.45
.75 Eakelite
45
.50 Composition, Mid
30
RHEOSTATS
Paeent, 6, 10, 20 or 30 ohm
$0.95
Seiss. G ohm
60
Tillman, 6 ohm
45
Tillman. 30 ohm
60
Ajax Combination Socket & Rheostat
1.55
PHONES
S6.00 Brandea
Superior
$5.25
12.00 N. & K., Imported
5.50
5.00 Xerco
2.50
Ambassador
3.89
Mail orders promptly attended to. AU orders
amounting to $5.00 or more will be shipped prepaid.
Will ship C. O. D. unless remittance accompanies
order.

SSS Fourth
New York
Licensed
by 7. R. M.Avenue
Inc. Under Uazeltine
Patents

"All- American* '

RADIO SERVICE

ISO'
180'
Large, 180'
Large. 90°
Small, 180"
Small. 90"
VARIOMETERS

mhichshows 'HowtoMaketheNeuttodyne"
Freed-Eisema.nn
radio corporationJ

For 30 <t
laboratories

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
have been adopted as standard by the leading
radio Receiving Set manufacturers of thecountry.
These Manufacturers have standardized on
"All-American" Transformers after all other
known makes have been thoroughly tested in
comparison.
-American
greater
volume over theAUentire
range give
of tone
without
distortion.

14 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.
Workrite
Rhason
Fisher,
Fisher,
Fisher,
Fisher,
Workrite
Bemler,
Fisher,

tOitfi

FREED Essential
- EISEMANN
licensed
Parts

After everything has been said, there's
just one thing you want and should
demand from a transformer, and that
is Volume, but it must be volume without distortion.
Every other claim is camouflage and
beside the point. You want volume
without distortion.
Are you getting it?

Our appreciation of your orders is expressed in the
quality cf our merchandise
and prompt service.
VAKIOCOUPLERS

$3.50
3.U0
3.50
3.50
2.75
2.75
$3.50
8.50
3.50

HAZELTINE

sent in special container with
patented essential parts. Three
mounted on variable
NEUTROFORMER
COILS
.Amm^^tf^mfini
w

Made by WESTINGHOUSE

WORKSMAN

luilttydurOwn

Complete wiring diagram, instructions, etc.

322 9™ST.8ROOKLYN.N.Y.South2650

NEWSOMETHING
Necessary
for Your
Set

ST.- CHICAGO

WASHINGTON.— When the next session of congress considers the appropriations for the conduct of the federal government during the coming fiscal year a
greatly increased appropriation will be
asked for the operation of the Radio division of the department of commerce,
which now is struggling with funds but
little greater than those available three or
four years ago, when broadcasting as it is
known today was nonexistent.
If the Radio division is to perform its
functions efficiently, at least $100,000 more
than is now appropriated will be neces-

On Approval
Zob el- Stein

RAMpD*8rc.Co.

rJAliHilifJrJAILv
17N.LaSAI,LE

Congress to Be Asked for $100,000
Extra for Inspection

Hounds

sary, it is believed. A greatly increased
force of inspectors is needed if broadcasting stations and amateur plants are
to be checked properly.
At present practically all of the time
of inspectors on the coast is required for
the examination of ship stations and similar governmental work.

'I
Music is supplied at a Presbyterian
church in New York city by use of an
amplifier attached to a receiving set. By
timing the services just right, an organ
prelude broadcast from another church is
picked up.

200 No. Jefferson St., Chicago, 111.

T?4\TC Send2cstampforourlist
TAl^Oof
RADIO
BARGAINS

A Tip for CQ

Spir L. and Lew P.

Go to yourTransformers
dealer and for
get your
"All-American"
Amplifying
set. Send
us 2o for of
postage
and we'll
send you book of
hook-ups
successful
circuits.
EVERY RADIO
FAN has been looking l__
this iron for both radio and
home uae. Operates on A. Cot
D.C.e
GUARANTEED
Sent'anywhere
in TT.S.
or
C.iasda Parcelone year.
Poat prepaid
on receipt
of
money order for $2.28.

T— Illustrated

The RC Radiola has been sold everywhere for $150 with the aerial equipment included. During this sale you get everything complete at the remarkable price of
$67.50.
Get your order in at once!
COMPLETE,
3 WD-12 Tubes
2 Insulators
50 ft. Lcatl-in

Home
Primary,
short i"

A

Great

Mark)
Condenser— All

within

a

Space-Saver

Sharper tuning than possible with any other
at one-half the cost

C4
*r

coupling
t'sed
(or and
the following circuits:
Regenerative,
all
types; Tuned
Radio-Frequency;
Reflex— Reinartz —
Ultra Audion.
At your dealer or postpaid on receipt of purchase
price.
all
circuits. Also write for free booklet showing

HORNE

ELECTRIC

Mercer & Colgate Sts.,

&

MFG.

BATTERIES

AND

I Ground Clamp
I Phone Plug
I Pr. Sensitive Head Phones

ALL

EQUIPMENT
3 Red Seal Radiola Batteries
I 45-Volt Radio "B" Battery
100 ft. Antenna Wire

ACT NOW!
While they last— Save $7500
SEND YOUR ORDER IN TODAY!

VERNI-TUNER
(Trade
Secondary
and
tube.

Wire

WITH

CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
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Published by the Radio Digest Publishing Company,
123 West Madison Street
Telephone: State 4843, 4844, 4845
Chicago, Illinois

Inc.

E. C. RAYNER, Publisher
Evans E. Plummer, Managing Editor
Chaa. F. Smitor, Editor
Harry J. Marx, Technical Editor
Eastern Representative, Jacob Miller, Times Bldg., Times Square,
New York; Telephone Bryant 4909
Pacific Coast Representatives
E. J. Wood, 2S1 Kearney St., San Francisco
Telephone Kearney 1472
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The Lay of the Last Repair Job
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for your nusic

A crystal set that worked was built by Jonnie Bone
So be opened up a store, all his very own,
Hung up signs all over, just to advertise,
"Come in here and get expert advice."
He built all hook-ups, never skipped a one,
Sure all would work as his crystal set had done;
Sold all the sets, took in the jack,
But knew not why they started coming back;
Took in repair jobs, just on a guess,
Started changing wire. My, what a mess!
Left his customers raving, closed up the store
When be blew all the tubes in a set of four.
Frank Tessler

ShowIndi Him
This: He'll Laugh to Death
: There is an amerchewer round our way who

Dear
wasn't
but
he
are in

brought
right. 1thehaveair.
triedp
hitting himforIndi
Chest,
keeps onuphogging
Suggestions
a remedy
order.
Mike Roparads.

Contest Entry No. 3: Fairly Bum

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
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Public Discontent
Interference from Ship Stations Causes Trouble
PUBLIC discontent, we read, continues to grow regarding the range of wave lengths allotted to
broadcasting stations. In defense it is urged that
manufacturers should provide more selective apparatus
but in reply to this attitude it is urged that selective
apparatus requires expert handling. Listening in on
le, owing to interfermany coastal towns is impossib
ence from poorly tuned ship stations. This reads like
e.
experienc
own
our
of
out
a chapter

Rural Districts to Have the Best

Education by Radio, Not by Mail
one
PEEHAPS not so very many years from now will
of the really great accomplishments of Eadio cast
have been recorded. The old school house will be
aside and in its place will arise a new mode of education, much more broad for the rural dweller. Eadio
broadcasting is bound to make inroads to the children
of the country. Eadio education will be the thing of
the future, how near is to be determined.
Colleges will establish and conduct Eadio courses
designed for students of the country disespecially
tricts. The enrollment of such students and their final
graduation will be developed, beyond a doubt, on a
logical, workable basis. Nearly all the functions of _ a
high school or college can be accomplished, and will
be accomplished, by Eadio.
Some of the more progressive universities are plan'
ning lectures. The far-seeing and deep-thinking amongto
educators, sociologists and statesmen are beginning
understand what this will signify. Thousands of America's best youth will be trained as their fathers and
forefathers never were. Young folks, who live far
away from centers of learning, who could never go
to high school, nor to college, will have high schools
and colleges brought to them.
The limitations of the country school will be swept
away. The earnest but often inexperienced and illpaid country sehool teacher will be reinforced, perhaps
supplanted, by the best type of college professor
through Eadio. The shortcomings of the district
sehool, some usually open only two or three months,
will vanish.

Behind the Scenes in Broadcasting
5 The Public is Not Pleased with a Junket Program

your mind's eye just the
DID YOTJ even picture in
sort of person playing a part in a movie act ? Many
girl or young man as
little
good
the
figured
have
us
<|f
saintly. There have been many instances in which you
have talked to a person, over the telephone, for years
her. A correspondpjerhaps, yet have never seen him nor persons
which may
ence may have sprung up between
have brought great friendship; yet the picture in the
a picture for good or bad; it caneye remains,
mind's
not be brushed
away.
Some day you are awakened; the saintly girl or good
young man has met some tragedy that has bared her or
his home life. You are brought face to face with the
underworld act in Teal life where these two have played
the important parts. The man at the other end of the
telephone may be a " dub ' ' when you first see him. The
correspondent may be uncouth, far from the person
with whom you want to associate.
Eadio broadcasting is very similar to the persons in
real life. However, some of the bad features come out
in the Eadio broadcasts and the unseen audience has a
better chance to determine who is who at the sending
station. It is very regretful to say that we have the
broadcaster or station manager who is very indiscreet in
his management, who will permit a hoodlum party which
slips low street talk into the concerts. This is not only
harmful to the station but to the broadcasting situation
as a whole.
The cheap way of giving prizes and a lot of uncalledfor talk turns many listeners away with disgust. Eememher, suoh a station will tickle the fancy of the low
class but the best will not be reached. Are we to pass
tl e low class or will we advance to higher levels?

Dear Indi
: In inresponse
to GessandHoo's
for a
limerick
contest
which Mike
Izzy noble
are topetition
be featured
and thelowing : worst limerick wins, allow me to present the folMike and Izzy of aerial raising fame,
Sat in on a little poker game.
Raising a full to the limit,
They called but were not in it.
Since
beenthis
the issame.
In conclusion I then
wish they've
to claimnotthat
bad enough ; it
really ought to win.
Spidee Webb.

STATION BLAH IS SCANDALIZED BY
MISS HULA, OSCILLATORY DANCER
WALLA WALLA. — Staggering evidence (not liquid)
that the entire if not all the personnel of Station BLAH,
Indi-Gest's broadcasting station here, has been on an
awful orgy and not paying attention to the super bum
equipment, has been turned up and
a picture of the reason on the
beach at W^alla Walla secured. The
reason, depicted herewith for proof,
is named Dua Hula. She has
managed to live up to that name
so well that the condensers of
Brambdin Bray, dumb announcer,
Wattle Knees, program director
on silent nights, and Mike and
Izzy, chief antenna raisers, have
become charged with magnetism
and radiant energy and the
ground upon which they tread is
counterpoised in thin air.
Dua
started
shaking
a
wicked antenna just when
the summer
static season
began and has kept the entire force of BLAH in the
air and off ©f it ever since. But
the tables have been tabulated
and Dua is outaluck for the time
being, all on account of the clever
staff snapshooter.
This thinking
member of the Indi-Gest scandal
gathering organization, told Dua
to pose for her picture and led
her to believe that it is still being
snapshot.
Holding
the pose, of
course, she can't oscillate at any
appreciable frequency.
Having satisfactorily sleuthed
mystery of the unheard from Station
BLAH and stopped Dua's free and sustained oscillations, the staff correspondent and snapshooter report to Indi-Gest's flock of readers
that they believe the plant can now be kept on the sharp
and narrow wave length. As a conclusion to the interview with Indi-Gest's station employees, Brambdin Bray,
dumb announcer, announced, "I will announce a lot next
time I don't have anything to announce," and Wattle
Knees, programless director, curtly remarked that although his remarks were not for publication, he hoped
we'd tell the world that he, "will give a very beautiful
noiseless program on the very next silent night."

A-B-G
Lessons
for
Indigest
Beginners
Chapter XIII — It's Senatore Guglielmo Marconi
BY GOSH
Who started all the holler,
That fills the ether everywhere
And makes the wo^ld grow smaller.
MIS

i,
for Marcon

Sure, ofBut
We :Don't
Dear Editor
Indigest
I have Know
hooked aWhat
spark plug in
shunt across the primary of the teakettle in my Stebbins Degenerating set, and have changed the carburetor lead to the
positive side of the rear tire and ever since have listened to
every program from Walla Walla without hearing anything.
Does this prove anything?
Grid Leak.
Muffletolltheloud
regimental
And
the bell;drums
J. Brotcn added water to acid
In a Battery Cell.

Looking Ahead
In Response
to Many
Calls will
frombe Indi-Gest's
CorpshalfofofEnthusiastic Readers,
next week
given the first
a poem
entitled, "Radio in Cactus Center," written by Arthur Chapman, the well-known
Don't misson this
and ready
epic of the poet
growthandof author.
Radio popularity
the rough
plains
where ranch bunk shacks are the largest buildings for miles
around.

Condensed

rsr

By DIELECTRIC
The season for using portable sets may be considered
by some as about over since vacation time, is drawing
to a close. I believe the portable set will continue to be
used through the winter months, certainly by those seeking the location of coal piles. If it is popular this winter, tubes requiring only dry cell batteries to operate
them will be steadily in demand.
Birthday resolutions are not like some brands of
New Tear's resolves' — made to be broken. No one
who has listened to the programs broadcast by Station
WSY in "sweet Alabam" can recall a single instance
of an objectionable feature during the first year of
broadcasting.nouncementOn
entering
the anwas made
that the
WST second
would year
continue
to
maintain a standard in music, religion and education
second to none. In all three realms Eadio broadcasting
is providing a great service.
As an announcer remarked recently, the experience
of entertaining from a studio is at best rather trying —
no applause, no noise. A great deal has been done to
make the interior of modern broadcasting studios really
attractive and beneficial psychologically to the artist.
WSB, the well known "voice of the south," was never
behind in these particulars. At present the station is
one of the finest and most attractive of any in the
United States, having undergone extensive changes.
Its acoustics, always good, are even better.
A tentative plan for maintaining broadcasting in
Sweden has been presented to the Swedish government
for its approval. In the event of acceptance a joint
monopoly on Badiophone broadcasting between the government and a corporation just formed would result,
giving to the government the erection of all sending stations and to the company their use for five hours daily.
Programs like those known to us will be broadcast. It
is further proposed that each owner of a receiving set
shall pay a fee; the make of the set is not to be stipulated. This evidences progress.
Although Station WOE suffered an adverse decision in
the United States district court relative to the broadeasting of music controlled by the ' ' interests, ' ' that fact
has not dimmed the optimistic vision of the National
Association of Broadcasters — and it should not. In
response to the association's invitation to musical composers to submit new songs and popular airs the listeners
in are now assured entertainment subject to no tax or
fee to the stations. Eadio audiences have never been
taxed for the pleasure of listening to music but the stations have had to procure their own compositions to
escape taxes.
To the majority of listeners in Eadio is resorted to as
a diversion, a purely entertaining feature. Such it is;
yet over the ether lanes may come without warning news
that will turn joy to sadness and make one fearful for
some time to listen. While sitting with the headphones
comfortably adjusted during an excellent program from
WHAS, the announcer broke in to tell of the sudden
death in an auto accident of a man in Virginia. To me
it was an incident; to the brother, who may have been
listening, for whom the news was broadcast, it would
bring distress.
Yet who would be without a set?
Eecently Dr. Steinmetz was credited with the assertion that all of the smaller broadcasting stations should S
seek favor with the big ones in the near future, for the
reason (as he sees it), that only a few of the latter
will be broadcasting; they will utilize some of the lower
powered stations for relaying concerts. The number of
Eadio stations has increased by 1,126 since June 30 of
last year, according to the department of commerce; of
these, 191 are broadcasting stations. So long as good
programs carefully transmitted are given listeners in,
their source will be of little moment.
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Chapter XVI— Plate Batteries
By Thomas W. Benson, A. M. I. R. E.
Q EGINNERS will find the accoowanying
'-' series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter
XVII — Using
Current on Tubes.

Alternating-

Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instruments.
Chapter XIX— Locating Trouble in the
Set.
Chapter XX— Useful Information and
Formulas.

plate, or as it is usually termed,
THE
the B battery, builds up the energy
that operates the loud speaker or
other reproducing device. And no set can
operate at its best unless the batteries are
in good condition. The question is sometimes raised as to why they are termed B
batteries — the answers are ofttimes amusing. The truth is that in the early days
of the audion or triode tube the filament
battery was usually lettered A in the circuit, and the battery for the plate. B. In
speaking of the battery it was referred to
as the B battery; the name has stuck to
the present day.
Use of Dry Batteries
Small flashlight batteries connected in
the series were used in the early days but
special batteries of the dry cell type are
now being manufactured for the purpose.
The wide application of multi-stage amplifiers made this a necessity; the old type
batteries had too high an internal resistance. A good B battery has a very low
internal resistance for the following reason: we learned in a previous chapter
that it was possible to couple tubes in cascade with resistances, the principle being
to locate a high resistance in both the plate
and grid circuits of adjacent tubes. Now,
were the B battery to have a high resistance it will be clear that when two tubes
are fed from such a battery there is a
resistance coupling between them.
The action taking place is as follows:
as additional current is drawn from the
battery by changes in the resistance of
the tube due to changes in grid potential
the voltage of the battery will vary. Thus
•when the plate current in the last tube of
a two stage audio frequency amplifier increases it pulls down the voltage of the
battery which affects the current in the
plate circuit of the first tube and by induction through the transformers acts upon
the grid of the last tube, giving a feedback
effect.
Noises

Produced

fcy B

Battery

And for the same reason an old B battery makes a set noisy. As the battery
becomes run down its resistance -increases
the coupling between circuits so formed
and gives rise to noises that are annoying
to say the least. When the voltage of the
plate battery has dropped 20 per cent it
is advisable to replace them; thus a 22yivolt battery becomes useless when it has
dropped to about 17 volts. Larger batteries can be figured in the same proportion.
In testing B batteries do not use an
ammeter. A high resistance voltmeter
should be used for the purpose while the
battery is under load, that is, while operating the set. When a battery is old it
is said to polarize quickly. When current
is being drawn from a battery the chem-

ical action taking place liberates hydrogen
gas at the carbon rod. Certain chemicals
in the battery absorb this hydrogen and
prevent its collecting. After a time these
chemicals become exhausted and are unable to absorb the hydrogen as rapidly as
it is formed and the bubbles collecting
on the carbon offer a high resistance to
the flow of the current.
Reliability of Voltage
Beading;
After standing unused awhile the battery will recuperate, that is, the hydrogen
will either escape through the sealing
compound on the battery or will be slowly
absorbed by the weak chemicals remaining.
Therefore a battery that has stood unused
for a time will show a good reading on
the voltmeter but when put into service
the voltage will drop off rapidly. For that
reason a voltage reading is reliable only
when
the battery is actually working.
Many fans have discovered that heating
the B battery gives it a short lease of life
after it is seemingly exhausted. The reason is apparent — the application of heat
always assists chemical reactions — the
hydrogen absorbing chemicals are made to
work more energetically when nearly
exhausted while no doubt the heat assists
in the escape of the hydrogen around the
seal. This revival of action is at best very
short and serves only in an emergency.
As mentioned under filament batteries,
a dry cell contains much moisture; this is
necessary for the chemical reaction to
take place. It is the gradual loss of this
moisture around the sealing compound
which accounts for a dry cell's going bad
even when not in use. Therefore any
method of preventing loss of moisture
would prolong the active life of the battery. To that end it is advisable to keep
the B battery in a cool place.
Fuse for B Battery
A short circuit on a B battery will destroy it in a very short time because the
cells are small and the chemicals are rapidly exhausted under
heavy
currents.
Too often the first warning of this condition is when the warmth of the battery
is noted. The only preventive is to connect
a fuse in the circuit that will blow when
too much current is drawn. This is a protection that few sets have; it is standard
practice in all other fields of electrical
application. A fuse can be easily made by
mounting two brass bolts on a small piece
of slate or formica and connecting the
device in series with the B battery, locating it close to where the positive lead
enters the set or better still, right at the
B battery itself. A short length of 'Aampere fuse wire should be clamped under
the nuts on the bolts to serve as a pro-
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Kellogg Radio Equipment
for Better Results
Rheostats

Each part is made of the best material and given searching tests by our
radio engineers.
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Kellogg

rheostats are
simple in design,
having but one
movable part.
The resistance
wire is carried
on a rotor of

If you want the best results use Federal parts throughout the set. They
were designed and built to work
together. One inferior part will impair the efficiency of the entire set.
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one-half turn of the wire, giving a
vernier effect.
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apply to the B as the storage A battery,
the only special care being not to charge
the former at too high a rate. The charging rate advised by the manufacturers
should not be exceeded; otherwise they
will heat badly; the plates may buckle and
the paste fall out. Cells of the nickeliron, caustic soda type are more rugged
and stand more abuse but the voltage is
lower per cell and the efficiency is very
low, rarely exceeding 60 per cent; lead
batteries run as high as 80 per cent. By
followmg these suggestions the Radiophan
may be able to reduce the frequency of
his B battery renewals and prevent noises
that are now puzzling
him.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Positive Radio Helps
For Storage Battery
Tubes Use Eveready
Storage "A" Batteries.
For Dry Cell Tubes Use
Eveready Dry Cell Radio "A" Batteries.
For all Vacuum Tubes
Use Eveready "B" Batteries.

tection to the circuit. Should the Wires
become shorted this fuse will blow and
open the circuit.
Many of us have had the unpleasant
experience of accidentally connecting the
B battery to the filament circuit and
thereby burning out the filament. It is
extremely difficult to protect the filament
of the dry battery tubes with fuses, the
current consumption of the filament being
so low. Accidents of this nature can be
eliminated only by removing the tubes
from the sockets while making changes in
the wiring. It takes only a minute; if it
saves a tube it's a well paid bit of work.
Where only one tube is in use it is possible to prevent the B battery burning out
the filament accidentally by connecting a
limiting resistance close to the B battery.
This resistance may take the form of a
25 watt incandescent lamp.
The high resistance of the lamp will
prevent enough current flowing to damage
the filament. One lamp should be used
for every 22J-5 volts in the plate circuit.
These lamps cannot be used when more
than one tube is employed because the
feedback phenomena will enter as mentioned in the first paragraph of this chapter. The best way is to take the tubes out
of the set.
Storage B Battery
From the above discussion it Is apparent that a storage battery is the ideal form
of B battery, not only because of its rechargeable feature but because of its low
resistance. For broadcast receiving they
are not usually desired; this is due to their
bulkiness. Their use is advised where
possible and where compactness is not
essential. When of the lead and acid type
the
same
instructions
for
maintenance
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a triple
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coils as a Radio frequency transformer. The two outside coils, both 35
turns, are used as the primary and the
center coil; 50 turns is the secondary,
which is tuned to wave length by means
of a .0005 mfd. variable condenser shunted across it.
A .001 mfd. variable condenser, preferably with vernier control, and a variometer in series form the primary tuning
controls.
The grid circuit of the first tube is by=

passed with a .002 mfd. fixed condenser,
as is the primary of the audio frequency
transformer.
The plate circuit of the tube uses a
.00025 mfd. condenser as by-pass to the
positive filament terminal of the tube. At
least 45 volts are used on the plate of
the tube; this can be increased in most
cases.
This circuit is very selective but is
somewhat difficult to tune due to the numerous controls. It is not designed for a
loop but has good volume when a good
antenna system is available.
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The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. By A.
Frederick Collins. A new revised edition
to this book is just out. It is complete,
authentic and informative work on Radio.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make a cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blue print.
Price, 75 cents.
Home Radio— How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Vei-rill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page
Price,
75c. illustrations and diagrams.

Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
"W. Stone. The text was written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
book for Radio
is an instruction
Navy.
$2.50.
schools. It Price,
Radio for the Amateur. By A. H. Packer
and R. R. Haugh. The underlying principles of Radio thoroughly explained in
simple language and understandable illustrations. This book will teach you how to
construct and operate a receiving set successfully. Price $1.50.
Letters of a Radio Engineer to His Son.
By John Mills. A series of interesting
letters written to a boy. Each letter is
full and complete and the most advanced
student can skip over some of the letters
and get just the information he desires.
Price, $2.00.

Radio Telephony. By Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph. D. This book is intended for
Radio engineers, operators and experimenters. Students and others who desire
to be clearly informed concerning Radio
need this book. It is written in a clear
styl*, fully illustrated with wiring diagrams and i holographs of Radio apparatus. Price, $2.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.
The book department of the Radio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payments for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio Digest Illustrated, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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in New York. As soon as the sun set in
New York, Marconi's signals increased in
intensity.
This interference is not experienced to
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
any noticeable extent by the powerful
Their wave length range is from 170 to 800 meters.
long-wave
Radio
stations
along
the
coast
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Radio Equipment
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The waves seem to fade into one another,
distant station. For example, some areas
along the Atlantic coast are within Radio causing a beat note and producing interference which can not be overcome. The
shadows, where listeners have found it
hard to hear certain stations distant from Radio listener may as well tune them out
try to get another broadcasting stathem. At one spot the fans may hear sta- and
tions within the area and others to the tion.
Sharper
modulation and closer tuning
south and west, but stations to the north
are needed nowadays to avoid such interare almost totally out of range.
ference.
It is for the causes and cures for these
conditions that Radio scientists are
searching. They have set up experimental
stations in these shadows and have been
Your Reliable Road from
collecting valuable information concerning
the phenomenon of fading.
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In the course of their experimentation,
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these searchers have come across a curious
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is via
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Marconi, trying to send his signals
across the Atlantic, found an obstruction
England for qualifying operators.
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sun rose in New York, the signals picked
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The same difficulty occurred when it
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became dark in London and was still light
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How Your Voice Looks "Taken" on a Movie Film
A Description of the Famous Pallophotophone
By Peter J. M. Chile
TO

TRANSLATE

sound In terms of

light and then through light to re• produce the sound seems to be almost impossible of accomplishment by sci-

ence.
The photographing of sound waves themselves is nothing new. Figure 1 shows
three separate lines, representing various
sounds photographed on
a single strip of film.
The wavy lines, however, that represent the
voice convey through
the eye no sound impression. The next logi;al step, then, is to make
these wavy lines do
something that will
make a telephone receiver diaphragm move
,'n synchronism with it.
An extraordinary device or machine which
accomplishes this purpose is the pallophotophone, which has re:ently been brought to a
state of perfection by
Charles A. Hoxie, an engineer engaged in special development work
at the laboratories of
the General Electric
Company. The outfit derives its name from the
Greek words that signify "shaking light."
Movement of the Diaphragm
Let us first consider
what makes the diaphragm vibrate in a telephone receiver. It is
actuated by an electromagnet, the pulling
power of which is being
affected by an electric
current, whose variations are in accordance
with the vibrations of
another
diaphragm
moving under the influence of a speaker's
voice. Although, peril a p s , separated by
Figure 1
miles, both diaphragms
vibrate in unison, and
speech is thus transmitted.
The telephone transmitter is in reality a
valve, regulating the amount of current
flow. If there was a valve wherein light
and shadow would affect the current, a positive connecting link between light and
sound would be established. Such a device
has been known to scientists for years and
is called a "photo-electric cell." It is a device which in the dark does not permit ordinary current to pass through it, but if a
ray of light falls upon its sensitive structure, current flow is started. Successive
light and shadow cause current variations,
following instantly and in strict accordance with every change in the light that
impinges upon it. If a film carrying a
sound record is passed before the lightcontrolled current valve, there is immediately produced a fluctuating current
through the cell, which, if passed in turn
through a telephone receiver, will actuate
the diaphragm.

There are two distinct devices In the
pallophotophone, one for recording sound
and one for reproducing the sound, either
of which may be used independently.
Recording Sound
The recording device consists^essentially
of a tiny mirror, scarcely larger than a pin
head, on which is reflected a beam of light.
This mirror is attached to a most delicately adjusted vibrating diaphragm. When
sound waves, originating from any source,
reach the diaphragm, causing it to vibrate,
the mirror oscillates and the reflected beam
of light moves with it. This moving ray of
light falls upon a strip of photographic
film, which passes in front of the mirror in
a continuous motion. The film when developed in the usual way shows a succession
of delicate, dark up-and-down markings on
a clear background. These markings constitute the sound record and represent the
oscillations of the reflected beam of light.
The record produced on the film is a
marvelously faithful reproduction of the
sound because of the extremely small size
of the mirror and diaphragm and their low
inertia. These characteristics enable the
"shaking light" to produce a sound record
on the film that catches all the fine overtones, the delicate shadings of speech, in
fact, every feature that distinguishes different voices. In this particular, the sound
record is more nearly exact than any record thus far obtained with devices of this
nature.
The recording device operates on mechanical principles, inasmuch as there is
no essentially electrical process involved
in the procedure.
Reproducing- the Voice
The reproducing device, as previously
mentioned, is an entirely different contrivance, and the two devices are so independent of one another that either can be removed from the apparatus while the other
is in use. This procedure has been followed
repeatedly by the inventor in his demonstrations of the pallophotophone.
The reproducing system is electrical in
its nature of operation in contrast to the
mechanical features involved in the recording device. The film carrying the
sound record is wound on a reel, so that
it passes in front of an extremely sensitive electrical apparatus. The essential
part of this equipment is a photo-electric

cell, which is connected with two batteries
in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube. One
of the electrodes of the photo-electric cell
may be either potassium or sodium, either
of these metallic substances possessing the
property of giving off electrons when illuminated. If the other electrode is made
positive, with respect to the potassium, and

that circuit in amounts directly proportional to the intensities of the light passing to the cell through the film, and at
frequencies corresponding to the frequency
of the sound vibrations recorded on the
film. The remainder of the circuit and its
action are quite similar to those of the
standard Radio equipment
Amplification
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Figure 2
a beam of light allowed to shine on the is obtained in the ordinary way by means
potassium, there will be a passage of elec- of tubes.
trons from the potassium to the positive
Sensitive Reproducing Apparatus
electrode, the flow of electrons being proportional to the intensity of the light.
The particularly notable characteristic
Referring to the simple schematic cir- of the sensitive reproducing apparatus is
cuit diagram in Figure 2, any change in that it responds to variations in the light
the resistance of the photo-electric cell falling upon it with such instantaneous
will produce a corresponding change in the speed that it is only comparable to the
electromotive force impressed on the grid speed of light itself, or to the speed with
of the vacuum tube. When the film carry- which Radio waves traverse space. Hence
ing the sound record passes between the when the film is passed continuously in
(Continued
on page
14)
cell and the light source, the varying degrees of illumination which it allows to
pass to the cell cause a corresponding
amount of electronic emission within the
cell, thereby creating a potential difference
for shielding back of panels, etc. Eliminates body
in the grid circuit. Current then flows in
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The last word in Radio Engineering as
applied to Radio Frequency Transformers is
found in the NEW DX-12 and DX-1A R F
Transformers.
Conclusive laboratory measurements sljow
that these transformers give the highest
amplification, over a broad wavelength range,
of any R F Transformer on the market.
The original design which makes this possible is fully covered by patents.
The DX-1A is especially designed for the UV201-A
tube.
The DX-12 is our new Standard broad range
R F Transformer for use with all other tubes which
are suitable for R F Amplification, including the UV199.
Write for literature.
Type
DX-I
DX-12
DX-IA

Wavelength range
170-450
250-550
250-550

Price
.$6.40
. 6.40
. 6.40

ance, $6.50
perform-

Patented Dec,

Dealers and Jobbers; write for proposition

Radio Instrument Company, Inc.
D. C.

UV-201-A
The superamplifier
tube, $6.50
Radiotron
UV-199
The of
little
tube
big

Send 20c for large pictorial diagram
sheet
and instruction leaflet No. 3, showing latest
popular
BF
circuits.
Including
REFLEX
circuits.

WASHINGTON,

Radiotron

This

symbol
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already made and soldi
This one fact reveals at a glance the growth
of radio! 3,600,000 RADIOTRONS already
sold! It was the perfection of the RADIOTRON that made popularization of radio
possible — and every vacuum tube set needs
RADIOTRONS for clear reception and
amplification — for sensitivity — and long
distance reception.
Radio Corporation of America

Sales Dept., Suite 3002: 233 Broadway, New York
of tection
quality
District Sales O Bices:
is your pro10 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111.
433 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotrons
REG.

U. S. PAT.

OFP.
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As the tape has been wound on a
wooden block, this leaves a hole at the
small end, of the same size, to which the
phone piece can be attached with the adhesive paper tape. If a smaller hole is
desired, to fit a unit adapter, the ten
yards removed at the beginning can be
wound around the snout of the adapter
just enough to fill the small end of the
horn; then set and let dry.
The paper horn thus made may be varnished or painted.

THE VOICE

(Continued
from
page
13)
front of the device, an electric current is
created, which corresponds with great accuracy to the original sound waves, as recorded by the markings on the films. This
current is then used to actuate a telephone
receiver, a loud-speaking device, or to operate directly Radio broadcasting apparatus without the use of pick-up devices
ordinarily employed.
The pallophotophone has introduced into
Radio broadcasting an entirely new element— the possibility of making a master
record of a speech or lecture at a convenient place and time, and broadcasting it
days or weeks later from scores of Radio
sending stations throughout the country.
The same holds true of reproducing musical selections. In using the reproducer in
broadcasting, the electrical impulses are
not again converted into sound, but are
impressed directly on the amplifying system, thus eliminating the distortion that
would otherwise prevail. Those who have
listened in to speeches and lectures transmitted from WGT by this new device have
reported that it was a noticeable improvement, in fact, it could talk by Radio
even better than persons who spoke directly into the regular microphone transmitter.
It also has a big advantage over the phonograph in this particular, inasmuch as it
is possible to record and reproduce lengthy
speeches or a whole concert program.
Radiophans within the range of WGT
have been given an opportunity of hearing
short talks by a number of this country's
most prominent business and professional
men. The pallophotophone was instrumental in this performance, inasmuch as
the recording device was used to photograph the voices of" these celebrities without inconveniencing them by coming to the
broadcasting studio.
Speaking- Moving1 Pictures
The perfect talking moving picture has
been sought for years, but until the pallophotophone was developed there did not
seem to be any very great prospect of
early success. Now, however, a film can
be made, the pallophotophone working with
the camera, and this film thrown on the
screen, the pallophotophone being used
with the movie projector to reproduce the
sound of the actors' voices. The reproducing device of the pallophotophone being
mounted on the projector itself, the film,
with both the picture and the sound record
upon it, will then be projected in synchronism.
While the speaking movies and broadcasting possibilities are the applications
of the most immediately popular appeal,
there are other potential uses of the pallophotophone. It has the possibility of being developed into a film-phonograph for
use in the home, just as disc-phonographs
are now used. It is an excellent telephone
transmitter for use in voice communication. It can be used to advantage in
Radio telegraphy in producing signals.
It can also be used in the electrical laboratory to do the work of the ordinary
oscillator without the local interference
commonly encountered in using the oscillator. And it can be used for audio-amplification in Radio.
The interconnection of sound and light
has thus been accomplished and the future only can reveal the extent of its
application to our every-day life.

FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

-By E. T. FlewellingResistance of Grid Leak
as to how hard it is to bring in a station.
By this last, I mean that it is no work at
(Submitted by H, J. R., Hampton, Va.)
all to bring in a local station, a little work
Question. I have been very much interested
to bring in a 500-mile station and sometimes
in the Plewelling circuit, using the three con- quite hard to bring in a 1,000-mile station.
denser type. Have been able to obtain little Now, amplification with any super circuit deor no reception on the loop alone, but with a
pends, other factors being disregarded, \ipon
Aerial Construction
ground or ground and loop, signals come in the frequency rate of what we will call the
Do not use a, kite aerial.
strong. Which do you prefer for use with whistle. The lower the frequency within limThe
aerial
should have one or more
your circuit, a variometer in the plate or a
its, the higher the amplification.
insulators at each end. It is better to
tickler coil? Can you also advise me as to
On your 1,000-mile station, it might be neces- have too many than not enough.
the resistance of the grid leak in the circuit?
sary to bring into play the greater amplificaAlways attach aerials to substantial
Answer. I believe one of our recent answers
tion secured by lowering the frequency of
took up the question of which was preferable, the whistle. This is done in several ways, supports, so located that if either the supaerial breaks it cannot come in
a variometer or a tickler coil, but I will re- the one which we have preferred to use being contactport or with
other wires.
peat here because so many letters are still by changing the value of the grid leak re*
Never
string aerials over or under any
sistance.
coming in asking about this point. A previous
other wires. Should the antennae wires
issue of the Digest, if I am correct, gives
If you have worked with the Flewelling
circuit much, you have no doubt found that come into contact with the power lines,
the reasons why and I will simply confine myantennae might become dangerously
charged.
this same thing can be done by changing the
self to stating that for general use the tickler
type of circuit is preferable and refer you to the value of the grid leak condenser. It is
previous Digest article for more specific often the preferable way of doing it. Use
From time to time the aerial should be
answer.
a fixed grid leak in the circuit of about one
lowered, and the insulators should be
With regard to the resistance of a grid leak to, two megohms and use instead of the regu- cleaned
to avoid leakage.
in a single condenser set. We have often been
lar fixed grid condenser a regular variable
asked this question and as often have been condenser, such as is used for tuning, having
unable to give a definite answer. The re- a capacity up to .001 mfd. If this is done,
sistance of the grid leak will run from 200,- you need not worry any further as to what
000 to 5,000,000 ohms, depending entirely the value of the grid leak is, securing all
necessary changes by manipulation of the
upon the adjustment of the set, the characteristics of the individual parts being used and variable grid condenser.

Roll of Gummed Paper
Tape for Speaker Horn
BOSTON, MASS. — E. W. Whittier of
this city tells how to make a loud speaker
horn that is indestructible, easy to make,
which gives clear tones with a good volume of sound at a cost of thirty cents,
in thirty minutes.
The only material needed is a roll of
gummed paper tape, the diameter of the
roll representing the diameter of the
mouth of the horn. From three-quarters
of an inch to an inch is the width to use.
After removing about ten yards of the
tape from the outside of the roll, the
center of the roll should be pressed gradually outward, one hand being used to
shape the horn as desired. As the roll
slowly grows outward from the center,
the left hand should be used to pull from
the outside with a slightly twisting motion.
Care should be exercised to keep the
spacing of the turns, as the horn or cone
shape forms, at equal distances all round,
to prevent collapse. A novice should start
first with
a straight
cone
shaped
horn,

MESTR0

Vernier

rather than try to make one with a curved
mouth. After the shape has been obtained and the cone is complete, the paper
should be moistened inside and outside
under a faucet, no longer than necessary
to wet it all over. Then put it in the
sun to dry. These horns should be made
when the sun is shining.

PATENT

MSMZAZ*^
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ATTORNEYS
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PATENTS. . Booklet free. Highest references.
Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

OUR NEW 6V. M AMP. DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER
THIS

RADIO SPECIALS- WHY PAY MORE?

UV-201A. TJV-199, WD-11, WD-12 Badiotrons.$ 5.49
SIMPLEX
3000-Ohm Guaranteed Phones
3.45
BB.ANDES
"SUPEKIOE"
Phones
4.86
ERLA KEFLEX
TRANSFORMERS
3.96
Large size 22% -Volt Variable "B" Battery...
1.95
Large size 45- Volt Variable "B" Battery
3.76
30-Ohm Rheostats, 55c; 250-Ohm Potentiometer .65
Crosley Model V with 1%-V. Tube. Batteries
and' Phones
28.95
Crosley Model 3B with 1%-V. Tube. Batteries
and Phones
51.86
Crosley Model X with lYz-V. Tube, Batteries
and Phones
78.34
Simplex Radio Sales, 1806 Lafayette, St. Louis, Mo.

a

Adjuster

Finest adjustment for
all dials. Nickeled with
screws. Postpaid 50c.
Dealers Wanted.

As to Ground Potential

$4.10

LOUD SPEAKER, nickel-plated— 21" high.
Undistorted
reproduction.
Regular Price SPECIAL$ 15.00
Our Price
9.50
Shipped prepaid.
ABALENE RADIO. 14 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.

to a very high degree."
From "The Story of Service"

home

life and

the

unity of the family demand
that "touch" with the outer
world which Radio alone can
supply. Satisfaction should
be your demand in the purchase of Radio equipment.
"Service" Type 212 Radio
Receiver will give satisfaction.
When

you operate the set you

instinctively
distances
over "feel"
which the
you great
may
bring desired programmes

Send $1 la-day and get this
562-page 1. C. S. Radio Handbook before yoa spend another
cent on parts- Money back if
not satisfied.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS, Box 8279, Scranton, Penna.
I enclose On© Dollar. Please send me — postpaid — the 5 62-page I. C. S.
Radio Handbook. It is understood that if I am not entirely satisfied I
may return this book within five days and you will refund my money.

Address.

REVELATION

QUICK SERVICE — Include with your order remittance to cover repair plus parcel postage for
one pound per tube. If preferred, tubes will be
returned C. O. D. repair charges.

Your

,

IS A

Since the Dawn

\-

Name

TUBE

of intelligence the advancement of civilization has been
hand in hand with the improvements in methods of communication, until today the world may be considered to
be one vast family. This is especially true in relation to
the United States and Canada where the art of conveying
the human voice from point to point has been developed

MESTRO RADIO
PRODUCTS
COMPANY
514 West
Fifth Street
Davenport,
Iowa

In tube transmitters the sets should be
so connected that the center tap of the
filament coil and also the negative lead
of the direct current source of high potential are at ground potential with respect
to the rest of the system.

Compiled by HARRY F. DART, B.S.E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co., and U. S. Army Instructor of Rad
Technically edited by F. H. DOANE
562 PAGES — The most complete book of its kind
ever published. Written, compiled and edited by practical Radio experts of national reputation. Packed
with concise, sound information useful to every Radio
fan — from beginner to veteran hard-boiled owl. Hundreds of illustrations and diagrams to make every
point clear. Note this partial list of contents:
Different types of receiving and sending hook-ups, electrical
terms, condensers, oscillating circuits, coupled circuits, induction coils, antenna systems, electric batteries, generators
and motors, protective devices, crystal detectors, arc generators, transmitters, filters, vavemeters, radio experiments,
International and Morse codes, commercial receiving sets,
tables and data, radio transmitting and broadcasting stations
(with call letters), and hundreds of suggestions for helping
you to get more pleasure out of Radio.

UV-199, UV-20I-A,

C-301 -A
$3.50 each
UV-200, C-300, AP Detectors
2.75 each <«
UV-201, C-301, AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
DV-6. DV-6-A
3.50each
UV-202
4.00 each
And Guarantee Them Equal to New

THIS IS A
TELEFORCE
PRODUCT

your home.

ASK YOUR DEALER
OR WRITE US

Service Radio Company
DEPARTMENT

4727 Montgomery
CINCINNATI,

A

Avenue
OHIO

to
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Inclurfance Coil Used in Reinar?z Set
COIL

Many Turns of Wire on
Tube Increases Range

ON

TUBE

USED

IN

Board in Window Makes
Place for Lead-in Wire

CIRCUIT

Very often it Is impossible to drill a
hole in a window or anywhere near It for
the lead in wire. To overcome this difficulty procure a board about 3 inches wide
and long enough to fit securely under the
window sash. All the holes are drilled
through this board; the lightning switch

Recently Reinartz advised using: a
spider-web inductance in conjunction with
an extra coil, consisting of several turns
of wire on a tube for the reception of 600meter commercial stations.
I put this coil

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are atmany
THER
ed out
home that would
workE
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT.
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

thoroughly washed and cleaned with steel
wool to get out the acid which may be in
the pores of the rubber. Warm the rubber
and the center hole may readily be cut
out with a large drill or knife. The base
is drilled as shown. The four large holes
at the corners are to hold the contact
springs in place, and the four small holes
are to take the pins on the contact springs
to prevent the contact springs from
moving sideways with the movement of
the tube.
The contact springs are also cut as
shown,
the large hole being large enough
on my set and was surprised to find it
very efficient for broadcast reception. I
wound a coil, as shown, and it certainly
exceeded my fondest hopes. The coil used
is wound as follows: the coil Li has 70
turns on a tube of 3-inch diameter, the
coil being tapped at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 turns,
and at point X the 50th turn. The coil L;
is wound on the end of the same tube,
leaving %-inch space between coils. This
coil consists of 45 turns with taps at 15,
30 and 45 turns. The coils were wound
with Number 22 dec wire. The diagram
is self-explanatory. It gets the stuff a
great deal louder than the other hook-up
and there are less switches and switch
points to bother the operator. — Donald M.
Hood, Fall River, Mass.
6AbE OF BAKELiTE RJ6BER
MATERIAL.
OR OTHER

INSULATING

How to Make Tube Socket
The following instructions for making a
tube socket will produce a very serviceable and economical socket if followed
closely.
The main advantage of this socket lies
in the fact that it may be made in the
sub panel upon which the ordinary socket
is often mounted. This feature conserves
space and being combined with the sub
panel and extending beneath it is very
convenient to clean and adjust contact
springs.
More than one socket can be made on
one base.
The walls of the socket are bent around
any round object of suitable size and the
ends soldered — very little solder should
be used. A piece of wire may be wrapped
around the walls to hold them in place
while soldering. The projecting legs are
then bent out at right angles to the sides
of the socket.
The base is cut from the rubber of an
old battery jar. This rubber should be

to pass through a 6-32 bolt. The small
hole may be punched in if a drill small
enough is not available. This hole should
be large enough to just take a small
brass brad. The brad is put through the
hole, up to the head, then the head soldered to the contact.
The contact spring is bolted underneath
the base by means of a 6-32 bolt. The
bolt should be long enough to have an
extra nut on it under the base by which
means connection is made to the springs.
It is better to solder the leads directly
to the contact spring if the wiring of the
set is to be permanent. The brad on the
contact spring should extend slightly
through the base when no tube is in the
socket. — E. A. Johnstone, Pocatello, Idaho.

for the

Popularity

OF THE VARIABLE- VERNIER

ELGIN BOOK CONDENSERS
Can be used in any circuit specifying rotary
plate condensers with the following advantages:
1st. Vernier All the Way. Three turns required from maximum
to minimum capacity, instead of the customary half turn.
2nd. No Hand Capacity, if the plate nearest the hand is connected to the grounded, or dead side as we direct.
3rd. Cannot Become Shorted by metallic dust or by warping
due to temperature changes.
4th. No Sliding Contacts to cause noise or trouble.
5th. Saves Space. Lies flat and requires but a fraction of an
inch back of the panel.
6th. Rugged and Substantial. Heavy phosphor bronze bending leaf. Nothing to break or wear out.
7th. Reasonable Price. About one-third the cost of a vernier
rotary plate.
8th. Straight Capacity Line. This is accomplished by giving a
convex shape to the inside leaf, causing the outer one to separate from it gradually with a sort of unrolling motion.

FOUR

SIZES:

^S
£J:g.g
l, !ooo3 Sf! l.oo
No!

may be mounted on the outside of It. No
damage is done to the window sash or
casing when using such a board. — Arthur
P. Flinner, Wichita, Kansas.

Batteries for Tube Filaments

Walnart Variable
Grid Resistance

Abroad at Home
No instrument is more important than the grid resistance in a circuit and yet not
until the Walnart Variable
Grid Resistance was announced was it possible to
obtain a satisfactory instrument.
The variation of the capacity
is from zero to six megohms, and
is varied by moving the knob
only one-half turn.
The variable grid resistance
will last indefinitely, without deterioration or loss in efficiency.
It is not a make-shift like the
lead pencil type, but a scientific
instrument which our radio engineers have successfully produced.

Price $1.00

"Walnart" .00025 Mfd.
With condenser, 25c extra.

fixed

Ask your dealer first. If he
cannot supply them, remit direct, sending dealer's name and
address.

Send for Free Circular
Giving Hookup of the New Super-Reinartz Set

NY
ELGIN RADIO SUPPLY COMPA
ELGIN, ILL.
207 E. Chicago Street

ir

It is not advisable to use wet batteries
as a source of current
ll supply for heating
the filaments of the ordinary types of six
volt vacuum tubes inasmuch as constant
use of the tubes will cause the batteries
to become exhausted in a comparatively
short time. This would necessitate freUse for Bits of Old Panels
quent renewal of the elements of the battery and the electrolyte.
Odds and ends of old panels, even if
For
a circuit employing one or more
they are full of holes, make good battery
terminal panels for the interior of the stages of amplification, a storage battery
should
be used unless it is desired to
set. Put small bolts through with binding
posts on each side or with the wires from heat the filaments of the amplifier tubes
the set soldered to the bolts. Then bring by stepping-down the 110 vole houseyour battery wires in through small holes lighting circuit to a potential of six volts
in the back of the cabinet. It makes a by means of a special transformer. Alternating current should should not be
neat job, keeps the tangle of battery wires
from the front panel, allows more direct used to heat the filaments of detector
connection and utilizes junk. Pieces of tubes as the hum due to the rapid rethe rubber cells of old storage batteries N. T. versal of current drowns out the Radio
signals. — Peter J. M. Clute, Schenectady,
are
also goodN. for
Elizabeth,
J. this use. — Guy M. Chase,

For each step of amplification you require an amplifying tube, transformer,
rheostat and socket.

SEVERAL GOOD REASONS
Widespread

Protection Against Lightning
It is not necessary to dismantle a Radio
set during the summer weather because
of the danger of lightning striking the
aerial. The aerial is actually a protection
against lightning, and the chances of a
real bolt hitting such a small target are
very remote. The aerial, if properly
grounded, either through a switch or arrester, will serve to drain the electricity
from any really heavy discharges. Do
not be afraid of lightning; its actual
danger in the city is very small indeed,
on account of the grounded steel frames
of the buildings absorbing all the energy.
The Radio set may be used successfully
all summer with the exception of the time
when
a storm is in the immediate neighborhood.

WALNART ElMj)?IC MFC. Cfc
DEPT.

400—1219

WEST VAN BUREN
CHICAGO.
ILL.

STREET

with a Crosley Model X-J
Wonderful opera from New York,
dance music from Chicago,
stock
Price #6*5
quotations, current speeches, amusing stories from where you will —
all these are brought to your home
and fireside if you own a Crosley

Model X-J.

This beautiful new Model, similar
in construction to the famous Crosley Model X but with greater refinement of detail, is the last word
in perfection among radio sets. Its
low price — $65 — the battery cabinet pictured above costs $ 1 6 extra
— makes it doubly attractive and it
more than lives up to the Crosley
slogan — Better — Cost Less.
FOR
SALE
BY
GOOD
DEALERS
EVERYWHERE
Write today for free Catalog which
shows the complete Crosley Line

Crosley Manufacturing
9492 Alfred Street

Co.

Cincinnati,

O.
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Questions and Answers
a program. I decided to use a loop. I
bought two and made one with Springfield
braided arUnna wire. I got poor results,
or none at all. I added a third step audio,
then changed the hook-up inside, and accidentally connected both loop and outdoor
aerial at the same time without the ground
being connected, and found I got wonderful results, frequently getting signals
too loud to use phones on the detector
jack, and getting plenty of volume to operate a Magnavox on first stage audio.
My antenna is 75 to 85 feet high, has
two strands 150 feet long, lead-in 70 feet
more. Also have a lower antenna running
north and south, one wire 70 feet, with
35 feet lead-in. But I do not get nearly
the volume with this antenna.
Long'
Distance
Crystal
Set
The set is very critical and delicate to
(4868) JWJ, Terre Haute, Ind.
I should like a hook-up that will receive tune, and I have to keep detector (C-300)
two hundred miles or more with a crystal turned well down. I use C-301 A in Radio
detector. I have never received music frequency, and Western Electric power
except from WEAC, one mile away. I tubes in the audio circuit.
WMC at Memphis is the nearest station;
accomplished this with a detector, two
it often comes in with terrific loudness.
slide tuner, 3000 ohm. phones and 90-foot The loop is of the pancake type with 120
aerial.
A. — We present a diagram of a crystal feet of number 16 fixture wire; even with
the antenna on the loop is fairly directional, but the connecting of the ground
wire immediately stops all signals.
If I tune in a station on the loop only,
with the loud speaker on second stage, the
aerial signals will immediately increase
at least ten times as loud.
Now, as I see it I am getting signals
with the same set and tubes louder than I
did in winter. There is a difference between first and second stage amplification.
I feel sure that this winter I will not need
any amplifiers in the audio circuit, as I
will be able to get signals loud enough
VARIOCOUPLER.
directly off the detector. In fact I have
operated a loud speaker directly off the
GROUND
detector and have been able to hear across
detector circuit. The apparatus used in the room, but very faintly.
I would like to have your honest opinion
this circuit makes it possible to obtain
as to whether I have run across anything
much finer tuning properties, which natur- that is above the average. If I have,
ally increases its receiving range. In would you advise me what to do with it?
ordinary crystal detector circuits the sigDuring the winter I used a 4-strand
nals in most instances reach the crystal
for detection but are not audible because cage type antenna 120 feet long and at the
present
height 80 feet. This has blown
the tuning mechanism is not sufficiently
down; I tried two wires, hoping to escape
sensitive.
some static.
The diagram shows a circuit capable of
I find that I can eet stations even when
a receiving range of three hundred miles
where an adequate antenna system, 150 static is so bad that I can hear nothing
feet of wire in a single strand including but 'static' on my friend's Westinghouse.
I assure you that I will appreciate any
lead in, is employed.
advice or comment that you have to make
as to my results or experiments.
Good
Reception
A few nights ago I heard WWJ for the
(4545) EBA, Port Gibson,
Miss.
first time since March, and I am also
If you can spare the time, I want you to getting Edgewater Beach loud and clear,
tell me if I have really hit upon anything also WDAP. but never KYW. During the
better than is common. I am situated winter before making changes I had no
trouble in reaching both New York and
of static,"
in the "land
south
down few
way have
and
opportunities
to visit
other Los Angeles.
bugs to compare results, but I am advised
A. — Although your apparatus is excepby a Radio salesman in New Orleans that
tionally good, it is not without precedent.
my results are way ahead of those he has
You are to be congratulated upon the
heard in the south.
Pardon a long description, but I feel it good fortune of being very favorably lonecessary that you may know all the facts.
I am situated in a small country town,
200 miles from New Orleans, 250 from
Something You'll Want to Keep
Memphis, 250 from Birmingham, and 400
from Dallas and Fort Worth, about 550
from St. Louis, Kansas City and Louisville, and more than 700 from Chicago and
Omaha. I bought my present set one
g£ Hook-Ups and Symbols
year ago. It is a 6-tube set, 3-step Radio
Just send a two-cent stamp and
detector and 2 audio. I got fair results
a dealer's name. No further oblast fall and winter, but very poor during,
ligation, but possibly a reminder
last summer. During January and Febthat you need a perfect crystal.
ruary I was able to get stations in the
If
so,
slip
SO cents for both into
above cities with sufficient volume, using
the envelope, and thank yourself
2-step audio amplifier to operate a Magever after that you tried a B-Metal Loud
navox loud speaker, enough to fill two
Talking Crystal. It's a piece of radio jewelry
and works as good as it looks. Sold under
rooms, and on rare occasions on first step
our liberal Money Back Guarantee to Satisfy.
audio to operate Magnavox loud enough to
hear directly in front.
B-METAL
REFINING
COMPANY
Early in April I failed to get anything
3134 TRUMBULL AVE., DETROIT, MICH.
but static, very rarely getting any part of
Phantom Circuit
(4522) RZZ, Laredo, Texas.
Can a Freshman variable grid leak 0 to
5 megohms
be used on the phantom?
Can the set be used on a regular antenna
and ground; what results does it give?
When used with a 4-foot antenna, where
are the antenna and ground connected?
A. — A Freshman grid leak 0 to 5
megohms will serve.
The circuit in question is designed primarily as a portable receiver, and can be
used with the usual antenna and ground
connections. If a smaller antenna is used,
no change is necessitated as to the method
of connecting.

QiA 4868

it before beginning its manufacture?
A. — The circuit of your description is
regenerative in principle and as such
comes under the Armstrong patent rights.
To construct for commercial purposes
would make you amenable to the law.
Commercial Production
The tuner unit could doubtless be man(4628) DWS, Dushore, Pa.
ufactured for sale, but not the completed
I have, in a homemade set, what I call
a 3-coil variocoupler which I find highly sets.
We advise that you take the matter of
efficient. As there is no similar instru- patent to the United States patent office,
ment now on the market, I would like to
Washington,
D. C, for authoriative inask your opinion as to whether or not I
It is the better part of wiswould be able to manufacture and sell dom to be formation.
well informed and protected
them without getting tangled in red tape. before proceeding.
There is no need of a lengthy description of it on which to base your answer.
To be sure of good reception, the RadioIt is nothing more than a 180-degree phan
should see that all connections are
coupler with somewhat less than the
well
soldered. Many a failure in recepusual clearance between the primary and
tion can be traced to poor connections.
the secondary, and a second rotary coil,
used as a tickler, revolving inside the
secondary rotor. It gives a high degree
A sewing
machine
motor
will create
of selectivity and powerful regeneration. noises in a radio set.
Regeneration is very easily controlled;
one can tune closer to the "spilling over
point" and still obtain undistorted signals
with this tuner than with any other I
have ever used. At a distance of 125
miles I receive TVGY with sufficient volume to operate a loud speaker; this on a
single WD-12 used as a detector, and with
no amplification. Of course, the results
are far from deafening, but- are loud
enough to be heard clearly all over the
room. With one stage of audio frequency
added, using the same type of tube, results compare favorably with my Westinghouse EC with its detector and two
stages.
"What I would like to do is manufacture
the tuners, unmounted, and also put up
complete sets in cabinet wit'.i two stage
amplifier and loud speaker built in. Could
as our
this be done without infringing on existing patents? Would the tuner be patentable, and would it be advisable to patent

cated and doubtless in having a high-grade
equipment and skillful construction, which
are essential to the excellent results you
have recited.
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T— Illustrated

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Parti
AA3, Denver. Colo.
440 meters.
1.500 ml.
Fltzslmboos $-9
Gen.pro.Hospital.
iEducattanal Deot.
I". S. Army).
music, emeitaiumem.
Mountain.
O
ti.llery O. N. B.
Fie
Wei
Kri. music
Sun.
. ldchCantAron
*\Q6ch
ur
service*.
I
ASS, S*n Autcnlo, Tex.
360 meters.
300 ml.
I'. S.
Army. Ft, Sun Houston.
Men. Tli'..A\7. <:. Paul. Mlun.
40O i
)i Inf.
ciusrJ.
Si. P»ul
Armory.
Daily ax

■

10 pm.
Thurs. S
BEI. Tacorua. Wash.
400 meters.
100 ml. Cami I
I". S. Army, Iblrd s. . <l Co. Daily (i Tlnirs. Sun.
1'
lectures.
announcem
music, Alta..
16-7
CFAC. pm.Calsarv.
C. ents,
Calsary Herald.
D
music, eotertainnu:.
market, weather.
Mountain.
CFCA.
Toronto. Ont.. Can.
400 meters.
1.000 ml.
uto Star.
Daily ex Sun. 12 n
5-30-6. S-9. wea'her. market, news, music. enlei
menu
Sun.
6:45 pm. concert.
Eastern
Daylight
CFCF\Montreal. P. a. Can.
440 meter*.
1.000 ml.
Marconi Co.
Daily 1-1:45 pm.
Monday.
Wed. Frl.
pm. music, entertainment,
reports.
CFCH. Iroquois Falls. Ont., Can.
400 meters.
500 mi.
Abitibi Power
i; Pj;-er Co., Ltd.
Daily.
9 pm,
reports, music, t.-.'.crtaiument.
Experimental
station,
Eastern.
T
CFCJ, Quebec. Que.. Can.
410 meters.
oO mi.
La
de LEvenement.
CFCK.
Edmonton,
Alta.. Can.
410 meters.
oOO mi.
Radio Supply Co.
Daily ex Sun. S->:^' pm. :Sun.
3:30-4:30 pm. ConcertMountain.
CFCL,
Victoria. B. C. Can.
400 meters.
500 mi.
Centennial
Methodist
Church.
CFCN, Calgary. Alta.. Can.
275. 440 meters.
l.oOO ml.
W. w. Grant Badio Ltd.
Slogan.
'Voice of the
Prairies."
Mon. 9 pm. music. Fri. 10:30-12:30 pm.
dance music.
Sat. 10-12 im.
Wei. Sat, Sun. after
11:30 pm using test call 9AC.
Mountain.
CFCO, Bellevue. P. Q. 450 meters.
50 mi. Daily exSun. 10 pm. news, markets. Sit, 9-10 pm. music.
^-10:30. rrr.:-.
ment.
CFCW, London,
Out.. Can.
420 meters.
50 mi.
The
Radio Shop.
rues. Thurs, Sat. 5:30-9:30 pm. music,
.inment.
Eastern.
CFQC.
Sask.. Sask.. Can.
400 meters.
oOO ml
The
Shop. Ltd.
.
CFUC.
Montreal. P. Q., Can.
400 meters.
1,000 mi,
:( Montreal.
CHBC. Calgarr. Alia.. Can.
410 meters.
1.000 mi. W.
\v Grant Radio Ltd.
(Morning
Albertan.)
Daily
ex Sat. 8:45-9:45 pm. news, stock Quotations, music.
Mountain.
CHCD,
Quebec.
Que.,
Can.
410
meters.
50 mi.
Canadian
Wireless
and Electric Co.
CHCE, Victoria. B. C. Can.
310 and 400 meters.
500
mi.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm, 7:30-9:30.
Sun.
9-10 cm, music, entertainment.
Pacific.
CHYC. ..era
"Montreal.
meters.
1.5C0 ml.
Elec. Co.Que..No Can.
regular410schedule.
CJCA. Edmonton.
Alta.. Can.
450 meters.
1.000 mi.
Edmonton Journal. Ltd.
Slogan. "1116 Sunniest Spot
my Alberta."
Club. "Igloo Hut."
Daily ex
12:30 pm, weather, markets, 7:30-S pm. Chilhalf hour.
8:30-9:30 pm. concert, reports.
Utairj.
CJCD.
Toronto, Canada.
410 meters.
200 mi.
V.
Eaton Co. Daily ex Sat. Sun, 4-5 pm. Sat. llam-12
m
Wed, Fri. 7-S pm, music.
CJCE. Vancouver
B. C. Can.
420 meters.
150 mi.
Sprout-Shaw
Badio Co.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30
pm, 3:30-5. S-10, music, news.
Pacific.
CJCI. S- John. N. B.. Can.
4O0 meters.
500 mi.
Maritime Badio Corp.. Ltd.
Mon. Wed. Fri. 7:3t)-9
pm. music.
Sat, 9-11 pm, music.
Eastern.
CJCN,
Toronto. Ont,, Can.
410 meters.
1.000 mi.
s. Agnew & Co.
.
CJCX.
Olds, Alta.. Can.
400 meters.
500 mi.
PerV. Shackleton.
Slogan. "The Best Town in
the West."
Tues, Thuis, 9:45-11 pm, music.
Sat.
pm. music.
Mountain.
CJGC. London. Ont-. Can.
430 meters.
300 mi. Louie Press. Daily ex Sun.
9:30-10 am. 12-1 pm.
.■■ llastern.
;. market and weather, S-9. music, enter-

KFAE. Pullman, Wash.
KFAF.
Badio

pm. Thurs. 7:30-5. music, reports* iu-v*s. it
KFAJ. Boulder. Colo.
360 meters.
800 ml.
Univ. of
i
No definite schedule.
Univ. activities.
Mountain.
KFAN, Moscow. Ida. 360 meters.
200 mi. The Electric
Shop.
Tues. Thurs. Sal. 7:30-8:30 pm. music, reports.
Sun. church services.
Pacific.
KFAP.
Butte. Mont.
360 meters.
Standard Pub. Co.
KFAQ. San Jose. Calif.
36" meters.
City of San Jose,
KFAR. Hollywood, Calif.
280 meters.
Studio Lighting
Seniu
e
KFAU. Bcise. Ida. 270 meters.
200 ml.
Boise H. S.
Dally ex Sun, 3-3:30 pm, markets, news: 8:30 pm.
weather.
Tues. Fri. 8-9 pm. concert,
Thurs, 7:309 1 > pm. music.
Mountain.
KFAV. Venice. Calif.
255 meters.
50 mi.
AbbotKinney Pacific.
Co.
Mon, Tues, Wed. Fri, 8:30-9:30 pm,
music.
KFAW,
Santa
Ana.
Calif.
2S0
meters.
100
mi.
Badio
i
Daily ex Sun. 4 :30-5 pm, news, reports, music.
| Den.
Mon. Thurs. 6:30-7:30 pm. concert.
Pacific.
KFAY.
Medford.
Ore.
360 meters.
500 mi.
Virgin
Badio Service.
Temporarily* discontinued.
Havre, Mont.
360 meters.
150 mi. F. A. Buti KFBB.
Daily ex Sun.
12:30 pm.
agriograms.
i trey Co.
weather, news.
Tues, Fri. S-9:30 pm, music.
Mountain.
KFBC,
Phoenix.
Ariz.
233 meters.
Nielson Badio
Supply Co.
KFBE.
San' Luis Obispo. Calif.
300 meters.
50 mi.
B. H. Hom.
Mon, Wed. Fri. 4:30-5:30 pm.
Pacific.
KFBG, Tacoma. Wash.
360 meters.
First Presbyterian
Church.
KFBK. Sacramento. Calif.
2S3 meters. 300 mi. Eimball-Upson Co. Slogan, "Heart of California,"
Daily
ex. Sun, 6-6:45 pm. concert, news, codes. Wed. 8-9:30
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KFBL, Everett, Wash.
224 meters.
50 ml
Leese Bros.
Daily ex Sun, 7:15-8:15 pm.
Sun. 2-3 pm.
Pacific.
KFBS. Trinidad, Colo.
360 meters.
Chronicle News &
Gas & Elec. Supply Co.
KFBU.
Laramie,
Wyo.
2S3 meters.
Bishop N. S.
Thomas.

KOPM, Cleveland, O. 270 meters.
Westinghouse Elec
& Mfg. Co.
K D PT, San Diego. Calif.
244 meters.
500 ml
Southern Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun. 7-7 -JO pm. news,
weather,
concerts,
lecture.
Tues.
Sat, 8-10 pm.
Sun, 11:30-12:00 am. sermon.
Pacific.
KOYL,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
360 meters.
1.800 ml
Salt Lake Telegram.
Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, neWE,
music, entertainment.
Mountain.
KDYM, San Diego, Calif.
252 meters. Savoy Theater.
KDYQ.
Portland. Ore.
360 meters.
200 ml
Oregon
,te of Technology.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYS,
Great Falls, Mont.
360 meters.
1.000 ml
Great Falls Tribune.
Mon, Wed. Sat. 8-10 pm. concert. Sun, 4 pro, church servicesMountain.
KDYW,
Phoenix, Ariz.
360 meters.
100 ml
Smith
Hughes
& Co.
Temporarily
discontinued.
KDYX. Honolulu. T. H.. Hawaii.
360 meters.
500 ml
Honolulu
Star-Bulletin
Co., Ltd.
Daily ex Sun.
12:15-1:15 pm, reports; 6:30-7:30 pm, entertainment,
music, talks.
Sun, 11 am-12 :15 pm, church services.
120th Meridian.
KDZB. Bakersfield. Calif.
240 meters.
500 mi. Frank
Siefert,
Dairy ex Sun, 8-9 pm. reports, music.
Sun,
sacred program, irregular.
Pacific.
KDZE,
Seattle, Wash.
455 meters.
500 mi.
Seattle
Badio Assn.
Daily ex Sun. 10:30-11 am, 3:30-4:30
pm, news, music.
Mon, Fri, 7-8 pm. concertWed.
8-9 pm, concert.
Pacific.
KDZF,
Los Angeles. Calif.
278 meters.
Automobile
Club of Southern California.
KOZI, Wenatchee. Wash.
360 meters.
700 ml
Elec.
Supply
Co.
Daily ex Sun, 4:30-5:30 pm. music.
Mon. Wed, Fri. 8-9 pm, music.
Sun, 11 am-12 :30 pm,
church services.
Pacific.
KDZK, Beno, Nev.
360 meters.
50 mi.
Nevada Machine ic Elec. Co. (Nevada State Journal).
Sun, 7-8
pm. Pacific.
KDZQ. Denver, Colo. 360 meters. Pyle & Nichols.
KDZB, Bellingham, Wash.
261 meters.
200 ml
The
Bellingham
Pub. Co.
Mon. Wed. Fri. 7-8:30 pm,
music, news, reports; 7:30-7:45. code practice.
Tues.
Sat. Sun. 7-8 pm.
Pe
KDZT, Seattle, Wash.
360 meters.
Seattle Badio Assd.
KFAD. Phoenix. Ariz.
300 meters.
200 ml
Mi-Arthur
;:=. Daily ex Sun. 7:30-8:30 pm, news, weather.

KFEC. Portland, Ore. 360 meters. 75 mi. Mri, r ,v
Frank Co. Inc. Dally ex Sun. 12 m. weather, reports;
4-5 pm. music: 6:30 pm. weather, crop, markets, reports. Thurs. 9-10 pm. concert. Sat. 11 am 12 in.
n's hour.
Pacini-.
KFEJ. Tacoma, Wash.
360 meters.
Guy Creason.
.
KFEL. Denver. Colo. 360 meters, winner Radio Corp
Daiiy ex Sun, 9 am. 10, 11. 11:45, stock reports: 3-4
pm. music. Mon. Fri. 9-10 pm, 12-1 am. concert.-..
Sub, 9-10 am. church services.
Mountain.
KFEP, Denver. Colo.
240 meters. Badio Equipment Co.
KFEQ. Oak. Neb.
360 meters.
J. L. Scroggiu.
KFER.
Service Fort
Co. Dodge. la. 231 meters. Auu> Electric
KFEV. Douslas. Wyo. 263 meters. 250 ml. Felix
Thompson , Badio Elec. Shop. Weather reports and
J warnings.
Mountain.
KFEX, Minneapolis. Minn. 275 meters. 600 ml. Augsburg Seminary. Tues, Sat. 6 pm, music. Sun, 9:15
pm. church sendees.
Central.
KFEY. Kellogg, Ida. 360 meters. Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Const. Co.
KFEZ. St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. American Society
of Mech. Engrs.
tain.
KFFB,
Boise. Ida. 273 meters. 70 mi. Jenkins Furn.

I- arm K(iuip. Co.
KFIL, Loulsburg, Kans.

234 meters. Wlndlsch Elec.

KFio, Spokane, Wash, ;52 meters. North Central
Blab laklma.
school. Wash. 221 meters. 200 ml. Yakima
KFIO,
cific.
Valley Broadcasting Assn. Slogan. "The Station That
Will Make 224 Famous." Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm,
weather, markets. Mon, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. PaKFIU, Juneau,
226 meters. Alaska Elec.
.v Power Alaska,
Co.
KFIV, Pittsburg. Kans.
240 meters. V. H. Broyles.
KFIX, Independence. Kans. 240 meters. Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ, of Later Day Saints.
KFIY,
Seattle, Wash.
236 meters.
Brott LaboraKFiz. Fond du Lac, Wis.
273 meters.
Dally Commonwealth. Power Grand
Co.
KFJA.
Island, Nebr.
244 meters.
Central
KFJC. Seattle. Wash.
233 meters.
Post Intelligencer.
KFJD. Greeley. Colo. 236 meters. 300 ml Weld County
Printing & Pub. Co.
KFJF.
252 meters.
National
Radio Oklahoma
Mfg. Co. City, Okla.

Co. (Owyhee Hotel). Daily. 8-9 pm. concert. MounKFFE. Pendleton. Ore. 360 meters. 100 mi. Eastern
Pacific.
Ore. Radio Co. Daily ex Sun. 8:30-9:30 pm, music.

Shop. Selma, Calif.
KF1H,
273 meters.
The Sugar Bowl.
KFJI, Astoria. Ore.
252 meters.
Liberty Theatre.
KFJJ, Carrollton, Mo.
236 meters.
Carrollton Badio

KFFO, Hillsboro. Ore.
229 meters.
Dr. E. H. Smith.
KFFP. Moberly, Mo. 275 meters. 300 mi. First Baptist
Church.
Slogan,
"The
Gospel
Messenger
of the Air."
Sun, 10:45 am, 8 pm, churck services. Central.
KFFQ, Colorado Springs. Colo. 360 meters. 250 mi.
The Marksheffel Motor Co. Daily, 8:15 am. weather;
4-5 pm, concert. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-9:30 pm, special
program.
Mountain.
KFFR, Sparks. Nev. 226 meters. 50 ml Jim Kirk.
Wed, Fri, 8-9 pm, "Sagebush Canaries."
Pacific.
KFFV, Lamcni, Iowa. 360 meters. 600 ml Graceland College. Wed, 9:20 am, music appreciation,
Thurs, 8 pm, entertainment,
CentraL
KFFX, Omaha, Nebr. 278 meters. 600 mi. The McGraw Co. Daily, 2:30-3:50 pm. Central.
KFFY, Alexandria. La. 360 meters. Pincus & Murphy, Dallas,
Inc.
KFFZ.
Amusement
Co. Tex. 360 meters. AL G. Barnes

KFJK.
Bristow,
Okla.
233 meters.
Delano
Badio
& Elec. Co.
KFJL, Ottumwa. la. 242 meters.
Hardzoog Mfg. Co.
KFJM.
Grand Forks, N. D.
229 meters.
University
cf North Dakota.
KFJQ, Grand Forks, N. D.
252 meters. Valley Badio
Div. of Elec. Construe. Co.
(Portable station.)
KFJR.
StevensvUle,
Mont.
258 meters.
Ashley
C.
Dixon & Son.
KFKA.
Greeley. Colo.
2 IS meters.
Colorado
State
Teachers College.
KFKH.
Lakeside.
Colo.
226 meters.
Denver
Park
Amusement Co.
KFLE,
Service.Denver, Colo. 268 meters. National Educational
KFZ, Spokane, Wash.
283 meters.
300 ml
DoerrMitcheU
Co. Slogan, "In the Heart of the Inland
Pacific. Elec.
Empire."
Tues, Fri, 7:30-9 pm, music. Sun, 6-7 pm.
KGB. Tacoma. Wash.
360 meters.
2O0 mi.
Tacoma
Daily Ledger — William A. Mullins Eke. Co.
Daily
Pacific.
ex Sun, 7-9 pm.
Sun. 5-7:30 pm, entertainment.

Serially Continuously —
THE BROADCASTING station directory is the most complete
and authentic list of Radiophone plants. Letters are being
sent various stations every day for information. No other
paper or source provides the data given here. The idea is original
and a service which Eadio Digest has maintained from the start.
Every public service broadcasting station is to be found now3 not only
in the location index, but in the schedule li3t. The latter, however
is divided, one-fourth appearing this week, the second quarter to appear
next week, and the third part the week following and the fourth will
have the state, city and station index.
The station schedules given here are listed alphabetically by call letters.
Following the call is given the city and state, the wave length, estimated
sure miles range of the station, the owner 's name, the slogan of the station if one is used, name of listener in "club," the schedule of operating hours, and the kind of time used.

CJSC.
Toronto. Ont-, Can.
Evening
Telegram.
430
500 mi.
CKAC.
Montreal, Que., Can.
430 meters.
1,000 ml.
La Presse.
Daily. 4 pm. Tues. Thurs. 7-9, music,
.-..unment. market, weather.
Eastern.
' CKCD.
Vancouver.
Ont.. Can.
410 meters.
1.000 mi.
Vancouver Daily Province.
Daily ex Sun. S:30-9:30
pm, music, news, entertainment,
CKCE,
Toronto. Ont.. Can.
450 meters.
1.000 mi.
Can.m. Ind.
Telephone
Daily ex Sun.
11:55 am12
Arlington
Time Co.
Signals.
,
CKCK.
Begina, Sask., Can.
420 meters.
1.500 mi.
Leader Pub. Co.
Mon, Wed. Fri. Sal. 10-10:30 am.
1:15-2 pm. 7:30-5:15.
Tues, 7:30-9.
Sun, 9. music,
■diriment, news, market, weather.
Mountain.
CKOC,
Hamilton,
Ont.
Can.
410 meters.
100 mi,
Wentworth
Radio
Supply Co., Ltd.
Wed. Fri. 8-9
pm,
music,
entertainment.
Sun,
11
am-12
m,
7-8 pm,
church services.
Eastern.
CKY.
Winnipeg,
Man.. Can.
450 meters.
1.000 mi.
Manitoba Tel. Co. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-2 pm.
Tues.
Thurs, Fri. 8:30-9:45.
Sun, 9-9:30 am, music, entertainment, weather. Central
DN4. Denver. Colo.
360 meters,
200 ml
Colorado NaGuard.
Daily ex Sun. 8:15 pm, weather.
news, concert,
Thurs. 8:15-9:30 pm, special concert,
speech.
Mountain.
KDKA,
E. Pittsburgh. Pa.
326 meters.
2,000 ml
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 101015 am. 12:30-1 pm. music; 5-9 pm. news, features,
markets,
concert; 9:55-10.
time.
Sun, 10:45 am,
- service; 2:45 pm, Bible story; 3 pm, concert:
- 45 pm, 7:30, church service.
Eastern.
KDOW, -New
Home port
York.York, N. Y. S.S. America-

360 meters.
1.500 ml.
Stat*
Mi i. Wed. Frl. 7:30-9 pm,
>isic. readings.
Pacific.
Denrel
1,500 ml.
Western
E
Corp.
Slogan. "W-ue
tromTlmis
the and
Rockies—
Out

The state, city and call list appears with the last week and is merely an
index. One wishing to find the calls of the stations in his vicinity,
will find this index useful. Three successive issues of Eadio Digest
will give one the most complete and accurate list of broadcasting stations
obtainable.

KFCB, San Diego, Calif. 27S meters. 100 ml W. K.
Azbi'J. Thurs, Sun. S-9 pm, Bible lesson, sermon.
Pacific.
KFCD, Salem. Ore. 360 meters. 100 ml F. S. Barton. Tues. Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm
Pacific.
KFCF,
Moore. Walla Walla, Wash, 360 meters. Frank A.
KFCH, Billings, Mont. 360 meters. 500 ml Electric
Service Station. Inc. Wed. Fri, Sun. 7:30-9 pm.
music.
Mountain.
KFCK, Colorado Springs, Colo. 242 meters. Colorado
Springs Badio Co.
KFCL, Los Angeles, Calif. 360 meters. 1.50O ml Los
Angeles Union Stock Yards. Dairy ex Sun, 10-10:30
am. 1:15-1:45 pm. 4-1:30. 8-8:20, live stock reports.
Thurs, 9-9:20 pm.
Pacific.
KFCM, Richmond. Calif. 244 meters. 500 ml Richmond Badio Shop. Slogan, "Out Where the West
Ends" Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, music, Tues, Fri, 8-9
pm, music. Pacific.
KFCP, Ogden, Utah.
360 meters.
Ralph W. Flygare.
KFCV, Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 1000 ml Fred
Mahaffey, Jr. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm. marCentralkets, entertainment. Sun, 2-3 pm- entertainment.
KFCY, Le Mars, la. 360 meters. 300 ml Western
Union College. Fri, 8-9 pm. music, educational
CentraL
KFCZ, Omaha, Neb.
258 meters.
Omaha Central H. S.
KFDA, Baker. Ore. 360 meters. 25 ml Adler's Music
Store. Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, 7-8, music. Sun. 6-8
pm.
Pacific
KFDC Spokane, Wash. 2S3 meters. 25 mi. E. B.
Craney.
Temporarily discontinued.
KFOD, Boise, Idaho. 252 meters. St. Michael's CaSun, 11:15-12:30 pm, -8-9:15 church services. thedral.
Mountain.
KFDH, Tucson. Ariz. 360 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Ariz.
Temporarily discontinued.
Mountain.
KFDJ, Corvallis, Ore. 360 meters. Oregon Agri. College.
KFDL,
Colo. 360 meters. Knight-Campbell
Music Denver,
Co.
ting.
KFDO, Bozeman, Mont, 248 meters. H. Everett CutKFDP. Des Moines. Iowa. 278 meters. 300 ml Hawkeye Badio & Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 3-3:45 pm.
reports, music. Mon, 9-10 pm, music. Thurs. 9-10
pm. 11 pm-12:30 am, music, entertainment.
CentraL
KFDR. York.
Neb.
360 Calif.
meters. 360Bullock's.
KFDS,
San
Francisco.
meters.
John
D.
McKee.
KFDU, Lincoln. Neb. 240 meters. Neb. Badio Elec.
Co.
KFDV. FayettevBle, Ark. 360 meters. 300 mi. Gilbrech & Stinson. Slogan. "Southern Gateway to the
Ozarks."
No regular schedule.
Central.
KFDX.
Church. Shreveport, La. 360 meters. First Baptist
KFDY. Brookings. S. D. 360 meters. S. D. State
College of Agri. & Mech. Arts. Mon, Sat. S:30 pm.
music. Tues. Thurs. 11 am, music, lectures, news.
Central.
KFDZ, Minneapolis, Minn.
360 meters. Harry O. Iver-

;-;::.

KFGC, Baton Rouge, La.
254 meters.
Louisiana State
University.
No regular schedule.
KFGD. Chickasha, Okla. 248 meters. 50 mi. Chickasha
Badio & Elec. Co. Slogan, "Queen of the Washita."
Daily ex Sun,
11:30-12
am;
9-9:30 pm, music.
CentraL
KFGH,
Stanford Univ., Calif.
360 meters.
500 mi
Leland
Stanford
Junior
University.
No
regular
schedule.
KFGJ,
St,
Louis,
Mo.
266
meters.
National
Guards
Missouri
KFGL, Arlington. Ore,
234 meters.
Arlington Garage.
KFGP, Cheney, Kans.
229 meters.
Cheney Badio Co.
KFGQ, Boone, la. 226 meters.
Crary Hardware Co.
KFGV. Utica. Nehr.
224 meters.
50 ml
Heidbreder
Badio Supply Co. No regular schedule.
KFGX.
Orange, Tex.
250 meters.
First Presbyterian
Church.
Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm. church services.
Central
Shop.
KFGY. Baudette, Minn
224 meters. Gjelhaug's Badio
KFGZ, Berrien Springs, Mich.
268 meters.
Emanuel
Missionary College.
KFHA,
Gunnison,
Colo.
360 meters.
Colorado State
Normalex School.
"Where
the Sun markets.
Shines Every
Daily
Sun, 8:30
am, weather,
Tues,Day."
7:30
pm, entertainment.
Mountain.
KFHB. Hood River. Ore.
2S0 meters.
50 mi.
Rialto
Theatre.
Daily ex Mon, 6:20-6:35 pm, sports, news.
Sun,
1-1:45 pm, music.
Special programs
11 pm.
Pacific.
KFHD, St. Joseph. Mo. 226 meters.
100 mi. Utz Electric Co. Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6 pm. Mon, Thurs, Sat,
8-9:30 pm, concert.
CentraL
KFHF,
Shreveport, La.
266 meters.
Central Christian Church.
KFHH.
Neah Bay, Wash.
283 meters.
Ambrose A.
McCue.
KFHI. Wichita. Kans.
224 meters.
Charles V. Dixon.
KFHJ,
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
360 meters.
Fallon
Company.
KFHL. Oskaloosa, la. 227 meters.
Penn College.
KFHP, uctsKearney,
Neb.
246 meters.
Badio Bug ProdCo.
KFHQ,
Los Gates, Calif.
242 meters.
Curtis Bros.
Hdwe.
Store.
KFHR. Seattle, Wash.
270 meters. Star Elec. & Eadio
Co.
KFHS, Hutchinson. Kans.
229 meters.
Bobert Nelson.
KFHU, MayvUle. N. D.
261 meters.
M. G. Sateren.
KFHY, Trinidad. Colo.
242 meters.
B. S. McEwan.
KFI, Los Angeles. Calif.
469 meters.
2.000 mi. Earl
C. Anthony, Inc.
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm. 6:45-7:30
pm.
8-11 pm. Wed, Fri, Sat. 8-12 pm.
Sun. 10:3011:30 am. 4-5 pm. 8-11.
Pacific.
KFIB. St. Louis, Mo.
244 meters.
Franklin W. Jenfcsaa,
KFID.
Iola, Kans.
246 meters.
Boss Arbuckles Garage. Daily. 5:15-5:15 pm.
Tues. 9-10 pm.
Thurs,
8-9 pm.
Central
KFIF.
Ore.
360 meters.
Benson
Tech.
StudentPortland.
Body.
KFIJ. Platte, S. D. 236 meters. Sidney L Tliorean.
KFIK, Gladbrock, Iowa, 234 meters. Gladbrook Elec
Co.

KGB,
Tacoma,
Wash.
252 meters.
Tacoma
Daily
Ledger.
KGG. Portland. Ore.
360 meters.
500 ml
Hallock &
Watson
Radio
Service.
Slogan, "The Rose City."
Daily ex Sun. 5-6 pm, music, entertainment 7 :30-8
pm, reports. Sat, 8-9 pm. answers to Radio Questions.
Sun, Wed, 9-10 pm, music. Pacific.
KGN, Portland, Ore.
360 meters.
100 ml
Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co. Irregular schedule.
KGO, Altadena, Calif.
360 meters.
300 ml
Altadena
Radio Lab.
No regular schedule.
KGU,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
360 meters.
150 ml
The
Honolulu Advertiser.
Daily. 7:30-9 pm.
Tues, Thurs.
Sat, special program.
150th meridian.
(Three hours
later than Pacific.)
KGW,
Portland.
Ore.
492 meters.
1,500 mi.
Oregonian
Pub. Co.
Slogan.
'KGW.
Keep
Growing
Wiser."
Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am, weather; 3:30-4 pm,
woman's Mon,
program;
7:30 8-9
pm, pm,weather,
pm,
music.
Wed. Fri.
concert. 10-11
Mon, Fri,
7-7:30 pm, lecture; 11-12 pm. Hoot Owls.
Sun, 7-8
pm, concert.
Pacific.
KGY, Lacey, Wash.
258 meters.
250 mi.
St. Martins
College.
Slogan, "Out Where the Cedars Meet the
Sea"
Tues, Fri. Sun, 8:30-9:30 pm, news, concert,
lecture, bedtime story.
Pacific.
KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif.
395 meters.
2,000 ml
Los
Angeles Times.
Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:15 pm, 2:303:30, 6:45-7:30, 8-10.
Sun.
10-11 am, 8-10 pm.
PacificSeattle, Wash.
KHQ,
360 meters.
Louis Wasmer.
KJQ. Stockton, Calif.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Gould.
The Light Man
Daily ex Sun, 5-6 pm, concert.
Mon, Wed, 9-10 pm, concert.
Sun, 10-11 am. church
servicesPacific
KJR, Seattle, Wash.
270 meters.
1,500 mi. Northwest
Radio Service Co.
Daily ex Sun. 5:30-6:15 pm, reports. Mon, 7:30-8:30 pm, music.
Tues. Fri, Sat,
8:30-9:30
pm,
concerts,
lecture,
bedtime
stories.
Thurs. 9-10:30 pm.
Pacific.
KJS. Los Angeles. Calif.
360 meters.
500 ml
Bible
Inst, of Los Angeles.
Tues. 7-7:30 pm, Thurs, 8-9,
sacred music, lectures, etc.
Sun. 11:30-12:30
pm,
6-6:45, 8-9, church services.
Pacific.
KLN, Del Monte. Calif.
261 meters.
Monterey Elec.
Shop.
Daily, 12-1 pm. weather, markets, news; 7-8
pm,
Tues, Fri, 7-7:30 pm. 8-8:30, concert.
Pacificconcert.
KLS, Oakland, Calif.
360 meters.
1,500 ml
Warner
Bros. Badio Supply Co. Dally, 11:30-1 pm.
Fri. 8-9
pm.
Sun, 12-1 pm.
Pacific.
KLX, Oakland,
Calif.
360 meters.
500 ml
Oakland
Tribune.
Daily ex Sun. 3:15-5:15 pm, sports; 7-7:30.
news, entertainment,
Tues. 8-9 pm.
Fri, 9-10 pm.
Sun, 10-11 am, church services.
Pacific.
KLZ, Denver, Colo.
360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Beynolds
Badio Co. Daily ex Sun, 7:30-8 pm, news, markets,
bedtime story.
Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert.
Sun, S:3010:30 pm. concert.
Mountain.
KMJ. Fresno, Calif.
360 meters.
300 ml
San Joaquin
Lt. & Pr- Corp.
Sun, 8-10 pm. music.
Pacific.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash.
360 meters.
200 mi.
Tacoma
Times.
(Love Electric Co.)
Daily ex Sun, 6-7 pm.
9:15-10, concert, news, lecture.
Pacific
KNJ.
N. M.
250 meters.
BosweD. Public
ServiceBosweU,
Co.
KNT,
Aberdeen, Wash.
263 meters.
600 ml
Grays
Harbor cert.Badio
Pacific. Co. Daily ex Sun, 7-8 pm, news, conCo.
a
KNV, Los Angeles. Calif.
256 meters.
Badio Supply
KNX. Los Angeles, Calif.
360 meters.
Elec. Lighting
& Supply Co.
K0B. State College, N. M. 360 meters. 500 ml
N. M.
Agri. & Mech. Arts.
Daily 11:55-12 m. 9:55-10 pm.
time, cert.
reports.Mountain. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7:30-8:30 pm, conK0P, Detroit, Mich.
2S6 meters.
1.500 mi.
Detroit
Police
First."
Dailyemergency.
ex Sun,
1 pm, Dept.
6:30. Slogan.
reports, "Safety
police information,
Eastern.
KPO,
San Francisco,
Calif.
423 meters.
1.500 mi.
Hale Bros.. Inc. Daily ex Sun, 1-2 pm, 4:30-5:30 pm,
music
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Sun, S-10 pm, concert,
lectures.
Sat, 8-12 pm. music.
Sun. 11-12:30 pm,
church services
Pacific.
KOI. Berkeley, Calif.
360 meters.
Univ. of Calif.
KQP, Hood Biver, Ore.
36o meters.
Apple City Badio
Pacific
Club. Fri,
Slogan,
City ofWed.the 9 West."
Mon.
Wed.
6:30 "Apple
pm, music.
pm, special.
KQV, Pittsburgh, Pa. 360 meters.
300 mi. DoubledayHill Elec. Co.
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:30 pm; 4:30-5.
music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10-10:55 pm, concert.
Fri.
4:30-5:15 pm, children's program.
Eastern.
KQW,
San Jose, Calif.
360 meters.
1000 ml
Chas.
D. Herrold.
Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm.
Wed, 8-9
pm, concert.
KRE,
Berkeley. Pacific.
Calif.
278 meters.
600 ml
Daily
Pacific.
Gazette.
Mon, 8-10 pm.
Wed. 9-10 pm, concert.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo.
546 meters.
1.500 ml
St Louis
Post Dispatch.
Daily ex Sun. 8:40 am. 9:40. 10:40.
11:40, nights.
12:10 pm.Central.
1:40. 2:40. 4, 8. Thurs and. Sun.
silent
KSL San Francisco. Calif.
360 meters.
SO mi
The
Emporium.
Temporarily discontinued.
Prest & Dean
229 meters.
KSS. Long Beach, Calif.
Badio Co. No regular schedule.
First
oOO ml
360 meters
Seattle. Wash.
KTW.
3-4.30.
11-12:30 pm.
Sun,
Presbyterian
7-9:30.
church Church.
service.
Pacific.
(NOTE— The second part el the station schedule list
will appear nest weefcl
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RADIO PREDICTS QUAKES
a

SHOCK EXPERTS WILL MAKE
AIRPHONE TO WARN PEOPLE
Dr. L. Day, Famous Seismologist, Suggests Ether
Device as Forecaster — Jap Plant with Hero
Operator Tells World of Earthquake
(Special to RADIO DIGEST.)
ficed as in the Japanese disaster, not if the
LOS ANGELES.— No more will terri- ! recent suggestion ■ 1 Dr. Arthur L. Pay,
fy] • earthquakes f-atcli a. sleeping public , fame us seismologist, ta apply B«d56 principles to the forecasting and warning of
in a horrifying holocaust!
No more will
hundreds of thousands of lives be sacri- quakes, is acted upon and realized.
Dr. Day, director of the Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory in Washington, D. C,
Lcoking- up giant 660-foot mast supporting the
is responsible for the statement, made at a
antenna of the Japanese station at Haranoluncheon
here of the Southern California
machi, only means of communicating news of
Chapter of the Seismological Society of
the Japanese disaster to the outside world.
Below, center, is the heroic Jap operator, T.
America, that the principles of Eadio have
Yonemura. who stuck to his post, many
great scientific possibilities in seismogratimes forced to make his own repairs to send
the news. Below, right, is Irving Brown,
phy, the study of earthquakes. Dr. Day
commercial operator at San Francisco, who
was speaking before a group of internafirst heard Yonemura calling
tionally known earthquake specialists who
Photos below © Int.
were meeting here to discuss earth tremors
and ways and means to eliminate such
catastrophes, and the frightful loss of life
following Would
in theirWarn
wake. of Quake
Dr. Day believes that application of
Eadio principles and specially designed
apparatus to the already sensitive and
delicately adjusted seismographs, which
register earthquakes, would enable the
Radiophan in the threatened area to be
warned in advance of the coming shock.
Such a forecast would be possible early
enough so that the inhabitants of the
region could move to safe parts of the
country, or at least to the open spaces
where their lives would be less in danger.
Although the exact system the famous
scientist has in mind was not divulged,
he indicated that automatic seismograph
stations equipped to send Radio alarms,
were a part of his general plan. Such
stations might be compared to the automatic Radio compass stations now used
to send out bearings to ships at sea.
Find Direction of Tremor
Such a system, Dr. Day believes, would
enable the observers to calculate the
strength and direction of the tremors so
accurately that relief trains could be dispatched to remove the people from the
threatened cities long in advance of the
disaster, thereby saving the lives that
would otherwise be lost.
(Continued on page 2)
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CLOG DIGEST MAIL
CLASS

H

GETS

HEAVY
ONSLAUGHT FROM FANS

Consecutive
of Sixteenth
Appearance
Coupon Shows Readers Have Been
Saving Whole Series

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER |
Coupon Number 17

U

This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When sent in. accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

g§
m
§|
§g
^
g
^
m
gg

Save Me — I Am Valuable |
With the publication of the sixteenth
coupon of the special reward offer for
regular Digest readers, as was expected,
during the past week bags of mail poured
into the publication's office containing
letters from thrifty fans who had been
eaving the whole series in order to secures
one of the many valuable accessorie
listed under Class H, and requiring sixteen consecutive coupons. Now coupon
No. 17 appears. Even more orders from
Radiophans are expected this week as a
result
many of
readers
starting
with than
the
second o'f
coupon
the series
rather
the first.
In the meantime letters continue to flow
in from fans who desire Radio parts listed
in the classes of items requiring less
coupons than those in Class H.
The onslaught- of orders, however, will
not delay shipments to readers, as the
special offer department is fully prepared
to meet the large demand. Subscribers
in sending couto be careful
are urged
m«
o~.^ rerrnttTnees,
to follow carefully
to Remember
be emphasized to those
king advantage
of the
l '■ that the coupons
<i'teiu must be numbered
for example, 1, 2, 3, and
6. The number of coupons necessary iJii>the cash remittance,
jf course, depenjn the item sought by
to the num.e isinnobylimit
the berreader.
of series Tjturned
any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash,
checks arid money orders but no postage
stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the
items have been divided into eight classes,
each class depending on the number of
consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary.
The complete list of parts obtainable,
together with the number of coupons required, will appear here in next week's
issue.
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(Continued from page 1)
At the luncheon Dr. Day addressed were
Ralph Arnold, chairman of the society.
Dr. Perry O. Wood, research associate of
the Carnegie Laboratory, who has charge
of the earthquake experimental station at
Mt. Wilson, Calif., A. M. Strong, a noted
geologist, Dr. Ford Carpenter, writer and
authority of meteorological subjects, and
Dr. W. S. Kew of the United States Geological Survey.
Jap Disaster Proves Radio
Turning, however, from the suggestion
for warning of quakes to the actual part
played by Radio in the recent Japanese
catastrophe, it can be said that commercial Radio was tried under very difficult
conditions, and was not found wanting.
Where all other means of communication
failed, a little Jap Radio operator stuck to
his post, repaired damages to his station,
and gave the world information of the
great earthquake.
Out of the appalling disaster has
emerged proof of the unfailing dependability of Radio and a hero whose name
will go down in history. When Tokio and
Yokohama were first rocked by earthquakes and swept by flames, the cables
and naval Radio stations were put out of
commission.
Iwaki Unit left Intact
At Tomioka, 155 miles north of Tokio,
and at Haranomachi, 178 miles north of
Tokio, the great 680-foot towers were, by
some strange freak of the quakes, left
standing. These two plants are together
known as the Iwaki unit, the transmitting
equipment being at Haranomachi, while
the receiver and the key controlling the
transmitter are at Tomioka.
Taki Tonemura,
operator in charge of
the Iwaki plant, is the man whose name
will go down in history as one of the outiding heroes of the Japanese catastrophe. Tonemura is the only man at the
station
that understands
English.

September 22, 1923
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Even he has only a limited knowledge of traffic. Tomioka for some time had no
the tongue. While the earth rocked and means of communication inland. At the
swayed, he for three days and nights sat suggestion of the Japanese ambassador at
at his key and flashed to the outside world Washington, however, a courier service
the tidings of destruction and the urgent was established to Tokio and now a regular schedule is in operation. A statement
appeals for food and medical aid.
that communication was open to Tokio,
Sends Messages as Earth Rocks
department, led some to beHis messages, picked up by the big re- by the lievestate
that line wire communication beceiving station at Bolinas near San Frantween
the
station
and Tokio was estabcisco, operated by the Radio Corporation
lished. However, communication used in
of America, were for seventy-two hours the old sense, means that the roads were
the only source of information for the open. According to the last reports no
press associations and newspapers of this wires
have been re-established.
country. In the intervals between sendBroadcast to Sea of Dangers
ing, he laboriously translated into English
Radio
was by other ways the means of
some 8,000 words of Japanese, and just
as laboriously spelled It out, letter for getting news of the disaster to the new
letter, in the International Morse Code. world on September 4. The master of
His handicap can better be appreciated the S. S. President Jefferson Radioed to
when it is stated that this is not the code his Shanghai office from the port of Tokohama direct. The American consul put
ordinarily used by Japanese operators.
the message on the cable for Secretary
His tenses were badly twisted and fre- Hughes
in Washington.
quently, unable to express himself in
Facts relating the unsafe condition of
English, he reverted to Japanese for whole
the
harbor
at Yokohama were immedisentences at a time. Time after time
ately broadcast by the naval hydrohis story of the disaster was interrupted
office there, that all ships might
by heavy earthquake shocks which shat- graphic
tered parts of the apparatus and tore the be warned of the hidden dangers in the
harbor,
the
absence of lights, etc. Here
wires from their connections. In one
instance it was four hours before the Radio again served in its first recognized
damage could be repaired, but every time capacity, that of protecting life at sea.
Tokemura replaced a part or traced the
Naval
Radioforces
Makes in▼•<"*•
break and stuck to the job.
The V.U.S, S.
naval
Japanese
waters are rendering official emergency
Cables Out of Commission
Without Radio and Tokemura, it would service via Radio. The American Asiatic
have been from twenty-four to forty- fleet is now at Tokohama and the destroyer Borie is stationed at Nagasaki
eight hours
before
news outside
of Japan's
could
be sent
to the
worldplight
and as a Radio relay ship. Messages from
relief supplies started on their way. The the American flagship are picked up by
Pacific Commercial cable from Japan to the Borie, relayed to the naval Radio station at Cavite and thense to the naval staBoning Island, reported submerged, and
tion at San Francisco. Government west
thence to Guam, was put out of service
by the earthquake. Messages are now bound messages are sent from Washingrouted east via Manila, Shanghai and
ton via Annapolis Radio station or commercial land lines to San Francisco, where
Nagasaki, or west via London.
It remained for Radio to carry the offi- they are relayed via Honolulu, Guam and
cial dispatches and news reports across Cavite to the Borie and thene_ to the
the Pacific to North America, and Radio American fleet off Yokohama. The TJ. S. S.
has handled
a tremendous
amount
of Sacramento
is stationed
at Woosung,
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How to Test Your Set — A Cracker-Jack Good Article by Thomas W. Benson next
week. Mr. Benson will tell how to "shoot trouble" and give advice worth keeping for reference when your set goes dead.
The Story of Radio for Novices, Beginning Next Issue — A series by Marvin W.
Thompson, known nationally as a Radio engineer and writer, and now associated with the Digest as a member of its staff. Tell your beginner friends to
read Mr. Thompson's series starting with the first chapter.
Notes on the Reflex De Luxe — by H. J. Marx. This article, to appear in the September 29 issue, will tell the latest improvements on this popular set. It will include
a simplified circuit for use with a loop aerial. Mr. Marx is planning a series of
articles on building a Super-Heterodyne receiver.
Watch for this!
Understood by Everybody. What? The Simplex Diagram, of Course. Next week it
will illustrate
popular
single tube super-regenerative set. You can't wire
wrong
with a the
Simplex
Diagram.
A Book-Type Condenser You Can Make — Easy and few tools required. Read this
how-to-make article along with other kinks next week.
R.D.-99, an Improved Ultra Audion Hook-Up — Has two stages of audio frequency
amplification and a reputation for reliance. Wired for jacks, too! See it next
issue.*
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SACRAMENTO, CAL. — Examination
questions for California high school pupils have been transferred from the blackboard of the little red school house to
the
more up-to-date Radio broadcasting
station.
The first Radic spelling bee in America,
and probably the first in the world, was
announced recently by Will C. Wood, state
superintendent of public instruction.
Superintendent Wood will dictate the
examination material to high school students in every section of California by
means of Radio. The test will be limited
to graduating classes and will take place
at a date to be set in November.

Operator of WNAC Resigns
to Sell Radio Apparatus
BOSTON, MASS.— Sam Curtis, who for
the past year has been chief operator of the
WNAC, The Shepard Stores station here,
has resigned and will take immediate
charge of the new Radio department
established by the C. C. Harvey Company,
dealers and manufacturers of pianos.
When the Shepard Stores started their
Radio department Mr. Curtis was placed
in charge, and when John Shepard 3rd.
established WNAC, Curtis was made chief
operator. Curtis was for a number of
years a naval Radio operator and later
connected with the Radio Corporation of
America.
ready to relay Radio messages. The
naval service can now deliver official
dispatches
four hours. to Yokohama within twentyMany Radio experts feel that the terrible disaster and the severing of communication out of Japan will aid materially in establishing better Radio service between Nippon and the world. The
policy of the Japanese government has
been to control Radio, although American
commercial companies have been endeavoring to provide better stations and
transmission for some time. It is now
hoped that an opportunity will be given
American companies to establish highpowered stations in Japan.
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Acmedyne Circuit
as described by Mr. Lawrence Cockaday in the August issue of "Popular Radio." employed in the
wonderful Melco-Suprerne Receirer.
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King Miloplex I— The Elaborate Excavations in Egypt become insignificant in comparison to the discovery of the Miloplex circuits. There are three of them, each
one better than the last. We promised to divulge the first of this family of circuits this week
but didn't
have the
But next Build
issue ait Miloplex.
will be present
with bells
on. Simple,
efficient,
and space.
not expensive.
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Publisher Radio
Digest,
123 West Madison St..
Chicago,
Illinois.
Please find enclosed check M. 0. for Five Dollars
(Six. Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
Radio
Digest,
Illustrated.

Name

$3.00

All goods
manufacturer aDdabsolutely
ourselves.guaranteed
Shipped by
immediately,
prepaid, on receipt of purchase price. Writ©
for price list on our complete line of Quality
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apparatus.
23 Warren

Street

TRADING
NEW

CORP.

YORK

CITY

WD-11 and WD-12
Tubes Repaired
WD- II or WD-12
$3.50
C-300 or UV-200
2.75
C-30I or UV-201
3.00
C-302
or UV-202
3.50
C-30IA or UV-20IA. .
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Moorehead Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6 or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new UV- 199
3.50
NEW DX 1 % VOLT TUBES . 4.00
All tabes guaranteed to work like new
Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
"24 Hour Service"
55 HALSEY

8tat»

$8.50
$6.00

Complete knock-down parts for 3Ielco-Supreme, including drilled engraved Baketite panel, solid
mafiJQrt
Badioironshogany cabinet, and three No. 201-A
«DO
\J
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Address
City

Telos Vario-Transf ormer
Telos Variometer
AMSCO Compensating
Condenser

TUBE
STREET

CORP.
NEWARK,

Tubes Sent Parcel Post, C. O. D.

N.

J.

1
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AMATEURS TO RACE
SOL CROSS COUNTRY
TEN

STATIONS
COMPETING
WITH SUN'S RAYS

From Coast to Coast Amateurs Enter
Speed Contest to Aid Science
Research
HARTFORD. CONN. — On the morning
et Sunday, September 23. Radio amateurs
of both coasts Will attempt to beat Old
^ol across the continent in spectacular
daylight tests. Their transmitters Will
he pitted against sunlight in their efforts
to relay messages across the country between sunrise and sunset, according to
F. H. Sehnell, traffic manager of the
American Radio Relay League.
At least ten picked amateurs on both
the Pacific and Atlantic coasts will start
messages as the sun comes over the horizon, and they will be relayed by intervening stations. By evening it is expected that most of the messages will
have reached their destination, and for
the brass pounders the contest with
Father Time will end in a Radio victory.
Tests Have Scientific Value
These tests have a real scientific value,
since they will demonstrate to what extent the sun affects transmission. Every
one familiar with Radio knows that reception over long distance is more difficult
during the daytime than in darkness, this
being caused, it is believed, by the ionization of the earth's atmosphere by the
sun's rays.
The disastrous effect of sunlight upon
Radio has been noticed, and it is confidently expected by league officers that
definite comparisons may be drawn which
will prove helpful in an investigation of
this subject.
In this connection some interesting information may be gathered from the experience of Donald H. Mix, league Radio
operator with the MacMillan Arctic exploration party,news
' since
he must
transmit
messages and
reports
through
both
daylight and darkness from the Arctic
seas to amateurs at home.
Starting1 Points Kept Secret
Xo one will know from what stations
the messages will start, says Sir. Sehnell,
referring to the daylight tests. He says
everybody will have the same chance of
picking up a message- and relaying it
along the line.
He advises all amateurs to keep a record of everything they hear, and whether
they use standard or daylight saving time.
These records should be sent to American
Radio Relay League headquarters at Hartford, Conn., by October 1.
The starting gong rings as the sun
rises!

D T C, E ST — Illustrated

SERIALIZE MYSTERY
NOVEL FOR WJZ FANS

'JERRY,' REAL DUMMY,
TELLS 'EM FROM WOR

■V TEW

dummy who works for Marshall
," the
J.— "Jerry
, famou
omeryX.
os ventril
Montg,
NEWARK
quist, broadcast a stunt and a new song
for his master recently from Station
WOR here. "Jerry" claims he is the
first ventriloquist's dummy to broadcast from a Radio station. When int, "Jerry
terviewed on thed subjec
said
ence" very
that he enjoye
the experi
much.

YORK. — The present seriali-

j^l ^" zation
of William
.Johnston's
-^new mystery
novel. "The
Wedding1 Cipher," by Station WJZ of the
Radio Corporation of America marks
afiction.
new departure in the serialization of
A chapter
of Mr,
storyhereis
being
broadcast
fromJohnston's
the station
every Thursday evening at 8:45 p. m.
eastern standard time.

THE OLD FAMILY

TOOTHBRUSH

NEW STATION KYW
STRONGER IS PLAN
RUSH CHANGES ON CHICAGO
PLANT FOR OPERA
Shortened
Wave
Length
and
Other
Obstacles to Be Overcome by
Westinghouse Engineers
CHICAGO. — Improvements in KYW,
Westinghouse Station here, are being
rushed to completion, to make the staStates.tion the most powerful in the United
New equipment is being installed under
the direction of Chief Engineer Walter
C. Evans, who has had charge of the
mechanical section of the station virtually since it inaugurated broadcasting in
the West two years ago. Particular effort is being made to have the station
operating at its peak by the opening of
the football season, so that the fans again
may witness by Radio the conference
games at Stagg Field.
To Broadcast Opera Again
Following the football season will come
the opera season, when again KYW will
broadcast to all parts of North America
the music of the world's greatest voices
from the Auditorium
stage.
The difficulties encountered in changing to the 870-kilocycle (S45-meter wave
length) required by the government May
15, are being overcome. First there was
the changing of the equipment to the new
wave length, which was in itself an engineering feat. When this was done a
new difficulty was encountered.
Surmount Difficulties
The Commonwealth Edison building,
on which the station is located, and the
surrounding buildings were found to be
so tuned as to prevent the station getting out at its full power. The entire
Radio engineering staff of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
under the direction of C. W. Horn and
Mr. Evans, was put t- work, and it is believed that the defect has been remedied.
Within a few weeks KYW will be itself
sending
range.greater power and greater
again, with
Plans for additional service, musical,
news and features are now being perfected by Director Wilson J. Wetherbee of KYW so that the Radio patrons
may look forward to a greatly improved
station

wh«n

th-o

ennipmcnl

is

I'cmocltltra.

WHOLE CONTINENT
HEARS CHILD CRY
Baby

ALL-STAR YEARDAY
FOR CANUCK PLANT

Wails in Miu^
of Quiet
Intermission
at Detroit
Church Service

DETROIT. — A baby's cry that was
heard all over the United States, parts
of Canada and even down in old Mexico
is an actual experience that took place
recently from the Central M. E. church
here.
It occurred during a quiet interFrench-English
Station to Mark
mission in the service that was being
Birth with Program of
broadcast by WCX.'the Detroit Free Press.
The
child,
in the arms of its mother in
Choice Performers
the north gallery of the church many
the microphone, becoming disRemember the old barber shop quartet song, "The Old Family Toothbrush"? WeH, save the feet from satisfied
MONTREAL, QUE. — Canada's popular
with its surroundings, suddenly
station, CKAC, situated on the roof of toothbrush, says Miss Shirley Vernon, above, who has found that dipping it in alcohol and
La Presse, the French newspaper here, scrubbing the surfaces of old crystals, is a great help to failing cat whiskers © K. oc H. started to wail. It was only for a second
or two as the mother immediately hurried
will celebrate its first anniversary Sepfrom the gallery. Nothing was thought
tember 29. For the occasion, Manager
of it at the time although the Radio enJacques X. Cartier who announces in PRAISE GRAIN PRICE
gineer at the WCX studio in the Free
both French and English, is preparing a
Press building half a mile away said the
special program which • will be given by
SERVICE
FROM
WBAP
wail
came
into the room so shrilly it althe most popular artists who have permost startled him. The engineer said
formed during the last. year. This proat
first
he
thought the child might be in
gram will be doubly interesting, -since Huge Sums Change Hands Daily
Birmingham Plant Entertains Huge the studio.
most all numbers will be either suns-,
Nothing more was thought of the inor played, for the first time in America.
on Radio Reports
Convention Audience
stance until when a few days later letters
It will be one of the best all star enterbegan
to come in making reference to the
tainments ever broadcast by any station
FORT WORTH, TEXAS.— WBAP (Starchild's wail. Some writers declared the
and will be typically bi-lingual. The
cotton and grain reports have
in its reality.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— One of the big wail was almost uncanny
concert will begin at 8:00 p. m., eastern Telegram)
become
an
indispensable
innovation
entertainment
features
for
the
more
than
time. All messages received during the throughout the entire Southwest. Daily
3,000 Alabama retail merchants in all
evening will be acknowledged.
thousands of dollars change hands, based lines of trade, who held their annual con- Radio Enables Woman, Deaf
During the first year, CKAC has had upon
the quotations that go out into the
vention in Birmingham, was a program
more than 4,000 artists performing sing- ether hourly to interested listeners in
60 Years, to Hear Music
ly and one hundred orchestras, besides every section of the cotton and grain by Station WSY here.
belt.
The entertainment was held at East
a number of choirs and bands. During
POMONA, CALIF. — After having been
deaf since she was three years of age,
the summer months, over 3,000 American
Texas and Oklahoma farmers have the Lake park, where a high power receiving Mrs.
listeners in have visited the studio while latest
Manley Everham, 63 years old, of this
installed especially for the occaalmost at the same time set was sion.
Radio
talks
were
also
delivered
touring the province of Quebec. Many they areprices
city, recently heard vocal and instruposted
on
the
big
exchanges
of
mental music by means of Radio. She
have suggested that French courses be Xew Orleans, Xew York or Chicago.
by Col. R. A. Mitchell, vice president of
given from this station.
that ears
when she
she could
first placed
WBAP frequently receives letters com- the Alabama Power Company, and A. M. said
to
her
hear the
only'phones
queer
mending them for the service given and Kennedy, inventor of electrolytic arsenic. noises, but after a few minutes she was
Special
music
was
furnished
by
the
WSY
thankfulness
for
the
messages
the
CowSerenaders.
able
to
distinguish
voices
and
the
sound
Stenographers Copy Talk
bells (symbol of WBAP) bring. In counThis program was in some respects of instrumental music. During the demtowns a leading drug or merchandise
by Air to Win Fair Prize storetryoften
onstration Mrs. Everham became greatly
installs a Radio receiver for one of the most remarkable ever received
PHILADELPHIA — Radiophans here the benefit of members of the community. and sent over WSY, due to the fact that excited, frequently clapping her hands in
who are stenographers were recently Prices are posted to apprise the sons of it was one of the largest Radio audigiven an opportunity to win part of the the soil of the worth of their products.
ences ever assembled in Birmingham, applause.
$100 in prizes offered by the management
numbering close to 4,000 people. Anof the sesquicentennial exposition, which
"Bug" Club Resumes
other unique feature was that many of Milwaukee
is to be held here in 1926 to commemorate
the Alabama merchants present were
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — The first meetKeystone Operators Organize
the Declaration of Independence. A speech
from small country towns, some of them
of the following
Milwaukeethe Radio
broadcast by Dr. John W. Stockwell from
UXIOXTOWX, PA.— In the home of also conducting stores far out in the Club, ing Inc.,
annualAmateurs'
summer
Station W1IAQ, Chicago, was transcribed Merton Crichton a meeting of Radio oper- country. There were several hundred in recess was to be on the evening of
ators was held, during which steps were the audience who never had the opportuby competing stenographers. Dr. StockSeptember
20, in
the Trustees'
of
well spoke at the rate of ninety-five words taken to form an organization of amateur
nity of listening to a Radio before. A the
Milwaukee
Public
Museum. Room
On September 27 the society will hold its annual
a minute; contestants were obliged to sub- operators holding government licenses. number of the small town merchants and
mit their transcriptions within forty- Important events in western Pennsyl- the country merchants said they expected corporate meeting at which there will
vania will be sent by the operator in to order receiving outfits as soon as they be an election of the members of the
eight hours. Dr. Stockwell spoke later
district they take place.
from Stations KYW and WDAP, Chicago. whose
reached home.
board of directors.

4,000 Storekeepers Hear
Unique Program of WSY
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
MUDDLED IN ITALY
ROME BARS RATE CUTTING
BY COSTANO PLANT
Germany's Offer of Transmitter as Part
of Reparations
Also Complicates Situation
ROME, ITALY. — Governmental and civil
Radio experts in Italy are considering the
advisability of accepting a Radio station
t?.s a part of Germany's reparations to this
country. The new broadcasting plant at
i.'oltano (near Pisa), operating under the
fiupervision of the Italian navy, transmits
messages daily to South America at a cost
far below that required by cable companies.
But the imminent completion of the subsea line from Fiumicino, seventeen miles
from Rome, to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Ayres by way of Malaga and the Azores,
7,300 miles, presents a form of opposition
to the German Radio and the Coltano outfits which cannot be underestimated.
Two
New
Cables
Viewed
The new cable, which is being installed
at great cost, must be assured a profitable
revenue. Were it to compete with the
Coltano plant's present rates gain would
be impossible; if the new cable company
were to lower its proposed tariffs the
Coltano station would be placed under a
heavy financial strain.
Another element of doubt enters the
situation in the form of the projected
cable to North America by way of juncture
with the old German line on the Azores,
which line was part of Germany's war
indemnity to Italy.
As the Italian government has evidently
assured the cable company that the Coltano station will not decrease its tariffs,
the fate of that Radio plant is deemed
uncertain. This situation, coupled with
the fact that the German Radio station
offered to Italy is obsolete, or soon will
be, due to Marconi's research, it is considered inadvisable by many to .accept the
German outfit.

KENTUCKY
CANADA

LISTENS TO
"CO-OP" TALK

CFAC,
Calgary, Sends American
Expert's View^to Thousands
CALGARY, ALTA. — The speeches in
Calgary of - Aaron Shapiro of San Francisco, internationally known as a co-operative marketing expert, were broadcast recently over CFAC, the Calgary Herald station here. He spoke in this province of
the formation of a voluntary wheat pool
to handle
Alberta's
bumper
wheat crop.
Eigrht thousand persons attended meetings held here and hundreds of thousands
heard Shapiro speak, even down in Kentucky, where " he organized the Burley
tobacco pool. In Edmonton, CJCA broadcast his addresses.

FLEWELLING

DIGEST

of wire on a tickler coil itself and by proper
B battery voltage on the plate. It works out
something like this : If you have a circuit
of this type and find that it will not oscillate and therefore not regenerate properly
Flewelling
—
with the condenser at its full maximum value,
and if the circuit is not too far out of proporinto. I have often seen such a condition,
tion, you will be able to make it oscillate and
however, and invariably results were very
comparable to those secured on a good antenna, regenerate by increasing the plate battery voltage or by placing a stopping condenser say to
so that I would not worry about this condition were I in your place.
.002 mfd. across the transformer or phones.
These are, however, methods which are not
Your last point in regard to the voices
sounding as though it were in a hollow cistern considered to be the best practice. Proper oscillation and regeneration should be secured by
brings up a point that I believe will be of
great interest to the users of Radio sets in the correct balancing of the coils in the set
general and, of course, particularly to those rather than by any auxiliary methods, although, of course, the B battery should be
owning the Flewelling set. It has been observed that if a regenerative circuit, particu- justed to its correct point even with a properly
larly of the tickler coil type, is used with a designed set.
Your tendency to receive muffle signals will
stopping condenser either across the phones
or the primary of the audio transformer, that be increased as stopping condensers are used
several things happen, among these things or the turns on the tickler coil are increased
being the tendency to more or less muffle the beyond their proper amount. The single conincoming signal phone, though it seems at
denser Flewelling layout was given with quite
times to increase the strength of the signal.
a large number of turns on the tickler coil
As a matter of fact, there is not much need because best average results were secured in
for a stopping condenser in a regerative cir- this way, but it is easily conceivable that individual requirements might call for the cutcuit of tie tickler type. Regeration and
ting down of the number of turns, in which
oscillation may be secured to a sufficient extent by the use of the proper number of turns case there would be, of course, no objection.

ANSWERS
By E. T.

(Editor's Note — This department is written
by Mr. Flcuelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
Has Hollow Cistern Voice
(Submitted by F. S. W., Newark, N. J.)
Question. I have used a Flewelling set for
some time and have had really unusual results with it. It is of the three condenser
type and I would like to change over to the
simplified single condenser circuit. I would
appreciate a diagram showing the connections
for 'phone jacks for the amplifier and also
an answer as to why the set works better
on a ground alone and why it will reproduce
a voice as though it were in a hollow room
or like a voice in a hollow cistern?
Answer. We expect to publish shortly a
few notes on the amplifier for the Flewelling
set and believe that they will give you the
answer that you wish concerning that part
of the outfit.
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TO QUERIES

Extremely Simple to Operate
Although the two highest refinements in modern Brc
radio
Regeneratoa—c&s
*^
tion and Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification — are combined in

this Instrument is extremely simple to operate. A
tuning dial, graduated in wavelengths, enables you
instantly to locate a desired station.

I have stated before that I cannot recommend the use of filament control jacks either
in the Flewelling circuit or any other type
of circuit. Were we to have available jacks
that had no inherent capacity, it would be
very convenient at times to use them and we
could no doubt do so successfully. The jack
on the market at the present moment unfortunately has, comparatively speaking, a
large amount of capacity and is not at all
suitable.
The fact that your set works best on a
ground alone might be due to several conditions, which wp have not the sDace to go

Write for "Grebe Radio In
the Well- Appointed Home.

A. H. Grebe & Co., inc.
RICHMOND

Radio broadcasting stations in England
operate on different wave lengths, the
lowest being 369 meters and the highest
415 meters.

U

Long Distance Receiver
That Tunes Out Local Stations

HOG"
HEGE
AUDIO
TRADE MARK

FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMER

Michigan

SIZE

WAT-IT

"Midget"

MAXIMUM
VOLUME
MINIMUM
DISTORTION
100 TER CENT SHIELDED
MOUNTS
ANYWHERE

PRICE $3.50

RATIOS — 1 to 3, 1 to 4, or 1 to 5
The Most Efficient, Compact Transformer
ever designed. Ask Your Dealer for the
PremierFull
"Hegehog."
Specifications on Request

Vrtmltr 'fXttirlt
Est. 1905 fXflvtmrna
.
" '"
Avenue, CHICAGO,
ILL.

*"
*^
3810 Ravenswood

What About It?
Isn't it about time to stop experimenting
with multiple control circuits and build
one that, combining ease of assembly and
operation, loudness, clarity and selectivity
of signals, as well as beautiful appearance,
is excelled by none?

THE ELGIN
SUPER-REINARTZ
RADIO RECEIVING SET

with the Bremer-Tully Universal Tuner. It is an entirely new Instrument, that gives unequalled selectivity and control on practically all modern circuits.
It replaces coils In Reinartz, Ultra Audlon and
other regenerative and non-regenerative circuits. In
most circuits taps are not reQuired. Also giveB
remarkable results in Radio Frequency and all
Reflex Circuits.
Simple to connect, no soldering; connections made
to binding posts, easily changed to any circuit.
Photo diagrams of above, also special BremerTully circuits, in addition to key of windings, furnished. Write today.

Embodies all the advantages of the well
known Elgin Reinartz (the set which was
largely responsible for the popularity of
this wonderful circuit) and many others.
It is much louder, more selective, requires
no storage battery, and can be used with
excellent results on a short or loop aerial.
It has brought in California stations two
thousand miles from Elgin, clearly and
without interference on a loud speaker
with only one tube, and that while our
powerful local station was broadcasting
three miles away.
Could you ask for more?
Write for circular giving one, two and
three bulb hook-ups of this remarkable
circuit. IT IS FREE.

BREMER-TULLY

ELGIN

The
B.- T. Universal Tuning Unit
There is nothing on the market you can compare

532

South

Canal

Street.

MFG.

CHICAGO.

CO.

ILL.

''

PREMIER

Tell History of Navy
'WASHINGTON. — In view of the close
relationship between the Navy Department and the Radio Corporation of America, the Radio Corporation has arranged
to turn over to. the Navy Department
at least once a month its new broadcasting station here, WRC. On these nights,
exeprienced naval officers will tell the
story of the navy and the U. S. Marine
Band will play.

HILL, N.Y.

207

East

RADIO
Chicago

SUPPLY

Street

ELGIN,

CO.
ILLINOIS

$27.00
Wonderfully selective tuning. The tuning is done with two
long levers. Distant stations have been brought in while local sta:
tions were broadcasting. Much quicker, easier and more accurate
than knob-and-dial tuning. The front panel of the Michigan
"Midget"
Receiver
at an angle of 70 degrees, bringing controls into direct
line slopes
of vision.
Cabinet — handsome mahogany finish — is only J4J4 in. long; yet
it holds three No. 6 dry cells and B battery.
The Receiver, without batteries, weighs only 6 lbs., making it
easily portable.
Can be used with one or more sets of headphones; or by adding
a Michigan two-stage amplifier, brings in distant signals through
any good loud speaker.
Covers all wave lengths up to 600 meters. Works efficiently, with
all
standard 6-volt tubes, and especially adaptable for all dry-cell
tubes.
The ideal home set because mother and the children can operate
it quite as successfully as dad or big brother.
Price, without batteries or tube— $27.00.
Try your dealer first. If he does not handle it, remit direct and
send dealer's name and address.
DEALERS: Don't miss this popular, quick-selling, nationally advertised radio master'
piece*
for exclusive
discounts,
informationVariocouplers,
about the "Michigan"
Stage
AmplifierWrite
and our
line also
of Condensers,
Variometers, Two
Rheostats,
etc. Every instrument guaranteed.

'
Grand Rapids,Michigan

.
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ON THE AIR IN FRANCE

IOWA FARM BUREAU
OWNS TRANSMITTER
MUSIC, MARKET DATA AND
NEWS SENT FARMERS
Appanoose
County
Organization
Pace to Other Husbandmen
of Hawkeye
State

France and England are not without several very good
broadcasting stations. Above is M. Carnido, Spanish
poet, reading his poems to the invisible audience of the
Eifel Tower plant in Paris. At the right is Arthur
Burrows, director of programs, known popularly as
"Uncle Arthur," at the microphone of 2LO, Marconi
House, London. 2LO has been reported heard by
numerous Radio Digest readers, one as far west as
Janes ville. Wis. Have you heard Europe yet? Be
sure to listen in during the afternoon if you want to
hear the night programs of London or Paris
Above ©K. &. H.
Right ©Int.

-

Sets

CEXTERVILLE, IA. — Tillers of Appanoose county compose the first farm
bureau organization in the United States
which operates by means of Radio.
Recently they installed at their headquarters here a broadcasting' outfit and
receiving set of the latest type. They receive the markets, news and entertainment.
Station "XYZ," as it is known, has attracted wide attention in Iowa, due to the
fact' that it is under farmer control.
The broadcasting outfit, a 100-watt telephone, has an antenna current of four
amperes. The maximum range is 1,200
miles; the normal range is 250 miles. A
modified Hartley circuit is used.
There are eighty receiving sets on the
farms of Appanoose county, besides that
in the county agent's office. Each day at
noon the latest news and market reports
are sent to the farmers. The system takes
the place of tedious hours at telephones,
sending market news and like information
to individuals.
The people of Iowa point to the Appanoose county station as an instance of
the epoch marking Radio as a practicable
means of communication.

RECEIVING

RECORDS?

SEND 'EM IN—
r(27»e following items are based on letters
from Radiophans, mho have been doing good
distance work. Readers submitting letters for
publication
ord Editor.)must diagram their sets. — DX RecMany Controls; Easy to Tune
Although his set has a number of controls
and might be called a double regenerator, Harrison Shays, 90 Cobourg Ave., Winnipeg, Canada, claims that it is extremely easy to tune
and certainly brings in the stations across
the boundary from coast to coast and from the
far away gulf.
ZoruntJ
SP/PEKklEB.
COILSZ3PC.

Atlanta Marvels at WSB's
Portable Pick-Up Outfit
ATLANTA, GA. — A portable pick-up,
ready to hurry to any point of interest, is a highly
feature
WSB'sis
summer
Radio popular
service.
The of
outfit
mounted on a motor truck and may be
put into action in a few seconds. Cooperation by the local telephone company,
coupled with a relay system of astonishing simplicity designed by A. W. Tison,
chief operator at WSB, supplies many innovations. A recent twenty-four hour
motorcycle race, the Elks' parade, eyewitness broadcast of Atlanta baseball
games, indoor and outdoor athletic events,
meetings, celebrations and many other
events were broadcast by the portable
pick-up.

A tapped coil (about 60 turns tapped every
6 turns would suffice) is used to tune the grid
circuit in resonance with the plate circuit.
The latter is tuned by a variometer as shown
in the diagram. In addition to the resonant
regeneration, a feedback is supplied by two
20-turn spider web coils, mounted so as to be
coupled closely or loosely, which are connected in the plate and grid circuits of the
tube. A variocoupler with tapped primary
provides the tuning unit. Several of the stations heard regularly by Mr. Shays are more
than 1,500 miles distant.
Excellent Work in July
Good summer work on a very simple set is
reported by K. H. Emerson, Randolph, Vt,
who says that he has heard 43 stations during

Radio Bulbs Brighten Home
as Iowa Storm Darkens It
WATERLOO, IA.— While John Hanson,
Radio distributor of this city, was assisting his wife in the canning of tomatoes,
a recent storm damaged the lighting system in his home. There were no kerosene
lamps, not even a candle. Hanson studied
the situation a minute, then brought out
a Radio receiver, put in two one-ampere
bulbs, and "There was light."
There are now about 50,000 privately
owned Radio receiving sets in Prance —
as compared to an estimated 2,000,000 in
the United States.

.

AND ENGLAND

the month of July. The list he submits shows
that he heard a number of plants ordinarily
not classed as DX-ers, having only small av-

erage transmitting ranges, a truly worthy
His set, diagram for which is given, is a
single circuit regenerator, using a homemade
coupler constructed from a rolled oats box and
wire taken from an induction coil given Mr.
Emerson by the local telephone company. The
coupler cost him five cents, exclusive of the
dial. The diagram shows a 1%-volt battery
to supply the filament lighting current when
using a WD-12 tube. This, however, is replaced by a 4%-volt battery when a UV-199

AN EVENING
Station and City
CFCA Toronto, Ont
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E Pittsburgh. Fa. .
KFAF, Denver Colo
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KG W, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco, Calif .
KSD.St. Louis, Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio, Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WCX, Detroit, Mich
W DAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, College Park, Ga...
WDAP, Chicago, 111
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WDT, New York, N.Y....
WEAF, New York, N.Y...
WFAA, DallaB.Tex
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa
WGI, Medford, Mass
WGM, Atlanta, Ga
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. .
WHA, Madison, Wis
WHAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy.N Y
WHB, Kansas City, Mo. . . .
WHK, Cleveland, O
W IP, Philadelphia, Pa
WJAX, Cleveland O
WJAZ, Chicago, 111
WJY, New York, N. Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan, P R. . . .
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati. 0
WMAQ, Chicago. Ill
WMC, Memphis, Tenn
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
WOAW, Omaha. Neb
WOC, Davenport, la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala.
WW J, Detroit, Mich

tube is used. Both types of tubes were found
to give equal results with this circuit.

KYW Has
"Farmers'
CHICAGO.
— Every
TuesdayNight"
is now
"farmers' night" at KYW, Westinghouse
station here. Twenty-seven minutes between 9:01 and 9:28 o'clock, Eastern time,
given over to the broadcasting of information for the benefit of farmers.

AT HOME
WITH
Tuesday
Met

Monday
00- 7:00
00-11*0

Wednesday

THE

'6:00-' 9:66

Thursday
6:00- 7:00

LISTENER
Friday

6:00- 7:00
0:00- 7:00 6:00- 7:00
11:30- 1 :30
6:00*-' 9:66
4:00- 9:00 4:00- 9:00 4:00- 9:00 4:00- 9:00
1:00- 9:00
1:00-10:00
9:00-10:00 8:30- 9:00
8:45- 1:00 9:00-10:00
!:45- 1:00 9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
8:45- 2:00
1:00 9:00- 2:00
1:30- 2:00 12:00- 1:00 10:00-11:00 12:008:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
1:00-12:00 10:00-12:00 8:45-12:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:20 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 5:45- 7:40 7:00- 7:40
6:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40 9:30-10:30
9:30-10:30
30-10:30 9:30-10:30 8:00-10:30
5:00- 8:00
9:30-10:30
0030- 8:00
9:00 0:30- 8:00 5:00- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
'5:30-* 6:66
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
00- 1:00 7:30-11:00
30-11:30
7:309:00
6:001:00
6:001:00
1:00
'5:00-' 1:00
6:00- 1:00 6-007:30-11:30
9:30 7:30-11:30 6:007:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
'5:30-*8':66
'7:'30-'
6:00
1:00
6:00- 1:00
9:
66
5:30- 8:55 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 0:00 5:30-11:00
5:00- 5:50
9:00-10:00
5:30- 6:00
30- 9:30
5:30- 8:00
5:00- 5:30
9:30
00- 5:30
'7:30-' 8:30 8:30- 9:30 8:308:3
7:000
5:00-1
0- 2:0
5:00- 7:30
5:30- 8:00
5:007:00
7:3
5:0
00
5:30- 8:0
30-10:36
30- 8:00
12:001:000 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
45- 9:00 9:30-10:30 4:30- 8:00 4:30- 5:30 5:30- 8:00
6:45-11:00
6:405
4:3
0- 9:0
6:45- 9:00
6:4
530- 8:30
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-10:00 5:00- 5:30
00- 5:30 7:30-"9:66
8:00-10:00
00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30
5:00- 8:00
5:30 4:00- 5:30
5:30 4:004:00-10:00
8:55
6:00- 8:30
6:30- 8:30
9:001:00
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00 5:30- 9:30 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
5:309:30
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30 5:30- 9:30
6:30- 9:30 5:30-12:00
30-10:00 9:00-10:55
5:30-10:00
7:007:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00
5:30-12:00
00- 9:00 5:30-10:00
4:009:00-11:00
6:00- 9:00
9:00 6:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:008:00- 9:30
7:308:30 8:00-12:00
8:00-12:00
00-10:00
8:009:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
7:008:30
9:00-10:00
:008:30
7:0045- 9:00
5:45- 8:30
9:00
10:00-11:00
1:00-10:00 4:15- 5:30 4:15- 5:30
00-10:00 4:15- 5:30 1:00- 9:30
;00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00- 9:00 1:00-12:00 7:00- 9:00
8:00 12:00
1:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 1:00- 8:45 8:00-12:00 8:00- 8:45
1:00- 8:46
1:00- 7:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30
i:007:30
6:00- 7:30

Saturday

IN
Sunday
4:45- 5:45

6:00- 7:00
11:00- 1:00 6:30- 7:30
4:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 2:00 10:00- 1:00
8:45-12:00
9:00-10*0
12:001:00 10:00-12:00
10:00- 2:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
8:00-10:30
7:00- 7:30
6:30- 8:00

7:30- 8:00
7:30- 8:30
6:15- 7:15
6:00.'
1:66
7:30-11:30 4:00 6:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00 8:00-11:00
5:30- 6:00
5:308:00
8:30-12:00

9:30-11:00
6:30- 6:30
6:30-10:00
9:30-10:30
5:30-' 8:66 7:30- 8:00
4:30- 6:45
6:30- 6:30
7:30- 9:00
5:00- 5:30
4:00-10:00

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55

9:00- 1:00

5:00- 8:00
4:00- 4:30
6:30- 8:30

5:30-' 9:30
6:30-10:30
9:00-10:55
6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30

7:45- 8:45

5:00- 6:00
9:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

6:00-10:00
9:00-11:00
8:00-12:00

7:30- 9:15
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.
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HAWAII RE-SENDS
CONCERTS IN U. S.

Station WJZ Explains Use of Direct
Wires in Sending Various Programs
Microphones, Usually Concealed in Manhattan Places of Amusement,
Are Connected by Temporary Equipment to Main Circuits
Thence by Lead-Offs to Main Artery System
By J. Zi. Bernard
NEW YORK. — Few people who read the
Radio programs have a clear conception
of what is meant by the phrase "this
concert wiU be broadcast by Station
WJZ
by direct wire from
the
Theater" or wherever the event is held.
The layman's imagination does not seem
to favor the Idea of using wires in connection with Radio
broadcasting.
The heart of the "direct wire" system
used by WJZ is composed of three main
arteries. In addition to these three
arteries there are nine additional permanent wires. From these lines are run underground to Aeolian Hall Building thence
to the control room of the station. Various other net works of wires are tapped
off, and which lead to the station from
the main circuits. This artery system
enables WJZ to reach many points in
Manhattan, and affords the Radio audience a multitude of concerts, talks, and
plays which they could otherwise never
receive.
Success of Play Determined First
When a Broadway production is to be
broadcast, a member of the program staff
Is detailed to review the play about a
week in advance of the proposed date —
If the play has enough of its success in
the songs and lines, it is considered a
Buitable Radio subject, while if its success
Is due to costumes and dancing, with no
entertainment for a "blind" listener, it is
of no value as a broadcast feature.
Assume that a show has been found
suitable — what procedure is followed by
the "outside crew" of the station? About
two days before the broadcasting date a
wireman installs the necessary backstage wire connections, which are of
course temporary in the case of the
theaters. On the afternoon of the day set
for the performance the outside crew set
up their equipment backstage. The microphone is concealed in the footlights in
most cases, but may be suspended above
the stage. Everything is in readiness by
the time the first of the audience straggle
in, and the announcer arrives in full evening' regalia to introduce -the theater
audience to the Radio audience.
The announcer generally has a microphone just back of the scenes, so as to
be in close touch with all that goes on,
but occasionally is given a small dressing
room, with interphone communication
with the stage. As soon as the performance is over the microphones are removed.
How
Goldman
Concerts
Are Sent
In the case of the Goldman Band Concerts on the Hall, which are being sent
out from WJY-WJZ, the wire is run
through the trees in the park, well out of
reach of passers-by, to the main circuit
thence to the station by way of a leadoff. The wire is tied high up on one of
the posts of the band stand, a table is
requisitioned, and the microphone stands
in full view of the leader. The announcer
nses a separate microphone, and stands

Coast to Coast on One Tube
and No Body Capacity
These popular hook-ups use UV-199. WD-11
or WD-12 Tubes. One hook-up gives selectivity and 1500 miles with absolutely no
body capacity, while the other gives the
remarkable distance of coast to coast. Both
prints postpaid for 50 cents or any of. the
above tubes postpaid $5.45.

RADIO OUTFITTING & SUPPLY CO.
Box 1107

LANCASTER,

PA

as near the leader as possible so that one
may
leader.time his actions to fit in with the

Honolulu

State and City Officials
Lead First Club, Chicago
CHICAGO. — The first Chicago Radi«
club to be incorporated and chartered has
just been established in the 49th ward,
from which it gets the name of "The 49th
Ward Radio club. Inc." The president
is Philip J. Alt, of the city department
of buildings. George A Williston, a state
representative, is vice-president and John
E. JIaloney, runner up in the aldermanic
contest last spring is secretary.
The charter roll of members totals 400.
The meeting place, temporarily, will be at
1359 Devon avenue.
It is now possible to send a Radio letter
to London and Germany at rates only
slightly higher than postage.

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results
Kellogg
Transformers

transformers
i are designed
to overcome
isting types
defects of exand

to furnish distortionless amplification of
all audio frequencies.
Built c o m plete by the
Kellogg Company, using highest
grade wire, maroon enameled metal
case, and molded Bakelite top. The
primary and secondary binding
posts are accessibly placed on top
of the transformer.
These binding posts are plainly marked, so
that there need be no error in assembling.
Every Kellogg transformer is thoroughly
tested before leaving the plant, and we
guarantee the purchaser a product of exceptional efficiency.
No. 501 Ratio 4H to 1
$4.50
No. 502 Ratio 3 to 1
4J0

Receive in Comfort
—Get Long Distance

public.
Hidden in the near background there
are always two operators and an announcer. Because they always keep in
the background very few of the diners
and dancers at the various hotel roofs
have realized that the music to which
they danced was being sent out to all
parts of the country — there is so little
ostentation about the process that it
seems uncanny.

by using ALL-AMERICAN
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMERS
Once you have
equipped your
American"
Transformers,
you set
willwithbe "Allimpressed with the absence of distortion — the
amazing
volume.
Combined
witk these unusual dualities,
there is that continuance of performance, day
after day — week after week — and year after
It is not that they occasionally perform
well, but that they do so consistently, that
has made "All-American" Transformers the
choice of the big taajority of radio fans and
year. adoption as standard equipment by the
their
leading receiving set manufacturers of America.
Go to your
dealer and Ifaskhe to
see supply,
"AllAmerican"
Transformers.
can't
writefulus.
giving
hookup
sent hison name.
receipt Book
of 2cof tosuccesscover
postage.

Cheers Porto Rico Lepers
SAX JUAN. — The leper colony on
Cabras island, Porto Rico, recently
watched with intense interest and excitement the installation of a receiving outfit. The exiles are now overjoyed to find
themselves once again in contact with human affairs.

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

Plant Picks Up Programs Broadcast by KHJ,
Los Angeles

HONOLULU, T. H.— New honors are
now being reaped by Station KHJ, the
Los Angeles Times, this time consisting
of the grams
rebroadcasting
of the Times'
proby a Honolulu station
here, KGU,
the Honolulu Advertiser.
This marks the first instance of transoceanic rebroadcasting, doubly remarkable in view of the difficulties of longdistance reception during the summer
months in the South Pacific. However,
KHJ is being heard nightly in all parts of
the Hawaiian
group.
During the cool part of last season several stations in the states featured rebroadcasting programs from KHJ, particularly in the South and Southwest. KGU,
the Honolulu Advertiser, is only a fiftywatt station, but it makes KHJ programs
available to a large area in the Pacific.

In St- Thomas' Church the installation
is permanent, the microphone being
properly located to effect perfect transmission from all parts of the service.
There is a permanent installation in the
Mark Strand Theater, and the music
which is broadcast from . this theater
every week has become one of the most
popular of Radio concerts.
Everything is run according to a time
schedule, with no allowance for hitches
or mishaps (not one has ever occurred).
The theater management has fitted up the
screen room as a miniature broadcasting
studio, and after the artists have completed their turns on the stage they may
broadcast a purely Radio program.
Behind in the Background
Visitors at the Waldorf-Astoria, Plaza,
Commodore, and the Astor Hotels this
past season have known the purpose of the
little black disc suspended in the midst of
the tea-room orchestra. The little black
disc is the microphone, the only part of j
the transmitting apparatus visible to the

A variometer and a variable condenser
make a set easily operated by beginners.
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KEUOGC
SWITCHBOARD
G SUPPLY
COMPANY

RAU^JfFaCo.

200 No. Jefferson Jt, Chicago 111.

1066 West Adams

Street, Chicago, Illinois

To those Radiophans

3Jffl.QIUM

who appreciate highgrade, standardized
Radio apparatus we
will offer parts designed by our Radio
Engineer.

-i— ^

*«od farypw MM

todayVHa-ixsUt

"

I^^T-MStw— Wife fw Propwlfci

T%
\ T*fcH"*
VIA N.
PARCEL
POST
M\jt\LJl\J
AT
Y. PRICES
Standard Parts Only, in Original Packing
NO SALVAGED GOODS SOLD
Where
(Inrentor of the Flivver Circuit)

RUEIL MANUFACTURING fOMPANY
Cottage Grove at 30th Street
CHICAGO

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

1«Nn»Gfefts3S3C
MAY RECEIVE all broadA YOU
rP™*«+
unit lSJr»
rsu. *t
casting with this Receiver—its
range 200—600 metres covers the wavelengths
of all broadcasting stations.
Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.

iDS. Add
"Money PHONES
Back Policy Prevails"

Dletzen 3.000 Ohm
Brandea
Dictograph

Bunuea

VARIABLE

Dietzen
Dietzen
Dietzen

14-Plate
24-PUte
46-Plate

Vernier
Vernier
Vernier

TRANSFORMERS

Dietzen
Ames 4%
Cotoco

$3.75 $0.12
For Parcel
5.75 Post
.14
5.75 .14

CONDENSERS

(Radio

R H E0ST ATS

Dietzen, 6 ohm. .
Dietzen. 30 ohm.

.12
.12

SOCKETS

DIALS

.12
.10
09
.08
M

.40
.95
.40
1.25
.10
JO
.19
2.00
1.00
.49
.85
.49
4.95
.95
.39
2.95

M
.02
.03
.10
.08
.12
.05
.06
.08
.15
.OS
.OS
.14
.12
.15

2.25
3.95
.49

Bell V. T. & W. D. 11.
V. T. Bakellte

4-lneh

3.45
2-95

Frequency)
2.45
.95

Beinartz Colls MISCELLANEOUS
Owl
Sta-Put Plug
Freshman Grid Leak & Cond. combined
Dietzen Single Circuit Jack
Aerial Insulators
Bitter Portable Loop
Argus Lightning
Arrester
Welsh
Peanut Tube
Peanut Tube Socket
Switch Lever. Fada Type
Ammeter Testing B Battery
Hydrometers
Double Phonograph Attachment
Cockaday Coll
2Ware
Coil Trap
Honeycomb Mounts
Electric Soldering Iron
100 Feet Copper Antenna Wire

2-lnch
3-inch

J4
.16
.18

mmK
d(Audi*
Frequency)

to 1

TRANSFORMERS

2.85
2.95
3.45

.05
.06

.89
.50
2f
35

-*9

•<>«
.03

-0*

Abroad at Home
with a Crosley Model X- J

Price $65

Wonderful opera from New Yoftc,
dance music from Chicago, stock
quotations, current speeches, amusing stories from where you will —
all these are brought to your home
and fireside if you own a Crosley
Model X-J.

ir

This beautiful new Model, similar
in construction to the famous Crosley Model X but with greater refinement of detail, is the last word
in perfection among radio sets. Its
low price — $65 — the battery cabinet pictured above costs $ 1 6 extra
— makes it doubly attractive and it
more than lives up to the Crosley
slogan — Better — Cost Less.
FOR
SALE
BY
GOOD
DEALERS
EVERYWHERE

Fulton St., Dept. F-28, New York City
9 New York Stores
America's Greatest Radio Mail Order House

Write today for free Catalog which
shows
the complete
Crosley
Line

Ml

Crosley Manufacturing
9494

Alfred Street

Co.

Cincinnati, O.

RADIO
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The Week's Advance Broadcast Programs
Vogt.
Room

CFCA. Toronto. Ont. (Eastern. Daylight Savlnj 400).
8:00-9:00 P. M.. Selections from "loliuiihe. Stat
Concert Orchestra: "Trie Spirit Floww." Kate Jacktoo contralto: "Nocturne in E Flat." Harry Adaskin. violinist : "Yearning for You." Star Concert
Orchestra: "The Cry of Raehael.'' Kate Jackson:
"Cavalerta Rusticana." Star Concert Orchestra: 'Romance." Harrv Adaskin: "Talcs of Hoffman." Star
Concert Orchestra: "Shank Cod for a Oar Jen." Kate
Jackson;
Selections from "Maytime,"
Star Concert
KDKA!'E."plttJbur»h.
326). 9:00
A. M..
Music: 11:30. VlclrolaPa.and(Eastern,
Victor records.
S. Hamilton Company: Piano and piano rolls. O. C. Mellor
Company: 5:15 P. M.. Dinner concert. Grand Symphony Orehestra; 6:45, Children's pcrloJ; 7:05. "The
White Collar Job." Dr. Thomas S. Baker, lecturer;
7 50. Concert.
"A Necklace of Love,"
"I HiJ My
Love."
"Less
Than
the Dust.
Til I Wake."
"From the Land of the Sky Blue Water." Florence
Bletchor, contralto; "Stars In a Velvety Sky,"
"Spring Song." "Rosary," "Sing Me to Sleep.'
Ronald
Lavelle,
cornetlst; Marllla Kohary.
accom-

Orchestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital. Mary E.

WWJ. Detroit. Mich. (Eastern, 517)', 9:45 A. M.,
"lroniin:
Shaw
Marneo
Richmond:Day."
12:05program.
P. M., Fred
Detroit
NewaandOrchestra;
7:00. Detroit News Orchestra; Town Crier; Palestine
Lodge Male Quartet,

Wednesday, September 19
CFCA. Toronto. Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 400),
8*0-9:00 P. M., Overture, "Raymond," Star Concert
Orchestra; "When Love Fills Your Heart with a
Song." Jean McLean, soprano; "Londonderry Air,"
Manilla Roth, violinist; "Serenade D'Amour." Star
Concert Orchestra; "Love and Joy," Jean McLean;
"Danso Trepak," Star Concert Orchestra: "Caprice
Viennois." Manilla Roth: "Yearning for You," Star
Concert Orchestra; "Love la Meant to Make Us
Glad." Jean McLean; Grand March. "Aida." Star
Concert Orchestra.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M„
Music: 11:30. Vlctrola and Victor records, S. Hamilton Company: piano and piano rolls, C. C. Mellor
Company; 5:15, P. M., Dinner concert. KDKA Little
Symphony Orchestra; 6:30. Literary Program. Marjory Stewart; 6:45, Children's period; 7:05, "Saving
the Engineer at Night," William E. Mott, lecturer:
7:20, Concert, Overture, "Jolly Robbers." "Musical
Jig Saw." "The Lost Chord," "Golden Cockerel,"
Italian Street Songs, "Faust." "Evolution of Dixie."
KDKA Little Symphony; "Ritorna Vincitor." "The
Wanderer." "Bon Tom, Suzon." "The Moon Drops
Low," Erna Nledennelser, soprano; D. deVere Jamison, accompanist.
KGW, Portland. Ore. (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M„
Children's program. Aunt Nell; 8*0-9*0, Concert
Swetland's orchestra; 10:00-11:00. Dance music,
George Olsen and his orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 492), 12:30-1:15
P. M., Florence Taylor Black, violinist; 2:30-3:30,
Florence Taylor Black, violinist; 6:45-7:30, Children's bedtime story, "Uncle John"; 8:00-IO:00,
Harry C. Knox, flutist.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 7:00 P. M., Concert, Abergh's Concert Orchestra,
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central. 345), 5:50 P. M.. Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58. Musical program;
Harry Geise, pianist; Mary Lee, soprano; Isham
Jones orchestra; 8*5-8:25, Reviews, Llewellyn Jones.
PWX, Havana. Cuba. (Eastern, 400), 9:00-11:30 P. M.,
Municipal
Band of Havana, classic and national
music.

Digestandof Associate*.
the day's nows: 9:00, Concert, Eloanor
'Putt
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Concert, Mary Anderson Thoator Orchestra, Olllo
Jonas, conductor; Selections, Rialto Theater Organ;
7:30-9*0, Concert. Charles Meyers Orchestra; Read"An Interesting Pa.Historical
WIP. ing,
Philadelphia,
(Eastern,Episode."
Daylight Saving,
509), 3:00 P. M., Program of popular songs: 6*2,
Dinner music, Jordan-Lewis Dance Orchestra undor
direction
of
Bob
Lewis;
7:00-7:30,
Bed
time stories.
Undo
Wip.
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447.7),
10:00 P. M..-2 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"Until." "On tho Road to Mandalay," "The Rosary." "Sweet Little Woman of Mine." Charles W.
Green, tenor; Cello solos, Herbert, Wols; "Hear Mo
Ye Winds and Waves," "The Want of You," "At
Dawning," "When You and I Were Young Maggie."
H. Arnold Michel, baritone; Piano solos, Bessie
Barnes; Dan Russo, violinist.
WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio. (Eastern. 309), 4:00 P. M„
Crosley Forum; Piano solos. William Schmitt; 8:00,
Special program, arranged by Mrs. O. B. Kaiser:
Elmer Alchele Novelty Dance Orchestra; Songs by
Joe Richards: Virginia Benham. accompanist; "Formation of Habit," M. D. Schrleber, lecturer.
WMAO, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 447),
4:30 P. M., Program, Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art; 7*0-7:30, Stories for chllJren,
Georgene Faulkner, story lady; 9:00-9:15. Hotel La
Salle Roof Garden Orchestra; 9:15-10:00, Musical
program,
Emest
Dewey.
WOC. Davenport. Iowa. (Central, 484). 12:00 M..
Chimes concert; 3:30 P. M., Music: Clyde G. Kern,
lecturer; 6:30. Sandman's visit; 8*0, Pipe organ
recital,
Erwin Swindell; 10*0, Program, P. S. C.
Choral Club.
WOO. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
509), 1 1:00- 1 1 'JO A. M.. Organ recital. Mary E.
Vogt; 12:00-12:55 P. M.. Dinner music, WanamakerMaryTea E.
Room
cital,
Vogt.Orchestra; 4:45-5*0, Organ reWTAM,
Ohio. (Eastern, 390), 8*0 P. M„
Initial Cleveland,
program.

K(JW,Sportland.
Ore. P.
(Paolflc,
330-4:00 P.Dance
M..
Talk by Jeaunette
Cramer;492), 10:00-11:00,
Music. George Olsen anj his orchestra.
KHJ.
Los Angeles.
Calif.
(Pacific, 492).
12:30-1:15
P. M., News Items; Music. 2:30-3:30, Matinee musicale; 6:45-7:30, Children's program,
bedtime
story,
"Uncle
John":
8:00-10:00, Program.
Ontario Business Men's Association;
Simpson's
Jazz Orchestra.
KSD, St Louis, Mo. (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Program, male quartet;
Arthur Worth
S'. Schmitt.
E. S. Wakeland. Walter
H. Schmitt.
M. McCown.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central. 345). 1:35 P. M.. Studio
program;
5:50. Children's
bedtime story;
Musical
program,
Ellyn
Swauson
Engel, 7*0-7:58,
director;
WWJ. Detroit. Mich. (Eastern, 517), 12:05 P. M„
Herbie Mints, pianist; Sallie Menkes,
accompanist;
Detroit News Orchestra; 7:00, Detroit News OrchesIsham Jones and his orchestra.
tra; Town Crier; Anthony Bonell, tenor; Mrs.
WOAP.
Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360).
Laurencelle, soprano; Prof. Bonavia, pianist.
10*0
P. M.. Frederick
W.
Agaid,
pianist; Bob
Cougle. accompanist ; Other artist furnished by Alexander Nakutin : Jack Chapman anj his dance orchestra.
WOAR,
Philadelphia.
Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving.
395), 12*0-12:54 P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; dinner music, Arcadia
Cafe Orchestra; 2:003:00,
Concert.
Arcadia
Cafe
Orchestra;
Song recital; 30-5:55.
4
Piano solos, Edna Fincstone.
WDT. New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405),
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
12:00-1:00 P. M., Popular song recital, by Luckeythe WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 360).
8:00-9:00 P. M„ Selections from "Faust," Star
10:00 P. M., Joseph Steindel, violinist and other
Roberts,
pianist-composer,
assisted
by Lena
SanConcert Orchestra; "Far Away," Estelle Fox, soprano;
ford Roberts; Paul Bass and orchestra.
artists; Jack Chapman and his dance orchestra.
"Evensong," Star Concert Orchestra; "Eili, Eili,"
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
WFAA.
Dallas,
Texas
(Central,
476),
12:30-1:00,
Harry Adaskin, violinist; Suite No. II "Spanish
Address, DeWltt
McMurray;
8:30-9:30, Harold Hart
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital. Stanley
Dances," Star Concert Orchestra; "Charmant Oiseau."
Theater; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert OrTodd, pianist; Henry Kramer, violinist; 11:00-12:00,
Estelle Fox; "Badinage," Star Concert Orchestra;
Belcanto Male Quartet.
chestra; 2:00-3*0, Concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert
"Tango." Harry Adaskin; "Extase." Star Concert
WF1. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395),
Orchestra: Soprano and solos, Estelle Fox; InterOrchestra; Short talk on care of children; 4:30-5:55.
1 :00 P. M., Dinner
mu;ic, Meyer
Davis Bellevue
mezzo, "Naida," Star Concert Orchestra.
Song recital and short talks; 7:30-8:00, Dream
Stratford
Concert
Orchestra;
3:00,
Piano
recital,
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M .
Daddy, bedtime stories; 8:00, Dance music, Howard
Music;
11:30, Vlctrola and Victor records, S. HamilLanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra.
Loretta
Kerk;
7:00,
Children's
Own
Half
Hour,
Stoton Company; Piano and piano rolls, C. C. Mellor
ries by Cousin Sue; 8:00, Boy Scout Program; 8:30, WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
Concert: 9:00,
Song recital:
10:30, Dance
music,
405), 12:00-12:50 P. M., Piano recital, Alfred J.
Company; 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert, Grand SymBellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra.
Stone; Solo, Lillabelle Barton, Wm. Gibson, accomphony Orchestra; 6:45, Children's period; 7 20. ConWGI,
Medford
Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, Daylight Savpanist; 7:00-8*0, Piano recital, Dorothy Brarman;
cert, Quartet numbers. "The Americans Come."
Address, Katherlne Parker Clivette; Song recital;
ing, 360), 12:00 M., Selections on the Edison, Bruns'Eaty Did." "Mighty Lak a Bose," "Molly's
Rosalind
Fabian,
Dorothy
Brarman,
accompanist.
wick. nickeringC
A mpico : Readings,
H.
D.
M. ;
5yesL-J the
iassXe
° 5Iine,"
Flag Charles
Never
WFAA. Dallas, Texas. (Central, 476), 12:30-1*0 P. M„
Touched
Ground,"
"One "The
Solemn Old
Hour,"
3:00
P. M., Amrad
Women's
Club:
"Hospitality
L. Billeter, first tenor; Homer E. Gardner, second
Address, Dr. J. F. Kimball.
Talk,"
Marjorie
Drew;
Selections,
Chickering-Amtenor; Violin
J. A. solos,
Rogers,
baritone;
WFI,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving,
pico and Brunswick;
5:00. "Twilight Tales," Eunice
basso:
Samuel
Gluck. Willard Hamilton,
395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Belleh. Randall;
Kiwani's members.
Night, four speakers;
Quartet
contest7:00,
of Kiwanis
vue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Concert; 6:30, KGW. Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.,
WGR,
Buffalo. N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360),
Dance music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Dance
Woman's program. Child Training; 10:00-11:00,
Orchestra.
12:00-12:30 P. M.f George Albert Bouchard, organist;
and his orchestra.
Dance music, George Olsen
6:30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard,
organist; 7:00, WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, Daylight SavKHJ,
Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 492), 12:30-1:15
ing, 360), 12:00 M., Selections on the Edison, BrunsDigest
of
the
day's
news;
scientific
topics.
P.
M.,
Program.
Bay
Fruth,
saxophonist;
Harold
WGY, Schenectady,
N. Y. (Eastern. 380), 1 :0O P. M.,
wick, Chickering-Ami'ico; Readings. H. D. M. ;
Music
anj address, Mrs.
E. C. Whitmyer;
7:45.
5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," Eunice L. Randall;
Musical
program;
Orchestra
selection.
Publication
6:45, Girls' Hour, "Camp Fire Girls," by "Big
Department
Orchestra;
Address,
Martin
P. Rice;
Smoke"; 7:30, "Science Up to Date," by the "ScienEthel Thomas,
soprano; H. M. Mott-Smith,
cellist:
tific American"; Musical program, Charles L. H.
J. F. Quinlan. baritone; Edward A. Rice, violinist;
Wagner, poet-composer.
Quartet
selections; Walter
Reagles,
tenor; L. De WGR. Buffalo. N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
12:00-12:30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
Witt Efner. saxophonist;
Duet. Ethel Thomas,
soprano, J. F. Quinlan.
baritone; A. O. Coggeshall,
6:30-7:30, George Albert Bouchard,
organist; 7:00,
tenor.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Concert,
Mary
Anderson
Theater
Orchestra,
Ollie
Jones, conductor;
Selections played on Rialto Theater organ; 7:30-9*0.
Concert, Ray Pfaff and his
orchestra: Reading,
"An Interesting Historical Episode."Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
WIP,
3:00 P. M., Artist recital; 6:02, Dinner music. Dick
Regan's
WIP
Concert
Orchestra;
stories. Uncle
Wip; 8:00,
Short 7:00-7:30.
talk; 8:15,Bedtime
Song
recital; 8:30, Piano recital; 9*0, Musical program.
WJAX,
Cleveland, Ohio. (Eastern, 390), 7:30 P. M.,
Concert program. Cleveland News-Leader; Dance music, Emerson Gill Orchestra; Vocal selections, Fred
Irvine.
WJAZ,
Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447.7),
10:00 P. M.-2. A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra.
Dan
Russo,
director;
"Bird
of the Wilderness,"
"Somewhere
a Voice Is Calling,"
"Indian
Bird
Song."
"The Nightingale,"
May Goldberg, soprano:
Violin
solos,
Roul
Kantrou ; "Kashmiri
Song,"
"Serenade,"
R. C. Ball, baritone;
"Etude
in E
Flat," Cincinnati,
"March
Grotesque."
Harriet309),Weeber,
VYLW.
Ohio. (Eastern,
10:00 pianist.
P. M..
Special
Atonement
program,
Avondale
Synagogue;
Circle Orchestra, popular entertainment.
VYMAQ,
Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447),
4:30 P. M., Program,
Gunn School of Music: 9:009:15, Hotel La Salle Roof Garden
Orchestra; 9:1510:00, Musical program, Mr. aud Mr3. Paul Vernon.
WOC,
Davenport,
Iowa.
(Central,
484).
12:00
M.,
Chimes concert; 3:30 P. M., A. G. Hinrichs, lecturer;
5:45, Chimes concert; 7:00, Special, Art Landry and
his "Call of the North"; WLAG
Orchestra.
WOO,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Eastern,
Daylight Saving,
509),
11*0-11:30
A. M., Organ recital, Mary
E.
vogt;
12:00-12:55, Dinner
music, Wanamaker
Tea
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Inductance Switch

Loop Aerial
PostpaidinU.S.A.
Complete with
Binding Posts and
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for literature
describing
our
Desks,
Cabinets
and
Loud
Speaker Cabinets.

Price: $2.00
Ask Tour Dealer

Write for free
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WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra, Ollie
Jones, conductor; Selections, Rialto Theater Organ:
7:30-9:00, Concert, Ella Sharrard Violin Quartette:
Walter Bodeman, Christine Janslng, Dorothy Neat,
Theodore
Williams.
(Continued on page 8)
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Better Radio 'Phones

a dealer's name. No further obligation, but possibly a reminder
that you need a perfect crystal.
If so, slip 50 cents for both into
the envelope, and thank yourself
ever after that you tried a B -Metal Loud
Talking Crystal. It's a piece of radio jewelry
and works as good as it looks. Sold under
our liberal Money Back Guarantee to Satisfy.
B-METAL
REFINING
3134 TRUMBULL AVE.,
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Since 1915
Radio— year

a complete
offer thethusiastradio
enline
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guaranteed
— the best.
parts of one quality
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"Red -Heads" are
the lowest priced,
high-grade, um-backed
aluminreceivers
on the market. Nine

At last a dry cell set that
will tune out interference
and bring in D. X. stations
when local stations are
broadcasting.
A Buffalo user tuned in
Tampa,
Florida,
on
the

years of receiver
experience are behind
their quality.

Complete
set
with
cord3000-Ohm
"F"
Land head
MODE
band;
aluminum back;
brown-red ear caps; small, light-weight;
exquisitely sensitive and fine-toned.

"RED-HEAD"Jr. <C W*

THE GUARANTEE

The NEWMAN-STERN

Co.

Dept, RD, E. 1 2 tb. S t ., Cleveland , O.

loud speaker while a powerful local station was operating only four miles away.
Federal engineering skill
plus feats
Federal
quality make
such
simple.

^federal

QQ

of new design; a rem W
l■^k•v'v,
m set *P ^^^
Complete 2000-Oh
markable
production
with the same workmanship and guarantee as on our standard Model "F".
Money
back ifthat
after
7 days' trial are
you're
not
"Red-Heads"
the
BESTsatisfied
receiversonthemarketat
the price.

better tnd
better radio
receiver*.

130 Federal
ard RadioStandparts

ILL.

1023,
1921

19171

COMPANY
DETROIT,
MICH.

A new D. X. Dry Cell Receiving Set with headphones using
Radio Frequency-H$87.00,
without tubes or batteries

CO.

fERE'S
what we say about
they're
. EXTRA-ORDINARY
radio"Red-Heads"—
receivers. Webelieve
they're the best receivers on the markettivestoday.
are easySuperlatosay
and hard to back up.
Here's how we back
up oars. We GUARANTEE that you'll
like
"Red-Heads."
You take
no risk in
refund
your money
buying them.
We'll
plus postage if you
don't trial.
agree with us
after

mm

8 Free

rJS£ Just
Hook-Ups
and Symbols
send a two-cent stamp and

$J25

tt£
lOllj
Self-contained. Only one
panel hole. Easy to install.
Pig-tail connection eliminates
sliding contacts.
Westinghouse Micarta insulation prevents leakage.
Solder terminal and contact
one piece. Adjustable stop
pin. New type dial knob
eliminates panel numberCan beswitch.
used as "B"
batterying. tap
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Smitlnvlrk, pianist; Jock Lawton, saxophonist: 2:303 30, Matlnco mush-ale; 6:45-7:30, Program, Gags
CbriStopheB; Rev. Thomas
Lutman.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Contral. 345), 1:35 P. M.. Studio
program;
5:50, Children's
bedttraoLandwor.
story; 7:00-7:58,
I
program,
Lillian
Allecn
Salliti M< nKi-:i, accompanist; Irono
Vopat, soprano;
pianist;
Ilcrblo Mlntz, pianist; 8:05-8:25, Good reading. Rev.
C. J. Pernln.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360).
10:00 P. M.. John Stamford, pianist; Jack Chapman
and his danco orchestra.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving.
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M„ Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
2:00-3:00. Concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
Daddy. solos, Edna Flnestone; 4:30-5:55, Short talks
Piano
and song recital; 7:30-8 M0, Bedtime stories, Droani
WDT. New York, N. W. (Eastern. Daylight Savlnj.
405), 12:00-12:50, Song recital, Fred Taylor, Betty
Watty, Vaughn do Leath, accompanist.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas. (Central. 376), 12:30-1:00 P. M..
"Keeping
Fit." Dr. J.
Cranflil; 8:30-9 30. William A. Sutherland,
Jr.,B. pianist.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving.
395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Concert of
Ednyfed Lewis, tenor; John Vandersloot, bass; Loretta Kerk, pianist; 6:30, Dance music, Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Dance Orchestra; 8:00, Recital:
8:30, Dance music.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360). 12:00 M., Selections on the Edison, Brunswick, Chlckering-Amplco; Readings, H. D. M.:
5:00 P. M., "Twilight Tales," Eunice L. Randall:
7:00, "State Government," F. W. Cook; Radio farce.
"Converting Bruce." by the Amrad Players.
WGR. Buffalo. N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360),
12:00-12:30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7 MO,
Digest of the day's news, Boy Scout Radiograms,
"The American
Boy."
WGY, Scheneotady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M-.
Music and address, courtesy Modern Prtscilla; 7:45.
Travelogue address on India, Dr. Sigel Roush ;
Instrumental selection, WGY Orchestra; Eward Rice,
violinlBt.
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(Continued from page 7)
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
509), 3:00 P. M., Sone recital; 7:00, Bedtime stories and roll call. Uncle Win; 8:00, Talk, " Where
to Go and How to Get There," by Eugene E.
Hogle, secretary of the Automobile Club of Philadelphia; 8:15, Dance music. Ace Brigode's Ten Virginians from Hotel Walton Hoof; 9:00, Organ recital, Karl Bonawitz from Gerraantown Theater;
9:15, Recital: 10:10, Dance music. Charlie Kerr
and his orchestra from Cafe L'Aiglon.
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio. (Eastern, 390), 8:00 P. M.,
Dance program. Harold S. Smith Orchestra; Vocal
solos, Sir. Howard Wallace; Saxophone solos, Mr.
Julian Smith; Xylophone
solos, Mr. Doyle.
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447.7),
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice," "Violets." "Minor
and Major," "Noon and Night," Helen Davie, soprano; Helen Rauh, pianist: "Where'er You Walk."
"The Night
Wind."
Dunlop, violinist.
tenor: Abbie Jane
Tuttle.
harpist;
PhyllisTom Feingold,
WLW. Cincinnati. Ohio. (Eastern, 309), 4:00 P. M..
Adelaide Apfel. pianist; Reading. "Moonlight,"
Fred Smith: 10:00, "Fantasia," Cletus E. Mecklenborg, violinist; Eugene Eckerle, pianist: "If Love
Were All," Evelyn Valin, soprano; "Liszt Love
Dream No. 3." Eugene Ackerle, pianist; Play,
"Fourteen," Schuster Martin Dramatic School:
"Until."
John Twerck,
tenor;Miscellaneous
"The Swan,"program.
Cletus
E.
Mecklenborg,
violinist;
Cletus E. Mecklenborg, violinist; Eugene Ackerle,
pianist; Evelyn Valin, soprano; Harris J. Wagner,
zither; Eastern Hills Dance
Orchestra.
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447),
4:30 P. M., Musical program; 7:00-8:00, Weekly
Auto Trails,
Rockwell
Weekly
BoyOrchesS'cout
Talk;
9:00-9:15,
Hotel LaStephens
Salle ;Roof
Garden
tra, 9:15-10:00, Musical program, Lyon and Healy.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 M., Chimes
concert :3:30 P. M-. Music: Lecture, Karl G. Stephan;
5:45,
concert; 6:30, Sandman's visit; 8:00,
P.
S. Chimes
C. Orchestra.
WOO. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
1 1*0-11:30 A. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt;
12:00-12:54 P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker Tea
Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary E.
Vogt.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. (Eastern, 517). 12:05 P. M., Detroit News Orchestra; 7:00, Detroit News Orchestra;
Town Crier: Vocal selections, pupils of Bassillios Kyros
and Gray Fowler.

Friday, September 21
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
8:00-9:00 P. M., Suite, "Peer Gynt." Star Concert
Orchestra; "There's a Land," Harry Jackson, baritone; "EKtase," Star Concert Orchestra; "Who Knows,"
Harry Jackson; "Narcissus." "Pulcinello," Star Concert Orchestra; "Love Is Mine." Harry Jackson: Selections from "Chu Chin," Star Concert Orchestra;
Cello solos.
KDKA. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 5:00 A. M.,
Music ; 1 1 :30, Victrola and Victor records, S. Hamilton Company; Piano and piano rolls, C. C. Mellor
Company; 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert, Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:30, Address to the Farmers, Frank
E. Mullen; 6:45, Children's period; 7:20, "Se Saran
Rose," "Boats of Mine." "Love's Pilgrimage," A
Scene from Faust, "The King of Thule," Eva Spencer,
soprano; Piano solos, Matthew Frey; "Farewell to
Cucullain," "Liebesfreud." "In a Gondola," "Schoen
Rosmarin."
Edith Jenkins, violinist.
KGW. Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 330-4:00 P. M.,
Woman's program; 8:00-8:15, Program, vocal music;
8:15-9:00, Studio program, George Oisen and his
orchestra; 10:30-12:00. Hoot Owls.
XHJ, Los Angelos, Calif. (Pacific. 492), 12:30-1:15 P. M.,
News Items; Music; 2:30-3:30, Matinee Musieale;
6:45-7:00, Children's bedtime story, "Uncle John";
7:00-7:30, Organ Recital, Arthur Blakeley; 8:00-10:00,
R. LeMonte Parker and his Great American Band.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Prochestra. gram; 11:00, Dance music, Silverman's dance orChicago, III. (Central, 345). 5:50 P. M., Children's bedtime story; 9:00-10:30. Isham Jones' Orchestra; Herbie Mintz and Harry Geise, pianists;
Sallie Menkes,
accompanist;
Mary Lee, soprano.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 360),
10:00 P. M., Regular Monthly Program, Sun Dodgers' Club; Jack Chapman and His Dance Orchestra.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M.. Organ recital, Stanley
Theater; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Song recital: 4:30-5:55, Program
of popular dance music; 7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories.
Dream Daddy; 8:00-9:00, Playlet by the Greenough
Players; Songs by Harry Glyn; Dance music, Howard
Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance
Orchestra.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving
Time, 405), 12:00-12:50 P. M., Piano Selections,
Leslie Smith; Song, Rae Garden Leeder; Selected
songs, Helen Donny; Jewish Selections, by Jewish
Artists; 11:00-11:55, Musical, Vaughn de Leath's
WDT Feature Orchestra; Clifton Meyer, pianist;
George Lynch, violinist; Henry Hardgraves, saxophonist; Arthur Marden, saxophonist; Gilbert Walker,
banjo, and Samuel Walker, drums.
WFAA. Dallas, Tex. (Central, 376), 1230-1:00 P. M.,
Address. Dr. Robert Stewart Hyer; 8:30-9:30, Mrs.
..Albert Smith, musical recital.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
395), 1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
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Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Song and piano
recital; 6:30, Dance music. Meyer Dans Bellevue
Stratford Orchestra.
WG1, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360), 12:00 M., Selections on the Edison,
Brunswick, Chickering-Ampico ; Readings, 11. D. M. ; CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
3:00
P.
M., Goodwin;
"Yes. WeSelections
Have Noon Bananas."
Talk
8:00-9:00 P. M., Suite. "Woodland Pictures," Star
Mrs. D. H.
the Brunswick,
Concert Orchestra; Contralto solo, Mary Bothwell;
Edison, L.
Chickering-Ampico;
5:00, "Twilight
Eunice
Randall; 7:30, Housing
Problems. Tales."
E. T.
"In Old
Vienna,"
Adaskin,
"Pleading." Star
Concert Harry
Orchestra;
Solo,violinist:
Mary Bothwell,
Hartman;
Concert, L'Origan Melody
Girls.
contralto; "Rendezvous." "Reve Angellque," "Entry
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
of the Gladiators,"
Star Concert Orchestra.
12:00-12:30 P. M.. George Albert Bouchard, organKDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M.,
ist; 6:30-7:00. George Albert Bouchard, organist;
Music; 11:30, Victrola and Victor records, S. Hamil7:00, Digest of the day's news; 9:00, Concert, directon Company; Piano and piano rolls, C. C. Mellor
tion of J. P. Quinn.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 1:00 P. M.,
Company;
P. No.
M., 1,"
Dinner
"Carmen,"
"American 5:15
Dance,
Idyllconcert,
"The Mill
in the
Music and address. Dr. William Burgess Cornell;
Forest." "Parade of the Dolls," "Funeral March of
7H5, "A Night at the Club," Opening Chorus; Inthe Marionet," "The Skaters' ' Waltz," Overture
troduction and speech, John Puflitt; Musical selec"Merry Wives of Windsor," "Carry Me Back to Old
Jazz-Bo 10:30
orchestra.
Ladies,"
Entire tion,
Chorus;
Musical "Good
Program;Night,
Trio selection.
Virgtnny," Westinfihouse (Band; 6:45, Children's
period; 7:05, "Humor from Judge," 7 20, "The BarMoonlight Serenaders, Casmir Ceglerski, violinist;
tered Bride." "Tarantella Forasetta," "A Day in
Orlando di Masi, violinist; Arthur di Masi, SpanVenice." "Dawn," "Gondoliers," "Venetian Love
ish guitar; Helen Griff en. soprano; Ernesto Frasso,
Song," "Good Night," Dance "In the Shadows."
Guitar solo; Gladys Robinson, contralto.
"Celebrated Organ," "Bowl of Pansies." "Humoresque,"
"Memories of the Opera," Westinghouse
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M.,
Band.
Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra: OUie
Jones, conductor; Selections, Rialto Theater Or- KGW, Portland. Ore. (Pacific. 492), 3:30-4:00 P. M.,
gan; 7:30-9:00, Concert. Silver King Sextette; Ottis
Children's program. Aunt Nell; 10:00-11:00, Danco
music, George Olsen and his orchestra.
S'teffey,
director,
pianist; Irving
Joe WUlis.
drummer;
Milton Haffner,
trombonist;
Haffner,
saxophonist;
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 492), 12:30-1:15 P.
M., News Items; Music; 2:30-330, Matinee Musieale;
George Share, banjoist; Reading, "An Interesting
6:45-7:30,
story,
John";of
Historical
Episode." Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
8:00-10:00,Children's
Program, bedtime
Chamber
of "Uncle
Commerce
WIP,
Philadelphia,
Alhambra.
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509), 3:00 strumental
P. Trio;
M.,
Selections
Dick and
Regan's
InDick
Regan, by
director
violinist;
Joseph A. Doriath, Cellist: George A. Ehrenzeller,
Wip.
pianist; 6:45, "Radio Baseball Dope," Monte Cross,
old-time ball player; 7:00, Bedtime stories, Uncle
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 447.7),
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"A Voice in the Wilderness," "Evening and Morning," Rose Bensen. soprano; "Trio for Violin. Piano
and Cello," Beula Rosine, cellist; Harry Bensen,
violinist : Amy Degerman, pianist : Selections, Oriole
Orchestra: Piano solos, Kenneth Cutler; "Inclusions," "Evening," "Thou Ait Me," Rose Bensen;
Cello solos, Beula Rosine; Selections. Oriole Orchestra; "La Partida," "Ho. Mr. Piper," Rose
Bensen;
lections. Piano solos. Amy Degeman; Orchestra seWLW. Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern. 309), 4:00 P. M.,
"Your Happiness,"
May Cornell Stoiber; Piano selections, Margaret NieseL
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447),
4:30 P. M., Song Bells program; 7:00-7:30, WideAwake Club's Half Hours, Bertha L. lies; 7:308:00, Weekly musical lecture, Mrs. Marx E. Oberndorfer; 9:00-9-15. Hotel La Salle Roof Garden Orof music. chestra; ":I5- 10:00, Musical program, Gunn School
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 M.,
Chimes concert; 3:30 P. M., Lecture, C. E. Wilent:
Music; 5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30, Sandman's visit;
8:00, Musical program; Erwiu Swindell, director;
Apollo Mandolin Club; Berniee Gassling, soprano;
Mahlon Bailey, baritone.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
509), 11:00-1130 A. M., Organ recital, Mary E.
Vogt; 12:00-1234 P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker
Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary
E. Vogt; 7:45, Dinner music from Hotel Adelphia
Roof Garden; 8:30, Song and piano recital; 8:45,
Dance music from "Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden;
11:10, Dance music from Hotel Adelphia. Roof Garden.
WWJ,
Detroit,
(Eastern,
12:05
P." M„
Detroit
News Mich.
Orchestra;
7:00,517),
Detroit
News
Orchestra; Town Crier; Anne Campbell, News Poet:
Mrs. Eva DeVlieger, mezzo-soprano; Graeme Gillis,
bass; Jack Maxwell,
pianist.

Jones, conductor; Selections, Alamo Theater Organ:
7:30-9:00, Ten Rest Foster Song Night, CourierJournal Quartette: Mrs. Charles Shannon, soprano;
.Mrs. Carl W. Surman, contralto; Carl W. Surman.
tenor; Albion S. Cornwall, baritone; Mrs. Albion S.
Cornwall, accompanist; Reading, "An Interesting
Historical Episode.
WIP. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving.
509), 3:00 P. M., Popular dance selections; 7:00,
Bedtime stories and roll call. Uncle Wip; 8:00,
Short talk; 8:15. Artist recital; 10:10. Dance music,
Charlie Chicago,
Kerr and
Orchestra
at Cafe
WJAZ,
III. His
(Central,
Daylight
Saving.L'Aiglon.
447.7),
10:00 P. M.-2:00 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"Baby," "The Cactus," "Paddy." Helen Smith,
soprano; Clarinetto solos, E. E. Harder: Selections.
Oriole
Orchestra;
"Little
Woman
Mine," contralto:
"Araby."
"Russian
Lullaby',"
Aleen
S'trossbecg,
Orchestra;
Lucas;
"Where
the
Heart
Is," Guitar
"Trade solos,
Winds,"Nic
Helen
Smith;
Clarinetto
sulos (by popular request), E. E. Harder; Mark Love,
bass:
Norman
Kllng.
baritone;
Stella
Barnhart,
pianist ; Orchestra selections.
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447),
8:00-8:15 P. M., Hotel La Salle Roof Garden Orchestra; 8:15-9:00, Musical program, Eleanor Kaplan; 9:00-10:00, Weekly
Chicago Theater program.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 M.,
Chimes concert: 3 30 P. K., Lecture. C. C. Hall;
Music;
5:45, program,
Chimes concert;
Sandman's visit;
9:00, Dance
P. S. C.6:30,
Orchestra.

(Continued on page 9)

KSD
(Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Program, Missouri
Theater.
KYW, Chicago, III. (Central, 345), 5:50 P. M., Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Musical program,
W. W. Kimball Piano Company; Isham Jones and
his orchestra; Harry Geise, pianist; Mary Lee, soprano; 8:05, Under the Evening Lamp, Youth's
Companion.
PWX, Havana, Cuba (Eastern, 400), 9*0-11:30 P. M.
Cuban Chicago,
dance music,
Antonio
Romeu's
WDAP,
III. (Central,
Daylight Orchestra.
Saving, 360),
10:00 P. IH., Harmony Girls, Misses Carpenter and
Ingram; Bob Brown, ukulele; Fred Rose, pianist;
Betty Holmes, soprano; Melodians' Quartet; Jack
Chapman's
Orchestra. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
WDAR,
Philadelphia,
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M.. Organ recital. Stanley
Theater; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2:00-3:00, Concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert
Orchestra; Song recital; 4:30-5:55, Dance music;
7:30-8:00, Bedtime
stories. Dream
Daddy.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
405), 12:00-12:55, "Tinkerman and the Winged
Taxie," read by the author Edith J. Craine: Banjo
selections.
Johnsolos,
Martell;
S'ong recital,
Meredith; Guitar
Ann Carson;
Banjo Mabel
and Guitar
duet, Ann Carson and John Martell.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex. (Central. 376), 1230-1:00 P. M.,
Address, Dr. J. H. McGinnis; 8:30-9:30, Gussie Montgomery's Harmony Six Orchestra; 11:00-12:00, WalJ. Fried, violinist.
•
WFI, terPhiladelphia,
Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
395),
1 :00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Dance Orchestra; 3:00, Musical and literary
program; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford
Orchestra;
Children's
Own Half Concert
Hour. Stories,
by 7:00-7
Cousin30.Eliza:
8:00,
Dance music: 9:00, Program of popular music.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, Daylight
Saving, 360), 7:30 P. M., Talk on New England
business problems; Program of late releases. Uncle
Eddie and Uncle John:
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
12:00-12:30 and 6:30-7:00 P. M., George Albert
Bouchard,
organist.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4*0-5:00 P. M.,
Concert,
Mary
Anderson
Theater
Orchestra;
Ollie

"THE ACCENT

IS ON SERVICE, "

*M6\fese<|.5t.
Uew-MwlC,
Our
appreciation of your orders is expressed
in the
Quality of our merchandise and prompt service.
VARIOCOCPLERS
$3.50 Woikrite
180°
$2.95
3.00 Rhason 180"
1.95
3.50 Fisher, Large, 180°
2.25
3.50 Fisher. Large, 90°
2.25
2.75 Fisher, Small, 180°
1.75
2.75 Fisher, Small.
90°
1.75
VARIOMETERS
$3.50 Workrite
$2.95
8.50 Remler, Molded
4.45
3.50 Fisher, Large
2.65
CONDENSERS
$2.00 R. C. 11 plate
$1.05
2.35 R. C 23 plate
1.35
2.75 R. C. 43 plate
1.65
VERNIER
CONDENSERS
$4.00 Precision 23 pi
$2.25
5.00 B. C. 43 pi SOCKETS
2.95
$L0O Magnus,
Aluminum
$0.45
.75 Bakelite
.45
.50 Composition, Mid
30
RHEOSTATS
Pacent, 6, 10, 20 er 30 ohm,
$0.95
Seiss, 6 ohm
60
Tillman, 6 ohm
45
Tillman, 30 ohm
60
Ajax Combination
Socket & Rheostat....
1.55
PHONES
$6.00 Brandes
Superior
$5.25
12.00 N. & K., Imported
5.50
5.00 Nerco
2.50
Ambassador
3.89
Mail orders promptly attended to. All orders
amounting
to
$5.00
or
more
will
be
shipped
prepaid.
order.
Will ship C. O. D. unless remittance accompanies

The "B" Battery is the Life
Ground Clamp
of Your Radio Set
Improved
*wrsr\

KYW,

LISTEN! REFLEX FANS!

Type
C
for Reflex Sets, $2.50

Type B
for Crystal Setc, $1.50

To this good news.
Here is THE ONE
THING NEEDED
to make the REFLEX SINGLE
TUBE set a GREAT
instrumen t— A
REAL LIVE PERMANENT
DETECTOR .to take
the place of a crystal
detector. No special
wiring, connect the
same as crystal detector.

We have set aside 100 B-METAL REFLEX
SPECIALS TUBE Type Non-Battery PERMANENT DETECTORS and having given
them most exhaustive tests, are ready for
your verdict, so fill out the attached coupon
and mail at once as this offer is limited to
the first 100 applicants, one detector to each.

B-METAL
3134

Trumbull

REFINING CO.
Avenue,

B-METAL
REFINING
' 3134 Trumbull
Ave.,

CO.
Detroit,

DETROIT,

MICH.

THIS

Equipped with Fahnestock
Patent
Wire
Connectors
Easily Attached
No Soldering. For Radio Use Only
At Your Dealers

Fahnestock Electric Co.
Long Island City, N. Y.

POSITIVE RESULTS
are being obtained by thousands
users of the

EASTERN COIL SETS
for the

C0CKADAY CIRCUIT
The remarkable features which are making
this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular
each day are its simplicity of construction
and control — wonderful selectivity — distance
records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference, etc., are eliminated.
Made as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
using No. 18 zvire with D coil bank-wound.
COMPLETE ASSEMBLED
SET OF B, C AND D COILS.
PRICE

«C*-fcTei
*P ^. • Q
' '

Hook-up, directions and
material list FREE.

Mich.

' Send postpaid one B-METAL REFLEX DETECTOR. '
I I will test same and return detector ov price within '
I live days.
I

of satisfied

Mail

Orders

Mail to.

EASTERN

Address

22 Warren

Filled.

Dealers

RADIO

Communicate

MFG. CO.

Street, Dept. R. D., NEW

YORK.

N. Y.

IS NUMBER

ONE

OF

A SERIES

THE only function of your Radio
set is to produce sound-waves —
those mechanical disturbances in the
air caused by some rapidly vibrating
body. So far as the Radio set itself is
concerned the actual source of the
sound is the "B" Battery. It is not
an exaggeration to say that the "B"
battery
"lifeis ofsimply
your aRadio";
for
the is
setthe
itself
device
to reproduce sounds, and the sounds
Battery.
all have their origin in the "B"
The "B" Battery is simply a box full
of electrical energy; harnessed for you
by experts. Without the Radio wave the
flow of energy from the "B" battery is
smooth', steady and silent. It is the
final aim and purpose of all the*many
parts which go to make up a Radio
receiving set, to convert the otherwise
steady flow of electrical energy from the
"B" Battery, into a rippling, vibrating,
throbbing, audible current.
As the sound-waves — whether caused
by the human voice in talking or singing,
or by musical instruments — are modulated up and down — now high — now
low ; so does the current from the strongly vital "B" Battery follow the modulations and the variations, so that the
original message, in all its delicacy of
tone and vibration, comes clear and distinct through your Radio set.
Not a mere adjunct to the pleasureyour Radio set is the
quality — ofinstead,
giving
"B" Battery
it is the vital,
life-giving
part
—
the
very
heart of your
Radio set.
Do not slight this vital part — give
your Radio set the advantage of the
best — use Eveready "B" Batteries.

cNpte: This is No. 1 of a series of informative advertisements which will
appear in this magazine. They are
designed to help Radio users get the
most out of their Batteries and Radio
sets. If you have any battery problem,
write toG. C. Furness, Manager Radio
Division, National Carbon Co., Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

The New Metal Case
Eveready "B" Battery
(No. 766)
"The Life of Your Radio"
The same popular 22^ volt Eveready "B" Battery in a new, handsome, durable, waterproof, metal
container. Eveready quality
throughout. At all dealers, $3.00.
The " B " Battery is the vital part
of any radio receiving set. Eveready
Batteries — especially made for
Radio — serve better, last longer and
give better results.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Inc.

EVEREADY

s
Radio Batt
~lhey erie
last longer

RADIO
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WWJ, FIRST PRESS
PUNT, 3 YEARS OLD
HEARD

IN ENGLAND,
AND
HAWAII

PERU

Leader in Adopting Practical Designs
Now Is Classed Among
Finest Stations
DETROIT. — WWJ, the Detroit News
has just celebrated its third birthday anniversary. It was the first newspaper in
this country to enter the broadcasting
field. The first broadcasting by The News
was in the form of returns from the
city, state and national primaries.
At first the effective range of WWJ
was only about 100 miles. Due to improvements the range now is much wider.
It has been heard in England. It also
has been heard in Hawaii and Peru.
The story of progress in Radio telephony has been the story of WWJ. Each
new practical development was incorporated by the station. The studio of WWJ
is now rated as one of the finest.
In May, 1922, the Detroit News became
a leader by forming an orchestra for
Radio concerts.
This has become famous.

ADVANCE

PROGRAMS

(Continued from page 8)
WOO. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
509). 11:00-11:30 A. M., Organ recital. Mar}- E. Vogt;
12:00-12-3* P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker Tea
Room Orchestra; 4:43-5:00, Organ recital. Mary E.
Vogt.
WTAM. Cleveland, Ohio. (Eastern. 390), 8:00 P. M..
Concert.
WWJ. Detroit, Mich. (Eastern, 517), 12:05 P. M., Detroit Xews Orchestra; 7:30, Detroit News Orchestra.

Sunday,

September 23

KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 492), 10:00 A. M..
Church Services; 10:30-11:00, Arthur Blalseley. Organist: 7:00-7:30, Organ recital; 8:00-I0:00. Musical
program.
KYW, Chicago, III. (Central, 345), 10:00 A. M.. Church
Services, St. Chrvsostom's Episcopal Church; Rev.
N'orman J. Hutton. rector; 5:00-8:00 P. M., Sisson
Trio; A. L. Shyman, pianist; Theodore Ratzer. violinist; George Bass, cellist.
WDAP. Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360),
9:15 P. M., Henry Selinger and the Drake Concert
Ensemble; Milla Ybarra, Mexican soprano.
WFAA. Dallas. Texas. (Central, 376). 2:30-330 P. M.,
Radio Chapel Bible Class, First Presbyterian Church
Dr. William M Anderson, pastor: 9:30-10:00. Sacred
music. Ervay Street Baptist Church: 10:00-11:00.
Harris Brothers Orchestra.
WFI,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Eastern,
Daylight
Saving,

395), 10:15 A. M., Church Services. Arch street
Presbyterian Church.
WGI. Medford. Hillside, Mass. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360). 4:00 P. M., "Twilight" Program. "Adventure Hour,"Phonograph;
Youth's Companion;
Laboratory
Stories byConcert,
Arturo; Edison
8:30,
Evening program.
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
3:00 P. M., Vesper service. Dr. Charles D. Broughton,
Episcopal.
WGY. Schenectady. N. Y. (Eastern. 380), 1030 A. M..
Church Service of First Baptist Church. Troy. New
York. Rev. F. King Singiser, pastor; 3:30 P. M.,
Lecture on Christian Science, Rev. Andrew J. Graham,
C. S. B., First Church of Christ, of Boston. Mass.;
7 30. Church Service. First Baptist Church, Troy,
New York, Rev. F. King Singiser, pastor.
WHAS. LouisiKlle. Ky. (Central, 400), 9:57 A. M.,
Organ music; 10:00. Church services. Fourth Avenue
Baptist Church; Rev. Dr. John F. Fraser, pastor;
4:00-5:00 P. M., Concert. SY. Peters Evangelical
Church Choir: Robert Conner, director.
WHK, Cleveland. Ohio. (Eastern, 360), 8:00 P. M.,
Concert program. WHK
Orchestra.
WJAZ. Chicago. 111. (Central. Daylight Saving, 447.7),
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M., Oriole Orchestra: "Polonaise in
A Major," "Nocturne in E Flat Major," Margaret
Garrity, pianist; "Rhondino," "Melody," Edward
Hagner. violinist; Oriole Orchestra; "Philosophy,"
"You," R. G. Ball, baritone; "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor," Margaret Garrity, pianist; Orchestra; "The
Dew Is Sparkling." Edward Hagner, violinist; "To
Show That 1 Was True," "O Little Mother of Mine,"
R. G. Ball; Isabella Walker Kuehne, soprano; Selections, Orchestra.
WWJ. Detroit Mioh. (Eastern. 517), 7:30 P. M„ Church
services.
St.Orchestra.
Paul's Episcopal Cathedral; 2:00, Detroit News

Monday,

September 24

WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving,
395). 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley
Theater; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Short talks and piano solo; 4:00-5:55, Short
talks and popular songs; 7 30-8:00 P. M., Bedtime
stories. Dream Daddy.
WFI. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
395), 1 :00 P. M.. Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00. Artist recital; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Concert Orchestra; 7:00-7:30, Bedtime
stores. Cousin Sue.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
12:00-12:30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6 30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00,
Digest
day's news:
Concert,
Wheat Ice
Cream of
Co..theOrchestra,
E. C.9:00,
Sutton,
director.
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y. (Eastern, 380). 1:00 P. M..
ilusic and address, Mrs. Wm. J. Nunn ; 7 :45, Concert program, Helen A. Parker, pianist ; Reading,
Mrs. Robert Wilson ; Margie Howard Morse, Contralto; Address, Samuel W. Mauger.
WHAS, Louisville. Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M..
Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie
Jones, conductor : Selections, Rialto Theater
organ.
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 9:00-10:30 P. IW..
Program, Mrs. Harry Glass, soprano; Margaret Dexter Babbs, contralto: John C Dandurand. tenor; C.
Albert Cook, bass; Harry J. McCreedy,
accompanist.
WIP. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving,
509), 3:00 P. M., Artist recital; 6:45, "Radio Baseball Dope," Monte Cross, old-time baseball player;
7*0-7 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WLW. Cincinnati. Ohio. (Eastern, 309). 4:00 P. MSpecialofMusic,
Jennie Walter
Kehrt; Esberger,
8:00, Concert,
Esberger's
Band
Cincinnati;
director;
Helen
Hofer, soprano; Roger Hill Dance Orchestra; Roger
Hill, pianist; Clyde Tuxworth, saxophonist; Webb
Planitz, clarinetist: Ralph Ross, trombonist; Claude
Lawson.
banjoist; Bernie Hagener,
drummer.
WOO. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
509). 11:00-1130 A. M.. Organ recital, Mary E.
Vogt; 12:00-12:54 P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker
Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary
E. Vogt; 730, Dinner music from Hotel Adelphia
Roof Garden; 830, Song recital; 9:30 P. M.. Grand
organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.

PACIFIC
COAST
BRANCH:

ptojjrfp

329

Union
League
Bldg.
LOS
ANGELES

"Built First to Last"

This little beanty was approved
by our engineers only when
convinced that they had produced the one socket that com*
bines all the essential features
of a good socketPositive Cotogrip Contacts,
Hard Rubber Insulation.
Rugged Construction.
Compact Design.
Concealed Mounting.
It is impossible to show the
unique
mechanical
action
of Cotogrip contacts in a
photograph.
It is different
from any other socket you
have ever seen. This
socket 'will interest you in
every way.
You ought to have one.
Ask Your Dealer

C0T0-C0IL

CO PROVIDENCE

ALL NATION ENJOYS
STATE FAIR OPENING
Concerts,
Speeches
at Detroit
Broadcast to Millions
DEROIT. — The formal opening of the
Michigan State Fair was heard by many
thousands in various parts of the United
States and Canada this year when Station
WWJ connected its broadcasting outfit
down town with apparatus at the fair
grounds. At the same time it also located big horns at various points about
the grounds where it was made possible to hear speakers on the grandstand
and also the band concerts given every
afternoon and evening on Belle Isle, several miles away.
Previous years prominent speakers, including even the governor, failed to hold
the attention of the crowds on the
grounds because they were so vast the
speakers could be heard only a few feet
away. This year, due to the efforts of
W U'J, the Detroit News made it possible
for everyone who cared, to hear every
speaker on the grandstand and also to
enjoy the finest of musical programs by
gathering
about the big horns.
Radio programs through loud speakers
are furnished to inmates of the Ohio State
penitentiary every evening between 6 and
7 o'clock.

Boston Listeners Form Club
BOSTON, MASS. — A new organization
of broadcast listeners has been formed in
Boston to be known as the Commonwealth
Radio association. It is primarily a B.
C. L. organization but includes all other
amateurs. The members are chiefly oldtime amateurs who want to be affiliated
with the A. B. C. L.; all are members of
the American Radio Relay league. The
club has formed a traffic committee which
will receive complaints from broadcast
listeners and which will have at least one
member listening during broadcast hours
so as to log every amateur station.

U.V. 199 TUBES $5.30
WD-II. WD-12 and UV-20IA.
These tubes reQuire
only 1/16 and 1/4 of an ampere and are the most
popular of all tubes today.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS (Moulded Ends)
$ 2.00— 3-Plate
$110
4.00— 23-Plate
1.60
5.00 — 13-Plate
1.95
6.50 — 23-Plate Vernier
3.15
7.50— 43-Plate Vernier
3.55

.65— ELECTRAD
GRID LEAKS
(with holders) V2, I, |'/2, 2,
5 or 9 Megohms

CROSLEY

3,

RADIO

$55.00—
20.00 —
18.00—
12.00—

Model X (4 Tube Radio Freg..)
44.95
Crosley V (One Tube)
17.55
Crosley
Two Stage
1S.8S
Gen. Nat. Baldwin Phones,
Type C
8JS
Everything guaranteed as firsts. Don't delay getting
Price List No. 9. Wonderful
bargains.
We pay
postage.

RADIO SUPPLY STORES

254 West

Stiegel Street

Manheim,

WHEN
mber
buy,ring
radioyou'r
remewhich
set e towonde
that De Forest invented the
vacuum tube, without which
present-day radio would still
be a dream. Naturally it is
De Forest Radiophones which
give the greatest satisfaction.
Go to your De Forest agent
today and let him tell you why.
DE FOREST

RADIO

Dept. R. D.

TEL. & TEL. CO.
JERSEY

CITY, N.

J.

// Located West of Pennsylvania, Address

DE FOREST

RADIO

TEL. & TEL. GO.

Western Sales Division

Dept. R. D.

38

5680 12th St., DETROIT,

MICH.

Pa.
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by the Radio Digest Publishing Company,
123 West Madison Street
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Chicago, Illinois

Inc.

manch,
A Radio,
he calls it — stuck the first on Simpson's ranch,
And now he's got us locoed, plum from Lone Wolf to Co-
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Will It Be Power by Radio?
Tests

Show

That

There Are Possibilities in Energy
Transmission
IF POWEE can be transmitted by Eadio waves then
motors will drive machinery in factories, lights will
burn in homes, elevators in buildings will be operated,
street cars will be driven and machinery made to work
by means of power transmitted great distances and delivered on the . carrier wave without great loss.
This prophecy may be made because of recent successful experiments conducted by two experts in the
United States bureau of standards. These men ruceessfully directed Radio waves from a transmitter ta a receiver in a beam like a searchlight. The waves were
short so that much interference was eliminated.
The possibilities first suggested by this accomplishment are secret; direct communication, instead of turning a message loose through all space, may be centered
on objects at a distance.
Eadio may prove to be the greatest labor saving
device yet discovered.

Invalids Need Receivers
Let Some Shut-in Use Your Old Crystal Set
SHUT-INS are dependent on friends and relatives for
their news and for world contact. Since the advent
of the Radio conditions have changed; those confined in
their homes have a chance to relieve the monotony and
enjoy living by hearing about the great outside. The
invalid looks forward to the Eadio concert every
evening.
In many instances some of those in hospitals or at
home who are quite familiar with Eadio receiving
equipment would install and operate outfits if they
had them. A great many Eadio sets are not at present
being used. Many who purchased crystal outfits have
gradually put them aside in favor of the tube sets.
These crystal outfits are performing the rather useless
function of collecting dust in attic or closet. The
number of broadcasting stations in the country has
increased ' so rapidly that very few shut-ins with
crystal receivers are now out of range of all stations.
Why not turn that crystal set over to one of these
persons? It is doing you no good and it may brighten
the life of one not so fortunate.

About That Lightning Hazard
Why Bluster with Something That Is of No Consequence?
YOU would think} by the way most writers handle the
subject of lightning hazards that they know just
how to control a streak of lightning i«i spite of the
storm, king. Becently there appeared a whole page of
text matter in a Sunday Eadio section of a newspaper
telling how and illustrating exactly where a forked bolt
of "blue blazes" hits the Eadio set, regardless of the
ton of iron which usually constitutes the furnace, telephone poles, railroad tracks and tall chimneys. How a
person really falls into these moods is more than the
ordinary observer can understand.
There is a certain Eadio set we know about which
has two aerials on the roof of a tall apartment building.
A storm recently came across the city; the air was full
with what we mortals call an electric storm. The
owner of the Eadio set, while sitting in the railroad
station waiting for a train, saw a heavy bolt of lightning, round in form, enter Lake Michigan a half mile
out. Another struck an electric-wire pole just back of
the apartment and another hit the tracks of the railroad
where it flared up as a brilliant ball of fire. The insignificant little aerials, two of them, could not attract a
single strayujf the forked bolt. A dead piece of timber,
a telegraph^TOle or post has always been the mark for
lightning, not a copper wire. Think out the reason
why, you Eadiophans!
We wonder when Eadio writers will stop throwing a
"scare" into the fans when so few records show that
an aerial is the real means of picking up a streak of
lightning ?

r

And the cattle are deserted, 'cause the men all stick around
For to miss
hear a what's
Seems they hate to
sound, in the air leaves.
sleepy
And they
jesteye,
won't hit their blankets, though they bat a
Till they've had a bedtime story and a good-night lullaby.
We couldn't savvy, prontot, quite the nature of the game.
And wesame
j.okcd the gentle stranger, but he went on jest the
Puttin' up his queer antenny, as he called somt wire things,
And a bridle,
with some ear-muffs, that he'd patched up with
some strings.
Then at last speaks old Bear Hawkins:
"Are you aimin'
to declare
That this thing will ketch, in passin', all the noises of the

WEEKLY

SUBSCRIPTION

(Part
and Originally broadcast via WOR
range,I. Written
By Arthur Chappman.)
It's hard to keep our punchers at their tasks, out on the
strange;
Sence a tenderfoot's upset 'em, with a dingbat new and

That she'll rope and tie a sound wave, jest the same as any
■ steer?"
•
the stranger:
"Don this harness and then tell us
airyon hear."
(Partwhat
II next
week will conclude Mr. Chappman's poem.)
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for
Indigest
It with Gasoline,
BY GOSH

Beginners
It's Cheaper

IS for Needs;
Our set. has such, a crew,
And as we think of all we need
The mortgages come due.

Barely Saved from Incineration
Or Why the Cop Committed Suicide
THE patrolman was slowly sauntering along his beat. The
church clock a block away struck one. All was quiet.
In this suburb there was as little chance of something happening as there was of getting a promotion. But it is the
unexpected that always happens. Looking across the street
his attention was attracted to a house all dark except a
flickering glow of light at an attic window. At times it was
almost gone and then again it would flare up. A curl of
smoke could be seen when it was the brightest. To the officer's mind the solution was clear.
Crossed wires, family asleep, a chance for a rescue, his
picture in the papers and a possible promotion. It all ran
through his mind in a flash. The pulling of the fire alarm
box on the corner was his first move. Then en a run he
crossed the street and back to the house where the light still
flickered in the attic. He could hear the bell ringing as he
kicked the door with his heavy shoe. A light appeared at
the head of the stairs and a figure was descending. In the
distance the clang of the approaching fire department could
be heard.
The front door opened.
"Madam, your house is on fire — crossed wires in the attic.
Leave scramble
the doorupopen
the fire
Therereached,
was a
mad
the for
stairs.
The department."
second floor was
the attic door opened, and up again. Breathless, at the head
of the stairs they stopped. A figure near the window was
seated in an old rocking chair smoking a pipe. On a box in
front of him was a Radio set and on either side of which
stood a candle, well burned down and sputtering.
"What do you mean by this, Pa?" the woman gasped. "I
thought
you were insilence.
bed longNo,ago."
was the
raising
of
a hand indicating
other There
movement
of the
figure
with the head phones. Then they heard him whisper, "S-h-h-h,
I think I've got KFI."
H. K. C.
Beneath this green sod
Liesspread
good on
J. DeCam
—
He
his jam.
bread
Solder
paste for

Paging Polly W. Thafs

'Nuff

Pollytells
W. :youThat
new-fashioned
who "buttonholds"
youTo and
about
all the longguydistance
stations he
heard the night before — does he chew snuff?
Well, then YOU have nothing to worry about ! !
Brighton Early.

INDI-GEST KINKS?
SEND A DOLLAR—
kinks worked out in little
the home
est
Indi-Gthat
are rmany
RE hampe
THE
your fellow Radiowould
knut and cause him much worry. Indi-Gest is very much interested in securing such material and is willing to
accept a dollar for each kink printed.
Send a stamped envelope so rejected
ned. dollar
cirretur
no sent
Under be
copy may be cumstances
will the
back.
INDI-GEST KINKS DEPARTMENT

No,

Mike

and Izzy Are Very Modest

Dear Indi : I am herewith enclosing one (1) poem. (I
don't care what you. say, J think it's a poem, so there!)
Give this poem to the Office Squirrel, or send it to Mike and
Izzy, ifanyyoucircumstances,
don't think publish
it will it
make
themvalueless
sick, butcolumn.
don't
under
in your
I was listening to Station BLAH the other night on my
own modification of the Stebbins Sooper Degenerative Circuit (See enclosed hook-up) and kept hearing a raspy noise
in the headphones. (I mean earmuffs.) I think this was
caused by either Mike or Izzy scratching his fleas in front
of the microphone. Am I right? Ann Tenna, signing off
at 13 :61, Eastern Standard Time.
Good Night.
Ann Tenna.
(Indi's
Note:
Modified
Stebbins
hook-up
and so-called poem
coming later. Stand by.)

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
• Impresarios complain of artists being too temperamental, causing them annoyance at crucial moments.
Judging from the experience Eadio operators had at
station WDAE, in Philadelphia, on a recent occasion I
imagine the same fault will be attributed to microphones
and their unionized adjuncts. Operators and announcers
had planned to broadcast a program featuring themselves
at that time, but the plant refused to function. They
enjoyed an evening off with speeches and Eadio dancing,
which was no doubt a treat.
We listeners in have been privileged to listen to many
men and women of prominence in various walks of life.
Actors and actresses have addressed us whose names
loom large in theatrical circles, yet it is seldom that such
"perform" for us; an unfortunate circumstance. When
WDAP announced the inimitable Chick Sale the other
night in his perfected characterization of a minister (of
a type) Eadio audiences were aware of an unusual feature. Pity there are not more Sale broadcasts. An
entertainment of this kind is well worth putting on the
air.
Who will win the prize offered by WGY for the best
Eadio drama to be submitted during the next three
months? Since I am not competing you all have a
chance. It is a timely scheme of the General Electric
people to urge greater thought along this line. As it is
generally understood that dramas for Eadio transmission require handling a little different from those intended for the stage, to be entirely successful, a new
field is open to playwrights. The drama finally chosen
will be broadcast this winter when conditions are most
favorable.
Perhaps the majority of Eadio listeners are ever ready
to share their receiving sets with those less fortunately
placed in the matter of hearing broadcasting. After
reading of the experience of one fan in San Francisco,
whose generosity had led to his being robbed of a hundred dollars, I question whether some of us will hand a
headset to a stranger, however entrancing. The young
woman who listened to KPO while getting the gate receipts was very clever. She possibly has introduced a
new phase of criminal procedure.
We'll see!
The details of prize fights, baseball and football have
preceded the announcement of golf strokes but now we
have these also. Station WSB gave to enthusiasts in
Atlanta a Eadio picture . of Bobby Jones as he covered
the golf course in winning fashion on the links on Long
Island, N. Y. A leased telegraph wire enabled the station to provide this much appreciated service. Contests
of whatever nature in which a large majority of the
public
is interested may easily be broadcast all over
the
country.
Despite the oft repeated assertion that the City of
Brotherly Love is several steps behind other municipal
marchers it is to be noted that as to Eadio installation
it is slightly in the lead. Hotels and apartments equipped
with Eadio receiving sets have multiplied in number
quite rapidly. In the proposed structures to be erected
in Philadelphia the most advanced plans for Eadio reception by guests is contemplated. Not one of the least
noved features is a Eadio paging system.
While it is true that Prance, for instance, began testing the medium of Eadio for warning shipping during
heavy fogs, no country at present ranks with ours in the
extent or efficiency of Eadio fog signaling. At present
the all-weather range of these signals is thirty miles on
a thousand meter wave. One of the greatest achievements was to make the device automatic after being
started by a keeper. The value of such fog signals to
shipping cannot be overestimated, especially since the
range can be increased beyond the thirty-mile limit.
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Chapter XVII — Using Alternating Current on Tubes
Itv Thomas

W. Benson, A. M. /. R. E.

iiin one ejde of the secondary circuit to
the filament terminal the polarity of this
terminal would be rapidly changing from
negative to positive and back again many
times a second; with each change a varla-

DEGINNERS
will find the accompanying
*■* series by Mr. Benson very helpful in
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:

Is to rectify the alternating current; make
it direct. For reception the electrolytic
rectifier Is not a satisfactory device; principally because it lets a little of the unwanted half of the cycle to leak through.

Chapter XVIII— Testing Radio Instrument!.

O&KSIIU0L

Chapter XIX— Locating Trouble in the
Set.

CURRENT

Chapter XX— Useful Information and
Formulas.

AFTE&,

ced subTHIS may seem a rather advan
ered in a beginners'
considence
to be experi
has shown that
. seriesject btit
minds not too close to a given subject
often conceive the greater improvements.
Witness the rise of Radio broadcasting
when many amateurs made the greatest
discoveries. Let us therefore disctrss the
difficulties yet to be overcome in the using
of alternating current from the house
lighting mains in a Radio set.
The possibility of simply connecting
into a convenient socket as a source of
energy for the filament and plate circuits
of the Radio set is not beyond reason; in
fact it has been accomplished in an experimental way but by methods too complicated for the ordinary man.
Its reali-

RECTIFICATION
SCTOOTHED WITH
/A/OUCTANCEJ

srrooTHE-p

WITH
conos/VSEizs

Figure 62 — Showing
tion

i

_J * — meNTWEm
SL2MJ
.STEPOOUIH

Source

potential

in converting

would

result.

of the Hum

This circuit will work but it is impossible to eliminate the hum because, though
we locate a point on the potentiometer
where there is no potential difference with
the center of the filament, there is a difference between that point and the sides
of the filament, hence the hum. For those
troubled by storage batteries this arrangement may prove very satisfactory on local stations where the signals are strong.
The transformer should have a rating
high enough to supply all the tubes in use.
Allow 6 watts for each UV-200, UV-201
and C-300 or C-301. The allowance for
other tubes can be readily calculated by
multiplying the volts required by the
rated filament current to give the watts.
The potentiometer
of standard
construc-

T/tMIS/WtlEU

Figure 60— How

grid

stages

The aplate
affected
and
roar circuit
would would
result.then
To be*
offset
this
effect use is made of a potentiometer connected across the secondary of the transformer. The purpose of this potentiometer
is not to vary the potential of the grid
as usual but to locate the electrical center of the filament circuit. Even though
the potentials at the ends of the potentiometer are continually changing it is
apparent that at some point on the resistance there would be no change in
potential as to the center of the filament.

VWA/V
♦-VWJvwi

in the

various

A. C. is used in lighting filament

zation would solve many of the harassing
problems, particularly the upkeep, of the
larger receiving sets.
Noise Caused by Break in Current
We have found from previous chapters,
if not by actual experience, that any disturbance in the
steady
flow
of the filament or plate battery current would give

TD
PlATE
CIRCUIT

A. C. to D.

C. for

use in plate

circuits

as flowinp in one direction in the primary circuit. At that moment one end
of the secondary will have a positive potential, and thetap.
other The
negative,
in relation'
to the center
tube, having
its
plate connected to the positive terminal
at that instant, will permit current to
(low to the filament, thence to the plate
Circuit of the set and back to the center
tap. The other tube will not permit current to flow. However, when the current
reverses; the other tube permits a flow
of the current while the first one checks
it. In this manner the alternating current is converted to a direct current; but
it is pulsating.
Direct
Current
Obtained
This action is shown in Figure 62. At
A is shown the original alternating current: at B the lower halves of the cycles
are turned up, so to speak, giving a unidirectional current flow; but it rises and
falls in voltage with each half cycle. Before it is suitable for use on the plate of
a tube it must be smoothed; the ripples
must be removed.
Here again we have recourse to a well
known effect to obtain a given result. We
also learned that an inductance acts to
resist a change
in the
strength
of cur(Continued on page 12)

Use then is made of electronic rectifiers
which are nothing but two element tubes.
We learned early in the series how a
vacuum tube functions as a rectifier; we
can put this principle to use in rectifying
current for the plate circuit.
The circuit for accomplishing this is
shown in Figure 61. A special transformer having a tap in the center of the
secondary winding is employed. The outer
terminals of the secondary terminals connect to the plates of the two element
vacuum tubes, the filaments of which may
be lighted from a winding on the same
core as the tapped secondary. The tap
on the secondary forms the negative terminal, the positive being the filaments of
the tubes. The action of the arrangement
is simplicity itself.
Consider the current

RADIO SCHOOL
All our

graduates

Shortage
Wages are
Our

school

England

are placed.

still exists.
still going up.

holds best records

in New

for qualifying operators.
Send for Catalog

MASSACHUSETTS
RADIO
&
TELEGRAPH
SCHOOLS,
Inc.
18 Boylston St.
Boston,
G. R. ENTWISTLE. Radio Director
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MARK

AUDIOPHONE
HCQ.
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OFFICL

Quality of reproduction
such as only the original
itself can equal. Speech
that is so distinct that
the voice heard is the
actual voice of the
speaker. Music that
requires no tolerant
imagination to be recognized as music of the
finest type.

HOAX.
Figure 61 — Using
an annoying sound in the phones. Were
we then to attempt to use an alternating
current, with Us constant change in voltage and direction of flow, there would be
encountered a loud hum in the phones or,
properly speaking, a roar.
The reason for this action when A. C.
is used on the filament will be apparent
from a consideration of Figure 60. Here
is shown an arrangement that is often
used for the purpose and has operated
successfully for many experimenters. It
consists of a step down transformer, the
primary being connected to the A. C.
mains, the secondary having the rated voltage output needed for the tube filament.
A rheostat in series serves to control the
filament brilliancy.
Now were we to con-

A.

C. on the plates
tion
may have
as desired.

200 or 400 ohms'

resistance

Application of the A. C. Current
We may now consider the application
of A. C. to the plate circuit of the set.
Here we have a more difficult problem,
for it is absolutely necessary to have a
steady direct current.
The first problem

Bristol's Single Stage Power
Amplifier
gives additional VOLUME with
any two stage amplifier. No
separate batteries required. It
provides the additional volume
necessary to bring in very distant
stations on the loud speaker.
Write for bulletin and address of the
nearest dealer handling our instruments

ATTENTION!
RELIABLE SINGLE TUBE RECEIVING SET. Excellent workmanship.
Enclosed in finished solid mahogany cabinet.
Reception unusually clear and loud. Stations heard within 1,000 mile radius. An ideal
Receiver for only
$12.50
Write for Full Particulars
Reliable Radio Co., 1175 Flatbush Ave., Bkly., N. Y.
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CONDENSER

EXGLISH circuit combining Radio
frequency amplification with a crystal detector in the form of an inexpensive and simple set, is shown in the
Simplex Diagram.
A single slide tuning coil, with a .0005
mfd. variable condenser across it, comprises the initial tuning unit.
The deAX

tector circuit is tuned by means of another
.0005 mfd. variable condenser across a
75 turn honeycomb coil. For lower wave
lengths a 50 turn coil can be substituted.
The tube, an amplifier, can be of the
dry cell type with rheostat and socket
to
tube.conform with the requirements of the

Voltage of the Transformer
The overall voltage of the transformer
(Continued from page 11)
should be twice that required for the
tubes, for the voltage of half of the
rent flowing through it. Were induct- winding is used only at one time. Its
ances inserted as shown in the illustrabe very low; 10 watts is suftion, when the voltage tended to rise, the rating may
ficient in an efficient transformer. The
inductance would cause it to lag; when inductances
used in the filter should be
the voltage falls, the inductance again
2 to 5 henries, while the conwould act to keep it flowing. The result very high,
denser should be of 4 mfd.
then would be to "smooth" the wave form,
The explanation here covers the pringiving something like the wave shown at
ciples at present used in applying alterC. Still this is not smooth enough for
currents to vacuum tubes. But
our purpose; so use is made of condensers. they arenating
not finding wide application as
As shown, (Fig. 61) a condenser is con- yet. The art is still young. For cheapnected on either side of the two inducness as to first cost and portability the
tances. These condensers act as a reserare far ahead but with the more
voir for the electricity. When the voltage batteries
common use of Radio sets in places of
builds up the condensers ahead of the amusement,
stores and restaurants,
the
inductance it is charged and as the voltage falls off, it discharges back through
the inductances into the circuit. The
other condenser acts as a reservoir from
which energy is drawn for the plate circuit. It is kept constantly charged by
the current from the transformer, the
Bulletin 14 Now Readyplate circuit drawing current as required
Dealers:
Attractive
Discounts.
for the operation of the tubes.

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO

The phones are by-passed by a .002 mfd.
fixed phone condenser. The plate voltage
for the tube should be 45 or 67Vj volts.
For the fan who wants to expand his
crystal set this circuit is especially recommended because of its simplicity and
low expense coupled with a very favorable receiving range.

SPECIALS -WHY

(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both coasts and Meiican border.
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil.
S3. 00 by mail. Ho other windings used. Photo of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
with
the
'Tickle"
brings
out can.
the full
value
of that little tube tube
as no and
other
circuit
Stations
10OO miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tke set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 170 to 800 meters.

AUXILIARY

TUNER

This new instrument connected to your present
receiving set with one wire enables you to easily
bring in both the long and short wave stations which
you cannot get with your present equipment. It
also enables you to eliminate that local interference
so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for
building
and operating
tills instrument.
50c. or
with all parts, including Condenser. Coils, Switches.
and Panel. $S.50.
Complete instrument, $15.
All

■

These instruments are easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.
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The
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ADJUSTING

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Any adjustment made in a moment— fixed instantly ! Hold
indefinitely, until, you wish to
change, then— ''A Twist of the
Wrist— It's Set." Ideal for"
reflex and other circuits.

2

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.
Exclusive Factory Representatives
35
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A. C. set is as sure to come as the generator distanced the primary battery as a
source of power. The solution of the
problem is a challenge to the entire experimental field, for to it has gone many
of the successes in the past.

ERLA REFLEX

CV-201A. TJV-199, WD-11, WD-12 Kadiotrons.$ 5.49
SIMPLEX
3000-Ohm Guaranteed Phones
3.45
BRAXDES
- ' ST.TEEIOR' ' Phones
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ERLA REFLEX
TRANSFORMERS
3.96
Large size 22^-Tolt Variable "B" Battery...
1.95
Large size 15- Volt Variable "B" Battery
3.76
30-Ohm Rheostats. 55c ; 250-Ohm Potentiometer .65
Crosley Model V with 1%-V. Tube, Batteries
and Phones
2S.95
Crosley Model 3B with 1%-V. Tube. Batteries
and Phones
51.S6
Crosley
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already made and soldi
This one fact reveals at a glance the growth
of radio! 3,600,000 RADIOTRONS already
sold ! It was the perfection of the RADIOTRON that made popularization of radio
possible — and every vacuum tube set needs
RADIOTRONS for clear reception and
amplification — for sensitivity — and long
distance reception.
Radio Corporation of America

Sales Dept., Suite 3002: 233 Broadway, New York
District Sales Offices:
10 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111.
433 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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How

I) I G E S T— Illustrated

to Make Loop Aerial De Luxe
Constructional Detail Suitable for Parlor Use
By H. J. Marx

average fan has had little opportunity for real loop aerial reception. First, on account of the very
few loop aerials that are on the market
and at a price within their means; second,
because of the lack of complete details on
the construction of a really efficient loop
aerial.
The broad
band
of wave length

THE

frive very good reception results, is as
small as possible and covers the necessary
wave length range. Its design is based
on experiments made with a number of
different types and sizes. It can easily
be made up by any of the fans who have
thai knack of handling tools and take
pleasure in making their own apparatus.

four side frames; 2 pes. fiber tubing 24
inches long, % inch outside diameter, %
inch inside diameter for vertical and
horizontal arms; 1 pc. brass rod 3 inches
long, % inch diameter for the upper and
lower pivots; 1 pivot nut-thread to suit
pivot stud; 2 pes. brass 3%x%xrV inch for
pivot bearings; 2" pes. brass 5x2x^ inch
for the base plates; 6 pes. brass 2x2x^
inch for the corner plates; 3 2-inch flat
head wood screws, iron; 12 %-inch flat
head wood screws, brass; 36 %-inch round
head wood screws, brass.

mads and finished. The shoulder at one
end holds the end of the adjacent side In
position. Two of the 1%-inch flat head
wood screws should be used at each
corner, drilling and countersinking the
wood first. The six brass corner plates
can then be finished and fastened on both
sides of three of the corners with the
V2 inch round head wood screws.
The frame is the.i mounted in the seat,
and held in place with four of the 1%inch wood screws through from the inside
of the frame.

Cutting Material
The base is turned in a wood lathe to
the overall dimensions given. The design
on the ends is left to the taste of the
wood turner. All wooden parts should be
well fore
sandpapered
and smoothed down beassembly.

The two brass base plates are cut and
fastened in position on each side with
eight of the %-inch round head wood
screws.
Assembly of Loop Cross Frame
The center crosspiece is another wood
turning job. The two %-inch holes are
drilled by hand, but care must be taken to
see that they run true and at right angles
to each other. If not drilled true, it de(Continued on page 14)

The base seat is cut to size and finished.
This can then be mounted on the base.
The three (2-inch) flat head wood screws
come through from the bottom of the base
and hold the seat firmly in position. It
is advisable to first drill and countersink
the holes in the base and then use a small
drill for the seat in order to properly
direct the screws and avoid splitting of
the wood.
The
four side frames
should
next be

clone
CyFamous

562 Page RADIO
range at present utilized in Radiophone
broadcasting makes it difficult to get a
loop that really serves the purpose.
Another factor lies in the appearance of
the loop. There is a decided tendency to
try and eliminate the outdoor antenna,
but it is based on the possibility of substituting a good loop aerial.
A good loop aerial does not mean one
so bulky that it not only takes up too
much room but is usually entirely inappropriate for an attractive room at home.
The Requirements in Loop Aerials
The essential points of a good loop
aerial are:
(1) Efficiency over present operating
wave lengths.
(2) Reasonable price.
(3) Compactness,
and easily handled.
(!)
Attractive and workmanlike in appe
ance.
rge loops have their advantages, but
some form of compromise is necessary.
The loop under discussion was found to
The latest and most essential
part of an efficient tube set

Variable Resistance Leaks

FOR PANEL MOUNTING
Mounted on any panel in a few seconds — 2 6Crews
serving as connections behind panel. When mounted
only the knob shows on the panel.
Get stations you never heard before
No pencil markings. Assure unbroken range of 180
degrees. Clarify signals — eliminate hissing.
Complete with either .00025 <£l (U\
or .0005 mfd. Mica Cond. «P*«W
Without Condenser
75c
At your dealers — otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without further charge.

ds.

R snman

If dimensions and detail instructions
are carefully followed, it will fit together
without difficulty.
Material Required
The material required is: 65 ft. of No.
20 double silk covered wire; 2 binding
posts, iy2 inch machine screws to fit;
1 pc. birch 10%xl0Vzxl inch for the base;
1 pc. birch 7%x4%xl inch for the seat;
1 pc. birch 3%x3%xl inch for the center
crosspiece; 1 pc. birch 20x4x1 inch for the

BimchYourOrders
MScaiierlfeem
Dealers who form the good
habit

New York

all theii

H-R a basket"
the save
eggs in
WIN
OUT—
lot of
time, worry, mistakes, delays
and money.
We are distributors of the largest and most responsible manufacturers of nationally advertised
radio equipment in the U. S. and
carry complete stocks, lor immediate shipment in any quantity. We
have abolished mistakes and delays by our double-check, timestamp system of handling orders.
We represent:
Radi-Un Loops
Atwater-Kent
Erla
t'nited Mfg. Co.
Ealdwin
Coto Coil
Murdoch
Tungar Chargers
Bradleystats
General Radio Corp.
Univemier
Carter
Dubilier
Eveready B's and
Celeron Panels
All American
C. A's
R. L.
Howard
Acme
Federal
Hilco
Brandes Tel. & Tel.
Send
for literature
and
dis- &8
counts, stating lines on which you X\)
wish immediate quotations.
We
are the largest exclusive MS
Radio Jobbers in the middle west. Ss

Condenser

106 Seventh Ave.

of "putting
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Handbook,
only $\
Just off the press! The greatest

book on Radio ever written. 562
pages. Compiled by Harry F. Dart,
B. S. E. E., formerly with the Western Electric Co., and U. S. Army
Instructor of Radio. Technically
edited by F. H. Doane.
Filled with sound, practical, tested information for every radio fan, from beginner
to hard-boiled owl. Send $1 to-day and
get this 562-page I. C. S. Radio Handbook
before you spend another cent on parts.
Money back if not satisfied.
Mail the Coupon
Today

World's Best
"A"

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 8275-B. Scranton, Penaa.
I enclose One Dollar. Please send me —
postpaid — the 562-page I. C. S Radio
Handbook. It is understood that if I
am not entirely satisfied I may return
this
book within five days and you will
Name refund my money.

and "B" BATTERIES

specially

built for your Radio Set in all types.
Highest quality GUARANTEED for DISTANCE, CLEARNESS, and LONG LIFE.

STANDARD New
ELECTRIC
NOVELTY CO.
York City

*27.E

Best proposition for Jobbers and Dealers.
Some territory still available for New Distributors. Write for details at once.

NEUTRODYNE

CIRCUIT

Complete
parts for 5 tube
set.
known
parts used.
Satisfaction

Bakelite
Panel,
guaranteed

orv,

iHo

drilled

and

engraved.

Only

the

best

ERLA REFLEX CIRCUIT
Works

a Loud Speaker on one tube. Complete parts, including Erla Reflex Transformer, Franco Audio Transformer and
Bakelite Panel.
Special

MORRISON LOUD SPEAKER $1 n 00
"Renowned

^109° CompWe^

j£o vc cC cfp e a fogy*

22 Volt,

LOUD SPEAKERS
$25.00
22.00
30.00
35.00
55.00
8. 50

Atlas
Pathe
Music Master
Magnavox
R3
Western Electrio
Fibre Horn

for Sound"

EVEREADY
45 Volt, Larse

$17.50
17.50
24.95
27.50
Special
6.50

ipiviWW

"B" BATTERIES

Large

$3.50
2.25

*27.*>

PHONES

List
Our Price
$12.00 Western Electric
$8.75
16.00 Dr. Seibt 6000 Ohms, made in Germany 7.85
16.00 N. & K. 6000 Ohms, made in Germany
6.50
12.60 Nathaniel Baldwin
9.95
8. 00 Brandes Superior
6.00 Nathaniel
Baldwin
7.00 Rico 3000 Ohms

Perfection Radio Corporation

Single

59 CORTLAND
NEW
YORK

5.45
4.95
4.75

STREET
CITY

Six New York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with orders of $£,qq on request.
Otherwise prepaid for 25 cents.
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BASE UPRIGHT 8LOCK~,
is started on the inside turn, passing the
end through the upper inside turn and
(Continued from page 13)
leaving about 6 inches of wire project
tracts considerably
from the appearance from the lower end of the tube. This
will have to be held in place so the wires
of the loop.
The fiber tubing is first cut to the can be wound taut. Winding from there
proper lengths. Then the holes are care- on consists of pasing the full length of
fully laid out and drilled as shown in the wire through the holes for each successive turn as indicated in the assemdetail drawings. The long vertical tube
bled view. This is a tedious job but not
is passed through the center crosspiece.
A hole, ^-inch, is drilled at the center necessarily a long one. See that the wires
of the crosspiece passing through the are kept taut throughout, as the appearance of the wires has a lot to do with the
tube. An ordinary brad or nail slightly
of the whole unit.
larger than ^s-inch in thickness is then appearance
After
the wiring has been completed
forced through and cut off level on each
side. The two horizontal tubes are then the brass pivot studs are slipped in place,
inserted and locked in position in the and locked with a ^j-inch brad or nail in
the same manner as the cross arms in the
same manner.
center crosspiece. The ends of the loop
Wiring' the Loop
should make contact with the two
The loop is now ready for wiring, which wires
studs.
must be pulled through the holes.
This

DE LUXE LOOP AERIAL

The pivot plates should be made up and color).
assembly. The fiber tubing can be obtained in black, red or light yellow (straw
screwed into place with the %-inch round
head wood screws. The top one however
One advantage of this construction is
must be removed again for assembly. It
is passed over the upper stud and the the fact that the base need not be rotated.
pivot nut screwed down. The loop is The loop will rotate in any direction inside of the frame.
then placed inside of the frame, with the
lower stud in its pivot plate and the
screws of the upper pivot plate are again
The average life of a standard B batfastened in place. By turning the pivot
tery is about nine months.
nut the loop can be suspended equidistant
between the two plates.
Binding1 Post Connections
The binding posts are then put in place,
the upper post being connected to the
lower pivot plate. A wire is run on the
inside of the frame from the upper pivot
plate to the lower binding post. It is
suggested that a pigtail connection be
made between the studs and plates so as
f
home
use. Operates
on A .Bent
C . or anywhere
fl| in U.S. Vfi
to insure more perfect electrical connecGUARANTEED
one year.
D.C.ourrent.
or
Canada Parcel
Po9t prepaid
on^^^^^^53
receipt of 5* 5
tion, as the lower pivot contact may promoney order for S2.28.
%i
rAl^Oof
RADIO
BARGAINS
S
duce
a
very
poor
connection.
1?A
1YTC
Send2estampforourllst
a
portable aerial as it takes up very little
Finish
of
the
Trams
Steel Tape Makes Aerial
room and is very efficient. — G. L. King,
To improve the appearance of the loop,
While with an engineering party on a Winslow, Ariz.
all brass plates and wood screws should
railroad survey we made a trip off the
17 N.LA$AtLE ST.- CHICAGO
be
nickel-plated.
The frame
and base
line into the mountains. Anticipating the
Protect Your Filaments
should be stained and varnished
before
fact that we would have several lonely
The
addition
of
an
ordinary
25-watt
evenings I carried with me a two tube incandescent lamp in series with the plate
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiii
portable regenerative receiver.
and telephone receivers of your receiving
ALL
It was not until the first night's camp set will not hinder the normal operation
INSTRUCTIONS
that I announced the surprise to the rest of the set in any way and will protect the
ANY ARTICLE
of the boys only to have my hopes for an filament from burning out in case the B
INCLUDED
listed in the
ALL
PANELS
evening's entertainment dashed when I battery is accidentally connected to the
sets below
discovered I had failed to include the
wrong
terminals.
READY
TO
may be chased
purcoil of insulating wire that I used for an
separately at our
DRILLED—
aerial. We were entirely out of the line
cut prices.
MOUNT
of communication with not even a barbed
wire fence to which to hook our set.
The five of us set our heads to working,
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
the result being that we took two of our
fifty foot steel tape lines, clamped them
$10.00 VALUE
CIRCUIT COMPLETE!!
together, hooked one end on top of a
pine and the other to the set. One of our
CONSISTING OF Price
Beg. Price
Our
metal stakes made an excellent ground
6x14 Formica Panel. $1.26 $1.10
CIRCUIT COMPLETE!!
23 Plate Variable
and we received KHJ, KFI and KPO in
Condenser
3.30
1.45
great shape.
ALL
PARTS
LICENSED
Three .006 Mica
Condensers
3.00
2.25
UNDER
HAZELTINE
Upon returning I took the case from an
PATENTS
CBL Variable Grid
F NOISELES^X
old cloth tape line and cut the line off.
Leak
1.85
1.35
TESTED MICA
Grid Leak
40
.25
Then I wound up 100 feet of %-inch
1 7x21x3/16
drilled
formica
40,000
sets— theElectric
entire -stock
of the head
Automatic
Co.,
2 Coll Adjustable
copper on the spool. This was not enough
CONDENSER
Honeycomb Coil
better to discard the ordinary steel
of Chicago — for us a single purMra. ar
Mounting
with
1 Howard
rheostat
chase.
Here
is
but
one
of
the
3 John Firth bakelite sockets
HAS. FRESHMAN CXXInc
Knobs
4.00
2.65
tape. So I now make it a point to carry
many opportunities our enormous
NEW
VOUKCITT
50 Turn Honeycomb
8 Binding posts
a 100 foot steel line for my portable set. I
Coil
75
.40
buying case
powera splendid
offers youAutomatic
— in this
special
cannot
imagine
anything
better for a
75 Turn Honeycomb
Electric $10 head set for only
3 densers
23 plate variable conColl
.75
.40
Through the accuracy and depend2 Coil Mounts
with
1 panel
Wave control neutroformer
Straps
1.20
.80
ability of Freshman Condensers, hook$3.65.
1 Bakelite
Socket... 1.00
.45
2 Radio
frequency
amplifyVernier Bheostat
1.50
1.35
ups and circuits have been perfected
1
Bakelite
3"
Dial..
1.00
.25
ing neutroformers
which have completely revolutionized
81 Binding
Posts
.80
.40
2
Grid
neutralizing
conBaseboard for
the art of Radio Reception.
densersmicon grid condenser
Mounting
30
.20
1wiring.
.00025
"NEUTRODYNE" — Have you
1 Blueprint
with
1 Marco variable
grid leak
These
little
Storers
of
energy
and
tions for Assembly
Complete
Instrucgiven it the proper thought and atfeet tinned
copper
bus bar
rectifiers of Radio Current are the
tention? We distribute the Famous
and Wirine ....... 1:00
.50
125 Base
board for
mounting'
wire andtions forcomplete
very heart of a well-built radio set.
Begular Price
$22.18
GAROD-TYPE-RAF.
assemblinginstrucand
The proper fixed condenser will make
This set will be the biggest moneyOur Price
all the difference in the world in the
maker of the season. Write for dereception, clarity and selectivity your
scriptive literature and discounts on
set affords.
this marvelous Coast to Coast set.
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The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio

BUILD YOUR
OWN SET

FLEWELLING

HEAD SETS

HAZELTINE
NEUTRODYNE

DEALERS!!

*12S

j. ■

wf
ALSO
REPRESENT
King Quality
United
Acme
Eisemann
Morrison Loud Speaker
Jefferson
Bremer Tully
Pioneer
Dubilier
Grewol
Saturn
Steinmetz
Portabloop
All-American
Federal Tel. & Tel.
True Tone
Leich
Am pe rite
Howard
Filkostats

Besides above lines we have connections with other leading manufacturers inU. S. and Europe. Let
us know your wants, we will supply.
Send for literature and discounts.
We are prepared to present immediate quotations and real service.
RADIO

OVERSEAS

DEPARTMENT

TRADING

CO.

TeL Central 6552
116 South Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

Capacity
.0001
.00015
.0002
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0006
.0008
.001
.0015

Ea<?h
$ .35
35
.35
35
35
35
35
.40
40
40
40

Capacity
.002
.0025
.003......
.004
.005
.006
.008
.01
.015
.02
.025

Each
.$ .40
. .50
. .60
. .75
. .75
. .75
.. 1.00
1.00
. 1.50
. 2.00
. 2.50

FRESHMAN
is so designed that constant equal pressure is exerted on the condenser plates over the entire area. They
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.

THORDARSON
HIGH

AND
LOW
RATIO
TRANSFORMERS

The

ALL

The Automatic Electric head set
embodies a style and design
proved by use and experiment to
be the best. Coil wound with
about 6500 turns of No. 40 enamel coated copper wire. Direct
current resistance approximately
1600 age
ohms.
Impedance
at avermusic and
voice frequency
(800 cycles) is 21,000 ohms.

LARGEST

ELECTRIC

SOLDERING
ONE

RADIO STORE IN AMERICA'

GUARANTEED
BY US
TO

At your dealers, otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

$2.45
"THE
MDSE.

s

106 Seventh Avenue

New

York

GUARANTEE

MAIL ALL
ORDERS.
SMALL,
LARGE OR

BE OF
FIRST

finis.
\&adic\ Freshman
Condenser \i®oduds

IRON

2$2.485^2

YEAR

SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY

QUALITY
509 South State St., Dept. D 8-15, CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Human "Earful"
M easured by Aid of Radio
Device Shows 300,000 Tones Audible to Normal
Ear Tubes
By C.

W.

Tucker
s,

LEND us your ears: In a few minutes
we can tell you by means of the audt■'ometer whether you receive full measure when you get an "earful." You know
there are eart'uls and earfuls, just as there
are types of ears. Most everyone has observed the many different kinds of ears.
Some are small, some large; some are
pinned back close to the head; others
stand out like wings; some can be wiggled
and others can't. But, of course, that is
only the outer ear.
The inner ear. the part that actually
does the hearing, is inside the head; its
peculiarities cannot be observed by the
Innocent bystander. But from what the
scientists of the Bell System laboratories
of the Western Electric company tell us,
there are as many variations in the inner
ear and its hearing quality as there are
in the outer ear. Therefore, there has
never been evolved a standard unit of
measure for an earful.
By measuring the hearing of a number
of normal ears there has now been established a standard for the normal hearing.
This is done by finding out the total number of pure tones audible to the person
■with normal hearing. A pure tone is one
in which there is no mixture of other
tones; it is specified by pitch and loudness.
The pitch is determined by the rate of
vibration and the loudness by the intensity of the vibration.
These findings are plotted on a chart,
as shown below. The lower line is established by finding the lowest intensity at
which the tones can be heard. The tones
are 6i>aced an octave apart on the musical

to all pitches and intensities within its
ranso. the total number of pure tones perceptible to the normal ear would be the
product of these two numbers, or 405,000
tones. But as the ear is not as sensitive
to the higher and lower tones there are

only 12 per cent, of the news that the person with the normal hearing gets under
the same conditions. B hears 58 per
cent, of all that the person with normal
audibility hears.
One of the distinct advantages of this
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300,000 sounds which
are audible
to the
normal ear.
^S
Having determined
the
number
of
pure
**
tones audible to the normal ear by the
same method, the degree of deafness of a
person with abnormal hearing can just
as easily be ascertained. The upper
charts show the percentage of the normal
hearing that two persons, A and B, possess. Mr. A when he gets an earful gets

method of measuring the hearing is that
it is possible to find just what tones cannot be heard. This gives the doctors a
very good clue
\ y' as to what is causing the
deafness. It may then be possible to
remove the cause and in some cases restore normal hearing to the afflicted.
The audiometer is very useful in legal
cases. Considerable confusion exists in
courts
where
the degree of deafness
is

involved, as there are a number of laws
which prevent persons with poor hearing
from engaging in certain kinds of work.
For example, one cannot operate an automobile if he has a certain degree of deafness. At the present time there is a wide
variation between the standards of various
doctors in different parts of the country.
The audiometer measures deafness with
such accuracy that there is little opportunity for dispute.
The audiometer is composed of vacuum
tubes, coils and adjustable resistances.
By a proper arrangement of circuits the
vacuum tube is capable of generating an
oscillating electrical current of any desired frequency. This electrical vibration
is transferred into sound vibration by
means of a telephone receiver. Between
the receiver and the oscillator a wire network, called an attenuator, is interposed
which makes it possible to regulate the
volume of sound. The theory of the receiver used to calibrate the audiometer
has been worked out so that it is possible
to calculate its acoustic output from the
electrical energy it is absorbing. In this
way it is possible to calculate the pressure
produced in the outer ear canal while a
tone is perceived.

WTW

You Can't Afford to Miss
THE SECOND ANNUAL

scale. You will see by this figure that
the intensity or loudness of the higher
and lower tones must be considerably
greater to be audible than the tones near
the middle of the scale. This makes the
line of minimum audibility a curved line,
as shown, instead of a straight one. The
upper line, marked "maximum audibility."
shows the maximum intensity at which
these tones can be heard without hurting
the ears. Likewise this is a curved line,
because the higher and lower tones hurt
the ears with less intensity or loudness
than do those "near the middle of the scale.
The area between these two lines shows
the area of normal hearing.
The question naturally arises in the
reader's mind as to how many pure tones
are audible to the normal ear. It has
been determined that at high C, or C3,
there are 270 graduations of volume which
can be sensed one from the other. At the
line of intensity or loudness, where the
area is widest on the normal chart, 1,500
tones can be perceived as having different
pitches.
If the ear were equally sensitive

American Radio
Exposition
Under the auspices of the

American Radio Exposition Company
of New

OCTOBER
(EXCEPTING

WHY

TAKE

RADECO

THESE

Vacuum Tubes are
c o e t 1 y and extremely delicate. B
battery or any
other excessive
current applied
for only a fraction
of a second to the
filament leads will
burn out your
tubes.
You have probably
already had this
experience and It
is apt to happen
again at any time.
A burnt out tube
means money lost
— the set out of
commission — inconvenience to you.
CHANCES
WHEN

SAFETY

RADIO
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EQUIPMENT

NEW

Hundreds

COMPANY

Washington
Street Boston, Mass.
New England's Oldest Exclusive Badlo House
Distributors of maiiy other successful Radio Specialties. Dealers: — Write for our proposition and
full detail*.

YORK

of Features for the Fans!

A big Amateur Contest for the best home-built set
Open to ALL Amateurs — Valuable Prizes — Write for details
Sets from all over the country will be entered.
Motion Pictures on Sensational Radio Topics. Unusual Scenics and Educational Displays, Showing Recent Developments in Radio Industry.

FUSES

will absolutely protect your tubes. Applied in an instant to the filament terminals. Will fit any standard tube or go
in any standard socket. Fully guaranteed. 50 cents each. gent Postpaid.
Delay may be costly. Write now. Specify type of tube used.
DEPT. 6

6-13, 1923
SUNDAY)

Grand Central Palace

PROTECT
The Heart of Your Radio Set

York

Applications for space and all communications
regarding
the Exposition
should be sent to

American

Radio Exposition Co.,
J. C. JOHNSON,

GENERAL

120 Broadway, N. Y.
MANAGER
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TUBE
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Transmission

I would like to see a law passed allowing phone transmitting without the
knowledge of code. Say on a 175 meter
power limit — about 20 watts.
There are lots of people interested in
Radiophone communication who are too
old to learn the code. Men who could
probably develop circuits and apparatus
more efficiently than those used today.
Men such as electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, etc.
In the neighborhood where I live there
are several amateurs, and I know I would
like very much to be able to talk to them,
and I think I am not alone in this. — W.
Arnold Force, East Orange, N. J.

Future of Broadcasting1
a Radiophan interested in development I take the liberty of requesting your
fine publication to consider seriously the
problem
of the
future
of broadcasting.
It is evident that the programs of the
broadcasting stations are becoming inferior due to numerous reasons. If Radio
as a means of entertainment is to be
saved from a serious setback some radical
step must be taken to assure the present
owners and future purchasers of Radio
sets that they will be able to receive programs worthy of their time and money
invested. To the ordinary fan broadcast
phonograph music, automatic piano music,
inferior artists and other stuff are poor
returns
on the money invested.
I could name stations which daily are
broadcasting the same pieces; this is a
farce. If this continues and the prospec-

of one dollar.
The money raised by th h
taxation
should
be
used
to equip
an I
maintain broadcasting stations in diffeit;,
parts of the country.
This proposal like every other would
have its faults in that it may enab! ■
"graft" but with many thousands of
highly Interested fans daily listening in
there would be but little chance for "rotIt is estimated that there are 2,000.0uu
receiving
sets in operation in this coun..
ten service."
which when taxed would amply provid
daily broadcast entertainment from at
least twelve powerful government stations each with entertainers of the verv
best.
Such a system would help to promo
Radio equipment sales, lift the burd
of the cost of broadcasting from

e
n

shoulders of the manufacturers and \-.vnvide entertainment for the fans. — W
1;
Spangle,
Elkhart,
Ind.

As

have been many inquiries for
THERE
a good tuned impedance coupled
Radio Frequency receiver. The selectivity of this type of circuit is unusually good and the circuit is recommended
for fans who plan long distance receiving
for the fall. A two stage audio frequency
amplifier can be added in cases where
loud speaker volume is desired.
Three sets of three different coils can
be kept on hand for all the music broadcasting wave lengths. These three are
35, 50 and 75 turns. When tuned with

wave length in order to get satisfactory
reception.
If dry cell tubes are used, the potentiometer should be of the high resistance
type. The resistance of the rheostat is
determined by the type of tubes used.
The first two tubes are Radio frequency
amplifiers, the last tube is a detector.
Three fixed condensers are required, two
of .00025 mfd. capacity and one .002 mfd.
phone condenser. Two 1 megohm grid
leaks are used.
The detector tube requires 22% volts
on the plate but the. two amplifier tubes
should have 67% volts. The honeycomb
coils should not be placed in inductive
relation to one another. Three single
coil mounts should be used. A good single wire aerial about 80 to 100 feet long
and as high as possible is recommended
for distance receiving.

the .0005 condensers the required- wave
length range is well covered. Naturally
the coils as used will be the same in the
three stages; that is, either all 50 turn
coils or all of 35 or 75 turns. This means
nine coils to be kept on hand.
The fan must remember however that
each stage must be tuned to the .proper

Badio
for
the
Amateur.
By
A.
H.
Packer and R. R. Haugh. The underlying
principles of Radio thoroughly explained
in simple language and understandable
illustrations. This book will teach you
how to construct and operate a receiving
set successfully.
Price, $1.50.

Reviews of Books
An Introduction to Badio. A real book
for the amateur. This treatise comes in
two volumes. 96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, $1.
How to Retail Badio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blueprint.
Price, 75 cents.
The

Armstrong1 Super-Begfenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Home Badio— How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price,
75 cents.

aMAGNAVOX

$ 60.00
35.00
25.00
161.00
55.00
30.00

Badio Reception, By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader on into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning, 230 pages, with 130 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.

FADA

PHONES
$5.25
5.50
5.50

NEUTRODYNE

2.50

List Price
$4.50 All American
3
4.75 All American
5
4.75 All American
10
4.25 Jefferson
«
4
7.00 Jefferson
.....10

to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1

PARTS

List Price

Our Price

$25.00

$18.75

CONDENSERS

AUDIO

TUBES

O V 200
D V 201A
U V 199
WD
11
WD
12

5.75
$3.95

Our Price
Batio $3.95
Batio 4.10
Batio 4.10
Batio 3.75
Batio 5.55

List Price
$4.50 Thordarson
6
4.00 Thordarson
3%
4.50 Kellogg
(501)
4%
4.50 Kellogg (502)
3%
5.00 Gen'l Radio
3
7.00 Amertran

to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1

Our Price
Ratio $3.95
Batio 3.60
Batio
3.95
Batio
3.95
Batio 4.25
5.55

CO.
STREET,

The
NEW

35££
YORK ^fiB£i&.H™
CITY

SUPPLIES

KO STAT

rheostats."

Made and Guaranteed by
Dx Instrument
Co.. Hiirrisburg, Pa.
Sole International Distributors.
Radio Stores Corp., 218 W. 34, N. T. City

'"' -we

\

air Your

\ Tubes

_2

WO-ll-12. UV-199. UV-20I-A,
C-301 -A
$3.50 each
UV-200, C-300. AP Detectors
2.75 earn .
UV-201. C-301. AP Amplifiers
3.00 earr.
DV-6, DV-6-A
3.50 each
UV-202
4.00 eacn
And Guarantee Them Equal to New

OUR

Walnart Variable Condensers— plates fitted
into grooves, no nuts and washers to work
loose and short circuit, in the following
sizes: 3, 5, 13, 23 and 43 plate. Prices from
$1.50 to $3.50, plain and vernier. $4.25 for
13 plate, $5.00 for 23 plate, $6.00 for 43 plate.

Walnart

At All Dealers
RADIO
in High
Grade

NEW

6V. U AMP.

DE-

<P A

1 A

TECTOR
«j)*f. 1 U
THIS AND
TUBE AMPLIFIER
IS A REVELATION

to put into it only good parts. That's
why Walnart parts are selling in
greater and greater volume.
They
cost no more than the other kind,
and you can always rely on them.

Walnart Inductance
Switch. 10 different
switch points, all in
one. Only one hole
to drill in panel;

,►
«B

ATTENTION

Is your ready
radio
receiving
when friends
call, or do you
have to make

quickly stalled
and easily $1.00
in-

TRANSFORMERS

All Mail Orders Shipped Promptly.
Send Money Order, including Postage.
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

HANES-ZENER
3 WEST 29th

Ready When
Friends Call

The way to be ready when friends
call, to have that assurance that no
matter when — your set will work, is

£»

rull
resistance
30
Ohms,
adjusted
to
ALL TUBES.
"Avoid the use of inferior powdered carbon

~V

Do not use a hydrometer in a lead cell
and then try it with a nickel iron cell.
It will ruin the latter.

S 51.00
29.50
19.50
125.75
44.00
24.50

Y°UR set is probably bringing in DX stacannot control your filament action.
ril-Ko-Stat gives infinite adjustment The
and
r=nJ,°^S you
y°VTer
hear the
because
rheostat
enables
to magnify
weak your
stations and
bring them in strong and
clear.

The government should license every
Radio receiving set on a graduated scale
to be determined according to its range
or value, with a minimum charge yearly

apologies
and
as minute— after
minute- slips by
—do you feel
yourself getting
more and more embarrassed because your set — the one you made,
won't work?

SUPER-VALUES
LOUD
SPEAKERS,
TYPE
R3

-.

prove.
In the hope that the situation may be
improved, I request that you endeavor to
obtain the approval of your readers to
the following plan:

The book department of the Badio Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Badio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. let us know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Badio Book Department, Badio
Digest, 123 W. Madison
St., Chicago, HI.

MAGNAVOX
TYPE
R2
ATLAS
AMPLITONE
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
10 A
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
10 D
MUSIC
MASTER

Brandes
X & K German
Dictograph
„

tive purchasers of sets "get wise" the
manufacturers of Radio equipment will
lose most and the people will lose a
valuable
means
of entertainment.
After owning a set for a few months
and after the wonder of being able to
"tune in" has lost some of its interest.
after one has listened to the best that
the stations offer, one starts to wonder
"is it worth while?" Yet one lives on
hope; we all hope the situation will im-

MISSING WHAT YOU GET

Walnart
Tube Sockets
Walnart
Variable
Grid
Resistance
All tested and

proved
the best.
Friction Vernier Adjuster. Fits

QUICK SERVICE— Include with your order remittance to cover repair plus parcel postage for
one pound per tube. If preferred, tubes will be
returned C. O. D. repair charges.
LOUD
SPEAKER,
nickel-plated— 21" high.
Undistorted
reproduction.
Regular Price SPECIAL$ 15.00
Our Price
9.50
Shipped prepaid.
ABALENE RADIO. 14 Vesey St.. New York, N. Y.

METALECTRIC
SOLDERING
IRON
{The All-Metal Instrument)
A Solution to the Small
Soldering Problem of
the Discriminating Assembler. Unbreakable
Construction — Economical Operation on
any Electrical CircuitInterchangeable Tip.

any panel, only one hole to drill — enables
you to tune close and sharp and bring in
stations you would otherwise pass by. .$0.25
All above will be sent postpaid on receipt
of price; but ask your dealer first.

WALNART
Dept.

401

El

tIC MFG. C&

121!) West Van
CHICAGO.
IISj.

Buren

Street

From

$5.50

your dealer or write

Post Electric Co., Mfrs.
Dept. 509, 30 East 42nd St.
New York City
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Receiving Set Built in a Match Box
HEAR

Inexpensive Receiving
Set with Special Coil
This receiver costs nbout twenty cents
to build. It will operate very well as far
as eight miles from a broadcasting station,
due to the winding of the inductance. The
best wire for this purpose is Number 36

riRST

LAYER,

SECONO

ISVER.

___
\i/

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—

THIHD

GRODND

EIGHT

Two-Slide Tuner Used
In a Single Tube Set

MILES

The circuit shown illustrates a new use
for an old two-slide tuner. This circuit
has been found to be very efficient for a
small set. The signals received have a
high
degree of strength
because
of the

LAYER.
CRVSTAl.-

PHONES

AEfclAL.

ANTENhlA
OOlMro

H00K-UO

little kinks
are many
E
THER
ed out at home that would
work
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered everyday. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

n

OOOZSMro
GRID LEAK.

^Tj\

C

r>

Vt^£

w

Vi

TOP VIEW F*<

A
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Connecting Transformers

dec, but the wire on the secondary of a
Ford coil may be used. Procure a heavy
piece of cardboard, l'A by fi inches, and
make two pinholes 'A inch apart at the
ends. Weave one end of the wire through
the holes at the end of the cardboard and
wind from one side of the cardboard to
the other. The sketch shows how to wind
the wire by layers.
Five layers will be sufficient for an
antenna with a fundamental wave length
of about 150 meters. If you have a large
antenna*, take off one or two layers of winding. The detector may be obtained cheaply
at a dealer's supply house. The base of
the type shown will measure VA by VA
inches. This will just fit into the top of
the match box cover; with a nut and bolt
run through the base of the detector it
may be fastened in place.
The completed coil is slightly moistened
with glue and attached to the bottom,
inside of the safety match box. Two binding posts are fastened through each end
of the box, making four binding posts in
all, two at each end. Wires are run from
the inductance coil to the detector through
holes on the edge of the box cover. No
by-pass condenser was used; the usual
length of telephone cord compensated. —
F. E. Monsch, St. Louis, Mo.

(Patent

STATIONS

The secondary winding of the amplifying transformers used in receiving circuits employing audio-frequency amplification should be connected to the negative side of the filament battery to prevent
the grids of the amplifying tubes from
becoming positively charged. If the
secondary of the transformer were connected to the positive terminal of the A
battery the grid would assume positive
charge; consequently there would be a
flow of electrons from the filament to
the grid. This action would in effect constitute a shunt path for the electronic
flow, which would greatly interfere with
amplification within the tube.
Placing the filament control rheostat in
the negative filament lead and connecting
the transformer secondary m to the negative side of the A battery, the grid of the
amplifier tube will be one volt negative
with respect to the negative end of the
filament. This is because of the fact
that the A battery supplies 6 volts, allowing a potential drop of 5 volts across
the tube and 1 volt drop in the filament
rheostat itself. — Peter J. M. Clute, Schenectady, N. Y.

WE
REPAIR
RADIO
TUBES
THE

THE

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear. Endorsed
thousands
satisfied

users.
Sensitiveness Guaranteed.
50c
Price,
Mounted.
K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RtSONITE
CATtVHISKER.
Permanent.
Will
OCr
*"Jy'
Price
Not Oxidize.
RFSONITE REFLEX CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Cp Under Heavy Plate Volt- «1 AQ
Price, Mounted . . «P»»V'V
Guaranteed.
age.
Order from your dealer or direct from
RUSONITE PRODTJCTS CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.
14

WD-I2S

OUR

UV-199
UV-200
UV-201

3.00

UV-201A
WD-11
DV-6
UV-202

3.7S
3.50
3.00
4.00

WATT
RANSIYMTTERS

$3.50
2.50
3.00
3.75
3.50
3.75
4.00

it

H. & H. RADIO

Steep Tube Curves
The steeper the characteristic curve of
a receiving tube the greater will be the
regenerative tendency. The best amplifier
tubes have very steep portions on the
curves.

0:

GROUND

mT .4-

regenerative effect. Both ends of the coil
must be used. Either the 1% volt or the
6 volt tubes may be used. — Leo Schecter,
St. Louis, Mo.
GENUINE
EDISON
ELEMENTS
(new)
for
making "B" Batteries, obtained from U. S.
Government. A positive and negative element —
6c; glass tube— 3c; all other parts at reasonable
prices. Postage, etc., 50c extra per order. Free
instructions. TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
109 West 23rd Street, New York.

COME TO CANADA

FANS AM, FREE

For your Radio-frequencv circuit. Our
circuit developed for the Royal Air Force,
gives amazing results on only two tubes.
It is easy to build, and easy to operate.
Repenerative sets can be converted to the
wonder circuit in a few minutes. Here in
the Canadian Northwest we hear Raleigh,
N. C, Havana and Porto Rico. Atlanta
heard on the loud speaker. Now look at
the map and see where we are locatPd.
Circuit and full constructional details sent
prepaid on receipt of a dollar bill. No
further charges.
We want a number of radiophans with
reliable sets to collect data on static and
fading signals.
Write today.

RADIO BARGAINS

1732

RADIO

FANS

Rejoice when using these
pneumatic
ions.
They phone
gently coshhug
the ears, shotting out all
room noise?. Fits eras
type headset Money back
HCAD.1BMONE
CUSHION

yon
are notif f
guarantee
satisfied

INDEPENDENT RADIO ENGINEERS
14th

Ave.

W.,

CALGARY,

CANADA

ST-CHICAGO

The Genuine Reinartz

C-299
C-300
C-301
C-301A
WD-12
DV-6A
C-302

$3.50
2.50

condenser for purposes of reception may be
determined by experimenting with various
values from .0002 to .0005 microfarads.
Grid condensers in transmitting sets are
usually of about the same capacity but
voltages.
__________^_^__
are
insulated
to withstand much higher

At Last

FOLLOWING

SPECIALTIES

Type
of Grid Condenser
correct capacity of the grid

17 N.Lfl.SAIXE

Dealers and Agents write for Special Discount
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Attended to
WD-II)

Pending)

The

Covers all
broadcasting
wave
now

Made

N. J.

L.

Each
coil
hears a

Inc.,
specifications
by T.
theTurney
Eugene
Reinartz's

facsimile of
John L.

Laboratories,

COMPANY

P. O. Box 22-A
Clinton Hill Station
NEWARK,

under

John

lengths
used

exclusively
signature
Reinartz's

TRIGGER OF NEW YORK RADIO
EVERYTHING SOLD ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. WE HANDLE NO BOOTLEG MERCHANDISE.
BRANDES
ROYAL

$5.25
3.50

PANELS,
7x10

Fine

Grade.
$0.85
1.90

ATLAS

COCKADAY
Best parts, complete.
GUARANTEED

$12.50

Loud

ERLA REFLEX

Speaker.

List $25..

Our 2-tube assembled

$16.50

ERLA

ACME

I tube set, guaranteed. *1 e An
«piO.W

Radio Transformers

KLOSNER
TILLMAN
TILLMAN
REMLER

6 & 30 Ohm Rheostat
6 & 30 Ohm Rheostat

Socket
Socket

W. D. 11 & U. V. 199 Socket
23- plate Condenser
We carry a complete line.

We

$150

3.45

1.25
65

50
60

50
1.65

save you money on

anything

43 plate Condenser
23 plate Vernier
43 plate Vernier
D. C. Battery Charger
ACME
Transformer
AMBASSADOR

3000 Ohm

Phones

3.98

CRYSTAL Detectors
45c, 60c, 90c and 1.50
FRESHMAN Var. Grid Leak & Condenser
70

OF NEW

YORK

160 East 59th Street, Near Third Avenue, New York City

and Dealers

write for discounts

$25.00
you buy.

$1-85
2.85
3.75
4.25
3.75

Merchandise is shipped IMMEDIATELY.
Let us know your wants.
»n orders ef $5.00.
All others please include
postage.

TRIGGER

Jobbers

set werks

Sets will overate
o
One Tube Seta
loud
fcOO CA
Complete parti. <pZZ.OU
speaker; guaranteed.
WONDERFUL
all assembled

Primary Coil
57 turns
8 taps
Secondary Coil
45 turns
2 taps
Diameter sy2 inches.
Bakelite cores
Packed in individual boxes, With new copyrighted Reinartz
hookup.
List, $2.50. Standard packages, 3 doz.

Postage prepaid

Tristan Sales Corporation. Dept. C.
Sole National Distributors

1 UNION SQUARE
Baker-Smith
& Co.,
741 Call Building,
San Francisco, Calif.

REGIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
Amalgamated Lamp Co.,
220 West 6th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Walter I. Ferguson & Co.,
208 Baltimore Bldg.,
Kansas City. Mo.

J. H. Lyte
65 North 63d St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK
O. P. Smith Co.,
205 W. Harrison St.,
Chicago, 111.
C L. S. Holmes Co.,
601 Boston Block,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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Questions and Answers
Sing'le Circuit Hook-Up
(4701) CBK,
Kock
Island,
111.
Will you lease give the hook-up diagram for a single circuit set having one
stage of audio frequency amplification
and that will operate satisfactorily with
AVD-17
tubes?

right angles to each other. Otherwise
you will experience decided interference.
The system described could be used only
with non-regenerative or Radio frequency
circuits.
Six to one transformers will require no
more B battery than a lower ratio, ratio

What size honeycomb coil should be
used to cover the new wave lengths?
What size condenser (variable) should
be used?
What size fixed condenser should be
used?
I intend using a C-299 tube; how much
plate voltage should be used?
Can a Flewelling set of this type be
successfully loaded for high wave
lengths?
JHow?
A. — There is no fundamental difference
from the original; the results will be
equal.
A loop aerial can be used with this circuit but a short wire connected as antenna
and ground will be found far more effective.
The present wave lengths will be covered with 75 and 100 turn honeycomb
coils.
A 23-plate vernier condenser is desirable. The fixed condenser employed is
of .006 mfd.

Fifty volts plate potential will be correct with a C-299 tube. Do not attempt to
use less than 45 volts, otherwise the circuit will not function as a super. A 6r
volt tube is recommended as much better
than a C-299 tube.
Ailing-tori Time
Signals
(4611) DW, Wheeling, W. Va.
Will you please tell me how to receive
the correct time by the Arlington Time
signals?
I know many Radiophans would like
to have the same question answered.
A. — :The second dots begin at 2 seconds
before the hour and continue until the
58th second. The 59th second is omitted;
the 60th is made 2 seconds long; the beginning of the dash
is the exact
hour.

NEWTHINforG Your
SOME
Necessary
Set

— Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!
A. — The diagram requested is shown on
this page. This oircuijt will work quite
well.
Two
Aerials
(4567) LLJ, Le Mars, la.
I would like to ask a question — One of
my neighbors wants to attach his aerial
to my aerial pole. If this is done the two
aerials would be about 25 feet apart at
the nearest point and would lead away
from each other in the shape of a V, being
about 70 feet apart at the widest point. I
would like to ask if these two aerials
fastened on the same pole would interfere with each other. If so, what effect
would it have on the efficiency of our
sets? We use the audio frequency system.
Would a transformer of a ratio of 6 to 1
work all right in the first stage of an
audio frequency set? If so, would it require any more B battery than a 3% to 1
transformer?
A. — The connection of two antenna systems in the manner suggested will be
practicable if you are not using regenerative circuits, in which case they should
be separated as far as possible
and at

having ho relation primarily to B battery
voltage.
loop
Aerial,
Honeycomb
Coils, Etc.
(4642) E. C. Wichita Falls, Texas.
With reference to the Flewelling circuit on page 6, Flewelling answer department, Iask the following questions:
Is this variation of the original Flewelling circuit as good as the original?
Could a loop antenna be used with success?

YOU

DON'T

NEED

*B%iaf%Ac
t0 get new
out stations
°^ t°wn'on^ your
y°u
A lUFCal want
crystal set WRITE ME TODAY. Mine
works 400 to 1,000 miles without tubes or
batteries! Thousands have bought my
plans and now get results like mine.
Changes often cost less than a dollar.
Send self-addressed envelope for further information.

Leon Lambert, 501 South Volutsia. Wichita, Kan.

Another Columbia
Scoop

One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1962-23 than
all other types of Receivers com*
bined !

Mu-Rad

sells — and sells!

That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise
well advertised?

Home

VERNI-TUNER
(Trade Mark)

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise

A

To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Great

and

Condenser— All within

a

Space-Saver

Sharper tuning than possible with any other

<t<4

coupling
one-half circuits:
the cost
Used tor and
the atfollowing

Chicago
Radio Apparatus -Company
Jobbers of Good Radio Merchandise
General Offices: 407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

Primary, Secondary
short i" tube.

Regenerative, ™ all
types; Tuned Radio-Frequency ; Reflex — Belnartz —
Ultra Audion.
At your dealer or postpaid on receipt of purchase
price.
circuits. Also write for free booklet showing all

HORNE

ELECTRIC

Mercer & Colgate Sts.,

&

MFG.

CO.

Jersey City, N. J.

B VI n gs you a C e n u i n e

UNDERWOOD

RADIO ^I§1> FANS!

returned if at end of 10
days you are not satisfied with this late model UNDERWOOD
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman Ward process.
Direct to yon from the
largest typewriter factory
tbe world by our money saving methods.

GREAT

PRICE SAVING

Your Reliable Road from

it while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machii

FREE BOOK

COAST to COAST in SUMMER
CONTINENT to CONTINENT in WINTER

OF FACTS ^^ofdlTSK

system of rebuilding typewriters and also valuable information
about the typewriter industry both instructive and entertaining.

A Geared Coil Mounting for. Inside Panel
Mounting, made of moulded Bakelite and
mirror nickeled brass — for those who prefer
their bulky coils on the inside of the cabinet
hidden from view.
Ask your dealer for it.
AU good dealers stock it.

Act Today 1
Mail
Coupon
Shipman Ward
Mfg. Company
2686 Shipman Building
Montrose & Ravenswood
Aves., Chicago
Name
St. and No
City

Please eend mo

Price $7.00
COLUMBIA
RADIO
157 NO. UNION ST.

. State.

THE

is via

ACMEDYNE

MELCO

CIRCUIT

as employed in the

SUPREME

Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver

CORP.
CHICAGO

This set operates with and without Loop, Aerial and Ground

ESSENTIALS

Amsco
Compensating
Condenser

4 VOLT

2 VOLT

World Storage
Batteries Save You
SO%
And
You
Get
a
Written
2-Yr.
Guarantee
We maintain the same high quality material and workmanship found on the most expensive batteries and

still are able to allow our remarkably low sale price by greatly reducing our overhead
and sale costs.
6Voltl00Amp.$12.50
Special 2 Volt Storage Battery for
«C (\f\ 6 Volt 60 Amp.$ 8.50
6 Volt 120 Amp. 14.50
ipO.VU
and WD-12 Tubes
WD-M
Special 4 Volt Storage Battery for
<EQ (\f\ 6 Volt 80 Amp. 10.00
6 Volt 140 Amp. 16.50
.po.W
Tubes
UV-199
200 Hours' service on one charge. Rechargeable.
SEND NO MONEY. We ship C. 0. D.. sublect to inspection, or will allow 5% discount for cash with
order. Shipment made same day order is received. Save 50% on your next battery and get better service
and longer life. Our written guarantee is your proof of satisfaction. The Big Fall Radio Season is on
now. To get the full benefit of it order your new WORLD battery today!

ROOSEVELT

ROAD,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

Variotransfotmer

BUILD ONE YOURSELF
All parts complete with Cabinet,
Drilled and Engraved Panel
Ready for Assembly

AMSCO

60 EAST

Telos
Variometer
and

PRODUCTS,
Inc.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Broome and Lafayette Streets
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Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part II
(NOTE.— The second part of the schedule list appear!
below.
TIm drat apt-eared last week wad Uo third part
will appear next wwk.)
KUO. Sui Francisco, Calif. 380 meters. 1.500 mi.
Han Francisco Examiner. Slogan. "The Voice of the
Wast." Daily «x Sun, 9-10 am. chat to housewives: 11-12. reporta; 3:30-3:30 pro, lecture, newa; 9
am. 12 m. 6:45 pm. weather retorts. Sun. 9-10 am,
5-0 pm, news.
Pacific.
KUS, Los Angeles, Calir. 980 meters. 300 ml. City
Dye Works. & Laundry Co. Daily ei Sun, 7-1:30
am. setting up exercises; 12-12:30 pm. concert, time.
Mou. Tliurs. 2-2:30 pm, features. Tues. Fti,
4-1:30 pm, code practice. Wed. Fri. 6-o:15 pm. concert. Pacific,
KUV. El Monte. Calif. 360 meters. 500 ml. Coast
Radio Co.
Wed. 4-4:30 pm.
Sat, 3-4 pm.
Pacific
KWG. Stockton. Calif. 360 meters. 1,500 ml. Portable
Wirt less Telephone Co. Dally ex Sun, 4-5 pm. news,
concert, markets. Tues and Fri, 8-9 pm. concert.
Sun, 2-3 pm. concertPacific.
KWH. Los Angeles. Calif. 360 meters. 250 ml. Examiner. Dally ex Suu, 1:30-1:40 pm. 5:S0-6. 6-6:15.
S_M-i>. reports, entertainment. Sun, S:30-9 pm,
church service.
Pacific
KXD. Modesto, Calif. 252 meters. 100 ml. Modesto
Herald Pub. Co. Daily ex Sun. Hon, 0:30-7 pm.
Mon. 7-9 pm.
8un 1-2 pm.
Pacific
KYQ. Honolulu, Hawaii. 860 meters. Electric Shop.
No definite schedule.
KYW. Chicago. 111. 345 meters. 2.000 ml Westlnghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 10,
10:30. 11, markets: 11:05, weather; 11:30. news: 11:35.
table talk; 12. 12:30. 1. 1:20, 2:15. 2:30, markets;
3. 3:30. 4. news; 4:15, markets; 4:30, 5. news; 6:30,
markets: 6:50 bedtime story; S. concert, 9, special.
Sun. 11 am. Church service. Central. Daylight Sarins.
KZM. Oakland, Calif. 360 meters. 200 mi. Western
Radio Institute (Hotel Oakland). Daily ex Sun,
6:45-7 pm, news.
Pacific.
KIN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. 1,000 mi.
Desert News. Slogan. "The Center of Scenio
America."
Dailyetc. ex Mountain.
Sun, 8-9:30 pm, music, news,
bedtime stories,
K2V, Wenatchee. Wash. 360 meters. 200 ml. Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co. Dally ex Sun. 3:30-4:15
pm. weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 1st to 15th each month.
8:45-9:30 pm; 15th to last each month, 8-8:15 pm,
weather. Sun, 1st to 15th each month, 7:30-9 pm:
15th to last each month, 11 am- 12:30 pm, church
services.
Eastern.

NAA, Radio, Va. 435 meters. 2,000 ml. V. S. Navy
Dept. Daily ex Sun, 9:45-10:40 am. 12:25-12:40
pm. 1:45-2:20, markets, weather; 2:45-3 (Tues. only).
Dept Interior: 3:25-4:40. 5:05-5:20, markets, weather
10:05-10:20.
weather.
Mon,
6:45-8:20
pm.
Dept.
?rograms. Tues, 7:05-8:20 pm. Dept. programs. Wed,
:25-7:10 pm, Dept. programs; 8:05-9:40. Marine
Band. Thurs, 6:45-8:40 pm, Dept. programs. Fri,
8:05-8:40 pm, band concert.
Eastern.
OA. Ottawa. Ont., Can.
Dept. of Marine & Fisheries.
PWX, Havana. Cuba. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. International Tel. & Teleg. Corp. Wed. Sat, 9-11:30 pm,
niusic.
Eastern.
WAAB.
New
Orleans, La. 268 meters. Valdemar Jensen.
WAAC, New Orleans, La. 360 meters. Tulane Univ.
Mechanics Inst. No regular schedule.
WAAD, Cincinnati, O. 360 meters. 200 ml. Ohio
Mechanics Inst No regular schedule. Central, Dayright Saving.
_
WAAF, Chicago. EL 286 meters. 300 mi. Chicago.
Daily Drovers Journal. Daily ex Sun, 8:40 am, 10:30,
10:45. 12:30 pm, 12:45, 3. 4:30, live stock and
weather reports.
Central
WAAH. St. Paul. Minn. 360 meters. 500 ml. Commonwealth Elec. Co. Slogan. "From the Land of
Ten Thousand Lakes."
Temporarily discontinued.
WAAK, Milwaukee. Wis. 280 meters. 300 ml Glrabel
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, 11:10, 12:10 pm, 1:25. 3.
Dally ex Wed and Sat, 7:15. 7:30 pm.
Central.
WAAM, Newark. N. J. 263 meters. 300 ml. I. R.
Nelson Co. Dally ex Sun. 9:15-9:45 am, Daily ex
Sat. 11-11:55 am; Mon, Tues, Wed. Thurs, 8-10:30
pm. music.
Eastern.
WAAN, Columbia, Mo.
254 meters. Univ. of Mo.
WAAP, Wichita. Kan. 360 meters. 500 mi. United
Electric Co. Daily ex Sun. 12-12:30 pm, educational
program: 10:30tertainment.
pm,Central. weather. Tues. Fri, 8 pm. enWAAW. Omaha. Neb. 360 meters. 500 ml. Omaha
Grain Exchange. Dally ex Sun, 8:45 am, 9:15. 10:45.
11:15, 12:15 pm. 12:45-1:15, 8, market reports; 8:159 pm, music.
Central.
WAAZ. Emporia. Kans. 360 meters. 250 ml. Hollister-Miller Motor Co. Tues, Thurs. 7-8 pm, entertainment. Temporary schedule.
Central.
WABB. Harrisburg, Pa. 266 meters. Dr. John B.
Lawrence.
_
WABC. Anderson. Ind. 229 meters. Fulwider-Grimes
Battery Dayton,
Co.O.
'
WABD,
283
meters.
Parker _High School.
WABE, Washington, D. C. 283 meters.
T. M C. A.
WABF, Mt. Vernon, Ed. 234 meters. Ml Vernon
Register-News Co.
WABG, Jacksonville, Fla. 248 meters. 50 ml Arnold
Edwards Piano Co. Daily ex Thurs, 5-6 pro, music,
sports.
Eastern.
_
WABH, Sandusky, 0. 240 meters. Lake Shore Tire Co.
WABI, Bangor, Me. 240 meters. Bangor Ry. & Elec.
Co.
WABJ. South Bend, Ind. 240 meters. The Radio
Laboratories.
_
_
WABK. Worcester. Mass. 252 meters. First Baptist
Church.

WABI, Stores. Conn. 283 meters. Connecticut Agrl.
College.
_ _ _
WABM.
Saginaw. Mich.
254 meters.
F. E. Doherty.
WABN. La Crosse. Wis. 234 meters. Waldo C. Graver.
WABO. Rochester, N. T. 252 meters. Lake Ave. Baptist Church.
WAI. Dayton. O. McCook Field. V. S. Army.
WAJT. Marshall, Mo. 386 meters. Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.
_
• _ _
WAJU. Yankton, S. D. 360 meters.
Yankton College.
WBAA, W. Lafayette. Ind. 360 meters. 100 ml. Purdue University. Irregular schedule.
WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.
360 meters. Sterling Elec.

WBAF, Moorestown, N. J. 3*6 meters. Fred M. Middieton.
. ,_
WBAH, Minneapolis. Minn. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Dayton Co. Daily ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 3-3:30, 5-5:30,
9:30-10.
Sal 11-11:30 am.
Wed, 8-10 pm.
Central.
WBAN. Faterson, N. J. 244 meters. 200 nvL Wireless
Phone Corp. Slogan, "The Silk City of America."
Daily ex Sun. 9-11:30 am, 12:30-5:30 pm. Sat mom.
only.
Sun. 10-12 am. 2-5 pm. 7:30-10:30.
Eastern.
WBAO, Decatur, ni 360 meters. 100 ml James
Millikin Univ. University activities. No definite
schedule.
Central
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. 476 meters. 1.500 ml
Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Ctab. "Badio Truth
League." Daily ex Sun, 9-9:15 am. 10-10:15, 1111:30, 12-12:15 pm, 1-1:15. 2-2:15, 3-3:30. 4-4:15.
markets; 5. 8:30, 7:30, baseball results; 9:30. sports,
news, road reports. Sat, 7-7:30 pm, bible lesson.
Sun. 11 am-12:15 pm, church; 5, 630, 7:30, basebalL
Central
_ t
WBAU. Hamilton, O. 258 meters. Republican Pub.
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WBAV, Columbus. O. 390 meters. 500 ml The Emor
Hopkins Co. Slogan, "We Broadcast a Variety."
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1 pm. Mon, 7-9 pm. Central
WBAW, Marietta. O. 246 meters. Marietta College.
Temporarily discontinued.
WBAX. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 360 meters. 200 ml. John
H. Stenger, Jr. Three nights of week, not regular.
WBAY. New York. N. Y. 492 meters. 1.500 ml A.
T. & T. Co. Experimental purposes only.
WBBA, Newark,
O. 240 meters.
Newark Radio Lab.
WBBC, Sterling, El 229 meters. Sterling Badio Equipment Co.
WBBD, Beading, Pa. 224 meters. Barbey Battery
Service.
WBL, Anthony. Kans. 261 meters. 200 mi. T & H
Radio Co. Mon, Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm. concert, lecture.
Sun, 10 am, church service.
Central.
WBS, Newark. N. J. 360 meters. 200 mi. D. W.
May, Inc. Diily ex Sun 11-12 am, music; 1-2:15
pm, reports; 2:15-2:30 pm, music, reports. Tues.
Thurs, Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm, program. Sun, 9-10:30
am, sacred music; 1-3 pm, program.
Eastern,

WBT, Charlotte, N. C. 300 meters. 1.200 ml SouthRadioSun,
Corp.11 Slogan,
"Queen
City market*.
of the South."
Dailyern ex
am, 8 pm,
weather,
Tues,
8:30 pm, music. Fri, 11 pm, entertainment. Sun.
8 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WBU, Chicago. El 286 meters. 100 mi. City of Chicago. Daily ex Sun, 10:15-10:30 am. 11:45-12 m.
4:15-4:30 pm, police reports. Mon. Wod, Fri, 3:30
pm, 7:30, speeches.
Central Daylight Saving.
WBZ. Springfield. Mass. 337 meters. 1.000 ml Westlnghouse Elec. 4 Mfg. Co. Dally ex Sim, 7 pm, baseball lecture: 7:30. children's hour: 7:45, markets,
weather, lecture: 8-9, concert, Mon. Wed, Fri, 6-7
pm, concert. Sun, 8:30 pm. church service. Eastern.
Daylight Sarins.
WCAC. Fort Smith. Ark. 369 meters. John Fink Jewelry Co. Testa only.
WCAD. Canton. N. Y. 280 meters. 300 ml St.
Lawrence,
Univ.
No regular schedule.
Eastern.
Co.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa. 462 meters. Kaufman & Baer
WCAF. stone
Bodgers,
Mich. 360 meters. Michigan Lime& Chem. Co.
WCAG, New Orleans, Lir 268 meters. 200 ml. Clyde
R. Randall.
Mou. Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert. Central
WCAH, Columbus. 0. 2S6 meters. 500 mi. Kntrekiii
Elec. Co. Slogan. "The Heart of Ohio." Daily ex
Sun, 11:30-12:30 am. music, news. Tues, 7-9 pm,
concert.
Sun, 10-12:30. church service. Central Daylight Savings.
... Cnlv. Place. Nebr. 360 meters. 150 ml. Nebr.
Wesleyan Univ. Daily, 10:30 am, weather. Tues, T
pm.
Children's Hour. Thurs, 8 pm, music, lectures.
Central.
WCAJ, Houston.
WCAK,
Tex. S60 meters. 100 ml. Alfred P.
Daniel. Slogan, "Where Eighteen Railroads Meet the
Sea." Dally ex Sun, 7-7:30 pm, music Wed. 8-9
pm, concert.
Sun, 3-4 pm, features.
Central.
WCA1, Northfleld, Minn. 360 meters. 500 mi. Dept.
of Physics, St. Olaf College.
No definite schedule.
WCAM,
Vilianova, Pa.
360 meters.
Vlllanova College.
VVCAO, Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. 100 ml Sanders
& Stayman Co. Daily ex Sun, 12-1 pm, Mon, Wed,
8-9 pm. Eastern.
WCAP, Washington, D. C. 469 meters. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co.
WCAR. San Antonio, Tex. 360 meters. 1,500 ml
Alamo Radio Elec. Co. Mon, Thurs, Sat, 8:30-9:30
pm, concert. Central.
WCAS, Minneapolis, Minn. 246 meters. 500 mi. Wm.
H. Dunwoody Industrial Insl Slogan "From the
Flour City of the World." Mon, 9:30-11 pm, music,
lectures. Mon. Wed, Fri, 6:30-7 pm. code instruction.
Central.
WCAT, Rapid City. S. D. 240 meters. 300 ml S. D.
State School of Mines. Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, 12:30
pm, 3 pm, weather, reports. Wed, 7:15 pm, concert.
Mountain.
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 286 meters. 500 mi. Durham & Co. Daily 11:45 am. Tues, Fri, 7:30-8 pm,
concert. Sun, 10:55 am, church services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WCAV, Little Bock. Ark. 360 meters. J. C. Dice Elec.
Co.
VVCAX, Burlington, Vt. 360 meters.
TJniv. of Vt
VVCAY, Milwaukee, Wis. 261 meters. 500 mi. Kesselman-O'Driscoll Music House. Daily ex Sun. 11 am,
reports. Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music
Tues, 10:30-11:30 pm, dance music. Sun, 7:30-9 pm.
church services.
Central
WCBA, Allentown. Pa. 280 meters. Chas. W. Haimbach.
Eastern. Wed, Sat. 2-12 pm. Sun, 2-4 pm, 8-10.
VVCBB. Greenville. O. 249 meters. K. & K. Badio
Supply Co.
WCBD, Zion, El. 345 meters. 1,500' mi. Wilbur
Glenn Voliva. Slogan, "Where God Rules. Man Prospers." Mon. Fri. 8-10 pm, concert. Wed. Fri, 2:303:45 pm. service. Sun. 9-9:45 am, Bible School; 2:305:30 pm, church services.
Central daylight saving.
WCE, Minneapolis, Minn. 360 meters. Findley Elec. Co.
WCK. St, Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 500 mi. Stix, Baer
& Fuller. Daily. 12-12:30 pm, 3-4:15. 5-5:30. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:45-8 pm, concert, lecture.
Central
WCM, Austin. Tex.
360 meters.
Univ. of Tex.
WCX, Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1,000 ml The
Detroit Free Press. Slogan, "The Call of the Motor
City." Club, "Red Apple1 Club." Daily ex Sun,
2 pm, news; 2:15, stock reports: 2:50, weather, markets; 4:15, 4:30, 4:50, 6:15, markets, music. Daily ex
Sat, Sun, 8:30-10 pm, week starting Dec. 11 and alternate weeks thereafter, concert, Tues, 10-12 pm. Club,
Sun, 10:30 am, 7:15 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WDAD, Lindsborg, Kans. 360 meters. 200 mi. Wm.
Louis Harrison. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 9:30 pm, entertainment,
weather.
Sun,
3:30
pm.
vesper
services.
Central
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. 360 meters. 500 mi. Tampa
Daily Times. Wed, Fri, B-10 pro. music, lectureEastern.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 2.O0O ml.
Kansas City Star. Club. "Nlghthawks." Daily ex
Sun. 3:30-4:30 pm, music; 6-7, educational, bedtime
story, etc.; 11:45 pm-1 am. Nighihawk Frolic. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 8-10 pm, concert. Sun, 4-5 pm, music.
Daily ex Sun, 3:30 pm. 4-4:30. 5. 6, baseball. Sun,
3:30 pm, 4, 5, baseball.
Central.
WDAG. Amarillo, Tex. 263 meters. J. Laurance Martin. Tues, Thurs, 8-9:30 pm, music.
Central.
WD AH, El Paso, Tex. 268 meters. Trinity Methodist
Church South, Wed, Thurs, Sun, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Mountain,
WDAI, Syracuse. N. Y. 246 meters. 200 mi. Hughes
Badio Corp. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, reports. Eastern.
WDAJ. College Park, Ga. 258 meters. 2.000 mi. A
& W. P. R. B. Co. Dally. 7:30-8:30 pm. 10:30-11:30
pm, concert.
Wed, 10:30-11:30 pm, only.
Central.
WDAK. Hartford. Conn. 261 meters. 150 mi. The
Conrant.
Sat. 8 pm, concert.
Eastern.
WDAI, Jacksonville, Fla, 380 meters. 250 mi. Florida
Times Union. Daily. 11 am. weather; 4-5, 6-7 pm,
music; 8-9, entertainment; 9:30, reports.
Eastern.
WDAO, Dallas, Tex.. 360 meters. 300 mi. Automotive
Elec. Co.
Daily. 1-1:45 ]>m. 7:15-8.
Central
WDAP. Chicago. El. 360 meters. 2,000 mi. Drake
Hotel Daily ex Sun. every half hour from 9:30 am
to 1:30 pm, quotations, reports; 6 pm, news. Tues,
Thurs, 7-8, Wed, Fri, 7-8:30, Tues. Wed. Thurs.
Sat. 10, concert. Sun, 9, 10, concert. Central Daylight Saving.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. 395 meters. Lit Bros. Club,
"Morning Glory." Daily ex Sun, 12-12:55 pm, music.
2-3 pm, 4 :30-6, music talks ; 7 :30-8 pm. Dream Daddy.
Mon, 7:30-10:55, Wed, 8-11 pm. entertainment. Fri,
8-10:50,
Saving. entertainment; 1 am. Club. Eastern Daylight
WDAS. Worcester, Mass. 360 meters. Samuel A. Waite
WDAU. New Bedford. Mass. 360 meters. 500 mi. A.
H. Smith. Mon. Wed, Fri, 12:15-1250 pm, industrial reports; 7:45-10 pm, music. Sun, 11 am-12:30
pm, 7-8 pm, church services. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WDAX, Centerville. Iowa. 268 meters. 500 ml First
Natl Bank. Daily ex Sun, 11:30 am. reports, news.
Mon, Thur, 7:30-9 pro, concert
Central
WDAY. Fargo, N. D. 244 meters. 300 mi. Badio
Equip. Corp. Slogan, "The Biggest Little City
in the World." Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am, weather, 6
pm, baseball Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7:30-8:30 pm, concert. Sun. 10:30 am, church services.
Central
WDBC. Lancaster. Pa. 258 meters. Kirk Johnson &
Co., Inc.
lips.
WDBF.
Youngstown, O. 261 meters. Bobert G. PhilWDM, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 50 ml Church
of the Covenant. Sun, 11 am. church service; 8 pm.
church service.
Eastern.
WDT, New York City, N. Y. 405 meters. Ship Owners
Radio Service & Premier Grand Piano. Dally ex
Sun. 12-1 pm, concert. Wed, 7-8, concert. Fri 1112, concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WDZ. Tuscola, El. 278 meters. 100 mi. James L.
Buah. Daily ex Sun, every half hour, 8:30 am-12:15
pm. Chicago Board of Trade quotations.
Central.
WEAA. Flint, Mich. 230 meters. 200 mi. Fallain &
Lathrop.
Slogan, "The Vehicle City."
No definite
WEAB, Fort Dodge, la. 360' meters. 1,000 mi. Standard
Radio F,quip. Co. Daily ex Sun, markets every 30
min, from 8:40 am-12:20 pm; 5:15 pm, 10 am. 4 pm.
road reports.
Central

WEAD, Atwood.
Kan.
208 meters.
Henry Badio &
Elec Supply Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WEAE. BlackBburg, Va,
360 meters.
Polytechnlo Inst.
WEAF. Now York City, N. Y. 402 meters.
1.500 ml
A. T. & T. Co. Slogan. "The Voice to the Millions." Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri, 11-12 am. 4:30-5:30
pm. 7:30-10. 8un, 3:30-4:30 pm, 7:30-10. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WEAG.
Edgewood, B. I. 231 meter*.
Nicholas-Hlnellne-Bassctt Lab.
WEAH,
Wichita, Kan.
244 meters.
500 ml
Wichita
Board
of Trade. Dally ex Sun. 8:40 am, 9. 10. 11. 12
'ug.
pm, 1, reports.
Tues, Fri. 8:15 pm, concert.
Sun.
7:30, concert.
Central
WEAI. Ithaca. N. Y. 286 meters.
Cornell Univ.
WEAJ. Vermilion. 8. D.
360 meters.
Univ. of 8. D.
Temporarily discontinued.
WEAK,
SI Joseph, Mo.
380 meters.
100 ml
Julius
B. Abercrombie.
Daily ex Sun, 5:15-6 pm.
Central.
WEAM.
North Plalnfleld. N. J.
250 meters.
75 ml.
Borough of N. Plainfleld.
No definite schedule.
WEAN. Providence, B. I. 273 meters. 60 ml Tho Shepard Stores. Dally ex Sun, Mon, 6-7. music, reports,
weather, concerts. Tues. Thurs, 8:15-10. concert.
Wed, Sat, 7-8 pm. concert. Sun. 10:45-11:30 am,
7:30-8:45 pm, church service. Eastern Daylight SavWEAO. Columbus, O. 360 meters. 500 ml. Ohio
State Univ. Dally ex Sun. 1:30 pm, 4, reports,
music.
Thurs. 7-9 pm, lecture, concert.
Eastern.
WEAP, Mobile, Ala, 360 meters. 50 ml Mobile Badio
Co. Daily ex Sun. 12 m, reports; 4-5 pm, music
Dally ex Sun, Mon, 7:45-8:15 pm, music Sun,
3-3:30 pm, church service. First Mon of each month,
11 pm-1 am, concert.
Central
WEAR, Baltimore. Md. 360 meters. 200 ml News &
American Pub. Co. Dally ex Sun, 6:30-7, weather,
music, news.
Tues. Thurs. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern.
WEAS, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 200 mi. The
Hecht Co. Daily ex Sun. 3-4 pm. Wed. Fri. 7-8
pm.
Eastern.
WEAU,
Sioux City, la. 380 meters. 300 mi. Davidson
Bros. ex
Co.Sun.
Slogan.
Heart
Com Belt"
Daily
9 am. "The
10, 11,
1 pm,of 5,themarkets,
news.
Mon,
CentralWed, Fri, 8-9 pm, concert. Sun 7-9 pm.
WEAY. Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 700 ml Will
Horwlti (Iris Theater.) Slogan. "Where All the
Oceans Meet All the Railroads." Daily ex Sun,
11 am, dinner hints, news; 12 m. music: 12:57-1 pm.
time; 2:30 pm. music; 6 pm, news. Fri, Sat. 8-10
pm. concert. Sun, 11 am, 8 pm, church services; 9
pm, concert
Central
WEB, St Louis, Mo. 360 meters. 800 ml. The Benwood Co., Inc. Tues, 9-10:30 pm. Wed, 8-9:30 pm.
Sat. 7:30-9 pm. 11 pm-1 am.
Central
WEV. Houston, Tex. 360 meters. 500 mi. Hurlburt-Stil)
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 10 am, 5:30 pm, weather,
roads. Tues, Thur, 8 pm, concert. Central.
WEW. St. LouiB. Mo. 261 meters. 290 ml St. Louis
TJniv. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10, 2, S pm, reports. Central.
WFAA. Dallas, Tex. 476 meters. 1,500 mi. Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Slogan, "Working For
All Alike," Daily. 10:30 am, reports; 12:30-1 pm,
address; 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, reports, news, baseball: 6:15-7, bedtime story, baseball; 8:30-9:30, concert, weather (silent Wed). Tues, Sat, 11-12 pm,
music Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm, bible class; 6:45-7 pm,
baseball: 9:30-11 pm, music.
Central.
WFAB, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters. 100 ml C F.
Woese.
No definite schedule.
WFAF, Poughkeepsie', N. Y. 273 meters. H. O.
Spratley Badio Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WFAH, Port Arthur, Tex. 360 meters. 100 ml. Elec
Supply Co. Tues, Thurs, 10-11 pm, concert.
Central.
WFAJ,
Asheville,
Instrument
Co. N. C. 250 mi. Hi-Grade Wireless
WFAM. St. Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. 100 mi. Granite
City Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm. markets.
Mon, Wed, 7:30-9 pm, entertainment.
Central.
WFAN, Hutchinson, Minn. 3G0 meters. 300 mi.
Hutchinson Elec. Service Co. Slogan. "The Gateway to the Ten
Minn."
11:57-12:20,
time,Thousand
weather.Lakes
Tues,of Wed,
8:30Daily,
pm,
concert
Sun, 2:30 pm.
Central
WFAQ, Cameron, Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi. Missouri
Wesleyan College.
WFAT, Sioux Falls, S. D. 360 meters. 500 ml Daily
Argus Leader. Daily ex Sun, 9:15 am, 11:15, 12:30
pm, 1:30, reports, music; 7:30, baseball, music
Central.
WFAV, Lincoln. Nebr. 360 meters. 300 mi. Univ. of
Nebr. exSlogan,
Home pm,
of weather.
the Cornhuskers."
Daily
Sun, 10"The
am, 12:40
Thurs, 8
pm, concert.
Central
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa. 395 meters. 1.0001 mi. Strawbridge & Clothier. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 10 am, reports:
1 pm, news; 2, music; 3-4:30, concert; 7-7:30
children's hour. Tues, Thurs, 8 pm, concert. Wed,
10:30 pm. dance music. Sun, 9:30 pm, organ recital,
alternating 10:30 am, 7:30, church services. Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGAF, Tulsa, Okla. 360 meters. Goller Badio Service.
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. 248 meters. 35 mi. Lancaster
Elec. Supply & Construction Co. Slogan. "Garden
Spot of U. S. A." Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:30-9 pm. concert, lecture. Sun, 3-3:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WGAN. Pensacola, Fla. 360 meters. Cecil E. Lloyd.
WGAQ, Shrevepori La, 360 meters. 500 mi. Glenwood
Radio Corp. Daily ex Sun. 12:30-1:30 pm. 6:30, 7:30,
music. Sun. 11 am, 7:30 pm, church service. CenWGAR,
America,Fort Smith, Ark.
tral.

360 meters.

Southwest

WGAU, Wooster, O. 226 meters.
Marcus G. Limb.
WGAW, Altoona, Pa. 261 meters. 300 mi. Ernest C
Albright. Slogan, "The home of the world's largest
railroad shops." Tues, Wed, 9-11 pm, music Sun,
9-10:30 pm, music.
Eastern.
WGAY, Madison, Wis. 380 meters. 100 ml North
Western Radio Co. Daily ex Sun, 10 am, weather:
4:30. news. Mon, Thurs. 8:30 pm. concert Sun, 3
pm, music.
Central.
WGAZ. South Bend, Ind. 360 meters. 200 ml. South
Bend Tribune. Dally ex Sun, 9-9 :30 am, household
hints, menus; 5-5:30 pm, music Tues, Thurs. Sat,
7-8 pm, music
Central,
WGF, Des Moines, Iowa, 360 meters. Register and
Tribune.
Slogan.
"The Convention
City."
Tues. Sun,
Fri,
7:30 pm. entertainment.
Sat, 10 pm,
music.
5 pm, church service.
Central.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. 380 meters. 500 ml
Am. Radio & Research Corp. Slogan, "Amrad. the
Voice of the Air." Mon. 12 m-1 pm, concert. Tues,
Thurs, 7-8:30, concert. Wed. Fri, Sat, 7:30-9:00. concert. Daily, 5-6:45 pm. Children's Hour, reports.
codes,
3 pm,services;
Amrad 10,
Women's
Club.
Sun,
4-5 pm,Tues.
8:30,Fri,
church
concert
Eastern
Daylight Saving.
WGI, Philadelphia, Pa. 360 meters. 2.000 ml. The*
F. J. Howlett
Irregular schedule.
WGM. Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. The Atlanta Constitution. Daily ex Sun and Wed. 6-7 pm,
orchestra concert; 9:30-10:30 pm, music. Sun, 3:304:30 pm, organ recital; 9:30-10:30 pm, music Wed,
12-1 am, concert
Central.
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. 360 meters. 1.000 mi. Federal
Tel
&
Telg.
Co.
Slogan,12 "Key
City of
IndustryDaily, 11:45 am, weather;
m. Organ
music.
Daily
ex Sat. Sun, 12:35 pm, 2:30, 3:30, 5. reports. Daily
ex Sun, 6:30, Organ; 7-8:45. news. Mon., Wed, Fri,
9 pm, concert. Daily. 11 :15. weather. Sun, 3 pm,
vesper services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WGV, New Orleans, La. 350 meters. 400 mi. Interstate Elec. Co. Slogan. "Where the Mighty Mississippi Makes a Crescent Near the Gulf." Mon,
Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm, 12-1, music, talks. Sat, 7:30-8:30
pm.
Central.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 380 meters. 1,000 ml
General Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun. 11:30-12 m, 5, reports, time, sports. Mon, Tues. Thur. Fri. 1-1:30
pm, 7:45, concert. Fri, 10:30 pm, special. Sun, 9:30
am, 6:30 pm, church service.
Eastern.
WHA, Madison. Wis. 360 meters. 1.000 ml. Univ. of
Wis. Daily ex Sun. 11:59-12 m, time signals, weather.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30 pm, lectures, news, agriograms.
Central.
WHAA, Iowa City. la. 263 meters. 200 mi. Univ. of
Iowa.
No regular schedule.

WHAB, GalvOBtOnv Tel. 980 meters, 800 ml. Clark

W. Thompson Co. Slogan, "The Gatoway to the
Southwest and Treasure Island of America." Dally
ox Sun, 9:45 am. 11. 3:30 pm, 5. reports, muBic. news.
Tues, Fri, 8 pm, entertainment.
Sat, 8:20, special.
WHAC, nWaterloo,
meters.
100 ml.
Cole Bros
...K^'a
am- 7:3°la.»'"•360church
service.
Central.
Elec. Co. Dally. 6 pm. news, (ports. Mon, Wed,
Central.
Fri,
9:30 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am. church services.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis. 2S0 meters. 1,000 mi. Marquette
Univ. Wed, 7:30-8:30 pm, music, entertainment. Central.
WHAG, Cincinnati, O. 222 meters. 100 ml Univ. of
Cincinnati.
No definite schedule.
.V.1?*."' Davenport,
JopUn, Mo. la.
360 360
meters.meters.
Hafer 30Supply
WHAI.
ml Co.
Badio
Equip. & Mfg. Co.
Temporarily discontinued.
WHAK, Clarksburg, W. Va. 360 meters. Roberts Hdwo
Co.
50 mi.
No definite schedule.
WHAL, Lansing, Mich. 218 meters. 200 ml. The Capital News. Dally ex Sun, 12:30 pm, 2:65, 4:80
Mon. Wed, Fri, 7:45 pm. Sat, 12 midnight Sun.
2:30 pm.
Central.
Rochester.Rochester. N. Y. 360 meters, Unl?. of
WHAM.
WHAP. Decatur. El. 360 meters. 100 ml Otto &
Kuans.
No definite schedule.
WHAQ, Washington. D. C. 242 meters. 75 ml.
Semmes Motor Co. Mon, 7-8 pm, lecture oil automobile upkeep, music
Eastern.
WHAB.
N. J. 231 meters. Paramount
Radio &Atlantic
Elect. City.
Co.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. 400 meters. 1,500 mi. Courier
Journal and Louisvillo Times Co. Dally ex Sun, 4-5
pm, 7:30-9. Sun. 9:57-10:45 am, 4-5 pm, churcheervicc
Mon night, silent.
Central;
WHAV, Wilmington. Del. 360 meters. 200 ml Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co. Slogan, "The First Broadcasting Station
of the First City of the First State."
No definite
schedule.
WHAY. Huntington. Ind. 360 meters. 75 ml Huntington Pub. Co. Dally ex Sun, 12 m-12:30', weather.
3 pm, music; 6 pm, markets, news, weather, sports.
Mon, Wed. Fri, 8 pm, concert.
Sun, 3 pm, sermon ;
4 pm, concert.
Central.
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y. 380 meters. 2,000 mi. Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Slogan, Staion
"Transcontinental
International Inst.
Broadcasting
Located at and
the
Oldest School of Engineering." Club, B. P. L Mon.
9-10:30 pro. music. Transcontinental second Monday
of each month, 12-1 :30 am, music.
Eastern.
WHB. Kansas City. Mo. 411 meters. 1.000 mi.
Sweeney Auto & Electric School. Slogan, "Heart of
America." Dally ex Sun, 8:25 am, 9:25, 10:25. 11:25.
12:25 pm.Central.
3, reports. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8-10 pm.
concert.
WHD, Morgantown, W. Va. W. Va. University. Temporarily discontinued.
WHK. Cleveland, O. 360 meters. 1.000 ml Warren R.
Cox. Dally ex Sun, 1-1:30 pm, 4-4:30 music; 6-6:30,
Eastern.
news, music. Wed, Sun, 8-9:55 pm, sermon, concert.
WHN,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 360 meters. 250 ml Associated Broadcasters, Inc. Slogan, Station of the
Sunrise Trail." Daily ex Sun. 9:30-11 am, 12-1 pm,
2:15-3:15, 3:45-5:30. Mon, Wed, Sat. 7:30-12 pm.
Tues, Thurs, Fri. 9:30-12:00 pm. Sun, 9:30-10:30 am.
3-6 pm. 9:30-12 pm. Eastern.
WIAB. Rockford. 111. 252 meters. 50 ml. Joslyn
Automobile
Tues. Fri, 7:30-8:30 pm. music.
CentralThurs, Co.
Mou,
8-9 pm. Sun, 12-1 pm. church 6ervlces.
WIAC, Galveston, Tex. 360 meters. 200 ml Galveston
Tribune. Daily ex Sun. 12:35 pm, reports. Tues,
Sat. evening concert.
Central.
WIAD, Ocean City, N. J. 254 meters. 200 ml. Ocean
City Yacht Club.
Fri, Sat, Sun, 8-12 pm.
Eastern.
WIAF, New Orleans, La. 234 meters. 300 ml G. A.
DeCortin.
Tues. Central
8-9:30 pm. Sun, 10-11:30 am.
church
Bervices.
WIAH, Newton, la. 360 meters. 100 ml. Continental
Radio & Mfg. Co. Daily 12:30-1 pm, music, news.
Sun, 10:45-12 m, church services.
Central
WIAI. Springfield, Mo. 253 metere. 300 ml. Heer
Stores Co. Daily ex Sun, 10:30-11 am, reports, news,
weather. Tues. Thurs. 7:30-S:45 pm. Sat, 6:15-7:15
pm. music, entertainment.
Central.
WIAJ,
Wise. 224 meters. Fox Biver Valley
Radio Neenah,
Supply Co.
WIAK, Omaha, Neb. 278 meters. 300 ml. Daily
Journal-Stockman. Dally ex Sun, 7:45 am, 9:10,
10:20, 12 m, 1:30 pm, 3:50. markets, weather. Central.
WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis. 360 meters. 500 mi. School
of Engineering of Milwaukee. Slogan, "In the Land
of the Sky Blue Water." Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri. 1010:30 am. 11:30-12 m, music, news: 5-6 pm, music,
news; 7-7:30. music, speeches.
Central.
WIAO..
Marion, Ind. 220 meters
Chronicle Pub. Co.
WIAR, Paducah. Ky. 360 meters. 150 mi. Paducah
Evening Sun. Slogan, "Howdy Folks, This is WIAR,
a realcert,Live
Daily ex Sat, Sun, 7-8 pm, conlecture,Wiar."
etc. Central.
WIAS, Burlington, la. 360 meters. 400 ml Hawk-Eye
Home Elec. Co. Slogan. "Burlington. On The ■
Mississippi."
Tues, Thurs, 8-9 pm, concert
Central.
WIAT, Tarkio, Mo.
360 meters.
Leon T. Noel
WIAU, Le Mars. la. 360 meters. Am. Trust & Savings Bank.
WIL, Washington, D. C. 360 meters. 50 mi. Continental Elec. Supply Co. Daily 5:30-7 pm. music,
entertainment.
Eastern.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 509 meters. 2,000 mi. Gimbel
Bros. Slogan, "Wratch Its Progress." Daily ex Sun.
1-2 pm, 3-4:30, 6-6:45, music; 7-7:30 pm, bedtime
stories. Tues, Thurs, 8-10 pm, concert. Tues, Sat,
10:10-12 pm, concert. Sun. 11 am, church services,
starting June 3, every alternate week: fill in weeks,
4:30 pm, concert. Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJAB, Lincoln, Nebr. 360 meters. 800 ml Am. Elec.
Co. Mon, Thurs. 9:30-10:15 pm. music, special. Sun.
8-9 pm, church services.
Central.
WJAD.
Tex. Lab.
360 meters.
ml 4-4:30
Jackson's
Badio Waco,
Engineering
Daily ex500Sun.
pm.
news, music, Mon, Fri, S-9, concert. Sun, 11-12 am,
church service.
Central.
WJAF, Muncie, Ind. 200 ml. Muncle Press and Smith
Elec. Co. Daily ex Sun, 3:30-4 pm, news, music.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 pm; Sat, 6-7 pm, music. Sun.
10-12 am, 2-3:30 pm, church services.
Central.
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr. 360 meters. 150 mi. Norfolk
CentralNews, Dally ex Sun. 12:16 pm, 5. 5:30, reports.
Daily
WJAK, Stockdale, 0. 360 meters. 250 mi. White
Radio Lab. Slogan, "'WJAK. of the Buckeye State."
Mon, Thurs. 11 am, 4 pm, news, music. Thurs, 910:30 pm, dance music. Sat, 4 pm, bible lesson.
Sun, 2-2:45 pm. church service.
Central
WJAM, Cedar Bapids, la. 268 meters. 100 ml D. M.
Perham. Slogan, "Cereal City of the World." Daily
ex Sun, 9 am, 10:30, 12:15, markets, reports. Tues.
Wed.
Central.Fri, 7:15 pm, music Sun, 2:45 pm, music.
WJAN, Peoria, HI. 280 meters. 300 mi. Peoria Star.
Slogan, 'The Grandview City of Illinois." Dally ex
Sun, 9:15 am. 10:30, 130 pm, markets, weather_ agriCentral.
ograms; 5:30. sports. Tues, 9:15-10:45 pm, concert.
WJAQ, Topeka, Kan. 360 meters. 2;>0 mi. Capper
Publications.
Schedule not regular.
Central
WJAR. Providence, R. 1 360 meters. 800 mi. The
Outlet Co. Slogan. "The Gateway of Southern New
England." Dally ex Sun, 10-11 am. 1-2:30 pm. 5-6.
Mon. Tues. Thurs. 7-8 pm. Fri. 8-10 pm. concert.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WJAS, Pittsburgh, Pa. 360 meters. 150 mi. Pl«sbur"h Radio Supply House. Daily ex Sun, 11:3012 m, 2:30-3 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri. 7:30-9 pm. Eastern.
l mi.. Kelleycert. Mo. 360Centra
meters. 100
WJAT, Marshall.
Vawter Jewelry Co. Daily ex Sun, 5:15-5:45 pm. conWJAX. Cleveland, O. 390 meters. 1.000 mi Union
Trust Co. Slogan, "The Wave From Lake. Erie
2-2 .45
am, 10-10:4»
9-9:l>reports,
and Sun,
ex Sat pm
Daily 3-3:45.
financial
music,
ern.
...
, _ Tues.
. _.. news.
pm
East
7:30-9:30 pm; Thurs. 8-10:30 pm. entertainment.

Zenith1,500 ml
418 meters.
111.
Chicago
WJAZ
ex.
Mj
Beacli (Chicago Radio .Lab.)
Edg4wat?r
entertainment.
music,
am.
pm-2
10
Mon,
aud
Sun
Saving.
Daylight
Central
6-9 pm, concert.
Sun,week.)
next
(The third part of the station schedules will appear
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MILOPLEX

FANS

BOW AT "NEARER MY
GOD TO THEE"
Thousands Deeply Moved as California
Station Fills Request of
Failing Woman
By Jeffrey J. Dingman
SAN FRANCISCO. — A request from
dying woman that that immortal hymn
"Nearer,
To Thee,"before
be played
for
her over My
the God,
Radiophone
she died
was granted recently by Station KPO,
Hale Brothers, here. Just at the close of
the regular evening organ recital from
KPO, a listener in telephoned the station
saying his mother, herself a Radio phan
; ing ar.d that she wanted to hear
'-Nearer,
God,The
To Thee,"
by Radio
before sheMy
died.
announcer
at KPO
after telling his invisible audience of the
cause, immediately had the selection
played. Radiophans all over the United
States and Canada heard the hymn and
the announcement and bowed their heads
in reverence at the solemnity of the occasion.
This occurrence is said to have established a precedent in broadcasting. It
is believed that this is the first time such
has been done.

DEL. — ExperiON,
WILMINGTments
toward eliminating static
interference with Radio reception are being conducted by William
L. Edison, son of the noted inventor,
in his laboratory at Mendenhall. Pa.
Young Edison said recently he believes
he can perfect the device in a year.
He does not think Radio will displace
the phonograph. He said that while
Radio makes possible broadcasts of
song hits, those who hear them immediately go and buy the record.

=

No. 12

CIRCUIT

WIZARD SET
WINS HONOR
IN RESULTS

PLANT PLAYS HYMN
FOR DYING MOTHER

EDISON, JR., BUSY ON
ANTI-STATIC DEVICE
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it;

Costs Little to Build
Mystery Man Tells of Astounding Circuit — Remarkable
Action Unexplained
CHICAGO— The Miloplex, so named by
Hie inventoj, a resident of this city who
wishes to remain unknown, is with us aj
the latest and most promising member of
the great family of Kadio hook-ups. In
a nutshell, the Miloplex requires but one
tube and the least amount of apparatus
possible, its tuning controls number but
(Continued on page 10)
"Midgie" Miller, below, of "The
Gingham Girl,"
Garrick
Chicago,
madeTheater,
a hit
with middle western
fans last week when
she sang at Station
KYW, Westinghouse
Company, Chicago, I1L

ICELAND OPERATOR
GETS WGY'S VOICE
Schenectady Station Is First American Plant Heard So Far
North
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — WGY is the
first American broadcasting station to be
heard in Iceland. In May, Snorri P. B.
Arnar, chief Radio operator at Reykjavik,
2,600 miles from this city, picked up the
General Electric Company station regularly, sometimes strong enough to operate
a loud speaker, so his letter states.

RADIO

COLD BLASTS BRING
MORE COUPON FANS
NUMBER

OF INQUIRIES CONTINUES TO GROW

Readers Can Turn in More Than One
Series for Parts — Answers
Question

SPECIAL REWARD OFFER
Coupon Number 18
This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When sent in, accompanied
by necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured. See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.

Save Me — I Am Valuable

land DPDT Panel Switch: 1 Martin-Copelatid 7-Point
Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 11 -Point Indu.tance
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Lea!; with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .OOOoe
mfd.); Dubilier Ducon; Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006
mfd.) ; Dubilier Micadon Type 610 (.01 or .02 mfd) ; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal
Radio Jack Filament Control Five Spring; CRL Variable
Grid Leak, without condenser ; Premier No. 250 Variable
Resistance, panel mounting; Thordarson Vernier Rheostat:
Ritter Loop Aerial; Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak; Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch:
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat: Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat:
Freshman Antenella: Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Read "EM" Binding Posts (9) : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B: niinois Cushion Besilient
Socket: Aerovox Antenna Plug; Aerovox Potentiometer:
Aerovox Crystal Detector; Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Radion Panel S"x7"x9". black or mahoganlte; Badion Panel &"x7"xl2, black.

Class D Articles

For eight consecutive coupons and one - dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm VernieT Control Bheostat;
1 Schindler Badio Frequency Transformer; 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland
I5-Polnt Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19-Potnt
Inductance Switch; Walnart Variable Condenser (5-PIate
.0001 mfd) ; Electrad Variohm, with mica condenser; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (2 mfd.): CRL Variable Grid
Leak with Condenser; Resistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .00025 mfd- ; Amsco 300-Ohm
Potentiometer;' Freshman Micon Condenser. .015 mfd.;
Teleradio Variable Condenser, 23-plate; Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser, mounted: Se-Ar-De Variable
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting; Fil-Ko-Stat;
R. S. C. Vernier Condenser, 3-plate; Badion Panel &"x
7"xl2", mahoganite; Badion Panel ft"x7"xIS". black;
Radion
Panel ^"x9"xl4", black; Radion Panel A"xl0"x
12", black.

Class E Afticles
Cold weather brings oysters and new
Radiophans. And with new Radiophans
come more demands for parts under the
Radio Digest special reward offer to regular readers. It would surprise most people to see the increased interest in the special offer since Old Sol decided it was time
for him to take his static interference
down toward Mexico for a season.
The question is again asked by some
readers whether or not they may save and
send in two, duplicate series. Yes, is the
answer. Just as long as each series is
consecutive, so far as the numbers are
concerned, there is absolutely no limit to
the number of different series of coupons
sent in by any one reader.
Rules to Remember
One point must be empbasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer; that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example, 1, 2, 3. and i or 3, i, a
and 6 The number of coupons necessary and the cash
remittance of course, depend on the item sought by the
reader. There is no limit to the number of series turned
in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checSs and
money orders but no postage stamps will be accepted.
To make selection more simple the items have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary. The eight classes of items follow:

Class A Articles
For two consecutively, numbered coupons and thirty
cents ($0.30) any one of the following articles will be
Bent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug; 1 Carter 15-Ohm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Dubilier Micadons Type 601 (.0001, .00025, .0005, .001, .002. .0025,
.003 or .004 mfd.) ; Premier Grid Condenser (.00025 or
0005 mfd.); Premier Variable Besistance; 1 Carter 25ohm Besistance Unit; Standard Socket Adapter for Delta
Midget Tube; Electrad Grid Leak (1. 1.5 and 2 megohms,
with clips); Arasco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance
Switch- Freshman Micon Condensers, (.00005, .00025,
.00035, .0005. .001, .0015. .002. .0025, or .003 mfd.);
Teleradio V. T. Socket; B Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch:
Aerovox Contact Lever; Na-Ald Small Space Socket; SeAr-De Vernier Adjuster; 3" Badion Dial, black; 2V
Radion Dial, black; 3"xl" Badion knob with shafts,
i%" or V. black, 3" Badion Dial, ribbed surface.

Class B Articles

For ten consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
Control Bheostat; 1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
Rheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
Variable Condenser (13-Plate .00025 mfd.); Tumey
Genuine Reinartz Coil; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
or .0006 mfd.); Resistometer (Type Bl: Delta Midget
Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
mfd. ; Freshman Micon Condenser, .02 mfd. : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type C; Aerovox 3-Gang Socket;
Aerovox Double Slide Tuning Coil: Na-Ald 3-Plate
Vernier Condenser, with dial ; Radion Panel &"x7"ll8''
mahoganite;
Badion Panel &"x7"x21"»
black.

Class J? Articles

For

twelve

consecutively

numbered

coupons
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and

one

dollar and eighty cents ($1.S0I. any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Acme Pol-Rheo (potentiometer
and rheostat); Walnart Variable Condenser (23-PIati
.0005 mfd.): Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd.i;
Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.);
Thordarson Variable Condenser. .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser,
0.25 mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condenser. 43-jilate: SeAr-De 3-Plate Condenser: Radion Panel ft"x""x21", mahoganite; Radion Panel ,V'.\7"x24". black: Radion Panel
J,i"xl0"xl2", black; Badion r.ir,el ft"x9"xl4", mahoganite; Radion Panel &wxl0"xl2", mahoganite.

Class O Articles

For tourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
ddlars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal T-Plate Variable
Condenser: 1 Federal 11-Plate Variable Condenser; 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Federal Anticapacitv Switch; 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.): Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (4 mfd.) ; Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.0007S mfd.): Premier Regehog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio: Thordason A. F. Transformer, 3.5 to 1 Ratio:
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
dial (.0005 mfd.) : Thordason Variable Condenser, with
vernier, knob and dial (.001)25 mfd.): Ritter Grand
Crystal Set- Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting; Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.):
Na-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd.); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser: Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser; R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate:
Radion Panel &"x7"x24". mahoganite; Radion Panel
%"xl0"xl2", mahoganite; Radion Panel ft"xl2"x21".
black; Radion Panel 3"xl4"xl8".
black.

Loud Speaker, 15-ineh. white: Teleradio Vernier Condenser 23-plate-: Teleradio 2,000-Ohm Head Set: Na-Ald
Tuned R. F. Transformer, one stage; Na-Ald 43-Plate
Precision Condenser with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-Ar De
35-Plate Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser. 43Plate; Badion Panel iV'xl2"x21", mahoganite; Radion
Panel ft"xl4"xl8", mahoganite.

CATE IMPROVEMENTS

Motor Equipment for Larger Brigades
Recommended to Replace Horse
Pack, Report

Will Recommend Motor Equipment
Brigade headquarters troops are outfitted with more powerful sets, designated
as SCR-130, having a slightly longer rangou
This set is transported on a light spring
wagon.

Recommendations of the board include
Station "WTTI, Philadelphia, advocates
every broadcast listener to fly tne Ameri- methods of transportation, whether horse
can flag from his aerial pole as a mark of pack, by motor or by wagon, power plant,
extent of wave band, range, weight and
patriotism.
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other specification for the new issue of
Radio equipment for cavalry. It is believed that motor equipment for the larger
units such as brigades will be recommended, and that the range of the sets
will be extended over their present reach
of sixty miles. Radio telephone equipment will not be assigned, since these sets
are of greater weight than is practical
alry.
for field transportation and Radio telegraph seems to serve the needs of the cav-

The signal corps is understood to be
awaiting the report of the board before
undertaking improvements on old sets or
developing new equipment.

17
18
19
21
22
23
24

Looking Ahead
What •'kind of a Rheostat to Use and When
Some real information about tubes,
rheostats and batteries, by H. J. Marx next week. You may wonder when you

Newsstands Don't Always
Have One Left

Class C Articles

FOR CAVALRY'S
SETS
BOARD
ADVO-

OFFICERS'

FORT BLISS, TEX.— A report on the
requirements of Radio equipment for the
cavalry has just been completed by a board
of cavalry and signal corps officers which
met here recently. While the recommendations of the board have not as yet been
made public, it is known that they contain
considerable data as to improvements on
existing army Radio sets, together with
suggestions for the signal corps in designClass E Articles
ing new apparatus for the use of the cavFor sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
alry in the field.
dollars (§3.00) any one of the following articles will be
Both cavalry squadrons and regiments
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No 228
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Acme
are now equipped with pack Radio teleAudio Frequency Transformer ; 1 Acme Radio Fregraph sets known as SCR-127, a tube set
quency Transformer (B-2, B-3. or B-4) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier: Walnart Variable Concapable of about sixty miles transmission.
denser (23-Plate vernier) ; Dubilier Duratran (B. F.
transformer) ; Premier Micrometer Variocoupler with dial: The apparatus, weighing 200 pounds, is
Premier Variable Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Pre- divided when transported between three
mier Variable Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.); Pre- horses or mules, one pack holds the genmier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Batio; Premier
erator, another the batteries and aerial,
Hegehog A. F. Transformer, Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1
Ratio: Thordarson A. F. Transformer. 6 to 1 Batio. Thor- and the third the set itself with spares
darson Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial and auxiliary equipment.
(.001 mfd.) ; T. B. H. Radio Head Set, 2.000 ohms; Tulip

should or shouldn't use a twenty-ohm rheostat. Read Mr. Marx' next article and
For four consecutively numbered coupons ana sixty
get all the facts clear in your mind.
cents ($0.60) any one of the following articles wiU be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser;
1 Carter Jack Switch; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. One A Bearcat Circuit Is the Ultra Audion
But the new Radiophans don't always get
their wiring just right. Next issue will show it in the form of a Simplex DiaSpring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. Two
Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, Three
to makeset.sure the set builders won't go wrong there -will be a rear
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
view ofgram,anand just
assembled
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug; 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Hook-Up R.D.-1G0 Looked So Good that it was decided to give the photograph of
the constructed set to show more clearly just how to put it together. Build this
Closed Circuit Jack; 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack:
1 Martin -Copeland Shur Grip Plug: 1 Martin-Copeland
set from next -week's details, hook it onto a loud speaker, and then let the set
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
shout for itself!
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pun Switch; 1
Trouble
Shooting Your Outfit — The subject Thomas W. Benson will discuss in
Martin1
Switch:
Inductance
5-point
Martin-Copeland
Martin-Copeland
Copeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 and
Chapter XIX of his beginner's series next issue. He tells of testing instruments
SPDT Knife
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copel
on page seventeen of this issue. Get the rest of the story next week, and keep
Switch- 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
both copies on file.
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch: Walnart Variable
Grid Leak- Walnart Inductance Switch; Dublller Mlcadons Type 600 (.0001, .00025, .0005. .001. .002. .0025. Everyone Learns Something New when they start reading all over again the underlying principles of Radio. Marvin W. Thompson starts such a series this week.
003. .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mleadons Type 610
Ml( 001. 002, .0025, .003, .004, or .005 mfd); Dubilier
Read about electrical and Radio terms in his second chapter.
cadon Tyre 601 (.006 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser
( 1, 25. or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket; Pre- Tricks of the Trade in the Kinks from Readers — Your fellow fan does something a
mier Radio Dial (3/16. *4. or 5/16 in. black or white
little different than it has ever been done before. One such kink next week tells
face ) : Premier Universal Kadlo Jack, Open Circuit ; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring;
how five different capacity values are possible from one condenser simply by
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
using a double switch control.
Premier Universal Badio Jack. Filament Control Three
Spring; Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points; Turney
■ Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry Inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 ME);
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat.; Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY
(with or without condenser) ; Freshman Micon Condensers (.006 or .005 mfd.): Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Publisher Radio
Digest.
Teleradio 30-Ohm Rheostat: Teleradio Lightning Ar123 West Madison St..
rester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Chicago,
Illinois.
WHEN YOU WANT
Adjustable Detector Type D: Aerovox Rheostat: Se-ArDe Vacuum Tube Socket: Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat. 3-ohm or 6-ohm; 3*4" Badion
Please find enclosed check M. O. for Five Dollars
Dial, black; 4" Badion Dial, black; 4" Badion Dial,
black, ribbed surface.
(Six. Foreign) for One Year's Subscription to
For six consecutively numbered coupons and ninety
cents ($0.90) any one of the following articles will be
tent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
"Tu-Way" Plug; 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Rheostat; 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat; 1 Amperite Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin-Copeland Marco Rheostat: 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch; 1 Martin-Cope-
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Abroad at Home
with a Crosley Model X-J

Price $65

Wonderful opera from New York,
dance music from Chicago, stock
quotations, current speeches, amusing stories from where you will —
all these are brought to your home
and fireside if you own a Crosley

Model X-J.
This beautiful new Model, similar
in construction to the famous Crosley Model X but with greater refinement of detail, is the last word
in perfection among radio sets. Its
low price — $65 — the battery cabinet pictured above costs $ 1 6 extra
— makes it doubly attractive and it
more than lives up to the Crosley
slogan — Better — Cost Less.
FOR
SALE
BY
GOOD
DEALERS
EVERYWHERE
Write today for jree Catalog which
shows the complete Crosley Line

Crosley Manufacturing
9495 Alfred Street

Co.

Cincinnati, O.
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GIVE SCHEDULE FOR
FREQUENCY SIGNALS
OCTOBER.
NOVEMBER
AND
DECEMBER LISTED
Department
of Commerce
Announces
New Opportunities for Check-up
and Adjustment of Wavemeters
By li. M. Lamm
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Department
of Commerce has announced the schedule
of standard frequency Radio signals to be
transmitted by the Bureau of Standards
for the months of October, November and
December. These signals are of interest to
all transmitting station operators in checking wavemeters and adjusting transmitting and receiving apparatus. Their accuracy is better than three-tenths of one
percent.
Commercial and ship operators should be
especially interested in the transmission
of October 20. The signals of November
20 cover approximately the same band as
those of October 20.. The signals of November 5cover the frequency band used by
Class B broadcasting stations. The frequencies transmitted on December 5 cover
those used by all broadcasting stations as
•well as some used by amateurs.
Some Plants OfC Assigned Waves
Measurements made at the bureau of
the frequencies on which broadcasting stations are operated indicate that some stations are not remaining on their assigned
frequencies, and hence are causing interference with programs from their own as
well as other broadcasting stations.
The schedule followed in these transmissions will be slightly different from
that followed in the past. All transmisi sions will be by unmodulated continuous
wave telegraphy and no announcement will
be made by voice. This considerably reduces the time of transmitting any one
frequency. The signals will in other respects be similar to those transmitted in
the past. A complete frequency transmission will include a "general call," a "standard frequency signal," and "announcements." The "general call" will be given
at the beginning of the eight-minute period and will continue for about two minutes. This will include a statement of the
frequency. The "standard frequency signal" will be a series of very long dashes
with the call letters WWV
intervening.
This signal will continue for about four
minutes. The "announcements" will be
on the same frequency as the "standard
frequency signal" just transmitted, and
will contain a statement of the measured
frequency. An announcement of the next
frequency to be transmitted will then be
given. There will then be a four-minute
interval while the transmitting set is adjusted for the next frequency.
Can Calibrate Wavemeter
The complete schedule has been so
planned that a wavemeter may be accurately calibrated over a range from 150 to
1,700 kilocycles, if all of the transmissions

DIG
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"PERSONAL" BY RADIO
FINDS VET'S BUDDY

OFFERS BLOOD
BROADCAST

serGriffin,
i;. V.War.
SALEM,l inmass,
the World
recently
i- his own name
come from Station Will. The Boston
Red Cross was anxious (o get in touch
with hint in behalf of a former comRoy Nan Steenburge o«f Portland,
'Me As a result of the broadcast Van
Steenburge secured affidavits needed
to obtain compensation for an injury
received during the war.

b]
I 1 appeal
im n fusion
LONDON. — A broadcast
for
has resulted in a
:i\in^r half a pint of her blood
to another woman in a hospital here.
The operation was successful. Appeals
of this kind are no longer unique in
England. One for volunteers for transfusion to a patient in King's College
hospital was answered by over a score
of people willing to give blood.

MILADY

AND

HER

BOUDOIR

p. m.

11:12-11:20 p. m.
11:24-11:32

p. m.

11:36-11:44 p. m.
11:18-11:56 p. m.
12:00-12:08

a. m.

166.5
(1800)*
220
(1363)
275

500
(600)
580
(517)
640

150
(1999)
190
(1578)
240

500
(600)
700
(438)
900

(1090)
315
(952)
375
(SOO)
425
(705)
500

(468)
700 (1249)
290
(428) (1034)
760
360
(394) (833)
833
430
(360)
(697)
920
500
(326)
1000 (600)
570

(333)
1100
(273)
1300
(231)
1500
(200)
1600

12:12-12:20 a. m.
(600)
(187)
666
1700
12:24-12:32 a. m.
(450) (300) (526) (176)
*V\ave lec^tli in meters is given in parentheses.

Oil Fleet Uses Radio Compass

PORTLAND, ORE. — Radio compasses
are to be installed on all vessels of the
Standard Oil Company's tanker fleet, according to word received here recently by
the local agency of the Federal Telegraph
Company. Orders for twelve compasses
for the purpose have been given, it is said.

THE

ANTENNA

SET

FANS BUSY ON PLAYS
FOR $500 CONTEST
WGY

LISTS RULES FOR
DRAMA WRITERS

AIR

Announcement of Prize Awards Brings
Hundreds of Letters from
Listeners In
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.— The announcement by WGY, the General Electric Company station here, of a prize offer of $500
for the best Radio drama submitted during
the three months' period ending November 30, has brought hundreds of letters of
inquiry and there is every evidence that
many contributions will be received.
Additional prizes in varying sums up to
$100 will be awarded for other plays
deemed suitable for Radio production. The
offer of WGY is made for the purpose of
stimulating interest in the writing and the
development of a new form of drama, a
play which reaches its fullest appreciation through the ear, the mind and the
imagination.
Plays will be considered that fall under
any of the following classes: drama, melodrama, comedy drama, comedy and farce
comedy. Manuscripts must be original
and accompanied by the written permission of the author (or, if copyrighted, by
the person or persons controlling the copyright, giving the General Electric Company exclusive right to produce the play
by Radio. Rights for use other than Radio
may be reserved by the author. Two copies of each play must be forwarded and
should be sent by registered mail. The
author should retain a complete copy.
More Conditions of Contest
The author's name must not appear on
any manuscript offered in competition.
Instead, the manuscript should be signed
with a nom de plume which must also be
written on a sealed envelope containing the
contestant's real name, address and permission granting exclusive right to produce the play by Radio. This envelope
should be enclosed with the manuscript
and will not be opened until the award
has been made. A synopsis of the play
must be attached to each manuscript.
A play requiring one and a half hours
for performance is desirable. In any case
the time should not exceed two hours.
Small cast plays, employing five or six
characters are best adapted to Radio, as
they permit quick comprehension of the
plot and give rise to no confusion in distinguishing characters. Plots must be
clean with no attempt at questionable
situations.

SEATTLE PLANTS ON
BOOM WITH AUTUMN
M iss

Jean

To li ey

has

ideas
about appear,
how a lady's
set should
especially if placed
in one's
boudoir.
The receivers
resemble
a morning bandeau, wrapped
purple and orchid velvet
wers. The other disguise hides
loud speaker © K. & H.

are received.
'With be
sensitive
receiving
apparatus it sh,ould
possible
to receive
these signals anywhere east of the Mississippi River.
The complete schedule of standard frequency signals to be transmitted follows:
Oct. 20 Nov. 5 Not. 20 Dec. 5
Eastern Time
KILOCYCLES
11:00-11:08

ON
APPEAL

LAKES SERVICE TAKEN
UP BY INTER-CITY FIRM
Concern Plans to Open New Shore
Stations
CLEVELAND. — The Radio service on the
Great Lakes handled recently by the United
States Navy Department stations has been
taken over by the Intercity Radio Telegraph Company, of No. 949 Broadway, New
York. The Cleveland station, WTK, is located in Hotel Cleveland. It uses a twokilowatt quenched spark navy type set,
built by Emil J. Simon, and operates continuously during the twenty-four hours on
a 1,800-meter wave, under license of the
Department
of Commerce.

BROTHERS

Other shore stations will shortly be
opened by this company, to extend the
service to the most important lake cities,
and the stations will also be used for ordinary telegrams between cities.
The intercity stations at Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland have a wide range and
hold several records for distance transmission. This development of a point-topoint Radio telegraph system in conjunction with the lake service is believed to be
an important factor in U. S. internal communications.

New

Radio

Station for Mexico

WASHINGTON. — The General Electric
Company has representatives at Caracas,
Mexico, who are preparing a contract for
the construction of a large Radio transmitting station there, it is understood.

Spir L. and Lew P.

Pioneer in Washington State Still
Retains Lead with Four
Stations
SEATTLE, WASH. —
boom in Seattle again.
pioneer in the State
broadcasting, beginning

Radio is on the
This city was the
of Washington in
early in 1922, and

still retains
the lead. There
fouralllarge'
stations
in operation
in the are
city,
but
one of which have been put into commission within the past two weeks.
KFJC, under the auspices of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, opened a splendid Class
A station with an auspicious program
recently. The Post-Intelligencer operated
the first broadcasting station in the state.
KFC, but this was discontinued in January, after a long run of service. The service has been resumed, however, on a much
larger scale than before. KFJC operates
on a 233-meter wave length.
KDZE recently opened a 500-watt broadcasting station under the direction of the
Rhodes Company, local department store,
and the Kilbourne-Clarke Company, Radio
manufacturers. They are operating a
splendid Class B station with good results.
KFIY is the call of the Star Electric
Company broadcasting station, another recent addition to the Seattle broadcasters.

An Easy Way to Get There

RADIO

ENTERTAINERS LAND
JOBS BY BROADCAST
ENGAGEMENTS
ON RADIO

DIGEST

TELLS HOW TO PUT
MOVIE MAKE-UP ON

OFFERED
ABILITY

Studio Operator Barely
Escapes Electrocution

WBAP HAS PICK-UP
USED BY HARDING

Makes Contact with 2,000 Volts,
Current Bores Hole in Arm

Fort Worth Plant to Keep Microphone into Which Late
President Talked

CALGARY, ALTA.— W. W. Grant, president of the firm operating Station CFCN
here, narrowly escaped death by electrocution recently when making an adjustment His arm inadvertently slipped and
contact was established with a line carrying 2,000 volts. All that saved Mr. Grant
from being badly burned was that contact
was established with only one arm, the
current going into the arm just above the
elbow and emerging at all five finger tips
on the arm burned. A hole an eighth of an
inch in diameter and so deep that the bone
could be plainly seen was burned in his
arm, paralyzing it so that he did not
regain full use of the injured member for
several days.
Mr. Grant was unable to broadcast that
night. The veteran operator said that in
the course of his life work in Radio he has
been burned and has sustained electrical
shocks several times, but never such a
severe one. The fact that the current
traveled downward in the arm instead of
up saved his life.

Singers and Even Entire Orchestra Win
Permanent Position Through
Airphone Concerts
By A. K. Cnenoweth
COLUMBUS, O. — Broadcasting stations
doing
regular
duty ofinimpressario,
Columbus not
are filling
the role
but onlyalso
are proving to be high grade booking agencies for musical talent, according to reports from the owners and managers. They
have dozens of cases on file of Radio performers who have secured temporary or
permanent engagements through the medium of playing or singing on programs
given to the keeping of the air.
One of the notable examples was when a
short program was broadcast by the signal
corps station at Ohio State university, Columbus, with the Columbus Dispatch acting as impressario. One of the women
singers on the program promptly was engaged for a group of songs in a neighboring town.
Has Long- List of Similar Cases
It is a long list of such cases which Mrs.
C. A. Entrekin, studio manager for Station
WCAH, the Entrekin Electric Company,
can cite to the questioning artists. Offhand Mrs. Entrekin names two woman
singers who were benefited by broadcast
performances. One of these immediately
was elevated to a better position in church
singing and another secured an engagement carrying with it substantial pay.
Two orchestras were hired to play
shortly after they played their music in
front of the microphone at Station WCAH.
In each of these cases they were engaged
by telephone and the contracts later verified by writing. There are many examples
of music teachers obtaining pupils, and
one young male singer soon will be given
the opportunity, of having his voice recorded for the phonograph. At least one
juvenile singer has secured a choir tryout
as a result of his Radio performance.
Music Teachers Laud Radio
Teachers of music as a rule are very
desirous of having their proteges sing or
play before the microphone. "Clothes and
general appearance have no effect whatsoever when the pupils appear on a Radio
program," one of them states. "Quality
alone counts, and that is what we are working for in the training of youthful voices
or hands."
Immediately after a jazz orchestra played
on a program for Station WBAV, one of
the Erner & Hopkins Company here, the
management called
of one the
of station
Columbus'
restaurants
and largest
asked
for the manager of the musicians. Terms
of a contract were arranged by phone and
the company of players left the building in
automobiles, being taken to the restaurant
for immediate work.
Station Also Discovers Talent
The young lady who arranges most of
the programs for "WBAV cites one unusual
case where the station acted as discoverers of talent. A performer billed to sing
on a certain evening failed to show up,
and in desperation the girl turned to a
young man living in her neighborhood,
known only as an amateur singer, and
asked him to fill in. He did, with the result
that one Columbus hotel immediately
asked for his services. Ultimately he secured a position in a Columbus church
quartet. Three offers for individual engagements were received at the station on
the night of his first and only Radio performance.
More amazing still is the record number
of engagements which an aggregation of
young men from Ohio State university
working together as entertainers, received
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Station

WGI

Produces First

Radar io by Harvard

Writer

MEDFORD, MASS. — Geor*ge Brinton
Beal, known as a newswriter and playwright, has written a one-act play, which
was produced recently by the Amrad Players over Station WGI here. It is entitled
"Bringing Mother Back." Another of his
one-act plays will soon be produced by the
Amrad Players.
Lon Chaney, celebrated star of the silver sheet,
recently told the fair and lesser sex listening to
WOR, Newark, N. J., just how to proceed when
"Making Up for Motion Pictures." Mr. Chaney
is famous for his ability as a contortionist. It
was because of this ability, partly, that he was
chosen to play the lead in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," a picture which was directed by
loud speakers connected with Radio voice
amplifiers

after rendering a group of numbers for
Station WPAL, the Superior Radio and
Telephone Equipment Company here.
During their studio performance a fan in
St. Louis sent in a long distance telephone
call at his own expense asking for encores
of a certain selection. Two contracts were
made by telephone on the same night, and
it is reported that the talented young men
are still filling engagements made as a
direct result of one night's work.

FORT WORTH, TEX. — WBAP, StarTelegram, has received the super-sensitive
microphone used by the late President
Harding- in his speech at St. Louis, June
21. The transmitter will be employed in
connection with the in-put amplifier system. This system enables programs to
be broadcast from any part of the city
with as much efficiency as if they were
being sent out from the studio itself.
Upon the microphone is inscribed the
words: "Used by President Harding in
St. Louis,
Junethis21,
1923." Radiophans
will
recall that
memorable
speech was
re-broadcast by WBAP, using a long distance line of the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company and the aid of a member
of the American Radio Relay League at
St. Louis.

RADIO
BOOK.

Only

514 PAGES
Just
off onthe Radio
press!ever
Thewritten.
greatest book
Price only $1. Filled with sound,
practical, tested information for
every radio fan, from beginner to
hard-boiled owl. Written, compiled, andreputation.
edited Every
by menpageof teUs
national
you something useful — and there
are 514 pages. Mail $1 to-day and
get this I. C. S\ Radio Handbook
before you spend another cent on
Money
back if not satisfied
parts.
—>— ""TEAR
OUT HERE— — —*
INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS
Box 8276 -B, Seranton, Penna.
I— postpaid
enclose —Onethe Dollar.
sendRadio
me
514-pagePlease'
I. C. S.
Handbook. It is understood that if I
am not entirely satisfied I may return
this book within five days and you will
refund my money.

On Approval For 30 <fc
Zobel- Stein laboratories
322 9™ST.

8ROOKLYN.N.Y.Soum2650

State Fair Program Enjoyed
at Special Broadcast Station

LONDON, O. — Local Radio fans did not
find it necessary to go to Columbus in order to enjoy the recent annual state fair
there. The Erner & Hopkins Company of
Columbus had installed a special broadcasting station on the grounds which sent
out information regarding the programs
for different days, winners of exhibitions,
entertainment and information of the
crowds. Broadcasting was started about
noon every day and continued throughout
the afternoon. Music from bands at the
grounds was also sent out, including a
concert given in the evening at the coliseum by the Red Hussar band.

Swedish Radio Rules Curious
WASHINGTON. — The status of broadcasting in Sweden is a curious one; the
government has now decided that transmitting stations will be constructed by the
state, but will be leased to operating companies. Receiving stations may be established by private persons upon obtaining a
license from the government.
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Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N.Y.
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WHEN
mberh
radioyou'
setre towond
buy,
that De Forest invented the
vacuum tube, without which
present-day radio would still
be a dream. Naturally it is
De Forest Radiophones which
give the greatest satisfaction.
Go to your De Forest agent
today and let him tell you why.
DE FOREST

RADIO

Dept. R. D,

TEL. & TEL. CO.
JERSEY

CITY, N. J.

// Located West of Pennsylvania, Address
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Western

Dept. R. D.

TEL. & TEL. CO.
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5680 12th St., DETROIT,

MICH.
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BROADCAST

OPERATE CREWLESS
BOAT BY AIR BRAINS
STARTS, TURNS AND STOPS
AT BROADCAST SIGNALS
Craft, Moored Far into Lake Ontario,
Is Called Wonder of
the Age
By A. H. Monday
TORONTO, QUE. — Hailed as the first
boat to be controlled by Radio in Canada,
a boat equipped with special apparatus
has during: the past few weeks carried
out extensive trips along the waterfront
at the Canadian National Exhibition here.
The boat, without a soul on board, and
moored a long distance out in Lake
Ontario, has been made to start, proceed,
turn right or left and stop at will by a
system of Radio signals broadcasted from
Station CFCA, the Toronto Daily Star.
The boat has been called by all who saw
it the wonder of the age, and has, in
Canada at least, marked a new step in
Radio progress.
The inventor is Alfred Starr of Toronto.
In a special interview for Radio Digest
he said: "The boat is equipped with a
standard receiver and amplifier which
actuate a relay of special design.
Selector "Brains" of Mechanism
"The various functions of starting,
steering and stopping are carried out by
the master relay acting through a device
called a selector, which is the 'brains' of
the mechanism. The selector interrupts
the code signals received, and distributes
them to the proper channels, such as the
starting mechanism or the steering gear.
Thus a certain combination of signals will
start the boat, another combination will
steer the boat to port or starboard and
still another combination will stop the
boat.
"The electrical steering gear is of special design. It is arranged so that the
rudder is held in port or starboard as long
as desired by the operator on shore. On
the completion of a steering operation the
rudder is automatically centered by the
steering gear. The boat is propelled by
a small direct current motor the current
for which is supplied by storage batteries."

University

Adds

Radio

Course
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MATINEE

FOR IRELAND

While every other country has been listening to, and hearing, American broadcasting stations,
poor little Ireland has been left forlorn. But Will Morrissey, son of the Emerald Isle, and
theatrical producer, noticed the deficiency, and had his latest show, "The Newcomers," now at the
Ambassador Theater, New York, give a special matinee recently before the microphone of the
famous trans-Atlantic broadcaster, WOR. The performance was addressed to the people of Ireland,
and it is reported that a number of receiving sets on the "Old Sod" were able to hear the show.
Left, above, are Mason and Shaw, nationally known comedy team with "The Newcomers," and,
right, two members of the beauty chorus

AN

EVENING

Station and City
CFCA Toronto. Ont
CFCN, Calgary . Alta
CK AC, Montreal, Que
KDKA, E Pittsburgh. Pa..
KDZE, Seattle, Wash
KFAF, Denver Colo
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif
KG W, Portland. On,
KHJ. Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KPO, San Francisco. Calif .
KSD, St. Louis. Mo
KYW, Chicago, 111
NAA, Radio. Va
PWX, Havana, Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBAV, Columbus, 0
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WCAP, Washington, D. C. .
WCBD, Zion.IU
WCX, Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. . .
WDAJ, CoUege Park. Ga. . .
WDAP, Chicago. Ill
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa...
WDT, New York, N. Y....
WE AF, New York, N. Y...
WFAA, Dallas, Tex
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa
WGI, Medford. Mass
WGM, Atlanta. Ga
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y..
WHA, Madison, Wis
W HAS, Louisville, Ky
WHAZ, Troy, N Y
WHB, Kansas City. Mo....
WHK, Cleveland. 0
WHN, Brooklyn, N. Y
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa
WJAX, Cleveland 0
WJAZ, Chicago. III.
WJY, New York, N.Y....
WJZ, New York, N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan. P R....
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.
WLW, Cincinnati. O
WMAO, Chicago. Ill
WMC, Memphis. Tenn
WNAC, Boston, Mass
W0A1, San Antonio. Texas.
WOAW, Omaha. Neb
WOC, Davenport. la
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa....
WOR, Newark, N. J
W0S, Jefferson Citv. Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati ,0
WSB, Atlanta. Ga
WSY, Birmingham. Ala. ..
WW J, Detioit. Mich

AT HOME
Met

Monday
6:00- 7:00
10:00-11:00
4:00- 9:00
5:00- 6:00
9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00

Tuesday
1:00- 7:00
i:00- 9:00
1:00- 9:00

WITH
Wednesday
6:00- 7:00

4:00- 9:00
"8:00-10:
7:0066
1:00-10:00 6:009:00-10:00
1:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
10:00-11:00
!:00- 1
9:302
i:45-12:00 8:45-12:00
8:45-12:00
1:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 1:00-10:00
':00- 9:00
7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:20 5:05- 7:20 6:25- 8:40
8:00-10:30
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00- 9:00
5:00- 8:00
5:00- 8:00
6:30- 8:00
5:30- 6:30
7:00- 9:00
7:30- 9:00 7:30-11:00 7:30- 9:00
6:00- 1:00
1:00
6:001:00 6:00- 1:00 6-007:30-11:30
7:30-11:30 10:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00 '5:00-' 9:3
5:30- 8:55 5:30- 6:00 5:30- 9:000
5:00- 5:50
5:30- 6:00 5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 7:00
5:00- 7:30 5:30- 8:00
1:00
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30 12:004:30- 8:00
4:30- 8:00 4:30- 6:45
6:459:00
6:45- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-10:00
5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55
8:30-11:00 6:30-11:00
6:30-11:00
4:00- 5:30 4:00-10:00 4:00- 5:30
6:30- 8:30
9:00- 1:00 9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
5:309:30
5:30- 9:30
9:00-10:55 5:30-' 9:30
5:30-10:00 5:30-10:00 5:30-12:66
7:00- 9:00 9:00-11:00 7:00- 9:00
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
7:00- 9:00 8:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
9.00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30
10:00-11:00
5:45- 9:00 4:15- 5:30
6:00-10:00
6:00-10:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00- 9:30
7:00- 9:00
8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30 6:00- 7:30

THE
Thursday
6:00- 7:00

LISTENER
Friday
6:00- 7:00

6:00- 9:00 11:30- 1 :30
4:00- 9:00 4:00- 9:00
5:00- 6:00
8:30- 9:00 9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00 8:45- 2:00
12:00- 1:00 9:00- 2:00
8:45-12:00 8:'o'6-io':66
10:00-12:00 8:45-12:00
7:00- 9:00
5:45- 7:40

7:00- 9:00
7:00- 7:40

9:30-10:30

9:30-10:30
5:00- 8:00

6:30- 8:00
8:45-11:00
7:30- 9:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
5:30- 0:00
5:30- 8:00
8:30- 9:30
5:00- 7:00
5:00- 7:30
9:30-10:30
4:30- 5:30
6:45- 9:00
7:30-' 9:66
8:00-10:00
5:005:30
8:30-11:00
4:00- 8:00
6:00- 8:30
9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
6:30- 9:30
5:30-10:66
9:00-11:00

6:00- 7:30

6:00- 7:00
11:00- 1:00
4:00- 9:00

Sunday
4:45- 5:45
0:30- 7:30

9:00-10:00 10:00- 1:00
8:45- 2:00
9:00-10:00
12:001:00 10:00-12:00
8:45-12:00
10:00- 2:00 10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00
8:00-10:30
7:30- 8:00
7:00- 7:30
7:30- 8:30
6:30- 8:00 5:208:00
5:30-11:00

7:007:30- 9:00
9:00
6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
5:30-11:00
9:00-10:00
5:30- 6:00
8:309:30
5:00- 5:30
5:30- 8:00
9:30-10:30
5:30- 8:00
G:45-ll:00

9:30-11:00
5:30- 6:30
6:30-10:00
5:30-'
8:66
9:30-10:30 7:30- 8:00
4:30- 6:45
5:30- 6:30

7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00

7:30- 9:00

5:00- 5:30
8:30-11:00
4:005:30

5:00- 5:30
4:00-10:00
6:30-11:00

9:00- 1:00
5:30- 9:30
5:30- 9:30

5:30- 9:30
9:00-10:55

5:30-12:66
6:00- 9:00 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30 8:00-12:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
7:00- 8:30 7:00- 8:30
5:45- 9:00
5:30
4:15- 5:30 4:1.58:00- 9:30
7:00-9:00
8:00-12:00

Saturday

IN

6:00- 1:00
7:30-11:30
6:00- 1:00
5:30- 6:00

6:15- 7:15
4:00- 5:00
7:30-11:30
8:00-11:00

5:30- 8:00
8:30-12:00

6:30-10:30
6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:30
8:00-10:00
9:30-10:30
9:00-10:00
9:30-10:30

8:00-10:00
7:00- 8:55
8:30-11:00
5:004:006:307:45-

8:00
4:30
8:30
8:45

5:30- 6:00
7:30
5:009:00-10:00
7:00- 9:00

6:00-10:00
9:00-11:00

8:00 12:00 8:00-12:00
8:00- 8:45
6:00- 7:30

7:30- 9:15
7:30- 8:30

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
city uses Eastern Time, add one hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
If in addition your city is using Daylight Saving Time, add one hour to this result.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. — Practical
instruction in Radio is to be added to the
work of the reserve officers' training corps
unit at the University of Utah this fall.
The university has two sets of Radio apItaly Begins Broadcasting
France
paratus, which will be put in order, and in Broadcasting in Southern
addition there will be visits to the great
WASHINGTON. — An agreement between
WASHINGTON. — An attempt is being
receiving station at Fort Douglas nearby. made by local business men in Marseilles a number of Italian Radio manufacturers,
All male students of the university are to establish a broadcasting station in col- whereby a broadcasting station is to be
laboration with the newspapers of the city. constructed.
eligible for enrollment.

NC-4 FIRST TO USE
AIRCRAFT COMPASS
PREVENTED
FAILURE
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
Commander
of Flying Boat Picks
Lost Course
Radioby Aid of

OF
Up

By Carl H. Butnian
WASHINGTON.— The use of the Radio
compass on aircraft of the navy dates back
to the trans-Atlantic flight of the three
NC boats in May, 1919, on which occasion
Commander Reed of the NC-4 made a very
practical use of his direction-finding instrument.
In taking off from Horta, Azores, to Lisbon, the third leg of the trip, Commander
Reed in his report states that a rather
hard "porpoise," or bump on the surface
of the sea, was made. This caused one
of the
gimbals
the navigator's
pass to jump
out, ofcausing
an error of com7 to
8 degrees, although it was not known until
some time later. The first destroyer stationed on the route was picked up apparently in its proper place, but it must have
been south of its position on a line to Lisbon, it was discovered later. The NC-4
passed ten to twelve miles to the south of
Destroyer No. 2, only the smoke being
sighted, while No. 3 was not seen at all.
Radio Compass Corrects Error
Commander Reed here decided he was
far south of his route and headed north.
With the aid of his Radio compass he
picked up Destroyer No. 4 just off his port
bow, and then continued eastward, sighting all the remaining destroyers as he
proceeded to Lisbon.
If he had not been able to check his position, or locate the fourth destroyer by
means of the Radio compass, it is possible
that he would not have reached Lisbon,
and the trans-Atlantic air trip might never
have been completed.
Today, many naval long range aircraft,
including the ZR-1 airship, are fitted out
with Radio compasses in the interests of
safety and so that navigators can check
their positions independently of their regular compasses.

Madagascar Has Receiving Station

WASHINGTON. — Pending the establishment of a permanent Radio station at Tullear Bay, Madagascar, a temporary receiving station with the call FTL has been
established. This station receives on a
wave length of 600 meters from 9 to 11
a. m. and 7:30 to 9:30 p. m. daily.
Walter Tison, operator for Station WSB,
the Atlanta Journal, heard Miss Carolyn
Hinkle playing her guitar and singing in
Virginia. He wrote to praise her art and
now they are going to be married.
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FORCE

WGR

ON AIR

Presents Receiving Set
to Buffalo City Hospital

BUFFALO, N. T. — Mayor Francis X.
Schwab was recently the recipient of a
complete wide range receiving set for the
patients of tuberculosis and similar diseases'at the Buffalo City hospital located
at Perrysburg, N. Y. The set was given
by the Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
through the interest of M. A. Rigg, manager of Station WGR, and J. P. Quinn,
director
of there.
an orchestra which frequently
broadcasts

Good Book Talk by Publisher
NEWARK, N. J. — Congressman David
J. O'Connell of Brooklyn, connected with
metropolitan book publishing for more
than forty years, recently delivered a short
lecture entitled, "The Value of Good
Books," at Station WOR, L. Bamberger &
Co., here.

This line-up represents the pick of the song birds of the Chicago Police Department as they broadcast one of their favorite selections at their recent
field meet in Grant Park, Chicago.
Many attempts have been made to induce these men to go in vaudeville
© U. & U.

FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

Speeding Train Keeps in
Touch with World's News

TO QUERIES

By E. T. Flewelling
(Editor's Uote. — This department is written
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous
super circuit. From the questions sent him
each week care of Radio Digest, he picks the
one considered most informative for all and
answers it in this column.)
Purpose of Special Plate Lead
(Submitted by A. E. C, Toronto, Canada.)
Question. What is the function of the special lead from the plate circuit and how does
it operate?
Is there any special reason why the grid
leak is connected across the grid condenser
instead of the positive A?
If a .001 variable condenser were connected
in parallel with .006, should it not control
the blocking frequency more easily than a
variable grid leak only?
Ansioer. Tour first question is a rather
difficult one to answer specifically, but we
might say that in general it is used as a tie
back for the plate voltage. Every circuit has
its little peculiarities in the wiring diagram
that are of more or less importance. The
lead you speak of is, however, of very prime
importance in the Flewelling circuit and
should be connected exactly as shown in the
diagrams. There is not much opportunity for
variation here.
So far as the reason for connecting the
grid leak across the condenser is concerned,
there is plenty of leeway. The circuit will
function just as well, so far as we have been
able to find out, if the leak is carried over
the grid to one of the A terminals ; which one
depending upon where the best results are
secured. As a matter of fact, I often prefer,
for convenience sake, to use a leak at this
point rather than across the condenser. It is
then, as you can see, entirely optional.
The use of a .001 variable condenser in
parallel with .006 would be a useless waste of
time as you would not notice any effect from
this addition. Many attempts have been made
to place variable condensers at this point and
without much success, as you will see from
the following : As a rule, a circuit will work
best with a .006 condenser — never any less,
but frequently very much more. A good saving and sure value is that given by two .006
condensers in parallel, or a total capacity of
.012. Above this point not much effect is
shown until values in the neighborhood of .25
mfd. are used, at which point we begin to lose
the benefits. It is, however, possible and
rather convenient to control the blocking fre-

quency by the use of a variable grid condenser
rather than a variable grid leak. The best
way to do this is to place a fixed grid leak of
1 or 2 megohms in the regular circuit, as
shown — it makes no difference which size —
and substitute a fixed .00025 grid condenser
with a .001 variable condenser. It will be
found then that the blocking frequency may
be controlled over wide limits. This is a
very convenient way in which to do it, but
has not been referred to much before this, because the use of a variable grid condenser,
due to its effect on the tuning of the circuit,
really complicates the tuning operation and
makes the set a little more difficult to. operate. There is a point in this — that is, combinations of grid leaks and grid condensers —
well worth investigation by those who care to
experiment with the circuit.
Paris taxicabs : re on the boulevards
with Radio receiving sets to entertain the
fares. Concerts are picked up from the
Eiffel Tower, as well as England and Holland. The fare is two francs higher.

Convention

Special Brings Concerts to Its Passengers

CALGARY, ALTA. — An observation car
equipped with a Radio set for the purpose
of receiving messages and concerts for
passengers in the car was one of the features of the special train which left here
recently for Victoria, B. C. The annual
convention of the Association of Canadian
Clubs was to be held in that city, and one
of the most complete^ trains ever operated
over a railway system in Canada carried
the delegates. Arrangements were made
with newspapers and firms broadcasting
Radio concerts to broadcast to the train
programs of entertainments and the
world's news during the. progress of the
journey.
The dining cars of the palatial train were
equipped with phonographs operated by
special storage batteries, and passengers
were entertained while eating.

Fixed Adjustment
The Grewol Is adjusted on the most sensitive spot
on
and fixed
against
vibrationby
and the
jar.crystal
Protected
from— proof
dust and
moisture
glass enclosure. Grewol adds to the efficiency of
reception.
Packed in individual carton with
instructions
Write for Booklet
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Newark, N. J.

Closer Tuning — Greater Selectivity
with the Federal Variocoupler, No. 95

130 Federal Standard Radio

LOUD SPEAKER CABINET

parts siastoffer
the radio enthuthe best.a complete line of guaranteed parts of one quality —

This Cabinet has the best features of Modern Radio Equipment. Install your favorite hook-up in it, making an attractive,
complete set at a very moderate cost.
Panel size is 7x21. A Horn is built in the
lower compartment, equipped to receive
any Standard Speaker Unit.

Price $12.00
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WOODWORKING

Dept. C.

CO.

Libertyville, 111.
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and Toned Radio Frequency Amplification— find their first successful combination
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A WISE OLD ELEPHANT!
Indarini Didn't Recognize His Master's
Voice; Zoo Elephant Proves Waterloo
Broadcasting Meets Obstacle in Huge Form of Zoo's Prize Specimen —
He Just Couldn't Believe It Was Syed Ali Who Told
Him by Radio to "Eat His Hay"
"Indarini is a smart elephant," said Syed
Ali, the London keeper, to himself, "but
not quite up-to-date. I'll have to teach
him someAliof Becides
the new toways."
Broadcast
So Ali dressed himself in state clothes,
with crimson headdress and all, and went
to a broadcasting station four miles away
from the Zoo. He was going to give his
orders to Indarini, the elephant, in the way
of 1923 — by Radio.
Arriving at the station, Syed Ali sent
out his commands. From the attendants,
the Zoo to watch the deThe waves that have carried who remained velopments,athe soon
received reports by
almost every known sound telephone, regarding the outcome of his
through the air, as well as
many sounds and squeaks and experiment.
Did Indarini obey the commands? He
speeches hitherto unknown,
have finally cracked under the did not.
strain of the elephant lanIndarini Says, "Nothing' Doing"
Did he heed his master's voice? Nothing
guage. And Syed Ali, native
Indian mahout, nurse and doing on that score. After several attempts, Ali gave up the attempt in disgust.
companion of Indarini, the
For instead of following the commands of
prize elephant of the London his
master, the elephant went on calmly
Zoo, has lost all faith in mod- munching the apples, potatoes and locust
ern methods and contraptions.
beans that the London kids, visiting the
Inherit Elephant Bingo
Zoo, offered him.
It seems that for centuries
Zoologists now believe that elephants
and centuries, dating back will not obey a disembodied voice. These
into the dim mists of the be- animals apparently must see and smell
ginnings of time, the Indian their master — and they can't do that by
mahouts, keepers and trainers Radio
— yet.
of elephants, have inherited, son from
And that presents an opportunity for
father, an elephant language that all the some ambitious, far-seeing and ingenious
huge pachyderms heed, understand and inventor to carve his name in the hall of
obey. The principal commands in this
"Hathi ki Bat" — "Tongue of the Ele- fame.
Alexandra returned thanks to
phants"—are:hay! Drink the water! Get theQueen
British people for their greeting on
Eat your
up! Lie down! Pick it up! Pull! Stop the sixtieth anniversary of her wedding
day by broadcasting.
that noise!
Leibnerat last. The
Radio has BybeenB. B.
stumped
greatest wonder of the age, which has cut
down space, helped cure the sick at sea and
on land; which has made many of the deaf
to hear, and which could have sent the
latest baseball scores and live news into
the heathen lands, had the people there
been sufficiently interested, has encountered its first, apparently insurmountable obstacle in the mastivity.sive form of an elephant in cap-

Indarini doesn't hel-eve in sounds originating in an inanimate object.
Nor wi
fact, he was very highly indignant, as this photo of him will substantiate

RADIO WILL GUIDE
ZR-3 ACROSS OCEAN
TO

HELP
GIANT
ZEPPELIN
ON 3,600-MILE TRIP

Giant

In

©u. &u.

STOPS PROGRAM TO
AID GROUNDED SHIP

WJAZ Picks Up Distress Call of
Stranded Vessel in Lake
Michigan
CHICAGO. — For the first time in the

German-Built Craft to Be Pro- history of Great Lakes navigation a broadcasting station came to the rescue of a
tected on Flight by Weather
distressed steamship, when Station WJAZ,
Broadcasts

By Carl H. Batman
WASHINGTON.— Early in November it
is expected that the Zeppelin Company will
point the nose of the great ZR-3 toward
the West and the long overseas journey
of the navy's second airship will begin.
On her maiden trip to her American home
at Lakehurst, N. J., a distance of approximately 3,600. nautical miles, Radio will
guide this latest Zeppelin.
She will not be under Radio control, as
was the old battleship "Iowa" when sunk
by naval gunfire, but Radio will carry to
her twice daily complete forecasts of the
weather ahead and the meteorological
conditions on the southern trans-Atlantic
steamship route along which, it is understood, she will proceed under the direction of the German officers and crew. The
only American officer who is certain of
making the trip over is Capt. G. W. Steele,
U. S. N., her future commander.
Description of Giant Craft
Briefly, the characteristics of the new
aerial passenger cruiser (she is not a war
craft, at least not yet) are: Length 660
feet, slightly less than the American built
ZR-1; diameter, 90 feet; power, four 40fr
horsepower Maybach engines, giving a
speed of approximately 80 miles per hour.
Through arrangements between the
weather bureau, navy, shipping board vessels and certain other north Atlantic
ships, meteorological data from all along
the ZR-3's route will be compiled and
Radioed twice a day to a station ship in
mid-Atlantic. This vessel will have a
powerful Radio set and will transmit to
NAA, Arlington, Va., bulletins for broadcasting to the ZR-3, both before and during her flight.
Little is known of the Radio equipment
of the ZR-3, but it is said that it is also
of the latest German type, and that transmission and reception are assured all the
way across the Atlantic, although half that
range would be sufficient, due to the cooperation of the station ship and NAA.

New

he obey them.

Service for Lake Shipping

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Weather bulletins and hydrographic information are being broadcast twice daily by the Intercity
Radio Company, located in Cleveland, on
Lake Erie. The service is intended for
the shipping on the Great Lakes, and will
be broadcast on a wave length of 706
meters, spark. The call of the station is
WTK. This station also is licensed to
communicate with Rogers City, Mich., on
a wave of 1,764 meters.

the Edgewater Beach hotel, recently picked
up theturer offSOS
call of oftheSouth
Canadian
the harbor
Chicago.AdvenWhile the program of the broadcasting
station was being given, one of the receiving sets, equipped with a wave trap for the
reception of signals on a different wave
length than that used by the broadcasting
station, picked up the distress signal.
R. H. G. Mathews, manager of the central division of the American Radio Relay
league, and one of the owners of Station
WJAZ, ordered the program stopped and
took down the following message:
"SOS. Send tug to Canadian Adventurer,
aground
outside South
Chicago pier."
Mr. Mathews
communicated
with the
ship and learned that the operator had
been frantically endeavoring to rouse the
Great Lakes station. He then phoned the
Dunham Towing company, which at once
dispatched tugs to pull the vessel off the
shoal. The craft was not damaged.

FRANCE AND AMERICA
STANDARDIZE WAVES
Compare
Frequencies
Used
in
Trans-Atlantic Communication
WASHINGTON. — In an effort to standardize Radio frequencies used in transAtlantic communication, the Navy Department is co-operating with the French
Government and once a month the frequencies of the Annapolis and Lafayette
Radio stations are recorded and compared.
Transmission on standard frequencies, or
wave lengths, is essential to efficient communication in order that all stations can
keep to the wave length assigned them
by national or international law. Special
efforts are now being made by the United
States and foreign governments to keep
all their stations on the prescribed waves
and it is essential that their standards
be equivalent and their instruments be
calibrated.
When all stations maintain their proper
wave lengths or frequencies exactly, tuning in will be more readily accomplished,
it is pointed out, the process approaching
the simple adjustment of a dial to a
known position. Perhaps dials will be
marked
"London," "Paris," "Berlin," etc..
in the future.
John Osborn, well-known Philadelphian,
attracted considerable attention recently
by appearing on the Fairmount Park bridle
path wearing a complete portable Radio
set with a loop aerial on his back.

The "B" Battery is the Life
of Your Radio Set
THIS IS NUMBER

ONE

OF A SERIES

THE only function of your Radio
is to produce
sound-waves
—
thosesetmechanical
disturbances
in the
air caused by some rapidly vibrating
body. So far as the Radio set itself is
concerned the actual source of the
sound is the "B" Battery. It is not

"Njfte: Thisformative
is No.advertisements
1 of a series
inwhichof will
appear in this magazine. They are
designed to help Radio users get the
most out of their Batteries and Radio
sets. If you have any battery problem,
write to G. C. Furness, Manager Radio
Division, National Carbon Co., Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

an exaggeration to say that the "B"
battery is the "life of your Radio";
for the set itself is simply a device
to reproduce sounds, and the sounds
Battery.
all have their origin in the "B"
The "B" Battery is simply a box full
of electrical energy; harnessed for you
by experts. Without the Radio wave the
flow of energy from the "B" battery is
smooth, steady and silent. It is the
final aim and purpose of all the many
parts which go to make up a Radio
receiving set, to convert the otherwise
steady flow of electrical energy from the
"B" Battery, into a rippling, vibrating,
throbbing, audible current.
As the sound-waves — whether caused
by the human voice in talking or singing,
or by musical instruments — are modulated up and down — now high — now
low; so does the current from the strongly vital "B" Battery follow the modulations and the variations, so that the
original message, in all its delicacy of
tone and vibration, comes clear imd distinct through your Radio set.
Not a mere adjunct to the pleasuregiving quality of your Radio set is the
"B" Battery — instead, it is the vital,
life-giving
Radio set. part — the very heart of your
Do not slight this vital part — give
your Radio set the advantage of the
best — use Eveready "B" Batteries.

The New Metal Case
Eveready "B" Battery
(No. 766)
"The Life of Your Radio"
The same popular 22j^ volt Eveready "B" Battery in a new, handsome, durable, waterproof, metal
container. Eveready quality
throughout. At all dealers, $3.00.
The " B " Battery is the vital part
of any radio receiving set. Eveready
Batteries — especially made for
Radio — serve better, last longer and
give better results.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Inc.

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries

-Hiey last longer
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PARIS CAFES ANXIOUS
TO INSTALL RECEIVERS
Demands for Installation
Increase Monthly

FRESHMAN

Support of Listeners In Enables Station
to Open on Scale Ten Times
Greater Than
Before

Resistance Leaks

of Sets

PARIS. — Radio telephony is' making
marked progress in western Prance, where,
through the efforts of dealers, the demand for installations is increasing
every month. Evening concerts are given
in Paris by two Radio companies, and the
latest commercial, financial and sporting
news is broadcast for interested fans.
Cafes, hotels and country homes outside
the city limits are said to be especially
interested in securing receiving sets.
At Nantes, situated about 250 miles from
Paris, most of the receiving stations are
equipped with four to six tubes; one Radio
high frequency, one detector and two audio
frequency. Double wire antennae about
131 feet long and raised about twentythree feet from the ground are popular.
Government taxes on transmitting stations run from 100 francs per year up,

VOTE
LEDGER'S
PLANT TACOMA
MUST CARRY
ON

By A. M. Ottenheimer
TACOMA, WASH. — Radiophans throughout the Northwest are hailing the new 100watt broadcasting station of the Tacoma
Daily Ledger as a distinct triumph for
listeners in and an example of what Radiophans can do when they work together.
The new Ledger station, with its old call
letters, KGB, still retained, was opened recently with a gala program. Early in
June the Ledger contemplated discontinuing broadcasting. Today, instead of quitting, it is operating a new station 10 times
larger than its former outfit. Thereby
hangs a tale.
Late in May, Ledger officials were on
the verge of closing up KGB. There was
no method to ascertain the extent of the
audience reached by the plant and there
was a great deal of doubt in the minds of
the officials whether the number of listeners in was sufficiently large to warrant
the expenditure of time and money that the
constant operation of the station demanded.
Leave KGB Pate to Listeners
Attempts through the usual requests for
letters were made on a number of different occasions to make a check on the number of listeners. This was each time unsuccessful and the number of responses
was discouragingly small. Finally matters
came to a climax, it was decided that
KGB's destinies should rest in the hands
of its listeners.
In consequence, there appeared in an
edition of The Ledger in June a notice informing the Radiophans as follows: "KGB
contemplates discontinuance. If you desire
the station to go on with its programs, fill
out the blank below saying so, and sign
your name and address. KGB's fate is in
your hands."
The Radiophans were given a week in
which to get their votes into The Ledger
office. More than 500 votes were received
immediately from fans in Tacoma and
twenty-four communities in the state.
Some of these votes represented organizations with twenty-five or thirty members.
"Keep on broadcasting, KGB," was the
universal plea.
So The Ledger decided not only to continue broadcasting, but to do it on a much
larger scale. Consequently, the order for
the larger set was placed. It was built
entirely by Alvin
Stenso.
chief operator.

T— Illustrated

The largest and most complete
line in the world
Our r.ew construction of all types Variable Resistance Leaks produces a product which we can now
guarantee indefinitely as being scientifically correct,
mechanically perfect and built for unusual durability.
BASE MOUNTING
TYPE VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
Freshman
an absoluteLEAKS
unbroken range of
With
eitherLeaks
.00025give
or to
180 degrees
from
zero
5 Megohms.
.00
05
<t| QQ
Freshman Condenser
Without Condenser
PANEL MOUNTING TYPE VARIABLE RESISTANCE LEAKS

according stations
to the pay
power
"andof operation;
receiving
a tax
10 francs
per annum.

will bring in stations never heard
mounted on any panel in a few
mounted,
knob part
shows
on
latest
and only
most the
essential
of an
With either .00025 or .0005
Freshman Condenser
Without Condenser

— Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!

Irma has
Brahn,
popularvery
"Baby
Prima Donna"
who
madetheseveral
successful
concert
appearances at eastern broadcasting stations.
Miss Brahn sings operatic arias as well as many
grand opera stars in spite of the fact that she is
only eight years of age

Navy

Station Moved

WASHINGTON. — The naval Radio station at Point Isabel, Tex., is being removed to Fort Brown, Brownsville, Tex.,
and combined with the army Radio station
there. Navy personnel will operate the
station, using high and medium power tube
sets.
The Department of Agriculture has 41
stations throughout the United States
for broadcasting weather, crop and market news.

One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined !

Mu-Rad

France has the largest, most efficient
and most powerful Radio equipment in
Europe.

Freshman Resistance Leak f
65c
Leak Mounting
1 "ice Complete
Separate leak & Safe-T Handle
30c
Separate Condenser & Mounting
40c
*'*'*' price and
le
Safe-T
At
your Ha
dealers nd
— otherwise
send purchase
you will be supplied postpaid.
Also ask your dealer for our free diagrams of the
Flewelling and Neutrotlync Circuits.

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise
To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company

Condenser
esnman NEW
fiias.Fr
AVENUE

106\%&jx/w\
SEVENTH

of Good Radio Merchandise
Offices:
407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

Make Pennies
What Dollars
Did
Before

Equipped with Fahnestock
Patent
Wire
Connectors
Easily Attached
No Soldering. For Radio Use Only
At Your Dealers

Fahnestock Electric Co.
Long Island City, N. Y.

Never

before

in the history

distance

The

Michigan

mmm&£&
ROAD,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

pennies

done

gives it to you.

Ease

Any

of

of

stations and

ten-year-old boy or girl can operate a

t." movement
A"Midge
slight

of the controls brings in

other stations.
but 6 lbs. it is ideal for home use
Weighing
or for camping, touring and resort use. You
can always

We maintain the same high quality material and workmanship found on the most expensive batteries and
still are able to allow our remarkably low sale price by greatly reducing our overhead
salep.$12
costs. .50
6Voltand
lOOAm
6 Volt 60 Amp.$ 8.50
Special 2 Volt Storage Battery for
6 Volt 120 Amp. 14.50
WD-II and WD-12 Tubes
Special 4 Volt Storage Battery for
$5.00 6 Volt 80 Amp. 10.00 6 Volt 140 Amp. 16.50
UV-199 Tubes
200 Hours' service on one charge. Rechargeable.
$8.00
SEND NO MONEY. We ship C. 0. D., subject to inspection, or will allow 5% discount for cash with
order. Shipment made same day order is received. Save 50% on your next battery and get better service
and longer life- Our written guarantee is your proof of satisfaction. The Big Fall Radio Season is on
now. To get the full benefit of it order your new WORLD battery today!

"Midget"

The "Midget"
cuts out
local
brings
in out of town
stations.

Tuning

World Storage
Batteries Save You
50%
And You Get a Written
2-Yr. Guarantee

have

Selectiveness

Portability

2 VOLT

of Radio

so much. The Michigan "'Midget" gives you everything
that any set you could pay dollars for will give you —
and yet the price is small.

Sharpness
Adjustment

ROOSEVELT

YORK

Ground Clamp

Long

60 EAST

FIX-O $1.00

Fixed Resistance inLeak
One Combination —
Freshman Condenser 4.00025
1 p_;„„ r~m~l~*-

Alaska Company to Install
Terminal at Aberdeen, Wash.
ABERDEEN,
This citysites
is contemplated as one"WASH.
of the— possible
for
a large Alaska-Pacific Radio plant, according to Antone Anderson, Radio engineer of
Seattle, who visited this city recently in
the interests of the Alaska Communication
Company. Several locations in this city
and Hoquiam, nearby, are under consideration, according to Mr. Anderson. The terminal would be the only one of the company in the States! and the plant one of
the largest on the Pacific Coast. Several
stations would be established by the company throughout Alaska, he declared.

.75

sells — and sells!

That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio merchandise
well advertised?

Jobbers
General

Improved

FRESHMAN

before. Can be
seconds. When
the panel.
efficient
tube Tinset.

take your "Midget"

with you.

Operations

It operates on all makes of 6-volt and equally
as well with all dry-cell tubes. It can be used
with one or more headphones or can be used
with any one or two stage amplifier for loud
speaker reception.

Price

$27.00, without tubes or accessories

And so we say we have made pennies do what dollars did before. Go to your
dealer, ask him to show you a Michigan "Midget" — test it out for yourself.
Al=o
ask Condensers,
about the Michigan
"Midget"
Two Stage Rheostats,
Amplifier and
exclusive
line of
Variccouplcrs,
Variometers.
etc.ourWhen
you
send for circular, give us the name of your favorite radio dealer.

Grand Rajpids.Michigan
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WBAP CLAIMS TO BE
WEST-OF-'SIPPI KING
RE-OPENS

TAKES

O

D I G E S T— Illustrated

WORK

U. S. RADIO POLICY
CONFEREES CHOSEN

TO KEEP BEAUTIFUL

|Will

MUSICAL
PROGRAMS FOR WINTER

WASHINGTON.— The
United States
committee of electrical and Radio experts
representing eight governmental departments having to do with Radio and other
electrical communications has just
announced by the State Department. This
committee, headed by under Secretary
Phillips of the State Department, will meet
at an early date to consider the plans and
policies of this Government on matters
pertaining to international electrical communications.

Station's Power Increased Fifty Percent
— Many Entertainment Treats
Scheduled for Winter
FORT WORTH,
TEX. — Station WBAP.
The Star-Telegram broadcaster, has officially opened the 1923-.M musical concert
season as the largest broadcasting station
in the Southwest, and also it claims, west
of the Mississippi River. The power of
WBAP has been increased from 500 to 750
watts, and the change, which increases the
power by fifty percent, required many exhaustive private tests during the past fewweeks.
These all showed vastly increased range
and power. The data on the tests was of
such a successful nature that it was decided to institute the new 750-watt power
two weeks ago when the fall season began.
Musical programs have now been resumed
for the winter with two high class concerts
daily except Saturday and Sunday — the silent nights for the station.
Flan Many Feature Programs
Among the features completed for the
fall and winter is a monthly musical treat
by the Fort Worth Harmony Club, whose
programs last year did much to add to
Fort Worth's prestige as a musical center.
The Texas Hotel Orchestra will present
4ance and concert music every Wednesday
night all winter for the entertainment of
Radioland, through arrangements made by
the station with Fenton Baker, manager of
the hotel.
Sam Losh, well known artist of this city,
will handle a once-a-month program, featuring pupils and contemporary artists.
Brooks Morris and Guy Pitner will collaborate on a monthly concert on the same
basis, and E. Clyde Whitlock is another of
the leading artists to be in charge of several programs during the winter.

FANS DANCE TO WJAX
SYNCOPATED FEATURES
Ohioans' Letters Tell Satisfaction
with Cleveland Plant
CLEVELAND.— A syncopation concert
was featured by the Cleveland News in
the Radio program broadcast recently
from the Rainbow room of the Winto by
Station WJAX
of the Union Trust company.
The Vernon-Owen orchestra was the
attraction. Songs by Miss Rose S. Seton
and instrumental solos by Barney Schoen,
Boyd Bunch, Dick Johnson and Jack Miles
were featured. Especially pleasing to
fans was a novelty saxophone solo by
Mr. Johnson. The program was given
in two parts with an hour and a half intermission. Hundreds of Radiophans in
various parts of the city and out of town
danced to tire tunes played by it in the
latter half of the program. The concerts
of the Cleveland News from
popular over the entire state.

"WJAX

are

Radio Fog Signals Now Sent
by Nantucket Shoals Light
WASHINGTON. — A
new
light ship
equipped with a Radio fog signal was recently put into service on Nantucket
Shoals, Secretary of Commerce Hoover has
announced. The new vessel will have the
first Radio fog signal, an automatic apparatus sending during fog a group of four
dashes every thirty seconds, enabling vessels with Radio direction finders of compasses to obtain
an accurate*
a distance
of thirty
miles or bearing
more infrom
any
weather, and to steer for and "make" the
light ship.
The light vessel will also have two other
fog signals, a powerful steam whistle, and
a submarine bell; a little later a submarine
oscillator will be substituted for the bell.
The electric signal light of 3.000 candlepower will show at the masthead. There
is Radio equipment for communication,
with an operator in attendance, reporting
vessels in distress, as well as for the maintenance of the light vessel itself.

Loop
Antenna
The loop is coming
more into favor each
day, because it makes
a set more portable
and does away with
the
outdoor
aerial.
It is shipped knocked down but
all binding posts, wire, etc.
Postpaid in U. S. A

ROBBINS
Dept. C

WOODWORKING

complete —
*■» «(j
«pl.£0

LIBERTYVILLE.

CO.

ILL.

Meet Soon on International
Communication Problem

The agenda prepared by the committee
will become the basis for the United
States' report to the Fourth International
Electrical Communication Conference when
it is held in Paris. It is probable that
the American delegates to the International Conference will be selected from
the personnel of the committee, but no
date for the general conference has been
set because
of European- troubles.

MISSING WHAT YOU GET
Miss Marian Ford, Boston girl who won contest for the most beautiful limbs, keeps fit by limbering
up to Radio tunes.
She exercises religiously for forty minutes every day
(c) K. & H.

Tommy Gibbons Gives
Inside Story of Fight
He Is Second Title Contender to
Speak from KGB
TACOJIA, WASH. — Tommy
Gibbons,
world's heavyweight boxing championship
contender, was a recent attraction at KGB,
The Tacoma Daily Ledger broadcasting
station here. Mr. Gibbons and his manager, Eddie Kane, gave the Radiophans
some inside information on Gibbons' bout
with Champion Jack Dempsey at Shelby,
Jlont., July 4.
This

makes the second world's heavyweight contender to speak at The Ledger
station. Jess Willard spoke at KGB some
months
ago.
Among the other celebrities appearing
at The Ledger station recently were Guy
Bates Post, world-famous actor; Wesley
Barry, juvenile film celebrity; Fritz Leiber, Shakespearean actor of note, and Nan
Halperin,
noted musical comedy
star.

Belief in Astrology Shown
by Pastor's Broadcast Talk

NETV

YORK. — Rev.

Dr.

Arthur

VOUR set is probably bringing in DX
tions you
^— — never
~~ . ... hear
....«*. because
your riieostat
uo.auac jour
rhec
Fil-Ko-Stat
gives
adjustment
and
SSpn?1
control
yourinfinite
filament
action. The
enables you to magnify the weak stations and
bring them in strong and clear.
Full resistance 30 » -~* i. ah t\ i

Brooks

spoke recently from
WDT
on "The
Turn
of the
"Wheel
of Events"
and
simpler
points
of astrology.
Dr.
Brooks
in his
I broadcast
said
that the laws
concerning
1 cosmic
influences given centuries
ago by
the ancient masters of astrology, when, as
, a science, astronomy
and astrology
were
| one, are serviceable to men today and that
j to a large extent the tendency of the future
of the turn of the wheel of events can be
clearly shown by a knowledge of the movement of the major planets in their orbits,
which
of course
can be calculated
with
mathematical precision.
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Greenwich Village History
Retold in Radio Lecture
NEW YORK. — Radio folk recently heard
Mrs. Katherine Parker Clivette, president
of The Greenwich Village Historical Society broadcast from WDT
here, a tale
about the rise and fall of Richmond Hill
Mansion, the truth about Aaron Burr, and
about the olden days when Richmond Hill
Mansion was the scene of diplomatic circles, society revels and intrigue. Mrs.
Clivette's concise descriptions added to
the interest of the story much of the
charm which histories omit.

Quality of reproduction
such as only the original
itself can equal. Speech
that is so distinct that
the voice heard is the
actual voice of the
speaker. Music that
requires no tolerant
imagination to be recognized as music of the
finest type.

^4Twist
oftheWriSi

YELLOWTIP
MICROMETER

Bristol's Single Stage Power
Amplifier
giyes additional VOLUME with
any two stage amplifier. No
separate batteries required. It
provides the additional volume
necessary to bring in very distant
stations on the loud speaker.

ADJUSTING

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Any adjustment made in a moment— fixed instantly ! Hold
indefinitely, until you wish to
change, then — "A Twist of the
Wrist—
It's other
Set." circuits.
Ideal for J
reflex and
Write for folder, and name
of your nearest dealer

2

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.

Write for bulletin and address of the
nearest dealer handling our instruments
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Exclusive Factory Representatives
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MILOPLEX
(Continued

CIRCUIT

DIAGRAM

from page 1)

two, anyone can build it in a few moments' time, and most important of all —
it works! How it works is still open to
conjecture. But that doesn't lessen its
efficiency. The mysterious inventor
vouches that it reflexes and "soups" in
a most peculiar manner, but believes its
secret lies in its accomplishment of a perfect equalizing of the three capacities
present in every vacuum tube. At any
rate, as the inventor says, the Miloples
smashes the tube with its volume.
The first of a series of several articles,
prepared by the designer of the set, is
given in this issue. The remaining articles will be given in succeeding issues.
The first article follows:

ONCE upon a time — as all good stories
begin — a Radio bug didn't know any
better than to try to make one of
mostnewsimple
oldestdo and
the
tricks."single tuber"
a few
circuits
Thirty-one minutes was the slow record
in hooking it up; thirty-one days have
passed and he is still trying to find why
it "soups" reflexes with a volume that
almost makes a three tube job sit up to
take nourishment.

DIGEST
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— Illustrated

FOR WIZARD

it should cost three or four dollars. Those
funny pigtails in the drawing are supposed to be the picture of a split variometer; but don't split it as the fellow did
with an axe and then wonder which half
went where. (Radio is maddening, isn't
it?) But here's a secret — you must use
a split variometer; procure one that has
a lot of wire on it, the more the better;
the one I use has 62 turns on the stator
and the same number on the rotor, size
22. Remember that. And now that you
have missed supper you may as well read
on, for story,
here comes
the reason
"big idea,"
inside
the main
why, theit
super-reflexes and what not. Be very
certain to run your minus B battery lead
direct to ground, not on to minus or plus A
as is usually done; then (now be careful)
tap the minus B to ground lead, running
this tap to the center contact on your
potentiometer. That's all except that, of
course, you
know youon should
(Continued
page try
20) different
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Here's an Invitation
Come over any night I am busy and
watch me tune out that fellow six blocks
away; in fact the only station I cannot
tune out is the fellow next door but I'm
going to buy him another record; then he
will have two but they won't bother me,
'cause he'll have to shut down when his
kids go to bed.

But let's get serious. Don't just glance
at the circuit and say "old stuff," perhaps
It works; that's a feature, and best of if
you look twice you will discover someall anyone can build it with the writer's
thing; also if you know how to separate
guarantee that it will start "perking" and circuits, you may find something else.
not quit when company comes. It is Its most desirable feature is that it has
passed on to you (not with the usual
no "dead end" losses in the tuning eleeditor's note and the discoverer's auto- ment.
biography) but for experiment and advice
Of course
you know
just why
"dead
because somewhere, somehow, some fellow is going to discover, and tell me, why
it decides to smash the tube with volume.
I confess only that way back in my
younger days there was a theory that if
one could but equalize, not the total tube
capacity, but rather the three counter
capacities indicated by plate, filament and
grid — look out — something big would happen. And it did: if you don't believe it,
build it yourself and be prepared to fall
in love with it. Is it selective? 'Well,
Los Angeles doesn't bother me nearly as
often as it doe's some single jobs that
"go west" every night. But it so happened that I found one easy landlord in
Chicago; hence my address is just six
blocks from WJAZ, four miles from
WDAP, and just to keep me busy, two
miles from WPAD.

end" losses are bad pills in Radio. Then
listen — when you tap a coil and put on
switch points, between every two points
and the leads running to them is a condenser or capacity effect (bad business)
but the worst of it is those windings
which are dead or not in circuit from the
last tap you are using, on to the end, have
a very impolite habit of oscillating at
frequencies other than those you desire
and thus cut down your signal voltage.
And that's that, as Jack Nelson at WDAP
says. So I saved 27 cents for switches
and points and gave her more steam.
What Is a Good One?
The variable condensers, particularly the
one in the slate circuit, should be class
AAA.
My definition of a good one is that

The BULL DOG Aerial Mast Seat
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RED-HEADS

Better Radio 'Phones
fP*EXTRA-ORDINARY
radio"Red-Heads"—
receivers. We they're
believe
IRE'S what we say about

1925,
1921

mm

your dealer cannot supply you,,
coupon and mail with your
nittance.

Made
holder
peaked,
support.
Seat for
Seat for
Seat for
Seat for

in two types: Hinged sides with
for "lead in" support. Also plain
without hinged sides and "lead in"
l'/2" mast, hinged type
l'/2" mast, peaked type, plain
I" mast peaked type, plain
l'/2" mast, flat base type

um-backed recei vers
high-grade, aluminon the market. Nine
their quality.
perience are behind
years of receiver
ex-
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MAST SEAT MFG. CO.. 119 5th Street S. E.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Gentlemen: — Enclosed is $
Send me Mast Seats to cover remittance.
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RADIO PANELS
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TUBES

POLISHED BLACK FINISH
CUT PERFECTLY SQUARE
TO ANY SIZE
VZZ
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Y\&"
VZZ

THICK 54*
THICK l<
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.SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICET.IST
PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
DEALERS PRICES ON APPLICATION

STAR
519

RETT

SOUTH

OREEN

City
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Specifications:

K&caitf&i
Blue Prints for the construction of a Reinartz
Receiving Unit and two
step amplifier.
Description of apparatus
and details of tuning.

Send only money
orders —
no checks or stamps. Coins
at your own risk.
VARIOCOUPLER

EACH

STA-FKED CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Over

lOjOOO ordered by local dealers before one delivery is your guarantee that Sta-Fix Detector is the
find of the season.

Price, $1.00

Plate

COCKADAY i¥- $2.50
COCKADAY fc. $3.75

CHICAGO
ULTRA
AUDION

DAILY

Dealers — Write for Samples

ELECTRIC
337 W. MADISON

SERVICE

TUNING
COILS

and Your Discounts

$1.50

ENGINEERING CO.

STREET

IfocviAiVi/
Blue Prints for the construction of a Flewelling Receiving Unit and
two- step amplifier.
ALL DETAILS
FOR
ASSEMBLY
tuning.
Description of apparatus and
accessories
and
details
of

Send only
Money orders
checks
or stamps.
Coins— no
at
your own risk.

NEWS

RADIO-DEMON

CHICAGO,

Co.

Dept. RD, E. 1 2thSt..Cieveland, O.

WINDING A
REINARTZ COIL

$-1 50

Seventeen
Special

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

The NEWMAN-STERN

proof) eled: shaft.
Vt in. nick-

Guaranteed
600 Meter
Four Circuit

Grove at 30th Street
CHICAGO

THE GUARANTEE

Money back if after 7 days' trial you're
not
satisfied that "Red-Heads" are the
BESTreceiversonthemarketattheprice.

BLUE PRINTS

Range, up to 600
meters; Green silk
wire: Sharp tuning.
180°; Very close
c o u p I i n a ; Metal
sleevenum taps;
brackets; AlumiBronze
'ension washer, Fibreoid tubes (moist

To those Radiophans
who appreciate highgrade, standardized
Radio apparatus we
will offer parts designed by our Radio
Engineer.

Cottage

Pioneers In
Radio — year

of new design; a rea ■
markable
production
^^^
with
the same
workmanship
and guarComplete 2000-Ohm set *•* l^*VVf
antee as on our standard Model
F".

purpose —

QUAUTYRADIO PRODUCTS

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

RUELL MANUFACTURING fOMPANY

Since 1915

Check. Money Order or Bank Draft.

CHICAGO

(Inventor of the Flivver Circuit)

1917

Address

MFG. CO.
ST.

Complete
set
with
cord3000-Ohm
and head
MODEL
band; aluminum "F
back;
brown-red ear caps; small, light-weight;
wRED-H
exquisitelyEADwJr
sensitive.<i;pr
and fine-toned.
f
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$3.00
2.50
2.00
2.50

Jobbers and distributers
write for discounts

. SHEETS

they're the best reon the tomartivestoday.
areceiverseasy
say
and ket
hard
to Superlaback up.
Here's how we back
opours. We GUARANTEEnothatrisk
you'll
You take
in
like
"Red-Heads."
refund your money
buying:
them.with
We'll
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us
after
'* Red trial.
-Heads" are
§lus postage if yoa
the lowest priced,

Fills a Long Felt Want
By enabling any one to install a firm and
rigid aerial mast on either a peaked or
metal ridge roll type of roof, with the ordinary tools found around the home, thereby
eliminating the customary trouble, labor
and expense and supplying neat, substantial
construction throughout the entire aerial.
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Radio Digest
Publications
123 W. Madison St., Chicago. III.
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of Radio

for Everybody

Chapter I— Atmosphere and "Ether"
By M.

THE following article is the first of a series
for Radio beginners, written by Marvin
VV. Thompson, well known in airphone circles
for his understandable style of approaching
his subject, and his ability as a Radio engineer, Mr. Thompson is now an associate
editor on the staff of Radio Digest. A preliminary outline of the Chapters to follow is:
Chapter
II — Electrical
and
Radio
Terms.
Chapter
III— Rectification
and
Receiver Essentials.
Chapter
IV — Inductances — Fixed
and
Variable.
Chapter V — Condensers — Fixed and
Variable.
Chapter VI — Vacuum Tubes.
Chapter VII — Antennas and Grounds.
Chapter VIII — Regeneration.
Chapter IX — Audio Frequency Amplification.
Chapter X — Loud Speakers.
THE
history of Radio communication
will not be taken up in this series of
articles as the owner of a set, or the
Radio experimenter, is interested primarily in what we know of Radio now
and not in how this knowledge was evolved
through the years, nor by whom it was
brought to light.
The Atmosphere
Radio communication and entertainment
is carried from place to place by the
atmosphere. That we know, but on the
subject of just how the atmosphere is
utilized many of our leading scientists,
such as Steinmetz, Sir Oliver Lodge,
Fleming and Elihu Thomson, are disagreed.
However, the generally accepted theory at
present, and one which seems correct on
our present knowledge of the atmosphere
and electricity, is as follows:
The atmosphere
is composed
of atoms
of

oxygen,

nitrogen,

helium

and

other

W.

I which we are familiar, such as oxygen,
nitrogen, etc., are removed. Yet, if an object is placed behind the bottle we can see
the object through the glass and the
"nothing" within. Obviously, something
carries the light rays through the bottle to
the eye. As we know that light rays are
wave motion, It follows that a medium
which for want of a better name we call
"the ether" must exist.
Radio's Use of the "Ether"
To transmit Radio signals, either in the

Figure lb — Electromagnetic
form of dots and dashes or as Radio
telephony (broadcasting), it is necessary,
therefore, to first create waves in varying
groups and »of varying, predetermined
strength, frequency and length, and second to intercept them with apparatus
for changing them to sound or light waves.
It is the practice, at present, in creating
Radio waves, to use two electrically conductive surfaces separated by a distance
of from ten to several hundred feet and
to create between them an electrical pressure which changes its direction (first toward one surface, then toward the other)
hundreds of thousands of times per second.
I To explain the term "electrical pressure^

jl||{||lil I J II II u

known gases suspended in what most of
us would call "nothing" or vacuum. This
"nothing" is known to Radio engineers as
the ether. To this ether can be given a
wave motion similar to that which occurs in water and other fluids.

of the Radio waves

in the wire and the number of times per
second that current changes its direction
in the wire. This reversal of current
phenomenon will be discussed in the next
chapter. Radio waves are made up then,
of both

"electrical pressure" and "electromagnetic" waves. This fact should be
kept well in mind as we will find later
that certain devices and methods of construction which seem illogical are made
necessary because of these two components
of a Radio wave.
Properties
of the
"Ether"
Our Some
present
knowledge
of the
ether leads
us to believe it an unanalyzed, immeasurable, invisible element possessing some
qualities similar to the fluids with which
we are familiar and present in all the
vast space between our earth and the other
planets. We know that such elements as
oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor cease
at distances estimated at from 20 to 50

solid objects such as wood, stono and
cement because Radio waves travel
through these materials.

v°o0o0o0o0o0o0o°o0o0o0o0o0o0o0
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One peculiar feature of the ether is the

Figure

undisturbed
particles
in

2a— Ether

normal

position

difference in behavior of the various waves
traveling through it. Light waves which
are but tiny fractions of an inch in length
cannot be conducted by it through such
objects as wood and stone, nor can they
turn corners and affect the eye of a person
between whom and the source of light
there is a solid material such as a piece of
wood. Yet radio waves, whose lengths
vary from ten yards to several miles, not
only can pass through these objects but
seemingly, also, around on either side of
an object and form again.
Steel and iron, for reasons which we
will discuss later, seem to have the property of absorbing or nullifying the wave
motion in ether. If a Radio wave consisted only of the "electrical pressure"
component this would probably not be true.
It seems logical to suppose that it is the
"electromagnetic" component which is
nullified because iron is an electrical conductor and has magnetic properties.
Broadcasting has been received, it is
true, when both aerial and receiver were
as

co

e
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Figure

2b — The
"pressure"
method
travel through the ether

within
steel,
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bank
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you have the "HEGEHOG,"
for size. Then recall the
best radio amplification you ever heard and you have the
"HEGEHOG"
for volume and tone quality. Our new
patented design and construction (100% shielded) makes
this possible. It's a real bit of engineering, and is the most
efficient, compact AUDIO
Transformer yet designed. Try
them in your next "Hook-up" — you'll be pleased
guarantee)
satisfied.

Mounting.

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSFORM
WINDINGS

Compactness.

Cotoco transformers make
these ideal features facts.
And the finish will surely
please you.

RATIOS: — 1 to 3, 1 to 4, 1 to 5— $3.50— 1 to 10— $4.50
USE RATIOS
1 to 4 with Reflex and SuperHeterodyne Hook-ups and Ratios 1 to 5 with
Neutrodyne — Reinartz — Flewelling — Armstrong
and Hopwood.
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"Built First to Last"
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$5.00

At Your Dealer's

Est. 1905
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cut shows
the "HEGEHOG"
in This
the process
of assembly.
The compactness of design is apparent as is
the self shielding feature- Windings
are high wound (No. 44 copper wire
on both primary and secondary),
vacuum process impregnated against
moisture, etc. The core is of fine
gauge, pure Norway iron wire which,
with our construction, prevents eddy
currents and hysteresis, consequently
eliminating distortion, and increasing
the reproduction
volume.

Interstage Linkage*

Convenient

and
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of the Radio waves

let us imagine a very large, shallow pan
of water and resting on the water's surface
a flat piece of wood. If we press the wood,
waves or ripples go out in all directions.
Just so with the atmosphere; if one surface is charged with electricity which
tends to reach the other surface and
presses on the intervening atmosphere in
its efforts to do so, waves are created
whichure la. go out in all directions. See Fig-

Proof of "Ether's" Existence
some such great invisible, immeasurable medium does exist is proven by the
following physics experiment familiar to
As Radio communication is carried on
all high school students. A large glass
bottle is connected to a mercury pump and just now, we use the ground for one surevacuated,
that is, all the elements
with ! face
and
provide
another
by
erecting
a
That

components

miles from the earth's surface, yet the
rays of the sun and of other planets reach
us. There seems every reason to believe
that this unknown quantity, ether, is present between the atoms and molecules of all

C V* *VS2.CK<51'0

Figure la — Pressure components

Thompson

structure composed of one or more wires,
insulated from the earth and suspended
many feet above it.
These electrical pressure waves are,
however, only part of a Radio wave. From
any wire in which electrical current is
flowing, we know that waves of a different
character are thrown off, as shown in Figure lb. These are, for various reasons,
termed "electromagnetic" waves and the
distance they travel before dying out
varies with the quantity of current flowing
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The Week's Headliners on the Air
SCANNING the offerings of the
week, one can hardly complain for lack of choice. Let us
see. On Tuesday night WOAW
has an excellent classic program.
How about Wednesday? Well
there's a good classic program
an orchestra conon atcert atKDKA,
KSD, a Cuban Navy band
concert at PWX, and a special
birthday party and jazz song riot
at WDT. Then for the children,
WLW
is giving a child play.
Aspiring writers would do well
to listen into WBZ Thursday,
when Dr. J. Berg Esenwein tells,
"What Is a Plot?" And on the
same evening William Johnson
at WJZ gives another installment of his detective serial
Cipher."
Waddington
"The looms
story,
Friday
up with two
Radio dramas; at WDAR and
WGT. WMAQ wil devote Friday night to a special Indian
program, while WOAW will give
two hours of good dance music.
WJZ's Peruvian Night on Saturday ought not be boring. Sunday let's tune in WDAP and hear
the Drake Concert Ensemble, and
Monday — let's see — ah, Monte
Cross will give us some real
baseball dope via WIP.

CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program, "A Ball Scene. '
"Passepied," "Minuet," "Molly on the Shore," Star
Concert Orchestra; "Cradle Song," "O. Dry Those
Tears." "I Hear a Thrush at Ere," Ina Lockart, contralto; Cello S'olo, selected.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M.,
Music; 11:30, Victorola and Victor records. S. Hamilton Company; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mellor
Company; 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert, Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:45, Children's period. Dreamtime
Lady; 7:05, ■'Need for Trained Men," John T. Morris director College of Industries, Carnegie Institute
of
Technology; 7:20, Concert, Pittsburgh Musical Institute.
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 3:30 P. M.. Talk,
Jeannette P. Cramer, home economics editor of The
Oregonian; 10:00, Dance music, George Olsen and his

Tony Corcoran;
Piano solos, Margaret Garrity; Selections, Oriole Orchestra.
WJZ, New York. N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 455),
4:05 P. M., Beeital, Maddalena Houff. soprano; 6:05,
"The Little Lame Prince," bedtime story; 7:35, Address, Dr. Leland E. Cofer; 7:45, "Causes of BusiFailures,"
Herbertformer
F. De U.Bower;
8:00, Address.to
JamesnessW.
Gerard,
S. ambassador
Germany: 8:15-10:00, Musical; Annette Royak, soprano; Felix del Sarto, violinist; Joseph Zellman,
baritone; Dance program. Hotel Astor Dance Orchestra; 11 :00. Dance music. Hotel Astor Dance Orchestra.

WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving. 360).
7:00 P. M., Drake Concert Ensemble; Henry Selmger,
director; Blackstone String Quintette; Irving Margrath,
director;
Salvation
Army Staff Band; Jack Chapman and 10:00.
his Dance
Orchestra.

WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving,
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater;
Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:003:00, Piano solos, Edna Finestone: Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55, Song recital; 730-8:00.
Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy; 8:00, Current topics
by
ArthurCafeD. Dance
Reese;Orchestra;
Dance music,
Howard
Arcadia
Features
from Lanin's
Stanley
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio( Eastern, 309), 10:00 P. M..
' Theater; Short talk about Philadelphia industries.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405),
Selections, Circle Orchestra; "Veracini Sonata,"
William Stoess, violinist; Rosemary Ellerbrock, ac12:00-12:50 P. M.. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes,"
companist; "Pale Hands," "Till I Wake." solos. Mrs.
"Louisville Lou." "You Didn't Want Me When I
Hazel H. Carter; Piano solos. Lilliam Duong; "Red
Wanted You," Jack Yellen, soloist; Merty Howard,
Hot Blues." "She Got That Too," Circle Orchestra;
pianist; "Neath the Egyptian Sky," "Come Let Us
"Valse Triste," "Rodino," William Stoess, violinDance the Waltz of Love," Merty Howard, pianist;
ist; "Annie Laurie,"
"The Last Rose of Summer,"
"Big Blonde Mama," "First. Last, and Always." Billy
"Swanee River," Mrs. Hazel H. Carter; "Ballade PolBurke,
Matty
"Louisiana."
onaise."
William
Stoess;
Concluding
numbers.
Cir"Dreamy soloist;
Melody,"
Max Lcvine,
Hetrig, pianist;
soloist; Matty
Levine,
cle Orchestra.
pianist; 7:00-8:00. Vaughn De Leath's first birthday
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447),
party.
430 P. M., Program, Glenn Dillard Gunn School of WFAA.
Dallas. Texas (Central. 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M.,
Music, 7:00-8:00, Talk no foreign relations. Edward
"Removing the Handicap," J. O. Mahoney, principal
Price Boll; Irish ballads, Simon H. Rhoades. colored
of the Dallas night sechools.
tenor; 9:00, La Salle Hotel Orchestra; 9:15. Musical
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 395),
program, Jennie F. W. Johnson.
1:00 P.
Dinner
music. 3:00,
Meyer Musical
Davis Bellevue
WAOW, Omaha, Neb. (Central, 526), 9:00-11:00 P. M..
fordM.,
Concert
Orchestra;
programStratand
short talks; 6 30, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Piano duet, "Slavonic Dance," Henrietta Rees. Edith
Wagoner; "Thy Beaming Eyes," "Absent," "SpringStratford
Orchestra;
7:00.
Children's
bedtime
stories.
tide of Love," Maude Gutzraer, contralto; "Romance,"
WGR. Buffalo. N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360),
Louise Zabriskie, violinist; "Hail, Thou Dwelling
12:00-1230 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
Lowly," H. J. Poore, tenor; "The Linden Tree."
6 30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00,
Belle von Mansfeldt, cellist; "The Girl with the
Digest of the day's news; 8:45, Address, Sidney ColeFlaxen Hair," "Dance of Harleauins," Henrietta
Rees, pianist; Scotch and Irish Songs, Margaret Ames,
man, secretary
of theConcert,
Buffalo South
Safety Side
Council,
Prevention'
' ; 9 :00,
Choralon "Fire
Club.
soprano; "Ah! Mon Fils," "Le Prophete," Maude
Gutzmer, contralto; "Adagio," Louise Zabriskie, WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 P. M..
Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie
violinist; "I Passed by Your Window," "Moon of
My Delight," "Persian Garden," H. J. Poore, tenor;
Jones,
conductor; Selections,
"Just Among
Folks."
the
Courier-Journal;
RialtoHome
Theater
organ;
"From the Land of the Sky Blue Water," "Evening
7 30-9:00, Concert, Bel Conto Male Quartette; Harry
Star," Belle Von Mansfeldt, cellist; "Sunshine Song,"
N. Clarke, C. Marvin Locke, William K. Schmidt.
"Ave Maria," Margaret Ames, soprano; "Polonaise,"
Carl Shackleton; Reading, "An Interesting Historical
Edith Wagoner, pianist: "Caprice Viennois." Louise
Zabriskie; Aria from "Shanewis,"
Maude Gutzmer.
Episode.
WIP,
Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 509),
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 M., Chinese
3:09 P. M-. Popular music; 6:02, Dinner dance music.
concret; 3:30 P. M., Educational Program, A. G.
Jordan-Lewis Orchestra, director Bob Lewis; 7:00-7:30,
Hinrichs; Music; 5:45, Chimes concert.
Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 448),
11:00 A. M„ Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:54
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M„ Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orches"Araby," "Russian Lullaby," Neva Near, soprano;
tra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
"Caprice Espagnol," Helen Rauh, pianist; Selections,
WWJ, Dotrolt. Mich. (Eastern. 517), 9:45 A. M., "IronOriole Orchestra; "Walthers Prize Song," "Nejro
ing Day," program, Fred Shaw, pianist and songster;
Hati," Genevieve Hunter, violinist; "Because," "Gray
Margery Richmond, pianist; 12:00 M., Detroit News
Days," Harry Hauge, baritone; Selections, Oriole OrOrchestra; 8:30, Detroit News Orchestra: Town Crier;
solos, Helen
"Keep on Selections,
Hoping,"
Clinto Shanasto, guitar soloist.
"Rose inchestra;
thePiano Bud,"
Neva Rauh;
Near, soprano;
Oriole Orchstra.
WJZ, New York. N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Savings, 455),
3:00 P. M.. Concert, Hotel Astor Organ, Harry Riggs,
organist;
6:05, "The
Adventures
of Peter,"8:30-10:15,
Florence
Smith Vincent;
Address,
E. J. Mehren;

KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 1230-1:15 P.
M., Concert features; 2:30-3 30, Matinee Musicale;
6:45-7:30, Children's Hour, "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00.
Do Luxe Program.
Flournoy's Californians.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Program to be announced.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central, 345), 135 P. M., Studio
4:00, News; 5:50, Children's bedtime story;
program;
7:00-7:58, Herbie Mintz. pianist; Sallie Menkes, accompanist; A. W. "Sen" Kaney. specialty act;
Schlewsig Helsteiner Saengerbund (Male Voices) ; Mr.
Hotton, director; "Concerte,"
"Andante Will O
the Wisp," "Fen Follett," Mary McAuliffe, pianist;
Isham Jones and his Dance Orchestra; 8:01, Program,
American Farm Bureau Federation.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 630 P. M„
Bedtime story for children; 7:00, Concert, Mrs. Florence W. Kosenherg. pianist; Pauline Ewig, contralto;
Mrs Van Buren, accompanist; 8:00, Bedtime story
for Grown-ups, Orison S. Marden; Speeches and
music, National Convention of the Exchanges Club.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 360),
7:00 P. M., Drake Concert Ensemble; Henry Selinger,
director; Blackstone String Quintette; Irving Margrath, director; 10:00, Frederick W. Agard, tenor;
Bob Cougle, pianist; Jack Chapman and his Dance
Orchestra.
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater- Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra:
2:00-3:00, Concert, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Soprano
solos; 4:30-5:55, Song recital; 7:30. Bedtime stories.
Uncle Wip; Drama review, Walter Greenough.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395),
Blues," "Hi-Lee-Hi-Low,
"Blue Hoosier
M., Nora,"
12:00
"No No
Bob Miller, tenor; Herbert Steiner,
12:15 P. M., "Carolina Mammy," "Swinging
pianist;
Down the Lane," "Steve, Bose, and Ben," Lewis
Pianni, soloist; Herbert Steiner, pianist; "Wonderful One," "Cry Myself to Sleep," Jimmy Flint,
soloist;
12:45,
"Saw-Mill
Kiver Bose,"
Bob Mill,
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
WFAA? Dallas, Texas (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 P. M,
8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program. Overture, "Zampa,"
DeWitt McMurray, lecturer; 8 30-9 30, Sanger Broth"Forget- M'e-Not," "A Day in Venice." "A Perfect
Orchestra.
Footwarmers'
11:00-12:00,
ers choral club; Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395),
Day," "Le Pere de La Victoire," Star Concert OrchesWFI. Philadelphia,
1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
tra; Nocturne in E Flat, "The Meistersingers," Harry
Adaskin, violinist; "Selected," Alex Elder, baritone.
Stratford Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., S'ong recital; 6:30,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Dance
KDKA. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M..
Music; 11:30, Victrola and Victor records. S. HamilOrchestra; 7:00-7 30, Children's Own Half Hour,
ton Company; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mellor
Stories by Cousin Sue; 8:00, Boy Scout Kadio Corps;
Company; 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert, KDKA Little
9:00, Song recital; J030, Dance music, Meyer Davis
Symphony Orchestra; 630 Literary program, Marjory
Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360).
Stewart; 6:45, Children's Period; Dreamtime Lady;
12:00-12 30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
7:05, "Applying
to Modem
Industry,"
Prof. H. T.
Goodwin,
Head Art
of the
Department
of Architecture,
3:30, Beeital, Dorothy Lockwood, pianist; 6:30-7:00.
Carnegie Institute of Technology; 7:20, Selections,
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest of
the day's news; Topics of scientific interest.
■"Overture, "William Tell," "Serenade." "The VanishWGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:00 P. M..
ing Race," "Traumerei," Group of Popular Songs,
Music and address, Mrs. Chester Moore: 7:45, MuSelections from "The Mikado," "Toreadore and Andasical program; Selections, The Lawrence Trio, William
louse," "Second Hungarian Rhapsody," KDKA Little
T Lawrence, violinist; Willard D. Lawrence, cellist;
Symphony Orchestra; Soprano solos, Frances Adeline
Peake.
Eleanor Padley, pianist; Mrs. William T. Lawrence,
soprano; Eleanor Padley, accompanist; Address, Dr.
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific. 492). 330 P. M., ChilLouis C. Cornish.
„
_
dren'sHarry
program ; Linden,
8:00, Concert,
All- music.
Artist
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P.
Orchestra,
director; Columbia
10:00, Dance
M , Concert. Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie
George Olsen and his orchestra.
Jones, conductor; "Just Among Home Folks"; SelecKHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15
tions, Alamo Theater Organ; 7:30-9:00, Concert.
Henry M. Schilling and His Orchestra: Fred. Wells,
P. M„ Concert; 2:30-3 30, Matinee Musk-ale; 6:45730, Children's program. "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:00,
tenor;
Heading,
"An
Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
De Luxe Program, Lucille Holmau, mezzo-soprano;
Virginia Hubbard, violinist; Edna B. Hanna, pianist.
509), 3:00 P. M„ Artist recital; 6:02, Dinner music,
Dirk Regan's WiP Little Symphony Orchestra; 7:00KSD. St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 7:00 P. M.. Concert,
7:30, Bedtime stones. Uncle Wip; 8:00, Short talks ;
Abergh's Concert Orchestra of the Hotel Statler.
8:15, Song recital; 9:00, Musical program; Dance
KYW, Chicago, Ml. (Central. 345), 4:00 p. M., News;
music, Charlie Kerr's Cafe L'Aiglon Orchestra.
5:50,
Children's
bedtime
stoiy Harry
; 7:00-7:58.
Isham
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern, 390), 730 P. M..
.Tones and
his Dance
Orchestra;
Geise, pianist;
Concert program, the Cleveland News-Leader; 7:30Mary Lee, soprano; Marguerite Kugel, soprano; 8:05,
8:00, Song recital for children. Clarabelle Johnson;
Reviews of the latest books. Llewellyn Jones.
Bedtime story; 8:00-10:00, Thow's Syncopators; 10PWX, Havana, Cuba (Eastern, 400). 9:00-1130 P. M.,
piece jazz orchestra in popular dance music; Vocal
Concert, Cuban Navy Band.
selections. Soprano Trio, Miss Helen Cannon, Miss
Rose Seton
Miss Dorothy Maskell.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 5:00 P. M.,
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 448),
Dinner concert, "Pique Dame Overture," "Serenade,"
10:00 P. M.-2:00 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"Anvil Chorus." "Bolero," "In a Canoe," Interlude
"Orientafe," "Dolores Waltz." "Minuet," "Enir' Acte
"I Hear a Thrush at Eve," "At Dawning," Charlotte
Howard, soprano; Clarinet solos, E. E. Harder:
Gavotte." "Ole South March." WBZ Trio: 6:30, Bedtime story
for the Humorous
children: Program;
Farmer's 7:00
Night,P. New
"Until," "On the Road to Mandalay," Tony CorEngland
Homestead
M.,
coran, baritone: Piano solos, Margaret Garrity; "The
Concert, L. Hazel Childs. soprano; WBZ Trio; 8:00,
Tryst," "At Eventide," Charlotte Howard, soprano;
Bedtime story for grown-ups, Orison S. Marden.
Clarinet
solos;
"Sweet
Little
Woman
of Mine,"

Wednesday, September 26

Recital, Benjamin Listengart, violinist; Ernesto Berumen, pianist; Walter Mills, baritone.
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern, 309), 8:00 P. M..
Vocal selections. Class of Arnold Schroder; "The
Magic Journey" (children's play), Beulman School of
Expression; "Serenade," Irene Wamdor, soloist;
"Toreador Song," Clifford Donnelly; "The Magic
Journey," Buelman School of Expression; "Return
Victorious," Irene Wamdor, soloist; "Thy Beaming
Eyes," Clifford Donnelly, baritone; Duct, Irene Warndor and Clifford Donnelly; Entertainment, Southern
Serenadors, Ray Murphy, pianist; Alvin Morrie. saxophonist; Robert Bellonby, saxophonist; George Sturm,
banioist; Robert Aiurphv, drummer.
WMAa, Chicago, III. (Central. Daylight Saving, 447),
1:15 P. M., Speech, Chicago Chamber of Commerce
luncheon ; 4 :3», Program, Cosmopolitan School of
Music and Dramatic Art; 7:00, Children's stories,
Georgene
Faulkner,
Story 9:00,
Lady;Dance
7:30, music.
Lecturer,La American Chemical
Society;
Salle
Hotel Orchestra. E. E. Sheetz, Jr.. and his Californians; 9:15, Program, Ava Whitlow, contralo; Ernest
Dewey, bass.
WOC, Davenport. Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 M., Chimes
concert; 330 P. M.. Educational Program. Clyde G.
Kern; Music; 6:30, Sandman's visit; 8:00, Pipe organ
recital, Erwin Swindell; Edith Barlow, reader; 10:00,
Artist Musical Program ; Erwin Swindell, musical
director.
WOO. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
11:00 A. M., Organ recital. Mary E. Yogt: 12:00-12:54
P. M.,
music. recital.
Wanamaker
Boom Orchestra; Dinner
4:45-5*0. Organ
Mary Tea
E. Vogt.
WWJ, Detroit Mich. (Eastern. 517), 12:00 M., Detroit
News Orchestra; 830 P. M., Detroit News Orchestra;
Town Crier; Lyle Cook, baritone; Elsie Bond, soprano.

Thursday, September 27
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program, Melodiaue. "Serenade Espagnole," Selection from "The Country Girl,"
"Moment Musical, Valse Bluette," Star Concert Orchestra; "The Last Watch," "The Dream Cottage,"
"Mountain Lovers," Fred Rogers, tenor; "Londonderry
Air," "Selected," Manni Roth, violinist.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern. 326). 9:00 A. M.,
Music; 11:30, Victrola and Victor records, S. Hamil-

DO

YOU

LIKE

DANCE

MUSIC?

FOR
LOVERS
of syncopation,
the following list of broadcasting stations whose
programs
inelude dance music on the nights
named, will be an invaluable aid:
Tuesday, September 25: Stations
KGW,
KYW,
WDAP,
WFAA,
WFI,
WIP,
WJAX,
WJAZ,
WJZ
and WMAQ.
ton Company: Piano and player rolls, C. C.
Mellor Company; 5:15 P. «!., Dinner concert. Grand Symphony Orchestra; 6:45. Children's period, Dreamtime Lady; 7:20, "Berceuse," "Second Waltz," "Ave Marie
Stella," "Minuet," "Scherze," "Melody in
F." "Waltz from Serenade"; Violin solos;
"Ich Leibe Dich," "Auf Dem Bergen": Contralto solo: "Three Little Fairy Songs,"
"Children of Men." "Wind Song," "Bird
Raptures"; Dormont Ladies Trio: Mrs.
Donald Maxwell, violinist: Ruby Dunn Mac-.
Curdy, pianist.
cellist and contralto; Elizabeth Florin
Evans,
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492). 3:30 P. M.,
Woman's program on Child Training; 10:00.
Dance music, George Olsen and his orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cailf. (Pacific, 395). 12:301:15 P. M., Concert program; 2:30-3 30,
Matinee gramMusicale;
6:45-730,
Children's
pro"Uncle John";
8:00-10:00,
De Luxe
program, Hancock Trio; G. Allen Hancock,
cellist; Albert Angermayer, violinist; Mrs.
Albert Angermayer, pianist; Rev. Thomas
Lutman,
lecturer.
KYW,
Chicago,
III. (Central, 345), 1:35 P. M.,
Studio program;
4:00, News;Musical
5:50, Children's
bedtime
story; 7:00-7:58,
program,
Chicago Musical College; Isham Jones and
his orchestra; Herbie Mintz, pianist; Sallie
Menkes, accompanist; A. W. "Sen" Kaney,
specialty act; 8:05, Twenty Minutes of Good
Reading,
C. J. Pernin.
WBZ,
Springfield,
Mass. (Eastern, 337), 6:30
P. M., Bedtime story for the children:
"What Is a Plot." Dr. J. Berg Esenwein;
7:00, Concert, Harold H. Kreimendalu, tenor;
Mrs. Myers, accompanist; Samuel Leventhal,
violinist; 8:00. Bedtime story for grownups.
Orison S. Mard n.
WCAP, Washington. D. C. (Eastern, 469),
9:45-12:00 P. M., Dance music. Meyer Davis
Le Paradis Band, Roof Garden of the Le
Paradis Restaurant.
WDAP, Chic-ace, III. (Central, Daylight Saving,
360), 7:00 P. M.. Drake Concert Ensemble;
Henry Selinger, director: Blackstone Siring
Quintette; Irving Margrath, director; 10:00.
John Stamford, tenor; Artists from the
Metropolitan Conservatory of Music; Jack
Chapman and his Dance Orchestra.
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight
Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner music. Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Song
recital, Edna Finestone, accompanist; 4:305:55. Short, talks and musical program; 7:308:00', Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-12:55 P. M., Concert. Leslie
Smith, pianist; Lillian Croxton. soloist.
Club. Dallas, Texas (Central, 476), 12:30WFAA,
1:00 P. M., "The Community Chest." T. P.
Junkin, lecturer; 830-9:30, Recital, Choral
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight
Saving. 395), 1:00 P. M.. Dinner music.
Meyer Davis
Concert
Orchestra; 3:00,Bellevue
Recital: Stratford
6:30. Dinner
music,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra;
7:00. Children's Own Half Hour, Stories by
Garden.
Cousin Sue; 8:00, Recital; Dance music. Jack
Leroy and "his orchestra from Catlicy Tea
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RENT WEEK'S PROGRAM

OFFERINGS

8 :00. Song
Davis Bcllevuo Stratford Orchestra;
rital and ahort talks.
WGR,
8uffalo. N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360)
12:00-12:30 P. M., Georgi <Mi.it Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7*0,
George Albert Bouchard,
organist.
WHAS.
Louisville, Ky. (Central.
400), 4:00-5:00
M„
■ I Theater
Orchoitro :P. Ollie
Jones, conductor; Bi i
Strand Theater Orchestra; Hurry S. Oinlc,
conductor;
"Just
Among
Komi
I
Journal;
auspices
or Miss Caroline
Pell: 7:30-9:00,
Selections Concert,
Orchestra;
Reading,
"An
Interesting HisWIP,
Philadelphia
(Eastern.
Daylight
Saving,
509).
torical Episode."
3:00 P. M„ Dance mimic; 7*0-7:30. Bedtime stories.
Uncle Wlp; 8:00, Short talk; 8:15. Program
oi operatic ■le lionOrchestra.
.; 10:10. I):. I, en lull ,lc. C|i:,,li
Cafe I.'Alglon
WJAZ,
Chicago,
III. (Central. Daylight Saving. 448).
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M., Selections, Oriole Orchestra:
"Tim Throe Question ," "Undi i the
lows," i ii i
i ,. a ijttle Cottage,"
"Our «iiitone;
re Selections,
Ihi We Orlolo
I Begins."
Jack Stlllerman.
barOrchestra:
Piano
•i ' SLlllernmn: "The Rosary." "Old Black Joe."
Beulah Boslne, cellist; Selections, Orlolo Orchestra:
"Mah I.indy Lou," "Russian Folk Song," .lack
Oriole
Orcbc tra.
Stlllerman;
Soprano solos, Ella Zeff; Selections.

111

KHJ.
Los Angeles (Pacific. 395),
12:30-1:15 P. M.,
Concert entertainment; 2:30-3 30, Matinee Musicale :
6:45-7:00.
program,
"Uncle
John,"Church:
7:007:30, Organ Children's
recital. First
Methodist
Episcopal
Prof. Arthur Blakeley, organist; 8:00-10:00, De Luxe
program.
KSD,
St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M.. Operatic
progi am arranged by Warren Lemon; 11:00, Dance
music Silverman's Dance Orchestra, Hotel Jefferson.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central. 345). 4:00 P. M.. News;
5:50, Children's bedtime story; 9:00-10:30, Isham
Jones and his Dance Orchestra; Herbie Mintz, pianist; Harry Geise, pianist; Sallie Menkes, accompanist;
Sen Kaney, specialty act; Mary Lee, soprano.
WB2. Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 5*0 P. M.,
Dinner concert, "Social Life," "The Skaters," "Song
Without Words No. 1 and 2," "Hungarian Dance No.
5," "Narcissus," "La Paloraa," "Espana," " Passacalle," "Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna," WBZ
Trio ; 630, Bedtime sicry for the children ; Current
Book Review. R. A. MacDonald; 7*0. Concert. "Thorn
Rose," "Told at Twilight," "Strumming," "Military
March." WBZ Trio; Mrs. W. W. Macalpine, soprano;
Harry Kellogg, accompanist; 8:00, Bedtime story for
grown-ups. Orison S. Marden.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360),
7*0 P. M.. Drake Concert Ensemble; Henry Selinger.
WHO TO TUNE IN THIS WEEK
director; Blackstone String Quintette; Irving Margrath,
director; 10:00. Rosemary Hughes, soprano; George
er 26: StaSaturday, September 29: Stations
R. Hill, Jr., baritone; Jack Chapman and his Drake
;
Dance
Orchestra.
>AP, WDAR,
KGW, KYW, WCAP, WIP, WJAZ
kcd WMAQ.
and WOC.
WDAR.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Eastern, Daylight Saving,
127: Stations
395),
12:00-12:54
P.
M., Organ
recital.
Stanley
WFI. WIP,
Sunday, September 3C: Station
Theater; Dinner
music,
Arcadia
Cafe Concert Orchestra;
2:00-3:00,
Short
talks
and
musical
program;
and WMAQ.
WJAZ.
1 4:30-5:55. Song recital; 7:30-8:00. Bedtime stories,
8: Stations
Dream Daddy: Book review, Doris Hyde; Song recital;
Monday,
October
1:
Stations
'PAR. WDT,
Piano solos, Edna Finestone ; Dance music, Howard
WDAR and WOO.
VOO.
Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Songs by Harry Glyn;
Radioedrama directed by Walter Greenough.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 405),
n. Daylight Sav"Abide, with Me," Chorus Choir; Violin solo;
12:00-12:50
P. Eli
M.,Dawson,
Selections
by Banjo
Oliver's
Kings
Jazz
Orchestra:
soloist:
selections.
[, George Albert
"March of the Priests," Chorus Choir; SereP. George Albert
nade, "Good
Miss Breen; 11:30-11:50, "Bebe," "Susan," "Barney
tainment.Night."
Eastern Hills Men's
Dance Chorus:
Orchestra.EnterGoogle," WDT Orchestra; Vaughn De Leath in Original
I Bt of the day's
WMAQ. Chicago. 111. (Central, Daylight Saving,
Songs; "When the Sun Shines for Me," "Where the
( "The American
447). 430 P. M., Musical program; 7:00-8:00,
Sacramento River Flows," "New Orleans," "BamWeekly talk to Boy Scouts; Talk, Bockwell R. \ balina."
etern, 380). 2:00
"Wild
Flower,"
"Lady
Luck,"
WDT
OrStephens, Automobile editor of the Daily t chestra.
. talk, by courtesy
News: Talk on South America, E. ML New- IWFAA, Dallas, Texas (Central, 476). 1230-1:00 P. M.,
JC-mcert program ;
man, travelogist: 9:00, La Salle Hotel OrHarriott, soprano;
"Great Characters Among Early Christians," Dr.
Martin Stopfer,
chestra; 9:15. Program, Elizabeth Stokes, soRobert Stewart Hyer; 8:30-930, Helen Fuots and asi sisting artists in song.
itll, bass:
Solo,
prano.
Heading, Alvina
WOAW, Omaha, Neb. (Central. 526), 9:00-11:00 WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395).
■sie C. Herriott.
P. M.. Selections, Nehawfca Orchestra; "The
1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Strat. alto.
ford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Concert; Harold Simonds,
Daisies." Leona Pollard (8 years old) ; "To
I. 400), 4:00-5:00
baritone; Caroline Hoffman, pianist; 630. Dinner
Spring," Hazel Carper, pianist; Reading,
rvon Theater Ormusic, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
"Kentucky Philosophy," Isadora Stone; "I
Give It All to You," Mary Pollard (12
K»r; "Just Among
fcial ; Selectioni,
years old) ; Old-time fiddler— selected, H. H. WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360).
12:00-12:30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
Barry S. Currie.
Stoil; "Cavalleria Rusticanna," DeForest
630-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00.
icert, Conecrdia
Pbilpot,
violinist;
Skit,St."Dot
Entertains,"
r.ard
Dentinger,
Mary Ketch.
Esther
John;
Reading,
Digest of the day's news; Road reports; 9:00. Mixed
program,
Buffalo Electric Club.
Elizabeth Sheldon (9 years old) ; Talk, A. F
Theater OrchesSchenetady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:00 P. M..
Sturm; Old fiddler— selected, Wm. Steel; WGY?
Music and address, Dr. William Burges Cornell; 7:45
m. Daylight Sav"Out of the Dusk to You," Ladies' Quartet;
Musical program ; Instrumental selection. Gibson Man,13 recital: 7 SO,
"My Mother of Pearl," Mrs. John Hansen,
dolin Club, Arthur Lessor. 1st mandolin; William F.
; 8:00, Address:
soloist; "When You and I Were Young,
Jacob, 1st mandolin; Howard I. Becker, 2nd mandolin:
Maggie,"
Mrs.
B.
B.
Stone
and
daughters.
Get There," by
William H. Fowler, 2nd mandolin; Cornelius Young,
Yerle, Kathryn; Clara Sehlichteraier, pianist;
• of Automobile
mandola; Harry MacMullen, mando-cello; Weller
i Dance
music.
"The Fortune Teller," Mrs. J. Hansen, soloFisher, harp-guitar; Isabelle Franklin, soprano, orist; Gladys Wolfe, pianist; Old-time fiddler —
»ns from Hotel
selected, Wm. Balfour.
chestra accompaniment; 10:30, Radio Drama, "The
Organ recital,
Romantic Age," WGY Student Players; Cast. Ruth
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 M.
| Theater: 9:15.
Bentley. Arline Montgomery, Rose Colin, Robert Parry,
music, Charlie
Chimes concert; 3:30 P. M., Educational proJerome Lovenheira. Gemma Votties, Edward H. Smith,
gram, Karl G. Stephan; Music. 5:45, Chimes
Charles S. Baumes, John Loftus; Orchestral selection,
concert; 6:30,
Sandman's
•n, 390), 8*0 P.
WGY Orchestra.
Orchestra,
popular
music. visit; 8:00, P. S. C
'fl -veland OrchesWHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central. 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M..
•: 9:30. Musical
Concert, Strand Theater Orchestra; Harry S. Currie,
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight
*rio; >Frs. Wm.
Saving, 509), 11:00 A. M.. Organ recital.
conductor; Selections, Mary Anderson Theater OrKessler, violinist;
Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:54 P. M., Dinner
chestra; Ollie Jones, conductor; "Just Among Home
music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
Folks," Courier-Journal; Selections, Rialto Theater
Daylight Saving,
Organ ; 7 30-9 :00, Concert, auspices of Helen I.
4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt
■Hections,
Oriole
"Baby.
Mitchell; Reading, "An Interesting Historical EpiWWJ, Del.-oit. Mich. (Eastern. 517), 12:00 M..
Detroit News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., Detroit WIP, Philadelphia, Pa- (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
. Gladys W-lge;
News Orchestra; Town Crier; Robert and
ia: "Hurgarian
Paul
Smith,
baritone:
Mrs.
Kathleen
Hague,
6:45
P. M„ "Radio Baseball Dope." by Monte Cross,
iid.
pi.-inist: "To
old-time baseball player; 7:00-7:30, Bedtime stories.
soprano; 11:00. Detroit News Orchestra;
OTor.r
Uncle Wip; 8:00, Song recital: 9 30. Musical program.
Robert and Paul Smith, baritones.
I hestrs ; Piano
WJAX,
Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern. 390), 7:00 P. M-,
sode."
until 1:00 A. M., Vocal, instrumental, and orchestral
rotten," "" :--n
Ihrl; Selections.
selections. May Company of Cleveland Annual May
Day program ; Surprise features.
astern. Daylight
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central. .Daylight Saving, 448).
Concert,
from
10:00 P. M.-2 A. M„ Selections, Oriole Orchestra:
*5, Recitations,
"Waltz In G Major," "In the Time of Roses," Grace
ojram ; Joe HolGordon, violinist; "Chinese Lullaby," "To a Wild
5. "Jack Babbit
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving,
Rose," Esther Lang, soprano : Selections, Oriole Or7345,
Evening
400). 8:00-9:00 P. M.. Musical program;
chestra; "The Rancher's
Song,"
Leonard
Huber, baritone;
Piano solos,
Elsie "Pining,"
Barge; Selections.
"The WaddingOverture, "Mignon," "Sbadowland." "Naila."
iffe serial s' rv.
Oriole Orchestra; "Dream float," "Indiana Moon,"
"Dance
of
the
Flutes,"
"Air
de
Ballet."
Organ recital,
Leonard
Huber,
baritone;
"Nocturne
in
E
Major,"
"H. M. S. Pinafore." Star Concert Orchestra;
anamaker
Grace Gordon, violinist; Norma Johnson, contralto;
" iOd.Audi"Selected," Arthur Semplc, Flute solo.
Selections, Oriole Orchestra.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh. Pa. (Eastern. 326). 9:00 WJZ,
em, 309). 4:00
New
York,
N.
Y.
(Eastern.
Daylight
Saving,
455).
A. M., Music; 11:30. Victrola and Victor
•nions. Adelaide
3:00 P. M., Fashion developments. Women's Wear;
records, S. Hamilton Company; Piano and
Smith,
reader:
3*5,
Mme.
Miltonella
Beardsley,
pianist;
4:05,
Conplayer rolls, C. C. Mellon Company; 5:15
'«" Presb
cert, Theodore Van Yorx, director: 5:15, "The Larger
P. M., Dinger concert. Grand Symphony
Chorui
Aspect of World Affairs," Frederic Dixon; 6:05.
Orchestra; 630. Address to the Farmers.
s W. ShafTer.
"Clove-fielfl Farm Stories." Helen Fuller Orten.
WLW.
Cincinnati. Ohio (Eastern, 309). 4*0 P. M..
Frank E. Mullen: 6:45. Children's period,
ViBiam Heister.
Dienmtime Lady; 7:20, Concert, Lyman Almy
Evans Burbank
"Your Success," May Cornell Stoiber.
Perkins, director: Mrs. Brabazon Rutherford,
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 447).
My
Shepherd."
altc, Bev. Edwin
4:30 P. M.. Program. Bush Conservatory of Music:
contralto:' Robert M. Gibb, baritone.
KGW. Portland, Ore. (Pacific. 492), 3:30 P.
7:00-8:00, Indian program, Henry Purmort Eames,
le." Mrs. Hazel
director; Opening Talk on Indian music. Dr. Eames:
}b Jerusalem."
M., Women's
igler, soprano:
George
Olscn. program; 8*0, Vocal solos; 8:15;
Indian music, Mrs. Edith Shaw Brown, pianist; Talk

Friday, September 28

Left, Dr. Henry P.
Eames, director of
special gram
Indian
proFriday, September 28, and in
circle, Jennie F. W.
Johnson, contralto,
who will give song
recital Tuesday,
September 25, at the
Station,Daily
WMAQ
Chicago
News

by Robert J. Hamilton,
Blackfeet Indian representative in Washington; Indian music, Paul Vernon
violinist; Blanch Weber Vernon, pianist; Indian songs.
Amy Dorith, soprano; Two horn solos, John M. Kuhn
Yankton-Sioux.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb. (Central, 526). 9:00-11:00 P M.
Wowl
dance program. George Reider and his Raga,An9?!
"Blue Hoosier Blues," "Carolina
Mammy,"
..J,.??
for Thumb,"
Tfm-" "When
My Sweetie
Wet Your
"Louisville
Lou," Went
"That Away,"
RedHead Gal," "Dreamy Melody," "Saxophobia," "Rose
„WOC,
of Pieardy,'
Down the
Davenport,"Swinging
Iowa (Central.
484),Lane."
12:00 M„ Chimes
concert; 3:30
P. M„ Educational
program,
C. E.
• -.enti8:00,
}iusic5:*5' program;
Chimes concert;
Sandman's
visit;
Musical
Erwin 6:30.
Swindell,
director; E. H. Hass, reader; Mrs. Martin Silberstein, harptone. ist; Herbert Silberstein, violinst; Dwight Slade, bariW.0.^nPJ'l^l!,|lhia- ■**- 'Extern, Daylight Saving. 509).
P.
Dinner0rean
music,
Wanamaker
Room
Orches!» M.
.. V,M"
recital,
Mary E. Tea
Vogt;
12:00-12:54
tra; 4:45-5:00. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt- 7:40
Dmner music. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Concert
Orchestra: 8:45, Dance music. Hotel Arielnhia Roof
Garden
director. Orchestra; piano recital; 11:10, Dance music.
Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra, Walter Miller,
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. (Eastern. 517), 12:00 M.. Detroit
News Orchestra; 8:30 P. M., Detroit News Orchestra;
town Cner; Anne Campbell, News Poet; E. M. Murray, baritone; Lillian Shimberg Freedrnan, pianist.

Saturday, September 29
CFJ£.„To,Tonto'
0nt-Musical
(Eastern,
Daylight"Three
Saving,Dances
400),
8*0-9:00
P. M.,
Program,
from Henry VIII," "Turkish March." "Gold and
Silver Waltz," "Pulcinello." "Carmen," Star Concert
Orchestra; "Selected," Mrs. Marshall, soprano; "Medifrom Thais." "Viennese Melody," Harry
Adaskin, tation
violinist.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 9:00 A. M„
Music; 11:30, Victrola and Victor records, S. Hamilton Company; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mellor
Company; 5:15 P. M., Concert, Westinghouse Band;
6:45, Children's period, Dreamtime Lady; 7:20, Overture, "Barber of Seville," "Narcissus," "The Darkies'
Dream." "Attila," "Sweetest Story Ever Told,"
"Prelude," Excerpts from "Beautiful Galatea." "Potpourri, A Night in Berlin," "The Swan," Intermezzo
"Cavalleria Kusticana," Overture ""Morning, Noon and
Night," Westinghouse Band; T. J. Vastine. director.
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 3:30 P. M.. Children's program; 10*0, Dance music, George Olsen and
his orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15
P. M.. Concert; 230-3 30, Matinee Musicale: 6:45730,Luxe
Children's
program.
Do
program,
G. A. "Uncle
Phelps, John";
of the 8:00-10:00,
Suburban
Estates Company, assisted by the Robertson-Cole
Studios.
KSD. St. Louis, Mo. (Central. 546). 8:00 P. M., Orchestral concert, organ recital, vocal and instrumental
specialties; Missouri Theater.
KYW, Chicago, 111. (Central, 345), 4:00 P. M„ News;
550. Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Isham Jones
and his Orchestra; Mary Lee, soprano; Harry Geise,
pianist: 8:05, Under the Evening Lamp. "Youth's
PWX, Havana, Cuba (Eastern, 400), 9.00-11:30 P. M..
Maria Fantoli, soprano; Mr. Carrasco, tenor; Elvira
Companion."
Roca,
pianist
WBZ. Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 6:00 P. M..
Dinner concert. Hotel Kimball Trio; 6:30. Bedtime
story for the children; "Bringing the World to Amerprepared by
WorldAiwyn
Magazine";
"This
Week's ica,"
Judge";
7*0,"Our
Concert,
E. W. Bach,
baritone: Mis. May Major, accompanist: Myrtle Celeste
Atchinson, pianist; 8*0, Bedtime story for grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WCAP, Washington, D. C. (Eastern. 469), 9:45-12:00
P. M., Dance music. Meyer Davis Le Paradis Band,
Roof Garden of the Le Paradis Restaurant.
WDAP. Chicago. III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360),
7:00 P. M., Drake Conceit Ensemble; Henry Selinger,
director; Blackstone String Quintette; Irving Margalh, dire-tor; 10:00, Betty Holmes, soprano; Fred
Rose,
pianist-composer;
Bob Quartette;
Brown and
famous
overseas
Ukulele Mclodians
JackhisChapman
and his Drake Hotel Dance Orchestra.
WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern. Daylight Saving.
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley
Theater; Dinner music. Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; chestra:
2*0-3:00,
Concert,
Arcadia5:55,
Cafe
Concert
Or4:30-5:55,
Dance music;
Baseball
scores;
7:30-8:00, Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 405),
12:00-1:00 P. M., "Tinkcrman and the Winged Taxi,"
Edith J. Craine; "Big Blonde Mama," First. Last
and Always," "Babbling
Max Hctrig,Brook,"
soloist; Harry
"Dreamy
"Louisiana."
Lee.Melody,"
soloist;
"You Can't Make a Fool Out of Me," "Barney Google," Billy Burke, soloist.
WFAA, Dallas. Texas (Central. 476). 12 30-1:00 P. M„
"Uso and Misuse of the Automobile," E. Gordon
Perry; 8:30-9:30, Emmett B. Peck, violinist: Martha
Serenaders.
M Whitaker. pianist; 11*0-12:00, Jimmy Allen's
WFI, Philadelphia (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 395).
1 :00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue
Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3*0, Musical program,
Loietta Kerk at the piano; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyei

WJZ. New York. N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 455).
3:00 P. M.. Fashion
developments,
Women1
6:05, "Uncle Wlgglly f Stories,"
Howard .Garis:I : 10:00.
8:00,
Street ( I
"Peruvian
arranged by Senor Danli 1 Alonua Night
Rubles. Program,"
WMAQ, Chicago, Ml. (Central, Daylight Saving. 447),
3:00 P. M„ LaSalli Botol Orchestra; 8:15, Pennsylvania Railroad Fort Wayne Division Orchestra;
9:00-10:00, -Musical program, Chicago Theater.
WOAW, Omaha, Nebraska (Central, 526). 9:00-11:00
P. M.. "Praise Ye the Father," Park Sextet: Overture, "Halleluiah," Park Orchestra; "lie Did Not
Die In Vain," Lieben and Francois; "Holy City,"
Dorothy G. Park, violinist; "Father, Protect Us
Through tha Night," Mr. and Mrs. Park, Dorothy and
Lieben; "Cupid's Heart," Air from "Rlgoletto,"
"Spring Song." Park Orchestra; "Little Buttercup,"
Sen eve Park; Flute, "Mlnuette." Lieben Park;
"Come Where the Lilies Bloom." Mrs. Park, Dorothy ;
"Souvenir de Wieniawski," "Tyroler Heimathsklaenge," Dorothy Park, violinist; "Don't Use Big
Words, " "The Bootblacks." C. A. Park, reader: "O
Dry Those Tears," Dorothy Park; Violin and flute
duet, "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling," Dorothy,
Lieben Park; "Barcarolle," "Melody in F," Park
Orchestra; Italia, "Lucrezia," Park Sextet; "My
Ain Folk," "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling," "NaHymn of Park
Spain."
Dorothy Park; "Medley of
PatriotictionalAirs."
Orchestra.
WOC. Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 P. M..
Chimes concert;3:30 P. M., Educational program, C. CL
Orchestra.
Hall; 9:00,
Music;Dance
5:45,program,
Chimes P.concert:
Sandman's*
visit;
S. C. 6:30,
WOO.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
(Eastern,
Vogt.
Mary
E. Saving.
Vogt;
509),
11*0 A. M., Organ
recital. Daylight
12:00-12:54
P. M„ Dinner
music. Wanamaker
Tea
Room
Orchestra;
4:45-5:00, Organ recital,
Mary E.
WWJ, Detroit Mich. (Eastern, 517). 12:00 M., Dechestra.troit News Orchestra; 730 P. M., Detroit News Or-

Sunday, September 30
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific 395), 10:00 A. M..
Sacred service; 10:30-11:00, Organ recital from the
First Methodist Episcopal Church, Prof. Arthur Blakeley, organist: 7:00-7:30 P. M., Organ recital from the
First Methodist Episcopal Church, Prof. Arthur
Blakeley, organist.
KYW, Chicago, III. (Central, 345), 10:00 A. M., Church
Services, Central Church; Rev. Br. F. F. Shannon,
pastor; 5:00-8:00, Sisson Trio; A. L. Shyman, pianist;
Theodore Ratzer, cellist; George Bass, violinist.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 360),
9:15 P. M-, Henry Selinger and the Drake Concert
Ensemble; Soloist to be announced.
WFAA, Dallas. Texas (Central, 476), 2:30-3:30 P. M..
Radio Chapel Bible Class. Dr. William M. Anderson Jr., Pastor First Presbyterian Church; Half hour
Bible teaching; half hour Gospel singing. I. Wesley
Hubbell, teacher; 9:30-10:00,, Sacred music recital,
singers from Oak Cliff Presbyterian Church: Alice
Knox Ferguson,
director;
10:00-11:00.conductor.
Britling's Dallas
Cafeteria
Orchestra;
Lou Goldberg,
WFI. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395),
7:30 P. M., Church services. Arch Street Presbyterian
Church; organ recital.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
3:00 P. M., Vesper service, the Rev. G. A. Butterick.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380). 10:30 A. M..
Church service, Albany Street Methodist Episcopal
Church, Schenectady, N. Y., Reverend Albert D.
Angell; D. D., Pastor; 7:30 P. M., Church service.
Albany Street Methodist Episcopal Church; Reverend
Albert D. Angell. D. D.. Pastor.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 9:57 A. M., Organ music; 10 :00, Church services. Crescent Presbyterian Church; Rev. Dr. J. V. Logan, pastor; 4:00-5:00
p. m., Concert, Isabelle Wetzelberger, director.
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern. 360), 8:00 P. M..
Musical program, WHK Orchestra and vocal solos
by popular
entertainers.
WJAZ,
Chicago.
III. (Central, Daylight Saving. 448).
6:00-9:00 "Rustle
P. M., Selections,
Orchestra:
"Polish ;
Dance,"
of Spring,"Oriole
Margaret
Neff, pianist
"Pro Peccatis." R G. Ball, baritone; Selections.
Oriole Orchestra; "Dawn," "Stars Brightly Shining."
Cora
Allen Margaret
Pripps, contralto;
Dance."
"The
Cuckoo."
Neff; Cello"Anitra's
solos. Hugo
Sansone;
Selections,
Orchestra;
"I Hear
Thrush
Eve."
"GrayOriole
Days,"
"To You."
R. G. aBall;
Selec-at
tions. Oriole Orchestra.
WOAW. Omaha. Nebraska (Centra!, 526). 9:00 A. M.,
Radio chapel service. Rev. R. R. Brown; Musical
chapel service, Third Presbyterian Church.
WWJ. Detroit, Mich. (Eastern, 517). 11:00 A. M-, Church
services.
St. Paul's
Episcopal
Cathedral;
4:00baritone
P. M.,;
Detroit News
Orchestra
; Cyril
Wezmael,
Leo Robitaille, tenor.

Monday, October 1
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. 395). 12:00-12:54
P. M., Organ recital. Stanley Theater. Pinner rmific,
Arcadia Cafe Concut Orchestra: 2:00-3:00. Pong recital; Piano selections, Edna Finestone: 4:30-5:55,
Short talks and song recital: 7:30-7:45. Bedtime stories.
Dream Daddy; 7:45, Moving picture review; 8:00,
Song
recital: Dance
Cafe Orchestra;
Specialmusic,
WDARHoward
features.Lanin's Arcadia
WFI, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern. 395). 1:00 P. M..
Dinner
music,
Meyer
Davis
Bellevue
Stratford 6:30.
Concert Orchestra; 3:00. Popular musical selections;
Dinner music Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 300)
12:00-12:30 P. M-, George Albert Bouchard, organist:
6:30-7:00. George Albert Bouchard, organist: 7:90.
Digest music.
of the National
day's news:
Statler
?nom
Safety 9:00,
Congress
Ball.Hotel Ball
WGY. Schenectady.
N. Y. (Eastern. 360). 2:00 P. M..
Music and fashion, by courtesy of Modern
Pi
7:45 A Night of Jewish Melody: Orch
WGY
orchestra; Rose Conn, mezzo soprano; Edward
A. Rice, violinist ; Audits. C. E. Merris.
WHAS, Louisville. Ky. (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 P. M..
Selections. Strand Theater Orchestra; Harry S.
Mary Anderson Theater
Selections.
Currio,
Orchestra;conductor;
Ollie Jones,
conductor; Selections. Rialto
WIP.''' Philadelphia.
Pa. (Eastern. 509), 3:00 P. M.,
Artist recital: 6:45, "Ttadjo Baseball Dope by Monte
Cross. Uncle
old-time
stories.
Wip. ball player: 7:00-7:30, Bedtime
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, 509). 11:00 A. M.,
Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:54 P. M..
Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45music, recital,
Dinner
5:00 Organ
Mary E. Vogt; 7:45. Dinner
music, Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra: A.
Candelori. director; 8:30, Band concert and organ
recital 9:30. Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Bool
Garden' Orchestra. Walter Miller director.

The Week's Headliners on the Air
SCANNING the offerings of the
week, one can hardly complain for lack of choice. Let us
see. On Tuesday night WOAW
has an excellent classic program.
How about Wednesday? Well
there's a good classic program
on at KDKA, an orchestra concert at KSD, a Cuban Navy band
concert at PWX, and a special
birthday party and jazz song riot
at WDT. Then for the children,
WLW
is giving a child play.
Aspiring writers would do well
to listen into WBZ Thursday,
when Dr. J. Berg Esenwein tells,
"What Is a Plot?" And on the
same evening William Johnson
at WJZ gives another installment of his detective serial
story,
"The
Waddington
Cipher."
Friday looms
up with
two
Radio dramas; at WDAR and
WGT. WMAQ wil devote Friday night to a special Indian
program, while WOAW will give
two hours of good dance music.
WJZ's Peruvian Night on Saturday ought not be boring. Sunday let's tune in WDAP and hear
the Drake Concert Ensemble, and
Monday — let's see — ah, Monte
Cross will give us some real
baseball dope via WIP.

"Herbie" Mintz,

StJ'V
*^~?0

left, popular
pianist who will
be heard at Station KYW,

Chi-

Tuesday, September 25
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 40
8:00-9:00 P. M., Musical program, "A Ball Scent
"Passepied," "Minuet," "Molly on the Shore," Si
Concert Orchestra; "Cradle Song," "O, Dry Thi
Tears."
"I Hear
Thrush at Eve," Ina Loekart, cc
tralto; Cello
Solo,a selected.
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326). 9:00 A. I
Music; 11:30, Victorola and Victor records, S. Ham
ton Company; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mel
Company: 5:15 P. M., Dinner concert. Grand Symp
ony Orchestra: 6:45, Children's period. Dreamti:
Lady; 7:05, "Need for Trained Men," John T. M<
ris, director College of Industries, Carnegie Instill
of Technology; 7:20, Concert, Pittsburgh Musical I
statute.
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 3:30 P. M.. Ta
Jeannette P. Cramer, home economics editor of T
Oregonian; 10:00, Dance music, George Olsen and 1
Orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395). 12:30-1:15
M., Concert features; 2:30-3:30. Matinee
Musica
6:45-730, Children's Hour, "Uncle John"; 8:00-10:1
De Luxe Program.
Flournoy's Califomians.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 8:00 P. M., Pi
gram to be announced.
KYW, Chicago, III. (Central, 345), 135 P. M.. Stuc
program;
News;
5:50,pianist;
Children's
7:00-7:58, 4:00,
Herbie
Mintz,
Salliebedtime
Menkes,stoia
companlst; A. W. "Sen" Kaney. specialty a<
Schlewsig Helsteiner Saengerbund (Male Voices) ; if.
Hotton, director; "Concerte," "Andante." "Will
the Wisp," "Fen Follett," Mary McAuliffe, pianis
Isham Jones and his Dance Orchestra; 8:01, Prograi
American Farm Bureau Federation.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 630 P. W
Bedtime story for children; 7:00, Concert. Mrs. Flo
ence W. Rosenberg, pianist; Pauline Ewig, contralt
Mrs. Van Buren, accompanist; 8:00, Bedtime sto
for Grown-ups, Orison S. Marden; Speeches ai
music, National Convention of the Exchanges Club.
WDAP, Chicago, 111. (Central, Daylight Saving. 360
7:00 P. M., Drake Concert Ensemble; Henry Selingi
director; Blackstone String Quintette; Irving Ma
Erath, director; 10:00, Frederick W. Agard, teno
Bob Cougle, pianist; Jack Chapman and his Dan
Orchestra.
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Savin
395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley The:
ter; Dinner music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orehestr
2:00-3:00, Concert, Arcadia Cafe Orchestra; Soprai
solos; 4:30-5:55, Song recital; 7:30. Bedtime storie
Uncle Wip; Drama review, Walter Greenough.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 395
12:00 M., "Blue Hoosier Blues." "Hi-Lee-Hi-Low,
"No, No. Nora," Bob Miller, tenor; Herbert Steine
pianist; 12:15 P. M.. "Carolina Mammy," "Swingii
Down the Lane," "Steve, Bose, and Ben." Lew
Pianni, soloist; Herbert Steiner, pianist; "Wonde'
ful One," "Cry Myself to Sleep," Jimmy Flin
soloist; 12:45, "Saw-Mill Kiver Rose," Bob Mil
soloist.
„ _ ..
WFAA. Dallas, Texas (Central, 476). 12:30-1:00 P. M
DeWitt McMurray, lecturer; 8:30-930, Sanger Brotl
ers. Philadelphia.
choral club ; 1Pa.
1 :00-(Eastern,
1 2 :00, Footwarmers'
Orehestr:
WFI,
Daylight Saving,
395
1:00 P. M., Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevv
Stratford Orchestra; 3:00 P. M., Song recital; 6:31
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellerae Stratford Dane
Orchestra; 7:00-7 30, Children's Own Half Hou
Stories by Cousin Sue; 8:00, Boy Scout Radio Corps
9:00, Song recital; J0:30, Dance music, Meyer Day
Bellevue Stratford Orchestra.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360
12:00-12 30 P. M., George Albert Bouchard, organisi
3:30, Recital. Dorothy Lockwood, pianist; 6:30-7:01
George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00, Digest c
the day's news; Topics of scientific interest.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:00 P. M
Music and address, Mrs. Chester Moore; 7:45, Mu
sical program; Selections. The Lawrence Trio. Williai
T Lawrence, violinist; Willard D. Lawrence, cellist
Eleanor Padley. pianist; Mrs. William T. Lawrenct
soprano; Eleanor Padley, accompanist; Address, Dr.
Louis C. Cornish.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 P.
M., Concert, Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra; Ollie
Jones, conductor;
"Just Among
Folks" Concert.
; Selections. Alamo Theater
Organ; Home
7:30-9:00,
Henry M. Schilling and His Orchestra: Fred Wells,
tencr; Philadelphia,
Reading.
"An Pa.
Interesting
Historical
WIP.
(Eastern,
DaylightEpisode."
Saving,
509), 3:00 P. M., Artist recital; 6:02, Dinner music.
Dick Regan's WiP Little Symphony Orchestra; 7:007 30, Bedtime stories. Uncle Wip; 8:00, Short talks :
8:15, Song recital: 9:00, Musical program; Dance
music,
Charlie Kerr's
L'Aiglon390),
Orchestra.
WJAX, Cleveland,
Ohio Cafe
(Eastern,
7:30 P. M..
Concert program, the Cleveland News-Leader; 7:308*0, Song recital for children, Clarabelle Johnson:
Bedtime story; 8:00-10:00, Thow's Syneopators; 10piece jazz orchestra in popular dance music; Vocal
selections, Soprano Trio, Miss Helen Cannon, Miss
Rose Seton. Miss Dorothy Maskell.
WJAZ.
Chicago, III. (Central, Daylight Saving, 448),

iniLt-n r,nsi'muie ;

KGW.

Portland, Ore. (Pacific. 492), 3 39 P. M.. Children's program; 8:00. Conceit, Columbia All- Artist
Orchestra. Harry Linden, director; 10:00, Dance music,
George Olsen and his orchestra.
KHJ. Los Angefes, Calif. (Facific, 395), 12:30 1:15
P. M., Concert.; 2:39-3:30, Matinee Musicale; 6:45730, Children's Program, "Uncle John": 8:00-10:00,
De Luxe Program, Lucille Holraan, mezzo-soprano;
Virginia Hubbard,
violinist; Edna B. Hanna, pianist.
KSD. St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 7:00 P. 1W.. Concert.
Abergh's Concert Orchestra of the Hotel Statler.
KYW. Chicago. Ml. (Central, 345), 4:00 P. M., News;
5:50,
Children's
bedtime
story;
7:00-7:58.
Isham
Jones and
his Dance
Orchestra;
Harry
Goise, pianist:
Mary Lee, soprano; Marguerite Kugei, soprano; 8:05.
Reviews of the latest books, Llewellyn Jones.
PWX, Havana, Cuba (Eastern, 400). 9:00-11:30 P. M.,
Concert, Cuban Navy Band.
WBZ, Springfield. Mass. (Eastern, 337), 5:00 P. M..
Dinner concert, "Pique Dame Overture." "Serenade."

concert; 3:30 P. M., Educational Program, Clyde G.
Kern; Music;
Sandman's
visit; 8:00,
Pipe 10:00,
organ
recital,
Erwin 6:30.
Swindell;
Edith Barlow,
reader;
Artist Musical
Program ; Erwin
Swindell,
musical
WOO. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 509),
11:00 A. M., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:54
P. M., Dinner music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra; 4:45-5*0. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ. Detroit Mich. (Eastern. 517), 12:00 IB., Detroit
News Orchestra; 8:30 P. IB., Detroit News Orchestra;
Town Crier; Lyie Cook, baritone; Elsie Bond, soprano.

Thursday, September 27
CFCA, Toronto, Ont. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 400),
8:00-9:00 P. M-, Musical program, Melodique, "Sere-

Henry Selinger, director: Blackstone String
Quintette; Irving Margrath. director; 10:00,
John Stamford, tenor; Artists from the
Metropolitan Conservatory of Music; Jack
Chapman and bis Dance Orchestra.
WDAR. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. Daylight
Saving, 395), 12:00-12:54 P. M., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinn-r music, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2*0-3:00. concert, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Song
recital, Edna Finestone. accompanist ; 4:305:55, Short talks and musical program; 7:308:00'. Bedtime stories. Dream Daddy.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving. 405), 12:00-12:55 P. M., Concert. Leslie
Smith, pianist; Lillian Croxton, soloist.
WFAA, Dailas, Texas (Central. 476), 12:301:00 P. M., "The Community Chest." T. P.
Junkin,
lecturer; 8 30-9 30; Recital, Choral
Club.
WFI. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, Dayiiuit
Saving,
395),
1:00 P. M.. Dinner
music.
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BUILD YOUR
OWN SET

HERE ARE
THE PARTS

Flewellin g

Cockaday

CONSISTING OF
6x14 Formica Panel.
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
Three .006 Mica
Condensers
CRL Variable Grid
Leak
Grid Leak
2 Coil Adjustable
Honeycomb
Mounting
with
Knobs
50 Turn Honeycomb
Coil
75 Turn Honeycomb
Coil
2 Coil Mounts with
Straps

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE!!

Reg. Our
Price
Price
$1.26 $1.10
3.30

1.45

3.00

2.2S

1-85
40

1.35
.25

4.00

2.65

.75

.40

75

.40

1.20

Regular Price
OUR PRICE

.80

Price
$.45
1.35
.25
.40
.20

.50

$22.16

»12«

ALL PANELS

VARIOMETERS

DRILLED

READY FOR
IMMEDIATE
MOUNTING

KNOCKED DOWN
RECEIVER
Moulded
Variometer
.
$3.65
Moulded
Variocoupler . 3.65

COMPLETE

PARTS

Reg. Price
Our
CONSISTING OF
Price
2 Variometers
$10.00 $3.90
1 Variocoupler
5.00 1.75
3 Bakelite Dials ... 3.00 .75
John Firth
Socket
1.00
.40
Howard Rheostat... 1.10 .80
Cunningham C-300
Detector
Tube
5.00
4.45
Mahogany Cabinet . 4.50 2.75
Genuine Formica
Panel
2.25
1.75
8 Binding Posts
80
.40
Switch
Lever
50
.25
12 Switch Points
40
.20
Freshman
Grid Leak
and Condenser
Combined
1.00
.75
Complete Drawing for
Assembly and
Wiring
1.00
.50
Regular Price
OUR PRICE

$30.85

$1795

Head Sets
SX65
Speaker

.

$17.50

ORIGINAL
BALDWIN PHONES

Reinartz

3^

40,000 head sets — the entire stock
of the Automatic Electric Co. of
Chicago.— for us a single purchase.
Here is but one of the many opportunities our enormous buying power
offers you — in this special case a
splendid Automatic Electric $10
head set for only $3.65.

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE!!

Reg.

CONSISTING OF
7x18 Formica Panel.
Remler Bakelite
Socket
Howard Vernier
Rheostat
23 Plate Variable
Condenser
,
11 Plate Cuni
Variable
3 Switch Levers . . .
2 Dozen Switch
Points
1 Schoonhoven
Reinartz
Coil . . .
Freshman Variable
Grid Leak and
Condenser
binedComAny

Price

Price
Our

. 1.00
.$1.89

$1.70
.45
1.35

. 1.50
1.45

. 3.30

1.35

. 3.10
. 1.50

.40
.75
1.95

3.00

1 Howard
CONSISTING

$ .40
.20

1 Switch Lever

.50

1 Baseboard

COMPLETE

$19.37

Can be used to amplify Reinartz,
Flewelling, Short Wave Receiver,
Crystal, Ultra Aud.ion or any Receiving Set so that Loud Sneaker
or Phonograph can be used in place
of head set.
Reg.
Our
CONSISTING OF
Price
Price

High
AU-American Ratio
or Thordarson
Transformer
4.75
Low Ratio Thordarson
or Ail-American
Transformer
4.50
2 Howard
Rheostats 2.20
2 John Firth
Sockets
2.00
3 Dbl. Pacent Jacks 3.00
13 Binding Posts
1.30
Baseboard for
Mounting
JO

*12S

Regular Price

PRICE

OUR

11

3.95
3.95
2.00
.90
1.50
.65
.15

$20.10

OF

Price
Our
$3.45

1 Variocoupler
23-Plate Variable
Condenser
2 Erla Sockets
1 Erla Reflex
No. 1 Transformer
1 Erla A. F. Transformer.
1 Erla .002 Mica Condenser
1 Erla .001 Mica Condenser
1 Erla .00025 Mica
Condenser
1 Erla Fixed Crystal
Detector

1.45
1.30
3.95
4.85
JO
.30

OF

Our
Price
$1.00
50
40

Howard
Rheostat
Bakelite Dials
Binding Posts
dozen Switch Points
and 4 Stops
2 Switch Levers

OUR

Capt. Schoohoven d»1 QC
y1,ga
Reinartz Coils
Freshman
Variable
Grid
Leak and ConCC
myJ%J
denser, $1.00 value
Double Phone Cords
50
Phone Caps for mostly all
phones
25

200 Ohm

Potentiometers.

.05
Oft
•£,Xt
1^\
* ' *»
.50
10
1.35

Rubber Spaghetti Tubing,
yard
10
Antenella — Use
Electric
Light Socket for aerial.. 1.15
Dials — 2, 3 and 3% inch...

PRICE

28S2

200 to 600 meters.

Super - efficient variocoupler
with 180-degree rotor movement (for sharpest tuning)
and having 20 antenna taps.

30
50

Formica

1.37

PRICE

25

$5.00 Value
Variometer
$4.50 Value

Mahogany

$3.65

$1.95

Variocoupler. . 1.75

3 COIL MOUNTING

1.00

.25

iiiHiuiiimiimmiiimmim

HONEYCOMB COILS
The Automatic Electric head set
embodies a style and design proved
by use and experiment to be the best.
Coil wound with about 6500 turns
of No. 40 enamel coated copper wire.
Direct current resistance approximately 1600 ohms. Impedance at
average music and voice frequency
(800 cycles) is 21,000 ohms.

1,500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1,000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

'THE

LARGEST

$1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
75
60
50
40
40
40

RADIO

CORPS,
194-WQC
Oty

$245

TRIC
Each PHONES
Phone Cap is ipi.VU
covered
with large, soft rubber ear
cushions, and an aviation
leather helmet goes with each
set ! These are the only phones
to pass the
fications forGovernment
sensitivenessspeciand
loudness, the requirements
called for in aircraft. reception.

r /

STORE

$3.85
2.95

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00
$1.75
$4.30
$3.70
$3.30
$2.25

value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,
value,

43 Plate Vernier. $3.95
23 Plate Vernier. . 3.45
11 Plate Vernier. 2.95
3 Plate Vernier.. 1.15
43 Plate NOW... 1.75
23 Plate NOW... 1.45
11 Plate NOW... 1.35
5 Plate NOW
1.25

,

IN AMERICA"

ALL MDSE.
GUARANTEED
BY US
TO BE OF
FIRST

MAIL

ALL
ORDERS,

SMALL,OR
LARGE
SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY

QUALITY
509 SOUTH

STATE ST., Dept. D-929, CHICAGO,

in.; 3/16" thick, 2c per sq. in.
Engraving, 4c per letter.
Mahogany
7x10x7
7x14x7
7x18x7
7x21x7
7x24x7
7x28x7

Finished Cabinets
$2.95
2.95
3.25
3.45
3.95
4.95
and

R. C. CABINETS — Genuine
5-plynets— the
Veneer
Mahogany
same
Cabinet Cabiused
in the R. C. Radiola set. These
Cabinets cost the Radio Corp,
$4.20 in thousand lots.
Our Price
3 Coil Mounting
2 Coil Mounting

S. A. SIGNAL
AVIATION ELECTYPE
WESTERN

Black or brown. Cut to any
size. Ys'r thick, IV2C per sq.

Write
for special
prices
sizes not listed above.

Specially adapted to Radio work. Simply attach to your light socket. Complete, with
6-foot cord and. attaching plug. Lasts a lifetime for ordinary home or light shop work.

U.

PANEL

"MICROMETER"
VARIOCOUPLER

1
2
8
1

1 Panel
6%xl4x%"

FORMICA

3 23 plate variable condensers
1 Wave
control
neutroformer
2 Radio
frequency
amplifying
neutroformers
2 Grid neutralizing condensers
1 .00025 micon grid condenser
1 Marco variable grid leak
1 Baseboard for mounting
25 wire
feet tinned copper bus bar

Wave-length,
CONSISTING

$5.45

formica

1 Howard rheostat
3 John Firth sockets
8 panel
Binding posts

OUR

Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Type "C" Loud
Speaking Units, Special.$4.65

Phone and Grid Condensers at

drilled

Long Meter Coupler

s

PRICE

Genuine

Adapters
Head
Bands

1 7x21x3/16

Electric Soldering Iron

are the Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin "Mica Diaphragm" Phones, complete
with silk cord and headband.
Special
at
$9.95

Levers
Double Phonograph

ALL PARTS LICENSED
UNDER HAZELTINE
PATENTS

ERLA Single Tube Reflex

These

Composition Binding Posts
Switch

CIRCUIT COMPLETE!!

S1 190

CONSISTING

LONG METER COUPLER

HAZELTINE
NEUTR0DYNE

PARTS!!

7x10 Formica Panel or
other suitable size. $1.05 $ .80

INSTRUCTIONS

for assembling and wiring included with each outfit. These
construction plans are not
drawn in a schematic form,
but are drawn so that anyone
without any technical knowledge can follow with ease.

2 STEP AMPLIFIER

(Known
as the Wonder
Circuit)
Reg. Price
Our
CONSISTING OF
Price
9x10% Formica
Panel
$1.42 $1.20
23-Plate Condenser.. 3.30 1.45
John Firth Socket.. 1.00 .45
Special Ultra Audion
Coil, plain or bank
wound with tape.. 3.00 1.95
1 Howard Vernier
Rheostat
1.50 1.35
CRL Grid Leak
1.50 .95
.0005 Micon
Condenser
35 .25
2 Switch Levers
70 .50
18 Switch Points
.. .50 JO
2 Switch Stops
10 .05
8 Binding
Posts
... .80 .40
Genuine Solid Mahogany Cabinet,
size 9x10%,
with
hinged top
5.00 2.95
25-ft. Hookup Wire.
.20 .10

Jack '

1 7x14x3/16 Drilled Formica
Panel
Blue Print and Wire

$1145
COMPLETE

Circuit

.25

$21.69

11

Vernier Rheostat

1 Pacent
Double
8 Binding Posts
7 Switch Points
2 Switch Stops

Price
Our

special outfits may be purchased
at the CUT PRICES listed.

ULTRA AUDI0N

Regular Price

Price
Reg.

Regular Price
OUR PRICE

.75

part in these
individually

OF

8 Binding Posts
$ .80
25 Ft. Tinned Wire.
.30
Baseboard for
Mounting
50
Blueprint with Complete Instructions for
Assembly and Wiring
1.00

CIRCUIT COMPLETE!!

OUR

Automatic Electric
$10.00 VALUE

Pathe Loud

1 Cockaday Coil
2 Bakelite Dials
1 John Firth Socket
Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser

Reg.
CONSISTING OP
Price
1 Socket
$1.00
Vernier Rheostat
.. 1.50
1 Bakelite 3" Dial... 1.00
8 Binding Posts
80
1 Baseboard for
Mounting
30
1 Blueprint with
Complete
Instructions for Assembly
and Wiring
1.00

CIRCUIT
COMPLETE!!

ILL.

John Firth Detector Unit. $3.95

$2.95

John Firth Detector and TwoStage Amplifier, d>1 O Ati
"P1*"*'
value, at
$35.00 Firth
John
Sockets:
Single
35c
Double
65c
Triple
95c
THORDARSON
TRANSFORMERS
High and Low Ratio. $2.45

Cockaday

Coils

«pl.£?0

Brandes Phones
$5.45
Western
Electric
No. 521 W.,
Loud
Speaker
$21.00
Microphone
<JJO AC
Single
Cords,
Supersensitive

^>A.**0

Transmitter
iimiimiiiiiiiiiimimimiiiiii
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RECEIVER

— Illustrated

Long Strip of Bus Bar
Excels Soldered Wires

HOOK-UP

-\&fi.8&ajb
L.St

S-K5

[$"T L-*>

M

.0002J

JDOOf

Do you use many short pieces of wire
to connect from instrument to instrument
in your set, with soldering at each end of
each bit of wire? Don't do it. Put a clip
or other binding post on each instrument,
then take a long strip of bus bar or
plain copper wire and start at one instrument, put the wire through the binding post, run it to the next instrument and
through the binding post, and so on. You
can sometimes run half way around your
set with one Strang of wire, with no
breaks, good contacts, and a minimum of
soldering. The reduction of resistance
brings in the DX and saves the annoyance
of broken soldering connections. — Guy M.
Chase, Elizabeth, N. J.
Headphones are most sensitive when
wound with the finest wire to give the
greatest number of turns; copper is the
best kind of wire.

GR.D
O—

—Q

^OOF

■6

R.D.-99
6

THE

6
A+

3+

*5V

range of the
- regenerative set is serted in series between the ground and
THE
well known. A The unusual perform- the negative filament battery. A variable
ance of the Ultra Audion has attrac- grid leak with a .00025 mfd. grid conted numerous enthusiastic boosters. Two
denser is necessary. The variometer beimportant little changes have developed a
place and grid increases the
3- tween the and
volume of reception.
new circuit with unusual selectivity, clar- selectivity
The jacks are not the filament control
ity and, with two stages of audio frequency
amplification, more than sufficient volume type but consist of two double circuit or
for any home.
The circuit, as presented in Hook-up R.
D.-99, has two stages of amplification and
jacks so that phones or loud speaker can
be plugged in where desired.
The honeycomb coil in the antenna circuit has only 60 turns; this can be taken
care of by unwinding 15 turns off a 75
turn coil or by winding 60 turns of number 22 dec. wire on a 3 inch tube.
The variable condenser should have a
vernier control and a capacity of .0005
mfd.
A .005 mfd. fixed condenser is in-

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

Dependable — and efficient — accurate
at all times. These condensers permit of unusually fine tuning. The
spacing between the stator plates is
positive — no washers are used. The
plates are locked into grooved rods.
They

cannot short circuit. For extremely fine tuning, nothing will be
found to equal the Vernier Type.

Plain

Vernier

$1.50
1.65
2.25
3.00
3.50

$4.25
5.00
6.00

We also manufacture the Walnart
Induction Switch, Friction Vernier
Adjuster, Variable Grid Resistance
and Walnart Vacuum Tube Sockets.
Illustrated catalog on request

WALNART
Dept. 402,

El

Buren

spring

jacks

and

one

open

circuit

This circuit can be used with any of
the tubes at present on the market. The
rheostats must be suited to the tubes and
jack.
batteries. The detector plate voltage
should be not more than 22% and the
amplifier 45 or more.

Not Oxidize. REFLEX
Price
AOC
RUSONITE
CRYSTAL. Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits. Will
Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Volt- <t| C\C\
age.OrderGuaranteed.
«P*."v»
from your Price.
dealer Mounted
or direct . .from
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
15 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

A product that stands up under the test of service of the
widest range. The stator and rotor shells are of molded Bakelite, of extra strong rib design. A handsome brown in color.
The windings are of the highest grade insulated wire,
terminating on binding posts securely molded in the Bakelite shell. The flexible wires used to bring the rotor leads
to the outside of the variometer are of special construction
with a heavy insulation.
Ample size bearings assure smooth, even movement with
long life, a spring of proper tension takes up all play and
prevents back lash. There are no sliding contacts, nothing
to wear, nothing to "short," or produce noises.
High inductance and low distributed capacity.
Have your dealer show you other Kellogg radio parts —
each in a class by itself. Get the most out of radio. Build
it with Kellogg time-tested equipment. Use the following
KELLOGG radio equipment for better results :
Variometers, $8.00; Variocouplers,$9.00; Tuner Coils,$3.00; Head Sets,
$10.00; Microphones,$8.90;Tube Sockets,$.75; Plugs,$1.00;Four Conductor Jacks, $1.10; Two Conductor Jacks, $.75; Six Conductor Jacks,
$1.25, Four Inch Dials,$1.25;Forty Three Plate Varible Condenser with
Five Plate Vernier-Four Inch Dials and Knobs, $8.75; Twenty Three
Plate Variable Condensers with Five Plate Vernier-Four Inch Dial
and Knob, $7.75; Eleven Plate Variable Condensers with Five Plate
Vernier-Four Inch Dial and Knob, $6.75; Miniature Condensers,$.75;
Rheostats,$2.00; Air Choke Coils, $1.00; Iron Core Choke Coils,$1.35.

Kellogg Radio Apparatus proves the least expensive in the
long run. Why experiment. Buy the best.
a4ll Kellogg 'Radio 'Parts are manufactured and guaranteed by

Kellogg Switchboard 8C Supply Company

HC NFC. CO.

1249 W. Van
CHICAGO, ILL.

four

PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE. No Huntingby for
"Spots." ofLoud
and
Clear.
Endorsed
thousands
satisfied
users.
Sensitiveness
Guaranteed.
SOc
Price, Mounted.
14 K. GOLD
SUPERSENSITIVE
RUSONITE
CATVVH1SKER.
Permanent.
Will QC.

Every Radio Bug
OK's the Kellogg
Variometer

WALNART

Plate
3
5
13
23
43

(Patent Pending)

St.

CHICAGO,
Columbus, Ohio

Kansas City, Mo.

ILLINOIS
San Francisco, CaL

Portland, Ore.

Kellogg Apparatus exclusively is used in building the Symphony Receiver
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INDI-GEST

II

(Conclusion).
WOR,

Written
and Originally
by Arthur Chappman.)

broadcast

via

There was
various expressions on Bear's face, when come
the noise
Of a jazz dance, up in Denver, by the Saxophony Boys.
Then he heard a needed sermon, by a shy pilot in Butte.
After which come op'ry singers, und a solo on a flute
And reports upon the weather and the outlook for the crops
And a swell piece on the organ, by an artist at the stops.
Then Bear slipped his Radio bridle and declared:
"And such
things seethe
In the air that we've been thinlcin' was no good except to

^0r^^^^&4

So the breathe
Radios !"on the ranches reach up, web-like, all around;
The Hashknife and the Bar X and the Lazy Y resound
To the multitude of good things that is floatin' overhead
kit, git up in the mornin', or afore you go to bed.
When you
That is why the cattle punchers hang around and listen in —
Why
they slap their leather breeches
and exclaim:
"By
gosh!" and grin;
For we've all got wireless fever, sence that dude pub up his
And, in case he runs for Mayor, this same tenderfoot is it.

WEEKLY

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Yearly in U. S. and Possessions
and Canada,
$5.00.
Foreign postage, $1.00 additional. Single copies, 10 cents.
Vol. VI

September 29, 1923

T— Illustrated

Radio in Cactus Center
(Part

REG.

DIGES

No. 12

Entertainment for the Blind
Concerts Sent on the Air Great Aid to the Sightless
IN LIEU of the inspiration which the artist derives
from the up-turned expectant faces of his audience,
the singer at the Radio broadcasting station, if he has
imagination, can picture hundreds of homes where sit
invalids, blind men and women, even deaf persons,
thrilled by his every note.
Letters which come to the Eadio broadcasting station
emphasize the enjoyment which the "stay-at-homes"
derive from broadcast music. To many of them "air"
entertainment is the only pleasure that breaks the monotony. To many, Radio brings for a time at least
surcease from suffering.

A Tip for the Calciminers
Lawyer on breach of promise case : "But couldn't you
let me have some of his letters?"
Fair Client : "There weren't any ; we both had Radio
sets.
— Crosley Weekly.

A-B-G
Lessons
for
Indigest
Beginners
Chapter XV— Even through Solid Ivory at Times
BY GOSH

0

In quiet below
Rests O. O. Diedsieck,
Took a Micadon
For Piper Heidsieck.

Static and Its Elimination
The Trouble May Be Reduced But Not Entirely Cut Out
EVERY
Radio enthusiast is deeply interested in the
news regarding the development of static eliminators.
While such an instrument is still in its experimental
stage, the results obtained from the tests seem to indicate that much of the trouble may be eliminated in the
near future.
What

is expected by many engineers is the early development of some device that will relieve static conditions, which, so far, are among the great mysteries of
the age. No one knows what its physical characteristics
are. Naturally these must be revealed before direct
eliminative steps can be taken.
Everything indicates, however, that before very long
there will be perfected some instrument that will relieve
the situation which is practically the same as that faced
by phonograph manufacturers some years ago. The
scratching was terrible, but in time methods of eliminating part of this defect were devised. Scratching
never was eliminated, and probably never will be, but it
was reduced to such a degree as to make it hardly
noticeable.
Thus it may be with static. There may be offered,
before many months, an instrument that will relieve the
situation but so far as the total elimination of static is
concerned the end may be far off.

Evidence of Conception
Protecting Ideas Until Patents Can Be Obtained
IT IS always better to be safe than to have regrets.
Perhaps you have an original idea and you do not
think it amounts to much. It may not, then again the
same idea may be brought out in a new way with just
an improvement; then what do you get for your idea?
Nothing. It may turn out immensely valuable, but what
claim have you on it? Why not play safe and protect
your invention from the very start? The fact that you
are the original inventor will avail you nothing unless
you preserve the evidence to prove this fact, and even
then you may not be safe unless you take certain further
steps.
Therefore, the moment you conceive a new and useful
invention, you should at once prepare the evidence of conception, that is, a sketch signed by the inventor, recording
the date of conception, and witnessed by two persons,
whose indorsement should contain substantially the following: the date, and a statement that the sketch has
been explained to and understood by the witnesses, followed by their signatures.
Such a sketch should also have or be accompanied by a
sufficient written description to render the drawing perfectly clear and understandable.
This paper serves several purposes. First, it provides
you with two witnesses who can prove your date of conception and date of first disclosure. Then, too, it constitutes your first drawing and first written description.
Thus you have, in a single document, the means of answering the first four questions which will arise in any
interference proceeding.
The only function of an evidence of conception is to
refresh the recollection of one or both of the witnesses, so
that he can testify to the dates of conception, drawing,
description and disclosure, if necessary, and can make
that testimony sound a little more plausible than merely
his own uncorroborated word.

IS for Oscillator,
It doesn 't move at all,
But yet it sends out waves,
Thru hill and stone and wall.

GALLAGHER & SHE AN, INC.,
NO.
9094X130M*Z
Gallagher, Oh, Mr. Gallagher,

Oh, Mr.
I paid Gfty dollars tor a Radio set,
Und my vife is full of smiles, as she £ddles mit da dials,
Dere's no station in da country she don't get.
Oh, Mr. Shean, Oh, Mr. Shean,
Does she get Paris, London, China, and Berlin?
She's
a wonder
say, did she ever hear Bombay?
She gets
Chile, IMr.mustGallagher.
In the winter, Mr. Shean?
Oh, Mr. Gallagher, Oh, Mr. Gallagher,
Vould you believe she put a vire on da bed,
And vent to sleep last night mit da phones clamped on her tight,
Und vat station do you tink dot she did get?
Oh, Mr. Shean, Oh, Mr. Shean,
Did she get an unknown station in her dream?
If she did it sure was good, was it dear old Hollywood?
It
vas Hotyou,
Springs,
Mr. Gallagher. / believe
Mr. Shean.
Oh, Mr. Gallagher, Oh, Mr. Gallagher,
Vill dese vonders dot ve're having never cease,
It was just de other day, dot a lady cross da vay,
Heard some opera from Turkey und from Greece.
Oh, Mr. Shean, Oh, Mr. Shean,
I know the very woman that you mean.
Was she rather short and fat, with a feather in her hat?
Dot's da lady, Mr. Gallagher.
It was my wife, Mr. Shean.
Oh, Mr. Gallagher, Oh, Mr. Gallagher,
Do you tink some day dot we will talk to Mars?
It is not so far away, I have heard some people say,
Und there's even people living on da stars.
Oh, Mr. Shean, Oh, Mr. Shean,
You have some wild illusions in your bean,
What I wanted you to tell, is when will we hear from H — /,
When you get there, Mr. Gallagher?
I will write you, Mr. Shean.
ROZEE.

He

Couldn't Have

Been

Bald Headed

We fear for our friend, Jimpson Jones,
His actions are erratic.
His amplifier costs ten bones —

It amplifies the static.
He tunes with care, then tears his hair
When raucous noises rend the air.
Walt Drummond.

Ask WOC,

"Where

the Tall Pop Corn

Dear Unable-to-digest : I received a beautiful selection
over my Radio the other evening and believe it was from
Walla Walla. It sounded something like unto this : Ta-dadee-spizzre-e-e-e-ta-da-dee-meow-ow-ow-squeal-squeal-spizz-pop.
And now I wish you to confirm my misery by informing me if
this was the selection you Grows"
broadcast from Walla Walla, and
if it was followed bv this announcement :
"This is station POP-POP-POP located in the — POP — of
the POP-POP-POP. Our next POP will be a POP — entitled
■— POP while you can. By POP — and accompanied on the
POP — by Mr. POPOP.
One POP please." Lotta Static. .
P. S. Where this (— ) is seen it means "Cats-a-fishting."
P. P. S.
Mamma
won't let me send the dollar, but will
enclose
a POP
instead.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
Station WHAZ, Troy, N. Y., gave to the Radio world
recently the voice of a man said to have been the oldest
Radio soloist. He had marveled at the telephone when
that was first used, as you and I were astounded by the
wonders of Radio. In spite of his eighty-five years Mr.
Dat'er produced tones of such quality as to bring demands
for encores. I don't know of many speakers who have
used a microphone who were older than Mr. Dater, but
certainly few have talked into one of these modern inventions who were younger than that famous little movie
star, Jackie Coogan.

Station WJZ was responsible for listeners in hearing
a program somewhat out of the ordinary a short time
ago. When the huge ocean liner Leviathan slipped into
her dock in New York City Paul Whiteman, i ' King of
Jazz," heard from her decks strains of music from
orchestras ashore, musicians in an airplane and others
in diving suits. It was a great ovation to Mr. Whiteman, which thousands heard at their sets. One thrilled
with the reality of the thing when the whir of the plane
could be heard as it flew near the microphone.

If you should happen to enter a library in which a
year or so ago you always found certain individuals
night after night, then drop in now, most likely you
would find them absent. I have known one elderly gentleman whose presence at a certain public library was
unfailing. He was a great reader. For a month past
he has not been seen near a window with a book in his
hands close to the librarian's desk. The reason is to be
found in a small Radio set at home. The fascination of
listening to lectures, music and book reviews has evidently taken the place of reading by a great many who
frequented libraries.
The municipal Radio plant idea is spreading. H)w
far it will go depends largely upon the success of those
already in action. Chambers of commerce in various
parts of the country may conceive broadcasting as an
important ally to publicity gained by advertising. There
is no question but that many would hear attractive features of a city described over the Radio whose attention
would never be drawn to an advertisement. Citizens of
San Diego are busy raising money sufficient to cover the
cost of building a municipally owned station.
There is a fascination to a broadcasting studio which
impels one to devote considerable time watching the announcer and artists as their voices are carried out into
space, while no sound comes to you only a few feet away.
One of the most interesting studios is that of station
WJAZ, wholly enclosed in glass, where you may observe
from any angle. Music from the dance orchestras (one
in the hotel, the other on the beach) has been heard in a
great many states — much to the pleasure of Radiophans.
This station is announcing the movements of the MacMillan party as it seeks to reach the North Pole. An
interesting experiment.
Still another broadcasting station has entered its second year ' ' on the air. ' ' WHAZ, located at the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., broadcast a program
at that time by the same group to be heard on their opening night a year ago. In time, of course, broadcasting
stations, like women, will cease referring to their age,
though at present the former manifest pride in having
served a whole year in entertaining Radio audiences.
This station is to be congratulated on its great record,
including as it does transmission over a greater distance
than that of any other station. Its concerts are heard
regularly from coast to coast.
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First Steps

DIG E S T — Illustrated

for Beginners in Radio

Chapter XVIII — Testing Radio Instruments
By Thomas
DEG1NNERS
will find the accompanying
series by Mr. Benson very helpful In
Inamtni the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelephony. The articles yet to
appear are:
Chapter XIX— Locating Trouble In the
Set.
Chapter XX— Useful
Formulas.

Information and

difficult; is experienced in inWHEN
ducing a circuit to operate properly
the question often arises as to
whether there is a defect in one of the
instruments. The beginner is often at a
loss how to test. In this chapter we will
consider a number of tests that can be
readily made and that will detect defects
in the wiring or assembly of the instruments.
The only apparatus necessary Is a dry
cell, a buzzer and a telephone receiver.
An eighty-ohm receiver fitted with a head
band is to be preferred, but if none is
available the Radio headset can be used
if it is kept in the circuit only for a very
short time. To facilitate the tests it is
advisable to assemble the instruments on
a board and wire in a three-point switch,
as shown in Figure 63. Binding posts are
provided to connect the test leads and the
receivers. The operation of the testing
device will be made clear by carefully
examining
the
diagram.
Connections for the Switch
When
the
switch
lever
is placed
to
bridge points 1 and 2 the phones are short

Figure 63 — Simply
Radio

made test set for testing
instruments

circuited; the battery and buzzer are on
ihe test leads and the apparatus is set for
testing low resistance circuits. The
phones can be removed if desired and used
otherwise, as will be shown later. On
point 2 the phones are in series with the
test lead to test high resistances. When
on point 3 the phones are connected across
the test leads; the reason for this arrangement will be apparent shortly.
Xow as to the testing. Let us consider
inductances first. "With the variometer the usual troubles are an open circuit in the windings or poor contact at
the bearings. To test for an open place,
switch bridging 1 and 2 and touch the
test leads to the terminals of the variometer. If the wiring is not open the
buzzer will sound, indicating a closed circuit. If it shows the circuit is open, start
at one terminal and follow the wiring and
touch the other test lead to the various
leads from the windings in order until
the locality of the open is determined;
then steps may be taken to make repairs.
A tapped inductance is tested in the same
manner, simply attaching the test leads
to the terminals of the winding to determine if the circuit is complete.

W. Benson,

of a variometer or variocoupler place the
switch on point 2, putting the phones in
series, and attach the test leads to terminals of the variometer or to the bearings
of the rotor in the case of the variocoupler. Rotate the rotor listening in.
Poor connections will be indicated by loud
clicks in the phones when the circuit is
made
and
broken.
A complete test for a variometer in one
operation can be made by bridging points
1 anil 2, connecting the test leads to the
stator terminals and connecting the phone
lo the rotor terminals. If everything is
right the buzzer will operate and a steady
buzz will be heard in the phone. If when
rotating the rotor there are breaks in the
buzzing it indicates poor contact at the
bearings. Large honeycomb coils may
have a resistance to operate the buzzer;
In that instance the switch is put on point
2; when the circuit to the coil is made and
broken a loud click in the phones indicates
the coil is not open. A faint click or none
at all shows that the circuit is open.

is touched to the first tap of the B battery— a loud click should be heard in the
phones. The effect of this test is to put
a positive charge on the grid that increases the current flow througli the tube.
The dry battery tubes which
work with

Finding' Shorts in Condensers
In testing condensers, particularly of
the fixed type, we have a more difficult
problem for the condenser may be either
short circuited or the leads to the plates
may be open. If, on applying the test leads
to a fixed condenser with the switch on 1
and 2, the buzzer operates it is shorted. A
complete test is made by connecting the
leads to the condenser and placing the
switch on point 2. A click will be heard
when the circuit is closed; a loud click
shows a shorted condenser; a very faint
one indicates it is not shorted but that
the leads may be broken. Therefore we
move the switch to point 3 when a faint
click should be heard in the phones. The
principle of this test is: We first charge
the condenser on point 2, then discharge
it through the phones by putting the
switch on point 3. A good condenser will
bring a faint click.
A variable condenser is prone to short
circuit. We test it with the switch on
points 1 and 2. A buzz indicates a shorted
condenser usually due to the rubbing of
plates. Many variables are made with a
spring pressing against the bottom of the
shaft of the movable plates. After a
short time this spring makes a poor contact and affects the signals. To detect
this defect connect one test lead to the
terminal of the rotating plates and the
other lead to the shaft of the variable,
twisting it tightly. Place the switch on
point 2 and listen in the phones while the
shaft is turned. Poor contacts will be
shown by a series of clicks in the phone
as the circuit is opened and closed. The
contact spring should be removed and the
shaft and spring cleaned with fine emery
cloth. To prevent the trouble occurring
again it is best to solder a flexible lead
to the shaft and arrange some sort of
stop for the plates.
Bough Test for Vacuum Tubes
The proper testing of vacuum tubes
calls really for meters but a rough test
to determine if a tube will work can be
made ^with the simple apparatus we have
at our command. Connect the tube in the
usual manner with the phones in the B
battery circuit. Turn on the rheostat and
bring the filament
up to brilliancy.
A wire connected to the grid of the tube

a dull filament depend for their action on.
certain chemicals on the filament. When
these chemicals are exhausted the tube
will not function well without a high
plate voltage. Therefore when it is found
necessary to increase the plate battery to
a great extent to get the signals in with
usual strength it is safe to say the tube's
life has been ended and that it should be
replaced.
The testing of transformers offers no
difficulty, yet trouble is often found in
these instruments. The windings are of
such very small wire that a loose terminal
will often result in the wire being broken
or when one attempts to solder leads to
the terminals the solder on the inside connection may be melted off.
To test a transformer the switch is
placed on points 2 and the test leads applied to the terminals of the primary and
secondary windings separately. A decided
click should be heard in the phones in
each case. It will be noted that the secondary of a high ratio transformer gives
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SOMETHINfor
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short 4"
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GUARANTEE
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Dept.
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Figure 64 — Circuit for testing

if tube
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tube,

(Trade Mark)
and Condenser — All

Great

within

a

Space-Saver

Sharper tuning than possible with any other
coupling and at one-half the cost

jtA
™

Used for the following circuits:
Regenerative,
all
types: Tuned
Radio-Frequency;
Reflex — Keinartz —
Ultra Audioo.
'
At vour dealer or postpaid on receipt nf purchase
price.
Also write for free booklet showing
all
circuits.

HORNE

ELECTRIC

Mercer & Colgate Sts.,

&

MFG.

CO.

Jersey City, N. J.

a weaker sound in the phone than the
primary, due to the greater amount of
wire. If only a very faint click be heard
it will indicate an open circuit in the
windings. The faint click is due to the
capacity that exists between the sections
of the open windings. It is sometimes
ile to open an audio frequency transformer and find the trouble, which is usually at the terminals.
The testing of a radio frequency transformer is done in the same
way
but the
sounds
will
be much
louder,
due
to the
lower resistance
of the windings.
An Aerial Test
To test an aerial for insulation connect
the test leads to the aerial and ground
and place the switch on points 1 and 2.
If the buzzer souds the aerial is
grounded or the lightning arre3ter is
shorted. Remove the arrester and test
again. Put the switch on point 2; a slight
(Continued on page 18)
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By using the Western Electric TIctrola. Attachment
you can now utilize your phonograph for Radio.
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ATTACHED
IN
10 SECONDS
Fits practically all types of machines.
Plenty of volume and clear as a bell.

C
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MATTOON,

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

22%

DIETZEN
Tube Set

Completely assembled
in handsome
oak «t1A
cabinet (without
tube)

Dietzen
Vernier Condenser

DIETZEN
Vacuum

Tube

14 Plate

V/l Volt, Operates on
one dry
eitherB
with
or cell,
without
battery.
W ir i n g

24 Plate

d i a g ram
Free with
each
tube.

«pAU

$2.65

46 Plate

$2.95

$3.45
WORK-RITE
Variometer

1.95
A.B.C.
"B" Battery
4.;
V.

Medium
Small.. .
Large

1.95
1.45
. 3.50
Small..
2.50
$0.95
Medium
Large . .
1%duty
volt "A"
twin battery
double .75
V.

Socket 25c

$1.00
DIETZEN
Loop Aerial

BRISTOL
Audiophone
Loud Speaker

Set up in 5 minutes
All parts complete

$2.95

VERNI-TUNER

26 Washington

GRID
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inches

Home
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FREE
RADIO
PLAN.
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FROM

Horn-Nickeled

Testing1 for Poor Contact
test for poor contact at the bearings

This wonder RADIO SET in special metal cabinet with double head phones, complete, ready
to heck up. ABSOLUTELY FREE. LISTEN in
on concerts, sports, lectures, singing, etc.

*rrF

AMPLETONE

tuning

To

A. M. 1. R. E.

$1.00

Variable condenser, 21 pi. (bakelite end). $1.65 Tri-Coil
radio frequency
transformer
Variable condenser, 43 pi. (bakelite end). 1.95 Rheostat, 6 ohm7 Strand aerial wire, 100 feet
65 Rheostat, 30 ohm
Test Rite battery hydrometer
Freshman grid leak and condenser
combined
85 Potentiometer, 250-400 ohm
Dial, 2 inch
Argus lightning arrester
95 Dial, 3 inch
Cock-a-day
coils
2.45 Dial. 4 inch
circuit jack
Reinartz
coils
1.45 Single open
Dietzen moulder]
variometer
5.95 Double closed circuit jack
Socket,
standard
bakelite
Dietzen
moulded
variocoupler
5.95
Socket,
UV-199, bakelite
Brandes phones
5.45 Tubes— WD-11, WD- 12. UV-199,
Dietzen phones (3000 ohms)
3.75
UV-201A
Dictograph
phones
5.45
We Pay Parcel Post Charges on All Orders
Money Order or Personal Check Accepted
Money Refunded If Not Satisfactory

*^m

$1.95
.45
59
49
95
25
.35
49
40
60
43
49
5.75

71 Cortlandt Street
Dept. F.
NEW YORK
America's Greatest Radio
Mail Order House
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SUPER-REGENERATIVE

Varnish of No Capacity
for Coils Easily Made

CIRCUIT

A coil varnish with no capacity is the
best thing in Radio work. This formula
is very cheap, costing but a few cents
and can be secured at any drug store.
Simply get some sodium silicate or what
is commonly known as water glass, and
with a brush apply a coat on the coil;
then put the coil into an oven or on a
stove. After heating about 30 minutes
the sodium silicate will become hard;
you now have a coil that can be thrown
on the floor without breaking off the varnish. Ihave used this for some time with
the best results. — O. Riddel, Chicago, 111.

Hint for Fine Tuning
For fine tuning, it is best to take a lead
pencil with a rubber tip and use it to
move the dials. This keeps the hands
away from the instruments and eliminates
a good part of the body capacity.

SRS\

PROMPT
LIBERAL

egenerative
super-r
tube been
THE
circuitsingle
has never
shown in the
Simplex Diagram form. For the
benefit of those fans who find it somewhat
difficult to follow the usual wiring diagram it is repeated in this form.
When panel-mounted, the use of shielding on the back of the panel is recommended. For use with a long aerial, it will

FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 17)
click will be heard as the aerial charges;
swinging the switch to point 3 will give
another click if the aerial is well insulated. Try this on a wet day to see
whether the insulators are good.
With the above suggestions the Radiphan should have no trouble in making
other tests that may seem necessary.
When the test apparatus is not in use it
may be used as a portable call system or
as a buzzer test for crystal detectors by
simply connecting the interrupter on the
buzzer to the ground lead of the set. Having considered the location of faulty instruments the next chapter will consider
the location of trouble in the complete set
when it fails to function properly.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

be found that this circuit is very selective.
The two honeycomb coils are not inductively coupled but two single coil
mounts are used, keeping them fairly well
separated. A variometer placed in the
plate circuit controls regeneration. Wave
length tuning Is controlled by means of
the .0005 mfd. variable condenser shunted
across the loop.

The operation of two vacuum tube filaments in series with a single controlling
rheostat necessitates the use of tubes of
the same characteristics otherwise it will
be impossible to adjust the filament currents to the proper value for satisfactory
functioning of the tubes.

American Electrical Association
Dept, 39B
4513 Rayenswood Ave., Chicago

Acmedyne Circuit
as described by Mr. Lawrence Cockaday in the August issue of "Popular Radio," employed in the
wonderful Melco-Supreme Receiver.

Tuned Radio-Frequency at
Its Best
$8.50
$6.00
$3.00

Complete knock-down parts for Melco-Suprerae, including drilled engraved Bakelite panel, solid mahogany cabinet, and three No. 201-A
<hn/\
B adiotrorn
«DoU
All goods absolutely guaranteed by manufacturer and ourselves. Shipped immediately,
prepaid, on receipt of purchase price. Write
for price list on our complete line of Quality
apparatus.

RADIO & MECHANICAL
23 Warren

Street
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NEW

YORK

ATTENTION

Fiber Horn

OUR NEW 6V. H AMP. DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER
THIS

TUBE

IS A

REVELATION

QUICK SERVICE
Include
yourpostage
order tor
remittance to cover —repair
pluswith
parcel
one pound per tube. All orders shipped C. O. D.
unless accompanied by remittance plus postage.

Price
(For a limited time only.
Financial
year ending September 30th.)

■SPECIAL-

$8.00

$4.10
high.

Delivered to any part of the United States and Canada

LOUD SPEAKER,
nickel-plated— 21'
Undistorted
reproduction.
Regular Price
$ 15.00

15 Park
Row.
Room
252S,
NEW
YORK
CITY
Send M. O. or C. O. D. Dept. R. D., Barclay 6298

Shipped prepaid.
RADIO, 14 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.
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DECLYNE

Our Price
ABALENE

9.50

EVERYTHING SOLD ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. WE HANDLE NO BOOTLEG MERCHANDISE.
A

1 "ALL-AMERICAN"
SPECIALIZATION

The greatest steps in modern progress have
been made by specialists — men who gave their
whole life and thought to one thing — and
mastered it.
The Rauland Manufacturing Company have
become the greatest specialists of radio
amplifying transformers.
There is no doubt that this has contributed
in no small way to the fact that today "AllAmerican"
Amplifying
are regarded as the
best and Transformers
have been adopted
by
America's leading receiving set manufacturers
as standard equipment.
No greater assurance could have been paid
to our policy of specialization.
Tour dealer
will gladly for
get you
"All- if
American"
Amplifying
Transformers
he does
not carry them in stock.
*FRFF*
«■■-•*-•

mailed onof receipt
of 2c hookups
for postage.
Booklet
successful
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List $25.
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save you money

on anything you buy.

43 plate Condenser
$1.85
23 plate Vernier
2.85
43 plate Vemier
3.75
D. C. Battery Charger
4.25
ACME
Transformer
3.75
AMBASSADOR 3000 Ohm Phones
3.98
CRYSTAL Detectors
45c. 60c, 90c and 1.50
FRESHMAN
Var. Grid Leak & Condenser
70

Let us know your wants.
Merchandise is shipped
on orders of $5.00.
All others please
include

160 East 59th

7x14
7x24

loud speaker

$4.50

6 & 30 Ohm Rheostat
6 & 30 Ohm Rheostat

$0.85
1.45

CA

speaker; guaranteed.
Complete parts. ^u.OU
~
GUARA
WONDERFUL
I tube set, guaranteed, *ig
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ERLA
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ATLAS
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Our 2-tube
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ACME
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$3.50 each
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Telos Vario-Transfonner
Telos Variometer
AMSCO
Compensating
Condenser

Genuine

Be a Radio Expert
1 will train you. Quickly and easily, to design.
$1,800 to $10,000 a Year

C-30I-A

UV-200. C-300.
AP
Detectors
2-75 each
UV-201, C-301. AP Amplifiers
3.00 each
DV-6,
DV-6-A
3.50 each
And Guarantee Them Equal to New

(With Unit and Cord)
Entirely eliminates that annoying metallic sound. Positively
the only WOOD FIBER HORN
on the market today.
10-inch Bell with Standard Attachment; Complete. Height 24
inches. Colors, Black, Mahogany and Olive Green.

Here'syouropportunity.
Radioneeds
you. Win success in this fascinating
fielcL
Trained men in demand at highest salariesv
■Learn at home, in your spare time.

Wonderful, home-construction,
tube
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•»&&
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sell all forms of Radio apparatus. My newmethoda
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Tube Filament in Series
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The capacity of the phone condenser is
rather high, namely .005 mfd. Likewise,
a high plate voltage, 90, is required. The
tube age
should
battery be
or an
dry amplifier,'
cell type whether
is used. storThe
rheostat should conform with the type
required by the tube and filament battery.
A .002 mfd. fixed condenser is connected
across the two honeycomb coils.

With an indoor aerial the fact that the
Dowel Rod Used as Vernier
A dowel rod or any wooden or fiber rod doors and windows are closed is no
hindrance to Radio waves entering the
about the length and diameter of a pencil, house.
with tape or a wide rubber band around
one end, is the best vernier you can
apply to any dial. It can be used on any
dial, is not attached to the panel, keeps
the hand as far away as you want it,
(IMPROVED
MODEL)
and does the work. — Guy M. Chase, ElizaDirect
From
Manubeth, N. J.
facturer to Consumer

r
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Reflex De Luxe with Loop Aerial
Reception Is Clear, Loud and of Unusual Range
By II. J. Marx
the details of the Keflex Pe
WHEN
Luxe were presented in the four
May issues of Radio Digest, must
of the tans were too busy considering the

High plate voltages are the direct cause
of the burning out of the transformer
windings. It is necessary, therefore, to
find out the voltage limit recommended

The variocoupler should be one with
low internal capacity. The lattice wound
type fills this requirement very well.
The potentiometer
is not effective on

crystal detectors are apt to give trouble.
Try lifting the catwhisker off the crystal,
the set should immediately begin to howl;
in fact as a rule it howls the moment the
er is placed on either crystal terminal.
i This howl is one means of telling whether
that part of the circuit is functioning
properly.
Very often tubes will be found that are
unsuitable for Radio frequency or reflex
work. Try changing the tubes around for
; best results. If they can be tested, do
so, and use the two best in the first two
stages and the remaining one in the third
or
separate
audio too
stage.
turn and
the
filament
rheostats
far. Don't
Distortion
howls are the result of trying to force
them.
your tubes. See how low you can burn
De Luxe for Loop Aerial
The second illustration presents the
hook-up of the Reflex De Luxe for use
with loop aerial only. It is considerably
simplified, without the battery switch,
extra jacks, variocoupler, etc.
Wave length tuning becomes a one control operation and makes it simple for
anyone in the family to tune in. The use
of a loop aerial helps solve the apartment
house problem and eliminates a lot of indoor wiring and trouble. The expense of
construction is also considerably reduced.
The same care and attention in assembly and wiring is also necessary, but the
work is considerably simplified. The instructions regarding the apparatus used
apply in this circuit also.
Idst of Apparatus
C-l, one .0005 mfd. vernier variable
condenser; C-2, one .005 mfd. fixed condenser; C-3, four .002 mfd. fixed condensers; Jl, one open circuit jack; P-l, one
200 ohm potentiometer; R-l, one single
tube rheostat; R-2, one two tube rheostat;
R-3, one 1 megohm fixed grid leak; RT.
two radio frequency transformers; AT,
three audio frequency transformers; CD,
crystal detector; VT, three amplifier
vacuum tubes.

Testing Sets

arrangements for their summer vacations
to decide to try out any new Radio circuits. The few that did try it out immediately started writing in and announcing the results obtained. Since then there
has been a gradual increase in the demand
for a review of the main details and also
requests for a simpler arrangement for
loop aerial use only.
The Original Circuit
The original Reflex De Luxe with a few
improvements incorporated is presented in
the first illustration. Only a few unimportant changes have been made. These
are the elimination of the loud speaker
binding posts, also of the variable grid
leak on the last audio frequency transformer; the addition of the grid leak between the grid and plate of the second
tube; the placing of all tubes on the same
plate voltage and some slight changes in
condenser values.
The theory of operation is exactly as
before. The circuit is of the inverse reflex type using a crystal detector instead
of a tube, for greater ease in the control
of the circuit.
The first two tubes are Radio frequency
and reflexed audio frequency amplifiers
while the last tube provides an additional
stage of audio frequency amplification
(not reflexed) that makes the set suitable
for loud speaker operation even on long
distance reception.
Reception with these circuits is clear,
loud and of unusual range. The tuning
controls present no difficulty in operation,
making it possible for anyone in the family to enjoy the music even if the family
radio operator doesn't happen to be in.
Identification of Farts
C-l, two .0005 vernier variable condensers; C-2, three .005 mfd. fixed condensers; C-3, four .002 mfd. fixed condensers; VC, vario coupler; J-l, two double circuit jacks; J-2, one open circuit
jack; J-3, battery switch; P-l, one 200
ohm potentiometer; R-l, one single tube
rheostat; R-2, one two tube power rheostat; R-3, one 1 megohm fixed grid leak;
RT, two radio frequency transformers;
AT, three audio frequency transformers;
CD, one crystal detector; VT, three amplifier vacuum tubes; CS, two lever switches.
Apparatus Details
Numerous questions were asked in reference to the types and ratios of transformers used. High voltage transformer
was generally misinterpreted as high ratio.

by the manufacturers. When this is ex- local reception but its value immediately
ceeded and the windings are burned out, becomes apparent on long distance work.
fans are usually at a loss for the real reaMany of the Radio frequency transformers now on the market can be used, alson their circuit isn't functioning properly.
High winding ratios also should be
though there are a few that will not funcavoided for circuits of this type. The
tion properly. The type with the laminated iron core does not, as a rule, work well,
maximum limit should be a five to one
ratio.
either air core or iron dust core serving
best.
The resistance of the rheostat is deAssembly and Wiring
pendent on the type of tube used. Rheostat R-2 controls two tubes and this must
As stated in the original article, the
be considered in its selection. For dry question of assembly and wiring is imcell tubes it is not so important, but the
portant. Care must be taken in the arampere flow of two storage battery tubes
rangement of apparatus and wiring. Inmay be greater than the capacity rating
ductive interference will give a lot of
of a 6 ohm rheostat.
trouble if wiring is carelessly done.
Poor

R.-3

9_)|£L

Umm&J
1 rt

If you like to test sets, here is a suggestion that is very handy: take a bit of
old panel: mount it on the edge of a
board with a rheostat and a jack on it.
Put a tube socket on the board and a
grid condenser mounting and a grid leak
mounting. Put binding posts, preferably
of the clip type, on each lead in and
out of the set. Then you can connect
any A or B battery and any coil, or any
style of plate tuning device. The battery
and tube connections are practically
standard, unless yon want to try the ultraaudion, in which case a slight change will
produce it. With flexible wires and the
binding posts any hook-up ever drawn
can be connected in five minutes. — Guy M.
Chase, Elizabeth, N. J.

Protection from Lightning
Protection from lightning lies mainly in
the provision for dissipating properly the
inductive effects in the immediate vicinity
of a powerful flash, rather than protection from a direct hit. An approved
lightning arrester is not only required
by law but it is also helpful
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A to point B, the particles are all pressed
together, as they are also from point C
to point D. Between the waves or from
(Continued from page 11)
B
to C, however, they are abnormally far
ened and not nearly so strong as when the
outfit was outside of the steel box. Were apart.
the steel walls to be increased to ten
In Figure 2c we see a graphic presentafeet in thickness it is doubtful whether
tion of the "side to side" method. Here
the small particles are caused to swing
Radio waves would get through.
Another property of ether that should be to one side of their normal position, back
brought out is the fact that, no matter through normal, and out to the opposite
what the lengths of either Radio or light side of normal. In this diagram we have
waves, their speed forward is 186,000 miles wave peaks at B, D and F Radio may
utilize either of these methods but due
per second, which is seven and one-half to the fact that, as will be shown later,
times the circumference of the earth.
a Radio wave is made of two components,
Wave Motion
it appears very probable that both systems
The propagation of a wave motion for- of wave motion come into action.
ward can be accomplished in two ways,
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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2c — The
"side-to-side"
method
travel through
the ether

of

wave

COPPER: Strip l/16"xl", per ft., 45c. for
switches, etc.; foil, .001"x4", per ft., 10c, 10 ft.,
80c, for condensers, etc. Post extra on orders
under $1.00. L. D. SEAVER, 341 Piedmont St..
WATERBURY, CONN.

YouDon'tNeed
T««fc^C{to
out of
town. onIf your
you
* MVV»wantget new
stations
crystal set WRITE ME TODAY. Mine
works 400 to 1,000 miles without tubes or
batteries ! Thousands have bought my
plans and now get results like J^eCHANGES OFTEN COST LESS THAN A
DOLLAR. Send self-addressed envelope
for further information. Leon Lambert,
501 South
Volutsia.
Wichita.
Kansas.

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS

WD-11 and WD-12
Tubes Repaired

(Beth Copyrighted)
My tant
Highly
brings
in all border,
imporstations Improved
on both Reinartz
coasts and
Mexican
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
$3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Photo of
my set oh a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz
tated the most.modification
Thousands yet areproduced,
in use. and is imiMy W. D. 1 1 Circuit is especially designed for use
with the "Pickle" tube and brings out the full value
of that little tube as no other circuit can. Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is tie set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 170 to 800 meters.

WD-11
or WD-12
$3.50
C-300 or UV-200
2.75
C-30I
or UV-201
3.00
C-302
or UV-202
3.50
C-301A or UV-201A
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Moorehead Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6 or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new UV-199
3.50
NEW DX 1 yz VOLT TUBES . 4.00
All tubes guaranteed to work like new
Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
"24 Hour Service"

55 HALSEY

STREET

AUXILIARY

NEWARK,

N. J.

Tubes Sent Parcel Post, C. O. D.

S. A. TWITCHELL

_

1925

Western

Avenue,

Minneapolis,

"MAKE Perfection I2H5 Selection'
Neutrodyne Cockaday Erla Reflex
5 TUBE SET

Circuit Complete

Circuit Complete

The
Neutrodyne
Circuit is the
last word in Radio and is the best
set that can be made today.
Formica Panel 7x24
5 Bakelite Sockets
3 Neutroformers
2 Neutrodons
2 Franco
Audio
Transformers
1 "A" Battery Switch
3 Dials, 4 inch
1 Klosner Rheostat
1 Amsco Power Rheostat
8 Binding Posts with Names
3 "fucks
27 Feet Spaghetti
28 Feet No. 14 Tinned
Copper Wire
2 Condensers, .006 Dubilier
1 Grid Leak and Condenser,
Freshman
1 Dubilier
Condenser,
.002

1 Eastern Cockaday Coil
2 Amsco 23 Plate Vernier
Condensers
1 Panel 7xl4x&
2 Dials, 3 inch
1 Bakelite Socket
1 Tubular Leak, 2 meg.
1 Dubilier Condenser, .00025
1 Klosner P.beostat
8 Name
Binding Posts
12 Feet Tinned Copper
Wire No. 14
6 Feet Cambric Spaghetti
1 Switch Lever
7 Contact Points and Nuts
2 Contact Stops and Nuts
1 Diagram

Operate a loud speaker on
set.
one tube with this wonderful

Special price for complete
parts for 5 tube set

Our special price for complete Cockaday Set

1 Formica Panel 7xl4xi&. Panel
is drilled, engraved and
polished.
1 Erla Beflex Transformer.
1 Pcarlco
Moulded
Bakelite
Coupler.
2 Switch levers.
denser.23 Plate Vernier Con1 Amsco
1 Klosner Vernier Rheostat.
1 Crystal Detector with Crystal
2 Bakelite Sockets.
1 Dial. 3 inch.
1 Improved Jack.
1 Dubilier Condenser
.001.
1 Dubilier Condenser
.002.
1 Erla Bezel.
5 Name Binding Posts.
12 Ft. Tinned Copper Wire. No.
14.
6
12
2
1

Special

Price

Radio

Street, New

Harrison
Radio Bargains
Electric
Soldering
Iron
Long Distance Headphones, $7.00 value.
Lightning Arresters,
glass mounting...
Variocoupler, $4.50 value
Variocoupler.
$3.50 value
Variometers,
$3.50 value
11
23
43
50

plate
plate
plate
Mile

Vernier Condensers
Vernier Condensers
Vernier Condensers
Range Crystal Sets

Send Money

HARRISON
74 W.

$2.25
3.39
.85
3.75
2.40
2.40
3.58
3.?8
4.18
1.S8

Order or Check to

RADIO

SUPPLY

Harrison St.

CO.

Chicago, 111

Radiotron
UV-201-A
$6.50
Radiotron
UV-199

already made and sold !
This one fact reveals at a glance the growth of
radio! 3,600,000 RADIOTRONS already sold!
It was the perfection of the RADIOTRON that
made popularisation of radio possible — and every
vacuum tube set needs RADIOTRONS for clear
reception and amplification — for sensitivity — and
long distance reception.

$6.50

Radio

Sales Depl.
Corporation

WD-11
Radiotron
$6S0
WD-12
Radiotron
$6.50
UV-200

of America

Suite 3002, 233 Broadway, New York
District Sales Offices:
10 South La Salle Street
Chicago, 111.

Radiotron

433 California Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotrons
REG-

U. S. PAT.

$5.00

OFT.

RADIO «^IP> FANS!
Your Reliable Road from

COAST
CONTINENT

to COAST in SUMMER
to CONTINENT in WINTER

THE

is via

ACMEDYNE

MELCO

CIRCUIT

as employed in the

SUPREME

Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver

This set operates with and without Loop, Aerial and Ground

ESSENTIALS
Telos

Amsco
Compensating
Condenser

Variometer
and
former
Variotrans-

Complete

$

59 Cortland

C.

the troublesome
be Much
avoidedof during
the summer"static"
months canif
the right circuit is employed and the
aerial shortened.

3,600,000 Radiotrons

Ft. Cambric Spaghetti.
Contact Points and nuts.
Contact Stops and nuts.
Franco Audio Transformer.

Our

D.

Minn.

pillllllllllllllll!!III!llll!l!IIUII!IIIIS!!EIIiH;!£S!III!i!S;SISEIlI!in!IIimi!IISMIIIIEIl!!lEIIIIII|

Six New

Making a Good Ground

elsewhere from the gas pipe to the water
pipe, using large wire and ground clamps
on the pipes, you have a water pipe
ground without a long and crooked wire
running from the set to the water pipe.
—Guy M. Chase, Elizabeth, N. J.

TUNER

This new instrument connected to your present
receiving set with one wire enables you to easily
bring in both the long and short wave stations which
you cannot get with your present equipment. It
also enables you to eliminate that local interference
so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for
building and operating this instrument, 50c. or
with all parts, including Condenser. Coils, Switches.
and Panel, §8.50. Complete instrument, $15. All
goods prepaid.
These instruments are easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.

CORP.

Perfection

NEW CIRCUIT

(Continued from page 10)
voltages of B battery for your detector.
If you are going to use dry cell tubes
your potentiometer should be around 1600
ohms; a 200 ohm one will do for storage
cells.
Supper is ready; my better %ths Is
calling.
I have
"in a
minute" — so
I will just
take answered
that last — minute
to tell you something about aerials. No
aerial is better than its ground; if you
have a good ground get a better one; put
on two, keep piling grounds on, the more
the better.
Let's eat!

Gas pipes are poor grounds, due to insulating joints at the meter. Water pipes
Old Tube Used as Guide
are often a long way and a crooked way
Did you ever wire a set and then find from the set. If the set is connected to
that some wire was too close to or just the gas pipe in the room where the set
over the tube socket? If so, you'll ap- is, with a good ground connector and if
preciate this suggestion. If you have a a connection is made in the bath room or
burned out tube or can get one, use it
as a guide. When you wire a socket,
PATENT ATTORNEYS
put the
in theor socket.
hurt
it if tube
the pliers
the iron Tou
slips can'i
and
you have a guide to keep wires properly PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references.
spaced.— Guy M. Chase, Elizabeth, N. J. Best results. WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent

15c Lettered binding posts, complete, set eight,
60c; two sets, $1.00. Prepaid, same day. Stamps
accepted. Everything in Radio. Ask for quotations. List for stamp. Kladag Radio Laboratories, Kent, Ohio.

TUBE

MILOPLEX

Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington,

and it seems very likely that Radio utilizes both of them.
The ether must be composed of very
small particles much as is oxygen or water,
as otherwise it would not be capable of
carrying wave motion. Normally these
small particles would appear as in Figure
2a. One method of wave travel is as
shown in Figure 2b and this is known as
the "compression"
method.
From
point

RADIO
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— Illustrated

27^

Corporation
York City

York Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page complete Radio catalogue free with order of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise prepaid for 25 cents.

Imimimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimmmiiitmiiimiiimiiiimmiiiiiiiiiimiimmii;!

BUILD ONE YOURSELF
All parts complete with
Cabinet,
Drilled and Engraved Panel
Ready for Assembly

AMSCO

PRODUCTS,
Inc.
NEW YORK
N. Y.

Broome and Lafayette Streets

RADIO

September 2Q, 1023

D I G E S T— Illustrated

Control Knob for Book Type Condenser
Vernier Adjustment for
the Leaves of Copper
In looking through one of your papers,
the Radio Digest. I saw a type of vernier
condenser, using the principle of two
wooden plates, each being covered on one
side with a copper plate, one of the sheets

SHAFT

END

MOVES

SWINGING
COPPER.

6AKELITE

Turn Filament Control
Before Removing Tube

PLATE
BAKEUTG

Before removing vacuum tubes from
their sockets in an amplifier circuit precaution should be taken first to turn the
respective filament control rheostats to
the "off" position. This is necessary because when one of the tubes is removed
from such a circuit, the potential across,
which is used to supply several tubes in
multiple or parallel, there is an increase
in current through the remaining tubes.
This sudden increase in current may be
sufficient to damage or impair the filaments of the tubes still in the circuit.
Filament control jacks are objectionable for the same reason, unless similar
precautions are exercised. — Peter J. M.
Clute, Schenectady, X. Y.

BRADLEYSTAT
KNOB AND SHAFT

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
y little kinks
are atman
THER
ed out
workE
home that would
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
day. Radio Digest is very much interested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copymay be returned. The work must be
entirelv original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 TV. Madison St., Chicago

H
BRASS

Static Disturbances

A Battery Switch

A closed single circuit jack can be used
Atmospheric disturbances, known as
static or strays, are the greatest obstacles for an A battery switch; it can be
mounted
on the panel. If you have such
to perfect Radio reception. The most
common type produces a frying or grind- a jack lying in the junk box, mount it in
ing noise in the phones, and for this the A battery circuit between the battery
the tubes. Fashion a wooden, rubber
reason is called "grinder" static. The and
second type, caused by lightning flashes, or composition rod the size of a plug,
.gives a sharp click. The third type creates with a handle on one end. Insert it in
a hissing noise and frequently occurs dur- the jack; it breaks the circuit, the plug
ing a heavy snowstorm. The lightning being of insulating material. Pull the
of copper being covered with a sheet of clicks and hissing static produce little in- plug out and the circuit is restored. If
mica. This appeared to be a great idea
terference with communication because the plug is kept in a good place, small
to me, all but the control, which, according they are generally local and last only a brothers and sisters won't burn out tubes.
to my way of thinking, did not give very few hours. Static is generally at a min- — Guy M. Chase, Elizabeth, N. J.
close adjustment. As I had an old broken
imum at 1:30 a. m. and just after dawn.
Bradleystat handy I removed the control Its maximum strength is reached from 10
knob and shaft and put them on this con- p. m. to midnight.
denser in place of the control mentioned in
the .article.
RADIO PRICES IN THE UNITED STATES
I find that this gives very close adjust- Megaphone
Makes
Loud
Speaker
Send for our new Price List with hundred
ment and simplifies the tuning of the illuYou can convert one of your i-eceiving
of other items
sive stations. — Walter W. Mulcahy, Sparks, telephones
into
a
loud
speaker
by
placing
Nevada.
it against the small end of a megaphone.
CUT RATE
RADIO CO.
This will cause the sound to be concenP. O. Box
472, Dept. D, NEWARK,
N. J.
trated and heard all over the room.
Drain Pipes Make Aerial Mast
A mast that one person can erect alone GENUINE EDISON ELEMENTS (new) for
may be made of corrugated and galvan- making "B" Batteries, obtained from U. S.
ized drain pipes. These I have found to Government. A positive and negative element —
make good masts; they are not expensive. 6c; glass tube — 3c; all other parts at reasonable
prices. Postage, etc., 50c extra per order. Free
Three or four lengths can be joined to- instructions.
TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
gether and soldered. A wooden plug is 109 West 23rd Street,
New York.
driven tightly into the upper end and a
screweye turned into the wood to make
With split stators,
a place for attaching a pulley. A wooden
stake is driven into the ground over which
providing for all
present
circuits
the drain pipe tube is placed. The mast
and day
permitting
is held rigid in a perpendicular position
/\A
W3&rm most future circuits
with guy wires about Number 14 or 16
eter maya bevariomused,
in which
in size. A mast about 30 or 40 feet is
this black bakelite
easily raised by one person. It can be
moulded,
green
instrument
is silk
the
placed on top of a building. — F. W. Steffen,
Hartley, Iowa.
one to buy. It is

$

THE

LOWEST

$

COLUMBIA

ALL-CIRCUIT VARIOMETER

Eiaii
Barkis
for THIS WEEK

An audion is more delicate than an
ordinary incandescent lamp; treat it accordingly.

Cockaday Coil Set $2.50
Including full size blue prints of panel layout,
complete picture hookup, and fully illustrated instructions for construction and operation.
Coils are fully assembled, made exactly as
specified by Mr. Cockaday, D coil bank
wound. Far more efficient than any home
made coils.
Standard parts for this sensational circuit — panel,
coils, condensers, verniers, variable resistance, vernier rheostat, socket, double jack, dials, switch,
contact points, posts, busbar wire, spbagetti, etc,
(no tubes or phones).

Complete for $11.65

Postage additional on all shipments
Send No Money.
PAY THE POSTMAN
All Goods Shipped Parcel Post C. 0. D.

RADIO

SURPLUS

HELENA.

MONTANA

Cockaday
Coil
Filkostat
DeForest 3 Coil Mtg
Howard
40-ohm
Rheostat..
Hilco Variocoupler
Ear- Joy Cushions
21 Plate Condenser,
.0005...
Na-Ald 199 Socket
Murdock Headset, 2000 ohm
Erla
Reflex
Crystal
Spaghetti Tubing, 3' length
Hook-up Wire, No. 14 sq.
tinned, 2 ft

$1.98
1.75
4.45
.98
6.28
89
1.43
45
3.90
89

Price $5.50
Ask to see the nationally known Columbia
line of licensed bakelite apparatus. Known
satisfaction.
A few more
Columbia items:
Moulded
Bakelite Variocoupler
Geared Three Coil Mounting
Geared Two Coil Mounting
Inside Coil Variocoupler
Mounting — —"Vernier"...
All-Meter
150 to 2600
meters
Mounted Coils, Coil Plugs, etc.

.09

COLUMBIA
155

17 M. LA SALVE

g*
MAGNA

£ C0.00
35.00
25.00
101.00
55.00
30.00

VOX
TYPE
MAGN'AVOX
TYPK E R2
ATLAS
AMPLITON
WESTERN
ELECTKIC
10 A
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
10 D
MUSIC
MASTER

FADA
$5.25
5.50
5.50

CONDENSERS
J0.90
2.50
2.75
1.50
1.90

AUDIO
List Price
$4.50 All American
3 to 1
4.75 AU
American
5 to 1
4.75 All American
10 to 1
4.25 Jefferson
4 to 1
7.00 Jefferson
10 to 1

CHICAGO

Vacuum

NEUTRODYNE

P0r?cre

$ 51.00
29.50
19. 50
125.75
44.00
24.50

UVI99

and others

for

Quick service. All tubes repaired by$3.00
us guaranteed to
work as good as new.
Send remittance when you
send the tube.
We prepay
,

parcel post back to you.

THOMAS

BROWN

COMPANY

511-519 Orange St.

NEWARK,

N. J.

&#&?<

murChoke

of one bound volume with
each annual subscription

^0
A. B. C. Lessons for Radio Beginners
In addition to these features these
volumes contain many instructive articles, receiving set diagrams, how to
make articles, new apparatus, pictures
and illustrations, hook-up diagrams,
broadcasting stations, technical articles
and hook reviews.

**

AftfrU

Our Price

$25.00

$18.75
TUBES

U V 200 Badiotron
TT V 201A Radiotron
IT V 199 Radiotron
WD
11 Radiotron
WD
12 Radiotron

last Price
$4.50 Thordarson
6
4.00 Thordarson
3%
4.50 Kellogg (501)
4%
4.50 Kellogg (502)
3%
5.00 Gen'l Radio
3
7.00 Amertran

$395
5 75
5.75
5.75
5.75

tol
to 1
to 1
to 1
to 1

Tubes

are

costly tremely
and
delicate.ex-B
battery or any
other
excessive
current
applied

13 Numbers in
Vol-in
ume;he 52Bound
Numbers
Year's Subscription. Vol-

for only a fraction
of a second to the
filament out
leads your
will
burn
tubes.

umes 2, 3, 4. and 5 Now Ready.
Yc ir chc re of one Bound Volume is free
and postpaid with your one year's subscription or renewal.
This offer good dnly in the U. S. and
possessions. One dollar additional for
Canadian or foreign countries.
Additional volumes are $2.00 each, but
are only available to annual subscribers.
This on account of our limited supply.
Orders for these Bound Volumes must be
mailed us direct wltM full remittance, as
they can not be supplied on orders
through subscription agencies or news
dealers .
Remittance must be by check, money
order or draft,
(Stamps
nor accepted.)

Tou have probably
already had this
experience and it
is apt to happen
again at any time.
A burnt out tube
means
money
—
the set
out lost
of

PARTS

List Price

TRANSFORMERS

Our Price
Ratio $3.95
Ratio 4.10
Ratio
4.10
Ratio
3.75
Ratio 5.55

STREET,

UV20IA,

The Heart of Your Radio Set

SPEAKERS
SPEAKERS

PHONES

UNION

CORP.

PROTECT

ST- CHICAGO

SUPER-VALUES
LOUD
LOUD
R3

NORTH

RADIO

WDI2,

w^^

Write for our free literature
Clip this List- Check Items You Want
Enclose With Money Order
Your Order Will Be Filled By Return Mail
Postage Free- Satisfaction or Moneu. Bac k

WDII,

Greatest
Collection
of Radio
Information
Ever
Published
Reinartz Long Distance Circuit
Ultra-Reinartz Circuit
Fie welling "Flivver" Circuit
Grimes "Inverse Duplex" Circuit
Single Tube Reflex Circuit
Armstrong
"Super- Heterodyne"
Circuit
Circuits
Two,
Three and Four Tube Reflex

$6.00
5.00
3.50
7.00
7.00

04

mmBMCMm

STORES

pig-tailed and built
for selectivity.

S&

VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED

Our Price
Ratio $3.95
Ratio
3.60
Ratio
3.95
Ratio
3 95
Ratio 4.25
5.55

All Mail Orders Shipped Promptly.
Send Money Order, including Postage.
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE
TJArVTITCl
7ClVIirD
(~*i~\
The
RADIO
MailLow Order
rT./\l>Ilii3-Aii-il>Ilirv
V-.V-?.
Known for
Prices House
3 WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

commission
WHY

TAKE

RADEC0

THESE

CHANCES

SAFETY

co—
nvenience to you.
inWHEN

FUSES

will absolutely protect your tubes. Applied in an instant to the filament terminals. Will fit any standard tube or go
in any standard socket. Fully guaranteed. 50 cents each. Sent Postpaid.
Delay may be costly. Write now. Specify type of tube used.
DEPT. G

RADIO

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

630 Washington
Street Boston,
Mass.
New England's Oldest Exclusive Radio House
Distributors of many other successful Radio Spef-alties.
full details.Dealers: — Write for our proposition and

COUPON
9-29
Radio Digest, 123 W. Madison, Chicago
CHECK
OFFER
DESIRED
1 One
one year's
volume. subscription
S«md Vol and choice
Checkof
or M. O. enclosed
$5.00
2. One year's subscription and choice of
.
two
volumes.
Send
Vols
I
Check or M. O. enclosed
$7.00
•
Volumes
Nos
f
3. One
year's subscription
and additional •
Be sure to write plainly your name and
address, giving city and state.
m* w* m mm** -mm J

September 29, 1923
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— Illustrated

Questions and Answers
Single

Tube

Reflex

I mended as more effective in the elimination of local interference.
The
body ca: 1 WHM,
Wagstaff.
Kans.
|pacity effect is not pronounced and can
Please send a sketch of how to add one
be entirely done away with by shielding
stage of A. F. ampere
to the single tube
the panel and grounding shield. Hows circuit.
ever, shielding should
not be necessary.

I made a loop 3 feet to a side with 9
turns of Number 22 d.s.e. wire spaced 1
inch apart. The description from which
this was made said to space wire % inch
apart but the working drawing showed
it spaced 1 inch. The set refuses to
work. I would like to know if it is because the spacing or the small wire, or
both? Would a loop 2 feet to a side
with 14 turns
give the same
results?
Do you think the Cockaday four-circuit
receiver with its inductively coupled stabilizer circuit is superior to the Armstrong two variometer-variocoupler circuit? Would this help relieve static?
I am looking for something that will
get by WDAF
and WHB, but have not
found anything except the Flewelling and
your RD-80. There is too much trouble
with body capacity in both of them.
A. — Complying with your request we are
presenting a diagram showing a method
of adding audio frequency amplification to
the single tube reflex circuit.
Tour described construction of a loop
aerial is correct in detail and will work.
However, when using a loop aerial tuning
will be found quite difficult. In all probability it is largely responsible for the
limitations
experienced.
The Cockaday circuit is in no particular
superior to the Armstrong three-circuit
hook-up, and would not eliminate static
disturbance.
The latter circuit is recom-

CRAMS
Xe«

VARIOCOUPLER
Clears the tone.
Doubles the range.
Back panel mounted.
Built for business.

CRAMS

dial.

S3.S0

RADIO

Waterville.

CO..

Minnesota.

RADIO SCHOOL
All our

graduates

Shortage
Wages
Our

school

still

are

still

holds

are
going

Send

in New

operators.

for Catalog

MASSACHUSETTS
RADIO
&
TELEGRAPH
SCHOOLS,
Inc.
18 Boylston St.
Boston,
G. R. ENTWISTLE, Radio Director

Mass.

ADOPTED— RECOMMENDED
40

Largest

Jobbers

Within the last thirty
days forty leading radio
jobbers with credit ratings of $100,000 or more,
seventeen of them with
ratings of $1,000,000,
have rushed the BremerTully Vernier Tuner into
their catalogs at the last
moment.
They recommend and
catalog only the best rad^o equipment
Here's why they catalog
B-T Vernier Tuners:
1. It's the best Beinartz Tuner available.
2. It gives better control and maximum results
on any single circuit regenerative, any of the
ultta-audions or practically any of the reflex
circuits, including Hazletine.
3. It'sdiscounts
easy to tochange
— ideal
"try-outs."
Liberal
jobbers
aiidfor
their
dealers.
Price $5.00 Postpaid.
(But ask your dealer first.)
Sen. I for one
understand.

today.

Hook

it

up

and

you'll

BREMER-TULLYMFG.CO.
532

South

Canal

Street,

CHICAGO,

Special Sets Made to Order
Let us quote you on any circuit.
Sets made
under
expert
supervision.
We repair sets and test tubes.
FORBES RADIO
CO.
127 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

ILL.

Data

(47271HFF, Council Bluffs, la.
Where may I procure the silicon steel
.018 thick mentioned in Questions and
Answers 3694 of August 4, 1923, issue of
Radio Digest? Will you please give me
the necessary data for constructing a
C. W. transformer which will handle four
5-watt tubes, using 750 volts on the plate?
A. — It will be necessary to use two
transformers, one for the plates of the
tubes and the other for the filaments; if
both windings were placed on the same
cone the filament voltage would drop when
the plate current was being used.
For a plate transformer make 400 turns
of number IS magnet wire on a 1%-inch
core for the primary and 3,000 turns of
number 28 magnet wire for the secondary.
For the filament transformer make 400
turns of number 18 magnet wire for the
primary, the same size core, and 40 turns
dary.
of number 10 magnet wire for the seconNacireman
Circuit
(4716)
HGK,
Louisville, Ky.
Kindly answer the following inquiries
regarding the Nacireman easy super-hookup, R. D. 87, June 30, 1923 issue:
Can spider web coils be used in place
of the variocoupler or variometer?
Please give the dimensions of the spider
web and the size of wire and number of

turns on primary and secondary,
if they
can be used.
A.' — Spider web coils may be substituted
for variocoupler or variometer. The
primary may consist of a 1%-inch core,
exact number of slots not material, wound
with 40 turns of number 22 wire, secondary wound with 50 turns of number
22 wire.

RADIO SPECIALS- WHY

For your Radio-frequency circuit. Our
circuit developed for the Royal Air Force,
gives amazing results on only two tubes.
Il is easy to build, and easy to operate.
Regenerative sets can be converted to the
vrorder circuit in a few minutes. Here in
the Canadian Northwest we hear Raleigh,
X. C, Havana and Porto Rico. Atlanta
heard on the loud speaker. Now look at
the map and see where we are located.
Circuit and full constructional details sent
prepaid on receipt of a dollar bill. No
further charges.
We want a number of radiophans with
reliable sets to collect data on static and
fading signals.
Write today.

POSITIVE RESULTS
being

obtained by thousands
users of the

of satisfied

Crosley Model 3B with H4-V. Tube. Batteries
and Phones
5L86
Crosley
Tube. Batteries 78.34
and Model
Phones X with 1%-V.
Simplex

14th

Ave.

A

CIRCUIT

COMPLETE
ASSEMBLED
SET OF B, C AND D COILS.
PRICE

«B r% *7 ES
«P S*. * «->
' '

Hook-up,
directions and materiel list free.
Mail
Orders
Filled.
Dealers
Communicate

Street,

RADIO
Dept

MFG.

R. D.. NEW

CO.

YORK.

N. Y.

CALGARY,

REPAIR
RADIO
TUBES
THE

as per specifications of Mr. Cockaday,
No. 18 wire with D coil bank-wound.

EASTERN

W.,

we

for the

The remarkable features which are making
this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular
each day are its simplicity of construction
and control — wonderful selectivity — distance
records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference, etc., are eliminated.

Radio Sales.

1806 Lafayette. St.

THE ELGIN
SUPER-REINARTZ

Vernier
Control

RHEOSTAT
control — rheostat
simple inwith
construcTHE gle
vernier
sintion, positive
in action. aGives
the closest control of the filament
hearing — smooth action — no scraping or jerking; clock spring pig tail
connection insures positive contact.
Permits of extremely close tuning.
Price, 6 ohms
resistance
20 or

$1.50

30

1.75

Ask your dealer; write us for catalog
of Sew Carter Improved Radio
Products.

CANADA

A
"THE ACCENT 15 ON SERVICE."
T4-i6'%feseo,St.
New-York-',
Our
appreciation of your orders is expressed
in the
Quality of our merchandise
and prompt service.
VARIOCOTTLERP

$3.50
3.00
3.50
3.50
2.75
2.75
83.50
8.50
3.50

FOLLOWING

Dealers and Agents write tor Special Discount
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Attended to
WD-I2S
WD-ll )
;s WATT
OUR
SPECIALTIES
/TRANSMITTERS

UV-199
UV-200
UV-201
UV-201A
WD-11
DV-6
UV-282

H.

C-299
C-300
C-301
C-301A
WD-12

$3.50
2.50
3.00
3.7S
3.50

$3.50
2.50
3.00
3.75
3.50

3.00 j DV-6A
4.00.C-302

& H. RADIO

Clinton

Hill

3.75
4.00

COMPANY

P. O. Box 22-A
Station
NEWARK,

N.

J.

$2.00
2.35
2.75
$4.00
5.00

Workrite
Rhason
Fisher,
Fisher.
Fisher.
Fisher,
Workrite
Bemler,
Fisher.

180°
130=
Large, ISO"
Large. 90°
Small, 1S0°
Small.
99'
VARIOMETERS

Molded
Large
CONDENSERS
B. C. 11 plate
R. C 23 plate
R. C. 43 plate
VERNIER
CONDENSERS
Precision 23 pi
B. C. 43 pi SOCKETS :

The

Crystal

That
Brought
Joy to
Users Last Season.

100,000

Radio

Sent on approval. Pay us 50 cents when you are satisfied. That's how sure we are that it will please you.
Just pass the good news on to a dealer so others may
enjoy B-Metals too. Just send us the name of dealer
who hasn't heard of B-SIetal when remitting.
Price 50c

ELGIN
207

East

RADIO
Chicago

SUPPLY

Street

ELGIN.

CO .
ILLINOIS

The B-Metol

Type C Fixed Detector for Tour Reflex Set —
Try One and Enow

The price is reasonable when you see what it does.
Thousands in use.
Read
one of the many reports.
B-Metal Refining Co.
St. Louis. Mo., .Tune 25, 1923.

S2.50

$2-95
1-95
2.25
2.25
1-75
1.75
$2.95
4.45
2-65
$1-05
1 .35
1-65
$225
2.S5

$1.00
Magnus. Aluminum
".
$0.45
.75 Bakellte
45
.50 Composition. Mid
.30
RHEOSTATS
Paeent, 6, 10. 20 or 30 ohm
$0.95
Seiss. 6 ohm
60
Tillman, 6 ohm
45
Tillman. 30 ohm
60
Ajax Combination Socket & Bheostat
1.55
PHONES
$6.00 Brandes
Superior
$5.25
12.00 N. & K-. Imported
5.50
5.00 Nerco
2-50
Ambassador
3.89
•\fgti orders promptly attended to. All orders
amounting to $5.00 or more will be shipped prepaid.
order.
Will ship C. O. D. unles3 remittance accompanies

RADIO RECEIVING SET
Embodies all the advantages of the well
known Elgin Reinartz (the set which was
largely responsible for the popularity of
this wonderful circuit) and many others.
It is much louder, more selective, requires
no storage battery, and can be used with
excellent results on a shorter loop aerial.
It has brought in California stations two
thousand miles from Elgin, clearly and
without interference on a loud speaker
with only one tube, and that while our
powerful local station was broadcasting
three miles away.
Could you ask for more?
Write for circular giving one, two and
three bulb hook-ups of this remarkable
circuit.
IT IS FREE.

Me.

CARTER

What About It?
Isn't it about time to "stop experimenting
with multiple control circuits and build
one that, combining ease of assembly and
operation, loudness, clarity and selectivity
of signals, as well as beautiful appearance,
is excelled by none?

Louis,

INDEPENDENT RADIO ENGINEERS

EASTERN COIL SETS
COCKADAY

PAY MORE?

UV-201A. VV-199. WD-11, WD-12 Radiotrons.$ 5.49
SIMPLEX
3000-Ohm
Guaranteed Phones
3.J5
BBANDES
"SUPERIOR"
Phones
4.86
ERLA
REFLEX
TRANSFORMERS
3.96
Large size 22%-Volt Variable "B" Battery...
1.95
Large size 45-Volt Variable "B" Battery
3.76
30-Ohm Rheostats. 55c; 250-Ohm Potentiometer .65
Crosley
>de: V with 1%-V. Tube, Batteries 28.95
and MPhones

COME TO CANADA

1732

22 Warren

B-T VERNIER TUNER
By

C 301-A tube is connected with return
side of the transformer (inside turn of
outside coil, usually
marked F)
to nega-

Made
using

up.

best records

for qualifying

England

placed.

exists.

Transformer

to

A.

are

Spider Web

Price with

F. Transformers
(4698)
CFC,
Arcadia,
Wis.
In an audio-frequency transformer is
the inner or smaller number of windings
called the primary or secondary? Does
the plate of the amplifying tube connect
to the outside layer in the coil of the
primary for best results? When using
the new tube C 301-A as a detector the
manufacturer advises connecting positive
A of the tube to the grid return. Please
explain this connection.
A. — The primary has the fewest number of turns of wire.
The plate of the amplifying tube is connected to the outside turn of the inside
coil.

tive
A
battery.
Follow
this
method
accomplish
a proper connection.

Dear Sirs: — Enclosed find order for $3.00 in payment
for typo "C" detector shipped me last week and 50 cents
for which kindly mail me one B-Metal crystal. Accept
thanks for type "C" which is so far ahead of anything
I have tried for Reflex work that there is no comparison.
Respectfully.
THOS\ D. JACKSON,
4280 Penrose Street,
B-METAL
REFTNLNG
COMPANY
3134 Trumbull Avenue
Detroit, Michigan

„.y^; -•

RADIO

^X'ffi

DI G E S T — Illustrated

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part III
-The third part of the schedule list appears
uj is completed below. Tbe fourth l-art consists of
the slate. city-station index and will appear next
wtek, )
WJD.
GraiiTine. O.
Ml meter*.
190 n>L
Deolsoo
Central. Kn. Sal. ."-o pm, music, educational lectures.
WJH.
Washington.
D. C. 273 meters.
200 mi. Wm.
V liuyer Co. Daily ex Sun. 3. 4 pm. markets, reports, music. Tubs,
7.15-1* pm.
concertSun.
8
pm. church services.
Eastern.
WJX. New York. N Y. 360 meters.
D» Forest Radio
Telephone 4 Te!.-i:raph Co.
WJY. New Tort City.
405 meters.
1500 ml. B. C. A.
Dally ex Sun. 1-9 pm, entertainmentTuea, Thurs.
Kri ::30-ll 30 pm. concert.
Sun. 2:39-5 pm. 6-6:30.
Eastern Djvuchi Saving.
WJZ. New Tart City. <:•*■ meierv
1500 mi
R. C. A.
Daily ex Sun. 3-6:30 pm. entertainment : 7:30-11 pm.
special program.
Sun. 10:30 am-1 pm. church service:
10:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WKAA.
Cedar Rapids. la.
360 meters
200 mi.
H.
F I'aar. Dally ex Sun. 12:45 pm. reports: 5:30. re.LgriogTani* : 6-7. music.
Thurs. 11-12 pm. mu>un. 4-5 pm. church servicv.
QBOtra],
WKAC,
Lincoln.
Neb.
275 meters.
400 mi.
The
u Star.
Tuea. Fri. 8-9:30 pm. concert, entertainment. Central.
WKAO.
East Providence. B. I. 240 meters.
Charles
WKAF. Wichita Falls. Tex. 360 meters. W. S. Radio
v Cto.
WKAN. Montgomery. Ala. 226 meters. 200 ml. Crated
Service Co. Moo, Wed. Fri. 6:30-7 pm,
music, news.
Central.
WKAP.
Crandstcn.
K. I. 3«u me:ers.
WHeni Tlint.
WKAO. San Juan. Porto Rico. 360 meters. 1.500 miRadio Corp. of Porto Rico. Tues. Sat. 11 pm-12:30
am. entertainment.
Intercolonial.
WKAR, East Lansing. Mich.
2S0 meters.
Midi. AgrL
WKAsf

Springfield.

Mo.
360 meters.
100 mi.
L. E.
-: «an. -Queen City of the Osarks."
. 13 pm. niusi..'. Central.
N. H.
360 meters.
Laconia Radio

WKAV,
Laeoma,
Oub.
WKAW.
Beloit. Wis.
242 meters.
100 mi.
Turner
Cycle
Co.
Daily
12-12:15
pm.
7-7:30.
concert.
CentraL
, _
WKAX.
Bridgeport, Conn.
231 meters.
75 mL WmA. Macfariane.
WKAY. Gainesville. Ga.
360 meters.
100 mi.
Brenan
College.
No
definite schedule.
College activities.
Thurs. 8:30 pm. concert.
Eastern.
WKC
Baltimore. ltd.
360 meters.
109 mi.
Jos. M.
ytnw.iJri
Co. Savins.
Toes. Thurs. Sat, 7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern
Daylight
WKY.
Oklahoma
City. Okla.
360 meters.
500 mi.
WET Radio Shop.
Daily ex Sun. 7:30 pm, sports:
9-11:30Fairfield.
pm. "Raven
WL2.
O. 360 Frolic."
meters.
V.CentraL
S. Army.
WLAC. Raleigh. N. C 360 meters. N. C. State College.
WLAG.
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Minn.
417 meters,
mi.
Cutting * Wash.
Radio Corp.
Slogan.
Twin Ci'.v Station in the Land of Ten Thousand L.-ies." Club. "Tooth Brush."
Daily ex Sun.
9:30. 10:10 10:30. 10:45, 11:30. 12 m, 12:30 pm. 1:30
pm. 2, 2:30. 4. 4:30, 5. 6, 7:30. 10. reports, lectures.
music: 5:30-6 pm. children's program;
8:39. music
Wed. Sat. 10:30 pm-1 am. music.
Sun. 10:30. 7:45.
church services: S 30. music.
CentraL
WLAH. Syracuse, N. Y. 234 meters.
900 mL
Samuel
\v
lworth.
No regular schedule.
WLAJ. Waco. Tex.
360 meters.
1.000 ni
Waco Elec
Supply Co. Daily ex Sun. 9:30 am, 10:3fl. 2:30 pm.
music, reports.
Tues. Thar.
7:45-8:45 pm, music.
Sun, 3 pm, church service.
CentraL
YVLAK.
Bellows Fa.ls, V;. 360 meters.
Yermont Farm
W LA L. Tulsa Radio Co. 360 meters.
Tulsa, Okla.
WLAN.
Houlton, Me.
283 meters.
500 mi.
Putnam
Co.
WLAP, Louisville. Ky.
360 meters.
W. Y\ Jordon.
WLAB.
Ealamazoo. Mich.
360 meters. 100 na. A. E.
Schilling.
No .egular program.
CentraL
WLAT, Burlington, la. 360 meters. Radio and Specialty
WLAV.
Shop,
WLAW,

Pensacoia. F'.a.
360 meters.
209 ml
Elec.
Inc. Daily ex Sun, 8-9 pm. music, entertamCentraL
__
- _
New York. N. Y. 360 meters. New Tort Police

WLAX. Gree^cas-Je, lad. 231 meters.
Greencastle Com- Broadcasting Station.
(Putnam Elec. Co.)
WLAZ.
Warren.
O.
100 mL
248 meters.
Hutton &
Elec. Co. Wed. 8-9:15 pm. classical concert.
Sat, 10:30-11:30
pm,
music,
sports.
Sun,
7:30-9
pm. church services.
Eastern.
WLW,
Cincinnati. O. 2,000 mL
309 meters.
Crosier
M'g. Co. Slogan, "WLW,
In the Queen City of the
West."
Dally ex Sun. 10:30 am. 1:30 pm, 3. 4.
Men. Wed,
8-18 pm. entertainmen'.
Tues.
Thurs, 10-12 pm, music.
Sat. 2 pm, speciaL
Sun,
:. S. S. services; 1L church services.
Central
Davlight Saving:
_
WMAC,
Caxenovia, N. T. 261 meters.
500 mi. C. B.
Meredith.
No definite schedule.
WMAF.
Dartmouth.
Mass.
360 meters.
Bound
mils
Radio Corp.
Slogan, "From the Land of the Pilgrim.
Fathers."
DaOv
ex Sun. 5:3» pm. 7:39-10.
Sun,
_ -1». Eastern Daylight Saving.
WMAH.
Lincoln. Xeb.
254 meters.
500 mL
General
Supply Co. Slogan, "A Call from the Western Plains."
Club.
"Lincoln
Hoot
Owls."
Daily,
2:15-3
pm.
r..u=:c; 8 pm. entertainment.
Sun. 10 am, church
services,
3:30-4:30,
concert,
8. sermon.
CentraL
VYMAJ. Eansas City. Mo.
275 meters.
6»« mi- Kansas
Cto Daily Drovers Telegram.
Dally ex Sun. 8:15
am, 9:15. 10:15, 11:15. 12:15 pm, 1:15. 2:15. weather,
markets, news.
Central.
WMAK. Loctpcrt, N. Y. 360 meters.
1.500 nu. Nor-ibs. Tues. 8-9:30 pm. music.
Sat, 730-8 pm.
j; 10:30-11:30. music.
Eastern.
WMAL. Trenton, >". J. 256 meters.
100 mL
Trenton
HJwe.
Co. Slogan. "The
Home
of Good
Music-"
Moo. Thar, 7:33-9 pm. music, lecture.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WMAK.
Beaumont, Tex.
360 meters.
Beaumont Badio
iprsextt Co.
_
WMAN. Columbus. O. 286 meters.
50 mi. First BaptaKs*.
Son. 10 JO- 12 m, 7:3C-9 pm. church
:-s. CentraL
WMAP. Easton. Pa.
246 meters.
400 mL
Utility BatCo. Daily
ex Sun.
4-5 pm.
6-6:45.
8-9:55 pm. entertainment.
Eastern.
WMACI. Chicair"'. I1L 908 meters.
1.509 mL
The Chicago Daily News.
Daily ex Sun. Moo. 7-8 pm. 9:15- Sat. Sao. 4:30-3 pm.
Central Daylight

The Reader's View
lions Distance FleweTlrng
I read with much interest your articles
In the Digest every- week. It might interest you to know what success I have had
with the Flewelling receiver which I built
according' to the descriptive booklet I received from you. This set is positively
"spooky." When I use my large antenna
and a UV-201A tube it brings in anything
or everything in the air loud enough to be
heard 40 feet away. However. I usually
use a \\ L)-ll tube, and use the set anywhere I want to sit, using whatever is
handy for an antenna. If there is nothing
handy around to use for an antenna, well,
that does not worry the little Flewelling
much Sometimes I use the bed spring,
sometimes a short length of wire with one
« isted around the glass of an elec-

WHAT.

Duluth. Minn.
366 meters.
500 ml
Paramount Radio Corp.
Daily ex Sun.
11:20 am. 4:20
pm. weather: 6:15-7:30 pm. markets.
Tues. Fri. B9:30 pm. concert
Central.
WMAV.
Auburn. Ala.
1.060 meters.
Ala. Polytechnic
Institute.
Daily ex Sun. 10 am. 12. weather, market.Tues.
Thurs,
Sat,
7:30-8:30
pm.
music.
Central.
WMAY,
St. Louis. Mo.
2S > meters
1 .000 mL
Kingsbuhway
Presbyterian
Church.
Slogan. "May
Every
By-Way
Hear Kingahigtiway."
Sun, 11 am. 8 pm.
T -. 7-s pm. church serruvs.
Central.
WMAZ, Macon. Ca.
268 meters.
250 ml. Mercer University. Daily ex Sun. 5:3'-a pm, 7-7:30. 8:30-9:30.
music.
Tuea, Wed, Thur. 10:30-11 am, chapel.
Eastern.
WMC.
Memphis.
Term.
500 meters.
2.000
mi. Tbe
Commercial
Appeal
Slogan. "Station WMC.
Memphis. "Down In Dixie."
Club.
•Midnight
Frolic."
Daily ex Sun, 9:30 am. 12 m. 3 pm. weather, markets; 12:30-2 pm. concert; 8:30, music
Wed night
silent. Tues. Fri. 11 pm. Midnight frolic
CentraL
WMH. Cincinnati. O. 248 meters.
Precision Equipment
Co. Temporarily discontinued.
WMU. Washington. D. C. 261 meters.
100 mL
DouMeday-Hill
Elec. Co. Daily. 4:30-5:30 pm. concert,
sports.
Thurs. 8-9, concert.
Eastern.
WNAC, Boston. Mass.
273 meters.
200 mL
Snepard
Stores.
Daily ex Sun,
1-2 pm. 4-5. dance music.
Wed. Fri. 6:30-7 pm.
Tues. Thur. Fri. 8-10 pm.
Wed. Sat. 9-11 pm.
Sun. 11-12 am. 2:30-4 pm. 6:308:30 pm, church services.
Eastern.
WNAO, Norman, Okla.
360 meters.
300 mL
TTniv. of
Okla. Daily ex Sun. 8-9 pm, news- CentraL
WNAL,
Nebr.
B. J. BockwelL
Temporarily
off air. Omaha.

W?£nama^',1^yPe,x
Sun. "STan, *Sj£L rJ£?- I "££'
™0W
^^
°'
3C° »""*•
*»**
™'
rVVllalTo^timei
SSJ-?«'»»3
vrRA?.' C^^terPCUy2^mCJtCai«Hmet?rsD
^o„'.
»iexon a
.™> "nra
«;arap".
Daylight1.000Saving.
pm, music
WOQ.
Kansas concert.
City. Mo. Eastern.
360 meters.
ml. WentWRAY.
Seranton, Pa«•».«.«.
2S» meters.
100 mi.
Badio
:.idlo Co.
Dally ex Sun. 930 am. markets; «ale» Corp.
Mon, Wed. Sat. Sun. 8:31.-10 pm, conM 30-11.
music, rime signals: 11-J0 am-12J0
pm. wrtEastern.
i
■
markets; 2:45-3:15. music; 7-7:20 market.
Mon. Wed,
WRAZ.
Newark.
K J.
233 meters.
Badio
8hoD of
Fri. 7:30-8. music
TUcs. Thurs. Sat. 8-9 30. music. I Newark.
Sun. 11 am-12:15 pm. 7-7:45. church service..
CcnWRC. Washington.
469 meters.
1.5*» mL Badio
""•
'A America.D. C
W0R.
Newark. K J. 405 meters.
2.006 mi. L Bam- ' WRK.
lluniltoo.
O.
360 meters.
566 mL
Doron
berger & Co. Daily ex Sun. 2:39-4 pm. 6:15-7 :.".•). Bros.
Elec. Co.
Slogan.
'The Oldest Station
In
music talks. Mon, Wed. Sat. S-ll pm. music, enter- I Eilstenes."
Fri. 8:15 pm music lectura.
Son °13
tainmrrrt.
lectures.
Eastern
Daylight
Saving.
'
cm,
music
CentraL
W0S. Jefferson City. Mo.
441 meters.
L500 ml. MisWRL.
Schenectady
J» T
360
souri State Marketing Bureau.
Slogan. "Watch Our
WRB.
TJrbana. DL
360 meters. 399 mL
Cniv
of
State."
Daily ex Sun. first 15 min. of every hour
from 8 am-2 pm, markets.
Daily ex Sat. Sun. 5 pm,
III.
Mon.
Thurs.
8
30-8:58
pm. 9-9 Jo. Cniv. news
talks, music.
Central.
Mon. Wed, Fri. 8-9:30 pm. concert.
• rnJ°" Collcg°
CaBtraL markets.
Radio dub.
WPAB. State College. Pa. 360 meters.
Pa. State Col.
Dallas.
Daily Tfer„
ex Sun.
3-330of
WR?,',
DaJJ?s^
36#12-1239
»cters.pm.299weatherml. City
Ie*e.
music Sun, 11 am, cburch service: 7-8 pm. police
WPAC.
Okmulgee.
Okla.
369 meters.
Donaldson
Ra555s' church
'"rtets,
news; Central.
7-7:15. police news: 8-8:30.'
news,
service.
WPAD.
Chlcaso. 111.
360 meters.
500 mi.
W
A.
WRW, Tarrjlown. X. Y. 273 racers. 1.000 mi TarWieboldt & Co. Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:39 pm. music
rytovrn Radio Research Laboratory. Slogan "EveryMon. 6:30-7 pm.
Tues, Tmirs. 8-9 pm, cencert. Wed.
thing In Radio." Mon. Wed. Fri. 7:30-11 pm. Sun,
WPAF,
7:30-9:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
Fri. tral
9-10Daylight
pm. Saring.
concert.
Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm.
CenWSAB. state
(ate Teachers
Girardeau. College^
Mo.
:*t;o meters.
Southeast
Clemson
Council
Bluffs,
la. 369 meters.
Peterson's

WPAG.
Independence. Mo.
360 meters.
Central Badio
Co
Inc
cousin Waupaca,
Dept. of -Wis.
Markets 360 Daily
ex 3.000
Sun. mi.
9:30 Wisam,
WPAH.
WNAN. Syracuse. N. T. 286 meters.
1.000 mL
Syra1030. 11:30. 12:30
pm. 2:30. meters.
1:30. markets,
weather.
cuse Badio TeL
Co.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat. 7 JO pm.
concert, agriograms. etc. Eastern.
j WPAJ.
news,
etc Haven.
Central.Conn.
Corp. New
268 meters.
Doolittle Badio
WNAO.
Charleston,
S.
C. 360
meters.
Charleston
Radio Elec Co.
WPAK.
Fargo.
N. D.
360 meters.
North Dakota
WNAP.
Springfield.
0.
360
meters.
200
mi.
WittenAgricultural College.
■m Cnfleae.
WPAL.
Columbus,
0.
286 meters.
Superior Badio &
WMAR. Butler, Mo. 360 meters.
100 mL C. C. Rhodes.
Tel. Equip. Co.
WNAS.
Tex. Badio Corp.
(Austin Statesman.) Austin. Tex.
WPAM, Topeka, Kans. 360 meters. Awerbach & Guet
I ing. Philadelphia. Pa.
WPAQ.
Frostburg,
Md.
360 meters.
General Sales &
Engineering
Co.
360 meters.
500 mL
Lennig
| WHAT,
Bros. Co. Irregular schedule.
TSawffrn Daylight SavWPAR, Beloit, Kans.
50 mi. 360 meters.
R. A. Ward.
J WNAV, Knoxvflle. TermSun,
11
am,
8
pm,
church
services;
3 pm, music,
talk.
CentraL
3SO meters.
1,090 mL People's Tel & Telg Co. Mon, 9-10:30 pm.
Tues. Thurs,
WPAT,
El Paso, Tex,
360 meters.
Saint Patrick's
Sat. 7:30-3:30.
Wed.
indefinite.
Sat, 12:01-1:01.
CathedraL
Sun, 2:30-3:30 pm.
Fri. silentCentraL
I concert.
lege. Moorhead, Minn.
WPAU,
360 meters.
Concordia ColFortress
Monroe.
Ya360
meters.
Henry
I WNAW.
Eunzmann.
273 meters.
Dr. John R.
] WNAX. Yankton, 3. D.
244 meters.
250 mL
Dakota WPAZ, Charleston, W. Ta.
Radio Apparatus Co.
Daily, 11:30 am. reports: 4:30
Koch. New Lebanon. 0.
WPG.
234
meters.
150
mL
Nuspm,
reports,
music
Wed,
Sat, 9-10 pm,
music
hawg Poultry Farm.
Slogan. "The Pulse of Miami
CentraL
Yalley."
Daily ex Sun, 12-12:15. news: 6-6:36 pm,
WNAY. Baltimore, Md.
360 meters
Shipowners Radio
markets.
Mon. Fri, 8-9:45 pro, music, farm proService.
gram. CentraL
WMJ.
Albany.
N. T. 360 meters.
mL Shotton
WOAA, Parkersburg. Pa. 360 meters.
1,500 mL
Horace
Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. Wed, S:15 pm, concert. EastA. Beale. Jr. Temporarily discontinued.
Eastern.
em.
Springfield. Mb.
236 meters.
Southwest MisWOAA. Ardmore, Okla. 360 meters. 250 mi. Dr. WOAB, souri
State
Teachers
College.
Walter Hardy.
WQAC,
Amarillo,
Tex.
360 meters.
200 mi. E. B.
WOAB. Grand Forks. No. Dak. 2S0 meters. 50 mi
Gish.
Yalley Radio. Daily ex Sun. 10-11 am. 2-2:30 pm,
WQAD.
Waterbury,
Conn.
242 meters.
30 mi.
The
entertainment,
reports.
Sun,
3-4
pm.
music,
church
service.
CentraL
Whitall Elec Co.
Mon. Wed, Fri. 5:30-6:45 pm.
music* Boy Scout news.
Eastern.
W0AC. Lima. O.
266 meters.
Maus Radio Co.
Springfield, Vt.
275 meters.
300 mi.
Moore
WOAD. Sigourney, la. 360 meters. Friday Battery &. WQ.AE.
Elec Co.
Radio
Xews
Station.
Slogan,
"Among
the Green
WOAE, Fremont, Nebr.
360 meters.
Medland College.
Hills
of Vermont."
Dairy, 7-7:39 pm.
Sun, 2304:30
pm.
Eastern.
WOAF. Tyler, Tex. 360 meters. 50 mi. The Tyler
Sandusky Register.
Commercial College. Daily ex Sat & Sun. 12 m. WQAF, Sanduslcy. 0. 249 meters.
WQAH,
Lexington. Kv.
254 meters.
Brock- Anderson
weather, markets; S pm, weather, sports, codes: 10:15,
Elect. Eng. Co.
I". S". Navy
press. Sun, 11 am, 7:30 pm, church
serviee.
Central.
WQAL, Mattoon, UL
258 meters.
100 mL Coles County
WOAG, Belridere, UL
224 meters.
Apollo Theatre.
Tel & Telg. Co.
Slogan. "The Buckle on the Corn
Belt."
Tues, Thurs, 9-11 pm, music, lectures.
CentraL
WOAH. metto
Charleston,
C. 360
meters.
200 mi.
-palBadio Corp.S.Mon,
Thur,
Sat. Sun.
10 pm-1
WttAM,
Miami.
Fla.
369 meters.
500 mL
Electrical
am, music.
Eastern.
WOAI, San Antonio, Tex. 3S5 meters. 1.800 mL
Equip.
Co.
Slogan,
Eastern.
Tues, Thurs,
8 pm. "It
music.is Always
Sun, June
9-11 in
pm, Miami"
music
Southern Equip. Co. (Evening News-Express.' Daily
ex Sun, 10:30 am. 12:15 pm, 3, 7. news, markets.
WttAN, Seranton, Pa.
280 meters.
309 mL
Seranton
Tues, Sat. 9:30-10:30 pm, concert. Thurs. 7:30Times.
Slogan,
"The
Yoice of the Anthracite-"
8 30 pro, concert. Sun, 11 am, church services; 5-6
Daily ex Sun, 12:30-1:30 pm. 4:30-5 39, 7:30-830,
pm, concert.
CentraL
new3. reports,
Tues. Fri, 3 pro, entertainment. Eastern. music
WOAJ, Parsons, Kans. 258 meters. 50 mi. C. E. Ervin. Slogan. "Qneen City of the Plains." Thurs,
WQAO.
New York City. IT. T. 360 meters. 390 mL
7-8 pro, music lectures, news. Sun, 3-4:30 pm.
Calvary Baptist Church.
Sun. 10 30 am, 7:45 pm,
Sermon, music, news.
Central.
church services.
Eastern Daylight Saving.
WOAK, FTankfort, Ey. 240 meters. Collins Hardware
Co.
WQAP,
Lincoln
Near.
360 meters.
Am. Badio Co.
WOAL, Webster Groves. Mo. 360 meters. 300 mi.
mL of
390Sun,
360 meters.
am,Abilene
pm
waAQ,
Daily Abilene,
Reporter. Tex. Slogan.
"The
Capital
West
W. E. Woods.
Sun, 3-5 pm.
Central.
WOAM. Lawrenceburg. Term. 360 meters. 1.0OO mi.
church
CentraL Fri, 8-9 pm
Texas." servicesTues, Thurs,
Sun
am
nm
James D. Yaugnan.
Temporarily discontinued.
WOAS,
LowelL
Mass.
2>J6
meters.
100
mi.
PrinceWOAO, Mishawaka, Ind. 360 meters. 200 mi. LyraWalter Co. Daily ex Sun. 19:45-11 am. 2:30-3 pm,
dion Mfg. Co.
music. Eastern
Mod. Wed. Fri. 6-7 pm. news, concert. Thurs.
WOAP. Kalamazoo, Mich. 360 meters. Kalamazoo Colsilent.
lege. Mon. Wed, Fri, 6:30-730 pm.
Eastern.
WOAQ.
Portsmouth, Ya. 360 meters. Portsmouth Ki- WOAV, Greerrrille, S. C. 253 meters. 75 mL Huntwanis Club.
ington & Guerry, Inc. Slogan, "The Textile Center
WOAR.
Kenosha,
Wis.
360 meters.
H. P. Lundskow.
of
the pm.
South."
Thurs, 8-9 pm. music Sat,
8-8:30
music. Tues.
Eastern.
WOAT. Wilmington. Del 360 meters. Boyd Marvell
WQAW, Washington, D. C. 236 meters. t^uhoBc University of America.
WOAV, Erie. Pa. 242 meters. 669 ml. Penna. Natl
WQAX, Peoria. HI. 360 meters.
Badio Equipment Co.
Guard.
Thurs. 830-10 pm, music. Fri, 9:15K-iz:-. pm,Tues,
WQAZ. Greensboro, N. C. 360 meters. Greensboro
10.45
music Sun. 7:45 pro, church services.
Daily News.
Eastern.
WRAA, Houston. Tex. 360 meters. 400 mL Bice InWOAW, Omaha. Nebr. 526 meters. 1.000 mL Woodstitute. Mon. 8-9 pro, concert, college activities- Sun.
men of the World- Slogan. "Gateway to tbe East
4:30 pm, extension lectures.
Central.
and West." Men, Tues. Tburs. Fri, Sat. 9 pm, conSun. 9 am, 9 pm, ehuieh services.
CentraL
WRAB. Savannah, Ga. 360 meters. Savannah Board of
niouc
Education.
WOAX. Trenton. N. J. 240 meters. 309 mi. F. J. Wolff.
Intermittent schedule.
WRAD. Marion. Kans. 24S meters. Marion Badio Shop.
WOAZ. Stanford. Tex.
360 meters. Penick Hughes Co.
Daily, 12-12:45 pm, 5:15-5:45. markets, m ■!» I
WOC, Davenport. la. 484 meters. LOOP mi. Palmer
Mon, Thurs, S pm, concert.
Sun, 5-6 pm.
CentraL
WRAF, La Porte, Ind.
224 meters.
Badio Club. Inc.
School of Cbiropractic. Slogan. "Where the West
WRAH, Providence. B. I. 360 meters. Stanley X.
Begins
and Sun,
in theTues
Statenight.
Where 9 theam.Tallmarkets;
Corn Grows."
Daily ex
10:55.
Bead. St. Croix Falls. Wis. 243 meters. Northern
time; 11, weather; 12 m, chimes; 130 pm, markets;
WRAL.
States Power Co.
3 36. talk; 5:45 chimes, ex Wed: 6. 6:30, Sandman,
sports; T, concert; 10 pm, concert. Wed only; 9 pm,
WRA0.
St. Louis. Mo. 360 meters. St. Louis Badio
concert. Sat only. Mon. Wed, Thurs. Fri. 8 pm,
Service Co. Daily ex Sur.. 4:15-5 pm, music, sports.
music. Sun. 9 am, chimes: 7. organ; 739, snorts;
Sun.
3:30-5
pm, musir. sportsCentraL
8. church services: 9. concert.
Tues, silent
Central.
WRAR. David City. Nebr. 226 meters. 199 mL Jacob
C. Thomas. Daily. 6:30-7.30 pm. Toes. Fri. T-9
WO I. Ames, la. S60 meters. 200 rrri. Iowa State Ccllege. Daily ex Sun, 9:45 am, 10 -jk>. 12:45 pm, marpm.
CentraL
WRAS,
McLeansboro. UL 350 meters. Radio Supply
-ea'.her talks; 9:30 pm. music, weather. Last
Tues of month, 6:45 pm, music
CentraL
WRAU. AmariTlo. Tex. 360 meters. 50 mL AmariHo
WOK. Pine Blntf. Art. 3S0 meters. 506 mL Art.
Daily
News. Tues, Thurs. S:90-9:»0 pm, music
Ujrrt i. Power Co. Tues. Fri. 9-10 pm, concertCo.
Central.
CentraL

u.i'lfL ColleeeCollege activities.
No definite schedule.
IT,!.' Mtddleport,
O. 258246 meters.
Daily News.
WSAL,
BrookiOle,
Ind.
meters. TheFranklin
Elec.
WSAN.
229 meters.
Allentown Badio
Club. Allentown, Pa.
WSAP,
New York. X. Y.
263 meters.
Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
Sat. 10:45-12:45 am.
Sun. 7:30ii 9:30 pm.
Eastern Daylight Saving:
WSAR,
Mass.
254 meters.
Doughty
&
Welch Fall
Elect. Biver,
Co.
WSAT.
Plainview, Tex.
268 meters.
Plainview Elect.
field.
229 meters.
WSAU.
Chesham, N H
CurUce &
|
WSAW.
Canandaigua,
N. T. 275 meters.Camp MarienMcElwee.
Co.
Laboratory.
Chicago
Badio
WSAX.
Chicago,
UL
268 meters.
WSB. Atlanta. Ga. 429 meters. 1.500 mi. Atlanta
JoumaL Slogan, "The Yoice of the South." Daily
et Sun, 12-1 pm, music weather; 2:30, reports; 4-6
baseball; 8-9, concert; 10:45-12, concert. Sun, 19:5412:15 pm, 5-6 pm, 730-9:15, church services.
CentraL
WSL,
Etica, K T.
273 meters.
500 mL
J. & M.
Co. Daily ex Sat, Sun, 11-1130 am, 5-6 pm.
music, news.
Mon. Wed, Sat, 8-9 pm.
Sun, 10:39-12
m, 7:30-9 pm.
Church services.
Eastern.
WSY. Birmingham, Ala, 360 meters. 2,000 mi. Alabama Power Co. Daily ex Sun, 930 am, 3 pm. 330,
news, weather. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 pm, music. Sun.
11 am, 8 pm, church services.
Central.
WTAB. Fall River, Mass. 243 meters. Fall Biver
Daily Herald.
WTAC. Johnston, Pa. 360 meters. Perm Traffic Co.
DaUy ex Sun, 10:15 am, 2:15 pm. Tues. Thurs. 739
pin.
Eastern.
WTAD, Carthage, UL
229 meters.
Boot. E. Comptoc.
Co.
WTAF, New Orleans. Ea. 212 meters. 50 mL Louis
J. GaDo.
Tues. Sat, 8-9:15 pm, music.
WTAG, Providence, B. L 258 meters. Kern Music
WTAH,
WTAJ.
WTAK.
Bower

Beividere. DX
236 meters.
Carmen Ferro.
Portland, Me.
236 meters.
The Badio Shop.
Stenhenvflle. O. 2SS meters. The SwanCo.

I WTAW. Cleveland. Ohio.
399 meters.
2.999 mi.
YvilWed. Sat, 8 pm, concert.
lard Storage t Battery Co.
I• btS"!,...
Chas. E. Erbstcin.
360 meters.
Buegy Battery &
WTAU,
Tecumseh,
Neb.
Elec. Elgin,
Co.
WTAS.
HI. 2<o meters
WTAW, College Station. Tex. 254 meters. 200 ml.
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex. Wed,
Thurs,
pm, music, talks. Sun. 11 am, church
services. S-S30
CentraL
¥fTG. Manhattan, Kan. 360 meters. 75 mi. Kan.
State AgrL College. Daily ex Sun. 9:55 am. weather
fcodei.
CentraL
WWAC, Waco, Tex. 360 meters. LS96 mi. Sanger
Bros. Daily ex Sun, 11 am, weather; 1:30 pm. entertainment. Wed, Sat, S pm, music, entertainment.
CentraL
WWAD. Philadelphia. Fa. 360 meters. Wright &
Wright, Inc
WWAX, Laredo, Tex. 369 meters. 159 mL Weemser
Bros. Dairy ex Sim, 439-530 pm, music Men.
Sat, 8-9 pm, music
CentraL
WWB. Canton, O. 268 meters. 390 mL DaUy Sews
PT.r-tirig Co.
Tues. Tburs. 8-9 pm.
Eastern.
WWI. Dearborn. Mich. 273 meters. 20* mL Ford
Motor Co.
Wed, 8-19 pm, music, lectures.
Easter.WWJ. Detroit, Mich. 517 meters. 1.500 mL The Jf:
troit News. Daily ex Sun. 930-9:45 am. bos«Sra
hints: 9:45-19:25, health talks: I9;2S-10:30...^S*I;
weather;
3:35-405.
markets;
^?1a' -3"-*-30;
__££*?
1155-12, time:
12:05-12:45
pm,5-0,
nrusiei_f
22. and every other week. 830-J<, *£• IP^TJTours,
11-12
pm.
"midnight
sp*£*»t
sPn;.-f
25'130, church sexrlces. J1H 1-. "SSt— JUS'
concert;
Son. 11
am. S*
530.J?fS».
«»«•■ "7S9KW.
Tuinucu.
Cuba.
.2? w Tf?*BnJ^SS
WWL. New Orleans. La.
V ™**«.
Jf*"*. Cn",
H. Jones. Slogan.^*™1 -£^1*5 SS- "*,»£?
cuckoo you are in £?« T^JSSS^
^^
'
t^-^'^P^trJ*^
"»«**
»*Ti, EmAiS* ■ ^ Rectory exnsJsa of . the state.

in their [ gnashed over the sides and soaked into
say the/ the case or run down on the table or
or tb»^e floor. Under such circumstances a quick
or Jt ^ application of ammonia or baking soda
solution will neutralize the acid and prevent stains on the woodwork.
very cold, giving the temperate*-6 an<i
the like. These are only suggestions; if
Since summer is here no doubt there are
they would meet the appr^^l of the a number of operators of Radio sets that
Radio profession the we-fher would be have noticed that the wax to seal dry
interesting news for t>" people if it were cells and B batteries has started to blister.
announced sav abou' twice in an evening. This of course is caused by the heat; inasmuch as there is no place for the gas
heard many
others nearer.
Local
broad- — B. F. Hesso'm, rittsburgh, Pa.,
to escape it will be found that the battery
casters might as well be in China for all
current will decrease.
they ■worry me if I do not want to listen
DriHin-r Holes in Dry Cell Wax
This waste may be stopped simply by
to them.
My set is an exact reproduction
The «nore experienced you are as an
of the picture
on the booklet,
and with ain?<eur Radio operator, particularly the taking a small drill and drilling holes in
each blister, in other words, making
complete
equipment
cost
me less than rriore frequently you use your set
It will be well to pack absor$45.00. — Douglas Barbour, Atlanta, Ga.
"parlor" where. are polished floors and ex- breathers.
bent cotton loosely in the holes to keep
pensive furniture, the closer you should out the
dirt.
keep a bottle of diluted ammonia solution
Announcing
Weather
Conditions
Many
of the tube noises
that have
a
As a constant listener in on the itadio and an old cloth.
sound are caused by the A or B
This is especially necessary if you use trying
I have often wondered if it would not be
batteries,
or
both
which
is
a
good
i:
a good idea if the broadcast announcers a storage battery that has a wooden case, tion that they need recharging or rep!
acid is practically
certain
to be
in the various parts of the country would since

i trie light bulb. At one time I used a 2-foot
[ length of bus bar wire and heard Pittsi burgh. As soon as I took the wire off, howI ever, I heard Schenectady, X. Y., with no
I other adjustment
The most satisfactory
! antenna, however, I find to be a 2-foot loop
| of my own construction.
On this I have
! heard
ClTvV,
Tuinucu.
Cuba,
TvXAG
at
! Minneapolis, and a station whose call let1 ters
did the
not farthest.
get, at Colorado
These I are
I have, of Springs.
course,

announce the weather conditions
localities. As an instance:
weather is clear or it is raining
is a high wind or it is snowing

WS.*0,
50 meters
t» A^TI- ?w,maon
^ ollege. College" S." C.
Davis. PrortdeI«e.
I WSA'g,
W£*0'
B. I.Fla. 261 244meters.
St. Petersburg.
meters. J. A.
LoranFoster
T.
WSAH, Chicago. UL
24S meters.
A. G. Leonard
Jr
Dailv
ex
Sun.
5:30-6:30
pm.
Fri.
8:45-10.
Central
Daylight Saving.
WSAI.
Cincinnati,
O.
309 meters.
United
States
Playing Carl Ca
Tues, Thurs, S-10 pm.
Sat. 10-12pm.
Eastern.
; WSAJ.
Grove City. Pa.
360 meters.
700 mi.
Grove
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TROT, X. T.— Practically the entire
Radio program of old-time songs, one of
the most popular broadcast from Station
WHAZ at the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute here, was received in Liverpool, England, between the hours of 3
and 4:30 a. m., August 28, according to
a letter just received from Arnold P. Hill,
B. Eng., of Mayfield F-pad, Wallasey,
Liverpool.

£S}.1€
y*

"Despite the fact that the static was
fearful all through the night and that it
began to get daylight soon after 4 a. m.
the program was clear in the headphones
throughout and at times was almst up to
loud talker strength." according to the
oorre
"The
s
strength, purity
and cor.
makes
the finest reception I have
telephony from TJ. S. A.

SALE WHEN BROADCAST

Test

By Marvin 7T. Thompson
NEW YORK. — Does Radio broadcasting help or hinder the sale of
popular music? It helps! Doubters can no longer say that sales are
hurt by ether publicity, when the fair test given here recently is considered. Composers of music, and particularly the Society of Authors,
Composers
and Music Publishers may well look up to the advantages
i of
g(
Rather than attempt to collect a t.e iron; broad
I of their music, the lacter society some day may even be charj,
' fee for the privilege of having its pieces played or sung before the
microphone.
But, of course, broadcasters
cannot accept payment
now for such publicity, as the latter would then become direct
advertising, which, under the existing Radio laws, is prohibited on the air. But should broadcasters pay?
The
Write Test Song- to Prove Argument
has been ' ' No.
the ' ' contention
of the Society of
test songIt answers,
Authors, Composers
and Music Publishers
that
broadcasting of popular song hits would ruin the
sale of sheet music.
The broadcasters
have
maintained that instead of hurting the sales,
broadcasting was the greatest publicity medium and force for popularizing song hits that
has ever been offered the publishers.
Early in August a verbal battle raged one
night in a Xew Tork restaurant over this
j
question.
Louis Breau and Charles Tobias,
writers and publishers of many song hits.
■*
felt from their experience that the broadcasters (Continued
were right. They
had 5)in mind a
on page

R. C. A. PUTS OUT
NEW SUIT FOR FALL
Latest Court Action Based upon
Charge of Patent Infringement by Fada
NEW YORK. — Recent developments in
the Radio industry in this city indicate
that
to be and
a "side
line."
Earlyclothing
in 1923 isA.likely
H. Grebe
Company
announced a new spring suit brought to
its attention in relation to litigation instituted by the Radio Corporation of
America. Xow comes F. A. D. Andrea,
Inc., with the announcement that a new
fall suit has been presented it by the same
plaintiff.
The latter suit charges infringements
of the Rice and Hartley patents through
the manufacture and sale of Radio receivers embodying the Hazeltine Xeutrodyne circuit.
The defendant is to be aided by the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc., of
which the Andrea concern is a member,
which organization took part in the litigation last year involving the crystal patent.

FLAPPERS AND MONEY
FLOCK TO THIS BANK
ye
J. — Hear
EHOUSE,
WHITbankers
! The X.
First
Xational
Bank here has found a new attraction to bring the fair sex and their
money to its vaults. A Radio receiving set and loud speaker were installed
ed ladies'
in a new,
comfortably
furnishwere
on room.
recepti
The ladies
then
invited. Results show the loud speaker
was irresistible.

Proves Use of Music by Stations
Makes Hits — Broadcasters
Should Not Pay

-

mtn

The Fleming Trio (left at top) was featured on the opening
program or the new studio of Station WEAF, New York, and
has appeared before the microphone there several times
since. Not alone do they excel on the cello, piano and violin,
but they are very easy on the eyes. Miss Louise Kelly
(circle) is a lyric soprano often heard over WEAF and other
metropolitan area broadcasters. At the right is Dorothy Bell,
a well-known harpist who delights KYW, Westingbouse,
Chicago listeners with her solos. Miss Bell's harp registers
very
on theharpist
microphone.'
She wasSymphony,
a pupil ofand
Tra-is
monti, cleanly
the famous
of the Chicago
a member of the Chicago Civic orchestra

RADIO

TIMES CHANGE? YEP,
BOYS LIKE SCHOOL
LADS ARE NO LONGER LIKE
SNAILS— RADIO DOES IT
ReportsOffer Show
Radio
Stimulates

Digest's in Parts
Interest

Three R's, Etcetera

| SPECIAL REWARD OFFER |
m

Coupon Number 19
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This Special Reward Coupon
appears each issue in Radio
Digest until further notice.
When
sent in. accompanied
bv necessary remittance, according to the rules governing same, apparatus can be
secured.
See apparatus list
and rules of offer below.
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DIGES

Crystal Tube Detector Type C: Aerovox 3-Gang Socket:
Aerovox Double Slide Tuning Coil: Na-Ald 3-Plate
Vernier Condenser, with dial: Radion Panel A"x""xlS"
mahoganite; Radion Panel rV'x7"x21". black.

sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat: 1 Carter
"Tu-W«y" Plug: 1 Federal Panel Mount Socket; 1
Federal 6-Ohm Bbeostat: 1 Federal 3-Ohm (Power)
Rheostat. 1 Amperlte Automatic Filament Control (with
mounting); 1 Martin -Cop*-land Marco Rheostat; 1
Martin-Copeland Series Parallel Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPDT Panel Switch; 1 Martin-Copela>id 7-Point
Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 9-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland 11-Polnt Indujtanee
Switch; Walnart Variable Grid Leak with .00025 mfd.
Condenser; Walnart Variable Condenser (3-plate .00006
mfd.) ; Dubilier Ducon: Dubilier Micadon Type 600 (.006
mfd.) ; Dubilier Micadon Tyre 610 (.01 or .02 mfd.) ; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (1 mfd.). Premier Universal
Radio Jack Filament Control Five Spring: CRL Variable
Grid Leak, without conucnser: Premier Xo. 250 Variable
Resistance, panel mounting: Thordarson Vernier Bheostat;
Ritter i*oop Aerial: Martin Copeland Variable Grid
Leak: Amsco Multiple Point Inductance Switch:
Amsco 20-Ohm Rheostat: Amsco 50-Ohm Rheostat:
Freshman Antenella; Freshman Micon Condenser, .01
mfd.; Teleradio Variable Condensers. (3-plate or 11plate) ; Set "Bead "EM" Binding Posts (9) : B-Metal
Crystal Tube Detector Type B : Illinois Cushion Resilient
Socket: Aerovox Antenna Plug: Aerovox Potentiometer:
Aerovox Crystal Detector: Se-Ar-De Adjustable Vernier
Condenser; Radion Panel rV'x7"x9", black or mahoganite; Badion Panel ib"s7"xl2, black.

Class F Articles

For twelve consecutively numbered coupons and one
dollar and eighty cents ($1.80), any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Acme Pot-Bneo (potentiometer
and rheostat) ; Walnart Variable Condenser (23-Plate
.0005 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (3 mfd):
Premier Variable Condenser without dial (.00039 mfd.) :
Thordarson Variable Condenser. .001 mfd.; Amsco Compensating Grid Condenser; Freshman Micon Condenser.
0.25 mfd.: Teleradio Variable Oonden»«r. 43-plate; SeAr-De 3-Plate Condenser: Radion Panel ft"x7"x21". malicpanite: Badion Panel &"x7"x24", black: Radion Panel
U"xl0"xl2,/. black: Radion Panel rs"x9"xl4", mahoganite; Radion Panel iV'xl0"xl2", mahoganite.

Class G Articles
For tourteen consecutively numbered coupons and two
dollars and forty cents ($2.40) any one of the following
articles will be sent: 1 Federal 7-Plate Variable
Condenser: 1 Federal 11 -Plate Variable Condenser: 1
Federal 21-Plate Variable Condenser; 1 Federal Anticapacity Switch: 1 Demcal Variable Condenser 11-Plate
Walnart Variable Condenser (43-Plate .001 mfd.): Dubilier Variadon (.001 mfd.); Dubilier By-Pass O::de.ns-r (4 mfd.) : Premier Variable Condenser with dial
(.00078 mfd.); Premier llegebog A. F. Transformer. 4 to
1 Ratio; Thordason A. F. Transformer. 3.5 to 1 Ratio:
Thordason Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and
dial (.0005 mfd.); Thordason Variable Condenser, with
vernier, knob and dial (.00025 mfd.) : Ritter Grand
Crystal Set- Amsco Double H. C. Coil Mounting: Na-Ald
13-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000297 mfd.':
Xa-Ald 23-Plate Precision Condenser, with dial (.000523
mfd); Se-Ar-De 9-Plate Condenser: Se-Ar-De 17-Plate
Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser, 23-plate;
Radion Panel &"x7"x24", mahoganite: Radion Panel
U"xl0"xl2". mahoganite: Radion Panel ife"xl2"x21".
black; Radion Panel &"xl4"xlS",
black.

Class D Articles
For eight consecutive coupons and one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) any one of the following articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 20-Ohm Vernier Control Rheostat;
1 Schindler Radio Frequency Transformer: 1 MartinCopeland 13-Point Inductance Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland
15-Point Inductance Switch; 1 Martin-Copeland 19-Point
Inductance Switch; Walnart Variable Condenser (5-Plate
.0001 mfd.) ; Electrad Variohm. with mica condenser; Dubilier By-Pass Condenser (2 mfd.); CBL Variable Grid
Leak with Condenser; Besistometer (Type A or 2A) ; Thordarson Variable Condenser. .00025 mfd. ; Amsco 300-Ohm
Potentiometer: Freshman Micon Condenser. .015 mfd.;
Teleradio Variable Condenser. 23-plate: Aerovox Crystal
Detector and Condenser, mounted: Se-Ar-De Variable
Grid Leak, with condenser mounting: Fil-Ko-Stat;
B. S. C. Vernier Condenser. 3-plate; Badion Panel ^"x
7"xl2". mahoganite : Badion Panel &"x7"xl8". black;
Badion
Panel ft"x9"xl4", black; Radion Panel ft"xl0"x
12", black.
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Remember

Class A Articles
For two consecutively numbered coupons and thirty
cents C$0.30) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter Imp Jack and Plug: 1 Carter 15-Onm
Resistance Unit; 1 Schindler .00025 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0005 mfd. Build-up
Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .001 mfd. Build-Up Mica
Condenser; 1 Schindler .002 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser; 1 Schindler .0025 mfd. Build-Up Mica Condenser: 1Martin-Copeland Sta Put Plug; Walnart Standard Tube Socket; Walnart UV-199 Socket; Dubilier Mic.ldons Type 601 (.0001, .00025. .0005, .001, .002, .0025,
.013 or .001 mfd.); Premier Grid Condenser (.00025 or
.0005 mfd.): Premier Variable Resistance; 1 Carter 25ohm Resistance Unit: Standard Socket Adapter for Delta
Midget Tube; Electrad Grid Leak (1. 1.5 and 2 megohms,
with clips): Amsco 3-inch Dial; Amsco Inductance
Switch; Freshman Mieon Condensers, (.00005. .00025,
.00035. .0005, .001, .0015, .002. .0025. or .003 mfd.);
Teleradio V. T. Socket; B Metal Mounted Crystal; Aerovox Lightning Switch; Aerovox Series Parallel Switch;
Aerovox Contact Lever: Xa-Ald Small Space Socket; SeAr-De Vernier Adjuster; 3" Badion Dial, black; 2Yt"
Badion Dial, black; 3"sl" Radion knob with shafts,
it" or 14". black. 3" Radion Dial, ribbed surface.

Class B Articles

For four consecutively numbered coupons and sixty
cents (50.60) any one of the following articles will be
sent: 1 Carter .04 mfd. Special Fixed Condenser:
1 Carter Jack Switch: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack, One
Spring Open Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. Two
Spring Closed Circuit: 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack. Three
Spring Filament Control; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack,
Four Spring Closed Circuit; 1 Carter Hold-Tite Jack.
Five Spring Filament Control; 1 Federal Universal
Phone Plug: 1 Federal Open Circuit Jack; 1 Federal
Closed Circuit Jack. 1 Federal Double Circuit Jack;
1 Martin-Copeland Shur Grip Plug: 1 Martin-Copeland
WD-11 Socket: 1 Martin-Copeland WD-11 Adapter;
1 Martin-Copeland UV-199 Socket; 1 Martin-Copeland
UV-199 Adapter 1 Martin-Copeland Pull Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland 5-point Inductance Switch; 1 MartinCopeland Variable Grid Leak; 1 Martin-Copeland
SPST Knife Switch 1 Martin-Copeland SPDT Knife
Switch: 1 Martin-Copeland DPST Knife Switch; 1
Martin-Copeland DPDT Knife Switch: Walnart Variable
Grid Leak: Walnart Inductance Switch; Dubilier Micadons Type 600 (.0001. .00025. .0005. .001. .002, .0025.
003 .001, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Micadons Type 610
( 001, .002. .0025. .003. .004, or .005 mfd.); Dubilier Mlcadon Tyre 601 (.006 mfd.); Dubilier By -Pass Condenser
( 1, .25. or .5 mfd.) ; Premier Universal Tube Socket: Premier Radio Dial (3/16, Yt. or 5/16 In. black or white
face); Premier Universal Radio Jack. Open Circuit; Premier Universal Radio Jack, Two-Circuit Three Spring:
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Two-Circuit Four Spring;
Premier Universal Radio Jack. Filament Control Three
Spring- Premier Switch Lever and 10 Points: Tumey
Spider Web Coil (SW-10 with .038 milhenry inductance,
SW-15 with .066 MH., or SW-20 with .300 MH.) ;
Amsco 6-Ohm Rheostat: Freshman Fix-0 Grid Leak
and Condenser; Freshman Variable Resistance Leak
(with or without condenser) : Freshman Micon Condensers (.006 or .005 mfd.): Teleradio 6-Ohm Rheostat;
Teleradio 30-Ohm Rheostat ; Teleradio Lightning Arrester; B-Metal Crystal Tube Detector Type A; B-Metal
Adjustable Detector Type D; Aerovox Rheostat: Se-A>De Vacuum Tube Socket: Basco Crystal Detector Assembly; Basco Rheostat, 3-onm or 6-ohm; 3M" Radion
Dial, black; 4" Badion DlaL black; 4" Radion Dial,
black, ribbed surface.
For
cents

Class C Articles

six consecutively numbered
coupons
and ninety
((0. 90) any one of the following articles will be

SOME
SHORT
COURSE MAY

STORIES
IN
END THUS

Westinghouse Broadcast Station Retains
Noted Critic to Teach Those
Inclined to Letters
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — Believing that
a great part of the public either write or
think that they can write as well as the
authors of some of the stories they read in
current magazines, Westinghouse station,
WBZ, here, has arranged with Dr. J. Berg
Esenwein, probably the most widelyknown short story critic, to give a course
of ten lectures as to short-story writing.
The course will cover the elements of
writing plot interest, climaxes and the
like.
The course is now in progress.
At the end of the course each of the
students will be permitted to submit a
short story; the best will be awarded a
prize of $25. Second and third prizes of
$15 and $10 will be given the irext best
stories.

For sixteen consecutively numbered coupons and three
dollars ($3.40) any one of the following articles will be
When
Course Is On Air
sent: 1 Federal Audio Frequency Transformer No 22%
W; 1 Demcal 23-Plate Variable Condenser: 1 Acme
The course began on Thursday, SepAudio Frequency Transformer; 1 Acme Radio Fretember 13, at 7:40 p. m., eastern time.
quency Transformer (R-2. B-3. or B-4) : Walnart Variable Condenser (13-Plate vernier: Walnart Variable ConThe succeeding nine lectures are being
denser (23-Plate vernier) ; Dubilier Duratran (B. F.
transformer' ; Premier Micrometer Variocoupler with dial: given on Thursday of each week at the
Prtmier Variable Condenser with dial (.0015 mfd.) ; Pre- same time. The introduction of this
mier Variable Condenser with vernier (.0004 mfd.) ; Precourse of study by WBZ marks a demier Hegehog A. F. Transformer, 10 to 1 Batio: Premier
parture from its broadcasts. Heretofore,
Hegehng A. F. Transformer. Tube Socket Type, 4 to 1
Ratio: Thordarson A. F. Transformer. 6 to 1 Ratio. Thormiscellaneous talks have been given of
darson Variable Condenser, with vernier, knob and dial
(.001 mfd.) : T. B. H. Badio Head Set. 2.000 ohms; Tulip more or less interest to the Badiophan.
Loud .Speaker. 15-inih. white; Teleradio Vernier Con- It is the belief of WBZ that this kind of
address has served its purpose and that
denser "23-plate: Teleradio 2.000-Ohm Head Set; Xa-Ald
Tuned B. F. Transformer, one stage; Xa-Ald 43-Plate the time has come when definite things
Precision Condenser with dial (.001 mfd.); Se-ArDe
35-Plate Condenser: R. S. C. Variable Condenser. 43- should be done. Therefore, for the fall
plate; Badicn Panel ft"xl2"x21", mahoganite; Badion and winter, it has been planned to make
Panel &"xl4"xl8", mahoganite.
every broadcast specific as to purpose.

Xo longer does the boy, in one of the
seven ages of man, creep like snail to
school. In these days of instruction as
Class Enumbered
Ar'ticlescoupons and one
to Radio, in these days of opportunities
For ten consecutively
dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) any one of the following
to make "small change," the regular lad articles
will be sent: 1 Carter 6-Ohm Automatic
is eager to go to school, for on the way ! Control Rheostat;
1 Carter 20 Ohm Automatic Control
he may be paid for running an errand or jRheostat; 1 Demcal 3-Plate Variable Condenser; Walnart
two and once in the school may learn Variable Condenser (13-Plate .0002* mfd.): Turney
Genuine Reinartz Coil; Dubilier Variodon (.0004
much from his teacher and his mates or .0006 mfd.): Rcsistometer (Type Bi: Delta Midget
about the assembly of a Radio receiver. Tube and Socket; Thordarson Variable Condenser, .0005
According to reports from all over the mfd. ; Freshman Micon Condenser. .02 mfd. ; B-Metal
United States interest in Radio has been
increased by the opening of the public
and parochial schools. Most of the compositions or essays dealing with miscellaneous subjects are based on experiences
with Radio.
The following instructions as to the
parts offer of Radio Digest should be
heeded so that purchasers may receive
Radio Digest. Illustrated. Volume VI. Xumber 13, published Chicago, Illinois. October 6. 1923.
Published wee!
efficient service:
by Radio Digest Publishing Company.
123 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Subscription rates, yearly.
One point must be emphasized to those contemplating
taking advantage of the special offer: that is, that
the coupons turned in for any item must be numbered
consecutively, as for example. 1, 2, 3. and 4 or 3. 4, 5
and 6. The number of coupons necessary and the cash
remittance, of course, depend on the item sought by the
reader. Tkere is no limit to the number cf series turned
in by any one reader.
Another point to remember is that cash, checks and
money orders but no postage starais wil! be accepted.
To make selection more simple the Uems have been
divided into eight classes, each class depending on the
number of consecutive coupons and amount of cash
remittance necessary. The eight classes of items follow:

AND HAPPILY THEY
LIVED EVER AFTER

Dr. Eisenwein holds
bright, Lafayette, and
and the University of
his life has been given
literary work.

degrees from AlRichmond colleges
Omaha. Most of
to educational and

"Plug-in" for Hospital Beds

FALL RITER, MASS. — The hospital
trustees here have appointed a committee
Five Dollars : Foreign Postage One Dollar additional ; single copies. Ten Cents.
Entered as second-class matter to investigate the advisability and pracat the postomee at Chicago. Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ticability of installing Radio equipment
at all the municipal hospitals. If it is
done there will be a plug and connection
at each bed, so that the patients may suit
"All the Live News of Radio"
1 to 9 their convenience.

How "Hot Roasted Peanuts" Proved the A. S. C. M. P. Wrong
A Young Array of WGY Announcers ; Flewelling Answers to Queries
Reviews of Books ; The Reader's View
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)
Simple Explanation of Radio for Everybody, Chapter II — Electric and Radio Terms,
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Broadcasting
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Reflex Circuit Works on Loop or Aerial, by Dr. S. L. Kalinowski
Editorials; Indi-Gest; Condensed, by Dielectric
First Steps for Beginners in Radio, Chapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the Radio Set
An Ultra Audion Simplex Diagram
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Looking Ahead
Miloplex I Receiver Details — by H. J. Marx next issue. Mr. Marx will give the information necessary in the making of this popular little set. The article will be
based on the actual construction of the set that will be on display at the Digest
booth at the New York Radio Show. No great changes will be necessary to convert this circuit over into Miloplex II (described this week) or Miloplex III, to
be told about soon by the mysterious inventor.
How

the Waves Are Rectified — and what is necessary to make the simplest type of
receiving set; the topic of Marvin W. Thompson next week. Beginners and even
old timers
are finding Mr. Thompson's
■worth
knowing.

series abundant

-with ideas and principles

Benson Conclusion — Some real kinks next for improving your circuit, and some
data of considerable value to the fan that likes to build his own sets.
How

to Make: — An article next issue on how four hair combs can be used to make
self-supporting single layer coil.
Lots of other good kinks, too.

One

of Our Readers Has Had Some Very Unusual Results — His is a three honeycomb coil circuit with an untuned aperiodic primary. It's nothing new but
you're always safe in making up a circuit of this type, so look up Hook-up
Diagram R.D.-101 in the October 13 Digest.
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Where Shall We Go Tonight?
To New York, Cuba, Atlanta, San Francisco or perhaps Honolulu? Far distant
stations are continually being brought in
cjearly and distinctly with a Crosley Model
X-J. Unsolicited letters from users, telling
of new distance records are received daily.
You, too, at a very small cost, can enjoy
the many pleasures and conveniences that
this new Crosley Model affords.

CROSLEY
MODEL

X-J

A 4- tube radio frequency set. incorporating
one stage of Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification, Detector and two stages of
Audio Frequency Amplification, with jack
to plug in on three tubes for head phones;
new Crosley multistats, universal rheostats
for all makes of tubes;. new condenser with
molded plates; filament switch and other
refinements of detail. This receiver is exceptionally efficient in long range reception. It will bring in stations at almost unbelievable distances clearly and distinctly.
We unhesitatingly claim the Model X-J is the
best radio receiver ever offered, regardless of price.
The Crossey Model X-J, together with the complete
Crosley line of receivers, ranging in price from
J26 to $150. are for sale by best dealers everywhere.
List
prices
on
our
equipment

$65

Crosley

Better-Costless
Radio Products

^k-L &
5JV-ST

Write for Free Catalog

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Address

Sity

State.

Powel
Crosley,
Jr., President
10451-2-3-4
Alfred St.
Cincinnati,

Ohio
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"ROLLS ROYCE"
NEW
SET RANKED FINEST
CAPABLE OF TUNING
200-700 METERS
Sam

FROM

Curtis, Ex-Operator at WNAC,
Completes His Outfit
De Luxe

BOSTON, MASS. — Sam Curtis, Radio
expert of the C. C. Harvey Cb., former
announcer and Radio operator of the
WNAC broadcasting station, has built a
"Rolls-Royce" typo,
receiving asetsetofdotheluxe,
meaning
using seven dry
cell tubes, with a loop, and embodying
all the principles of the super-heterodyne and neutrodyne combined.
' WithRadio
his experience
at WNAC,
with
various
and in and
Corporation
the
naval Radio positions, Curtis has been
able to design what is perhaps the finest
receiving set obtainable at the present
time.
It is capable of tuning from 200 to 700
meters, and has an intermediate frequency
of 4S.000 cycles. The principal features
are the combination of all batteries inside
the cabinet which is of American walnut.
polished and made five-sided, like the official French naval receivers.
Parts and Construction of Set
One rheostat controls the seven UV-199
tubes, which are used in the following
order: 1, oscillator; 2, first detector; 3,
4 and 5, intermediate frequency amplifiers;
6, second detector, and 7, states of audio
frequency. Three long wave transformers
have been supplied for the Radio frequency amplification. The set of tubes is
mounted on a strip having rubber cushion
supports, the sockeffe laid flush with the
wood. These supports are encased in a
holder of solid brass, while the cabinet
and panel are lined with sheet copper.
A.high efficiency is obtained by the use
of two .001 mfd. low loss variable condensers, these constituting the only two
adjustments except for one filament rheostat.
Differences in Hook-Up
In the following details, the circuit
differs from the general super-heterodyne
circuit: single control for all tube filaments; batteries all located inside the
cabinet; embodiment of the neutrodyne
principle in stabilizing; use of a loop with
the center of its winding grounded, thus
minimizing the antenna effect and allowing for much sharper directional tuning.
Mr. Curtis spent two months designing
and constructing this set, which also includes plate volt meters inlaid into the
panel and filament meter, showing at all
times the exact amount of plate and filament voltage in the batteries. With a two
foot loop, Curtis and Henry Clapp. who
assisted him in the construction, picked
up twenty-two broadcasting stations in
one evening, including WBZ, WEAF,
WSAI, KOP, WWJ, KDKA, WEAN, WLAG,
PWX,
"WJAR noticed.
and WJAZ. There was very
little static

DICES
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RADIO AS TRAIN GUIDE
ATTEMPT BY EXPERTS

WCAE FINDS ROAMING
LAD 30 MILES AWAY

dility oi
possibi
The
withby Radio
CHICAGO.—
trains
recting fast
out Interrupting their speed will
be demonstrated soon on the Rock
Island's Rocky Mountain Limited train
by experts from all the big roads of
the country. Riding in special coaches,
they expect to keep in constant touch
with stations here, WOC at Davenport
and WOAW at Omaha, and later with
Denver stations.

, PA.— WCAE.
recthePittaburghBURGH
PITTS
recently probably
The
sleuth.
as an airbroke
ord Press,
mother of Tommy Moran, 14, reported
to WCAE that the police had failed to
find her son who had been lost for
twenty-four hours. Twenty-one minutes after the report was broadcast the
boy was found by a policeman who had
thirty miles away, anheard WCAE,
nounce the quest.

YOUNG

FAN HAS SET LIKE BOOK

THE

ANTENNA

New Englander Declares Cable in New
York
Harbor
Would
Have
Averted Destroyer Disaster

Sixteen
Long" of the
As an Cable
instance
of theMiles
reliability
Radio pilot cable, Mr. Hanson cited its
achievements in Ambrose channel, New
York harbor. The cable, as operated by
the Navy department, has guided hundreds of vessels to safety. It is sixteen
miles long, energized by a 500-cycle low
frequency current from the shore. The
current establishes a powerful magnetic
field whose characteristics are readily recognized by an observer aboard ship.
A vessel equipped in accordance with
the requirements of the Radio pilot system
bears on each side "pickup" coils which
are affected by or sensitized to the magnetic field. When the ship passes directly
over the cable the coils are affected
equally, that is, cause like response in
any pair of earphones worn by the watch
aboard the ship. The coils are connected
with the earphones by an ordinary twostep amplifier.
Sound Intensities Guide Ship
When the craft deviates from the course
set by the cable a dissimilar response is
registered by the earphones. The side of
the ship nearer the cable produces the
louder sound or response in the earphones.
The navigating officer thus is enabled to
right his course. He is also assisted by
a mechanical visible indicator which
forms part of the steering apparatus.
In the opinion of Mr. Hanson, the Atlantic coast from Maine to Florida and
the Pacific littoral from Canada to Mexico,
when equipped with his Radio pilot,
would be virtually free from shipwrecks
caused by fogs. The cost of operating the
Radio
hour. pilot, he said, is about ten cents an

Picks Up Broadcasts
Deep in Grand Canyon
Prediction of Experts Prove to Be
Incorrect

Give

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— Radio amateurs
residing in this city are giving their services voluntarily in the first naval district
by relaying official messages, requiring
prompt attention, between the reserve division here and the brigade headquarters at
Boston. Commander J. T. Nelson in a
recent letter addressed to Ensign H. F.
Johnson of Springfield commended this
work in these terms:
"The work of your division in training
men for Radio operators is greatly appreciated and your division is the only
unit where training of this nature is being carried on. It is the brigade commander's wish that you continue this work
and expand this Radio department if it
can be done without detracting from the
general training of your division."

NAVY VESSELS DISREGARD
BEARINGS
AND
GROUND

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.— Disregard of the
course indicated uneriiriKly by the Radio
compass at Point Arguello station, on the
California coast, was the direct cause of
the recent loss of twenty-three enlisted
men and the destruction of seven destroyers, valued at $10,000,000, when they ran
on the rocks off Point Hondli during a fog.
This was the gist of the evidence presented to the naval court of Inquiry here.
Had the commander of the squadron
and the navigating officers of each destroyer heeded the warnings of the Radio
signals, had they believed that Radio was
efficient, the wreck could have been
avoided. According to the statement of
E. C. Hanson, of Reading, Mass., inventor
of the Radio pilot cable, the latter device
also, if installed, would have prevented
the wreck. .

"BUGS" AID OFFICIALS
RELAYING MESSAGES
Springfield, Mass., Amateurs
Services Voluntarily

AIR COMPASS CITED
AS MARINE SAVIOR

Little Miss Stella Pogany of Philadelphia listening in on the unusual booklike receiving set her
father has made for her. Another view of the instrument is given on the back page.
The "book"
is entitled "My Set"

KGB Broadcasts Twenty Voice
Two-Act College Operetta

Open Meeting of Trade
Chiefs at Gotham Palace

DENVER, COL. — The Geological Survey
party carrying a Radio set on a trip
through the Grand Canyon of the Colorado,
has arrived safely at Bright Angel trail.
Notwithstanding the predictions of experts that it would be impossible to receive Radio messages while in the bottom
of Grand Canyon, Colonel Birdseye reports
that he is in daily receipt of messages
broadcast from Los Angeles, Salt Lake,
and Chicago. He received the news of
President
withinReports
fortyfive
minutesHarding's
after it death
occurred.

of his progress will be sent out for broadcasting when he reached Basstrail about
TACOMA, WASH. — An entire operetta
NEW YORK. — L. A. Nixon, secretary
in two acts, with the original cast of of the Radio Trade Association, has an- September 10. Supai Creek, September 20,
twenty voices, was presented recently at
nounced an open meeting for tfie Radio and Diamond Creek, October 15.
KGB, The Tacoma Ledger station here. trade conducted under the auspices of
It is a violation of a city ordinance of
this association for October 9 at 3:00
The operetta was "The Pennant," a tune- city.
ful college comedy, which met with much p. m. at Grand Central Palace in this Newark, N. J., to erect an antenna withfavor.
It took two hours to broadcast.
out a permit.

BROTHERS

Spir L. and Lew P.

Note: Jack Sells Ads in N. Y.
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GERMAN RADIO HEAD
DENIES TEAT' TALES
BRANDS MAGNETO STORIES
"PURELY

DIGEST

BIRTH OF THIS BABY
AIDED BY BROADCAST
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TRADE COMMISSION
FINISHES INQUIRY
Next Congress to Act on AntiTrust Investigation of Radio
Industries

MYTHICAL"
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The field work
in connection with the Radio investigation which is being made by the Federal
Trade Commission in response to House
Resolution 548 is practically complete,
acording to officials of the Federal Trade
Commission. No details of the investigation will be made public until the report
is made to Congress, which report will
be prepared in the very near future, so
that it can be submitted to Congress
when it convenes early in December.
The investigation in accordance with
the resolution passed by the House of
Representatives includes a report on the
ownership of patents covering Radio apparatus, the contracts and leases, together
with the manufacture, sale and resale of
Radio apparatus. The purpose of the
resolution issentativesto
"aid the House
of Reprein determining
whether
there
has been a violation of the anti-trust

Discredits Report That Planes, Autos
Were Halted and Wrecked
— Not Even Possible
By Carl H. Butman
WASHINGTON. — Public antipathy
against Germany's war plans of the future
should not be increased by the report from
Berlin that the German Government can
stop and render powerless automobiles,
airplanes or other motor vehicles by Radio.
Herr Prostrat Hermann Thurn, an administrative head of the German Radio
service, dismissed the stories as "so much
nonsense," in a recent interview sent officially to Washington.
Radio Digest, it will be remembered,
gome time ago interviewed German engineers and was first to brand the story
as false.
Herr Thurn further stated that the
correspondent who sent dispatches to
papers in the United States to the effect
that in June, a number of automobiles
en route to Hamburg were halted when
their magnetos were stopped by powerful
Radio waves from Nauen, was the victim
of unscrupulous persons. "No such
achievement has yet been anywhere
reached," the German engineer asserted,
adding that even if it had been attained
by Germany, "it would have most certainly
been kept a secret and not bruited about
by anybody connected with Nauen."
Denies Plane Crippling- Stories
This official information also discredits
the stories that airplanes of France flying
over Bavaria were stopped and forced
down by Radio waves from German stations.
Both stories of Radio magneto control
are impossible, according to the German
expert, who pointed out that:
Magnetos are enclosed in iron or steel
jackets and could not be influenced by
Radio waves; no matter how powerful,
Radio waves cannot be directed with precision so as to affect the magneto of a
vehicle or vessel at any distance from the
directing station, particularly when the
vehicle is in motion; and that as definite
or precise directing cannot be achieved,
every vehicle or vessel within the zone of
influence of the electrical wave would be
similarly affected. This would stop, bring
uown or sink the vehicles or ships of the
operating agency as well as those of the
enemy.
Some skeptics may believe that the Herr
Administrator would have denied the
statements in an effort to protect Germany's secret Radio control, but the official forwarding the dispatches believes
implicitly in this Radio engineer whom
he knows personally and professionally,
and, he feels that his negations and
criticisms should be taken without reservation. ♦

"Stories
of a AReporter"
at WJZ
NEW YORK.—
feature which
has al-

ready proved more than popular with
WJZ audiences here has become a weekly
event on the program, for William H.
Crawford, the noted journalist, author,
war correspondent, and reporter, has
agreed to give one of his delightful
"Reminiscences of a Reporter" every Sunday evening for an indefinite period. A
naturally charming speaker, Mr. Crawford
has so many interesting anecdotes about
the famous men of this country and
Europe that his talks are a veritable revelation of the characters of those personages in a peculiarly fascinating manner.

•

France to Build Plants for Soviets

WASHINGTON, D. C— The Russian authorities have ratified a five year contract
between the French Compagnie Generale
de Telegraphie sans Fil and the Russian
Trust Radio Electric for the installation
of stations and the manufacture of apparatus in Russia. This is the first concession accorded by the Soviet government to
any French company.
A license is necessary to operate regenerative receiving sets in England.

AIR SIGNALS GREATLY
statutes'."
AID MILITARY FLYING

A laminated Pk nolic GmdEnsafion Product

. SHEETS TUBES

"The Radio Baby of WLAG" is learning to walk.
It is nearly a year since she was born during a
Caesarian operation while her mother listened
to the special program broadcast from WLAG
in lieu of an anesthetic. The baby is Lucille
Eleanor Cartwright, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy A. Cartwright, 4105 Elliot Ave., Minneapolis,
and scarcely a day passes that she does not listen
in to the Twin City Station

Safety Congress Hears
Broadcast Addresses
Experts Give Air Talks on Radio
Hazards
BUFFALO, N. Y. — One of the biggest
broadcasting demonstrations ever staged
for a eonvention was to be put on by Station WGR during the week beginning October 1 when the National Safety Council
was to hold its twelfth annual congress
here. Three thousand delegates of the various sections of the council met to make
America safe for Americans. Because of
the- great general interest in the subject
of safety this convention was to be put
on the air on a large scale.
Of direct interest to fans were two addresses applying particularly to Radio.
One was an address by H. J. Burton of
the Consumers' Power Company, Jackson,
Mich., on "Hazards of Improper Radio Installation," and the other was "Safety in
Playing the Public's New Scientific Game
— Radio." The latter was given by S. E.
Whiting, chairman of the Radio Hazards
Committee, Public Safety Section, National
Safety Council.

Akron Youths Form Society
AKRON, O. — A new Radio club having
for. members young men interested in the
popular science was recently organized in
South Akron and has held several meetings at members' homes. The officers for
the new club are Lloyd Miller president,
E. W. Heister secretary, and Ivan Stripe
treasurer. Communications should be directed to Mr. Miller at 663 Yale Street
or to the secretary Mr. E. W. Heister. 700
May Street.

.-j^r

£• This Receiver may be set up in
!_ a moment, and successfully
operated anywhere — by anyone.

( Just One of its Seven Points of Satisfaction
♦Ask Your Dealer
A. H. GREBE &. CO., Inc.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

WASHINGTON. — R a d i o , the latest
"wonder of the world," is materially aiding the development and efficiency of
military and naval aviation. War time
flying in its many phases would little avail
the commanders in chief if instantaneous
communication between the bases and the
air fleets was not constant. Radio telegraphy and telephony establishes direct
liason between the air and the ground or
sea, thus combining these arms of the
service.
Peace time tests and maneuvers between the aerial forces and those of the
land and sea, aided by Radio, are carried
on regularly by both the Army and Navy;
their scope and frequency are being extended each year.
A recent Army Air Service report from
France Field, Canal Zone, states that during the past fiscal year 261 Radio flights,

RODS

RADIO
PANELS
POLISHED BLACK FINISH

Applications Much Diversified and
Increased at Canal Zone

T%N<^^>eBJS£
p

embracing aerial Radio tests, voice-controlled formations, Coast and Field Artillery reglages or gun-fire observations,
tactical maneuvers, reconnaissances and
coast patrol work. This was an average
of a Radio flight each working day. The
diversity as well as the volume of Radio
communication accomplished in the Canal
Zone was in excess of any previous year
but will be extended next year, the report
states. France Field pilots had never before attempted tactical maneuvers, coast
patrol, field artillery spotting or voice
control formation flying, yet the report
indicates successful results in all lines
where Radio was used.
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"PLUG" IN SALES

Louis Breau (left) and Charles Tobias, composers of "Hot Roasted Peanuts," the sale of
which, following its broadcast at several stations, has proved the Radiophone is a real service
for music publishers. One group of music publishers, which has sought to collect fees for the
broadcasting of their compositions, will have a hard time disputing the argument presented
by this test
I them for their frequent efforts to entertain
mitted defeat, or that they are convinced
and amuse the listening in public. Howby this time that Radio can be their greatever, the Society of Authors. Composers
est aid and that their attitude toward
and Music Publishers
have
not yet ad- broadcasting has been all wrong.

New Song Has No Other Publicity
Yet Rivals "Bananas" in Popularity
(Continued from page 1)
"nut" song which is the type of popular
music now in demand and they decided to
experiment with it.
When sure their song was right and contained all the elements to make for sue-

RECEIVING RECORDS?
SEND 'EM IN—

cess, they approached Station WJZ, the
Radio Corporation plant here, and made arrangements to sing not only their new
number, "Hot Roasted Peanuts," but also
some of their other successes, "Grand
Daddy" and "Underneath the Mulberry
Tree." They put all they had into their
renditions because they were gambling
with the cost of publishng 2,000 copies of
the song.
WJZ's phones began to ring immediately
with requests for the boys to repeat "Hot
Roasted Peanuts," so they gave an encore.
The following night they appeared at
WHX and put over the same numbers with
even greater success, two encores being
necessary.
Eadio Alone Sells Out Song

(The following- items are based on letters
from Radiophans. irho hare been doing good
distance icork. Readers submitting letters for
publication must diagram their sets. — DX Record Editor.)
Coast to Coast on One Tube
Coast to coast on one tube is the record es"Within a week, without any other publicity or advertising than that given "Hot
tablished by "E. S. S.," 117 West Alexandrine,
Detroit, Mich. His results are attributed by Roasted Peanuts" by Radio, the 2,000
him to the efficient hook-up he used in making copies were sold and the printers were runhis set. As is shown herewith, the set uses a ' ning off 10,000 more. Already 35.000 copies
variocoupler for a tuning unit, the primary have been sold and peanuts are vieing with
tuniDg the antenna circuit, and the secondary bananas for popularity. The song has been
serving as a tuned tickler coil feedback. Ad- made on both records and piano rolls and
ditional control over the regeneration is pro- is selling fast.
Breau and Tobias have been broadcasting
since 1921 and Radio is now well repaying

Fans

Hear

Church

Wedding

FORT WORTH. TEX. — Radiophans who
tuned in to WBAP at high noon recently
were treated to a surprise program in the
form of a Radio wedding, the contracting
parties being Miss Mary Rose Foster,
sister of Will Foster, popular microphone
artist and organist of the church in which
the wedding took place, and C. G. Hutchvided in the grid circuit by a variometer. The ings of Winston-Salem, N. C. The ceremony took place in the First Methodist
use of a variable grid leak helps to bring in
Church and the microphones in the audithe distant stations clearly.
WWJ and WCX of Detroit can be tuned out
torium picked up every word of the cereand WGY heard while the former are on the
mony. The ritual as voiced by the minister,
with the replies by the bride and
air, the builder of the set declares. He adds
that his aerial is 100 feet long and 35 feet groom were distinctly audible.
high with a 10-foot lead-in. A gas pipe serves
A four-year course in Radio has been
as a ground. The WD-12 tube, used in the
set, is lighted with a dry cell and controlled by established at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
a &©-ohm rheostat.

AN EVENING
Station and City
CFCA Toronto. Ont
CFCN, Calgary Alta
CKAC, Montreal. Que
KDKA.E Pittsburgh. Pa..
KDZE, Seattle. Wash
K.FAF, Denver Colo
KFL Los Angeles. Calif. . .
KGW. Portland. On
KHJ, Los Angeles. Calif. . . .
KPO. San Francisco. Calif
KSD. St. Louis. Mo
KTW. Chicago. Ill
NAA, Radio. Ya
PWX, Havana. Cuba
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas.
WBAV, Cohimbus. 0
WBZ, Springfield. Mass
WCAP, Washington. D. C. .
WCBD. Zion.ni
WCX. Detroit. Mich
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. .
WDAJ. College Park. Ga...
WDAP. Chicago. Ill
WDAR. Philadelphia. Pa. . .
WDT, New York. N. Y....
WEAF. New York. NY...
WFAA, Dallas. Tei
WFL Philadelphia. Pa
WGI. Medford, Mass
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y
WGY. Schenectady. N. Y. .
WHA. Madison. Wis
WHAS, Louisville. Ey
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y
WHB, Kansas City. Mo. . .
WHK, Cleveland. O
WHN,Brook!vr..N. Y
WIP. Philadelphia. Pa
WJAX, Cleveland
WJAZ,
Chicago. TIL0
WJY. New York. N. Y....
WJZ. New York. N. Y
WKAQ, San Juan. P R. . . .
WLAG. Minneapolis. Minn.
WLW. Cincinnati 0
WMAO.Chi.-ago.Ill
WMC Memphis. Tenn.
WNAC, Boston. Mass
WOAI. Saa Antonio. Tetas
WOAW. Omaha. Neb.....
WOC Davenport. la ...
WOO. Philadelphia. Pa...
WOR. Newark. N. J
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.. .
WSAI, Cincinnati .0
WSB. Atlanta Ga
WS Y, Birmingham. Ala .
WWJ. Detroit. Mich.

AT HOME
Monday

Tuesday

WITH THE LISTENER iizizjIN
Wednesday

Thursday

'8*0-10*6

740- : ::
10:00-1 1*0;
8:00
7:00- 8:00! 6:004:00- 8:00 4:00- 8:00 4:00- 8*0
10*0-11:00
9:00-10:00 9*0-10*0
8:45- 1*0 S:45- 1:00 S:4S- 2:00
10*0-11*0
9:00- 2:00
'5:45-'
'7:20 12:00- 1:00 8:45-12*0
8:45-12:00
8:45-12*1
10:00-12:00
8:00-10:00 10*0-12:00
8*0-10*0 7*0- 9:00
7*0- 9*0
0:25 8:40
6*5- 7:20 8*0--10:3
9:30-10:300
9:30-10:30 9:30-10:30
7:00-9:00
4:00- 7*0
5:00- 8:00
7-30-11:00
5:307:00
5:30- 6:30
7:30- 9*0
3 •:-:■:
7:309:00\M •
6*0- 1*0
7:30-11:30
6:001:00
6*01*0 10:30-11:30
7:30-11:30
6*0- 1*0
6*0- 1*0
6:30- 9:55 6:30-10*0
6:30-' 9:55
630- 7:30
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9*0
5:30- 6:30
8:309:30 5:30- 8*0 5:30- 6:30
8:30-12:00 :-3o- s .::
6*0-7:30
5:30- 7:45 5:30- 9:00
536-'9*6
6:45- 9*0 6:45- 9:00
7:30- 8:30
7:30- 9:00 730- 9*0
7*0- 8:55
8*0-10:00
5*0530
5*0-11*0 6:30-11*0
8:30-11:00
6:30- 8:30 5*0- 630
10:00- 2*0 10:00- 2*0
6:30-10*0 6:30-10:30
6 00- 6401A flO
6:30-10*0
7*0- 8:30
6*0- 7*0
7:30-10:00
7:30-10:00 7:30- 1*0
8*0-10*0
10*0-12*0 8*0-10*0
7:00-10:00 740-1040

5:008:00- 5:30
-.::
6:30-11*0
5:00- 6:30

9.00-10*0
8*0- 9:00
6:45-10:00
5:1.5-10:00
8*0- 9:30
8*08:45
8*0-12*0
7:30- 9*0

8:30-12*0
7*0- 9*0
9:00-10*0
9:30-10:30

8*0-10*0

Sarmii?
7*0- 8*0

7*0- 8*0 7:00- 8*0
540- 840 1130- 1:30 11*0- 1*0
4*0- 8*0 4:00- 8*0

*:45-12*0
8:308:45- 9*0
1*0
12*0- 1:00
10*0-12*0
■5:457:40
7*0-' 9*6

8:45- 2*0
8:45-12*0
(40S :C C12*01*0
8:45-12*0 10*0- 2*0
8*0-10*0
7*09*0
8*0-10*6
7:007*0- 9*0
7:40

8:45- 2*0
9*02*0

4*0- 7:00

8:45-11*0
7:30- 9*0

I ;:-.:-::
8:00-10*0
730- 9*0
6*0- 1*0
6*0- 1*0
7:30-1 1:30

8:30- 9:30
5:306:005:306:457:30-

8*0
7:30
7:45
9*0
MM

0:30- 7:30

10*0- 1*0
9*0-10:00
10*0-12*0
10*0-12:00
6:"o- ;■::

840-1040
7*0- 7:30

530-7*0

6*01*0
7:30-11:30
-: : :- o1*0
6:006:30- 7*0

5:45- 6:45

9:00-10:00
9*0-10:00

9 30-1040

10*0-11*0
630- 9*0
630-12:0(1
6309:30
5:30- 630
6:30-8:00
530-9*0
0:45-10:30
7:30- 830
7:30- 9*0

5*0- 7*0
5:30-11*0
6*0- 1*0
7:30-1130
6:00- 1*0
6:30-7*0

7:30- 8:30
5:20-8*0
5:30- 6:30
4*0
6:15- 5*0
7:15
7:30-1130
8*0-11*0
6:30 9:00
930-11*0

5:30630
340-1341
6:30-8*0
530- 7:45

730-9*0
6307*0
5306:30

730- 9*0

7*n- 8:55
8*0-10*0

5*0- 5:30
8*0-10:00
5*0-10*0
8:30-11*0

5*0- 5:30
5*0- 630
8:30-11*0

5*0- 530
6:30-11*0
5*0-11*0

7*0- 930
10:00- 2*0 10*0- 2*0 10*0- 2*0
6:30-1030 630 1030
5:""'
6:30-10:30 630- 10:30
630-10:30
7*0- 8:30 7:30- 1*0
7:30-10*0
7:30-10:00
10*0-12*0
7*0-10*0
7*0-10*0
830- 9:30 7*0- 9*
8:30- 9:30
8:30-12*0 8*0-10*0
7*0-9*0
730830
9:00-10:00
8*0- 9:00

10 M-n do
5:1.5- 6:30
5:15-10*0
8*0- 9:30
7*0-9:00
7:00- 9:00
8*0-12*0 8:00-12*0
8*0-12*0
7:30- 9*0 8*0- 8:45
7:30- 9*0 6*0- 7:30

5:15- 6:30

Friday

830-11*0
5*0530
6*0-9*0
7:30- 9:30
7:45- 8:45
5C-71- 540

930-1030
9*0-1048
9*0-10*0

9*0-10:00
7*0-10*0
5307:33

8*0- 9:00
6:4510:00 5:15-10*0
5:15- 6:30
9*0-11*0
8*0- 9:30
8:00 12*0 8*0-12*0
8*08:45
7:30-11*0
740-1C "

3*0- 4*0

fcOD-lfl 00

7:30- 9*0
9:15
8:00-

Instructions for Use. — All the hours above are given in Central Standard Time. If your
----city uses Eastern Time, add one340-hour to each of the periods stated; if your city uses
Mountain Time, subtract one hour; if your city uses Pacific Time, subtract two hours.
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JUGOSLAVIA BUILDING
LARGE RADIO STATION

FIGHT

Will Be First High Power
in Balkans

BLOW-BY-BLOW
STORY IN 15 SECONDS

BELGRADE, JUGO - SLAVIA. — Work
has been started on a new 100-kilowatt
station at Rakovica about 2V2 miles from
here and on a receiving station at Laudon
Trench, a suburb. The station is being
built by the French Wireless Telegraph
Company and the total expense is estimated at $400,000. On its completion the
entire installation will be taken over by
the state and the operating personnel will
become employees of the Department of
Posts
viser. and Telegraphs, the company maintaining one engineer as a technical ad-

Argentine Boxing Fans, 6,000 Miles from
Ring, Get Detailed Account
from Broadcaster
NEW YORK. — The 85,000 spectators at
the ringside who saw Dempsey knock
Firpo to the canvas for ten counts, conutituted an infinitesimal part of the
audience that enjoyed one of the liveliest clashes in a twenty-foot ring-. Far
from the scene of the battle, to be specific, more than 6,000 miles from the ringside in New York, some of the most eager
fight fans listened tensely to a blow-byblow description of the supreme fistic engagement of the year.
And this invisible audience was Firpo's
own, those who had inspired him to enter
the ring against Dempsey, confident that
their giant brother would trot back to the
Pampas with title.
the world's
heavyweight
championship
Disappointed
as they
are, nevertheless theirs is the satisfaction
of knowing that the challenger fought
bravely although defeated, and this fact
was made known to them by Radio over
their receiving sets through the intermediary of the most powerful station in
the world, Radio Central, located at Rocky
Point, Long Island.
Chart Shows Scheme Used
The manner in which the transmission
of this information was carried out during
the many stages of its progress over
telephone wires, telegraph circuits, and
the many transformations of voice and
telegraph signals, is represented schematical y in the chart shown.
Only fifteen

Moffett Follows ZR-1
Test Flight by Radio
Giant Zeppelin's Transmitting Set
Works Perfectly
"WASHINGTON. — The chief purpose of
the American-built ZR-1 as an aerial naval
scout was demonstrated during the recent test flights. Practically every move
of the giant Zeppelin was sent to Admiral jtfoffett by Radio. This great helium
airship is to be used for scouting and
reporting to her base what she sees, a
naval expert explained recently, adding
that her Radio installation worked perfectly for both short and long distances.
On the day of the initial flight over her
home at Lakehurst, Commander McCrary
sent the first Radio message to Admiral
Moffett, chief of naval aeronautics, who
was on the ground far below the great
airship. The message was picked up in
the field station and delivered to the admiral within a few moments. On the recent trip to New York and return, Admiral
Moffett, then at his desk in the navy building in Washington, was advised periodically by Radio of her progress.
"It is of special interest," Secretary
Denby said in an interview, "that the
Navy Department was in constant communication with the ZR-1 b}' Radio." Her
position was accurately reported at frequent intervals and full information was
given of operating conditions aboard.
In this connection, it is of further interest to realize what this will mean when
she journeys farther afield on exploration work. Admiral Moffett has reiterated
the program planned after her trials are
completed, including a flight to the North
Pole, if practical. This it is now hoped
can be undertaken by next spring.

Plant

This particular station will be the first
high power Radio installation in the Balkans. Because of the greatly increased
facilities it will afford for the dissemination of news and the rapid dispatch of information, it should soon become well
known internationally.
An amateur operator's license costs $10
a year in Australia.

Positive Radio Helps
seconds

was consumed in the entire relaying operation.
In this chart, Dempsey and Firpo clash
in the ring shown at A. While the battle
rages,
A. "White,
announcer the
stationed
at
the J.ringside
at the
B, describes
blows
exchanged. Each movement within the
ring is translated into a word picture by
White which is transmitted over the line
through the microphone at B.
This land line connects with the Radio
Corporation Station WJZ, located several
miles from the scene of the engagement
within the Polo Grounds. From the antenna of Station WJZ, shown at C, Radio
waves are hurled outward at the speed
of light to be picked up by thousands of
receiving sets scattered throughout the
United States.
Turns Words into Code
A few miles from WJZ, the antenna
shown at D receives a minute portion of
the energy from C which is received by
the broadcast receiving apparatus E.
After sufficient amplification at this point
the blow-by-blow description of the bout
is projected into the transmitting room of
Radio Central's office by means of the
loudspeaker F. An operator intercepts
White's word messages and transcribes
the words received into dot-dash language
which is recorded upon a tape by means
of the perforating machine G. The tape
is then instantly fed into an automatic
high speed transmitting machine connected directly in the control line extending to the giant Radio telegraph transmitting station at Rocky Point, Long
Island.

news of the big bout journeys to the
native land of Firpo.
But the circuit is not yet complete. The
telegraph signals issuing from the loud
speaker at O must be converted back from
that staccato language into the very words
originally delivered to the microphone at
the ringside. This is carried out by a
telegraph operator-announcer. He is stationed in the studio of the Radio Corporation broadcasting station in Buenos
Aires shown at O, where he translates
dots and dashes into a word description.
The antenna at R flashes his announcements to eager South American listeners
sitting beside their short wave receiving
sets.
But the wonder of it all is that from
the moment the referee reached his tenth
count while Firpo lay upon the canvas
after a blow delivered by his opponent,
only fifteen seconds were consumed in
transferring the news from New York
City to the countries in South America.

For Storage Battery
Tubes Use Eveready
Storage "A" Batteries.
For Dry Cell Tubes Use
Eveready
Dry Cell Radio "A" Batteries.
For all Vacuum
teries.
Use Eveready

Tubes

aB" Bat-

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they las'tTonger

Tune Out Interference
and Bring in DX Stations

This line, represented at I, links New
York City with the three-mile multipletuned antenna and two Alexanderson alternators which deliver 700 amperes to the
antenna
K.
voicecharacters,
messages
are convertedThus
into"White's
telegraph
and the waves radiating from K on 17,500
meters are an amplified telegraphic repetition of the short wave length Radiophone
broadcast from the antenna C at WJZ.
Translated Again at Buenos Aires
At Buenos Aires, 6,000 miles away, the
powerful wave energy flung from the antenna R registers at the receiving set N
through the Monte Grande antenna represented at L.. Over great expanses of
water and long stretches
of land, the

TfcNalQrclgJttSC
"XyTR,
R.H. STEWART,
of Battle
Creek,Miclv,
JLV1. reports
excellent results
with
bis Grebe
Broadcast Receiver. He enjoys programs from
stations as far as Texas through a loud speaker*
Dealer Today

HERE
is a new DX
stations clear and
want to receive DX.

dry cell receiving set that will bring in local
strong and tune out interference
when
you

Tampa, Florida, is easily tuned in at New York City, in spite of
powerful local stations.
This set, using Radio and Audio Frequency, equipped with Federal
standard headphones, is reasonably priced at $87.00, without tubes or
batteries — a value made possible only by the tremendous volume of
Federal production.
130 Federal Standard Radio parts offer the radio enthusiast a complete
line of guaranteed parts of one quality — the best.

Write for "Grebe Radio ta
the WeU-Appohued f-

federal

Radio Equipment
Jfetieral GTelepfrone anil tEelegrapJ) Company
Boston

Factory: Buffalo, New York

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Bridgeburg, Canada
London, England
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OF WGY

ANNOUNCERS

Announcers at WGY broadcasting station of the
General Electric Company at Schnoctady. From
right to left they are as follows, the initials they
use when announcing being in parenthesis: Carl
Jester (C. J.), Mrs. William J. Cranio (Mrs..
W. J. C). Kolin Hager (K. H.) In charge of
WGY studio and chief announcer, Robert Weidaw
(R. W.). Asa O. Coggeshall (A. O. C), Edward
H. Smith
(E. H. S.). director WGY Players

Hi

FLEWELLING

ANSWERS

TO QUERIES

•By E. T. Flewelling-

mounted back from the panel out of the way.
It is very much worth while to go to some
little trouble in order to secure the elimination of capacity effects because no real long
distance work or sharp tuning can be done
while these effects are present, and this, too,

(Editor's Xote. — This department is written it has even less. A method that will greatly
by Mr. Flewelling, the inventor of the famous reduce the capacity effects without any other applies to any type of set.
Boasts Best Harbor Radio
super circuit. From the questions sent him change in the circuit is to connect an audio
each tceek care of Radio Digest, he picks the frequency transformer in place of the phones
SEATTLE, WASH. — The harbor departone considered most informative for all and and then connect the phones to the other side
ment of the city of Seattle has recently inanswers it in this column.)
stalled apparatus which makes its Radio
of the audio frequency transformer. Sometimes
it
is
best
to
connect
the
phones
to
the
outfit
one of the most complete in the
Purpose of Special Plate Lead
secondary of the transformer, and at other harbor service anywhere in the United
(Submitted by R. W. C, Fort Worth, Tex.) times it is best to reverse the usual condition States. The new equipment consists of
Question. Is there any method by which I and connect the secondary of the transformer two two-kilowatt navy standard spark sets
can reduce the terrific capacity effects present to the super circuit and the phones to the with aerials 750 feet long, suspended on
in the Fie welling circuit?
masts 165 feet above the level of Puget
primary circuit.
The diagram herewith has been published Sound.
Ansicer. Body capacity effects with the
The range is about 4,500 miles.
Flewelling super seem to be quite a "bugbear" several times but is repeated here for the bento a great many of the fans, and I often wonefit of those who have not seen it.'
der if they take the same precautions to preI myself prefer to handle body capacity effects by the use of apparatus so designed that
vent body capacity effects with the Flewelling

News of Harding's Demise
Heard at Bottom of Canyon
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— The wonders of Radio were never better illustrated
than in a letter just received from tourists
at the Utah State Capitol. The party, according to the writer, was camped on the
Lower Grand Canyon of the Colorado
where they set up their receiving set during president
Harding's
illness,
and were
advised
the same
night of
his death
long
before newspapers penetrated to their
camp. They learned of the President's
death, in fact, forty-five minutes after it
occurred. When the funeral cortege left
San Francisco, they were also advised by
Radio.

THE 1923 RADIO SENSATION

set that they do with the average Radio set,
such as shielding the panel, properly connecting the plates of the tuning condenser, etc.
The Flewelling set properly constructed has
no more body capacity effect than any other
circuit ; in fact, it can be so constructed simply by the use of up-to-date instruments that

such effects are automatically wiped out, without the use of any panel shielding or transformer. If your coils are so mounted that
your
with hand
them, will
then
effects regardless
therefore,
these

readily
close
touch
you willcome
get "in
body
capacity
of the type of set you use ;
coils should
preferably
be

Never before in the history of Radio has a set of the quality and performance of the Michigan Midget been offered at
anything like the price.
No longer is it necessary to buy parts and build your own
set and save money. Michigan ''Midget" has done that for
you. It puts a long range, high-grade radio receiving set
within the reach of everybody's pocketbook.
It is extremely selective — easy to adjust — tunes sharply,
receiving all broadcasting wave lengths up to 600 meters.
Works equally as well with dry cell tubes as with standard
six volt tubes. Its light weight (weighs only 6 pounds)
makes it ideal for touring, camping, etc.
The cabinet is mahogany finish, made in Grand Rapids,
the world's greatest furniture center.

PACIFIC
COAST
BRANCH:
329

Union League Bldg
LOS ANGELES

PRICE

$27.00

Also ask about the Michigan "Midget" Two Stage
Amplifier $30.00 and our e-xclusive line of Condensers,
Variocouplers, Variometers, Rheostats, etc. When you
send for circular, give us the name of your favorite
radio dealer.

Built First to Last

COTOCDIL

CO. PROVIDENCE

Grand Rapids.Michigan

RADIO

FIRST SALES STUDIO
OPENS IN CHICAGO

DAVID GRIMES PAID
BIG PRICE FOR IDEA

DEMONSTRATION IN STORE
INCREASES
CUSTOMERS
Shop

Disproves Theory That
Owner
Steel Structures Interfere with
Clarity of Reception

CHICAGO. — "What was said to be the
first studio in the United States for the
public demonstration of standard Radio
receiving sets was opened here recently
in the downtown district by the Electric
Service products company of Chicago, of
which P. C. Moore is president.
Unlike other Radio studios it is operated primarily to stimulate interest on the
part of the consumer in the ready-made
set. A survey under the direction of Mr.
Moore had shown, he said, that only five
to eight percent of the sets sold in Chicago last year were the product of manufacturers;* the others were assembled by
buyers of devices.
"Since
the opening
of the studio
our
sales have been doubled," said Mr. Moore.
Studio on Balcony
On a balcony in the rear of the sales
room a number of popular receiving sets
are displayed. For the comfort of audiences there are divans and easy chairs.
The other appointments are in keeping
with the purpose of the studio.
"From eight o'clock in the morning until
9:30 o'clock at night we keep 'open
house,' " Mr. Moore said. "When the programs of the various broadcasting stations
are put on the air we tune in, using loud
speakers. In a few minutes the studio
is crowded by persons attracted from the
street. Almost every one is a Radiophan.
Twenty-five of every 100 thus drawn are
potential buyers of receiving sets."
Steel Buildings Do Not Interfere
Perhaps the most important phase of
the Radio studio in relation to the technique of operation is its dissipation of -the
theory that tall buildings of steel construction elevated train structures and
other placements of metal necessarily offer
interference to selection or reception. "By
exercising care and patience we have overcome the usual obstacles to clear reception," Mr. Moore declared. "We received
distinctly the returns of the recent Dempsey-Firpo bout. Stations in Jefferson
City, Troy, N. Y., Detroit, Davenport, la.,
Omaha and Minneapolis are heard by our
studio
audiences
almost
everythe night."
The aerial
which
serves
studio is
stretched the length of the sales room to
the glass front where it emerges at the top
and is strung to the top of the building
and is attached to a water tank. A fourfoot spreader is used to swing the aerial
away from the building. The length of
the aerial is about 100 feet.

Mormon
Ends

Messages

to Reach

of World, Smoot

Says

David Grimes, twenty-six years old, blond and
rather shy, is the inventor of the Inverse Duplex
set for which he has been paid a record price.
The exact amount is not yet disclosed. The idea
was conceived by Grimes in 1917 when a lieutenant in the United States Air Service

Bandit Hunters Are Misled
by Tangled Air Message
CHICAGO. — Radio failed as a thief
catcher recently when several bandits,
driving a gray touring car, held up the
Purple Grackle, a roadhouse east of Elgin,
owned by Attorney Charles E. Erbstein.
The alarm was broadcast by Mr. Erbstein's
Radio station, WTAS, was caught at Hinsdale, and relayed in such manner as to
give police authorities an impression a
Hinsdale bank had been robbed. So they
watched the roads from Hinsdale instead
of from Elgin.

Another Columbia
Scoop

A Geared Coil Mounting for Inside Panel
Mounting, made of moulded Bakelite and
mirror nickeled brass— for those who prefer
their bulky coils on the inside of the cabinet
hidden from view.
Ask your dealer for it.
Ail good dealers stock it.

Price $6.00
COLUMBIA

RADIO

157 NO. UNION ST.

CORP.
CHICAGO

Review of Books

The Reader's View

An Introduction to Radio. A real book
for the amateur. This treatise comes in
two volumes. 96 pages in each volume,
fully illustrated with flexible leather covers. Price two volumes, $1.
How to Retail Radio. A new book telling of tested plans and methods and policies for the dealer in Radio. Financing,
location, store equipment and arrangement. Price, $2.00.
Vacuum Tube Receivers. By O. F. Heslar. A book that tells how to make a
simple set. How to make the cabinet. It
includes a 27 by 36-inch layout blueprint.
Price, 75 cents.
The Armstrong Super-Regenerative Circuit. By George J. Eltz, Jr., E. E. This
is a De Luxe edition of this famous circuit. Profusely illustrated and fully explained. Fifty-two pages.
Price, $1.00.
Home Radio — How to Make It. By A.
Hyatt Verrill. This book is particularly
adapted for the amateur who desires to
know how to make Radiophones. Twelve
full page illustrations and diagrams.
Price, 75 cents.
Elements of Radiotelegraphy. By Elery
W. Stone. The text wTas written for the
guidance and instruction of Radio students in the communication service of the
Navy. It is an instruction book for Radio
schools.
Price, $2.50.
Radio Reception. By Harry J. Marx,
Technical Editor Radio Digest Illustrated,
and Adrian Van Muffling. A simple treatise on Radio reception. Beginning with
the elementary principles of electricity it
carries the reader or. into the essentials of
Radio telephony. The most successful
methods of Radio reception are explained
and special reference given to practical
tuning. Price, $2.00.
The book department of the Radij Digest is prepared to send you any of the
books on Radio published, whether listed
in our Book Review or not. Let us Know
what book you want, send us your check
and we will see that the book is mailed to
you. Postage stamps in payment for
books not accepted. Send money order or
check. Radio Book Department, Radio
Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Purpose of the Variocoupler
Just a few lines to let you know that I
have read your latest Radio Digest and
am writing this letter as a flare-back to
that of C. S. Wymore, Nebraska, under
variocoupler winding.
I wish to say for his benefit and others
like him who read and misinterpret articles that they want to be sure they are
In 1921,
of many interested
right
beforeI was
they one
"holler."
but "dumb" Radiothans. Then I took
Radio Digest.
At present, after 1 year and 6 months,
by following the advice of the editor and
his staff I can build and have built most
all the circuits published in Radio Digest.
Perhaps Mr. "Wymore does not really
know the purpose of the variocoupler.
He would not mention the Flewelling and
3 circuit in the same breath if he did.—
Joseph G. Gormley,
Philadelphia.
Experience with Nacireman
E. P. Parker's article on the Nacireman
hook-up in Radio Digest, August 11, was
read with interest. I will give you my
experience with the hook-up, using a
variocoupler with 48 turns on the stator,
tapped every 8 turns, 52 turns on the
rotor, a Cunningham 301-A tube with 67%
volts
Louis.) on the plate, aerial 100 feet total
with lead-in. (I live 30 miles east of St.
The first station tuned in was WGY,
820 miles away; it came in as strong as
the smaller St. Louis station. Next came
WPAD, WHAS, WLAG, WSB, WWAY,
WSAI, WW J,' WMC, WDAP, WFAA,
WO AW, WBAP, WJAZ and WDAF; all
were heard in one evening.
The secondary variable condenser plays
a very important part in DX work. However, local stations may be tuned in without it.— Otto Steffens, Trenton, 111.
Radiophone installation and use are
taught by correspondence by the University of Wisconsin Extension
division.

Every Question
B-T VERNIER TUNER ANSWERED
for only $1
ADOPTED— RECOMMENDED
By 40 Largest Jobbers

WALNART

Within the last thirty
days forty leading radio
jobbers
witk credit
ratings of $100,000
or more,
seventeen
of them
with
ratings of $1,000,000.
have rushed the BremerTully Vernier Tuner into
their catalogs at the last
moment.

INDUCTANCE
SWITCH

1. It's the best Beinartz Tuner available.
2. It gives better control and maximum results
on any single circuit regenerative, any of the
ultia-audions
or Hazletine.
practically any of the reflex
circuits,
including

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. — "The time
Is not far distant when leading men of
this church will be able to stand in this
pulpit and by means of Radio have their
message carried to the ends of the earth,"
declared U. S. Senator Reed Smoot in an
address in the Mormon Tabernacle here
on Sunday afternoon. It was the greatest
tribute to the possibilities ever paid here
by a man of national prominence. When
at home Senator Smoot is an apostle of
the Mormon
or Latter-day Saint Church.
The Radio filter problem of separating
the signals of one station from those of
other stations is being studied by a University of Wisconsin professor.
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At last you have under one cover
a Complete Radio Handbook
JUST OUT
562 PAGES

They recommend and
catalog only the best ra- *^-^g-»_> WS^
dioHere's
equipment
^^* *- \vV
B-T
Vernier
why Tuners:
they catalog

Compiled by
HARRY F. DART,
B.S.E.E.
Formerly with tie
Western Electric
Co., and U. S.
Army Instructor
of Radio.

3. It'sdiscounts
easy to tochange
— ideal
"try-outs."
Liberal
jobbers
and for
their
dealers.
Price $5.00 Postpaid.
(But ask your dealer first.)
Send for one today.
Hook
it up and you'll
understand.

BREMER-TULLYMFG.CO.
532

Why drill ten holes in your
panel — not only a difficult
thing to do, but if you ever
make a change in your hookis marred —
whenup, your
by panel
drilling only one
hole you can use a Walnart
Inductance Switch.
Positive contact ; attractive Bakelite knob and pointer make a much more attractive panel, and simpler adjustment. And the price is
no more than switch points
with pointer lever would
cost.
Ask your dealer for Walnart Inductance Switch; if
he cannot supply, write us.
Catalog of Walnart radio accessories and parts on request.
WALNART
Dept.

£1

tic nfc. ca

403, 1251 W. Van Buren
CHICAGO,
ILL.

St.,

South

Canal

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Kellogg Radio Equipment
For Better Results
Kellogg
Transformers

transformers
I are designed
to overcome
types
defects isting
of exand to furnish distortionless amplification of
all audio freq u e n cie s .
Built complete by the
Kellogg Company, using highest
grade wire, maroon enameled metal
case, and molded Bakelite top. The
primary and secondary binding
posts are accessibly placed on top
of the transformer.
These binding posts are plainly marked, so
that there need be no error in assembling.
Every Kellogg transformer is thoroughly
tested before leaving the plant, and we
guarantee the purchaser a product of exceptional efficiency.
No. SOI Ratio VA to 1
$4.50
No. 502 Ratio 3
to 1
4.50

KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPCT
COMPANY
1066 West

Adams

Street;, Chicago,

Illinois

Technically Edited by F. H. DOANE

turn from book to
need you
more hoping
NO book,
to find what you want.
It is all here, in 562 pages crammed full
of every possible radio detail. Written
in plain language, by engineers for laymen. Clears up the mysteries, tells you
what you want to know. A complete index puts everything within your reach
in a few seconds.
IT EXPLAINS: Electrical terms and
circuits, antennas, batteries, generators and motors, electron (vacuum)
tubes, every receiving hook-up, radio
and audio frequency amplification,
broadcast and commercial transmitters and receivers, super-regeneration,
codes, license rules. Many other features.

Under one cover. Yes, it is all in
one volume of 562 pages of clear type
with hundreds of diagrams and illustrations. Takes the place of eleven or more
specialized texts, each costing from two
to ten times the dollar you pay for this
single book. Belongs in every radioequipped home, on every amateur's table.

Send $1 to-day and set this 562-page I.C.S.
Radio Handbook — the biggest value in radio
to-day.
Money back if not satisfied.
- —

TEAR OUT HERE

I INTERNATIONAL

I

—

—

—

r,

SCHOOLS

|

Box 8277 B, Scranton, Penna.
I enclose One Dollar. Please send me — postpaid— the 562-page I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
It is understood that if I am not entirely
satisfied I may return this book within Ave
days and you will refund my money.

J
j

iNanw
„
i

I

J Address

COBBESPONDENCB

j
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MAPS NEW LEADER
IN HOTEL STATIONS

DIGES

T— Illustrated

THE CAUSE

AND MR. L. BOLLING

WELLER

CLEVELAND
FIRM
SEEKS
"SOMETHING UNUSUAL"
Hollenden
Hostelry
to Make
Definite
Steps toward Establishing
Set Soon
CLEVELAND. — Convinced that Radio Is
not only an educator of the widest scope
but conducive to commercial welfare, Herman Mack, head of the company which
recently assun.ed control of the Hollenden
hotel of this city, head of the concern
which operates the Lexington hotel in
Chicago, said here recently that plans were
under consideration for the establishment
of a broadcasting station in the Hollenden. Decisive steps are expected soon.
"We have discussed the necessity of
such a station." Mr. Mack said, "in relation to the operation of a first class hotel.
We have seen that many if not most of
the finest hostelries in the United States
are thus equipped.'*
Must Be Different
But the ordinary transmitting set,
rather the usual program, will not conform with Mr. Mack's purpose. "The
Hollenden plant."
he declared,
it is
established,
will lead
all other "when
hotel sets.
And the Hollenden programs must be new
and unusual else we will not operate. We
are determined to make our broadcasting
so interesting that people all over the
country will remain awake until late at
night
hear theis Hollenden."
The toHollenden
one of the best hotels
in Cleveland. It is among the widest
known in the central west.

Cuban Amateurs Recognized
by President of the Island
HAVANA, CUBA. — A presidential decree now allots amateurs here a wave
length of twenty meters and a power of
one-half kilowatt. This decree will continue in effect, pending passage of a law
to cover the use of Radio.
If this gives the expected impetus to
amateur Radio, it should not be long be- Police Now Uses Private Station
fore Cuban operators will communicate
and Park Bands Have No
regularly with amateurs in this country.
Radio Outlet
The first Cuban amateur station heard in
this country is 6XJ at Tuinucu, operated
by Frank H. Jones, member of the AmerPHILADELPHIA. — That activities of a
ica Radio Relay League.
municipal Radio broadcasting station for
this city need not be confined to the broadJewish New Year Observers
casting of police reports, was pointed out
by Mayor J. Hempton Moore when he reHear Broadcast in Hebrew
ferred to the concerts given by the PhilaMunicipal Band, Philadelphia
BOSTON, MASS. — The first Hebrew mu- Plaza Band,delphia
Park Band and the
sical service to be sent by Radio from Fairmount Fairmount
Park
Symphony Orchestra,
Boston was broadcast by Station WNAC made possible by appropriations
from the
recently. It consisted of solos by Cantor city.
L G. Glickstein and choir of Temple Mishkan Tefila of Roxbury, Mass. There was
also a short address by Rabbi H. Rubinovitz of the Temple. This service was in
keeping with the Jewish New Year being
observed at -the time, and was for the
benefit
of the
many
Radiop"hans
faith who
listen
in on
WNAC. of Jewish

MAYOR ADVOCATES
MUNICIPAL PLANT

The Condenser
Sensation of
Modern Radio

Mayor Moore stated that "a municipally
owned and operated broadcasting station
would appear to be a future requirement
of every large city."
"The Radio of the future." he said, "will
unquestionably enter into the official municipal activity, and will no doubt in a
relatively short time take its place among
all progressive discoveries and inventions
in its service to the citizen."
There are many indications, from present discussions, that this city will soon

have a municipal broadcasting- station, as
the city hall is now equipped with receiving stations, and many of the officials are
vitally interested in Radio. Police reports
at this time are broadcast from Station
WOO, and reports of missing persons are
broadcast from practically all the 500watt stations in this city.
There are approximately 25,000 receiving sets in Argentina, as compared with
100 a year ago.

THE
AUDIOPHONE
REG. U. 9. PAT. OFFICE

Quality of reproduction
such as only the original
itself can equal. Speech
that is so distinct that
the voice heard is the
actual voice of the
speaker. Music that
requires no tolerant

AskyourDealetr
«WHEGEHOG
(Trade Mark)

AUDIO TRANSFORMER $3.50

This little wonder is the surprise and talk of
Radioan Engineers
everywhere. about
Fix intheyour
eye
AUDIO Transformer
size Ebind's
of an
English
and you
have Radio
the "HEGEHOG"
for
size. walnut
Then recall
the best
amplification
yoa erer heard, and you hare the "HEGEHOG"
for Tolume and tone quality. Our new patented
design and construction (100?J shielded) makes
this
possible.
a real
we would
like toIt'shave
TOU bittryofone.engineering, and
Ratios 1 to 3, 1 to 4 and 1 to 5
§3.50
1 to 10
4.50
3810 Ravenswood

Avenue,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Through the accuracy and dependability of Freshman Condensers, hookups and circuits have been perfected
which have completely revolutionized
the art of Radio Reception.
These little Storers of energy and
rectifiers of Radio Current are the
very heart of a well-built radio set.
The proper fixed condenser will make
all the difference in the world in the
reception, clarity and selectivity your
set affords.
Capacity
.0001
.00015
.00025
.0002
.0003
.00035
.0006
.0008
.001
.0015

Each
. . .$ .35
. . . .35
. . . .35
. . . .35
. . . .35
. . . .35
.35
. . . .40
. . . .40
. . . .40
. . . .40

Capacity
.002
.00-25
.003
.004
.005
.006
.008
.01
.015
.02
.025

imagination to be recognized as music of the
finest type.

Bristol's Single Stage Power
Amplifier
gives additional VOLUME with
any two stage amplifier. No
separate batteries required. It
provides the additional volume
necessary to bring in very distant
stations on the loud speaker.

Each
. ..?
.40
..
.50
..
.60
..

.75
1.00

.. 1.00
..
.. 2.00
1.50
. . 2.50

The FRESITSIAN is so designed that constant equal pressure is exerted on the condenser plates over the entire area. They
are the only condensers that do this and
therefore the only condensers that avoid
noises, which are due to variable pressure
on the plates.
At your dealers, otherwise send purchase price and
you will be supplied without further charge.

jsfiman/o.lnc.

\feae//<>lcCondenser Wvducts
106 .Seventh Avenue

New T'wk

Write for bulletin and address of the
nearest dealer handling our instruments

THE

BRISTOL
WATERBURY,

Boston

New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

COMPANY
CONN.
Detroit

Chicago

St Louis

San Francisco
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Further Details of the Famous Miloplex Hook-Up
Part II — Introducing King Miloplex II
By the Mystery Man
tector and kiss it goodbye, yet every tube
I have talked with, very frankly told me
it worked best on from 14 to 22. If you
haven't done so, make it your next big
job to try out different voltage taps on the

INTRODUCED you to the Miloplex last week. How many have
tried out this simple, economical, and
efficient circuit? If you've built it,
don't quit reading the series. There
are several tricks to be told. However, the improvements will not mean
junking the old apparatus. AH the
old and a few new parts will be used.
WE

BEFORE
of the
passed

B with the tube in the "Plex"; it's a big
help and gives the set a chance. Whether
you can do this will be answered later:
also it is quite possible that we will add a
stage or two just for fun. Yes, we may
even go so far as to show the little fellow
Ed.)
with a wire or two changed. Anywav it
is strictly up to you fellows; tell the editor
you want more and what you want. As I
said in the beginning, "He'll do the rest —
and I the work. (Let's make him work: —

up a few
I start smoothing
sore
eardrums
the
lliloplex
you on its initial bow, let me

(TO

put you
When

"hep" to a secret.
an editor wants to fire his crack
office boy he mails him a blue envelope,
when he needs a new star reporter, well

a new "Now I lay me down to sleep." One
of those dollar down, balance as you sleep:

the prickly heat. I'm sore, my wife is
sore, and his office boy confidentially told
me his grandma was going to stop carrying letters to me for a day, and rest up.
Still, while it's true that I built the
"Plexy" in 30 minutes, yet it took nine
long experimental months to get ready, so
why kick about writing 40 or 50,000 words
about it. Here goes — yet let me first truly
thank the many who have said so many

Latest Radio Sensation
passed, act as a radio frequency choke,
thus establishing a varying frequency or
super-effect." Not so good. Another chap

elaboration was made upon "dead end"
losses from tapped coils, yet we touched
a couple of its high spots just to prove to
you that we did not care to dissipate any
voltage secured or have a section of our
primary crying just at the time the wedding bells were ringing . . . but more
on this later.
One very sincere experimentor in Snaky,

(and the
he knows
his C.W.)alltells
me Bill,
I don't
need
potentiometer;
right,
but

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

it's a good deal like the small boy's father
who wasn't worth a cent, but in Colorado
he was worth
$10,000 — dead or alive.
The inside story of it is really two
stories, one based upon the fact that, after
all is said and done, there is nothing more
to any finished receiving set than a combination of capacity and inductance as the
dominating factors.
He who can best make these two factors
each subservient to the whims of the
other profits most. I didn't think I could
say the above and make it mean much,
but friend wife marked it 93 percent.
Further . . . now close your eyes
and think. The manufacturers of tubes
tell you they possess capacity, also mutual
inductance; all right, but is it not also
true that it has within itself more than
one capacity. The cross sectional area
capacity between filament and grid surely
is less than that of filament and plate.
Look at the plate area and answer "TES."
But just a minute, we're getting technical;
let's back up and get out of this traffic
jam by leaving you to think what would
happen if one could reconcile these varied
capacities.
In other words, the Miloplex as you
have seen it must be the beginning — the

Carter Jack Switch

mm

"|

Only $4

Only $4

mile ?j4h
RADIO

DIRECT
FROM

P

VERNI-TUNER
(Trade Mark)
Saoes Space - Labor - Expense
HANDSOME
APPEARANCE
FINEST WORKMANSHIP

«*B»» BATTERY

ta vnii

MORE
THANSELECTIVE—
ANY OTHER COUPLER
For all regenerative circuits, for Home Combined
Tuned Radio Frequency and Reflex, also Beiuartz.
Flewelling, Ccckaday, etc.
FREE BOOKLET of 13 Lalest Orcuils with each Verai-Time?
At your dealer or postpaid on receipt of purchase price.

SHIPPED
PREPAID

and STRONGER! Builtcorrectly—
full number Real
of voltage
— "ill work any Sold
tube
or loudspeaker.
service taps
GUARANTEED.
direct from our factories to you at lowest prices. Shipped
prepaidtoyourdoor. ORDER TODAY. Sendmoney
order, check or pay C. Q. D.
Order By Number

No. 3 22B — Z2}£ volt
No. 322A— 22 }/2 volt
No, 345A — 15 volt —
AYRES BATTERY

variable— regularly $2. 25— our price $1.98
variable — regularly $3. 00 — our price $2.65
8 taps — -regularly $6.0C — our price $3.98
CORPORATION,
Cincinnati, Ohio

HORNE

ELECTRIC

Mercer & Colgate Sts.

&

MFG.

CO. I

Jersey City, N. J.

Specifications:

(Inventor of the Flivver Circuit)

Range, up
to silk
600
meters;
Green
wire:
Sharp
tuning.

•♦♦as*gUELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Cottage

Grove at 30th
CHICAGO

180°; Very close
coupling;
Metal
sleevenum taps;
brackets; AlumiBronze
'ension washer. Fibreoid tubes (moist

Street

proof) eledr shaft.
Va in. nick-

WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

^

THE

$1 50

VARIOMETER

WE
REPAIR
RADIO
TUBES

$1.00

WD-I2(

OUR

STA-FKED CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Over

10,000 ordered by local dealers before one delivery is your guarantee that Sta-Fix Detector is the
find of the season.

Price, $1.25

FOLLOWING

Guaranteed
600 Meter
Four Circuit

SPECIALTIES

UV-202

4.00

C-299
C-300
C-301
C-301A
WD-12
DV-6A

UV-299

3.50

C-302

UV-199
UV-200
UV-20I
UV-201A
WD-11
DV-6

$3.50
2.75
3.00
3.50
3.50
3.00

H. & H. RADIO

VARIOCOUPLER

EACH

Dealers and Agents write tor Special Discount
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Attended to
WD-II )

Made in four spring combinations. Send
for FREE wiring diagrams of various hookups; also complete catalog of other new
improved
Carter
Radio
Products.

SECONDARY
PRIMARY

AND CONDENSER

QUALITY RADIO PRODUCTS

The best radio switch yet
devised — easily mounted on
panel — a quarter turn of the
knob operates the heavy
phosphor-bronze
springs.

Furnished complete with "On" and "Off,"
name
plate, knob
and pointer.

IN
3-_T

TO
YOU
FAfTflRY
in Concerts LOUDER

Engineer —

Indispensable

they won't let me return it, so let's leave
it there, it may
come
in handy.
What do you know about head telephones? So do I, but most manufacturers
tell me that the positive tip should go to
positive B, and generally this tip cord
has a re-marking; try this, do this, you'll
get better results.
One more word about tubes. Strange
how many fellows slap 22 volts on a de-

Greatest radio B battery on market. Absolutely
fresh, full voltage, seamless cells, noiseless — will bring

To those Radiophans
who appreciate highgrade, standardized
Radio apparatus we
will offer parts designed by our Radio

Has Become

■""

foundation for possible betterness. The
first step for marked efficiency, naturally
falls to the tuning unit, and while no

Ariz., (sure that's the snake capital) wrote
me he had the secret; that all I had was
nice things about the "Plex." Naturally
one cannot answer all in person, nor the an untuned primary, while the rotor with
specific questions asked. Yet as the ar- the condenser across it was nothing more
ticles continue, I am hoping the final one
than a wave trap, and I'm not so cocksure
will have produced for you a three tube |but that he is right. Think it over in the
receiver that you will prize, as I shall then | morning between coffee and "donots."
have been well repaid for your patience.
Then another fellow writes "the impedance
The most asked or inferred question is of your phones in the plate, not being by"Where is the trick?" ""Will it amplify?"
"Can I build it so and so?"
As to "where is the trick," the answer
is "There hain't none." As a bundle of
parts it's nothing: properly built it works
and works wonderfully well. You know

CONTINUED.)

Plans are on foot to form a British
Radio Relay League. In the formation of
such a club the approval of the Postoffice Department is necessary, and as
this has been secured, British amateurs
cess.
are sincerely hoping for the league's suc-

when he needs one — I don't know the dope
— but I do know that I recently purchased

and I figure I don't owe a cent on it, certainly I don't sleep. Clever fellow (the
editor) bought me a cover charge lunch
and said, "Why all you will have to do is
just give us a rough sketch of your circuit
with a short synopsis and we'll do the
rest. Sounds easy, eh! He'll do the rest.
Do you know what he meant; well, listen,
he really truly meant that he would see
that I was busier than a one arm man with

BE

III L/I\xll/ri I

i TRANSMITTERS
£5 WATT

$3.50
2.75
3.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.00

COMPANY
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Chapter II — Electrical and Radio Terms
By M.
THE following article is the first of a scries
for Radio
beginners
written
by Marvin
W. Thompson, well known in airphone circles
for his understandable style of approaching
his subject, and his ability as a Radio engineer. Mr. Thompson
is now
an associate
editor on the staff of Radio Digest.
A preliminary outline of the Chapters to follow is:
Chapter
III— Rectification
and
ceiver Essentials.
Chapter
IV— Inductances — Fixed
Variable.

Reand

Chapter V — Condensers — Fixed
Variable.

and

the resistance,
form:

we

consider
E
R=— .
I

Dividing
the pressure
in volts
by the
nurrent as expressed in amperes we learn
the resistance
in ohms.
The
third
variation of this formula
is, of course, when
it is used
to determine
the voltage,
and
the resistance
and
current
are
known —
F. = I xR.
A DV-199 Radiotron
re at the tins
ment; it is •

Chapter VI— Vacuum
Tubes.
Chapter VII— Antennas and Grounds.
Chapter VIII— Regeneration.
Chapter IX— Audio Frequency Amplification.
Chapter X— Loud Speakers.

W.

the law in this

should
leading

have 3 volts'
to the filawe would

THE first chapter we discussed Radio
transmission as it affects the atmosphere and that great conducting medium, the ether. Now we can consider
Radio when it is in the form of electrical
currents in the wires and apparatus of
transmitting and receiving equipment.
Since Radio is a branch of electrical engineering and is merely the utilization of
electricity in smaller quantities and with
slightly different characteristics than
electricity as used for power and li^ht.
it is hut natural that Radio science should
use electrical terms and similar symbols
in the drawing of diagrams.
IN

Electrical and Badio Engineering
From electrical engineering. Radio has i Figure 4— Four
types of inductance as used in
borrowed four terms with which every fan
Radio
receiving
circuits
and experimenter should be more or less
like
to
know
the
resistance
of its filament.
familiar — volts, amperes, ohms and watts.
To force any liquid or substance through
Using the second form of Ohm's law, we
divide 3 by .06, and the result is 50. The
an opening or tube, pressure is required
resistance of the filament of a U V-199
and since "electrical pressure" is necesRadiotron
is 50 ohms.
sary to force current through wires we
must have some unit of measurement of
The term watt is used to designate the
this pressure. This unit is termed a volt. unit of electrical power provided by one
Pressure must drive something — in this ampere of current with a pressure of one
volt behind it, and the power in a circuit
case, current — through something else,
and to measure the quantity of current
is always determined by multiplying volts
involved, we need another unit, the amby amperes. The filament of the u v-199
pere. The pressure, or voltage, is necesRadiotron, drawing .06 ampere with 3
sary because the wires or other conductvolts'
pressure, may be said to require
.18
watt.
ing mediums offer opposition to the passage of enrrent. and as we must have some
P. C. A. C. and Frequency

Figure

3— Here we have a diagrammatic
representation of two cycles of alternating current

means of measuring and expressing this
opposition or resistance we use the term
ohm.
Ohm's Law
These three factors always have
nite relation to one another which

a defiis ex-

pressed by Ohm's
law.
To
write
this
formula
we designate
the voltage by the
letter E. the current by I and the resistance in ohms by R.
Then we say that
E
1 = — .
R
To
determine
the
amount
of current
that will flow in a circuit we must divide
the voltage available by the resistance of
the units in the circuit.
If, on the other
hand,
we
know
the current
flowing in a
circuit and the voltage but wish to know

Let us now consider the three terms —
direct current, alternating current and frequency. The term direct current designates the flow of current in a circuit when
the pressure is always in one direction
and the current flows into the circuit at
one end and out of it at the other. Such
a current is supplied by a dry cell, a storage battery, and frequently in power and
electric
light lines.
Alternating current differs in that the
pressure alternates in direction and the
current flows, momentarily, from the end
we will call A to the end B. and then
reverses and flows from B to A. Such a
current cannot be obtained from a battery but is supplied in many power lines.
Radio transmitters change direct current
into alternating current to produce Radio
waves in the ether.
We speak of the number of times the
current changes its direction of flow per
second as the frequency (see Figure 3).
Here, we represent one second of time by
the distance A to E and of another second
by the distance E to I. At point A. the
current begins to flow in one direction,
reaches its greatest strength in one quarter of a second (point B), then begins to
weaken until at the one-half second point
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There is one use of the term frequency
in Radio, which does not meet the above
definition, although perfectly correct. Before being put into the head telephone
receivers, Radio signals are changed from
their alternating current form into direct
current which, while it flows in one direction only, does so in pulsations and not
steadily as does electricity from a battery. We then use the term frequency
to give the number of the pulsations per
second. Since these produce sounds in
the head phones that are audible, we speak
of this current as audio frequency current
and the transformers which handle it as
audio frequency transformers. Audio frequencies are those within the band 8 to
12,000. which are those commonly used
in music, although the human ear can
hear sounds consisting of as many as
30,000 vibrations per second.
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Inductance and Capacity

2YH

We
now
come
to the terms
Inductance
and capacity.
A straight piece of wire is
said
to have a certain amount
of inductance, which is a property
essential
in
a circuit to the reception of Radio signals.
This
property
is greatly
in.
winding the wire into a coil, either ■
eral layers or of a single layer on a tube.

lib

h

X

Figure
5— A diagrammatic
representation
of
oscillating circuit which explains condenser actio.i
It is not necessary for the average experimenter to fully understand inductance;
the knowledge that it is the property of
a coil of wire and is measured in henries
and millihenries being sufficient. Another
method of increasing the inductance of
a piece of wire is to insert an iron core
after winding the wire into a coil.
In Figure 4 are shown four ways of
designating inductance in a diagram: 4a
is an inductance which does not contain
an
iron
but isand
of the
type:
it is
notcore,
variable
all "air-core"
of the turns
of
wire are always in use; 4b shows another
(Continued on page 20)
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In Radio transmission, we use alternations or frequencies of from 15,000 to 4,000.000, and frequencies within this range,
usually termed band, are spoken of as
Radio frequencies to distinguish them
frem others. So. when you see Radio frequencyR.
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there
Is no
current
flowing.
Then
.us to flow in the opposite direction
until at point D it is as strong as
tt 1!, then it weakens until the one second
point
{K>
is reached
and
it is ready
to
flow again in the original direction.
The
current
is said
to have
completed
one
cycle and the frequency is 1. This would
be one-cycle alternating current.
If. however, we take the distance A to I a
second and the current flows twice in each
direction in that time, and romple:'
cycles
we
have
two-cycle
current.
In
power
lines, the frequency
is usually
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STARS ON THIS WEEK'S P
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The

Week's Headliners on the Air

unusual programs are
MANY
offered this week. Arm-ad
Women's club meeting Tuesday
afternoon at WGI is worth
while. "WJZ broadcasts "Broadway.'' "Three Live Ghosts,"
given by the YVGY Players promises to be hair raising (not hair
restoring), and KSD mysteriously features the carnival,
parade and ball of the Veiled
Prophet. All this to happen on
Tuesday evening.
"Big Smoke" meets the Camp
Fire Girls at WGI, Wednesday
evening. Llewellyn Jones reviews the latest books at KYW.
While Congressman Holton W.
Summers is fronting the microphone at WFAA, KSD will broadcast the presentation of trophies
to the winners of International
Air Races.
Thursday is Spanish night at
WLW. KYW announces the return of Rev. C. J. Pernin in his
Twenty Minutes of Good Reading, and the broadcasting of the
Edison Symphony Orchestra.
Two amusing farces will be presented by the Amrad Players of
WGI.
"Broken Wing" will be broadcast direct from the theater by
KSD Friday evening. WHAS is
producing a Columbus Day
Pageant.
Football season opens in earnest at KDKA Saturday afternoon
and the 103d birthday of Jenny
Lind, and Irish Night at WJZ
distinguish Saturday night. Chicago presents Mayor Dever at
WMAQ.
Sunday evening the Daughters
of the American Revolution,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., will
present a program at WGY. How
about Monday? Easy — let's "go"
to the Barnum and Bailey Circus
Monday
night via WBAP.

KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10:00 a. m.,
Music; 12:30 p. m.. Victrola and Victor Records, S.
Hamilton Company; Piano and player rolls, C. C.
Mellor Company; 6:15, Dinner concert. Orchestra at
the Pittsburgh Athletic Club; 7:45. "Mother Nature's
Wonders," by "Lady from the Deep Woods"; 8:45,
Concert, soprano;
Carlson Brothers'
Quartet; Laura
Statska,
Mrs. M. Saxophone
E. Good, pianist.
KQW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 10:00 p. m., Dance
music by George Olsen and his orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15
" p. m.. Concert features; 2:30-3:30, Matinee muslcale;
6:45-7:30, Children's program, "Uncle John"; 8:0010:00, De Luxe program, courtesy of G. Allison Phelps,
of the Suburban Estates Company, assisted by the
Powers Film Studio; William F. Alder, lecturer.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 7*0 p. m.. Music,
Street carnival and parade of Veiled Prophet; 9:30,
Music, Veiled Prophet
Ball. ,
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central, 536), 1:35 p. m.. Studio
program; 4:00, News of the day; 5:50. Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Musical program, Herbie Mintz.
pianist; A. W. "Sen" Kaney, specialty act; Alice
Cronin, pianist; 8:28, Program. American Farm Bureau Federation.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. (Central, 476), 7:30-8:30
p. m.. Fort Worth artists; 9:30-10:45, Broadway
Baptist Church.
WB2, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern. 337), 7:30 p. m.,
Twilight Tales for the Kiddies; 8:00, Concert, Harriet
Ely, pianist; 9:00, Bedtime story for Grown-ups,
Orison S. Marden.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, 360), 1:35 p. m., Drake
Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet; 7:00,
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet;
10:00, Frederick W. Agard. tenor; Bob Cougle, pianist;
Jack Chapman and his dance orchestra.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395), 12:00-12:54
p. m., Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Concert
and song recital, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
4:30-5-55, Piano recital, Edna Finestone; 7:30-7:45,
Dream Daddy with boys and girls; 7:45-8:00, Dramatic Review, Walter Greenough.
WDT. New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 405). 12:00-12:50
p. m., "Our Sister, Ain't That Hot," "Mama Going
to Cut You Down," Rubey Cowan, soloist; Songs,
Bernie Grossman; "Pretty Buddy," "Wonder,"
Brooks and Ross; "I Want to Call You Mine." Helen
C. Willsing; Songs, Mrs. Earl Fully; Piano solos,
Willy White.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex. (Central, 476), 12:30-1:30 p. m..
Address, DeWitt McMUfray, editor Semi-Weekly Farm
News; 8:30-9:30, Dramatic program. Council of Jewish
Juniors; 11:00-12:00, Harris Brothers' Orchestra.
WFI. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. 395), 1:00 p. m.,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3:00, Concert; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyer
Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra ; 7 :00, Bedtime
stories. Cousin Sue; 8:00, Boy Scouts Radio Corps;
8:30. Dance music; 9:15, song recital.
WGI. Medfcrd Hillside, Mass. (Eastern. 360), 12:00
p. m.. Selections on Edison, Brunswick & ChickeringAmpico; 3:00, Amrad Women's Club, "Hospitality
Talk," Ida Bailey Allen ; Selections on the ChickeringAmpico & Brunswick: "Public Health Talks"; 5:00,
"Twilight Tales," Eunice L. Randall; 7:00, Evening
program to be announced.
WGR, Buffalo. N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360),
12:30-1:00 p. m., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7-00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00
DigestSchenectady,
of the day's N.news;
Topics of 380).
scientific
WGY.
Y. (Eastern,
2*0 Interest.
p. m.,
Music
and reading,
"The Posy
Ring."
Mrs. with
John violin
Day;
7:45, Musical
Program;
Soprano
Solos,
obligato; "By the Waters of Minnetonka," "For You
Alone." "Birthday." "The Moon Behind the Cottonwood," "Life." "Whisper and I Shall Hear." Grace
H. Held, soprano : Regina L. Held, violinist ; Mr.
Herbert Robinson, accompanist; "Concerto Romantique," "Adoration," "Romance," Regina L. Held,
violinist; "La Fileuse." "Autumn." Mrs. Herbert
Robinson, pianist; Reading, "Jim's Brothers," "The
F
stfl," Guinivcre Rifenburg.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 p. m..
Selections. Mary Anderson Theater Orchestra : Ollie
Jones, conductor; ".lust Among Home Folks," daily
column running in the Courier-Journal: Strand Theater Orchestra; Harry S. Currie. conductor: 7:30-9:00,
it, Ray Pfaff and his orchestra; Reading, "An
Interesting Historical Episode."

DIGEST

— r
George Albert Bouchard (cirin center), organist, who can
be heard every day on the
Wurlitzer at WGR, Federal
Telephone and Telegraph
Company,

Buffalo

Above, Bob Cougle, and
right, Fred Agard, of the
team of Agard and Cougle,
a remarkable pair, heard
every Tuesday night at
HotelDrakeChicago
WDAP,
Board oftheTrade,

$& #•' :;-S."£.;• :'.:-'&v?v^ '* V7' r Si- ' UvSS'-.:: . ...--•
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, 509), 3:00 p. m..
Artist recital; 6:00, Dinner music, Dick Regan and
his WD? Little Symphony Orchestra; 7:00, Bedtime
stories and roll call. Uncle WTJP: 8 SO. Short talk;
8:15, Concert; 9:00, Song recital.
_
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern, 390), 7:30 p. m..
Program, Cleveland News-Leader: Bedtime story,
E. G. Johnson;
Concert. Cleveland Grotto Band.
WJAZ, Chicago. III. (Central, 448), 10:00 p. m.-2:00
a. m., Selections, Oriole Orchestra; "The Road."
"Mother of Mine." "In the Dark and the Dew."
James Funk, baritone; Cello solos, Geryl Allen:
'Xove and Music. These I Live For," "The Young
Beauty," Jennie M. Navigato. soprano; "The Gondoliers," "Serenade," Amanda Clausius Burhop, pianist ;
"Mandalay," "Invictus." "The Last Hour," James
Funk;
"My HeartSelections.
at Thy Sweet
"Violets,"
Jennie Navigato;
Oriole Voice."
Orchestra.
WJZ, New York, N. Y. (Eastern. 455), 3:00 p. m..
Wanamaker Auditorium Concert; 4:05, Concert, Music
Students'
League; 5:15,
5:00,Recital,
"The Home
Dorothy Ethel Walsh:
BerthaBeautiful,"
Butler, soprano;
6:05, Bedtime story, MacMillan Company; 7:35, The
Belgenland Orchestra, courtesy of the Red Star Line :
7:45, A University of the Air talk, A. Withington
Taylor; plays
8:00, and
"Broadcasting
Broadway,"
review of
current
players: 8:15,
Concert. Belgenland
Orchestra; 8:50, "Etiquette," Doubleday Page talk:
9:00, Musical program; 10:00, Dance program, Hotel
Astor "Roof Orchestra.
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern, 309), 10:00 p. m..
Selections, Circle Orchestra; "The Lord Is My Light,"
Josephine Smith, soloist; Marian Heintz, accompanist;
Piano solo. Claire Harkness: "Life and Happiness."
May C. Stoiber: "A Cute Little Love Nest." "The
Sunshine of Virginia," Harry Burkhart. baritone;
"There Is a Garden." Josephine Smith, soloist; "She's
Got That, Too," "Sun Kist Rose," "Fo-tu San,"
"The Electric Girl," "I'm Drifting Back to Dreamland." I'm Steerin' for Erin." Circle Orchestra.
WMAQ., Chicago, III. (Central, 447), 4:30 p. m„ Program, Gunn School of Music; 8:00, Program, University of Chicago: 9:00, Dance Music. Blue Fountain
Room. Hotel La Salle. E. E. Sheetz. Jr., and his
Healy.
"Oaliforniaiis" : 9:15, Weekly program, Lyon &
WOC, Davenpcrt, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 m.. Chimes
concert; 3:30 p. m., Educational Program, A. G.
Hinrichs: Music: 5:45. Chimes
concert.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 509), 11:00-11-30
a. m., OTgan recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 p. m.,
Luncheon music. Wannamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5:00, Organ recital. Marv E. Vogt.
WWJ, Detroit Mich. (Eastern, 517), 9:45 a. m. "Ironing Day," pianist:
program.12:00
Fredm..Shaw,
pianist;News
Margery
Richmond,
The Detroit
Orchestra: 7:00. Detroit News Orchestra: Town CrierVocal selections, -pupils of Madame Homo Dubard's
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KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10:00 a. m„
Music; 12:30 p. m., Victrola and Victor Records. S.
Hamilton Company; Piano and player rolls, C C
Motor Company ; 6:15, Dinner concert, KDKA Little
symphony Orchestra; 7:30, Literary program, Marjory
Stewart; 7:45, "Fables for the Little Folks." Dreamtime Lady; 8:45, March and procession from "The
Queen of Sheba," "Serenade," "Dragon Fly," "Butterfly," "Swan," "Bee," "Berceuse," Excerpts from
"Lucia de Lammermoor," "Down South," "Sari,"
KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra; "She Has Flown."
"My Pretty Turtle Dove." "Margaret at the Spinning
Wheel," "Prayer from Freishutz," "Still as the
Night," "Songs My Mother Taught Me." Marie
Keller Kennedy, soprano; Mrs. Arthur Brandt, accompanist.
KGW, Portland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 3:30 p. m.. Musical
program for children. Laura Van Houton, child pianist ;
Franconia stories. Aunt Nell; 8:00. Concert, Rybka
String orchestra; 10:00. Dance music by George Olsen
and his orchestra.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15
p. m.. Concert, 2:30-3:30, Matinee musicale; 6:457:30, Children's program, "Uncle John"; 8:00-(0:0u,
Program, Woman's Club and Oak Glen Lodge of
Yucaipa;
Old Time Dance.
KSD. St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 6:30 p. m., Music
and speeches, presentation of trophies to winners of
International Air Races: 9:30, Vocal and instrumental
specialties, orchestra and organ music. Grand Central
Theater.
KYW,
Chicago,
III. (Central,
536), 1 :0O
p. m„ "Talks
Chicago
Association
of Commerce
luncheon
at the
Hotel La Salle; 4:00, News of the day; 5:50, Children's
bedtime
story:
7:00-7:58,
Musical
program,
Sherwood School of Music; Harry Gelse, pianist;
Mary
Jones. Lee, soprano; 8:05, Book Reviews, Llewellyn
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. (Central, 476), 7:30-8:30 p. m.,
Mrs. Pearl Calhoun Davis; 9:30-10:45, Texas Hotel
Orchesta.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern. 337), 6:00 p. m..
"Serenade," "Wiener Blut," "Entr' Acte Gavotte."
"Angel's Serenade," "Men of Sparta," "Blue Bells,"
Dinner concert by the WBZ Trio; 7:00, "The BacKground of Radio," Edward H. Goodrich; 7:30, Twilight Tales for the Kiddies; 8:00, Concert. Mrs. Lilla
W. Ladd, contralto; Mrs. La Zazzera. accompanist;
WBZ Trio; 9:00, Bedtime story for grown-ups. Orison
S. Marden.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, 360), 1:35 p. tn„ Drake
Concert Ensemble: Blackstone String Quintet; 7:00,
Drake Concert Ensemble: Blackstone String Quintet:
10:00, John Stamford, tenor; Joan Young, soprano;
Jack Chapman's Orchestra.

WDAR,

Ph:iadelph!a.

Pa.

(Eastern,

395).

12:00-12:54

p. m., Organ recital from Stanley Theater: Dinner
music. Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra: 2:00-3:00,
Concert and piano solos. Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; Edna Finestone; 430-5:55. Short talks and
song recital; 7:30-8:00, Dream Daddy with boys ana
girls:
Talk from
on Philadelphia's
song
recital: 8:00.
Features
Stanley Theater;Industries:
Dance music,
Howard Lanin and his Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Estarn, 405), 12:00-12:50 p. m.,
"Not Here, Not There." "Who's Sorry Now." Tommy
Mallle, soloist; Frank Bessenger, soloist; 'It's Not
the First Time You Left Me." "Waiting for the
Evening Mail." Harry Hock. "My Sweetie Went
Away, ' "Where the Sacramento River Flows." Sam
Levy: 'Hawaiian Nightingale." "Susan." Tnmmv
Mallie;
"Indiana Moon." "Beale Street Mamma."
Frank
Bessenger.
WFAA,
Dallas, Tex. (Central. 476), 12:30-1:00 p m

WFI,
Philadelphia,
Pa. (Eastern, 395),
1:00 p m
Dinner
music, Meyer
Davis ****»*"
Bellevue Stratford
or«S»A-A
liners:011"
H?£n 'w.chestra; 3:00,
Concert "1
: 6 :30. Dinner
music. Meyer
WGI,
Medford
Hillside.- Mass.
(Eastern, 360),
12:00
Davis
Orches
-«>«
tra.
and ChickerBrunswick
on Edison.
SelectionsStratford
P. m., Bellevue
dall; 6:45, "Camp
Fire
Girls,"Tales."
RanL. 7:30,
"T«ill?ht
1?^A??rCO;J:0
by "BigEunice
Smoke";
0'
"This Week's Judge," ProScience Up to Date."
..,?TSm 2* J°eal and instrumental numbers.
W?oRin^u?nal0' N' Y^ (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360),
630-7.00,
George
Albert Albert
Bouchard,
organist7:00.
i
-in ; nS° £"
m" G.e,orse
Bouchard,
organist;
Digest
theE.day's
news; 9:00, Concert. City Mission,
Directionof of
C. Clark.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 p. m„
Selections. Strand Theater Orchestra: Harry S Currie, conductor; "Just Among Home Folks"; Selections.
Rialto Theater Organ: 7:30-9:00. Concert Jane Webster Murr el Studio: Strand Theater Orchestra: Harry
?• ,currie, conductor; Reading, "An Interesting HistorWIP, ical
Philadelphia,
Pa. (Eastern, 509). 3:00 p. m.,
Episode."
Program of popular songs, Remick Trio; 6:02, Dinner
dance
music, Jordan-Lewis
Dance
OrchestraBob
JOT3'
-00-7:30.
Bedtime
Wip.
WJAZ. director;
Chicago, 7.
III.
(Central,
448),stories.
10*0 Uncle
p. m.-2:00
a. m.. Selections. Oriole Orchestra; "Exaltation."
She Rested by the Broken Brook," Louise Le Moine
soprano; Clarinet solos. E. E. Harder- "Teach Me
to Pray," "An Old Fashioned Town." Sylvester Muldowney. baritone: "Baby," "At Dawning." Louise Le
Moine: "Waltz in C Sharp Minor," "March of the
Dwarfs, Dean Remick, pianist; "Inclusion." "Evening," "Thou Art Me," Sylvester Muldowney Selections, Oriole Orchestra.
WJZ. New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 455), 3:00 p. m„
Ital'an modern recital. Edouard Dino Anghinelli.
Italian pianist; 4:05. Tea music. Hotel Commodore
Orchestra;
Peter." tenor,
Florence
S. Vincent; 6:05.
7:35,"The
JointAdventures
recital, F. ofGehlert,
O
A. Karcher, baritone: 7:45, "The Progress of the
World," Review of Reviews talk; 8:00, F. Gehlert
tenor; O. A. Karcher, baritone; 8:15, "What Engineering Is and What It Is Not." E. J. Mehren: 8:30.
Musical score, "Little Jessie James." Nan Halpern
and the James' Boys Orchestra.
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern. 309). 4:00 p. m.,
Crosley Forum; Piano solos, William Schmitt; 8:00,
Program, Cincinnati College of Music; Elmer Aichele
Novelty Dance Orchestra.
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central. 447). 4:30 p. m., ProCosmopolitanFaulkner,
School of the
Music:
7:00.Lady;
Children's
stories,gram,
Georgene
Story
730,
First of a series of speakers from Northwestern
University;
8:
00,
Chicago
Women's
Club,
Congress
Women: 9:00. Dance music. Blue Fountain room.of
Hotel La Salle; 9:15, Musical program, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Fricke; Marion Roberts: Stella Roberts.
WOC. Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 m.. Chimes
concert; 330 p. m.. Educational program, Clyde G.
Kern;
Sandman's
8:00, Pipe
organ
recital.Music;
Erwin6 30,
Swindell:
May visit;
Chambers,
soprano;
10:00, Artist Musical Program, Erwin Swindell, director: Concert. Franklin Grove Band.
WOO, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, 509), 11:00-11:30
a. m.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55 p. m..
Luncheon music. Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra;
4:45-5*0, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern, 390), 8:00 p. m.,
Concert program by the WTAM Orchestra and solo
numbers.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. (Eastern. 517). 12:00 m., Detroit
News Orchestra; 7*0 p. m., Detroit News Orchestra:
Town Crier; Vocal selections, pupils of George Carr's.

Thursday, October 4
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326). 10:00 a. m..
Music: 12:30 p. m.. Victrola and Victor records. S.
Hamilton Co. ; Piano and player rolls. C. C. Mellor
Co.; 6:15 Dinner concert. Grand Symphony Orchestra;
7:45, Uncle Remus, himself, children's period; 8:05,
Farm program, Frank E. Mullen: 8:45, Esther C. McGuire. dramatic reader; English Coster Songs, "In
the Garden by . the Sea," "I Love the Sea." "Lend
Me Your
Aid," Evan
baritone.
KGW.
Portland,
Ore. Lloyd,
(Pacific.
492). 3:30 p. n»„
Woman's program, child training; 8:45, Dramatic
program,
"Within
Mrs. Olsen
Herbert
Reed;
10:00,
Dance the
musicLaw."
by George
and Garr
his
orchestra.
KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15
p. m.. Concert program:
2:30-3:30 p. m., matinee

Rose
Cohn
(left
leading
lady w
WGY
Players,
nectady, who w
sent,
" T h r e
Ghosts,"
T h n
Cohn takes the
night, Gordon
Octoberin Rose
tertaining
c o i
Frank
character Oliver
man
WGY
Players,
fun to the ska
Jimmie Gubbins.
in for thil

"Mot

L?
musicale:
6:45-7:30.
Children's Hour, "Uncle John";
8:00-10:00.
Program.
Thomas
Lutman.
lecturer.Clifford Lott, basso; Rev.
KYW. Chicago, 111. (Central, 536). 1:35 p. m.. Studio
program;
4:00, 7:00-7:58,
News of the
day:Mintz.
5:50, pianist:
Children's
bedtime story;
Herbie
A.
W. "Sen" Kaner, specialty act; "The Diplomat."
"The Swinging Lanterns," Edison Symphony Orchestra; "Columbia," A. N. Brabrook, cornetist; "Finlandia,"from
"Caravan."
a Mummy."
"Waltz
Serenade,""To
Edison
Symphony "Katebet."
Orchestra:
"Kashmiri Song," "Sweet Little Woman o' Mine."
John Stamford, tenor; "The Red Mill." Edison Symphony Orchestra; 8:05. Twenty Minutes of Good
Reading, Rev. C. J. Pernin.
WBAP,
Fort Worth. Tex. (Central. 476), 7:30-8:30
Club.
p. m.. Fort Worth artists; 930-10:45. The Euterpean
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 7:30 p. m..
Twilight Tales for the Kiddies: "How Plots Are
Built," Dr. J. Berg Esenwein; 8:00, Concert. James
Morton,
tenor; Grayce
Bradley
soprano;
Eleanor McCormlck,
pianist:
9:00.O'Connell.
Bedtime story
for
Grown-ups.
Orison S. Marden.
WDAP, Chicago, III. (Central. 360), 135 p. m.. Drake
Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet: 7:00,
Drake Concert Ensemble; BlaSkstone String Quintet:
10:00, Program, Lyceum Arts Conservatory; Jack
Chapman's
Orchestra. Pa. (Eastern, 395), 12:00-12:54
WDAR,
Philadelphia,
p. m.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner music.
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra : 2 :00-3 :00, Program
of popular selections, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra :
430-5:55, Song recital and piano solos; 7 30-8*0.
Dream Daddy with boys and girls.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 405), 12:00-12:50
p. m„ Piano solos. Jack Stanley; Solos, Fred Whitehouse; 7:00, Stage and Screen, Charles R. Jones;
Vaughn De Leath Orchestra: Violin solos. Elise de
Grode; Madame Lundow.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex. (Central. 476). 1230-1*0 p. m„
"Books and Their Use." Dr. J. H. McGinnis: 8309:30, Emmett B. Peck, violinist.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395), 1:00 p. m..
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00. Piano solos. Loretta Kerk:
Song vuerecital;
Dinner7:00,
music.
Meyerstories;
Davis Cousin
BelleStratford 6:30,
Orchestra;
Bedtime
Sue: fl:0O, Song recital; 830, Dance music. Jack
Le Roy and his Manhattan Melody Men from Cathay
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass. (Eastern, 360), 12:00
p. m.. Selections on Edison. Brunswick and Chickering-Ampico; 5:00, "Twilight Tales," Eunice L. Randall; 7:00, "Bits of Wisdom," Geo. Brinton Beal;
Musical program, two pianos. Miss Drew and Mr.
Emery; "Nonsense School," farce, Amrad Players;
"His Wife's Father- in -Law," play by Amrad Players.
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
1230-1:00 p. m., George Albert Bouchard, organist:
6 30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7*0,
Digest of the day's news.- Boy Scout Radiograms,
"The American Boy," Employment Bulletin; 8:45,
Address, Twelfth Annual Congress, American Safety
Council.
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:06 p. m..
Music and address. "The Object and Meaning of
Federation," Mrs.. E. P. Pressey; 7:45, Instrumental
selection, "Medley of Popular British War Songs."
WGY Instrumental Quartet; Radio drama. "Three
Live Ghosts." cast. Mrs. Gubbins. as "Old Sweetheart," Helen Campbell; Peggy Woofer, Lola Sommers; dae;
Bolton,
the American
Harold"Foster,
SunJimmie Gubbins.
Frank detective.
Oliver; William
alias Wm. Jones. Edward H. Smith; Spoofy, Edward
St. Louis ; Rose Gordon, Rose Cohn : Birggs, of Scotland Yard. Jerome Loveheim: Benson. John Loftus;
Lad Leicester, Margaret V. Smith; Act I, the home
of "Old Sweetheart." in London, time 1917; Act II,
same as act I, the following morning; Act III, same
as II, a few minutes later.
WHAS, Louisville. Ky. (Central. 400), 4:00-5:00 p. m..
"Just Among Home Folks"; Selections, Strand Theater Orchestra: Harry S. Currie, conductor; 7:30-9*0,
Concert, auspices of The Kentucky Committee on
Public Utility Information.
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern. 509), 3:00 P. m..
Song recital: 6:02, Dinner music; 7*0-7:30. Bedtime
stories, Uncle Wip; 8:00, "Where to Go and How
to Get There." Eugene E. Hogle, secretary of the
Automobile Club of Philadelphia; 8:|5. Dance music.
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GRAMS

WILL DELIGHT LISTENERS IN

13

'

Mm devolopmenl . vVomon'a weir; SsOS, Recital, I dlth
Ebert, soprano; 3:15, Dance program, .Mil 0 Dy
Eight Dance orchestra; 4:05. 1'iano radial, Madalalna

Miller, Jennctto TtpnM, BEedWtfl Schacbt, pupils of
iMary Wihlnman ; 5:00, Dance program. Mrl'l Dy
Klglil. Duller Orchestra; 5:15. Con.vM, Jilanrho Wlu-

John M. Kuhn (right), heard
last week on the Indian program of the Chicago Daily
News, WMAQ. Mr. Kuhn
is a member of Isham Jones
Orchestra, which is broadcast five nights of every
week by KYW

ogram,
pianist;
"Uncle
Stories."
ii. I i.-:nis;
730. 6:05,
"Jenny
Ltatdwittgtlv
Evening,"
103rd llu.vAnniversary of her birthday, Mr, Eschcnberg, director;
8:15, "The Larger Aspects or World Affalri.
erica Dixon: 8:3k aecltal. El le DoVoe pianist; 9 :00i
Thomas
Concert, Ilaunon.
rail Albert, violinist; 9:30, "Irish Night/'
WMAQ. Chicago. III. (Central, 447), 8:00-10:00 p. m..
Mayor William E. Dever; Music, Blue Fountain
Room. Hotel La Sail'-: Ted Brown Musical Company: Bryant string Quartet; Chicago Theater.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 m.. Chimes
;ert; 3:30 p. m.. Educational
program.
C. C.
Hail; Music: 5:45. Chimes concert; 6 30. Sandman's
visit: 9:00-10:00. Dance program, I". S. C. Orchestra;
V. B.Philadelphia,
Rochte.
hnrlti.ii-WOO.
Pa. (Eastern Standard, 509). 11:0011:30 a. m.. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt:; 12:00-12:55
Mni-v
Vogt.
p. m..E. Luncheon
music. Wanamaker Ten Boom Or.
ehestra : 4:45-5:00, Band concert and organ recital,
WTAM, Cleveland. Ohio (Eastern. 390). 8:00 p. m.,
orchestra.
Program of popular daztoa music. WTAM six-piece
WWJ, Detroit, Mich. (Eastern, 517), 12:00 m., Detroit
News Orchestra*

Sunday, October 7
'. .>*::*£:;~;;v>:Sy

-'

Edna Finestone (above),
the charming piano soloist
who will be heard Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday before the
microphone of WDAR,
Philadelphia.
Miss Finestone
entertains
there
regularly

Walton Roof; 9:00. Organ recital. Karl Bonawitz.
from Germantown
Theater.
WJAX. Cleveland, Ohio (Eastern, 390), 8:00 p. m.. Concert, prop-am: Madrigal Male Quartette: Boy A
Lcwis. pianLst; Gyp Gins, violinist: John L. Mainwaring, first tenor: Yal Saurwein. second tenor: Roberts, baritone; Lowell W. Dilts. bass.
WJAZ. Chicago. III. (Central, 448). 10:00 p. m.-2:00
a. m., Selections, Oriole Orchestra: "Song of the
Volga Boatman," "Vision Fugative." Mary Withaius
Sparrow, soprano; "To You," "When You and I
Were Young, Maggie," Bert Graham, tuba player;
"A Voice Is in the Wilderness." "My Hope Is in
the Everlasting," Mary W. Sparrow; Violin solos.
Glen Halik: "Love Is the Wind," "Will of the
Wisp." Mary W. Sparrow; "Just a Wearying for
You," Orchestra.
"I Love You Truly," Bert Graham; Selections,
Oriole
WJZ, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 455). 3:00 p. m.,
Auditorium Concert: 4:05, Becital, pupils of Harold
Land; 5:00. Concert. Norma Gradstein; 6:05, "Jack
Rabbit Stories," David Cory; 7:35. World's Work:
7:45, Popular songs, Jimmy Moore, tenor; 8:00. "The
Waddington Cipher," a radio detective serial story;
William Johnston; 8:15, Organ recital, J. Thurston
Noe.
WLW,

Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern, 309), 4:00 p. m„ Classical piano selections, Adelaide Apfel; 10:00, Spanish
night: Spanish dance, Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music Ensemble: A group of Spanish songs. Leah
Fred, soloist: Thomie Williams, pianist: "Spanish
Dance," Sam Morganstem, pianist; The toreador
song from "Carmen," Everett Marshall, baritone;
"A Sunny Morning." one-act play. Crosley Radarians,
Dona Laura, Helen Schuster Martin; Petri, Emma
Helen Haswell; Don Gonzalo, Verne Fitzpatrick:
Juanito, Maynard Babbs; Descriptionist, Julia Lee
Applegate; Spanish dance. Ensemble: 11:15, Popular
entertainment, Eastern Hills Dance Orchestra,
WMAQ, Chicago, III. (Central. 447), 4:30 p. m.. Program to be announced; 7:00, Weekly talk, Rockwell
R. Stephens; Weekly talk to Boy Scouts: 8:00, Chicago Association of Commerce; 9:00, Dance music.
Hotel La Salle; 9:15, Program, Chicago Musical College.
WOC. Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484), 12:00 m..
Chimes concert: 3:30 p: m.. Educational program,
Karl G. Stephan; Music; 5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30,
Sandman'schestra: V.visit:
8:00, Musical
B. Rochte.
baritone. program, P. S. C. OrWOO. Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern. Standard, 509). 11:0011:30 a. m.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: 12:00-12:55
p. m.. Luncheon music, Wanamaker Tea Room Orchestra: 4:45-5:00. Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WWJ. Detroit. Mich. (Eastern, 517), 12:00 m., Detroit News Orchestra: 7:00 p. m., Detroit News Orchestra: Town Crier; Antonio, tenor: Albertine
Schniidtke, soprano; Mildred L. Williams, contralto.

Friday, October 5
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh. Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10:00 a. m..
Music: 1230 p. m.. Victrola and Victor records S
Hamilton Co. ; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mellor
Co.; 6:15, Organ recital, Howard R. Webb; 7:45.
"Come Sing
With
Peckham
Alexander,
conductor
; 8 :05.
Boy Me,"
ScoutsJane
program
; Richard
Victor,
scout master; 8:45, "Fiddle and I." "My Mother
Bids Me Bind My Hair," "Pirate Dreams," Happy
Days,'' "Deei> in a Rose's Glowing Heart," "II
Bacclo," "Angel's Serenade," Mrs. F. L. France,
soprano; Mrs. Pauline Denny, pianist; Tenor solos,
Elmer Ablett ; Violin solos, Leo Kruczek.
KGW, Portland, Oregon (Pacific. 492), 3:30 p. m..
Woman's program; 8:00, Vocal solos; 8:15, Studio
program of dance music, George Olsen; 9:00, "Oregon Resources,"
University
of Oregon
extension division;lecture
10:30, byHoot
Owls with
Pantages
frolic.
KHJ. Los Angeles. Calif. (Pacific. 395). 12:30-1:15
P. m.. Music; 2:30-3:30. Matinee musioale; 6:45-7:30,
Children's
program.
"Uncle John";
Program, Choir
of the Memorial
Baptist 8:00-10:00,
Church.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546). 8:00 p. m., "The
Broken Wing."
direct from Empress Theater.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central, 536), 4:00 p. m.. News
of the day;
5:50, Children's
bedtime
story;Harry
9*0-10:30,
Musical
program,
Herbie Mintz,
pianist:
Oeise,
pianist; Mary Lee, soprano; A, W. Kaney, specialty
act.

WBAP. Fcrt Worth. Texas (Central. 476). 7:30-8:30
p. m., Texas Christian University; 9:30-10:45, Knights
of Pythias Girls' Orchestra.
WBZ. Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337). 6:00 P. m..
Selection, "Aida." "Valse Poudree," March, "Elegie
and Consolation," "Scarf Dance." "Marionette."
Andante from "La Source," "Zallah." "Flower
Song," "Spirit of America," WBZ Trio: 730, Twilight tales for the kiddles; Current book review. R.
A. McDonald; 8:00, Concert, Demetrius Zades, tenor;
Mis. Francis Regal, accompanist; WBZ Trio: 9:00.
Bedtime story for grownups, Orison S. Marden.
JtfDAP, Chicago, III. (Central, 360). 135 p. m., Drake
Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet; 7:0O,
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet;
10:00, George R. Hill. Jr., baritone; Rosemary
Hughes, Philadelphia,
soprano; JackPa.
Chapman's
WDAR,
(Eastern,orchestra.
395). 12:00-12:54
p. m.. Organ recital. Stanley Theater. Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00. Concert
and song recital, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
4:30-5:55. Short talk and dance music; 7:30-8:00,
Dream Daddy with boys and girls; 8:00, Book review, Doris Hyde; Piano solos; Edna Finestone; Radio
drama by Walter Greenough's players ; Dance, music,
Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra; Spefor the York,
"Morning
Glory
Club." 405), 12:00-12:50
WDT, cialNew
N. Y.
(Eastern,
p. m., Talk on astrology, Dr. Arthur Brooks; Songs.
Dorothy Adrian; Anne Greenleaf; "In a Tent."
"Where the Sacramento River Flows," "Maggie."
Vaughan De Lcath's Orchestra: Songs. Ross Fowler;
Selections, Orchestra: Saxophone selections. Mr. Kenster; Songs, Ross Fowler; Selections, Vaughn De
Leath's Orchestra.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas (Central, 476), 12:30-1:00 p. m.,
"Abraham, a Blessing to the Whole World," Dr.
Robert
soloist. Stewart Hyer; 8:30-9:30. Mrs. Albert Smith,
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395), 1:00 p. m
pinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
Orchestra; 3*0. Recital, John Owens, tenor; John
Vandersloot, bass; Caroline Hoffman, pianist; 6:30
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 7:00, Bedtime stories. Cousin Sue.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, 360), 12:00 p.
m., Selections on Edison, Brunswick and ChickeringAmpico; 3:00, Amrad Women's Club. "Talks." Mrs
D. H. Goodwin; Selections on Chickering-Anipico and
Brunswick; "Public Health Talks"; 7:30, Musical
Rupert Edward Blatchford, vocal instructor; Harry
Norton, organist. Washington Theater. Boston; "Girl
of My Heart." "Old Fashion Songs," sung by Mr.
Blatchford; Talk on "The Art of Singing," Mr.
Blatchford;
Old time songs, Blatchford
and Norton
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360),
12 30-1:00 p. m., Georg? Albert Bouchard, organist;
2:30, Piano selections; Olive Roetling, (11 years old) ;
6:30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard", organist: 7:00.
Digest of the day's news; 9:00, Concert, direction of
J. P. Quinn.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:00 P. m„
Music and address. "Money, Early Barter and Exchange," Mrs. Katherine V. Steers: 7:45, Songs of
the South, WGY Orchestra; Sure cure for the blues,
Georgia Minstrel Boys; "Who Built, de Ark?," "Way
Up Yonder," Radio Four, Male Quartet; "Rocked in
the Cradle of the Deep," Rollin Thunder, bass, assisted by the Georgia Minstral Boys; "Laughing
Gas," Georgia Minstrel Boys; "Twilight in Alabama," WGY Orchestra; "Smoky Sam," orchestra:
Darky-isms, Georgia Minstrel Boys: "Cornfield Medley," "Swanee River," "Old Black Joe," Radio
Four; "A Handful of Burnt Cork," Georgia Minstrel
Boys; "Jonah," comedy duet, Bones and Tambo:
10:30, The Flag of Victory, Dolgeville High School
Orchestra, Carl Dannhauser, director; Overture, "Fra
Diavolo," "Soldier's Life," "Mill in the Black Forest." "Tannhauser." "Zampa." "Here They Come."
"Under the Double Eagle," orchestra: "It was the
Time of Lilacs," "Just Like Your Eyes," Mrs. Albert Van Denburg. soprano; "Legende," Mrs. Ethel
Getman-Doxtader, violinist: "Valse de Concert,"
pianist; "The Enchanted Glade." Mildred Hayward,
soprano.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 p. m..
Selections, Strand Theater Orchestra. Harry S. Currie,
conductor; "Just Among Home Folks," selections,
Rialto Theater Organ; 7:30-9:00, Columbus Day Pageant, auspices of the Knights of Columbus; Reading.
"An Interesting Historical Episode."
WIP, Philadelphia. Pa. (Eastern, Standard, 509), 3:00
p. m., Program of popular dance music; 6:45, "Radio
Baseball stories
Dope," and
Monte
player; 7:00,
Bedtime
roll Cross,
call by old-time
Uncle Wip.
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central, 448), 10:00 p. m.-2:00
a. tn.. Selections, Oriole Orchestra; "Ave Marie,"
"Sweet Little Woman of Mine," Hugh B. Marshall,
baritone; "Caprice," "To a Wild Rose," Florence
Demming. violinist: Selections, Oriole Orchestra;
"Chante Paroles," "Serenade in D," Florence Demming: "Duna," "Until." Hugh B. Marshall; "Etude
in F Major," Gale Hubbell, pianist; "Orchestra,"
"Guitarre," "Hejr Kati," Florence Demming; Estelle
Sargent, soprano; Oriole Orchestra.
WJZ, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 455), 3:00 p. m.,
Organ recital, Leo Riggs: 4:05, Fashion developments, women's wear; 4:10, Piano recital, Adaline
Fisher; 6:05, Bedtime story for the kiddies; 7:35,
"Putting
Thought
the Looseleaf
Children'scurrent
Lunch-Box."
Anne Lewis
Pierce;in7:45,
topics:
8:00, Popular songs. Jack Oliver; 8:15, "The Cheerful Philosopher." Burr Mcintosh; Recital. Mabel
Ash. soprano.
WMAQ, Chicago. III. (Central. 447). 4:30 p. m.. Program, Bush Conservatory of Music; 7:00, Weekly
"Wide Awake Club." Mrs. Frances Ford, director;
7:30. Weekly musical lecture. Mrs. Marx E. Obemdorffer: 8:00, Music and
choral work, William
L.

Toiiilins; 9:00, Dance music. Hotel La Salle; 9:15
Cosmopolitan School of Music
.Program.
WOC,
Davenport, Iowa (Central, 484). 12:00 m.. Chimes
concert; 330 p. m.. Educational program, C C Flannigan; Music; 5:45, Chimes concert; 6:30. Sandman's
direcvisit; 8:00, Musical program. El-win Swindell
piantor; Arthur McNeil, baritone; Lois McDermand
WOO,
Philadelphia,
(Eastern
Standard,
509), tenor
1 1 :0OSchroeder,
Hugo
°'JIara. Pa. reader;
■.,«-• -fl1.'.1".
11:30 a. m., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12:00-12:55
Ormusic, Wanamaker Tea Room
P. m., Luncheon
chestra; 4:45-5:00, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.; 7:45.
Orches"GardenDance
Roof 8:45,
music.
Dinnertra; 8:30,
musong recital;
and Adelphia
Piano Hotel
sic. Hotel Adelphia Roof Garden Orchestra; 11:10, A
Roof
of dance music. Hotel Adelphia
continuation
Orchestra.
Garden
(Eastern, 517). 12:00 m., DeDetroit, Mich.
troit News Orchestra; 7:00 p. m., Detroit News OrPoet;
News
Campbell,
chestra; Town Crier; Anne
Herbert C. Lamb, baritone;
soprano; tenor.
Mrs. Ivy Sweet,
J. Homberger,
Frederick

WWJ,

Saturday, October 6
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10:00 a. m.,
Music; 12:30 p. m.. Victrola and Victor records, S.
Hamilton Co. ; Piano and player rolls, C. C. Mellor
Co.: 3:00, Concert. Grand Symphony Orchestra; 3:15,
Football game. University of Pittsburgh vs. Lafayette
College; 6:15, Dinner concert, Westinghouse Band;
7:45, "Let's Make Something," Dreamtime Lady;
8:05, Humor from "Judge"; 8:15, Tribute to George
Westinghouse, his 77th Anniversary; 8 30, "Stradella,"
"Babillage." "Silver Threads Among the Gold,"
Peer Gynt Suite, "Flower Song," "Adoration,"
"Jolly Robbers,"
"The Dance of the Serpent," Westinghouse Band.
KGW. Portland, Ore. (Pacific. 492), 3:30 p. m., Chilprogram; 10:00, Dance music by George Olsen
and hisdren's
orchestra.
KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 1230-1 '15
p. m Concert; 2:30-3:30, Program. Maurice Keltz,
violinist; Helen Nagin. pianist; Carl Nordbloom,
8:00-10:00, Program,
Isabel Block.
I, koSU
"Uncle
KSD,
St. Sa45"^39'
Louis, Mo.Chidren's
(Central,program,
546), 8:00
p. mJohn"
Or- ;
chestra concert, organ recital, vocal and instrumental
„ specialties, direct from Missouri Theater.
KYW,
Chicago.. III. (Central, 536), 4:00 p. m„ News
of the day; 5:50, Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58
Musical program. W. W. Kimball Co.; 8:05. Under the
WBZ,
Springfield,by Mass.
(Eastern,
337), 7:00, Dinner
..,SS™ng
the Youth's
Companion.
concert. LamP.
Hotel Kimball
Trio; 7:30,
Twilight tales for
the kiddies; "This Week's Judge"; 8:00. Concert
Paul Clark, violinist: Russell Day. pianist: 9:00, Bedtime story for the grownups. Orison S. Marden
WDAP, Chicago. III. (Central, 360), 1:35 p. m„ Drake
Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet; 7:00,
Drake Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet;
10:00, Harmony Girls; Betty Holmes, soprano; Melodians Quartette; Fred Rose, pianist, composer; Bob
Brown and his ukelele; Jack Chapman's Orchestra.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395). 12:00-12:54
p. m.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Song recital; Popular program, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55, Dance music; 7:30-8:00, Dream Daddy
with the boys and girls.
WDT, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 405). 12:00-12:50
p. m., Tinkerman and the Winged Taxi, Edith J.
Craine; Selections,
Fletcher
Henderson's
Happy Mills:
Harmonists; Songs, Billy
Newsome:
Songs. Maude
"That Old Gang of Mine." "Indiana Moon." Jackie
Harroll; "Play It," "Taint Nobody's Business,"
Rosa Henderson: Selections, Fletcher Henderson's
Happy Harmonists.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas (Central, 476), 12 30-1:00 p. m.,
Address, Prof. J. Preston Comer; 830-9:30. Leland
Johnston, pianist: 11:00-12:00, Paul Ashley's Texas
Cowboy's
Orchestra. Pa. (Eastern, 395), 1:00 p. m..
WFI.
Philadelphia,
Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Piano solos, Loretta Kerk;
630, Dinner music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra; 8:00. Short talks and song recital.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, 360). 7:30
p. m.. Concert of popular and college songs, Brown
and Blue Orchestra of Tufts College.
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern. Daylight Saving, 360),
12:30-1:00 p. m., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 p. nt„
"Just Among Home Folks," column of the CourierJournal ; Selections. Strand Theater Orchestra ; Harry
S. Currie, conductor; 7:30-9*0, Conceit, auspices of
Mrs. Harriet Kuersteiner, pianist; Karl O. Kuersteiner, first violinist; Dorothy Kuersteiner, second
violinist; Theodore Kuersteiner, cellist: Emil Kuersteiner, saxophonist: Walter Kuersteiner, flutist;
Reading,
"An Interesting
Historical
Episode."
WIP,
Philadelphia,
Pa. (Eastern
Standard,
509). 3:00
p. m., Dance music. Jordan-Lewis Dance Orchestra,
direction of Bob Lewis; 7:00. Bedtime stories. Uncle
Wip; 8:15,in Artist
and Dick Regan's Concert
Orchestra
popularrecital
selections.
WJAZ,
Chicago, III. (Central, 448), 10:00 p. m.-2:0O
a. m., "An April Day."
"In Memorium."
Helen
Louise
Schaffcr,
soprano;
"Cortege."
"Ballet, '
Mourine
Clapp.
pianist:
"Minuet."
"Peer
Gynt
Suite," Louise Mistier, violinist: "Paddy."
Baby.
Helen
Schaffer;
solos, Bessie
Hugo Sansone:
"Largo.
"Bouree."
LouiseCello
Mistier;
B. Sonnen,
contralto; William Balhatchet, tenor: Oriole Orchestra,
WJZ, New York, N. Y. (Eastern, 455), 3:00 p. m.. Fash- I

KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif. (Pacific. 395), 10:00 a. tn..
Sacred service: 10 30, Organ recital from First Methodist Episcopal Church. Prof. Arthur Blakely, organist; 7:00-7:30 p. m.. organ recital from First
Methodist Episcopal Church, Prof. Arthur Blakely.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central. 536). 10:00 a. m., Church
organist.
services. Orchestra Hall; Dr. F. F. Shannon, pastor;
6:00 p. m., Chicago Sunday Evening Club services;
Choir. Edgar Nelson, conductor.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern, 337), 6:45 p. m.,
Sunday vespers, Springfield Municipal Chimes; Ernest
Newton Bagg, chime ringer.
WDAP. Chicago, III. (Central, 360), 9:15 p. m., Drake
Concert Ensemble; Other artists furnished by Alexander Nakutin.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. 395), 12:00-12:54
p. m.. Organ recital, Stanley Theater: Dinner music,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Concert,
Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra; 4:30-5:55, Piano solos,
Edna Finestone; 730-7:45, Dream Daddy with boys
and girls; 7:45-8:00, Moving picture review. Jamer.
A Nasson; 8:00-10:00, Talk on Philadelphia's Industries: Song recital. WDAR Trio: Dance music, Howard Lanin's Arcadia Cafe Dance Orchestra.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas (Central. 476). 2 30-3:30 p. m..
Radio Chapel Bible Class, Dr. William M. Anderson.
Jr., pastor First Presbyterian Church; 4:00-5:00, Grand
concert of the Palace Theater; Don Albert, conductor;
Emil Velazco, organist; 9:30-10:00, Choir singers.
Central Presbyterian Church : J. Wesley Hubbell. director: 10:00-11:00,
Jimmyboys.
Allen's Orchestra. Southern Methodist
University
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern. 395), 10:45 a. m„
Church service from Arch Street Presbyterian Church;
Sermon, organ recital.
WGI. Medford Hillside. Mass. (Eastern, 360), 4:00
p. m.. Twilight program ; "Adventure Hour," conducted
by Youth's Companion : Concert program, Edison Laboratory Phonograph; Stories. Arturo; 830. "World
Unity," under auspices of American Federation of
Churches : Evening concert program to be announced.
WGR,
Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving. 360),
3:00 Schenectady,
p. m., Vesper N.sen-ice.
WGY.
Y. (Eastern, 380), 10:30 a. m..
Church service. First Reformed Church, Schenectady,
N. Y. , Rev. Clayton J. Potter, pastor; 8:00 p. m..
Orchestra
selection,
vocalHoward
selection, Bethesda
Male "Large";
Quartet; "America,"
Perry Gaylor,
Balch, James Long; "America, the Beautiful," "Our
God, Our"Star
Country
and Our
Flag," Bethesda
"Unfurling Male
the
Flag,"
Spangled
Banner,"
Quaitet; Scripture reading, Judges 7:1-21, Rev. Irving G. Rouillard; Address, "The Battle That Made
Us a Nation," Rev. Alfred H. Boutwell; "Traumerei."
"The Flight of the Ages." "Airs of Our Country,"
"Evening Chimes," Orchestra, Rice Quartet.
WHAS. Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400), 9:57 a. m..
Organ music; 10:00, Church services. Fourth Avenue
Presbyterian Church; Rev. Dr. Charles W. Welch,
pastor; 4:00-5:00 p. m.. Sacred concert, auspices of
The Crescent Hill Presbyterian Church Choir, Farrls
A. Wilson, director; Melva Husak. soprano; Lavenna
Gosnell, contralto; George K. Harmon, tenor; Arthur
Findling, baritone.
WHK.
Cleveland.
Ohio (Eastern. 360), 8:00 p. m..
Concert program, the WHK Trio.
WJAZ, Chicago, III. (Central. 448), 10:00 p. m.-2-OO
a. m., Selections, Oriole Orchestra, "Melody in G
Flat," "Dance of the Reed Pipes," "Valse in A
Flat," Clarence Loomis, pianist; "La Partida," "InHeide,
"Hungarian
Dance," clusions,"
"LaEthel
Paloma,"
Renacontralto;
G. Callow,
violinist;
"To Show That I Was True." "I'll Have You Love,"
James Fiske, baritone ; "Polonaise In A Major."
"Nocturne in A Flat Major," "The Flatterer,"
Helen Rauli,
pianist: Oriole
"Emmel."
"You." Ethel Heide,
contralto;
Selections,
Orchestra.

Monday, October 8
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas (Central. 476). 730-8:30
p. m., Guy Pitner & Brooks Morris; 930-10:45, Barnum and
Bailey III.Circus.
WDAP,
Chicago,
(Central, 360), 1:35 p. m., Drake
Concert Ensemble: Blackstone String Quintet.
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395), 1:00 p. m..
Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert Orchestra; 3:00, Song recital, piano solos. Loretta
Kerk pianist: 6:30. Dinner music. Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Orchestra; 7:00, Bedtime stories, Cousin
WGR Buffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
12:30-1:00 p. m„ George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7:00, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00,
Digest of the day's news; 9:00, Mixed program.
Wheat
Ice Cream
Co.. direction of P. Arlow MaWGY? Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2:00 p. m..
Music and address. Dr. Florence A Shuman: 7:45,
Musical
"Gone,"
"Panama
"Jonah." program;
"Marcheta."
"Aloha."
"MedleyTwilight."
of Old
Time Songs," Ellas Brody, pianist; "Forgotten,
"My Virginia Home," "Mavis," Ernest Morris, tenor;
Address. Steel Mills, J. E. N. Humes.
WHAS Louisville, Ky. (Central, 400). 4:00-5:00 p. m.,
Strand Theater Orchestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor;
"Just Among Home Folks"; Selections. Rialto Thea.
WHAZ,tre organ
Troy.
N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 9:00 P. m„ Concert, Christ Episcopal Church Choir: .lured S. Horton.
director: 12:00. midnight. R. P. I Radio Owls
WIP Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern Standard. 509). 3:00
by
Baseball Dope."
"Radio 7:00-7:30,
recital; 6:45. player;
p tn.. Artist
Bedtimo
Monte
stories
byCross,
Uncle old-time
Wip.
WLW,
Cincinnati, Ohio (Eastern. 309), 4:00 p. m..
"Rustle of Spring,
Kehrt; 8:00.
Special music.
Adelaide
Apfel;Jennie
"Souvenir."
Earl Derbie. violinist;
"My Mother's Rosary."
"Is There Room
for Me.
"Cive Me tlie Moonlight,"
"Good Night. My Love.
Frico Hill Four, Jack Powers, first tenor, James PowNagele. baritone: Jliko
ers second tenor; Norman
Powers, lead; Harry Grubor, pianist;Derbes,Hungarian
Barl
"Nocturne."
Hill
Dance Apfel:
Orchestra.
.„ violinist:
1 1 .no
Adelaide
"The Master Soul." "The Joy of a Rose," Norma
Reiss. soloist, William Epperhart, accompanist, Roger

I .00WOO. Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern Standard 509,
11:30, a. m.. Organ recital. Mary E. Vogt: (2.00-12.55
OrRoom
7.45.
Tea
Vogt:
E.
Mary
Wanamaker
recital.
music.
Organ
4:45-5:00.
chestrap tn.. Luncheon
Garden Oi ehesDinner 'music. Hotel Adelphia Rwf WOO
Orchestra.
concert,
tra; 830. Song recital and
Robert Golden, director: 9 30, Organ recital, Mary
R Vogt; 11:00. Dance music. Hotel Adelphia Dance
Orchestra.
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George Albert Bouchard (cirin center), organist, who can
be heard every day on the
Wurlitzer at WGR, Federal
Telephone and Telegraph

i jfANY unusual programs are
VI offered this week. Amrad
Somen's
fternoon club
at meeting
WGI isTuesday
worth

Company,

Buffalo

•hile. WJZ broadcasts "Broaday." "Three Live Ghosts,"
iven by the WGT Players promts to be hair raising (not hair
estoring), and KSD mysteiously features the carnival,
arade and ball of the Veiled
rophet. All this to happen on
'uesday evening.
"Big Smoke" meets the Camp
ire Girls at WGI, Wednesday
vening. Llewellyn Jones reiews the latest books at KTW.
^hile Congressman Holton W.
umniers is fronting the microiione at WFAA, KSD will broadest the presentation of trophies
> the winners of International
ir Races.
Thursday is Spanish night at
'LTV.
KYW C.announces
reirn of Rev.
J. Pernin the
in his

wenty Minutes of Good Readig, and the broadcasting of the
dison Symphony Orchestra,
wo amusing farces will be premted by the Amrad Players of
rGI.
"Broken Wing" will be broadist direct from the theater by
SD Friday evening. WHAS is
roducing a Columbus Day
ageant.
Football season opens in earn;t at KDKA Saturday afternoon
id the 103d birthday of Jenny
ind, and Irish Night at WJZ
stinguish Saturday night. Chiigo presents Mayor Dever at
'MAQ.
Sunday evening the Daughters
. the American Revolution,
iratoga Springs, N. Y., will
•esent a program at WGY. How
)out Monday? Easy — let's "go"
' the Barnum and Bailey Circus
onday night via WBAP.

Tuesday, October 2
E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10:00 a. m.,
12:30 p. m., Victrola and Victor Records. S.
on Company:
Piano
and player rolls, C. C.
Company; 6:15, Dinner concert. Orchestra at
ttsburgh Athletic Club; 7:45. "Mother Nature's
re," by "Lady from the Deep Woods"; 8:45,
t,
Carlson Brothers'
Quartet; Laura
i, soprano:
Mrs. M. Saxophone
E. Good, pianist,
ortland, Ore. (Pacific, 492), 10:00 p. m., Dance
by George Olsen and his orchestra,
os Angeles, Calif. (Pacific, 395), 12:30-1:15
Concert features; 2:30-3:30, Matinee musieale;
:30, Children's program, "Uncle John"; 8:00De Luxe program, courtesy of G. Allison Phelps,
Suburban
Estates Company,
assisted by the
Film Studio; William F. Alder, lecturer.
. Louis. Mo. (Central, 546), 7*0 p. m., Music,
carnival and parade of Veiled Prophet:
9:30,
Veiled Prophet Ball,
hicago, III. (Central, 536), 1:35 p. m.. Studio
a; 4:00, News of the day; 5:50. Children's bedory; 7:00-7:58, Musical program, Herbie Mintz,
; pianist;
A. W. 8:28,
"Sen" Program,
Kaney, American
specialty Farm
act; Alice
Buederation.
Fort Worth,
Tex.
(Central. 476),
7:30-8:30
Fort
Worth
artists;
9:30-10:45,
Broadway
Church,
pringfield, Mass. (Eastern. 337), 7:30 p. m.,
,t Tales for the Kiddies; 8:00, Concert, Harriet
Ianist;
9:00,
Bedtime
story for Grown-ups,
S. Marden.
Chicago, III. (Central. 360), 1:35 p. m., Drake
Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet; 7:00,
Concert Ensemble; Blackstone String Quintet;
Frederick W. Agard, tenor; Bob Cougle, pianist;
hapman and his dance orchestra.
Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern, 395), 12:00-12:54
Organ recital, Stanley Theater; Dinner music,
i Cafe Concert Orchestra; 2:00-3:00, Concert
mg recital, Arcadia Cafe Concert Orchestra;
55, Piano recital, Edna Finestone; 7:30-7:45,
Daddy with boys and girls; 7:45-8:00, Draieview, Walter Greenough.
ew York, N. Y. (Eastern, 405), 12:00-12:50
"Our Sister. Ain't That Hot." "Mama Going
You Down,"
R-ubey Cowan,
soloist; Songs,
Grossman; "Pretty Buddy," "Wonder,"
and Ross; "I Want to Call You Mine." Helen
lsing; Songs, Mrs. Earl Fully; Piano solos,
[\'hite.
Dallas, Tex. (Central. 476), 12:30-1:30 p. m.,
■, DeWitt McMurray, editor Semi-Weekly Farm
):30-9:30, Dramatic program, Council of Jewish
; 11:00-12:00, Harris Brothers' Orchestra.
liladelphia. Pa. (Eastern. 395), 1:00 p. m.,
music, Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford Concert
ra; 3:00, Concert; 6:30, Dinner music, Meyer
Bellevue Stratford
Orchestra:
7:00,
Bedtime
Cousin Sue; 8:00, Boy Scouts Radio Corps;
lance music; 9:15, song recital,
idford Hillside, Mass. (Eastern, 360), 12*0
Selections on Edison, Brunswick & Chickering; 3:00, Amrad Women's Club. "Hospitality
Ida Bailey Allen : Selections on the Chickering& Brunswick: "Public Health Talks"; 5:00,
ht
Eunice L. Randall; 7:00, Evening
i toTales,"
be announced.
iffalo, N. Y. (Eastern, Daylight Saving, 360),
:00 p. m., George Albert Bouchard, organist;
10, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7:00
of the day's news; Topics of scientific interest,
henectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2*0 p. m.,
md
reading,
"The : Posy
Ring,"
Mrs. with
John violin
Day;
lusical
Program
Soprano
Solos,
; "By the Waters of Minnetonka."
"For You
"Birthday."
"The Moon Behind the Cotton"Llfe." "Whisper and I Shall Hear," Grace
Id, soprano;
Regina
L. Held, violinist: Mr.
Robinson,
accompanist;
"Concerto
Roman"Arloration,"
"Romance,"
Regina L. Held.
■ ; "La
Fileuse."
"Autumn,"
Mrs.
Herbert
n, pianist: Reading,
"Jim's Brothers."
"The
" Guinivere Rifenburg.
.ouisville. Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 p. m..

[

Khj, mb Mnyeies, i>am. \r-acmc, syoi, 12:30-1:10
p. m., Concert, 2:30-3:30, Matinee musieale; 6:457:30, Children's program, "Uncle John"; 8:00-l0:0e,
Program,
Woman's
Yucaipa;
Old Time Club
Dance. and Oak Glen Lodge of
KSD, St. Louis, Mo. (Central, 546), 6:30 p. m.. Music
and speeches, presentation of trophies to winners of
International Air Races; 9:30, Vocal and instrumental
specialties, orchestra and organ music. Grand Central
Theater.
KYW. Chicago, III. (Central, 536), 1:00 p. m.. "Talks
Chicago Association of Commerce luncheon at the
Hotel La Salle; 4:00, News of the day; 5:50, Children's bedtime story; 7:00-7:58, Musical program,
Sherwood School of Music; Harry Geise, pianiBt;
Mary
Jones. Lee, soprano; 8:05, Book Reviews, Llewellyn

levHrr; concert, rmninin urove Band.
WOO,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Eastern,
509),
11:00-11:30
a. m., Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt; 12*0-12:55 p. m.,
Luncheon
music. Wanamaker
Tea Room
Orchestra;
4:45-5*0, Organ recital, Mary E. Vogt.
WTAM,
Cleveland,
Ohio (Eastern, 390), 8*0 p. m.,
Concert program
by the WTAM
Orchestra and solo
numbers.

WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex. (Central, 476), 7:30-8:30 p. m.,
Mrs. Pearl Calhoun Davis; 9:30-10:45. Texas Hotel
Orchesta.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (Eastern. 337), 6:00 p. m..
"Serenade," "Wiener Blut" "Entr' Acte Gavotte."
"Angel's Serenade," "Men of Sparta," "Blue Bells,"
Dinner concert by the WBZ Trio; 7:00, "The BacKground of Radio," Edward H. Goodrich; 7:30, Twilight Tales for the Kiddles; 8:00. Concert, Mrs. Lilla
W. Ladd, contralto; Mrs. La Zazzera, accompanist;
WBZ Trio; 9*0, Bedtime story for grown-ups. Orison

KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Eastern, 326), 10*0 a. m.,
Music: 12:30 p. m.. Victrola and Victor records. S.
Hamilton Co. ; Piano and player rolls. C. C. Mellor
Co.; 6:15 Dinner concert. Grand Symphony Orchestra;
7:45, Uncle Remus, himself, children's period; 8:05,
Farm program, Frank E. Mullen; 8:45, Esther C. McGuire, dramatic reader; English Coster Songs, "In
the Garden by . the Sea," "I Love the Sea," "Lend
Me Your Aid." Evan Lloyd, baritone.
KGW,
Portland,
Ore.
(Pacific,
492),
3:30
p. m..

WWJ,
Detroit, Mich. (Eastern, 517). 12:00 m., Detroit
News Orchestra; 7*0 p. m.. Detroit News Orchestra:
Town Crier; Vocal selections, pupils of George Carr's.

Thursday, October 4

■•

T.

\ca>iem,

uajiignr

aaving,

JbUJ ,

12:30-1:00 p. m.. George Albert Bouchard, organist;
6:30-7*0, George Albert Bouchard, organist; 7*0,
Digest of the day's news^ Boy Scout Radiograms,
"The American Boy," Employment Bulletin: 8:45,
Address, Twelfth Annual Congress. American Safety
Council.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. (Eastern, 380), 2*0 p. m.,
Music and address, "Tile Object and Meaning of
Federation," Mrs.. E. P. Pressey; 7:45, Instrumental
selection, "Medley of Popular British War Songs,"
WGY Instrumental Quartet; Radio drama, "Three'
Live Ghosts." cast. Mrs. Gubbins, as "Old Sweetheart," Helen Campbell; Peggy Woofer, Lola Sommers; dae:
Bolton,
the American
Harold'Foster,
SunJimmie Gubbins.
Frank detective,
Oliver; William
alias Wm. Jones, Edward H. Smith; Spoofy, Edward
St. Louis; Rose Gordon, Rose Cohn; Birggs, of Scotland Yard, Jerome Loveheim: Benson. John Loftus;
Lad Leicester. Margaret V. Smith; Act I, the home
of "Old Sweetheart," in London, time 1917; Act II,
same as act I. the following morning; Act III, same
as II, a few minutes Inter.
WHAS. Louisville. Ky. (Central, 400), 4:00-5:00 p. m„
"Just AmongxHome Folks"; Selections. Strand Theater Orchestra; Harry S. Currie, conductor; 7:30-9:00,
Concert, auspices of The Kentucky Committee on
Public Utility Information.
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POPULAR
The Week's Headliners on the Air
MANY unuBiial programs are
offered this week- Amrud
club meeting Tuesday
afternoon at WGI Is worth
while. WJZ broadcasts "Broaclv,;iv." "Three Live Ghosts,"
tlvm by the WGY Players promIces to be hair raising (not hair
restoring),
and
KSD
myate.- features
the carnival,
parade and ball of the \ elled
Prophet All ibis to happen on
Tuesday evening.
"BigGirls
Smoke"
meels W tl
Fire
at WGI,
evening. Llewellyn J>
views the latest books J
While
Congre;
i fronl I)
phone at WFAA, KSD will
east the presentation of ti
to the winners of Intern;
Air Races.
Tbursdav is Spanish in
WLW,
KTW
turn of Rev. C. J. Pernin
Twenty Minutes of Good
inc. and the broadcasting (
Edison
Symphony
Orch
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FOR THE MILOPLEX
3 — Dry
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.0005 Variable Condenser
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Variometer
.00025
Variable Condenser. ...
Variable Grid Leak and Cond . .

1311-

-.002 Phone Condenser.
-3}£
inch
—r Dials
-Potentiometer
-Rheostat,
6 ohms

. .. 1 —
1—
1—
1—

DISTANCE
(See September

Cells
ONLY

1 — Cabinet,
9x14
.
12 feet square, brass, bus wire
1 — Set Readem Binding Posts.

3 sockets; 3 Rheostats; 2 A. F. Transformers; 2 Double Circuit
Jacks; 1 Open Circuit Jack; 1 Radiometer; 1 Variable Grid Leak and
Condenser; 1 .0005 Variable Condenser; 1 .005 Fixed Condenser;
1 75 Turn Honeycomb Coil, Mounted; 1 Single Coil Mounting;
1 Set Readem Binding Posts; 1 Bakelite Panel, 7xl6xA; 1 Cabinet,
7x16, fine mahogany
finish.

ALL THE PARTS R. D.-39

LONG

Socket, Bakelite
base. . . .
Bakelite Panel, 9x I 4xf,r . .
De Forest D. V.-6 Tube. .
B Battery,
22 }£ volt. . . .

RECEIVER

29th issue Radio Digest)

OUR

.25

PRICE

30

VARIOCOUPLERS

SPECIAL
Single Tube WEBSTER RECEIVING SET (Non-Regenerative Type), without head set and tube, in beauti/ul mahogany
cabinet;
$Oft
f\f\
list price, $30.
Our price, while they last, ONLY
tp<(SU*UU
The above WEBSTER RECEIVING SET complete with Baldwin Phones,
B Battery, Dry Cells and Tube; list price, $41.30.
Our special
*QO
tt(\
price as iong as we have them
«pO«£i»0\y

TRANSFORMERS
Webster
dial,

Variocoupler with
Type

1A

List

Our Price

$4.50

$2.19

Moulded Coupler
5.50
Moulded
Bakelite
Variocoupler
All-Meter
Variocoupler,
150-2600
meters

Webster Radio Frequency, 5 A-l, wave length 200 to 500; 5 A-2,
wave length 300 to 1200; 5 A-3, wave length 500 to 2,000; $4.00...
(NOTE: One stage of Webster Radio frequency amplification is almost equal to the results
obtained with a regenerative circuit; two stages can be said to be much, superior, while three
stages will bring in stations too far away to be received with any regenerative set. More
stages can be used with still better results.)

4.19
6.00

$3.19

Hook-up
10 foot

Wire, No.
lengths

spools,
enamel,
a spool
spools
a spool

Webster
Double Head Phone
ohms
Double Phone Cord
Baldwin Type C Unit
Baldwin Type C Double

$3.00

9x14x6— Stained

3.25

7x9x6— Stained

All these

enclosed in substantial beautiful mahogany cabinets
Price
that will grace any home.
7.50
Our
List
WEBSTER 1-A Tuner Unit
$35.00
8.50
WEBSTER 2-A Detector Unit
,
15.00
7.50
$17.50
WEBSTER 3- A Audio
Frequency
Amplifier Unit
17.50
17.00
WEBSTER 4- A Radio Frequency Amplifying Unit
17.00
WEBSTER 3-B Audio Frequency Amplifier Unit
27.50
This unit especially desimert as an effective amplifier for the 2-A Receiving
sists of two staaes of audio amplification having 4 to 1 ratio.
The two vacuum tubes are
controlled by one rheostat which makes for simplicity in operation.
The unit is equipped
with the following apparatus:
7 1A Binding Posts, 1 1C Socket, 1 IE Rheostat, It 2con3B
Transformers.

2.25

-ft, cut any

size; per square
01%

VARIABLE

CONDENSER

LOUD SPEAKER

0w
$2.25 $1.75
List
4.50 Price
3.50

De Forest Tube, D V 6
$6.50
W D-12 or C-12
6.50
W D-ll
6.so
C-299
650
Cunningham
301 A
6.50
U. V. 200 Radiotron
5.00
Cleartone, Detector or Amplifier. 7.00

$5.00
5.45
5.4S
S-75
5.75
4.35
4.00

READEM BINDING POSTS. Set
composed of 1 antenna, 1
ground, 1 A Battery+, 1 A Battery—, 2 telephones, 1 B Battery+, 1 B Battery—

$ .75

H. C. COIL MOUNTING

(Large Size) $22.50

Loud Speaker Cord, 20 feet, 4 tips, list $1.25, our price.

GRID-LEAKS

5.50

TUBES

Units are

AUDIOPHONE

Circuit

Hipco B Batteries, 22^ volts
. 45 volts
.
Hipco „B ~
Batteries,

List Price
Our
$7.00 $3.49
1.00 .75
6.00 3.49
12.00 6.95

UNITS

CABINETS

Our Price
$4.39

B BATTERIES

A square brass, cut in
15c

6x18x6— Stained

Bakelite,
inch

Receivers, 2500

List
....$6.00

Variometer

Variometer, AH

DOUBLE HEAD
PHONE RECEIVERS

7.00

WIRE
All kinds of wire put up in % pound
No. 18 to No. 28, silk, cotton and
double or single
45 cents
Same wire as above on J/i pound
75 cents

Moulded

.75

PRESTO AERIAL SUPEROur
SEDER
ADJUSTABLE, List Price {
can be attached to electric
light socket or telephone. 3.00
RECEIVING RADIOMETER, can be used
like Radio Frequency
Transformers

2.00

ROGERS

List Price
Our

Variable Condenser, .0005 (Same
as 23 plate)
$5.50
Variable Condenser with Vernier,
.0005 (Same as 23 plate)....
6.50
Variable
Condenser,
.001 (Same
as 45 plate)
6.00
Variable Condenser, with Vernier,
.001
7.50
Walnert
Variable
Condenser,
.00025

Rheostat, 6 or 25 ohms.

4.50

Freshman
Grid-Leak
Condenser
Freshman
Grid -Leak

3.50

C. R. L Variable Grid-Leak
with Condenser

$3.00

5.00
1.75

with

$1.00
75

$ .79
.59
1.59

SWITCH LEVER

Combination
Rheostat
B

.90

Socket
and
with Vernier... 3.00

Metal
Ever-Ready
Detector,
Type
B

Tube

Erla Reflex Crystal.

Switch Lever, 1-A, V/2" Radius, V/s Knob, & Shaft.. $ .75

3.00

$ .35 Hydrometer

2.29
1.50
.65
.89

Three Coil Mounting
Geared

Three

Coil

Our
List Price
with Dial.. $5.00 $3.85
Mounting

5.00

Perfect

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOLKS

MONEY PROMPTLY

AND CHEERFULLY REFUNDED
All Orders Mailed Promptly.

Everything
in

Radio

Write Us

IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED

Parcel Post Prepaid on $5.00 or Over

Quality Merchandise at Low Prices

Economical Radio House
4600 Lincoln Avenue
CHICAGO

We Personally
Guarantee
All Goods
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Reflex Circuit Works

on Loop or Aerial

Aerial Hook-Up Is Combination of Several Types
By Dr. S. L. Kalinowski
thus cutting out the variocoupler, 43 plate
condenser and large aerial and ground,
Tuning is done by rotating the loop aerial
Into proper position, and by means of the
23 plate condenser. Clearing up for loudness and clearness is accomplished the
same way as before.
Distance,
Clearness and Sharpness
There are no claims as to originality
or any great improvement for this outfit
as it is merely something that other men
have done, but I may say that of all the
different hook-ups I have tried the reflex
circuit is my first choice. For instance,
clearness and sharpness is of the first order. On it Atlanta, Davenport, Chicago,
Schenectady and other stations have been
received.
In combination with a Magnavox and a
one tube power amplifier this one tube reflex is heard all over a three story building as clear as a bell, without hums,
hisses or knocks. A hook-up of the outfit
accompanies this article and anybody wishing to construct one like it will surely
feel well paid for his trouble. Try it and

many different types of
of the
OUTreceivin
g: sets the writer selected
the reflex circuit for experimentation. After almost a month of this work
the following hook-up was found to give
best results:
Beginning with the aerial, there is a
43 plate vernier condenser, A, of .001 mfd.
capacity in series with the aerial and the
primary of the variocoupler. M, the latter
being of the ordinary type, having five
taps of units to the aerial and rive taps
of tens to the ground. Across the secondary, or the rotor of the variocoupler,
is a 23 plate vernier condenser. B, of
.0005 mfd. capacity. Between the secondary of the variocoupler and the 23
plate condenser a double circuit jack, J.
is placed for the use of a loop aerial, the
plugging in of which cuts out the large
or outdoor aerial, the 43 plate condenser.
variocoupler and ground. By using the
outdoor aerial, the writer has obtained
better results than with the loop, which
was of the 3 foot square type with 13
turns wound solenoid fashion. The fixed
condensers, C, .002 mfd.; D, .001 mfd., and
E, .001 mfd., are mica type and must have
correctly fixed and tested capacities, as
they are very important, being the means
of properly balancing the circuit, remembering that both Radio and audio frequencies are present. Also make sure that the
43 plate and 23 plate variable condensers
have the proper capacities, as often they
do not come up to their rating. The
vernier condensers are also used separately. Several transformers were tried in
the Radio frequency circuit, and nearly
all of them worked well.
Transformer, Amplifier and Wiring
The Radio transformer in the diagram
is marked G. Any good transformer will
do well, and if the reader has one at hand
and intends to build a reflex set, it will
be best for him to try the one he has
on hand. In the audio frequency, H, a
ratio of three to one or four to one works
best. Higher ratio transformers were
tried, but the lower ratios proved better.
The filament rheostat has a vernier, and
is of the 6 ohm resistance type, to which
a 25 ohm radio resistance unit is attached
for the purpose of controlling the % ampere vacuum tubes if used. The filament
rheostat, L, and its vernier are very important in the control of the filament current, as proper filament control not only
adds to the life of the tube, but also aids
greatly in tuning. It is not necessary to
do away with the rheostat that one may
have of the 6 ohm type if the % ampere
tube is to be used, because a 25 ohm resistance unit may be attached to it to increase the resistance to about 30 ohms. The
vacuum tube, K, is an amplifier. Any amplifying tube taking a voltage from 4 5

judge for yourself.
A beginner should learn the operation
of a simple Radio set first before attempting complicated hook-ups.
GENUINE EDISON ELEMENTS (new) (or
making "B" Batteries, obtained from U. S.
Government. A positive and negative element —
6c; glass tube— 3c; all other parts at reasonable
prices. Postage, etc., 50c extra per order. Free
instructions. TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
109 West 23rd Street, New York.

— Of special interest
to Radio Dealers!
One of Chicago's oldest and largest
exclusive radio stores sold more MuRad Receiving Sets in 1922-23 than
all other types of Receivers combined !

Mu-Rad sells — and sells!
That fact has been repeatedly verified by our many other Mu-Rad
dealers in the middle-west. Why not
join them ? Why not enjoy as they
do the ASSURED PROFITS of good
radio
merchandise
well advertised?

Write for a Mu-Rad Franchise

to 67J4
the the
plate
will do.
the
set or
is more
not in onuse,
current
from"When
the
six volt battery is cut off by means of a Tuning In with Loop and Outdoor Aerials
Tuning is not as difficult as some writswitch, Q, while the plate voltage is coners say it is. The outfit is critical and
trolled by means of switch points and
lever, one of the points being dead and very sensitive, as has been found during
experimentation
and even more so when
serving to cut off the B battery voltage.
The minus binding posts on the B bat- the set is completed. When the large or
tery are connected to the contact points, outdoor aerial is used, tuning is done by
|
1
• !
1 !
i ' '— i'

i ! l.^'J \LOOP

To get complete details of our special MuRad proposition will not obligate you.
Write also for a copy of our handbook
catalog of other profitable Radio merchandise. Write today before someone else in
your neighborhood gets exclusive Mu-Rad
privileges.

comes

in, adjust by means of the variocoupler rotor, verniers, rheostat, potentiometer and B battery. When a small
loop or indoor aerial is used it is plugged
in by means of a plug into the jack, J,

Chicago Radio Apparatus Company
Jobbers
General

of Good Radio Merchandise
Offices:
407 South Dearborn
CHICAGO

GAMBLING?
YOU ARE IF YOUR RADIO
TUBES ARE UNPROTECTED
Your Vacuum Tubes are the most delicate
parts of your Radio Set.
They are easily blown out — you have probably already had this exasperating experience
— it is apt to happen at any time.
"B" Battery wires accidentally crossed for
only an instant with the filament leads or suddo it.den excess current from the "A" Battery will
You can prevent this and save yourself money and
inconvenience and relieve your mind at a trifling cost.

B-BATTE/ZY
4-ST°67/i.\/OLTS
while the lever which sweeps over these means of the variocoupler and the 43
points is connected to the minus post of plate and 23 plate condensers. The crystal
the A battery. The plus binding post on detector is adjusted to a very sensitive
the signal
or broadcast
the B battery leads to the phones or loud spot, and when
speaker. The A and B batteries and their
outputs are also controlled by a potentiometer, F, having a resistance of 200
ohms. Any crystal detector, I, will serve
its purpose in this circuit. No advantage
is gained by using a vacuum tube as a
* •*M^awant new stations on your
Tllllft!Eto get out of town. If you
detector, at least none were noticed. All
crystal set WRITE ME TODAY. Mine
the wiring is bus bar insulated by tubing
works 400 to 1,000 miles without tubes or
batteries ! Thousands have bought my
and as short as possible. The panel is
plans and now get results like mine.
10 by 20 by 3/16 inch of hard fiber.
CHANGES OFTEN COST LESS THAN A
(The writer uses all hard fiber panels in
DOLLAR. Send self-addressed envelope
for further information. Leon Lambert,
his experimental work prior to mounting
SOI South Volutsia, Wichita. Kansas.
a definitely -decided hook-up on bakelite.)

YouDon'tNeed

INSTALL

RADECO

SAFETY

FUSES

on all your tubes.
Applied in an instant
terminals. Will fit any standard tube going
Price 50 cents each, sent postpaid and
not delay.
Order now.
Specify type of
DEPT.
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Manufacturers

630 WASHINGTON

New

6

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

and Distributors of Standard

STREET

to one of the filament
in any standard socket.
fully guaranteed.
Do
tube used.
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Oratory Before the Microphone
Appearance Accounts for Nothing, Speech Is AIL
THE Radio orator need not worry about facing his
audience or directing his voice to all parts of the
hall. The nervous Eadio speaker can rely on no
prompter, because the microphone picks up the faintest
whisper and sends it out through space. After he has
been introduced, he must begin immediately. If he
falters or coughs, nervously impatient listeners will
tune to another station. The attention of the unseen
audience is held by words, and words alone.
Deprived of elocutionary gestures and tricks, Eadio
speakers must depend upon their speech. There are no
friendly smiles or applause to indicate success, nor
the shuffle of feet or restless moving about to tell of
failure.
The Eadio speaker is likely to be embarrassed as his
last word strikes the microphone. Silence reigns in
the studio. When he turns away and sees the announcer
near, he feels like a person caught talking to himself.
The studio is a place of suspense. The broadcasting
novice would like to run away after he has finished
his first talk. In the reception room adjoining, he
sees others scheduled for the program waiting their
turn. The scene reminds one of a doctor's anteroom,
because a general tension and silence prevail. The atmosphere is of nervous portent.

Underground Communication
Longer Wave Lengths Seem to Penetrate Earth Better
IN CONNECTION with its efforts to keep pace with all
safety and rescue developments, the bureau of mines
of the department of the interior, is planning to continue
its investigations as to Eadio communication underground.
The development of Eadio has been rapid and officials
of the bureau feel that any application to mine rescue
work must not be neglected.
Some months ago preliminary Eadio experiments in
sending and receiving underground at a mine in Pennsylvania were conducted with partial success. It was
found that signals could be heard distinctly through fifty
feet of coal strata but that the audibility fell off rapidly
as this distance was increased. In all experiments a
vertical antenna was found to give the better results.
The horizontal antenna gave practically no reception. A
loop of a single turn was used with fair results.
The present preliminary experiments, while unsuccessful in indicating any practicable method of using Eadio
waves for underground communication, nevertheless indicate clearly that electromagnetic waves may be made to
travel through ,solid strata. The "absorption" or loss
of intensity with distance is very great for the short
wave lengths used in these experiments. Longer wave
lengths are known to suffer less absorption and may
possibly be found practically effective under certain conditions.

A-B-C

Lessons

GOO.

for Indigest Beginners

Chapter XVI— Refer to Our Back Numbers for Data
BY GOSH
IS for Patents,
That some folks try to steal,
So they can boss the ether
And make we fans all squeal.

P

Since Father Has a Radio
Broadcast from WOR by Charles L. H. Wager, Author
Since father has a Radio our home is not the same,
In
Radio
to blame,
No fact,
longer'tisis all
the conjusion
routine ofanddaily
tasksis gone
through,
Nor are those things attempted which ice had planned to do.
Since father has a Radio he sits at it all day,
And mother has to do the chores and keep the kids aicay,
He says he's trying to tune in, he can't have any noise,
We have to tiptoe round the room, 'tis hard on healthy boys.
Since father has a Radio you ought to hear him talk,
"O, Boy I I'm hearing Pittsburgh," "Say Ma! I've got New
And "Dam
that measley naval code," "Ye Gods, just hear
tftat band
York," in Boston, Mass.," and "Isn't Newark grand*"
From 'X-Y-Z'
Since father has a Radio even mother has the bug,
To music from some distant place she sweeps the parlor rug,
She irons with the ear-phones attached upon her head,
And while she listens in at night she mixes up the bread.
Since father has a Radio our meals arc served on trays,
We masticate in rhythm with some late symphonic erase,
We drink our coffee and our tea by sips arranged in code,
But we've got used to anything since Radio is the mode.
Since father has a Radio he never goes to church,
He used
be aSabbath
deacon comes
but he's
left instead
them in ofthe
For
now, to
when
around
in lurch,
the pews
He sits at home and listens to some far-off preacher's views.
Since father has a Radio the neighbors now come in,
The Reeds,
the Peahs, the Stones, the Pratts, with children
all a-grin.
They say, "We just dropped in to call, Hello! what have you
I swan !— a Radio — By Gosh ! do you mind if we heart"
here* has a Radio our home has gone to pot,
Since father
And even to the flivver we scarcely give a thought,
But father says that Radio has been a boon to men,
I wonder — will it ever make home sweet home again?
No, He'za Dial "Pointer"
Our Pup, He'ze fan all right,
For he listens in every night.

Condensed
By DIELECTRIC
A majority of the broadcasting stations have completed their operations intended to improve the quality
and range of their transmission. The effect of this
work has been noticeable in many instances. It yet
remains, however, for Station KYW to put into effect
the plans mapped out by Radio engineers whereby
that station will overcome certain obstacles due to
wave length and location. There are large numbers
of grand opera fans who look forward to hearing
the Chicago company through the courtesy of KYW,
and to these the news will be welcome.
I doubt very much the basis in fact for the contention of some that broadcasting of crop reports (prices)
by various stations consumes time not proportionately
appreciated. Stop long enough to realize the percentage
of this eountry 's inhabitants who secure their living
from the soil; consider the price fixing and marketing
difficulties confronting them, then revise your conclusion. WBAP is receiving evidence of keen appreciation from cotton and grain men of their broadcasting
it highly.
service along this line. The farmer needs it and values

Ee-broadcasting programs by one or more stations
in the United States is not a new story; it is frequently
accomplished and with much success. The musical
program at the Capitol theater in New York City is
broadcast each Sunday evening by Station WEAF and
re-broadcast by WCAP, in Washington, D. C, and
WMAF, South Dartmouth, Mass. Now turn to the
Pacific coast and see what is going on there. Long
distance reception during summer months is admittedly
poor in the South Pacific region, yet KGU in Honolulu
has been re-broadcasting programs from Station KHJ,
the Los Angeles Times, and getting it nightly!
One more natal celebration is worthy of notice here,
not only because it marks the third birthday of a wellknown broadcasting station, but for the fact of that
station being the first owned by a newspaper to come
on the air. The Detroit News could only count on a
radius of a hundred miles of effective transmission
when it started, but that has been increased. England,
Hawaii and Peru have successfully received its entertaining features, including concerts by a well organized
orchestra composed of members of the news staff.
Good wishes to Station WWJ.

Results Obtained by Broadcasting
New Wave Lengths Cause Some Changes in Sets
THESE has been rapid progress in broadcasting recently. Instead of the overcrowding of all stations
on the two wave lengths of 360 and 400 meters, the
stations have now been assigned definite wave lengths
covering the wide range of 220 to 545 meters. This
has greatly increased the possibilities of broadcast
reception, provided the listener can use his receiver
in such a way as to pick up any desired station. Difficulty has been experienced by some in receiving the
longer waves.
New stations have been established in certain localities producing very powerful signals in the receiving
sets of nearby listeners and somewhat interfering with
reception at more distant stations while their local
station is in operation.
Then, too, a few stations have been shut down or
transferred, thereby requiring the listeners to get their
programs from more remote stations, which in turn
involves some modifications in the receiver or in the
way in which it is handled. Fortunately all of the
difficulties mentioned can be overcome to a great
extent by a little care and a proper attitude.
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Looks like a Setter by his tail;
Pop says he must be "Air-dale."Al Brown.
roof

high,

The
Heave
a deep sigh

The Will was hard.
For
Kinard —
pavement

Tell It to the Phonograph
MOTHER (Listening- to son's new Radio set): John,
play that same piece over again. I think it is derful.
just
H. K. wonC.

It is not easy to erase from the mind the picture
of horror and destruction which came to us from
Japan a few weeks ago. It should not be easy to lose
sight of the tremendous importance of Eadio to thousands of earthquake sufferers on that island. Had news
of the disaster been delayed forty-eight hours (as would
have been the case had Yonemura failed), then the
suffering and death records would today be much
larger. One lone Eadio station in sole touch with the
outside world provided means of bringing quick aid
to the stricken.
I am quite sure that the use of Radio as a means of
reaching America 's millions of people in behalf of any
cause has a distinct advantage. A message delivered
orally by Mrs. Wallace Eeid from broadcasting stations,
urging a more active fight against the drug evil, makes
an impress not easily erased from the mind. She hopes
to have the active support of broadcasting stations
throughout the land, giving time to information on the
appalling conditions confronting those interested in suppressing this mostrous evil. Are you with her? Get
busv.

RADIO
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for Beginners in Radio

Chapter XIX — Locating Trouble in the Set
By Thomas
DEGINNERS
will find the accompanying
^* series by Mr. Benson very helpful In
learning the rudiments of the popular science
of Radiotelcphony. The series will be concluded in our next issue with
Chapter XX— Useful Information
Formulas.

and

the testing
IN the last chapter l we treated ts
of the individua instrumen
of the
Radio set. and this chapter will take up
the effect of defective apparatus in the
operation of the set. It is practically impossible to cover every trouble that might
develop in the operation of a set, but sufficient data will be given- to enable one
to eliminate the more common troubles
and serve as a guide in more difficult cases.
When a set refuses to function it is
advisable to tackle the problem in a systematic manner. First of all make sure
the aerial and ground are connected, the
phones connected up, the battery wires
properly attached and the tubes in their
sockets and lighted. By loosening the
phone cord and tapping on the phone post
a click will be heard which indicates the
B batteries are connected up. If after
checking the above no signals are received
or the set seems dead, it will be necessary
to go to the interior of the set to locate
the trouble.
Testing Oat Telephones
Connect the phones into the plate circuit of the detector tube. If no signals
or noise are heard, it may be for any of
the following causes: Batteries run down;
tube not making, contact in the socket properly; polarity of B battery reversed; telephone defective, phone condenser shorted,
or primary circuit not tuned.
If good signals are heard in the detector circuit but when switching on the
amplifiers the signals are weak, we may
look for the following: Tubes not making
contact; battery too low to operate amplifiers with detector on; a burned out trans-

\OEJkLERSl
PROMPT SHIPMENTS
LIBERAL

DISCOUNTS

W. Benson, A. M. I, R. E.

former, or an open transformer or phone
condenser Bhorted. If jacks are used they
may be making poor contact or shorting
transformer primaries.
Weak signals in the detector circuit
may be due to one or more of the causes
that will prevent signals entirely, and also
to wrong connection on the tickler coil;
grid condenser shorted; open circuit in
the grid, or improper adjustment of the
tube filament brilliancy and plate voltage
when a soft tube is used. By checking
all the above when a set refuses to work
up to its maximum efficiency, the trouble
will usually be located. At least the check
will in all cases serve as a guide in locating it.
Locating- Stray Sounds
We may now turn to the problem of locating stray sounds, such as scratching,
scraping or popping. When these occur
in the detector circuit with the amplifiers
turned off, they are due to one or more
of the following: If tuning the set changes
the noise it is probably caused by excessive voltage on the plate or filament; too
large a tickler inductance; irregular oscillation of the set due to poor connection
to aerial or ground, and in some cases
when too low a capacity is used for tuning,
the aerial circuit may make it unsteady
and difficult to handle. In the latter case,
swaying of the aerial will often affect
the set. It. is advisable to use a larger
condenser in the aerial circuit to stiffen
it and more inductance to again obtain
resonance. Popping sounds occur when
the grid charge becomes too great and
can be remedied by lowering the resistance
of the grid leak.
When the noises are not affected by
tuning, the trouble may be due to any of
the causes listed in the last paragraph or

to poor connections in and between instruments. Look for loose connections on
the instruments, make sure the rheostat
is making good contact; that variable condensers are not shorted by dust or warped
plates, and that aerial and ground are
tightly connected. We must include under
this head static, but one can usually tell
this after a little experience. There are
many types of static, but if the sounds
come and go when the set is not touched
and are very irregular in occurrence, the
trouble can usually be laid to static.
Occasionally the knocking or ticking
sounds are heard when the amplifiers are
switched on and not in the detector circuit. Switch off the detector, and if the

$1

Saturn

Howllnjr and Whistling
More general are howling and whistling.
When they occur in tuning and encountered in the detector circuit with the amplifiers off, excessive
feedback,
often
(Continued on page 20)

WD- II or WD-12
$3.50
C-300 or UV-200
2.75
C-301 or UV-201
3.00
C-302
or UV-202
3.50
C-30IA or UV-201A
3.50
Moorehead
Detectors
2.75
Moorehead Amplifiers
3.00
DV-6 or DV-6A
3.00
Also the new UV-199
3.50
NEW DX 1% VOLT TUBES. 4.00
All tubes guaranteed to work like new
Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
"24 Hour Service"

RADIO

TUBE
STREET

STORAGE

BATTERIES ft™^

Como push and pull transformers
$12.50 pair
pair $9.25
Jewel Lightning Arresters
$1.10
$ .85
Small

$0.35
Large
SOCKETS
$ .75 Bakelite HYDR
Sockets O METERS*
1.00 Bakelite Bell Sockets
DEALS

'Above the Ordinary'
Radio Products °
Automatic

Bakelite Bell Dials
$ .55
Composition Dials
«..
.25
PHONES
Nerco Phones
..,..$3.00
MISCELLANEOUS
Switch Arms
$ . 14
Only money orders accepted must include postage. facturer
Our merchandise
is
guaranteed
by
Uxe
manuand is of the highest Quality.
Send for monthly price list

N. J.

Tubes Sent Parcel Post, C. O. D.

MARVEL

Plug

Circuit, Open
Circuit. Closed
Circuit, Closed
Filament
Control
Filament Control

New

50o
55c
75c
75c
80c

1lh„ cuu. trve-fonneat tvscc&iAt/Dt- Radio
Write for Folder

123 W. M a d iron Jt. Chicago

New York,

REINARTZ

CIRCUIT

Street
N. Y.

'ALL-AMERICAN"
as the "Standard" of
Transformers acknowledged
Radio
Made in three distinct

FLEWELLING

R. D.

EVERY

EVERY

CIRCUIT

PART

Parts complete

3
13
23
43

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

$11.95

for either of the above circuits

$11.00

Variable; value, $1.75.
Variable; value $2.50.
Variable: value, $3.50.
Variable; value. $4.50.

13 Plate VERNIER:
23 Plate VERNIER:
43 Plate VERNIER;

. 1.20
..$1.05
1.35

value, $5.50.
value, $6.00.
value. $6.50.

. 4.25
..$3.75
4.00
Honeycomb
Coils, 50 turns mounted.. $ .95
Honeycomb Coils, 75 turns mounted . . 1.00
Double Coil Mountings
2.45
Triple Coil Mountings
3.35
Reinartz Coils, increased vrave-lengtn
and mounting. Most efficient on the
market
1,96
Single

Circuit;

$.30

45

VARIOCOIPLEK — Celeron Condensite
and Litz Wire Wound Secondary; Value
$1.50.
Special
$2.95
I AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER
— Designed for use with TV. D. 11 Tubes,
list, $4.50; price
$2.75
BALL BEARING INDUCTANCE SWITCH—
value, 75c; special
$ .30
V. T. SOCKETS — Nickeled, brass sleeve, composition base; value, $1.00; special at
50
EXTRA SPECIAL— Telephone 300C Ohms Headsets; $9.00 value; reduced to
3.50
TELEPHONE
PLUGS
60
TWO-INCH
DIALS— Same design— for rheostats and potentiometer; special at
$ .25

MULTIPLE
POINT
INDUCTANCE SWITCH
with Knob and Dial (15 Switch Points) .. .$1.75
LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
approved by un-

Filament

THREE-INCH
DIALS — Unbreakable — heat
resisting composition — high finish; special..
.30

FRESHMAN
LEAK and

derwriters

aiA'Amebicaj,

$10.95

COMPLETE

Two-Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier

Double Circuit; value. 90c; special at

Audio Frequency
Transformer

PART

COMPLETE

2 honeycomb coils. 1 2-coil mounting,
2 coil plugs, 3 .006 condensers. 1 variable grid
leak, 1 posts.
grid
s oinaing
leak, 1 23-plate .0005 MFD.
variable condenser, 1 Vernier rheostat. 1 tube socket, 8 binding posts,
20 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM.
1 3" dial and the Radio
Digest Booklet
on Operation
and
Construction
of
Circuit

BEST
QUALITY
JACKS.
value. 65c: special at

ratios to meet your requirements. Used by
leading manufacturers
all over the world.

200 No. Jefferson Jtlhkago, I1L

CO.

Oept

1 Reinartz wound coil, 1 tube socket. 1 rheostat, 1 23-plate .0005 MFT>. variable condenser. 1 13-plate
.00025 MFD. variable condenser. 3 inductance switches, 16 switch points and nuts, 4 switch stops and
nuts. 8 binding posts, 2 3" dials. 1 variable grid leak, 1 002 MFD* phone condenser,
{t> 1 A
t\ I23 feet bus bar wire, 1 high-grade panel ALREADY DRILLED AS PER DIAGRAM
and complete instructions

CONDENSERS

Radio
Frequency
Transformer

York City,

Best for Less

The SATURN Mfg. & Sales Co.
48 Beekman

SPECIALTY

New York City

"The

List Prices
Single
Single
Double
Single
Double

RADIO

Street

291 BROADWAY,

1

Crowfoot offset and solder-flux compound on
blades simplifies soldering. Nickel-plated base
bracket with rounded corners. German-silver
blades and sterling silver contact points.

1—
2—
3—
4—
5—

Nassau

-WILLARD—
W1LLARD RADIO COMPANY

List

Perfect Jack

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

JS
$ .45
90

$ .75

CORP.
NEWARK,

BARGAINS

List Price
Our Price
$17.00 6-60
$9.25
21.00
6-80
11.75
24.00
6-110
14.75
28.00
6-130
18.75
ADVANCE
"B"
BATTERIES
$1.75 22^4 Volt Small
$.75
3.00 22% Volt Large
1.45
4.25 45
Volt Small
2.0O
5.50 45
Volt Large
2.90
GENUINE
DILECTO
X X
Bakelite Panels
3/16" thick, any size
$0.02 Sq. inch
%" thick, any size
S0.OI '/a Sq. Inch
PIONEER BAKEEITE MOULDED
$6.50 Pioneer Variometer
$4.50
7.00 Pioneer Vario Coupler
4.75
180° Coupler with spider rotor. . „
3.50
AUDIO
TRANSFORMERS
New Thordarsen
$4.00 Low ratio
$3.25
4.50 High ratio
3.75
FORD
TRANSFORMERS
High Ratio
$3.25

WD-11 and WD-12
Tubes Repaired

SS HALSEY

RADIO

132

Automatically perfect connection.
Cord
tips held in rise- like grip; instantly released by ligkt touch on lever.
Fully
guaranteed.

:iiMfo:fltrcT

sounds continue they are in the amplifier
units and may be due to poor connections
between instruments, poor contact at rheoformers.
stats or batteries, or to defective trans-

90

Filament
Filament

Rheostat,

Rheostat,
Rheostat,

With 2" Dial,

6 ohm

65

20 ohm
50 ohm

80
90

15c extra.

VARIABLE
RESISTANCE
MICA CONDENSER Combined.

Hall the pleasure of Radio is in building your own
sets. Many pleasurable and profitable hours can be
passed in this way. Our service department will be
glad to give you any information you need. Just
drop us a line.

Every article advertised above is guaranteed by
the manufacturer and by us — Mail orders filled
immediately — transportation PREPAID
on ail
orders of $5.00 or over east of the Mississippi
River.
All others
include
postage.

A

.75
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— Illustrated

ISc Lettered binding posts, complete, set eight,
60c; two sets, $1.00. Prepaid, same day. Stamps
accepted. Everything in Radio. Ask for quotations. List for stamp. Kladag Radio Laboratories, Kent, Ohio.

DIAGRAM

RADETEC

Si=I

FIXED DETECTOR

1

1

CAN BE
READJUSTED
Gives clearer and greater
volume than other detectors

REFLEX
From

AND CRYSTAL
SETS
your dealer or direct

TOWNER
RADIO
2620 VICTOR ST.,
,FOR

MFG. CO.

KANSAS

CITY.

MO.

What About It?
Isn't it about time to stop experimenting
with multiple control circuits and build
one that, combining ease of assembly and
operation, loudness, clarity and selectivity
of signals, as well as beautiful appearance,
is excelled by none?

THE ELGIN
SUPER-REINARTZ
RADIO RECEIVING SET

Embodies all the advantages of the well
known Elgin Reinartz (the set which was
largely responsible for the popularity of
this wonderful circuit) and many others.
It is much louder, more selective, requires
no storage battery, and can be used with
excellent results on a short or loop aerial.
It has brought in California stations two
thousand miles from Elgin, clearly and
without interference on a loud speaker
with only one tube, and that while our
powerful
three mileslocal
away.station was broadcasting

B"

"A" BATTERY

circuit shown in the above dia- apparatus required is one tube socket,
gram is by no means a new one one rheostat, one variable condenser
but it has numerous good points that
(.001 mfd.) preferably with vernier, a variable grid leak and grid condenser (panel
make it especially attractive for the new
fan. Not only is it an extremely efficient mount unit was used) on variometer, and
form of circuit, but its simplicity and eight binding posts.
A I A dry cell tube can be used if desired;
receiver.
ideal
it an
make
cost
low
THE

Could you
Write for
three bulb
circuit
IT

BATTERY

ELGIN

as a single wire not over 60 feet long is
sufficient. If a longer aerial is used the
condenser capacity may have to be reduced to .0005 microfarads.

207

East

ask for more?
circular giving one, two and
hook-ups of this remarkable
IS FREE.

RADIO
Chicago

SUPPLY

Street

ELGIN,

CO.
ILLINOIS

Get Advice Before Purchasing

"We
>
Repair Your

Anyone having little technical knowledge on the subject of radio should take
some experienced friend's advice before
buying any piece of apparatus.. If this
is not possible, he should purchase articles made by companies having a recognized standing in the field and whose endesign. gineers are capable of giving the best in

TUBES

C-301-A
UV-200, C-300, AP Detectors..
UV-Z01, C-301, AP Amplifiers.
DV-6, DV-6-A
And Guarantee Them
Equal

$5.30

UV-199, UV-201A, WD-11, WD-12, DV-6
Guaranteed

ELECTRIC

$45.00
5.00
4.75
1.50
1 .00
5.00
4.00
12. 00
6.00
8.00
3.00
6.00

Firsts

in

SOLDERING

Original

IRON,

Packages

OUR

A.C. or D.C.S 2.24

NEW

6V 'i AMP.

DE-

$3.50 each
2.7S each
3.00 each
3.50 each
to New
q.A

, A

This Tube AND
Is a AMPLIFIER
Revelation — Fully Guaranteed
TECT0R
$**. 1U

Magnavox. Type B-3
$26.25
Erla Keflex Transformer
3.95
All Amer. Trans., 10-1, 5-1 or 3-1
3.95
Gold Grain
Detector
95
B-Metal Detector
78
Bakelite 3 Coil Mounting
3.45
Bakelite 2 Coil Mounting
2.85
Baldwin Type C Phones
9.65
Baldwin
Type C Units
4.95
Brandes
Superior Phones
4.85
Large 22% V. Tapped B Batteries
1.95
Large 45 V. Tapped B Batteries
3.85
•fa inch Formica Paneling, per so. in. I'/ic
40.00 Amrad Reflex: Set No. 3366
29.50
6.00 Moulded "Variometers or Variocouplers.
3.95
RUSH
YOUR
ORDERS— SEND
FOR
FREE
LIST

LOUD SPEAKER,
nickel-plated— 21'
Undistorted
reproduction.
Regular Price
$15.00
Our Price
9.50

3101

ABALENE

ROBERTS
Leland

RADIO

Ave.,

QUICK SERVICE—
Include
yourpostage
order tor
remittance to cover repair
pluswith
parcel
one pound per tube. All orders shipped C. O. D.
unless accompanied by remittance plus postage. If
preferred, tubes will be returned C. O. D. repair
charges.

•SPECIAL-

COMPANY

Dept. D

Chicago

high.

Shipped prepaid.
RADIO, 14 Vesey St., New York. N. Y

TRIGGER OF NEW YORK RADIO
two
stage
audio
frequency
amplifier
is
easily attached.
The other illustration shows an assembled set, mounted on a 7 by 9 inch
panel with a 5 by 7 inch baseboard.
The

the B battery is 22% volt recommended,
but this can be increased if UV-99 or C-299
tubes are used. As the diagram indicates,
the wiring: is very simple.
The aerial need not be a very long one

Lettering Bakelite Panel

Pour the acid (a few drops at a time)
into the water when mixing electrolyte
for a lead storage cell. Never pour the
water into the acid.

To letter a bakelite panel, clean the surface with wood alcohol to remove any
greasy film, then write what you want on
the panel with a sharp, stiff steel pen and
draftsman's white ink, such as is used on
blueprints. When the writing is perfectly
dry, cover it with transparent varnish to
protect it, using a fine, soft hair brush.
If at any future time you want to remove it, dampen a rag with wood alcohol
and wash it off; the wood alcohol dissolves the varnish. — James E. Murray,
New York city.

2650

MILES

with ONE TUBE. Broadcasting from Atlantic Coast
and Cuba heard in California by users of the
CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT. This range is due
to simplicity of set and operation as only one control is used for tuning. Easily and cheaply built.
Dry cell tubes may be used. Complete instructions,
with i>anel layout, assembly views, etc., postpaid
for 25c. Or further Information for red stamp.
VESCO RADIO SHOP, Bx. 117, Oakland, Cal.

EVERYTHING SOLD ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. WE HANDLE NO BOOTLEG MERCHANDISE.
BRANDES
ROYAL

$5.25
3.50

Tubes

Buy the wonderful "Dutch Radio Valve"
for your receiving set. They are guaranteed.
6 Volt Detectors
$2.50
6 Volt Amplifiers
3.00
3 Volt Guaranteed
3.00
iy2 Volt Detectors
2.50
Mail Orders Solicited. Send bank draft or
postal money order.

D.

R. V.

515 Orange
DEALERS:

IMPORTING

St.
WRITE
FOR

CO.

Newark, N. J.
DISCOUNTS

Fine Grade.
..$0.85
1.45

. 1.90
.$1.25

*io
e/v
.J1Z.DU

Loud

Sets will operate
ERLA REFLEX

<fcOO

loud speaker

speaker; guaranteed.
RFUL
WONDERFUL
nbled
all

Speaker.

List $25.

Our 2-tube assembled
loud

Complete

CA

set works

$16.50
&OC

AA

ip&u.uU

parts. ip£i£i.O\J

I tube set, guaranteed,
I tube set, guaranteed,

*ie
A A
$XO.lrU

We

save you money

on anything you buy.

assemb

ERLA Kadlo Transformers
ACME
KLOSNER 6 & 30 Ohm Itheostat
TILLMAN 6 & 30 Ohm Eheostat
TILLMAN
REMLER

$4.50
3.45
1.25
65

Socket
Socket

50
60

W. D. 11 & U. V. 199 Socket
23 plate Condenser
We

7X14.
7x24.

ATLAS

COCKADAY

Best parts, complete.
GUARANTEED

One Tube

"Dutch
Radio Valve"
Detector and Amplifying

PANELS,
7x10
7x18

carry a complete line.

50
1.65

43 plate Condenser
$1.85
23 plate Vernier
2.85
43 plate Vernier
3.75
D. C. Battery Charger
4.25
ACME
Transformer
rr.
3.75
AMBASSADOR 3000 Ohm Phones
3.98
CRYSTAL Detectors
45c, 60c, 90c and 1.50
FRESHMAN Vax. Grid Leak & Condenser
70
Postage prepaid

Let us know your wants.
Merchandise is shipped IMMEDIATELY,
on orders of $5.00.
All others please Include
postage.

TRIGGER
160 East 59th

Street.

OF NEW
Near Third
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New
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D f G E S T— Illustrated

Determination of Resistance Values for Rheostats
Relations of Resistance, Voltage and Amperage for Various Tubes
By II. J. Marx
lifts been created a decided
THEHF
confusion in the Blinds of the Radiophans in regartr-to the proper resistance In rheostat* to be OMd for the various tubes now on the market.
:mmcdiate result has been the flooding of the market with a series of rheostats of a resistance ran^e rOBlrilH from
one ohm for a poivpr rheostat icontrollins
two or more tulusi to 60 ohms for the
UV-199 ami C-j:>:> tubes.
Pans are using dry cells connected in
and some in parallel, or Storage batteries with single, double and throe cells.
Each chanse in current source, and also
in tubes used necessitates a Gonsidi
of the proper rheostat required, Apparently this has been exirem. ly pttZZUng to
fans but can easily be remedied by an
application of Ohms
I. aw.
Direct Current Circuit
This part of (he vacuum
tube circuit.
which
pertains
to the filament
lighting,
is a simple
direct
current
circuit.
As
such, it follows Ohm's £ law:
I= — .
R
The proper application of this formula
will solve all problems covering the proper
selection of rheostats.
Function of the Rheostat
For example, the familiar UV-2M and
C-300 operate at 3 volts' potential and
draws approximately 1 ampere. The average source of current supply is the 6
volt storage battery. By introducing a
variable resistance, such as a rheostat:
the voltage across the filament can be
varied from about 3 volts to 6 volts. Then
if the tube operates even, better at 4.5 volts
than at five, this can be taken care of bymeans of the rheostat. Obviously, by increasing the rheostat resistance, the range
of variation also can be increased, from
even lower values to the maximum 6 volts
of the battery.
Since the tube does not begin functioning until about 4 volts are applied to the
filament, there is no gain in the surplus
control range. In selecting the rheostat
for any combination of tube and battery,
the resistance should be such as to furnish
a voltage range covering that of the operating range of the tube.
Filament Resistance
Going
back
to the tube mentioned,
if
the operating voltage is five and the current consumption
at
that
potential
1
ampere,
the filament
resistance
can be
computed by applying
Ohm's law.
E
5
R = — = — =5 ohms.
I
1
The tube begins
operating
at about
3
volts on the filament.
In order
toxfind
the consumption
at this voltage,
Ohm's
law is again applied.
E
3 volts
I= — =
= .6 amperes.
R
5 ohms
The filament resistance varies slightly
as the heat of the filament is changed, but
this can be disregarded.
The source of current, however,
has a
potential of 6 volts.
If only .6 amperes
is wanted, the required total of resistance,
including filament and rheostat will be:
E
6 volts
R = — =
= 10 ohms.
I .6 amperes
The filament resistance is 5 ohms so
only 5 ohms more are required in the
rheostat. The average storage battery,
when fully charged, is likely to have a
slightly higher voltage, so the standard
rheostat used was the 6 ohm type.
Power Rheostats
When rheostats are used to operate two
or more tubes connected in parallel, conditions are a little less simple. The effective
filament resistance is the result of the
resistance of one divided by the number
of tubes connected in parallel. The current consumption is that of one tube multiplied by the number of tubes. For example, where two tubes are operated by
one rheostat, the required resistance becomes:
E
6 volts
R = — =
= 5 ohms.
I
.6 amperes X 2
The effective filament resistance is only
half of one, or 2.5 ohms. The required resistance in the rheostat is therefore 2.5
ohms. The standard two tube power rheostat has a resistance of 3 ohms. The
factor to be considered in power rheostats
is whether the resistance wire has the
carrying capacity for the current required;
if not, the resistance wire will fuse. If
an ordinary 6 ohm rheostat is used for
more than one tube, this usually happens.
The safe limit for the standard 6 ohm
rheostat is 1.5 amperes.
Dry Cell Tubes
As previously explained, it was the development of the dry cell tube that started
most of the trouble in respect to rheostats.
In order to make this as clear as possible,
it will be advisable to analyze the problem for the two popular types, under different battery conditions.
The UV-201A and C-301A tubes operate

on a filnmen. voltage of five, but only consume .25 nmpo'-es of current. The filament resistance i lien will beKg■_20 ohms.
<
Assuming that the tube MgiM fuii'-tiuninu at :', volts, the current consumption
will be .1 5 amperes.
If a t! volt storage battery is used, the
total resistance required
is:

Bag
— :£■

i

Is

-:

s3

slightly, but can be used.
If three dry
cells in series are used, the voltage of 4.5
is not sufficient, whereas four cells give 6
volts, making
the condition
parallel
to
that of the storage battery,
■- ■-■ UV-199 and C-299
be
These tubes operate at 3 volts and draw
.06 amperes,
tints giving
a filament
re... c
i s3
'.T-rt
Otl
Cm OS
u
S
u
13455

k s

3

4-1 /. 0

DfU>

S V. ~

C-300
C-301A
rvCV-261A

6
1%

5
Be

1

c ■**> 9 -

5

10

5 to

3«

6

0(S»

22.5
.0005
45
45toS0

Now if three dry cells, connected In
series (two cells leave no margin) are
used, in' potential at the source is 4.5
volts. The required total resistance will
then be:
R = —E = 4.5 = 100 ohms.
I
.046
The rheostat resistance required will
then be 50 ohms. Sixty ohm rheostats are
sometimes used.
If a two cell storage battery (4 volts;
is used, the resistance of the rheostat
should be about 30 ohms or more.
Suppose, however, that a 6 volt storage
battery is used, the required total resistance will be:
■V
R = —E =
6 =130 ohms.
I
.046

This indicates that the rheostat resistance must be SO ohms. Under these circumstances it fs of particular importance
22.5
rt~C
-~
that
the
voltage should not exceed 4.5 or
.r
■z
0
even 4 volts. It is suggested, in this case,
1.5
60
YVD-11
YV'D-12
5 to 6
.00025
.25
2
80
3
that a permanent resistance of 25 or :>n
4
100
ohms be inserted in series, the rheostat
1.1
22.5
4.4
0
requiring only 50 ohms. If, then, the
-ill
1 to 5 .00025
C-299
100
60
3
UV-199
rheostat is accidentally turned on full,
3
90tol30 30 to 75
SO
there will always be the fixed resistance
6
22.5
.06
in series with less possibility of burning
0
4%-6
.0005
the tubes.
50
4.5
C-301
100
UV-201
5
1
The use of a fixed resistance is recom6
5
10
5 to 6 22.5
1
80
mended only where the voltage at the
6
source greatly exceeds that required for
40
4.5
operation.
A small margin over the op60
E
6
erating voltage is always necessary in
sistance of 50 ohms. They do not start
R= — = — = 40 ohms.
functioning until a filament voltage of order to compensate for deterioration of
battery and variations in tubes.
about 2.3 is reached.
I
.15
WD-ll and 12 Tubes
The
resistance
of the filament
is 20
At this voltage, the current draw is:
E
2.3
ohms,
so the rheostat
resistance
should
When
using
TTD-11 or 12 tubes with a
I = — = — = .046 amperes.
be 20 ohms.
Naturally,
a 25 or even 30
single dry cell, the required rheostat reR
50
ohm rheostat simply increases the range
sistance will be found to equal 6 ohms.
6

0>
D

f.25.

20

40
10

20 to 30

1 to 5

.00025
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ohms and to mention
8,000,000 ohms we
would
say "eight
megohms."
Resistances
are
shown
on diagrams by
(Continued from page 11)
the symbols shown in Figure 7. A resistance
which
cannot
be
varied is shown
a
Such
coil, also air core, but variable.
drawing is used to show either a coil from as in 7a, while a resistance that is variable (such as a rheostat) may be specified
at interwhich short leads are brought out which
is by 7b; 7c shows a particular form of revals to switch points or a coil
sistance known as a potentiometer, which
along
slider
metallic
a
moving
by
varied
a rod, the slider making contact with the is usually connected across the filament
battery
of
a vacuum
tube.
The
sliding
having
insulation
wires of every turn, the
been removed for a distance of about -fir
inch on every turn. Figure 4c specifies
that the coil be varied by taps and a
switch. In 4d we have a coil wound on
an iron core and non-variable.
Capacity is another property necessary
in a circuit in which Radio frequency
currents are to travel. Capacity is the
result of having close together two metallic surfaces or wires in which alternating or pulsating direct current is flowing.
For a better understanding of this let us
Resistances are shown in these drawFigure 5a. Here we have a cir- Figureings,7one— fixed,
consider
one variable, one of a special unit
cuit consisting of a coil of wire (X) and
a device consisting of two flat plates contact is connected to one of the other
about 2 inches square and -fa inch apart. elements of the tube (grid or plate), and
In this circuit, Radio frequency current is moving this contact varies the difference
flowing and we will consider it at a mo- in pressure between the filament and the
ment when the current is flowing in the second element.
direction indicated. The current spreads
(TO BE CONTINUED)
out over plate A until the plate is full.
If the plate is of the correct capacity, it
will become full at just the moment when
the current reaches its greatest value and
FIRST STEPS IN RADIO
begins to weaken. As plate A is full and
(Continued from page 17)
plate B contains no electricity we have an
unbalanced, unstable condition and plate caused by too large a tickler coil, is reA discharges or unloads its current back
sponsible. Also, the grid leak resistance
through the coil X and into plate B, as may be too high, causing the tube to block,
shown in Figure 5b. Electrical current or the trouble may be due to a too high
has momentum, just as does a swinging plate voltage or undesired feedback, caused
pendulum, and the flow does not stop when by the closeness of the plate circuit to the
both plates are equally charged, but the grid circuit leads. Often a steady whistle
current piles up in plate B and then must is heard when a nearby regenerative set
emits waves, or if two broadcasting stations are heterodyning each other. Interference of this nature will be recognized
by the inability to change the note by
tuning, whereas feedback effects are al^
tered by adjusting the tuning controls.
Squealing usually is experienced when
the amplifiers are switched on and is due
Figure 6 — Three methods of showing condensers to reaction between the plate and grid
circuits of the tubes.
The most common
on diagrams, one variable and two fixed

RADIO

FOR EVERYBODY

again flow as in Figure 5a. This action
would continue indefinitely and we would
have a perpetually oscillating circuit were
it not for small losses which occur and the
resistance of the circuit.
The symbols used for showing capacity
in the form of an instrument known as a
condenser, are shown in Figure 6; 6a
designates a variable condenser, that is, a
condenser whose capacity may be varied
from maximum to very nearly zero. The
unit of measurement of capacity is the
farad and its subdivision, the microfarad
(.000001 farad). Condensers used in
Radio work have very small capacities and
are usually measured in fractions of a
microfarad; 6b is the usual designation of
a fixed capacity, while 6c is another less
used method of showing it.
As the capacity of condensers is usually
written and spoken of in decimals such
as .001, .0005 and .00025, Radio men have
developed the following way of speaking
of them. The Radio experimenter would
say "double O one," "triple O five" or
''triple O two five," meaning condensers of
.001 of a microfarad, .0005 of a microfarad or .00025 microfarad.
Resistance
Resistance is, as was stated before,
measured in ohms. Since we frequently
use resistances of from 1,000,000 to 12,000000 ohms, the Radio fraternity has come
to use the word
megohm
for 1,000,000

cause is the reversal of a transformer
winding, in which case it is necessary to
reverse the connections to the transformers until the noise is eliminated. When
transformers are close together, the
squealing often is caused by the magnetic
field of one reacting on the other. They
should either be completely shielded, or
the cores set at right angles. The wiring of amplifier units, when run too close,
also will cause squealing and howling.
At times a buzzing or humming sound
is encountered that is difficult to locate.
Often it is due to induction from nearby
power lines. It may be caused by a grid
condenser made of tinfoil or paraffin paper. In one case, the panel of the set
picked up the vibrations from the loud
talker through the table, and the vibration
was transmitted to the tubes and caused
a ringing sound. A plate lead brought
close to the ground lead or high voltage
leaking'cause
into ofthebuzzing
aerial orcircuit
is a frej
quent
humming.
Unsteady and Wavering
Signals
Unsteady and wavering signals are due
to the unsteady operation of some part of
the set. Poor contacts in the filament
circuit or an aerial circuit with too low
capacity in series with the primary inductance will cause them. Loose inductances will result in unsteady signals, and
a leaky aerial or lightning arrester due
to rain or moisture will affect the signals.
In locating trouble one should bear in
mind that the broadcaster is sometimes at
fault. The set can only reproduce what
it receives, and before blaming the set
the operator should tune in another station and see if that acts the same way.
In homemade apparatus many factors enter into the operation. For instance, the
shielding on the panel may result in feedback effects that cause whistling and
squealing. Homemade inductances are
often coated with shellac that is unfit for
the purpose, sometimes containing water
that causes leaks between the turns and
poor tuning.
Fiber is considered a good insulator as
a rule, but it should not be used as an
insulator in Radio apparatus. A fiber panel
will make any regenerative set noisy, if

are being obtained by thousands
users of the
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EASTERN COIL SETS
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COCKADAY

CIRCUIT

The remarkable features which are making
this circuit (4 circuit tuner) more popular
each day are its simplicity of construction
and control — wonderful selectivity— distance
records — clearness and loudness of reception,
and the fact that all capacity squealing, interference, etc., are eliminated.
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This wonderful book has opened the eyes of thousands to the
amazing1 Big-Money Opportunities opening right now in Radio.
It has shown them how they could get their share of the tremendous profits of this newest and fastest growing world industry
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Building Up Fixed Condenser Values
SWITCH

Five Different Series
and Shunt Combination
For the experimenter who wishes to use
the larger size variable condenser in the
circuits now popular requiring small condensers, the following stunt will prove
The capacity curve of the large
valuable.

WORKSHOP KINKS?
EARN A DOLLAR—
little kinks
are many
THER
ed out
at home that would
workE
aid your fellow Radio worker if
only he knew about them. There are
new hook-ups, new ways of making
parts and various unique ways of operating sets that are discovered every
o Digest is very much interday. Radi
ested in obtaining such material. Send
them in with full details, including
stamped envelope, so rejected copy
may be returned. The work must be
entirely original, not copied.
RADIO KINKS DEPARTMENT,
Radio Digest,
123 W. Madison St., Chicago

CONTROLS

J

A,B, <3/vE 5

(to the left). "With A
position
in the
in
the first
third
position, the variable only
is in the circuit. The fixed condensers are
shunted across it to increase its capacity
by moving switch B to the second and third
positions, switch B being left in the third
position (to the right). It will be noted
that switch B has two blades. The condensers used should be mica insulated and
of guaranteed capacity. — Russell Skeeters,
Des Moines, la.

Audio Frequency Transformer
Pick up from your neighboring garage
■a. few Ford coils.
These coils are divided

OOI

A3 B, 6lV£S

ooosnpo.

= 00025

»

AjB2

Mfp

.0O05

= .0005 nf-o
=s .OOI
UFO.

, "2 3

.0DO5

-#

OOI

= .0015 tiro

OOI

- .002$ riFo

6ive%

^£2L-ZTooos

fr$%3 CVUC5
in the transformer. If the case, binding
posts, vibrator and the various equipment are still in place, save them. Many
things not needed at first will become of
value later.
Separate the coils to make two independent coils. Take the primary winding —
the larger
wire
around
the core — out
of
PRINAR.V
SECONDARY

variable may be reduced all along the
scale by using a small fixed condenser in
series with it. Thus a .001 mfd. variable
may be made into a .0005 by using in series
with a .001 fixed condenser; or it may be
changed to .0002 by using a .00025 fixed
condenser.
This method of reducing the capacity of
a variable somewhat distorts the capacity
curve; i. e. reduces the upper part of the
scale in greater proportion than the lower
part, but this is especially desirable with
condensers of the type of the Connecticut
variable.
In the diagram two fixed condensers of
.001 mfd. and .0005 mfd. are used with a
43-plate variable so that five different series and shunt combinations are possible,
varying from a maximum
capacity of
.00025 mfd. when all are in series, to a
maximum of .0025 mfd. when all are in
shunt. Switch A is used to obtain the
series combinations, switch B being left

.OOI

-&-\\
POI
.OOI

.OOltlFP

Connecting Testing Sets
That Use Vacuum Tubes

CAPACITY

-#HI — If-

43P/.ATE
VARIABLE

v&l I
or

THE

When
the
construction
of a receiving
set
empolyiriK
vacuum
tubes
either
as
detectors
or amplifiers
is complete,
the
filament or A battery should first be connected up to be certain that all thi
nections to the tubes and control rh<
are correct for filament lighting.
The plate
or B battery should always be com
last so as to eliminate
the possibility of
having
the tubes burnt out through
improper connection of the B battery to the
filament
terminals. — Peter
J. M.
Clute.
Schenectady.
N. Y.
A single circuit set will pick up almost
as many stations as a more complicated
one, but it may. happen that it does not
pick up one station at a time.

coil out at the other end and keep in mind
which is which. The larger coil is the
secondary and the smaller the primary.
Wind the core with enough tape to fit
well into the inside of the small coil.
If you want a closed core transformer,
the usual kind, bend back the ends of the
core as shown in the illustration; it will
serve the purpose admirably. If you
want an open core type leave the core as
it is shown. — Edwin Foist, Phoebus, Va.

MISSING WHAT YOU GET

Keep Rust Out of Receivers

V"OUR set is probably bringing in DX stations you never hear because your rheostat
cannot control your filament action. The
Fil-Ko-Stat gives infinite adjustment and
enables you to magnify the weak stations and
bring them in strong and clear.
full resistance M g
At All
Dealer:
RADIO
Ohms, adjusted to J
in High Grade
ALL TUBES.
"Avoid the use of inSUPPLIES
ferior powdered carbon

The diaphragms of certain types of
telephone receivers sometimes become
rusted after long use and even the pole
pieces themselves become slightly covered with rust which will interfere with
the vibration of the diaphragm. When
this is noticed, remove the cap and wipe
the magnets and diaphragm with a soft
cloth dampened with sewing machine oil.
Care should be used not to bend the circular disc.

2

Testing Crystals

rheostats."
and keep the core — the bunch of anThe more ambitious of experimenters
nealed wire — in the center. If you want
to know how many layers are on a coil wlil find it an interesting and instructive
pastime to test out crystals of different
count them. It's good practice. On most
coils there are 35 and 37 layers. If we kinds of sensitiveness. While thousands
Matie and Guaranteed
by
Dx Instrument
Co.. Hanisburg,
Pa,
have a 35-layer coil and desire a 10 to 1 of crystals and combinations of crystals
Sole International Distributors.
ratio it is necessary to have a 30 to 3 have been tried out, a new combination
may accidentally be discovered that will
coil.
Radio Stores Corp., 218 W. 34. N. Y. City
bring results well worth the trouble.
First, five layers of the coil are pulled
out of the inside and the ends are brought
iiiiiiiimiiitmiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiimiiHiiiiiiiinii
out free. Remove 30 layers from the outside of the remaining coil and bring the
ends out free. It will now be easy to
place the smaller coil into the larger one.
"Wind enough tape around the smaller coil
to make it fit snugly into the larger coil.
A great many radio men have wondered bow for example
Bring the ends from the large coil out
we can offer a genuine Automatic Electric $10 head set
at one end and the ends from
the small
for $3.65. The reason's simple enough. When we buy
we don't merely place an order for a dozen
or so. We buy big! We buy out a complete stock or the entire output of a factory.
We
bought 40,000 of these Automatic
Electric head sets. We got a special price

both

rRO-STAT

Do you wonder how we can do it ?

^^d^C-

*$965

by
spot
cashthese
for the
— andsets
that's
how paying
we
can
offer
$10 lothead
for
The Automatic Electric head set embodies
style and design proved by use and experiment
to be the best. Coil wound with about 6500
turns of No. 40 enamel coated copper wire. Di'
rect current resistance approximately 1600
ohms. Impedance and average music and
voice frequency (800 cycles) is 21,000 ohms.

On Approval For 30 <t
Zobel-Stein laboratories
322 9TST.BRQ0KUN.N.Y.S0UIH26S0

into two small coils each about 1% inches
long which constitute the secondary.
These
two coils and the cores are used

-Improved-

Ground Clamp

Equipped with Fahnestock
Patent Wire Connectors
Easily Attached
g. For Radio Use Only
Solderin
No
At Your Dealers

Fahnestock Electric Co.
Long Island City, N. Y.

METALECTR1C
SOLDERING
IRON
(The All-Metal Instrument)
A Solution to the Small
Soldering Problem of
the Discriminating Assembler. Unbreakable
Construction — Economical Operation on
any Electrical Circuit —
Interchangeable Tip.

WATCH

FOR OUR BIG SALE ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC
We Just Bought 10,000 of Them from the Navy
U.

HONEYCOMB
COILS
1,500 Turns
1,250 Turns
1,000 Turns
750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns
CAPT.

$1-50
1.50
1.25
1-00
7S
60
50
40
40
.40

S. A. SIGNAL
CORPS,
AVIATION TYPE 194-W
WESTERN ELECTRIC
PHONES

Each Phone Cap is covered
with
large, soft rubber
ear
cushions,
and
an
aviation
leather
helmet
goes
with
each set ! These are the only
phones at to pass the Government specifications for sensitiveness and loudness, the requirements called for in aircraft reception.

SCHOONHOVEN
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SINGLE
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COCKADAY
$1.95 COILS
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MDSE.

ALL
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From

$5.50

your dealer or write

Post Electric Co., Mfrs.
Dept.

509, 30 East 42nd St.
New
York
City

BY
TO

US

BE

OF

$7.00
$6.50
$6.00
$1.75
$4.30
$3.70
S3 JO
$2.2S

val.,
val.,
val.,
val.,
val.,
val.,
val.,
val.,

43-pL Vernier. . .$3.95
23-pl. Vernier... 3.45
11-pl. Vernier... 2.95
3-pl., Vernier
1.15
43-pl. NOW
1.75
23-pl. NOW
1.45
11-pl. NOW
US
5-pl. NOW
1.25

FRESHMAN

W-00
figVARIABLE
GRID
LEAK
AND CONDENSER
Value

SOLDERING
ONE
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-SMXV5E
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SHIPPED

10-6. CHICAGO,
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Questions and Answers
Two Tube Super
Regenerative Circuit with Amplifier
(4816) AW, Evanston, 111.
(1817) WG, Roanoke, Va.
I have noted the two tube super-reWill you send me a hook-up consisting
generative circuit
shown July
in Mr.
article in Radio
Digest
28. Benson's
If it is of the following parts .001 condenser. 180degree
variocoupler,
variometer
and
a
possible for you to do so please print
additional information about this circuit.
Could a variocoupler or a variometer with
stator and rotor winding separated be
used in place of the honeycomb coils in
N7
the circuit of detector tube?
To a variable coupling between the D.
L. coils, are 1250-250-1500, turns necessary? If so, can they be mounted as
shown in the description of the single
tube circuit of August 4?
Should the D. L. coil, 250 turns, be
mounted between the large coils in this
case?
A. — A standard variocoupler can be substituted for the honeycomb coils indicated.
A variable coupling is necessary until
the point of best operation is found. Coils
can be mounted as suggested.
The 250 turn coil is not in inductive
relation to the 1250 and 1500 turn coils.
Body Capacity
(4723) JLR, Allegan, Mich.
I am a reader of your publication and
would like to ask a question relative to
my single tube variometer coupler regenerative set. My entire tuning panel
is shielded with tinfoil; this shield is connected directly to the ground binding post.
I get satisfactory results excepting that
after tuning in a station it is necessary
to keep my hand on the variometer dial
or the set will howl and the station tuned
in will be lost. I do not use a variable
condenser with this set.
I will be very appreciative of any help
you can give me in regard to eliminating
this trouble.
A. — The action cited is characteristic of
a variometer set. It will be overcome by
placing a 3 or 5 plate variable condenser
across the secondary of the variocoupler.
After the circuit has been tuned use the
condenser to compensate for the difference
in the wave length caused by the hand
capacity. Rotary plates of the condenser
should be connected to the filament side
of the secondary to eliminate body
capacity effect.

two-stage audiofrequency with jacks, not
filament lighting jacks?
A. — Complying with your request, we
are giving a diagram of a circuit conforming with your specifications. Either the
variometer or variable condenser shown in
the secondary circuit may be eliminated
(not both, however). If both instruments
are employed as indicated the circuit will
be capable of twice the wave length possible with only one of these units.
Allen Regenerative Circuit
(4712) CHN, Paoli, Pa.
Referring to your circuit 01321, Radio
Digest,
following:November 4, 192"2, please note the
I have been using this circuit for some
time very successfully, finding it especially good during the summer months,
being able to work as far west as Omaha,
in the middle of July. However, I am
handicapped in one way — it does not work
very well on the new short wave lengths.

AUXILIARY

TUNER

This new instrument connected to your present
receiving sot with one wire enables you to easily
bring in both the long and short wave stations which
you cannot get with your present equipment. It
also enables you to eliminate that local interference
so you may listen to distant stations.
Copyrighted diagram and complete instructions for
building and operating this instrument, 50c. or
with all parts, including Condenser, Coils, Switches,
and Panel. $8.50. Complete instrument, $15. All
goods prepaid.
These instruments are easy to build, easy to operate. Everything clearly shown.

S. A. TWITCHELL

192S

Western

Avenue,

The

Minneapolis,

Crystal

Minn.

r '^bfksuTmiK^ro^erVice'
>
"THE ACCENT IS ON SERVICE."
14-16 Vesey St.
NEW YORK
Our appreciation of your orders is expressed in the
Quality of our merchandise and prompt service.
VARIOCOUPLERS
$3.50 Workrite
180°
$2.95
3.00 Rhason 1S0»
1.95
3.50 Fisher, Large, 180"
2.25
3.50 Fisher. Large, 90°
2.25
2.75 Fisher. Small. 180°
1-75
2.75 Fisher, Small.
90°
1.75
VARIOMETERS
$3.50 Workrite
$2.95
8.50 Render. Molded
4.45
3.50 Fisher, Large
2.65
CONDENSERS
82.00 R. C. 11 plate
$1.05
2.35 R. C 23 plate
1.35
2.75 R. C. 43 plate
1.65
VERNIER
CONDENSERS
$4.00 Precision 23 pi
$2.25
5.00 R. C. 43 pi
2.95
SOCKETS
$1.00 Magnus. Aluminum
$0.45
.75 Bakelite
45
.50 Composition, Mid
30
RHEOSTATS
Pacent, 6. 10, 20 or 30 ohm
$0.95
Seiss, 6 ohm
60
Tillman, 6 ohm
45
Tillman. 30 ohm
60
Ajax Combination
Socket & Rheostat....
1.55
PHONES
$6.00 Brandes
Superior
$5.25
12.00 N. & K., Imported
5.50
5.00 Nerco
2.50
Ambassador
3.89
Mail orders promptly attended to. All orders
amounting to $5.00 or more will be shipped prepaid.
Will ship C. O. D. unless remittance accompanies
order.

That Brought Joy to
Users Last Season.

100,000

Radio

Sent on approval. Pay us 50 cents when you are satisfied. That's how sure we are that it will please you.
Just pass the good news on to a dealer so others may
enjoy B-Metals too. Just send us the name of dealer
who hasn't heard of B-Metal when remitting.

The B-Metal

Type C Fixed Detector for Your Reflex Set —
Try One and
Know
The price is reasonable when you see what it does. Thousands in use.
Read one of the many reports.
$2.50

Mb

Will you please give me a hook-up and
indicate the switch to use so that I can

Ready for
Immediate
«

B-Metal Refining Co. Pittsburgh, Pa., June 4th, 1923.
Gentlemen: — I enclose check for $3.00 in payment for
the Reflex and B-Metal crystals recently sent me on trial.
The Reflex detector is entirely satisfactory in every respect,
in fact, much better than I expected. I am using it in a
three-tube circuit. Very truly yours.
G. HAUDEMAN.
5532 Howe Street.
For Sale by All Dealers
B-METAE
REFINING
COMPANY
3134 Trumbull Avenue. Detroit. Mich.

ITS SET

<JlTvnst
oftheWris

ALL PARTS
Delivery
—
FOR THE

Acmedyne Circuit TflLLOWTIP

as described by Mr. Lawrence Coekaday in the August issue of "Popular Radio," employed in the
wonderful Melco-Suprcme Receiver.

Tuned Radio-Frequency at
Its Best

TWO SUPERSENSITIVE CIRCUITS
(Both Copyrighted)
My Highly Improved Reinartz brings in all important stations on both coasts and Mexican border.
loud, clear and without distortion. We dance to
music from Atlanta received on one loud Baldwin
unit. Build one of these wonderful sets from my
blueprints and specifications, price 50c, or with a
perfect and complete double wound spiderweb coil,
§3.00 by mail. No other windings used. Pfaoto of
my set on a glass panel with every order.
This copyrighted circuit is the most successful of
any Reinartz modification yet produced, and is imitated the most.
Thousands are in use.
My W. D. II Circuit is especially designed for use
withthat
the little
"Pickle"
tubeno and
brings
out can.
the full
value
of
tube as
other
circuit
Stations
1000 miles away come in clearly on one tube. This
set is small, complete, portable. For the man who
wishes the highest efficiency, this is the set to build.
Price of blueprint and specifications, 50c, or with
complete and perfect windings, $3.00. Photo of set
with every order.
Sets built from these plans will receive all broadcasting stations operating under the new laws.
Their wave length range is from 170 to 800 meters.

put the wa\-e trap in shunt with the
| From 392 meters to 509 meters it works aerial and ground, in series with the
very well. I have been able to get as aerial, in series with the ground, or cut it
low as 309 meters and as high as 517 but out entirely? I worked for two hours
in both instances the reception has been trying to figure out this problem on a
very thin and mushy. I have added to series parallel switch but could not solve
this circuit a wave
trap in the aerial it.
Can you tell me the right size loop to
use on this circuit? I have a loop which
I bought; it brings in the wave but I find
I cannot split it; so I have not as yet
been able to use the loop. Of all the
circuits I have tried, I find this to be the
best for all around work. Its selectivity
is remarkable and the range is fine.
A. — Noting limitations encountered in
the operation of Circuit 01321, Radio
Digest, we advise that it should be capable of tuning to lower wave lengths as
constructed. However, in experimentation
3-ou might eliminate the variometer shown
between the audio frequency transformer
and the rotor of coupler for low wave
length work.
For accomplishment of higher wave
lengths place a .00025 mfd. fixed condenser between the grid variometer, grid
condenser connection and the filament
side of the variocoupler or ground.
A wave trap is most effective in the
antenna circuit; we recommend it in that
position only. It is doubtful if your
proposed arrangement could be effected.
lead. Can you tell me what to do to
A loop may be constructed of 10 turns
enable me to get 360 meters and less in of wire spaced at % inch on a 3-foot
a satisfactory way? Across the vario- square frame.
meter leading to the audio transformer I
have a vernier but even this does not
split certain waves on the short or high
lengths.

Telos Vario-Transformer
Telos Variometer
AMSCO Compensating
Condenser

$8.50
$6.00
$3.00

Complete knock-down parts for Melco-Supreme, Including drilled engraved Bakelite panel, solid mahogany cabinet, and three No. 201-A
d» Q (\
All goods absolutely guaranteed by manufacturer and ourselves. Shipped immediately,
prepaid, on receipt of purchase price. Write
for price list on our complete line of quality
apparatus.

RADIO & MECHANICAL

23 Warren Street

TRADING
NEW

YORK

MICROMETER

ADJUSTING

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
The every-purpese
detector
— fixed
or
changeable
adjustment,
ju t
as you
wish. Tune with the YELL0WT1P. No
hunting or looking for a sensitive spot.
Just
"A Twist
of the Wrist—
Set."
Micrometer
adjustment
in a It's
moment,
fixed indefinitely. Ideal for reflex and
other circuits.
Write for folder and name
nearest dealer.

2

of your

WHOLESALE RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.
Exclusive Factory Representatives
35 WILLIAM ST., NEWARK,
N. J.

CORP.
CITY

Dealers and Jobbers write
for attractive proposition.
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"*A*E Perfection I2i£5 Selection"
Neutrodyne Coekaday Erla Reflex
5 TUBE SET
The Neutrodyne Circuit is the
last word in Radio and is the best
set that can be made today.
Formica Panel 7x24
5 Bakelite Sockets
3 Neutroformers
2 Neutrodons
2 Franco
Audio
Transformers
1 "A" Battery Switch
3
1
1
8

Dials, 4 inch
Klosner Rheostat
Amsco Power Rheostat
Binding Posts with Names

27
Feet Spaghetti
3 Jacks
28 Feet No. 14 Tinned
Copper Wire.006 Dubilier
2 Condensers,
1 Grid Leak and Condenser,
Freshman
1 Dubilier
Condenser, .002
Special price for complete
parts for 5 tube set

Circuit Complete

Circuit Complete
1 Eastern Coekaday Coil
2 Amsco 23 Plate Vernier
1
2
1
1

Condensers
Panel 7xl4x-fV
Dials, 3 inch
Bakelite Socket
Tubular Leak, 2 meg.

1 Dubilier Condenser, .00025
1 Klosner Rheostat
812 Name
Binding Copper
Posts
Feet Tinned
Wire No. 14
6
1
7
2
1

Feet Cambric Spaghetti
Switch Lever
Contact Points and Nuts
Contact Stops and Nuts
Diagram

Our special price for complete Coekaday Set

13X95
$1

Operate a loud speaker on
one tube with this wonderful
set.
1 Formica Panel Txllxft. Panel
is drilled, engraved and
polished.
1 Erla
Reflex Transformer.
1 Pearlco
Moulded
Bakelite
Coupler.
2 Switch levers.
denser.23 Plate Vernier Con1 Amsco
1
1
21
1
1
11
8
12

Klosner Vernier Rheostat.
Crystal Detector with Crystal.
Bakelite
Sockets.
Dial,
3 inch.
Improved .Tack.
Dubilier Condenser
.001.
Dubilier
.002.
Ella Bezel.Condenser

Name
Binding Posts.
Ft. Tinned Copper Wire. No.
14.
6 Ft. Cambric Spaghetti.
12 Contact Points and nuts.
2 Contact Stops and nuts.
1 Franco Audio Transformer.
Our Special Price Complete

S

Perfection
Radio Corporation
59 Cortland Street, New York City
Six New

27^2

Tork Retail Stores
Add Parcel Post
Do Not Send Stamps
208 page -complete Radio catalogue free with order of $5.00 on request.
Otherwise prepaid for 25 cents.
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Illustrated

Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
Corrected Every Week — Part
State.

City.

Call

State.

State.

Call

Idaho:

Alabama:

KFAV.
KFDD.
Kellotc.
KKKY
n. KFAN
Illinois:

Aubu-;i.

WiUV
;!:«ra. WSY
Mobile.
WEAF
MoMCDIMiy.
WKA>.
Arizona:
riuwuix. KPTW.
:i. KFDH

KFAD.

KFCB

Ule. KFDV
Itta. tVGAB
R<vfc. WOAV
luff. WOK

California:
Ba&ersHeld.
KDZB
. KU1.
KBE
I'd Uoota. KLN
Kl Mji.te.K.MJKL'Y
HoUywoed. KFAR
Long Beach. KSS
Los Angrles.
KDZF.
KFCL.
KHJ.
KJS.
KNV.
KNX.
KWB
Los Gates. KFHQ
Modesto.
K\U
Oakland. KLS.
KLX.
KZM
Kichoicnd.
KFC.M
Sacramento.
KFBK
San Diego. KDPT.
KDTM.
San Francisco. KPO.
KVO
San Jose. KFAQ.
KUW
San
Luis
Obispo.
KFBE
Santa Ana.
KFAW
Santa Barbara. EFHJ
Selma.
KFJH
Stanford Univ.. KFGH
Stockton.
KJQ.
KffG
Venice. KFAV

Indiana:
Anderson.
WABC
Brookville.
W.SAL
Greencastle.
WLAX
Greentovcn.
W.IAK
Huntington.
WHAT
La Porte.
WRAF
Marion. WIAO
Mishawaka.
WOAO
Muncie.
W.TAF
South Bend. WABJ.
WGAZ
West Lafasette. WBAA

KFL.
KUS.

KFBC

Iowa:
Ames.

WHAT.

WOl

Boone, kfgo.

Kansas:
Anthony.
WBL
Beloit. WPAR
Cheney. KFGP
Emporia.
WAAZ
Hutchinson.
KFHX
Independence
KFIX
Iola. KFLD
Lindsborg.
WDAD
Louisburg,
KFIL
Manhattan. WTG
Marion.
WBAD
Parsons.
WOAJ
Pittsburgh.
KFIV
Topeka.
W.TAQ.
WPAM
Wichita.
KFHI.
WAAP.

WOAT

District

of Columbia:
..on. W.ABE. WCAP. WDM.
WEAS. WHAQ.
WIL, WJH.
Wilt".
WQAW.
WKC

Florida:
facksonrille.
WABG.
WDAL
Miami.
WC1AM
Peiisacola.
WGAX.
WLAV
•ersburgh, WSAG
Tampa.
WDAE

Kentucky:
Frankfort.
WOAK
Lexington.
WQAH
Louisville.
WHAS
Paducah.
WIAB

Shreveport.

KFDX.

WD

12.

UV20IA.

U~I99

and

others

for

$3.00

BROWN

COMPANY
NEWARK,

WEAH

WCAQ

The

N. J.

Na-Ald
199 Socket
$.45
Spaghetti tubing, 3 ft, length
09
Hoc*-ui> Wire No. 11 sq. Tinned
DeForest 3 Coil Mounting
Bradleystat
(Universal)
Brandes
(Superior)
Acme Transformers
Hedgehog Transformers
Murdock Socket
Cockaday CoU

"...

WPAQ

JO*

4.45
1-65
5.40
4.45
2.95
J9
1.98

Bremer Tully TuniL's Unit
4.45
Carter Tapped Inductance Switch
15 pts
1.75
Jewel B Battery Tester
2^49
Aerial Wire Stranded, per 100 ft. .59

Clip this List- Check Items You Want
Enclose With Money Order
Your Order Will Be Filled By Return Mail
Postage Free -Satisfaction or Honey Back

MM&BARGAim
17 I*. LA SAL LB ST- CHICAGO

tn.

Jersey:

WOR.

N. Plainfleld.
WEAM
Ocean City.WBAN
WIAD
I'aterson.
Trenton.
New

Michigan:
Berrien Springs. KFGZ
Dearborn.
WWI
Detroit.
KOP.
WCX.
WWJ
East Lansing. WKAB
Flint.
WEAA
Kalamazoo.
WOAP.
WLAQ
Lansing,
WHAL
Kodgers.
WCAF
Saginaw,
WABM
Minnesota:

WMAL.

Ithaca. WEAI
Lockport,
New
York, WMAK
KDOW.
WBAY.
WDT,
WEAF.
W.1X.
WJY.
WJZ.
WLAW. WSAP
Poughkeepsie.
WTAF
Rochester.
WABO.
WHAil
Bidgewood.
WHS
Schenectady.
WGY.
WBL
WNAN
Syracuse.
WDAI,
WTAB.
WLAH,
Tarrytown.
WKW
Troy.
WHAZ
Vtica.
WSL
North
Carolina:
AsheviUe.
WFAJ
Charlotte.
WBT
Greensboro. WQAZ
Baleigh. WLAC
North

Montana:
Billings.
KFCH
Bozeman.
KFDO
Butte,
KFAP
Great Falls. KDYS
Havre. ETBB
Stevensville. KFJB
Nebraska:
David City. WBAB
Fremont. WOAE
Grand Island. KFJA
Kearney, KFHP, KFJC
Lincoln,
WFAY.
WJAB.
WKAC. KFDL".
WMAH.
WQAP
Norfolk.
W.IAG
Oak,
KFEQ
Omaha.
KFCZ.
KFFX.
WAAW.
WIAK.
WNAL.
WOAW
Tecumseh.
WTAU
University Place. WCAJ
rtica,
KFGY
York.
KFDB

Improved Basket Weave, Covering
Broadcasting Wave Lengths

All

Ohio:
Canton. WWB
Cincinnati.
WAAP, WHAG,
H1W.
W1IH.
WSA1
Cleveland,
KDPM,
WHK,
WTASI
Columbus.
WBAV.
WCAH.
WHAS.
WPAL
Dayton,
WA1,
WABD
Fairfield.
WL2
Granville.
WJD
Greenville,
WCBB
Hamilton. WBAU. WBK
Lebanon.
WTG
Lima. WOAC
Marietta.
WBAW
Middleport.
WSAK
Newark.
WBBA
Sandusky,
WABH,
WQAF
Springfield.
WSAP
Steubenville. WTAK

WJAN.
WEAO.

Toledo, WTAL
Warren.
WLAZ
Wooster. WGAU
Youngstown. WDBF

$6.50

This

symbol

of quality
is your
tection pro-

Virginia:
WHAK

Beloit.
WKAW
Fond du Lac. KFIZ
Kenosha.
WOAR
La Crosse. WGAY.
WABN WHA
Jladison.
Jlilwauhee.
WAAK.
WCAY.
WHAD.
WIAO

WBAH.

Neenah.
W1AJ
St. Croix Falls. WBAL
Waupaca.
WPAH

Wyoming:
Douglas. KFEV
Laramie.
KFBTJ
Alaska:
Juneau, KFIU

Yankton.

Honolulu.
KDYX,
Hawaii:
Lihue.
KFHS

WNAS

Knoxville.
WSAV
Lawrenceburg.
WOAN
Memrhis. WMC

Porto
San

Texas
WKB : WQAQ
Abilene,
Amarillo.
WDAG.
WBAU
Austin,
WCM,
WNAS
Beaumont.
WMAM
College
Dallas.

StatioD,
WTAW
KFFZ.
WDAO.

Laredo.
WWAN
Orange.
KFGX
Plainview.
WSAT
Port Arthur. WTAH
San
Antonio.
AS6.
WCAB.
Stanford.
WOAZ
WLAJ.
WKAF

KGU.

KYQ

Rico:
Juan.

WKAQ

Canada:
BeUevue.
CFCO
Calgary,
CHBC. CFAC,
CFCN
Edmonton,
CFCK.
CJCA
Hamilton.
CKOC

WTAA.

El Paso.
WDAH.
WTAT
Fort Worth. WBAP
Galveston.
WEAB.
WIAC
Houston.
WCAK,
WEAY.
WBAA

Utah:
Ogden.

Iroquois Falls. CFCH
London,
CFCW.
C.IGC
Montreal, CFCF,
CFUC,

WET.

WAOI

WWAC

Havana.
KFCP

CHYC

CKAC
Olds. CJCX
Quebec.
CFCJ.
CHCD
Begina.
CKCK
Saskatoon.
CFQC
St.
John.
C.1CI
Toronto.
CFCA,
CJCD.
CJCN.
CKCE
Vancouver,
CJCE.
CKCD
Victoria, CFCL.
CHCE
Winnipeg. CKT, CKZC,
CJNC

Cuba:
Tuinucu.

PWX
6KW

COPPER: strip, 1/16" x 1", per ft. $.45; foil, .001"
x 4", 10
perft.ft.Sl.OO.
$-10, 10L.ft.D.$.80;
foil, .001"341x 6",
per ft.
$.15,
SEAVER,
Piedmont
St.. WATERBURY,
CONN.

All our graduates are placed.
Shortage still exists.
Wages are still going up.
Our school holds best records in New
England for qualifying operators.
Send for Catalog

MASSACHUSETTS
RADIO
&
TELEGRAPH
SCHOOLS,
be.
18 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
G. R. ENTWISTLE, Radio Director

UV-199

The new UV-199 is proving a
popular member of the Radiotron
for portable

mighty
family,

sets.

For quiet operation — great ruggedness — uniform operation Radiotron UV-199 is unsurpassed. Each
new Radiotron has marked a big step in radio advancement. The RCA
mark is the foundation of
radio growth — and your protection when you buy.
Ask for Radiotrons — and look for the mark.

Unequaled Clearness
Thru a New Magnetic
Principle of Construction
Distant and local broadcasting reproduced without distortion.
Endorsed by Radio Experts — Lieut.
Commander Raison, \J. S. Navy
says:

Radio Corporation of America

Sales Dept., Suite 3002: 233 Broadway, New York
District Safes Offices:
10 South LaSalle St.,
433 California St.,
Chicago, 111.
San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotrons
REG. U. S. PAT-

West

Clarksburg.

Brookings. KFDY
Bapid City. WCAT
Sioux Falls. WFAT
Vermillion.
WEAJ

A Small Tube That's a Big Performer
particularly

Spokane.
KFDC. KFBG.
KI'IO.KFEJ.
KFZKGB.
Tacoma, BE1.
KMO
Walla
Walla. KDZI.
KFCF KZV
Wenatchee.
Yakima.
KFIQ

Wisconsin:

Dakota:

RADIO SCHOOL

Radiotron
UV-199

WCAE.

Bay.
KilY KFHH

Seattle.
KFIIB.
Pullman, KI)ZE.
kfai: KDZT.
KFIY.
KFJC. KIK1.
KJR.
KTW

Carolina:

Tyler.
WOAF
Waco.
WJAD.
Wichita Falls.

Oklahoma:
Aidmore.
WOAA
Bristow.
KF.IK
Chickasha.
KFGD

RADIO SURPLUS STORES, Helena, Montana

For detection
or amplification

KQT.

Rhode Island:
Cranston. WKAP
Edgewood.
WEAG WKAD
East Providence.
Providence. WEAN, WJAB.
WSAD,
WTAG

South

KFHU

KZN

Washington:
Aberdeen.
KNT
Bellinghani.
KDZB
KFHI,
Neah
Lacey.

Tennessee:

Send no money
PAY THE POSTMAN.
All
Goods
Shipped
Parcel
Post C. O. D.

Radiotron

KF1F.

Clemson
Charleston. College.
WNAQ, WSAC
W'OAH
Greenville. WOAV

Dakota:

KDYL.

Springfield.
V.
Arlington.
NAA
Virginia:
Blacksburg.
WIAK WNAW
Fortress
Portsmouth.Monroe.
WOAQ

WSAN

KDKA.

Call

Vermont:
Burlington.
Ballom
Falls.WCAS
WLAK

Beading.
WBBD.
WBAW
Scranton.
WQAN.
WRAY
State College.
WTAB
Villanova.
WCAM
Wilkes-Barre.
WBAX
WNAH

South

Fargo.
WPAK
WOAB WDAY.
Grand Forks, KFJM, KFJQ.
Mayville.

Pittsburgh,

City.

Halt Lake City.

Easton.
WMAP
Erie.
WOAV
Grove Citv. WSAJ
Harrtsburg.
WABB
Johnstown.
WTAC
Lancaster. WDBC,
WGAL
McKeesport.
WIK
Parkesburg.
WOAA
WAV AD
Philadelphia.
WCAF.
WDAB. WF1.
WTAS WIP.
WGL.
WKAT.
WOO.

New York:
Albany.
WNJ
Buffalo. WGB
Canandaitrua, WSAW
Canton.
Cazenovia. W CAD
WMAC

KFEX.

WKY

Baker.
Corvallls.KFDA
KFDJ
ro. KFFO
I .cr. KII1B.
KQP
Medfurd.
KFAV
Pendleton,
KFFE
Portland.
KDYQ.
KFEC.
KGQ.
KGN.
KGW
Salem. KFCD
Pennsylvania:
Allentown.
WCBA,
Altoona.
WGAW

WOAX

Mexico:

Roswell.
KNJ
State College. KOB

WCAS. WLAG.

State.

Call

Astoria.
KFJI
Oregon:
Arlington.
KFGL

WSAD
WKAT

Atlantic Citv. WHAR
Gloucester
City. WRAX
Sloorestown.
WBAF
Newark.
WAAM.
WBS.

Boston.
WNAC
Dartmouth.
WMAF
Fall Biver.
WSAB,
WTAB
Lowell.
WQAS
Medford
HUlside.
WGI
Nov
Bedford.
WDAU
Springfield.
WBZ
Worcester. WABK.
WDAS

for THIS WEEK

State. City.

Oklahoma Citv. KFJF.
Norman.
WN.M)
Okmulg.-.-.
WPAC
Tuba.
WCAK.
WLAL

Hampshire:

New

Massachusetts:

iadio Bargains
£ ft

WKC.

Buy before the fall rush sets in
We sell all parts required for this wonderfully
efficien t receiver — panel , coi 1 , condensers , socket,
vernier rheostat, variable gridleak, dials, switches,
posts, contact points, wire, spaghetti, etc. (no
tubes or phones) for only $9.85. Postage additional on all shipments.

Send remittance when you
send the tube. We prepay
parcel post back to you.

511-519 Orange St.

WEAB.

IV

Call

KFFB

Laconia.

With each coil we send FREE two large blueprints, picture hookup and panel layout, list of
materials, and fully illustrated instructions for
construction and operation.

Quick service. All tubes repaired by us guaranteed to
work as good as new.

THOMAS

WCAO.

New

Reinartz Coil $1.85

VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED
WOII.

Sparks.

WABI
Portland.0. W1.AN
WTAJ

Kansas City. WDAF.
WHB.
Joplin.
WMAJ. WHAH
WOQ *
MarshaU.
WJAT
Moberly. KFFP
St. Joseph, KFHD.
WEAK
St. Louis.
KFEZ.
KFGJ,
KFLB.
KSD.
WCK.
WEB,
WEW.
WMAY.
WRAO
SpringSeld. WIAI,
WKAS.
WQAB
Tarkio.
Webster WIAT
Grove.
WOAL

WLAP

KFHF.

Maine:
Bangor.

Maryland:
BalUmore.
WNAY
Froslburg.

City.

Nevada:
Reno.
KDZK

Missouri:
Butler.
WNAK
Cameron.
WFAQ
Cape
Girardeau.
WSAB
Carrollton,
KFJJ
Columbia.
WAAS
Independence. WPAG
Jefferson City. WOS

Louisiana:
Alexandria.
KFFT
Baton
Bouge.
KFGC
New Orleans. WAAB.
WAAC.
WCAG.
WGV,
WIAF,
WTAF,
WWL

Georgia:
Atlanta. WSB
College Park.
WDAJ
Gainesville.
WKAT
Macon.
WilAZ
ab. WBAB

Call

Moorhead.
WPATJ
Northfleld.
WCAL
St. Cloud.
WFAM
St. Paul.
AY7.
WAAH

Le Mars. KI'FV
KFCT. W1AU
LamoDi.
Marshalltowu.
KFJB
Newton.
WIAH
Oskalocsa.
KFHL
Ottumwa.
EFJL
Sigourney,
WOAD
Sioux City. WEATJ
Waterloo.
WHAC

Connecticut:
Bridgeport.
WKAX
Hartford.
WDAK
Sew Haven. V\PAJ
Storrs. WABL
Waterbury.
WQAD

City.

Baudctte.
KFGY
Duluth. WMAT
Hutchinson.
WFAN
Minneapolis.
KFDZ.
WBAD,
WBAH.
WRAH

Burlington.
WIAS.
WLAT
Cedar Falls. KF.IX
Cedar Rapids.
WJAM.
WKAA
Centerrille.
WDAS
Council Bluffs. WPAF
Davenport. WHAJ.
WOC
Des Moines.
KFDJ.
WGF
Fort Dodge.
KFEB.
WEAB
Gladbrook.
KFIK
Iowa City. WHAA

Colorado:
Boulder.
KFAJ
Colorado Springs.
KFFQ.
KFCK
AA3.
KDZQ.
KFAF.
KFEL.
KFLE.
KLZ
.. KFJD.
KFEA
Greeley.
KFJD
Gunnison.
KFHA
Trinidad.
KFBS.
KFHY

Delaware:
Wilmington.

KFFB

BaMdere,
WOAG.
WTAH
Carthage.
WTAD
Chicago.
KTW,
WAAK.
WBU.
WDAP.
W.IAZ.
WMAU.
Hl'AD,
V.SA1!.
WSAX
Decatur.
WIIAO.
WHAP
Elgin.
WTAS
n. WQAL.
WTAS
McLeansboro.
WRAS
Sit. Vernon, WABF
Peoria.
WJAN.
WQAX
Bockford.
WIAB
Sterling,
WBBC
Tuscola.
W1>Z
Trbana.
WIIM
Zion. WCBD

Arkansas:
Little

City.

State.

OFF.

"I use your headset in preference to others in experimental

T • 1 f\CC
If your dealer is
Inal Utter
out of "Repeaters" send $5.00 and dealer's name
for complete set subject to refund
in full within 10 days if not perfectly
satisfactory.
work."
Moss-Schury
Mfg. Co., Inc.

Radio Division
2011-2015 Franklin Street, Detroit, U. S. A.
facturers of precision electrical devices
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